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ing from the direst poverty and from want of food, mankind while there remains on the faGe of the
• the conditions certainly favor the development of earth one being with the accursed folly in his brain.
pestilence, and it is very probable that the influenza
has been revived there, to be carried into the adFOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
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Editor. other ways.
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· destitute masses of Russia invite plagues of all being put to the sword." And then he contrasts this
!
kinds.
method with the peaceful conversions by which
SATURDAY,
JANUARY 2, 1892. · The persistent neglect of the simplest rules of Christianity was extended over other nations. Let
sanitation by millions of people in any part of the us see! An army conquers and its commander
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One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance............ .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 50 was one of the subjects that engaged the attention writers of the age-the fourth century-agree as to
of the recent Hygienic Congress, but the reports the main facts .• It will suffice to quote Sozomen,
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ...................................... :................ 10 00 submitted to the congress indicated very little· prog-; whom no one will accuse of prejudice against ChrisAny number ()Ver five at the same rate, invariably
ress except with respect to the death-rate in the: tianity. He lived and wrote while all the events were
with one remittance.
British army and in certain parts of some of the yet fresh in the memory of some surviving actors in
cities. The obstacles seem insurmountable. Mill- • them. He says that Constantine after his converTo Our Subscribers.
ions of wretched human beings, whose habits are sion by the vision of the cross with the letters,
We are in sore need of the amounts due on sub- almost incredibly filthy, who use the same tank as "Conquer by this" (conquer, mind), had the stanscriptions and ask everyone who owes us money to a receptacle for all their sewage and as a reservoir dard called Laburnum changed into a cross. "He
. be especially prompt in sending it.
from which their supply of water is taken, who did this chie:fl.y, that by having it always in view
This also ·is the time of year when a great many poison the soil of their towns until there is no and worshiping it, the soldiers might be led to
subscriptions expire, and an immediate renewal will remedy except the abandonment of the sites, and abandon their old superstition and recognize the
who regard with religious abhorrence, those who true God as their leader and helper in battle-; for
be a favor to us.
advise any change, cannot be reformed in a decade.' this symbol was always borne in front in the thickOwing probably to the elections and the labor inYet they must be reformed. We cannot allow these est of the fight." See chapter iv.
cident to gathering and marketing the great harsuperstition-cursed hordes to kill us off now with
In chapter viii he says: "As soon as the sole
vests our friends hav neglected to forward what 'is· epidemic any more than we could permit continu- government of the Roman Empire devolved on
due us, and we are'consequently compelled to some-. ance of their former practice of murdering us with Constantine he issued a decree commanding all
what urgently remind them of their remissness.· fire and sword. These people must hav their big- the people of the East to honor the Christian reAs Mr. Bennett used to say under these circum-' otry enfeebled and t:P.eir common sense strengthened.· ligion." He said that "God having accounted him
The Mohammedans must be shown and reshown worthy to reign he had been led from the British
stances, Friends; let us hear from you.
the folly of believing the Prophet inspired, and the seas to the Eastern provinces in order that the
To the Friends and Subscribers of Freethought. Russian Christians must hav dinned into their ears Christian religion might be extended and its followI sincerely hope that all who hav supported: the impossibility of their creed, till both cease ers advanced to public honors. Mter making these
Freethought in the past will aid the work to which: :flocking to their scenes of religious celebration statements he entered upon other details." He
under conditions so generativ of disease.
The then goes on to show what these were. As the reit has been devoted by becoming subscribers to
priests who vend shrine- and faith-cures and de- sult of these details Sozomen says: "Christians
j THE TRUTH SEEKER. THE TRUTH SEEKER will carry' nounce hygienists must be unmasked, derided, and were thus placed in almost all the principal posts of
~ on the work, but it needs your cooperation. It is a supplanted. The people must be taught to respect the Roman Government, the worship of false gods
means by which I can reach you and push on the scientific teachers, the only ones who are capable universally prohibited. He built churches and repaired others and furnished all with supplies and
~ Pacific coast labors.
Especially· I ask those in o£ doing good.
And yet other points of Christian management enjoined submission everywhere to the hierarchy.
·-.~ arrears to pay what is now due to THEi TRUTH
~ SEEKER and place their names upon its list as cordial must be altered. Epidemics may be furthered and He made war on the Sarmatians and Goths, and
spread not only by unsanitary concourse as remarked when he had vanquished all he evinced his thanks
. \supporters for the future.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
above, but by innU:trition and other privation among to Christ by zealous concern to the business of reiJ
a people. The famin in Russia has already either ligion and exhorted all the governors he placed over
Religion Pro£lucing Epidemics.
.,, c,
The reappearance of the influenza in Bucharest, caused or aided many epidemics, and before it ends the vanquished to recognize the one true faith and
}~ Vienna, and Berlin at this time, when reports of may produce great plagues little less dreadful than way of salvation. He levied funds off all the
· sweeping epidemics among the destitute in the in- those of medieval Europe. And this famin is due tributary nations for the support of the bishops
; terior of Russia are coming out of that country, to Christianity. This r:O.gion has, both by its and other clergy. He marked the weapons of his
: has revived interest in the theory which found direct operation ·and by its indirect operation as soldiers with the sign of the cross to familiarize
fu much favor last year, that this disease had its ori- pillar of a tyrannical government, kept the Russians them with the new religion, and built houses of
w gin at the Russian shrines and monasteries,,where destitute of knowledge, improved implements and prayer for them and also carried a tent for worshipgreat crowds of pilgrims assemble annually under methods, independence, self-help, and every quality ing in on their march and took priests along to perconditions which cause and nourish infectious dis- or resource by which the comparativly Freethinking form services. Each legion had its own tent and
its priests and deacons. He also enjoined the
ease. The New York Times recalls that the in:fl.u- peoples maintain their plenty.
Indeed, for what evil is religion not responsible~ observance of the Lord's day, the day the Greeks
enz.a began its course in the interior of Russia and
moved from that country westward. In those Turn where we will, some pernicious effect of it devote to the Sun. He forbid all labor, etc., on
parts of Russia where millions are now suffer- stares us in the face. There is no safety or rest for, that day because our Lord rose on it."
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And those were the peaceful means by which popular dislike of a foreigner, he himself being a
Christ's kingdom was established.
very fair king who would hav governed well; but
the other four-the duke of Brunswick, Queen
Isab ll t of Spain, the crown-prince of Holland,
The Extension of Morals.
While pietists lament an imaginary laxness in and DJm Pedro of Brazil-were all dismissed on
morals which they say is spreading with the Infi- account of failures in conduct, which in the first
delity of the age, the fact is that application of, and three of those named were most grave, but in the
obedience to, the moral criterions, are steadily in- last amounted only to eccentricity.
To tell the truth, the control over monarchs'
creasing. As an instance of this, the London Spectato1· points out that the class of monarchs, hereto- lives which the public has come to exercise, bids
fore allowed to cut theil· capers quite above the in- fair rather to transgress on the side of zeal overterference of public opinion, are being brought much than to fail by slackness. It is disputed by
under amenability to the moral standard like all many Liberal writers that the public has the tight
other classes. They are judged like other men, and to concern itself with any man's private affairs with
will no more be permitted to be separate in their the closeness above instanced. But without entermanner of life or " peculiar " in their characters ing upon that point here, we will content ourselvs
than other men are, or at least not without exciting with calling Christians' attention to the fact that as
theil· religion is passing away morality is not being
resentment and disrespect.
On the continent, for example, the reign of an weakened, but on the contrary becoming strengthacknowledged mistr~s over a court, the Pompadour ened at a rate unprecedented.
1·i [tirne, has become next to impossible.
We doubt if an emperor could get drunk openly
Liberty vs. Paternalism.
without directly shaking his authority, and are
Speaking of some reforms wrought by the activ
quite certain that conspicuous miserliness, a freyoung
emperor of Germany, the New York Sun requent foible among the very rich, would immensely
flects:
"Nothing but the very soundest grounding
diminish general respect. It is injurious to a king
in
democratic
principles suffices to restrain the citinow to be even particular about money, though a
zen
of
a
self-governing
community from wishing
hereditary foible of that kind largely helped to
huild the throne of the Hohenzollerns; but it is that it might borrow an emperor of activ mind for
also injurious to be extravagant, espe~ially in any a few months. How the elevated railroad managers'
heads would swim, and cable railroad constructors
unusual or inartistic way.
take
to theil· beds of pain after Commissioner GilA king may even now waste a third of his life in
roy
and
District Attorney Nicoll had been favored
hunting, as Louis XIV. did, because the world still
with
one
imperial interview. What searching orhunts; but he may not gamble, because the world,
dinances
would
the frightened aldermen not enact,
though it ·gambles, holds encouragement to gamand
how
would
the startled police flit like gigantic
bling to be a sort of superfluity of naughtiness.
chimney-swallows
enforcing them. How would the
He must be polite, too, and that on occasions
ferries
be
encumbered
with building inspectors, lost
when to private individuals some privilege of
in
a
crush
of
builders,
fleeing from the wrath to
moderate discourtesy would possibly be allowed.
come.
Pallid
grand
jurors
would hand out indictThe queen-regent of Spain, for example, is one of
ments
in
sheaves
;
nor
would
four days be needed
the best as well as ablest of the P.rincesses of Euto
impanel
a
trial
jury,
either,
if a committee of an
rope, . and she thinks it her duty to protect the
throne of her little son until the time when he imperial legislativ body loomed in the background
can mount it himself. It is her business, therefore, charged to inquire into judicial procedure and reto be royal, her responsibility, so to speak, as port." But the judgment of this paper, rarely untrustee ; and as she was born an archduchess of sound, does not. fail to step in at this point with
Austria, and is harrassed every day by republicans, considerations of a quite opposit nature, as follows :
she probably holds persons of those opinions in an "It is a sweet vision, but it may not be. And, it
almost religious dislike. Yet the democratic news- may be proper to add, this idE:Jal emperor can be rel)apers think it quite horrible that she should re- linquished with a sigh which is only one of relief
cently hav passed Senor Castelar, the leading repub- when we remember all that would hav to be aclican of Spain, without any ceremonial recognition cepted along with him in practice ; the surveillance,
of his presence. She ought, it is felt, to hav sup- the censorship, the suppression of free criticism.
pressed all external manifestation of distaste, and For it must be noted to man's credit that the
hav perceived in Senor Castelar only the chief of hardest bmden for him to bear is the interdiction
of free thought." This is the correct way of lookall Spanish orators and a leader of many men.
ing
at the matter. The few goods that are conEven eccentricities in manner are resented, and.
ferred
by paternal government are insignificant
a sovereign would hav to be very popular before a
beside
the
many and huge evils that attend it.
habit of going bareheaded, or of wearing unusuThe
blessings
and glories of freedom are uncountally easy hats-a whim of Frederick the Great-or
able
;
the
evils
of state domineering are endless.
of walking faster than his courtiers, would be corIt
is
a
true
observation
of Professor Oswald that
dially forgiven him.
since
the
dawn
of
history
the lands of freedom hav
The German emperor is the most popular of
produced
fruits
and
flowers
that refused to thrive
sovereigns, .and almost independent of Parliament;
on
any
other
soil.
For
several
centuries civilization
but he is spoken of injuriously, because he measwas confined to a small country of republics: Attic
ures his words by his own will and not by that of
and Theban Greece. '.'Study the wonders of that
his subjects, and because, having much too many
age," says Byron to his friend Trelawney, "and
things to do, he has a passion for rapid driving.
compare them with the best ever done under masThe modern monarch, in short, so far from being
ters." S>vitzerland, in spite of its rocky soil, has
the freest, promises to· become the least free of
for centuries been the happiest, as well as the freest,
mankind, and will hav, if he values or needs public
country of Europe. The prosperity of the United
favor, to keep_ strictly within the ropes, and liv the
States of America, since the establishment of their
the life held to be least worthy of comment by
independence, stands unparalleled in the history of
those whom he is supposed to rule.
the last eighteen hundred years ; and, moreover,
Whatever the cause, the fact is certain, that
the degree of that prosperity has been locally proprinces in constitutional countries will in future be
portioned to the degree of social freedom, and has
required to observe the rules of conduct approved
begun to become general only since the · general
by theil· subjects, under penalty, first, of being abolition of slavery. F1teedom blesses the poorest
actually disliked, a position intolerably painful to soil, as despotism blights the most fertil, and it is
all but a very few; secondly, of being refused all only an apparent exception from that rule that Italy
their requests-and kings hav many requests to continued to flourish during the first two centuries
make-an~, thirdly, of being compelled to vacate of the empire.
The change in the form of governtheir thrones. That fate has fallen on five sover- ment was at first nominal, rather than real, and uneigns or heirs-apparent in our time and in only one der the rule of Augustus, Trajan, Hadrian, and the
of the five cases could any reason be assigned Antonines, Rome enjoyed more real liberty than
other than personal conduct. Amadeo of Spain was, many a so-called republic of modern times. vVhen
we believe, compelled to abdicate solely from the despotism became a systematic and chronic actuality,
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the sun of fortune was soon eclipsed, and .the social
climate became as.unfavorable to art and literature as
to valor and patriotism. "Personal independe;rg:e,"
Professor Oswald adds, "is a not less essential'b'ondition of individual happiness. Bondage in any
form, and of silken or gilded, as well as of il·on,
fetters, is incompatible with the development of the
highest mental and moral faculties. The genius of
Poland and modern Italy has produced its best
fruit in exile. The progress of modern civilization
dates only from the ·time when knowledge once
more flomished in a Republic of Letters/ and for
a thousand years the monastery system of medieval literatme produced hardly a single work of
genius. Within the period of the last three or four
generations the sun of freedom has ripened better
and more abundant fruit in any single decade than
the dungeon-ail· of despotism during a series of
centuries. All foreign .travelers agree in admiring
(or condemning) the early mental development of
American children, who hav a chance to exercise
theil· intellectual faculties in an area untrammeled
by the barriers of caste divisions and social restraints. They may yield to the pupils of the best
European colleges in especial branches of scholarship, but in common sense, general intelligence,
general information, in self-respect, in practical
versatility and self-dependence, an American boy of
twelv is, as a rule, more than a match for a continental European boy of sixteen; and the same
holds good of the average intelligence and selfdependence of our country population. With the
rarest exceptions the political economists of our
Southern states agree that the agricultural negTo
as a freeman is a more valuable laborer than as a
slave, and that emancipation, in the long run, has
benefited the planter as well as his serf." ·Freedom from state control, whether that state
consist of a monarch or of a majority, is the indispensable condition of every excellent work. Liberty, liberty, liberty, is the watchword that must be .
ever on our lips.
~-------------

Life.
The admirable Edison has favored the public
with some interesting views on the nature of life.
When he was in Berlin, he says, he met Du Bois
Reymond, and, wagging the end of his finger, said :
"What is that 7 What moves that finger 7" Reymond confessed that he could not tell ; that the
search of investigators for twenty-five years had
failed to .reveal it. Edison speaks without positivness, but hazards some conjectures. One view is
that everything possesses some degree of life.
"All matter livs," he says, "and everything that
llvs possesses intelligence. Consider growing corn,
for example. An atom of oxygen comes flying
along the ail·. It seeks combination with other
atoms and goes to the corn, not by chance, but by
intention. It is seized by other atoms that need
oxygen and is packed away in the corn where it can
do its work. Now, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen
enter into the composition of every organic substance in one form of arrangement or another.
The formula CHO, in fact, is almost universal.
Very well, then, why does a free atom of carbon select any particular one out of fifty thousand or more
possible positions unless it wants to ~ I cannot see
how we can deny intelligence to this act of volition
on the part of the atom. To say that one atom has
an affinity for another is simply to use a big word.
The atom is conscious if man is conscious, is intelligent if man is intelligent, exercises will power if man
does-is, in its own little way, all that man is."
Coming to the vital energy in the human system,
our scientist remarks : "A beefsteak in the human
stomach is equivalent to coal under a boiler. By oxidization it excites energy that does work. But what
form of energy is it 7 It is not steam pressure. It
acts through the nerve cells, performs work that
can be measured in foot pounds, and can be transformed into electricity; but the actual nature of this
force which produces this work-which makes effectual the mandate of the will-is unknown. It is not
magnetism, it doesn't attract iron. It is not electricity-at least not such a form of electricity as we
are familiar with. Still, here it is necessary to be
guarded, because so many different forms of elec.
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tricity are known to science that it would be rash to
say positivly that we shall not classify vital energy
as a· form of electrical energy. We cannot argue
anything from difference in speed. Nerve force
may travel as fast as eiectricity, once it gets started.
The apparent slowness may be in the brain. It
may take an appreciable time to set the force going.
It seems reasonable that there is a close affinity between vital energy and electricity. I do :p.ot say
they are identical ; on the contrary I say they are
very like."
The possibility of an invention that would incomparably surpass in value any previous one made, is
thus canvassed by our ingenious friend : " If one
could lea:t;n to make vital energy directly without
fuel, that is, without beefsteak in the stomach, and
in such 1manner that the human system could appropriate it, the elixir of life would no longer be
dream of alchemy. But we hav not yet learned to
make electricity directly, without the aid of fuel and
steam. I believe this is possible ; indeed, I hav
been experimenting in this direction for some time
past. But until we hav learned to make electricity,
like nature, out of disturbed air, I am afraid the
more delicate task of manufacturing vital energy so
that it can be bottled and sold at the family grocery
store will hav to be deferred."
This subject of life is a very interesting-indeed,
a fascinating one. Rationalists may pursue its investigation with much profit and pleasure, while the
benighted are learning to pronounce Beeltethmus
and Elionaus, wondering why the prophecies of
Habakkuk and Isaiah don't come true, and harrowing up their souls with the Five Points and other
lacerativ theological growths. Buchner's " Force
and Matter " would be a good book to begin with.
This would be well succeeded by Spencer's "Biology" or Haeckel's "History of Creation."

a

Mr. Wettstein Writes A.bout Mr. Bundy's Suit.

;.;!,

your readers, or the world; and yet they availed
themselvs not of it. They saw another bonanza in
the endeavor to "mulct you to the tune of a few
thousand dollars l" I placed it in their power to redeem themselvs in a very easy manner, to clear
themselvs of the reflections made. It was a virtual
ret1·action of all the charges made, if they would
but giv one simple reason why they allowed a quarter
of a centmy to pass before divulging to the world
that Lincoln was a S'piritualist. And this retraction
was made before notice of the complaint was served
upon you. I don't know anything of the laws of
your state, but if such a suit was instituted in
Illinois, or I dare say in most states, the plaintiff or
his solicitors would be hooted out of court.
A retraction made before any complaint is made
of the alleged offense, and suit instituted in spite
of the retraction-just think of it! Hav the people no right to know why twenty-five yean should
hav been allowed to elapse before being apprised
of the Spiritualistic tendencies of our martyred
Lincoln? Why has no explanation of this remarkable fact yet been given? What a pity if Mrs.
Maynard or Colonel Bundy should hav passed
away during these long years, and allowed their
secret to be buried with them! Publishers of
Spiritualistic papers are not ge~rally slow to announce to the world the faith noted men hav in
their doctrins. On the contrary, they are sometimes overhasty, as may be well remembered by
many of your readers of the case of General Beauregard, who was reported killed at the beginning
of our late "unpleasantness," and whose spirit communicated a message published in the Banner of
Light, I believe, but said spirit not having left its
physical " tabernacle " yet. Are we, therefore, not
warranted in the belief that there is something decidedly "rotten in Denmark?" Waiting twenty-five
yeal's in keeping a secret, and then all at once telegraphing it to Eastern journals!
Why was this bit of news withheld from the
world so long, and then sprung upon it so suddenly?
I think the world has a right to demand an explanation, and with said explanation the plaintiff or
plaintiffs stand redeemed. This is their natural and
proper recourse, and we hav placed it at their command. Why did they not avail themselvs of it? A
few plain, simple lines from Mrs. Maynard or Colonel
Bundy and they would hav rendered themselvs, as
far as we are conce:ned, as " pure as the driven
snow." They would hav scattered my objectionable
remarks to the winds of the heavens. They knew
it, or ought to hav known it, for the virtual retraction was made and published, as I stated, in THE
TRUTH SEEKER before any complaint was made to
you even. If they were ignorant of this retraction,
that is no extenuation in law.
H. WETTSTEIN.

To THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY IN GENERAL, AND
THE EDITOR IN PARTICULAR, Gentlemen : Allow me
to say through the columns of your inestimable
journal that Colonel Bundy and his lawyers are
slightly " off their bearings " in instituting suit for
an alleged defamation of character in an article of
mine under the heading, "Lincoln Not a Spiritualist," published in yours of November 7th. In the
first place, said article is based upon a communication from the Washington correspondent of the
Chicago News, under the heading, "No Faith in
Mediums," in which said correspondent relates an
interview with the former private secretary of
Lincoln, John G. Nicolay, the sum and substance
of which is that said Nicolay, in his capacity of
private secretary, positivly denies that· any seances
were ever held at the White House, "dismissing
the statements of the medium, Mrs. Colburn Maynard, and their corroboration by Colonel Bttndy, as
idle stories having no fmmdation in fact," also
that he, the said Nicolay, "never heard of anything
of the kind, and that he is absolutely positiv that
nothing of the kind occurred." \Vith these pointblank denials of the truth of the statements of Mrs.
Maynard and Colonel Bundy, could the reader come
to any other conclusion than that it was a scheme
for the purpose of inveigling the credulous into the
ranks of Spiritualism? My remarks being therefore
well founded upon the Chicago News article, it is
to that publication that Colonel Bundy should
turn for redress, if anywhere, as its heading
that Lincoln had "No Faith in Mediums"
plainly indicates that he considered them humbugs,
to express it mildly.
And the plaintiff being
known to hav been a violent opponent of Spiritualism prior to his assuming charge of the ReligioPhilosophical Journal bonanza, which he was
determined, after the assassination of its former
proprietor, S. S. Jones, his father-in-law, to work
for all it was worth, certainly looks as if but little
faith could be placed in his Spiritualistic pretensions
also.
But this is not the only ground upon which you
can plead: no ground .for action. The objectionable insinuations made by me were virtually retract«:JC!. in yours of December 12th, wherein I said,
under date of November 22d, that if a plausible explanation were offered why Mrs. Maynard-and by
a subsequent ir..timation, Colonel Bundywaited twenty-five years before projecting her, or
their, book, in which they revealed t_o the w_orld
that "Lincoln was a Spiritualist," I would take my
insinuation all back. Now, what could hav been
fair!'lr than this proposition? Here they had an
opp-ortunity to place themselvs in the right before
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so for Freethinkers, our brethren in that country
in the months from September 20th to November 20th succeeded in collecting 244 francs for L'orphelinat Rationaliste (Orphan Asylum for Children
of Freethin~ers).
The ~utch Freeth~ught association, De Dageraad, _which was founded .Oct. 4, 1856, and reorgamzed Jan. 29, 1879, has published its annual. report. It numbers at present 531 members:
206_ m the Amsterdam societ~', 28 in that of Haag,
72 m that of R?tterdam,_ besides 255 general members. The somety publishes a monthly mao-nzine
.De .Dageraad (Daybreak), which is well edit~d and
always instructiv. It has 615 subscribers ..
It is interesting to know that the Roman Catholic churc_h possesses, a~cl has possessed, some very
rare relics. Space Will, however, permit us to
mention but few: Six heads of John the Baptist,
several bottles of milk from the mammm of the
Virgin Mary, about one hundred of Christ's teeth a
piece of Christ's navel, half a dozen of his darbe~·s
straw a~d hens from the barn (?) in which he wa~
b?rn, pieces ?£ ~ oah's ark, a piece of Virgin Mary's
mghtdress, SIX b1g toes of St. Peter, and two skulls
of Ignatius Loyola, one being of him when a child.

The last number of Fritflnkaren contnins a
portrait and a sketch of George Bmncles the Danish litterateur of world-wide fame. Mr.' BrandeR,
who was born Feb. 4, 1842, is n member of the
International Freethought Association, and calls
himself an Atheist. In 1867 he wrote hi,; fir;;t
work, "Dualism ~n Our Latest Philosophy." t-iince
then he has pubhshed no less than twenty-three different works, all of which hav been transhttecl into
several foreign htngmtges. · In 1870 he pttssecl the
examination for the degree of Ph.D. The portmit
of our late teacher is excellent.
·
The conservativ-clerical party i;; holclino· the reinc;
in Belgium, and while all the other parti~s arc busy
revising the constitution, it is playing htwoc with
·the public schools. There are at present ov0r 1-iYe
hundred countieH hnving no public sehool within
their borders, yet the clerical party iR not satisfied.
The ~inister of public education has issued a permit
allowmg schools to be closed whenever it is deemed
desirable to effect a saving in the expenses of n
county, and a law guaranteeing a salary of one
thousand francs to all teachers hac; been annulled.
Such is the outcome of union between church and
state, and it behooves American FreethinkerH to
organize and counteract any tendency to such union
in this country.
·
In a late number of fl1ritankaren we found a c;hort

Items of Foreign News Interesting to Free- contributed article which contained extracts of
. thinkers.
letters written by the great Swedish-American ·shipForeign religious papers state that Emile Zola,
the great French realistic writer and 'Freethinker,
has joined the Catholic church. We suppose it is a
French Sunday-schoql tale.
Six hundred Freethinkers assembled at Schaerbeek, Belgium, on November 15th, to witness the unveiling of a statue to the late Charles Dugardin, the
Belgian Freethinker and philanthropist.
The state church in Germany is waging war
against the immorality fostered by the theaters. In
Germany, as here in the United States, sensible people prefer the theater, and in this fact the trouble
lies.

builder, · John Ericsson, of Monitor fame. Thcc;e
extracts prove conclusivly that John Ericc;son was
if not a Freethinker then a Buddhist. In n letter
to Cornelius H. Delameter he writes: "My clear
Harry: Life is the greatest evil-annihilation the
greatest blessing. To destroy individual exi:,;tence,
to finish the cycle of soul transmigmtion, to be
liberated from the chain of life, is the goal for the
Buddhist, and even, my clear Harry, for your
devoted John Ericsson." John EricsFwn's friend:,;
knew he was not a Christian, yet they allow(xl
Christian minister,; to insult his remains. Let u:,;
while alive leave Ruch directions as will insure ur; an
honorable' departure.

----------------

Lectures aml Meetings.

JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH's present lecture appointments
Mr. Koster, editor of the Volkstimme, has been
sentenced to four months' imprisonment for reprint- areas follows: January 10th, Colmnbns, 0.; 11th, 12th,
ing the fifty-year-old drama, "Death of Danton," by Shreve; 24th, Kent; 27th, 28th, Farmdale; 2!lth, PittsGeorge Buchner. The drama is anti-royal and anti- burgh, Pa.
MANHATTAN LIBERAL CLuB meets every Friday evening
pious.
at 8 o'clock in German Masonic Hall, No. 220 EaHt 1iitlt
Ferdinand D'Haurve, treasurer for the Free- street, New York: January 1st-The Republic's Downfall
thought society, La Libre Penste Gantoise, and one through National Bankruptcy of Gouldism (shown on
of the most prominent Belgian Freethinkers, is blackboard), George Francis Train; January 8th-Vegetndead. The Secular funeral services took place No- ble FOJ)d as a Means to Higher Development, Mrs. C. Le
Favre; January lfith-The Study of Applied Sociology,
vember 1st.
Dr. R." G. Eccles; January 22d-Theosophy, W. Q.•Jmlge;
January 2!Jth-Thomas Paine (anniversary addre~H), 1\:Ion. Dr. Titus Voelkel, the exile and former editor of cure D. Conway.
Freireligi6ses Sonntags-Blatt; has entirely re--------------------covered from his late illness, and returned to his
Made Them Feel Good.
duties as headmaster of his pensionate in Zurich,
When Prince George of Wales took comma!lll of the
gunboat Thrush he also took upon himself the usual duty
Switzerland.
of conducting the religious service on the vessel on Sunday mornings. Everything went on well, apparently,
"Mrs. Laura Friedheim has willed about twelv but at the end of about four weeks some one- suggested to
hundred marks to the Freethought society of Ber- the prince that he was not reciting the liturgy accordiug
lin," says the Menshenthurn. Let American Free- to Cranmer, although the ship's company was highly flatthinkers do likewise to our state organizations and tered by his rendering. He had been reciting fenently
and humbly, ""Te hav done those things that we ought
Freethought will prosper.
to hav done ~and hav left undone those things that we
ought:not to' hav done," and the:crew had been accepting
·
Though times are hard in Belgium, and especially his statement of the case and feeling good.
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~ommunio~tions.
Was Christ

Crucified~

BY A MEMBER OF THE CHICAGO 'BAR.

The believer who takes the New Testament for
inspired, or the declarations of the Church for infallible, will, of course, not doubt Christ's crucifixion.
Both the Scriptures and tradition clearly teach that
Jesus was crucified. Those, however, who critically
examine the evidence, without a belief in the supernatural, and take the scriptural and ecclesiastical
accounts with no more credence than other ancient
accounts similarly verified, must, if they critically
examine the subject, raise the question whether
there is adequate evidence of the crucifixion. The
unbeliever who rejects the miracles must reject
much else that is in the Bible, because it is inseparably connected with the miraculous. The same
evidence is relied on to establish both, and if it is
false as to the miracles it may be false as to the
natural events. The latter are often related simply
as part£> of miracles--their circumstantial detailsand, if the essential story is false, the details may
be false, even if natural. I shall, accordingly,· in
this paper, examine the question whether there is
adequate evidence of the crucifixion of Jesus.
This question is to be solved, as already intimated,
by an examination of the evidences that lie outside
of the Scriptures, and by using the Scriptures
simply as ancient documents entitled to such credit
only as other documents similarly circumstanced
are entitled to. The question, accordingly, is,
Have we sufficient evidence, without calling on our
faith, to establish the crucifixion of Christ~
The chief difficulties in the way of accepting the
common belief that Jesus was crucified are, that
the Jews could not have crucified him, and that the
Romans would not have crucified him for the offense
charged. The Jews were a subject people who did
not administer the laws in their own country, and
were especially deprived of jurisdiction over capital
offenses.
A conquering people rarely allows
another to exercise the power of life and death.·
The Jews, accordingly, could not have crucified
Christ unless it was illegal (as the act of a mob),
which, according to all accounts, it was not.
Nor would the Romans have crucified Christ for
the offense charged. The infliction of capital punishment was regulated by law, and heresy to a
foreign religion, which the Romans themselves did
not accept, was not a capital offense. It is difficult
to believe that any people would have executed one
for an offense against a religion which they believed
to be false.
The circumstances of the crucifixion, also, as related in the Gospels, were i:tot in accordance with
the customs of either the Jews or the Romans, but
in several essentials were in direct violation of their
laws; so that, whether a crucifixion occurred or not,
it could hardly have occurred in the way related.
These are the difficulties stated in a general way.
Before considering them, however, let us inquire
what affirmative evidence we have of the crucifixion
of Christ, and whether it is sufficient to overcome
such improbabilities.
There is no contemporaneous evidence of the
crucifixion at all, at least, none outside of the New
Testament. No writer who lived at the time or in
the country of Christ makes any mention of. him,
much less of his death. Not a word written near
his time has come down to us that even touches on
the subject. The Gospels themselves, according to
the most critical estimates of the unbelievers, were
not written till one hundred and fifty years after
Christ; at least, there is no evidence that they existed before that time. The story that they were
written by his disciples Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
John, is generally discredited. The common opinion of unbelief is that they date between one hundred and :fifty and one hundred and eighty years
after Christ, and that they were then composed by
collecting floating reports and working up a few
fragments now lost.. The vast number of miracles
and other stories in these Gospels, which are incredible to unbelievers, also tends to make them
nearly worthless as evidence. Books which tell so
many falsehoods about the supernatural are not reliable when speaking of the natural; but an untruthful person will be untruthful about a natural
thing as well as about a supernatural one.
Several of Paul's epistles are perhaps of earlier
origin than the Gospels. They certainly are if the
Gospels were written as late as A.D. 150. These
epistles speak of Christ as having been crucified,
and they are the only evidence which dates near
the alleged event. Paul, however, was not a contemporary of Jesus-at least, so far as we can judge
from authentic history. He did not attach himself
to the followers of Christ till after the death of
Christ. How long after this he wrote we ca:lmot
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say. His letters in which he refers to the crucifixion may have been written in his old age, when he
was removed a whole generation from Jesus, and
when legends of Christ's death had begun to spring
up from unreliable sources. The same is true of
the epistles ascribed to several other Apostles, which
are generally acknowledged to have been written, if
not. by the persons to whom they are ascribed, at
least near their time.
It must, however, be said of the credipility of the
epistles of Paul and of the other Apostles, that in
the same writings in which they speak of the crucifixion of Jesus they speak of his miracles and of
other matters which are universally rejected by unbelievers; so that nothing more can be inferred
from them than that the crucifixion was then a tradition, or beginning to become one. There were
reasons, of which we shall presently speak, why
such a death should be ascribed to Jesus even if
false, and why the report of it should rapidly
spread. Among such an illiterate people, and in a
country with limited means of inter-communication,
strange stories arise easily, spread rapidly, and are
never disproven.
Outside of the New Testament there are no writings composed anywhere near the time of Christ
that refer to him.at all; so that all that we know of
Jesus or his death at the beginning of the second
century, is what· we gather from the few letters
mentioned. We depen9. wholly on the. New Testament for a knowledge of Christ and of Christianity
for a hundred years after Christ. Not a word from
any writer known to be written in the same century
in which he lived refers to him. No Roman, Greek,
or Jewish author mentions him. His history is in
complete isolation and obscurity, except for the few
gleams of light that come from the letters mentioned. Never was a man so shut off from the
world which he has influenced.
Josephus, indeed, makes two references to Jesus,
if we take the passages as genuine ; but most
writers, Christian and unbelieving, now repel those
passages as spurious. The first Christian writer
who mentions Christ is Clement of Rome, but none
of his·writings are known to be of earlier origin
than one hundred years after Christ, and some
historians place them as late as one hundred and
fifty years after Christ. The next who mentions
him is Ignatius, whose evistles were written
between 107 and 116 A.D. Polycarp, Barnabas,
Hermas, and the unknown author of the Epistles to
Diognetus may have written their extant relics anywhere betwe'en one hundred and one hundred and
fifty years after Christ.· Besides these there is no
Christian or other writing referring to Jesus that
dates earlier than the middle of the second century,
except a few fragments of Quadrato and Aristo
written somewhere between 117 and 138 A.D.
It will thus be seen that we have not a scrap of
literature about Christ or Christi"anity outside of the
Bible that dates earlier than one hundred years
after Christ."
We are shut up wholly to the New Testament and to a small part of that-sever!tl epistles
--and what we cannot prove from that source
we cannot prove at all.. Pliny and Tacitus, indeed,
have several short passages referring to Jesus,
but their date is uncertain. Both of these men
died about one hundred and fifteen years after
Christ. Suetonius, who mentions the Christians,
wrote still later. The first century of Christianity
is a blank in history. We know nothing· that
occmred in it except through writings produced
long subsequent to that time. We are two generations removed from Christ before a single word
appears about him outside of the books of the New
Testament. All this passed over to us across two
generations came by legend or unverifiable tradition,
and everybody knows how unreliable this is. The
stories that should now come to us from such a distant time, handed down through so many mouths,
from a country remote from civilization and among
a people steeped in ignorance, would gain little
credence; so that the weight of the evidence of tradition to the crucifixion is practically nothing. Few
critical his~orians, even among Christians, give tradition any credit on a disputed point. The capacity
of men for lying, and their incapacity to hand down
correctly what they attempt to hand down truthfully, are too well known.
·
Such being the difficulties in the way of proving
that Christ was crucified, and such being the materials from which we must prove it, if at all, let us
betake ourselves to the task of determining whether
it is certain, or even probable, that he was crucified.
As we are shut up to theN ew Testament accounts,
in the inquiry, we have chiefly to determine whether
from the details of those accounts the alleged transaction is in accordance with the laws and customs
of the people who are alleged to have crucified him,
and with other facts that are known to us in
history.

And first as to the condemnation of jesus by the
Jews. We have said that the Jews had no power
to condemn to death at the time of the alleged
crucifixion. The Talmud says : " Forty years before
the destruction of the temple the judgment of
capital causes was taken away from Israel." Only ·
the Roman· authorities could exercise jurisdiction in.
capital cases. And yet according to the Gospel
accounts, the Jews tried, convicted, and sentenced
Jesus in their own court, and they did this without
consultation with, or authority from, the Romans.
It was not until after they had adjudged him worthy
of death that they brought him to Pilate, or in any
way sought a ratification of their action. According
to the Gospels the Jews took the initiative, as if
the Sanhedrim had original . jurisdiction in such
matters.
But whether or not the Jews had power. to try
Jesus for a capital offense, the trial was not according to Jewish law, and Jewish writers generally insist that it could .not have taken place as related.
In the first place the preliminary examination of
Jesus before trial by Annas or Caiaphas was illegal,
it being the right of the accused to be free from any
personal investigation whatever until brought for
trial before his congregated brethren (Salvador's
Institutions 1,366). The Jewish law instead of
providing for a preliminary examination as Some
modern states do, expressly prohibited it. And yet
we are informed in the Gospel of John that Christ
was taken before the High Priest who asked him
"of his disciples and of his teachings." The other
Gospels also mention a preliminary examination.
As there is an apparent conflict between the Gospels as to this preliJ:ninary trial, it has been maintained that the preliminary hearing was the only
trial had, and that it was at this trial that Jesus was
condemned by the Sanhedrim. But, besides the
fact that this is in direct conflict with the account
of John which represents Jesus as being sent to Annas
and by him examined and then subsequently sent to
Caiaphas and tried by the Sanhedrim, there is a
greater difficulty, inasmuch as the whole trial
would, on that supposition, be contrary to Jewish
law and Jewish custom.
For in the next place the trial could not,'according
to Jewish law, have taken place at night, as related
by Matthew and Mark. Capital trials, says the
Mishna (De Synedriis iv, 1), are commenced only
in the daytime, and must also be concluded only in
the day. They may be concluded on the same day
if there is a sentence of acquittal, but must be postponed to a second day if there is to be a condemnation. Here, however, the t:rial appears, according
to two gospels, not only to have been held at night,
but to have been commenced and ended on the
same day (or night rather), without any intermission,
both of which were illegal. The following is the
regulation contained in the Mishna: "If a man is
found innocent the court absolves him; but if not,
his judgment is put off to the following day. ·Meantime the judges meet together, and, eating little
meat and drinking no wine during the whole day,
they confer upon the cause. On the following
morning they return into court," and vote over
again (Mishna, De Synedriis v, 5, and vi, 1).
It was also provided that capital trials should not
be held on the day before a Sabbath or a fast day
(De Synedriis iv, 1). The meeting of the council,
however, at which Christ was finally condemned,
took place on Friday morning, a day before the
Sabbath (being the same day on which Christ was
crucified). Or if it met, according to some, on the
previous day it was continued into Friday. If the
trial was on Thursday it was illegal because it was
held at night, if on Friday it was held on a day before the Sabbath. It could not, accordingly, have
taken place on either day. According to the Gospel
accounts Jesus was arrested, tried, condemned, and
executed before two days had expired, all of which
was illegal, arid, according to Jewish writers, could
never have occurred; and the question already arises,
whether when a transaction is related which in so
many essentials is improbable, there is any truth in
it at all. For while some may say that the Jews
simply acted illegally, there is a legal presumption,
which we shall presently consider, that it is less
probable that the great Sanhedrim, which was composed of seventy-one members, would wholly disregard its own laws and precedents, than that this
story is a :fiction invented in after times like the
miracles.
There are other legal difficulties in the· way of
accepting the story of the trial and crucifixion of
Jesus.
One is, that Jesus was questioned in his own
case, which was not permitted in Jewish law. For
the Jews could not even plead guilty. "Our law,"
says Maimonides, "condemns no one to death upon
his own confession." Nor could the judges make
any judicial use whatever of his testll:nony. · "It
is a fundamental principle with us," says Barte-
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more, "that no one can damage himself by what he
says in judgment." And yet Matthew represents the
High Priest as not only questioning Jesus, but persisting in his efforts to get him to testify:
"Answerest thou nothing?" he says, "Wh~t is it
which these witness against thee?" and the evangelist says that when Jesus held his peace "the High
Priest said unto him, I adjure thee by the living
God, that thou tell us whether thou be the Christ,
the son of the living God," and that when Jesus
answered that .he was, the High Priest said, "He
hath spoken blasphemy: what further need have we
of witnesses! behold, now ye have heard his blasphemy."
It is also related in the gospels that those who
constituted the court--"the chief priests and the
whole council "-went out of their way to find witnesses against Jesus, and faise witnesses at that.
That is, the judges made themselves the prosecutors of the accused, and worked up the case against
him. They are represented as having determined
on the death of Jesus in advance, and then manufactured evidence to .accomplish it, thus not only
deciding the case before the trial began, but suborning witnesses for the purpose of giving it an
appearance of legality.· Such proceedings on
the part of judges are unpr~cedented, and especially on the part of such a large body of them.
A lawyer could hardly believe the assertion. And
yet Matthew says: "Now the chief priests and the
whole council sought false witness against Jesus
that they might put him to death." This is all the
more strange since in the administration of the
Jewish law the judges were understood to have
somewhat the character of the advocates of the
prisoner, like our judges-advocate at a court-martial,
and to be charged with preventing any undue influence from prevailing against him. Even if the
judges were corrupt enough to do what is here
charged, it is hardly credible that they would have
deemed it safe to do so, and especially that so
many would do so-the whole Sanhedrim.
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)

Colonel Ingersoll On the Taliff.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: In
your last number you gave an extract from the
views of Colonel Ingersoll on the tariff and silver.
He says that it is better to pay $30 for American
rails and keep the money at home than $25 for
English rails and send the money abroad. But his
statement is very far from covering the whole case.
His view is that of the ·English in England in the
last century, who reasoned about the management
of the colonies as if England were an individu~tl
and the colonies a farm. If a Western farmer has
to pay rates on a railroad that costs twenty per cent
more what benefit is it to him whether the owner
of the railroad livs in New England or in England?
Furthermore, there cannot be a railroad built in
America without selling the bonds in England ; so
the colonel's statement lacks completeness. The
Republican party demonetizes silver, and being no
longer money it is shipped as a commodity to
England for sale. The railroad that carries it is
owned in England, because having demonetized
silver we are short of money and hav to borrow in
England to build. The money value of silver falls
one-third by reason of its demonetization, and
England gets the benefit. But here comes in another factor. Pig iron can be made for $1.50 per
ton in Alabama and Tennessee. It can be made
cheaper there than elsewhere in the world. The
Southern producers do not ask for a protectiv tariff.
They can keep out all English rails by underselling the English. And silver will pay for anything or any labor that is necessary in building a
railroad. But here is yet another factor. The
demonetization of silver lowered the price of bullion so that India would not part with her silver
coin at such prices in payment of her debt to
England, but ships wheat instead. This is what
ruined our Western farmers and created the Farmers' Alliance, for. they could not compete with the
coolie labor of India in wheat-raising. Now, here is
what happens when things are as the colonel and
the Republican party want them. The railroad
sells its bonds in England, and they are not only
a mortgage on the railroad but on the property of
the farmers who use the road. Twenty per cent
more is paid for the road by reason of the "protectiv" tariff. The silver . that would otherwise be
worth thirty per· cent more is sold to England as a
commodity. If it WPre used as money it would pay
the miners better, and would pay more of them,
and they would buy more farm produce. And the
rails would be bought in• Alabama, not in England,
and the poor African in the iron-works get what
the Republican party has never yet given himsolid benefit. So here is what we would hav:
more !~9~ds, and hence lower rates; more work
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for the miners of the Rocky mountains, and enough. They might get too much. We must hav
higher wages; more work for the iron-workers in a free press, we say. But Mr. Comstock is to define
the South; more mouths at home to consume the its freedom, and if he thinks we are likely to hurt
bread raised by the Western :farmer, and greater ourselvs he will make it a little less free. What a
ability to pay a living price for it; no India wheat commentary on freedom that so many old free~
coming to England to compete with ours, and sailers and their newspapers can find no more bitter
hence a greater demand in England for both our reproach to hurl at their enemies than " free trader."
wheat and our silver. Why cannot this be done? What a sermon in the fact that Germany and
For two reasons-Pennsylvania cannot make .iron Sweden waged long and bloody wars for religious
as cheaply as the South can; her nabobs will not freedom and then at this late day put Dr. Voelkel
consent to liv less grandly than they do, nor can and Victor Lennstrand in prison for being freethey afford to furnish "fat" to carry elections out religious and free-thinking. So it goes. Everyof fair competitiv earnings. The national bankers body loves freedom and everybody is afraid that
want silver demonetized so that they can use their some one else will get too much of it and it will
ban¥: bills in its place, and they depend on the Re- make him sick. . I hav listened to the genial colopublican party to keep them going. The people nel's lecture on the " Liberty of Man, Woman, and
hav been kept paying interest on a public debt Child," and when I come across his pleas for their
longer than necessary, merely to keep the bonds as restriction. in the matters of exchanging the
a basis for their circulating notes. That part is a products of their labor and · of coining the silver
square contest as to whether the money sWill be that they dig out of the ground I hav to laugh in
made by the pick of the laborer or the pen of the my sleeve. And I confess to a little feeling of rerich banker. I am in favor of protecting the miner venge in it, for on one side I descend from over
in his ancient right; Colon ell Ingersoll favors the two centuries of slaveholding ancestors, who hav
bald-headed bank president in his barefaced and been reviled for being slaveholders till they must
bald usurpation.
·
writhe in their graves, yet they did a rather good
We are constantly told by Colonel Ingersoll's part by their dusky chattels, and now comes one of
party that the bullion in a silver dollar is not worth their chief revilers who advocates what Herbert
a hundred cents. It is, however. Nobody on earth Spencer says is only a modified form of slavery.
will sell a silver dollar for less. But the bullion Truly all things come to him who waits.
We are told that one of the reasons for a protectiY
that is not in silver dollars is not worth as much.
Hence we ought to restore the constitutional coin- tariff is to keep up the wages of labor in this counage of silver, -and all the silver bullion in the world try above those of the pauper labor of Europe. But
would at once rise in price to an equality with what is it not showing a great deal of faith in humanity
is now in silver dollars. And the countries that for the government to leave the division of the
produce the silver would gain that and England tariff benefits entirely with the capitalist? The
would hav to pay us the rise in silver and the rise laborers hav repeatedly demanded that there be a
in wheat, which would be in ·the same ratio if the sliding scale, and when iron sells for a certain price
other circumstances remained the same. Is it not wages shall be a given figure, and when iron rises
strange that there are Americans who willingly see wages shall rise correspondingly. But so far from
their own country and people fleeced by the Eng- granting it the capitalist calls them "Communists"
lish? Why do they do it? Solely because they for asking it. As long as we hav a tariff for proget part of the proceeds of the fleecing. Religion tection I want to see every protected industry made
used to be '' the chief concern of mortals here to giv reports to the fed"eral government like
below," as the hymn .informed us. No:w money- national banks, and be allowed, first, to set aside six
making has taken its place. At that time it was too per cent dividends over and above all expenses, ingrave and weighty a matter to allow an individual cluding the wages now paid ; second, a division beto settle for himself, so the government settled it tween the capitalist and the laborers, pe7· capita,
for him, and if an individual did not think o.n the of all the profit above that. In other words, the
subject as the government directed he was treated advantage to the business that comes from the
as a criminal. Now, since trade is the greatest ob- shutting out of competition shall be equalized
ject in life, there seems to be a fear in the minds of among those whose votes accomplish it. But that
some that the individual will not do just as well as is not all. To be just, the federal government
he might, so the government only allows him to must also set a limit to the price that the mills may
buy where the dominant party thinks he will do sell their product for in this country. This would
the best. It is a curious coincidence that Colonel rob the tariff of its sting, it would equalize its benIngersoll's Puritan ancestors were among the en- efits among the three classes concerned-the millforcers of religious restrictions, and he of trade re- owners, their laborers, and the consuming public.
strictions. I am not in favor of trading on the This would put an end to trusts.
Lexington, Mo.
GEORGE WILSON.
same terms with all nations. For instance, England
thinks ws ought not to discriminate against her
My Lecture Trip.
manufactured goods, but she discriminates against
our silver. Her act of hostility ought to be anLeaving Eagle, Neb., I took the night train imswered by our hostil tariff against all English mediately after my lecture on Saturday night for
goods. France and the Latin Union are willing to Nebraska City, en route for Hamburg, Ia., where I
use our sifver as money if we will set the example. was engaged for two lectures on the Sunday. I
So I should say, let us trade free with them except had got somewhat chilly and cold while waiting for
a revenue tariff. There are other reasons why we the train, which enabled me to fully appreciate
should be hostil to England. Canada is a club in the snug warm coaches; indeed, they were too comthe hands of England to be used on the first occa- fortable. I had not been long in the cars before
sion to break our head. Common sense would tell Somnus asserted his despotic sway, and I fell fast
us that we must never allow Canada to be benefited asleep. On went the train, while I slept entirely
by trade with us. · A prudent regard for our oblivious of my surroundings, when suddenly I
national safety demands that we keep Canada awoke wit~ a start, only to learn that I ha~ ridden
from growing in strength, wealth, and population as a distance of sixty miles south of my destination. I
much as we can. Unless the whole continent of made all manner of inquiries how to get back to
North America shall come under one union of states Hamburg in time, and was coldly informed that I
it will certainly repeat the present unhappy experi- should hav to go to Atchison, Kan., to catch a reence of Europe, and the business of life in each one turn train to Hamburg next morning. There was
of the North American countries will be fighting or no help for it; so to Atchison I went, and did not
being always ready to fight. There are objections reach Hamburg until 4 o'clock next day, just one
to the unification of America, but the objections to hour too late for my lecture, consequently the two
remaining apart politically are greater. Reciprocity lectm·es were given on Sunday and Monday evenwith Canada will retard union with Canada ; ings respectivly.
reciprocity with Mexico would hasten union with
I was met at the depot by Franklin Steiner, late
her, and the same is true of Cuba. So I feel that a of Des Moines, and never did I meet with a greater
general rule of trading alike with friends and ene- surprise in my life. I had expected to meet a man
mies, as the Democrats propose, is little, if any, well advanced .in years, and you can no doubt
}Jetter than the present aiTangement. I wrote a imagin my surprise to meet with a young man not
pamphlet to this effect about five years ago, and a yet out of his teens. His writings and his work in
digest of it was published in a magazine in 1888. behalf of Freethought hav already earned him the
What a queer set men are after all ! They all talk confidence and good feeling of all Freethinkers in thiH
about liberty, and they all want to restrict some part of the country, and I can safely predict a good
other man's liberty in some respect. Colonel Inger- future for him. He is a close and earnest student,
soll fought for free labor, but now he thinks it and bids fair to become one of the foremost Freeought not to be free, for labor is not free unless ex- thought advocates in the United States. My first
change is free. Women ought to be free to marry, lectu~e in Hambm·g was given to a crowded house,
but when once married they ought not to be free to the audience accor_ding me a hearty welcome. My
get a divorce, no matter how ill suited with the second lecture also met with a good reception; !tnd
husband and he with her. People ought not to be favorably impressed me with the earnestness of the
free to use any and all the gold and silver they can Freethinkers of Hamburg. This town has a popuget as money. No, they are like children with lation of two thousand five hundred, and has an enorcandy-they would never know when they got mously large Liberal element in proportion thereto,
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so much so that the churches hav to strain every
While here I was approached by a leader of the
point to keep open their doors.
~amburg Salvation Army, who pressed me to purchase a
bids fair to become one of the most activ centers War Cry from· him. Immediately the thought
for Freethought work in this dis~rict, thanks t? the flashed through my mind to make an excha~ge
News and Notes.
generosity of F. W. Toedt, one of Its most promment with him, if possible; whereupon the followmg
A reception was given to the Secular Pilgrim at
citizens and who has kindly erected a Freethought
conversation took place:
the residence of Charles Haas, Stockton, Cal., on
hall in 'the center of the town, and which is to be
Salvation Chap: "Would you purchase a War Friday evening, December 11th. About forty ladies
dedicated to Freethought propaganda. . It~ erecplease?"
and gentlemen were present. W. F. Freeman pretion is a sore blow to the churches, for m 1t they Ory,
J.R.C.: "Yes,ifinreturnyouwillpurchasesome- sided at the table, and when the company were
can realize another thorn in their crown. Th~y thing from me."
seated said:
can begin now to understand that Freetho"?-ght IS
S. C.: "Well, that all depends on what it is; may
"Giving thanks before meals is not yet an obsonot a mere passing fancy, but a tree full of life and I ask what it is you desire me to purchase?"
lete custom. Personally, I believe in it, and if by a
vigor a tree whose branches shall spread over all
J. R. C.: "Yes; it is Thomas Paine's 'Age of miracle this elegant and sumptuous repast was
lands' and shall awaken in every heart the pulseReason?'"
. provided then I should deem it appropriate to t~ank
beat ~f liberty. It is a handsome structure, and
S. C.: "What is the cost of the book? I never God for it. But as the eatables and decorations
one that the whole city needs to be proud of. It
of it before."
were provided by the ladies and the wine presented
will be known as the Lyceum. Already its name heard
J. R. C.: "You say you never heard of the book by A. Schell, I shall, , on behalf of those present,
stands in large letters on the front part of the
before. Do you read anything at all?"
reverently and affectionately thank them for it."
building. I can only express a fervent ·hope that
S.C.: "Oh, yes! We hav to read, you know."
After responding to a toast of generous welcome,
each town and city in every state may soon be able
J. R. C.: "But then if you hav never heard of the following were given and responded to by other
to follow the noble example set by this generous this book before I am afraid that your studies hav been
present:
.
.
and worthy Freethinker, F. W. Toedt. I succeede~ very limited. I am surprised that a gentlem_an o f guests
"Freethought national, its growth and mfluin getting another resolu~ion :passed. by the_ audi- y our profession should never hav heard mentiOn of
, H B L
·
ence . . oonus.
.
ence relating to the World s Fmr and Its ~losmg on
this
work."
"Freethought
local,
a
retrospect
of its history"
Sunday, the same to be for~m·ded to. allmterested
S.C.: "Well, you see, we only get an opportunity -Dr. A. T. Hudson, first president of the Pioneer
parties in connection therewith. While here I was to read after meetings." ·
Liberal Society of Stockton.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Golden, and
J. R. C.: "But you gi.v the whole of your time to
"Germany, its people and its literature, true to
though I may never be able to return them suffithis
work,
do
you
not?"
the
principles of Freethought "-Dr. A. S. ~udson.
ciently for their kindness to. me, I can ~t least
S. C.: "Yes, but we are visiting during the day"Organization and methods of presentmg our
acknowledge a heartfelt gratitude. I staid he~·e time, and the evenings are the only opportunity we opinions to the public"-Vict.or Heck.
about twelv days, and gave them four lectures. m
"The Liberal press and literature "-Putnam.
all. I was accompanied on the platform each time get to read at all."
J. :R. C.: "Well, did you ever he9tr of Thomas
"The society of Turn-Verein, although an offby Franklin Steiner, who made a short ans~er upon
spring o£ a governme~t of ki~gs, is ~n _exemplar of
one occasion to a circular that had been Issued by Paine?"
S.C.: "No."
civil, political, and religious liberty m_Its broad_est
the religious element of the town. Mr. _Steiner ha~
J. R. C.: "What, never heard talk of Paine the sense, ever ready to cooperate for their promotiOn
made known his intentions to orgamze a state
great
Infidel?"
or defense "-Charles Wagner.
Secular Union in Iowa in the immediate future,
S. C.: "No sir, I cannot say that I hav."
The occasion was a delightful one, to be rememand as there now seems to be a general desire
J. R. C.: "Well, my friend, if you purchase Tho~as bered for its bright companionship along the pathamong Freethinkers for a state Union, it is to be Paine's 'Age of Reason' from me, the cost of whwh way of reform.
.
.
hoped that he will be able to get the support and is only twenty-five cents, I will purchase from you
On Saturday evening I went to Lodi. Here my
sympathy of the Freethinkers of low~. I was very
fifty cents' worth of your War Ory's."
friend, George Hogan, had arranged for a lecture,
glad to meet with such earnest and Liberal workers
S.
C.:
"I
accept
your
offer."
and a larger number were pres~nt than I expect~d.
as Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Toedt, Mr. and Mrs. W. S.
J. R. C.: "Now, should I sell you this book will The orthodox somewhat prevailed here. The LibGolden, D. R. Thompson, Gus. Wagner, Dr. Clarke,
you giv me your word of hgnor as a man that you . erals, however, though few, are ready to do their
and several others.
will read it, and not destroy it?"
level best. I shall try it again.
From Hamburg I went to Ottumwa, where I
S. C.: "I promis to do as you wish."
.
On Sunday evening at Stock~on I address the
gave two more lectures t_he week following. I
Whereupon the exchange was made, the Salva- largest audience I hav yet met m t~e state. The
arrived here on Thursday mght, late, and was taken
tion Chap taking the "Age of Reason," and John New Pioneer Hall was crowded to Its utmost exto the Ballingall Hotel, where I met J. W. Dayton,
Peck's "Christian Absurdities," which I presented tent.
I had appreciativ listeners. My subject
an activ intelligent, and earnest Freethought
worker, ~ducated for a Presby~erian minister. He to him· he then gave to me ten copies of the War was "Freethought and Morality," and I took. occasaw the hollowness and hypocnsy of the professors, Ory. When he had taken them he turned as if to sion to reply to strictures made upon Freethinkers
and understood the untenableness of the doctrins go, but immediately demanded to know what I was by the clergymen of the place. I gave the statistics
and dogmas, so he became a Freethinker instead. going to do with his papers,. to whi_ch I answered, of crime which are not very favorable to orthodox
them of course, whwh I did.
virtue.
did not read "The Crimes of Preachers,"
His devoted wife is one of those few women who distribute
My lectures in Ottumwa gave general satisfaction for that would take too long.
hav advanced so far as tQ appreciate and encourage
all round. I was informed that it was not my own · I cannot but feel jubilant at the prospect of the
Freethought propaganda, and detests. the ?reeds
personality that was speaking when on the pla~form, work so far in California and the splendid results
of the Christian. church with the mtensity of
but the spirit of Thomas Paine who was talking to achieved by Stockton Liberals. At the first Freeher passionate an~ de:oted nature. T?e;y are a
the audience through me. Of course I felt somewhat thought lecture given here years ago, only fifteen
young couple, and JUdgmg from the activ mt~rest
flattered· but I could not help thinking hqw foolish were present. Now one of the largest halls in the
they take in our work, I shall expect g~eat things the locai press must hav been. in attributing the city is packed.
from them in Ottumwa. Mr. Eaton .Is a clever,
address to myself; but then, perhaps they were not
I must thank the members of the Turn-Verein
young activ and zealous worker for human freeaware
of
the
actual
state
of
affairs.
I
was
very
Singer's
Club for the beautifu_l music w~th ~hich
dom. 'Imbu~d with a tender and sympathetic nature,
pleased
indeed
to
meet
with
such
an
earnest
!reethey
aided
the openin~ exerCises. of this Liberal
he revolted against the cruel creed of Christendom
at an early age, and has now become one of t~e most thinker as Miss Pepper, an earnest and ~ntelligent meeting. Professor W 1rth, the Simons Brothers,
advanced Freethinkers in Ottumwa. This mty has young lady and one devoted to the advancement of Messrs. Snyder, Diel, Didrick, Lambert, were om·
now splendid material by which valuable work can Freethought. I wish with all my heart that our generous and melodious allies on this. occasion, and
Mr. and Mrs. McCarrol; their splendid songs were greeted With rounds of
be accomplished, and it is to be ho1~ed that good causehadmorelikeher-also
Mr. and Mrs. Millersack; J. W. Lindsay; Joseph applause.
use will be made of them. Ottumwa IS a large and
I leave Stockton on Monday morning and make
prosperous town of sixteen thousan~ inhabitants. Wagg; Mr. Bolten; also Dr. Davis the cha~an of
It has quite a large number of Freethmkers, amo_n?" my first lecture, and Mr. McConnel, the ch~Irman a short visit at Sacramento, with N. D. Goodell,
whom are some of its most respected and valued Citi- of my second lecture, and who is also the editor of 0. T. Davis, and R. Butterfield, with others. The
zens. Comprising as they do a large representation the Ottumwa .Democrat. The above, assisted by J. capital city of the state is one of the most difficult
of the business portion of the community, it may be \V. Dayton and wife, A. L. Eaton and wife, consti- places for Freethought lectures. I guess there is
seen at a glance what a power they might become tute the advanced guard of Freethought in this too much "boodle " here as well as orthodoxy.
if only their opportunities were well utilized. town. I left here for Chicago on Wednesday morn- The Bible is read in the schools by order of the
Ottumwa is beyond doubt the ideal Freethought ing, where I shall accept th.e invitation of our old board of education. Think of that for California.
town of Iowa. I gave two lectures, on Sunday friends E. A. Stevens and family and spend a few A chaplain is always appointed by the legislature
and Tuesday evenings respectivly. My first days with them at their home. I hav a few dates at $5 a day. The clergymen lobby with a great
lecture here met with the greatest success of my open to lecture in Ohio, Penns:y:lvania, _an~ New deal of unction for this "soft" job. An enormous
trip ; over two hundred people were turned away York, for week-nights only, and fnends Wishmg me cathedral is erected, one of the most magnificent
to lecture may still address in care of E. A. Stevens, rtnd expensiv in the world; and no doubt the
for want of room. Whep I first entered the hall
498
VV. Madison st., Chicago.
politicians look _upon it :With awe. There are votes
there was scarcely standing-room to be found.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
connected with Its palatial splendor.
Next morning the local press gave out a compli----'---------However, I am going to keep· up the fight at
mentary notice of the lecture. I gave the next
Blasphemous Jokes.
Sacramento. It is too important a point to surlecture in a larger hall. While here I was the guest
EXPECTED THE SAME OLD THING.
r ender to the enemy. The " old guard " will stand
of J. W. Dayton at the Ballingall Hotel. It is
Mr. Dayton's intention to establish (if possible) a
"Do you want to come in?" asked St. Peter kindly, as byi!!s~~;~ come up to Gridley in Bu~te countylecture bureau for the state of Iowa, an under- a forlorn-looking soul rode up on a second-hand cloud.
about £.fteeri miles north of MarysVIlle. It has
taking with which I heartily concur. I am sure
"I dtmno," was the dubious response. "Ain't the
t d . th
·a t
about a thousand inhabitants, situa e m e mi s
that no one could be better qualified than Mr.
drafty?"
·
poor
pewno;
kinder
"No,
we hav
no poor pew here!"
Taking hold of of a fine and productiv country. Almost all kinds
Dayton to establish such an institution; his practiof fruits are produced here, including oranges and
cal knowledge of railway routes and his extensiv ac- his arm-" Come right in!"
"No, ye don't! I kno,w what reli~P~n is, an' I_k:~ww lemons.
quaintance among Freethinkers in the various towns
I giv the first Freethoug?t lecture. at Gridley.
of .the state can be made of great value to Free- what heaven is. No poor·pew, no religwn; no religwn,
The effect is somewhat startling. The Ideas are so
thought lecturers. In fact, I am of the opinion that no heaven. So long!"
new so extraordinary, that the people, most of them,
such a lecture bureau in each state would not only
BAD cASE OF INSOMNIA.
are 'really dumfounded. It seems to take their
simplify matters for the Liberal lecturers, but
I sleep no more in church, I don't,
breath away. There was a fair audience at my first
would also be of greater benefit to them, because it
Because there is another chap
lecture on the " Demands of Liberalism." I asked
would open out possibilities such as never before
That I catch smiling at my girl
·for a debate at the close. One gentleman arose
existed
When I, perchance, drop in a nap.

I
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and inquired if I agreed with St. Paul on the Sunday question. I told him I most assuredly did.
That seemed to satisfy him. I told him to come
the next evening and listen to my lecture on " The
Bible," and perhaps he would find that St. Paul
and I were not harmonious on all points. He said
he would come,. I had a good attendance on the
second evening.
At the close· of the lecture a
clergyman came up and shook hands with me, but
did not reply to my statements, or ask any questions.
Evidently there was quite a commotion. One
young man who had never heard the like before
thought that I ought to be tarred and feathered.
The clergyman's wife asserted that I had a very
bad-looking head, worthy of the devil himself. I
guess there never was such talk in Gridley before.
It was as if a river had overflowed its banks, and
the inhabitants were so amazed that they did not
know what to do. I did not hav so many at my
third lecture. The orthodox were shy. However,
the opera house was well filled and my lecture
cordially received. ·But I never did strike exactly
such a place as Gridley. It has a peculiar make-up.
The orthodox clergyman sent word to know if I was
to be believed now, or when I was in the ministry. I
told him now of course, .for when I was in the
ministry I was a fool-now I know a little something. I sent word that I hoped he would inake
the same advance, if not by "God's grace," at least
by that of common sense. I am satisfied with·what
has been done. The stagnation is at an end.
There will be movement now. If the orthodox are
mad they will certainly do some thinking. The
next best thing to conVincing a Christian is to make
him angry. That stirs his blood, sends it to his
head, and the momentum of his brain is increased
and a new thought is· bound to flash and vibrate
there. I am sure that the next time I come to
Gridley I shall hav a warm reception. Of course
the orthodox would like to make it so warm that I
should be burnt up in the flames of hell.
Mr. L. P. Denney is the one who stood the brunt
of the battle~. I was called Denny's preacher, and
it was a nine days' wonder as to what kind of man
Denny's ·preacher was. Mr. D~nny has been ·a
Liberal for only a few years. He used to be a good
Methodist. At fourteen years of age he entered
the army and was in the war three years and a half.
After the war he went to a Methodist school at
Marengo, Ill., whe't"e he was so interested in religion
that he conducted prayer-meetings and almost
became a preacher. But he could not understand
the "mystery of godliness," and so he decided to
study mechanics and earn his living. He came to
this country fifteen years ago and has won a high
position in his business. He has aided in the
geological reports of the state. He is well known
for his mechanical skill. When any difficult undertaking is on hand he is called upon. A few years
ago he came across a few torn leaves of 'the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNUAL at a hotel where he was staying.
This was the first light toward the Freeth ought path,
but he stuck to it, and is a stalwal"t Liberal now,
and I had a delightful time at his hospitable home.
Mrs. Denney, although still on the rolls of the
church, is an intelligent and cultivated Liberal lady,
not quite so radical and enthusiastic, however, as
Mr. Denney.
C. D. Carus is a good right-hand man with Mr.
Denney. He is the village blacksmith and he can
make the sparks fly. in almost every d:iJ:ection. He
is not afraid to speak his honest thoughts.
Wednesday morning Mr. Carus drove me over
to Biggsville, about three miles from Gridley, and
about as large as Gridley. There are some Liberals
in this place, but they were not ready for a lecture
at this time.
I passed through some excellent
country, with orchards varying from twelv hundred to
three thousand acres in extent. Vast wheat fields
are also in the vicinity, and immense vineyards.
·On Wednesday Mr. Denny drives me over to
Oroville. This is one of the oldest mining towns
in the state, and has an air of '49 about it in its
stores and hotels. The :first railroad in California
was built from Marysville to Oroville. Marysville
was the head of navigation, and Oroville the center
of the mountain trade. Since the mining industry
has decreased this country is becoming famous for
its early oranges, and round about Oroville, on the
high bluffs in the colonies of Themalito and Palermo, are some of the finest groves in the state.
The bottom lands are held at $500 an acre. Along
the streets of Oroville are trees laden with luscious
fruit. This is what is called the "Thermal belt,"
and the first oranges of the season are produced
here.
Near Oroville the Golden Feather River Co. has
constructed its wonde:rfu.l flume and mining works,
which are a marvel of enterprise. The flume is
miles in length, and with its machinery, wheels,
Portland cement walls, etc., cost $1,000,000. The
object is to lay bare the bed of the river, which is

~'

supp~sed to be thick with gold, as . if a hundred
~gos1es

had been wrecked on the tumbling Feather
nver and deposited their riches on its sandy bottom. For ages the wealth of the mountains has
?een silently driftmg hither. Now this enterprismg company, with millions of English capital, proposes to reap the- unknown harvest. Mr. Denney
drove to where this vast flume takes the waters
from the original channel and hurls them along the
mountain side. It presents a grand spectacle.
Our day's trip from Gridley to Oroville and return was an entertaining one, with its variety of
scenery-the foothills;· Table mountain ; Feather
river; the broad plains; Marysville buttes; orchards;
groves; Oroville, with its mining reminiscences,
"Gem of the Foothills," as it is now called, and
Gridley comfortable and prosperous where the sun
sheds its most g(mial rays.
There has never been a Freethought lecture in
Oroville. There are Freethinkers here among the
leading citizens of the place, and I hope some time·
to make a campaign where the orange and the
pomegranate grow and Feather river dashes its
golden tide. Some day I shall come back to Gridley
too. Denney has put his hand to the plow and he
won't turn back. Only think, the church right alongside his Infidel mansion was burnt to the ground
and not a particle of injury did he receive. House,
barn, everything, untouched by the devouring flame.
Truly a " divine providence."
Gridley, Dec. 18, 1891.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

Quarterly Report of the Secretary of the Oregon State Secular Union.
Through the columns of your valuable paper I
hope to reach all the members of the Oregon State
Secular Union, and herewith, as secretary of the
same, I submit my quartedy report of all money
received and how disbursed. I also append the
names of all those who so far hav contributed
toward the $500 fund for the coming year. I hope
all the Liberals in the state understand our.obligations to Mrs. Krekel,.and the reason we voted her
added compensation. The office of field secretary
was forced upon her after she had positivly declined
twice to act in that capacity; so the Union could
do no less honorably than to see that her expenses
were paid. In order to do that we were forced to
draw on the new $500 fund for the sum of $50 to
furnish the payment of the $250 the convention
voted should be paid her. The sum of $22.50 was
contributed by friends, whose names are given below; the rest was drawn from the treasm·y. I hnv
written one hundred and seventy-threeletters concerning the work for the coming year, and I wish
to say here that 'l hope the Liberal friends will at
least answer my letters and giv me what encouragement they can. I gladly giv my time to the work,
but there must be cooperation among the members, and activ work especially among the vicepresidents, or our official work will be in vain.
"One swallow does not make a summer," nor can
three officers make a successful Union. We must
hav hea1:ty and willing assistance all along the
line to accomplish any good. Remember, friends,
our legislators are to be elected next June, and we
must be prepared to stand by the fifth resolution of
our last convention, namely, "That we, as members
of the Oregon State Secular Union, will do all in our
power to elect men to the legislature of Oregon in
1892 pledged to work for the repeal of all Sunclny
laws and for the enactment of laws making church
property pay its just share of tax." In order to
make that resolution mean anything we must begin work now in our several localities, and work
with that resolution constantly in view.
At our last election of officers we elected no officer that was a resident of Portland, except C. A.
Rohabacher, vice-president. Mr. Schroeder and I
soon found we must hav more assistance in Portland to resist the encroachments of the church
party led by the Catholic archbishop Gross.
So we appointed Mr. Henry Addis assistant secretary, Mrs. Sue R. Keenan vice-president for East
Portland, and gave them official power to act in conjunction wit.h Vice-president Rohabacher as a committee to collect funds, do any Liberal work to
advance the good cause, and report progress to us.
Mr. Addis has already done some excellent missionary work, distributing several hundred of C. B.
Reynolds's pamphlets against Sunday law, a strong
argument and a goodly array of facts which ought
to be placed in the hands of every voter in the
United States. I wish here to thank Brother
Reynolds for his generosity in sending the pamphlets free. He is a grand worker in the Liberal
cause, and is doing a splendid work in our sister
state, Washington.
Let me again appeal to every Liberal in the state
to come to o.ur assistance as much as they can
afford in the furtherance of the_good_work. Dear

1892
friends, _let me hear from you as early as convenient
so we will know what to plan for our next campaign.
NAMES OF CONTRIBUTORS.

J. Henry Schroeder .............................................. $2
Jas. _McNaughton .................................................... 2
DaVId C. Stewart .......................................... :......... 5
Mrs. Sarah C. Todd .. :......................... ;........ ;.......... 5
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Olds ................................... : ... 10
8

50
50
00
00
00

fu:r~:F. P:::k~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i gg

H. C. Snodgrass ...................................................... 2 00
G. H. Briggs .......................................................... 1 oo
J. Henry Schroed.er ................................................ 5 00
Hon. Lee Laughlin ................................................. 5 00
W. J. Booth & Son!'. ............................................... 2 30
J. Henry Schroeder ................................................ 1 00
Total ................................................ :........ $45 00
Twenty-seven dollars of this amount w:ts paid in
during the last days of the convention, and usec1 to
defray the expenses. The rest has been paid since,
and used to pay the balance due Mrs. Krekel.
I also send you a list of new vice-presidents as
far as hav been appointed :
Mrs. SueR. Keenan ........................... East Portland.
Mr. C. A. Rohabacher ......................... Portland.
Mr. D. Priestly, Milwaukie .................. Claclmmas Co.
Mr. W. W. Jessie, New Era ................ Claclmmas Co.
Mr. Robert Scott, Scott's Mills ............ Marion Co.
Mr. J. K. Sears, McCoy ... :.................. Polk Co.
Mr. B. F. Hyland, Corvallis ............... Benton Cq.
Mr. J. W. Dean, Talent ........................ J acksou Co.
W. West, Scappoose ........................... Columbia Co.
Mr. A. J. Shrnm, Bnrnt Ranch ............ Brook Co.
Mr. J.D. Ward, Prineville .................. Lake Co.
Mr. Warren Carsner, Wagner ............. Grant Co.
Mr. Alex. Hardie, Lost Valley ............. Gilliam Co.
Mr. A. K. Jones, Union ...................... Union Co.
0. P. Platter, Fox Valley .................... Grunt Co.
Mrs. Dr. Pefferle, Baker City ............... Bnker Co.
Mr. Wm. M. Richards, Gmnt'sPt1ss .........Tose11hine Co.
Hon. LeeLanghlin, North Yamhill ........ Yamhill Co.
Mr. Bruce Huston, Hillsboro ............... Washington Co.
Mr. D. C. Stewart, Forest Grove ......... Washington Co.
Mr. H. McElsancler, Engle Creek .......... Clnclmmt11:l Co.
Dr. J. W. McClure, Silverton .............. Marion Co.
MRs. SAnAH C. ToDD,
Secretary Oregon Stat~ Secular Union.

.Fallacy Swallowing.
From the St. Joseph Ilerala.

To show how some people write and others rea<l
and digest without thought, the article by the St.
Louis Republic affords a fine example. It is entitle.l
"The Rock of Moses," and has been republished in
nearly all the newspapers of the Union nnd read
with admiration by millions. It begins by :tsking
how many know that the very rock struck by Moses
when he commanded water for the fnmishing thousands in the wilderness is still to be seen, ns natuml
as it was in the clays of Moses. It quotes Dr.
Thomas Shaw, D.D., regius professor of Greek, Oxford, England, one of the most rnarned of men and
travelers. "It is a block of marble gmnit, six yards
square." The waters which hav flowed out hnv
hollowed across one corner a channel nbout two
inches deep, twenty inches wide. B~sid~·s, we
see all over this channel a grent number
of holes, some of them four or five inches
deep and two in diameter, living tok Jns of
these having been so many fountains."
Now
just think of the size of the rock and channel nnd
then think of the story aR told. Six hundred :mel
four thousand men armed and fit for war with all
their women and children and numy cattle
came out of Egypt with Moses, nbout three milli6n
souls; all thirsty, too! All marched in throe dnys
some ninety miles, crossed the Reel sea, went to
Elam where were twelv well;; and seventy-two palm
trees, and rm;ted, and were refreshed. Now just
think of this three million people standing around
a rock eighteen feet square to drink from :1 ehannel of the size described. Truly the miracle of the
stricken rock and gushing waters was much; and
the miracle of all these hosts of cnttle awl all
this drinking wns more, but greatest of !tll is that.
of so many millions of people reading such an
article and swallowing it.

Protestants Hav Protested 'rltemselvs Out of
Christianity.
From the Catltol1'c Review.

A recent Protestant paper uses this remarkable language: ''It is impossible not to recognize that in t.lH~ lust
fifty or sixty years something has happened. Stress is no
longer laid upon the great clistinctiv h·nths of orthodox
religion. If a man works for the temperance canse, shows
deep interest in the labor problem, is in sympathy with
Christian Socialism, what. matter is it whether he be fl
Jew or a Greek, n Unitarian or a Cutlwlic? These are
the sentimentR that are mol< ling UR in Rpite of om·selvR."
Could there he 11 more candid confess;on that, so.fttr as
the sects are conceru~>d, the attempt to establish m<imlity
upon a snpernutnro.l Chl·istian basis has proved a fnilnre,
and that "in spite of themselvs" they hav been forced
by the world to go back to the inculcation merely of the
natural morality of,. ancient paganism?
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· spake unto Moses face to face, as a man
speaketh unto his friend'?' My de.ar de~
luded sky-pilot, your old Bible is a network of lies from Genesis to Revelation,
We Shall Try to Keep It the Greatest
and there are not preachers enough in
Paper.
Iowa to defend the old rotten hulk against
GoLDEN PoND, KY., Dec. 15, 1891.
one man of common horse sense." We
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find our
hav not heard from that preacher sines,·
check .for $1. We want some copies of
and, that the sky-pilots might hav a bone ·
THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 12, 1891. We
to pick at their leisure, we fired a similar
are subscribers to your paper and hav
dose at them through the columns of a
beena long time. We think it the greatButler county paper, sending all within
est paper in the world. We hav never had
our reach a copy. We are not gifted with
the pleasure of hearing a lecture ~t all,
this world's goods, but we will giv $50 for
hoping some time to hav means to go far
a picnic from Genesis to Revelation with
to hear one.
Yours truly,
"Innate Ideas."
from ten to twenty thousand preachers.
BoGARD & RoDES.
MILWAUKEE, Wis., Dec. 20, 1891.
Yours for all there is in it,
MR. EDIToR: Having carefully read all
MEL PmRCE.
TJ1inks the Pen Won't be Too Hot.
under the above heading, December 5th, I
INDUSTRIAL HoME, DELAW RE Co.,
fail to find a single gieam or ray of light.
A Forcibly Written Letter on Money.
Dec. 14, 1891.
All is darkness prof01md. It may not inCooK, NEB., Dec. 14, 1891.
MR. EDITOR : I will take THE TRUTH
aptly be called a mass of profound specula·MR. EDIToR: In your issue of December
SEEKER as long as I liv and hav the means
tion containing. little, if any, actual knowl- 12th, tmder the head, "A Hard-Money
to pay for it, and hope when I leave this
edge, notwithstanding its being elicited Man Writes Ironically," permit me to say
country I will be able to explain through
from so many and B11ch eminent and dis- that A Hard-Money Man writes foolishly,
the columns of it the place where I settle
tinguished sources.
when he says, "I can see no reason why
down and intend to stay the balance of my
If anyone can tell what life is, when, the people should be taxed for the support
time, and wish to say to its many friends
where, and how it originated, that would of the government," etc. If Hard-Money
that I am not going to purchase a return
be the first step in the solution and answer
Interesting
Points
in
Morals.
ticket. Therefore let THE TRUTH SEEKER
Man will tell us what he means by governto the inquiry what thought is-when and
prosper.
SoL~MoN HILL.
SANTA RosA, CAL., Dec. 14, 1891.
ment, "the gentleman of profound finanhow that originated. It is a demonstrated
MR. EDITOR: As a believer in th&t cold,
cial ability" will undoubtedly" solve" the
fact, proved by scientific research, that life
The Eagle Above tile Cross.
but clean and progressiv, religion known
"problem," but when Hard-Money Man
is not spontaneous, but always preceded
as
Materialism,
I
find
much
in
your
paper
goes to talking about the government colSALINAS, CAL., -Nov. 23, 1891.
by former life. And it is also a fact, or
MR. EDITOR: When the Bible Picture that pleases me. I must quarrel with yon, truth, that there is no thought independ- lecting all the "old clothes from the
however,
in
regard
to
something
I
find
in
country" and giving to every "man,
Book is issued without fail send me a copy.
ent of life. Like the life germ, it had a
woman, and child $50,000" he certainly
I hav the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text- your issue of the 5th of December. It is preceding thought.
has some being or beast in his mind that
Book," and find it a stunner to religions to be found in your reply to the Rev. ·Mr.
It is therefore beyond the reach of hubigots, liars, slanderers, cutthroats, and Peters, and is as follows: "And it is a man intellect to answer logically a single no other man has ever seen or thought of,
self-installed pulpiteers. I propose to fact that Scotland, the most pions of all, is question called out by that so-called inves- and one too that would be wholly competent to lift itself by taking hold of the seat
stand by the cannon, and load her heavy; if the most immoral, producing more illegiti- tigation.
of"its pants, and this thing (if his language
the ball does not hit the concussion will mate children and consuming more whisky
The principle or force existing throughshatter. The "Freethinkers' Pictorial in proportion to the population than any out the universe, by some called deity, has any meaning at all) is what he calls
government. Had his mind not been
Text-Book" in Benicia goes by the name other country."
by theologians divine power or being, the
If
the
practice
of
morality
consists
in
weighed
down by this fear&,ul monstrosity
of "Ostello's B~hle." I want the other
uneducated, even the untutored savage
one for Ostello's cannon. I am pleased living honorably and .in conformity with "who sees God in clouds or hears him in he might hav derived some benefit from
with yon, gentlemen. Your work is my the laws of nature, then I claim that Scot- the wind," knows just as much about as those "able letters" so that he would be
land will bear favorable comparison with
able to see that hard money is a myth, a
delight.
the theologian or philosopher.
play upon words, and is only used by the
Sincerely yours to keep the eagle any other country, not even excepting the
And, further, the truths known, when
United States. The offense of begetting
ignorant or by those who hav played the
above the cross,
J. H. OsTELLO.
illegitimate children may be said to be con- compared with the unknown, are like a part of the appropriators of wealth and who
trary to social law, but it cannot be said single gleam of light compared with the
Thanks from OurseJvs and the Rest of to be any breach of natural moral law. I millions that flash from an unclouded would continue by the same deception to
filch year after year ·all that the toiling
Mankind.
admit that the yoting people of Scotland noonday sun.
millions can compel stubborn nature to
PAULINE, ARK., Dec. 3, 1891.
As well attempt to measure space, that
are too often led astray, by giving way to
yield up to them. Now, Mr. Hard-Money
MR. EDITOR : Heston has done much
has
neither
form
nor
outline;
yet
suns
and
the bewitching voice of passion, instead of
Man, see if you can comprehend this idea:
good work in pictures, but I doubt if he
using that self-control that reason would worlds unnumbered hav a home there.
You go to your post-office for the purpose
has ever made a more striking one than in
JOHN VAN DENBURGH.
suggest; but when they do discover the
of buying fifty two-cent stamps. It will
an October number of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
unfortunate result of their indiscretion,
take one hundred cents to get them. You
The agonized look ancT tea:r:ful face of
Beauties of the Bible.
they generally allow nature to take its
can get them with one hundred coppers,
woman looking back through the vista of
course, instead of resorting to any unnattwenty nickels, ten pieces of silver, four
NEw HARTFOR:r>, !A., Dec. 7, 1891.
uges to that implac~le tyrant in the skies!
ural expedient for the destruction of the
MR. EDITOR : John R. Coats, in THE pieces of silver, two pieces of silver, one
-it is enough to shame, if not to damn,
unborn. Prenatal infanticide is unknown TRUTH SEEKER of December 5th, asks: piece of silver, one piece of gold, and one
all the priests and clergy in the world, for in Scotland-how is it in France and
"Where Was Christ Born?" Matthew piece of paper, and each representing expropagating such a hellish doctrin. Oh, America, and what can be greater imsays, in a house (see Matt. ii, 11); Luke actly the same number of units, one hunthe snffermg and martyrdom of the human
morality?
says, in a stable (see Luke ii, 16). Now, dred cents, and each possessing precisely
race! I am working silently for THE
Again, the consumption of whisky is only was he born twice, or did God inspire one the same . purchasing power. The postTRUTH SEEKER. Every subscription to it
immorality when taken to excess or when of the gentlemen to tell a lie? If so, master is not the government, neither is he
in my county has been through my efforts. its consumption is attended with immoral
which? And did Judas Iscariot die twice? a part of the government only in the same
For no other Freethinker has ever in this or injurious consequences.
Matthew says he hanged himself (see sense that every other citizen is. But the
part of the country publicly expressed his
J. H. TAYLOR.
Matt. xxvii, 5); Peter· says he burst asun- post-office is part of the government. Now,
views, denouncing priestcraft and superder and his bowels gushed out (see Acts i, the post-office (government) owes the
stition, but myself, which I do both in
16). Will our devout friends tell us which citizen (postmaster) the units, ·one hunSerene
Close
of
a
Truth-Loving
and
lectures'"and~at home.
BeneUcent Life.
is
true? We once asked a preacher these dred cents. The government pays over to
DR. w. R. BACHELOR.
SHERIDAN, Dec. 15, 1891.
questions, and he was cute enough to the citizen the one hundred cents received
Mn. EDITOR : I send the following answer thus: "Christ was born in a build- from you. The citizen (postmaster) goes
No Hereafter.
obituary:. Departed from this life Dec. 2, ing used as a stable and house, so both to a jeweler and buys a gold pin for one
TRoY, N. Y., Dec. 12, 1891.
hundred cents to present to his wife f~r a
Mn. EDITOR: Send a copy of Bible 1891, Artemus Gleason, in the sixty-sixth Matthew and Luke were right. Judas Christmas present, the purchasing power
year
of
his
age.
Mr.
Gleason
was
born
in
Iscariot
broke
the
rope
when
making
the
Pictorial Book, alRo "Mortality of the
remaining the same though he uses either
Soul and Immortality of Its Elements," the township of Durham, Green county, leap, and, falling headlong, 'burst asuncopper, nickel, silver, gold, or paper, and
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been a subscriber to THE TRUT!J BEEKER self a liar, almost repeating the devil's enabled you to get the stamps and the postWM. F. HARTNEY.
for twelv or fom·teen years and was a most words, thus: ' And the Lord God said, master to get the gold pin, and so ad infiardent supporter and defender of its cause. Behold, the man is become as one of us, nitum, and the only power that governHard Nuts for Christians to Crack.
He boldly proclaimed his principles, and to know good and evil.' And what's the ment has in the matter is ex.pressed by the
BELLVIEW, CoL., Dec. 20, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: There are a few things died believing that in this life only had we matter with your old book when it says, Supreme Court's decision, wherein it says:
'N Q man hath seen God at any time. And "In the matter of law, the question
that I want to know. 1. Where did God go any hope.
He never sought for any social honors he 11aid, Thou canst not see my face; for whether, at any particular time in war, or
when Moses left the children of Israel in
the wilderness? 2. Why could not God or distinctions. He was always at home there shall no man see me and liv,' and peace, the exigency, if such, by reason of
lla.ve the world without aending J esns unless business or dnty:called him away. jumps from that, saying, 'And the Lord unusual or pressing: demands i:>n the re-
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Christ that through him it might be saved?
3. Why does the Bible say that a bastard
cannot enter the kingdom of heaven and
then say that Christ went there? The
Bible must lie when it says one can not,
or else it lies when it says that Christ went
there. 4. Why did God say that the sun
rises and sets each day and flees with
great swiftness from where it goes down to
where it rises, when he ought to hav
known that it stands still? 5. Being an
honest and upright God, why did he tell
the children of Israel to steal the earrings, and breastpins, and finger-rings,
and gold and silver before they started?
6. Why did he not take them to the
promised land when he promised to do so,
when he foreknew all things and knew
that he could not do ib? 7. I would like
to get a lock of hair off that cloud that
overshadowed Mary. I want it to poison
rats.
Aaron made a golden calf, but nowadays
there are iots of calves sucking the Bible
that are not gold. But after all, the Bible
makes a good bait when you are trapping
for fools.
JosEPH P. TRoYER.

He was a kind husband, an indulgent
father, a true and faithful ifrend.
Mr. M. V. Moulton, of· Grand Rapids,
·delivered the funeral address. The deceased was borne to his last resting-place
by his six sons.
May we not say with Ingersoll: "With
morn, with noon, with night, with changing cloud and changeless star, with grass
and trees and flowers, with bud and blossoming vine, with all the sweet influences
of nature, we. leave our dead." Husband,
father, friend, farewell. ·
A. M. SANDERS.
0
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sources of the government, or of the inadequacy of the supply of gold and silver
coin to furnish the currency needed for
the uses of the government and of t_he
people, that it is, as a matter of fact, ":se
and expedient to resoi't to this me.ans, Is a
political question to be determmed by
Congress when the question· of exigency
arises, and not a judiCial question, to be
af~rward passed upon by the courts. It
follows that the act of May 31, 1878, is
constitutional and valid, and that the tender in treasmy notes reissued and kept in
circulation under that act was a tender of
lawful money. . . . Congress by the
Constitution, we are irresistibly impelled
to the conclusion that the impres13ing upon
treasury notes of the United States the
quality of being a legal tender is an appropriate means, conduciv and plainly
adapted to the execution of the undoubted
powers of Congress, consistent with the
letter and spirit of the Constitution, and,
therefore, within the meaning of that instrument, necessary and proper for carrying into execution the powers vested
by the Constitution in the government of
the United States." But, sir, there is no
power by the government or by the Constitution to go out through the country
and gather up rags and make them into
notes_and giv to every man and woman
and child $50,000, and no man "Writes
such stuff except for the purpose of deceiving and prejudicing the ignorant. We
want postage stamps enough to put on our
letters and it would be an act of injustice
to ha; postage stamps so scarce that the
people would be compelled to pay fifteen or twenty cents for them or go
without writing to their friends, and
a scarcity of money is much more unjust and tyrannical. There is not onetwentieth enough money in circulation
to do the business of the country,
and if there ever was a time that exigencies of the times demanded that Congress
should exercise their constitutional power
in issuing money, that time is now; and, in
the language of the president of the
National Republican League, John M.
Thurston, "The man that says th~re . is
danger of getting too much money m circulation is a fool."
Respectfully,
W. P. BRooKs.

Lacerates Some Theories.
CHARLEVOIX, MICH., Dec. 16, 1891.
MR. EDIToR: I cannot think of getting
along without my old companion of many
years, the dear old TRUTH SEEKER. I
would hav to allow you to drop my name
from your list, but there are so many good
things in it from week to week that I
cannot think of giving it up. I would
rather liv on one meal a day less and hav
the paper. Why, in the Friends' correspondence we are becoming acquainted
with so many intellectual giants! There we
find men who settle the land question with
a few strokes of their pens, proving that
all would be lovely if the land were only
free. And yet we hear of places all over
the country where mBn who own the land
are abandoning it. Government difficulties are at once settled by doing away
with all governments. Then will come the
happy time of dynamite bombs. The tariff
-well, the short way to settle that is, just
open our ports and let everything come in
free. Of course the foreign countries pay
nothing toward the support of our institutions and it is an outrage to exact anythin~ of them for the privilege of our
markets when we hav prosperous merchants, ' manufactories, mechanics, and
-laborers who are abundantly able, and
why should they not pay the whole expense- of our government? Besides, it
would make times in the old countries so
much better if we would just open our
ports. The money question-why talk of
that when it is so simple? Just stamp One
Dollar on a bit of paper and it is worth
just as much as a gold dollar. Why, the
Bank of Venice did business on paper for
six hundred years, and the premium on
her paper was going U1J so that the government had to fix the rate of premium of
the paper securities at twenty per cent
over gold. And yet I woulg not be afraid
to wager that if the Man of Marengo had
burnt the city -and its bank, he and his
men would hav burnt their fingers in
poking among the ashes of the paper to

find the melted gold. But the best thing
of all is the knocking out of Bob's figures.
That tnakes Bob appear small, and I
guess he will wish he was dead. However
that may be, long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER,
pictures and all.
RoBERT MILLER.

Talmage Converted to Paganism !
DETROIT, MICH., Dec. 13, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: On the 11th inst., in the
Detroit Rink, before a large audience
which the press and clergy of this c!ty had
drummed up for the occasion, the Rev. T.
De Witt Talmage gave one of his characteristic dancing-jack exhibitions and
Punch and Judy shows, in the shape of a
lecture -entitled, "The Science of Good
Cheer." The (so-called) "great divine,_
seemed at his best. With an unusually
large and representativ audience to greet
him, his physiognomic pucker-strings,
suddenly becoming automatic in their action, wreathed his facial nerve-centers
into a tangled mass, or reticulation of
unique antics, of so grotesque and gruesome
a nature that the risibilities of the audience became so exercised as to cause, as
the Free Press reporter put it, " fully
ninety laughs to be crowded into the hour
and a half that the speaker addressed the
audience, while a smile played constantly
over the great preacher's coptenance,"
etc. Now, it would be difficult for anyone
not present to catch the faintest glimpse,
even, of a treat so rare as to bring out
''ninety laughs" from the audience and
cover the lips of the speaker with a continuous ripple of smiles an hour and a half
in length. After a few introductory remarks, mixed with a profusion of fulsome
flattery, and a seemingly heartfelt expression of gratitude for the cordial reception
accorded him, and after extending a warm
(and no doubt sincere) invitation to all
present to "come East and see him, to
come to New York, and over to Brooklyn,
and come to his house," etc., he then
pulled himself together, launched at once
into his subject, and with his right struck
straight out from his divine shoulder and
landed a "stunner " on the credulity of
the audience in the following declaration :
"My religion -is sunshine." Now, inasmuch as the Rev. Dr. Radcliff, of this
city, introduced Dr. Talmage to the audience as " a preacher of an orthodoxy as
old as Calvary, but as new as the babe
just born," I supposed, of course, as he
began to define his religion, that he was
about t0 say, "My religion is hell-fire and
damnation for poor sinners and a giltedged passport to eternal rest for the rich
ones." But I was disappointed when instead he said, ''My religion is sunshine."
And as he pronounced this, his new and
brief creed, and without any reference to
the Confession of Faith, or to the heresy
of Professor Briggs, my mind wandered,
and I was carried back to the old cynical
philosopher, the immortal Diogenes, when
he ordered Alexander the Great to "get
out of his sunshine." By which he doubtless meant, "Get out of my religion."
And here I was momentarily confounded
and puzzled over the question how the
Brooklyn divine-on whose lips "a smile
played constantly "-could become a disciple of that old cynical philosopher. But
I concluded that it must be a clear case of
"obsession," and that Diogenes had come
again to the front, taken possession of Talmage, and set him to talking "sunshine "
instead of brimstone religion. But at this
point I soon found myself in a labyrinth
of religious bewilderment as to how he
could hope to reconcile his new religion
of sunshine with Christ's teachings when
he said, "He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved, and he that believeth
not shall be damned;" or with St. Paul's
only religion of "Christ and him crucified." But I finally found a fire-escape
from my dilemma in the reflection that
Talmage's "religion of sunshine " was a
new and radical departure from the religion of Christ and the Pauline religion of
eighteen hundred years ago; and was a new
phase or type of the Christian religion that
was taking on and. merging into the
old Sabeans' religion of sun-worship, and
that our exceptionally eccentric Brooklyn
divine, late of the river Jordan baptizing
episode, had, since his pilgrimage to Palese
tine and his sojourn in the Holy Land,
become a convert to the old Oriental sys-
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tern of sun-worship. For, as he pro- hope, that brought no relief, no fruition,
claimed his religion to be ''sunshine," until science ushered in a new era and a
and as religion, according to Webster, "is brighter dawn. But, ah! I hesitate, I
a system of faith and worship," therefore, doubt, I fear after all that Talmage's rethe sun, which dispenses his sunshine re- ligion of sunshine is but a ministeriallectligion, must be the object of his worship, ure fad-that he is only playing off his
and hence his God. And I must say that clerical pranks, as one of his huge jokes,
this is not so bad a religion after all, for for which he thinks himself an expert,
it has in it none of that awful "Hark from abundantly able and eminently qualified
the tombs a.doleful.sound," etc. Nor has to carry to a success-and that his sunit any of that monstrous, selfish, brutal, shine religion is mere moonshine after all.
ignorant, pernicious, tyrannical, and mis- And that the people who seem to hav a
chievous spirit of intolerance in it, which penchant for being humbugged will conthe Brooklyn divine's great teacher is-said tinue to laugh when he laughs, take it all
to hav promulgated some eighteen hundred in bee~~use he says · it, accept what he
years ago, more or less, when he declared preaches, and leave the old- cancerous
that "he that believeth," etc., "shall be tumor and gangrene superstition· still
saved, but he that believeth not shall be gnawing away on their fears and pursedamned "-that is to say, when relieved strings, that the self-styled" men of God"
of its false priestly translation, "shall be may continue to feast on the fat of the
condemned," ecclesiastically condemned land, an!'l., like Tahriage, laugh at the ruin
as a heretic, and put to death, not by sun- they hav wrought. Oh! were I a minister,
shine, but by blazing fagots, as was Serve- clergyman, or priest, in this, the ninetus by John Calvin the divine, and as was teenth century, with the light of scientific
Bruno by order of the boss workman, exposure of Christianity glaring me in the
the head superintendent of the great re- face, I should blush scarlet with shame,
ligious manufactory at Rome, arid as mill- instead of turning joker and becoming the
ions hav been thus put to death by Chris-· champion laughing divine, while yet the
tian divines. But I ~ust pause here to groans of those they hav eternally damned
say that I certainly do think that Talmage were still echoing in my ears. And I
has made a great improvement in adopting shou}d feel a sorrow too mournful for uthis new :• sunshine religion," and that he terance as I saw the hope of immortality
has got a cinch on the church and on all which I had helped to kindle in the minds
such "divines " as those who recently un- of the people by sophistry, barefaced and
dertook to sacrifice Professor Briggs for unsupported assertion, dying out in inhis "heresy " against the Calvin creed and credulity for want of Bible evidence, thus
brimstone-preserved religion of the Pres- shrouding the grave, which they ·hav albyterian church. Yes, I rather like Tal- ready made dark and dreary, in still deeper
mage's "religion of sunshine," and really gloom; and thus showing their preaching
I am not surprised that his finely chiseled to be a farce and a sham, and proving. the
lips and his classic features hav become great army of non-producing divines to be
usurped by, and the resort of, a continued clishonest villains, or blind leaders of the
ripple of laughter; for I think that a sun- blind. In concluding his lecture Talmage
shine religion would .be a real, genuin, gave a description of sunrise on the sea.
laughing religion--something, perhaps, of And, as far as I could see, it was not strikthe laughing-gas kind. It has rio "hell- ingly unlike a sunrise on our great freshfire and brimstone" in it-just simply sun- water lakes. But in his description of the
shine-" only this, and nothing more."
action and appearance of his sun-god on
But, as before observed, it is not the the occasion, the Brooklyn divine pulled
regular Christian religion, but it is the himself together in great shape.
He
religion of the grand old sun-, moon-, seemed to shake off his customary
and star-worshipers of antiquity, whose looseness. The bifurcation of his lower
religious anthems, swelling into hymns of limbs seemed to fall into line and gather
devotion and i·ising into songs of praise, into closer relations to each other, which
echoed on the plains of Shinar when the gave him a more comely appearance. His
hetwens were being mapped into shining arms, rising to an alarming altitude, struck
constellations and the sky girdled with the out from the elbows at an angle of about
great zodiacal belt was begemmed with the forty-five degrees to the plane of the rostwelv mystic astrologic signs whose awe- trum. lilis maxillars opened and closed
inspiring greatness, grandeur, and glory slowly on their hinges as if undergoing Inbow the wisest heads of to-day in mute brication. His tongti'e seemed to quiver
silence and wonder, and whose origin is as if the muscle that -held it in place was
lost in the twilight of prehistoric ages, and yielcling to its greatest I)Ossible cleg:i·ee of
beyond which the crumbling record of the rhetorical tension. His eyes, rolling in
long-forgotten nations "runneth not to their sockets, alternately twinkled and
the contrary," and toward which the silent, glared like dewdrOI)S ·on a wild violet, or
ever-gazing _Sphinx points in vain. For- stars peeping up ahove the brow of a dissooth, history in its slow, steady, snail- tant mountain. His lips assumed a horilike pace is about to repeat itself, and the zontal elongation of marvelous proporold sun-worship, withitsprimitivsublimity tions. His cheeks, lil~e a blacksmith's
and astronomical glory, freed from its bellows, seemed alternately to draw in and
superstitious Christian excrescences, may swell out, in manner and appearance not
be on the return. And the "sunshine entirely unlike a blow-snake, or as if he
religion " of Talmage may be the herald had but just returned from hiH chase afkr
"of glad tidings and great joy." Who shall the man he forcibly and against his "-ill
say that he may not be a second John the baptized 1n the river Jordan Pis ears
Baptist, who comes-not from the wilder:- stood out like rabbits'. And finally, all at
ness, a poor Buddhistic mendicant once, as if 1Jy a I)reconcerted sip-nal, all
missionary, clothed with "a girdle about his physical paraphernalia, his mental rnahis loins," and sn bsisting on "locusts and chinery and vocal organs, assumed a seriowild honey "-hut on the contrary comes comic appearance, and striking a melodrain luxury in com1)arison to which Dives matic attitude which was simply prodigwas a second Lazarus, and who, _seizing ions, he began his description of sunrise
the age of progress by the forelock, comes on the sea. And as the sublime old sunas the voice of one crying in the wilderness god of day rolled his fiery chariot above
of steeples: ''Prepare ye the way for the waves, rose from the deep-blue sea, and
science, Liberal thought, and labor-saving from his golden locks shook the briny
machinery! Make their paths straight! spray, so he too, the great Brooklyn diAnd thou monster, Christian superstition, vine, rose to his greatest hight, when lo,
stand not on the order of going, but go at with a bow, one step, and two strides, he
once. For I, the great Talmage, hav slid, us it were, from the stage, and " set
come to roll back the dark pall of error, behind" the curtains to be seen no more.
clear the sky from the fog of Christianized And thus closed the lecture on "The
paganism that for ages shrouded all Science of Good Cheer." Then the audiEurope in the almost impenetrable gloom ence, sick of so much talk about sunshine,
of starless night."
sunrise, etc.-surfeited with too much good
Peradventure he comes to sing the song cheer and tired of so much silly laughing
of hope and good cheer. to anxious friends -mid whispers of "Vanity of vanities, all
of the supposed eternally lost and loved is vanity " left the Rink and went to their
ones-to laugh away their agony and bring several homes, declaring as they passed
the ''religion of sunshine " and the science along that Talmage's sunshine religion
of goo_d cheer to sorrowing mothers, whose was too old, too cheap, too diaphanous, and
pillows were we·t with midnight tears, shed that they still liked "in theirs" a religion
over their supposed lost darlings, whose that had a slight brimstone flavor in it,
agonizing cries, borne on the billows of that they seemed more at home with such
raging fire and quenchless flame, disturbed j a religion, and besides, the ministers could
their fevered dreams, that mocked with not get along well without it. U. K. B.
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~'AiZdren' s ~orner.
Edited by Miss SUSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, ~Mass., to whom all Communication.9 for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the dav's occuP-ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

In the Vale.
I would not walk on shining bights,
Seen of all men for praise or blame,
But let me keep the lowly lights
That never gleam for_pride nor fame;
To lift a broken wayside weed,
And lure a heart from night to day,
Some stricken soul that knows the need
Of teniler song to cheer the way.
A half-remembered mother-hymn,
Soft bugle blown in dreams afar,
Where laughing children walked the brim
Of summer hill and golden bar.
0 melody of singing birds!
0 breath from blossoms dead and gone!
Sing, Nature, psalms whose latest words
l\1ny bring my sheaves their Helicon.
MARY BAIRD FINCH.

Clem·water, NeiJ., Dec. 21, 1891.

Proper Self-Respect.
At the gates of heaven an angel pressedAn angel newly and properly madeAnd she was, and she knew it, so very well dressed
That nothing in heaven could make her afraid.
Through the gates of heaven she peered at the
blessed,
As through paradise streets they wandered and
strayed,
And gave audible thanks that she was well
dressed,
For they were in garments most shockingly
mail e.
Every angel she saw-and to see them thus
dressed
Brought a blush to the cheek of this a-la-mode
maid.
Wore !t radiant garment, cut, it must be confessed,
Like those in which mortals in sleep are arntyed.
A positiv pain wrung her sensitiv breast
At the sight of this garb, which decorum forbadeAnd the dread that she also must be thus undressed
On her sensitiv face cast a visible shade.
Saint Peter advanced with a bow of the bestFor the saint like(] the looks of the trim little
mairlAnd he graciously said: "When you're properly
dressed,
Your harp is all ready and waits to be played."
Just one glance all disdainful she cast on the
ble;;sed
In their garments of white, to Saint Peter salaame<l,
And replieil: "If in heaven one. can't be well
ilressed,
I'll go-Somewhere E1se, and be well dresseu and
damned!"
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$500. She had at that time four young
puppies. While they were admiring the
little mother and her babies on the night
of their arrival, the assistant herder came
in to say that there were more than twenty
sheep missing.
Two male clogs, both larger than the little mother, were standing about, but the
herder said neither Tom nor Dick would
find them; Flora must go. It was urged
by the assistant that her foot was sore,
that she had been hard at work all day,
was nearly worn out, and must giv her
puppies their supper. The master insist~d
that she must go.
.
The sun was setting and there was
no time to lose. Flora was called and
told to hunt for lost sheep, while her master pointed ·to the great forest through
the edge of which they had just passed.
She raised her head but seemed very loath
to leave her babies. The master called
sharply to her. She rose, looked tired
and low-spirited, and with head and tail
down trotted wearily off toward the forest.
"That is too bad," said I.
"Oh, she'll be right back," was the as·sured answer. "She's lightning on stray
sheep."
The next morning I went over to learn
whether Flora had found the strays.
While we were speaking, the sheep returned, driven by the little dog, who did
not raise her head nor wag her tail, even
when spoken to, but crawled to her puppies and lay clown by them. She had been
out all night, and scarcely able to notice
her babies, she fell asleep.
How often that scene comes back to mel
The vast, gloomy forest, and that little
creature with the sore foot and her heart
crying for her babies, limping and creeping about in the wild canyon, all through
the long, dark hours, finding and gathering in the lost sheep.

A Hellling Hand.
I am glad to see the children interested
in our poor and helpless aged Liberals,
and hope each one who can will send
something to J. H. Cook, Columbus, Kan.,
and. R. M. Casey, Bruno, Anderson
county, S. C. Casey did a good thing for
Liberalism when he got the name of Five
Forks post-office changed to the noble one
of Bruno, and I hope he will be remembered for that if for no other of his Liberal deeds. Both these men are needy and
winter is upon them, so help is needed
now if ever. Anxiously, AuNT ELMINA.

-Thomas A. Janvim· in Life.

Corne~·

Gospel.

:MORAL NEEDS.
"How shall I make my children good
children?" asked a parent the other clay.
"By being good yourself," was my reply.
"Well, I am good enough." Still you
might be better. There is no such thing
as perfection. If so, there would be an
end to endeavor. That which you might
call perfection would be simply arrested
development. Do not frown upon the
children. If you do they will 10eflect that
frown upon their own little brows. Do
not get so tired that you cannot bear the
patter of little feet; and dear papas should
never become so deeply interested in newspapers, the tariff question, or free trade as
to prohibit the questions of the little ones.
Let them talk. Tell them all about that
which you read. Teach them to be pitiful
by yourself pitying the troubled and sorrowful. Be pleased at good actions and
show it by smiles, words of praise, and
admiration. Be indignant at wrongs ;
applaud the right. Show· sympathy, patience, love, kindness, forbearance, and
gentleness, if you wo)llcl hav children
sympathetic, patient, etc. Children are
the greatest imitators in the world. Tea~h
them to. avoid the bad and imitate the
g-ood.
Like plants, children need sunlightthe sunlight of love and goodness. Deny
them of it and they will show the lack at
once.
S. H. W.

Story of a Dog Mother.
One of the most pathetic incidents to be
read in dog biography is given by Dr.
Dio Lewis in his "Life." He was traveling i~ the West and came to a ranch, the
owner of which showed him a shepherd
dog which he said he would not sell for

[OUR friend, Frederic May Holland,
sends the following for the Corner. Our
opinion is that little boys are not the only
ones who. say good-bye to God when they
go off on a summer vacation.-En. C. C.]
A friend of mine recently heard a clergyman at a prayer-meeting in New Jersey
tell a story of a little boy in New York
city who ended his prayers one night as
follows: "Good-bye, God. I am going
to New Jersey to-morrow morning to stay
all summer."

Correspondence.
PHILADELPHIA, ·PA., Dec. 15, 1891.
1\'hss SusAN H. WixoN, Dear JYiadarn:
I write you once more to let you know
that my heart and my services are still in
the interest of Freethought. I am still
striving to obtain a greater knowledge of
life and things of this world that I may
become better fitted for activ duty, if such
should ever be required of me. I want to
feel myself capable of defending right and
justice against superstition and oppression. My father has the '' Freethinker's
Pictorial Text-Book," and I hav been pouring over its leaves of pictures with unabated interest..
I cannot help but think, when looking at
them, how little God concerns himself
about the welfare of his children on this
earth. One of these pictures, in particular, leaves a convincing force upon my
senses. It is a picture in two parts, No. 1
and No. 2. No.1 represents a man (relio-ions) with his child in his arm, his
other arm uplifted with a razor in his
hand, and about to kill his child, No. 2
represents a dog bringing a drowning
child from the · water. Which, then, of
these two animals did G ocl inspire?
I will now close or I may weary you.
Yours truly,
BESSIE ScHAFFER.
[Bessie shm1ld write oftener. She has
ideas, and good ones, too. We are glad
to nu:Jllber her among our friends.-ED.
C. C.]
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PALOUSE CITY, WASH., Dec. 13, 1891.
DEAR Miss WixoN: This is my first
letter to the Corner. Papa take~ THE
TRUTH SEEKER and I like to read it. I am
very much interested in the Children's
Corner. There are a good many Liberals
here, but as yet we hav no Liberal organization. I am eleven years old, and sometimes go to Sunday-school for the purpose
of learning what absurd trash they teach
the children, but I cannot believe it myself. We liv in a beautiful country, with
great fields of wheat all around us and
they look nice during the summer and fall.
I wish· you could see them. We liv just
inside of town and hav a good place. Papa
keeps bees; and we hav a great deal of
honey. It is so nice; papa sa.rs it is much
better than Eastern honey. I go to school,
and hav just been promoted to a higher
grade. There are over three hundred
school-children in Palouse.
Well, my letter is already too long, so I
will close. Hoping to see this in print, I
remain,
Your Liberal friend,
NORA ANDERSON.
[The above is a good letter for the first
one, to be followed, we hope, by many
more from the same source.-ED. C. C.]
.
OAK MILLS, KAN., Dec. 15, 1891.
Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Ii:ind Friend:
It is with pleasure that I again embrace
the opportunity of indulging in a little
chat with you and the readers of the Corner. Words are inadequate to express my
gladness when I realize what a noble, intelligent crq,wd of boys and girls are represented in our Corner, and nothing givs
me more pleasure than to chat with this
happy crowd through the medium of the
pen, and I only wish that I could hav the
blessed pleasure of meeting them, one and
all. Oh, what a happy meeting it would
bel
Since I last wxote to the Corner anumber of brave soldiers in the grand army of
]\'[ental Freedom hav passed away. Conspicuous among them is Dr. J. R. Monroe,
the brave and fearless "ironclad" veteran
of Indianapolis, Ind. Dr. Monroe was a
peculiar man in some respects, yet he was
a wonderful man-a self-made man. He
was one of the most radical and outspoken
Atheists that this country has ever· produced, and no one can estimate the amount
of good he has accomplished for our cause.
Like our honored George W. Foote and
George E. J\'facclonald, his writings combined the p~th uucl point of the humorist
with the grace and beauty of the poet and
the deep thought of the logician. He was
a great, noble-hearted man, and his memory should be justly honored.
I hav added a great many curious objects to my collection since the description
of it appeared in the Corner. The following are some of the most interesting ones:
Two large Indian stone pestles, one of
them being over a foot in length; two Indian stone balls, a stone ax, some stone
celts, a stone pipe, a fiint hoe, a moundbuilder's spear-head nine inches in length,
several hammer-stones, a stone fishlinesinker, some flint drills, scrapers, and warclub heads, some fine pottery fragments, a
copper ornament from an Indian grave in
Ontario county, N. Y.; a bone whistle or
call from an Indian grave on Devil's lake,
in North Dakota; a curious tablet-stone
from Indiana, and other Indian relics.
The following relics from the Aztec ruins in
New Mexico I prize more highly than all:
An Aztec image made of pottery, a long
string of slate and shell beads from a
grave, some small arrow-points of smoky
quartz, a turquoise blilad, an amethyst
charm, a shell charm, and some fragments
of fine pottery, highly ornamented. I will
furnish the readers of the Corner with a
complete list of objects in my collection
later on. I hav the finest collection in this
state. I had other things to write about,
but it would take up too much space in
the Corner. Best wishes to all.
GEO. J. REMSBURG.

!;etters of (}triends.
Who Really Disgrace the Flag.
PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 22, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: Please allow me to express my opinion upon Mr. Secor's abuse
upon your paper of December 19th. He
charges you first of all witl1 a terrible
crime-that yon sympathize with Anarchists; it shows that ·the gentleman does not
know what the Anarchists are strivin,g for,
or if he does know then he is an enemy_ to
freedom and justice. He says that the
Anarchists offended the American fiag, but
does not prove it-where and when they
did so. I say if the Ainerican flag ever was
offended, then it has been done by gentlemen like Dr. Secor, for I am sure that the
American flag could not be more offencle d
than it was in 1887 in Chicago, by hanging
five heroes for nothing but preaching the

gospel of freedom and justice. to the workingmen. And I think that as Anarchists
are also readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, it is
proper that here and there it may be
written in in behalf of our cause, but Mr.
Secor I would advise to apply to that
brainless and crazy Wilhelm of Germany
for a position, as he is getting short of a·
man supplied with so much brain (?). I
am sure 1\ir. S.ecor would beat Bismar~k,
and then he would hav a chance to deal out
justice, and he would be sure of a good
reward from the Anarchists. F. SYKEs.

Can't We Settle This ~
SACRAMENTO, CAL., Nov. 27, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1.50 for
six months' subscription to THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I am one of the Freethought subscribers. I would like to ask a favor.
In your issue of October 31st a Mr.
W. P. Butler made a statement to this
effect. He stated that he and some
other gentleman, at Aberdeen, S. D., on
Aug. 8, 1891, made a full and complete
exposure of Mrs. Annie Abbott, known to
fame as the Little Georgia Magnet, showing her alleged marvels to be clever trickery, capable of being performed by any
clever lady with the proper appliances and
practice. He states that they, the Abbotts,
canceled all eng11gements and went to
Canada, and that since then Mrs. Abbott
had taken a position in a Chicago clime
museum under a new name, her career as
"Annie Abbott" having been run, owing
to the wide publicity given to the expose.
By this week's papers I am told that Mrs.
Abbott is now in the city of London, and
has created a sensation among the scientists, who are baftled for an explanation of
her peculiar powers. She has been the
theme of ponderous editorials in the London Tirnes, and in short is a nine days'
wonder for all England. This does not
seem to harmonize with the dime museum engagement in Chicago. I do not
exactly understand it, but let it pass, as it
makes no difference anyway.
I sometimes indulge in the luxury of
seeking the truth. That is why I tal•e
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Some time last
winter at Pythian Castle, in Sacramento,
Mrs. Abbott gave several exhibitions of
her alleged power, and I in common with
hundreds of others either witnessed a
marvelous exhibition of some unknown
force or were most cleverly deceived. In
broad daylight, at a distance of not over
ten feet from where I stood, I saw her lift
not less than nine hundred pounds of
living flesh in the persons of five large
men seated in chairs. She raised them
a distance of not less than ten inches from
the fioor with no more apparent effort
than would be required to lift a feather.
Her arms were bare to the elbows, thus
apparentl,IJ precluding the use of any
mechanical appliances, electric or otherwise, and the platform on which. the performance occurred was improvised of
rough boards laid on benches, under
which a person could see plainly, thus
apparently preventing the use of any
stage illusions or trickery. I confess that
the audience was completely. puzzled, although the wiseacres of the burg unhesitatingly pronounced it a fraud, as they
are wont to do when any strange phenomena come up for investigation outside of
the domain of the orthodox supe~·stition.
But as they can giv no rational reason for
their superstitious belief~. so they could
giv no rational reason for their ttnbelief
in the Abbott phenomena.
I was greatly interested in this matter,
and if it is a falre I should like to know it,
and I would like to know how these tricks
-if tricks they are-are done. I am in
no sense a Spiritualist-never went to a
seance in my life-know nothing about it
one way or the other, and consequently
hav no prejudice for or against either
Spiritualism or the Abbott phenomena, believing that if. they are true they are simply
strange facts in nature, beside which the
alleged apparition of Lourdes is insignificant and commonplace, and if they are
simply clever illusions, turn on the light
and they will clisappea:r:. like all other
phantoms of the clark.
Mr. Butler says he has evidence to substantiate his unbelief in the Abbott
phenomena. Let us hav it. Let the light
shine;
E. J. LEAVITT.
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Jfews of the Week. Gems of
1

WAR with Chili now looks probable.

~hought.

BECAUSE I differ with my parents be-

:~~g Ii!~o::~ch~ ~~J ~~sf~~=~~~
If

WALT WHITMAN is very weak and may
die any da~.
. .
.
i 1\fr. 'l'almage insists that
disgrace my
. THE .nativ. Chnstians massacred m the parents. How _did the Christian religion
nots m Chma numbered one thousand. , commence? Did not the first disciples
THE pope is so. feeble that he will not · a~vocate theories that their pare_nts deliv more than six months and may die at med? Were they not false-m his sense
any time
'
of the word-to their fathers and mothers?
·
,
.
.
How could there hav been any progress in
NEWF<?UNDLAND s . contmual d;sagree- : this world if children had not gone beyond
ments with !Jle English an~ Canad~an gov- their parents? Do you consider that the
ern!llents will probably dnve her mto the inventor of a steel plow .cast a slur upon
1
Umted States.
his father who scratched the ground with
IN Upper Burmah during a drouth Lieu~ a wooden'one?-Ingersoll.
tenant Pilcher ascended a hill fifteen hun- i ANoTHER great difficulty in receiving the
dred feet high and .fired off two charges Bible as the word of God is the manner in
of gun-cotton of thirty pounds each. which its books hav been chosen. A large
Rain ensued immediately.
number of apocryphal books are known to
A RICH nativ of Hunan, China, has dis- hav been excluded from the Old Testatributed eight hundred thousand books ment, though quotations from some of
denouncing the "foreign devils" and the them appear to be used by the apostles;
religion of "the pig Jesus" and making and the New Testament is the result of the
dreadful charges against that belief.
: votes of COlmcils, some gospels and episTHE partisans of Ex-Premier Mercier of tles having be~n rejected, while <?th~r episQuebec talk of armed resistance to the .ties were ret~ed b:y a bl_ll"e maJont;y, but
government. Mercier is an eminent Cath- all henceforth Is the r;rfall!ble W?rd of God.
olic and was recently decorated by the ~e~. w~ revolt agamst mcon~I~tency and
pope. He has the Catholics of Canada be- enm m It,_ we !1re told the fim~ must not
hind him
· JUdge the mfimt1 reason must grv place to
•
! faith. But it Is faith in the Christian
ON th~ 20th ult. in Puebla, Mexico, fathers that is needed.-Robt. C. Adams.
twenty-six priests arrested for plotting
l'T is a source of great satisfaction to me
against the government were attempted to that that distinguished litterateur, the
be rescued by a mob. ·one soldier was Ghost-usually yclept the Holy Ghost, for
wounded, and one rioter shot fatally and some reason I hav been unable to make
one w01mded.
out-has quite given up the literary proANNIE BESANT speaks in glmving terms fession. Nobody else would hav had any
of American audiences, dwelling upon the chance against him. He has written one
multitudes in the States willing to pay a book only, or rather a series of small
dollar to hear her lecture. In England, tracts tacked together by nothing else but
as she points out, only scant audiences at- the binding. And, 0 J·erusalem, what a
tend her lectures, even when no charge sale the work has! The Ghost's principal publishers in London are in
fo:r admission is made.
Queen Victoria street, and his book goes
THE quarantine officers at the New York off in hundreds of thousands of tons
port hav got news of the outbreak of that annually. Its sale seems to be, in great
clestructiv epidemic, Asiatic typhus, in one part, attributable to the fact that the
of the famin,-stricken provinces of Russia, work is written by the king of Heaven
from which thousands of immigrants a:re and dedicated to the Icing of Engcoming to this country every week. The land. All books proceeding from royal
dread of its spreading westward has influ- pens are, in character, quite exceptional,
enced the governments of Austria and from the olden royal volume that treats of
Germany to consider the necessity of es- Abraham down to the recent royal voltablishing a strict quarantine along the Ullle that inrmortalizes Brown. Any ordieastern frontier of these countries.
nary mortal would hav supposed that the
THREE months ago Bob Sims the leader Ghost would hav found his publisher in
of a religious company in Choctaw county, Holywell streetL but the Ghost is no ordiAla., was anested for running an illicit nary ~ortal. .lie had the effro~tery to
distillery, which he claimed he had divine offer his book In a far oth~r l?cality; and
authority to run. Two of his brothers, , efl:i·onte~y was rewarded wrth Its frequent
fellow-believers rescued him killing a concomitant, success. The profits out of
bystander and 'wounding the 'deputy in his book alone must render the Ghost the
charge. One of the brothers was killed. , wea:I~est _mem~er of the trinity. Son:e
Sims and the other brother escaped and optrmists, mclucling myself, are sangum
hav been hunted vigorously ever ~ince. 1 that he may yet buy out t_he other memOn the 23d ult. Sims and his gang reap- ! bers of the firm. Mu.ch =~~t reasonably
peared near W_omack Hill and attacked· 1 he .expected from ~his anticipa~ed transthe house of John 1\fc:M:illan who had been actiOn. The father s character IS exceeda member of the pursuing posse. Sims , in~ly q~estionable; the son, to put it
was chased and killed.
I mudly, IS g~nerally suspected to be some.
what queer In the upper story; while the
RussELL SAGE IS to ~e sued for $100,000 Ghost has many negativ merits. True, he
damages by W. R. Laidlaw, the clerk. for · got into some sort of scrape over a girl in
John Bloodgood & Co., who was so ternbly Palestine· but ooenerous minds will not
injured by the explosion of the bomb in make too 'much <rl this· and all else that is
Mr. Sage's office. Laidlaw declares that known of him is that he once transformed
Sag_e deliberately _used him as a ~hield himself into a pigeon, and that he once, on
agamst the dyna~Iter. But for t_his, he a pentecostal occasion, took the form of
says, Sage would e1ther. hav been k1lled or '' cloven tongues as of fire. '' Those who
ma~e to ~uffer as ~e 1 La1dlaw,_has suffered. hav observed a pile of P!tysandn tongues
Laicli>1W s worst InJury wa~ m t~e. back, in a shop window can easily gather what
~~her~ he_ was stn~ck by,~ piece. of Hmber. the Ghost is like by fancying each tongue
Th1s p1ece of trmber, he sard, would to be of red-hot iron and cloven-that is
hav struck Mr. Sag~ in the sto~ach if I split, as boys split a ~agpie's tongue with
had not been standmg before hrm, and I a sixpence to make it speak.-Saladin.
would not hav been standing before him
I KNOW it is contended by many that
if he had not held me there. There can
be no doubt that his act of placing me be- the sage sh01Ild never develop his opinions
tween himself and the dynamiter was de- to the vulgar; that he sho1Ild be a madman
liberate and saved his life."
1 with the mad, and foolish among fools; no
one, however, has yet ventured to say that
THE Socialists in Germany hav formn- he should be a knave among knaves. But
lated their immediate demands, which are if it be required that a sage sh01Ild always
for universal snfl:i·age without distinction join in opinion with the deluders of manas to sex, a secret ballot proportionate kind, is not this clearly the same as rerepresentation, voting on Sundays or holi- quiring that he should not be an honest
days, the payment of members, the popu- : man? Would anyone require that a relar .right to initiate or reject legislation, ' spectable physician should always be of
popular control of the state, provincial and .the same opinion as charlatans? '!'he sage
communal administrations, annual votes is a physician of souls. He ought to beon taxation, a pop1Ilar decision as to peace stow his remedies on those who ask them
or war, the creation of international arbi- of him, and avoid the company of quacks,
tration tribunals, the right of free speech ' who 'vill infallibly persecute him. If
and free meetings, the abolition of state therefore a madman of Asia Minor, or a
subventions to churches, the seculariza- madman of India, says to the sage, 1\fy
tion of the schools, free education, uni- : good friend, I think :you do not believe
versal military instruction, militia replac- in the mare Borac, ?r m the metamorphoing the standing army, free justice, that ses of Vishnoo; I will denounce yon, I will
judges be elected by the people, gr·atuitous hinder you from being bostangi, I will demedicin, state-supported doctors, a pro- stroy your credit, ~ ~ persecute you;
gressiv income tax, the abolition of in- the sage ought to pity hrm and be silent.
direct taxation, eight hours for a day's If ignorant persons, but at the same time
work, unbroken repose for thirty-six hours P.e~sons of go?d. understan~n~ and di~po
weekly for every worl<man, state surveil- srtwns, and willmg to recerve mstructwn,
lance of factories, mines, and other indus- should ask him, Are we bound to believe
tries, the formation of labor bureaus, the that the distance between the moon and
coiiperation of workmen in the administra- Venus is only five hundred leagues, . . .
tion, universal state insnra:dce prohibiting as the principal fathers of the Mnsthe employment of children 'under four- snlmitn :religion insist, in opposition to all
teen years of age, Hte prohibition of the the most le>1l'ned astronomers? the sage
truck system, and the :ri,.ht of workmen tnay :reply to them that the fathers may
to form coalitions.
"
possibly be mistaken.- Voltaire.
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No. 90. Notes on Earthquakes: with Fourteen
Miscellaneous Essays. By Richard A.
Proctor.

No.

91.

No. 92.

. No. 93.
~o.

94.

No. 95.
No.

9G.

No. 97.
No. 98.
No. 99.

No. 100.

The Rise of Universities. By S. S·
Lauric, LL.D. (Double number).
The Formation of Vegetable Mould
through the Action of Earth
'Vorms. By Charles Darwin, LL.D.
F.R.S. (Double number).
Scientific Methods of Oapital Punislnnent. By J. Mount llleyer, M.D.
(Special number).
The Factors of Organic Evolution.
By Herbert Spencer.
The Diseases of Personality. By Th.
Ribot. Translated from the French by
J. Fitzgcra.ld, M.A.
A Half-Century of Science. By Prof.
· 1'howa.•li. Huxley, and Grant Allen.
The Pleasures of Life. By Sir John
Lubbock, Bart.
Cosmic Emotion: Also the Teachings of Scienco. By William Kingdon
Clilford. (Special number).
e
Nature Studie•. Jjy Prof. F. R. Eaton
Lowe; Dr. Robert Brown, F.L.S.; Geo.
G. Chisholm, F.R.G.S., and James Da.l·
las, }'.L.S.
Science ami Poetry, with otlter Essays. By Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E.

No. 101. }Esthetics; Dreams and Association

of Ideas. By Jas. Sully and Geo.
Croow Uobcrtson.
No. 102. Ultimate Finance; A True Theory
of Co-operation. By William Nelson
lllack.
No. 103. The Coming Slavery; The Sins of
Legislators; The Great I'olitical
Superstition. By Herbert Spencer.
No. 104. Tropical Africa. By Henry Drum·
ruond, F.R.S.
No. 105. Freedom in Science and Teaching.
By Ernst Haeckel, of the University of
Jena. With a Prefatory Note by Prof.
Huxley.
No. lOG. Force ami Energy. A Theory of
Dynamics. By Grant Allen.
No. 107. Ultimate Finance. A True Theory
of Wealth. By William Nelson
Black.
No. 108. English, Past and Present. Part. I.
By Richard Chenevix Trench, (Double
number).
No. 109. English, Past and Present. Part ll.
By Uichard Chcnevix Trench. No. 110. The Story of Creation. A Plain Account of Evolution. lly Edward
Clodd. (Double number).
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Agents for The Truth Seeker.

A New Bible Picture-Book

Alabama.

Star News Depot, 2003 2d ave., Birming- ·
ham.
:
California.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Ball & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los
Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
Angeles.
Freethought Publishing Co., 838 Howard
st., San Francisco.
Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., Los
Angeles.
.
J. C. Scot~ 22 Third st., San Francisco.
Estate of ~- C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
San Francisco.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San
Francisco.

·

1n

~.

i892.

Press.

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

);yi'beraJ

Jr1 eetings.

I fThese notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
where these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought Societies can hav their gatherings advertised here free by forwarding the necessary information.

Manhattan ·Liberal Club, N. Y.,
Meets everY. Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masomc Temple~ 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and·
discussions. The puolic cordially invited.

By WATSON HESTON.

. The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Snnda,y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religions lind social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

Canada.

T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax, N. S.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Four hundred pages-Two .hundred Full-Page PicturesBrooklyn Philosophical Associ•
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts Civen Conation
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenne and
Colorado.
cerning the Origin and Authenticity of the Old Testament-A Sonth
2d
street,
Brooklyn,
E. ;D., at 3 P.M. every
J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
Snnday. Lectures followed by drscnssion. ··PlatPage of Text to Each Picture.
Florida.
form free. Charles Monholland, secretary, 248

J as. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.

Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D.

Idaho.

A. Erwin, Murray.

Price, postpaid, $1.

Illinois.

Mrs. S. E. Ames, 169 Washington st.,
Chicago.
[Chicago.
Post-Office News Co., 103 Adams st.,
G. E. Wilson, 417 State st., and Brentano Bros., Chicago.
J. W. Howe, 48 S. Halstead st., Chicago.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Works of Charles Watts.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBL-E.

Indiana.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.

REING

Louisiana.

Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
Al. J .. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development of the Canon.

N. G. Fessenden, 434 !Jongress st., Portland.
.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.

Maine.

CoNTENTs: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Ear·ly Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. · Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books which are Now Called Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian· Canon.
Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, 75 cents.

lllassaclutsetts.

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Johnson Bros., 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
A.M. Driscoll, 78~ Front st., Worcester.·
Michigan.

S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave.,
Grand Rapids.
·
C. Holton & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
Missouri.

John E. Remsburg's Books.

Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave.,
Jersey City.

Secularism : Is It Founded on Reason,
and Is It Sufficient to Meet the Needs
of Mankind~ Debate between tle Ed-

Ne"' York.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New
York.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts., New
York.
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts,, New
York.
[York.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
S. J. · Kins-, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
E. C. Wetdman, 126 State st., Rochester.
Ohio.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., Portsmouth.
[Cleveland.
Larwood, :J3artlett &Day, 259Superior st.,
Oregon.

B. F. Fyland, Corvallis.
W. "\\7edeken, Portland, Ore.
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
Pennsylvania.

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st.,
Phila.
Georg~;Lonl£ord, _22 Richmond st., Phila.
J. A. Iurk, JJu Ems.
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila.
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave.,
Pittsburgh.
U.hode Island.

H. Carr, 947 High st., Providence.
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
'.rennf~ssee.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
'.rex as.

L.
T.
E.
E.

Andruss, Denison.
·
Theo. Colwick, Norse.
A. Andrea, 916 Main st., Dallas.
L.Merrill, 624 Elm st., East Waco.
Utah.

John A. J ost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.
'Vas!Iin~ton

'J::'erritory.

Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
IO:ngland.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st.,
London.
c, Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
Australia.

Chas. H. Bamford, 1\JO Little Collins st.,
East Melbourne, Victoria.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
Ne'tN" Zenlauu.

A. D. Willis, Waugauui.

The Secular Society of" Kent, 0.,
l\'Ieets semi-monthly\ first and third Sundays. at
2 P.M., at the town nall. All friends of hnriian
cultivation are invited, MARrus HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of AlliancehO., meets the first and fourth Sundays of eac month at Independent Chnrch, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal snhjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Snnday evening at 7:30 P.liL, at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street,
and at 116 Fifth avenne. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

.Milwaukee, Wis.,

The Teachings . of Secularism Compared
with Orthodox Chl'istianity. 96 pages.

Ne"ft'" .Tersey.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:S
Meets every Snnday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.H.-'l'ruth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

itor of' the Halifax Evening lYfail and Charles
Watts. With Prefatory Letters by George Jacob Holyoake and Colonel Ingersoll, and an
Introduction by Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages,
25 cents.

Of' Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthly,,_ first
and third Snndays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at Yarr's
Hall. Everyboc!x invited. JliRs. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMs, Rec. Sec. .

The Walla '\Valla Liberal Club
Meets every Snnday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
l\'Iain street 1 Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectnres.-l!ree
Discussions.-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valnable
library is at the service of members and friends.
U. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.

'Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown. to
Be Contradictory and Defective as an Ethical
Gnirle. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
pages. .Price, 10 cents.

Evolution aml Special Creation. 10 cents.
Saints an1l Sinners~Which~ 24 pages ill
cover. Price, 10 cents.

The Snpe1·stit.ion of the Christian Sun·
day: A Plea for Liberty and Justice.
26p:tges. Price, 10 cents.

The Glory of Unbelief. 22 pages in cover.
Price, 10 cents.

Xature ami tl1e Snpe1·natnJ'al; or, Belief
ant! Knowledge. 24 pages. Price, 10
C€11LS.

The American Secular Union ; Its Ne·
cessity and the J nstice of Its Nille De·
mands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert
G. Ingersoll.) 82 pages in cover. !'rice, 10 CL nts.

Theological

Presnm~tion

: An Open Let-

ter to the Rev. Dr. H. I•. Burns, of Halifax, N. R.
In Chis letter the following subjects ore clealt
with: 1. Why Do the Clergy Avoid Dehatr? 2
The Position of Agnosticlsm Toward Christianity. s Freethought and Men of Science.
4. The Difference Between Facts ancl Opinions.
5. Christ en<l Heroism. 6. Christianity unll
Hlavery. 16 pages. Pric,t, u cents.
Address
'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette pl., New York.

CRIMES OF PREACHERS
in the
United States
and
Canada
from 1876 to 1883.
"By their fruits
shall ye know them I
D o m e n g a t. It er
grapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles."

:n:.

By

·The Roeder Secular Union
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
As a Missionary Docnment it is unexc8lied.
Among the subJects considered by Mr. Remsburg are: The Church and l\'[orality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
Civilization; tile Church and Science; the
Chnrch and Learning; the Chnrch and Libertyi.,..the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance Reform; the Chnrch and the Repnblic.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and Vices

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Snnday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. 'fhe
llreatest freedom accorded to all. Onr motto,
'Universal l\'Iental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

F01·t W01•th, Tex., Liberal Club·
l\'Ieets every Sunday at Knights:!of Labor Hall,
160! Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, Pres.
IsAAC S. LEE, Sec.

Sanctioned by Scriptureh· Falsehood and DeLiberal Association of Austin,
ception; Cheating; T eft and Robbery·
Adnltery and Prostrtution; Mnrder; Wars of
Tex.,
Conqnest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Meets every Snnday at 11 A.M. at its hall, cor.
Woman; Unkindness to Childre:g.; Cruelty to Cong avenue and 9th street. Visiting Liberals
Animals; Hnman Sacrifices; uannibahsm; invited. J. P. RICHARDSON, President; M. ISAAC,
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Secretary.
Pov-erty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Price, single copies 25 cents; 6
copies, $1. Special disconnt on large quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best.and
most thorongh work ever written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Lar~e and
handsome print. Price, 25 cents; six copres, $1.

Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline
of' Faith; Protestant Intolerance; Washington
an Unbelieve~ Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine
and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bonnd, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

Tlwmas Paine. Tells the Story of the
Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits
of his character and genius, and vindicates his
name from the aspersions cast npon it. Tributes to Paine's character are given from more
than one hnndrecl noted persons of Europe and
America many of them written expressly for
this work. Second edition~ 160 pages, prmtecl
on fine tinted paper, neatly bonnd, and containing a handsome steel portrait of Paine.
Paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 cts.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address deliverea in Paine Hall, before the N. E. F:r;eethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Pnce,
10 cents.
For all the above works address THE TRUTH
SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette place, New York.

W AT:eR OF< LIF<:e
Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.

E. B illiugs.

Prioe, 25 cents.

Port Angeles Secular Union

The '\Vest End Progressive Lib·
eral Union

A Reply to Father Lambert's "Tactics
of Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
1J11ristianity: Its Origin, Nature, aml
Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 cents..
The Horrors of the French Revolution :
Their Causes. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Secularism: Destl'Uctiv anti Constrnctiv.

Agnosticism and Christian Theism :
Which Is the 1\'Iore Reasonable ·~ ·24

Club

Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
and select reading. Discussion invited on ail
subjects. Liheralliterature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE, Cor. Sec.

.Price, 25 cents.

22

Lib~1·al

Holds meetiJ;lgS every Sunday evening at 216
Grand av-e. (Fraternity Hall). Lectnre followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY:
No. 84 Sonth Main street. Wilkesbarre, Pa.

The Agnostic Annual
FOR 1892.

Possibilities and Impossibilities,
T. H. HUXLEY, M.A., LL.D.
The Growth of Agnosticism,
It. BITHELL, B.S., Ph.D.
Early Verses,
The Late CoNSTANCE NADEN.
Snndays and Holydays,
SAliruEL LAING.
Ecclesiasticism,
ALFRED MoMERIE, M.A., LL.D.
Christ a Religions Creation,
F.J. GOULD.
After Many Years: A Poem,
W. B. McTAGGART.
The Activities of Agnosticism,
AMOS WATERS.
Religion Without Superstition,
CHARLES W ATTB.
Mr. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,
H. J, HARDWICKE, F.R.C.S.
The Land of Death: A Poem,
,SALA;DIN (W. STEWART Ross).
The Triumph of Ratronahsm,
·
FREDERIC!{ MILLER.
An Agnostic Homily,
HoN.C.K.TucKERMAN.
Eternal Life: A Poem,
GEORGE HENRY MAJITIN,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.
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. Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.

SHOWING
:1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life and _Personal
· characteristics ; his views on educatiOn; his· THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND
: religious opinions. By MB. DANIEL GREENLEAF
BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF
' THOMPSON.
:2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His ancest[y,
CHURCH AND STATE.
: life, and personal characteristics. By JoHN W.
; CHADWICK.
;a. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
' How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, HISTORY,
· material universe ever have a beginning 1 By
• GARRET P. Simvrss.
•
STATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO
·4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
; geology; How the world grew. ByDn. LEWIS
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF THE ARTIST.
' G. JANES.
'5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTON, WITH PoRTRAIT OF THE DESIGNER. .
' does life begin; The problem of spontaneous
The illustrations are classified as follows:
' @neration. By WILLIAM PoTTs.
'6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE; The evi16
represent
Uncle
Sam
and
the Priests.
2 represent Samples of Christianity's Work
: deuces from geology, ~eographical distribution,
2
"
The Church Robbing the People.
5
'
Missionaries.
·
: and comparative zoo1ogy. By RossiTER RAY3
"
Thanksgiving.
1
"
Tne Lord's [nstruments.
! MOND, Ph.D.
6
Sabbath Laws.
25
Bible Doctrines and Their Re3ult3.
:7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: Relation of man
14
Children and the Church.
1
The Church and Slavery.
; to the brute creation; his ancestral line; dura10
Woman and the Church.
2
Priests and Politics.
' tion of human life on the planet. By E. D.
6
The
Church
and
Thomas
Paine.
4
Ireland and the Church.
; CoPE.._Ph.D.
.
.
4
Studies in Natural History.
2
Church's Idea of Civilization.
iS. EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the
2
"
The
Bible
and
Science.
1
The
Uses of the Cross.
; nervous system: the nature of mind; By RoBT.
15
'l'he Clergy and Their Flocks.
4
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
' G. ECCLES, M.D.
'
1
Piety
in
Our
Penitentiaries.
9
Persecutions
of the Chm·ch.
;g. EVOLUTION OF SOCffiTY. Primitive man;
4
The Atonement Scheme.
12
Some Allegories.
Principal Works: Gods and Other Lect- i growth of the family, city and state: develop4
The
Lord
and
His
Works.
3
Heaven.
ures; Ghosts and Other. Lectures :· Some Mis- < ment of the domestic relations; marriage. By
Prayer.
2
6
Hell.
takes of Moses ; Interviews on Talmage ; What ; JAli:Es A. SKILTON. .
10
The Creeds.
7
Miscellaneous.
:Must We Do to Be Saved; .Blasphemy; Crimes !10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of re1
Christians
and
Mohammedans.
Against Criminals, 1141 pages. In one vol., half . ligious beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By
calf, $5.
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it has ever be~
EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pubProse Poems and Selections. From his h1.
Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half ' grows out of egoism; the proper balance. By lished, We mus~ gi~e the Truth Seeker Company the credit _of @tting the book in the reach of all.
.
.
A,t twic.e the pnce 1~ would have beet). a chell:P boolr. Artis~ l:l!Jston as a portrait-painter and d!Jcalf, $4.50; half mor., $5; turkey mor., $'1.50; ' DB. LEWIS G. JANES.
!12. PROOFS OF EVOtUTION~a, from geology; Signer. IS a wonderful successl !tlld we JUdge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal m
tree calf, $9.
: b, from morpholog;v; c, from embryology; d, America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' ll'fagazine.
Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The r from metamorphosis; e, from rudimentary orGods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality, . gans; f, from geographical distribution; g,
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, roc.
from discovered links;· h~ from artificial breedand has done faithful an<;! noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the picting; i, from reversion; K, from mimicry. By Freethought,
ures
do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
Ghosts and Other Lectures. Including
NELsON C. pARSHALL.
matter
that
serve
first as explanations of the illustrations, and seconnly as texts to prove the utter
Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The DeclaEVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS falsity of the church's professions al).d the 4Yl'OC1;isy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
ration· of Independence; About Farming in .:13.THOUGHT.
By REv. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
book
is
one
of
the
hest weapons agamst Christiamty and the church that has ever boon put in the
Illinois; Speech Nominating James G. Blaine
for Presidency· in 1876; The Grant Banquet ; A ~14. PHILOSOPHY. OF EVOLUTION. Relation hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
of
the
doctrine
to_prevailing
philosophical
sysTribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
tems. By STARR HOYT NICHOLS.
Before Me Like a Dream ; . and A Tribute to
Price, board covers, $2; clot~, $2.50.
;15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50c.
' COMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
Address 'rhe Truth Seeker.
Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some . regeneration as tested by evolution. By REv.
Mistakes of Moses; Free Schools~ The Poli- : MINOT J. SAVAGE.
ticians; Man and Woman; The rentateuch; .16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He . EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By Dn. LEWis
AN OUTLINE OF THE
Made the Stars Also. Friday, Saturday, Let Us ; G.JANES.
.
li'Iake Man, Sunday, The Necessity for a Good :n THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
Memory, 'fhe Garden, The Fall, Dampness, i OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews, • By SYLVAN DBEY.
The Plagues, The Fli~ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery, Marnage, War, Religions Lib- !1s. THE RELATmTY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
: nature of sense-perception; sight, sound, taste,
erty; Conclusion. Paper, 50c.
' smell, feeling; the doctrine of the Unknowable.
Its Causes al')d ~esults.
Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter- · By RoBERT G. EccLEs, M.D.
views with the Famous Orator on Six "Sermons :1\l. A STUDY OF MATTER AND MO'riON. An
By W. 8. BELL,
by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage of Brookl_yn, to ; excellent digest of a much vexed question, with
which is added A Talmagiar Catechism. !'aper, i g_uotations from many authorities. By HoN. A.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cts.
50c.; cloth, $1.25.
, ])1. ADAMS.
.
.
.
'20.
PRIMITIVE
MAN.
Man
as
revealed
by
arBlasphemy. Argument by R. G. Ingersoll : cheological studies; evidences of man's anin tbe Trial of 0. B. Reynolds, at Morns town,
tiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
N.J. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic races;
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
the ages of bronze and iron; cave men ana
What Must We Do to Be Saved~ Analyzes
next three months.
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound buildersi.
the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
primitive
implements
and
tools;
proofs
or
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Friends
will
please
send stamp for circulars and
man's natural.evolution. By z. SIDNEY SAMPsoN.
Catholic!!l Episcopalians, Methodists, PresbyWHY.
terians, .l!>vangelical Alliance, and answers the 21. GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Marriage a ~rimitive institution; its earlier
question of the Christians as to what he proSnowville, Va.
forms; no eVIdence of original promiscuity; exposes instead of Christianity, the religion of
ogamy and endogamy; grouP-marriage; polygsword and :flame. Paper, 25c.
yny, polyandry, and inonogam{' marrrage by
Thomas Paine's Vindication, A Reply to
capture; monogamy the highes form of the rethe New York Observer's Attack upon the
lation; divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
Author-hero of the Revolution), by R. G. Ingercontract; its regulation by the state. By C.
solt:.,. together with A Roman 0atholic Canard,
STANILAND WArm.
by vv. H. Burr. Paper, 15c.
'22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE .. The growth
of po~tical institutions;..the patriarchal family;
Limitations of Toleration. A. Discussion
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
Best make American Stcmwind Watches, 15
between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederic R. . the tnbe and· clan. By JoHN A. TAYLOR.
jewels, adju,tcd, pat. regulator, in silvcrino case,
Coudert, and Ex-Governor Stewart L. Wood- 23. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
only $11; in a ounce coin silver, $16; 4 ounce, $17
statute law and judge-made law,~ the conversion
ford. Paper, 10c.
(a few years ago >!160). In best 14 kt. fille<l gold
of customs into law. By PROF. J:WFUS SHELDON.
Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, lOc.
cases, open face, $20; hunting, $2.3 to $28; 14 kt.
24. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCffiNCE. SuIntroduction
by
solid
gold, $40 to $100; same, not adjusted, $2less;
pernatural ideas of disease; fetichism in mediCivil Rights Speech. With Speech of
11 jwls. $3.50, and 7 jwls. $5 less (]ower grade
cine; the beginnings of medical science. By
ROBERT
G.
INGERSOLL.
Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10c.
RoBERT G. EccLES, llf.D.
w~~~· l!ii;~i~~~~Ji_,~D "OT'rO WE'J"rOpening Speech.to the Jury: In the suit 25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. 'l'he
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
s•rEIN" W A'I'CH, much finer than above,
necessity for anus and armor under the strugof the ]3. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. Tel. Co., 1886.
full adjusted to heat, cold, and position. 16 jwls.
Tn.e Traae Supplier'! at Special Discottnl.~.
gle for existence. By JoHN C. KIMBALL.
Paper, 10 cents.
and all modern improvements, mckel movement,
Declaration of Independence. Centennial 26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS,
cased as above, $8 more, gilt mov't. $6 more. No
development of the human hand· the earliest
one else in the world sends out so good a watch
Oration, together witli. a copy of the Immortal
use oflmplements and tools. By JAMES A. SKILDocument and the National Anthem, Land of
TON.
at:ii'ilt~~~' fmLD HUN'rJN(,f AMEKI•
Liberty. Paper, 6c.
CAN
ATCHES, latest styles, best tilled, 7
27. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
Crimes Against Criminals. Price, 25c.
jwls. $17; 11 jwls. $18.50; 15 jwls. $25; 14 kt. solid
The definition of wages; economic characterA NEW NOVEL.
gold, $10 to $100 more. All sent prepaicl, kept in
istics of the wage system; wages the outgrowth
A Lay Sermon. On the Labor Question.
order one year, and cash refunded if not satisfacof slavery; origin and development of the
Paper;5c.
·
·
A. Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on tory.
system. By PnoF. GEo. GUNTON.
Stage and the Pulpit. An Interview on 28.wages
DIAMONDS: in rings, pins, <lrops, studs,
EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN CIVILIZAReligion and Social Matters.
thEJir C~paratiye Merits, anq Opinions on the
ctc. $10; $15; $25; $50; $100 to $1,000 per set.
TION. The beginnings of education; earl:v
Tnal of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholic
Cas
11 refunded, if not 20 per cent below regular
methods in Egypt, Persia, China, Greece 7 and.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Church, etc. Paper, 3c.
price, any time within one year.
Rome: early Uhnstian ideas of education;
WJ,:DDINH
JI.INfofS: Plain, chase<l, with
Ingersoll on McGlynn. · Paper, 3c.
Catholic and Protestant views; the common
pearls, emeralds, rubies, moonstones, opals, garschool system. By Miss CAROLINE B. LE Row.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for nets, turquoise, solitaires or comhintttions, a
Bible Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
-29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. I. sale at this office. Price, 50 cents.
speCialty.
Ingersoll Catechised. Paper, 3c.
The Theological Method. By REV. JoHN CHADSUNDRIES: Rogers Bros.' triple-plated
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER'y
WICK.
•
knives, :]11.75; forks, $1.75; tea spoons, $1.80;
The Truth of History. Paper, 3c.
28 Lafayette place, N. .
30. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REI<'ORM. II.
tables, $3.49; best spects. in the worl.J, :]!1; pebLI'fe. A. Prose Poem. In color, on board,
'l'he Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM PoTTs.
bles, $2; 14 kt. il'old, *5 more (RC!Hl line of tinost
beveled, gilt edges, 50c.
print yon can rend Wlthont glasses 14 inches from
31. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. III.
eyes); gol<l-heade<l canes, >f;B; $10; $15; :]!20. Best
The Anarchistic Method. By HUGH 0. PENTELitltOgraph of R. G.· Ingersoll. 22x28
razor-a
lnxnr:v-$2. Holi<l silver spoons, $1.70 _per
COST.
inches, heavy plate paper, 50c.
ounce. Sonve.nir spoons. silver, $1.25 to $2. 'l'ca
EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORi\L IV.
Photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll, 32.The
$20
to
$40; everything in the Jine of fancy
sets,
Scientific Method. By DANIEL GBEENtahle silver, novelties, plush, 1nHl art goocls, gohl
50 cents.
·
·LEAF THOMPSON.
pens,
etc.
All
sent prepaid (except cutlery) subStranl'(e cases cured by my MEDICAL DISLiberty in Literatm·e. Testimonial to 33. ASA GRAY: His Life and Work. By Mns. COVERY
come to me every day. Here is one of Ject to exchange or ~}_i!.'._,lt;c~VE'r'I'S'I'EIN
MARY TREAT.
.
Walt. Whitman. By Robt. G. Ingersoll. An
the Grip. Now how
Address Delivered in Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 34. EDWARD LmNGSTON YOU!I'I:ANS. The Paralysis-Blindness-and
Estnblishc<l 1857.
Hochelle, Ill.
does my MEDICAL DISCOVEHY cure all these?
1890. With Portrnit of Whitman. "Let us put
Man and his Work. By PnoF. JoHN FISKE.
I
don't
"know,
unless
it
takes
hold of the Hidden
Hcn<l for price lists, beautiful c•tr<b in colors
wr·eaths on the Lr<~WS o.f the living." Pnce,
and
gold
of
my
Freethought
badges
(]urge and
Poison
that
makes
all
Humor.
ur Each Number, Ten Cents. ~
paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.
small), tracts, etc. Free.
VIRGINIA CITY, NEvAJJA, Sept. 9lll, 1891.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Donalr'l Kerineav-Dear Si1·: I will state my case
28 Lafayette place, New York.
to you : About mne years ago I was paralyzed in
mY. left side, and the best doctors gave me no
relief for two years\ and I was advised to try yotlr
DISCOVERY. whicn did its duty, and in a few
months I was restored to health. About four
By VOLTAIRE.
years ago I became blind in my left eye by a
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.
Terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of theo!!POtted cataract. Last Ma.rch I was taken with
La
Grippe and was confine<l to my bed for three
logical tenus.
By F. R. MARviN, M.D.
months. At the end of that time,,as in the start,
Cloth,
50 cents.
Price, 25 cents.
then it struck me that your DISCOVEUY was
the thing for me; so I got a bottle, an<l be~ore it
was half~ gone I was able to go to my work m the
mines. Now in regard to mv eyes, as I .lost my
left eye, and about six months ago my nght eye
became affected with black spots over the sight
as did the left eye-pcrha.ps some twenty of them
-but since I hav been using your DISCOVERY
theY all left my right eye but one; and, thank
God the bright light of heaven is once more
A patient writing from Davenporh.Wash., sa~:
maklng its apvearance in mv lP.ft eye. I am wonderfull_y astomshed at itl.and thank God and your "Your remed:v is marvelous, and will accomplish
what is said it will do. The value of which is
MEDWAL DISCOVER.r.
u.u W
untold."
Yours truly,
.....,..,K KITJC.

One Hundred and Eighty-five Full-Page Illustrations.
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Books by Helen H. Gardener.

fRfNCH RfVOLUTION~
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Men, Women and Gods.

IS THIS YOUB SOH, MY LOBD 1

DONALD KENNEDY
Of Roxbury, Mass., Says :

Pocket Theology. PHILOSOPHY OF SPIBITUALISM
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Valuable

Books

on

H~gie11e,

.
Food and
Diet,
!J\arriage
and
Pare11tage,

ttc.

Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic
ScienQe. By Hudson Tuttle. A Scientific Work Designed to prove from Incontestable Facts th'e Doctrine of Immortality.
$1.25.

Hygiene of tliC Brain and the Cure of
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. " Get this book a.nd
read it\ for it a.bounds in practical valuable
knowleage."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Eating for Strength. B!. M. L. Holbrook,

M.D. Price, by mail, $1. 'I am delighted with
it."-[H. B. Baker, 1\'I.D., Secretary Michigan
State Board of Health.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code of

Directions for avoiding most of the ·Pains and
Dangers of Childbearing. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellence surpasses our power to commend."New York Evening li'Iail.

Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsi~ and
Headacbe : Their Cure by Home Treat-

DAVID'S GOD.
There went up a s'moke out of his nostrils, and fire out of his mouth devoured; coals were kindled by it.
He bowed the heavens also, and came down; and darkness was under his feet. And he rode upon a cherub, and
did fly; yea, he did{fly upon the wings of the wind. Yea, he sent out his arrows, and scattered them; and he
shot out lightnings, and discomfited them.-Psahns xviii, 8, 9, 10, 14.
ST~I}::;.9

A

OF<

Millionaires Against Miners;
-OR-

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
By HENRY D. LLOYD.
~

This book tells how the Spring Valley miners
were starved into actual slavery.
It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime.
It deals not with theories but with facts,
figures, and names. J:t is a powerful and pathetic book.
264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.
[Spiritual.]

sociAL WEALTH:

:Sy J.

~.

of aSex.~~

·wmnan on St,rike ftgainst the
JJfale Sex jot• Sexu,al
Sove-re·irJnty.

Spiritualism

10c.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. lOc.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.

Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Pop-

ular Exposition of the Fund~tmental Problems
in Sociolo_gy. By R. T. Trail, M.D. Price, by
mail, $2. ~'his work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete ~tnd valuable
work has ever before been issued.

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and ScienThe Bible-What Is IU 25c.
Studies in Theology. lOc.
Liberalism. 5c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

tific Diet. By. Gustav Schlil'ke:rsen. Translated from the German, by M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and Radic~tl Cure for Intemperance, by the Use
of a Veg~table and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.

Three Books in One.

Force a11d !J\atter;
OR,

From the Cradle

to the School. By_Bertha Meyer. The Rights
of Children. By Herbert Spencer. The Government of Children. By M. L. Holbrook li1.D.
Price! by mail, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1. 1'Jt is
a boor worthy to be ranked with the best that
has ever been written concerning the training
of children."-[Baznr.

Muscle-Beating; or, Home Gymnastics
for Sick and Well. By C. Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. JlO cents.
Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary

Mrs. Besant's WorKs.

25c.
$1.50.

God ProllOSe<l for Our National Constitution. lOc.
Irreconcilable Reconls.
Genesis and

Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should be quietly
given to every drinker."-[Iferald of Health.

and Physiological Relations, and in their bearing on the producing of children of finer health
and greater ability. By l\1. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
The Scient'ijic Amm·ican says: "Books on this
subject are ust)ally writt!)n ]:>y 'cran!fs,' but this
is radically different: It Is scientific, sober,
clean, and worthy of conscientious consider~t
tion by every possible parent, and particular.!'y
by the young.''

The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Disease, Cure. By_ T. L.
Nichols! M.D., editor London Jie,·alil ofHealth.
Price, c oth, 50 cents.

Medical Hints on the Protection and Man·
agement of the Singing Voice. By
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts.

Geology. Paper, 35c.; cloth, <Joe.

ONLY 2 CENTS.

Is Darwin Right~ Origin of l\fan. $1.
Is Slliritualism 'frue ~ lOc.
Man's True Saviors. lOc.
Ortlwdoxy False, Since Spiritualism is
True. lOc.
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of

JUST PUBLISHE.D.

Chrib tianity. 10c.

Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
$1.25.

With Author's Por-

trait. $1.25.

Sermon from Sbakspere's Text. lOc.
Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with portrait, soc.
Soul of 'l'hings. Psychometric Researches, etc. 3 vols. (VoL I hy Wm. and Eliz. 1\larriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
l\I. F. Denton.) Per vol., $1.50.

behalf of Human Culture through a wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,
25 cents. "1t cont~tins infonn~ttion and warning
that.are urgently needed."-[Christian Union.

BY PRoFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
CON'l;ENTS:
Force and Matter,
The Fitness of 'l'hings in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Force, Man,
Infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thought,
Motion,
Consciousness,
Form·,
Seat of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas1,
Laws, •
The Idea of liqd,
Universality of Natural Personal Contmuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes,
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
Original Generation,
Concluding ObservaSecular Generation,
tiona.
Price, $1.50. Adch·ess THE TRUTH SEEKER.

wherever it rs read, hoth in this country and in
England. Although it relates ~o the most delicate
subject in the world, it is treated so reverently
that the most refined women are enthusiastic for
its circulation. ·
l'rice, 25 cents.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.

Radical Rhymes.

The Better Way, An Appeal to Men in

MILLER.

Common-Sense 'I'houghts on the Bible.
10c.

Gleaso.}.!_, M.D. A Practical Handbook for the
Maid, wife ~tnd Mother: with a beautiful Photographic Portrait of the Author. Price\ by
mail $1.50. "We wish the chapter,' Confiaential to Mothers,' might be J?Ublished as a tract
and sent to every mother m the land. "-[Harper's New Monthly Magazine.

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.

N.

Eupcrior. l(Jc.

])elnge in 1he Lig·ht of 1\lo<lern Science.

Youth: Its Care and Culture. By J.

Principles of the Natural Order of the Universe, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
praises follow THE STRIKE OF ASEX

BY GEORGE
Astonishin~

B. Dufl:"ey author of "What Women Should
Know;" ···No Sex in Education," etc. Price by
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles Brewster1 Portland, Me.,
writes: "Had I possessed this oook ten years
ago it wonld.have saved me ten years of inviilidism, and I should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children.'!

Talks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. B.

INGALLS.

12mo, 326 pp., large t;vpe, good paper, silk cloth,
pnce $1.00.
•
CoNTENTS :-Economic Schools-A Brief Review
of Their Origin and Grow·th. Rise and Growth
of Capitalism. Unearned Increase---,Profit Interest, Rent. Conservation of Wealth. Tools
and ImiJroved Machinery. The Nature of
Wages. Private and Social Wealth. Land Ownership. Private Property in Land. Capital and
the Productive Factors. Partnership and Cooperation. Law of Contracts. Money and
Credit. Of Value, or Economic Ratios. 'l'axation as a • Remedy. Reforms, not Remedies.
Sul;(gestions to Legislators. Summary of De:fiuitwns-Economic and Isonomic.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.

Mortimer Granville. $1. To this has been
added a paper by that charminll English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical
Education of a Girl,'' and a J?Rper on the
"Dress of Girls.'' Its retail pnce is $1.

In proceeding toward any given point, there is
always one line which is shortes~THE STRAIGHT;
so, in the conduct of human affairs, there is always one course which is best-THE JusT.

uTne StriKe

Be Thyself. lOc.
Christianity No Finality.

1. D. ShaYJ;s Boo~s.

The Sole Factors and Exact Ratios in Its Acquirement and Apportionment.

ment. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, by
mail, $1. "Reading this book I cured myself
after several doctors had failed."-rT. C. Curtis,
U.S.A.

should oe. Paper, 25c.

What Is Right~ lOc.
Bcsant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
Besant and Rev. A. Hatchnrd on Jesus of NazaWhat Was He~ Jesus in 19th Century
reth a Historical Character, and the Influence
Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.
of Christianity. l'ricc, 25c.
WJJ.o are Christians Z 10c.
Address THE 'l'UU'l'H SEEKER CO.,
28 Ls,fayette place, New York.
Ad\lresij THE TRUTH SEEI\ER.

There has just been published for genera.! ~ircu
lation a most interestmg pamphlet, contammg \\
good likeness of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll and artl·
clesfrom the following well-known writers: R. G.
Ingersoll, ·Thaddeus B. Wakeman, B. F. Under·
wood Matilda Joslyn Gage, Helen H. Gardener
Rev. 'Henry Frank, Nelly Booth Simmons, A. B.
Bradford, Parker Pillsbury, Lucy N. Colman,
CaQt. R. C. Adams Prof. A. L. Rawson, Lyman
C. Howe, Susan H. Wixon, Allen Pringle, Wm.
Emmette Coleman Harry Hoover, Mrs. M. A.
Freeman Sara Underwood, Rev. J. C. Grumbine,
1. J. McCabe, Lydia R. Chase. Henry M. Taber, J.
C. Watkins, Dr. Edward Mont~mery, Emma
Rood Tuttle, Dr. Juliet Severance, Hudson Tuttle,
E. C. Walker, Judge C. B. Waite, Dyer D. Lum,
VoltairinedeCleyre, Lewis G. Janes and Dr. Ri;:h.
ard Hodgson.
The publication will be forwarded to any address
in the United States or Canada on rece1pt of an
American two-cent.J>()st:lge stamp.
FREETHINKERS' MAGAZINE.
Address
·
Bulfalo, N.Y.

Deep Breatlting; or, Lung Gymnastics.

Price, cloth, 50 cents. Mrs. Horace Mann writes :
"Every book you J;Jrint is pure gold and deserves wide circulatiOn."

How to Strengthen the Memory. By M. •
L. Holbrook, l\i.D. $1.

A Physician's Sermon to Young Men, By

Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. R. A.
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer1
says of it: "Through false delicacy lads ana
youths are left to fall into trouble, and not a few.
have their prospects of a healthy happy life absolutely rumed. 'l'he little book hefore us is intended to be _put into thE) !).ands o~ young me11;
by fathers who are unwrllmg or mcapable of
discharging a father's duty in this respect; and
as not one father in ten is, we believe, ready to
do what is right by his boys himself, it is well
that such a book as this should be available. If
it is read by all who should read it, its sale will
be counted by hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail. postpaid,
for $2. Should anyone desire them by the 100
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by correspondence.
~Catalogues Free . ...~a

By mail on rece·ipt of price.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

A Journal of Freethought and-.. Reform.
Vol. rg. No.2. {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.}
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THE WORLD AS THE PRIESTS WOULD

A New Bible Picture-Book 1n Press.

GHOST

HA V

IT.

n?~ B=c~:. JOHNS. T~e

Oraer of Creation.

Price. 15 cts.

Old Testament Stories
A TRUTH SEEKER
Comically Illustrated. AROUND THE WORLD.
D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

·

Four Large Volumes,

THE

CONFLIGT BETWEEN GENFSIS AND GEOLOGY.
A CoNTROVERSY BETWEEN THE
RoN. W. E. GLADSTONE,
PRoF.!UAx l\fULLER,
PROF. T. H. HUXLEY,
JU. HEVILLE,
E. LYNN LINTON.
12mo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 ots.

With a steel-plate engraving of the author in
Volume I, and each volunle containing
forty to fifty 'illustrations.
By Do lll• BENNE'.J"C,

·Exposure

Exposure
by

by
0

Facts.

Ridicule.

By WATSON HESTON.

~Four hundred pages-Two hundred Full-Page Pictures- The Stories Humorously Told--And Hard Facts Civen Con·
cerning the Origin ar:d Authenti<cityofthe Old Testament-A
Page of Text to Each Picture:

Price, postpaid, $1.

Address TH£ TRUTH S££K£R.,

Late editor of THE TRUTH SEEKERJ.. author of
"A Truth Seeker in Europe " "u-ods a.nd
Religions of Ancient and 1\Iodern Times,"
"The ·world's Sages, 'l'hinl<ers, and
Reformers," "Champions of the
Church.'' etc.. etc, etc.
Handsomely boun!f, red cloth, !f!6.50; in leather,
red edges, $9.50; m morocco, gilt eages, $10.50.
Readers of TilE TRUTH SEEKER know the circmnstances under which this work was written.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death, and which contains a!) account
of his world-lamented death and bunal. ~Ir.
Bennett was a patient and faHhful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-clay life
of all nations is laid before the reader by one
who has visited them and beheld them with his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freethought in the various countries
he visited, and the morality of so-called pagan
nations is contrasted with the moraiity of Christian countries, much to the detriment of the
latter. The work is a
Freethinker's History of the World.

. This work and " A 'l'RUTH SEEKER IN
EUROPE" shon~d \Je in ever;v ~il::eral's library.
Besides its intnnsrc worth, rt rs a memento of
one of the greatest Freethink~rs the wqrlcl has
known-of one who ranks wrth ~oltarr~ and
Paine in the force and clearness of hrs wrr tmgs.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER'y
28 Lafayette place, N. .

AN OUTLINE OF THE

fRfNCH RfVOLUTION.
Its Causes al)d Res"uits.
By W. 8. BELL,
Paper, 12mo, 25 cts.

Champions of the Church.
WHAT
THEY

HAV
FOR
CiffiiST'S
SAKE.
By Do M. BENNETT (Founder of THE
TRUTH SEEKER). Price~ $3, in cloth. Addrc'"
'l'rm TRuTH SEEKEH, 28 Lafayette phtc:'. :!'< \.
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FH EETH-1 NKEHS'• P'l CTORI AL TEXT-BOOK.

Literature.

SHOWING
THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE OHUROH'S OLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFIO:Ji]NT INSTITUTION, ANDREVEALING THE ABUSE:;!
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At twice the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and designer is a wonderful success~ !tnd we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volnme.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethon_ ght, and has done faithful and_ noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictures do not make. up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve- first as explanations. of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to Prove the utter
falsity of the church's professions and the hYJ?ocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in the
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
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ment is paying large sums annually to a class o:f
experimenters who hav produced far less proof of
their abilities than those whom the above-quoted
journal thinks hav not deserved appropriations. Our
national and state governments, by salaries and appropriations and exemptions, expend vast treasure
every year on a great corps of professionals who hav
never fmnished an iota of evidence that they can
work any results of good to the people whatever.
If the journal thinks the rain-making expenditure
unwise, it must think the one of which we speak
monstrously so. "Many persons," it says, "believe
that the quantity and quality of crops are determined by the phase of the moon at the time of
a man on suspiCIOn. As a matter of fact, therefore,
planting," and it thinks ridiculous the idea of Conyou will see the United States mails are no more
sacred than the mails in Russia or any other country gress testing this theory. Then what does it think
of Congress not even testing, but unhesitatingly
so far as government espionage is concerned."
lavishing
money to practice, the theory that crops
This practice is a gross and abominable outrage.
are
improved
in quantity and quality, and all human
The impudence of public servants in prying into
the character of written or printed matter which affairs prospered, by the sprinkling of water, the
they hav been paid to transport is most reprehensi- making of cabalistic signs, and other formalities
ble. The abuse must be checked.
The inviola- equally absurd as the observance of the phases of
bility of the mails is .one of the dearest and most the moon~ The journal :finds a deal of fun in the
fundamental of the liberties of a people. One can conceptions of Congress testing the unlucki~ess of
not help fearing that a community who permit this "carrying agricultural implements through dwellright to be trampled on could, on occasion, be ings, seeing the new moon over the wrong shouleasily inveigled into yielding still other rights. der, turning back after starting on a journey, milkSome may not appreciate the pepl of allowing ing cows upon stones, and the like." Will not the
these precedents to be established-of permitting paper favor us with a little more in this vein, and
say what it thinks of the government not investithis custom to become rooted-but they will pergating, but accepting uninvestigated, the notions
ceive the evil when there arrives at some time in
that good luck attends the muttering of magic spellthe future some social trouble, over labor or ecclesiwords, the invoking of good and the exorcising of
asticism or other matter, and the controling party
evil spirits, and the countless other mummeries for
utilizes this permission to domineer over private which the state daily expends. our hard-earned
communication as an engin and means of tyranny.

power inspectors to open suspicious letters at discretion. The public appear to be very much astonished at this proceeding mentioned, but I assur.e you
that it is carried to a greater extent than even those
who know all about it suppose. In fact, under the
rules of the post-office department, almost any private letter can be opened and read. This will surprise some people, I presume, but it is nevertheless true, and a reference to the private instructions
to post-office inspectors, which are in printed form,
will convince anybody of it. Whether such secret
pdvileges are ever used illegitimately would be
difficult to :find out. It is a good deal like arresting

dollars~

Rain-Makers, Clerical and Scientific.

A New York paper declares the theory that rain
can be produced by the methods recently essayed
in the West, to be utterly unsupported by evidence
or even by probability. The journal blames Congress for having appropriated money for expedments which it had no ground to believe of value.
It argues:
"It is true that many worthy, ignorant persons believe
that noise creates rain, but in the same way many persons believe that the quantity and quality of crops are determined by the phase of the moon at the time of planting. Why should not Congress hav appropriated money
for experiments to test that theory?
.To the Fdends and Subscribers of Freethought. "Again there are millions of persons in this country who
I sin~erely hope that all who hav supported attribute the ills that befall them to things supposed to
Freethought in the past will aid the work to which bring 'bad luck,' such as carrying agrieultural implements through· dwellings, seeing the new moon over the
it has been devoted by becoming subscdbers to wrong shoulder, turning back after starting on a journey,
THE TRUTH SEEKER. THE TRUTH SEEKER will carry milking cows upon stones and the like. If these superstitions are true it would be of incalculable benefit to the
. on the work, but it needs your cooperation. It is a people to hav the fact established. Why then does not
means by which I can reach you and push on the Congress appropriate money for an inquiry into their acPacific coast labors. Especially I ask those in curacy?
" The first step of a great government before ordering
arrears to pay what is now due to THE TRUTH experiments touching a matter within the domain of
SEEKER and place their names upon its list as cordial science should· be to consult scientific authority as to the
possibility of there being anything to investigate."
supporters for the future.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
We hav not many remarks to make on this matter. We thought that our readers in the West
A Violation of Our Rights.
There is .a practice in the postal department of would like to be kept informed on the latest opinion
the United States which we desire each lover of lib- for or against the theory which gave them such
erty .to speak against at every opportunity. It is pleasing hopes, so we reproduced this view.
However, we earnestly wish that the adverse pathe opening of private letters by the mail officials to
whom they hav been delivered for transportation. per's·view may not turn out to be correct. It would
We hav from time to time called attention to cases be indeed a gratifying thing for the power of reguof this nature, and now a Washington official de- lating rain to fall into the hands of the scientists
scdbes these occurrences as follows : " I noticed a and the farmers. This triumph and power of the
short .time ago that some pbjection was made by a devotees of science and the practicers of labor
Mr. Pell, of the San Domingo Shore Line road, to would indirectly effect a highly desirable diminution
the opening' of a pdvate letter by the chief of the of the importance of the dealers in supernatural
secret service bureau. It is not generally known means of controling nature.
This brings u~ to the reflection that this governthat the rules of the post-office department em-

The Psalms.
The censure which has long been directed by
Infidels against those passages of scripture which
evince in the author, and encourage in the reader,
a disposition of vindictivness and malevolence, is
now being taken up by Ch1'istians in their turn.
They hav long resisted the Infidel indignation at
these infamous pieces of scripture but at last the
more honest among them can no longer bring
themselvs to laud and disseminate sentiments such
as these.
The latest movement of this sort on their part
was made at a meeting of Baptist ministers in this
vicinity. Rev. W. Case, of Holmdel, N. J., read a
paper on the Imprecatory Psahns. He said that
the Psahns which hav been most viciously attacked
by the critics are the 35th, the 58th, the 69th, and the
109th. There are passages in other Psalms similar
to the controverted passages in these, but those other
passages are not of the length nor' of the sustained,
and, as the critics would say, vituperativ strength
of the passages in the Psalms mentioned above.
In the 35th Psalm David prays these things
against his enemies :
''Let them be as the dust before the wind, and the angel
of the Lord scattering them.
''Let their way be dark and slippery: and let the angel
of the Lord persecute them."
In the 58th Psalm is this passage :
"Break their teeth, 0 God, in their mouths: slllite the
jawbones of the lions, 0 Lord: let them fall _away like
water that runs apace: and when they shoot their arrows,
let them be :rooted out.
"Let them consume away like a snail, and be like the
untimely fruit of a woman: and let them not see the sun.
"The righteous shall rejoice when he seeth the vengeance; he shall wash his feet in the blood of the wicked."
In the 69th Psalm are found thefollowingwords:
"Let their eyes be blinded that they see not; and ever
bow down their backs.
"For they persecute him whom thou hast smitten; and
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they talk how they may vex them whom thou hast
wounded. Let them be wiped out of the book of the living, and not be written among the righteous.;,
The 109th Psalm is regarded by adverse critics
as the most inexcusable of all. In it are these
words:
''Let his prayer be hu-ned into sin. Let his children be
fatherless and his wife a widow. Let his children be
vagabonds and beg their bread; let them seek it also out
of desolate places. Let there be no man to pity him, nor
to hav compassion upon his fatherless childJ:en. Let his
posterity be destroyed.
"Let it thus happen from the Lord unto mine enemies,
and to those that speak evil against my soul"
Christians who hav found fault with these powerful
imprecations hav pointed to them as proof positiv
that the psalmist could not hav been verbally
inspired in the production of his songs, that the
·Lord would never hav encouraged such a lack of
charity and loving-kindness as these invectivs
betray. Mr. Case himself made some sorry attempts
at defense of the texts, but no other clergyman
present joined in his endeavoi"s or seemed confident
that this sort of writing is the right thing.
Reluctantly and falteringly, it is true, but nevertheless surely, the Christians are following our
lead into the paths of truth, outspokenness, and
right feeling.

----------------------Russia.

The eyes of the civilized world are turned upon
Russia at present, and the interest taken in that
nation induces the publication of much information
on it in all of its aspects. The most valuable of
this information we endeavor to keep our readers
supplied with. Russia is the most profitable objectlesson conceivable for those who need to be shown
the injuriousness of religion and despotism.
Nature has provided Russia ·with ample means
of subsistence. Southern Russia might be compared to the basin of the Mississipp1. It has its
teeming population, its soil of inexhaustible richness, its . abundant harvests, and, in the rough, all
its vast potentialities of prosperous production.
~ature has done her best, and if the country has
not come up to the standard of nature, the blame
must be laid elsewhere. The whole region is fitted,
not for starvation, but for feeding the world. The
fact is that the great farming regions of Southern
Russia are comparable only with those of the Western United States in extent and fertility. The
yield per acre from these fields compares not unfavorably with that in Dakota and California. If
the land were tilled as intelligently as in America
it woulcl be fully as productiv. But the modes of
tillage are wretched almost beyond belief. The
peas1;1nt often plows with a stick. The extremest
ignorance and waste prevail in all his methods.
Ecclesiastical and governmental tyranny hav kept
him void of information and destitute of appliances, and hav crushed out of him every vestige
of spirit, independence, and enterprise. The truth
is, famin always prevails in Russia to a greater or
less extent. Sometimes its ravages are confined to
single provinces; then it is known as the golodovka,
or the little hunger, which is never absent from
some part of the empire. At other times it is
J;J.ational in its magnitude. The present famin is
0 £ such an extent that, in the words of one de_
scriber, "Within the next six months more Russians
wiliL perish from starvation than hav died in all her
wars." Government officials report, not on rough
estimate, but after careful investigation, that more
thaJ;J. thirty-two million people in European Russia
are at this moment in danger of actual starvation-a danger that can be averted only by extraneous
aid.
Multitudes hav perished already.
The
stories of individual suffering and death, of murder
and suicide, of frantic and fatal efforts to maintain life against the heaviest odds, almost surpass belief. The Novoe Vremya tells one of a
man and his two children found dying in
the streets of Kiev. Restored for a moment, one
of the children attempted to explain the cause of
their condition. "vVe had nothing at all to eat,"
she said, "and when we cried for bread, father said
we would be better dead. He put some poison in
the beer and gave it to my brother and myself, and
then he drank the rest. We took it because father

said we should never be· hungry n:ny more. My
brothet--" but she became unconscious again and
soon died, with the unfinished tale upon her lips.
The same paper relates another story that illustrates
most vividly the desperation of the starving. "One
woman, a type of many," it says, "maddened by
the pangs of hunger, left her husband and sold herself to an unmarried man, taking all the children
with her to his house. 'At least I shall hav food,'
she said in defense of her course, 'and it will be
easier for my husband to rub along for a time without such a charge as the young ones and myself.'"
Many hav had no bread for two or three weeks, and
are sustaining life as best they ,may on grass and
the leaves of trees. Pigweed, the sale of which has
enabled many an unscrupulous speculator to add to
his fortune, and the refuse left after the mam.ifacture of linseed oil, are also used for food.
The only available food of some millions is what
is called "hunger bread." The only ingredient
of this that bears any relation to proper food con~
sists of mill-sweepings and mill-yard scrapings.
The latter is simply the upper layer of the ground
surrounding the mill. It consists, of course, of a
certain percentage of flour and grain, that has been
trampled into the soil, but which has become almost
entirely rotten. The remainder of the "hunger-loaf"
is made up of the bark of trees, moss, and the leaves
and roots of various weeds. How wholesome the
"hunger-loaf" is may be imagined from the fact
that farmers will not feed the mill-sweepings-its
best ingredient-to their cattle, because, as they
say, it causes spasms and bloating and fatal diseases, and does not even temporarily satisfy the
cravings of hunger. And yet that is the only food
that is being put into millions of human stomachs.
Worse than this, in many places this "hungerfood '' is made entirely without a trace of grain, its
component parts being bark, chopped straw, pigweed, and the powdered excrement of cattle. This
is the only food of 'millions.
In a month or six weeks, at most, it is calculated,
the wretched resources of "hunger-food" even will
be exhausted, and the famin will reach its culmination. The case is now unspeakably terrible. What
it will be then defies imagination.
Yet, says a Tribune correspondent, "wretched
as he is, the Russian peasant is so hardened, so
callous, that he scarcely seems to realize his condition. Only the most extreme provocation can rouse
his spirit. .A. few weeks ago, the sight of thousands
of bushels of grain being shipped out of the country
dieT. madden him, and there was a wild outbreak of
wmth. But even that has now subsided. The cry
was raised that it was the Jewish speculators who
were exporting grain, and so the wrath of the populace was deftly turned upon the much-suffering
children of Israel. The truth is that no Jews were
concerned in the grain shipments at all.
The
spe:culators were, every one of them, orthodox
Gr,aek Christians."
The measures taken against the famin are characteristically Russian. When the famin was foretold a year ago by the minister of finance, the clergy
weJre the first to move against it-not with food
and ~oney, but with all the prayers prescribed in
the official liturgy for such an occasion. These
failing, the ignorant and superstitious peasants
resorted to their time-honored plan to meet the
threatened crisis. They unearthed the bodies of
drUlnkards and threw them into rivers, lakes, and
ponds in the pious belief that it would open the
fountains of heaven and drench the thirsty fields
with copious showers.
A communication from Russia confirms previous
reports as to the manner in which the religious
persecution has produced the famin, as follows :
" The customary system in the grain-producing distric·ts of Russia is for the Jewish merchants to go about
the country and buy the growing crops as they stand and
advance the money to the owner for his harvesting experuses. This advance is most essential, because the landowner livs always upon his next year's profits and has no
ready money of his own. This year, with a prospect of
exile and spoliation staring him in the face, the Jew has
done very little buying of any sort. His whole notion
has been to realize, not invest. The result is that whole
grain districts exist where no purchasers hav come
around at~all, and where the proprietors, getting no cash

advanced, were unable to harvest ~ore than an kfinitesimal portion of their crops. , I personally s~w nu~er-ous
evidences of this, and in Odessa r~ceived proofs tha,t it is
widespread. "
·
Another dispatch (to the New York Times, to
which we are indebted for several other of these
items) repeats the information :
" One of the chief factors in Odessa's present tribulation is the enforced idleness or absence of the small Jewish middlemen, who formerly went through the grain
country buying the crops as they stood and advancing the
money for the harvesting expenses. This year, from fearof confiscation or expulsion before they could sell again,
and also from their inability to get credit at the banks,
they made no purchases. As a result, in whole rich districts the crops were· never cut at all, but rotted where
they stood. "
Dreadful epidemics are springing up as a consequence of innutr~tion and the eating of deleterious
foods. And to make matters worse, the peasants
follow implicitly the orders of the clergy to depend
solely on cures by faith, prayer, miracles, pilgrimages, holy relics, and additional fees to the priests.
The people often oppose physicians. As if this
were not enough-as if there were to be no end to
the ills th.at follow in religion's train~the peasants
are given to superstitious practices that abet the maladies. In the medical journal .R~tsskaya Medicinq,
Dr. Skvortsoff, of Kostroma, complains that it is
impossible for the profession to w.ork successfully
against the superstitious prejudices o£ the people
in the case of contagious diseases. The men can
sometimes be convinced by the learned physician to
follow his prescriptions, but the women of the
lower classes persevere in their superstitions with
great tenacity. Dr. Skvortsoff says :
" I came to a village where scarlet fever was raging.
At the bedside of a dying patient I found a munber of
children assembled to pay their respect to Mother Scarlet
Fever. I ordered the childl·en to be taken out of the
room forthwith, lest they get infected with the terrible
disease. The men present were willing to obey me, but
the women objected. The children must stay in the room
and eat of the food placed before--. them on a table near
the bed of the invalid in order to propitiate 'Little Mother
Scarlet Fever.' In another place a woman was brought to
me suffering with chronic catarrh in the bowels and in
the last stage of consumption. She had a child nourishing at her bre!tst, whom she fed at intervals with crackers
which she chewed up for him. I ordered her to stop
nourishing or feeding the child with her expectoration.
Her husband urged her to follow my advice, but she
flatly refused to do so, for ' a child not nourished by its
own mother will never be recognized as one of legitimate
birth.' There are thousands of superstitions of this kind
which foil all the medical scientists in their fight against
contagious diseases."
·
Under the oppressiv and stunting despotism of the
church and the state all activities languish. Viestnik
Europy, a monthly magazine of St. Petersburg,
shows that the Russian export trade of last year
was less by seventy-six million rubles than that of the
year previous. "This deterioration is the more
sensible since our export trade is, at- its best, very
small in comparison . with that of other governments." The trade of the interior has suffered in
an equal proportion. Despite the protectiv tariff
the sale of foreign goods in Russia steadily increases, while in the foreign markets, those
of Persia and of Bokhara included, the demand for
Russian wares steadily diminishes. Among the
reasons for the deterioration the magazine from
which we quote assigns the bad quality of Russian
goods. "The foreign markets complain that our
lumber is badly assorted; our flax is not properly·
cleaned and it is subject to rottenness if it is not
immediately upon its arrival properly attended to;;
our liquors must be rectified and cleared of empyreumatical substances before the foreigners can use
them; our steel and iron are as inconsistent as lead,
not to speak of our manufactured goods, which are ·
never of good quality." Such is the commercial
morality that attends the prevalence of Christianity
in its highest intensity and fullest force.
In the delightful land of Russia no man can exist
without a passport. When the police take 'this
passport away he is no longer alive in any civic
sense. Every privilege appertaining to his human
estate is suspended. He can appeal to no one. If
it is the whim o£ some choleric barbarian in epaulets
to send him to Siberia, off he must go, with no
more chance of escape or redress than a captured
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fish flapping in the sportsman's basket. Even if he
be a. stranger, with the pJtssport of a foreign government, he is equally powerless. Only this past
month Mr. Joseph Pennell had his passport taken
from him at Berdichef, and was refused permission
to either telegraph or write to the British consulate at Kiev or the American legation at St. Petersburg. It eventually pleased the provincial authorities to transport him to the western frontier. If
they had decided .to send him eastward instead, he
would simply hav disappeared into Siberia without
a sign.
Among the instructiv and amusing pieces of information on Russia for which there is at present
such a demand, is the following in the Sun ;
wJ;n an almanac printed in Revel the statement is made
that in some parts of Russia it is customary for a clergyman, officiating at a funeral, to put in the deceased's hands
a letter with the following contents: 'We, by the grace
of God minister of the - - church, write this to our
master and friend St. Peter, the gatekeeper of the Lord
Almighty. We announce to you that theservant of the
Lord, N. N. [name of the deceased], has finished his life
on earth, and we order you to admit h~ into the kingdom of heaven without delay, for we hav absolved all his
sins and granted him salvation. You will obey our order
on sight of this document which we put into his hand.' "
We find in the same paper the information that
mahy Russians practice idolatry;
"A Russian missionary traveling through the Patchersky district found a sleigh packed with idols tied to a
tree. On inquiring he found out that it belonged to a
widow of the Greek church, who had consecrated them
to the memory of her husband, also a professor of the
Christian faith. All the Russians of that district keep
such idols hidden in their houses, and ]Jelieve in them
as in real divinities. Their principal divinity they call
Moom or Eelevbart. They believe that divinities of a
second order, called Taadeptsy, exist in the woods and
fields, and are capable of doing men harm or good.
Their ministers or ' seers ' carry sticks with the images
of various Taadeptsy rudely carved at the upper end.
They are called in the popular dialect Kheguees."
Underneath the fell structure of ecclesiasticism
and officiali~m sonie points of which we hav set
forth,. there exists in a condition of hopelessness and
mute suffering the Russian peasant who wears boots
of bast instead of leather, does not even know wha.t
a bed is, never eats meat or butter, but plods on as
stupidly and as hopelessly as his oxen. "They come
into the world like insects, and die like summer
flies."
. Horrible is the spectacle which Holy Russia offers
to the world. Appalling are the fruits of despotism
and· Christianity.
---------~--------

CQJonel Ingersoll Quashes Dr. Buckley.
From the Evening Telegram.

· In the issue of Satm;day, December 19th, the
Even;ing Tele,qram published as contribution to
the literature of the time a Christmas Sermon contributed to its columns by Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.
The remarks of the great unbeliever did not please
Dr. Buckley, the editor of the Christian Advocate,
the official organ of the Methodist church. The
Christian Advocate of the date of December 24th,
under the head of "Lies That Are Monstrous," attacks Colonel Ingersoll and the Evening Telegram
with abuse, putting some of the statements of the
"Christmas Sermon" and certain passages of scripture in parallel columns by way of reply.
, In the course of its article the Christian Ad'uocate
calls upon people of all religious faith~
this land,
Catholic and Protestant, Jew and Chnst1an, to boycott the Evening Telegram for exercising its right
of printing news and t~e s~ntimen~s of_ people ?f all
shades of belief and disbehef-which, m the w1dest
sense of the term, are comprehended under the head
o£ " news."
THE CHRISTMAS SERMON.
The publication to which Dr. Buckley objected is
~s follows:
The good part of Christmas is not always Christian-it
is g-enerally pagan; that is to s_ay, ~n~man, natural:
Christianity did not come >ylth t1dings of great JOY, but
with a message of eternal gr1ef. It came w1th the threat
of 'everlasting torture on its lips. It meant war on earth
and perdition hereafter.
.. It ta1lght, some .good, things-the bealJtY of l<?ve and
kindness in man. .But as a torch-be~er, >U? a b!m~er of
'i'oy ·it ·ltas be.en a 'faiiui:e. It has jp.v~n mfimt con~e
~i:tJnces to the actS of 'frn:tte b~ings; crnshing·the soul w1th
·d, 'responsibility too . great: :for mortals to bear. It has
filled the future with fear. and flame. and made God the
keeper of an eternal pei:ritentiary, destm_ed to b~ the hom.e
of neady all the sons of men. _:tfot sat1sfled w1th that, 1t
has deprived God of the pardonmg power.
.
And yet it may hav done some. good by ~orrowmg f1"9ID
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Long before Christ was born the Sun-god triumphed Testament gave the future to sleep and oblivion.
But in the New Testament we are told that the
punishment in another world is everlasting and that
cele_brated his VIctory over the host11 of Night. Such a the smoke of their torment ascencleth up forever
festival was natural and beautiful. The most natural of and ever.
all religions is the worship of the sun. Christianity
"This awful doctrin, these frightful texts, filled
adopted this festival. It borrowed from the pagans the
the future with fear and flame. Building on these
best it has.
I believe in. Christmas. and in every day that has been passages, the orthodox churches hav constructed a
set apart for Joy. We, m America, hav too much work penitentiary, in which nearly all the sons of men
and n?t eJO!ough play-.. Wear~ too much like the English.
I thmlF 1t. was Hemr1ch Heme who said that he thought are to be imprisoned and tormented forever, and of
a blasphemmg Fr~nchman_was a more pleasing object to this prison God is the keeper. The doors are
God than a praymg Englishman. We take our joys too opened only to receive.
sadly. I am in favor of all the good free days-the more
"The doctrin of eternal punishment is the infamy
the better.
Christmas is a good day to forgiv and forget a good of infamies. As I hav often said, the man who
day to throw away prejudices and hatreds, a good day to believes in eternal torment, in the justice of encliess
fill your heart and your house, and the hearts and houses pai~, is suffering from at least two diseases-petriof others, with sunshine.
factiOn of the heart and putrefaction of the brain.
The passages to which exception is taken were the
GOD'S PARDONING POWER.
second paragraph, the last two sentences of the third
"The next question is whether Christianity has
paragraph, and the last paragraph but one.
deprived God of the pardoning power.
In reply to Dr. Buckley Colonel Ingersoll has fur"The Methodist church and every orthodox
nished the Evening Telegram with the following church teaches that this life is a period of probainterview:
tion; that there is no chance given for reformation
COLONEL INGERSOLL'S REJOINDER.
after death; that God givs no opportunity to repent
"What hav you to say to the charges made by Dr. in another world.
"This is the doctrin of the Christian world. If
Buckley, of the Christian Advocate ? He says that
there are 'mountainous lies' in your Christmas ser- this dogma be true, then God will never release a
soul from hell-the pardoning power will never be
mon published in the Telegram."
"I am much obliged to you for showing me the exercised.
"How happy God will be and how happy all the
paper. There is in the article the true Christian
spirit. Whenever an orthodox editor attacks an un- saved will be, knowing that billions and billions of
his children, of their fathers, mothers, brothers,
believer, look out for kindness, charity, and love.
" The gentle editor of the Christian Advocate sisters, wives, and children, are convicts in the
charges me with having written three ' gigantic eternal dungeons, and that .the words of pardon
will never be spoken!
falsehoods,' and he points them out as follows:
"Yet this is in accordance with the promis con"First-' Christianity did not come with tidings
tained in the New .Testament of happiness here and
of great joy, hut with a message of eternal grief.'
" Second-' It (Christianity) has filled the future eternal joy hereafter to those who would desert
with fear and flame, and made God the keeper of an brethren or sisters, or father or mother, or wife or
eternal penitentiary, destined to be the home of children.
"It seems to me clear thttt Christianity did not
nearly all the sons of men.'
. "Third-' Not satisfied with that, it (Christianity) bring 'tidings of grent joy,' but that it came with a
' message of eternal grief' -that it did 'fill the
has deprived God of the pa1:doning power.'.
"Now let us take up these 'gigantic falsehoods' future with fear and flame,' that it did make 'God
in their order and see whether they are in accord the keeper of an eternal penitentiary,' that the
with the New Testament or not-whether they are penitentiary ' was destined to be the borne of nearly
all the sons of men,' and that 'it deprived God of
supported by the creed of the Methodist church.
" I insist that Christianity did not come with the pardoning power.'
" Of course you can find passages full of peace
tidings of great joy, but with a message of eternal
in the Bible, others of war-some filled with mercy
grief.
"According to the orthodox creeds, Christianity and others cruel as the fangs of a wild beast.
"According to the Methodists, God has an etercame with the tidings that the human race was totally depraved, and that all men were in a lost con- nal prison-an everlasting Siberia. There is to be
dition-and that all who rejected or failed to be- an eternity of grief, of ngony and shame.
NO IDEA. OF IN"rELLECTUA.L LIBERTY.
lieve the new religion would be tormented in eter"What do you think of what the doctor says
nal fire.
about the Telegram for having published your
A.N A.PT COMPARISON.
Christmas sermon~"
"These were not tidings of great joy.
"The editor of tho Christian Advocate lias no
"If the passengers on some great ship were told
that the ship was to be wrecked-that a few would idea of what intellectual liberty means. He ought
be saved, and that nearly all would go to the bot- to know that a man Rlwuld not be insulted because
tom-would they talk about 'tidings of great joy~· another man disagrees with him. What right has
It is to be presumed that Christ knew what his Dr. Buckley to disagree with Cardinal Gibbons, and
mission was, and what he came for. He says: what right has Cardinal Gibbons to disagree with
'Think not that I am come to send peace on the earth; Dr. Buckley~ The same right that I hav to disI came not to send peace, but a sword. For I am agree with them both.
" I do not warn people against reading Catholic
come to set a man at variance against his father,
and the daughter against her mother.' In my or Methodist papers or books. But I do tell them
to investigate for themselvs-to stand by what they
judgment, these are not tidings of great joy.
believe to be true, to deny the false and, above all
" Now, as to the message of eternal grief~" ' Then shall he say also to them on the left things, to preserve their mental manhood. The
hand, Depart from me ye cursed, into everlasting good doctor wants the 1'eleg7·am destroyed-wants
all religious people to unite for the purpose of punfire prepared for the devil and his angels.'
" 'And these shall go away into everlasting ishing the Tele,rJ7·arn-because it published somepunishment; but the righteous [meaning the thing with which the i"everend doctor does not
agree, or rather that does not agree with the doctor.
Methodists] into life eternal.'
"It is too late. That day has faded in the west
" 'He that believeth not shall be damned.'
The doctor of theology has lost his
'~ 'He that believeth not the son, shall not see of the past.
power. Theological thunder has lost its lightning
Iif:; but the wrath of God abideth on him.'
··• 1' 'Fear .:tot them which kill the body, but are not -it is nothing now but noiRe, pleasing thoRe who
able to kill the soul; but rather fear him which is make it and amusing those who hear.
"The Telegram has nothing to fear. It is, in
able to destroy both soul and body in hell.'
" 'And the smoke of their torment ascendeth up the highest sense, a newspaper-wideawake, alive,
always on time, good to its friends, fair with its
for ever and ever.'
"Knowing, as we do, that but few people hav enemies, and true to the public."
ABUSE PROVES NOTHING.
·been believers, that during the last eighteen hun"What hav you to say to the doctor's personal
dred years not one in a. hundred has died in the
faith, and that consequently nearly all the dead are abuse?"
"Nothing. A man nmy call me a devil, or the
in hell, it can truly be said that Christianity came
devil, or he may say that I am incapable of telling
with a message of eternal grief.
the truth, or that I tell lies, and yet all this proves
A.N ETERNAL PENITENTIARY.
"Now, as to the second 'gigantic falsehood' to nothing. My arguments remain unanswered.
" I cannot afford to call Dr. Buckley names. I
the effect that Christianity :filled the future with
fear and flame,.and made God the keeper of an eternal hav good mental manners. The cause I reprepenitenti11ry, destined. tci be the. home of. nearly all sent (in part) is too great, too sam·ed, to be stained
by an ignorant or a malicious personality .
.the sons of men.
" I know that men do as they must do with th~
"In th13 Old Testament there is nothing about
punishment in some other world, nothing about the light they hav, and so I say :-More light!"
flames and torments of hell. When Jehovah killed
one of his enemies he was satisfied. His revenge
SEND for catalog of our publication:;;. Sent ire(;}
was gl~tted, w4ell, ~he v}9th~ W~ll c.le~~· The Old on applicfl.tion,
ove~the powers of dar~ess. About the time that we call
Chnst~as the days begm perceptibly to lengthen. Our
bar barmn an~es~ors were worshipers of the sun, and they
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cify him, aml then proceeds to relate his crucifixion
It will thus be seen that the tdal and crucifixion
at the hands of the Romans.
of Christ, as related by the Evangelists (leaving out
A crucifixion by the Romans, however, is as im- ·the contradictions, or apparent contradictions, in
Was Christ Crucified 1-(Concluded).
probable under the circumstances as one by the the. different Gospels), were, in many respects,
Jews. Not only was Jesus found innocent by the grossly contrary to law, and against the customs of
BY A MEMBER OF THE CHICAGo BAR.
authorities, but he was not even charged with an the people, whether Jews or Romans, who are alA further incredible procedure is that no witnesses offense for which he could have been crucified if he leged to have conducted thein~ The whole stqry is
for the defense were allowed to testify. We are had been found guilty. Under the Romans no an anomaly and, to legal minds, almost incredible.
told that as soon as the case for the prosecution accusation of heresy, blasphemy, or false assumption
There are several other circumstances related by
was made out the high priest asked, "What further of a prophetic or divine character was a capital the Evangelists in connection with the crucifixion
need have we of witnesses
. What think ye ~" offense (see Neander, Life of Christ, §284). Much that are highly improbable, and go to discredit the
and we are told that "they answered and said, He less would he have been condemned or handed over whole story.
.
is worthy of death." Now, in all Jewish time!l the to others to be crucified if these offenses had been
It is hard to believe that a people who had just
right to put in a defense was gnarded with most committed against a different religion from that of given Christ a triumph, could so soon change about
scrupulous care for the protection of the accused; the Romans and in violation of a different law from as to demand his death. Only a few days before,
and to condemn one on the completion of the pros- theirs. And yet Christ is represented in the Gospels in the same Jerusalem, the populace welcomed him
ecution's testimony alone, would be to end the trial as having been handed over by Pilate to the Jews with songs and palm branches, and threw their
in the middle, in fact to give no trial at all.
to be crucified under their laws for an offense tdvial garments at his feet, crying, " Hozannah! · Blessed
In the next place, Jesus could not have been to the Romans, and which, as we have seen, was not is he that cometh in the name of the Lord;" and
legally condemned to death by the Sanhed:rim for punishable with death even under the Jewish laws. now this populace is represented as crying. with
the offense alleged. Blasphemy was not then
In the next place, crucifixion was not the appro- equal enthusiasm, "Crucify him! Crucify him!"
punishable by death, although that is the charge on priate punishment for Christ even if he had been Pilate hiniself is represented, with great inconsiswhich, according to the. Gospels, he was condemned. condemned to death. This punishment was reserved tency, as so afraid of Christ's popularity that he ·
Nor was any similar offense into which his conduct for slaves and the very lowest criminals. No Roman had to crucify him to suppress it, and so afraid of
might have been construed, punishable by death.
citizen could be crucified, or even a freeborn person, his unpopularity that he had to crucify him to
Nor was the utterance blasphemous for which he except one of very low condition. By the jus please the people.
was declared guilty of bla~;~phemy. Blasphemy civitatis exemption from crucifixion was declared to
It is hard to believe, also, that when Christ was
among the Jews had a strict technical meaning, be the privilege of every Roman. Only for the so popular that his enemies could not arrest him on
and the law had to regard the technicality in crim- greatestcrimes,moreover,couldonebecrucifiedatall, a feast-day lest the people should make an uproar,
inal trials. Blasphemy consisted in the mention of· as robbery, piracy, and assassination. It was illegal but had to take him by stealth, through betrayal-it
the divine name, and the Mishna states that the and unprecedented to deliver such a man as Jesus is hard to believe, we say, that such a popular "perblasphemer was not guilty until he expressed the to the cross, or to deliver anyone to it for such an son would be so demanded by the populace for
name. To claim that· he was the Messiah was not offense as that charged against him.
crucifixion that the governor did not dare to spare
blasphemy. The Jews looked for a Messiah, and
Nor, let us here remark, could Jesus have been his life. Why was it necessary that Christ should
t4ey would have been extremely illogical to put to legally crucj:fied under Jewish law for the offense be betrayed, in order to be tried and executed, when
death one who should present himself as the man charged, even if he had been found guilty and con- • the people wanted him to die~ The service of
whom they wanted. Even a false claim to be the demned to death. Crucifixion was not a Jewish Judas was wholly unnecessary, and could not, in
Messiah was not blasphemous, and at the trial the punishment. It was, according to many writers, those Jewish eyes, have been worth thirty pieces of
Jews did not even consider the truth of his claim, unknown among the ancient Jews. The author of silver.
but, according to the Gospels, pronounced him Rabbi J eshua says that only four capital punishAnother difficulty in the way of accepting the
guilty from the fact that he made the claim, saying, ments were recognized by Jewish law-stoning, story of the crucifixipn is that no place can be
according to Matthew, "He hath spoken blasphemy. burning, beheading, and strangling. The latter was found about Jerusalem to correspond to Calvary,
What further need have we of witnesses~" Nor not a crucifixion, and, besides, it was very rarely em~ where the crucifixion is alleged to have occurred, or
was it blasphemous to claim that he was the son of ployed.. By this method the victim was seized by to ·G.ethsemane, the scene of Christ's previous aufGod. Every son pf Israel was sometimes called a the "throat by two men, who sometimes put a lighted ferings. The traditional site of Golgotha, at least,
son of God, and the terni had too many meanings to taper in his mouth. There was, indeed, occasionally could not, in view of all the circumstances, have
be legally criminal per se.
what they called a crucifixion of the dead body, but been the place of crucifixion. If Christ was crociIt will thus appear that no such trial as that it was inflicted only after death, and consisted in tying :fied at all the place ·has been -.lost to mankind, and
recorded in the Gospels could have taken place had the body to a stake. This was done when one had it would almost seem that the scene was laid in
the Jews observed their own regulations. If any been stoned to death. The same writer says : "As a aftertimes by persons at a distance from Jerusalem,
trial occurred at all, it·was a very different or else rebellious elder or a false prophet Jesus might have who were not acquainted with the surroundings.
a wholly illegal one. It is hard to·believe that such been put to death by strangling; as a blasphemer
Another small matter of improbability is that
a body as the Sanhedrim, the high ecclesiastical he should have been stoned" (Rabbi J eshua, page Jesus should decline to drink the anodyne which
council of a great people, would act so contrary 146).
was given to ease his pain. This was an acid wine
to so many of their laws and traditions, and with
Many incidental circumstances connected with mingled with myrrh, and was commonly given to
most remarkable unanimity; and it is still more the trial and crucifixion are related by the Evangel- sufferers on the cross out of pity. It is said that
difficult to believe that they would do this when ists which could not have occurred unless the pro- when he tasted of it he would not drink. It seems
they could in most respects have just as easily com- ceedings were grossly ill.egal, so palpably illegal improbable, we say, that he should thus refuse to
plied with their law, and so made their acts at least that it is hardly credible that any court, or high quiet his pain, especially as he was so soon after to
technically legal.
officer, would permit or sanction them.
ask for a draught to quench his thirst. The fact,
If we look, in the next place, at the part which
The first of these was the scourging of Christ. moreover, that such a quieting draught wasoffered
the Romans are alleged by the Gospels to have played This could not have been legally done before he him seems strangely inconsistent with the inp.umanin the trial and crucifixion of Jesus, we find an was condemned. He should, according to law, have ity of the rest of the transaction, in which, accordequally unlawful and improbable procedure. We been first sentenced, then scourged, and then ing to the gospels, the crucifiers tried by insults
have said that the Romans could not have crucified executed. And yet John says that he was first and outrage to aggravate his sufferings rather than
Jesus for the offense charged. They would not scourged, and afterward questioned and con- to mitigate them, and with the charge that the
have crucified him for any offense against the Jew- demned
drink offered was "vinegar mingled with gall."
ish religion, or have delivered him over to the Jews
The placing of a scarlet robe and crown of thorns
A more serious difficulty in the way of accepting
for crucifixion if he had been found guilty of a crime on him was also illegal, as were the physical the story of Christ's crucifixion is that his death is
against the Roman laws. It is commonly claimed indignities offered, such as beating and spitting alleged to have occurred after six hours. His death
that he was first condemned to death by the Jews upon him, especially before his conviction, as related could not, under such circumstances, have been the
for an alleged crime against Jewish law, and then by John. The Romans protected their prisoners result of crucifixion. The time was too short. It
taken by them to the Roman authorities and charged from popular insults at trial, and even after convie- usually required from two to three days to die on
with a violation of Roman law-treason, or dis- tion. That so many proprieties, as well as laws, the cross. Crucifixion affected directly no vital
loyalty to Cmsar, in setting himself up as a king, should be totally disregarded in Christ's case seems organ, and was a lingering death. In some inand stirring up the people. But this position is highly incredible.
stances the crucified have lingered a week, a:rid exnot tenable, since Pilate, the Roman ruler of the
It was also illegal to compel Simon of Cyrene to amples are given by several writers of persons who
country, found him innocent of any such Roman carry the cross of Jesus. Simon was a chance- have been restored to health after hanging on the
offense, and so declared. "I find no fault in him," comer (aecording to the three :first gospels) whom cross several days. It would seem from this cirhe says, or according to another Gospel, "I have they accidentally met as they led out Jesus;· and., tq cumstance alone, either that the whole story of the
found no cause of death in him." It is difficult to take a man wholly unconnected with thfll' case an"ti, crucifixion is false, or that Christ, if crucified, never
believe that the highest Roman official of the land, without process of law, make him undergo this died from it. We are told that his disciples we1'e
the pro-consul, standing in Cmsar's place, and hav- indignity was contrary to all precedent.
The charged with stealing his body from the grave. It
ing the Roman traditional pride in justice, or at custom was to make the condemned carry the cross, is more likely, according to the natural theory, that
least regard for its form, would outrage all appear- or a part of it, as John says Jesus did: for John's they stole his body from the cross before he was
ance of justice by condemning a man to death whom account differs from the others, saying: "He went dead and resuscitated him.
in the same breath he declared to be innocent. In out bearing the cross for himself."
A last objection to receiving the story of Christ's
all history there is not such an infamous or illegal
The inscription written by Pilate and placed on crucifixion is that, after this event, he is alleged to
sentence as that ascribed to Pilate by John, "Take the cross was hardly according to law. The inscrip- have been seen alive, and by many persons at differye him and crucify him; for I :find no fault in tion on most crosses declared the clime for which ent times. As the unbeliever rejects the story of the
him."
the prisoner died. Pilate, however, wrote simply: resurrection, he must conclude, if Christ was subseIt is obvious, moreover, that Pilate did not de- "This is Jesus of Nazareth the King of the Jews," quently seen, either that he was taken from.the
liver Jesus to the Jews tq be crucified, since the which does not give any intimation of his offense; cross alive, as just intimated, or that the crucifixion
crucifixion was, according to John, conducted wholly .unless indeed by remote implication.
never took place at all. fu either event Christ was
by Roman officials.
Pilate scourged him, the
The early removal of Jesus from the cross was not crucified "according to the Gospel."
soldiers plaited a crown of thorns and put it on his also ccmtrary to law, or at least to general custom.
In view of all the difficulties named-historical,
head, Pilate wrote the inscription for the cross, the The body was usually allowed to hang on the cross legal, and scientific-the question becomes a seri- .
soldiers crucified him and cast lots for his garment, until it decomposed, or was devoured by birds. A ous ·one whether Jesus was actually crucified. · It
one of the soldiers thrust a spear in his side, and guard was commonly placed over it to prevent its is not a question mer&ly of whether an the details
Pilate dispos~d of the body. The account is there- removal. In this case, however, according to the as related are true, out whether the main fact ocfore plainly contradictory which says that the Gospels, it was taken .down a.:n<l l:n~rie<l immediately curred. For it is the essentials of the story that
:Ro1ll~n 1'1-utlwrities ~av~ him up to th~ Jewl? to {lJ"l1- after dettth.
~·e glQS~ 4c:rp.ptful1 ~tnd not ~!!e qe~~~s: '!'hlil trnns.
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action ~~ ~ whole is involved in so many great impro?abilities that those who do not ·accept the
Scnptures as inspired cannot find sufficient evidence
to establish it at all. It must, in their view, seem
more probable that those who got up the miracles
of Christ got up the story of his crucifixion, and
that they were both the invention of a subsequent
age (which for the purposes of propagating a religion required a dramatic and pathetic death quite
as much as miracles). The startling extremes of
goodness and badness, the keeping of them in constant juxtaposition ,through the whole transaction
&nd the crowding of so many dramatic incidents i~
one short space, could only be the work of a master
imagination. The treachery by such a bad Judas
of such a good Jesus, the betrayal by the most affectionate sign-a kiss-:-the forsaking by all his
disciples of so faithful a friend, the denial by Peter
on the heels of his protest, "Though all deny thee
yet will.not I," -the corruption of all the judges,
the perJury of all the witnesses, the hypocritical
maladministration of Pilate and Herod, the choice
by the people of Barabbas, a robber, in preference
to Jesus Christ, the craziness of the mob and
cruelty of the soldiers to such a tender nature as
Christ's, the placing of the spotless Jesus between
two_ thieves, the plea by the dying thief for remem• brance (together with the instant promise by Christ
of Paradise to him), and finally the piteous cries of
agony mingled with the prayer for his crucifiers,
constitute the greatest chain of dramatic situations
found in either history or fiction, and such a whole
as could · not have ·actually occurred. All this,
too, must be taken in connection with the fact that
it is related with miraculous circumstances-the
darkening of the sun and the resurrection of the
dead-and that it follows in a life composed largely
of miracles.
AusTIN BIERBOWER.

of the superstitious; then could we make LiberalThe Freethought Society and Its Demands.
ism, a~ you call it, ?r Secularism, ~s we .call it, proTo help maintain the religious liberties of men
gress m our countnes. by leaps and i>ounds. During
and women in America, a compactly organized socithe past ye~ ~e~arism has thus moved in England; but I~ ~s still hampered by being officered ety, having a few, and only a few, clearly stated and
definit demands, is needed.
,
loc~y by ill!-terate and inexperienced captains.
This society should strive for,
This ;progressiv movement should be our pastime,
First, the total separation of church and state.
and if people really want Freethought to do its
Second, the abrogation of all Sunday laws, no
work properly, the more educated and refined ought
matter
upon what pretext enacted.
to come to the front.
Third, the " unqualified non-censorship of the
They say straws best show which way the wind
blows. Perhaps they do ; anyhow there cannot be public press;" and,
the unrestricted right of peaceable pubmu~h mistake about the tendency of a new book, licFourth,
assembly.
which I hav not seen, but which is revised in this
These demands will furnish us with: plenty of
week's number of the Church Times. The Rev.
work;
they are few, but they cover all the ground
W. 0. Newnham, in his "Alresford Essays for the
Times," has come to the conclusion that " the nine- that we, as organized Freethinkers, can profitably
teenth century requires. a resetting of the jewels occupy, and they can be readily understood by all
whose adherence would be of any value to us.
of the Catholic _fait~." Well, if truth is everlasting
Mr. Henry Frank has animadverted .at some length
and the Catholic faith be the- truth "which except
upon this subject in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Decema man keep whole. and undefiled, he cannot be
ber 26th. His first three demands include all of
saved," and for the non-belief in which he "shall
perish everlastingly," then the Catholic faith can the above except the Fourth. Of his other demands
the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh contain nothneed no resetting whatever; and so our author begs
ing not expressed or implied in the first three, be- ·
the question of truth right away. And how does
ing simply amplifications and dilutions of those
he prop,o~e to reset this faith-we d!J.re not say
clear-cut formulations, grea~ly weakening the plat"truth m the face of such an admission~ He
form as a whole, as all redundant conditions ineviinforms us that Adam and Eve were not newly
tably do.
create~ beings, but individuals chosen from a preHis Eighth demand is a puzzle, attempting, as it
A~amite race, and located among circumstances
does, to discriminate between what is prejudicial to
favorable to the breeding-up of a higher race of
the working classes and what is unjustly prejudimanhood than had as yet appeared. And this is
how the author translates Gen. ii, 21: "And God ciaL
His Ninth and Tenth demands contemplate work
caused an ectasy to fall upon Adam and he slept.
which may be done by individual Freethinkers, by
And God took one of his female relativs and puriFreethought papers and magazines, and by FreGfied the fleshly appetites under her power." Very
thought educational and fraternal societies. But
convincing, is it not~
the fighting executiv of a Secular organization
Mr. Eradlau~h w~s inclined to believe, and many whose battle is :llbr the obtainment and maintenance
of us agreed With him, that some day the Christians of equal religious and civil liberties for its members
and Atheists would hav to fight a sort of pitched and others has neither time, means, nor strength to
English Notes.
battle, when Christians of all sorts would league
fritter away upon such schemes. All of us hav
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS : Oh, dear! oh, dear ! together, and when they would let loose all their
plenty to do outside of a Freethought organization,
It often puzzles me where people keep their pent-up fanaticism, calling in any and every aid to
and there is no lack of channels through which we
brains.
Maybe they are preserved in their destroy unbelievers from the face of the earth. In
can reach the people, no matter what position we
heads, but oftentimes I fancy they leave them that day the truer Christians would amalgamate
take upon social and economic questions. The Naat home on their pianos, or somewhere. Last with Rome and assimilate their faith; the broader
tional Secular Society of our English co-workers is,
Saturday I journeyed into Bedfordshire to address a Christians would assimilate with us and fight under
in many respects, a good model for us. It possesses
quiet little provincial-town, of some thirty thousand our banner. Then would come the crash and per- the great merits of concentration, definitness, and
inhabitants, on the Sunday. A few months before haps the most terrific religious struggle this world pertinacity, qualities sadly lacking in most of our
the whole town was disturbed to the uttermost by has ever seen. Some of our people do not believe organizations, as well as in the American character.
a similar visit. This time, stir there was none. in this. However, I can not help seeing the com- The English Freethinkers, who constitute the SecuWalking tln·ough the streets on the previous even- ing struggle clearly mapped out in things around lar Society, hav confined their labors to the task of
ing, many good people recognized me, and now and us. Quite recently I referred in one of these let- securing and defending the liberty of speech, press,
again I was asked whether I intended to speak ters to the infatuation of many Protestants for and public meeting. We must do likewise if we
there on the morrow. To my surprise and sorrow, copying Catholic details in church arrangements. would win a small portion even of the success which
neither my questioners nor the townsfolk generally This week I_ was forcibly struck with a design for they hav achieved.
knew anything of the proposed lectures ; and I soon the new Whitefield Tabernacle in Tottenham Court
Mr. Frank's Eleventh demand is wholly SUlJerflulearned that only a paltry five hundred handbills Road, London. It is modeled on your American
ous
in such a society as we need, and as we should hav
had been partially distributed in an unobtrusiv notion of ~hat a chnrch should be like, and is hopemanner. My suggestion that I should speak in the lessly foreign to anything known in ecclesiastical were we to organize upon the three vital and fundamorning in the open air and let folks know, was art of the ancient churches. · The interior is am- mental principles which Mr. Frank first enumerates,
deemed to be ill advised; the consequence being phitheatrical, with the platform-pulpit as the cyno- and the additional and equally vital and fundamental
principle of the right of undisturbed public meeting.
that, in the morning, I had four people who came sure of all eyes ; and in addition there is a churchWe
need to bend our combined energies to the work
of whom but one remained ; in the afternoon, quite parlor and every other available worldly conveniof establishing Free Thought, Free Speech, and Free
a dozen came out, and in the evening there were at ence.
'±'here is nothing to find fault with in the arrange- Action upon a firm and enduring basis. These are
least thirty. What a falling off from the fine July
now attacked by the church and her ally, the state,
audiences, varying from five hundred to a thousand, ments, per se / the remarkable part of it is that
at
three points, where we must stand united and
to whom I preached Secularism in the heart of their some Christians, and not a few nowadays, are
unyielding or lose the modicum of liberty that we
town ! And how consoling to the lecturer to find that beginning to build their churchef! in such a way
hav been permitted to retain. \:V e must stay and
people who would gladly hav turned up stayed away that when the old faith has clean died out they
ultimately roll back the tide of invasiv Sunday fathrough sheer ignorance of what was going· on! will still be available, without alterations, for lise as
naticism
; we must resist the encroachments and
Did Christians
Of course, the fault lies with leaving men who can lecture-halls or concert-rooms.
destroy the power of the Comstocks, and we must innot afford to be "too prominent" in our unpopular fully believe in the continuance of the Christian
sist upon the right and necessity of unchallenged and
caufl_e to jockey our efforts in out-of-the-way places. faith, I scarcely think they would anticipate so very
uninvaded assembly. These are the essentials for
secular
a
future.
What the National Secular Society most needs now
There is nothing very exciting to report this us as Freethinkers, as organized Freethinkers.
to giv emphasis to the work it has ah·eady done, is
At present the Adventists are doing much more
week
in our Freethought circles. Perhaps that is
a small college of evangelists (to use an ecclesiastical phrase which will be better understood by as well, for they say, "No news is good news." than we are for Secularization. I am glad that the
Americans than by English Freethinkers), who will Revivals and excitements are all very good in their work is being done, but am sorry that unfortunate
be allowed funds to hire a hall and pay printing way; but it is the steady, plodding work of old counsels hav for years paralyzed our activities. It
bills and to act, so far as overt action is concerned, hands that tells in the end. Of course Christians is encouraging to know that the new president of
independently, letting those who wish join in the are good enough to tell us that this even tenor of the Secular Union is in favor of retracing some of
work and identify themselvs with it; but I am get- our ways is a sure 13ign of decay, and that· the the foolish steps taken since the countermarch was
Judge Waite is wholly and
ting tired of being pressed to start work in a place thoughtful.and respectable refuse to become mem- begun at Cassadaga.
emphatically
right
when
he says that our desubject to numerous injudicious arrangements, with bers of so wretched a fraud as the National Secular
the half-certainty of finding a variety of interesting Society. Maybe that is true ; on the other hand, mand should be simply and strongly " the repeal of
reasons why the promoters should take a back seat it is delightful to know that they get there all the all laws enjoining the observance of Sunday."
when the fray begins. One can scarcely expect to same, and that we are growing stronger day by Weak, pueril, and invasion-inviting is the postCassadaga. deliverance-" the repeal of all laws enfind the converts rush to the front when their lead- day.
I heard a pretty good story after my lecture last forcing the observance of Sunday as a religious iners tarry behind. Any man who undertakes to raise
the Freethought banner in his village, town, or city Sun~ay. A friend at Luton, it seems, was busy stitution rather than an economic one, justified by
should count up the cost. first; and then, if he de- walkmg along the street and distributing back physiological and other secular reasons." \Vhy,
cides to unfurl the flag, he should pledge himself numbers of the Freethinker as he walked. One re- that is a Trojan horse in which could be smuggled
to carry the business through. It is because men cipient was thunderstruck by his gift, and held it into our citadel all the Shepards, Craftses, and Sunare not frequently b:rave enough to do this, and in at arm's length from him, saying in tones of sur- day Observance Leagues in the Union.
.Now, will Judge Waite giv forth an equally una financial position to bear the strain, that I am so prise, "The Freethinker, by Christ!" "No " said
anxious to see a body of men with roving commis- the distribu~~r, "by G. W. Foote." All bei~g well certain sound in regard to the postal Rtatutes,
. sions to stir up the people, and so let old Free- I shall be gwmg Luton another look-up on Sunday, which strik~ a deadly blow at all that Freethinkers
thinkers see beforehand the chances of success if and shall then see how_ the movement is progress- hold dear, and concerning which the Liberal League
they throw themselvs into the work. It ~s ~he. old, ing there. A few months ago I was stoned, hooted, became suddenly dumb at the. Cassadaga Congress?
old story. We require all the tact and dismplin of and bonneted by_ the Christia-n roughs of that town; Is the League-Union at last ashamea of its seven
yel\of~' ~v.-multv..<.>u.s 11-n.<l un.b:ro4eJ:J r~t~·~~>t f:r;om
S414 ~f~PJH1f~,
fl. ~Uitaq M"my combined with the relisi9us fe:no:r m11ybe more a.wtuts rne.
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scientific, social, industrial, and political. We would contribute liberally to Freethought interests
shall ha'\7 a grand· Paine celebration on January if times were better.
At San· Antonio 1 gave thr~e iectul'es; bu~ th€!
29th. This will, ~ndoubtedly, be the best we hav
ever had on the Pacific coast.· Our state conven~ tilnes wei'e out of Joint. Bad Weather and. t'l.is~
tion promises to be .of great ·importanM, . l_t :l.s agi'eement among ·the ~iberals prevented ilie ifoili.
absolutely necessary for the ad.vancemen~ of Lib~ h11Vihg large audiences,. TJ;lefe al'e fuahy Fi'eethilikei's
eralism that state organisations be formed ~t oiitle, iii this old Mexicah city, l:Jut they afe hot working
From the Atlantic ttJ the Pll.cili.c there should be a at the business. This is a Catholic town and should
cordon o£ thel:!.e shtte orgahizatiohs, absoluteiy in- breed Freethinkers on that account, and I hav no
dependent ih th~selYs; but working harmoniously doubt that it does, but too many of this class are intogethei\ Wll,shington, Oregon, California, and different and do not read Liberal literature. I made
Texas hav formed these organizations. Ohio is an appeal at each lectme for subscribers for TIIE
sweeping into line. Let us hav state organizations. TRUTH SEEKER, but in vain. However, this field has
Every state has its own separate issues, its inde- been pretty well canvassed by Dr. York and Mr.
pendent work to do, and unless there are eb.tte o~~ Lpcke. A soft rain is ~ow falling aJ:ld the weathet'
ganizations these issues will not be rnetl th,e Woi'k is as Warm as :M:a;Y Weather iii )l"ew Yoi'1L . ~News and Notes.
s. BEi.L
will not be done. Robert C, Adams; pr~sidt3ht of
It was raining heavily when I left Marysvill!=J for the Canadian Seculat Uiiioii; suggests sbate organiM:y Lecture Trip.
Colusa, across country by stage thirty miles, at 6 zatio1l t\s the refuedy for existing difficulties. He
o'clock in the ·morning. It was dark. as midnight is tight. State organizations to the front. Through
I left Ottumwa in good spirits, having had two
almost. We take the ferry at Feathe:t river; which state organizations will eome cooperations and na- very su.ccessful meetings, which eclipsed all previous
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
rolls quite tumultuously along. On the other side tional advancement.
recm·ds, and reached Chicago on Wednesday, the
San Francisco, Dec. 25, 1891.
is Yuba City. Marysville is county seat of Yuba
16th ihst. 1 spent a few days here at the home of
o~-·t·.·.. -C..·li·'*".·r·~~ :1..
county, and Yuba City county seat of Sutter county
my oid fi1.etid E. A: Sievehs, and .was pleased in~
-two different county seats ahnost looking at each
n
"
n 1u u ~
deed to find him in such favorable circuinsta:lices:
other from opposit banks, a somewhat remarkable
I gave three lectures at North Bend, Neb., to All traces of Mrs. Stevens's late indisposition had
coincidence. Plashing through Yuba. City and large audiences, and made an earnest effort to get disappeared, good health now reigned supreme, and
stretching over the level plain, -while the sun is subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER and Boston In- so the few days I spent with them were devoted to
faintly rising and beaming, We reach Sutter City, vestigator, and although I was introduced to per~ sight-seeing and pleasure-seeking. The streets of.
ten miles away. Around Sutter City is one of the haps twenty different persons called Liberals, none Chicago were crowded with holiday-makers, a goodfinest fru:ming countries in the world. We pass on of them t!ould be pet'sull.d.ed to . tak!l either of these natui'ed, good..o.htl.in~l'ed1 though a somewhat eager,
amidst increasing wind and rain, to Meridian City, two grand Free~hought papers., I could account crushing throng. The stores wt:;te all deco1·ated
another ten miles. The storm is at its hight at for it only ob the gt'oulids of scarcity of money with :flags and bunting i some with representatioh!J
this place. After passing Meridian the clouds roll and the Scarcity of thihklhg p~opl~,
of Santa Claus, whicli bring joy to the heart of
off, streaks of sunshine glitter, and the beautiful
A former member of the !Salvation Arib.y made a every chiid. In our infanc;}' we ate taught to look
Marysville buttes are seen in lovely outline through very fanatical attack upon me in a store, informing upon Santa Claus as aJ·eality; we l{elieve ~ifu to be
'the breaking mists. When we drive into Colusa me that I was doing great harm in talking against such l the ihfaht inihd, so susceptible to faii·y taies
the blue is over . our heads, and the. afternoon is the Bible, and moreover that I was :b.o g~ntleman of wonder, has eagerly grasped and clutched at the
radiant.
•
or I w~uld not be engaged in such indecent stories of the nursery, and has regarded these perI find Colusa, however, under the clouds .of ortho- work. I asked him, after his effervescence Wj1s sonifications of ideas as real and tangible beings ;
doxy. Somehow or other the people of this t>lace oveJ;, if he prayed, and he assured me with great and then what must hav been the bitter anguish to
seem to be afraid to think, or afraid to say that they fervor that he did. I made the futther inquiry find out, as they grew up, that they hav been worthink. I had a fair audience on Saturday evening, whether he thoug_?t that his prayers Wel'~ ans'!ered, shiping but a phantom, a dream of the imagination.
but not much Sunday afternoon and evening: How- and h~ was ~obfiue~t ~th~t they wet:e• . '!:he;n I sug- And as with children, so it is with men in the in~
ever, I persevered, hoping for better times one of gested to ~lli. th11t he had hev.er, asked God for the fanc;y 6f their ci\rihzatioh-::-the ~ufuah mihd loved to
these days. There is a fine Liberal spirit among a blessihg .of comfuoh .sebs~1 oi' if he had that some- personify ideas: Good, Evil, Death, ifusti~e; War,
few at Colusa, and under more favorable auspices how <led had heglected hhu.
Beauty, and Love hav all been personified ili oh~
there might be a successful work carried on. Of
This created a great laugh at his expense. Un- way or another, so as to convey to the human mind
course, we cannot always expect victory. The fates fortunately the laugh did not do him any good. some tangibl~ idea of the subject represented; and
will sometimes be upon the other side; not because He still wanders about talking and thinking that one can easily imagin the pangs that strike deep
the other side is so strong, but because of the enor- he has lots ()f COlfil:YJ.Ofi sense, I ~njoyed the_ hos- into the human heart when it :finds that these paramous mass of indifference that somehow cannot be pitality of Mi•. J ... P.• Jackson and wife~ .An_d hot- dise apples of superstition hav turned to ashes in
made to hav any .thrill of life. The churches flour- withstandiiig my failui'e to get subscribers, t pre- their mouth,
ish on this indifference. It is their pastme-ground diet for North Bend a futute ih t"he cauSe of FreeThus it has ever beeh with aii the tlods ever w0f.=
and main support.
thought. Br<:>ther Jacksoii. is a,f~ariess ami. tii'eless shiped, which ai·e nothing :inol:e nor less tha:D. huge
Some stir has been made, however. There has worker; and ;t ltlli sure he will push some of the Santa. C.iauses set hj;J rbf the supposed edification bf
been a discussion of Infidelity and evolution, and an half~and-half sort off the fence, and see to it thfl.t the human mind i but, having heeii inv-~sted with
attack on these is better than nothing; and ih their they drop on the right side.
certain attributes ancl passions, a fac-simile of th#Jif
attacks the clergy are forced to giv {JX.pression to
At Friend, Neb., we hav but few straight<out authors, they hav, instead of edifying, degraded
some Liberal ideas.
Freethinkers. Mr. J. W. Gilbert is a whole~souled mankind by doliJ.inat~ng them and placing them in
I hav met stanch comrades here, and if I hav Freethinker and l:l. £earleE!s debater.
subjugll.tion, Happily, however, the age of the
struck the picket line, the fires hav burnt, and there
I gave only one lecture, but had. the satisfaction Gods is passing away. :Men are learning, though
has been no cessation of cheer.
of talking to a large_ auili.E!fitle, W~ch wa.s t}uite a many o£ theth ih seci'es;Y aud stealth, to .brea~ their
Judge John H. Leining is one of those who surprise tQ me ItS well as to :M:t. Gilbett and others. mental fetters, ahd ereloug f!Ui' postenty wlll be
I enjoyed the home coinfotts of Mr. Ahdrew able to gaiie back with astonishment at this hideous
never givs up the fight. He has been a pioneer for
over fifty years. He acted as chairman of our Nelson and wife, . 'I'he pilgrim lecturer wht~ is ilightmafe which hM itppalled and oppressed so
meetings and ably introduced t\le subject of taken care of by them will long and gratefully many of theit . ancestors, The world, however, is
the lectures and made my own efforts much more remember their kind ministrations.·
yet in its youth. Uods ahd deviis hit\' b~en the
effectiv. It was like martial music to the soldier.
After leaving Friend, Neb., I had a long ride to playthings of its childhood, · a theological Santa
My old fellow-officer in arms, Mr. I. G. Gardner, is Kansas City, and after visiting a btothet there I Claus or Jack-in~thecbox set up for the amusement,
with me in this vaster conflict, a Liberal to his tooko a much longer ride to Dallas, Tex., where I and above all the profit, of those knowing babies in
heart's core and ready for the call. R. Blackburn, gave two lectures. The first night the audience surplices, gowns, !j.nd lawn sleeves. B~t the world
A. J. Hankins, and C. C. Hickok are cordial allies. was large and greatly interested, but on the second is advancing. The Gods, like the deYils, must go.
Mr. R. Poirier, of the Colusa Hotel, is a landlord night the numbers were less. Evidently some of Light is breaking in upon the horizon of theolo?Y·
after my own heart, who givs the traveler a warm the people did not like the tone of my voice. I The night has been long and terrible, in whwh
welcome. There is plenty of sociable life mixed was not surprised, for there is a vast amount of centuries may stand £or hours J but now the watm
with sterner realities. I hav not a dull moment. whangdoodle preaching in this country. The and ruddy tints of a coming day are perceptible,
All the toil is made pleasant with remembrance of ministers whine and sniffie, arid tell stories about Already its dawn may be seen rising met the hills:
the past, with anticipation of the future. Monday being "prepared to meet God." The least bit of of pmgress, and vain will be the effort§ ~rl igno-'
was a day of marvelous beauty. The sunshine levity at the expense of religion passes for bias- ranee and self-interest to stay it in its onward ctrat,se;
was perfectly golden. The sky wa·s of a wondrous phemy.
Chicago is now in her holiday attire ; everythttlt;'
blue. How the landscape shone in the brilliant
Mr. Wm. Bandies and his brother, Geo. T. and everyone appear at their best; every.face seems
mingling of blue and gold! The great mountains Bandies, are the activ workers. I did not hav any radiant with smiles, eyes that flash forth sparkling
seemed like jewels, gems of a bridal day-,.the ladies to hear me at either lecture. They hav with joy; merry, rippling laughter is heard on every
marri3;ge of . e~h to heaven. The wide plains some very strange ideas in this country of what a side; the whole of Nature and Nature's children
were like a .shmm? sea, and even the railroad ap- . woman may do and what she may not do.
seem happy, joyous, and gay. And yet, how many
peared a silver nbbon in the luxuriant splendor.
From Forney I took another long but very pleas- are there in our land at this very day who with
! speed through the summer's sunshine, and the red ant ride to Flatonia, Tex., where I :flung the :flag of heavy hearts, burdened with care, are perhaps
chambers of sunset, and· the starlighted halls of freedom to the breeze for one night. The audi- cursing their very existence-who could not be
twilight, and ~he moonlighted palace of early night, ence was much larger than was expected, and made glad by all the fairy tales of Yule-tide l 'Tis
on to the :tlashmg lamps of San Francisco, shattered although several ne:)(t day congratulated me upon now eighteen centuries since the God incarnat~
into a million diamonds in the magnificent bay, on ID;Y SU(lcess fl,nd the great satisfaction my lecture came to save the wodd-a mission yet unfulfilled:-=
to the billowy and crested hills adorned with a thou- ;save, an.d gleefuJly r~peated some of my humorous and now at this time, the anniversary of his· sup~
sand homes.
·
i).lustratwns, yet dunng the delivery of the lecture posed advent on earth, one can ask, and with .su:ffi:-Well, a hard month's work is befo:re m~, l;m.t I everyb.ody,. m; ab;noat everybody, was. serious if not cient reasons to justify the inquiry, Though .thel
find friends ready to join heart and hand. We are solemn.
savior has come, whence 'comes salvf;l.tion? ~
going to do our level best. Even if we hav been . I fmmd some activ Liberals here, but they met once again our old Freethought friends in.
defeated, we do not propose to giv up. We shall share the common calamity of hard times and ChicagQ, Mr. Robertson and family, J. O'Neil and~.
hav a series of lectures in San Francisco the com- could not su~scribe for any papers. J. H. Sloma, famib"~ and JYir. Harris and family. Everything was,
ing month of January, on the "Evolutions of a Dr. B. W. Bnston, H. W. Yeager, J. E. Faires, and d~WJ~. 'by them to :m~.tke my stay in Chicago as pleasOt3ntur;r "-thtJQJoeic/il1 ;re,lit:rous, pbilosophicf.l.l7 T, E,. Tanne1,• ~:re aU e~r~est Freethink~rs ~nd ~~t as pOSElible, and :j; wa~ v_ery loa.th mdeed tv leave
most implacable and dangerous enemies! Is it
prepared to cease trailing its guns and to turn
squarely about and once more look Comstockism
unflinchingly in the face! It has tried the experiment of gaining strength and prestige by running
away from its logical and hereditary foe, gag-law.
The ludicrous fiasco of Philadelphia has, I should
think, satisfied the most enthusiastic champion of
the policy of silence of the barrenness of the experiment.
E. C. WALKER.
8 .Dana street, Crescent Beach, Boston.
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them. Duty calls; however, and i must go ; so,
I arrived at Centralia Saturday night and was
taking a :fond farewell of friend Stevens and fam- soon located in a comfortable rooin at the Centralia
~ly, 1 started againon my jom·ney, this time for Stras-. Hotel, kept by F. D. Rexford, an earnest and Radiburg, ill., where I was engaged for two lectures. cal thinker. He gave me a cordial welcome and
I Was met at the depot by Dr. A. York, a well- told me to make myself thoroughly at home, an
knoWn wc;>fkei; itl the ranks of Freethought, and one injunction which I obeyed to the letter. I was
whti h~eds iio coti111Ientary from mel for, as actions pleased also to meet with such Freethinkers as
speaklouderthan words, by his deeds ye shall know Dr. Munsell, Dave Robertson, and "Bob" Dwyer.
him.
The latter, having been strictly raised a Roman
I was glad to meet here with such stanch and Catholic, has developed into a Freethinker, and is
earnest Freethinkers as Mr. and Mrs. H. Bernhard, now just as earnest and sincere in the fight for
Dr. and Mrs. A. York, Amos Hanholtzer, J. A. mental liberty as he was formerly an adherent to
St01·ms, and Harman- Rauch.
·
the Catholic hierarchy, a strange characteristic of
S~ra~burg·has only a population_ of three hundred, all Roman converts to Freethought.
My first
but Ii IS well known as a good Liberal town ; and, lecture here was met with a very good attendance,
comparing its enterprises with its inhabitants, agri- considering the size of the place, and above all
cultural and otherwise, it seems to be a prosperous the terrible influence of the church over a large
little town. My lectures were given very success- portion of its inhabitants. It is a strictly orthodox,
fuily indeed. For my own part, I was thoroughly church-ridden, priest-cursed town, this marksatisfied with the general results thereof, although ing it as a good field for Liberal work. Here, as
they did not quite appfoltch the expectations of our elsewhere, I found but a few who were willing to
Strasburg friends. My first lecture was attended bear the brunt of the battle, the greater portion
by a good crowd, earnest and attentiv in the ex- exhibiting a timid fear of that social ostracism
treme, but on the second night a slight falling off in should they be identified with our movement~ It
the attendance was perceptible, owing, no doubt, in is indeed a sad thing that all men do not recognize
11 great measure to its being Christmas eve, and that " truth " should be written across the horizon
(jth@' attractions being held out to the inhabitants. of the universe, so that all men might become parFm' instance, the Methodist. church gave an oyster takers thereof, and not be whispered in secret
supper, the Baptist_ church gave a prayer-meeting confab over the counter in some store. And here
(there can be no doubt as to which was the more let me say: Honor, then, to those who hav the
substantial entertainment of the two), and again courage to speak out now, for it is only by plain
some local musicians had arranged a dance, whereat and honest speech upon these questions that liberty
the festivities ran high and long. Our meeting, of speech can be won, and each who will speak out
however, was made very attractiv by instrumental now makes liberty of speech easier for those that
and vocal music, furnished by Misses Pearl York, follow. Let us not be influenced by any dread of
Minnie Simmers, and Lizzie Whitlatch. The com- our exciting the delicate senses of our opponents,
positions rendered were selected from the " Cosmian for while .we can respect thell: honest feelings, still
Hymn Book," and were well received by the audience. it must not be forgotten that we can effect no comThis should be encouraged at all our meetings.. Dr. promise with them. My first lecture was well
York hatl established here a lecture bureau, some- received; the local press gave a detailed report of
thing that is needed in e1'"ery town. He has by this the same, extending over nearly a column, for
means always funds at his disposal, so that when a which I publicly thanked the editor for thus fearLiberal lecturer writes asking for an appointment lessly braving public sentiment in this orthodox
he can invariably write back telling him to come on. town, by giving publicity under such circumstances
Each Freethinker in the town contributes his share, to the "other side." My next lecture was attended
and i:f anything is made over and above the expenses with better results than ever ; the hall was filled
the surplus is held until the next visit of a lecturer. this time, and there were quite a number of ladies
This is certainly a good scheme and would work present.
F. D. Rex:ford introduced me to the
well in those towns where a society could not be audience upon each occasion, and made quite a
:ttlatinta,ined, a,nd one that should be imitated wherever capable chairman. Although I had challenged the
possibie.
clerical fraternity to come and discuss the subject
While in Strasburg I was the honored guest of with me, they, perhaps very wisely, refrained from
H. Bernhard and wife at their magnificent home on putting in an appearance, notwithstanding that the
the outskirts of this little town, Everything was editor of the local daily had given publicity to and
done by them to add to my comfort, for which I ten- commented upon my challenge. Everyone seemed
der to them my heartfelt gratitude. 'Tis Christmas well pleased with my lectures and I had to assure
day1 Dr. and Mrs. York hav joined our throng, and them that I would -visit them again at the earliest
we all sit down to a sumptuous feast in honor of the opportunity. A debate has been partially arranged
occasion. The Yiands disappeared with astonishing between myself and the Rev. Mr. Spanhower, a
rapidity. The turkey we had may perhaps never preacher of the Baptist persuasion in Strasburg ; if
gobble again in this world, but I can assure you the debate does take place (there is nothing absothat we gobbled him in a way that was certainly. lutely certain about it yet) it will occur some time
surprising.
about next June, and is to extend over a period of
On Christmas eve I went, in company with the four nights. All that I hav to say is, that if the
younger members of the Bernhard family, after my reverend gentleman can agree with me as to terms
lecture, to the da!J.ce previously mentioned. It was and propositions, then "Barkis is willing."
indeed a crude and curious sight that met my gaze
I hav still a few week-nights open for lectures
upon entering the room. It was held in a large and upon my homeward journey, and friends desiring
empty store. There, seated upon a counter, were two my- services to lecture may address me in care of
youths, each with a violin, furiously scraping the bow _ W. S. Moke, Massillon, 0.
across the strings in a mad attempt to keep time
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
with the dancers. The dancers keeping time with
Special Announcement.
the orchestra was out of the question. The strains
that :floated on the air sounded to me something like
The meeting for some time advertised, to inauguthe old familiar air of " Pop Goes the Weasel." I rate a movement looking to free thought, free religstayed and watched two or three dances. They were ion, and social reform, under the management of
alike ; each time the " orchestm " (no offense, I hope) Henry Frank, will be held on Sunday, January lOth,
played the same old air, with the time mocli:fied a at Hardman Hall, Fifth avenue and Nineteenth
little so as to make it fit in. We did not stay here street. Tickets for admission, free of charge, .may
long. A few minutes sufficed, and so we Wj:lnded our be obtained at THE TRUTH SEEKER office, 7''UJentieth
way homeward. We had been in the house but a Century office, Hardman Hall office, Nineteenth
short time when we were charmed by a melody from street, and by mail. Those having tickets will be
without which, :floating on the breeze, wafted to our first admitted; those without tickets will be
ears strains that sounded like celestial music. Listen- admitted at ten minutes to 8. Mr. Frank will
ing attentivly we were enraptured by the beautiful address the audience on " The Need of the Hour."
chorus of " Whip-poor-will " from a party of ser- An effort will be made to organize the movement.
enadei~s, a blended chorus of male and female voices.
The serenaders were invited into the house and a INVITATION TO ATTEND A MEETING A'J' HABDMAN HALL TO
INAUGURATE A MOVEMENT UNDER HENRY FRANK.
very pleasant evening was spen t b Y_ all • E very?ne
thoroughly enjoyed themselvs, until the mormng
There is a movement on foot to secure the services of
,·s wei·e well advanced and the IJarty broke up. Henry Frank for a Sunday Liberal lectureship in New
York city. To those of us who are acquainted with the
hou •
We retii·ed that· night to dream only of little fairies, history and ability of 1\fr. Frank, he appeals as peculiarly
and huge turkey gobblers seeking revenge.
the very man who can utilize the present opportunity and
The next _day I went on again t_o Centra_lia, to gi_v develop a permanent organization of strength, culture,
and usefulness, He has been a clergyman, but has long
tf 1 d
two more lectures. The weather IS b eau I u 'an IS since out~1:own 11ncient superstitions and religions pneril.undoubtedly the mildest I hav yet witnessed at ities. Wnile his methods are aggressiv, he. seeks to win
this season ofthe year. One has to look at the cnlen- all. He is no .mere icol\qchist or critic, hut a reconder almost to find out whej:,her this is really Christ- structionist and reorganizer. It would he his effort to
'
'
T
·
develop a field of educational and reformatory labor
mas time or the Fourth of July.
here are n9 s~gns among the masses which would appeal to Liberals and
of Winter here, no snows, but all around are a !"ll!W!l!Ut humanitarians of every grade and name. In his meet§P.-~s~iu,e ~n4 tlw ft·esk. sti~· 9f Jw!tlthfullife, ·
i j1}gs1 V!!iWrt-l!¥!11ts1 _ VPitp,rians1 i\_gllo~>tics~ P/."o~·emJiv
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Hebrews,. Free Relig!.onists, Materialists, Spiritualists.
Theosophists, an~ Liberal Christians of every phase
'!ould find a c01:dml welcome, as well as all workers along
lines of economiC reform. Mr. Franl• believes in seeking
the common a-round of harmony which exists between
the various schools of economic thought from the most
conservativ to the most radical.
Why _cannot such a movement succeed? Mr. Pentecost
has retired from the platform and left a multitude of
Liberal people without a Sunday rendezvous. The ethical cul~urists while doing a noble work are apparently
narrowmg their freedom of thought within certain selfassumed philosophical restrictions. Mr. Frothino-ham's
distinguished and cultured audiences hav never>=> again
united.
Mr. Frank has the ability, the experience, the culture,
the courage, and the eloquence to carry forward such a.
movement. All he needs is the encouragement of snp•
P<?r~ers to undertak~ the work.
He has expressed his
willingness to do so, If we can demonstrate sufficient enthusiasm and interest.
We hav therefore published this call and are mailino- it,
to as many Liberals of all schools as we can reach. We:
urgently invite you to meet with us at Hardman Hall
Fifth avenue aitd 19th street on Snnday January lOth''
at 8 o'clock P.M. (entrance on' 19th street),' where we look
for a large audience, to hear an address from 1\lr. Frank,
explanatory of the purpose and plan of the proposed society, and to discuss measures whereby the work may be
carried on. Do not fail to be present and hear Mr.
Frank's address. His subject will be, "The Need of the
Hour."
CoL. RoBERT G. INGERSOLL. J. W. SULLIVAN.
MRs. ELIZABETH CADY STAN- CHARLES BRoADWAY RousE.
TON.
EuGENE M. MACDONALD.
SAMUEL GoMPERS.
PRoF. GEoRGE GUNTON.
EDGAR FAWCETT.
MISS HELEN GARDENER.
J. H. JoHNSON.
HYLAND G. KmK.
CHARLES EcKHART.
DR. E. B. FooTE.
Miss A. A. CHEVALLIER.
DR. M. L. HoLBROOK.
MAXIMILIAN GROSSMAN.
C. H. INGERSOLL.
THADDEUS B. wAKEMAN.
HENRY M. TABER.
FRED. c. LEUBUSCHER.
HUDORE GENONE.
EDwARD W. CHAMBERLAIN. JOHN R. DUNLAP.
W!>f. B. DuBoiSE.
A. L. LEUBUSCHER.

"Turning Over a New Leaf."
How bealitiful and comely hast thou become in
thy brand-new dress of 1892, 0 thou Seeker after
Truth! and as thy beauty and comeliness are only excelled by thy merit and ability, so may they in the
future never be surpassed save alone by thy success
and prosperity.
PETER EcKLER. •
New York, Jan. 1, 1892.

Lectures and Meetings.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH's present lecture appointments
are as follows: January lOth, Columbus 0 · 11th 12th
Shreve; 24th, Kent; 27th, 28th, Farmd~le;. '29th,' Pitts~
burgh, Pa.
W. S. BELI1 lectures on his homeward trip to California
at El Paso, Tex., Phrenix and Temp~, Ariz., and Sa~
Pasqual, ~an.ta Ana, Los Angeles, 1\lonrovia, Porterville,
.
and Hormtos:, Cal.
MANHATTAN LIBERAL CLUB meets every Friday evening
at 8 o'clock in German Masonic Hall, No. 220 East 15th
street, New York: January 8th-Vegetable Food as a
Means to Higher Development, Mrs. C. LeFavre; January 15th--:-'Jl'he Study of Applied Sociology, Dr, R. G.
Eccles; ,January 22d-Theosophy, W. Q. Judge; January
29th--Thomns Paine (anniversary address), 1\loncnre D
Conway.
THE Ohio Liberal Society, of Cincinnati, has leased
the well-lmown and commodious hall known as the
Douglass Hall, N.W. Cor. Sixth and Wahmt, and will
occupy it for regular Sunday evening meetings. The
exercises at these meetings 'vill consist of a lecture, occupying about one hour, followed by criticism and discussion. The following are the lecturers and their subjects for the remainder of Jan nary: January lOth-,J. L.
Cuppin, "Roman Catholicism;" January 17th-C. P.
Spaulding, "Evolution and Progression;" ,Tanuary 24thGeorge Collins, ''Buddha and Christ," with readings
from Buddhist scriptures; Jan nary 31st-Prof. ,John E.
Remsburg, of Kansas City, 1\lo., "The Sunday Question."
THE Freethinkers of Portage county, 0., will hold a
series of meetings in honor of '.rhos. Paine at the Opera
Honse, Kent, 0., beginning Sunday, Jan. 24, 2!!1, at
2. P.M. Program: M11sic, lectures, dismission, and
lifting of the debt incurred in adding he last fifty volumes to our library. Brother Charlesworth generously
set the ball rolling by giving his services one evening-a
noble example to others who make a living or profit out
of the spread of the Secular philosophy. It is hoped
that our brethren within reach will help us by their presence, and visiting friends will find a hearty welcome
with the members. By order of the ex. committee Kent
Secular Union.--Ira Marsh,.Jos. Heighton, L. G. Reed,
Geo, ,V. Andrews, M. H. Heighton ; H. W. Donca~ter,
manager; M. Heighton, secretary.
----
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Why Not Apply This to the Clergy ?
From the Hera/a.

In one respect the Africans are in advance of 1he citizens of Kansas in their attitude toward rainmakers. If
the African rainmaker's promised shower is too slow in
arriving he is burnt at the stake. A provision for burning the Kansas rainmaker in case of his failure to keel) his
contract would hav an excellent effect in discouragiuo·
other rainmakers, but it i~ to be feared that JW n.~-[J

pnJyjsivn exi~:>t~.
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In Union There Is Strength for Ohio
Freethinkers.
·
MR. EDITOR : I wish to say to the Freethinkers of Ohio that I am very much in
favor of Mr. Charlesworth's idea of a state
Union of Freethinkers of Ohio, and would
like to ur""e all to unite. Come together,
and mak: a grand success of our first
effort. By all means let us organize.
S. l\1. BowER.

Word from a Trnth·S!Jeaker to a Truth·
Publisi1er.

then some enterprising Yankee discovered
that a cross between the yellow and white
was most profitable. These probably had
the best reputation of any, and "Yellow
mule crossed asses" could be seen on all
sides. At the same time there were a few
psalm-singing young men in that part of
the country who were getting up an association of a religious kind. Now let it be
remembered that printing was very rare
in those clays. These mule men had been.
using large printed capitalletters and "Yellow mule crossed asses" came to be simply
Y. M. C. A. But it soon became a useless
and unworthy enterprise. The young
psalm:singing gents took up the discarded sign, as some of us persuaded them
it was very appropriate, and after that it
became very popular. I am sorry to see
a society of this excellent origin abused as
some thoughtless wretches are doing.
Yours exclusivly in the interest of truth,
.
B. R. ANDERSON.
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or city, hav each and every saloon where
any such case occurs pay a fine of $5 to
$50. No saloonist would then sell to any
one when he had drank all that was necessary.
A SUBSCRIBER.

An Uusilenceable Schoolteacher.
GRoVE, TEx., Dec. 18, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: I liv in a community
where superstition reigns supreme. All
my neighbors, or nearly all, are not even
Liberal enough to commune with each
other-eat bread and drink wine. Though
I am alone, I enjoy my own society, as I
hav Darwin's, Huxley's, and " Tom "
Paine's works to read, which are the very
best that can be got. I teach school,
which brings my religious views more before the public than if I was only a
farmer. I keep nothing back that I believe or disbelieve, but speak on every occasion my own convictions in regard to religious superstition. I tell them I am tired
of hearing the tragedy of the cross. I hav
heard nothing for twenty-five years but
blood! blood! blood! till I am tired and
sick. They told me all my life if I would
believe all this tomfoolery per haps I
would get a sugar-plum by and by. They
tell me I must believe all that bosh about
"the immaculate conception," which is
the most .ridiculous thing ever believed by
man. They tell me God has all power, is
all-merciful and all-wise; then tell me in the
next breath God .made the first man and
woman, put them in a garden, put them in
the great fine place surrounded with beautiful fruit-trees,, endowed them with desires for eating the fruit, and still further
made a serpent and sent him to our
mother Eve to inform her in the uses of
this desirable fruit, and damned Adam
and his whole posterity to everlasting hellfire for doing a thing he could not help.
Think of damning all the world for the
disobedience of one man and woman, and
call this wisdom, love, and mercy! Then
God made a plan to rectify his mistake and
made such a blunder that he saves, according to religious statistics, only one
out of one hundred. All this is done, they
say, for his own glory. I am like Colonel
Bob in all this. I think this cloctrin was
born of the grin of hyenas. It was born
of the eyes of snakes-snakes that hung in
fearful coils watching for their prey. I am
like him-I hate it with every drop of
my blood.
This is my first article on this subject to
any newspaper.
A. A. BRADLEY.

SAN FRANCISco, CAL., Dec. 17, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: On last Sunday I spoke to
an appreciativ audience on the wharf,
and distributed my papers from May last
to date. I was aided by Brother Scott,
who by the way is an earnest worker, and
a pioneer in this particular work. I hope
that our labor may result in opening the
A Rouslng Lecture.
eyes of many to the truth o'f science and
STRASBURG,
ILL., Dec. 25, 1891.
thus show up that greatest of impositions,
1\iR.
EDITOR:
Once
more it has become
the Bible.
Yours for progress,
my duty to report. 1\ir. John R. CharlesWM. PATTERSON.
worth gave us two lectures-first, "The
An Im}n·ovement on Christian Morality. Bible Not a Good Moral Guide;" second,
"Why I Do Not Believe in God." The
PERRYVILLE, P A., Dec. 17, 1891.
first
night it rained, but friends came six
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5-$3 to
pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER for another miles to the lecture. The second night
year, the other $2 to pay for two Bible was gloomy. The Methodists had an
Picture Books when they are ready. oyster supper; the Lutherans a ChristNow, this is the way I would like to see mas tree; the young folks a dance, while
all of your subscribers doing-as soon as the Baptists are rallying to the "help of
their time comes renew at once. As soon the Lord against the mighty." So our
as I cannot pay for the good old TRUTH audience was not as large as it would hav
SEEKER I will let you know not to send it been had there been no other attraction.
any longer. I do not think it is right to But we enjoyed the lecture. The friends
take your labor and then make you hav may want to know how we liked Mr.
Charlesworth. We hav listened to Remsto beg for your pay.
Yours truly.
burg, Bell, Watts, and Reynolds, so after
ANDREW BEVERIDGE.
the lecture I said I would like to know
• Important Subjects Lectured On.
how many felt as I did, and made a motion
Dec. 25, 1891.
that we hav not listened to better lectures
1\iR. EDITOR: On Wednesday, 16th inst., in Strasburg. The motion was carried
the Liberals of Flatonia were entertained with applause, which fired Mr. Charlesby a lecture by C. S. Bell, Esq., of Port- worth off again. He arose and poured
land, Ore. His subject was "Liberty and forth for five minutes the grandest
Morality," and in an address of about an tribute to Liberalism that it ever fell to the
hour and a half's length he presented his lot of man to listen to. He is quite young,
view of this subject in a clear and logical but no audience will be disappointed who
manner. His idea was to present what is secure his service. Were I making the
true Liberty and what are the proper scroll of the defenders of Universal Menfunctions of government, and how far tal Liberty, his name would be found
Morality-that is, mo8, m01·i8, custom- very near the top. We are better off
should control us in our relations with our financially than before he came, or in
fellow-men. Brother Bell is an earnest other words, he leaves us better than he
and radical thinker, and has the courage found us. And may the species of the
to speak his convictions. We commend turkey that we devoured at Mr. Bern- On the Dullness of Religious Papers,
and the Conversion of Satan.
him to Liberals everywhere.
B.
hard's never cease to gobble. A. YoRK.
ADRIAN, MrcH., Dec. 21, 1891.
This Affection Is Well Placed.
All Reforms Are Welcome Here, Sir.
MR. EDITOR: One has but to look ·over
BUFFALo, N.Y., Dec. 25, 1891.
D - - , 0., Dec. 20, 1891.
the columns of the New York Chri8tian
1\iR. EDITOR: I hav been housekeeper in
MR. EDITOR: I am going to write to you .Advocate to realize the utter barrenness
the family of one of your subscribers for five a short article on intemperance, but I do of the orthodox religion. You fail to find
years past, and hav read and enjoyed your not suppose it will amount to anything. one genial expression in the religious deexcellent paper, and hope that my few However, I am not advocating temperance, partment. The dry and stubbly matter
lines may find a place in it. I am a great and I do not suppose you are publishing a has been .thrashed over so much. Not an
admirer of noble men, women, and temperance journal and I do not wish to elevating idea or scientific conclusion has
children (especially Mr. R. G. Ingersoll, occupy any of your valuable space for that been evolved since its inception. Not one
hence my lines), and think to hold them purpose. Everyone, however, lias his own single cheering thought has been uttered
up as patterns for others is the best stimu- views on intemperance. But, in regard to nor one benign emotion created in the
lant to awaken the qualities of love of it, is it not a wonder they do not try to do mind of man. Its teaching engenders
approbation and self-esteem, and so culti- something in this world to check intem- gloom even to those its votaries. The
vate goodness, integrity, and sincerity of perance-that is, try to hav people liv in cloctrin is to the soul as the cold decoction
character, which so many people do not this world instead of trying to hav them is to .the suicide who seeks death rather
possess nowadays.
liv in the next world while they are living than endure a living oblivion of hope.
I LIKE INGERSOLL.
in this worlcl? It would probably be bet- Not a single ray of cheer to the devotee of
I like Ingersoll. Well, what for?
ter if some people did not liv in any world superstition-all gloom-not one intellect'Cause he's jolly and a good neighbor.
at all. Intemperance has come to be quite ual inspiration in the whole fallacy. What
an annoyance here. The other night I had is more depressing or heartless than the
I like Ingersoll. Well, how much?
Just like a brother, when his hand I touch. a window-glass broken in a side window by Calvinistic doctrin to those who know it to
some one trying to take a snooze, and in be false? A cloctrin that does not emit
I like Ingersoll. It is when
repairing the damage the next clay all the one flash of intellectuality or the slightest
He's more than a match for other men.
glass in the top of an eight-foot show-case emotion of benevolence shmuel be forever
His love is free! He talks for all.
was smashed, the show-case being in front consigned to its early advocates and abetHe works. I like Ingersoll!
and close up against the window. Now, tors, the murderers of Bruno and SerWe like Ingersoll. Now be truein regard to intemperance I would say that vetus-J ohn Calvin and his ilk They
Don't you like him because he likes you?
Prohibition does not prohibit. We had Pro-. should hav the felicity of an eternal wrestle
THE FLAG.
hibition here at one time. High license with what they imposed upon their vicdoes not prohibit intemperance, and be- tims.
Origin of the Y. M. C. A.
sides, that givs a rich saloonist an adAllow me to descant briefly on the apCoNCORDIA, KAN., Dec. 19, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: I notice in a copy of your vantage over a poor saloonist in carrying pearance of the devil in a recent number
most excellent paper a book advertised on the business. It is true the higher the of THE TRUTH SEEKER. The inimitable
which givs a history of the Young Men's license the fewer the saloons, but the more design makes him look real purty. The
Christian Association. I heg to add what adulterated and the more injurious. Also astonishment of the priest is very manilittle I know on the subject. In 1849, in two or three saloons can do a business fest. No wonder. It is a startling request
the lmsettlecl regions of California, the equal to a dC>zen saloons. They can cause -to baptize the devil is something outside
"yellow mule" (as a translation from the just as much intemperance and starve just the usual routine. The devil asking for
Mexican wonlcl make it) became so valu- as many families, etc. Bnt how would baptismal unction is of unusual eclat. He
able that you conlcl see -signs up at every this plan work, and why could it not be is already a mingier with church people,
ranch like the following, "Yellow jacks carried out: Hav every saloonist pay a but wants to be a legalized brother. Bap
here." Then came a rival, in the form of reasonable license, but for each and every tize him, by all means. He is probahly
a white mule. Well, he had his run, and case of intoxication occurrm~· in an,Y towu sill(l!3~·e; that q~!tlif!ca,~io~ is ~ot to b~

doubted. His conversion ·aild status in
the church will lUtimately bring about
universal solvation. But that will be a
drawback to the sky-pilots. They will
hav to seek other employment-scratch or
go hungry. Yes, take the illustrious
whelp in full fellowship. He has been
with you a long time on probation. The
possibility is, he will become a shining
light among the brethering and sistering.
It will relieve the other fellow of much
worry if the devil is converted. You will
ask, What shall he done with his trademarks? I suggest, dehorn him, lash his
caudal appendage up his spine, be careful
not to expose the spear on his tail above
his paper collaJ.·:-ah, his wings-yes, let
him keep 'em, angels hav wings.
0. S. BENNETT.

Calls ·It a Glorious New Revelation.
FLAT CREEK, LA., Dec. 20, 1891.
1\iR. EDITOR: The great apostles of
Infidelity, Colonel Ingersoll, Thomas
Paine, et al, taught me to believe that
"reason, experience, and observation"
were the only basis of knowledge, and
that reason was a safer guide than revelation. But now comes Dr. W. P. Brooks,
who appears to be an inspired writer, and
knocks reason o'ut of the ring. The experiment of France, under the leadership
of John Law, our own experiment with
legal-tender paper during the late war,
and the recent experiment of the Argentine Republic led me to believe that the
fiat of government could not regulate the
value of money, or of a paper substitute
for money. Reuson, experience, and o bservation tuught me that the value of money
depended upon the intrinsic value of the
material of which money was made. Now
Dr. Brooks mercilessly exposes my ignorance and tells us that gold and"silver hav
no intrinsic value and that the value of
money depends solely upon the decree of
government. This is a glorious new revelation. Why did God withhold it from
us so long? When the children of Israel demanded a king, God told them
that they asked for an evil thing, but
he would grant them their request.
Now the people are demanding cheap
money, another evil thing, and God has
made this revelation through Dr. Brooks,
thut the people niay obtain what they ask.
Now, as the value of money in no way
depends upon the material of which
it is made, when the church and the
Farmers' Alliance hav succeeded in making
a place in our national Constitution for
their God, or a supreme being, and hav
proclaimed Christ the king of nations and
hav placed a vicegerent as a divine autocmt upon the throne, he can decree that
a piece of any solid substance one inch
square and one-tenth of an inch thick
shall be called a dollar and be legal tender
for debts, public arrd private.
These
dollars can be subdivided into halves and
quarters, and the multiples of a dollar can
be made in cubes, plates, and bars. As
the value of money will depend only upon
its size and shape and the fiat of government, it will not need any stamping or
printing on it.
No man will hav a
monopoly of money-making material and
every man can muke his own money, and
no law against counterfeiting will be
needed. l\foney will become cheap enough
to satisfy the most economical. The chilclren can build doll-houses of dollars.
What a glorious revelationi
P. F. SHUMAKER.

That " Hard-Money Man " Assailed,
S'.r. ANSGAR, IA., Dec. 21, 291.
MR. EDITOR : H. 1\iurray, the "HardMoney 1\ian," in the December 12th
TRUTH SEEKER, has all the reasoning
faculty necessary for an orthodox debater,
and should hasten to apply his money
theory to theology and be ordained.
There is no metal the world could better
dispense with than gold or silver. Take
away from it the legal exchange power
and all people would be better off. Sup.
pose a nation of one hunched families began business without anything saved.
They would hav a natm·al right to make
an exchange medium to transact their
business. Say they carve out fifty chips
for each, and as a body make them all
equally good. They hav then five .thousand chips cash. Now they go to work,
each in ·differf'nt industries, some fishing,
Pt4ers tmvplng, others i:qven,tinf§. impl~;J•
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ments, and so on. The most industrious
will hav a large surplus of produced wealth
to sell for chips. The value of the commodity will depend on s:upply and demand and not on the chips any more than
the pound would depend on the special
make of scales. As the nation grew and
misers hoarded the chips, the nation could
make more chips, keeping within the
value of saved labor, and chip millionaires
would be as great freaks as would merchants nowadays whp would get a desire
for yardsticks to the extent of collecting
them by the thousand or .million. All the
chips any man would care to hav about
him woul~ be just enough to balance with
in trade. He would not care for more
yardsticks or chips than absolutely necessary. These chips would be an exchange
medium and the only honest money; To
make a valuable commodity a money is
nothing less than a swindle, and there
would be as much reason for requiring all
yardsticks to be made from gold and inlaid with diamonds as to require money to
be made from gold. Money sliould hav
no value in itself, merely represent value,
and a note secured by the nation is far
safer than one secured by gold without
the nation's. guarantee, and as long as it
is the guarantee which makes the value,
why fool with the orthodox superstition of
metal money?
The last war illustrated what a curse
gold or valued commodity is to a people
as money. The :Q1an who owned $50,000
in property or green money was a patriot
to the amount of $50,000, while the man
with $50,000 in gold was a traitor to this
country to the amount of forty cents on
the dollar. I believe hard money a curse.
Giv us our own confidence for exchange
and sharks will leave from among us.
Among thieves a man's gold or other
property is of small value, while among
·honest people it is of highest value. Then
honesty and justice giv an increase of
value to property, gold; and hence the
honesty of a nation is a better standard
for exchange than gold.
Respectfully,
DR. A. J. CLAUSEN.

liard On Unprompt Subscribers.
MILFORD, MAsS., Dec. 24, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10-~$3 for
my TRUTH SEEKER, $2 in aid of the pictures, and $1 for Bible Picture Book ; also
$2 for 11- new subscriber and $2 for Bible
Picture Books. Notice is given of a New
Ye~'s dress for THE TRUTH SEEKER-all
right so faJ:..:_but "it will appear in a more
modern iriake-up, so arranged that the
subscribers who desire to forward the pa• per to semi-Liberal friends, but are deterred because of a fear that the pictures
will offend th"eir semi-religious sensitivness, can remove the objectionable matter
without destroying any of the reading
matter." Do religionists remove objectionable matter from their publications on
accOlmt of any sensitivness of the one they
giv it to ? Of course not. They act on
the assumption that they are right in their
belief, claiming that it is based on inspiration. I think less of such inspiration than
I do of perspiration. They care nothing
for the sensitivness of anyone. One who
is afraid of sending the pictures because it
might offend the sensitivness of the recipient must be a sem~-Liberal, to say the
least. Balzac said, " Sensitiv people are
not sensible people." Very likely the
"make-up " will cause an add!ld expense
to THE TRUTH SEEKER; if so I do not approve of it. Here is something that ought
to make all semi-Liberals sensitiv enough
to pay their honest dues, and if the ''makeup" will obviate the necessity of publishing such a notice to so-called Freethinkers,
I am in favor of it: "To Our Subscribers:
We are in sore need of the amounts due
on subscriptions. Owing probably to the
elections and the labor incident to gathering and marketing the great harvests, our
friends hav neglected to forward what is
clue us." An election that will cause Lib~
erals to be so remiss as to infringe on decency and honesty, is worse in its effects
than the old orthodox doctrin of election,
which was only imaginary; but the t.rouble
from such an election as this can best be
remedied by obeying Paul whe)l he said,
" Owe no nian anything.,. Horace Greeley's plan will help :you to obey Paul. He
said, "Avoid pecuniary obligations as you
w~mld fa.lJ!i~ or pestilence. If ;y-ou hav

but fifty cents and can get no more for a
week, buy a peck of corn, parch it, and liv
on it, rather than owe a man a dollar." I
do not blame the Editor for publishing the
above notice to subscribers, yet I hav an
1mspeakable aversion to whatever caused
the necessity for him to publish it. The
Freethinker that does not pay for THE
TRUTH SEEKER if he is a subscriber, unless
sickness has prevented, is worse than this
description of a Communist:
What is a Communist? One who hath
yearnings
For equal division of unequal earnings;
Idler or bungler, or both, he is willing
To fork out his penny and take up your
shilling.
You do not fork out your penny but
take THE TRUTH SEEKER, which shillings
hav no value to adequately represent.
Stop this travesty on being a Freethinker
and "pay for the best freethought paper.
Yours is only one, but remember to
Think naught a trifle though it small appear.
Sands form the mountain, moments make
the year.
CHARLES C. JOHNSON.

An Accusation of Illiberalism.
ST. JoHNs, ILL., Dec. 22, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: It has been many months
since I hav said anything through your
paper, as my health has been very bad
and consequently I not inclined to write;
and as this may be my last letter, I feel it
a duty to be plain as well as brief. I
became a subscriber in September, 1874.
With the exceptioJ1 of two years I hav
been a regular subscriber all these seventeen years past. The cause of these two
off years was, not being in a fit condition
to read, in consequence of nervous headache, which I hav suffered much with in
my past life-which has been lengthened
to something over sixty years. I will also
say, I hav always paid in advance for my
paper. I do not think an honest man will
remain on the subscription list of a paper
and read it and not pay for it. Such men
claiming to be Liberals are worse than
Christians. I am sorry to say this, but I
feel it a duty in my farewell remarks.
There is something else that givs me
mental pain to say. That is, that my time
expires the 4th of January on the (with
but few exceptions) greatest of Liberal
papers. I now feel it a duty to myself and
wife, the only family I hav, to say, when
that time arrives discontinue it to my
address. My health is so bad I am not
able to do much work, consequently need
the $3 to help bridge over life's journey
the few remaining days we hav to stay
here, and in connection With bidding a sad
farewell to THE TRUTH SEEKER readers I
also feel it a duty to say: While in the past
deriving untold pleasure from perusing
the grand old TRUTH SEEKER, Ihavofttimes
been mentally disturbed by seeing articles
penned by those claiming to be Liberals
which to my mind were as illiberal and
possessed of as much bigotry as it is common to find coming from a fanatical
descendant of John Calvin. This spirit of
intolerance has been exhibited in the discussion of Spiritualism. If I am possessed
of sufficient intelligence· to know what my
present status of opinion should properly
be termed, I am an Agnostic, Materialist,
never having had evidence enough in my
investigations of Spiritualism to say I was
a Spiritualist.
However, I find from
observation through THE TRUTH SEEKER I
am differently organized from very many
who claim to be Materialists and Agnostics,
notable among whom I may name the two
Wettsteins, Ella Gibson, and many others
who are so dogmatic and assume to know
of so much fraud in Spiritualism, and can
not-or do not-giv us any information
whatever in regard to the question, Does
death end all? I also observe that for the
last few years we are seldom gratified to
read articles from the fertil pens of such
men and women as McArthur, Burr, J. R.
Perry, Wetherbee, W. E. Coleman, Mrs.
Lake, Mrs. Severance, and a host of others.
My conclusions may be unfounded, but I
am of the opinion they ~e disgusted with
the illiberal, dogma,tic manner of those
who, while claiming to be Agnostic, know
so much and explain so little. I will now
close, for it is possible that I am taking
softening of the brain.
However, I
endeavor to view matters calmly and am
incl.illed to b!llie"Ve we ~tre all what our
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And no doubt I hav this kind of a hump
environments hav developed our opmwns
to be. So let us find as little fault as on my back as big as anybody.
GEo. T. BoNDIES.
possible. Wishing you and THE TRUTH
SEEKER great success in all laudable enterprises, I am
WM. A. THoMPSON.
Great To-do Over a Lecture.

Fear That the Reformed Ministers Are
~ot Reformed.
FoRNEY, TEx., Dec. 19, 1891.
MR. EDITOR : Some of the people, myself included, of this thriving little town
hav just been treated to two characteristic lectures from that wholehearted Liberal, W. S. Bell. Bad weather
prevented the attendance from being as
large as it would otherwise hav been. It
was such weather as to take the snap and
vim out of anything, and I am satisfied if
our Christian neighbors had not found
out what a boomerang it was they would
hav worked the providential intervention
racket upon us, but of their present position in regard to the same there may be
more aptness in likening it unto that of an
egg-sucking dog who had been peppered and
sickened so often that finally he would tuck
his tail and run as if for dear life at the
mere sight of anything looking like an
egg. It is so sad I must weep a few; and
then get back to Brother W. S. Bell's
methods of spreading Freethought as displayed by his lectures here. One or two
of our Forney Liberals seemed to think
that, like vitriol, he was too cutting and
biting, while others chuckled as if in him
they had stumbled upon the best thing of
their lives ; and still others objected
upon the score .that he had remaining too
much·of the Christian ministerial tricks and
mannerisms. Possibly the latter objection might not hav been found if l\'Ir.
Bell had not freely announced the fact
that he was an ex-Methodist minister.
Observing what miserable slaves we all
are to habits acquil·ed through early or
long-continued environment, it would
seem that we could not be too cautious
here in fault-finding, to say nothing of the
fact that we can see the hump upon our
neighbor's back but not upon our own;
or, as Epicurus puts it, "every man thinks
that perfection that he is himself-that
the only knowledge that he possessesand that the only pleasure that he pursues." As, for instance, l\fr. Jones thinks
the rippling wit of Mr. Smith to be flippancy, while Mr. Smith retorts by thinking the earnestness of Mr. Jones to be
stupidity, and the truth is, if either should
try to act out the other's nature, it would
be as miserable a failure as it would be
with an elephant trying to take the soaring
flight of an eagle.
In candor it must be said that my deepest respect is reserved for those Freethought champions who i1re ex-mmiSters
of Christianity, as are such men as Shaw,
Pentecost, Putnam, Bell, and York, because when they hoisted the standard of
Freethought their means of subsistence
were far more immediately cut off thereby
than if it had been done by men following any other method of subsistence.
Hence, in doing what these ex-ministers
hav done there was more desperate courage than was required of Cortez in burning his ships. And thus my obeisance is
made to them.
I believe, if it had been my fate to lll1v
started in life as either of them did, I
never would hav dared to step out in the
cold without leaving the door open for a
return to my warm, cosy orthodox pulpit.
Threatened starvation would hav ma<le
me .take to trembling flight, and from
thence on I would hav humbugged the
world to its heart's content-ay! with
the envenomed spite of a cornered cat.
And maybe we hav reached such a point
that the most orthodox hell-fire and brimstone preacher would turn more faces
toward Infidelity than one not so orthodox. But to resume about our latest
Freethought lecturer.
For my part, I
hav nothing but praise for comrade W. S.
Bell, if there be no fault in one having so
thoroughly abandoned the anti-naturalistic
ideas of Christianity as to be unconsciously influenced in speech and act as if
a contemporary majority were noclcling
approval. A faint resemblance, it could
he called, to the good old Methodist sister who, never having read anything but
Methodist literature, came to think that
if the majority of her contemporaries were
not proclaimed Methodists, it was not beca~se they were not so inclined.

0RILLIA, ONT., Dec. 25, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: . We hav had a field-day
in Orillia, and Secularism has come out
victorious. The Rev. Dr. Sexton preached
twice on Sunday and lectured on Monday
and Tuesday evenings of this week. On
Sunday evening the church was crowded,
but his plain way of putting things shocked.
the feelings of a great many of the goodygoody, and in anticipation of what was
about to follow they did not show up at
the lectures; but those who rep1·esent the
advance thought and a higher plane of
Christianity were on hand, and sending up
a shower of questions brought out the
t1·uth in all its beauty, although it was
mixed with a little theology and although
he was lecturing in a Methodist church.
This is among-other good things in what
he said: Heaven is not away beyond
the stars; it was on this earth. He proveLl
that the universe was eternal. '.rhe moment
a man died he opened his spiritual eyes on
the earth right where he lay, awl this wa;;
heaven. He did not believe in hell, but
seemed to think there was a kind of uncomfortable unsurveyed commons out back, or
away back where the devil amln few of his
friends might camp out until they coultl
be provided for in some other way. We
asked him if he thought that a true believer
eould drink poison without hurting him.
His answer was, No-that the seven last
verses of the last chapter of Mark were
spurious and untrue and should not be in
the book at all, and also many other pnrts
of the New Testament. He did not believe that the sun and moon stood Htill, ns
recorded. He said that the early Christian•
did not convert the pagan hut tlmt the
pagan converted the Christian, aml Umt
all our forms and ceremonies are pagan.
Our holy clays were clnys set apart to commemorate the birth of some pagan god.
Even our Christmas, that is so nenr at hand
and that we will celebmte with so much
prayer and piety, was a clay set apart for
the worship of a heathen god hundreds of
years before our Christ w11s horn of a virgin
(or begotten by a ghost holy or otherwise).
'l'he words in parentheses are mine. Ill
fact, he upset many of the Christinn Gods.
He seemed to think that it was the last
time he would get a chance to lecture in this
church, and like a bull in a china shop, he
broke as many gods as possible. When he
sat clown after finishing his lnst lecttlie
two ministers of the gosi)ci, one a Presbyterian and the other an English Churchman, objected to some of the statements,
and we should hav had a lively time
had it not been for the Rev. Dr. Gray,
who cut off all further clehate by moving 11
vote of thanks to the lecturer. But in cluing so he unfortunately referred to Mr.
S~xton's previous remarks on phrenology
and corroborated his assertion that all intellectual giants of history had small hen,ls,
and statecl that he had heard tho great Dr.
Chalmers preach and that his head was
small, and inferior to that of the man who
sat near him, who was a clrunkanl nncl so
deficient in intellect that he ought ~o be in
an asylum. This wild statement was not
allowed to pass, but was flatly conkaclicte<l
the next day by our local phrenologist, l\:Ir.
:Madden, who submitted vroof of the untruthfulness of his statmnent, aml will
publish the facts in a local paper.
The Rev. Dr. Sexton's lecture at ttll
events will greatly increase the Freethought
ranks in Orillia-which according to Mr.
Duval, who l_ecturecl here a few weeks ng·o,
is a regular hot-bed of Freethought. The
Rev. Dr. Sexton in the course of his lecture
twisted the Sabbath or seventh day into
Sunday the first of the week. The proc ·
ess is called hocus-pocus-a new science
used in the churches at present.
The Rev. Mr. Gray also said that clonhting the Bible was a disease, and the poor
victi~s were in the same fix us the drunkard and the church should pray for them
ancl ask God to open their eyes. If I had
been allowed to reply to him I would hav
told him that the great, Dr. Chalmers was
a doubter and all the great men of our <l•tY
were doubters, hnt th~ man with the thick
skull of which he spoke was no doubter.
The asylnms are filled with true believers.
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
.River, J!,fass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lqwer,
Comes a pause in the day's occupatiOns
'fhat is known as the Children's Hour."

The Kettle On the Crane.
A HOME SONG.
How many pleasant pictures does the recollection
bring
Of home and l>ygoue pleasures that around the
fireside cling!
·what tender reminiscences come thronging on
the brain
When in dreams I hear the singing of the kettle
on the crane!Hear it singing, singing, singing,
Loud and merry, fast and slow;
Hear it mnrnntr, murmur, mnnnnr,
Soft and low.
There's the broad, wide-open •chimney, with its
roaring, crackling fire,
Built up with logs of gen'rons size to make the
flames leap higher;
And near the waiting table stands, spread bountiful and plain.
While cheerily the kettle sings and sings upon the
crane.
Hear it singing, singing, singing,
Loud and merry, fast and slow;
Hear it murmur, murmur, murnutr,
Soft and low.
Grandmother in tlw corner sits, and softly to ana.
fro
She rocks, nntl dreams of friends and scenes in
days of long ago;
Her face grows sweet and tender as the past comes
back again,
While listening to the singing of the kettle on the
crane.
Hear it singing, singing, singing,
Lond an[[ merry, fast ancl slow.
Hea1· it mnrnntr, murmnr, mnrmnr,
Soft and low.
•

I see the chihlren caper, as with gleeful laugh ancl
call
They watch the dancing pictures of the shadows
on the wall.
And hear the baby cooing to the mother's low refrain
That fol!ows the soft music of the kettle on the
crane.
Hear it singing, singing, singing,
J,ond and merry, fast and slow.
Hear it murmur, murmur, murmur,
Soft und low.

others, we must examin well our conduct
in the year thnt is gone.
What an echo that word "gone " starts
in the memory! It speaks to us of precious time wastPd, of golden opportunities
lost, of unkind words spoken, of uncharitable thoughts cherished, of a false
pride unchecked, a low ambition fostered,
of petty conspiracies to :illjure our fellows
nnrepented of, of the cruel taunt which
sunk deep into the heart of friend, and,
alas! of all that we hav done that we
should not hav done, and of the many,
many things that we hav left undone that
we should hav done.
Human deeds are eternal fixtures for
good or ill! They may be modified by
subsequent action, but can never, never be
obliterated. How watchful we should be,
then, of our every action. In reviewing
the year that is past, and being conscious
of our many mistakes, let us, so far as is
pos§'ible, rectify them by a higher and
nobler life in the future.
We hav wished one another "a happy
new year;" let us hope that it was an
honest, earnest wish of the heart, and not
the flippant utterance by the lips of .an
empty, fashionable compliment. In order
to be happy, we must deserve to be happy.
All mshes and prayers to be happy, made
by ourselvs and our friends, will not secure happiness, unless, by the lives we liv,
we deserve it.
We should earnestly msh the great
brotherhood of humanity happiness oftener
than once a year; and as each succeeding
day of the year presents itself a pure and
1mspotted leaf of time for the record of
our deeds, and as each clay is a new year's
day to that of a year ago, let us each clay
msh happiness to all, and by onr deeds
giv such efficacy to our pray()r that no
foul blot 01· darkening stain shall taint
life's daily leaf the coming year, and joyous benedictions shall rest upon 11s each
clay that our lives prove us worthy of receiving them.

a

Legend Continued.

Correspondence.
WEsT SUTToN, 1\fAss., Dec. 21, 1891.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: Inclosed is a compo-·
sition of a pupil of a free public school,
wherein morality instead of religion was
tau2"ht, which I hav been permitted to
copy from an unpublished work, "Life in
Earnest," for the CornP.r, hoping it may
please_you and its many readers.
Truly yours,
Lucy W .. PHELPs.
[Thanks, dear, for thA beautiful essay.
Our readers will agree that "Life in Earnest" ought to be published at an early
day.-E:D. C. C.]
EAsT SPRINGPORT, MICH., Dec. 20,1891.
Dll:.m l\flss WIXoN: \Ve are Freethinkers
in this family. We take THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I enjoy reading children's let,
ters very much. I hav not seen any
letters from East Springport, so thought I
would like to write.
I go to school every day ; I get along
·nicely with my studies. My age is twelv,
I belong to a library society. We hav
over sixty books and about thh-ty-five
members. The oldest one of the society
is sixteen.
·
I think it is nice to educate the young
boys and girls.
·
.
Well, I think this is long enough for the
first. I will close, wishing you a merry
Christmas and a happy new year.
Ever yonr friend, LERNA l\'L FERGUSON.

Books by Helen H~· Gardener.

New Edition, Revised

a~d

Enlarged.

Men, Woinen and Gods.
Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

The T?·aae Supp!iea ·at Specia! Discounts.

IS THIS YOUR SON, MY LORD 1

DALEVILLE, L.,.D., Dec. 28, 1891 . .
Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Kind Friend:
A NEW NOVEL.
It has been quite a while since I wrote to
you, and I thonght I would write again. I A Fas~inating Story of Radical Truths on
went to the Christian church last evening
Religion and Social Matters.
and sat and watched some young converts;
Price, cloth, $1 ; pa-per, 50 cents.
it was very interesting to see how they cut
up last mnter. They had a protracted
meeting here and all gil-ls joined but
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for
three-my sister, myself, and another sale at this office. Price, 50 cents.
girl. One young girl ilidn'i want to join,
but her parents hh-ed her to join. They
got her an organ and then made her be
bapt.ize.d. She did not hav any more l'eligion than an old stump. Well, I guess I
.
CONTENTS:
will close this time by mshing you and all
Splendid Judg_e of a Woman-The Lady of the
Co1·nerit( sa merry Christmas and, a happy A Club-Under
l:'rotest-For the Prosecution-A
new year.
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our AncestorsYour friend,
RosA REMSBERG.
Florence Campbell's Fate-My Patient's Fate.

A THOUGHTLESS YES.
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Address

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
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John E. Remsburg sBooks. Self-Contradiction~L"t!h;oo·mble.

Seth, Jane, and the raven lived, or
starved, under a noble tree; rich Christians only said, when they passed, " They
-----''--- 1 4 4 - - - ' - - And ere the evening hour is done, with lingering are industrious, let them work it. through.
Moral, Theological, Histortca/, and Speculative
step and slow,
•
We must attend to real beggars who stand
·
Propositions;
~youth and smiling maiden come, and in the emragged in the gutter." -Mrs. 1\fcn·doc, imbers' glow
Price, 15 cents.
They read the future's story, and they see a wed- mensely wealthy and a Christian, really
tormented Jane, offering her useless prescling train,
J...ITTJ...~ I...~SSOHS FO~
And bells chime with the singing of the kettle on ents, calling on her every day, for nothing,
the crane.
refusing the poor orphans money to buy
Hear it singing, etc.
coal, oil, and bread. Their lonely lamp
Oh! there's bliss supreme in home, when its joys h1mgdarklyfrom a leafy bough, whileMrs.
By lllRS. E. D. BLENKER.
are pure and sweet,
Boards, 40 cents.
And life's most sacred memories around the Murdoc and her pions friends prayed and
sung hymns by moonlight. "Worlr on,"
hearthstone meet,
And the tenderest thoughts and saddest ones she said; "God will send food when he
come borne upon the strain
Examination of the Morals and History
Of the singing of the kettle as it hangs upon the. thinks best. Do as I tell yon, or you
of the New Testament.
shall be driven from· the shade of this
crane.
By P:RoF. F. W. NEWMAN.
Hear it singing. singing, singing,
beautiful tree." Mrs. Murdoc was a
Price, 25 cents.
Lond and merry, fast and slow.
murderer by nature. She had married a
Hear it murmnr, murmur, murmnr,
poor- young man, and tortured him until
Soft and low.
Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
he drank to excess, pined away, and died. False
-B. Deane.
As a Missionary Document it is unexcelled.
Reply to New York Observer.
Among the subject" considered by !VIr. RemsWidows and orphans fled when she apburg are: The Church and JV[orality; Crimi:Sy R. G. ING:eR.SOLL.
proached. Her feeble, poor relations
nal
Statistics,
showing
the
creeds
of
the
The Old Year and the New.
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Jfews of the Week.
IN Nieder Wermelskirchen Germany, a
man has been fined $15 for c~lling another
a Socialist.
CHILI is investigating the attack on our
sailors, seemingly because of the pressure
of our demands.
IN Mexico wholesale arrests of priests
and monks continue. The law against religious orders suspected of treasonable intentions is being strictly enforced.
JESUIT FATHER DmrnM:oNI>, of Montreal,
on the 31st ult. heard from a seemingly reliable source that the pope had been assassinated. Catholics became tremendously
excited before undeceived.
THE Roman Catholic cliurches at Vedislay and Buzski, Russia, hav been closed
under the czar's decree that no non~
Orthodox churches be repal.red and those
in a dangerous condition be closed.
THE Arapahoe chief Left Hand and
Cheyenne chiefs Whirlwind and Old
Crow hav collected one thousand Indians
and all are dancing the ghost dance, which
they intend to continue till the messiah
comes.. ·
IN gratitude for services rendered this
nation by the czars, especially in menacing
British warships who threatened hostility
to us during our Rebellion, Western millers
hav offered Russia forty-eight thousand
barrels of flour.
THE journalist Joseph Howard, Jr., at a
New Year's dinner said that the editors of
to-day hav the responsibility to ward off
three threatening evils-the downfall .af
our schools in their unsectarian purity, a
war of races, and a war of religionists.
NEAL Srns, brother of the dead moonshiner and founder of a new religion, Bob
Sims, is at large and res?lved to avenge his
brother. He firmly believes that Bob was
a prophet from God, commissioned to exterminate the devil's agents, law officers.
DURINGmass at St. Joseph's church, Hoboken, N.J., last Sunday, a stranger interrupted and began to harang the congregation." When he saw policemen coming
he dropped on his knees and began to pray
fervently, but his prayer availed not and
the officers carried him off.
Miss GLADYS PRICE, organist of the New
York Mariners' church, who was shot
Rome time ago by a Teligious maniac, has·
had another religious crank named Pearsoli arrested for annoying her. He has
been following her and .dinning into her
ear, "Trust in the Lord!"
THE wife of Ralph Whittle, an Episcopalian, of New York, in a plea for limited
divorce says that she is a Catholic and that
because of the difference in. their religion
she has been compelled "to submit to
abusiv and foul language:" He has been
in the habit of calling her, among other
things, a "priest's mistress."
WILLIAM HooLEY, a professional singer,
of Nyack, N. Y., volunteered to sing at a
Masonic fair, but afterward declined be
cause forbid by Rev. Father Crosby, of St.
Ann's Catholic church. Out of this a quarrel has grown that involves all the Masons
and Catholics of Rockland county. Each
party boycotts ·opposed merchants. Masons' wives refuse Catholic servants.
ON the 31st ult. a large crowd gathered
around the Convent of the Good Shepherd,
St. Louis, to witness the efforts to escape
of a girl who had climbed on the wall. She
was pulled back. A reporter wo.s refused
access to the. girl or to the mother superior, and denied information. It is said
that the girl is named Cowena, has some
Indian blood, and was placed there by Mrs.
Kerens, a rich patroness of the institution.
THE magistracy of Vienria, at the instance of the public prosecutor, hav issued
a decree commanding the closing of the
Methodist church there. They hav also
prohibited Pastor Roesch from preaching
anywhere. in the city, on the ground that
his "Methodistic denunciation of masses
as 'blasphemous fables' and 'dangerous
conceits' "is an insult against the Catholic
religion, .which is recognized by the state.
HUNGARIAN and Polish miners of Beaver
Brook, Pa., believe Mrs. Mary Paupkoe a
witch. Mike Molla is the principal sufferer
from her spells. She has, he says, caused
his cow to die. At night, although she livs
a mile away, she pulls his bedclothes,
s~akes the bed, and tweaks his nose. One
rught she pulled the pillow from under his
,head, and again jerked him out of bed.
Getting out of bed in the morning he will
run a splinter in ill,s toe or step on a tack;
at breakfast the coffee,. boiling hot, will be
spilt on his legs; picking up his spade and
shovel to go to work,. one of them will fall
on his foot. In the Inines he will be hurt
by flying splinters fr<Jm a blast or his fingers will be bruised by a fal! of coal. At
noon he will discover that ·he •has taken
one of his boarders' pails, and consequently
does not hav enough to eat: Unless Mrs.
Paupkoe stops .causing these things, Molla
says, he will kill her.
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WHEN the million applaud yon, seriously
ask yourself what harm you hav done·
when they censure you, what good._:_Col~

CHARL[S BRAOLAUGHI

ton. ·

A _CHRI~TIAN asked me: '' What hav yon
to hv for now?" His tone implied that
the loss of a belief in hell removed all impetn.s to ?,enevolence and philanthropy. I
replied: A thousand-fold more than ever.
To benefit men here and now, to promote
commerce, to advance society, to influence
the future of the race. The world has
opened out before me full of possibility
and h<?p.e, tempting m~ to ~ffort by its opportumtles and affording JOY in its prospects. "--Robt. c, Adams.
THERE was never any more inception than
there is now,
Nor any more youth or age than there is
now,
And will n_ever be any more perfection than
there 1s now,
·
Nor any more heaven or hell than there is
now.

-BY-
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Pttper, 12mo, 100 pp., 25 cents.
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22 Is the Brble Rehable? Charles Watts
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28 'l'he Christian Deity. Charles Watts........ r,
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2! l\'Ioral V1tlne of the Bible. Charles Watts'::: r,
There has been but one perfect law in the
25 Fre~th_ou~;ht and Mod. Progress. Watts.... r;
world, and that was designed to regulate a
26 Chrr~t!'llllt:y: Its Nature and Influence on
, Crvrh2atron. C):rarles Watts .............. .
species of folly-that is to say, play. The
28 Thoughts on Athersm. Austin Ho]yoake ... .
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29
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of no exception, relaxation, change, or
Ho~voake..................... .. .. .. r,
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30
osophy 01 Secularism. Charles Watts.. r;
Price,
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tyranny. A man who has been a lackey,
31 H~~;s Man a ~on!? yharles Bradlangh........ r;
if he play at lansquenet wi,th kings, is paid
!18 Is .rh,ere a God? Charles Bradlaugh......... r;
39 Lords Prayer. Charles Bradlangh
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witl1 perfect readiness when .he wins. In
40
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other cases the law is everywhere a sword,
42 l:lCle.nc~ ancl Brble Antagonistic. C. WattH.. r,
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44 Log;w of De•!·th: or, Why Should the Atheist
pieces the weakest.- Voltaire.
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47 Poverty: Its Effects on the l'olitical CondiHow, then, your book discarded, am I
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tion of the People. Charles Bradlangh ... r;
to know anything about· you? I shall lay
"A philosophical romance."
aside your book, and take to your church.
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Your church, 0 Lord, not only has heard
I Origin!t) Mmma ~or" God's Chosen."........ 5
of you, but it knows you, has you, and
!l New L1fe of D,avrd. Chas. Bracllangh
r,
eats you. Read, mark, learn, eat, and in4 WhY. I Wl\B Exco:mmunicated. Barnar'ci:::::: 2!1
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wardly digest. Perhaps you are not aware
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hy a Weak but Zealous Christian
10
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uries. It is possible that you may hav the
After Heaven and Hell. A:.''iioi:v:
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But, if you hav not this faculty, some day
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Paper, 15 cents.
10 A Few Words about the Devil.
r,
when you go to put on your sandals you
11 New.Life of Jacob ............. :::::::::::::::: i;
may :find that you hav got one foot only,
12 J?am.cl, the :pream~r. Austin Holyoake ..... 10
and when you attempt to sit clown at your
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H Acts. of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H ......... 10
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IH What l!!d ~esns Teach? C. Bradlaugh...... r;
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By Prof. John Tyndall.
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your last supper yon gave expression to
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on Prayer.
your flesh and drinking· yom· blood, and
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will send
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your saints and sinners hav, ever since,
$1.10 worth for :Ill; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.
for $:l, and $10 worth for $5.
taken you at your word. Eating and
drinking is quite in their line-in fact, eating and drinkinO' are almost the only two
functions that t.av been conscientiously
performed by a worldful of blockheads.
Well, 0 Lord, your icliots took to eating
you. Many millions hav eaten you in the
sense that they hav made their living out
of you by buffooning in pulpits and elsewhere; but that is not what I mean. I
mean that millions and millions and mill-ORions are eating at you daily and hav been
doing so for centuries. '.rrue, they eat
CuriOUS Revelations From the
very little bits of you at ·a time; but it
must all tell in the long nm. If you perLife of a Trance Medium.
mit this eat, eat, eating to go on for
By MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
another century or two, yon will rise some
fine morning to :find yourself unpleasantly
•.rogether with Portraits, Lettere, and Poems. Illuslike a cabbage leaf that has been gnawed
trated with Engravings, Ull(l Frontispiece of Lincoln ·
by caterpillars, or a c!1l'rot that hr~s been
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, 1.50.
perforated by worms, If I were m your
'.rHE THUTH SEEKEH CO.,
shoes I should stop this eating and eating
28 Lafayette place, N.Y•.
at '·th~ altar and communion table.-Saladin in God and His Book.
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incident. and dramatic power; breezy from
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Throne, A Romance. " The au1\frs. S. E. Ames, 169 Washington st., Golden
thor certainly has l>enius. The divine
Chicago.
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creative spark is within him. The book is
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
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-[Ingersoll. Price, $1.
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rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
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them. Price, 10 cents.
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No. 84 South Main street, Wilkes barre, Pa.

Port Angeles Seculat• Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures song~~
and select reading. Discussion invited on all
subjects. Liheralliterature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE, Cor. Sec.

The Rights of Women

cob Holyoake and Colonel Ingersoll, and an
John Jacques, Akron.
Introduction by Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages,
N Hexter, 303 Superior st., Cleveland.
25 cents.
By REv. G. T. Fox, M.A.
J." R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
Reply to Father Lambert's "Tactics
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., Ports- A of
15 cents.
Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
mouth.
[Cleveland.
Christianity:
Its
Origin,
Nature,
and
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st.,.
Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 cents.
Oreg_on.
·
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
The Hol'l'ors of the French Revolution :
W. W edeken, Portland, Ore.
Their Catises. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Hancliey & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
Secularism : Destructiv ami Constru~tiv.
Pen.nsylvan.ia.
22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown. to
By HUDSON TUTTLE.
Phil a.
Be Contradictory and Defective as an Ethical
Georae Longford, 22 Richmond st.: Phila.
Guitie. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
A Historical and Critical Review of the Religion
J. A."'Kirk, DuBois.
Agnosticism and Christian Theism :
of Man.
H. Heyi!e, 10th and Market sts., Phila.
Wbicl1 Is the More Reasonable 1 24
CONTENTS:
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave.,
pages. Price, 10 cents.
is Religion? Fetichism. Phallic Worship.
Pittsburgh.
Evolution ami S])ecial Creation. 10 cents. What
Man's Moral Progress Dependent on his InUliotle Island.
Saints and Sinners--Which1 24 pages ir:.
tellectual
Growth. The Great Theol~gi_cal
H. Carr, 947 High st.,_ Providence ..
cover. Price, 10 cents.
Problem. Man's Fall, and the Chrrstian
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 H1gh st., ProVIdence. The Superstition of the Christian Sun·
Scheme for his Redemption. Man's Position,
r_renJI.essee.
Fate, Free Will, Free Agency, Necessi~y, Re!lay: A Plea for Liberty and Justice.
ltl)onsibility of the Individual. Genesis and
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nash26 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Evolution of Spirit. The Law of Moral Govville.
ernment. The Apostles. Selfish Propensities.
l'he Glory of Unbelief. 22 pages in cover.
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
Love. Wisdom. Charter of _R,ights. Dut!es
Price, 10 cents.
'I~exas.
and Obligations of the !ndiVJdual. Dutres
Xatnre and tlJe Supernatural; or, Belief
and Obligations of Society. Rights !3f .GovL. Andruss, Denison.
ernment. Duties of Somety to Crunmals.
and
Knowledge.
24
pages.
Price,
10
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse..
Duty of Self-Culture. Marriage.
cents.
E. A. Andrea, 916 Main st., Dalias.
12mo Cloth, price,.,.$1.50. Address-h
Tile American Secular Union; Its Ne·
.
'J."HE TRUTH S.t!iEKER.
E. L.Merrill, 624 Elm st., East Waco.
cessity
and
the
Justice
of
Its
Nine
De·
Utah.
mands.
(Dedicated
to
Colonel
Robert
John A. J ost, Ogden.
G. Ingersoll.) 82 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
Henry B?o~h, Stockton.
Theological Presumption : An Open LetJ. W. Wilkinson, Logan. .
ter to the Rev. Dr. H. F. Burns, of Halifax, N. 1'
'\Vashington Territory.
In this letter the following subjects are dealt
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
with: 1. Why Do the Clergy Avoid Debate? 2
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
The Position of Agnosticism Toward ChriHEngland.

The Secular Society oC Kent, 0.,

Cllicago Seculat• Union

Adi!:-ess THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Bm·nton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New
York.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts., New
York.
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New. York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
l\forris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
Georae Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York.
L. Jo~as, Astor House, New York.
.
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., New The Teachings of Secularism Compared
York.
[York.
with Orthodox Christianity. 96 pages.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New
Price, 25 cents.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New Secularism : Is It Founded on Reason,
York.
and Is It Sufficient to Meet the Needs
S. J. King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
of Mankind 1 Debate between t1e EdE. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester.
itor of the Halifax Evening Mail and Charles

Meets every·Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and· 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'I'mth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street,
and at 116 Fifth. avenue. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad, are welcome.

croffi, $1.

Ne'v .Tersey.

John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave.,
Jersey City.

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Platform free. Charles Monholland, secretary, 248
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D.

Elizur '\Vright Secular Union

per, 50
c en ts;l-'-"::ii-~;,..1!~

Mis·souri.

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ·
ation

Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjecte.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Pr
/lood. Pa·

Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sund!!<Y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League HaJ!, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st., Newark, N. J . .Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.
·

Meets s·emi-monthly\first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Works of Charles Watts.

man Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordiallyinvited.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:i

Lou isian_a.
Prometheus, A Poem. "It is crammed
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
with life, thought, and prafound. emotion,
Al. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st.., New Orpoured forth, it seems to me, mth extraordinary beauty."-[Dr. Henry W. Bellows.
leans.
Price, $1.
Inain_c.
N. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., Port- Why Don't He Lend a Hand ~ and other
Agnostic
poems. Price, 10 cents.
land,
Adami and Heva. A poetic version of
lUassacbnsetfs,
the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
which its stwerioritr to the mutilated copyJohnson Bros., 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
the Genesis legend-Is shown. Price, 10 cents.
For all of the above address
A. l\L Driscoll, 78t Front st., Worcester.

S.D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465. •
Chas. Sach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave.,
Grand Rapids.
Q. Holton & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Herman Rei£, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.

.J/1sstings.

These not'ices are for the benefit of LibPlain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volmne erals who may be visiting the places
:of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrateti. Cloth, where these societies are located. Local
$3.~in English or German. A new cheap
Secular Unions and Freethought SoeditiOn at only $1.50.
·
·
can hav their gatherings adcieties
Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the vertised here free by forwarding ·the necBoy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
'
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, \j\2.00, postage essary information.

California. ·

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Ball & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los
Angeles.
Edwards & lVfcKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
Angeles.
Freethought Publishing Co;, 838 Howard
st., San Francisco.
l\fax News Stand, 1st & Main sts., Los
Angeles.
J. C. Scott 22 .Third st., San Francisco.
Estate of S.. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
San Francisco.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San
Francisco.

A. Erwin, Murray.

'!;i'bsraZ

FOil
FOil

ORGANIZING SOCIETIES.

M.ARRI.AGES, FUNERALS, NAMING OF INF.ANTS-h OBITUARIES, EPITAPHS, JfJTO.
.ALSO ~2:> LIBERAL .AND SPIRITUALISTIC HVlliNS
SOGI.AL AND VARIOUS PUBLIO
OOG.ASIONS.
lSmo, 550 pp. Prrce, 75 cts.

FOR

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main street Walia Walia, Washington. Science
Lectures.-Free Discussions.-Ori_ginal and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
().B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The RoedeJ," Secular Union
Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
P,Teatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
• Universal JIIIental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
160! Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Lib.
erals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS,l:'res.
IsAAC'S. LEE, Sec.

Liberal Association of Austin,.
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'vat its hall~ cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street. _isiting Lioerals
invited. J. P. RICHARDSON, President; M. IsAAC,
Secretary.

The Agnostic Annual
FOR 1892.
Possibilities and Impossibilities,
T. H. HU:KLEY, M.A., LL.D.
The Growth of Agnosticism.
R. BITHELL, B.S., Ph.D.
Early Verses,
The Late CoNSTANCE NADEN.
Sundays and Holydays,
SAMUEL LAING.
Ecclesiasticism,
ALFRED MoMERIE, M.A., LL.D.
Christ a Religious Creation,
F.J. GoULD.
After Many Years: A Poem,
W. B. McTAGGAII-r.
The Activities of Agnosticism,
AMOS W ATEJiq.
Religion Without Superstition,
CHARLES W AT'£8.
Mr. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,
.
H. J. HARDWICKE, F.R.O.S.
The Land of Death: A Poem,
SALAUIN (W. STEWART l~CSS).
The Triumph of Rationalism,
FREDERICK ~]:LLFJI.
An Agnostic Homily,
HoN. C. K. TUCKEll:IIAS.
1 L"f A p
Eterna I e:
oem,
GEORGE HENRY MARTIX.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.
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A NO VEL.

HERBE~T. SPEN.CE~: His life and _Personal
charactenstlCs ; his views on educat10n ; his
religions opinions. By MR. DANIEL GREENLEAF

By FREDERIKA lVIACDONALD,
Author of the" Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

THO~IPSON.

Principal Works : Gods and Other Lect-

ures ; Ghosts and Other Lectures ; Some Mistakes of Moses ; Interviews on 'l'almage; What
Must We Do to Be Saved; Blasphemy; Crimes
Against Criminals, 1141 pages. ln one val., half
calf, $5.

Prose Poems and Selections. From his

Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2 50; half
calf, $4.50; · half mar., $5; turkey mar., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The

Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.

Ghosts and Other Lectures. Including

L.iberty of Man, Woman, and Child; 'l'he Declaration of Independence; About Farming in
Illinois; Speech Nominating James G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet ; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past HiRes
Before Me Like a Dream; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, me.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some

Mistakes of Moses; Free Schools'p· '!'he Politicians; Man and Woman; The entatench;
Monday, 'l'nesday_, Wednesday, Thursday, He
Made the Stars Also. Friday, Saturday, Let Us
]\fake Man.\-.Snnday, The Necessit[ for a Good
Memory, The Garden, The Fal , Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews,
The Plagues, The Fli~;<ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery, Marriage, War, Religions Liberty; Conclusion. Paper, 50c.

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter-

views with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons
by the Rev. T. Dewitt 'l'ahnage, of Brooklyn, to
which is added A Tahnagian Catechism. .Paper,
50c.; cloth, $1.25.

Blasphemy. Argument by R. G. Ii:tgersoll
in tile Tnal of C. B. Reynolds, at lVIorriRtown,
N.J. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.

What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Analyzes
the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Catholics Episcopalians, l\iethodists, Presbyterians, Evanl'elical Alliance, and answers the
question of tne Christians as to what he proposes instead of Christianity, the religion of
sword and flame. Paper, 25c.

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

the New York Observer's. Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution), by R. G. Ingersol.l:_tQgether with A Roman Catholic Canard,
·by vv. H. Burr. Paper,15c.

Limitations of Toleration. A Discussion
between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Han. Frederic R.
Coudert, and Ex-Governor Stewart L. Woodford. Paper. 10c.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Pape1·, lOc.
Civil Rights Speech. With Speech of
Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, lOc.

Opening Speech to the JUl'y: In the suit
of the B. & M. TeL Co. vs. W. U. Tel. Co., 1886.
Paper, 10 cents.

Declaration of lndepemlence. Centennial
Oration, together with a copy of the Immortal
Document and the National Anthem, Land of
Liberty. Paper, 6c.

Crimes Against Criminals. Price, lOc.
A Lay Sermon. On the Labor Question.
Paper, 5c.

Stage and tlte Pulpit. An Interview on

their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on the
Trial of the Chicago Anarchists, tho Catholic
Church, etc. Paper, 3c.

Ingersoll on McGlynn. Paper, 8c.
Bible Idolatry. Paper, 8c.
Ingersoll Catecltised. Paper, 8c.
The Truth of History. Paper; 8c.
Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board,
beveled, gilt edges, 50c.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.
inches, heavy plate paper, 50c.

22x28

Photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll,
50 cents.

Liberty in Literature.

Testimonial to

Walt Whitman. By Robt. G. Ingersoll. An
Address Delivered in PhiladelphiaL Oct. 21,
1890. With Portrait of Whitman. " et us put
wreaths on the brows of the living." Pnce,
paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.
Address THE TRU'fH SEEilR.

A

SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development of the Canon .•

2. CHARLES ROBERT" DARWIN: His ancest!)',
life, and personal characteristics. By JOHN W.
CHADWICK.
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
material universe ever have a beginning 1 By
GARRET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: Thestoryof
geology; How the world grew. By DR. LEwis
G. JANES.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
does life begin; The problem of spontaneous
gEJneration. By WILLTAM PoTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE; The evidences from geology, geographical distribution,
and comparative zoology. By RossrrER HAYMOND, Ph.D.
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; duration of human life on the planet. By E. D.
CoPE, Ph.D.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the
nervous system: the nature of mind. By RanT.
G. EccLES, 1\i.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitiveman;
growth of the family, city, and state: de.vel()pment of the domestiC relations; marriage. By
JAMES A. SKILTON.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of religions beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By z.
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism
grows out of egoism; the proper balance. By
DR. LEWIS G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a, from geology;
b, from morphology; c, from embryology; d,
from metamorphosis; e, from ntdimentary organs; f, from geographical distriuution; g,
from discovered links; h~ from artificial breeding; i, from reversion; K, from mimicry. By
NELSON c. PARSHALL.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REv. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relation
of the doctrine to_prevailing philosophical systems .. By STARR HoYT NICHOLS.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REv.
J\'lrNOT J. SAVAGE.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBEH'l' SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
By Sn,vAN DREY.
18. THE RELA'fiVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception; sight, sound, taste,
smell, feeling; the doctrine of the Unknowable.
By RoBERT G. EccLEs, M.D.
19. A STUDY OF MATTER AND MOTION. An
excellent digest of a much vexed question, with
quotlltions from many authorities. By HoN. A.
N. ADAMS.
20. PRil\iiTIVE MAN. Man as revealed by archeological studies; evidences of man's antiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
in the pliocene; pa1eolithic and neolithic races;
the ages of bronze and iron; cave men and
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound buildersi.
primitive implements and tools; proofs oi
man's natural evolution. By z. SIDNEY SAMPSON.
21. GROWTH OF THE l\IARRIAGE RELATION.
JYiarriage a primitive institution; its earlier
forms; no evidence of original promiscuity; exogamy and endogamy; group-marriage; polygyny, polyandry, and monogamy· marnage by
capture; monogamy the highest form of therelation; divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
contract; its regulation by the state. By C.
STANILAND WAKE.
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
of political institutions;,. the patriarchal family;
the tribe and clan. By JOHN A. TAYLOR.
23. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
statute law and judge-made law.:_ the conversion
of customs into law. By PRoF . .ttUFUS SHELDON.
24. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCIENCE. Sn- pernatnral ideas of disease; fetichism in medicine; the beginnings of medical science. By
HoBERT G. EccLEs, lli.D.
25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARl\fOR. 'I'he
necessity for arms and armor under the struggle for existence. By JoHN C. KIMBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS,
development of the human hand_; the earliest
use of Implements and tools. By JAMES A. SKILTON.
27. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The definition of wages; economic characteristics of the wage system; wages the outgrowth
of slavery; origin and development of the
wages system. By :l'RoF. GEo. GuNTON.
28. EDUCA'r!ON AS A FACTOR IN CIVILIZATION. The beginnings of education; earl:y
methods in Egypt, Persia, China, Greece, and
Rome: early Chnstian ideas of education;
Catholic and Protestant views; the common
school system. By lVhss CAROLINE B. LE How.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. I.
The TheologicallVIethod. By REv. JoHN CHADWICK.
30. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORlVI. II.
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
31. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. III
The Anarchistic 1\'[ethod. By HUGH 0. PENTE:
COST.
32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. IV.
The Scientific lYiethod. By DANIEL GREENLEAF THOlliPSON.
33. ASA GRAY: His Life and Work. By l\IRs.
MARY TREAT.
·
3<1. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUMANS. The
lYian and his Work. By PRoF. JoHN FISKE.
lt>r Each Number, Ten Cents . .A0!1
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

NATHANIEL VAUGHAN1
Priest al')d .M.al').

Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.
1.

:31

An independent and respectable study of character in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
presentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
1 val., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'I'HE TRUTH SEEKER.

Pro and Con of
God and His Book. $1.25.
Woman: Her Glory, Her Shame, and
Her God. Two vols. $1.25 each.
Did Jesus Christ Rise from the Dead ~
25 cents.
Confessional, Romish and Anglican. 30
cents.

CRIMES OF PREACHERS
in the
United States
and
Canada
from 1876 to 1883.
"By their fruits
shall ye )mow them I
Do m.en gat-her
grapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles."
By

Mo Eo Billings.

Price. 25 cents.

~~~~~~

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Works on the Labor

~uestion.

The Conventional Lies of Our Civilization.

By l\iax Nordan. CoNTENTs-lVIene, Tekeli
Upharsin; 'I'he Religious, Monarchic, ana
Aristocratic,Political, :t<;conomical, Matrimonial,
and lVliscellaneous Lies; Closing Harmony.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
cloth__, $1.00.
'l'he .imperial Council of Vienna prohibited the
sale of this book in Austria, and confiscated all
copies of it they could find.

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

. N atnral Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange. By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth." Paper, 25c.

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the

Po:pulation Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Edited by Charles Bradlaugh andAnnieBesant.
25c.
·

Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing
out the means by which the working classes may
raise themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dig•
nity, and independence, and which is also capable of entirely removing, in course of time, the
other principal social evils .. By M. G. H. 10c.

Large or Small Families ~ On which Side
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoake. 5c.

Poverty : Its Effects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Why Do Men

Starve~

laugh. 5c.

By Chas. Brad-

The Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimical to the \v elfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlangh. 5c.

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Letters to Young People. By (Prince)

Peter Krapotkine. With Life of author, by
Stepniak. 10c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Colonel Kelso's Works.

Su~ernatural Religion~
H!Lve We a Supernatural, Inspired, Miraculous Religion?
By E. E. GUILD.
Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 30 cents.

DOWN

THEY
GO!

Best make Amcncan Stemwind Watches, 15
jewels, ttdjustctl, pat. regulator, in silvcrine case,
only $11; in 3 ounce coin silver, $16; 4 ounce, $17
(a few years ugo $60). In best 14 kt. filled gol<l
cases, open face, $20; hunting, $23 to $28; 14 kt.
solid gold, $40 to $100; sttme, not atUustetl, $2 less;
11 jwls. $8 50, and 7 jwls. $5 less (lower grade
watches, $5, $4, ttml $2 50).
TillE I'EIU·'I'C'J.'I~D "OTTO ~VE'r'I'
STIO:IN" ~VA'I'(JJcll, much finer than above,
full a<ljmted to hmtt, cold, and position, 16 jwlR.
an<l all n1odern hnprovenwntH, nrckel movcn1ent,
cased as above, $8 more, gilt mov't. $6 more. No
one else in the world Slmds out so good tt watch
at the price.
I,ADllcS• GOLD U:UN'riNG AlliEKICAN WA'rcu:Es, latest styles, best filled, 7
jwls. $17; 11 jwls. $18.50; 15 jwls. $25; 1.4 kt. solj<l
gold, $10 to $100 more. All sent prepaid, kevt m
order one year, and cash rcfnnde<l if not satisfactory.
DIAll.IONDS: in rings, pins, <lroDH, studs,
etc. $10; $15; $25; $50; $100 to $1,000 per set.
Cash refunded, if not 20 per cent below regular
price, any time within one year.
WEDDINH JtlNt,;s: Plltin, chase<l, with
pearls, ememlds, rubies, moonstmtcs, opals, garnets, turquoise, solitaires or combinations, a

sp~i}~i)J.UES: Hogers Bros.' triple-plated
knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; tea spoons, $1.SO;
tables, $3.49; best svectR. in the world, $1; vebbles, $2; 14 kt. gold, :jl5 more (send line of finest
print yon can read wtthout glasses 14 inches from
eyes); golcl-headcd canes, $8; $10; $15; $20. Best
ruzor-aluxury-$2. Solid silver spoons, $1.70 per
ounce. Souve"nir spoons. silver, $1.25 to $2. 'l'ea
sets, $20 to $40; everything in the line of f'anc:y
table silver, novelties, vlnsh, ttnd art goods, gold
pens, ot.c. All sent vrep,aid (except cutlery) subJect to exchange or i.!}_i,.'.Ji:c~VE'r'rs•rEIN
Established 1857.
Hochelle, :in.
Send for price lists beautifnl cards in colors
and gold of my Freet1wnght badges (large and
small), tracts, etc. Free.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELlVIINA DRAKE SLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

DONALD KENNEDY
Of Roxbury, Mass., Says :
Strange cases cured by my MEDICAL DIS.
COVEHY come to me every day. Here is one of
Paralysis-J3lindncss-nn<l the Grip. Now how
does my lVIEDICAL DISCOVEHY cure all these?
I don't know, unlesR it takes hol<l of the Hidden
Poison that mtLkes all Humor.
VmoiNIA Orn, NEvADA, Sept. 9th, 1891.
JJonala J(ennedj!-Dear Sir: I will state my case
to yon : About mnc years ago I was paralyzed in
my left side, and the best doctors gave me no
relief for two years, all<! I was advised to try your
DISCOVEHY. which did its duty, an{, in a few
months I was restored to health. About four
years ago I bccttmc blind in my left eye by a
spotted cataract. Lust lVlarch I wus taken with
La Grippe and was COI]fincd t\) my be.d for three
months At the end of that tunc, as m the start,
then it. struck me that your DI~COVEHY was
the thing for me; so I got a bottle, and be~ore it
was half gone I wus ahle to go to my work m the
mines. Now in regard to my eyes, as I _lost my
left eye, and about srx months ngo my right. eye
became affected with hluck spots over the stght
as did the left eyc-pcrhap_s wme twcntl of thcll)
-but since I hav been UHmg your DISCOVEHY
they all left my right eye but one; alHl, thank
God, the bright light. of heaven is once more
malnng its apJ;>Carance m mv left eye. I am wonderfuUy astomshed at itl!md thank God and your
MEDICAL DISCOVERL
Yours truly,
HANK WHITE.

AN INFIDEL REMEDY.

Pocket Theology.
By VOLTAIRE.
Terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of theological terms.
Price, 25 cents.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.

The Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 883

CoNTENTS : The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Werll the Fathers
Competent 1 The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Boolis which are Now Called Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, 75 cents.

Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1. 00.
The Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo,

pages, $3.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.

Dy F. R. lVIARVIN, M.D.
Cloth,
50 cents.

138 pages, 50c.

Spiritualism Sustained.
245 pages, $1.

Universe Analyzed. $1.

Cloth, 12mo,

A patient writing from Davenporh,Wash., sa¥5:
"Your remedy is marvelous, and wiu. acCOil)Plis;t.I
what is said It will do. 'fhe value of whiCh IS
untold."
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REEI~ER.,

JANUARY
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Books

ttc.

11/s-lo'.::!:f

Stntl!es in the Outlying Fields of Psychic
SCience, By Hudson Tuttle. A Sci-

cj

.Afne7"/ea
P. /-1-Q.

entific Work Designed to prove from Incontestable Facts the Doctrine of Immortality.
$1.25.

Hygiene of tile Brain and tile Cure of
Nervousness. By l\f. L. Holbrook
M.D..Price, by mail, $1.50. "Get this book and
read rt, fOl' it abounds in practical valuable
lmowledge."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.
Eating fo1: Strengt~•· Bl.l\f. L. ~olbrook,
:f\'I.D. Pnce, by marl, $1.
I am delighted with
rt''-[H. B. Baker, 1\'I.D., Secretary · Michigan
Htate Board of' Health.

Parturition Without Pain, A Code of
Directions for avoiding most of the Pains anrl
D_angers of Childbearing. By M. L. Holbrook,
11f.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellence surpasses our power to commend"New York Evening Mail.
·
Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsi~ and

Headache : Their Cure by Home '.l.'reat-

mept. By ..M. L .. Holb~·ook, 1\f.D. Price, b_y
marl, $1.
Reading thrs book I cured myself
1{.t§~ A~veral doctors had failed."-['!'. C. Curtis,

DAVID COl\fPLAINETH OF A SERIOUS AFFLICTION.-Psalms xxxviii, 5, 6, 7.

.A. STRIKE< OF<

Millionaires Against Miners ;
-ORBy HENRY D. LLOYD.
ii'W" This book tells how the Spring Valley miners
were starved into actual slavery.
It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime.
It deals not with theories hut with facts,
figures, and names. It is a _powerful and pathetic book.

264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.

StriKe of aSex."

10C.

Garrison jn Heaven. A Dream. lOc.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.

Mrs. Besant's WorKs.

God Proposed for Our National Constitution. lOc,
Irreconcilable Records,
Genesis and

Force a11d f\atter;
OR,

:JUST PUBLISHED.

Christianity. 10c.

Radical Discou1·ses on Religious Subjects.
$1.25.

With Author's Por-

trait. $1.25.

Sermon from Shakspere's Text. lOc.
Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with portrait, 30c.
Soul of Things. Psychometric Researches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz. Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
should be. Paper, 25c.

What Is Right~ lOc.
Besant-Hatcbard Debate. Between Annie
Besant and Hev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Naz~
Wllat Was He~ Jesus in 19th Century
reth a Historical Character, and the Influence
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

tific Diet. "By Gustav Schlidw~sen. Translated from the German, by lVL L. Holbrool•
Jll.D. In addition also it contains a Complet~
and Radical Cure for Int-emperance, by the Use
of a Veg_~table and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.

Three Books in One.

ONLY 2 CENTS.

Is Darwin Right~ Origin of l\fan. $1.
Is Spiritualism True ~ 10c.
Man's Tl"lte Saviors. lOc.
01·thodoxy False, Since Slliritualism is
True, lOc.
Pocasset Tragedy, Legitimate Fruit of

lOc.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Fruit and Bread, A Natural and Scien-

From the Cradle

to the School. B~_Bertha Meyer. The Rights
of Children. By Herbert SI>._encer. The Goverq.ment of C.hildren. By 1\-I. L. Holbrook M.D.
Pnce by ma1l, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1. 1· It is
a bool, worthy to be ranked with the best that
has ever been written concerning the training
of children."-[Bazar.
Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should be quietly
given to every drinker."-[Herald of Health.

manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.

Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
and Physiological Relations, and in their bearing on the producing of children of finer health
and greater ability. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
The Scientific American says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by' cranks,' but this
is radically different: it is scientific, sober,
clean, and worthy of conscientious consider~
tion by every possible parent, and particularly
by the young."

The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Disease, Cure. By_T. L.
Nichols! M.D., editor London Herald of Health.
Price, c oth, 50 cents.

Medical Hints on the Protection and Management of tile Singing Voice, By
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 2oth thousand. 30 cts.

Geology. Paper, 25c.; clotb, 40c.

Christians~

The Bible-Wllat Is IU 2.5c.
Studies in Theology, lOc.
Liberalism. 5c.

Muscle-Beating; or, Home Gymnastics
foi' Sick and Well. By C. · Kemm,

$1.50.

Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

ular Expo~rtwn of the Fundamental Problems
in Sociology. By R. T. 'l'rall, M.D. Price, by
$2 . 'Phis work has ra1'idly l'assed through
torty e9-1t10ns, and the demand is constantly
1ncreasmg. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.
1~1ail,

BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
CONTENTS: •
Force and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality of Force, Man,
Infinity of JYiatter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
ThouE;ht,
Motion,
Conscwusness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas>-.
Laws,
The Idea of" u-od,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
Tne Soul of Brutes,
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
Original Generation,
Concluding ObservaSecular Generation,
tions.
Price, $1.50. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

wherever it is read, both in this country and in
England. Although it relates to the most delicate
subject in the world, it is treated so reverently
that the most refined women are enthusiastic for
its circulation.
Price, 25 cents.

25c.

Who are

Sexual Phy_s~olog:y •. A Scientific and Pop-

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for Intemperance, By Harriet P. Fowler.

Geology, Past and Future of our Planet.

M. F. Denton.) Per val., $1.50.

behalf of Human Culture through a wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mail
25 cents. "It contains information and warning
that are urgently needed. "-[Christian Union.

MILLER.

Superior. 10c.

tOe.

Tile Bettei' Way, . An Appeal to l\fen in

Principles of the Naturi:tl Order of the Universe, with a System of Morality
Astonishing praises follow THE STRIKE OF .A. SEX
Based Thereon.

N.

Common-Sense Thougl1ts on tlw Bible.
Deluge in the Light of Motlern Science.

Gleason, M.D. A Practical B.andhook for the
1\Iaid, W_if'c,._,and 11-~oth~r: with a beautiful Photographic .l:'ortrart of the Author. Price by
rnail $1.50 "We wish the chapter, 'Uonfidenti<d to !llnthers,' might be J;>nhlished as a tract
and sent to everr mother m the land."-[Harper's New 1\Ionth y Magazine.

12ma, 326 pp., large tYI>e, good paper. silk cloth,
pnce $1.00.
CoNTENTS :-Economic Schools-A Brief Review
of 'rheir Origin and Growth. Rise and Growth
of Capitalism. Unearned Increase-Profit, Interest,_ Rent. Conservation of Wealth. Tools
and .LmQroved 1\iachinery. The Nature of
Wages. Pri"\'"ate and Social Wealth. Land Ownership. Private Property in Land. Capital and
the Productive Factors. Partnership and Cooperation. Law of Contracts. ::\!laney and
Credit. Of Value~ or Economic Ratios. Taxation as a Remeuy. Reforms, not Remedies.
Su~;mestions to Legislators. Su=ary of Dcfinitwns-Economic and Is anomie.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BY GEORGE

Spiritualism

Talks to My Patients. By l\frs. R. B.

Ey J. K. INC$.A.LLS.

W mn(tn on St1•ike against the
Male Sex for Sex~tal
Sovere'ignty.

Radical Rhymes.

llfnrtimer Granville. $1. 'l'o thi~ has been
a<l<.led a pape~ by that charming English
wrrter, . Grace Greenwood, on the "Physical
E<lucatron of a Girl," awl a va.per f>ll the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail prwe is $1.

In proceeding toward any given point, there is
always one line which is shortest-THE STRAIGII'r;
so, in the conduct of human affairs, there is always one course which is best-THE JusT.

uTne

Be Thyself. 10c.
Christianity No Finality,

B. Duffer~Tauthor of' "What Women tihou <l
Know," ' 1~0 Sex in Education," etc Price b,ma_il, $1 ... Mrs. Charles llrewsterbPortland, !he:,
wl'lte.s:
Had I possessed this ook ten years
ag<) r.t would have saved me ten years of invalr<lrsm, and I should have been the mother of
healthy instead of' sickly children."

Youth: Its Care aml Culture. By J.
quirement and Apportionment.

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.

Tile Relations of tile Sexes. By 1\frs. E.

of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

There has just been published for general circu.
lation a most interestmg pamphlet, containing a
good likeness of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll and articles from the following well-known wrtters: R. G.
Ingersoll, Thaddeus E. Wakeman, B. F. Underwood,_}iatilda Joslyn Gage, Helen H. Gardener,
Rev. Henry Frank, Nelly Booth Simmons A. B.
Bradford, Parker Pillsbury, Lucy N. Colma..'l,
Capt. R. C. Adams Prof. A. L. Rawson, Lyman
C. Howe, Susan H. Wixon, Allen Pringle, Wm.
Emmette Coleman Harry Hoover, Mrs.. M. A.
Freeman, Sara Underwood, Rev. J. C. Grumbine,
]. J. McCabe, Lydia R. Chase, Henry M. Taber, J.
C. Watkins, Dr. Edward Montgomery, Emma
Rood Tuttle, Dr. Juliet Severance, Hudson Tuttle,
E. C. Walker, Judge C. B. Waite, Dyer D. Lum,
VoltairinedeCleyre, Lewis G. Janes and Dr. Ri:::h·
ard Hodgson.
'
The publication will be forwarded to any address
In the United States or Canada on recetpt of an
American two-cent~stage stamp.
Address
FREETHINKERS' MAGAZINE.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Deep Breathing; or, Lung Gymnastics.

PriCe, cloth, 50 cents .. Mrs. Horace 1\Iann write~:
"Every book you vrint is pure gold and deserves wide circulatwn."

How to Strengthen the Memory, By l\f.
L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.

A Physician's Sermon t( Young Men, By
Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof". R. A.
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer~
says of it: '"l'hrough false delicacy lads ana
youths a~e left to fall into trouble, and not a few
have the1r prospects of a healthy happy life absolutely rumed. The little book before us is intended to be _put into the hands of young men
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable of
dischargmg a father's duty in tbis respect; and
as not one father in ten is, we believe, ready todo what is right by his boys himself, it is well
that such a book as this should be available. If
it is read by all who should read it, its sale will
be counted by hundreds of thousands." .The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail. postpaid,
for $2. Should anyone desire them by the 100
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by correspondence.
nrcatalogues Free ...Ba

By mail on receipt of price.
Address THE· TRUTH SEEKER.

A Journal of Freethought aild Reform.
Vol. rg. No.3· {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.} New York, Saturday, January r6, 1892.
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A New Bible Picture-Book Jn Press.

Resurrection
of Jesus:
CONTRADICTIONS INVOLVED IN.
Price, 10 cts.

By W. 8. BELL.

Old Testament Stories
A TRUTH SEEKER
Comically Illustrated. AROUND THE WORLD.·
D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

Fou1· Large Volumes,

The
"'er of Creatl•on.
II Or'u
THE

CONFLICT BETWEEN GENESIS AND GEOLOGY.
A CONTROVERSY BETWEEN THE:
RoN. ,V. E. GLAns'roNE,
PRoF. MAX MuLLER,
PROF. '1'. H. HUXLEY,
M. REVILLE,
E. LYNN LINTON.
12mo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; clotl., 75 ots.

With a steel-plate engraving of the author in
Volume I, anti each volume containing
forty to fifty illustrations.

Exposure

Exposure

by

by

Facts.

Ridicule.

By WATSON HESTON.

Four hundred pages-Two hundred F·uii-Page PicturesThe stories Humorously Told-An.d Hard Facts Civen Con.
'cerning the Origin and Authenticity ofthe Old Testament-A
Page of Text to Each Picture.

Price, po$tpaid, $1.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

By D.

ru:.

BENNETT,

Late eilitor of THE TRUTH SEEKERJ... author of
"A Truth Seeker in· Eur9pe " "uoils and
Heligions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
"The Worlil's Sages, Thinkers, and
Heformers," "Champions of the
Church." etc., etc.• etc.
Handsomely bound, red cloth, $6.50; in leather,
red edges: $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.
Readers of TnE TRUTH SEEKER know the cir·
cumstances under which this work was written.
The last worils penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death, and which contains an account
of his world-lamented death and burial. l\Ir.
Bennett. was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-ilay life
of aU nations is laid before the reader hv one
who has visited them and beheld them with his
own eyes. Particular attention i~ paid to t.he
progress of Freethought in the vanous countncs
he yisit~'d, and the mqrality of so-c.alled png~n
natrons rs contrasted wrth the morality of Chnstian countries, much to the detriment of the
Ia tter. The worlc is a
Freetbiul~er's History of t.be "\Vorlcl.

This worlt aud "A 'l'HUTH REEKEH IN
EUROPF." should he in ,,verv Literal's lihrary.
Besides its intrinsic worth, it is a memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
known-of one who ranks with. ~oltai:r~ and
Paine in the force and clearness of his wntmgs.
Addres~
THE TRUTH SEEI>ER'y
28.:Lafayettc place ,N.. .

AN OUTLINE OF THE

fRfNCH RfVOLUTION.
Its Causes al).d Results.
By W. S. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cts.

Champions of the Church.
WHAT
THEY

FOR
CHRI~S

SAKE.
By D. lll· BENNE'I'T Wounder of Tu!'
TRUTH flEEKER). Pnce $3. Ill cloth. Ad~rcs,
THE 'l'!\UTI( Sp;IUII\, 28. 'ts.fayette, pl,ce, N. 1,

THE TRUTTI SEEKER, JANUARY

1 6,

1.~92.

-THE-

Libert't? ill
Literature.

fRfiTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.
SHOWING
THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE. CHURCH'S CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENTINSTITUTION, ANDREVEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
CHURCH .AND
STATE.

Testimonial
To Walt Whitman.
BY

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

185

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED IN
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

WITH

OCT. 21, 1890.

With

a

Portrait

of

Inustratioqs.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS

OF

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

Whitman.

AUTHORIZED EDITION.
Paper, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

The Martyrdom of Man.
By WINWOOD READE.

AND

THE ·STORY HOUR.

OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS

For Children and Youth.

PRESS NOTICE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which unihistory is "boiled down" with surprising
•kill. . . . The boldest andbso far as historical
argument goes, one of the a lest assaults ever
made upon Chnstianity.-(Literary World.
12mo, extra cloth, 543 pp. Price, $1. 75.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayett~ place. N. Y.
v~rsal

By Miss Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of the
Children's Corner in the New York
Truth Seeker.
Small Quarto-10x8 inches-nearly Three Hundred P!1ges. Illuminated Covers. Sixty-six FullI>age Illustrations, with Twenty-five Smaller
Ones.
CONTENTS:
Preface; Lazy Dick; ob The Life of a Do~; An
An(l'el Unawares; luay· Ten Little WaitingMaids; The Doctor's Horse; True Politeness; A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgiving~. Grandfather's Pocketbook; Meddlesome Juolly· A
Sad Mistake; Inside an Engine Home; Our
Children; Cressbrook Cottage; Ezekiel's Silver Spoon; Odds and Ends-A New Year's
Story; Miss Brown's Valentine· What Stephen's Owl was Stuffed With; John; Neighbor Brightside· Miss Marie Gold's Party;
CouRin J"ohn's Philosophy; Jenny's Question;
Raty's Answer; Alone in an Unfurnished
H01ise; Blackey; Breaking_the i'IIeeting;. Our
·susie; A Funny Fellow-How He was uured
of Pr"ctical Joking; '\Vhnt the Fern Said;
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthday• PostOffice Jaclt; Aunt Avis; I Can Because I Will.
Price, $1.00. Two copies,.,.$2. Addres'!.l
T.t:1.E TRUTH .,;EERER.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By ;John R. Kelso, A.M.

/1lll.ACL~S

AHD

Fun ...Page

12mo, cloth, $1.00.

J1Ill.ACL~- "WOijl{~ijS.
By JOHN PECK

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.
DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTON,
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE DESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
2
"
The Church Robbing the People.
3
"
Thanksgiving.
·
6
Sabbath Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
10
Woman and the Church.
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies m Natural History.
2
The Bible and Science.
15
'l'he Clergy and Their Flocks.
1
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
4
'fhe Lord and His Works.
2
Prayer.
10
The Creeds.
1
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent Samples of Christianity's Work.

5
1
25
1
2
4
2
1
4

·

Missionaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Results.
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

u

"

9

12

3

6
7

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in this country, a,nd it is very doubtful if another one lilte ·it will ever again be published, We mus~ gh;e the Truth Seeker Company the credit _of putting the book in the reach of all.
At twice the pnce 1t would have been a chea}> book Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and designe~· is a. wonqerful succe~s~ ;tnd we judge from-our own feelir,gs that nearly every Liberal in
Amenca Wlll desue a copy of tms most wonderful volume.-[Freethmkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithful an~l noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the I>ictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as-explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to P!OVe the utter
falsitY. of the church's professions al).cl the .l).YJ?DCJ;isy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book rs one of the best weapons agamst Chnstiamty and the church that has ever been put in the
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
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and the attention of the civil authorities is to be strictly and more unfairly. The result was a crowding of these unhealthy quarters that showed its
directed to their conduct.
In a series of valuable letters to the New York necessary evil effect by the spread of phthisis, from
FOUNDED BY .D. M. BENNETT.
Times, Harold Frederic thus characterizes the sit- which the Jews were formerly free, but from which
they are now found, by the medical examination of
uation:
E. M. MAcDONALD,
"The whole massed pack of Russian officials hav ex- the army recruits, to suffer even more than the orC. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager. cited themselvs into a gigantic wild-jagd of heretics and thodox.
unbelievers all over the empire. Franzos tells of a Polish
In March a commission was appointed to make
PUBLISHED BY
prince, Czartoryski, who went gunning among the Jews a searching investigation in Moscow to ascertain
THE ~'RUTH SEEKER COMPANY, of his district of Barnow ' because there was so little
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
game left in the neighborhood.' There is a good deal of whether the Jews residing in its environs were bonaEnte1·ea at the Post-Otnce at New Yorlc, N. Y., as Se~onft.class Mail this same barbarous lust for blood-letting sport in what we fide artisans. It had been decided as a preliminary
ltfatter.
are witnessing now. A shot is being taken at everything measure that any artisan found unemployed was -io
that rises : Mennonites, Stundists, the Molokani, the be instantly expelled.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
Finns, the Catholic Poles, the Germans, the Jews alike."
This is the extraordinary way in which .this RusAddress all Communications to THE TRUTH
The same writer describes the inception of the sian commission executed its investigation : They
SEEKER COMPANY. Malee all Drafts, Checks, present persecution of the Jews. He relates that
Post-office and Express Money Orders payable to in 1890 the position of the Jews had been growing simply stationed themselvs outside the houses of
the Jews, and without entering one of them took
CHARLES P. 8011fERBY.
more and more intolerable as the spirit of the Holy the names of the dwellers and ·proceeded with very
Synod more fully permeated the ramified branches few exceptions to declare that they were unemSATURDAY,
JANUARY 16, 1892.
of the bureaucracy. "It was reported about that the ployed.
czar regarded the escape alive of himself and famSuch injustice may seem incredible, but it is n
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
ily from the terrible railroad accident at Borki as fact. A Jewish tailor, seeing these inquisitors out
Single subscription in advance ............................... $3 00
One subscription two years, in advance.................. 5 00 the direct and miraculous intervention of Provi· side his house, went out and besought them tc
Two new subscribers....................................... . . . . . . . 5 00 deuce. The facts were that the imperial train was come in and see his workmen at their toil, that the)
being driven at the rate of ninety versts ·an hour might be exempted as activly employed. The comOne subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance.......................................................... 5 00 over a road calculated to withstand at the utmost a
missioners refused, and entered the. names upon the
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
speed of thirty-five versts ; that the engineer hum~ list of those to be expelled.
remittance ....................................................... 7 00
bly warned the czar of the danger, and was gruflly
After going through this form of investigation in
One subscription with. three new subscribers, in one
remittance ....................... :............................... 8 50 ordered to go still faster if possible ; and that th~ the city of Moscow, they continued the same in the
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
miracle would hav been the avoidance of calamity. Moscow district, allowing a few to remain here and
remittance ....................................................... 10 00 But facts don't get about in Russia, or pass unreQ- there to carry out the idea of a discrimination
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
ognized if they do. What was apparent was that a based upon the principles supposed to regulate
with one remittance.
great devotional mood had seized upon the czar and their inquiry. Such is the justiee that obtains in
the court circles. The contagion spread like wild- Holy Russia.
Russia.
fire ; in a twinkling officials, soldiers, policemen,
The New York Stm provides this piece of news:
. Freethinkers should, as we said last week, not traders, moujiks, flocked to the churches, cabmen
"Russkiya Viedomosti of Moscow has received the
neglect the present surpassing opportunity of ob- blocked the streets in front of shrines to make 'second warning' from the censor for 'publishing disserving the working·s of the Christian religion iii a their obeisances from the driver's box, and the quieting reports about the hunger in Russia.' Tolstoi's
people completely permeated with it--viz., the country roads were populated once more with con- letter which appeared in that paper was the cause of the
rebuke. The existence of this most liberal and thougptRussian nation. . In that nation they now may wit- courses of tramping pilgrims. It was in the hight ful paper in the dominion of the czar now hangs on 11
ness the horrors that flow from undoubting belief of this sentimental religious fervor that reports thread, as the ' third warning ' from the censor is followed
in the Christian faith. They i:rlay behold it in its leaked out about the government's intention to re- by a decree to stop the publication."
This suggests to us to lay before our readers
culmination, with its victims plunged in ignorance voke the guarantees of 1865, and put the May laws
and barbarism, the cooperating state despotism in force all over the empire. Copies of the pro- some account of the press Censorship of Russia. That
swollen with hard-wrung gains and an-ogant power, posed edicts were obtained, smuggled out over the there exists one need scarcely be told to a person
knowledge discountenanced, science eradicated, dis- frontier, and published to the, world. The Holy who bears in mind that Christianity is omnipotent
senters persecuted, the few brave patriots and reb- Synod stopped counting its beads long enough to there and who also has read enough history to be
. els in prisons or convict colonies, and famins and issue a categorical denial that a~y such measure had aware that there never existed a land where that
pestilences arising from the whole of this misrule even been discussed, and Russian embassadors at religion had power in which thotfght was allowed
Conformably, the
threatening to desolate the land. Observers, we foreign courts gave solemn assntances that the re- any freedom of expression.
say, may now see going on before their eyes in act- port was pure invention. When they had lied long Russian press is under absolute censorial superual life the same train of events which they hav enough, the edicts which they swore had never ex- VISlOn. It COnsequently can rarely giv expression
read of as· occurring during the Middle Ages and isted even in thought were promulgated. It was a to opinion unless that opinion happens to coincide
Everywhere vrith the views of the government and the church.
which they expected, or at least hoped, never to triumph of medieval barbarism.
know in directer form than through their histories. throughout Russia it was understood that, to cele- Any infringement of the press laws is, by the strict
In our present article we will first notice the per- brate God's protection of the czar at Borki, there letter of the law, punishable according to the degree
of the offense by the following penalties, viz.:
was to be a burnt offering of Jews."
secution of heretics.
1. "Cautions" published in the Official Gazette.
We
are
indebted
to
the
same
paper
for
a
descripThe Greek Catholic clergy_ and the public offi2. Suspension for a certain period 9f time.
tion
of
another
feature
of
the
cunning
oppression
cials continue to war against nonconformists to
Prohibition to insert advertisements or sell by
3.
of
the
Jews.
·
This
is
the
steady
restriction
of
callthe state religion as though mad. So extreme is
ings
that
the
Jews
were
permitted
to
follow
outretail.
the persecution that it is a perilous thing for one to
4. Total suppression.
be related in any way to a pervert. He is in danger side the pale. Under the system of 1865 all Jews
It must not, however, be· supposed that the list
of being taken to task for not preventing the per- who were " artisans " were allowed to reside in any
version. The code says, in Article 192, that anyone part where they could show that they were profi- of penalties already given exhausts the armory of
who, knowing that his wife or children, or other cient in their trades. To withdraw this privilege it weapons at the disposal of the minister of the
persons for whom he is leg·ally responsible, intend on~y was necessary to construe more and more nar- interior, and which he and his subordinates can
io secede from the ·orthodox church, does not strive rowly the interpretation of the term "artisan." and do wield, in order to keep the press in due subto dissuade them from this sinful intention, or takes One by one the trades of butcher, baker, manufact- mission and order. It is in many cases far more
no lawful measure·s for preventing the secession, urer of vinegar, glazier, cook, musician, and printer advisable to worry an obnoxious journal out of
. will be punished with imprisonment for a period were stricken from the list of those whose follow- existence than to decree its suppression in the
not exceeding three months, and if he be a member ers were artisans. As this policy drove back more Official Gazette. By a series of vexatious and abof the orthodox faith will be handed over to the and more of the wretched Jews from the places surd restrictions, of provisional suspensions, of
ecclesiastical powers for• disciplinary punishment. where they were seeking their living, the law by prohibitions to insert advertisements, or t_o sell by
Parents not leading their children to the sacrament which they were forbidden to reside in "villages " retail in the streets, and other persecutiOns, the
(beginning when the children are seven years old), and compelled to take up their homes within the carrying on of a journal can soon be render~ im.are to be subject to speci11l disCiplinary measures, ghettoes of the " towns " was construed more possible, and this is found to be a much qmete1·
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!a;nd, safer plan. . The daily provinc!ial press, indeed,
,;may be saic;l to h"av to a great extent disappeared
';under this oou'rse .of treatment, inasmuch as among
ithe jo:p.rnals which hav one afte~: another :given up
the struggle and been worried out of existence were
some of the inost l.ri:fl.uential · a)ld important which
the country possessed. Anotbe:f favorit expedient
of the government is to forbid a newspaper to write
any articles, or even to make any comments at all,
upon the very measures and topios which too
joumal was founded to advocate and discuss.
Thus, a journal fQu~ed with the express object of
d~i'f'ending Jewish inierests, etc., ·would be prohibited from making any allusion whatever to. the
Jewish question. Again, a paper whose ?·aison,
il'etre w.aswell known to be the discussion of interi-na.l reforms, would be forbidden, perhaps, to touch
in any way upon domestic subjects. Once more-::.
in the· case of a provincial journal, the plan was
sometjtnes resorted to of appointing a spooial ceri~
fK>r for it who resided at a.great distance from the
place where tlre paper wae published, perhaps even
at the o'iher end of the empire.
'l'he definitiop. 0f the s~ope of the Censure put
:lt!;;rward with all needful clearness in the fourteenth
volume of that hell o£ .good i:itentions called, "The
Complete Collectio:n o! Russiah Laws," is as comprehensiv as the most ty•annical autoqrat could
wel1 desire. "Its function is to scrutinize all productions of literature, scim,1~e, and art destin~d to
be circulated in the empire, with the e:s:ception of
. such "aS a:re ext>:ressly exempted from preventjv cens11re ,"which, indeed, are also scrutinized and judged
with thesameunboodingrigor. Thisparadoxisquite
on a par with the JOtatement of the Connaught clodhopper sent to see whether all the pigs were come
home, to the effect that :ije was not quite sure as to
their number; he had couD;ted them all except one
mottled pig with a curly tail, that kept running
about in such a bewil~:ing way that the wit of
ma13. cpuld not cou:u.t him. ·The Censure deserves
to be ragarded as an all-important factor in the

escape it; and more than one purely mathematical
work has been suffocated before it saw the light,
oWing to thec·disordered·fancy of a harassed official.
Should a.. speCial treatisof this :kind contain a
sentence in the preface or a footnote alluding to
the enlightenment of the emperor 6r his father or
grandfather, it would, after having been examined
in the ordinary way, be handed over to the minister
of the court, who would take counsel as to whether
the allusion should stand or the work be allowed to
appear. "How dare you allow a ribald scribbler
to lampoon my imperial ancestors?" said the czar
to the Head of the Censure a few months ago,
alluding to ··a,n. etudite history of Catherine the
Great. A book that touches even incidentally upon
maniage or burial, a saint or a ceremony, after
issuing from the ordeal of the general censure must
run the gauntlet of the ecclesiastical inquisition ;- a
tragedy or comedy has to be scrutinized by the
general censure, the dramatic censure, and then, according ''to the range of subjects incidentally touched
upon, by the ecclesiastical, military, or other appropriate departments; a work on finance-say, Professor Jevons's book on money-would hav to pass
through the censure of the ministry of fimnces;
and a biography upon Russian contemporary celebrities would hav to be first sanctioned by all or
nearly all of these various censures, and then by
every dignitary and every influential writer mentioned in the work. Some works that pass out of
three or four such ordeals unscathed are con· demned in the last, and either wholly annihilated
or pl-aced in one of the pigeon-holes of the
archives in Theater street-a storeroom of unrealized ideas, wishes, plans, and projects like those
·with which Ariosto filled the limbo of the moon.
Besides this, private persons are not even allowed
to retain undisturbed possession of such printed
matter as they hav. Mr. Lanin relates:
"Thus the law ordains that all books and papers in the
possession of strangers or nativs crossing the Russian
frontier be taken from them and forwarded to the Censure Committee of·the ne'arest city, which may be hunhistory of Russia:Q. civilization, a sort of serpent- dreds of miles distant from the traveler's destination; and
like Nithhoggr, griaw~g away at the threefold the cll:cumstance that these are. well-known Russian
rpot of IP.ollern culture-literature, art, and science. works, published in the empll:e and bearing the irnpri. Striking .out successivly :in every directi:on, it con-. matter of the Censure on the flyleaf, is not enough to
·
t rives
to h edge in i!bought in all its forms, crus hi"ng censure thell: exemption from this costly and irritating
formaJity. It is only fair to say that even to this rule
out every normal manifes4ntion of healthy moral there are some exceptions: •A foreigner has the right to
and intellectual life, and suppl'essing with the same take with him one note-book, one almanac, one small
ruthlessness a play, a picture, and a private lette;;,. dictionary, one album, and one keepsake,' if, in addition
It would be impossibl~J to point to any branch of_ to other negativ characteristics, to be verified at the
sc:i€noo, art, <::¢ literat~.e on which the Censure has custom-house, they are fOlmd to contain nothing subversiv of morality and are not of a religious or political
not left deep and ab1 ."ng traces of its nefarious character. Rubinstein's musical manuscripts were taken
in:fluenoo, stunting ~t in its growth, and warping it from hiin in this way, as they aroused the suspicions of
from its appoinW. go!ll.
the officials, and the Censure in the fulness of time either
confiscated
or lost the:in. The maestro never saw them
E. B. La:n,in, the ac-complished traveler whose
any more. A traveler who should take his Encyclopedia
pwsonal observations of Russ~n affairs, communi- Britannica with him would probably be annoyed to see
cated to the London Fortnightly Revie1v, made a himself deprived of it on thl') frontier, and exasperated to
very ·col).siderable stir, informs us t~t the Censure find, on receiving it' back, that hundreds of paragraphs
does not hesitate to ooncern its(;llf with papers and had been blackened with printer's ink, and scores of pages
cut out in a most 11lovenly manner."
books on subj ec.ts that would ~eem the most
This writer describes one ·of the ramifications of
foreign to its purposes.
Not a pril'ited. thing is.
there, o:n a su'b]ect however htu·mless, that is not this gigantic tyranny thus:
pried into a11.d maimed and eonfo"-nded by this all-· "The Censme Laws depend largely for thell: efficacy
·
upon the complete control exercised by the government
domineering bureau. No Cen,Sor would dispense over printing offices, type foundries, booksellers' shops,
himi:ifllf from reading professionally a cookery book circulating libraries, and all cognate trades andcallingsin
· on the flimsy pretext that the bearing of the culi- the empire; and the most analytical of German professors
nary art upon :Russian autocracy is so shadowy and would gape in admiration at the wonderful minuteness
rem,ote that an e1Tor of judgment in estimating it and thoroughness of this control. None of the abovementioned establishments can be opened without a very
would p1;i<>Ve comparativly harmless. On the con- special authorization which it is a herculean labor to obtrary, he wo_uld first analyze the work from a purely tain. A most searching inquiry is invariably made into
political.point of view, and theu pass it on to the the _antecedents of the applicant, the sins and backslidings
~cal censure, where the hygienic truths it con- of fathers being visited upon sons and daughters, and the
tams would tJe sifted and winnowed from the imprudence of the children recoiling upon their parents.
When the permission is finally obtained, the heavy reheresioo, and, the suggested changes having been sponsibility that goes with it, the galling restrictions that
made by the author, sanctioned for publication. If fetter the successful applicant, and his helpless dependlienten fare 'W~>re descanted upon to any consider- ence in business matters upon a number of venal officials
a,ble ex~nt, the work would most probably be also devoid of scmples of any kind, is sufficient to crush out
.. submitted '·to the ecohJsiastieal censure, whose whatever enterprise he may hav been originally endowed
with. Every new printing-machine, every set of type
.deliberations are invariably characterized by incred- bought, sold, or repaired, every book orpamphletdestined
... ible slowness. A book on logarithms or conic sec- to be printed, must be first snnounced to the authorities,
.· tio;ns, or a treatis on medicin written in Singhalese verified by them, next entered in detail in a number of
, 9 r{JeHiv; e~i" any other tongu& of which no subject books, and then sent to the Censure.for examination; If a
~-' 0:( the DZa__ r has. an inkling, would, !lJl_ uninitiated printer gets one of his presses altered and neglects to notify the fact to the authorities, he is firied five hundred
, p_erso.J;l :t;night suppose, be wholly dispepsed from. roubles, besides being visited with other and more serious
the time-consuming formalities of the Censure pains and penalties."·
All the details of the machinery by which the
Office. T)1is, however, i-s. not the cMe. · The Censure in Russia is at1 univer!3al as de11th; no book can Russian czars1 nobles, officials, and clergy stifle .the

complaints of their :victims, cannot appear here.
We will afford one more paragraph from Lanin:
"It would be difficult to imagin a code of regulations
more childishly pedantic, more wantonly irksome than the
three hundred and six paragraphs of which the Censure
Laws are composed, which, comprehensiv though they are,
constitute but the warp of the web, the woof being made
up of secret "instructions and galling prohibitions which
would seem positivly ludicrous to a Chinaman and oppressiv to a Turk. Editors are frequently summoned by
letter, as members of Parliament are by a three-line whip,
and enter the colmcil chamber in Theater street in fear
and trembling, uncertain whether they havnot committed
an inexpiable crime, the wages of which is literary death.
There they listen in silence to the High Priest of public
morality, who reads out a list of topics to which they must
under no cll:cumstances allude-the emigration to Brazil,
perhaps, the migrations of peasants in Russia, the famin
in various districts of the interior, the frequent cases of
armed resistance to the authorities, the drunken brawl
between Prince X. and Colmt Y. at Cubat's on the Grand
Morska'ia, the flight of T. 's wife, the movements of the
czar, Tolstoi:'s 'Kreutzer Sonata,' and a dozen others."
In a previous paper we described the wretched
agricultural status of Russia, and the resulting
famin; we also touched on the epidemics and other
ills. In the present article we hav spoken of the
religious persecution and the censure of the press.
Now, we wish every reader to re:flect, and bring· it
home to his mind, that these disasters and oppressions :flow, most of them wholly, and all largely, from
the religion of Christianity, and a resolute combating of that faith is the sole defense of this and
every other land against them in all their horrors.
We must be unremitting in our contention against
religion, against hierarchism, against state domineering, and against restriction of the press. Let
none think that such lesser manifestations of these
evils as we hav in this country can safely be passed
over. Oppression intrudes and liberty falls back by
gradual and unnoted paces. And to' see what the
final result is, behold the appalling spectacle of
Russia.

.If any of our readers hav ·a copy of D. M. Bennett's "Thirty Discussions" which they do not want
they can find a purchaser by addressing this o:ffice.
We are requested to say that Ella E. Gibson has
been prostrated ·for several weeks with heart failure
and unable to answer correspondents or transact
any business. The Moralist will . be continued
under another proprietorship.
L. De Witt Griswold, of Elmira, N.Y., has printed
an essay on "Church and Civilization," being a rejoinder to the editor of the Church News, of Woodhull, N. Y., relativ to the history of the Christian
church, its establishment,. career, its influence on
civilization, its false doctrins, opposition to science,
persecutions, and its present conspiracy to rule the
country. It is a forcible document and a few
stamps sent to the author for copies will not be
wasted.
We hope every reader on the Pacific Coast will
pay especial heed to S. P. Putnam's call for the
annual Convention of the California State Liberal
Union, printed in this issue, and make arrangements
to attend the meeting. The work to be done· is of
the utmost importance, and should not be
neglected.
Let California take its -place among
the redeemed states of the West. Theoretically, it
is a secular state; practically, it is allied to the
church. Let the Liberals change this, as Mr. Putnam suggests in the call.
The New York Advertiser has found a new line
of distinction for that Universal Man, Colonel Ingersoll. The colonel, it says, "is known to be a
versatil genius, but probably few of the thousands
who admire him as an orator, a lawyer, and a statesman know that he has another accomplishment
which he rates above everything else. 'Any man,'
said the genial colonel at a dinner the other day,
'can be a fair lawyer if he has a fair amount of
brains and is willing to work; there are plenty of
orators to supply the deman'd for them, andpoliti·cians are a drug in the market. I am not unduly
elated by_ whatever success I hav achieved in these
lines, but there ·is one thing I do pride myself onI can cook mushrooms better than any man on
earth. To develop thE! ~lt~~llt possibilities: of the
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mushroom isthe highest of the arts, and I claim to
be its greatest exponent.'· The eminent counsel
who were present applauded, and Colonel Ingersoll
invited them all to attend a little supper at his
house at an early date, at which he offered to make
good his claims or subscribe to the creed of the
Presbyterian church."
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superstition stands side by side with the Spanisll
Inquisil{ion. Are the Liberals of the st<ate s® inclifferent to hlllOOnity, to justice, ihat they will ailow
~his act to transpire without protest 7
CONVEN~riON
: The convention will take tiiis UJ.atter into considOF THE
eration and !:fee if the state insotitutions of California
:are to be administered in this sect1uian fashion.
; Our platfotm has no creed-it is simply human
rights. It is the iru,mortal words of Generl\1 Grant,
;"Keep the church and state forever S'eparate." All
AT UNION SQUARE HALL,
The Kansas Blade thinks that in "thanking Al;Liberals of every belief~Spiritualists, Theosophists,
mighty God for his escape from the dynamiter's 421 POST STREET, - - SAN FRANCISCO, 'Freethinkers, the liberal-minded Jew, the Chr1stillln
who is willing to giv to others the same rights"irhat.
bomb," Russell Sage was giving credit where credit
Janua1•y 30 and 31, 1892,
he claims for himself-all are cordially invited to
was not due. Mr. Sage was saved from death by
TO OPEN AT 10 O'CLOCK SATURDAY MORNING meet in this conventi.on and aiel in the triumph of
reason of his clerk being between him and the point
WITH BUSINESS SESSION.
justice, freedom, and ~quality.
of explosion. If it was "God's work," says the
; Able speakers are expected to be present from 1fl
Blade, it was poor·work for a God. His son Jesus
To the Members and Friends of the Unio1~, parts of the Coast. lVIusic will be furnished \Jy
did not show that partiality for the rich. One of Citizens of California: The convention to be held friends, and a splendid, sociable time is expected, tohis most commendable tl.cts was to "scourge the this year is one of great importance. Standing as gether with work and inspiring addreSjles. There
rich money-loaners"' with "a cat-o'-nine-tails," or we do on the platform of civil and religious liberty, will be a grand Paine celebratio;p. on Friday evening,
·grave dangers confront us. Both in California and January 29th. A magnificent pxogram will be presomething like it. His associates were the "poor throughout the nation there is call to immediate sented in hol'lor of one of the greatest of Ameri:ean
action.
and lowly," not the wealthy and opulent.
citizens, who gave his life to the defeDoBe of truth ~md
Determined efforts are being made fol" the enact- the rights of man.
ment of a Sabbath law in California. Defeated at
The expenses a1. this convention and celebration
One of the subjects discussed at a recent Catholic 'the last session of the legislature, the enemies of will be about two hundred dollars. Will ev•y
congress in this city was "how to reach Infidels and· a liberal and rational observance of the Sunday are frien~ who 'l.~eceives thi~ circ~lar contrib te wha~ he
11
Agnostics," with a view to their conversion. But none conspiring for a more strenuous effort in favor of can, Immediately~ Aid this wo1-k. EvePy httle
of the orators suggested that the best way was to ecclesiastical legislation, and with money and or- helps. Giv somehl.J.ing, each one. In spite IJli many
go and see them and reason with them. Theelergy ganizations, supported by the churches, are now discouragements, let us press on to glorious victory.
carrying forward their campaign. Unless we are ·Let us hav the grandest gathering of Liberals ever
prefer to fight Infidelity at long range; they can hit wide-awake and watchful a Sabbath law will be held in the state.
their men of straw without harm to themselvs, and. enforced in California, · as it is now ah·eady enAnswer this at the earlie~t poss~ble moment. Dithere is less danger of their getting into controver- forced in a large number of its municipalities by rect all letters to my address: 101 Fifth street, San
sial difficulties. But if the Catholic clergy really local ordinances. We must understand the situa- Francisco.
I hope for a generous response. If you can't
mean business in this matter the editor of this paper tion, arouse our forces and prepare for action. The
issue is forced upon us, and we ~annot avoid it.
come to the convention, at least help to make ii! a
offers himself as an object for missionary effort for
In regard to the World's Fair, there is need of splendid snccess. Lend a hand.
Archbishop Corrigan. We will debate the subject vigorous work. Never has the church made a more·
Yours kuly,
SAMum P. PuTX.<I.M,
with him if he wishes, and if he can convince us that desperate endeavor to place its heel upon American
President of the California State Liberal Union.
he knows what he is talking about we will join his institutions. It wants to run the World's Fair for
San FFancisco, J ~- 1, 1892.
the benefit of its religions and priests-to make it
church.
a church fair, instead of a W oriel's Fair. Councils
and conventions held in the interest of the churches
News and Notes.
Lectures and Meetings.
hav declared for the closing of the gates on Sunday
I havmade anangements for a series effuut lectJoHN R. CHARLESWORTH's present lecture appointments of this magnificent exhibition of art and industry. ures at San Jose during the month of January i~
are as follows: January 17th, Massillon, 0.; 18th, Alli- California should speak with no uncertain voice in con~ection with the lectures t@ be given at San Franance; 19th and 20th, Canal Dover; 24th, Kent; 27th, a question of such infinit importance.
To close cisco. San Jose is somewhat of a chu,rcb town. It
28th, Farmdale; 29th, Pittsburgh, Po..
the \Vorld's Fair on Sunday would be a union of has a population of eighteen thousand and thirtychurch and state in this republic, fatal to human. two churches. Three new churches are now being
MANHATTAN LIBERAL CLUB meets every Friday evening progress.
built. F&shion and power are e;;.dently on the side
at 8 o'clock in German Masonic Hall, No. 220 East 15th
The Bible in schools question also demands our of the priest. At the s.ame time it is .h:nown that
street, New York: January 15th-The Study of Applied earnest attention. Great progress has been made in the majoriby of the people of San Jose are Liberals,
Sociology, Dr. R. G. Eccles; January 22d-Theosophy, this matter, In Wisconsin, Oregon, and Washington but the most of them are inclitferent to progressiv
W. Q. Judge; January 29th-Thomas Paine (ann~versary legal decisions hav declared that the Bible is a sec- measures. A few are ready to take hold, and I
address), Moncure D. Conway.
tarian book, and must be excluded from the public hope that something will be accomplished by the
·
· THE Ohio Liberal Society, of Cincinnati, has leased schools. '"'vV e need the same decisions in California. present effort.
L. R. Titus has started a Liberal news-stand in
the well-known and commodious hall known as the The Bible is forced upon our schools. In SacraDouglass Hall, N.W. Cor. Sixth and Walnut, and will mento, the capital of the state, the Bible is read in one of the main thoroughfares of the city. TllE
occupy it for regular Sunday evening meetings. The the schools by order of the board of education. TRUTH SEEKER is exhibited "as large as life," and ~
exercises at these meetings will consist of a lecture, oc- This is an outrage. An effort will qe made to bring tracts a great deal of attention. About half a dozen
cupying about one hour, followed by criticism and dis- this matter before the courts of the state. Un- copies are in front of his es.t.ablishment, with the
cussi~n. The following are the lecturers and their sub- doubteclly Bible-reading in the public schools is illustrations in full view of the passer-by. The
comments made from day to day are numerous and
j~cts for the remainder of January: January 17th-C. P. contrary to the constitution of California.
Spaulding, " Evolution and Progression;" January 24thAnother matter of great importance is appropri- suggestiv. Mr. Titus says that it is both amusing and
George Collins, "Buddha and Christ," with readings ations out of the state treasury for the support of instructiv to hoor what people say as they glance at
from Buddhist scriptures; January 31st-Prof. John E . sectarian institutions. This is done in California. the pictures, especially the orthodox crowd. A dis.Remsburg, of Kansas City, Mo., "The Sunday Ques- The Liberal tax-payer is compelled in this way to cussion is almost sure to take place, and of course
tion."
support the church, which, as Jefferson says, is these circles of agitation do great good. Mr. Titus
"wicked and tyrannical." The following instance keeps all sorts of Liberal books, and finds an inTHE Freethinkers of Portage county, 0., will hold a will illustrate the injustice of these appropriations. creasing sale. A news-stand of thi£ sort is one of
series of meetings in honor of Thos. Paine at the Opera There is an institution in San Francisco called the most effectiv means of advancing Freethought.
House, Kent, 0., beginning Sunday, Jan. 24, 292, at
"The Ladies' Relief Protectiv Society." According Mr. Titus has the com·a~~J of his convictions, and in
2 P.M. Program: Music, lectures, discussion, and
lifting of .the debt incurred in adding the last fifty vol- to its constitution it is an unsectarian association, this enterpri'se has made a bold innovation that
umes to our library. Brother Charlesworth generously and as such secures aid from the state treasury for promises success. Mr. Davis, his partner, is an old
set the ball rolling by giving his seJ:vices one evening-a the support of orphans,·to the extent of thousands newspaper man, and in every respect the business is
noble example to others who make a living or profit out of dollars a year. Within the last year an eminent skilfully conducted. ScieRtific bo~s, moderni'fiction,
of the spread of the Secular philosophy. It is hoped Spiritual lecturer, Mrs. Watson, desired to adopt a and the journals of the day are for sale. There
that om brethren within reach will help us by their pres- little child, six years of age. She offered to this ought to be a Liberal news-stand in every large city.
The meetings during the coming month at San
ence, and visiting friends will find a hearty welcome child, this "waif of humanity," a beautiful home,
with the members. By order of the ex. committee Kent an opportunity for education and the care and pro- Francisco prom:is well. The Paine otf,lbration and
Secular Union--Ira Marsh, Jos. Heighton, L. G. Reed, tection of a mother. This society refused to giv state convention will .go off with colo1·s flying, I all!
Geo. W. Andrews, M. H. Heighton ; H. W. Doncas-ter, Mrs. Watson the privilege of adopting this child, sure.
manager; M. Heighton, secretary.
on the ground that she would not promis to send
I am pleased with the work outli-ned by J. Henry
it regularly to an established Christian Protestant Schroeder, president of Oregon Secular Union.
J. E. REMSBURG is now on a tom East. He expects to church and Sunday-school. Here was a religious That is the right tll:\jog, and I hope the Oregon
giv from one to three lectures in each of the follow:ing test applied in the administration of a state insti- Liberals will cooperate readily with their president
towns: Highland, Til.; Grant Fork, ill.; Litchfield, ill.; tution. Here was a cruel act, worthy of the Dark in his admirable measures.
Raymond, Til. ; Gillespie, ill. ; Virden, ill. ; Lorain, ill. ; Ages. Nothing could be said against the character
Mr. William Paden, one of the oldest Liberals in
Sp1ing:field, ill. ; .Rock Island, ill.; Elwood, ill. ; Arrow- of Mrs. Watson; she is known and respected the city, died this week The funeral services were
smith, Til.; Minier, ill.; Ridge Farm, ill.; Roodhouse, throughout the state. She is a Spiritualist and a held at the home of his daughter. Although a Libill.; Pa1is, ill.; Olney, Til.; Centralia, ill.; Hillsboro, Til.;
Liberal, and therefore she is denied the possession eral for over fifty years, 3j!'ld devoted to the cause,
Strasburgh, ill.; DuQuoin, ill.; Rensellaer, Ind.; Fol't
Wayne, Ind.; Dillsboro, Ind.; Vevay, Ind.; Henderson, of this little child. The iron hand of ecclesiastical the services were conclueted by a minister. He did
Ky.; Clyde, 0.; Lexington, 0.; Alliance, 0.; Orangeville, barbarism is put upon this orphan, and to-day it is not say anything about hell-fire, but he spoke of
0.; Shreve, 0.; Farmda!e, 0.; McConnelsville, 0.; Sid- compelled to remain in the asylum and not per- our friend as a "disciple of Jesus," which was conney, 0.; Huntington, W.Va.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Butler, Pa.; ruitted to accept the generosity of the noble wo- trary to the fact. The principles tha.t animated
Russell, Pa.; Benton, Pa.; Newmanstown, Pa.; Norris- man. And this is in the state of California, in an the reformer were not remembered in his death.
town, Pa.; Knoxville, Pa.; Lockport, N. Y.; Ithaca; N. institution supported by all the taxpayers of Cali- Mr. Paden was eighty-two years of age, was born
Y.; Constantia, N. Y.; Saratoga, N. Y.; New Y9rk, N. Y.; fornia. It is an insult to the Spiritualists and in England and came to this country in 1845.
SAMUEL P. Pu~NA.M.
Lancaster, N. H. ; Lincoln, Me. ; Portland, Me. ; Boston, Liberals of this state. All are compelled to
support this institution, which for bigotry and
San Francisco, Jan. 2, 1892.
Mass.
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eomm~nio~tions.
Is the Union a Refuge for Crankism 1
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cause it distinctivly stands for, to invite and mingle
with Anarchists and Mormons, and all of the wildeyed cranks of this decade. A contact with such
' will :pe sure . to leave a taint that :Vill_ not easily be
eradicated, if such elements are mVIted to come
· t o I•t s t en t f or a 1ove-f eas t m
·
un d er I•t s :flag an d m
the name of the Secular Union. It cannot afford,
even by implication to giv credence to the vaga·
f D. C
d f Chi
. th " K
nes 0
I.
yru~
ee ' o
cago' . e
oreshen" new "messiah;" nor to Dr. Schwemfurth, the
"messiah " of Rockford, ill., and their " heavens "
with other men's wives and deluded women as com·
"
1 ,
·
1 di
d
pamo_n
ange s, nor to ,~ther new Y
s~overe.
and mcarnated " J esuses
that abound m thiS
age of fa~aticism, bigotry, and sup~r~tition. I
c~nnot believe that a ~an . of Mr. Waite s repu tatwn and rep~ted learmng ever made ~uch an anno~cement m the name of the _American Secular
Umon. He sur_ely had no authonty to do so.
Shawano, WM.,Dec. 26,1891.
W. S. WooD.

·
.t f
th Chi
I cu t. th e f oll OWing
announcemen
rom e
1' ·b
fD
b 15th
0
cago n une
ecem er
:
Anarchists, Nihilists, Mo;rmons, and all independent
thinkers and theorists who hav been formallY. shut out
from participatinO' in the World's Fair auxiliary congresses to be held in Chicago during the Columbian Expositioni v.:ffi be. asked to attend i:r;tdependent con~esses to
be he d m Chicago by the Amerwan Secular Umon.
C. B. Waite, president of the Union, addressed the
Chicago branch last night at No. 181 West Madison street,
and made the foregoing announcement.
I can hardly believe this to be true; but if it is,
as a Freethinker and Secularist of a radical type I
protest against it and deny the right of Mr. Waite
to thus use the Secular Union to divert it from its
true mission. To invite the association of professed
Anarchists, law-breakers, Mormonism, free lovers,
or cranky advocates of doubtful morality, under
A Letter From Mr. Heywood.
the auspices of the Secular Union, would at least
smirch its true character, and by inference connect
DEAR MR. MACDONALD : In a second letter from
it with all the wild theories of any cranks that my W ashingnon correspondent, he writes again, as
might put in an appearance under the banner of follows:
the Union. If the advocates of dynamite to overEXECUTIV MANSION, Nov. 19, 1891.
I see no reason for interfering with this sentence. That
throw civil order by mob-law, while the ballot-box
is the refuge of our republican form of government, there was a violation oflaw is clear, and the sentence is not
The prisoner maintains his right to do what
through which errors of government may be cor- extreme.
the law denominates crime, and none of the reasons sugrected, or the advocates of Mormonism, or free love, gesting a pardon are present. His health is referred to,
or the pope of Rome, who is seeking to destroy our but no sufficient evidence that it is in a failing condition
BENJ. HARRISON.
(Signed.)
common schools and usurp our republican form of is offered. Denied.
government, desire to hold a congFess during the
Since Nov. 2, 1877, fourteen years ago, the
Columbian Exposition, let them do it under their United States government, per the intermeddling
own banners ; but most surely, not under the nose of Tony Comstock, has tried to "edit " our
shelter of the American Secular Union. It cannot Princeton publications. In all the cases, of which
carry such a load of smirch and retain the respect this is the fifth, I hav been given to understand that
of true Americans. No possible good to the cause if I would accept " corrected copy " all would be
of taxing church property or any other plank in the easy. In the state case, before Judge Aldrich, DisNine Demands would come of such a congress of tr.ict--Attorney Blackmer said: "All I want is to hav
conglomeration as is proposed, that would not be the bu.siness of distributing such tracts and papers
far overcome by connecting or associating the dis- stopped ; if 1\fr. Heywood will agree to stop, and
tinctiv objects of the Secular Union with such a stop at once, that is the end of it" (Worcester
tower of Babel.
Gazette, Nov. 2, 1883).
The Union already has at least half a dozen more
Aldrich granted my motion for continuance, the
planks in its platform than it is profitable to press case went over (meanwhile God very kindly removed
to the front at present. If the whole energies of Blackmer, he died) av.d came up before Judge Pitthe Union could be concentrated upon the single man, May, 1884, who did not aspire or perspire to
demand for the taxation of church and parochial "edit" us, and so quashed the indictment. Presischool property, and against any use of public dent Harrison's offer to "edit" the Word is not
money, direct or indirect, for the support of churches accepted. The right to print and deliver (by mail
and sectarian education, there would be far better or otherwise) reform newspapers to regular subprogress toward eventually securing some of the scribers in these States (now temporarily abolished
other eight .Demands of Liberalism, which, as by the Republican party) is not to be surrendered
formulated, do not cover all the demands of a true by me at least. Neither in this case or any previous
Liberalism. But let that on.e Demand be fought for ones hav I ever signed a petition for "pardon ;"
and won and the balance would soon fall an easy Mr. Harrison's letters· should be sent not to me but
prey to justice and freedom; while at present they to the headquarters of remonstrance, E. B. Foote,
hang up as scarecrows to help defeat securing the Jr., secretary National Defense Association, 120
one most inlportant to enforce. 'By demanding Lexington avenue, N. Y., whence the petitions
the whole earth at once, it is easy to defeat getting. issued, and were ·signed by many good men and
a forty-acre homestead upon which to work for ad- women not quite ready to obey" spotting,"" decoy,"
ditional territory.
fraud, and violence as "law." Were Mr. Harrison
The justice ·of the single Demand for taxing all president of the :people, or even of a party, rather
private property equally, instead of exempting a por- than president of fraud and violence, as he is, he
tion and forcing other property to make up the would know (and hasten to act accordingly) that I
deficiency, is patent to very many in almost all the hav violated no law. 1\'Iy action was not only within
Protestant churches ; but some of the others as the Massachusetts Bill of Rights, but sanctioned
formulated to make up the Nine Demands of Lib- by the rulings of Devens, Nelson, Pitman, Paul,
eralism act as scarecrows to neutralize their activity Stearns-all expo11ents of law worth quoting-in
to secure what they know to be just in the one De- previous cases. Deacon Gregory, the Princeton
mand. They W<'luld willingly take the one, but to postmaster, ·said to L. V. Pinney, May 27, 1890:
ask them to swallow the whole compound decoction ·"My orders from Washington are, not to giv any
to secure the one they want is more than they opinion on matter offered by the Heywoods, until a
can stand, and hence they are neutral, idle converts. copy is deposited for mailing!" That is, citizens
This much as to individuals. And it is well known· are required to commit the offense in even trying to
that the Adventists, now a large and growing and find out what is mailable ! Mr. Pinney said, "I
influential denomination, are advocates of this one can't walk into that trap," and hence, of course,
plank: It is also well known that the large ortho- could not continue to assist us in the publishdox Baptist church favors church taxation as a ing business ; so my family, by the murderous,
principle of justice. In fact, on several different utterly illegal "order," hav. been robbed not only
occasions it has made a clear utterance for this of my presence and services but of their main
principle. But while half a dozen other planks means of subsistence now nineteen months. For
which they are not quite strong enough to indorse weeks Deacon Gregory had been lying to us. He
stare them in the face, it is not reasonable to ex- received papers, charged . postage, and thereby
pect cordial and activ cooperation with the Union. agreed to forward them, but did not forward them.
So also a very large number outside of all Mr. Harrison either can not or will not look at the
churches, but leaning upon them for popularity, facts of the case; as I told the court: "It will
favor taxation, but are not self-reliant enough to ultinlately be seen that I am the only person in this
openly bear the taint of Liberalism toward which amazing transaction who has not violated law." As
so many are gradually but surely drifting. Hence to whether the sentence is "extreme," it is the
they remain a virtually negativ force, while the severest, with one exception, that has been imposed
Nine Demands are all kept to the front to invite op- on any person in twenty years. As to" health," the
position to the all-important one, which so many president, like Inquisition doctors, stands by, watch
evidently favor.
·
in hand, to see how much torture a man can
When Gettysburg and Antietam are won, the bear and not die-torture ·for doing his duty too
final victory is virtually won.
well for personal or family comfort !
Will not Secularists think of these things and
A Worcester man robbed a bank in Dakota of
conclude to accept a slice to giv them strength to $25,000; Senator Hoar signed the petition for his
secure a whole loaf~
pardon, and Mr. Harrison released him at once.
It wlll be no credit to the Secular Union nor the Hon. John E. Russell, of Leicester, wrote me last

T

winter, "It is a mean fear of the Comstock organization that keeps you in prison ; only two or three
more names were needed on the petition to hav released you long ago." The Worcester Spy, August
8th, said, "Large numbers of influential people hav
signed the petition, but it lacks the names of influential local persons, because Mr. Heywood will
not "-promis to be good. These local persons, responsible, as the Spy says, for the continuance of
this great wrong, are, curiously enough, two Republican relations of mine; viz., Senator Hoar, a distant cousin, and my rich brother, S. R. Heywood,
who foreclosed a mortgage and put my family on the
street in 1878, and pursued us by suits and executions ten years; it is these two men, who conspired
with Comstock and Deacon Gregory, who rejoice in
their cruel power to inflict suffering, and stand
coolly by and say to Judge Carpenter, "Sock it to
him, your honor." It il!ln,all for morality's sake,
Christ's sake, and the votes,tt fetches. But, whether
I physically survive this or not, ..there is a day after
to-day, and the people will erelong hav nothing
but execration for power to do wrong now called
"law."
As to censorship, I want light relativ to how and
by whom it is done in Boston. In a resolution preViously written for the meeting in Paine Hall, No:vember 15th, it was stated that the Anarchists
!' were guilty of no overt act against life or property."
In the resolutions as offered by Mr. Tucker, and
printed in Liberty, the word "property" is omitted.
In 1887 Mr. Tucker printed the falsehood that the
Anarchists had "invaded life and property;". he
p.ow, by implication, repeats one-half of that lie, by
voice and type. Can you tell me who expurgated
and thereby faJsified that resolution? A. H. Simpson and Carl Freide were prominent in the doings
of that meeting ; are they so far gone in " philosophical Anarchism" that they cannot tell the truth
·about the Chicago martyrs? You see I am "in
pursuit of knowledge under difficulties." Again, all
the talk was about cases years ago, and one thousand
:miles away; not a word for liberty suppressed in
;Boston and New York to-day; rather it is Chase'ville, not Boston, a suburb of Comstockville, once
known as New York; and yet John Most, greater
than Lafayette, braver than Kosciusko, is in prison
tor free speech! When Phillips and Pillsbury
spoke local, present wrong was denounced; we got
the la'test news in their eloquent wrath.
When Jefl"erson was inaugurated president in
1801 he spoke as a plain citizen saying, "We are
all republicans and all democrats; it is for me to
assure liberty to all.'' His life, as written by James
Parton, shows intelligence, sight and strength to
do right. Ingersoll says, " Men are rightly judged
by the use they make of their power." Mr. Ran-ison makes history and cannot escape his record ;
as for myself, I hav no words to unsay or steps to
retrace. Citizenship implies life, nerve to insist
that others suffer no detriment; those who silently
acquiesce in wrong show loss of faith, and even of
the consciousness of their own perfidy. Thanks
that so many are insurgent, that mcJ're and more
women revolt. Activ love of truth, hot wrath, will
burn up the cobweb statutes in which big bottle
spiders, the president, the senator, now fatten on
the life of innocent, useful persons.
EzRA H. HEYWOOD.
State Prison, P. 0. Box 1,001, Charlestown, Mass.,
Nov. 29, Y.L 19.'

Ingersoll Appears As a Prophet.
The New York Herald says that from time immemorial prophecy, though often unheeded, has
alway~ been harkened to, and the religious, political, and weather prophets hav been the seers in
most constant popular demand. Accordingly that
paper has collected prophecies on these matters
by some eminent men, among the rest one by
Colonel Ingersoll on religion. The paper says :
"There is one big law office in New York where the
clerks do not appear to be in a state between suspense and suspension like a condemned m-iminal or
a prankish college student. This is the office
illumined by the ready smile of the big smooth
face of Col. R. G. Ingersoll. It is at No. 45 Wall
street, and there Colonel Ingersoll put himself on
the witness-stand and thus prophesied to his stenographer, who laughed as he noted the colonel's
deep-throated deliberate sentences.
Those who
believe that the edges of the popular Freethinker's
heterodoxy hav been blunted by time or contact
with the great minds of orthodoxy in magazine
conflicts are advised to read the prophecy upside
.down." The interview then follows, thus:
QuESTION-What is your prophecy as to the result. of the conflict between heresy and orthodoxy
in 1892?
ANSWER..:..,..Of course there has been a conflict between orthodoxy and heresy for many centuries.
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In all Christian lands, so called, there hav always
been a few whose reason was too great or too clear
to be entirely extinguished by the authority of the
church. I say "a few," because during many centuries an overwhelming majority hav been absolutely orthodox-that is to say, they hav accepted
and believed without question.
At that time people were equally ignorant on
nearly all subjects, and their ideas on all subjects
were what might be called in happy accord. Their
geology and astronomy were just as ignorant as
their religion.
Slowly, painfully, meri found out a few facts in
nature, and after a time enough of these facts were
gotten together to substantiate a theory in conflict
with orthodox religion. Some men refused to believe (after they found the size of the earth and the
velocity with which it moves) that it had been
stopped in its rotary motion for twenty-four hours
to giv General Joshua time to kill a few Amalekites,
or some other ites ; or that the earth had not only
been stopped, but had actually been turned back,
to convince a Jewish king that he was not going
to die of a tumor. So, after a few centuries the
immensity of the universe began to be comprehended, and then it looked hardly reasonable that
the creator of such a universe should hav tried to
get even with an Egyptian king by covering him·
with lice. To many quite reasonable people this
seemed absurq., and it also seemed past belief that
the creator of all the stars should hav miraculously
preserved the knees and elbows-to say nothing· of
the shoes-of the clothes worn by the Israelites for
forty years in the wilderness so that not a knee got
shiny and all the elbows came to the promised
land without a hole.
Gradually and very gradually people began to
think. Of course the church, being very powerful, was very arrogant, and at first these thinkers
were answered with blows, or with chains, or with
fagots, and these answers were for many centuries·
quite sufficient. But in spite of the methods used
by those who loved their enemies the number of
doubters increased and they hav kept increasing
year after year until now. The church kept dividing, first you may say, into Catholic and Protestant,
then subdividing into all kinds of Methodists and
Baptists and Presbyterians, and again subdividing
into Unitarians and Universalists, until now
nearly every Christian is called a heretic by some
other Christian, and that other Christian gets his
revenge by calling all the rest heretics.
The beauty of. it all is that now the church can
do but little in addition to calling names. . There
was a time when the charge of heresy meant persecution to the death-when it meant a public execu. tion, imprisonment for life, the confiscation of all
property. It meant that the wife should be left a
widow, that the children should be left orphans not
only, but should be left to starve as the tainted
children of a burnt heretic. The time was when
the church went so far as to dig up bodies and try the
dead for heresy, and upon conviction take property
from the grandchildren of the corpse and giv it to
the saints. Now, ·as men advance in science, as
they know more about astronomy and geology and
chemistry, they use this information or this knowledge for the purpose of correcting or changing their
• . religious creeds. As they become acquainted with
the creeds of other nations they find that their own
religion is substantiated by the same kind of foolish miracles, by the testimony of the same unknown
witnesses, and in about the same way. Da,y by day
men are losing confidence in the mimculous and gaining confidence in human reason, in human effort, in
human accomplishment. So, day by day, they are
turning. their attention to this "world instead of
another. ~hey know now that when any plague
strikes the earth it is not a judgment of God, but a
natural result of conditions. They know it is altogether better to wash than to pray-that there is
more salvation in cleanliness than in godliness. They
are beginning to learn that if the earth is to be
made better, man must do it; if the poor are to be
taken care of, if the innocent are to be protected, it
must all be the work of man. Consequently, heresy
so called-and by heresy I mean being true to
yourself-is growing· day by day and year by year.
I do not believe the world will go backward in
1892. Of course, if there should be a good many
earthquakes, or if there should be some frightful
plague, undoubtedly the ignorant would rush back
to the church, to the priest, for protection-would
fall upon their knees and pray to the deaf heavens,
as they always hav done. But I think the time will
come when men will know that the gods hav nothing
to do even with earthquakes, nothing to do with the
storm or the :flood, and that all the time spent in
asking for their assistance is wasted.
In other words, I believe that more and more
man will rely on his reason, more and more on what
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h~ can do ~imself, and less and less on supernatural of thought has advanced so far.
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I regret exceedingly that there is not an absolute foundation for.
his remark. I am indeed sorry that it is possible
in this world of ours for any human being to make
a living out of the ignorance and fear of his fellowmen. Still, it givs me great hope for the fu~ure to
read, even in this ignorant present, that there is
one man, and that man my-self, who advocates hu-·
man liberty-the absolute enfranchisement of the
soul-and does it "for revenue "-because this
charge is such a splendid compliment to.my fellowmen.
IN HARMONY WITH THE AGE.
Possibly the remarks of the Rev. Mr. King will be
gratifying to the Telegram and will satisfy that
brave and progressiv sheet that it is in harmony
with the intelligence of the age.
My opinion is that the Telegram will receive the
praise of enlightened and generous people.
Personally, I judge a man not so much by his
theories as by his practice, and I would much
rather meet on the desert-were I about to perish
for want of water-a Mohammedan who would giv
me a drink than a Christian who would not; beColonel Ingersoll to the Rev. Mr. King.
cause, after all is said and done, we are compelled
From the Evening Telegram.
To THE EDITOR oF THE EvENING TELEGRAM : The to judge people by their actions.
I do not know what takes place in the invisible.
Rev. James M. King-who seems to hav taken this
occasion to become known-finds fault because world called the brain, inhabited by the invisible
"blasphemous utterances concerning Christmas" something called the mind. All that takes place
were published in the Telegram, and were allowed there is invisible and soundless. This mind, hidden
"to greet the eyes o~ innocent children and pure in this brain, masked by flesh, remains forever unwomen."
seen, and the only evidence we can possibly hav as
How is it possible to blaspheme a day~ One day to what occurs in that world we obtain from the
is not, in and of itself, holier than ano~her-that is actions of the man, of the woman. By these actions
to say, two equal spaces of time are substantially we judge of the character, of the soul. So I make
~;tlike. We call a day "good" or "bad," aecording up my mind as to whether a man is good or bad,
to what happens in the day. A day filled with hap- not by his theories, but by his actions.
WHAT IS BLASPHEMY?
piness, with kind words, with noble deeds, is a good
Under no circumstances can the expression of an
day. A day filled with misfortunes and anger and
misery we call a bad day. But how is it possible to honest opinion, couched in· becoming language,
blaspheme a day?
amount to blasphemy. And right here it may be
A man may, or may not, believe that Christ was well enough to inquire:-What is blasphemy?
A man who knowingly assaults the true, who
born on the 25th of December, and yet he may fill
that day, so far as he is concerned, with good knowingly endeavors to stain the pure, who knowthoughts, and words, and deeds. Another may ingly maligns the good and noble, is a blasphemer.
really believe that Christ was born on that day, A man who deserts the truth because it is unpopand yet do his worst to make all his friends un- ular, is a blasphemer. He who runs with the
happy. But how can the rights of what are called hounds knowing that the hare is in the right, is a
" cle~n families " be violated by reading the honest blasphemer.
In the soul of every man, or in the temple inhabopinions of others as to whether Christmas is kept
in honor of the birth of Christ, or in honor of the ited by the soul, there is one niche in which can be
triumph. of the sun over the hosts of darkness ~ found the statue of the ideal. In the presence of
Are Christian families so weak intellectually that this Htatue, the good mnn worships-the bad man
they cannot bear to hear the other side ~ Or is blasphemes-thnt iH to say, he is not true to the
their case so weak that the slightest evidence over- ideal.
A man who slnnders a pure woman or an honest
throws it? Why do all these ministers insist that
it is ill-bred to even raise a question as to the truth man, is a blai:iphemer. So, too, a man who does not
of the improbable, or as to the improbability of the giv the honeHt transc1"ipt of his mind, is a blasphemer.
If a man really thinks the character of Jehovah,
impossible?
A minister says to me that I am going to hell- as portrayed in the Old Testament, is good, and he
that I am bound to be punished forever and ever- denounces Jehovah as bad, he is 11 blasphemer. . If
and thereupon I say to him: "There is no hell; he really believeH that the chamcter of Jehovah, as
you are mistaken ; your Bible is not inspired ; no portrayed in the Old Testament, is bad, and he prohuman being is to suffer agony forever;" and there- nounces it good, he is a blasphemer and a coward.
All laws against "blasphemy" hav been pnssed
upon, with an injured look, he asks me this question : " Why do you hurt my feelings?" It does by the numerically strong and the intellectually
not occur to him that I hav the slightest right to weak. These laws hav been passed by those who,
finding no help in logic, appealed to the legiRlnture.
object to his sentence of eternal grief.
Back of all this superstition you will find some
MANY THOUSANDS DIFFEH.
Does the gentleman imagin that true men and self-interest. I do not say that thiH is true in every
pure women cannot differ from him ? There are case, but I do say that if priests had not been fond
many thousands of people who love. and honor the of mutton, lambs would never hav been sacrificed to
memory of Jesus Christ who yet hav not the slight- God. Nothing waH ever cnrried to the temple th11t
est belief in his divine origin, and who do not for the priest could not use, and it always so happened
one moment imagin that he was other than a good that God "\Vanted what hiH agents liked.
"REVENUE" AND RELIGION.
and heroic man. And there are thousands of peoNow I will not say that all priests hav been
ple who admire the character of Jesus Christ who
do not believe that he ever existed-who admire priests "for revenue only," but I must say that the
the character of Christ as they admire Imogen, or history of the world tends to show that the sacerPerdita, not believing that any of the characters dotal class prefer revenue without religion, to
mentioned aCtually lived.
religion without revenue.
I am much obliged to the Rev. Mr. King for
And it may be well enough here to state that no
human being hates any really g·ood man or good admitting that an Infidel hns a 1"ight to publish his
woman-that is, no human being hates a man views at hil-l own expense, and with the utmost
known to he good-a woman known to be pure and cheerfulness I accord that right to a Christian.
The only thing I hav ever objected to is the publigood. No human being hates a lovable character.
It is perfectly easy for anyone with the slighteHt cation of his views at the expense of others.
I cannot admit, however, tht1t the ideas contained
imagination to· understand how other people differ
from him. I do not attribute a bad motiv to a man in what is known as the Christmas Sermon are
simply because he disagrees with me. I do not say "revolting to a vast majority of the people who giv
that a man is a Cillistian, or a Mohammedan, "for character to the community in which we liv." .I
revenue only." I do not say that a man joins the suppose that a very large majority of men. and
Demoeratic party simply for office, or that he women who disagree with me are perfectly satisfied
marches with the Republicans simply for position. that I hav the right to clisagree with them, and
I am willing to hear his reasons-with his motivs I that I do not clisagr.ee with them to any grea~er
degree than they disagree with me. And I_ also
hav riothing to do.
Mr. King imagins that I hav denounced Chris- imagin that a very large majority of inte~gent
tianity "for revenue only." Is he willing to admit people are perfectly willing to hear the other s1de.
OPINIONS NOT EXOTICS.
that we hav drifted so far from orthodox reiigion
I do not regard religious opinions, or political
that the way to make money is to denounce Chi"istianity~ I can hardly believe, for joy, that liberty opinions, as exotics that hav to be kept under gla~l;!,
a1d. I believe that heresy is going on increasing
day by day until no man can make a living in the
supernatural business-when nobody will submit
to the payment of toll on a highway that is supposed to lead to another world-that the time is
coming when every man will do his own guessing
for himself. I do not mean by this that churches
are to be thrown down or that preachers are to be
persecuted-they are to be outgrown, and in time
the places of church and priest will· be taken by
school and teacher.
Now, unless the whole world is going backward,
the year 1892 will see a greater growth of heresy
than any other year has seen.
And so I say to the world, "A happy new year"
-a year with more intelligence, less superstition;
with more reason, less authority; with more happiness and less fear, than any other year has known.
Orthodoxy is decay, heresy is growth. Orthod<;>xy
is the dead leaf, heresy is the bud. Heresy is the
eternal dawn.
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protected from the frosts of common sense, or the
Let us be good-·natured. Let us hav respect for of friendship to a man who denied the truth of its creed.
tyrannous north wind of logic. Such plants are the rights of each other.
There is in the church no spirit-no ·climate of
hardly worth preserving. They certainly ought to
The course pursued by the Telegram is worthy compromise. In the nature of things there can be
be hardy enough to stand the climate of free dis- Jf all praise. It has not only been just to both none, because the church claims that it is absolutely
cussion, and, if they cannot, the sooner they die the .;ides, but it has been-as is its custom-true to right-that there is only one road leading to heaven.
the public.
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
better.
It demands unconditional surrender. It will not
I do not think there was anything blasphemous
bear contradiction. It claims to hav the absolute
or impure in the words published by the 'l'elegram.
From the Evening Telegram of Jannm"lf 9th.
truth. For these reasons it cannot consistently
The most that can possibly be said against them,
To THE EDITOR oF THE EvENING TELEGRAM: 'Some compromise, any more than a mathematician could
calculated to excite the prejudice of Christians, is of the gentlemen who hav given their ideas through change the multiplication table to meet the views
that they were true-that they cannot be answered the columns of the 'l'elegram hav wandered fl'om of some one who should deny that five times five
the subject under discussion. It may be well are twenty-five.
except by abuse.
It is not possible, in this day and generation, to enough to state what is really in dispute.
The church does not giv its opinion-it claims to
stay the rising flood of intellectual freedom by
I was called to account for having stated that know-it demands belief. Honest, industry, generkeeping the names of thinkers out of print. The Christianity did not bring "tidings of great joy," osity, count for nothing in the absence of belief. It
church has had the field for eighteen hunill·ed years. but a message of eternal grief-that it filled the fut- has taught, and still teaches, that no man can reach
For most of this time it has held the sword and ure with fear and flame-made God the keeper of heaven simply through good and honest deeds. It
purse of the world. For many centuries it con- an eternal penitentiary, in which most of the chil- believes and teaches that the man who relies upon
troled colleges and universities and schools. It dren of men were to be imprisoned forever, and himself will be eternally punished-and why should
had within its gift wealth and honor. It held the that, not satisfied with that, it had deprived God of the church forgiv a man whom it thinks its God is
keys, so far as this world is concerned, of heaven the pardoning power.
waiting somewhat impatiently to damn!
and hell-that is to say, of prosperity and misfortune.
These statements were called "mountainous lies"
The Rev. Mr:Peters asks-and probably honestly
It pursued its enemies even to the grave. It by the Rev. Dr. Buckley, and, because the Telegram thinks that the questions are pertinent to the issues
reddened the scaffold with the best blood, and kept had published the " Christmas Sermon" containing involved-" What has Infidelity done for the
the sword of persecution wet for many centuries. these statements, he insisted that such a paper world? ·what colleges, hospitals, and schools has
Thousands and thousands hav died in its dungeons. should not be allowed in the families of Christians, it founded? What has it done for the elevation of
Millions of reputations hav been blasted by its or of Jews-in other words, that the Telegram public morals?" And he inquires what science, or
slanders. It has made millions of widows and should be punished, and that good people should art, has been originated by Infidelity. He asks how
orphans, and it has not only ruled this world, but it refuse to allow that sheet to come into their homes. many slaves it has liberated, how many inebriates it
has pretended to hold the keys of eternity, and
It will probably be ·admitted by all fair-minded has reclaimed, how many fallen women it has
under this pretense it has sentenced countless mill- people that, if the orthodox creeds be true, then restored, and what it did for the relief of the
ions to eternal flames.
Christianity was, and is, the bearer of a message of wounded and dying soldiers; and concludes by askAt last the spirit of independence rose against eternal grief, and a large majority of the human race ing what life it ever assisted to higher holiness, and
its monstrous assumptions. It has been growing are to become eternal convicts, and God has deprived what death it has ever cheered.
somewhat weaker. It has been for many years himself of the pardoning power. According to those
Although these questions hav nothing whatever
gradually losing its power. The sword of the state creeds, no word of mercy to any of the lost can ever to do with the matters under discussion, still it may
belongs now to the people. The partnership be- fall from the lips of the Infinit.
.
be well enough to answer them.
tween altar and throne has in many countries been
The Universalists deny that such was, or is, the
It is cheerfully admitted . that hospitals and
dissolved. The adulterous marriage of church and real message of Cm'istianity. They insist that all asylums hav been built by Ch1'istians in Christian
state has ceased to exist. Men are beginning to are finally to be saved. If that doctrin be true, countries, and it is also admitted that hospitals and
express their honest thoughts. In the arena where then I admit that Christianity came with "tidings asylums hav been built in countries not Christian;
speech is free superstition is driven to the wall. of great joy."
that there were such institutions in China thousands
Man relies more and more on the facts in nature,
Personally I hav no quarrel with the Universalist of years before Christ was born, and that many
and the real priest is the interpreter of nature. church. I hav ;no quarrel with any creed that ex- centuries before the establishment of any orthodox
The pulpit is losing its power. In a little while presses hope for all of the human race. I find fault· church there were asylums on the banks of the Nile
religion will take its place with astrology, with the with no one for filling the future with joy-for -asylums for the old, the poor, the infirm, asylums
black art, and its ministers will take rank with dreaming splendid dreams and for uttering splendid for the blind and for the insane, and that the
magicians and sleight-of-hand performers.
prophecies. I do not object to Christianity because Egyptians, even of those days, endeavored to cure
REV. MR. DIXON'S LETTER.
·it promises heaven to a few, but because it threat- insanity with kindness and affection. The same is
With regard to the letter of the Rev. Thomas ens the many with perdition.
true of India and probably of most ancient nations.
Dixon, Jr., I hav but little to say.
It does not seem possible to me that a God who
There has always been more or less humanity in
I am glad that he believes in a free platform and loved men to that degree that he died that they man-more or less goodness in the human heart.
a free press-that he, like Lucretia Mott, believes might be saved abandons his children the moment So far as we know, mothers hav always loved their
in "truth for authority, and not authority for they are dead.
It seems to me that an infinit God children. There must hav always been more good
truth." At the same time, I do not see how the might do something for a soul after it has reached than evil, otherwise the human race would hav
fact that I am not a scientist has the slightest the other world.
perished. The best things in the Christian religion
bearing upon the question-but if there is any fact
Is it possible that infinit wisdom can do no more came from the heart of man. Pagan lips uttered the
that I hav avoided or misstated, then I wish that than is done for a majority of souls in this world? sublimest of truths, and all ages hav been redeemed
fact to be pointed out. Think of the millions born in ignorance and filth, by honesty, heroism, and love.
When we take into consideration the fact that the raised in poverty and crime. Think of the millions
But let me answer these questions in their order.
First : As to the schools.
Rev. Mr. Dixon is a minister and believes that he is who are only partially developed in this world.
called upon to deliver to the people a divine message, Think of the weakness of the will, of the power of
It is most cheerfully admitted that the Catholics
I do not wonder that he makes the following asser- passion. Think of the temptations innumerable. hav always been in favor of education-that is to
tion: "If God could choose Balaam's ass to speak a Think, too, of the tyranny of man, of the arrogance say, of education enough to make a Catholic out of
divine message, I do not see why he could not utilize of wealth and position, of the sufferings of the weak a heathen. It is also admitted that Protestants hav
the colonel." It is natural for a man to justify him- -and can we then say that an infinit God has done, always been in favor of enough education to make
self and to defend his own occupation. Mr. Dixon, in this world, all that could be done for the salva- a Protestant out of a Catholic. Many schools and
however, will remember that the ass was much su- tion of his children? Is it not barely possible that many eolleges hav been established for the spread
perior to the prophet of God, and that the argu- something may be done in another world? Is there of what is called the gospel, and for the education
ment was all on the side of the ass. And, further- nothing left for God to do for a poor, ignorant, of the clergy.
Presbyte1'ians hav founded schools
more, that the spiritual discernment of the ass far criminal human soul after it leaves this world? for the benefit of their creed. The Methodists hav
exceeded that of the prophet. It was the ass who Can God do nothing except to pronounce the sen- established colleges for the purpose of making
Methodists. The same is true of nearly all the
saw the angel when the prophet's eye was dim. I tence of eternal pain?
suggest to the Rev. Mr. Dixon that he read the
I insist that, if .the orthodox creed be true, Ch1'is- sects. As a matter of fact, these schools hav in
account once more and he will find:
tianity did not come with "tidings of great joy," many important directions hindered rather than
First, T:»:at the ass first saw the angel of the but that its message was, and is, one of eternal helped the· cause of real education. The pupils
Lord; second, that the prophet Balaam was cruel, grief.
were not taught to investigate for themselvs. They
unreasonable, and brutal; third, that the prophet
If the orthodox creed be true, the universe is a were not allowed to think. They were told that
so lost his temper that he wanted to kill the inno- vast blunder-an infinit crime. Better, a thousand thought is dangerous.
They were stuffed and
cent ass, and the ass, not losing her temper, rea- times, that every pulse of life should cease-better crammed. with creeds-with the ideas of others.
soned with the prophet and demonstrated, not only that all the Gods should fall palsied from their Their credulity was applauded, and their curiosty
her intellectual but her moral superiority. In addi- thrones, than that the creed of Christendom should condemned. If all the people had been educated
tion to all this the angel of the Lord had to open be true.
in these sectarian schools, all the people would hav
the eyes of the prophet-in other words, had to
All Christians should remember that facts are not been far more ignorant than they are.
These
work a miracle, in order to make the prophet equal sectarian, and that the sciences are not bound by schools hav been, and most of them still are, the
to the ass, and not only so, but rebuked him for the creeds. We should remember that there are enemies of higher education, and just to the extent
his cruelty. And this same . angel admitted that no such things as Methodist mathematics, or Baptist that they are under the control of theologians they
without any miracle whatever the ass saw him, the botany, or Catholic chemistry. The sciences are are hindrances, and just to the extent that they
hav become secularized, they hav been and are a
angel-showing the spiritual discernment of the secular.
The Rev. Mr. Peters seems to hav mistaken the benefit.
ass in those days was far superior to that of the
issues-and yet, in some things, I agree with him.
Our public school system is not Ch1'istian. It is
prophet.
I regret that the Rev. Mr. King loses his temper, He is certainly right when he says that Mr. Buck- secular. Yet I admit that it never could hav been
ley's cry to boycott the Telegram is "unmanly and established without the assistance of Cm·istians-,-and that the Rev. Mr. Dixon is not quite polite.
All of us should remember that passion clouds un-American," but I am not certain that he is right neither could it hav been supported without the assistance of others. But such is the value placed
the judgment, and that he who seeks for victory when he says that it is un-Ch1'istian.
loses sight of the cause.
The church has not been in the habit of pursuing upon education, that people of nearly all denominaAnd there is another thing :-He who has abso- enemies with kind words and charitable deeds. To tions and of nearly all religions, and of nearly all
lute confidence in the justice of his position can af- tell the truth, it has always been rather relentless. opinions, for the most part agree that the children
ford to be good-natured. Strength is the founda- It has preached forgivness, but it has never for- of a nation should be educated by the nation.
tion of kindness; weakness is often malignant, and, given. There is in the history of Christendom no Some religious people are opposed to these schools
when argument fails, passion comes to the rescue. instance where the church has extended the hand because they are not religious-because they do not
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teach some creed-but a large majority of the peo- for the_ guilty, that cannot by any possibility justify
ple stand by the public schools as they are. These ~h~ gmlty. The reason a thing is wrong is because
schools are growing better and better, simply be- 1t, m some way, causes the innocent to suffer. This
cause they are growing less and less theological, being the very essence of wrong, how can the sufmore and more secular.
fering of innocence justify the guilty? If there be
Infidelity, or Agnosticism, or Freethought, has a world of joy, he who is worthy to enter that world
insisted that only that should be taught in schools must be willing to carry his own burdens in this.
which somebody knows, or has good reason to believe.
So much for morality.
The greatest professors in our colleges to-day are
Third-as to science and art.
those who hav the least confidence in the superI do not believe that we are indebted to Chrisnatural, and the schools that stand highest in the tianityfor any science. I do not remember that one
estimation of the most intelligent are those that science is mentioned in the New Testament. There
hav drifted farthest from the orthodox creeds. is not one word, so far as I remember, about educn,Freethought has always been, and ever must be, tion-nothing about any science, nothing about art.
the friend of education. Without free thought The writers of the New Testament seem to hn,v
there can be no such thing-in the highest sense- thought that the world was about coming to an
as a school. Unless the mind is free, there are no end. 'l'his world was to be sacrificed absolutely to
teachers, and there are_p.oi,mmils, in any just and the next. The affairs of this life were not worth
splendid sense.
"'; r ,,;, . ", , , .
speaking of. All people were exhorted to prepare at
The church has bf!f1:ii-,r aff,d 1},ltill is, the enemy of once for the other life.
education, because it'.f!lJ.!'l.~!'lP. in favor of intellectThe sciences hav advanced in the proportion that
ual slavery, and the theological schools hav been they did not interfere with orthodox theology. To
what might be called the deformitories of the hu- theextent that they were supposed to interferewith
man mind.
·
theology they hav been obstructed and denounced.
For instance : A man is graduated from an ortho- Astronomy was found to be inconsistent with the
dox university. In this university he has studied scriptures, and the astronomers were imprisoned
astronomy, and yet he believes that Joshua stopped and despised. Geology contradicted the Mosaic acthe sun. He has studied geology, and yet he as- colmt, and the geologists were denounced and perserts the truth of the Mosaic cosmogony. He has secuted. Every step taken in astronomy was taken
studied chemistry, and yet believes that water was in spite of the church, and every fact in geology
turned into wine. He has been taught the ordinary had to fight its way. The same is true as to the
theory of cause and effect, and at the same time he science of medicin. The church wished to cure
thoroughly believes in the miraculous multiplica- disease by necromancy, by charm and prayer, and
tion of loaves and fishes. Can such an institution, with the bones of the saints. The church wished
with any propriety, be called a seat of learning? man to rely entirely upon God-that is to say, upon
Can we not say of such a university what Bruno the church-and not upon himself.
The physician
said of Oxfol:d : " Learning is dead and Oxford is interfered with" the power and prosperity of the
its widow?"
priest, and those who appealed to physicians were
Year after year the rel_ig·ious colleges are improv- denounced as lacking faith in God. This state of
ing-simply because they are becoming more and things existed even in Old Testament times. A
more secular, less and less theological. Whether king failed to send for the prophets, but sent for a
Infidelity has founded universities or not, it can physician, and then comes this piece of grim humor:
truthfully be said that the spirit of investigation, "And Asa slept with his fathers."
the spirit of free thought, the attitude of mental inThe great names in science are not those of recdependence, contended for by those who are called ognized saints.
Infidels, hav made schools useful instead of hurtful.
Bruno, one of the greatest and bravest of menCan it be shown that any Infidel has ever raised greatest of all martyrs-perished at the stake, behis voice against education'? Can there be found cause he insisted on the existence of other worlds
in the literature of free thought one line against and taught the astronomy of Galileo.
the enlightenment of the hmnan race? Has free
Humboldt-in some respects the wisest man
thought ever endeavored to hide, or distort a fact? known to the scientific world-denied the existence
Has it not always appealed to the senses-to dem- of the supernatural and "the truths of revealed reonstration? It has not said: "He that hath ears ligion," and yet he revolutionized the thought of his
to hear, let him hear;" but it has said: He that day and left a legacy o£ intellectual glory to the race.
hath brains to think, let him think.
Darwin-greatest of scientists-so great, that
The object of a school should be to ascertain our time will probably be known as "Darwin's
truth in every direction, to the end that man may Century," had not the slightest confidence in any
know the conditions of happiness-and every school possible phase of the so-called supernatural. This
should be absolutely free. No teacher should be great man left the creed of Christendom without
bound by anything except a perceived fact. He a foundation. He brought as witnesses against
should not be the slave of a creed, engaged in the the inspiration of the scriptures such a multitude
business of enslaving others.
of facts, such an overwhelming amount of testimony,
So much for schools.
that it seems impossible to me that any unprejudiced
Sec0nd: As to public morals.
man can, after hearing the testimony, remain a believer
Christianity teaches that all offenses can be for- in evangelical religion. He accomplished more than
given. Every church unconsciously allows people all the schools, colleges, and universities that
to commit crimes on a credit. I do not · mean by Christianity has founded. He revolutionized the
this that any church consciously advocates immoral- philosophy of the civilized world.
. ity. I most cheerfully admit that thousands and
The writers who hav done most for science hav
thousands of ministers are endeavoring to do good been the most bitterly opposed by the church.
-that they are pure, self-denying men, trying to There is hardly a valuable book in the libraries of
make this world better. But there is a frightful the world that cannot be found on the "Index
defect in their philosophy. They say to the bank Expurgatorius." Kant and Fichte and Spinoza were
cashier: "You must not steal, you must not take a far above and beyond the orthodox world. Voltaire
dollar-larceny is wrong, it _is contrary to all law, did more for freedom than any other man, and yet the
human and divine-but if you do steal every cent church denounced him with a fury amounting to
in the bank, God will as gladly, quickly forgiv you insanity-called him an Atheist, although he
in Canada as he will in the United Sates." On the believed not only in God, but in special providence.
other hand, what is called Infidelity says: There is He was opposed to the church-that is to say,
no being in the universe who rewards, and there is opposed to slavery, and for that reason he was
no being who punishes-every act has its conse- despised.
quences. If the act is good, the consequences are
And what shall I say of D'Holbach, of Hume, of
good; if the act is bad, the con·sequences are bad; Buckle, of Draper, of Haeckel, of Buchner, of Tynand these consequences must be borne by the actor. dall, and Huxley, of Auguste Comte, and hundreds
It says to every hannn being: You must reap what of thousands of others who hav filled the scientific
you so>v. TlLc:Le is 110 reward, there is nopunish- world with light and the heart of man with love and
ment, but there are consequences, and these conse- kindness'?
quences are the invisible and implacable police of
It may be well enough, in regard to art, to say that
nature. They cannot be avoided. They·cannot be Christianity is indebted to Greece and Rome for
bribed. No power can awe them, and there is not its hio-hest conceptions, and it may be well to add
gold enough in the world to make them pause. that for many centuries Christianity did the best it
Even a God cannot induce them to release for one could to destroy the priceless marbles of Greece
instant their victim.
and Rome. A few were buried, and in that way
This great truth is, in my judgment, the gospel were saved from Christian fury.
The same is true of the literature of the classic
of morality. If all men knew that they must inevitably bear the conseq~1ences of their own actions world. A few fragments were rescued, and these
-if they absolutely knew that they could not injure became the ·seeds of modern literature. A few
another without injuring themselvs, the world, in statues were preserved, and they are to-clay models
for all the world.
my judgment, would be far'better than it is.
Of course it will be admitted that there is much
Free thought has attacked the morality of what
is called the atonement. The innocent should not art in Christian lands, because, in spite of the
liluffer for the guilty, and if the innocent does suffer creeds, Christians, so-called, hav turned their
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attention to this world. They hav beautified their
h·omes, they hav endeavored to clothe themselvs in
purple andfinelinen. :rlwyhavnotbeenforcedfrom
banquets, or from luxury, by the difficulty of camels
going through the eyes of needles, or the impossibility of carrying water to the rich man. They
hav cultivated this world, and the arts hav lived.
Did they obey the precepts that they find in their
sn,crecl writings, there would be no m·t, they would
"take no thought for the morrow," they would·
"consider the lilies of the field."
Fourth: As to the libemtion of slaves.
It wn,s exceedingly unfortunate for the Rev. Mr.
Peters that he spoke of slavery. The Bible upholds
human slavery-white slavery.
The Bible was
quoted by all slaveholders and slavetrade1's. The
man who went to Africa to steal women and chilch·en took the Bible with him. He planted himself
firmly on the word of God. As ·whittier says of
Whitfield:
He bade the slave ship speed from coast to· coast
Fanned by the wings of the Holy Ghost.
'
So, when the poor wretches were sold to the
pbnters, the planters defended their action by
ren,cling the Bible. \Vhcn a poor womn,n was sold,
her children torn from her breast, the auction-block
on which she stood was the Bible; the auctioneer
who sold her quoted tlw scriptures; the mn,n who
bought her repented the quotations, nnd the ministers from the pulpit said to the weeping woman, as
her child was carried awny: "Servants, be obedient
unto your masterc;."
Free thinkers in n,ll ages hnv been opposed to
slavery. Thomns Paine did more for human liberty
tha11 any other man who ever stood upon the
\Vestern world. The first arLicle he ever wrote in
this country was one agaim;t the institution of
slavery. Free thinkerH hav alHo been in favor of
free bodies. Free thinkers hav always said "free
hands," and the InficlelH, the wide world over, hav
been friemlR of freedom.
Fifth: As to the reclamation of inebriates.
Much has been said, and for many yearH, on the
subject of tempemnce-much has been uttered by
priests and laymen-and yet there seems to be a
subtle relation between rum nnd religion. Scotland
is extremely orthodox, yet it is not extremely
temperate. England iH nothing if not religious,
and London is, par e;ccellence, the Christian city
of the world, and yd it is the most intemperate.
The Molmnnuedans-followC'rH of n. falHe prophetdo not drink
Sixth: As to the humauit,y of Infidelity.
Can it be said that people hav cared for the
wounded and dying only because they were orthodox? Is it not true that religion, in its efforts to
propagn,te the creed of forgivness by the sword, has
caused the death of more than one hundred and fifty
millions of human beings'! I:; it not true that where
the church has cared for one orphan it has creat!Jd
hundreds?_ Can Christinnity afford to speak of war~
The Christian nation:; of the world to-llay are
·armed against cn,ch other. In Europe, all that can
be gathered by taxation-all that can be borrowed
by pledging the pror;perity of. the future-the labor
of those _yet unborn-is used for the purpose of
1 keeping Christians in the field, to the end that they
may destroy other Christians, or at least prevent
other Christians from destroying them. Europe is
covered with churehc:; and fortifications, with tomples n,nd with forts-hundreds of thousands of
prie:-;ts, millions of soldierH, countless Bibles, and
countless lmyonet:;-and that whole country is oppressed and impoverished for the pnrpose of carrying on war. The people hav bceome deformed by
labor, and yet ChriHtianity boast:; of peace.
Seventh: "And what death has Infidelity ever
cheered?"
Is it possible for the orthodox Christian to cheer
the dying, when the dying iH told that there is a
world of eternal pain, and that he, unlcsH he has
been forgiven, is to be an eternal eonvict '! Will it
cheer him to know that even if he is to be saved,
countless millions are to be lost? Is it possible for
the Christian religion to put a smile upon the face
of death?
On the other hand, what is called Infidelity says
to the dying;-What happens to you, will happen
to all. If there be another world, of joy, it is for
all. If there is another life, every human being will
hav the eternal opportunity of doing right-the
eternal opportunity to liv, to reform, to enjoy.
There is no monster in the sky. There is no Moloch who delights in the agony of his children.
These frightful things are savage dreams.
Infidelity puts out the fires of hell with the tears
of pity.
Infidelity puts the seven-hued arch of hope over
every grave.
·
Let us then, gentlemen, come back to the real
questions under discussion. Let us not wander
away.
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL,
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Pre-Adamite Chinese, and Barbarous
Jews.
WILsoN, N. 0., Dec. 18, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: Please inform me through
your paper (1) how far back the Chinese
are said to hav lived; (2) also in what part
of the Bible I can find where three thousand soldiers or any other number were
let loose upon a like number of maidens.
D. w. WINSTEAD.
[1. Chinese acc01mts giv their empire a
duration of seven thousand years. The
race is of course older. They were suf_
ficiently civilized over two thousand years
:n.c. to calculate eclipses. 2. Numbers
xxxi.-ED. T. S.]

Wants a Colony of Liberals.
RICHMoND, WASH., Dec. 28, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: Will you please send me
information regarding the American colony of Liberals located near La Lagoa,
Mexico, or send me the name of the secretary or some one connected with the
colony who would giv me the desired information on application? A. L. RunEs.
{There is no colony of Liberals in Mexico. Some of the members of the Sinaloa
Socialistic colony at La Logia, Mexico,
are Liberals. Information in regard to
the colony may be had of the Credit
Foncier Co., 32 Nassau street, New
York, but we should advise people to go
very slow in investing cash in or joining
the colony.-ED. T. S.]

Amid

~"Fat,

[Sleek, and
Cheats.

Arrogant"

ToLEDo, 0., Dec. 23, 1891.
lVIR. EDITOR : Find inclosed $2 for a
copy of the "Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook," which please send me. l am a
constant reader of your valuable paper.
I get it through a newsdealer here, and
after reading pass it around where it will
do most good. I hav been here only one
y~ar, but hav sown some Liberal seed. I
expect to send you two subscribers 1st of
January. This city is a hotbed of orthodoxy. The priest and the preacher work
harmoniously together and pool the receipts. The consequence is, they are fat
and sleek and arrogant. I wish I could
induce some good Liberal to deliver a
lecture here, to get Freethought started
on a sure basis. I will contribute $10 to
that encl.
W. WINTER.

How Much Are We

Robbed~

OATES, IND., Dec. 7, 1891.
MR. EDITOR : In a late number of your
paper I remember there was mention of
what Grant said as to the amount of chm·ch
property in the United States. Now, rts
·we hav in om· neighborhood fl man who
lectm·es considerably, and at times on the
taxation of all· private property, and thrtt,
too, on a graduated scale, and says he
should like much to hav such text on the
matter as you fire rtble to fm·nish, will
you please publish as complete and full an
article on the subject as you can, giving
what Grant, Garfield, and others hav said,
with .reference to book, page, etc., where
the same may be f01mcl, and oblige,
J. H. VANSICKLE.
[When the church str~tistics for the
censuE( of 1890 are complete we can comply
with om· friend's request. In the moan
time see the "Freethinkers' Pictorial
Text-Book," pages 38 to 42.-ED. T. S.]

The Magnet Didn't Magnetize These lien.
MADISON, GA., Dec. 25, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: Here is the answer below
of the editor of the ~Medical Becorcl, New
York, to a correspondent inquiring about
the Georgia Magnet. How an intelligent
Infidel can giv credence to such an absurd
pretension, can be only accounted for
upon the principle of the credulity of the
mind. There are scarcely any absul'Cl
things that do not find believers.
A. A. BELL, M.D.
MAGNETIC GIRLS.-A correspondent asks
ushowand when thetricksofthe "Georgirt
Ma~et " were exposed. The only magnetic girl who ventured to giv exhibitions

in this city •was a l\fiss Hurst. It was
abundantly shown at the time that her apparent feats of strength were clue to sudden, quick, and dex•erous movements on
the lady's part. The subjects operated
upon were taken off their guard, and were
really made to help in the apparent exhibitions of strengih.

Tbinks Us the Best Workers.
Jan. 3, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: In spite of a so-called natiDnal Secular organization, the only effectiv agitation so far has been carried on by
your efforts~ You hav clone more than a
dozen such organizations could hav clone.
Now, after hundreds of societies all over
the country hav put themselvs on record
in favor of opening the World's Fair on
Sundays, the American Secular Union has
at last concluded to call a mass-meeting for
such purpose. Instead of leading it has
tardily lagged behind; instead of firing on
the picket line it has gone to sleep on post.
Is such an organization capable of inspiring confidence? Will this one meeting
compare with the work already accomplished? In the past I hav contributed a
good m!my dollars to its treasury; in the
future I shall let it do something before
paying for promises.
Inclosed find $1 toward paying for the
printing of your excellent letter to Congressmen. Send me a few of them arid
you will hear from me again.
Freethinkers should try to put their
money where it will do some good. No
organization can clo as good work as THE
TRUTH SEEKER. With a happy new year
for Macdonald and Heston,
A.

Would Beard Christians in Their Den.
MAGNET, Mo., Dec. 8, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5, for which
put me ahead one year, and send tracts as
requested in subscription blank. I would
willingly giv some one the benefit of the
subscription price ; but they are afraid to
investigate for themselvs. The majority
want a prop to lean on. They do not
seem to think they could be men without
some sky-pilot to intercede for them and a
devil to frighten them. You will see by
my address that I hav changed my residence from Kansas to Magnet, Mo. They
seem to take to superstition more readily
here than in my neighborhood in Kansas.
They are having a revival here at present.
By the way, one of my brothers is a i;p.ember of this flock, and has been a punctual
contributol'. I hav been reasoning with
him for seven years. He is getting quite
Liberal. Two sky-pilots got word he
was imbibing Infidelity. They came
to see him a few days past to untangle
their brother ancl reconcile the contradictions in the old fable. I was there when
they came. We had a right interesting
time for two hours. I made two quotations
from the Bible which they denied flatfooted. They were these: 1. Thr~t Solomon was the wisest man that ever came on
the em·th, or that would come after him.
2. "Bring hither mine enemies that would
not that I should rule over them, >md slay
them before me." I am confident I hav
rertd these quotations in the Holy Queer.
Drop me a card where I can find the quotations and whether I am right or wrong.
I wish to tackle them right in their dens
while their powwow is at its bight. Ac~
cept my thanks for the liglit I hav received
from that noble paper '.rHE TRUTH SEEKER.
I will PfiY for it rtnd reacl it as long rts I liv.
From an Atheist,
A. 0Lo~PFIL.
[1. See 1 Kings iv, 2!!, and following
verses. 2. Luke xix, 27.-ED. T. S.]

The Eagle Will Scream for Liberty,
LEWISTOWN, l\foN·.r., Dec. 15, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $3
ancl fl clipping from a Helena paper, which
indicates there is one brave newspaper in
Montana that dare publish its convictions
against Puritanism.
Fraternally,
W. H. CULVER.
The attempts of the Helena authorities
to foist Puritanism upon its inhabitants
show a deplorrtble lrtck of common sense.
The New Northwest will always be f01md
on the side of morality, order and the observrtnce of civillrtws. It will,' on the other
hand,. be the chrtmpion. of liberty, when
that libeliy does not mterfere with the

i892.

happiness and well-being of other.s. ·What
we refer to is the action recently taken in
regard to closing the opera house Sunday
nights. In our ignorance we supposed
th';tt this was. a free c01mtry; that the pm·smt of happmess was one of our inalienable rights, and that no dictator should
point out the way to p1u·sue it so lono· as
our actions are harmless. It is too la~ in
the world's history for ·the toleration of
bigotry-people can no longer be bm·nt
at the stake or fried on hot gridirons for
not accepting a creed. There are zealots
who might like to drive people into church
at the point of a bayonet, but free Americans will scarcely submit to such tyranny.
Let us consider this case for a moment.
Helena, considering its size, has a large
floating population. It is well known that
strangers in a city for a clay or two do not
hunt up a church, even if they belong to a
church-going sect. Suppose the day to be
Sunday, and the supper, or late dinner, as
the case may be, to be over at the hotels;
what is the stranger to clo with his evening?
There are plenty of places running wide
open-saloons and gambling-houses and
far worse places of resort which the authorities hav made no attempt to close. Here
all the allurements of vice await him; the
vicious of both sexes are waiting to take
him in. On the other hand, to be sure,
there are the churches; but a large percentage of traveling people never go to
church 1mcler any circumstances. Between
these two there is the opera house, with
good music, a clean play, or a light opera.·
The place is light and warm, the stranger
can rest and be amused until it is so late
that he is willing to return to his hotel to
sleepi 1mless he is a hopeless night-hawk.
He ena strains at a gnat and swallows a
camel. Well, let her swallqw him, hump
and all. She will find that the people of
Montana wa.nt no Puritan village for the
state capital. We are not ready to adopt
any Blue laws or burn any witches. Our
state is too broad and too grand, too high
up in the free air, for bigotry; and the
Rocky mountain eagle intends to scream
and shriek for liberty as long as he has a
feather to his back or a wing to his body;

Thanks for Your Prayers, bnt Wonld
Rather Hav Your Investigation.
MoNTREAL, CAN., J!J,n. 1, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I hav before me a copy of
THE TRUTH SEEKER of December 26th.
I am acquainted with. many Freethinkers
in Montreal, all excellent men in many respects. I am a believer in Christianity as
taught by Christ and his Apostles, but I clo
not acknowledge that Christianity is responsible 'for the wild deeds of men who
were only wolves in sheep's clothing ..
One of the things that surprise me to-day
is the strange attitude of the churches
toward Freethinkers. I always notice
that secul~;tr papers contain only one side
of the question. I presume that as fairminded men who profess to be seeking after the truth you will allow something to be
said in your paper in defense of Christianity. In all my experience with Freethinkers I find that it is not Christianity
that they rtre attacking at all, but the counterfeit of Christianity. The men and system which you condemn were the very
same kind of men and system that crucified Christ. It was not unbelievers and
Freethinkers that crucified Christ, but the
scribes and the Pharisees, who professed
to be believers in the Bible. Let me giv
you a short description of Christianity.
Pontius Pilate said he found no fault with
Christ and he wished to set him free.
Huxley and Ingersoll say the same thing.
Come with me for a little while back to
the life of Christ. Behold him as a man
of sorrows and rtcqut>intecl with grief. He
had not where to lay his hertel. How clifferent from the pope of Rome and his
carclinals, bishops, and archbishops. How
different from· the archbishop of Canterbury or the moderator of the Presbyterian general !ll'lsembly or the. president
of the Methodist conference. Behold him
going among the poor and despised classes
of his clay, sympathizing with them and
comforting them in their sorrows. Loo~r
at him teaching those who flocked around
him in the open air the following precepts:
''Whatsoever ye would that others should
do to you do ye so likewise unto them."
" Love [even] your enemies," he tells
them. He was despised and rejected by
the rulers and the regular church-going
people of that day because he healed a
man on the Sabbath day. The so-called
great lights of Montreal find fault 'vith me
because I do not ignore the Freethinkers
a.s they do. There is something in Christianity that outsiders cannot 1mclerstancl.
Even as Christ himself prayed for those

who crucified him because they did not
know what they were doing, so I pray for
you that you may see Christ as I see him,
the fairest of ten thousand and the altogether lovely. I could say a great deal
more but I hav said ·enough if it will
only be for the wastebasket.
NoRMAN MURRAY.

Lincoln. a S}Jiritualist,
Dec. 30, 1891.
MR. EDIToR: Speaking of a recent book
by Mrs. Maynard claiming that Lincoln
was 11 Spiritualist and attended seances at
which she was the medium, Mr. H.
Wettstein in THE TRUTH SEEKER of N ovember 7th ridicules the claim and says:
"The fHLtlcl' '-\Vould hav been apparent
even if Mr. Nicolay had ~ot exposed it, for
it is not''at rall"liliely that a quarter of a
century would: hliv'passecl before Spiritualists had utilized the report that Lincoln
attended s(ances if there was any truth in
it."
In this 1\'Ir. Wettstein'intencls to convey
the idea that this claim is a recent invention of Spiritualists, never before heard of
by them. In this he displays a wonderful
ignorance or a m11lignant prejudice, because the claim wrts made public more than
a quarter of a centm·y ago in Spiritualistic
papers and has several times been stated in
other papers since then. And it is certain
that the story was privately current and
believed among leading intelligent Spiritualists during Lincoln's lifetime, as some
now living can truthfully testify. That it
was not blazoned to the public at that
time was because of the embarrassment it
would hav wrought to Mr. Lincoln and
the Union cause on acc01mt of the prejudice existing against Spiritualism among
the masses when the president was bending
all efforts to retain the confidence and
support of the loyal people-even to the
extent of using some expressions in his
proclamations and public utterances that
· giv some plausibility after his death to
the claim that he was at least a quasi
indorser of the popular features of modern
creeds and dogmas of Christianity, while
his most intimate and lifelong friends knew
that he wrts what is anathematized as an
"Infidel" or a "Freethinker." The
power of Christian bigotry, prejudice, and
intolerance is so potent that had it been
generally known that he was attending
Spiritual seances and was a believer in the
philosophy, a portion of even loyal Christians would hav withheld a portion of their
support and confidence, while he was fighting not only the armed enemy in the
South but also the semi-disloyalty that was
cropping out in the North against his
prosecution of the war to save the Union.
I hav not seen Mrs. Maynard's book, but
even the "expose " by Nicolay as in the
pa]iers is an rtdmission that Lincoln did
attend s[ances rtncl giv some attention to
the subject "out of curiosity," so that his
denial that Lincoln was a Spiritualist
because he clicl not tell Nicolay so amounts
to nothing, only to advertise the latter's
prejudices.
W. S. W.

Church News Breezily Written,
HARTFORD, RAN., Dec. 21, 1891.
MR. Em•ron: I :want to tell you what
the. Oamphellites r~re doing. Last year
they got an evangelist named Hrtll to come
here. Hall was fl shrewd man and a grertt
talker, claimed to stand second only to
Clark Braden in his church, but when
challenged to debate with an Adventist
named Long from northwestern Missouri
he flew the track. The Adventists could
never get him to set a time when he would
meet their champion. Nevertheless, Mr.
Hall, with the help of a broken-up congregr~tion in the c01mtry, succeeded in building up a membership of eighty here in the
city, and got them to purchase a church
building belonging to the trustees of a
defunct Evangelical association. This fall
and winter another evangelist named Cook
made his appearance and began another
revival, which continued five weeks and
resulted in the accession of eighty more
members.
Cook is a rather y01mg-looking man, of
small size both of body and brain, lanternjawed, rtpelike forehead, and ears resembling fl donkey. He did not attempt
to prove anything he said except from the
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Bible, and used that very sparingly. I
heard him say in one of his sermons that
"the question is not, Is the Bible true? or,
Does science sustain the Bible? but, Supposing there is a possible heaven to gain
and a possible· hell to shun, which is the
safest way?" And he pursued that line of
argument (?) all the way through his five
weeks' preaching. He did not hav much
to say about Infidels except to ask
occasionally what they had done for this
country, and what had become of their
prophecies concerning the downfall of
Christianity. I tried to get an opportunity
to answer these questions in the newspapers,
but the privilege was denied me. Toward
the close of the meetings r found time to
extract the choice meat from twelv ·or
thirteen late TRUTH SEEKERS for the
benefit of my notebook and then hand the
papers around. The Adventists hav a
missionary-box at the depotand I occasionally put a TRUTH SEEKER in it. I find that
they disappear much more rapidly than
religious literature, and I can discover no
evidence of their destruction.
On one occasion when there was a baptizing ceremony last month at the "pool"
in the Campbellite church, it was told
afterward by a lady member that a virgin
was baptized at the critical period which
happens about once a month and the effects
thereof were discernible. The Holy Ghost
was doubtless there on the occasion, for
he knew when to visit Sarah, Mary, Elizabeth, and Samuel's mother. And, behold,
the Virgin Nellie wasbaptized first With
the other women and afterward the men,
and the Holy Ghost was present, and the
blood of the everlasting covenant was in
the water.
Whenever anyone was taken into the
pool the choir sang about the flowing
fountain; but I could see no flowing water
except that which rolled down off the convert as he came out. The way to heaven
is made extreniely easy by these Camp bellites. They even warm the water for their
converts to be baptized in. Mr. Cook
said there were plenty of people in the
town who were good enough to go to
heaven without becoming Christians, but
the Bible commanded something more
·than goodness. It required faith and baptism, and there was no other name given
under heaven or among men whereby anyone could be saved. They got nearly a
sco~·e of the hardest rakes in the community, and I'll be damned if I don't
. believe that some of them needed something more than their honesty and virtue
to save them. It would be a tough request
to ask me to call some of them brothers
without seeing some restitution going on,
but now they are bloodwashed or whitewashed into respectability, while I am one
the pious can scarcely pray for without a
shudder, all owing to my having my brains
located in that very unfortunate place
above my shoulders.
A. H. DARROW.

King Solomon's Temple Demolished.
BALLSTON SPA, N. Y., Dec. 30, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: For the dimensions of the
temple we refer to 1 Kings vi, 2, which
says, ''And the house which King Solomon built for the Lord, the length thereof
was three score cubits, and the breadth
thereof was twenty cubits, and the hight
thereof was thirty cubits." Historians disagree slightly as regards the exact length
of a cubit. Smith's .Bible Dictionary
says 18 inches; Josephus, 21 inches ; others, as low as 17 inches; but none over 21
inches. Taking the longest length of 21
inches to a cubit, we find Solomon's temple to be 101 feet long, 31 feet wide, and
52;! feet high.
For its size it was a very expensiv
building. Some l.dea can be formed by
reading what David gave his son Solomon
for the decoration of the temple. 1 Chron.
xxii, 14, says: "Now, behold, in my
trouble I hav prepared for the house of
the Lord one hundred thousap.d talents of
gold, and one million talents of silver,
and of brass ancl iron without weight, for
it is in abundance; timber also and stone
hav I prepared, and thou mayest add
thereto." There seem to be different
opinions as to the proper value of a talent
of gold and silver. Josephus givs the
value of a talent of gold at $3,240, and
talent of silver at $1,875. On this basis,

100,000 talents of gold would amount to
$324,000,000, and 1,000,000 talents of silver
would amount to $1,875,000,000, which
added together make the enormous smn
of $~,199,000,000. Now, we must remember that this is the smallest value placed
on a talent of gold. :l\fany writers claim
a talent of gold to be worth $25,000, and a
talent of silver $1,666. Calmet, "a man
of g:reat learning, and an acknowledged
authority on such matters," claims that a
talent of gold is worth $26,608, and a
talent of silver $1,500. On this basis
.100,000 talents of gold would be worth
$2,660,800,000, and 1,000,000 talents of
silver would amount to $1,500,000,000,
which added together amount to $4,160,800,000. In addition to this amount David
gave 3,000 talents of gold- and '7,000 talents
of silver, which aclclecl together amOlmt to
$90,324,000. In addition to this also the
chief of the tribes of Israel gave 5,000
talents of gold and 10,000 talents of silver.
This gift amounts to $148,040,000 (1 Chron.
xxix, 4-7). By adding these three donations together, we reach the grand total
of $4,399,164,000, all of which was used
for the ornamentation of the temple.
Ames's Encyclopedia says a talent of gold
is worth $28,375, and a talent of silver is
valued at $1,980. On this basis the grand
total amounts to $5,078,160,000. After
erecting a building the size of the temple,
"allmving the side walls, front walls, and
roof two feet thick of solid silver," making
no allowance for doors and windows, there
yet remains a balance of over $1,500,000,000 worth of silver. Then, after overlaying the entire interior of the building
with gold one inch thick, we hav left over
$2,500,000,000 of gold.
Webster's Dictionary says a talent of gold is equal to
93:!f lbs. avoirdupois. A little figuring
shows us that 108,000 talents of gold would
weigh 50.62:\- tons, and would load 506
freight cars. F. R. and C. R. Conder, in
the "Hand-Book of the Bible," say a
talent of gold is worth $26,280 and a talent
of silver $1,642.50, and a cubit is 18 inches.
The revised edition of the "Manual of
Biblical Geography," by Rev. J. L. Hurlbut, D.D., acknowledges these figures to
be correct. On this basis, the temple
would be but 90 feet long by 30 wide.
McCay, "a writer of many valuable works
on Freemasonry," says in his '' Cyclopedia
and Dictionary of Freemasonry," page
338: "Masonic writers hav wasted much
time in useless and pueril conjecture in
regard to the wages paid to the artists and
artisans who were employed in the construction of Solomon's temple. English
writers place the sum at about $15,000,000, and Dr. A. G. :l\fackey thinks that
about $4,000,000,000 were expendecl for
labor and materials. A little reflection will show the unreasonableness of
these estimates. A structure like that of
the temple could not cost $4,000,000,000.
All the monarchies of that age could not
hav raised, by the severest system of taxation, one-tenth part of four billions, and
that the Jewish people, a poor and feeble
race of shepherds and rude agriculturists,
0 ould raise such an enormous sun1 to expend on one public work is impossible.
The richest modern nation could not do it,
and it may be doubted whether all modern nations could." Many more authorities might he quoted, but we consider the
foregoing sufficient. Can anyone be found
to-day who believes that over $4,000,000,000 were used for the ornamentation of one
small building, a building similar to that
of the temple? "Allowing the side walls,
front walls, and roof to be two feet thick,
making no allowance for doors and windows," it would contain but 34,822 enhie
feet. We find that the silver alone contains over 160,000 cubic feet, hence after
building the walls and roof of solid silver
two feet thick there remains over 125,000
cubic feet of silver. Let us compare the
temple with modern undertakings. The
entire cost of thirty of the costliest canals
in the United States and Canada was but
$101,000,283, or one-fortieth of the value
of gold and silver used in the temple. The
capital stock of all the railroads in the
United States in the year 1888 was but
$3,999,508,508. The entire amount of gold
and silver mined in the United States from
and including the year 1849, until the year
1888, was but $2,376,583,720, or less than
one-half the gold and silver used on King
Solomon's temple. The whole amount
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appropriated by Congress "for all purposes" for the years 1882, 1883, 1884, 1885,
1886, and 1887 was only $1,329,673,438, .or
less than one-thil"d of the gold and 13ilver
used on Solomon's temple. Taking the
above facts into consideration, we are led
to the conclusion that King Solomon, his
temple, and the donations are myths, born
in the imagination, and nevel" had any
fonnclation in fact.
. INVESTIGATOR,
Pm· WILLIAM THoRPE.

Eloquent Exposition of lnfi1lelism.
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might he wrong. And in the presenct? of
all this let us be patient and await the re~
suits, and when we get there, to my mind
we will hav the same privilege to behave
ourselvs there as we did here .. Let us giv
our absolute attention to this world and the
relations we sustain to one another. Use
your fellow-man as you would like to be
used by others. Do not beat your wife and
chilcb:en, and after being at church and
partaking of the body and blood of Christ
go home and throw them out into the street
in the storm and all kinds of inclement
weather. Rather hav a home on the humane principle. The poet Burns had a
good idea of how to conduct a well-regulated
homeTo make a happy fireside clinw
For weans and wife
Is the true pathos and sublime
Of human life.

BRADFORD, PA., Dec. 27, 1891.
Mn. EDITOR: My last article in your
valuable journal stung to the quick some
of my esteemed orthodox friends. They
look at me in astonishment and are afraid
to associate with me, in terror of the wrath
to be doled out in the future by his
This sentiment ought to adorn the walls
infinit Lordship, Mr. God. They tell me
some horrible accident will some day over- of every Christian home.
I candidly ask, Why should we sacrifice
take me for making light of holy thingsfor hurting the feelings of the :Janctimo- .the happiness and comforts of this life for
nious followers of the lamb-for saying the promised bliss of one we know not of?
that God could no more giv us the dimen- For the present one we hav had to manufactsions of space than I could, or make some- ure an experience to suit the occasion, antl
thing out of nothing. Amongst my good 'vhen we arrive nt !tnother life-if we ever
friends are three or four gentlemen on the ~lo, and tts for me I clo not wish to-we
shady side of life, pretty well descended shall hav the same opportunity to accumuinto the vale of years. They ask me, "Do late it there as we did here. I do not no1·
you expect to die like the dumb brute of the would not ask nor expect any snch an after
field, without any hope of a continuity of existence as some of onr leading Christians
life?" And to these good fellows I say, want, viz., examining the wounds in Christ's
"Well, not exactly as the dumb brute, but hands and feet and turning alternately and
as the honest man, as the humanitarian, as taking a peep at the millions writhing in
the well-wisher of everything good to every the throes of eternal agony in hades, and
worthy 'man, woman, and child.' " And be happy, too, in this kind uf employment.
Expectancy, thou art truly kind to the
as to a continuity of life I hav but little
hope, and that little is so small that I do • ever hopeful. What a blessing that only
not think it will ever come to a point la1·ge one man or woman in every three enterenough to make a speck that can be found tains such !Jlessed hopes! The rest of us
with a microscope. Of what use could we get along nicely without these enno!Jling
be in an eternal life? Tell me how it can influences. Notwithstanding, we use all
be possible we should inherit an eternal alike. This comes nmlor the head uf
existence. Could we be of any use to any- "faith," thttt blind, eyeless entity so prevbody? To help God? No. Why? Be- alent in Christinns' minds. I !Jelieve that
cause if there is such a being as that de- Paul, us he is now known-forme~·ly Saul
scribed it is conclitionless, and you can do of Tarsus, the great Infidd-defined faith,
it no evil nor can you do it any good. and this definition has brought it down to
Therefore let us giv ourselvs no uneasiness our times intact: "The evidence of things
not iloen, the assurance of things hoped
about it in any way, shape, or manner.
Now, then, to make myself perfectly for." I might litate hnre while I 11m passplain upon this question, let us refer to ing thnt Pnul ]mew just nlJOnt ns much on
the question of predestination--one of the that snhject us we do now, no more and no
strong points of the church. They tell me less. If anything we htw the advantage of
that long ages before anything was created the early Christittns 11s far as knowledge is
this being that is so darkly wrapped in the concerned. ThiH I am absolutely sure of,
folds of mystery planned the career and and, this in our possession, we laugh at the
destiny of every being and animal in the absurd ideas held hy Paul and all his conuniverse, and knew exactly what they temporaries. Knuwleclgo is power to the
would do and under what circumstances skeptic; ignorance is hlisH to tho follo\ver.
I hav nlwnys said, tmd I stty now to my
they would do it. Now, then, if this be· so
(and here the question arises, for one in- special orthodox opponents (this term is
stant no sane man ever thought it was): nut ron I, only deHcriptiv): ''Come over
If we are predestined to go to hell, what is ltmongst nfl and now and then enjoy the
the use of going to churches? We must of pleasure of a free, hearty laugh. Feel
necessity go there. And, on the other good. Be socia!Jle. Bhnko hancls "·ith a
hand, if we are to go to heaven we are ' glad to meet yon' expression. Come
going there nevertheless, in spite of creeds and bring your family over with you and
and dogmas, and no devil can allure ns stay over Sundtty along with us. We hav
into his fold, nor stop nor stay us. Our long disputed tthout creeds and such, but
ticket is made out for heaven or hell, as of course yon know the human family is
the case may be, and we take our passage ont:,•Towing all that kind of thing now, parfrom the emelle through life, through the ticularly· since we hav had tho vnhlic school
dark and· yawning tunnel of death, over, syHtem Htarktl iu our country. Of cum·so
troubled seas of imaginary waters, tu the tho fulks in tho old countries are still perHcfinal resting-place of his sooty majesty, cuting tho opposorfl of tho Christian system,
Professor Mahound, or to the golden gates you know, but that is l;lnrclly a rouson for
of everlasting joy. '.ro anyone having us in this svhmdicl country to quarrel over
hopes of everlasting happiness we now nor such vngno tthHnrclitic~s. However, he sure
never had any objection. Bnt for any- awl eo!lH' over. l\fother wonlcl like to get
body entertttining expectations of eternal acqunintm1 with yon fulks. She hns hcttrd
torture here we rniHo the standnnl of re- so mnch ahout your hciitg so umiuhlo and
volt. If God matlo yon, it was not to he a pleasing, sltn wants to see yon antl ha v a
sufferer in the regions c)f eternal pain. talk with yon. I hav hmrd her sny more
Banish these infernal ideas forever from th:m once tlmt her fatlwr and mother ust'd
your mincls. They are only intended to be tu toll her never ns long as she lived to
taught to wild beasts. Take nil the com- rend Tom Paino's books or associate with
forts that there are in this life out of it, Infields, and all that kiutl of thing, hut
not forgetting to extend the same privilege yon know th1\ old people at tho vresont are
to your neighbor at the same time. Be more enlightened than they used to
perfectly honest on all subjects antl only !Jo in the clnys when our ancestors shifted
advocate as far as your knowledge letttls the Hccnes on life's busy stage-more in
you, and when you follow a life from the sympathy with light and li!Jerty-think
cradle to the grave there let it rest and say more of this life than their ancestors did-in honesty and in all candor: We leave it in fact, getting more Li!Jeral and getting
here. We know no further. At the portals more in tonch with eclucational develorJof the tomb, and beyond them, as far as we ment, and flO on. Yon understand what I
know, no sorrow, no harrowing pain, no mean; cmmut explain myself Yery good,
ill nor evil, awaits the luvecl ones. And as yon know, lmt I am rending s01ne heretic
for the truly honest, on all snbjectH relativ ILIHl Infitld l>uolm lately, and of COliTSe· we
to the (111estion of destiny let ns say, The willnnclen;tnml ctteh otht~r in a little while.
situation affords no evidence, and if we Glad we hav met. Be sure ancl come and"
JAs. SPELLEN,
offer any opinions the chances are we etc., etc.
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and grandmother, and perhaps, now and
then, a great-grandfather and greatgrandmother, hut it could hardly be pleasant to go back of these last.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Good-bye, little ones; he as happy as you
INver, Mass., to whom all Communicacan, and to be happy is to be useful.
t-ions for this Corner should be sent.
A happy new year.
OLD MAN pAXTON.
"Between the dark nnd the daylight,

~ hiZdren' s ~orner.

When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da,;y's occueations
'fhat is known ns the Uhildren s Hour."

A Song for Bedtime.
A little song for bedtime,
When, robed in gowns of white,
All sleepy little children
Set sail across the night
For that pleasant, pleasant country
Where the pretty dream-flowers blow,
'Twixt the sunset and the sunrise,
For the Slumber Islands, ho!
When the little ones get drowsy
And the heavy lids drop down
To hide blue eyes and black eyes,
Gray eyes and eyes of brown;
A thousand boats from dreamland
Are waiting in a row,.
And the ferrymen are calling
For the Slumber Islands, ho!
Then the sleepy little children
Fill the boats· along the shore,
And go sailing off to Dreamland;
And the dipping of the oar
In the sea of sleep makes music
That the children only know
When they answer to the boatman's
For the Slumber Islands, ho!
Oh, take a kiss, my darlings,
. Ere you sail away from me
In the boat of dreams that's waiting
To bear you o'er the sea;
Tnke a kiss and giv one,
An<l then away you go
A-Hailing into Dreamland,
For the Slumber Islands, ho!
-Chm·zes JGel'l/ Bhette1"l1/ in Boston Crm1·1e1·.

.Chestnut Trees.
I address these few lines to the children
in the Comer. They will think none
the less of them for coming from an old
baby past his three score and ten. He who
has been twice a child certainly has more
experience than the first edition of God's
image and likeness.
I wish to tell my remembrance of five
chestnut trees that stood almost three hundred yards from the spot where I was born
the 1st of January, 1818. I think I must
hav been about four years old when I began to take an activ part in the picking
chestnuts business in connection with my
brothers and sisters. I was no silent partner.
Well, we were all pretty activ from the
time we scrambled out of bed, treading on
one another's nightgowns, which always
seemed too long for easy working, until the
last chestnut that had ch·opped in the night
was gathered.
These trees were very old seventy years
ago. Each stood just far enough from the
other that the nuts did not mix; no two
were alike; the chestnut from each tree
had its identity. The chestnuts on one tree"
would rh)en two weeks earlier than those
on the latest. While all were of a fair
size, one tree was a special favorit.
Can anything be more beautiful than the
chestnut on its dropping from its nestits rich, lively, lustrous brown, comparing
with the delicate white tints where it was
attached to the parent burr which had
sheltered it through the summer until the
frost of September would compel it to
drop its nurseling to the ground, which
was the bone of contention with me anrl
iny little brothers and sisters. '' Going up
to the chestnut tree," was a familiar phm~e.
I hear its ring now. How often I would
come to my mother and declare my foot
·was full of chestnut trees, for :r; could not
stop to put on my shoes in my haste to be
fin;t at the tree. My mother would make
coffee from the chestnuts for Thanksgiving
morning every year; no coffee seemed like
it. I seem to hav its exquisit flavor, perfumery, at this moment as much as when
I held out my little mug at the breakfast
table and demanded more, when my
brother and sisters would look Ul) to my
mother in blank surprise, and say, in del)recating tones, "Georgie wants more!".
Nevertheless, I always got it. Well, not
one of these trees is in existence now.
They gave up their vitality from pure old
age. I did not see them come, but I lived
to see them go, as I did my father and
mother, brothers and sisters, and soon I
will go where sleep is dreamless-to nonriRh
other chestnut trees, perhaps. But never
mind; what would we do if vitality had no
end? It is pleasant to hav a grandfather

The AS}lhalt Lake of Trinidad. •
DEAR YoUNG FRIENDS: This lake is situated on the southwestern side of the island
of Trinidacl at no great distance from the
strait known as the "Serpent's l\Iouth,"
which connects the gulf of Paria with the
Atlantic ocean, whose waters wash the
southern and eastern shores of Trinidad.
At this point the neighboring continent of
South America is distant only by a few
miles of water. In an almost direct line
with the Serpent's Mouth, the Orinoco flows
into the gulf of Paria through its different
mouths.
This lake, which is really an extensiv
plain covered with bitumen or pitch, is
perhaps one of the most extraordinary
phenomena which is to be witnessed in the
world. Situated in the district of La
Brea, it lies about a mile inland from the
low shore of the village of La Brea and about
forty miles distant from Port-of-Spain.
A comfortable little steamer leaves Portof-Spain, our capital, twice a week in the
morning, and returns in the evening,
thereby affording every opportunity to
visitors to the isl~;tnd of seeing the lake,
and one which, I think, ought not to be
neglected.
The voyage going and coming he win
~nd amusing and interesting.
Amusing
from the strange and mixed assemblage on
board, mostly coolies nnd Chinese shopkeepers ( carying on business in the small
settlements along the coast), all neatly attired in their picturesque costumes. Alongside of them sits the industrious negro
"marchande" or huckster, chattering or
quarreling away, with her basket of fruits
and vegetables for the San Fernando
market, and no less an interesting character on board is the captain, who is as black
as a coal, and who makes ita point never to
refuse a chink when offered one. One has
the opportunity of seeing from the steamboat some of the richest sugar plantations
that exist. The first place touched by the
steamer is San Fernando, a town of considerable importance and the center of the
sugar industry of the N aparimas, next to
Port-of-Spain as a commercial port.
After a very short stay the steamer steers
for La Brea, and from this all along the
coast. As the steamer slowly glides along
its course a close observer will notice a
change in the appearance of the soil on tbe
beach, for at certain points it is of a much
darker appearance than the soil as seen up
at San Fernando.
The steamer stOl)S opposit to the village
of La Brea, and the passengers are sent
ashore in boats. If the tide is high it is
all right, hut if the tide is· low the landing
is carried on the boatmen's hacks-strong,
sturdy negroes. If one, as sometimes
ha1)pens, is a good heavyweight, and the
one who bears him a little weak, a grand
theatrical performance is presented free of
charge.
On making the landing at La Brea, indications appear denoting what is to follow: Pitch here, pitch there, and 1)itch
everywhere, and as the boat nears the
shore she floats over a pitchy bottom, imparting a dismal hue of gloom to the surrounding waters.
Having been landed, the next difficulty
will be to get to the lake about a mile distant, and here in the terrible heat that
arises from all sides around him, for his
vPry feet are burning as he stands on the
half-softened pitch, the poor visitor might
well feel dismayed. If it is a cool day,
cool by rain having fallen the previous
night, and small slight drizzles during
your voyage, it is all :very well, for it is
more pleasant then to walk than to be at
the mercies of carts and horses.
The road to the lake is a broad one,
covered 'vith a thick layer of asphaltum,
and on both sides may he observed large
deposits of pitch which are being dug, and
which form 1)art of the descending streams
of pitch from the lake that hav moved
down slowly after the manner of semifluid lava in motion for ages past. It is
skirted by rich tropical plants, low palms,
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and numerous creepers. The appearance
of the.country is, for the most part, uncultivated, with the exception of a few patches
of cassava and some corn.
The lake itself is surrounded on all sides
hy a jorest of wood and low jungle g1.·owing
with all the freshness and luxuriance of a
new vegetation on virgin soil. The entire surface is pitch, a plain of pitch, most
irregular in its outlines, expanding and
narrowing, so that it is difficult to hav a just
idea of its extent and form.
Pools of water round and clear can be seen
here and there resting onitssudace, which,
on examination, will be found to be mostly
fresh water, probably rain-water which
has not had time to evaporate, or landwater in part that may hav flowed from
the neighboring thicket.
Patches of
green grass on the black surface closely
cling to a little dark soil that has been
collected in cracks and crevices of the
pitch. Lastly, and certainly the most striking feature, are little groves scattered
in this pitchy desert exhibiting all the
luxuriance of tropical vegetation - the
favorit haunt of the tiny little hummingbirds-and the noisy parrots.
Standing on the brink of this lake, one
cannot but exclaim: " This is indeed an
extraordinary work of nature." Once is
sufficient to it. When once seen one does
not care to see it twice, except those whose
lives are thrown in and about it.
H. S.

HANOvERTON, 0., Dec. 25, 1891.
DEAR 1\Irss WrxoN: It is some time since
I wrote to the Children's Corner, and as
it is Christmas and there is nothing to go
tio, I thought I would write to the Children's Corner.
i We are having vacation till after New
Year. My teacher's name is John Brown.
<iJhristmas eve the Presbyterians had a
0hristmas tree, and our teacher treated his
scholars at the· church. I was not there.
I do not go to church on any occasion, so
he sent my treat to me by one of the neighl;lors.
; I think it is too bad that they will go
to the church to treat the school.
· I like my teacher, but he is a member of
the Disciple church, and also a member of
the Junior Order.
: I do not go to school till the religious
exercises are over. The teacher said the
one who got the most headmarks would
get a prize. Ross Miller and I each had
eleven marks, so teacher gave us each a
quarter. He said the one that got the
most headmarks would get fifty cents, and
if there were two who got the same number
they would each get a quarter at the end of
the term.
As I am taking up too much valuable
space, I will close by 'vishing you a happy
new year.
Your Liberal friend,
ALICE KINTNER.
[Alice is a bright girl who will never be
caught in .the snares of superstition. Her
letters are always welcome.-ED. C. C.]

Loyal.

Of Roxbury, Mass., Says :

There are few more admirable qualities
than loyalty.
To be loyal and true, faithful and constant,
To be worthy of trust, fidelity, and confidence,
To feel you hav a loyal friend who will
be true to you in joy or sorrow, in adversity and affiiction, is a blessing indeed;
And to feel yourself loyal to others is
still better yet-to know that, let whatever
come between, you will be a good, true,
trusting friend and helper.
A grand and beautiful word is loyalty:
and that we may all be loyal true and
faithful to friends and to right,'hono;, and
virtue is the hope of
AUNT ELMINA.

Connndrnms.
What is it that makes everybody sick
but those who swallow it? Answer: ]i'lattery.
Pray tell me, ladies, if you can,
Who is that highly favored man,
Who, though he's married many a wife
May be a bachelor all his life?
'
Ans. : A clergyman.
Why is a pair of skates likfl an apple?
Ans.: They hav occasioned the fall of man.
Why is a schoolboy like knowledge itself? Ans. : He is learning.
Why do fine ladies squeezing wet linen
remind us of going to church? Ans. : The
belles are wringin~.
Why is the sun like disorderly people?
Ans.: It tmns night into day.
How can the letter A be removed from
the alphabet? Ans.: By B-heading it.
Why is an avaricious man like one with
a short memory? Ans. : He is always for
getting.
Why is coffee like ·an ore? Ans. :· It
should be gr01md before using.
In what month do ladies talk the least?
Ans.: February.
What kind of snuff is that, the more you
take of it the fuller the box will be? Ans. :
Candle-snuff.
What trade is the snn? Ans.: A tanner.
Which can see better, a blind man or a
man that has not eyes? Ans.: The latter, if
he has one eye.
Can you make "new door " into one
word? Ans. : " One word."
Why ought the stars to be the best astronomers? Ans.: Because they hav studded (studied) the heavens ever since the
creation.
Why may a schoolmaster whose scholars
are leaving him be certain that he cannot
lose them all? Ans. : Because he always
has a pupil in his eye.
Why may a man who is playing blindman's-huff he said to possess benevolent
sympathies? Ans.: Because he feels for
his fellow-creatures.
Why is an egg underdone like the same
overdone? Ans. : Because it is hardly done.
What is that which nobody wants, yet
nobody likes to lose? Ans.: A lawsuit.

DONALD KENNEDY
Strang~ cases cured by my MEDICAL DISCOVERY come to me every day. Here is one of
Paralysis-Blindness-and the Grip. Now how
does my MEDICAL DISCOVElW cure all these?
I don't know, unless it talres hold of the Hidden
Poison that makes all Humor.
VIRGINIA CITY, NEVADA, Sept. 9th, 1891 .
Donald, Kenneay-Dear Bir: I will state my case
to yon : About nine years ago I was paralyzed in
my left side, and the best doctors gave me no
relief for two years, and I was advised to try your
DISCOVERY. which did its duty, and in a few
months I was restored to health. About four
years ago I became blind in my left eye by a
§Potted cataract. Last 1\'Iarch I was taken with
La Grippe, and was confined to my bed for three
months. ·At the end of that time, as in the start,
then it struck me that your DISCOVERY was
the thing for me; so I got a bottle, and before it.
was half gone I was able .to go to my work in the
mines. Now in regard to my eyes, as I lost my
left eye, and about six months ago my right eye
became affected with black spots over the sight
as did the left eye-perhu.ps some twenty of them
-but since I hav been using your DISCOVERY
they all left my right eye but one ; and, thank
God, the bright light of heaven is once more
malung its ap:penrance in my left eye. I am wonderfullyastomshed at it, and thank God and your
1\'IEDIUAL DISCOVERY. ·
Yours truly.
HANK WliiTE.
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Jf ews of t'he Week.

Qems of c;;hought.

BY the end of 1892 most of the South
ti.nd Central American countries will hav
entered on. reciprocity with us.
A PHILADELPHIAN has been killed by
.trying to swallow a rosarJ:, in the belief
that if he did so he would liv forever.
THE Vatican and Chili will resume diplomatic relations. These were broken off
while the clerical party was out of power.
SUNDAY opening of New York's Art Museum may be discontinued through efforts
of those " conscientiously opposed " to it.

WHoEVER will deign to consult common
sense upon religious opinions, and will
bestow on this inquiry the attention that is
?ommo~y giv~n to ':LilY ohje~ts we presnmp
mterestmg, will easily perceive that those
opinions hav no foundation; that religioi1
is a mere castle in the air.-D'Holbach. '
ARTIFICIAL religion encourages all cruelties which are exercised in troops-couspir~ies, seditions, pillages, ambuscade~,
snrpnses of towns,. robberies, and mnrdei;.
Each marches gaily to crime, under the
banner of his saint. A certain nmnber of
orators are everywhere paid to celebrate
~hese murderous days; some are dressed
m a lona black close coat with a short
cloak; others hav a shirt ~hove a gown'·
some wear two variegated stuff streamer~
over their shirts. All of them speak for
long time, and quote that which was done
of old in Palestine, as applicable to a combat in V eteravia.- Voltaire.

THE high priests of Persia who forbade
smoking in order to break up the tobacco
monopoly, hav triumphed. The monopoly
has been officially abolished.
THE proposition to deviate from the
custom of building synagogs so as to face
toward Jerusalem is creating resentment
among the main body of the Jews.

16, i892.
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a

HERE is what Mr. Tahnage preaches,
THE latest pretended miraculous cures
by Father Mollinger, of Pittsburgh, were taken from the "Constitution of the Presperformed on John Brennan, a cripple, byterian church of the United States:"
"By the d.ecrees of God, for the manifestaand Thomas Frawley, a blind man.
tion of his glory, some men and angels are
ZANESVILLE, 0., is agitated by a Wat predestinated to ever lasting life, and others
between secret societies and the clergy. foreordained to everlasting death." That
The Methodist preachers lately refused to is the doctrin of Mr. Talmage. He worofficiate at a funeral where a band of music ships a God who damns people " for the
manifestation of his glory"-a God who
was employed.
made men, knowing that they would he
IN the pope's reply to Emperor Will- damned-a God who damns babes simply
iam's New Year message he wishes. that to increase his reputation with the angels.
monarch success in his struggle with So- This is the God of Mr. Talmage. Such a
. cialism, ''the common enemy of religion God I abhor, despise, and execrate.and the empire."
Ingersoll.
PRoFESSOR ToTTEN, of Yale College,
You will observe, 0 Lord, that I, the
continues to advocate his belief that the "creature," hav taken considerable pains
millennium may begin at any· time now to enlighten yon, the" creator." But pray
and must arrive soon. He givs elaborate do not think, 0 Lord, that, for this, I
calculations based on scriptural prophe- expect or desire any of your tender mercies,
cies.
or any distinctiv marks of your divine
THE 1892 session will be the last of the favor. Pray do not, in consideration of
present British Parliament. It will be my services, think of elevating me to the
maile important by decisiv action on Home position of one of yom prophets. Thank
Rule, and perhaps by enactments to pur- yon all the same; but I am much better as
chase land for landless laborers and to I am; and, without fee or reward, beyond
the personal gratification inYolved in the
abolish hereditary legislators.
consciousness of having enlightened yon,
A RussiAN official says : " The present I make yon heartily welcome to all I hav
famin is not a bolt from heaven, a single done for yon. To tell yon the honest
phenomenon that has come suddenly and truth, 0 Lord, I hav a strong aversion to
will as suddenly depart. It is the natural your considering me one of your prophets.
consequence of thirty years' bad manage- I do not forget that Isaiah walked for
ment, and will become chronic. If it had three years na/cecl for a sign (Isaiah xx, 3).
not occ'nrred this year it would hav oc- Now, although I am a sort of mongrel
curred some other year. It is an inevi- Celt, whose Highland ancestors wore little
table result of a series of causes."
beyond a tartan kilt and a bonnet surmounted by an eagle's feather, I should not
PEACE has been made between the Cath- like to be doomed tu run strtrk naked like
olic church and Indian Commissioner your friend Isaiah. Your friend J ereiniah
Morgan, who has been opiwsing Catholi- was, to humor one of your divine whims,
cism in Indian schools because "he felt commanded to carry his girdle as far as
that the influence of the Catholic church the Euphrates, and there to bmy it in the
upon the Indians, in school work as well hole of a rock, and after many clays to dig
as in religious teaching, tended toward it up again (Jer. xiii, 4, 6). Now, I do not
its o tvn aggrandizement rather than to wear a girclie, but I wear braces, and I
the benefit of aborigines, and he objected should not like yon to play divine pranks
to the sectarian aspect of the work."
upon me by sending me all the way to the
NEAL SIMs, his two sisters, and two men Euphrates to bury my braces, and to be
of his gang, hav been lynched. The girls sent after many days to dig them up again,
had angered the lynchers by stoning them. after the buckles were rusted and the
They used to write and set type for the worsted half rotten. Yon further comTrue Wa;IJ, the paper in which Bob Sims manded Jeremiah to make bands and
promulgated his new religion. 'l'hat re- yokes, and put them about his neck, and
ligion was received with much favor by send them to several kings (J er. xxvii, 2, 3).
the moonshiners and outlaws, it consisting Now, I should like to be excused from
of a total repudiation of allegiance to hu- doing this sOl't of thing, as I am not
man law and an interpretation of divine anxious to hav any dealings with kings,
neither the king of kings nor any of his
law to suit oneself.
punier myrmidons. Perhaps yon will reGARZA, .the ·Mexican outlaw who is try- member too 0 Lord, that you ordered
ing to overturn the government of Presi- your friend Ezekiel to draw J crusalem on
dent Diaz, .and whom United States troops a tile and lay siege to it, build a fort against
are after in Texas, is backed by the clerical it, and set battering rams against it round
party and is thought to be supported by about. 1\'l:orcover, he was commanded hy
money from the Catholic church. He yon to take an iron pan and set it fOl' 11
says : " There is a system of religious per- wall of iron between him and the city, and
secution K1 Mexico that has gained Diaz to lie three hunch·ed and ninety d1ws on
the hatred of every good churchman and one side and forty days on the other. I
priest." . Large numbers of priests hav sincerely hope you will nut du me the
been arrested for abetting revolutionists.
honor to enroll me among your prophets.
FATHER FoLEY last Sunday· denounced Then your prophet Hosea yon commanded
the Protestant physicians of the neighbor- to take "a wife of whoredoms." Hosea
hood from the pulpit of his church in obeyed yon and had three children hy this
wife. You, 0 Lord, were so pleased with
Long Island City, N. Y. He directed his your
servant manying this harlot, Gomer, .
flock to call none but Catholic doctors.
the daughter of Diblmm, that you yourself
He said that he had several times been in- gave
names to the children she bore to
sulted by Protestant doctors employed by
your prophet: the first boy yon called
his parishioners. It is known that he wa.s Jezreel;
then there was a girl, and her you
offended recently by being asked to wait were good
enough to call Lo-ruhamah; and
a few moments by a physician who with the next hoy
named Lo-ammi, which
himself had been summoned to a woman was nu doubt you
very good uf yon (see Hosea
with hemorrhage.
i, pa8sirn). Still, even at your command,
MRs. MARY .MACRAE STUART, who has I should rather nut marry a lady-of-theleft nearly her whole estate of .$5,000,000 ]Javement; and I should rather that she did
to public institutions and churches, has nut bear me three chilch·en named rer;pectomitted to giv the New York Museum of ivly J ezreel, Lo-ruhamah, and Lu-ammi.
Art anything, because of its opening Sun- I am not worthy, 0 Lord, to be so honored
days. She always said that it was those by yon. Just leave me to marry a simple
who had done nothing for the museums maid uf my own selection and call my
that wanted them open on Sundays. In children whatever I like, and I am nut
her bequests she skipped churches and likely to call any of them Lo-rnhamah. It
seminaries that teach the jlewer theology may be quite true that, in this t1•eatis, I
and gave money only to. the most con- hav obliged yon in various ways; but, I
servativ. Dr. Briggs and the Union Theo- repeat, you are heartily welcome to all· I
logical Seminary get nothing, while Dr. may hav done, and I desire no recognition
McCosh and family and the Princeton whatever. -Saladin in God and His
Theological Seminary receive large sums.
Book.
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'
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J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

cob Holyoake and Colonel Ingersoll, and au·
John Jacques, Akron.
Introduction by Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages,
N. Hexter, 303 Superior st., Cleveland.
25 cents.
Bv REv. G. T. Fox. M.A.
J. R Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati. , A Reply to Father Lambert's "Tactics
Fm·t '\Vorth, Tex., Libe1·a1 Club
Price, 15 cents.
Address this office.
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., Portsof Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
Meets every Sunday at !{nights of Labor Hall,
mouth.
[Cleveland. lJhristianity : Its· Origin, Nature, ami
160! Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL.· A. HARRIS, Pres.
Lanvood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st.,
Inffuence. 32 pages. Price, 15 cents.
IsAAc S. LEE, Sec.
Ore;rolt.
:
The Horrors of the French Revolution :
B. F. Hylancl, Corvallis.
Their Causes. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
W. Wedeken, Portlancl, Ore.
Liberal Association of Austin,
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
Secularism: Destructiv aml Constructiv,
Tex.,
Pennsylvania.

Dr . .T. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st.,
Phila.
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila.
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
H. Heyne, 10th and Market sts., Phila.
Roman Staley, cor. Woocl ancl 4th ave.,
Pittsburgh.
Rhode lo;land.

H. Carr, 947 High st.,_ Providence ..
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., ProVIden·ce.
'I'CUllCSSCCe

•

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
'rexas.

L.
T.
E.
E.

·

Andruss, Denison.
Theo. Colwick, Norse.
A. Andrea, 916 Main st., Dallas.
L.Merrill, 624 Elm st., East Waco.
Utah.

John A. J ost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.
'\Vao;hin~ton

Territory.

Stine Bros., Walia Walla.
C. B. J;{eynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
England.

Watts & Co., 17 .Johnson's Court, Fleet st.,
London.
d. Stoclwr, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
1\.ust.ralia.

Chas. H. Bamford, 190 Little Collins st.,
East Melbourne, Victoria.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
Nc'v Zealand.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

22

pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.

Bible Morality, Its Teachings Shown

t.~

Be Contradictory a.nr} Defective ns an EthicHJ
Guirle. 21 pagcH. l't·icc, 10 cents.

Agnosticism ami Christian Theism :
Which Is the 1\lore Reasonable ? 2~
pages. Pt·icc, 10 cents.

Evolution anti S}Jecial Creation. 10 cents.
Saints and Sinners--Which'! 24 pages it~
cover. Price, 10 cents.

The Superstition of the Christian Sun·
tiay : A Plea for Libmiy and Justice.
26 pages. Price, 10 cents.

RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS
OF SCIENCE.
By HUDSON TUTTLE.

A Historical and Critical Review of the Religion
of Man.
CONTENTS:
What is Religion? Fetichism. Phallic Worship.
J\<Ian's Moral Progress Dependent on his Intellectual Growth. The Great Theological
Problem. J\<Ian's Fall, and the Christian
Scheme for his Redemption ... Man's Position,
Fate, Free Will, Free Agency. Necessity, Re!lJlonsibility of the Individual. Genesis and
Evolution of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. The Apostles. Selfish Propensities.
Love. Wisdom. Charter of Rights. Duties
and Obligations of the Individua.l. Duties
and Obligations of Society. Rights of Government. Duties of Somety to Criminals.
Duty of Self-Culture. J\<IarriaJe.
12mo. Cloth, price,rR~oT:R'tlrifs~t:EKER.

1\<Ieets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'vat its hall, cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street.
isiting Liberals
invited. J. P. RICHARDSON, President; M. IsAAc,
Secretary.

The Agnostic Annual
FOR 1892.

Possibilities and Impossibilities,
T. H. HUXLEY, M.A., LL.D.
The Glory of Unbelief. 22 pages in cover.
'fhe Growth of Agnosticism,
Price, 10 cents.
R. BITHELL, B.S., Ph.D.
Nature and the Su}Jernatural; or, Belief
Early Verses,
The
Late
CoNsTANCE NADEN.
antl Knowledge. 24 pages. Price, 10
Sundays and Holydays,
cents.
SAMUEL LAING.
The American Secular Union; Its NeEcclesiasticism,
ALFRED
Mol\IERIE,
M.A., LL.D.
cessity antl the Justice of Its Nine De·
Christ a Religions Creation,
mamis. (Dedicated to Colonel Roberi
F.J. GoULD.
G. Ingersoll.) 32pages in cover. Price, 10 ccntc:
After Many Years: A Poem,
W. B. McTAGGART.
Tlteological Presmnlltion : An Open Ld
The Activities of Agnosticism,
ter to the Rev. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, N. lAIIIOS WATERS.
In thiH letter the following subjects are der.J·
Religion Without Superstition,
with: 1. Why Do the Clergy Avoid Debate? £ ·
.
CHARLES
WATTS.
The Position of Agnosticism Toward Chri,
Mr. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,
tianity. 13. Freethonght and Men of Science.
H. J. HARDWICKE, F.R.O.S.
ORGANIZING SOCIETIES.
4. The Difference Between Facts an<l Opinions.
The Land of Death: A Poem,
5. Christ and Heroism. 6. Christianity and
SALADIN (W. STEWART Hess).
MARRIAGES, FUNERALS, NAMSlavery. l6P!lJ{es. Price"'§ cents.
·
Address
THE TRUTrt SEEKER CO .•
ING OF INFANTS~ OBITUA- The Triumph. of Rationalism, FREDERICK l\1 :r.I.Jm.
28 I,afayette pl., New York.
RIES, EPITAPHS, .KTC. .
ALSO S25 LIBERAL AND SPIRITUAL- An Agnostic Homily,
HoN. C. K. TUCKKmrA:S.
ISTIC HYMNS
W.AT:eR O'F< LI'F<:e
Q SOCIAL AND VARIOUS PUBLIC Eternal Life: A Poem, GEORGE HENRY MARTIN.
Jo; Doing 'Vonderll il• Curing the Sick.
.-.l.
OCCASIONS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
· Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
28 Lafayette pl~~<ue, NewYork
18mo, 550 pp. Prtce, 75 cts.
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

TRUTH SEEKER COLLECTION OF
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Priest al').d Mal).

Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.
1.

Principal Works : Gods and Other Lectures ; Ghosts and Other Lectures ; Some Mistakes of Moses ; Interviews on 'falmage ; What
Mnst We Do to Be Saved; Blasphemy; Crimes
Against Criminals, 1141 pages. ln one vol., half
calf, $5.

Prose Poems and Selections. From his

Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
calf, $4.50; half mor., $5; turlmy mor., $7 50;
tree calf, $9.

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The

Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.

Ghosts and Other Lectm·es. Including

Liberty of Man;Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence; About Farming in
illinois; Speech Nominating James G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet ; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before Me Like a Dream; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 5flc.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some

Mistakes of Moses; Free Schools;,. The Politicians; Man and Woman; 'l'he J:'entatench;
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 'fhnrsday, He
Made the Stars Also. Friday, 8atnrday, Let Us
llfalre Man Sunday, The Necessity for a Good
Memory, 'fhe Garden, l'he Fall, Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews,
The Plagues, The FliJ$"ht, Gonfess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery,l\iarnage, War, Religions Liberty; Conclusion. Paper, oOc.

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter-

views with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons
by the Rev. 'f. Dewitt Tttlmage, of Brooklyn, to
which is added A Talmagian Uatechism. l'aper,
50c.; cloth, $1.25.

Blasphemy. Argument by R. G. Ingersoll
in tile l'nal of U. B. Reynolds, at Morns town,
N.J. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.

What Must We Do to Be Saved Z Analyzes
the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Catholics, Episcopalians, IVIethodists, Presbyterians, Evanl'elical Allhmce, and tmswer.s the
question of tne Cln·istians as to wlutt he proposes instettd of Christianity, the religion of
sword and flame. Paper, 25c.

'fhomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

the New York Obse,·ver's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution by R. G. Ingersoll; tQgether with A Roman Catholic Canard,
by W. J:l. Burr. Pttper, 15c.

Limitations of Toleration. A Discussion
between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederic R.
Condert, and Ex-Governor Stewart L. ·woodford. Paper. 10c.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. ·Paper, lOc.
Civil RigJtts Speech. · With Speech of
Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10c.

Opening Speech to the Jury: In the suit
of t-he B. & l\'L Tel. Co. vs. W. D. Tel. Co., 1886.
Paper, 10 cents.

Declaration of lndepell(lence. Centennial
Oration, together with rt copy of the Immorta.]
Document and the National Anthem, Land of
Liberty. Paper, 6c.

Crimes Against Criminals. Price, lOc.
A Lay Sermon. On the Labor Question.
Paper, 5c.

HERBE~T. SPEN:CE~:

His life and ,Persona.!
charactenstics ; his views on educatwn; his
religious opinions. By MR. DANIEL GREENLEAF
'fHOMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His ancest!:j_',
life, and personal characteristics. By JOHN w.
CHADWICK.
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
material universe ever have a beginning ? By
GARRET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology; How the world grew. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES.
.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
does life begin; The problem of spontaneous
gflneration. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE; 'fhe evidences from geology, li\'eograr>hical distribution,
and comparative zoowgy. By RossrrER R\YMOND, Ph.D.
7. THE DESCENT OF N,IAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; duration of human life on the planet; By E. D.
CoPE, Ph.D.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the
. nervous system: the nature of mind. By RoBT.
G. EccLES, M.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitive man;
growth of the family, city, and state: develQPment of the domestic relations; marriage. By
JAMES A. SKILTON.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of religions beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By z.
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism
grows out of egoism; the proper balance. By
DR. LEWIS G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a, from geology;
b,- from morphology; c, from embryology; d,
from metamorphosis; e, from rudimentary organs; f, from g~ographical distribution; g,
from discovered links; hi from artificial breeding; i, from reversion; r, from mimicry. By
NELSON C. PARSHALL.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REv. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relation
of the doctrine to_prevailing philosophical systems. By STARR J:loYT NICHOLS.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLU'fiON ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for soci11.l
regeneration tts tested by evolution. By REV.
MINOT J. SAVAGE.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES.
"
17. l'HE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
By SYLVAN DREY.
18. THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of semie"perception; si;;ltt, sound, taste,
smell, feelin~; the doctrine of thu Unknowable.
By RoBERT G. EcCLES, l\i.D.
19. A STUDY OF MATTER AND MOTION. An
excellent digest of a much vexed question, with
quotations from many authorities. By HoN. A.
N. ADAMS.
20. PRIMITIVE MAN. Man !18 revealed by archeological studies; evidences of man's antiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic raccsi
the ages of bronze and iron; C!l.VC men ann
lake-dwellers; dohnim 11.ud mound hnil<lcrsj.
In·imitive implements and tools; proofs oi
nw.u 's natnra.l evolution. By z. HIDNEY OAnn•soN.
21. GROW'fH OF THE MARHIAGE RELATION.
Marriage a primitive institution; its e11rlicr
forms; no evidence of original promiscuity; exogamy p,nd endogamy; group-marriage; polygyny, polyandry, and monogamy; marnage by
capture; monogamy the highest form of therelation; divorce and divoi·ce htws; mal'l'iage a
contract; its regnhttion ·by the state. By C.
STANILAND WAKE.
22. EVOLUTION OF l'HE STA1'E. The ~rowth
of political institutions;,.the patriarchttl family;
the tribe and clan. By J OIIN A: 'l'AYLOII.
·
23. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How lttw begins;
statute l11.w and judge-made htw; the conversion
of customs into law. By PRoF. RuFUS 8rrELDON.
24. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCIENCE. Superntttural ideas of disease; fetichism in medicine; the beginnings of. medical science, By
RoBER'£ G. EccLES, M.D.
25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARJ\IOR l'he
necessity for arms and armor undei· the struggle for existence. By JonN C. KmBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE l\IECHANIC ARTS,
development of the human hand· the earliest
use of Implements and tools. By JAMEs A.-SKILTON.

27. EVOLUTION OF

Stage and the Pulpit. An Interview oil

their Compttrative Merits, and Opinions on the
Trial of the Chicago Anarchists, the U.atholic
Church, etc. Paper, 3c.

Ingersoll on McGlynn. Paper, 3c.
Bible Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
Ingersoll Catechised. Paper, 3c.
The Truth of History. Paper, 3c.
Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board,
beveled, gilt edges, 50c.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.
inches, heavy plate paper, 50c.

22x28

'Photograllh (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll,
50 cents.

Liberty in Literature.

Testimonial to

Walt Whitman. By Uobt. G. IngersolL An
Address Delivered in Philadelphio, Oct. 21,
1890. With Portrait of Whitmai!. ".Let us put
wreaths on the brows of the living." Pnce,
paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBlE.
:CE!!iG

A Pop dar Aceo :nt of the Formation and Development of the Canon.

THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The definition of wages; economic characteristics of the wage system; wages tho outgrowth
of slavery; origin and development of the
wages system. By PRoF. GEo. GuNTON.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN OIVILIZA'l'ION. The beginnings of education; early
methods in Egypt, Persia, China, Greece, and.
Home: early Uhnstian ideas of education;
Catholic anil Protestant views; the common
school system. By MISS CAROLINE B. LE Row.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. I.
The Theological Method. By REv. JoHN CHADWICK.
30. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. II.
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAni PoTTS.
31. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORJ\I. III.
The Anarchistic Method. By HUGH 0. PENTECOST.
32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. IV.
The Scientific l\Iethod. By DANIEL GREENLEAF THOMPSON.
33. ASA GRAY: His Life and Work. By IliRs.
MARY TREAT.
34. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUJ\IANS. The
l\Ian and his Work. By PRm'. JorrN FrsKE.
W"' Each· Number, 'fen Cents. -"!11
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa.yette place, New York.

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.
An independent and respectable study of character in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own 11.s her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
presentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-nvestminster Review.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Pro and Con of
God and His Book. $1.25.
Woman: Her Glory, Her Shame, and
Her God. Two vols. $1.25 each.
Did Jesus Christ Rise from the Dead~
25 cents.
Confessional, Romish and Anglican. 30
cents.

Su~ernatural Religion~
Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Miraculous Religion?
By E. E. GUILD.

Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 30 cents.

CRIMES OF PREACHERS Force aqd P\atter;
~~

~

United States
and
Canada
from 1876 to 1883.
" By their frni ts
sball-ye know them I
Do n1en gather
grapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles."

ru:.

By
E. Billings.

Price, 25 cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Works on the Labor ijuestion.
The Conventional Lies of Our Civilization.
By IVIax Nordan. Qo.NTEN'rs.,-l\Imw,, 'l'ekel
Uphursin; 'l'he ltcl~mus, Monarclnc, a.n.l
Aristocratic,Political'rJ~conomical, Matrimonial,
a.nd IVIiscellttneons "ics; Closing Harmony.,

BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
CONTENTS:
Force and l\fttttcr,
The Fitness of 'fhings in
Imrnort1tlity of IVIttttcr, Nature (Teleology),
Immortttlit:v of Force, Mtm,
Infinity of lilatter,
Brain ttncl l\iin<l,
:t'hought,
Valnc of l\Ittttcr,
lVIotion,
Consciousness,
Form,
Scat of the 8oul,
Immutability of Natural Innnte Ideas,,
LuwB,
'l'hc Iclmt of <lo<l,
Universality of Ntttuml Person1tl Continumwc,
J,ttws,
Vitttl Force,
'fhe He11.vcnH,
The Honl of BrntcH,
PerioclH of tho Creation Froe Will,
of the Em·th,
Momlity,
Original Gcnemtion,
Con eluding ObscrvttSccular Goncrntion,
tions.
Price, $1.50. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

DOWN

THEY
GO!

121110, 364 pp., paper, PeorJle'H etlitiou, 50 c.;

cloth__, !j11.00.
. .
'l'hc .unperittl Council of Vienna vrolnlnto<l the
sale of this hook in Austria, ar1<l coniiscate<l nil
covicH of it they coni< l iiiH l.

Economic Equities.

.

Principles of the Natural Order of thelUniverse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.

A Compoml of t.lw

Ntthu>Ll Laws of IndnHtrial PJ·o<luetinn an<l Exchange. By J. K. Ingttlls, an thor of "Socittl
Wealth." Paper, 25c.

Fruits of Philosophy. A 'rreatise on the

Povulation Question. By Dr. CbaH. Knowlton.
Editc<l by Charles Bmtliangh an<lAnnieBeHtmt.
25c.

Poverty: Its Cause ami Cure. Pointing

out the means by which the working classes may
raiHe themselves from tbdr JrreHtmt state of lo.w
wageH and ceaseless toil to one of con1fort, <lignity, and in<lepcndcnco, and which is ahw capable of entirely removing, in course of tim<', the
other principal social evilti. By i\1. G. H. 10c.

Large or Small Families ~ On which Side
Lies the Bttlance of Comfort? By AUHtin Holyoake. 5c.

Poverty : Its Effects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles
Bracllangh. 5c.

Why ])o lUen Starve ~-

By Chas. Brad-

laugh. 5c.

The Laml Onestion. Large Estates Inimical to the \Yelfarc of the l'eovle. By Uhurlcs
Bracllaugh. 5c.

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Letters to Young Peo]Jle. By (Prince) .
Peter Rra))otkine. Witf1 Life of author, by
Stcpniuk. 10c.
Address THE 'fHU'l'H _HEEKElt.

Best mnke Anwncan Rtemwirul ''l'atchcs, 15
jowelH, ltd.in';tod, nn.t. rc_gnlator, in Hilvcrinc enHc,
onl;v $11; in a ounce com Hilver, $1fi; 4 ounce, $17
(It few years ago >fifiO). In-host 1·1 lrt. iillcd gold
cases, open faec, $20; hunting, 1!123 to $28; 14 kt.
Holid gold, 'ii40 to $1()(); Hame,not adjusted, $2less;
11 jwls. $3 50, mul 7 iwls. $5 less (lower grade
wtttchcs, $5, lji4, and 'ii2 50).

'11'1-lll~ J•IO:li.FI.;C'I'JO:D "O'li''I'O 'VE'ri'•
S'I'IUN"
A'I'Clll, much finer than above,

'v

full ttcliustecl to hcttt, cold, and position, 16 jwls.
aucl allmodcru improvements, mclrcl movement,
eased as ttbovc, 'liS more, gilt mov't. $6 more. No
one else in the world Hcnds out so good tt Wt\tch

atl~~crll~~\ii, «~Of-~) HUN'I~IN£~ AMEUI•
CAN 'VA'J.'(JJIII,S, lntnst styles, beHt fillo<l, 7
iwlH. $17; 11 jwlH. $18.50; 15 iwls. $25; 14 kt. solid

go],!, $10 to $100 more. All Hcnt prcpai<l, kent in
order one ycttr, mul cash refunded if not stttiHfactOl'y.
DIAJJI.ONDS: in rings, pins, clrops, studs,
ctc. !jl10; $15; $25; $50; $100 to $1,000 per set.
Uus 11 refunded, if not 20 per cent below regul11.r
price, any time within one year.
'VEDDINf~ UINf;S: Plain, ch!tBe<l, with
pearls, emeralds, rubies, moonstones, opals, garnets, turquoise, solitaires or combinations, a
HjlCC!alty.
SUNDI~IES:
Rogers Bros.' triple-plated
knives, $1.75; forks, 'ii1.75; tea spoom, $1.80;
tables, $8.49; hcst spects. in the world, $1; pebbles, $2; 14 kt.. go!< I, >\IG moro (sencl line of finest
J>rint you can read without glasses 14 inches from
eyes); gold-hcndccl canes, $8; $10; $15; $20. Best
r:uwr-a luxnry-$2. Solid silver spoons, $1.70 per
ounce. Ronvenir spoons. silver, $1.25 to $2. 'l'ea
sots, $20 to 'ii40; ev.crything in the line of fancy
tahlc silver, noveltws, plnHh, mul art goodH, gold
penH, ct.c. All Hent JH'e,Pitid (except cutlery) subJect to exchange or cash hack.
O'li"I'O 'VE'li'TS'I'EIN

Colonel Kelso's Works.

Establishc<l 1857.
. Rochelle, in.
Hnnd for nrice lists beautiful c11.rds in colors
a11<l gol<l of my Frcetlronght btLdgcs Oargc and
small l, tracts, etc. Free.

"WHY"
I specially wttnt 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELJVIINA DRAKE SLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

AN INFIDEL REMEDY.

Pocket Theology.
By VOLTAIRE.
Terse. witty, and sarcastic definitions of theological terms. Price, 25 cents.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTS : 'fhe Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies., The Books ttt
First Not Considered Ins pi red. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted· as Scripture
Books which are Now Called Apocryphal. 'fhe
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, 75 cents.

A NOVEL.

The Bible Analyzed. Cloth,
pages, $3.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM
AND TREATMENT OF 1\J:EDIOMANIA.

By F. R. MARVIN, M.D.

Cloth, 50 cents.

~octavo,

833

Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1. 00.
The Real Blasphemer!!. Paper, 12mo,
188 pages, 50c.

SpirituaJism Sustained.
245 pages, $1.

Universe Analyzed, $1.

Cloth, 12mo,

A patient wri~ing from DavenporP1,Wash., ·~:rs
"Your remedy IS marvelous, and W1ll accomphsh
what is said it will do. The value of which is
untold.''
·

THE

'l~RUTH

SEEKEH, JANUARY

16. i892.

Valuable

Books

on

H~gie11e,

Food aqd
Diet,
11\arriage
a11d
Pare11tage,

ttc.

Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psycl1ie
Science. By Hudson Tuttle, A Sci-

entific Work Designed to prove from !neon.
testable Facts the Doctrine of Immortality.
$t.25.

Hygiene of tile Brain an1l the Cure of
'Nervousness. By 1\:I. L. Holbrook,
l\LD. Price, by mail, $t.50. "Get this book and
read it, for it abounds in practical valuable
lmowledge."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Eating for Strength. B;r M. L. Holbrook,

1\I.D. Price, by mail, $1. 'I am delighted with
it."-[H. B. Baker, Ill.D., Secretary Michigan
State Board of Health.

Parturition Without Pain. . A Code of

Directions for avoiding most of the Pains and
Dangers of Childbe:oring. By l\'L L. Holbrook,
1\I.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellence surpasses our power to commend."New York EYening Mail.

Liver Complaint, lUental' Dyspe}lSi~ and
Headacl1e : Their Cure by Home '_J.'reat-

ment. By 1\L L. Holbrook, l\I.D. Price, by
mail, $1. "Re11.ding this book I cured myself
after several doctors had failed."-[T. C. Curtis,
U.S.A.

L~·-·-~ DAVID COl\:IPLAINETH OF HIS~FRIENDS AND LOVERS.

The Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.

My lovers and- roy friends stand aloof from roy sore; and roy kinsmen stand afar off.-Psalms xxxviii, 11.
STRn~:e

A

OF<

Millionaires Against Miners;
-on-

quirement and Apportionment.

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
By HENRY D. LLOYD.
ltlr This book tells how the Spring Valley miners

wPre starved into actual slavery.
It is the Etmy nf a monstrous and in~uman crime.
It tl<Jnls not with theories ]mt With facts,
figure", "nclnames. It rs a powerful ancl pathetic book.
2e4 pages.

Address

~~~~!~and~~!~~~c: J.D. ShaYJ;S Boo~s.

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $t.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.

In proceeding toward any given point, there is
always one line which is shortest-THE STRAIGHT;
so, in the conduct of human affairs, there is always one course which is best-THE JusT.

The Better Way. An Appeal to l\ien in /
behalf of Human Culture through a wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,

25 cents. "lt contains informat.ion and warning

that are urgently needed."-[Christiun Union.

Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Pop-

ular Exposition of the Fundnmenta-1 Problems
in Sociology. By R T. 'I'rnll, 1\I.D. Price, by
mail, $2 This work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scien-

The Bible-What Is It? 25c.
Studies in Theology.
Liberalism. 5c.

10c.

W onutn on St·rike (t{/(tinst the
Male Sex jot• Sex·ual
SoveT·eiunty.
BY GEoRGE

Be Thyself. 10c.
Christianity· No Finality.

Spiritualism

N.

MILLER.

Astonishing praises folio~ TH~ STRI:KE OF ASF;X
wherever it is read, hoth m thrs country and In
England. Although it relates to the most delicttte
suh]cct in the world, it is trettted so reverently
that the most refined women are enthusiastic for
its circulation. Price, 25 cents.

Superior. 10c.

Common-Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
lOC.

Deluge in the Light of Motlem Science.
toe.

Gan·ison in Heaven. A Dream. lOc.
Geologist and Ra1lical. By J. H. Powell.
25c.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
$1.50.

God Proposed for Our National Constitu·
tion. 10c.
Irreconcilable Recor1ls.
Genesis and

Self -Contra~iGtions of the Bible.
Price,

t5 cents.

LITTL£ L£SSOHS FOR

LlTTLt FOLI{S.
Bottrds,

-

40 cents.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.

temperance.

By Harriet P. Fowler.

Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should he q_uietly
given to every clrinker."-[Hcruld of Health.
Muscle-Beating~ ~!7 Home Gymnastics

for Sick anu well. By C. Keroro,
manager of the gymnasium of llega. 30

cent~.

Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary

and Phy~iological llelations, and in their bearing on the producing- of children of fiiier health~
and greater ability. lly i\I. L. Holbrook, !VI. D. $t.
The Scientific Amm·ican says.: "Boo];s on this
subject ttre usually written by' cranks,' bnt.this
is radically different: it is scientific, sober,
clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and pa.rticularly
by the young."

Paine Vindicated

Medical Hints on tile Protection and Management of the Singing Voice. By

ING:S~SOLL.

and Drink to Health, Disease. Cure. By T. L.
Nichols! M.D., editor London Hm·ald of liealth.
Price, c oth, 50 cents.

Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousamL 30 cts.

Deep Breathing; or Lung Gymnastics.

Pnce, cloth, 50 cents. l\lrs. Homce 1\Iann writes:
"Every book you J,Jrint is pure gold nnd deserves wide circnlat10n."

How to Strengthen the Memory. By M.
L. Holbrook, l\f.D. $1.

Tl1e Proposed

POLITICAL, LEGAL, AND SOCIAL
REFORMS

Radical Discourses on Religions Subjects.
$1.2.'\.

With Author's Por-

trait. $1.25.

Law ofPotmlation. Paper, 15c.; with porSermon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
In the Ottoman Empire and Other Mohammedtrait, 30e.
Soul of Things. Psychometric Rean States.
Bearches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz. Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
M. F. Denton.) Per vol., $t.50.

should be. Paper, 25c.

Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
-28 Lafayette place, New York.

By lliOULAVI CElEUACHU ALI.

Besant-Hatcllar•l Debate. Between Annie
What Is Right? 10c.
Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Naza- Published for the information of the Christian
What Was He ? Jesus in 19th Century
writers who suffer unde!' the delu,ion that
reth a Historical Character, and the Influence
Audress 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER.

From the Cradle

to the School. By_Bertha Meyer. 'fhe Hights
of Children. By tler·bert Sil_encer. The Government of Children. By l\1. L. Holbronk l\LD.
Price by mail, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $t. 1·It is
a boolr worthy to he ranked with the best that
has ever been written concerning the training
of children."-[Bazar.

The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food

With "A ROl\fAN CATHOLIC CANARD."
Price, t5 cents.

Christianity. toe.

Who are Christians ? 10c.

Three Books in One.

Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
By PRoF. F. W. NEWIIIAN.
Price, 25 cents.

Ey :R,. G.

Is Darwin Rigl1t? Origin of 1\:Ian. $1.
Is Spiritualism True? · 10c.
Man's True Saviors. lOc.
01·tllodoxy l'alse, Since Spiritualism is
True. 10c.
Pocasset Trage~ly. Legitimate Fruit of

tific Diet. By Gustav SchliPkeysen. 'franslated from the German, by 1\1. L. Holbrook,
l\f.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and Radical-Cure for lnt.emperance, by the Use
of a Veg!)table and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $t.

~----1 4 4.------'
Moral, Theological, Histor1cal, and Speculative
Propositions.
Vegetarianism tbe Radical Cure for In-

Reply to New York Obsm·ve1·.

Geology. Paper, 25c.; clotl1, 40c.

Radical Rhymes.

Address THE TllUTH SEEKER.

By NRS. E. D. SLENKE.R.

Mrs. Besant's WorKs.

1\Iortimer Granville. $t. To this has been
added a paper by that charming English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the "Physical
Educa-tion of a Girl," ani! a J,Japer on the
"Dress of Girls." Its reta-il pnce is $t.
Gleason IVI.b. A Practical Handbook for the
Maid, \V'ifehand Mother: with a beautiful Photographic .rortrait of the Author. Price, by
mail, $1.50 "We wish the chaJ?ter, 'Confidential to i\fothers,' might be J,JUblished as a tract
and sent to every mother m the land."-[Harper's New l\fonthly Magazine.

t2mo, 326 pp., lar:ge t;ype, good paper\ silk cloth,
pnce $t 00.
CoNTENTS :-Economic Schools-A Brief Review·
of Their Origin and Growth. Rise and Growth
of Capitalism. Unearned Increase-Profi~ Interest, Rent. Conservation of Wealth. ·.mols
and lmJlroved 1\'Iachinery. The Nature of
Wages. Privttte and Social vVealth. Land Ownership. Private Property in Land. Capital and
the Productive Factors. Partnership and Cooperation. Law of f'ontraets. l\Ioncy and
Credit. Of Value, or Economic Ratios. 'faxa,..
tion as a Remedy. Reforms, not Remedies.
Suggestions to Legislators. Summary of ·Definitions-Economic and Isonomic.
Address THE 'fHUTH SEEKER.

Tne StriKe of aSex."

Yontll : Its Care and Culture. By J.

Talks to My Patients. By l\irs. R. B.

Ey J. K. INGALLS.

ii

B. Duffey author of "What Women Shoulcl
Know," ''No Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $t. lVJrs. Charles Brewsterl Portland, Me.,
writes: " Had I possessed this nook ten years
ago it would have saved me ten years of invalidism, and I should have been the mother of
health~' instead of sickly children."

Islam is incapable of any political,
legal, or social reforms.

Price, $1. Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

.A. Physician's Ser_mon t( Young Men. By
Dr. W. Prtttt. Prwe, 25 centR. Prof. H. A.
Proctor, the well-known English astronomeri
says of it: "Thronyh false delicacy lads aiu
youths are left to fa! into trouble, aiid not a few
have their prospects of 11. healthy happy life absolutely rumed. The little book before us is intended to be put into the hands of young men
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable of
discharging a father's duty in this respect; ttnrl
as not one father in ten is, we believe, ready to
do what is right by his boys himself, it is "'ell
thttt such a book as this should be available. If
it is read by all who should read it, its sale will
be counted by hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will send tO copies by mail. postpaid,
for $2. Sliould anyone desire them by the too
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by correspondence.
nrcatalogues Free.-4D

By mail on receipt of p?·ice.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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INGERSOLL'S WORKS.
ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITIONS.
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Principal Works: Gods and Other Lect-

ures ; Ghosts and Other Lectures ; Some Miatakes of 1\'[oses; Interviews on Talmage; What
1\fust We Do to Be Saved; Blasphemy; Crimea
Against Criminals, 1141 pages. ln one vol., half
calf, $5.

Prose Poems and Selections. From his

Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2 50; half
calf, $•1.50; halt mor., $5; tutkey mor., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The

Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individualit:r,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.

Ghosts and Other Lectures. Including

Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence; About Farming in
Illinois; Speech Nominating James G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet ; A
Tribute to Hev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before l\Ie Like a Dream; and A Tribute to
Ebon'O. Ingersoll. Paper, 5tlc.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some

Mistakes of l\Ioses; Free Schools;,_, The Politicians; !\'Ian and Woman; The Yentateuch;
1\'Ionday, •ruesday_, Wednesday, Thursday, He
l\Iadc the Stars Also Friday, Saturday, Let Us
1\'Iake Manl Sunday, The Necessity for a Good
Memory, ''he Garden 'l'he Fall, Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Heorews,
The Plagues, The Fli~ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery,l\larnage, War, Religions Liberty; Conclusion. Paper, liQc.

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter-

views with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons
by the Rev. •r. Dewitt •ralmage, of BrooklYn", to
which is added A Talmagian Catechism. Paper
roc.; cloth, $1.25.

Blasphemy. Argument by R. G. Ingersol

in t1JC 'rna! of C. B. Reynolds, at Mornstown,
N.J. Paper,25c.; cloth, 50c.

Wllat Must We Do to Be Saved t Analyzes

· the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Catholics EpiscopaHans, MethodiBts, Presbyterians, Evangelical Alliance, and answers the
question of the Christians as to what he proposes instead of Christianity, the religion of
sword and flame. Paper. 25c.

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

the New York Observer's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the HevolutionJ. by R. G. Ingersoll,~.t()gethPr with A Roman Catholic Canard,
by w. H. Burr. Paper, 15c.

Limitations of Toleration. A Discussion
between Col. lL G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederic R.
Couclcrt, and Ex-Governor Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, lOc.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, lOr..
Civil Rights Speeell. With Speech of
Hon. Freclcriek Douglass. Paper, tOe.

Opening Speech to tile Jury: In the suit
of the )3. & l\L Tel. Co. vs. W.

lJ. Tel. Co., 1886.

Paper, 10 cents.

Declaration of Independence. Centennial

Oration, together witf1 a copy of the Immortal
Document and the National Anthem, Land of
Liberty. Paper, 6e.

THE

GOSPEL MILL-WHERE

MOST OF THE

GRIST

GOES.

Crimes[Against Criminals. Price, 10c.
A' Lay Sermon. On the Labor Question.
Paper,-5c.

The OrOer of Creation Self.Contradi~ions of the Bi~le. Paine Vindicated
I

THE

CONFLIIIT BETWEEN GENFBIS AND GEOLOGY.
A CoNTROVERSY BETWEEN THE
HoN. W. E. GLADSTONE,
PRoF. MAx MULLER,
PRoF. T. H. HUXLEY,
M. REVILLE,
E. LYNN LINToN.
)2mo, 178 pp.; Paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 ots.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.

:Price, 25 cents

1 4 4

Reply to New York Observer.

Moral, Theological, Histor~cal, and Speculative
Propositions.
Price,

15 cents,

:By R. G. INGE-RSOLL.
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD."
Price, 15 cents.

Stage and tile_ Pulpi~. An I11:~rview on

litheir ComparatlVe l\1crrts, and Oprmons on tlje

~Trial of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholic

~

Church, etc. Paper, 8c.

Ingersoll on McGlynn. Paper, 3c.
Bible Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
Ingerson Catecllised. Paper, 3c.
Tile Truth of History. Paper, 3c.
Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board,
beveled, gilt. edges, 50c.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

fRfNCH RfVOLUTIHN.
Its Causes al")d Result,.
By W. 8. BELL,
fa:per, 12mo, cts,

*'

Holy Bible Abridged.
The passages unfit for family reading.
Paper, 30 cents; cloth. 50 cents.

Resurrection of Jesus :
CONTRADICTIONS INVOLVED IN.
:Price, 10 cts·

By W. S, B:J!i~IJ,

Litllograpll of R. G. Ingersoll.
inches, heavy plate paper, 5Qc.

22x28

Pllotograpll (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll,
50 cents.

Liberty in Literatnre.

Testimonial to

Walt Whitman. By Robt. G. In~ersoll.. An
Address Delivered in Philadelphrat Oct. c21i
1890 With Portrait of Whitman. " et us J?ll
wreaths on the brows of the living." Pnce'
pa:per, ~c.; cloth. l50c.
A-ddr~ss THE TRUTli S:EEJ{E ~.

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JANUARY 2:3. 1892.
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Comically Illustrated.

Testimonial
To Walt Whitman.
:BY

Expo.sure

. Expofiure
/

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

!"

•. by

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
PHILADELPHIA, P A.,
OCT. 21, 18UO.

by

Ridicule.

Facts.

With _a

Portrait of

Whitman.

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Paper, 25 cents ; cloth, M cents.

By WATSON HESTON.

The Martyrdom of Man.

THE· STORY HOUR.

By WINWOOD READE.

Fol' Childl'en and Youtb.

PRESS NOTICE.

Four hundred pages-Two hundred Full-Page Pictures_The ~tories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity ofthe Old Testament-A
.. Page of Text
to Each Picture.
.

Price, postpaid, $1.

By

It is rea-lly a remarkable book, in which nniv~rsal history- is "boiled down " with surprising
sldll. . . . The boldest and so far as historical
argument goes, one of the ablest assanlts ever
illade upon Chnstianity.-[Literary World.
19mo, extra cloth, 543 pp. Price, $1.75.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, N. Y.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
-THE-

JRffTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.
SHOWING
THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTWULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, ANDREVEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
CHURCH AND
STATE.

185
WITH

FuU-Page
IUustratiol\S.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS

Miss Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of the
Children's Corner in the ·New York
Truth Seeker. ·

Small Quarto-10x8 inches-nearlY. Three Hundred P!l;ges. Illuminated Covers. Sixty-six FullI>age Illustrations, with Twenty-five Smaller
Ones .
CONTENTS:
Preface; Lazy Diok; or~ The Life of a DoJ.t; An
An~el Unawares; lViay;...,_Ten Little WaitingMaids;· The Doctor's tlorse; True Politeness; A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgiving- Grandfather's Pocketbook; Meddlesome Molly-i A
Sad Mistake; Inside an Engine House·1 vur
Children; Cressbrook Cottage; Ezekiel s Silver Spoon; Odds nnd Ends-A New Year's
Story; Miss Brown's Valentine.;. What Ste_phen's Owl was St.nffed With; John; Neighbor Brightside· Miss Marie Gold's Party;
Cousin John's Philosophy; Jenny's Questioni
Katy's Answer; Alone in a.n 'Unfurnisheu
Honse; Blackey; Breaking_ the Meeting;. Our
Susie; A Funny Fellow-How He was unreel
of Practical Joking; What the Fern Said;
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthday· PostOffice Jack; Aunt Avis; I Can Because 'r Will.
Price, $1.00. Two copies_,.$2. Address,
TnE TRUTH SEEKER.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By .J"olnt. R. Kelso, A..m:.

•"IllACL~S
AHD "IllACLe:- WOJil{~JiS.
By JOHN PECK.

12mo, cloth, $1.00.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Price, 10 cts.

OF

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

Clfl{IS1'IAH ABSUJiDI1'1ES.
By JOHN PECK
Price, 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

AND
OF

OPINIONS SCHOLARS

THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY.
Issued Monthly.

$3 per annum.
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Prtce.
THE ARTIST.
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethink-

DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTON,
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE DESIGNER.

The illuatrations are classified as follows:
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
2
"
The Church Hob bing the People.
3
"
Thanksgiving.
6 .
Snhbath Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
10
Woman and the Church.
8
The Church nnd Thomas Paine.
4
i:itudies m Natural History.
2
'Ihe Bible nnd Science.
·15
~'he Clergy and Their Flocks .
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
. 1
4
The Atonement Scheme.
4
'!"he Lord and His W arks.
2
Prayer.
10
'l'he Cre(><ls.
1
Christians and 1\fohammedans.

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Work.
5
"
MissiOnaries.
1
"
The Lord's Instruments.
25
Bible Doctrines and Their Results.
1
The Church and Slavery.
2
Priests and Politics.
4
Ireland ancl the Church.
"
2
Church's Idea of Civilization.
1
The Uses of the Cross.
4
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
9•
Persecutions of the Church.
12
Some Allegories.
3
Heaven.
6
Hell.
7
Miscellaneous.

Subscription price,

ers' Almanac.............................
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener.....................................
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... . . . . . .
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett.................................
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck........
6. Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire........
7. The Crisis...................................
8. Sabbath Breaking................. . . . . . . . .

SABBATH

20

Apples of ~old. Alld Other Stories for

40
25

The Story Hour, An Exceptionally Hand-

10

•

12mo, 300 pp., $1.

"Eoys and Gn·ls. 19mo, 383 pp., $1.25.

some and Interesting Book, Without Superstition for Children and Youth. The Oul:y Freethinkers' .Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illu~
trated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER .CO.

BREAKING.

-BY-

Seeker.

~OHN

Pyramid of Cizeh, Fruits of Philosophy.
fFf~~~l(i cents.

25

Origin of" -the Sabba-tic IdeaThe Jc'"vish Sabba-th-The
Chris-tian Scrip-tures and -the
Sabba-th-Exa:rnina-tion o:f.'
Sunday Argu:rnen-ts- Origin
o:f. -the Chris-tian Sabba-thTes-ti:rnony of:" -the Chris-tian
Fa-thers-The Sabba-th during -the Middle Ages-The
Puri-tan Sabba-th-Tes-thnony
of" Chris-tian Refor:rners,
Scholars, and Divines-Abroga-tion o:f' Sunday La--w-s.

Price, .board covers, $Z; cloth, $Z.SO.

By :On.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the :year. Single copies of each
book sent upon receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH. SEEKER CO.

Mr. He,; ton deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There nre nearly two hundred pages of reading
mat.ter tp.at serYe first as exp,[anations of the illus.tratipns, and secondly as texts to prove the utter
falsitY of the church's professiOns and the hypocnsy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in the
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigat_or.

·Anuiant Eg!{Ptian Civilization 11nd llebr~w N~•
rative i!l Gtmesis and EACodus.

25

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it bas ever before appearetl in this con_ ntry, a.nd it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pubHshed. We must give the 'fruth Seeker Company the credit of 1>11tting the book in the rench of nll
At t"icc the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de-·
signer is a wonderful success~ and we judge from our own feelir:11s that nearly every Liberal in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.

A.ddres111 The Truth
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POPIJLAT/ON QUESTION,
Edited by CH4ULEs

KNoWLToJt,

~yq-g !'1»4 A,-W~HG l3~S4~l'~

~ 99!lt~ 1
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A Proposed Constitutional Amendment.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 Per Year.
means the same thing,· but sets it forth in language

Mr. C. B. Reynolds, as secretary of the Wash- that appears to promis precisely the opposit,

ington State Secular Union, sends here ·the fol- leaving it to the interpretation of the League to secure by it what the League intends."
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
lowing:
The Independent of the 14th instant publishes
"The 'National League for the Protection of American
E. M. MAODONALD,
Editor. Institutions' proposes the following amendment to the the views of twenty-six noted men on this proposed
amendment~
They are all Protestants and all in
Business Manager. federal Constitution:
C. P. SoMERBY,
"'No state shall pass any law respecting an establish- favor of the amendment. They all oppose approPUBLISHED BY
ment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof,
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, or use its property or credit, or any money raised by pri.ation of public funds for sectarian purposes,
taxation, or authorize either to be used, for the purpose but none says a word against the nation paying for
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of founding, maintaining, or aiding, by appropriation, religious instruction.
"Religious freedom " with
Enterea at the Post- Ot!ice at New York, N. Y., as Second-class Mail paymentfor services, expenses, or otherwise, any church,
Matter.
religious denomination, or religious society, or any insti- them means only the right to hav some one religion,
tution, society, or undertaking which is wholly, or in part and all they ask is that no one sect shall be preunder sectarian or ecclesiastical control.'
. , PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY A'l' $3.00 PER YEAR.
"This amendment is in harm.ony with every principle fen·ed above another. None of them would oppose
·. .Addres.~ all Communications to THE TRUTH of right and justice. History of the past testifies that the the propagation of Christianity by the general
SEEitER COMP.ANY. .Make all Drafts, Checks, union of state and church has always resulted in injustice, government. Indeed, one of the · objects of the
Post-office and Express Money Orders payable to oppression, and persecution.
amendment is to head off the growing power of
"The enactment of this amendment will wrong no one, Catholicism in Indian affairs and substitute thereCHARLES P. SOMERBY. .
for it insures full freedom of religious worship. Freedom for Christianity-in general.
for all, especial gifts, bounties, and privileges to none.
We trust that no Freethinker will help this
SATURDAY,
JANUARY 23, 1892.
"The burden of taxation is heavy: appropriation of
public money to any religious institution increases the League at all. Unsectarian Christianity is as tyburden, and does great injustice to all other denomina- rannical as sectarian Christianity. The state should
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tions.
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The World's Fair.
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· dorse th e p1atform of th e Natwn
· al L eague,
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onerewhich is simply an association devoted to downing the
The bigots are doing their work. January 5th
Inittance .......................................................... 5 0 Catholics and upbuilding Protestantism, we can yet
they
had introduced in Congress a bill "to prohibit
One subscription .with two new subscribers, in one
avail ourselvs of the quarrels of the denominations to Be00
the
opening
of any exhibition or exposition on Sun7
remittance_.......................................................
cure liberty and justice for all."
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
day, where appropriations of the United States are
· re:inittance ................................................ , ...... 8 50
He accompanies it with the request that Liberals
expended."
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
write to their representativs urging the adoption of
This of course is directed at the World's Fair.
. reinittance ........................................ :·······:·····-10 00. the proposed amendment.
Our
readers are urged to circulate the letter to
Any n_umber ove~ five at the same rate, mvanably
We must differ from our esteemed contemporary
Congressmen on this subject to be obtained at this
With one remittance.
.
.
.
m th1s, unless the League shall substitute the word
office, and to see that every representativ gets at
"religious" for sectarian. The League, however,
least a hundred. Then he won't vote for any such
will not do this, because it is a Protestant moveOn the Press.
bill.
ment designed to put "unsectarian" Protestant
Following the Swine Breeders' Association in re. The work on the text of the new Bible picture
Christianity into our government. In the Investiquesting the closing of the Fair the Beer Brewer!'!'
book-Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated
gator recently Mr. J. W. Grigsby writes about this Association has instructed its agents in Chicago to
-is completed and the book is on the press and
same amendment. He says: " Thti.s amendment secure ithe cooperation of the saloonkeepers of that
will be sent to purchasers as soon as the printers
looks to the unwary Secularist like what he wants, city and work for the closing of the show on Sunand binders can finish their labor upon it. It has
and he does not suspect that it is, in fact, a cun- clays. "It is calculated that from one hundred
four hundred pages, half of which are full-page
ningly baited trap, set by his enemies-the National thousand to two hundred thousand people will visit
pictures.. Twenty-five well-known orthodox stories
Reformers ; but if he will read between the lines he the exhibition on Sundays, and that would take
are illustrated as follows :
will plainly discern the hook. How any Secularist away the saloon patronage on that day," is the reaAdventures of Adam.
can be imposed upon by it, emanating from the
The Origin of the Young Men's Christian Asso- source it does, I cannot see, but perhaps a few son given for the action, and it is an honest business one, for certainly the saloonists care nothing
ciation.
words as to where it originated may not be amiss. for Sunday, though the majority of them are RoSustaining a Theory.
Hon. John Jay, ex-minister to Austria, is president man Catholics. Let it go out to the world that the
Some Giants.
of the I .. eague, and the Rev. James M. Kiug is pigs and the saloonkeepers and the minister:> W<tnt
The Adventures and Work of Noah.
secretary. Feb. 15, 1889, Dr. James M. King, then the Fair close·d.
A Hunting Anecdote.
the representativ of the Evangelical Alliance, and
The following letter bears upon this subject:
, Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor.
now the general secretary of this League, appeared
"HoUSE OF REPREBENTATIYS, WASHINGTON, 1,
A Queer Family.
before the United States Senate committee on edu"Dec. 29, 1891.
)
Isaac and His "Sister."
"C. A. LINDSAY, EsQ., P. 0. Box 586, Butte, Mont.,
cation and labor and argued in favor of the proOne of Twins.
posed Blair amendment to the United States Con- Dear Sir: Yunrs of the 19th instant is receive<l. There
are many petitions presented to Congress against having
Jacob and Esau.
stitution."
the Columbian Exposition open on Stmdays, but I cannot
Joseph the Man of Dreams.
That this amendment is not what Mr. Reynolds say what the result of thein will be.
Holy Moses.
"So far a'! I am concerned, I think the ExpJsitiuu
thinks it is, is evidenced by the fact that the Christian
Balaam the Diviner.
Statesman advocates it, and the Statesman is the Cove- should be open on that clay in order to giv people an opportunity to visit it who hav no other time t() do so.
Bloody Joshua.
nanter Gad-in-the-Constitution organ. Of the amend"Yours truly,
W. W. DrxoN,
The Campaign of Deborah and Barak Against ment it says : "It ought to receive the immediate
"M. C. for 1\fontana."
J abin and Sisera.
and serious support of all loyal Americans.
Th_e_W-ea_k_n_e-ss-·or-·-th_e_C-le-rgy·.
General Gideon.
Rightly ID.terpreted, it could not be used in any
J'Elphthah and His Human Sacrl.tice.
The illogic and incapacity to reason of t.he clergy
way as a lever to overthrow the Christian elements
Samson the Strong.
of this neighborhood hav never been more concluin our public schools."
Ruth and Boaz.
The Adventist organizations recognize the Jesuit- sivly shown than in the controversy between them
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel.
ical character of this League, and hav published and Colonel Ingersoll printed by the Evening TeleDavid, God's Favorit.
their opposition to it. ¥r. Grigsby quotes from gram. We h~w reprinted but one side of the clis7
Some Stories from the Book of Kings.
one of their tracts: "This proposed amendment to pute because, so far, the:re h&s been but one side to
Adventures of the Prophets.
the Constitution of the United States is to be used it. The fight Wf!.S star.ted by .J"arqes ~uckley, of t}le
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.
op.ly as a means of establishing so-cajled Protestant" Christian Advocate, who advocated boycotting tJJ.e
The advance orders for 'thili! hook hav come in Christianity as a, !latio!lal rel.igio~. Jt looks to the Evening 1~legram for printing Colonel Ingersoll's
gene:ro-usly, £o:r whioh he!lrty thnnks are retlll'!!6d, S!tUHl end Jl.S tlHl pO.caJ+ed Blair !1-menclment, but it little ''Christmas Sermon;" but the brave and galbut we shall be glad to Feoeiv~J a few ~R?"H~!!-rH:l iij WPf!>e thai+ that, in that whereas the Blair amend. lallt doctol' of a sick divinity has taken no part in
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porters to various ministers and done all in its
power to induce them to defend their faith, but, beyond saying just enough to giv Colonel Ingersoll a
text for a further arraignment of Christianity, they
hav been discreetly silent, with the exception of the
Rev. James M. King and the Rev. B. F. DaCosta.
And the former's "arguments" were so completely
riddled by Colonel Ingersoll that he withdrew from
a contest to which he was so manifestly unequal,
and the latter :tired his shot from his pulpit to a
handful of sympathizing Christians, and the Telegram could therefore present but such portion of
his sermon as the reporters could catch. This sermon, however, shows his weakness as a defender of
the faith.
He begins by maintaining his adherence to free
speech, though he evidently thinks that free speech
should stop just short of "traducing ideas and institutions that we deem divine." Such free speech he
:finds "amusing" and distasteful. After this expression of mild bigotry (which shows that but for the
logic of the situation he would advocate legal restraint upon Infidels) he proceeds to "answer" the
letter by Colonel Ingersoll reprinted in these columns last week. And this is how he begins:
"Whatever is of God must stand. No revolution
in human opinion can impair the existence of that
which is divine."
Could any controversialist beg the very question at
issue more completely? To make his statement of
any value whatever he must :first prove his Godwhich he makes no attempt to do-and he must
show what is of God. Then -he must tell us what
is divine, and why, and how he knows it. But such
establishing of a position is apparently the thing
farthest from his thought. He just says things, expecting people to accept them without thinking of
what he means. Of this character is his statement
that "God is love." What does that mean 1 Is God
a lot of love formed into the shape of a man 1 If
not, what did Mr. Da Costa say1 What did he
mean!
Here is another glittering generality: " Christianity has taught mankind the priceless value. and
dignity of human nature. It has lifted man up by
showing him he is a spark of the in:tinit." The :first
of these sentiments is an untruth; the second is a rhetorical rocket. Christianity has abased and degraded
human nature, as its history shows. Simon Stylites
was a good representativ of the Christians, and as
much a spark of the in:tinit as anyone can be.
What is a spark of the in:tinit, anyway 1
The Rev. Mr. Peters, replying to Colonel Ingersoll, is just as unsatisfactory as is Mr. Da Costa.
Here is a sample of his "arguments:" "Has not
the Bible produced the richest and most varied
literature the world has ever seen 1 Is not the
Bible producing books in countless multitudes in
every line of thought ?" It is sufficient to that to
say No, of course; but what shall we say of a man
who thinks such an " argument " conclusiv, or even
slightly convincing ?
One statemant gabbled forth by all these pulpit
parrots is that Christianity has given us all our
civilization, our enlightenment, our sciences, our
industrial arts and appliances · and the comforts
flowing therefrom. To the instructed, to the true
students of history, how monstrous appears this
perversion of truth, and how reprehensible its
authors. Every science and art has come into
being and struggled to its growth against the
deadly opposition of the Christian church. Not
only of the Christian church but of the Christian
religion itself, which in its scriptures givs those
false declarations which were used to combat the
truths discovered. Geography-Lactantius, St. Augustine, Eusebius, Boniface, Pope Zachary, Tostatus, and countless theologians and hierarchs for
centuries stifled the true doctrin of the earth's
shape, declaring on the authority of Bible texts
that it is a parallelogram, flat, and surrounded by
seas. Astronomy-that the earth is stationary and
the heavenly bodies move about it, this doctrin
taken from scripture was taught by the church till
two centuries ago; for asserting the true theory
Copernicus and Galileo were persecuted and Bruno
burnt ; and all this on the warrant of scripture, in
which1 ~s Mt1-rtil! {juthfilr (.lited1 we !lire told that

~3,

"Joshua commanded the sun to stand still, and not
the earth." Geology-,-this science whose fossils
and earth deposits revealed an age of the world a
hundred times the six thousand years of Genesis,
has grown up only despite endless ecclesiastical
persecutions of its devotees. Chemistry and Physics
-"Even before these sciences were out of their
childhood," says Ex-president White of ·Cornell
University, "the champions of that same old mistaken conception of rigid scriptural interpretation
began their war ; the catalog of chemists and
physicists persecuted or thwarted would :till volumes." Meteorology-those who made their livelihood by petitioning the supernatural for favorable
rains or dryness, heat or cold, persecuted to the
death the few sage observers who declared the
weather to be under natural law; the biblical conception of angels opening and shutting "the windows of heaven" and letting out "the waters that
be above the :firmament," proved the death of
many an utterer of the true theory. Cartography
-map-makers whose maps did not place J erusalem in the center of the world (Ezek. v, 5; xzxviii,
12) were denounced as impious. Anthropogenythose who hav numbered a score or so of years·
recollect the clerical vituperation showered on Darwin f0r discovering" the true descent of· man.
Anatomy-dissection troubled those who looked for
resurrection of the body, and it was interdicted as
sacrilege. . Medicin- countless investigators and
physicians bav been persecuted or burnt by the
rival dealers in cure by faith, masses, and miracle.
Let us turn to the Industrial Arts. Agricultural
Progress-we might, says Professor White, go
over its battle-fields " and note how, by a most
curious perversion of a text of scripture, many of
the peasantry of Russia were prevelited from raising and eating potatoes, and how in Scotland at the·
beginning of this century the use of fanning-mills
for winnowing grain was denounced as contrary to
the text 'the wind bloweth where it listeth,' etc.,
as leaguing with Satan, who is ' prince of the powers of the air,' and as sufficient cause for excommunication from the Scotch Church." Civil
Engineering-here we see how the introduction of'
railways into France was declared, by an archbishop, to be an evide!lce of the divine displeasure.
against country innkeepers who set meat before
their guests on fast-days, and now were punished
by seeing travelers carried by their doors ; and how
railroad and telegraph were denounced from noted
pulpits as "heralds of Antichrist;" and then we
might pass to Protestant England and recall the
sermon of the curate of Rotherhite at the breaking
in of the Thames hmnel, so destructiv to life and
property, declaring that "it was but a just judgment upon the presumptuous aspirations of mortal'
man." Leaving the Industrial Arts for Social
Science-scrupulous pietists in Sweden and the
United States opposed censuses because of the texts
2 Sam. x:xiv, 1, and 1 Chron. xxi, 1. But volumes
would be required to recount the sciences and
the sub-sciences, the industrial arts and the :tine'
arts, the inventions and the apparatuses, that hav
been antagonized and long repressed by the Christian clergy with their doctrin. A library would
be :tilled by the theolo'gical doctrins, the texts and
applications of texts, the absurd religious notions,
the crazy clerical cavils, the erratic and muddled
pious reasonings, which for a dozen centuries barred
the path of progress. Another library would
barely hold the accounts of the persecutions and
tortures, the murders and massacres, with which
the church has ever met the seekers of the truth.
In all this controversy Colonel Ingersoll has not
met a foeman worthy of him : they are but foils for
his play. And the most striking thing about their
attacks upon him is their weakness in logic and
ignorance of what fairly constitutes arguments.

1892.

listen to Colonel . R. G. Ingersoll and Moncure D.
Conway. Paine is one of the world's great men
deeply.· admired by Colonel Ingersoll, and Mr.
Conway has written the best· Life of him extant.
They will undoubtedly do th~ Author-H~ro ample
justice. • Tickets, 50 cents ; · addresses at 8 o'clock.
We regret to state that, if we may believe the
daily papers, our good Presbyterian president
worked-really worked /-last Sunday by attending
a cabinet meeting of his own calling. But he is in
favor of shutting up the World's Fair on Sundays
and of a Sunday law for Washington which shall
prevent any citizen of that city following his last
Sunday's illustr~ous example.
·
Colqnel Ingersoll's speech at the Unitarian dinner
at Sherry's was a characteristic one, and we hav
left all the disfiguring laughters and applauses in
to show how the Unitarians took it. But because
the colonel consented to instruct the Unitarians it
is no sign he will join their church. On the contrary it is an indication that the Unitarians are becoming broader-approaching closer to Rationalism.
The committee who waited upon Colonel Ingersoll,
it is said, assured him that they wanted him to say
anything he felt called upon to say and that the
association individually and collectivly could stand
it. Colonel Ingersoll's congratulations to the members, therefore, upon their acquirement of the virtue
of "intellectual hospitality" were not an empty
compliment.
--------~~--------

Several English "medical journals hav recently
called attention to a fact, sustained by common observation, that the young women of the present day
are better developed physically, taller, plumper,
stronger, and healthier than the young women of
:fifty, one hundred, one hundred and :fifty, or two
hundred years ago, and that in this continuous and
perceptible improvement of condition and aspect
there are no steps backward. This, the journals say,
is the result of improved health, the result of a more
scientific mode of life, better hygienic conditions,
larger latitude in outdoor exercise, better nutritio.n,
better physical culture, and softening and equalizing
of the climate. And we ourselvs will comment that
the means by which we hav obtained this "more
scientific mode of life, better hygienic conditions,"
more "exercise," and better " nutrition and physical
culture" has been the dethronement of Christianity
by science. It has been the displacement of the
priest by the investigator and the teacher. It has
been the diversion of attention from the supernatural
to the natural. It has been the neglect of another
world and attention to this.
A Catholic paper .laments this sad situation:
"There is every reason to believe that if the pope
should appear in the streets of Rome like· any other
citizen it would giv occasion to insult and riot, and
unless the authorities should be more prompt in
interfering than they usually are, the pope would
be in danger of his life from the Piedmontese
rabble that has infested the city since the revolution." On this we will make these remarks: The
citizens of Rome and Italy are those who hav been
the most familiar with the popes. They hav known
them longer and more closely than any other
people.
They hav been ruled by them more
thoroughly and pervasivly than any others. Their
condition thirty years ago, before the papal downfall and the rise of the Italian kingdom, was the
result of unmixed papal rule, and they here had an
unusually decisiv test of the value of that domination. If they are so ill pleased with those popes,
and with that rule, that they would mob a pope on
opportunity, it reflects very badly upon those
ecclesiarchs and their methods.
In these days while Catholics are so importunately

Colonel Ingersoll and Monc)lre D. Conway to demanding control of our schools, an occasional
glance should be thrown upon the educational conSpeak at the Paine Celebration.
The Paine Celebration in this city will be considQrably bigger than usual. The Manhattan Liberal Club proposes to do justice to Thomas Paine
and let Americans know to what extent they are
indebted to him by hiring Chickering Hall on the
(lV~min~ of J"~uar;r 2\)th1 R<nd letting th.e people

dition in which Catholicism left the countries that
she once ruled. The state in which she left Italy
at the overthrow of her power in the years about
1860 and 1870, is thus recited by the historian
Mackenzie : " Priestly influences had been studiously hostU tQ «;~du,Q~~Jtion, 11.nd the expelle(t despots
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and as such secures aid from the state treasury for
At the close of the lecture Mr. Thomas Curtis
the support of orphans, to the extent of thousands made an eloquent memorial address in honor of
of ~?liars a year. Within the last year an eminent William Paden, who, both in England and America,
Spmtuallecturer, Mrs. Watson, desired to adopt a away back from the Chartist movement, has been a
little child, six years of age. She offered to this noble supporter of Freethought.
We were inchild, this "waif of humanity," a beautiful home, debted to Mrs. A. Schou, of Oakland, for a beautian opportunity for education and the care and pro- ful piano solo at the opening of the meeting. M]:.
tection of a mother. This society refused to giv Schou acted as chairman in the absence of our
Mrs. Watson the privilege of adopting this child, president, Mr. C. F. Burgman.
on the ground that she would not promis to send
The San Francisco Gall givs quite an extended noit regularly to an established Christian Protestant tice of our genial Liberal comrade, Dr. W. Botsford,
church and Sunday-school. Here was a religious at whose home I find the generous fellowship that
test applied in the administration of a state insti- mingles pleasure with toil. Dr. Botsford occupies a
tution. Here was a cruel act, worthy of the Dark high position in his profession, and is not afraid to
Ages. Nothing could be said against the character openly acknowledge his Freethought principles.
of Mrs. Watson; she is known and respected He is of old Connecticut stock, was born, however,
throughout the state. She is a Spiritualist and a in New Brunswick, but is a true American under our
Liberal, and therefore she is denied the possession :flag.
of this little child. The iron hand of ecclesiastical
I hav received a letter from C. Beal, who is pushbarbarism is put upon this orphan, and to-day it is ing his Liberal enterprise on the Columbia river with
compelled to remain in the asylum and not per- his usual energy. He is about to build a Freemitted to accept the generosity of the noble wo- thought university and opera house at his new home.
man. And this is in.. the state of California, in an I would advise all Liberals who hav an eye to the
institution supported by all the taxpayers of Cali- coast, and want to find a place where there is intelfornia. It is an insult to the Spiritualists and lectual companionship, to correspond with C. Beal,
Liberals· of this state. All are compelled to Cathlamet, Wash. I like the country about Columsupport this institution, which for bigotry and bia river. I believe it has a great future.
superstition stands side by side with the Spanish
An instance has been brought to my notice of the
Inquisition. Are the Liberals of the state so indif- value of "Christian charity." The church boasts of
ferent to humanity, to justice, that they will allow its charities, and the idea is abroad that these chariCONVEN~riON
this act to transpire without protest~
ties are of some service. Yet after all they are humOF THE
The convention will take this matter into consid- bugs. The only true charity is secular charity, coneration and see if the state institutions of California ducted on business principles, where help is given in
are to be administered in this sectarian fashion.
a common-sense way without any religious fervor atOur platform has no creed-it is simply human tached.
rights. It is the immortal words of General Grant, · A gentleman of my acquaintance, of Catholic
AT UNION SQUARE HALL,
"Keep the church and state forever separate." All family, had a little sister sick with the diphtheria.
421 P9ST STREET, - - SAN FRANCISCO, Liberals of every belief-Spiritualists, Theosophists, He was able to pay for medical attendance but
Freethinke,.-s, the liberal-minded Jew, the Christian desired to place her in a hospital. He took her to
January 30 and 31, 1892,
who is willing to giv to others the same rights that a Catholic hospital, and, to his surprise, admittance
TO OPEN AT 10 O'CLOCK SATURDAY MORNING he claims for himself-all are cordially invited to was refused on the ground that the disease was
meet in this convention and aid in the triumph of contagious and could not be guarded against. My
WITH BUSINESS SESSION.
justice, freedom, aud equality.
friend, uncertain what to do, applied to the French
Able speakers are expected to be present from all hospital, which is not under any religious auspices
To the .Members and Friends of the Union,
Citizens of California: The convention to be held parts of the Coast. Music will be furnished by whatsoever. It is simply a scientific medical instiThe little girl was admitted at once.
this year is one of great importance. Standing as friends, and a splendid, sociable time is expected, to- tution.
we do on the platform of civil and religious liberty, gether with work and inspiring addresses. There "But the disease is contagious," said my friend;
grave dangers confront us. Both in California and will be a grand Paine celebration on Friday evening, "my sister has just been refused admission to the
throughout the nation there is call to immediate January 29th. A magnificent program will be pre- Catholic hospital." "Oh, we will take· care of that,"
sented in honor of one of the greatest of American said the doctor in attendance.
action.
Think; of it, the Catholic hospital had God on its
Determined efforts are being made for the enact- citizens, who gave his life to the defense of truth and
side, and the Holy Ghost, and all the angels, and
ment of a Sabbath law in California. Defeated at the rights of man.
The expenses of this convention and celebration the multitude of saints, and prayers innumerthe last session of the legislature, the enemies of
a liberal and rational observance of the Sunday are will be about two hundred dollars. Will every able, and yet it didn't dare to take charge of
conspiring for a more strenuous effort in favor of friend who receives this circular contribute what he a little sick girl. What an infernal lie that religious
ecclesiastical legislation, and with money and or- can, immediately~ Aid this work. Every little hospital is-a miserable, cowardly institution. A
ganizations, supported by the churches, are now helps. Giv something, each one. In spite of many secular hospital with only human skill and care to
carrying forward their campaign. Unless ~e are discouragements, let us press on to glorious victory. depend upon is not afraid to take charge of any
wide-awake and watchful a Sabbath law will be Let us hav the grandest gathering of Liberals ever sick person, as it is in duty bound to do. That's
the difference between religious humbug and
enforced in California, as it is now already en- held in the state.
Answer this at the earliest possible moment. Di- scientific humanity.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
forced in a large number of its municipalities by
San Francisco, Jan. 9, 1892 .
local ordinances. We must understand the situa- rect all letters to my address: 101 Fifth street, San
. tion, arouse our forces and prepare for action. The Francisco.
I hope for a generous response. If you can't
issue is forced upon us, and we cannot avoid it.
Lectures and Meetings.
In regard to the W or~d's Fair, there is need of come to the convention, at least help to make it a
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH's present lecture ·appointments
vigorous work. Never has the church made a more splendid success. Lend a hand.
are as follows: January 24th, Kent; 27th, 28th, Farmdale;
Yours truly,
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM,
desperate endeavor to place its heel upon American
President of the California State Liberal Union. 29th, Pittsburgh, Pa.
institutions. It wants to run the World's Fair for
San Francisco, Jan. 1, 1892.
the benefit of its religions tj.nd priests-to make it
THE Milwaukee Liberal Club's officers for the coming
a church fair, instead of a World's Fair. Councils
year are A. B. Severance, president; Eugene Low, viceand. conventions held in the interest of the churches
president; Miss Velma McManus, secretary; W. 0.
jews and Notes.
hav declared for the closing of the gates on Sunday
Greene, treasurer.
The
lecture
at
San
Jose
Sunday
afternoon,
Janof this magniticent exhibition of art and industry.
AT 104 East Sixty-sixth street, in the Educational
California should speak with no uncertain voice in nary 3d, was not very well attended; but if the fair
a question of such infinit importance.
To close weather continues, and the balmy breath of spring Gymnasium, at 3:30 P.M., Sunday, January 24th, Dr.
the World's Fair on Sunday would be a union of still blows, perhaps there will be a better showing Ward will lecture on "The Church a Necessity as a Sochurch and state in this republic, fatal to human as time rolls on. Fortuna~ely the cyclone and the ciological Factor." A new type of "sermons" from the
blizzard do not visit here and there is some chance standpoint and on the authority of natural science.
progress.
.
.
The Bible m schools questwn also demands our to fight orthodoxy with a fair field.
THE Pittsburgh Secular Society will celebrate the one
The audience was "fit, though few." Miss Anna
earnest attention. Great progress has been made in
hundred and fifty-fifth anniversary of the birth of
this matter. In Wisconsin, Oregon, and Washington Vastrousky inspired us with excellent music. Our Thomas Paine, at the Curry University, Friday evening,
legal decisions hav declared that the Bible is a se?- good bishop was there ; Mr. and Mrs. Magerheimer, Jan. 29, 1892, at 8 P.M. Oration by John R. Charlesworth,
tarian book, and must be excluded from the public whose hospita,ble roof givs welcome; Mr. and of New York. To conclude with social. Admission:
schools. We need the same decisions in California. Mrs.· Fisher; Mr. Dibble, of Santa, and Mr. and Gentlemen fifty cents, ladies twenty-five cents.
The Bible is forced upon our schools. In Sacra- Mrs. Woodhams. They are talking of having one
THE Ohio Liberal Society, of Cincinnati, has leased
mento, the capitai of the state, the Bible is read in or two lectures at Santa Clara in connection with
the schools by order of the board of education. the campaign here. l was pleased to meet with Douglass Hall, N.W. Cor. Sixth and Walnut, and will
This is an outrage. An effort will be made to bring Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Schwartz. The roses bloom occupy it for regular Sunday evening meetings. January
this matter· before the courts of the state. Un- again along time's march. I was delightfully sur- 24th-George Collins, ".Buddha and Christ," with readdoubtedly Bible-reading in the public schools is prised with the meeting at San Francisco, and so ings from Buddhist scriptures; January 31st--Prof. John
were all the "old guard." We did not expect half E. Remsburg, of Kansas City, Mo., "The Sunday Quescontrary to the constitution of California.
Another matter of great importance is appropri- as many. The hall was full and every seat was tion."
ations out of the state treasury for the support of occupied ; in fact, there were not enough seats.
THE American Secular Union will hold a mass meeting
sectarian institutions. This is done in California. Evidently we can put this series of lectures on the on February 27th at Central Music Hall, Chicago, to proThe Liberal tax-payer is compelled in this way to prosperous list. " The Evolutions of a Century" test against closing theWorld's Fair on Sundays. There
support the church, which, as Jefferson says, is make an attractiv theme.
will be several speakers, occupying ten or fifteen minOld friends came crowding around.
Dr. and utes each, preceded from 7:30 to 8 o'clock by a musical
"wicked and tyrannical." The following instance
will illustrate the injustice of these appropriations. Mrs. Whitford were present from Butte City ; program. Societies willing to cooperate are requested to
There is an institution in San Francisco called Kiershi, of El Paso; Burgess, of Livermore. It was appoint a committee or representativ to confer with the
"The Ladies' Relief Protectiv Society." According quite a reunion of old comrades. Many new faces secretary of the Union, :Mrs. A. M. Freeman, 402 West
Madison street.
to its constitution it is an unsectarian association, were seen also.
bequeathed to free Italy the care of a fearfully ignorant population. In 1864 eighty Italians in
every hundred were unable to read or write, and in
1870 sixty-four in every hundred of the young men
who came up for military service were similarly uninstructed. The Italian government applied with
becoming energy a remedy to evils which were
justly deemed incompatible with the stability of
free institutions. A parliamentary grant, which
has now swelled to nearly one million sterling, was
voted for public instruction. No time was lost in
adding to this grant the greater portion of the
revenues enjoyed by the monastic establishments.
Of these there were two thousand four hundred,
inhabited by nearly thirty thousand idle and unprofitable men and women. The act of 1866 dissolved all these institutions; and after providing
for life-interests on a scale which could not be considered inappropriate to persons who had undertaken vows of poverty and self-denial, the property
was devoted to the education of the people."
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Items of Foreign News Interesting to Free- wonder that the Encyclopedists appeared, and that to him, so that he could divulge the hiding-piace of
thinkers.
they were followed by the glorious French Revolu- the treasure.
.
Victor E. Lennstrand is shaking up the clergy in tion.
southern Sweden, .and has during the past month
In the year 1890 there was contributed by Protorganized several local societies.
estants to foreign missions $13,500,000, distributed
A fox recently made his appearance in the Church as follows:
Cents.
of the Holy Heart · at Montmartre, Paris. The France ........................... per unit of population...... 2-29
"
.. . . .. 15-58
Swedish paper, Social .Democraten, thinks the Germany............. . . . . . . . ... " " "
"
. . . . . . 15-58
only strange thing about the occurrence is that the Holland. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . " " "
Norway a,nd Sweden....... " " "
"
...... 47-145
fox had four legs.
Denmark ..................•.. " " " ·
"
...... 56-125
Protestant sectarian papers in Germany are
shaking the " bloody shirt." The Holy Coat in
Trier, and the resolutions of the Catholic congress
held in Danzig, make them fear that Catholicism
will be the-upper dog for a time to come.
The pope has through an apostolic letter declared Virgin Mary to be the patron and protectiv
saint of the Congo States. Still both the Belgian
and German governments continue to send gun. powder and cartridges there, evidently as assistant
protectiv saints.
We are sorry to state that our German contemporary, Neues Freireligioses Sonntags-Blatt, has
ceased to exist. It was always a welcome guest.
We hav now to depend on .Das Menschenthum for
news from Germany, and hope our friend, Dr.
Specht, will see that it arrives regularly.
During the month of October last there was
registered in Godall, province of Saragossa, Spain,
two births and one death, and in neither case was
the service of the church demanded. This is the
best way to make the clerical beasts howl, I'emarks
Las .Dominicales. We think the same, and hope
a continued howl will soon arise in the United
States.
The wave of clericalism which not long ago
struck Meaux, in department Seine-et-Marne, France,
has already lost its force. LeBriard announces that
«itizen Victor Modeste, ex-mayor- of Meaux, and
author of important works on socif!l science, gained
a splendid victory over his clerical opponents at the
late municipal election. Mr. Modeste is a hardshell Freethinker, hence his election is a victory for
Freethought.
The cost of legal proceedings necessary to the
banishment of Henry V. Berghell, the FinnishSwedish Freethinker, amounts to $60. This, however, is the smallest item. The disgrace Sweden has
inflicted upon herself by heretic persecution cannot
be estimated in dollars and cents. According to
the latest news Mr. Berghell has left Kristiania,
Norway, on his way to the United States. If this
proves to be true, Mr. Berghell will please send his
address to the writer of this :news and direct same
in care of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Civil marriages belong to the order of the day in
France. At the marriage of Mr. Griffet, secretary
to theFreethought society of Nevers, to Miss Berthe
Thalle, which was held in the state-room of the city
hall, over three hundred persons were present.
Speeches were delivered and an excellent band
furnished the music, among other tunes La
Marseillaise, when the ceremony was over. Our
French friends hav evidently discove1·ed the superiority of a sensible discourse to the twaddle of a
priest and of the secular tunes to hymns.
Freethought will soon be agitated in Norway.
A year ago Missionary A. E. Jenson left Kristiania
with a recommendation in his inside pocket. It
waf'! given. by one of the foremost clergymen in
Kristiania, and stated that Mr. Jenson was very
pious, a great evangelist and Infidel-smasher, and
advised all clergymen to procure his assistance.
Since he left Kristiania Mr. Jenson has visited
Germany and Denmark, and at a visit to the Stockholm Freethinkers he found he had lost his Christianity. He has now re.turned to Norway and will
there work for Freethought.
'
From a copy of the Estates of France, published
in 1699, we gain the following information:
France at that time contained 4,000 parishes, 18
archbishops, 112 bishoprics, 900. abbeys, and 12,400
priories. The clergy which used to manipulate and
govern these amounted to 40,000 curates, 30,000 vicars, 16,000 canoneos,13,000 siugers, 6,000 choir assistants, 15,000 Capelanes, 20,000 Benedicts, 10,000
Carmelites, 40,000 clerical tenants, 20,000 Capuchins,
12,000 mendicants,15,000hermits,and 80,000 novices;
besides these a secular clergy numbering 193,500.
The cost of maintaining this enormous establishment was 3001000,000 fr. a year. And yet people
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Which is about one and one-fourth cents per Protestant inhabitant of those countries, estimating, as
we do, from Christian statistics, their number at
one hundred and thirty millions.
As our readers are aware, our brethren in Beigium hav a Freethinkers' orphan asylum. To get
this institution on a sound financial basis, the various
societies giv celebrations, suppers, picnic parties,
lectures, etc., besides contribu~ing individually and
directly. It occurs to us that the various Secular
Unions in this country may do the same. We hav
no orphan asylum, it is true, but we can work for
the Secularization of the various states by sending
out lecturers, giving steady employment to those who
are in the field, contributing to the "literature fund"
started by THE TRUTH SEEKER, and at each meeting
recommending our Liberal papers and having THE
TRUTH SEEKER for sale.
The Freethought societies from the eastern
portion of France held a separate congress in June
last, the proceedings of which appear in the October number of Bulletin Mensuel.
Twenty-two
societies sent delegates, and a local organization of
Freethought in east France was brought about.
Mr. Danaud, delegate from Macon, was elected president. The following demands were unanimously
requested: 1. Cessation of an embassy to the papal
court.
2. Compulsory military service for all
(clergy included). 3. Prohibition of the wearing
of religious garments outside of ceremonial worship. 4. Enforcement of law of Aug. 18, 1792, by
which aU religious orders were suppressed and their
property sold as belonging to the French nation.
5. Return of the priest under the communal jurisdiction, all the consequences of this step to be strictly
enforced, and continual work of Freethinkers until
this has been realized. To bring this reform about
there were proposed: a, Organization throughout
France of a movement having a petition to this end
as sole object; b, Demand of the representativs
of the people, both before and after election, that they
push the matter; c, Organized propaganda, through.
speeches, fly-leaves, congresses, to be held in even
the smallest villages. 6. To forward to Parliament
a petition demanding the immediate prohibition of
all religious orders, and the confiscation of their
property for the benefit of the state.

A Voice from the West Indies.
One of the most important cases in the annals of
crime in Trinidad has just been decided. It created
very considerable stir since the preliminary inquiry,
but what makes it more so are the circumstances
under which the crime was supposed to hav been
committed.
A colored man was recently charged with the
murder of another colored man. The case went
through the several preliminary trials and also before the supreme court, with three judges and jury,
and was decided by an acquittal. It was based on
purely circumstantial evidence of a very strong
character.
•
But what makes this case an interesting one to me
is that the supposed murderer is an "obeah man," or
a diviner or soothsayer. This obeah man was
employed by a young man possessing some means
to go about the pasture adjoining his house and
discover whether there was a hidden treasure.
Digging had been going on for some weeks and
the murdered man, who was considered to be well
off, was supposed to hav a share in the digging. His
body was found under a Cois canon tree, which is
connected with the obeah practices.
The view I take of this case is that the murderer,
ha·ving the aid of the murdered, who accompanied
him to the spot, there offered him as a sacrifice
to the obeah deities. It is· generally supposed
by the inhabitants of these islands that the devil is
always to be seen, and can be invoked, under the
Cois canon tree, as also another very large treethe Fromage or silk cotton tree. Old Nick can there
be seen at the ungodly hour of midnight, when all
a1·e at rest.
·
The finding of the treasure necessitated a sacrifice, and Old Nick being one of the deities, this unfortunately poor man was accordingly given away

Another notorious circumstance connected with
obeahism is the mingling of its practices with
Roman Catholicism, for the very day in which the
murderer was found not guilty, he immediately
repaired to a Roman Catholic church and there
offered his thanks to Beelzebub's antagonist--God.
Sometimes some poor old negro who merits more
pity, compassion, and charity than derision is
pointed out to me as an obeah man. The church
is their seeking-place. One has the power of divesting himself of his skin, and is called a soitcouyan. All of them are devout churchcmembers.
Another most curious fact is that when one is in
another West India island he is told if he wants
strong obeah to go to another island, where the
nativs are better versed in its practices.
The inhabitants around here-the ignorant ones·
-believe that when a candle is lighted by them and
placed on the altar of any church, and a prayer is·
recited, that prayer, coupled with the candle burning, has the power of doing whatever mischief the
one who prays asks for. It is rather curious, but not
in ore curious than a tale which was told me from the
island of Madeira on the coast of Africa. There is
a church there, and .whenever a drop of wax falls
clear of the taper on the altar, it is a sure sign that
some one has fallen over a precipice. Thes.e tales
all require a little more salt.
Through some irregularity at the post-office here
I hav not been able to read your issue of November
7th, containing the repod of tpe Congress of the,
American Secular Union, hefore.noW:; which I: char~
acterize as the most flimsy and. poor cdri.gress that
I hav ever read of.
Coming events cast their shadows before, and as
such the American Secular Union cast its shadow
of failure when Westbrook, D.D., and Miss Craddock were elected to the offices · of president and
secretary respectivly.
I thoroughly agree and indorse Mr. Wakeman's
and Dr. Foote's attitude at the congress, as.also the
remarks which fell from them. If the American
Secular Union wishes to be a success it must strike
out boldly for Secularism as a system of philosophy
and not hide under the Unitarian mask as it has
done during the past administration. It must
adopt the proposed amendment to the constitution
made by Mr. Wakeman and work as the English,
Canadian, and Australian Secular Unions. Then
and not till then will it be a success.
Unitarians and Liberal Christians cannot be conscientious Secularists, and if they wish a political institution for the separation of church and state
they are at liberty to do so. But for the present
the American Secular Union must be rescued by
the American Secularists from the Slough of
Despond in which it has been unfortunately cast.
I am not against political action being made a
side issue of the Union. On the contrary, it should
work side by side with the philosophy of Secularism
as taught by that great Secularist, Colonel Ingersoll: "The time to be happy is now~ the place to be
happy is here, and the way to be happy is to make
others so."
E. S.

English Notes.
This evening I was scanning a religious newspaper. What a world of lessons one can find in
the advertisement columns! Look at the titles of
the books published and you can almost feel the>
pulse of the theological patient. You do not needl
to read the books. Every title-page indicates the.
uncertain state of modern theology and the disrup,tion which Freethinking cannot help but bring
about. Here, for instance, is the British Weekly,
an undenominational print from Paternoster Row.
First comes a book to whitewash those miserable
tyrants, the Pilgrim ·fathers.
.
.
The book is entitled "The PilgTim Fathers,
Neither Puritans nor Persecutors." Well, I
wonder what else they were. Perhaps they were
Roman Catholics or Atheists. Anyhow the lesson
is the same. It is quite permissible to the Christian conscience to twist history, theology, or common sense to mean just exactly that which answers
the priestly purpose for the time being. Another
seems to indicate that two thousand years of Chris~
tianity hav not fully demonstrated the use of
churches: "The Mission of Christianity, or What
are Churches For ~
And yet when 'We try to explain it to the public we are pelted for our pains~
What inconsistency! This work comprises "The
Home, What Does Salvation Mean~ TheN ursery-=--.
Growth or Sacerdotal ·Magic? The Recreation
Ground, The Church's Mission of Amusement,
The Training School, Supernatural Christianity,
and The Army-Christ's Utopia." Well, the price
of this precious composition is close on a dollar, and
it is highly recommended by the Methodist :I'imes,
11
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lying Hugh Price Hughes's paper. It just shows
you what sort of stuff the Christians can and do
re.ad; and then they drop down on their knees and
thank the dear Ijord they were not born heathens.
No wonder the poor heathens look down upon them·
with pity in their eyes. .
The Church Times, which is the greatest champion of ritualism here, affords amusement to the
lover of books. Any number of sermons, sermonets, and sermon notes are advertised in its columns, so that the most incompetent parson can
make some sort of a . show in his pulpit without much trouble. "Comfort of God" is especially
designed for mourners, though what it will do for
them is not quite apparent. One famous writer
about the lives of saints, the Rev. S. Baring-Gould,
·publishes eight sermons on "The Birth of Jesus,"
without attempting to show how it came about.
"Love Beyond the Grave" seems a little too previous, does it not 1 There is plenty of room amongst
Christians for a little more love on this side of the
grave, without their getting very excited about the
other. But then the Rev. Arthur Brinckman wants
to "comfort mourners" again. I do not know, of
course, but it does seem that a religion which requires fasting, praying, watching, contrite hearting,
and all that sort of thing to squeeze one's soul into
heaven, and then leaves one's relations after death
in such a state of anxiety as to what had become of
one, is just about ten thousand years behind the
peace and joy which comes from living without any
God at all. I do know this, that for all the joy
these parsons can deal out at a quarter of a dollar
a time I would not leave my Secularism to fall
back upon their Christianity. Would any of you"?
Our Freethought world is quiet this week after
the school board election. A serene calm has taken
the place of feverish excitement; and so we shall
hav time to look around us some and see how the
Christians are enjoying themselvs. First of all
then for your compatriots, Moody and Sankey.
The Kentucky Evangelist, G. 0. Barnes, who used
to labor with his more famous craftsman, Mr.
Moody, was telling me a few nights ago that he had
been to hear them since their arrival in London,
and that they had got off the old lines altogether
and were preaching a quite (to him) unpalatable
doctrin. It seems also that the· Rev. Robert
Thomson, parish minister of Penicuik, in Scotland,
has raised his voice against the Americans. Rather
than hav them in his church, as many of the parishioners wished, he would say good-bye to Penicuik and his profession; and before he would allow
them to sing and preach there he would hav to be
laid in the churchyard. I am so glad that Christianity is a religion of love. In these hard days it
is quite refreshing to see how these Christians do
love one another. Some excitement is still felt
over the revision of the Confession of Faith. The
London presbytery has modified it almost to annihilation and they are getting along very well without
it. Save for all these changes and excitements the
church would fare very badly. Not long since Dr.
Parker started one-minute sermons. . Another parson followed suit with five-minute sermons; and
now a Chelmsford minister has started ten-minute
discourses on various subjects. Evidently theology
is as nasty as pills to church-going people.
A Scotch Baptist preacher has decided to 1·elieve
his congregation from the task of raising his salary
and is innocently going to trust to two collecting
boxes ,placed at the church doors. Quite a big
minister tried the voluntary system in London and
could not get bread and cheese out of it. Then the
congregation pulled down the chapel, and it is
down yet. What they want now is money to put it
up again; but the public keeps winking the other
·eye without replenishing the exchequer. Now they
want a parson as well.
The Methodists are all sixes and sevens. Somebody wrote that Methodism was only a bubble on
the retreating wave of Protestantism. That upset
the Rev. Charles Garrett so much that he felt bound
to reply. For the last year, he tells us, the W esleyan body has made 1,000 new members per week.
Exactly, replies the critic, and if you work that out,
the net gain is not a dozen a week. Suppose the
annual increase of new members to be 52,000; deduct 6,000 for deaths, and we shall find no less a
number than 46,000 withdrawals. Of course I do
not vouch for the correctness of the statements, but the
practical decline of Wesleyanism ·in Britain seems
to bear the antagonist out. He also says that
whereas there are over 30,000,000 Uethodists
in the world less than 1,000,000 are under John
."""vVesley's conference. The growth of modern Christianity is all of a piece-what we call in England
an Irish advance; whilst ,Secularism is increasing
on all sides.
Just now the walls are thickly placarded with
posters about a big meeting to be held at Exeter
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Hall, the home of Christian gatherings. It is to be
a great demonstration against the opium trade.
Among the speakers will be two of special interest,
lVI_r. ~heok Hong Ch~ong, superintendent of church
m1sswns to the Chinese at Melbourne Australia·
1\if"
,
'
an d m.1ss Soonderbai Powar, an Indian Christian
ge~tlewoman fr~m Bombay. So saith the poster.
It 1s a good thmg for this question to be raised,
whatever one's particular views about it may be.
England is a Christian nation and therefore not to
be overtrusted in international morality. You can
judge that by a clause taken from one of the government licenses in Bombay. The little district of
Broach contains a population of 326,930 men,
women, and children. Clause I runs: "That he
will sell at retail at the shops aforesaid not less
than 12,492 pounds of duty-paid opium in the
aggregate during the aforesaid period. If he sells
less than that quantity, he will pay to the government in the manner and on the dates hereinafter
specified penalty at the rates of rs. 5 per lb. on the
quantity. of opium required to make up the said
minimum." Well, 12,492 pounds of opium make
5i" tons, to be consumed by 327,000 persons! And
yet the government are eternally saying to the
frenzied appeals of the wives and children of the
opium-eaters that they are doing all they possibly
can to restrain its use. For a good open-mouthed
lie commend me to a Christian government. Atheists may be dreadfully immoral, but they are not in
the hunt with their Christian competitors.
Yours fraternally,
SAM STANDRING.

My Lecture Trip.
Previous to my departure from Centralia I had
the great pleasure of meeting with many Freethinkers who, though not knowing ·me personally, still
know me by reputation through the columns of our
Liberal papers. One of these, Mr. J. S. Shaw, of
Chicago, very generously gave me $5 as a contribution to aid me in my work, for which I must ask
permission to take these means of publicly
thanking him. The Daily Sentinel, the local
paper of this town, published again a report of my
second lecture, and although he had earnestly invited the local preachers to come out and defend
their creeds, they failed to put in an appearance, but
saw fit to call upon a local physician who had attended my lectures, to know what I had said. The
result of this was a letter from some "very good
Christian" in the issue of December 30th, which
a friend had forwarded to me. The letter ran as
follows:
THE LillERAL LECTURER.
EDITOR SENTINEL: In your paper of yesterday .is nearly
1). column of the teachings of the " Liberal lecturer " of
Sunday eve, closing with the hope that some preacher
may be selected to argue with him. I write to express
my hope of the very reverse. When a boy, roaming the
woods with my little dog Sancho, I found him engaged in
a fierce debatewith an tmknown animal. Of course !took
the dog's part, and with one blow stopped the fight, but had
to run from the aroma which filled the air. From that day
to this I hav always given a skunk of every kind the largest
room to pass on the other side.
There can be no equality in a debate between a man of
truth, honor, and decency and a "Liberal" who is regardless of either and delights in distilling the filthinjjss of
his imagination into the ears of the young and thoughtless.
The licentiousness and bloodshed of the French Revolution were the direct result of "unchaining the tiger" by
just such teachings. So with the ignorance, depravity,
vice, and crime of the slums of Chicago and New York
and all large cities. "To the pure all things are pure, but
to the defiled and unbelieving there is nothing pure, but
even. their mind and conscience are defiled." No, let all
Christian people go on with the work of "feeding the
hungry and clothing the naked and lifting up the fallen
and blessing humanity in every way," and leave those
who ''delight in lies" to wallow in the mire of their own
unclean imaginations until the end, when the sentence of
the judge, "He that is filthy, ).et him be filthy still," shall
seal them over to their own beloved lust forever.
SENEX.
Is not this a truly Christian letter, written in a
truly Christian spirit1 "Senex" should be the last to
speak of the sentence of the judge upon the :filthy,
when we consider the exquisit sweetness of his language; but, being requested to make some answer
thereto, I hav penned the following reply:
CINciNNATI, 0., Jan. 5, 18!J2.
To THE EDITOR OF THE CENTRALIA DAILY SENTINEL,
Dear Sir: In your issue of December 30th last, which
has been forwarded.to me, I notice a strangely characteristic "Christian" letter, written no doubt by a strangely
characteristic "Christian" gentleman, one who is eVIdently ashamed of the production of his own thoughts,
seeing that he dare not attach his name thereto; posing as
a champion of Christ, and yet hiding his identity under
the nom de plume of "Senex." What moral courage,
what heroic grandeur, he displays! What a selfsacrificing spirit it requires to-day to defend the religion
of Jesus when he dares not to come out in the open light of
day, prefering to cower under the walls of the churches,
insteacl of venturing forth into the bracing morning air,
where there is the fresh stir of healthful life!
Hide thy diminished head, thou thing of darkness, hide;
and like the rest of thy class, keep forever in the shadowy
darkness of thine own obscurity.
Happily, the age of intolerance is past; education is rap-
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icily dispelling the clouds of orthodoxy; men are learning
thongh many of them in secresy aml stealth ·to break
their mental fetters; and soon our progeny win be able
to gaze back with astonishment at this hideonsnightmare .
which has appalled and oppressed so many of their ances~
tom
·
It would perhaps hav been better for mankind had
''Sen ex" kept to killing skunks, or has he at last found one
that h~ has not the courage t<? fac.e, but like a cowardly·
assassm, prepares to stab him m the back, and like a
timid and braggart gladiator, enters the mental areD:a
when the enemy has gone?
Truly, the professed followers of Christ, ever consistent
with their own intolerant spi.J:it, are ever ready jp condemn those who cannot appreciate the erne! dogmas of
their horrible creed.. That which they cannot overcome
by the force of argument or the love of truth, they must
needs abuse. Slander has ever been an eft'ectiv weapon
in their hands, but this only shows how low a man may
descend in the moral and iutellecttliLl atmosphere U:nd yet
remain a champion of the Bible. His reference to the
French Revolution either shows the grossest ignorance
upon the subject, or else a willful perversion of the tme
facta of history. The Atheistic party in the French Rev~
olution were the Gironde, many of whom perished in
their attempts to arrest bloodshed, while Robespierre,
the Christian, continued the bloodshed until it drowned
him. Paine, the Infidel, imperiled his own life for daring to stand up in the general assembly and vote against
bloodshed. Danton, one of the chief figures in that
fight for freedom, was an Atheist, ancl he lost his head
under the horrible knife of the guillotin, trying to save
the name of his country from shame. It is true the
"tiger" was unchained, bnt verily, it wtts the Jesuitical tiger. But now I rejoice to say that with one fell
swoop Prance freed herself from monarchy and priestcraft for ever.
Yes, "keep on feeding the hlmgry and clothing the
naked and blessing humanity." Feetl them and bless
them as ye hav feel and blessed Ireland. l~eed them and
bless them as ye hav fed and blessed Itttly, Spttin, Mexico,
Abyssinia, Africa, and others too numerous to mention,
and ye will hav accomplished your deadly mission.
"Think not I am come to send 11eace on earth," said
Jesus Christ; "I am not come to send 11eace, but a
sword." And wherever the Christian religion has gone it
has carried out thttt text to the very letter. Hivers of
ht1man blood hav flowed in the holy wars; hnman lives
were lost in numbers impossible to reckon; thousands
hav perished upon the st,tke, the rack, and the gibbet,
thns ever increasing the snm total of misery lying at the
foot of the blood-red cross of Christ. Wherever it has
gone, it has broken human hearts, nncl left its track in
human blood.
"He that is filthy, let him he filthy still," is indeed a
trne exposition of the Chrintian creed. But we stty, 'l'here
shall be no more "filthy." Our work is tu remove the
uncleanness of society; to regenemte man both socially
and morally; to fit him for a higher, a nobler, and a
better moral plane.
Christianity has only to deal with men when they are
dead. But we hav to do with the real antlliving man,
telling him not to wait until he is deatl for that which,
living, he might enjoy. Howl on, yo demons of superstition; the wuuwled nnimal ulwtLys wltirws. Howl on,
ye votaries of faith; bnt your yells untl cm·ses nro vtiin;
abuse and slander can never hurt the truth; if hurled
against it lilre the thnmlerl>olts of orthodoxy, it glances
harmlessly by; 'tis only in the breast of error and
falsehood that it will rankle like n poisoned arrow.
To-day your curses are vain. Science has set the ball
of education rolling. 'The chariot-wheels of progress !ire
revolving with startling mpiclity, nnd vain slmll be the
howls, yells, and curses of priestly superstition to stay
.
them in their onward course.
.T onN R. CnAm.mnvoRTH.
Hespectfully yours,
Taking leave of the friemhl in Centralia, I started
again for Waterloo, Incl., to giv two more lectures;
there had been a little miseulculation on my part
with respect to the route, thcl'e heiug two \Vaterloos in the state. Hence a hurried correspondence
took place between us, but I finally reached there
in time. Uy arrival at the depot brought gladness
to the heart of Jacob Saltsman, Le hnving- urmnged
for my lectures and having begun to doubt if I
should reach them on time. \V e pas;;ed each oth!lr
at· the depot; never having met before, we did not
know each other. I made a few inquiries for hi~
house, and ·started ofi to find him, while he, expecting to find me a man well ttclvancecl in years,
hacl gone running off after an old man with a gray
beard. I was soou pointed out to him, however,
so matters were made straight.
I gave two lectures here; one each on the 30th
and 31st of December. lVIy fin;t lecture succeeded
in completely :filling the Opera House ; there were
not seats sufficient for all, so many had to stand
up, but on the second night the house was packed
almost to suffocation. A local sky-pilot took clown a
few notes of my iirst lecture, but Le clid not venture
out again on the second night. As usual, he had
nothing to say while I was there, but I hav been
advised later that he eternally roasted the Freethinkers of """vVaterloo when safely ensconced in the
coward's castle and when no one could hav an opportunity to reply. While hero I was the guest of
Jacob Saltsman and wife, who did their utmost to
add to my comfort. \Vaterloo has a population of
about eighteen hundred, and judging from my audiences and from the way in whieh my lectures were
received, I should say that it htts an enormously
large element of Freethinkers; wLo were so enthusi~
astic, and so well pleased at the result, that they hav
now decided to hold a Freethinkers' picnic at Ham~
ilton lakes as so'on as the weather assumes a more.
genial aspect, which I hnv promised to attend. I

was glad indeed to meet with such a large number
of Freethinkers here, some of whom I cannot recall, but among them were my host and hostess,
Henry Mull, John Sawvell, Charles Meeks, and the
editor of the Weekly .Democrat. A party gathered
~ogether at the house of Mr. Saltsman on· New
Year's eve, and a very pleasant time was spent until
the new year came upon us. Everyone· expressed
the greatest satisfaction at the result of my lectures, and promising to visit them again at an early
date, I took my departure for Angola, a town situated fifteen miles north of Waterloo.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.

Ingersoll to the Unitarian Association.
MR. PRESIDENT, LADIEs, AND GENTLEMEN : In the
first place, I wish to tender my thanks to this club
for having generosity and sense enough to invite me
to speak this evening. [Laughter.] It is probably
the best thing the club has ever done. [Renewed
laughter.] You hav shown that you are not afraid
of a man simply because he does not happen to
agree entirely with you [applause], although in a
very general way it may be said that I come within
one of you. [Continued laughter.]
So I think not only that you hav honored methat I most cheerfully and gratefully admit-but,
upon my word, I think that you hav honored yourselvs. [Laughter and applause.] And imagin the
distance the religious world has traveled in the last
few years to make a thing of this kind possible !
r Applause.] You know-! presume every one of you
bows-that I hav no religion-not enough to last a
minute-[laughter]-none whatever-that is, in the
ordinary sense of that word. And yet you hav become so nearly civilized [a smile] that you are willing
to hear what I hav to say; and I hav become so
nearly civilize~ raudible smiles] that I am willing to
say what I think. [Laughter and applause.]
And, in the second place, let me say that I hav
great respect for the Unitarian church. [Applause.]
I hav great respect for the memory of Theodore
Parker. [Renewed applause.] I hav great respect
for every man who has assisted in reaving the
heavens of an infinit monster. [Repeated applause.]
I hav great respect for every man who has helped to
put out the fires of hell. [Loud applause.} In other
words, I hav great respect for every man who has
tried to civilize my race. [Applause. J
The Unitarian (;lhurch has done more than any other
church-and maybe more than all other churches
-to substitute character for creed [applause] and
to say that a man should be judged by his sp:ll-i.t ; by
the climate of his heart ; by the autumn of his generosity ; by the spring of his hope ; that he should
be judged by what he does ; by the influence that
he exerts, rather than by the mythology he may believe. [Loud applause.] And whether there be one
God or a million, I am perfectly satisfied that every
duty that devolves upon me is within my reach.
[Continued applause.] It is something that I can
do myself, without the "help of anybody else, either
in this world or any other. [Great applause.]
Now, in order to make myself plain on this subject-I think I was to speak about the Ideal-! want
to thank the Unita1-i.an church for what it has done;
and I want to thank the Universalist chUl'ch, ioo.
[Applause. J They at least believe in a God who is a
gentfeman [laughter and applause]; and that is
much-more than was e¥er done by an orthodox
church. [Applause.] They believe, at least, in a
heavenly father who will leave the latch-string out
until the last child gets home [applause and laughter]; and as that lets me in-especially in reference
to the "last "-I hav great respect for that chlll'ch.
[Applause.]
Now, let me lay down this proposition No.1. The
imagination of man has the hm-i.zon of experience ;
and beyond expe1-i.ence or nature man cannot go,
even in imagination. Man is not a creator. He combines; he adds together; he divides; he subtracts;
he does not create, even in the world of imagination. Let me make myself a little plainer: Not one
here-not one in the wide, wide world-can think
of a color that he never saw. No human being can
imagin a sound that he has not heard, and no one
can think of a taste that he has not experienced.
He can add to-that is, add together-combine; but
he cannot, by any possibility, create.
Man 01-i.gi.nally, we will say-go back to the age of
barbarism-andyouwillnothavtogofar[laughter];
our own childhood, probably, is as far as is necessary
-but go back to what is called the age of savagery.
Every man was an idealist, as every man is to-day an
idealist. Every man in savage or civilized time, commencing with the first that ever crawled out of a cave
and pushed the hair back from his forehead to look
at the sun-commence with him and end with Judge
Wright-the last expression on the- God questionand from that cave to the soul that livs in this temrie everyone has been an idealist and has endeav-

ored to account in some way for what he saw .and
for what he felt; in other words, for the phenomena
of nature.
The cheapest way to account for it by the rudest
savage is the very way it has been accounted for tonight. What makes the river run 1 There's a god in
it. What makes the t~·ee grow1 There's a god in it.
There's a god in the tree. What makes the star
shine 1 There's a god in it. What makes the sun
rise~ Why, he's a god himself [laughter]; and the
moon. And what makes the nightingale sing until
the air is faint with melody~ There's a god in it.
They commenced making gods to account for
everything that happen~;~___.:.gods of dreams and gods
of love and friendship, and wars and heroism and
courage. Splendid !. They kept making more and
more. The more they found out in nature, up to
a certain point, the more gods they nee.ded; and
they kept on making gods until almost every wave
of the sea bore a god. Gods on every mountain,
and in every vale· and field, and by every stream!
Gods in flowers, gods in grass; gods evel:ywhere!
All accounting for this world and for what happened
in this world.
Then, when they had got about to the top, when
the:ll· ingenuity had been exhausted, they had not
produced anything, and they did not produce anything beyond their Qwn experience. We are told
that they were idolators. That is a mistake, except
in the sense that we are all idolators. They said,
"Here is a god; let us express our idea of him.
He is stronger than a man is; let us giv him the body
of a lion. He is swifter than a man is; let us giv him
the wings of an eagle. He is wiser than a man is"and when man was very savage he said, "Let us giv
him the head of a serpent. A serpent is wonderfully wise; he travels without feet; he climbs witho:ut claws; he_livs without food, and he is of the
srmplest conceivable form."
And: that was simply to represent their idea of
power, of swiftness, of wisdom. And yet this impossible monsterwas simply made of what man had
seen in nature, and he put the various attributes or
parts together by his imagination. He created
nothing. He simply took these parts of certain
beasts, when beasts were supposed to be superior
to man in some particulars, and in that way
expressed his thought.
You go into the territory of Arizona to-day, and
you will find there pictures of God.
He was
clothed in stone, through which no arrow could
pierce, and so they called God the Stone-Shirted,
whom no Indian could kill. That was for the
simple and only reason. that it was impossible to
get an arrow through his armor. They got the
idea from the armadillo.
Now, I am simply saying this to show that they
were making gods for all these centm-i.es, and
making them out of something they found in
nature. , Then, after they got through with the
beast business, they made gods after the image of
man. And they are the best gods, so far as I know,
that hav been made..
So that-but you all know it as well as I do, or
you wouldn't be Unitarians-all this has been simply
a growth from year to year, from generation to
generation, from age to age. And let me tell you
the first thing about these gods that they made
after the image of men. After a time there were
men on the earth who were better than these gods
in heaven. [Applause.]
Then those gods began to die, one after another,
and dropped from their thrones. The time will
probably come in the history of this world when an
insurance companycan calculate the average life of
gods as well as they do now of men. [Laughter
and applause.] Exactly! because all these gods
hav been made by folks. And, let me say right
here, the folks did the best they could. I do not
blame them. [Laughter.] Everybody in the business has always done his best. [Laughter.] I
admit it. [Renewed laughter. J I admit that man has
traveled from the first conception up to Unitarianism by a necessary road. Under the conditions he
could hav come up in no other way. I admit all
that. I blame nobody.· [Laughter.] But I am
simply trying totell, in a very feeble manner, how
it is.
Now, in a little while, I say, men got better than
their gods. Then the gods began to die. Then
we began to find out a few things in nature, and
we found out that we were supporting more gods
than were necessary-that fewer gods could do the
business-[laughter]-and that, from an economical
point of view, expenses ought to be cut down.
[Renewed laughter and applause.] There were too
many temples, too many priests, and you always
had to giv tithes of something to each one, and these
gods were about to eat up the substance of the
world.
And there came a time when it got to that point

that either the gods would eat up the people or the
people must destroy some gods, and of course they
destroyed the gods-one by one-and j.n ·their
places they put forces of nature ·to do the busiJJ.eas ·
-forces of natUl'e that needed no chlll'cli, that
needed no theologians. Forces of ;nature that;you
are under no obligation to; that you do not hav to
pay anything to keep working. [Laughter.] We
found that the attraction· of gravitation would
attend to its business, night and day, at its own expense. [Laughter and applause.] There was a
great saving. [Laughter.] I wish it was the same
with all kinds of law, so that we could all go into
some useful business, including myself. [Renewed
laughter.]
·
I say they found this. So, day by day, they
dispensed with this expense of deities; and the·
world got along just as well-a good deal better.
rLaughter.] They used to think-a community
thought-that if a man was allowed to say a word
against a deity that the God would visit his vengeance upon the entire nation. But they found
out, after a while, that no harm came of it; so they
went on destroying the gods. Now, all these things
are relativ; and they made gods a little better all
the time-! admit that-till we struck the Presbyterian, ,which is probably the worst ever made.
The Presbyterians seem to hav bred back. [Laughter and applause.]
But no matter. As man became more just, or
nearer just; as he became more ch8.1-itable, or
nearer cha1-itable, his god grew to be a little better
and a little better. He was very bad in Genevathe three that we then had. They were very bad
in Scotland-horrible! [Laughter.] Very bad in
New England-infamous!
[Renewed laughter.]
Might as well tell the truth about it-very bad!
And then men went to work, finally, to civilize the:ll·
gods, to civilize heaven, to giv heaven the benefit of
the freedom of this brave world. That's what we
did. [Laughter and applause.] We wanted to
civilize religion-civilize what is known as Christianity. And nothing on earth needed civllization
more; . and nothing needs it more than that tonight. [Applause.] Civilization! -I am not so
much for the freedom of religion as I am for the
religion of freedom. [Applause.]
Now, there was a time when our ancestors-good
people, away back, all dead, no great regret expressed at this meeting on that account-there was
a time when our ancestors were happy in their belief that nearly everybody was to be lost, and that
a few, including themselvs, were to be saved.
[Laughter and applause.] That religion, I say,
fitted that time. It fitted their geology. It was
a very good running mate for the:ll· astronomy.
[Laughter.] It was a good match for their chemistry. [Renewed laughter.] In other words they
were about equal in every department of human ignorance. [Laughter.]
And they insisted that there lived up there somewhere-generally up-exactly where nobody has,
I believe, yet said-a being, an infinit person" without body, parts, or passions." And yet without
passions he was angry at the wicked every day.
Without body he inhabited a certain place, and
without parts he was, after all, in some strange and
miraculous manner, organized so that he thought.
And I don't know that it is possible for anyone
here-! don't know that anyone here is gifted with
imagination enough to conceive of such a being.
Our'fathers had not imagination enough to·do so,
at least, and so they said of this God that he loves
and he hates; he punishes and he rewards ; and
that religion has been described perfectly to-night
by Judge Wright as really making God a monster
and men poor hopeless victims. And the highest
possible ponception of the orthodox man was, finally,
to be a good servant-just lucky enough to get in
-feathers somewhat singed, but enough left to fly.
That was the idea of our 'fathers. And then came
these divisions, simply because men began to think.
· And why did they begin to think~ Because in
every direction, in all departments, they were getting more and more and more information. And
then the religion did not fit. When they found
out something of the history of this globe they
found out that the scriptures were not true. I will
not say not inspired, because I do not know
whether they are inspired or not. It is a question, to me, of no possible importance, whether
they are inspired or not.
The question is,
"Are they true ~" If they are true, they d.o not
need inspiration; and if they are not true inspiration will not help them. So that is a matter that I
care nothing about.
On every hand, I say, they studied and thought.
They began to grow-to hav new ideas of mercy,
kindness, justice ; new ideas of duty-new ideas of
life. The old gods, after we got past the civilization of the Greeks-past their mythology, and it is

the best mythology that man has ever made-the h~s legs off for tusks. [Laughter.] You hav given laughter and applause.] And if it is between hell
best (after we got past that), I say-the_ gods cared hrm another want and he is willing to work. [Re- and annihilation, I take annihilation.
very little about women. Women occupied no place newed laughter. J And they nearly all started on
I will tell you why I take hell. in making the
in the state-no place by the hearth, except one of the roa~ . ~ow~rd :Unitarianism-that is to say, first choice. We hav heard from both of those
subordination, and almost of slavery. So the early toward mvilrzatwn-m that way. You must increase places-heaven and hell-according to the New
churches made God after that image who held their wants. [Applause. J
Testament. There was a rich man in hell, and a
women in contempt. It was only natural (I am not
The question arises, "Can an infinit being want poor man, Lazarus, in heaven. And there was anblaming anybody)-they had to do it, it was part of anything~" If he does, and cannot get it, he is not other gentleman by the name of Abraham. And
the must I [Laughter.]
h~ppy. If he does not want anything, I cannot help the rich man in hell was in flames, and he called
Now, I say that we hav advanced up to the point hnn. I am under no obligation to do anything for for water, and they told him they couldn't giv
that we demand, not only intelligence, but justice anybody who does not need anything and who does him any. No bridge! But they did not express
and mercy, in the sky; we demand that-that i&la not want anything. Now, there is my trouble. I the slightest regret that they could not giv him
of God. [Applause.] Then comes my trouble- may be wrong, and I may get paid for it some time any water. Mr. Abraham was not decent enough
my trouble. I want to be ~ouest about it. Here [laughter], but that is my trouble.
to say he would if he could ; no, sir ; nothing. It
I do not see-admitting that all is true that has did not make any difference to him. [Laughter.]
is my trouble-and I want It also understood that
if I should see a man praying to a stone image or been said about the existence of God-! do not see But this rich man in hell-in torment-his heart
to a stuffed serpent, with that man's wife or daugh- what I can do for him; and I do not see either-- was all right, for he remembered his brothers; and
ter or son lying at the point of death, and that I can giv my word of honor-what he can do for me, he said to this Abraham, "If you cannot go, why,
poor savage on liis knees imploring that image or judging by what he has clone for others. · I do not. send a man to my five brethren, so that they
that stuffed serpent to save his child or his wife,
And then I come to the other point, that religion will not come to this place!" Good fellow, to think
there is nothing in my heart that could suggest the so-called explains our duties to this supposed being, of his five brothers when he was burning up.
slightest scorn, or any other feeling than of sym- and we do not even know that he exists, and no Good fellow. Best fellow we ever heard from on the
pathy-any other feeling than that of grief that human being has got imagination enough to describe other side-in either world.
the stuffed serpent could not answer the pray.er and him, or to use such words that you understand what
So, I say, there is my place. And, incidentally,
that the stone image did not feel. I want that he is trying to say. I hav listened with great Abraham at that time gave his judgment as to the
understood.
[Applause.]
And wherever man pleasure to Judge Wright this evening, and I hav value of miracles. He said, "Though one should
prays for the right-no matter to whom or to what heard a great many other beautiful things on the arise from the dead he wouldn't help your five
he prays ; where he prays for strength to conquer same subject-none better than his. But I never brethren!" "There are Moses and the prophets."
the wrong, I hope his prayer may be heard; and if understood them-never. [Laughter.]
No need of raising people from the dead.
I think there is no one to hear it I will hear it, and
Now, then, what is religion~ I say, religion is
That is my idea, in a general way, about reI am willing to help answer it to the extent of my all here in this world-right here-and that all our ligion; and I want the imagination to go to work
power. [Loud applause.]
duties are right here to our fellow-men; that the upon it, taking the perfections of one church, of
So I want it ·distinctly understood that that is man that builds a home; manies the girl that he one school, of one system, and putting them tomy feeling. But here is my ti·ouble : I find this loves ; takes good care of her; likes the family ; gether, just as the sculptor makes a great statue
world made on a very cruel plan. I do not say it stays home nights, as a general thing ; pays his by taking the eyes from one, the nose from anis wrong-! just say that it is the way it seems to debts ; tries to find out what he can; gets all the other, the limbs from another, and so on;
me. I may be wrong myself, because this is the ideas and beautiful things that his mind will hold ; just as they make a great painting from a landonly world I was ever in; I am provincial. This turns a part of his brain into a gallery of the fine scape by putting a river in this place, instead of
grain of sand and tear ·they call the earth is. the art.s; has a host of statues there and paintings; over there, changing the location of a tree and
only world I hav ever lived in. And you hav no then has another niche devoted to music-a mag- improving on what they call nature-that is to say,
idea how little I know about the rest of this uni- nificent dome, filled with winged notes that rise simply by adding to, taking from, that is all we
verse; and you never will know how little I know to glory-now the man who does that gets all he can do. But let us go on doing that until there
about it until you examin your own minds on the can from the great ones dead; swaps all the thoughts shall be a church in sympathy with the best human
same subject. [Laughter. J
he can with the ones that are alive; true to the heart and in harmony with the best human brain.
The plan is this:' Life feeds on life. Justice does ideal that he has got here in his brain-he is what
And, what's more, let us hav that religion for
not always triumph. Innocence is not a perfect I call a religious man, because he makes the world the world we liv in. Right here l [Applause. J Let
shield. There is my trouble; there is my trouble. better, happier; he puts the dimples of joy in the us hav that religion until it cannot be said that they
No matter, now, whether you agree with me or not;· cheeks of the ones he loves, and he lets the gods run that do the most work hav the least to eat. Let us
I beg of you to be honest and fair with me in your heaven to• suit themselvs. [Great laughter and ap- hav that religion here until hundreds and thousands of women are not compelled to make a living
thought as I am toward you in mine. That is my plause.J
trouble.
And I am not saying that he is right ; I do not with the needle that has been called "the asp for
the breast of the poor," and to liv in tenements, in
I hope, as devoutly as you, that there is a power know. [Laughter.]
somewhere in this universe that will finally b1-ing
That is all the religion that I hav. It is to filth, where modesty is impossible. [Applause.]
everything as it· should be. I take a little consola- make somebody else happier if I 'can. I do not
I say, let us preach that religion here until men
tion in the "perhaps "-in the guess that this is only mean to take any great trouble about it, but if I will be ashamed to hav forty or fifty millions, or any
one scene of a great drama, and that when the cur- can do it easily-[long laughter] that, it seems to more than they need, while their brethren lack bread
tain rises on the fifth act, if I liv that long, I may me, is all there is of real religion.
-while their sisters die from want. [Great apsee the coherence and the relation of things. But
I divide this world into two classes-the cruel plause.] Let us preach that religion here until man
up to the present writing-or speaking-! do not. and the kind; and I think a thousand tin;tes more will hav more ambition to become wise and good than
I do not understand it-a God that has life feed on of a kind man than I do of an intelligent man. I to become rich and powerful. [Applause.] Let us
life; every joy in the world born of some agony! I think more of kindness than I do of genius. I preach that religion here among ourselvs until there
do not understand why in this world, over the think more of real good human nature in that way are no abused and beaten wives. [Applause. J Let
Niagara of cruelty, should run this flood of blood. -of one who is willing to lend a helping hand· and us preach that religion until children are no longer
I do not understand it. [Applause.] And, then, who goes through the world with a face that looks afraid of their own parents and until there is no
why does not justice always triumph~ Why is not like its owner was willing to answer a decent ques- back of a child bearing the scars of a father's lash.
innocence a perfect shield~ These are my troubles. tion-I think a thousand times more of that than I [Continued applause.] Let us preach it, I say, until
Suppose a man had control of the atmosphere, do of being theologetically right; because I do not we understand and know that every man does as he
knew enoug4 of the secrets of nature, had read care whether, I am theologetically right or not. must, and that, if we want better men and women,
enough in "nature's infinit book of secresy" so [Laughter.] It is something that is not worth we must hav better conditions. [Loud applause.]
Let us preach this grand religion until everythat he could control the rain and wind; suppose a talking about, because it is something that I never,
man had that power, and suppose that last year he never, never will understand ; and every one of you where, the world over, men are just and kind to
kept the rain from Russia and did not allow the will die and you won't understand it, either-until each other. [Renewed applause.] And then, if
crops to ripen, when hundreds of thousands are after you die at any rate. I do not know what there be another world, we will be prepared for it.
[Applause.] And if I come into the presence of an
·famishing and when little babes are found with their will happen then.
lips on the breasts of dead mothers! What would
I am not denying anything. There is another infinit, good, and wise being, he will say, "Well,
you think of such a man? Now, there is my ideal, and it is a beautiful ideal. It is the greatest you did the best you could. You did very well, introuble. If there be a God he understood this. dream that ever entered the heart or brain of man deed. There is plenty of work for you to do here.
He knew when he withheld his rain that the famin -the Dream of Immortality. It was born of hu- Try and get a little higher than you were before."
would come. He saw the dead mothers, he saw the man affection. ' It did not come to us from heaven. [Applause.] Let us preach that one drop of restiempty breasts of death and he saw the helpless It was born of the human heart. And when he tution is worth an ocean of repentance.
And if there is a Life of Eternal Progress before
babes. There is my trouble. I am perfectly frank who loved kissed the lips of her who was dead there
with you and honest. That is my trouble.
came into his heart the Dream "We may meet us, I shall be as glad as any other angel to find that
out. [Laughter and applause.]
Now understand me! I do not say there is no again." [Great applause.]
But I will not sacrifice the world I hav for one I
God. I do not know. As I told you before I hav
And, let me tell you, that Hope of Immortality
traveled but vei-y little-only in this world.
never came from any religion. That hope of Im- know not of. [Great applause.] I will not liv
I want it understood that I do not pretend to ·mortality has helped make religion. It has been here in fear, when I do not know that that which I
know. I say I think. And in my mind the idea ex~ the great oak around which hav climbed the poison- fear livs. [Applause. J
I am going .to liv a perfectly free man. I am gopressed by Judge Wright so eloquently and so ous vines of superstition-that Hope of Immortalbeautifully is not exactly true. I cannot conceive ity is the great oak. [Long-continued applause.] ing to reap the harvest of my mind, no matter how
of , the God he endeavors to describe, because he
And yet the moment a man expresses a doubt poor it is [laughter], whether it is wheat or corn or
givs to that God will, purpose, achievement, benev~ about the truth of Joshua or Jonah or the other worthless weeds. [Renewed laughter.] And I am
[Laughter and applause.]
olence, love, and no form-no organization-no three fellows in a furnace, up hops some poor little going to scatter it.
wants. There's the trouble. No wants. And let wretch and says, "Why, he doesn't want to liv any Some may " fall on stony ground." [Laughter. J
me say why that is a trouble-anybody can move more; he wants to die and go down like a dog, and But I think I hav struck good soil to-night. [Proto adjourn now at any moment [laughter]-! will that is the end of him and his wife and children." longed laughter and applause.]
And so, ladies and gentlemen, I thank you a
tell you why that is a trouble. Man acts only be- [Laughter and applause.] They really seem to
cause he wants. You civilize man by increasing his think that the moment a man is what they call an thousand times for your attention. I beg that you
wants, or as his wants inhease he becomes civilized. Infidel he has no affections, no heart, no feeling, will forgiv the time that I hav taken, and allow me
You find a lazy savage who would not hunt an no hope-nothing-nothing. Just anxious to be to say, once more, that this event marks an epoch
elephant tusk to save your life. But let him hav a anniliilated! But, if the orthodox creed be true, I in Religious Liberty in the United States. [Loud
few tastes of whisky and tobacco, and he will run make my choice to-night. I take hell. [Great and prolonged applause.]
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'I;;sttsrs of (jrrisnds.
Kind Wishes for Reform and for Us.

think all of them fell below the high-water
mark after listening to Mr. Charlesworth's
unanswerable argument on "The Philosophy of Secularism." It was the universal
verdict that the two lectures were the best
ever given in our city. I can truthfully
say, all Liberals desiring to advance the
principles of Secularism in their community can secure no better talent than Mr.
Charlesworth. We hope to secure his services again should he chance to be in Indiana.

OAK ]\fiLLS, IUN., Jan. 6, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to congratulate
you upon the neat appearance of THE.
TRUTH SEEKER in entering upon the threshold of a new year. May the new year be
a bright and prosperous one to you and the·
noble paper yon are conducting, and may
its new dress be the means of adding to
your subscription list.
There has never been such an awakening
Of Freethought here before.
GEO. J. REMSBURG.
It is the general topic
On the street and in the store.

A Lamb Amid Wolves.

CooPERSTOWN, N.Y., Jan. 5, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: We are the only family
who take your paper in Cooperstown. I
think I could influence friends to take it
or read it if there. were no pictures. As
for myself they do not disturb me in the
least, for I am a Liberal. All my Freethought reading except your paper is
lent out all the time. Only two families
besides om·selvs read your paper. I am in
favor of pictures, but in the form of books·
or albums. I think your paper the. best I
ever react. I do not argue my belief,
though I could, but season my conversation with it whenever I can nicely.
Yours truly, MRs. LawRENCE liAPLE.

Mr. Bowtell's Experience.
Jan. 1, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Mr. E: J. Bowtell in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of December 19th records
an interesting experience which stands on
its own merits, but in connection with it he
theorizes a doctrin of pantheism that has
the air rather of a preconception than of
logical deduction from the experiences
stated. Admitting these as facts, they presuppose a medium of vibration for thought
analogous to the known atmosphere as· a
medium for those of sound and light; but
that is not what Mr. Bowtell's language
suggests. His is what I should expect to
find in Spiritualists who are bent on sustaining the god idea. It is my impression that this divine squint was honorably
absent from A. J. Davis's first book.
How is that ?
M. E. L.

Deceived.
YoRK, Pa., Dec. 17, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read a great many
books published by the Truth Seeker Company, and was once a whole-hearted believer in the doctrin of them. I am not as
strong a believer in your views as I o;nce
was, for this reason: There is a man living
in Dillsburg, Pa., who had sixteen running
sores for years standing; could not do a
day's work since they began. The doctors
failed to giv him relief. He adopted the
faith cure and was cured in one night. I
did not believe "it when I saw it in the
papers, so I went to Dillsburg and saw the
man personally and saw the scars on his
leg. I am now confident he has been
cured by faith. This man's name is Abram
Fahle. I wish you would explain this and
giv your opinion on it in your valuable
paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER, and send me a
copy. If yon can throw any light on tlris
I Will he a regnlar subscriber to THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I will inclose yon a copy of the
Harrisburg Telegram in which I first
read the account of this man's cure. You
can read for' yourself. Please giv me your
views on this in THE TRUTH SEEKER and
do not forget to send me a copy. Inclosed
find twenty-five cents for your trouble.
A. s. LEHR.
[The story is like hundreds of other
stories-alleged miracles. There is no
evidence that it is true, for a scar on a
man's leg proves nothing. Mr. Fahle lied
some, the reporter lied more, and Mr.
Lehr has been taken in.-ED. T. S.]

Rhyme aml Reason.
ANGOLA, IND., Jan. 4, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a reader of THE
TRUTH SEEKER for the last two years, receiving it through our newsdealer. I look
forward for the arrival of your paper as I
would for a letter from my nearest friend.
We hav just had a stirring up in the way
of two lectures by the talented young orator John R. Charlesworth. About six hundred attended the two lectures. Among
them were q1rite a nnm her. of that class of
people who call themselvs Christians, I

I think the Christian's faith
Has been a little shattered,
While it has strengthened us
And we are not so badly scattered.
And now to organize a league
We surely will commence.
Around each and every church
We will b1rild a high board fence.
And when our work has all been clone
We'll hire a Liberal teacher,
For in those future clays to come
There will be no need of preachers.
FREMONT RoBINSON.

Why Blush for So Noble a Cause 1
WATERLOO, IND., Jan. 2, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: On the 30th and 31st of
December we were treated to an intellectual feast by that refined and intelligent
young gentleman, Mr. J. Charlesworth. I
considered him a second Ingersoll, and
this, I consider, is the highest compliment
that I could pay him, but I assure you he
is . in every way worthy of it. He made
many friends here; even the Christians
were favorably impressed by his strong arguments, and their freedom from vulgarity.
I only wish that there were many more like
him in the lecture field. It is men like him
that giv credit to the cause of Liberalism,
with so little offense to all classes. He was
met by crowded houses both nights. A
resolution was offered in favor of keeping
the World's Fair open on Sunday, and was
carried by a 1manimons vote.
There are a great many Liberals here.
The trouble is, there are about two-thirds
o£ them afraid to own the cause. Personally, I and my wife are proud of it. And
why anyone should blush to own so noble
a cause is past my comprehension." Friends
hav warned me many times against so
plainly avowing my Infidelity, but I can
truthfully say that I cannot see that it has
ever injured me in the least; it has
never injured my business or my credit.
I can get all the credit I want from Christians as well as Liberals, and I hav lots of
friends among the Christians, too, and I
believe they respect me far more than they
do your poor, half-hearted, milk-and-water
Liberals, who do in Rome as the Romans
do. And right here I wish to speak a word
of encouragement to all faint-hearted Liberals. Do not act as if yon was ashamed
of your honest convictions; be true to
yourselvs, true to your country, and true
to your cause, and always endeavor to be
consistent and to keep the flag above the
cross. Long life to TirE TRUTH SEEKER
and W. Heston. I .am so sorry that any
who call themselvs Liberals can be so ilLiberal as to let themselvs get delinquent
on your books. That they will begin the
new year by paying up, is the wish of
Your true friend,
JACOB SALTSMAN.

Tariff.

.

provincial, and must become so, unless
they exchange commodities, theories,
thoughts, and ideals. Isolation is the soil
of ignorance, and ignoranc{l is the soil of
egotism, and nations, like individuals who
liv apart, mistake provincialism for perfection, and hatred of all other nations for
patriotism." And again, in an interview in
the Cleveland Press, speaking of the work
of foreign missiol).s, he says: "Honest
commerce will do a thousand times more
good than all the missionaries on earth."
Now, the questions I would aslj; are:
1. Does not this nation by maintaining a tariff tax on imports impede the
exchange of commodities between it
and other nations, and are we not, therefore, in danger of becoming provincial?
2. Do we encourage "honest commerce "
by building a Chinese wall around tlris
country and placing a government officer
at each gate with the power to demand a
toll from those who wish to bring in commodities to exchange with us?
And until the above questions are answered satisfactorily I shall continue to
think that on the tariff question "Our
Bob" is like the average gospel~spouter
on hellfire-he does more spouting than
honest thinking.
WILBUR MoSENA.

A Reformed Christian's Tale.
GoLDTHWAITE, TEX., Jan. 2, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Unfortunately for myself
(and perhaps the world at large to some
extent), I was horn, cradled, and raised
in a hot-bed of old Bible superstition and
ignorance. Born sixty-three years ago
and soon as able to get around well in the
sphere above-stated, I was compellerl to
carry a missionary box around town to
solicit and receive contributions' under
the auspices of the Methodist church
ostensibly for the purpose of sending
rum and missionaries to the heathen.
Now, if I could hav. been enlightened on
the rnm business at that period of life, I
nrighthavfreedmyself from the nriseries of
sin and death, in place of being drawn along
by the Methodist doctrin, such as "Hate
your father and mother and cleave unto
Christ," aml all ather such rot as·is taught
in the Christian world. But as it is it took
me sixty years to find my way out of the
dark stinkpots of superstition and hypocrisy. But thanks to the Liberal doctrin
the scales hav fallen from my eyes. About
three years ago I found THE TRUTH
SEEKER at a neighbor's house, and began
to read and think for myself ; am now a
full-fledged Freethinker and a subscriber to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and expect to remain
so during life. There are in and around this
J?lace upward of one hundred Freethinkers,
good men and t~ue, yetwith three churches
and their influence a great many are
afraid to come t,o the front, owing to business and family relations, etc. ; and in fact
the churches hav got such a power over
the women and children by preaching to
them superstition and fox-fire, that the
leaders of the hosts of Israel can well
afford to say, Let the husband go to hell if
he wants to, while at the same time they
offer him a free gospel and appear to be
very anxious for him to take it if he has
got money enough to pay his way to the
new Jerusalem.
I will send the money by our old friend,
A. Lewis, for the Bible Picture Book. And
we want blanks to throw our little influence toward keeping open those gates at
the World's Fair in Chicag9 on Sunday.
I hav given you this little experience for
publication because there are tens of
thousands of men that stand to-clay as I
did upon the dark edges of superstition
looking for the true lights of Liberalism,
and let me tell you they are conring in
spite of all the bulwarks of cant and superstition that theology can erect.
Hoping you will long stand at the helm
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that Heston
with his illuminating pictures may soon
be able to spread the light from continent
to continent, driving out superstition, rum,
missionaries, and priestcraft,
GEORGE WIDTAKER.
P.S.-I hav come to stay.

BURLINGToN, IA., Jan. 3, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : I am a great admirer of
Colonel Ingersoll, and hav received much
pleasure aild profit from reading his lectures and writings on Freethought and
religion, but with some of the colonel's
late utterances on political economy I
hav been more amused than instructed,
as they are about as wild and inconsistent
as the utterances of the average sky-pilot
on the question of religion.
M:r. Ingersoll says that if we would be
prosperous a.s a people we must discourage
foreign tmde by putting a tariff on imports; and to prove this, a short time ago
he introduced the people to a new and
Nearly As Bad As a Priest.
very cm·ions method of book-keeping.
DAVENPORT, WASH., Dec. 8, 1891.
And then shortly afterward he writes an
MR. EDITOR: I write yon this with the
article for the Illztstrated 1Vorld's Fa·ir, hope that you will publish the sanie, with
in which he says: "Nations, lilre small the account of how I and many others hav
communities, are in danger of becoming been entrapped by a notorious agent rep-

resenting the Mutual Life. Insurance
Company, of New York. The way he proceeds is to tell what a great benefit it is to
insure in said company, and how. many of
the business men of Your town hav taken
out policies, namely, merchants and doc~
tors, which proved to he entirely fictitious; how the company paid eight per
cent on money invested with them. But
after yon get the policy it only reads four
per cent, and if yon hav not the cash he
generously offers to pay your first payment
for the consideration of a note to be paid in
two or three months without interest.
M.y note was llue the 1st ot December,
and what was my astonishment to find
that my. note was on two per cent interest,
which had run up to $13.90.
My reason for asking yon to publish this
is to warn others of this .mean villain. He
is now working in Palouse country, and I
see in the Palouse Gazette that he is doing .
the farmers up to a lively tune. I was told
in the bank that he was under contract
with the company to procure policies to
the amount of $1,000,000. Freetlrinkers,
look out for him. His stay is short and
decisiv, and the means he employs is disreputable in the extreme. His name while
here was G. M. Fennell. He is of high
stature, good-looking, representing himself while here as an English nobleman.
He will in all probability work through
Idaho, Montana, and the Dakotas. Freethinkers in these states take notice. Warn
the people.
Respectfully,
P. SELDE.
' From the following article. taken from
the Colfax Gazette, many will doubtless
recognize the gentlemanly young agent
who flourished in the Big Bend to the sorrow of a number of people this fall. The
Oazette says: .
Life insurance agents by the clo::eiJ h11v
swooped clown upon the. farmers of tlw
Palouse during the last few weeks. '].'he.
competition thus created has made it a
common occurrence for ·tlrree to ten agents
a clay to solicit policies from the same person, and the high standing- which mpst of
the agents occupy in busmess and social
life has helped to giv the entire fraternity
a similar position. But the gullible hav
been gulled at last. George McCroskey
seems to hav been the first victim, though
others keep turning up one by one, claiming to hav paid for a policy that never
came, or for one that does not embrace
the contract as the agent represented it
should.
The fellow who works so smoothly pretends to be employed by the Mutual Life
Insm·ance Company of New York, and he
distributes cards that usually convey the
information that his name changes with a
change of location; his address, Acton,
London W., England. He was in Colfax a
few days ago, and probably is now working some other Palouse town. The age
of this high-stepper is about thirty years,
and he is very " English, you know.~· His
collar reaches high up on the back of his
neck, completely hiding a big portion . of
him from the gaze of the world. There
seems to be no doubt that he is a bona-fide
agent, but his methods hav convinced a
good many that he is not. When he corners a victim he tells the innocent gr!tnger
or business man that he has purchased a
large block of insurance in the Mutual
Life Company, and wishes to place a certain amount of it in that locality, which he
can afford to do at a very cheap rate because the large block was given him on
very favorable terms. Ordinarily he has
only a few thousand dollars left for the
locality in which he is working, so he represents, and is willin~ to put it out at favorable terms. He figures up enormous
profits for the person taking out the insurance; and if in due season the policy
comes, it is an ordinary policy which the
victims are not willing to accept, as the
case was with George McCroskey.
The same fello" seems to hav left his
footprints in California and Oregon.

Intended for "Freethonght."
HoNGKONG, CmNA, Oct. 26, 1891.
To THE EDITOR OF FREETHOUGHT, Dear
Sir: Please inform me which are the best
and more impartial works about the origin
of Christianity and the development of its
sect'l, besides the works of Strauss and
Renan. What do yon tlrink of Chaste!
Etienne's "Histoire du Christianisme?"
Are there many newsp~pers, reviews, or
books published in Ceylon, in India, or
elsewhere, in defense of Bndclhism and of
other Eastern creeds? Could yon tell me
if there is any real difference between
Christianity and the so-called pagan
religions? Could anyone quote a sound
Christian doctrin or precept which had not
been taught by some ancient religions or
sages?
I hav lately read au interesting clll;sertl\·
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tion · by J. Patouret, "La Condition
Juridique de la Femme Dans L'ancienne
EgYJ>te." It is evident from the proofs
adduced by the writer that Egyptian
wom~n formerly enjoyed far greater civil
rights than do the women at present under
Christian governments. Christian. missionaries in China only succeed in converting a few ignorant and poor nativs, but
some missions make a great deal of money
and own large properties. Their members
ai:e known as being exceedingly troublesome. They do not follow all the injunctions anGt examples of Jesus. If a mob
happens to destroy their chapel or insult
them, they insist on getting an exorbitant
sum of money and immense tracts of
land for compensat!on.
I hav heard
polit:lcians state that for carrying on
iritrigi.}es a certain class of missionaries
are cleverer than consuls, who dislike that
l~ind of. business.
They need only very
little encouragement from their government for them to stir up serious quanels.
All the wars in China hav been connected
with the unbounded pretensions of the
missionaries.
·But not all the missions hav such a bad
name .. Some are of quiet disposition and
very prudent.
Cill,na is truly the paradise of missionaries. , They lind their governments
alwRys ready to help them, although, as
you are aware, the majority of European
sta.tesmen do not believe in Christianity.
Almost all the missionaries, except those
who devote their time to cure poor
Chinese or to teach sciences, are doing
more harm than good to civilization. They
are throwing, by their conduct before the
eyes of rude people, more discredit on the
religion which they .preach than all the
attacks of philosophers and Freethinkers.
Several Roman Catholic missionaries
hav declared that they enjoy more liberty
in China than in any Catholic country, yet
they appear not to be satisfied. · I believe
th~y wmit,ti) rule not only the consciences
of the believers, but also the whole world.
Chinese government, like that of old
~orne, does not interfere with religious
liberty. It is said that all Chinese scholars
are either Agnostics or A theists.
Chinese welcome foreign merchants, as
they understand the value of having good
trade. How can people who hav not been
reared in Christian superstitions and those
:Vho reason well accept Christianity, when
Its very foundation is false, and the whole
Bible is full of absurdities and contradictions?
The doctrin of the original sin is a foolish myth which the Jews had copied from
their conquerors the Babylonians. We
know for a certainty that death could not
be the result of the punishment as asserted
in the Bible. Millions of year~ before the
apparition of man, animals had lived,
struggled, and died in the same way as we
see them now.
Nor does this earth differ much from
countless other worlds.
Scientific discoveries will completely dispel.the few remaining biblical myths.
The rmmerous Christian sects, differing
in 'many vital points arid which hav been
the cause of long and· bloody contentions,
the animosity which these sects bear to
each other shows that Christians are not
sure about the tenets of Christianity.
Chinese laugh at the pretensions of those
who think of converting the "heathen."
As long as people would or pretend to
believe in so-called revealed religions
there is no hope of abolishing wars, of
improving the condition of the laboring
class, and lessening other evils. All those
n~ligi<;>ns hav been and are the curse of the
>l(o~ld:.
The great poet and profound
thinker rightly exclaimed, " Tantum potuit
religio malQrum suadere!"

The only true religion, and that which
will survive all others, is that of Humanity.
I believe the reason why China, unlike
othe~ ancient nations, has not disappeared
and IS full of vitality, is because her legislature had the common sense to reject the
farce of adopting a ''supernatural · re.ligion." I, remain, dear sir, yours truly,
TRAVELER.
:[On the origin of Christianity we
recommend "Bible Myiihs," "Supernatural Religion," J acolliot's "Bible in
India;" Scott's "English Life of Jesus"
Fiske's "Myths 'a11d Mythmakers," Oo~t

and Hooykaas's "Bible for Learners "
Ingersoll's "What Must We Do T
S~ved ?" Keeler'S "Short History ~ th:
Bible," Knight's "Ancient Art and Mythology," Inman's ''Ancient Pagan and
Modern Christian Symbolism," etc. On
the development of the sects see Gibb ,
"H"
on s
" ~story o~ Christianity," D'Aubigne's
History of the Reformation " K t ,
"Ch
.
ur z s
urch History " (Funk & W a!!'llalls
pub.) is late, and as good as· a book"'written from a Christian standpoint can be.ED. T. S.]
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Ingersoll as a Theorist.
HARTFORD, RAN., Dec. 29, 1891.
. MR. EDIToR: There is scarcely anything
m the derogatory line which one cannot
hear concerning Colonel Ingersoll. A
few years ago a leading Kansas City newspaper published under boastful headlines
the statement of a prominent railroad official to the effect that Mr. Ingersoll was a
J,"abid rebel in sentiment during the late
war of the Rebellion. But only a few days
ago a pensioned soldier told me that was
all a mistake; that Ingersoll was a Unionist always; but, for the glory of God and
Methodism, b:e added that he had been
told by others that M'r. Ingersoll showed
himself a coward on the battlefield. I
th~nk that if there had been any truth in
this latter assertion Mr. Ingersoll would
hav gone over to the popular church party
long a~o; for, as a Campbellite evangelist
recently admitted,. that is the place where
cowards and hypocrits :flourish, and there
are no hypocrits among Infidels.
Mr. Ingersoll says that the man who
first accused him of predicting the downfall of the churches in ten years has taken
the lie back; but it will nevertheless be re~terated to the end of superstition's reign,
JUSt as the base lies about Paine and Voltaire are told, without proof and against
proof.
It is now asserted, in the face of his own
:flat declarations again and again to the
contrary, that Mr. Ingersoll opposes aJI
marriage laws. This assertion will no
doubt be believed, as most other things
are believed, without evidence, by church
people, and will be used in sermons and
~unday:schoollessons to frighten big and
little childl'en away from Infidelity.
When the Christian world felt the stalwart blows of this apostle of freedom and
manhood shaking the platforms under
their feet, and dared not meet him upon
the rostrum, they invited discussion within
their own chosen arena. It had been confidently claimed that Mr. Ing~rsoll was a
shallow · reasoner; that his oratorroal
powers alone gave him prestige; and that
he could not endure the ordeal of a calm
and logical sifting of his arguments in the
columns of the great monthly and quarterly reviews; Well, the ordeal was accepte~, eagerly courted, an~ triumphantly
sustained. The peerless champions of
orthodoxy who instituted that ordeal were
the ones who retired from it in discomfiture and disgrace. Their aclmow !edged
failure to verify their own predictions
stamps them as the successors of the false
prophets of ecclesiastical history, and the
fabricators of the slanders which they hav
heaped, and are heaping, upon the characters and memories of honest men. Their
silence alone, after the issue of such a
momentous conflict, would be sufficient to
declare their views of the result, but some
of them hav even broken that silence to
affirm the disastrous finale of their cherished hopes. Among· the lovers of truth
and defenders of liberty throughout the
ages Robert G. Ingersoll stands preeminent. Solid and brilliant, good and great
in everything, he is as worthy of the
plaudits of emancipated men and women of
the nineteenth century as Gibbon the majestic writer, Voltaire the caustic critic
Hume the philosophical essayist, or Paine:
the bold enunciator of axiomatic common
sense~ were of the comparativly dark ages
in which they lived.
·
Of late years there has sprung up in the
ranks of reform a mushroom rabble, comparable only to the Flagellants of the sixteenth or the Robespierre faction of the
eighteenth century, who cannot patiently
endure the existence of law,order, decency,
rationality, or stability in the world; and so,
as per consequence, each of these hobbyists
must assail Mr. Ingersoll and berate hUn
for his inability to confine himself to their
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narrow apprehensions. The obscenist rails
at him for his decency, the Spiritist for his
r~tionality, the Anarchist for his appreciatiOn of the blessings of peace, law, and
order; and the Communist and paternalist
are unhappy because Mr. Ingersoll cannot
consistently fall in with their wild vagaries.
Truly Mr. Ingersoll is having a hard time
to please the whimsical Dame Grundy
within Freethought lines; for
Was ever maiden in such humor wooed?
Was ever maiden in such humor won?
In your issue for December 26th Mr.
Gleason takes the colonel in hand, somewhat like a schoolboy trying to spank his
teacher, and endeavors to instruct his
preceptor in the first principles of finance.
It seems to me that, whether Mr. Gleason
is a practical farmer or not, it would be
much better if he would first instruct himself in the principles of farming before he
undertakes to lecture anybody upon the
tariff question. When he asserts that "the
raw material in a bushel of corn is not
worth one-tenth of a mill," is he not aware
of the fact that corn grows from the seed
and that it requires on an average about
two and one-half mills' worth of forty-cent
corn as seed from which to raise a bushel
of corn in Kansas? Besides this it requires about eight square rods df land,
worth, say, $1. In New York or Massachusetts the land would be worth much
more, even in its raw state. And when he
givs us to understand that the relativ
profits from marketing corn as corn or as
pork, beef, and hor13es depend entirely on
tht; relativ price of each, has he forgotten
one of the first elements of profitable farming, the principle that g1·ain impoverishes
while live stock enriches tlle soil?
Passing now more directly to the tariff
issue, when Mr. Gleason asks, "Would it
not be a good thing to giv a bounty for
every bushel of corn or wheat raised in the
United States?" we may well answer that a
protectiv tariff on imported corn and
wheat, the amount ad valorem of which was
doubl~d at the last session of Congress, accomplishes, as has been abundantly proved
in reference to all imported products, exactly the same result as a bounty when it
excludes competing foreign products and
thereby raises the price of the article
raised at home, all of which is dune without the evils of taxation incident to a
bounty. The producer receives his bounty
in the shape of an increase in the price "of
his produce, which the foreigner pays in
the shape of either a reduction in the price
of the article which he sends here to sell or
in a clinlinished market for his produce,' or
both. You may ask how he pays it when he
ceases to contribute to our market altogether. The answer to this is that he pays
it by transferring his profit on sales in our
markets to the prouucer in the United
States.
In his remarks on the question of steel
rails Mr. Gleason runs wide of his bearings. The ton of steel rails, which he
supposes to ll.av been traded for seventyfive bushels of corn, constituted actual
wealth to the manufacturers, and enableu
t~em to liv, not only without competing
mth the farmer, but actually by helping to
furnish the farmer with a market for his
corn. If the farmer had been compelled
to purchase (through the railroad companies, of course, in the shape of fares
and freights) his ton of steel rails abroau
he would hav sold on a glutteu market
instead of a grasping market in Liverpool,
and would not hav been able to realize
even the $25 on his seventy bushels of
corn which was necessary to buy the
English rails. Why ? Simply because
the steel rail manufacturers in the United
States would not be making steel rails but
farming, raising corn to glut the foreign
market and lower the price. This has
been the history of every trial of free
trade everywhere, and those who are not
so blind as to perpetually study maxims
instead of markets are aware of the fact.
The nations of the world know thnt we
are increasing in wealth faster than any
other nation, that our laborers are better
fed, clothed, and educated, and they
attribute the fact to our protectiv tariff.
The last of the colonies of Great Britain
has deserted her-has renounced her freetrade policy, and the farmers of England
clamor for protection. English Cobdenites
expend annually hundreds of thousands

of dollars t'o advertise free trade while
English citizens and laborers are starving
and rioting in their streets, destitute of
help or employment. When the resurrection morn for trutlrlul ideas arrives M'r.
Gleason will find his theories raU:d as
"wood, hay, stubble."
Th~ free-trade policy is the policy which
English theorists hav always advocated for
Americans. When they had the power
the English enforced that policy arnon~
us. I hardly know how to characterize
the ignorance or mendacity of the opposit assertion.
When $2,500,000,000 worth of farm
produce is consumed in any country, it is
worth that amount to the people of that
country, or that amount would not be
paid for it; and the same assertion is true
of an equal value's worth of manufactures
or anything else. The same values would
not hold good under free trade, for manufacturing would uecline to somewhere near
zero, while farm production would reach
such a stagmttion as an exhaustless surplus
would necessarily engender. Our country
would retrograde in w~alth, intelligence,
and morality, and our population be gradually relegated to anarchy, pauperism and
barbarity.
'
M_r. Gleason makes the astonishing assertwn that the American farmer cannot
compete with the Russian farmer in wheat·gl·?wing, because he is charged nearly
~mce as muc~ for his machinery, either
Ignorantly or m defiance of the testimony
of our American consul and others who
inform us that the mtwhinery of the same
kinds and qunlity usetl by European
f1trmers costs them one-third more than
t.he same machi~ery sells for in the United
States. Free-tmde theorizers are only
half converted from orthodox methous.
'rhey reason preci~ely as the theologian
does, starting with some unproved assumption ttnd building their theories uvon
it. The bottom fact of the free-traders
is the assumption that a tariff duty upon
an imported article is of necessity a btx
pttid by the consumer upon every article
of that kind sold in the cmmtry imposinoo
the duty-which is no fact at all, but:
fnllacy which is being explodeu everywhere, which is demonstrated to the satisfaction of everybody but human moles or
self-made buts, who will not see anything
revealed by the sunlight. The fact is, we
hav never extensivly manufactured an
article in the United States without eventually, if not immediately, reducing the
price not only of the home-made article
below what we ever could buy it for
ttbroad, but also of the foreign-made" article in our markets to the level of the
home-made, minus the tariff duty. Protection has cheapened anu will cheapen
the price to us of everything which we
now buy abroad, and which we possess
the necessary facilitie~> for successfully
making at horne in such quantities as will
supply our own markets.
"It will hardly do to say your theory is
all right but you cannot put it in practice,"
says Mr. Gleason, and I advise him and
all other free-trade visionaries to smoke
that cud in their own pipes, for their
theory has never yet in the history of the
world been applied without disastrous
consequences. 'rhos. Benton, a revenuetariff Democrat, arlmits that destroying
the prutectiv features of the tariff of 1828
was one of the causes of the hard times
which began in 1837.
As to Mr. Ingersoll's alleged heresies
in ad vacating good money instead of shinplasters, I hav already stated, in a previous number of 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER, what
I consider the basic principles of finance,
and will not repeat here what I then said
and what no one has seen fit to attempt~
refute, except to state that money is that
which possesses value in itself, and that
the kind of money Mr. Gleason thinks
tlle government makes is simply a promissory note or certificate of indebtedness,
possessing no more value on earth than that
of the Christittn would in heaven without
a redeemer. Flooding the country with
promissory notes and trafficking upon the
people's indebtedness would be the quickest way of unsettling all values and precipitating universal bankruptcy.
I think l\fr. Ingersoll is entitled t~ ~Q
spect yet awhile in politics as well as
religion.
A. H. DARRow,
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
River, JJ1ass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da,y's occurations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

Ned and His Sled.
A little Ned once had a sled,
And kept it in his father's shed,
And while this Ned was in his bed,
Down came the snow from overhead.
When morning came he rubbed his eyes,
And looking out he soon espies
The snow that came down from the skies.
" Oh, dress me, mother, quick!" he cries.
Soon little Ned was on hiR feet,
And dressed from top to toe complete.
His mother kissed his lips so sweet,
And let him out into the street.
Then little Ned took down his sled,
And, meditating, soon he said,
" I'll go and call Jim, Joe, and Fred."
And off to Jim and Joe he sped.
Jim, Joe, and Fred and little Ned
Hied to the hill beyond the mead.
Decided who should go aheadDown went all four as quick as said.
'Twas plain each one enjoyed the fun,
But now the uphill work begun.
One way they could go by the run,
But uphill work they could not shun.
Each took the bitter with the sweet,
For from the task there's no retreat;
So up the hill eight little feet
Pressed onward, proud of such a feat.
Not long they wait but soon decide
To hav another rushing slide,
So, swiftly rushing side by side,
Ned's sled upon a sudden shied
Across the track, and so collided,
Against which they had not provided,
And all with one accord decided
That Ned his sled had badly guided.
To meet so soon with such rebuff
Ned thought such play was rather rough;
Of uphill work he'd had enough,
And downhill summersaults were tough.
So feeling rather sad within,
Said he: "I'll not try this again;
For sliding I don't care a pin!"
And turned him homeward with chagrin.
The other boys stood still to see
With eyes as big as eyes could beWhat"Ned could mean. To think that he
Shouid quit the sport and leave the three!
Their faces all looked rather wry,
]'or Ned would not the third time try;
Nor did he bid the three good-bye,
And none could tell the reason w]Jy.
Warmed by the early rising sun,
And sliding had but just begun,
The triple urchins all as one
Said: "Now we three will hav some fun!"
Ned, when he left the other boys,
Could hardly keep his equipoise;
And yet he made but little noise,
Which many another boy employs.
But hastening home he saw his rna,
And by her side this Edward's pa
Stood in the doorway ajar,
For Eddie's home was not afar.
"What luck," said pa, "has my son had?"
"I guess," said rna, "his luck was bad;
At any rate your face looks sad;
But tobogging should make you glad."
Ned up and told her all about it
Loud as his little tongue could spout it
And then as loud as he could shout it
Declared he'd rather go without it.
B. F. R.

My Dream.
On the 31st of December I had thought
of making resolutions, but was greatly discouraged by having made them before and
broken them. Then in a fit of despondency I said to myself: "Why do I care to
make myself better? I am only a girl; besides, there are so many such as I; I am
but a drop in the bucket. When I die the
world will go on just as before; and as
there is so much-so much-to learn,I will
just quit where I hav begun. Let me liv
in quiet and content, and that will be all
anyone will ask of me."
Everyone is liable at times to get stuck
in the " slough of despond." How many
unfortunates are there who, once in, are
only sunk deeper by their efforts to extricate themselvs without the aid of friendly
hands whose owners are on the firm rock
of success and wisdom!
I had commenced the study of several
books, and, not being able to comprehend
all that was in them, had plunged into
this state of despair, in which I doubted
whether life was worth the effort it takes
to struggle through it. But now, thanks to
the kindly hand that aided me, I hav

crawled from the "slough," shaken the
mud from me, and hav gone far enough
away from it so I will never slip into its
stagnant pools again.
In the evening after several hours' study
in Compayre's "Lecture on -Teaching,"
and as my eyes involuntarily closed over
its thought-compelling pages, I decided to
retire.
I immediately fell asleep, and no sooner
was I asleep than I was transported to our
orchard as mysteriously as Danhasch conveyed Badoura to Camaralzaman.
It was summer. I was s~ated beneath a
faithful old cherry tree whose boughs
were cracked and gnarled with age, yet
they were covered with such clust.ers of
green leaves and half-ripe fruit as to effectually shade me from Sol's hot rays. The
birds were singing merrily in the trees.
I was speaking with an old man, white
from head to foot, reminding me of the
genie of Aladdin's lamp. The sun's heat
seemed to make no impression on his venerable head.
Right here I wish to remark on this incongruity often found in dreams. It was
summer when this sage was speaking to
me about that which was more befitting
the 31st of December.
Unfortunately I am unacquainted with
the mysteries of short-hand writing; but
as near as I can recollect, these were his
words: "So thou hast made no resolutions for thy future conduct in life?
"My daughter, canst thou look me in
the face? Canst thou look upon this stormbattered tree which in its death puts forth
its greatest effort, and is not rebelliouscanst thou look at nature, and not blush to
own that thou hast said thou wouldst make
no rnles for thy bettering? But I would
not chide thee. I wish that thou whom I
advise wouldst think over what I say.
"Everything is advancing. Art thou
content to stand still? Dost believe what
thou hast read in thy favorit ' Henry Esmond,' that honor and fame count for nothing? (The old gentleman was well read.)
Hast thou determined to abdicate thy right
-nay, thy duty-of taking a part, even il
small, in this world's struggle? Truly,
then, thou foregoest thy heritage; for thy
fathers and all that follow thee hav 'taken
and will take their part in the world's
strife.
How canst thou tolerate the
thought of giving up ambition?
... I mean not, my child, that thou, in
fulfilling thy ambition, shouldst wrong
others; thou hadst better die unknown.
But do thy very best in life, so, when
thou diest, thou shalt go satisfied that thou
hast done thy part. Oh, my child (here
he quoted a verse),
"How dull it is to pause, to make an end,
To rust unburnished, not to shine in use!
As if to breathe were life. "
He spoke this so impressivly that it
rings in my ears yet. His eyes were fastened upon the limbs of the old tree as if
he recognized in it the symbol of himself.
I wondered. Plucking up courage, I said:
"Who-what art thou, my be;nefactor?"
Looking me steadfastly in the eyes, he
replied: "My child, I represent that
spirit of ambition in the past generations
whose luster was tarnished by an ignoble
rusting; but after years of slothful action,
the mortals came to realize that there is
more in life than they had made of it.
But the realization came too late, and
their remaining years were remorseful."
(This accounted for his melancholy appearance.)
He continued: "Daughter, consider
that thou livest but once; that all are in
the world having an influence, either good
or bad; thou canst liv so thou wilt be remembered--so that posterity will know
thou hast not lived. in vain. I know this
is a selfish world, but make the best thou
canst of it."
"Oh, father, forgiv me for my rash mistruet of the gift of life," cried I. ''Nay,
child; show thy repentance by living a life
of usefulness if not of note."
I fell upon my knees and was in the act
of devoutly kissing his ·hand, when his
white figure vanished, gazing reproachfully at me.
All was still. The birds ceased singing.
A cloud passed over the sun, and its
shadow flew over the orchard and over the
rolling meadow beyond. I heard a gentle
whisper as if the unseen spirit still hovered
near:

W:ouldst fashion for thyself a seemly life?
Then fret not over what is past and gone;
And spite of all thou mayst hav lost behind,
Yet act as if thy life were just begun.
.I awoke at this point to find myself staring at the white windo.w curtains, while
the wind was sighing and moaning in the
pine trees outside.
I think my dream, unlike N ebuchadnezzar's; does not· need an interpreter. What
do you think, friends?
Versailles, Ind. EMMA SToCKINGER.
What the Little Folk!! Are Saying.
It was little Dot's first visit to a farm,
and she went with her aunt to see how the
pigs were fed. The little one gazed in astonishment ~t the young porkers for a mo.
ment, and then, placing her hand on her
curly hair, she said reflectivly: "Auntie?"
"Yes, dear." "Does 'oo put all the piggies' tails in curl papers?"
A little girl, who made too much noise in
her sick mother's room, was put out into
the hall, and soon after a miserable old rag
doll, of which she was very fond, was
tossed out to her. This was the "straw"
that did it. Snatching up her beloved, and
hugging it tightly in her , arms, with
streaming eyes, she sobbed out to her
grandma: "I would'nt 'a' tared, but what
has Judy done?"
There was company for dinner at Dilly's
house, and they were enjoying the first
course, which consisted of oyster soup.
Dilly made away with hers some time in
silence until she had nearly cleaned the
plate, when she suddenly paused, and,
looking at her mother across the table, said
in a stage whisper, "Mamma, what you
fink? Dere's hair in the soup!" "Hush,
Dilly," said mamma, frowning; "it's
nothing but a crack in the plate." Dilly
moved the bowl of her spoon back and
forth over the supposed crack, and then
exclaimed triumphantly: "Kin a crack
move?"

Correspondence.
CRoMWELL, IA., Jan. 4, 1892.
DEAR MISS WrroN: It has been a long
time since I visited the Corner, but in this
time there has been but little change in
my life and surroundings. I believe the
last time I wrote was some three years
a"'o, and during that time I hav had the
pleasure of hearing but two lectures, both
given this fall.
The first was by J. E. Remsburg, who
lectured at Creston on September 8th. We
liv six miles from there, but a distance of
sixteen miles could not hav kept us from
going.
Once there, we enjoyed one of the
best of lectures, filled with the most witty
sayings. I think it was almost too rich
for the blood of some, for a few got up and
left the room about as fast as feet could carry
them. I think one or two of them must·
hav knocked out about all the sense they
had in trying to get out of the door in such
a hurry. But the majority were _greatly
pleased, and many of them came the next
month and listened to a lecture by W. S:
Bell. At this time the roads were very
bad, and it was quite cold; but what did
we care for that, with the prospect of seeing Mr. Bell once more? Some five years
ago he was at our home for four days. I
can well remember how he held my little
sister, now eight years old, on one knee,
and I sat on the other, while he told us
stories innumerable. Anyone who knows
him can well imagin how he entertained
us those four days, and our delight upon
seeing him again, well and hearty. I think
I never enjoyed a lecture as much as I did
his.
Here we seldom see a Liberal. I hav a
Liberal friend living fourteen miles from
here. But she is attending the Highland
Park Normal School, at .lJes Moines, at
present, so you see I am utterly alone.
I get very lonesome sometimes, and for
consolation I read, paint, or play on the
violin or organ. I am very fond of reading, and read almost any kind of literature,
from a clime novel to the Bible and Bell's
''Handbook of Freethought." I like fiction as well as good common-sense reading,
and would like to exchange THE TRUTH
SEEKER or Boston Investigat01· with some
one for a good weekly story paper.
MINNIE GEIER.
[PRINTED BY REQUEST].
FARm ULT, MINN., Jan. 3, 1892.
MR. GEo. J. REMSBURG, Oak Mills, Kan.,

My Dear Sir and Brother in Tr·uth:
Your postal of the 16th ult. at hand, it
having followed me in my travels, hence
the delay in replying.
I highly appreciate correspondence of
brothers in the cause of mental liberty,
and if I can prove myself competent to
correspond with you, I assure you I will

be glad to be your humble servant. I hav
noticed several of your articles in THE
TRUTH SEEKER and they all hav the right
ring to them. I am glad to see young
talents arrayed on our side, as it is certainly
through them we may hope to redeem the
world from the blighting influence of superstition.
.
. Some time a9-.o I noticed a sli~ht mention
In THE T.RUTH i::iEEKER of a children's paper being started. Now, this is the right
move, and I think I remarked in a letter to
Miss Wixon the· pressing need of such a
paper, and I think I said, also, that with
such help as yourself and many others of ·
our bright young Liberals, it could be made
a literary success, and I believe that the
Liberals would be glad to make it a financial one. When we hav such help as our
intelligent Miss Wixon it seems to me that
we are standing in our own light if we do
not come forward with our cooperativ attention and establish a nice little journal
if only issued monthly for a time until it
could be made a weekly.
It seems to me suggestiv to good results to hav the paper similar to the
Youth's Companion, with some fine pictorial work on the first page, as it would
attract the attention of our young readers,
like ourselvs with THE TRUTH SEEKER,
anxious to see what the next issue will
bring from the brush of the artist. My
friend George, I am sure there is no
question that a good paper for children
will do more to help llS along than all the
work that can be done among the older
people who hav their superstition ground
into them so deep that it would spoil the
fabric in dusting them out. I presume
your father is hard at work as usual casting pearls before the swine. I wish we
had more like hm, Ingersoll, Jamieson,
Putnam, Reynolds. and others.
Giv my regards to your father and tell
him I hav not forgotten the pleasant visit
I enjoyed with him, and that he ma_y liv
long- enough to see orthodoxy kindly
buned and the standard of desire for truth
and mental liberty in its stead.
With best wishes for you and yours I
beg to be fraternally yours,
W. A. JoHNsoN, Per G.

Mrs. B·esant' s Wor~s.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with portrait, 30c.

Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
should be. Paper, 25c.

Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the In1luence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

UNDERWOOD-MARPLES DEBATE.
ON

THE EXISTENCE oF A PERSONAL GoD AND
INsPIRATioN OF SCRIPTURE.
Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and REV. J. MARPLES.
Paper, 85 cents; cloth, 60.

Kenne~y's
Me~ical Discovery
Takes hold in this order : .

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to
be out.

You know whether you need it or
not.
Sold by every druggist, and manufactured by

DONALD KENNEDY,
ROXBURY, MASS.

.,.
Valuable
C.umrNAL

MANNING

ANARomsTS on the 8th attempted to pil-

CHARL[S .BRAULAUGH. Food a11d

la~e Xeres, Spain, but were repulsed by

soldiers.
SINOE the attempt on Russell Sage New
York's rich men use body guards or other
similar means of defense.
THERE are conflicting reports as to the
existence of ghost-dan~ing ~t ~he Pine
Ridge agency. A revolt m sprmg Is feared.
LuTHERAN schools in Russia hav been
notified that their teachers will hereafter
be appointed by the government and not
by themselvs.
ToRTURE of prisoners to extort information is said to be practiced by the Chicago
and the Denver police. The prisoners are
confined in a "sweat-box."
OUR affair with Chili has caused attention to be directed to the fact that the
government of that coJJntry owns the railroads and makes a yearlypro:fit of $2,000,000.

THE Salvation Army in. Eastbourne,
has been severely injured by a mob.
It complains that, because of religious intolerance, the authorities neglect to protect it.
AT Mount Carmel, Pa., on the 3d, three
men on their way to church got into a religious ar~ment, and renewed it angrily
after serviCes, when Chumas stabbed Saduskie fatally.
THE law to put every habitual drunkard
under a guardian, which was defeated in
the German parliament despite the emperor's. favoring it, is likely to be brought
forward again.
, THE supreme court has affirmed the constitutionality of the Habitual Criminal act
aimed at professional criminals. It provides that for a third felony one may be
sentenced to twenty-five years.
HENRY GEoRGE sent the pope a copy of
his book in reply to Leo's labor encyclical,
but it did not reach him, as his cardinals
decided that it would be beneath the dignity of themselvs and Leo for them to
present it and him to receive it or reply to
it.
IN the case of Clarence Lay, the Burlington, +a., boy who died under Christian Scien·ce treatment, the coroner's jury
find gross neglect and censure the parents,
ordering prosecution of Mrs. Vandewater,
the Christian Scientist who treated the
boy.
PRESIDENT DIAz of Mexico, who believes in separation of church and state
and has always disfavored the priests, is
now imprisonm~ large numbers of them
who are conspirmg against the state. The
ignorant class hate him, and revolution
may result.
THE Berlin Kreuz Zeitung thinks a mistake was made in releasing the Jewish
butcher at Xanter accused of murdering a
Christian boy to use his blood in religious
rites. . It says that the belief that Jews do
such things is not a superstition but a
truth.
A REPORT from Veronzh, Russia, says
that in that province the death-rate has
doubled. Marriages hav ceased.
The
gentry fear a peasants' revolt in the spring.
There is a great demand for :fire-arms by
all classes. ''The peasants show an entire
lack of self-help; they rely entirely upon
the czar."
THE suppression of Methodism in Vienna, though done ostensibly at the instance of the Catholic church, was teally
brought about' by the Lutheran church,
which has harassed the Methodist church
out of jealousy ever since the wealthy
Baroness Von Langenau left the Lutheran
church for the Methodist.
THE latest new religion is being preached
at Princeton, Ky., by Mr. Terry. He has
made a calculation from the Bible that
Christ came to the earth in 1784 and is still
here, and that. the world will end in Octobra; 1914. He says that people hav been
living in the dark ages and the truth has
been revealed only by him.
CoNGRESS daily expects a message from
the president calling for war with Chili.
That nation has given new offense by findin~ fault with a United States captain for
firmg a salute to the Spanish minister
there. The minister was ·a Balmacedist,
and is a refugee. Chili offends also by denying the right of our legation and ships
to shelter refugees.
·
THERE is still trouble between the French
government and the Catholic church,
arising from disobeyal of the government's
order to bishops to organize no more pilgrimages to Rome. T)le Freethinking
Roman populace assault the pilgrims, and
this leads to trouble between the governments of France and Italy, which theformer wi.ehes to avoid,
E~g.,

H~gie11e,

-OF-

is dead.
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Geol"'ge Jacob Holyoake.
Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great English Secularist by the Father of Secularism.

Price, 15 cents,

Ten copies, $1
Address this Office.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON•CLAD SERIES.

JESUS CHRIST:
His Life,

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlangjl............. 5
Teac~il')gsi al')d
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake..... 5
l'Y}perlectiol')s.
4 Influence of Christianity on CiVilization.
Underwood ................................. 25
By W. S. BELL.
Price, 25 cts.
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller ..... • G
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ...... 15
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall. . 10
Awful :Cisclosul"'ees of
0 Ep!demic Del,nsiqn~. ~arvin ................. 1C
1 Phrloso'£h.X of Spmtnahsm. MarVJn ........ 50
2 Tyndall s nelfast Inaugural and Portrait ... 25
3 Essady on M~racles. David Hnme ............ 10
4 Lan QuestiOn. Charles Bradlangh.. .... ... 5
5 Were Adam and Eve Our First Parents?
Convent Mysteries.
Charles Bradlangh.. ... . .. ... . . . .. . . .. . .. .. 5
Paper, 50 cents 1 cloth, 75 cents.
6 Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlangh... 5
7 Logic of Life Deduced from the Principles
of Freethongh t. George J. Holyoake ..... 20
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradhmgh ..... 10
19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake...... 5
20 Su~rstition Displayed, with a Letter of
BETTER THAN
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake.... ....... 5
21 Defence of Secular Principles. C. Watts.... 5
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts ....... , 5
23 The Christian DeitY. Charles Watts........ 5
By M. BABCOCK.
24 Moral Value of the Bible. Charles Watts ... 5
25 Freethon~ht and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5 Price,
10 cents.
26 Christiamtv: Its Nature and Influence on
Civilizatl.on. Charles Watts .............. , 5
28 Thoughts on Atheism. . Austin IIoJyoake.... 5
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe ?

/'\ARIA 1'\0XI{.

RELIGION OF HUMANITY
ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.

Roaring Lion on the Track.

3o Phft~~~~h~~1vg:~J,ai-i8ill: · ·
31 Has Man a Soul? Charles Bradlangh........ 5
By M. BABOOOK.
38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlangh......... 5
39 Lord's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh..... .... . 5 Price,
10 cents.
40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cme. 11'1. G. H ..... 10
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. C. Watts.. 5
43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts 5
44 Logic of Death: or, Why Should the Atheist
Fear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake .......... 10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Political CondiRELIGION OF
tion of the People. Charles Bradlangh ... 5
MANNA SEUIES.
1 Original Manna for " God's Chosen." . . .. .. .. 5
By M. BABCOCK. Price, 15 cts.
3 New Life of David. Chas. Brarllangh........ 5
4 Wh:y I was Excommunicated. Ba\-nard...... 20
5 200 I,Jnestions Without Answers............... 5
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarin .................... 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian .......... 10
:By M.. :Babcock.
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy- 5
25 cents.
oake.......................................... 5 Price,
9 New Life of Jonah. Ohas. Bradlaugh....... 5
10 A Few Words about the Devil................. 5
11 New Life of Jacob............................. 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Ho~oake ..... 10
13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. nolyoake .. 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H ......... 10
A 'LIBERAL 8TOR Y.
15 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H .... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlangh........ 5
Price. 25 cents.
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlangh ....... 5 By Mns. E. J. B.u.L.
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh ...... 5
19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh .... 5
20 New Life of Mose·s. Charles Bradlaugh ... , 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ...... 10
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will send
-M.el'Y}oil"'s.$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 wort-h
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
His Life and Works in France and Abroad.
And Unpublished Correspondence with l\1me. dn
Chatelet.
By B. GASTINEAU.
Price, paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

'Ci1aries waits:: g

SUPERSTITION:

"BELIEVE OR BE DAMNED."

Diet,
1'\arriage
a11d
Pare11tage,
ttc.

Hygiene of the Brain and the Cure of
Nervousness. By l\1. L. Holbrook,
l\1.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. "Get this book an<l
read it\ for it ahounds in practical valuable
lmowleuge."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Eating for Strength. By M. L. Holbrook,

l\1.D. Price, by mail, $1. "I am delighted with
it."-[H. B. Baker, li1.D., Secretary Michigan
State Board of Health.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code of

Directions for avoiding most of the Pains aml
Dangers of Childbearing. By 111. L. Holbrook,
11-I.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose ex·
cellence sn:Q:Jasses our power to commend."-·
[New York Evening l\Iail.;
Liver Comlllaint_, Mental Dyspepsia~ and

Headaclle : Tneir Cure by Home 'I reat-

ment. By M. L. Holbrool;, l\I.D. l'ricc, l>Y
mail, $1. "Reading this hook I cured mr"'if
after several doctors had failcd."-['1.'. C. Curtis,
U.S.A.

rite Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.
B. Duft'crhanthor of "Whut Women Should
Know," ' .NO Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. !\'Irs. Charles Brcwstcr Portland, llle.,
writes: "Had I possessed this 1oook ton years
ago it would have saved me ten years of inVttlidism, and I should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."

Youth:

Its Care and Culture. By J.

11-Iortimer Granville. $1. To this has been
added a paper by tlutt charming Euglish
writer, Grace Greenwood, ou the "l'hysical
Ednctttion of a Girl," tmrl tt J,>apcr on the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail pncc is $1.

ralks to My Patients. By Mrs. R B.

Gleason, M.D. A Practical H.ttndLook for tho
l\Iaid, Wife+.and Mother: with tt bcauti full'hotographic rortrait of tho Author. Price\ by
mail 1 $1.50. "Wo wish tho chaJJter, 'Uon!lttclitial to Mothers,' might he ~;mbliHhcd as a tract
and sent to evcrf mother m the laml."-[Har·
per's New l,llonth y Magttzinc.

Why Doesn't God Kill the Devil 1 Tlte Better Way.

The Clergyman's Victims.

Voltaire in Exile.

-

ALAMONT ADA,
The Calley Slave.
By J. H. D. ZSCHOKKE.
'A philosophical romance."

-

Paper, 25 cts.

EVOLUTION:
A

Summar~

of Evide11ce.

By CAPT. R. c. ADA!IS.
'One of the cheapest and best books on the
subject." Paper, 15 cents.

Advancement of Science.
The Belfast Address.

By Prof. John Tyndall
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, !05 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

PIONEER PITH.
THE GIST OF LECTURES ON RATIONALISM.
By CAPT. R. 0. ADAMs, PreRident of Montreal
Pioneer Freethonght Club: author of
"Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason,"
and
"Evolution-a Summary of Evidence."
A compendium of scientific and critical lore.
Best handbook for introducing the f!'Cncral
reader to the principles and data on whrch nationalism is based.
Paper, 12mo, 100 pp., 25 cents

An Appeal to 1\ien iu

behalf of Human Culture through a wbcr parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, hy mniJ,
25 cents. HIt contains informntionmul warning
that arc urgently nccdcd."-[Uhristian Union.

Sexual Pllysiologl. A Scientific and Pop-

ular Exposition o tho Fundmneutul Problems
in Sociolqgy. By It. 'f. 'l'rttll, lll.D. Price, by
mail, $2. 'l'his work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, am! the denutnd is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scien-

tific Diet. By Gustav Schlil'lwyscn. 'l'mnslated from tlie German, by 11-I. L. Holbrool<,
M.D. In addition u.Jso it contaim a Uompldc
and Radical Cure for Intemperance, l>Y the Usc
of a Veg!Jtable and Fruit Diet. lly Ch:ts. 0.
Grooin Napier, F.R.S. 250 JJagcs. Price, $1.

Three Books in One.

From the Cra(lle

to the School. By_Bertha Meyer. 'l'ho Hights.
of Children. By Herbert Spencer. The Government of Children. Byl\-I.L. Holhrook lll.n.
Price by mail, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1. 1·It is
a book worthy to he ranked with the hcst thttt
has ever been wri ttcn concerning the training
of children."-[Bazar.

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for Intemperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.

Price, 80 cents, by mail. "It should he rLuictly
given to every drinkcr."-[Hcrald of Health.

Muscle-Beating; ~'::1 Home Gymnastics
for Sick and nell. By C. Kemm,
manager of the gymnttsinm of Ilcga. 30 cents.

Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
and Pll~siological Itclations, and in thdr bearing on the producing of children of Jiner health
and greater ability. lly 1\-I. L. Holbrook, 11I.D. 1!11.
The Sc!enttjw A mm·lcan says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by' cranks,' but this
is radically different : it is sc;cntilic, sober,
clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, mul particularly
by the young.'

Answers to Christian ijuestions

The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food

And Arguments.

Medical Hints on the Protection and Man•
agement of tlte Singing Voice. By

Paper, 146 pp., 25 cts

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

CuriOUS Revelations From the
Life of a Trance Medium.
By MRS, NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. Ill uswith Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.50.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette pl,.ce, ~. Y

and Drink to Health, Disease. Uurc. B~ T. L.
Nichols! M.D., editor London Iferald of Health.
Price, c oth, 50 cents.

Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts.

Deep Breathing; ort Lung Gymnastics.

Prrce, cloth, 50 cents. lllrs. Horace Mann write2:
"Every book yon J,Jrint is pure gold and deserves wide circulatwn."

How to Strengthen tlte Memory.
L. Holbrook, llf.D. $1.

By l\'L

A Physician's Sermon to Young ltlen. By
Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. R A.
Proctor, the well·known English astronomer
says of it: " 'fhrongh false delicacy lads and
youths are left to fall into trouble, and not a few
have their prospects of a healthy happy life absolutely rmned. The little book hefore us is intended to be .PUt into the hands of young men
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable of
drscharging·a father's duty in this respect; and
as not one father in ten is, we believe, ready to
do what is 1·ight hy his boys himself, it is well
that such a book as this should be available. If
it i• read by all who should read it, its sale will
be counted by hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail. postpaid,
for $2. Should an)'one desire them by the 100
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by correspondence.
·
17'"Catalognes Free.....;a

By mail on receipt of price.
Aaaress THE TRU~:a: SEEKER.
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Agents for The Truth Seeker.

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

Alaballlao

A TRUTH SEEKER

Star News Depot, 2003 2d ave., Birmiligham.
CaJifornia.

AROUND THE WORLD.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Ball & McCarter, 7 W. First st.. , Los
Four Large V.olmnes,
Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st.st., Los With a steel-plate engraving of the author in
Angeles.
Volume I, and each volume containing
Freethought Publishing Co., 838 Howard
forty to fifty illustrations.
st., San Francisco.
By D. lU. ·BENNE'.I'T,
Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., Los
Late editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,_. author of
Angeles.
"A Truth Seeker in Eurppe " "uods a,nd
J. C. Scot~ 22 Third st., San Francisco.
Religions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
Estate of 1:5. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
"The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers," "Champions of the
San Francisco.
Church." etc., etc., etc.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San
Francisco.
Handsomely bonn~, red cloth, ~6.50; in leather,
Canada.
·
red edges, $9,50; m morocco, _grlt eages, $10.50.
T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., HaliR~aders of--THE TRm."H BEEKER lllnow the cirfax, N. S.
cumstances under which thi.s work was written.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly comThos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
pleted at his death, and which contains an account
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
of his world-lamented death and burial. Mr.
Colorado.

J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
Florida.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
Idaho.

·

A. Erwin, Murray.
.

IJlinois.

Mrs. S. E. Ames, 169 Washington st.,
Chicago.
[Chicago.
Post-Office News Co., 103 Adams st.,
G. E. Wilson, 417 State st., and Brentano Bros., Chicago.
J. W. Howe, 48 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
Jn(Uana.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
Louisiana.

Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
Al. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
lUaine.

.

N. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., Portland.

Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-day life
of all nations is laid before the reader b:v one
who has visited them and beheld them with his
own eyes.~ Particular attention is -paid to the
progress of Freethought in the various countries
he Visited, and the morality of so-called pagan
~ations -is co:ntrasted with the morality of Uhristran countnes, mnch to the detriment of the
latter. The work is a
Freethinker's History of the World•

This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN
EUROPE" should be in ever:v Lil::eral's library.
Besides its intrinsic worth, it is a memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
known-of one who ranks with Voltaire and
Paine in the force and clearness of his writings.
Address
THE T:RUTH SEEKE:R'y
2R l.n fny..tte place .N. .

Books byS.P.Putnam.

lllns!!lac1Iusetts.

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Johnson Bros., 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
A.M. Driscoll, 78~ Front st., Worcester.

1.R92.

Gems of q;~oug~t.
IT is never too late to giv up our prejudices.- Thoreau.
IN .olden times, when the heavens were
visited by comets, war, pestilence, and
famin were predicted. If wars came, the
prediction was remembered ; if nothing
happened, it was forgotten. When eclipses
visited the sun and moon, the barbarian
fell upon his knees, and accounted for
the phenomenon by the wickedness of his
neighbor.- Ingersoll.
So shall they build me altars in their
zeal,
Where knaves shall minister, and fools
shall kneel;
Where faith may mutter o'er her mystic
spell,
·
Written in blood-and bigotry may swell
The sail he spreads for heaven with blasts
from hell.

These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting. the places
where these societies are located ... Local
Secular Unions and Freethought . Societies - can hav their gatherings advertiBed here f?'ee by forvJarding the necessary information.
·

IT often happened, that the specific
gravity of epileptics, whose fibers and
muscles withered away, was lighter than
water, and that they floated when put into
it. A miracle ! was instantly exclaimed.
It was pronounced that such a person
must be a demoniac or .a sorcerer; and
holy water or the executioner was immediately sent for. It was an unquestionable
_proof that either the demon had become
master of the body of the floating person,
or that the latter had voluntarily delivered
himself over to the demon. On the first
supposition the person was exorcised, on the
second he was burnt. Thus hav we been
reasoning and acting for a period of
fifteen or sixteen hundred years, and yet
we hav the effrontery to laugh at the
Caffres !-Voltaire.

form free. Henry Rowle_:r:, secretary, 108 (Jumberland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.
·

Jllicliigau.

Missouri.

Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st.; St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
•

John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave.,
Jersey City.
·
Ne"' York.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., 92- Fourth ave., New
. York.
.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts., New TI1e New God. Pnce, 10 cents.
York.
The Problem of the Universe, and its
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York.
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolof[_;r, !'rice, 20 cents.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
Waifs
and \'Vanderings, A New AmeriE. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York. _
can Story. Price, cloth. :H OO; paper, 50
H. Cohn, 320West st., New York.
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
incident and dramatic power; breezy from.
first page to last with the living spirrt of toGeorge Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York.
·day.''-[John
Swinton's Paper.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
Throne, A Romance. " The auJ. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., New Golden
thor certainly has genius. The divine.
York.
[York.
creative .spark is within him. The bc.'Jk is
filled Wlth manly thou_ghts expressed in
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New
.
manly words -the transcnpt of a manly mind. Bilchner.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
Every Liberal should read • Golden Throne.'"
York.
-[Ingersoll. Price, $1.
0 LORD, . . . when Christ died, some
S. J. King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation in eighteen centuries ago, did somebody come
rb:vme between the Nineteenth Century
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester.
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein and bury you? He affirmed, "I and my
Ohio.
it
is shown there is much in harmony between father are one;" and yet he got so muddled
John Jacques, Akron.
thein. Price, 10 cents.
as ultimately to cry to himself to save himN. Hexter, 303 Superior st., Cleveland.'
Prometheus, A Poem. " It is crammed self. The Ghost does not appear to hav
.T. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati..
with life, thought, and profound emotion, been so vexatiously like either of you. He
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraBenj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., Portsordinary
beauty."-[Dr. Henry W. Bellows. seems to hav descended from heaven in the
mouth.
[Cleveland.
Price, $1
.
of a pigeon. This is, no doubt, an
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st., Why Don't He Lend a Hand ~ and other shape
exceedingly convenient form,.and would,
Oretron.
Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents.
likely, quite obviate his mistaking
B. F. H_yland, Corvallis.
Adami an<l Heva. A poetic version of most
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
the In:lian story of the Garden of Eden in himself for either the father or the son.
which its superiority to the mutilated copy- Still, this particular guise is not without its
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
the Genesis legend-is shown. Price, 10 cents. dangers. Some day, before he can say
P ..... nnsvJvania.
For
all of the above address
·
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st.,
"Knife!" he may find a quantity of slugs
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
or sparrow-hail driven into his gizzard by
Phila.
28 Lafayette place, New York.
George Longford, 22 Richmond st . Phila.
some unconsciously profane sportsman, and
,T. A. Kirk, DuBois.
·
n~xt day he may find hiinself baked, along
H. Heyne, 10th and Market sts., Phila.
with a number of others, into a pigeon-pie,
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave.,
with· his divine feet sticking up through
BiBLE WORSHIP.
the crust. One other of you, father or
Pittsbur""h.
"lihodc Island.
DARWINISM.
Ron, was once worse treated than.this. The
DESIGN ARGUMENT.
H. Carr, 947 High st., Providence.
.
Romans nailed you up, as a farmer nails
EVOLUTION.
.
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
JESUS NOT PE!lfEI:T.
up a weasel to a barn-door; and, instead of
rren••essee.
UNDERWOOD'S PRAYER. fip.ding yourself, heels uppermost, in a
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nash- By B. ]<'. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 2ii ccn ts. pigeon-pie, you found yourself· in hell.
ville.
Perhaps you will remember that, near a
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
trifling town in an unimportant country,
'.l'ex:as.
you had the misfortune to get executed.
L. Andruss, Denison.
. . . Was it you or your son that was in
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
hell, or were you both there, or was
E. A. Andrea, 916 Main st., Dallas.
WHAT
neither of you .there? Or can you not at
E. L.Merrill, G24 Elm st., East Waco.
this distance of time, make out which of
Utalto
John A. Jost, Ogden.
you was there? If you were both in hell
Henry Booth, Stockton.
for three days, was there no God repreJ. W. Wilkinson, Logan.
senting heaven and earth during that time
HAV
"\Vashinlf{on Territory.
except that poor pigeon? It is in vain I
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
ask. Once, to a horde of ignorant Se.mites,
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
you were garrulous; now, to the natwns of
Engla1•d•
educated Aryans, you are dumb. Once you
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st.,
walked in the garden in the cool of the
London.
day, and P:rieil., ~<Adam, where art thou?"
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
CHRIS'
r
S
now, in the torrid heat of noon, I walk in
Australia.
the wilderness of the universe and ory
Chaa. H. Bamford, 190 Little Collins st.,
Sill
"God, where art thou?" But the su~
East Melbourne, Victoria.
bla~t~ u,nd the desert burns and to my de·
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Syduey1 'tf,S, W.
By D. m:. DENNETT (Fq-gnder cf Ta:E
New Zealand 9
TR.UTH SEEKER). Price.,_ !f8, in o!gth. ~ddrcH~ ~>r,au'ln_g cry there is only siienoe et\)m~J.'+ali) TllUTll S!i:li:KliJRr ~ !-<!';fll:::'etp~ pl~:~e, N. y,
t?~?qam1'fl- Gqa am~ ./liB Book,
t\· P1 Willis, WMS"IWlUr

Twelve Tracts.

_Champions of the Church.
THEY

FOR

Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.,
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at 'German Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited. · · ·

The Newark Liberal League.
Meets every Sunda,y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Libera,! Leag1ie Ha.!b 177 Halsey st., cor.- Market
st., Newark, N. J. Lectures and drscussions on
religious and social questions. .Seats free and
everybody welcome.

Brooklyn Philosophical· Ass~ci"!
ation

-The Veiled Prophet in Moore's Lalla Meets at Fra-ternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Rookh.
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion .. Plat-

THE phrases "mortal body" and "immortal spirit," which hav been repeated
ad nauseam, are misnomers altogether.
Exact thought might possibly reverse the
adjectivs. The body in its individual form
or shape is indeed mortal, but it is not so
.in its constituent particles. Not in death
only but throughout life it changes unceasingly, as we hav seen; but in the wider
sense it is immortal, since not the smallest
particle of 'it can be annihilated. On the
other hand we see that what we call spirit,
soul, consciousness, disappears with the individual combination of matter; and it
must appear to the unprejudiced mind that
this action, having been brought about by
peculiar and very complicated unions,
must come to an end with its cause, that is
to say, with the cessation of those peculiar
combinations. To-day the indestructibility or permanence of matter is a scientific
fact firmly established and no longer to be
denied. It is interesting to observe that
former philosophers and thinkers also possessed a knowledge of this important truth,
although in an incomplete form and rather
as a presentiment than as a scientifically
known and established certainty. The
experimental proof thereof coulcl only be
yielded by OTir balances and retorts.-

S. D. Moore, Aili·ian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave.,
Grand Rapids.
C. Holton & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.

N e'v .T ersey.

~3.

Pbiladelphia Liberal League 25
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Tr'rith
Seeker publications always orr hand at cheap -rates.

The Secular Society of. Rent, b.,
Meets semi-monthly\ first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nall. All friends of hum-an
cultivation are invited. MAmus HEIGHTON, Sec ..

Elizur 'lVI•igbt Seculai• Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the_ first and fourth Sun~
days of each month at Independent Church, at
10 :30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal su hjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Invest1~
gator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secula1• Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 :P.M., ·at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison Rtreet,
and at 116 Fifth avenue. Lectures and. debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.
·

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club

at

Holds meetil!g"S every Sunday evening
.216
.Grand ave. (J!'raternity Hall). · Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.
,·

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M. in Jlfacdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
and select reading. Discussion in:v.ited on ail
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE, Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib•
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthlyi first
&nd third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at. >a-rr's
Ha-ll. Everybogx invited. 111Rs. R. M. BERRA.
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Reo. Sec.

The Walla '\Valla Liberal Clu.b
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in GrandArmyHall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectures.-Free Discussions.-Ori_ginal and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends;
(J. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. w.. CA.LDER, Sec.

Tbe Roeder Secular-Union
Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and "third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. .The
P.reatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
• Universal 1\'.I;enbl Liberty." D. E. RrcE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vrce-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec. ,

Fort Wol"tb, Tex., Libei•al Club
Meets every Sunday at Knights· of" Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, l'res..
IsAAC S. LEE, Sec.
·

Liberal Association ol Austin,
'.fex.,
Meets every Sunc1ay at 11 A.M.'vat its hall, cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street.
isiting Liberals
invited. J. P. RICHARDSON, President; M. ISAAC,·
Secretary.

Tne Agnostic Annual
FOR 1892.
Possibilities and Impossibilities,
T. H. HuXLEY, M.A., LL.D.
The Growth of Agnosticism,
H. BITHELL, B.S., Ph.D.
Early :Verses,
The Late CoNSTANCE NAI>EN.
Sundays and Holydays,
SAMUEL LAING
Ecclesiasticism,
ALFRED MoMERIE, 11f.A., LL.D.
Christ a Religious Creation,
F.J. GoULD.
After Many Years: A Poem,
W. B. McTAGGART.
The Acti~ities of Agnosticism, ·
AMoS W ATEns.
Religion Without Superstition,
.
CHARLES WATTS.
Mr. Gladstone and Supernatu:ralism,
H. J. H.A.¥,i\'Wic~, F.R.U.S.
The Land of Death : A Poem,
"" ·
SALADI~ (W. BT:aW;I,~T Hess).
The Triqq~ph of Rational~sm,
, . ·
.
·
FREDERIC}l :r.} :l-LER.
An .1\l;fpostlP Homily,
··
'HoN. C. K. TUCKl!lUMA.~.
Et~rpal Lif~; A :Poem,
n ·-:<

!3-EO}\,HENll-Y.MA.~TIN,

Mdf~fl§ ~H:rn_ ]foR.UT_I{ . ,EKER CO;.
~'Lafa.yette p llOe, NewYor~
.L:t·, ~ .

~
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Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.
1. HERBE:JfT. SPEN:QE:Jf: His life and .verson!J-1
charactenstiCs ; his views on· educatiOn; his
religious opinions. By Mn. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His ancestiT,
life, and personal-characteristics. By JoHN W.
CHADWICK.
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
material universe ever have a beginning 1 By
GARRET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology; How the world grew. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
does life begin; The problem of spontaneous
@neration. By WILLIAM POTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANil\fAL LIFE; The evidences froni geology, geograiJ.hical distribution,
and comparative zoology. By RossiTER RAYMOND, Ph.D.
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; duration of human life on the planet. By E. D.
CoPE, Ph.D.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the
nervous system: the nature of mind. By RoBT.
G. EccLEs,l\f.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitive man;
growth of the family, city, and state: develo_pment of the domestic relations; marriage. By
JAMES A. SKILTON.
.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of religious beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By·Z.
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism
grows out of egoism; the proper balance. By
DR._ LEWIS G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a, from geology;
b, from morphology; c, from embryology; d,
from metamorphosis; e, from rudimentary organs; f, from geographical distriuution; g,
from discovered links; h~ from artificial breeding; i, from reversion; K, from mimicry. By
NELSON C. PARSHALL.
.
13. EVOLUTIONASRELATEDTO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REV. JOHN w. CHADWICK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relation
of the doctrine to_prevailing philosophical systems. By STARR HoYT NICHOLS.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
regeneration as .tested by evolution. By REv.
MINOT J. SAVAGE.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOl'HY. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
By SYLVAN DREY.
18. THE RELATIVITY OF.KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception; sight, sound, taste,
smell, feeling; .the doctrine of the Unknowable.
By RoBERT G. EccLES, M.D.
19. A STUDY OF l\'IA1'TER AND MOTION. An
excellent digest of a much vexed question, with
g_uotations from many authorities. By RoN. A.
:N. ADAMs.
20. PRIMITIVE MAN. Man as revealed by archeological studies; evidences of m11.n's antiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic racesi·
the ages of bronze and iron; cave men an<
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound builders;
primitive implements and tools; proofs of
man's natural evolution. By Z. SIDNEY SAliiPSON.
21. GROWTH OF '!'HE MARRIAGE RELA'fiON.
Marriage a primitive ip.~titution; . its. earlier
forms; no evidence of ongmal promiscmty; exogamy and endogamy; group-marriage; polygyny, polyandry, and monogamy· marriage by
capture; monogamy the highest fonn of therelation; divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
contract; its regulation by the state. By C.
STANILAND WAKE.
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
of political i:o.stitutions;,_the patriarchal family;
the tribe and clan. By JOHN A. TAYLOR.
23. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
statute htw and judge-made law.;. the conversion
of customs into law. Jly PROF.l~UFUS SHELDON.
2i. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCIENCE. Supernatural ideas of disease; fetichism in medicine; the beginnings of medical science. By
RoBERT G. EccLES, M.D.
25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. 1'he
necessity for anus and armor under the struggle for existence. By JOHN C. KIMBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS,
development of the human hand· the earliest
use of Implements and tools. By JAMES A. SKILTON.
27. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The definition of wages; economic characteristics of the wage system; wages the outgrowth
of slavery; ori_gin and development of the
wages system. By PROF. GEo. GUNTON.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN 0IVILIZA1'ION. The beginnings of education; ~arly
methods in Egypt 1 Persia, China,, Greecet and
Rome: early Chrrstian ideas or educa ion;
Catholic and Protestant views; the common
school system. By l\'lrss CAROLINE B. LE Row.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. I.
The Theologicall\fethod. By REv. JOHN CHADWICK.
30. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REl!'OIIM. II.
1'he Socialistic 1\Jethod. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
31. EVOLU'.riON AND SOCIAL REFORM. III.
The Anarchistic l\'Iethod. By HUGH 0. PENTECOST.
32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. IV.
The Scientific Method. By DANIEL GREENLEAF THOMPSON. ~
,
33. ASA GRAY: His Life and Work. By 1\Ins.
MARY TREAT.
34. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUMANS. The
Man and his Work. By PROF. JOHN FISKE.
P'"' Each Number, Ten Cents. -..~a
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

• By HUDSON TlJTTLE.

A Historical and Critical Review of the Religion
_of Man.
CONTENTff:
What is Religion 1 Fetichism. Phallic Wor:ship.
!\fan's Moral Progress Dependent on his.Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolqgi_cal
Problem. Man's Fall,. and the, Chr!stian
Scheme for his Redemptwn. Mans P<?sition,
Fate, Free Will Free 4-g!lncy, Necessi~Y. Re~onsibility of the Indivrdual. Genesis and
Evolution of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. The Apostles. Sel~s~ Propensiti!Js.
Love Wisdom. Charter of Rights. Duties
and Obligations of the Individual. Duties
and Obligations of Society-. Rights !Jf .Government. Duties of Socre~y to Crrnnuals.
Duty of Self-Cillture. Marnage.
12mo Cloth, price,.., $1.50. Address-~,
.
.
'.t·HE TRUTH S~EKEII.

TRUTH SEEKER COLtECTION OF

FOBMS,HYMBS,and BECIT ATIOBS.
ORGANIZING SOCIETIES.

MARRIAGES, FUNERAL~ NAl.fING OF INFANTS, uBITUARIES, EPITAPHS, ETC.
ALSO a2a LIBERAL AND SPIRITUALISTIC HYMNS
SOCIAL AND VARIOUS PUBLIC
OCCASIONS.
18mo, 550 pp. Pnce, 75 cts.

The Rights of Women
-AND-

THE SEXUAL RELATIONS.
BY KARL HEINZEN, the famous German Radica1 Editor.
An Address to an Unknown Lady Reader. Historical Review of the Legal Position of Women.
The Emanci]:>_ation of Woman. The Passive Prostitution of Women. The Active Prostitution of
1\'Ien. The Execution of 11-Ien. Love and J ealous_y.
Morality. Marriage. Adultery. Divorce. Is
Marriage a Contract? Hanging a Woman. Religion. The Economic Independence of Woman.
Liberty and the Revolution the Allies of Woman.
Paper, 50c. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
Bv REV. G. T. Fox. liLA.
Price, 15 cents.
Address this office.

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume

of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
$3.25-in English or Gennan. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, $2 00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumes~eparate, flexible cloth, 50
cents J?er volumej .tted Line edition, suitable
for holiday presems, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. ('.rhe fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Subjects; ninth year. Snbscri_ption, with premium, 50 cents per year. Specimen copies free
on application.

Mother's Manual.

Comprising "Advice

to a Wife on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially Durin~ Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," and "Advice to a Mother on the
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

Hand-Book of Healtlt Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 1:.!8 pages. 25 cents.

.

AddreRA

1_892.

TheMod;;;s~j;~~nEssayist Books b~ Saladiq. NATHANIEL VAUGHAN:
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THE TRUTH REF.T\F.R.

Superstition in All Ages.
A

·

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.
An independent and respectable study of character in the law of circumstance such a• even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own us her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
12resentmont of the mischievous nature of modern
Ghristi~tnity, in its most honest aml conHistent
form, need not be desired.-nVestminster Review.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp , $1.00.
Address
~'HE THUTH SEEKER

.

Pro and Con of
God and His Book. $1.25.
Woman: Her Glory, Her Shame, and
Her God. Two vols. $1.25 each.
Did Jesus Christ Rise from the Dead~
25 cents.
Confessional, Romish and Anglican. 30
cents.

.In the
United States
and
Canada
from 1876 to 1883.

,

By E. E. GUILD.

L..::~~~~~~~~~

A-il4;~~~ '!';mil 'l'RUTH S:@~~~ ~o~~~~:

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIBITUALISM
iI
i

4-Np

.
~~~~TM~~! '?'?,MEDIOMANIA.

Pr F.~· ~TII5! l!J·~;

plotb, 50 cents.

Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 30 cents.

on,

"By their fruits
shall ye know them I
Do men gather
grapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles."
By

M. E. Hillin.gs.

Price, 25 cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Works on the Labor

~uestion.

The Conventional Lies of Our Civilization._

By Ma.x Nordan. Qo.NTENTs~l\iene,. 'l'ekel
Uphnrsm· 'l'he Reh~Ious, Monnrclnc, anci
Afistocratie~Political, Economical, Matrimonial,
and Miscelmneous Lies; Closing Harmony.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
cloth., $1.00..
The ~mperial Council of Vienna prolnlntml the
sale of this hook in Austria, and confiscated all
CO!Jies of it they could find.

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

Natural Laws of Industrial Produetion uncl Exchange. ~ J. K. Ingalls, an thor of "Social
Wealth." l'aper, 25c.

Fruits of Philosophy. . A Treatise on the

Po-pulation Question. By nr. Chas. Knowlton.
Edited by Charles Bradlaugh andAnnieBesant.
25c.

Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing

:BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER. M.D.
-CONTENTS:
Force and l\1atter,
The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of 1\fntter, Nttture (TeleologY),
Immortali tv of Force, M~tn,
Infinity of Matter,
Brain and !\find,
Value of Matter,
Thought,
Motion,
ConsciOusness,
Fonn,
Se11.t of the Soul,
ImmutabilityofNatural Innate Ide!l.BJ..
Laws,
The Idea of u-od,
Univei·sality of Natural Personttl Continuance,
Laws,
Vitnl Force,
The Heavens,
'l'hc Soul of Brutes,
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
Original Genorn.tion,
Con cl u ding Observations.
Scculur Generation,
Price, $1.50. Address THE TltUTH SEEKEit.

DOWN

THEY
GO!

Best m~tlre Amcrwnn Rtcmwind Wat.ches, 15
jewels, ttd~u•tod, pat. l"Cfilllntor, in sih·crine case,
only $11; m 8 ounce com silvcr,.>fl16; 4 ounce, $17
(a few yc11.rs ngo >!;60). In host 14 kt. filled gold
cases, open fttee, $20; bunting, 1!<23 to $28; 14 kt.
solirl gold, $40 to $100; same, not 11.djustccl, $2less;
11 jwls. $8.59, and 7 jwls. $5 less (lower grade
watches; $5, $4 and $2 50).
'.I'Illl~ P:f:Ii.FJ~(J'J.'J,)D "0'1".1'0 'VE'J.".I'·
S'.I'EIN" 'V A"rCH, much finer than above,

full adjusted to heat, cold, and position, 16 jwls.
and all modern improvements, mokel movement,
cas eel as ~tbove,. $8 more, gilt niov't. $6 more. No
one else in the world sends out so good a watch
at the price. .

out the means by which the workin~ classes may
raise themselves from their present state of low . J,ADII"S' (;OI,D HUNTING AllJF.RI•
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, <Jig- ()AN WA'.I'CHI,S, lateHt styles, best filler], 7
nity, and independence, and which is ~tlso capa,- jwls. $17; 11 jwls. $18 50; 15 jwls. $25; 14 kt. Rolirl
ble of entirely removing, in course of time•, the golcl, $10 to $100 more. All sent prepnicl, kept in
other principal social evils. By IlL G. H. 10c.
order one year, and cttsh refunded if not s!l.tisfacLarge or Small Families ~ On which Side tory.
DIAMONDS: in rings, pins, dropR, studR,
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holy- etc. $10; 1!115; *25; $50; $100 to $1,000 per set.
oake. 5c.
Cash refunderl, if· not 20 per cent below regular
any time within one year.
PovertY, : Its Effects on the Political price,
'Vl~DbJN(;; HJN(.;S: Plain, chaRerl, with
Condition of the People. By Charles pearls,
emeralds, rubies, moonstonesJ op~tls, g!LrBradlaugh. 5c.
nets, turquoise, solitarres or comoinutions, a
Why Do Men Starve~ By Chas. Brad- speCialtv.
SUNDRIES: Rogers Bros.' triple-pl11.ted
laugh. 5c.
knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; tea spoons, $1.30;
The Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi- tables,
$3.49; best spects. in the world, $1; pebcal to the \Velfarc of the l'eoplc. By Charles bles, >!;2; 14 kt. gold, li!5 more (send line of finest
Bradlangh. 5c.
print you can rc!Ld without glasses 14 inches from
gol<l-headcd canes, $8; $10; $15; $20. Best
Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradla}lgh. 5c. eyes);
mzor-a luxury-$2. Solid silver spoons, $1 70 per
Letters to Young People. By (Prince) ounce. Houvenir spoons. silver, $1.25 to $2. 'l'ea
$20 to $40; everything in the line of fancy
Peter Krapotkinc. Witli Life of author, loy sets.
table silver, novcltiGS, plush, and urt goods, gold
Stopniak. 10c.
pens,
etc. All sent prcr;airl (except cutlery) subAddress THE TIIUTH SEEKER.
Ject to exchange or ~lli·.l~~tc{vE'.I".I'S'.l'I•:JN
Established 1857.
Hochclle, iu.
Send for priee lists~ beautiful cards in colors
and gold of my Frcctuought badges (large an{!
small), tracts, etc. Ilree.

Colonel l{elso's Works.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please sencl stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DHAKE SLENKEll,
Snowville, Va.

AN INFIDEL REMEDY.
--:--~--~~-SEND10 nENTSTO
lh·. J·r~' LOWS,
\'1:-i ELAND, N.J.
lot his bouk on youth·
ful error:;., early d~:c;~.y,
wasting weakness, Jo~t

manhood &c.

It st!ts

fon h an External Ap.
reliable
~home cure, with fulldi·
~ rections for use. It!' 'l
~ ~ certainty, no f.'lifttre.

:--~

Tile Bible Analyze1l. Cloth, :octavo, 833

0::

pages, $3.

~:r; t:~..-.~
I
Ctoth,
$1,

Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Miraculous Religion?

Principles of the N~turaf Order of the Universe, with a System ,of Morality
Based Thereon.

By VOLTAIRE.
Terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of theologieal terms. Price, 25 cents.

Supernatural Religion.

GRIMES OF PREACHERS Force a11d f\atter;

Pocket Theology.
of
Pr
/lo.d. Pa-

Priest al').d Mal) •
A N 0 VEL,

Deity Analyzed, Cloth, 12wo, $1.00.
Tile Real Blaspllflmers. Paper, 12mo,
13!1 pages, 50c.

Spiritualism Sustained.
lWi pages, l!!l-

Universe 4-ijalp;ed, fl,

Cloth, 12mo,

plication-;~

~:~t~'Hh:~~~~ei'~~n~aw

(j

·

A patient wri~inll frol{l Dttvenporj,., W~sh .. • ~>-h•
" Your remed;v: Is marvelous, and Will a ceo_ll)P11 •
what ia sai" 1t -ann "o. '.J'hll r8}ije of wbioh 18

untold."
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John E. Remsburg'~ Books. Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.

False Claims.

Revised and Enlarged.

As a 1\'Iissionary Document it is unexcelled.
Among the subJects considered by 1\'Ir. ReniSburg are: The Church and J\Ior8Jity; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the
IJrisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
Civilization; the Church and Science; th~
Church and Learning; the Church anu Lib·
ertyj"the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the woman's Rights l\'Iovement; the Tem}lerance Reform; the Church and the Republic.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and Vices

Sanctioned hy Scriptureh· Falsehood and Deception; Cheating; T eft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitut.ion; l\'Iurder; Wars of
Conquest and Extern1ination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to Children_.i Cruelty to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; tJannibahsm;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Pol_ygamy; Intemper~nce;
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and"ld10cy;
Obscenity. Price, single copies, 25 cents; 6
copies, $1. Special discount on large quantities.

Be Thyself. 10c.
Christianity No Finality.
Supe1·ior. 10c.

Common~Sense

Spiritualism

Thoughts on tile Bible.

10c.

Deluge in tile Light of Modern Science.
10c.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. ioc.
Geologist and Radical. ByJ. H. Powell.
25c.

Geology. Past ancl Future of our Planet.
$1.50-

God Proposed for Our National Constitu·
tion. lOc.
Irreconcilable Records. Genesis ancl
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

Is Darwin Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
Is Spiritualism True ~ 10c.
Man's True Saviors. lOc.
Orthodoxy }'alse, Since Spiritualism is
True. lOc.
Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best ..nd Pocasset
Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of
most thorough work eve1· written on the SabChristianity. 10c.
bath from a rational _Point of view. Lar~e and
handsome print. Pnce, 25 cents; six cop1es, 11:1. Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
$1.25.
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline
With Author's Porof Faith; Protestant Intolerance; Washington Radical Rhymes.
an Unbelieve~ Jefferson nn Unbeliever; Pa-ine
and Wesley; tJhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

Thomas Paine.

Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits
of hi.g charact.er and genius, and vind.ica tes !lis
n~me from the aspersions cast upon it. 'Tributes to Paine's character are given from more
than one hundred noted persons of Europe and
America. many of them written expressly for
this work. Second editionj 160 pages, prmted
on fine tinted _paper, neat y bound, and containing a handsome steel portrait of Paine.
Paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 cts.

TAKING OBSERVATIONS.
God looked down from heaven upon the children of men, to see if there
were any that did understand, that did seek God.-Psalms lili, 2.

J.D. Sha~;s Boo~s.

uT~e StriKe

of aSex."

The Apostle of Liberty. An address de·

liverea in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Free·
thinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.
·

N.

M. F. Denton.) Per .val., $1.50.

Wllat Is Right~ lOc.
What Was He ~ Jesus in 19th Centuq
Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

Who are

Christians~

lOc.

Address 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER.

A

.STRIKe OF<

Millionaires Against Miners;
-OR-

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.

Books byHelen H..Gardener.

W ornan on StJ•ilce against the
Male Sex jm• Sexual
Sovereignty.
BY GEORGE

trait. $1.25.

Sermon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
of Tllings. Psychometric ReTells the Story of the Soul
searches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.

By HENRY D. LLoYD.
il'lr This book tells ho~· the Spring Valley miners
were starved mto actual slavery.
It is the story of a p:tonstro~s and inhuman crime.
It deals not mth theones but with facts
figures, and names. It is a _power- '
f'ul and pathetic book.
264 pages.

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Address

MILLER.

LlTTL€ L€SSOHS FOil.

Astonishin,g praises follow THE STRr:KE oF ASEx
wherever it IS read, hath in this country and in
England. Although it relates to ·the most delicate
subject in the world, it is treated so reverently
that the most refined women are enthusiastic for
its circulation. Price. 25_cents.

LlTTLt FOLI{S.
By 11-fRS. E. D. BLENKER.
Boards,

A SHORT

By 1\'I. BABCOCK.
Price. 15 cts.

BEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development of the Canon.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SOCIAL WEALTH:
The Sole Factors and Exact Ratios in Its Acquirement and Apportionment.
In proceeding toward any given point, there is
always one line which is shortest-THE STRAIGHT;
so, in the conduct of human affairs, there is always one course which is best-THE JusT.

Ey J. :K. INGALLS.
12Illo, 326 pp., large type, good paper. silk cloth,
pnce $1.00.
CoNTENTS :-Economic Schools-A Brief Review
· of Their Origin and Growth. Rise and Growth
of Capitalism. Unearned Increase-Profi,t Interest! llent. Conservation of Wealth. Tools
and
miJroved l'llachinm:y" The Nature of
Wages. Private and Social Wealth. Land Ownership. Private Property in Land. Capital and
the Productive Factors. Partnership and CoQperation. Law of Contracts. Money and
Credit. Of Value~ or Economic Ratios. Taxation as a Remeay. Reforms, not Remedies.
Suggestions to Legislators. ·Summary of Definitwns-Economic and Is anomie.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scriptme
Books which are Now Called Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Tl).e Proposed

POLITICAL, LEGAL, AND SOCIAL
REFORMS.
In the Ottoman Empire and Other Mohammedan States.

Price, $1. Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

WATBR OF< LIF<B
DR. TAFT'S ABTHMALENl!l
ASTHMA -cURED"ever
raus; send us your
address, we will mail trial
BO.TTLEFREE

TH~P!l. TMHBQ~, fP0- 1 RUqii~-TER 1 H.Y,

_

New

Editio~, ;::;-and Enlarged.

Men' Women and Gods.
Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.

Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY
No. 84 Soutll Ma~n ~treet, Wilkesbarn, Pa.:

BIBLE M0RA LS •
Twent1} Orirnes and V'ices
Sa/ncUonetl by Sc'J•iptu1•es.
By J. E.

llB~ISBURG.

Price, 25 cents.

Brain and the Bible.
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology.
By EDGAR C. BEALL.

IS THIS YOUR SON, MY LORD 1 Prefuce by R. G. INGERSOLL.
A NEW NOVEL.
A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.

Unanswerable.

Photo-engravings of l\'Iiss Gardener are for
sale at this office. Price, 50 cent.s.

A THOUGHTLESS YES.
CONTENTS:
A Splendid Judge of a Woman-The Lady of the
Club-Under Protest-For the Prosecution-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our AncestorsFlorence Campbell's Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Address

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
'l'lllll TRUTll SE:j!]KER CO.

Price, $1.

Liberty and Morality.

Price, cloth, $1.; paper, 50 cents.

By MOULAVI CHERAGH ALI,

Publisped for the information of the Christian
wnters wh.o suffer under the delusion that
Islam lB incapable of any politicnJ,
legal, or social reforms.

40 cents.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
Tile Bible--What Is ItT 25c.
Studies in Theology. 10c.
Liberalism. 5c.

-

BY l\'I. D. CONWAY.
Price,

5 cents.

THE UNSEEN WORLD.
By PROF. JOHN FISKE. Price, 10 cts.

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST.
PROVING
Jesus Christ Did No~ Exist in the Reign of
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hangecl a Century before, and Peter and Paul died
before the Christian Era.
Full index, 4!6pp.,

~l.l)Q.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. rg. No.5· {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.} New York, Saturday, January 30, r892.

INGERSOLL'S WORKS.
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Principal Works : Gods and Other Lectures ; Ghosts and Other Lectures ; Some Mistakes of Moses ; Interviews on Talmage; What
Must We Do to Be Saved? Blasphemy; Crimes
Against Criminals. 1141 pages. In one vol., half
calf, $5.

Prose Poems and Selections, From his

Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
caJf, $4.50; halt mor., $5·; turkey mor., $7.50:
tree calf, $9.

Gods and Other Lectm·es. Comprising The

Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.

Ghosts and Other Lectures. Including

Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence; About Farming in
illinois; Speech Nominating James G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet ; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before Me Like a Dream; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 51Jc.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some
Mistakes of Moses; Free Schools· The Politicians; Man and Woman; The Pentateuch;
lVIonday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He
Maile the Stars Also, Friday,- Saturday, Let Us
lVIake lYiant.Sunday, The Necessij;y for a Good
Memory, '1:he Garden, The Fall, Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews,
The Plagues, The Fli~?ht, Confess and Avoid,
. Inspired Slavery, Marrrage, War,Religious Liberty; Conclusion. Paper, We.

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter-

views with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons
by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage, of Brooklyn, to
which is added A Talmagian Catechism. Paper,
50c.; cloth, $1.25.

Blasphemy. Argument by R. G. Ingersoll
in tne Trial of C. B. Reyuolds, at Mornstown,
N.J. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.

Wltat Must We Do to Be Saved~ Analyzes

the so-called gospels of Matthew, lYiark, Luke,
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Catholic~ Episcopalians, Methodists, Presbyterians, -'"Vangelical Alliance, and answers the
question of the Christians as to what he proposes instead of Christianity, the religion of
sword and flame. Paper, 25c.

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

the New York Observer's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution.~. by R. G. Ingersoll· tQgether· with A Roman uatholic Canard,
by W. H. Burr. Paper, 15c.
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Limitations of Toleration. A Discussion
between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederic R.
Coudert, and Ex-Governor Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10c.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, lOc.
Civil Rights Speech, With Speech of
Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10c.

Opening Speech to the Jury: In the suit
of the 13. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. Tel. Co., 1886.
Paper, 10 cents.
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Declaration of Independence, Centennial

Oration, together witli a copy of the Immortal
Document and the National Anthem, Land of'
Liberty. Paper, 6c.

Crimes Against Criminals. Price, lOc.
A Lay Sermon, On the Labor Question.
Paper, 5c.

Stage and the.

Pulpi~.

An

~t~rview

Ingersoll on McGlynn. Paper, 3c.
Bible Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
Ingersoll Catechised. Paper, 3c.
The Truth of History. Paper, 3c.
Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board,
beveled, gilt. edges, 50c.

inches, heavy plate paper, 50c.

22x28

Photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll,
50 cents.

Liberty in Literature.
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THE SITUATION IN LTALY-:L'HE PRISONER IN THE VATICAN.

on

their Comparative Ments, and Opm10ns on t~e
Trial of the Chicago Anai·chists, the Cathohc
Church, etc. Paper, 3c.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.
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A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER

Testimonial to

Walt Whitman. By Robt. G. In&ersoll. An
Address Delivered in Philadel·phmt Oct. 21,
1890. With Portrait of Whitman. " et us vut
wreaths on the brows of the living." Pnce,
paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.

For aJl the above works address THE TRUTH
SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette place, New York.

CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The ~arly Contr9versies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Book:s which are Now Called Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

EVOLUTION:
A

Summarf of Evideqce.

By CAPT. R. c. ADAMS.
"One of the cheapest and best books on the
subject." Paper, 15 cents.
·

JrJateriaZism:
It.'-1 H'istory (tnll Its Influ,mwe
Upon Society.
By Dn. Lours BucHNER, An thor of "Force and
!\latter," etc.
Translated from the Germnn.
·raper, 12mo, 11i cents.

Advance~en~!M.2~"Smence. Bible r emperaflce.
1

By Prof. John Tyndall.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on"Prayer.
Paper, 12rno, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

----LIQUOR DRINKING---

Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.
By E.

c. wA)JKEI\.

lO cents.
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A New Bible Picture-Book 1n Press.

Libert~

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

1.8~2.

iq

Literature.
Testimonial
Whitman.

To Walt

~y

Exposure

Exposure

by

by

Ridicule.

Facts.

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
PHILADELPHIA, P A.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

With

a Portrait of

Whitman.

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Paper, 2:5 cents : cloth, 50 cent:;.

SABBATH .,BREAKING.

By WATSON HESTON.

Orig-in. o:f" 'the Sabba-tic IdeaThe Je-vvish Sabba-th-The
Chris'tian. Scrip-tures and 'the
Sabba'th-ExaDJ.in.a"tion. o1-.··
Sunday Arguin.en.'ts- Orig-in. ·
o:f "the Chris-tian. Sabba'thTes'tiDJ.on.y o:f" "the Chris-tian.
Fa-thers-The Sabba'th during 'the Middle Ages-The
Puri'tan. Sabba'th-Tes'tiDJ.on.y
o:f" Chris'tian. R e f'o rIlle r s,
Scholars, and Divin.es-Abroga'tion. of' Sunday La-ws.

Four hundred pages-Two hundred Full-Page PicturesThe Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts Civen Concerning .the Origin and Authenticity of the Old Testament-A
Page of Text to Each Picture.

Price, postpaid, $1.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
-THE-

-BY-

JOHN

fRffTHINKERS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.

Price, 25 Cents.

SH"WING
THE .ABSURDITY A..""<D UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIJU
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEI'ICENT INSTITUTION, AND m
VEALL-..,G THE ABUSES
OF
A
uNION OJT
CHURCH AND
STATE.

185

Full-Page
Ulustratiol\s.

:e.

R-BM.SEVR-G.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

28 Lafa.Jetfs plac11, Nsw York.

OPEN SUNDAYS.

The Martyrdom of Man.
By WIN WOOD READE.

THE STORY HOUR.
Fm· Children and Youth.

PRESS NOTICE.

By Miss Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of the
lt is really a remarkable book, in which mri-.
Children's Corner in the New York
versa! history- is·" boiled down" with sti1"Piising
Truth Seeker.
skill. . , . The boldest and so far as historical

argument goes, one of the ablest assaults ever
made upon Chnstianity.-[Literary World.
12mo, extra cloth, 543 pp. Price, $1.75.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, N. Y.

TO .MAINTAIN THE ARGUff,£1-/T OF
THE ARTIST.

Small Quarto-10x8 inches-nearly Three Hundred P!tgcs. !!luminated Covers. Sixty-six Full)2age lliustrations, with Twenty-five Smaller
Ones.
CONTENTS:
Preface; Lazy Dick; or The Life of a Dol;l": An
Anli\'el Unawares; May;,.,.Ten Little Waltingll'Iaids; The Doctor's .norse; True Politeness; A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgiving~rGrand
father's Pocketbook; Meddlesome Jl'lolly· A
Sad Mistake; Inside an Engine Honse·1 Our
Children; Cressbrook Cottage; Ezekiel s Silver Spoon; Odds and Ends-A New Year's
Story; Miss Brown's Valentine.; What Stephen's Owl was Stuffed With; John; Neighbor Bri_ghtside· Miss Marie Gold's Party;
Cousin John's Philosophy; J enn:!') Questioni
Katy's Answer; Alone in an Unfurnishea
House; Blackey; Breaking_the Meeting;, Our
Susie; A Fnnny Fellow-How He was 1.mred
of Practical Joking; What the Fern Said;
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthd11y· PostOffice Jack; Aunt Avis; I Can Because I Will.
Price, $1.00. Two copies-l$2. Addrllss,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

JJESIGNS BY WATSON IJESTON,
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE IJESIGNER.

Spiritualism Sustained.

WITH

COP/OilS

CITATIONS

OF

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND
OF

OPINIONS

SCHOL-

-ARS

FIVE LECTURES.
By John R. Kelso, A.M.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
2
"
The Church Robbing the People.
3
Thanksgiving.
6
Sabbath Laws.
14
Children and the Church. _
10
Woman and the Church.
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies in Natural History.
2
The Bible and Science.
15
The Clergy and '.fheir Flocks.
1
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
4
The Lord and His Works.
2
Prayer.
10
The Creeds.
1
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Work.
5
"
lVlisswnaries.
1
"
The Lord'~ Instruments.
25
Bible Doctrines and Their Results.
1
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
2
4
Ireland and the Church.
2
Church's Idea of Civilization.
1
The Uses of the CroeH.
4
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
9
Persecutions of the Church.
12
Some All€gories.
3
Heaven.
6
Hell.
7
IVIiscellaneons.

A most extraordinary pnblication. We ventnre the assertion that nothin" like it has ever befpre appeared in thjs country, and it is very doubtful if au.other one lilw it will ever again be j'ublished, We mus~ gi~e the Truth Seeker Company the,crcdlt of yntting the hook m the reach o all.
i\t tww.e the pnce It would have been a cheap Look. Artist Ieston as a portrait-n<tinter and deSJ.glle~ IS a. wonqerful succe~s~ ?-nd we judge from our own fedil:gs that nearly e'Very Liberal in
Amenca will desire a copy of tms most wonderful volnme.-[Freethinkers' J'l'Iagazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedi cr.ted his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and. truth. Bnt the :pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hunr'.re<l pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondlv tts texts to prove the utter
falsitY. of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of those who upnold them. Altogether the
book IS one of the best weapons against Christianity n.nd the church that has ever been put in the
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
·

Pl"ice, boal"d covel"s, $2; ciotlj,, $2.50.
Address The 'J'rutb

Seeke,.,

Pyramid of Cizeh. Fruits of Philosophy.
.

Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew N arrative in Genesis and :li)J>odus.

Dy 'V4N ~'!ffi~l' P!ll!f~HQW1 ~L.D.

J?lifl!l, ~5 !)B~t,s,

POPULATION QUESTION.

By DR.

KNOWLTON.
d y CHARLES BRAD"
LAUC!!:J: tm4 A~!'l'rE BEsANT,
~;'i ctlnts,

"=·

12mo, cloth, $1.00.

;·[ r il1ll\ACJ..€-S

AHD /111\ACJ..€- ... "WOlll{€-ljS.
By JOHN PECK.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOkS.

Price, 10 cts.

CHIUSTJAH ABSUllDlTJES.
By JOHN PECK
Price, 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY

I

Issued Monthly.

Subscription price,

$3 per annum.

No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
. Price.
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethmkers' Almanac.......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener.....................................
50 All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.. . . . . . . . .
25
12mo, 300 pp., $1.
4. Answers to Christian Qnestions. D. M.
Bennett.................................
25 Apples of Gold. And Other Stol"ies for
5. Christian Absurdities. John P~ck........
20
Jroys and Girls. 12mo, 388 pp., $1.25.
6. Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire........
10
7. The Crisis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40 The Stoi'Y Hour. An Exceptionally Hand8. Sabbath Breaking.............. . . . . . .. • . • .
25
some and Interesting Book, Without Superstition for Children and Youth. The Only FreeOTHER NTJJ;IBERS IN PREPARATION.
thin.
leers' Children's Story.book ever issued.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
issued dnring the :year. Si.ngle copies of each
type, heavy, toned paper, broad l)fargins, illus,
book sent upon recewt of prwe.
trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, ifll.
MC!J:~.~~
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A Christian Corrects an Error About Infidels ! well-nigh shipwrecked mankind, and they would

The churches of Rome and England hav frequently since the radical policy prevailed in Paris
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
made the charge that the Infidels had not only
made the public schools of Paris "Godless," but
E. M. MAcDONALD,
Editor. had gone to the extreme by using an Atheistic cateC. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager. chism as a text-book in them. The Catholic jourPUBLISHED BY
nals in this country hav been particularly assiduous
in
circulating this fable, and in England the bishop
'lHE TRU1'H SEEKER COMPANY,
of
Manchester made the charge publicly. That the
\
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
allegation is untrue the bishop has since been comEntered at_the Post-Otrwe at New York, N. Y., as Second-class Mail
pelled to acknowledge, which he did in a letter to
Matter.
the editor of the. Manchester Courier, as follows:
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $8.00 PER YEAR.
"Sir: At the last meeting of -the Diocesan Conference
in
Manchester I reported, on the authority of Archdeacon
Address all Communications to THE TRUTH
Emery, that certain questions and answers of an antiSEEKER COMPANY. Make all Drafts, Checks,
religious character taken from the ' Manuel de !'InstrucPost-office and Express :Money Orders payable to tion Laique, par Edgard Monteil,' formed part of the
CHARLES P. SOMERB Y.
· course of instruction for-children in the public schools of
======:::::;::============== Paris. The correctness of this report was challenged,
SATURDAY,
JANUARY 30, 1892. and with the help of Mr. Lomax and others I hav made
as thorough an inquiry into the matter as I could. I find
that the report is based on nothing more definit than on
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
the use of the manual in certain schools of Paris which
Single subscription in advance ............................... $3 00 are not public schools, and on an attempt whieh was
One subscription two years, in advance................. 5- 00 made, but was frustrated by the government, to introduce
Two new subscribers.............................................. 5 00 it into the libraries of the public schools.
"I am convinced that the manual was never admitted
One subscription with one new subscriber, inoneremittance.. ... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. ... . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 as a book of instruction into the public schools of Paris.
I am a&!lnred of this by witnesses whose knowledge and
One subscription with two new s]lbscribers, in one
remittance ....................................................... 7 00 good faith are above suspicion, and by an examination of
the authorized syllabus and official instructions by which
One subs«?ription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance................... . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . 8 50 the work of the public schools of Paris is directed.
" Under these circmnstances, I hav to express my great
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ....................................................... 10 00 regret that such a statement as that which I quoted should
ever h!l'V been made, and my greater regret that I should
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
hav contributed to giv it a wider currency.
with one remittance.
"Yours, etc.,
J. MANCHESTER.
"Bishop's Court, Manchester, Jan. 1, 1892."

On the Press.

Of course it would be as unfair to make the
schools supported alike by Infidels and Christians
Atheistic as to make them Theistic. Public schools
should teach nothing whatever on the subject of
religion. They should be maintained for the sole
purpose of secular education, leaving the religious
training of pupils to the parent.
We are glad that the bishop of Manchester has
the honesty to acknowledge his error. It remains to
be seen if the Catholics of this country will follow
Adventures of Adam.
his
good example.
The Origin of the Young Men's Christian Association.
Catholics Overriding the State.
Sustaining a Theory.
A
reader
of the New York Sun asks of that paper
Some Giants.
this
question
:
The Adventures and Work of Noah.
"A
couple
(Catholics)
were married by a justice of the
A Hunting Anecdote.
peace ; they kept house several years, and parted withAbraham, Christ's Great Ancestor.
out a divorce. Both hav been married again to differA Queer Family.
ent parties (Catholics) by a priest, who held that the
Isaac and His " Sister."
first marriage was not legal. Hav they not committed
One of Twins.
bigamy?"
Jacob and Esau.
The reply is given:
Joseph the Man of Dreams.
"Undoubtedly they hav. Marriage by a justice of
· the peace is perfectly legal in this state, and the officiatHoly Moses.
ing priest made a grave mistake in remarrying them, if
Balaam the Diviner.
your statement be correct. The church of Rome does
Bloody Joshua.
not consider the first marriage as valid; but the law does,
The Campaign of Deborah and Barak Against and the man and woman are liable for bigamy.
J abin and Sisera.
Cases like this are continually coming to light.
General Gideon.
Our civil laws are habitually transgressed by RoJ ephthah and His Human Sacrirlce.
man Catholic priests, and by laymen under their
Samson the Strong.
direction. And whenever they wish but fear to
Ruth and Boaz.
break the law, they do not hesitate to denounce
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel.
it and its enactors, and pray vehemently for the
David, God's Favorit.
time when their church shall be able to scorn the
Some Stories from the Book of Kings.
statutes and crush their champions. Utterances
Adventures of the Prophets.
of this sort are thick in every Catholic paper and
Jonah the Truthful Sailo;r.
book. Untouched by modern civilization-unconThe advanclil orders for this book hav come in vinced by its arguments, unconverted by its proved
generously, for which hearty thanks are returned, merits, unconciliated by its fairness, unenlightened
but we shall be gl~_d to receive fl. f~w thon§!!<!ld by its knowledge-the Roman Catholics continue
the fjl,n~tic!!-l devotion to eccleJ:~i~sticism th~t once
more. :Pric€)! _p_ostp~!~,.. one ilPU!l.f.
The work on the text of the new Bible picture
book-Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated
-is compreted and the book is on the press and
will be sent to purchasers as soon as the printers
and binders can finish th'eir labor upon it. It has
four hundred pages, half of which are full-page
pictures. Twenty-five well-known orthodox stories
are illustrated as follows :

m

gladly replunge the race in it at the first opportunity.

Mr. Buckley's Degradation of Himself.
The Rev. James M. Buckley, D.D., editor of the
official organ of the Me-thodist church, has at last
broken silence, so to speak, on the controversy in
the Evening Telegram between Colonel Ingersoll
and the ministers. Mr. Buckley, it will be remem"
bered, started the controversy by advocating the
boycotting of the Telegram for printing a "Christmas Sermon·" by Colonel Ingersoll, and which Mr.
Buckley. politely denominated "lies that are moun"
tainous."
In the Advocate of January 21st our doctor of
divinity has nearly two pages of additional vituperation. He proposes, he says, no reply to Colonel
Ingersoll, and he certainly sticks to his proposition.
He maintains that the Telegram had no right to
send Colonel Ingersoll's "blasphemies doubleleaded, and surrounded with every artifice which
the press can use to make the poison palatable, into
homes where parents were teaching the children
the Christmas carols, to declare to those children
that their fathers wer~ teaching them a base deception, and their mothers were instilling into them
folly and falsehood, and that those parents are
themselvs among the simpletons and feeble-minded
of the world because they hav believed the teachings ~f their parents before them, that pure Christianity means 'Glory to God in the highest, on
earth peace, good-will toward men,'" and he asserts
that every copy of that issue of the 1'el~gram was
as a South American scorpion coiled in a basket of
fruit, and he calls "upon Christian people to treat
it as they would a butcher who would procure diseased meat and send it in with the family order."
Turning his illustrious attention from the publisher to the writer of the "Christmas Sermon" he
defends the Methodist belief ltgainst the Calvinistic
creed, claiming that Colonel Ingersoll confused
them, and then catalogs some men more or less
famous who believed in the justice of expelling
from heaven and punishing those who persistently
sin against all God's efforts and pleadings; which
is as strong an argument, perhaps, as he can advance, but which no one knows better than he (for
Dr. Buckley is no half-educated country parson) is
not worth a straw in support of the theory that
there is a God 'who punishes and rewards.
After this he leaves all pretension to argument
aside and descends to personalities, discussing
" The Man." He calls him coarse and blasphemous, unphilosophical, says he is the most vigorous
opponent of the laws to prevent the circulation of
obscene literature in the mails, quotes as making
him the advocate of drinking the letter he wrote to
a sick friend in sending him some whisky (which
letter was, as probably intended, quite as cheering
as the whisky), and says that among the long list
of blasph,emers Colonel Ingersoll shows the least
delicacy, the least sense of responsibility, the most
hardihood, and the most recklessness, takes the
least pains to be accurate, makes the most unguarded and untrue statements, is most the slave
of his words, most the creature of his moods, and
thus he is, among the Infidels of modern times, the
least difficult to meet, owing to- his being ignorant
of many things of such a discussion and the reckless inaccuracy of his assertions.
It was well for Mr. Buckley to say that he did
not propose to answer Colonel Ingersoll. He has
not; but he has answered anyone who hereafter
shall say that J. U. Buckley is a decent and truthful ml!-n, He 41!-s f!JYealed the we~lm~f.l~ of J:!.is own
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character, the littleness of his disposition, the narrowness of his mind, and admitted the utter uselessness of trying to defend his religion. Controversially he has sunk to the lowest depths, and can
take his place beside Clark Braden.
As a matter of fact, there is not in all Colonel
Ingersoll's works a coarse word, nor an indelicacy of
expression, nor a statement he cannot support.
And as a further matter of fact, and of record,
Colonel Ingersoll is not an opponent of the law to
prevent obscene literature being mailed. We wish
he were, for that law has been outrageously abused
by unscrupulous men, and its repeal could not lead
to one-tenth the damage to decency that its retention upon the statute book has done to endanger
the liberty of the press. But Colonel Ingersoll
never asked for its repeal. This slander is a favorit one with the clergy who lie for the glory of
God, and has probably been a thousand times repeated.
Colonel Ingersoll once wrote to a friend that he
had "no time to reply to the poor little reverend
dogs who bark at him," but that his friend was authorized to state, and state publicly, that the Rev.
C. 0. Brown, of Dubuque, Iowa, who made the
same charge now made by Dr. ]3uckley, was a liar.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 7, 1888, we went
through the whole history of the attempt to modify
or repeal the Comstock law, and Colonel Ingersoll's
connection therewith. In that review we proved
that Colonel Ingersoll never at any moment favored
the repeal of the law, but only its modification, so
as not to include Liberal literature which Comstock
boasted he would, with its aid, soon "stamp out."
Colonel Ingersoll never spoke against the law to
any senate committee, or to anyone else ; but he
did leave the National Liberal League because that
organization favored the repeal of the law. And at
the congress of that body, before his withdrawal
he said of these laws :
'' They ought not. to be repealed. Some of them are
good. The law against sending instruments of vice in
the mails is good, as is the law against sending obscene
books and pictures, and the law against letting ignorant
hyenas prey upon sick people, and the law which prevents the getters-up of bogus lotteries sending their letters
through the mail."
If anything can settl~ the disputed question that
ought to.
Now, let us see what relation the Rev. James M.
Buckley, D.D., sustains to this law. We are not
going to accuse him of advocating its repeal or
modification, for he was never broad-minded enough
for that; but if the New York J'imes has not misstated things, he ought to hav been arrested under
it for advertising a book containing obscene pictures. In 1890 the Methodist Book Concern, the
business organization publishing the Christian
Advocate, sold a new book on Africa, about which
country great public interest had been aroused by
Henry M. Stanley. Of this book the Times said :
"It becomes almost an imperativ duty to say that this
book by reason of its illustrations and some passages of
its letter-press, is one that no man could put upon his
bookshelvs or show in his family without shame. It seems
to hav been the intent of the publishers of the volume to
illustrate every phase of African nudity that has been
made available either by the sketches of travelers or the
creations of a filthy imagination. And yet, disgusting
as is the edition sold by the Methodist Book Concern,
there is an earlier edition containing sixteen coarse wood
cuts of naked negro women that hav been omitted from
the religious edition. For what purpose could these obscene
images hav been so plentifully introduced in the book except to cater to prurient tastes and increase the sales?
Does not all the world know that most African races reject the fig-leaf as burdensome? Would not one or two
examples of Ethiopian fashions hav served all proper historical and anthropological purposes?"

In this matter, with these facts in view, Colonel
Ingersoll can well afford to let the public judge
between him and Mr. Buckley.
In this controversy on Christianity Dr. Buckley
bad the opportunity of his life to make name and
fame as the defender of the faith which givs him
his living. He has deliberately and cowardly shirked
the issue and made name and infamy for himself
by such mud-slinging and lying as would ill become ·
the smallest-brained Methodist preacher ever imposed by a conference upon a backwoods congrega-
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tion. He has shown his nature to be essentially the Christian lied, as almost all Christians do when
small and mean.
speaking of Liberty's Champion.
In his speech Colonel Ingersoll said he regard!)d
The American· Secular Union.
the family as theunit of government. Now Mr. B.
In response to our invitatiolu the president of the R. Tucker is possessed of a burning desire to know if
American Secular Union this week outlines the THE TRUTH SEEKER agrees with Colonel Ingersoll and
future work of the organization.
he professes that he "shall be grateful to Colonel InWe are gratified to note that the Union has gersoll or to Mr. Macdonald if either of them will
adopted the suggestion made in these columns take a careful survey of contemporaneous nations .,
some months ago that the Union should arrange and tell "him the result· of their observations" as
for an International Congress of Freethinkers dur- to "whether every good government is made up of
ing the World's Fair in 1893. But we also note, good families."
and with sadness, that it is proposed to do nothing
Mr. Tucker will please excuse Mr. Macdonald.
else in the. mean time but to arrange for that, except What we intended to prove by quoting Colonel Into hold a mass-meeting next month to protest against gersoll's actual words was that the Christian lied
closing the Fair on Sundays. There is a good deal about him-not that the colonel was right in his
which can be done meantime, and one thing is es- opmwn. And we proved it. But we cannot see
pecially urgent-opposition to Mr. Breckinridge's the need of an essay describing the human unit of
proposed Sunday law for the District of Columbia, government, though if we should write one Mr.
which is national territory. That eminent Con- Tucker .would probably agree with it.
gressional pietist, at the behest of the American
Sabbath Union, has again int~oduced his bill makFor the benefit of an alleged army nurse in destiing it "unlawful for any person or corporation, or
tute
circumstances in Cleveland, 0., an alleged Proemployee of any person or corporation in the Disfessor
Hackett, " an Infidel converted to Christiantrict of Columbia, to perform any secular labor or
ity,"
was
to lecture on Infidelity, but failed owing to
business or to cause the same to be performed by
the
non-appearance
of the audience. For the beneany person in their employment on Sunday, except
fit
of
those
curious
as to the "professor's" standworks of necessity or mercy, nor shall it be lawful
ing
in
heretical
ranks
we may say that he is not
for any person or corporation to receive pay for
known
at
all
as
an
Infidel
among Infidels. And as
services performed or rendered in violation of this
the
war
department
does
not
know Nurse Bradley,
act."
we
fancy
the
church
will
make
little capital from
The National Religious Liberty Association of
their efforts.
Seventh Day Adventists will oppose this bill, and
the Secularists ought not to lag behind the
The letters to Congressmen are having some
sectarians in the fight for separation of church and
effect.
W. E. Hooker, of Philadelphia, sends us
state .•
papers containing the news that the letter signed
The project for building a hundred-thousandby himself, Alice W. Denny, and others, has been
dollar buildihg at Chicago is, we fear, impracticable;
brought to the attention of the House of Reprebut it is practicable for the U;nion to find out why
sentativs and referred to a committee. This is as
an officer of a religion draws a salary from the Fair
it should be.
Let everyone in favor of having the
funds.
World's Fair open on Sundays send a few stamps
The invitation to the speakers at the massfor these letters, get theni signed, and mail them to
meeting next month specifies as a danger threatenhis representativ in Congress.
ing this country, "the aggregation of large amounts
of capital into the hands of a few individuals,
Anthony Comstock will no doubt be pained to
enabling them to control the industries of the
country." That this may be a danger there is no learn of the closing up, under the criminal laws of
doubt, but what has the SecUlar Union got to do Missouri, of the Kansas City Sunday Sun. They
with it? The Union has just issued a circular set- were colaborers in the same vineyard. Both were
consecrated to the work of suppressing "vice" and
ting forth its principles as follows:
purifying morals. Both hypocritically sought the
1. Taxation of church property.
2. No religious instruction and no Bible in the encouragement and protection of the church and
clergy. Both grew fat upon the cash made in their
public schools.
3. No laws enforcing the observance of any work. Both succeeded in pulling the wool over
the eyes of some really good people. Both stood
Sabbath.
4. No appropriation of public funds for sectarian in with "vice" when it suited them to do so. And
the only thing we hav to complain of is that both
purposes.
were not wiped out of existence instead of one.
5. No chaplains paid out of the public treasury.
6. No religious festivals or fasts by public au- Their claims upon Liberals for sympathy were equal.
But Liberals do not believe in lawless liberty-the
thority.
7. A simple affirmation instead of oath in courts liberty of one man to violate the liberty and rights
of others-but in a liberty which holds, or ought
of justice.
8. Judicial protection of American citizens in to hold, in check such invasiv scamps as Comstock
and the proprietor of the Sun.
their rights of conscience.
9. The principles of civil and religious liberty to
be maintained, and all encroachments of the church
At the "convention of the apostolate of the
upon the state to be resisted.
press," held here last week, a point was made by
There is nothing in this about aggregations of politician David Healy on his Catholic brethren.
capital, nor is it fitting that a meeting to protest One of the delegates thought it would be a good
against closing the World's Fair should be allowed idea to "blarney" the politicians to work for such a
to be diverted from its purpose to abuse million-.
scheme for restricting the liquor traffic as would
aires, however much they may deserve it. The labor not hurt either the politicians or the saloonkeepers.
question has no business in that meeting.
To prohibit people from drinking any but good
It seems impossible to get officers for the Secular whisky would be a step in the right direction, the
Union who will leave out of its propaganda their
delegate thought. "I am opposed to truckling to
own peculiar fads and attend to the real work of the politicians on the temperance question," replied
the Union, which is opposition to the attempted Mr. Healy. "We could go a long way toward
legal encroachments of the church upon the liberties
solving the problem if we could get the ten thouof the citizen, and the repeal of laws now existing sand Catholic liquor-dealers in New York out of
by which church and state are practically united.
that business and into some reputable trade. The
delegates to this convention in their wanderings
He Didn't See the Point.
through the city must hav been struck by the great
A little while ago Colonel Ingersoll made a speech number of obviously Catholic names over corner
in Chicago.
A Christian accused him in that ginmills. As a Catholic, I say I would be glad to
speech of "ignoring the marriage rite and advising see the humber of Catholic saloonkeepers lessened
universal divorce." Thereupon THE TRUTH SEEKER and the number of Catholics in legitimate enterquoted Colonel Ingersoll's exact words to show that prises increased."
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jews and Notes.

It was the day that the press delegation visited the
place, and the elite of the journalism of the world
.was there to enjoy the wonderful panorama-a view
of sea and shore and sky unsurpassed in magnificence. Mr. Sutl·o is building sea-baths on an extensiv scale, equal to the old Roman baths in convenience and splendor. My friend Lemme, an
ardent Liberal, is the successful architect. He has
won the prize against many competitors. He has
only been established a year in his profession, and
has already made a mark. The Liberals of Santa
Clara hav made arrangements for lectures there.
After the convention I expect to make a lecture
trip through southern California, Arizona, Texas,
New Orleans, Mississippi, etc.
The Los Angeles Liberals are arranging for a
Paine celebration.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
San Francisco, Jan. 16, 1892.

Items of Foreign News Interesting to Free·
thinkers.
Mr. Sluys, superintendent of the normal schools
of Br:ussels, Belgium, is the most noteworthy of the
many who, during the month of December, joined
the Committee on Moral Laws, the president of
which is Mons. Jean-Paul-Ce .

1892.

Arbejderen is the name of a lively Danish weekly
journal published in the interest of reform, both
social, political, religious, and moral. From an
" ad " in the same paper we gather the information
that there are given weekly (Sunday) lectures under
the auspices of the Freethought Association of
1886. As a member of the general committee of
the International Freethought Association we are
particularly interested in Fr!'lethought movements,
and hav written for information as to the Danish
society. We are requested by the president of the
International Association to urge the American
Secular Union to join this society, but owing to the
inanimation of the Union we hav not done so. Does
the American Secular Union exist or is it a thing of
the past~

The Australian Secular Association.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I am
instructed by th~ executiv council of the Austl·alian
Secular Association to ask you to be good enough to
giv publicity to the following facts in your widelycirculated paper, as they may induce a prominent
lecturer to visit this country. Our association was
started in 1882. Its first president and lecturer
was Mr. Thomas Walker, now member of Parliament
in Sydney. In 1884 Mr. Joseph Symes, of England,
was engaged, who continued lecturing for the
association till June, 1888, when dissensions arose
which brought about a serious disrupture in the
association and ultimately led to a lawsuit in the
supreme court, owing to the fact of Mr. Symes and
some of his followers having jumped the association's
land and erected a hall thereon. The trustees of
the association got judgment against Symes in
March last, which judgment was confirmed on
appeal to the full court in October last. We are
now carrying on our Sunday night meetings on
free discussion lines, and the inclosed circular and
rules will giv those interested in our movement an
idea of the work the association is doing. Our
hall is centrally situated, capable of holding twelv
hundred people, and though we are only making a
collection on Sundays at present we can legally
charge for admission and intend doing so again
if we can secure the services of a first-class lecturer.
Our committee are opposed to paying any lecturer
a fixed salary, but would treat with him as to giving
him a percentage of the takings, being sure that
such an arrangement would be more satisfactory to
both parties. Dr. York, who visited this colony
some years ago, would, I dare say, be in a position
to giv anyone who is willing to come to these shores
any further information.
Trusting that this letter may be the means of
inducing some first-class lecturer to visit us, and
thanking you in anticipation, I hav the honor to be
Yours fraternally,
OTTO Honwrrz,
Sec. Australian Secular Association.
Fitzroy, Melbourne, Aus., Dec. 4, 1891._

Sunday, January lOth, was like a June day in'
"It is safest to let the great Freethought child
New England. One might imagin it was opening lie in peace," says IJagens Nyheter, the Stockholm
summer as he sped along from San Francisco to daily paper, in speaking of a proposed attempt to
San Jose. The hills are green, sunshine fills the prohibit Freeth ought Sunday-s<ihools in Sweden.
sky, the hunters are out on every hand; but the It is agreeable to read such items, for they prove
game is scarce, for the birds fly high in the blue that our cause has come to stay in Sweden.
and soft empyrean.
The audience at San Jose is three times as large
Dr. Voelkel's FreireligitJses Sonntags-Blatt has
as on the Sunday before. If the weather holds at last got a successor. Mr.. G.. Tschian, Freegood we may win against those thirty-two churches religious lecturer, Breslau, has begun the publica-some of which with their heavy and solemn walls tion of a central organ for the Freereligious societies
remind us of the Dark Ages. The Romish element of Germany. It is called Freireligimts Farnilienis prevailing here.
blatt, and appears twice a month. We hope soon
The Sunday eYening meetings still increase at to giv our readers news from the "Vaterland."
San Francisco. The hall was filled to overflowing
Sunday night. I discussed Spiritualism, TheosoTh.'Jse of our readers who are hero-worshipers,
phy, alid Infidelity, while frankly criticising the and especially such as hav a weakness for Napoleon I.,
positions of the first two and standing entirely will be pleased to hear that in Russia there are thouupon the platform of the last. I concede the sands of people who worship the French emperor
moral value of these beliefs-and essentially they as a god. The "Skopzi" (the name of the
represent something that is grand and beautiful. sect) believe Napoleon was Christ, who reappeared
They are on the side of human progress. When it on earth to destroy the antichrist (the czar) and
comes to a question of liberty, they are thoroughly liberate the Russian peasants.
opposed to orthodoxy. We may differ in ideas, but
the supreme issue is not, simply what ideas are
In "Holy" Russia there is a famin, and in the
true, but the right to express what ideas we really most Christian city of Vienna 12,000 schoolchilthink to be true. In the great battle that is COir1- dren are wondering how and when they will get
ing the Spiritualist and Theosophist are our allies. their dinner. Last winter 12,300 gulden were subThey are antichurch. They believe in liberty, scribed, and 3,000 schoolchildren had a warm meal
brotherhood, and advancement. I am a Materialist- once a day at least. This year 4,800 children can
and an Atheist. · I never expect to be anything else. be fed, but the rest~ Well, they can comfort themI hav not the slightest faith in God or immortality; selvs with the thought that the Lord will provide.
but I know that the great controversy of many
years to come is not mainly as to the truth of my
Fritlinkaren continues to improve under the
positions, but as to my right to hold them, true or editorship of Viktor E. Lennstrand, who has,
not, without any interference of king or priest. In since the departure of our old friend, Captain
this mighty battle Spiritualism and Theosophy as Thomson, secured the assistance of Knut Wicksell,
movements are for the enfranchisement of the hu- Ph. D., and Mrs. Anna B. Wicksell. We advise our
man being.
Swedish friends each to subscribe for Fritdnkaren
· As Emerson says, hit us first of all understand for a year and hav it sent to one of their newly
the points in which we agree, and then we can bet- arrived countrymen who cannot read English.
ter understand and discuss our points of disagreeUnder the title Of Moderne Gotterddmrnerung
ment.
I shall giv this same lecture at Stockton February Mr. Wolfgang Schaumburg has introduced in an
7th. The Liberals are preparing for a grand Paine excellent translation Col. R. G. Ingersoll's wellcelebration at Stockton. N. F. Ravlin will giv the known lecture," Gods," to the German public. The
main address.
book, which has sixty-sev-en pages, is issued by
After the lecture Sunday evening the Freethought Schaumburg-Fleisher, Leipzig, is well printed, and
Society held a busin~s meeting ; committees were we hope German Freethinkers will not be slow in
appointed to prepare for the Paine festival, to raise presenting a copy of the same to a Christian friend.
funds, secure music, speakers, etc. Great interest
is manifested.
The committee met on Tuesday
While American Freethinkers, viz., the American
evening. It was determined to hav ten-minut~ Secular Union, do court, and hav for the last two
speeches from English, German, French, and Ital- years courted, the favor of the church people, and
ian Liberals to make the celebration an interna- done nothing except issue a semi-orthodox manual,
tional affair, for all can claim Thomas Paine as their the Freethinkers of France hav made their Federarepresentativ man. He was for the whole world.
tion the strongest and most activ, and secured the
"\Ve are not by any means in the swim ; compara- respect of the clericals, and yet they hav societies
~ tivly few are willing to work ; but for all that we bearing names like this," Neither God nor Priests."
intend to make the Paine celebration in this city a Let us cease minding the feelings of church people ; they do not regard our feelings.
brilliant aft'air.
I receive encouraging letters and support from
In one of the last numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
all over the state in regard to the convention. Under the inspirations of the Paine festival we pur- we mentioned several rare relics which the Catholic
pose this to be a working convention; to get ready church possesses. Since then· we are informed that
for the fight. I expect a large attendance from in the church of Doleran, Mecklenburg, Germany,
oatside the city.
which owns many holy relics, there is yet
On Thursday mon.ing, with Mr. and Mrs. Emil shown to visitors, among other rare things, a
Lemme, I went out to the Cliff House and Sutro piece of Jacob's ladder, a piece of the Egyptian
hights. It was a gala day. The ride from the city to darkness (kept in a bottle), Delila's scissors with
the seashore is most attra'ctiv. We see the Golden which she cut Samson's hair, and some hones of
Gate and the beautiful hills surrounding, and the Adam's grandmother. The Milwaukee Freidenker
ocean flashing far away in its glorious immensity. is responsible for the above statement.

The Australasian Secular Association holds its
principal meetings on Sunday evenings at the Secular Hall, Victoria Parade, Fitzroy. The committee
has since July a. c. made a new departure in the
way of conducting their meetings by inviting prominent ladies and gentlemen to favor them with addresses, and so far with the greatest success. The
time allotted for an address is from 7:45 till 8:15
or 8:30; then follows discussion, each speaker being
allowed ten minutes till about 8:50, when the
opener replies, he generally taking about fifteen or
twenty minutes to do so.
.
No charge is made at the door, a collectwn o~ly
being taken up to defray expenses. The followmg
is a list of the names of ladies and gentlemen who
hav lectured at our hall, viz.: Mr. J. T. Kelly,
"Why Do Men Starve?" Mr. B. O'Dowd, B.A.,
"Walt Whitman, the Poet of Democracy;" Mr. M.
Miller, "Human Physiology;" Mr. Marshall Lyle,
"The Judicial Murder of William Colstan ;" Mr.
C. Drake, "The God of the Bible;" Mr. W. D.
Flinn "Australia for the Australians ;" the Rev. W.
H. Fe~gurson (Chalmers church), "The Authen_ti~ity
and Inspiration of the Bible;" Mr. T. T. Phillips,
" The Romance of Jesus's Childhood;" Mr. M.
Miller " Scripture in Relation to Astronomy;" Mr.
B. O'Dowd, "Dogma in Freethought ;" Mr. Robert
Jones (Carlton grammar school), " The Folly of
Flesh Eating ;" Mr. H. K. Rus~en, "Death~eds ;"
Fraulein Lepper, "How to Regam Health Without
the Use of Drugs;" Mr. C. Drake, "Why I Am a
Teetotaler;" Mr. A. Miller (Sydney), "The March
of Progress and Whither Tending."
Prospectiv lectures: Dr. J. W. Barrett," The Source
of Human Energy;" James Stir!Jn?, (government
geologist), "Rambles of a Geologist.
Nov. 1, 1891.
OTTO HoRWITz, Sec. A. S. A.
SEND for catalog of our publications.
on application.

Sent free
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he will not be afforded "an opportunity of present- are equally as moral. Then followed a long array
ing his religious views, as they are in direct antag- of reverend D.D.'s. Besides these there were some
onism to recognized moral and social laws."
ladies, possibly from the Women's . Christian TemThe American Secular Union.
There may be good reason for excluding the perance Union. This high and mighty body met
I hav been requested to say something about the Mormon, since no Christian minister of ·whatever in the Presbyterian church, where for two days
sect can hold his own in discussion with a Mor- they mved at the terrible wickedness which is secufuture of our organization.
The permanent future of the American Secular mon. Poiygamy is expressly sanctioned in the larizing the Sabbath, keeping the people away from
Union depends much upon the degree of harmony Bible. It is true it is condemned in the Book of church and the quarters out of the contribution-box,
which is to prevail among its members and sup- Mormon, but the Mormon uses his own Bible to es- and warning the priest that he will soon find his
porters, and upon their willingness to work earnestly tablish other doctrins, and .when he comes to occupation gone. Rev. Dr. Knowles said : "The
and vigorously together for the accomplishment of a polygamy -he falls back upon the Old Testament.
secular newspaper, the ·tendency toward Sunday
For the accommodation of this free Congress it. amusements, the opening of museums, etc., are
common object.
Freethinkers and advanced Liberals-those who will be n~cessary to hav a hall capable of accom· some of the evil agents we must combat." Rev.
might be denominated "come-outers "-constitute modating a good-sized· audience ; at least a thou- Dr. Thompson, of San Francisco, drew a discourthe bone and sinew of the organization. To them sand; or better still, several thousand. people. aging picture of. the Sabbath in the West, and its
we must look for success in the future. While we Such a hall should be under the entire control of almost total lack of observances. Rev. T. J. Lamb,
will gladly accept assistance from whatever quarter, those using it, and if possible should be. owned by of Madison, Wis., said, "Year after year, the breakit is not to be expected that a member of a religious them. A movement . for providing such a hall ers of the Sabbath are becoming more numerous
organization will spend much time or money in· aid should be started at 011ce. There is plenty of and bolder."
·
of a society which is well kno~ to consist in the money among us. Can we not put up a building
The evils of allowing the Columbian Exposition
main of those who look upon all the religions of of our own! There is yet plenty of time for such to be open on the " Sabbath " were glowingly dea project. One hundred thousand dollars would picted by Dr. Johnson. He said: " It is against
the day as but so many forms of superstition.
We must carry the work forward by our own suffice for rmch a building, four stories high, the conscie_nces of ten 'million citizen churchefforts, and with our own money.
including cost of ground, though $200,000 members to open those gates on Sunday. It would
The immediate future of the Secular Union would be b~tter, and in either case, the structure, be.a fearful menace to social order, for with Sunday
exclusiv of the hall, ·would pay five to six per morning one hundred thousand Sabbath-immkers
relates to the World's Fair.
Our board of directorshav decided to call a con- cent net upon the investment The hall should be would be dumped into the streets of Chicago.
gress of the friends of civil and religious freedom free during the Fair year, and could, if thought de-. Sunday would become the devil's harvest, and parts
throughout the world, to meet in Chicago during sirable, be rented a portion of the time afterward. of Chicago would become a veritable pandemonium."
the year 1893. The session shouldoContinue several Are there not a hundred persons in the United We giv these quotations to illustrate the tone and
clays, or, which would perhaps be better, be held on States who would invest from one to two thousand temper of the assembly before we notice its. other
a certain day in each week for several successiv dollars each in this manner~ In such a. project features.
weeks, so that as many can attend as possible.
Freethinkers and Spiritualists might unite, .and perHeretofore, the Sabbatarians tried to hide the
At this congress the platform should be haps also the trade .and labor assembly.
cloven foot of the devil of Ecclesiasticism that they
absolutely free.
We would be glad to hear from the friends of are trying to engraft into our government by assertBy this I do not mean that discussion should be civil and religious liberty upon this subject. If any- ing that the Sunday law that they are laboring for
invited upon all subjects, but when any subject is thing is to be done it should be done soon, so that is not based upon religious grounds, but that it is
up for discussion all should hav an opportunity to work can be commenced next spring, giving a year a civil measure, made especially for the benefit of
participate. No questions should be asked as to for the erection and completion of the building.
the workingman. They tried this in Des Moines,
the speaker's views upon any other question than
The first movement of the Anterican Secular but the attempt was a complete failure. The mask
that before the house, and further he should hav Union for the current year is to be a mass meeting,, of hypocrisy has been used so much that it is almost
the privilege of illustrating his arguments in any to be held under its auspices at Central Music Hall, worn through, and all intelligent persons can see
way he may choose.
in this city, on Saturday evening, the 27th of Feb- the hideousness of priestcraft behind it. So plain
For the abuse of the privilege he will of course ruary next, to protest against closing the World's did this appear in their recent convention, that one
be responsible to the audience. That is a matter Fair on Sunday. The Secular Union takes the of their number arose and admitted that the· term
that cannot be anticipated or provided for before- management of the meeting, but other societies "civil Sabbath" was deceptiv, which is equal to
hand.
will assist, particularly societies among the working saying that the Sabbath Union has been willfully
With a free platform, this Congress will stand classes. These are beginning to see that they hav misrepresenting its real object for the past four
out in bold relief, contrasted with the Religious much in common with us ; especially are they op- years. When Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts was in Drs
Congress for the assembling of which .preparations posed to Sunday laws and other religious legisla- Moines over a year ago, he positivly denied that
are being made. That congress is under the man~ tion.
the organization of which he was secretary had any
A letter lately received from a prominent leader intention of forcing religion upon the people, just
agement of the World's Fair Auxiliary, so-called,
which is acting with the sanction and under the in the labor movement, who had been mvited, by as Rev. Mr. Frisbie did at the Des Moines convenauspices of the World's Fair directory. In the our board of directors to address the February tion, and declared that it was not in any way cPnNorth ·Arnerican Review for October there is an meeting, givs evidence of the prevailing sentiment. nected with the movement. To hear him talk yuu
elaborate statement by the World's Congress Aux- He says:
would think that, like Dr. Westbrook, he believed
iliary, from which it will be seen that in the religThe dangers you cite, as threatening this country in a Sunday law justified by "physiological a~.l
ious bmnch of this congress "the discussions are [these had been specified as twofold, to. wit: the aggre- other secular reasons."
Yet, this same W. F.
to be limited strictly to an exposition of the points ~ation of large amounts of capital into the hands of a few Crafts, in an address before the Knights of Labor
mdividuals, enabling them to control the industries of
of cont~ct or agreement~tween religions, while the country; and the movements tending to a union of in Chicago, Sept. 21, 1888, said these words : " A
all discussions upon thent differences are to be church and state], are well defined, and fully recognized weekly day of rest has never been permanently
strictly eliminated."
That "the Buddhist, the by myself, a,nd·, in my humble way, I am fighting the secured in any land, except upon . the basis of
Mohammedan, the Brahmin, and the Confucian will good fight against them, using as the most effectiv weapon religious obligation. 1'ake the religion out, and
such public agitation as tends to stimulate public thought;
all receive the most careful attention in their for with thought comes knowledge and with knowledge you take the rest Ot6t."
respectiv explanations of those points in which the unholy alliance of millionaire_s and ministers will
We will giv another fact as evidence of their
their religion and the Christian religion are in come .to naught.
duplicity. When the first Sunday bill was introaccord."
·
We trust that all the friends throughout the duced into Congress by Senator Blair, the real obWhile the Buddhist, the Mohammedan, the country who can conveniently do so will attend this ject of the movement was not concealed-i. e., to·
Brahmin, and the Confucian is thus to be prohib- meeting. Free tickets for seats will be furnished force people into the church by closing all other
ited from discussing any point wherein his religion to anyone applying by letter, but the seats will not places of amusement, recreation, and instruction.
differs from the Christian religion, is it not mani- be reserved later than till 8 o'clock.
The bill. was headed, "A bill to secure to the peofest that Christian ministers will find it difficult
Thus much of the purposes and projects of the ple the enjoyment of the first day of the week, comto refrain from discussing any doctrin of their American Secular Union. It will be seen that it is monly known as the Lord's day, as a day of rest,
religion, whether it should agree with other religions proposed to make the next two years, years of un- and to promote its observance as a day oj'religio·us
or not?
·
usual activity. It is hoped that the result will be worship." But the ecclesiastical viper had not yet
Suppose they were to keep within the limits pre- for the Union a successful and glorious fnture.
completely coiled himself around our national legisscribed; what sort of a discussion is that which
c. B. WAITE,
lature.
The spirit of Washington, J e:fferson,
is confined to points on which the parties agree~ It
President American Secular Union.
Hamilton, Madison, and Thomas Paine still anihas been heretofore supposed that discussion
Oh,icago, Jan. 18, 1892.
mated the minds of some of our statesmen, declarnecessarily involved points of difference. But now,
ing, with the experience of fifteen hundred years
The Sabbath Union in Des Moines.
in this model congress, there are to be discussions
behind them, the untold evils that union of church
over points of agreement.
On Wednesday and Thursday, December 16th and state invariably bring. So this bill was deIt has been reported in the public journals, and and 17th, the American Sabbath Union held its third feated.
The Sabbatarians did not, despair, but
is generally understood to be the fact, that the annual convention in Des Moines. We did not brought forth another one, the substance of which
president of the Congress Auxiliary is drawing a attend it, but we read a report of its proceedings was the ;;~me, but the title different-just enough
salary of $5,000 per annum from the board of in the Des Moines Leader, which we accept as au,- to make it deceptiv. It read, "A bill to secure to
dll·ectors of the World's Columbian Exposition. thority in all our statements concerning the actions the people the privileges of rest and religious wor-.
The act of Congress provided for " an exhibition of of the Union.
ship, free from the disturbance of others, on the first
arts, industries,·manufactures, and products of the
As this was a national convention, delegates were day of the week." Read the first bill and then the
soil, mines, and sea." Those who contribute money, present from nearly every state in which the Sabba- second, and you will find that their provisions are
either as stockholders or otherwise, are supposed to tarians are organized. · Elliott F. Shepard, who the same in every particular, and the title of. the
hav in view the objects specified in the act of Con- prints a scripture text at the top of his editorial :first one expresses the object of the enactment of
gress. By what authority this money is appropri- column every day, was on hand. He is a Torque- both.
ated for outside congresses, gotten up for the pur- mada and Simon de Montfort combined.
He
We now come to the question of the relation of
pose of exhibiting, among other things, the points would enforce to the letter the command given in the workingmen to Sunday laws. Oh, how pathetic
of agreement among religions, is yet to be deter- Dent. xiii, 7, 10, and if he had the power would hav Sabbath Union orat9rs become when describing the
mined.
every Atheist banished or imprisoned. There was tortures of laboring men, railroad employees, and
While some are, as it is seen, precluded from Herrick Johnson, D.D., of Chicago, who, like J. M. post-office clerks, groaning and sweating under
saying anything against the Christian religion, Buckley, has written a book assailing the stage and Sunday work! Like Niobe, they are all tears. To
others are precluded from saying anything at all. the actors, 'ilifying a profession tenfold more hear them you would think that the great labor
The Mormon, fc;>r instance, is expressly notified that honorable than his own, and the me~bers of which .question that is now agitating the minds of the best
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thinkers of theage is wholly involved in the Sunday the perfe~t hollowness of the plea that is made by and the railroad companies can employ extra help.
question, and that when it is settled there will be the AmeriCan Sabbath Union that this movement is A very good suggestion to close the Fail: on Monno more labor troubles. They also try to make us in the interests of the workingman than did this day for the workmen to rest has been made, and, if
believe that laboring men themselvs are so anxious unpremeditated and wholly unsolicited speech."
carried out, would work well with the public at
to hav a puritanical Sunday law put into force.
Where did this "Sabbath" movement start? Did large.
They tried this plan in Des Moines, but, like the it start in labor organizations. No! It began in
No class of men will be injured by it except the
"civil Sabbath," it fell flat. With the fact that the the church-hatched by priestcraft in the nest of ministers. If they are unable to endure competition,
Knights of Labor, almost to a man, resolved to hav superstition. Who started· it-laboring men? No, they hav no right to exist. Secularists do not wish
the World's Fair open on Sunday staring them in preachers; who know that they cannot do any busi- to abolish Sunday as a day of cessation from labor.
the face, they were stupefied to know what to do. ness on Sunday unless they hav a monopoly of that On the contrary, they would divest it of the theoThen came the humiliating proceeding.
·
day. Do labor organizations and labor journals logical gloom that overshadows it. They would
agitate the question? No! Who does? Preachers, open every avenue by which amusement, instruction,
But yesterday the word of Cresar might
churches, and religious journals. We believe that and recreation could. be brought about on that day.
Hav stood against the world; now lies he there,
And none so poor to do him reverence;
the American workingman is intelligent enough to They would make those fifty-two days of the year
for here they were, down on their knees to the labor- know his own rights and powerful enough to the brightest and happiest of all. What they do
ing men, asking their cooperation in the work of demand them, and when he has to call upon the claim is, that personal liberty should not be curclosing the Columbian Exposition on Sunday. They men with black coats and white chokers to look tailed on Sunday any more than on any other day;
sent a telegram away down to Birmingham, Ala., re- after his inte~·ests, those gentlemen will be duly in- that we should exercise all the freedom we want
providing we do not interfere with the rights of
questing the Confederation of Labor convention formed of it.
The prospect of the World's Fair being open on our neighbor, and with that great principle of our
there in session to aid them in their schemes. Had
their former assertions bef)n true, we would hav Sunday seems to worry our Christian friends government so little observed at the present day,
seen the labor organizations sending delegates to exceedingly. If so, there would be no end to the "the greatest good to the greatest number." On
the Sabbath Union conventions. Instead of the evil that would result. But experience has shown the other hand, what would the clergy do 1 They
Sabbath Union sending telegrams to labor organ- that whenever museums, libraries, and other would shut up all means of elevating the people.
izations, we would see telegrams coming from the reputable places of public resort hav been thrown Theaters, libraries, lectm·e rooms, concert halls, and
latter to the former, bidding them God-speed in open to the people on Sunday good has resulted museums would all be closed. The masses would
the good work.
Still hope remained for the from it. On the other hand, where strict Sunday then either hav to go to church, or seek some dethird annual convention of the American Sabbath laws hav been enforced, and the people had thereby basing amusement. In fact, everything must cease,
Union. · They fished about and brought to the floor no reputable recreation, they invariably rushed into so that these men can hav all the time to instill
a so-called laboring man-one who does most of his disreputable ones. After years of agitation the their poisonous superstition into the minds of the
laboring with his tongue-who said that he was in Metropolitan Museum of New York city was opened people, just as in the olden time the sun and moon
favo~ of closing the Exposition on Sunday.
This to the public on Sunday. Were the results demoral- are said to hav stopped so as to enable Joshua to
mm·der more of his fellow-creatures.
cannot other than cause a smile to come upon the izing? Let a Christian journal speak:
Des Moines, Ia.
FRANKLIN STEINER.
face of everyone who knows the true character of this
The experiment of opening the Metropolitan Museum
Sunday
has
now
been
tried
over
four
months,
and
the
on
"laboring man." They know that he is a man who
Plays and Players.*
success has been so great that all opposition has been done
will speak upon any side of a question that will .away
with, and the trustees who at :first objected hav Copyriuhtea by the New Ym·1c D>·amatic llfirror. Publtsl!erl by
bring himself into prominence, and will go to any yielded frankly and fully, deciding to make the Sunday
Permission.
meeting where he is allowed to spout. . Another fact opening a permanent thing if the necessary money can be
Question : Trlbat place does the theater hold
that the attention of the Sabbath Union people raised. In the first eighteen Sundays over a hundred among the arts?
.
thousand people came. Some damage was done, but not
should be directed to : 'Some eight months over a much.
Answer: Nearly all the arts unite in the theater,
To the majority of the great crowds who went
year ago this same man, in connection with others in it was a new experience, and a few did not know how and it is th.e result of the best, the highest, the most
of his kind; undertook to organize a laboring· man's to behave themselys1 ?r to appreciate the opportunity. artistic, that man can do.
party, to take part in a pending city election, when, Bnt they will learn tnis, together with much other valuIn the first place, there must be the dramatic poet.
knowledge, and the public and the press will never
to their surprise, the officers of the Des Moines able
hav to regret their efforj;s to force open those tightly- Dramatic poetry is the subtlest, profoundest, the
labor organizations came out under their. own sig- closed doors.-Ghristian Union, October 31st.
most intellectual, the most passionate and artistic of
natures and said that these persons were not looked
all.
W. C. Gannett, in his essay on " The Workingupon by Des Moines laboring men as representativs
Then the stage must be prepared, and there is
man's Sunday,'' says:
work for the architect, the painter, and sculptor.
of their organizations, denouncing them, in subThere is the public library reading-room. In Boston,
Then the actors appear, and they must be gifted
stance, as demagogs, and warning genuin laboting
took ten separate struggles, during a seventeen years' with imagination, with a high order of intelligence;
men not to be deceived by them; and we think that it
campaign, beginning with a hardly-listened-to proposal
he was as much the representativ of genuin laboring in 1856 and embracing long discussions in the city councils they must hav sympathies quick and deep, natures
men in the Sabbath Union convention as he was and the papers, repeated hearings of petitioners and capable of the greatest emotion, dominated by paswhen he aspired to political distinction. But to do remonstrants, two mayors' vetoes, and two appeals to the sion. They must hav impressiv presence, and all that
to open the doors to him (the workingman).
justice, both to the man himself and to the Union, legislature,
Feb. 9, 1873, saw him at last allowed to enter. He has .is manly should meet and unite in the actor; all that
we will say that he was only present as a visitor and scanty time for papers or magazines through the week, is womanly, tender, intense, and admirable should be
not as a delegate ; but he was utilized by the con- and there he finds a feast of them. If you go there you lavishly bestowed on the actress. In addition to all
.vention to make the people believe that laboring will see him any Sunday afternoon or evening. Accord- this, actors should hav the art of being natural.
to the last report of the Boston Library, at its central
Let me explain what I mean by being natural.
men were in sympathy with its work. We will giv ing
reading-room it takes on the average that day four hunanother instance, similar in some respects to this dred and seventy-six periodicals to feed him and his fel- When I say that an actor is natural, I mean that he
one, to show how false is the cry that is continually lows-the winter average apart from the summer much appears to act in accordance with his ideal, in acmade by Sunday law advocates, which we read in exceeding this-and on full Sundays the congregation cOI·dance with his nature, and that he is not an imiinto the next room. A very considerable por- tator or a copyist-that he is not made up of shreds
the Ame1•ican Sentinel, In Washington, D. C., overflows
tion are persons who do not or can not visit the library on
Feb. 18, 1890, Wilbur F. Cl'afts brought before the week-days-reporters, mechanics, and those who work and patches taken from others, but that all he does
committee on the District of Columbia a Mr. Schul- early and late. The Milwaukee Library ventured to do flows from interior fountains, and is consistent with
teis, who claimed to represent Local Assembly No. the same in 1869 or 1870. In Philadelphia, the Mercantile his own nature, all having in a marked degree the
also followed suit in 1870. Before the second highest characteristics of the man. That is what I
2,672, K. of L., and that that assembly had indorsed Library
year was out the attendance averaged seven hundred,
·
the Breckinridge Sunday Bill. Unfortunately, how- "necu·l.1J all young men," and it r€)ports gradually mean by being natural. .
The great actor must be acquainted with the heart,
ever, Mr. M. F. Hobbes, master workman of the increasing numbers ever since. The Cincinnati Public
whole federation of Knights of Labor in the District Library opening its doors on a March Sunday of 1871, has must know the motivs, ends, objects, and desires that
past year averaged over eleven hundred rn its Sunday control the thoughts and acts of men. He must be
of Columbia, was present, and hit the lie on the head. the
reading-rooms. . . . In Philadelphia the new AcadHe said:
emy of Arts is open on that clay at the week-clay price ; familiar with many people, including the lowest and
"No one has been authorized by the Knights of the attendance is larger than on week-days and of about the highest, so that he may giv to others, clothed
Labor to speak in f!lvo:r of this bill. Mr. Schulteis the same character; many in humble life who could not with flesh and blood, the characters born of the
come through the week enjoying the exhibition to their poet's brain: The great actor must know the relais not authorized to speak for the Knights of Labor. heart's
content-some even carrying babies rather than
It is true, Mr. Schulteis is a member of a committee not come. The Zoological Gardens there are also open tions that exist between passion and voice, gesture
having charge of certain matters, but that committee and at the usual price the attendance on Sundays is at and emphasis, expression and pose. He must speak
has nothing to do with this question. The Knights least three times greater than on week-days; the class of not only with his voice, but with his body. The
visitors averages about the sarrie, and it i8 alwavs great actor must be master of many arts.
of Labor are virtually opposed to this bill. Some orderl,1J.
Abroad, the thing is past experiment. In the
Then comes the musician. The theater has
are in favor of some parts of it ; some are in favor German city Sunday is the people's free day at the galof all of it; and some are entirely opposed to all of leries. In Berlin, it is Monday that sees them closed and always been the home of music, and this music must
it. For this reason the Knights of Labor of the their custodians resting. In Paris, it is said that the book be appropriate; must, or should, express or supplemost applied for at the leading libraries on Satmdays is ment what happens on the stage; should furnish rest
District, as an organization, hav refused to hav any- the
guide-book to the museum for the next day's treat.
thing to do with it.
The next day the Louvre opens its apartments exception- and balm for minds overwrought with tragic deeds.
" We are all in favor of a day of rest, some of two ally wide. Going there you find the rooms possessed by To produce a great play, and put it worthily upon
days ; but we are afraid of the religious side of this workingmen and peasants, whole families down to the the stage, involves most arts, many sciences, and
awed children, each one dressed and mannered at his best~ nearly all that is artistic, poetic, ancl dmmatic in the
question. What benefits the Knights of Labor wish enjoying
it together. In English Birmingham they dare a
to obtain we think can be better secured by our own the experiment three or four years ago with s-ood success. mind of man.
Question: Should the drama teach lessons and
efforts, through our own organizations, than by the In Dublin, both the Botanical and ZoologiCal Gardens
are opened on Sunday and hav three times as many discuss social problems, or should it giv simply inefforts of others through the church."
·
tellectual pleasure and furnish amusement.
One who was present and heard Mr. Hobbes visitors as on all the other six days together.
Answer: Every great play teaches many lessons
We
would
like
for·
the
croakers
of
evil
to
refute
speak thus describes the effect of his utterances :
" This speech, coming as it did, was more or less these facts, or forever hold their peace about the and touches nearly all social problems. But the
of a surprise to all; but to Mr. Crafts and his party Sunday opening of museums, fairs, etc., having a great play does this by indirection. Every beautiit was 'a stunner.' It instantly crushed to atoms demoralizing influence. But some say that the ful thought is a teacher ; every noble line speaks to
the whole pet theory which they had so nicely Sunday opening of the Columbian Exposition will the brain and heart. Beauty, proportion, melody
framed and so pathetically presented in behalf of deprive the Fair employees and the railroad men suggest moral beauty, proportion in conduct and
'the poor workingmen who are so cruelly oppressed of the privilege of rest. This argument is on a ~e queRtions occurring in this article were submitted
by being forced to labor on Sunday,' and of the par with others advanced by the same persons. It to Colonel Ingersoll for the pmpose of suggesting topics on
church's gallant effort to liberate them from 'the is well known that there are thousands of men all which his views would be especially welcome to membera.
Egyptian bondage of Sunday slavery.' Nothing over the country out of work, and when the public of the profession and to all friends of the stage.-EDITOJ.l
could hav happened that would more clearly expose convenience demands it, both the Fair commission DRAMATIO MIRROR,
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melody in life. In a great play the relations of the
various characters, their objects, the means adopted
for their accomplishment, must suggest, and in a
certain sense solve or throw light on many social
problems, so that the drama teaches lessons, discusses social problems and givs intellectual pleasure.
The stage should not be dogmatic; neither
should its object be to directly enforce a moral.
The great thing for the drama to do, and the great
thing it has done, and is doing, is to cultivate the
imagination. This is of the utmost importance.
The civilization of man depends upon the development, not only of the intellect, but of the imagination. Most crimes of violence are committed by
people who are destitute of imagination. People
without imagination made most of the cruel and
infamous creeds. They were the persecutors and
destroyers of their fellow-men. By cultivating the
imagination, the stage becomes one of the greatest
teachers. It produces the climate in which the
better feelings grow; it is the home of the ideal.
.All beautiful things tend to the civilization of man.
The great statues plead for proportion in life, the
great symphonies suggest the melody of conduct
and the great plays cultivate the heart and brain.
Question: What do you think of the French
drama as compared with thi.!' English, morally and
artistically considered?
Answer : The modern French drama, so far as I
am acquainted with it, is a disease. It deals with
the abnormal. It is fashioned after Balzac. It exhibits moral tumors, mental cancers, and all kinds
of abnormal fungi-excrescences. Everything is
stood on its head ; virtue livs in the brothel ; the
good are the really bad and the worst are, after all,
the best. It portrays the exceptional, and mistakes
the scum-covered bayou for the great river. The
French dramatists seem to think that the ceremony
of marri11ge sows the seeds of vice. They are always conveying the idea that the virtuous are uninteresting, rather stupid, without sense and spirit
enough to take advantage of their privileges .. Between the greatest French plays and the greatest
English plays of course there is no comparison. If
a Frenchman had written the plays of Shakspere
.Desdemona would hav been guilty, Isabella would
hav ransomed her brother at the .Duke's price,
Juliet would hav married the Count Paris, run
away from him, and joined Romeo in Mantua, and
Miranda would hav listened coquettishly to the
words of Galiban. The French are exceedingly artistic. They understand stage effects, love the
climax, delight in surprises, especially in the intprobable; but their dramatists lack sympathy and
breadth of treatment. T:p.ey are provincial. With
them France is the world. They know little of
other countries. ~heir plays do not touch the universal.
Question : What are your feelings in reference
to idealism on the stage ?
Answer: The stage ought to be the home of the
ideal; in a word, the imagination should hav full
sway. The great dramatist is a creator ; he is the
sovereign, and governs his own world. The realist
is only a copyist. .He does not need genius. All
he wants is industry and the trick of imitation.
On the stage, the real should be idealized, the ordinary should be transfigured ; that is, the deeper
meanings of things should be given. As we make
music of common air and statues of stone, so the
great drarp.atist should make life burst into blossom
on the stage. A lot of words, facts, odds and ends,
divided into acts and scenes do not make a play.
These things are like old pieces of broken iron that
need the heat of the furnace so that they may be
molded into shape. Genius is that furnace, and in
its heat and glow and flame these pieces, these
fragments, become molten and are cast into noble
and heroic forms. Realism degrades and impoverishes the stage.
Question : What attributes should an actor hav
to be really great?
Answer: Intelligence, imagination, presence ; a
mobil and impressiv face; a body that lends itself
to every mood in appropriate pose, one that is oak
or willow, at will; self-possession; absolute ease;
a voice capable of giving every shade of meaning
and feeling, an intuitiv knowledge or perception of
proportion, and above all the actor should be so sincere that he loses himself in the character he portrays. Such an actor will grow intellectually and
morally. The great actor should strive to satisfy
himself-to reach his own ideal.
Question : .Do you enjoy Shakspere more in the
library than Shakspere interpreted by actors now
on the boards .'?
Answer: I enjoy Shakspere everywhere. I
think it would giv me pleasure to hear those wonderful lines spoken even by phonographs. But
Shakspere is ~reatest and best when grandly put
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upon the stage. There you know the connection,
the relation, the circumstances, and these bring out
the appropriateness and the perfect meaning of tlie
text. Nobody in this country now thinks of Hamlet
without thinking of Booth. For this generation, at
least, Booth is Hamlet. It is impossible for me to
read the words of Sir Toby without seeing the face
of W. F. Owen.
Brutus is Davenport, Oassius is
Lawrence Barrett, and Lear will be associated always in my mind with Edwin Forrest. Lady
Macbeth is to me Adelaide Ristori, the greatest
actress I ever saw. If I understood music perfectly,
I would much rather hear Seidl's orchestra play
"Tristan" or Remenyi's matchless rendition of Schubert's " Ave Maria " than to read the notes.
Most people love the theater. Everything about
it, from stage to gallery, attracts and fascinates.
The mysterious realm, behind the scenes, from
which emerge kings and clowns, villains and fools,
heroes and lovers, and in which they disappear, is
still a fairyland.
As long as man is man he will enjoy the love and
laughter, the tears and rapture of the mimic world.
Question : Is it because we lack men of genius
m· beca~tse our life is too material that no truly
great American plays hav been written?
Answer: No great play has been written since
Shakspere ; that is, no play has been written
equal to any of his. But there is the same reason
for that in all other countries, including England,
that there is in this country, and that reason is that
Shakspere has had no equal.
America has not failed because life in the republic is too material. Germany and France, and, in
fact, all other nations, hav failed in the same way.
In the sense in which I am speaking, Germany has
produced no great play.
In the dramatic world Shakspere stands alone.
Compared with him, even the classic is childish.
There is plenty of material in this country for
plays. The republic has lived a great play-a great
poem-a most marvelous drama. Here, on our soil,
hav happened some of the greatest events in the
history of the world. .All human passions hav been
and are in full play here, and here, as elsewhere,
can be found the tragic, the comic, the beautiful,
the poetic, the tears, the smiles, the lamentations,
and the laughter that are the necessary warp and
woof with which to weave the living tapestries that
we call plays. We are beginning. We hav found
that American plays must be American in spirit.
We are tired of imitations and adaptations. We
want plays worthy of the republic.
Some good work has recently been done, giving
great hope for the future. Of course the realistic
comes first; afterward the ideal.
But here in
America, as in all other lands, love is the eternal
passion that will forever hold the stage. Around
that everything else will move. It is the sun. .All
other passions are secondary. Their orbits are
determined by the central force from which they
receive their light and meaning. Love, however,
must be kept pure. The great dramatist is, of
necessity, a believer in virtue, in honesty, in courage, and in the nobility of human nature. He must
know that there are men and women that even a
God could not corrupt.
Such knowledge, such
feeling, is the foundation, and the only foundation
that can support the splendid strupture, the manypillared stories and the swelling dome of the great
drama.
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.

English Notes.
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS: Christmas eve ! Well, a
merry and happy Christmas to you all, though it
will be a thing of the past when this reaches you ;
but the wish is a "now " thing, and is just as good
as though you heard me say it. "A merry Christmas and a happy New Year:" that is our old
English greeting which, I am quite. sure, your
American portions of the great English family will
reciprocate most highly. I wish we knew more of
each other. Americans are ogers till you g€t to
know them. Englishmen like Americans about as
much as Frenchmen like Germans, till they get acquainted with them ; and then our lords and somebodies cannot rest till they hav installed in their
castles and homesteads some beautiful flower from
Jonathan's prairies. As in everything else, you hav
the best to be had in Secularism. We hav no
Ingersoll in England; but perhaps we hav a more
fiercely burning desire to spread Secularism
amongst the masses than you good folks possess.
If Ingersoll is a grand preacher, G. W. Foote is a
grand worker and an almost unrivaled speaker in
the bargain.
Well, I am just leaving London for my new
work in Lancashire. Manchester is to be the center of the new life. Liverpool is close at hand.
That work of organizing which I tried upon a small
scale in the north of Middlesex-that is to say, the

northern suburbs of London, is to be continued on
a larger sc;ue in those counties where towns are as
thick as villages in most parts of the world. And
then in the course of two or three years, when this
work shall hav been completed, I hope to be in a
position to run across the Atlantic and visit your
own Freethought societies and those of Australia,
New Zealand, and India, so that I can be in touch
with the actual workers in all the Anglicized parts
of the world. How much I should value a brief letter with details, no matter how dry or unimportant they may seem to the writers, from every Secular society in the United States! I want to know
exactly what is being done throughout the world,
and to register the names of those who are faithful
and true.
Letters addressed to me " Dalton Inn, Morton
street, C.-on-M., Manchester, Eng.," would be like
refreshing rain in the midst of a dry summer.
Please favor me.
Our Baptist friends are feeling the advance of
Liberal views in England. They are increasing, it
is true, but not in proportion to the increase of
population. .Allowing for births and deaths they
are .not gaining ground; allowing for conversio_ns
they must be going downhill without let or hrndrance. Their Handbook for 1892 shows that, in
Great Britain and Ireland, the denomination has
3,798 chapels, with sitting accommodation for
1,225,097 persons. The number of churches is
2,812, with a membership of 334,163; an increase
for the year of a miserable 4,000, more or less. I
understand the difference here between a church
and chapel to be that between an 'organization and
a meeting-place. The usual term, "the church and
congregation worshiping in Little Bethel," givs
the clue. The "church" is the number of financial
members; the "congregation" the unattached attendants, the chapel merely the fabric; if so, the
Baptists could sell us a few spare concerns. The
settled pastors number 1,841, or less than one for
every two chapels, and local preachers 4,155. God's
blessing on his dearly beloved Baptists is not so
very thick after all is said and done. Our Methodist
friends are getting quite excited over their decay.
Mathematically speaking, they ought to show a
large increase; practically speaking, they are being
left beyond a doubt. A correspondent in one religious paper wants to know what there is for the
two thousand Wesleyan ministers to show for their
work and preaching; and he adds, pathetically,
"instead · of holy fire we hav the cold sweat of
spiritual death." Why the stupid fellow does not
try something else puzzles me. Secularism would
find a rich, warm, glowing love of his fellows for
him instead of the cold sweat business. We who
hav been "religious" hav gone through the sweating process, and would not change our Secularism
for it for all the crowns and golden harps or even
spotless robes. "The proof of the pudding is in
the eating." Let us who ~av eaten and are satisfied
find our way to these hungry Baptists and Methodi(3ts and show them this more excellent wP;y.
The religious sensation of the hour is the "Higher
Criticism of Holy Scripture." Everyone who is
anyone in the ecclesiastical world is trying his hand
at it. Canon Driver, in his "Introduction to the
Literature of the Old Testament," has stirred up
the sticklers for direct inspiration of the Holy
Ghost.
The Church of England claims Canon
Driver for its own; and the Congregationalists hav
set up one of their professors who rejoices in the
name of Cave. Principal Cave is the champion of
the journal theory, which claims that the unity of
the Books of the Law of Moses is due to their contemporaneousness with the events described; but
the evolutionary theory advocated by Doctor Driver
declares that much of the Pentateuch dates from a
later period than the time of Moses. Perhaps one
of them is right; I cannot say. The thought which
naturally recurs again and again is, Where is God,
the Holy Ghost, or whoever makes it his business
to superintend the divine revelations 7 He may be
everywhere, of course; but just as everybody's
business is nobody's business, so to be everywhere
may be to be nowhere, which is about the mark,
don't you think so ~
Friend Watts has reopened his Baskerville Hall,
in Birmingham. When I called on him a few weeks
ago he was good enough to show me over the building ; but it was then in a miserable dirty condition.
Now it has been rejuvenated to our colleague's
great satisfaction. George Jacob Holyoake was too
ill to attend the opening ceremonies. None the
less they had a good show of sterling Freethought
workers, and Brother Charles, with his happy
family, are encouraged to fight with greater zeal
than ever.
. It would be unfair not to notice a most useful
work which is being elaborately performed by Mr.
John M. Robertson, the learned editor of the Na-

tional .Reformer. He has for several_ weeks past
published in his paper a very lengthy list of books
in the form of " Courses of Study ;" some books,
recommended to those whose leisure for study is
scanty, having their titles printed in thick, black
type, other titles being spaced out to indicate
authoritativ or copious treatises.
Robertson is
a veritable bookworm, and I hav spent several extremely pleasant evenings with him in his sanctum
sanctorum, where he seems to be perfectly at home
with the contents of his considerable library.
Yours fraternal{y,
SAM STANDRING.
London, Dec. 24, 1891.

serious contemplation, and what was deemed im- this principle controling its various organizations,
possible is now being admitted as probable in the and it matters not whether it be called tribute, tax
co_ltr_se of human events. Deep thinkers are ad- or tariff, revenue or robbery, it is all one and the
m~ttrng ~~at the highest civilization will do away same thing, forcible taxation.
With politwal government, but they deem it necesEmerson says, "Of all debts men are least willing
sary now. Hence they prefer to work on lines of to pay the taxes." The fact is, men do not regard
reform and identify themselvs with some party. them as debts or as an equivalent for value received,
But what constitutes the necessity of government~ hence there exists an almost universal desire to
I know you will answer, "The half-civilized condi- evade their payment. Under freedom there could
t~on of so?ie~y," but I tell you it is simply the be- be no unjust taxation for the simple reason that
hef that It IS necessary. Change this belief and men would flatly refuse to pay them. If men would
government will follow older superstitions to limbo, realize the value of an equivalent and know that
and this change can only be effected by a direct justice could only be established by the rendering of
advocacy.
an equivalent, just taxation would be regarded as a
Letters to Workingmen.
It is folly to talk of any immediate change. All debt of honor and would requu·e no law to enforce
TAXATION.
changes must follow the course of evolution. What its collection. Take the so-called debts of honor,
"Taxation," says Turgot, "is the art of pluck- I want you to realize is this, that any possible that is, debts not recognized by the law, and it is
ing the goose without making it cry." That is, to benefit to the human race is only kept from practi- proverbial that such debts are more promptly paid
draw money from the people without their realiz- cal application by its limited advocates. I hav no than those that can be evaded. Men take delight
ing the extent of the robbery, or even the manner patience with a man who talks of "the time not in cheating the law. I want you to think of this.
in which they are robbed. They tax the goods in being ripe." It is not time that must ripen, but Everywhere government and the law are regarded
the hands of the merchant; the merchant has no men, and he who refuses to advocate his highest as a thing apart from humanity, and we find men
objection. He adds it to the price of his goods, truth will remain green to the end. I believe that who would no sooner wrong or defraud a fellow-man
~J,nd it often enables him to monopolize certain government-that is to say, a sovereignty enforc- than commit a willful crime evadillg the law and
branches of trade. The specialist wants a license ing taxation-may and will be done away with. taking advantage of every opportunity to increase
-he gladly pays the tax-it makes his calling re- Reformers generally recognize the evils of taxation their wealth at the expense of government. Men
spectable by keeping out the very poor. The in- and other government methods, but hope by p0lit- who would scorn to take advantage of their neighternal revenue is simply added to the value of the ical readjustment to change those evils into benefits, bor are daily conniving to take advantage of governarticles taxed. The landlord adds his tax to his false hopes that never hav and never can be realized, ment. Why is it~ Even ministers of the gospelrent. Hence all taxation in the end is paid by the for the evil is in the sovereignty of· the state, and those good shepherds who are supposed to teach
consuril.er, and the consumer in the great majority is the fact that human nature is about the same all their flocks by theu· own bright example-are found
the laboring poor, for, if wealthy, he can shift round. Create authority and you institute slavery. evading some petty provision of the law. Perhaps
his burden. The plucked geese may cry in the You would never think of giving your neighbor the most conspicuous instance of this evasion is
cold, but they know not their tormentors, and often authority over your person and property, although shown in the disregard for the laws governing the
resist the insinuation of friends that they are it might be shown that he was your superior in tariff. This tax is systematically evaded even by
robbed. In connection with the cunning device of education, correct habits, and other propensities those who are its most important defenders. I tell
taxation is the equally cunning device of politics. supposed· to constitute the requirements of a gentle- you, friends, that all governmental supervision of
The poor are really made to believe that they con- man and a scholar. And yet you will assist in vot- the commerce and morals of the people is in itself
stitute the 'government and the taxes are really ing such authority upon strangers and even upon wrong, and we submit to its imposition because we
self-imposed. They hav been made to believe that those who are well known to be your inferiors in are cowards. As Mr. Pentecost has shown, "we fear
the community as a whole has decided how much these requisits. I ask you to place this principle the bother of resistance." We submit to the incligmust be taken from each individual member to de- of evil where it belongs. It is not in taxation ;· itis nities of the custom house, we move on at the order
fray the necessary expenses of government and if not in governing. It is in the force of sovereign of the petty policeman, we scarcely dare to say our
any injustice be noticed they are told that it is authority. Reformers not realizing the evil would soul's' our own for fear of being haul€d before the
simply impossible to be avoided. If any actual employ this force in levying a tax on certain objeC- courts and our names paraded in the morning
abuse occurs all they hav to do is to instruct their tionable things in hopes to diminish their consump- papers. And yet it is our support that enables
representativs or officials, and if it is not remedied tion, but as evil pre>pagates evil we find the vice these nuisances to roam our streets, to don the
they must elect new representativs. Hav they not increasing by taxation. The prohibitionist would ermin of authority, and rule us with a rod of fear.
the ballot~ Are they not the majority~
employ this force to do away with certain vices, but We should wash our hands of politics and we may
as evil produces evil his mission is a failure. The then say to the miserable ghost of government with
Who's to blame for what they do
But the sovereign people?
only party benefited by this force is the politician. more truth than Macbeth uttered:
It is the credulity of the masses who imagin He thrives upon evil as the lawyer thrives upon
Shake not thy gory locks at me,
Thou canst not say I did it.
that they create· and recreate-that the welfare of the crime. Hence we find the two professions running
nation depends upon them-and they swell with the cheek by jowL The law having for its justification
Buffalo, N. Y.
A. L. BALLOU.
importance of the trust. See them as an election the prevention of crime in reality makes more crime
advances congregate together, discussing the im- than it prevents, and the law governing taxation is Did Chlistianity Create Hospitals and Asylums1
portance of the occasion. And see the office-seeker one of the most fruitful in this respect. The tariff
Aunosticus in the Evening :I'elerJram.
approach.
creates the smuggler and requires a vast army of
R. Bosworth Smith, M.A , of Trinity College,
officials to watch him; it is a question if the custom Oxford, says, "Hospitals are the clirect outcome of
See how like a fawning publican he looks,
See how he takes their hand as who should say:
house and its retinue could be supported by the Buddhism ; and lunatic asylums are the result of
Your will and pleasure are my only governors.
revenue derived. But the indignities ar.d abuse of Mohammedan influence."
Emily Adams, in the New Ideal, informs us that
Oh! what a most gigantic farce it is, and when the those who travel and the degradation of those
country settles down to enjoy a new administration caught in evacling· this tax-which evasion every- dispensaries were in existence in the eleventh centthey soon discover it to be a reiteration of the old. body in his heart applauds-stamps the proceed- ury B.c. in Egypt, that hospitals existed in the
The average workingman will admit that it makes ings as iniquitous and outrageous. Think of it, fourth century B.c. in India, in the fifth century B.c.
but little difference which party is elected to power. friends, most of our crimes and criminals are made in Athens; and the Egyptians and Greeks-prior
They are all swayed by one class. He will de- so by the law. It is a crime for our farmers to to the Christian era--provided for the insane; that
nounce them as robbers and liars. But with the peddle their produce upon the streets of Buffalo the Mohammedans built insane asylums in the
approach of a new election he will again grasp his unless they conform to certain regulations pre- seventh century, while the first Christian asylum
torch and regalia and swell with patriotic pride of scribed by certain officials. It is a crime for a po0r for the insane was not built until 1409.
Lecky · says, " The Mohammedans preceded the
party. Such is the hypnotic power of party. man to play an organ upon the streets unless he
Will the workers ever break the spell~ Gov- pays a certain sum into the treasury of the city. Christians in the ef:ltablishment of lunatic asylums."
Judge Richard B. Westbrook, of Philadelphia,
ernment taxation is a trick for obtaining money to "Taxation," says Mr. Ingalls, "has no justification
support an idle class. True, some things are done in ethics or economics unless it is in equation with says:-" Four, hundred years before Christ an
that may be an advantage to the people at large, some service which the taxing power has rendered emperor of India established hospitals throughout
but the real good derived from taxation is so small the inclividual taxed," and continuing admits that his empire. Ancient Greece had many charitable
in comparison with the evil, that is, the supporting unless the equation is desired, there is no justifica- institutions. Even hospitals for the lower animals
in luxury of the vast army of tax-eaters, whose only tion. No power should be enabled to force a man existed among the pagans."
Ron. Andrew D. White says:-" In the fifteenth
mission is to consume the hard-earned wages of the to pay for a benefit he did not desire. "This underpoor, that I feel justified in saying that it is abso- taking," wrote Emerson, "for another is the blun- and eighteenth centuries the Arabs and Turks made
lutely a curse. Think of it, friends. There are der which stands in colossal ugliness in the govern- a large and merciful provision for lunatics.
"The Moslem treatment of the insane has been
A man who cannot
many things we desire and we look to government ments of the world.
to supply them. Yet we know that every move- be acquainted with me, taxes me; looking from afar infinitly more merciful than the system universal
ment of government costs many times more than at me, ordains that a part of my labor shall go to throughout Christendom."
individual effort. . Just imagin if you can the ab- this or that whimsical end, not as I, but as he hapLectures and Meetings.
sence of government, the non-existence of fat- pens to fancy."
While the coining of money, the regulating of
salaried offices? Would nothing be done ~ Would
THE Newark Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, corner
civilization stand still~ Would we all be murdered trade, and the protection supposed to be afforded of Market.-Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock, January 31st,
in oux beds~ I hardly think you will come to this the citizen are justly regarded as the most impor- Hugh 0. Pentecost, of New York, will lecture. Subject:
conclusion when the novelty of this idea has be- tant of the functions of government, yet from the '' Religious Lunacy. "
AT the Educational Gymnasium, 104 East 66th street,
come a little worn and you begin to study facts standpoint of governmAnt itself the most important
Sunday,
January 31st, 4 P.llf., Dr. Duren J. H. Ward will
-the
really
vital-function
is·
the
collection
of
and their logical sequences. I know the innovation
lecture on "Church, State, and Individual." 'I'hese
is a little startling and may appear to many gro- taxation. Were I requested to state in the fewest lectures are a new kind of human enterprise-religion
tesque or ludicrous. Proudhon tells of a Parisian in possible words my conception of government, or its and education treated by the facts of evolution.
the seventeenth century --:vho nearly died of laughter most clistinguished feature, I should say compulFRIENDSHIP Liberal League of Philadelphia will comat the idea of a state in Venice being governed with- sory taxation. This is the cornerstone, in fact, the memorate the anniversary birthday of 'l'homas Paine at
their hall Broad and Wood streets, Sunday, January 31st,
out a king, and the idea of society existing without an whole foundation-the prop that doth sustain the at
2:30 a~tl 7:30 P.M., with appropriate exercises. Able
authoritativ government might be supposed to kill house-the mainspring of the mechanism-and it talent has been secured for this occasion. Liberals
a man entirely but for the fact that the wondrous is the same in all forms of government. Going back throughout tJ;le vicin~ty are. cordialJy invited to particichanges in society hav been preparing his mind, to its origin we may follow its evolution down to pate with us m makmg th1s occasiOn a memorable one,
George Longford, secretary.
~nd the laugh of derision is being changed to the latest and most democratic form; we shall find

!;etters of (}triends.
Praise.
TANEY,- IDA., Jan. 1, 1892.
:M:R. EDITOR : I consider THE TRUTH
SEEKER the best paper in the United States,
and filled with the best logic and scientific
knowledge. Long may it liv to enlighten
the human race.
NELSON HEQUA.
·.--Will a Pittsburgher Re11ly 1
SEAT=E, WASH., Jan. 2, 1892.
M:R. EDITOR: Will you be kind enough
to oblige me , by .sending word if the new
p1iblic school building in Pittsburgh, that
cost$22,000 some time ago, has been taken
possession of by the Catholics? If so, what
has been done about it?
. THOMAS WEEDEN.

a liberai discount will be made. I will do
either or both. Yours for truth,
LILLIE J. CROGHAN.
Fetched a Shot from the Coward's Castle.
CENTRALIA," ILL., Jan. 3, 1892.
:M:n. EDITOR: \Ve enjoyed a treat the
past week in hearing two good lectures
from Mr. Charlesworth. The attendance
the first night was not large ; the second
night there were three times as many as
the first night, and if we could hav kept
him for the week we could hav filled the
largest hall in the city, as he gave a fine
lecture and took with our people well.
We hope to hav him again next summer,
and will try to keep him a week at least.
Not one of our ministers attended his
lectures, but one of them,· after· Mr.
Charlesworth was at a safe distance, came
out in our daily (but h!ld not the courage
to sign his name) and pitched into him
and other Freethinkers in a truly Christian
spirit by calling us many hard names. It
is with pleasure that I can recommend
Mr. Charleswort-h as a fine talker and close
reasoner.
F. D. REXFORD.

persistently worked his way down until
but the tips of his ears are aboveground.
I shall continue in the future what I hav
done in the past, in a qutet way to help on
the good cause.
JAS. P. DICKINSON.
Show the Truth on the Church at the
World's Fair.
.
CENTRALIA, Jan. 6, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I havwatched the columns
of THE TRUTH SEEKER for a long time to
see if some of your many readers would
not respond to the. suggestion made some ·
time ago by one of your correspondents .in
regard to the Liberals or · Freethinkers
having an exhibition at the World's Fair.
Now that the church people are making
·such an effort to show at the World's Fair
what they. hav done, I propose that we
Infidels turn in and help them, and will
giv you an outline of my idea of what
we ought to do. That is to apply immediately for space and erect a building with
a large sign in front: "Progress of the
church." In the building hav represented
all the instruments of torture that history
tells us th,ey l;J.av used on heretics-the
thumb-sci·ew, the rack, wheel, spikes, and
many· other,s. Then hav represented in
wax figures, life-sized, some of their acts
toward the promoters of science-for instance, Kepler being driven from the
university for giving the fundamental
principles of.a&tronomy, Galileo in a dungiJOn for dai·ing to assert that the world
moved, Bruno being burnt at the stake for
the cause of science, Servetus burnt to
death with green sticks by that great
divine John Calvin. Then we might hav
a representation of women in our United
States tied to ox-carts, stripped to the
waist, being whipped for the crime of
being Quakers. Then, if we had space,
you might hav a representation of hanging
witches; then call on Brother Heston for
a picture representing the four hundred
women taken out on the public square and
burnt at the stake in the city of Tulos in
one day for that blessed text in the Bible,
"Thou shalt not suffer a witch to liv."
It looks to me as if we could make a
splendid showing for the church. I will
giv $5 toward this exhibition, and if need
be $10. If the Freethinkers of the United
States will take hold we ought to raise
a half. million dollars in the next· three
months for this glorious cause, and can if
we go to work. Let's be up and doing.
We will never hav another opportunity in
our lifetime like this of showing to the
world the progress of the church.
Yours for truth and justice,
A. H. BoNSTEEL.

Tlui Redoubtable Peck~Is Pleased.
NAPLES, N.Y., Jan. 7, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : Heston is admirable. I
was alone when I opened the last paper,
ancl I laughed at "David's God" till I
thought I should hav to call for help.
For inventiv genius and a just apprecia. .A.s Tric~t as Priests.
tion of the ludicrous he stands without a
CERES, N.Y., Jan. 10, 1892.
rival. His resources seem to be almost inMR. EDITOR: In reply to Mr. E. J.
finit. I do not believe he has an equal on Leavitt, of Sacramento, Cal., of November
earth.
PECK.
27th, in regard to Mrs. Annie Abbott's
performances, I will say that the Hurst
Follows Scripture .Advice.
woman that was .in New York seven ye'ars
BRooKSIDE, N.J., Jan. 4, 1892.
ago was exposed in THE TRUTH SEEKER in
MR EDITo.R : The scriptures say, the issue for March 21st or 28th, I forget
"With all thy gettings get wisdom." which date. I think it was E. B. Foote
That is what I want more of. I hav read that exposed her. He.said that when she
the ''Age of Reason,'' ''Essay on Dreams," raised a chair without contact with it she
some of Ingersoll's lectures, and a good had a piece of annealed wire around her
lot of your valuable TRUTH. SEEKERS, sent wrist with a piece of lead on the other end,
to me by a friend, and for all these bless- and when she wished to raise the chair
ings I am thankful. _I remain,
she stood behind it and moved her hand
Your friend, a truth seeker,
quickly over the back of it, which caused
'
JESSE S. CLARK.
the pellet of lead to pass beneath the back
and up to her hand and she seized it with
Indifferentists.
or between her fingers and raised the
DEFIANCE, 0., Jan. 5, 1892.
Mn. EDITOR : THE TRUTH SEEKER is the chair. Another trick was to try and hav
four men hold the chair down. She did
best paper I ever read. I could not get on
not touch it, but two of the men were conwithout it and be happy. If I could only
federates
mid sat on the sides of the chair
help THE TRUTH SEEKER! I hav tried so
with their backs together and seized the_·
many times to get a subscriber. There
chair with both hands, and let the ·other
are quite a good many Freethinkers in this
two get on the best they could, and then
place, but they are indifferent. ·They are
straightened their knees and hips and
satisfied otner people can think as they
lifted the chair, and they moved the chair
like, is what a good many say.
in any direction that she did her hand and
Please send me a catalog of your books.
then fell over on the stage as if they could
MRs. KATE HATFIE!jD.
not help themselvs.
I hav never seen either of the Georgia
Devotion to the Cause.
Magnets; so I do not know how many
GAJNESVILLE, TEx., Dec. 18, 1891.
tricks they do perform.
MR. EDITOR: I hav a great deal of fun
Success to THE TRUTH SEEKER and the
with the' sky-pilots since I became a sub- noble efforts of the lecturers.
On Liberty, and the Negro.
scriber t~ the best paper I ever read in my
0. J. LoVELL.
life. Withit and the ''Self-Contradictions
RUTLAND, VT., Jan. 1, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: George Wilson, Lexingof the Bible, " and the " Sixteen Crucified
Infidels Insulting Their Fathers.
ton, Mo., writes a very curious letter in
Saviors," I do surely floor them every
YPsiLANTI, MICH.., Jan. 6, 1892.
time.
My Liberal friends, get these
MR. EDITOR: I send you a list of per- your issue of January 2d. Hesayshewrote
books from the Tnith Seeker Publishing sons that I know would like copies of your a pamphlet to the same effect about five
Company. Post yourselvs and we will be paper, and ought to take it. I hav come years ago. My! I would like to see that
able in a short time to send a new sub- to the conclusion that it is not my forte to _pamphlet if it would take the kinks out of
scriber for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that get subscribers. I hav always kept my his letter. He appears to be writing on
will be a gTeat help to spread the truth. I pt,tper a-going a8<long as it would hold to- political economy before he has finished
see the Editor is not afraid, either, to tell gether. All seem to want it, and they read his study.
In an editorial-same date-you quote
the good news of Freethought, and let's it too. I also hav quite a large number of
all help him in th_is work.
books out doing missionary service, and Professor Oswald as saying: "With the
Yours for free schools, with the present they are having their effect. Yet I must rarest exceptions the political economists
system of free schools in the front and the say that I hav been surprised at the time it of our Southern states agree that the agripriest in the rear,
F. C. WRIGHT.
takes to cultivate a taste for such reading. cultural negro as a freeman is a more valuIt seems with many like beginning life able laborer than as a slave, and that
"A. lUonkey Show·"
anew. Still, I ca,n see that interest grow- emancipation, in a long run, has benefited
MADisoN, RAN., Dec. 29, 1891.
ing, slowly, but surely. I think before the planter as well as the, serf." Which
Mn. EmToR: _We sepd $3 .to pay for the long it must come. to the surface. .Inger- amounts to saying that, although the negro
best paper we hav ever read. Mr. Hems- soll's lecture in Chicago is all the go here. has been declared a free man, he is cheaper
burg was in Madison two weeks ago. His Everybody wants to read it. I think a labor for the planter ·than before emancipaaddress before the people was on Thomas million copies of it should be circulated in tion; that is, he is more of a'slave than bePaine. It was a success. The people pam13hlet form. It is these small pam- fore; which is undoubtedly true. For,
spoke highly of the lecture. We are phlets that serve as the entering wedge to taken in the sense the pr.ofes!'lor intends it,
having a revival in our neighborhood something larger. I notice in my last the freeman, as laborer, is incited to
by the Rev. l\'fr. l\'faxwell, a stranger in TRUTH SEEKER a Detroiter givs the Rev. greater activity by
sense of selfthese parts. He claims to be a reformed De Witt Talmage a few pointers over his dependence, which makes him of more
Infidel. He has been abusing the Infidels speech in that place. His speech at the value to his employer; and his employer,
· for seven nights with a crowded house, but university at Ann Arbor has been the sub- being relieved of the responsibility of his
has made no converts yet. The audience ject of much criticism. He could not bite maintenance, possesses the power to ctse him
will not hold up a finger to encourage it off until he had given the Infidels a to the best advantage and as he needs him.
him. He is about to close his· monkey whirl, as well as Jonah and the whale.
The question is: Why should the laborer
show. He has told many lies, and there He said among other things that the Infi- be-dependent upon an employer, and how
are many people here that know they are del of to-day could not let the bones of his can the laborer be called a free man as long
lies. I think this would be a good time to Christian father lie in peace, but must run ashe is thus dependent? Being dependent,
show him up. I see by THE TuuTH SEEKER his swine's snout into his grave, etc. Now, he is a slave; and the greater the dependyou will furnish freo Bl1Illple pages, pictnors if any mortal has ever run his swine's snout ence the greater the slavery. The laboring
and text, of the "Freethinker's Pictori>ll any farther into a grave than he has into man should be the freest man in the world;
.Text-Book" to any friend who will dis- Thomas Paine's grave, he would be a curi- he produces all the wealth of the world,
tribute them where they will do good, and osity to see. Notwithstanding the ring and if he was not .restrl.cted by man-made
;o anyone who will. become a selling ~ent that Paine inserted into _his snout, he has laws in the free use of tl;J.e natural oppor-

a

tunities upon which to apply his labor, and
the freeborn right to exchange the products of his labor with whom he pleases
and for what he pleases, he would be the
most. independent man in the world.
Surely, "Liberty, liberty, liberty, is the
watchword that must be ever on our
lips." But as long as we each persist in
enforcing our little iwtions of restricting
the right to "life, liberty, and the plusuit
of happiness," the word liberty will he but
the sound of hollow mockery.
A. A. ORCUTT.
Detroit Investigators' Society.
DETROIT, MicH., Jan. 6, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: The above is the name of a
new organization, which has held the Liberal fort at 32 l\'fonroe ·avenue during the
past month, giving fair signs of longevity,
there being thirty-one names on the roll.
Several ladies hav enlisted. Mr. Eugene
Ebel should be first mentioned as a most
important supporter, as he has given the
use of a most pleasant meeting-place as his
membership fee. Oui: rules are : Free
speech, free hearing, and •sharp criticism
on all subjects. John Prescott Guild,
tP,e sledgehammer . correspondent of the
Freethought papers, has favored us from
the outset with his timely suggestions and
literary contributions. On the first Sabbath evening he read an essay o:ll Freethought versus Dogmatism, which was a
thoroughly analytical and well-wordecl
article. Carl Blitz, D. D. (:Q~mned Dutchman), on our second "Lord's day" read
an entertaining ~nd complete report of
what the devil said to Christ when he took
him up on the high m~untain and offered
him the earth for a prayer to his satt:mic
majesty. It was a most scathing piece of
sarcasm, portraying the common practice
of Christians to-clay. Mr. Guild then recited a witty rhymed synopsis of the
Presbyterian parson, W. W. Carson's, recent sermon, in which he undertook to
tell why he was not a horrid Infidel, Mr.
·Gould going on with the song by dissecting him and doing him up with his own
twine. Our third Sunday was improved
by Prof. L. C. Snell, pill:enologicallecturer, who talked on "Hereditary Descent," arguing that the most important
period of an individual's education is the
twelv months next preceding birth. On
our fourth and last coming together for a
feast of reason and fire of criticism, Mr.
Guild again won favor by a spicy and
pointed presentment of "The Gospel According to Satan; or, The Bearing of
Science and Philosophy, Theology and
Humanity." Mr. G:ould will speak wherever desired. He is a "whole team." His
present address is 74 Farrar street, this
city. I do not know how many of our members take Liberal papers. I. hav taken
several old copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER
to the hall to pass around, and Thav many
more. If you wish to send printed matter
for distribution. I will cheerfully put it to
the best possible use.
E. A. ScRIBNER, Sec.
Church Taxation, Etc.
PoR=AND, ME., Jan. 4; 1892.
MR. EDITOR: You will please permit me
to giv you my opinion on a few of the
leading topics which, according to my
opjnion, are worthy of the highest consideration. The first and main issue is
church taxation, which looks very insignificant in the eyes of. the average taxpayer, but is of deep concern to the people of the several states when dollars and
cents are- concerned. If we could only
form a rough calculation of what the extent of church taxation would be, provided
there was a reasonable equalization of
property, it would be enough to cause a
sensation among an outraged people. People say a good deal about church and state
in other countries, but we hav a worse
system in these so-called United States of
America. The average taxpayer does not
see that the several states in the Union, or
the people of the several states, are paying church taxes from one end of the
Union to the other. You ask, How can
that be? I will· tell you how it is. When
you exempt anything from taxation which
ought to be entitled to taxation, you are
paying the taxes which ought to be paid
by that thing-church or convent. The
Catholic church is noth:irig more than a
heathen corporation to extract money from

the ignorant devils, Irish and Italians.
The ignorant members of the so-called
Catholic church hav not the money themselva, ·b~1t somehow they starve the body
to giv to the papist hellhounds, besides
the so-called sisters of charity. There is
more deviltry going on in these convents
than people are aware of.
I wish to God that some one interested
would make an estimate of how much
taxes the several states would hav above
what they hav at the present time, if all
churches and Catholio convents and Catholic schoolhouses were taxed in proportion
to the valuation of other property. I am
in favor of taxing every society, but especially those Catholic nurseries and convents. And I go as far as saying that the
crovernment of the United States ought to
~ppoint inspectors to inspect those convents to see that they are not making
counterfeit money or distilling whisky,
which I think they are, in some out-of-theway places. Between churches and missionaries I think there will be no money
left in the United States in the next twenty
years. It is frightful to see people taking
these matters so easy.· It was nothing but
the Catholic church which made Italy and
Spain so poor.
·. Just imagin nice young laCUes teaching
those old Chinese, one at a time, and all
John wants is to learn the language of this
country, and try his wiles on his teacher,
which he most generally succeeds in.
How much do you think of solid ·cash
leaves these United States eve1·y year for
missionary purposes, which is doing no
earthly or heavenly good whatever? I
would. be ever so much obliged if you will
find out all-that is, missionary money,
and church taxes provided the different
kinds of church property were taxed.
I wish to say a few words about the
closing of the World's Fair on Sunday. I
think that the churches are running into
the habits of the Dark Ages. They want
to run people's consciences as well as their
state. And it is time to call a halt.
Yours respectfully,
THos. HAUS.

Fans the Blaze of Freethought.
SAN JosE, CAL., Jan. 1, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Brother in the good cause,
I send you $10, to pay up all indebtedness
to date, and the overplus to be used as you
think best, and to be considered as a token
of gratitude to all who lend a hand to free
mankind from the chains of mental slavery
to priestcraft and superstition. It is surprising what fools men and women make of
themselvs in gulping down the old " fads,"
fables, and myths of pagan superstition in
· this age of science and demonstrated truth.
But so it goes. Children's minds are
.crowded full of it, reason is dethroned, and
they cannot see the light. What think
you folks of the Secular Union? Is it in
good running order now? I hav been
looking for an editorial as to the capacity
and fitness of the present official board.
\Ve need to hav more peace and harmony,
or good-bye to Secular Unions.
I want you to tell us what the great society for investigating spiritual phenomena has done. Hav they brought out any
proof that we liv after we are dead ? If
they hav, I want to know it. If I hav got to
go to that "far happy land, where saints
in glory stand," I hav got to slick up a
little and get a new hat and a new pair of
boots. What hav they reported? Tell us,
Eugene.
I am afraid the church party will yet be
victorious and close the gates at Chicago
on Sundays. But I hope not. If any of
you are there drop a postal-card so I can
find you. I hope to liv to be there myself,
though I am almost eighty-eight now. My
wife is almost ninety. Our time is short.
But death, with' my philosophy, will come
to me as a friend, not a foe.
It is sad to lose Monroe. His words had
the. ring of the true metal. I must send the
Ironclacl.Age a little token, surely. Yon
see, I sprinkle my donations all round,
rewarding according to work, on a principle
I would suggest to the officers of the American Secular Union as the best policy they
c1111 adopt-let all be field secretaries, and
let all be paid as justice dictates as far as
the money in the treasury goes, and all
work in harmony. Reynolds is doing
splendid work in Washingtpn.
Shaw
"makes the fur fly" some in Texas when
York helps him. Ravlin is doing good
work. And other good fellows are on the

warpath.
Whitt has become of poor
Chainey? Has he gone up out of sight to
hunt for Madam Blavatsky? Drop me a
line that I may know if you get the $10.
Success to you all and a happy new year.
sAMos PARSoNs's DONATioNs To THE cAUSE
. OF FREETHOUGHT FOR THE YEAR 1892.
American Secular Union .................... $10
Boston Investigator. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . 10
New York TRUTH SEEKER .................... 10
J. D. Shaw-Independent Pulpit ........ 10
C; B. Reynolds ....... ;; ........................... to
H. L. Green. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. 10
l\foses Harman.................................... 10
W. F. Jamieson .............................. ;.. 10
Elmina D. Slenker.............................. 5
Jeremiah Hacker. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . 5
J. E. Remsburg.................................. 5
Parker Pillsbury ................................ , 5
J. H. Cook. ........................................ 5
Ella E. Gibson.................................... 5
Nellie B. Simmons............................... 5
Matilda J. Gage................................. . 5
Lucy N. Colman................................ 5
B. M. Casey......................................... 5
ThomasWinter................................... 5
N. J. Ravlin. .................. ............ ........ 5
B. H, Schwartz.................................... 5
E. B. Foote, Jr .................................... 5
Harry C. Monroe ................................. 10
Total. ........................................... $160
Fraternally yours,
SAMos PARSONS.
[Rev. J. M. Savage, Boston, Mass., will
giv the information.-ED. T. S.]

Commendable Missionary Work.
ELMIRA, N.Y., Jan. 6, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: About two months ago the
Elmira Daily Adve?·tiser of this city,
which I take regularly, published a column
article copied from the Chu1·ch News, a
religious journal edited by Rev. Uri Mulford, of Woodhull, Steuben county, N.Y.,
claiming that the Christian church is the
"bulwark of civilization" and . classing
Freethinkers, Agnostics, an~ Rationalists
with Anarchists, Communists, ·Socialists, etc. To this onslaught I made an extended reply through the columns of the
Advertiser, but only about half of the
article was published-a copy of which I
think I sent you at the time. The next
week brought out a reply from Rev. Uri
Mulford through the same paper, which
was gladly (and, I must also say, to
the credit of the Advertiser· editor, fairly)
printed. Several articles hav already
passed between us alternately, and as the
discussion continued I bore down harder
and more severely on the Christian
church and its revamped system, Christianity, showing absolute respect for my
opponent, Mr. Mulford, but showing no
me1;cy at all for the Christian church and
its system. To repeat, the editor of the
Advertiser has been reasonably fair with
me, considering the fact that the great
majority of his subscribers are Christians,
professedly or nominally; but he has politely refused to publish my last article;
and, not to be unreasonable, I think I hav
been giving a truer history of the Christian church, the Christian religion, its influence on civilization, etc., than he cared
to publish for the reading of his subscribers, fearful it would lo~e him patronage,
prestige, influence, etc., within the range
of. his paper, which is circulated widely
through northern Pennsylvania and
southern New York. Though quite liberal
himself and publishing liberal editorials
and liberal articles from other papers occasionally, I believe he hardly dares to
continue to publiSh my replies to Mr.
Mulford. At least, he writes me that he
cannot longer publish them, claiming,
" No room in the columns." . The only
unfairness I can see is that Mr. Mulford's
replies were promptly published, while
mine would be delayed one week, or even
longer, and that he refused altogether the
last reply. Now, not to be 'beaten, I hav
had a large quantity of my last reply published in pamphlet form and am now mailing them extensivly all over the Ad-vertise?·' s circulation. I inclose two to you
in this communication, which I hastily
forward, or more. I will reach one thousand readers by this method. Each paper
here in Elmira gets two copies, also all
papers to my knowledge within this vicinity. Each postmaster also gets a copy,
and several ministers of the greater caliber
also get a copy in this city. Too long and
often hav the Freethinkers been anathematized and their writing suppressed.
Since this discussion started probably
there has been said more against the church
and the entire Christian system, to the

asto~iShme~t of Christians, especially here
~

Elmira, than ever before.
Yours; etc.,
L. DEWI'i'T GRISWOLD.

Jfsw }}u'bZications.

Unless otherwise specified, all publicaThe Struggles of tJ1e Human Soul aml tions noticed he1·e can be had of THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the p1··ice
ltace.
named.

LExiNGToN, KY., .Jan. 9, 1892.
J'I{R. EDITOR: We hear much of the
"The Churches and the Pews" is the
genesis of thought. Herbert Spencer's title of a lecture by W. J. Woolsey before
persistence of force holds that process a lm:ge audience in St. Paul, l\finn. Price,
with an iron chain. Bolingbroke spoke 10 cents.
recklessly of "shocks from without "
Twenty-five cents buys the "Amerilmnwhich could create a soul under the ribs of ischer 'rurner-Kalendar" for 18fl2, a Gerdeath. Plato, with deep penetration, hints man Freethought almanac of litemry
that comparison is founded on feeling. worth and general usefulness. Address
Could you see without an optic nerve? the Freidenker Pn blishing Co., l\fil waukee,
Wis.
Action, con.nected with feeling, soon givs
us an idea of cause and effect. God's field
" Holiclay Stories," by Stephen Fiske,
of operatio!ls is nature, which causes him price 50 cents, are as entertaining now a~
to fall into disgrace._ Chance and neces- before New Year's. They are bright, frisky,
sity strive for the mastery, and nothing and breezy, and will serve to while away
an idle hour on a train or when weary of
hinders their supremacy but the half-god work. PubliShed by B. B. Tucker.
in nature which feels its way along, one
blind experiment after an.other being tried,
Mr. Thomas P. Fletcher, of Elk Falls,
plunging living beings into an agony from Kan. 1 has embodied his ideas of '"l'he
which the soul arises livid with pain. The Origm, Development, and Destiny of Man"
:ii~ a work of that title, published by H.
experiment which caused the creation of & L. Vincent, Indianapolis. No p1·ice is
the world might be said to be unsuccessful given, b~tt it is probably about one dollat'.
.in what was designed, and nearly over.
Colby & Rich, Boston, hav published a
Reaction alone is master of causes.
When it commences we feel that sensitiv- neat little book called '' Starnos: Quotntions floom the Inspired Writings of Ann.ess and life are creating all the attributes drew .Tackson Davis, Seer of the Harmonia!
of soul. The side-shows and outrages of Philosophy." 'rhe quotations wel·e sehypnotism prevent human beings from lected by Della E. Davis, M.D. The price
being gods. 'l'he night side, or religious of the book is 50 cents.
side, of nature, does not promote benevoGeorge N. Hill has written "Ten Leslence or true evolution. Let us deal with ~ons in 'rrue Moral Dig11ity," which he
what we can see, and dismiss dreams, calls "A Mttnttal of Self-Respect." His
night~ares, as well as all abnormal influ- idea is "to help humanity to liv the most
ences which miSlead aml betray. The respecting aud therefore deservedly the
days of witchcraft are not over, but the most respectml of lives." The pnmphlet
witches and spooks are not hanged. As has sixteen pages, and sells for 10 cents.
long as it is possible for tricksters to place
Another "preaching story " is " The
something of which 'Ye hav an indistinct Anarchist," by J. H. Mackay, published
idea above the realities of life, they hav by B. It. Tucker. It pretends to bo n
the advantage, and progress languishes picture of civilization at the close of tho
nineteenth centmy. It is really a book of
and practical matters hav no chance.
exceedingly little ·merit, either as a "pictThe great master minds, or gods, of re- ure" or work of fiction. Price, 50 cents.
form, are Bennett, Wilberforce, Adler,
"A Sound-English Primer," by Augusand Father Matthew, with faces of angels;
To what do these considerations point? tin Knofiach,is for the purpose of teaching
We hav plenty of science, and God has children to read in a few weeks, and. the
system is said to be very successful. Any
given us oceans of love-powders, but they pe1·son wishing to join a normal class for inare not strong enough to turn science into struction in the use of th!l ''Sound-English
love, to cause Atheists to be philan- Primer " mny address A. Knoflach, 10!.1
thropists. But if such a movement were East G!Jth street, New York city.
well carried out nothing could stand before
'fhe " Quintessence of Ibseni~>m," by
the Freethought cause. Christ had sense G. Bernard Shaw, is published by B. H.
enough to commence that way, and Tucker, of Boston, for 25 cents. 1\{r.
Mohammed, who protected women from Shaw sets forth the meaning of the poet ·
Ibsen's plays, sometimes discovering a
insult and babes from being murdered.
A suffering Infidel should always find a meaning where Ibsen himself did not
know one existed. Those who like to
kind Infidel to help him. Providence has " discuss Ibsen" will find the b.ook helpful.
been weighed in the balance 1111d found,
wanting.
Grant Allen wrote a book, "Whttt's
The human race is on t:Q.e back track in Bred in the Bone," some time ago that was
a quagmire of vice 6r poverty. What worth the price. But the "Duchess of
Powysland," published by B. B. 'fucker,
hope for them, unless some convulsion is a great falling-off. It is a commonplace
throws up gold? When we knock at the sort of English novel, its only merit being
dull gates of inertia mind disappears. a goad-enough literary style and its sar"Vaulting ambition," without the wish to casm on " society " in England. Price, 35
do good, reaches high and falls over on cents.
the other side. The human race has its
Scout Allison, who is a Freethinker, has
orbit, and reaches its culminating point, written up the part he took in obtaining
when increasing refinement, with its at- the surrender of Sitting Bull, ten years
tendant luxury, consumes activity, and in- ago. 'fhe story is simply told, but cannot
ertia again is master of the situation. The hide the dangers of frontier life and the
bravery of the persons who hav to deal
galley slave of its own appetites sinks again. with
treacherous Indians. 'l'he book is
Only the pure can pass the Rubicon, printed by the Walker Printing Co., Dnycross the boundary line and rise into a ton, 0.
•
higher sphere.
The Columbia Daily Calendar comes to
History reveals the roots of a feudal syshand for 18!J2. It is in the form of a pacl
tem, and even now a deadly simoom lays conbdning
3(i7 leaves, each 5f;x2J inches;
bare the rocks of oblivion, that of the and each slip bears a Hhort pamgraph perpresent 1·egime. Already the powerful tttining to. cycling or some kindred subfew with paJe lips whisper that their ject, !tnd at the bottom of each leaf iH a
dwellings are no longer safe. 'l'hey must blank for memomuda. This is the seventh
of this now well-known cnlendar, yet
retreat behind walls and fortifications to issue
all the matter iH fresh and new.
shield them from the fierce mob, from the
terrors of explosions, destruction, and
''The Whidwind Sown and Reaped."
The story of tho misdoings of a young
death.
Instead of Anarchy, even the purest, a preacher-a fltory of treachery to a girl~
disguised tyranny called Socialism will and the hnsc efforts of the traitor to cntde
the conso(ruences. Founded on fttcts
assert its power, or many of the poor will known to Saladin, the author. It is writbe glad to fly to the bondage of feudalism, ten in Mr. Hoss's ovcirdly energetic style,
as thonsands might retreat to caverns with streaks of grim humor thrown in. I
when the ice age is again upon them mid is a book bad for the preachers. Pl'ice, 5()
the last star of hope has ahandoned the cents.
sky.
" Shorthand <tnd Typewriting" is tlu•
But to wander-a new idea of immor- title of a new work by Dugnld McKillop,
tality in the Century for November is at- which opcnf' with a brief sketch of shorttracting great attention: "Mind, being hnnd history, followed hy· practical sngthe great force of the universe, must of geHtions to the learner of the art. Following this a chapter iH devoted to tlw amancourse endure." This view ignores tl1e uensis. The chapter following is fur the
fact that every mutation of thought is the reporter. Next are taken up typewriters
result of dynamic impression.
ALIUzA.
and typewriting,and in connection with thif;

~ltE '.VRUT1t
are given illustrations of the leading machines and other appliances used in connection with typewriting work, with suggestions as to the proper use of the leading
machines, the acquiring of speed, etc. The
book is sold in paper at 40 cents, or a cloth
edition at 75 cents.
Mr. A. Jacobson thinks that if all the
young people under twenty were taken from
labor wages would at once rise. To do tgis
he would pay parents for their children's
time-from $50 to $300 per year, according
to age. To get the money he would tax all
inheritance heavily. He explains this
scheme in detail and argues for it in a pamphlet which he calls '':Better Times for Us
All." Price, 25 cents.
Volume VIII of the Converted Catholic
is the bound numbers of a magazine published in the interest of evangelical Christianity against Catholicism. It is valuable
only for its exposures of the Romish
church. The editor conducts a mission at
142 West 21st street, this city, for the purpose of making Rome's slaves Protestantism's servants. His success appears to be
about as great as attends the effort to convert the Jews.
Perhaps the most notable periodical publication in the agricultural world is the
American Agriculturist for January,
celebrating the beginning of its second
half· century. It ·is a number of 108
pages, embellished with 143 original illustrations. Opening with a brief sketch of
the magazine and portraits of its editors
and contributors, the leading article is by
James R. Dodge, the government statistician, on "A Half Century's Progress in
Agriculture." Occupying several pages,
this article is itself a monument to the
wonderful development of our greatest industry, and the illustrations of implements
in ·use only fifty ;y-ears ago show the marvelous progress m farm machinery. The
Agriculturist is published by the Orange
Judd Co., 52 Lafayette place.
"Was Abraham Lincoln a Spiritualist?"
is a book made somewhat · notorious by
the fact that a Western editor is suing THE
TRUTH SEEKER for a ·fabulous sum because one of our correSPondents said his
indorsement of the author's claim that
Lincoln was a Spiritualist made or helped
to make him something of. a Spiritualistic
humbu~. :But, nevertheless, the statements m the book hav been denied by
people in a. posi~on t?. kn<?w whether
Lincoln believed m Spmtualism, though
aside from that the book would never
establish the claim, and the indorsement
of the Western scribe adds nothing to its
value. Mr. JolmE. Remsburg, in a series
of papers published in THE '!'RUTH SEEKER,
has much more firmly established the
claim that he was an Infidel, though, for
that matter, he might hav been both.
:But that he was the former there has as
yet been no reliable evidence published.
The price of the book is $1.50.
Alonzo I. Jones, editor of the American
has published through the
Seventh ' Day Adventist househ of :Battle
Creek Mich., a thick book ca ed '' The
Two Republics." It is a consideration of
the inter-relationship of government and
religion, with special reference to Rome.
Mr. Jones's objectistokeepreligion out of
the United States government, and he
dwells at much length on the efforts
to unite church and state now being made
by the National Reform Association, the
Women's Christian Temperance Union,
and the American Sabbath Union, with
which our readers tu·e familiar. Mr.
Jones is working on strictly Secular lines,
though in this voluminous work he defends
Christianity as he sees it, which is through
Adventist spectacles, and devotes much
space to relating the ~:,>Tievances and persecutions of that Rect by their Christian
brethren. The book is profusely illustrated. Price, $2.50-- Aold bysubscription,
but may be had by acldressing the Review
and Herald, :Battle Creek, Mich.
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Lovers of oU:tdoor life and sports compelled to plod in dusty city o:ffi~es, with
no trees and ~ass in sight from the windows only brwks and stones and disagreeable 'people, can ~et a breath of fresh air
and a smell of tbt~ woods from Captain
Charles A. J. Farrar's books just issued by
Lee & Shepard, :Boston, '' Camp Life in
the Wilderness," and "From Lake to
Lake1 " price, $1.25 each. ''Camp Life "
is in rts third edition, and both books are
generously illustrated. " Camp Life " givs
the haps and Inishaps, humorously told, of
·a party of :Boston men who spent a summer in the :Rangeley lake region, in
Maine and though there is perhaps a little
too m~ch commonplace conversation reported and some incidents too trifling for
mention, the author is a true lover of nature impressed with its beauties and charitable toward its disagreeable features, and
the book brings the lake breeze and the
forest fragrance to the pent-up city drudge
wllolltl finiers itch for the fishin~;:-rod and
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the breech-loader. "From Lake to Lake"
is the record of a trip from Richardson to
Parmachenee lake-a story of adventure
in Maine's watery and wooded wildernesses.
Like the other, it brings pleasant reininisce~.ces to him who has camped and
tramped in the forest and lured fish from
fresh-water lakes. The two books Inight
well be printed in the interests of the state
of Maine, for they are calculated to draw
people within its borders and keep them
there all sunimer and late in the fall.
Anyone who· desires to be politically
Iniserable should send fifty cents for Les- .
ter C. Hubbard's "Coming Climax in the
Destinies of America." According to Mr.
Hubbard the country, through grasping
capitalism, is going to the devil pretty fast,
and he thinks that his book shows the
readiest way to prevent it. Ignatius Donnelly seems to agree with him. The book
is advertised as "the Uncle Tom's Cabin"
of the econoinic question, but is heralded
as ''the text-book for the reform campaign
of 1892." And the nature of the volume
may be further learned from this announcement: "It treats of the past but
handles exhaustivly the present status of
the conflict between 'the American plutocrat and the American producer. It goes
daringly into the :future, and prophesies as
to the exact nature of the tragedy that
may soon come to the country unless
righteous reforms are soon given." Mr.
Hubbard is chairman of the state sentral
cominittee for Illinois of the People's
party. The price of the book is 50 cents
in paper and $1.50 in cloth.

{S hildren' s {Sorner.
Edited by Miss SUSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should bf} sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da,y's. occuP-ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

Willie's Dream.
Willie trudged o'er the :fields one day
To learn about the Lord and, pray;
The priest so ranted. to make display,
That Will was sorely frightened.
That night, as he lay on his bed,
Strange fancies coursed through his head,
Filling poor Will with fear and dread;
For he was not enlightened.
·
He slept, and dreamed he saw on high
A fearful light spread o'er the sky,
Revealing that the end was nigh.
Greatly alarming poor Will.
The frightful dream then passed away
Before the dawning of the day,
And in sweet slumber he there lay,
Peaceably, calmly, and still.
When he awoke, the sun had risen;
And,. like a man escaped from prison,
He gazed about with indecision;
So mystified was his brain. ·
On gazing out upon the :field,
And calculating the vast yield,
He felt as covered with a shield,
And never to church went again.
National So!rJ:ters' Home, Wis.
C. B.

A Vacation Trip To and From a New
·
Settlement.
At 7 o'clock on the morning of May 15,
1883, a couple of friends and myself started
for San Jacinto, a new settlement wher~ my
brother lived, about eighty miles from my
home. The morning was foggy, but when
the sun came out it was warm and dusty.
We went by :Burnel's Point just as the
children were going to school, and from
there into the Santa Ana canyon. On the
left-hand side was a green. valley and on
the other were bare hills. In this valley
were large farms, with vineyards and orchards. The Orange couhty irrigation
ditch ran along the hillside above the
farms. The ditch often breaks loose and
washes deep gulches through the place\
sometimes causing considerable damage.
Across the valley we could see the tres1;lework and flume of the North Anah"e,ll:ri
Water Company spanning a deep narrow:
gorge. I had alw!).ys thought I should
dislike very much to go over th«;~ grades,
but it was not so bad as I imagined. I
did not mind the first one verymuch and it
·was about as steep as any. The next village
we came to was Old Santa Ana. There we
met a gentleman from our own settlement,
who was enjoying (?) the hot weather as
well as ourselvs. At noon we stopped by
the side of the Santa Ana river, near a high
perpendicular cliff of yellow clay on which
were hundreds of swallows' nests. After
staying there an hour or so, to lunch and
let the tea~ rest, we proceeded on to where
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there was much more beautiful scenery.
Ever so many pretty flowers ,were on the
hillside, almost out of a person's reach.
There were wild pinks, poppies, roses, and
something that looked very much like yellow snapdragons. We next came to .the
long grade. On the right the majestic
half-cone-shaped hill rose almost perpendicular, with an overhanging cliff. This
hill was composed of cobblestones and
clay, which looked like the work of :W:en;
On the other side we could look down
forty or fifty feet, on the river, which was
wide but very shallow. From the long
grade .we came to Sycamore Flat; another
very pretty place, with its large trees
whose wide-spreading branches overhang
the road and make it nice and cool; on
their trunks are carved the names of a
great many people. Here I took the driver's seat and drove till within six miles of
Magri.olia avenl?-e in Arlington. ·I pity
those who hav to drive all day. Two
miles more brought us to the head of the
canyon and out upon a broad barren
plateau, wifu nothing to change the landscape but bare hills and large rocks till
we arrive at Arlington, about fifteen miles
from the canyon. The Magnolia avenue
is seven miles long, and about as pretty as
any I ever saw. The town is also one of
the prettiest in this part of the state. It
was about sundown when we arrived there.
I never enjoyed any part of the trip as I
did this avenue. When about half-way
through we stopped for supper, and to rest
and feed the horses. It was then seven
miles to Riverside, where we stayed all
night. The lady with us went shopping in
the morning, so we did not start very
early. It was very warm and dusty riding. Although it was thirty miles to San
Jacinto we arrived there at 1 o'clock P.M.
The next afternoon I went to my brother's place. I stayed there five weeks, and
enjoyed real camp life ; cooked outdoors;
lived in a house 8 x 12,. and walked no less
than a mile a day and sometimes six. It
is a very dry, warm country in the sunimer.
My father's and brother's places are situated in a cove in the hills. On the southwest, west, northwest, and northeast we
can see hills of various shapes and sizes,
but on the north there is a small valley
through which we can see a·small portion
of the plain north of the hills, and on the
southeast there is a broad valley with a
few houses scattered around. One day
father told me to pack up, for he thought
we had better start that evening. So ~,tbout
6 all being ready, I bade good-bye to my
friends and was on the way home. We
arrived at one of the neighbor's, eight
miles from my brother's, about dusk, and
waited until the moon came up about
midnight. We were extremely polite
that night, bowing all the time and trying to keep each other awake. It was
after sunrise when we arrived at Riverside,
where we camped, ate our breakfast, and
tried to rest. After staying there some
time, we started on, still bowing and noddillg. Early that afternoon our camp was
made at the head of the Santa Ana canyon,
where part of the night was spent. Once
I woke up and thought I heard some one
crying, "Who? Who?" I could not make
out for a miriute what it was. Nothing
but a hoot-.owl. At 3 o'clock we were on
the road again and arrived home at 8
the next morning. I was almost lost when
I got home. Everything looked so large
and cool in the house, but outdoors everything seemed shut from view. And thus
ended my trip.
A LmERAL.
Radec P. 0., Cal.

Correspondence.
ST. ELMo, TENN., Jan, 10, 1892.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: My name is Lores
Goodwin. I liv at the foot of Lookout
mountain, in Alton Park, a suburb of
Chattanooga.
It is a beautiful place.
We can see
Walden's ridge~, Missionary ridge, Raccoon
mountain, ana Hooker's battle-ground
above the clouds.
I hav a cat, and its name is Timothy
Skittlebones, and two pigs ; one is named
Kapooslum and the other is :Bobinet.
Sometimes my schoolmates call my
brother and I Infidevils, and we call t:ijem
Christiandevils.
I am going to be a Freethinker.
Hurrah!! l
I am eleven years old, and the blue-eyed
son of my father.
LoRES L. GooDWIN.
[Let us all giv three cheers for the little

Freethinker-the blue-eyed son of hif3
father.-ED. C. C.]
AusTIN, NEv., Jan. 1, 1892.
DEAR MISS WIXoN : I thought I would
write to the Children's Corner. This is
my second letter to the Corner, but it was
so long since I hav written, I thought I
would write again. School will open the
4th of January here, and we are all going
to hav a new teacher, but the highest
room. I got a nice new cloak for Christmas and several other thmgs. I hav one
brother. and one little sister four years old.
We hav three feet of snow·here, and it has
been pretty bad. I think we will hav a
bad winter: I like to read the Children's
Corner.
I would like to hav some of the girls
write to me that write to the Children's
Corner. I think the poetry that "Uncle
Jack" wrote is just fine. ·
Well; I guess you are getting tired of
hearing me talk, and I guess the letter is
too long now.
I will close, wishing you a very happy
New Year. From your little Liberal,
ALICE Moss.
[Glad to hear from you, Alice.-ED.
C: C.]
CoALING," ALA., Jan. 11, 1892.
Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Dear Friend:
As I see no letters fro.m here I thought I
would write one. There are no Freethought
families living near us. There are some
who are ·Freethinkers, but are afraid to
say so; but they are not the kind we want.
I was at church some time ago and heard
the preacher say there are two millions of
foreign Infidels coming to the United
States every year bearing the bloody flag
of Infidelity; but this is not so, for we do
not carry the bloody flag. It is the Chris"
tian's flag. He again said that if the Christians did not do ·better than they are doing
Infidelity would take the United States in
a few more years.
I like to read Mr. George J. Remslnu!"·'s
letters, for they are always-interesting, 1uiC1
I wish I had the collection of curios that
he has,, and if any of the readers of the
Corner will be so kind as to send me any,
thing in the line of which Mr. Remsburg
speaks, I will gladly return the favor if it
is so I can. Well, I will close for this time,
for fear of making my letter too long.
Yours for Freethough1..
WALTER R. WARD.
pALISADE MINES, CALISTOGA, CAL., 1._
Jan. 2, 1892.
l
DEAR MISS WIXoN: I saw my last letter
to you in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I thank
you for publishing it.
It would make no difference to me, however, if the letters I write to you were not
published, for you know I write to you as
if you were my friend, and not so that I
may see my letters in print.
Do you never answer letters personally?
I hav been a correspondent to Mrs.
Slenker for some time, and she writes me
such nice letters.
My chicken-raising is of course over for
this year. I hav ha.d splendid luck with it,
and hav raised some very fine chickens. I
wish you could see them.
·
Our weather has been very pleasant
here up to six days ago. For six days we
hav had an almost steady downpour of
rain.
The creek running down this canyon is
very high.
It has been clear all day to-day, but it is
not going to remain so for long, I fear, as
the sky has been clouding quite a good
deal this evening.
It is time for winter to be commencing
though, and even if I do not like the rain i
will say nothing. We hav been very fortunate as it is, having pleasant· weather so
late in theyear. Do you not think so? .
Mount St. Helena was white with snow
for several days lately, as were the cliffs at
the head of this canyon.
We hav as yet not had any snow down
here in the cimyon. I love to snowball.
· Do you hav much snow where you liv
dear Miss Wixon?
My mamma is, or was, I should 11ay, a
Massachusetts girl, having been born in
the town of Quincy.
I hav written quite a long letter, hav I
not? I must stop soon.
If you answer letters from '' unknowns '
such as I, through the mails, please write
to me. I should be ever so pleased if you
would.
··
Wishing you a very happy new year, I
remain,
Yours sincerely,
·
LoLA GRIGSBY.

Creed of Christendom.
Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure.
By W. R. GREG.
Complete in 1 vol., 12mo, 399pp., $UO.

HEATHENS OF THE HEATH
~ac:Uc:al ~ol"l'lal')c:e.

By WM. McDoNNE=.

500 pp., paper, so cents,
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.Jfsws of the Wsslt.
ON Christmas Eve during midnight
mass in a church at Valenciennes, Spain,
four bombs were exploded, ~e.ckin~ ~art
of the edifice and narrowly nnssmg killing
several priests.
THE editor of the OBBervatore Oattolica,
the leading Catholic organ in the north· of
Italy, has been sentenced to five days' imprisonment and to pay one thousand
francs for insulting the government.
Tm: government. u~der President _Diaz
in Mexico in retaliation of the consprracy
of clerics 'and Garza against it, is closing
convents and monasteries and in some
cases appropriating their possessions.
THE London Lancet givs an analysis
of a sample of the bread now eaten in
Russia. It consists of woody fiber, husks,
leafy matter, seeds, and sand. Experts
failed to recognize that the sample was a
substance really eaten by human beings.
THE conflict between the Vatican and
the Italian government continues. The
latter is denounced by Catholics as "an
. organized society of Infidels and Atheists."
They say of King Humbert: "By an arbi-·
trary exercise of power he has carried on
the work of desecration; by tacit approval
of the Bruno and French pilgrim outrages
he has become a party to the foulest of
crimes."
THE directors of the New York Art Museum say that it is by no means settled that
it will be kept open Sundays permanently.
The $50,000 which Mrs. Stuart once proposed to giv that institution was only a
small. part of the money that she contemplated giving it if it had stayed closed
Sundays. She once wished to giv it her
$300,000 collection of paintings. The
trustees offered to keep this collection in
two special rooms and close these Sundays,
but she was not satisfied.
ANOl'HER French bishop has been. reprimanded by the government for going to
Rome against its orders. The salary paid
_him by the state has been stopped. Some
Liberals in the French legislativ assembly are so tired of the struggle to make
the clergy behave that they advise discontinuance of all government salaries to them,
and total separation of church and state.
Catholics indignantly exclaim, "Perhaps
the French government will order the
bishops to ask leave to bless themselvs!"
A religious war may result.
THE editor of the Berlin KladderdatBch
has escaped punishment on his trial for
satirizing the Holy Coat of Jesus at Treves.
The prosecution argued that a sufficient
case was made out against him in the
fact that he had ridiculed an object of
veneration to many Germans whose reUgion is recognized by the state. , The defense alleged the spuriousness of the relic,
saying that it would be as reasonable to
suppose Joseph's coat in Hungary genuin.
Disrespect, the defense continued, was
not intended for relics in general but only
for this one coat.
THE president's message to Congress on
the 25th reiterated the former demands
that Chili make apology and reparation,
and withdraw the Matta circular note of
December 13th and disavow its sentiments.
Later, advices hav been received that
Chili withdraws the Matta note and the
demand for the supplanting of Minister
Egan, and proposes submission of the dissension over the attack on our sailors to
arbitration by some neutral nation, or
failing of that to a decision by our Supreme
Court. This lji"Overnment may refuse arbitration and msist on apology and indemnification. Both countries hav been making hasty preparations for war.
THE Russian government allows tho publication of no reports on the famin except
lies in its own organs, belittling the distress and magnifying the stores on hand.
A Polish paper says of the refusal of the
censor to exempt from its supervision a
medical paper that a society of physicittns
desires to publish: "To those who are
not initiated in the present policy of
Russia the refusal to print a purely scien
tific paper without 1·evision ·by the censor
may appear an arbitrary act, against all
reason and common sense. What has the
censor to do with the medical science? Is
it likely that physicians as scientists would,
in their professiOnal journal, publish aug-ht
against the government or its officials?
But such questions will suggest themselvs
onl:y to those who know not what is going
~m l1i Russia. The famin this year is mowmg .away people by the thousands and
causmg the spread of diseases.· The medical science is interested natnra!ly in the
s~udy of these subjects. It will try to
diagnose the diseases th~t are caused by
hunger, to show the pathological effects of
the .un.healthy food which is used by the
f~m1shing people. All this may, in an in~uect manner, convey to the•reading pnb~lc a tn~e kno;vledge of the state of affairs
1n Russia, which the s-overnment tries to
suppress by all means m its power,"
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Hygiene of the Brain and the Cure of
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
1\f.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. "Get this book and
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EUROPE" should be in every Literal's library.
Besides its intrinsic worth, rt is a memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
known-of one who ranks with Voltaire and
Paine in the force and clearness of his writings.
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28 Lafayette place .N.Y. :
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Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universology. - Price, 20 cents.

Waifs and iV anderings, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth. $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezx from
first page to last with tl:ie living spint of today."-rJohn Swinton's Paper.
-

Golllen TJlrone, A Romance.

" The au-

thor certainly has genius. The divine
creative spark is within him. The book is
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read •· Golden Tb.rone.' "
-[Ingersoll. Price, $1. ·
.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

A conversation in

rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the __ Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony bet.ween
them. Price, 10 cents:

the Genesis legend-Is shown. Price, 10 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Twelve Tracts.
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L.Merrill, 624 Elm st., East Waco,
Utah.
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Henry Booth, Stockton.
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DESIGN ARGUMENT.

EVOLUTIO~ESUS NOT PEJ~B~h'wooD'S PRAYER.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nash- By B. F." UNDERWOOD.
ville.
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
L.
T.
E.
E.

Price, 25 cents.

Champ-ions of the Church.
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'Vashington Territory.

Stine Bros., Walia Walia.
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
England.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st.,
London.
C. Stocker, 29 V anxhall Hoad, Liverpool.
Australia.

Chas. H~ Bamford, 190 Little Collins st.,
East Melbourne, Victoria.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N.S.W.
Ne'v Zealand,

D. Wil.Ui,_A. WI!Jlg~mui.
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TheBe notices are for the benefit of LibNo way of thinking or doing, however
ancient, can· be trusted without proof.- eralB who may be visiting the placeB

where theBe Bocieties are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought So~
S_oME make the world think that they cietie8 can hav their gatherings adbelieve what they do not; others, in greater v_ertiBed here free by forwarding the necnumbers, make them8elv8 think that they eB8ary information.
··
believe what they do not.-Montaigne.
IN the olden time, when a plague made Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.,
1'horeau.

its appearance, the people fell upon their
knees and died. When pestilence came,
they rushed to their cathedrals they implored their saints-and died. God had no
pity upon his ignorant children. At last
science came to the rescue. Science-not
in the attitude of prayer, with closed eyef)
but in the attitude of investigation, witn
open eyes-Jooked for and discovered some
of the laws of health. Science found that
cleanliness was far better than goclliness. It
said: Do not spend your time in praying;
clean your houses, clean your streets, clean
yourselvs. This pestilence is not a punishment. Health is not _simply a favor of the
gods. -Health depenqs upon conditions,
and when the conditions are violated disease is inevitable, and no God· can save you.
Health depends upo:Q your surroundfugs,
and when these are favorable the roses are
in your cheeks.~IngerBoll.

I Do not want, 0 Lord, to go back to
y-our book to find any more traces of you
there. 7'here, if you are limned aright,
you are a strange compound of an idiot,
a coxcomb, a savage, and a fiend. But,
as I hav shown, you write such an execrably ille¢ble ha:Qd that we fear we hav
read your handwriting in a way you never
meant it to be read, for which, of course,
we shall all be comfortably damned. You
wrote in Hebrew, a language which, as I
hav pointed out, was not a language, and
which had not even a reliable set of alpha-·
betical aymbols. We hav done our best to
decipher your autograph; but from it we
cannot make you out· to be anything but a
flannel-legged fiend. We recoil with horror from such a finding, and take refuge
under the consolation that we must hav
wrongly deciphered your cryptography.
Perhaps you will remember that your
creature, Horace Greeley, used to write a
miserable scrawl. One day he sent the
following to the Iowa Press Association:

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple~220E.15thst. Lectures and
discussions. The puolic cordially invited.

The Newa1•k Liberal League
Meets ·every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League Hall 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st., Newark, N. J. Lectures and 'discussions on
religious and social quest-ions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ•
ation
Meets at-Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. PlRtform free. Henry Rowlex, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, :N.Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 25
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:80P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'l'rnth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly\ first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARrus HEIGHTON, Sec.

EliZ-qr Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all-Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investi-.
gator are solicited.
R. G. S:r.r;rrn, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7.:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street,
and at 116 Fifth avenue. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds meeti~s every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union

I hav waited till longer waiting would seem discourteous, anc1 now decide that I cannot attend
your press meeting next JnnP, as I wnnld do. I
find so many- cares and duties pressing on me
that, with the weight of yea.re, I feel obliged to
<'lecline ariy invitation that takes me over a day's
journey from home.
-

Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles'-.-.Wash. Lectures~ song~~
and select reading. viscussion inviteu on au
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRsE, Cor. Sec.

ha<l denied the scandal about the president meeting.Jnne in thewooos on Satnrdav. I havhominv
canot•, •-nd R. R. t-ies more thnn I coulil mov'e
with eight steer. If eels are blighted, dig them
early. Any insinuation that. briclc ovens are dangerous to hams givs me the horrors.

and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at .t'arr's
Hall. Everybody invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA.
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

As far as caligraphy is concerned, I shall,
with considerate generosity, class you with
Horace Greeley. and thereby indemnify
you against the damning evidence of your
own book as it is read by mortals.- Sala'rlin in God and Hi.q Rook.

l'vieets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Arll!yHall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectures.-Free Discussions.-Ori_ginal and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
C. B. REYNOLDS, J?res.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

IN the Middle Ages, that desolate period
of nobles' tyranny and fanatical priestly
dominion, so-called servants of God had
carried things so far that matter was
treated with consistent contempt, and that
they nailed their own bodies, the noble
work of nature, to the pillory. Some crucified themselvs, others tormented themselva ; crowds of Flagellants or selffloggers wandered through the country,
openly exhibiting their voluntarily torn
bodies; men strove by refined methods to
ruin health and strength, in order that the
spirit-regarded as something supernatural, as something independent Of mattermight gain the victory over its sinful
bearer. The saintly Bernard, as Feuerbach relates, so lost his sense of .taste by
excessiv asceticism, that he ate grease for
butter, and drank oil for water. Rostan
tells us that in many monasteries the superiors were in the habit of bleeding their
monks several times a year, in order to
subdue the rebellious passions which the
divine service was by itself incapable of
containing. But he also informs us that
nature trampled upon sometimes avenged
herself, and that in these living graves revolts were not uncommon, when the superiors would be threatened with poison and
dagger. It has long been known what sad
and wretched ascetics are still found
among the poor people of India. The consequence is that their glorious land is a
prey and they themselvs hav become the
slaves of a small nlimber of aliens. A nobler view has shown us that, as Schleicher
says, as we degrade matter we in the
same proportion degrade the spirit; that
as we dishonor nature we injure the universal womb which hal!l conceived and
brought forth al:l of us; thl!'t. as we ill-use OlU' body we ill-use our spmt, and that
h~ who1 aets thus injures himself to just the
extent that he in his foolish fancy imagins
_that he h~~<s be:nefitecl his f!>pul,-Bilah-

Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and thii·d
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
weatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
'Universal M;ent.!!l Liberty." D. E. RrcE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, VICe-Pres.; CHARLES SJIEA, Sec.

Progressive Lib•
Out of this the recipients, in consultation The West End
eral Union
Tlie New God.· Pnce, 10 cents.
-assembled, made:
TJle Probleni of the Universe, and its ·I hav wondered aU along whllther any squiri Of Los Angeles, C::tl., ·meets semi-monthly~ first

,John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Superior st:, Cleveland.
PrometJlens, A Poem. ".It is crammed
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
Benj; Woods, 31\J Chillicothe st., Portspoured forth, it seems to me, with extra,..
ordinary beauty."-[Dr.. Henry W. Bellows.
mouth.
[Cleveland.
Price, $1Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st., WJly Don't He Lend a Hand ~ and other
Ore;ron.
Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
Adami and. Heva. A poetic version· of
W. Wedel,en, Portland, Ore.
the Indian story of the Garden of Edim in
Hanclley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
which its superiorit:y to the mutilated copy-·
Petutsylvauia.

'·Gems of ~'Aoug'At.

FOR
ClffiiST'S
SAKE.
By D. lll. BENNETT (Founder of THE
TRUTH SEEKER). Price., $8, in cloth. Address
T:a:~ T:Q.n'I'IJ SP:liPR, !IS .l.IP.f~~>yatte plll!le, N· Y·

·ngr,

The Walla Walla Liberal Club

The Roeder SeculaJ• Union

F01•t Wodh, Tex., Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at Knights. of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, Pres.
IsAAc S. LEE, Sec.

Liberal Association of Austin,
.
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'vat its hall~ cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street.
isiting Lioerals
invited. J. P. RIOIIARDSON, President; M. IsAAc,
Secretary.

The Agnostic Annual
FOR 1892.
Possibilities and Impossibilities,
T. H. HUXLEY, M.A., LL.D.
The Growth of Agnosticism.
R. BITHELL, B.S., Ph.D.
Early Verses,
The Late CONSTANCE NADEN.
Sundays and Holydays,
SAMUEL LAING.
Ecclesiasticism,
ALFRED MoMERIE, M.A., LL.D
Chi ist a Religious Creation,
·
·
F.J. GoULD.
After Many Yeans: A Poem,
_
. . .
W. B. McTAGGART.
The ActiVl~Ies of Agnosticism,
. .
.
.
AMoS WATER~
Rebgwn Without Superstition,
CJIAIU.ES WATTS.
Mr. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,
H. J. lliRDWICKE, F.R.U.S.
The Laud of Death: A Poem,
SALADIN (W; STEWART lkss).
Tlae Triumph of Rationalism,·
FREDERICK l'rliLIRR.
An Agnostic Homily,
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BELIGIOH OF MAB ·A:n ETHICS
OF SCIEB[ •
By HUDSON T1J']:'TLE.,

A Historical and Critical Review of the Religion
of Man.
.' :
. CONTENTS: · ·
·
What· is Religion? , Fetichism. Phallic W m:ship.
Man's Moral Progress Dependent on his .Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolqg1.cal
Problem. Man's Fall, ,and· the, Ch~s~~an
Scheme for his RedemptiOn. Mans Pqs1tion,
Fate, Free Will, Free .4-g!lncy, Necess1~y, Responsibility of ~h.e Individual. .Genesis and
Evolution of Spmt. The Law of Moral 9-!>vernment. 'The Apostles. Selfish. Propensitl!JS.
Love. Wisdom. Charter of .~Ights. Dut~es
and Obligations of the IndiVIdual. Duties
and Obligation~ of Society. Rights 9f .Government. Dut1es- of .So01ety to Crmnnals.
Duty of Self-Cultilre. Marriage.
12mo Cloth, price, $1.50. Address,
· . .
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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18mo, 550 pp. Pnce, 75 cts.

The Rights of Women
-AND-

THE SEXUAL RELATIONS.
BY KARL HEINZEN, the famous German Rad. ical Editor.
An Address to an Unknown Lady Reader. Historical Review of the Legal Position of Women.
The Emancb;!_ation of Woman. The Passive Prostitution of Women. The Active Prostitution of
Men. The Execution of Men. Love and Jealousy.
Morality. Marriage. Adultery. . Divorce. Is
Marriage a Contract? Hanging a Woman. Religion. The Economic Independence of Woman.
Liberty and the Revolution the Allies of Woman.
Paper, 50C. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
Bv REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Price, 15 cents.
Address this office.·
-------------------

·Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
J>lain Home 'falk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
of nearly J,otio pages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
$8.211--in English or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, a-nd Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ijl2 00, postage
prepaid; 5 volnmes,.!leparate, flexible cloth, 50
cents per volumej lted Line edition, suitable
for holiday presents, $t.oo·per -volnme.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.
pa~es,

250

illustrated and cloth-bound. (The fifth
vomme of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. FoMe's Health Mmithly. · Devoted to

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Subjects; ninth year. Subscri_Ption, with premium, 50 cents per year. SpeCimen copies free
on application.

Mother's Manual.

Comprising "Advice

to a W1fe on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially Durin!r Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," and" AdVIce to a Mother on the
l\'Ia11agement of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

Hand-Book of Health Hints and Ready.
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Su~erstltion in All Ages.
BY J:e.A.N

.M.BSLI:e~,

A

renounced
Christian-

ity and Exposed the
Falseness

TheMode~SCi;c~"Essa~st Books
Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life and _Personal
characteristics; his views on educatiOn; his
religious opinions. By Mll. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His ancestti,
life, and personal characteristics. By JOHN W •
CHADWICK.
8. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
material universe ever have a beginning 1 By
GARRET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology; How the world grew. By Dn. LEWIS
G. JANES.·
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
does life begin; The problem of spontaneous
wneration. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE; The evidences from geology, geogra:Qhical distribution,
and comparative zoology. By RossiTER RAYMOND, Ph.D.
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; duration of human life on the planet. By E. D.
CoPE, Ph.D.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the·
nervous system: the nature of mind. By RoBT.
G. EccLES, M.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF. SOCIETY. Primitive man;
growth of the family, city, and state: develQPment of the domestic relations; marriage. By
JAMES A. SKILTON.
10. EVOLUTIONOFTHEOLOGY. Originofreligious beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By z.
SIDNEY SAMPsoN.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism
grows out of egoism; the proper balance. By
DB. LEWIS G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a,fromgeology;
b, from morphology; c, from embryology; d,
from metamorphosis; e, from rudimentary organs; f, from geographical distrii:mtion; g,
from discovered links; h~ from artificial breeding; i, from reversion; K, from mimicry. By
NELSON C. PARSHALL.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REV. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relation
of the doctrine to_prevailing philosophical sys.
tems. By STARR HoYT NICHOLS.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION .ON .THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REv.
MINOT J, SAVAGE.·.
.·
.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY.· By DB. LEWIS
G. JANES.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
By Snv.AN DBEY.
18. THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception; sight, sound, taste,
smell, feeling.; the doctrine·of the Unknowable.
By RoBERT G. EcCLES, M.D.
19. A STUDY OF MATTER AND MOTION. An
excellent digest of a much vexed question, with
g_uotations from many authorities. By HoN. A.
N. ADAMS.
20. PRiMITIVE MAN. Man as revealed by archeological studies; evidences of man's antiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic races;
the ages of bronze and iron; cave men ana
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound builders·
primitive implements and. tools; proofs of
man's natural evolution. By z. SIDNEY SAMPsoN.
21. GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
Marriage a Jlrimitive . institution; its earlier
forms; no eVIdence of original promiscuity; exogamy and endogamy; group-marriage; poly:gyny, polyandry, and monogamy;_ marnage by
capture; monogam:y the highest Iorm of the relation; divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
contract; its regulation by the state. By C.
STANILAND WAKE.
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
of political institutions:r· the patriarchal family;
the tribe and clan. By oHN A.. TAYLOR.
23. EVOLUTION OF LAW: How law begins;
statute law-and ;iudge-mane law~ the conversion
of customs into law. By PROF. ~UFUB SHELDON.
2i. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCIENCE. Supernatural ideas of disease; fetichism in meni-.
cine; the beginnings of medical science. By
ROBERT G. ECCLES, M.D.
25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. The
necessity for arms and armor under the struggle for existence. By JoHN C. KIMBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS,
development of the human han4; the earliest
use of Implements and tools. By JAMES A. SKILToN.
'
27. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The definition of wages; economic characterifistics of the wage system; wages the outgrowth
of slavery; ori_gin and development of the
wages system. By PROF. GEo. GUNTON.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN OIVILIZATION. The beginnings of education; earlv
methods in Egypt 1 Persia, China~ Greece, and
Rome: early Christian ideas oi education;
Catholic and Protestant views; the common
school system. By MISS CAROLINE B. LE Row.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. I.
The Theological Method. By REV. JOHN CHADWICK.
30. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. II.
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
81 .. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. III.
The Anarchistic Method. By HUGH 0. PENTECOST.
32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. IV.
The Scientific Method. By DANIEL GREENLEAF THOMPSON.
88. ASA GRAY: His Life and Work. By Mils.
MARY Tl\EAT.
34. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUMANS. The
Man and his Work. By PRoF. JoHN FrsKE.
lF" Each Number, Ten Cents . ..JEI
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.
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J3y FREDERIKA. MACDONALD,
Author of the" Iliad of the East," etc., etc.
An independent and respectable study of character in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own ns her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
!'resentment of the mischievous nature of modern
ChriHtianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminstcr Hcview.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.

Address

Pro and Con of
God and His Book. $1. 25.
Woman: Her Glory, Her Shame, and
Her God. Tw-o vols. $1.25 each.
Did Jesus Christ Rise from the Dead ~
25 cents.
.
Confessional, Romish and Anglican. 30
cents.
·
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Su~ernatural

Religion.

Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Miraculous Religion?
By E. E. GUILD.

Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 80 cents

.CRIMES OF PREACHERS Force artd P\atter·
fu ~e
United States
and
Canada
from 1876 to 1883.

· ·

BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, 1\f.D.

"By their fruits
shall ye know them I
Do men gather
grapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles."
By
-IQiiill!a..Jc::.li
J.U.. E. Billings.
Price, 25 cents.
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Principles of the Na.hral Order of the Universe, with a. System of Mora.lity
Ba.sed Theraon.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Works on the Labor

~uestion.

CONTENTS!
Force n.nd Matter,
The Fitness of '.rhings in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Force, Uan,
Infinity of 1\'Iatter,
Brain 1md Mind,
Value of Matter,
'l'honl{ht,
Motion,
Cons01onsncss,
Form,
Scat of the Soul, .
Immutability of Natuml Innate Ide~\s,._
·'
Laws,
'l'ho Id<llt of uo<l,
Universality of Natural Pcrsmml Continu:tnco,
Laws,
Vit1tl Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes,
Periods of tho Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
n1orality,
Original Generation,
Con c In ding Obsorvations.
Seculnr Generation,
Price, $1.50. Address THE 'l'RUTli SEEKElt.

The Conventional Lies of Our Civilization.

By Max Nordan. CoNTENTs-niuuu, '!.'eke!
Upharsin; The Religious,· lVIonnrchic, nml
Aristocraticii'Political._.Economicul, J.Hatrimoni:d,
and lVIisce aneous .uicH; Closing Harmony.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
cloth._, $1.00.
. .
'.rhe 1mperial Council of Vienna prolnlntu<l tho
sale of this book in Austria, and confiscated all
copies of it they could find.

DOWN
·THEY

GO!

Best m1tke Amcnc:m Rtmnwind W•ttchos, Jr,
jewels, a<lin~ted, ]liLt. regnlntor, in silvorino <:ltHt',
only $11; m 8 om we coin silver, $11J; 4 onuce, $17
Economic Equities. A Compend of the (a few years ago ii;60). In host 14 kt. tillo•l gol•l
Natural Laws of Industrial Production ancl Ex- cases, open face, 11120; hunting, if:2H to ii;28; H kt ..
change. ~ J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social· solid gold, 11140 to $100; same, not a<ljusto<l, ii;2lcss;
11 jwls. $8.50, and 7 jwls. $5 less (lower grade
Wealth." Paper,25c.

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the

w~ii~· liljJJA'ii.\'.'j]:(\l~~~>D

Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing

and all modern improvemnnts, mckel movement,
cased as above, $8 more, gilt mov•t; $6 more. No
one else in the world sends out so good 1t watch .
at the price.
.·

Population Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Edited by Charles Bradlaugh and Annie Besant.
25c.

out the means by·which the working classes may
raise themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignity, and independence, and which is also capable of entirely removing, in co.urAe of time, tho
other princip~tl social evils. By M. G. H. toe.

La1·ge or Small Families ~ On which Side
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holycake .. 5c.

Povertr, : Its Effects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Why Do Men Starve ~
laugh. 5c.

By Chas. Brad-

The Land Onestion. Lar?:e Estates Inimi-

cal to the 'Welfare of the I eople. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Letters to Young People. By (Prince)

Peter Krapotkinc. Wit1i Life of author, by
Stepniak. toe.
Address THE TlW'.rH SEEKER.

"0'1".1'0 Wln'"l'a
STEIN" 'VA'I'CII!, much finer th:tu ~tboVP,
full adjusted to hoat, cold, an< I posi &ion, 16 jwls

· LADIES• GOI.D HUN'J'IN(; Al,IIUU·
CAN W A'I'CHI~S, latest styles, hest fillml, 7

jwls. $17; 11 jwls. >!118 50; 15 jwls. >f;2o; 11 kt. solid
gold, $10 to $100 more. All sont prcpni<l, Jwpt in
order one yoar, and cash refunded if 11ot satiHf:u:tory.
DIAMONDS: in rings, pins, <lropH, stU< Is,
etc. $10; $15; $2.'5; $50; $100 to $1,000 per set.
Cash refunded, if not 20 per cent hciow regulu r
price, any time within one year.
WEDbiN(;; lliN(,<S: Plain, chase<!, with
pearls, emeralds, rubies, moonstones opnls, garnets, turquoise, solitaires or comtJinations, a
spec1alty.
SIJNDKIES • Rogers Bros.' triplc-plak<l
knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; tea spoons, $1 Hll;
tables, $3.49; best R]Jccts. in the worl<l, $1; pchbles, $2; 14 kt. gold, $5 more (send line of finest
print you can read without glasses 14 inches from
eyes); golrl-hcaded ettne~, $8,; $10; $15; $20. BeHt
razor~a luxnry-$2. Solid silver spoons, $1.70 I'"r
OU)lCe. Souvenir spoons. silver, $1.2.'5 to $2. ''ea
sets, $20 to $40; everything in the line of fancy
table silver, novelties, plush, and art goods, gol<l
pens, e.tc. All sent Prc]Jaid (except cutlery) subject to exchange or cash back.
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Colonel Kelso's W orlrs.

WE'I''I'S'I'EIN_,

Established 1857.
Rochelle, lll.
Send for pzico listshbcautiful cards in color"
and gold of my Freet ought badges (large •m•l
small), tracts, etc. F'ree.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars aw 1
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE. SLENKEH,
Snowville, Va.

AN INFIDEL REMEDY.
-~:------~~-SEND

10 'ENTSTO

Dr·. ~.Li.LOWS.
VI:SELANO, N.J.

for his buok on youth·
ful error::.. early decay.
wasting weakness, io:.t

Terse. witty, and sarcastic definitions of theological terms. Price, 25 cents.

manhood &c. It sets
fonh an F:xternal Ap
plic~Jtion- a reli;1.blt:
home ctrre,with fuP<i!·

The Bible Analyzed. Cloth, :octavo, 833
pages, $3.

rer, sot-.~~~

'l'HE TlW'.rH SEEKER

By VOLTAIRE.

/Jood. Pa-

cloth, $1.

Frxest al)d Mal).
A N 0 VEL

Pocket Theology.

ofthatRe-

cents;

Satadiq. NATHA~I[L VAUGHAN:

bv

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM
ANn

TREATMENT OF )hmoMANIA.

Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
The Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo,
138 pages, 50c.

Spiritualism Sustained.
lJ4Il pages, $1.

Uulnrse

4.naly~ed,

$1.

Cloth, 12mo,

n.:ctint;<.; for usP,. It:- r;
ccn.:inty. no faiiiift.
State where you -.aw
this advertisement.

A patient writing from Davenport~. Wash., •1!-rs
"Your remedy is marvelous, and will aceoll!phs.h
what is said it will do, Tlw VMTI!l of whzpl! ~~
untold,"
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But God shall wound the head of his enemies, and the hairy scalp of such a one as goeth on
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the Bible.

Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology.

still in his tres-

Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.

By EDGAR C. BEALL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
Unanswerable.·

Price, $1.

THE UNSEEN .WORLD.
Jobn E. Remsburg'~ Books.
By PRoF. JoHN FISKE. Price, 10 cts.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
The Traae Suppliea at Spe<Jlal Discounts.

IS THIS YOUR SOB,. MY LORD 1

A THOUGHTLESS YES.

BURGESS--UNDERVVOOD
DEBATE

ADDRESS TilE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
A Truth Seeker Aronnd the World. Four
large volumes. With steel-plate en~raving of
the author in Vol. I, and each volume illustrated
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound in
red cloth, l\!6.50~ in leather, red edges, $9.50; in
morocco, gilt eages, $10.50.
The World's Sages, Thinkers; and Re·
formers.
1,075 pages, Svo.
Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. · Svo. 1,119
pages. Cloth, $8.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.
The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written
in prison. In cloth, $8.00 per volume, or $5 00
for the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
From Behind the Bars. A series of letters
m·itten in prison. Over 700 .pages. Price, $1.50.
A Truth Seeker in Enrope. A series of
letters written during a visit of ten weeks in
Europe. Givin~ some account of the International Freethmkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was a delegate.~..fol
lowed by a descri,ption of what he saw in .l!;ngland, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone are worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
850 pages. $1.50.
The Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treating upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesus Christ, the Virgm Mar;r, and the Bible.
To the latter 230 pages ar.e uevoted, showing
that book to be a very inferior production for
a first-class God. 833 large pages. Paper covers,
60 cents; cloth, $1.
·
Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedanism examined histoncally and critically.
It is thou~ht to be the most damaging exhibit
of Christianity that has appeared. 500 large
pages. Price, $1.50. ·
Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, Essays,
and Lectures. 700 pages. Paper covers,
75 cents.
·
The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion~ A
debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
D. M. Bennett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. This
book has had a very large sale, and is a splendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.
Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and E~J.rth. Paper,
30 cents.
What Objections to Christianity~ A discussion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. Mair,
divided into the followin_g theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor anginal, being borrowed
or copied from much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements have
been as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teachers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 3. The
story of Jesus and his mission in the world is
unhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$1.50.
Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge of de:positing_ prohibited matter in the mail. Thii; gives
a full history of this celebrated case, and shows
what monstrous injustice was perpetrated upon
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.
An Open Letter to Jesns Christ. 5 cts. .
Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3,000
questions propounded to his Jewish Godship
upon a great variety of subjects. Paper, 50
cents; cloth. 75 cents.
Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
church incidents and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth,
75 cents.
The Book of CI•ronicles of the Pilgrims
in the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistle
of Bennett the Apostle to the Truthseekers.
Cloth, $1.
The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to the Truth Seekers. 10 cents.
The Great Religions of the World. lOc.
Open Letter to Samnel Colgate. 10 cents.
An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents.
Sinful Saints and Sensual Shepherds.
10 cents.

Be Thyself. lOc.
Christianity No Finality.
Spiritualism
Superior. 10c.
·
Common-Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
10c.
Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.
10c,
Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. lOc.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.
25c.
Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
$1.50.
God Proposed for Onr National Constitu·
tion. lOc.
Irreconcilable Records.
Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.
Is Darwin Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
RELIGION OF
Is Spiritualism Trne 7 lOc.
Man's True Saviors. lOc.
Orthodoxy False, Since Spiritualism is
By M. BABCOCK. Price, 15 cts.
True. lOc.
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of
Christianity. 10c.
Radical Discourses on Religions Subjects.
$1.25.
Sy M. Saboook.
With Author's PorRadical Rhymes.
25 cents.
Price,
trait. $1.25.
Sermon from Shakspere's Text. lOc.
Soul of Things.
Psychometric Researches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
M. F. Denton.) Per vol., $1.50.
A LIBERAL STORY.
What Is Right 7 lOo.
Price. 25 cents.
What Was He 7 Jesus in 19th Century By MRs. E. J. BALL.
Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.
-----------------Who are Christians t lOc.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
As a Missionary Document it is unexcelled.
Among the subJects considered by Mr. RemsA Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
burg are: The Church and Morality; Criminal
Statistics, showing the creeds of the
Religion and Social Matters.
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
Price, cloth. $1; paper, 50 cents.
Civilization; the Church and Science~ th~
Church and Learning; the. Church ana Lib·
ertyi~the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the woman's Rights Movement; the TemperPhoto-engravings of li'Iiss Gardener are for
ance Reform; the Church and the Repttblic.
sa.le at this office. Price, 50 cents.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.
Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scriptureh· Falsehood and Deception;
Cheating; T eft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination: Despotism; InCONTENTS:
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to Children· Cruelty to
A Splendid Judge of a Woman-The Lady of the
Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism;
Club-Under Protest-For the Prosecution-A
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance;
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
Poverty
and
Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Mystery.:...The Time-Lock of Our AncestorsObscenity. Price, single copies, 25 cents; 6
Florence Campbell's Fate-My Patient's Fate.
copies, $1. Special discount on large quantities.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best ..nd
AddrA~•
THE TRUTH REEKER CO.
most thorough work ever written on the Sabbath from a rational ;point of view. Lar!l'e and
handsome print. Pnce, 25 cents; six copies, $1.
Image Breaker.· Six Lectures: Decline
of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; Washington
an Unbelieve~;:j J~fferson an Unbeliever; l'aiuo
and Wesley; vhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cent>:
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.
ON CHRISTIANITY.
Crimes ctnd Vices
Thomas Paine. Tells the Story of the Twenty
Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Prof. 0. A. BurAuthor-Hero's life, delineates the leading truits
Sanctioned
by Sc'f•ipftt're.
gess, Pres. of N. W. Christian Univ.
of his character and genius, and vindicate~ !.is
Paper, 188pp, 50 cts.; clo, 80 cts.
n~me from the aspersions cast upon it. TribBy J. E. REMSBURG. Price, 25 cents.
utes to P nine's character are given from more
than one hundred noted persons of Europe and
Rl~VELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST.
America many of them written expressly for
LlTTL~ L~SSOHS
this work. Second edition! 160 pages, prmted
PROVING
on fine tinted paper, neat y bound, and cont:tining a handsome steel portrait of Paine.
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
Paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 cts.
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a CentThe Apostle of Liberty. An address de·
ury before, and Peter and Paul died
livereil in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freebefore the Christian Era.
By NRS, E. D. SLENKER.
thinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
Boards,
- 40 cents.
Full index, 446pp.,
$1.50.
10 cents.

A NEW NOVEL.

D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS.·

BIBLE MORALS.
FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.

SUPERSTITION:

"BELIEVE OR BE DAMNED."

Why. Doesn't Go~ Kill the Devil 1

The Clergyman's Victims.

JESUS CHRIST:

His Life,
Teao}\il)gs, al)d
ln)perfeotiol)s•
By

w.

B. BELL.

Price, 25 cts.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
.
of the New Testament.
By PRoF. F. W. NEWMAN.
Price. 25 cent@.

Liberty and Morality..
BY M. D. CONWAY.
Price,

5 cents ..

A ·Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol .. 19. No.6. (PUBLISHED WEEKLY.} New York, Saturday, February 6, 1892.

THE DANCE OF DEATH

A New Bible Picture-Book in Press.

Old. Testament Stories

IN

28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00

Per Year.

RUSSIA.

Brain
and 'the Bible.
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology.

Advancement of Science.

By EDGAR C. BEALL.

The Belfast Address.

P••eface by R. G. INGERSOLL.

By Prof. John Tyndall.

Price, $1.

Unanswerable.

With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
onPrayer.
'
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
BEING

Exposure

Exposure

by

by

Ridicule.

Facts.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. 'The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books which are Now Called Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

EVOLUTION:

By WATSON HESTON.

A Surrtrrtary
Four hundred pages-Two hundred Full-Page PicturesThe Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the Old Testament-A
Page of Text to Each Picture.

Price, postpaid, $1.

Address THE TRUTH

Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
Price, 25 canis.

A Popular Account of the Formation and De- By PnoF. F. w. NEWMAN.
relopment of the Canon.

~EEKER.

of

Evideqce.

By CAPT. R. C. ADAMS.
"One of the cheapest and best books on the
subject." Paper, 15 cents.

Liberty and ·:Morality.
BY M.D. CONWAY.
Price,

-

-

-

5 ceRts.

JESUS CHRIST:
Price, 25 cts.

By W. 8. BELL.

Why Doesn't God Kill the Devil1
:ey
Price,

-

M. :Sabcoc!4.
-

-

-

-

25 cents.

BIBLE .M0RA L_S · The
Clergyman's Victims.
·

Twenty Or'tmes and Vwes
Sanctioned by Se1•iptu1·e.
By J. E. ItDsnuw. Price. ~cents.

A LIBERAL STORY.
By MRS. E. J. BALL·

Price, 25 cents.
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FREETHINKERS' .PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.

Libe-rt~

Literature.

SH!>WING
THE .Al!SURDITY AND UNT:U UTHFUL·
NESS .oF THE CHURCH'~ CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, AND RJ1)VEALING THE .Al!USJ":S
OF
A
UNION OJ'
CHURCH AND
STATE.

WITH

lUusfratioxv•.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS

Testimonial
To Walt Whitman.
BY

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Futl-Pag'~

185

OF

FACTS,

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

With

a

HISTORY~
A!JD

SCHOL-

OF

Portrait

of

Whitman.

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

STATISTICS,
OPINIONS

itl

ARS

PaPer,

25

cents ; cloth,

50

cents.

SABBATH· BREAK"ING.
Origin of" the Sabbatic IdeaThe Je""W"ish Sabbath-The
Christian. Scriptui~es and the
Sabbath-Exa:~n.in.ation
of:"
Sunday Argu:rn.en.ts- Origin.
of: the Christian. SabbathTesti:rn.on.y of"· the Christian.
Fathe:rs-The Sabbath du:rin.g · the Middle A:ges_..:The
Puritan. Sabbath-Testi:rn.on.y
of:" Christian. R e :f"o r rn e r s,.
Scholars, and Divines-Abrogation. of:" Sunday La-w-s.

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.
DESIGNS BY WATSON HES'l )N,
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE DESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
16 represeut U ucle Sam aud the Priests.
2
"
The Church Robbiug the People.
3
"
Thauksgiving.
6
Sabbath Laws.
14
Childreu aud the Church.
10
W omau aud the Church.
6
The Church aud Thomas Paine.
4
Studies m Natural History.
2
The Bible aud Scieuce.
15
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
1
Piety iu Our Peuitentiaries.
4
The Atouemeut Scheme.
4
The Lord aud His Works.
2
Prayer.
10
The Creeds.
1
Christiaus aud l'llohammedaus.

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Wor;;.
5
•·
l\"fisswuaries.

1
25
1
2
4

2
1

4
9

12
3
6
7

"

The Lord's Iustrnmeuts.
Bible Doctriues aud Their ltesults.
'lbe Church and Slavery.
PriestR >md Politics.
Irelautl il.ud the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilizatiou.
The Uses of the Cro>H.
Uukind Reflectious on the Church
Persecntious of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaveu.
Hell.
l\iiscellaneons.

A most extraordiuary pnblicatiou. We veuture the assertiou that uothin~ like it has eve:: before appeared in this conutry, aud it is very doubtful if another one like it wi1l ever again be published. We must give the Tfnth Seeker Company the credit of ]2!1tting- the hook iu the reach of all.
At twice the price it would have beeu a cheap book. Artist Heston :>sa portrait-paiuter aurl designer is a wonderful success~ and we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liber<1l in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' lVIagazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genim. to
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. llnt the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of readil'g
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as te"t'J to prove the utter
falsity of the church's professions and the hyJ?OCrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book "is one of the best weapom ag;tinst Christianity and the church that hao ever l>ecn put in tl1e
hands ofFreethinkers.-[Bost.on Investigator.

Price, board covers, $2-; clot~ •. $2-.GC.

-BY-

JOHN

Price, 25 Cents.

OPEN SUNDAYS

The Martyrdom of Man.
By WINWOOl.l READE.

It is really a remarkable book, in which universal history is "boiled down" with surprising
sldll. . . . The boldest and so far as historical
argument goes, one of the ablest assaults .ever
illade upon Chnstianity.-[Literary World.
12mo, extra cloth, 54.3 pp. Price, $1. 75.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, N.Y.

Age of Reason. Pap., 2·ic. :
6 copies for $1; clo., GOc.

Age of' Reason and Examination of' the Prophecies.
Pap., 40c.; clo , 75c.

Apostle of Political and Religious Liberty. (Life.) By
J. "E. Hems burg. Portrait. Pap.,
50c.; clo., 75c.

ReYolntion. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

8vo. 800 pp.,

})Ill.ACI...~S

morocco.

Port. Pap , 50<" ; clo., 75c.

Life of.

With Remarks on

Life of.

With Explanatory

AHD

By JOHN PEOK.

Obsei·vations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $1.

CHIUSTIAH ABSUljDITIES.

wood. 10c.

Political Works: "Common
Sense,"
Crisis," "Rights ot
l\Ian." $1.50.
Rights of Man. Answer to
H

Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap , 40c.; clo., 75c.

By JOHN PEOK.
W ~ Price, 20 cents ; six copies for $1.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

THE TRUTHSEEKER UBRAR Y.
Issued Monthly.

Testimonials to His Merits.

Subscription

Compiled by .T. N. Moreau. lOc.

Theological Works: "Age of

Reason,"" Examination ofProJ?hecies," etc., with Life of Paine
and steel port. $1.50.

Vindication of. ReplytoN. Y.

Observer. By R. G. Ingersoll. 10c.

Address The Truth Seeker Co:rn.pany. ·

Pyramid of Cizeh. Fruits of Philosophy.
By VAN BUBEN DENBLOW, LL.D.

Price. 15 cents.

POPULATION QUESTION.
By DR. KNOWLTON. Edited by CHARLES BRADLAUGH and ANNIE BEBA)I'J:. .25 cents.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Price, 10 cts.

paper. 22x28, $1.

Political and Religious Reformer. By B. F. Under-

Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Exodus.

/1Ill.ACI...~ ~ WOll~~ljS.

Comte and Honsseau. lly C.
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.

Lithogra1)h of. Heavy plate
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On the Press.
The work on the text of the new Bible picture
book-Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated
-is compreted and the book is on the press and
will be sent to purchasers as soon as the printers
and binders ran finish their labor upon it. It has
four hundred pages, half of which are full-page
pictures. Twenty-five well-known orthodox stories
are illustrated as follows :
Adventures of Adam.
The Origin of the Young Men's Christian Association.
Sustaining a Theory.
Some Giants.
The Adventures and Work of Noah.
A Hunting Anecdote.
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor.
A Queer Family.
Isaac and His "Sister.''
One of Twins.
Jacob and Esau.
Joseph the Man of Dreams.
Holy Moses.
Balaam the Diviner.
Bloody Joshua.
The Campaign of Deborah and Barak Against
Jabin and Sisera.
General Gideon.
J ephthah and His Human Sacritice.
Samson the Strong.
Ruth and Boaz.
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel.
David, God's Favorit.
Some Storiel!l from the Bnok of Kings.
.Adventures of the Prophets.
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $J.OO Per Year.

The Issue.

intellectual and moral, were freely,exercised in the
'l'he S~tn recently printed an editorial drawing production of the books.'" Undoubtedly, comments
some very clear distinctions between the logical the Sun, Colonel Ingersoll himself would be ready
soundness of the positions of the "higher'.' and the to accept inspiration so defined.
The Old and the New Testaments of course
"lower," or traditional, biblical critics. The advantage as to logic is, it thinks,. entirely with the must stand on the same doubtful ground. The
latter, because they say exactly what they mean, in authority of the New Testament can be no better
terms which cannot be mistaken, while the former than that of the Old, " for therein what is assumed
beat about the bush and dodge the consequence of by these critics as error is accepted and confir~ed
their arguments, juggle with words, and pretend as indisputable truth. They deny that Moses was
that u~belief is only a "larger and more enlight- the author of the Pentateuch, and say that some of
ened belief." The "higher" critics . apparently, its writers were not earlier than 750 B.c., though
says tha. Sun, do not want to be understood by 'our Lord and the inspired writers of the New
anybody, or they dare not themselvs face the con- Testament abundantly confirm the claim of the
sequences of their methods and princiJ;>les of bibli- Pentateuch to be regarded as the word of God, for
cal interpretation. They try to make themselvs in so doing they uniformly attach to it the name of
an<l other people believe that they are only putting Moses.' If Jesus and his disciples were deceived
the authority of the Bible on a more rational basis, as to this point, how can they be believed as infalwhen in truth they are destroying. it utterly, and lible in any respect 7 They also must hav been
along with it the supernatural basis of all theology limited by their 'natural faculties, intellectual and
moral.'"
and religion.
This puts the whole Bible on a human basis, to
Th1s is precisely what we hav said many times.
Two and two make four, and no juggling or inter- be judged as any other work is judged. As Colonel
pretation or "rational" criticism can make the sum Ingersoll says, "if it is true it does not need inspifive. If the Bible was not written by the people it ration, and if it is not true inspiration will not help
is pretended it is, or if it was not in existence until it," no matter what the Apostles say about it. And
hundreds of years after its necessary,date, then it the "higher" critics are really helping to destroy
is valueless for the purpose for which it is used by the belief in its supernatural origin, no matter what
the church. The Sun pertinently asks the ques- they claim in their sermons to be doing. And it is
tions, if Moses did not write the Pentateuch, and this fact which makes their labors invaluable to
its authorship is purely conjectural, some of it ob- Rationalism, though they may assert themselvs to
viously having been produced thousands of years be "reverent students of the word of God," and
after his time as a record of Jewish traditions . by evangelical in their creed.
When a citadel is attacked from within by those
unknown writers and for the purpofleS of priestsupposed
to be its defenders, and all is confusion
craft, what remains· of the authority of those books
and
riot
inside
the walls, the besiegers are likely to
or of any part of the Bible as the word of God~ If
win
a
victory.
·Rationalism
has already modified the
its statements of fact are contradictory and disfaith
of
the
Protestant
world
to an almost incalculatinct events are confounded, if it is a mere compible
extent.
That
it
must
still
further transform it
lation and not an original document, wherein consists its inspiration~ If the Bible thus begins with we know from the study of the law of evolution.
false pretenses, what else in it can be accepted as And it will, probably, not be many years before the
genuin truth from God any more than the doctrins line is sharply drawn intellectually and politically beand speculations of any other book ~ If the "natu- tween the believers in supernaturalism and the Ra. ral faculties, intellectual and moral," of the compil- tionalists. That means, in this country, between
ers of the Pentateuch led them to palm off as the the C atholics and the Infidels.

work of Moses four distinct documents which were
not his; and which contain duplicate and discrepant
statements, and whose diversity of sty!e and matter
show they could not hav been written by any one
man or at any single period, what sort of reliance
can we place on such faculties exerc~sed by other
writers of scripture whom we hav been taught to
believe inspired and infallible?
·
Professor Green, of Princeton, puts the case very
clearly in the statement that if in ordinary affairs
a legal instrument or a piece of commercial paper,
for instance, " is not from the source it claims to
be, and the signature attached to it is false, it is
not worth the paper it is written upon," adding,
What credit would be attached to the gospels if
instead of being written by well-known Apostles
and Evangelists who were contemporaries of Jesus
and eye-witnesses of the facts and events they describe, they were composed many centuries after
his time by writers whose identity was undiscoverable or purely conjectural1
And so of the professed belief of the " higher "
critics in the inspiration of the scriptures. But, to
use the words of Professor Green, their idea is in
no way · fuspiration "in its proper and universal
sense, as such a divine control over the writers
of the scripture as secured their infallibility and
The advance orders for thi~ book hav come in guarded them from error. For their theory of ingenerously, for which hearty thanks are returned, spiration assumes that the writers" of the Bible
but we. shall be glad. to receive a few thousand were as liable to error as other men, and that, as
Dr. Van Dyke pbXases it, ' their natural faculties,
more. Price, postpaid, one dollar.

The Failure of the Jew-Converting Mission.
Mr. A. Benjamin's repeated exposures of the
Jew-converting missions hav at last made an impression upon one religious journal, and it is to be
hoped that the affairs of the " pretty little church,"
as Mr. Freshman calls his dingy chapel, will now
be investigated.
The Independent has received
the tenth annual report of Mr. Freshman's HebrewChristian work and says regarding it:
"We would make an abstract from it, if it were possible, but we cannot find a word of information in it. There
are pages on the subject of the necessity of funds to carry
on the work, but no account whatever of receipts or disbursement~!, and the only evidence that any careful account is kept is in the following lines :
'' 'I hav examined and checked the accounts of thQ Rev.
Jaoob Freshman for the year1891, hav seen the vouchers,
and the same is correct. '-Ralph WeUB.
"There is no name iiven of a single convert baptized
during the year, nor even the number of such converts.
Certain assistants are referred to, but neither their names
nor their number is given. From information that comes
to us, however, we know that three of those assistants
left early in the autumn-Max Winterling, M. Frank,
and Louis Schlesinger. The first has renounced Christianity and gone to his parents in Budapest; and we are
credibly informed that the other two hav also gone back
to Judaism. In their places are three other young men,
or two · for we believe that one of the three has left.
During' the year another of the converts sent by Mr.
Freshman as a missionary to another city has been in
prison for stealing money from a poor immigrant girl ;
and others whose names are given to us hav renounced
Christianity. If this mission is seeking publio support it
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has no right to claim exemption from making public reports of its finances and of the number of its converts."
So far as converting Jews to Christiaatity goes,
this mission is a swinclle. It bribes with food and
clothes and cash a few dishonest Jews who would
say anything for a dollar and clo anything that did
not involve personal risk for five dollars. We believe that not five per cent of the alleged converts
hav been honest. Their crimes range from counterfeiting to swindling. Some of them hav been baptized in nearly every Jew-converting mission in
England and America-for a consideration. They
are by nature dishonest and remain so.
These facts hav again and again been broug·ht
to the attention of the supporters of Mr. Freshman, but such is the mania of church folks for
" converting " somebody that no attention has been
paid to the exposures. If Mr. Benjamin were not
so persistent a defender of Judaism he would hav
become discouraged long ago.

Editorial Notes.

6, 1.892.

'·-'t

their freedom, of their joy in life. They are shorn
of ·the sacred joys of wifehood and motherhood.
They are shorn o~ all that is of value. The world
as well is despoiled of their sweetness and their
services. Ho'Y long, 0 Superstition, how long 1
How long, 0 Ignorance, Malice, and Cunning'

be considered an encouraging sign of;.the t®,es.
The anti-German journals of France and- ~usaia
wowd find it easy enough to convict the eccentric
kaiser of autocratic tendencies and a 'penchant for
bombastic speeches, but prefer to_ impeach him for
intemperance ancl opium-revels. ...
·

It is always a difficUlt matter to know just how
to raise money for public objects, but the Lutheran
church folks of Burns, Mich., hav hit upon a method
which is probably reliable so long as the wicked
men in the town possess a cent. The regulation
"sociable" was gotten up and after the regulation
program of such affairs had been carried out, a curtain at one side of the room was withdrawn and six
pretty maidens, blushing to the ears, stood there
each with a legend on a card:

It would be slandering the canine species to say
that the Aspen, Colorado, J)aily Times is edited by
a dog. But it certainly is not by a man, though it
just as certainly is by a Christian. One of, our
readers sends us an editorial clipped from its col~
umns inspired by the polemical battle between
Colonel Ingersoll and the ministers in which occurs a
villainous paragraph about the relativs of liberty's
great champion, for writing which our reader asks
us to "sit down upon the fellow.l' But·whatis the
use 1 A religious lie cannot be overtaken and
killed. The cries of this Colorado polecat will be
echoed by the pious "journalist" ancl heard ten
times farther than the blow of the club which
should still it. We are tired of these yarns.
There is no use asking us to " deny" them. Every
one to whom a Christian retails them can do it, and
should do it on the spot. We will say once for ·an
that Colonel Ingersoll's parents were kind and loving people; that he is noble, generous, honorable;.
that all his relativs are among the best of folks-in short, there is not a spot or stain on him or any of
his, ancl that thousands of Christians who differ
with him in nearly everything are eager to bear
testimony to the beauty of his home life and the
nobility of his chara~ter. So please do not ask us
to "sit clown" on any more of these vermin. Liberals ought to hav sufficient confidence in the
greatest of them to turn, revolted, from his traducers. Tell them frankly that they are ·too' contemptible to notice.
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Immediately there was a scramble by the young
and old men present, all of them purchasing at
least ten kisses from each girl. Had it not been
·for the deplorable passion of jealousy it is probable
all the church debts would hav been extinguished
right there or the town gone broke; but as it was
the elder ladies objected and the osculation bee
was summarily stopped.

A belief in devils is not a healthy theory. Thomas
Connor, of Kirksville, Mo., believes in devils, ancl
further, imagined that they were after him, so he
jumped out a second-story window to escape them.
Then his Christian friends, who also believe in
devils abstractly, put him in an insane asylum,
Catholic papers complain of "unmannerly gibes"
which shows that they don't really believe in devils
against
their schools. "The parochial schools," they
after all.
say, "were declared in substance to be lacking in all
The world is full of curious people, some of them the qualities essential to good schools. The school
fit only for dime museum freaks; and among these ·buildings were described as mere rookeries for the
latter must be classed the reviewer of the Springfield ,most part, not merely unsightly, but unwholesome
Republican. In that paper of December 27th this i and altogether unsafe as well. As for the teachers,
quill-driver reviews "Liberty in Literature," and :especially those of them who were members of refrom the beg-inning to the end of his screed abuses ; ligious orders, it was insinuated, if not charged with
Colonel Ingersoll lilre a pickpocket, and all the :brutal ancl frank falsehood, that they were lacking
while agreeing with the whole oration 1 Such a fool ! not only in a knowledge of the art of teaching, but
pietist is well worth ten cents to see.
even of those commonplace things which all fairly
well-informed people know.
So persistent
Mr. R. A. Clark, of Selwood, Oregon, is a Presbywere these attacks on our schools that at length they
terian Prohibitionist, but complains to the Voice
began to produce an effect even upon some Catholics
that his party is altogether too "churchy." Mr.
, who ought to hav known better." For our part, we
Clark would be lilie St. Paul, catching men with
'will say that these attacks hav not been "persistent"
guile, and he wants his party to win. So he advises enough, and that all Catholics ought to hav "known
the Voice to drop its religious cant, and the leaders better, than to hav been led to believe anything else.
m Prohibition gatherings their prayer-meeting
. Catholic schools are even more worthless ancl injumethods. He says : " The _strongest Prohibition rious than appears above.
precinct in the state of Oregon is composed mainly
of avowed Infidels, ancl yet som~ of these skeptics
Perhaps some of our readers, at least of our new
are amongst the leading Prohibitionists of the readers, are not informed of just what is the nature
state. If the Prohibition party ever attains large of the school system which Catholics are striving to
proportions it will hav to change the methods which impose upon our States, and against which we hav
hav governed it in the past. It is votes we want, so often inveighed. For their "benefit we will copy
and we should not forget that the vote of the Infi- this clear statement of it from the Catholic Review:
del, Spiritualist, or the what-not is as potent for "We insist that government should encourage
religious teaching in the public schools because it
good or evil as those of so many Elijahs."
has a direct tendency to promote good morals, and
It appears from Sect~lar Thought that the Chris- therefore to make good citizens. But as there is no
tians won in the vote on horsecars or no horsecars union of church and state among us, and therefore
on Sunday taken in Toronto on January 4th. And no danger of one denomination being given the prefthe Toronto clericals, it says, will leave no stone erence over all others, the only feasible plan is the
unturnecl to rivet the chains they hav managed to denominational plan. That, as we said, is perfectly
place on the citizens of that city; and a majority of fair and just, because it givs the preference to no
the people appear still to be subject to clerical in- denomination, but treats all alike. · The idea is that
fluence to such an extent as to make it necessary to the government contributes aid to each denominause all the efforts of which Liberals are capable to tion, or to each association of individuals who choose
produce much impression upon them. Under ordi- to hav a school, according to the average number of
nary circumstances the number who voted for the pupils in each school, and let each teach its own
streetcars--ten thousand-would form a winning religion in its own way."
majority. The recent discussion of the question
--------~._------~
The clergy unwearieclly charge the present age
inarkecl a very decided advance, ancl with a fair
amount of agitation during ·the succeeding few which is forsaking their doctrins with sinking into
months there l!leems to .be every lilielihood that the vice, crime, and intemperance as a result. The
~umber of sympathizers ·with the free Sunday will truth ·is, however, that there is less of these
mispractices than in the Christian ages of the world.
be greatly increased.
As to the latter evil, intemperance, Professor
The following item from a daily paper will per- Oswald writes in the Voice that the present tenhaps be shocking to persons who are not acquainted dency is in the direction of temperance. Only a
with. a. certain custom· of · some Catholic orders: huncb;ed years ago abstinence, ancl even moderation
"'.Convent hair' is ari article well kn~wn to the in the use of intoxicating beverages, could be made
trade and highly prized. When a young woman the pretext of a social stigma. Prince de Ligne, in
takes the veil in the Roman Catholic church her his memoirs of European Court-life, admits that he
hair is cut off, and the tresses are sold for the benefit har.dly dared to confess his aversion to alcoholic liqof the convent. As the hair is cut pretty close to uors, and both Joseph the Second and the First
the head, the tresses are usually long, and thus Napoleon were repeateclly lampooned for their lack
';convent. hair' has a special value." So, too, are of convivial habits. In the light of those facts
the poor young creatures shorn of their wealth, of even the libels of the modern European press must
--------~._

________

--------~.---------

Dr. Lyman Abbott, the noted Brooklyn p:reaclier,
recently delivered these bold words : " In the. past
this Bible has been regarded as without error.
We hav thought it an authority on theology, and on
almost every subject of human knowledge, so· that
there was no error or mistake in it. But there are
very few who hold this opinion now. They think
they do, but, if they will consider a little .where this
opinion will lead them, they will q11ickly se.e that
they clo not. In the first chapter of Genesis we
find that the world was made in six clays. All
geology is mistaken. The clay is limited by the
rising and the setting of the sun, and we shall hay
a. theological . opinion of the creation for Sunday
and a geological opinion for week-days. • We go
against the biblical institutions of slavery and
bigamy and circumcision. We ha v abolished slavery
and bigamy, and we say that baptism has taken the
place of circumcision by a divine decree. The whole
system of sacrifices we hav abandoned. The man
who thinks he believes in the infallibility of the Bible
turns to moral law. He takes the Ten Com~and
ments ; they stand as moral standards. He knows
they are not. He knows a man may keep every
one of the Ten Commandments and yet be not admitted to decent society in New York, ancl the
civilized standards of the nineteenth century in
New York are not too high for Christian livi;ng.
He opens the Bible at a Psalm which asks God ilot
to forgiv, and then at the Sermon on the Mount,
which prays God to forgiv all sinners, and he can
not reconcile them. Let us be true to ourselvs in
this matter. Such things as these confront usjfwe
think." One would expect after all this that ,the
reverend doctor was about to come out and ~ake
his stand in the full light of Rationalism. Bufno 1
for no sooner has he emerged from his hole of.~u~
perstition, than around he turns and back into.it he
runs with the declaration that there is something
or other divine about the Bible after all.
.

Lectures and Meetings.

THE subject of Dr. Ward's regular Sunday fect~~e at
104 East 66th street-Educational Gymilasiuni~4 :P.M.,
February 7th, will be ''A Pulpit Up to Date, or the Characteristics of a Chm·ch for Our Times."
DR. LEwrs G. JANES, president of the Brooklyn Ethical Association, will lecture for the Newark Liberal
League next Sunday. His subject will be: "Spencer
and Darwin, the Heroes of · Science." The Liber al
League will observe its fourteenth anniversary- .on
Wednesday evening, February lOth, in Chester Hall, or
Republican League Hall, 171 Halsey street, Newar)..
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originator of a new religion, somewhat sentimental, thinkers, among them being some of the most prombut anti-orthodox. Edendale is indeed a garden of inent and most favored of its citizens ; and right
delight, much superior, I think, to the garden ·glad was I to meet with such friends of our cause as
where
Adam and Eve once camped, without any the Ron. W. M. Brown, the county representativ, a
iews and Notes.
clothes to wear. Here everything is modern, successful lawyer and respected citizen; the Hon.
On Monday, January 19th, I attended the funeral fashionable, and enchanting. Mrs. Chenoweth is A. W. Hendry; the Hon. Judge Furley; Dr. Morse;
services ofT. L. Grigsby at Napa City. Mr. Grigsby rich, and it is a luxury for her to be a heretic. She Gid Finch ; H. Freygang, the editor of the Angola
died suddenly on Saturday, January 17th, at the is worth a million dollars or more. This wealth Herald, and last, but not the least among our most
age of seventy-four years.
He. was. a lifelong was made by the discovery of mines, which she says activ workers, Fremont Robinson and wife. Here
Liberal, one of the pioneers of Califorma, always a was the work of spirits, but which I think was good again I made many new friends, all of whom exworker a man of enterprise, of courage-respected luck and business talent. However, she makes a pressed a warm friendship and their pleasure at the
by tho~e who knew him, generous in his support fine use of her money. She bas built an elegant result of my lectures ; and again I had to promis
of the principles of Freetbought,_ and ever ready ~o residence, and the grounds about it, with noble that I would not forget them should I ever visit this
help his fellow-men.
The servrces were held m groves of trees and lovely flowers, and broad path- part of the country again.
Odd Fellows' Hall, under the auspices of the Lib- ways, are most attractiv, especially in the bright
My lectures being over, I had now to face the
eral Association of Napa. Professor Clark, who is golden sunshine of this Sunday morning.
most disagreeable and unpleasant part of my visit
now lecturing before this association, joined with
Mrs. Chenoweth is an intelligent, business-looking to Angola. This was Saturday night, and I must
me in these memorial services, reading selections woman. She looks as if she could take care of her- be in Cincinnati to lectme the next day. In order
from the poets and making a short address. ·A self without the aid of spirits. She has a sharp, to reach there I must make a train at "\Vaterloo, on
large number were present of the family and friends firm, determined look, and she talks straight to the the Lake Shore railroad, for Toledo at 1:25 A.n.,
of our veteran comrade. The sorrow of death was point. I liked a good deal of what she said. She but just how to reach Waterloo was an enigma for
made beautiful with music and flowers-the gentle does not believe in the "little God " of orthodoxy, the time, there being no train that night. We had
memory of the departed and the hopes of our com- the " tin God " upon a throne. God is the all in all previously decided that the journey should be made
mon humanity. There is no terror in death. Our -manifested in nature, but higher than nature it- on a band-car down the track, but owing to the sefriend lived a good life, he bas done his duty, and self-a principle of life radiant in human life. God verity of the snow-storm, all ideas of that mode of
now in the peaceful majesty of the eternal sleep is not a personality only as he manifests himself in travel had to be abandoned. Eventually I decided
there p,re no fears. We mo-.n the loss of one who the human soul. He is known, not by thought, but to undertake the journey in a buggy, provided some
bas been so brave, so earnest, who has met bright by action. There are no doctrins concerning him- one could be found to venture the distance upon
and evil fortune with a manly heart, who is honored no ideas; but simply feelings. Mrs. Chenoweth thor- such a night. A short investigation revealed to us the
as a husband, father, neighbor, and citizen. We oughly repudiates the orthodox dogmas about God. desired individual, and I at once acc.epted his sershall not forget his cheerful companionship, his She will not define God except as the radiance of vices. It was certainly a risky undertaking. The
sturdy character, his frank and radical thought, his life itself, the soul of human goodness.
journey occupied tln·ee hours and a half, and
open adherence to unpopular truth, his genial
She accepts the Bible, but simply as a myth. it was with a glad sense of relief that I was
humanitarian and progressiv spirit. We place the Such a man as Jesus was never born into this world. able to stretch my cold and cramped limbs
flowers upon his grave with tears; we turn to life Jesus is merely an ideal-an expression of human before a warm stove in the depot. At last
with nobler hope, because he. bas been with us, be- thought-but not a matter of fact. He is a divine the train came and I reached Toledo about
cause this world is a happier world for his living in fiction. He is not something that bas been, but 5:30 A.M. Sunday. I was still two hundred miles
it . . He has made the flowers grow on the pathway that which is to be in the onward course of man. from my destination, and here I found another diffio:t toil. He bas helped to make the harvests shine He is a picture of human destiny. The Bible, culty confronting me. The train I bad expected to
for the paradise of this earth.
therefore, is not to be taken as history, but as a make here did not run on Sundays. I tm·ned away
His wife, of the same age of himself, is now pros- story with a "purpose," to be interpreted by the with feelings bordering on desperation ; but still I
trate on a bed of sickness. In this hour of sorrow best that is in us to-day, and not by the ignorance could not giv up all hope. By the aid of mnps and
we giv to her our tenderest sympathy, hoping that of the past. It will thus be seen that Mrs. Cheno- time-tables I discovered another route by way of
.the night will turn into dawn again ; that her life weth's religion is something of a" mixture." It bas Columbus, which would enable me to reach Cincin.will be spared for the darkened home and to the some good things. It is, however, purely senti- nati about 5:30 P.l\r. Of course I decided to take
hearts that love her still.
mental. It is made up out of the" inner conscious- this. To do so, however, I must reach another
The series of four lectures at San Francisco on ness," and not from the facts of the universe. It depot at a distance of two and a half miles by 6:30.
the "Evolutions of a Century "-preparatory to bas not a particle of evidence in its support. How- It was now five minutes past 6. The storm still
the Paine celebration and the state convention, bas ever, it is a pleasant belief. There is no hell-fire raged without. How to reach this other depot on
been very successful. The hall bas been full every in it; no gloom or terror. It would not persecute, time was another riddle to solve, I being a stranger
evening, and the subjects hav created great inter- but simply persuade. As an attack on orthodoxy in a strange town. Fortunately I espied a hack,
est. , A basis is laid for future work. It was almost and the church and the priest,. it is a splendid and prevailed upon the driver to take me over. Off
a "forlorn hope " at the beginning, but the results thing, but as truth and science I reject it. How- we went like a cyclone, and barely reached there in
giv courage to make new endeavor. We are in- ever, I am glad that Mrs. Chenoweth is thus using time, for the train was on the move ere I had placed
debted to Cbas. F. Buryman, president of the Free- her millions-building beautiful houses and beauti- my foot upon the steps of the cur. But again I had
thought Society, for his strenuous labors; to Emil ful chapels, and making music, and cultivating and succeeded, although the very elements were against
Lemme, to H. W. Walker, and W. H. Eastman, ornamenting the earth, in order to strike a blow at me. A roundabout ride all day this Sunday
officers of the society, for their generous aid. All the hideous religions of the past ; to make people brought me to Cincinnati just twenty-five minutes
did their utmost with the few means in om bands happier, at least, if not wiser.
later than the time announced for the lecture. I
for the promotion of the cause. If it were not for
had telegraphed to the friends explaining my preSan Francisco, Jan. 25th. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
this lack of means, which prevents thorough adverdicament, so upon my arrival I found Samuel Silverman, whom I had met at the Portsmouth congress,
.tising in the secular press ; which does not permit
My Lecture Trip.
waiting for me with a back in readiness. \Ve were
us to hav the inspiration of music which always
The lectures I gave at Angola, Ind., were at- rapidly driven up to the hall, where I found a very
draws the people-if we could hav these advantages
which make the popularity of the church to-day, tended with the usual success that has followed me good and patient audience waiting for me, and in
there is no doubt that an audience of two thou- throughout this pilgrimage. My audiences were less time than it takes me to record it I had comBand people could be gathered together in San even larger than those I had in Waterloo. They menced my address.
The audience gave me a splendid greeting, and
Francisco to listen to Freethought lectures. As it is were very attentiv and appreciativ, for, although the
we bav to do the best we can and hope on, hope ever. hall was almost filled, there were times during my gave way to their feelings with a burst of applause.
W. Ward, the president of the new society, occu. I hav the same report to make of the Sunday af- address that you might hav beard a pin drop to the
ternoon lectmes at San Jose. The attendance bas floor. The Ron. A. W. Hendry, an aged but sincere pied the chair. The services were prefaced by a
continually increased, and we feel quite hopeful now Freethinker, presided at both meetings, a service selection of music and some singing ; the audience,
of future efforts at this point. I am sorry I cannot which he performed most admirably; and though joining in with the orchestra, rendered our national
continue the course of lectures; I must go into the storms of sixty winters hav passed over his bead, anthem, "My .Country." This was the first meetother fields. However, we shall some time take up which hav added a snow-white luster to his locks, he ing, or, in other words, the inauguration, of the new
this line of battle again. The orthodox citadel here is just as earnest and eager in the faith as in his society. It was undoubtedly a success and speaks
is well manned, but we mean to giv it the tug of, younger and more activ days. He prefaced the lect- well for those at its head. There is certainly good
war. The few who do help us at San Jose are true ures with a few appropriate remarks about miracles ground here for Freethought work, and by only a
and in a jocular manner illustrated a few Bible little judicious care a strong and useful society can
as steel.
The two lectmes also at Santa Clara on Saturday stories, which thoroughly pleased the audience. On be maintained in Cincinnati. The audience was ex(ilyenings, January 16th and 23d, were also an open- Saturday morning a blinding snow-storm set in, ceedingly enthusiastic and thoroughly appreciated
ing wedge, I think, for something better. Here loom which raged the whole day long and through the my address. A good discussion followed the lectthe great and solemn edifices of the church of night; in consequence of this my second audience ure, which was thoroughly enjoyed by all. Next
Rome. They frown upon us, and seem to bold a was considerably affected. The · roads from the morning the Inquirer gave a very flattering and
spell upon the community. But we are not going country districts were rendered almost impassable, complimentary notice of the lecture. I met here
to surrender to these gloomy institutions. There therefore it was too much under such atmospheric again another old acquaintance of Portsmouth fame,
is a large Liberal element in Santa Clara, although conditions to expect our friends from the country, GeorO"e E. Light, who did his utmost to make my
so we had to look for our audience that evening visit to this city as pleasant as possible! also Dr.
but little of it at present is made public.
I enjoyed the hospitable home of John H. Dibble, from the townspeople alone ; and as the storm bad Wilson, Professor Beal, of phrenological fame,
who is always ready with heart and band for the abated nothing in its intensity, we could not hope Andrew Hogg, the secretary of the Union, and many
cause; also the generous entertainment of Mr. and for many even from them. But nevertheless the other Freethought friends.
Many years bav passed since a Freetho~ght lectMrs. A. R. W oodbams. The campaign bas been a lecture was given under brighter conditions than we
pleasant one with these good friends to aid.
had anticipated, for a much larger number turned ure was given in this place, but ~he ma~ifested ~n
Yesterday, Sunday, was one of the loveliest days out than we had hoped for. And here let me say thusiasm of all present upon this occaswn, themof this lovely coast. Warm and sweet, the sun that great praise is due to Fremont Robinson for auguration of the Ohio Liberal Society, speaks
poured down, and Sant:1 Clara valley shone like a the activ interest he displayed and the efforts he well indeed for its future success.
I leave here for Columbus, where I shall lecture
diamond. The hills were wrapped in a soft cloud manifested to make our meetings successful.
of blue, and glittered in bright repose against the
Angola is the county seat of Steuben county, and on the lOth instant.
Friends are requested to address me in care of
radiant sky. On this beau'i;iful morning, with Mr. situated about ten miles from the Michigan border.
Woodhams, I attend a unique religious service at It bas a population of three thousand, is a somewhat W. S. Moke, Massillon, 0.
Jorr~ R. CrrARLESWORTH.
. Edendale, the home of Mr. Chenoweth, who is the lively little town, and bas quite a number of Free-
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erbs, altho1,1gh he was the wisest of. men, made sume his happiness, what folly to erect such a colasmistakes when he touched upon natural history; · sal institution as the church, which rests its claim
for he holds up to the sluggard the example· of to existe:nce on this assumption alone? The church
Is Miss Ida Craddock an lnfidel1
the ant, because she lays up, by diligent-. labor in spends millions every year in building apd keeping
AN UNIMPORTANT SUBJECT DISCUSSED IN AN IMPORTANT the summer, the food necessary for winter use; up meeting-houses, and paying their ministers, and
.MANNER.
whereas, the entomologist proves that she does for sending the gospel to the heathen. In considI greatly admire Miss Ida Craddock. Her fine nothing of the kind; but that the whole ant eration of such services the states of this Union,
article in the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for last year family spend the winter . months in a dormant although they are all corporations without souls, exproves her to be not only an able thinker, but, what and half-froze;n condition. As to Jonah, the empt the churches from paying taxes on their propis rare, to be free from miss-nancyism, which is the Old Testament book of that name does not say it erty, which amounts in valufl to many millions of
small vice of so many of otherwise superior women. was a whale that took him down, but" a great fish." money.
_
But she says she feels insulted if anyone is profane However, these are mere trifles.
But at this point I must be specially careful of
enough to call her an Infidel.
3. Immediately after I asked the preceding ques- my speech, lest I slander the brethren. Therefore,
Miss Craddock, however, knows that, not only in tions, Miss Ida, I noticed a curl of your lip, and a I say, if there is really no hell of fire and brimstone
the dictionaries, but by common parlance, for smile on your countenance, which struck me as in the other world, into which all will be cast, uneighteen hundred years, in the Christian world, an being first cousin to a sneer, at the idea of your less they join the church and prove their sincerity
"Infidel" is one who rejects the New Testament, believing that such statements could find a place in by giving their money freely to carry out her
as well as the Old, as the inspired, and therefore a revelation made to mankind by almighty Q:9d. "But schemes; ~f hell is no reality, but a mere bugaboo
infallible, word of God, teaching mankind what when you -aacept a great principle you must take it invented thousands of years ago by the priesthood
they are to believe concerning God, and what duty with all that necessarily hangs to it; for no truth to frighten the ignorant masses into abject submisGod requires of man. She knows that, like the or falsehood was ever born into the world of simi to its will; then, according to the last census,
chameleon, the term Infidel changes its color, and thought that came singly. If the Bible, the whole there are in the Unite9. States some scores of thoudepends for its meaning entirely upon the place Bible, and nothing but the Bible, is the only true sands of the clergy who are open to the charge of
where it is used as an epithet of reproach.
In revelation from heaven-which is the fundamental raising millions of money every year under false
Turkey, and Arabia, the Christian is the man who doctrin -of Christendom-you hav no right to sit pretenses! They are either extremely ignorant,
is despised, and called an "Infidel dog," because he in judgment on its statements, but must believe and know no better, or they are systematically imdoes not believe in Mohammed. as the prophet of them implicitly, and all. The trifles, as you call posing on the credulit' of their fellow-citizens, and
God, and in the Koran as the divine revelation, them, stand related to what is deemed essential ·filching of them their money, by making them besuperseding all other so-called revelations. On the truths, as for .instance, the case of the whale lieve, as a fundamental religious dogma, that which
contrary, in Europe, and America, it is the follow- swallowing Jonah. Knowing as you do that, while is a fundamental lie, and which they themselvs
ers of Mohammed who are called Infidels, because the mouth· of a whale is capacious enough to admit secretly believe to be such. For precisely what the
they do not believe in the New Testament, and the an object as large as a man, its gullet is entirely key-stone is to the arch, locking and binding all the
divine character and mission of Jesus of Nazareth; too narrow to allow it to pass into the stomach, other stones together, and making them one system,
and in the eleventh century of our era, when the you, like others who hate to giv up .the idea of the the doctrin of hell, as laid down by Jesus and his
Christian world was on tiptoe expectation of the inspiration, partial, or plenary, of the Bible narra- Apostles, is to all the rest of the doctrins of religsecond coming of Christ, to set up his visible king- tivs, snatch at the Old Testament account of the ion. Knock out this key-stone, or dissolve it by
dom according to his promis, all the nations of swallowing feat being performed by a great fish, the chemistry of Freethought and unbelief, and
Europe combined, and sent their armies to Pales- that, probably, had an esophagus large enough to every one of them-trinity, divinity of Christ, imtine, and spent the whole of one century, and parts make the statement credible. But you know that maculate conception either of Mary or of Jesus,
of two others, in war, attempting to deliver the the whale is a warm-blooded mammal, and not a regeneration by the Holy Ghost~ election and persepulcher of Christ at Jerusalem from the possession fish; and that the controversy we are now having severance of wicked saints; and the superstructure
of the "In;fidel" Mohammedans, and to rebuild the concerning it is not about a "trifle." Listen to -the church, the ministry, holy days, and rites and
throne of David for the occupancy of David's son.
what Jesus himself says in Matt. xii, 40: "For, as ceremonies, would all come· tumbling down and reThis then, is the line of demarkation. All who Jonas was three days and three nights in the whale's semble the ruins of a great city after it had been
regard the Christian scriptures as the word of God, belly, so shall the Son of Man be three days and shaken with an earthquake that did not leave one
and the rule of faith and practice, are believers. three nights in the heart of the earth."
.
stone upon another.
All who do not are "Infidels." That this word,
In this passage Jesus declares ~hat it was not a
Well, I confess I see with the eye of my intellect
since the Protestant Reformation, should be a term great fish, but a whale, that swallowed Jonah, and the absolute necessity of the doctrin of eternal hellof reproach is strange, for every intelligen~ man that the prophet was inside of it, where he performed fire in a system of theology, but my heart rebels
who wants to know the truth, in his .searehcfor it,' 'his private devotions, during the space of three days against the doctrin, and I must still keep my place
believes not as he pleases, but as he must. He has· ·and three nights, thus adumbrating the_,::burial of in the ranks of those who dissent from it.
no more power to believe, or change his belief, by an his own body in the earth during the space of three
6. What do you think, Miss Ida, of the decree of
act of th~ will, than he has to change the color of his days and three nights. Now, Miss Ida, if Jesus, the election and reprobation, whereby a comparativly
eyes. What really is, or seems to him, to be, proof, model and the master of all Unitarian Christians, small portion of mankind are chosen to eternal life
can alone make a man believe, or reject, any given believed, as he evidently did, this statement of and happiness after death, and the larger part are
proposition.
The Moslem, _therefore, is unjust Jonah and the whale, why cannot you, the disciple sentenced to ete111al damnation, including infants~
when he attributes hate to the truth as the reason of such a master, believe it too~ To be sure the
Lord! when you ask me this question you intrawhy a Christian investigator rejects the Koran, and master seems to hav been as ignorant of natural duce me into a chamber of horrors. I feel as I did
the Prophet; and the Christian is equally so, when history as Solomon, for he did not know that it was in my childhood when I read of the deeds done in
he reviles the Moslem, or any other man, who, after imp9ssible for a whale to swallow a man; and if it the Catholic Inquisition, and how the rack, the
a sincere examination of the subject, rejects the was a natural impossibility, then what becomes of thtim.b-screws, and all the other diabolical machines
Christian religion.
the typical analogy between Jonah's apparent death of torture were used in the name; and by the auNow, suppose Miss Craddock and I hav a cate- and burial in the belly of the whale, and his own thority, of religion. This is Calvinism, the belief
chetical exercise, with the view of testing her knowl- death and burial in the earth, and his ultimate of the man who burnt Servetus to death simply
edge of the Bible, and ascertaining whether she is resurrection from the tomb at Jerusalem? One of beoause he was a Unitarian, born before his time.
a Christian believer, or a real Infidel. Then,
the illustrious fathers of the church who lived in the Calvin's God was the monster who kindled up the
1. Do you believe, Miss Ida, in the inspiration, third century-Tertullian-adopted it as a princi- sulphurous fires of hell to torture his own children.
and therefore the infallibility, of that part of the ple or rule of mental conduct: " Credo, quia im- The idea that our heavenly father could be the auBible called the five books of Moses~
pos'sibile est." That is : I believe the proposition thor. of a decree which, clearly, up to the present
No. I do not. Bishop Colenso, and ·later critics presented to my mind, because it is impossible to time has been peopling hell and unpeopling heaven!
eminent in scholarship, hav pointed .out in these be true. That is, to say again: The more mount- I answer No, I cannot believe it. The best feelings
books many inaccuracies in matters of fact, and ainous the absurdity and falsehood of the proposi- of the nature God has given me, cry out against
many allowances, if not inculcations, of bad ruorals. tion the more easily can I believe it; for that is such a doctrin; and I do not wonder that the
Besides, the age of our globe, and the rest of the Paul's definition of faith-" the substanc~; of things Presbyterians are trying to eliminate it from their
universe, being not yet six thousand years since hoped for, and the evidence of things not seen." Confession of Faith, root and branch.
their creation; the account given of the formation That is ·the reason he so glorifies faith, because it
7. I am glad to flee; Miss Ida, this burst of holy
of Eve out of one of Adam's ribs; the circumstance can swallow whales or anything else, provided it be indignation at the decree of election and reprobathat Moses describes his own death and burial; stupendous in size. But now let us come to the tion. Women are made of finer clay than man, and
together with a large number of similar unlikeli- New Testament.
it is not strange that you, who are so good a specihoods, lead me to regard these books, when taken as
4. Do you believe, Miss Ida, in the doctrin of men of your sex, should use the terrible words of
a whole, .to be mainly fabulous.
eternal hell-fire as the fate of all those who do not denunciation you do. But with my sense of justice
2. Then, what do you believe, Miss Ida, as to the belieye in Jesus Christ as a divine savior?
and fair play, I cannot allow you to make John
historical accuracy of 'the other parts of the Old
No, indeed. I do not believe in such a doctrin Calvin a scapegoat for the Apostle Paul. In his
Testament writings, as, for instance, the conversa- becam:;eJ ·<;:annot. I regard its teaching as a foul "Institutions of the Christian Religion," chapter
tion said to hav been held between the prophet slander lipon the character o£ our heavenly father, 23, section 7, where he discusses the subject of the
Balaam and the four-legged ass upon which he who looks with an equal eye of compassion upon all decree of election, reprobation, and the damnation
rode; and also of the accouht of another dis tin- his children of the human family. I agree with of infants, Calvin says-for he wrote in Latin-:
guished prophet named Jonah having been swal- Lord Bacon when he says that it is better to believe ".Decretum guidem horribile,fateor," which, being
lowed by a whale, and kept in his belly three days in no God at all than a God who will kindle up the interpreted, is: "It is a horrible decree, I confess,"
and three nights~
fires of hell to perpetually consume his own chil- but immediately he silences his own, and all other
Well, my previous criticism must cover these cases dren whom he has made so sensitiv to pain.
men's, objections to the doctrin by quoting, as
too, for implicit confidence cannot be placed in the
5. But, Miss Ida, you will not deny that, if the absolute authority for its truth, the inspired words
truth of many passages in tP,e historical writings, Evangelists are to be trusted as truth-tellers, Jesus of the Apostle Paul in the eighth and ninth chapters
when the writers speak of things which they do not plainly taught this doctrin, as well as did his of his Epistles to the Romans. The idea of the
understand. They must be relegated to the cate- Apostles. Besides this, the truth of it is what the damnation of an infant to eternal hell-fire before it
gory of mere legends, or incredible narrativs, which old theologians called the "procuring cause" of the was born causes the hearts of all the rest of the woman
only he can believe who has faith strong enough to whole expensiv machinery .of. redemption. If there world, as well as yours, to shudder with cold fear
uproot mountains, and cast them into the depths is no eternal hell-fire to be delivered from, where at the unmerctl'ulness of it. But Paul says, in
of the sea; and the acceptance of . them as facts is was the necessity and use of Jesus dying on the Romans ix, 11, that this was the case with the
not absolutely necessary to the formation of Chris- cross ~ If there is no undying worm to gnaw upon reprobate Esau, who all through his life was a much ·
tian character. Solomon, I remember, in the Prov- the sinner's soul, and no unquenchable fire to con- more honorable and just man than his elect broth~r
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Jacob: Look at the words: "For the children raelites did in the wilderness, but on solid bread and thus saving them from hell, by his atoning
beipg not yet born, neither having done any good and butter, with the et ceteras produced by the blood. You do not feel yourself to be a foul and
or . evil, that the purpose of God, according to elec- farmers, they do not dare to denounce Paul, for totally depraved sinner, needing to be washed in
tion, might stand, not of works,· but of him who that would prepare the way toward proceedings in the fountain of his blood, to be fitted for heaven
calleth, it was said unto her, . . . Jacob hav I the courts of law to oust them from their places when you die. How then can you call him master
loved, and Esau hav I hated."
and emoluments, on the charge of being open Infi- and lord, when you neither believe what he taught,
Could human language express a proposition dels ; and so they heap up their anathemas upon nor do what he commands? A strange kind of a
more plainly? But, if the Christian God exist at Calvin, a man whose character was more nearly "disciple " that, whose only sign of discipleship is
all, and created all things out of nothing, then he conformed to the attributes of the Bible God than in crying, Hail, master !
must be the sovereign disposer of all the men and that of any other m{tn in the history of the church,
I cannot see any difference between your rethings he brought into existence; for, it will not be and who, believing with all his heart that Paul was ligious opinions, .as expressed in this dialog, and
disputed, when a man even, makes a thing by his the mouthpiece of the revealed God, accepted all those held by Thomas Paine. Paine believed in the
power and skill, the absolute ownership of that his utterances as divine.
.
existence of a God, and in the immortality of the
thing is in him; and he has an unquestionable right
8. But I hav one more question to ask of you, human soul. So do you. But he did not believe,
to do with it. as he pleases, either to smash it into Miss Ida. Do you believe in the unity and tri- he positivly disbelieved, that our Bible was a
pieces, or, to utilize it. So, God, being creator, is personality of the Godhead, the absolute divinity plenarily inspired revelation from heaven, and that
an absolute sovereign, and the lapse of time merely and eternal sonShip of Christ, and the equality of the Christian religion was the substance of that
and gradually unfolds the plan, and brings to pass the Holy ~host with the Father and the Son 1
revelation. Neithe1· do you. Were he now on
all things as they are set in order, by the counsel of
Oh, Lord! no ; my dear sir, I believe in the earth, and bore the reputable character he did when·
multiplication table, and that three times one make he was here, there is not a Unitarian church in the
his own will.
Now, according to the program, we see the three, and not one. As to the eternal sonship of country that would not open its arms joyfUlly to
earth filled with sin and misery. Being all-powerful, Christ, I cannot believe it any more than Servetus receive him into its membership, provided, he
if some devil had· secretly introduced sin into the did, because it clearly implies that a son can be as would be inconsistent, not to say hypocritical,
world he had made so loveiy, and so good, God was old as his father. The whole doctrin of the trinity, enough to call Jesus maftter.
able to drive it out. If he was a merciful father to as laid down by Athanasius, and in the creed of the
Do not take offense, Miss Ida, at my thus associhis unfortunate and unhappy children, why has he Church of England, is an· intellectual muddle, ating your name with that of the author of "The
not; .long before this, ·exercised his omnipotence, making the Holy Ghost, who is a member of the Age of Reason." During the grea,ter part of the
and rid the world of the curse 'I Is it not plain to .trinity, to "proceed" from, or to be born of, the last hundred years, the Christian church, by its
the comprehension of a child that this world, so father and the son, whereas the Holy Ghost himself incessant and cowa:rdly vituperation of the man,
full of ignorance, crime, and sorrow, is the very one, was one of the p~rents of Jesus, the eternal son, the has been exemplifying the fable of the Ass Kicking
out of the whole list of possible worlds, that God, as Virgin Mary being his mother. My intellect will the Dead Lion. But it seems to be a law of the
a sovereign, chose in order to glorify the attribute of not allow me to accept doctrins which are absurd, heavens that the stars rise and set; and while the
his justice, by sending the overwhelming majority of and, therefore, impossible to be true.
star of Thomas Paine, emerging from the thick
mankind to. suffer the agonies of hell-fire forever, · 9. Well, Miss Ida, the questions I hav asked you, darkness of the past, has risen above the horizon
and the little handful of the redeemed to glorify his by a consensus of the competent, running down all and shines in its nativ splendor, the luminary of
fatherly goodness in a h11rppy heaven? Ii, then, the ages from the times of the Apostles, hav been the church has left its zenith long ago, and is
God hardens the heart of the criminal, as he did answered in the affirmativ. The Evangelist John, slowly, but inevitably, sinking down into the night
that of Pharaoh ; if he throws temptations in his in the first verse of his gospel, is in haste to declare of the west.
way so as to develop the cruel disposition he gave of Jesus, under the name of the " Word," as follows:
Here endeth om· catechetical exercise:
him, how··can he complain of the workmanship of "In the beginning "-that is, the beginning of time,
Is not Miss Craddock an Infidel?
his own hand? Listen, and let the whole Chris- orfrom all eternity-" was the Word, and the Word
tian world listen, to the summary way in which was _with God, and the Word was God. The same
About a century has elapsed since the Unitarians
Paul meets this difficulty: "Nay, but, oh, man, was in the beginning with God. All things were of New England seceded from the orthodox church,
who art tho_u that repliest against God? Shall the made by him, and without him was not any thing "Organized themselvs into a body, and took the
And the Word was name they now bear. Their new creed being a
thing formed say to him that formed it : Why hast made that was made.
thou made me thus? Hath not the potter power made flesh, and dwelt aniong us, and we beheld his series of mere negations, exactly as long as the list
over the clay, of the same lump to make one ves- glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the of affirmations in the orthodox Confession of Faith,
father, full of grace and truth." Here Jesus is set led their brethren to say, and with perfect truth
sel unto honor, and another unto dishonor?"
Now, Miss Ida, summon up your courage for the down as coexisting from eternity with the father, and and appropriateness, that Unitarianism was nothing
occasion. Don't imitate the Methodists, and the as entitled to the glory of having created the uni- in the world but baptized Infidelity. Hence, they
heretical Presbyterians, who skulk like cowards verse. The passage could be corroborated by other refused, and I expect, still refuse, to hold religious
into the dark, after they acknowledge the plenary citations from the New Testament, but as a propo- communion with them any more than they would
inspiration of Paul, but face the music of the facts. sition once proved to be true cannot be made more with Deists and Mohammedans. The Unitarians
.And especially, do not, like these men, pile up your so by additional proof, I decline making any more call themselvs "Liberal Christians," and tlieir liberdenunciations upon the name and theology of Cal- quotations of scripture.
ality was so unstinted that they gtove away every one
Besides, and especially, this very arrangement of of the evangelical doctrins, retaining nothing but the
vin; for he never originated one of the doctrins of
the system which . goes by his name, and is em- the tri-personality of the godhead, and the respectiv courtesy of calling Jesus master, and sometimes
bodied in the Presbyterian Confession of Faith. functions of the three persons in the scheme of sal- kissing him, in token of loyalty. When compared
He got them all, verbatim literatim, et punctuatim, vation, finds its procuring cause in the fundamental with the larger sects of Christendom, some of whom
from the writings of the Apostle Paul. .And if you doctrin of Christianity that the human race is under number their churches and clergy ·by thousands,
grant as true Paul's conception of God, as the cre- the wrath and curse of God, and exposed to eternal Unitarianism is a very small body; but it has a
ator and sovereign of the universe, and this concep- perdition ; so that, if there had been no hell and no voracious appetite. If I mistake not, the Boston
tion as the. starting-point of his theology, no hu- exposure to its eternal fires, there would hav been Banner of Light has charged it with a hankering
man intellect has ever been produced, or ever will no necessity for a triune God at all. The world desire to swallow down the Spiritualists, who are a
be produced, that can detect the least flaw in any could hav got along with one God. But the case of very large, but unorganized body. It made the
one of the links of iron that constitute the chain of the "fall" was such that, if any of the human race attempt at Philadelphia last October, and under the
his argument, and makes his system complete and were to be saved, the law that was violated by auspices of our late president anP, secretary, to reconsistent with itself. As a Freethinker I am Adam's transgression in the garden of Eden, he enact the performance of the whale and J onith, with
pleased to see the terrible kicking that is going on representing in that transaction all his race-it was the class of Freethinkers in the United States repamong the clergy who are gradually getting their necessary that this law should be vindicated, and resented by the Secular Union. But the Seculareyes open to the general subject, but, in the name the law-giver too; and, therefore, an atonement ists, being sincere Infidels, and suspicious that the:e
of justice, let them kick against Paul and not must be made by a substitute. To meet this emer- would not be congenial and comfortable quarters m
against Calvin. Of all the so-called inspired gency, God the father sends the son on this errand. the belly of so small a whale, declined accepting the
writers, he stands at the head, in point of author- God the son accepts the mission, assumes human invitation to go in, and are still at large contemity. Calvin's utterances are the mere echoes of his. nature with the divine, and suffers death in the plating their present situation.
No. When a man is in the church who has a
Calvin was an honest man. His soul was not rotten stead of those whom God the father had determined
with the gangrene of hypocrisy. He was a single- to save. The atonement, made by a mere man, logical mind, and loves truth better than anythi~g
hearted and sincere man-sine cera, without wax to would hav no merit, for," even if he had no sins of else and knows enough to suspect that he occupies
fill up the cracks in the integrity, or oneness, of his his own to atone for, he could not pay the debt due a false position, he begins the work of investigation
character, and make the world believe that he was from all the rest of the guilty, and therefore he must in earnest and without regard to consequences.
what he was not. He never could hav taken the be a God-man, his divinity giving the necessary He moves' cautiously toward the light, taking no
oath in the presence of "almighty God, the searcher value to his sufferings, and being the altar which step until he has exa_mined the gro~nd upon which
of· hearts," as Dr. Briggs did, that he sincerely be- sanctified the sacrifice laid upon it. Then, after the he is going to set his foot. The sign-boards over
lieved, and based his hope of salvation from hell- redemption has been purchased, the function of the the doors of the two wayside inns-Unitarianism
fire upon, the truth of the Pauline theology, and in Holy Ghost, under the emblem of a dove that could and Universalism-inviting him to come in and acthe very next breath, draw the dagger of J oab fly, is to hunt up the redeemed all over the earth, cept their good cheer, and feel rtt hnme, hav no. atfrom beneath his skirt and stab it to the heart. I and prepare them for heaven by the instrumentality traction for him, and he hastew:l ot~., never ceasmg
to investigate until he repudiates the whole m~ss of
know exactly how Calvin felt on this subject, for I, of the ministry and the means of g1·ace.
10. Now, Miss Ida, if you do not believe any of superstitious feelings, ~houghts,_ a~d ceremomes of
too, once believed as he did, and never could hav
escaped from the conclusion of the iron-linked ar- these doctrins which I hav cited, and shown to be worship which constitute rehgwn, and accepts
gument of Paul, until I placed the New Testament of the very essence of Pauline Christianity, please Reason 'as the master of his soul. Then he experiences the meaning of that ?less~d ~o:d rest,
itself on the level of all other books, whose merits, tell me what you do believe.
Oh! I believe in Unitarianism. Jesus is my and is compensated by the satisfactiOn It ~mparts
or demerits, were to be tested, not in the dark dungeons of implicit faith, but in the supreme court of master ; and you must not insult my feelings by ap- for all the toil and sacrifice he has endured m order
A. B. BRADFORD.
the human understanding where Reason alone sits plying to me that hateful epithet of Infidel, for I to reach that condition.
am not an Infidel.
~s judge.
A Po8er for Skeptics.
11. But, Miss Ida, like all other Unitarians, you
It is not hard to see why the heretical clergy in
reject
in
detail
every
one
of
the
doctrins
of
the
New
From tl!e Uhicaao Herald.
the churches practice such deception as they do. InSome people, Bob Ingersoll fl:IDong others1 deny inspifidelity is yet unpopular. 'Being only human, and Testament that cluster around the name of Jesus,
_compelled to liv, not miraculously, on quails and and giv him the only distinction he has over all ·ration. If there be no such thmg how do these people
manna, and water from the smitten rock, as the Is- other men, as the savior of sinners, dying for them, account for the Hebrew word for baby-yelleth?
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, FlTIBRtJA:RY
The Paine Anniversary.

The Manhattan Liberal Club covered itself with
credit in its celebration of the 155th anniversary of
the birth of Thomas Paine. In this it was helped
along materially by the fact that two of the most
distinguished Freethinkers are residents of New
York, and consented to speak on the occasion.
And further, that in Dr. Ned Foote the club has a
business manager who knows how to manage. The
arrangements were complete and· happy.
Chickering Hall was crowded to the doors, and
one acquainted with the Liberals of the city could
count hundreds of friends in the audience. On the
platform was a large picture of Paine, one of two
painted by Jarvis, loaned for this occasion by J. H.
Johnson. The other is in the possession of Mr.
Conway, and is being used for the engraving in his
·new Life of Paine. These pictures, said Mr. Wakeman, are a revelation; the Life will be a resurrection. At the organ Mr. W. Corey produced harmonious sounds. Wilson McDonald, who is the
presiding officer this m~nth for the club, called
attention to the organization, saying that over seven
hundred lectures-with about four million criticisms thereon-had been delivered before it, and
that it was the club's usual custom to celebrate the
anniversary of Paine's advent on this troubled
sphere .. Mr. Wakeman explained about the pictures.
At Colonel Ingersoll's entrance the greeting was so
effusiv that ho bowed a few times as a hint to the
audience to be quiet and hear Mr. Conway.
Mr. Conway's address was a review of Paine's
life, and the splendid work he did for political and
religious freedom. The facts he presented, it is
known, he has dug out with laborious skill, and
will be given fully in his new work. He has found
that Paine was the first Abolitionist in America.
He wrote· the first emancipation proclamationthat of Pennsylvania. He first proposed arbitration to take the place of war. He first explained
how steam could be used for navigating boats. He
invented the first iron bridge. He wrote his "Age
of Reason" twice. The first time it was suppressed. He completed it the second time the evening before he was put into prison in France. Paine,
Mr. Conway said, was hitting at an altogether different God from that Christians worship now. He
was hitting at a God of terror and revenge, and of
everything except love. He hit so hard and his hits
were so unanswerable, that it came to pass before
he died that either Jehovah or Paine had to recant.
Paine wouldn't, and so Jehovah did. He has recanted hell-fire, predestination, and total depravity,
and is still recanting.
Mr. Conway's recital of th~ facts in Paine's life,
given in an easy and eloquent manner, well prepared the way for the tribute which followed. The
applause for Mr. Conway almost blended with the
noisy greeting to Colonel Ingersoll when the chairman perfunctorily introduced him who needed no
introduction. Colonel Ingersoll said:
MR. CHAIRMAN-LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: It is not
simply a duty, but it is a privilege to help rescue
the reputation of a great and noble man from the
slanders of ignorance and hypocrisy. [Applause. J
We have listened to a very noble eulogium upon
Thomas Paine, and the reason it was so noble is
that it is true. We have been told what he did;
something of what he accomplished in this world,
and a little of what he suffered. We must remember that for many, many ages, mankind was governed by two ideas : one, that all power to govern
came from the clouds-came from some King of
Kings, and that all who ruled occupied their thrones
because it was the will of him who sat in sovereignty
above all. This was the belief; and this power
from on high, coming to the king, going on down
from him to the lowest one in authority, finally
reached the poor, wretched peasants. Thus it was
for many, many generations, and the result of it
was that the many toiled in vain, with little to eat
and with little to wear, living in huts and dens, that
the few might live in idleness-might be clad in
robes of purple.
That was the scheme of the
divine government, believed in by our ancestorshonestly believed in, at least, by those who submitted; and they were to be rewarded for all the
pains suffered in this world by having harps when
they should go to another. [Laughter and applause.] And they consoled themselves with the
thought: While the kings and the queens and the
lords and the ladies have their good times here, we
will have our good times after we die; and possibly
we will have the happiness of seeing all these ladies
and gentlemen in hell. [Laughter.] The latter
reflection undoubtedly was a great consolation.
[Laughter.]
That, I say, was the first idea; but the man of
whom you have heard so much, which has been so
well said, took the other ground, and said, " This
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power to govern does not come from God. God
must be retired from politics. [Laughter and applause.] This power to govern comes from the
consent of the gover.1:.ed. The basis of this authority must be the people themselves." [Applause. J
Well, nothing could be more laughable at that time
than the idea of having a government administered
by shoemakers, and carpenters, and farmers, and
simple buyers and sellers, and traders. It was
thought impossible that such people should have
brain enough to really administer a government.
This governing power-this governing sense-was
confined to the few-the few that had been chosen
by the King of Kings ; but finally, through the
efforts of Thomas Paine, more than through the
efforts of any other man who ever trod the western
world [applause]-that experiment was. tried here
on our soil; and the question was, whether ordinary
human beings, with ordinary intelligence, even
though they were mechanics and farmers and merchants-and lawyers [laughter]-whether they had
the sense and the honesty to form a government,
and patriotism enough to administer it. It was
tried here; and I need not say it has been an amaz.:
ing success. [Applause.] In all these other governments the church and state existed together.
They were united. But a few people in the days
of Thomas Paine said, "Let us separate chul'ch
and state;" and our forefathers agreed to it. Very
few, however, were in favor of it. And I will tell
you to-night the reason they agreed to it. A few,
like Thomas Paine, like Benjamin Franklin, like
Thomas Jefferson-a few knew there should be no
such marriage. But the question came up before
the many-the average multitude-and then the
question to.ok a different form. It was not with
them, Shall there be a church and state ~-but,
Shall it be our church'? [Applause.] The Puritans would have had their church united to the
state, if they had had the power; the Episcopalians
the same ; and so of every sect in the thirteen
colonies. But there is a little human nature even
in a church [laughter]; and a church that could not
be the bride, was willing the state should remain a
bachelor, rather than marry a rival. [Great laughter
and applause.] In that way, and in that way only,
we got rid of the church in this country. Now
then, that was the first great step. Political power
does not come from God; or if thel'e be an infinite
being, he allows human beings to govern themselves. He refused longer to be accountable for
the blunders of any administration [laughter and
applause]; and that was an excellent thing for him
too. [Renewed laughter.] So, since that time, in
this country, and in some other lands, the people
have endeavored to manage their own affairs, without the interference of any gentleman pretending
to be the agent of some power above the clouds.
[Laughter and applause.] That was the first step.
Then there is another thing. For many, many
generations, it has been believed-is believed by a
great many good people to-night-that religion
comes from the clouds. We have now got to the
point that we know that political power comes
from the people, and that every government should
rest on the consent of the governed. We know
that. vVe have found out that the people themselves make and create and administer better government than they ever got from the clouds. [ Applause.] I say, then, the belief was that religion
came from that same country ; and th&t if some
being, somewhere in the midst of the constellations,
had not written some Ten Commandments, we
would never have known right from wrong. Now,
it has always seemed to me-and I think I can make
it clear to you-that no such information was necessary. In this world, for a great many years people have had to work to get an honest living ; and
wherever man has worked to get an honest living,
he has always objected to some fellow who did not
work taking the result of his labors. [Applause.]
If a man that planted a few acres of potatoes, and
hoed them all summer, and dug them in the fall, and
picked them up-using his own back [laughter]-it
never would have occun·ed to him that a gentleman
who had sat on the fence and watched him-I say,
it would never have occurred to him that that fencesitter, even if no Ten Commandments had ever
been given, had a better right to the potatoes than
the man who raised them. [Laughter and applause.] So, it seems to me that in every comitry
where the people, or a majority of the people, objected to being murdered, there would probably
have been a law against murder, whether they had
ever heard from Mount Sinai or not. And so we
might go through the Decalogue.
I say, then, we had to take another step and that
was that religion does not come from the cloud:~.
Religion comes from the heart of man. [Applause.]
Human affection is the foundation of all that is
holy in religion. Human intelligence, applied to
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human conduct, is what we call morality.; and you
aqd to simple morality kindness, charity, love-and
there can be no more perfect religion imagined by
the brain of man. [Great applause.] Now, then,
as we succeeded so well in politics, by getting out
of our minds the idea that power and authority
came from beyond the stars, so I hope that we
shall make the greatest possible advance in religion, when we get it out of our minds that religion
comes from another world than this. There is no
religion except humanity.
There cannot be.
Those clouds called creeds are destined all to fade
away, but the sky will remain-humanity; and in
the sky will shine the constellations of human virtues.
In other words, we want to outgrow the
supernatural in these affairs. Thomas Paine helped
take the first great step. He dug down under the
throne, searching for the bed-rock, and he found
nothing but lies, mistakes, assumptions-everything that is infamous. And when he got through
with that work, it occurred to him, one day, to dig
under the altar and see what was there; and it was
worse there than under the throne. [Laughter and
applause.]
Now, Thomas Paine was not what
would be called to-day much of an Infidel. I
think he would cut me dead. [Great laughter.]
If he were alive to-night, he would be off with the
Unitarians-and with the conservative wing of the
Unitarians. That is to say, he believed absolutely
in the existence of an infinite God; and in some
way he excused that God for making this worldfor giving power to the Catholic church. How he
did it, I don't know; but he did it. In some way,
he excused that deity for all the volcanoes and
plagues and famines of the world. How, I don't
know; but he did. And he may be right. I am
not saying that he was wrong. All I am saying is
that I do not believe he was right. As I have said
a hundred times, you have no idea how little I know
on this subject [laughter]; and you never will
know how little I know until you appreciate the
state of your own knowledge. [Great laughter.]
Paine, I say, not only believed in it, but he believed
in a special providence, exactly as Mr. Conway has
told you. Well; so did Voltaire; he wrote essay
after essay, not simply to prove the existence of
God, but that he in some way ruled this world.
Well, I don.'t deny it; but there are two facts in·
consistent in my mind-that is to say, one fact is
inconsistent with the alleged fact. I cannot harmonize God and Siberia. Still, I don't say that I
know; because you know that I don't, and I know
that I don't. [Laughter.] But Paine wanted to
do one thing. He wanted, in religion, to get rid of
middlemen. [Laughter.] He wanted the citizens
of the United States to transact what little business they might have with the deity, without paying any commissions to gentlemen who were in the
guessing business for a living. [Laughter.] And
whoever steps between a priest and his salary will
find that he has committed all the crimes in the
statutes; and if he does not find it out, others will
find it out-when he is dead. That is all he tried
to do. He taught pure morality. He taught that
we should worship God simply by expressing and
feeling our gratitude; and that gratitude should
rise from the heart for favors received, like perfume
from a flower; that there need be no form, no
ceremony, no costly cathedrals for this businessno hired clergy; that man could worship God for
himself. [Applause.] Then he made enemies.
Then they began to look, as Mr. Conway has said,
for special providence. And I remember, when
there was something the matter with my throat, I
got a letter from a Presbyterian minister, who took
the pains to tell me that he had read in a paper
that I had cancer of the throat; he then called my
attention to the fact that it was probably a judgment
of God for the blasphemies I had uttered. And I
wrote back to him, good-naturedly-I always feel
that way toward clergymen [laughter]; I hav the
feeling that they are doing the best they know.
So I wrote back to him that I shouldn't wonder if
he were right; and if it turned out that it was the
judgment of God, I should never blame himnever [laughter]; that if I were in God's place,
probably, I should kill any man that I could not
answer. [Laughter and applause.] In justice to
that man, I suppose I ought to add that he
wrote me another letter taking the first one all
back. But such was the belief; and if the church
could hav answered the "Age of Reason," it would
have satisfied itself simply by attacking the bookthat would have been enough. It was because it
could not answer the book that it attacked the man.
[Applause.] And that is what the chnrch has always done. I do not say it has been dishonest. I
don't know how it will account for its acts. But
it has always done that way. And there is something to me remarkable in the constitution of a religious falsehood. What health it has I How hard
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it is to killl After you think it is dead, the roses
of health will bloom in its cheeks again.
[Laughter.] It will lie in a comatose con_dition,
like a frozen serpent, and all at once, ill the
Sunshine of opportunity; it crawls. It will lie
hidden for years, waiting for ~he mouth of resurrection~waiting for lips, that It may_ be born once
again. And it is always born a~a~n [l~ughte~],
yes sir. I have never known a religious lie to die.
Only the other day, in a paper in this city, appeared
the old story that when Thomas Paine died h~ was
in agony and terror; that he called upon Chnst to
have pity upon his soul; that he confessed to some
girl that the devil must have had a hand in writing
the "Age of Reason:'' that he wished the books
had all been burned. Now, that was told only the
other day; written-published-by a minister of
the gospel-one who has been duly ordained
[laughter]; and I have no doubt he believes every
word of it-undoubtedly he believes it, because he
wants it that way. [Laughter and applause.] But
the facts are exactly the other way. And is it not
wonderful that all these gentlemen rely so much on
what they call the evidence of death~ Hundreds
of murderers die in this country on the gallows
without a quiver-with the utmost courage ; and I
have never known one of those deaths to be quoted
in favor of murder-never; and y~t it would be
just as sensible. A man goes to the stak~ and dies
for his opinion. That is not the slightest evidence
that his opinion was correct. It simply demonstrates the sincerity of the man and the courage of
his heart-not the correctness of his opinion. And
if every Christian in the world was frightened at
death when he dies, it would not tend to prove the
truth of a11y miracle in the Bible or the falsity of
any miracle in the Bible. The thing is not evidence
in that case. So the same story was told of Voltaire in the same paper here the other day-that he
had died in the utmost terror. Now, it has been
denied-not only that, but it has been demonstrated
a thousand times-that it is utterly false. But it
will come up again next spring [laughter] along
with the grass. [Renewed laughter.] The intelligent ministers, however, won't use it-that is, not
when they are preaching ;in their own pulpit; if
. they go out in the country they may. [Laughter.]
. and it is a very curious thing the way that is done.
"·When a thing gets too idiotic to be preached in the
.:Pulpit it is handed down to the Sunday-school supeJ;intendent and taught to the children. [Laughter.] When it is too absurd for the children we giv
it to the missionaries [great laughter and applause],
or send it down South for the colored brethren. In
other words, we do with our theories-with our re. ligions-as we do with our clothes ; when they get
out at the elbows and knees, and when we cannot
get them cleaned and revamped, or mended, to look
decent, why, then, we have charity enough to give
them to some other fellow. So we find the religious
teachings of the day charitably distributed-going
from the highest, as they call themselves, down,
down, down, until they strike those who for the
first time hear "glad tidings of great joy."
[Laughter.]
Now, all that Thomas Paine endeavored to doand it seems like a small matter-was to make this
world fit to live in.
That is what he was trying to
do. He was trying to keep the organized few from
living upon the agony and toil of the unorganized
many. [Applause.]
He did his very best to exalt
in the bosom of every man his idea of the dignity of
man-his idea of the vallle of liberty and opportunity-his idea of culture, of education; raising, day
by day, the standard of human endeavor. That is
what he tried to do. He tried to change kings and
lords and dukes into the servants of the sovereign
people. [Applause.] That is what he endeavored
to do. And in the world of religion he tried to do,
if possible~ still more. In the one case he wished
to preserve the individual rights of the man by the
preservation of a republican government-of real,
pure democracy, as nearly pure in form as the number of people would permit. But in the world of
religion he knew that each man was a sovereign ;
that · in that world there should be no government except the government of reason, of persuasion, of logic. He knew that in the world of
thought each brain should wear the crown and tiara
of sovereignty and the robe of purple. He knew
that in that world only the man was a good citizen
who gave every right that he claimed for himself to
every other human being. [Applause.] He also
knew that in that great republic of mind only those
were traitors'who reborted to brute force. And so
Thomas Paine said, " Let every man think for himself; let him have his own idea of the divine being;
let him worship as his heart prompts." Upon
that subject he said as great a thing as man has
ever said : "When you say that man shall only
worship God in one way, by that law you say that

God shall receive worship only in one way." [ Applause.] No 9reater utterance ever fell from lips
~pon that subJect than that. You have no right,
if there be a God, to say what worship he shall receive ; and Thomas Paine said, "If there be a God
his heart goes out to all his children in this world:
and consequently it is his will that they should
all be free ; that they should all be happy." And all
I contend for in this world is that every man is entitled to the work of his hands; every man is entitled to the harvest of his acre; and it is the duty
of every man to give his honest thought to every
being who has the right to ask it. That is all.
That is all. That is all the religion we need in this
world, or any other. And if there be another-and
everybody who is now living wishes to keep on
living. Hope is not based on evidence. There is a
vast deal of hope where there is no evidence. There
has been a good deal of hope when tlie evidence
was the other way on a great many questions in
this world. And I suppose it can truthfully be
said that hope is the only universal liar who never
loses his reputation for veracity. Hope always tells
a good story-always paints on the canvas of the
future a beautiful picture. And I would do nothing
by word or act-I would do nothing in anyway-to
take from the sky the smallest hope that ever shed
a ray of light in the human heart [applause]; not
one. If this universe only could be as I wish it
were-and maybe it is-I would like to knownothing could fill me with greater joy than to
know that for every sorrow suffered here there
is to be a joy somewhere. Nothing would give me
greater delight than to know that every tear that
sorrow has ever shed will at last become prismatic,
and that we will see the beautiful bow upon the
dark cloud of death. Nothing would give me
greater joy than to know that there is some world
where innocence will always be a perfect shieldsome world where justice will triumph-some world
where truth can enter the ring naked and conquer
all comers-some world in which the good man
cannot be slandered and maligned-some world in
which every heart can be known as it absolutely is.
[Great applause.] And if there be such a world,
in its shining streets, or by its winding streams of
joy, you will never meet a grander soul, a braver
soul, than once inhabited the cl~ty of Thomas Paine .
[Great applause.]
And so I say, let us do what we can to destroy
the phantoms of ignorance and superstition. Let
us do what we can to take from the heart these
weeds and thorns; and let us be happy here, and
be happy here by making others so. Let us enjoy
to-day without regretting having lost yesterday,
and without fearing that we may lose to-morrow .
[Applause. J Let us enjoy this green strip of
flowering earth, called the present, stretching between the two great eternal deserts-the past and
the future. Let us enjoy that strip of verdure.
Let us enjoy the flowers that bloom upon it.
And if there be another world, I will be just as
happy when we get there as any fellow in this world
or in that; and if there be no such, we will have
enjoyed this. [Applause.] While I live, I want to
be free. That Is what Thomas Paine wanted to be
-not only free, but he wanted to be free to do
good ; because the more liberty you have, the
more obligation there is upon you.
And this man (I can hardly stop speaking about
him), said another thing: "Any system of religion
tb,at shocks the mind of a child, cannot be a true
system." [Applause. J Nothing was ever said better than that. And this same man made a creed for
himself: "The world is my country; to do good my
religion." That man was brave enough to write
and fight for liberty here-brave enough in the
shadow of the guillotine, to say in the French
Chamber, "Let us destroy monarchy, not the man"
-great enough to say, " It was his misfortune to
be a king." I want you just to think of the diameter and of the circumference of that splendid expression, made under those circumstances. I want you
to see just how splendid and noble this man was; and
then I want you to know that all the men who have
ever maligned and slandered him, from that day
to this, compared with him are vermin. [ Applause.] And yet I don't blame them; they have
done the best they know. It is our duty to tell
them who Thomas Paine was. That man, after
having done all that he did, received nothing from
the United States, for many, many years, except
scorn-derision- con tempt- falsehood- slander.
And the church has been like a coiled viper on the
grave of Thomas Paine since 1809-like a coiled
viper; and whoever has attempted to defend him,
it has attacked.
~here is another little thing connected with this
-and I am going to say a word about myself. The
first speech I ever made in public was an address at
a Sunday-school celebration, when the other man

didn't come; and in that speech I defended the
memory of Thomas Paine. [Applause.] I made
use of the first chance I had. [Laughter.] I am
the friend of every human being who has been the
friend of man- no matter where he lived-in
what age or time. Ev~ry man who has lifted his
voice for human rights-I am his friend. [ Applause.] Every man who has defended freedom of
thought, I am his admirer to-night. And every
man who has endeavored to enslave his fellows, and
every man who has persecuted his fellow-men, I hate
with all my heart and soul; and yet, if they were
alive, the only injury I would do them would be to
enlighten them. [Applause.] What would the
world have been without these men ~-without such
men as Voltaire, one of the noblest men who ever
lived [applause], and whose name I never see and
never repeat without a thrill-never. I think of a
soldier, with a plume over his hehnet, riding to a
walled city, demanding surrender; and I see the
hosts of ~uperstition on the beleaguered walls, and
I see them with a white ilag in their trembling
hands. Voltaire-Thomas Paine-take the two,
and they did more for human liberty than any
other two men who ever lived and died. [ Applause.]
Now, all I want is for you to know the truthand in a little while it will be published-about
Thomas Paine; and after that book has been published by Mr. Conway, and sufficient time has
elapsed for intelligent people to read it, and then
any occupant of a pulpit tells the old lies
again, I intend to hold him responsible-at least,
by calling his attention to the fact; and I want
everyone who hears me to-night to make up his
and her mind-espceirtlly her mind [laughter]that from this night forlh you will always have the
womanhood and the manhood to defend the
memory of the friend of man, Thomas Paine.
[Long-continued applause. J

Parsons Losing rrheir Cunning.
It seems that the clergy hav not quite enough
dissension and discord among themselvs to keep
them from meddling with R. G. Ingersoll and his
like. They are getting reckless. To bring out
publicly their old theological scatecrow weapons
against modern science and reason, shows a lack of
prudence. Instegd of closing the breach already
made in their celestial fort, more than ever before
will reason and Freethought now enter.
The parsons seem to be demoralized. Some of
them affirm that Ingersoll has said nothing new ;
that his assertions are all old and hav been refuted
over and over again. Then why be disturbed now~
Others concede that much of his" Christmas Sermon"
is truthful, but think it is for that reason the more
dangerous. Agreed. And others ask, who or what
he means by the term orthodox, in face of the·different creeds and numerous sects. To be orthodox
is to be sound in the prevailing or established religious doctrins of one's country. No one will
question the orthodoxy of Dr. John Hall, or the
pastors of the Dutch Reformed churches on Fifth
avenue.
A canon of the Dutch Reformed church declares
that "not all, but some only, are elected to salvation; while others are passed by in the eternal decree, permitting them to follow their own ways, at
last for the declaration of his (God's) justice to
condemn and punish them forever." A section of
the Westminster Confession of Faith says, after
dealing with the elect, that " the rest of_ mankind
God was pleased to pass by and to ordaill them to
diHhonor and wrath." And the gospel accords thus:
St. Matthew tells us that the celestial king at the
judgment, after rewarding those on his right hand,
will say to those on his left, " Depart from me, ye
cursed, into everlasting fire; these s~all go a_way
into everlastin:g punishment, but the ng~teous ~nto
life eternal." And St. John heard a vowe saymg,
"If any man worship the beast, and _his ~mage, and
receive his mark in his forehead or ill his hand, he
shall be tormented with fire and brimstone in the
presence of the lamb; and the smoke of their torment ascendeth up forever and ev~r." Now, .":ith
the support of these pious and inspired authont1~s,
why should the ordained clergy fear or take notice
of any criticism ilowing from carnal human reason~
Hav they lost confidence in their God?
The substance of orthodoxy at this time is the
belief in Jesus as a savior God, and in an endless
future state of rewards and punishments. Before
lona it may be condensed to solely a belief in a
hea~en for the redeemed and an eternal hell for the
rest of mankind.
L. G. REED.
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Reynolds does not do more nearer home
I cannot see. The support is in Tacoma if
in any city in the West. It only wants
Thinks It a Healthy· Tonic.
stirring up, and I wish ·some lecturer
Jan. 12, 1892.
would take the field. You may publish as
MR. EDITOR: .Allow me to say that I con- niuch of this leti;er for Mr. Reynolds's
sider your paper excellent, beautiful, and benefit as you wish, as I am sure he has
surpassing any, for the new year, and I neglected Tacoma. I hav made him offers
consider it a healthy tonic for any person. of room and board on different occasions,
Your truth seeker,
but am not in Tacoma just at present and
PHILIP H. RosENTHAL.
so could not help. I hav also offered Mr.
Putnam the same offer when I met him at
"A. Nice New Year Gift."
Victoria. I wish a Bible Picture Book
CARRoLL, IA., Jan. 3, 1892.
just as soon as they are ready.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4 for subRespectfully,
W. D. RoBERTSON.
scription to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Bible
Picture Book. THE TRUTH SEEKER, dressed Harries Preachers and Circulates Peti·
in its stylish new suit, arrived and was weltions.
comed warmly this morning-a nice New
Los NIETos, CAL., Dec. 18, 1891.
Year gift.
A. S. GoCKLEY.
MR. EDIToR: Please send me some of
those printed letterheads to Congressmen
We Will Try' to Deserve It.
on the World's Fair question. I would
MissoULA, MoNT., Jan. 6, 1892.
inclose something for the Literature Fund,
MR. EDITOR: I must say a word in praise
of the new dress of the paper. It looks fine but owing to a discussion that I am having
with a couple of sky-pilots am rather short
and is a paper the Freethinkers of America
of cash just now. We started it through a
should be proud of.
local paper, but as I wanted to say much
I would recommend Miss Susan H.
more on the subject than the editor could
Wixon's " Story Hour" for children as
be expected to print in the paper I had it
being asnearlyperfectasa book could be for
printed in circular form. By the way,
a Freethinker to put into the hands of his
what are your· rates for printing antichild.
A. M. STEVENS.
Godism matter ? There were about
The Medicin Men Call Him Bad Medicin. twenty-two thousand ems in this circular
and it cost me about $18.
·
AvoNDALE, ALA., Jan. 11, 1892.
I will soon send you a few hundred
1\fR. EDIToR: I hav taken your paper
now about two months, and am haVing names petitioning for Sunday opening of
more fun than a mule can draw. It makes the World's Fair. And of course you can
a shaking up of the dry bones. The "sky- count on niy ren~wing my subscription, or
pilots" kick and squeal, call me Infidel rather subscribing for the first time. I
and bad medicin; yet they read the paper, am an old Freethought subscriber. I also
and it is hard work to keep a copy in the want one of the :Sible Picture Books. Is
house. Count on me to keep the ball rolling there any hurry about sending in those
in our little town, and I am not alone. petitions for Sunday opening· of the Fair?
There are a number here on the right track. I am going to send them to you.
Yours truly,
ELMER HoLLOWAY.
Yours ever,
J. H. LANE.
[1. Rates written. 2. No haste needed
A. Freethought Picture Gallery.
~ mailin~. But all should work briskly
m gathermg.-ED. T. S.]
PARAGoN' HoTEL,
}
REDDING, CAL., Dec. 23, 1891.
MR. EDITOR : I like the papers very We Know Scripture Better Than Christians.
much, and my guests like to read them. I
LEoN, N.Y., Dec. 25, 1891.
am making a picture gallery of the pictures
MR. EDIToR: I sent you $1 for the
in the hotel office, where they are seen by
hundreds of people. I find nineteen out Bible Pictures, for which I hav your
of every twenty persons that I meet here in receipt. I intend to take your paper while
California are unbelievers in Bible dogmas I am able to read, which cannot be in the
and creeds. If you will send me some back course of things· very long, and I intend
numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER I think I to pay promptly. I would be glad to do
something to increase the circulation of
can secure a good many subscribers.
your paper, and will do so if the chance
Yours respectfully, GEoRGE GRAVES.
ever comes.
Strangers Must Not Lie Idle in Chicago
One thing I hav noticed in reading your
Over Sunday.
paper that has surprised me. That is the
BELOIT, 0., Jan. 5, 1892.
knowledge of and familiarity with the
MR. EDITOR: I like the style of the new scriptures which S()me of your correspondTRUTH SEEKER concerning the World's ents who claim to be Infidels show in their
Fair. There would be one advantage in articles. It seems to me that your artist
having it open on Sunday tliat I hav not Heston and yotw correspondents Moss,
seen noticed, and that is, where people liv Peck, Remsburg, and others hav a better
a long way off they would not need to pay knowledge of the descriptiv and historical
any attention as to what day they left home portions of the Bible than is generally.
so as not to lie a day on expense and see found among those who claim to be orthonothing. The most of the people only get dox. Christians tell us that Infidelity and
to be there two or three or four days, and ignorance go hand in hand; that not one
if one of these happens to be Sunday it is in ten of our modern Infidels has any corexpensiv on poor people.
rect knowledge of the principles of the
Yours for liberty,
R. URMsoN.
scripture which he is trying to overthrow.
I think if they were to read your paper a
Tn1ths Told in Santa Ana.
short time they would be convinced that
SANTA ANA, CAL., Jan: 5, 1892.
such ideas are delusions; that Infidels hav
MR. EDIToR: W. S. Bell, the genial a knowledge of the scriptural writings fully
gentlem~n and eloquent orator, has just equal to what is generally found among
finished a course of three lectures to the the orthodox.
E. C. DURFEE.
citizens of this city. The audiences, alA. Seventeen-Year Friend.
though not large, were very appreciativ,
and enjoyed a rich intellectual treat in
EAsT PoRTLAND, ORE., Jan. 7, 1892.
listening to Mr. Bell's highly entertaining
MR. EDIToR: Find inclosed $4, $3 of
and instructiv addresses. Mr. Bell should which is for THE TRUTH SEEKER and $1
be kept busy, for we hav very few public for the Biblical Pictures when ready.
speakers who can handle Freethought Dear sir, I would like to write you a long
subjects in so intelligent and entertaining letter, but I am no writer. I like THE
a manner.
D. EDSON SMITH.
TRUTH SEEKER better than any other paper.
I think I hav been taking it for seventeen
Eager For Lecturers.
years.
OLYMPIA, WAsH., Jan. 9, 1892.
Seven years ago my wife and I moved
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed a draft, back to Canada, leaving some of my family
also a kick from the one who is always to run the farm. We went to Clinton,
willing to contribute something. Five Ont. While there I sent to Chas. Watts,
years I hav lived in Tacoma, Wash., and of Toronto, to know what he would charge
in that time there hav been just two lect- to come up to Clinton and giv two evenurers there, who delivered five lectures. ings' lectures. He sent back word, so
One had a small hall a good way out; the much. I sent right back for him to state
other had a good hall, but beastly weather. the time and conie right away. · Then I
The former was C. B. Reynolds; the latter hired the town hall for two nights. He
was Remsburg. I kept both lecturers came and gave two fine lectures. A man
while in Tacoma and saw that all the bills opposed him; he knocked him out in the
were paid on both occasions. Why Mr. third round. Watts pointed his finger at

him and turning to the audience said: "If
this is the best preacher you people of
Clinton hav I am sorry for you." ·It.was
the first Liberal lecture given there. I
took it all on my own self. I got angry at.
so milch boycotting and their old foolish
twaddle called religion-" Believe our
foolish dogmas or be. danmed." I wish all
the TRUTH SEEKER family a. happy new
year. I am waiting and anxious to hear
from Brother Peck. I like 8JJ. thlil pictures. Giv the eighty thousand deadheads
no rest. And above all, let us hav the
World's Fair on Sunday.
·
Yours truly,
HENRY BENNETT.

lated? It is traffic, barter, and gain from
its inception .to final cons:ummation.; The
manufacturer of any commercial commo9,ity modifies his wares to meet the ever~
changing whims of fashion and adapts his
productions to such competi.tion as .the
markets present. Likewise_ hav done the
makers of creeds and dogmas, henc!'l jiliou~
sands of gospel~shops are to-day offeri.Jig
on the open markets· a :variety of th{lir
productions in the line of opmions, i.Ihag~
ination, and wind. The manufacturer arid
man of commerce, not satisfied with. local
trade, reaches out, extends his business to
foreign climes. Likewise do creed"mongers
peddle their airy commodities to every accessible region whereve~ can be found
credulous humanity to buy of them that
which, like a fakir, they offer free, and
which finally proves a costly investment.
The difference is, however, that temporal
barter givs something of intrinsic value in
exchange for something else.equally.valuable, whilst spiritual barter dickers only in
wind, imagination, mansions in the·.sk.ies,
angel wings, harmoniously strung harps,
and crowns which are said to be made from
gold but are not or they ·would not be so
anxious to exchange them . for terrestrial
mansions, good clothes, we.ll-filled larders,
or for any tangible good thing here
below. The ravens that once fed that
fabled man of God now themselvs feed .on
carrion, and the angel who· came down
from her celestial kitchen to bake the famishillg old fellow a pancake lost her frymgpan in transit back to the hea'Venly hearth,
and since that time I notice all men of God
and prophets hustle around· for a liviD.g as
well as all other ordinary mortals. ·
Yours in the wool dyed and a yard wide,
M. L. TAUBER.

Running Jesus In Debt.
NAPLES, N. Y., Jan. 20, 1892.
FRIEND MAcDoNALD : Once in a while
something takes place which is entirely too
good to be lost. Blood's Depot, on the
Erie railroad, is about six miles from our
village. We hav quite a sprinkling of
Germans in our community, and recently
one of them gave a man some money and
told him to go to Blood's and bring him
the amount in coal. The man kept the
money but did not deliver the coal. The
way the Dutchman tells the story is what
~akes it interesting.
" I givs him dot
money und I say, 'You go up by Ploot's
und pring me town some coals some more.
I vaits und vaits and py shiminy he
prings no coals some more. So I goes by
dot man undisay, 'Vere ish dem coals vot
I vant?' Und he say, 'I no been up by
Ploot's.' Den I dakes shome more money
und I go up by Ploot's und I prings town
dem coals meinself shome more. Den I
goesh by dot man und I say, 'Vere ish
my money?' and he say, 'I no got em, I
lets em go.' Und den he goesh up by der
meetin' .housh und he sing, 'Shesus bays
em all-all dot tebt vot I owes.' Py Open Letter to Rev •. Thomas Dixon, Jr.,
of ~ew York.
shiminy, I guess dot christian mans runs
Jan. 25, 1892.
dot shesus mans in tebt more as he effer
THoMAS DIXoN, JR., Rev. S~r: Your
bays."
opinion of Col Robert G. Ingersoll is
There is a fountain filled with blood,
singular for that of a theologian, and,
Drawn from Immanuel's veins,
And sinners plunged beneath that flood being printed in country newspapers, as it
is, may serve to incite a revolution in the
Lose all their guilty stains.
It is the old turnpike which thousands minds of many of the populace. I assure
of Christians hav traveled. When a sin- you I am acquainted with many rusties
ner gets washed in the blood of the lamb who, if they were granted an introduction
to the colonel or by opportunity saw hiin,
somebody may calculate to get bled.
I feel certain would wish a removal of his
JoHN PECK.
boots.
Murderers Emboldened by Christianity.
You say you "honestly believe that God
has raised up Mr. Ingersoll to be, in one
SALIDA, CoL., Jan. 25, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Another name enrolled for sense, his prophet." In one sense, you hav
liberty, joining in the onward and upward grown to believe, he is the mouthpiece of
march under the banner of TRUTH SEEKER God. You are sure that, "with all his
literature, the grandest paper extant. Mr. recklessness of statement, and all .his
Lorig, whose name we send in support of stupid ignorance of history, he has done
truth, is a thinker, a reader, a quiet, moral much to rid the world of superstitions, lies,
man of sterling worth. Having seen a shams, humbugs, traditions, and pretenses
few copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER, he was that used to pass current as orthodox
truth." My dear sir, your remarks are
able to appreciate its excellence.
Salida has a population of three thou- alarming. If you are an prthodox theosand people; an altitude of about seven logian, you are about the original one to
thousand feet; a situation at the confluence praise the anti-theological work of Ingerof the south and main Arkansas rivers; soll. You think he is doing good. You
five churches, and increasing immorality say, '' Giv him rope." By this do you
standing high on the criminal docket. offer him your pulpit? Do you advise the
Unlawful life-taking seems to be ~e order. public to read " Some Mistakes of Moses"
A man who will giv evidence to the truth and" Interviews on Talmage?"
Can you explain how the colonel, '' i i
in court upon some of these acts of outlawry appears to fall under violent and one sense tho prophet of God," and who is,
harsh language from those who would be as you think, " stupidly ignorant of hiscjtizens of exemplary standing. As to the tory," has, by "reckless statements," killed
public journals, none of them dare attack so many " superstitions, lies, shams, humthe lion in his den. ''Believe and you bugs, traditions; and pretenses " that were
shall be saved," with other similar gospel once considered Christianity, and were
doctrin taught from the various pulpits, so set forth by the "called of God?"
seems to say to those who may engage in Surely, Mr. Dixon, you are· advocating a
crimes: Jesus Christ has long since bled sort of theological homeopathy.
If Ingersoll is actually " stupidly ignoand died for the sins of poor humanity.
Go forth stained in blood and crime, arid rant of history," and has ·made many
when you take your exit from earth to the ''reckless statements," I most respectfully
tmknown only hav faith. Throw yourself suggest that some one enlighten him, and
upon the saving grace of Christ and your especially publicly correct his " statesins, though as scarlet, shall be made- white ments," for many thousands hav listened
as snow. Is it not an easy step from earth's to his lectures, more thousands hav read
criminal court into the kingdom where some of his writings, and probably thouawaits a blessed immortality and a new sandlil of people are consequently crammed
harp? Does not this system of religion with error.
Yours with kindly intention,
build a hope for the criminal, while it
EDWIN N. BEECHER.
shades the Infidel with dark forebodings?
H. MURRAY.
The Lie on Its Travels.
Gospel-Peddling Is Like Other Traffic.
NEw DULUTH, MINN.; Dec. 23, 1891,
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find clipping
GLADDENS, PA., Jan. 11, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : Has it ever occurred to from the Church Record showing concluany reader of THE TRPTH SEEKER how like sivly that the preachers hav not the
unto temporal affairs all spiritual or relig- honesty to acknowledge their error as
ious schemes are operated and manipu- stated in THE TRUTH SEEKE~ oi N ovem-
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her 28th, or probably they imagin they are
so far from the colonel that h9 will not
reply. If he will not, he still has a friend
or so left in this vicinity. It would seem
so by the multitude of people iho turned
out to hear him last summer when he addressed them on the genius of Shakspere.
There was scarcely standing-room for a
cane in the vestibule of the Temple Opera
of Duluth.
.
I hav written the Record for its authority as to what the colonel said--i. e., what
it has placed in his mouth. You may
print the clipping so some of ~he brothers
can see the honesty of the preachers in
this part of the country, "the Head of
the Lakes." With this in the cause of
Freethought and reform, I remain,
Yours as ever,
H. H. SaLMoN.
P."S.,--Hurrahfor Heston and his Thanksgiving subject.
:Q:. H. S.
The Young Men's Christian Association
of Peoria, Ill., has recently entered its
new and elegant building, which is erected
upon the exact site of Robert Ingersoll's
former home. Some of the ~ricks of his
old house went into the ne"\t • structure.
One part of the building is used for a Bible
depository. In another is the office of
the .Evangel, an aggressiv religious paper.
The very spot where Ingersoll wrote his
Infidel lecture is thus consecrated to aggressiv Christianity. Here he sat and
prophesied the downfall of the Bible and
the failure of religion. Here he wrote
his famous prophecy that in .ten years
there would be two theaters built for every
new church in this land. And now the
very ground is occupied as a storehouse
for Bibles./ and the walls of the new building echo aaily to the sound of praise and
prayer. One cannot help being reminded
of the fact that Voltaire's old house was
afterwa:rd occupied by the Geneva Bible
Society, and packed from cellar to attic
with copies of the book whose speedy
downfall he mockingly foretold. We can
not .help wondering what. Mr.. Ingersoll
would think if he should visit· his former
home. If he had been in Peoria at the
Christian Endeavor convention, with its
thousand and more enthusiastic delegates,
he must hav realized that Christianity is
not dead yet, by any means. .And the
million and more of this Endeavor army
·hav all enlisted in the ten years that hav
passed since he so confidently predicted
the early end of religion. Mr. Ingersoll
may be a good corporation lawyer, but as
a proph11t he is not a shining success.

Unphilanthropic Freethinkers•
HARWICH, MAss., Jlj.n. 1, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Again the year has rolled
around when our paper demands a renewal
.of subscription, which I cheerfully comply with.
It does seem to me that Christians are
more zealous for their nonsensical stuff
than Freethinkers are in extirpating it.
What a power in the land we should be
were we all standing shoulder to shoulder,
well organized, doing our level best to
propagate the Freethought ideal! that we
.profess. I feel somewhat culpaq~e myself
in that I do not make more effort in the
good work of disseminating the :principles
of our cause, and stirring up:· both the
Christians and the Freethinkers of this the
most advanced community of any part of
the state of Massachusetts. I say advanced
- I mean only in theory, not in practical,
zealous work; for here there are very few,
comparativly, who really believe in the
doctrin of their profession~ They go to
and keep up their church meetings and
routine worship more from habit than
from a consciousness of the worth of their
religion, and it commends itself so little to
their understanding that a radical Freethinker may go fishing or hunting, work
in the field or shop, ride, run, or play croquet or dominoes to his heart's content on
Sunday without molestation. .And this is
not so much as a result of what we hav
done lately, but from the effects of the
antislavery movement of thirty to forty
years ago, which took deep root here when
Garrison, Pillsbury, Foster, Heywood,
May, and many more whose names are too
numerous to mention here, showed up the
terrible culpability of the church in her
hypocrisy in lending her influence in upholding and perpetuating that " sum of all
villainies." .And the Freethinkers, too, in
this region are. only so in theory-no
practical, earnest work. · "I don't care a
damn" is the watchword. ''The world is
moving; it can't go backward." .And so
they content themselvs witll the idea that
to-morrow will be as this day and much
more abundant.

Find inclosed $4 for THE TRUTH SEEKER
and the Bible Picture Book. I do not
hav time to travel much to get subscribers,
though if I were sure of getting one I
would go from Dan to Beersheba. I will
try, however.
B. F. RoBBINS.

On Us, and Finance.
HARTFoRD, RAN., Jan. 7, 1892.
·MR. EDITOR : I want to tell you that I
am wonderfully pleased with the changes
made in your appearance at the beginning
of the new year, and hope to see no return
to the old style. I hav heretofore found
some fault with the editorials on account
of their being too few in number, too
lengthy, and too purely argum~mtativ; but
I think the classic style, the poetic imagery,
and the generalizing breadth of each article in the paper for January 2d demonstrated that our Editor can, if needful,
summarize the salient features of current
events in the world's history to perfection.
I like the changes in many respects. The
print is clearer, the. pages more neat and
attractiv. I also like the pictures cif .our
leading Freethought writers in connection
with their advertised books, which attract
the attention of observers and interest the
children. I wish you would also giv us
the portraits of Prof. J. W. Draper, Herbert Spencer, Tyndall, Huxley, and others.
What a galaxy of Freethought luminaries
we might hav shining on the outside pages
every week, inviting the world to come on
with their shining dollars and find out
what golden thoughts hav emanated from
the sun-lit temples which overarch thosE)
features so uniformly magnificent in .their
impressiv solidity and sensibleness! At
least, giv each Freethought author a fair
shake in turn in the picture line, if not too
expensiv.
I dislike to .refer again to the subject of
Mr. Ingersoll's critics, but I think 1\fr.
Wilson has done that gentleman an injustice, in his otherwise fair and generally
sensible article, when he asserts that Mr.
Ingersoll "favors the bald-headed bank
president" as against the miner. I hav
understood Mr. Ingersoll to say that he
was in favor of the free coinage of silver.
If the bullion in a ·silver dollar is worth
100 cents, why do not European nations so
estimate it? The government could stamp
the words "One dollar " on 40 ounces of
silver as well as 412 ounces and force the
people of this country to receive it as a
full. legal tender for one dollar's worth of
goods or debts, but that would not affect
the bullion value of silver. It would debase the currency, but it would not debase
the bullion. We would then be simply
'using coin which other countries would
rate and receive at about one-tenth or onetwelfth of its home debt-paying value.
Such a specie as that would never be exported, because it would be worth so much
more at home; but all of the gold in 'the
country would find its way to other· countries and stay there. Then we would come
at once to a silver basis, and find that all
of our foreign transactions were subject to
a regular system of discounting. Our paper money based on a debased coin would
also suffer depreciation in the markets of
the world, and our bonds would not be negotiable except at a fabulous discount. All
our gold would be insufficient to redeem
outstanding gold liabilities, and national
bankruptcy would ·supervene. Any attempt to pay these foreign obligations in a
depreciated currency would be resented as
an outrag6l and resisted by war with every
commercial nation at once.
This shows us what would be the effect
of a debasement of the current coin of the
country. And the same effects, although
in a less degree, would in a few years be
seen to follow our present system of coining silver dollars out of 73 cents' worth of
silver, should the balance of trade turn
against us, as it certainly would if the
present protectiv tariff system were abolished.
A. H. DARROW.

Christ a Good Fellow in His Way.
HANGM.A.N CREEK, W .A.SH., Jan. 5, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I got into the TRUTH SEEKER
family by being a subscriber to Free-

thought.
Without meaning any harm to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, I will say that it does not
entirely console me for the loss of my little Freethought. The way I miss that lit-:
tle friend is surprising. And more espe-
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cially do I miss Geo. Macdonald. His "Ob- Ont., where I lived at that time. She was
. servations" were simply immense. I did so rather a handsome brunet, pretty tall, but
want to keep track of the progress of that not big, about thirty years of age. She
little Eugene. He must be quite Roman, called herself Jeannie Deans, and said she
to judge from his father's observations hailed from St. Louis. She was accomconcerning him. Oh, well, Freethought panied by a man who aBBiste.d her, !tnd
is gone, and it cannot be helped now. they gave us about three hours of the
But all the same, I think if Freethinkers best entertainment I ever had of the kind.
on the West side had done their duty The woman introduced herself as a maFt·eetlwugld would hav been alive and gician ; said she would endeavor to enterprospering to-day. I could not find the tain us with deception. She claimed no
money to subscribe for it until I went to supernatural power; said she was sle1ghtwork and did washing for some of my of-hand and nothing more: She performed
neighbors' farm hands, and in that way I a great many tricks, some very laughable
got Freetlwught. It now looks as though and some very wonderful, and all clone
I would hav to do some more rustling if I perfectly. But I shall only meution a few
want to keep up my subscription to THE of them. She was put into a large bag
'I.'RUTH SEEKER. I know some so-called that we had thoroughly examined, the bag
Freethinkers around here who are amply tied up over her head and then sewed up.
able to subscribe who do not, nor did they All was done in plain sight of the audL
subscribe for Freetlwught. Of course, it ence. Then a curtain was held up by two
is everybody to their own notion. But I men between her and the audience about
think it the duty of Liberals to at least try five seconds. When it was dropped down
to support the Liberal press. There is there sat the woman, and the bag· that lay
nothing grieves me more. However, I do on the floor was again handed us for exall I can as far as (as we say out West) amination, and it was not ripped, torn,' or
chin-music is concerned. And I had the untied, and the two men out of the audisatisfaction of routing, with the assistance ence that held the curtain said they had
of Bell's "Hand-Book of Freethought," a seen no more how ii was done than we had.
Bible-peddler last spring. He went at us The woman then askeclnny man out of the
hammer and tongs. The war of words audience to come to her on the platform.
went on for about a half-hour, and he A young doct::n· went, aud she put a glass
thought it time to retreat. He made the in his hand ancl dropped a small coin in
mistake, as the Christians generally do, of the glass, and then walked about twenty
losing his temper. He told me that I feet away from the doctor ancl began to
would surely go to hell. I told him that I speak to that coin. She asked the coin
was not afraid of hell, as I had ·never seen how many drinks a CJrtain man had drunk
the place, and had never seen any satis- and paid for before breakfast. The coin
factory proof of there being such a place. made three jumps an;l macle the glass ring
He said I could find all the proof needed every time. She askel m11ny more quesin the holy Bible. I told him that I tions, and all was answered by the coin.
thought that the person who went to the Then she took out the coin and put a
Bible for proof of anything was consider- pack of cards in the glass and made that
ably "off his base." He asked me what I perform a long time. She would order
thought of Jesus Christ. I told him I any card to pop up and show itself, and
thought that Christ was a very good fellow then she called about a dozen of the cards
in his way, but was like lots of people to jump clear out and to fall down on the
there are nowadays, who want to make a floor, and all was done as she ordered.
living without work. And as for his Then the man distributed paper and enteachings, they were all right SO long as velopes to the audience. Twelv or fifteen
Christ kept his temper, but when he was of us took paper and wrote as we pleased,
out of humor he said ·and did, according folded the paper, placeditin the envelopes,
to the Bible, some of the most silly ;_and and sealed them. Then the attendant
ridiculous things imaginable. Mr. Bible gathered them in his hat, and placed the
Man lost his temper at that and went on hat on a table near her. The hall was
at an awful rate. "Now," said I to him, well lit up all the time. She took these
"you are following Christ's example and letters one at a time, folded them in two
are losing your temper." That was too without looking at them at all, pressed
much for him. He took his books and them against her forehead, and read them
left. I asked him to call again, but he did all correctly. One was written in French.
not say he would.
She said she could not read French, but
The Methodists dedicated a church to could spell it, and did spell it out. Then
the great I Am in Spangle, our post-office she called two yOlmg nien from the auditown, on New Year's day. I suppose they ence ancl made them sit on two chairs, and
had a big time. Spangle is a village of then defied them to move off. The boys
about three hundred people, and they now tried with all their might, but in vain.
hav three gospel-shops there. To show to They could twist themselvs any way they
what an extent they will carry their cheek, liked, but could not raise their feet from
I will mention an affair that took place in the floor, nor their bodies from the
Spangle about four weeks ago. There chairs, nor the chairs from the floor,
was a Farmers' Alliance in Spangle arid until she relieved them, and to relieve
they concluded to resign their charter and them she did nothing that anyone could
form a N. F. A. and I. U. At the time see except to tell them they might get
the Alliance had some $60 or $70 in the up. At the close she announced an entreasury. After paying all dues and obli- tirely new program for the next night.
gations, this was the Christians' show. One of the feats would be handling five or
They put resolutions before the house to six strong men on the end of a billiard
hav the surplus divided between the three. cue; .another, to lift a heavy man on a
churches. But they did not make it, for it chair · another to prevent any man from
was voted down and the money was di- liftin~ her, etc: But the next night she
vided between the three school districts could not perform for the want of an aswhich are represented in the Alliance.
sistant. The man that accompanied her
I send you by this mail sixty-one names was a drunkard and a. villain. He reon a petition to the World's Fair commis- mained there beastly drunk until he was
sion. One of your subscribers, Frank so in debt that he ran away for fear of
Forsland, first started to circulate it, and being mobbed, and left the woman withthen Mrs. Jessie C. Fleming took hold of it, out a cent. I kept her at my house a few
and last it fell to my lot. I took it with me to days, raised a subscription, and sent her
the Coour D'Alene mountains in Idaho this to Toronto. While she was at my house
fall, so it has traveled over quite a scope she told me ·that she passed as a medium
of country to be so small. However, it will when performing in countries where she
be so many more names added to the list.
considered it advisable to do so. She
I will close by giving three cheers fm: offered to show me almost all her tricks
Heston, and wishing THE TRUTH SEEKER if I would help her to perform a few nights
a long and happy life.
to raise money to go to St. Louis. I could
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
not spare the time.
MRs. CLEMEY LACEY.
Now this woman's power seemed to lie
in
her 'attendant, who probably operated
Only Sleight-of-Hand.
some kind of a battery behind a curtain.
HoWICK, CAN., Dec. 23, 1891.
MR. EDIToR: As I see much discussion However, it is quite evident that without asabout the Georgia 1\fagnet, it may be inter- sistance she was powerless. And I fancy
esting to some of your readers to get my ex- Mrs. Abbott's power is like Jeannie Deans's,
perience with the same person or another 'and would not be at all surprised if the two
one like her. About fifteen months ago a. names aDBwered for the same woman.
CH.A.S. LAFERCHE.
woman came and performed at Alexandria,
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~AiZdrsn' s ~ornsr.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Rilver, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lqwer,
Comes a pause in the da,y's occuEatwns
That is known as the Children s Hour."

Little Prue's Opinion.
Little Prne'd been very busy all the morning with
her broom.
"Helping mamma," so she told us, as she went
from room to room
Making little dusty whirlwinds as she swung her
broom about.
"Bless her heart, she thinks she's helping,"
mamma laughed," beyond a doubt."
When the call to dinner soun<led little Prue did
not respond.
u Strange," said mamma, u when there's chicken,''
for of chicken Prue was fond.
"Look about and find her, children. She was
hungry hours ago
When she smelled the chicken cooking, but 8he
said she'd wait and grow."
All about the house we sought her, upstairs,
downstairs, everywhere,
But each one came back ~eporting that no little
Pnte was there.
"Seems to me I saw her sitting on the baclt
porch," grandma said,
"When I went to shoo the hens off, scratching in
the berry bed."
There we found the missing darling with her
broom across her lap,
And her head against the clapboard in a deep and
dreamful nap.
And we had to shake and shalte her ere the heavy
lids would rise
'rhat the roguish dream-elves' fingers pressed
upon the sleepy eyes.
"Chicken's waiting," called out mamma. "Aren't
you hungry, little one?"
"I'm dest starvin'," was the answer, "but I
dreamed such lots of fun.
Dreame<l I was a-eatin' chicken, an' it tasted
awful dood,
But it didn't stop my hungry, seems so, as it
ought to should."
"I dot dreftle tired a-workin'," Prue explained,
o'er heaped-up plate,
"So I sought I'd rest a minnit, an' I went asleep,
right straight.
l\Iy! Ain't chicken dood? I dreamed so, but, I"with wise young head ashake," It tastes better in my stummick when I eat it
wide awake."
-'-Eben E. Re;cford.

A. Dream.
I hav had such a strange dream. It
seemed that I was soaring among ilhe solar
bodies. Pausing in ethereal blue, I could
see neither land, sea, nor forests. Among
the great revolving planets, I was but a
mote in the sunshine. I naturally turned
to the sun. Not being able to withstand
his glaring face, I looked to Jupiter, the
monarch of planets.
I became deeply
impressed with his serenity, his magnificence, and his solitary grandeur. Peering
among the great constellations, I exclaimed, ''Glorious universe! Your greatness extends farther than the eye can
pierce the azure of this eternal dome."
At this instant, in her green and flowery
garment, with her coat of rippling waters,
earth came whirling by. I stepped into
her atmosphere, and resting upon her
airy wings, lingered henceforth with her.
Sweeping away the cobwebs of time, before
me appeared the earth in her early stages.
Long years in obscurity had she sped her
way among the brilliant suns of the universe. Tme, the sun shed brightest light
on her mOlmtains and plains; the broad
extended blue of her billowy seas ; each
flower and leaf spread broadcast its loveliness, yet no record was kept of their
beauty save their own faint outline on the
cooling lava which some fiery mountain
spread upon their tender green. The
gayety of earth's morn is folded tenderly
away in the rock-strewn bed of earth.
Man has begun his existence. He livs
in the forest. 'J'hrough his haunt sweep
the cruel winds and snows of adversity.
He heeds them not. He patiently awaits
a brighter clay-a springtime hour, when
the cold sheets of winter shall be lifted
from the shivering face of each bud and
root, and all nature leap with joy from her
deep and dreamy slumber-all burst again
into the arena of life. Man, proud monarch of forest, mountain, and plain, shall
walk amid the beauties of some mountain
glade, there to sit and muse in a quiet
nook, with no other companion than the
book of-Nature.

Time glides on. Each succeeding year
brings to my anxious gaze some picture of
renewed interest. Nations rise and fall.
Egypt and Persia, Greece and Rome, each
had its day of splendor, of pomp and
pride; but they also had their night of
darkness. I saw men wild with excitement, terror-stricken, phmging into the
arena of war. I saw the gallant sons of
Athens and Sparta, as their sweeping
phalanx made for them a path of blood.
Each day filing in the ranks of war, each
day ranking in the files of death. On, and
on, they go, sweeping humanity into an
early grave. With all her learning, genius,
and beauty, Greece fell by the hand of
proud and haughty Rome.
Tyranny is doomed to die. Rome is
doomed to fall. Lured by ambition, she
failed to profit by the fate of her sister nations.. The fate of Cresar was the fate of
Rome. The fate of Greece and Rome was
the fate of civilization. The awful doom
of time hurled humanity into the depths
of intellectual darkness. No light was left
to guide the weary traveler into the paths
of ancient learning. Slowly time gathers
the few remaining fragments of Grecian
civilization, unfurls her sails, and embarks
once more on the sea of progress. I saw
men sailing out on the unknown sea in
·search of new and beautiful lands, where
hmnanity might build, learn, and prosper.
I saw the brave Columbus as he stood at
the prow of his vessel, reaching far out to
touch and kiss the shores of a new world.
I saw proud America welcome the oppressed to her shores. I heard her great
statesmen as they pleadingly aroused the
spirit of American independence. I saw
her brave sons shed their life-blood for
freedom. When the cloud had subsided
from the political horizon, I saw her, like
the flowers of the field, bud and blossom
until the echo of every land shouted joyously: "America an!lliberty!"
I saw the great Napoleon as he entered a
life of fame and final defeat and disgrace.
I saw all his early victories. I saw him, as
he stepped upon the throne of France,
proudly take the imperial crown and place
it upon his own head. I saw him at Moscow leading thousands into the jaws of
death. I saw him at Waterloo, the emotions surging ·over his sad face like waves
at high tide. It was his day of doom. I
saw him borne to St. Helena. From obscurity to a throne, from a throne to exile:
There are many forms of slavery. Primitiv man was a slave to phantoms, medieval
man to fame and ambition; modern man is
a slave to the almighty dollar.
I saw woman, even woman, in abject
slavery. Finally I saw her, beneath the
shadow of the statue of Liberty, proudly,
boldly step to the front and demand her
rights on an equality with man. These
rights were partially granted.
I hope the time is not far distant when
they will be universally so. It is alone for
principle, for equality, and for justice, and
not that I think it would be any great
honor to me to trudge into the stall to
vote. So the world moves. Through the
recesses of time, with the roar and echo,
the awful din, of war, I heard the eloquence of Demosthenes, the pleas of
Plato, the earnest vows of martyrs, and
the feeble recantation of Galileo.
When the earth· was in a more peaceful
mood, I saw the quivering pen of the immortal Shakspere as he pictured the terrible tragedies earth had wrought. Time,
time, immortal time! what changes hast
thou made! All the glittering gems of the
eternal heavens, the depths of the waves,
the clamor of cities, humanity's evervaried scenes, tell of thy changes. Ye rest
not, ye sleep not, nor dream. In your
arms you bear all the sorrows and cares
and woes of a world; in your deep oblivious bosom you hold the secrets of eternity.
At nightfall the weary stag bounds o'er
the turf to his lair; the eagle from the
plain soars to his home among the rocky
cliffs; careworn humanity by toil is lulled
to rest, but thou, 0 time! in thy strength
of years, hast not a moment which thou
canst call thine own. Earth may run red
with streams of blood, be distracted by
the tornado of civil strife, or the clamor
of revolution, yet from her course time
never swerves. Orators may shake the
earth with their tremulous words; songsters may fill the air with melodious music;
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through their unworded minstrelsy the quence of Ingersoll and approve the nieasbirds may sing forth· their greetings, but ures taken by others to promote LiberDiltime no ear doth giv.
ism ; but do we ever stop to wonder who
will take up the load that these wor,kers
Every breeze that murmurs by, every must drop at the grave? In our little lakeflower that spreads perfume, every leaf of side village the church holds the scepter
the .forest deep, every blade of waving of power. Every Sunday morning the
grass, every twitter of the bird, every little flock of "faithful ·followers" listen
laugh of the happy child, every lullaby of to a sermon concerning Christ's life-every
the anxious mother, every walk of man on Sunday evening the same persons, in, ~he
same places, listen to the story of his. death
earth, every woe and every joy, every -until I really believe, that . each would
Wrong and every good, every ebb and takeit as a persona;] insultif a,Freethought
every flow of human progress, are fibers lecturer should stop in the valley and drop
all in the great warp and woof of life.· a hint that perhaps after all hell is cooling
Time, the loom, is ever impelled by a
mighty stream which I called the Rhine of
time.
Roll on, 0 Rhine, in your narrow bed;
Roll on, ye dashing torrents of the Nile;
Roll on, ye maddened waters of earth;
Roll to your utmost; be ye hurled!
Leap and splash till your woes are said;
But do not injure one single file
Of humanity about the hearth,
Where man essays to improve the world.
Roll on, ye tides of human thought;
Roll on, ye laughing streams of mirth;
Roll on, fair verdure, flowered and green;
Roll on, in all your beauty, roll!
Let not yom pJ:ide be bought
With the woes that afflict this earth;
Let glorious good be ever seen,
And wrong no more her sad bells toll.
Roll on, ye mists that cloud the sun;
Roll on, ye darkening waves of grief;
Roll on, ye planets in your course;
Roll on, in marts of progress, roll!
For humanity Earth's beauties won,
And drop a tear on history's leaf
That failed to record the universal source
Of time's unceasing roll.
A ·dream? Do you think it was all a
dream? Was there no wooing phantom of·
time whispering in my ear? No. It was
all a dream. I can only compare it to
the fantastic shapes, the forestlike beauty,
which cover our rippling' streams in winter. Just so thought steals in upon our
slumbers and freezes in joy or sorrow,
there to surprise our waking.
Canon City, Col.
ORELLA LocKE.

Correspondence.
UNDERWOOD, !A., Jan. 19, 1892.
Mrss WIXoN: Again I seek the Corner
for a chat. Some months ago I wrote a
letter for the Children's Corner, and a few
weeks after I received a dozen or more
letters from readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and such good ones! No one could read
them and not find themselvs carried into
a channel of thought which was elevating.
Not one but I would hav been proud to
exhibit. Of course I could not answer all,
but, with the permission of my parents, I
replied to several, and I find their letters
are growing daily more beneficial and instructiv. With such soldiers the army of
Freethought must prosper, for intelligence
will win. We young folks, then, sho11ld
strive to make ourselvs, not cranks and fanatics, odious to all who know us, but
noble, pure, and intellectual men and
wemen. Yours for liberality,
GLEE BRITTON.
P. S. -Some one, after writing me a
letter full of kind wishes, etc., now sends me
papers, THE TRUTH SEEKER and the Boston
Investigator; and although I do not know
who they are, I wish to thank them.

G.B.

ELSINORE, CAL., Dec. 28, 1891.
DEAR CoRNER FRm:!IDS: While the cold
winds of December are blowing the snowflakes right and left in the East, we of
California are basking in the warmth of a
southern sun.
Christmas is past ! But Christ was not
born in California, and besides we are not
in his favor, and, probably for that reason,
old Santa-friend of my childhoodscarcely noticed us. Why do Infidels
keep Christmas? Why do they not keep
New Year's instead? Of course, around
Christmas day many tender recollections
of childhood cling; but to us, who reject
the Christ-child whose birthday the Christians celebrate, is not New Year's more
suggestiv?
On New Year's day all are more or less
mindful of the years past and the years to
come; and are bound to think seriously of
the great unknown future lying in the
mists of the imagination-waiting to be
told by the oracle of the years.
On New Year's appropriate gifts might
be exchanged,· and in time perhaps we
could escape from the foolish feeling it
givs one to receive a "Christ Died For
You" card, painted in gilt letters on a
background resembling the Bible, surrounded by clouds so strangely tinged
that it makes one think uneasily of hellfire.
I think that we younger people forget
that the burden of .our cause will soon rest
upon our shoulders. We admire the elo-

off'The school, which is a sort of theological
concern, is, with one exception, m:lde:r·the
~overnment of Methodists.
One of the
mstructors (who astonished at least two :of
his students by remarking that there was
"nothing to science, anyway") does not
like the two little Infidel girls who are as
wolves among his little flock of sheep;
· And he evidently does not accept Darwin's idea of evolution. "To think;" he
sneered~ ''of imagining one's ancestors .sittingwitn their taus wound armmd the limb
of a tree, throwing coc01inuts at each other,"
and immediately the little. "flock" became convulsed with laughter at the absurdity of the idea.
·
The "disturbing element" was adVised
by an outside party to suggest to· him
that, from all visible evidences, his andestors indulged in that pastime several centuries later than theirs did. But we held
our peace. So. much religion is taught in
the school that we feel in duty bound to
mix a little Infidelity in the composition
of our essays now and then.·
, "
Though nothing .violent, this is a great
trial to our teacher, no doubt.
. .· ~
One young Christian in the school haf3 a
strange way of talking of things he knows
nothing about, and of mixing evolutionand religion in an amusing manne:r. ,In
one of his essays he referred to. "that
time when the earth, a seething,· boiJ:ing
mass, fresh from the hands of the c:rel'i,tor,"
etc. The piout~ lifted their eyes and bowed
their heads, while the "wolves" in th<;J flock
wondered vaguely of what God's hands
were made.
.
Last winter, night after night, the church
was lighted, the room heated, and the collection taken up, in the revival meetings.
I remember of attending one night when
it was extremely interesting. As there
were a number of us "hell bound and.no
help " ones there, we were not molested,
but quietly enjoyed (?) the scene froin a
remo.te corner of the room (as far from
the stove as we could get, in fact). Every
window in the building was secmely fastened, and whenever the door was opened
to admit some one, the· minister looked
uneasy. With expressiv gestures and imploring looks I entreated the janitor to
open some window the least little crack,
but he mournfully shook his head.. Well,
I soon began to understand matters, for,
as the room grew warmer, the sinners in
answer to the wails, '' Come to Jesus, come
to Jesus, come to Jesus just now," accordingly began to come. One old man that they
converted cried and cried, then resorted to
groans, and finally shouted aniid sobs and
wails, "Oh, good Lord-hoo-hoo," which
was all I could hear, and I heartily agreed
withhim.
.
Whell a sufficient number gathered
around the altar and the "holy man of
God" began to pray I was rather alarmed.
He seemed to be undergoing . perfect
spasms of pain .and convulsions of agony
and I almost doubted whether he could
stay the service out, when suddenly
his countenance would clear and he
would entreat the candidates ''bound for
glory " to sing " I can, and· I will, and I
do believe.'' which they would repeat three
times in the same key, and then end up
with the remarks that "Jesus ·saves me
now." To which song an Infidel quartet,
under swaying pepper tree boughs, replied the next day, "I can't, "and I won't,
and I don't believe, that. Jesus saves me
now," which no doubt was very wicked,
and which, with a nmnber of other things,
we hope God will forget.
One disgusting, yet amusing feature of
that night's revival was that an earnest
"seeker" while kneeling at the "great
physician's" altar was suddenly taken sick
at his stomach (and no wonder, the room was
sickenin15ly hot). He went rushing madly
up the a1sle and reached the door, not in
time, however, to satisfy a couple of ladies
who sat on the outside row nearest him in
his flight. I wondered afterward why, as
he was so near to the "great physician's"
office door, he didn't call and be healed.
But I suppose it's only another evidence of
my " total depravity" to wonder at such
things. Well, although the church .has it
pretty much her own way here at present,
she will not always. lhop~ some day to
see this little village-the loveliest one in
the West-a "hotbed of Infidelity;" .: ·
I almost pity you who ·are snow-bolind
in the East, for here the poppies will soon
be blowing, the oranges blossoming, and
all nature smiling. Adios. .
·

EDNA HELLb,

THE TRUTH SEEKER, FEBRUARY
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WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
SPUBGEON, the noted English preacher,

is dead.

A SPIRITUALIST?

LAST Sunday in_Fall "River, Mass., newspapers or meals could nqt be bought after
10 o'clock.
'· .
.
-ORS~CIALISTS ill Germany hav been punCurious Revelations From the
ished for not rising at >the drinking of the
emperor's health.
Life of a Trance Medium.
CATJ:i~Lros will liaiv a Catholic school
By MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
exhibit at the World's Fair, as he~pful to
their endeavor to persuade Americans to
Together with Portraits, Letters, ~nd Poems. illusadmit their school system.
trated with Engravings, and Frontispieoe of Lincoln
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.5{);
LAsT Sfutd~y .great nun1bers of police
were required ·to disperse what reports call
THE THUTH SEEKER CO.,
'\the disorderly mob who attend the open28 Lafayette place, N.Y.
air·-- Socialist meetings on Sundays " in
London.
T~e Proposed
AsocmT"¥ to st11mp out Christianity in
IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
Chilla has been formed in _that country.
IRON•CLAD SERIEs.
"Inf!Lmous and obscene libels" on Chris- 1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaug!l.. ... . . . . .. . . 5
tianity are :widely circulated, Trouble 2. Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake..... 5
4
seems likely. , ·
_ Int~.Y;:Wg~d ?.~~~~~~~~~. ~~. ~i-~~~-~~~~~: ~
-ERT DUNL•~went to Loui"sville Ky
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller ..... _o
ROB
"-" ·
•
·•
B Heligion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison .....• 15
to enter the Trappist monastery. His ac- 9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall.. 10
ti<ms showed him to be crazy, and as tb,is 10 EE!demic Delusiqn.s. ~arvin ................. 10 In the Ottoman Emp;re and Other Mohamwos, .s__trangely thought to unfit him for 11 p iloso~h_y of Spmtualism. Marvm .•...... 50
..
12 Tyndall s l:lelfast Inaugural and Portrait ... 25
medan States.
admission, he was arrested.
13 Essay on Miracles. David Hume ............ 10
By
MOULAVI
CHERAGH ALI.
:-THE: : ·t·yp.,h.us caused by the fa~;n ·1·n 14 Land Question. Charles Bradlaugh......... 5
~
15 Were Adam and Eve Our First Parents?
Russia is making great ravages.
The
Charles Bradlaugh ......................... 5 Published 'for the information of the Christian
writers who suffer under the delusion that
more fanatical peasants believe Count 16 Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlaugh... 5
Islam is incapable of any political,
Tolstoi: t<f be Antichrist and refuse his 17 Logic of Life Deduced from the Principles
legal, or social reforms.
•
of Freethought.. George J. Ho!yoake ..... 20
bounty for fear of committing their souls '18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlangh ..... 10
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,
Th · · t
1 al
·19 Large or Small Families? A. HolyoaKe...... 5 Price, $1. Address
to· ·percliti
. on. .
e czar s rugg es ong·on · 20 Su!!§rstition Displayed, with a Letter of
his income of $12,000,000 yea,rly,
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake ..........• 5
21 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts.... 5
ON' the:·demand that Rev. H. Davies, of -22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts .. ;..... 5
Norwalk,
Conn., resign because of ;23 The Christian Deit;r. Charles Watts ........ 5
;24 Moral Value of the Bible. Charles Watts ... 5
heresy; a prominent member of his con- :25 Freethou~ht and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5
grega,tion ,m11de this remark to a reporter: i26.Chr~stj~mty: .Its Nature and Influence on
"Parson Davies is .rapidly becominlari 1
.Crvilizatwn. Charles Watts ... _............ 5
; 28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Hojyoake.... 5 Woman on St1•ike against the
A t h eist1 an d...I can se_e_ no exg:uf!e f_o_~- __"_Ill,_ :29
Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Male Sex for Sexual
unless 1t is that h,e i13. ins!Lne."
i
Austin Holyoake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
130 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.. 5
Sovm•eignty.
LIBERTI-LOVING· members of the Ger- !31Has Man a Soul? Charles Bradlaugh. ... .. .. 5
mali parliament are opposing the bill, fa- ;38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh...... ... 5
BY
GEORGE N. MILLER.
.
.
.
ffi. l39Lord's Prayer. Charles Bradlitl}gh.... .. . ... 5
vore d by the emperor, empowermg o - [40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. J\'l. G. H ..... 10
cials to imprison persons deliouilaed. ..to ~42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. C. Watts.. 5
,Astonishin~ praises follow THE STRIKE OF A SEx
.as h_ab1"t_ual.d.ru
__n.k_ards_ till. the,y ~eta 1\43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts 5 wherever it IS read~ hoth in this country and in
the.m
·
·
·
,44 Logic of Death: or, Wh_y Should the Atheist
England. Althougnit relates'to the most delicate
medical cert'ficate that they hav
eeii i , .·Fear to Die? By G. J. Ho_lyoake .......... 10 subject in the world, it is treated so reverently
C:Ured of ... the liquor· habit.. Such persons' j47 Poverty: Its Effects on the l'olitical Condithat the most refined women are enthusiastic for
propertyis to be seized and applied•to 'the 1
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh ... 5 its circulation. Price. 25 cents,
support of themselvs and their families...
I .
MANNA SERIES.
: 1 Original Manna for" God's Chosen."........ 5
THE pope has delivered an allocution in : 3 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh.... .. . . 5
which he complains,- of the persecution of ' 4 Wh;y: I was Excommunicated. Barnard...... 20
,
; 5 200 wuestions Without Answers..... . . . . . . . . . . 5
the church · in Italy, w hic h 'still grows ' 6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
more and more: intense and increases in :
and a Chinese Mandarin .................... 10
By M. BABOOOK.
keenness every· new day· . " He says: "The : 7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
; . by a Weak but Zealous Christian .......... 10 Price,
lO cents.
obstinate hostility of the.enemies. by.:whom : B Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy- 5
we are surrounded oppresses and har~;tBses
oake...... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
us:" ·His enemies, " strive that by the 9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlangh....... 5
10 A Few Words about the Devil................. 5
popular voice they may win a harder lot 11 New Life of Jacob............................. 5
.
·.
.
of
J
.
Chr1"st
d
th
t
o
12
Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Ho)xoake ..... 10
f or the VICar ·
esus ·
. • an
a n
13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake .. 10
mor,e privilege may be left to him than is 14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H.. . . . . . . . 10
allowed by the law to any private citizen;" 15 Ludicrous ASpects of Christianity. A. H .... 10
(~lark iv, 21); or,
.
.
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh........ 5
1,306 questions to the Clergy:
LAsT Sunday the aC:ting-mayor-ol Burc 17 Who Was Jesus Christ? c. Bradlaugh... .. . . 5
t:c.-,.;,j.'
N J
hi1 th
·
b
t 18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh. ... .. 5
And for the Consideration of Others.
illi5~cm, · ·, w e e mayor was a sen 19 .New Life of Abraham.. Chas. Bradlangh.... 5
lici;lns~d 'the Waite· Comedy Company to 20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh.... 5 Instructive, Intm·esting, and Laughable.
git s'acred.colicert at the Opera Honse. 21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ...... 10
The'· clergy on hearing were horrified at
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will send
BY WILLIAM HART.
the prospectiv loss of dollars to themselvs, ?~r1 ~~~~tg $~~rw~~~h$~~~ $5~rth for $2; $5 worth
Price,
50_
cents:
and on the mayor's return waited on him _.:_:_ _:_ _ _ __:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ __

POLITICAL, LEGAL, AND SOCIAL
REFORMS.

uTne Stri~e of aSex."

Roaring-Lion on the Track.
The Candle From Under
The Bushel

a

and forced him to hunt up a law on which
no concerts to· · which admission was
charged could be held Sundays, except
their owli. 'J;he concert was forbid, and
the churches resounded' :with the mayor's
praise.
G~zA's r~volution grows. President
Diaz, again.st whom it is directed, has done
more to advance Mexico by roads, railroads, manufacture, schools, law, etc.,
than any other man, but because he has
disfavored ecclesiasticism the priests would
overthrow him. The Mexican goverfiment
has· asked of Secretary Blaine permission
to send troops on Texan soil when necessary in pursuit of Garza, but has received
no reply.. Teians say they will kill intruding Mexican troops, and Mexicans say the
same of Texans.
THE czar intends to reestablish serfdom
ih.Rnssia: This institution WAS abolished
about twenty years ago, o:wing· to the agitation ag,~inst it excited by Tourgeneff,
the noverist and Freethinker, who wrote
books that may be called the "Uncle
Tom's Cabins " of the movement for its
abolition. Thus serfdom, established in
Russia under the reign of Christianity, was
a polished _by a Freethinker and in a period
of Liberal rule, and is now -to be restored
during the prevalence of a policy of fanaticism. The czar will redistribute the land
and bind the peasants to: certain tr~cts,
from which they will not be allowed to
mQye. ··- One-third -of the crops will be sold
by thi3 government to pay local debts to
th'Erstate, one-third will be taken for taxes,
ru1d-the rell).aining thir<I left the serfs to
liv on. · These serfs will be compelled to
fulfill their obligations, the knout being
applied if necessary. The system-Will be
first applied to the provinces of Samara
and Saratoff, and if found possible there
wilL be _intrusted to the •district officials,
seemski natchalniki. These, recruited
frond;he :teac'tionary nobility, will be cer~.
~fiper~it a BUCOOBB,
. ,

to
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CHARL[S BRAOLAUGH.
-BY-

George Jacob Holyoake.
Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great English Secularist by the Father of Secularism.
Ten copies, $L

Price, 15 cents.
Address this Office.

Kennedy's
Medical Discovery
Takes hold in

this

order :

A

STRI~:e

Oro

Millionaires Against Miners;
-oRTHE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
By HENRY D. LLOYD.
II¥" This book tells how the Spring Valley miners

were starved into actual slavery.

It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime.

deals not with theories but with facts,
is a .Powerfigures, and names.
Bowels,
ful and pathetic book.
Liver,
pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Kidneys, .
THE
Inside Skin,
LOGIC OF DEATH,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to
It

It

264

-on,-

Why Should the Athe;st Fear to Die?

be out.

You know whether you need it or
not.
Sold by every druggist, and manufactured by_

DONALD KENNEDY,
.

ROXBURY, MASS.

By J. G. HoLYOAXE.

Price, 5 centR.
DR. TAFT'S AB'l'RMALENl!l

fails; send us yout
ASTHMA-cUREDnever
BOTTLE FR£ £

address 9 we will mail trial
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THE Dl. TAFTIROS. M.CO.,ROCHEST£R,N.Y.

Val~able Books on

H~gleJle,

Food alld
Diet,
11\arriage
alld
Parellfage,

ttc.

Hygiene of tile Brain ami the Cure of
._Nervousness, By M. L. Holbrook,
:r.r.D. Price, by mail, $1-50. "Get this book anu
read it~ for it ttbonnds in pr~tctical valuable
knowleage.''-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.
Eating for Strength. Br,l\f. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price by mail, $1. 'I am delighted with
it.''-[H. B. Baker, M.D., Secretary 1\lichigan
Stnte Board of Health.
Parturition Witlwnt Pain. A Code of
Directions for avoitling most of the Pains and
Dangers of Childbearing. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whoso oxcellence surpasses our power to comnwnd. "[New York Evening 1\lail.,
Liver Comtllaint, Mental Dys11epsia and
1
Headache: Their Cure by Home 'lreutment. By l\f. L. Holbrool;, l\LD. Price, J,y
ma.il, $1. "Heading this book I cured lllJ"1loif
after several doctors had fuilcd."-['1'. C. Curtis,
u.s.A.
l'he Relations of the Sexes, By Mrs. E.
B. Duffcv~.author of "WluLt Women Should
}{now," 't l~O Sex in Ednc1ttion," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles BrcwHtcrLl'ortland, Me.,

writes: "Had I possessed thb ook ten years
n.go it would have saved mo ten years of inv:tli<lism, and I should have been the mother of
he<Llthy instead of sickly children.''
Youtl1: Its Care and Culture. By J.
l\Iortimer Granville. $1. To this has been
tt<1<lc<1 a paper by that charming English
writer, Graco Greenwood, on tho "Phy8ic1Ll
Jt•auctttion of a Girl," ntul a J,Japer on tho
"Dmss of Girls." Its retail pnco is $1.
ralks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. B.
Gleason M.D. A Pmctical Hawlbook for tho
llftd<1, Wife.._.and 1\Iothcr: with" bcuutifnll'hotognphic J:ortrait of tho Author. Price by
rn1til 1 $1.50. "Wc wish tho chaJ)kr, 'Confi<\enti~tl to Mothers,' might bo J,JUblished as a trnct
ltml Kent to every mother rn tho land.''-[Harpcr's New ·1\fonthly Mttgazinc.
'l'lie Better Way, An Appeal to Men in
behalf of Humttn Culture through a wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,
25 cents. "1t contttins information an<l warning
th!Lt at·e urgently noedcd.''-[Christian Union.
Sexual Pbysiolog{. A Scientific and Popul:tr Exposition o tho Fundmnent1tl Problems
in Sociology. By H. 'l'. ~l'mll, JVI.D. Price, by
rnttil, $2. -~'his work hns rapidly p11ssed through
forty •editions, 1111.<1 tho denliLntl is constttntly
increasing. No s\tch complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.
1
Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scientific Diet. By Gustav Schlkkeysen. Translated from tlio German, by M. L. Holbrook,
l\LD. In addition also it contains a Compl<·te
autl Radical Curo for Int-cmporance, by the Use
of a Veggtable and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.
'rhree Books in One. From the Cmdlc
to the School. By Berthtt Meyer. 'l'hc nights
of Chilrlreu. By Herbert Sil_enccr. 'l'ho Uovcrnment of Children. ByM. L. Holbrook 1 M.D.
Price by mail, pa})Cr, 50 cents: cloth, $1. • It is
a boolt worthy to be ranked with the best thnt
has ever been written concerning tho training
of children.''-[llazar.
Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.
Price. 30 cents, by mail. "It should he <Llliotly
given to every drinkcr."-[Hcr·ahl of Health.
Muscle-Beating; ~~1 Home Gymnastics
for Sick and n' ell. By C. Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rcga. 30 cents.
Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
1111d Physiological Helations, and in their benring on the producing of children of fin~r health
and grcahr ability. ByM. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
The 8cle11tlflc Amm·ican says: "Books 011 tlds
subject ltre usually written by 'cranks,' but this
is muically different: it is scientific, sober,
clean, and worthy of conscientbus consideration by every possible parent, and particularly
by the youn[{."
The met (Jure, The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Disease, Cure. By 1'. L.
Nicholslllf.D., editor London Herald of lfealtn.
Price, c oth. 50 cents.
Medical Hints on the Protection and Man•
agement of the Singing Voice, By
Lenox Brown, F.It.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts.
Deep Breathing; ort Lung Gymnastics.
Prtce, cloth, 50 cents. l'tlrs. Horace Mann writes:
"Every book you J,Jrint is pure gold and de·
serves wide circulatwn.''
How to Strengthen the Memory. By M.
L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
A Physician's Sermon to Young Men. By
Dr. W. Pratt. Prrcc, 25 cents. Prof: R. A.
Proctor, the weJl.known English astronomer
says of it: " Through false delicacy lads and
youths are left to fall into trouble and not a few
have their pros poets of a healthy happy life absolutely rumed. The little book before us is intended to be put into the hands of young men,
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable of
discha-rging a father's duty in this respect; and
as not one father in ten is, we believe, ready to
do what is right by his boys himself, it is well
that such a book as this should be available. If
it i11 read by all who should read it, its sale will
be counted by hundreds of thousands.'' The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail. postpaid,
for $2. Should anyone desire them by the 100
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by correspondence.
Pf'"Catalognes Free..,a

By mail on receipt of price,.
AddreH l'HE l'RUTH SEEKW
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D. M. BENNETT'S. LAST WORK.

Star News Depot, 2003 2d ave., Birmingham.

A TRUTH SEEKER

AlabaiDao

California.

AROUND THE WORLD.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Ball & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los
Ancreles.
.
l<'ou•• Large Volumes,
Edwar;t; & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
Witha
steel-plate engraving of the author in
Angeles.
V'Jlume I, and (lach volume containing ·
Freethought Publishing Co., 838 Howard
forty to fifty illustrations.
st., San Francisco.
By D. Jn. BENNETT,
Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., Los
Angeles.
Late editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,_, author of
J. C. Scot~ 22 Third st., San Francisco.
"A Truth Seeker in Eur9pe " "u-ods ·and
Religions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
Estate of t;. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
"The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
San Francisco.
Reformers," "Champions of the
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San
Church." etc ... etc .• etc.
Francisco.
Handsomely bound, red cloth, $6.50_; in leather,
Canada.
red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt euges, $10.50.
T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., HaliReaders of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the cirfax, N. S.
cumstances under which this work was written.
The
last words penned by the 2'reat author were
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
for the fourth volume, which was nearly comThos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
pleted at his death, and which contains an account
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
of his world-lamented death and burial. Mr.
Colorado.

J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
Florida.

J as. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
,

Idaho.

A. Erwin, Murray.

Illinois.

Mrs. S. E. Ames, 169 Washington st.,
Chicago.
[Chicago.
Post-Office News Co., 103 Adams. st.,
G. E. Wilson, 417 State st., and Brentano Bros., Chicago.
J. W. Howe, 48 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
Indiana.

J. R Monroe, Indianapolis.
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
Louisiana.

Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
Jnaine.

N. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., Port·
land.

Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-day life
of all natdons is laid before the reader by one
who has visited them and beheld them with his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freethought in the various countries
he visited, and the morality of so-called pagan
nations is contrasted with the morality of Christian countries, much to the detriment of the
latter. The work is a
Freethinker's History of the. Worltt.
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN
EUROPE " should be in every Literal's library.
Besides its intrinsic worth, It is a memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
known-of one who ranks with Voltaire and
Paine in the force and clearness of his writings.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER
28 Lafayette place N. Y.

Books by S. P. Putnam.

Massachusetts.

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Johnson Bros., 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
A. M. Driscoll, 78~ Front st., Worcester.
Jnicbigan.

S. D. Moore Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave.,
Grand Rapids.
C. Holton & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
·
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave.,-Detroit.
Missouri.

Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Ne-w- Jersey.

John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave.,
Jersey City.
Ne'v YorlLo

BrentanoBros., Union Square, NewYork.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New
York.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts., New
York.
· •
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave. New York.
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., New
York.
[York.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
S. J. Kin~, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester.
Ohio.

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
·
The Problem of the Universe, and its

Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolo!fX~ Price 20 cents.
·

1
Waifs and Wande1·mgs,
A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth. $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A JJro5e epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first pag:e to last with the living spirit of today."-.fJohn Swinton's Paper.

Golden Throne, A Romance.

"The au-

thor certainly has ~enius. The divine
creative spark is wi tllm him. The book is
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read ' Golden Throne.'"
-[Ing_~Roll. Price, $1.

Ingersoll and Jesns.

A conversation in

rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.
.

John Jacques, Akron.
Promethens, A Poem. "It is crammed
N. Hexter, 303 Superior st., Cleveland.
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
poui:ed forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-[Dr. Henry W. Bellows.
Benj. Woods, "319 Chillicothe st., PortsPrice, $1.
.
mouth.
[Cleveland. Why
Don't He Lend a Hand ~ and other
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st.,
Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents.
Oreg_(~n.
Adami and Heva. A poetic version of
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
the Imlian story of the Garden of Eden in
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
which its superiorit;y to the mutilated copythe Genesis legend-Is shown. Price,lO cents.
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
Peuusylvania.

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st.,
Phila.
.
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila.
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
H. HeYJl:e, 10th and Market sts., Phila.
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave.,
Pittsburgh.
-:Rhode Island.

H. Carr, 947 High st., Providence.
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
Teu.JJ.essee.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
'rex as.

L.
T.
E.
E.

Andruss, Denison.
Theo. Colwick, Norse.
A. .Andrea, 916 Main st., Dallas.
L.Merrill, 624 Elm st., East Waco.
Utah.

John A. J ost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.
·

Washington Territory.

Stine Brol;l., Walia Walla.
C. B. Reynolds,. Lock Box 5, Fremont.

·.

England.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st.,
. London.
0. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.

Australia.
()has. H. Bamford; 190 Little Collins st.,

East MelbouriW, Victoria.

W, Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N.S. W.

~

New- Zealand.
1>-:"Willis, A."'Wanganui.
. . . ..

. .

• . . ..

.

For all of the above address
·
'THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Dlace. New York.
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Gems of ~lt:oug'At.
To the educated man the feeling of acquired knowledge yields a hi_gher satisfaction than love of .the miraculous.- Grove.
LEAVE every copy of the Bible as it is,
and hav every human being believe in its
inspiration, and intellectual liberty would
cease to exist. The whole race, from that
moment, would go back toward the night
of intellectual death.-Ingersoll.
Br means of this knowledge [of the unchangeableness of natural law] the soul obtains internll.l peace and unison With all
nature and is thereby relieved of that
superstitious dread, which has its foundation in the idea that some supernatural
powers can interfere with the order of the
eternal course of nature.-Oested.
I woULD not hav any-one adopt my
mode of living on any account; for, besides
that before he has fairly learned it I may
hav found out another for. myself, I desh·~
that there may be as many different per-·
sons in the world as possible; but I would
hav each o_ne be very careful to find out
and pursue his own way, and not his
father's, or his mother's, or his neighbor's
instead. -1'horeau.
NoR did the Reformation immediately
change the sacred theory of medicin.
Luther, as is well known, again and again
ascribed his own disease to '' devils'
spells," declaring that "Satan produces all
the maladies which afliict mankind, for he
is the prince of death," and that "he
poisons the air;" but that ''no malady
comes from God." From that day down
to the faith cures of Boston, Old Orchard,
and among the sect of ''Peculiar People "
in our own time, we see the results among
Protestants of seeking the cause of disease
in· Satanic influence and its cure in
fetichism.-Prof. A. D. White.
THERE is related an instance of simplicity, which does honor to an Italian monk.
One day, while preaching, this pious man
thought he must announce to his audience
that he had, thank heaven, at last discovered by dint of meditation, a sure way of
rendering all men happy. "The devil,"
said he, "tempts men only to hav in hell
companionsofhis misery. Let us therefore
apply to the pope, who has the keys of
heaven and hell; let us prevail on him to
pray to God, at the head of the whole
church, to consent to a reconciliation with
the devil, to restore him to favor, to reinstate him in his former rank, which can
not fail to put an end to his malicious
projects against mankind.'' Perhaps the
honest monk did not see that the devil is
at least as useful as God to the ministers
of religion.-D'Holbach.
/
WHAT a tissue of frauds, calumnies, and
robberies, has been woven by fanatics of
the court of Rome against fanatics of the
court of Ca.Ivin, by Jesuits against jansenists, and vice versa! And if you go
farther back, you will find ecclesiastical
history, which is the school of virtues, to
be that of atrocities and abominations,
which hav been employed by every sect
against the others. They all hav the
same bandage over their eyes, whether
marching out to burn down the cities and
towns of their adversaries, to slaughter the
inhabitants, or condemn them to judicial
executions, or when merely engaged in the
comparativly calm occupation of deceiving
and defrauding, of acquiring wealth and
exercising domination. The same fanaticism blinds them: they think that they
are doing good. Every fanatic is a conscientious knave, but a sincere and honest
murderer for the good cause.- Voltai1·e.

You cannot blame me, 0 Lord, that, before making my '' calling and election
sure," I should take the pains to ascertain
whether the game be worth the_ candle.
The earth is no better than it should be;
and, if I had the means to determin that
WHAT
heaven .is preferable, I should be ready
enough to go there. . ~ . But, as I was
saying, I hav been trying to ascertain if
THEY
heaven were worth the going to. In my
opinion it is not. It is no inducement to
me that there is no sunlight and no candle·light, "for the Lord God giveth them
light" (Rev. xxii, 5). The eternal God
gains nothing in my esteem by being converted into a gigantic 1!1ow-worm. It is
nothing to me that heaven has "a wall
CHRisrS
great and high" (Idem, xxi, 12). I do not
like walls. Giv me the wide landscape
SAKE.
bounded only by the horizon-walls of the
sky, with the mists slumbering on the hills
By D. l'flo BENNETT <Founder of THE
TBUTll REEKER\. Price $3, in cloth. Address and the forest murmlll'ing mystery. I
: 1HE TRFr1-f kt•~F.T\Flt ·~ il!lfnNPttP. nht(':f'. N Y.
find that there are in heaven the jasper,
the sardonyx, the beryl; i;he chrysoprasus,
and the topaz. But .L am no frivolous
,dandy who cares about the jasper and the
topaz. I should hav been .more anxious
Its History and Its Influence to get to heaven, 0 Lord, if you had asslired me its gales were laden with the perUpon Society.
fmne of the birch and the heather, that
By Dn. LoUIS BucHNER, Author of "Force and primroses grew wild under the shadow of
Matter," etc.
its hawthorns, and that happy children
played. among its meadows of new-mO'Wll
Translated from the German.
hay.-Saladin in Gaa ana His Book.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
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These notices are fOr the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
wltere these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought So- ·
cieties can hav their gatherings advertised here free by forwarding the necessary information.

Manhattft..n Liberal Club, N.Y.,
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at Ger"man Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sund!],y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League RaJ!, 177 Hah!ey st. 1 cor. Market
st , Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ•
ation
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., a-t 8 p;M. every·
Sunday. Lectures followed .by discussion. Platform tree. Henry Rowle_:y, secretary, 108 Cumberland stree.~, Brooklyn, J'ol. Y.
·

Philadelphia Liberal League 23
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood st.s., at 2:80 and 7:80P.M. for lectures and
free rliscussiohs on religious a-nd social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'I'rnth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

Tile Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly\ first and third SundaYs. at

2 P.llt., at the town nail. All friends of human

culthation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of AlliancehO., meets the .first and fourth Sundays of eac month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberalsubjects.
Subscrii>tions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
l\ieets every. Sunday evening a-t 7:80 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street,
and at 116 Fifth avenue. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

l'tlilwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds meetin._gs evecy Sunday evening at 216
Granrl ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every .Sunday at 7:80 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures~ song~l
ani! select reading. Discussion inviteu on au
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK Mol!SE, Cor, Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib·
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, C:tl., meets semi-nionthly~_..Jirst
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at rarr's
Hall.. Everybo<}x invited. Mns. R. M. DEBRA.
PI·es.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Gra-ndArm_y Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectures.-'Free Discussions.-Ori_ginal and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
0. B. ltEYNoLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER. Sec.

The :Roeder Secular Union
Of Roeder,·Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-houRe.
Lectures, diSCURsions, reading and poems. The
1p·eatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
'Universal 1\'~ent_!!,l Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, VIce-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at Knjghts of Labor Hall,
16{)1! Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, Pres.
IsAAc S. LEE, Sec.

Liberal Association of
Tex.,

Austin~

Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'v~tt its halll cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street.
!Biting Lioerals
invited. J. P. RICHARDSoN, President; M. ISAAc,
Secretary.

He Agnostic Annual
FOR 1892.
Possibilities and Impossibilities.
T. H. HUXLEY, M.A., LL.D.
The Growth of Agnosticism.
R. BITHEI>L, B.S., Ph.D.
Early Verses,
The Late CoNSTANcE NA:i>EN.
Sundays and Holydays,
SAMUEL LAING:
Ecclesiasticism,
ALFRED MoliiEBIE, M.A., LL.D.
Christ a Religious Creation,
F.J. GoULD.
After Many Years: A Poem,
.
.
W. B. McTAGGART
The Activities of Agnosticism,
AllloSWATEtt<l.
Religion Without Superstition,
CHARLES WAT'l'S.
Mr. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,
.. ·
H. J. HABDWICKE, F.R.O.S;
The Lanl,l. of Death: A Poem,
.
SALADIN (W. STEWART RCSfl).
The Triumph of Rationalism,
FREDERICK MILLER.
An Agnostic Homily,
HON. C. K. Tticn:RXA~.
Eternal Life: A Poem,
GEORGE HENRY lliB'rlN.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,_ .•.;
ss LafayeUe plr.oe, Nell' Yoi·.i.
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Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.

By.. HUDSON TIJ'I'TLE.

1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life and personal

A Historical a~d Critical Review oiithe Religion
0f M
an.

CONTENTS:
What is Religion? ' Fetichism. Phallic Wm:ship.
1\lan's Moral Progress .Dependent on hls .Intellectual Gro~h. The Great Theol<?gl_cal
Problem. Man's Fall;. and the, Chqstlan
Scheme for his Redempt10n. Man 8 Poslt10n,
::Fate, .Free Will1 Free A,g!Jncyf Necessi~y, Resuonsibility of ~h.e IndiVIdua . Genesis and
Evolution of Sp!nt. The Law of Moral Government. The Apostles. Selfish Propensities.
Love · Wisdom. Charter of .Ri~hts. Duties
·
·
f th I di ·
1 D t'
and Ob]Jgat~ons 0
e. n Vl. ua ·
u Ies
and·Obhgations of Somety. R1ghts of Gov··ernment. Duties of Somety to Criminals.
·Duty of Self-Culture. Marriage.
I2tno. Cloth, price, $1-50. Address,
.
.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Rights of Women
-AND-_

THE SEXUAL RELATIONS.
BY KARL HEINZEN, the famous German R adical Editor.
An Address to an Unknown Lady Reader. Historical Review of the Legal Position of Women.
The Emanoi]>ation of Woman. The Passive Prostittttion of Women. The Active Prostitution of
Men. TheExecutionofMen. Lovean'dJealousy.
Morality. Marriage. Adultery. Divorce. ls
Marriage a .Contract? Hanging a Woman. Beligion. The Economic Independence of Woman.
Liperty and the Revolution the Allies of Woman.
. Paper, 500. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
Bv REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Address this office.
P_rice, 15 cents.

Superstition in All Ages.
:SV J.BAN ..M..BSLI:e:R, A

· AdC=ess THE TRuTH SEEKER COMPANY:

-'LTH :
· .11..
SOCIAL WE
The Sole Factors and Exact Ratios· in Its Acquirement and· Apportionment.
In proceeding toward any given point, there is
a.lways one line which is shortest-THE STRAIGHT;
so, in the conduct of human .affairs, there is always one course which is best-THE JusT.

By J.

~.

INCSALLS.

12m.'o, 326 pp., large t;vpe, good paper, silk cloth,
pnce $1.00.
CoNTENTS :-Economic Schools-A Brief Review
of Their Origin and Growth. Rise and Growth
of Capitalism. Unearned Increase-Profit Interesti Rent. Conservation of Wealth. Tools
and
mllrQv-ed MachinerY. The Nature of
Wages. Private and Social Wealth. Land Ownership. Private Pro:perty in Land. Capital ai).d
the Productive Factors. PartnerslJ.ip and COqperation. Law of Contracts, Money and
Credit. Of Value~ or Economic Ratios. Taxation as a Remeay. Reforms, not Remedies.
SJiggestions to ~egislators. Slplllllary of Defi. n1t10ns-Econonuc and Isonomic.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
HIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINES.
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief."
lJv VISCOUNT AMBERLEY.
Pa.per, 25 cents.
Cloth, 50 cents.

J. D. Sha1J;s Boo~s. NATHA~IEL VAUGHAN1
Prxest af\d Mal\•
A N 0 VEL.

~~fl'~~~~~;~Jn~B1~. :J3~~~~!~:ixl'};

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the" Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

THOMFSON.

2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His ancestiT:,
life, and personal charactenstics. By JoHN W.

8. ~'1J"¥;I_-ftCKAND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
material universe ever have a beginning? By
GAliRET P. SERVIss.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology·, How the world grew. By DR. LEWIS
G J
· ANEs.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
does life begin; The problem of spontaneous
@neration. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE,· The evidences from geology, geogra]lhicaldistribution,
and comparative zoology. Hy RossiTER RAYMOND, Ph.D.
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; duration of human life on the planet. By E. D.
CoPE,Ph.D.
·
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the
nervous system: the nature of mind. By RoBT.
G. ECCLES, M.D.
. 9. EVOLUTION OF SOCmTY. Primitive man;
growth of the family, city, and state: develqpment of the domestic relations; marriage. By
JAMEs.A. SKILToN.
·
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of religious beliefs; ideas o~ primitive· man. By Z.
SIDNEY SAMPsoN.
·
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism
grows out of e_goism; the proper balance. By
DR. LEWIS G. JAN:E:B.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION:._a,fromgeology;
b, from morphology; c, from embryology; d,
from metamorphosis; e, from rudimentary organs; f, from geographical distribution; g,
· from discovered links; h~ from artificial breeding; i, from reversion; K, from mimicry. By
NELSON C. PARSHALL.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REv. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relation
of the doctrine to_prevailing philosophical BYBtems. By STARR HoYT NICHOLS.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REv.
MINoT J. SAVAGE.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By DR. LEWis
G. JANEs.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
By SYLVAN DREY.
18. THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception; sight, sound, taste,
smell, feeling; the doctrine of the Unknowable.
By RoBERT G .. EacLEs, M.D.
19. A STUDY OF MATTER AND MO'riON. An
excellent digest of a much vexed question, with
9._uotations from many authorities. By·HoN. A.
N. ADAMs.
.
.
20. PRIMITIVE MAN. Man as revealeu by archeological studies; evidences of man's antiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic racesi
the ages of bronze and iron; cave men ana
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound .builders;.
primitive implements and tools; proofs oi
man's natural evolution. By Z. SIDNEY SA:MFsoN.
21. GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
Marriage a J>rimitive institution; its earlier
forms; no eVIdence of original promiscuity; ex.ogamy and endogamy; group. marriage; polygyny, polyandry, and mono'gamy· marnage by
capture; monogamy the highest form of the relation; divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
·contract; its regulation by the state. By C.
STANILAND WAKE.
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
of political institutions;,. the patriarchal family;
the tribe and clan. By ~OHN A. TAYLoR.
28. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
statute law and judge-made law; the conversion
of customs into law. By PROF. .ttUFUB SHELDON.
IJil; EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCmNCE. Supernatural ideas o:t: disease; fetichism in medicine; the beginnin_g_s of medical science. By
RoBERT G. ECCLES, M.D.
25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. The
necessity for arms and armor under the sti"Uggle for existenc~. By JoHN C. KnrnALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS,
development of the human hang; the earliest
use of rmplements and tools. By ~AMEs A. SKILToN.
fn. EVOL:uTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The definition of wages; economic characteristics of the wag;e system; wages the outgJ::owth
of slavery; on__gin and development of the
wages syatem. By PRoF. GEo. GUNToN.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN OIVILIZATION. The beginnings of education; earlv
methods in Egypt, Persia, China~ Greece, an<i.
Rome: early Christian Ideas or education;
Catholic and Protestant views; the common
school system. By Miss CA.BoLINE B. LE Row.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. I.
The Theological Method. By REv. JOHN CHADWICK.
80. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. II.
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM PoTTs.
81. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. III.
The Anarchistic Method. By HuGH D. PENTEcosT.
82. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. IV.
The Scientific Method. By DANIEL GREENLEAF THOMFBON.
83. ABA GRAY: His Life and Work. By MRs.
MAJ.iy TREAT.
34. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOU!IIANS. The
1\Ian and his Work. By PRoF. JOHN FIS_Kl!:.
PI"'" Each Number, Ten Cents . ..4E1
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

An independent and respectable study of character in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
presentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Ohristianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
Bv M. B.ABGOGK. Price.15 cts.

The Bible-What Is It~ 25c.
Studies in Theology. lOc.
Liberalism. fie.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Force aJld 1\atter;
Nat::~/

Principles of the
Order of the Universe, with a System of Morality
· Based Thereon.
BY PRoFEssoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
CONTENTS:
Force and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Force, Man,
Infinity of Matter,
Brain and ll1ind,
Thouf[ht,
Value of Matter,
Motion,
Consmonsness,
Form,
·
Seat of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Innate IdeasJ..
Laws,
·
The Idea of uod,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
· Vital Force, .
The Heavens,
The Soul of llmtes,
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
.Original Generation,
Concl ud_ing ObservaSechlar Generation,
tiona.
·
Price, $1.50. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

TRUTH SEEKER COLLECTION OF

FOBMS,HYMBS,and BECITA TIOBS.
FOil
FO{l

ORGANIZING SOCIETIES.

MARRIAGES, FUNER.AL,"ft NAMING OF INFANTS~ uBITU.ARIES, EPITAPHS, .J!,1'C.
ALSO :i2:i LIBERAL .AND SPIRITUALISTIC HYMNS
~oo
.AND VARIOUS PUBLIO
,..- ~~ SOCIAL
OCCASIONS.
1Bmo, 550 pp. Pnce, 75 cts.
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LOCIC OF LIFE,
-DEDUCED FROM-

THE PRINCIPLE QF FRfETHOUGHT.
n_yJ_.G._HoL_YoAJ_m._

_;___Pr_ice._5ce_nts.

CRIMES OF PREACHERS
In the
United States
and
Canada

from 1876 to 1883.
"By their fruits
shall ye know them l
Do men gather
grapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles."

Price, 211 cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

W AT:eR OF< LI:F<:e
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Sicl~.

Write for pamphlet to .T. R. PERRY,
No. 84 South Mttin ~trnet. WilkAsbarre,Pa.
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Best make Amencan Rtemwind Watohes, 15
jewels, a~usted, pat. reJJLllator, in silverine case,
only $11; In 8 ounce com silver, $16; 4 ounce, $17
(a few years ago !fi60). In beHt 14 kt. filled gold
cases, open face, 1]120; hunting, 1!123 to $28; 14 kt.
solid gold;$40 to $100; same, not adjusted, $2less;
11 jwls. $8.110, and 7 jwls. $5 less <lower grade
Pro and Con of
watches $5, $4 and $2 50),
•ruE' PERFECTED "o•rro WE'r'r•
S'rEIN" W A'ffiH, much finer than above,
full adjusted to heat, cold, and position. 16 jwls.
and all modern improvements, mckel movement,
cased as above, $8 more, gilt mov't. $6 more. No
one else in the world sends out so good a watch
Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Mirac- iLt_.i;i_e.f~~'§, GOLD HUN'rlNG AMEKI•
CAN WATCHES, latest styles, be•t filled 7
ulous Religion?
jwls. $17; 11 jwls. $18.50; 15 jwls. !fi25; 14 kt. solid
By E. E. GUILD. Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 80 cents. gold, $10 to $100 more. All sent pre]Jaid, ke,Pt in
order one year, and cash refunded if not satisfac-

Supernatural Religion.
T w eIv e

Tracts.

BIBLE WORSHIP,
DARWINISM.

EVOLUTIO~ESUS

DESIGN ARGUMENT.
NOT PERfECT.
UNDERWOOD'S PRAYER.

By B. F. UNDERwooD.
Price, 25 cents.
----------------

Boo~s b~

Saladill.

togiAMDNDS: in rings, pins, drops, studs,
etc.h$10; $15; $2.5; $50; $100 to $1,000 per set.
Cas refunded, if not 20 per cent below regular
price any time Within one yenr.
WEDDING lUNGS: Plain, chased, with
pearls, emeralds, rubies, moonstones, opals, garnets1 turquoise, solitaires or combinations, a
spemalty.
SUNDRIES: Rogers Bros.' triple-plated
knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; tea spoons, $1.80;
tables, $8.49; best spects. in the world, $1; pebbles, $2; 14 kt. gold, $5 more (send line of finest
print yon can read without glasses 14 inolws from
eyes); gold-headed canes, $8; $10; !1115; $20. llest
razor-a luxury-$2. Solid silver spoons, $1.70 per
ounce. Souvenir spoons. silver, $1.25 to $2. 'l'ea
sets. $20 to $40; everything in the line of fancy
table silver, novelties, plush, and art goods 1 gold
pens, etc. All sent precaid <except cutlery/ subJect to exchange or i,~,.J3c~ETTS'rEIN
Established 1857.
Uochel!e,
Send for price lists~ beautiful cards in colors
and gold of my Freetnought badges (large and
small), tracts, etc. Free.

Ill.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars ai:Id
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

AN INFIDEL REMEDY.

God and His Book. $1. 25.
Woman: Her Glory, Her Shame, and
Her God. Two vols. $1.25 each.
· · THE· CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.
Did Jesus Christ Rise from the Dead t
By VOLTAIRE.
25
cents.
·
.
.A..SUMMARY OF
THE ARGUMENTS AGfUNST CHRISTIANITY, 'Terse. witty, and sarcastic definitions of theo- Confessional, Romish and .A.nglican. 30
logical terms. Price, 25 cents.
cents.

Pocket Theology.

Price, cloth, 50 cents.

Essay on Miracles.
. By DAVID HUME.
Frice•• -

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM
ANn

TREATMENT oF MEDIOMANIA.

ByJF. B. H.uvm, M.D.

· Clo~h. liO cents.

POPES A-HD Tf{~lll DOJHGS.
ACCOUNT OF

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
Paper, 50 cents; _cloth, 75 cents.

A patient writing from DavenporkWash., Pl~yhs
"Your remedy; is marvelo% and will acco~p '."·
what is said 1t will do. :.me value of which IS
untold."
·
·
·
·- · · • ..
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ures ; Ghosts and Other Lectures ; . Some Mistakes of Moses ; Interviews on Talmage; What
Must We Do to Be Saved? Blas_phemy; Crimes
Against Criminals: 1141 pages. In one-vol., half
calf, $5.

Prose Poems and Selections. From hls

Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; · half
calf, $4.50; halt mor., $5; turkey mor., $7.50:
tree calf, $9.

Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.

Ghosts and Other Lectures. Including
Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence; About Farming in
Illinois; Speech Nominating James G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet ; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before.Me Like a Dream; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 51Jc.

Mistakes of Moses; Free Schools~ The Politicians; Man and Woman; The rentateuch;
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He
Made the Stars Also, Friday, Saturday, Let Us
Make Man~, Sunday.., The Necessity for a Good
Memory, '.t·he Garaen, The Fail, Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews,
The Plagues, The Flif!ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery, Marnage, War, Religious Liberty; Conclusion. Paper, 5Qc.

most thorough work ever written on the-Sabbath from a rational .Point of view. Larf(e antl
handsome print. Pnce, 25 cents; six copies, $1.

--

Image Bre-aker. Six Lectures: Decline·
of Faith; Protestant Intoleran·ce~ Washington
an Unbelieve~ J!'di~rson an·Uiibelieve~~ .. ~~Rine
and Wesley; .vhnstian Sabbath.: Each:~ce:qts;,
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz~. 4o·cents.· .. ·

.Tiromas Paine.

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter-

views with the Famous Orator on Six Sennons
by the Rev. T. Dewitt 1'almage, of Brooklyn, to
which is added A Talmagian Catechism. l'aper,
50c.; cloth, $1-25.

the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, and devotes a chapter· each to the
Catholic~ Episcopalians, Methodists, Presbyterians, J!;Vangelical Alliance, and answers the
question of the Christians as towhat he proposes instead of Christianity, the religion of
sword and flame. Paper, 25c.

TO THE CHIEF MUSICIAN-A PSALM OF DAVID.
. . I will Pt:a.ise the name of God with a song, and will magnify him with thallksg'lVmg. This also shall please the Lord better than an ox or a. bullock that hath
horns and hoofs.-Psalmslxix, 30, 31.
.

the New York Observer's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution_, by R. G;. Ingersoll~t<Jgether with A Roman vatholic Canard,
by Y'l. H. Burr. Paper, 15c.

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, .and Sp(msie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, i)!2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumes..t~eparate, flextble cloth, 50
cents J?er volume; .Loed Line edition, suitable
for holiday presents, ·$1.00 per volume.
·

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, lOc.
Civil Rights Speech. With Speech of
Ron. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10c.

Opening Speech to the Jury: In the suit

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

Declaration of Independence. Centennial

Dr. Foote's Health .Monthly. Devoted to

Crimes Against Criminals. Price, lOc.
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A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be~
fore apwared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be fublish.ed, We mn~~ gi"'\e the Truth Seeker Company the credit ,of I>._utting the book ip. thEJ reach o all.
At twrce the pnce It would have been a·cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and designer is a wonderful success~ and we judge· from our own feelings·· that nearly every Liberal iii
America will d_esire a copy of tnis most wonderful volnme.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
· - Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
. Freethonght, and has done faithful ansJ. noble work for the cause of right an!'! truth. But the I>;ctnres do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of readmg
· :· rriat.ter that serve first as exp_lanations of the illu~trations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter
falsitY of ·the church's professions and the hyJ?ocqsy of those who uphold them;· Altogether ti-e
·· book- is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in t1 e
hands of Freethirikers.-[Boston Investigator.
·
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Comstock gradually worming himself into the
bookseller's confidence.
Finally . some .highly
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United States laws had nothing to do with an
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express ·office was at Port Henry, N, Y., on the opEnterea at the Post-Ot!lce at New York, N. Y., as Secqndrclass Mail In the controversy which followed in the Newark posit shore of Lake Champlain. It put hiJ?l to
Matter.
press, we need not say to our readers who hav en-·
great trouble and considerable expense to o~tain
joyed the unanswerable logic, pungent wit, graceful packages from there, and. he asked Caspar to send
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humor, and unequivocal force of expression of Miss the matter by mail. Caspar fell into the trap and
style of writing, the monsignor was
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same ideas are conveyed through her books of fie- criminals and enforce laws without resorting to distion as are given in her essays. And our readers honest prat;tices, they had. better J;esign. their
On .the Press.
will doubtless be pleased i.hat she has now in press positions. _Mr. Comstock is known as a w~ry zeal. The work on the text of the new Bible pieture another book of. stories entitled, "Pushed by Un- ous agent in preventing the spread of· obscene, litbook-Old Testament Stories Comically illustrated seen Hands," to be issued this month. Such of erature, but in thi.~:> case, instead . of appealing ..to
-:i.s com preted and the· book is on the press and these stories as hinge upon heredity, like those in state law, which is ample for tht:: emergency, he h~s
will be sent to purchasers as soon as the printers "A Thoughtless Yes," are in the preface of the new seen fit to assume the name of another and.·lure
and binders <>an finish their labor upon it. It has book paid the greatest compliment which can be the defendant into crime."
The United States statute known as the Comfour hundred pages, half of which are f~-page given_to a writer of fiction, because it is given by
pictures. Twenty-five well-known orthodox stories the recognized leading specialist in America on this stock law ought to be repealed. The state statutes are
subject. And Dr. Karl Ludwig Bernay, one of ample. Two weeks ago we said that this law had
are illmrtrated as follows :
Germany's most eminent professional men, has sig- been outrageously abused by unscrupulous· men,
Adventures of Adam.
nified his intention of translating "A Thoughtless and that its repeal could not lead to one-tenth •the
The Origin of the Young Men's Christian AssoYes". for his nation's benefit and enjoyment.
damage to decency that its. retention upon the
ciation.
Miss Gardener's wonderful versatility is indi- statute-books has done to endanger the liberty of
Sustaining a Theory.
cated by the excellence of whatever she under- the press and people. The words of Judge JenSome Giants.
takes, whether it be an essay on Legal Contracts kins amply bear us out.
The Adventures and Work of Noah.
for the Popular Science .Monthly, Common Sense
A Hunting Ane.cdote.
in Surgery for a medical journal, or an article on
Why Dead Laws Are Difficult to Repeat
Abraham, Chris.t's Great Ancestor ..
religion for THE TRUTH SEEKER. Colonel Ingersoll
A Queer Family.
A Seattle, Washington, paper calls attentiqn .~o
says of her short stories, " They are wonderfully
Isaac and His "Sister."
the
great difficulty of repealing obsolete law·a, :with
good;" Donn Piatt said, "This is genius of a rare
One of Twins.
sort;" and physicians all over this country and special reference to Sunday and prohibition laws.
· ·Jacob and· Esau.
Europe hav written her of her heredity sketches, It is a subject the people ought to consider more
Joseph the 1\'Ian of Dreams.
"You hav struck the keynote." The Liberals may seriously than they seem likely to do. In the ·Dis~
. Holy Moses.
well feel proud of so versatil and so effectiv a writer, trict of c'olumbia, for instance, there is at present
Balaam the Diviner.
who is at all times and in all places an· outspoken in force an old Maryland statute punishing a perBloody Joshua.
sistent blasphemer by mulcting him of a certain
Agnostic and ·a cultivated lady.
The Campaign of. Deborah and '::Sarak Against
T. B. Wake!llan says of "Pulpit, Pew, and amount of tobacco, then boring his tongue1 ,th1n
J abin· and Sisera.
Cradle," which will be printed next week, that it is killing him. Of course the law is obsolete, fi.D.d
General Gideon.
the strongest of her heretical essays, and we hope even the president himself, devoted followe.r_ ?f
Jephthah and His Human Sacri-fice.
all of our readers will circulate it among their John Calvin that he is, has not sufficient influence
Samson the Strong.
to secure its enforcement.
Christian friends.
Ruth and Boaz.
That is because. it goes a little too far for even
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel.
Presbyterians to win against popular sentiment.
David, God's Favorit.
" Sitting Down " On Comstock!
But in Pennsylvania there is a statute enacted
Some Stories from the Book of Kings.
.Anthony Comstock received a merited rebuke ninety-eight years ago which is not only not obsoAdventures of the Frophets.
from a United States judge in the Caspar case lete but is being· enforced in n1any tpwns in the
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.
decided in Milwaukee last week. The case against state with great v.igor by a lot of bigots. It ;is a
The advance orders fon this book hav t;ome in Caspar was "worked up " by Comstock, who wrote "Sunday law," and it• prohibits· on the first <;lay of
generously, for which hearty'thanks are returned, to him under an assumed name from Chimney the week about everything except the necessary eatbut we shall be glad. to receive a few thousand Point, Vt. The correspondence covered a period ing and drinking to sustain life and going to
snore. Price, postpaid, one dollar.
of several months. Gomstock at first requested church. Another law is one punishing blasphemy;
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·this, however, is practically dead, only o~~ con'riction under it having been secured for many years.
But it is there, "like a frozen serpent," to be
warmed to life by "the sunshine of opportunity."
While every sound consideration of public justice,
says the Washington paper, demands the repeal of
such laws, they are not repealed, because of the
chance they giv for the old confusion of the function
of a law and the £unction of a sermon. Nine-tenths
of the men who violate the Sunday laws would probably refuse to vote for repeal, for the selfish reason
that they suffered no personal ·discomfort by their
presence on the statute-book, since they were sure
not to be enforced, and to vote for repeal would giv
a clump of cranks an opportunity to howl and to call
a man a "Sabbath-breaker" and "Antichrist," because he voted to wipe off the books a law that public opinion had long ago repealed.
It is this indifference to broad considerations of
principle, continues the Post-Intelligencer, to questions of near or remote public weal, this moral cowardice that dreads to be called a" Sabbath breaker"
when it votes for a dead Sunday law, which explains
the ease with which laws with a moral bugaboo in
their bowels get in the statute-book, and explains
~hy they are difficult to repeal when they are not
only dying but dead.. A law that involves nothing
but a pure question of commercial methods can be
easily altered and amended when the shoe pinches
the public foot, but a bad law that does not happen
to clearly puncture the individual pocket or pinch
the toe of the majority, is always difficult to get
ri,d of if it is possible to confuse the question of
m,oral purpose with a question of remedy for admitted evil. When laws that are immoral or ineffectiv to moral ends are dead so long that they are
li. ··stench in the nostrils of the public, it takes a
good deal of legislativ moral courage to carry out
the corpse and bury it.
. There is much truth in all this. In the legislatm.e ~f our own state, for instance, there is a large
delegation of "Sabbath" breakers-about twothirds. They are men of the world, and pay no
attention· to Sunday when it suits them to do otherwise~
They hold private meetings for making
slates-a few df the Catholics doing it after church
-go fishing, on excursions, eat, drink, and smoke
themselvs merry, but-there are only a very few who
would vote to repeal the ·sunday law. Their liberty
is not interfered with, and why should they incur
the enmity of the church by g_oing contrary to its
wishes! They don't care-and are a trifle timid.
So we hav Sunday laws enacted to please the puritans retained to placate a shadowy public sentiment
which would be changed somehow if the laws were
enforced upon those who hav the power to repeal
them.
·
The Paine celebrations this year were more general and larger than on any previous year. New York
led the list with }ts big meeting, at which Conway
and Ingersoll spoke. In point of numbers probably
Pittsburgh came next, with Mr. Charlesworth as
orator. Boston had Mr. Wakeman, and Mr. Remsburg, and Mr. Washburn as orators. San Fr!mcisco turned out a big crowd to hear Mr. Putnam.
Stockton and Los Angeles, Cal., had entertainments
in honor of the occasion.
Chicago had a great
festal occasion, though some of its "invited" speakers did not appear. Perhaps a hundred more places
where there are·a few Freethinkers held little meetings which will not be heard of except by letter to
the editor of some Freethought journal. But the
general observance shows signs of Freethought
activity and the gradual winning of a place for
Paine in America's pantheon of heroes.
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Los An~eles,Cal...Feb.21,28. El Paso,
Tex... " . 16
MonroVIa,
" ... "
22 ·Flatonia,
"
" 19,20
Perris,
"
"
23 Calvert, •
"
" 27,28
San Jacinto, " ... " 24,25 1 Austin,
" .. April 2, 3
Anaheim;
" .. " 27,29 Waco, Convention
Norwalk,
" .. . "
28 I of Texas Liberal
Orange,
" ... March 11 Association....... " 8,9,10
SantaAna, "
"
2 NewOrleans.~ ...... " 13,14
Arch ~each, "
"
3 Brookhaven, Miss. " 16,17
San D1e~o, ; ;
"
4 Chicago. . ...... ... ... "
24
EV~~ndiC" o,
"
:: 5, 6 Massillon, O............. May 1
u.uey entre, . .
6 New York................ " 6
Fallbrook,
"
" 7, 8 Boston.................. . . " 8
Elsinore,
"
"
9 Montreal............ . . . . " 15
Phrenix, Ariz....... " 12,13 Boulder City, Qol.... June 5
Tho~e desiring lectures . along this route will please
c.ommunicate at once with S. P. Putnam, Los Angeles
Qal., care of C. Severance, Box 451.
..
. '
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Christians reasoned in this way. · .I11 addition to
Ingersoll's Final Reply to His Telegram
this, they felt that God would hold the community reCritics.
To THE EDITOR oF THE EvENING TELEGRAM : Time
and space are lacking to answer all who have .replied· to me. Several of· the replies contain substantially the same lack of argument, and need not
be noticed separately. A few are exceedingly absurd,
and while reading them I thought of a saying of
Thomas Paine : "To argue with a man who has renounced his reason is like giving medicine to the
dead." This applies with great force to the author
of one of the. last and longest of these replies.DR. DE COSTA.
Tl:-e Rev. Dr. De Costa, drawing a distinction between Christianity and Cliurchianity-claiming, of
course, to be governed hiniself by Christianitycalls me, in an exceedingly argumentative way, " a
tiger," and then, to clinch the argument, suggests
that, after all,"I may be an ass under atiger'sskin."
Fearing that a loophole might still be left, he asserts
that "some go so far as to assert that he [meaning
myself] holds a brief for Satan, and is doing the best
he can for his client."
He makes the familiar assertion that "by its fruits
we may know Christianity." Now, if by Christianity
he me~s kindness, candor, the spirit of investigation, observation, reason-in other words, if he aggregates what are called the virtues and calls them
"Christianity "-then there need be no dispute.
But is this true? Every religion teaches a code of
morals, plus something else, and it is -this "something else" that determines what each religion is.
Buddhism is a code of morals, plus a belief in the
transmigration of souls; in the illumination of
Buddha; iu certain prayers, ceremonies, genuflexions,
and superstitions.
So Christianity is a code of morals, plus that the
God of the Old Testament is the creator of the universe; that the Christ of the New Testament is the
same God, and that by his death an atonement was
made for all who should believe in him in a certain
way, plus certain ceremonies and superstitions.
MORALITY OF CHRISTIANITY.
No one objects to the morality of Christianity.
The industrious people of the world-those who have
anything-are as a rule opposed to larceny ; every
large majority of people object to being murdered;
and so we have laws against larceny and murder.. A
large majority of people believe in what they call, or
what they understand to be, justice-at least as between others. There is no very great difference of
opinion among civilized people as to what is or is
not moral.
·
·
It cannot truthfully be said that the man who attacks Buddhism attacks all morality. He does not attack goodness, justice, mercy, or anything that tends
in his judgment to the welfare of mankind; but he
attacks Buddhism. So one attacking what is called
Christianity does not attack kindness, charity, or any
virtue. He attacks something that has been added
to the virtues. He does not attack the :flower, but
what he believes to be a parasite.
If people when they speak of Christianity include
the virtues common to all religions, they should not
give Christianity credit for all the good that has been
done. There were millions of virtuous men and
women, millions of her.oic and self-denying souls, before Christianity was known.
IN REGARD TO PERSECUTION.
It does not .seem possible to me that love, kindness,
justice, or charity ever caused anyone who possessed
and practiced these virtues to persecute his fellowman on account of a difference of belief. If Christianity has persecuted, some reason must exist outside of the virtues it has inculcated. If this reasonthis cause-is inherent in that something el~e which
has been added to the ordinary virtues, then Christianity can properly be held accountable for the persecution. Of course, back of Christianity is the nature of man, and primarily it may be responsible.
Is there anything in Christianity that will account
for such persecutions-for the Inquisition 1 It certainly was taught by the church that belief was
necessary to salvation, and it was thought at the
same time that the fate of man was eternal punishment; that the state of man was that of depravity,
and that there was but one way by which he could be
saved, and that was through belief-through faith.
As long as this was honestly believed, Christians
would not allow heretics or Infidels to preach a doctrine to their wives, to their children, or to themselves which, ill their judgment, would result in the
damnation of souls.
THE RIGHT TO KILL.
The law gives a father the right to kill one who is
about to do great bodily harm to his son. Now, if a
father has the right to take the life of a man simply
because he is attacking the body of his son, how
much more would he have the right to take the life
of one who was about to assassinate the soul of his
son 1

sponsible if the community allowed a blasphemer to
attack the true religion.
Therefore they killed the
Freethinker, or rather the free talker, in self-defense.
At the bottom of religious persecution is the doctrine of self-defense ; that is fb say, the defense of
the soul. If the founder of Christianity had plainly
said:. '' It is not necessary to believe in order to be
saved ; 1t 1s only necessary to do ; and he who
really loves his fellow-men, who is kind, honest, just,
and charitable, is to be forever blest ".::....:if he had
only said that, there wo;uld probably'have been but
little persecution.
If he had added to that, "You must not persecute
in my name. The religion I teach is the Rellgion of
;Love-not the religion of force and hatred. You
must npt imprison your fellow-men .• You must not
stretch them. upon racks, or crush their bones in
iron boots. You must not :fiay them alive. You
must not cut off their eyelids, nor pour melted lead
into their ears. You must treat all with absolute
kindness. If you canr..ot convert your neighbor by
example, persuasion, argument, that is the end.
You must never resort to force; and, whether he
believes ~as you do or not, treat him always with
kindness," his followers would not have murdered
their fellows in his name.
If Christ was in fact God, he knew the persecutions that would be carried on in his name; he
knew the millions that would suffer death through
torture; and yet he died without saying one word
to prevent what he must have known, if he were
God, would happen.
All that Christianity has. added to morality is
worthless and useless. Not only so, it has been
hurtful. Take Christianity from morality and the
useful is left, but take morality from Christianity
and the useless remains.
KNOWN BY FRUITS.
Now, falling back on the old assertion, "By its
fruits we may know Christianity," then I think we
are justified in saying that, as Christianity consists
of a mixture of morality and something else, and as
morality has never persecuted a human heing, and
Christianity has persecuted millions, the cause of
the persecution must be the something else that
was added to morality.
I cannot agree with the reverend gentleman when
he says that "Christianity has. taught mankind the
priceless value and dignity of human nature." On
the other hand, Christianity has taught that the
whole human race isby nature depraved, and that
if God should act in accorda,nce with his sense of
justice, all of the sons of men would be doomed to
eternal pain.. Human nature has been derided, has
beenheld up to contempt and scorn, all our desires
and passions denounced as wicked and filthy.
Dr. De Costa asserts that Christianity has taught
mankind the value of freedom. It certainly has not
been the advocate of Freethought; and what is
freedom worth if the mind is to be enslaved!
Dr. De Costa knows that millions have been s~tcri
ficed in their efforts to be free:; that is, millions have
been sacrificed for exercising thejr freedom as
against the church.
It is not true that the church "has taught and
established the fact of human brotherhood." This
Jla~ been the result {)f a civilization to ~hich Christianity itself has been hostile.
Can we prove that "the church established human brotherhood " by banishing the Jews from
Spain 1 by driving out the Moors 1 by the tortures
of the Inquisition 1 by butchering the Covenanters
of Scotland~ by the burning of Bruno and Servetus? by the persecution of· the Irish 1 by whipping
and hanging Quakers in New England? by the
slave trade 1 and by the hundreds of wars waged in
the name of Christ 1
We all know that the Bible upholds slavery in its
very worst and most cruel forin; and how it can be
said that a religion founded upon a Bible that up~
holds the institution of slavery, has taught and
established the fact of human brotherhood, is beyond my imagination to conceive.-, ·ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.
' Neither do I think it true that "we are indebted
to Christianity for the advancement of. scienee, art,
philosophy, letters, and learning."
l cheerfully admit that we are indebted to Christianity for some learning, and .that the human mind
has been developed by the discussion of the absurdities of superstition. Certainly millions and millions have had what might be called mental exercise,
a;nd their minds may have been somewhat broadened
by the examination, even, of these absurdities, contradictions, and impossibilities. The church was
nbt the friend of science or learning when it burnt
Vanini for writing his "Dialogues Concerning Nature:" ~at shall we say of the "Index Expurga.tonus?
For hundreds of. years all books of any
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particular value were placed on the "Index" and that the Bible has produced the richest and most human being "Think." It always, said ''Heat." It
good Catholics f01·1?idden to read them. Was this' varied literature the world has ever seeu.
tloel:l not ask anybouy to investigate. It lays down
in favor of science a-nd learning 7
This, I think, is hardly true. Has not most of certain doctrines as absolutely true, and, instead of
That we are indebted to Christianity for the ad- modern literature been produced in 1:1pite of the 'asking investigation, it threatens every investigator
vancement of science seein:s absurd. What science~· Bible~ Did riot Christians, for mull\" '"eHerafioJtS, with eternal pain. Metaphysical research is destroyChristianity was certainly the enemy of astronomy, take the ground that the Bible was the "'only impor- ing what has been called Christianity, and Cln;sand I believe that it was 1\:lr. Draper who said that tant book, and that books differing from the Bible tians have always feared it.
astronomy took her revenge, so that not a star that should be destroyed~
This gentleman makes another mistake, and a
glitters in all the heavens bears a Christian name! · If Christianity-Catholic and Protest.ant.-couL very common one. This is his argument: Christian
Can it be said th!iit the church has been the friend have had its way, the works of Voltair••, Spiriozn countries are the most intelligent ; therefore, they
of geology, or of any true philosophy~ Let· me. Hume, Paine, Humboldt, Darwin, Haeckel, Spencer, owe that intelligence to Christianity. Then the
show how this is impossible.
Comte, Huxley, Tyndall, Draper, Goethe, Gibbon, next step is taken. Christianity; being the best;
The church accepts the Bible as an inspired book. Buckle, and Buchner, would not have been published. having produced these results, must have been of
Then the only obje!Jt is to find its meaning, and if In short, the philosophy that enlightens, and the divine origin.
.
··
that meaning is opposed to any result that the hu- fiction that enriches the brain, would not exist.
Let us see what this proves. There was a time
man mind :~p.ay have reached, the meaning stands
The greatest literature the world has ever seen is, when Egypt was the first nation in the world~
and the result reached by the mind must be aban- . in my judgment, the poetic-the dramatic; that is Could not .an Egyptian, at that time, have used the
doned.
to say, the literature of fiction in its widest sense. same arguments that 1\:lr. Peters uses now, to prove
For hundreds of years the Bible was the stand- Certainly, if the church could have had control, the that the religion of Egypt was divine1 Could he
'ard, and whenever anything was asserted in any plays of Shakspere never would have been written; not then have said, "Egypt is the most intelligent,
science contrary to the Bible, the church immedi- the literature of the stage could not have existed ; the most civilized, and the richest of all nations. It
ately denounced the scientist. I admit the stand- most works of fiction, and nearly all poetry, would has been made so by its religion. Its religion is,
11.rd has been changed, and Ininisters are very busy, have perished in the brain. So I think it hardly fair therefore, divine 1"
not trying . to show that science does not agree to say that "the Bible has produced the richest and
So there was a time when a Hindoo could have
with the Bible, but that the Bible agrees with most varied literature the world has ever seen."
made the same argument. Certainly this argument
science.
Thousands of theological books have been written could have been made by a Greek. It could have
Certainly Christianity has done little for art. on thousands of questions of no possible impor- been repeated by a Roman. And yet 1\:lr. Peters will
The early "Christians destroyed all the marbles of tance. Libraries have been printed on subjects not not admit that the religion of Egypt was divine, or
Greece and Rome upon which they could lay their worth discussing-not worth thinking about-and that the mythology of Greece was true, or that
violent hands ; and nothing has been produced by that will, in a few years, be regarded as puerile by Jupiter was in fact a god.
·
the Christian world equal to the fragments that· the whole world.
Is it not evident to all that if the churches in
were accidentally preserved. There have been many
GIRARD AND LICK.
Europe had been institutions of learning; if the
artists who were Christians ; but they were not , :M:r. Peters in his enthusiasm asks this question: domes of cathedrals had been observatories; if
artists because they were Christians; because there "Who raised our great institutions of learning~ priests had been teachers of the facts in nature, the
have been many Christians who were not artists. It Infidels never a stone of them."
world would have been fiu in advance of what it is
cannot be said that art is born- of any creed. The
Stephen Girard founded the best institution of to-day~
mode of expression may be determined, and prob- learning, the best charity, the noblest ever founded
SOURCE OF PROGRESS.
ably is to a certain degree, by the belief of the ar- in this or any other land ; and under the roof built
Countries depend on something besides their re:
tist; but not his artistic perception and feeling.
by his wisdom and his wealth many thousands of ligion for progress. Nations with a good soil can
GALILEO AND KEPLER.
orphans have been reared, Clothed, fed, and educated, get along quite well with an exceedingly poor re~
- _So, Galileo did not make his discoveries because not only in books, but in avocations, and become ligion; and no religion yet has been good enough
he was a Christian, but in spite of it. His Bible happy and useful citizens. Under his will there has to give wealth or happiness to human beings where
was the other way and so was his creed. Couse- been distributed to the poor fuel to the value of the climate and soil were bad and barren.
Religion supports nobody. It has to be sup~
quently, they could not, by any possibility, have as- more than $500,000 ,· and this distn"bution goes on
year after year.
ported. It produces no wheat, no corn ; it plows
d
sistedhim. Kepler di not discover or announce
One of the best observatories in the world was no land; it fells no forests. It is a perpetual menwhat are known as the "Three Laws" because hfl
was a Christian; but as I said about Galileo, in built by the generosity of James Lick, an Infidel. dicant. It lives on the labor of others, and then has
spite of his creed.
I call attention to these two cases simply to show. the arrogance to pretend that it supports the
Every Christian who has really found out and that the gentleman is mistaken, and that he was giver.
1\:lr. Peters makes this exceedingly strange statedemonstrated and clung to a fact inconsistent with somewhat carried away by his zeal.
ment: "Every discovery in science, invention, and
So,
too,
1\:lr.
Peters
takes
the
ground
that
"we
are
the absolute inspiration of the scriptures, has done
art has been the work of Christian men. Infidels
indebted to Christianity for our chronology."
so certainly without the assistance of his creed.
, Let me illustrate this. ~ When our ancestors were
According to Christianity this world has been pea- have contributed their share, but never one of them
burning each other to please God; when they were pled about six thousand years. Christian chronology reached the grandeur of originality."
This, I think, so far as invention is concerned,
gives the age of the first man, and then gives the line
ready to destroy a man with sword and flame for from father to son down to the flood, and from the can be answered with one name-J olin Ericcson,
teaching the rotundity of the world, the 1\:loors in flood down to. the coming of Christ, showing that one of the profoundest Agnostics I ever met.
Spain were teaching geography to their children men have been upon the earth only about six thouI am almost certain that Humboldt and Goeth~
with brass
· m
· fi m·te1y absurd, were original. Darwin has certainly been regarde<l.
· globes. So, too, they had observatories sand years. Th"113 chr ono1ogy 1s
and knew something of the orbits of the stars.
and I do not believe that there is an intelligent, well- as such.
·
They did not find out these things because they educated Christian in the world, having examined
I do not wish to differ unnecessarily with :Mr:
were Mohammedans, nor on account of their belief
in the impossible. They were far beyond the Chris- the subject, who will say that the Christian chro- Peters, but I have some doubts about Morse ·having
been the inventor of the telegraph.
nology is correct.
tians, intellectually, and it has been very poetically
Neither can it, I think, truthfully be said that
Neither can I admit that Christianity abolished
said by 1\:lrs. Browning that ''Science was thrust "we are indebted to Christianity for the continuation slavery. 1\:lany of the abolitionists i~ this country.
into the brain of Europe .on the point of a 1\:loorish of history." The best modern historians of whom I were Infidels ; many of them were Christians. But
lance."
have any knowledge are Voltaire, Hume, Gibbon, the church itself did not stand for liberty. The
From the Arabs we got .our, numerals, making
Quakers, I admit, were, as a rule, on the side of
Buckle, and Draper.
mathematics of the higher branches practical. We
freedom. But the Christians of New England perNATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
also got from them the art of making cotton paper,
Neither can I admit that "we are indebted to secuted these Quakers, whipped them from town to
which is almost at the foundation of modern intellitown, lacerated their naked backs, and maimed their
Christianity for natural philosophy." ·
gence. We learned from them. to make .cotton
I do not deny that some natural philosophers have bodies, not only, but took their lives.
cloth, making cleanliness possible in Christendom. also been Christians, or, rather, that some Christians
Mr. Peters asks, "What name is there among
So, from among people of different religions, we have been natural philosophers to the extent that the world's .emancipators after which you cannot
have learned many useful things; but they did not their Christianity permitted.
But Lamarck and write the name 'Christian'' " Well, let me give
discover them on account of their religion.
Humboldt and Darwin and Spencer and Haeckel him a few: Voltaire, Jefferson, Paine, Franklin,
It will not do to say that the religion of Greece and Huxley and Tyndall have done far more for nat- Lincoln, Darwin.
was true because the Greeks were the greatest ural philosophy than they have for orthodox religion.
1\:lr. Peters asks:-" Why is it that in Christian
sculptors. Neither is it an argument in favor of
Whoever believes in the miraculous must be the countries you find the greatest amount of physical
monarchy that Shakspere, the greatest of men, was enemy of natural philosophy. To him there is some- and intellectual liberty, the greatest freedom of
born and lived in a monarchy.
.
thing above nature, liable to interfere with nature. thought, speech and action~, ·
DR. DE cosTA's MISTAKE.
Such a man has two classes of ideas in his mind,
Is this true of all1 How about ·Spam and PorDr. De Costa takes one of the effects of a general each inconsistent with the other. To the extent tugal1 There is more Infidelity in France than in
cause or of a vast number of causes, and makes it that he believes in the supernatural he is incapaci- Spain, and there is far more liberty in France than
the cause, not only of other effects, but of the gen- tated from dealing with the natural, and to that ex- in Spain.
INFIDELITY IN ENGLAND.
eral cause.. He seems to think that all events for tent fails to be a philosopher. Philosophy does
There is far more Infidelity in England than
many centuries, and especially all the good ones, not include the caprice of the infinite. It is
were caused by Christianity.
founded on the absolute integrity and invariability there was a century ago, and there is far more libAs a matter of fact the civilization of our time of nature.
·
erty than there was a century ago. There is far
is the result of countless causes with which ChrisNeither do I agree with the reverend gentleman more Infidelity in the United States than there was
tianity had little to do, except by way of hindrance. when he says that "we are indebted to Christianity fifty years ago, and a hundred Infidels to:day where
there was one fifty years ago, and there 1s far more
Does the doctor think that the material progress for our knowledge of philology."
of the world was caused by this passage-" Take no
The church taught for a long time that Hebrew intellectual liberty, far greater freedom of speech
thought for the morrow~,
was the first language, and that other languages had and action than ever before.
A few years ago Italy was a Christian count~ to
Does he seriously insist that the wealth of Chris- been derived from that; and for hundreds and huntendom rests on this inspired declaration : "It is dreds of years the efforts of philologists were .arrested the fullest extent. Now there are a thousand trme~
easier for a camel to pass through trhe eye of a simply because they started with that absurd as- more liberty and a thousand times less religion.
Orthodoxy is dying._ Liberty is growing.
needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of sumption and believed in the tower of Babel.
MR. BALLOU.
heaven~"
Christianity cannot now take the credit for "metMr. Ballou, a grandson,_ o:t: grandnephew, ·of
DOCTOR :PETERs.
a physical research." It has always been the enemy
_The Re:v. Dr. Peters; in answer, takes the ground of metaphysical research. It never has said to any
(Continued on page 104.)
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. The inother m:ust see a grog-shop opened on every _maintain her own dignity, but to._ be. bringing man
corner, and see her sons dragged into the gutter, up to a high~r level
·
and. is not allowed a vote. to save. them from ruin.
Is it reasonable to believe that woman will be de- ·.
; ;. ,: :. <·" . '· Wt)man·to>tbe Fore~
: She may beg, she ma.y plead-her tears may fall graded by having the rights restored- to· her' which
· '
·
. . . like rain before the human monster .who brutalizes hav been wrenched away by the !;land· of' tyranny~
.::A,ig~~~h~.· t>efq~e the-'Nap.les :I:Jyceu~, .Jan. 4;,. her boys-but he shows his licens&:--it has all been· Hav any people ever been elevated by being robbed
18-~2. §pj_t;tu{~ollowing resolution, viz.:.
done acc.ording :to law-which men hav made, and of their rights? Is this the natural tendency? Is
Re.solved; ..Tha't.all the political rights which man· pos- which mep ·sustain; but where is woman's r.emedy? this the experience of the world?
sesses ought to be extended to w~ma~ .
..
. ·
She .may.. ask .. a drunken husband not to vote for
There never wasc a human· being robbed of his·;
..MR.: .DH.AJ~M<I.N:, AND LAJ.HES. ANI> GJlliT:¥1))!'4;&N .: 'l'he such a law, but abe might as well expect the odor rights, physical or . mental, who was not degraded. •
t~~;is. near ~t.h11:~cl :wll.en.no. q:uestion will··be con- of .the rose to emanate from a polecat.
thereby. _Virtue and happiness can onlybeenjoyed j·
sidefed::fioo,f!~]'ed to he 71;>:~:ough~ into the ar.ena: of
In the.- midst ,of trouble. which has been forced to the-full in a state of freedom> .·oppression, like ·
fr~~: di.scWision ... o.It. i~_the. only wa.y to do away upon .her without her-consent, she is entirely help-·: the fabled upas,-is• death -to -all who·coine under its::
wi~4._,o41· sup~r.stitious not.ions ana separ(tte the less: Hunger;.poverty, rags, hav been entailed upon influence. The poison is not only deatllto· the op:.c '·
t~e J:~;qin, .t4e ·false. Witches were hanged:_and her by law in which she had no voice, and from pressed, but it reaches with fatal-eft'ects the' opheretics roasted, until discussion, even at the risk which she has no escape.
pressor also.
- .: ·
of.llff.ldiln#ghtened the people sufficiently. to see the
When men could be imprisoned for debt in this
It is said that three or four ye.ats ·in>the ·prison•·
enormity of StJ.ch barbaric acts.· · ..
·
state, a woman could ·be dragged. away to. -jail- mines of Siberia reduces a man· to sueh a- state of···
·,-4..!:1 long as. men a.Te associated together the acts taken away from helpless chilqren~put into a fel- degradation- that bee los;es all interest • ili'country,
o:{.. ea,oh .must be .limited, by the rights of. those on's cell-for- contracting a debt, it might be, while home, or friends, and even himself. And that those·
with whom we a,re associated. .But in the realm of she, or one- of. her ·children, was·· sick, and yet· that who oppress him are sunk nearly
deep in the pit
theqgl;J,t there is no limit, And whatever bE.lne:fits woman was not allowed a'vote. to wipe such a bar- of degradation is shown by the··way the Russians ··
hu:ma~d, ha.s a right to be discussed. . Human baric law .from the statute-book.
treat the Jews... ·
·' . .. ·
wEj}fare.i;:l. the supreme. good, and whoever opposes
0 my friends, when we hav wrongs and indigniAnciently whole tribes went·to war.·. Women and ··
that is traitor to his kind·.
·
· ·
ties heaped upon US'--when we are driven to pOV'- chil,dren were followerS in the camp. ' All prisoners ·
Iam~in:favor of the largest libertyandthe.least erty.andwant by a power in which·we can take no were butchered on the: battlefield, except the beau- ·
restriction consistent with the public welfare. But part and which is beyond our control-it is tyr- tiful young girls; who were-portioned out among the ·
it.~must -always be. borne in mind that in the exer- anny~it is the foulest oppression-even worse than soldiery. They served a double purpO'Se, one of
cise of:our rights we must not trample down the that which our fathers resisted unto blood.
which was to be the slaves of their captors.
rights of others. And to be se.cure in our rights:we
In this discussion I am actuated by no sinister moThe Bible givs an account of a· battle where the
must ·maintain the rights of ·othe1:s as sacredly as tiv. I am pleading for human rights-for the privi- general was commanded to kill ·ail the males among
we would our own. No man of a,cute mind and lege of having every human being possess all thepo- the little ones; the maidens '"keep alive for yoursensibility will· deny these positions, .. unless the litical rights which I myself enjoy. And woe, woe selvs" (Num; xxxi, 17, 18).. Bible expressions are
principles involved be applied to wqman.
to the man who will not grant as much. For if he apt to offend delicate ears, so I giv the meaning in
Politically woman is not a part of us. She is to withhold those rights from others, even the hum- decenter language than God is in the habit of using.
be governed and hav heavy burdens laid npon·her blest and poorest, he knows not what day they may ·what must hav been the condition of woman under
without her consent.
be withheld from him. There is safety only in such circumstances ?
Robert G. Ingersoll said, "Woman possesses maintaining the rights of all.
As before hinted, man was not more elevated. As
all the rights which I enjoy and one more-and
Let us hasten to undo these heavy burdens. Let must always be the case, the degradation of woman
that is the right to be protected." And he might us wipe the foul blot of ·the political inequality of must always keep man from rising. They must rise
hav. added th~tt he possesses the right to protect the sexes from the statute-book at once and forever. or fall together. The fact of butchering little ·chilher,. and that would hav made the list of rights Let us enjoin it upon our representativs to pass a dren on the battlefield shows that the men were
eq1;1al.. .
law which shall remove this disability from woman sunk as low in barbarism as the women who!Il they
I h11v heard men who prided themselvs on their and make her the political equal of man.
outraged and enslaved. Both were sunk low in the
intelligence quote from the Declaration of IndePerhaps I ought to say that I hav some little pit of ignorance. The oppressed and the oppressor
pe:gdence, "All . men are created equal," .and de- fear of tl;le influtmce which designing priests and were equally degraded. Thus we are tied back to
clare that woman was not included. As well pass ministers hav over her. But I do not think that the ignorance and brutality of two or three thou~.
a.' law against cruelty to horses and then draw the disastrous consequences will come from putting the sand years ago. And to-day we regard woman _with
inf~rence." that men are at liberty to beat and tort- ballot into the hands-: of women. I am in favor of the. same political insignificance which was engen~
ure and stone all the mares. ·
it because i~ is her right. The experiment has al- d.ered in a barbaric age. And we hav not yet
While I do not believe that woman is the phys- ready heen. tried with the most flattering results. reached that state of civilization which inspires us
ical or mental. equal of man-because nature has put Women hav voted in Wyoming for more than twenty with sufficient manhood to lift from woman the poan eter:p.al bar against such equality-at the same years. ·.They hav not compromised their innocence litical disability which an ignorant people in a murtime I do not believe that the rights of men are to or grown brassy or boorish, as predicted. They derous, brutal age imposed upon her.
'
be measured by their power or wea,kness.
are just as good wives and mothers, and they hav
Paul was a great character in New Testament
By what right is a woman hanged by the neck not tried to sever the sacred tie between husband times .. He was an aggressiv, bold, bad man-sour,
until she is dead, who does not believe in capital and wife, but hav behaved themselvs with due de- morose, tyrannical. He made it exceedingly unpunishment, and who has no voice in the law?
cency and becoming decorum since be'coming voters, comfortable for those who differed from him in
An old widow lady owns a corner ·lot in a city as before.
opmwn. He persecuted men with the ferociousness
which she has inherited ... She rents a few rooms,
Who can believe that a state of servitude and de- of a tiger. No good man will ever persecute for
perhaps, and .that is her only mea,ns of support. pendence is the proper condition to produce good .opinion's sake.
·
...
A lot of men get their heads together and deter- wives and mothers 1 The man who is unwilling to
It is said that Paul never married. But the fact
min that a new system of water-works are needed, extend to his wife .or mother or sister all the polit- has slipped out, through the so-called early fathers .
that some new: public buildings are required, and ical privileges which he himself enjoys, in my judg- in the church, that he· had a wife, whom he never
that the well-being of the city requires various ment lacks the essential elements of a true patriot took with him in his journeyings, but claimed th.~
other improvements. A?d they. proceed to make and would never display the manly courage neces- right to take a "sister-wife" wherever he might
an -assessment to pay expenses, and they decide sary to resist the encroachments of tyrants.
be.
tha.t the .corner lot of the old 'lady . is one of the
To say that woman will become hardened and
I would expect just such a man to degr~de womost valuable in the city and assess it accordingly. coarse, that she will lose love for her children, that man and subject her to man's influence and pas~
Though she may never use a drop of water sup- home will lose its attractions for her, and that she sions. He commanded her not to do many things,
plie.d by :the public-though the buildings and will only be known as a blatant politician if the bal- She must not teach; she must remain in silence;
otl;ler:impro:vements may not be of the least ad van- lot is put into her hand, has not enough of common in short, she must be nothing and· nobody;. and
tage t9 he:J:-yet her property is ,assessed and per- sense in it to command the respect of the sober and must learn of her husband. And he gave as a rea-.
haps sold under the. hammer to pay for something thoughtful.
son that she was first in transgression. No .name
wbjch was of not the least advantage to her.
Where it has been tried it does not work that is more venerated among women than that of Paul;
T:Q.ough her property is voted away from her-in way. Woman does not seem to lose any of her and no man ever did more to load her with clankall of this matter she was allowed no voice.
loving or lovable nature. While she is left with all ing chains than he.
.
.
Here is involved the very pith and soul of the her nativ sweetness and purity, it has had a tenWhat- we most need is a class of women who hay
principle which our fatheri.l fought against in the dency to elevate and refine man, and take away a boldne6S and heroism enough to set their feet upon
Re:~nlutionary war-taxation without representation. great deal of his outside, if not his inside, cussed- the teachings of Paul, and not accept as a guide
There .is no power of argument which can do away ness.
one who only sought to degrade and enslave them.
with the parallel. If the czar. of Russia should
Miss Susan B. Anthony wrote to Mrs. Warren, of It is a curious fact that slavery is inclined to perlevy a tax upon us without our consent, it would Wyoming, to know the inside and outside working petuate itself.
involve no greater outrage.
of woman . suffrage in that state. In answer she
When John Brown raised the flag of freedo:m in
It may be said that when these men voted a tax says she has voted there more than twenty years, Virginia, he thought the slaves would flock to his
on the old lady, they voted a .corresponding tax and during that time has never known a woman to standard by thousands.
Instead of that they·
upon themselvs at the same time, and voted for the be annoyed at the polls. On the contrary, she says, fought for their masters. It shows that oppression
public good. But suppose the men who voted ·the we hav the most gallant gentlemen in the world. may be carried to such an extent that the last vestax on the, old lady should be divided, and one-half You see, it would not do to be otherwise; she givs tige of manhood dies out-all love of liberty and
of them vote a tax on the other half. How long as a reason,· men must behave themselvs or lose the independence is lost.
wo)lld. they ,stand it to hav their property ,voted vote of the ladies. Is there not philosophy in that?
Very few women know much about the government
aw!J.y without their consent? It would be found And does it not.hav a tendency to make men more or our free institutions. This is a great wrong to
that. there would be a terrible scramble to know respectful and iligni:fied 1 She says women do not them and to our children. We can but excuse their
who was. going to do the voti.nts. Each one would strive for office, but are quite willing to -let the men ignorance, when we exclude them from all partie- .
feel .a!;!-~ he ought to be the man.
fill the offices, if they are only good men. Thus it will ipation in the government. It would seem that
To take the education and mental training out be seen that it does not do to put up men of dis- they ought to be brought into closest relations with
of. tb,e hands of the mother and allow her no voice reputable character.
For not only the candidates, the government, in order to understand the claimro
in;, the p~~lie educatjon of her children, was seen to but the party putting them into the :field, would be upon them and their duty and obligation to it.
be so g1~eat 11n outrage, that in some states women called to account-a point worth noting.
I am inclined to think if the electiv franchise were
are alloweq.: to. vote in matters relating to public
So far from being degraded by having the electiv extended to them they would manifest a more lively
schools. "
·
franchise extended to .her, she seems not only to interest in the affairs of the nation, and it would -
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seelii:.tO:,:me to hav a tendency to- purge out a great may fl·eely a-ccept- ali the vababla · giLa off.ored us
deal of political corruption. _
.
_
_
.witl;w.ut fear of being ruined thereby.
·
But, as they expect pay for .these imports, that
.And it strikes me that children would get a great.
many" ~ore. wholesome ~nd' useful lessons in re- pay can be given only in the products of American
garcl to the scope and design of om· governmPnt labor. It cannot .be. given in money, for there is
than they now do.
·
no international money, and, as we reject foreign
In all history there seems to be .. a str~nge rela- coins, so foreigners reject ours. Even when we
tion between g1;and and progress1v natwns, and buy imports with gold and silver, they are exchanged,
respected and intelligent women. .
~ not as money, but as a commodity-bullion-being
Will we learn ;nothing by the lessons ~f the past. weighed in the scales just as any.other metal is.
I:1 the experience of bygone generatwns worth
Gold and silver arevaiuable simply because. it renothi;ng to us 1 What we mea~ure o.~t to others quires the expenditure of so-,-much labor to mine and
will be measured back to us a.;-nl'1.. Ir we would smelt them. Could they. be obtained as easily, rapnot labor under disabilities ourselvs, let us not im- idly, and plentifully as iron, they would be worth no
· pose them upoii others. The spirit of t~e _qol~en more than iron. So it is the labor cost, principally,
Rule should never be forgotten. Our mvilizatwn that givs even to gold and silver their value. Hence
can never rise above the condition of the mothers. imports do not displace · American labor, even
If we make an effort to elevate and ennoble them, though bought with gold and. silver. In fact, they
our work :willblossom ont in our children.
necessitate the employment of American labor to
If you regard the mothers as. only blanks_ in so- create the products that pay for them. And as this
ciety~ wondar n'Jt if yo~u· sons st:Lnd only ~s Ciphers. . cheapness of imports brings within our reach inany
Naples, N. Y.
JOHN .PEaK.
desirable articles we otherwise ·could not afford to
purchase, mo~e American labor is thus given emin producing the exports to pay therefor
Does Protection or Free Trade Giv the Most ployment
than if these imports were prohibited. To prohibit
Employment 1
the exchange of goods that cost us less labor for
Aplausible argtiment in favor of our protectiv those.that would cost us more, is, therefore, as untariff. is,. that it "givs Americans more employ- wise as to prohibit the use of labor-saving machinment."
ery.
. .
This is true, however, only in the sense that it
To arrive at truth on the tariff question, as on
necessitates more labor to accomplish the same any other, we must systematically study and foll~w
results.
independently each leading line of thought to Its
It requires, for insta~ce, less lab~r to _Produce logical conclusion before taking up a new one.. By
the exchangeable equivalent of a certam article th.an so doing, every other protectionist fallacy can be as
to niake the thing itself. If free to do so, we ~ completely unmasked as this ·one that "Protection
stinctivly produce this cheaper exchangea~le eqm~ givs Americans· more· employment."
alent and trade it for the more costly desrred artiD. WEBSTER GROH.
cle, thus saving ourselvs the excess of labor the
Breathedsville, Md., Jan. 25, 1892.
latter would otherw~se entail above the former.
But deny us this freedom to_ trade, and Ameri~ans
Two· Judgni.erits .
. are forced into-the more laborwus way of producmg,
Bold Robert Ingersoll, they say,
direc~ly, the thing -itself, instead of its cheaper e~
And Deacon Churchman died one day,
changeable equivalent, and protected m-o~y Ill
And both together started out
exacting from their fellow-countrymen additwnal
To judgment on the selfsame route,
And came at last to heaven's gate
pay for their waste labor.
.
.
Where Peter for them did await.
Thus, trade, like labor-savmg machinery, by
And as this saiL t they came unto,
making labor more productiv, certainly increases
He questioned them and asked them, through
the share due each individual laborer, as well as the
What good deeds done, or conquered sin,
They thereby hoped to get therein.
sum total of labor-products. But protec_tion, by
lessening both labor's individual. pro~uctwn . and
Quoth Robert bold, when thus addressed:
the sum total of its fruits, certamly 1mpovenshes
"Well, if the truth must be confessed,
As sure's I hope to be forgiven,
both the individua,l and the nation to a like extent.
I never supposed there was a heaven;
It is not by restricting labor's production, but
And when my earthly paths I trod
only by increasing it, that the size of shares C!J-n be
I thought, too, that there was no God.
augmented.
I all hereafter did deny,
But did as I would be done by,
Aside from the factor land, all products are the
But for some things I used to tell
result solely of two factors-capita~ and labor.
I think I ought to go to hell;
All the protectiv tariff laws in ~he uruv~rse cannot
So, ope to me the gates of gloom
add one iota to their productiv capacity. They
And I'll go in and meet my doom."
can·but alter the ratio of distribution between the
Then Deacon Churchman, he replied,
two.
"My maker I hav ne'er denied,
So if our tariff laws encourage cerhain industries,
And twice to church on Sabbath day
I went to sing, profess, and pray;
and the investment therein of capital, by promis of
Sometimes three times, but twice at leaat,
lai·ger returns, they must eventually take from labor
And always joined in the love feast;
what they giv to c~pital.
.
.
And of the tithes I paid my share,
Not labor itself, but the frmt thereof? IS the
And joined in Tuesd!LY evening's prayer,
And swelled the contribution-box
incentiv to toil. Hence, every labor-savmg maTo clothe our foreign mission flocks.
chine is welcomed, and its inventor honored, in exact
.All worldly pleasures I did shun,
ratio as the labor-saving effected is greater.
And never had a bit of fun,
The world-wide fame of Fulton, Howe, Edison,
For I, to plainly tell the truth,
Hav always kept myself aloof
anq other great inventors attests this fact:
.
From those who were outside the church
Yet many protectionists seem to consider toil a
For fear my garments I'd besmirch;
blessing ·and labor-saving -~ curse.
To destroy
So, take the bars of-that gate do~,
every labor-saving implement, to dull every broad~x,
And let me go and get my crown.
saw, and jack-plane, to annihilate every steam-engm,
To Robert, Peter then replied:
.
loom, and printing-press, and r_evert to d~rkest
" Though with your tongue you God demed,
barbarism, would be but the logical conclusiOn of
You owned him still within your heart
such false premises. For certainly the labor-saving
Where loving-kindness had a part,
And like the good Samaritan,
effected by trade can be no more injurious than that
You served God through your fellow-man,
effected by machinery. ·
.
.
So walk in through this upper gate
But even protectionists recogmze, to a certam
Where he your coming doth await
To giv to you the crown you've won
extent, the advantages of this labor-savi~g effe?ted
And say to you, ' Thou hast well done.'
by trade. For this we tunnel the moun tam~, bndge
the streams, grade hills and valleys, and_grrdle t~e
" And Deacon Churchman, you who thought
earth with a network Of railways. For this we build
A cr~wn in heaven could be bought
Through paltry tithes and many prayers,
the-fleetest "ocean grayhounds," and_ tax to its _utAnd buying trifles at church fairs,
most the inventiv genius of man to still further liDAnd putting in the money-box
prove them.
·
Much gold to buy the heathen socksAnd -protectionists not only dare utter no word of
Who much preferred to go barefoot,
Which their condition did but suitprotest against this, but they would actually subBut strove not to allay the woes
sidize o.ur foreign shipping. Why, then, counteract
Of paupers dwelling 'neath your nose,
by protectiv tariffs the improvements these grand
Just walk in through this lower gate,
inventions hav wrought~ Why encourage t~ade by
Where Satan for you doth await,
To take you down where you wi~ find
giving bo~tie_s with t;he r;ight .hand_ and s~ulta
Ten million more of just your kmd,
neously stifle 1t by protectiv tanffs given w1th the
Who've
found that heaven's not gained through
left 1
·
creeds
The importation of foreign-made goods does not
Or empty faith, but kindly deeds."
displace American labor.
MRs. EuRETTA WHEELER,
Imports-are purchasM with exports.
.
F9reigiJ,ers willnot giv us their goods for nothing.
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free
·
If they. did" we should be so much better off, and we on application.
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Our London· Letter.
The work done so far by the_ Liberty' of Bequest
committee htts not given· a uniform degree of satis~
faction to the English Freethought party. Mr.
Foote, whose opinion on the subject is 'worthy of
deep consideration, considers the steps proposed to
be taken do not go faT enough, and the me.asures
intended to be submitted to Parliament will not l;>e
any good to the National Secular Society, and be~
cause it simply asks that it may be made leg~l to
endow a trust for inquiry into· tl!e fou:ridii.hons · ·
and tendency of religion and ethical belie~s: -~h~
stumbling-block seems to ·be the ·word "mqmry, .
but I take· it that if inquiry without 'limitation were
freely permitted, no valid objection could be made
to the most sweeping criticism of any system of ?e~
lief. It would be more satisfactory to every serbon
of Freethinkers if all their disabilities could be re~ moved, but the committee has good cause to know
that a more forcible measure would hav no chance
whatever in the present Parliament, an~ 1~robably ..
many succeeding ones, and therefore It IS more
politic to "hasten slowly," feel the way gradually,
and proceed step by step to gain the ult_imate ~
of our desires. Mr. Bradlaugh found It was Impossible to carry out more than a f_raction of his intentions and came to the concluswn that '' ltalf a
loaf was' better than no bread." The committee
would be only too glad to propose a comprehensiv
bill that would meet with the approval of all Freethinkers if these showed the slightest chance of
success, 'and would be glad to receive suggestions
and assistance from the entire party to that end. It
is questionable even if this mild little bill will not n:eet
-.vith sufficient opposition to swamp it for the time
being, but it will answer the purpose of a feele_r,
and enable us to distinguish friends from foes m
the house of Parliament.
Mr.Robertson has treated the question carefully and
fully in the National Reformer, and has also found
the word "inquiry" a stumbling-block. He doubts
whether such trusts are even illegal at this momt.nt,
but there is that doubt about it, and in the absence
of any law on this subject, it is, I think, most advisable that one should be made. As matters now
stand it is uncertain whether a legacy to endow
such 'a trust would be allowed to hav effect, ae it
could only be decided at common law, should a ~s
pute arise, and the ju~ge ~efore wh?m the q~estwn
was raised could decide It accordmg to his own
prejudiced ideas, and Freethinke~s h~v a ve_ry good
idea how many judges would decide m their favor.
It must also be remembered that to defend such a
suit even if it terminated successfully, would be an
exp~nsiv proceeding, and one ~hat wot;tld _req~e
serious consideration before takmg up; 1t m1ght m
such circumstances be more expedient to forego
the legacy than fight for it, a~d the qu.estion of
right would still remain undemded. It Is an _exceedingly difficult J?~tter to pleas_e _all pa~ties,
though this would willingly be done 1f 1t were anyway possible; for although all the me~bers of the
committee are not members of the Natwnal Secular
Society they hav the interests of Freethought quite
a.s much at heart.
"The Liberty Annual," recently published by
Messrs. Watts & Co., is worthy of careful perusal,
inasmuch as it is rather a curiosity in these latter
days. It is the best epitome of t~e individualist
party that has yet .appeared,: b~t qmte powerless to
stem the coming tide of Socmbsm. As far a~ I can
understand the gist of the papers, the only Idea of
liberty is to allow those who can make the most
successful grab to hold all they get with full liberty
for the weak and unsuccessful to go to the wall;
but as this is generally the order of the day, it
scarcely requires a special work to show how to do
it unless the cleverest of the individualists are
s~mewhat uneasy in their . minds, and . consid~r
it necessary to issue a senes of apologies. It IS
easily to be understood why aristocrats and plutocrats so strenuously stand up for such a description
of "liberty," particularly as they mostly profess
such fervent Christianity; but it is not so easy to
comprehend the reasons why those who are neither
one nor other ally themselvs to st~ch a ~arty.
Lord Cardigan, who is one of these emi~en~ frien~s
of liberty, owns a slum in Ch~lsea, whwh IS a disgrace to any civilized commumty, and other no?le
champions are grou~d_landlord~ of equally charmmg
spots. The descr1ptwn of liberty advocated by
such champions is worse than the slavery of past
times.
The National Secular Society's Almanac . for
1892 is equal to former issues ; the_re are v~nous
articles of interest and much useful mformatwn to
Freethinkers. As it is the only English annual of
its kind, it will no doubt find a ready sale, and the
editor's heart will be gladdened by the clearance of
thi entire edition.
·
J. D. · ·
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(Continued from page 101.)
Hosea Ballou, seems to have wandered from the
faith. As a rule, Christians insist that when one
denies the religion of Christian parents he is an exceedingly bad man, but when he denies the religion
of parents not Christians, and becomes a Christian,
that he is a very faithful, good and loving son.
Mr. Ballou insists that God has the same right to
punish us that nature has, or that the state has. I
do not think he understands what I have said. The
state ought not to punish for the sake of punishment.
The state may imprison, or inflict what is called
punishment, first for its own protection, and, secondly, for the reformation of the punished. If no
one could do the state any injury, certainly the
state would have no right to punish under the plea
of protection ; and if no human being could by any
possibility be reformed, then the excuse-of reformation could not be given.
Let us apply this :-If God be infinite no one can
injure him. Therefore he need not punish anybody
or damn anybody or burn anybody for his protection.
Let us take another step. Punishment being
justified only on two grounds-that is, the protection of society and the reformation of the punished
-how can eternal punishment be justified 1 In
the first place, God does not punish to protect himself, and, in the second place, if the punishment is
to be forever, he does not punish to reform the
punished. What excuse then is left!
Let us take still another step. If instead of
punishment, we say "consequences," and that
every good man has the right to reap the good consequences of good actions, and that every bad man
must bear the consequences of bad actions, then
you may say to the good :--'-If you stop doing good
you will lose the harvest. You must say to the bad:
- I f you stop doing bad you need not increase
your burdens. And if it be a fact in nature that all
must reap what they sow, there is neither mercy
nor cruelty in this fact, and I hold no God responsible for it. The trouble with the Christian creed
is that God is described as the one who gives rewards and the one who inflicts eternal pain.
There is another trouble. This God, if infinite,
must have known when he created man exactly who
would be eternally damned. What right had he to
create men, knowing that they were to be damned?
So much for Mr. Ballou.
REV. DR. HILLIER.
The Rev. Dr. Hillier seems to reason in a kind of
circle. He takes the ground, in the first place,
that "Infidelity, Christianity, science, and experience all agree, without the slightest tremor of uncertainty, in the inexorable" law that whatsoever a
man sows that shall he also reap." He then takes
the ground that, " if we wish to be rid of the harvest, we must not sow the seed; if we would avoid
the result, we must remove the cause ; the only
way to be rid of hell is to stop doing evil; that this,
and this only, is the way to abolish an eternal penitentiary."
Very good; but that is not the point. The real
thing under discussion is this :-Is this life a state
of probation~ and if a man fails to live a good life
here, will he have no opportunity for reformation in
another world if there be one ~ Can he cease to do
evil in the eternal penitentiary~ and if he does, can
he be pardoned-can he .be released~
It is admitted that man must bear the consequences of his acts. If the consequences are good,
then the acts are good. If the consequences are
bad, the acts are bad. Through experience we find
that certain acts tend to unhappiness and others to
happiness.
Now, the only question is whether we have wisdom
enough to live in harmony with our conditions here;
and if we fail here, will we have an opportunity of
reforming in another world~ If not, then the few
years that we live here determine whether we shall be
angels or devils forever.
It seems, to me, if there be another life, that in
that life men may do good, and men may do evil;
and if they may do good it seems to me that they
may reform.
I do not see why God, if there be one, should
lose all interest in his children simply because they
leave this world and go where he is. Is it possible
that an infinite God does all for his children here, in
this poor ignorant world, that it is possible for him
to do, and that if he fails to reform them here,
nothing is left to do except to make them eternal
convicts~

REV. MR. HALDEMAN.
The Rev. Mr. Haldeman mistakes my position. I
do not admit that "an Infinite God as revealed in
nature has allowed men to grow up under conditions which no ordinary mortal can look at in all
their concentrated agony and not break his .heart."
I dO· not confess that God reveals h!mself in
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nature as an Infinite God, without mercy. I do not
admit that there is an Infinite Being anywhere responsible for the agonies and tears, for the barbarities and horrors of this life. I cannot ·believe that
there is in the universe a being with power to prevent these things. I hold no God responsible. I
attribute neither cruelty nor mercy to nature.
Nature neither weeps nor rejoices. I cannot believe that this world, as it now is, as it has been,
was created by an infinitely wise, powerful and benevolent God. But it io far better th!J,t we should
all go down " with souls unsatisfied" to the dreamless grave, to the tongueless silence of the voiceless
dust, than that countless millions of human souls
should suffer forever.
Eternal sleep is better than eternal pain. Eter-nal pmiishment is eternal revenge, and can be inflicted only by an eternal monster.
·
MR. G. A. LOCEY.
Mr. George A. Locey endeavors to put his case in
an extremely small compass, and satisfies himself
with really one question, and that is ;-"If a man
in good health is stricken with disease, is assured
that a physician can cure him, but refuses to take
the medicine and dies, ought there to be any escape'"
He concludes that the physician has done his
duty; that the patient was obdurate and suffered
the penalty.
The application he makes is this:
"The Christian's 'tidings of great joy' is the·
message that the Great Physician tendered freely.
Its acceptance is a cure certain, and a life of eternal
happiness the reward. If the soul accepts are they
not tidings of great joy; and if the soul rejects, is
it not unreasonable on the part of Colonel Ingersoll
to try and sneak out and throw the blame on
God~"

The answer to this seems easy. The cases are not
parallel. If an Infinite God created us all, he knew
exactly what we would do. If he gave us free will
it does not change the result, because he knew how
we would use the free will.
Now, if he knew that billions upon billions would
refuse to take the reruedy, and consequently would
suffer eternal pain, why create them~ There would·
have been much less misery in the world had he left
them dust.
What right has God to make a failm;e~ Why
should he change dust into a sentient being, knowing that that being was to ·be the heir of endless
agony?
If the supposed physician had created the patient
who refused to take the medicine, and. had so created
him that he knew he would refuse to take it, the
cases might be parallel.
According to the orthodox creed millions are to
be damned who never heard of the medicine or of
the "Great Physician."
REV. DR. TALMAGE.
There is one thing said by the Rev. Dr. Talmage
that I hardly think he could have intended. Possibly there has been a misprint. It is the following paragraph:Who (speaking of Jesus) has such an eye to our
need; such a lip to kiss away our sorrow, such a
hand to snatch us out of the fire; such afoot to
trample OUr enemies) SUCh a heart to embrace all
our necessities~
What does the reverend gentleman mean by
" such a foot to trample our enemies?"
This, to me, is a terrible line. But it is in accordance with the history of the church. In the
name of its founder it has "trampled on its enemies" and beneath its cruel feet have perished the
noblest of the world.
REV. J. BENSON HAMILTON.
The Rev. J. Benson Hamilton, of Brooklyn,
comes into this discussion with a great deal of heat
and considerable fury. He states that "Infidelity
is the creed of prosperity, but when sickness or
trouble or sorrow comes he [meaning the Infidel]
does not paw nor mock nor cry 'Ha! ha !' He
sneaks and cringes like a whipped cur, and trembles
and whines and howls."
The spirit of Mr. Hamilton is not altogether admirable. He seems to think that a man establishes the truth of his religion by being brave, or
demonstrates its falsity by trembling in the presence of death.
Thousands have died for false religions and in
honor of false gods. Their heroism did not prove
the truth of the religion, but it did prove the sincerity of their convictions.
A great many murderers have been hanged who
exhibited on the scaffold the utmost contempt of
death; and yet this courage exhibited by murderers has never been appealed to in justification of
murder.
The reverend gentleman tells again the story of
the agonies endured by Thomas Paine when dying ;
tells us that he then said that he wished his work
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had been thrown into the fire, and that -if the devil
ever had any agency in any work he had in the writing of the book (meaning " The Age of Reason "),
and that he frequently asked the Lord Jesus to
have mercy upon him.
No TRUTH IN THE STORY.
Of course there is not a word oftruth in this story.
Its falsity has been demonstrated thousands and
thousands of times, and yet ministers of the goapel go right on repeating it just the same.
. So this gentleman tells us that Voltaire was accustomed to close his letters with the words,
"Crush the wretch!" (meaning Christ). This is
not so. He referred to superstition, to religion,
not to Christ.
This gentleman also says that "Voltaire was the
prey of anguish and dread, alternately supplicating
and blaspheming God ; that he complained that he
was abandoned by God; that when he died his
friends fled from the room, declaring the sight too
terrible to be endured."
There is not one word of truth i.n this. Everybody who has read the life of Voltaire knows that
he died with the utmost ~;~erenity.
Let me tell you how Voltaire died.
He was an old man of eighty-four. He had been
surrounded by the comforts of life. He was a man
of wealth-of genius. Among the literary men of
the world he stood first. God had allowed him to
have the appearance -of success. .His last years
were filled with the intoxication of flattery. He
stood at the summit of his age. The priests became anxious. They began to fear that God would
forget, in a multiplicity of business, to make a t.errible example of Voltaire.
. .
.
Toward the last of May, 1788, it was whispered
in Paris that Voltaire was dying. Upon the fences
of expectation gathered the unclean birds of superstition, impatiently waiting for their prey.
.
"Two days before his death his nephew went to
seek the cure of St. Sulpice and the Abbe Gautier,
and brought them into his uncle's sick-chamber,
who was informed that they were there."
"•Ah, well,' said Voltaire; 'give them my compliments and my thanks.'
" The abbe spoke some words to Voltaire, exhorting him to patience. The cure of St. Suipice then came forward, having announced himself,
and asked Voltaire, lifting his voice, if he acknowledged the divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ. The
sick man pushed one of his hands against the cure's
coif, shoving him back, and cried, turning abruptly
to the other side:" ' Let me die in peace !'
" The cure seemingly considered his person
soiled and his coif dishonored by the touch of the
philosopher. He made the nurse give him a little
brushing and went out with the Abbe Gautier.
"He expired," says Wagniere, on the 30th of
May, 1788, at about a quarter past eleven at night,
with the most perfect tranquillity.
"Ten minutes before ..his last breath ·he took the
hand of Morand, his valet de chambre, who was
watching by him, pressed it and said :-•Adieu my
dear Morand. I am gone."
"These were his last words."
VOLTAIRE AN INTELLECTUAL AUTOCRAT.
From this death, so simple and serene, so natural
and peaceful-from these words so utterly destitute of cant or dramatic touch-'-all the frightful
pictures, all the despairing. utterances have been
drawn and made. From these materials, and
from these alone, have been constructed all the
shameless calumnies about the death of this great
and wonderful man.
Voltaire was the intellectual autocrat of his time.
From his throne at the foot of the Alps he pointed·
the finger of scorn at every hypocrite in Europe.
He was the pioneer o£ his century; He was the
assassin of superstition. Through the shadows of
faith and fable; through the darkness of myth and
'miracle; through the midnight of Christianity;
through the blackness of bigotry; past cathedral
and dungeon; past rack and stake; past altar and
throne, he carried, with chivalric hands, the sacred
torch of Reason !
THOMAS PAINE's DEATH.
Let nie also tell you about the death of Thomas
Paine. After the publication of his "Rights of
Man" and "The Age of Reason" every falsehood
that malignity could coin and malice pass was given
to the world. On his return to America, although
Thomas Jefferson, another Infidel, was president, it
was hardly safe for Paine to appear in the public
streets.
·
Under the very flag he had helped to put in
heaven his rights were not respected. Under the
Constitution that he had first suggested his life
was insecure. He had helped to give liberty to
more than three millions of his fellow-citizens, and
they were willing to deny it unto him.
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· He waa ·deserted, ostracised, shunned, maligned
and cursed. But he maintained his integrity. He
'Stood by the convictions. of his mind, and never for
one moment did he hesitate or waver.· He died almost alone.
Themoment he died the pious commenced manufacturing horrors for his deathbed. They had his
chamber filled with devils, rattling chains, and
these ancient falsehoods are certified by the clergy
even of the present day.
The truth is that ·Thomas Paine died as he had
lived. Some ministers were impolite enough to
visit him against his will. Several of them he
ordered from his room. A couple_ of Catholic
priests, in all the meekness of arrogance, called that
~hey might enjoy the agonies of the dying friend of
man. Thomas Paine, rising in his bed, the few
moments of expiring life fanned int() flame by the
breath of indignation, had the goodness to curse
them both.
·
,,·His physician, who seems to have been a meddling fool, just as the cold hand uf Death was
Wuching the patriot's heart, whispered in the
dUlled ear of the dying man:-" Do you, believe, or
do you wish to believe, that Jesus Christ is the Son
of God~"
·
·And the reply was:-" I have no wish to believe
op the subject."
These were the last remembered words of Thomas
Paine. He died as serenely as ever mortal passed
away. He died in the full possession of his mind,
and on the brink and edge of death proclaimed the
doctrines of his life.
·Every philanthropist, every believer in human
liberty, every lover of the great Republic, should
feel under obligation to Thomas Paine for the
splendid services rendered by him in the darkest
days of the American revolution. In the midnight
of Valley Forge, " The Crisis " was the first star
that glittered in the wide horizon of despair.
, We should remember that Thomas Paine was the
first man to write these words:-"The United
States of America."
The Rev. Mr. Hamilton seems to take a kind of
joy in imagining what Infidels will suffer when they
come to die, and htl writes as though he would like
to be present.
· For my part I hope that all the sons and daughtt;Jrs of men will die in peace; that they will pass
a~ay as easily as twilight fades to llight.

the eternity of punishment they ought publicly to
change their creeds.
I admit, also, that the averaO'e minister advises his
congregation to be honest and to treat all with kindness, and I admit that many of these ministers fail to
follow their own advice when they make what they
call " replies " to me.
GOOD THINGS ABOUT THE CHURCH.

. Of course there are many good things about the
church. To the extent that it is charitable, or rather
to the extent that it causes charity, it is good. To
the extent that it causes men and women to lead
moral lives it is good. But to the extent that it fills
the future with fear it is bad. To the extent that it
convinces any human being that there is any God
who not only can, but will, inflict eternal torments
on his own children, it is bad.
And such teaching does tend to blight humanity.
Such teaching does pollute the imagination of childhood. Such teaching does furrow the cheeks of the
best and tenderest with tears. Such teaching does
rob old age of all its joy, and cover every cradle
with a curse!
-'-) '2.<:,. . _: ~
The Rev. Mr. Holloway seems to be extremely familiar with God. He says: "God seems to have delayed his advent through all the ages to give unto
the world the fullest opportunity to do all that the
human mind could suggest for the weal of the race."
According to this gentleman, God just delayed his
advent for the purpose of seeing what the world
would do, knowing all the time exactly what would
be done.
Let us make a suggestion : If the orthodox creed
be true, then all people became tainted or corrupted
or depraved, or in some way spoiled by what is
known as " original sin."
According to the Old Testament, these people kept
getting worse and worse. It does not seem that
Jehovah made any effort to improve them, but he
patiently· waited for about fifteen hundred years
without having established any church, without
having given them a Bible, and then he drowned all
but eight persons.
Now, those eight persons were also depraved.
The taint of original sin was also in their blood.
It seems to me that Jehovah made a mistake. He
should also have killed the remaining eight and
started anew, kept the serpent out of his garden, and
furnished the first pair with a Bible and the Presbyterian Confession of Faith.

ORTHODOX CHRISTIANITY.

REV. DR. TYLER.

Of course when I said that "Christianity did not
bt:ing tidings of great joy, but a message of eternal
ghef," I meant orthodox ChristiaiJ,ity; and when I
s!j.id that "Christianity fills the future with fire and
flame, and made God the keeper of an eternal penitentiary, in which molt of the chil(!.ren of men were
to be imprisoned forever," I was giving what I
understood to be the evangelical belief on that
subject.
If the churches have given up the doctrine of
eternal punishment, then for one I am delighted,
and I shall feel that what little I have done toward
that end, has not been done in vain.
The Rev. Mr. Hamilton, enjoying my dying agony
in imagination, says: "Let the world wait but for a
few years at the most, when death's icy fingers feel
for the heartstrings of the boaster, and, as most of his
like who have gone before him ha.ve done, he will
sing another strain."
·
How shall I characterize the spirit that could
prompt the writer of such a sentence~
The reverend gentleman "loves his enemies," and
yet he is filled with glee when he thinks of the
agonies I shall endure when death's icy fingers feel
for the strings of my heart! Yet I have done him
no harm.
He then quotes, as being applicable to me, a passage from the. prophet Isaiah, commencing : " The
vile person will speak villany."
Is this passage applicable only to me t

The Rev. Dr. Tyler takes it for granted that all
charity and goodness are the children of Christianity.
This is a mistake. All the virtues were in the world
long before Christ came. Probably Mr. Tyler will be
convinced by the words of Christ himself. He will
proba~ly remember ~he story of the good Samaritan,
and if he does he will see that it is exactly in point.
The good Samaritan was not a Hebrew. He was not
one of the " chosen people." He was a poor, "miserable heathen," who knew nothing about the Jehovah of the Old Testament, and who had never
heard of the "scheme of salvation." And yet, according to Christ, he was far more charitable than
the Levites-the priests of Jehovah, the highest of
the "chosen people." Is it not perfectly plain from
this story that charity was in the world before
Christianity was establibhed 7
A great deal has been said about asylums and hospitals, as though the Christians are entitled to great
credit on that score. If Dr. Tyler will read what is
said in the British Encyclopedia under the head of
"Mental Diseases," he will find that the Egyptians
treated the insane with the utmost kindness, and that
they called reason back to its throne by the voice of
music; that the temples were resorted to by crowds
of the insane, and that "whatever gifts of nature or
productions of art were calculated to impress the
imagination were there united. Games and recreations were instituted in the temples. Groves imd
gardens surrounded these holy retreats. Gaily
decorated boats sometimes transported patients to
breathe the pure breezes of the Nile."
So in ancient Greece it is said that "from the hands
of the pries·t the cure of the disordered mind first
passed into the domain of medicine with the philosopliers. Pythagoras is said to have employed music
for the cure of mental diseases. The order of the day
for his disciples exhibits a profound knowledge of
the relations of body and mind. The early morning
was divided between gentle exercise, conversation,
and music. Then came conversation, followed by
gymnastic exercise and a temperate diet. Afterward, a bath and supper with a sparing allowance of
wine ; then reading, music, and conversation concluded the day."
So "Asclepiades was celebrated for his treatment
of mental disorders. He recommended that bodily
restraint should be avoided as much as possible." It
is also stated that ''the philosophy and arts of Greece
spread to Rome, and the first special treatise on in-

DR. HOLLOWAY.

The Rev. Mr. Holloway is not satisfied with the
"Christmas Sermon." FPr his benefit I repeat, in
another form, what the ChristmaS sermon contains:
· If orthodox Christianity teaches that this life is a
period of probation; that we settle here our eternal
destiny and that all who have heard the gospel and
who have failed to believe it are to be eternally lost,
then I say that Christianity did not "bring tidings
of great joy," but a message of eternal grief. And
if tho orthodox churches are still preaching the doctrine. of endless pain, then I say it would be far
better if every church crumbled into dust than that
such preaching and such teaching should be continued.
It would be far better yet, however, if the ministers could be converted ~.tnd their congregations enlightened.
r admit that the orthodox churches preach some
things besides hell ; but if they do not believe in

sanity is that of Celsus, which distinguishes varieties
of insanity and their proper treatment."
"Over the arts and sciences of Greece and Rome
the errors .and ignorance of the Middle Ages gradually crept, until they enveloped them in a cloud
worse than Egyptian darkness. The insane were
again consigned to the miracle-working ordinances
of priests-or else totally neglected. Idiots and imbeciles were permitted to go clothless and homeless.
The frantic and furious were chained in loathsome
dungeons and exhibited for money like wild beasts.
The monomaniacs became, according to circumstance, the objects of superstitious horror or reverence. They were regarded as possessed with demons and subjected either to priestly exorcism, or
cruelly destroyed as wizards and witches. This cruel
treatment of the insane continued with little or no
alleviation down to the end of the last century in all
the civilized countries of Europe."
Let me quote a description of these Christian asylums.
Public asylums indeed existed in most of the metropolitan citie.s of Europe, but the insane were more
generally, if ·' at all troublesome, confined in jails,
where they were chained in the lowest dungeons or
made the butts and menials of the most debased
criminals. In public asylums the inmates were confined in cellars, isolated in cages, chained to floors
or walls. These poor victims were exhibited to the
public like wild beasts. They were often killed by
the ignorance and brutality of their keepers.
I call particular attention to the following paragraph: "Such was the state of the insane generally
throughout Europe at the commencement of this
century. Such it continued to be in England so late
as 1815 and in Ireland as 1817, as revealed by the
inquiries of parliamentary commissions in those
years respectively."
Dr. Tyler is entirely welcome to all the comfort
these facts can give.
Not only were the Greeks and Romans and Egyptians far in advance of the Christians in the treatment of the mentally diseased, but even the Mohammedans were in advance of the Christians about
seven hundred years, and in addition to this they
treated their lunatics with great kindness.
The temple of Diana of Ephesus was a refuge for
insolvent debtors, and the Theseium was a refuge
for slaves.
Again, I say that hundreds of years before the establishment of Christianity there were in India not
only hospitals and asylums for people, but even for
animals. The great mistake of the Christian clergy
is that they attribute all goodness to Christianity.
They have always been engaged in mllligning human
nature-in attacking the human heart-in efforts to
destroy all natural passions.
Perfect mu.xims for the conduct of life were uttered and repeated in India and China hunareds
and hundred~;~ of years before the Christian .era.
Every virtue was lauded and every vice denounced.
All the good that Christianity has in it came from
the human heart. Everything in that system of .religion came from this world, and in it you will ,find
not only the goodness of man but the imperfections
of man-not ~nly the love of man but the mali9e of
man.
·
Let me teU you why the Christians for so many
centuries neglected or abused the insane. They beli~ved the New Testament, and honestly supposed
that the insane were filled with devils.
DR. BUCKLEY.

In regard to the contest between Dr. Buckley,
who, as I understand it, is a doctor of theologyand I should think such theology t>tootl in need of
a doctor-and the 1'elegram, I have nothing to say.
There is only one side to this contest; and so fat
as the doctor heretofore criticised what is known
as the "Christmas Sermon," I have answered him,
leaving but very little to which I care to reply in his
last article.
Dr. J.3uckley, like many others, brings forward
names instead of reasons-instead of arguments.
Milton, Pascal, Elizabeth Fry, John Howard, and
Michael Faraday are not arguments. They are only
names ; and, instead of giving ime names, Dr.
Buckley should give the reasons advanced by those
whose names he pronounces.
Jonathan Edwards may have been a good· man,
but certainly ·his theology was infamous. So Father
Matthew was· a good man; but it was impossible
for him to be good enough to convince Dr. Buckley
of the doctrine of the "Real Presence."
Milton was a very good man, and he described
God as a kind of brigadier-general, put the angels
in uniform and had regular battles, but Milton's
goodness can by no possibility establish the truth
of his poetical and absurd vagaries.
All the self-denial and goodness in the world do
not even tend to prove the existence of the super•
(Continued on page 108.)
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will.still.continue.to. prosper,.and. wishing .By. div.iding...these :Suixi!i.bY- e!i.Cli:otlilii;.:-we
you a happy new year,.l remain, - .
find that ·had tl:ris immense riuriiber of
·
Yours truly, -·E .. H: ·scHtf.RM:A-N:
b_o-okil he_~n placed side 'by sid~ they wo;.ua·
not h~,t~. c<;>vered' Sf square ri:Jil~s~ Great
Can Do Missionary Work Now.
A Pleasant Letter.
Crosar's ghost! what ali infinites:Unal por~
LAKE SHoRE,- UTAH, Jan. ·16, 292 E. M.
·RocKY RIVER, 0., Jan. 7, 1892.
tion of" the surface of the earth do'es·- this'Mn. EDITOR: I am still well satisfied little 3~ square miles represent, and what·a
MR. EDIToR: Along the 1st of next
with the dear old TRUTH SEEKER and F' whopper·" ·of· fli ""d_u.rned no SUCh thing"
March I expect to be in funds to send an
Watson Heston .... It. is .no. use." talking, does this one vetse'O:f inspiration tell! It
exp:ress money order to extend paper and
you cannot afford to dispense with his car~ is worse -than the· 'boy's tale of a hundred
get some books, hoping . the new -p;.ble
toons. They are .i:udispensable, and I hope cats. : Still, it is· only a sample of the· noc
Picture Book in press will be out by• :hen.
he is well pa~d for his seJ:vices. ·
I am more than p~eased that the outside
such-things .that can be found in almost
Since Dr. York _was here in Salt Lake any part -of the so-called holy. scripture:
pictures on THE TRUTH SEEKER hereafter
City the Freethought cause has collapsed Truly did Thomas Paine say that the Bible
can be taken off and no damage done the
and everything seems as dead as midnight. had been read more and examined less than
reading matter. Missionary work is posDr. York was well thought of in tJ:tah any other book. My own Liberal ideas
sible now without offending at first sight.
county and gave great satisfaction .. If he ·were not the result of reading Paine, InYours sincerely,
-SILAS GLEASON.
conies this way again he will hav my sup- gersoll, or any <;>ther Liberal writer. I
port
.
-got them by reading and comparing the
Until the Millennium of· Peace Is Es·
Through a friend I hav· just received a Bible'. And every day confirms me more
tabllshed.
copy of the cartoon book. It is one of the and more in the opinion that there is no
AUBURN, N.Y., Dec. 28, 189L.
best productions to fight superstition more of the '' inspired word of God " in
MR. EDITOR: I am· now almost eighty
with that I ever saw.
that book than there is in the rhymes of
years-old. I havtaken THE TRUTH SEEKER
Long liv Watson Heston and· THE old Mother Goose. It makes God a liar,
seven~een _.years; could not very well get
TRuTH SEEKER. I hav a grateful feeling murderer, and debaucher of innocence,
along without it, a:ud shall continue to take Two Fools Who Say in Their "Hearts, and thanks to all the contributors to T's::m
and Jesus Christ a bastard and a distiller.
it as hmg as I am able to peruse its interEtc.
TRUTH SEEKER. 1\fay the noble -TRUTH
J. n. LANE.
esting truths. My sincere wish is, that
ScoFIELD, UTAH, Dec. -19, 1891.
SEEKER al\d the Freethought lecturers now
you may liv to. publish it until the millen~
MR.. EDITOR: Add to your list Mr. in the field be prospered: I shall do what To Supplant the Bible in Our Peniten·
nium of peace is thoroughly ~;~stablished and Thomas Lloyd, a new member of our little I can to giv them aid. But I liv in
tiaries.
bigotry is banished from the face of the TRUTH SEEKER family, and a genuin here- a county barren almost of Freethought
ALLUNCE, 0., Jan. 20, 1892.
earth. I inclose $7.50-$5 for two sub- tic, who has so far failed to "find out God." material. Wishing you and those laborMR. EDITOR: I hand you the within $~
scdptions and $2.50 for the" Freethinkers' Being a new arrival in this place,! am unable ing with you in the office every success, I _one for the Bible Picture Book, when issued, and the other to apply on subscripPictorial Text-Book" in cloth.
to say how it stands for Freethought; but, am,
Yours for justice,
Fraternally yours;
C. B. TucKER.
tion. We hav taken the paper since Mr.
being one of the fools who say in their
H. S. BROOKS.
Bennett's incarceration, and are much
hearts, There· is no God, and. always ready
to say so anywhere, I think Mr. Lloyd and Each Wave of Trutl1 Submerges a Lie. pleased with it. It shows up the terrible
That " In·God· We-Trust."
ELKTON, MINN., Jan. 11, 1892.monster of ChristianitY which iritends to
I can keep the fires of Infidelity burning.
1\fR. EDIToR: I see by the ·papers that subjugate the progressiv minds of the
PARis, ILL., Jan. 14, 1892.
We hav another new arrival-a little jackMR. EDITOR: My paper of the new year ass of a Methodist preacher. I do not know the Christians are having a terrible out- world, but finds valiant foes in the many
is a beauty and highly interesting.
whether "Providence" sent him here to pouring of the holy spirit in different parts reforms and their advocates. And though
I had prepared an article for THE TRUTH offset my. efforts or sent ·me here to offset of the country, fulfilling the law, for the Secular Union has fallen short of its
SEEKER in regard to some economic opin- his. At any . rate, I pay my hotel bills, without the shedding of blood there is no proposed usefulness, yet THE TRUTH
ions, but seeing Mr. Z. A. Gleason's com- while the 1\fethodist sponges his material remission of 8in. Ligh and knowledge is SEEKER has still unflinchingly carried its
munication in the December 24th number, necessiti off those who are satisfied with penetrating the dark labyrinth of igno- aggressiv flag at full mast;and, we are sure,
I concluded .to fully indorse the most of the spii ,ual coin he pays his worldly bills rance and superstition with which man's if supported as it deserves, will never surhis views, and would be pleased to hear with. If you will send a few pages from mind has been incrusted from the remote- render to any superstition, either ancient
from him often on the industrial and eco- the " Freethinkers' Pictorial Text- Book," ness of time. Theological scholars are . or modern, but will ever claim the right
nomic subjects now before the people.
I shall try and secure some more pur- becoming honest by furce of circum- for all of mental freedom, without political
stances. They can no longer antagonize interference. I must congratulate you on
What do you think of the penny postage? chasers for that noble ·book.
truth, and make it appear a lie. Every the improved dress of the new year's
We aU of us here wish it to become a law.
M. P. BROFFET.
As· soon as I get hold of one of our diwave of truth rolls over a lie and stran- .paper and its picturesque appearance.
vinities in whom" We Trust," I will trans- May Every Liberal Be True to Himself gles it, and these truths are coming in Long may it wave.
.
.
and His Cause.
such force and rapid succession that the
mit it to you in exchange for a Bible Pictl wonder if I carinot find a place for my
MoNSoN, MAss., Jan. 10, 1892.
preachers are driven to accept a more preserved copies of THE T:~;tUTH SEEKER
ure Book.
·
J. A. WALTHALL.
MR.· EDIToR: Allow me to congratulate solid footing, letting go o the straw which and other valuable Freethought publicayou for your able editorial in the last issue can no longer sustain them.
tion~ ;hich hav accumulated on our hands,
Ca,rtoons Making Freethinkers.
of your valuable paper. Every Liberal
Dr. Thomas and Lyman Abbott are which I thought were too good to destroy.
SAN JosE, CAL., Jan. 26, 1892.
should do all within his power to remove shocking the sensibilities of the religions Do you not think they would be valuable
.MR. EDIToR: There are some who say those obnoxious laws which infringe upon element by their new theology. They de- reading for people who are in the homes or
that the cartoons in THE -TRUTH SEEKER the liberties of the· people. Above all clare the Bible to qe imperfect-that a in asylums, or even in the penitentiaries? I
repel more than they attract. I hav tested things,. our mails should be secure and all man may keep all of the Commandments would be only too glad to know that they
the. matter by keeping a dozen. or more private· matter pass unmolested;
and then not be fit to enter the society of are doing some one good, and . hope from
tack-ed to the bulletin-boards in front of
.Accept my sympathy and support in your the citizens of-New York, which we know this paragraph to receive an order or the
my news-standin this city for the lastfour effort to keep the World's Fair open Sun- is none of the best. To believe Genesis we whole installment, which embr: c 19 all
months, and· there is scarcely a momen.t day. I am located in an old Puritan center, must hav two minds, one for a religious clas~es of pr6gressiv reading-- matter,
during the day but from one to a dozen but send me blanks and I will do what I can. standpoint, one for a scientific. I. hope_ Spiritualistic, Agnostic,' Materiallstic, and
persons. are feasting their eyes on those
May every Liberal be true to himseLf Dr. Thomas will visit St. Paulagain.
social-reform ..
holy'pictures. They cannot help but view and his cause by supporting those moral
Radically yours,
MARTIN FLEMING.
Yours for .the betterment of the race,
the grand show, to save their souls. Now, principles essential to the happiness of manMRs. S. S. RocKHILL.
The Bible and Mathematics.
if some Liberal will try the experiment in kind. May you succeed in your great
ah.
26,
1892.
A
Contrib.utor
Challenged.
J
every city· in ·this free and enlightened cause, and soon may the world behold the
MR. EDITOR: John xxi, 25, says: "Arid
.
Gmclao, ILL., Jan. 11, 1892.
country he will find to his surprise that true light.
there are also many other things that Jesus'
MR. EDIToR:· As our cause needs truthmore people want to look at those pictures
Error is mortal and cannot liv;
did, the which if th•y should be written fuln·ess, I cimnot refrain from asking Free-· than:·ever were meamed of. ·I Wish the
Truth is immortal and cannot die.
TRUTH. SEEKER folks, including Heston, a
And as time has seen the progress of the every one, I suppose that even the world thinkers to be more careful in their· Bible
long and healthful life and a happy new past, ·ere another century shall pass super· itself could not· contain the books that· quotations. Mr. ·-Joseph P. Troyer asks,
should be written."
in yotrr·issue-6f Jan. 2, 1892," Why does the
year.
L. R. TITus, Agent.
stition will hav passed into history.
The numerous clergy and their almost· Bible say that a bastard cannot enter the
Your Liberal friend,
F. H. BALL.
innumerable dupes are ceaseless and untir- kingdom· of heaven and then say that
Indignation at the· World's Fair Clos·
Loss of an Estimable Man.
ing in their efforts to convince the world. Christ went there?" Now, I declare that
lng.
OXFORD, NovA ScoTIA, Jan. 15, 1892.
at large that the so-called holy scriptures the Bible nowhere says any such· thing. SACRAMENTo, Cli., Dec. 13, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: It is with feelings of deep are, or rather were, inspired writings. It does say, "A bastard -shall not enter
Mit. EDITOR: Please send me -some regretthatlhavtoinform you that Mr. Buthowisitpossibleforanyonetobelieve into. the congregation of the Lord." I
copies of letters ·to members of Congress John Robb, of Oxford, died suddenly of this when, as ie proved by the above quo-_ hav often heard the same remark made
on the opening of the World's Fair on heart disease, on January 7th, at the age tation, a portion of these writings 'are no as Mr. Troyer made· and hav called the
Sunday; Inclosed find stamps for postage of fifty-eight. He was born at Valleyfield, more. than. supposition? It is impossible speaker to rights. If anyone will take a
and $1 to assist in printing the same. If province of Quebec; ·and at an early age to get the two terms supposition and in- good concordance and look at the passages
the Fair is to be closed on Sundays I would went to the United States, where he learned spiration to agree. If they· were inRpired cited in which the word "congregation "
recommend all Freethinkers and wage- his trade. Returning to Canada twenty- by God this truth comes ·home with g-reat occurs, such a one will receive sufficient
earners of all nations to resolve to stay at five years ago,' he became manager of the force, That God did not at that time uri~ proof that ''the congregation of the Lord"
home and let the" sky-pilots and their fol- Oxford Woolen Mills, then in their in- derstand the English lan,gmige. But let w:as simply the congregation of the Lord's
lower a conduct the business to suit them- fancy, and by careful and judicious man- us see how the verse ·quoted will look in people. Deut. xxiii mentions several other
selvs. . I believe such a resolution coming• agement and persistent energy he has sue- the sunshine of mathematics. The whole parties who were not to be allowed to enter
from the Liberal-minded people would hav ceeded in making them a name second to of -the ministry of Jesus- Christ__:__if we ac- -(or become members of) 'the congregation,
a good effect in the opening of the Fair on none, He was an ardent supporter of cept · Biblfl chronology-did not ·exceed as the Ammonite, the Moabite, etc. Be
Sundays. Let us hav an expression on .the , Freethought, and the supporters of Seen- three years. We will allow him 'to · hav careful, Freethinkers, that you hav the
subject. If the World's Fair at Chicago~ Jarism here. feel that by his death they hav performed ·(for the sake of -argument) one ·exact truth when you write_ criticising the
to be opened on-Sundays, I will-subscribe lost-a most estimable friend. His funeral miracle·every second of that time, deduct- Bible, or you may put a weapon into the
liberally to build a temple for Freethought took place on Sunday, January lOth, and ing nothing for the operations of eating, hands of the enemy with which to blow
lectures and debates with - skycpllots. was conducted by the Odd Fellows, of sleeping, etc.; that every one of those mir~ out your brains or cut off your head. I
I shall want two or more copies of the -which order he was a member. It was acles was written up (or down) and spun here giv you a verse which should conPictorial Bible; will order when ready largely attended by all classes, and even out so as to hav made a book that would vince you of what I hav written above.
for delivery. Giv us Heston's picture in his most bitter opponents havto admit that occupy one cubic. foot of space. We find Num. xvi, 3: "And they gathered themfront and a family record opposit, embel- we. hav lost a good citizen, a kind master, ~-.by. computation that t.he. re are in. those .. selvs together against Moses and against·
lished. Yours for mental liberty,
and a man of undoubted honesty and in- three years 94,608,000 seconds. -There are Aaron, and said unto them, Ye take too
R: BuTTERFIELD.
tegrity.
Hoping
the cause
of Freethoughtmile. 27,878,466
Square
.
.
.
..
.. .. -in
- . .. one
. -square
- -··
. .. .
.
.
.. .- . ..feet.
-.. . ~uch upon_ you,-_-seeing all tbe congrega- _. Profound Truths~
-PATCH G:&oVE, Wis., Jan. 10, 1892.
MR. Ei>ITo:R: I o.in never ·able to get· a
new subscriber· for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
·The ·church has everything its own way.
It is the fashion--·that is enough. Anything to be fashionable. If it is to act the
fool, or proclaim one's ignorance, no difference} go with the crowd. Fashion, indifference to the good of others, and ignorance it·seems to me will be the ruination
of our couiJ.try; My only hope -is in the
free school. The general diffusion of in.telligenc.e may save it. We read that Spain
was once the leading nation ()f the earth,
and .luxury, . ease, love of displ~,ty, and
pleasure-seeking destroyed her·;_ . and it
. seems to me that is to be the fate of this
-cmmtry. Intelligence, industry, and frugality :will make a people strong, be it a
family, community, nation,' or one individual. But an empty idle dress-parade, be
it church or lodge, does but Httle to develop either.
MARY T. B. HUMPHREY.
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ti.on-~ holy,.ever-y.one~- them, and the d<J~· a gun;~~_-_::t?:- ~hool. and-college, .be- mottoes, _personal appeal, precept, and _It is too Jate_ iJ!_ t~e. _histoty of the J,:ao~.
Lora·rsa:i:i:iorig-1herrl;w:iierefore .tlieii lilt cause mother says,." My children shall get example;- and if we are not aU ,,.cranks" for a return to the stagnation of the Dark
ye :u.p·yourselvS' above the congregation of. a~. ~ducatiol!; they shall never drudge as_ of :'the · fi.rst 'Water it is because reason Ages. We must gci forward, and swiftly
the Lord f"

·
their father &nd I hav." Well; by ·and by
Truth needs -llo such bolstering, ·friend a mortgage is put on the' farm to keep the
Troyer. ,<_· : i
JoHN HUDSON.
children in· good shape, and when -the
gray hairs. are shining thickly on the heads
of father and mother the sheriff comes
·One 'vi~~ of the Labor Question •.
along and forecloses that mortgage and
· - FoREST GRoVE, bee. 24, 1891
_those old folks se.e dire poverty. Their
1\fR. EDIToR: Will you allow me space in educated, refined child_ren cannot help
your column~ for a Jew- candid thoughts? them, for_ the simple reason that they hav
If Lai:ri. too diffuse cut it. down. I hav read been taught to ·look down on conimon
every copy of Freedom carefully; and labor, and hav learned nothing priwtical
these thoughts hav been suggested·· by- its by. which they can help their parents, or
perus&t · All of your, or rather bur, re-- even support themselvs.
form journals are telling of the ~:f opp-ressed
Not that I depreciate education but I
poor;" of the wealth being wrung from do very niuch depreciate the idea of teachthe sweat.of honest toil; of the "'l!ich- col'-· ing _ children they ate . too gpo<;! to
porations who rob the "honest· poor" of work as their parents did. That idea helps
his hard earnings, etc., etc. Allow: me to to produce our tramps aJ;J.d girls who will
prkls!'lP:t the other side of the picture,.·andi do anything rather than-housework.
will.:n,o_t giv a. case I do not know _persoGiv a young man $25 per month on a
nally. I know a man who was left an or- farm or $80 per month in a city and ninetyphan, with no help ..;mly his own . earnings nine out of one hundred will spend every
aft~r):1e was ten years' old. At sixteen he cent of it; and curse their employers for
begah'to work for wages, $8 per month not ·paying them more. I heard a book
being the amount he got. .He worked a agent tell his own hist.ory. H@ said at one
year and took the man's note for $80' .- time he made as high as $11l per day. I
ha_viilg spent only $16 during the yea/ asked him how much he saved, and he
He kept to that rule all his life. His laughed and said, "Not a cent; I thought
motto was, "Always save a part of what those times would last always." _Well, he
you earn~". He came West, worked, saved has a family now and is kicking the cora little all the time and put ·it at interest porations and monopolists; but who is to
until he coulcl buy a small farm. He blame? Please tell me, 0 ye reformers,
married a girl who had workecHn families who is to blame.
-a disgrace, some think-and was not
But why prolong the- discussion? I
afraid to work. They worked and saved could 'fill every page of THE TRUTH SEEKER
toget"\ler, lived close, worked hard, and for ten years with just such examples and
added a little to the pl&ce, ·until now. at only begin the story. Yours fraternally,
middle age they hav a handsome farm and
Mns. SARAH 0. ToDD,
every needed comfort. Would ~eformers
Secretary Oregon State Secular Union.
call this land monopoly? And there a-re
thousands of such cases. All .our thrifty
"Over There."
middle-age!l farmers hav done the same.
Jan. 25, 1892.
What ought they to do, divide with men
MR. EDITOR: "If a man die shall he liv
who hav done nothing but agitate?
Another case. A young man married again?" This question is hoary with age,
some time after this one. He was getting but has never been answered in the affirma$8) per month After marriage his wife tiv to the reasoning mind yet; and, judgrented a lodging-house and she told me ing from the past, it will never be. The
she nmde $60 per month cleo.r of her rent. many systems of faith, beliefs, creeds, and
This went on for some years; then compe- isms hav their base on a pretended future
tition reduced his wages and her income; life of dead humanity; and out of this hav
sickness came, hard times, finally death grown the middlemen, or go-betweens,
claimed the husband and father, leaving a called magi, dervishes, priests, and mewife and little ones almost penniles:s. Did diums, to expound the rites, miracles, and
a grasping monopoly do this? No. They mysteries of said systems. The crankiest
simply lived up their means as fast as ''crank," the most fanatical '' fanatic,"
earned, dressed better than their employ- find a following, and there are none so
ers; and. put nothing by for that rainy rich as to refuse them reverence.
Where did the idea of a future state of
day that always comes:
Another case. I knew a skilled work- existence originate? As it is prehistorical,
man who for years got his $4 per day; so rude and crude in itself, and believed in
had good health, plenty of work, and a in some fort1f by savages as well as by
small family. Time went on; his wife people claiming the highest civilization of
wore $5 French boots, $2 gloves, $10 to-day, we may well believe it goes back
bonnets, "nice dresses, etc.-in fact, livQd to B<;J;n:l-e ,early progenitor of our race, whose
at the .rate of a $6 per day income on a $4 firs£; coat might hav been one of paint and
one: Finally the same "old hacking his aecqrid orie a plaster of mud. In th'e
cough " competition comes in and reduces infancy 'of the race the struggle for existwages.. They get poor and poorer, ap- ence must hav been continual; and where
peal to· their friends for help, and now are Each for self the battle for existence must
wage,
so pO(_)l' that the wife and children are
obliged to work, and _work hard, to liv at Rill, eat, or be eaten failing in the battle's
gage,
all. ·-Was this ·the fa.ult of those grinding
corporations? Were they robbed of their the rude savage might hav pictured in
hard earnirigs? Not at all.· They simply imagination a time when a kincllier · lot
ate their pie first.- These cases.ar~legion. should be his, and where the climate was
And our. reform journals and Farmers' mild, subsistence easy, and where he could
Alliance men must simply. begin .at the liv in ease and pleasure. So, · when he
other end of the row, and reform the died, he wanted his war-club and bow and
''other fellow." Instead of bl()wing up the quiver buried with him, and his friends to
millionaire with dynamite, just blow up furnish him with some provision until he
the other fellow with a little dose of com- got a little start. In some countries they
mon sense. Teach him, whatever he earns took their wives and slaves, and it was
to ''save a little of it." T}iat is the whol~ well to address the king with "0 king,
secret. Our reformers might say that liv forever," which in evolu ion came to
even· skilled workmen do not get enough "The king is dead, long_ liv the king!"
to save anything. Well, it goes back to
In all time there has never been a patfirst·principles again. What is ·his family· entable improvement made on this supdoing? Are they _wearing French gloves posed deal in futures. A devil, with a
and boots, or are they willing to wear hell and damnation attachment, has been
plain clothes, eat plain food, and put run in connection, with some extremely
something by? No one begins with lower high coloring given by the go-betweens,
wages than the first case I gave you, and as they tightened their supernatural sinche
no one ever works harder, dresses plainer, on the credulous hopes and fears of their
or has fewer comforts than the farmer dupes. Is not the first idea the best?
who makes farming pay.
So this belief in the " over there "
Of. course there is another side to farm- has come down through the generations
ing and alas, it is seton only too often. The as an inheritance, and is bred in the marfarmer buys land, perhaps on credit. His row of our bones. Nearly every twig of
family must dress well; go to all the fairs us has had a personal bending also. It
and circuses that oome' along; keep help began at our mother's knee and has been
in the kitchen, a piano in· the parlor for supplemented by the Sabbath-school, the
the girls; the. boys -must
. ~hav·a horse
~.
' a church, :fue school, andby.books;pictures,

--which niust be used on other thingshas been·just'a little stronger than superstition with some of us. Thus the men
and women of to-day, the best the world
ever knew, seem incapable of overcomirig
this inbred inheritance and teaching of a
future existence, but ·cling to it with that
tenacity which a superstition almost universaily inspires~ .
This state of affairs seems largely due to
the Bible and the priests, who hav cursed
aU-other te.achings; a,nd especially to the
latter, who; :with savage and brutal ferocity, assailed all who hav differed with
them or-taught other doctrins; slandering·
and defaming them ·through life and persistently following them with the same
after death, and te&ching their followers
to do in like manner.· In like manner
this ..middlem~n has resisted any and all
advance of"hu:maiiity, seeking to rule or
ruin· all opposition. And to-day, be it
said with.reproach, the priest and medium
still hold a "trust.., on the living and the
dead. by which they rake in the almighty
dollar.
'llhe "middleman "-what a name for renown!
The bar on which we teeter,
No matter who goes up or who goes down
He's bound to beat the beater;
And, like purgatory, the middle ground
'Tween this world and some other,
Where all who pass must pay their pound
To fee their subtil brother.

If there was a reasonable proof of the
·"beyond," the middlemen would hav
closed their shop long ago. Kept on the
ragged edge of doubt and fear, never able
to read their "title clear to mansions in
the skies," unable, or unwilling, to break
the chains that bind them, 'their blind
followers, educated in a doctrin that fills
them with horror and despair, go to a still
blinder and designing priest or medium
for an insurance .on the ''over there;" and
walk up like little lambs and are shorn
of their cash. Reasop. might dictate that
options could not be secured on the future.
When once vows hav been taken, the
doors to freedom and reason locked, and
the emasculated victims sigh, '' 0 to be
nothing, nothing!" the degradation of fear
for the future has reached its limit. The
zealot is born again-the fanatic or insane
asylum is next in order. This is called
spiritual life; and the priest (which is the
church) and the church (which is the
priest) go into ecstasy over it. This soulsaving business is in full blast now all
over our land. Even little. children are
frightened, persuaded, and coaxed into
the chu;rch by old men and women who
ought to know and do better things. 0
Reason; art fled thy throne and has Superstition usurped it?
As soon as these people get fairly born
into priestly degradation, they are exhorted by their masters to be zealous in
getting others ·born to the same conditions.
No kind of life; however spotless and
clean, suits the priest. You are a sinner
unless you .pay him toll. You cannot get
to the glorious "over there" without going -through his door and being bor_n to
his sweet will and paying for it, else you
are a thief and robber. Every path ia
hedged in; repent, be baptized, or be
damned-in this w:orlcl at least.
We hav classed the medium with the
priest as middleman or go-between, the
regular channel from here to " over there.''
We are older than Spiritualism, so hav
seen it spread rapidly over the world. It
has been a power for good, not for its
being true, but because it has freed the.
mind from old faiths and creeds, enlarged
the views, and given a chance to grow in all
things. Its growth and spread has been
rapid, but Spiritualism seems to havreached
its limit, and is splitting into classes and will
branch out like the old theology. Theosophy, of which we know but little, seems a
branch. We hear of mahatmas and astral
shells-whatever they may be-and doubtless it will soon hav· its nomenclature and
middlemen.
All assertions of a future state of existence must ·appear to a reasoning mind as
without proof ; and it is safe to say the
millions of earth will pass away in the
future, as in the past, and never a yoice
come b&ek.

too. Ever_y gimeration shall see mystery,.
niyth, and creed, and their believers go to
dust; and ill their place shall come a race
mentally free. The ·pendulum of time is
going to swing back and reason take the
place of credulity. There are not a few
now that. are free from faith or belief in
gods,- devils, spirits, or the "over there;"
holdipg . thein as assertions incapable ofdemons~ration or rational proof.
Lips of love ha~ made vows to 'e&ch
other, with all the fervor manhood and
womanhood-were capable of, that the one
that passed the bound of life· first, -if still
in conscious existence, would make that
fact known to the one left on this bank
and shoal of time. It is safe to. s~y no
such assurance has come back, though we
hav asked it with bared head in the presence of shining worlds with every fiber of
our being.
·
It is equally safe to assume there is not,
and never has been, a person with the
U?mistakable conscious knowledge they
would liv after their hearG ceased to beat.
Imagination and desire is one thing; knowledge and proof quite a different thing, and
the new time will no get them mixed.
The new time will eliminate the
middleman.
Supposed communications
from the supposed "over there" will not
pass through his office, but come to each
person direct, if a all, and pay no tithes.
Think of some sprendicl developed mind
-B!1y an Emerson-that has passed from
life, but is still here and knows all
that is to befall his dear ones, and
wants to get an urgent message of warning of danger to them. Cannot do it
himself; what has become of his individuality-his intellect and manhood?
Well, but he cannot, and must hnut up a
medium-might be a frail one at tho best,
and liable to make bungling mistakos-anu
then hav to wait for some one to foe the
medium before he could rap or write out
what he wanted. Then it might be too
late, or made to strangers not interestedin short, never reach its destination. The
calamity comes, the loved one suffers all
the agony life is able to endure; and he,
wholly unable to prevent it, is plunged in
sorrow, and despair as well, and ttw.aits in
helpless anguish the next clisaot..-.~
No scheme of a future existence has ever
yet been devised that did not lower 'and
restrict personal freedom and action, and
show itself equally degrading to moral
principle. If there is a life after this, why
not one after the next, and so on et{lrnally?
None of us are responsible for being here
-was it a put-up job to last. forever without our consent ? The most of the human
family, by experience, come to ripe judgment before leaving this stage of action,
and are fully competent to Jecide what is
best for them ; and should there be a
future life they should know every condition attending it, and then hav the choice
to accept or decline it. Less than this
would be an insult to intelligence and
reason.
This whole business is a matter of common sense. The coming man will stand
erect with every faculty alert, ready to
obey truth aml reason, but pretended
commrmication from a pretended "over
there" must be personal. No God work~
ing in mysterious ways wonders to perform
will he credited without demonstration;
no paying of it all will comtitute a lien on
those who never agreed to HtiCh payment.
Humanity will rise from its lmees, shake
off delusion and superstition, and make
this life the best it can and accept the inevitable without fear.
When life's passions are over, and when
by disease and friction the particles of
matter of which we are composed are worn
out, and lose cohesim1 and dissolve, to form
new affinities, let us &ecept this as· best,
and the oblivion of rest as supreme happiness for the Jiving and the dead.
How sweet oblivion's winding-sheet
To time-worn pilgrims with weary feet;
To reach the rest profonml at last,
With all the burdens and sorrows pas~.
To feel the joy thus to be blestTo know we fade and pass in rest,
To trust in Nature's high behest,
For all her works and ways are best.
ANDREW

J.

wAl)Ll.A.,

(Continued from page 105.)
natural or of the miraculous. Millions and millions
of the most devoted men could not, by their devotion, substantiate the inspiration of the scriptures.
There are, however, some misstatements in Dr.
Buckley's article that ought not to be passed over
in silence.
The first is to the effect that I was invited to write
an article :for the North American Revi~w, Judge
Jeremiah Black to reply, and that Judge Black was
improperly treated.
Now, it is true that I was invited to write an article, and did write 6ne ; but I did not know at the
time who was to reply. It is also true that Judge
Black did reply and that my article and his reply
appeared in the same number of the Review.
Dr. Buckley alleges that the North American Review gave me an opportunity to review the judge,
but denied to Judge Black an opportunity torespond. This is without the slightest foundation in
fact. Mr. Metcalf, who at that time was manager
of the Review, is still living and will tell the facts.
Personally I had nothing to do with it, one way or
the other. I did not regard Judge Black's reply as
formida"9le, and was not only willing that he should
be hear& again, but anxious that he should.
So much for that.
.
DR. FIELD AND GLADSTONE.
As to the debates with Dr. Field and Mr. Glad~
stone I leave them to say whether they were or were
not fairly treated. Dr. Field, by his candor, by his
fairness and by the manly spirit he exhibited won
my respect and love.
Most ministers imagine that any mali who differs
from them is a blasphemer. This word seems to
leap unconsciously from their lips. They cannot
imagine that another man loves liberty as much and
with as sincere a devotion as they love God. They
cannot imagine that another prizes liberty above all
gods, even if gods exist. They cannot imagine that
any mind is so that it places Justice above all persons, a mind that cannot conceive even of a God who
is not bound to do justice.
If God exists; above him, in eternal calm, is the
figure.of Justice.
.
Neither can some ministers understand a man
who regards Jehovah and Jupiter as substantially
the same, with this exception-that he thinks far
more of Jupiter, because Jupiter had at least some
human feelings.
~
I do not understand th~t a man can be guilty of
blasphemy who states his honest thoughts in proper
language, his object being, not to torture the feelings of others but simply to give his thought-to
find and establish the truth.
Dr. Buckley makes a charge that he ought to have
known t6 be without foundli.tion. Speaking of myself he said: "In him the laws to prevent the circulation·of obscene publications through the mails
have found their most vigorous opponent."
It is hardly necessary for me to say that this is
untrue. The facts are that an effort was made to
classify obscene literature with what the pious call
"blasphemous and immoral works." A petition
was forwarded to Congress to amend the law so
that the literature of Freethought could not be
thrown from the mails, asking that, if no separation
could be made the law should be repealed.
It was said that I had signed this petition, and
I certainly should have' done so had it been presented to me. The petition was absolutely proper.
HE DISAGREED WITH THEM.
A few years ago I found the petition and discovered that while it bore my name it had never
been signed by me. But for the purposes of this
answer I am perfectly willing that the signature
should be regarded as genuine, as there is nothing
in the petition that should not have been granted~
The law as it stood was opposed by the Liberal
League-but not a member of that society was in
favor of the circulation of obscene literature, but
they did think that the privacy of the mails had
been violated and that it was .of the utmost importance to maintain the in'Violability of the postal service.
I disagreed with these people and favored the
destruction of obscene literature, not only, but
that it be made a criminal offense to send it
through the mails. As a matter of fact I drew up
resolutions to that effect that were passed. Mterward they were changed, or some- others were
passed, and I resigned from the League on that
account.
.
Nothing can be more absurd than ,that I was,
directly or indirectly, or could have been, interested
in the circulation of obscene publications through
the mails ; and I will pay a premium or $1,000 a
word for each and every word I ever said or wrote
in favor of sending obscene publications through
the mails.

I might use much stronger l;tnguage. I might
follow the example of Dr. Buckley himself. But I
think I have said enough to satisfy all unprejudiced
people that the charge is absurdly false.
EULOGY OF WHISKY.
Now as to the eulogy of whisky. It gives me a
certain pleasure to read that even now, and I believe the readers of the Telegram would like to read
it once more ; so here it is :
I send you some of the most wonderful whisky that
ever drove the skeleton from the feast or painted landscapes in the brain of man. It is the mingled souls of
wheat and corn. In it you will find the sunshine and the
shadow that chased each other ovi3r the billowy fields; .
the breath of June, the carol of the lark, the dew of
night, the wealth of summer, and autumn's rich content,
all golden with imprisoned light. Drink it, and you will
hear the voices of men and maidens sing the " Harvest
!lome," mingled wit~ t~e laughterJ of children. Drink
1t, and you wlll feel Withm your blood the startled dawns,
the dreamy, tawny dusks, of many perfect days. For
forty years this liquid joy has been within the happy
staves of oak, longing to touch the lip~ of men.
I requote this for the reason that Dr. Buckley,
who is not very accurate, made :some mistakes in
his version.
EULOGY OF TOBACCO.
Now, in order to show the depth of degradation
to which I have sunk in this direction, I will confess
that I also wrote a eulogy of tobacco, and here that
is:
Nearly four centuries ago: Columbus, the adventurous,
in the blessed Island of Cuba, saw happy People with
rolled leaves between their lips. Above their heads were
little clouds of smoke. Their faces were serene and in
their eyes was the autumnal heaven of content. These
people were kind, innocent, gentle, and loving.
The climate of. Cuba is the friendship of the earth and
air, and of this climate the sacred leaves were born-the
leaves that breed in the mind of him who uses them the
cloudless, happy days in which they grew.
These leaves make friends and celebrate with gentle
rites the vows of peace. They have given consolation to
the world. They are the companions of tlle lonely-tlle
friends of tlle imprisoned-of the exiled-of workers in
mines-of fellers of· forests~of sailors on the desolate
seas. They are the givers of strength and calm to the
vexed and wearied minds of those who build with thought
and dream the temples of the soul.
They tell of hope and rest. They smootll the wrinkled
brows of care-drive fear and strange, misshapen dreads
from out the mind, and fill the heart with rest and peace.
Within their magic warp and woof some potent, gracious
spell :imprisoned lies that, when released by fire,. dotll
softly steal within the fortress of the brain and bind in
sleep the captured sentinels of care and grief.
These leaves are the friends of the fireside, and their
smoke, like incense, rises from myriads of happy homes.
Cuba 1s the smile of the sea.
·
There are some people- so constituted that there
is no room in the heaven of their minds for the
butterflies and moths of fancy to spread their wings.
Everything is taken in solemn and stupid earnest.
Such men would hold Shakspere responsible for
what Falstaff said about "sack," and for Mrs.
Quickly's notions of propriety.
There is an old Greek saying which is applicable
here: "In the presence of human stupidity, even
the gods stand helpless."
John Wesley, founder of the Methodist church,
lacked all sense of humor. He preached a sermon
on "The Cause and Cure o~ Earthquakes." He insisted that they were caused by the wickedness of
man, and that the only way to cure them was to
believe on the Lord Jesus Christ.
The man who does not carry the torch of Humor
is always in danger of falling into the pit of Absurdity.
DR. CHARLES DEEMS.

much in the personality of the devil as in that of
Herod or Pilate or John or Peter."
That I admit. There is not the slightest doubt,
if the New Testament be true, that Christ believed
in a personal d~vil-a devil with whom he had con~
versations; a devil who took him to the pinnacle of
the temple and endeavored to induce him to leap to
the earth below.
Of course he believed in a personal devil. Not
only so, he believed in thousands of personal devils.
He cast seven devils out of Mary Magdalen. He
cast a legion of devils out of the man in the tombs,
or, rather, made a bargain with these last-mentioned
devils that they might go into a drove or herd of
swine, if they would leave the man.
·
I not only admit that Christ believed in devils,
but he believed that some devils were deaf and
dumb, and so declared.
Dr. Deems is right, and I hope he will defend
against all comers the integrity of the New Testament.
HOW DOES HE KNOW IT 1
The doctor, however, not satisfied exactly with
what he finds in the New Testament, draws a little
on his own imagination. He says:
"The devil is an organizing, imperial intellect,
vindictive, sharp, shrewd, persevering, the aim of
whose works is to overthrow the authority of God's
law."
How does the doctor know that the devil has an
organizing, imperial intellect! How does he know
that he is vindictive and sharp and shrewd and per~
severing!
If the devil has an "Imperial intellect," why does
he attempt the impossible!
Robert Bu~s shocked Scotland by saying of the
devil, or, rather, to the devil, that he was sorry for
him, and hoped he would take a thought and mend.
Dr. Deems has gone far in advance of Burns.
For a clergyman he seems to be exceedingly polite.
Speaking of the "Arch Enemy of God "-of that
"organizing; imperial intellect who is seeking to
undermine the_ church "-the doctor says:
"The devil may be conceded to be sincere."
It has been said :
"An honest God is the noblest work of man," and
it may now be added: "A sincere devil is the noblest work of Dr. Deems."
But, with all the devil's smartness, sharpness,
and shrewdness, the. doctor says that he " cannot
write a book; that he cannot deliver lectures [like
myself, I suppose], edit a newspaper [like the editor
of the Telegram], or make after-dinner speeches;
but he can get his servants to do these things for
him."
There is one thing in the doctor's address that ·I
feel like correcting (I quote from the Telegram's
report):
"Dr. Deems showed at length how th~ Son of
God, the Christ of the Bible-not the Ohrist of the
lecture platform caricatures-is operating to overcome all these works."
I take it. for granted that he refers to what he
supposes I have said about Christ, and for fear that
he may not have. read it, I give it here:And let me say once for all, that for tlle man Christ I
have infinite respect. Let me say once for all, that the
place where man has died for man is holy ground. And
let me say once for all, that to that ~eat and serene man
I gladly pay tlle tribute of my admrration and my tears.
He was a reformer in his day and an Infidel in his time.
He wal!l regarded as a blasphemer, and his life was destroyed by hypocrites, who have, in all ages, done what
they could to trample freedom and manhood out of tlle
The Rev. Dr. Charles Deems, pastor of the Church human mind. Had I lived at that time I would have been
of the Strangers, contributes his part to the dis- )lis friend. Such is my feeling for the man. For the
theological creation I have a different feeling.
cussion.
He took a text from John, as follows: "He that
I have not answered each one who has attacked
committeth sin is of the devil, for the devil sinneth by name. Neither have I mentioned those who
from the beginning. For this purpose the Son of have agreed with me. But I do take this occasion
God was manifested, that he might destroy the to thank all,.irrespective of their creeds, who have
works of the devil."
manfully advocated the right of free speech, and
According to the orthodox creed of the Rev. Dr. who ha:ve upheld the Telegram in the course it has
Deems all have committed sin, and consequently all taken. I thank all who have said a kind word for
are of the devil: The doctor is not a metaphysician. me, and I also feel quite grateful to those who have
He does not care to play at sleight-of-hand with failed to say unkind words. Epithets are not arguwords. He stands on bed-rock, and he asserts that ments. To abuse is not to convince. Anger is
the devil is no Persian myth, but a personality, who stupid and malice illogical.
works unhindered by the limitations of a physical
And, after all that has appeared by way of reply,
body, and gets human personalities to aid him in I still insist that orthodox Christianity did not come
his works.
with "tidings of great joy "-but with a message
According to the text, it seems' that the devil was of eternal gzjef.
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
a sinner from. the beginning. I suppose that must
mean from his beginning, or from the beginning of
SUNDAY, February 14th, 4 P.M., in tlle Educational
things. Accord.ing to Dr. Deems's creed, his God
is the creator of all things, and consequently must Gymnasium, ~04 East 66tll street, Dr. Ward Willlec~re
on "The Preaching for tlle Times, or a Pulpit Up to
have been the creator of the devil. According to Date."
·
·
·
the scriptures, the devil is the father of lies, and
Dr. Deems's God is the-father of the devil-that is
NEwARK Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, corner' of
·to say, the grandfather of lies. This strikes me as Market.-Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock, J. W. Sullivan,
:almost" blasphemous."
associate editor of the Twentieth· Century, will lecture.
The doctor also tells· us " that Jesus believed as Subject: '·'The Unemployed, Propertyless Wagewo:rker;"
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Levi Meister and his bride, Mrs. Foster
an.d the cunning little four-year-old Foster,
Miss Mabel Washburn and her mamma,
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, I(all and Mrs. Sherman, all the way from
River, 11-la.~s., to whom all Oommun~ca Buffalo, N. Y.; Dr. Noyes, Dr. Metions for this Corner should be sent.
Donough, Appleton, and Judge Robinson
from Pawtucket, and Mr. Manchester.
"Between the dark and the d.aylight,
I ~ust not overlook Mr. Babcock, J.M.L.,
When the night is beginnmg to lower,
With all the courtly grace and dignity of a
Comes a pause in the dax'~ occur.ations ,
_
That is known as the Children s Hour.
duk~ .. W. B. 0. Peabody, too, was therebut It Is no use, I' cannot enumerate them
all. _The h~ was filled anyway, with a
For the Little Freethinkers.
graciOus audience. By and by T. B.
A SoNG.
.Wakeman came in and was applauded all
We are little men and women
the way up the aisle to the platform.
That help to make the throng;
William D. Rockwood presided, and
With Freeth ought for our motto,
.And we are marching along.
made an address, which was full of good
Having. been invited to the banquet
thoughts. There was music by Poole's
That should be shared by all,
orchestra, and Poole I knew when he first
We are for equal rights and Freethonght,
began playing. The music was excellent.
Though the heavens break and fall.
1\frs. Alice Mendum sang very finely. S.
We had no voice in commg,
But, obedient to your will,
P. Putnam was not there, but his poem
We step forth and greet you,
was, and Mrs. L. K. Washburn read it
And the place we hav to fill
with fine effect.
We're bound to do it nobly
Mr. Wakeman's address-I wish you all
That our life on earth be long.
Children make a happy kingdommight hav heard it. It was a beautiful
Don't you feel it in our song?
portrayal of the life of Paine from the last
We all love one another,
and best authorities. And then the glowAnd we keAp the Golden Rule,
ing tribute to the "Two Freeth ought
With equal rights for everyoneHeroes ''-Seaver and Mendum-by Wash'Tis the teaching of our school.
We've outgrown superstition,
burn, was tender, just, and true. The
With its night shadows of fear;
presence of these brave soldiers of LiberDon't you feel the inspiration
alism was missed, but memories of them
That the kingdom's very near1
were bright as burnished gold.
Whene'er one yields to anger
Fannie Allyn gave an original poem,
Good sense is ne!lrly gone;
But in fear is greater danger,
sparkling, witty, and gemmed with real
For then surely you hav none.
truths.
But we'd rule with love and kindness,
Then, something happened in the
For compulsion it is naught;
afternoon not down on the program.
Compelling is of blindness,
And with woe and misery fraught.
It was the unveiling of a fine portrait of
Thomas Paine by its owner, Mr. Johnson,
We are here to love and cheer Yon,
And we'll do the best we can;
of New York. You will read the history
Do not drive us that we fear you,
of it elsewhere, so I will not attempt it
But closer draw the span.
here. But you should hav seen the audiGiv to us the wealth of freedom,
ence gather around that fine face pictured
And we will not do wrong,
While we brighten up your kingdom
upon the canvas and noted the admiration
By the reason in our song.
given to it !-the finest representation of
Oh, join and giv us welcome,
the great-hearted man that has yet been
Giv your voices in our song;
seen.
Let us feel we are progressing
In the evening there was another fine
As we are·marching along.
Take our hand and giv your blessing
poem read by 1\fr. Washburn, and written
We will love you if you will;
for the occasion by Edith Walcott. Then
Oh, make the gl!ldsome echo answer,
came the address of your editor of the
"I will-yes, I will-;:I will."
Corner, which we will pass. Mr. J. E.
Remsburg came four hundred miles to be
The Paine Celebration in Boston. with us that evening, and his theme was
You want me to tell you about it? Well, ·Paine, the glorious and great, and it
I will just giv you a light, brief sketch. was an earnest and thrilling tribute. I
T;he observance of Thomas Paine's birth- was sorry to learn from Mr. Remsburg's
day should always be made a grand affair, lips that George, our valued friend and·
bec_ause we owe our liberty to his grand correspondent of the Corner, whom we all
efforts. He ·was a great benefactor of the love, is not in good health. We are all
human race, and his special plea~g, his sorry, and hope he may soon overcome
noble work, made America what it is to- the illness, and be strong and well. This
day-the freest, noblest, and best country world needs his help.
under the sun,
We hated to hav the meeting break up,
Sunday last was a lovely day and the it was such an enjoyable occasion, but the
sun shone brightly on the memorial build- best of friends must part. It was with reing in Boston dedicated to the great hero, luctance we said good-night and went our
Paine. A fine audience from the sur- several ways.
S. H. W.
rounding towns, the city prc;>per, and
What
the
Little
Folks
Are
Saying.
some from long distances, made the hall as
A primary teacher was giving an objectbrig;ht withindoors as the weather was
outside. Everybody appeared young and lesson on the word "transparent." She
happy. I do not know how it is, but told the children that water and glass are
Freethought people never seem to get old transparent, because one can see through
and decrepit. \l'he years come and go, of ·them, and then asked them to name
course, but they sit as lightly on the brow something else that is transparent. One
of the mentally free as the downy plumage little fellow raised his hand in great
on the head of a bird: There are gray ecstasy. The teacher said, "Well, Harry,
hairs, but they hav the luster of silver; what is it?" "A hole," shouted the boy.
Little Louie Arnold, aged five, before
some furrowed faces, but the marks are
lines of beauty. And there are no dim going to church was told by her mamma
eyes among Freethinkers. The eyes of to be sure to remember the text, which
the truly emancipated hav all the undi- chanced to be, "Why halt ye between
minished brightness of inquiry and re- two opinions?" On her return mamma
said, "Louie, dear, I hope you remember
flection.
.
the
text," when Louie replied, ".I didn't
So there was a fine assemblage gathered
together last Sunday to do honor to the exactly catch what the minister said, but
memory of the "Author-Hero of. the it was something about· a hawk between
ltevolution." The greatest enthusiasm two pigeons."
prevailed and all were smiling and joyous.
I cannot tell you what happened in the
forei:won, for I did not get to the hall till
the afternoon session. There was WashOne signing himself "A Friend" writes:
burn, Ernest Mendum ; Mrs. Shurtleff,
formerly Miss Mendum; Miss ·Lottie On January 18th there died at Oneonta,
Mendum, and Miss Lydia Mendum, I N.Y., Dr. Samuel H. Case, who was one
think. Geo. N. Hill, who has lately issued of the most stanch Liberals in this vicinanother edition of "The Manual of Self- ity.
Respect," a little book that should .•be in
Standing high in his profession a'Iid lacking
the hands of everybody, for it is better none of the sterling requisits to manhood,
.than gold, especially for the young, being of noble and commanding presence,
though it will not hurt ()1der ones to read with a kindly smile for all and a large store
it-he was on hand as happy as the oc- of ready wit; he was, as might be suppQsed,
~oli required. Maston, Foster, and a man of many friends.
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was fearless in his utterances' and
when he engaged in discussing Freethought, Superstition, like a zoophyte when
an enemy approaches, shrunk to so s~all a
compass that one might suppose it had left
for its favorit home, the land of the czar.
The deceased was eighty-two years old.
He had long been a subscriber to THE
TRUTH SEEKER and kept his Liberalliterature always in circulation. It was in his
office I first saw a copy of that dagger in
the heart of orthodoxy, the New .York
TRUTH SEEKER.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Jf e'Ws of the Weelt.
IT is rumored that Italy will resume
diplomatic relations with us.
ON Sunday, the 30th ult., "The Mes
siah " was rendered by the Oratorio Society
of Grand Rapids, Mich., in spite of furious
opposition by the clergy.
BLAINE has written the chairman of the
national Republican committee that he is
not a presidential candidate and his name
will not be proposed for nomination.
THE bill introduced 'in the New York
legislature by the liquor interest, to allow
sales all night and on Sunday after 1, is
denounced by Catholic clergy as an attempt
"to destroy the ,religious observance of
the Sabbath."
IN Berlin a locksmith named ·Lehmann
at a Socialist meeting called Charlemagne
an infamous and immoral monarch. A
policeman pulled him off the platfonn and
arrested him for irreverence to royalty
but at the police station he was dischargei

Liberals all along fro:m Texas to Montreal are requested to note Samuel P.
Putnam's rqute and write him for dates.
Mr. Putnam has fairly won his spurs and
stands pretty near the head of Freeth ought
speakers. He has done a world of work
for Liberalism on the Pacific coast, and
THE death of Cardinal Manning, thA
Eastern Liberals will be glad to hav an opgreat English prelate, has brought out
portunity to hear him.
descriptions of him, which run much like
1\fr. John R. Charlesworth has returned this one: "He was a disciple of Christ
from an extended lecturing tour West, who showed himself self-seeking-, of fierce
ambition, with passion for worldly power.'
and reports considerable interest in FreeLoRD SALISBURY on the 2d said : The
thought work in the places visited. His
progress has been given in his letters, first step of concession toward Home Rule
will soon lead to others and " eventually
more of which are to appear. For the place protectionist, impecunious Ireland
first trip of a comparativly unknown in the hands of the priests, who, in all our
lecturer he won great success, and has quarrels with Spa.in, America, and France
invitations to revisit all the towns. He invariably fought against us."
will go out again in March, beginning at
THE dissension in Long Island City, N
Philadelphia, thence to Pittsburgh, and Y., as to whether a priest or a physician
down to Columbus to arrange for the has the right to priority of admission to
a sickroom, continues. Father Foley says
.Ohio state organization.
"The welfare of the soul is of more im
We do not agree with l\fiss Ida C. Crad- portance than the welfare of the body, and
dock, late secretary of the American Secu- the priest should hav precedence over the
lar Union, in theology (unless she owns physician in seeing a person in danger of
Protestant physicians, he says
up that Mr. Bradford has set her right), death."
do not understand this.
but we hav ever borne testimony that
AT the meeting of a committee of the
she is as able and brilliant a young German parliament, attention was called
woman as can be found in a Sabbath day's to the brutal treatment of soldiers by petty
journey-and now that she has under- officers. Herr Senger asked. whether the
taken to teach stenography by mail it can war office authorities, like the Clerical
be safely predicted that she will be a good party, attributed it to neglect of religion in
teacher for those who come under her the army and the nation. Deputy Oingons
defended the officers by arguing that the
tuition. She has converted the old Secular sovereign ruled by divme right, whereby
Union office into the "Columbia Institute he represented the deity, and this rPpre
of Shorthand and Typewriting," of which sentativ authority passed to every officer
she is principal, where sl!e instructs in holding the sovereign's commission.
THE United StatPs minister at St
person, and whence mail instructions are
sent out to those unable to attend. The Petersburg says that fourteen million
office is in the Bank building, Broad street Russians are without food. Typhus fever
produced by hunger is causing: many
and Columbia avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
deaths. Cold is making ravages. Houses
Arrangements for the settlement of the are being torn down for fuel. In the
estate of J. R. Monroe, who died intestate, province of Orenburg carcasses of men
women, children, and horses lie unburied
hav been completed, and the Ironclad Age in the houses and the fields. In many
will be continued with V. H. l\Ionroe as ed- districts the population hav fled and deso
itor. Mr. Monroe's is not a new pen to the lation reigns. A traveler says that in one
readers of the Age, though he has hitherto village no one had eaten for three days
used it anonymously. He has written much The inhabitants of another village had
the last sacrament together to pre
which has appeared in the Seymour taken
pare for death. Outlawry is increasing
Times and the Ironclad Age in years Townsmen in many cases fear to go into
past. For nearly five years he was editor the country. Houses are barricaded and
and proprietor of the Seymour daily and guarded. There is expectation of a rising
weekly Republican. Previous to that he like the Freneh Revolution, which was
filled the editorial chair on the True Re· precipitated by hunger. In the belief
that religious devotion will avert the anger
publican of the same place. The busi· of heaven, the people are increasing in
ness part will be looked after by Harry C. fanaticism and in anger at Jews and other
1\fonroe and Mrs. Power, the eldest living dissenters. The observance of Sunday is
daughter of the founder of the paper. We becoming strictly enforced. The clergy
extend to them all assurance of our fra- are employing prayers and many cere
monies to procure removal of the affliction
ternal regard.
THE emperor of Germany is urging the
The length of Colonel Ingersoll's reply passage by parliament of the bill giving
to his clerical and lay critics crowds out of separate schools to each denomination, in
this issue the report of John E. Remsburg's place of the present state schools in which
appearance before the Manhattan Liberal the teaching is but slightly religious. His
objects are twofold-to conciliate Catho
Club on the 5th instant. His subject was lies, and to promote religion as favo~able
''Bible Morals," and in its platform shape to monarchal rule. He has determmed,
that speech is a great one to stir up Bible says one account "that every Pn1ssian
apologists, and the meeting was one of the subject who is n~t a Catholic sl!all be a
liveliest in the record of the club. Mr. Protestant belonging to one or another of
certain designated sects. He has resolved,
Remsburg is an indefatigable worker, and in other words, to stamp out b:v statute
though for two weeks suffering from the the skepticism and Agnosticism which hav
"grip" he has spoken every night. From long been rife in northern Germany, and
Boston he went to Lancaster, N. H. to enforce Christianity by act of parlia
There he stirred up the churches amaz- ment." One relater of this event re
marks : "It is, as the kaiser has obingly. A Methodist deacon attended the served
with some natural distrust, prelecture in order to reply, but at the con- cisely the non-churchgoers who made th;e
clusion all he could do was to gasp, "It's revolution of 1848, who extorted a constia cursed lie, a cursed lie!" The ministers tution from the Hohenzollerns, and wh~
took notes and are now busy "answering" throughout Germany hav steadily endeavored to substitute representativ for
him. From Lancaster he went to Portland, arbitrary
government.
The inference
Maine, where his lecture was arranged for drawn by William II. is that a ruler of
by our subscriber Mr. White. Thence he Agnostics is in a much more uncomfortjumped to Saratoga, N. Y., then to this able and precarious position than he would
city, and the next morning he was off to a· occupy i~ he c~mld manf!-g'E;J to· conv~rt all
his subJects mto Christians. . This he
town a few miles east of Harrisburg, Pa.. knows
would be impracticable as regards
It will take him till March to reach Kan- the men who hav already reached matu~
sas, after which he contemplates: a. to11r to ity but he thinks that he can work his
wlli upon the risini generation."
Tew.
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Star News Depot, 2003 2d ave., Birming
ham ..
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EDITIONS.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Ball & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los
Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
Angeles.
·
.
Freetho11ght Publishing- Co., 838 Howard
·· st., San Francisco.
Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., Los
Anfeles.
J. C. f?cott, 22 Third st., San Francisco.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearney _st.,
San Francisco.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San
Francisco.
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T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax, N. S.
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R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
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J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
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Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
Idaho.

Principal Works: Gods and Other Lect-

lues ; Ghosts an<1 Other J_,ectnres; _Some 1\lista.kes of :1\Iosea; Intervinv;; on •.ralmage; \\'hat
lHust We Do to Be t:lnv•·.i? Hln"''hemy; Cnmes
Allainst Criminal'- 1141 a -;eJ. In one vol., half
ca.1f, $5.
·

A. Erwin, Murray.

Illinois.

Mrs. S. E. Ames, 169 Washington st.,
Chicago.
[Ohicago.
Post-Office News Co.,. 1Q3 Adams st., Prose Poems and Selections. From his
G. E. Wilson, 417 State st., and BrenWritings and Sayings. Hilk cloth, $2 50; half
calf, $4 50; halt mor., $5; tnrkey·mor., $7.50;
tano Bros., Chicago.
tree _calf, $9.. ·
J. W. Howe,. 48 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
·
Indiana.
Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
Lonisiai•a•
Ghosts and Other Lectures. Including
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
Liberty of lllan; Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence; About, Farming in
Al. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne 2t., New OrIllinois; Speeeh Nominating James G. Blaine
leans.
for Presidency in 1876; The Gmnt Banquet ; A
Maine.

N. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., Port·
land.
lllassachusetts.

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Johnson Bro~., ·5 N. Main st., Fall River.
A. 1\f. Driscoll, 78~ Front st., Worcester.
Michigan.

S. D. Moore Adrian. Box 465.
Ch!J,S. Sach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave.,
Grand Rapids.
·
C. Holton & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
.Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot_ave., Detroit.
Missouri.

Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st:, St. Lo1lis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
N evv .T ersey.

John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave.,
Jersey City.

Tribute to Hcv. Alex. Clarke; '.Phe .Past Rises
Before :Me Like. a Dream; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll Paper, me.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some

Mistakes of Moses; Free Schools~. The Politician'; Man· and Woman; The rentateuch;
JHouday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He
Made the Rtars Also, Friday, 8aturday; Let Us
Make Man.\.Suncht)', The Necessi~y for a Good
Memory, The Garden, The Fall, Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews,
The Plagues, The Flit;;ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery, Marnage, War, Religious Liberty; Conclusion. Paper, we.

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Interviews with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons
by the Rev~ T. Dewitt Talmage, of Brook(¥n, to
which is added A Taliuagian Catechism. raper.
50c.; cloth, $1.25..
.

Blasphemy. Argument by R. G. Ingersoll
in tbe Tnal of C. B. Reynolds, at Morristown,
N.J. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.

•
NeD' York.
What Must We Do to Be Saved 7 Analyzes·
BrentanoBros., Union Square, New York.
the so-called gospels of Matthew, l\'Iark,_ Luke,
and 'John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New
Catholic~ Episcopalians, Methodists, Presby.
·
York.
terians, l!<vangelical Alliance, and answers tlie
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts., New que~tion of the Christians as to what he pro,
poses instead of Christianity, the religion oi
York.
·
sword and flame. Paper. 25c.
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York.
Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., N-ew York.
the New York Observer's Attack upon the
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York.
Author-hero of the Revolution_, by R. G. Inger-H. Cohn, 320 West st. New York.
soll;_ tQgether with A Roman uatholic Canard,
by vv. H. Burr. Paper, 15c.
• Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York. Limitations of Toleration. A Discussion
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
between CoL R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Fr.ederic R.
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., New ·coudert, and Ex-Governor Stewart L. Woodford. Pap~r. 10c.
York.
·
[York.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, lOc.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New Civil Rights Speech. With Speech of
York.
Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10c.
S. J. Kin~, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
Opening Speecl1 to the Jury : In the suit
E. C. Weidman, 126 ~tate st., Rochester.
of the 13. & l\L TeL Co. vs. W. 1J. Tel. Co., 1886

Paper, 10 cents.

Oluo.

John Jacques, Akron.
· N. Hexter, 303 Superior st., Cleveland.
J: R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
Benj; Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., Portsmouth.
.
[Cleveland.
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st.,
-

Oregon.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
Pennsylvania.

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st.,
.
Phila.
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila.
J A. Kirk, DuBois.
H. Heyne, 10th and Market sts., Phila.
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave.,
·
Pittsburgh.
Rhode Island.

H. Carr, 947 High st., Providence.
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
Tellllessee. '

Declaration of Indepen«lence. Centennial
Oration, together witli a copy of the Immortal
Document and-the National AriMem, Land of
Liberty. Paper. 6c.

Crimes Against Criminals. Price, 10c.
A Lay Sermon. On the Labor Question.
Paper,' 5c.

Stage and the Pulpit. An Interview on
their Comparn.tive 11-ierits, and Opinions on the
Trial of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholic
Church, etc. Paper, 3c.
·

Ingersoll on McGlynn. Paper, Be.
Bible Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
Ingersoll Caicchised. Paper, Be.
The Truth of History. Paper, 3c.
Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board,
beveled, gilt. edges, 50c.

Lithograph of R. G. ingersoll.
inches, heavy phtte paper, 50c.
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Photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll,
50 cents.

in Literature. Testimonial
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nash- Libert!
Walt Whitman. By Robt G. IngersolL
ville.
Address Dtli vered in Philadelphiat Oct.
1890: With Portrait of Whitman. " et u~
. D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
'rexas.

L. Andruss, Denison. · ·
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
E. A. Andrea, 916 Main st., Dallas.
E. L;Merrill, 624 Elm st., East Waco.
.

·.

Utah.

John A. J ost, Ogden. ·
Henry Booth, Stockton.
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.
·

.

Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont..
·

England.

. ·

Australia.

. Ohas. H. Bi!.mford, 190 Little Collins.st.,
· East Melbourne1 Vic~ria.
.
·
W, Willis, 715 Hay:m,arket, Sydney, N. S. W.
New- Zealand.

p, Willis, A. Wan&'&llui.

HISTORY OF THE

BIBLE~

A Popular Account of the Formation and DeYefcpment of the Canon.

.

Watts & Co., 17 J ohi:tson's. Court, Fleet st.,
London.
.
.
C. StOcker, 29. Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
.

A SHORT

BEING

Washington· Territory.

:
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vu1,
wreaths on the brows of the living." Pncf',
paper;25o.;· cloth.'50c.
·

By BR.ONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTS: The iiebi-ew Canon. The New Testament. The Early :Controversies. The Books nt
First Not Considere<l Inspr'red. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Qnot~d as Scripture
Books which are Nnw Called Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

WHEN a rustic sees a· serpent ready to
dart at him, he will kill it; when a sa_g·e
perceives a bigot and a fanatic, what will
hedo? He will prevent them from biting.
-·voltaire.
IT would be expecting too much from
human nature to imacin that ponti1fs who
derived large revenues from" .the sale of the
Agnus Dei, or that priests_ who derived
both wealth and honors from cures wrought
. at shrines under their care,' Gr that lay dig_nitaries who had invested heavily in relics,·
should favor the development ofany science
which undermined their iutere~ts. Moreover, other developments of thought in the
church were hardly less fatal to the evolution of medical science. First of these
was a wide-spread Egyptian and oriental
theory, mainly transmitted through· the
Jewish sacred books; of the unlawfulness
of meddling with the bodies of the dead.
And when to this was added the mysterious idea of the human body as the temple
of the Holy Ghost,. and a dread of interfering with it lest some injury might result
in its final resurrection at the day· ofjudgment, there came an addition to. thB mysterious reasons which forba-de men to pur-.
sue the study of anatomy by means of dis- .

section.-E:~.:-President

Univm·sit]t.

·

White of Co?·nell.·

TIIE corivictioi of the immutability of
the laws of nature is the same among all
unprejudiced investigators, ·who only differ
in the fashion in;which they seek to make
this convictio.n:,agree with the traditional·
belief in the existence of a personal omnipotence, or. intelligence, or creativ energy, or so,cttlled ·absolute power. Both
naturalists and j1hilosophers hav tried their
hand at'it for a long time in many different
ways, but 'apparf'ntly with the same unsatfactory result,. Indeed, it was scarcely
possible for these attempts at reconciling
faith and science to prove successful, if
carried on scientifically; for they either
contend against facts, or trespass on the
province of theology,· or entangle themselva in contradictiOns, or shelter themselva behind an impenetrable obscurity.
Thus, for instance, the famous Oersted,
the discoverer of electro-magnetism, says:
"The world is governed by an eternal intelligence, which manifests to us its workings as immutable natural laws." But nobody can comprehend how an eternal and
ruling intelligence can be in unison· with
immutable natural laws. Either the natural laws rule, or the eternal intelligence
rules; working side by side, they would
get at loggerheads every moment; the rule
of the latter would render the former useless, while the working of immutable natural laws admits of no exception nor of any
personal interference, and therefore can
never be set down as a system of government rule.-Biichner.
ONE of the faults of the Ghost as a writer
is his tendency-. ·every now and again to
drop down to the culpable level of a downright plagiarist. Ger.iainofthe points and
passages which hav brpught him literary
renown are not his ·at all. The· duke of
Wellington was wont toallegethat, to him,
the Lord's Prayer proved _the truth of the
divine origin of Christiamty. No one has
a higher estimate- ,of -the duke's military
talents than I hav. Perhaps· few hav followed his career with more eager appreciation, froDJ. his first landing in India to the
copestone of his lifecwork at Waterloo. I
am interested in the . reputation of his
grace and I sincerely wish I could link
his n~me only with such landmarks in the
world's annals as Talavera and the lines of
Torres-Vedras. 'l'here is no sight more
lamentable than 'that ·of a lion in his own
special department voluntarily stepping
out of that department to make himself
an ass in the special department of somebody else. I should hav been qui_te as
competent to hav led the :Sritis~ forces. at
Badajos as Wellington was to giv an opmionuponChristian evidences. Apparently,
it had never crossedthe mip:d of the gieat
chike that what Christians call the Lord's
Prayer is vastly older t_han c_-hristiani~y.
Evidently he had never hea:rd tb,at Clirll3tianit;y stole the prayer. HIS proof of the
'' diVlne origin" was based on theft. The
Lord's Prayer is, incontestably, Je~d~,
not Christian · and, consequently,- If ~t
prove any "d~vi;le ori~iJ?-~'.~t all, it ~ust
prove the '' drvme ong:m of Judaism,
the enemy of' Christianity. . Whatever the
prophet of Nazareth may hav been, he ·was
cei,tainly far from origm:aL The Golden
Rule the Lord's Prayer, and every sound
ancl practical it_em in the ethi~al code of
Christianity, existed centunes befor~
Christ '\\·as born. The poor and semiilliterate Jewish mechanic_ had had few
::edi.wational advantages; bilt he seems to
-hav been pretty well versed in the doctrins
of the Therapeuts and Essenes, and to hav
. perused portions at least. of the T~:udic
wr~tings.
The .Paternqster _i~ Simply_ a
slightly-garbled copy of an anCient Jemsh
prayer, known as the Kadish; and hafi,"-in
toto been stolen from the Talmud.-Saladin'in God and~His Book.

The8e not·lces Ct/rejor the benefit of Lib·
e1·als who may. be visiting the places
where these xor-iet-ie.s are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought Societies can hav their gatherings advertised herejree by joriJJarding the necessary information: ··

Uanhattan

Liber~l

Club, N.Y.,

l\'Ieets ever:v Friday even'ing, at 8 o'clock, at German 11-fasoriic Temple, 220 K 15th st. Lectures and·
discussions. The public cordially invited.

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League HaJ!, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st, Newark, N. J. .Lect)lres _and .drscussions on
religious and social quest-ions. Seats free and
everybody welcome. · · ·

B1•ooklyn Pbilosopbical Associ•
,
ation
·.
Meets at Fraternity l"OOlllS, Bedforir avenue and
South 2c1 street, Brooklyn, E.· D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by drscussion. Platform free. Henry Rowley, secretary; 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Le~.tfr!Ue 2ii
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, llroad and
Wood st.s., at 2:80 arid 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussion,s on religious ap.d social auestions.
Able spea-kers mterest the audrence. N.B.-Trnth
S.eeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

Plliladelphia Liberal

The Secula1• Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthlyifirst and third Sundays. at

2 P-11!, a.t the town rail. All friends of human

cultivation are invited. MARIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur '\Vright Secular Union
Of Allinnce 0., meets the first and fourth Sunclays of each mouth at Independent Churrh, at
10:30 A ~r. Free discussion on all Liberal- suhjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRU'l'H SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Mee-ts every Sunday evening at 7:30"P.M., at
Fort Dea.rborn Hall, 181 West Madison Atreet,
and at 116 Fifth avenue. Lectures arid debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds meetiJ:!gS every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.
0

Port· Angeles Secular Union
l\feets every Sunday at 7:80 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures~ song~~
and select reading. . Discussion invitea on au
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
·
· F-RANK MoRsE, Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib·
eral Union
Of Los Angeles,- Cd., meets semi-monthly-~-. first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.lir. at .rarr's
Ha.ll. Everybody invited. MRs. R. M. llERRA,
Pres.; J:H. McWILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in G:rand Army !fall_,
Main streeh_Walla Walla, Washmgton. Serenoa
Lectures.-.nee Discussions.-Ori_ginal and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends ..
C. B. REYNOLDS~ Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Secular Union
Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and .third
Sunday in f.he month, at the Roeder school-houRe.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
ffreateRt freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
• Universal MentJ!,l Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at Knights of ~\IJ:?or HIJll.
160! Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Vrsrtmg Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, Pres.
ISAAC S. LEE, Sec.

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,
-Meets every Sunday at 11 A-M-'v(tt. i~s haJh cor.
Cong. avenue and 9th street. p<rtmg L10erals
invited. J. P. RICHARDSON, President; M. IsAAC,
Secretary.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League
Me~ts every Sunday at 2:80 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Hall. Bay street. Visito.rs invited. J ..A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vrce-Pres.; Dame!
Bowen, Sec.
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A Historical and Critical Rev-iei( 'oF/he Religion
of Man.
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·
. - . ·.. ·coNT~N.·,:
What is ReitgiQlii Fefi ' m:~ Phallic Wo~ship.
JYian's JYioral Pro_gress · ep~nden t on his _ln.tellectual Growth. The Great Theol9g1_cal
Problem. Man's Fall.'. and the, Ch11stia~1
Scheme for his Redempt_wn. Mans P9sit10n,
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Su~erstition in All Ages~
:BY .J:S.A.N M:SSLI:S:R,

By
Price. 25 cents. THE TRUTH BE:EKER

The New God, Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and its
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
VJ.liversolog:_:jC, Price1 20 cents.
. . .

Waifs and wandermgs, A New Amen-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1..00; , pa,pe_r, 50
cents. "A prose epic of thei:War; rich .with
incident -and dramatic power; breezy from·
first page to last with the living spint of t<iday."-[.fohn Swinton's Paper.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

Christian-

''The au-

A conversation in

rhyme · between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Ga.lilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

posed the
Falseness
ofthatRe-

Prometheus, A Poem. " It is crammed
with life, thought, and. profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty.''-[Dr. Henry- W. Bellows.
Price, $1.
.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand 1 and· other

Pro and Con of

Su~ernatural

Religion.

Dr~

E. B. Foote's ·vVorks.

Plain J!ome Talk and }[edical Common
Sens~. ln one handsome 12mo volume

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

Natural Laws of Industrial Pro<luction and Exchang_e. By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Socinl
Wealth." Paper, 25c.
·

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the

PDJ;llllation Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Eclited by Cliarles Bradlaugh andAnnioBesant.

Large or Small Families ~ On which Side
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoake. 5C.

Povertr, : Its Effects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

W1Iy Do Men Starve ~

By Cha.s. Brad-

laugh. 5c.

T1ie Land Ouestion. · Lar~e Estates Inimi-

cal to the \Velfare of tho l cople. By Charles
Bmdl:tugh. 5c.

Science in Story; or, Sammy .Tubbs, the Labor's Prayer. By Ohas. 13racllaugh. oc.
By (Prince)
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Letters to Young People.
Monkey. 5·vo!umes in one, cloth,ljl2 00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumcs~sepamte, ftextble cloth, 50
cents·_per volume; !1ecl Liue edition, suitable
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

250

.pages, illustrated and eloth~bob.nd. <'I'he fifth
volume"of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. Foote'sHealth Monthly. Devoted to

J>etcr Krapotldne. Witli Life of author, by
Stepniuk. 10c.
Address THF. TRUTH RF.EKF.R.

Boo~s b~

Saladiq.

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, an<l allied
Subjects~ ninth year. Subscriytion, With premium, 50 cetits per year. SpeCimen copies free
on application.

. Mothe~;'!! Manual. · Compr:i$ing ''Advice
to a W1fe on the Management of Her Own

Health,. espe(lially Durin!!' Pregnancy, L:1bor,
and Suckling," and'' Advwe to·a Motlier on tho
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 boolra in 1 volume, 528 pages, J!'1.

Hand-Book 0f Jiealth Hints and Really
· Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet

God and His Book. $1.25.
Woman: Her Glory, Her Shame, and
Her God. 'rwo vols. $1.25 each.
'
Did Jesus Clu·ist Ri>e from the Dearl 7
25 cents.
Confessional, Romish anrl Anglican. 30
cents.

Mrs. Besant's WorKs.
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All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 800 pp., $1.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
'lroys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.

ALSO

FOft

ORGANIZING SOCIETIES.
MARRIAGES, FUNERALf'b NAJf.
ING OF INFANTS uBITUAIUES, EPITAPHS, ETC.
:52~ LIBERAL AND SPIRITUALIS'l'IU IIYI'IINS
SOCIAL AND VARIOUS PUBLIC
OCCASIONS.
1&no, 550 pp. Pnce, 75 eta.

The Story- Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

. Law: of Population. Paper, 15c.; with por-.
trait, 30c. .

·

Marriage. As it was, as it is, and ·as it
should be. Paper, 25c.

·

Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
Besant an.l Rev. A. Hatchar<j, on' Jesus of Nazareth a· Historical Character, and the Influence
of. Christianit,Y. Price, 25!!· • .,. , .. '· ..
. . . Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
·
liS Lafayette place, New York.

some a.nd Interesting Book, Without Superstition for Children and Youth. The Oul:y Freethinkers' Children's · Story•bo.ok ever 1.ssued.
66 full-page illustrations·and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned 1Japer, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
AnnrPe• THF. TRUTH REEKER CO.

Twelve Tractsn
BIBLE WORSHIP.
DARWINISM. DESIGN ARGUMENT.
EVOLUTION.
·
·
JESUS.· NO·T PERFECT,
UNDERWOOD'S PRAYER.
Price, 25 cen te
By B. F. UJID:t!IWOOD-

VAUGHAN1

:Priest al')d Mal').

A NO VEL.
By FREDERIR.ll. MACDONALD,
Author of the "Ili:ul of tho East," etc., eto.
An independent and ~ctable study of chllr·
acter in the law of circumstance sucli as oven
George Eliot might not have been ·asha.med to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
>resentment of the mfschievous nature of m9dern
tJhristianity, in its most honest a.nd consistent
form, need not bo dosired.-[Westminster Review.
1 vol., extra cloth, bovclcn, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
AddreRn
'I ~m TIUJTH REEJ{Elt.

BURGESS--UNDERVVOOD
DEBATE
ON CHRISTIANITY.

Between D. F. UNDERWOOD n.nd Prof. 0. A. Burgess, Pros. of N. W. Christian Univ.
Paper, 188pp., 50 cts.; cia., 80 cts.

W A T:SR O:P. LIP. a
Is Doing 'Vonder11 in Curing the Sick.
Write for I?amphlet to .T. R. PERRY,
No. M South :r.rain street, Wilkesbarrt. Po..

DOWN

THEY
GO!

Be~t mn.ke Amer10an Stemwjnd Wn.tohes, 15

iewols, a~n~tod, pat. regul~tor, 1n silverlno case,
only $11; 111 8 o_ unce coin silver, $16; 4 ounce, $17
(a few years ago $60). In hcst 14 kt. tilled gold
cases, open face, $20; hunting, 1):28 to $28; 14 kt.
solid gold, $40 to $100; same, not adjusted; $2less;
11 iwls. 1{!8.50, and 7 jwls. $5 loss (lower grade

w~~~·$:i;~h'J¥:iMi:-~lD

"OT'.l'O WET'.£S'I'EIN"
A'I'CH, much finer than above,
full adjusted to heat, cold, and position, 16 iwls.
and nll modern improvements, mcltel movement,
cased as above, $8 more, gilt mov't. $6 more. No
one else in the world sends out so good 1t watch
at the price.
I.ADIJojS> GOJ,D HUNTING Al'IIERI•
CAN W A'.CCIIES, latest styles, best fillecl 7
iwls. $17; 11 jwls. $18.50; 15 iwls. $25; 1.4 kt. solid
gold, $10 to $100 more. All sent prepaid, kept m
order one year, ancl cash refunded if not satisfac-

'V

sp:~~i-'huEs:

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 30 cent•.

NATHANifL

toiliAMONDS: in rings, pins, drops, studs,
etc. $10; $15; $25; $50; $100 to $1,000 per set.
Cash refunded, if ·net 20 per cent below regular
price, any time within one year.
'VEDbiNG · JlJNf;S: Plain, chased, with
pearls, emeralds, ruhjes, moonstOll!lA~ .opajs, garnets, turqumse, sohta1res or comomatwns, a

of 128· pages. 25 cents.
.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Have. We a Supernatural, Inspired, "Miraculous Religion?
By.E. E. GUILD.

By Max Nordan.
CoNTENTS -1\'Ione, Tekel
Upharsin; l'he Religious, l\Ionnrchic, und
Aristocratic,Political,_Economica.l,l.Vlatrimoninl,
and !rUscellaneon~ LiPs; Closing Harmony.
12mo, 864 pp., ·paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
cloth, $1.00.
··
Tho Imperial Council of Vienna prohibit•d tho
.;ale of this hook in Austria, and confiscated all
copies of it they could :fl.nd.

out the means by which the workingclasseB may
raise themselves from theit· prcsont state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignity, and independence, and which is also caJ?able of entirely removing, in course of time, tho
other principal social evils. By M:. G. H. 10c.

of nearly 1,000 pages, full~· illustr~terl. Cloth,
.. -$S,llti-m· .J;;nr{lish or Ge~man.· A new cheap
Principles of the Natural Order of the Uni- · edition at only $1.50.

BY PROFESSC!R LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
CONTENTS:
Force and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in
llllJllortality of JYiatter, Nature (Teleology),
linmortality of Force, Man,
·
'Infinity of 1\'Iatter, ·
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou![ht,
Motion,
Conscwusness,
Form,
.
Seat of·the Soul,.
Immuta.bilityofNatural Innate IdeasJ. .
· · 'rhe ldea of uqd, ,·
Laws,· .
Universality of Natural Persona.! Contmuan.ce,
La.ws, ·
Vital Force,
· . ,.
The· Heavens,
.
1'he Soul of Brutes,
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
· . of the·Earth,
:1\lorality, . .
Origins.! Generation,
Con c1 u dj n g .QbservaSecular Generation,
tions.
Priae, $1.50. .Address THE- TRUTH SEEKER.

The Conventional Lies of Our Civilization.

A poetic version of Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing

OR,

·verse, with a ·system of Morality
Based There.on.

··works on the Laoor ~nestion.

the Indian story of the Garden of· Eden in
which. its superiorit:y to the mutilated copy..,.
the Genesis legend:.....1s shown. Price, 10 cents.
For all of the above address
mance. · Pric,e.....85 cents.
'£.ttl!; TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
.
• 28 Lafavette place, New York.

~atter;

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

25c.

Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Ro-

Force a11d

The Bible-What Is IU 25c.
Studies in Theology. 10o.
Liberalism. 5c.

Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents.

Adami anll Heva.

of

In the
United States
· and
canada
from 1876-to 1883•.

Mo E. Billings.

thor certainly has Jl:enius. The divine
creative spark is witlnn him. The-book is
filled with manly thou_ghts expressed in
manly words-the transcnpt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should rea.d ' Golden Tlirone.'"
-[IngerRoll. · Price, $1.
·

ity and Ex-

CRIMES OF PREACHERS

"By their fruits
shall ye !mow them I
Do men gat.her
grapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles."

Golden Throne, A Romance.

rpn,nmlt>P.rfl'

11 t

Rogers Bros.' triple-plated
knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; tea spoons, $1.80;
tables, $3.49; best specta. in tho world, 1(!1; pebbles, $2; 14 kt. gold, _$5more (sencl h~9 of finest
print you can read Without glasses 14 mches from
eyes)· gold-headed canes, $8; $10; $15; $20 .. Best
razor'.:..a luxury-$2. Solid silver spoons, $1.70 per
ounce. Souvenir spoons. silver, $1.25 to $2•. 'l'ea
sets, $20 to $40; ev~Jrything in the line of fanc:t
table silver, noveltws, plush, and art goods, gold
pens etc. All sent 'prepaid (except cutlery) subject to exchange or collh back.
'
OT'.£0 WETTSTEIN,
Established 1857.
liochelle, Ill.
Send for price listshbeautiful cards in colors
and_gold of my Freet ought badges (large and
small), tracts, etc. Free.
·,

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
.
next three months.
Friends will please ~end stamp for circnlars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

THE

LOGIC OF DEATH,
--on,:.....Why Sho:~ld the Atheist Fear to Die?
By J. G. HoLYOAK E..

Price, 5 cents .

THB

LOCIC OF LIFE,
-DEDUCED

FROM-

THE PRINCIPLE QF FREETHOUGHT.
By J. G. HoLYOA.Kl!:·
Price, IS cents.

A patient wri~ing_frqm. Payenp<?rtl.Wash., Pk'h
"Your remedy"1s marvelona1 and Wlll af.ccohm.PhP.
what is said i1; will do. Tne value o w IC lij
untold."
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Valuable

Books

on

Hvgieqe,
Food alld
Diet,
~arriage

a11d
Pare11tage,

ttc.
Hygiene of the Brain antl the Cure of
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
l\!.D. Price, by mail, $1 50. " Get thi~ book and
read it\ for it abounds in practical valuable
knowleage. "-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Eating for Strength, By M. L. Holbrook,

llf.D. Price by mail, $1. ·• I am delightAd with
it."-[H. B. 'Baker, M.D., Secretary lliichigan
State Board of Health.

Parturition Without Pain, A Code of

------

------

Directions for avoiding most of the Pains am!
Dangers of Childbearing. By 1\'I. L. Holbrouk,
liLD. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellence sun>asses our power to commend."[New York Evening-1\iail.,

Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsi'!.! and
Headache : Their Cure by Home Treat-

ment. By M. L. Holbr·ook, 1\I.D. I'rice, J,y
mail, $1. "Reading this book I cured my-<olf
after several doctors had failed. "-[T. C. Curtis,

-~--

u.s.A.

GRAVEN IMAGES AND IDGH THINGS DISGUST DAVID'S .TOSS.

l'he Relations of the Sexes, By Mrs. E.

For they provoked him to anger with their high places, and moved him to jealousy with their graven images.
When God beard 1his, be was wroth, and greatly abhorred Israel: So be forsook the· tabernacle of Shiloh, the tent
·which be placed among men.-Psalms lxxviii, 58, 59, 60..

B. Duffevt.author of "What Women Should
Know," ''!'to Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles BrewsterbPortland, l\ie,
writes: "Had I possessed this ook ten years
ago it would have saved me ten years of inc
validism, and I should have been the mother of
healthyinstead of sickly children." ·

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST. Youth: Its Care and Culture. By .T.
PltOVING

*

YOU ARE

••• •*

SINCERELY INTERESTED IN

Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Century before, and Peter and Paul died
before the Christian Era.
$1.50.
Full innAx, 446oo ••

THE GAUSE OF

~WO_MAN

The Clergyman's Victims.

HASTEN TO RE.AD

THE STRIK·E OF A SEX.

A LIBERAL STORY.
By Mns. E. J. BALL.

· Price, 25 cents,

By GEORGE No MILLER.

Mortimer Granville. $1. To this has been
added a paper by· that charmin~ ·English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical
Education of a Girl," ani!. a J?aper ou the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail prwe is $1.

Talks .to My Patients, By Mrs. R. )3.
Gleason M.D. A Practical Handbook for the
f!Iaid, Wife and Mother: with a beautiful Photographic Portrait of the An thor .. -Price, .by
u;mil, $1.50. "We v.;ish the chaJ?kr, 'Confi·l~n
tral to l\!others,' mrght be J?Ubhshed as a tr:1ct
and sent to every mother m the land. "-[Har_per's New Monthly·l\!agazine.
.

The Better Way. An Appeal to Men 'in
behalf of Human Culture throug-h a wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. 'Pdce, by mail,
25 cents. "1t contains information and warning
that are urgently nee.ded."-[Chrbtiail Union,

Sexual Physiology, AScientific and Pop("THE

UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN

OF

WOMAN'S

ular Exposition of the Fundamental ·Problemb
in Sociolo_gy. By H. T. Trail, 1\'I.D. Pric~. by
mail, $2. Th'iB work has rapidly pnssed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before peen is_sued.
t

SLAVERY.")

The best men and women of England and America. are
Itfairly heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
entirely its own and will give you
truly wonderful
a sensation such as you never had before.
book.

I

CAN

p

THIR

BE SO

. ,

BEND AND

BEE

o

tific Diet. By Gustav Schlic·keyseu. Translttted from the German, by lVI. L. Holbrook,
liLD. In addition also it contnins Complete
and Radical Cure for Intemi>erance, by the Use
of a Vegetable and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0. •
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1 .

a

T

Tl1ree Books in One,

•

Address:THE:TRUTH(SEEKER Co.

Price, postpaid, 21i cents.

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scien-

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

CuriOUS Revelations From
Life of a Trance Medium.

The entire
cost of aU. S. Patent for a simple invention
is $55. A pamphlet containing much advice and information seldom given without
charge~ will be mailed free.
Address EDWIN N. BEECHER,
Solicitor of Patents and .Counselor in. · Patent Causes,·
l\!ARION, Hartford County,
CoNN.
N.B.-Register all
letters.

By MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. ill uswith Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $·1./iO.

Examination of the l\!orals and History
of the New Testament.
By PROF. F. W. NEWMAN-

Price. 25 cent•.

Kennedy's
Roaring }~~!~o!~e Track. Me dicaI Discover~
Price,

10 cents.

Takes hold rn this order :

·Liberty and Morality. Creed of Christendom. Bowels,
Liver,
.
Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure.
11!.
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
FI.ORAL DALE COLLECTION. LOVELY Outside Skin,
BY

B W R GR
y
. .
EG.
Complete in 1 vol., 12mo, 399pp., $1.50.

D. CONWAY.

Price,·

5 ceRts.

'SEEDs

Jl~~oe::~i~~~~:::~·u~~:~~~:~~~~~~?~~~~:f~~~~~Jg
25~ ll~\YER~
~ew
sort~
Sun Flower, popular;
0

Early Koon Flower,

2·to

3 weeki earlier tha.n old

our fineSt climber; Wo:r1da Fair

l-::!~:.·t~~~eq~ ~ll~i !~:!:~~~o:cR~e:;.~a.~l.t;~~:~!'~~~t r::t!':;ir~~-~ac ~!~~t~~t~~~::~:t
Seented Odorata Verbena.

h~~ondsome;

Fire Dracoa l»aaP.y 9 intense; Mlied. Oraaaental QrusMt all cholc:e so.-t!!i
mixed togethet Tht! above -collection (15 pac.tets) ofseetb mailed •fth cata.IQR1JC for only 25 cents Our beautiful elltalogue
Which alone_ cOsts aboUt IO -cts.) mailed. with one Urre Package 9ermalllll1Ze4 8eeda &ad one wck~ge ot JlammotJa
nea.l"ftatf. Pn••lon Floweronly1ocu. 'neseoll'eri~maaco to
II V
-"'"" MW cucto-rt «>ley my iil•perlor...... ..wdrMI.,
a
•
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Vegetarianism the Radical. Cnre for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.

.Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should he quietl_ y
given ~o every drinker."-[Herald of Health>

Muscle-Beating; 1!_!1 . Home Gymnastics
for ~ick and · well. By C. J{emm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.

Jlarriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
and Physiological Helations, and in their be-arin~ on the producing of children of liner health
and greahr ability. By M. L. Holbrook,lVI.D. $1.
'l'he Scielltilic American says: "Boolts on this
snlJj3ct are usually written by' cranks,' but this
i~ radically different: it is scientific, so]:mr,
clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly
.by the young."

The Uiet vure. The Relations of Food

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette place, N.Y.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.

From the Cradle

to the School. By_Bertha liieyer. The Right~
of Children. By Herbert Spencer. The Government of Children. By l\!. L. Holbrook l\!.D.
Pricekby mail, paJler, 50 cents: cloth, $1. 1• It is
a boo worthy to be ranked with the best that
has ever been written concerning the-training
of children."-[Bazar.

Driving everything before it that ought to
be out.

You know whether you need it or
not.
Solo by every drug&!st, and mannfltctttred by

DONALu KENNEDY,
JIOXDVRY• lUA.ltllc

a1~1d Drink tu Health, Disease, Cure. By_T. L.
Nicllolsl ii'LD., editor London Herald o.f Health.
l'rice, c oth, 'iQ cents.

Medical Hints on the Protection and Man.
agement of the Singing Voice. By
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 2oth thousand.

Deep Breathing;

o~t

30 cts.

Lung Gymnastics.

Pnce, cloth, 50 cents. ll'lrs. Horace Mann writes:
" Every _boo~ you :print is pure gold and de•
serves w1de mrculatwn."

How to Strengthen the Memory.
L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.

By M.

A Physician's Sermon to Yonng Men. By
Dr: W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. R.eA.
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer
says of it: "Through false delicacy lads ana1
youths .are left to fall' into trouble, and not a few
have their pros pacts of_ a healthy happy life a bsolutely rumed. The little book before us is intended to be JlUt into the hands of young men
by- fathers who are unwilling or incapable
discharging a father's duty in this respect; an<>
as not one father in ten is, we believe, ready'··
do what is r·ight by his boys himself, it is wd'
that such a bnolt as this should be available. c If
it ii read by all who should read it, its sale will
be counten by hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail, postpaid,
for $2. Should anyone desire them by the 100
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by correspondence. ·
nr'Gatalogues Free._.,

v•
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THE HYPOCRISY OF CHRISTIAN ENGLAND IN REGARD TO THE SUPPRESSION OF THE OPIUM TRADE.

A New Bible Picture-Book in Press.

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

A TRUTH SEEKER

Boo ~s b1l Saladiq.

AROUND THE WORLD.
Old Testament Stories
Four Large Volumes,
Comically Illustrated.

With a steel-plate engraving of the author in
Volume I, and each volume containing
forty to fifty illustra tiona.
By D. In. BENNETT,

By WATSON HESTON.

Four hundred pages-Two hundred Full-Page Pictt,~res
The Stories Humorously Told-Ancl Hard Facts Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity ofthe Old Testament-A
Page of Text to Each
, Picture.

.l'ripfJ, postpaid, $1.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER .

Late editor of THE TRUTH SEEKERJ.. author of·
"A Truth Seeker in Eur9pe " " u-ods and
Religions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
"The World's Sages, · Thinkers, and
Reformers," "Champions of the
Church." etc., etc., et.c.
Handsomely bound, red cloth, $6.50; in leather,
red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt eages, $10.50.
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the circumstances under which this work was written.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death,~tnd which contains an account
of his world-lamented death and burial. Mr.
Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-day life
of all nations is laid before the reader by one
who has visited them and beheld them whh his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freeth ought in the various countries
he visited, and the mo,rality of so-c!tlled pag~n
nations is contrasted w1th the morality of Chnstian countries, much to the detriment of the
latter. The work is a
Freethinker's History of the World.
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN
EUROPE" should be in everY Liberal's library.
Besides its intrinsic worth, it is.ra memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers' the world has
known-of one who ranlrs with":'V:oltairf! and
Pa-ine in the force and clearness of his:=Itmgs.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER'y
28 Lafayette place N.l •

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.
A SUMMARY OF
THE ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY,
Price, cloth.~50 cents.

God and His Book. $1.25.
Woman: Her Glory, Her Shame, and
Her God. Two vois. $1.25 each.
Did Jesus Christ Rise from the Dead 7
25 cents.
Confessional, Romish and Anglican. 110
cents.

TRUTH SEEKER COLLECTION OF

FORMS,HYMBS,and BE CIT ATIOit

FOil

ORGANIZING SOOIETIES.

~of) MARRiAGES, FUNERALS, NAltfr J.).
ING OF INFANTS,_ OBITUARIES, EPITAPHS, .~'iTO.
ALSO 525 LIBERAL ANJJ SPIRITUALISTIC HYMNS
~ 1:1 SOOIAL ANJJ VARIOUS PUBLIO
t"
_..~
OOOASIONS.
tsmo, 550 pp. Pnce, 711 c;..

0
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-THE-

fRfETHINKfRSJ PICTORIAL· TfXT-BOOK,

Libert~

Literature.

SHOWING
TBE .ABSURDITY AND UNTB UTBFUJ
NESS OF THE CHURCH'!'. CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENTINSTITUTION, ANDRn•
VEALING THE .ABUSlcS
OF
A
UNION OF
CHURCH AND
STATE.

WITH

lllustratiort~;.

COPIOUS

Testimonial
To Walt Whitman.
BY

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

FuU ....Pag~~

185

iq

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

CITATIONS

PJI.IT,ADELPHIA, P A.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

IJ

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

With

a

Portrait of

Whitman.

AUTHORIZED EDITION.
Paper, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

AND'

OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS

SABBATH • BREAKING.
Origin· of "the Sabbatic IdeaThe Je-vvish Sabbath-The
Chris-tian. Scriptures and "the
Sabba"th-Exa:~n.in.a"tio:ri
of:•
Sun.day ArglUD.euts- Origin.
of: the Christian. Sabba"thTes"tiDJ.on.y of "the Christian.
Fathers-The Sabbath during "the Middle Ages-The
Puritan. Sabba"th-Tes"tiDJ.on.y
of Christian. R e for III. e r s •
Scholars, and Divines-Abrogation. of Sunday La-ws.

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT lF
THE ARTIST.
IJESIGNS BY WATSON HES'l IN,
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE DESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
16 represent
2
"
3
"
6

.14
10

6
4

2

15

1

4
4
2

10
1

Uncle· Sam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
'l'he Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Moha=edans.

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Worl;.

5
1

25

1
2
4
2
1
4
9

12
3

6

'l

"
"

MissiOnaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their ResnliHJ.
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

-BY-

JOHN

Price, 25 Cents.

~

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever before appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pnbJished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of pJitting the book in the reach of all.
At twice the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and designer is a wonderful success~ and we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volnme.-[Freethinkers' Magazine. .
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethonght, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pict.
ures do not make np the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of readii~g
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utt~lr
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of those who uphold them.. Altogether tJ- e
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in tl e
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
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On the Press.
The work on the text of the new Bible picture
book-Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated
-is completed and the book is on the press and
will be sent to purchasers as soon as the printers
and binders ran finish their labor upon it. It has
four hundred pages, half of which are full-page
pictwes. Twenty-five well-known orthodox stories
are illustrated as follows :
Adventures of Adam.
The Origin of the Young Men's Christian Association.
Sustaining a Theory.
Some Giants.
The Adventures and Work of Noah.
A Hunting Anecdote.
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor.
.A. Queer Family.
Isaac and His " Sister."
One of Twins.
Jacob and Esau.
Joseph the Man of Dreams.
Holy Moses.
Balaam the Diviner.
Bloody Joshua. •
The Campaign of Deborah and Barak Against
J abin and Sisera.
General Gideon.
J ephthah and His Human Sacrirl.ce.
Samson the Strong.
Ruth and Boaz.
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel.
David, God's Favorit.
Some Storie!!! from the Book of Kings.
Adventures of the Prophets.
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.
The advance orders ior this book ·hav come in
generously, for which hearty thanks are returned,
but we shall be glad to receive a few thousand
more. Price, postpaid, one dollar.

Can Freethinkers Organize 1
On another page we print a letter Heury Frank
wrote to the Sun in reply to an euitorial note, and
the Sun's editor's rejoinder. Mr. Frank, ont readers
will remember, stated his plans in these columns
some few weeks since. He was formerly a minister
at Jamestown, N.Y., but left the pulpit because his
usefulness therein had ceased. For a year or more
he has been in business in this city. He is a friend
of Mr. H. 0. Pentecost, and has been seriously
grieved that that gentleman had to giv up his Sunday evening meetings, so much so that he has attempted by organization to do what Mr. Pentecost
failed to do without organization. He believes
there is an audience of Freethinkers in this·city for
every Sunday, and he believes they will support a
lecturer if properly addressed. The initial meetings hav been greatly successful in attendance and
practl.cal support. Thus far the situation.
The question raised by the Sun is of tremendous
importance. Is it a fact that Freethinkers cannot
organize or cooperate? At :first we were inclined
to return the Sun's sneer, but on looking over the
ground we saw there was too much truth in the assertion. The independence of thought which leads
to Freethinking seems to destroy the power of ·cohering, compact organization. The nearest approach to it is the National Secular Society of England; but that was held together by the personality
of Charles Bradlaugh, and to-day is kept in line by
the ability of G. W. Foote ; but it now shows
apathy. The Positivistic societies of London are
but a handful, and not increasing. In France,
Spain, Italy, Sweden, Austria, Germany, there are
local societies here and there, but of no great
strength. In the United States there were once
about three hundred auxiliary Liberal Leagues.
Where are they now ~
The American Secular
Union is the national organization, but that is for
political purposes, though it has been used as a
publisher of Theistic Manuals, and will now probably be diverted to maintaining the interests of. socalled labor against capital. A few years ago it
gave evidence of possible achievements, but latterly, beyond supplying its secretary with a salary
and propagating Theism through its Manual-with
which it has nothing to do-it has done nothing.
In New York city there is but one Freethought
organization, and that is kept together through the
effort's of a few. The Manhattan Liberal Club
would go to pieces if it had to build a hall. The
people who now talk so loudly from its platform
would be heard no more. 0. B. Frothingham's
congregation became 1lotsam and jetsam when he
inherited wealth and went to Europe. Felix Adler
is maintained by the clannish spirit of his race and
the fact that Jews are generous to themselvs even
when they hav left Judaism. The Positivistic Society
of Humanity has split up several times, and all attempts to get its members to working harmoniously
hav failed. · Mr. Pentecost had to discontinue his
platform work because, while his audiences were
large, they would not pay the expense of the meeting. Some of them evidently left the church to
save pew-rent, as we heard his former treasurer say
that six or eight dollars was all an audience of a
thousand contributed-and some of that was suspender buttons.
Henry Frank is the last to try the experiment,
which from a psychological, intellectual, and religious standpoint is of immense interest. Are
the qualities of mind which make Freethinkers of
so positivly negativ a character that cooperation for
a giTen purpose is impossible? That he has got a
tremendously hard task to reconcile tru, diverse in-

tellects now gathered around him must be apparent
even to him. Already one seceder has been found
-his secession was because Mr. Frank compromised
with some ideas with which the seceder had no
patience. Will there be others like this one?
Probably. Some will withdraw support because he
says certain things ; others because he doesn't.
Henry Evans, a Qomtist, said that it was as immoral and deserving of condemnation to think
wrong as to do wrong. Mr. Evans has disciples in
this city : their criterion of right and wrong is
what they themselvs think to be so.
Mr. Frank's communication explains his philosophy-or at least it is intended to-for 'vith the Sun
we say these terms do not mean much. The phrase
"pervasiv ethical energy of the universe" will not
bear analysis from auy but a pantheistic or mystical
standpoint, and the philosophy of pantheism is as
unprovable as theism. But Mr. Frank is more than
his letter leads one to think. He is a Secularist, to
use a word that has become sectarian. Of the
same race as Professor Adler, he is as good a
speaker, has well-developed business qualities, and
can, we should say, do his part in the proposed organization. On the other side, it is unquestionable
that there are one or two thousand Freethinkers
-in this city who yvant some lecture to attend on
Sunday evenings during the winter. The theaters
are closed to them, most of them do not care for
concert:s, they hav read the papers through, played
with the children, eaten too big dinners, and they
would like some place to go and take their wives.
Churches they will not attend; they will attend
Mr. Frank's meeting, but will they take more interest in it than in any other entertainment provided for them by private enterprise~ Will they
support it-pay for it~ Would they help build a
hall, or provide reading- rooms or recreation-rooms?
Will they take any interest in it beyond the interest
of amusing themselvs for an evening1 Will they
make it to themselvs what the church is to the
devotee ? Would they bear an unpopular pastor
for the sake of the cause ?
These are questions which will be answered by
the success or failure of Mr.· Frank's Society of
Human Progress. Doing these things is essential
to its welfare-to the welfare of any society. If
he has to liquidate in the course of a few weeks
there will be more evidence for the student that the
qualities of mind which make Freethinkers are antagonistic to cooperat.ion.

That Proposed
Constitutional Amendment.
...
Mr. C. B. Reynolds writes us a few words in reply to our criticism of his recommendation that
Liberals should aid the National League for the
Protection of American Institutions-a Protestant
association. He asks:
"What has the opinion of the members of the National
League on other subjects t6 do with llCCeptance or rejection of this amendment which, while providing that no
state shall pass any law respecting the establishment of
religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, posi•
tivly prohibits any appropriation of public money or
property to any religious society, religious denomination,
or religious institution, and further provides against any
appropriation of public money or property-under any
pretext whatever-to any society, any institution, or any
undertaking that is wholly or in part under control of
any church, religious institution, or congr£'gation, that
is not wholly secular?"
To this somewhat involved query we reply,
Nothing. But does the amendment do all he thinks
it does f It reads:
''No state shall pass any law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exeroi~e thereof, or
use its property or credit, or any mone:r raxsed by taxation, or authome either to be used, for the purpose of
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foimd:ing, maintaining, or aiding, by appropriation, pay- But they know it will not do anything beyond prement for services, expenses, or otherwise, any church, re- venting special_ denominations obtaining state funds
ligious denomination, oi: religious society, or any institu-that is the burden of all the arguments of those
tion, society, or undertaking which is wholly, or in part,
who are pushing this movement, even o~. Rev. J.
under sectarian or ecclesiasticf!,l control."
Mr. Reynolds quotes, to support his position, the M. King, the general secretary of thlil League origdefinition of ecclesiastical: "Ecclesiastical (Gr. inating it. He says, " The proposed amendment
ekkleesia, a congregation, a Christian assembly, a will cut up by the roots the dangerous system of
church)- Webster defines it, Pertaining to a state and municipal aid to sectarian objects." Tha.t
church, not secular." Mr. Reynolds thinks, there- is all. Nothing about cutting up by the roots the
fore, that "this amendment declares that no re- system of state aid to religion I
The American Sentinel, a journal which sees
ligious society, or denomination, shall under any
pretty
clearly in all matters affecting a partnership
pretext whatever, receive any appropriation of pub-_
of
church
and state, says of this proposed amendlie money or property; and further, that no instiment:
tution, society, or undertaking, no matter whether
'' If the word religious were substituted for tJ;te word
it be religious or irreligious, sectarian or unsecsectarian in the last clause, the amendment would be as
tarian, shall receive any appropriation of any pubnearly perfect as things human generally are; but as it
lic . money or property if it is in part under the now stands, and as its framers and friends intend it, it
control of any church; religious society or congre- leaves an open door for that colorless thing which they
gation. Every line of the amendment favors the please to call unsectarian Christianity."
completE! divorce of church and state and puts a
That is precisely what we said, notwithstanding
stop to the great and crying evil bf subsidizing any the argument of friend Reynolds. Liberals can
religious instipution with public funds, a thing de- not afford to be decoyed into this League. It is a
sired by every true Liberal."
Protestant organization, working with all the
Now let's see. The amendment prohibits- subtlety of Jesuits against its old enemy, Roman
what?
Catholicism. It is jealous of the strength of Rome,
Giving state money to a church.
of the money it gets, of the power it wields ; and it
Giving state money to a religious denomination. proposes to get a limited divorce of church and
state - that sort of separation where bed and
Giving state money to a religious society.
Giving state mone.Y to any institution or under- board is not shared, but the divorced bride is altaking, wholly or in part, under sectarian or eccle- lowed alimony, paid through a third party by the
siastical control.
grass widower. And greener than the freshest
That is all. It nowhere prohibits the state from grass will Uncle Sam be if he consents to any such
supporting an institution which shall be managed .proceeding.
by non-sectarians in the interest of Christianity.
For New Yorkers.
For instance, it would not affect New York's attiFreethinkers in this state are urged to array
tude toward the Randall's Island House of Refuge,
which is managed by a Board, not ecclesiastics, themselvs against the Sabbatarians.
A senator at Albany, Mr. Hunter, has introduced
who use it as a means of teaching evangelical notions to the waifs and strays under their charge, to a rl!solution asking that the World's Fair be closed
the great dismay of the Roman Catholics who fur- on Sundays, and in any event that New York's exnish most of the waifs. This amendment would hibit be closed on that day. This resolution is being
not prevent the state supporting the Refuge as it supported by petitions procured by the American
Sabbath Union.
does now.
We suggest that every liberal-minded man and
The amendment is aimed at Roman Catholicism,
because that is so solid a sect-that all its undertak- woman in this state sit down at once and write
ings are under"ecclesiastical control. Protestantism something like this and mail it to Albany:
can easily circumvent its provisions, as it has done
- - - - - - , 1892.
To· THE SENAToRS AND AsSEMBLYMEN OF THE STATE oF
in the case of Girard College. That this is the intent, and that the amendment makes the thing pos- NEw YORK-Gentlemen: Understanding that a resolution
asking the World's Fair authorities to close that exhibisible, is clearly shown by the words of its support- tion on Sundays will come before you; also, that you will
ers. Congressman Morse, of Massachusetts, says be asked to legally close New York's exhibit on Sunday,
(italicizing ours):
.we, the undersigned, herewith record our protest against
"I firmly believe that public money should: never di- the adoption of any such ret;!olution, or the enactment
rectly or indirectly be used for sectarian purposes, and of any law closing New York's. exhibit on Sunday.
And we further ask, if the question of closing or opening
would be glad to vote for such an amendment to the Conthe World's Fair at Chicago shall come before you in any
stitution of the United States."
shape, that you will vote to hav it remain open. We ask
Wm. Weir, of the-Gad-in-the-Constitution party, this for these reasons:
says:
1. That the American principle of separation of church
"Judge Story, in his commentaries on the National and state may be maintained.
2. That public morality may be subserved by providing
Constitution, declares that the language of the first
amendment forbidding Congress to 'pass any law re- a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
specting a religious establishment,' did not mean to repu- resort when no moral amusements are available.
3. As a matter of justice to the visitors to the .Fair,
diate religion or degrade Christianity to a level with other
religions, but to avoid a union of church and state, the whose time or means may be limited.
4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on
evils of which were so well known. Using the same language, the presumption is fair that the meaning in this Sunday will be for the benefit of the whole country. The
proposed amendment is the same, and that its purpose is rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one is
especially to prevent all financial aid by the state, to any disturbed. Those who wish to attend can do so; those
church or religious society. In this view of the case the who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is solely a
National Reform Association has steadily advocated such humanitarian question, a question of human relations and
an amendment. There is a cardinal distinction between human welfare, and therefore the only standard by which
religion and the· church. Religion is a matter of prin- you can decide on this resolution is that of the public
ciples, feelings, thoughts, duties. The church is an or- welfare.
Hoping that these reasons will hav weight with you for
ganized body of men. The state or nation must hav a
religion, because it is composed of human beings, each good, and that you will ever be found on the side of freeYours respectfully,
................. .
of whom is by nature a religious being. If each unit is dom, I remain,
The senators and assemblymen of this state are
religious, the sum of them must also be so. And if religious by its nature, it must and will hav a religion."
as follows:
SENATE.
Rev. J. M. Foster, another secretary of the same
Dist.
Dist:
party, says :
1 Edward Floyd-Jones.
17 Amasa J. Parker.
2 John McCarty.
18 Harvey J. Donaldson.
. ''The proposed Sixteenth Amendment to the Constitu- 3 Joseph Aspinall.
19 Louis W. Emerson.
. tion of the United States is certainly a move in the right 4 Patrick H. McCarren.
20 George Z. El-win.
direction. By 'an establishment of religion ' is under- 5 William L. Brown.
21 Joseph Mullin.
22 Henry J. Coggeshall.
stood 'a state church,' such as the prelatic establishment 6 John F. Hearn.
23 John E. Smith.
of England. To this we stand unalterably opposed. The 7 George F. Roesch.
Martin T. McMahon.
24 Edmund O'Connor.
state must hav a religion, but that neither justifies the 89 Edward
P. Hagan.
25 John A. Nichols.
prelatic intrusion of the church's prerogativs by the state, 10 Jacob A. Cantor.
26 Thomas Hunter.
nor the domination of the state by the church."
11 George W. Plnnkitt.
27 Charles E. Walker.
12 Charles P. McClelland.
28 Charles T. Saxton.
Isn't it a little queer, if this amendment will do 13 William P. Richardson.
29 Cornelius R. Par11ons.
30 G. S. Van Gorder.
what Mr. Reynolds thinks it will do, to find keen 14 Clarel).ce E. Bloodgood.
15 Edward B.· Osborne. · 31 Matthias Endres.
advocates of a state religion: also advocating it~ l6JJqhn H. Derby. ·
32.Ja.mes T. Edwarda.

•
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ASSEMBLY.
Archer La Grange.
James H. Southworth.
Walter Ellis Ward.
William Sulzer.
Galen R. Hitt.
Louis Drypolcher.
John T. Gorman.
Walter G. Byrne.
Marcus M. Congdon.
T. J. McManus.
Israel T. Dey-o.
Daniel F. Martin.
Wm. Egbert Wheeler.
John Connolly.
Solon S. Laing.
Myer S. Stein.
Charles Clinton Adams.
·Louis H. Hahlo.
William J. O'Dair.
William Leslie Noyes.
Walter C. Gifford.
George :1?. Webster,
Egburt E. Woodbury.
James L. Wells.
Robert P. Bush.
Garwood L. Judd.
Charlea H. Sta:nton.
Levi Parsons Gillette.
Cornelius Haley.
Edward Hall.
Henry L. Warner.
Harry Sherburn Patten.
James H. Tripp.
Chester Winfield Porter.
James R. Cowan.
Patrick J. Ryan.
Obed Wheeler.
William Kennedy.
JohnA. Vanderwater.
Adam C. Listman.
Frank 0. Chamberlain.
John J. Clahan.
Jacob Goldberg.
Howard Thornton.
Edward Gallagher,
W. E. McCormick.
Henry H. Guenther.
Adelbert J. McCormick.
NevadaN. Stranahan.
Myron H. Clark.
Wilbur H. Selleck.
Walter D. Palmer.
Charles Goodell.
Allen S. Matthews.
Walter L. Brown.
Horace S. J ndson.
Charles Newton Reed.
William H. Ladue.
Solomon S. Townsend.
Edward M. Cole.
George L. Weeks.
Henr;r H. Green.
James M. Riley.
Harrtson Fuller.
Martin L. Willard.
Levi E. Warden.
Joseph J. Cahill.
John J. Cassin.
William J. Plant.
Hubbard R. Yetman.
John Cooney.
Thomas Finegan.
John J. O'Connor.
George R. Malby.
John Kelley.
John C. Keeler.
William E. Shields.
Lewis C. Lang.
Louis C. Ott.
Frank L. Smith.
Lewis Varney.
James F. Quigley.
Laurence E. Malone.
Alvin J. Quackenbush.
William T. Lamont.
Thomas F.~nes.
George L. Weed.
William H. Wait.
Charles A. Conrady.
William Halsey Kinne.
Gordon M. Patchin.
G. H. P. Gould.
Herman E. Buck.
Jesse Roberts.
Clarence W. Dexter.
James H. Pierson.
George M. Beakes.
Frank M. Jones.
Richard Curran.
Edward G. Tracy.
William H. Denniston.
Albert Henry Pierson.
George J. Gove.
George M. Brink.
Patrick H. Duffy.
Jacob Rice.
Timothy D. Sullivan.
George H. Bush.
Percival Farquhar.
Howard Conkling.
Patrick Henr;y Jtoche.
William D. Stevenson.
Dominick F. Mullaney.
William Reed.
Samuel J. Foley.
George W. Brinkerhoff.
Alfred R. Conkling.
Flynn Whitci>mb.
Philip Wissig.
Thomas K. Fraser.
W. H. Walker.
William Ryan.
James W. Husted.
William Sohmer.
William N. Hoag.
Milo Olin.
Moses Dinkelspiel.
Everett Brown.
These remonstrances, or similar ones, should be
addressed to senators and to assemblymen both·
If you hav acquaintances in either house, send to
them. If not, send to the ones who represent your
senatorial and assembly districts. Senators should
be addressed "Senate Chamber," and assemblymen
"Assembly Chamber," Albany, N.Y.
We ask every Freethinker in the state to cut this
out, paste it upon a large sheet of paper, obtain as
many signatures as possible in his town, and forward it to Albany. It ought to be· done in duplicate, so that both senators and assemblymen can
hav them. DO NOT DELAY.

Make Them Recant.
The celebration of Paine's birthday has called
out the usual number of calumnies upon that illustrious man. Colonel Ingersoll's eulogy seems to
hav pained the clerical critics most. One of them,
the Rev. Jay B. Hamilton, of Hackettstown, N. J.,
brings out again the old story that Paine died an
agonizing death, recanting his Infidelity, and calling upon Jesus to hav mercy upon him.
This story will of course be repeated in the pious
journals and by the little ministers all over the
country, and we allude to it for the purpose Of
forestalling the requests to " ans-yver " it. This has
already been done hundreds of times, and so completely that the minister who repeats it now can
justify himself only by pleading ignorance. Otherwise he stands convicted of dishonesty.
Some years ago Colonel Ingersoll and the Observer had a dispute upon this subject. The
Observer did its worst. Colonel Ingersoll, however,
had no difficulty in showing its claims to be pure
falsehoods. Shortly afterward some one dug up a
pretended letter by a Roman Catholic bishop repeating nearly the same falsehoods~ This letter
was completely riddled and shown to be a forgery
by W. H. Burr. These attacks and replies were
put into pamphlet form by THE TRUTH SEEKER and
are still very much in print.. We recommend that
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Freethinkers in every town where .the calumnies of
Paine are repeated send :fifteen cents to this
office for "Thomas Paine's Vindication," and with
the facts therein obtained fo.rce the repe~~oters to
recant.

make the best of it, and leave no stone unturned Christian world, thereby enforcing public recogthat wo~d add to the success of our meeting. I nition and consequent opposition, which woUld be
w~ote Pl"l;Vate let~ers to _some of the leading Free- of the utmost service to our cause ; for after all,
thinkers m the City. This, together with a personal opposition is our opportunity.. The priests know
canvass of as many as possible, resulted in a splen- this but too well, hence their timidity in encourdid audience,· so that I felt amply rewarded for my aging debate. If we mean to keep our ground we
efforts. By 8 o'clock there were scarcely a dozen must compel them to teach instead of preach, and
We print this week the :first part of Helen Gar- empty seats in the hall, and this the result of but this can only be done 'by one method, and that I
dener's new lecture, "Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle." It two days' work.
urge upon all Freethinkers. Unite.
The Freethinkers of Columbus should hav good
My :first lecture in Columbus was attended with
is a masterly arraignment of the Bible, especially
strong on its treatment of woman, and will be hopes of a good and successful organization in their such a grand success that I look forward with
read with keen pleasure by all hereticai women. own locality, would they only display a little enthu- pleasure to the meeting in April next. I was
pleased to meet such stalwart Freethinkers as F. S.
siasm and energy in the movement.
It ought .also to be distributed among Christian
One gentle.man-whose name I now forget- Montgomery, J. B. Cochran, Chas. Augustus, J.
women, and we hope it will be. In making an- came from Upper Sandusky, a distance of sixty Simpson, Mrs. Lyndell, Dr. Schueller, Mr. Mitchell,
nouncement of its publication last week, Miss Gar- miles, purposely to hear my lecture, and many and Mr. Goodman. There are m$y Freethinkers
dener says we did her an injustice in saying we had others came from shorter distances in the country. in this city, but as elsewhere they I'ack the power of
difficulty in inducing her to "return to the fold," Everyone expressed entire satisfaction at the result organization.
On again, the ne;:d day, to Shreve, where I was
for she maintains that she has never strayed there- and uttered a devout wish that the meetings would
down for two more lectures, but here I found that
continue.
A
good
debate
took
place
after
the
lectfrom, but only been doing her chosen work off in
bigoted ignorance, ever consistent with its own
another corner where she could get more listeners, ure, which made the meeting more attractiv, and intolerant spirit, had rekindled the :fires of persecuadded somewhat to its interest. Several of those
and consequently do more good. She has been present indulged in the discussion, among them tion, and had employed the meanest trickery,
preaching to those who will be the grandmothers being two Christian gentlemen, who ventured upon worthy only of the most despicable tools of party
of the future in order that their grandchildren may a little criticism, one of whom declared that this was politics, to deprive the Freethinkers of a place to
the best meeting he had ever attended in his life. meet in ; consequently the lectures were given in an ,
be reformed. We accept the amendment.
At the close of the meeting our Freethought friends old shed used by the :fire department to store the
rallied to my support and went down into theh- :fire-ladder and other implements in. They had
The Rev. M. J. Savage, of Boston, is a more than pockets to refund to me the expenses that I had in- certainly done their utmost to discourage the
ordinarily liberal-minded Unitarian, a good speaker, curred in arranging the lecture. F. S. Montgomery, friends in this little town, but they hav now
a scholar, with something of a reputation for reason- of Shepard Station, presided, and by his earnest- learned that Freethinkers are too inflexible to bend to
ing, but for all that he said in a recent sermon: ness infused a little enthusiasm into those present; tyranny, and too tenacious to break ana disperse,
"Evolution, instead of teaching Jesus as an impos- he is quite a young man, but has sufficient strength and I must certainly commend them for the zeal
in the faith for a score, and I must certainly express they manifested toward obtaining a place to meet
sible kind of being-neither man nor God-teaches my thanks to him for the manner in which he came in. My audiences were not so large as those which
that he was the highest manifestation of the relig- to my assistance. A general talk took place con- greeted me upon a previous occasion, owing in a
ions life on the earth-the divine in the human-the cerning the mass-meeting to be held in this city on great measure to the inconvenience experienced
religious crown of the race up to this hour; God in the 3d of April next, .when the Ohio State Secular with regard to a hall and the extreme cold which
man, reaching up from beneath, instead of God Union shall be organized. All were in hearty sym- kept the mercury hovering between zero and 12°
outside of man, reaching down from above." Did pathy with the movement, and expressed a deter- below.
I was pleased to meet once more with my old
one ever. see a more hopeless jumble of words ! As ruination to see it successfully carried out. Columbus has quite a number of well-to-do Liberals, who friends in Shreve. While here I was entertained
a matter of fact evolution teaches nothing at all will help us in the work of state organization; and by V. D. Manson, Jr., and W. J. Smith, who vied
about Jesus. Evolution no more than gravity every Freethinker in the state of Ohio to whom I with each other in trying to make my stay as
·
.
knows anything of a God, or the. divine in the human hav yet spoken has expressed his approval of such pleasant as possible.
The state of affairs now existing in Shreve need
(whatever that may be), or ot any reaching up or a scheme. State organization is undoubtedly the
down, from below or above. Evolution is not a only method by which Freethinkers can be success- not be tolerated any longer would they only take
the initiatory steps toward improving their co:T;tdisubstitute for God, but a law discovered by science.. fully organized for any practical purpose, and it is
to be hoped that as many of our friends as can tions. Splendid prospects are before them. . Will
Such a confusion of ideas and words is disreputable
possibly do so will giv us their assistance in this they only put their shoulder to the wheel!
V. D. Manson, Sr., has made them an offer of a
in one who is set up to teach others.
matter. s. P. Putnam has indeed truly stated that
"each state has its own independent issues, and its tract of land, another friend has offered them $500
toward building a hall of their own, one or two
It is commonly held by the clergy that all An- own independent work to perform."
others hav offered $100 each, and several others
archists are Atheists. Last week four of the latter · Freethought organizations are an absolute neces- smaller sums varying from $25 to $10 each. It is
were executed in Madrid for leading an attack upon sity if we wish to meet these issues and perform this devoutly to be hoped that our Shreve friends will
work, and enable ourselvs to take our rightful places take immediate steps and put these splendid opthe town of Xeres. They were all Christians, and
as citizens of this great republic. Even at the
the bishop of Cadiz endeavored to hav theh- sentence present time none of us are entirely free from or- portunities to the best possible advantage. Here,
commuted, but unsuccessfully. Before they died thodoxy. It meets us at every step. We are still above any other place, the absolute necessity for
organization is most exemplified. W~th a good soall accepted religious ministrations, and one· of bound down by cruel and unjust church laws, and
ciety in the state of Ohio to assist and encourage
now
they
are
even
trying
to
overturn
our
public
them left a confession in which he said: "Ready to
our friends here, what valuable work could be done;
appear at the judgment seat of God, should my school system and establish parochial schools in and there are many more such places in the same
clear conscience set an example to others I publicly their stead, thereby perverting a positiv good into state.
a pregnant evil, a step which Americans must never
Friends, let me urge upon you once more to
declare that ·I hav professed to my undoing the
allow.
unite.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
subversiv principles of anarchy.
The misled
State Freethought organizations "will be able to
Anarchist press takes advantage of the ignorance supply an antidote to the poisonous influence of
Lectures and Meetings.
of the working classes to inculcate theories against priestcraft, and with honorable comb~nations rejustice and reason. I desire my comrades to know sist the encroachments of sacerdotalism upon the
THE third state meeting of the Liberal Association of
tha.t the Anarchist journals hav been wofully de- traditional liberties of our institutions.
Texas will be held in Waco April 8th to lOth.
The evils of superstition upon the· minds of our
ceivmg us. I am convinced that many of ·those
FEBRUARY 19th Mrs. Sarah F. Norton audresses the
preaching doctrins to us are perfectly inJifferent to young are certainly deplorable, and these institu- Manhattan Liberal Club, 220 East 15th street, upon the
our fate. I therefore advise my comrades to repu- tions are a necessi.ty for their removal, and to subject, '~Motherhood, or Woman a Ntttional Care."
hasten that happy time when education shall hav
diate those teachings and be honest workers, with emancipated the masses from the many political The following Friday evening, February 26th, John R.
faith in God and religion, which teaches that all and social evils that· now weigh them down to the Charlesworth will explain "The Philosophy of Secular~m."
men are brethren."
dust.
ANYONE in Iowa, Nebraska, or Kansas desiring to seIn various articles and letters I hav frequently
urged our friends to unite and organize. I now cure the services of Mrs. Mattie Krekel can address her
My Lecture Trip.
reiterate that advice. They hav talked of organiza- for one month at Rockford, Ill. She is now in Texas doSpending a few days in Cincinnati, I went on tion, and then let the matter rest, but now, realizing ing valiant service. She has just closed a course of
again to Columbus, arriving here on the evening of that those propositions and suggestions are a dead lectures in Austin to crowded houses. February 19th to
Thursday, the 7th inst. Upon my arrival I learned letter, unless put into practice, it has been decided 23d she speaks at Carthage, Mo., the old home of Watson
that nothing whatever had been done toward ar- to take immediate steps toward putting them into Heston.
ranging for the lecture on the Sunday following. effect. Each and every state should hav an organS. P. PuTNAM's lecture appointments:
Not even a hall had been engaged or an advertise- ization of its own; and these could easily be estab- Los Angeles,Cal...Feb.21,28 El Pas?,
Tex... "
16
" ... "
22 Flatonia,
" . . " 19,20
ment inserted in any of the papers, and some of the lished if our friends throughout the country would Monrovia,
""
"
''
23 cal ver t ,
. 27,28
friends had even gone so far as to declare the lect- only exert themselvs in this dh-ection. Such organ- Perris, .
San Jacinto " ... " 24,25 Austin,
.. April 2, 3
ure "off." Under such circumstances the outlook izations are certainly desirable, and practicable Anaheim ' " . . " 27,29 Waco Convention
was certainly far from cheering ; but I at once de- if our friends would only giv their minds to it, Norwalk'
"
"
28 of ::Cexas Liberal
" :::March 1 Association....... " 8,9,10
cided to giv the lecture if I could possibly do so at but I regret to say that at p-resent their ardor Orange '
"
"
2 NewOrleans ........ " 13,14
all. So early next morning I went in company seems to evaporate in an occasional meeting or a SantaAna
Arch Beach "
"
3 Brookhaven, Miss. " 16,17
with J. B. Cochran and engaged a hall myself, and country picnic.. Every Freethinker desires to see San Die o ' "
"
4 Chicago.............. "
24
in less than one hour I had an advertisement in- something accomplished, they desire to see results; Escondi~o' "
" 5, 6 Massillon, 0 ............. May 1
' ". ."
6NYk
ew or · ............... "
" 6
serted in two of tD.e leading papers and :five thou- and the work can never be realized while we re- ValleyCentre,
Fallbrook,
" . . " 7, 8 Boston .................. ·· " 8
sand dodgers under way of printing for distribution main in an isolated condition; but with an effectiv Elsinore
"
"
9 : Montreal............ . . .. . 15
on the Saturday. It was Friday night ere anyone organization in each state, assisted and encouraged Phcenix,' Ariz....... " 12,13 \ Boulder City, Col: .. June 5
knew that the lectur~ would be given, therefore by the continuous efforts of able and devoted lectThose desiring lectures along this route will please
under such conditions we did not look for a very urers, we could raise. such an excitement and such communicate at once with S. P. Putnam, Los Angeles,
large attendance. I had determined, however, to an interest that would claim the attention of the Cal., care of 0. Severance, Box 451.
0

0

"
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to lose her faith in the beautiful provisions of
providence, which award her the blame for all the
ills of life, while it forbids her to receive most of
its benefits.
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN : If you were to ask alBut there are two or three fairly plain reasons
most anyone this question: "What is Christian- for the growing skepticism of intelligent women,
ity 1" I presume he would think that he could an- which seem to me sufficient to satisfy her most exswer right, the first time, without even looking in acting censors.
the dictionary. Well, he could not.
Here is one reason, and it is absolutely new. I
I have been trying hard to find out what it is throw it out for the benefit of the" old straw" critics.
for some years past. I have wasted a good deal Let the clergy meet it fairly before asking women
of valuable time at it; I have listened to doc- to admire Jehovah with any degree of enthusiasm.
trinal sermons, read religious papers carefully, and You know it is the fashion to cry out that anyone
studied Sunday-school lesson leaflets, and am to-day who takes up this subject is only "threshing old
sure of just one point, and that is: Christianity is straw." As if it were possible to do anything else
one thing for grown men. It is quite :mother thing on either side so long as the book, the theories, and
for women and children.
the type of thought under~ discussion date back a
The cradle has fallen heir to the discarded dog- few thousand years. But;: here is the absolutely
mas of the pew. The pulpit no longer dares to new sheaf of straw which I offer the clergy.
teach openly what it retains in its creeds and conA short time ago it was proposed to prepare a:
fessions of faith. It preaches and lectures upon Bible for women-or a woman's Bible. It was sugethics to men. It attitudinizes and appeals to gested that all passages which refer,to, or deal with
the emotions and prejudices of women ; but it women in any way whatsoever, should be printed
works off all its original theories upon the poor, in- in the order in which they come in the Bible. Thus
offensive, helpless little children, and the Sunday- giving women an opportunity to read, in a few
school lesson leaflets still give u.s the devil with a pages, her ·whole Bibl'e, all of it which applies
big D, and require the infant mind to believe in the directly to her.
.
actual resurrection of the dead and the manufacture
It was proposed to begin with Genesis and to end
of real live snakes out of sticks of wood properly with Revelation.
voodooed by an ancient sleight-of-hand performer.
To omit no word to or about women.
There are just two strong props under the church
To change nothing, to add nothing.
to-day--the sentiment of women and the ignorance
Well, do you know why it was not done at that
of children.
time~ I will tell you.
When those are removed the stays here and there
The compilers, of whom I was one, had gone only
which men still slip in for financial or social reasons a very little way when they discovered that the
will be easily withdrawn, and intellectual liberty book when finished would be very, very small ; but
will be a fact and .not merely a name.
that it would be excluded if printed in English, and
But so long as the laws of heredity last no man rightly excluded from the United States mails on
can give free brains to his children if their mother is the ground of obscenity.
the victim of superstition and priestcraft. And so
That is the diviue book for women.
long as the pews are filled with women the cradle
Almost without exception the direct messages from
will be shadowed by fear and science will continue Jehovah to or for or about women !tre of such natto fight superstition.
ure that they are to-day considered, and I reiterate
It seems to be pretty generally conceded by the rightly considered, since we have a law against
press, and even, in many cases, by the pulpit, in obscenity sent by mail, as too indecent to transmit
these days, that a man may be a Freethinker, an through the post-office.
.
Infidlill, or an ·Agnostic' without material injury to
As a human being he did not deal with her at
his constitution and with~ut endangering his neigh- all. As an animal he dealt with her from the most
bor's woodpile.
brutal and degraded side, upon the lowest possible
Indeed, there are people who go the length of grounds from the outlook o~ a barbarian.·
saying that a man may honestly doubt the correctThis is the God she is as:Ked to worship! I have
ness of other men's religious opinions without said somewhere before, and•.I now repeat, that as a
necessarily being a subject for a strait-jacket.
mythological or semi-historid:tl work the Bible is no
But while they make this magnanimous conces- worse than several others. ,As a divine revelation
sion to men, they appear to be totally unable to ap- it is simply monstrous.
ply it to women.
Do you wonder that women who are capable of
They can readily comprehend and forgive a Dar- even a limited degree of thought are beginning to
win or a Haeckel if he disturbs the old theories in ask uncomfortable questioni:r and to have decided
·behalf of a pollywog. But a George Eliot or a Cady mental reservations ~
Stanton or a Helen Gardener does a shameful thing
There is, however, not one Christian woman in a
if she questions the Mosaic or Christian decrees in thousand who knows what the Bible teaches for her.
behalf of womanhood.
.
They don't.read it. There are certain chapters or
The whole Christian system has been readjusted verses they go over frequently which are substituted
that it might not do violence to an astronomical ob- for the whole book.
servation or a geological discovery. The track of a
· They don't know that it teaches polygamy. Well,
bird in the sand, or the print of a leaf in a rock, it does. It is taught both directly and indirectly,
when scientifically umlerstood, was enough to un- and the only consistent followers Jehovah has to-day
dermine the faith of Christendom, and convert dog- live out in Utah.
matic theology into what it is to-day-an orgauized
They c!on't know that it teaches slavery for women
system of apologetics.
and the actual sale of daughters by fathers not only
So it has come about that many of those who for work but for the vilest purposes. Well, it does.
admit that the Bible is mistaken in its estimate of
One of the most explicit talks God had with man
bugs and shrimps, still insist that it is the final was one in which he directed a father how to sell
word for at least one-half of the human race.
his daughter, and for what purposes.
While it may be in error, and subject to revision in
And to prevent her from misunderstanding her
the interest of grasshoppers, no woman may reject status, her degradation, and her own subject poits estimate of herself. No man may question its sition, God went farther, in that cheerful little chat,
decrees in behalf of mother, sweetheart, or wife. and let her know what she was not to do after she
Theologians are unable to see why a mother should was sold. Never dawned on Jehovah that it might
cease to admire the beauties of infant damnation.
be just as well for her father not to sell her at all.
But the frightful fact still remains that there are He never thought of that!
women who object to that scheme. There are
The clergy overlook these little points.
women who think that it has its weak points ; there
They only take the half they like. They are like
are women who, after going carefully through the the little girl whose father told her he was very
Bible and studying all the passages to and for and sorry she had to be scolded so much. He said,
about women, have got the impression somehow "You don't know how bad it makes me feel to hear
that there is something wrong. They don't blame your mamma have to scola you• so often.'' She
the "daughters of Midian" for suspecting that Je- said, "Now papa, don't you w9rry about that. I
hovah had his little faults.
·
don't. I hardly ever hear more than half she
If I were a professional prophet, or an almanac says."
maker, I should write something like this : "Along
Christian women don't know that every man or
about this time look out for editorials in religious • woman who kee.ps a brothel for- the degradation of
· papers, and also for sermons, which contain the fol- sweet young girls has more texts to sustain him in
lowing sentiment: 'It is bad enough for a man to his infamous traffic than any court of justice can
be an Infidel, but for a woman it is simply appall- find to quote against him. Well, he has.
ing. We say that it is worse for a woman to doubt
The fact is, Christians don't know what the
revealed religion, for the reason that to it she owes Bible teaches. They don'.t hear more than half it
all that makes her life worth liYing. It is to the says-the half they like.
Bible woman owes ' etc." Any of you can write
It is Infidels who study the Bible-all of it.
out the rest some time with your eyes shut.
And that is the very reaeon that they are Infidels.
They ':ill deplore the fact that she is beginning The Catholic church is the only one that has good

PULPIT, . PEW, AND CRADLE.

judgment. It doesn't allow its people to read the
Bible. Well, that is their only safety.
The result is that this church far outnumbers all
other Christian sects and it is the only one not
thoroughly honeycombed with unbelief to-day.
Her people don't read the Bible. The result is
they believe every word of it. Not one Protestant
in a hundred believes it all. Hell is not fashionable
in any Protestant country to-day. Ask any Protestant you know if he believes in it. He won't
give a direct answer. - :He will dodge and skip all
around it. He will explain it away, as the revisers
tried to do. Or else he will deny a belief in it altogether.
Now, it is different in Catholic Russia. She is
to-day the most orthodox country on the globe.
She believes so honestly in hell that she has undertaken to illustrate it right at home. And it is pretty
generally believed by those who have been to Siberia that the copy excels the original several laps.
Russia believes that Jehovah is God, that God is
perfect in his methods and decrees, and she obeys
the injunction, "Strive to be like Him."
In numerous ways different people have striven
to be like Him in this country. Their failure to
achieve greater distinction in a very large majority
of cases has been due to the brevity of their subsequent careers.
Brigham Young read of the Lord's anointed. He
searched diligently the scriptures. He learned
that in all the ages past no man had been so wise
as Solomon. That the almighty exalted and commended him for his wisdom and his works. That
he pronounced Solomon most like himself of all the
sons of men. Thereupon Mr. Young established
in Utah, as nearly as he could, a court, a church and
a household upon n pattern and plan thus approved
by Jehovah. The result you all know.
In a Christian land-in a land where the children
are still taught to believe in the superior wisdom of
Solomon, and his approval by and personal intimacy
with deity-this, his most consistent follower and
admirer, was outlawed and disgraced.
The precepts of Jehovah are taught every week
from the pulpit and carefully legislated against
every winter in Co:ngress.
Men vote money to sustain churches and chaplains to proclaim the superior wisdom of the pastand then they go into executive session, so to
speak, and vote more money to equip legislatures
and armies to prevent just such "wisdom" from
becoming too prevalent near home.
God the almighty gives us a man as a perfect
type of wisdom. Senator Edmunds, ~he Presb;rterian, begs to offer an amendment. With God IS
the vote of most of the Mormon church. With Edmunds that of the rest of the civilized world.
Can the morals and verdict of a perfect God be
thus subject to revision by a senato1· of the
,United States 1 Shall Sunday-school children be
allowed to know that Jehovah's measures of wisdom
and goodness are too small to fit Vermont?
But until some monstrous moral or social evil
threatens the very life of our constitutional government ournear-sightedlegislators travel the old orthodox path and lay a smooth and level road to be
traveled by the worst enemies of progress and freedom. Then remorse, or ambition, clears their vision
and a little dam is built across a tremendous
stream which their own beliefs and conduct help to
swell. But these spurts of clear-headed Infidel
judgment remind me of the little fellow's idea of
remorse. The teacher said : " Now, children, I'm
going to put the words you'Ye learned to spell and
define here on the blackboard. I want you to write a
sentence for each, showing that you fully understand the definition by using the words correctly.
Take first the word 'remorse.' " They all wrote.
"Now, Johnnie," said she, "you are a clear-headed
little fellow. Read what you wrote." Johnnie
arose in all the pride of praise well earned and
read this: "A thief once wrote to his victim,
'Ten years ago I stole $50 from• yo~. Remorse is
now a-nawin' at my vitals. Inclosed please find $5.
When she naws again I'll send some more.'"
So a little while ago Congress thought it saw a
danger approaching from the devout followers of the
very Jehovah which it employs a chaplain to pray
to and it exhibited about five dollars' worth of unorthodox remorse by striking at polygamy.
I've been looking for it to "gnaw again" because
of Catholic encroachments upon and antagonisms
to our free public schools, but as yet their vitals
appear to be intact, and certainly the threatening
assurance of that hydra-headed poisoner of childhood's pure mental streams-that enemy of all
mental freedom or intellectual development-the
Roman Catholic church, has its vitals still unstung,
and its grasp firmly upon the brain of those who
are to legislate for us later on. And so they are
steadily giving over our free institutions into the
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·clutch of the one organization f01· which freedom
of thought has but one meaning and that is
death. .
We can go no longer to Bible or pulpit for our
answers to catechism questions. Indeed the catechism is not now the simple study it once was, and
I am heartily glad that I stopped teaching it before it reached its present complicated state. It is
growing to be something like this :
"Who was the first mail, mamma~" "Ask Darwin."
"Where is heaven'" "Ask Herschel."
" How many days did it take to make the earth?"
"Ask Lyell."
"What is the chief duty of man~" "Ask Haeckel
and Spencer."
"Well, mamma, at least you know who the wisest man is, don't you~, "Great heavens, child,
ask Senator Edmunds or John Wanamaker, they at
.. least are orthodox."
"Strive to be like Him!" is said in earnest, humble faith by the devotees of Utah .. ''Strive to be
/moral!" is shouted from the United States Senate
and emphasized by the flash of bayonet and the
boom of cannon. "Strive to be like Him!" is echoed
from every pulpit in America. " Do it at your
peril!" is the response of the law. Which do we believe in to-day-Jehovah or morality? Bible legend
or rational experience ? Pulpit platitudes or progress?
"Strive to be lik~ Him!" was graven deep in the
heart of the South, and every lash that descended
upon the bared back of a slave .mother reminded
her that absolute obedience, unquestioning faith,
· submission, and humiliation were the lessons taught
by Jehovah and the conditions required by the
church.
And acc01·ding to a report il). the New York World
not long ago, the lesson taught by the repeal of the
fugitive slave laws has not yet reached the priests
of the Paulist church in that city. And perhaps
it is as well to say just here that the so-called Paulist fathers are all converts from Protestant denominations, and that it is one of the very largest and
strongest of the Roman Catholic orders. It was
one of the Paulist fathers who, in preaching against
the theories of Henry George, insisted that because
a thing-a law-is old it must be right, and that
we have no right to change to a better way-not
even a right to listen to those who think they have
discovered new light. He said :
.

From time immemorial there have been false prophets,
men who preached doctrines that they claimed were for
the good of mankind, but .which upon investigation
were contrary to the law of God. Some of these false
prophets were philosophers and politicians, and donning
the garb of the shepherd would go among the shepherds
and preach their views. They laid clown laws for the
people to follow, telling them tha~ this was right and that
wrong; telling them tolook out for this world and let the
next take care of itself. What did they care if such doctrines were opposed to the law laid down by the Almighty
for the government of society? It was not for them to
inquire. Their only desire was to spread broadcast their
views and reap the benefit of them.
There are false prophets at the present day. Some are
philosophers and others politicians. The politicians are
now preaching a plan by which the social laws are to be
changed and society to be improved. Those preachers are
going contrary to the law laid down by God ariel the
church. They say that property shall be divided, and
the whole system by which society has progressed shall
be altered and made to conform to their views. Such
views are outrageous and should not be encouraged by
Catholics. Any man or :rqen that preach such doctrines
are false to God and to his law. What right has any man
to change old-established social laws, laws that Catholics
are bound to obey on account of the faith? The laws
that have for centuries governed society ar·e laws that
have been laid down by God, and you, as Catholics, are
bound to obey them.
Every hot iron that branded on the breast of the
captive the future reminder of his lesson began
that lesson with the same sentiment and ended with
the same threat. "Servants obey your masters."
"Be in subjection to the powers that. be." "And
my chosen people are set above the·e."
"I will make thee an outcast among thy people."
And " Strive to be like Him" blazed in heavenly
glory over the head. of the brute whose orthodox
lash drew on the back of doubt or rebellion the
blood of anguish and repentance.
" Strive to be like Him " echoed through the
wilderness where forty years of despair and anguish
was the portion meted out by a "loving father" to
those who had, like the poor slave, believed in their
O"\Yll right to be free.
And " Strive to be like Him " comes amid the
groans of the dying and the shrieks of the tortured
from the plains of Midian and thunders from the
walls of Eden itself.
"Strive to be lih:e Him " whispered in the ear of
ignorance and faith as an old man in Pocasset, Mass.,
tremblingly bent over his sleeping babe as he
plunged the fatal knife' into her snowy breast!
.And " Strive to be like Him" came from the pale

lips of the mother as she saw him falter in his deadly
work.
.
·
"Strive to be like Him" should be graven over
the door. of every house of ill repute, and the whole
.of the thrrty-first chapter of Numbers chiseled upon
its walls!
.
The civilized world has read with hon-or the late
revelations of the PaJI Mall Gazette and the Cleve.
land str~et hoiTors, and has demanded the exposure
and pumshment of the fiends who traffic in woman's
honor and in children's blood.
'' Strive to be like Him " should be the response
of every man who holds in his hand the Bible and
in his heart a belief in the goodness and pm·ity of
Jehovah the defiler of the daughters of Midianthe London of old. .
No man need bring to any consistent Christian court
any defense but the record of the life of Moses, our
"Prophet," and the commands of God to him. He
can rest his case on Solomon and Lot. . David will
be his witness, and J ebovah will defend his case.
Power is the only law of heaven, and submission
the sole duty of women.
If all this is not true-and somehow or other I
doubt it-but if it is not true, then "inspiration "
is a pretense, and every orthodox preacher is a
slanderer of the God he worships. If the attitude
of Jehovah toward women is not wholly vicious,
and the display of brutal power is not our only
"revelation " of him, then some mistake has been
made, and our Bibles, our pulpits, and our Sundayschool lessons in particular, need moralizing. The
only men who are "godlike" are those who trample
upon every right of others, upon every sense of
justice, upon every moral principle, and give as
their only reason-Power.
A belief in such a God is enough to demoralize
the whole human race. And, with such an ideal,
we can only wonder that reform schools are not
more numerous and that prisons are ever empty.
HELEN H. GARDENER.
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)

0n ths ])aoi fie Goast.
·sews and Notes.
The Paine celebration at San Francisco was one
of the most brilliant ever held in the city. The
hall was filled to overflowing. A thousand people
were present. The portrait of Thomas Painepainted by Mrs. Addie L. Ballou, and which has
adorned every celebration in the city for the last
sixteen years-was in full view of the audience.
Around it and the platform was wreathed the starspangled banner. Flowers decorated the table.
The meeting was called to order at 8 o'clock by
C. F. Burgman, president of the San Francisco
Freethought Society. Letters of congratulation
were read from L. K. Washburn; James Barrie and
others. Attention was called to other celebrations
going on throughout the country-at Boston, New
York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Los Angeles, Stockton,
etc. Under the leadership of Mr. Baxter the vast
audience arose and joined in singing " The StarSpangled Banner." Miss Palanca then recited in an
admirable manner · Ingersoll's "Apostrophe to
Liberty." The veteran soldier, Thomas Curtis,
with the fire of youth still in his veins, gave an
original poem, written especially for the occasion,
"The Immortal Man." An address was made by
Judge J. H. Leining, of Colusa, followed by some
happy remarks from Professor Bell, who has just returned from his long lecture trip.
Mrs. Julia
Schlesinger, of the Carrier .JJove, delivered a beautiful eulogy on Thomas Paine, after which Albert
Curlin, editor of the Volk' s Zeitung, of the Pacific
coast, aroused the enthusiasm of all by a stirring
speech in the German l{l.nguage. The force of his
oratory was felt by those who could not understand
the burning words. Then the members of German
singing societies-seventy-five in number-thrilled
the audience with their magnificent choruses. The
exercises were closed with addresses by Mrs. Addie
L. Ballou and Samuel P. Putnam. After 10 o'clock
music came into pfay, and under the genial conduct
of Mr. J. 0. Burdick young and old joined in the
festival march, and until12 o'clock there was gaiety
and splendor, while the serene countenance of
Thomas Paine looked down upon the happy throng
-seeing something of the glory yet to be when his
mighty pen shall hav triumphed over superstition.
On Saturday morning the convention of the California State Liberal Union opened in dead earnest. Those who came there came to do business.
It was a working convention. S. P. Putnam opened
the proceedings with an addr~ss on " The Religious
Conspiracy," which showed the gravity of the situ-
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tion of the Farmers' Alliance. Mr. Tatum, one of
its representativs, declared that it was not in favor
of closing the W oriel's Fair on Sunday-that it was
in favor of liberty. Remarks were made by Mr.
Burgman, Mr. A. Lee, and others. It is hoped that
the Farmers' Alliance will set itself right on this
important matter.
The report of the secretary, Mr. Lemme, was then
read. It showed the valuable work which had been
done during the past year, especiall;r in checkmating
the designs of the Sabbath Union in its endeavor to
pass a Sabbath law. There was a debate in the
senate chamber at Sacramento which lasted until
midnight. The ministers rallied in force, and the
adherents of church legislation, but were most
thoroughly routed. By unanimous vote of the legislativ committee the proposed law was laid upon the
table. So far the Liberals are ahead, but the fight
will be renewed .
Charles F. Burgman, Judge J. H. Leining, and
Thomas Curtis were appointed a committee on resolutions, and W. H. Eastman, Miss C. L. Frost, and
A. R. W ooclhams committee on nominations.
The convention then adjourned until evening,
The evening session was well attended. Mr. Putnam opened the meeting' with reading the Demands of Liberalism, and calling for signatures.
A large number were added to the list of membership. Addresses on the scope and mission of
Liberalism were made by Charles F. Burgman,
J. H. Leining, Thomas Curtis, A. Lee, Morris Lee,
and others. Mr. A. R. Woodhams, of Santa Clara,
gave his experience with the Farmers' Alliance.
Because he could not assent to the dogma of a
"supreme being," he was shut out., although a
farmer, and thoroughly interested in economical reforms. Will the Farmers' Alliance open its doors
to all, or will it run on the narrow lines of an ecclesiastica~ party?
This Saturday evening meeting was a full, frank,
genial, and fearless discussion of the main points of
Liberal work and method.
The third session was held on Sunday afternoon.
The ·committee on nominations reported. S. P.
l)utnam was elected president; Emil Lemme, secretary ; W. H. Eastman, treasurer ; Mrs. Addie L.
Ballou, corresponding secretary; also the executiv
committee and a large number of vice-presidents
were elected whose names will be given hereafter in
the regular report of the secretary. The committee
on resolutions reported. The resolutions adopted
will also be pu blit:>hed in the secretary's report. Short
addresses were made by Wm. Burgess, Morris Lee,
D. Christie, and others. At 3 o'clock the convention was joined by N. F. Ravlin and his whole society, and before the large audience thus gathered
Mr. Ravlin delivered one of his characteristic
speeches, and delighted his hearers with wit and
eloquence. Mr. Ravlin was once a Baptist
preacher, but he is now a Liberal and a Spiritualist, unbounded by any creed, and a fearless antagonist of any union of church and state. After Mr.
Ravlin's address, which was enthusiastically received, Mrs. Dr. Treadwell recited in a charming
manner, "The Old Continental Bell," which blended
the memories of the Revolution · with the hopes of
to-day. It was a fitting close to this inspiring session, which was one of the best of the convention.
In the evening it rained, but the hall presented an
animated appearance and the storm did not dampen
the enthusiasm. Miss Russell and Miss Marion
Chase delighted the audience with songs, and Miss
Schultz made the piano giv forth its charming melody. A message of greeting was read by the president
from Luna Hutchison, also the following from J.
Henry Shroeder, president of the Oregon State Secular Union: "To the California State Liberal Union
in convention assembled. Greeting: I greet you fraternally, .hoping that your deliberations may be
cordial and harmonious, and that your every effort
to separate church and state may be successful."
A message by telegraph from Robert C. Adams,
president of the Canadian Secular Union, was welcomed with rousing cheers-" Canada's Freethinkers greet California's convention. May you hasten
the clay when the rights of man and the 'Age of
Reason' shall control the continent from the St.
Lawrence to the Golden Gate."
These messages set the key-note for our _closing
session. Mrs. Ballou made one of her telhng addresses on "Freethought and Reform," which was
received with frequent applause by the interested
auditors. It was wise, witty, and patriotic, and
could not hav been a better peroration to what was
•said and done in this convention, the best ever held
in the state of California. The attendance was
large. Friends from the co~ntl·y were p~es~nt.
There was interest and enthusiasm from begmnmg
to end. This convention shows what can be done
if we only take hold, and do our level best.; keep
our flag flying no matter what happens. We are
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confident of our power to advance to success.
Chas. F. Burgman, Albert Curlin, Mrs. Addie L.
Ballou, Mrs. Julia Schlesinger, and R. Butterfield
were appointed legislativ and general committee
to carry oil the work outlined by the convention
dUring the coming year.
California will maintain its position in the front
- line.
It is said the women help the churches well.
The women helped us this time, and without their
aid these grand meetings would not hav been so
successful in numbers and pecuniary results. We
are especially indebted to Mrs. Emil Lemme, Mrs.
Addie L. Ballou, Mrs. Julia Schlesinger, and Miss
C. L. Frost, for their untiring efforts in our cause.
SAMUEL p PUTNAM.
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 1, 1892.
0

The ball rolls on. After the splendid meetin,g
at San Francisco it is a pleasure to greet again a
full house at Stockton. The work has moved on
here in lively proportions. The Paine celebration
was a great affair. It so stirred up the churches
that a special prayer-meeting was appointed against
its good fortune, but the prayers did not avail;
they did not go high enough. The Infidel colors
were flying, the house was crowded, and no accident occurred. Six churches hav combined for a
revival, but somehow the converts do not materialize. Every seat was occupied last night at the lecture on "Spiritualism, Theosophy, and Infidelity."
The Freethought element of Stockt9n is of a varied
and comprehensiv sort, and takes interest in the
discussion of every theme. There is always a welcome for every opinion, philosophy, and fact.
After the lecture there gathered an informal circle at the house of Mr. and Mrs. Ruhl, where there
was a happy surprise of good things and good
company, which givs one courage for the labors of
the field. I was pleased to meet my old comrade,
Mr. Ryan, formerly of Evansville, Ind., where
Chainey and myself were engaged in intellectual
struggle, and Ryan was ready to stand by us.
Chainey has flitted I know not where, but friend
Ryan and myself still cling to the solid earth.
But as Ryan says, the mighty power of evolution
goes on, and he thinks I hav advanced since I was
in the Unitarian pulpit. I hope that is so, for
though a Materialist I believe in knowing more
from day to day.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Stoc-kton, Cal., Feb. 8, 1892.

Thomas Paine Celebration.
The 155th anniversary of. Thomas Paine's birthday was held at Union Square Hall, 421 Post street,
on Friday evening, January 29th, commencing at
8 P.M. Over six hundred people were present;
every seat was taken; quite a number of persons returned home, as they could find no seats nor
standing-room.
. President C. F. Burgmann of the San Francisco
Freethought Society made the opening address
which was followed by chorus song of the "Star~
Spangled Banner" by the audience. A very good
program of speeches, music, recitals, etc., was carried out (see program).
The following contains the full account of the
receipts and expenses for the Thomas Paine cele~
bration:
EXPENSES.
Hall rent .................. $20 00 Postage ....... ...... ...... 1 10
Adye~tising.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 70 Flo~ers...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 50
Prmting................... 10 25 MuBIC ..........:........... 4 00
Distribution of cards. 2 00
-Total ............................................................ $42 55
RECEIPTS.

I

Contributions.
Capt. C. B. Johnson.$
J. Augustine............
Edward Lemme.......
Wm. Schroeder...... . .
C. F. Burgmann.......
Mrs. L. Andrews . . . . . .
Henry J. Breuer......
Joseph Schweitzer. . .
Mr. Large............. . .
Dr. Botsford............
S. Manning..............

5
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1

00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
2 00

A friend. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .
Boyer.....................
Henry Droge............
A. Dering.............. . .
David Christie........ .
A. Gould..................
F. Koch...................
L. Smith...... . . . . . . . . . . . .
M. Ottohahm............
F. Schroeder............

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
50

Total collected by 1\frs. E. S. Lemme .......... $25 50
Total collected by Mrs. T. Curtis................. 6 00
Total contributions. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 31 50
Collection at celebration........................... . 37 50
Total receipts ............................................. $69 00
Expenses .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 55
Balance ...................................................... $26 45
The celebration closed with a sociable and dance
Which lasted till midnight.
San Francisco, Feb. 3, 1892.
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Fourth Annual Convention of the California L. Shaug, Del Mar; Samuel McHenry, National
City; W. H. Pepper, Petaluma; J. McGlashan,
State Liberal Union at San Francisco, Cal.
Fourth annual convention of the California State
Liberal Union met at Union Square Hall, 421 Post
street, at 10 o'clock A.M.
About sixty delegates were present. Pres. S. P.
Putnam called the meeting to order, and gave an
address on "Religious Conspiracy." Professor
Tatum, of the Farmers' Alliance, followed, arguing
that the Farmers' Alliance repudiated the statement of
the Associated Press that the Alliance had advocated
the closing of the World's Fair on Sundays.
Mr. Thomas Curtis followed, saying that he never
heard of any resolutions passed by the Farmers'
Alliance that it was against the closing of the
World's Fair on Sunday.
Mr. C. F. Burgmann wanted to see an official
document to that effect. Mr. Lee followed with
a short speech.
The secretary then read his report of the proceedings of the Union during the year, which was
adopted as read.
Motion that the president appoint a committee
on resolutions-carried.
The following members were elected on this- committee : C. F. Burgmann, San Francisco; Judge
Leining, Colusa; Thomas Curtis, San Francisco.
Motion that the president appoint a committee
on nominations-carried.
The following members were elected: W. !L
Eastmann and Miss C. L. Frost, San Francisco ;
A. R. Woodham, Santa Clara.
The meeting then adjourned till 8 o'clock P.M.
January 30th.-The convention met at Union·
Square Hall at 8 o'clock P.M.
President S. P. Putnam called the meeting to
order.
The following members gave short addresses :
A. R. Woodham, Santa Clara; C. F. Burgmann,
president Freethought Society; Thomas Curtis,
of San ;Francisco; Judge Leining, Colusa; A. Lee,
San Francisco ; Morris Lee, San Jose.
A collection taken up amounted to $11.15.
Adjournment to 2 P.M., Jan. 31, 1892.
January 31st.-The convention met at Union
Square Hall at 2 o'clock P.M.
President S. P. Putnam called the meeting to
order.
The committee on non:iinations made the following report : For president, S. P. Putnam; secretary,
Emil S. Lemme ; corresponding secretary, Addie
Ballou ; treasurer, W. H. Eastman-all of San
Francisco.
EXECUTIV COMMITTEE :
Runford Worthing, San Diego ; Philip Cowen,
Petaluma ; W. S. Rodgers, Boulder Creek ; S.
Littlefield, Anaheim; W. F. Freeman, Stockton ;
C. F. Burgmann, San Francisco; John Robinett,
Nipomo ; J. E. Clark, Los Angeles ; R. H. Schwartz,
San Jose.
VICE-PRESIDENTS:
N. D. Goodell, Sacramento ; Rufus Butterfield,
Sacramento ; J. Riggins, Los Angeles ; R. F.
Grigsby, Napa; Thomas McCowan, Ukiah; 0. T.
Davies, Brighton; Robert Gunther, Eureka; John
E. Jones, Round Valley ; B. B. Rockwood, San
Pasqual ; W. A. Chess, Monrovia; H. L. Halke,
Oakland; James Beazell, Livermore; Robert Lavamore, Fresno Flats ; A. K. Coward, Norwalk ;
Charles Haas, Stockton; L. R. Titus, San Jose;
Ed.· Wegner, Sonoma; Wm. Burgess, San Francisco; E. A. Denike, San Francisco ; John Dibble,
Santa Clara; R. W. Barcroft, Hornitos ; J. R.
Hoarley, Jr., Oakdale; T. J. Conley, Visalia; T. W.
Brooks, Pomo1;1a i Joel Parker, Orange ; J. H.
Ostello, Benecia.; G. W. Thu,rston, San Francisco ;
T. C. Tandy, Hanford; James Bidewell; San
Diego; Wm. Schroeder, San Francisco; Mrs. L. P.
Langley, Santa Barbara; H. W. Faust, San Francisco; H. W. Walker, San Francisco; Charles
French, Pomona; W. P. McCord, Hanford ; H.
Buckingham, Raymond; Leonard Parker, Anaheim;
Mrs. E. M. Hansson, Merced ; Laura de Force
Gordon, Lodi ; Charles C. Rodgers, Boulder Creek;
J. C. Gage, Stockton; Thomas Gorner, Livermore;
R. H. Bliss, Camptonville; Mrs. P. Van Hoeton,
Grass Valley; Samos Parsons, San Jose; D. W.
Perkins, San Bernardino; J. M. Voss, Los Angeles ;
C. Severance, Los Angeles; J. Mewheimey, Poma;
Th. Curtis, San Francisco ; J. A. Anderson, San
Francisco; Mrs. S. Fox, Lemoore; John Beaumon:t, San Francisco; A. J. Forbes, San Francisco ;
W. S. Bell, Oakland ; J. M. Endicott, Oakdale;
J. V otrovsky, San Jose; Henry Houston, Fort
Bragg ; A. R. Woodham, Santa Clara ; Chas. D.
Lane, Angel's Camp; Mrs. Julia Schlesinger,
San Francisco; N. F. Ravlin, San Francisco; John
Mitchell, Merced; Miss C. L. Frost, San Francisco;
F. B. Perkins, San Francisco; Dr. L. Moore,
Lemoore; Mrs. John Robinett, Nipomo; L. Maganheimer, San Jose; A. Schell, Knight's Ferry; H.

Ukiah ; 0. Bucholz, Fort Bragg; B. G. Parker,
Tulare; A. L. Reynolds, Perris; Wm. Macdonald,
San Bernardino ; R. W. Riggs, Fresno; Mary W.
White, San Diego ; N. B. Parnell, Teharna ; D.
Edson Smith, Santa Ana; R. A. Maddox, Porterville; M. S. W arhaftig, Orangedale ; C. N. Ross,
Riverside; Mrs. Scott-Briggs-Voy, San Francisco;
H. A. Newman, SantaAna.
All were elected.
Moved that Alfred Grigsby, C. Lee, J. C. Ward,
Visalia; Judge J. H. Leining, Colusa; George E.
Macdonald, Snohomish, Wash.; and Mrs. George
Lawton, San Francisco, be added to the list of vicepresidents. Carried.
The committee on resolutions reported as follows:
Resolved, That this convention records with regret the
loss by death to the cause of Secularism of Wm. Paddon,
aged eighty-four years, an honorable citizen of San
Fran~isc?. Mr. Paddon was for fifty years an Athei~t.
HH died m perfect peace. Also the death of Gus. W eiskopf, aged twenty-eight years. Mr. Weiskopf was of
Jewish family. Ill San Francisco he was highly esteemed
as a merchant and deeply regretted by a large circle of
friends. He was for many years an Atheist, and he died
peacefully. . At the request of his family Thomas Curtis
delivered his funeral address. Also the death of Frederic Schueneman Pott, for over thirty-five years the
speaker of the Frei Gemeinde Congregation in Philadelphia and San Francisco. Also the death of Mrs. Leland, the widow of T. C. Leland, for many years indenti:fied with the cause of Freethought. Also P. A. Clark
and J. L. Grigsby, members of our society.
Resolved,>.. '!'hat ''The Ladies' Relief Protective Society" of o:;an Francisco, in refusing to giv Mrs. E. L.
Watson the privilege of adopting a little child on the
ground that she would not promis to send it "regularly
to an established Christian Protestant church and Sundayschool," has violated the rights of the Liberal and nonChristian tax-payers of the state of California, inasmuch
as this is a public institution, sustained from the public
treasury, and therefore it should be thoroughly nonsectarian in its administration, and no religious test of any
kind should be applied in the care or the adoption of the
orphans in its charge; and this convention declares that
no more money should be taken from the state funds to·
support this institution until it is conducted on a purely
secular basis, regarding the rights of all the people, without reference to any church or religion.
Resolved, That the World's Fair, which is supported
by all the people, and is for the benefit of all the people,
should be open on Sunday, the only day in the week
when millions can enjoy its great and inspiring pictures
of human progress. This universal exhibition of
art and industry is in itself an education, ennobling and purifying. It is altog-ether for good and not
for evil-teaching lessons of human virtue and hope; and
to close its gates on Sunday out of deference to the customs of any sectarian religwn w~uld be an outrage upon
the rights of the people, would destroy :rimch of its beneficial influences, and be a blow not only to liberty and
justice, but to civilization, to advancement, and to true
morality. Any church or any religion that would close
these gates on Sunday is a curse and not a blessing to
mankind, a:nd shows itself to be founded upon ignorance,
bigotry, and superstition.
Amendment added to this:
Resolved, That copies of this resolution be printed and
sent to all the vice-presidents of the California State Lib"
eral Union to obtain signatures for them to be used as pe·
titions.
·
Resolved, That this convention condemns the imprisonment of Moses Harman and Ezra Heywood for excercising their legitimate and constitutional · right of free
speech and free press.
Resolved, That we condemn in the strongest terms the
prosecution and imprisonment of men for exercising their
legitimate and constitutional, as well as natural, right to
employ their time in providing for themselvs and family
on Sundays, as in the case of Mr. King, of Tennessee.
Resolved, That we extend our s:ympatby and activ aid
to all organizations having for their object the improvement of the toilin~ wage-workers employed in commerce,
industry, and agriCulture.
Resolved, That we giv aid and encouragement to the
farmers in their struggle against the various monopolies
which oppress and plunder them. But caution them
against the evil influences of religious creeds in their organizations.
.Resolved, That we call upon all Liberals and Freethinkers to exercise their power as citizens during elections, unqualifiedly, against any political party using
public institutions, such as the post-office, to aid religious
fanaticism.
Resolved, That in view of the enforced reading of the
Bible in the public schools of Sacramento and other
places, and also the maintenance of other religious services in the schools of this city and elsewhere, steps be
taken whereby the question of constitutionality of any
religious services in our public schools shall be brought
to the courts for decision according to the constitution.
Resolved, That the legislativ committee, appointed by
this convention, be instructed to introduce into the next
legislature a bill for the abolition of the chaplaincy.
All these resolutions were unanimously adopted
as read, with the exception of the third resolutioln,
to which was added an amendment, and then
adopted with same.
. Several other resolutions about the training of
children in our public schools, reform of the divorce laws; abolishment of marriage license, and discontinuance of religious songs in our city public
schools were introduced. With the exception of
this last resolution, the first three were moved to
be laid on the table; the last resolution is covered
by one of the. former and adopted resolutions.
After this short speeches were delivered by Messrs,
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Burgess, Chrl.stie, Tho. Curtis, Miss C. Frost
and Addie Ballou, and Mr. Morris Lee.
About this time Dr. N. F. Ravlin came in with
his congregation of about two hundred and fifty,
who had voted to attend our convention.
Dr. Ravlin made a strong and interesting address, stating the necessities of combined actions
of all Libera;_ls, without regard to belief, against our
common enemy.
Mrs. Dr. Treadwell then closed the meeting with
a eulogy on Thomas Paine. A collection gave
$8.50. About three hundred and .fifty people were
present.
.
.
Adjournment till 8 P.M.
Meeting of convention at same place at 8 o'clock
P.M.
President Putnam called the meeting to order.
The following members were elected on the legis"
lativ committee: C. F. Burgmann, Mrs. Addie L.
Ballou, San Francisco; Mrs. Julia Schlesinger, San
Francisco ; R. Butterfield, Sacramento ; and Albert
Curlin, San Francisco. Communications were received and read by the president from Robt. C.
Adams, Montreal, Can.; Luna Hutchinson, LeMher,
Cal.; and Henry Schroeder, president of the Oregon State Secular Union. Miss Jennie Russell and
Miss Clease rendered songs for the occasion. Mrs.
Addie Ballou followed with an -address.
· Prof. W. S. Bell, who was to speak this evening,
did not come.
•
. Treasurer W. H. Eastman read his report, which
was adopted as read :
·
RECEIPTS.
.
Contributions......... $113 251 afte_rnoon.............. 8 20
Collections, Jan. 30th 11 15 Collections, Jan. 31st,
Collections, Jan. 31st,
everiing ................. 10 25
Total. .................................. ~ ..................... ,.$142 85
EXPENSES.
Sta.mps and stat'ry... $12 751 Printing ................... 12 50
Hall rent .................. 40 00 Advertising.............. 2· 00
Music...................... 4 00
-Total. ........................... ·................................ $71. 25
Balance......................................................... $71 60
·
W. H. EASTMAN, Treasurer.
After announcing that there will be a. meeting
at Room 1, 118 Eddy street, Friday evening, February 5th, President Putnam adjourned the meeting, which was followed by a sociable and dance
till midnight.
LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS TO CONVENTION FUND.
JohnDumbacher ...... $ 1 00 H. F. Ebers ............ . 2 00
Peter H. Kroncke.... 5 00 G. W. Ramsey ........ .. 2 00
S .. W. Holladay....... . 1 00 I. S. Odegard.~ ........ . 2 00
J. H. Leining....... . . 1 00 Wm. H. Devor ........ . 1 00
Robert Gunther....... 2 50 A. J. Forbes ........... .. 2 50
Frank Butler............ 1 00 S. l\1:. Brady .......... .. 1 00
Philip Cowen............ 2 50 0. T. Davies .......... .. 3 00
·Mrs. C. Schofield...... 2 00 R. Butterfield .......... . 3 00
L. Magenheimer....... 5 00 John McGlashan ..... . 2 00
·w. H. Pepper ......... · 5 00 M.S. Palmer .......... . 5 00
Geo. Bastran ............ 1 00 W. Jordan .............. . 1 00
.Jos. Lee................... 1 00 J. W. Wilkinson ...... . 1 00
Chas. D Lane .......... 20 00 D. Buckingham ....... . 1 00
Otto Newhaus ...... . . . 1 00 L. Schlegel.. .......... .. 1.00
Ed. Wagner............. 5 00 A. R. Woodhams .... .. 1 00
John E. Jones......... 2 50 Mrs. E. M. Hanssen..
75
Mrs. P. Van Horter.. 2 00 G. H. Purdy .......... :.. 2 00
H. Gerdan................ 1 00 John Bell ................ . 1 00
0. R. Harmon .......... 5 00 W. H. Eastman ...... .. 2 00
R. W. Barcroft........ 1 00 C. W. Havlicek ....... .. 1 00
John Robinett......... 2 00 J. ~f. Endicott ........ . 1 00
Geo. Zimmerman..... 1 00 R. H. Endicott ........ . 1 00
:M:rs. Popp. .............. 1 00 H. C. Fry ............ : .. .. 1 00
Harry Seymour.:...... 1 00 John McWhinney.... . 1 00
50 F. Parker ................ . 1 00
Mr. Paulsen.............
J. R. Horseley. ...... . . 2 00
EMIL s. LEMME,
Secretary California State Liberal Union.

Mr. Henry Frank and the Sun.
From the Sun of FebruaTY 6th.

tymnny and delusion before he receives his sublime
revelations under the benign Bo tree. Luther must
first slay the "Harlot of Rome " before he can embrace the new love which shall charm and enlist the
world. Thus the infidelity of free thought has for
a!Ses been but a ~evolt against established superstition and corruptiOn. The battle-cry which shall call
together all lovers of freedom under one flag must
therefore be negativ and contentious. But when the
forces are assembled, the constructiv and conservativ phases of work may be. developed.
I thank you that, in commenting upon the broad
and general principles which I enunciated as our
proposed basis, .you remark: " We are not surprised
that Colonel Ingersoll is among the supporters of the
movement. Dr. Briggs and Dr. Lyman Abbott
might also join without doing violence to their principles carried out logically." That is exactly the
purpose of· the new society, namely to make the
common grounds of union so comprehensiv that
all schools of untrammeled thinkers who are revolting against established wrongs and corrupted theologies, will be able consistently to join us without
surrendering or doing violence to their personal convictions. But you also say: "Religion must hav faith,
dogma, authority beyond the human." We hav a
positiv side to our intellectual positions. We affirm
faith in man, faith in the laws of nature, faith in the
persistent,· pervasiv ethical energy of the universe,
faith in the ultimate happiness of humanity and harmony of all things. We hav faith, too, in the superhuman purposiv potency of nature. We look upon
the universe as the involution of the divine potentialities. The All-Potential is within all and outworking through all. What this ultimate divine potentiality i~? we do not claim to be able fully to
comprehend; but its scientific manifestations we can
study and utilize. Therefore the purpose of our philosophy is to teach men to ·discover the laws of
being that they may bring their lives in trend with
the same. Herein we find our worship in the sublimest ideals, the loftiest hopes, the noblest rmrposes
.of the soul, by aspiration toward which our natures
are uplifted. I do not mean by the worship of
ideals, vague phantasies, and individual vagaries.
I mean the loftiest ide_als which are expressed in the
processes of the universe, which are the outgrowth
of the race experience, and ever ascend in the higher
ui:J.foldments of existence. Nature involves the supreme ideal ever revealed in individual expressions
of itself. Man is the highest evolution of nature
because the expression of its loftiest ideal; but that
is not saying that necessarily man is the final and
highest possible expression. Here we touch the
region of the unknown.
Hence we may justly say we, too, hav our Godnot anthropomorphic or supernatural, not unscientific, nevertheless God, which we may call the Supreme Ideal, involving all others, out of which all
others are forthcoming; nothing less than the divine
Good, which we perceive is the purpose of the universe prophesying the ultimate harmonizing of all
things. This universal or All-Good (by which I
·mean the manifest inherent tendency of the universe
to ultimate perfection and harmony) is the potency
which mellows human existence and balances worlds
in symmetrical.Telations. To recognize and extract
from the universe this Supreme Good is the highest
worship, and the possession ·of the most assuring
because the most scientific God. It is around the
great discoveries of science and the inspiTing ethics
of the newer life that we hope to congregate and
enthuse.
But we shall depend for our association and fellowship chiefly on the social instinct of the race. I
must still insist that ecclesiastical organizations are
sustained because of this principle as well as by the
authority of dogma or faith. At least, it is true
that all that is left of the modern Protestant church
is what is held together by the social instinct.
What common faith is there among the Unitarians,
among Congregationalists, or even among Presbyterians, which can be said to be free from diversity
and dispute~ N otwitb.standing this notorious fact,
especially emphasize.{l in recent events, these great
bodies cling together in their respectiv organiza·tions.
Let me say in closing that the initial meeting of
the new society proved overwhelmingly successful,
in point of attendance, and many hundreds were
turned a"way from Hardman Hall unable to secure
entrance.
HENRY FRANK,
Lecturer to the Society of Human Progress.
New York, Jan. 30.
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terprise, Mr .. Henry Frank, explains its theories and
purposes in another column oi this paper. He
was formerly an orthodox Protestant minister we
believe, but J?-OW ~e rejects ~ faith in the su~er
natural and IS. trymg to substitute for it scientific
demonstration and optimistic confidence in· " the
ultimate happiness of humanity and harmony of all
things."
.
His new religion, thel'efore, is nothing more than
a revival of the old pantheism hitherto always unsatisfactory as food for the religious aspirations of
the race. .Strictly speaking, it is a philosophy
rather tb.an a religion. It is not faith in a divine
being and worship of him, but admiration of a subjectiv and impersonal "supreme ideal," of the "all
good," the supreme good" and "faith in man," ''in
the persistent, pervasiv ethical energy of the universe," "in the superhuman purposiv potency of
nature."
These terms do not mean much. They are vague
and general ; but so is the thing itself without form
and void. Neither is there any science about it, for
it ventures into a domain into which science can
never enter, a domain accessible only to faith, or as
to which men must content themselvs with specu.
lations altogether infantil as compared with its
inexplorable vastness. Hence whoever is looking
for science to explain the problem of existence,
looks in vain. It can go further thari man's capacity
for knowledge, and that is limited within a range
infinitesimally small. Outside of these bounds he
must see, if he can see at all, with the eye of faith;
or he must picture the unknowable regions beyond
with his feeble imagination. All the science of all
the ages has barely scraped the surface of knowledge, and it can never get much deeper relativly.
A religion, accordingly, which has no other foundation than science, is built on the sand. If mere
ethical principles are its basis, it rests on the experience and conviction of men only. If it is built
up from the imagination, it has no substantial
corner-stone. If it is to hav absolute truth as its
foundation, the truth must come as a supernatural
revelation.
The only significance there is in the enterprise
described so loosely by our correspondent is the indication it affords of the craving for some semblance of religion, some sort of fetich, even among
those who reject all supernaturalism. They want
to worship something, an abstract idea, if they can
find nothing better. They want some support for
their absolute feebleness as against the laws of nature. They hav exiled themselvs from the church,
and in their homesickness they are hunting for a
•
foster-mother.
The present theological controversy is rapidly increasing this multitude of the religiou~ly homeless,
and the enterprise of our corresponde~t seems to
be an adroit device to gather them into a new fold.
But it cannot be successful, for philosophy furnishes a bare and cold shelter as compared with religion, and it scatters rather than collects. . The
only sympathy between unbelievers comes from
their being out in the cold together, and they can
no more warm themselvs by worshiping: a supreme
ideal in common than they can get bodily sustenance from gnawing at a stone. The ·only thing
for them to do is to travel along as be~t they can
without religion, and dismiss the subject from theiJ
thoughts, as the Agnostics try to do. After a faw
meetings the enterprise of our correspondent will
go into liquidation and he will disappear from suc:t
notice as he now courts.
Meantime .Dr. Briggs, Dr. Van Dyke, Dr. Parkhurst, Dr. Lyman Abbott, and all that school of
theologians will go on increasing the disorganized
and unorganizable Agnostic and Pantheistic host
by discrediting the inspiration of the scriptures with
a theory of their origin which is substantially the
same as his. The God who inspired the Bible, according to their teachings, so far as these are comprehensible at all, is the supreme ideal influencing
the minds of the scriptural writers, but not removing from them their narrow human limitations
and saving them from the consequences of their
natural ignorance and perversion. This new school
of theological critics discards utterly the old belief
that the Bible is God's history and not man's; that
he .was the author and the human writers only his
penmen. They take away the supernatural basis of
theology and religion, leaving the church nothing
more than a society for· radical religious and social
reform such as our correspondent is wasting his
time in trying to establish. They, and not he, are
the real leaders in the Pantheistic movement.

To THE EDITOR OF THE SuN, Sir: Your very able
editorial upon the new Society for Radical Religious
and Social Reform somewhat misconceives the purpose of the society in assuming that it is founded
wholly upon negations. Personally my own position
is distinctivly a:ffirmativ and positiv. I recognize the
futility of mere negation. But the inJiellectual force
which will initially hold together a· great concourse
of people possessing divergent views must necessarily be primarily negativ and antagonistic.
All religions were founded in revolt against antecedent established religions. In other words, all
historical religions were primarily founded in antagonism, in denial-that is, in infidelity against accepted authority. It would seem that enthusiasm
must be the offspring of contention and warfare; that
the mind cannot grow heated and diffused with new
illumination until it has first risen to throw off
ancient conceptions and superstitions which hav
The. Pantheistic Movement.
From tl!e Sun of the same aate.
long beclouded it. We cannot battle for a great
Recalled Unpleasant Memories.
A few weeks. ago we referred to a movement
idea until we hav first battled against a great overShade: "When I was on de earth I was de cock of de
mastering wrong. Jesp.s was first anti-Pharisaic be- started uptown for the organization of religious walk. See?"
St. Peter: "Take the toboggan. I don't want any
fore He became the ir.ene and illuminated avatar. unbelievers of all kinds as a Society for Radical Re:Buddha must first flee the courts of Brahmanistic ligious and Social Reform. The author of the en~ cocks crowing around here."
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'!;sttsrs of (jtrisnds.
Benevolence Acknowle(lged.
AUBURN, N. Y., Jan. 17, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I hav been obliged to drink
of the cup of sorrow again so soon by the
death of Mrs. Griffin, the wife of the late
Charles Griffin. I am now left to fight the
battle alone. I am truly thankful to those
gentlemen, ·Mr. Butterfield and Mr. Owen
Davis, of California, for their kindness ..
My gratitude to them I cannot express.
The book when received will be highly appreciated by me, as the paper is highly
prized and always is welcome. Also the
$5 sent by Mr. Davis when received will
be put to good use by one who is truly
thankful.
MARY J. JONES.

From Pious Pittsburgh.
PITTSBURGH, P A., Dec. 24, 1891.
MR. EmToR: I am very well pleased with
the way you are conducting the paper. So
far as I am concerned I hav at least no
instructions to giv. If you will send me
twenty-five letters of proteMt against closing on Sunday at the Fair, and a few of
those pamphlets (if you hav them) published at two cents by the Freethinkers'
Magazine for missionary purposes, you
may call the inclosed amount square for
1892. Last June I was badly used up on
the railroad; got well of that, but in two
weeks sprained my left ankle very badly,
but it is getting all right. Christmas
afternoon I buried my mother from my
home, aged eighty years and one month.
For all my misfortunes, I liv and hav the
Christians' sympathy (now) in my neighborhood. ·your " Letters from Friends"
are very interesting, especially King Putnam. He is worth half a dozen himself.
As I hav riot been able to attend our Secuar Society here on accOlmt of my ankle,
I cannot inform you about its standing.
That the Freethinkers are increasing here
is beyond a doubt.
I am yours, etc., for full freedom and
liberty for all as you teach it in your
~~~

~~

The Truth On the Virgin Mary.
Feb. 1, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a great doubter
all my life, but through all these weary
years I hav held bravely on to a remnant
of faith, and now, alas, that has gone and
I find myself all aboard and ·helpless. I
hav always believed -that Webster's Uriabridged was infallible in all matters pertaiding to the definition of words, but,
oh, my! this last prop is knocked from under me. My little grandchild goes to
Sunday-school, and the other Sunday her
lesson dealt largely with ths Virgin Mary
and the birth of Jesus Christ. Childlike,
she must be too inquisitiv, and had to ask
foolish questions, and asked her teacher
what a virgin was. Here was a poser, and
with true Christian consistency the teacher
concluded to use the truth with "prodigal
frugality" and let its place be supplied
with "an excessiv elongation of veracity."
The answer was apparently satisfactory to
the scholar, and she went home with her
head filled with the newly acquired knowledge which she must needs air before her
parents. Presently some- one asked her,
'' What is a virgin?" Thanks to a good
memory, she promptly gave her teacher's
definition: "A virgin is a woman who has
had a baby without being married."
DoUBTER.

Bible Astronomy.
EuREKA, UTAH, Jan. 15, 1892.
MR. EDITOR~ .In renewing my subscription for 1892 I hav the pleasure to add to
your list of contributors an acquaintance
of mine, an intelligent reader. He is the
only one that I could persuade this time to
join hands, as I am surrounded in this
small mining canyon by a large majority of
Mormons and Catholics that still believe
that the earth is square and supported under each corner by an angel, and that if
anything moves the sun moves, as, if the
earth was moving, as was said yesterday
by a lately converted Mormon from Chattanooga, we could not stand erect. Quite
a scientific plausibility! I thought he was
joking, but no; he went on seriously telling me that he has had a revelation and
that the Bible was right.

Of course illiteracy and ignorance reign
supreme here among the laboring classes,
imported as they are, whether by Mormons, missionaries, or Il:ish. The missionaries can only persuade the lowest class
of men bipeds to come here.
·Hoping J will soon receive my New
Year's gift in the shape of the Picture
Book in press, for which I hav sent a dollar
already-and I wish I could hav sent $10I remain,
Very truly yours,
PAUL CoiFFER. ·

eminence above a beast, for all is vanity.
All go unto one place: all are of the dust
and all turn to dust again." Psalm xlviii ;
Psalm cxlvi, 4 : " Man's breath goeth
forth: he returneth to his earth in that
very day." His thoughts perish; his body
and his thoughts all perish. What is left,
please tell us? See Job xiv. See Mal.
iv: "The wicked shall be ashes of stubble
after being burnt up." No after life then
-no heaven, no hell. Isa. xxvi, 14: "The
dead shall not liv : they shall not rise :
they are destroyed and shall perish."
"The Happy Infidel Family·"
There should be a small fund by the
BALLST.ON SPA, N. Y., Jan. 3, E.M. 292.
rich to send THE TRUTH SEEKER to a poor
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $4; brother or sister or orphan that cannot
$3 for subscription to our valuable ·organ, pay for it and wants to read it.
and $1 for the Picture Book. I hav been
JOHN SILLABS ARTHUR.
trying to get a new subscriber, but, alas,
Pleased. With God's Picture.
at the last moment failed. But I will not
giv up the ship. I send my TRUTH SEEKER
Los ANGELES, C.A.L., Jan. 13, 1892.
broadcast over the town. The seed will
MR. EDITOR: I was much pleased with
take root some day and bring forth good the picture of God in Vol. XIX, No. 1.
fruit, "not chess." Would that I couid The artist made no mistake on that, for it
shed the light of truth in this dark corner was drawn according to David; and what
of the Lord's vineyard. The editor of our David did not know about God •no other
local paper, the Ballston Spa Daily News, man has ever found out. As God and
said he would publish an article by me on David were on intimate terms, and mutual
Solomon's temple, but soon afterward in- admirers of each other, whatever God says
formed me that the powers that be said that about David, or David about God, must
it must not be published. Upon investiga- be accepted as pretty near the right thing.
tion I was informed by a friend that the God tells us David was a man after his own
powers that be were a mighty man of ortho- heart, and knowing from the record sbme
dox valor of the Episcopal gender. Honest, of David's characteristics, we can form
he could not answer it. I then sent it to an idea of God's; and when, with these
the Utica Globe, Utica, N. Y., with the characteristics, we hav a pen-picture of
same result. I was in hopes that some of form, shape, and component parts, what
our sky-pilots would reply so we could more can one desire to know of God and
awaken· an interest in the investigation of his general make-up? As far as I am conthat Holy Rot called God's word in · cerned, my faith and credulity are willing
Ballston Spa. Hoping the TRUTH SEEKER to rest on David's description, and no furfamily had a merry Christmas and happy ther effort to '' find out God" will ever be
made by the writer of this epistle. But I
New Year, we are, as ever,
Yours for humanity, science, and truth must admit in candor, that previous to the
aid your inspired artist rendered David in
THE HAPPY INFIDEL FAMILY,
making plain and clear the words of holy
with WILLIAM THORPE.
writ, I could never fully grasp, compreTold Truths On God and His Favorits. hend, and realize the exact make-up of
God, to say nothing of the cherub; but
MASSILLON, 0., Jan. 20, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: It becomes a pleasant duty now all is clear, open,. and evident to soul
to report the lecture delivered by John R. and senses. Henceforth when bowed and
Charlesworth at the Opera House on Jan. bent in prayer at the family altar, a better
17, 1892. His subjects were, "The Philos- conception of the invisible one to whom I
ophy of Secularism," and '' The Christian am talking will fill the mind; and for this
Religion a Bad Glride in Life." Both reason I publicly acknowledge the pleasure
meetings were well attended, but he was and profit derived from the lifelike and
greeted in the ·evening with one of the accurate picture which the genius and piety
largest audiences that ever met a Free- of artist Heston has led him to giv the
thought lecturer in Massillon. Too much world, and to fill one of the oldest longpraise cannot be given Mr. Charlesworth felt wants known to the human race.
as an orator and a lecturer. 'rhe audiGratefully yours,
C. SEVERANCE.
ence commanded ·his strictest attention
The Old Orthodox Swamp Road.
throughout, being composed of Massillon's
most respected and valued citizens. In
TANEY, Jan. 7, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : · I hav handed a numb.er of
speaking of the Christian religion he
quoted several passages from the Old and THE TRUTH SEEKERS to different friends
New Testaments and showed that if such of mine, some of whom are disbelievers of
~eachings were put into practice they the holy scriptures, but refuse to subscribe
would bedestructivof all social well-being. for your paper as a number-of their friends
Christ condemned wealth and commended are Christians, and thereby they would
poverty. Wealth, he said, was held to be an lose a p~rt of their popularity.
insurmountable obstacle to the salvation
It seems that this world is lined with
of its possessor, and poverty was regarded numerous roads through it, with no signas a through-ticket to everlasting glory. boards, and as the old orthodox swamp
He also ridiculed the omnipotent wrest- road is the most traveled all take this road
ling all night with Jacob; and the folly, except those who hav brains enough to
lust, and tyranny of Solomon, and the investigate, to reason and be governed aclies put into the mouths of the prophets by cording to their own intellectual convicthe Lord. Mr. Charlesworth endeared tions. Our postmaster, who believe,; it is
himself as a· gentleman of superior capa- a sin to investigate, had the impudence to
bilities, and we can cheerfully recommend open our paper and said the pictures were
him to all Liberals, hoping he will meet enough to scare a person.
About a year ago I was reminded of the
with the success he so well deserves.
good effect of Christianity upon man when
Yours for truth,
W. S. MoKE.
. I read in my county paper of a man at PaD«.>ath Ends All.-Also, A Fund Proposed. louse City who was a follower of tb.e lamb,
a soldier of the cross, and who had conMILLSVILLE, CAN., Dec. 18, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: Time for payments is near, cluded this world was too wicked for him-.
and I here send you some to keep up the self and family to liv in, so he shot and
grand old· TRUTH SEEKER, and long may killed his wife and all his children down
Heoton liv and work until all evil is dead. like dogs and then shot himselF. After a
Spiritualism is as great a fraud as Chris- month of suffering the youngest child retianity, according to my thinking. I never covered.
Another one of God's inspired prophets
had any evidence of a conscious existence
after death of the body, and I do not think was Charles Kirkendall, one of my acthat I ever shall hav. When we die we quaintances. He told me God had inspired
die out and out, clear dead-no more of us him to perform miracles, and the first was
then.· · If there is an existence beyond to knock his brother's stovepipe hat off in
death I should like to know of it. I be- the mud, and the last I heard of him he
lieve only Materialism is right and death was at the insane asylum.
Another one of God's good workers met
ends all. We shall turn to the holy book
at Eccles. iii, 19, 20 : "For that which be- with a like fate near Spokane Falls. A
falleth the sons of men befalleth beasts; couple of weeks ago I clipped a piece from
even one thing befalleth them : as one the Spokane Review, and send the same in
dieth, so dieth the other ; yea, they hav all this letter:
H. L. Post, an aged member of the Salone -breath; so that a man hath no pre-

vation Army, was ye~terday committed to
the insane asylum at Medical Lake by
Judge Moo:r:e of the superior court. Post
is an old resident of the city and has been
for some months past activly interested in
the work of the Salvation Army. He was
examined by Drs. Lockhart and Libby
and pronounced insane. During the examination he became very greatly excited
and accused his wife with peing unfaithful.
I am proud of the noble work of T:e:E
TRUTH SEEKER.. I cannot get along without your paper.
NELSON REQUA.

Freethinkers, Get Evidence.
CoVELo, CAL., Jan. 25, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I herewith inclose $2, for
which please send me books as follows:
One ''Candle from Under the Bushel,"
50 cents; two copies "Bible Inquirer,"
25 cents each, 50 cents ; one Bible Picture Book, $1.
With the above amount of ammunition,
I feel safe in saying that I will be able to
hold the fort against all odds. I just delight in throwing shell in the enemy's
camp when opportunity offers, and I often
hav a little skirmish with my Christian
friends, but they always retreat in bad
order. It is really amusing to see their ignorance of the book in which they place all
confidence. A few days ago a young doctor of this place heard me say that there
was no one who could believe the Bible.
He declared with great importance that he
_believed the Bible " from end to end."
But I only asked him three or four questions until I had him so he could not answer without contradicting himself. He
hung his head and walked off. If not
wiser, he certainly lost much self-conceit.
I am sometimes told by Christians who fail
to keep up their end of the argument that
I am a crank. I do not dispute them. I
tell them all those that tell the truth about
the Bible are cran~s, and that does not
seem to suit them. There is no dQubt I
would be considered as respectable as any
Christian if I would only '' keep my
damned mouth shut" and not·tell what I
know about that miraculous book of miracles. I hav no use for any Infidels who
through carelessness or indolence fail to
post themselvs so they can defend their
principles and help destroy fraud and superstition, when it costs so little to get the
proper books, and so little time to study
them. There are too many that are afraid
to dispute anything a Christian may say,
even if they are satisfied that it is untrue,
because they do not know where to turn
for evidence. Post yourselvs, brothers,
and let us defend reason, truth, and liberty.
IRA C. Hoxm.
P.S.-Please answer through your paper, Did R. G. Ingersoll ever hav a son
die, and did he on his death-bed advise his
son to ili.e in the Christian faith?
I. C. H.
[Colonel Ingersoll never had a son.-En.
T. S.]

On Liberal Meetings, and the Churclt
Outlook.
MILwAUKEE, Wis., Jan. 11, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : I do not like to miss a
single number of your paper, for there is
so much good reading. And right here let
me say that THE TRUTH SEEKER never was
better than just now.
I am glad to see that there are so many
societies that hav lectures and a discussion
following. I know from experience that ·
such lectures are the best to get more
light. To hav all kinds of subjects there
discussed often brings out the most, the
best thoughts, and givs a chance for a
greater growth. We hav had such meetings in our city for several years, attended
wit};!. the best results, growing more profitable every year. Our meetings are held
every Sunday eve, and they are well reported for the different papers, so that
every Monday hundreds and thousands
read a fair synopsis of the lecture and what
is said in the discussion. I would urge
and recommend that more of these meetings be held in every town and city.
There never was a time when Freethought was so anxiously sought for as at
present, and there never was a time when
there was as much need for the spread
of Liberal ideas as at present. For tho
church never was more activ for the suppression of Freethought than it is now,
with •a.ll its different and most powerful
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"great apostles" taught him to believe! that createa it. Its value being fixed by of an existence beyond the tomb. About
For no man livs who has used his "reason, the will of the government, and not by the this, however, we. hav our doubts. What
experience, and observation" but who intrinsic qualities of that upon which it I like about Spiritualism, it does away with
knows that all legal tender (money), it is impressed, legally it cannot vary." In a hell and an angry God. This sect, in my
matters not what the material upon which the eyes of the Supreme Court, how ridicu- opinion, is only a step or so removed from
the sovereign impress is made, possesses lous must appear your statements that Atheism, and if they would be abreast with
the same legal-tender power in all cases money is "coined metal," and "that the the :current of modern thought by all
and in all circumstances. What, my dear value of money depended upon the intrin- means p:ut a skylight in the roof of their
sir, became of your "reason, experience, sic value of the material of which money church and let in a little more light ·on the
and observation," if you failed in knowing was made."
slightly illiterate. They are all good peothat the legal-tender paper cruTency was
This " new revelation" is already fixed ple, doing the best they know how. But
bought and sold day by day for the same in the Constitution and statutes of our along with their theory goes the fact that
price all through the war-and, for that country, and the Farmers' Alliance, God the poor must, as well as the fairly circummatter, ever since:.__the same as gold and and Christ, also P. F. Shumaker, must stanced, be taxed to the utmost to keep
silver, and on that memorable "Black Fri- keep their unholy hands off it. They can the spiritual machinery in running order.
day" when gold was quoted at $2.85, the not say what the length, breadth, or depth This does not suit me. Where credulity is
legal-tender paper dollar sold for $2.85 on of dollars shall be, but should they desire burdened to advance superstition, I say,
the same market? Your ·"reason," my to let their "children," or, if you so desire, Away with it. There has been enough
dear sir, ought to tell you that that trans- yonrselvs, "build doll-houses of dollars," agony and sweat expended in the world for
action was a fraud, a damnable device to no one of good common sense will object. foolish purposes already. I would suggest
rob some body. That "experience," your Fools and children can be amused for that the money they may gather in the
"observation," ought to hav convinced hours playing with dollars, and perhaps futtire be put into a poor fund and with it
you ~hat it was not the paper, the silver, or Gods and Christa, for aught I know; but buy breatl for the needy.
the gold that was being bought and sold, intelligent people hav other uses for dolI think this will be the next great church
but the function that money imparted to lars as well. What you say about "cheap in the world. In it is liberty, to a certain
the pltper, silver, and gold by the fiat- money" and "every man can make his extent. You can think for yourself and
sovereignty of the people-law.
own money "-whether you intended it for run no chances of being eternally damned. .
What you say of the John Law or a sample of your wit or your wisdom I That idea is mon~trous to contemplate, by
French assignats and of the Argentine must say that in all my "experience and or from an orthodox standpoint. But our
Republic would not be worth noticing observation" I am unable to tell, and my Spiritualistic friends are going to do away
were it not for the fact that you hav en- ''reason" tells me that you wrote it be- with it; and if they succeed in this direcThe Smitltsonian, and the Words « Re· tirely failed to follow the teachings of "the caUBe yon did not know any better. Be- tion, to annihilate orthotlox absurtlity, it
ligion" and "Church."
great apostles" in observing the facts in cause, in the first place, there is, there will giv to this chnrch it:-; grandest monuthese cases; because in neither case does can be, no such thing as a cheap money. ment. It robs death of its horrible sting.
VAN BUREN, ARK., Jan. 10, 1892.
the government recognize the paper as All money, as money, legally bears the It will dry the cheeks of the world of
l\fR. EDIToR: The Liberals of this coun- money. It does not itt either case receive same value. So to talk of cheap money
scalding tears. It givs wings to hope; bids
try hav been floundering for a long time, its impress of money as a sovereignty of is to talk like a fool. And as to making
the despondent be joyous, nncl points them
trying to find something that would just law, and consequently is not a legal tender money yourself, my advice would be, you
to n bettor day in store for the truly rightsuit them. They hav tried the Liberal nor a legal money in any sense of the had better not try it unless yon are deeous, and will cnuse hymns nnd psalms to
League, the Secular Union, and still all are word~
sirous of wearing a checkered suit and be sung by nature's honest hnnds. And I
not satisfied. I do hope that the present
What Dr. w. P. Brooks has written ~orking for your board inside of prison
will, in the wny of not being misunderofficers of the Secular Union may be able may, as you say, to yon be a "revelation." walls. Respectfully,
W. P. BRooKs.
stootl, quote a snmple here:
to accomplish something. I think we But it is only a lack of "observation" on
should giv them all the assistance possible your part that causes you to so think. All
0 death, the poor man's dearest frientl,
The Abominations of Christianity.
'rhe kinclest, and the best;
in sympathy and material aid. But it has the facts of science and all new ideas hav
Welcome the hour my agetl limbs
BRADFORD, PA., Jan. 15, 1892.
always appeared to me, as W. S. Wood by many been looked upon as revelations
Are laid with thee at rest;
:M:R. EDIToR: Our good friend Professor
says in your issue of January 16th, this from God only because of the abandoning
The great, the wealthy, fonr thy blowA,
year, "that the Secular Union has been of "reason, experience,"and observation." Peck has paid us a visit and talked very
From pump rmd pleasure torn;
loaded down with too many Elemands." As The Supreme Court was in possession of amusingly upon " Spiritualism " for the
But, uh, a blest relief to those
That weary-laden monrn!
I understand him, and, further, as I hav the revelation long before Dr. Brooks. benefit of the First Spiritualist church of
always regretted, the Union's demands are See what it says: "No one ever doubted Bradford, just inaugurated recently. I noThe world is growing grander and better
negativ. Some of the demands are not that a debt of $1,000 contracted before ticed a great falling off of the old orthodox
every clay, even within my own recollecpositiv and purposiv like the purpose and 1834 could be paid by one hundred eagles tyrannical spirit that swayed the church in tions. And orthodoxy, to keep pace with
design of the Smithsonian Institute, ''The coined after that date, though they contain the past. His path "From Methodism Freethought, must keep within denouncing
increase and diffusion of knowledge among no more gold than ninety-four eagles such to Spiritualism " has been a hard one, distance. 'rhat is why some of the churches
men." And if all th~ lovers of knowledge as were coined when the contract was beset with numerous difficulties. He porare to-day standing in the footprints of
would. unite their efforts in the increase made; and this, not because of the intrin- trayed the force of habit-how one de- Thomas Paine. Let me tell the church she
and diffusion of knowledge it would in my sic value of the coin, but because of its nomination kept their members in strict
must throw off the mask of bigotry. She
!udgment be the best way possible to cor- legal value. . . . We hav been asked abhorrence of the members of all other
must of necessity become more liberal.
rect the evils of which we complain. Ig- whether Congress can declare that a con- sects. How the preachers used to giv vivid Her system of morals is all rot. Too many
norance is the cause of all our woes. Per- tract to deliver a quantity of grain may. be descriptions of the agonizing influences of
crimes are committed in her name. She
haps but. few of our friends know what an satisfied by the tender of a less quantity. everlasting hell for all those who were givs too many inducements to commit
aid we may hav in. the Smithsonian Insti- Undoubtedly not. But this is a false fortunate enough to be predestined there.
evils, and hence too many evils are comtute. To such I would say, procure and analogy. There is a wide difference be- How God-to his mind-used to sit on the
mitted. She puts a premium on. crime.
read its reports, especially that of July' tween a tender of quantities or of specific ar- edge of some fleecy cloud, his omnipotent "Whosesoever sins ye shall forgiv, they
1888. In the Smithsonian Institute we hav ticlesanda tender of legal values "-money. brows corrugated in anger, with a scepter are forgiven." This forgivness she insists
a model of just what we need: library, So you see, my friend, that the "value of in his hand to consign to eternal perdition upon, and hides the crimes of all characmuseum, reading-room, with a free plat- money" does not " depend upon the in- all those who merited his wrath. For a
ters umler her capacious cloak. And
form free. to all, reserving only right to trinsic value of the material of which being of that character he could not find
" Whosesoever ~:~ins thou shalt retain, they
crltidise. Liberals would do well to labor money was made," and I get this fact, not any love, although he did his- utmost, but
are retained." I suppose by this they are
everywhere for the increase of the Smith- from God and revelation, but from the ever found it impossible. But for the
carried over to the heaven side of the
sonian. Let it hav branches all over the highest judicial tribunal in the United being Christ he had a different feeling,
ledger. But who in the name of common
land. It now has a system of exchange States. In your "observation" yon could though at the same time he taught that they sense ever heard tell of the church ever rewere
both
God,
one
and
the
same.
But
which should be vastly enlarged.
hav received the same had you not been
taining a sin on account of its enormity?
There is another thing that I hav thought running after false gods. The error of through his great suffering on the cross his
I believe that murder is one of the greatest
of much and regretted, and that is to me your '' 0 bservation" is made more plain by heart went out to him. And here he sins upon the c11lendar, but when one of
the fastidiousness of many of our friends your saying, "Dr. Brooks tells us that showed that Christ .4\'as the first great these pions scoundrels is about to expiate
in regard to the use of the words "re- ·gold and silver hav no intrinsic value." Spiritualist the world was blessed with.
his foul offense upon the gibbet we invariligion" and "church." . What we want Dr. Brooks never said anything of the But through the church keeping its subjects ably find in his company before he is
above all things is the religion of human- kind. But he did say that all the valne in such abject ignorance, it was but lately
swung off one of our long, pale, pious,
~ty and a church of humanity. .I see no money possesses is its legal value, etc. found out by a few, who were fortunate
sanctimonious-faced Ain-extracters paving
enough
to
find
it
in
the
accuracy
of
spirit
need of quibbling about the etymology of You need to be more observing, friend
the way for him to the New J ernsalem.
words. The essential idea of religion is Shumaker. The Supreme Court further manifestation. This action on the part of
And the sin against the Holy Ghost perthe
church
he
hated
with
all
the
bitterness
devotion. We want good and true men says: "Whatever power there is over the
haps has never been committed, as I tmand women devoted to ·humanity. One currency [money] is vested in Congress. If of his compound admixture of spirit and
derstand that is the one there is no forgividea of a church is an organized body of the power to declare what is money is not clay. But he gave the church credit for
ness for. Perhaps on account of us not
persons or congregation. The term hu- in Congress, it is annihilated." Judge Joel keeping the spirit of religion alive in man
being born again, we are unable to find. it.
manity would so modify the words that no Tiffany says: "Much has been said about -and this with a seeming kind of relucIt does seem as if this scheme of hemg
tance.
But
he
was
thankful
he
was
born
one could be deceived. And in some cases paper money and gold, silver, and copper
born again would nevElr bear any fruit.
this would help to giv us civil rights and money; but all such ~a1;1guage is deceptiv. in an age when man could express his mind
It has been preached for a few hundred
relief from unnecessary odium. One of the There is no such thmg, legally, as gold on all religious subjects without being acyears now, and if it does not ?e~r fruit
grandest expressions in the language is, and silver money and paper money. cused of heresy and burnt at the stake for
soon all confidence will be lost m It, even
"The world is my country, to do good Money, as the measure of_ price or value, his honest opinions.
By and by, a step forward. He believed, by the followers of the ''meek and humble
my religion." Does anyone think that the is the sovereign authority Impressed upon
Jesus." Poor fellow, his lot is a hard one,
immortal Paine did not know the meaning and attached to that which is capable of he claimed, a great deal in the teachings
to bear the sins of all those who hav cast
of the .word "religion," or that he wished takin"' and retaining the impress of that of Ingersoll that matter and force are
their heap upon him. But the churc)l he
eternal
could
never
hav
been
created
nor
to truckle to the church? It seems to me autho~ity. It is the recognized_ presence of
established eighteen hundred years ago
that there was no other word that would so soverei"'nty in the market and m the court, can ne;er hav an end. He should be very
likes comfort in looking through the_tbick
careful·
inasmuch
as
he
is
a
believer
in
fully giv expression to the fire of his soul. applyin~ the measure and determi~g the
mist of ignorance upon the maimed,
HENRY SHIPLEY.
equality of exch~nges between subJect and spirit ~xistence the shade of Calvin may wounded and insane made by her hatred.
come
after
him
with
some
or
all
of
the
subject peasant and prince, between
She look~ with her tear-bedimmed eyes
crown ~nd people. As a medium of ex- Five Points. I like a great deal of his doc- upon the heaps of human hones whiteni~g
Fiat Money Defended.
change, or a means to a~ end, it has no trin on this sitle of the grave, but when he and bleaching beneath the sun and ram.
value but the sovereign will recorded upon crosses the "Jordan " he leaves me, and I It is monstrous to contemplate. .
CooK, NEn., Jan. 12, 1892.
its
face· and in respect to its use its value think quite a number more, in the far rear.
JAs. SPELLEN.
MR. EDITOR : What 'a pity friend ShuHe is perfectly satisfied that he does know
maker had not put in practice•what the is as m~ch unchangeable as the autl).ority

organizations at work to suppress Liberalism. One of 'the strongest and most dangerous iB the Women's Christian Temperance Union.
.
I am sorry to see so many that claim to
be Liberal working in with the different
churches. Even some of my brother and
sister Spiritualists are doing the same
thing. What are called the most liberal
orthodox priests are in !TIY mind the most
dnno·erous to human progress, for they
hold back those that are too liberal to believe in hell and damnation and a great
God sitting on his throne, but teach
that hell is a bad place and that
God is a great ruling power of divine wisdom, etc. This kind of teaching will hold
people back for years and years.
The plan of salvation is the same in all
the churches, the most conservativ and the
most liberal. And a belief in a God of
any kind is the foundation of ail superstition.
The liberal churches are more inconsistent with themselvs than the most conservativ. And I cannot see any consistent
ground between absolute orthodoxy on
the one hand and absolute free~lom on the
other hand.
PRoF. A. B. SEVERANCE.
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tweaked her ear so that she st~id from the
place for three weeks. At length, his
money being gone, RayY sunk down weak
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall and disheartened; ·the children wept and
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- trembled, trying to comfort him. "We
tions for this Gomer should be sent.
will all starve and die together," said Jane,
as she held the lovely bird in her arms ten" Between the dark and the daylight,
derly. Mrs. Murdoc sent them twentyWhen the night is beginning to lower,
five cents, praising God who put it into her
Comes a pause in the da,_y'~_occur.ations
That is known as the Uhildren s Hour."
heart to aid the poor. Just then a miserable woman came out of a splendid Christian mansion with a dry crust in her hand,
Slumber Song.
seeing which a policeman raised a great
BY SUSAN H. WIXON.
Rest thee, darling, in my arms;
outcry against street beggars, saying, "I
Safe thou art from all alarms:
suppose this is the one who livs on oysters
Drooping, wearied, sleepy eyes,
and costly fruit. Away with them!"
Laughing, sparkling, since sunrise,
Said Seth, "Did you hear of the death
Now shall take a loving peep
In the charmed bow'r of sleep.
of the young duke of Clarence? The
Rest thee, nest thee, soft and warm.
Christian goodness of Henry VII., earl
Sheltered here from every harm;
of Richmond, destroyed the true duke
Cuddled close to mamma's breast,
Baby, darling, take thy rest.
of Clarence. I would rather hear the
cricket sing than pretend to inherit such a
Fast asleep, 0, baby dear,
Like some fairy nestled here;
title." Hearing this the insects began to
Soft I kiss thy rosy palm,
collect.· A splendid light-green katydid
Quiet now in slumber calm;
scraped two shells over one another, which
Sweetest heart from land and sea,
Royal gifts I'd waft to thee.
were on her back; these produced the
Rest thee, nest thee, soft and warm,
sound "katy-did," her peculiar note.
Sheltered here from every harm;
Then a large ant appeared and wounded
Cuddled close to mamma's breast,
the tender flesh of Jane's hand. "But I
Baby, darling, take thy rest.
will not kill it," said she, "for Uncle
But, should life bring bitterness,
Toby's sake."
ALHAzA.
1\'Iore of pain and less to bless;
Should the storm-king in his wrath
Lexington, Ky., Jan. 16, 1892.

(SAiZaren' s {Sornsr.

Sweep across my darling's path,
Here upon thy mother's breast
Always shalt thou find sweet rest.
Rest thee, nest thee, soft and warm,
Sheltered here from every harm;
Cuddled close to mamma's breast,
Baby, darling, take thy rest.
-[The Housewife.

"Looking Backward."
lib heart has lost its youthful glee,
1\'Iy cheek is paled with tears,
1\'Iy weary spirit turns to thee,
Home of my early years.
The gray rocks of my nativ home,
·rhe flower-bespangled plain,
The green woods where I loved to roam,
Come o'er my heart again.
The mossy shed where I would playThe tree before the doorThe great old barn, well stocked with hay,
I see them all once more.
I note my locks all silvery white,
Around my care-worn brow,
That brow once fair, those locks once brightAlas ! so faded now.
And thou, the best and dearest one,
Through all my fancies wild
I cling to thee till life is done,
1\'Iotller of the wayward child.
PAXTON.

------------------Legend.-Continued.

The love-bought experience of the raven,
·or as Camoens, a Spanish poet, remarks,
''knowledge purchased with a tear," had
given him a balance of faculties which astonished everyone, but while he slept in
his gem-lined nest, a robber came and stole
from Jane and Seth the costly jewels with
which, childlike, they had adorned themselva: The thief tried to climb a tree, but
Ra,Y was too fast for him; he picked his
flesh severely, and sent him flying, appealing, 'as the villain did, to his weak side, for
Ravj: loved the breeze which rocked him
in the swaying branches.
People should honor our goodness, if we
hav any, and not take advantage of defects.
"Take my blessing," said the good bird;
"then govern your passions with absolute
sway, and grow wiser and better as life
wears away." It was not long before
Rary built a house, with the help of good
spirits, b:ut Christians taxed him heavily
before Wwas half done. Mrs. Murdoc,
who never spoke the truth, praised the
comfort of the rooms, while the wind
whistled through the crevices; then she
suffocated Jane in a small, close storeroom, until the child drooped and nearly
died. An intelligent health-officer discovered the state of affairs. "Whether it
is my business or not, " said he, " I will
stop this choking and murdering, which is
decimating our population. People shall
be fined heavily who shut doors on boarders
or tenants. A nation which does not half
breathe is fast falling into disease and decay. Think what it is to ·breathe foul air,
saturated with nauseous gases, over and
over; when the mountain wolf has all he
wants as he bounds from crag to crag,
"where leaps the live th1mder." He loves
the lightning, which knows his wants and
does hls errands. "Wretched Christian
woman," said the raven to Mrs. Murdoc,
"neglect this subject and others which aid
benevolence, · a.t your peril," and he

Biographical Sketches.
IX.-HEMANS.
Felicia Dorothea Brown, an English
poetess, was born at Liverpool, England,
on the 25th day of September, 1793. Her
father was Irish and her mother partly
German and partly Italian. She was a
very precocious child in all respects, but
remarkable in the line of poetry. Her
poems written at the age of eight are almost as well composed and are said to possess fully as much literary merit as those
written at the age of twenty-eight. The
chief trouble with her poems is that' they
are written too fast and fluently for much
display of genius. At the age of six she
read, and was an enthusiastic admirer of,
Shakspere. She composed and had published a very praisewo;rthy sonnet upon
"The Bard· of A von." "England and
Spain, or Valor and Patriotism," was
written ·at the age of fourteen.
.
The disposition of this q_hild-poet is reported as remarkably sweet and affectionate. She was a passionate lover of all the
fine arts, though poetry was a favorit
theme. At the age of eleven she was taken
to London, and upon one occasion was
taken into a gallery of sculpture to view
the statuary. Those who witnessed her
first introduction into the gallery were
struck by the impUlsiv "Hush! hush!" as,
wifu finger Ii.pon her lips, she gazed with
awed adn!iration upon the scene.
When she grew older and had taken the
name of Hemans, Sir Walter Scott once
said to her: " I should say you had too
many gifts, Mrs. Hemans, if they were not
used in giving pleasure to others. "
And as to a description of her looks, I will
quote from Mrs. L. H. Sigourney:
"Exceedingly beautiful was she in her
youth. On her fair rounded cheek was
the tint of the op~ing rose; her eyes were
suffused with brilliance; natural curls, of a
rich s1mny brown, fell in profusion over
brow and shoulder; every movement bespoke grace, every feature glowed with
intelligent and varying expression. At the
age of fifteen, when each unfolding charm
presaged a still brighter bloom, she became acquainted with Captain Hemans, an
English officer; who was introduced to her
family while on a visit to the neighborhood.
The most impassioned admiration on his
part was the result, and its fervent expression from a y01mg man of fine person
and education was not lost upon an artless,
susceptible heart." But so much for the
poet's early life. Sufficient it is to say
that, ·owing to the young girl's tender age,
her parents and friends objected, and the
young officer went to Spain, and for three
years the y01mg lovers did not see one another or hold any communication. But
whei::t the three years was up, in 1812,
Captain Hemans returned to England and
renewed the courtship. The parents,
touched probably by their constancy, reluctantly gave their consent to the marriage. Which was only justifiable, say I.
Perhaps it would hav been better if the
parents had never given their CoilSent,

20, 1892.

and poor, disappointed Felicia in duty
bound had remained a maiden all her life.
Certain it was' that Captain Hemans
"held a daisy in his hand and carelessly
flung it away," and never realized what a
precious daisy he held. After a few short
happy years (they are supposed to hav
been happy, but not anyone really knows
whether they were or not; one can only
conjecture), Captain Hemans, who was in ill
health, decided to go to Italy, as he believed a warmer climate would be beneficial, and took up his abode in Rome.
And from the day that he sailed, for
seventeen years afterward, his wife never
saw his face any more. Whether Captain
Hemans had intended that this should
happen beforehand or not, history again
fails to tell. On the effect it had on Mrs.
Hemans, or rather in excuse for not giving
a description of the effect that it produced
upon her, for the inqnisitiv public, I will
again quote from Mrs. Sigourney:
"The pangs that such a change must
hav wrought in a heart nurtur~>Jd from
cradle hours by the fondest sympathy, and
from its own exquisit structure involving
the necessity of loving and being loved,
are not for us to depict. "
She was of course more fortunate than
most deserted wives. Her talents helped
to console her, which is indeed a great
deal. There is nothing more true than
this quotation:
"Work bids storms of grief be still."
And of course work that you love is more
consoling..
But before I consume any more valuable
space, allow me to speak of Mrs. Hemans's
strong affection for children, and also the
strong confiding love the little ones had
for her. She made it an especial duty to
take morning rambles with her children,
and when she did other little ones would
come too. One little peasant girl used to
watch for the "sweet lady" every morning and taking 1ler hand would walk contentedly by her side, until growing tired
she would quietly go home, but not without frequent smiles and backward glances.
Mrs. Hemans died on Jan. 11, 1827.
Died as calmly and peacefully as she had
lived. Hushed and awe-stricken, her
children watched her life go out. Go out!
But she left a stainless, pure, and sweet
record, that we might all do well to imitate.
IDA A. BALLOU.

Correspondence.
ToPEKA, KAN., Jan. 15, 1892.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I now write a few
lines to the Corner to let you all know
there is still another Infidel. A great
many of my friends talk to me and
try to change my mind in belief. They
say, "Martha, .if I only could get you to
read the Bible, you would change your
mind." But I say it is no use; that is
something I never will do. Well, father
has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for nine
years, and I enjoy reading it. And I also
hav got the "Story Hour," which I think
lots of, and some time I intend to get
''Apples of Gold." Well, I will close.
Wishing you success, I remain, as ever,
Yom: loving friend,
MARTHA GILL.
CANoN CrTY, CoL., Jan. 21, 1892.
Mrss WrxoN, Dear Frie?1d: It is so long
since my name appeared In the Corner I
fear the friends hav forgotten me. By
way of introduction: Early in December
last we had a county school contest.
There were several liberal prizes offered.
They were for orations and declamations.
In the orations originality was the principal test. I subscribe myself one of the
defeated orators. Some fair-minded people pronounced the decision very unfair
and unjust. I hand you my speech delivered on that occasion-" A Dream." It
was my first effort of that kind. The Iittle verses are my first poetry. If you think
it suitable and not too long please giv it
a place in the Corner.
Very truly,
ORELLA LocKE.
FROM OSCAR THE BRAVE.
AsPEN, CoL , Jan. 20, 1892.
l\Irss WrxoN, Dear Friend: I will write
a few lines to the Children's Corner to let
you know what kind of a schoolteacher I
hav. She is very religious, and religion is
all that she talks about. Last week she was
to tell the school about miracles, but before
she began reading she as.ked me wha_t a
miracle was. I told her It was a foolish
story like fairy tales. Then she asked me
what a soul was. I told her it was something supposed to exist in the human body.
I do not think she will let me keep up with
m;r class. I hav received letters from some
Liberals since my last letter to the Chil-

dren's Corner. One of the letters was from
W. A. Carlton, and the other. from Mary
Robinson. I wrote a letter to W. A. Carlton just before I wrote this one.
.
·Yours truly, · OscAR KINDRICK.
JoRDAN, MINN., Jan. 8, 1892.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: This is my first letter
to the Corner. My a1mt takes THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and I like to read the-Children's
Corner. I am thirteen years old. My
grandpa was a· great lover of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. He died a year ago last September. My papa· has been dead for seven
years. I hav three sisters; all younger
than myself. We hav nci Liberals around
here. We liv so far from school that I can
not go to school, although my mamma
teaches me at home. I study history,
grammar, arithmetic, spelling, g_eography,
and writing. Well, my letter IS alread;y
too long, so I will close. Hoping this will
escape the wastebasket, I remain,
Your Liberal friend,
MABEL B. KNoTT.
HARTFORD, KAN., Jan. 17, 1892.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I hav been a constant reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER for
over a year, yet hav never wr~tte;n to th_e .
Children's Corner, although thmkmg of It
many times. My father has been a contributor to your paper for some time, and
I suppose by his writings you know our
belief. I am not going to school at present. I graduated m the Hartford high
school in the spring of 1891, April .the
25th at the age of sixteen. My studies
wer~ philosophy, chemistry, geology,.
zoOlogy, geometry, astronomy, algebra,
and r hetorw, besides all the smaller studies,
arithmetic, grammar, and many others.
I am now studying Latin, trigonometry,
and general history at home.
One who has not studied the sciences
can scarcely realize the true beauty of
life. The higher mathematics are the
mostintenisting to me. I was the only Freethinker in the class of twenty, and I am
indeed proud to be called the follower of
Thomas Paine.
My favorit of all amusements is dancing.
Father left Wednesday for Phamix,
Ariz., where he goes on a prospecting
tour and to look for a location. We intend
to go soon.
As this is my first letter to THE TRUTH
SEEKER I will close for fear of the wastebasket. I would like to correspond with
several Liberals of different localities.
Your friend in the Liberal cause,
DAISY DARROW.
OAK MILLS, KAN., Jan. 17, 1892.
Mrss WrxoN, Esteemed Friend: This is
a cold, dreary Sunday, and while sitting
here in my room, watching the tiny snowflakes playing in front of my window,
and the merry little birds hopping abd
twittering about in the lawn, I concluded
to hav another talk· with you and the
readers of the Corner.
The present winter, here in Kansas, has,
for the most part, been an unusually
pleasant 0 ne. It has seemed more like
spring than winter. This is, however, a
very cold day, and I believe the remainder
of the winter will be very unpleasant.
I think the grand old TRUTH SEEKER is
very attractiv in its new . dress. The
typography is excellent, and the advertisements are so arranged as to not fail to
attract attention. I see in the last Corner
a very interesting and instructiv article by
our noble young foreign friend, Mr. E.
dos Santos, of Trinidad. The asphalt lake·
which he describes must be a wonderful
freak of nature, and no doubt the readers
of the Corner were much interested in Mr.
Santos's graphic description of it.
Mr. Santos has designed a neat little
badge for the Brotherhood of Moralists of
Hannibal, Mo., and the emblem is very appropriate. It consists of a representation
of the globe, suspended in a star-like circle,
a:Ii.d around the globe is a belt or girdle, on
which are engraved the letters" B. M." I
see in the Freethought papers that Miss
Ella E. Gibson, editor of the :Moralist, .the
official organ ·of the Brotherhood, is seriously ill. Miss Gibson has done good
work for the cause of mental freedm;n, and
she deserves the sympathy of every Freethinker in the land in her present suffering.
It is to be hoped that shewill soon recover.
I see in the Corner a nice little letter
from Rosa Remsburg, of Daleville, Ind.
Rosa is a bright girl for her age, and she
is a genuin Freethinker. She is my cousin.
Havn't I a right to be proud of such a
cousin? I hope the project for a children's
paper has not been given up. I only wish
I was able to advance the necessary funds
to start such a paper. It is to be hoped
that some of the Freethinkers who hav the
means, and who are interested in the advancement of the young, will aid in getting
up a neat little magazine for them. Who
can estimate the am01mt of good such a
paper would be capable of doing, and especially when under the management of such
an able teacher as Miss Wixon? If such a
paper should spring up I would be one of
the first to subscribe. With best wishes to
all, I r~ain, Your Liberal friend,
GEORGE J. REMSBURG,,
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.Jfews of tlte Weelt. SCIENCE VS. RELIGION, Voltaire in Exile.
OR, THE

IN New York city complaints continue
against the systematic neglect of !ille
Catholic-Tammany governm~nt to proVlde
sufficient schools to seat applicants.

REPAYMENT of the $5,000,000 that Chi·
cago is asking of Con~ess de~ends materially on Sunday opemng, whic}l would
double the net (not the gross)rece1pts.
JoHN McELRATH, of New York city, has
been arrested on ,the charge of burglary,
the evidence being a prayer-book which
he always carried left on the floor behind
him.
'il'HE coming revision of the Belgian constitution, brought about by a determined
demand of the working classes for the en- .
actment of universal suffrage, may lead to
insurrection, and this to a European war.

Books by Helen H. Gardener.

-.Memoirs.-

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. 'VIDDlCOMBE,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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His Life and Works in France and Abroad.
And Unpublished Correspondence with Jlfme. du
Chatelet.
By B. GASTINEAU.
Price, paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.
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By J. H. D. ZSCHOKKE.
"A philosophical romance."
Paper, 25 eta.

EVOLUTION:
A Surrtrrtar\' of Evide11ce.
By CAPT. R. C. ADAMS.
"One of the cheapest and best books on the
subject." Paper, 15 cents.

ON Sunday, the 14th, during services
before the German emperor in his court
chapel, a man rose and cried, "Your
words are useless; behold, the millennium
is at hand." He was found insane on reThe Belfast Address.
ligion.
By Prof. John Tyndall.
THE Vatican has officially approved Dr.
With Portrait. Biographical Sketch, and Articles
Holaind's magazine article advocating paon Prayer.
. rochial schools, and strongly takes the
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
ground that Catholic children must be edAddress and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.
ucated in Catholic and not in public :r;tonLaw of Population. Paper, 15o.; with porCatholic schools.
trait, 30c.
AT Lima, 0., on the 14th, Mrs. Bentzel Marriage, As it was, as it is, and as it
died from the over-exertion of attempting should be. Paper, 25c.
THE GIST OF LECTURES ON RATIONALISM.
to leave her sick-bed healed by faith at Besant-Hatchard Debate, Between Annie
Besant
and
Rev.
A.
Hatchard
on
Jesus
of
NazaBy
CAPT. R. C. ADAMs, President of Montreal
the command of her brother, a faith-cure
reth a Historical Character, and the Influence
Pioneer Freethou_ght Club: author of
believer. He had dismissed the phy.Bician
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
"Travels in Faith from Traon beginning his course of prayer.
dition to Reason,"
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Aovancement of Science. Men, Women_ and Gods.
Introductwn by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Tlte Traae Su.P.Pltea at S.Pectal Dtscount8.

SOB, MY LOBD 1
PIONEER PITH. IS THISA YOUB
NEW NOVEL.

THE latest new reli~on is that of the
Disciples of the FlYing Roll, which is
m •king converts in Michigan and Indiana.
Its Bible, " The Flying Roll," by J as. J.
Jezreel, an Englishman, warns all to flee
to Detroit, Mich., which is the City of
Deliverance, against the day of destruc- ·
tion. The local leader calls himself
Michael X-Over-Mills.
IT is learned from Chili that the clericals
were a strong element· in the party that
pulled down Balmaceda. They suspected
him of Freethinking; and he had cut down
their revenues, by substituting civil for
religious marriage and otherwise. " Thus
it came to pass," says a dispatch, "that as
the priests in Chili hold unlimited sway
over the minds of the female population,
a Balmacedist in petticoats was almost as
rare a phenomenon as a black swan."
A COMMITTEE of the Minneapolis city
council advises opening theaters Sundays, .
saying, "Some work one day and rest six.
Your committee regard it as a self-evident
proposition that those who merit the
greatest consideration from the state are
those who work the most. . . . Your
committee farther finds that 'one man esteemeth one day above another; another
esteemeth every day alike. Let every
man be fully persuaded in his own mind.' "
A STRONG case has been made out that
the Heidt family committed the late murder of George Markert in Sullivan county,
N. Y., in the belief that he practiced sorcery. The Heidts are ignorant and superstitious. They had a grudge against Markert as a hexenrneister, or wizard, who had
by his unholy arts blasted their crops, diseased their cattle, and otherwise harmed
them. They had accused him of being a
midnight visitor to a hexenlcanzel, or witch
pulpit, in the neighborhood, where adepts
in the satanic arts met to say their incantations against those whom they wished to
harm.
NEARLY a hundred cases of malignant
typhus and a dozen of black small-pox hav
occurred in New York city among the immigrant Jews from the districts m Russia
where those maladies are raging. Their
spread here is feared. By these diseases,
and famin, the inhabitants of Samara,
Saratov, Charkov, Kazama, and NijiniN ovgorod are dying by thousands. When
any food arrives its transportation to sufferers is often impossible because the
horses hav been killed and eaten. The
communal councils sell for their private
enrichment the supplies sent, and the famishing are left to perish.

and
"Evolution-a Summary of Evidence."

28 Lafayette place, New York.

NATHANI[L VAUGHAN1

A compendium of scientific and critical lore.
Best handbook for introducing the I)"Cneral
reader to the principles and data on wluch Rationalism is based.
Paper, 12mo, 100 pp., 25 cents.
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Awful Disclosures of

A NO .VEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," et•., etc.
An independent and respectable study of char.
acter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been asht~mecl to
own as her first novel. . . . A more v1gorous
"'lresentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Dhristianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
1 val., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'l.::·IE TRUTH SEEKER.

Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.

f\ARIA f\OXI{.
Convent Mysteries.
Paper, 50 cents 1 cloth, 75 cents.

Superior. 10c.

Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener Me for
sale at this office. Price, 50 cents.

A THOUGHTLESS YES ..
CONTENTS:
A Splendid ,Judge of a Wonum-Tho Lady of the
Club-Under l'rotcHt-l•'or tho Prosecution-A
!lusty Link in tho Ch~tin-The Boler House
Mystery-Tho Timo-I,ock of Our Ancestor,.._.
Florence Campbell's Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Price, paper, llO cents; cloth, $1.
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Force afl,~ f\atter; POLITIUL"ifiiCAin SO[JAL
Principles of the Natural Order of the Universe, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY PROl'ESsoR LUDWIG BUCHNEH, M.D.
CONTENTS:
Force and ~1atter,
The Fitness of 'rhings in
ID)mortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Force, 1\Ian,
Infinity of Matter,
Brttin and Mind,
'.rhonJ,~ht,
Value of Matter,
Motion,
Consmousness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
ImmutabilityofNtttural Innate Ideas)..
Laws,
The Itlea of uod,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
J,aws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Son! of Brutes,
Periods of the Creation.Free Will,
of the Earth,
1\Iorality,
Original Generation,
ConcludTng ObservaSecular Genenttion,
tions.
Price, $1.50. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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!'rice, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
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Superstition in All Ages.
Be Thyself. 10o.
Christianity No Finality,

A Fascinating Stocy of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social M:atterEI.
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1

In the Ottoman Empire and Other Mohammedan States.
By MOlJLAVI CHERAf;:H ALI.

Published for the information of the Christian
writers who suffer under the delusion that.
Islam is incapable of any political,
legal, or social reforms.

Price, $1. Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
Plain Home Talk and Medical CoDlmon
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume

of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
$8.~1U English or German. A new cheap

edition at only $1.50.

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, lj!2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumcso.!'eparate, flcx1blo cloth, 50
cents J]cr volume; lied Line edition, suitablo
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for tlw Young.

250

pages, il!URtrated and cloth-hound. <'rho fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Common-Sense Thoughts on the Dible,
10c.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to

Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, anfl allier!
S"qbiects; ninth year. Subscripdon, m.th prctnlum, 50 cents per year. Spemmen copws free
on application.
.
·

10c.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.

Mother's Manual.

250.

Comprising. "Advice

to a Wxfe on the llfanagement of Her Ow!t
Health, especially Durin!( Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," ancl" AdviCe to a Motlier on the
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, u.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
$1.50.

God Proposed for Our National Constitu·
tion. 10c.
Irreconcilable Records.
Genesis and

Hand·Book ef Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet

Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

Is Darwin Right~ Origin of M:an. $1.
of
Is Spiritualism Trne ~ lOc.
Pr
.Man's Trne Saviors. lOc.
/Jood. PaOrthodoxy False, Since Spiritualism is
r.:-er, 50
CATHOLICS express indignation that in
True, 10c.
Catholic countries the intelligent few who Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of c e n t s ; ,_.._""_"""'...
are unbelievers control the government.
Christianity. 10c.
La Revista Cattolica,of Las Vegas, N. M., Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects. cloth, $1. l~~~~~~~~~§;~
calls on the faithful to overturn this state
AdG:ess THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.
$1.25.
of things. Another journal says: "Why Radical Rhymes.
With Author's Poris it that a small number of activ, enertrait. $1.25.
Pro and Con of
getic, determined workers ·are to-day ruling Sermon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
the world, while the Catholics are the ma- Soul of Things. Psychqmetric Rejority of the governed? Ask the Socialists,
searches, etc. 8 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
l\1. F. Denton.) Per val., $1.50.
the Garibaldians, the Jews, who control the
daily press in Italy. Why is it that a few What Is Right? 10c.
Infidels and Freemasons are driving the What Was He~ Jesus in 19th Century
Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Mira.oreligious from the hospitals and other inLight. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.
ulous Religion?
stitutions of Frap.ce? Because Catholics Who are Christians ~ 10c.
are apathetic and indifferent."
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By E .. E. GUILD. Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
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of 128 pages. 25 cents.
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HUMANITY'S SPBEADIBG CUBSE
is not the Church alone. There is another and
worse culprit. Read the book with the above
title. Price, 85 cents, through NEw YORK NEws
Co., Newsdealers, or
E. H. ANDTR.U:,
7t8
Dallas , exas.
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1892.

learned to appreciate Robert Ingersoll for
what he is worth. I speak without reference
to his religious convictions, but simply as a
man of gigantic brain, and whom !consider
the greatest living master of the En~lish
language in the world. I !mow him well. I
stay at his home when in New York, and
therefore I hav ari opportunity of studying
the man just as he is. When he speaks but
two words, even, they hav wings and soar
away up into the blue heavens. And what
n. thoughtful, considerate man, heedful of
little things, he is. Look at this telegram
he sent me the other day: 'The house has
been full of music since you left.' " The
abrupt transition from Shakspere to Ingersoll is explained to those who know the
latter to be a master of Shaksperian literatlilre, but may be less clear to those who
hav known him only as a wonderful orator
or an enemy of orthodox religion.

The Greenville, ill., fhtn prints the following letter:
NEw YoRK, Feb. 2, 1892.
REv. THOMAS HYNES, Greenville, Ill.,
Dear Sir: l\'ly attention was called to-day
to a report of a sermon delivered by you a
few days ago in which yon are reported as
saying: "It is known that Colonel Ingersoll is especially hostil to the Calvinistic
creed and church. I hav often read his
explanation of this-that his father was so
intensely orthodox that it drove his son
clear over to his intense hatred of all CalCanada.
vinists," etc.
T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., HaliI write simply to say that I hav never
fax, N. S.
made such an explanation, or anything
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
like it Nothing of this kind has ever
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
been spoken or written by me. It is not
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
true. My father was not a Calvinist. As
Colorado.
a matter of fact he held Calvinism in gr"eat
J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville. contempt:
Florida.
I do not write this letter on account of
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
what you are pleased to say about me perIdaho.
sonally, but simply to contradict the stateA. Erwin, Murray.
WHAT .old people say you cannot do, you
Illinois.
ment that I ever used any such expression try and find out that you can.-Thoreau.
Mrs. S. E. Ames, 169 Washington st., concerning my father.
Chicago.
[Chicago.
Yours truly,
R. G. INGERSOLL.
IT is impossible for me to imagin a
Post-Office News Co., 103 Adams st.,
greater monster than the God of the Old
G. E. Wilson, 417 State st., and BrenTestament. He is unworthy of my worThe Colonel Talks Politics.
tano Bros., Chicago.
ship. He commands only my. detestation,
J. W. Howe, 48 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll was in Buffalo, my execration, and my passionate hatred.
Indiana.
N. Y. He was asked: "What is your The God who commanded the murder of
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
opinion of Blaine's letter of withdrawal?" children is an infamous fiend. The God
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
'' Of course it is genuin," he answered. who believed in polygamy, is worthy only
Lonilliliana.
"I suppose that Blaine is carrying out his of contempt. 'rhe God who established
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
great doctrin of reciprocity. He had his
AI. J._ Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Or- chance in 1884, and now, acting on the re- slavery should be hated by every free man.
The jehovah of the Jews was simply a
leans.
ciprocal idea he wants to giv somebody barbarian, and the Old Testament is mostly
Maine.
N. · G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., Port- else a show. From this you see that Blaine the barbarous record of a barbarous peopractices what he preaches. He has prob- ple. -Ingersoll.
land.
·
ably found out by experience that office is
lliassaclt usetts.
not the father and mother of happiness."
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
I FLATTER myself, 0 Lord, that I hav
"What effect will it hav on Harrison's made it quite clear to you that your Book
Johnson Bros., 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
candidacy?"
is not by any means t.he oldest volume in
A. M. Driscoll, 78-k Front st., Worcester.
Miclliga.u.
''I do not think it will help Harrison the world. You were not the first author.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
unless Blaine uses his influence for Harri- Queen l\fentuhept of Eg-ypt was born and
Chas. Sach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave., son. There is a good deal of doubt upon suckled, was wedded, and she died and was
Grand Rapids.
that point in my mind. The withdrawal embalmed before you were invented, or at
C. Holton & Co., 87 Woodward ave., De- of Blaine leaves an open field, and the crop all events before, as a puny tribal God,
troit.
of candidates will be large. If Blaine you had emerged from the ark or box in
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
keeps his hands off, Mr. Harrison will hav which your Hebrew devotees cadged you
Missouri.
plenty of competition. Most of our people up and down in their barbarous and predaPhilip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
think that one term is enough. It seems tory wanderings. And Queen l\fentuhept,
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
to me that an average man ought to be out of a Bible which was written before
Ne'v .Tersey.
John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., satisfied with one term, and I think most you were invented, before your son had
of the people agree with me on that ques- cut his eye-teeth and your ghost had done
Jersey City.
·
tion. But to-day I am thinking more wearing pinafores, had an extract inNe'v York.
Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York. about poetry than politics. Shakspere has scribed upon her coffin. It is exceedingly
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New crow~ed out of my mind t.he Harrisons fortunate for you that there were numerand Hills. I am on the banks of the ous volumes in existence before. you slung
York.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts., New Avon and care but little about the Poto- your inkhorn and commenced to produce
mac.''
.
your Book, for . originality is not your
York.
''Do you think this letter presents forte, and plagiarism is certainly your
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York.
1
Blaine's final r ecision and eliminates him .fuible. There is; 0 Lord, a das~ of rough
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
entirely from the field of possible candi- candor about yo11, now ztnd agaw; so you
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York.
dates?"
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
hav pretty freely, in the Old Testament,
'' Of course I do. ' Blaine need not stoop admitted the sources from which yon deMorris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
George GrosR, 1693 Broadway, New York. to any pretense. He is the most popular rived the materials for your work ; but, in
man in the party, and can hav the nomina- your omniscience, you b:av permitted all
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., New tion if he wants it, or if he will take it. the works to which you were indebted to
Obviously he does not want it, and after get lost. The "Boolr of J asher" (see
York.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New having said so he cannot afford to take it Joshua x, 13; 2 Sam. i, 18) is gone, the
under any .circumstances. Political co- ''Book of I ddo" (see 2 Chron. xii, l!i) has
York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New quetry does not pay. Blaine has been too vanished, and the "Acts of Uzziah" (see
long in the field to pretend to hide blushes 2 Chron. xxvi, 22) is no more ; so we hav
York.
with a fan."
S. J. Kin~, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
no means of ascertaining how far you hav
"Who, in your opinion, will be the been indebted to these workR, or of finding
E. C. We1dman, 126 State st., Rochester.
OltiOo
Democratic candidate?"
out whether you hav always quoted corJohn Jacques, Aluon.
"I know nothing about Democratic rectly. You hav, in your time, boasted,
N. Hexter, 303 Superior st., Cleveland.
candidates. I think, however, that Hill "I will send them strong delusions, that
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
has hurt himself by his winter convention. they may believe a lie;" so that I, for one,
Benj: Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., Ports- It will cool a good many friends. The to be cal;ldid with you, am not quite satismouth.
.
Democrats, to use a Western expression fied that you hav always quoted correctly,
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st., that probably originated in New England, and it may be that some of the books you
Cleveland
saic1 to Hill: 'Rake it down, but don't pretend to derive your information from
Oregon.
snatch.'"
· never exist€d. When you began to write
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
''Do you think the Democracy will find your Book, or, at all events, to collect maW. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
it advisable to nominate a Western man?" terials for it, you were only an insignifiHandley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
"Of course there are a great many good cant Jewish godling that had no proper
Penttsylvania.
men in the West, and Western men are s1rine or temple, but who, as I hav said,
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., apt to hav popular ways. The West fur- went cadging about in the inside of a
Phila.
nished Lincoln, and Douglas, Grant, shittim-wood box) with the images of two
George Longford, 22 Richmond st._. Phila. Sheridan, and hundreds of others who cherubim or heavenly hens sitting on the
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
hav helped make our country illustrious, lid of it. Were J asher and Iddo and
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila.
and the West is perfectly willing to keep Uzziah respectable persons, the lugging in
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave., on furnishing men to fill all places from of whose names gave weight and credit
Pittsburgh.
postmaster to president."
to a then undeveloped and insignificant
Rltode Island.
"What do you conaider the Republican God-in-the-Box? You had, 0 Lord, by
H. Carr, 947 High st., Providence.
chances for success?"
the time you sat down to write the New
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
"If the Republicans nominate a good Testament, left behind you the simple
'.rennessee.
man, I think they wi11 elect him."
candor of your youth. · There you do not,
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashas in the Old Testament, ndvise us as to
ville.
authorities from which you draw.
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
A Great Musician's Estimate of a Great the
You would apparently hav its believe that
'.l"exas.
Orator.
the work is boldly original, all done by
L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
. Edward Remenyi, the celebrated .violin you, or the ghost, assisted by the " holy
virtuoso, now on a tour in this country,is a men of God." But, 0 Lord, the pretenE. A. Andrea, 916 Main st., Dallas.
scholar as well as a musician. Being asked sion is fraudulent, and you hav been found
E. L.Merrill, 624 Elm st., East Waco.
Utall.
·
in a recent interview to name his favorit out. There is an Apocryphal New TestaJohn A. J ost, Ogden.
composer, he instantly replied: "Beetho- ment quite as large as your New TestaHenry Booth, Stockton.
ven, the Shakspere of music." This led ment, and quite as sane and quite as credJ. W. Wilkinson, Logan.
him into a dissertation on the men to whom itable. Having carefully read that ApocWashington Territory.
modern civilization owes most, and these he ryphal New Testament, I find it so alarmStine Bros., Walla Walla.
limited to four-Dante, Shakspere, Michael ingly like your New Testament that, if it
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
Ano-elo, and Beethoven. "Hav you ever had not been that the sagacious Council of
·
Englan<lo
tho~ght~:' he said, "that all of our philos- Trent had determined by vote which was
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st., ophy, all of <;>ur ada~es. and all of o~r your Book and which was the book conLondon.
crystallized wisdom IS to be found m cocted by the early monks and the Apos-G. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool. Shakspere? And that brings me to some- tolic Fathers, nobody nowadays would
-:-· · · .--. ·
·Australia.
· 'N, Willis, 711) Haymarket, Sydney, N,S, W. thing you may not care to quote, but what hav known which volume was by them,
is nevertheless my sincere belief-that the and which by the ghost and "holy men of
. _ ..
..
.Ne-.;v Zealand.
people of the VmtllCl Stat!ll> hav llOt ;ret Gocl. "~S0ladin in God and Ji'M .f!gok,
D, ·WilliS, A~Wanga.nui..
California.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Ball & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los
Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
Angeles.
Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., Los
Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
San Francisco.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San
Francisco.
•

Gems of q;Aought.

D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS.
ADDRESS THE TRUTH BEEKER OFFICE.

A Truth Seeker Around theWorld. Four
· large volumes. With steel-plate enl;l:raving of
the author in Vol. I, and aach volume illustrated
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound i."fl
red cloth, $6 50,

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Rc·
formers.
1,075 pages, 8vo.
Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 1,119
pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and .
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written
in prison. In cloth, $.3.00 per volume, o.r $5.00
for the two volumes; m leather, $7.00;· m morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

From Behind the Bars. · A series ofletters
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.

A Truth ~eeker ~n !<Ju~ope •. A series ?f

letters 'Vl"Itten durmg a visit of ten weeks IR
Europe. Givintr s'ome account of the International Freethmkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was a delegate_,}ollowed by a description of what he saw in .l!;ngland, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone are worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
850 pages. $1.50.

The Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treating upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, inGhost,
Bible.
To the latter 230 pages are uevoted, showing
that book to be a very inferior production for
a first-class God .• 333large pages. Paper covers,
60 cents; cloth, $1..
clurlin~Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy
Jesm~ uhrist, the Virgm lVIaq·, and the

Judaism, Christianity, and Mohanunedan·
ism examined historically and critically.
It is thons-ht to be the most damaging exhibit
of Christianity that has appeared. 500 large
pages. Price, $1 50.

TI1e Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A

debate on Christianity and Infidelity betwee.n
D. !VI. Bennett and Rev. G. H. HumP.hrey. Th~s
book has had a very large sale, and IS a spl~n~hd
work for Freetlnnkers to loan to Chnstian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. l\f.

Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper,
30cents.

What Objections to Chl'istianity Z A di_scussion between D. M. Bennett and G. l\L Mair,
divided into the followin.g pheses:.1. Christianity is neither new nor ongmal, bemg bm·~·o1"er1
or copied from much older syste)lls of rehgwn.
2. Miracles and snpernaturn:l achievements have
been as fully and truly_ascnbed to other teachero and founders of r~ligi9n .as t9 Jesus. 3. T4e
story of Jesus and his missiOn m the world IS
unhistorical; it is not corroborated by COJ?.temporaneous history. BenJ?.ett !tffirm~; lVIair .denies. This is an exhaustive discussiOn. Price,
$150.

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court up9n the ch~J-rge of. depositing prohibited matter m the mail. Thi~ gives
a full history of this celebrated case, and shows
what monstrous jnjustice was perpetrated upon
llfr. Bennett. Pnce, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.
Interrogatories to Jehov~h. ~eing 3,0QO
questions propounded to his JeWish Godship
upon a great variety of subjects. Cloth, 75cts.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters.

Firsli Dea.-

cori of Zion Hill Bapti~t churc~, giving ma!IY
church incidents and his evolutwn from Chnstianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth,
75 cents.

The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
in the L"and of Yahweh: also the Epistle
of Bennett the Apostle to the Truthseekers.
Cloth, $1.

The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to the Truth Seekers. 10 cents.
Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 10 cents.
An Honr with the Devil. 10 cent;;..

Self-Contradictions of the Bible.
----144---Moral, Theological; Historical, and Speculative
Propositions.
Price,

-

-

-

-

15 cents.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

fRfNCH RfVOLUTION~
Its Causes . al")d ·:Results.

By W. ,S. BELL.

Paper, 12mo, 25 cts.

Paine Vindicated
Reply to New York Observer.

:By :R. G. ING:e~SOLL.
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD."
Price, 15 cents.

Holy Bible Abridged.
The passages unfit for family reading.
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

The Martyrdom of Man
By WINWOOD READE.
PRESS NOTIOE.

It is really a remarkable book, in which uni
vers~tl )lis tory: is "boiled down " with surprisjng
skill. . . . The boldest and so far as h1stoncal
argument goes one of the ablest assaults ever
illade upon Chrlstianity.-[Literary World.
12tno, extra cloth, 543 pp. Price, $1. 75.
'J'H!'; TI\UTH el1JEKER, ~ lJ!'if!l<Y(lH~ P~age, N. ¥,
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"[;;i"beraJ

Jr1 eetings. Champions of the Church. {
WHAT
fhe Moo ern Smence Essayist
Each Number: Ten Uents.

These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
where these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought Societ-ies can hav their gatherings advertised here free by forwarding the necessary information.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.,
1\'Ieets every Friday evenin~r, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, ~E.15ph st .. L.ectures and
discussions. The pubhc cordially lllVlted.

The Newa1·k ;Liberal League
Meets every Sund!!Y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League HaJb 177 Halsey st., cor. l\farket
st., Newark, N. J .. Lecturf:ls and discussions on
religious and somal questwns. Seats free and
everybody welcome.
,

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ•
ation
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Pl~tform free. Henry Rowley, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Philadelphia Libet·al League 2i'i
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social Questions.
Able speakers interest the attdicnce. N.B.-Tmth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

The Secuhtr Society of Rent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly\ first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cttltivation are invited. MARIUS HEIGHTON, See.

Elizut• ·wright Seculat• Union
Of AlliancehO., meets the first and fourth· Sundays of eac month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago

S~cular

THEY

FOR

Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street,
and at 116 Fifth avenue. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome,

Milwaukee, "\Vis., Libet•al Club
Holds meetil!gs every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
and select reading. Discussion invited on ali
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FR,I.NK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.

HAY
DONE

CHRISTS
SAKE.
By D. lU, BENNE'J."'J' (Founder of THE
TnuTH i'EEKBn\. PricP, $:~. in cloth.. Address
T Hl~ 'l'nP·r'~r ~l~V"'ll'lt

~I ,!lf'l,,..flttP nln~f".

N.Y.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By .:rolln n. Kelso, A.ru:.
12mo, cloth, $1.00.

.,.....= oMillionaires Against Miners;
A

.ST=I....,.l'"'lo
~

r"

--on-

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
By HENRY D. LLoYD.
lllr This book tells how the Spring Valley miners

were starved into actual slavery.
It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime.
It deals not with theories but with facts,
figures, and names. It is a ]lowerfnl and pathetic book.
264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, l!ll.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Rights of Women

Union

-AND-

THE SEXUAL RELATIONS.
By KARL HEINZEN, the famous German Radical Editor.
An Address to an Unknown Lady Reader. Historical Review of the Legal Position of Women.
The Emanci]l_ation of Woman. The Passive Prostitution of Women. The Active Prostitution of
Men. The Execution of Men. Love and Jealousy.
Morality. Marriage. Adultery. Divorce. Is
Marri~e a Contract? Hanging a Woman. Religion. The Economic Independence of Woman.
Liberty and the Revolution the Allies of Woman.
Paper, 50C. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Tile lVest End Progressive Lib·
eral Union
or Los Angeles, c~l.. meets semi-monthly.j.. first

a.nu ·third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.lll. at .t"arr's
Hall. EverybodY" invited. llfRs. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMB, Rea. Sec.

The "\Valla Walla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington: l:!cience
Lectures.-.J<Tee Discussions.-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
librarx is at the service of members and friends.
v. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

Tile Roeder Secular Union

The entire
;cost of a U. S. Patent for a simple invention
is $55. A pamphlet containing much advice and information seldom given withoul
charge, will be mailed free.
Address EDWIN N. BEECHER,
Solicitor of Patents and Conn-·
selor in Patent Causes,
MARION, Hartford County,
CoNN.
N.B.-Register all
letters.

Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month; at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
ffreatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
• Universal M;ent.!!Jl Liberty." D. E. RicE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, V1ee-J'res.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, Pres.
ISAAC S. LEE, Sec.

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'v~t its hall~ cor.
Oong avenue and 9th street.
!Siting Lioerals
invited. J. P. RICHARDSON, President; M. IsAAc,
Secretary.

The .Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

Ken nedy' s·~

Meets every Sunday at 2:30 P:M. at Kni!lhts of
Honor Hall, Bay street. Visitors ·invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Liberal Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue,l\filwauke~ meet• every Sunday evening at 7: 30 o'clock.
A. li. SEvERANCE, President.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLEI
BEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and De;,;;fopment of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTS : The Hebrew Canon. The New Testa,ment. The ~arly ~ontrgversies. The Books ~~
Frrst Not Considered Inspired. Were the Father"
f>ompetent 1 The Fathers Quilted as Scripture
Rooks. which are ~01\' Called Apocryphal. 'fhe
Heretrcs. The Christran Canon.
l'aper. 50 cent~ ; clotp, 7Q cents.

•

Me dicaI Dis cover y
Takes hold in this order :

1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life and _Personal
characteristics ; his views on educatiOn ; his
religious opinions. By 1\IR. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His ancesta,
life, and personal characteristics. By JoHN w.
CHADWICK.
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
m:tterial universe ever have a beginning 1 By
GARRE·r P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology; How the world grew. By DR. LEwis
G. JANES.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
docs life begin; The problem of spontaneous
generation. By WILLIAM Po'rTs.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANilii:AL LIFE; The evidences from geology, geograghica.l distribution,
~tnd comparative zoology. By RossiTER R.I.YJIIOND, Ph.D.
7. THE DESCENT OF l\fAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; duration of human life on the planet. By E. D.
CoPE, Ph.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the
nervous system: the nature of mind. By RanT.
G. ECCLES, }!.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitive man;
growth of the family, city, and state: dcvelqpment of the domestrc relations; marriage. BY
JAMES A. SKILTON.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Ori!dnofreligious beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By z.
SrnNEY SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF l\IORALR. How c'tn1ism
rrows out of e_goism; the proper bala. .-, . Dy
DR. LEwis G. JANEs.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a, from geology;
b, from morpholog_y; c, from embryology; tl,
from met:tmorphosrs; e, from rudimentary organs; f, from geograpnical clistriuution; g,
from discovered link•; h~ from artiftciltl breeding; i, from reversion; .K, from mimicry. By
NELSON 0. PARSHALL.
13. EVOLUTION ASRELATEDTO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REV. JoHN W. CHAnwrcn:..
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relation
of the doctrine to_prcvailing philosophical systems. By STARR HoYT NICHOLS.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTWN ON THE
001\liNG CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REv.
MINOT J. SAVAGE.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCElt'S PIULOBOPHY.
By SYLVAN DREY.
18. THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception; sight, Hound, taste,
smell, feeling; the doctrine of tho U nknnwablc.
By RoBERT G. EccLES, M.D.
10. A STUDY OF l'viATTER AND MOTION. An
excellent digest of a much vexed question, with
g_uotations from many authorities. By HoN. A.
N. ADAMs.
20. PRIMITIVE MAN. Man as reYcalot1 by archeological studies; evidences of man's antiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic raccs ·
the ages of bronze nnd iron; cave llll'n an'1
Jake-dwellerst_ dolmen and mound )Jllilders;,
primitive implements and tools; proofs or
man's natural evolution. By Z. SIDNEY HAMPSON.
21. GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
Marriage a ,I>rimitive institntion; its earlier
forms; no eVIdence of original promiscuity; exogamy and endogamy; grouP-marriMe; polygyny, polyandry, and monogamy; marnago by
caP.ture; monogamy the highest form of the rchition; divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
contract; its regulation by the state. By C.
STANILAND WARE.
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The g-rowth
of political institutions;,.thc patriarchal family;
the tribe and clan. By~ OliN A. TAYLOR.
23. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
statute law and jurlge-rnnde law\ the conversion
of customs into law. By Pno~'. hm·us t:lHELDON.
2t. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCIENCE. Supernatural ideas of disease; fetichism in medicine; the beginnings of medical science. By
ROBERT G. EccLES, M.D.
25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. The
necessity for arms and armor under the struggle for existence. By JOHN C. KIMBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE 1\'illCHANIC ARTS
development of the human handy· the mrlicst
use of Implements and tools. By AMES A. SKILTON.
•
27. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The definition of wages; economic clwracteristics of the wage system; wages the outgrowth
of slavery; origin and development of the
wages system. By PRoF. GEO. GUN'roN.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN CJIVTLIZATION. The beginnings of education; early
methods in Egypt, Persia, China~ Gref'C<', und
Rome: early Chnstian ideas or eduention;
Catholic and Protestant views; the common
school system. By Miss CAIIOLINE B. LE ltow.
29< EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORl\L I.
The Theological Method. By REv. JoHN CHADWICK.
30. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. II.
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM PorTs.
31. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. III.
The Anarchistic :Method. By Huan 0. l'ENTEcosT.
32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAJ, REFORM. IV.
The Scientific Method. By D.~:s:n GREENLEAF THOMPSON.
33. ABA GRAY: His Life and Work. By Mns.
MARY TREAT.
84. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUMANS. The
Man and his Work. By PROF. JoHN FrsKE.
nr Each Number, Ten Cents . ..IIlli
Address THE TRUTH SEEI\En CO,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Bowels,
L. iver,
Pocket Theology.
Kidneys,
By VOLTAIRE.
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to

Terse. witty, and sarcastic definitions of theological terms. Price, 25 cents.

be out.

You know whether you need it or
not.
Sold by every drng!Qst, and manufactured by

DONALD KENNEDY,
KOXBUBY, lUA.Siilo

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
HIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINES.
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief."
B11 VISOO UNT AMBERLEY.

Cloth,

127
)'VO~tAS.

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S

FOR SALE AT THB TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

Essays and Lectures. Embracing Influ-

ence of Christianity on Civilizatio11 ; Cln·iRtianity andll'faterialism; What Literalism offers
in Place of Christianity; Scientilio l\bterialism;
Woman; Spiritualism from a l'vlatcrialititic
Standpomt; Paine the Political and Heligious
Hcformcr· Materialism and Crime; Will the
Comin" l\Ian Worship God? Crimes and Crndties oftJhrbtianity; the Authority of the Bihle;
FreethomrhtJudged by Its FrUlts; Our Ideas
of Gorl 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

Infinencc of Christianity upon Civiliza.
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
What Liberalism Offers in Place of
Christianity. 10 cents.
Sci(mtific Materialism ; Its Meaning and
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand·
}JOint. 10 cents,
Paine the Political aml Religious Re·
former. 10 cents.
Woman: HP.r l'ast and Present: Her
Rig fits an1l Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will tile Coming Man Worsltip God 1
10cents.

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and TheologicaJ. 20 cents.

Burgess· Underwood Debate.

A Four

days' debate hetwcen B. F .. Underwood and
Prof. 0. A. Bm·gcss, President of the Northwestern Christinu University, Indbtnn.polis, Ind.
Accurately reported. 188 pp. Cloth, 80 cents.

Go~

Why Doesn't

By .M.

Kill the Devil1

:Sabcoc~.

Price,

25 eentR.

The Clergyman's Victims.
A LIBERAL STORY.
By llhts. E. J. BALL.

W ATS'R

Price, 25 cent.<.
0~

LIF-e

Js Doing 'Vonders in Curing tile Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 Routh Main street. Wilkesbarrt, Pa.

DOWN

THEY
GO!

Best make Amencau Rtemwind Watches, 15
jewels, adjusted, pat. re/.(ulntor, in silvcrin~ case,
only $11; m 8 ounce com silver, $16; 4 omwc, $17
(a few ycnrs ago $60). In best 14 kt, filled golrl
cases, open fncc, $20; lmnting, *23 to $28; 14 l<t.
solid gold, $40 to 1!1100; same, not acljustcd, $:&less;
11 jwls. $8.110, and 7 iwls. $5 loss Clower gmde
wntchcs,$5, $4Lancl $2 50).
'I'HE

PEI~FEC'I'I"J)

"0'.1".1'0 'VE'J"I'•

S'.l'EJN" WA'J'CJI, rnnch finer than above,
full adjusted tn lwat, cold, and position, 16 jwls.
and nll modern impr·ovmnrmts, mckel movement,
cased as above, $8 more, gilt mov't. $6 more. No
one else in the worltl sends out so good a watch

a\~i.\fi~~'

(;:OLD HUN'.l'ING AiliEilJ•
CAN 'V A'J'CJIES, littest styles, best fillccll 7
jwls. 1!!17; 11 jwls. $18.50; 15 iwls. $25; 14 kt. solid
gold, $10 to $100 more. All sent prcpnicl, kept in
order one year, and cash refunded if not stttisfac-

to~fiAMONDS:

in rings, pins, drops, stnds,
etc. IIllO; $15; $25; $50; $100 to 1!11,000 per set.
Cash rofnndcd, if not 20 per cent below regular
price nny time within one year.
'VEJ)J)INU JUN(;:S: Plain, ch11sccl, with
ponrls, emcrahlH, ruhjcR 7 moonHtOllCH, opnlH, g-ar-

nets, turquoise, solitaires or combinations, a
spccraltY.
.
SUNI'HliES: Rogers Bros.' trrplc-Pllltcci
knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; telL spoons, $1.80;
tttbles, $.3 49; best spccts. in tlw worlcl, $1; pchhles, $2; 14 kt. gold, .$5 more (scncl lil)c of finest
print you cnn read w1t.hout glasses 14 mchcs from
eyes); gold-headed canes, $8; $10; $15; $20. Rest
razor-a luxury-$2. Solid silver spoons, $1. 70Fcr
ounce. Souvenir spoons. silver, $1.25 to $2. ' 'ell
sets. $20 to $40; everything in the line of fnnc;r
table silver, novelties, plush, anrl art goocls, gol<l
pens, etc. All sent prcfiaid (except cutlery) subJect to exchange or 2.~}-..~c~ET'.I'S'.l'EJN
Estahlishcrl 1857.
Uochcllc, in.
Send for price lists beautiful cards in colors
all!l gold of my Frcetlwught badges (large and
small), tracts, etc. Free.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circnlars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE SJ,ENKER,
Snowville, Va.

__ -----·

__,_,_
A patient writing from Davenpol11 Wash., S!J-Yh8
"Your remedy is marvelousl and wril acconwh8.
what is said rt will do. Tne value of which '"
untold."
·
DR. TAFT'S ABTHMALENl!l
A STHMA-cuREDnever
rails; send u.s your
BOTTHLYB FREE

adtiress. we will mail trial

THE Dll. TAfTIROS, M, GO.,R~GH~STER, • •
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John E. Remsburg'~ Books.

----

_____:::.

--=-=---===::::.....---

--:-----~-

False Claims.

Revised and. Enlarged..·

As a Missionarr Document it is unexcelled.
Amoug .the subJects considered by Mr. Rems•
burg are: The Church and l\'Iorality; Criminal Statistics, showing ~he creeds of the
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
Civilization; the Church and Science· th~
Church and Learning; the Church and Lib·
erty; the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the Woman's Rights l\'Iovement;· the Temperance Reform; the Church and the Republic.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals.

q-.--:--=--

-

SOME PECULIARITIES OF. DAVID'S JOSS.
.
T~en the ;Lm;d awak~d as one out of sleep, ·and like a mighty man that shouteth by reason of wine.
smote his enemies m the hinder·parts: he put them to a perpetual reproach.-Psalms Jxxviii.

Twenty Cr:ilnes and Vices

Sanctioned by Scriptureh· Falsehood and Deception; Clieating; T eft and Robberyi
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars oi
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to Children_J Cruelty to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; uannibahsm;
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Sample Prayer by the Machine.
0 Lord, our Heavenly Father) We know thou art
not partial to new mventions, and that tho~ hast an
old grudge against graven images, but in this age
of progress and labor-saving devices, we beseech
thee to throw aside thy prejudices and not be
jealous of thy servant, the machine, because it is
fashioned somewhat after thy image, for we assure
thee that the inventor meant no reflection on thy
majesty or disregard for thy personal appearance,
but it was his intention to furnish a mouthpiece as
a substitute for the parson and to do away with
middlemen in transacting business between this
world and the next.
Thou knowest, 0 Lord, in times past that religious ingenuity has been chiefly directed in inventing instruments of torture, but more humane ideas
hav at last robbed religious machinery of its terrors, and we here present ourselvs to the piously
inclined, believing we are able to perform the
praying business with neatness and dispatch.
Thou art also aware, 0 Lord, that in these days
we hav an overproduction of very tiresome and
useless · drones, known as priests, parsons, and
chaplains, whose prayers are not only dull and
lugubrious, but also costly and a grievous burden
to many of the taxpayers of this country. Therefore, 0 Lord, we hope that we will fill a long-felt
want by superseding high-salaried prayer-makers
and fmnishing a better article at a trifling cost.
0 Lord, we know not whether thou hast ever heard
of the United States Congress or not, but if not,
we advise thee n.ot to seek a too intimate acquaint:
ance, lest thy opinion of this nation should fall
considerably below par. But, Lord, if peradventure,
as in the case of Sodom and Gomorrah, thou hast
heard rumors concerning this Congress, thou hast
probably a suspicion that there arises a perfume
which is not altogether'" as a sweet savor imto thee,
for verily, 0 Lord, we beg to inform thee that this

august and robust body of law-breaking law-makers
are a pretty tough lot of vain and bald-headed
sinners, whose consciences hav been d~ad so long
that the odor thereof hath become a st.ench in the
nostrils of honest men .. Now, 0 Lord, let npt t~y
anger be kindled just now, nor be too hasty about
spilling thy fire and brimstone upori them; for we
confess that we are convinced that quite a number
of them are more upright than thy servant Lot was,
and besides, 0 Lord, thou must remember that our
Congressmen labor so ··zealously to escape the wiles
of the bribe-giver, and of strange women, and to get
rid of the surplus, that lo! they are .weary and feel
}~onstrained to keep a ·hired m:an to talk to thee for
them, for which favor they feel too poor to pay
themselvs, but lay the burden thereof on the taxpayers. Now, 0 our father, if thou hast any influence with this Congress, we beseech thee to bless
them ·with a larger sense of justice, and shed abroad
in their hearts a little of the religion of common
sense, and move them to consider their ways and lw
honest enough to pay for their own praying or
adopt the machine in the interest of economy and
reform, that their example may be as a shining light
unto state legislators and all those who employ
prayer-makers at the expense of others.
In conclusion, 0 Lord, we ask thee to take this
matter under consideration, and act upon it at thy
earliest convenience, and for Christ's lake, and the
sake of these thy suffering people, move this Congress to adopt the machine, and thine be the glory,
the honor, and profits. Amen.

Mr. Freshman and One of His Converts.

forth that he allowed himself to be baptized in
London for thirty shillings, after which h~ came to
New York and applied to :M:r. Freshman for assistance. His affidavit says:
"He received me with open arms and open pocket.
After receiving odd sums of money, he installed me as a
regular salaried 'assistant.' I was quartered at ·his
branch in Suffolk street, but my duties extended to places
elsewhere. Thus, during the convention of last November I rendered valuable service nightly. On Wednesday,
November 11th, Mr. Freshman requested me before the
service began to deliver a stirring testimony. Accordingly, after the service he beckoned me to follow him to
the vestry, where he handed me four silver half dollars
and one p11per dollar. My entire earnings during the
week for testimonies amounted to $14. I also received $3
from Mr. Freshman for writing an insulting letter to Mr.
Benjamin.
"In the meantime I was approached Ly Mr. Herman
Warzaviack, a rivalmisHionary, who is conducting a Jewish mission under the auFpiceH of the 'City Mission.' Mr.
Warzaviack agreed to pay me liberally provicled I am
willing to defnme the charncter of his rival, Mr. Freshman. I cheerfully closed the lmrgain with my new
master and became the sworn enemy of my old one. The
rules prevailing at the rivnl mission>! are identical. Telling the truth in both houses is strictly prohibited. The
only addition I discerned in my new master was that his
morality was anything but Christian.
.
"Many supporters of the Jewish mission will no doubt
t,reat my statement with contempt, under the plea that .no
reliance could be placed upon a backslider. But I implore you, dear Christians, why should the Jewish convert be credited when he is telling falsehood for gain and
doubt his veracity when he is telling the truth at a loss to
himself ? The treasury of the missionary fund is certainly locked in my face, while the treasury of the Jewish
mission funds will never be opened, as it never existed.
I declare before God and man that I am more sinned
against than sinner. The examples shown by every Jewish missionary is enough to demoralize anyuody. With
want and starvation staring me in the face, I declare before God and man that should it be possible for the Christian community to maintain dives of the Billy McGlory
design, they could do no worse than maintain missionaries of· the Freshman and Warzaviack pattern. My
present action ought, I believe, prove my veracity. I
am making my statement under oath, and am fully d.ware
of the penalty of perjury. I am, however, ready and
willing to face the accused missionaries in public and corroborate my assertions. Should they be able to deny my
accusations, I will cheerfully undergo any term in states
p~ison for perjury as prescribed by law.
"IsAAc LoNG,
"Sworn to and subscribed before me}
this 27th day of January, 1892.
"TIMOTHY A. FAY,
"Notary Public, New York County."

The chief manager of the Jew-converting mission in St. Mark's place is becoming discouraged.
Mr. A. Benjamin's efforts are telling. Not only has
the Independent supplemented the criticisms of the
Jewish journals and THE TRuTH' SEEKER, but the
Herald has found time to interview Mr. Freshman,
and incidentally room to print the Independent's
remarks. In the interview Mr. Freshman says he
is inclined to withdraw from his pastorate. This
is what he said to the reporter who showed him
the paragraph in the Independent, reprinted in
these columns:
"Now, I do not desire to discuss this persecution, but
it seems that there is an imperativ necessity for doing so.
All this trouble grows out of the bitter malignity of one
In view of this statement a!fd others which hav
man, A. Benjamin, who for years has pursued me like an
been
published revealing the swindling character of
evil genius. What or who he is I cannot say. It is reported that he is an agent of wealthy Hebrew religion- the missiop, so far '!18 making converts among the
ists, who aim through him to break up my church.
Jews, it would seem to be eminently proper that
'' STINGING POSTAL CARDS. .
Mr. Freshman should carry out his threat and re"This man wrote an article in the Jewish" ]}fessenger
and influenced poor Isaac Long to make his false affi- sign his pastorate.
davit against me. He has also, in some unaccountable
An Iniquitous Measure.
way, secured the cooperation of the Christian IndependFor years Anthony Comstock has been trying to
ent. See this." Here the Rev. Mr. Freshman showed
the following postal card message received by him on enlarge his powers of persecution and to establish
February 6th:
through the post-office a censorship of which he
"'It affotds me the greatest pleasure to inform you that to-day's
~hould
be the real head. At almost every session
Jewish Messenuer contains two columns of the greatest importance
to you and your glorious work among the lost sheep of Israel. of Congress he has had some pious member introGlory Hallelujah. TirE TRUTH SEEKER, too, contains a fine editorial about you and your work, but it is too sinful a paper for you duce an amendment to his original statute which
to read.
Yours in praying,
A. BENJAMIN.'
should giv him the power he seeks. The followi;ng
" On the morning this postal card message reached me is. a copy of his last and worst:
young Hugo Cohen, a new convert arid worker with us,
CONGHESS,
H. R. 120.
received a po_stal card addressed to the 'Rev. Hugo "52D
"lS'r Sl!:SSION.
Cohen, D.D., LL.D.,' and reading:
"'l\TY DEAR BRoTHER: Sing ye to the Lord for the contents of today's Jewish Messenaer and TRUTH SEEKER. Read it and let us
pray.
A. BEN.runN.'

" IN '£HE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVS.

"JANUARY 5, 1892.
"lleacl twice, referred to the committee on the post-offices and
post-roatl,, and ordered to be printed.

"As to the statements· made in the Independent, I pronounce them one !J.nd all false. None of my converts has
renounced Christianity. I hav prepared a formal state"Mr. Henderson, of Iowa, introduced the following
ment which will be submitted to a meeting of our advis- bill:
ory and managerial boards, at the head of which is the
"A BILL
Rev. Dr. Charles F. Deems. I am inclined to withdraw '' To amend section thirty-eight hundred and nin.ety-three
from my pastorate."
of the Revised Statutes of the United States, and for
The affidavit of Isaac Long, a Russian Jew, sets
other purposes.
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" Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representativs of the United States of America in Congress
assembled, That section thirty-eight hundred and ninetythree of the Revised Statutes of the United States be, and
the same is hereby, amended so as to read as follows:
" (New matter in italics).
"SEO. 3893. Every obscene, lewd, filthy, indecent, or
lascivious book, pamphlet, picture, paper, letter, writing,
print, or other publication of an indecent or filthy character or devoted to the pltblicat-ion or principally made
up of CJ"iminal news, police report.~, or accounts of
criminal deecl8, or pictures and stories of immoral deeds,
lust, or crime, and every article or thing designed or
intended for the prevention of conception or procuring
of abortion, and every article or thing intended or
adapted for any indecent or immoral use, and every
written or printed card, letter, circular, book, pamphlet,
advertisement, or notice of any kind giving information;
directly or indirectly, where or how, or of whom, or by
what means any of the hereinbefore-mentioned matters,
articles, or things may be obtained or made, or advertisement contained in any 1wwspaper, pamphlet, or
circular giving i1~{ormation where m· b;IJ whom abortion ma.IJ be performed, or where pills, medicin, nostrunM, or advice for the prevention of conception or for
abortion may be obtained, or advertisements of medicins, drugs, nostrums, or apparatus for the cure Cj
private or venereal di.seases, whethe1· sealed as firstclass matter or not, are hereby declared to be nonmailable
matter, and shall not be conveyed in the mails nor delivered from any post-office nor by any letter-carrier; and
any person who shall knowingly deposit, or cause to be
deposited, for mailing or delivery, anything declared by
this section to be nonmailable matter, and any person
who shall knowingly take the same,. or cause the same to
be taken, from the mails, for the purpose of circulating
or disposing of, or aiding in, the circulation or disposition
of the same, shall, for each and every offense, be 'fined
upon conviction thereof not more than five thousand
dollars, or imprisoned at hard labor not more than five
years, or both, at the diecretion of the court; and all
offenses committed under the section of which this is
amendatory, prior to the approval of this act, may be
prosecuted and punished under the same in the same
manner and with the same effect as if this act had not
been passed: and the Postmaster-Gener·al shall hav
.full autlwr·it;IJ to declare what matter is nonmailable
under this act, so far as the transportation in the mails
is concerned: Prov'ided, That nothing in this act shall
authorize any person to. open an71 letter or sealed mattel' of the first class not addre.ssed to himself: And pJ·ov·ided farther, That ttpon the cont·inued mailing of
newspapers or periodicals containing advertisements
OJ' other articles or 'items forbidden by this act to be
transmUted ·in the mails, the Postmaster- General is
hereby authorized to declare said pttblication, including
.future issues thereof, nonmaUable."

~'? ..

B. A. Enloe, Tenn.; R. P. C. Wilson, lVIo.; E. J.
Dunphy, N.Y.; John D. Anderson, W.Va.; Elijah
V. Brookshire, Ind.; John C. Kyle, Miss.; John M.
Pattison, 0.; John C. Crosby, Mass.; A. J. Hopkins,
Ill.; John A. Caldwell, 0.; John L. Wilson, Wa1:1h.;
C. A. Bergen, N.J.; C. F. Louu, Cal., and John T.
Caine, Uta)l.
These men may all be addressed House of Representativs, Washington, D. C., and they should be
addressed promptly from every state in the
Union and by everyone who values or is willing to
defend the freedom of the press and mails, and who
objects to a Russian censorship over the publications they prefer to read. With the word "indecent" in the statute, and armed with Benedict's
definition of obscenity, there is ·not a book worth
reading that could not be suppressed, if the right
jury could be obtained before the right judge.
The Canadian fools hav held Colonel Ingersoll's
writings to be indecent, and there are fools in the
United States as well as over the northern border.
We hope our readers will get in the spirit of
writing letters to their representativs. It is the
most effectiv Wf!>Y of inflU:encing ordinary legislation. And those proposed amendments ought to
be killed. We hav outlined but a few of the many
reasons for it. Others will suggest themselvs,
though letters to public men should be short and
to the point. Write to the member of the committee from your state,. and from those states not
represented on the committee write to the chairman. Let us kill the bill !

New York's Legislature and the World's Fair.

Not a day too soon, in fact, not quite in time, did
we warn the Freethinkers of this state of the Sabbatarian attempt to close New York's exhibit
at the World's Fair by law. Watching then· chance,
the bill was sprung upon the assembly when known
pietists were in the greater force, and passed by the
small majority of two.
Afterwa1~ the bill was tabled and the fig-ht is not
lost. The bill will come up again, and in the mean
time let every reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER in the
state and all his or her friends write to then·
assemblymen not to vote to close New York's exhibit .
The clscussion of the measure in the assembly
It will be seen by scanning the italicized portions
of this bill that publishers would be practically at was interesting. The He1;ald's report thus dethe mercy of Comstock a~id the postmaster-general. scribes it:
"As soon as the bill [making the $300,000 appropriaThe word " indecent" is of such a broad meaning
that it would take in a Roman Catholic blood tion for the exhibit] was reached Mr. Deyo, the highly
conscientious member from Broome, movPd an amendatonement picture or one of Jonathan Edwards's ment which dir<'cted that the exhibit of this state should
sermons on hell. It would depend on the jury. not be open to the public on Sunday.
But it would certainly take in all the daily papers
"Leader George Bush, who is notably fair-minded and
if district attorneys could be found who would dare broad on all such questions, protestPCl that the question
should be lBft entirely to the commissioners having the
undertake their prosecution.
.
exhibit in charge. • We hav decided to hav a representaThe second addition to the law is aimed at such tiv display at this great exhibition,' he said, 'and it is unpapers as the Police Gazette, a journal that we wise to tie up our commissioners. They are able men
should at once brand as indecent, but which thou- and competent to judge what is best in this matter.'
'' 'It might just as well be understood,' replied Mr.
sands of other people, with just as good right to
select their reading matter as we hav, read with de- Deyo, 'that those managers are our servants, and that
we are entitled to represent to them the sentiments of the
light. Their taste is not admirable, but that is people of this stat<
That the fair did not go to New
their business.
York was due to the fact that the people wanted it kept
The third addition puts nearly all the daily and free from partisan influences. Mr. Bush knows thnt, and
weekly newspapers in the country at the mercy of I am glad to see that his conscience pricks him. There
Comstock. There are very few papers which do are othe1•s besides himself who see their mistake now. It
is not the Chicago exhibit of which we are speaking, but
not advertise patent m:edicins and doctors who the New York state exhibit, and the I)eople of this state
perform miraculous cures. But people must be are opposed to Sunday opening.'
" ' Public sentimep.t on this question has changed
their own judges of whom to patronize. It is no
part of a republican government to furnish a club a great deal in a short time,' interposed Mr. Hitt.
'There was some objection to Sunday opening at the
in the shape of a law for iiTesponsible private fair at first, but it is fast fading away~ The idea
agents to blackmail either publishers or doctors .•
is too narrow. I will go as far as anyone to preBut the worse thing in the bill is the power given serve the sanctity of the Sabbat!l, but the case in
the postmaster-general. He is made the poohbah hand does not appeal to my sympathies. I believe it
will be far better to hav the people of all nations who
of publishing. He has the power of the Russian
visit this great exhibition spend their Sunday looking at
censor. He can stop the mailing of not only any' our exhibit than to spend it in the saloons, as they will
particular issue of a paper, but its future issues. surely do if the exhibit is closed. It is wrong to tie up
That is, he can destroy the business of any pub- our commissioners as this amendment proposes. I don't
lisher he pleases. What a chance foi· blackmail in believe in instructing delegates.'"
"'But you always do instruct them,' broke in General
subordinates, who really do the supervising, includHusted.
•
ing such agents of Paul-pry societies as Comstock
"'No, we don't,' retorted ·¥r. Hitt. 'We hav a lot of
would hav!
delegates coming to our convention on Monday and they
This outrageous bill is now before the House of are n,pt instructed, but they will vote right when the time
Representativs Committee on Post-offices and Post comes.' This break was greeted with roars of derisiv
laughter from the Republican side and some expressions
Roads, composed of the following gentlemen : J.
of surprise from the Democrats.
Ht3nder~Qn, of Gfl.., chairman; J. H. :Blount, Va.;
" 'Thousands can't aiford to lo~e the dtty,' said John

s.
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Connelly. 'The great mass of visitors will find their time
all too short as it is, without closing our doors on Sunday.
I don't believe the opening of the exhibition will destroy
the American Sabbath. People are getting broader
views on such subjects. In New York the Sunday opening of the Art Museum was fought vigorously at first, but
the press has educated the people up to it and we shall
soon hav it open. !believe that if this great exhibition is
opened on Sunday the morals and virtue of the world
will be benefited instead of degraded by it.'
'' 'Let UR leave the question to the Chicago managerH,'
again urged Leader Bush.· 'It would be foolish for us to
order the New York exhibit closed on Sunclay and hav
others kept open. No state should hamper its exhibit like
that. It is unfair to the people to determin that question
here. Let ns make the appropriation and leave it to the
commissioners, '
"Here General Husted again took the floor and helped
the fight along. 'Of course, the World's Fair should hav
been held. in New York,' he remarked cheerfully. '•But
the South and Northwest were too strong and beat this
state by pooling their issues, just as they propose to beat
yon gentlemen of the majority in the national convention.'
" 'Our convention,' shouted the Democratic chorus.
" 'Yes, yours,' retorted General Husted. ' Now it is a
fact that no great exhibition of any kind in this country
was ever kept open on Sunday except in Chicago. This
is one of the handsomest and most energetic cities we hav,
but it is also the most godless city on this continent,
outside of Leadville. I know it. Chicago is away ahead
of even Paris in iniquity. And I will never vote for any
measure which violates the American Sunday. I believe
in that clay as I believe in God and the savior, ·ancl my
whole support goes to this amendment.'
"Colonel Webster said a few words after the Westchester orator had sat down and folded his hands, but so
many of the Democratic members were absent that all the
efforts to save the bill intact were useless and the antiSunday-opening amendment was carried by a vote of 49
to 47.
"Then everybody looked disgusted and the Republicans
chuckled. But the fiery Democmtic leader was on his
feet at once. 'I move to table the bill,' he said, 'so as
to let 011r RPpublican friends gather their scattered senses.
They will soon see that it don't pay to try to make politics out of a quasi-religious question. It will be a good
idea to wait till they can hear what the people think of
their action.'
"Both Deyo and Husted objected vigorously to the plan,
but the House adopted it by a vote of 51 to 49, and the
fight will be.reopened at an early day."
It is .curious, and it may not be uninstructiv, to
note that the Sunday-closing amendment was made
an almost party affair-Republicans for, Democrats
against. The former need laboring with, therefore, a little harder than the latter. Our advice
last week, DO NOT DELAY, we repeat with still
more urgency now.

-------4--------

lVIr. ·Benjamin ·Harrison is in favor of a law for
the District of Columbia which shall prevent any
mechanic collecting wages for Sunday labor. Rev.
R. C. ·wylie, in the Christian Nation, states that
the message of President Harrison about the Chilean difficulty, that was sent to Congress on Monday noon, was sent to the government printer's
office on Sabbath noon, to be at once put in type.
And the question arises, if the Sunday law had
been enacted could the government printers hav
collected their pay~ What a Presbyterian hypocrit our preside~t is, anyway!
According to the Rev. Dr. Mills, of Milwaukee,
the American Secular Union is responsible for a
good deal. In a recent sermon on Sunday observance he said: "There are many dR.rts thrust at the
Sabbath, and principal among them is the Secular
Union. Eleven years ago that society was founded
with the one idea of working for the opening of the
Centennial exposition· on Sunday. Failing in thiR
purpose, the society effected a national organization, and by its influence literature railing against
the Sabbath was circulated. ·These papers reachecl
the Anarchistic societies of Europe and they, thinking that at last a land had been discovered where
the commune and other license-, not liberty-loving
bands could exist, hastened to the United States.
When Robert Ingersoll r.ided in the organization of
the Secular Union he invited Anarchy to America
and brought to this fair land the Atheistic, Socialistic scum of Europe." vVe hav serious doubts that
the "Socialistic scum" of Europe ever heard of the
American Secular Union. But we do hope that the
managers of the W odd's Fair at Chicago will hear
of it. Mr. Mills is as badly mixed in the other
statements as in this; but he is not worth setting
right.
•
.
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0n t'As I)a:oifio ($oast.
Vews and Notes.
The Rev. Mr. Briggs, of Modesto, refused to accept my challenge to debatR, at the advice, he ~aid,
of his Christian friends. It seems that Mr. Bnggs
is growing wiser-his bravery is oozing out, and
" discretion is the better part of valo):." He was
quite anxious for debate when I reached Modesto
awhile ago, but has concluded that he had better
stick to the pulpit and only attack the Infidel when
he is a hundred miles away.
In place of the debate I gave three lectures at
Modesto February 8th, 9th, lOth, on "The Religious Conspiracy," etc. The audiences constantly
increased. Evidently there is a very large Liberal
element in Modesto. · Colonel Kelso did a good
work here in former yeara. HA was a te:;tcher at
· Modesto and vicinity, and in lonely toil, with the
bare necessities of life, wrote his Freethought books,
and contended with the orthodox clergymen whenever they were willing· to meet him. He prepared
the way for Liberal advance. I am sure, notwithstanding the array of seven or more churches, that
the majority of the people of this place are Liberal,
but it needs work to develop the latent forces.
I had a delig·htful sociable time at Modesto.
The people giv good 'Yelcome to their homes. Mr.
and Mrs. C. Lee, of the American House, do their
best for the comfort of the Secular Pilgrim, and
make one wish to stay longer in these fields of
labor. I was pleased to meet with Mrs. vYhitmore,
Mrs. Williams; and others, from Ceres, a neighboi·ing rural town, which sent quite a delegation to
our meetings. I also enjoyed the hosp1tality of
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott ; with Mr. and Mrs. Leigh
Irvine ; Mr. and Mrs. Allen, with Mrs. Rose their
daughter, a stanch Liberal ; 1\ii:r. and Mrs. 'l'hompson, and Mr. and Mrs. B. W eil aud family. With
this circle of frie)lds the sunny clays at MocleBtO
were charming indeed. The weather was never
more delicious. Warm and bright were the skies,
and the sun, despite the "spots " which I looked
upon throug·h a smoked glass, shone with cloudless
glory. Mr. B. Weil, on Thursday, gave me a pleasurable trip about the city in his shining new rig
called, I believe, the London Track, which made a
most gay appearance in glittering harmony with
the magnificent sunshine of the noon-day. B'ar off
shone the snowy summits of the Sierras ; to the
westward were the blue and glorious walls of the
Coast range ; between were the vast plains, with
orchards and vineyards, black plowed fields of
thousands of acn!f:l, the graen banks of the flowing
river, and the pretty little city in the midst with its
many elegant dwellings and rustle of business. I
am obliged to my friend, Mr. Weil, for this picturesque drive ; this vision of California's varied loveliness.
I count myself fortunate in making the acquaintance here of Leigh H. Irvine, the business manager
of the Modesto Ne1/Js. He has written a brilliant
book entitled, "The Struggle for Bread," which
comes neare:r;, I think, to hitting the mark, than
most of the books that treat of labor problems.
Mr. Irvine does not tmclertake to do the impossible.
He has no "patent remedies." He simply states
the situation; givs facts and figures; offers valuable suggestions ; he clears the way, and does ~ot
muddle his conclusions with impracticable theones.
Everyone who is interested in the questions of the
clay will find this book a help. Mr. Irvine is a
young man, and has a · fine career before him, I
think, for he has come of admirable Freethought
stock. Those who read the articles of Clarke Irvine, or "Holt," in THE TRUTH SEEKER, will know
whereof I speak, and realize that my young friend
has a capable ancestry. While I was in Leigh Irvine's office a card came by mail from his father
recommending, if ever he had the opportunity, to
cultivate the acquaintance of Samuel Putnam, representativ o{THE TRUTH SEEKER. This was a pleasant coincidence, and I keep the card thus received
in remembrance of " Holt."
I was also pleased to meet, at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Lapham, Miss Valerie Hickethier, of Oakland, one of the bright newspaper women of California, who will undoubtedly make her mark both
in literature and Freethought. Also I was pleased
to strike hands with Hanscom, Sr., a pioneer of Liberalism in this country. His son, Mr. S. L. Hanscom, a fearless Freethinker, conducts the Modesto
Jierald. Captain James; W. J. Smith, an old comrade of, Omaha when I was in the Unitarian pulpit;
Judge Capron, and others it was my privilege again
to meet. Modesto is not only a place of happy
memory, but of hope fOJ; the future.
It was my good luck, as I left Modesto with its
bright days, to meet, almost the first one on t.he
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train, Alonzo F. Jones, of the Ame1··ican Sentinel.
I believe he is a "Rev.," but he doesn't seem to me
a bit like a preacher. He has read my "Religious
Experience," he says, with interest, but he does not
accept my conclusions. Well, if one is to hav a religious faith, I think that of the Seventh Day Adventists is as good as any. I like their heaven
much better than I do the orthodox heaven, and
there is no hell about it either. Like the :l\Iormon
religion, it is a materialistic religion-and; so far,
sensible. There is no natural immortality at all. It
comes through Christ, by a supernatti.ral power.
Thenifore the wicked perish-there is no eternal
hell. As for the saints, they don't play on harps
anclloaf around the throne, but they inherit this
good, solid earth, and they are good, solid men and
women, with appetites, etc., and they liv with flesh
and blood on the bosom of. this regenerated world,.
where there are no grasshoppers or cyclones or
scale bugs or gophers or fleas and such things; but
there are green fields, shining waters, beautiful
mountains, sunny skifs, herds of cattle, flocks of
sheep on a thousand bills, fish in the sea ; there, in
co·mfortable. houses, on pleasant farms, the land
flowing with milk and honey, liv the saints forever
in linclisturbecl felicity. I really like that heaven.
·It is interesting, because it is humrm. I regard l\Ir.
Jones as one of the brightest thinkers in the country, as well as a sturdy worker. He has just published a valuable work, "The Two Republics." It
is one of the best studies of the Roman .republic
and empire, of Christianity, of ·Constantine, of our
early history, of the Puritans, of the formation of
our secular Constitution, that there is out. It
shows the dangerous growth of ecclesiastical power
in the legislation and judicial decisions of our
country. Every Freethinker should read this book.
It is one of the best political volumes of the clay.
Mr. Jones is absolutely in favor of liberty. On thut
question we are thoroughly at one. When his own
church undertook to make a creed, he opposed and
defeated the movement. His criticisms of Judgt·
Hammond's decision are of great value. They not
only show legal learning, but insight into universal
principles. I would not hav missed my journey
with Jones on any account. It was an intellectual
treat, and I had a chance also to get posted on the
situation, for by his untiring labor~ Mr. Jones
keeps informed of tho doings of the church power.
The dangers a.re greater than I thought them to be.
There is a long, hard struggle before us.
On Friday evening, February 12th, the San
Francisco Liberals meet to devise means, if possible,
to continue lectures and sociables during the ye!Lr.
In a place like San Francisco there are grettt difficultie~ in the way of permanent work.
Our special effort during the month of January was very
successful. I am glad to see that the now elements are coming in, and that the interest grows.
There will be a sociable and entertainment on Sunday evening, February 21st.
Saturday night I attended the ninth anniversary
of the Bohemian Golden Gate Lodge. I always
look forward to this sociable gathering of · the
countrymen of Huss for a good time all night long.
My friends, Mr. and Mrs. J. Vostrovsky, with all the
children, come up yearly from San Jose to attend
this festival. Mr. Vostrovsky is prominent both as
a speaker and writer among his countrymen, aucl
hy various contributions to journals in hif:l owu
lanauage helps on the Freethought movement.
Bohemia is one of the most interestmg countries in
all Europe. It is the land of song and romance,
and it is no wonder that in America the ancestral
domain is remembered, and the old songs are :mng.
and the old music thrills.
·
We all go there-Captain Johnson, Mrs. Andrews, of ·'Around the World Alone ;" Lilian and
Stephen Pearl, Mr. and Mrs. Emil Lemme, and
others ; and it is a merry and beautiful sight. The
hall is crowdfcl, the flag floats !Lbove, and gay and
animating strains fill the air. The opening of the
grand march is by the president of the society, Mr.
T. Matejovic. Dr. J. Prosek, Mr. J os. L. Baloun,
and comrades more, we greet again under the shining banners of Bohemia and Columbia. The dance
flows on, the Lancers and the waltz, the polka and
the Spanish ; but especially fascinating is the
Besecla, the Bohemian national dance. The music
is lovely, martial, and joyous, with low, sweet melodies and trumpet tones, and over the vast hall
hundreds join in the brilliant maze. Bright and
intricate and picturesque are the changing figures.
The glancing forms, harmoniously moving, make a
scene of glittering enchantment.
·
Of course we did not go home till morning on such
an occasion as this, which only comes once 1 year.
It was 6 o'clock in the morning-Sunday-when
my San Jose friends and myself drank a parti?g
cup of coffee, waiting for the train, and th~n w1th
Stephen Pearl Andrews-familiar name-I lmgerecl
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until the horse-cars ran and at 8 o'clock A.l\1. was on
my way to Sacramento to lecture that evening.
After a gooclnn.p in the hospitable mansion of Mr.
Gooclhill, the first one to greet me, to my surprise,
was J obn A. J ost, of Ogden. I had not seen: him
for years. He is now eighty-two and as ready for
work as ever, still looking ahead.
I had the usual audience at Sacramento, neither
Yery large nor very small, but attentiv. I discoursed on SpirituRlism, Theosophy, and Infidelity.
So long as there is R. Butterfield, N. D. Goodell,
and others to stand by the flag I shall make Sacramento a battle-fidel, no matter what its changing
fortunes.
Mr. J. V ostrovsky handed me the San Jose papers,
in which there is a great hubbub about the Bible
in the normal schools. It was excluded six months
ago by the board of trustees. Thereupon a petition was circulated for its reinstatement. This was
signed by five hundred of the pupils, the county
and city superintendents, and nearly all the teachers in the county.
After a warm session the
matter was laid upon the table. The Bible is still
excluded. There is great excitement, and the pulpits thunder with arguments. Some of them are
upon our side.
Father Calzitt of the Catholic
church puts the matter so tersely, that I will place
his words on record. They are vahmble for reference:
Yestm·day at the lnst mnss !Father Cal:da delivered a
short hut most emphntic sermon on the Bible question.
'fhe object of his renmrks WitH to show that the petition
lately presented to the lloard of the normal school t1:ustees
is most unreasonable, unjust, and utterly in Ol)POsition
with the broad American spirit of our public institutions.
"'l'hunk (J od," snid he, " there arc among the, no~·mal
school trnstees men wise enmtgh to know what 1s nght,
just nncl reusonnble, and bmve enough to stand by it.
\\" e owe it to them that the petition WILB postponed indefinitly, nml, indeed," said :F ttt.lwr C11lzia, "it takes very
little intelligence to nnderstaml th11t the normal school.i
being a public institution, n111nely, an institution erectel
for the bem•fit of all nlilw, Jews, Infidels, ProtoHtltnts,
nnd Catholics, is aml mnst, he unseeturinn, and conseqmmtly must be PntirPly free from nll sect1uian pmctices
of worship.
"Now everybody lmqws t.lmt tho ron11iug of the Protestl1nt Bible is oxelnsivly Protestant religions worship,
and one of the llHmt OHHontialn.mong thmn. 'l'o introduce,
therefore, the rt'ltding of tho Bihlo into our normal school
is nothing lPfH than to mnlw it not an American but a
Protestant institution. And with greut reason will all
non-Protestant citizens of the United St1ttes take ofl'ense
nt snell an action.
Rev. J. H. Gameit, B~tpti:.;t, also ialks good sense.
He tmys:
'l'lw Bible i>~ reu1l in tlw Jlllblic schoolH either fOl' its religions chamcter or for itH 11wral or literary beauty. If
tlle lattor, othnrH, Catlwlie~, Jnfi<lelH, or Atlwists, may dem~tnd th~tt their fuvorit hooltH he reall.
If tho former, we
ask, by what authority do we seek to· introduce our religion in st,tto schools? How wonlll we like to hav the
rending of the scriDtnros alternate with 11 deliverance
from tho ]lope or from IngcrHoll '!
Any man who is nut in ti ditch of projn_dic~ so deep that
he cnnuot sec his way out mnHt·see tllnt It will no~ do for
Christiftn Al,cts to touch tho puhlic Hchool cnrncnlum.
Tho genius of our govermncnt and tho hetorogeneonHuess
of otir pec)ple fur hi1 l this.
These are signs of progress in the pulpit.
SA!11UEL P. PU'l'NAM.
Sctermn~nto, Feb. 15, 18H2.

A .Farewell Ueception.
J?,·ont tlw

~,.'-"loddon,

Gal, lnat~lJelulent.

About fifty guests gathered at the r<esidence of F.
A. Ruhl Sunday evening after H. P. Putn~m's lect.
ure, and gave Mr. Putnam a farewell reeeptwn. He
left for the East at noon yesterclrty to he absent several months, and the gnthering la~>t .evening was to
giv him 11. farewell that would emphasize th:
pleasant nature of his visits to Stockton. A bountiful and highly relishable banquPt wns sp:·ead, 3;fter
which there wns a n-eneral and pleasant exchange of
viewH by the genUC'rnen present.
-·---~--~-----

Lectnr·es and Meeting-s.
NmvAHK Liberal Lmgue, 177 Halsey street, comer of
Market.-fiunday afternoon, Febrn11ry 28th, at Ho'clocl,,
Profes:;or A. P. Devlin, late of Lowlon, will lecture.
Subject: "'l'he Religion of the Future."
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture UIJlwintinenb:

~~~:~v1~~es,C,~l::: F~b. ~~ ~tar~~~~' -r;~x... :: 19Jg
Perris
"
23 Calvert,
"
" 27,28
San .J~into, "
" 24,25 Austin,
" ... April 2, 3
Anaheim
"
" 27,2!l Wu.co, Convenhon
Norwalk,'
"
"
28
oi 'I'e~us.Libernl
Orange,
" ... March 1 Assomabon ....... " 8,9,10
Sa,ntaAna, "
2 NewOrleans ...._. ... " 13,14
Arch Beach ::
::
3 Brookhaven, Miss. :: 16,17
San Diego, '
4 Chic~ g-o. .. . .. ... . .. ..
24
Escondido
"
5, 6 Massillon, 0 ............. May 1
ValleyCentre," . . "
() New York................ " 6
Fallbrook
"
7, 8 Boston .................... " 8
"
"
9 MontreaL.......... . . . . " 15
Elsinore '
Phamix,' Ariz....... " 12,13 Boulder City, Col .... June 15
Those desiring lectures along this route will please
communicate at once with S. P. Putnam, Los Angeles,
Cal., care of C. Severance, Box 451!
·
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lawyer make some quite excited remarks about it.
He said that it ought to be prevented by law in
this country. That it savored of ruonarchy. And you
II.
know it is like shaking a red rag at a male bovine to
The moral nature is in danger the moment say monarchy to one of our statesmen. But I don't
"revelation" is made a part of mental equipment.
see how you could make a law to prevent one old
"But," they say, "You must admit that most gentleman from making a great parade over giving
Christians are fairly good people." Certainly; so another old gentleman a shoulder-cape and skull-cap
are most "pagans," most of the followers of more or less embroidered, and calling him a prince
Buddha, of Confucius, or of Mohammed. Captain or a dodo or anything else.
Adams, author of" Travels in Faith," formerly capSeems to me we have got to meet that sort of
tain of the Golden Fleece, says: "I saw less wicked- thing in another way. It is time to stop treating
ness in the heathen shores of China, India, and any of it seriously. We might as well legislate
Java and Sumatra than in the Christian wharves of against paper dolls for small children.
New York and Boston or about the docks of London
If the ·larg;e .majority of women and a good
and Liverpool."
sprinkling of men are still in the paper doll stttge
It may astonish those who employ the aver- of developmentl the remedy is not in legislation.
age Roman Catholic servants to be told that in It is in education.
•
five years of experience with those gentle and faithBut so long as anyone continues in a mental condiful heathen from Japan I have never been compelled tion where reverence for such nonsense is possible
to turn a key upon either food, jewels, or money. serious argument is a waste of valuable time. N othWhat we, in our arrogance, call Christian mo- ing can be gained by arguing with a vacuum.
rality is doubly discounted by these Buddhists,
And for that very reason the education of women
Confucians, ancestor-worshipers, and Shintos. to in the sciences is vastly more impor~ant to-day·
whom we have the ineffable impudence to send mis- than the education of men.
sionaries ! And in this connection I may illustrate
The church understands this perfectly and that
how well the oriental mind takes in our plan of is the reason it always has frowned upon and always
salvation. An intelligent Shinto boy of twenty asked will oppose solid, scientific, practical education for
me what the word devil meant. He found it in his women.
l!Jnglish reader. He was smiling in a queer way.
There is no danger that a boy will be afraid of
I said: "Did you never hear of the devil, Richi ~ Is his shadow if his mother does not believe in ghosts !
there no devil in Japan 1" He bowed and smiled And I repeat that orthodoxy, with a zeal worthy of
incredulously and replied, " 0, I hear 'bout one a better cause, has always opposed higher and solid
missionaries brought, but you don't believe that~" education for women. It was a case of self''No," said I, "I 9-on't. But what kind of a devil preservation. Anditistimeforwomantounderstand
was this that the missionaries took to Japan~" I that it' is not to her religion but .to the manliness
wanted to get his idea. "He is the Christian's bad and intellectual development of men that women
God," said he, which is the best definition I ever must look for help.
heard. But Richi was laughing as he left the room.
Just so far as the lower nature of man is overHe thought it silly.
come, just so far as the dogmas and usages of past
Morals are universal and progressive. Revealed ages lose their control, just so far. as "divine auJ:eligions are local and claim to be final. That is thority" is left out and the reason and human
just why they are harmful.
manliness of men comes to the front, just that far
All men know that it is "wrong " to steal. Why~ are. women always the gainers.
Simply because every man objects to being stolen
All of the religions of the past were built to fit
from. He doesn't need a God to tell him that his the mental and moral status of the time in which
coat does not belong to Sam Jones.
It would they originated. They are in no way fitted to pressimply be a waste of time and breath for a God to ent social conditions.
mention it to him. Gods don't need to tell us
In the main, social evolutions have been so gradanything that we can otherwise find out.
ual that, with little outward friction, .dogmas have
But, they say, "I don't steal or murder because been refitted, lopped off, added on or . quietly
God says it is not right."
dropped, so as to attract but small attention.
. I heard a gentleman, a prominent lawyer in New
But in a few notable cases where violence has
York, say only the other day that the reaso'n he did been necessary and direct conflict inevitable men
not steal $500 from a sleeping guest was because have never hesitated to employ harsh measures
of his fear of hell. He was a Catholic. I think that against the very religion, which they, all the while,
he slandered himself. I suspect that it is because claimed was divine, unalterable, ·perfect. Did you
of a much more creditable reason to himself than ever think of that~ The theories of the divine
that. If it is not then I can tell you just what right of kings, and the iniltitution of slavery as dealt
is the real reason. Fear of the law. Fear of being with in the United . States, are two most notable
found out.
cases of this kind.
.
.
· The poor barbarian says he does not steal beNow, it so happens that in the natural course of
cause it rains if he does. The thunder peals and social evolution what is, called the "woman questhe lightnings flash and the gods are angry. But tion" has come to the, top of the wheel. Her
suppose the anger were not expressed to h~ by higher education and her general status before
lightning and thunder, then he would let the gods the law. In point of fact there is no such quesbe just as angry as they pleased. His fear wolfld tion unless woman i:s considered as not a part of the
be stilled. It is fear of results right here that de- human race. If she is a human being then when the
· ters him. Physical results if he is ignorant or bru- question of right is once settled for man it is settal, mental results if he is intelligent and good.
tled for her also. Right is not masculine only, and
Men are beginning to understand the vast import justice knows no sex. It is only because she was
of this fact; but it will bear but scant and withered looked upon by barbarians and then by the church
fruit until women believe it and teach it to· their as so:p1ething less than human that a question was
children. Until this is done the top may be nipped ever admitted on this point. And the recent letter
off from time to time, but the root will poison the of the House of Bishops of the Episcopal church
spring of life still.
reiterates and emphasizeR this ancient, barbarous,
So long as women look with reverence and awe infamous theory.
upon the silly customs of the church, so long will
But take the so oft repeated maxim of our govthey be sustained. So long as the cradle is litte!ed ernment, for example, "The right of. government
with Sunday-school leaflets, wherein witches dance rests upon the consent of the governed." Can any
and dead men talk, fear will grip the human mind brain capable of even a modicum of thought apply
like a vice and ghosts will be as thick as huckle- that to man and not to woman~ If so, in the
berries.
One of the funny things about those name of common sense how and why~
Sunday-school lesson leaflets is that although they
So it is again with the question of education.
all arrange to have the children carefully talight Not long ago it was believed to be unsafe and unthe same old romance on the same day, no de- necessary to educate what was called the " common
nomination will trust any other to tell a straight people." To-day that is modified and woman, alone,
story.
is proscribed, and wit4 less logic. Now, in all these
If Daniel and the lions (with the capricious ap- past conflicts of opinion, in all these b~ttles of
petite) happen to be the subject for to-day's lesson, . progress, no one ever thought of saying that the rethe Methodists send ·their flocks roaring lions. formers were "men-haters," nor that it was a war
The Presbyterian children get predestination lions against men, yet they were conditions which men
and the Baptist infants get immersion lions-sea- had established. There was a principle at stake
lions as it were. But once let mothers see how and the conflicts were JWOn tha~ basis. But in the
trivial it all is, make woman smile with contempt · present struggle toward a firmer human footing for
upon the pompous idiocy, and the battle is won.
women, one often hear.s it said, and reads in the
A short time ago when a great flourish of trumpets· paper'., ~hat Miss or Mrs. So-and-So is a " man:was made over the stupendous fact that the pope hater· srmply because she advocates absolute sex
had decided to confer the berretta and cassock equality.
·
,andcap upon an old gentleman in this country and
This is a very absurd idea, and in nine cases out
call him a "cardinal" and a "prince," I heard a of ten it is wholly inoorrect as to fact. As a rule

·we like men immensely. We like them so well that
we want to see them do justice to their own higher .
natures and not be blinded by superstition and
priestcraft in their opinions of and conduct toward
one-half of the human race. At the present time
they are simply sex maniacs. We don't want to
see them let the dogmas which sit so lightly upon
their shoulders for themselves .rule and blind them
in their actions toward us. It is a mistaken idea
that man gains in dignity or in power by keeping
woman inferior or by shutting her out from the
higher education, competition, and emoluments of
.this world. He does just the reverse. Why~
Simply because one-half of the human race cannot
progress -rapidly, normally, nor well by itself.
Harvard and Yale, not to mention Columbia, may
continue to put a protection tariff on the brains of
young men: but so long as they must get those
brains from the proscribed sex, just so long will
male bra}.ns remain an "infant industry" and continue to need protection. · Stttpid mothers never
did, and stupid mothers· never will, furnish this
world with brilliant sons.
. That this world.has not been peopled by a weakerminded race than it has is due to the blessed fact
that some women had brains, and although forbidden to use them the command was not so fully
·obeyed as St. Paul (and most of his followers) desired. But just so long as the pulpit teaches supernaturalism to pews that ar~ filled with mothers,
just that long will the cradle be shadowed by
ghosts and the affairs of this world will be pushed
aside or endured in all their injustice by dupes of
p:r;i.est and prince who teach that another life will
remedy all the ill of this.
Now, don't understand me that I blame men for
all this any more than I blame them for being afraid
of ghosts, or for thinking with Christ that fits
were "devils "-any more than I blame the Egyptians for worshiping the Nile or the Kaffirs for
baiting with their own children their traps to
·catch lions. It is simply the stage of development
-of evolution-to which they have thus far attained. It is their present size. This is my point.
They are like the old man in Arkansas. It was
during the war. Quinine was so scarce in the
South that people would do almost anything to get
it. A slim, wiry, sallow old woman came into the
commander's tent one day and asked for the doctor.
He responded. She told him that she must have
quinine. "My ole man is boun' t' die," said she,
"if you can't give him some. He's powerful bad
off."
The army was no better off in the matter of quinine than she was, so the doctor sent her back without. "But," said he, "if you will take about an ounce
of sage and put one quart of boiling water on it, and
when it cools a little have him drink it, I think it
will help him."
The poor old soul went home and put an ounce of
sage in a cup, poured a quart of boiling water on, and
then lifted the old man up and told him to drink it.
He drank about half and then nature rebelled and he
could drink no more. A second time she took a
fresh ounce of sage and another quart of water and
the old man tried hard to take it, bu.t when about
half gone his stomach revolted and she laid him
down, defeated in her attempt to carry out literally
what she understood As the doctor's directions.
And yet a third time-as the scriptures would put
it-she measured out the sage and the water, and
the old man stopped half-way.
She trudged back to camp and came weeping to
the doctor.
·
"Doctor," said • she, "if you can't think o' something else, my ole man's boun' to die."
"My dear madam," said the doctor, "did you try
it just as I told you~"
"Yes, doctor, I tried it three times, an' my ole
man he don't hold but a pint!" she said, and sobbed
aloud.
And most men don't hold but a pint, mentally
speaking. Why demand that they take the whole
quart at one time~ But what I contend for is that
those of us who do hold more may be permitted to
use the extra capacity, and also, I insist that it is
an outrage to·fill the pint of the simple with that
which is neither a food nor a medicine, but is simply
a· mental narcotic.
It is more than anything else· to-day due to man's
superstition and the shadow of his childhood belief
in a fixed and now happily outgrown religion, which
holds him to his particular prejudices on what he
is pleased to call the woman question. So long as
that is in him there is no room for a broad conception of justice, a lofty ideal of freedom, whi.ch shall
give to all others-including women-that which he
demands for himself. And it is almost wholly due
to woman's religious training that she so tamely accepts the "crumbs from the master's table." So
long as people of either sex l!wld but a pint, and
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that pint is filled with orthodox superstitions, you alW:ays must be, the chief support under dogmatic that the clergyman who was the director of the
cannot crowd iAto their brains the newer, loftier beliefs. Natural scientists have offered their ob- school 1~equired the reading or recitation of· the
thoughts of scientific sociology and evolution.
jection from the o.utlook. and standpoint of their Westminster catechism once a week, but the moral
Most Infidels, Agnostics, ot: Freethinkers are just especial field which enables them to see so pla1nly catechism was wholly ignored. Now, I had hoped
to woman-in theory-and the more firm a founda- the paralytic influence "revelations" always exer- to compare this work with the one seventy-five years
tion a man has for his unbelief in dogmas the more cise over scientific investigation, ·and hence over later, and by that means discover how far we had
likely is he to be just to her. For his mind is clearer material, commercial, and intellectual progress. advanced in moral education. Had we had the
and freer. It is. possible for him to be logical and fair. Another set of thinkers fought Christianity not book at the time it was promised at the meeting of
His brain is not hampered and dwarfed to .fit a many years ago, distinctly and solely upon the the Secular Union in Portsmouth, or the following
creed. His natural manliness is not walled in by ground that it upheld slavery-the ownership and Christmas, as we were assured we should hav, I for
prejudice and superstition, and he is better able to sale of human beings. Still others object because one was ready to approve it, even though it might
"do i.mto others as he would that others should do of the impossible demand that all people, all classes be defectivin some respects; and then, as a production
of minds, believe the same things. Because of the of the Freethinkers united in a union, I was ah·eady
unto him."
And how does this so-called Christian doctrine threats held over the head of honest Doubt-doubt enjoying presenting· it to persons who are continustrike you if women were to reverse the present of myth and miracle. Later still has arisen a party ally saying, "The Freethinkers never do anything,"
ord,er of things ~ Which no one would deplore more which fight it on the ground that it teaches that as something done. Alas for hopes blighted!
"the poor you have always with you" is not only a
than I.
The book did not make its appearance i.mtil we
Indeed, I was much surprised a few days ago fact, but that it is right that it should be so. With had exhausted our interest. It was not presented
when a gentleman ·said to me, "Mrs. Gardener, all of these I have the profoundest sympathy, and to the congress as anything done by the society,
don't you think you are a trifle hard on men ~" am inthe most hearty accord.
and no mention was made of the innumerable essays
Well, now, I must confess I did not think so. Upon
But there is one corner of the field which I have written by a gTeat number of persons who had
the contrary, I thought I was quite inclined the taken as my particular skirmishing-ground, and, hoped to gain the prize, which, according to the
otl;ter way. I rather like men.
while it is and can be in no way separated from any promises of the late president of the Secular Union,
But that fact does not prevent me from having a or all of the other acres tilled so well by my power- would be published.
difference of opinion from certain orthodox gentle- ful predecessors, and by my able contemporariesThe book is not what I expected; but if there
men like the Rev. Dr. Dix and Brother Talmage, to whom I most respectfully take off my haf--still had been no $1,000 prize offered for it, but its pubwho admire the family relations of Solomon and ap- my little field has its special features and its urgent lishers had offered it to the general public on its
plaud the ethics of St. Paul. Now, I think that needs, which have, I think, been less considered, own merits, not pretending that the Freethinkers
Solomon was so much married that he never was and much less understood, than any other in all the had anything to do with it, as it seems they had
married at all, and that St. Paul's head was so big vast domain. This is the little plot devoted to not, save only to supply the money, the book would
just over the bumps of self-esteem and proneness to dower. The corner belonging to women as women. hav been accepted as a gain to Liberals. As it is,
give advice that his bump of appreciativeness. of
There are those who suggest to me that I might we shall some of us feel that was one of the promwoman was simply concave. At the same time I well claim half of all the whole field upon this basis: ises all unfulfilled with which our late officers flatonly do Paul justice when I say that his inclination but I want to be quite within the limits set by the tered us. I hope we shall bear our defeat without
to take up a new idea was such that I have no most vehement advocate of masculine pervasiveness despair, and that the new officers will hav learned
doubt that had he lived up to within a few years and dominion and still show that I have a case. And by past experience not to promis much, especially
ago he would/have been a leader in the co- I, myself, agree that no blow has ever been struck if they shall ignore all suggestions made ·by persons
educational and woman suffrage movements, and for liberty, no tree felled, no furrow run, which may who hav always faced the brunt without complaint.
most likely president of an association of Agnostics. have been intended for man only which has not-in To tell a society that we, the president and secreI think I can see Colonel Ingersoll resign in Paul's a degree-been for women also. Therefore, I do tary, shall do as we please, without regard to
favor and in his graceful way remark to the doughty not hold that half of the field is yet untilled, but directors, and then fill the communications with
Apostle, "Age before beauty." And it would not simply that our little "homestead" lot is still a agonizing petitions for money, would be laughable
be unlike Paul to accept, with the remark that howling wilderness. And so long as the thistles of only that its imbecility is painful.
Will you permit me, Mr. Editor, just at the close
beauty was "the substance of things hoped for, the superstition and ignorance are left growing thick
evidence of things not seen "-11nd take the chair, and rank on it, there will always be enough seed of my communication to congratulate you upon the
,with all that pertained thereto. And instead of ree:- blown over the whole field to make man's life a improvement of THE TRUTH SEEKER-I mean its
ommending Sisters Phcebe and Priscilla to the Ro- burden and his progress and happiness both slow outward appearance. Surely, whatever we may say
of the Secular Union, THE TRUTH SEEKER is a suc. mans- Paul would be writing letters of commenda- and insecure .
In other words, the theory held to-day by so many cess. I wish its subscribers may increase this year
tion for Elizabeth Cady Stanton to present to the suf·
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
frage committee at Washington, or for Helen to carry men-that it is not necessary for woman to think- a hundredfold.
Sy1·acuse, N. Y, Feb. 1, 292 .
.to a convention of Freethinkers. That was Paul's that it does no real harm for her to accept, readyway. And it was not at all a bad way-in his time. made, his cast-off theological and scientific opinions,
W. S. nell on His Way to California. .
He thought he knew a good thing when he saw it- is as great a blunder as it is possible for him to make.
I should hav said in my last letter that although
It is more importa~t for this world, and for future
and he was not afraid to espouse a cause because it
progress, it is more important for the Freethought my lectures at San Antonio were rather slimly atwas new or not fashionable.
Well, there are some people that way yet, and if cause and for the industrial cause, that women be tended, Mr. John H. Copeland made them a finanthey get their toes trod upon it is no more than well and thoroughly trained in all new and advane:- cial success. This is not the way our lecture affairs usually turn out. Most frequently it is a great
ing ideas than that men .be so trained.
the doughty Apostle had to endure before them.
Why~
Because no man can give his children an cry and little wool. Dr. P. P. Lounsbery, proprietor
It is the tribute Progress always pays to Stagnatim:i. The price Stupidity exacts from Superiority. intellectual cripple for a mother without giving his of the St. Leonard Hotel, gave me most hospitable
.
And, after all, it is not much to pay, and it fur- wife intellectual dwarfs for children. We must re- entertainment while I was in the city.
A long ride brought me to El Paso, and the most
nishes the whole helpless lot of mediocres with member that.·
The Cradle of yesterday is the Pew of to-day, and remarkable thing I hav seen since I arrived was the
something to do-something to think-something
to say. If it were not for that the poor souls will be the Pulpit of the future. Therefore every bull-fight just over the border in Mexico. Everywould have nothing more exciting than four prayer- new generation will have the same old fight, the one that comes to El Paso goes to see a bull-fight
_meetings a week, or the hang of the pastor's gown, same tiresome and hopeless struggle with ignorance if he has never seen one before. Usually one enand fear, until the children are started in life with tertainment is enough. To me it was more of a
for mental stimulus. Think of it !
So, for variety as well as for veracity's sake, I hope clear brains and are cradled by mothers without farce than a tragedy. The bulls were small and
poor, and had not much fight in them. Occasionthat henceforth those whoJ!ear us, or read what we superstition.
So long as the Pulpit speaks to believing Pews ally one would take after his tormentors as if he
say, upon this subject, will not think nor say that
women who take part in the struggle for religious composed chiefly of mothers, the Cradle will be wished him to take either horn of the dilemma, but
freedom, or in the movement for social or legal ad- rocked by ghosts and the race will remain on its the great effort they made to get out of harm's
vancement of the race, are "men haters," .are knees to a Devil of its own creation and to a God way, with the picture of ghastly fright all over their
faces, made me laugh at the scene. One picador
" soured," or "cross," or "embittered against men." who is powerless against him.
had his horse knocked down by a bull, who ran over
HELEN H. GARDENER.
If, occasionally, some woman grows impatient and
both horse and rider, but neither man nor horse was
snaps out something sharp and cutting, it is no
The Prize Essay.
hurt. But the next time the bull made a charge
more than men do in all of their contests with each
Some weeks ago a good friend sent me a prize essay upon the horse, he gored him in the breast and a
other. I have even heard it whispered that it is
sometimes done by opposing political parties-that and asked me to giv my opinion of it as a manual stream of blood poured out upon the sand. The
sometimes Democrats or Republicans say little for the use of schools. I read it immediately, but horse was taken out of the ring before he fell dead.
spiteful things about the opposite party. Now, we hav been rather tardy in "saying my say" about it. The matter of killing a fighting bull did not seem
should be measured by the same rule, only with One reason for my tardiness is that I had hoped to an easy thing to do. I was surprised at the large
the added charity which goes with the fact that obtain a copy of an old book, out of which I learned audience present, and that so many of them should
women are wholly untrained, as yet, for this sort of some of my first lessons in education. The book be ·women and children. I muHt not omit to state
w~s "Webster's Spelling-Book," but it. seems en- that while the bull-fight is going on hundreds of
discussion.
So let us hereafter stand fair and square upon tirely out of print, and I hav not been able as yet throats are open and shouting themselvs hoarse in
that basis Let us keep the ground clear of rub- with all my inquiries to find one. There were sev- deriding the poor performance. But the fighters
bish and personalities, so that we can see clearly eral fables in the book, equaling Esop's, in a are too intent upon the bull to care much for the
· the principles at stake, whether they be for man.or moral point of view, and the pictures which illus- uncomplimentary epithets showered upon them.
trated them were about as artistic as some of Hes- And the strangest thing in all this business is that
for woman.
The Bible and orthodox Christianity have in the ton's. In the back part of the book there were sev- the MexiC!in never gets tired of seeing bull-fights.
I niade the acquaintance of a few Liberals here,
past been criticised and condemned by thinkers eral pages devoted to a "Moral Catechism," which,
from various outlooks, and for a great variety of as I remember it, would be worth as much as the and only a few-Mr. S. C. Schutz, D. R. Miller and
reasons. Voltaire and his school objected to them "prize essay." To be sure, seventy years is a long family, Dr. Dengler, and a few others.
My audiences were good and quite enthusiastic,
from many different points of view; but, in the time to hold in memory a dissertation upon morals,
main, they were concerned with the bad effects pro- learnQd when my years were so few that I had no but I was not able to impress upon them the untold
duced by the influence of superstition and the idea of the meaning of the many large words used. treasures of wisdom that illuminate the columns of
Church upon the State. With its political intrigues Whether the author of the spelling-book ~as the THE TRUTH SEEKER and the pages of Bell's "Handand its general effect upon political life. Others, author of the catechism I do not know, but that book." Now is the time when Freethinkers should
again, protest because' of the inevitable cruelties teachers paid any attention to it or required a pupil subscribe for the Liberal papers.
w. s. BELL.
I shall soon be in California.
. a,nd br:utalities which always have been, and which to commit it to memory I cannot recall. I know
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English Notes.
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS: On account of moving to
my new bishopric, and other things, I hav been unable to write earlier, although I hav made many
frantic efforts to dispatch a letter to New York.
However, all's well that ends well; and I trust
there will be no further serious breaks in the sequence of letters.
Why, goodness only knows, but there -seems to
be an unaccountable lethargy coming over our party,
ripe as the time undoubtedly is for being wide
awake and full of energy. I do not regard this
for a single· moment as a decay of Secularism, because our principles are being pushed forward right
and left by those who are nominally opposed to us.
Only last night I was advised to go up to the Vegetarian restaurant in Franklin street and hear a discussion upon "New Testament Teachings." Lo
and behold! Christ and his teachings were condemned in a way in which even I was not prepared
to follow. The speakers were principally Spiritualists, and in their eagerness to disdain any connection with orthodox Christianity they seemed to
overstep the boundaries of common sense altogether,
and to condemn as all but worthless rubbish the
teachings of the New Testament. When the discussion time arrived I ventured to criticise some of
the things said from our Secularist standpoint, and
certainly scored with the majority of the audience
when I· stated that we Secularists are willing to
take all that is good from the Bible without attributing to it any supernatural origin or regarding
it from a religious standpoint. The result was an
invitation to lecture there upon Secularism. Thus
a new field of operation has been opened up, and if
our Secularist friends were more alive to the exigencies of the times, they would hunt up all these
advocates of side issues, try and take part in their
debates, and pave the way for a more ample explanation of Freethought doctrins, and the carrying
on of our war into the enemy's camp.
This week, Celestine Edwards, a very popular
negro preacher and eloquent withal, is to hold a
W€ek of Christian evidence lectures in Manchester,
and I shall go and oppose him on some of the evenings. It will be a good advertisement for the
branch as well as an eye-opener to the local Christians. Quite recently Mr. .Edwards has been starring at Sheffield, where he has had it all his own
way. The Sheffield Freethinkers are a very prosaic
set of folks, and only a small section of those belong
to the National Secular Society.
Perhaps the
Sheffielders did not think it was worth their while
to reply to the hmnorist lecturer; if so, they ought
to see their folly now. So keen was the pleasure
derived from his lectureJ3 that the parsons hav
caught the fever and are supplementing what the
negro did. Well, Mr. Edwards's "Christian evidences" means in plain English insults to our party
and principles, and I hav decided to accept the
challenge to oppose him, which he has. placarded
liberally over Manchester.
The recent annual supper of the National Secular
Society branches which form the London Secular
Federation, was a great success. Mr. Foote, ever
jovial and ever in earnest, was in the place of honor,
and he was ably supported by Charles Watts, A. B.
Moss, George Standring, R. 0. Smith, J. M.
Wheeler, and others of the party. Quite a bevy of
beautiful ladies graced the festival, and one might
easily hav imagined oneself among some orthodox
Christians, so select was the company. Mr. Foote
was cheered to the echo, as he well deserves to be.
Poor Bracllaugh's loss was undoubtedly great, but
I incline to think that of late years it was greater
to the political parties in the country than to
the Atheistic party as such. For some years he
liad become more and more exclusivly political in
aim, although he gave us his occasional benediction
and remained true to the principles of the National
Secular Society. That was well, perhaps, for there
was none other to take his place in that parliamentary strife which was so necessary to complete the
edifice he was erecting by means of the National
Secular Society. On the other hand he had brought
out men who were able to replace him in the purely
anti-theological branch of the work; and no one
who looks fairly at the work which Mr. Foote has
· done since Mr. Bracllaugh's death, at the increased
numbers of branches and members, the spreading
influence of the society, and the greater acquaintance of leading Christians with our publications, can
help but say that our present president, by throwing his whole heart and soul into the anti-theological
struggle, has amply and nobly redeemed the promis
he made to do all he could for us, and that lie has
fully vindicated Mr. Br-acllaugh's choice of him as
his successor in the now honorable post of the National Secular Society's president. ·while he is true
to us we shall all be true to him.

. I had put by a number of interesting ecclesiastical notes; but space forbids. What I can say,
however, shall be said. · First, the extraordinary
boldness of the so called "higher criticism" or annihilation of the Bible has been met with a pioussounding declaration by thirty-eight notable divines
of various shades of opinion. Now these thirtyeight discover they hav made a mess of it. Some
good Protestant churchmen who hav signed the
declaration hav seen how they hav been hoodwinked
into signing that very authority of the church to decree matters of faith against which they hav been
all along protesting when the same claims emanated
from Rome; and so the good bodies hav knocked
the value out of the declaration by saying that they
signed it for policy's sake whilst wishing that it had
been otherwise worded. Now the world wants to
know what the signatories do mean. Maybe I shall
return to this in my next if the new developments
call for detailed criticism.
SAM STANDRING.

Anthony Comstock.
Mr. Anthony Comstock has had the hon~rof speaking to. an audience at Cornell University. A series
of discourses of a quasi-religious character hav been
given in Barnes's Hall on the Campus for several
successiv Sunday evenings past; and it was to fill
one of the~e evenings (last Sunday) that Mr. Comstock appeared.
He commenced by saying that he had not come
to pose as an orator ; that he had not in his youth
enjoyed such advantages as the young men before
him were having to fit themselvs for public speaking-an announcement which was shown to be
quite unnecessary during the first fifteen minutes
of the hour-and-a-half speech which followed.
The address was announced to be on "Personal
Purity," but turned out to be a tedious rehash of
common, well-worn ideas about the evils of intemperance, gambling, betting on horse-racing, and
vitiating literature, all of which he thought legislation ought to deal with. He was particularly anxious that a bill, now before the legislature, providing severe penalties for those who procure evidence
by decoy methods, such as Mr. Comstock has had
the credit of frequently using, should not become a
law. He quite likely foresees that under its 'operation Othello's occupation would be gone, or at least
seriously interfered with. The talk had no lack of
religious cant and abounded in scripture quotations.
Indeed, one might suppose ·that Mr. Comstock belongs to that class of religionists to whom Paul
spoke on Mars Hill. His belief in a personal devil
was made prominent and seemed to be unwavering.
The last half hour of his talk was devoted to the
famous struggle before Congress for the repeal of
the "Comstock Postal Laws." He said the Freethinkers and Infidels of the country had, on that
occasion, sent to Congress a petition for the repeal
of those laws, containing seventy thousand names,
and that he appeared before the ·Congressional
committee single-handed and alone, and by the
grace and help of God put to rout the whole
motley crowd of long-haired men and short-haired
women who appeared there in favor of the petitions.
His remarks and manner under this head called to
mind one of Frank Carpenter's paintings, in which
Falstaff is showing Prince Hal his hacked sword
in proof of his terrible engagement with the men in
buckram the night previous.
All this was of course rather entertaining to
those who know Mr. Comstock and his ways and
methods. But he further said that heading that
petition of seventy thousand was the name of a
well-known colonel, a notorious Infidel, whose
name he did not deem it becoming to speak before
an audience of religious people; and just here is
where Mr. Comstock showed the cloven foot; for it
cannot be doubted that Comstock knows that, so
fa.r from favoring that petition, Colonel Ingersoll
severed his connection with the Liberal League, of
which he was a member, solely because of the passage
by that body of a resolution favoring the repeal of
the Comstock laws. And yet Mr. Comstock's exceeding religiousness had not moral quality enough
in it to restrain him in the face of that knowledge
from attempting to place Colonel Ingersoll in a
false position before a large and intelligent audience of Cornell professors and students. I say, attempting to do this mean thing, because the attempt was but partially successful, on account of
the knowledge of its untruthfulness possessed by
many of Mr. Comstock's audience
It is well, and on the whole a matter for
congratulation, that Mr. Comstock has appeared
in one University town, and before a .Cornell audience ; for it has given our people an opportunity to
size the man up as to caliber and ruling animus.
And, if I mistake not, the general verdict, after
having seen and heard him, is that Mr. Comstock
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is a man altogether too narrow\ intolm;ant, and
bigoted to be intrusted with a position of very
great power or responsibility; ·and that the AntiVice Society of N·ew York would do a very safe and
advantageous act to itself and the community at
large were it to giv Mr. Comstock a very, very long
leave of absence, and put a man of better judgment,
better disposition, and better abilities generally in
his place. Our Monday's daily gave this brief and
rather significant notice of the lecture :
. ~thoD:y Comstock, the well-known missionary against
VICious literature, addressed a crowded auditorium in
Barnes's Hall last evening. He was announced to speak
upon ''Personal Purity," and proceeded to talk about the
~re.e. vi~es ?f intemperance, gambling, and indulgence
m VItmtmg literature, which he said were the great agencies for corrupting the morals of the people.
s. BROWN:

Items of' Foreign News Interesting to Freethinkers.
.
In a recent number of Las IJominicales, Demofila, the well-known Spanish Freethinker, has a
lengthy but very interesting article called, "A
Catechism for Freethinkers," in which he sets forth
in a series of questions and an('!wers the fundamental principles of our belief, as based upon deductions from the sciences.
During the first eleven months of the year 1891
452 persons joined the French Freethought Federation and each one of these handed in in advance
five francs for subscription on Bulletin .Mensuelle,
the Federation organ. And we notice likewise that
neither French nor Belgian Freethought papers
hav to remind their subscribers of the fact that it
costs money to run a paper.
We are to hav a revision of the Revised Version
of the Bible. Prof. Paul Haupt, of John Hopkins
University, has gone to England to secure assistance. This new Bible will contain, in addition to
the contents of the present one, all of the Apocryphal gospels, the pseudo-epigrams, new matter of
Esdras, and all of Solomon's psalms, besides an extensiv commentary. The Old Testament alone will
make two volumes of one thousand pages each.
That second-hand coat of Jesus which was exhibited in Trier last year is causing trouble yet.
In Pirmasons, Germany, a woman had washed her
child's woolen wrapper, and to get it quickly dry
she ran a stick through the arms of the wrapper
and liung it up to dry on the veranda. It was a
Sunday, and she went out to get some fresh air.
In the same street is a Roman Catholic church, and
when the worshipers went to mass they were horrified. A warrant was sworn out and the woman
on returning home was arrested for insulting the
Catholic church and making ful'l. of the pretended
Christ's pretended coat. The matter, however, was
explained to the judge and the pious complainants
went home, sadder but wiser.
Some time ago we informed our readers that
Freethought was making inroads among the· students of Upsala University, Sweden. It has now
become so prominent that a grand debate has 'taken
place at the University. The -Christian side was
taken by four professors in theology, a prominent
minister, a dozen academy principals, and theological students in abundance. Freethought was represented by Drs. Anton Nystrom and Knut Wicksell, editors Hjalmar Branting and Victor Lennstrand, lecturer Charlier, and candidate Starbock.
The only newspaper that dared to giv a tolerably.
full and accurate account of the debate was the
Upsala Nya 1'idning, several editions of which
were sold during the week following. It is to .the
student society Verdandi of Upsala University that
the honor is due of causing the debate by teaching
and promulgating truth in said University, as well
as through the country by its popular scientific essays which are read in every village in· Sweden.
The last number of Fritankaren contains the por,
trait. and biography of the Swedish Freethinker
Hjahnar Stromer. It is interesting to notice that
most of the prominent Swedish Freethinkers during
their youth had a good touch of Christianity. Victor Lennstrand wanted to be a missionary, and
Hjalmar Stromer to be a minister ; Leufstedt is an
ex-reverend, like our Putnam and Reynolds; Anton
Nystrom and Knut Wicksell were very pious. Mr.
Stromer was born in Jamteland in 1849, and at the
death of his mother found himself the happy possessor of $6. He was then eighteen years old. He
studied first in the college of Hernosand, then entered Upsala University, where he tortured his
brain with Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, and by the
permission of the archbishop delivered as lay reader
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about two hundred sermons.
Meanwhile Prof.
Hj. Holmgren, 'the great mat~emati~ian, __ who
thought it a shame that a man like HJ .. Stromer
should become a useless member of soClety, took
him under his wing, and taught him the superiority
of the exact sciences to theology, and the result was
that Stromer thenceforward studied mathematics
'and astronomy at Upsala.
He_ has s~nce been lecturer at the vVorkingmen's Institute m Stockholn: ;
has. edited a paper, and taught . Freethought _m
his public lectures. The clergy tnecl to ~a~e hrm
stop, but in vain ; and then, as usual, Chnstran lo~e
showed itself; he was ·slandered, persecuted.. Hrs
audiences became smaller and smaller. Pubhshers
refused to undertake the publication of his works.
He had to sell his valuable library to get means to
liv. At last, when he had become but a shadow of
his former self, editor F. T. Barg saw him, and
Stromer was enabled to travel for his health. He
went to Switzerland, and after a two years' stay he
came back..-eto die. Christmas Eve, 1888, Hjalmar
Stromer, the Freethinker and scientist, paid the
penalty .of his love of truth. He died a martyr for
our cause, a victim to Christian love and charity.
Let his fate be a warning to those Freethinkers
who believe that some good may result from cooperation with Christians in establishment of the
Nine Demands. The poison in the snake's fangs is
activ even when the snake is dead.

Gold Money Fallacy.
The objection to the' greenback by the specie
men is based entirely on the want of value in the
material. You might as well write on a bit of
paper, "This is a house," or, "This is a cow," and
offer it as a house or a cow, as to write on it, "This
is one dollar." A dollar must hav value in it equal
to one hundred cents. This is the sum of all the
long writings on the subject. Now let us see. If
bywriting, "This is ahouse," or"a cow," the receiver
could hav all the use of either, how very foolish to
go to the expense of building a house, or buying
and feeding a cow. But the paper .dollar certainly
does all the work that a gold dollar does as a money
representativ. All that money pieces ever do is to
pay debts or differences arising between exchanges
of labor, commodities, and the like. The error of the
specie men arises from their confounding the representativs of money with the thing called money, as
though we should call our deeds our real titles instead of evidences of titles. Anything the public
hav full trust in-that is, credit-will do the work
of money. Money, then, is credit in circulation by
representativs. ''But the paper dollar has no intrinsic value." Pause a moment. "What is any. thing worth but as 'tis valued?" says Shakspere.
.Opinion rules the world,. makes one thing precious
and another worthless, and even wins battles, as
Napoleon said. Wllat is a diamond? Till of late
it ha.d no value in use, but was always most precious
in opinion.
If we despised gold no one would
receive it. If a commercial people hav in time come
to regard a sign upon paper as good for the value
thereby expressed through the potency of the honor
and industry of several million people; if they even
value it higher than they do trinkets or jewelry, who
shall say they are wrong?
Place a diamond valued at .ten thousand dollars,
also an ingot of gold valued at about the same,
beside a bundle of greenbacks that express a value
of ten thousand five hundred dollars, before an
intelligent merchant for him to accept either one on
equal terms-which will he take? That will settle
ll
t'
f 1
a ques wns 0 va ue.
There is one more consideration. All banks in
cities settle their differences at the clearing-houses
by a simple confronting of credit and de"bit. Infinit
millions' worth are thus exchanged without a dollar
of what is called money, i.e., money signs.
At all times the debt of a creditor is good with
the one who owes him to the amount of the debt. In
d
t
G
our time people an governmen are one.
overnment is composed of a part' of the people doing service as soldiers, sailors, contractors, furnishers,
and civil servants; there are also creditors and
pensioners. People owe government revenue to
pay these, which is constantly accruing. Government owes people service, material, etc., with the
same regularity. Although a money sign is used to
settle these accounts, what in reality is going on?
Nothing but an exchange of commodities forlabor and
materials. Reduced to the final analysis, government is doing labor, etc., and people furnishing
commodities,· etc., in exchange, and that is all that
is doing the world over. Any sign given to a government servan£ may show the service has been
done and given by the servant to people brings the
commodity and is evidence to the tax-collector of
'
the fact. They_ who ins_is't that it is necessary to
hire people to dig and com rare metals to be used in .

the affair, are as ridiculous as would be two men
who mutually owed each other equal values, and
instead of a simple cancellation, went about to buy
some metals or bills of some one else to settle it.
All manner of fallacy is used by the specie advocates to confuse us. But let us keep to the one
question-what is money? what does it do? It is
anything the public will receive in confidence, i. e.,
confidence represented by signs in circulation. If
people will not take paper that ends it. If they insisted on shells that would settle it. And there is
not one thing possible to be clone with metal money
which paper will not do. Make it the sole legal
tender, as you do gold or silver, and it will remain
the standard, a dollar always equal to one hundred
cents, no matter how much you inflate. Make anything a legal tender and allow other kinds to compete with it, if you inflate it, clown it goes in price.
Gold has fallen thus one-half in price at times. He
who.clenies it will deny the shining sun. Our sixty
million genuin full legal tenders advanced to two hundred and-forty cents during our war, while the nonfull legal tender became almost worthless. "The
power of taxing is the best basis for a currency the
world ever saw," said Jefferson and Calhoun.
But they did not. know the potency of " the full
and sole lawful tender."
CLAHKE InvrNE.
Oregon, Mo.

A "Pulpit" Up to Date.
Is the "pulpit" out of date? Yes and no. Yes,
if its basis is that of commands, exhortations, morals,
and religion grounded on ancient books of authority
orformularies ofthe past. No, if it attempts to inspire
the people with the highest and best attested con victions of its own time.
As a method of reaching the popular heart with
facts for intellectual conviction, with inspiration to
moral action, with reverence toward nature and eternallaw, the pulpit has had no equal. The school
may gradually be taking a part of this work to itself,
but for a long time yet, and especially in an age of
transition of human outlook and of consequent confusion, there is even greater need than ever of earnest, honest, highly cultured summaries of scientific
knowledge on the great phases of human life.
Then, the force of social organization as represented by the pulpit as a center has, as yet, no substitute as a humanizing power. To some extent we
hav begun to utilize this in our democratic politics,
yet the transient interest of the subjects but ill
adapts them to meet the deepest needs. Only around
the broader, dee1Jer }Jrinciples of man's eternall·elations to nature and to his kind do the feelings of
reverence and sympathy thrive best. It belongs to
the ideal types of character in different ages to furnish the substance-matter for the creeds of those
ages. In the ancient world it was the prophet; in
the early Christian and Middle Age, the saint; in
our time, the scientist, who furnishes the articles for
our "creed;" while the pulpit, through priest,
preacher, arid lectm·er, disseminates the doctrins and
exhorts to their consequent duties.
To many minds, made over-anxious by the evolutionary changes in fundamental human conceptions,
every serious attempt to formulate the new creed,
·i. e., the world and human or cosmical and ethical
outlooks, will be welcome. In such spirit hav I
compiled .
A somNTrsT's CREED.-A.D. 1891.
L-Cosmical Outlook:
1. To him time has no beginning and space no bounds.
All phenomena hav existence in terms of these.
2. Two eternal elements constitute the basis of all thins-s
and worlds; rnattm· and enm·gy (spirit). Each appears m
different forms: matter as oxygen, carbon, iron, etc.,
some seventy-two in all; energy as gravitation, cohesion,
chem:ism, electricity, life.
3. The eternal energy in things controls itself and all
the ends of existence. It is "God," yet not an anthropomorph:ic being, as the old outlook conceived, for it can
not be described in human terms. It is everywhere; the
basis, the essence, the molder, the upward pusher of all
form and life.
4. The earth and the stars are but phases of existence,
are evolutions from other forms of moving matter. In
their once fluid, now solid, strata crusts is to be found
the record of their present formation.
5. In the fossil life of the strata and in the stages of
present individual life from ovmn to maturity, are to be
read the transitions of world life and the laws of its development-the one 'all-comprehem;iv law of evolution.
6. Ages and eons, not years and centuries, are the
units for expressing the time ratios of life on the globe.
7. 1\fan, the most complex life-form, and the one with
the broadest consciousness, is subject to the same laws.
His antiquity is very great, and in his prirnitiv condition
individual and social development were largely controled
by environment.
8. With the age of higher reason, i. c., broader conscions comprehension, came the possibilities of civ:ilization.· Here begins the
IL-Etkicat Outlook:
1. He does not question existence, but accepts the fact
of birth and takes the world as his senses find it. He
takes for granted that life js for some sort of good.
2. If the object of life is life, all that in the long run fa-
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vo.rs its d~velopment (even of. a deepo_r sor~) is a good.
3. But lives are numerous, life expenence IS many-sided
and complex; hence interests often seem to conflict. All
hav tho same basis of right to the nighest life compatible
with the potentittlity of their nature and their personal
effort. Tlu;refore the rig~ts of others must be respected.
4. l\fanlnnd never ''fell," but, as every evidence
shows, has }.leen through millenniums slowly rising. The
age-long history of human struggle and progress o-ivs
confidence in hmnan powers.
b
5. Hence, the man of science believes in personal individual use of faculties, in independent reasoning as opposed to credulous conformity, since not only the highest
progress of the race awaits this help, but genuin character likewise can only come through it.
6. He believes, then, in human possibility, here and
now; in a life that knows and enjoys nature, is righteous
town.rd others, controler of itself, calm in its contemplations, and, though ever aspiring and progressing, is not
miserable because it hns not the unattained.
7. He believes such human ideal :is attninable <~nly by
hmnan coiiperation, hy each acting from the point of
view of others and of the race, even in competitions.
Competition alone, or with the interests of self chiefly in
view, is the law of barbarism and savagedom. By it
brute force is kept predominant and constantly sttnctions
the survival of the strongest and most selfish.
8. Nothing, then, is more evident than that the chief
business of all intelligent beings is to learn nature's
methods of furthering life in all its sorts and hights. To
this end he believes in searching nature-the holiest of all
sacr·ed books-whose discovered and verified laws are the
highest scriptural guide of life. For the fullest obedience
to these we are in the strictest mnnner responsible. (It
adds nothing to their authority or greatness to label them
the laws or word of God, nor whether they be found in
ancient books or modern ones.)
9. He believes in the sC'icnU.fic rncthod and no other.
By it has come all knowledge, whether man knew it or
not.
. 10: The l~:ighest 1·cligio_us feeling is the senHe of dnty
m chscovermg and obeymg the laws of man'N bc-inq, of'
natnrc's bcint.J, qf' man's relations to man, tuHl qf' ui.an''s
relations to natnrc.
Always subject to modification by discovery of more
facts.
Compiled by
DUREN J. H. WAnD.
~--~---~-~--------

A Voice from tlw West· Indies.
Truth is stranger than fiction. This has been
illustrated over and over again, so that it seems a
needless undertaking to convince any of its truthfulness. We see examples of it almost <htily.
If one is to estimate the Htanclanl of a community's state of morality by the facilities afforded them
in the shttpe ·of a good Christian education and religious training, one can and would not hesitate to
pass a sentence, after a cursory glance, that· the
West India islands, as a whole, stand second to no
place in the wide world. ThPre are more places of
worship than people to go to them ; all the different sects, religions, and denominations are fairly
represPnted, and no appureut luck of beetles and
,Jm·usalem toucans to take charge of the erring
flock.
But, despite all these things, we do not think
the West Indies are surpassed in any part of the
habitable globe for a belief in that form of superstition known as religion, in fact, all kinds of superstitions. Whether ,it is due to the overplufl of
religious pills that the people take or not, is left
for a close observer to say, but we cannot deny the
fact that where we find the most religion, ignorance flourishes with such splendor all only to rival
vegetation in a tropical forest.
Religious training is most admirably suited
as a nursery in which all other forms of superstition
can be matured, especially so-called witchcraft,
which is closely allianced to theological religion.
The belief in God, the Holy Ghost, angels, the
Bible, and all the accessories which constitute part
of the Christian and other religions, must necessarily find a place in the space devoted to superstition.
But what is most observable is this fud, that
although we are bordering on the twentieth century, and in an age of advanced civilization, the debasing practice of obeah· still exists in our midst,
and flourishes in all its pristin vigor, and numbers
amongst its votaries many who, fron1 their education, social standing, and advantages, ought to be
the first to cry clown evils of this sort, as also of
all kinds which I class under the head of superstition.
But hypocrisy is a mask under which a great
many can hide their faces, and but for it the world
would be to-day rid of all forms of superstitions.
The Christian and other religions hav failed to
accowplish any direct benefit to these poor people,
and it behooves Secularism and its teachers and votaries to do all it can to accomplish this desideratum : The world is my country; to do good· is my
religion.
E. S.
Faith Cnre.
'' Hav you tried faith?" the missionary cried.
"If not, oh, try that cure at once, I beg.
'Twill heal your sickness, whatsoe'er it be."
The patient answered, "I've a broken leg."
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The Fair Must Open Sundays.

STEWARDSON, ILL., Jan. 19, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I am in favor of the
World's Fair being open on S1mday the
same as any other clay-opposecl to the ·five
million lo11n unless open seven days in the
week. Send catalog.
F. G. MIDKIFF.

:Bennett's Big Boy.
HENDERSoN, MINN., Jan. 4, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I like the old child of our
D. J\i. Bennett in its new dress. It is a
good big boy and is growing yet- will
surely attain to manhood in time. That
new clress cost money, I know.
Yom·s truly, H. J. SEIGNEURET, M.D.

Wants Tracts Distributed.
CoALING, ALA., Dec. 27, 1891.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed is $2.50 for THE
TRUTH SEEKER one year to a new subscriber. I liv in a perfect hell-hole of
orthodoxy, but yet by perseverance I beat
many others.
The Christians flood the country with
sophistical documents. My son's name
was seen in the Freethinkers' ]}fagazine.
Since then he has received some of the
bitterest tracts printed a
ornhill,
Boston, Mass. Now, why do not you do
that way? If you would print small notices : "$50 or $100 reward for just one
good saying that Christ said that was not
taught before he was born," and send them
to your subscribers, and let all that will
stick them up, it will be excellent. It is a
poor soldier that is not worth his ordnance.
H. J.
RD.

w

"Yours for Figllt."

of my neighbors can be induced to
sign and mail those letters to the officials
of said Fair. In my immediate vicinity
there liv quite a number of Infidels, but,
as one of your correspondents says, it is a
very hard task to get them interested in
that kind of literature : They are down
on orthodoxy, but still· take so little interest that they will not even subscribe
for your valuable paper. There is a
Methodist Episcopal church and a Universalist church in this place. The Methodist Episcopals hav some fifteen members
-the most ignorant people in this community. A sky-pilot comes here twice
each month to talk over his drivel and
collect tithes of the poor dupes that sit
and marvel at the wonderful ghost stories
told them by their little narrow-gage
sky-pilot. But send on those letters and
I will do what I can to scatter them where
they will do the most good.
Yours for mental liberty, F. LARABEE.

Hav a Secular Sabbath.
ST. ANsGAR, IA., Feb. 8, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I think a good and rational
checkmate on the Sabbath howlers, who
claim no religious object in their movement, would be to vigorously push a bill
demanding a day of rest from labor and
not hav it conflict with any particular religion or harmonize with any one. It would
be best to create- a rule expressly on a secular basis. Say that the bill demands that
every 7th, 14th, 21st, and 28th of each
month shall be a national day of rest. .For·
this present year the days of rest would
come as follows: For January, Thursdays;
February, Sundays; Marc}l, Mondays;·
April, Thursdays; May, Saturdays; June,
Tuesdays, etc. It will be seen at once
that nothing could be more fair, in a
country like ours, than such a day of rest,
and it would not favor any particular religious sect and would thus be a secular
measure as it should be.
There is no danger that the priests
would permit such a law to be passed.
They would much rather be satisfied with
things as they are. But such a bill, vigorously pressed, separately or as a substitute
for the S1mday law, would be a stronger
argmnent and appeal to American principles than any other way of attack. I wish
some one able to do so would take up the
Sunday question along this line and prosecute it in earnest and haste.
Respectfully,
DR. A. J. CLAUSEN.

GREENE, N.Y., Jan. 19, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find money
for which send me my "Bible" for two
years. I never had much faith in the accompliBhing of· very good results from the
American Secular Union, as it has been
conducted, and now that its president
during the last two years has ''run it into
the gr01md," I want to make the proposition that we make a political issue of our
demands and principles if we ever expect
to obtain justice by the establishing of
new laws or the repeal of obnoxious ones.
The fact is too plain to be disputed that
our enemies are taking every opportunity,
through Congress and the ~egislatures, to
Shameful Outrages in Schools.
drive a nail here and there in our coffin,
DAVENPORT, WAsH., Feb. 1, 1892.
until they hope to "spike " us down too
MR. EmToR: I inclose $1 for the Bible
solid for "resurrection " in this' world or
Picture Book. I want it to show what a
the next.
Yours for fight,
monstrous book the Bible is. The constiGEo. W. TI:LLOTSON.
tution of the state of Washington is as
near secular as can be constructed. But
Can Print Opponents' Sides.
the Bible is continually kept in the public
BREA.THEDSVILLE, MD., Jan. 13, 1892.
schools contrary to the command of
MR. EDITOR: You wished to hear how your Attorney-General Jones, who said that the
readers appreciated your paper, and if they Bible must be kept out of all the public
had any suggestions to make. Well, I come schools. The pious fanatics hav no regard
in rather late, maybe, but I can say in all for law, rights, or justice-clriving scholars
candor that it suits me, because it givs of Freethinkers from public schools and
such varied information and fair play on holding revivals in the same, and burning
all subjects. It seems your foundation is the wood and oil that the people hav to
so· solid and true, as far as you are con- pay for. A boy of Mr. Peter Seide was
scious, that you can publish the side of expelled from school in Davenport for the
your opponent without so much as think- alleged cause that he did not believe in a
ing, "Damn youi" This is a higher state God. The teacher told him that anyone
of civilization than many good-meani~g that did not believe in a God oould not
people hav reached yet, but I hope the come to her school.
time will come soon when all editors can
There is work for the Liberals. I wrote
occupy the same lofty position of justice a letter to our representativ, John L. Wiland righteousness.
son, in regard to having the World's Fair
As for myself, I hav in my own mind set- kept open Sundays, and received a favortled the ghost or spook business, even to a able reply, which I inclose herein.
God ghost, or spook, for some time; yet I
H. L. WILSON.
like to hear from those who hav not, and
HousE oF REPRESENTATIVs, U. S.,}
are still laboring in the line of discovering
WASIDNGTON, Jan. 11, 1892.
H. L. WILsoN, EsQ., Davenport, Wash.,
evidence that will convince all.
So of every other subject. I like to Dear Sir: Yours of a recent date at hand,
read the hone!lt ideas Of different persons, and I hav to inform you that the same shall
receive every consideration.
"Sabbath
and I hope your paper will keep right on clay was made for man, and not man for
· and giv us all the new truths as fast as the Sabbath day." Very truly yours,
science unfolds them.
JOHN L. WILSON.
I herewith send you money for a renewal of my subscription and Bible Pict- Christians Know Nothing of Church or
Bible.
ures.
JoHN M. GnoH.
MILLEDGEVILLE, ILL., Jan, 24, 1892.
They Sit and Marvel at Ghost Stories.
~- EDrroR: If you can spare me space
I
giv you a small sketch of my- exEDDYVILLE, N. Y., Jan. 31, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Will you please send me perience among church people. I was
one dozen letters to be sent to the World's traveling on the cars between Milledgeville
Fair directors to hav it kept open on .and Savannah, ill., before Christmas.
Sunday. I think with a little work some The car was crowded, and from the con-
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versation they were all church-members
but the writer, and there were three skypilots in the band. They were retrirning
from a church dedication. And they got
to telling twisters that at some former performance that had taken .place some dandy
of .a preacher could make the poor dupes
come down with their hard-earned cash
by telling nice yarns. He told one of
army times that· set the poor cranks frantic. There were two soldiers on the
skirmish line, and they came to an empty
cabin, and one proposed that they should
go in and pray that the good Lora should
deliver the enemy into their hands, as of
old, and that both should pray out aloud.
S.o they went at it. But one got the start
of the other and he made such a racket the
other forgot to pray, but listened to the
other until he got so excited he could not
stand it any longer. He jumped up and
slapped Brother Jones on the back and
yelled at the top of his voice, "Giv them
hell, Brother Jones! Giv them hell,
Brother Jones!" And then they went off
in a regular roar of laughter. The writer
was the only one in the whole crowd that
had a ·sober face, and if they could hav
read the thoughts of that lonesome Infidel
they would not hav enjoyed it with such a
relish.
I find that nine out of ten church people
know nothing whatever of their church's
history, and a great deal less of their
Bible. So we Freethinkers hav to make
great allowance for the poor dupes.
M. H. WILLFONG.

A Conscienceless Sunday-Breaker.
NEw CAMBRIA, RAN., Jan. 6, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Late this fall I .was burning trash and weeds on Sunday on either
side of the road on the west side of my
place, and a Christian gentleman (?) came
along and holloed out as he passed like a
fellow that ha!'l his mouth full of hot
mush, "By God! what are you setting fire
out on Sunday for ?" I was stumped for a
few seconds at his uncivil and profane way
of asking the question, but looking toward
the fire and seeing that it was blazing up
about six or eight feet high on both sides
of the road, and thinking as he passed between the two fires no doubt that it recalled vivid recollections of hell, and
knowing how Christians clread the fire, I·
answered him back not uncivilly again,
but said, ''Why, the weeds ood trash seem
to burn just as well to-day as they would
aU:y other day."
The Sunday-school Union of the state of
Kansas met in Salina this · fall, and M. A.
M., an item-gatherer for Salina valley and
New Cambria.for the Salina Union, asked
the question, "What has become of all
the church-going people of Salina with all
her churches that .there are but forty in
attendance at the State Sunday-school
Union?" I would like to say to the good
Christian sister that from her standpoint
it does not speak .well for Salina or the
state either, but from ours it speaks well,
for both people are simply getting their
eyes open-that is all.
You will please find $12 inclosed to pay
for new subscription to THE TRUTH
SEEKER at club rates. I hav three more
on my subscription list that hav not paid
in time to send in with this club, but I am
going to continue soliciting for about a.
month yet whenever I run across anyone
that would be likely to take it. And I am
very likely to find them, because every
Liberal I run across I inquire if he knows
of any more, and if it is inconvenient for
me to see them I tell him to see them. By
this means we will be able to canvass the
Liberal element pretty thoroughly.
JOHN W. ABBOTT.

Some Long·Hea<led Opinions.
ATTLEBORo, Jan. 1, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Please send three Bible
Picture Books, one Koran, and other books
according to inclosed list.
I send a couple of slips from two different papers to lilhow what fools some editors
are to notice such vaporings as hav racked
the brains of Professor Totten.
If you choose to send me some of those
sample pages of the." Text-Book" I will
do the best I can with them. I will send
$1 to help the cause of Freethought any
way you think best. I intended to send
the Secular Union $5, and will yet if they

ever get over shillyshallying with the
church.
·
I was fourteeR years ~ member of the
Baptist church in my young days, but
when I allowed myself to think I soon got
rid of all such rubbish, and now, although
I do not deny the existence of a God, I can
not see a particle of proof of his existence,.
and I would be· as big a fool as a Christian
to believe a thing without proof.
Christians look with contempt on- the
heathen. But suppose a bright boy to be
brought up on an island with a fair education but in utter ignorance of any relig.
ious ideas whatever. He has never heard
or read of a God or hereafter of any kind,
Well, this man gets into a boat and clrifts
out of sight of land and is picked up by a.
ship and carried to a strange country, and
there he sees some people bowing down
and praying to an image. He asks what
they do that for. He is told that is a God,
and the thing is explained to him by one
of the worshipers. Well, the· same day
he sees some more people worBb.:iping the
picture of a woman, and he asks more
questions. He is told that is a picture of
the mother of God, and it is explained to
him. Well, the same day he sees more
people who kneel down and shut their eyes
and talk to nothing that he can see. . Now,
which would he think was the biggest fool?

E.

c.

SLY.

A Facetious D.D.
DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 25, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: My relation to the socalled Christian church has been such as
to bring upon me the epithets of Antichrist and Infidel, and the corresponding
anathema, boycott, and persecution; for
over fortyoetwo years. This, as a matter
of course, had a tendency to cultivate my
kicking propensity. About eight years of
this time I spent in the lecture field, often
meeting with experience similar to that of
Dr. McCormick at Aurora, Neb. Of late
years I hav been otherwise engaged, but
still kept up the fight by doing a little
missionary work now and again. At a
bookstore where I get my TRUTH SEEKER
I hav often bought out their entire stock
of. back numbers of THE TRUTH SEEMR
and other similar publications and distributed them where they might do the most
good. In a Catholic part of this city,
known as "Corktown," I ·Once induced a
newsdealer to get THE TRUTH SEEKER and
keep it exposed upon his counter, with the
understanding that I would take off his
hands what would be left unsold at the end
of a month. You may guess at the result.
The newsman had~ very narrow escape at
the hands of a mob who thought he needed
killing for having such a wicked publication for sale. He said his best trade was
in the sale of sporting papers, the Police
News, the Police Gazette, novels, and
boxing-gloves. Of the ·latter he has a
large assortment in stock. I fltill continued my. missionary work, never once
suf\pecting that I .was ~cting the bigot or
making a fool of myself, until THE
TRUTH SEEKER gave me a pointer by
heading my contribution to THE TRUTH
SEEKER of December 12th as "A Bigot's
Directory," Now I can see myself as
others see me. Thanks.
Later.-The above was written about a
month ago and laid away to cool off, but
instead of cooling off, I hav since concluded
to reenlist in the veteran corps of Freethinkers, and to reenter the lecture field
as soon as I can arrange to leave my present business in the hands of my successors,
and to fight it out on that line if it takes
the balance of my lifetime.
CARL BLITZ, D. D.
P. S.-That D. D. stands for Dutch
Dude.
[For the benefit of other readers-, not of
this friend, "\Vho we fear is a hardened
wag, we will say that our words were, "A
Bigots' Directory," not "A Bigot's :birectory."-ED. T. S.]

Help Us Get These Demands, Brother.
SANTA F:E, N. M., Jan. 15, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: After a long time r hav
succeeded in getting a new subscriber to
your valuable paper--,a y01mg man ·who
was brought up a Catholic. He hacl r~ad
some of my papers and liked them vety
much. Perhaps when he sees my Bible
Picture Book he may subscribe for' it also.
You hav many books on your . list that I
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would like very much to hav; it is only for
lack of means that I do not hav them.
There are a number of Liberals b.ere,
and if we could hav a good lecture to let
us into tile light of truth a little more and
giv us new ideas in the matter and tell us
how to organize and lay out the rules and
regulations of Liberalism, we might better
know how to work on Freethought. No
one enjoys reading Freethought literature
more than I do. Some of us wotild like to
know the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
Hopino- some day to· be able to get more
subscrib:rs to your paper, yours for liberty and truth,
MRs. C: A. BERLETTS.
[We append the N:ille Demands.-ED.
T. S.]
. 1. The equitable taxation of church
property in common with other property.
2. The total discontinuance of religious
instruction and worship in the public
schools, and especially the· reading of any
Bible.
·
3. The repeal of all laws enforcing the
observance of Sunday as a religious institution rather than an economic one justi:fied by physiological and other secular
reasons.
4. The cessation of all appropriations of
the public funds for educational and charitable institutions of a sectarian character.
5. The abolition of ecclesiastical chaplaincies paid out of the public treasury.
6. The discontinuance of the practiCe of
the appointment by the president of the
.United States and by the governors of the
several states of religious festivals and fasts.
7. The substitution of a solemn affirmation, under the pains and penalties of perjury, in place of the common forlJls of a
judicial oath, in the courts and in all other
departments of the government.
8. The defense through the courts of
any American citizen whose equal religious
and political rights are denied, or who is
oppressed on account . of any ()pinions he
may hav held or expressed on the subject
of religion. ·
9. The promulgation, by all peaceable
and orderly means, of the great principles
. of religious liberty and equal rights, devotion to truth for its own sake, and universal brotherhood on the ground of a common humanity; and the protection of the
state from the encroachments of the church.

than those who do not see nature and the
great All through her ignorant and perverted mental eyes.
Josh Billings says: "It is better not to
kfi;OW so m~ch than to know so many
things that am't so;" and that truth applies
to you.
I object !Tiost earnestly to religion being
advocated m the Practical Farmer. You
and your contributors write of what God
can do to save th~ soul. Your God never
answered one prayer, for the good reason
that he does not exist. He is a man-made
myth. The priests and demagogs keep
up the God delusion, that they may liv off
the labor of their blind dupes, who, like
you, hav more faith than reason or science.
Whatever is to me true and good for
humanity, I advocate; but I abhor shams
and inhuman absurdities.
Wishing you all the blessings of this life, .
and a far livelier sense of justice and
equality, I am,
Yours for the highest, best, and happiest
life, now and here,
J. H. CooK.

The Church Unmercifully Chastised.

mill business and manufactured large
quantities of lumber of late years. About
fourteen years ago he moved from his
farm to the village and ran a hardware
store and post-office and the office of a
justice, and for a few years past dealt
largely in agricultural implements. Mr.
Snow has held many offices-of trust and
responsibility during his long and noble
life, and his friends are legion. Mr.
Snow was a friend of intellectual libertyof the Procl mation of Emancipation. He
was glad to see his country without a slave
and the American flag without a stain.
He reaps the reward of an honest man.
His political life was one of honesty and
nobility-a certificate of manhood, courage, and true patriotism. He worked for,
and voted, his honest convictions; and for
such a man I hav every respect. Mr.
Snow was Agnostic in religion; that is,
he "didn't know," but "hoped." About
three months ago I met Uncle Chauncey,
as we called him, and this is the last time I
had any conversation with him upon religion. He then asked me if I had memorized the "Tribute " I had read to him a
few days before. I told him I had. Said
he, "Rob, please repeat the last paragraph
of it." I did so and it highly pleased the
old gentleman, and he then said, "Those·
are my ideas exactly, Rob." The words I
repeated then I giv you now:
"In this drama of our human life all are
actors and no one knows his part. In this
great play the scenes are shifted by unknown forces, and the commencement,
plot, and end are still unknown-are still
unguessed. One by one the players leave
the stage and others take their places.
There is no pause-the play goes on. No
prompter's voice is heard, and no one has
the slightest clew to what the next scene
is to be.
"Will this great drama hav an end?
Will the curtain fall at last? Will it rise
again upon some other stage? Reason
says perhaps, and hope still whispers yes!"
Yes! Mr. Snow "hoped." And which
of us does not? Friends, let us believe that
death is kind, that it givs back al). it takes
away. It only removes our dear ones behind the veil. Let us "hope" they liv
and love us still. Here our hearts are
pierce.d by the barbed arrows of bereavement; here we repeat farewells and plant
by the sacred dust the willow and the
cypress. There, let us ''hope," we willliv
and love forever! -Let us not believe earth
is man's only abiding-place. It caniwt be,
friends, that life is a bubble cast up by the
ocean of eternity to float a moment upon
its waves of foam and then sink into
. nothingness. Else why these high and
glorious aspirations to liv again that leap
like angels from the temples of our hearts,
forever wandering unsatisfied? It must
be, we are born for a higher destiny than
earth. We hav no fear of the future.
And the soul we respected.,. that takes its
leave from life's battle, haCL no fear! His
work is done, and he rests· in peace beneath pure white snow, qy the side of the
wife he loved and who loved him, in his
painless palace of peace in Elm creek cemetery.
RoBERT R. JONES.

ADRIAN, MICH., Jan. 20, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Now is the winter of our
discontent. Orthodoxy, the old superstitious hydra, vociferates the doctrin of the
immaculate W angdoodle. The clergy
realize that the puritanic power is slipping
away from their .arbitrary manipulation.
The religious sycophants are writhing in
abject fear and trembling at their waning
influence. They want the world to stand
still one day of seven. They also want a
law to compel people to hie away to a Godoffice and listen to the ranting of knaves
ii!pouting superstition and clerical vaporings. They are scheming to deprive the
laboring men of the privilege of an intellectual, ip.structiv exhibition and compel
thei:n to attend church and pay their hardearned cash to knave preachers and sycophantic howlers, the effete and the hypocrit. The government will stand upon its
dignity and the World's Columbian Exhibition will be a fact with no break to disturb its harmony to accommodate any
sect or syndicate. All days of the week
will be observed alike to pope, pagan, or
gentile, the antics of the animal notwithstanding. The American eagle's scream
Refused Communication.
will be heard high on the battlement of
CoLUMBus, KAN., Feb. 11, 1892.
American liberty.
MR. EDITOR : I wrote an earnest letter
They, the orthodox, are scheming to
of remonstrance to the editor of the Prac- deprive the wage-workers of congenial rectical Farmer in Philadelphia, and with it reation, and demand their Sunday exsent. the following letter to the editress of pense for the benefit of the church. They
the "Home Circle" department of that
say the Sunday outlay to the Fair must go
paper, which I read. I wrote him if he to the church. What an immaculate dicdid not send my letter to the lady. He·
tum, what magnanimous proselyting, the
was silent on the subject. He was not as assumption that the great I Am needs
just and Liberal as I hlt,!l supposed.
worldly galore to boost his prerogativ.
The letter follows this.
J. H. CooK.
You hydra-headed monstrosity, are you
CoLuMBus, KAN., Feb. 1, 1892.
not ashamed to utter such balderdash?
To THE EDITRESS oF THE HoME CIRCLE Wipe off your capacious jaws; be less
IN THE PRACTICAL FARMlliR, Dear Jlfadam:
conspicuous; indulge in less effrontery.
I see in the number for January 2d your
own statement that you had refused to You hav long sought the long end of the
publish a ·letter to your department be- teeter-board. Now mark the appended
cause it was-from an Infidel or Atheist.
prophecy: You never wil.J. proselyte this
I am both, and hav been for fifty years. splendid government to the dictates of
I claim my right, natural and constitu- church fallacy or monopoly. You will
tional. and the right of the person whose
Prpfound Thoughts in Elegant Phrases.
letter you rejected, to be the same as the never reach that goal. The church is a
rights of your orthodox contributors, who fraud; the government is a fact. Now, OFFICE oF CouNTY JUDGE, BoN HoMME}
CoUNTY, SoUTH DAKOTA.-0REGON
mix up-and yon too-so much. piety and my mythical dear sir, mark the utterance:
RICHMOND, JuDGE.
religious exhortation with their practical Your dying throes will soon land your
TYNDALL, SouTH DAKOTA, Feb. 5, 1892.
good sense on secular and material sub- paraRitic souls in a nonentity.
jects. Justice demands that if you pubTo PUBLISHER TRUTH SEEKER, New
0. s. BARRETT.
lish orthodoxy, you should also publish
York, jtfy Dear S~r and Friend: I am
heterodoxy. If you allow your contriban old reader and subscriber of THE TRUTH
utors to advocate God, Christ, the devil, a
SEEKER. I find that I cannot very well
An Agnostic Funeral Address.
future, heaven, and hell, the sin of dancafford to be without it. I therefore desire
ing, and so on, you ought. also to allow
EAST
RANDOLPH,
N.Y.,
Jan.
6,
1892.
Infidels to express their opinions. I supto renew my subscription at once.
MR. EDITOR: The funeral of our old friend,
pose hundreds of them subscribe for, read,
I hav forgotten the price, and hav no
and appreciate the P1·actical Farmer. If C. A. Snow,Esq., occurred at lP.M. to-day, tinie just now to look even for your exact
you do not, and will not, do that, you are at his residence, and was in its main feature
a narrow-minded bigot, a traitor to liberty, such as 4e had desired and was conducted address.
I shall, if acceptable, be an occasional
justice, and equality, and your proper in accordance with the wishes he expressed
place is to edit an orthodox religious pacontributor in the interests of correct
per, instead of a department in the Prac- only a fe IV days before he sank into that thought. I inclose something that was
tical Farme1·, which ought to be entirely slumber called death. The body rested in suggested by an occurrence in this vicinity
secular and never publish the private a very rich black casket neai: the center
religious or Infidel views of any contrib- of the parlor. Flowers in tasteful forms yesterday in the death of an old man who
for many years has been free from superutor.
were on the casket and stand, and perstition, but who, in the hour of death, was
What would be thought of Mr. Terly,
or any other writer, male or female, in the fu~ed the melancholy air of the whole reimpressed by the old notions, and "died
?ther various departments, if they should house with a grateful fragrance. Mr. in the arms of Jesus."
mtersperse, as yon and many of your Snow was seventy-four years old; was
Very respectfully and fraternally yours,
corr.espondents do, pious cant, and call twice married; his first wife died several
DR. 0. RICHMOND.
upon God and Christ, and assume '' holy years ago; from whom he had a son and
horror," because many people dance and
STILL AMONG THE SHADOWS.
do not go to meeting and try to save their daughter, who with tender hearts and loving hands faithfully administered every
souls, and so on?
We are still breathing dead men's
I read a letter in your department and possible comfort to their fond father in breath; still standin~ among the cadavers
am pleased when I get a new idea or' sug- his last hours upon earth. Mr. Snow's of the dead centunes. Our precedents
gestion, which all need to hav to make life had always been one of ]jusiness. He in law, medici~ and religion smell of the
the most of life, but I am repelle'd and disgraveyards of J!jgypt, Athens, and Rome.
gusted when the writer attaches pious ex- had large rich farms and well stocked. The mind is fettered with tradition. 'fhere
Years
ago
he
was
a
drover,
and
shipped
hortation, religious bigotry, 'blind prejuis fashion in thought as in costume. Is it
dices, and .senseless platitudes to show(?) many carloads of cattle and sheep to New not somewhat singular that men and women
how much better and purer the writer is York city. He was also interested in the were evQr self-willed enough to improve
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upon the primitiv costume said to hav
been Adam's and Eve's?
It is because of this blind subjugation
to the past that we cling so tenaciously to
so much that is palpably '~bsurd and logically- nonsensical in the sciences and in political and religious and biological beliefs.
We accept propositions as maxims for no
other reason. than that they are musty with
age, that they come to us shrouded with the
mystic veil of the centuries. Mathematics,
or, more properly speaking, arithmetic, being an abstract and demonstrable science,
has exploded, banished, or improverl the solutions of the first algebraists and geometricians, but still accepts religiously many
of their undemonstrable hypotheses.
Who, ~ven at this day, so bold ns to repeat the heroic daring of Tycho Bmhe
and attack the correctness of the Copernican theory of the universes? Who is there
hardy enough to challenge the accepted
theory of the origin of the Gulf strenm?
that of the trade winds? that of sound,
light, disease ? that of the creation of
something from nothing? that of nerve
fluid? that of muscular irritability? the
immemorially and patently absurd distinction between "organic and inorganic "
substances ? that of the distinction between the moral and intellectual natures
in man? that of the existence of an individual, eternal, and personnlsoul, separate
and distinct from the organized dust it is
clahned to animate? the utterly untenable,
mystical, and debasing theory of " disease
germs?" that any departure from the assumed standard of health is nn unnatural
condition, as if in nature there cnn be anythin~ "unnatural," as if an "overruling,
ommpotent, all-merciful, and just and
lovin<; Universal" could bring upon man
the curse of the debasing, foul, obnoxious,
detestable, abhorrent, and excrueiatin&"
endemics, epidemics, "scourges," ana
pestilences that from • la time's earliest
dawn hav afflicted, deteriorated, debauched, and exterminated the countless
generations of men? that asserting the
finite and powerless man, and the infinit
and all-powerful God, yet admits in man
the creativ power to convert "inanimnte
substances" into " living tis~ue ?" that
"Sleep is nature's rest l'rom toi11" that
the infant, born to-day of ,Tones 1tml
madam, has " eternal life " in " dmnuation
or redemption," although the ye1trs uf its
life are counted only from its birth, 11ml
not from the uncommencing cycle of
the ages, as should be the case were
its· life "eternal?" For, at the best, when
the foundation facts are reached, these
theories are simply theories, the progenies
of prolific minds, exuberant with the resources of imagery and "dr·eams and
visions of the night."
Intelligent men and women reject truths
that conflict with these dead and rotten
carcasses of the past, though these truths
are as patent to reason as the sun is palpable at mid-day. They still stand "lost in
amazement and credulity" worshiping
shadows of substance, clinging to legends
and traditions that melt away from cnndid
scrutiny as would snow-banks under the
perpendicular rays of an August sun.
.
Placed in a world of mystery, where
Nature hides her secrets with jealous care;
confronted at every step with legions of
opposing obstacles; dazzled by tho infinit
and inexplicnble confusion of objects by
which he is sur ounded, man, with the
unbounded egotism of the mythological
Jupiter, setting his face against the svlendid beauties among which he moveH, rejecting Nature'H coy invitations to embrace
and enjoy her, to master her wonderful
problems of life and sense, and thus to
enlarge the material enjoyments of this
existence, expends nine-tenths of his
precious life in vain attempts to solve the
unsolvable rrohlem, "What shall succeed
to all this?"
Man, with the boundless experience and
lessons of countless centuries, whose accumulating burthen of r.ears has made the
soil of old earth fertrl with the decayerl
bodies of his immel)1orial ancestry, is still
too timid to get out of the ruts mnde by
primitiv man, and which are worn so deep
by countless proce13sions of "bliwl followers of the blind," that he cannot even
see the clear sky of truth overhead. He
still clings tenaciously and stubbornly to
political, religious, and social creeds whose
final analyses show them in forms that make
Reason blush and Justice hide her face in
very shame.
A convention of delegates chosen in
primary caucus, meet and formulate a
political platform made up of big-sounding
words and skilfully marshaled phrases,
which, reduced to their fundamentals, are
meaningless and impracticable; a conclave
of pious hierarchs assemble and revise or
devise a creed whose web and woof are
subtility and mysticism, but tinctured
with just enough reason to make it palatable· and medical associations, composed
of ~embers whose enforced skepticism is
notorious but who hav not the courage to
cut adrift' from the legends and traditions
that retard medical progress of to-day,
like all the rest still bow themselvs before
Authority; and bend their knees before
Precedent.
DR. 0. RICHMON~.
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~ hiZdrsn' s ~ ornsr.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, j}lass., to whom all Communicationsjot· this Corner should be sent.

=================="Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the d~y's occuP-ations
That is known as the 0hildren s Hour."

Jesus Paid.
A Christian minister, to begin:
"Children dear, why hav you been
Out of doors, in the fields at play,
On this holy Sabbath day~
Why did yon not stay in the house
And be as silent ·as a mouse?"
CIIILDREN:
u

'Ca1u;e reason says it is no ha.rm
'l'o recreate upon the farm;
Therefore,
Rather than go to Sunday-school
'ro learn nonsense, or 'become a fool
For Christ's sake,'
\Ve mean to do just as we pleaseOn Sunday play among the trees."

J'II.-" But don't yon know that is a sin?"

C.-" No matter if we sin commit;
You say that Jesus died for it.
Though we should sin our time away
And wicked be till old and gray,
Just before we come to die,
On Jesus's death we will rely,
And say on him we do believe:
'l'hen he our sins will all forgiv!
Think of it!
'l'herefore, if that indeed is so,
We can to play on Sunday go;
Your Jesus Christ will pay our debt;
'l'hen sin we may and never fret!
To say:
Jesus died sinners to save,'
Only encourages each knave
'l'o steal, and lie, and curse, and swear,
And sm·atch, and bite, and, if they clare,
Even to kill in angry fit.
All right,
J csus Christ has paid for it!
Such lessons, taught at Sunday-schools,
No wonder we'd believe as fools;
·weekdays are just as good, we know,
As Sundays are, in fact, and so
We loving boys and girls will play,
And happy be on every day.
'rherefore,
If others' rights we don't invade,
We hav no cause to be afraid;
And if our parents clear do say
That on the Sabbath we can play,
'l'hen it will be no.sin, yon see.
So says our friend, Elisha B."
E. B. BLAKEMAN.

Prellistoric Man in J{ansas.
MyYouNGLIBERALFRmNDs: I~mmuch
interested in archeological research in
Kansas, and by careful observation I find
that Atchison county affords a rich field
for the antiquarian. Old camping-grounds,
village sites, and open-air workshops are
innumerable in this county, especially
along the river bluffs, and in" the fields
bordering on some stream. A number of
motmds hav also been discovered. An
open-air workshop is a place where the Indians made their implements and weapons.
Wherever such a place is fmmd, it will be
observed that there is an accumulation of
chips of :flint, and broken or unfinished
implements.. At old camping-grounds the
earth presents the appearance of having
been burnt in many places, and is intermixed with fragments of pottery, chips of
:flint, and bones of animals, etc. The
writer has personally found a number of
these places. One of them is at Port
Williams, on a stream called Walnut creek,
about eight miles southeast of the city
of Atchison, and another is five miles south
of the city on a streanl called Owl creek.
Both of these streams empty into the Missouri river, and these old aboriginal
camping-grmmcls are only a short distance
from the river. A great many relics hav
been observed at these places, from time
to time, among them some extra fine specimens of stone axes, celts, pestles, hammers, drills, scrapers, war-club heads,
arrow-heads, pipes, etc., most of which are
in possession of the writer.
One day while visiting the old campingground on Owl creek, the writer concluded that he would make further
searches, thinking there might be some
graves or mounds in the vicinit.y. He
climbed to the top of a high and rugged
bluff, directly opposit to the campingground, and he had not searched a great
while before his most sangnin expectations
were fulfilled. On the projecting point of
the bluff he discovered two mounds which
had evidently been there for a long stretch
of years. He went home, procured a pick

and spade, and with his two brothers and
Mr. C. A. Bruner, again repaired to the
scene of the mounds for the purpose of
making excavations. At the depth of
about two feet human bones were found.
They were in a bad state of decomposition,
and only small pieces could be removed,
and they would crumble to dust with the
pressure of the finger and thumb. The
bones had evidently been under the action
of fire, for some of them were black or
charred, and pieces of charcoal, burnt
earth and stones, were found among the
remains. The writer sent some of these
charred bones to the curator of prehistoric anthropology in the National
Museum at Washington, asking his opinion about the bones, and he replied that
there was no evidence of the bones being
burnt. But this gentleman is certainly
mistaken. According to physiological research, if a bone is burnt, and all the animal matter be not consumed, it will turn
black, while, on the other hand, if all the
animal matter is consumed, the bone will
retain its whiteness and can be crumbled
into a plain white residue. If we accept
the theory of physiology, which is a very
reasonable theory, we are ready to admit
that the bones found in these mounds are
:more or less burnt.
The work of excavation was not completed the first clay on account of our time
being quite limited; but a short time afterward Mr. Frank Oliphant, of Atchison,
and the writer revisited the mounds and
resumed the work. No relics of importance were found. In one of them was
found a small :flint arrow-head, and another
worked :flint, probably a war-club head.
In the other was found a broken arrowhead and some chips of :flint. The position
of the bodies. could not be correctly ascertained, as most of the bones had crumbled
away, and what few remained were, it
seems, scattered all around through the
mounds. In one of them a piece of jawbone containing a few teeth was found in
the southeast corner, and in the other a
few fragments of charred skull were found
in the east encl. Although only a matter
of conjecture, yet it is reasonable to suppose that human sacrifices had there been
offered, and that after the body had been
subjected to the action·of fire without being entirely consumed, the remains were
left in an irregular position and covered
with earth and sto:p.es.
The mounds were walled with stone inside, and there was a layer of :fiat stones
over the remains; also a circle of stone
around the mound at the base. They were
about twelv feet in diameter at the base,
and about two feet in bight. They present
a prehistoric appearance, although it can
not be ascertained how old they are. They
are similar in construction and contents to
some mounds discovered near Fort
Leavenworth in 1830, by Rev. Isaac McCoy, and it is .probable that the Fort
Leavenworth and Atchison county mounds
were erected by the same aboriginal tribe.
Near the old camping-ground at Port
Williams there is an Indian buryinggrmmcl where stone axes, arrow-heads,
etc., hav been found. The writer visited
this burying-place last spring and made
some excavations, but turned up nothing
more than some Indian bones. · One of
these bones is very interesting. It is a
bone of the forearm, and it clearly shows
that it had been broken at one time, and
had mended again. The writer subsequently learned that exploration had been
made in the same place about thirteen
years previously, and that a tomahawk, an
ax, and a large quantity of beads were unearthed. Many traces of a prehistoric race
are· in this section and I shall embrace
every opportunity to examin them.
GEORGE J. REMSBURG.

A Child's Questions.
The average boy is a tireless truth seeker.
He wants to know what a thing is and what
caused it. The tmiverse is a mystery to
him, and he naturally believes it is the
duty of his parents to explain it. So· he
thinks uiJ questions while his papa is away
at work, and when he sees him returning
home in the evening he goes out to meet
him to get his questions answered.
He asks the question with a good deal of
sincerity and earnestness, and he feels
hurt when he receives a playful or sarcastic
answer.

Parents too often make the mistake of
giving an untruthful, misleading, or ·witty
answer, with the idea of getting off easily.
Instead of trying to crush out the tendency
to ask questions it is the parent's duty to
teach his child to investigate and to inquire
and find ·out first causes. Of course we
must expect some puzzling questionsquestions we cannot ans~er and that no
scholar can answer-but let us answer what
we can and keep on training the little folks
to investigate.
I giv below a few of the curious yet
pertinent questions that hav been asked
me by our little boy before he was
seven years old. Some of them are laughable, but he has never been laughed at for
asking them. I giv them in his own
language:
Who taught. the first teacher in the
world?
When people hav war do they kill little
babies?
Why does soda water make hot· wind
come clown your nose?
How can a ship sail against the wind?
What will they do for Christmas when
Santa Claus dies?
Are there any shepherd dogs in Newfouncllancl?
Is a monkey part man?
How does Santa Clans get money to buy
presents for so many children?
If every chicken in the world came out
of an egg how did the· :first egg get laid?
Is it true that Christmas is God's birthday?
When a bird takes my string to build his
nest don't you call that stealing?
How big is the biggest clog in the world?
Could anyone get a Newfoundland clog
made over into a bulldog?
Mom·ovia, Cal.
W. A. CHEss.

Correspondence.
A NICE LETTER FROM A NICE BOY.
NEW YoRK, Jan. 31, 1892.
DEAR MISS WIXoN: My name is Yolande
del N amhtrove, and I am going to school
I expect to be promoted, and I am almost
eight years old, and I shall be in the third
grade.
.
A lady who reads THE TRUTH SEEKER
read some of the letters in the Children's
Corner, and it made me think that I might
write you, and if you print "my letter I
will write you again telling you of my experience in going to the Catholic Sundayschool, as I am a little Freethinker.
YoLANDE DEL N AMHTROVE.
CilrnRIDGE, MAss., Jan. 30, 1892.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought I would
write a letter to you. This is my second
letter to the Children's Corner. My father has taken .THE TRUTH SEEKER for
many yeals. I like to read the Children's
Corner very much. l'lfr. Paine, a wealthy
man of Cambridge, got up an association
giving prizes to children for going there.
I went, and found out there was so much
Christianity about it that I did not go any
more.
My teacher has prayers every morning
in school. Do the laws of Massachusetts
compel me to attend them?
Well, I must close, as my letter is too
long now.
Your friend,
VIOLET ARCIDBALD.
[The law of Massachusetts declares that
the Bible shall be read in the public
schools, and attendance at school is compulsory.-ED. C. C.]
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TRUTH SEEKER and all other Liberal works
I can afford, including some of yours.
Am an invalid confined to my home most
of the time. I take great pleasure in reading our natural and sensible literature. I
hav often wished I was able in health and
purse to attend.the gatherings and become
personally acquainted with the workers.
Living, as we do, in a place where there
are no Liberal women, and married into a
dyed-in-the-wool puritan family, excepting
my husband, I hav felt sometimes that I
had a hard "row to hoe," but hav managed to keep my tow in sight. I am outspoken, but try to be kinclly and Liberal. ·
In rPading the Corner I am made quite
happy living over the times when I could
romp and play, and I hav written some of
them clown as I remembered them. This
one I thought I would send.
Do as you please about printing, as I do
not feel like the little folks about seeing
"this in print."
Sincerely thine,
ETTA MARDEN.
DEAR LITTLE FRmNDs oF ~HE CoRNER:
I feel when I read your letters like writing
too. Although I .am old now, I was once
a little girl and full of play. They carry
me back in one long dream of the past, and
I roam around on the farm in my childhood
home in the Green Mountain state. I visit
again all my old playgrmmds, and liv the
times over again with my sister-younger,
for I had three older sisters and no brother.
Our pets were a big watch-clog, Mage,
and the kittens, little bossies, lambs, and
pigs.
To-day I am thinking of _the birds, how
we watched their nest-building and rearing
their young. When father would come in
from his work to rest, he would tell us to
be ready when he went b!J,ck to go with
him, for he had found another nest with
such pretty brown eggs. So it was that we
always had several of these bird homes to
watch: and so gentle and careful were we
not to frighten them that they soon would
be quite at home 'Yith us. We watched
them from day to day till it was a part of
our play to visit them very often. Many
were the bugs and worms we left near the
nests, and ran away so they might come
and get them.
How plainly I recall one summer when
our bil'ds were almost large enough to fty,
there came a heavy shower just at night.
How blaQk and angry the clouds were!
And then the rain came pouring clown.
Father told us he was afraid our birds
down by the pasture bars and those in the
stump by the brook in the mowing-field
would drown. How anxious we were! But
we must wait till morning. , So when it
came, all sunny and bright, we ran out to
see, and sure enough, there they were all
cold and dead, and the parent birds hopping back and forth on the fence, weeping
and calling so sadly that we wished we
could tell them that we mourned too.
We finally decided to bury them, and
were soon busy preparing for the sad
event. We first found two boxes, and put
cotton in them to make it soft, then laid
the birdies in very tenderly. Then we
gathered violsts and ferns and placed
around them, dug the graves side by side,
and laid them in, and, after covering them,
planted :flowers around the little mounds.
As I look back to it now, it was very like
a Liberal funeral, no prayers or false ceremony, nothing but sunshine and nature,
and ere many days the parent birds had
ceased to moan. So had their little friends,
Mat and Ett, who were busy with their
other pets, that I should love to tell yon
about some other time.
ETTA MARDEN
0

What the Little Folks Are Saying.

''Boy, you hav tears in your eyes," he
said to a little chap who was slipping along
NEw RoCHELLE, N.Y., Feb. 3, 1892.
Woodward avenue. "Yes, sir." "FaDEAR Miss WixoN : I hav never written ther dead?" "No, sir; last SU'Illmer's
to the Children's Corner, but my sister dead and I'm awful cold."
has-we lived in New York then.
New Rochelle is a very pretty place, and
Mother: "And if I tell you the story
we hav lived here since March, 1891-nearly about the babe in the manger and the 'vise
a year.
We do not know many people here, be- men from the East, Bobby, will you go to
cause we do not belong to any church. sleep?" Bobby (after studying for a
This town is a regular old Huguenot moment): " No, rna, you tell me the
town.
story about Jack the Giant-Killer first,
I am in F grammar class; that means and then I'll· go to sleep while you're
six from the highest class.
I am twelv years old. Papa has taken telling about the babe in the manger."
THE TRUTH SEEKER for over seven years.
How it is that w.e don't tumble off the
We expect to go to England in May,
and stay till August, for papa is an earth as it moves around its axis, much
troubled a little boy, having his first lesEnglishman.
Some of the girls here call me a heathen. sons in geography. ''Still, if it can hold
I hope this letter is not too long.
the sea on, it can hold us on," was his logI remain,
Your friend,
ical conclusion. The same small boy felt
PoRTIA BRoADBELT.
a keen injustice had been clone him be[A good letter. Write again. Portia's cause his sister (several years his senior)
letters will be always welcome, and we had seen several places before he was
shall be pleased to hear from her when she born. He felt aggrieved and declaimed
goes to Englancl.-ED. C. C.]
against the injustice in the following terms:
" It was not my fault, I could not help
A PLEASANT LETTER FROM A BI\AVE LADY. being born last; and if you are older than
me, I am newer than you," was his statePINERCoorr, N. Y., Feb. 16, 1892.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I am a reader of THE ment of the law of compensation,
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.Jfews of ths Wssk. SCIENCE ~~:=RELIGION, Libert~ irt
A :i3ILu for the state reo-ulati.on of vice is
about to be introcluced"'in the New York
legislature. The society to oppose it is
busy.
CATHOLICS in Eno-land are arousing to
actinn in school ele~tions, and in Oar lisle
hnv returned Canon Waterton and Father
Smith to their former places on the board.

Literature.

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
Uy '.5.'. C. 'VIDDICOlU.BE,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents
THE TRUTH SEEiillR CO.

A~vancement · of

Science.

To

Testimonial
Walt WhitmaA.

THF. pope has given audience to a memBY
ber of the World's Fair. committee. Leo
will stimulate Catholic interest in the Fair,
By Prof. John Tyndall.
and especially commend the subject to the
Holy Congregation for the Propagation With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Article•
of the Faith. He promises to pray for
on Prayer.
Chicago.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.
PHILADELPHIA, P A.,
IN Jackson county. Ia., the entire community about Iron Hill, or as it is called,
OCT. 21, 1890.
"the New ,Jerusalem," has for some time
With
a
Portrait of Whitman.
been frantic over religion. Finally it is
announced that a woman has given birth
AUTHORIZED EDITION.
to a child who plainly is the second mesPaper, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.
siah. This is almost universally believed,
afJd joy is unbounded. .

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Prof. Wm. Denton's Books~

SAB·BATH . BREAKING.

THERE is dissension among Catholics as
to whether education shall be discuRsed at
the Catholic congress at Baltimore. It has
arisen out of the desire of Archbishop
Ireland that it shall not be. He is afraid
of being censured for instituting the
"Faribault system " in his provin<;e,
which covers Minnesota. This system
converted Catholic to public schools with
state support, nuns in religious garb still
teaching, but religious instruction being
given not hourly bnt for an hour at the
close of the clay.
TB;E government of Mexico has so far
been able to repress the Garza revolution
without unusual effort. By its new railways it can concentrate troops and surround enemies at almost any point. Of
its restriction of clerical power, which has
made ecclesiastics espouse Garza's side, it
is related: "The priests are not allowed
to take an activ part in politics and to obstruct the development of liberal institutions and the advancement of education.
They are kept under constant. restraint,
and while their sympathies are invarinbly
excited whenever leaders like Garza attempt to harass and overthrow the national
1/'0Vernment, they are not able to influence
the mass of the population."
REv. FATHER ADAMS, Roman Catholic,
of 144 South 4th street, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
iR rtrawing crowds of applicants for cure of
eli ·<ease. He prays, and then touches tho
patient· with one of his eleven holy relics.
He savs: ''My relics I believe are blessed
of God. Five of them I got myself from
the English convent of Bruges, four I got
through Father Prendergast, the famous
Jesuit priest, and the other two were given
to me by grateful patients." He has raised
a boy named Burns from his dying bed.
He has cured one McCarthy who drew
162 breaths a minute, a boy named McGowan who had epilepsy, a Mrs. Fogarty
suffering with cancer, and many others.
A reporter who called found 'him taking
the money of a crowd of poor people for
his treatment of fits, cancer, sore eyes,
felon, hip disease, etc.
THE new-madefriendship between France
and the Vatican is already about severed.
The pope has commanded the l<'rench
prelates to preserve amity with their government, but they are irrestrainably angry
at the government prohibition of their
visiting Rome. Radical members of the
legislature propose separation of the church
and the state. The present union of these
institutions was projected w1th a view to
keeping the chm·ch under control, but
many think now that this can be clone best
in separation. A Catholic writer thus describes the wrongs which his church has
suffered from the French republic: "The
Jesuits and relig-ious hav been hunted
from the schools, the hospitals hav been
turned over to lay nurses, watch has been
set upon the actions of the bishops and
their liberty curtailed, permission has been
granted to apostate priests to marry and to
perform marriage ceremonies, elementary
education has been secularized, church
pensions hav been in cases suppressed
soldiers hav been prohibited from attend~
ing mass, changes hav been introduced
into the. financial policy which will virtually r)Jlll many religwus institutions by
the mt~drawal of revenues to which they
are entitled, laws hav been passed which
tend to the destruction of t.he sacred character of. marriage, the clergy hav been
sys~e:matwally_ e_xcludecl from beneficiary
positiOns, Teligwus teachino- has been
abolish~d from th~ schools, cl~crees passed
for closmg Oathohc schools and military
servic~ h!ls b_een imposed ' upon young
ecclesrastws-m fine, th~ state has practically assumed the form of organized Atheism and has pursued a policy that makes it
necessary for Catholic~ to.fig:ht, with every
means that the COJ!Stitutw:n affords, for a
t4l.'~;J~te~ed fait]l,"

Origin. ot• "the Sabbatic IdeaThe .:Te"vish ~abbath.-Th.e
Christian Scriptures and the
Sabba"th.-1.:<:: x ;-uni:n. a "ti on. of"
Sunday Argu.Inen.ts Ori,g·in.
of the Christian SabbathTes-timony of" "the Christian
Fa-thers-The Sabbat;h. during "t.hc Middl<.~ Ages-The
Puritan. Sabba"t.h.-Testimon.y
of" Christian R c :£or Iller s •
Scholar:-:, and Divines-Abroga-tion of" Sunday La-w-s.
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WHAT everybody echoes or in silence
passes by as true to-day ·may turn Ol!t to be
The Champions of the Church; Their falsehood to-morrow, mere smoke of opinCrimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 1,119 ion, which some had trusted for a cloud
pages. Cloth, $3 00; leather, $4.00; morocco, that would sprinkle fertilizin,g rain on
gilt edges, $4.50.
their fields.- Thoreau.
The Gods and Ueligions of Ancient and
I PRESUME the inevitable quarreling and
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written
in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00 vituperativ abuse in which the bishops [at
for the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in mo- the council which selected the "inspired"
rocco, gilt edges, $8 00.
books] mutually engaged against each
From Behind the Bars. A series ofletters other must hav rendered the taking of a
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
vote impracticable, for Pappus, in his
A. Truth Seeker in :Europe. A series of Synodicon, givs quite another version of
letters written during a visit of ten weeks in
Europe. Givin¥ some account of. the Inter- the fixing of the canon at this Nicrean
national Freethinkers' Congress held at Brus- COlmcil. He tells us that the numerous
sels, to which 1\Ir. Bennett was a delegate4..fol- .. and various books that laid claim to be
lowed b:r a description of what he saw in .J!;ngland, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters canonical were all placed together under
from Rome alone are worth the price of the the communion table, and prayer was ofbook. With a steel-plate portrait of the author. fered up that the books of divine origin
850 pages. $1.50.
The Setnitic Gods and the Bible. Treat- might place themselvs on the table, while
ing upon the· Gods of the Semitic nations, in- those of human origin should remain uncludingAllah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, derneath-and it was so. In other words,
Jesus Uhrist, the Virgm l\'Iary, and the Bible.
To the latter 230 pages are devoted, showing to show their superiority to the rest,
that book to be a very inferior production for Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, etc., jumped
a first-class God .333large pages. Paper covers, up on the table; so the great and distin60 cents; cloth, $1.
guishing feature of the Holy Ghost as an
Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedan· author is that he writes books that can
ism examined historically and critically. jump! Long may we, as individuals and
It is thou~ht to be the most damaging exhibit
of Christianity that has appeared. 500 large as a nation, hav the judgment to ground
our beliefupon evidence so inexpugnable,
pages. Price, $1 50.
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Principal Works : Gods and Other Lectures ; Ghosts an<l Other Lectures; Some Mistakes of Moses ; Interviews ou Talmage ; What
1\Iust We Do to Be Savect? 1\Ja.Pnhemy; Crimes
Agaimt Criminals. 11411 a;,es. In one vol., half
calf, $5.

Prose Poems and Selections. From his
Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
calf, $4 50; halt mor., $5; turkey mor., $7.50;
tree calf. $9.

-Gods aml Other Lectures. Comprising The
Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.

Ghosts and Other Lectures. Including
Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence; About Farming in
Illinois; Speech Nominating James G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet ; A
Tl'ibute to Rev. Alex. Clark(;),; The Past Rises
Before 1\Ie Like a Dream ; and A Tribute to
Ebon (J. Ingersoll. Paper, 50c.

THE Christian partisan claims for Christianity the advantages of morality and
civilization.
With regard to civilization it may not be amiss to say a :few \ome Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some
.\li~takes of Moses; Free Schools;,., The Poliwords. Is it reasonable to expect from, or
tician'; Man and Woman; The Yentateuch;
attribute to, a system which is founded
Monday, 'fuesday, WednesdaK, Thursday,' He
iVIade the Rtars Also. Friday, 8aturday, Let Us
upon ignorance the advocacy of enlightHake 1\'Ia.n~,Sunday, The Necessity for a Good
ened views of humanity? Ignorance is the
Memory, '1'11e Gar<len, The Fa,li, Dampness,
parent of religion; how then can the Chris,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews,
tian religion be treated as an advocate of The Plagues, The Fli~ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery,l'vlarnage, War,Religions Libprogress? At what period, in what counerty; Conclusion. Paper, 50c.
try, and by whom as a representativ, did
on Talmage. Being Six InterChristianity exhibit its flag of reform? By Interviews
views with the Famous Orator on Six 8ermons
no one, at any time, can she claim this
by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage, of Brooklyn, to
which is >tddeti Tahnagian Catechism. .Paper.
high prerogativ. It would be, in the
50c.; cloth, q;~
church, an avowal of ignorance, an admission of error, to advocate reform. The Blaspllemy. Argument by R. G. Ingersoll
in t1Ie Trial of C. B. Reynolds, at Morristown,
very advocacywould carry with it the tacit
N.J. Paper, 25c.; cloth. 50c.
acknowledgment of error or inefficiency;
Must We Do to Be Saved~ Analyzes
and it is a standing rule with the church, What
tbe so-called gospels of Matthew, 1\'Iark, Luke,
as old as the- apostles, to discOlmtenance inand John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Catholic'1.1 Episcopalians, MethodiBts, Presbynovation, and to quench it in blood if necterians, .J!;vangelical Alliance, and answers the
essary. The grand feature of the church's
question of the Christians as to what he proinfluence upon society, and which has
poses inste>td of Christianity, the religion of
sword and flame. Paper. 25c.
made it at times a conservativ engin,
and at others a high-toned Tory. is itR un- rllomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to
varying ·adherence to the custom of rethe New York Observer'.~ Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution_,.b;y R. G. Ingergarding the pret:sent as the ultimate point
soJl;,.,tQ$8thPr with A Roman vatholic Canard,
of reform. Whenever mankind hav retro-by \v. 11.. Burr. Paper, 15c.
graded, religion has followed them like a Limitations of Toleration. A Discussion
jackal; and to gratify the superstitious
between C.nl. R. G. Ingersoll, Rein. Frederic R.
tendency of many old people, she has asCondert., and Ex-Governor Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10c.
Sl]med !tS many, as hideous, and as groteRque forms as ever existed in the brain of Orthodo:x;y. A Lecture. Paper, 10c.
a Cruikshank. Where man hail advanced,
Rights Speecl1. With Speech of
the church, in common with the t.b.en exiRt- Civil
Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper,10c.
ing institutions. submitted to reform, and O]Jening Speech to the Jury: In the suit
became gradually civilized as the primitiv
of the B. & 1\'I. Tel. Co. vs. W. lJ. Tel. Co., 1886.
Paper, 10 cents.
institutions crumbled away beneath the
wand of mental progress.-JJ:[ontgarnier. C:dmes Against Criminals. Price, 10c.
Lay Sermon. On the Labor Question.
PERHAPS the best-known development of A. Paper,
5c.
this theological view in the Protestant Stage and the Pulpit. An Interview on
church was that mainly evolved in England
their Com.Parative Merits, and Opinions on the
out of a French germ of theological
'frial of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholic
Church, etc. Paper, 3c.
thought-a belief in the efficacy of the royal
touch in sundry diseases, especially epi- [ngersoll on McGlynn. Paper, 3c.
lepsy and scrofula, the latter being conse- Bible Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
quently known as the kin~'s evil. -This lngersoll Catechised. Paper, 3c.
mode of cure began, so far as history The Truth of History. Paper, 3c.,
throws light upon it, with Edward the Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board,
ConfeRRor in the eleventh century, and
beveled, gilt edges, 50c.
came down from reign to rei!ffi, passing U1hograph of B. G. Ingersoll." 22x28
from t,he Catholic saint to Protestant
inches, heavy plate paper, 50c.
debauchees upon the English t,hrone, ·with i'hotogratJll (Cabinet) of B. G. Ingersoll,
ever-increasinl;\' miraculmJs efficacy. Tesno m-;nts.
timony to the reality of these cures is over- f,iber· y in Literature. Testimonial to
whelming. As a simple matter of fact,
Wotlt Whitman. By Robt G. Ingersoll. An
A•l<lreeH Delivered in Philadelphiat Oct. 21,
there are no miracles of healing in the his1890
With Portrait of Whitman. " et us put
tory of the human race more t,horoughly
wr~athH on the brows of the living." Pnce,
attested tha.n those wronght, by the touch of
DllPRr. 2!lc.; cloth. 50c.
Henry VIII., Elizabeth, the StnartR, and
especially by that chosen veRsel, Charles
II. Though Elizabeth could not bring
Candle From Under
herself fully to believe in the reality of
these cuTes, Dr. Tooker, the <meen's chaplain, and later dean of Lichfield. testifies
(li'Iark iv, 21); or,
fully of his own knowledge to the cnres
1,306 questions to the CJergy:
wrought by her, though he confesses that
she was somewhat skeptical. Yet it is esAnd for the Consideration of Others.
pecially instructiv to note that while in no
Instructive,
Interesting, and Laughable.
other rei~ were so many persons touched
for scrofula, and .in none were so many
BY WILLIAM HART.
cures vouched for, in no other reign did so
Price,
50 cents.
many people ilie of that disPase; the bil1s
of mortality show this clearly, and the reason doubtless is the general substitution of
supernatural for scientific means of cure.
This is but one ont of 'i:nany exa.mples Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology.
showing the havoc which 1t scientific test
By EDGAR C. BEALL.
ttlways makes amongmiraclesif men allow
it to be llPplied . ..:_Ex"President White of Preface by B. Q. l:!WGERSOLL.
Cornell University.
frioe, $L
Unanswerable.

The

The Bushel

Brain and the Bible.
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Ii;iosraJ Jdsstings.
These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
where these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought Societies can -hav their gatherings advertised here free by forwarding the necessary information.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.,
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 2llO E. 15th st. Lectures and
discusstons. The public cordially invited.

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sun~y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League HaJt 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
at., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ•
ation
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Pl"'tform free._ Henry Rowl~y. secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, .N.Y.-

Philadelphia Liberal League .25
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood. sts.,l!-t 2:30 an<~ \:30 P.M. for le"ctures and
free discusswn,s on religwus and social Questions.
Able speakers 11)-terest the audience. N.B.-'I'n1th
Seeker pubhcatwns always on hand at cheap rates.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly\first and third Sundays at
2 P.~.• a,t the towp. nall. All friends of hu~an
cultivation are mVIted. MARrus HEIGHToN, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secula•· Union

TRUTH SEEKER, __t<--.EDHUARY 27, 1.892.

Champions of the Church
WHAT
THEY

FOR

E~ch Number; Ten Uents.

•

H!V
DONE

CHRISTS
SAKE.
By D. ln.

BENNETT <Fo11-ndei' of THE

TRUTH SEERER). Price
'T'nF, rrnn'I'Tf

$3, in cloth. Address

R"R~K'En. AA T,n.t'n.vPt.t.A nla.ce. N.Y.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By John R. Kelso, A.M.

12mo, cloth, $1.00.

A

.STRI.KB OF<

Millionaires Against Miners;
-oR-

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
By HENRV D. LLOYD.
1m"' This book tells how tlie Spring Valley miners
were starved into actual slavery.
It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime
It deals not with theories but with facts,
·
figures, and names. It is a _l)owerful and pathetic book.

264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Rights of Women

Chicago Secular Union

-AND-

Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearbqr_n Hall, 181 West Madison street,
and at 116 Fifth avenue. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

THE SEXUAL RELATIONS.

Holds meetings ev-ery Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. <Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially inviterl.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets. every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's

Hall m Port A~geles, Wash. Lectures songs
and. select readmg. Discussion invited on all
sUbJects. Liberal Iiteratllre distributed free.
FRANR MoRSE, Cor. Sec.

BY KARL HEINZEN, the famous German Radical Editor.
An Address to an Unknown Lady Reader. Historical Review of the Legal Position of Women.
The Emancill_ation of Wom~tn. The Passive Prostitution of Women. The Active Prostitution of
Men. The Execution of Men. Love and Jealousy.
Morality. Marriage. Adultery. Divorce. Is
Marriage a Contract? Hanging a Woman. Religion. The Economic Independence of Woman.
Liberty and the Revolution the Allies of Woman.
Paper, 50c. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The West End Progressive Lib·
_eral Union
Of Los Angeles, C:tl., meets semi-monthly-~-. first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at .t'arr's
Hall. Everybodv invited. MRs. R. ~L BERRA
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Re~. Sec.
•

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Me\lts_ev-ery Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Mam street, Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectnres.-Free Discussions.-Original and Selected Readings anrl Poems. A large, valuable
jibrarx is at the service of members and friends.
v. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Secular Union
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Hoeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
Preatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
'Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RrcE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL. Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Fort Wodh, Tex., Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
16M Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIB,l'res.
IsAAc S. LEE, Sec.

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,

The entire
_,cost of a U. S. Patent for a simple invention
is $55. A pamphlet containing much advice and information seldom given without l
charge, will be mailed free.
Address EDWIN N. BEECHER
Solicitor of Patents and Conn-!
selor in Patent Causes,
MARION, Hartford County,
CONN.
N.B.-Register all ·
leP~!Jrs.

Meets every Sunday at 11 A.l!I. {It its hall cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street. VIsiting Liberals
invited. J. P. RICHARDsoN, President; M. IsAAC,
Secretary.

The Sacli,sonville, Fla., Liberal
League
Meets everY Sunday at 2:30 P.M: at Knights of
Honor Hall. Bay street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Liberal Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand· avenue, Milwaukee. meet• every Sund.ay evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A. B. SEvERANCE, President.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE:
BEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and De,~lopment of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.

Kennedy's
Medical Discovery
Takes hold in this order :

•

1. HERBERT SPENCETI: His life and _Personal
chr.racteristics; his Yiews on educatwn; his
religions opinions. By MR. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOliPSON.
2. OH.\.HLES ROBERT DARWIN: His ancestrr,
life, and personal characteristics. By JoHN W.
CH.tDWICK.
.
3. SOLAH AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
mntel'ial universe ever have a beginning? By
GARltE'~ P. SERviss.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geolog~'; How the world grew. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGE'rABLE IJIFE; How
does life begin; The problem of spontaneous
generation. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE; The evidences from geology, geograghicnl distribution,
and comparative zoology, By RosSITER HAYMOND, Ph.D.
7. THE DESCENT- OF MAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; duration of human life on the planet. By E. D.
CoPE, Ph.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Tlie mind and the
nervous.system: the nature of mind. By UoBT.
G. EccLEs, M.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitive man;
growth of the family, city, and state: develQPment of the domestiC relations; marriage. By
JAMES A. SKILTON.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of religious beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By z.
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism
grows out of e_goism; the proper balance. By
DR. LEWIS G ..JANES.
12. PUOOFS OF EVOLUTION-a, from geology;
b, from morphology; c, from embryology; d,
from nwtamorphosis; e, from rudimentary organs; f, from geographical distriuntion; g,
from discovered links; bJ from artificial breeding; i, from reversion; K, from mimicry. By
NELSON C. PARSHALL.
18. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REV. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Uelation
of the doctrine to_ prevailing philosophical systems. By STARR HoYT NicHoLs.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
001\'IING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
regeneration as tested by evolution. By UEv.
MINOT J. SAVAGE.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By Du. LEWIS
G. JANES.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
By SYLVAN DREY.
18. THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception; sight, souncl, taste,
smell, feeling; the doctrine of tho Unknowable.
By RoBERT G. EccLEH, 1\I.D.
19. A STUDY OF lVIATTER AND MOTION. An
excellent digest of a much vexed question, with
g__uotations fron1 many authorities. By lioN. A.
N. ADAMS.
20. PRIMITIVE MAN. Man as reveale<i by archeological studies; evidences of man's antiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic mcesi
the ages of bronze and iron; cave nH·n anrt
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound lmil<lersi.
primitive implements and tools; proofs or
man's n11turul evolution. By z. SIDNEY SA~rrsoN.
21. GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
Marriage a ,P.rimitive institution; its enTlier
forms; no evidence of original promise.nity; exogamy and endogamy; group-marriage; polygyny, polyandry; and monogamy· marnage by
capture; monogamy the highest form of the relation; divorce and divorce l:tws; marriage a
contract; its regulation by the state. By C.
STANILAND WAKE.
·
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
of political institutionH;__the patriarchal family;
the tribe and clan. By JOHN A. TAYLOR.
28. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law hegins;
statute law and j_udge-ma.rle law\ the conversion
of customs into law. By PnoF. hm·us HrmLDON.
24. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAIJ SCIENCE. Supernatural ideas of disease; fetichiKm in medicine; the bcginning_s of medical science. By
RoBERT G. EccLES, M.D.
25. EVOLUTION OF AHMS AND AR1\IOR. The
necessity for arms and armor under the struggle for existence. By J OIIN C. J{IMDALJ,.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS,
develo:pment of the human hand; th" earliest
use of ImPlements and tools. By .J AME>J A. Situ,..
TON.
•
Z'l. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES f>YRTEM.
The definition of wages; economic clwracteristics of the wage system; wages the outgrowth
of slavery; origin aud develoJJment of the
wages system. By PRO!'. GEo. GUNTON.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN C:IYILIZATION. 'rhe beginnings of educatiou; earlv
methods in Egypt1 Persia, China.,, Gr.,<·~e, 1Lni1 ·
Rome: early Uhnstian Ideas or eclu .. ation;
Catholic and Protestant views; the C<>mmon
school system. By 1\lrss CAROLINE B. L:-: ltow.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. I.
The 'rheologiC!tl Method. By HEV. Jon:-~ CHADWICit.
30. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. II.
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM Pons.
81. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. III.
The Anarchistic Method. ·By HuGH 0. PENTEcosT.
32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORllf. IV.
The Scientific l\1ethod. By D.t~IEL GREENLEAF THOMPSON.
33. ASA GRAY: His Life and Work. By MRs.
MARY TREAT .
34. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUMANS. The
Man and his Work. By PROF. JorrN FISKE.
P1" Each Number, Ten Cents. A!
Address THE TRUTH REEI\ER CO.,
28 Lafayette plnce, New York.

Bowels,
Liver,
Pocket Theology.
Kidneys,
By VOLTAIRE.
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving eyerything before it that onght'to

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S W ,, l<>•'-•::'1·
FOTI r.:,\LE AT TH,E TRUTH SEEKER u ..·.·lv.C:.

EJ:>ay.; aud Lectures. Emlmwiu" Juflu-

encJ oi <'hrLtiunity on Civ~.i_;.ttio ~· L1Ll'i~
ti::tuity ,.n l.11aterialiH111; 'Vh11t J.. l!,ern.i~nl ofl'urK
ii} P.t.h.:J oi \~l~r!stiat~ity; E?cicnt. .. iu 1Haterialism;
\I o;~u.t i Sprl'ltnahsm from a i\l:>tcrin\':.tic

St..ut<lpomt; l'uine the Political and l:eli:,inns
lkform,,r; i\Iatcrialism and Crime; Witt the
ComitU ·;(an Worship God? Crimes ancl ('rn• 1tic•s nf <'1tri:<tianity; the Authority of tile Bil>w;.
}rc t:wu ~ht Judgecl by Its Frmts; Our ltleas
of vo.l ~oo pp., paper, 60 cents.

Influence of Christianity upon Civilization. 2.3 cents.
CbrLli:wity and ltlaterialism. 1.1 cents.
What IJ;bemlism · Oifers in l'l~~" of
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism ; Its 1\lenniliJ mul
'fmulency. 10 cents.
S}Jiritnalism from a Materialistic. HCuulJlOiut. 10 cents.
Paine the Political mul Religions Jtei'ormer. 10 cents.
Woman : liP I" l .1, t. lllHl Present: Her
Rirrllts mul W ,·(mgs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship Ootl ·r
10 cents.

Twelve Tracts. Scientific ancl Theological. 20 cents.

Burgess-Underwo01l Debate.

Sold bz_ every druggist, and manufactured by

Do N~J-xR.J<v~~~.E~J;;~~

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
HIS CHAitACTER AND DOCTRINES.
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief."

B'l/ VISCOUNT AMBERLEI~
50 cents.
Cloth,

A Four

days' debate hetweeu B. F. Underwoocl !llal
Prof. 0. A. Burgc'Ks, !'resident of the Northwestern ehri:;timt University, lndia.n:qmlb, ln(l.
Accumtcly rvpm·t.c•cl. 188 pp. Ulot.h, HO el!nts.

Why Doesn't God Kill the Devil 1
:Sabcoc~.

By .M..
Price,

The Clergyman's Victims.
A IJBEHAL STORY.
By ll1ns. E. J. BuL.

Price, 25 ccntH.

Essay on Miracles.
By DAVID IIUJJJB.
10 cents.

PI' ice.

W AT:BR OF< LIP.e
Is Doing "\Vondcrs in Curing t.lto Sicl,.

Write for p1Lm11hlet to .T. R. PERRY,
No. 84 Routh M~tfn At,reet. Will<eAharr..l'a.

DOWN

THEY
GO!

BeAt make American Rtcmwind WlttcheA. 15
jewels, adinstcd, pat. rcr::ullltor, in Hilvcrinc caRe,
only $11; In 8 ounce coin Hilvcr, $16; 4 on nee, $17
(a fow years ago $60). In heHt 14 l<t. fille<l go]<\
CaReS, open fltCC, $20; lnmtinl!, fl:2/l to $2/l; H kt.
solid gold, 1!140 to i\<100; An me, not adjusted,l\r~ lesH;
11 jwls. $8.50, and 7 jwls. $5 less (lower grado

w¥~~· $:f>~h'W~c!~~D

"O'r'I'O WE'I''I'·
S'I'EIN" W A'l'CH, much finer than nhove,

full adjusted tq heat, cohl, anil position. 16 jwb.
and all modern ImProvements, nwkel movement,
cased as above, $8 more, gilt mov't. iil6 more. No
one else in tho world sends out so goodtL watoh

ntl~l~j~~§,

(;;OT,D HUN'I'TNG AlUEill•

CAN WA'I'CI-IES, l!LteHt styles, !JcHt fillcrl, 7
jwls. $17; 11 iwls. $18.50; 15 jwlH. $25; H kt. solid
golrl, $10 to $100 more. All Hent pl'<lp!Li<l, l"'nt in
order one year, and cash refunded if not stLtiHfactory.
DIAMONDS: in rings, pins, <lropH, Ht!HlH,
ctc.h$10; $15; $25; $50; $100 to $1,000 per Het.
Cns refunrled, if not 20 per cent below regular
price, any time within one year.
WEDIHNf;; UTNf;;s: Pl!tin, chnsecl, with
pearls, emeralds, ruhics, moonstones, opals, gnrncts, turquoise, solita1rcs or comhinntions, a
spemalty.
SUNDUIES: Ror::crA Bros.' triple-platc<l
knives, $1.75;, forlts, $1.75; tea spoons, $1.30;
tables, $3.49; oest spectA. in the worl<l, 1!11; pebbles, $2; 14 kt. jl"Old, $5 more (send line of finest
print you can read without glasses 14 inches from
eyes); gold-headed canes, $8; $10; $15; $20. Best
razor-a luxury-$2. Rolid silver HJ100nH, $1.70 per
ounce. Souvenir spoons. silver~ $1.25 to $2. 'I'oa
Hets. $20 to $40; everything in tne line of fnncy
table silver, novelties, plush, !Llld art goocls, gol<l
pens, etc. All sent prepaid (except cutlery) subJect to exchange or caAh !JILek.
O'J"''O WE'I''I'S'I'EIN

Established 1857.
. Rochelle, in.
Send for price listshbeautiful cards in colors
and gold of my Freet ought badges (large and
small), tracts, etc. Free.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for hooks within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

AN INFIDEL REMEDY.
SEND 10 CENTS1 TO
HI'. Vt.;I.L0\\ S.

V!NJcLANU, N.J.
for his book on youth·
ful errors, early decay,
wasting weakness, lo!:>t
manhood &c. It sets
forth an External Ap..
plication- a reliable
r::J home cure,with ful Ieli·
~ rcctions for use. lts-;
- _~ ;crlainty, no f.,ilurc.
r~
State where you saw

==-----

Terse. witty, and sarcastic definitions of theological terms. Price, 25 ceuts.

be out.f~~
.-·-.. ,; _.,,;
:f''
CoNTENTS: The He,prew Cano_n. The New TeKta,ment. The )\:arly uontr<;>versies. The Books at
-You know whether you need it or
First. Not Considered Insp1red. Were the Fathers
Oompetenp The Fathers Quot•sd as Scripture not.
Books. whwh are ~o~ Called Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christmn Canon.
!'!Lpe:r, 50 ceuts ; cloth, 75 cents.

The Modern Science Essayist
Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.

Of Allif'ancehO., meets the first and fourth Sund ays o eac month at Independent Church at
10:30 A."!<f-.. Free discussion on all Liberal suhje~ts.
Subscnptron.s ~o THE TRUTH SEERER and Invest'igator are sohmted.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Milwaukee, Wis., Libe•·al Club
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thi<> ~dvcrtisemcnt.

A patient writing from Davenport\"?'a•h, says:
"Your remedy is marvelous~_ and will ncco~ph•.h
what is said It will do. Tue vv,!ue of wluoh IH
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Books on.

Valuable

f{~gierte,

Food aqd

Diet,
1\arriage
aqd

Pareqtage,

ttc.
Hygiene of tlte Brain anti the Cure of
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
l\I.D. Price, by mail, >!11 50. "Get tllis book alHl
read it\ for ft ttbonncls in practiMl valunble
lmowleugc."-[Chicttgo Inter-Occap.

Eating for Strengtlt. By M. L. Holbrook,
1\f.l). Price, by mail, $1. "I am r1elightcr1 with
it."-[I-I. B. B>Llwr, JI'(.D., Secretary lhichigau
State Board of Health.
-

Parturition Withmit Pain. A Code of
Directions for avoiding most of the Pains allll
Dtmge~s of Childbonrii1g: By iVI. L. Holbrook,
l\I.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whoso excellence SUDJasscs oHr power to commend."-·
[New York ]!;veining liluil.,

Liver ComJilaint, Itlental ])yspepsia, and
Headaclte : 'l'heir Cure by Home 'l'reat-

mcnt. By :i\I. JJ. Holhrool<, J\I.D. l'riee, J,.v
mail, $1. "Heading this hook I cured my<df
after several doctors had failed. "-['1'. C. Curtis,
U.S.A.

l'ltfl Relations of tlle Sexes.

DAVID'S JOSS DOES SOME COUNTING.
The Lord shall count, when he writeth up the people, that this man was born there.

Selah.-Psalms lxxxvii,

6~

By Mrs. E.

B. Duffev~,antl10r of "What Women Shoulrl
Know," 't 1~0 Sex in Education," ete. Price, lJy
mnil, $1. i'iirs. Charles Bl·owstcr 1'ortland, l\le.,
writes: "I-I ad I possessc·d this 1Jook ton years
ago it woulrl have s:LVcd me ten years of invalidism, and I should have beea the mother of
hecclthy instead of sickly children."

·,·oatil: Its Care an1l Culture. By J.

*
**

*:IF ** *

YOU ARE

** *

Mortimer Granville. $1. 'l'o this has h(Jen
paper by that charming J'nglish
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the "Physimd
Education of a Girl," anr1 a l_)aper on the
"Dress of Girls." lts retail prree is >fil.
tul.lecl a

!SINCERELY INTERESTED IN

Talks to Illy Patients. By Mrs. R. B.

THE CAUSE OF

(ileason,l\'I.D. A Practical J-lanclboo]\ for tho
illaid, Wife,__p.ncll\Iother: with a beautiful Photographic .L'ortrait of tho Author. Price, by
mail. $1.50. "We wish the cha})te,r, 'Uonfirlential to Mothers,' might be l_)nblished as a tract
and sent to every mother 111 the laud."-[Harper's New l\Ionthly l\Iagazinc.

~WOMAN
HASTEN TO READ

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.

'flte Better Way. An Appeal to J\fen in

behalf of Human Culture through a wiser par. en tag e. Bv A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,
25 cents. "lt contrtins information and warning
that are urgently ueeded."-[Christian Union.

By HEORGE N. l'tiiLLER.

Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Pop("THE

UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN

OF

WOMAN'S

'fhe best men and women of England and America are
It
fairly heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
entirely its own and will give yon
truly wonderful
a sensation such as yon never had before.
book.
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CAN THIS
BE SO
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SEND AND
SEE

T

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and ScienThe Bible-What Is IU 25c.
Studies in Theology. lOc.
Liberalism. 5c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

•

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

rriee, postpaic1, 25 cents.

ular Exposition of the Fundamental Problems
in Sociolo_g_y. By H. T. 'rrall, 1\'I.D. Price, lJy
m:til, $2. 'l'hto work has mpiclly passed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. Ne such complete and valuable
work has over before been issued.
t

SLAVERY:')

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.

CHARLfS BRAOLAUGHI
-BY-

George Jacob Holyoake.

tion of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. To read it is to
he astonished at the possibilities of religious
credulity.-'1'. B. Wakeman. 1\'Ir. McCann's dynamite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.~
A. B. Bradford. It ought to meet with a very
large sale.-C. P. Fan·ell.

Bruno Pamphlet No. 1. Contributors :
G. J. Holyoalie, Thos. Davidson, '1'. B. Wakeman,
Karl Blind, Lydia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten
copies for $1.

Bruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors:
Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Grea l :English Secularist by the Father of Sec11larisn •
Address this Office.

SOCIAL WEALTH: Twelve T ractsu
BIBLE WORSHIP.
DARWINISM.

The Sole Factors and Exact Ratios in Its Acq:~irement and Apportionment.
EVOLUTION.
In proceeding toward any given point, there is
alwiLVs one line which is shortest-THE STRAIGHT;
so, i,; the conduct of human affa-irs, there is always one course which is best-THE JusT.

Ey J. K. INGALLS.

Three Books in One.

From the Cradle

to the School. B:LBertha llfeyer. The Higbts
of Children. By Herbert Spencer. The Goverl)-ment of C_hildron. Byl\'I. L. Holhrook M.J?.
Pncekby marl, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1. 1·It. J:l
a boo worthy to he ranked with tho best that
has ever been written concerning tho training
of children."-[Bazar.

'l'he Myth of the Great J)elnge. By Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
James l\L McCann. 15 cents. Ten copies $1. It
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.
is the most complete and overwhelming refuta-

-OF-

Price, 15 cents •• Ten copies, $1,

tific Diet. By Gustav Schlirke;!'scn. 'rranshtted from the Gcnnan, by 1\'1. L. Holbrook,
l\I.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and Radical Cure for Int.emQorance, by the Use
of a Veg~tahle and :Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.

DESIGN ARGUMENT.

JESUS NOT PERFECT.
UNDERWOOD'S PRAYER.
Price, 25 cents
By B. F. UNDERWOOD-

LOGIC OF DEATH,

12:mo, 826 pp., large type, good paper, silk cloth,
pnce $1.00.
-on,CoNTENTS :-Economic Schools-A Brief neview
of Their Origin and Growth. Rise and Growth
Why Siwuld the Atheist Fear to Die?
of Capit(l!ism. Unearned Increase-Profit1 InPrice, 5 cents.
By .r. G. HoLYOAKE.
terest, Hent. ConservtLtion of \Vealth. 'lools
anc1 Imprm·cd l\Iachinery. The Nature of
Wa:;es. Private anclHocial Wealth. Land OwnTHB
(<rsllip. l'rh·atu Property in Land. Capital and
tho Prorlnctive Factors. Partnership ancl Cooperation. I~lLw of Contracts. l\Joney and
Creclit. Of Value or Economic Tiatios. Taxation as tt Ticmedy. Heforms, not Hemedies.
-DEDUCED l'IWnisur:gestions to Legislators. Summary of DetiTHE PRINCIPLE Qf' f'REETHOUGHT.
!litlons-Ecouomic and Isonomic.
Price, I> cepts.
I:ly J. G. Hor.YOAKE.
Address T:HE TRUTH SEEKEE,

LOCIC OF LIFE,

R G. Ingersoll, Thos. Davidson, 'r. B. Wakeman,
G.J.Holyoake, etal. 15cents. Ten copies for$1.

The Bruno Monument. A fine engraving

printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12
mches, for framing; put up in pasteboard tubes
for marling. 20 cents. Ten copies for >fi1.50.

Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should l1e quietlv
g·iveu to every drinkcr."-[Herald of Health. ·

Muscle-Beating; or, Home Gymnastics
for Sick and Well. By .. C. Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.

Uarriage anti Parentage, in their Sanitary

nnd Physiological lklations, and in their bon ring on the producing of children of finer health
an(lgreater ability. )3yl\'I. L. Holbrook, ]\LD. $1.
The Scientific Ame1·ican says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by' cranks,' but this
is radically different: it is scientific, sober,
clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every JNSsible parent, and particularly
by the young."

Tho J)iet Cure. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Discase •. Cure. By T. L.
Nicholsl M.D., editor London J-Ieraza of Healtl!.

Price, c oth. W cents.
Memorial Oration .by Colonel Ingersoll
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before Medical Hints on the Protection and Man·
the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 4.
agement of the Singing Voice. By
cents.

J)wight L. Moody.

Lenox Brown, F.RC.S. 20th thousaud. 30 cts.

An interview by Susan J)eep Breatlling; or Lung Gymnastics.

H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
cents.

The Gods. A beautiful pamphlet of forty

pages, with likeness of Ingersoll. Price, 20
cents. Eight copies for $1.

God in the Constitution. By Robert G.

Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In·
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

What Woulti Follow the Efl'acement ef
Christianity 1 By George .Jacob Holycake. This is a most valuable contribution to
Freethought literature. Bound in paper with
goocllikeness of author. Price, lOcents. Twelve
copies for $1.

Life anti Career of Charles Bradlaugh.

By George Jacob Holyoakc. With good likeness
of 1\'Ir. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies
for $1.

Wlmt Constitutes a Freet11inker. By H.

L. Green, editor of the FTeeth'inlce?·'s Jriaaaz'ine.
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
per do:t(Jn.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
·
28 Lafayette place, New Yo1·k,

Pnce, cloth, 50 cents. l\'Irs. Horace Mann write~:
"Every pool~ you l_)rint is pure gold and deserves wrde mrcnlatron."
·

How to Strengtlten tlw Memory.
L. Holbrook, lVI.D. $1.

By l\ti.

A Physician's Sermon to Young l'llen. By
Dr. W. Pratt. Pnce, 25 cents. Prof. R A.
Proctor, tho well-known English astronomeri
says of it: "Through fal.'e delicacy lads anc
youths are left to fall into trouble, and not a few
have their prospects of a healthy happy life absolutely rnmec1. The little book before us is intended to be vut into the hands of young men
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable o•
drsch;1.1·ging a father's duty in this respect; n.nA
as not one father in ten is, we believe, ready T·"
. do what is right by his boys himself, it is well
tlmt such" 1)ook as this should be >waUttble. If
it ill read by >Lil who should read it, its sale will
he counted hy hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail, postpa,id,
for $2. Should anyone desire them by the 100
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by cor•
l'espondence.
illf""Catalogues Freo ..A'II

By mail on 1·eceipt of prico.
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ING~RSOLL'S

WORKS.

$3.00
-- P
- er Y ear.

''\SA I NT'S CREED FOR WOME'N,'

I

You nrusf wo-;; ~J,~;tfH!Io#tlruf: .-,
You must noli ln•au:l.!fOUJ•)u:ur.'
You 11tusl: not wt~ar Jewels.
You Jnust be sllenii.
.
You ntust not teach.
You musi noi·lu:wo CJI'!Jf tLal/,o;·l~y.
You musl not lzave a~!JI )'I tUJSUJ•e,
You must b~Jtrctve and soJuu:
··~
You musfshow doublefavoN in l'/rcc

ONLY AUTHOBIZED EDITIONS.

elde,~s in t}u, chw·ch.
\/ou must be aabjact tojjtJio• hua~ =
band. t!u.ti t3, he his serf ora/avo. ·

must hear children QJ" !:J.!J
dam nod!!~- St. .Pa~u.lt~

Vou

(See 1 li~lt. ii. ? n, I!J~ ill, Jl.~ V. '·I X I 1',)
Principal Works: Gods and Other Lect-

ures; Ghosts and Other Lectures; Some l\'Iistakes of 1\'Ioscs ; Interviews on Talmage; What
Must We Do to Be Saved? Blasnhemy; Crimes
Against Criminals. 1141 pages. In one vol., half
calf, $5.

Prose Poems and Selections. From his

Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
calf, $4.50; halt mor., $5; turkey mor., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The

Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.

Ghosts and Other Lectures, Including

Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence; About Farming in
Illinois; Speecli Nominating_ James G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before 1\'Ie Like a Dream; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50c.

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Contents: Some
ii>Iistakes of Moses; Free Schools;,_ The Politician•; l\'Ian and Woman; The rentateuch;
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He
1t'Iade the Rtars Also, Friday, 8aturday, Let Us
Jl.Iake ManA.Sunday, The Necessity for a Good
Memory, -~·he Garden, The Fall,· Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Heorews,
'fhe Plagues, The Flight, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery, :&iarnage, War, Religious Liberty; Conclusion. Paper, 50c.

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter-

views with the Famous Orator on Six Sermom
by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage, of Brookl_yn, to
which is added.A Talmagian Catechism. Paper.
50c.; cloth, ;!12.

Bliisphem;r, Argument by R. G. Ingersoll
in tbe Tnal of C. B. Reynolds, at Mornstown.
N. J. PaJier, 25c.; cloth, 50c.

What .Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Analyzes
the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke.
and John, and devotes a chapter each to tlu
Catholic~ Episcopalians, Methodi~ts, Presbyterians, .~<;vangelical Alliance, and answers th~
question of the Christians as to what he pre;
poses instead of Christianity, the religion 01
sword and flame. Paper, 25c.

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

. the New York Observer's Attack upon th~
Author-hero of the Revolution), by R. G. Ingersolt;,..tQgether with A Roman vatholic Canard,
by w. H. Burr. Paper, 15c.

Limitations of Toleration. A Discussion
between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Han. Frederic R.
Coudert, and Ex-Governor Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10c.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, 10c.
Civil Rights Speech. With Speech of
Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10c.

Opening Speech to the Jury: In the suit
of the 13. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W. lJ. Tel. Co., 1886
Paper, 10 cents.

Crimes Against Criminals. Price, 10c.
A. Lay Sermon. On the Labor Question.
Papet, 5c.

Stage and the Pulpit. An Interview on

their Comparative JVIerits, and Opinions on the
Trial of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholic
Church, etc. Paper, 3c.

WOlVIAN

Ingersoll on McGlynn. Paper, 3c.
Bible Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
Ingersoll Catechised. Paper, 3c.
The Truth of History. Paper, 3c.
Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board,

AS

ST.

PAUL "\~rOULD

HA'\',..

HER.

beveled, gilt edges, 50C.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.
inches, heavy plate paper, 50C.

22x28

Photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll,
50 cents.

Liberty in Literature.

Testimonial to

Walt Whitman. By Robt. G. Ingersoll. An
Address D6livered in Philadelphia. Oct. 21,
1890. With Portrait of Whitman. "Let u• put
wreaths on the brows of t':le living." PncP,
paper, 25c.; cloth. 50c.

Creed of Christendon1.
Its Foundation Contrasted with Its S~p~ntr-~d11ra
By W. R. GREG.
Complete in 1 val., 12mo,ll991p.p., $1.!,0c.

RELIGION. NOT HISTORY. Essay on Miracles.
Examination of the Morals and History
By PROF, F,

of the New Teatament.
p :; : :, :;

w. N~W~\lf.

By DAVID

\J l

Price.

HU'~liE.

BURGESS.,. UNDlRWOOD
OEB,ATE,

The, CoR'clle Fro'm' Unrler
flJ,e Busnel
:~,.30&;

((ll'!Ja~k

t'',

:!IJ) ;: ar;.

q,...,.m_ .,.,

tib..,

cl8qy:·

Amdi tGv· tfta IL:!,nsirl.uratiom of 0thers:.
ffmsU!t1mt'ii11e1 Il!1i:en-qat!fin;g;. an-& Laughable.
Blil WifP.il!Jlt>JMr :EEA1lm:

friW,

no1aont6i.
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nxnB 0OK7 .John E. Remsburg's Books.

Superstition in All Ages, FRHTHJN KERS' PlffiBIAL
ElY .•:T:e.AN .M.SSLI:B:R,

5, 1892.
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SHOWING
THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL·
NESS OF THE CHURCH':::. CLAlll1
f'O BE ,!.. DIVINE. AND BENEFI~
CENT INSTITUTION, ANDREVEALING THE ABUSJUS
OF
A
UNION · OF
CHURCH AND
STATE,

185
.WlTH

Fuit~Page

Illustratioll!> •

COPIOUS

CITATIONS

01'

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS

Pro and Con of

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.

Supernatural Religion.

JJESIGNS BY WATSON HES'l 1N,
WIT.P PORTR4IT OF
THE DESIGNER,

Have We a. Supernatural, Inspired, Mire.oulous Religion?
By E. E. GU1LD.

Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 30 cents.

Force a11d 1\atter;
OB,

Principles of the Natural Order of the ifniverse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY l'BoFESBOB LUDWIG BUCHNER, li'LD.
CONTENTS:
.
Force and Matter
The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of For<'"l, Man,
Infinity of Matter,
Brain.and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thoni(ht,
Motion,
Consi:nonsness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
lmmniabilityofNatural Innate Ideas)..
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
VitaL)!'orce,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes,
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
lVIorality,
Original Generation,
Con c l n d5"n g ObservaSecruar Generation,.
tions.
Price, $1.50. Address THE TRUTH SEEKF,R.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
i6 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
2
8
6

"
"

14
10
6

4

2

15

1
4

4
2

10

l

13

"

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Worl.t.
5
"
Misswnaries.
1
"
The Lord's Instruments.
25
Bible Doctrines and Their Resullio.
1
The Church and Slavery.
2
Priests and Politics.
4
Ireland and the Church.
2
"
Church's Idea of Ci Yiliza tion.
1
..The Uses of the Cross.
4
"
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
9
"
Persecutions of the Church.
12
Some Allegories.
8
''
Heaven.6
Hell.·
7
Miscellaneous.

The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath<Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church:
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.·
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedans.
•

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever before appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be published. We must giYe the Truth Seeker Company the credit of p}ltting the book in the reach of a,ll.
At twice the price i~ would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter an•l designer is a wonderful snccessJ !Lnd we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Libeml in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volnme.-[Freethinkers' Magazine. · .
..,

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly. two hundred· pages of reading
ma.tter that serve first as explanations of_ the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p:rove the utter
falsity of the church's professions and the hn>ocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether tl·_e
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in tl e
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
·

Voltaire in Exile.

Price, :Coa.rd covers, $2; clot!)., $2.60.

His Life and Works in Fra~o (!nd Abroad.
And Unpublished CorTespondence with Mme. du
Chatelet.
By B. GASTINEAU.
Price, paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.·

Thomas P a1ne s Works.

Address The Truth Seeker.

-.M.emoirs.-

.

~

ALAMO
NT ADA,
The Calley Slave.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and Vices

Sanctioned by Scriptnre·h Falsehood and Deception; Cheating; T eft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intoler .1nce and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to Children...i Crnelt_y to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; uannibalism;
Witchcraft; Slavery; :Pol_ygamy; Intem_per!Lnce;
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Price, single copies, 25 cents; 6
copies, Sit. Special discount on large quanti-

ties.

(3

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best ..nd
most thorough work ever written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Lar~e and
handsome print. Price, 25 cents; six copies, $1.

Image B1·eaker. Six Lectures: Decline

of Faith; Protestant Intolerance~ Washington
an Unbeliever...i Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine
and Wesley; vhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bqnnd, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

Thomas Paine.

Tells the Story of the

,Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits
of his character and genius, and vindicates his
n~me from the aspersions cast upon it. Tributes to Paine's character are given from more
than one hundred noted persons of EnroQe and
America, many of them written expressly for
this work. Second edition~ 160 pages, prmted
on fine tinted J>aper, neatly bound, and contaiuiag a handsome steel iJOrU"ait of Paille
cloth. 75 ceZJ t<:;.

The .A.postle of Liberty. An address de-

livered in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.

CRIMES Of· PREACHERS
In the
United States
and
Canada
from 1876 to 1883.

PrJce.115cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO-

Works ·on the Labor ~uestion.

E11ide11ce.

By CAI'T. R. C. ADAMS.
··· 0ne of the cheapest and best books on tlt3
subject." Paper, 15 cents.

A~vancement

Among the subJects considered by Mr. Remsburg are: The Church and Moral~ty; Criminal Statistics, showin~ the . creeds of the
Qri>oners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
Civilization; the Church and Science; thq
Church a,nd Learning· the Church ana Lib.
erty\· the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the iVoman's Rights Movement; the Temjlerance Reform; the Church and the Republic.
Price, 10 ce.nts singly; 75 cents per dozen.

By
.
111. E. Billh1.gs.

EVOLUTION:
of

Revised .and Enlarged.

As a Missionar:y Document it is, nnexceJ.led.

,. Jly their fruits
shall ye know them I
Do men gather
gTapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles."

By J. H. D. ZSCHOKKE.
"A philosop)lical romance."
Paper, 25 cts.

A Surrtrrtarf

't''alse Claims.

rite Conventional Lies of Our Civilization.
!3_y lYlax Nordau. CoNTENTS-Mcne, Tekel

Uphn.rsin; 'l'he Religions, Monu.rchic, and
Aristocraticli'olitical,_Economical, Matrimonial,
and lVIiRcel aneous .uies; Closing Harmony.
12rrio, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
clotr~ $1.00.
.
'l'ho J.lllPerial Council of Vieima prohibited the
;ale of this hook in Austria, and confiscated all
.·opics of it they could find.

of Science.

The Belfast Address.

By Prof. John Tyndall.

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

With Portrait, BiogTaphical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, l~o, 1C5 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 ceds.

Natural Laws of' Industrial Production and Exchange. By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth.'' Paper, 25c.
·

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the

PIONEER PITH.

Poverty: Its Cause an<l Cure. Pointing

Po:pnlat1on Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Ed1tcd l•y Charles Bradlaugh andAnnieBesant.
25c. ·
out thu Jneans by which the working classes may
raise themselves fr01n their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignity, and independence, ancl which is also capable of entirely removing.\ in course of time, the
other principal social evi.ts. By M. G. H. 10c.

THE GIST OF LEOTUnES ON RATIONbLISlii.
By CAPT. R. C. ADAllfs, President of Montreal
Pioneer Freethon_ght Club: author of
"Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason,"
and
"Evolution-a Summary qf Evidence."

Large or Small Families ~ On which Side
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By ,Austin Holycake. 5c.
.

Povertr, : Its E:lfects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles

A compendium of ncientific and ori~j;~.J. lore.
Best handbook for introducing tbo IJOneral
reader to the principles and data on wbch Rationalism is based.

Bradlangh. 5c.

Wl1y Do Men Starve ~
laugh. 5c.

Paper, 12mo, 100 pp., 25 cents ..

Awful Disclosures of

1\ARIA 1\0XI{.
Convent Mysteries.
Paper, QQ contv 1eloth, 75 eentf.

By Chas. Brad-

The Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi-

Pyramid of Cizeh •. Fruits of Philosophy.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew N.ar-'

By YP BtmU DBNSLOW, LL.D.

POPULA7}0N QUESTION.

By J).B. KNOWLToN. Edited by ORABLEB BliAD·
l'rioe, 15 cents. 1
LAUGJl and A!lniiE B:ms,ur;, 36 Qents.

rative in Genesis and Exodus.

cal to the \velf'are of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.
·

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Let~ers to Young Peoplll.
By (Prince)
Peter. Krapotkiue. Witli Life . of author, bi,
Stepnial;;, lOo.
. . • ' .. ,A.il<'ir(l~~ l..':fP!l '.J.'lHJT~ S1lJEigJ:R,
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Bloody Joshua.
The Campaign of Deborah and Barak Against
J abin and Sisera.
General Gideon.
Jephthah and His Human Sacritice.
Samson the Strong. Ruth and Boaz.
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel.
David, God's Favorit:
Some Stories from the Book of Kings.
Adventures of the Ptophetl'.
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.
Besides the board-bound copies for one dollar, we
hav bound some in cloth, with gilt-stamped sides,
which ·sell for $1.50. Orders for either kind will be
promptly filled.

FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
. E. M. MACDONALD,
. C. P. SoMERBY,

Editor.
Business Manager.
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Matter.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.

Address all Communications to THE TRUTH
SEEKER COMPANY. Make all Drafts, Checks,
Post-office and Express Money Orders payab'le to
CHARLES P. SOMERB Y.

SATURDAY,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Single subscription in advance ............................... $3 00
. One subscription two years, in advance.................. 5 00
Two new subscribers.............................................. 5 00
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One subscription with two new subscribers, in one·
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· One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance .......................... ;............................. 8 50
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ....................................................... 10 00
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.

Old Testament Stories Comically Dlustrated.
Those of our friends who hav sent a dollar for
the Bible Picture Book, a·s it is currently
called, will hav received it ere this. It is one of the
biggest books for a dollar that ever left any publisher's, and had the pictures been made expressly
for it could not be afforded for several times the
money. It is 7x9 inches superficial area, and an
inch thick.
The text was prepared by a young man with a
large capacity and a big pile · of books.
He
crowded in enough facts to everlastingly condemn
the sacred mythology of the Jews, and he was under
strict orders, with dire penalties for disobedience,
to ridicule the ridiculous wherever found. While
the book, therefore, is absolutely accurate as to
statements, the reader will obtain a different impression than he would by reading most other
illustrated works on the same subject.
There is scarcely a call to say much of the pictures, except that this book is a splendid way of pre. serving what so many hav admired.
The book has
four hundred pages, half of them full-page pictures,
- averagiRg some eight to each of the following
tales:
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monter, he had opportunities to learn the truth."
Mr. Townsend concludes: "It is therefore almost
certain that the pathetic incident, so often used by
hundreds of clergymen-including the present
writer-must be considered as one of the many
myths which in some way attach themselvs to every
well-known man. Its use as a pulpit illustration
would seem to be forbidden unless some one can
overthrow Dr. Griswold's testimony."
Thus goes another Sunday-school story into
oblivion. Without Voltaire or Paine or Allen as
illustrious examples of deathbed repentance, what
will the backwoods preacher do ~

Why Are So Many .Jail-Birds

Christians·~

Further interesting prison and asylum statistics
are furnished the Passadena, Cal., IIemld by
The New Ingersollian Controversy.
E. Lewis, condensed from the repol"t of the
The Telegram has saved its plates of the various state board of ·prison directors for 1890. At the
controversial letters about Colonel Ingersoll's Chris!-- prison at San Quentin during that year there were
mas Sermon, and last Wednesday evening published received 1,392 prisoners. Of these 5!7 were reguthem all together in a mammoth fourteen-page lUJ.' attendants at church and 469 irregular attendpaper. The issue contains, among the more promi- ants, making 1,016 good Christians shut up for
nent of the articles, the Christmas Sermon, various crimes. Almost the same number (1,015)
Colonel Ingersoll's reply to Dr. Buckley's criticism also had the benefit of a Sunday-school education.
In the insane asylums at Agileus and Stockton
thereon, all of the Colonel's letters and his speech
there
were received in the two years ending June
at the Unitarian dinner, as well as Dr. Buckley's
30,
1890,
1,101 males and 379 females. Alcohol
Advocate editorial, and letters from the Paulist
father Young and J. A. Lambert, the priest who destroyed the reason of 112 of these and religion
once wrote Notes on Ingersoll. Besides, there are demented 69.
Viewing these figures it seems tolerably clear
Telegram editorials and letters from various clergythat
religion is not all that is claimed for it-at
men-Messrs. Dixon, De Costa, King, Peters, Talleast
in California. But as Mr. Lewis states, the
mage, a Jewish rabbi, a-nd a heathen Chinee.
figures
are not peculittr to that state. He finds that
The edition sells for ten cents and may be orthe
prison
and asylum statistics of California cordered through this office.
respond very closely to those of Iowa, Illinois,
Kansas, and other states, and that alcohol· is not
The Ethan-Allen's-Daughter Story.
the only enemy of the race, as he quotes from the
The marine tale that Ethan Allen told his daughseventeenth annual report of the board of comter to choose the religion of her mother in prefer- missioners of public charities of the commonwea~th
ence to his, receives a setback rather embarrassing
of Pennsylvania, for 1886, the following; "A study
to the pious journalists and preachers who hav for of the statistics of this prison will show that the
.so many years kept it in activ circulation, from two prevalent impression that intemperance is the most
of their own number. Recently a subscriber wrote fruitful cause of crime is erroneous. There are
to the Christian Advocate ~ing if it were true. crimes such as burglary, forgery, and professional
The editor replied that he hardly knew, but guessed thievery, the practice of which is inconsistent with
not, as such apocryphal stories were common con- indulgence in strong drink, and it is well undercerning noted men.
stood that if there were no such thing as drunkenAnother subscriber, FrankS. Townsend, of Green- ness, such an institution as the eastern penitentiary
point, L. I., now supplements the remark of the would lose but few of its inmates." He also finds
Advocate's edit"or by quoting from the "Curiosi- that according to the census office report there
ties of American Literature," published as an ap- were in the. penitentiaries of the ·United States in
pendix to Disraeli's ''Curiosities of Literature," and 1890, 45,233 criminals of all grades, from the sneakedited by Rufus W. Griswold, D.D., a minister of thief to the defaulting cashier. In 1880 there were
the Baptist church, though better known by his 35,538 convicts in the penitentiaries of the country,
literary work, and a nativ of Vermont. Dr. Gris- an increase in ten years of 9,695. And he thinks
wold repeats the story so often told of the daughter's that when we take into consideration the statistical
death, and then says :
facts that less than one-third of the people of the
'' This is a very pretty anecdote, but not a single sen- United States are church-members, and that about
tence of it relates to any actual occurrence. The hero of three-fourths of the criminals in the penitentiaries
Ticonderoga never lost a daughter during his own lifetime, and his wife was not a pious woman; at least, she are church-members, or church attendants, it prepretended to · hav experienced no religious influences. sents a strange picture.
The falsity of the story, which has found its way into hisBut just how and why these things are so we
tories and into hundreds of printed collections of memora- leave to the religious editors to figure out. No
bilia, was asserted to us by the excellent daughter of the
hardy chief, who yet survives, and who perhaps was the doubt they hav a satisfactory explanation, if they
would o:D.ly condescend to make it.
heroin of the tale. "

Adventures of Adam.
The Origin of the Young Men's Christian Association.
Sustaining a Theory.
Some . Giants.
The common way the story goes is that Colonel
The Adventures aJ!d Work of Noah.
Allen on his deathbed requested his daughter to
A Hunting Anecdote.
follow the religion· of her mother. The denial by
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor.
the daughter of course settles that, and the point
A Queer Family.
weakly raised by Mr. Townsend, that as Colonel
Isaac and His "Sist.er."
Allen
was twice married one wife might hav been
One of Twins.
pious, is of no merit. Colonel Allen died in 1789 ;
J a.cob a.nd -Esa;q.
the above was written in 1843. "As a clergyman,"
Joseph the M!}n of Dr~ft.ms.
says Mr. Townsend, "Dr. Griswold would be inHolyMoseli.
clined to believe in the traditional story. A.s a Ver~
Blllaa.m the Diviner.

An lllustration in Marrying and Divorcing.
The supreme court of Massachusetts has declared
that a· mutqal agreement marriage, when limited
by the clause, "so long as mutual love shall exist,"
is not a legal marriage, and therefore requires no
divorce proceedings to terminate the relation.
This decision has just been rendered in the case
of Mrs. H. S. La.ke, the noted Spiritualist spe3ker,
who aought t<> sevara.te from W. F. Peck, witb
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whom she has lived for many years as his wife, by ance, but this wili be' used presently, as far·:~as it,
The Liberals in Texas should remember Ron .
. virtue of the following contract mad-e in Portland, will go, in opposing t.he. Breckenridge Su~day bill George C. Pendleton kindly, even if he be a MethOre., October, 1877:
for the District of Qolumbia,. by sending, anti~ odist. At the last session of that state's legislature
. "We, the undersigned, hereby enter ·into copartner- Sabbath literature to the members of the House of a bill was passed by the senate providing for a libs~~ on the basis of the true marriage relation. RecogRepresentativs. We shall be glad .to hav the fund eral amendment to the puritanic Sunday law of
mzwg love as the only law which should govern the
sexual relationship, we agree to continue the copartner- increased at once that we may hav t.he means when Texas. The bill was lost in the lower house, and
ship so long as mutual affection shall exist, and to dissolve any opportunity offers to further the cause of Lib- so f~tiled to become a law. In the senate there was
when the union becomes- disagreeable or unclesirable to eralism and strike a blow for the enforcement of a tie, and Mr. Pendleton, who is lieutenanteither party. We also agree that all property that shall its political demands.
governor, gave the casting vote in its favor, for
be acquired by mutual help shall be equally divided on
----------~---------which act the Northwest Texas Conference of
.the dissolution of the copartnership. Should any chilHav you written to the Committee on Post-offices Methodist preachers adopted a paper censuring
dren result from this-union we pledge ourselvs to be mutu- and Post Roads of the House of Representativs
.him in the following language: " We would here,
. ally held and bound to provide them support whether the
protesting against the bill amending §3893, United now and forever, stamp this act unstatesmanlike
union continues or is dissolved."
States Revised Statutes ? If not, reread last week's and unpatriotic, deserving the condemnation of_ all
Afterward they lived as husband and wife in
TRUTH SEEKER and see why you shmtld.
good people." "Had the Methodists the power,"
Oregon for three months, in California for about
comments Mr. J. S. Shaw, "he would be burned.
a year, in New Yo~k for three months, and in BosThe Roman Catholic-Protestant row over the But they havn't got it, and so they can only make
ton from 1886 up to the time when Mrs. Peck left
her alleged husband. The full bench says· in its Minnesota schools c~lminated recently when mouths at him and call him 'unpatriotic.' "
Attorney-General Clapp gave the committee of
opinion:
The Rev. A. C. Dixon, of the Hanson place Bap"There is nothing in the law of California, Protestant ministers his decision that in order to
tist
church, has gotten himself into deep, deep
where the parties had their domicil, or in the law prevent the parochi.tl schools lately made part of
trouble.
In a sermon called "Ingersollism as It
of Oregon, where the contract was signed, which the public school system from securing a part of
Is,"
he
alleged
that: "A few years ago it was
the
state
school
money,
suits
should
be
brought
recognizes an agreement to liv together 'so long as
found
that
pictures
and impure publications were
against
the
county
auditors
restraining
them
from
mutual affection shall exist,' as a marriage contract.
passing
through
the
mails.
Anthony Comstock deapportioning
any
portion
of
the
state
fund
in
their
We hav therefore no occasion to consider whether
cided
to
stop
it.
On
investigation,
whom should
hands
to
the
schools
which
recently
were
parochial
by the law of either of these states there can be a
he
find
representing
publishers
of
impure
literature
schools.
Test
suits
will
at
once
be
brought
against
marriage by a mere contract without a ceremony."
but
Colonel
Ingersoll;
paid
to
pollute
the
minds of
the
auditors
of
Rice
and
Washington
co.unties
to
. 1\'(r. Peck and Mrs. Lake will now probably symthe
young
of
this
generation!"
:M:r.
Dixon
was
prevent
them
from
applying
the
state
school
money
pathize with the views on marriage and divorce of
asked
to
take
it
back,
but
refused,
quoting
a
great
for
the
J;llaintenance
of
parochial
schools
at
Fari. the Wage-Workers' Political Alliance of the District
deal from Comstock's book to sustain him. He
. of Columbia. At a meeting of that body recently bault and Stillwater.
will now be sued. Colonel Ingersoll said to a
a preamble and several amendments to the bill for
This is from the Independent: "The New York Herald reporter the other day:" "The Rev. Mr.
. the regulation of marriage and divorce in the DisSociety for the Suppression of Vice, with Anthony A. C. Dixon made a charge against me. He was
. trict was drawn up. In the preamble was this
.Comstock for secretary, has been at work now for asked to retract and refused. I shall giv him an
direct sentence: "We want religious and legal
twenty years for the protection of twenty millions of opportunity to prove his charge in court. I do not
scabs abolished by due process of law, whether
children and youth. It is a proper thing that on want to try the case in newspapers but before a
they like it or not." One of the amendments di. rects that persons wishing to marry shall draw up the evening of March 1st, a great meeting should judicial tribunal. The charge was specific and I do
and acknowledge before witnesses articles of mar- be held in Carnegie Music Hall in this city, in not feel like allowing it to pass unnoticed."
riage, which shall be recordPd in the office of the honor of the occasion, with addresses by Gen.
Frederick Millar, in the Agnostic Joumal, writes
recorder of deeds for the sum of :fifty cent~<, and Horace Porter, John Hall, D.D.; R. S. MacArthur,
of
an opportunity not improved. "Any doubts,"
divorce to be had for the same price. A husband D.D.; J. M. Buckley, and the Rev. Walter Elliott
he
says,
"that may hav existed as to whether the
and wife between whom a true consent of minds of the Paulist Fathers.' Anthony Comstock dehead
of
the· famous old Jewish firm had really
exists as to getting a divorce, may get one for :fifty wrves the congratulations which he will receive."
retired
from
business and was dead are now set at
cents a ·head. Thus religious and legal scabs are G,:n. Horace Porter ought to be in better business
rest by a circumstan0e of the most convincing kind,
than
eulogizing
Comstock.
Of
the
others
it
is
exleft without, employment, so far as marriage and
pected that they shall do miserable things, as it is which occurred a few days ago within a stone's
divorce are concerned.
throw of the publishing office of this journal.
There is a good deal of puritanical humbug in their trad•~ to support the false. Comstock is in
Three of the most formidable and relentless of
himself
only
a
man
one
itches
to
kick,
but
his
backthe decision of the Massachusetts supreme court,
Jehovah's assailants--to wit, Saladin, G. "\V. Foote,
and there is not a little sense in the recommenda- ing by the chm•ch makes him dangerous.
and Charles "\Vatts--were assembled around a table
tion of the Wage-Workers' Alliance.
Mr. Peck
We acknowledge the receipt of the following on in the Farringdo~ street restaurant, partaking of
. ~nd Mrs. Lake intended to get married. In marrytea. The Christian's stolen god never had a more
mg, the courts hav often held that the intention one of Wanamaker's biggest postal carclR :
glorious
opportunity of vindicating his character
"LEAVENWORTH, KAN., Feb. 21, 1892.
and living together, acknowledging publicly the
for
mercy,
or of ridding himself and the Christian
"1\'IR. EDITOR: Having had ten years' experience as edrelation, makes the union legal.
The way the
itor and publisher, I feel privileged to suggest to you world of three such mighty foes. Hei·e were the
present case is muddled by the 1\-Iassachnsetts the adoption of a new and much-needed rule in the conauthor of the most brilliant and scathing satires ori
court makes the plan submitted by the Wage- duct of your 'Friendly' department. It is thiR: Let
the ancient firm, the editor of the F1·eethin/cm·,
Workers' Alliance appear extremely sensible.
brevity and not d!\te, subject, friendship, blood, or caste
decide priority. Let the copy be arranged on the hooks whose pages are filled week by week with derision
riav ymt written to the Committee on P()st-ojfices so that the shortest piece will always come off .first. This and ridicule of old ' I am that I am' and all his
and Post Roads of the House of Representativs is simple "justice. THE TRUTH SEEKER cannot afford to be works, and one of the most skilled orators the antiunjust. The person who boils a barrel of sap down into
protesting against the biU amending §3893, United a gallon of syrup, who rewrites an article again and Christian party has ever had, sitting together under
States Revised Statutes ? If not, reread last Meek's again and reduces it one-half every time, who at great the same roof. Six square feet of that roof right
TRUTH SEEKER and see tohy yott shmtld.
labor winnows out the chaff of verbiage and inane down upon their heads would hav done the whole
_thoughts and presents us the golden grain of well- thing. Jehovah, thou art as dead and as helpless
digested ideas in fewest words, should hav something for as thy son Jesus."
The Literature Fund.
his pains. Toil without recompense is death to effort and
Some time ago we established a Literature Fund the grp.ve of ambition. Prolixity is a newspaper evilThe man unconstitutionally hired to tell God
to be used in distributing Liberal literature. We punish, discourage, and cure it. Brevity is a virtue-rewhat Congress ought to do seems to be making
hav found. the fund extremely useful, having by its ward it.
S. R. SHEPHERD. "
himself something of a nuisance by his officic usness
means been enabled to distribute anti-Sabbatarian
and is in danger of having his oratorical e:ffort3 reIngersoll
is
a
grandfather.
The
young
Colonel
works to the legislatures of North and South Dastricted, at the request of certain members who
Miss
Brown,
who
constitutes
his
claim
to
that
kota, Montana, Texas, Washington, and to Conobject to Lis "Congressional curtain lectures" intitle,
is
fmf.r
months
old.
She
is
a
square-headed
gress. Pamphlets on taxation of church property
stead of morning prayer. One of the members in
hav also been sent to New York's legislature, and youngster with an investigating look in her eyes,
the House remarked the other day that Dr. Milburn
and
two
of
the
colonel's
encircling
fingers
are
all
. some smaller lots where they would do good. By
is "entirely too communicativ to the deity, andesthe
perpendicularity
of
her
waist
line
permite.
. means of this fund we hav also been enabled to
pecially on the subject of Congressional deportscatter thousands of the letters to Congressmen These and a few other things we gather from a phoment." He went on to say that the chaplain
tograph
caught
on
the
fly
as
the
colonel
held
Miss
asking for Sunday opening of the World's Fair
Brown on his knee and tried to induce her to look should confine himself io a general invocation in
among people who would use them wistly.
at
a flower, which she wouldn't do, but instead behalf of the Congr.ess of the United States, withFrom time to time our friends hav made addigazed
steadily at him as though she wanted to know out endeavoring to inform the Lord every morning
·tions to the fund~ and we are thankful to acknowlwhether
he would leave' any skin on his Telegram what wayward Cong't·esHmen are doing, accompanied
edge the following :
critics or not. The picture is a delicate little rev- by suggestion what they should not do. Prior to
L. DeWitt Griswold.. $1 00 I A. Y. Hendrick ......... 5 00
John N uessle............. 25 Silas Latham.............. 5 00 elation of Colonel Ingersoll at home, and Mr. Speaker Reed's administration his invocations had
T. B. ~unows ........... 2 50 I John D. Powers........ 5 00 Farrell did a good thing in having some printed for rather a personal flavor, and each morning there
John Souter .............. 5 50 P. B. Rosenthal......... 25
J. C. Snodgrass ......... 2 00 I C. 1\f. Powers............ 75 Mr. Ingersoll's friends. We can supply a few at fifty was a Congressional guessing match to determin
· L. G. Reed......_.......... 5 00 H. Merrich ............... 1 00 cents each. A~d we hope Miss Brown appreciates the particular members he was addressing his re;:;. JV,e h.~t!l in the fund pow $32.03 upe;x:pended bal- }ler gre!].t good luck in peing born into that fa.mil,Y. mark!? to, 'J_'he spea]rer intimated tq him one
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morning that his prayers were too " rich " for the
average Congressman's blood, and he remodeled his
prayer. But the best remedy for the notorietyseeker is· to remove him and thereby obey the
United States Constitution.
Mrs. Besant's visits to this country hav not been
without good effect, though no one would readily
suspect who the beneficiaries are. It might be
thought they are the members of the Theosophical
Society, and that might be true, too, but the ones
who were really and substantiallybEmefited are a few
of the poor and lowly and starving of the East side
of this town. Mrs. Besant's labors for the poor
of London are well known. She has always been
the workingman's practical friend. And when over
here she told the Theosophists that if they wanted
to carry on the work of the "Masters" .most acceptably they must seek out the suffering and help
them. (When she was a Christian, this was to be
done for Clirist's sake; when an Atheist, for the
sake of humanity.) Thereupon Mrs. Judge formed
a society of Theosophical Workers, hired two rooms
at Lewis and Third streets, one of the city's most
poverty-stricken quarters, and opened a relief
m1ss10n. For a few weeks the society has been
giving free dinners, but to prevent imposture a charge
of five or ten cents is now made. Once a week is
held a "Mothers' Sewing Society," and twice a
week a "Girls' Sewing Society." Evenings the
rooms are transformed into a club for young men.
How long the zeal of the Theosophicitl Workers
will burn is a problem, and they labor under the
disadvantage of lack of funds, as do mosl folks,
but Mrs. Besant must hav the credit of instigating a good work, even if she did say a great
many things of which she could know nothing.
Those who hav ordered the new Bible Picture
Book and do not receive it by mail should inquire at their express office, as in many cases it is
cheaper to send· it by express. Of course,
where there is an express delivery i11 town the
. book will be delivered as by mail.

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL
Will lecture at the

BROADWAY THEATER,
41st st. and Broadway, New-York,
Sul)day :evel)il)g, Marc" 6t";
SuJ>.jec-t: MYTH and MIRACLE.

~ews

and Notes.

We do strike shoals once in a while qf a very disagreeable nature, and one of th~s sort was my experience at Los Angeles after traveling five hundred
miles tp deliver a lecture. , ThE:l doors of the hall,
which had been secured beforehand, were not
opened, nm: was the janitor anywhere to be seen,
nor could he be found, and it was impossible to
procure ap.other hall.
·A large- number came and went away, and undoub~edly·.a fine audience would hav been present
had it not been for this unfortunate ''lock-out,"
which is not to be accounted for except as a "Christian trick." I hav an inkling that it was a kind of
"popish plot," for the owner of the hall is a member
of the holy Catholic church, and it may be this
method- was taken to defeat th~ Freethought
lecture-not being able to use any argument except
the "conspiracy of silence."
At any rate, whatever the reason, it was a scurvy
piece of business, and from this time on the Liberals of Los Angeles will carefully avoid the new
Opera Hall.
. Another hall, it is hoped, will be found for lect. ure_s next Friday and Sunday evenings, and so according to the old proverb "a bad beginning will
make a good ending."
However, I made the best of it ; no use to fret. I
went home with H. L. Shaug and family and had a
jolly time, and nevez lost a wink of sleep.
. To-clay (Monday) is bright and beautiful, and so
I hope for better things.
Our dear old friena John Riggin has passed
!).way, over eighty years of age, and alas! over his

remains there was a Christian service ; and yet his and personal as religion and must be taught by
heart revolted at the thought, as he oftentimes told life, by poetry, by art, by experience, and by charme. He had selected those whom he wanted to acter, in the free, voluntary progress of man.
:;,-riv the memorial address, brit no notice was taken
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM..
of his wishe>~. Over his cold body the .·church
Los A 11geles, Cal., Feb. 22, 1892.
waved its banners of victory. But we will keep him
IIav you Mritten to the Committee on ·Post-offir:es
in heart and memory, a gentle, noble spirit. for
sixty years and more an outspoken FrePthinker, and Post Roads of the House of Representativs
generous in the support of his principles, a protesting against the bill amending §3893, United
man of integrity, of bravery, respected by all, States Revised Statutes .'~' If not, reread last '1oeelc' s
and with the record of a long, honorable, and TRUTH SEEKER and see 1ohy you should.
successful business career. He died without
fear and without regret, true to himself and to his
Horrible Figures.
cause. He wanted no god,. no savior. He was
Tl'<wslated ,1'o1· The T1·uth Seekel' by G~tstat•e Nelson.
simply John Riggin, self-reliant,. kindly, hopeful.
These were ~he last worda he wrote: "Having no
In a recent number of our Spanish contemporary,
inclination to punish my enemies, no anxiety for the Las .Dominicales, we discovered the following
present, no vain regrets for the past, no fears for article, which very .aptly was called Numero IIorthe future, I am in ever;Yrespect ready for dPath, the ribles (horrible figui·es):
inevitable end."
"-In the beginning of this century when Spa'in
. I hav been reading "Conduct as a Fine Art," did not exult in the possession of passable highpublished under the auspices of Houghton, Miffiin ways, tramways, when it had no universities (in
& Co., to which the American Secular Union the proper sense of the word), no institutes, no
privately contributed $1,000. I might as well normal schools, scarcely any wealth, had no means
state my opinion of this .book and the action of of conveying knowledge, and was but sparsely popthe Union. I .consider the whole scheme not only ulated-at that time there existed a formidable
as beyond the function of the Union, but contrary army of priests and sacristans, friars and· nuns,
to its fundamental principles.
and all species of vagabond clergymen classified
It is in the direction of a union of church and according to different regiments and companies,
state, the church in this case being the Unitarian presented for consideration as follows:
church.
"Diocese priests ....... 16, 68fll
vergers~ pre c enFor private reading for Liberal schools supported
Administrators ........ 23, 698
tors, cllorus-singSacristans .............. 10,876
by private funds-for the Liberal family-thi:; is a
ers, musicians,
Assistants (acolytes) 5,533
can tat a-singers,
very excellent book-like some portions of the Bible
and dancers ........ 20,000
Diocese acolytes...... 5, 771
itself ; but as a text-book for common schools it is
Chaplains .............. 13,244 Servants of diocese .. 40, 158
not for a moment to be accepted.
.
Guardians of miBegf?ing friars ........ 37,365
. To put such a book in the common schools would
nors .................... 10,774 NoVIces .................. 2,2!10
Religious beggars .. 7,033 Lay brothers ......... 7,872
violate the right of every orthodox Christian. It
Dependants of ringLay sisters ............. 4,225
would change the common schools into Unitarian
ers ..................... 1,840 Servants of the
Sunday-schools.
Dependants of the
friars .................. 7,920
To teach morality per se in the common schools
priests................. 6,000 Regular hermits...... 352
Hermits .................. 1,000 Professed nuns ....... 23,552
is contrary to the principles of Secularism. I obHoly persons ......... 1,200 Novices .................. 1,005
ject to it. The Christian- says morality is based
Archbishops, bish·
Charity women ....... l, 130
upon religion. I say it is based upon non-religion.
ops, abbots, deaChildren for frial's'
cons, archdeacons,
divine service...... 1, 952
We do not agree. Yet we both support the comvicars, chaplains
Congregntion of
mon schools. "'What then? We cannot teach mo ..
of chair and altar,
clerb>ymen..... ...... lBl
rality ttny ;more than religion.
schoolmasters,
Servantsofs11me ... H!l
The functio:q_ of the common school suppm·ted by
college servants,
Cloister ludics . .. . . . . 638
college priests, adl\'laidservan ts of
the government. cannot transcend the function of
vocn.tes of the
the nuns ............. 4,405
the government itself, The function of the govking's court, stewl\'laidservt~nts of the
ernment is not moral or religious, but police- -that
ards, Racristans of
lay sister fl............ 425
is, the maintenance of rights. The common school
cathe<lralR 11nd colServnnts of n-pus. .. . 1, 005
legiate churches,
.__.:.___ _
is simply a preventiv police measure; that is, it
'fotal of church popnlntiou ......................... 2G!i,OOO
instructs in order to prevent crime. "It can only,"
as the American Sentinel says, "teach civility; that "Which number represent:; a tenth part of the
is, the Declaration of Independence."
population, that is to say, every hundred Spanish
If the common schools undertake to teach more boys and grandees had to support ten loafers of
morality than is in the Declaration of Independence so~e kind or another-ten parasites who lived by
it is a usurpation,. 'I'he American Secular Union prayers and the practice of all kinds of more ·or
has committed . itself to this usurpation. It has, less mysterious knavery.
under the administration of Dr. Westbrook, vio"The number of these parasites has not decre(tsed
lated the very principles for which it was founded.
since that time, nor has the cost of their keeping.
A donor of the $1,QOO contribution to carry out At the present time the annual income of this black
this usurpation asks me to inquire why this .gilt- army with members of which the whole world 'is
edged, expensiv publication ?-why was not this book cursed, is appalling. And yet where is the benefipublislJ.ed cheaply? If a document of the Union, it cent influence of the clergy to he found? Our
should be put in a.popular form, say .at twenty-five country is overrun with highwaymen ; wherever we
cents a copy. No1Y it is $1,50~beyond the reach of turn ~e find thefts, quarrels, stabbing affrays,
most of those who might desire to read it.
prostitution, and begging. Priests are found to parWhy was $1,000 given to the authors for the take in all these unlawful affairs, and beHides they
book, and then the book handed back to the authOis beg for the Lord our God, from whose tender care
for them to publish and make what money they could and loving meekneHs we pray to be delivered, as
out of it?
.
effectually as the priestH deliver ufl of om reals.
· Had the donors of the $1,000 no rights in the
"The annual income of the clergy iH :
"J/eals.
book? Why was not eYen a copy of the gilt-edged
book sent to the !lonors? But they must buy the '; Interest . on real estate owned hy the 200,000,000
church ............................................. .
book to fin~ out the use to which their money had
Tenths 'and first fruitA ............................. . 043,800,000
been put.
.
Masses ................................................... . 53,732,7'44
Baptisms ............................................... .. 4,200,000
I do not question the motivs of Dr. Westbrook,
2,800,000
but he do"es not seem to know what Secularism is.
16,800,000
~~~f~!~~~~::::
If the book had been the right kin4 pf a book, its -Shrouds ................................................. .
6,000,000
method of publication is absolutely unjust and unConfraternities ....................................... . 7, 791,!)\)(i
. FeRtivities .............................................. . 28,77!),000
wise. But the intent of the book as a text-book for
Lent sermons ......................................... . 9,800;000
common s·chools ·is altogether a"violatfon of natural
Festivals of patron saints ........................ . 0, 787,2!)0
morality and the principles of a secular government.
Brotherhoods ......................................... . 12,1i69,6!)4
To put this book into the common schools is as
Sermons ............................................... .. 10,400,000
2,100,000
Rosaries, supplications,. and e_xorcisms.: ... ..
oiitrageous as to put the Bible in these schools. It
Annual income, exclURlV of Interest, from
is a purely sectarian book; it is not orthodox; it
country and city property belonging to
is not radical; it is not Freethought. It is simply
the reg-ular 9lergy, monks, mendicantR,
Unitarian. It is altogether inadequate as my exand other frmrs ................................ . 200,000,000
Contributions to mendicant friars ............ . 250,000,000
pression of morality because it teaches merely the
Supplications to the saill:ts, papal bn!J.s, aboutside of morality, its rules and regulations, and
1
not the· spirit of morality, or the basis of morality,
Z~f~:!~~~:
~~~~.~-:~~~
.~~.
:~.~.
~~~.~-~~- -~~ 5o,2oo,ooo
which .is the supreme matter. The orthodox do
Special favors shown saints .................... -~~~~~
not want it; the Atheist does not want it. It is
Total of useless expenditure per annum .1, 527,882, 144"
not deep enough or broad enough for either. It
Here, in the United Statefl, we are nearly as bad
will do,. for the Unitarian, because the Unitarian
stands neither for one thing or the other. Only off.
the morality which the policeman can enforce with
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free
his club should be taught in the common schools.
Morality in its deepest, highest sense is as private on application._

:::::::::::.::: :·. ·.: :::::::::::::::::::::: ·::
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My Lecture Trip.
From Shreve I proceeded on my journey to Massillon, a town tolerably well known to Freethought
lecturers. I soon discovered a good Liberal friend
in W. S. Moke, whose guest I remained while in
this town. Massillon has a population somewhere
about ten thousand, and it is well known as an exceedingly Liberal town. Upon my arrival the
ground was covered with a mantle of crisp white
snow, to the depth of several inches, which presented excellent conditions for sleighing, and as a
natural consequence the streets were fairly alive
with sleighing parties. The jingle of the bells
could be heard on .every side, while the hills literally swarmed with small boys and their bob-sleds.
Everyone seemed "to enjoy the severe cold weather,
but I found that it caused a d~preciation in my audiences. Although my lectures had been well ad~
vertised, my first audience was certainly a small
one. Nevertheless I was fully compensated by the
large one I had at my second lecture.
The local daily Independent published a very fair
report of my lectures, together with a mild criticism from a correspondent. To this I immediately
penned a reply, which the editor very generously
published, and although there was nothing therein
that could hurt the feelings of even the most bigoted
Christian, still my critic saw fit to again rush into
print with a column or so of the most vituperativ abuse that ever issued forth from the pen of man,
which caused me to again enter the mental arena
and go for my Christian antagonist. This time, instead of answering my arguments, the editor prefaced my article with a few lines from my opponent,
which he was pleased to call an answer, at the same
time claiming that there was nothing in it to call
for one, which I certainly thought was a cheap way
of shuffiing out of the difficulty. I must certainly
thank my friends in Massillon for the kind interest
they manifested in my behalf. The extreme kindness shown toward me by Mr. and Mrs. W. SMoke during my stay in their pleasant home will
ever endear them to. my memory. I met here many
good Liberal workers, and among them some of
the best and truest friends in our ranks, such, for
instance, as Solomon Hunt, one of Massillon's most
respected and honored citizens ; his son, Joseph
Hunt, and family; Mr. Lowe; Mr. Skinner, and
several others whose names I cannot now recall.
On again the next day I went to old Alliance,
where a lecture had been arranged for me by R. G.
Smith. t arrived here in the afternoon, and at the
time of my arrival a severe snowstorm set in, an,!l
continued through the rest of the day and
the earlier portion of the evening ; this, of course,
seriously affected my audience, but, notwithstanding the inclemency of the weather, I was favored
with a larger attendance than I had anticipated;
the hall being considerably more than half fulJ.
A short, though somewhat lively, discussion followed the le~ture, which gave an additional interest
to the meeting. There are many Freethinkers in
this town, which is, perhaps, ~me of the oldest in
the state of Ohio. Several ladies had manifested
courage sufficient· to face the storm a~d make their
way under such difficulties to the hall in order to
hear my lecture. I could only stay one day, s9,
taking a hurried leave of my friends in Alliance,!
started ag.ain next-morning for Canal Dover. Arriving here, I made my way upon advices previous}y
received to the Iron City House, where I was
visited by Mr. S. Toomey, an old but well-known
Freethinker. The lecture had been arranged by
him, and, thanks to his zealous labors, a good and
select audience greeted me when I entered the
room, and that, too, despite the activ oppositien of
the clerical party, and the extreme cold weather
which kept the mercury somewhere about 16° below zero. There were quite a number of ladies
present, also the postmaster, and several of the city
officials, all of whom seemed to thoroughly enjoy
the lecture, and:exhibited their appreciation of the
sentiments uttered. There was present also a representativ of' the local press, who. took copious
notes of the a;ddress, and succeeded in securing the
publication of a very complimentary notice and a
fair report of the meeting. The attitude of the
press in this. respect is, to-day, worthy of notice,
for it is but a·-few years since that we could not get
a notice of our lectures inserted in any of our dailies
or weeklies, net even as paid matter, but now I
notice that, in many instances, they are eager to
obtain our notices, and in some cases they will
even run after it. themselvs. Truly, there is a vast
difference in this respect, comparing things as
they were then and as they are now. Is not this a
tture and significant sign of the progress made in
Secular ideas ? It certainly shows the tendency of
the present age. I did not meet with many friends
here personally, but there is quite a large number
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of Freethinkers in this little place. It is in the
main a German settlement, and as the Germans are
noted for their extreme Liberal vjews, this will
probably account for the reason why Canal Dover
is 1!10 ·tainted: with heterodoxy. I could not stay
here very long,so.I again resumed my journey, this
time to Kent, where I was down for two lectures.
The first friend I met with here was L. G. Reed, a
radical thinker, and an earnest worker for our cause.
A home was found for me with Free~hought friends
at the house of Mr. and Mrs. D. W. _Doncaster,
who did their utmost to make PlY stay in Kent as
pleasant as possible, and for which. I accord to them
my sincere and heartfelt thanks.
•
For the first time in my life I hav, to be honest,
to report a failure at my lectures-a fact I deeply
regret being compelled to admit. At my first lecture on Sunday afternoon, there were scarcely forty
people · present, and these looked considerably
fewer, as the lectures were given in the Opera
House, ma.ki.ng the few people present look almos.t
lost. In the evening there were fewer still, so that
in no way can I say that the lectures were a success.
But right here let me ask, What is the cause of
this~ To my mi.Iid there ~pears to be too much
timidity exhibited in the attempt to spread Freethought principles in Kent, too much fear lest we
should over-excite the delicate feelings of our Christi!l-n friends. Remember this policy has brought
disaster and ruin to our national organization, and
to apply the same to local societies means the same
·results to them. There is also. too much complar
cency of sp:U·it, or a dread of being regarded as an,
InfideL .In the first place, the society is called
" The Portage. County Science Institute," a name
having no direct significance in itself, and utterly
incapable of exciting interest in the minds of the
people. Besides, when the people know that y:ou
are Freethinkers in the ordinary sense of the word,
and that you are interested in the propagation of
Freethought ideas, they cannot. fail to realize your
want of courage and the ~dity displayed, consequently they are incapable of admiration for your
purposes or appreciation of your methods.
Again, what is there to be ashamed of in the title
of a lecture called the " Philosophy of Secularism 't"
In my opinion there is nothing. Yet, even this had
been changed to "The Science of Human Cultivation." It is no answer to say that the ordinary
mind could not grasp the meaning of the· former,
for it is decidedly more easy of comprehension than
the latter, and is not one.fualf s6 explicit, and. does
not convey near so much -to the minds of the peo~
ple. Again, even my name had been perverted into
Professor Charlesworth, which was decidedly wrong;
because I am not a professor, and I hav no right to
such a title until I hav earned it.
It may be that the idea givs an air of greater importance to the occasion, but the · public will see
through it, therefore it is .far be'tter to say deliberately what you mean and what your· intentions are,
Do not seek to cover your true intentious with the
false gloss of honeyed phrases, for such proceedings can o~y excite the osuspicions of the indiffer~
ent public, and are likely to breed contempt and
secret derision. Tell, the people in plain, clear, and
forcible language just what you mean to ·do, and
how you intend to do it. Be f:rank, be honest, be
open, be free. Frankness will secure for you the
confidence of your friends and foes alike. Honesty
will win for you their respect. To be open will
cause others to be open with you. And to be free
will enable you to make mutual exchanges, and to
enjoy the liberties and prize the benefits you· hav
won. I trust that our friends in Kent will pardon
me for thus giving vent to my opinions concerning
the meetings in January last.. I hav but followed
here the same advice that I hav given to them. I
trust that they ~ not take any offense at my
criticism, and I do hope for better success should I
ever visit them again.
JOHN R CHARLESWORTH.

The Proposed Amendment to the Federal Con··
·
stitution.
The secretary of the American Secular Union
calls attention to the fact that " sectarian institutions
in Illinois yet receive support froin. the public treasury. The Union for lack of finances was unable to
secure the necessary injunction to prevent this infamop.s robbery of the peop1.e. It is the intention of
the present board to enterits prot$t against a further
dishonest disbursement ofrthe public funds.''
There is not a state; SC!U'Ce a :town or city, in the
Union that does not every year perpetrate similar
outrages on the people.
·
Congress during the past six years has appropri7
ated to Roman Catholic schools $1,586,465 of the
people's money.
·
During the past year (1891) Congress appropriated for religious schools $554,558, of which the

holy Roman Catholic church received $347,689, and
every state, town, and municipality has suffered
robbery of its trea~ury for the same wrongful purpose.
It is well known that the bishops hold in trust
for the Roman Catholic church the most valuable
properties in all our large towns and cities, which
in nearly every state are exempt from taxation.
Not satisfied with this indirect robbery, they are
reaching their avaricious hands into the pockets of
the people and taking all they can bribe legislatures and councils to appropriate, under promis of,
or threat to cast against them, the votes of the
members of the church.
Alld Protestants never miss an opportunity to follow the example of· the Catholics just as far as they
can ; they are just as anxious to practice the same
extortion or stealing.
.
.
· In answer to the urgent appeal to Senator Squire
by the secretary of the Washingtqn Secular Union
the followin"g reply has just been received :
UNITED STATES SENATE, WASHINGTON, D.O.,}
·
Feb. 1, 1892.
C. B. REYNOLDS, EsQ., Secretary Washington Secular
Union, Fremont; Wash,, Dear Si1·: In reply to your
letter of the 25th, would say that in so far as I am able to
judge now I will be in favor of the· Amendment which
Very truly,
you quote in your letter.
WATSON c. SQUIRE.
I hav written to Senator Allen, and to Representativ Wilson ; it is not time yet to hav received their.
replies. I hav sent out a number of blank letters
to our vice-presidents east of the Cascades. I. am
~opeful of obtaining promises from Allen and
.Wilson to use their vote and influence.in favor of
the Amendment.
·
If the American Secular Union would supply
printed letters to the members of the House and
Senate at Washington, D. n (with blanks for
names), making urgent appeal. for their vote and
influence in favor of the Amendment, and fm'Ilish
the activ workers in the Liberal ranks with such
letters, requesting them to fi11 in blanks with names
of their representativs and senators, sign and mail
such letters, and then induce. their friends and
neighbors to do likewise; supplying them with the
printed letters of the American Secular Union for
that purpose, the result would be twofold ; . it would
impress every member of the national legislature
with the numerical strength and influence of the
American Secular Union, and so insure its future
requests J;>eing t!eated with respect and consideration; and would beyond doubt result in the passage
and adoption of the proposed Amendment;
Is not this " a consummation: devoutly to be
prayed fod" Would it not be a grand stride
toward the entire divorce of church and state'
It would not cost a tithing of the amount needed
to fee Judge Nelson, and pay the costs of carrying
a case through the Illinois courts, which at bestif gained-would only be of advantage to that one
state, and there would be the liability of the case
being tr;i.ed by some fanatical, self-conceited blatherskite like Judge Hammond of. Ten11.essee "\\'ho "\VOuld,
as in the King case, pervert the facts, and in defiance of law and reason render an adverse decision.
As to the board of the American Secular Union
''protesting," what will that avail' They might as
well wink or whistle. Why not adopt some practical course to secure the adoption of the proposed
Amendment, and thus prevent any future "appropritttion of public money or property to any religious societ:y, religious denomination, or any institution, society, or undertaking which is wholly or in
part under sectarian or ecclesiastical control ~"
While we cannot but admire the charming euphuism of the talented and erudite secretary of the
American Secular Union, I venture most humbly
and respectfully to suggest, that in view of the
activity and persistent zeal of the enemy, we can
hardly afford to wait until 1893 to "proudly fling
our banners to the breeze," however astonishingly
magnificent such a "fling " might prove. L am
skeptical of legislation in favor of the Nine Demands ever l.;>eing secured by such "beating the
air," even with our banner inscribed with great
names.
Maryland has fought a very hard fight, gained a
well-deserved victory. What· help in that battle did
the American Sec.ular Union afford?
There is now waging in Pennsylvania a fierce
battle over Sunday laws~ What assistance are the
Liberals of Pittsburgh-who hav always been
liberal contributors to its funds-'-receiving. from,
the Amenc!J.n Secular Union'
A recital of actual services rendered by the
American Secular Union, a plain statement of plan
of practical.work now being actually performedwould arouse enthusiasm, rally all Liberals to its
support, and insure immediate generous contributions to its funds ..
While waiting for this let every Liberal realize '
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the necessity of individual action, and do all possible to secure the passage of the proposed Amendment to the federal Constitution, and urge all
friends and acquaintances to do likewise.
.
. c. B. REYNOLDS.
Sec. Wash. Secular Un1on.

English Notes.
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERs: Your excellent journal was
a novelty here and met with a warm approval. It
differs in so many respects from our own Freethought papers that criticism was the natural result. Heston's pictures are generally liked by those
Freethinkers who come across them, and I could
only wish that England was better supplied with
copies of THE· TRUTH SEEKER. Unfortunately for
us all, there is a very great dislike for Antichristian
journalism-dislike, that is, from the news-agent's
point of .view. That the public would readily hny,
if the "papers were properly exhibited in the shopwindows, I firmly believe. On the other hand, the
news-vendors giv the all-enduring British public
unnecessary trouble and annoyance. When living
in London, I was fixed between two news-agents,
each of whom was a quarter of a mile distant in exactly opposit directions. One sold the Freethinker,
the other the National Reformer;" neither sold both.
As the Freethinker seller . was a poor struggling
woman, and knowing the limited sale of the fourcent Reformer, I usually gave her my custom for
Mr. Foote's print ; but the other dealer had a sound
connection, and only declined to sell the largely circulated Freethinker out of prejudice ; so I got my
Reformer elsewhere, though I continued to send
lots of others to ask for the tabooed print. At
length they decided tp sell both the journals, arid
will profit by the decision. Last week, when passing by the shop, I saw a copy of the Freethinker
boldly exposed on the outside of the shop in the
very center of the window ; and the little sheet was
receiving more attention from passers-by than ariy
other exhibit. Two or three at a time were craning
their necks to read the leading article~ All that
leads me to think that your TRUTH SEEKER might
find a ready welcome were it better known here, the
only thing against it being the price, necessarily increased by transit, and its very irregular delivery.
Celestine Edwards, a negro preacher, has come to
raise religion and the wind in Manchester. From
first to last he has met with unexpected opposition
from the Freethinkers here, and ·has greatly incensed the Christians by his ignorance of theology.
That he is a fluent, witty speaker goes without say-·
ing; most negro stump orators are; but he is as
· unscrupulous as . he is humorous. When his lying
sarcasms are applied to Secularists only, the Christians beam with good humor and excitement; but
when he turns the same weapons upon his Christian
admirers, they il:J.cline to the opinion that they hav
been entertaining a devil unawares, and wish him at
jericho. Noris that wish modified when they find
unpracticed or incipient Freethought speakers are
able to confute him all along the line.
. One good effect of his lecturing is that the
theologians hav been stirred up as they hav not been
stirred up for a generation. Secularism has received a tremendous lift; and the weak points of
Christianity are being discussed by the wea~kneed
of every school. It has already resulted in my
being asked to explain Secularism in a .lecture to a
body of Spiritualists here, and a further. invitation
to address a Sunday afternoon men's class on the
same subject at the Bible Christian church school
in Salford. In Sheffield, where Celestine Edwards
has been holding forth, Charles Watts has been
invited to expose his fallacies; and with such success has he done so that the Christians are beside
themselvs with rage that they ever had the ebony
evangelist to play Balaam to their asses.
· I suppose that it may be . taken as a fair proof of
th~ quality of our rising lecturers that one of them,
Mr. Heaford, has translated into English a most
useful French book by M.• Naquet, entitled "Collectivism, and the Socialism of the Libe1!al School,"
a criticism and an exposition. The old taunt of
uneducated lecturers is fast becoming a thing· of
antiquity. Our younger lecturers quite realize the
necessity of something more than merely . rudimentary knowledge; and if they are unable to add
university degrees after their. names, it .is often because they hav directed that attention which would
hav to be given to certain subjects in order to pass
the prescribed examinations to those subjects which
are infinitly more essential to Freethought propaganda. Algebra and Euclid are much less important to us than mythology,. history, and the social
questions of the hour ; while no amount of study
given to the last subject would bring a man an academic title. None the less the kriowledge concurrently acquired by our own students is far from
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inconsiderable ; and Mr. Heaford's contribution to
The dead is to the living love resigned,
And all.l.Eneas enters in her mind.
lite:ature is very welcome. In explanation of his
chmce he says: " Though a convinced Socialist myBy the connivance of Juno and Venus, who-since
self, I confess that M. Naquet's book struck me as Troy, from Helen's love of Paris, was a "lost
a most concise and valuable contribution to the dis- cause "-were bound to get lEneas away from Tyria
c~ssio_n of the social question. I felt that the and Carthage and start Rome, there was a huntsmentifi~ tone in which M. Naquet attempts the ing party in the woods, a black thunder-storm, a
confutatiOn of collectivism deserves full considera- cave to flee to, and a "nuptial bed" arranged. But
tion at the hands of English Socialists and of all the news got out, and, whew! trial by Rumor rethose interested in the topics with which the book sulted.
treats."
Fame, the great ill, from small beginnings growsSwift from the first1 and every moment brings
The. unfortunate squabble over the Bradlaugh
New vigor to her flight, new pinions to her wings.
Memonal Hall continues and bids fair to alienate
Soon grows the pigmy to gigantic size,
some few of those whose admiration of Mr. Bradc
Her feet on earth, her forehead in the skies.
Enraged against the gods, revengeful earth
laugh was unlimited ; by which I do not mean that
Produced her, last of the Titanian birth.
.
those of us who cannot see eye to eye with them
Swift is her walk, more swift her winged hasteundervalue our old leader or love his memory the
A monstrous phantom, honible and vast. ·
less. The trouble is that the dissentients are adoptAs many plumes as raise her lofty fli~ht,
So many piercin~ eyes enlarge her Bight;
ing a species of hero-worship, totally forgetting that
Millions of opemng mouths to Fame belong,
inasmuch as Bradlaugh's striking quality in life was
And every mouth is furnished with a tongue,
to subject himself and all else for the good of the
And r01md with listen in~ ears the flying plague is hung.
cause he had in hand, so after death the best method
She fills the peaceful unlverse with cries;
No slumbers ever close her wakeful eyes·
of perpetuating his memory is to extend that work
By day from lofty towel'S her head she shews,
rather than to exhaust our resources on so gigantic
And spreads through trembling crowds disastrous news;
a white elephant as these good but unpractical peoWith court informers haunts and royal spies;
ple fondly contemplate~ Throughout the dispute
Things done relates; not done she feigns; and mingles
truth with lies.
Mr. G. W. Foote has worked with commendable tact,
Talk is her business, and her chief delight
and has won golden opinions even from those who
To tell of prodigies and cause affright.
were at first opposed to his ideas.
How they did talk about that Brooklyn scandal !
Just now, besides endeavoring to organize Lancashire into a Freethought federation,_ I am trying The Carthage .Tribune, the Tyrian 1'imes, the
to collect the scattering Secularists in the army and Athens Herald, the Sparta World-ali the " great
navy. Of course it is impossible to ·hav branches daily" guns were loaded to the lips with the "spicy
of the National Secular Society in regiments or on news" of the "great trial." But then as now the
board men-of-war; but my idea is to get two men, man " skips," and leaves the woman to suffer th.e
retired representativs of each branch of the serviM, costs of it.
What course~ alas I remains, to steer between
who will be willing to keep themselvs posted up in
The offendea lover and the powerful queen?
the movements of ships and battalions and who
This way and that he turns his anxious mind,
will be centers of information and correspondence
And all expedients tries and none can find.
with the scattered units. ·Such a scheme is feasible
Love·the first motions of the lover hears,
Quick to presage, and e'en in safety fears.
enough, but it does take such a tremendous time to
arouse any sort ·of enthusiasm in people's breasts.
Alarmed, -the ravished queen pleads:
One encouraging letter from an Irish soldier asHad you deferred at last your hasty fli~ht,
sures me that I am on the right road in this matAnd left behind some pledge of our delight
Some babe to bless the mother's mournfulllght,
ter; but much more is needed before one dare take
Some yoimg .l.Eneas to supply your place,
any decisiv steps in the matter. Possibly some of
I should not then complain to liv bereft
your American Secularists might be able to enOf all my husband, or wholly left.
lighten us as to the condition of Freethought in
Now by those holy vows so late begun,
By this right hand (since I hav nothing more
your army and navy, and the methods used, if any,
To challenge, but the faith you gave before),
to keep Freethinkers thus employed in touch with
I beg you by these tears too trul;v shed,
each other and with some common center.
By the new pleasure of our nuptial bed~
The deaths of the duke of Clarence, Cardinal ManIf ever Dido, when you most were kina,
Were pleasing in your eyes or touched your mind,
ning, Charles Haddon Spurgeon, and other great
By: these my prayers, if prayers may yet hav place,
folks hav caused a very considerable shuffiing of the
Pity the fortune of a falling race I
cards in England. The duke's death was a matter of
For you I hav provoked a tyrant's haste,
dynastic importance only, but Manning's loss must
Incensed the Libyan, the T"yrian state;·
For you, alone, suffer in my fame,
be a crippling blow to Roman Catholicism here. An
Bereft of honor and exposed to shame I
Oxford man and a dignitary of the Church of England, Rome·made an unquestionably valuable catch
But it was no use; Juno and>' Jove, lEneas and
in converting him to the ancient faith; and that his satiated crew, heaven and earth, were "agin" the
social charm which hangs round the connection "abandoned," "fallen" woman; Dido suicided,·
with the older universities was instrumental in at- plunged into the flames of her burning palace;
tracting those to Ultramontanism who· would lEneas found another ~·love," became king ; Romscarcely hav associated with a non-university man . ulus and Remus mothered by a she-wolf, the
Our local bishop of Salford, which adjoins Man- escape of the Sabine women, Cros.ar, Cicero, a
chester and is virtually a part of it, is spoken of as prolific breed of popes and the world-wide nightManning's successor at Westminster. Gladstone mare of " Catholic " tyrannism, result.
There
is wondering why Manning's death is thought so are many passages in Virgil's "1Eneid " and his
much more about than Newman's, and Oxford is "Georgics" that it would not be safe for any regreatly distUrbed because it is·proposed to erect a former to mail. In "Horace," Smart's translation
statue to the last-named 1·ecreant in an important (T. A. Buckley, editor; Harper Brothers, publishers);
position in that city. Spurgeon represents a de- in Byron's" Don Juan," Shakspere's "Venus and
caying school of Calvinistic theology, and whilst his Adonis," "Passionate Pilgrim," "Lover's Comcrude views are generally denounced his unswerv- plaint;" in Sir Philip Sidney's "Astrophel and
ing fidelity has been ungrudgingly recognized by Stella;" in 'Appleton's Cyclopedia, Vol. I, p.
all schools. He was one of the few who to-day "liv 512; in Bayard Taylor's" China, India, and Japan"
by faith," and the exception has proved the rule, (Geo. P. Putnam & Sons, publishers) pp. 52 and
with unwelcome force to the ChristW.ns, that skep- 247-language far, far more indictable than anyticism and unbelief are making havoc amongst the thing in "Ancient Sex Worship;" and beyond all in
the Bible (see D. M. Bennett's "Where Obscenity
teachers of religion.
Yours fraternally,
Is"); Garden of Eden, a sex allegory, and "forbidSAM STANDRING.
den fruit;" sex intercourse; Solomon's Song,
Another Letter from Mr. Heywood.
.voluptuous all through; David murdering a man in
DEAR MR. MACDONALD: If? as the Bible says, order to "know" his wife, Bathsheba, the mother
"God is love,'' "he is the old boy Cupid, who "al- of Solomon, who had seven hundred wives and
ways finds us young and always keeps us so." In three hundred concubines and yet is Wanamaker's
the classic story of 1Eneas and Dido, the poet Vir- "the wisest man," is God's plain English for which
gil-per Dryden-speaking of the goods which the they "socked" two years' imprisonment on me.
founder of Rome had sent with the bewitching boy And tons. and tons of books from the Bible House,
Putnam's, and Harper's should be bp.rnt as "obto the Tyrian queen, says:
scene" in Union square, if Foster's an4 Carpenter's
But, far above the rest, the royal damerulings in Harman's and my cases ar&,correct, and
Already Eioomed to love:s disastrous flameif that Comstock annex, the Republican party,
With eyes insatiate and tumultuous joy
Beholds the presents and admires the boy.
Wanamaker, Hoar, Harrison & Co., rightly hold
The guileful god about the hero long,
me caged here. "If Mr. Heywood is justly imWith children's play and false embrace~, hung;
prisoned the Bible is the first book that should be
Then sought the queen; she took him in her arms
suppressed under the statue," said Judge Loring.
With greedy pleasure and devoured his charms.
Unhappy Dido little thought what guest,
"I defy Congress to enact a law to exc~ude any ~l
How dire a god, she drew so near her breast.
leged obscene literature from the mails that wlll
But he, not mindless of his mother's prayer,
not first exclude the Bible," said Elizur Wright,
Works in the pliant bosom of the fair,
And molds her heart anew, and blasts her former care. For suppressing reform newspapers and imprison-
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ing editors, for sanctioning, instigating indeed,
lewd, rude, savagely irresponsible censorship of the
press and denying freedom of conscience, the Republican party must answer in the coming presidential campaign. In deference to Cupid I should
say that I mean no disrespect to him, in Beemingly
allying him with a mere theologic opinion called
God. Love as a human fact is far superior to anything alleged " divine revelation" can show.
EzRA H. HEYWOOD.
P. 0. Box 100, State Prison, Charlestown, Mass.,
Jan. 31, Y.L. 20.

Misrepresentation of Our Best Co-Workers.
Mrs. M. A. Freeman, of Chicago, Til., claiming
to be " corresponding secretary American Secular
Union," in a letter to the members of the defunct
American SecUlar Union published in the Investigator of December 2d, indulges in most uncalledfor aspersions of the Seventh Day Adventists.
'l'he " corresponding secretary of the American
Secular Union" writes: "The American Secular
Union invites all who will support its Nine Demands
to affiliate .with it. This is all that, as a political
organization, it can consistently require; but we,
as Freethinkers, cannot forget that were it not for
superstition we would not hav been forced to formulate those demands, and that while superstition
remains, its hand will ever be reached forth to suppress Freethought, to strangle fre.e speech. Said
one to a prominent Adventist, who was working
against the Sunday law : 'But if it were the obse:uvance of the old Jewish Sabbath that was to be
enforced...,.--what then~· .•Then,' he said, •I should
feel compelled to work for its enforcement.'"
This is a gross perversion of truth. Every prominent Seventh Day Adventist working against the
Sunday law is thoroughly posted upon the subject.
It would therefore be utterly impossible for such
a one to hav made any such reply; the connecting paragraphs giv evidence that this unprovoked
attack upon our most efficient and in:tluential coworkers was not a simple mistake, but is as spitefully malicious as it is untruthful.
The Seventh Day Adventists are without exception
opponents of any union between church and state,
and earnest, persistent workers for civil and religious liberty.
Their National Religious Liberty Association is a
very large and powerful organization with offices in
New York city, Washington, D. C., Chicago, Til.,
Oakland, Cal., and Battle Creek, Mich. Its mottoes
are "Equal and exact justice to all," "Keep the
state and church forev.er separate.'' Among its
published and avowed principles I find : "We believe it is the'right, and should be the privilege, of
every man to worship according to the dictation
of his own conscience," and "We deny the right
of 'any ciVil government to legislate on religious
questions."
· Its o:i:gan is the Arnerican Sentinel, a most fearless;, able, and consistent opponent of Sunday laws,
r~Jlgious exercises in our public schools, and the
ei'emption of church property from taxation.
· . ',rh'e Seventh Day Adventists hav written, printed,
~~~1' distributed more pages of literature advocating
the abolition of all Sunday laws, and giving the
facts and arguments in favor of the entire and complete· divorce of church and state, in any one week
dui'ing the past three years than the American SecUlar 'Uhion and all its auxiliaries hav ever distribli~ed from. the d~y of its first inception up to the
pj'esent hour.
.·
· So far · from suppressing free thought or
strangling fre,e speech, the Seventh Day Adventists
are hi:mest; zealous defenders of free speech. Their
~(\~ditig ministers hav attended our conventions and
frop:t oil.r Infidel rostrum most londly and eloquently
a(lyocated and d~fended the justice of the Nine Demands:·
· ·
·""'t_r·h'~ Seve:J?-th 'Day Adventists hav a· record upon
Sabba,tli'. arid Sunday observance question that is
)?lath' :and;1bimistakable. Their position is a matter
of' public' and national record-the record of the
'S~'ru1te . o£ the United States (see 50th Congress,
$ec;(i'ii.d Session, Message and Do cumen t No. 43,
·pages 85-102).
.. On 'Dec.,l3, 1888, the United States Senate committee ori. ~ducation' and labor held a hearing upon
the bill for a national Sunday law introduced by
S:ei:ia:tof'Blarr, who was chairman of that committee.
At. that };learirig the Seventh Day Adventists were
,officially· r~presented by their honored and accredited exponent, Alonzo T. Jones, editor of the ArneriC'an . Sentinel. Before that committee this very
·v<>int was brought out clearly and distinctly, over
and. over again. I giv a brief quotation :
;· Sf\nator'Blair: "Would it answer your objection
ti,· that· regard if instead of saying 'the Lord's day'
we should
Sunday~· "
.

'tlie

: \ ' \ ; •. :

I'

say '
·~

1892~

Mr. Jones: "No, sir. If the bill was framed in
behalf of the real Sabbath of the Lord, the seventh
day, the day which we observe-if this bill proposed
to promote its observance, or to compel men to do
no work upon that day, we would oppose it just as
strongly as we oppose it now."
.
Senator Blair: "You oppose all Sunday laws of
the country, then~"
Mr. Jones: "Yes, sir."
Senator Blair: " You are against all Sunday
laws~"

Mr. Jones: "Yes, sir. We are against every
Sunday law that was ever made in this world, from
the first enacted by Constantine to this one now
proposed; and we would be equally against a Sabbath law if it were proposed; for that would be
Antichristian, too." (And this is the constantly
avowed position of every one of their papers, publications, and ministers, and heartily indorsed by
every Seventh Day Adventist in good standing.)
This whole argument of. Elder Jones's was published in pamphlet form, and thousands of copies
hav been distributed.
,
Nor is this the only record on the subject. On
Feb. 18, 1890, the House committee on District of
Columbia held a hearing on a Sunday bill introduced by Ron. W. C. P. Breckinridge. The
Seventh Day Adventists were heard before this
committee. I quote from the verbatim report of
the speeches:
The Chail:man: "We desire to know in whose behalf you appe.ar."
Mr: Corliss: "I speak in behalf of the Seventh
Day Adventist church at Washington of which I
am pastor. I appear not, as has been affirmed, be:fore you to speak in behalf of a Saturday Sabbath.
Far from it, gentlemen of the committee. If this
bill, No. 854, were to hav incorporated into it instead of 'Sunday,' or the first day of the week, the
word 'Saturday,' or the seventh day of the week,
there is no one who would oppose it stronger
than I."
Mr. Jones:
"Congress can make no
law upon the subject of religion without interfering
with the free exercise thereof, therefore the Seventh
Day Adventists, while observing Saturday, would
most strenuously oppose any legislation proposing
to enforce the observance of that day. Gentlemen,
it is time for all the people to declare as the
Seventh Day Adventists decidedly do, that this nation is, and of right ought to be, free and independent of all ecclesiastical or religious influence,
connection, or control."
In the case of "State of Tennessee vs. King,"
Judge Hammond in his decision of the case made
false statements akin to. those of the corresponding
secretary of the American Secular Union. A full
refutation was published in the Arnerican Sentinel
of November 19th, giving copy of letter from Mr.
Jones to Elder 0. A. Olson, president of the general
conference (the highest office in the Seventh Day
Adventist ranks).
Mr. Jones quoted the statement made by the
judge, that "His [King's] own. religious feeling or
fanaticism [is] that the seventh day of the week,
instead of the first, should be set apart for the day
of public rest and religious practices. That is what
he really believes and wishes, he and his sect ; and
not that each individual shall select his own day of
public rest and his own day of labor." And asked,
" Is this true ~"
Elder Olsen replied: "I hav been personally connected with the Seventh Day Adventist denomination for more than thirty years, and I can freely
say that no such belief or wish is entertained by
this people. Our belief and wish is directly the opposit of that stated by the judge."
There is no excuse for an avowed exponent of
Secularism 'Seing ignorant of these well-known
facts.
The corresponding secretary of the American
Secular Union has placed herself in the unenviable
predicament of having in her first official publication
made statements which are not only utterly unfounded, but which public and official records show
to be untrue and which all who hav briefly conversed with any intelligent Seventh Day Adventist
know to be untrue.
C. B. REYNOLDs,
Frernont, Wash.
Sec. Wash. Sec. Union.

The Death-Bed of a Philosopher.
Orange, N. J., is a city containing about sixteen
thousand inhabitants. It is a genuin hot-bed of
Roman Catholicism and Protestant orthodoxy.
Although there are many Liberals in that city, they
dare not utter their Liberal sentiments. Sereno E.
Todd is the only person in that city who dared to
open his -mouth as a private and a public defender
of the Liberalism now advocatEd by THE TRUTH
SEEKER. A few weeks ago he was prostrated by

congestion of the stomach. After the· doctor and
valet had forced quinine and brandy and other
drugs down him for three weeks, the barber was
called in to shave off his long beard, and to lay him
out for the underta'ker. At that hour some Christian friend had invited a Baptist dominie to come
to the room of the. dying man and pray for and
with him, stating that it was a shame to allow anyone to die in a Christian land with«;>ut the kind
words and offices of a clergyman. Tender friends
had taken their final adieu; and he had uttered (as
was supposed) the last farewell. But he rallied;
and his valet said, "Now take the medicin."
"What is it~" asked the sick man. "lt is a quinine
pill." "How many hav you given me~" "About
four a day." "For three weeks past?" he inquired.
"I think that is about it," replied the valet. "How
much brandy and whisky hav you poured down my
throat~"
"Perhaps a quart Qr ·more." "And
perhaps a gallon," retorted the sick man . . "Maybe
so. I didn't measure it." "What other medicin
hav you administered~, "Well, here is a lot of
bottles; and I hav followed the directions of your
physician." "How often hav you given me a bowl
of eggnog and brandy~"
"About every four
hours." "Two eggs each time~" "Yes." "Twelv
eggs, a quart of brandy, four quinine pills, and a
dose from each of those bottles every two hours!"
exclaimed the sick man. "I call a halt right here."
"But you must take this medicin," said his valet.
" The time has come to discontinue medicin. If
you and the doctor don't know it, you can go home,
and the doctor need not come again," said he.
"You're a very sick man," said the sky-pilot.
"Your physician says you cannot survive long. I
hav come to pray with you." "What for~" exclaimed Mr. Todd. ''That .you may hav a joyful
and triumphant entrance where sickness and death
never separate dear friends." "Do you really ex- .
pect that the creator will hear and answer your
petition to keep me out of sheol, or to take me to
heaven, or to restore me to health~" "Yes, the
Bible tells us that the prayer of faith shall save the
sick." "Well, when I worshiped the unknown God,
whom you adore,· I offered more than twenty .thousand sincere and earnest prayers, and I must say in
sincerity that I never received the least intimation
of an answer to one of them." "Well, would you
not like to hav me pray with you~" "No, I thank
you. I think no petition can .be offered that will
affect my destiny. Can't your God hear and answer
just as well at your home as here~ I am resting·
quietly in the embrace of the eternal energy that
gave me life. I am satisfied to die as a natural
philosopher. My soul is at rest. I do not wish to
be disturbed at this solemn hour with appeals to
spooks and senseless petitions to an unknown
deity." The sky-pilot withdrew, and ·the sick man
recovered as soon as medicin was discontinued, and
he is now in usual health.
REPORTER.

Hav you written to the Oornmittee on Post-o.ffices
and Post Roads of the House of Representatips
protesting against the bill (unending §3893, United
States Revised Statutes .'? If not, reread last weelc' s
TRUTH SEEKER and see why you should.

•

St. Paul's Potter God.

Among the many bad things in the Bible Paul
contributed some of the worst. . His "thorn ,. sours
him. He hates mankind in general and women in
particular. According to his own showing, the few
Christians of his day were the worst people known.
He seems to take spiteful pleasure . in denouncing
even them, and justifies his God in condemning
them.
The antique philosophical God of the Hindoos,
which had been partially materialized in Egypt,
made a slaughtering fiend by the Hebrews, and gorgeously dramatized by the Greeks, Paul brings out
in the degraded character of a potter, and exultingly exclaims: " 0 man, who art thou that replie'st
against God ' Hath :Q.ot the potter power over the
same clay to make one vessel unto honor and another unto dishonor~, And he furnishes texts in
support of predestination, reprobation, and the arbitrary, inhuman character of his God. He justifies
selfish, cruel Calvinism ; and there is no other way
for l~>.ss cruel Christians to escape its logic than by
wiping out Paul.
.. ··
This represen.tation of God as a potter · is
amusing. It contains a trinity of absurdities. First,
all the vessels of God's pottery are condemned as
unsound because the first pok-Adam-fell and
broke ; second, they are all made imperfect forthe
purpose of affording the potter an opportunity ·to
try his skill in repairing a few "chosen" E!pec~en;s;
third, a perfect potter, as master-workman, intentionally makes some vessels unto dishonor, ·and
then holds the dishonorable pottery respoii.sible for
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his bad work! Such nonsense as this is tolerated go beyond that and kiss the hands which wield the
whip that descends on their backs.
only in theology.
.
. .
Now, according to all sacred and pwus authorities,
Corrigan & Co. are opposed to the single tax,
the second person of this trinity ~as not yet seen :fit because, if enacted, it would be followed (if not
or been able to repair worth sa_vmg many cracked accompanied) by other legislation requiring land to
pitchers and pots. At the time of the sacred be assessed at its actual value. This could be done,
deluae out of millions of earthen vessels only one as with all the small-fry personal property and
nest
pots was worth sstving; all the rest went by other taxes abolished, the attention, not only of ·aswater to sheol. And then Noah got thankfully sessors, but of the people, would be concentrated
drunk and cursed his best son. Or. the destruction on the land, and an irresistible demand would be
of Sodom and Gomorrah, the eccentric Lot and a made for assessment at its value. Now, the· Rompart only of one f~tmily of pots were worth pre- ish church seems to make a practice of securing
serving ; all the rest of the pottery of the Citie~ of eligible sites at the outskirts of cities in their early
the Plain were sent to sheol through :fire and brrm- stages, and in due time the cities grow beyond these
stone. And then Lot got drunk, and with his sites, immensely enhancing their value. As a rule,
daughters did some things deemed worthy of divine they do not then sell. them ; their main object is to
hav their churches, hospitals, schools, nunneries,
record.
In the time of the apostles the proportion of ves- convents, etc., in, or near, the heart of a city, or
sels :fit for salvation was exceeding small, and evi- near it. In this city their places, improved and undently they were crazed. At the time of the Refor- improved, are scattered all over, and ·whatever way
mation there was scarcely a pot one could safely bet the city grows the church is on hand to accommodate
on; it was mutual condemnation all around. St. the residents. Everywhere where church property is
John Knox, :finding all Catholic pots to be worth- nominally taxed the same as other property, as in
less, went on a loud hunt among Protestants for this state, it is not, probably, taxed at a tenth of its
the " chosen." He found but few there. What au actual value, nor is the land of speculators, in many
amount of contention and guesswork might hav cases. In one case, the land of a speculator named
been spared him and others had some inspired Peter Seculovitch was taxed at $40 a lot last year.
genius invented an elect-ometer by which could be The city wanted six of these lots for a street. Bediscovered the foreordination mark on each piece of fore the committee· of the board of supervisors he
claimed that they were worth $1,000 a lot, but that
pottery at birth;
In St. Baxter'stime only such pots as were sup- he did not want to sell them at all. They allowed
posed to bear the trademark elect were allowed in him $400 a lot-ten times the amount of the assessthe sheep-fold. But the true mark was generally ment. Church property is not likely to be taxed at
invisible or extensivly counterfeited; for he says, a higher rate than Seculovitch's, if as high ; that is,
in his "Saints' Rest," "If you could ask thousands one-twenty-fifth of its actunl value. But I am not
in hell what madness brought them thither, most prepared to speak positivly on this point. If, howof them would answer, 'We verily thought we were ever, all land (exclusiv of improvements) was t~xe_d
Christians already.'" On this close calculation, but at its value, and all taxes -laid on land alone, It IS
few Christian pots even are :finally saved, and Satan clear that Pecci, Conigan & Co. would hav to curwill capture an enormous amount of dishonorable tail very considerably their real estate operations.
And besides, the single tax, or any other means
pottery to rebake. ·
.
"But," exclaims some Christian pot overflowing lessening or abolishing involuntary poverty, would
with conceited bile, "the ' Saints' Rest' isn't script- correspondingly curtail the supply of human raw
ure!" Then take a dose of pure gospel. Collector material for their factories, as also the human food
Matthew says : " Strait is the gate, and narrow for powder and politicians, by reason of increased
is the way, which- leadeth u~to life, and few the~e comfort and intelligence.
As to the personal relations to the land question
be that :find it ; and wide is the gate, and broad Is
the way, that leadeth to destruction, and many there of Mr. Pecci and his cardinals, most of the latter
be which go in thereat ;" and also, "Many shall reside in Rome and probably own real estate there.
seek to enter the strait gate and shall not be To double the taxation on real estate in Rome by
able." All godly authorities sustain the lovely exempting personal property a~d. imp1:ovements,
theory that very few specimens of old pottery will might seriously cmtail their enJoyments thereof.
be redeemed to place as mementoes in the heaven But how far they would be affected, I _hav no
museum. The number of "such at~ shall be saved" means of knowing. It is reasonably certam, howwill be very small ; only crazed pots like Bunya~'s ever, that the influence of the Romish church-and
Christian, who plug their ears and can forsake wife to a much less extent that of some other churches
and child, will be in it. Should the inquiring hymn, -would be seriously curtailed, directly an~ in" Shall we know each other there ~, be answered in directly, by the single tax, for poverty breeds ~g:no
the affirmativ, what kind of bliss will possess the rance, and ignorance is the food of superstit_wn,
man who :finds that himself alone of all his family both political and religious. At the present time,
is saved 1 or what kind of joy will :fill the mother's political superstitions are by far the most dangersoul when she learns t}fat her only child is rejected ous. Especially so is the belief that, under our present system, faisely termed "representativ governof God because it played marbles on Sunday T
It is impossible to conceive the amount of cruelty ment " any real representation is either actual or
'
. as
The myth of " the . peop1e' s ru l e , . I~
and misery wrought in the world by such fanatics possible.
vile
and
mischievous
a
delusiOn
as
any
rehgwus
as Paul. He and his potter are the corner-stones
on which the Christian church was established; a myth in existence. But to eluci~ate the . point ~n
church that for more than a thousand years sup- any degree needs an article by Itself? whiCh I Will
pressed all light of nature a~d reason; a church write in the smallest possible space, If such an arthat gave Europe the Dark Ages of ignorance and ticle is desired.
Meanwhile, I invite the attention of your readers
t;!Uperstition by enslaving all intellect ; a church
that used tortures and fagots for arguments; a to the land question, for this especial reason : The
church that has crimsoned the waters of every river fact that Pecci, Corrigan & Co. so bitterly oppose
and lake in Europe, and many in other lands, with the single tax, is very strong presumptiv evidence
human blood! a church that by intimidation still that its enactment would, in some way, greatly
plunders both rich and poor ; a church that still weaken the hold of religious superstition upon
uses the torch of a hell in place of the light of nat-. mankind; and if so, genuin Freethinkers should
ure ! . But the day is already breaking in which all become its most vigorous champions, regardless of
intelligent. men and women ~ill unite, not in p:a~er any temporizing by Henry G~o~ge with his impl~
to but in earnest effort to rid the world of, this m- cable religious enemies, or of ~Im and many o~ _his
tolerant, liberty-crushing crurch and its man-made followers with their equally Hl\placable pohtwal
ones.
·
ALFRED CmDGE.
potter-god.
L. G. REED.
San Francisco, Dec. 16, 1891.

"or'

Why the Catho1ic Church Opposes Land Re·
fbrm.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,· Sir: Your
editorial in ::&ovember 7th touching Father Ducey's
virtual recantation of a mild approbation of Henry
George's views, on demand of Archbishop CoiTi&"an
and in fi~equence of the pope's encyclical concermng
the single tax and the land question, suggests a few
remarks as· to the reasons for hostility to the single
tax ·by Romish ecclesiastics-remarks to which no
siJigle-tax paper would care to giv currency for fear
of offeiidirig that very church which is their implacable_ enemy, yet to which they bow the knee, as do
leading single-tax men to the Democratic . party,
which. is also the'ir implacable enemy. The New
.T~stament inay teach non-resistance, but it has re·mained for some prominent single-tax advocates t.o
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visit and showed him every attention in his power.
Among the many curious places in Chinatown shown
him was the principal· Joss-house. There he saw a
tiger fabricated out of various kinds of wool and
metal neatly combined, making an effigy, life-sized.
The tiger's mouth was wide open, the lower jaw resting in a horizontal position to receive the votiv
offerings of the faithful who worshiped at his
shrine. Upon this jaw was a :fine fresh porterhouse
steak. The gentleman pointed to the steak and
asked his host if he. thought Joss would get it.
The celestial instantly replied, " Alle same Jlesus
Clis all d-dhumbug." This shows there are Infidels to the religion of Joss the same as there are to
that of Jesus.
TRUTH.

Our Official Praying Machines.
lol. lol. Trwmbnll in tile 0JJen Gow·t.

The extravagant irreverence which is called American humor, and which I very much enjoy, assumes
its most amusing form when embodied in ftn official
prayer-maker, a person specially elected, not by the
Holy Ghost, but by his fellow-men, to act as a sort
of corporation counsel for them in their dealings
with God. It seems to me that spiritual indulgence touches the borders of religious dissipation
when gratified by the luxury of a special chaplain;
duly appointed, as in Congress, for instance, to do
the praying for three or four hundred statesmen,
most of them past praying for. It may be graceless
levity on my part, but I never can think of an army
chaplain, or a navy chaplain, 01· a Congress chaplain,
without comparing him to one of those praying machines which I am told are used in India with g1·eat
success and to the saving of immense labor. No
matter how vain and useless a certain privilege may
be, if "the court awards it and the law doth giv it,"
we immediately feel the need of it and must hav
it. I once knew a colonel of cavalry-in fact, I was
most intimately acquainted with him-who, being a
Freethinker and an Atheist, had a cynical contem,pt
for army chaplains, declarin-g them to be useless,
unconstitutional, and void. The office of chaplain
in his own regiment having suddenly become vacant,
he became extremely anxious to fill it,anu when his
officers wo.ndered why an Athei;;t with such contempt for chaplains should be so eager to hav one,
h~ said, "Gentlemen l the law allows me a chaplain
and I'm a-going to hav him!" And he did hav him ;
and for special emphasis he appointed a Presbyterian.
It must be because "the law doth giv it" that
Congress indulges in the luxury of a chaplain.
The position of chaplain to Congress is a very desirable one, because the wages is good, and the
length of the working day has been reduced to five
minutes. The praying, too, is easy u.nd light, for a
chaplain in . Congress is expected to address the
throne of grace in a few choice words, and in a quiet
conversational tone. Surely nothing could be more
genteel and even diplomatic than the prayer in reference to Chili, which was delivered y~sterday in
the House of Representativs, and which is printed in
the ·papers to-day. It is courtly, as becomes. the
prayer of a national chaplain, and it prudently
avoids committing the chaplain himself to the policy
of either peace or war. It is the prayer of a chaplain
laureate. "Inspire, uphold, and direct thy honored
servant the president of the United States, his constitutional adviser, an<l members of the two houses of
Congress in this solemn crisis of our history." The
chaplain has adopted into his pru.yers the fashionable style of a Congressman when he addresses another as "the bonomble member," but is it correct,
as a matter of religious taHte, to speak of the president as "thy lumored servant" iu a prayer to the
almighty'? Of course there cun be no ~bjection to
informing the creator that under the Amer~can system
of government, the members of the e~bmet are the
"constitntional adviHers" of the president. There
was much more in the prayer that might be disapproved, but itH most grievous fault was that in such
a "solemn criHis" it failed to pray for "peace on
earth, good will to men." After nll it. was a ?onsis tent part of that inconHistency_ \~hiCh pro~Ides
for national chaplains aml prohibits a natwnal
IIav 'IJOU written to the Committee on Post-ojfice8
church.
and P;st Roads of the IIoztse o.f Representati1Js
protesting against the bill amending §3893, United
Lectures and Meetings.
States Revised Statutes? If not, reread last weelc's
THE subject of Dr. Ward's lecture for March 6th, 4
P.M., at 104 East 66th street, is "The Doctrin of EvoluTRUTH SEEKER and see why you sho·uld.
-tion; or, The Records of World-Life."
A Chinaman's Retort.
NEwARK Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, corner of
The following sharp and decisiv retort by a Chi- Market Sunday afternoon, March 6th, at 3 o'clock,
nese merchant in San Francisco was told the writer Henry Bird, president Newark Liberal Leagu_e, willl~ct
by the man who called it forth. This gentleman ure. Subject: "Carnivorous Plants and Theu RelatiOn
was a resident of Tulare county, Cal., and had been to Plant Life."
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH lectures for Friendship Libthe employer of large number of _C?~namen Ul~On
a canal he had just completed. VIsitmg the City, eral League, Broad and Wood s_treets, Philadelp~!a, Sunhe thought it proper to call upo~ the merchant who day, March 6th. Afternoon snb.J_ect, at 2_:30 P.M., Why I
supplied the coolie labor for his work. The mer- Do Not Believe in God;" evemng subJect, at 7:30P.M.,
chant was flattered by his American correspondent's ''Life and Death and Immortality." All welcome.

a
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.A.dmirable.
ToWER CITY, N.D.; Feb. 2, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $2 for two
Bible Picture Books. I will giv $10
toward a Freethinkers' exhibit at the
World's Fair.
GEoRGE RussELL.

Likes Paper and Cartoons.

largely attended. But there were several
circumstances that were the cause of the
small attendance. First, quite a number
of our friends were sick, and there was a
funeral at the same time; in short, I was
hardly able to go. But I must say I never
heard a more forcible speaker, or more
salutary arguments, bristling with facts,
clothed in the most eloquent language. He
is an earnest and vigorous speaker, and I
predict for him a glorious future. And
let me say to our Liberal friends everywhere: Giv him an opportunity. He will
not disappoint you. JOSEPH HEIGHTON.

BARRE, MAsS., Jan. 26, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: THE TRUTH SEEKER exceeds itself. So do Heston's cartoons.
Its new face and dress are superb. I hav No Social or Political Reform While
been too ill to open January numbers until
People .A.re Ecclesiastical SlaTes.
now. Success to it. "The Gospel Mill" is
CRoolCSToN, MINN., Jan. 12, 1892.
best of all.
ELLA E. GIBSON.
MR. EDITOR: Since Mr. Putnam ·lectured here last fall I hav been on the TRUTH
Freethinking Miners Wanted.
CALisToGA, CAL., Feb. 1, 1892. · SEEKER list and read your paper with great
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1.50-$1 for interest. Both the pictures and the
further subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, writing are instructiv, and I admire the
and for the fifty cents please write a number straightforward, daring, and fearless manof gentlemen, that are subscribers to THE ner in which the truth is set forth, I hope
TRUTH SEEKER, who liv in the mining belt to liv long enough to see our Norwegian
of California, as I would like to get ac- papers, or at least a· few of them, treat
quainted with them 'in order to find out matters in the same way. My idea is that
something about the mines and get work as long as the people are slaves for religthere. Work at this mine gave out. !got ious superstitions and holy priests there
one address of Mr. Putnam. I am very is not much use in talking reform, either
social or political.
thankful to you for this favor.
The $9.13 is intended as payment for the
JoHN DUMBACHER.
. Yours truly,
books named in the inclosed list.
Thanks to Editor and Watson Heston.
Show Up the Church at the Fair.
OLE E. HAGEN.
Yours,
L. I., N. Y., Feb. 4, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I see in THE TRUTH SEEKER
Buddhism.
of January 3oth '-'that Mr. A. H. Bonsteel
CLINToN, IA., Jan. 28, 1892.
wishes to show the world the progress of
MR. EDIToR: l buoyed up myself for a
the church at the World's Fair." That is
grand, and I will giv $25 for the same; good many months last year with the
alld if needed I would add a dime or two· hope that I would be able to take a
more to hav the gallows rigged up and trip East to see you all, but toward the
the women executed for witchcraft hang- end of November I took the grip. We
ing thereon, with their names and crimes, had Sir Edwin Arnold here on the 9th.
as it might open the eyes of some believers. I hear a good deal said in regard to the
spread of Buddhism in New York. Do
Yoursin truth,
E. HYATT.
you know if it is spreading much? And is
Laughs at God's Means of Transportation. it hard to take? Or is it catching?
Fraternally,
JAMEs A. GREENHILL.
TACOMA, WASH., Jan. 25, 1892.
[Buddhism
has
obtained
a foothold here,
MR. EDIToR: Please send books and
pamphlets mentioned in· accompanying and will not improbably spread considerlist, for which find check inclosed for ably. It is easy to take. Some of .its
$7.35. GivHestonand THE TRUTHSEEKER aspects possess a certain· fascination, parmy best wishes. I vote now, as I always ticularly for dreaming contemplatists.
hav, for the cartoons. They hav accom- Besides, it is largely composed of a proplished more missionary work in my found philosophy and a code of morals.
hands than any literature or argument Hence it is superior to Christianity. Of
could accomplish. The one three . week!! · course, if the spread of science be not
ago, God riding on a cherub-hal ha! Tell checked it will presently put an end to the
dissemination of all religions.-ED, T. 8.]
Heston to giv it to the bigots.
Ever yourfil,
D. M . .ANGus, M.D.

Tidings of GFeat Joy on Hell.

Wants Lecturers.
WALLA WALLA, WASH., Jan. 17, 1892.
1\fR. EDIToR: The Liberals of Walla
Walla hav requested me as secretary to
communicate and request the Editor of
THE TRUTH SEEirnR to publish a small
notice in the "grand old paper " to this
effect: That any Liberal lecturers contemplating a lecture trip to this part of the
Golden West will please write to me, so we
can make arrangements for a course of
lectures and lecturers for the ensuing
spring and summer.
I like the new style of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Improvements are hard to make
on such a paper.
ARTHUR VENN,
Secretary Walla Walla Liberal Club.

Helpers.

CINCINNATI, IA., Jan. 25, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I am greatly pleased withyour paper.
I wish I could hear Ingersoll the 29th
on Thomas Paine. Paine's abilities and
sacrifices are not appreciated by our people as they should be.
God's people are holding a protracted
meeting here now. I attended last night.
They are not making any progress here,
People are not so easily scared as they
used to be. I actually hav pity for this
man here; this preacher. He believes in
a real, literal hell, a hell of fire and brimstone. He thinks, too, that hell and
heaven are so close together that you can
look right over from one to the other, Yet
he thinks those in heaven could be infi~
nitly happy. He preached us nearly all
into hell last night. He quoted that passage
in the Bible about the road to heaven and
hell. I cannot quote it, but the road t 0
heaven was very narrow and few find it,
The other, very broad and the gate very
wide and many go in thereat. Now, is not
that a beautiful belief? That is tidings of
great joy. How long is such slush as that
going to be taught to our children? How
long will· the church continue to cast a
shadow over the grave?
C. s. ROBERTSON,

HECLA, Mo:NT., Jan. 17, 1892.
MR. EDITOR; Inclosed please find$5, for
which please send· two copies of THE
TRUTH SEE:irnR to the subscribed address.
And if you please, send a few of those
letters to be sent to each Congressman
representing our individual states, in regard to the Sunday question at the World's
Fair. We think that we can get you a few
more subscribers for your paper in the·
near future. There are two regular subscribers here that are receiving the papers
and about a dozen persons or more read
them. We compliment you upon the imUnaccountable Negligence.
proved appearance of the paper, and wish
you increased success in it.
BusHNELL, ILL., Feb. 1, 1892.
Very respectfully, W. J. EvANS,
MR. EDIToR: We read in the holy Bible
A. M. DELANO.
that God in the days of the holy patriarchs
was often placated when in anger he
Forceful Lectures.
visited his people for some misdemeanor.
KENT, 0., Feb. 1, 1892.
When, for instance, his anger rose against
MR. EDIToR: Mr. John R. Charles- David, the man after his own heart, for
worth's meetings or lectures at Kent, Jan- taking the census (although being moved
uary 24th, I regret to state, were not thereto, according to 2 Sam. i, 24, by him-

self, and in 1 Chron. xxi by Sata~, and
I suppose God moved. Satan, so all the
same), when God killed seventy thousand, David built an altar and roasted
some oxen, and God forthwith ordered
the slaying to stop. So when Noah got
out of the ark and roasted some of his
birds and. a sheep or two, God's anger
was appeased and he promised faithfully
never to do it again. Now, with all the
assurance in the holy Bible of the benign
influence of the sweet savor of roasting·
meat on the fierce -anger of t:Q.e Lord, and
knowing, as they do from holy writ, that
God is unchangeable, the 'same yesterday
and to-day and forever, why, standing as
they do between God and man, why, in
the name of mercy, do the priests and
elders delay roasting some cattle that the
Lord's hand may be taken off the poor
grip-stricken people? Let them take heed
or God will take their hair, as pious Heston
forcibly ·delineates in the last TRUTH
SEEKER.
X.

Objections to the Presbyterian

~ailroad.

NoRTHERN P CIFIC RAILROAD CoMPANY,}
MILES CITY, MoNT., Jan. 29,1892.
MR. EDITOR: As I heed more enlightenment,· inclosed please find money-order
and send me books enumerated. I am an
admirer as well as a subscriber of your
journal, and wish there were many more
such papers in the great United Statesthe freest country on the globe yet th~;J
masses are intellectually the opposit. The
·church, with her threats of hell-fire and
her commands (that one must not inquire,
but believe, as Miss Gardener expresses it,
'' 2 x 2 = 5" and a thousand things that are
contrary to the laws of nature, science, and
common sense), has a hold on the masses
that will take much time and labor to
overcome, especially when the head of our
nation-is in favor of closing the Columbian Fair on Sunday-thus upholding the
ignorance and superstition of the· Dark
Ages. But with the mighty brains there
are engaged in our work we may be very
hopeful and confident that "the light is
breaking in the east" slowly but surely~
Would that we had such men in the Senate
and White House as Colonel Ingersoll
and those of his caliber. To-night will be
a grand one for Liberals' in your city,
New York, with two such giants at the
helm as Colonel Ingersoll and Mr. Conway. I never but once heard the colonel,
but shall never forget his eloquence.· I
was a child then, but I could almost appreciate it then. I remember I had to resort to strategy to attend his lecture, being
brought up in the Presbyterian ''faith."
I never liked .that. " route," however; too
much heat at the end of it. If there is any
"happy hunting-ground," I prefer to hav
·a Freethinker's ticket and ride in a Secular coach on a Liberal railroad and hav
all the crew Radicals to the hilt.
AN OPERATOR,.

Christians entitled to the credit, they would
claim it a miracle.
Om- village is permeated through and
. through with Freethinkers, but the trouble
is, with the exception of four or five, they
are afraid to think out aloud for fear of
business boycott. Wl).en, oh, when will
the day ~rrive when it is not such a heinous offense for a man to giv expression -to
his honest opinion?
C. L. JACoBs.

Thomas Paine's Memory.
CLEVELAND, 0., Feb. 3, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : The one-hundred-andfifty-fifth birthday celebration of the great
author and statesman, the highest and
brightest of modern times, was held in
their hall at 483 Pearl street, .Cleveland,
0., by the Spiritual Progressiv Thought
Society, Geo. J. Rundell, president. Exercises opened with n:ius1c by choir and
an audience that filled the large and beautiful hall secured permanently for three
years, An original poem on Paine and
Liberty was given by Mrs. B. B. Wilson,
the pianist, who, with Prof. Geo. Chandler and Wm. Koitch, violinists, gave grand
·harmony in a number of trios; an ad. dress by F. G. Wilson; lecture on the
"Life and Services of Paine," followed by
Dr. Juliet Severance, of Chicago, who gave
a fine address that gave evidence of much
· culture and ability to explain and eulogize
the noble, truthful life of Paine in defense
of truth and the right. Her delivery is
clear, direct, and forCible, and, as a whole,
the effort was very effectiv. Mrs. H. B.
Roosa and Mr. Halloway gave fine recitations that called them out again. Miss
Flossie Luce, a little girl, sang a solo well.
Brief but novel speeches by W. I. Frink,
I. W. Pope, Geo. Ingram, Thos. Lees, S.
A. Lauderville, Thos. Black, all gave forth
a high' opinion of the now-honored critic
and thinker. A fine vocal duet by Silas
W. Edmonds, the well-known lecturer of
this city, and J. E. Luce, entitled "Larboard Watch," closed the exercises at 10:30
P.M. How apt is the saying, " Truth
crushed to earth will rise again." This
society meets every Sunday at 2:30 P.M.
·for good lectures, discussion, and music.
All friends and seekers of truth are welcome. Fraternally, for truth, purity, and
progress,.
FRANK G. WILSON.

Charity Is Human, Not Christian.
GooDLAND, IND., Jan. 20, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed· $5 for subscription, Heston's illustrated Bible, and
other books as named.
An incident happened in our village a
few weeks ago which seems to answer the
oft-repeated question of the Christian,
''What good hav Infidelity or Intidels ever
done for humanity?" A fellow-employee
in the railway service here has been the
victim of intemperance for many years.
He was in the last stages, and fully realized
his condition. Having expres:o.ed a desire
to reform by taking the Dwight, Ill., treatment, he was confronted by a very serious
obstacle-lack of money. A paper was
put in circulation for the purpose of raising $100 by subscription. We hav five
churches and a large and wealthy class of
members. The paper was taken to .all our
business men indiscriminately and ten
names secured. In looking over this paper
imagin my surprise, and I might say pride,
to learn that there was but one Christian
on the list, all the others being "heathens,"
as the meek and lowly followers of the
lamb term us. Our local paper gave these
" Christian-for-revenue-only " people a
good shaking-up over it. I will add that
this man took the bichloride of· gold treatment, came home and went to work.. He
has not tasted a drop since, and has no desire. The change is so great that were the

Be Buried as Befits Sensible Men.
RIDGEWAY, N. Y., Jan. 24, 1892.
MR, EDITOll: I hav been an admirer of
the Secular funerals, and the many beautiful eulogies that hav been pronounced by
Ingersoll and others over the remains of
some of our leading Liberal spirits when
they hav been put to rest in the bosom of
Mother Earth. I think the time has arrived when the Liberals of every community should respect themselvs and their
own principles enough to make suitable
arrangements that proper and suitable
Secular services be held, and proper eulogies be pronounced, over the remains of
any of their number when he goes to his
last sleep, and not permit any clergyman
of any denomination to take any part .in
the services, or go through the form of
making any petition to any imaginary
being. For myself, I hav made arrangements for a burial of that character, and
shall make arrangements that my family
shall carry them out. It takes less courage,
perhaps, to make such a start in rural districts like this locality, to arrange for one's
.own funeral when he-the ego-shall not
be present, than taking an activ part in
Secular services for a brother Liberal
Freethinker who has gone to his last sleep.
I am ready, however, to aid in making arrangements with Freethinkers who liv
within a reasonable distance of this placesay twenty or thirty miles-who sympathize with my views, so that any of us who
so desire can arrange for proper' Secular
services conducted by laymen. If my
suggestion meets with a~y response, I
should be glad to receive letters and get
in communication with each other. Forty
years ago these Secular funerals .were impossible. But the world moves. I hope
to liv long enough to see Liberal Freethinkers in every community honor themselva and their memories by forbidding
and discouraging any mummeries of superstition to be held by any of its priests over
their dead bodies.
When they respect
themselvs enough to do this, then will

THE TRUTH SEEKER, MARCH IS, 1892.
read hill late reply to the Rev. James M. TRUTH SEEKER in its issue of November
King, the Rev. Thomas Dixon, and the 21st last past. In this article it was aaRev. Mr. Peters; but in that reply he haa sumed that "the raw matCiial of a loconot left enough of them, even if the friends motiv-meaning by raw material the ore
should pool the remains with the Rev. Dr. in the grotmd and the liroeiltone used in
Buckley thrown in, to make a funeral the fm:nace-is not worth to exceed $5 or
Bnt They Save Only One of Twenty necessary. Too bad, colonel. I should $10." In the same way, I aBBumed the
think the Rev. Mr. Dixon would be loath to statement that the raw material in the
Paupers They Make.
again look an ass in the ·face. He seems ground of a bushel of corn was not worth
$T. ANSGAR, IA., Feb. 12, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Dr. Albert Shaw has a pa- to hav bit off more than he could chew. one-tenth of a mill. Strictly speaking, aa
per, ·"A Year "of General Booth's Work," Such fellows who expect to hav a little fun said in my previous article, the raw material
in the Forum for February, an extract at the colonel's expense not only get left in the ground is not worth anything unleBB
but find it an expensiv luxury. It is not labor has been applied to it; but, for the
from which is as follows;
always safe for incompetent men to handle purpose of argument, it would hav made
General Booth's great book, "In Darkest England, and the Way Out," was given edged tools, as they are very apt to find no difference if the raw material had been
to the public October, 1890. And within a out whether they are blooded stock or worth thirty-nine cents ; when corn is
few weeks General Booth was supplied not.
forty cents per bushel, the difference repwith £100,000, which had been declared the
These soft-handed gentry consider them- resents labor, ingenuity, etc. Furtherminimum capital neeessary for initiation selva a privileged class, claiming the
more, if Mr. Darrow will compute the
of his undertaking, which was estimated to
right to thrust their opinions and dogmas value in the ground of the water, ash,
take £1,000 000 when in full blast.
. General Booth's scheme is as follows: into other people's ears at all times and carbohydrates, and albuminoid of the seed
(1) The "city colony," (2) the "farm col- under all circumstances, which to me which will produce a bushel of corn, he
ony," and (3) the " over-sea colony." And is the essence of cowardice.
Only a: will confer a bleBBing on mankind in genthis is what has been done in the first year few weeks ago I attended a funeral of a eral and myself in particular. I would
of its operation:
(1) The city colony wo.rk. Eight "shel- neighbor out of respect to that neighbor, like to state, by the way of digression,
ters," lodgings for men, capacity from not expecting to hav my belief held up to that, reasoning from what experience and
two hundred and fifty to six hundred each, scorn before an audience; but the chance observation hav taught the farmers in
at twopence per night, often remitted at was too good not to improve it. Of course this vicinity, two and a half mills for
dictates qf humanity. Two lodging-houses, he knew that neither I nor others of the the seed producing a bushel of corn
superior character, for workingmen, at
fourpence and sixpence rate. Seven "food same belief as myself who were there would make corn worth just $1.87. per
depots," where for one penny or twopence would answer him under the circumstances. bushel.
In your issue of Oct. 17, 1891, Mr. Darthe poor can get more nutriment than in By the way, he was the same gentleman
any other way. Six "elevators," or fac- that called on me last year when I was not row states that he has a farm of forty
tories, where the poor degraded is given ·expected to liv. He wished to pray with acres, on which the annual tax is $12, and
work, food, and medical care. More than·
a full rental value of $120. In your issue
twenty "slum office posts" in different me. I said to him, " Elder, do you beof December 19th last he makes this
lieve
God
has
sent
thill
sickness
upon
me
points for visiting the poor and administering relief-hbesides upward of thirty estab- for my good?" He thought that might be statement, "My forty acres of land brings
lished in .tlristol, Leeds, and Bradford.
the case. '' Do you believe him compe- me very little money after taxes and
(2) The "farm colony." It is at Had- tent to manage his own liffairs?". " Most repairs are taken out." Now, he estimates
leigh, in Essex, a few miles below London,
certainly," he said. "Do you consider land at $20 per acre. Aside from the fact
containing about 1,200 acres of land.
yourself
more competent to direct his that the first principle of profitable farm(3) "Over-sea colony." -This has not
been operated, but has received a reserve affairs than he himself is?" " Oh, no," ing is to make it profitable, bearing in
fund of £25,000 from the £100,00.0.
was ·his reply. "Then why do you pro- mind that it takes one bushel of corn to
In addition to the £101,250 contributed to. pose to drop on your knees and try to make ten pounds of pork, and that cattle
the "Darkest England" fuud, the Salvacan be rangedattwenty-five cents per head
tion Army handed over £5,000. The bal- persuade him he has made a mistake in my per month for seven ·months, I am precase-that
he
had
better
not
spread
it·
on
ance sheet of first year shows that £33,700
hav gone into the ''city colony" fund, quite so thick?" He said that perhaps I pared to make the following statements:
1. That the taxes on Mr. Darrow's land
£30,550 into the "farm colony" fund, did not understand the nature of prayer.
£25,000 for the "over-sea colony" reserve I said, "Elder, I neither pray for myself, will nearly equal its income for range
fund, £15,430 hav been appropriated to
purposes.
the "city colony" working account, and· nor do I wish to lay myself under obliga2. That unle'Ss he has extra improvetion
to
anyone
else
to
do
it
for
me.
I
£1,433 to the "farm colony" working account. The "Darkest England" assets appreciate your good-will all the same, ments his land cannot pay a rental of $3
on the opening ofthe year 1892, careful de- but I would not turn my hand over for the per acre without resorting to a crop of corn
ductions having been made for deprecia- prayer of the world." He said he could or small grains of some kind.
tion of buildings, furniture, machinery pray for me in his room. I said, "I know
3. That when corn is forty cents per
and tools, are £116,104, so that the capitai
bushel, you cannot afford to sell pork for
of
no
law
to
prevent
you;
but,
my
dear
fund has grown in the process of use.
Nearly £55,000 has gone into actual real es- sir, I am. past praying for. Please don't less than four cents per pound.
4. That neither in theory nor in practice
tate. Nearly £30,000- is invested in ma- do it. It is a humbug." I hav never
chinery and fittings; and nearly·£26,000 in thought my case kept him awake nights; is Mr. Darrow correct.
colonial government stocks, this sum in- possibly I am mistaken.
Having pointed out numerous errors in
cluding the reserve for " over-sea colony. "
one paragraph, I hav not the time at
I
am
much
pleased
with
THE
TRUTH
The "elevators " are said to pay a hunSEEKER in its new dress. I think it super- present to show the inconsistencies in the
dred per cent a year.
Reports for the first year are as follows: lativ. I wish I was able to do more for remaining seven, were I even sure THE
More than 2,200,000 meals hav been sup- the cause it represents. I am doing what TRUTH SEEKER could spare the paper.
plied by. the cheap food depots, of which little I can iu a quiet way, keeping my Nearly all of theae matters hav been .dis210,000 were given free from special distress books and papers on the willg all ~he time, cussed and conclusivly settled, so far as
fund during January arid February.
Nearly 100,000 breakfasts at a. farthin_g trying to cultivate a desire for such litera- argument goes, by Mr. Holt in the issue of
each to poor children .. Half~penny meals ture. And upon the whole I think I am July 25th; T. W. C., in the same; C. Duthav been sold to perhaps 1,200,000, and making some progress-not as rapidly as I ton, in August 1st; F. H. Marsh, in Aume·als at one penny or more, up to four- could wish, but still. as fast as I could ex- gust 8th, August 15th, and August 29th;
pence,hav aggregated nearly a million and pect under the circumstances.
J. W. James, in August 8th; and W. B.
a half. Between 300,000 and400,000 nights'
Lewis, in August 15th. Although in THE
Yours truly,
JAB. P. DICKINSON.
lodgings hav been provided. About4,000
TmJ'rH
SEEKER of Aug. 8, 1891, Mr. Brooks
persons can now be sheltered every night.
P.S.-I hav had to quit writing and go
Four thousand persons hav been received to bed, being still very weak. I finish this annihilated every argument attributed to
into the factories. Employment has been
Colonel Ingersoll, it seems only just and
found for 5,000 men by the labor bureau. ·in bed, not knowing whether I shall ever reasonable that, so long as such ideas are
Two hundred ex-convicts hav been received be able to write another, my age beiflg published, their refutation is in order ;
in the first of the prisoners' homes, with a against me. But I am happy to say that
view to protect· them and giv them work the thought of death does not disturb me and! donotconf!ideritpresumptionforanywhile finding places for them.
. in the least. I am fully prepared to meet body to speak their honest sentiments. It
It seems to me as if the Salvation Army it at any moment. I am fully in the faith must also be remembered that these articles
is the only theological society which could that the religion of humanity will certainly purporting to be written by Mr. Ingersoll
still remain a solid organization after triumph in tlie end, and that all other re- are not always authentic, and until I see
throwing overboard its theological ballast. ligions will go to the wall. I felt as though Mr. Ingersoll's signature below an article
DR. A. J, CLAUSEN.
I wanted to hand in the "widow's mite " it is my privilege to doubt its authenticity.
of encouragement while here, knowing Any man who admires generosity, sinthat every little helps, and this is what cerity, and manhood cannot fail to admire
A. Kind Old Comrade Failing.
has drawn out at this time thill somewhat Mr. Ingersoll; and I am satisfied that our
YPSILANTI, MICH., Jan. 25, 1892.
common champion of Freethought would
rambling letter.
MR. EDIToR: You came very near losing
Wishing you long life . and success in take as much pride in an opponent who
another of your subscribers,- and that your
showed some degree of intelligence, as he
your undertaking, I am,
humble servant, La g~·ippe having again
would in a follower who showed many deYours sincerely,
J.P. D,
laid hold of. me and dragged me to the
grees of arrogance, to say nothing of the
very verge of time, but it was "no go "
lack of a certain quality, a modicum of
this time. And right glad I am, for if I
which is quite essential to getting along in
Those Economic Opinions.
had gone at that time I should hav missed
the world.
Z. A. GLEASoN.
KiowA, Feb; 8, 1892.
the account aa given in THE TRUTH SEEKER
MR.
EDIToR:
Our
mutual
friend,
Mr.
of January 16th of the flaying bee that
All Should Write Thus to Their Local
Colonel Ingersoll had all to himself. I Darrow, in what might be termed rather
Papers.
unvarnished
language,
makes
it
quite
evihad read the remarks of the Rev. Mr.
FREEJ?OM, ILL., Jan. 21, 1892.
Dixon in my Detroit paper, and at the dent that he does not think exactly as! do.
I will simply take up the first paragraph
MR. EDIToR: You may send me a petisame time wondered ! f the colonel would
notice them. .He seems to hav thought it in which I am· honored with his consider- tion for the signatures to our Congressmen for keeping- the World's Fair open
a good time to clip the reverend gentle- ·ation.
My article was written in reply to cer- Sunday. We had a protracted meeting in
man's wings. I hav alwa~;s been more or
less impressed with the kind-heartedness tain economic opinions published in the our village here this winter and I wrote
of the colonel, ~ven to hill enemies, until I Chicago Tribune, and copied by THE the thing up and had it published in our
Freethought sentiments be more respected
in all our land. If these thoughts meet
with any response, I may hav more to say
in the furtherance of this object.
GEo. L. PRATT.

local paper, the Earlville Leader, and inclosed I send a copy and you can do what
you wish with it.
Yours with my best wishes,
D. M. STEVENS.
DOUBT.
What is doubt? Is doubt a benefit
or an injury? Has it been a benefit to
mankind to doubt the old, primitiv plow,
the pack-mule, the wooden cart, the old
theory of a flat earth founded on a rock
and rock all the way down, and a thousand and one other things that might be
mentioned ? If none of these ever had
been doubted, where could there hav
been progress in this world? What hut
doubt has brought to perfection our
modern machinery, farming implements,
our astronomy, our chemistry, and other
things too numerous to mention? What
but doubt ever induced Columbus to discover America-for, knmving that land
was heavier than water, he doubted the
eastern continent was all the land there
was; he thought there must be another
continent to balance the other or else the
earth would be like a grindstone with one
side heavier than the other and would run
irregularly.
What sensible reasonable, intelligent
man cannot say that doubt is and has been
and will be the greatest blessing to mankind in gaining knowledge, and who is
prepared to say that knowledge is not the
greatest blessing to man?
But there are some that talk the opposit of this. We hav had a protracted
meeting here in Harding for the last
month where we hav been told that bc;,lief
was the crownin~ virtue, and doubt is the
most damnable sm that can be committed.
We had an imported evangelist for three
weeks; he ran through the catalo~ of
texts that are used on such occasiOns,
with a rehearsal of Talma~e's and Sam
Jones's blood-curdling stones. He assured us of God's promis that where two
or three were united together as regards
one thing God would surely answer prayer,
aud night after night God was reminded of
his promis through the whole meeting, and
at the close the preacher and all others that
prayed assured God that they had done all
in their power and complicil with all his
commands and without he condescended
to answer their prayers it would be a
failure.
We were entertained one evening with a
contest that Elijah had with the priests of
Baal on Mount Uarmel-and by the way, our
evangelist is a passably good story-teller.
He described all the particulars how
they put an ox on the altar; how they
prayed and implored, and cut and slashed
themselvs, to induce their gods to send
"down fire from heaven and consume their
sacrifice for a whole half day, and how
Elijah sat on a stump and provoked them
by telling them to cry louder for maybe
he was away fishing or hunting or ~n a.
journey, and how they failed. Then he
told the other side in regular orthodox order, showing the difference betwixt
Elijah's God and the gods of Baal.
Now, what is the difference betwixt the
gods of Baal and the God manifested in
our four weeks' meeting ? The priests of
Baal cried to their gods for a whole half
day, with cutting and slashing, and our
pnests did the same for four straight weeks
(the cutting and slashing was not apparent;
if there was ap.y done possibly the yallet·
legged chickens coul(i testify) with no better results apparently than the priests of
Baal.
Now, what does this all mean? Man·
kind are thinking to-day more than ever
before on this question ; there is a desire
for knowledge ; they are not B!Ltisfied with
belief, for belief is not knowledge and believing the Christian religion to be true
does not make it so. If itdiditwouldmake
every religion on the face of the earth true
and that can't be.
What mankind wants to know is, is there
a Christian God outHide of the imagination 1
Is it a demonstrated fact that he ever
answered a prayer?_ Did he ever make· or
create anything out of a void? Has man
a soul that will be sensible to pain or
pleasure after all that constitutes a man
has decayed or ~one back to the elements
of nature ? Is 1t anything but a theory?
Who is prepared to teach us, and do those
that pretend to teach us know any mora
about it than we do, or is teaching theology, as Lord Brougham defines it, the
art of teaching others something you do
not know yoursel vs ? The greatest enem.f
to the spreading of the gospel, we werll.
told by the preacher, was Umversalism and
Infidelity, but Universalism was the worst,
for it led astray and ruined a great many
good people that abhorred an Infidel.
What better gospel is there than to do
right because it is right to do right, or, The
world is my country and to do good is my religion? When all the leacling minds of the
world, such as Thomas, Swing, and Pro·
feasor Briggs, doubt the divine inspiration
of the Bible, and scores of others who hav
left the church and its superstition because.
they doubt, who can help but doubt ?
DANIEL M. STEVENS,
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the place of wine and wassail. Its patrons me some quahauga the next time he comes
hav long since fallen asleep, and imagina- to town, we were soon spee<li.llg along the
tion can only picture the old-time comforts highway again. We reached home safely
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall of the ''half-way house" between Newport before it was quite dark, for Parnell, like
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- and Boston.
all other horses, knew he was going hometions for this Corner should be ilent.
The island stretching out yonder is a ward, and that there were oats awaiting
pretty sight in the winter Slmshine. The him in the stable.
"Between the dark and the daylight, clump of buildings to the right is the "fish
We feel sure the country has its delights
When the night is beginning to lower,
works" of the Church family, and the in winter as well as in summer, and we
Comes a pause in the da_x's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."
product of the sea has made the family rich shall long remember with much pleasure
and famous.
that Simday at Sepowet.
S. H. W.
Yonder is Quaket, and a sweet spot it is,
Correctly Answered.
Memory.
winter or summer. Farm-houses, schoolAn urchin of four in the corner stood,
Did you ever think what a valuable fachouses,
graveyards,
and
an
occasional
Behind the g1eat armchair,
church dot the roadside, and now and ulty memory is? How it enables you to
Eyes closed in pious attitude,
llfurmuring a senseless prayer.
then a solitary boy skating on the pond lay away and store up all the treasures of
seems to say it is fine sport if it is Sunday. the past?
The parson, near, just eavesdropping,
To remember is to be able to call to.
Asked the question, "What are ·you doing?"
The road is good, and there is no cloud
Got this answer for his quizzing:
mind and to recollect-that is, to re-collect
of dust as in summer. There are com"Why, don't you see, sir? doing nothing!"
-the thoughts, incidents, and events of
fortable residences a!l the way along, and
" N ot.hing ! N ot.hing! What is nothing?
the past-to reproduce past impressions.
that part of the country road guarded on When we think of some past event or thing
~'hat is a mystery, I'll agree!"
•· Oh! you go 'long-'tis what I'se talking!
ejther side by grand old elms is a marvel ·spontaneously, we call it remembering;
It's what oo shut oo eyes to see!"
of beauty.
but when we hav to make an effort toreU.J.
· We were soon at Sepowet avenue, call it, then it is recollecting, though it is
that turns toward the river. On the all memory. All your mind, soul, and inA. Sunday in the Country.
right., in that white house, where there ward self is memory.
To be in the country in the summer, is a big barn with red doors, there livs a
Destroy all past memory and you would
with the green trees, the lush grasses, retired school-teacher. On the other side not know yourself, or your parents, or anywaving flowers,. and sweet-scented herbs, is the Mackenzie summer home. The one, nor know how to talk, walk, or eat.
with the birds caroling their lovely songs, next pretty cottage is Mr: Henry ·Durfee's, You would not know a man from a horse.
the humming insects, the browsing cattle and we stopped right there, for Parnell The mind would be like that of a babe-a
was hlmgry after his long jaimt. A few perfect blank. You would be only the outsleek and fat, is of course delightful.
But t.he country in winter! You shrug steps onward, leaving the team in charge ward shell of yourself. Many hav lost so
your shoulders and say, "Excuse me, if of "Henry," we called at the "Father much of memory as to know no one and
Durfee" Farm, a dear old-fashioned coun- even forget how to read pr write, and hav
you please."
It was the 19th of December, 1891, when try home with comfort and convenience to begin and be educated entirely over
I was invited to take a drive ten miles breathing from every ell and angle.
again, and get newly acquainted with old
Then we went across the road to see the friends and relativs. Then others hav had
away into the bleak and deserted cmmtry.
The day was fine and I was delighted to wonderful newly-built cottage that be- remarkable memories, so that by once
accept the invitation. The gentleman who longs to the Samaritan, before-mentioned. reading a newspaper tliey could repeat it
was so kind to take me in his carriage iR a You'd laugh if I should tell you about that all over, advertisements and all; or, like
sort of good Samaritan to many girls, house, so I shall not whisper it now. It is Blind Tom, catch the most difficult tunes
young and old, who hav not the fortLme to a good house, though, and one might by once hearing them.
take lots of comfort in it. From there we
own a team of their own.
Philosophers say we never forget anyWell, off we started, about half-past 9 took a walk down the lane leading to the thing; that ev.ery sound we hear, everyA.M. It was not very cold, hence there shore. The day was still and the Sea- thing we see, everything we touch, all we
was no need of extra wraps. We drove connet river was beautiful as a dream of feel, and all we taste, is registered on the
southward out from the city, passing many peace. The cattle were coming up from brairi and nerves, and is ineffaceable; that
church-goers and other pedestrians on the the meadow for water, it being _the noon every bit of life could be recalled under
way, pausing to note the comers from hour. One poor old ox w,as lame, and he certain circumstances. Some little trifle
mass filing out from the French Catholic was away behind the others. Poor old fel- will often bring to mind something we had
church. By scores they came swarming, low! But he has a good home and is well apparently forgotten.
neatly dressed men and gaily attiretlladies, cared for.
Persons very ill of fever will sometimes
An old scow lay high and dry on the bank repeat whole pages of some foreign lanreturning from mass, and we met as many
more going to take their vacated places. of the river, and a little tuft of grass had guage they hav heard read in former times.
For strict attendance at church no sect can rooted on its weather-beaten sides. The It was all impressed by memory, even
tide was just coming slowly in, and it was though not one word of it was compretake the palm from the Catholic.
Soon we passed the old Townsend home- a pleasure to walk on the pebbly strand hended.
stead, where a literary man of the old and watch the water play over the wide
The more we think of memory the more
school once lived-and died.· Only a few clam-bed, for it is said there in that par- wonderful it seems to us.
.of the older settlers remf'mber him, but he ticular spot is one of the finest clamming
We need to be very careful to fill our
was said to be a man of much erudition. places in the country.
lives as full as we can of good thoughts and
''Townsend Hill" was probably named in
Gathering some scalloped shells and a good deeds, so as to hav good memories
his honor, but Parnell, the horse, did not ·white stone for mementoes, we reluctantly to r.ecall.
like the appearance of the hill. Pausing turned our steps backward to the Father
Every sunny hour and every enjoyable
he flicked his ears backward and forward a~ Durfee Fa m. Dinner was ready and we everit of life is a gem to be registered in
if mentally saying, "To go or not to go, were welcome guests. We had roast memory's recollection book.
that is the question." He finally concluded chicken (I thought it was turkey), and
AUNT ELMINA.
--------~~~-that discretion was the better part of valor, vegetables, with desert of pumpkin pie,
Correspondence.
and moved on. Parnell is a. very knowing jelly-cake with cocoanut frosting, and deCoLLINS, NEB., :Feb. 15, 1892.
animal, and remembers every place he ever licious coffee. The little grandchildren,
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first time
visited.
May and Harry, came in at noon, and. May to write to the Corner. I like to read the
· We passed the boundary line that divides ate dinner with us. Father Durfee is Children's Corner; My father takes THE
Rhode Island from Massachusetts, and I eighty-two years old, but you would not TRUTH SEEKER.
We are going to hav
ventured to remark that it would be a good think it to look at his fine, intelligent face. school by two months. I am nine years
plan if Rhode Island was absorbed into He is one of the survivors of that blood- oM, and hav three sisters and two brothMassachusetts! Do not tell Rhode Isla.nd- less rebellion called the "Dorr War," ers. We play checkers every night, and I
always beat. As this is my first time to
ers I said it, for they would be mad enough and at that time, which might hav been write to the Corner, I don't want to make
to scratch my eyes out.
worse, he had forty men under his com- it too long. I like to look at the pictures
All the way along Westerly is a beautiful mand. In the difficulty he was of the on THE TRUTH SEEKER. My sister wrote
water view. Mount Hope bayand•the bay party known as the Algerines. Mother once to the Corner. I hope this will not
of Narragansett, with the island-dotted Durfee is a sweet-faced motherly woman, go to the waste-basket.
Yom· true friend, FLoRENCE CocHRAN.
wp.ters near the Stone Bridge, make a pict- whom to know is to love. For fifty years
ure too lovely for description. On the the happy couple hav lived together on the
PoRT ToWNSEND, Feb. 13, 1892.
east are the famous Tiverton hights, and farm; hav worked hard, and made the
DEAR Miss WIXON: As I see no letters
the place where the old fort stood, a rem- place to blossom like the rose. You from here I thought I would write one.
nant of the war of 1812-14.
should see the noble m'chard, the trees My father has taken 'l'HE TRUTH SE;EKER
When I rode this way before, Nature grown from seed planted by the proprie- for some time. I delight very much in
reading the Children's Corner. My father,
was in her bloom. Now, the golden-rod tor's own hand and grafted, from which as well as myself, is, as some Christians ·call
has only gray and withered plumes, the are produced, some years, six hundred us, a full-blooded Infidel. There are not
sillc-weed has sent its fluffy-winged seeds barrels of splendid apples. I know they very many Infidels in our town. I don't
abroad, the grass is brown and sere, but are splendid, for when I left the mansion believe there is one girl in Port Townsend,
the scarlet berries that stand out here that day Mother Durfee kinclly placed in with the exception of myself, who is an
Infidel. All the associates that I hav are
and there amid the dull, bare branches my hands a plump ·parcel fragrant with Christians, and they are all so very pious
and the reerls and rushes giv a dash of orchard scents. One daughter of the and. superstitious. I wish some of i;he
flame to the landscape. How odd it is to couple was at home, and as she possesses girls who write to the Children's Corner
see the skeleton-like trees, standing un- the qualities of heart and mind of both would please write to me.
·
I remain,
Lizzm VINCENT.
dressed, as it were, but strong to meet the parents, she is as lovable as she is gentle
pitilePs blasts of winter! We know they and unassuming.
BEATRICE, S. D., Feb. 13, 1892.
will be clothed again, because they always
Well, you know the days are very short,
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
hav been, an,l we trust the record.
and too soon it was time to harness up the write to the Corner once more, as it has
I would like, if· there were time, to tell horse and start for the city. So, with g~od been a long time since I hav written. My
you about the house that strangers know wishes commingling with good-byes, with a uncle has renewed his subscription to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and I am glad; because I
by instinct is "haunted," and the old tav- brief call in the other bright home up the like to read the letters in the Corner and
ern with its long ell and rickety walls, once road, and a promis from Henry to bring look at the ·pictures. My uncle sent for

(j'AiZdrsn' s {Sornsr.

'' The Story Hour" for me, and the reading is very nice. I like it real well, and he
sent and got my brother a book, "Little
Lessons for Little Folks." We hav not
much snow this winter so far. We do not
hav any liberal meetings. around here. I
wish they would hav. Well I guess I will
stop for this time, wishing. the Corner sucYours sincerely,
cess. I remain,
GRACE A. MILLER.
TURNER, ORE., Feb. 8, 1892.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Mamma wanted me
to write to you. So I thought I would try.
I say hurrah! to Lores L. Goodwin.
Write again, Lores. I hav a cat, too.
But, instead of calling him Timothy Skittle bones I call him Timothy Timpkins.
There a~e no Freethinkers m the little
town of Turner but my papa and mamma.
:Papa has joined a club called the Turner
Social and Literary Club, in which there
are lots of preachers, and papa thinks he
is havin!! a good deal of fun. I would
like to correspond with some little girls
about my age. I am twelv years old.
Yours truly,
KATIE D. MATTESON.
[Do not let this be the last letter to the
Corner, Katie. Tell us about the town of
Turner, the trees, mosses, flowers, etc.RD. C. C.]
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Jfsws of ths Wssk. SCIENCE

·vs. RELIGION, Liber.f"t ·tq
OR, THE

THE quarrel between the French government and the clergy continues lively.
Radicals are demanding repression of the
clergy or separation of church and state,
and"'h~v compelled the resi~nation of the
government cabinet, or mimstry. ·
LAST week a vast mob · of starving
unemployed workingmen marched to the
palace gates of the German emperor to
complain of their wrongs. The;y were repulsed with b~oodsh~d. The likeness of
this to events preceding the French Revolution is remarked.
MILLERS and others in our \\est hav
contributed. 3,095,672 pounds of flour to
Rm•sia. Also 1, 500,000 pounds of corn are
being sent to Akron, 0., where Ferdinand
Schumacher, a wealthy miller, will grind
it free. All will be shipped free by the
Atlantic Transportation Co.
THE Catholic Apostolic church, a minor
body having congregations in Great
.Britain, France, Holland, Belgium, Switzerland, Denmark, Au~>tria, and the United
States, predicts the near coming of Christ.
One of its leaders the other Sunday declared the grip a forerunner of .Christ's appearance, and a token of God's anger
against an Infidel age.
TH'E Catholic population of the United
States is given by the two Catholic almanacs, the Sadliers' and the Hoffm.ans', as
seven to nine million. It has been put by
good authorities at twelv million and over.
Now, however, several Catholic leaders
and organs say that these figures embrace
only "good" Catholics, that is, those who
hav attended Easter communion, nnd that
there are twenty million actual Catholics
here.
As the Episcopal clergyman of Shel).andoah, Va., was about to baptize a child,
the father, David .Tones, arose and exclaimed, "Hold on! ·If you christen that
child you do it against the wish and religion of the father: I am an English Baptist. " Mrs. .Tones directed that the pastor
go on. He did, and was arrested under
the law giving a father spiritual and educational control of a chllct-. till it reaches
maturity.
LARGE numbers of pamphlets are being
distributed in China inciting against Christians. One says that the ''Head Devil "
whom Christians worship is called ".Jesus,
the Heir to the Throne.'' It goes on:
''The truth is that Jesus, when alive, was a
most vicious, most wicked; and most corrupt man, who, having committed many
and most grievous crimes, was put to death
by crucifixion. . . . There was no atom
of injustice in the crucifixion. "
UNITED STATES l\fiNISTER Si1UTH at St.
Petersburg cables that the fam.in and epidemic are increasing. Germany and Austria are busy repelling or quarantining
typhus-bringing refugees. Some accounts
of priests trading on the starving people's
calamity add this description of the Russian priesthood: "The average village
priest is often a drunkard, always uncultured, uneducated, unrefined. From. whom
is the unfortunate peasant to g·et his ideals?
The gentleman he distrusts, the priest he
hates."
REv. FATHER 1\iACDO:c-TALn, parish priest
of Coleraine, Ireland, stated from his pulpit lnst Sumlay that 1\frs. 1\Iontagn, who is
bei11g tried for tying her three-year-old
girl in 11 dark room in such a way that she
choked to death, is being persecnted and
tried unfairly because Rhe is a Catholic.
The surrounding province of Ulster is
hotly Protestn.nt, and this remark, with
nnother that -the jury were prejudiced because all Protestants, are causing indignation. At the l11test hearing extm constables were necessary to keep the peace.
IN Germ.anv agitation continues over the
Education bill which tho emperor is attempting to pu~>h through the parliament.
His motivs are: (1) 'rll please the Poles,
who are nearly all Catholic. This bill removes their religion from its position of
subordinacv to Protestantism. He wishes
to pose as their benefactor in contrast to
Bismarck, who oppressed them and their
faith. (2) To concilin.te Catholics in general, whose support he wishes for his clistnrhed empire. (3) To gain the Vatican's
suppOl't. in event of war with France. (4)
To crush Freethought as inimical to autocracy, and foster religion as favomble to it.
The bill a holishes t be present syAtem, n nder
which religion is taug-ht but in a measure,
and provides that sixty pnrents in t1 district, belonging to one of certain specified
faiths recognized by the government, shall
hav a teacher of their creerl appointed anu
he shallmculcate religion copiously. Officials under the emperor's private directions, it is known, would a.pply these regulations with partiality, ftworing such creeds
as their master commanded. No child is
to be exempted but by one of theEe officials, and they would compel the atten(J.ap.~e of ;Free~hip]l:~rs' children.
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Story; Miss Brown's Vale11tinc; What Stephen's Owl wns St.nft'erl With; .John; NeighlJOr BI·ightHido· Miss Marie Goi<l's Party;
Oousin.lolm's l'hilosovh.v; Jenn:t's (lnestioni
K~tty's Answer; Alone in nn Unfurnisheu
HoUHe; Blaelrey; Jkcnldng the Meeting; Our
Sudu; A Fmmv Fellow-How He was Cured
of l'ractienl .T<ildnlf; What-the Fr•rn Huid;
Dot; A Wedge of (~old; Her llirthrl~ty·'rPost
Oflke .Jrtck; Aunt Avis; I Can Becttttse Will.
b

Tne Order of Creation. Travels ir~ Faith. ;,~~L~s~PH;'"''~ffESPIBITUiL~M
THE

CONFLICT BETWEEN GENFBIS AND GEOLOGY.
A CoNTROVERsY BETWEEN THE
HON. w.-E. GLADSTONE,
PROF. liiAx 111uLLER,
PRoF. T. H. HuxLEY,
M. REVILLE,
E. LYNN LINTON.
12mo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 cts.

R~LIGION

OF HUMANITY
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PUNISHMENT.

By M. BABCOCK.

10 cents.

Price,

Answers to Christian ijuestions
And Arguments.
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Paper, 146 pp., 2:}

et~.
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FLORIDA. For
11 two-cent stamp for a copy
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LooK Box 253, Tampa, Florida.

BY CAPT. IWBEltl 0. ADAlllH.
Being the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to llationalism.
Price, paper, 25 centH; cloth, 75 ccntH.
AililrARA ~'Hl<~ 'l'TlTl'l'H

AND TnEA'rMENT

· 13y F. 1t. MARVTN. 1\T.D.

is not the Church alone. There iR another aur1
wor<e culprit. Read the book with the above
title. Price, 35 cents, through NEW YORK NEWS
Co., Newsdealers, or
E. H. ANDRAE,
7t8
. Pall!ls, TeH~·

MEDIOliiANIA.

f1Jot.h,
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GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

Colonel Kelso's Works.

Il11 M. JiA TJGOCH. Price. 15 ctR.

Tne Agnostic Annual
FOR 1892. l'ricc, 25 cents.
Possibilities and lmpoHRihiliticR,
'1'. II. HuXLEY, lit. A., LL.D.
The Growth of Agnosticism.
.
H. BrrnEI r,, B.S., Ph.D.
Early Vcrses,The J,JLte CoNSTANCE NAnEN
Sn11<lays anrl IIolydays,
S.Ali!UEL LAINO.
EcclcsiuRticiKm,
ALFRm> l\Io~tERm, 1\I.A .• LL.r.
Christ tt Heligious Creation,
F . .T. GouLD
After l\Iany Yenrs: A Poem,
·
W. n. McTAGGART
The Activitico of' AgnosticiRm,
AMos WATERR
Religion Without Superstition,
CHARLES W AT'r~
l\Ir. Glarlst.one and Supernaturalism,
H. ,J. II.~RDWICKE, F.H.U.~
.
The Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 83il The Laud of Death: A Poem,
RALADIN
(W. STEWART Pc~s)
pages, $3.
The
'Triumph
of
Hationa!ism.
J)eity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
•
FREDERICK l\IIU I R
The Real Blasplwmers. Paper, 12nw, An Agnostic Homily,
RoN.
C. K. TucKH'· A)<
n9 page:;, 50c.
Eternal Life: A Poem.
Spiritua1ism Sustained.
Cloth. 12m.o,
GEORGE HENRY MAR1ll'i.
~5 pages, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO .
23 Lafayette p)&Qe, New Yor]l.
tr nivers~ _Analyzed. $1,
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D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS:

.ADDRESS THE TRUTH BEEKER OFFICE.
Star News Depot, 2003 2d ave., Birmingham.
A Trutlt Seeker Around theWorld. Four

California.

large volumes. With steel-plate enlil:raving of

the author in Vol I, and &ach volume Illustrated
J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound j,,,
Ball & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los
red cloth, $6.50,
·
Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los The World's Sages, Thinkers, and R.c·
formers.
1,075 pages, 8vo.
Cloth,
Angeles.
$3 OO; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., Los
The Champions of the Church; Their
Angeles.
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 1,119
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco.
pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st. 1
gilt edges, $4.50.
San Francisco.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
:Modern Times. Two volumes. Written
Francisco.
in prison. In cloth, $8.00 per volume, or $5.00
Canada.

for the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in mo-
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Gems of ~hought.
NoR is truth arid or disconsolate; for it
is the very nature of true knowledge torestore more with one hand than what it
seems to take away or destroy with the

ING~RSOLL'S

WORKS.

ONLY A.UTHuRIZED EDITIONS.

other.~Buch1wr.

ALL these monuments [ancient 'scriptures] are curious, but they are monuments
of human imagination alone, in which not
a single truth, either physical or historical,
is to be learned. There is not at present
any little physical treatis that would not
be more useful than all the books of antiquity.- Voltaire.

T. C. .Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Hali- rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
SUPPOSE that in the first .century pagans
fax, N. S.
From Behind the Bars. A series of letters had said to Christians: Where are your
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50;

James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
·
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.

J.

Colorado.

C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
.

Florida.

J as. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
Idaho.

A. Erwin, Murray.

Illinois.
Ames, 169 Washingto~

Mrs. S. E.
st.,
Chicago.
fChicago.
Post-Office News Co., 103 Adams st.,
G. E. Wilson, 417 State st., and Brentano Bros., Chicago.
J. W. Howe, 48 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
Indiana.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
Louisiana.

Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
Maine.

N. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., Portland.

Massacltusetts.

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Johnson Bros., 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
. A. M. Driscoll, 78~ Front st., Worcester.
Michigan.

hospitals, where are your asylums, where
A Truth Seeker in :Europe. A series of .are your works of charity, where are your
letters written during a visit of ten weeks in colleges and universities? The ChrisEurope. Givin~ sbme account of the International Freethmkers' Congress held at Brus- tians undoubtedly would hav replied: We
sels, to which Mr. Bennett was a delegate_,}ol- hav not been in power. There are but few
lowed by a descri,ption of what he saw in J!;ngland, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters of us. We hav been persecuted to that defrom Rome alone are worth the price of the gree that it has been about as much as we
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author. could do to maintain ourselvs. ReasonPrincipal Works: Gods and Other Lect850 pages. $1.50.
able pagans would hav regarded such an
Ghosts and Other Lectures; Some MisThe Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treat- answer as perfectly satisfactory. Yet that .ures;
takes of Moses; Interviews on Talmage; Wha-t
ing upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, inMn<t
We
Do to Be Saved? Blasphemy; Crimes
cluding_ Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, question could hav been asked of ChrisA!fainst Criminals. 1141 I ages. In one vol., half
Jesug Christ, the Vil'gm Mary, and the Bible. tianity after it had held the reins of power
ca1f, $5.
To the latter 230 pages are devoted, showing for a thousand years, and Christians would
that book to be a very inferior production for
Prose Poems and Selections. From his
a first-class God. 0 333large pages. Paper covers, hav been compelled to say: We hav no
Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
00 cents; cloth, $1.
universities, we hav no colleges, we hav no
ealf, $450; halt mor., $5; turkey mer., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.
Judaism, Christianity, and :Mohammedan- real asylums. The Christian now asks of
ism examined histoncally and critically. the Atheist: Where is your al!!ylum, where Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The
It is thoul(ht to be the most damaging exhibit is your hospital, where is your university?
Gods, Humboldt, 'rhomas Paine, Individuality,
of Christianity that has appeared. 500 large
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.
And the Atheist answers: There hav
pages. Price, $1.50.
and Other Lectures. Including
The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. A been but few Atheists. The world is not Ghosts
Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child;,_,The Decladebate on Christianity and Infidelity between yet sufficiently advanced to produce them.
ration of Independence; About .varming in
D. M. Bennett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. This
book has had a very large sale, and is a splendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.

Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper,
30 cents .

What Objections to

Christianity~

A

~s

S D. Moore Adrian. Box 465.
cussion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. Mmr,
divided into the following theses: 1. Christianaims. Sach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave., - ity
is neither new nor original, being borrowe<l.
Grand Rapids.
or copied from much older systems of religion.
C. Holton & Co., 87 Woodward ave., De2 Miracles and supernatural achievements have
been as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teachtroit.
er3"and founders of religion as to Jesus. 3 The
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
story of Jesus and his mission in the world is
Missouri.

·Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olivest., St. Louis.
New .Tersey.

John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave.,
Jersey City.
New York.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New
York.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts., New
York.
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York.
ii. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
·George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
.1. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., New
York.
J', Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New
York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
B. J. Kin~, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester.

unhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$150.

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upoR the charge of <ie'pos.
iting prohibited matter in the mail. Thi!i gives
a full history of !his celebrated case, and shows
what monstrous mjustice was perpetrated upoll
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.
Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3,000
questions propounded to his Jewish Godship
upon a great variety of subjects. Cloth. 75cts.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First Dea-

-Ingersoll.

THE whole ground of human life seems
to some to hav been gone over by their
predecessors, both the hights and the
valleys, and all things to hav been cared
for. According to Evelyn, "the wise
Solomon prescribed ordinances for the
very distances of trees; and the Roman
prretors hav decided how often you may
go into your neighbor's land to gather
the acorns which fall on it without trespass, and what share belongs to that
neighbor." Hippocrates has even left directions how we should cut our nails; that
is, even with the ends of the fingers,
neither shorter nor longer. Undoubtedly
the very tedium and ennui which preBUme
to hav ·exhausted the variety and the joys
of life are as old as Adam. But man's capacities hav never peen measured; nor are
we to judge of wh!l,t he can.do by any pre<>edents, so little has been tried. Whatever hav been thy failures hitherto, "be
not afflicted, my child, for who sha.ll assign
to thee what thou hast left undone?''-

Thoreau.

con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
I ASK, What hav we in Christian Lon·church incidents and his evolution from Chris- ·
tianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, don to render us rationally happy which
75 cents.
they had not in pagan Rome two thousand

Illinois; Speech Nominating James G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; Th{l Grant Banquet ; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before Me Like a Dream; and A Tribute to
Eben C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50c.

·iome Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some
Jiistakes of Moses; Free Schools;,.. The Politician•; Man and· Woman; The rentateuch;
l\Ionday, •ruesdal" Wednesday, Thursday, He
lVIade the Rtars Afso,Yriday, Saturday, Let Us
Make Man\. Sunday, The Necessity for a Goon
Memory, '.t·he Garden, The Fall, Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews,
The Plagues, The Flil(ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery, llfarriage, War,Religions Liberty; Conclusion. Paper, 50c.

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Interviews with the' Famous Orator on Six Sermons
by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage, of Brooklyn, to
which is addedA Talmagian Catechism. l'aper.
50c.; cloth, :ts2·

Blasphemy. Argument by R. G. Ingersoll
in tbe Trial of C. B. Reynolds, at Morristown,
N.J. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.

What :Must We DQ to Be Saved~ Analyzes
the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, 'Luke,
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Catholics Episcopalians, Methodists, Presbyterians, Evangelical Alliance, and answers the
question of the Christians as to what he proposes instead of Christianity, the religion of
sword and flame. Paper, 25c. .

rhomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to
the New York Observer's Attack upon the
Author-hero of' the Revolution"' b;y R. G. IngersolJ,;..t()gether with A Roman vatholic Canard,
by w. H. Burr. Paper, 15c.
.

The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims five hundred years ago? Hav we, as the
in' the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistle Roman people had, the stately lay of the Limitations of Toleration. A Discussion
between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederic R
of' Bennett the Apostle to the Truthseekers.
poet, the ecstatic creation of the. painter,
Coudert, and Ex-Governor Stewart L. WoodCloth, $1.
ford. Paper, 10c,
the
marble
breathing
into
life
in
ennobling
TIIe First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
statuary, stupendous theaters for the peo- Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, lOc.
to the Trl}.th Seekers. 10 cents.
ple, and majestic temples for the gods?
Rights Speech. With Speech of
Alas! alas! our best-known poet is a senil Civil
Hon. Freaerick Douglass. Paper, 10c.
Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 10 cents. court flunkey; our paintings and statues
Opening Speech to the Jury: In the suit
A.n Hour with the Devil. 10 cent:;,
are shut up on the only day when the peoof the 13. &; 111. Tel. Co. vs. W. 1J. Tel. Co., 1886. ·
Ohio.
ple could spare the time to see them; our
Paper, 10 cents.
Johi:l Jacques, Akron.
Drury Lane is a hovel to the Colisseum, Crimes Against Criminals. Price, 1Oc.
N. Hexter, 303 Superior st., Cleveland.
and our St. Paul's a mere pig-sty to the A Lay Sermon. On the Labor Question.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
Pantheon. Then pagan Rome had its
Paper, 5c. .
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillico1the st., Ports----1 44·---Cresars-men of brain and character and Stage and the Pulpit. An Interview on
mouth.
Moral, Theological, Historical, and Speculative power, whose vast resource and imperious
their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on the
Larwood, Bartlett &Day, 259Superior st.,
Trial of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholic
will shapPd the destinies of the world.
Propositions.
Church, etc. Paper, 8c.
Cleveland
15 cents. Christian England bas no CreRars; it has
Price,
Oregon.
the Guelphs: the ab1e man of the race has Ingersoll on JlcGlynn. Paper, 3c.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
yet to be born. Idiotic George III. and Bible Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
AN OUTLINE OF THE
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
carnal George IV. were good enough for Ingersoll Catecbised. Paper, 3c.
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
Christian England, with its beer and The Truth of llistol'Y• Paper, 3c.
Pennsylvania.
Bible; but sometlring different was re- Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board,
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st.,
quired by pagan Rome, with her sword
beveled, gilt edges, 50c.
Phila.
and manhood.-Saladin in God and His Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll. 22x28
· George_ Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila.
Book.
inches, heavy plate paper, 50c.
J. A. Kirk, Du Bois.
Its Causes al)d Results.
Photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll,
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila.
As to surgery, this. same amalgamat;ion
50 cents.
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave., By W. S. BELL. Paper, 12mo, 25 cts. of theology with surVIvals of pagan behefs Liberty in Literature. Testimonial to
Pittsburgh.
continued to check the evolution of mediWalt Whitman. By Robt. G. Ingersoll. An
Rhode Island.
cal science down to the modern epoch.
A<ldress Dolivered in Philadelphiat Oct. 21,
1890 With Portrait of Whitman. " et us pm
H. Carr, 947 High st., Providence.
The nominal hostility of the church to the
wreaths on the brows of the living." Prwe,
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
shedding of blood withdrew, as we hav
paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.
TeiiiJessec.
seen, from surgical practice the great body
Reply to New York ?bser•.·~r.
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashof her educated men; hence BUrgery reBy :R· G. ING:S•F.;~.~OLL.
ville.
mained down to the fifteenth century a
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD."
despised profession, its practice continued
'rex as.
Price, 15 cents.
largely in the hands of charlatans, and
L. Andruss, Denison.
·
down to a very recent period the name
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
(Mark iv, 21); or,
"barber-surgeon" was a survival of this.
E. A. Andrea, 916 Main st., Dallas.
l.,:J06 ~uestions to the Clergy:
In snrgery, the application of various
E. L. Merrill, 624 Elm st., East Waco.
ordures relieved fractures; the touch of
Utah.
And for the Consideration of Others.
The passages unfit for family reading.
the hangman cured sprains; the breath of
John A. J ost, Ogden.
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
Instructive,
Interesting, and Laughable.
a donkey expelled poison; friction with a
llenry Booth, Stockton.
dead man's tooth cured toothache. The
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.
BY WILLIAM HART.
The Martyrdom of Man. enormous development of miracles in the
Washington Territory.
Price,
50 cents.
church continued during century after
Stine Bros., Walia Walia.
By WINWOOD READE.
century, and here probably lay the main
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
PRESS NOTICE.
England.
causes of hostility between the church on
Watts & Co., 17 Johi:tson's Court, Fleet st.,
It is really a remarkable book, ~n which. u,ni- the one hand and the better sort of physiLondon.
versal historY' is "boiled down" With su~pi'ls~ng cians on the other; namely in the fact that
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool. skill. . , , The boldest and so far as historiCal the church supposed herself in possession Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology.
argument
goes, one of the ablest assaults ever of something far better than scientific
Anlitraliao
By EDGAR 0. B~J:.u.J,.
· ·p;, Willis, 711) Haymarket, Sy@e;y, N.S. W. ,nade upon Chnstianity.-[Literary World.
methods in medicii).. -Ex-President Preface by :Q. G, llVOERSOLL.
l2mo, extr~ cloth, 1543 pp, Price, $1.7/i,
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Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.

1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life and ,Personal
characteristics ; his views on educa.twn ; his
religious opinions. By JIIB. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: .His ancestn:,
life, and personal characteristics. By JoHN w.
CHADWICK.
3.
SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.,
How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
Meets ever:y; Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at Germaterial universe ever have a beginning? By
~an M~somc Temple> 2,00E.15th st. Lectures and
GARRET P. SERVISS.
d1scuss1ons. The puolic cordially invited.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology; How the world grew. By DR. LEWis
G. JANES.
The Newark Liberal League
5
EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
R;c D, lll, RENNET'.l' (Founder of THE
Meets every Sund'\¥ afternoon at 8 o'clock at
does life begin; The problem of spontaneous
Liberal League Ha~ 177 Halsey st., cor. Market TnuT,'~ f<EEK!m\. Price $3, in cloth. Address
generation.
By WILLIAM PoTTs.
at.,.N:ewark, N. J .. Lectures and discussions on 1 T(fi' I nr·r!T ~FF.Kli'H ~ f,n,t":LVPt.t.P. nln.(>.~. N.Y.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIJ\lAL LIFE; The evirehg1ous and soCial questions. Seats free and
dences
from
geology,
geograp_hical distribution,
everybody welcome.
•
and comparative zoology. By RossiTER RAYMOND, Ph.D.
Brooklyn Philosophical Associ•
7. THE DESCENT OF l'IIAN: Relation of man
to the brnte creation; his ancestral line; duraFIVE LECTURES.
.
ation
tion of human life on the planet. By E. D.
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
By John B. Kelso, Aollio
CoPE, Ph.D.
South 2d street, Br9oklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
'l. EVOLUTION OF 1\ITND: The mind and the
12mo, ·cloth, $1.00.
Sunday. Lectures followed by dtscussion. Platnervous
system: the nature of mind. By RoBT.
form free. Henry Rowlex, secretary, 108 CumQ.. ECCLES, M.D.
berland street, Brooklyn, .N. Y.
·
A S1;"RIK:e OP.
9. E-VOLUTION OF SOCIETY; Primitive man;
growth of the family, city1 and state: develQPment of the domestiC rela~ions; marriage. By
Philadelphia Liberal League 25
JAMES A. SKILTON.
-oRMeets every Sunday in InilustrialHall, Broad and
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of reWood_ sts., ~t 2:30 anq ~:30 P.nr. for lectures and
ligious beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By Z.
free discuss10l!s on relig10us and social Questions. THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
.
Able speakers ll).terest the audience. N.B.-'l'ntth
11. EVOLUTION OF 1\IORALR. How nltrnism
By HENBY D. LLOYD.
Seeker publicatiOns always on hand at cheap rates.
~;rows out of egoism; the proper balance. By
DR. LEWIS G. JANES.
P"' This book tells how t.he Spring Valley miners
The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
were starved in t.o actual slavery.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a, from geology;
b, from morphology; c, from embryology; d,
Meets semi-monthly\ first and third Sundays at It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crinle.
from metamorphosis; e from rndimen t11ry or2 P.J!!:., o,t the towp. nail. All friends of human
It deals not with theories but with facts,
gans; f, from geograp)lical distriuution; g,
cultivation are lllVlted. MAlUUS HEIGHTON, Sec.
figures, and names. It is a J>OWerti:om discovered link•; h from artificiltl breei!ful and pathetic book.
ing; i, from reversion; k, from mimicry. By
NELSON C. PARSHALL.
Elizur Wright Secular Union
264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Of AlliancehO., meets the first and fourth SunTHOUGHT. By REV. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
days of eac mo!lth at Independ~nt Church, at
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relation
10:30 A.JII .. Free d1scuss10n on all L1beral subjects.
of the doctrine to_l)revailing philosophical sysSubscnpt10n.s po THE TJ}UTH SEEKER and Investitema. By STARR HoYT NICHOLs.
gator are sohc1ted.
R G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
-ANDChicago Secular Union
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REv.
MrNo·.rJ. SAVAGE.
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By DR. LEwis
and at 116 Fifth avenue. Lectures and debates:
BY KARL HEINZEN, the famous German RadG. JANES.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.
ical Editor.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S l?HILOl:lOPHY.
An
Address
to
an
Unknown
Lady
Reader.
HisMilwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club torical Re~ew !Jf the Legal Position of Women.
By SYLVAN DREY.
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216 The EmancJ,I1_at10n of Woman. The Passive Pros- 18. THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception; sight, HOutHl, taHte,
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed titution of Women. The Active Prostitution of
smell, feeling; the doctrine of the Unknowable.
by debates. The public cordially inviteii.
Men. The Execution of Men. Love and Jealousy.
By RoBERT G. ECCLES, M.D.
Morality. Marriage. Adultery. Divorce. Is
Marriage a Contract? Hanging a Woman. Relig- 19. A STUDY OF JIIATTER AND MOTION. An
ion. The Economic Independence of Woman.
excellent digest of a much vexed question, with
Port Angeles Secular Union
Liberty and the Revolution the Allies of Woman.
,g_uotations from many authorities. By llo.N. A.
Meets. every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
N.
ADAMS.
·
Paper, 50c. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
. Hall m Port A~geles, Wash. Lectures songs
20. PRIMITIVE MAN. Jliau as reveaic<\ by arand select readmg. Discussion invited on ail
aheological
studies;
evidences
of
man's ansubjects. Liberal.literature distributed free.
tiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
FRANK MoRSE, Cor. Sec.
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic raccs ·
the ages of bronze and iron; cave nwn an<1
lalre-dwellers; dolmen and mound lmilclcr8'
The West End Progressive Lib·
primitive implement~ and tool~; pt·oofs of
eral Union
man's natural evolution. lly Z. SIDNEY SniPSON.
21. GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
0 r Los Angeles, C:tl., meets •emi-monthlY.;.. first
Marriage a ,IJrimitive institution; its c•nrlicr
a.n•l third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.nr .. at Yarr's
forms; no eVIdence of original promiHcuitv; exHttll. Everyboi!Y invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA.
ogamy and endogamy; group-marriage; polygPres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.
yny, polyandry, and monogamy· mnrnage by
capture; monogamy the highest ~orm of thereThe 'Valla Walla Liberal Club
lation; divorce and divorce laws; m~trriage a
c.ontract; its regulation by the state. By C.
Me~tsevery Sunday at 2 P.M. in Granii ArmY Hall,
STANILAND WAKE.
1\lam street, Walla Walla, Washington. Science
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The r:rowth
Leetures.-J!'ree Discussions.-Original and Seof political institutions;,_the patriarchal family;
l(lcted J;leadings an<,l Poems. A large, valuable
the tribe and clan. By~oiiN A. 'l'AYLou.
hbrarv 1s at the serviCe of members and friends.
23. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law hegins;
0 . B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.
statute law and iuclge-m:trle law~ the conversion
of customs into law. By l'uoF. huFus Hm;LDON.
The Roeder Secular Union
'fhe entire
24. EVOLUTION OF 1\iEDICAL SCIENr;E. Supernatural idmtB of ~lisease; fetichism in medi.cost of a U. S. PatOf Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
cine; the beginnin_g_s of medical science. By
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-hoUR e.
ent for a simple invention
RoBERT G. EccLES, M.D.
Le.ctures, discussions, 1·eading and poems. The
is $55. A pamphlet contain25. EVOLUTION OF ARM8 AND Alll\IOR The
greatest freei!om accori!ed to all. Our motto,
ing much advice and informanecessity for arms and armor under the strug"Universal M;ent~l Liberty." D. E. RreE, Pres.;
tion seldom given without J
gle for existence. By JOHN C. KIMBALL.
J. W. BELL. V1Ce-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.
charge, will b mailed free.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE Jl:tECHANJC ARTS,
development
of the human hand.; tho r·arlicHt
Address
EDWIN
N.
BEECHER
Fort Wortlt, Tex., Liberal Club
use of 1mplemen ts and tools. By J AMEH A. i:!KlLSolicitor of Patents and Conn-!
ToN.
Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor H8ll,
selor in Patent Causes,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visitinl': Lib27. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYRTEl\I.
MARroN, Hartford County,
The definition of wages; economic clu:ractcrerals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, Pres.
CoNN.
IsAAc S. LEE, Sec.
·
istics of the wage system; wage" the outgrowth
of slavery; ori_gin and i!evelopment of the
N.B.-Register all ·
wages system. By PRoF. GEo. GuN·roN.
Liberal Association of Austin,
te_t~s~,
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN CIYTLIZATex.,
TION. The beginnings of education; earlv
methods in Egypt1 Persia, China~ GrevcP, nniJ
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M. at its hall cor.
Rome: early Ohnstian 1deas 01 edtv·>tion;
Cong avenue and 9th street. Visiting Liberals
Catholic and Protestant views; the c·nmmon
invited. J. P. RICHARDSON, President; M. IsAAC,
school
system. By Mrss CAROLINE B. J,;-, How.
Secretary.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFOinl. I.
The Theological Method. By ltEv. JoaN CHADThe Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
WICK.
League
.
30. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. II.
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM l'oTTB.
Meets every Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Knights of
31. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. III.
Honor HalL Ba;j:' street. Visitors invited. J. A.
The Anarchistic Method. By HuGH 0. PENTETurner, Pres.; ~as. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
cosT.
·
Bowen, Sec.
32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORJ\f. IV.
The Scientific Method. By D.LSIEL GuEENLiberal Club,
LEAF THOMPSON.
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwau33. ASA GRAY: His Life and Work. By Mna.
ke~ meet• every Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
MARY TREAT.
A. .H. SEvERANCE, President.
·
34. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUMANH. The
Man and his Work. By PRoF. JonN :FrsKE.
Takes hold in this order :
I T Each Number, Ten Cents. ~
Address THE TRUTH SEEKETl CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York

FOR

CIIRlli'T'S
SAKE.

Spiritualism Sustained.

Millionaires Against Miners;

The Rights· of Women
THE SEXUAL RELATIONS.

Kennedy's
Medical Discovery

NATHANifl VAUGHAN:
Priest a.l"\d .M..a.l"\•

A NOVEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

An independent and respectable study of char·
acter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might 'lot have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . • . A more vigorous
'lreaentment of the mischievous nature of modern
tlhristianity, in ita most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.

__,

l vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Ad<U'es~

'll!l!l 'l'ln}Tll S:lliEI\El't.

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,

R. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.
ro:: 10\ALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
E3~r.ys and Lectures. Emur!Jc.Cing Infiu-

epc~ of Chris.t,)a.nitY on Civiliz!ition ; Chris~tamty utHlllia~cr!ali~m; What LtGeralism offers
ml'hwe of Cl!qStlal}lty; Scientific lliaterialism;
Woman ; Sptntualism from a l\Iaterialistic
St:mdpomt; l'ame the Political and Religious
Hcfopuer· 111nterial.ism and Qrime; Will the
Qmmng,~l!).n,\Vo,rslnp God? Cqmes and Cruelties of Chnstl:unty; the Authont}': of the Bible·
Freeth ought Judgecl by Its Frn1ts; Our Ideas
of Go.l · 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

Inilnence of Christianity upon Civiliza·
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
What Liberalism Offers in Place ot
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism; Its Meaning and
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand·
point. 10 cents.
·
Paine the Political and Religious Re·
former; 10 cents.
Woman: Hr.r I' .ht. and Present: Her
Rigflts and Wr;mgs, 10 cents.
Materialism anti Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God t
10 cents.

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theological. 20 cents.

Burgess-Underwood Debate.

A Four

days' debate between B. F. Underwood and
Prof. 0. A. Burgess, President of the Northwestern Christian University, lndia.nu.polis, Ind.
Accurcttcly r"pnrtcrl. 188 pp. Cloth, 80 cents.

Go~

Why Doesn't

Kill the Devil 1

By M. Babcock.
25 cents.

PriCe,

The Clergyman's Victims.
A LIBERAL STORY.
By MRs. E. J. BALL.

Price, 25 cents.

ASTHMA-DR. TAF~;~v;;~Jt~~~~~;!~
:address, we will mail trial

CUREDnoTTLKFREE

THE DR. TAFT BROS. M. CD .. RuCHESTER.N. Y.

W A T:eR OP. LIP.e
Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.

Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesbarre, P&.

DOWN

THEY
GO!

Best make Amencan Stemwind WatcheR. 17
Jewels, ad~usted, pa.t. regulator, in silverine case,
only $11; Ill 8 ounce coin silver, $16; 4 ounce, $15
(a few years ago $60). In best 14 kt. flllecl gold
cases, open face, $20; !muting, 1/123 to $28; 14 kt.
solid goli!, $40 to $100; game, not adjusted,$~ less;
11 iwls. $8.110, nnd 7 jwls. $5 less (lower grade
watches, $5, 11!4 and $2.50).
'I'HE PEilFEC'rED "OT'.l'O WE'.l"''•
s•rEIN" W A'.l'CII, much finer than above

full adjusted to heat, coli!, and position 16 iwls:
and all modern Improvements, mckel movement,
cased as above, $8more, gilt mov't. $6 more. No
one else in the world sends out so good a watch
at the price.

LADIES' GOLD IIUN'riN£.: AMEII.I•
CAN WATCHES, ilttest styles, beRt filled, 7

jwls. $17; 11 ·jwls. $18.50; 15 iwlB. $25; 14 kt. solid
gold, ~10 to $100 more. All Bent prepaid, kept in
order one year, and caBh refunded if not satisfactory.
DIA!liONDS: in rings, pinB, i!ropB, stui!s,
etc.h$10; $15; $25; $50; $100 to $1,000 per set.
Cas refunded, if not 20 per cent below regular
price any: time within one year.
WEDDINf* lliNf;S: Plain, chased, with
pearls, emerali!s, rubies, moonstoneB, opals, garnets, turquoise, Bolita1reB or combinations, a
spemalty.
SUNDRIES: Rogers Bros.' triple-plated
knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; tea Bpoons, $1.80;
tables, $8.49; best spects. in the world, $1; pebbles, $2; 14 kt. gold, lfl5 more (Bend line of finest
print you can read without glasBes 14 inches from
eyes); gold-headed caneR, $8; $10; $15; $20. Best
razor-a luxury-$2. Solid silver spoons, $1.70 per
ounce. Souvenir spoons. silver\ $1.25 to $2. Tea.
sets. $20 to $40; everything in tne line of fancr
table silver, noveltieB, plush, and art goods, gold
pens, etc. All·Bent prepaid (except cutlery) subJect ~o exchange or cash back.

o•r.ro

WET'.l'S'rEIN

Established 1857.
Rochelle, in.
Send for price listsj beautiful cards in colors
and_gold of my Freet 1onght badges (large and
small), tracts, etc. Free.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for boolrs within the
next three months.
Friends will please senrl stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKElt,
Snowville. Va.

AN INFIDEL REMEDY.

Pocket Theology.
By VOLTAIRE.
Terse. witty, and sarcastic definitions of theelogical terms. Price, 25 cents.

Driving everything before it that onght)o
be ont.

You know whether you need it or
not.
Sold by every drng@st, and manufactured by

DONALD KENNEDY,
ROXBURY, l'ILUISo
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·

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
HIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINES.
From tho "Analysis of Religious Ildief."

B'l/ VISCOUNT AMBERLEY.
Cloth,

A patient writing from DavenportliWash., says:
"•Your remedy is marvelous and wi aecomplis.h
what is said It will do. The VlllUe of which lS

untold.''

•
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Valuable

Books

on.~

H~gierte,

Food artd
Diet,
f\arriage
artd
Parerttage,
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ttc.
Hygiene of the Brain and the Cure of
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
1\i.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. "Get this hook and
read it\ for it abounds in practical valuable
lmowleuge."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Eating for Strength. B;r M. L. Holbrook,

J\I.D. Price,J>y mail, $1. 'I am delighted with
it.''-[H. B. .Haker, 1\i.D., Secretary Michigan
State Board of Health.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code of
Directions for avoiding most of the Pains ~ntl
Dangers of Childbearing. By M. L. Holbrook,
1\'I.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellence sur_passes m1r _power to commend."[New York Evening J\Iail.;

Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsi~ and
Headache : Their Cure by Home Treatment. By IIi. L. Holbrook, 1\i.D. Price, loy
mail, $1. " Reading this book I cured my<olf
after several doctors had failed. "-[T. C. Curtis,

.

U&~

l'he Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.

DAVID'S JOSS PERJURETH HIMSELF.

n. Duffq author of "What Women Should
Know," ' No Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
m>til, $1. 1\'Irs. Charles BrewsterbPortland, !VIe ,
writes: "Had I possessed this oolr ten yea.rs
ago it would- have saved me ten years of invalidism, and I should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."
t'

My covenant will I not break, nor alter the thing that is gone out of my lips. Once hav I sworn by my
holiness that I will not lie unto David. His seed shall endure for ever, and hls throne as the sun before me. It
shall be established forever as the moon, and as afaithful witness in heaven. Selah.-(Psalms lxxxix, 34-37)

Just Out.-A New Bible Picture-Book.

J.D. Sha~J's Boo~s.

¥outh : Its Care and Culture. By J.

i\Iortimer Gran ville. $1. To this has been
added a paper by that charmin!f English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical
Education of a Girl," and a J?aper on the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail pnce is $1.

·ralks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. B.

Old Testament Stories

Gleason 1\i.D. A Practical Handbook for the
lVIaid, Wife~and Mother: with a beautiful Photographic rortrait of the Author. Price, by
mail $1.50. "We wish the chapter,' Confidential to Mothers,' might be J?Ublished as a tract
and sent to every mother m the land."-[Harper's New ll!onthly Magazine.

Comically Illustrated.

'fhe Better Way. An Appeal to Men in
1

behalf of Human Culture through a wiser par- ·
entage. Bv A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,
25 cents. "!t contains information and warning
that are urgently needed."-[Christian Union.

Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Pop-

ular Exposition of the Fundamental Problem>
in Sociolo_gy. By R. T. Trail, M.D. Price, by
mail, $2. Th\s work has rapidly passed through
forty epitions, and the demand is constantly ·
increasmg. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.
t

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scientific Diet. By Gustav Schlicke;ysen. Translated from the German, by lVI. L. Holbrook,
1\i.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and Radical Cure for IntemJ)erance, by the Use
of a Veg!ltable and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.

The Bible-Wha.t Is IU 25c.
Studies in Theology. lOc.
Liberalism. lie.
Ad.lrnss THE TRUTH SEEKER.

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.

By ·WATSON HESTON.

The Myth of the Great Deluge. By
James 111:. McCann. 15 cent;. Ten copies $1. It
is the most complete and overwhelmmg refutation of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. To read it is to
be astonished at the possibilitieR of religious
credulity.-T. B. Wakeman. 1\ir. McCann's dynamite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.A. B. Bradford. It oug_ht to meet with a very
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.
.

rhree Books in One.

From the Cradle

to the School. B;y_Bertha Meyer. The Right"
of Children. By Herbert Spencer. The GoYernment of Children. ByM.L. Holbrook 1\i.D.
Price! by mail, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1. 1· It is
a boor worthy to be ranked with the best that
has ever been written concerning the training
of children."-[Bazar.

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
<>temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.

Price,_so cents, by mail. "It should he quietly

giYen to every drinker."-[Herald of Health.
Four hundred pages-Two hundred Fuii.;Page PicturesMuscle-Beating; ~!: Home Gymnastics
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts Civen Confor Sick ami Well. By C. Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.
cerning the Origin and Authenticity ofthe Old Testament-A
llarriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
Page of Text to Each Picture.
•nd Physiological Relations, and in their bearBruno Pamphlet No. 1. Contributors:
ing: on the producing of children of finer healtl1

Price. postpaid. $1.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

*
**

G. J. Holyoak~ Thos. Davidson, T. B. Wakeman,
Karl Blind, Lydia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten
copies for $1.

Bruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors:

R. G. Ingersoll, '.rhos. Davidson T. B. Wakeman,
G.J. Holyoake, e~al. 15 cents. 'rencopies for$1.

The Bruno Monument. A fine engraving

•: IF ** *

YOU ARE

***

. printed on extra heayy enameled paper, 10x12
mches, for framing; put up in pasteboard tubes
for mailing. 20 cents. Ten copies for $1.50.

SINCERELY INTERES1'ED IN

the New York legislature l\'Iay 9, 1888. Price, 4
cents.
cents.

The Gods. A beautiful pamphlet of forty

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.
By GEORGE N. lliiLLEK.

CABIN

OF

WOMAN'S

pages, with likeness of Ingersoll. Price, 20
cents. Eight copies for $1.

God in the Constitution.

~y

Robert G.

Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper coYer with likeness
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twe!Ye copies for$1.

What Woulll Follow the Effacement of
Christiauitv? By George Jacob Holy-

SLAVERY.")

The best men and women of England and America are
It
fairly heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
truly wonderful
entirely its own and will give you
a sensation such as you never had before.
book.

oake. This is a most valuable contribution to
Freethought literature. Bound in paper with
good likeness of author. Price, 10cents. Twelve
copies for $1.
•

Life and Career of Charles Bradlangh.

Br George Jacob Holyoake.

With good lilreness
of J\Ir. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies
for $1.

What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.
I

.

cAN TH. rs ~.
BESO ~

?rice, postpaid, :?5 cepts.

1

Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts.

Dwight L. Moody.

HASTEN TO READ

TOM'S

and.Drink to Health, Disease, Cure. By_T. L.
NicholsllVI.D., editor London Herald of Heal6h.
Price, c oth, 50 cents.
-

Breathing; ort Lung Gymnastics.
An interview by Susan Deep
Pnce, cloth, 50 cents. lVlrs. Horace 111ann write2:
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
" Every book you J?rint is pure gold and de-

~WOMAN

UNCLE

The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food

Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll Medical Hints on the Protection and Man.
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before
agement of the Singing Voice~ By

THE CAUSE OF

(" THE

and great~r ability. By M. L. Holbrook, 1\'I.D. $1.
The 8oientitlo American says: "Books on this
~ubject are usually written by' cranks,' but this
is radically different~ it is scientific, sober,
clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by eYery possible parent, and particularly
by the young."

I

SEND AND
SEE

Address

'.!.'~

'
•

'J'RUTJJ:

S!'!lKJl~

Co,

L. Green, editor of the Freethinleer's Ma(fazine.
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
per dozen.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
·1?5 Lafayette place, New York;

serves wide circula twn."

How to Strengthen the Memory.
L. Holbrook, M.D. · $1.

By M.

A Physician's Sermon to Young Men. By
Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. R. AProctor, the well-known English astronomer.
says of it: " Through false delicacy lads an<l
youths are left to fall into trouble, and not a fewhave their prospects of a healthy happy life absolutely rumed. The little book before us is in-·
tended to be put into the hands of young men
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable u'
dlsch;trging a father's duty in this respect; an<>
as not one father in ten is, we believe, ready"
do what is right by his boys himself, it is we!'
that such a book as this should be available. If
it ill read by all who should read it, its sale will
be counted by hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail. postpaid.
for $2. Should anyone desire them by the 100
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by correspondence.
_
W"Catalogues Free ...s
'

By mail on receipt of price.
4ff~re~~ t~ '.r~VTH SEEKER,

A ·Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 19. No. II. {PUBLISHED WEE~Y.}

New York, Saturday, March 12, 1892.

28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $J.OO Per Year.

IT WON'T WORK-DOCTORS OF DIVINITY TRYING TO REANIMATE AN OLD CORPSE.

==========================;:===================----Just Out.-A New Bible Picture-Book.-

Old Testament Stories

FIRST EDITION
10,000.

A TRUTH SEEKER

LEATHEltET'rE, GILT TOP. 85 CENTI:l.
Sent postpaid on receipt of price,
CHAD LES 'J'. DILLINGHAM & CO.,
718 & 720 Broadway, New York.

J.D. SqaVl,S Boo~s.
Exposure

Exposure

Jf

by

Ridicule.

Facts.

By WATSON HESTON.

Four hundred pages-Two hundred Full-Page PicturesThe Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the Old Testament-A
Page of Text to Each Picture.

The Bible-What Is IU 25o.
Studies in Theology, lOo.
Liberalism. 5c.
Address THE TRU'rH SEEKER.

Creed of Christendo1n.
Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure,

Price, postpaid, $1.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

-- --

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

NOT ON CALVARY.

Comically Illustrated.

--~--------

NEW PUBLICATION.

By W. R. GREG.
Complete in:1 vol., 12mo, 899pp., $1.50.

AROUND THE WORLD.
]<'our Large Volumes,
With a steel-plate engraving of the author in
Volume I, and each volume containing
forty to fifty illustrations.
u:y D. M. HENNE'J'T,
Late editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,._ author
"A Truth Seeker in Eur()pe " "uods and
Religions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
"'l'he World's Sages, Thinkers, and
lteformers," "Champions of the
Church," -etc., etc.. etc.
Handsomely bound, red cloth, $6.50~ in leather,
red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gtlt euges, $10.50.
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the circumRtances under which thiR work was written.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, w)lich was. nearly completed at his death, and wh1eh con tams an account
of his world-lamented death and burial. Mr.
Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the di1feren t peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-day life
of all na tiona is laid before the reader by one
who bas visited them and beheld them whh his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freethought iq the various countries
he visited, and the morallty of so-called pagan
nations is contrasted with the morJ!-litY of Christian countries, much to the detnmen t of the
latter. The work is a
Freethinker'• History of the World.
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN
EUROPE" should be in every Lil:eral's library.
Besides its intrinsic worth, 1t is a memento df
one of the greatllst Freethinkers the world has
known-of one who ranks with Voltaire and
Paine in the force and clearness of his writings.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER'y
28 Lafayette place, N. .-
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Have We a· Supernatural, Inspired, Mirao~
ulous Religion?
By E. E. GUILD.
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Force a11d ?\after;
OR,
Principles of the Nat:Jral Order of the llniverse, with a System of Morality
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- A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothlilg-like it. has eve~ be
fpre appeared in th!s country, and it is very doubtf_'_nl i(a_npth\lr qne_like it will Elver again be pab
lished, We runs~ gr'!e the Truth Seeker Company thll''crl)dit-_of. P.!lttmg the book rp. th~ reach of all
At tmce the pnce ri would· have been a cheap book'.:- Artrst Heston as;a·portrart-pamter an'\ :'lesigner is a wond.erfnl snccess~~nd we judge from our own feelings ·that nearly every Liber..J il
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful'volume.-[Freet)linkers' Magazine.

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genim t<
Freethought, and has ·done faithfnl and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the p·et
nres do not make up the whole of. this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of readi; g
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to P!-'OVe the ntt. ,,
falsity of the church's. professions and the h~ocrisy of those -who uphold them. Altogether tl £
book is· one of the best weapons against Christranity and the church that has ever been put in tl <
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
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"Brotherhoods!"
- Commenting upon THE TRUTH SEEKER's review of
the failures of Freethinkers in effecting solid organizations, which we considered as bearing upon the
possibilities of success for Henry Frank, the Independent says: "These important admissions come
from the head and front of the Infidel element.
They show that there is no common bond between
Freethinkers strong enough to unite them in a firm,
aggressiv movement. They disbelieve and do
what they can as individuals to induce others to disbelieve ; but they hav no impulse, even in the love
of their kind, which is their chief creed, to lead
them to united effort, to self-sacrifice for their fellowmen. They protest loudly against the superstition and 'slavish subjection' of Christian believers, but they offer them nothing, absolutely nothing
in place of their faith and hope; not even a place
in a brotherhood devoted in love to the service of
humanity."
This is hardly fair. No one wants a place in a
"brotherhood." It is a queer thing that Christians
think that people who object to the superstitious organizations of- ecclesiastics must organize
others just like them! One minister, in writing to
.the Telegram against Colonel Ingersoll, exclaimed,
" Show us the temples Infidelity has built!" meaning places of worship. But who ·wants temples of
worship? A.nd the Independent is as wide of the
mark. We were not considering benevolent instit_utions, but whether the sturdy individualism in
thinking which makes men Freethinkers would permit them to organize solidly enough to keep Mr.
Frank on the platform in this city forty weeks in
the year. That phase of human nature must be
taken into account as well as the sl!wish subjection
of superstitious believers w}:w support the preachers because they fear an angry God.
As-for·" lloing ~o9d" a.nd helping hum~~<nity in

brotherly love, the individualistic Freethinkers are
the most generous of men and women. They are
very free to work for and giv to the needy, or to aid
public enterprises, eit4er of charity or propagandism ; and perhaps do not weary of well-doing, nor
fall by the wayside, oftener than the superstitious
believers who are urged on by that hangman's
whip, the fear of hell. There hav been and are
thousands· of Freethinkers in this country who hav
sacrificed for the benefit of their fellow-men. It
was love of their kind which induced Girard and
Lick to make such magnificent donations. A.nd we
presume that the foremost Agnostic of the country
to-day has given away, in proportion to his means,
more money than any Christian alive; that he has
done more acts of charity, from giving a beggar a
dollar to rescuing some poor wretch from eternal
shame; and helped more friends more than any
deacon or minister or layman in the whole evangelical fold. Which is the better deed-sending
flowers to make_ Walt Whitman's last days more
comfortable, or giving him money enough to liv on
for a year~ That is a sample of the two kinds of
charities practiced by the Christian and the Agnostic. A. Christian brotherhood takes a few children
from the street and puts them in a prison called a
Christian school. A.nd they "point to it with
pride." The slandered Agnostic givs Mr. Adler's
society and a Harlem society enough money to run
their kindergartens a year or two each, saying nothing
about it, and the Christians shriek, "What has Infidelity done? Where are its benevolences 1" A.nd
the Independent solemnly criticises Freethought
because it offers no "place in a brotherhood devoted
in love to the service of humanity."
Not having to devote much of their time to escaping disagreeable things in another world the
Freethinker tries to, make this one a little better,
and doing that usually takes the form of aiding
others to be happy. There is no need of brotherhoods to stimulate fraternal feelings, because the
members of such brotherhoods are generally anything but brotherly. But there ,is a common bond
of great strength between Freethinkers; it has
been made by the persecution of Christian neighbors and Christian lawmakers.

Our German Friends.
It is a favorit boast of the Germans-and IS
given by many of their oratorf'! as a reason why

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $J.OO Per Year.
The school bill which has emboldened the reactionary party was introduced in the Diet by the
emperor himself, who is a Lutheran, and very pious
as well as dangerously foolish. The bill provides
for the control of the schools by the sect dominant
where they are located. It is stated that the emperor thinks the bill will stamp out Socialism -in the
next generation, by training the children to be
religious and submissiv to the church. It is also
thought that the emperor would not object to an
alliance with the pope, could he be sure that the
partnership would prevent his subjects from becoming Socialists.
But, says the National Rqformer, the reaction ia
nr>t merely a matter of the last few weeks. Tht
cases of Dr. Voelkel and others last year, noted in
these columns at the time, pointed to a general reactionary movement ; and it is little to the credit of
the German Liberals that they hav supinely allowed
matters to go so far. The fact is that the policy
which so generally prevails among them, of leaving
the work of popular enlightenment to be done by
the" Zeitgeist," is working its natural fruit in' retrogression. It is the old story. While reason will
not fight for its own hand, unreason does. While
Rationalism withholds its hand, Catholicism is working ceaselessly, and gains ground. Educatod Germans vainly suppose that ~uperstition is finally discredited ; that it is dying a natural death. The unspeakable exhibition at Trcves givs one pa.rt of the
answer ; the religious prosecutions giv another
part ; the new religious education bill completes it.
That will undo all the work of the Falk laws. Imperialism, which is the fulfillment of militarism,
naturally combines with obscurantism. Germany
is going intellectually downhill.

Permanent Sunday Opening of the Art Museum.
The Metrop litan Museum of Art will profit
greatly by its Sunday opening. Instead of receiv-ing fifteen or twenty thousand dollars a yep.r from
the city it will now get seventy thousand, a bill to
that effect having passed both houses of the state
legislature. The bill has a Sunday clause attached,
and the museum cannot take the money and then
shut its doors. There was no debate on the bill in
the assembly, but in the senate a few pietists protested. The Sun's report of the discussion reads:

"Senator Hunter moved to strike out the Sunday
clause. He said that the bill offered a bribe to the muthey will not work with the Liberals in this country seum authorities to desecrate the Sabbath day.
-that superstition is dead, that the church is
"Senator O'Connor said that milk-wagons ran on Sundying, and that it is not necessary to discuss the day, and that it was as good for the people to see pictures
Bible and point out the errors of Moses any more. on Sunday as to get milk and newspapers.
" 'This is a bjd for money at the expense of morality,'
Another of their boasts is that G ermany is a free said Senator Smith. , It's bad ehough in Central park
country religiously, that Rationalism has its home now without making it worse by passing this bill. People
in her universities, and that the German nation is _ now on Sunday look at the animals, eat sandwiches,
practically Infidel. We recommend, therefore, that drink beer, and see snakes. It's not right for the state to
the following paragraph, writt& by the Berlin put a premium on breaking the Sabbath day.'
"The Rev. Senator Edwards made the principal speech
be read
h
Correspon_ dent of the London T:;~·es,
"""
in opposition to the bill. 'Why break the Sabbath,' e
~:eriously:
said, 'and why make an appropriation of seventy thou" As bearing upon the question of religious teaching, sand dollars for breaking down the American Sabbath?
which has been agitating Prussia ever since the school Degradation in morals will surely follow. Stand by the
bill was introduced; it may be recorded that a few days old faith. Those who go to the museum Em Sunday are
ago a police official arrested a speaker at a public meeting not the poor people and the working people who could
in Silesia for 'inciting his hearers to forsake the national not go on some other day, but loungers who might go as
evangelical church.' The Prussian law requires that at well on a week-day.'
public meetings a police official shall be present to keep
"The bill passed by a vote of 17 to 8. The negativ
the oratory within decent bounds, and the official in votes were cast by moral Republicans and the Rev. Sanaquestion was acting as moderator when he apprehended tor Edwards."
the astonished opponent of the national church, and
We feel great sorrow for Senators Hunter and
caused him to be charged with public outrage. The
radical papers are very much excited over this incident, Edwards, and the greater because the agitation
and recall that when in 1875 the Anarchist agitator Most which ended in opening the museum was begun and
openly attacked the national religion, no proceedings fostered by two Infidels of this city. But the muwere taken against him. They complain that during seum and the people h~~>v no cause to complain
the last few weeks ~ reactionary curre~t he,s been setting
a~ainst them,
in strongly."
·
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The Nuns in the Schools.
In some places in Minnesota and Texas the Catholics hav been sufficiently strong in numbers to
unite· the public and parochial schools, the state
~,pporting the schools, and the Catholics providing
nuns as teachers. The walls· of the schools were
also covered with portraits of alleged saints and
real popes and other dignitaries of the Romish
·church.
Although a good way from the seat of war THE
TRUTH SEEKER protested against this emplqyment
of uniformed instructors, as the garb is in itself
not only religious but sectarian.
Our friend
Munay, of the Denison, Tex., Gazetteer, thought the
garb was all right, as did Mr. Dobbyn, of the Minneapolis P1·ogressiv Age. The latter, however, has
changed his opinion, and now says that "Upon
reflection and after discussion, we hav concluded
that we were mistaken. The peculiar garb worn
by the sisters does not represent their taste in
dress, but an ecclesiastical order, which certainly
involves a departure from the American idea of
public school simplicity. We therefore recall this
portion, and as stoutly urge our readers to consider
the reasonableness of our second position on this
question."
·
For a man who has just convicted hilliself of
incapacity to scan the scope of a subject, Mr.
Dobbyn rushes into new difficulties with surprising
readiness. For his second position is this :
"As to works of art, we cannot see that any serious
objection can be raised to portraits of prominent personages in the Catholic church. We should make our
children familiar with the faces of all great men whose
thoughts hav influenced our civilization. The great mtn
belong to humanity more than to any church or any
school of thought. The men who liv forever in the
thoughts of men are those whose greatness obscured their
13ectarian connections. Let us study the faces of the great,
· good men, and let us teach our children to love and reverence them, independent of their thought on any one
line, but by reason of their splendid power in typifying
the nobil\ty of exalted humanity.,.
If these portraits were only works of art, or if
they were of great men, then the children might be
inspired to love beauty and to emulate the careers
of their exemplars. But such is not the case. The
portraits are of men whose greatness consists only
in the position they l::.eld in a church. Instead of
being exalted specimens of humanity tP,ey are in
many inst'lnces depraved wretches whose true history no teacher would d -re tell 'her scholars.
What is the present pope's claim to greatness 1
Nothing at all, but that a lot of church officials
chose him for their head. As for the "saints," the
less said thE! better for them. They were a dirty
lot, and their " saintliness" is but the idle gossip
of traditi:::n. A saintship can be purchased to-day
for a few hundreds, or thousands, of dollars to defray the expense of the "Process in Rome," as the
collectors put it; though, as all the pope has to do
is to say it and it is done, it is difficult to see where
the "expense " comes in, except that the pope and
the priests want money.
The sole and only object of the pictures in the
schools is. to inspire the children with reverence for
the Oath lie church; to make them believe that all
her officials are great men, holy men, perfect men,
and that they must strive to become like them:
fir~;~t by believing the same faith; second, by joi~ing
the. church; third, by submitting to the directions
of the nuns and priests. The pictures are silent
but potent religious teachers, just as is the garb of
the nuns. They are so intended, and they hav the
desired effect. They teach sectarianism as well,
and they should be turned to the wall.
We trust that _Mr. Murray will also revise his
opinions, and help keep the nuns out of the schools
of Texas.

The Ingersoll-Dixon Suit.
The Rev. A. C. Dixon seems determined to try his
case against Colonel Ingersoll in the newspapers,
probably thinking that it will be a good advertisement for him. Mr. Dixon is a hot-headed man,
who speaks hastily and not always with sense or
with due appreciation of the weight of his words,
Q.1J.d if :P,e keeps on _talking w_ill giv opportunity for
a dozen suits for slander against . him. He will do
1V~TI. ~9 reip:ain silent.
·

12

Colonel Ingersoll told ·a Herald reporter·that he
would not argue his case in the papers, and from
him nothing could be learned. Mr. Dixon, however, when served with the summons, rushed to his
pulpit ~nd talked loudly about -it, afterward permitting a World reporter to copy part of the complaint. The case to date stands thus,_ as the lVorld
reporter summed it up : Through his attorney,
Robert H. Griffin, Colonel Ingersoll charges that on
or about Feb. 1, 1892, he lectured on "Ingersollism
As It Is" in the Hanson place Baptist church, and
that he used these words, which were published the
next morning in the World:
''Infidelity fosters 'impure' literature. A few years
ago it was found that pictures and 'impure' publications
were passing through the mai,ls. Anthony Comstock decided to stop it. On investigation, whom should he find
representing publishers of 'impure ' literature but
Colonel Ingersoll, paid to pollute the minds of the young
of this generation?"
·
On February 8th Colonel Ingersoll sent a letter
to Dr. Dixon, declaring that unless a retraction was
made he would sue for slander. On February 14th,
the complaint continues; Dr. Dixon uttered a
further slander by replying to Ingersoll's letter
through the Worldas follows :
"I did not use in my address of January 31st the words
you quote from the World, but I should hav said them,
or something like them, if in the press for time they had
not escaped my mind. The reporter of the World got
them through my private secretary from some notes that I
had spoken in a phonograph in course of preparation; but
I am willing to be responsible for them as they appeared.
in the lVi:wlcl, for I believe. them to be t 1·ue [meaning
that this plaintiff represented publishers of impure literature, and was paid to pollute the minds of the young of
this generation]..
"I believe, sir, that these charges against- you [meaning this plaintiff] are true [meaning that this plaintiff represented the publishers of impure literature and was paid
to pollute the minds of the young of this generation], and
if you [meaning this plaintiff] desire to test them before a
court of justice I will be happy indeed to r~present the
purity of this country as against the defenders and
propagators of obscene literature [meaning that this
plaintiff is and was a defender and propagator of obscene
literature]."
Further than this the public will probably not
know, unless Mr. Dixon reads his answer to his congregation and distributes copies of it to the reporters, until the trj.al. Perhaps before that .occurs
Mr. Dixon "·ill conclude it to be the part of wisdom
to retract his charges.
The new Bible Picture Book, we are pleased to be
able to say, .givs satisfaction to those who hav purchased it. It is bright, brilliant, and witty, and the
pictures tell their own story.
It is the biggest
book for the prtce published.
In board covers,
$1.00; in cloth, gold side stamp, $1.50.

Comstoclr's Croclrery Celebration.
The annual meeting of the New Yo1·k Vice Society this year was heralded as the twentieth anniversary of Comstock's wedding to the work of the society, and it was the occasion of a mutual admiration meeting on the platform of Music Hall, with a
large audience invited as witnesses. The platform
presented a great array of empty seats, with a
sprinkling of the society's select members and those
who had been invited to address the meeting. The
audience was about equally made up of men and
women, with a considerable number of small boys
and girls. The hall, a very large one, was perhaps
one-third filled.
At 8 o'clock ~ose present were treated to a fine
program o! sensuous organ music, seemingly frivolous for the event, but the one thing of the evening
that was really enjoyable. In th!i carnal niind the
thoughts reverted to a waxed floor, and the toes
palpitated in unison with such thoughts. The reverends, however, had not yet taken their seats on
the platform. As they entered the organ subsided.
Mr. Colgate introduced Gen. Horace Porter as presiding officer, read letters from Joseph Cook, R. B.
Hayes, J. J. Ingalls, and Cardinal Gibbons, and then
called upon Anthony for his report. This consisted
in the main of the usual resume of " tons " of seized
matter, in which he figUI"es in a few safes and truckloads of hop bitters circulars; but much of it related on what good terms he found himself with his
God, and he gave also a liberal allowance of thanks
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to. his enemies for the help that had come to.him
because of their assaults. · The most important of
these assaults was, he said, when Colonel Ingetsoll
headed the movement to effect " a repeal of the
mail law," inadvertently forgetting, as is his habit,
that the petition was as much for modification as
for repeal, and that Colonel Ingersoll never wanted
the law repealed. By way of contrast with that
very bad man who had led his enemi.es he called attention to a very good man on the platform who had
rendered great service-District Attorney Nicoll,
the same that Rev. Mr. Parkhurst had lately severely
scored for his neglect in bringing dive-keepers to
justice. And here it is apropos to explain that Parkhurst leads the business over the way, being president of the Society for Prevention of Crime, that engages in the work of arresting saloonkeepers that
keep open on Sunday, much to the annoyance of
Tammany and its cohorts that serve in office and
behind the bars. Comstock, by keeping hands off
of Tammany's pets, keeps friendly with its officials.
So the wicked Nicoll, as Parkhurst sees him, is a
man after Comstock's heart.
One expression in Comstock's report was surprising, in view of the pending bill for strengthening
the mail law for the censorship of the press. He
said: "The laws of New York state and of Congress
are about as perfect as they can be made" to favor
the work he is engaged in: It hardly seems possible
that he expects by such a remark to make some folks
believe he is not working for the new bill.
The speech,es of Rev. John Hall, J. M. Buckley,
and R. S. MacArthur were mainly pleasant platitudes, anecdotes with chestnutty flavor, and taffy
for Anthony; but Mr. MacArthli.r made his mark by
indorsing Comstock's methods without reserve, thus
echoing Dr. Crosby's unhesitating indorsement of
anything to win in the crusade against obscenity,
and he also exhorted his hearers to ;;ustain the work
of the society, because there were yet two hundred
and fifty gambling hells and over seven hundred
policy shops running in New York, f()rgetting for a
moment tP,at this was not exactly a testimonial to
the work of the past twenty years.
The last and worst speaker of the evening was
the Rev. "Walter Elliott, C.S.P., who was to speak
on "The Necessity of Cultivating a Taste for Good
Reading in Early Childhood." The Mail and Express truly says it was a tribute " to the worth and
beauty of the Bible as a text-book for the young,"
but it hardly does him justice, for he acknowledged
that ·there might be here and there a trifle of danger
in permitting free access to the Holy Bible to the
young, or in allowing them to roam unguided
through the Old Testament; but the Ne'v Testament was all the literature any family really needed,
and with that in the home one need not look farther
for a supply of good reading.
Then the retiring audience was once more treated
to relish of sensuous music, and as it glided out the
temptation for the feet to fall into unholy steps
was too much for the susceptible and unregenerate
youth who were there. The organist of the Vice
Society should know that there lurks danger in
music as well as in books, and that to those who
are not sufficiently imbued with the Holy Spirit
and therefore susceptible to such suggestiv influences there is music which will start a young man
on the road to damning parties, to dives and dens
of damnation. We cannot be too careful to avoid
the insinuating vicious tendencies of mellifluous
strains of lascivious music.
We need another
society to attend to its suppression.
In the outer hall the day's edition of the JJ!Iail
and Exp1·ess- displayed pictures of a $500. set of
china dinner service which was to be presented to
Mr. Comstock as soon as his friends should hav reimbursed Mr. Shepard for the outlay, for which
the paper is still inviting ten-cent subscriptions. In
the mean time the Bible-text editor hangs on to the
set. Poor Colonel Shepard ought not to be permitted to bear the whole burden of this present
alone, and so we gladly contribute this in the way
of free advertising.
One of the most sensible-looking women there,
unknown to the writer, said to her companion, also
a lady, as they passed out, "It was all trash, and I
was very much disgusted."
The unctuous holy
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racket and amusing anecdotes had been overworked were too much. The people were afraid of a brick of phenomena is concerned we agree-it is evolubuilding and stayed away, and empty seats greeted tion altogether, and no "creation "-no miracleor didn't chime well, as she saw it all.
me. I had about half a dozen for an audience, but no supernatural. I always enjoy these conferences
gave my lecture with a sort of grim defiance of the with my Theosophical friends. They giv me someForty-two Chinese Sunday-school scholars were
powers that be. It was hard work, though. I thing t? think about. They are cultivated people,
· arraigned in a St. Louis police court the other did not want to giv in to earthquakes any more and anti-orthodox; and are not frightened by Maday for playing fantan. After a few hours in jail than to Gabriel's trumpet. I guess this is a good terialism. Judge Thomas subscribes for THE TRUTH
the managers of the school had them liberated, time for revivals, and no doubt the preachers are SEEKER. He says he wants the truth from all sides.
After listening to Judge Thomas, I went over to
after making them promis that they would attend making the most of it.
However, I had a good visit at San Jacinto. hear Professor Bowman, a Liberal Spiritualist lectthe school regularly hereafter.
Wednesday evening after lectme I went out to Dr. urer. I liked him well. He has come out of the
The Catholic church is at Albany again" with its Wright's Sanitarium, enjoyed one of the beautiful church. He is a man of fine intellectual force-an
"Freedom of Worship " bill and the bill to make sulphur baths, had a sound sleep, and in the morn- eloquent speaker. I did not exactly agree with all he
" Good Friday" a legal holiday. Tammany having ing's sunshine sparkling over earth and sky beheld said on "Conscience," the subject of his discourse,
one -of . the loveliest prospects in the world- but the drift was entirely to my way of thinking.
got co~ti·ol, Mik:e Corrigan is hopeful indeed. But
gorgeous mountains shining like silver, and encir- I hope that Professor Bowman will find a broad
it is doubtful if the County Democrats, not Cath- cling vast green plains, and the city half hidden in a and open field for his work. He is worthy of it,
olics, can be i.llduced to vote for these bills. If they picturesque grove.
and I can recommend him as an able exponent of
do i';will probably be in return for some favor for
This is a delightful. place for sojourn with my advanced thought, although I do not accept his
Liberal friends, the doctor and Mrs. Wright-a Spiritualism. But in and through that he is an
their church, or at least for their pockets.
good place for thought, for health, and for bright earnest and progressiv thinker, and we can shake
hands as comrades in the great battle for liberty
The Romish priests hav been making so much and happy dreams.
However,
I
must
away
to
other
fields.
John
and justice.
SAlllUEL P. PuTNAM.
trouble in: the little South American republic of
Vernon takes me over to Diamond valley, and
Los Angeles, Feb. 29, 1892.
Costa Rica that the government is seriously con- Diamond valley it surely is, glittering in the sunsidering the expediency of expelling a number of shine. Beautiful wheat fields, with thousands of
'l'he Ohio State Secular Union.
the most turbulent. Such 11, step would, perhaps, acres spread about, and orchards, are upon every
side,
and
in
the
nooks
of
the
mountains
bees
ply
In
accordance
with the announcements already
lead to a revolution, as the people are kept well in
hand by the clericals, but the powers scarcely know their musical trade, making honey the livelong day. made, the above organization will be qrought to a
how otherwise to deal with them. It is the same This valley will be one of the brightest in California's practical issue on Sunday, April 3, 1892. I shall
diadem.
·
be in Columbus next week in order to make the
old story of rapacity, political intrigues, and arroVern on has been over the world with Liberal necessary arrangements and preparations for the
gance on the part of the church.
mind-at the Sandwich islands, South Sea islands, mass meeting to be held in that city on the aboYe
New Zealand, etc., and understands the world of date.
The new Bible Picture Book, we are pleased to be humanity in its many phases, civilized and savage.
Judging from the correspondence I hav received
. able to say, givs satisfaction to those who hav pur- ..He is a Freethinker clear through. I had the and the good wishes of our friends in the ~tate of
chased it. It is bright, brilliant, and witty, and the pleasure of a meal at his bachelor table, and it was Ohio we may anticipate a successful termination of
pictures tell their own story: It is the biggest fine. I also met the Burgess Brothers, and they the movement.
are always good and true comrades, and with fun
A number of good speakers will be engaged for
book for the price published.
In board covers,
and frolic Liberalize the world. I cannot complain the occasion, and it is to be hoped that our friends
$1.00 ; in cloth, gold side stamp, $1.50.
of my sociable surroundings in San Jacinto and will rally to om support. Without their assistance
could not hav the "blues" even if the lectures were we can do nothing.
The organization will not be constructed for
an almost flat failure. I hope the next time tb circumvent the earthquakes.
merely party purposes, but will be universal in its
Friday night I lectured at Los Angeles to a character, so far as the promulgation of Freepretty good audience, considering there was but thought principles is concerned, and for the adjews and Notes.
vancement of all truths that will be beneficial to the
little time for advertising.
I hav had about the hardest luck this week that I
Saturday I went to Anaheim, but owing to human race. I shall try immediately upon reachhav yet experienced. It never rains but it pours. Wanamaker's post-office, the letter I sent did not ing Columbus to make arrangements for reduced
I hav been knocked out of five lectur'e appointments reach its destination, and no lecture was advertised, rates on the railroads, so as to make it as conin so many days. ·The elements and all things seem and it was thought best to adjourn until Monday. venient as possible for friends to attend the meetto combine spitefully. I sometimes think that It was not the earthquake this time but Wana- ing. I hope that those who hav rec.eived circulars
· "things" are worse than· "folks," and are really mak~r. I suppose he is so engaged in looking after and subscription sheets will put them to the best
totally depraved, especially earthquakes. I hav had the public morals that he has not time to run the use they can and forward them to me in due time
to contend with twenty-five and more earthquakes post-office on business principles.
as directed.
this week's tour, and that is rather too much even
Anyone desiring to help us can hav the same imOwing to disappointment about halls at Los
for the Secular Pilgrim. I am sure that if I had had Angeles I was obliged to lecture at Los Angeles mediately by making application to me in care of
a particle of religion or faith or " Christian Science " Sunday morning, and this precluded my lecturing John B. Cochran, 112 W. Maple street, ColumI should hav given up ; but not having any of these, at Norwalk Sunday afternoon, and the meeting bus, 0. ·
but good digestion and good sleep, I am still happy, there was laid over until more favorable opporThere is a good field for Liberal work in Ohio,
and look forward, hoping to get into the swim after tunity.
and a successful Freethought organization can be ·
a while.
I had a fair audience at Los Angeles Sunday. I effected if oui· friends will only giv us their assistAt J\1onrovia, on February 22d, about seven enter- guess I hav got over the worst of my misfortunes, ance.
JoHN R. 0IIARLEswon·ru.
tainments of various kinds were going on in mem- and will hereafter enjoy good luck. I am coming·
ory of the father of our country, and I did not hav to Los Angeles for a regular campaign one of these
Lectures and Meetings.
more than half the number that I had before, but days, and know I can build up a large audience.
NEWAHK
Liberal
League, 177 Halsey street., corner of
those who were present listened atte:b.tivly to a lect- There are stanch comrades, and the flag shall
ure on "Freethought and Morality." J\1y friends float : Mr. and Mrs. Shang and family, whose hospi- Market.-Sunday afternoon, March 13th, at 3 o'clock,
the Chess family and others made the sociable part tality I hav enjoyed;, J. E. Clark; 0. Severance; Henry Howley, of Brooklyn, will lecture. Subject:
·of my stay very attractiv. Monrovia is one of the George G. T. Bruce, who promises to be one of our "Jesus, Mill, and Spencer."
most elegant residence spots in southern California. most brilliant Liberal lecturers, who made a splendid
HENRY FRANK's subject Sunday night, March 13th, will
The country about it is beautiful to look upon, and speech at the Paine celebration-which celebration be a review of the Roenin,r; 1'elegtarn Ingersoll controfor quiet prosperity and learned leisure this is a was a grand success at Los Angeles, over a versy. The lecture will be given in Carnegie Recital
pleasurable spot. There is a growing Liberal ele- thousand being present; W. J. Foley, who also Hall, 57th street fltlld Seventh avenue.
ment, and whatever fortune may be I shall always be made an excellent address on this occasion, and
THE Manhattan Liberal Club's program for the reglad to do my work here.
who is a keen Freethinker. His oration last year
· I was at Perris the following night and had a good on Bruno was one of the best ever delivered on that mainder of the month is as follows: March 1~th-"Is
audience and lectured on "Evolution and Creation." subject. J. M. Vars, president of the Assembly of Anarchism Practical>lc?" by Marie Louise. March 18th
After the lecture there was a sociable and dance Progress,· the Schroeders, Frank C. Young, J. Hill, -" Hindoo Philosophy, Including Buddhism," by Dr.
until early morn. At about 11 o'clock there wa:s a Frank H. Kopetcky, L. P. Paulson, G. H. Kenis- Duren J. H. Ward. March 24th (Thursday instead of
sharp earthquake, and t:Q.ose who were asleep sud- ton, enrolled in the ranks of THE TRU'.rH SEEKER; Mr. Friday evening)-" Religion and Momlity," by Henry
Rowley. German Masonic Temple, 220 East 1Gth street.
denly awoke, and for a moment thought the day of and Mrs. Parrish, Mrs. Mary E .•-White, who is
judgment was come, and dressed themselvs and always at the front-these and others make our
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH began U four months' lecture
walked about outdoors the rest of the night.
But labors here delightful, and fill us with hope, what- tour at Philadelphia lust Sunday, going from there to
we dancers never noticed the shake a bit, and but ever may be the fortune of battle.
Pittsburgh for the following Sunduy, ufter ~hich he will
for reports afterward would never hav known there
I was pleased to meet at my morning's lecture go to Columbus and Cincinnati, 0.; C'entruha uncl Stras•
was an earthquake in the neighborhood. I was at Los Angeles Judge Thomas, of San Diego, burg, Ill., and other vlaccs us cull~ l.C<tllire. ~e won
sorry, for I hav a desire to know just what the feel- president of Theosophical Society; Mrs. Off and such good opinions on his previous tr1p _th~t he will prob·ing is to be tumbled about like a wave on the sea. family; Miss Walsh, and other . ~p.embers of the ubly be kept busy. His uddress now IS m care of .Tohn
,
There were about twenty shakes that night, but I Theosophical Society, whom I count among friends B. Cochran, 112 '\Yest Maple street, Columbus, 0.
did not catch one of them. On the following night and coadjutors. In the afternoon I attended a res. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
there were several more, but I missed them also.
ception given to Judge Thomas, and there was an
The Reynoldses, the Reeds, and Liberal friends agreeable interchange of thought. In the evening Phoonix, A.riz .... Murch 12,13 NewOrleuns ...._. ... ;; 13,14
El Puso, Tex... "
16 Br<:Jokhaven, Miss. " 16,17
in general are prospering at Perris. It is a bright I divided up, and enjoyed an intellectual treat. I Flatonia, "
" 19,20 Chic~go. .............
24
and lively town and is growing fast. The big ditch listened half an hour to a lecture on " Creation " Calvert,
"
" . 27,28 Massillon, 0 ............. 1\f,~Y 1
" . . April 2, 3 New York................ " 6 .
is nearly completed, water is plenty, and with irri- by Judge Thomas, and on this point we ag-ree. Austin
Boston.................... " 8
gation this will be one of the finest countries in the There is no "creation "in the system of Theosophy. Waco, 'convention
1~
oi TexusLiberal
Montreal..: .......... ·..
- world.
It is evolution, only, as Judge Thomas says, he has
Associution....... " 8,9, 10 Boulder City, Col.: .. June •' .·
On Tuesday and W ednes~ay I lectured at San three "categories" for the classification of phenomThose desiring lectures ulong this route will please
Jacinto, but only one woman was present the first ena-matter, force, intelligence; while I hav only communicate at once with S. P. Putnam, Los Angeles,
night, and the second night none. The earthquakes two-matter and force-but so far as the .process Cal., care of C. Severance, Box 451.
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THE SECULAR UNION WAKES UP

I

"The government of the United States of America
is not, in any sense, founded on the Christian religion."
·
This was the legend, in big black letters on a
white background, that was stretched across the
balcony back of the stage in Central Music Hall last
night. The legend is a sentence taken from the
treaty negotiated with Tripoli during the administration of George Washington. A silk American
1lag suspended immediately beneath this inscription furnished an appropriate background for the
speakers.
The audience, says the Chicago ·Sunday Press,
was especially noticeable for its wide divergence in
make-up from the general music-hall gathering. It
was not an assemblage of capitalists or people whose
features are often observed at social functions.
Quite the contrary. It was in the main a gathering of working men and women, who had assembled
to protest against the closing of the great Columbian Exposition on Sunday at the demands .of a
puritanical minority of Sabbatarians. The members of this assemblage saw in such action their
total exclusion from the benefits and advantages to
be derived from a study of the greatExposition unless at a serious loss· to them of time taken from
their work, a:rid this time meant loss of money. ·It
was a gathering met to demand due consideration
of the working many as against the leisurely few.
The m~eting, which was called under the auspices of the American Secular Union to demand an
open World's Fair, was composed of members of the
following unions and societies, each of which had a
certain section in the hall allotted to it:
Local Union (55) American Flint and Glass
Workers.
·
Chicago Secular Union.
Federation of Turners, thirty-five ·societies.
United Carpenters' Council.
Carpenters' Union, No. 28.
Socialistic Labor party.
Glaziers' and Glass-cutters' Union.
Tin and Sheet Iron Workers.
Cigarmakers' Union.
Journeymen Tailors' Union.
Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners.
Painters' District Council.
Ottawa, lli., Turnverein.
Englewood Social Science Society.
Central Labot Union.
Carmakers' Union.
Machinists' Union.
C. B. Waite, president of the American Secular
Union, acted as chairman or master of ceremonies,
which were opened by a drum and fife corps of
twenty-five uniformed boys. The Edelweiss Zither
Club followed and won an encore by their artistic
playing. Then, after a vocal solo by Mrs. Annie
Lund, the real work of the meeting-the discussion
of the right of the World's Fair directors to close
the Fair on Sundays-began with an address by
Mr. Waite. The speaker's remarks were frequenlly
interrupted by the applause and laughter of the
audience at the telling points scattered through
his remarks. Mr. Waite spoke as follows:
The sanctity of the Sabbath is founded upon a myth.
It is founded upon an old legend, according to which the
entire universe was created in six days. Then, on the
seventh day, the creator rested; and because he had done
so, he blessed the seventh day and sanctified it. This is
the legend.
And afterward God enjoined upon the Jews, it is
stated, to keep the seventh day holy, because he had
rested on that day. This is Jewish scripture based upon
the legend.
But science having shown that such a creation as that
described in the book of Genesis, would be absurd, and
in contradiction to the known course of nature; the earth
having been created and covered with blooming vegetation before there was any sun, and other things equally
absurd, it is now claimed that the six days were indefinit periods of time. What then becomes of the holy
Sabbath? If the six days were indefinit periods of time,
then the seventh day was an indefinit period of time also;
and that of itself would be a sufficient reason for not
closing the Fair on that day; nor on Sunday, the first
day; which is supposed by some tp hav been substituted
for the seventh day, and to hav drawn to itself, in some
way the sacredness of its predecessor.
·
The attempt to close the Fair on Sunday is essentially
a religious movement. The Rev. Dr. Crafts, while addressing the Knights of Labor in. Indianapolis, was asked
if a day of rest could not be secured to the working
classes, without reference to religion. His reply was:
"If you take religion out of the day, you take the rest
out." Nine-tenths of all that is said or written on that
side of the question is of a religious character. Examin
the petitions on file in favor of Sunday closing of the
Fair, and you will find that while something is said occasionally about a civil rest-day, the petitions themselvs
are based invariably upon the sacredness of the day. It
is even admitted, substantially, by some of those supporting the petitions, that the Sabbath-day as a rest-day has
no foundation· in nature. For instance, the Rev. Dr.
Stevens, a bishop of the Reformed Episcopal church, in
his letter accompanying the petitions, says the history of
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nations who hav no Sabbath shows that it is not necessary
to physical well-being. He thinks the rest-day a blessing, but goes on to point out that the blessing is of a religious character. The reverend gentleman is quite right
when he says the Sabbath is not necessary to physical
well-being. Especially is it not necessa.1'y now, when
laborers work but eight hours a day. Eight holll's for
work; eight hours for sleep; eight hours for leisure, for
meals, and mental improvement, and what need of a
Sabbath?
The sum and substance of all is, that Sunday closing
would giv the people a chance to go to· church and listen
to the sermons. But they would rather ~o to the Fair.
It is a religious question, and a religious movement.
But religious legislation and religious regulations in conducting a great public enterprise like this, are alike contrary to the genius of our institutions.
There is one reason why the World's Fair shquld be
open on Sunday, which we think conclusiv-that is, because it is to be a World's Fair. It is not a national enterprise merely, but an international one as well. All the
nations of the earth hav been asked to participate. And
my friend Bonn6y says that in hi.s outside religious congress all the religions of the earth can be represented
and their advocates can· all be heard upon any point
wherein thc>ir religion agrees with the Christian religion.
This being, then, a faiT in which all the world is to participate, how does the matter stand?
Even if we were to admit-which we do not--that a majority of the people of this country are in favor of Sunday
closing; and if we were to admit further-which we do
not-that the majority of the people of Great Britain are
in favor of Sunday closing, still that would not be sufficient. The entire population of the United States and
Great Britain is less than 100,000,000, while the population of the world is over 1,400,000,000. What right hav
the 100,000,000 to ask the 1,30Q,.<,J,OO,OOO to conform to one
of their religious customs? vv nen an American visits
Rome, and goes into the gt·eat cathedral, he is not obliged
to kiss the pope's toe, nor the brass toe of the marble St.
Peter.
Only the English and a few American exhihits were
closed on Sunday at · the. Paris exhibition. The continental Sunday is very different from the puritan. The
Russians are a very religious people, and a Christian-people, and yet, in St. Petersburg, not only are places of
business open on Sundays, but the public works go on as
usual
Again, even if we were to admit that the sanctity of the
Sabbath is an essential element of the Christian religion
-which we do not, by any means, since three-fourths of
the Christian world do not believe in it-still the argument for Sunday closing would be insufficient. The total
number of nominal Christians-counting all the inhabitants of a country as believers in the prevailing religion
-is, it is true, something over 400,000,000; but the number of believers in other religions is over 800,000,000.
What right has the one-third to impose its religious observances upon the two-thirds? Especially, in face of
the solemn declaration made by this nation in one of its
foreign treaties that " The government of the United
States of America is not, in any sense, founded on the
Christian religion?"
At the conclusion of Mr. Waite's remarks, he
read the following resolutions, which, he said, would
be voted on at the close of the meeting:
WHEREAS, The government of the United States is not,
in any sense, founded upon the Christian religion, or in
any way connected therewith, but, on the contrary, it
was the determination of the fathers of the republic that
church and state should be kept forever separate, a determination which has been sanctioned by the statesmen who
hav followed them 1 and which patriotic citizens should
now unite in carrymg out; and
WHEREAS, The coming exhibition, so far as it is national
in its character, should be regulated in its management
by these principles; and
WHEREAS The Fair is to be not only national but international, all nations having been invited to participate in
it; and
WHEREAs, It would be manifestly improper and uniust
that the vis1tors, representing, as they will, all the religions of the world, should be required to conform to religious customs or observances in which so many of them
do not believe; therefore
·
Resolved, That the World's Fair should remain open
on Sunday, as well as on the other days of the week.
Anot.her outburst of -applause that sufficiently
denoted the result of the ballot that was to come
followed.
lirs. Corinne Brown, whose remarks, incisiv,
logical, and sarcastic occasionally, were received
with frequent expressions of approval by the audience, said:
One of the most significant points in the discussion of
the question of opening the World's Fair on Sunday is
the fact that both sides want it their way for the "good of
the workingmen, so. important hav the workingmen become. Another point is that neither side seems to think
that the working-men are able to decide for themselvs
whether they wish it closed or opened. So incapable as
well as impmtant do they seem to be .. Why do they seem to
be incapable, and why are they important? .'l'hey prove
him incapable because on election day he either jumps to
the call of the Democratic whip or dances to the sound of
the Republican whistle and supports the tools of the very
men who are grinaing .out his life. He is important
because "the po~sibil#y e:;tists that he may ]earn bettermay learn to unite· and demand through legislation the
relief he needs.
But, laying this aside, I, too, am an advocate of opening theWorld's Fair on every day-aye, and all night, if
possible. I would speak for a class .of working people.
But they are a class who .cannot speak for themselvs-a
class who work from Monday morning till Saturday night
-ten hours a day-many of whom work on Sunday, and
at times until10 and 12 at night, for $1 and $2 a day; a
class whose hollow cheeks; tired eyes, and lagging footsteps cry to all humanity for justice; a class who are
neglected most by the very ones who profess to follow one
who said, "Suffer little children to come unto me, and
forbid them not."
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Yes, friends, I speak for the children, who, to the shame
of society are forced to earn their own living. There are
twenty thousand of them in Chicago fourteen years old
and under wearing their fingers to the bone pulling out
basting threads, poisoning their lives stripping toba9co,
running their feet off on errands, standing on hot bncks
chipping off sausage meat, perched on high platforms in
the hottest air of the store, taking parcels out of a basket
and putting goods in one, standing in cold drafts opening and shutting doors having their senses pounded out
by the noise and buzz'ing of machinery. 'l'he future of
civilization depends on these children, and how are they
to see the Fair if not on Sunday? These people, who for
the glory of God would consecrate one day in the week to
the darkness of ignorance should create a fund for the
purpose of enabling every' child who earns his bread'to
go inside the _gates on Sundays, and not on one Sunday,
but on every Sunday, the whole twenty thousand of them.
That is enough for a fair-sized city,. twenty thousand.
Shall the World's Fair come here and tney not hav the ad-·
vantage of it? They might as well liv at the North Pole.
I know of people who are planning to come to Chicago at
that time to spend every day of the six months at the Fair.
They regard it as the opportunity of their lives, and these
fanatics would shut up all those wonders of ingenuity and
accomplishment one-seventh of the time- for twenty-eight
days we must stay outside the wall that incloses the most
marvelous works of man. I hav made a suggestion as to
what the church people might do for these children. It
would cost about $60,000 to let every child who earns his
bread in Chicago visit the Fair every Sunday, and arrangements could doubtless be made at Jess than that. TheN
will doubtles,; be provision made for the children of the
various gt·ades of the schools-for children interested in
the various sciences-botany, natUl'al history, mineralogy.
Charitable provision will also be made for the waifs and·
strays of the city to see the Fair, I know Mr. Daniels, of
the Waifs' Mission, wouldn't let such a chance go by;
also, for the children in homes and asylums. Why not for
the little ones who nre earning their bread? Not in the
name of charity, either; but in the na.me of justice.
Let the education and fun which is stolen from them
because of the indifference of society be made up to them
in this way.
The Aurora Tm·n Verein, twenty strong, then
gave a vocal selection and responded. to an encore.
The chairman then introduced Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
who ~poke in part as follows :
.
There is no one thing that has done more toward Liberalizing the people of the United States than the a~ita
tion of the Sunday question. The bonds of superstition
with which they hav so long been shrouded hav been.
pierced and a ray of light thrown on their ignorance
which is now producing results. The arbitrary designation of one particular day of the week as a day of rest
is a relic of paganism. Its advocates appeal for support of
their theory to nature. But nature works every day in
the· year. Nature is a democrat and is certainly no respecter of persons.. Nature never takes a day in seven to
recuperate its exhausted energies. By nature the advocates of the Sunday closing of the Fair are supposed to
mean God, for whom they presume to speak. Now, I
do not know much about God, but I think and firmly believe tliat I know as much about him as these people who
assume to speak for him. It is my honest conviction that
they misrepresent God. . And one reason for my belief is
that I do not believe God is so much worse than we are.
These people who assume to speak for him make him a
cruel" God, a carnivorous God, with cruel claws and an
insatiable maw, who tears and rends the people he has
created, and swallows a continent in his wrath. But this
is a God of man's creation solaly. Woman never made
a God. The man would not giv her a chance to do so.
They would not even let her share in his creation.. The
men who made this God now try to make us believe thath_e
has engineered a corner on Sundays in connection with.
Sam Small, Sam Jones, Dr. Herrick Johnson, and the
Sabbath Union, John V. Farwell, and Colonel Elliott F.
Shepard. I refuse to believe that God has any mercantil instincts in his composition, or that the sanctimonious
pleaders for the closing of the W orld~s Fair on the Sabbath are his accredited mouthpieces.
Loud applause greeted Mrs. Freeman as she
bowed at the conclusion of her speech, and when
Chairman Waite could make himself heard he
stepped forward and introduced as the next
speaker Horace Bennett, who said :
From behind the eastern hills, the sun, in majesty and
g:randeu~ rises. Before its burning rays, darkness ·J•ecedes. The mists of morning melt away. Its light penetrates everywhere. Through the shutters, behind the
blinds, into the palace and hovel it goes, to bid the sleeping world awake. The lethargy of the night passes off,
and all behold another day. Nature speaks no word,
neither givs any sign from behind the eastern hills or
elsewhere to indicate to either_ Jew, Christian, pagan, or
Infidel that one day is. holy and another unholy; that
one day is sacred and another secular.
Some of those who hug with an idolatrous delusion the
legend of the garden of Eden and the story of the destruction of all living by the flood entertain the belief
that Jehovah, the God of the Jews, 1491 B.c., traced with
his finger on a tablet of stone:
"Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six
days shalt thou labor and do all thy work; but the seventh
day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God. In it thou
shalt not do any work, thou, nor. thy son, nor thy daugl).ter, thy manservant, nor thy maidservant, nor thy cattle,
nor the stranger that is within thy gates. For in six days
the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that in
them is, and rested the seventh day; wherefore the Lord
blessed the Sabbath day and hallowed it."
This belief justifies some of our fellow-citizens in publicly expressing the opinion that the World's Fair should
be closed on Sunday. So zealous and earnest are they in
this purpose, that they are forming organizations in various states and trying to create a public sentiment in this
direction. In addition to a general activity, they hav
asked and been granted a hearing before the management with a view of having their wishes complied with.
As I understand it, those who are thus activly engaged
claim to represent the Christian church, but, at the pres-
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ent time, that claim is unfounded. Eminent ann highly police~ I dare to place myself in the category of ~hose language, to tl,J.e end that futu:te generations may be
respectable laymen, as well as some of the most intelli- ~vho will he denounced as enemies of Chicago's interests able to take their place in the ranks of our country's
gent of the cler~y of the Christian church, are avowed In my position on this ~fll~tion. I believe in Chicago as workers educated in the history, the customs, and manfirmly as any of these
·onaire directors but my be- ners of Americans.
advocates of the World's Fair being open.
At about the same period of time the Ten Command- !ie! in Chicago and of its still greater grande~r is because
We guarantee to every man the liberty of worshiping
ments were given, upon the same mountain, the same 1t IS the hotbed of raclicalisiJ?-1 and because it is destined God according to the dictates of his own conscience, and
Jehovah, through Moses, ihe same Jewish oracle, spoke to ~v birth to a movement tnat among other reforms is would giv every assistance to protect all in the exercise of
. destined to sweep that body of American aristocrats, the this liberty, 'bnt we object most strenuously to the interas follows:
"And the Lord spake unto Moses in Mount Sinai, Senate of the United States, out of existence. On behalf ference of any church, no matter under what name it
saying: Both thy bondmen and thy bondmaids, which of 45,000 Turners, whose accredited spokesman I am, I may exist, in the temporal affairs of this country.
thou shalt hav shall be of the heathen that are round demand that theWorld's Fair be open on Sundays and at
We believe that the Bible should be read in our public
about you; of' them shall y_e buy bondmen _and bond- lower prices.
schools, not to teach sectarianism, but to inculcate its
maids. · Moreover, of the children of the strangers that
Mr. Bary then amusingly depicted the consequences teaching. It is the recognized standard of all moral and
do sojourn among you, ofthe!ll shall ye buy! and of their. that would follow if the various nations and religions rep- civil law, we therefore believe that our children should
families that are with yo11, whwh they begat m your land; resented at the Fair should demand its closing on their be educated in its teachings, but that no dogmas or creed
and they shall be your possessio~!-. And ye shall t9:ke Sabbath, and showed that it would be closed every- day in should be taught at the same time.
We believe that patriotism, and love of country, should
them as an inheritance for your children after you, to In- the week if such action was taken. He also mted the
herit them for a possession; they shall be your bondmen Centennial Pxhibition, which had an enormous deficit, due be instilled into the hearts of children, and that with the
for ever " (Lev. xxv, 1, 4!, 45, 46).
to Sunday closing, and the success of the recent Paris ex- sacred words of "mother, home, and heaven/' our
The fourth Commandment is broken in letter and spirit position, where Sunday was the best patronized day of children should be taught that our flag is the symbol of
all that makes a "home " for us. We should place a flag
by every Christian in the civilized world on the recur- the entire w.eek.
upon every public school in our land, and a Bible within,
rence of every Sunday. The American people, as well as
Dr. Juliet H. Severance followed Mr. Bary with and
the object-lesson therein set forth sh uld be a beacon
the people of every civilized nation on the globe, hav
repudiated .in word and deed the principle of human a speech, in which she demolished the superstition light in every storm which threatens to engulf us.
slavery as commanded by God. It is regarded by civil- on which the Sabbath of servants is based. She was
These holy fakirs professing to defend secular
ized nations as an institution of the past, barbarous, in- followed by T. J. Morgan, who ridiculed the prehuman, and degrading. From whence do our fellow- tended interest of the clergy in the laboring man- government and schools, "guarantee to every man
citizens derive their authority to declare one day God's
an interest for his welfare that would deprive him the liberty of worshiping God according to the
day and six days man's days?
.,
Is it custom? If so, it will, like all other customs which of his very opportunity to benefit by the Fair. He dictates of his own conscience." What do they
hav been in discordance with reason, be repealed. Once only asked the reverend doctors to get out of the guarantee to a man who, according to the dictates
it was the custom to burn disbelievers at the stake. In way, and the workingman would look out for him- of his own conscience, will not worship God, and
America they are permitted not only to disbelieve but
self. T. B. Wakeman, of New York, made the is not conscious of any God~ What will they do
to utter their disbelief.
Are those who are to-day making every effort to create closing address, and then a rising vote was called but declare that such a one has no conscience and
a imblic sentiment in favor of closing the World's Fair on for on the resolution. Every man and woman in no rights~ These godly dudes admit none but
Sunday actuated by high and lofty motivs? Hav they the house, except fourteen students of a divinity white men in their order. They probably expect
the same earnest desire which was expressed by Christ in
to go to a white man's heaven, and yet the original
many different ways to benefit their fellow-men? If so, school who were present, arose, and as the divinity
let me ask these to mention some spot or place within the students were not workingmen, the resolutions Christ who came down from heaven was a negro, as
you may see by his images all over India and Italy.
limits of the city of Chicago, within the boundaries of the were declared carried unanimously.
state of Dlinois, yes, mention some spot or place in all this
.These heavenly harpers further require for memberbroad land over which the starry flag waves, which will
ship belief in a supreme being, in addition to a
The Book a Success ; the Meeting Ditto.
, be so shieldeEI. and exempted from places and associations
good moral character; thus admitting that either
which corrupt, pollute, and degrade as that spot of land
To· THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav the belief or the character may exist without the
set apart by the city of Chicago for the World's Columjust received from your office a copy of "Old Tes- other. If a man is moral without such belief what
bian Exposition.
I assert, without fear of contradiction by Jew, Christian, tament Stories Comically Illustrated," for which need of the belief? And if he is not moral with the
pagan, or Infidel that there can be nothing within the receive my heartfelt thanks. It it> time, I think, belief what does it amount to'? This requirement
gates and under the management except that which is ele- that such nonsense, called by many sacred, should
vating and ennobling. A panoramic history is before you. receive its justly merited ridicule, which, while not of the order shows that its purpose is not AmerThe progress of the race will be taught by object-lessons.
ican patriotism, but groveling godliness, a scheme
There will be a collection of the products of scientific in- argument, is often more potent as a force to free to wrest the government from the peol)le and sevestigation and work such as was never before brought the mind from accepted superstitions. I hav just cure it to the priests, the anti-Catholic portion of
together ; the world in miniature will be on ex- returned from the great " Industrial Conference "
hibition, except its pitfalls, its dens of iniquity, held in St. Louis, which was a great delight to them, who hav only the same grounds for their
claims as hav those Christian brethren of theirs
and its ·vices. In the nature of things, the atmosphere, appointments and surroundings will be the those who expect to right labor's wrongs by legis- whom they strain to debar. 0 Consistency! thou
best that the heart, hand, and mind of man can produce. lativ action. I hav iio such hopes, and only expect art a jewel not found in the bel011gings of anyone
Science, art, beauty, and music, each will strive with the of such a movement a means of propaganda of such
other for the plaudits of the multitudes. There will be ideas ·as may at last create a public opinion in the who believes in a God! Pius IX., Enc. 30, says:
"The people are not the source of civil power."
OIJ.tl grand aggregation of music and beauty, either of
which kindles the spark of nobility in man and arouses interest of justice and truth, and help to evolve Who, thPn, ~;hall spPnk for the suprPme being?
humanity to a higher plane of development.
the ambition to higher ideals.
Produce God in court before assuming his jurisWe insist upon Sunday opening that these standards of
We had the pleasure, last evening, of listening
· excellence may be seen, heard, felt, and appreciated by to one of T. B. Wakeman's eloquent lectures on diction.
"We believe that the Dible ~:;hould be read in our
all again and again.
We insist upon Sunday opening for that multitude of "Evolution." Not having heard him for some time, public school~, not to teach sectarianism, but to inworkers, whether ,clerks, laborers, or artisans, that on it was indeed a treat. He also spoke at the great culcate its· teaching." Beautiful! What is the
that universal rest-day they may, with their families, en- mass-meeting at Central Music Hall on Saturday
joy this great privilege without the sense that it costs the evening, held by the American SPcular Union in difference between tPaching_ sectarianism and inculcating its teaching?. · Perhaps inculcate the teachw·ages or the salar;v of a day.
.
,
We insist upon It beca11se it partakes of that broad, gen- the interests of the Sunday opening of the Colum- ings of the Bible is meant.. In that case the
erous, liberal way of doing things, which is in keeping bian Exposition, which was a great success, and the scribes of the order shoulJ. study grammar before
with our American institutions, as contrasted with those speeches, music, etc., were fine and enthusiastically
they interfere with the teachings of the schools:
narrow and contracted methods which seek to dominate received.
JuLIET H. SEvERANCE, M.D.
But what do they want the teachi11g of the Bible
and rule.
If the commissioners who hav been selected by the presiinculcated for? and what teaching of the Bible do
dent from every state and territory in the Union, equally
Look Out For the Holy Humbugs.
they want inculcated? Si"p.ce the DiLle-expounders
divided between the two great political parties, together
Whom
1 The pious frauds of all sects who seek to disagree, what are the poor children to do? Will
with the local directory, in short, the management, shall
to the end, as they hav commenced, conduct this "greatest stuff the, schools with their foul superstitions. · The the contradictions of such a book make them dearof all expositions with sagacity, business judgment, skill, Catholic Quarterly Review says:
headed~ .AJ.·e they to be made critics by examining
and the exercise of the greatest attribute of man, sound
We would much rather ourchildren should grow up in its absurdities? Will reading itr; atrocious filth
reason, and not misled or side-tracked: by the wails and utter ignorance of letters, than be taught in a school that
keep their young minds pure? Will its rant about
petitions of a few superstitious or self-righteous Christians,
an angry God mn.ke them kind?
then and in that case they will merit and receive the ap- is not Catholic.
The Freeman's Journal says:
proval of the America!! people who are so typically rep· The Bible is " the recognized standard of all
resented by this grand . and magnificent audience. ·
Let the public-school system go to where it came from moral and civil law, we therefore believe that our
The next speaker was M. V. Britzius, who said in -the devil. We want Christian schools (meaning paro- children should be educated in it~; teachings, but
chial schools), and the state cannot tell us what Chistianpart:
that no dogm!J.S or creed should be taught at the
ity is.
.
You hav now before you the first w_orkingffian who has
Then score one for the devil-if he loves learning same time." Very simple! But the statement
spoken this evening. I speak for 26,000 cigarmakers. As he is better than a priest. Of course the state can that the Bible is a recognized standard of morals is
a tra(le or class of men we do not look upon Sunday as
a dogma, a part of a creed, and a most contemptibinding. As a class we demand the right to use our· not tell what Christianity is, nor can anyone else; it
leisure time in the way we think will best answer our ne- is too metamorphose. The state has no business ble falsehood at the same time. Recognized by
whom? Pretended to be recognized by some of
cessities. We concede the same right to everyone else. , to buy or sell religion.
Rev. W. W. Carsqn is preaching for the Jefferson the Protestant churches, but not one man on earth
· At the conclusion of .Mr. Britzius's address Mrs.
does so recognize it, since all agree that parts of it
Lund sang Arditi's "El Basio," and then Charles avenue Presbyterian church, which for the time being
holds its meetings in the Detroit Opera House. He wl:lre binding only on a particular people at a parBary said:
recommends the union of all Protestant sects with the ticular period, and since the laws of Christian
The 'l'urners of the district of Chicago, who hav chosen view of forcing the. Bible into the public schools, which countries are made in direct conflict with the laws
one of the least of tl).eir members to speak for them in he declares are Atheistic. Mr. Carson is lately from Canfavor of an open Fair on. Sunday, do so, not as Germans, ada, and cannot be expected to hold very clear views of the Bible, and thus modern governments are
. but as American citizens, who hav cast their lot with this reo-arding American affairs. He should know that our getting civilized. W B do not cook witches any
It deals only with the facts of more, though they are as plentiful as ever. We
~eat republic, and are the stanchest supporters of its school system is secular.
life and teaches nothing either affirmativly or negativly do not stone Sunday cooks nowadays, but make
mstitutions.
The twenty-four nationalities which compose the na- as to a future life. His demand is simply putting argutionalities in the city of Chicago are each and every one mentS into the mouths of Roman Catholics, because they our Sunday dinners the best. Nay, Sunday itself is
too important to allow anyone to arrogate to himself the hav an equal right to demand that their Bible be placed an institution of the gentiles, in contravention of
right to decide this guestion. The movement to close the in the schools. The safety lies in maintaining their secu- the Sabbath of the Bible.
Fair Sundays, while ostensibly in the interest of the lar character and keeping them free from sectarian scramWhat do these pietasters want the children
laboring man, is exactly the opposit. It is really in the bles.-Patriotic American.
taught
"heaven " for? Do they know anything
interest of the class who idle away six days in the weekPrecisely, Mr. Patriotic American, and what
and then idle away the seventh. It is an agitation you hav said of the ·Presbyterian sky-pilot applies about it themselvs ? "Our children should be
fomented by millionaire directors, who sell their daugh~ equally well to the Junior Order of American Me- taught that t.he flag is the symbol of all that makes
ters to titled nonentities, who are European aristocrats
a home for us." Exactly. Then hav done with the
and libertins. The money contributed by labor is ex- chanics, who do not know the meaning of American, Bible, the Christ, the cross, and all the gibberish
hausted in the payment of $15,000 salaries, and now they as is seen by the following articles of their plate
about a God. Put a flag on every school, put every
seek to deprive the workingman of his only chance to form, cut from your pages!
Bible out, and put every cross or other_ symbol of
view ihe results accomplishea, by the dollars he has so
We affirm our devotion to the public school system of foreign government and conspiracy agamst reason
liberally contributed. Will the workingmen of Chicago
tolerate this? Is it not enough that they are now called this country. 'W_e believe in, compulsory _education, a!ld and liberty. in the furnace. Blot the word of Goq
upon to tolerate Nordrum as chief of the World's Fair that all teaching m our schools should be In the EngliSh
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Draper's Conflict, page . 265). Mosheim describes
the situation at this period in very graphic terms.
"The Anglo-Saxon nobles," he says, "devoted to
gluttony anJ. voluptuousnes's, never visited the
church, but the matins and the mass wer@ read over
to them by a hurrying priest in their bed-chambers
The new Bible Picture Book, we are pleased to be before they arose, themselvs not listening. The
able to say, givs satisfaction to those w~o hav pur- common people were a prey to the more powerful ;
chased it. It is bright, brilliant, and witty, rnd the their property was seized, their bodies dragged
away to distant countries ; their maidens were
pictures tell their own story. It is the biggest
either thrown into a brothel or sold for slaves.
book for the price published.
In board covers, Drinking day and night was the general pursuit;
$1.00; in cloth, gold side stamp, $1.50.
vices, the companions of inebriety, followed, effeminating the manly mind. The baronial castles were
Christianity During the Middle .Ages.
dens of robbers. The Saxon Chronicler (William
In the tenth century the ignorance of the people of Malmesbury) records how men and .women were
had developed to an extraordinary degree, and caught and dragged into those strongholds, hung
found expression in general vulgarity, superstition, up by their thumbs or feet, fire applied to them,
and immorality. Yet Christianity· spread. The most knotted strings twisted around their heads, and
degrading doctrins of the Old and New Testaments many other torments inflicted to extort ransom
were most insisted upon as matters of belief, and (Ecclesiastical History).
heresy was regarded as the worst form of criminalIn this age the doctrin of "the joy of the return
ity. The Normans embraced the Christian faith of a repentant sinner" appears to hav been practiced
without pretending to understand it. And wher- to a very large extent; for when people had been
ever the pious missionaries went in order to robbed and murdered the church gave absolution to
carry on their propagandist work, they invariably the thief, providing a share of the plunder was
accompanied the gospel of glad tidings with certain handed over to the coffers of the church (Luke xiv).
edicts and penal laws that were intended to awe their
The year 1000 was thought by many Christians
hearers into· subjection.
to be the one upon which the world would come
In this century the Christian religion was estab- to an end. All work was discontinued for a time;
lished in Russia, where its history has been a long and as most of the people thought that their lives
unbroken period of persecutions upon all who were soon to terminate, they became -exceedingly
would not accept it. Each century in England the pious, and went through all sorts of strange antics
vices of the clergy· seemed to get more numerous of a religious character.
and more blatant. In the tenth century the vice of
"Prodigious numbers of people," says Mosheim,
the clergy was simply terrible.
" abandoned all their civil connections and their paAccording to Mosheim, "both in the Eastern and rental relations, and giving over to the churches or
Western provinces the clergy were for the most monasteries all their lands, treasures, and worldly
part composed of a most worthless set of men, effects, repaired with the utmost precipitation to
shamefully illiterate and stupid, and ignorant more Palestine, where _they imagined that Christ would
especially in religious. matters, equally enslaved to descend to judge the world. Others devoted themsensuality and superstition, and capable of the most selva by a solemn and voluntary .oath to the
abominable and flagitious deeds. This dismal de- service pf the churches, convents, and priesthood,
generacy of ·the sacred· order was, according to the whose slaves they became in the most rigorous
most credible accounts, principally owing to the sense of that word, performing daily their heavy
pretended chiefs and rulers of the universal church, tasks ; and all this from a notion that .the supreme
who indulged themselvs in the cominission of the judge would diminish the severity of their sentence,
most odious crimes, and abandoned themselvs to and look upon them with a more favorable and
the lawless impulse of the most licentious propitious eye, on account of their having made
passions, without reluctance or remorse; who themselvs the slaves of his ministers.
When
confounded, in short, all differences between an eclipse of the sun . and moon happened to be
just: and unjust to satisfy their impious am- visible (see also Hallam's "Europe During the
bition, and whose spiritual empire was such a Middle Ages," p. 599), the cities were deserted, and
diversified scene of iniquity and violence as never their miserable inhabitants fled for refuge to hollow
was exhibited under any of those temporary tyrants caverns, and hid themselvs. among the craggy
who hav been the scourges of mankind" (~cclesias- rocks and under the bending. summits of steep
tical History, page 221). ·
·
mountains.
Hallam, the historian, corroborates this dark
The opulent attempted to bribe the deity and the
picture, and paints in vivid colors the base careers saintly tribe by rich donations conferred upon the
of· some of the popes ; then, turning to another as- sacerdotal. and monastic orders, who were looked
pect of the subject, he observes that "the corrup- upon as the immediate vicegerents of heaven (Ection of the head extended naturally to all other clesiastical History, page 226). Some extraordimembers of the church. All writers concur in stig- nary superstitions prevailed in this tenth century.
matizing the dissoluteness and neglect. of· decency Some of them were. mere delusions of the igthat prevailed among the clergy. Though several norant mind; others were natural deductions
codes of ecclesiastical disciplin had been compiled from the doctrins then almost universally enby particular prelates, yet neither these nor the tertained by Christians. At intervals there hav
ancient canons were much regarded. The bishops, arisen certain foolish fanatics ·who hav proindeed, who were to enforce them, had most occasion claimed the approaching end of the wor~d,
to dread their severity. They were obtruded upon and the fear of the uneducated portion of the poputheir sees, as the supreme pontiffs were upon that lation has led them into strange conduct; but it
of Rome, by force or corruption. A child of five may be doubted whether the doctril}. of the apyears old was made archbishop of Rheims. The proaching end of the world was ever more strongly
see of N orbonne was purchased for another of ten." believed in than in the tenth century; for Hallam
(In a footnote Hallam observes that it was almost tells us that "an army marching under the emperor
general in the church to hav bishops under twenty Otho I. was so· terrified by an eclipse of the sun,
years·old, Even the pope Benedict IX. is said to which it conceived to announce this consummation,
hav been only twelv, but this has been doubted.)
as to dii;!perse hastily on · all sides.
A far
By this relaxation of morals the priesthood began more remarkable and permanent superstition was
to·lose its hold upon the prejudices of mankind. the appeal to heaven in judicial controversies,
. These are nourished chiefly, indeed, by shining ex- whether through the means of combat or ordeal.
amples of piety and virtue, but also, in a supersti- The principle of these· was the same; but in the
tious age, by ascetic observances, by the fasting and former it was mingled with feelings independent of
watching of monks and hermits, who hav obviously religion; the natural dictates of resentment in a
so bad a lot in this life that men are to conclude brave man unjustly accused, and the sympathy of a
that they must hav secured a better reversion in fu- warlike people with the' display of; skill and intreturity. The regular clergy, accordingly, or monastic pidity. These, in course of time, almost obliterated
orders, who practiced, at least apparently, the the primary character of judicial combat, and ultispecious impostures of self-mortification, retained at mately changed it into the modern duel, in which
all times a far greater portion of respect than ordi- assuredly there is no mixture of superstition."
nary priests, though degenerate themselvs, as was
But in the various tests of innocence which were
admitted, from their primitiv strictness (Hallam's called ordeals, this stood undisguised and unqualiEurope During the Middle Ages, page 353). With fied. It is not necessary to describe what is so
corrupt and vicious popes, and ignorant and bom- well known-the ceremonies of trial by handling hot
bastic priests, was it anything but natural to find irori, by plunging the arm into boiling fluids, by
the people in -a wretched, degraded, and servil con- floating or sinking in cold water, or by swallowing
dition 1
a piece of consecrated bread. It is observable that,
-The houses in which they lived were nothing bet- as. the interference of heaven was relied upon as a
ter than mud cabins; the food they ate was of a matter "of course, it seems to hav been reckoned
coarse ·and innutritious .character; while the moral nearly indifferent whether such a test was adopted
·condition was as low as can be well imagined (see as must, humanly <i&nsidered, absolve all the guilty,
and religion out of the dictionaries; let common
sense reign supreme in place of sacred insanity, so
shall we not be engulfed by Romish or any other
priestcraft and churchdom.
JoHN P. GUILD:
IJetroi', Mich.

or one that must convict all the innocent. The ordeals of hot iron or water were, however, more
commonly used, and it has been a perplexing question by what dexterity these tremendous proofs
were eluded. They seem at least to hav placed the
decision of all judicial controversies in the hands
of the clergy, who must hav known the secret, whatever that might be, of satisfying the spectators that
an accused person had held a mass of burning iron
with impunity. For several centuries this mode of
investigati<;>n was in great repute, though not without opposition from some eminent bishops. It
does discredit to the memory of Charlemagne that
he was one of its warmest advocates (Hallam's
Europe During the Middle Ages, pages 599 and
600).
Thus far we hav seen that the appeal to history
does not show that Christianity in practice in
the Middle Ages had those beneficent influences
which hav been claimed by its adherents, but that
the worst portions of Christian teachings were
insisted upon and enforced with the disastrous
results we hav pointed out. It remains to be seen
how in succeeding centuries Christian practice
became worse and worse until its wickedness culIninated in what are described by historians as
"the Dark Ages of Christianity."
ARTHUR B. Moss.
-------~.---------

The new Bible Picture Book, we are pleased to be.
able to say, givs satisfaction to those who hav purchased it. It is bright, brilliant, and witty, and the
pictures tell their own story. It is the biggest
book for the price published. In boat·d covers,
$1.00; in cloth, gold side stamp, $1.50.

Spelling Reform.
The following petition is for signature at the
Spelling Reform rooms, 24 Clinton place, New York:
To the Senate and the House of Representativs, in Oongress assembled:
Your petitioners would respectfully represent that our
present American orthography, though much improved
within the last hundred years, is cumberso:rne, illogical,
unhistorical, and misleading; that millions of dollars are
wasted, each year, in writing and printing unnecessary
letters, while the progress of our children in their education is greatly retarded by the difficulties in the way of
learning to spell. Your petitioners recognize the fact
that in the future, as in the past, changes in our written
language must be made by gradual steps. The modifications herein suggested hav the indorsement of the high:!
est scholarship in the land, and, if adopted, would serve
as the entering wedge for the introduction of other reforms. Worthy precedents fpr such simplifications of
spelling are afforded by the enlightened action of Austria
and Germany in 1879 and 1880, regarding the German
language, and, with respect to an important class of
words in our tongue, by the valuable work of the board
of geographic names, established by order of the president of the United States, Sept. 4, 1890. Your petitioners believe, however, that these changes should be made
at once in the printing done for the government; and
they therefore pray that your honorable body will adopt
the following resolution, which was offered in the House
of Representativs by Hon. Allen C. Durborow, Jan. 11,

1892:

.

"Resolved by the House of Representativs (the
Senate concw·ring), That the public printer be and is
hereby directed in all works of Congress and for the departments begun after the passag& of this resolution, to
adopt the following rules for amended spellings, except in
educational and other works where a different orthography may be requi.J;ed.
"First. Drop ue at the ends of words like dialogue, catalogne, etc., where the preceding vowel is short. ·Thus
spell demagog, epilog, synagog, etc. When the preceding vowel is long, as in prorogue, vogue, disembogue,
retain final letters as at present.
''Second. Drop finale in such words as definite, infinite,
favorite, etc., when the preceding vowel is short. Thus ·
spell opposit, p1·eterit, ltypoc1·it, 1·eqU'isit, etc. When
the preceding vowel is long, as in polite, finite, unite, etc.,
retain present forms unchanged.
''Third Drop final te in words like quartette, coquette, cigarette, etc. Thns spell cigaret, 7"oset, epa1det,
videt, gazet, etc.
".Fourth. Drop final me in words like programme.
Thus spell program, orijlam, g1·am, etc .
"Fifth. Change ph to j in words like phantom, telegraph, phase, etc. Thus spell aljabet, pa1·agraj, filo.9ojy,
jonetic, fotograj, etc.
.
·
"Sixth. Substitute e for clipthongs ce and ru when they
hav the sound for the latter. Thus spell eolian, esthet-ic,
diarrhea, subpena, esojagus, atheneum, etc.
''N.B.-No change in prop"er names."
Mr. Henry R. Boss, one of the leading spirits of
the reform, says : "The prejudice against and the
inertia in regard to spelling reform remind one of
the filling of a mill-pond. The dam stands as a
barrier until the water rises to its top, and when
this point is reached small streams begin to run
over, which gather strength and volume until they
form a resistless torrent, sweeping away all obstructions. The feeling in favor of spelling reforin
is growing and the top of the dam is nearly reached.
Let us Eecure the adoption of Congressman Durborow's resolution for the introduction of a few
new spellings in the public printing, and they will
soon be incorporated in the dictionaries and
adopted by the people, who will wonder why they

..
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hav not done this thing before. This will pave the
way for the twenty-four rules of the Philological Society, which will rapidly lead to phonotypy. At
this time all differences should be dropped, and we
should unite in an aggressiv fight for the Durborow
resolution, trusting to its good effects to help us to
the accomplishment of greater reforms."
ELIZA. B. BURNZ.

1.2, 1.892.

there was a great similarity in that each was the
only infallible one and neither was willing to concede anything to other sects. Of the two churches,
the Baptist has undoubtedly sustained the greatest
loss, and the particular section which he led will,
with the demise of their shepherd, fall away from
the only true faith. If all the clergy held as ironbound opinions as these two men hav done, Christianity would hav been broken to pieces long since.
The new Bible Picture Book, we are pleased to be It is only by bending to the breeze and trimming
able to say, givs satisfaction to those who hav pur- their sails that the more pliable Christians hav
J. D.
chased it. It is bright, brilliant, and witty, and the maintained their existence as such.
pictures tell their own story. It is the biggest
The Immortal One.
book for the price published.
In board covers,
The dust of sleeping heroes may be scattered to the
$1.00; in cloth, gold side stamp, $1.50.
breeze,
Their bones burnt in the fire, or sunl• beneath the seas,
But loving memory's bugle call awakes them to the fight,
Our London Letter.
And Paine, our hero, livs again, and greets us here
Mr. W. R. Bradlaugh, editor of a poor little strugto-night.
..
gling paper called the Anti-I?tfidel, has sustained a He sleeps not in oblivion, while bigotry is heard.
terrible shock to his highly moral feelings at the As superstition's mortal foe, he wields the victor's sword.
hands of the Freethinker·, and his righteous indig- In church and state, his master-mind detects the monfraud
nation has found vent by means of a solicitor's Thatstrous
priest and king, by right divine, rule in the name of
letter to Mr. Foote, in which it is denied that he atGod.
tempted to enter the sick-chamber of hi slate brother, Where'er a soul lies fettered, fast held in bonds of faith,
or endeavored to prevent the Bolton branch of the Or slaves are claimed by tyrants, and ho11nded to the
death,
·
National Secular Society from hiring a certain hall
for lecturing purposes. Under penalty of a libel Paine springs to life in power, sweeping away the lieA,
men are won to freedom, by the truth that never
action Mr. Foote is called upon to make humble Anddies.
apology and remit. ~he sum of three guineas to be
priest must furl his banner, and the monarch leave
sent to some institution named by the aggrieved The his
throne,
pa:.;.ty, and one guinea to the lawyer. Strange to say, For freemen serve no master or such allegiance own,
the culprit, having not the fear of the Lord before And every race, in every land, must utter the decree,
his eyes, has neither apologized nor paid, and this Life, liberty, and happiness for all humanity.
course of procedure appears to hav somewhat non- 0 faithful son of seventy-six! Thy memory shall he
plussed the anti-Infidel and his legal champion. Enshrined within the people's heart, o'er continent and
sea.
Perhaps an appeal may be made through his power- In every
pulse for liberty, they will thy mission trace,
ful organ to scrape together the necessary funds to When creeds are all forgotten, immortal as the race.
commence an . action, though more probably the And when in coming ages the great pantheon's dome
matter will be quietly and unostentatiously dropped, Shall be ready for the heroes, and the nations bid them
come,
.
which in some respects is rather a pity, as the
ch!tnces are greatly in favor of his ignominious de- When Hindoo, Mongol, and Malay with Columbia shall
plan
feat. For many years past he has consistently To grace
with laurel wreath the brow of universal man,
abused Freethinkers, individually and collectivly. Paine's fame shall rest eternal on his motto understood,
It is unfortunate he should be so very thin-skinned, "The world, it is my country; my religion, to do goO!l."
SanFr·anc·isco, Cal., Jan. 29, 181J2. THoMAS CtmTIS.
but as he could never get any of the parties he has
libeled to answer or take notice of him, and finds it
utterly impossible to gain the smallest amount of
The Crucifixion a Fiction.
notoriety, he may hav thought this was his one and
The following clipping from a religious paper is
only chance of bringing himself before the public. sent to THE TRUTH SEEKER by a correspondent at
Poor fellow ! It is to be feared that he will still New Duluth, with a request to the Editor or some
hav to wait for the attainment of his darling object. one else to comment thereon:
The National Reformer has considerably imIn an article from Prof. H. Schubert, in the Literar.lJ
proved during the past year, and the editor has Digest
of July 25, .1891, quoted from Vmn FelN Zwrn
written a personal article in the current number of 11£eer· Stuttgart, June, we find this testimony relativ to
the paper, wherein he givs a slight review of what the ~onderful scenes of the day of the crucifixion of
he has done in the time he has had sole control, and Christ, _showing that they were in no way connected with
ordmary phenomena of nature:
makes a fair appeal for an increased circulation, hold- the"Eusebius
says that Christ suffered in the nineteenth
ing out a hope that he may be enabled to reduce the year of Tiberius, and we learn from 9"reel~ records that
price to that of the Freethinker. It is evident that in this year the sun was darkened, B1thyma shaken, and
as there are three well-established Freethought 'the greater part of Nicea laid in ·ruins. Phlegon narrates
that a total eclipse of the sun, which lasted from the sixth
papers paying their way, though making no gigantic to
the ninth hour, occurred in the reign of Tiberius
profits, the Freethought party cannot be declining, 'during full moon.' Paulus Diaconus says the same, and
as is so fondly hoped and reiterated by certain adds that. neither the moon nor the clouds intervened to
sectarian papers, which themselvs, thanks to the ad- produce it, and that it occurred on the 14th clay of the
month. Now, an eclipse of the sun at full moon is an imvertisements-some of which no daily paper would possibility."
insert-are little mines of wealth, for if they deEusebius does not say that Christ suffered in the
pended solely on sales they would quickly fall into
nineteenth year of Tiberius, but in the ·fifteenth.
oblivion.
A.nd that is the. date given by all the ante-Nicene
Further information has come to hand regarding
fathers, who attempt to fix the time. Now, the
the troubles in China, and a special correspondent
reign of Tiberius began August 19, A.D. 14; conseof a daily journal attributes the "persecution"
quently,·the fifteenth year of ·his reign began August
greatly to the missionaries themselvs, who liv on the
19, A.D. 28, and the ensuing passover was in the
fat of the land, and require as much· attention and
spring
of A.D. 29.
deference paid to them as the mandarins, and if
Tertullian, about A.D. 200, says that the crucithey do not get all they require demand compensafixion was "at the time of the passover on the eighth
tion from the Chinese government and the protecday before the calends of April," i.e., March 25, in
tion of British gunboats. The missionaries are a
the year 29. March 25 A.D. 29 happened to be Fri-curse to the country they liv in, as well as those
day, but it was a whole week after the full moon, and
they come from, and hav been the instigators of
one day earlier than the passover ever occurred.
more than one war in which we hav been unfortuThe fact is that the passover full moon in the year
nately engaged. If they only made some pretense
29 was Saturday or Sunday, April 16 or 17.
to practice what they preach, there might be some
And no one will maintain that the crucifixion was
degree of sympathy shown them, but they do
on either Saturday or Sunday. In whatever year
nothing of the sort, and think the "heathen " can
it may hav occurred the day was Friday.
be easily hoodwinked by their impudent hypocrisy.
The testimony of Phlegon was adduced by Father
How can it be expected that the Chinese or anyone
Lambert in his attempt to demolish Colonel Ingerelse can decide between the conflicting sects ~
soll. The irate priest averred that the darkness at
There are in China missionaries of the Roman Caththe crucifixion was attested by the pagan Phlegon,
. olic, Church of England, Presbyterian, Methodist,
who lived about the year 150, as follows:
Congregational, and Baptist persuasions, and a
In the fourth year of the 202tl Olympiad, there was an
residue of thirty-eight per cent of sects unclassified.
of the sun, the grandest that had ever been
The Chinese are not a nice people according to eclipse
hitherto. About the sixth hour of the day, a night so obWestern ideas, but they are to be pitied for so se- scured that the stars in the heavens became visible. A
vere an infliction. What a happy time it will be for great earthquake took place which overturned many
houses in the city of Nice, in Bithynia.
the world when missions are things of the past!
Two of the chief exponents of widely divergent
On this the priest remarked :
creeds hav passed away within a month-Cardinal
The 202d Olympiad, year 4, corresponds with t}!.e 33tl
Manning and Rev. Charles Spurgeon. The men year of the Christian era. That is the year and time of
·
were in entire contrast, and although their creeds the crucifixion.
Turning to Haydn's Dictionary of Dates, under
werE! strongly opposed one to the other, still
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the head of " Eclipses" we find one remarkable
eclipse, and only one, between the year 188 B.c.
and A.D. 968, and that was A.D. 33. The only authority given for the latter is Josephus; but this is
an ·unaccountable error. The only eclipse either of
the sun or the moon mentioned by Josephus is the
lunar eclipse just before the death of Herod, which
has been determined to hav occurred lVIarch 13,
in the year of the Julian period 4 710, or :IS. c. 4
(see note to Antiquities, XVII, 6, §4, by Dr. Whiston):
Consequently it remains for astronomers to determin whether in the year 33, on a passover day
(or the clay before, as the fourth evangelist and
most of the apocryphal gospels hav it), the sun was
totally obscured by the interposition of the moon,
which, at the "sixth hour of the clay," i. e., at noon,
was at the antipodes, six hours before it could become visible in the eastern horizon !
Paulus Diaconus we never heard of before. He is
not named in Lippincott's Biographical Dictionary,
nor in Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History. Did
Diaconus say that the darkness occurred on the
14th day of the month in the year 33? If so
that was Sunday, eight clays after the passover, and
April14, A.D. 29, was Friday, but that was two or
three clays before the passover.
Often and often hav we demonstrated that there
was no Christ crucified under Pontius Pilate.
Again and again hav we maintained that every
scrap of testimony to such an event is a Christian
forgery. We hav in our library twenty-t,vo volumes
of the "Ante-Nicene Fathers," translated into English. We are quite convinced that, with the possible exception of a few fragmentH, all of those
writings were fabricated after the revival of learning. And two years ago we undertook to prove in
TnE Tnu•m SEEKER that Eusebius's Ecclesiastical
History is a modern forgery.
AN'l'ICHlUS'l'.
The new BiLle Picture Book, we are pleased to be
able to say, givs satisfaction to those who hav purchased it. It is bright, brilliant, and witty, and the
pictures tell their own story. It il:l the Liggol:lt
book for the price publiHhed. In Lom·d coverl:l,
$1.00; in cloth, gold side stamp, $1.50.

1.'heological Suppression of Science.
Why the people at large took this view is easily
understood when we note the attitude of the
guardians of learuing, both Catholic and Protestant,
in that age. It throws gTeat light upon sundry
claims by modern theologians to tnke charge of
public instruction and of the evolution of science.
So important was it thought to hav "sound learning" guarded,· and "safe science" taught, that in
many of the universities, as late as the end of the
seventeenth century, professors were forced to take
an oath not to hold the "Pythagorean "-that is,
the Copernican idea-as to the movement of the
heavenly bodies.
As the contest went on, professors were forbidden to make known to students
the facts revealed by the telescope. Special orders
to this effect were issued by the ecclesiastical authorities to the universities and colleges of Pisa,
Innspruck, Louvain, Douay, Salamanca, and others;
during generations we find the authorities of these
universities boasting that these godless doctrins
were kept away from their students. It is touching to hear such boasts made then, just as it is
touching now to hear sundry excellent university
authorities boast that they discourage the reading
of Mill, Spencer, and Darwin. Nor were such
attempts to keep the truth from students confined
to the Homan Catholic institutions of learning.
Strange as it may seem, nowhere were the facts
confirming the Copernican theory more carefully
kept out of sight than at Wittenberg; the university
of Luther and Melancthon. About the middle of
the sixteenth century there were at that center of
Protestant instruction two astronomers of a very
high order, Hheticus and Heinholcl; both of these,
after thorough study, had convinced themselvs that
the Copernican system was true, but neith€1· of them
was allowed to tell this truth to his students.Andrew JJ. lVhite in .Popular Seienee JJ{onthly.
IT was expressly commanded by the Jewish law
to sacrifice men devoted to the Lord: "Every man
that shall be devoted shall not be redeemed, but
shall be put to death without remission." The Vulgate translates it-" He shall not be redeemed, but
shall die the death." Thus then we perceive sacrifices of human blood clearly established ; there is
no point of history more incontestable; we can only
judge of a nation by its own archives, and by what
it relates concerning itself.- Voltaire.
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'[:)etters of P,ri.snds.
Praise and Kiml A(lvice.
PITTSBURGH, PA., Jan. 6, 1892.
MR.EDITOR: The last issue of THE TRUTH
SEEKER is indeed a beauty. I hope you
will giv more space for scientific, moral,
and advanced ideas instead of those oldfogy ideas, Bible and ghost stories, spirithunting, etc. I like the new issue by
keeping editorials on the front page and
on live topics. One can learn a good bit
more by keeping up with the advanced
time.
Yom·s. truly,
JoHNS. JUERGENS.
An Old Correspondent Turns Up.
LINCOLN, ILL., Feb. 25, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: It is a long time since I
wrote a line for the favorit old TRUTH
SEEKER. I miss several correspondents of
old-notably the versatil Si Slocum, with
his "Holy Queer!" What has happened
him ? He was always forcible and very
readable. Where is E. A. Stevens's trenchant pen? .And then there are A. J. Grover
and M. Babcock!· Come out of the brush,
brethren, and let us hear you.
Yours ever,
JOHN BusHEL.

remembered by our Sunday-closing fanatics, and would popularize the Liberal
movement in such a way as years of hard
labor could not accomplish.
They may baffle agitation,
The living issue choke;
Cast wet blankets on the fire;
But how will they hide the smoke? ·
We must keep the ball rolling. We are
gaining ground every day. I hav made
arrangements, for Remsburg to lecture
here on his return trip, which will be in
February. The different religious denominations hav been holding extra efforts
this winter and hav not got a score of converts in all of the twelv churches of this
place, so I .anticipate a good time when
Remsburg reaohes here.
Yours truly,
J. N. NEWMAN.
Object-Lessons for the Fair.
BREATHEDSVILLE, MD., Feb. 2, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: The ·suggestion, seconded
by Mr. A. H. Bonsteel in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of January 30th, that Freethinkers
secure space at the World's Fair for an exhibition showing "The Progress of the
Church," has my hearty approval.
In addition to having reproductions of
the instruments of torture used on heretics;
wax figures representing' the persecution
of such scielitists as Kepler, Galileo, and
Bruno; the hanging of witches; persecution of Quakers, etc,, there should be
kept on sale an abundance of Freethought
literature and periodicals, and, for free
distribution, a lot of Freethought tracts,
embellished with some of Brother Heston's ·
most striking pictures.
Toward the consummation of this project
I will giv $10, and I know another Freethinker who will do likewise, and think I
can get several more.
This striking object-lesson, placarded
with well-authenticated historical references, would accomplish a world of good--·
more indeed than would the opening of
the Fair on Sunday.
Yours truly,
D. WEBSTE!\.GRoH.

The Value of Silver.
LAFAYETTE CouNTY BANK,
}
GEo. WILsoN, Pres.,
LEXINGToN, Mo., Feb. 7, 1892.
MR. EDIToR:: Mr. A. H. Darrow, of
Hartford, Kan., being a (free) thinker,
ought to do some thinking. In 1872 the
right which we had always had to go to
our mints with silver was taken from us.
Whim we demand its restoration, Mr.
Darrow says, ''No, 412¥grains of standard
silver will only sell for73cents." What was
their bullion value when we were robbed
of our ancient right? It was 103 cents.
Restore the ancient right and you at once
restore the former bullion value. For the
demonetizers to plead the present bullion
value of a silver dollar, which their own
attack on silver brought about, is what is
known in law as pleading one's own wrong
J,ying and .Extortionate Preachers.
in one's own defense. Colonel Ingersoll,
GEoRGE STATION, PA.; Feb. 4, 1892.
or any ·other lawyer, will tell him that
MR. EDIToR: I received the books in due
everyone is estopped from doing that.
time, and am pleased with all of them.
GEo. WILsoN.
The "Pictorial Text-Book" is a "dandy."
It takes with every person that_ reads it.
We Relieve His Disgust.
Inclosed find $4. Send me another ''TextVICTORIA, B. C., Feb. 11, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: The weekly treat, called Book," a new Bible Picture Book,
TRUTH SEEKER, is a real delight for my "Sabbath Breaking," "Christian Abmaterial soul; and I keep it c:U·culating surdities," and Miss H. H. Gardener's
among friends, hoping to make some sul;>- "1\ien, Women, and Gods."
I get a weekly paper that has a sermon
scribers very soon. I trust to get quite a
colony of Freethinkers together in my from the holy Talmage. Well, he is- a.
neighborhood. The only trouble is, there curiosity. His sermons put me in mind.
are so inany semi- and full Liberals who of Ezekiel's vision of fom· living creatures.
hide their lights under the bushel, through The four had the faces of a man, lion, ox,
the influence that the many churches and and eagle (i, 10; x, 14), and the likeness of
religious associations hav among people. their faces was the same that he saw at the
I wish a good lecturer would shake them up river Chebar. Now, you see he could not
a little. The Secular Society in this city giv an account of a small vision without
is in a somewhat dormant state. Perhaps lying. So it seems to be characteristic of
spring will revive it again-though we hav all the holy drones to exaggerate. I had
had no winter yet. Inclosed find money a small conversation with a Lutheran
order for $10 for the "Freethinkers' Pic- preacher from Greensburg. We'came to
torial Text-Book" and the new Bible the conclusion that exaggeration is lying;
Picture Book as soon as· it comes from that extortion is theft; that sending out to
press, and some others, of which I add a everybody for a dollar, no difference if
list. The new books will relieve me much they belonged to the church or not, to
of the disgusting feeling I hav when I help build a tabernacle for a congregation
read the Bible or the Koran, compared that is worth millions, is audacious, lmbecoming a gentleman, and as small as the
with Hmnbolclt's " Cosmos."
I am sorry to read that one German little end of nothing whittled down.
In conclusion, I will say to the Rev. Mr.
Freethought paper exists no more. Please
send me a copy of the l>Ien.~henthum, or at Talmage, when he blows his gospel foghorn about Infidels it would be more
least the address of its birthplace.
I am very pleased with the 1892 shape of credit to him to slander live ones-take
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and Heston's pict- Colonel Ingersoll for instance-not dead
ones that had more common sense than all
ures. E1·go lilY best respects.
the Talmages, Pauls, Sam J oneses, Davids,
Yours, truth-seeking, JOHN W. HoRN.
Solomons and concubines, and Salvation
What To Do at ·the Fair.
Army thrown in. I mean Voltaire.
MuscATINE, IA., Jan. 25,1892.
Precision of speech is essential to accuMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1.50 for the rate reasoning. It becomes far more imBible Picture Book, by Heston, and port>mt when a sentence has the authority
"Maria Monk."
of law. But its value is immeasurably enThere being strong efforts made to se- hanced when the expression claims to be
cure the Sunday opening of the Colum- received as the word of God. Saint Paul
bian Exposition at Chicago, should they had no stability or precision in his writfail I wonld suggest that the Liberals hold ings. He thought he was doing right to
Sunday meetings at some suitable grounds curse any person that differed with him.
or hall and arrange fol' some popular lect- And fools believe he was right. In order
ure for each SnnJay~ Ingersoll, Watts, to be saved havfaith.. It is the elementary
Putnam, Reynolds, Remsbu:rg, ancl many principle of all religions. But faith is no
others of this and other countries who will \ virtne. It is an inheritance of .the unedtlvisit the big show would make a rattling cated. An ignorant generation repose in
among the dry bones that would he long a paradise of illusions. In vain preachers
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now exhort to faith and in vain they de- of officers and directors until we hav, you
nounce Infidelity. Some stronger law and I, done all in our power ·to aid them,
overrules mankind, and everywhere as ex- and the close of their year has proved
perience advances faith recedes.
their incapability.
ALEx. SToREY.
We ought to make a grand showing at
the congress of the World's Fair. We
Faith Cure Explained.
can, if we try. Will you not go to workLEAVENWORTH, RAN., Jan. 23, 18.92.
I know that you hav grand abilities-and
MR. EDITOR: If the cure by faith of the enthuse all, far and near, with the spirit of
man with sixteen running sores is the only work, and second the efforts of this new
"stumbling-block" in the way of A. S. board to unite and place at work all
Lehr, of York, Pa., becoming a Rational- Liberal organizations, for the success of
ist, let us try and remove it. Faith cure Secular principles in 1893?
is simply mind cure. Most cures are faith
We need money to do this. Let Liberals
cures-faith in the remedy-faith• in the now try for once to fill that treasury by
doctor. The brain controls the nervous direct personal effort among their friends,
system and the nervous system controls and send representativs to make rulesthe circulation and the vital· organs. select live workers for offi!}ers at the next
Thousands of persons annually die as congress. The cause is ours. We hav
sudden deaths from hearing three or four the ability to do this. The fault is our
words spoken-such as, "Your husband is own if we do nothav such officers and such
dead!"-as though they were struck by a a working union· as we desire in the
cannon-ball. The power of mind over American Secular Union.
body is almost unlimited. Now, :this
Here is my hand and a pledge, my
afflicted man ha4 from years of over- brother, to do all I can to sustain this new
expenditure of vital energy or wrong liv- set of officers and our noble press for 1892
ing, become a vital bankrupt. His nerv- and 1893. Will you help me?
ous system was practically dead.
No
IsAAc S. LEE.
power to eliminate dead tissues. No natural sewerage. Hence the sores. Rest,
Rencontre With a Christian Lady.
changed conditions, and proper habits will
GRAND FoRKs, N.D., Dec. 24, 1891.
restore him to health in one or two or
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $4.25
three years. He tries one doctor after
another. Of course they fail to "cure" for renewal of my old friend, THE TRUTH
him and he loses faith in them. The case SEEKER, and for books.
I will try to giv you a little idea of what
is not ripe for a cure yet. Nature takes
her time. Much suffering and fretting a pious, priest-ridden town I am in, with
finally brmg his nerves back to life. At a population of between six and tseven
last he reaches a condition when the poor- thousand, and only fourteen churches of
est quack doctor in the world is liable to different denominations, and a sprinkling
step in and gather a harvest that others of Jews, Buddhists, Spiritualists, Christian
hav sown. But the poor fellow hears of Scientists, and a few skeptics-brtlf-href'nfl,
the faith curists, and, rendered almost that keep their light under a l.Ju~:<hPl. ns
frantic by his sufferings, his doubts and Christ did: "See that no man knoweth ~t,
his fears, he lends a willing ear to the glad see thou tellest no man." I keep my cantidings of hope they bring.. Gradually he dle on top of the bushel as you do, and
is wrought up to a high state of mental ex- always lit and ready for use. And it so
citement and expectation. The "windows happened I got in conversation with a
of heaven," to use a cant phrase Of igno- Christian lady of the higher circles of
rant piety, "are opened, and a revivifying society, and belonging to one of the biggest
flood of diVine grace is poured down upon Protestant churches in the city. I made a
him." Well, the upshot of the business is, remark for fun, and she took me up as
"What," she said,
the man is cured. His morbid conditions quick as thought.
are swept away as effectually as though he "are you an Infidel?" "Well," I said,
had taken a thorough treatment of alter- "I am a Freethinker." "Oh," she said,
nating sweats and hot baths. But there "I hate, detest, abhor an Infidel." I said, .
is nothing miraculous about it. It is "That is pure Christianity. Christ says,
purely scientific and hygienic. Read up, 'If any man come unto me and hate not
read up, friend Lehr. First send $1 to his father and mother, wife and children,
Helen Wilma~s, Lithia Springs, Ga., for brothers and sisters, yea and his own life
her bmmd volumes of the Exp1·ess, and also, he cannot be my disciple.' " She
study her doctrin of mental science or said, "Oh, I love Jesus." I said, "I
suppose you believe God is the father of
mind cure.
S. R. SHEPHERD.
all." "Yes,". she said, " I do." " Then,"
I said, "God committed incest with a
Would Revive the Secular Union
virgin daughter, what the law would send
FoRT WoRTH, TEx., Feb. 1, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: In your issue of January me to state prison for." She-said, "You
16th, "A." indulges in what I regard a don't 1mderstand it." ''Well," I said,
very unjust criticism of the American "it was plain reading." I asked her if
Secular Union. He makes the sweeping she ever read Paine's " Age of Reason.,;
charge of inefficiency, "lagging behind" "No," she said, "I wouldn't read such
trash as that. I had a cousin that read it,
all other organizations, etc.
Friend "A.," this is a ''secular" gov- and it ruined him." I asked her if she
ernment, " of the people, by the people, ever read N urn. xxxi. " Yes," she said,
for the people." In other words, the peo- with a snap. "Why didn't Moses giv the
ple are the supreme r'ule-makers, not priest Lord his tribute of thirty-two virgins as he
or king or God, but the state and the state agreed to, instead of giving them to Eleazar
only. This being true, the Secular Union the high priest, or had the Lord got too old,
is or ought to be the representativ head like old David, so that there was no heat
of all Liberal organizations, and express- in him?" " Oh," she roared, " you must
ing their sentiments. But if it does •' lag not ask such questions as that! The reabehind," as you charge, would it not be son? Why, let such things he just as they
well to bear in mind that it is the only are." Selah!
As for the paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER,
organization that we hav trying to do
something for the cause of human free- it fills the bill as far as I am concerned,
dom? Do not forget this, and throw a for it is the most fearless, outspoken paper
stumbling-block in the way of a weak I ever read, for exposing the most damnabrother. Help him. to stand alone. It is ble fraud and the greatest curse that ever
for us. Try and put your shoulder to the was entailed o~ the human race, ciilled
wheel and strengthen the pulling force, Christianity. A man came along here
won't you, brother? If it is weak, the with his grip of Bibles and tracts, and
reason is easily found. When the time offered to sell me a Bible. I said, " I
comes for an annual congress, instead of wouldn't giv ten cents for a carLoad, una grand enthusiastic meeting of· Liberals less it was for wrapping-paper, for it is the
from all over our land, only a few are to be worst book I ever read. " He asked, " In
found there, all others having the grum- what way?" I said, ''For lying, stealing,
rape, ravishing, and murder, and 'Thus
bler's chair at home.
All honor to our noble press-TRUTH saith the Lord ' to it all." I told him that
SEEKER,· Investigator, l~Iagazine, Age, these priests and preachers didn't know as
etc.-we cannot exist without them; but much as a sucking pig. I said, "Put a
we must hav grand annual congresses, pig in a bag and tie it up, and take the
and live, activ, shrewd officers of the priestandpig out on a prairie five miles, in
Secular Union for offensiv work in 1892-3. a cloudy day or at night; the pig would
We do! Then, my brother, let you and I come home, but the priest couldn't unless
prove our chivalric spirit by not censuring, he followed the pig. 'I, even I, am the
denouncing, and crippling the new board Lord, and besides me there is . no saviOJ;'
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(lsa. xlili, 11; Eccl. iii, 19, 20, 21 ), but ·the
priests say we must hav faith and believe
on a crazy piratical Jew, that came not
- with peace but a sword. Christ says, 'I
am the way.' I don't like his way."
Yours for truth,
LEVI BANCROFT.

..

-

make out a case, it is not a commendable
or manly act.
Characterizing the deed in that way
works sometimes injustice, and maybe a
side-thrust at the living.
There is nothing extravagant in saying
that Mrs. Besant is now filling as large a
place both in the eye and ear of the public,
riot only in England and Amer"ica but on
the Continent, not ·excepting cro ;vned or
titled heads, statesmen and philosophers,
as any other living personality. In the
endeavor to see and hear there is an unparalleled eagerness manifested-not by
drones or dullards but by men and women
competent to think and judge for themselva. With a persistency that hardly has
a parallel, she has fought her way to a
splendid eminence, and had to contend
with adversity, detraction, and falsehood.
Ap.d, when "sitting at the feet of Madam
Blavatsky," has she learned some trut.hs?
Or is it all a glamour? When struggling
to find a truth it was not for self alone, but
for humanity. And whoever charges her
with motivs selfish would be lacking in
self-respect, and respect from the world
would be withheld because undeserved.
Of her~elf Mrs. Besant has written: "May
I add that its call to limitless self-sacrifice
"for human good-a call addressed to all
who can answer it-came to me as offering
satisfaction to what has always been the
deepest craving of my nature-the longing
to serve as ransom for the race. At once I
recognized that here was the path to that
which I had been seeking all my life."
JOHN vAN DENllURGH.

12. 1.892.

of man, god, or king anything thattouches
this creed in truth and simplicity. When
once we liv according to this creed there
will be no more use for theologians, devils,
or gods. The difference between the
colonel's creed and those of the old
schools is this: The old creeds are
founded upon faith, without investigation,
for the most of the followers of the old
schools hav not enough reason to investig:ate. While the colonel's creed is natural;
nnd requires reason only to see that it eml•races more than all the rest; and it has a
kndency to lead men and women upward
in the path of thought, for once a person
begins to rel'lllon every day furnishes new
and interesting thoughts and new subjects
fur thought, until said person in a short
time finds himself reasoning like a philosopher. And then he will become an admirer of Colonel Ingersoll, even though
he does not believe as he does, for any• ne with good taste that can rise above
prejudice must admire the colonel as a
man, and also the simplicity of his writiugs. They are destitute of ambiguous
terms. A small child can understand this:
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institution. I did so with hope and expectancy of being enlightened. I hav
been seeking erilightenment ever since. I
find, to my great disappointment, that
those in the church know just as little, and
hav the same feelings and experiences, as
those out of the church. However, my
experience has not been altogether fruitWoman Suffrage.
less, for I hav ascertained, to a certainty,
that the modern Christian church strenuOAKESDALE, WASH., Feb. 18, 1892.
ously encourages and suggests the develMR. EDITO}\: If you will allow me space
opment of the imagination and hypocrisy.
I will say a few words in regard to woman
I find that the man who will accept any
suffrage. In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Febstatement, whatever, without inquiring for
ruary 13th John Peck, in his discussion of
a reason, and can successfully pretend to
"Woman To the Fore," quotes an exbe what, in reality, he is not, is capable of
pression of R. G. Ingersoll, namely,
being the most thoroughly Christianized.
"Woman possesses all the rights which I
I, for some reason, cannot appreciate this
enjoy and one more-and that is the right
sort of a highway to holiness, for I am in
to be protected," and then. says that ''he
the habit of thinking that if the Christian
might hav added that he possesses the
church means to include thinking men
right -to protect her and that would h_av
among its supporters, it must giv them
made the list of rights equal."
something to think about. The child's
These two great and good men are in
implicit confidence in the parent lasts until
error. All persons are born with the same
its own reason exceeds that of the parent.
natural rights, without any regard to race,
A man's confidence in the church would
sex, or color. Man has every right that
last until his own reason exceeds that of
woman has; this must be so in the very
the church. The parent may inspire connature of things.
We do not know, we cannot say
tinued confidence by the possesHion of a
Whether death is a wall or a door,
Women hav no right whatever to use
The bAginning or end of a day,
higher ability to reason than the child will
their influence in bringing on a war, and
Or the spreading of wings to soar.
ever attain. So may tl1e church hope for
then send the men out to· do the fighting.
They hav no right to a voice in military
Could anything be plainer? It is tru t.h a continued confidence from its supporters
or naval laws.
and simplicity in one breath. How can by being over and above what they may
I cheerfully admit that the election franauyone capable· of reading and reasoning think or do fur themsolvs. But, quite natchise should be extended to them on all
fail to see the beauty, the clear and able urally, the child must be informed upon
other questions.
reasoning? But such reasoning implies a every question it may ask the parent, or its
I hav been taking THE T:aUTH SEEKER
doubt? Yes, and doubt leads to in- confidence in the parent's ability will he
since S. P. Putnam's last lecture at this
vestigation, and investigation leads to shaken. Likewise should the would-be
Christian be iuformed by the church
-place. I come nearer reading everything
truth, the temple of Agnostics.
upon every point which calls for elucillain it than any paper I ever read.
We
hav
many
able
and
efficient
men
who
On Thinking, and Colonel Ingei·soll.
would make splendid timber for the presi- tion. Now, imaf,>in the parent making an
w. 0. HADSELL.
IPAVA, ILL., Feb. 10, 1892.
dency in 1892, but the people's minds are indignant refuflal to answer the questions
"He that hath brains to thirik, let him
hardly ripe for selecting the best-al- which are of utmost importance to the
think " (Ingersoll).
though it would not be any surprise to me child'H well-beiug. Woulcl there l1e any
·Madam Blavatsky, _Theosophy, Mrs.
MR. EDITOR: Can there be found one if the best under existing circumstances fairness in censuring tho child fur losiug
Besant.
text in the Old or New Testament that has should be selected. I am. satisfied that confidence in the parent? Anu now imMILWAUKEE, Wis., Jan. 6, 1892.
as broad and deep a meaning? If the aver- this creator of the new faith-investigating ugin the clmrch making an indiguant reMR. EDITOR: In the December number age text of the averag~ preacher can be
school-will, everything being equal-that fusal. (from ohstinncy or iJmhility) to anof the Freethinker'8 Magazine is an ar- talked upon intelligently, why not the
is, everything progressing as it is now-be swer the queHtions which are of inestiticle entitled ''Theosophical Thanks," by above? Is not thought the greatest of all
ripe in 1896, and surely this many-sided ~able importance to t,he well-heiug of every
Mr. A. L. Rawson, wherein we find this privileges, all blessings? To thought-the
man, this man who is indispu-tably the human beiug. Would there be auy justice
quotation from Moncure D. Conway: liberty of thought-we owe our elevation.
blossom of the intellectual tree, should be- in condemning anyone for losing confi"Mr. Conway asked Madam Blavatsky To the thinking mind we owe our railfore he quits this life holtl the highest dence in the Christian chnreh after snch
about her miracles-wonder-works-and roads, our ocean steamers, our books, and
office in the gift of the American people. refusal? It is because I hav songht this
she answered: 'It is a glamour; people our comforts in life. Why should there
This would in a mea1mre redeem the peo- information and fonnd it not, that I write
think they see what they do not see; that be any restraint put upon thought? It is
ple from the error of having, a few times this letter. I huv asked fur it many times,
is the whole of it.' "
only the weak in mind, the pessimistic, in the past, placed stupidity on this ele- but find my would-be informants equally
And Mr. Rawson adds: "We should be that desire to clip the wings of the thinker.
incapable and nninformeu. So I am leu
thankful to Mr. Conway, and also to There can be no more harm in thinking vated seat.
to hope for the desired information
Yours
truly
for
truth,
progression,
and
. Madam Blavatsky, for the clear light of than there is in a bird flying or a horse
through the columns of THE TRUTH
this revelation from the only original trotting. True, there is a great difference optimistic education, C. S. RANDOLPH.
SEEKEU. Should I again be uisappointeu,
source of Theosophy."
in the flight of birds. · The sage-hen can
I see no alternativ than. to greatly deplore
This is unequivocal language, without a not enjoy the soaring of the eagle, and if
the ability of the Christian churc4 to
single qualification. And it is from high she reasons at all she no doubt would say If the Clturch Wants Thinkers, It Must maintain the high standard of knowledge
Giv
Something
to
Think
About.
authority, because there is not one in· ten it i(l wrong for the eagle to fly so high.
and excellence of which it boasts.
thousand, as the world goes, that hal! had And so the draft-horse objects to the
NoRTH BALTIMoRE, 0., l!,eb. 25, 18!l2.
1. Giv snch an idea of God as will sngthe opportunity of studying peoples, col- speed of Maud S., and so the preachers
MR. EDITOR: I am told that Christianity
gest his nature, attributes, anu location.
lectivly and singly, that Mr. Conway has and priests object to the colonel's intellect- does not attempt to discourage reason or
Does he see, hear, and think?
been favored with. And besides all that, ual soaring. They think he should hav investigation. In this instance it becomes
2. Was Christ's death 'on the cross a
• he is regarded as a gleaner of knowledge his reason dulled, or a gage put upon his the duty of those who already hav the
and bestower of it for the good it will do. brain and allow them to hold the crank.
"light" to instruct those who are yet in necessary sacrifice? In what way does it
Now, on the supposition that there is no . The colonel is frequently alluded to as "darkness," when such persons come to affect me? In "bat way diu his death
mistake or misconception in relation to it, "the apostle of the new faith." It seems them earnestly seeking instruction and the facilitate salvation?
3. Is there a heaven and h.ell? If so,
tis one of the most frank and plain con- to me he is almost entitled to be called the truth. This is exactly as it should be. If
fessions on record. And frauds of all creator of the new faith, for he has done it be in the power of anyone to enlighten where are they, anrl what are they? What
kinds are crimes, and the authors criminals, more toward throwing intellectual and . another of his fellow-creatures upon the proof iH there for their exiHtcnce besiues
and should be held amenable to law.
progressiv light upon the benighted and greatest of all themes for the contempla- the Bible?
4. IH the Holy Bible inspirell? IH it
In plain language Mr. Rawson's ambigu- superstitious brain, by painting beautiful tion of the living, the future state of the.
ous phrases would be simply this, nothing word-pictures to take the place of the dark soul, I am of the opinion that it becomes stri!)tly true in every pnrticnlitr? Is it the
more or less: The great leading lights of and cruel daubs of the stumbling theolo- an imperativ duty for such a one to furnish only foundation fnr the ChriHtiau f1Lith?
5. Is the soul mutcrial or immaterial?
This person
Theosophy hav not only duped the unso- gians, than all who hav gone· before. the desired information.
phisticated, but made them pay for it.
These little pessimistic fellows continue in must remember that while there are thou- In either instanc<', what proof is there,
There is not a word in Mr. Rawson's trying to smirch the reputation and char- sands who are willing to accept his Hight hesides the Bible, that the sonl preserves
lengthy paper by which the general reader, acter of the colonel by telling the people of imagination as an infallible guide to the its consciousneEs and individualism after
not favored with the circumstances or oc- that he does not believe what he preaches. heaven which we. all hope to reach, there leaving the hotly?
fi. IH the church a human or llivinc insticasion, can guess what induced Madam When a man is insincere in his own work, are also those who very properly desire to
Blavatsky to make that astounding con- when he disbelieves his own saying, then investigate this matter of future existence tution? Does eternal pleasure or remorse
fession.
he naturally thinks everybody as dishonest and to subject it to the same course of depend upon sectariunism? Uan anyone
Was Mr. Conway commissioned in con- as himself. I think Colonel Ingersoll is thought and reason as it is customary to be saved who is not a church-memb!'r?
7. Is there any positiv lmowledge of anyfidence to keep silent until after her death? honest in his teaching. And I believe he apply to all other departments of knowlSo, while bare statements are thing other than what we may see, hear,
Or was there no condition or obligation on is right, and I believe the time is not far edg(3.
his part one way or another? To hav distant when aU thinking men and women eagerly accepted by some, there is also to feel, taste, anu smell?
In closing my letter, I desire to reiterate
made public that confidence before her will see the beauty .and necessity of the be found a great "need of reason among
death would hav at once ended the money- new faith. I think Colonel Ingersoll the others, and the Christian who cannot or and emphasize t}le statement which I made
making, that Mr. Rawson claims was greatest man living, in the true sense of will not combine the two-substantiate his in the beginning. I am earnestly and
the main, if not the only, object. Here greatness. He has the most fertil brain. statements by reason-has arrived at a honestly seeking ''light," and I shall be
we find a palpable conflict in relation to He is. a true artist; and his paintings will conclusion illogically; is thoroughly in- 1mder eternal obligations to anyone who
causes and motivs, that needs a like expla- never fade, for he uses the finest natural competent as authority on religious sub- may think it worth his time to enlighten
nation. The making of accusations and colors. Besides, he is a connoisseur on all jects, and is a greater hindrance than a me. Yet I would not ask so much attention were I alone to be benefited, but I
charges after the accused has passed be• that is beautifuL How about his creed? helper to the cause he represents.
I am yet a young man and am tlesirom; know that there nrc hundreds of other
yond the possibility oi denying should It is short and simple. It applies to all.
never be practiced, without giving all the It covers the whole. Here it is: "Hap- of making the most of life. I hav thought young men who arc equally anxious to be
details and conditions.
piness is the only good. The place to be earnestly and honestly upon the creeus satisfied upon the question I huv asked.
More, it is an evasion, lellving out that happy is here. The time to be happy is and tloctrins of the Christian church-hav- Further, I am HO constituted as to think
which ought to hav 'been put •in. If such now. The way to be happy is to make ing, in fact; been accepted into fellowship that the life or death of the church deJ. EDW. s.
omission is purposely done, in order to others so." There never fell from the lips with the Presbyterian branch of this great pentls upon reason.
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(j Ai.Zdrsn' s (j ornsr.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
River, JJ1ass._, to whom all Communica:.Ions for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When-the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the d!~c:y's occurations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

.After the War Comes Peace.
Oh, this dull, weary, heartsick pain!
Will it never, never cease'/
i\fy heart is sad, the world seems dark,
Oh, where is there rest and peace'/
I seek for it ever; I find it not,
Though I search for it night and clay.
And if in my dreams it is sometimes nigh,
Yet waking, it passes away.
Oh, days of my childhood that seem long past,
How I cou!a value you now;
·when trouble, and worry, and care hav cast
Their shadow o'er my fair brow.
l\Iy heart is weary, the world seems clark,
Ah, dark as the blackest night;
And though I hav looked on every side,
I see not one gleam of light.
What, do I fear the battle for truth
In a world so clark and chill'/
Would I turn coward while others strive
'l'o shed light o'er vale and hill?
No, never! A hand now cold in death,
But a cherished memory still,
Will giv courage to stand for justice and right,
With a firm, unaltering will.
'l'he struggle for justice, for right, for truth,
It surely must some time cease.
Ro I'll labor in hopes of a happy dawn,
For _"After the war comes peace."
ANNIE l\1. 1\foHN.

Tlte Little Brown Farm.
A little brown farm is over the hill
Where the shadows are held with a Rong;
Where the oriole calls to the lost whippoorwill,
And I find peaceful rest from the throng.
Oh, the dear little farm, tlie queer little farm,
'l'he brown little farm on the hill.
Hwcct children once played on this brown little
farmNow answer me this with your ken,
" Docs a mother not feel secure from harm
'Neath the roof whence her boys grew to men'/"
Oh, serene little farm, you are queen, little farm,
The little brown farm on the hill.
Here the daughters went forth, their eyes like the
stars,
To toil in the world's busy looms,
Till the lights in the west from the golden-red
bars
Are each a love-lamp in my rooms.
Oh, the glad little farm, you are sad, little farm,
'l'he little brown farm on the hill.
MARY BAIRD FINCH.
Clearwater, Neb., Feb. 20,~1892.

My First Tomato.
Tomatoes originated in South America,
but were not cultivated to any extent until introduced into this country. Horticulturists hav perfected them to that
degree that they hav become a luscious
fruit, necessary on every table and at every
meal in a variety of forms. The natural
taste of the tomato was disagreeable at the
:first introduction, though one could hardly
think so now, their use has become so
prevalent, but the relish for them is an
acquired one. The :first one I ever saw
was m 1830. I was then in my twelfth
year, being sent to a distant city for a
two weeks' visit from a home where ap'
ples, pears, peaches, and plums lay rotting
on the ground, where I would get up
in the morning with a craving appetite
and eat unconsciously to a surfeit, never
thinking I should ever want more; yet
getting up the next morning with the same
yearning. So on the morning of my departure for the city, after eating: of fruit
to gluttony, it never occurred to my boyish
thoughtlessness what I would do for the
morrow. Indeed, I took "no thought of
the morrow-what I should eat or what
I should drink " (I hay learned better
since). Well, after three or four clays of
walking the noisy streets, and the disappearance of my money, I began to hav a
hankering for the flesh-pot of Egypt, or
rather the pears, peaches, plums, or even
apples, I had left behind me. One evening, while walking clown the street, I
espied what seemed to me a beautiful
basket of pears standing in front of a
grocery store. Such a beautiful variegated
green and reel I had never seen before.
I believed them to be a variety of pear
superior to any I had ever tasted. I
had not been told not to touch them, like
Mother Eve of old, or that I should surely
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die if I ate them. But enough, I wanted
one. After walking past them a number
of times I plucked one from the basket.
Then my courage ceased; I never stopped
rnnning until I was safe in my little room
at my aunt's. Though the groceryman
did not see me, I believed that God, whom
I had been told was always watching, did
see me; but I had been told a.Jso that God
would pa1:clon at the last mimi.te. I
thought I would eat the pear and settle
with God afterward. Yet I felt that my
heart was deceitful above all things and
desperately wicked.
·
Well, after lying in bed a few minutes
with the pear in my hand I J;ook a big
bite. Oh, horror of horrors! it was an
enchanted pear with which the devil beguiled me.
I jmnped out of bed quicker than I ever
jumped out to drive the cows to pasture,
and prayed to God, whom I had been· informed was never out of hearing, to forgiv me, telling how wicked I had been,
never for a moment thinking he knew
anything about it before, or that the
groceryman was the real party injured. I
also told God how good I was going to be
in the future. While at this business,
Tommy Cook, my room-mate, came in.
Tommy was a runner in a bank, about two
years older than myself, and well used to
city life. "What's afoot now, simpleton?''
a name he had given me from our .:first
acquaintance. I told him all my trouble.
He thought for a moment, and said,
"Well, you can settle it better with God
than you could with old Chubbs, the grocer.
But where is the pear?" I gave it to
him, and to my utter consternation he
ate the whole of it with avidity, saying,
"Why, simple, this is a tomato. I love a
love-apple, and you put on your clothes
and go and steal me some more!" This I
very decidedly refused to do, although
Tommy contended it was as wicked to
steal a pin as a greater thing. I, in spite
of my early training, took a more practical
view of the matter. The next day I went
to Mr. Chubbs and told what I had done
the night before. Mr .. Chubbs was inclined to be severe on me at :first, but a
kind lady customer heard my story, patted
me on the head, bought me two large pears
and a peach, said she loved me and every
other good boy. The soft tones of her
voice still linger in my ears.
My young readers, there is a satisfaction
in being honest from principle and an inward satisfaction. It is not different from
being honest from policy, which needs no
prison to keep you so. "An honest man
is the noblest work of God," as Pope said.
No matter who said it, as an old m~;tn of
experience I know it is true.
OLD MAN pAXTON.

Correspondence.
,
BANDON, ORE., Feb. 9, 1892.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: Having been a reader
of the Children's- Corner for over a year,
and not seeing any letters from this part
of the country, I thought I would write
you a short letter. My papa takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and I like the pictures
very much especially the one of December 26th, where the goat is making its meal
out of the little darkey's head. We are living in the wood~, ~nd it is very lonesome
sometimes, and 1t Is very seldom I see any
boys to play witp. I hav a little sister
:fifteen months old, and two kittens. I am
helping my papa clear some land around
our house. I help him pile brush and roll
logs onto the :fire. We hav cleared quite
a piece of it now, so you see I do not hav
much time to get lonesome. Well, I guess
I hav written enough for this time. From
a young Liberal. I am eleven years old.
LESLIE MoULTON,
ALLIANCE, 0., ·Feb, 23, 1892.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my :first letter.
I hav been reading the letters in the Corner for some time, and am much pleased
with them. I hope you or some one of
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER that
will read this letter will write to the Liberals of Alliance, and giv them some good
advice. We hav a good brick church in
this place, and we little folks hav no place
to go on Sunday only to orthodox Sundayschools, all becawoe the older folks are so
selfish. They differ because some think
spirits come back, and some think when
they die that is the last of them, and some
don't know. Well, I don't know, but I
do know we should get together every
week and hav a good time no difference
whether we believe we will liv after this
life or not, but make the best of this.
Sometimes I think the Bible must be right,
and that old Adam or some one else has

.
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played the mischief with us all, and sometimes I almost conclude it struck in harder
on the Liberals than the rest of mankind.
Yours,
N.C.
[The Liberals should see that the little
folks hav a suitable place to meet together
on Sunday. " Just as the twig is bent,
the tree's inclined.-ED. C. C.]
-CLEARWATER, NEB., Feb. 19, 1892.
MY DEAR Miss WrxoN: I was very much
pleased · with your speech at the Paine
celebration. I am proud of you, dear.
How much I would like to hav been
present and seen all the people and heard
the good things said of that grand man.
The world is just beginning to learn his
true worth. It makes me so glad to hear
how the celebrations in his honor are on
the increase everywhere.
The only thing I heard that saddened
me was that our young friend Geo. Remsburg is in poor health. I wish he could
travel about and deliver lectures as far as
he is able. I think the climate of Colorado or California would benefit him. ·
Being so young and wide awake he would
draw good audiences, I am sure.
The poems inclosed are small, and one,
"The Little Brown Farm," was published
last fall in the Fa1·mers' Alliance in
Lincoln, Neb.
Wishing you the best of everything in
earth and air, I am,
Your sincere friend now and always,
MARY BAIRD FINCH.
[To win the approbation of a sweet
singer and deep thinker like the author of
the above counts a great deal. We appreciate the kind wishes and- tender love of our
friend, whose poetic breathings are felt all
over the land. That they hav graced the
Corner many times is an added luster to
the page that children love. May our
friend liv long and continue the music that
always thrills and charms the listener.ED. c. C.]

Scisncs {joZumn.
The Ugly Worm.
Pah! a worm. Yon don't like to touch
it. But it is clean. Let us examin it.
What a big head! -Its color is a grayishyellow with blackish head, and this fullgrown one is fat and a good three inches in
length. But when :first born it was not
more than a quarter of an inch long, and
was dark in color. We can count twelv
segments to its body, and nine stigmata,
or breathing-holes, on each side. And
see: it has sixteen legs, six of them being hooked, while the others, including
the two on the last segment, end in disks.
What strong, serrated jaws, and what 'a
big aldermanic stomach.
This fellow is a silkworm. As soon as
he is hatched he commences to eat like a
glutton and keeps it up for :five days. He
likes mulberry leaves best of all and grows
fat on them, On the sixth day he is apparently full to bursting, and lies as still
as a mouse. He hangs himself up by his
hind legs, and apparently goes to sleep.
After two or three days in this comatose
state, his skin begins to crack open at the
back of his head, and :finally down goes
the crack the length of his entire body.
He wiggles and squirms, and presently
there he is in a brand-new dress, his old
one being entirely thrown off. He is bigger, too, and fatter than ever.
This action is called moulting, and our
silkworm is subject to it four times during
his life-that is, if he does not die in performing this feat, which he is sometimes
liable to do.
It takes about thirty-two clays for this
worm to reach mature life. During the
last ten days he does not hav such an appetite, and he manufactures something
that is called the sill{ gum.
The sill,worm is one of the· :finest spin.ners on the face of the earth. This gum is
kept in long, slender bags near his mouth.
See how nicely they are .closed below,
while above they end in two tubes, one on
either side, which unite to form one single
spinning tube.
How uneasy he is. But he is trying to
find a convenient place to hang himself up
again by his hind feet. Now he has found
it, he begins to spin. Soon a thread of
silk appears, and see, it is composed of two
strands; that is to hold the cocoon he is
about to make to the twig up there. How
deftly the little worker outlines his new
house, which takes three days to complete
it. Look! you can see the spinner inside

as the cocoon grows thicker and thicker.
Now it is finished. Its color. is a lovely
yellow, and its size is that of a pigeon's
egg, Fl'Om his own little body he has
spun and woven a close, compact abode.
The silken thread of which it is made is of
one unbroken :fiber, and is eleven miles
long. Think of it! Here he remains secure in his palace of rest for :fifteen or
more clays. Then, according to temperature, the house is gradually opened, and it
is as if a fairy had touched the worm that
we saw last weaving around hir'nself 11 web,
for lo, there appears a beautiful butterfly 1
and that worm has disappeared forever.
If we look we find his :first covering was
floss, to keep out the rain. Then this was
lined with very :fine silk, and within thiq
again a still more delicate silk, so well glued
that it is all impervious to wet or cold.
In manufacturing, cocoons are not perwitt.ed to burst of their own acco··d, yon
know, for that would spoil the silk for use.
But they are put into tepid water which
softens the gum and loosens the silk. It
also kills the worm. Stirring the· water
with a stick exposes the ends of the silk.
These are taken up by the fingers and
wound on a reel. This is raw silk
Then it must be cleaned, doubled, and
twisted before being made into silk, velvet,
or spool silk. It takes about eight thousand cocoons to make a silk dress.
Does the little moth lay eggs?
Oh, yes, the female moth lays eggs on the
mulberry trees, and in a few hours after
it dies. One hundred newly-hatched silkworms weigh but one grain. At maturity
they weigh 9,500 grains. As before stated,
they are enormous eaters, and an ounce of
silkworm. eggs consumes, after being
hatched,' 1, 200 pounds of leaves, from
which are furnished 120 cocoons, if they
allliv.
You inquire where they are raised.
Mostly in China, where the industry has
been carried on for four thousand years.
But in Italy, France, and Spain the people
are engaged in the business, also in some
parts of our own country, where the soil is
adapted to the growth of the white mulbei'ry tree.
Now, you see that ugly worm, or caterpillar, is an interesting creature, to whom
you are indebted for your beautiful silk
dresses and your silken gloves.

S. H. W.
QuESTroNs.-Describe the silkworm. What is
the first thing he does after being hatched?
What food does he eat'/ Describe the process of
moulting. How many times does he moult'/ At
what time does he come to maturit~,? When does
he begin to manufacture gum'/ J! or what J21U'pose? Is the silkworm goqd at spinning-'/ .\)escribe the way he makes h1s cocoon. What 1s a
cocoon? Is the thread he spins of one length?
How long is it? What happens after a cocoon ~s
completed? Does a cocoon open at once? Is 1t
allowed to burst for manufacturing purposes 'I
Why not'/ What is raw silk? How many cocoons
are required for a silk ch·ess? What follows after
the silkworm lays its eggs? Tell about the
weight of the eggs. What countries are engaged
in raising worms and making silk? To what
creature are we indebted for our most beautiful
and coRtliest clothing?'
·
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a_short il~ness .o~ La. grippe. He has occupied an mvahd s chair for many years
caused by a wound while defendin()' th~
union of our states. He died as he llved
true to his principles, trustin()' to the o-reat
immutt•ble laws of force ancfcontrol "'ever
ready to obey the last mortal sun:{mons
that must sooner or later be served upon
us all. He was ready to_ meet the destiny
marked out for him by the creativ law of
cause and effect. Being a great reader a
sound reasoner and of good judo-me~t
charitable by nature, only asking"' fro~
others such rights as he could freely gmnt
to them, he had many personal friends
even among those who opposed him in his
irreligious views.
He was tl friend to tho neetly, ever in
sympathy with a brother in distrc~<s. He
leaves a wife who has ever proved truo to
him in 11\lministering to his many needs in
his long yenrs of phyHical suffering. Tho
mortal caHket in which once dwelt his intelligent being has boon placed under tho
supervision of the G. A. H.'s who so well
remember his worth as a soldier ttnd com
rade both in brtttle and camp.
A sol<lier hmn;, in hattie he fon~ht;
When <In tv ealle<l he fn.ltm·c,luo't.;
When, micht showers of bullets and ctmnoH-hnll,
He ~aw nltHlY braYe entnrtulcti fa.ll
In the grcn.t intellectnttllmttlc ofiifo
He was ever ready allll competent for the strife,
Fighting fat· that he hclieve<l to be trne,
Yet never il.(nnt·e<l wlmt others !mew.
lie helicYed iunn <leYil or tt. (hul
That strews thnms in t!w pathway we tt'n<l,'

On Jan. 25, 1892, Henry M:oore passed
to the "beyond" in his sixtieth year. He
leaves no relativs except his bereaved
widow. The last of their four children
were buried nineteen ye~trs ago. He WRS
born in Tennessee and was left a poor orphan when six years old. By industry and
perseverance he succeeded in makmg a
lovely home, which he beautified with
flowers and made cheerful with his
music and g-enial ways. He was afflicted with heart trouble and expected
to die suddenly, therefore he . had his
business so arranged that he could
take n long journey at any time. Sunclay
night Jan. 24, 18fl2, after entertaining
friencls, he retired and slept several hours,
when he suddenly arose with a pain in his
left side. He put on his attire and sat by
the fire w;hile · his wife applied remedies,
laid his head back as if going to sleep and
suddenly expired without a struggle.
He belonged to the TRUTH SEEKER
family, and was an outspoken Agnostic
and ardent supporter of Freethonght.
By his death the friends of Secularism
here feel keenly the loss of an esteemed
friend, and n.ll who knew him must
acknowledge the loss of a good citizen, a
man of sterling worth and undoubted
honesty.
H. B. MILKS.
Rirnply heett.Usc Hntan tmnptelllHotlH'l' Eve·
Leon, Kan., Feb. 15, 1892.
The story_seo)lletl ton f'nohsh for hirn to hdlcve.
But. trnstm~ to the gre:tt inunnt.othh, hews
I was at the fQneral of a very dear friend I-re believed t,ltmn to lw tho g-reat first (llln'se·
'
the other day, a life-long Freethinker and Further tlum this lw eonl<ltint t<•ll.
a man in every respect. His greatest Who enn KILl' he heli<n-ed not. wdl'/
A. D. SwAN.
enemy, if he had any, conla not say a word
to his discredit.
His family, however,
Lieut. 0. S. Barrett, Adrian, l\'lich. will
were tainted with the popular superstition,
and must hav a Methodist preacher at the write no more of· his tlright and h1?eczy
funeral, and I expected to helir the usual notes to 'rrm 'rnuru SEEKER. On February
balderdash about future torments, etc. 11th was mustered out of earth's camp
Yon can judge my surprise, when he said of war this brave soldier for union and
the. friend whom we had come to take the liberty. He "was made a cripple for life
last farewell of, from all we could learn of for offering himself ns a target for traitorhim, held some views that were not con- ous bullets to protect tho integrity of tho
sidered orthodox by the churches, but he nation and emblem, the flag." He lately
had the courage of his convictions and tho wrote to mo: '' 'rhe same spirit to disru1)t
honesty to disclose them; that thr·on~h life the nation exists to-dtty as <li<l then; certnin
he had been honest, truthful, aml mdus- elements are waxing llOldm nwl holclor
trious. Indeed, he had practiced through and only wnit a fitvm·tthlo opportunity:
life those moral principles without which Any attempt to closocrato our nnt.ionullutnno one could be a Christian, uncl ho thought ner should bo pmtiHhablo with death.
such a man would stand a bettor clmnco Such punishment is milcl enoug-h. It is not
:in the future world than a very great Anarchists allll rebels th1tt are interfering
many who joined the church for selfish with onr Hag and institutions. InKtigation
motivs and thought that was all that was and enactments can be !aiel at the shrine of
necessary to insure their entrance into tho a much worHe faction-Homan Clltholics.
realms of bliss; but he thonghtthey woult1 They are 11 had crowd, and sooner or Inter
be woefully deceived when they fonwl willhav to he squelched." :M:r. P. B. Reathemselvs before t.he judge of all. And I soner writes mo: '' (). S. Barrett diocl as he
thought the world wa~ moving, antl the had liverl, a trno Liberal; ho roqnostod
time is coming when right living would be that hiH funeral should bo eonductod by
the test of a man's character, instead of tho Grantl Army post awl that no ChriHtittn
believing any nonsensical stories inter- minister should oflicinte in the services,
ested priests may insist are necessary to and his wishes wore carried out to the
salvation; the time is coming when men, letter. Lieut. L. H. Soulsbury, one of his
and women too, will think for themselvs comrades, made a few appropriate reand will know too much to be frightened marks at the grave, and that wtts nil."
I append a paHHago from Mrs. BeHant
with bugaboo stories that were used to
frighten children fifty years ago.
But touching my theme. ·
Det1•oit, .ftfieli..
,J. P. Guu,D.
even the children hav out~rown such nonsense, and the churches Will find that they
What htts Hatiomtlism to say to us when
must change their tactics and teach com- wo stand face to face with tho mighty demon sense, or they will find their occuptt- stroyer of nil living things? "Y onr erood
tion gone as teachers of the people. It may he good enough to liv hy," say ohwill not do for them to stand up before an joctors, "hut is it good to ilie by.'l" A
intelligent congregation and denounce the creed that is good in lifo must needs bo
truths of science much longer. 'l'hey mu~;t good in death, and never yet was It herolay aside their musty Bible stories, too life closed hy a coward-death. ·what can
ridiculous for old grannies' tales, or stand better smooth tho bed of tho dying man
aside and let men of science tnke their thnn the knowledge thnt tho worl<l is tho
places, who will teach the people domon- happier for hiH living, thttt he loaves it
stratGcl truths, and not myths two thou- better than he found it, thnt he has holpo<l
saud years old, that were spun in the to raise and purify it? ·what ottsinr pillow
brains of ignorant men, to deceive the to reHt the dying head on than the memory
masses, so they could liv by their credu- of a usofnl lifo ?
lity.
J. DowNEs.
8teu1Jenvillc, Feb. 20, 1802.

Burgess-Un~erwoo~ Dc~atc

0. S. BARHETT.
'rhis morning, at 11 o'clock, death ended
the sufferings of 1\fr. 0. S. Barrett.
ON CHRISTIANITY.
The deceased was fifty-nine years of age.
For the last four years he has been 11 groat Between B. F. UNDERWOOD :tncl Prof. 0. A. BurgcHH,l't'CH. of N. W. ChriHtian Univ.
sufferer. About eight years ago lw was
l'aper, l88pp., 50 cts.; clo .. 80 cts.
stricken with paralysis, and since that time
he has used a roller chair to enable him to
move from place to place.
He was a familiar figure on the streets
of this city (Adrian).
OR, THE
Mr. Barrett was a member of the Fourth
Michigan infantry, servin~ as second
lieutenant. He leaves a Wife, who has
been untiring in her devotion, and two
lly 'J'. C. WIDDICO!liHI'!,
brothers, Dr. R. C. Barrett, of Toledo,
Philadelphia, Pa.
0., and Dr. James Barrett, of Oswego,
N.Y.
Price, 10 cents
J\'lr. Barrett has contributed quite a
'I'HE 'rRUTH SEEKER CO.
number of articles to the press, and also
wrote in book form a history of the Fourth FLORIDA For full informa~iouseud
Michigan infantry.
• a two-cent stamp for a copy
The funeral was held at the residence, of South Florida 1>lessenuer.
4t8
LocK
Box 253, Tampa, Florida.
No. 11 Cross street, Sunday, February
14th, at 2 o'clock, standarrl t.imo. It was
held under the auspices of the Gran<l
Army.
1\fRs. NELLIE BABBR'rT.
Ad!'ian, ~.ftfich., Feb. 2:3, 18!J2.
is not the Church alone. There is another and
culvrit. ltead the book with the above
I am pained to chronicle the death of worse
title. l'rice, 35 cents, through NEW YanK NEWS
Bro. 0. S. Barrett, of this city, who died Co., Newsdealci·s, or
E. H. ANDRAE,
7t8
Dl;\llas, Texas.
yesterday, February 11th, at 11 A.r.I., after
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large volumes. With steel-plate en~raving: of
the author in Vol. I, and llach volume rlhtstra+,ecl
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound ' '
red cloth, 5!6.50,
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1, 075 p11ges, 8vo.
Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4 50

The Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 1,119
pages. Cloth, $3 00; lettther, $4 OO; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written

iu prison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00
for the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in mo··

12, 1892.

Gsms of ~AougAt.
IF we are to crtldit the accounts of the
Bible, God once dried up the Red sea, so
that the Jews might pass over it, and in all
ages he has frightened people out of their
wits with comets and eclipses. The New
Testament tells us that he actually clothes
the lilies of the field and feeds the birds of
the air. But where is the educated person who, at this day, beholds in these occurrences anything more than the results
of natural causes and conditions? and who
is ignorant of the fact that neither the
lilies of the fields nor the birds of the air
could exist if the naturaJ conditions of life
remained unfulfi.lled?-Biichner.

T. C. .Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halirpcco, gllt edges, $8 00.
. fax, N. S.
From Behind the Bars. A series of letters
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
James Foster, W~lland, Ont.
ALTHOUGH God ''created" the world in
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
A Truth Seeker in :Europe. A series of six days "by the word of his power," it is
letters written during a vis1t of ten weeks in apparently one thing to "create " a world
B. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Europe. Givin~r s·mne account of the Inter- aud quite another thing to keep it jogging
Uo1orado.
nation~! Freethmkers' Congress held at BrusJ. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
sels, t:J which iYir. Bennett was a de.legate.J}ol- after it is " created." A. mere word "creFlorida.
low0rl by'' description of what he saw in .lling- ated" the world; but apparently a mere
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay f'lt., Jacksonville.
Lmcl, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
Idaho.
from Rome alone are worth the price of the word could not keep it out of serious difhook. With a steel-plate portrait of the author. ficulties. Once it waxed so wicked that he
A.. Erwin, Murray.
830 p.tges. $1.50.
Illinois.
had to drown it; and even that failed to
Mrs. S. E. Ames, 169 Washington st., The Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treat- put matters right, and he had to come
in£:~ upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, inChicago.
fChicago.
down in person and get nailed to a stick.
chi,ling Alhh, ,Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Post-Office News Co., 103 Adams st.,
,Tesu-. Christ, the Virgm nfarv, and the Bible. And even that is not ·sufficient; even yet
G. E. Wilson, 417 State st., and BrenTo the latter 230 pages are devoted, showing people are so egregiously wicked that it
th tt booli to be a very inferior production for
tano Bros., Chicago.
·
a first-cltts:l God .• 333 large pages. :Paper covers, requires ,tens of thouB!1nds of parsons to
J. W. Howe, 48 S. Halstead st., .Chicago.
keep them from going straight to hell; and
60 Jent·;; cloth, $1.
Indiana.
still myriads go to hell in spite of them.
Julaism,
Christianity,
and
Mohammedan•
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
ism examined histoncally 11nd critically. Therefore, you see that, 11lthough a word
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
It is thought to be the most damaging exhibit -perhaps an idle word-may "create " a
Louisiana.
of Christianity that has appeared. 500 large world, it is no joke to keep 11 world going.
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
pages. Price, $1.50.
·
Al. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Or- The Humphrey•Bennett Discussion. A And, although the Lord promised, when
he flew up to heaven from Olivet, to come
leans.
debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
Maine.
:0. !VI. Bennett and Rev. G. H. Hnmphi·ey. 'fhis back to the earth almost immediately, he
hook hus had a very large sale; and is a splendid has apparently clianged his mind, 11nd h11s ·
N. G. Fessende:p., 434 Congress st., Portwork for Freethinkers to loan to Christian taken eighteen hundred years to consider
land.
neighbors .. 5.'){) pages. Price, $1.
lllassachnsetf.s.
what he will do when he does come, deBennett-Teed Discussion. Between I). 11. termined not to make such a bungle of it
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
Johnson Bros., 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
Lord Gocl Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper, as he did the last time. -Saladin in God
30 cents.
A.. M. Driscoll, 78:\- Front st., Worcester.
and His Book.
Jlli cbigan..
'What Objections to Christianity~ A disS. D. Moore Adrian. Box 465.
cussion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. M~ir,
CJEsAR w11s right when he said, that with
ih vi:lecl into the following theses: 1. ChristianChas. Sach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave.,
ity is neither new nor original, hein~ bmTowe-1 gold we may procure men, and with men
Grand Rapids.
or c:>piecl from much older systems of religion. acquire gold. . This secret had been known
C. Holton & Co., 87 Woodward ave., De2 i\liracles and supernatural achievements have for ages in Asia and Egypt, where the
been ,,s fnlly and truly ascribed to other taachtroit.
er< anu founders of religion as to Jesus. 3 The princes and .the priests shared the benefit
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
The prince said to the
story of Jesus and his mission in the world is between them.
Jllissouri.
unlustorlcal; it is not corroboraterl by contem- priest, '' Take this gold, and in return upPhilip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
pomneons history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. '!'his is. an exhaustive discussion. Price. hold my power and prophesy in my favor;
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
$150.
.
I will be anointed, 11nd thou shalt anoint
Ne'v .Jersey.
John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., Tl'ial of D. M. Bennett in the United me; constitute oracles, m11nufacture miraStates Circuit Court upon the charge of depos. cles; thou shalt be well paid for thy labor,
Jersey City.
iting prohibited matter in the maiL Thh give~ provided th11t I 11m always master." The
Ne'v York.
a full history of this celebrated case, and Rhow,
BrentanoBros., UnionSquare, New York.
what monstrous injustice was perpetrated upon priest, thus obtaining land and wealth,
l\'Ir. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New
prophesies for himself, makes the oracles
An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.
speak for himself, chases the sovereign
York.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts., New Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3,00C from the throne, and very often takes his
· questions propounded. to his Jewish Uod-miJ place. Such is . the history oi the shotim
York.
upon a great variety of subjects. Cloth. 75 ets 'of Egypt, the magi of Persia, the soothMr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York.
B. W. Turner, 34!J 4th ave., New York,
sayers qf Babylon, the chazin of Syria (if
Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First Dea- I mistake the name, it amounts to little)E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York.
con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
church incidents and his evolution from Chris- aU which holy persons sought to rule.
tianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 clmts; cloth. Wars between the throne and the altar hav
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, N:ew York.
75 cents.
•
George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York.
in fact existed in all countries, even among
The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgl'ims the miserable Jews. We inhabitants of
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
in
the
Land
of
Yahweh:
also
the
Epistle
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., New
the temperate zone of Europe hav known
of Bennett the Apostle to the Truthseekers. this well for a dozen centuries. Our minds
York.
Cloth, $1.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle not being so 'temperate as our climate,
we well know what it has cost us. Gold
York.
to the Truth Seekers. 10 cents.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
and silver form so entirely the primum
York.
mohile of the holy connection between
Open Letter to Samuel Colgate •. ".0 cents. sovereignty and religion. that many of our
S. J. King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester.
An Hour with the Devil. 10 eeL.. ~
kings still send it to Rome, where it is
Obio.
seized and shared hy priests as soon as it
John Jacques, Akron.
arrives.- Voltaire.
·
N. Hexter 303 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Haw'ley, 104 Vine st., Cincinnati.
ALL through the Middle Ages, as we hav
Benj. Woocls, 319 Chillicothe st., Ports·----1 44,---seen, some few laymen and ecclesiastics
mouth.
Moral, Theological, Historical, and Spec'"ulative here and there, braving the edicts of the
L11rwood, Bartlett & D11y, 259 Superior st.,
church and popular superstition, persisted
Propositions.
Cleveland
15 cents. in medical study and practice; this was
Prico,
Oregon.
especi11lly seen at the greater universitiesi
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
which hacl become somewhat emancipatec
W. W edeken, Portland, Ore.
AN OUTLINE OF THE
from ecclesi11stical control. In the thirHandley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
teenth century the University of Paris
Penns)rl vauia.
g11ve a strong impulse to the teaching of
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st.,
medicin, and in that 11nd the following
Phil11.
century we begin to find the first intelliGeorge Longford, 22 Richmond st ~ Phila.
gible reports of medical cases since the
J. A.. Kirk, Du Bois.
Its Causes al").d Results.
coming in of Christianity. During the
H. Heyne, 10th 11nd Market sts., Phila.
fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave., By W. S. BELL. Paper, 12mo, 2) ct~. centuries the. revival of learning, the inPittsburgh.
vention of printing, 11ncl the great voyages
ll1to•lc lslaJul.
of discovery gave 11 new impulse to
H Carr 94 7 High st., Providence.
thought, and in this medical science
J."H. J.'Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
. shared; the. old theological way of thinlrr.I'CilllCSSCCe
ing w11s gre11tly questioned, 11nd gave place
Repb• to New York ?l>ser"""·
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashin m11ny quartP.rs to a different way of
Ey R. G. INGBk.bOLL.
ville.
looking 11t the universe. In the sixteenth
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
"With "A ROJ\IAN CATHOLIC CANARD."'
century Paracelsus appears-a great
'I'exas.
Price,
15 cents.
genius, doing much to develop medicin
L. Andruss, Denison.
.
beyond the reach of sa<:~red and scholastic
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
tmdition, though still fettered by many
E. A. Andrea, 916 Main st., Dallas.
superstitions. More and more, in spite of
E. L.Merrill, 624 Elm st., East Waco.
~Jtalt.
theological dogmas, came a renewal of
The passages unfit for family reading.
John A.. J ost, Ogden.
an11tomical studies by dissection of t.he huPaper, 30 cents: cloth. 50 cents.
. Henry Booth, Stockton.
man subject. Finally came 11 far greater
J. W. Wilkinson, I;ogan.
champion of scientific truth, Andre~.s V eThe
Martyrdom
of
Man.
Washington •rerritory.
salius, founder of the modern science of
anatomy. In the search for real knowlStine Bros., Walla Walla.
By WINWOOD READE.
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
edge he. braved the most terrible dall;~ers,
PRESS NOTlCE.
.
I'ng·Iand.
and especi11lly the ch11rge of sacrilege,
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st.. ,
It is really a. remaJ,"kable book, ~n which. uni· founded upon the teachings of the church
London.
versa! history 1s "bc:led down" With surpnsmg for ages. First of all men he began to
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall.Road, Liverpool. skill. . . . The boldest and so far as hi.storical place the science of anatomy on its solid,
argument goes, o_ne. of the .ablest assaUlts ever
Austraha.
modern foundations- thif! was hi& first
Jil. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N.S.W. ,na-de upon Chnst1amty.-[L1terary World.
great sin.-Ex-Pre8ident White of Cornell
12mo, extra cloth, 543 pp. Price, $1.75.
Ne- Zealand.
0, WWis,. A. Wanganui.
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Self -Contradi~ions of the .Bi~Ie.
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Pair1e Vi11dicated

.Holy Bible Abridged.
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Food aqd
Diet,
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·al\d
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ttc.
Hygiene of the Brain an(l tJ10 Cure of
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
1\I.D. Price, Ly mail, $.1.50. "Get thi& book and

rc,ttl it~ for it abounds in practical valuable
lmow!euge. "-[Chica,go Inter-Ocean.

Eating for Strength. Bx M. L. Holbrook,

JYI.,:p. Price,j1;y mail, $1. 'I am delight!Jd 1Vith
It. -[H. B. Jjaker, M.D., Secretary M.rchrgan
State Board of Health.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code of
Directions for avoiding most of the p,tfns and
Dan:;-ers of Childbearing. By nf. L. Holbrook,
nr.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose ex·
cellence SUDJasses Dill' power to commend."[New York EvElning Mail.;

Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsi~ and
Headache : Their Cure by Home Treat-

ment. By III. L. Holbrook, !VI.D. Price, hy
mail, · ¢1. "Reading this book I cured my<olf
n.fter several doctors had failed."-[T. C. Curtis,
U.S.A.

rhe Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.

ll. Dnffcv author of "What Women Should·
Know," ' 1 No Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, :U. Mrs. Charles Brewster1 Portland,l\Ie.,
writes: "Had I possessed this oook ten years
ago it would have saved me ten years of invalidism, and I should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."
e

Youtl1:

Its Care all(l Culture. By J.

:r.rortimcr ·Granville. $1. To this has been
added a paper by that charmin!f English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical
Ecluer. tion of a Girl," anrl a l?aper on the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail prtce is $1.

ralks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. B.

Gleason, !VI.D. A Practical Handbook for the
l\Iaid, Wife,__and !VI other: with a beautiful Photographic rortrait of the Author. Price, by
mail, $150. "We wish the chapt~r. 'Confidential to lliothers,' might be J,>Ublished as a tract
and sent to every mother m the land."-[Harper's New 1\Ionthly Magazine.

The Better Way. An Appeal to Men in
behalf of Human Culture through a wiser pal'' entage. Bv A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,
il5 cents. "lt contains information and warning
that arc urgently needed_."-[Christian Union.

Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the Fundamental Problems
in Sociology. By R. T. Trail, M.D. Price, by
mail, C2 'l'hi.; work has rapiclly passed through
forty P:litions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.
· t

Fruit mHl Bread. A Natural and Scientific Diet. By Gustav Schli<'ke;ysen. Translated from the German, by M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and Radical Cure for Intemllerance, by the Use
of a Vegetable and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom ·Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.

l'hree Books in One.

From the Cradle

to the School. B;y_Bertlra Meyer. The Rights
of Chiliiren. By Herbert Sil_encer. The Uovernment of Children. By l\'I. L. Holbrook1M.D.
Pricel bv mail, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1. • It is
a boo ( \vorthy to be ranked with the best that
has ever been written concerning the training
of children. "-[Bazar.

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
atemperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.
Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should be quietly
given ~o every drinker."-[Herald of Health.

::U:uscle-Beating; ~!7 Home Gymnastics
for :'lick and well. By C. Kemm,
manager nf the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.

Jlal'l'iage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
nnrl Phvsiological Uelations, and in their bear-

i!l ~ on the producing of children of finer health
an•.l gre.~br ability. By !If. L. Holbrook,l\'I.D. $1.

'l'he ,'cientitlc Ame7·ican says: "Books on this
subic!'t are usually written by' cranks,' but this
mrliJ;tlly different: it is scientific, sober,
clc,ln, ttncl worthy of conscientious consideration I> f every possible parent, and particularly

i;

by t:t:J young.·'

1'he niet Jure. The Relations of ·Food
anrl!Jrink t,, Health, Disease, Cure. By_T. L.
Nichol 'llYLD , editor London Herald. af Heal671..
!'rice, c oth. ~0 cents.
~

1\ledicalllints on the Protection and Man•
agem~nt of the Singing Yoice.
By
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts.

Deep nreathing; or, Lung Gymnastics.

Pnce, cloth, 50 cents. Mrs. Horace Mann writei!:
"Every hook yon J,>rint is pure gold and deserves wiue clrculatwn."

How to· Strengtl1en the Memory.

By M.

L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.

A Physician's Sermon to Young Men. By

Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. R A. ·
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer~
says of it: "Throufh false delicacy lads ana
youths are left to fal into trouble, and not a few
have their prospects of a healthy happy life absolutelv rumed. The little book before us is intended to be put into the hands of young men
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable u•
discharging a father's duty in this respect; ~nQ
as not one father in ten is, we believe, ready"'
do what is right by his boys himself, it is well
that such n. be>nk ns this should be available. If
it h read by all who should read it, its sale will
be counted hy hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail, postpaid,
for $2. Should anyone desire them by the 100
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by correspondence.
W'"Catalogues Free.-A:~~ .

By mail on receipt of price.
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These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
where these societies are located. Local
. Secular Unions and .Preethought Societies can hav their gatherings advertised here free by forwarding the necessary information.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N. Y .,
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunda:v afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal Leag]J,e Hall 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
at.,Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
rehgious and social questions .. Seats free and
everybody welcome.
·

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ•
ation
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford aveime and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Pl.:ttform free. Henry Rowle_:y, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 25
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts.; at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-1'ruth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly\ first and third Sundays; at
2 P.M., at the town nail. .All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARrus HEIGHTON,Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of· AlliancehO., meets the first and fourth Sun-·
days of eac month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M.·.Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
. Meets every Sunday ·evening at_ 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearbqr_n Hall, 181 West Madison street,
and at 116·: Fifth avenue. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds meet:i~s every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hal]). Lecture followed
by debntes. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
and select reading-. Discussion invited on ali
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRsE, Cor. Sec.

The West End Prog•·essivc Lib·
cral Union
Of Los Angeles, CvJ., meets semi-monthly.:.. first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at J:"arr's
Hall. Everybody invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
· Meets every Sunday at 2 p.M. in Grand ~Y Hall,
Main streeh Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectures.-J!ree Discussions.-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
C. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Secular Union
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third.
Sunday in t.he month, at the Roeder school-house!·
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
P.reatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto~
• Universal Ment~l Liberty." D. E. RicE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.
I

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Clu~
Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hallj'
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Lib.
erals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, Pres. ·
ISAACS. LEE, Sec.

Libe•·al Association of Austin,
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M. at its hall, cor:
Cong avenue and 9th street. Visiting Liberals
invited. J. P. RICHARDSON, President; l\1. IsAAc;
Secretary.

The .Jacksonville, Fla., Libm·al
League
Meets every Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Knights of
Honor HalL Bay street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, PI'es.; Jas. Dou'glas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

LibeJ•al Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue. Milwaukee, meetQ every S1mdal evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A. B. SEVERANCE, Presiuent.
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Sill
By D. TII. BENNETT (FolPlder of THE
TRUTH REEKER). Price $3, in cloth. Address
'fnF 'T'tn~·rH Rt~F.K'F.R
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TjR,faypJ.t.A nlace. N.Y.

NATHANI[L VAUGHAN1
Pr'iest al)d Mal)·

A NO VEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc.; etc.

An independent and respectable study of char.
acter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed·to
own as her first novel. • . • A more vigorous
>resentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity, in its most honest imd consistent
form, need not be desired. -[West minster Review

'

yo!., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1 00
·-. Adru..-e~s
;IRE TRUTH SEEKER.

1. HERBERT SPENCEll: His life and personal
characteristics ; his vi<1ws on edncatwn; his
religious Opinions. By MR. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His ancestr:v,
life, and personal characteristics. By JoHN W.
CHADWICK.
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
materhtl universe ever have a beginning? By
GARRET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: Tho story of
geology; How the world grew. B~· DR. LEWIS
G . .'JANES.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGE'l'ABLE LIFE; How
does ife begin; The problem of spontaneous
1.

generation. lly WILLIA.lii l)oTTS.

G. EVOLUTION OF ANBIAL LIFE; The evi-

1.75
B. l'. mmERWOOD'S

WOi~.ii~.

FOU L\lE A'T THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

Essays and Lectures. Embracing InflucncJ of Chri.,tianity on Ci vilizatiou ; Chris-

tianitr ::1!.1 ..!atcrjrJism; What LiLeraiism ofiers
in Place of Christianity; Scientitic l'la.terialhnn·

\\"om:lll; Spirit.nnlism frqq1 11 lltaterinlj,ti~
Rt.:ulllpomt; !':nne the Politlenl and lleliglons
Heformcr; )l:ttcrialism and Crime; . Will the
Comiu:,: l'.tan Worship God? Crimes and Crudtit's of Christianity; the Authoritr of the Bible;
li'rol'thon.-rht .Jndge<l by Its Frmts; Our ldeas
of GoJ

3JJ Pll. pn,per, 60 ecnts.

lllilncneo of Christianity upon CiYiliza·
1iou, 2.3 cents.
Christianity and Materialism, 15 cents ..
What Liberalism Ol!crs in !'lace of
Cln·lstiaui!y, 10 cents.
Seinlltific lUatcrialism; Its lUeaning aml
'l'cudcncy. 10 con ts.
Spirilnalism from a Materialistic StandliOiut. 10 cents.
·Paine the Political aml Religious Reformer. 10 cents.
Woman : ll:'l" 1':1 ,t, mul Present: Ucr
Uigii1s nn:l l'lnmgs. 10 cents.
1\Intcrialism and Crime. 10 centH.
Will 1he Coming 1\l:ut Worship God!

dences from geology, geographical distribution,
and comparative zoology. JJy RossiTER HAY·MOND. Ph.D.
7. THE DESCENT OF IIIAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; duraFIVE LECTURES.
tion of human life on tho planet. By E. D.
By John R. Kelso, A.Jn.
CoPE. Ph.D.
~-EVOLUTION OF 1\IIND: The mind and the
12mo, cloth, $1.00.
nervous system: the nature of mind. By HonT.
10 ccnto.
G. EccLES, 1\I.D .
.A. -.STRIK:e O:fl
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitive man; TwelYe Tracts. Scientific and 'Ihcologgrowth of the family, city, and state: develoyicnl. 20 centH.
ment of the domestiC relations; marriage. .By
Burgess-Uutlerwood ncbatc.
A Four
JAMES A. SKILTON.
-QRdays' dchnto hdween Jl. 1•'. Umlerwoo<l antl
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of rePri1f. 0. A. Bnrg"""• l'rcsi<lcnt of the Northligious
beliefs;
ideas
of
primitive
man.
By
z.
THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
we::;t<~rn ChrLtin11 UniY:.:rsity, ltHlin.n:q)olis, lntl.
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
Accnrntely r•·JH>rtP<l. 188 1ip. Cloth, HO cento.
11. EVOLUTION OF 1\IORALR. How 11ltruism
By HENRY D. LLOYD.
Grows out of egoism; the proper balance. lly
'J'JJF
DR. LEWIS G. JANES.
P'"" This book tells how the Spring Valley miners
were starved into actual slavery.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a, from geology;
b, from morphology; c, from embryology; d,
It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime.
from metamorphosis; e, from nl<limentary orIt deals not with theories but with facts,
gans; f, from gcographic11l diHtri.mtion; g,
-nu,figures, and names. It is a j)owerfrom discovered !in irs; h~ from 11rtificial breedftil and pathetic book •.
Why Should the Atheist Fear to Die?
ing; i, fro1n reversion; K, frOm Inilnicry. By
NELSON c. PARSHALL.
264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
By .J. G. llnLYOAlm.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
THOUGHT. By REv. JoHN W. CrrADWimL
THB
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Rcl~ttion
of the doctrine to_prcv11iling philosophical sys.
tems. By STARR HoYT NrcnoLs.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COIHING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
-])EDUUI•:D :FHOMregeneration as tested by evolution. By HEV.
Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
TH£ PRINCIPLE QF FREETHOUGHT.
MINOT J. SAVAGE .
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume 16. THE ROOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE By .J. G. IToLYo.ur".
Price, 5 cents.
of nearly 1,000 _pages, fully il\ustrateil. Cloth,
EVOLUTION PHILOi:!OPHY. By Dn. LEwis
$3.21>-m Engilsh or German. A new cheap
G. JANES.
edition at ouly $1.50.
17. THE l\IORAL AND RELIGIOUR ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCEIVS PHILOI:IOPHY.
Science in Storx; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
W .A. TBR OP. LIP.B
By SYLVAN DREY.
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublcsmnc
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ijl2 00, postage 18. THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. Tho lr; Doing '''ontlcrr; in Curing t.Jw Siclc.
prepaid; 5 volumes~eparate, fiouble cloth, 50
nature of scnse-tJcrception; Right, ~>01l1Hl, tnHtc,
Wl"ito for ]liLmphlet to .T. R. l'EllHY,
cents J?er volume; .Lted Line edition, suitable
smell, feeling; t "' doetrino of tho U nknowablc.
No. 34 Honth 1\iain Htreet. Willre•burt.l'a.
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.
By HonER~' G. EucLE8, 1\i:D.
Sexual Physiology for the Young. 250 19. A STUDY OF MATTER AND !VlOTION. An
excellent digest of a mnch vexed qu,•stion, with
pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. <The fifth
!J..Uotations from mttny authorities. By lioN. A.
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
ADAMS.
Dr. Foote's Health Montltly. Devoted to .20.N.PRIMITIVE
MAN. Man as revcalc<1 by arHygiene, Sexual and Social Science, nn<l n.llic<l
cheological studies; evidences of num 's anSubjects; ninth year. Subscription, with pretiqnity; geological periods; man's appcurrmce
mium, 50 cents per year. SpeCimen copies fr'''
BeRt malw Amcncan Rtcmwi!Hl WntchcR. 17 ·
in the pliocene; pnleolithic and neolithic races!·
on application.
jcwelR, ttcl~ustecl, l)fl.t. regnlnf;or, in Hilverine caHc,
the LLgea of bron~c nnd iron; CILVC 11wn UIH
lal<e-clwellers; dolmen and mound lmil<lm'si. only $11; 111 8 ouncn coin HHver, JfiHi; 4 nnuce, $15
Mother's Manual. Comprising "Advice
prilnitivc impJmurntK uwl tools; proofH or (IL t'"w yenrs ngo $fi0). In best H lit. Jillc<l gold
to a >V1fe on the IVIanagcmcnt of Her Chv11
man's n:ctnral cYolntion. By Z.l:liJJNEY i:!Al\ll'SON. enHeA, r)l)en fttec~, $20; hunting, li-'23 to :f-'21-l: 14 kt.
Health, especially Dnrin!l" Prcgn:mcy, Ln.hor,
and Suckling," and" Advwe to a iYiother on tit< 21. GROWTH OF Tim 1\lARRIAGE llELATION. wli<l go <1, $40 to $100; HlllllC, not a.<ljnsk<l, ill~ l~sH;
Mana~ement of Her Children in Infaney nn<l
1\'Iarriagu a primitive institution; its curlier 11 jwls. $3.50, un<l 7 jw]H. $5 leHH Oowcr gmdo
Childnood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 page"", ~ 1.
fonus; no evidence of originnJ pro!niBcnity; ex- w~~~'~1~j~· *~JUt ~~~<'f·H~j, "O'J"J'O WIO:TT·
ogainy antl cndogan1:y; gronp-marrin,ge; polygHand-Book ef Jiealth Hints and Ucadv
A'J'CII, mnch liner thnn ahove,
yny, polyandry, and monog~tmy; m11rna~e by S'A.'JO:J N"
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
capture; monogamy the highest form of there- full 11djnstcd to heat, col<l, and posit.io11 lfl jwls.
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
·
lation; divorce and divorce lawH; 1narriage a n.ud nll modern nnprovmncntH, xueltcl movemnnt,
contract; its regnhttion by tho ~tate. By C. caHc<lllH above, $8 more, gilt mov't. $6 more. No
THE TRUTH SEEii:EIL
one else in the world sends ont so goo,] a watch
Address
STANILAND WAKE.
at the price.
22. EVOLUTION OF THE RTATE. The r:rowth
I,ADHO:S' (~OJ,D U:UN'J'INf• J\MJ~ltl•
of political iuetitntions;,.the patri>Lrelml f<1mily; CAN
THE NEW SPELLINGS.
'V A'.I'(JJD J~s, ln.tcHt styles, heHt fille<l, 7
the tribe and clotn. By JoliN A. 'l'AYLOlt.
jwlR. $17; 11 jwls. $18.f>O; 15 jwls. $25; H l<t. Holi<l
23;
EVOLUTION
OF
LAW.
How
law
lwr:ins;
golrl,
$10
to $100 more. All Hent prepni<l, kept in
English spelling Is the worst in t!JC worlu MlJ.
statute law and ju<lge-m:.<lc law; th<: convcrsi<ln order one year, ILn<l C!lHh refnnde<l if not Hntisfltclions of dollars arc wasted each rear in the writing
of
customs
into
law.
By
PnoF. HUFUH HHELDoN.
tory.
~~fll{~~tl~~~[a~a~~s:ddtfg~o.prJ ;~~~~~~a~~rn ~:o0 Y~ 21. EVOLUTION OF l\IEDICAL SCIENCE. flnDl.\lliONDS: in rings, J>inH, <h·ops, Htn<ls,
is hampered bb our cumbrous, tfiogical, mislcadfng
pcrnatural irleas of disease; fdichism in medi- ctc. $10; $15; $25; $50; $100 to $1,000 per Het .
cine; the hcginnings of mcdie11l science. By CaH 11 rf:fnnti<:ll, il' not 20 IH~l' cent Lelow reguhLr
.~r~~flf~fdemin3t~~hao~~:~~-of1'\~~e x~~~~~l.;~ a1~7:t~~~
prief~, nnv tjme withh1 ouo yen,r.
ltonER'l' G. EccLEs, lVl.D.
logical Association has. recommended tile fo11owfng
"'I•JUIH N(~ Jtl N(•S: Plain, chnsc<l, with
25. EVOLUTION OF ARIVI8 AND ARI\IOR. 'I'hc
HULES FOR NEW t;PELLrNGS jar immedialr~ Uf:if, and a
venrlH
resolution has ~een introduced in CongreRs, instruct·
1 cmernl<lH. rnlJi<~H, niommtoneH, opnlH, garnecessity for arms r.n<l armor un<ler the ~trug
nt!tH1 turquoise, ~:~olittLHCH or eornhinatimlH, a
ing the Public Printer to confonn to them In all printgle
for
existence.
By
JouN
C.
KmmALL.
ing for the government:
Hp<•.mn.!ty.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE IVIECHANIC ARTR,
1. Drop UE at th·, end of words llkc <lin Iogue catSUN))Jitl~:s:
Hogcrs BroH.' triple-plated
development of tho humnn lutn<l; the <:arliest kniveR,
nlogue, et,c., where the preceding vowel is short. Thus
$1.75; forltH, $1.7fJ; ten. HJ)O<lllH, $1.80;
spell demagog, epilog, synagog, etc.
use of Implements an<l tools. By JMIEH A. Srui,. tahl''"•
>!'~.4!1; hcst HpcctH. in the world, $1; peh. 2. Drop final ~ fn such words ns definite, fnflnite
TON.
lJles, >f<2; H l<t. gold, ijl5moro (Howl lin" of JilwHt
favorite, etc., wllerc the preceding vowel is short'
27. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES RYSTEM. print you c:nu re:Hl without, ulnHHC!H l·i iiH:hes frmn
'l'hus spell opposit, preterit, hypocrit, requisit, etc, ·
The definition of wfLgl~s; neownnic charach~r eycH); gol<l-h<·a<le<l CI11H'H, $H; ;f<10; 'i'15; $20. BeHt
3. Drop final TE in words like quartette, coquette
istics of the wage Rystel<l; WiLiW< the ontEtrow1h ri1;.~,or~JL lnxnrv-$2. Holi<l t-dlver H}JootJH, 1f;1.70J1er
cigarette, etc. Thus spell cigarct, roset, epaulet, ve!

Spiritualism Sustained.

Millionaires Against Miners ;

LOGIC OF DEATH,

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.

LOCIC OF LIFE,

DOWN

THEY

GO!

'V

det, gazec, etc.
4. Drop final ME In words like programme. Thus
1
speM. P(;g~~~~' r~J ~g~~, ftfa:or<J;·likc phant.om, tete.
graph, phrase, etc. Thus spell alfahet, paragrafl.fllos.

ofy,/~~bt~fit~~~of~~·r"tlie dlflhongs -"' an<I m when
th•y have the sound of that letter. Thus, pell collan,
esLhetfc, diarrhea, subpena, esofagus, atlieneum. etc.
o=r If you would array yourself on the side of
progress, adopt the foregoing in all that you write,
and especially In all that you PRINT.

of slavery;

ori!.;in awl

<1~~vdopnw11t

of tlw

wages system. By l'RoF. G":o. UUNTON.
28. EDUCATION A'! A FACTOR IN CIVILIZATION. 'l'lw beginnings of e<lucation; early

China Gn·ee<~, uJHl
!tome: early Uhnstian idclls ot C\lUeottion;

methods in Egyptt

Pt~rniu.,

Catholic anil Protestant views; the common
school system. By MrsH C.uwuN" B. Lr~ Jtow.
29. EVOLUTION AND ROCIAT> llEFOmf. I.
The 'I'hcologicall\1ethod. By ltEv. J onN CrrADWICK.

Kenne~y's
Me~ical Discovery
Takes hold in this order :

~

1.2, 1.892.

Bowels,

Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,

Driving everything before it that ought to
be out.

You know whether you need it or
not.
Rold by every druggiRt, and manuf8.<.'tured by

DONALD KENNEDY,
H ..XBUKY, TIIAiillio

30. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAT> REFOU:OL II.
The i::iocia!istic 1\lcthod. By WILLIAM l'O'l'TS.
31. EVOLUTION AND ROCIAL REFOTU\1. III.
The Anarchistic nlethod. By lluou 0. PENTEcosT.
~2. EVOLUTION AND ROCIA~ DEFOR:\f. IV.
The Hcientific !Vfcthod. By D.lxn:I, GREENI~EAF rJlHOMPBON.

3:3. ARA GRAY: His Life and Work. B:r 1\fRs.

1\IARY TREAT.
34. EDWARD LIVINGRTO:N YOTJllfANH. The
Nan and his 'York. By !'noF. ,J om; l:'rsJoc.
P'"" Each Number, Ten Ceats . ..z.!l
Address THE TRUTH REEimn CO ,
28 Lafayette plnce, New York.

ounce.

Honv(:nir

HPOOllH. HilYer,

*1..2!) to $2. ''ea

Hets. $20 t.o >!;40; '''""rything in t.lw line of fnncy

1.a!Jle

HilVf'l',

llOVt·ltieH, J)lllHh,

lLilll Hl't

g'OOdH, g'O}cl

,,t.c. All ;wnt ]myllli<l (except cut.lery) snbJeet to exchnnge or ;,~;~-~~(~"{vJ<;'J"J'!'i'I'J·:I N
Est.n hliHhc<l 1857.
Jtoelwlle, ill.
Hon<l for J>rico lists hcnutiful enrds in colors
a"'l gol<l of my Fre<:t.lwught ba<lgcH (large and
small), tr:wt.s, etc. I<'rce.
]><!llH,

"WHY"
I specially want 500 or<lcrs for hool<H within tho
next three months.
Friends will please sencl Htump for circulars and
WHY.

EUUNA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

AN INFIDEL REMEDY.

Pocket Theology.
By VOLTAIRE.
Terse. witty, and sarcastic dcfinitionH of theological terms.

Pric~:, 2:".> <'<

u t:).

A1VIBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
II':·; CL\.:\ACTER AND DOCTRIXES.
Fro:n C1o "Aqalysis of Hcligious J:rlicf."
EIJ VISCOUNT AJIEERLEl~
Cloth,

50 cents.

A patient writing from Davenpor~ wash., sap:
"Your remccly iR marvelousJ and Wl 1 I acco~phe.h
what is said it will do. Tne value of wh10h lS
untold."

THE TRUTH SEEKE.R. MARCH

176

12, 1.892.

/1lll.ACL~S

AHD

/1lll.ACL~ ... WOill{~JlS.
By JOHN PECK.
Price, 10 cts.

CHIUSt'lAH ABSUilDlTlES.
By JOHN PECK.Price, 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

TRUTH SEEKER COLLECTION OF

FORMS,HYMBS,an~ RECIT ATIOBS.
DAVID'S JOSS MUST BE LIKE UNTO AN OLD HEN.
He shall cover thee with his feathers, and under his wings shalt thou trust: his truth shall be thy shield and
buckler.-Psalms xci, 4.
.

FOil
FOil

ORGANIZING SOCIETIES.

MARRIAGES, FUNERAL~ NAMING OF INFANTS~ uBITUARIES, EPITAPHS, ETC.
ALSO 525 LIBERAL AND SPIRITUALISTIC HYMNS
·
SOCIAL AND VARIOUS PUBLIC
OCCASIONS.

FOJ.l.
*
* *

*
•: IF •*

YOU ARE

** *

SINCERELY INTERESTED IN

THE CAUSE OF

Mrs, Besa_nt's. Wo_ rks~ GEMS,.,~,,.., ""'"·'""
OF FREETHOUGHT.
The Mvth of the Great Deluge. By
James M. McCann. 15 cents. Ten copies $1. It

~~~-~WOMAN
HASTE~

is the most complete and overwhelming refutation of the Bible Stor_y of the Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. To rea-d it is to
be astonished at the possibilities of religious
credulity.-T. B. Wakeman. Mr. ll'fcCann's dynamite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.A. B. Bradford. It ought to meet with a very
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.

TO READ

THE STRIKE OF A S.EX.

Bruno Pamphlet No. 1. Contributors:
G. J. Holyoake, Thos. Davidson, T. B. Wakeman,
Karl Blind, Lydia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten
copies for $1.

By GEORGE N. l'IIILLER.

("THE

UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN

OF WOMAN'S

SLAVERY.")

Bruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors:
R. G. Ingersoll, Thos. Davidson T. B. Wakeman,
G. J. Holyoake, et al. 15cents. Ten copies for $1.

The Bruno Monument. A fine engraving
1'he best men and women of England and America are
It
fairly heaping praises n.f)on this
has a fascination
entil'ely its own and will give you
truly wonderful
a sensation such as you never had before.
book.

printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12
mches 1 for framing; put up in pasteboard tubes
for mailing. 20 cents. Ten copies for $1.50.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with portrait, 30c..

Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it

I

p

CAN THIS
BE SO •

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

I SENDBEEAND

T

•

I

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

should be. Paper, 25c.

Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before
the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 4
cents.

Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie Dwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan
Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth- a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
cents.

The Gods. A beautiful pamphlet of forty

pages, with likeness of Ingersoll. Price, 20
cents. Eight copies for $1.
-

God in the Constitution. By Robert G.

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

Curious Revelations From the
Life of a Trance Medium.
By MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. Illustrated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.50.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette place, N.Y.

"E:;ifs and

~ arssr

-OF-

CHARLfS 8RAOLAUGH,
-BY-

Geor'ge Jacob· Holy-oake.
Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Greal English Secularist by the Father of Secularisn •

Price, 15 cents.~ Ton copies, $E

SOCIAL WEALTH:
The Sole Factors and Exact Ratios in Its Acquirement and Apportionment.
In proceeding toward any given point, there is
always one line which is shortest-THE STRAIGHT;
so, in the conduct of human affa-irs, there is always one course which is best-THE JusT.

- l3y- J. K. INGALLS.
12mo, 326 pp., large type, good paper, silk cloth,
prwe $1.00CoNTENTB :-Economic Schools-A Brief Review
of Their Origin and Growth. Rise and Growth
of Capita.lism. Unearned Increase-Profit Interest.._ Rent. Conservation of Wealth. '!1ools
and .1mnroved l\"Iachinery. The Nature of
Wages. Private and Social Wealth. Land Ownership. Priv:ate Property in Land. Qapital and
the l'roductlVe Fa.ctors. Partnership and CoQperation. Law of Contracts. li"Ioney and
Credit. Of Value or Economic Ratios. Taxation as a Remedy. Reforms, not Uemedies.
Sut::gestions to Legislators. ·summary of Definitions-Economic and Isonomic.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Twelve Tracts.
BIBLE WORSHIP.
DARWINISM.

DESIGN ARGUMENT.
EVOLUTIONESUS NOT PERFECT.
J
~NDERWOOD'S PRAYER.
Price, 25 cents
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.

What Would Follow the Effacement of
Christianity~ By George Jacob Holyoake. This is a most valuable contribution to
Freethought literature. Bound in paper with
goodlilreness of author. Price, 10cents. Twelve
copies for $1.

Life and Career of Charles Bradlaugh.
By George Jacob Holyoake. With good likeness
of Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies
for $1.
-

What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.

L. Green, editor of the Freethinker's Magazine.
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
per dozen.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Why Doesn't Go~ Kill the Devil 1
l3y- .M.. Babcock.
25 cents.

Price,

The Clergyman's Victims.
A LIBERAL 8TOR Y.
By li"IRS. E. J. BALL.

Price, 25 cents.

llt't'l~ l~SSOHS

FOR

LITTLt FOL-l{S.
By MRS. E. D. BLENKER.

Brain and the Bible.
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology.
By EDGAR C. BEALL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
Address this Office.

Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

Unanswera.ble.

Price, $1.

Boards,

-

40 cents.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
By PROF, F, W, NEWMAN.

. Price, 25 cents.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. Ig. No. I2. {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.}

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.}

New York, Saturday, March 19, 1892.
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THE DUTY OF UNCLE SAM
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REGARD TO THE MAIL MEDDLERS.

Just Out.-A New. Bible Picture-Book.

THE EVOLUTION
OF

THE DEVIL!

Old Testament· Stories

By HENRY FRANU.,

Comically lllustratedf

Lecturer of the Society of Human l'rogreHH.

Price, 25 cents. Five copies. $1.
Ad<lress THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Exposure'

Exposure·

iJf

by

Burgess . Un~erwoo~ Debate
ON CHRISTIANITY.
Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Prof. 0. A. Burgess, Pres. of N. W. Christian Univ.
Paper, l88pp., 50 cts.; clo .. 80 cts.

BIBLE MORALS.
Twenfi!J Orimes and Vices
Sanctioned b?f Scriptu;re.

CHEAP EDITION.

By J. E. REMSBURG. Price, 25 cents.

Travels l·n Fai.th.

HEATHENs oF THE HEATH.
Radic::;al Ron)al'\c::;e.

B:v WM. McDoNNELL.

500 pp., paper, 80 centR.

BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS

. Facts.

Ridicule.

By WATSON HESTON.

Being the story of his mental journe ,. from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
AildrARR THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING
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The Bible Picture Book.
'!FENTON, MICH., March 5, 1892.
· "EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: I received the 'Old Testament Stories Comically lliuFOtrated,' and am well pleased
with the same. Inclosed find $1, for which please send
me another, and oblige,
''Yours as ever,
S. H. ELLINWOOD."
"BONAPARTE, IA., March 6, 1892.
"EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: I received the Bible Picture
Book and am highly pleased with it. Yesterday I started
out among my Liberal friends, and succeeded in taking
orders for six copies, and shall take another day this week
and see what I can do, and send my order the last of the
week.
Respectfully,
L. C. CHENEY."

The Universalists, The Truth Seeker, and
Colonel Ingersoll.
The Universalists are queer people, religiously,
and their oracles well represent them. They are
themselvs, theologically, neither :fish, flesh, nor
·fowl, nor good red herring, but their oracles talk like
John Calvin and the ancient Pharisees combined.
In a recent number of the Christian Leader is a
definition of the position the editor takes toward
Colonel Ingersoll, and an incidental scoring by
insinuation of that other queer and unclassified sect,
the Unitarians. To which is added what the editor
evidently regards ~ s a. very severe criticism of THE
TRUTH SEEKER. As a; sample of Universalist logic
the article is worth re~ding:
·
''The fact that Robert Ingersoll was invited to make
an address before the Unitarian Club of New York seems
to ha-v been· taken by the public and by those journals
that hav commented on it-so far as we hav noticed-as a
matter of course. The assumption is, that the colonel
holds to views which; if not techirically Unitarian, are
substantially so. This is a suggestiv straw. If the club
o{ any other denomination had been addressedby Mr.
Ingersoll, the conclusion w:>uld be that it was a challenge
to the famous Infidel to state his case as strongly as he
was able before a Christian jury. It would not be taken
as indicating sympathy :With his position, but rather as
showing a dispoSiti6n tO lllt the enemy of Christianity hav
the benefit Of hill own statement.
"Tius is not the view taken of his address before the
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19, 1892.
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Per Year.

Unitarian Club. We judge it is not the view taken by the
But it was not of these things we meant to speak,
club itself, nor by the Unitarian journals. The Christian but rather of the logic which holds one man responRegister printed the greater part of the address; and sible for what another does. Evidently the Leadm·
from the frequency of 'laughter,' 'renewed laughter,'
' applause,' 'loud applause,' in the report, the colonel believes in vicarious atonement, and would consider
was justified in concluding that he had 'struck good soil justice satisfied by hanging Smith for Brown's crime.
to-night.' Apparently the speaker had his auditors It is true that THE TRUTH SEEKER sells the authowith him as completely as he could hsv desired. The rized editions of Colonel Ingersoll'o books ; it is
Register does not dissent from the position of the address true we hav published two or three authorized lector its author more than it might from that of a recognized Unitarian oracle, nor so much as it did from the ures; and it is true that the distinguished champosition of Dr. Abbott, Dr. Gordon, and Professor pion of liberty and ourselvs are on terms of amity.
Tucker. This is sufficiently remarkable. But when we But to object to Ingersoll because of these things
add to it that the respectful protest of a life-long Unitarian is about the silliest and shallowest "reasonof New York was returned to the author by the editor of
the Register, it seems to be settled that there is a wide ing" that ever even a theologian invented. Think
welcome for Ingersollism in the Unitarian body and no of "obje~ting" to a man because a bookseller
placed an advertisement of his works on the same
chance for protest.
"It seems to be incumbent on us now to go on and page in a paper with a picture the objector does
state our own position in regard to Mr. Ingersoll. He is not like ! and with which the man has nothing to
a man whose wide sympathies and wonderful eloquence
hav commended him to thousands of people, and whose do. Think of the depth and breadth of that obfelicitous exposure of many an absurdity has laid all gen- jector! Think of his giant intellect I of the disuin lovers of truth under obligation. to him. His is an at- criminating logic he uses ! of the reasoning power
tractiv personality, and his practical benevolence often he called into play! And then think of the theexpresses itself in ways that Chri,stians cannot improve ology such a person represents, and how well fitted
upon. We hav heard him at his be!!t and at his worst,
hav enjoyed his. wit and been shocked by his awful irrev- he evidently is to represent it!
Of the same character is the Leader's admission
erence. ·we rather like him on the whole, and while we
hav never heard of his making any sacrifices for the good that in " practical benevolence " Colonel Ingersoll
of his fellow-creatures, we hav no doubt he is a better is at least equal to the average Christian, while inman than many who criticise him.
-sinuating that he never made any sacrifices for the
"Our objection to Ingersoll is what he represents. He
stands for a particularly brazen and unmannerly and good of his fellow-creatures. These kind of slurs
coarse variety of Infidelity. He is its great apostle. are as common as grass, and they are always made
Those who would know just what Ingersollism comes to by fellows who know nothing about the matter.
in the life and thought of the day should get a copy of the How can a man be practically benevolent unless he
New York TRUTH SEEKER, the paper which· publishes sacrifices something? But what would the Leade1·
'the only authorized editions' of l\fr. Ingersoll's works,
and read and inwardly digest it, and contemplate its hav? Do the Universalists desire to tie Colonel
illustrations. In the number which prints in full the ad- Ingersoll to the stake to see him sacrifice himself?
dress above referred to are sample nnggets of the refined Or do they want to put him in jail? Or starve
gold which this form of 'Liberalism' yields. The first him~ Colonel Ingersoll is not the kind of a man
page is embellished with a cut of 'The Gospel Mill.' An who never sends a check for charity except through
old hag labeled Superstition is pouring out of a sack into
a hopper marked 'The Sunday-School' a grist of chil- a newspaper, or at the solicitation of a preacher he
dren. Below the. hopper is a mill labeled 'The Church,' knows will tell it to a reporter; but. from what the
operated by a mule placarded as 'Faith.' Spouts from public ·learns through no effort of his it is quite
the mill convey nearly the whole of what was poured safe to say .that his "sacrifices" are equal at least
into the hopper i:qto receptacles marked 'Beggary,'
to those of his critics. When a man with a throat
'Nunnery,' 'Brothel,'
'Penitentiary,' 'Gallowf!.'
One small spout dribbles out 'God's share.' A fine so seriously affiicted that he may lose his voice
portrait of Colonel Ingersoll flanks this cut. If this deli- goes miles through a storm to help another man
cate bit of art had been visible to those who listened to accused of blasphemy, and spends days defending
Colonel Ingersoll at the Unitarian Club, it is fair to be- him, not only without hope of fee and reward but
lieve that the laughter and applause would hav been
refusing a fee in a case which to others would be a
sensibly moderated."
year's earnings, as Colonel Ingersoll did in the
We shall allow the Unitarian press to deal with the
Reynolds suit, finally paying Mr. Heynolds's fine
insinuation that they are all Ingersollians, or Agnosand costs out of his own pocket, we think he ought
tics; nor do we regard as of such great importance
to hav a little credit for it, and not be accused of
the editor's strictures upon THE TRUTH SEEKER.
making no pe:~:sonal sacrifices. There are but few
We are used to them, and besides, truth fears no
men, and probably no ministers, who would hav
kind of questioning. The picture referred to rephazarded so much as Colonel Ingersoll did when
resents a state of affairs easily apprehended by
he went to Morristown to plead for Mr. Reynolds.
all who pause to think, which the editor of the
The Universalists talk a great deal about benevoLeader evidently did p.ot. If he had, he would hav
lence, and humanity, and good works, but they
seen its truth. He knows that Superstition is
exercise very little charity toward those who diswhat drives people to church, and he knows, or
sent from their own views, and we never heard that
might know if he studied the subject, that through
they hav rescued many from jail, or done such a
the Sunday-school the children graduate to the
volume of good that they can afford to sneer at
various imtitutions pictured. He would know if he
even an evangelical Christian-much less at Colonel
studied prison statistics that ninety per cent of the
Ingersoll.
inmates are church attendants or Sunday-school
scholars. If he reads the daily newspapers he
knows that the gallows is but a stepping-stone to
heaven. He knows also, if he reads Reformatory reports, that tl:J.e fallen WOD}en are not Infidels but
.religiously trained girls, and he knows if he has
read history that nunneries hav always been houses
of ill repute. I!e sees, too, every time he walks the
streets that God does forsake the "righteous" and
allows his seed to beg bread. And if he does not
know that according to Christian theology-not
Universalist theology-God's share of the souls
brought into the world is· exceedingly small, he is
not fit to be a teacher of his brethren.

It is queer how things turn out somel imes. Last
week an old friend of Anthony Con1stock, the
treasurer of a church, a member of the Sons of
Temperance, head bookkeeper of a large firm, was
arrested for stealing from his employers over thirty
thousand dollars which he had lost in-playing
policy ! which is a game Comsto~k pretends to hate
with such undying hatred that he has raided the policy shops many times and oft. But still his old friend
could fii).d five shops open in which to. lose th!'l
mon~y he stole. And that he is as pious as hie
friend- Comstock is shown by the fact that the
church funds in his keeping lire intact !
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Religious Questions in Our Legislature.
The Assembly of New York ha!:J voted to strike
out the Sunday closing clause in the bill appropriating money for the state exhibit at the World's
Fair. The Senate, after an angry debate, referred
the same matter to the State Commission.
The argument on Sunday closing was held on the
9th, and began on Senator Hunter's proposition to
close the exhibit. Mr. Hunter represents t,he Sabbatarians. He wished a resolution to pass requesting the members of Congress from this state to op·
pose the granting of any appropriation to the Columbian Exposition unless promis was made to
close the affair on Sundays. The senator pointed
to the fact that many bills were recently presented
to the legislature calling for Sunday privileges, and
that the tendency seemed to be to indorse the requests. It was time, he said, to call a halt. The
American Sabbath was purely American and should
not be invalidated by the foreign element that
sought to desecrate the holy day. Senator O'Connor took exception to the reference to the foreign
population. The Christian religion, he said, was no
part of the laws of the United States, and all sects
were entitled to the same respect and consideration. The statut.es of this state, he declared, respected the Mosaic law, as well as the Christian,
and made provision for the religion of the Hebrew
and the observance of the Hebrew Sabbath, as it
did for the Christian Sunday. Senator Brown said
he was glad the days of the Blue laws were gone,
when the prattle of children's voices was subdued
in pent-up rooms for fear of desecration of the Sabbath. A man could attend divine worship in the
morning, he argued, and visit the Fair in the afternoon on Sunday without offending his creator.
It is thought by Senator Erwin that the Sunday
opening was a scheme to swell the Fair receipts,
but to open the Fair on Sunday would shock the
moral sense of the whole community. He did not
approve of Senator Hunter's arbitrary demand
upon the Congressmen, but presented an amendment, which was agreeable to his colleague, to the
effect that the members of Congress be requested
to use their influence to hav the Fair closed on
Sunday.
Senator Hunter read extracts of remarks from
Catholic priests favoring the Sunday closing, evidently to influence the opinion of Senator O'Connor, who is a Catholic. But the latter took occasion to remark that there was no earthly power that
could alter his convictions, whether it came from
priest, cardinal, or pope.
Senators Cantor, Coggeshall, Saxton, Smith, and
Roesch followed in lengthy speeches for and
against the Fair, the last named presenting a substitute to the original resolution referring the subject matter to the World's Fair Commission of this
state for action. This passed with a vote of 16
to 14.
Last week the Assembly went on record, too, as
favoring Sunday fishing. Around New York city
there are many bays where the fish feed Sundays as
well as Saturdays, and thousands of workingmen
hire boats on Sundays and go out and catch their
Monday dinner. Jamaica bay is one of these places,
and owing to the crowds patronizing the boat liveries around its shores the pious ones seek to enforce
the Sunday law against sports. But when the
Fisheries and Game bill came up for discussion in
the Assembly Mr .. SUlzer presented a petition with
twenty-six thousand names in favor of allowing the
fishermen to continue their sport.
The country members opposed the petition, and
the city members favored it. Mr. O'Connor thought
he could find good biblical author!ty for fishing on
Sunday, and Mr. Sullivan said: "I am in favor of
Sunday fishing, though I own several bar-rooms.
I would rather people went fishing than come to my
saloon on Sunday. They should go fishing and let
m~ keep my place closed at least one day of the
week.".. The Sunday fishing clau&e was retained by
a majority of four.
!J,'hese ar.e encouraging signs, and it may be possibl! sqrne_ .ti!Jle .~o repeal all Sunday laws.. And
thw;e is- one _,thi~g the country legis~ators should
understand, and. that is,. tl;lat. wh.atever Sunday laws

are enacted in this state the people of New York tee on this bill by our old friend J. J. McCabe of
will not observe them. NewYork city folk are shut Albany, who told the committee that the bill under
up in stores and offices and factories six days in consideration would not do what the title seemed'
the week and the seventh day they will go out fish- to indicate. The subject of the bill, he said, was not;
ing or sailing, or to "sacred" concerts, or on ex- to permit freedom of worship,. but to compel the .
cursions to the country, do what the bigots please state to enforce religious worship. The clashing of
to prevent. Steamboat and railroad men find Sun- Roman Catholic ecclesiastical dogmas with evanday the most profitable day, and. they will carry gelical Protestant interests in these matters would,
the crowds just as long as it pays. And those who in all probability, eventuate in an irr,epressible
really seek to increase morality and sobriety should religious conflict if all public institutions were n~t
encourage all these forms of recreation rather than administered on a purely non-church basis, and he
Slfppress them, because if the people are compelled therefore offered the following substitute for the
to remain in the city they will do things which are so-called Freedom of Worship bill. He said that he
n9t good. The liquor stores of the city are open believed that two-thirds of the people of the state '
and men who cannot do anything efse will frequent of New York would prefer the substitute to the
,
them. There is more immorality and intemperance original bill :
in the city in the winter than in the summer because
''An act to provide for the complete separation of church
the people cannot get out of doors. A hothouse and state in all institutions which are under state control,
life breeds vice. So if the churches desire the well- and also in all institutions, associations and societies
being of the people they will repeal their Sunday which receive state aid.
"Section 1. It lilhall not be lawful for any officer of the
hi.w and turn their missionary money into open-air state to pay to any incorporated institution, society, or
excursion funds. The law of substitution-a good association, nor to the managers, agents or officers
thing for a bad thing-as an eminent criminal thereof any moneys of the state to be used for the purjudge once wrote, holds good in this matter. An pose of founding, maintaining .or aiding by appropriation, payment for services, expenses or otherwise, any
open museum takes people away from a possible in- church or religious denomination, or any institution,
jUrious amusement. So does a sail on the ocean, a society or undertaking which is either wholly or in part
visit to the country or to the parks, or a good con- under sectarian or ecclesiastical control.
· "Section 2. No officer of any incorporated instituHon,
c~rt. All these things ought to be made cheap and
society,
or association, the expenses of which are paid
pleasant. No question has been treated so foolishly
wholly or in part out of any fund which is raised by a
a~ the Sunday question. What we hav pointed out
tax on any kind of property, or by fees of any kind, shall
~s to the ill effects of a Puritan Sunday is undeni- permit the teaching of any special or general system of
able, and the churches by opposing a free Sunday theology or religion, by any priest, minister or other.
show that they are not sincere in their prayers for teacher, in any such institution, or on any property bethe welfare of the people. We are glad that some longing to the state."
But Mr. McCabe's substitute was not adopted,
of our lawmakers are getting common sense on
the committee reported the bill favorably, the Senthis subject.
But if, on the whole, the legislature has done ate passed it, and it will probably become a law, for
well on the Sunday question, it has retrograded in Tammany Hall is in the legislativ saddle, and the
other respects. Mr. O'Connor, who struggled for hand which hold the reins reaches out from· Archan open Sunday, and said he took no orders from bishop Corrigan's marble palace on Madison avenue,
priest or pop~, has put a bill through exempting just back of the St. Patrick's cathedral. Our state
qhurches from the collateral inheritance tax, and legislators are his servants as well as our city officials,
the Senate has passed the Freedom of Worship though we are thankful to observe they hav not
bill, so-called. The exemption bill is in favor of all gone so far as Mayor Grant did in kneeling and
churches, and hereafter they will get the legacies kissing his J?.and on the late occasion of the pope's
tJley frighten from their dupes by the fear of hell birthday celebration at Cooper Union. But they
without reduction. The· Freedom of Worship bill will do as he directs without much murmuring.
permits the Catholics to set up an altar and introThe "Evolution of the Devil," by Henry Frank,
duce their paraphernalia in the House of Refuge is one of the very best of all the numerous works
on Randall's island. The bill has passed because about that anti-divine personage. It differs from the
of the ascendency of Tammany Hall. The country Christian biographies in that Mr. Frank knows
Republicans hav generally been against the bill what he is talking about. The price is twenty-five
heretofore, but this time severaJ. voted for it. cents for a single copy, and five for one dollar.
Senator Zerubabel Erwin led the opposition to the
We would call special attention of those of our
bill. He said that he was in favor of the utmost
freedom of worship, but he did not believe in des- friends who take sufficient interest in Liberalism to
ignating a commission of state officials to look after work for its extension among church-members to
it. He feared that politics would affect the com- the new and cheap edition of Robert C. Adams's
mission, and he wanted to keep religion and poli- "Travels in Faith," which has the interest of a pertics as far apart as possible. Senator Saxton offered sonal memoir, while at the same time it takes its
a substitute that the courts should hav jurisdiction, readers along with the author out of the land of
and that they should be substituted for the pro- mental bondage. It is a splendid book to lend to
posed board, so that anyone who felt aggrieved Christian neighbors, and at twenty-five cent.s it is
would go to the court and get redress -instead of one of the cheapest of all our publications.
appealing to a state board. "This is the beginning
The close connection between. church and state
of th3 plan to inject religion into politics," said under the present administration receives additional
Senator Erwin. "The next thing will· be to ask proof from a story in the Ohio State Journal, by
for a division of the public school moneys and to which it appears -that Mr. Harrison holds his church ·
giv part of them to the sectarian schools. I want vows above his party obligations. The story goes :
to keep the church out of politics." "I deny it, I "If it had not been for the president's somewhat
deny it," said Senator McMahon. "I ask for the peculiar notions about some things, Col.- 0. J.
proof." "The Senator givs his opinion. He is ex- Hodge would be at this time governor of Alaska,"
pressing only that. I think differently," said Sen- remarked a member one evening last week. The
ator Erwin. The substitute was lost by vote of appearance qn the floor of. the well-known Cleve-.
16 to 15 and the bill was passed.
land politician recalled the incident to the legis- ·
The bill in its present shape constitutes the lator, who continued: " He had backing strong
attorney-general, the superintendent of prisons, enough to get anything the administration had to
and the president of the state board of charities, a giv. McKinley, Sherman, Foster, Stanford, Hawley,
board to see that freedom ·of worship is. secured to and other influential men gave him their heartiest
all inmates of state institutions, and the board of ·indorsement. Mr. McKinley and Senator Sherma11.
managers of the Randall's island institution will be took the matter to the White House in per.s_on.
guilty of a misdemeanor if they do not admit The president read over the long list of names, and'
Catholic priests, in case this bill becomes a law.
glancing up, inquired: 'Is Colonel Hodge a religThere is only one way to settle all these matters ious man~· Major McKinley, who is a personal .
per~nently, however, and that is the ~ght -i.ay, as friend of Colonel Hodge, was a trifle staggered, bJlt, ,
pointed o:ut by _Liberalism, which was represented he smiled and replied that he believed not. Then.i_
at the hearing befor.e the Senate. judiciary. commit- the. president said it was his desrre to a]_:rpoillt a;
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man who would work in harmony with th missionaries. The Ohio statesmen pleaded the colonel's
cause earnestly, but a few Ininutes' talk satisfied
them that he had just as good a show to go as
Ininister to the moon, and they gave it up."
It is not always well to be a close student of the
Bible. Mrs. Mary Pachus, of Williamsburgh, has
been "under conviction" for two or three weeks,
and has continually read that religious work, neglecting her household duties and talking and acting
strangely at times. When Pachus returned home
one night last week he found his wife reading it,
and no supper provided. He upbraided her and
his words threw the woman into a frenzy. She became violent and screamed so loudly that neighbors were attracted to Pachus's rooms. She seemed
to hav recovered her reason the next morning, but
~t $ o'clock, while Pachus was in the kitchen, his
wife picked up her two youngest children and ran
to the front window with them. She took the infant
by the legs and dangled it out of the third-story
window. A policeman reached the rooms just in
time to save the child. The woman was then taken
to the station, and afterward sent to the insane
asylum.
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News and Notes.
Monday, March 29th, 9 A.M., at Anaheim. The
way begins to brighten.
The earthquakes hav
rolled by, though mists and clouds still are in the
heavens. A fair audience is present. S. Littlefield,
Leuclke, Harker, and other .comrades are around the
campfire. I miss some old faces, but I guess they
will be with us next time. One good friend, however, has said the last good-bye-stalwart Comrade
Pullen, always ready to stand by the flag. Without
fear he passes to the eternal sleep. The flowers of
memory shall bloom upon his grave.
Tuesday morning, sunshine struggling with
clouds; I reach Orange. I :find I. ff, Parker working away at his hedge beside the golden orange
trees, and receive a warm welcome to his pleasant
home. He is called "Big Parker." I guess he is
·about as tall as Abraham Lincoln, and all the way a
Liberal. However, he was once a devout Methodist, but failing to be sufficiently "sanctified," he
was rejected by the "unco holy." This led him
into the path of Freethought, and now he reads
THE TRUTH SEEKER every week. In the afternoon
he givs me a drive over the surrounding country to
Joel Parker's, Mrs. Hendy's, and on to Olive Rights.
He1·e I found some stanch Liberals-Hubert, Gardner, Shoemaker, and others. ·They are digging
a tunnel with the biggest concrete pipe in the
world. I take a walk into it. Parker has to get on
his knees, which he would not do anywhere except
in a tunnel. We get as near to hades as possible,
1but no devil makes his appearance. Things seem
·.to be pretty solid in the tunnel, but no churchJmembers can be found to take chances there.and
'" meet Jesus." Only Infidels will work in that
rshadowy place. They are not afraid of ghosts, and
<Can put their trust in firm masonry if not in God.
Through this concrete pipe, nearly seven feet in
diameter, will flow the waters of the Santa Ana for
the irrigation district. They also turn the wheels
of the Olive Rights flouring mill, which makes some
of the best flour in the state at the rate'' of about
one hundred barrels a day.
·The audience at Orange is the best I hav had yet
in this somewhat orthodox town, although it
threatened rain. I am quite hopeful about Orange.
The Liberal element is always ready to do its work,
.and the people seem to be willing to hear. There
:is some hint of progress even among the Christians.
'.The religious journal of the place was willing to an:nounce my lecture as an item of news. This is an
:improvement on the old style of orthodoxy.
I had a :fine time at the home of Mr. and 1\'Irs.
:Parker, where the children and all are in the atmosphere of Freethought, and enjoy the light of day,
so different from the experience of Parker and myself when we were young in the gloomy orthodox
regions of" down East," Parker in Nova Scotia and
I in New England. What a mighty change- has
come over the world of infancy ! God and the devil
hav disappeared, and the "fair humanities " shine.
It begins to rain at the close of the lecture and
pours down heavily during the night. But the
morning dawns beautifully, and Parker harnesses
"Dolly" and away we go to "Hope Ranch." Edson Smith is not there, having gone to the station
to find me, who of course will be "missing." We
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wheel to Santa Ana and greet Col. Dan Baker in
his editorial sanctum. Another hitch is discovered
in the Freethought campaign. O'Neil's Hall, engaged for the occasion, is by some misunderstanding
given to another party, and we hav to rustle to secure a hall, the Congregational Hall, and announce
the change. Baker does this. Dodgers are out and
we are ready for the "new departure."
The skies change too, and as I meander out
to Hope Ranch afoot the showers overwhelm me,
and I am dripping when I reach Smith's.. A good
fire warms me up, a good sleep refreshes me, and a
good dinner strengthens me, and I am ready for
the evening's task.
In spite of all, I hav the best audience that has
greeted me at Santa Ana. The storms of the day
rolled off and the stars sparkled in the sky.
The :first thing on Thursday morning was to look
out and see if it was fair weather. If the sun shone
and the clouds were not threatening, it was our
plan to drive to Arch Beach, twenty-four miles
away. Otherwise. we must giv up the trip. The
experience of Wednesday made things uncertain.
It was, .however, a glorious morning. The skies
were really dazzling in splendor. The clouds were
white as if they were perfectly empty of rain, and
hung like jewels in the sky. Smith harnessed his
bright two-year-old pony, Oscar, and off we st~J,rted
for Arch Beach. Through Tustin, gem of the valley, we reach Irvine ranch. Here is over one hundred thousand acres owned by one man. He
probably paid two bits an acre, and now he holds
it for the increased value given to it by the labor of
others. It is a beautiful piece of land, stretching for
miles from ocean to foot-hills. It is sown with barley
this year, and presents a magnificent picture of
verdant beauty far as the eye can see. Reaching
the hills that encircle this vast plain, we plunge
down through the canyon toward the sea. This is
a delightful ride. Varying vistls open on the view.
Two gentle lakes sparkle along the way. The ducks
and geese float over their bosom or fly in the sunny
air on our approach. A flock of buzzards-a thousand of them, I should think-are hovering and plunging about a dead sheep. They do not seem to agree
among themselvs, and it looks as if the big, strong
buzzards got the sheep while the weaker ones had
their chances fluttering on the outer circle, looking
on, and getting a little dab now and then. Evidently the buzzard world is a good deal like the
human world-the big ones hav the most of it, the
little ones hav to starve. The bosses rule, the inside ring gets the sheep. Large flocks of sheep are
feeding on the hillsides, and the blackbirds keep
them company, as if there were a common interest
between them. The canyon becomes more rocky,
wild, and picturesque as we (lescend, and we can
note the huge bowlders where once the rushing
torrents sped, thousands, perhaps millions of years
ago, for this canyon was once the bed of a mighty
river.
Over the vast plain above where Santa Ana now
is, and the Irvine ranch, was an immense lake, but
the bottom of that ancient lake is to-day covered with
soil one hundred and sixteen feet deep, washed down
from the neighboring mountains. So it must hav
been a long time ago when the waters were drained
in to the sea.
At the foot of the canyon the :first building we
see for miles is a neat little school-house, and by
the side of it is a clilapidated church about onequarter its size. This is a good sign-the schoolhouse becoming more beautiful, and the church
more forlorn. That is a glorious evolution. May
the church soon disappear like the ancient rivex .and
lake, and the school-house tower resplendent with
radiant promis of education and reform. The
church belongs to the buzzard family. Let it go
with the rest of the preying tribe.
As we drive out of the canyon to La Guna, a
panorama immense and glorious astonishes the
view. The seft, broad, bright, is before us, rolling
away in boundless volume. A magnificent steamer
speeds along the horizon wi~h enormous clouds of
smoke that glitter in the sun. The Catalina islands
gem the glowing west with lofty hights. The
ocean breaks upon the rugged shore with music
and iridescent spray. Alongside the mighty Pacific
we pass. Arch Beach is two miles from La Guna,
and is one of the prettiest places on the coast. Mr.
:S:. S. Goff is proprietor of the hotel. Around it
are flower-gardens and arbors. Back of it extend
the hills tufted with groves. In front is the mighty
sea, breaking upon the rocks. I suppose this is
called Arch Beach because the shore curves inward
and makes a sheltered spot for the bathers when
the tide is high. The temperature of the place seldom goes below 40° and not above 85°. Bathing
all the year round, roses all the year round, and
gorgeous and ever-varying views of sea and land.
Mr. and Mrs. Goff and the six children enjoy life
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without any shadow of superstitio:q. THE TRUTH
SEEKER. comes here, music prevails. The big diningroom IS :fitted up for the lecture. The children
play and dance. The people come from all about
and :fill the house ; it is a merry assembly. There
are some Mormons here, besides Christians of the
orthodox sort, and Freethinkers. I speak on .the
Demands of Liberalism. After the lecture the festivities continue until 2 o'clock in the morning.
I find quite a number of Liberal friends. Mrs. S.
L. Thurston, with her family of :fifteen children, make
quite an addition to our ranks, which we welcome
with hopes of the future. I was glad to come to
this verge of the western world and float the flag of
freedom. D. Edson Smith did a good thing wpen
he suggested this delightful trip. He livs at Hope
Ranch, and of course is always ready for some new
endeavor. In fact, he has just evolved a new
variety of peach, which is pronounced to be about
the best there is. Hope Ranch peach is the name
of it. It will no doubt become famous.
Friday morning still bears good fortune for us.
The weather is clear and the journey is backto Santa
Ana, along the canyon until the wide and ope~ing
view reveals an immense panorama of mountains
shining beyond the green expanse. The fair cities ·
of Santa Ana and Tustin glitter between, modern
life mingling with ancient landmarks.
I bid good-bye to Hope Ranch, with its pleasant
companions, to Dan Baker, Smithwick, and others
who giv good cheer to the Freethought wanderer.
Smithwick is eighty-four years of age. He was 'in
Texas before 1840, and passed through strange adventurous times in wars with Indians and Mexicans.
He was in Burnet county and hunted buffalo over
the place where the city of Austin now is. He has
witnessed world-wide changes since he was a boy.
He is still activ and wields a vigorous pen in the
cause of reform.
The Methodist church at Orange, as Dan Baker
says, has settled the question of the World's Fair
opening on Sunday~ · By a unanimous vote of all
its members, both dead and living, it was declared
that the gates must be shut. There were about two
hundred and thirty votes recorded, but most of
these were in their graves. One member of the
church who goes duck-hunting on Sunday was rather
recalcitrant. He tried to dodge, but the sisters
scowled at him, and the brethren prayed, and he
:finally voted with the rest. With all the dead
Christians against us, as well as living, and duckhunters thrown in, it shows that there is a good
deal of business on hand about the opening of the
World's Fair on Sunday. It reminds me of: the
old hymn, "Hark, from the tombs a doleful sound,"
a unanimous No from every buried saint. This
beats Tammany all to pieces as to blillot-box
stuffing.
Those who are "asleep in Jesus" can still exercise the right of suffrage. That is a union of church
and state with a vengeance. The Christians are
indeed wise as serpents, but not so harmless as
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
doves.
Santa Ana, March 4, 1892.

Lectures and Meetings.
THE Newark Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, corner
of Market.-Sunday afternoon, March 20th, at 3 o'clock,
Van Buren Denslow; LL.D., of New York, will lecture.
Subject: "If Knowledge Were Universal, What Would
Religion Be?"
THE lecture before the Society of Human Progress,
Sunday evening, March 20th, is Mr. Frank's answer to
the question, "Is Dogmatic Agnosticism Consistent?"
The society meets now at Carnegie Recital Hall, southeast corner of 57th street and Seventh avenue. The entrance to this hall is at the corner.
AT the Manhattan Liberal Club, 220 East 15th street,
Friday evening, March 18th, Mr. Duren J. H. Ward will
explain "Hindoo Philosophy, Including Buddhism."
On the evening of Thursday (not Friday), March 24th,
instead of Henry Rowley on "Religion and Morality,"
Prof. Lester F. Ward, of the Smithsonia.n Institute, will
lecture on "The Two Trunk Lines of Psychic Development."
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Flatonia, " .. March19,20 Brookhaven, Miss. " 16,17
Calvert
"
" 27 28 Chicago . . . .. .. . . .. . . . "
24
Austin,' " . . April 2: 3 Massillon, 0 ............. May 1
New York ................ " 6
Waco, Convention
of Texas Liberal
Boston.................... " 8
Association....... " 8, 9,10 Montreal................ " 15
New Orleans....... " 13,14 Boulder City, Col. ... June 5
Those desiring lectures along this rout.e will please
communicate at once with S. P. Putnam, Los Angeles,
Cal., care of C. Severance, Box 451.
SEND for catalog of our publications.
on ~pplication.
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Gommunioa.tions.
What Shall Liberals Do To Be Saved ~·
In presenting this paper I hav chosen for my text,
"What shall we do to be saved 1" I do not refer to
our souls, nor to any concern we may feel about
the Christian's heaven, but I refer ·to the adoption
of some methodical working plan, which shall more
speedily secure for the demands of our union popular favcr and support.
We think these demands are just, and ought to
be the law. We think they are of so much general importance, that we contribute time and money
to cause others to think as we do about them, and
make them the law.
If enough people were already of our opinion,
our efforts might cease. If even those who are of
our opinion would be more earnest, perhaps then
our efforts might cease. But the facts are, our demands are still ignored. If, then, we would succeed, we must continue our efforts ; and we ought
not simply to continue them, we should increaHe
them, for effort is always the measure of success.
Battles are won by courage and disciplin, as well
as by numbers. Disciplin always fosters courage,
and courage is strength. Do we lack disciphn 1
If we do, we lack the courage it would inspire, and
the strength it would giv.
.
•
We all know what we want to accomplish, but
do we all agree as to the methods of accomplishing
it? Unless we do our efforts are scattered, and
our strength to that extent neutralized. We can
spare none of our strength. We need it all. Not
that we havnot accomplishedmuch, but that we hav
very much yet to accomplish.
So far as our record goes our Union has been
organized only since 1876, and we hai no reason for
feeling discouraged with results. No one can say
it is a record of defeats or disasters. We hav made
reasonable progress everywhere, on every issue,
and in every land. We may proudly sing of many
a victory, shake hands over the grandest of triumphs, and smile and congratulate our friends;
not only in every state, but in every county, and
every precinct of every state, and in every nation
of the globe. Can a showing like this be called
one of failure or defeat 1 On the contrary, is it
not one to be proud of ! Would not the church
be proud if it had accomplished as much for Christ,
in so short' a time-fifteen years-as our Union has
for truth, reason, and liberty 1 Would it, with our
success, be despondent, and let its cause drift 'I No.
Instead, it would everywhere hold festivals of joy;
every pulpit would boast of, and exaggerate, its
achievements, and every_ Christian throat would
echo them. Wherever the spires of superstition's
temples pierce the skies, there would its bells ring
out tidings of its conquering march, and a following of fanatics stand ready to maintain by main
force, at 1east in the. form of statutory laws, each
step gained. Nor would it stop here. The church
has a financial machine, a political machine, and a
social machine. It would set all of these running ;
its money would find editors without ideas or courage ; its votes would find politicians Without patriotism or honor, and its social machine would
become an ostracising lever, which only a few dare
face, and the great, alone; could withstand. It
would relax no effort. It would take fresh courage,
and with all its stupendous p.:.wer, strive further, in
the interest of its dogmas, to suppress reason, fetter speech, press, and mails ; and to confine the
liberty of men to the will of its Bible God, constituting its preachers his vicegerents on earth who
alone should be interpreters of that will. We
know this is the spirit in which the church works,
and knowing · it, do you think we should let our
efforts slacken? Would we not be truer, nobler,
and more heroic men and women, if we oppose
with increased energy every error of the church,
and it~;~ every infringement of human rights~ We,
too, may hav our financial machine, our political
machine, and our social machine, and let us hav
them, but let us use them for no base purposes.
Let our editors be brainy men with courage, our
politicians patriots with honor, and otir social
machine cosmopolitan above ostracism of any person, because of belief or unbelief, whether Mohammedan, Buddhist, Jew, or Christian. Let whoever
is true to his honest thoughts be our friend, no
matter how widely we differ. Let no social fences
be built of creeds. A conviction that bears the
stamp of honesty is always respectable, and must
pass current with us in every field of investigation.
Now, it would seem that our organization, working harmoniously and persistently along these lines,
*A paper read at the last convention of the Oregon
State Secular Union.
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must become popular and in~rease in numbers rapidly, provided we :find a way to get before · the
people to tell them of our objects, and of their importance. To get the people to listen to our arguments
is the greatest trouble we hav to contend with. As
sure as we get new listeners, we make new friends,
and earnest followers. If we cannot get them,
then our following must come only froni those who
evolute out of old ideas into the new by the slow
process of thinking alone, without the aid of help.
As Freethinkers .or Secularists, we sometimes
feel lonely, and it in no wonder, although, in fact,
we are not alone. In every community are men
and women who believe as we do, but they are too
often silent, and we do not ·know them, except by
accident. I is no wonder we feel lonely when we
do not know we hav friends about us-it is no
wonder, when the first thing to greet us in every
town is one or more church spires, and .not one of
them erected to our cause. We hav undertaken to
designate each other by wearing a badge, but how
many wear them 1 The badge is all right as far as
it goes, but we can hardly say we are satisfied and
wish to stop at that. Just fancy the loneliness, the
uncertainty, and the strain our speakers must suffer
traveling over the country, from place to place,
never sure of a gTeeting, or a hall, or an audience,
or even a collection large enough to take them out
of town. How lonely it is for most of us to hear
the church bells ring every Sunday, and see the
people going to church~ while we must stay at
home or roam the :fields, because we hav no congenial church to attend. Is it true that we cannot
hav churches as well as the Christians 1 Why not1.
Don't we want them 1 IJ it because we wo .Jd be
copying the ways of Christians?
'II hen the
Lutherans broke away from the Catholic church,
they did not drop ihe idea of churches in "· hich to
worship ; nor did the Church of England ; nor did
the Methodists when key left the estaolished
church ; nor did the Ba::-tists when tney set up a
separate creed; nor the Presbyterians; nor the Congregationalists, n :r any of he other sects, not even
the Mormons. Now, 'why did they not each adopt
a new plan of carrying on their work, and drop the
old idea of building churches everywhere, and
forming circuits, and putting a preacher in crarge
of each one of them 1 They mus" hav had some
good reason for it. When we look abo :t us, and
see how all o. these denominations. h ~v succeeded,
are we not bound to conclude tha they deemed the
old way the best and cling to it for that reason 1
And does not their success prove they wera right 1
What good reasons can we assign or not pursuing
their tactics? We need not call ·it a church,
although to say ":Secular Church," as "The F1rst
Secular Church of Portland," or ''The Morrison
Street Secular Chmch," would not sound objectionable; on the contrary, the wbrd "c :urch" would,
to some extent, modify the prejudices some now
entertain toward our cause. Call Jt "SeculJr Hall,"
if you wish. What we call ourselvs is not so material; it is the cause we seek to maintain. The
idea is, to giv our speakers a particular field in
which to work, and de iver regular lectul'es, organize
Sunday-schools, get up socials and other· entertainments, as the churches do. Let our speakers be
paid by subscriptions, collections, and donations,
as the pre chers are. For example, let us take
this city of Portlan . As things are arranged at
present, the people of ·Portland d _ not hear one of
our lecturers, except occasionally, and never at
stated times. In the mean time, our .· riends here
~ et in t. e way of attending some one d the Christian churches, although they do not prefer it, perh!J.ps; whereas, if we had an able speaker assigned
to Portland, with a regular place and time for
lecturing, he would soon build up a large attendance, and derive ahnost a certain income. To s. art
with, we might hav to rent a hall, as the churches
d:J when they first start. Mter a while, by the aid
of festivals, contributions, etc., after the fasnion of
the chucches,. we could buy a lot, and build our own
.t.all or church; and tc.e congregation by this time
might be regarded as a permanent one. This same
speaker might include in his circuit East Portland
and Aloina--perhaps ether places-and giv regular
lectures at stated tim s and places, so that the people might depend upon them, simil::r to the plan
pursued lY Hugh 0. Pentecost, who, ever> Sunday
-morning, lectures in Newark, in the afterno:n in
Brooklyn, and in the ev.ning in New York city. It
does not ·appear that any of his congregations yet
own a tall of their own, but it is only a matter of
time when they surely will. More than this, the
time will come when Mr. Pentecost will not be able
to meet the demands of these thr, e citie ; each will
hav a speaker of its own, perhaps several of them,
just as they now hav several Methodist Episcopal
churches each.
We hav now only illustrated this plan by consid-

ering how it would work in a large city. In smaller
towns and country places, our speakers would be
provided with larger circuits, and it would be incumbent on them to hav regular lectures, at regular
times and places, as once in two weeks or a month.
Gradually we would hav the whole state divided
into circuits, and provided with speakers just as
the church has now, each one keeping a faithful
record of his work, including funerals conducted,
visits to the sick, etc.; also of his receipts and expenditures, and such other matters as might be ·required, and report the same to the State Secular
Union, which, in turn, would report to the American
Secular Union. With a working system like this,
.would not our cause begin at once to reap grander
results ; would not Liberals everywhere take new
courage, contribute more liberally, and work more
earnestly? If the reports of these cil'cuit lecturers
were faithfully made, they would show who our
friends are, and giv us, from time to time, an idea
of our strength. We would thus, gradually, . be
laying the foundation of a power which, when required, could be relied upon to offset the power of
the church-politically or otherwise.
A part of this system could also be the organization of Young Men's Freethought Associations,
and Young People's Freethought clubs, Temperance societies, free reading-rooms, literary clubs,
gymnasiums, museums, etc., to supplant similar
church organizations, and we would try and make
them so attractiv as to force the church from its
own ground. Would not such a system be also
more satisfactory to our speakers than roaming
over the country, from state to state, as they now
do, delivering lectures here and there, at long intervals, poorly paid, and giving results that could
hardly be called satisfactory to themselvs or to the
Union?
Times hav changed. The present generation is
not satisfied with the old-time sermon; it demands
something abreast of the age ; something new ;
something practical; SC?mething to interest. It
demands speakers who can awaken thought and
spur to action; speakers whose souls occasionally
reflect the cheerful side of life ; speakers who see
something good, and sweet, and joyous in the
world, instead of always something bad and gloomy.
But a very few preachers fill these demands, and
those who do are so well liked they hold one pulpit
for life, as Beecher, Spurgeon, and Heber Newton,
and are well paid; the rest are sent from pillar to
post, because they do not know anything, and nobody wants to listen to them. This statement is
not mere assertion ; it is a fact well known to every
observing person. The church knows it, and is in
a quandary; it will not let its preachers think outside of, or beyond, its creed, and it dare not change
its creed; yet it wants to hold its congregations.
But it cannot do it; its congregations are restless;
they are thinking ; they are going ; Sunday excursions get thousands of them, while the baseball
parks and race-courses are getting the rest. Of all
times propitious for us, could any be more so than
the present? Hav we not men and women equal
to the occasion; and would not our cause-the
cause of humanity-be more acceptable and more
worthy than creeds of churches~ We think so.
.Therefore why not act, and act now 1 We can act
now. No cause has more able lecturers than ours ;
nor more energetic, self-sacrificing, and aggressiv;
nor was an occasion ever riper, or a field more
promising, in which to display ability, win renown,
and do good.
Some of you may say that this plan has already
been adopted by our Union, and that our lecturers
hav for years been engaged in organizing local
Unions, but that they do not all seem to thrive. In
this you are mistaken. Our local-union plan is so
unlike the church plan in detail that it can hardly
be called similar. One primary difference consists
in the strict disciplin which all churches are under
to a head; while our Unions seem· to yield allegiance to nobody. Each is conducted independent
of an~ central authority, in a go-as-you-please
fashion of its own. Some of them liv, a;nd some
die. Those that liv hav regular speakers, who hold
regular lectures. Those that die hav no regular
speakers or lectures. They appoint speakers and
essayists from among themselvs for each meeting, and hold free discussions, where every crank
is permitted to get up as often as he likes-and he
never tires-and bore everybody else. No Union
can ever liv that depends on the body of its members for its speakers. They will not all respond ;·
they will not all giv satisfaction ; it breeds talk and
contention ; and after the first enthusiasm or novelty is gone there is a falling off, the Union finally
dies, and everybody tells everybody else, " It
is no use to try to do anything in R----,
because no one will take enough interest in
it;" and so what might hav been a._ living, thriving
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· Union)s dead, becaus~ what was everybqdy's busd
. n\),f,!S ,was no body's business, Whereas, if one lect-;
' TI.rer was stationed in that community and had full:
:.charge as a preacher has, being: seconded by a:
.comiTiitte~ or trustees, with duties corresponding to;
. church ,trustees, and who was depended upon to,
.proyi(Je regular services· or .lectures for the
,people, and the people had nothing to do
with · it, except to go and listen when . t.heyo
,wish. tQ, and chip into the hat when they[
,,)Vish to, then that Union would hav been!
·.well patronized, according as the lectures were in~
teri'Jsting; and he or she would hav been a very;
;pO()r Secular lecturer. indeed who could not get oft!
:something more interesting than comes from nine~
·tenths of the pulpits.
·
i
. Other primary differences which go to make'
.church congregations _self-supporting while ours[
:are not are readily discernible in the details of:
:their ·work. They do not succeed over us because!
.J;he goods they carry in f,!tock are better than ours
'=:-our _goods are better than theirs ;-they succeed
l;)etter because they hav a more systematic and. cer·tain way of delivering their goods. Ours cannot be:
had except occasionally, when we send out an:
'Ingersoll,~- Putnl!>m, a Krekel, or. others to deliver
them, which is so rare as to interfere with the de-,
-mand for them.
.
.
., i ·~en'ture that if you station any one of our good
.lecture agents here in, Portland and let it be advertis\)d as the church agents are, in six months he
will hav a larger trade than half of the orthodox
agents put together, and I urge upon you a trial of
it.~t once.
Let such of the Liberals of Portland who will
.get together, appoint a committee or trustees who
will .send a call to the lecturer of their choice to fill
. their pulpit in this city for, say, a year, offering to
l?ay him say $1,200 annually, provided the weekly col~
lections, yearly subscriptions, etc., after paying the
hall rent, lights, etc., will come to that. If you do
~this I hav no doubt whatever you can secure an
able .speaker who will take ·his or her chances with
you in the venture; in fact, it would be no venture;
·it . would be a success ; and if· it would be. a success
· h~re, it would in other · places, and in time the
.. whole state woul.d be filled with stationary lecturers
·.and permanent congregations.
KATIE KEHM SMITH.
. Port Townsend, Wash., Oct. 1, 1891.

Driven From His Work Because He Is an Infidel.
. EpiTOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER: I hav but lately
come back from Pawnee City, Neb., where I hav
· been engaged fltS teacher in the public schools of
_·Pawnee county. Ihadalmostfinishedatwo months'
. fall term, and was going home for a short vacation
·before beginning a fiv c months' winter and spring
. term, when one evening, just befcte school was
OJ:!.t, the board came over to my boarding-place to
.see me .
• "'One of them1 a Mr. Waddell, informed me that
had lately come home from a visit to a brother
. of his living close.i to my home in Kansas. ' His
brother," h9 said, ~' .t.ad informed him that I was an
Infidel, and that I had ma ie several Infidel speeche3
through the country."
He hoped, howeve ·,that there was some mista1re
and that I was not an Infidel. He farther said that
if I would consent to read a chapter in the Bible
. and offer prayer each morning they would let the
.·matter drop and say no more about it. I quicJ?y
informed Mr. Waddell that he was correctly mformed. That I had long been an avowed Infidel,
· and that I would neither make a prayer nor read a
chapter in the Bible. Then they tried to argue
. with me, but when .l began to cite contradictions
vulgarities, they quickly concluded I w~s past
rede~ption, and finally they asked me to resign my
poli!itl.on as teacher.
.
This I consented to do, as I knew that With the
entire district against me they could throw such overwhelming opposition in my way that I could never
succeed.
.
· ,
However, when I resigned I demande i a statement setting forth the reason I resigned, and they
signed the following:
To WHOM IT MAY CoNCERN : This is to certify, That
F. B. Wheeler resigned his position as teach~r in District
No. 4 Pawnee Co., Neb., in all friendship and good
feeling, our sole objection tci him being his religious belief (Infidelity).
.
·
\J. W. MooRE, D1rector.
Signed by the board, 1 J. T. BROWN, Treasurer.
c._J. M. WADDELL, Moderator.
I never taught or spoke Infidelity in my school,
lj.nd it was only through the merest accident that
they discovered that I was a skeptic.
You can see where the fight is. They do not
propose to let a Liberal ho)d a position of trust or
profit. They would ostracise us from society and
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make_us outcasts. If they had the power the Presbytenan churches would to-day burn heretics as they
burnt ~ervetus. If they could but turn back the
adv~nc~g s~adow on the dial of time, they would
aga~ rmpnson the human mind. They would
agam waste us over slow fires, fill the world with
fear, confiscate our property, deny us the right to
vote or to testify in a court of justice, and inflict
upon us every evil that can be inflicted in this
world, and then pray for our· eternal damnation in
the world to come. Our public schools are now
our hope. In them we must teach the coming generation the infamous, blood-stained history of the
past. We must teach them the -part religion has
played to elevate or debase the passions of men.
We must teach them the sacrifice men like Bruno,
Russ, and Servetus hav made that the chains
should be stricken from the intellect of man. We
must teach them that science and reason are the
only true saviors that will ever come to save a lost
and fallen race.
We want to educate men whose vision of intelligence will take in the entire earth and the history,
objects, and destiny of its various institutions and
races, and who will cull from these institutions the
best and noblest of their fruits and create a central
generating source of freedoin and liberty, for the per~
petuity and prosperity of those institutions and the
emancipation of the entire earth from the errors of
darkness and from the chains of physical and intellectual slavery.
F. B. WHEELER.
Axtell, Kan., Dec. 14, 1891.

"He Builded Better Than He Knew."
Mr. Ingersoll's unique, ·unpretentious Christmas
2ermon has in its results, no doubt, astonished him
more than anyone else, seeing. that "he builded
better than he knew." A cloud not bigger than
your hand-a little ripple on an ocean wave-may
portend or stand a1 a pledge of a 11torm which will
rock the ocean from shore to shore. The tempest
which his Christmas Sermon produced-not even
surmised by him-was immense. Its very simplicity and modesty would exclude the idea that the
author had in his mind any thought as to the
real extent of the tempest which rocked the old
theological ocean of antiquated thought. A pebble
in the sling of David did fearful execution-so
saith inspired authority.
This pebble which Mr.
Ingersoll dropped into this stagnant theological
ocean stirred it with wild fury. The clerical watchmen, who are the guardians of this theological
ocean, were greatly alarmed at this commotion,
seeing that they hav an eye on everything which
produces a disturbing ripple ; and all crafts are
~;~trictly watched who venture on tliis ocean.
But
this Christmas launch was too much, inasmuch as
it caused all of the theological crafts to ship water,
which called every man to the pm:ilps and to the
guns on every battlement.
" To your guns, 0
Israel! The Philistines be upon thee. Man every
gun on the ramparts of Sinai. Load to the muzzle
with every deadly missil which theological lore
and ingenious cunning hav invented. Ram down a
carload of slander, misrepresentations, and lies; a
few choice words from brothels; bigotry and superstition, and then cap the climax by filling up every
crevice with recently imported brimstone from his
Satanic majesty's dominions. Ram all down in a
spirit of malice and .hate. Fire the fuse and b2hold
the desohtion as the smoke clears away." See what
fearful execution has been done as a result of these
overloaded guns which exploded. The citadel of
theological lore is exposed, and its deadly weapons
are rendered visible; but these deadly missils refused to leave their nativ soil, so remained within
the shattered citadel, exposed to the view of saint
and sinner alike. The recently imported brimstone
got out of bad company as soon as possible and
left. And thus it came to pass that the true inwardness of the policy of Sinai in meeting the
rational arguments contained in that Sermon became
known to all men that had eyes to see, show~
ing that the methods and policies of the " theological embassadors" 'builded worse than th~y
knew." Thi3 beautiful little Christmas Sermon
would hav been read by a part of the readers of the
Telegram, and would hav been copied into the
Freethought papers of the country and a few thousand would hav read it, and these largely in harmony with the views of Mr. Ingersoll. But "Mr.
Ingersoll builded better than he knew." Through
the malicious attack of the clergy upon it, it became
the property of the nation, and many thousands
hav had a chance to read him, and did, which had
never done so before. Hundreds of thousands hav
heard of Mr. Ingersoll in a way they had not
before, through this unwitting cooperation of the
clergy.
· Not only this, but thes~ hundreds of thousands

had a chance to compare tbe words of Mr. Ingersoll with these clerical gentlemen's word,., ·who professedly hold in their hands a commission from the
author of the Sermon on the ].\fount, who authorized them to " go into all the world and preach my
gospel to every creature," and also commanded
them to overcome evil with good, and to return
good for evil. Read the words of hate and slander
which characterize many of the clerical criticisms offered-professedly upon the Christmas Sermon, but
really the author much more than the Sermon was
the object of the criticism. Those gentlemen in
their supreme love for Christ lost sight of the love
which they ought to cherish for their fellow-men.
They forgot to be gentlemen, and could not afford
the usual use of words which charactArizes gentlemen. Not one word of common decency. Venom,
hate, ill feelings, run through most of the criticism.
Now for the contrast. How widely different are the
words of the author in his replies to his critics! A
spirit of kindness and good will, also generous feeling, showing that his manly heart knew no words of
hate or unkindness for the foibles of a fellowpilgrim. He has words sharp and severe for systems of error which hav wronged the race beyond all
power to estimate that wrong; but nothing but
kindness for the victims of those euors. Which,
Mr. Ingersoll or his critics, shows the greatest love
for our humanity~ It is very clear and well defined
in the sayings of Mr. Ingersoll that he would make
the world better through kindness, as well as that
he would make it easier for his brother man to secure
in this life a larger share of happiness.
All will see at once that the author of this Sermon
has all the ndvantage in this controversy. It will
also be seen that to assault the man is one thing,
and to answer his arguments quite another thing .
His critics find it much easier to throw mud and malicious slander at the author than to answer his reasoning. The clergy and the laity are so well drilled
on the subject of silence that a great surprise in
this case was created when they lost their. usual prudence. Silence is the best argument which theology
has devised to meet rational criticism. Neglect and
silence on the part of th~ clergy as to all rational criticism of their creeds and doctrins is the 011ly true
policy for them to follow. The application of the
scientific method to their theology must not for a
moment be recognized. Closing of the eyes and silence is their strongest and best possible defense.
And it is not often that they lose themselvs and
render aid in support of what they fear and condemn, as they hav in this case. So we see that
"they builded worse than they know." There is
not in the range of human thought any one thing
more profoundly mysterious than fear on the part of
the Christian ministry and Christian people at the
rustle of a leaf in the camp of heresy. If their
scheme is divine and divinity is in it and all around
it, what chance iii! there for the use of hnte and ill
will towll.rd those who are so unfortunate as to hav
no part in this divine scheme, but are tho sume victims of the divine wrath, and with an endless hell as
their doom forever 1 It would seem, if this is true,
that all Christian people should be very kind to
these unfortunates. They would hav tears of pity
for them and not words of hate, even though those
with the decree of an endless hell ha11ging over
them were stubborn and threw bitter words at
your creed, which to them seemed so infinitl.v cruel.
The thought of their eternal doom should melt every
Christian eye to tears-tears which might ease the
throbbing heart and burning brain as the dreadful
reality of the doom of the sinner was in thought realized by the Christian devotee. Sad that a Christian
minister, or any Christian man or woman, can indulge in a smile when the terrible thought in consciousness demands audience, that in all reasonable
forms of thought some of the dear ones whom they
love will be doomed to endless tortures, for they
must remember that the master has said that
"there are but few that are saved."
J. H. BuRNHAM.

------

Mr. Ingersoll's and Mr. Darrow's Errors.
To THE EDITOR oF THE· TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I
hav just skipped ·over TnE TilVTH SEERER of January
23d. I find the tariff question is still unsettled,
and likely will not be for some time to come.
When men like Ingersoll are blind enough to fall
into a rut scooped out by despotism years ago, it is
to be expected that lesser lights will fall into ~he
"same rut. I hav hopes of Mr. Ingersoll gettmg
out of the rut, as he is in only to his shoulders and still able to see ttbove it : but there is no
hope for A. H. Darrow, who is in the rut above his
eyes and can see nothing but the rut before him.
Well did Mr. Ingersoll say in his address to the
Unitarian Association, "Men cannot go beyond
their experience." Evidently M~- _Ingersoll's e~
perience in economics is very hm1ted ; hence }us
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mistakes. Mistakes which he may sooner or later
see himself. It is different with Mr. Darrow; he
will never see his mistakes, since he is unable to
look out of the rut that has engulfed him. He
makes statements which hav no foundation in fact,
and indulges in assertions the folly of which he
himself would· hav seen if he was not entirely blind.
There is no truth in the statement that farming
machinery is dearer in Europe than in America.
Neither is there anything in the assertion that
Europeans attribute our prosperity to our tariff.
As for the assertion that protection cheapens the
price of everything we buy abroad, and that our
home manufacturers reduce the price of the homemade article below what we could buy it for abroad,
they are self-evident absurdities and need no refutation. If the tariff is added to the price of the
goods _the consumer must pay_ that tariff in addition
to paymg for the go_ods; and i£ the home m~nufacture~s reduce the PJ.?-Ce belo~ what the article can
be Imported for, rmp~rtatwn ~ust cease. Such
~onsense as_Mr. ~arrow md,~ges m ought to ~e put
m the "C~dren s Co~ner; and even the children
would &"et disgusted mth It. ,
.
Judgmg from ~- D~rrow s ar~Icle, he has never
se~ foot on foreign soil. T:aveling expands the
mmd,_ and Mr. _Darrow has eVIdently nev_er traveled.
Farmm~ machinery, even ~hat of Amenca~ manu~acture, lS muc~ cheaper Ill Europe than m AmerICa; a~d Amencan consuls . who a~sert the cont~ary lie for the sake of whitewashing_ the Repub·
lican party. In rega~d _to _our prospe:.:-t;r ~uropeans well know wherem It lies. Our soil Is nch and
cheap. No count:y in the world. has a greater
am?unt of good soil and_ a better cl!mate than t~e
Umted States.. Our mmes are nch and easily
worked, and mmerals an~ metals can be produced
~uch. cheaper here than many other country. We
like:mse find a for!OJst alread:y grown, and we ~eap
a _nch harv~st w:here we. did not plant. B~si_des,
this country IS still so thinly sett~ed that. millions
of cattle pasture on Uncle ~am s prenuses, an_d
c~st the ow~e~ next to nothing. Compare this
mth iili:e ~onditi~n of Europe, wh~re a gre~t deal of
the soil IS steril; where the mmes, havm~ be~n
worked for hundreds of ;yea~s, a~e w~rked with difficult:y ; whe~e the land IS ~gh m pnce, but mo~tly
poor m quality; ~dd to this a greater populati~n
than the country IS able· to support, and you will
easilyseewhyweareprosperous,andEuropeanspoor.
In r~gard_ t? Mr. In~erso~ s arguments that a
protectiv tariff Is con~umv _to mtellectual great~~ss,
must say t~at I believed It myself once, but livmg
m Germany m 1_849, w~en t~e people reb_elled on
account of the high tariff, besides other gnevances,
and . the tariff was reduced on some things and
abolished on others, I hav seen the folly of those
arguments.
.
.
.
Saxony produces rr?n, yet, notwithstanding that
there _was a duty o~ rr~n of $2 per ton, England
supplied Saxony _with rron. '!'he Saxons reb~lled,
and the d'?-ty on rron _was abohshed. As predicted
by the tariffites, the rron-works shut down. But
the_ own~rs of_ th~ works, who, unt~ then, never had
an Idea m therr lives, bega~ to think. They threw
out the old worn-out machmer~ that allowed. them
to m~e a profit und_er protecti?n, and put m the
~ost unproved machinery, _and m a year from the
tune they started up agam they employed ~ore
hands than they did befo~e and exported Ir_on.
And as. b~tte;r wages were paid than before s~utt~g
down, It IS likely the profits were ~etter likewise.
That showed me the folly of :rro~ectH~n.
.
Now let us take a hun:amtanan VIe~. Does It
show ~onesty on our part i£ we, who claun th~t _the
worl? IS our country, and to do good our religwn,
depnv~ a part _of ;he human _race of the .b~ne~ts
they might enJOY· Say nothing of the I~JUSti~e
we do to ourselvs. A man who w~uld dep:.:-ve his
fellow-m_en of the means of making a h~g,_ no
matter ~ what par~ of the world they liv, Is a
narrow-mmded eg~tist who does not deserv~ the
respect ?f the pubhc.. I know Mr. Ingers?lliS f~r
fro~ bemg narro~-mmded, but t_he economic rut m
~hiCh he moves ~ill ~ot. allow him to see the other
Side of th~ questiOn distmctly.
. ProtectiOn can hav b:ut. on~ effect upon ~he publie. It makes a few millionaires on one Side, and
countless. paupers on ~he other. It enables the
manufacturer to sell_ h_Is goods at an enormous
profit and lay :UP milliOns. The wage-worker, on
the other hand, I~ compelled to pay th_e outra,ge?us
profit ~n the ar~ICle_s he cons'?-mes Without bemg
mdemnified for It, smce the pnce of labor depe~ds
upon supp~y and demand, and not upon the pnce
of th~ articles manufactured. yn~ortunately, the
labonng classes seldom see their mterest. They
waste their opportunities in useless strikes and
riots, and, being blind, they kiss the rod that
smites them.
RoBERT GuNTHER.
Eureka, Gal., Feb. 25, 1892.
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forded no encouragement to the mass of the people.
A Glimpse ot the Dark Ages.
The eleventh century was marked by the fact that ' Indeed, it was a rare thing to find a layman who
the Prussians were driven into the acceptance of could write his own name, and quite a remarkable,
the Christian creed through a bloody war in which event to discover a man with a little learning. So
Boleslaus, king of Poland, was victorious; after ignorant were the people that contr~cts had to be
which, by penal laws and brute force, the Prussians made verbally, few being capable of writing an
were compelled to acknowledge themselvs converted agreement. In respect to learning ~he clergy were
to the Christian faith (Mosheim's Ecclesiastical His- almost as badly off as the laity. They were steeped
tory, page 230) ; those who would not yield were in ignorance, which formed a subject of reproach
.
subjected to various kinds of punishment, and some at almost every council.
In the twelfth century the religious wars had not
were put to death.
Sylvester II. called upon Christian princes to quite tenninated, whilst struggles between popes
commence a "holy war" against "the Infidels;" and certain princes respecting certain " rights and
Gregory VII. gathered an army fifty thousand privileges " continued as vigorously as ever. Fresh
strong with the same object, but through a quarrel heresies found exponents during this century, and
between the emperor of Germany-Henry IV.-and the advocates almost invariably met with one kind
the pope this bloodthirsty plan fell through. of reply-viz., death.
Some were burnt, others crucified, and others
During this century, however, several attempts were
maltreated in such a way that death followed as a
made to excite the people to arms.
"Every means," says Hallam, "was used to excite consequence. Arnold of Brescia, who merely argued
an epidemical frenzy, the remission of penance, the that church revenues should be handed over to the
dispensation from those practices of self-denial state, became so obnoxious to the clergy that they
which superstition imposed or suspended at pleas- arrested him, crucified him, and burnt his dead
ure, the absolution of all sins, and the assurance of body-A.D. 1155- (see Freethinkers' Text-Book,
eternal felicity. None doubted that such as per- page 466, part I, by Mrs. Annie Besant).
Peter de ~ruys, who objected to infant baptism,
ished in the war received immediately the reward of
martyrdom. False lrliXacles and fanatical prophe- and may be called the ancestor of the Baptists,
cies,*which were never so frequent, wrought up the. was burnt A.D. 1130.
Many other reformers shared the same fate, and
enthusiasm to a still higher pitch. And these devotional feelings, which are usually thwarted and one large sect must here be noted.
Peter W aldus, its founder, was a merchant of
balanced by other passions, fell in with every motiv
Lyons,
who-A.D. 1160-employed a priest to transthat could influence the men of that time, with curiosity restlessness the love of license thirst for late the gospels for him, together With other porwar, e:nulation, ambition. Of the prin;es who as- tions of the Bible. Studying these, he resolved to
sumed the cross, some probably from the beginning abandon his business and distribute his wealth
speculated upon forming independent establish- among the poor, and in A.D. 1180 he became a pubments in the East. In later periods the temporal lic preacher and formed an association to teach
benefits of undertaking a crusade undoubtedly the doctrins of the gospel, as he conceived them,
blended themselvs with less selfish considerations. against the doctrins of the church. The sect first
"Men resorted to Palestine, as in modern time assumed only the simple name of " the poor men of
theyhavgone to the colonies, in order to redeem their Lyons," but soon became known as the Waldenses,
time or repair their fortune. Thus Guide Lusignan, one of the most powerful and most widely spread
after flying from France for murder, was ultimately sects of the Middle Ages. They were in fact the .
raised to the throne of Jerusalem. To the more precursors of the Reformation, and are notable as
vulgar class were held out inducements which, heretics protesting against the authority of Rome
though absorbed in the more overruling fanaticism because that authority did not commend itself to
of the first crusade, might be exceedingly efficacious their reason; thus they asserted the right of priwhen it began to flag. During the time that a ern- vate judgment, and for that assertion they deserve
sader bore the cross he was free from suit for his a niche in the great temple of heretic thought ; for
debts, and the inter~st of them was entirely abol- they were in truth pioneers of liberty and progrPss.
The thirteenth century saw the erection of the
ished; he was exempted, in some instances at least,
from taxes, and placed under the protection of the Inquisition in France, and strenuous efforts were
church, so that he could not be impleaded in any made to extirpate heresy in whatever form it made
civil court, except on criminal charges or disputes its appearance. The Inquisition spread its influrelating to land" (Europe During the Middle Ages ence over Europe, and· the Spanish Inquisition carpages 29, 30).
' ried on the insidious work of torture and bloodshed
The same writer continues: "None of the to such a degree that upon the lowest computation
sovereigns of Europe took part in the first crusade, nearly three hundred thousand persons were either
but many of their chief vassals, great part of the burnt alive or suffered torture of the most horrible
inferior nobility, and a countless multitude of the character.
Add to this list the ruined families some of
common people. The priests left their parishes,
and the monks their cells; and though the peas- whose members fell victims to the Inquisition, and
an try were then in general bound to the soil we then-remembering that Spain was but one of the
find no check' given to tbeir emigration for 'this countries which it desolated-let the student judge
cause. Numbers of women and children swelled of the huge total of human agony caused by this
the crowd. It appeared a sort of sacrilege to repel awful institution. Nor must it be forgotten that its
anyone from a work which was considered as the dungeons did not gape only for those who opposed
manifest design of Providence. But i£ it were the pretensions of Rome ; men of science, philosolawful to interpret the will of providence by events, phers, thinkers, and reformers of all kinds were refew undertakings hav been more branded by its garded as enemies and treated as such. Llorente
disapprobation than the crusaders'. So many givs a list of no less than one hundred and nineteen
crimes and so much misery hav seldom been ac- learned and eminent scientific men who in Spain
cumulated in so short a space as in the three years alone fell under the scourge of the Inquisition (see
of the first expedition. We should be warranted Histoire Critique de !'Inquisition d'Espagne, t. ii,
by contemporary writers in stating the loss of the pp. 417-483).
But do what the religious bigots would, heresy
Christians alone, during this period, at nearly a
million; but at the least computation it must hav increased and spread. Brave men and women were
ever prepared to bear any persecution and punishexceeded half that number" (Ibid, page 30).
At Nice the crowd of crusaders numbered seven ment in the cause of truth; and though 'truth was
hundred thousand after the great slaughter in again and again crushed to earth, it rose 'again with
Htmgary. Jerusalem was taken A.D. 1099, and it increased force until its ultimate triumph was asARTHUR B. Moss. ·
was there "where their triumph was consummated sured.
that it was stained with the most atrocious massaProtection or Free Trade.
ere, not limited to the hour of existence, but reI desire to make a few observations in regard to
newed deliberately even after that famous penitential procession to the holy sepulcher, which D. Webster Groh's article of February 13th, "Does
might hav calmed their ferocious dispositions if, Protection or Free Trade Giv the Most Employthrough the misguided enthusiasm of the enter- ment?"
I am aware, however, of the reluctance of ·the
prise, it had not been rather calculated to excite
them" (Ibid, page 31). The first crusade occurred generally biased editor of a Freethought journal to
in 1096, and the last in 1270, and it is impossible print anything derogatory to the doctrin of free
to calculate the number that must hav perished by trade, under the erroneous conception that free
trade and Freethought are virtually synonymous
the sword during that time.
During the ninth, tenth, and eleventh centuries terms. An advocate of the latter, to be consistent,
the state of learning was anything but creditable to must-necessarily also be an advocate of the former.
A truth seeker, however, should be Liberal enough
the clergy and others in authority.
Schools afand generous enough to hear " the other side."
Mr. Groh, a confirmed free trader, in his opinion
* Mosheim says that Peter the Hermit carried about admits that "a plausil;>le argument in favor of our
with him a letter from heaven, calling on all true Christians to deliver their brethren from the Infidel yoke (Ec- protectiv tariff is that it givs Americans more e:m·
ployment."
clesiastical History, page 231).
·
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He makes haste, however, to qual1fy this stateHe speaks lightly of the exportation of gold and thinkers there are.
I hav visited nearly all of tlie
ment by the further observation "that this is true silYer, as being only a collateral issue, not at all other \Vest Indian islands and British Guiana, and
only in the sense that it necessitates more labor to germane to the real question, as if it did not matter hav occasionally come across a Freethinker, and
accomplish the same results."
:
how much goods we import as long as we had a therefore I never expected to meet so many here ;
He has not given a single fact in evidence to dollttr left for exchange.
but what a surprise, when taking an evening walk,
prove this latter assertion.
Nations, like individuals, if they buy more than to hear, being discussed freely about the city, FreeDoes he mean to say that in our country more the;y sell _of perishable goods, will soon hav to mort- thought subjects. In the daytime one is arrain
labor-what he calls waste labor-is required to gage the1r property. The next step in line will be regaled with such disci1ssions, but this time in5 the
produce a ton of steel rails than in Engla11d? If bankruptcy. As for example : Manufacturing Eng- various artisan establishments of the city. The
so, I'd like to be further enlightened on this, to him, land bas mortgaged and owns agricultural Ireland. artisans constitute a vast majority of the Freemomentous question.
.
:Under protection and our higher standard of thinkers, and they all seem to be a happy and conIs it really true that the American workingman pnces the foreigner pays the bulk of our govern- tented lot, far superior in intPlligence to their Chrismust labor more to a,ccomplish the 'same results, ment taxes; under free tra.de a direct tax must be tia.n brothers. 'T'he manner in which the people
that he is less expert, less intelligent, less able, wrung from the people. Of the two, the latter al- handle Freethought subjects is something far above
physically or mentally, than his foreign brother- ternativ is by far the more obnoxious, and can only my comprehension, bnt when I again take a serious
that it requires more labor here in America with difficulty be collected.
view of it, I am led to the conclusion that it is the
to produce a ton of iron or steel, or any
Lowering this standard is more apt to be an injury freedom of thought which h!tS made them so intelliother commodity· of wliich we are large pro- than a good.
·
gent. FrPetLought here, Freethought there, and
ducers . under our protectiv system, than in
.l'l.. reduction of duties is an incentiv to increased Freethought every\\·hPre. I am surf\ the various
England? And should we therefore be forced to importations.
Christian sects will soon hav to look more seriously
discontinue the production of these articles because
The lattPr, history informs us, is a forerunner of to themselvs or else Freethought., as it surely will
there is a certain per cent of so-called American depressions and panics, reducing employment and eventually, will uncamp them.
waste labor expended in excess of foreign labor to wages in a proportionate ratio.
· I noticed that the prop11gn.ncla work is carried on
produce a " certain artide ?"
To arrive at a logical conclusion on any question, by the free distribution of Freethought literature,
What other "certain article " should we substi- the premises must be true ; if either the major or printed locally, and also imported, both from Engtute for irQii, steel, etc.,· requiring less labor, as an minor proposition of the syllogism be false, there land and the United States.
exchangeable equivalent?
In my wanderings I inquired, as I wanted to get
can be no logical demonstration. l\Ir. Groh has not
Mr. Groh does not specify, but incidentally men- proved his major premis-tha.t free trade givs the acquainted with him, for the leader of the Freetions gold and silver bullion, and calls them com- most employment-to be true, and, therefore, has thought movement, and when introdncetl to him at
modities, when in fact gold is the only recognized not yet unmasked the "protectionist fallacy."
a fashionable hotel I would scarce believe my
legal international currency used in the liquidation
eyes. I expected to meet a man ripe in age-l meet
RICHARD LECHNER .
• of balances and debts between the nations, and as
a youth not yet out of his teens, lmt for whom, if •
Bhe1'idan, Pa., Feb. 16, 1892.
such is used as money. Why does he hesitate to
he adheres to Freethought, I predict a brilliant cacome straight to the point and suggest agricultural
For Sale~
reer, one destined to be an honor to it.
commodities, to produce which there is no waste
I see a young man before me whose age is about
AN ARGUMENT AGAINST INGETISOLJJ.
labor expended, but poorly paid labor employed?
twenty-four, and he is introduced to me as Mr. E.
An arg-ument! An argument!
He is probably unwilling to be placed in the
dos Santos. From him I g·ot a great deal of inforAn argument is found,
Against the mighty Infidel,
awkward dilemma of choo~Jing between bankruptcy
mation with regard to the movement here, and he
'fhat seemeth good and i'lo1md.
and the inevitable metamorphosing of our. many
informed me that it was his intention to, at no disWhat
am I offered for itand varied industries into a purely agricultural one.
tant date, take to lecturing.
He is tt brilliant
What will yon giv to know
This, in my opinion, would be the inevtta.ble re-.
conversationalist and a good speaker, and no doubt
How
to
get
back
at
Ingersoll
suit of a policy of free trade under present condiwill make a good lecturer. The Freethinkers of
And giv him one good blow?
Trinidad ought to be proud to hnv ~mch a leader.
tions, and would na' urally hav the effect of reducYon preachers often answer him
ing remunerativ employment to a mi-imum.
His family are all Freethinkers. His broUwr, J. dos
But never make him budge;
Santos, is a stanch supporter of tho movement ;
No. We strenuously object to lower the present
Yon preach at him and screech at him
being a man of means, he is capable of Joing a lot
And deluge him with fudge;
condition of our working cla3ses to the peasant life
to advance the cause.
Other stanch supporters
of starving agricultural Russia. JYir. Groh is cerYon cry at him, you lie at himare Chas. A. Meltz, the genial aHd hnppy Atheistic
tainly wrong in supposing that we emplo r a large
your slanders all are metjeweler, and his neighbor, also a jeweler, C. L.
amount of unrequited, or waste labor, under our
You pray for him, you lay for him,
But never caught him yet.
David. Edgar Maresse-Smith, the president of the
system of protection.
branch of the National Secular Society, is a lawyer,
The higher American price of a ton of steel rails
The grace that makes the foolish-wise
and by his position and ability is fully entitled to it.
Abundantly you claim:
does not prove an undue exrenditure of American
He worries yon and flurries yon
Mr. Smith iB quite a young man, and I had the
labor or toil. The true answer to the higher AmerAnd trips you just the same.
pleasure of hearing him in the courts of law reican price is found in our higher standard of prices
cently. He is a good argurnenttttor, and a brilliant
as compared with the foreign low standard.
You bluster up and muster up
To make a bold advance;
and fluent speaker. If he follows the path in which
If we lower our wages interest on capital inYour guns are fired; they make him tired,
he has hitherto traveled, he is sure to occupy a high
vested freight-rates, rents, and insurance .lifty per
And then he makes yon dance.
position at the bar.
cent, to the European level, and stop watering stocks,
He shows you up ; he throws you np,
Philip St. Laurent, the indefatigable coachmaker
we may be able to compete with foreign prices, and
As he would top a feather;
and Atheist, is another proof of the movement.
gradually substitute free trade for protection.
He seizes you and squeezes you,
He employs about fifteen hands in hifl carriage
But would it be advisable at present? Would
And bumps your heads together.
factory, who are all Freethinkers. Jos. Creteau,
our working classes submit to so gre·1t a reduCHe hasn't time to pick you out
S. A. Roach, and Philip A. Paul are others who hav
tion, 'lnd suffer themselvs to be placed on the level
And air you one by one;
He lumps you off, and dumps you off
the movement dear at heart, afl alflo A. Spooner, n
of pauper labor ; confined to Chinese and HungaUntil yon break and run.
bookseller, who should be induced to add to his
rian diet ; meat once or twice a week, with rye
stock Freethought works.
tread and w_ater for dessert, minus· many of the
Now, somewhere in his easy warp
The other sex are represented by Mrs. E.l\'IaresseThere is a flaw, no doubt,
other conveniences and comforts of life which the
That will not scintillate and shine
Paul, a lady of high literary [tttainrucnts, and no
American workingman enjoys?
The more you pick it out,
mean writer, who has from time to time pitched
Our country absorbs, or uses, m01'e iron, steel.
On
slippery gt·ound he must hav stood
boldly into the clergy. I hav seen some of her
breadstuff, and clothing than any other country in
Some time-but when and where?
writings, and can only say that the l!'reethinkers of
the world. Under protection, America hgs the
What will you giv to know the spot?
Trinidad ought to be proud of her.
monopoly of this great market ; under free trade,
Just make a bid that's fair.
Judging from what I hav seen and heard, there
England would get the most pf it.
.·
For sale! For sale! An Argument!
orrght to be about three hundred Freethinkers in
A good market creates demands for labor aud
The only one that's known
the city. It. is indeed refreflhing to find Freegivs employment. ·
Against the greatest Infidel
thought in such far-off places, ttnd I predict that
It is true, we may, at a venture, under a depress'fhat ever made you groan!
before another decade the majority of the civilized
ing system, gamble for the rest of the markets of
" 'Tis not so deep as a well.perhaps
portion of the globe will he SeculariFJtR.
the world, but one bird in hand is generally worth
Nor as a church door wide,"
On the 29th of January, 1SH2, about twenty repBut good enough for these hard times
more than two in the bush; besides, we mQ.y, to our
And warranted to decide
resentativ Freethinkerfl met at Mr. Cha1:les A.
sorrows, "kill the goose that lays the golden egg."
Meltz's place, at his invitation, to pariake of the
Argue to giv up our great home market, just beOne point against the giant mind
good things which had been provided by him. It
'fhat makes you seem so small,
cause we are Freethinkers, and should, therefore,
And snatch a jewel from the crown
was the first time the Freethinkers in Trinidad co:rilbe very Liberal in our ideas? No. Follow the
That overshades you all.
memorated the birthday of Thomas Paine, and I
lead of our great American Liberal, rather than the
Into the scale where, light as air,
sincerely trust that they will celebrate many moJ"e
teachings of the English Cobdenites.
Yon flounder all undone,
such anniversaries. It was thought fit to resusIt is true the fruits of labor-the wages, etc.This molehill may be placed again~t
citate the branch of the National Secular Sociare the great incentivs to toil.
'rlw man who weighs a ton;
ety, and accordingly E. Maresse-Smith was. elected
Penury is also an incentiv, but a servil and deAnd when the telescope of faith
president, S. A. Itoach vice-preflident, E. dos Santos
plorable one.
Shall cause it to appear
honorary secretary, and Charles A. Meltz honorary
JYir. Groh's rambling argument about l•.borA mountain, it will answer you
treasurer.
To harp on for a year.
saving machiner r is quite irrel vant-not at \ill
I wish the branch all success, and hope when I repertinent to the issue. He inadvertently puts words
FRANK FELT.
turn to find that by their work they hav doubled
in the mouths of protect'onists, and from such false
the number of Secularists in Trinidad.
Secularism in Trinidad, West Indies.
premises draws illogical conclusions to suit his own
J. F. A. BROWNE.
It might be of some interest to the readers of
purposes-finally landing protectionists in "dark-·
THE TRUTH SEEKER to learn something of the
est barbarism."
He makes other incrmsiderate statements that progress of Secularism in these parts.
He Is Poor Pay.
I am an entire stranger to this country, being a
are only partly true, such as : " Imports are purWho givs to the poor but lends to the Lorr1,
chased with exports," and that "The importation traveling agent, and of course a Freethinker, conseIs a text to onrselvs we daily do say;
of foreign-made goods doeE• not displace American quently one of the first things that attracted my atBy the sums that we dole, our friends might conclude ·
tention was the number of Secularists and FreeThat the Lord was to us but very slow pay.
J!!.bor,''
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Recommended by a Good Man.
GILMORE, IN:o. TERR., Jan. 26, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : Send me THE TRUTll
SEEKER four months. I hav known the
paper for several years, and think it quite
interesting. Any intelligent person that
will read THE TRUTH SEEKER will become
a skeptic. THE TRUTll SEEKER was first
introduced to me by Dr. W. R. Bachelor,
of Pauline, Ark., who has the honor of
being one of the best-read men in the
state, and one of the most moral. Anything that Dr. Bachelor would introduce
is worth reading.
ETTIE McDoNALD.

Weight of Woman's Brain.
ORANGE CITY, IA., Feb. 18, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I took the following from a
foreign religious -newspaper, verily a kernel of grain from amongst a mountain of
chaff:
L. Bischoff, professor of physiology,
died recently at Munich, Bavaria. He always maintained and defended the opinion
that woman is intellectually inferior to
man. He based this on the by him observed fact "that a man's brain weighs
1,350 ~ams and a woman's only 1,250."
Weighing the dead professor's brain
• proved it to be net-1,245 grams.
Comment is unnecessary.
DE LESPINASSE.

Appeal to Libertarians.
CoLUMBUS, KAN., Feb. 25, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: '' Rouse, ye Romans !"
"Guards, up and at them!" "Why stand
we here idle? Shall we lie supinely on our
backs hugging the delusiv phantom of
hope till our enemies hav bound us hand
and foot?"
What enemies? Those who want to
close the World's Fair on Sunday. It is
vastly important that they fail in their unmanly and desperate efforts. Everyone
that can, circulate the petition, and write
a letter to your member of Congress and
Senator. Let all others subscribe to the
letters: "We the undersigned emphatically indorse and confirm the above letter,"
or in some other words. . J. H. Coox.

Can Anyone

Oblige~

WooDVILLE, ORE., Feb. 12, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I thought perhaps you
might hav "Parson Brownlow;" anyway,
perhaps you will remember that during
the war some one, I ha.v forgotten whom,
asked him when he was going-to turn over
to the Democracy. I remember part of
his reply, but I want it full and complete,
just as he gave the answer. It runs something like this: "When the sun shines at
midnight, the moon and stars at midday;
when there are no sects in churches, or
fleas in hogpens; . . . when Democrats
lose their inclination to steal; when good
men cease to go to heaven and bad men to
hell; when the world is turned upside
down," etc. That is some of it, though a
little mixed. I am sure you can giv it to
me in full. If so, I will be very grateful.
Yours truly,
THOE!. H. B. TAYLOR.

A Naval Inquiry.
GRAFTON, N. D., Feb. 24, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I wish to beg space in the
best paper in the land for a few lines, as I
never see any correspondence from this part
of the country. There are a considerable
amount of Liberal-minded people, but a
good many of them go to church, it seems
for the sake of being " popular." Som~
time ago we were visited by a Methodist
revivalist, and the obscene language which
he so freely indulged in while in the pulpit was simply infamous. One of our
newspapers published a part of one of his
sermons, with the. result that several persons stopped their subscriptions.
Would somebody, through the columns
of this paper, giv some light in regard to
the dimensions of Noah's ark, according
to our system of measures?
With wishes of a prosperous future for
THE TRUTH SEEKER, I remain,
Very truly yours, - P. A. L.

to our friend 0. N. Ashley. Mr. Ashley is
a young man belonging to a respectable
orthodox family, who has never in any
way become identified with the church. It
seems that his cool deliberation and common sense hav proved an efficient safeguard against· the infectious religious fanaticism so characteristic of the revival
meetings that during the autumn and
winter months stir up such great excitement among the true believers, on account of the sins they find it so convenient to hav transferred from their own calendar of crime to the voluminous account
of one J. Christ, who graciously answers
the demands of justice in their behalf
by referring the father to a few drops
of his coagulated blood shed on Calvary
nearly one thousand nine hundred years
ago, to the end that the guilty for all
time to come by this provision might go
free.
Yours truly,
W. E. WALTON.

Instrnctiv Letter on Evolution.

of Freethought, THE TRUTH .SEEKER and
the Boston Investig-ator.
Talmage gave_ a lecture the following
evening entitled, "Good Cheer," read
from notes and in a school-boy, sing-song
way, which did not suit a Cleveland audience, and instead of b!:Jing elated with the
science of good cheer as promulgated
by your Brooklyn acrobat, everybody
seemed to hav got a very large dose of the
dumps.
JAMES HENDERSoN.

On Pions Rogues.
NEw KiowA, RAN., Feb. 8, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Please inform me when
my subscription expires, as I am very
anxious for every copy of the paper and
should dislike to miss a single issue.
It might amuse you to learn the spiritual
condition of these people. Last September
a certain form of Methodism called "holiness" shook the community. Some claimed
they had always had it; others, even including a Congregationalist minister, rejoiced in a new and blessed experience;
and all claimed to rejoice in something.
But when it came to gathering the jewels
into the different folds, then the tug of
war commenced, and it is not ended yet;
it probably will end only with the extinction of one or the other.
After a while the Episcopalian church
came along, and with it also came all the
apostolic unction which it alone possesses.
It also furnished a far-off kind of religion
which allowed certain sorts of violators of
law to enrich themselvs so long as they
enriched the church. It would hav pleased
you to see those who are daily violating the
usury laws of the state, those who are aiding and abetting the violators of the Prohibitory law, and those who, their employees say, hired them to steal hundreds
of tons of barbed wire out of the Cherokee
Stri~all of them occupying the front
seats, and when the time came singing
"Amen." Yours for mental liberty,
Z. A. GLEASON.

LEsLm, MICH., Feb. 23, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: The question is often asked,
What do H: Haynes and wife believe in?
Well, we can answer that question very
easily. We not only believe, but we know,
that evolution is the only truth. And the
most intelligent clergy admit it to-day;
but there are thousands that will preach
against it as long as they can make money
out of it. We hav positiv proof. Look at
the fue that is thrown out of the bowels of
the earth every day, that proves that the
planet was once a ball of fire. And that
is not all-how do you account for the coal
you burn? That is proof of the changes.
And the changes are going on all the time.
The clergy hav a great deal to say about
how long it took to make this world. Well,
it is not made yet-only changing all the
time. The clergy are telling the young
people they must not study evolution.
They are afraid of it. But I want to say
to these gentlemen that they hav only a
few years longer before science will tip
their whole scheme overboard.
Yours for truth,
H. HAYNES.
The Bible Enough For One With Good

Intentions.
A Glut of Cheap Gospel· Goods.
MoNTE VIsTA, CoL., Feb. 16, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Editor of the best truth
finder for th~ most truth seekers in this or
any other country that I know of: It is
not very often that I see any marked progress of Liberalism in this part of our vine~
yard. And I do not think anyone could,
and be honest about it, when a place like
Monte Vista, only eight years old, having
a population of about eight hundred, can
support six church organizations. Four
of these hav their shops up and in running
order, and are manufacturing lots of cheap
gospel goods every Sunday. And the Liberals are so few, and so poor and indifferent or vapid, that we cannot hav a Liberal
lecture more than once in a lifetime.
But I was going to tell you that the first
Sunday in January, 1892, a few of our best
Liberals met for the purpose of organizing
some kind of a society wherein everybody
would hav the priVilege to express their
honest opinions on any and all subjects.
And we did organize a society called the
Monte Vista Philosophical and Social Society, "to meet every Sunday at 2 o'clock
P.M. in their hall; the public cordially invited.-W. S. Felt, Sec."
ANDREW MANSON.

A Superb Lecture.

CLEVELAND,10., Feb. 19, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: On Tuesday evening the
great champion of Freetholight gave his
.lecture, ''Liberty of Man, Woman, and
Child," in Case Hall. The crowd was so
great that hundreds could not gain admittance. Colonel Ingersoll spoke without notes, walking up and down the
little space on the platform not occupied
with seats, speaking in his own inimitable
manner, and for two hours eloquence and
sparkling wit brought forth roars of
laughter. The colonel closed his lecture
with an eloquent peroration consisting of
an apostrophe to liberty. Four hundred
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER and about
one hundred Boston Investigators were
That Provision to Allow Sinning.
given away at the door in hope that of
lN:oiAN GROVE, Mo., Feb. 6, 1892.
the good seed thue~ sown broadcast some
MR. EDITOR: For the inclosed draft might fall in congenial soil. to the
please send TilE TRuTH SEEKER one year benefit and profit of those noble champions

MERCED. Jan. 13, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find subscription· to the dear TRUTll SEEKER. I
value it as I would. an old and dear friend.
Its weekly visits hav been a source of
pleasure as well as of information on all
subjects to me and some of my friends. I
hav had several visits from Christians
urging me to attend church, each of a
different denomination. One lady examined my library, read a few sentences in
Holbach's "System of NatnrP," and asked
if that was the kind of books I read. I
told her it was, and many more of the
same class of scientific works which are of
value to anyone who wishes to learn something of nature. She remarked that the
Bible was good enough for her or anybody
else who has any good intentions. I told
her : "My conduct will compare well with
yours or that of any other superstitious
believer in an imaginary God or devil."
She was terribly shocked, and jumped up
and told her daughter who was with her :
"Come and let's get out of this Infidel's
house, for I love the Lord and can't bear
to hear anyone speak against him.
I
intended to ask you to come to the church
and play the organ for us, but !!OW I don't
wish to giv you the position." I said :
"Injustice is what I always expect t~ get
from Christians. So good-bye."
Heston's last picture is fine. Success to
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
MRS. E. M. HANNSON.

From Amidst the Psalm-Singers.
AUBURN, CAL., Jan. 25, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: As this is my first attempt
to write to aFreethought journal, I hardly
know how to begin. I can say that THE
TRUTH SEEKER is a most welcome friend
in my household, especially for me. And
I can farther say that I hav all the orthodox superstition taken out of my nature,
and THE TRUTH SEEKER has helped do it.
I am living in a community of psalmsingers, with a few Liberal-minded men,
but they are afraid to speak their sentiments, owing to their busine11s relations.
But I hardly ever go in Auburn without a
copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER or some other
good work, and you can imagin how I get

on, for I am outspoken, and will tackle
anybo!'ly that oppos~~ what I believe is
right and just.
.
· Inclosed please find a subscription·· fi:ir
THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year to ·a new
subscriber. When I write again I s~ll
want a copy o~ the Bible Picture Book:
THE TRUTH SEEKER goes the· rounds~ I
keep , it moving on. In other words, :I
am doing a missionary work ·With THE
TRUTH SEEKER and Independent Pulpit.
I think we can get you one or two more
subscriptions for your paper. Keep the
ball moving.
,
. I forgot one or two little items. One 'i~,
glV my regards to Watson Heston and
John Peck. Mr. John Peck Iivs in the tow~
I was born iil, viz., Naples. I was born and
got most of my Sunday-school superstition
in Naples, Ont-ario co., N. Y., in the year
1831. I like to read Mr. Peck's articles,
for our ideas are the same.
·
·
Yours for truth and justice, .
0. D. STORRS..

A Gifted Leetnress.
CARTHAGE, Mo., Feb. 26, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, of
Kansas City, Mo., has just concluded the
delivery of five. Freethought lectures in
the Grand Opera House in this city. The
subjects of discourse were: "Evolution
of Thought and ProgreBB of Ideas," " Ev-·
olution of Morals," "Christian Civilization or Civil Christianity, Which?" "The
Ch1l[ch and Religion of the Future,"
"What Is Secularism? Its Aims and
Objects." N otwithstancling the unfavorable weather, the house, from the fir!lt,
was well filled with an attentiv audience,
whose numbers, as well as interest in the
questions discussed; increased with each
succeeding lecture, until at the last one th:e
new and capacious opera house was filled
to its utmost capacity. It must be said
that the lecturess is a veritable living,
breathing encyclopedia of literary, historic, and scientific knowledge, imparting
it with the cons=ate tact of an experienced instructor, and with an easy and
natural grace, both of gesture and manner, that so materially assists in the electrifying of an audience. Her line of
thought is sequent and logical; she never
fails in making telling points; her enunciation is remarkably distinct, and_ her
voice is audible to the. extent of making
herself understood in the remotest parts of
the hall. Her lectures will hav a. salutary
effect in every co=unity where she . may
speak, and while inciting to thought a_nd
study which is necessary to mental as
well as material progress, the substance of
them will, as I hope, never be effaced
from the minds of her tho;nghtful hearers.
REUBEN' RoEssL:im.

Business Notice-Bankruptcy and As·
signment of Sins to Jesus.
Feb. 29, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Several weeks ago the
piously inclined of the little hamlet of
Middlefield, N. Y., conceived the idea of
holding a series of revival meetings for the
purpose of bringing into the fold the lost
sheep of the surrounding country, in
season for shearing. Accordingly the
leaders in such matters borrowed a gospelstuffer from the Baptist Association, and
the work of converting rational beings
into insane dupes began. At first it looked
as if their efforts· would not be crowned
with success, but this was only the calm
that precedes the storm of emotional insanity that is sure to strike a revival·meeting in a way-back country town. Soon
that element that is not blessed with very
strong :mi.nds began to show emotional
signs. Then the rapid workings of the
gospel-stuffer so enthused several of that
class who make a regular business of getting saved at every revival meeting they
attend, that they a~ose,. and stagger~g
forward to the annous seat with their
burdens of sin dumped the whol~.business
on Jesus. At this point in the proceedings
a tall, heavy individual from the Quaker
City stole to the organ, and caressing the
keys with a gentle touch lifted up his
voice, and the mellow notes of '.'Jesus
paid it all, all the debt I owe," floated
down the aisle and out in the stilly irlght.
The meetings hav continued up to
with fair success as to numb~rs, but thoi!~

date
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i!heep that carry the<large :fhie fleeces are

and parteth between the mighty " (Prov.

modern Christ-eater-a very knowing(?)

mistaken one of our guideboards for our

legion of devils after the swine in which
they had been stowed away had been
drowned, He advised me to go to the infernal regions and find out. I agreed to
make the trip if possible, on condition that
he point out the road leading there, telling
him that that particular road is not to be
found on any map I had ever seen. He
then informed me that evidently his great
Bugaboo had made a deplorable mistake
in creating me. I praised him for his
frankness in admitting that his notorious
man-maker and man-destroyer was also a
great blunderer. This God-image referred
to a Jew near by as a Christ-killer, when I
replied that in accordance with that expreBBion all Christians must be Christeaters-a la Lord's supper.
He then got mad and decamped.
Best wishes for Mr. Heston as the champion picture-maker, and to you as the
Editor of the best paper known to me.
F. L. DAUBERSMITH.

because his name was perverted into Professor Charlesworth. I confess that I am
to blame for that slip, but as he had repeatedly "esquired " me, Ro I "professored" him, not dreaming that so small a
thing could rankle in the hosom of either.
Surely, if lecturers are "knocked out·~
by such trifles, I do not wonder that the
officers of the American Secular Union
hav had, and are having, a hard row to
hoe to please them .. Brother Charlesworth
reports that fewer people attended the
second session tllan the first, which is a
mistake. Evidently our brother wa,s depressed, for I can scarcely believe that it
was his intention to make a bad showing
worse.
The truth is, as found by actual count
and taken down in my diary on the spot,
the following figures: First audience
numbered just thirty persons-collection, $2. 72; seco:Iid audience numbered
fifty-collection, $3.43. But I may add
that of the thirty who were present at the
first session only ten returned to hear
Brother Charlesworth in the evening,
although the roads anti weather were most
propitious.
Who is to blame if the speaker fails to
keep his audiences ? Acting as a mediator
between the will of our brother and the
will of the ex-committee, I told Brother
Charlesworth why the committee had selected his lecture on the ''Philosophy of
Secularism" ratiler than his lecture ''Why
I Do Not Believe in God " for the opening
session's discuBSion ; yet in the face of
this Brother Charlesworth, while ostensibly delivering the forll?-er
lecture,
created the impression that he was really
delivaring the latter. If he was himself
thus sailing under false colors, what shall
we say of his ad vice to others to l,.>e
"frank, honest, open, ami free?"
If he did substitute one lecture for the
other, wholly or in part, then why blame
the mttnagement for the consequences of
his own act?
Would it not hav been more just to hav
asked himsel:ti, "Hav I not contributed to
the alienation of my hearers?"
L:ike Brother Charleswortil, I, too,
disagreed with the management in its
policy of concealment, but I was outvoted.
As it was only a question of methods, I
yielded rather tilan cavil over details that
time would soon settle.
·
In the past I, too, hav been just as anxious to tell th.e people why I did not believe in God.
I found that people ·preferred to hear·
what I knew ratiler than what I believed.
But after all, perhaps, if Brother Charlesworth had devoted a long life to the study
of astronomy he might agree with Herschel
in tracing an intelligent governing power
in the manifestations of the universe, or
if he knew more of geology he might
agree with Sir Charles Lyell, who said :
"But in whatever direction we pursue our
researches, whether in time or space, we
discover everywhere the clear proofs of a
creativ intelligence, and of his foresight,
wisdom, and power" (Principles of Geolqgy, vol. II, p. 620).
Of course I regret Brother Charlesworth's failure to hold his Kent audiences
against dwindling as much as he does, for
those whom he alienated, most of all, ought
to hav heard his masterly expose of the
flaws in the Christian's code of ethics..
Charlesworth again complains because the
title of his subject, " Philosophy of Secularism," was changed to reacl, " The
Science of Human Cultivation." Carping
personified! Pity for his fine faultfinding!
We were only trying to relieve his title of
its sectarian smack in making the change
complained of. To many, the term
"Philosophy of Secularism " has become
as sectarian as "the philosophy of Methodism." Looked at in that light the
" shame " is in tile carping and not in his
title.
In conclusion I hope Brother Charlesworth will pardon me if I suggest that in
the future when he thinks that he sees a
mote in his brother's eye, he should first be
sure there is no beam in his. Then, having a clear vision, he will be less likely to
see molehills distorted into mountains to
perplex his judgment.
Fraternally yours, M. H. HEIGHToN.

still out on the mountain wild and ·bare. xviii, 18). Let it be remembered that this man spiritually-what was the fate of the tombstone. Again, our brother is troubled
This is very much deplored by the piously
inclined; for do not the clergy rant their
· iiisane vaporings for revenue only? When
they draw the net it is not the little bull·. heads that are wanted, but the large, plump,
• ~d succulent suckers.
.
; .A:N EYE"WITNESS.
Pious Women, Catholicism, Parochial
Schools •..
RoCHESTER, MINN., Feb. 8, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I wish to thank A. B. Bradford for his long "UJI.important" letter.
It is just such a clean-cut criticism as
ought to be applied to every chrirch stickler. People are so hyPnotized to hav a
"Christian" tag attached to them, that it
iB·"I!,b~ut time they were shown how "profane" it looks to others who consider rea. son and common se1l"se superior to any
commands of a "Master." Is it not about
tune that women c-eased to call any man,
Master? I think so. Much better results
fot humanity would follow if Ingersoll's
I!J[.iom were substituted: "I care not so
much fo:J; the freedom of religion, as I do for
the religion of freedom." Let churchianity die a natural death; freedom will giv us
something much more humane and justand not any God "in it." When you get
a. God outside of humanity he does not
amount to much, and 'I freely admit a woman God would be no. improvement!
I send you a clipping from our paper to
show how silently the parochial sisters
wedge into our public schools. Voters,
what are you about that you do not awake
to the great danger of Catholicism? All
Catholics are sworn servants of the pope
and cannot be loyal to any other government. What is the press of our country
doing to enlighten the people on this question? Absolutely nothing. THE TRUTH
SEEKER has carried
the fight almost
alone. Huiison Tuttle' wrote a romance,
founded upon fact, f9r the Progre88iv
Thinker recently, and· " The Convent -of
the Sacred Heart" brought to light so
many truths that he t~ceived a warning
letter to desist. It was-fsigned by a death'shead and cross-bones. What means it that
all these horrible facts are hidden . from
public notice? Should'·not all nunneries
be subject to public inspection the same as
jails or asylums? Th~y do not di.fler, in
reallty, as I can see.
Let theologists differ and fight, howl and
·screech,
;
We must hav liberty of mind and speech;
But be governed by ieason, and honesty
· teach,
Till freedom's banner waves over each.

on

FLoRA W .. Fox.
STILLWATER, MINN., Feb. 2.-The mixing of the pupils and instructors of the
public and parochial schools was begun
under the orders of the board of education
to-day with considerable excitement. The
exchanges were ma(!e between what is
known ae the Hill Patoehial and the Central public schools. Sister Hyacinth took
her place in the Central school and Miss
. O'Brien at the Hill,. school. No serious
trouble has occurred,.but many parents
will not allow their :children to attend
school as long as Sil;lters of Charity are
employed as teachers. ·An injunction will
probably be served within the next twentyfolir hours, and the matter pushed tllrough
to ·the supreme court with all possible
speed.

The Lottery Question.
PINEVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : Since the recent decision
in the United States Supreme Courts in a
lottery case bearing on the Louisiana
State Lottery, the press of the country
has had a great deal to say. Most of the
papers approve of the prohibition of lottery advertisements and lottery business
being carried on through the United
States mails. It will be remembered that
nearly all the press of the country are
somewhat biased toward the Christian religion and the Bible. Then in order to
make laws governing the lottery business
they should hav consulted their Bible.
How strange it is that so mruy believe in
the Bible teachings yet are not willing to liv by them, knowing too that damnation must follow disobedienc·ll. Well,
-let us hear what the Bible says about lot~ry.
"Lot causeth contentions to cease,

is the writing of the wisest man that ever
lived or that ever shallliv.
We see that lots were cast among tile
Hebrews in many places of scripture. For
example: God commanded that lots should
be cast upon the two goats which were offered for tile sins of the people, upon the
solemn day of expiation, to know which of
the two should be sacrificed and which
set free (see Lev. xvi, 8-10). He required
also that the land of promis should be divided by lot as soon as it was conquered,
which command Joshua accordingly executed (Num. xxvi, 55, 56; xxxiii, 54; xxxiv,
13, etc.; Josh. xiv and xvi). When people
employ a medical adviser they should follow his advice. If they hav a spiritual adviser ought they to follow his advice?
Then how shall we account for the Christian press denounc:hfg the lotteries of the
country? If the Louisiana Lottery had
given to ·the churches a percentage of its
receipts, we would not· hav heard that anything was wrong with the lottery business.
Ah, we would hav heard the texts referred
to above quoted as approving it. Do they
not hav church fairs in which lotteries are
carried on without the least hint of wrong
in them? Can Christians account for the
righteousness of the Bible lottery and in
the same breath denounce the Louisiana
Lottery? I do not-wish to be understood
as approving the lottery business, but I
think that Christians should consult their
spiritual adviser when calling on lawmakers. This nation may bring down the
wrath of the Lord upon them by denouncing tilat which the Lord has in days
past approved of. And he is an unchangeable God.
S. P. HERRON.
P.S.-I send $5 order for my renewal
and one new subscriber. Success to your
noble paper. I hav the promis of more
subscribers in the near future. S. P. H.

Hav a Monkey·Show of Preachers at
the Fair.
CRESOo, IA., Jan. 24, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: A local paper publishes a
hint to the effect that all "prominent divines " should meet and preach at Chicago
during the Fair period, assuring its readers
that this would b,e of "great moral benefit."
Holy smoke! Wouldn't a public exhibition of a herd of gospel galoots be as
"prominent" a feature for the credulous
as would be a monkey show for the average boy? But I cannot see how the former
show could by any possibility be more
beneficial to morality than the latter. I
am unable to comprehend how the chinmusic of tile peddlers of a book which
contains so much obscenity and untruth
could by any means be of "great moral
benefit" to really enlightened beings in
the closing decade of this nineteenth century.
Perhaps the writer of that article insinuates that the "eminent" Bible fakirs
should exhibit themselvs in bulk as a disgusting example, as an abomination which
is the fruit of centuries of just such work
as they are expected to perform if rounded
up in 1893.
Well, if the Fair could not be kept open
on all days of its duration without this
proposed gospel attachment., then I hope
"the pious and hypocritical pickpockets will
put in an appearance and either bring with
them the old Jewish Jehovah for a
wrestling bout with some nocturnal Jacob,
or trot out his (Jehovah's) modern successor, who is described as something
which has neither body, parts, orpaBBions,
and is incomprehensible. I am inclined to
take things as did tile man who said that he
preferred a swim in a big pond which hap-pened to contain a few little polliwogs to
no swim at all. And. if the recent suggestion in THE TRUTH SEEKER should materialize, we would hav "Pope Ingersoll " in
the pond as big whale to devour the mentally diminutiv Jonahs in case they possessed the courage, or rather foolhardiness,
to venture into deep water (debate). The
diet might prove a trifle nauseating for
the big whale, but I opine that he would
not be apt to disgorge the beggarly J onahs
in as good a condition as did the big fish in
the old Jew fable.
In the course of a conversation I asked a

Is Particular About Saviors.
ALBION, MIOH., Feb. 19, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a constant
rAader of THE TRUTH SEEKER for nearly
twelv years, and hav always read the
"Letters from Friends" with much interest; and as almost every imaginable subject has been treated upon, by the .m.any
different writers, but little chance is left
fur me to express any particular new ideas.
But an idea has suggested itself to me,
and I thought I would pen a few lines upon
the subJect of an infant redeemer. Now,
when I was a boy and used to go to meetings (we did not call it church in those
days), the congregation would all rise and
sing a song about our infant redeemer,
and of course I joined in with the rest.
But the thought has since suggested itself to
me of the supreme ridiculousness of intelligent men and women, educated ministers,
professors of colleges, and teachers in institutions of learning singing praises to
and worshiping an infant redeemer, a baby
savior. Why, Mr. Editor, it seems to me
that if such men as yourself, John Peck,
Heston, an:d myself, and other Infidels
that I might mention, need any savior at
all, he should be full-grown, proadshouldered, and stalwart. No baby savior
for us. Infant saviors might do for infants and small children. But as the idea
of infant damnation or children being lost
is nearly or quite abandoned and given up
by everybody, they· of course need no
savior. Now, I am very fond of children
and I like babies in their places. I like
their music. I am delighted with their
squalls, and I like their baby ways. But
the idea of a baby savior! Oh, whew!
not any in mine!
Yours in search of trutl).,
W. BIDWELL.
Mr. Charlesworth and the Kent Secular
Society.
KENT, 0., March 8, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKEH of
March 5th, Brother Charlesworth reports
the story of his failure to draw larger
houses here in Kent at our meetings given
under the control of our executiv committee on January 25th. He asks, What is
the cause of this? . And in answering his
question misrepresents the management
and puts all the blame upon the board of
control. He announces that our society is
called the Portage County Science Institute, and then proceeds' to lecture us on
the folly of having such a name-"utterly
incapable of exciting interest among the
people." But who gave us the name?
Surely no one except Brotiler Charlesworth. I never heard of it before. Perhaps he found it used as a title of o.ne of
our posters.
Yes, there he must· hav
found it, for we announced our last meetings under that title. In like manner we
had previously advertised otiler meetings
entitled "Library Benefit." What would
our brother havthoughtof Miss Campbell,
whose coming here was thus announced,
had she reported in THE TRUTH SEEKER
that our society was called "Library Benefit " and then occupied valuable space to
lecture us for it? Would he nothav thought
he:r verdant? Plainly, Brotiler Charlesworth, like the Irishman in the story, has
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topher," published in 1833. In 1847 ap
peared one of his most popular poems,
"The Princess, a Meclley." This poem
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall consists of a prolog, a story, and an epilog.
River, .Mass., to whom all Communica- The prolog is an idyl of modern life. It
tions for this Corner should be sent.
describes a rustic fete in Vivian park with
college friends picnicking in the ruins of
the abbey. Lilia Vivian, "a woman yet
"Between the dark and the da>'light,
When the night is beginning to lower,
in girlhood," who championed the cause of
Comes a ])ause in the d!!<Y'S occup:ttions
That is known as the Uhildren's Hour."
woman's rights, cried,

(j'hiZdren' s (jornsr.

A Complaint.

Oh, I wish
That I were some great princess; I would
build,
Far off from men, a college like a man;

19-. 1·89·2.

G11rdener's D11ught.er," 11 true poem, show- you will11ccept it with pleMure. Well, I
ing pll1inly th 11t
guess I will close now. Good-b_ye.
JESsE JOHNSON.
Kind he11rts 11re more th11n coronets,
[Th11nks for the h11ndsome c11rd, 11nd we
And simple f11ith th11n Norman blood.
shall be gl11d to he11r from you 11g11in some
"Dor11" 11nd. "Enoch Arden" 11re 11Iso time.-ED. C. C.]·
nice. Their sweet self-s11crifice is touchHARTFORD, K.A.N., Feb. 26/1892.
ing.
MY DEAR Miss WIXoN: As I h11v. iust
But so much for the records of ·the
been re11ding the letter my cousin, Miss
poets-true actors in the pl11y of life, 11s D11rrow, h11s written to the Children's
Shakspere tells us. In these little sketches Cprner, I thought of the gre11t pleasure of
I hav only sought to giv some little biog- seeing one of my own in print. We re11d THE
raphies of the most popular poets in hopes TRUTH SEEKER 11nd think it splendid. M11ny
of h11ving the Cornerit.es t11ke more inter- of my friends 11re trying to persu11de me
giv my he11rt to God ; but I h11v found
est in reading biographies from more to
11 better w11y to tmvel the p11th of. life.
gifted pens than mine; for I think th11t it is My f11vorits of all 11musements are music
right for us to know the lives 11nd 11nd d11ncing. As this is my first letter to
characters of the '' s11ges, seers, and THE TRUTH SEEKER I will close, with
schol11rs" who left their work for us to best wishes to 11ll. Correspondence from
finish. But if these little sketches, im- the Corner solicited.
Your friend for the right,
perfect 11s they are, h11v contributed
CARRIE BoYD.
tow11rd making the Corner bright 11nd instructiv, be it ever so little, I sh11ll feel
ST. ELMo, TENN., Feb. 29, 1892.
Miss WIXoN: When I w11s 11bout fom·
11mply rewarded.
IDA A. BALLOU.
ye11rs old I went into 11 c11ve in Lookout
Buffalo, N. Y:
mountain with my £11ther 11nd two brothers.
------------------We w11ndered 11bout for 11 long time in the
.!. Puzzle.
cave. At one pl11ce there w11s a deep; d.11rk
I rather like puzzles 11nd enigmas, 11nd crevice; it went 11way down I do not kiww
coming 11cross 11n old one I l11id 11side some how f11r, 11nd there was 11 pi11nk laid 11cross
thirty years 11go, I 11m thinking you Cor- it to w11lk on, and when p11 led me 11cross
nerites will enjoy deciphering it. So here that pl11ce I said it m11de me feel lonesome.
There 11re 11 gre11t m11ny such caves in
it is:
Lookout mount11in.
In my l11st letter to the Corner I spoke
14. Mr. -wood, being at the. of king of
terrors, 10 mills for his qu11kers, 11nd who, of my c11t, Tim Skittle bones. I guess· he
which, 11nd wh11t. · They odor for Dr. Ju- joined 11 seren11ding club 11nd some club
venil Humanity, 1 who 1 ~ to Dr. H11y pre- w11s too much for him, for I h11vn't seen
servers, 11nd little devil behold sc11r let his 11S- him for 11 week, but I h11v his picture to re.
sistance; but, B 4 he 11rrived, the not legally member him by.
Your Freethinking friend,
good ch11nged color, 11nd taker w11s ct. for.
LoRES L. GooDWIN.
the
Answer next week.
AUNT ELMIN.A.

I think it really mean-don't you?To leave us nothing at all to clo!
and, as one of the " seven " said,
In a world all made to order so
A modern boy has no earthly show.
With
prudes for proctors, dowagers for
Columbus sailed across the sea,
cleans,
Which might hav been clone by yon or me,
And sweet girl graduates with golden hair.
And now they call him great and wise,
They praise ilis genius and enterprise,
At last, for the sake of a diversion, some
Although when he found our nativ land
one suggested that a story should be told,
He tool< it for India's coral strand!
and that each of the seven students should
There's Newton, too, saw an apple fall
narrate a chapter of it. Then the stoi'Y of
Down from the branch and that was allYet they tallc of his great imagination
"The Princess" was told. Each narrator
And say he discovered gravitation.
in turn is the prince, betrothed in boyGoodness me !-why, I could hav told
hood to a princess, who, however, accordHim all about it; at ten years old
ing to Lilia's fancy, renounces men, founds
I knew why things fell, and I stuuied the rule
For" falling bodies," in grammar school!
a college, and death to the man who enters!
There's noble George, who wouldn't lieBut the prince and his two friends dress as
Perhaps he couldn't. He didn't try.
women and register their names as stuBut if I should cut down a cherry-tree
dents. They are discove' eel by the "dowMv father would only laugh at me.
ager deans," who, however, in pity for the
Benjamin Franklin-what did he do?
princess, refrain from reporting them.
Flew a big kite; on Sunday, too,
Standing out in a heavy shower
But their own imprudence " givs them
Getting soaked for half an hour,
away" at a feast, and IJ. disorderly retreat
Fishing for lightning with a string
follows, during which the princess throws
To see if he couldn't bottle the thing.
herself into the river and the prince resSuppose I should fly my kite in the rain?
People would say that I wasn't sane.
cues her. J\feanwhile the prince's father
Wby should there such a difference be
comes with a lrtrge army to claim his son
Between Ben Franklin, Esq., and me?
and bride. Some time after that the
I can see steam move a kettle lid
brother of the princess and the prince h11v
Quite as well as James Watt did,
Speak No Ill.
a tournament, in which the princess's
And I can explain about engins, too,
Speak
no
ill
of 11nyone, not even your
Bigger ancl better than Watt ever knew;
brother wounds the prince, and the latter
But somehow he took all the praise,
is carried into the college. During his enemy. No m11tter if you do know some
And I'm neglected nowadays.
sickness the princess begins to think that things of him th11t 11re not very credit11ble.
'.l'hen there's Napoleon First of !<raneemen are not so bad 11fter all, and this one If their publicity would injure him, keep
Suppose that we httcl had his ehance,
No doubt we'd hav been emperors, too;
in p11rticuhr. The story ends just as the them to yourself. Suppose one h11s gone
But we'd hav conquered at Waterloo.
students, or rather Tennyson, evidently 11stmy 11nd you know it. It is better to conI wouldn't hav had old GrouPbY make
intended that it should. The epilog is fine such knowledge to your own bre11st.
Such a stupid and grave mistake;
merely a renewed meeting between the Your repetition of the story only results in
I should hav sent him the proper way
some h11rm to him 11nd does you no good.
To arrive in time to save the day!
students.
Still, what makes me feel the worst
In 18il5 itppeared '' M11ud, and Other- When tempted to speak ill, to denounce
Is Adam's renown for being.Jirst.
Poems." " Maud " is written upon the another,- to tell of some indiscretion, p11use
That was easy enough, you lnow;
Soci11listic
questions that were being agi- 11nd think, Will this do 11ny good? Would
It was just a thing that happeneu so.
tated at that time, as '' Locksley H11ll " in I like 11ll my actions reported? No. Then
And my sisters say, "If it had been me,
S. H. W.
I wouldn't hav touched the apple-tree."
th11t sense might be used as 11 prelude. be silent. Spe11k no ill.
That's so. If she sees a snake to-day,
This poem belongs to the practic11l p11rt of
She givs a scream and she scoots away.
.A.n Untaught Diplomat.
life, and tells of the orphan-nephew beTo write such things as Shakspere's plays
''You know, Nick," s11id his mother, ''11
coming engaged to his cousin, the heiress
Was not so hard in Queen ness's clays;
of the estate. She jilts him, 11nd he, in gentleman never 11sks for things, no ml1tBut now, when everything has been clone,
his despairing mge, rebels against the ter how b11dly he w11nts them."
I cannot think of a single one
" Why doesn't he?" s11id Nick, opening
'l'o bring a boy to wealth and fame.
whole constitution of things.
It's a regular downright burning shame!
very wide his round four-ye11r-old eyes.
0, my cousin, shallow-hearted ! oh, my
"Bec11use it is impolite and · greedy.
P.S.-When it's fine, I shall play baseball;
Amy, mine no more.
For you know it would never do at all
Th11t is why it 11nnoys me so to h11v you
To forget about" Jack" who becomes, they say, Oh, the dreary, dreary moorland! Oh, ask your Uncle John, whenever he comes,
the barren, barren shore.
A very dull boy without plenty of play.
if he h11s brought you c11ndy. Remember,
But wait !-when a rainy Saturday comes,
He then absurdly contemplates going now, you must never do it 11ny more."
As soon as I've finished :i\fomlay's sums,
I'm going to build a great flying machine
east, and taking a savage woman for his
"But it's my c11ndy-he s11ys so-11nd he
That will make T. Edison look pea-green!
wife. But upon after-consideration he re- w11nts me to h11v it."
-1'1tdo1· Jenlcs 'in December St. Nicholas.
flects that after all, because he has been
"Then he will cert11inly giv it to you;
disappointed in love that is no re11son 11nd you must w11it his time for it. If I
why the world should come to 11n end, so ever 11g11in he11r you 11sk him I will not let
Biographical Slretches.
he exclaims in the bitterness of his de- you hav it. So promis me that you will
X. -TENNYSON.
spairnot. I know my little boy w11nts to be 11
Alfred Tennyson was born in the ·year Overliv it-lower yet-be happy ! where- gentlem11n."
1809 at Somersby, Lincolnshire.
His
fore shouldl care?
Nick m11de the promis with 11 very sober
father was a rector of that parish. He was I must mix myself with 11ction, lest I f11ce. He w11s the norm11l sm11ll boy, not 11
wither
with
despair.
the third of a large family, several of
little 11ngel, yet he h11d been tmined
whom shared with him the literary
"M11ud" is written in something of the " upon honor," 11nd felt th11t 11 promis
honors. Like Mrs. Hemans, Tennyson same strain. I could not begin to tell you once made could not be broken. This is
wrote poetry while he was still very of all the poems that Tennyson wrote, as the way he kept it. When Uncle John
young, though there is a vast difference it would consume so much valuable space. came 11gain, his nephew, 11fter greeting
between his and Mrs. Hemans's poetry. And then, there is so much I do not him, le11ned medit11tivly ag11inst his ch11ir
In the year 1827, Tennyson, with the help understand, and so much that I do not 11nd said, "You didn't bring 11nything but
of his brother Charles, issued a small vol- like, that I can only giv you a little sketch yomself this time, did you, Uncle John?"
ume entitled "Poems, by 'rwo Brothers," of the most popular of his poems, and not
" Yes, I did," said Uncle John with 11
which is now out of print. He went to 11s much as I would like to. Of all his l11ughing shout; "I brought 11 whole pound
Trinity College, Cambridge, to finish his poems I greatly prefer "The Miller's of candy, 11nd 11fter th11t I wish it w11s two."
education. He gained a prize for a blank Daughter." It is a very tender poem, reverse entitled "Tim buctoo, " in which was ll1ting how the son of a rich squire fell in
Correspondence.
oberved for the first time some impress of love and married the miller's daughter.
DoRCHESTER,
NEB., March 5, .1892,
his peculiar genius. His literary cttreer, How reluctantly the consent of his lady
DEAR Miss WIXoN, AND DEAR FRIENDS:
however, elates from 1830, in which year mother was given:
I will write to you 11ga.in. I 11m well. I
he had published "Poems, Chiefly Lyrical,
did not get La Grippe, 11nd I 11m glad of it.
And
slowly
was
my
mother
brought
by Alfred Tennyson." These poems were
My school is out 11nd I 11m gl11d; it is VI1Cl1To
yield
consent
to
my
desire;
not received by the public with much distion for four weeks. In the winter I h11d
She wished me happy, but she thought
to go to school when it w11s 20° below
play of enthusias~, but while some poems
I might hav looked a little higher;
zero. I had 11 nice time on Christm11s.
seemed weak and immature, others anAnd I was young-too young to wed;
The Amish h11v split and h11v got two
nounced in no indistinct manner the ''Yet I must love her for your sake;
churches. The reason they split is, one
Go fetch your Alice here," she said.
genius of a true poet. In the notice of the
part of them ili·inks and the other does not.
Her eyelid quivered as she spake.
book by Professor Wilson, in Blackwood's
There hav been no spe11kers here this
jJfagazine, the promis of the young writer
The whole poem is evidently intended 11s winter. I liv seven miles from town.
was recognized in sufficiently express P.n addreRs of the young squire (now old) Papa has not been to town for 11 week 11nd
has six letters to send off to-d11y. I would
tei'ms. The praise was, however, not en- to his wife, probably upon some commem- like to h11v some of the little children
tirely free from censure, to which Tenny- oration d11y-11 silver wedding, perh11ps. write to me.
son replied in later poems, "Crusty Chris- Of his prose poems I like best " The
To Editor: I send you a card. I hope
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THE empress of Germany has quit novelreading and forbid it to the ladies of her
col]It, and consults with the court
preacher~ ~wo or three hours daily, afterward retrrmg to · pray and weep, Some
say that she has become a mystic, and
others that religion is crazing her.
VooDoos hav been stirring. up the negroes of Richland parish, La. 1 against the
whites, and predicting that God will
send on the latter awful pestilences unless
they divide their property with the blacks.
On the 12th it was rumored that a colored
girl who had put poison in a family's coffee
was connected with the voodoos, and ·she
was l:yp,chE>d.
ALoNG the Volga river many Russian
villages can get nothing to eat but a tea
made from grass. In other districts bread
made of wild hemp is the sole diet. The
horses hav been largely killed off for food.
As Russians hav a superstition that the
horse is an unclean animal, it often happens that their stomachs revolt at its
flesh and they die. Being unable, in their
poverty-stricken condition, to buy fuel,
many hav taken to burrows dug in the
ground, and are degenerating into beasthood. Outlawry is increasing,· ·

MELBOURNE, the Australian rainmaker,
is experimenting in Mexico. · His spay in
Kansas has caused several rainmakers to
spring up there. Two companies hav heen
incorporated in that state who propose to
make contracts with counties, at $600 . a
county, to furnish one to two_ inches of
rain under e!lch contract. They ·will sell
the secret at $2,500 a county. Their
agents experimenting in California and
Arizona report, one 11- inches of rain at
Pixley, Cal., and another l,! inches at Tulare, Cal. Citizens of Thomas and Cheyenne counties, Kan., are organizing to
meetan offer of a company to'giv a test.
Doubters:point out that the experiments
are conducted at a distance from the
places where business offers are made.
THE :flour so far contributed by the
millers of America to famishing Russians
has come from the followin~ states, etc. :
Alabama, 400 pounds; Canada, 8,000; Colorado, 5,000~- District of Columbia, 37,860;
Iowa, .-51, 160; Indiana,· 114,915; Illinois,
124,9.40.; Kansas; 149,90.0; .. Kentucky, 11,760; Louisiana, 360; :Maryland, 9,200;
Michiga,n, 186;§25; Minnesota, 1,553,504;
Miss~mri, 127,160; Nebraska, 69,240; New
Mexico,--·3,000; New,,York, 1,021,400;
North Dalwta, 103,020; Ohio, 108,977;
Pennsylvania, 142, 734; South Dakota, 98,780; Tennessee, 15,024; Texas, 3.280; Virginia, 1,500; -. Wisqonsin, 91,145; total,
4, 038~,.784. .At the shipping· •of- supplies at
New xork recently clergymen conducted
exercises, but failed to mention how
largeJy.the famin is due to the influence of
their religion.;.. Large sums of n:.oney hav
been contributed.· Philadelphia has given
$100,000; the New York Qhambe1: of Commerce, $30, 000,; the: ~ed Cross· -Sopiety,
nearly $100,000. The .dishonesty of. Rus-.
sian. officials hall, :Q.!;)(iessitated painstaking
arrangew~ts. tO •ftisill'e.J_tb,at tP..e supplies
reach the right~hands.
·· · · · ·
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. PoRTLAND, ORE,, will hav a Catholic cathedral that will eclipse any other church
edifice on the Pacific coast
THE Russian government is increasing
its severity against dissenters from the
state religion, Stundists are especially
persecuted.
AT the cathedral in Agram, Austria, last
Sunday, Bishqp Casparitsch was fatally
stricken while in the midst of his rites.
The cause was not providential visitation,
as it would hav been in the case of a Freethinker, but paralysis.

ONE "Malachi the son of God" was
found last week selling medicins from
house to house in New York city. He
said: "I am a prophet, sent by the son of
God to cure . mankind. I foretold and
caused the J ohllstown flood, the famin in
Ohio two years ago, and the recent Russian
famin. I hav only to raise my hand now
to cause the rain. not to fall on the 'city of
New York till famin shall come and the
city shall burn. This I will do if ,you venture to lay a hand upon _me." But one of
the police of this irreligious age did lay a
hand on him and lock him up.
THE_ election of a pope to succeed Leo
XIII., whose demise is near, may lead to
serious troubles. It is thought by some
that the choice of a non-Italian pope would
provoke a schism~a division ·of the " one
universal " Catholic church,. Others apprehend an international war as the result.
The causes of any trouble would be two,
viz., :first, the jealousy of Italian cardinals;
and second, general fear that any European nation, except Italv, which supplied
the pontiff would derive too great aggrandizement from his influence throughout
the Catholic world. This fear could not
be entertained of Italy, because of her
minor power, and the terms of hostility on
which she stands with the papacy.
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rfHE SA-BBATH ..
Q~

WHAT recommends commerce to me is
its enterp1·ise and bravery. It does not
clasp its hands and pray.- Thoreau,;
WHAT right hav we to trace back to
supernatural causes or to a creativ will
whatever may be done and has been accomplished by the civilized man, who at
present stands at the top of a ladder of a
hundred thousand years, and .has behind
him and beneath him the whole work of
countless generations?- Buchner.

0 LoRD, while I am on the subject of
creation, may I be pardoned for drawing
your attention· to the fact that you
"created " . . . boundless and numerous worlds of which you knew nothing?
You hav turned out to be a far, far cleverer
God than you thought you were. You
'' created '' the Earth on the first day ;
while, on the third day, yeu, apparently as
the result of an afterthought, •' created "
the Sun, Moon, and.Stars, JUst as a sort of
lamps to giv light to the Earth. You seem
to hav had no idea that you had ''created"
the lamps vastly bigger and grander than
the object they were "created" to light.
Just read the following few lines, 0 Lord,
Pro and Con of
"and yon will see what I mean: This earth
is nearly ei!!ht thousand miles in diameter.
You, when you wrote your Book, supposed the earth to hav been flat and immovable, resting on four corners. The
Christian theologians believed that theory
Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Mirao- down to the day when Galileo and Bruno
ulous Religion?
declared the world was round, and moved,
By E. E. GUJL!l. Pn.nPr. 21) f'Pnt.s: clot.h, ao cent•. and Bruno was put to death. They continued in that belief even down to the day
of Columbus, whom they caused to be imprisoned as a heretic for espousing the
Copernican system that the world moved,
thereby contradicting theBible.-Saladin
OR,
in Gort and His Book.
Principles of the Natural Order of the llni. IN Russia . . . they hav. been murverse, with a System of Morality
dering old men; they hav thrust daggers
Based Thereon.
into. the breasts of women; they hav vioBY PRoFEssoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
lated maidens-because they were Jews.
Thousands and thousands are sent each
CONTENTS:
Force and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in year to the mines of Siberia; by the ChrisImmortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
tian government of Russia. Girls eighteen
Immortality_of }'or<'~, ]\Ian,
years of age, for having expressed a word
Infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou&"ht,
in favor of human liberty, are to-day
1\Iotion,
ConsciOusness,
working like beasts of burden, with chains
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
upon their limbH and with the marks of
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas.._
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
whips upon their backs. Russia, of course,
Universality of Natural Personal' Continuance,
is considered by Mr .. Talmage as a ChrisLaws,
Vital Force,
tian country-a country utterly de~titute
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes,
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of liberty-without freedom of the press,
of the Earth,
Morality,
Original Generation,
ConcludJng Observa- without freedom of speech, ,.-here every
mouth is locked and every tongue a
Secular Generation,
tions.
prisoner-a countr:v filled with victims,
Price, $1.50. Address THE TRUTH SEEKFR.
soldiers, spies, thieves, and executioners.
What would Russia be in the opinion of
Mr. Talmage, but for Christianity? How
could it be wnrse, when assassins are among
the best people in it? The truth is, that
In the
the people in Russia, to-day, who are in
favor of human liberty, are not Christians.
United States
The men willing to sacrifice their lives for
and
the good of others, are not believers in the
Christian religion. The men who· wish to
Canada
break chains are Infidels; the men who
make chains are Christians. Every good
from 1876 to 1883.
and sincere Catholic of the .Greek church
.. By their fruits
is a bad citizen, an enemy of progress, a
ehall ye know them I
foe of human liberty.-Ingersolt.
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Price,

The Sunday Question..
A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL IIEVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
B?i GEORGE W. BROWN, M.IJ.
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Price,

Jrlaterialism:
It~.Histo'ry

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its
Seientifte Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolo~, Price 20 cents.

anil Its Influence
Upon Society.

l3y DR. Lours BucHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.

Waifs and wanderings, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth. $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A pro~e epic of the war, rich with
ineident and dramatie power; breezy from
first page to last.with tlie living spint of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.

Golden Throne, A Romance.

"The. au-

thor certainly has ~enius. The divine
creative spark is within him. The book is
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read • Golden Throne.'"
-[Ingel"l'oll. Price, $1.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

A conversation in

rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

Prometheus, A Poem.

"It is crammed

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-[Dr. Henry W. Bellows.
Price, $1.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand t and other
Agnosticdoems. Price,.10 cents.

Adami an

Heva.

A poetic version of

Bible Temperallte.
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By E.

c. wALKER.

10 cents

Apocryphal New Testament.
TH:e GOSP:eLS,
£pi sties, etc., Attributed to Ie;us Christ and his Apostles,
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the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
whick its superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis lel{end-ls shown. Price,10 cents.
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mance. Price, 35 cents.
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M. FARRINGTON.
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75 cents.
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A FUNDAMENTAL law, arising from the
Introduction by
AS 10· NEW HIJLL CONVENT.
fluctuating inclinations of mankind, and
And
a Fow Words on Auricular Confession·
ROBERT
G.
INGERSOLL.
yet at the same time irrevocable, is a conBy
tradiction in terms, a mere creature of
Frice,
10 cents
111. E. Billings.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
imagination, a chimera, an absurdity; the
Prlce.1115 cents. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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Special
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power tha:t makes the laws GJan change
them. The Golden Bull was called "the
fundamental law of. the empire." It was
ordained that there should never be more
than seven Teutonic electors, for the very
satisfactory and decisiv reason that a cerFOR 1892. Pri£e, 25 eents.
t"'in Jewish chandelier had had no more
A NEW NOVEL.
Possibilities and Impossibilities,
thap. seven branches, and that there are no
T. ffiHUXLEY,M.A.,LL.D.
more than seven gifts of the Holy Spirit. A. Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on The Growth of Agnosticis'll:l.
Religion and Social Matters.
This fundA.mental law had the epithet
R. BITHELL. B.S., Ph.D.
P~ce, cloth, $1; pa.per, 50 cents.
Early Verses,
'
"eternal" applied to it by the all-powerful
The
Lltte
CoNSTANCE NADEN.
authority ·and infallible knowledge of
Sundays and Holyd~tys,
'
Charles IV. God however did not think
SAMUEL LAING.
Ecclesiasticism,
fit to allow of this assumption of "eternal"
ALFRED
MoMERIE,
1\f.A., LL.D.
in Charles's parchments. He permitted
Christ a Religious Creation,
other German emperors, out of their all·
F. J. GoULD.
After Many Years: A Poe~,
powerful authority and infallible knowl•. w. B. McTAGGART.
CON'l'ENTS:
edge, to add two branches ·to the chandeSplendid Judge of a Woman-The Lady of the The Activities of Agnosticism,
lier, and two presents to the seven gifts of A Club-Under
AMoS W A'l'En~.
Protest-l!'or the Proseootion-A
the Holy Spirit. Accordingly the electors
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House Religion Without Superstition, · CHARLJ!:S WATT!',
Mystery-The Time-Look of Our Ancestors- Mr. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,
are now nine in number. It was a very
,
Florence Campbell's Fate-My Patient's Fate.
fundamental law that the disciples of the
H. J'. HARDWIOKE,F.R.O.r'.
The
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A
Poem,
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Lord Jesus should possess no private propPrice, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
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The Triumph of Rationalism,
.
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·
The Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 833 Ronie should be very rich, and that the
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pages, $3.
people should choose them. The last funEternal Life: A Poem,
. . .
Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
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damimtal law iR, that they are sovereigns,
The Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo, and .elected by a small number of men Conflict Between Mental $cience and Theblogy,
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.\!8 Lafayette Place, New York.
138 pages, 50c.
By EDGAR ·c. BEALL.
clqthed in scarlet, and constituting a soSpiritualism Sustained.
Cloth. 12mo, ciety absolutely unkno>yn in the time of Preface by R. G. INGERSO~L.
245 pages, $1.
Jesus. If the emperor, king of the RoPricA. !111.
UniVPl"<~A A nalyzPd. ~1.
mans, always august, was sovereign master of Rome in fact, as he is acMrding to
BIBLE WORSHIP.
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some
other
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irrevocable,
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These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
where these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought Societies can hav their gatherings advertised here free by forwarding the necessary information.
·

NATHANIEL YAU GHAN 1 fhe M;d;;~sa~i~"Essa~st
Pr'ieat &1'\c:i Mal')..

Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.

.A NO VEL.

1. HERBERT SPENCER: Jiis life and _Personal

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

Meets every Friday evenbig, at .8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple~ 22QE. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The puolic cordially invited.

An independent and respectable study of char.
acter in the law of circumstance sncli as even
George Eliot lnight not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
>resentment of the mischievous nature of·modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.

The Newark Liberal League

1 vol., extra cloth, bevelen, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
1 JIE TRUTH SEEKER.

Manhattan Libel'al Club, N.Y.,

Meets every Sund~¥ afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League Hau 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
at., Newark, N. J. Lectilres and discussions on
religious and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ·
ation
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South:2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by d1scussion. Pla,tform free. Henry Rowley, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.
·

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:i
Meets every Sunday in InduFtdal Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:8Q P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Seeker. publications always on hand at cheap rates.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly\:first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town -nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUS H;EIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of AlliancehO., meets the :first and fourth Sundays of eac month at Independent Church, at
1Q :3Q A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TllUTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:00 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street,
and at 116 Fifth avenue. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds meeti)!gs every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:80 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles,....Wash. Lectures~ song~
and .select reading. JJiscnssion invitea on au1
subjects. Liberal literature distribnten free.
·
FBANK MoRSE, Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib·
eral Union
Of Los Angeles., C~l.,. meets semi-monthlY.:.. first
and .third Sunaays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at rarr's
Hall.. Everybocg invited. MRs. R. M. BEBBA.
Pres.; J. H. McvviLLIAMs, Rec. Sec.

The Walla W~lla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main streesWalla Walla, Washington. SciP,nce
Lectnres.-.l!·ree Discussions.-Ori_ginal and Selected Readings and:: Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the servi~e of ~embers and friends.
U. B. REYNOLDS, Pres., A. W. CALDER, Sec.
The Roeder Secular Union
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first ann ·third
Sunday in the month; at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
l{reatest. freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
• Universal Ment_ll,l Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pre~.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, Pres.
IsAAc S. LEE, Sec.

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M. at its hall cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street. 'visiting Liberals
invited. J. P. RICHARDSoN. President; M. IsAAc,
Secretary.

The Jacksouville, Fla., Liberal
League
Meets every Sunday at 2:00 P.M. at Knights of
Honor HaiL Bay street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Philosophical aud Social So·
·' :
·
ciety,
Meiite ViStaJ;Jal., meet every Sunday at '<l P.M in
tlieir·.hall.· '.Toe public cordially invited. W. S.
F:E_i;.)i:.l;lec; .:.
·

·:'j .':I'~~':Ollio ·~iberal Society,
at:_·-Cinc~_nn~tibo:,. weets everLSunday evening
atc7:3QP.J)[,·m oug~as Hiill1 N. w. cor. of 6th and
~I1Ut·sts;_ Lectures·and .discussions .. Strangers
fro~-abroa-d we:lcomM.- A~DREW Hoaa, Sec.
..
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Millionaires Against Miners;
-OR--'-

THE STORY OF SPRING V.ALLEY.
By HENRY D. LLOYD.
This book tells how the SprlJlg Ve.lley lniners
were starved into actttal8lavery.
It is the story of a monstrous and inhtlman crime.
It deals not with theories but with facts,
figures, and names. It is a _powerfUl and pathetic book.
~

2M pages. Paper, 5Q cents; cloth, $1.
•
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Dr. E. ·n. Foote's Works.
Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
of nenrly 1,000 pages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
$3.f.11j-m English or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.5Q.
·

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs,

~he

Boy Doctor, and 1'\ponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, :jl2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumes..!leparate, fl.ex1ble cloth, 5Q
oents _per volume· ued Line edition, suitaole
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.
,.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

250

pages, illustrated and llloth-bound. ('!.'he fifth
volume of "Science in Story.") 5Q ccn ts.

Dr.

Foot~'s.Health Monthly~

Devoted :to

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, ann allied
Subject~; ninth yef!,r. Subscription,, with J;remium, 50 cents per year. SpeCimen copies free
on application.
··.

Mother's Manual.

Comprising "Advice

to a W1fe on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially During Pregnancy, Labor,
and.Snckling," and "Advice to a Mother on the
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, 11'1

Hand-Book ef Jiealth Hints and Rr>n<lr
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER

THE NftW SPELLINGS.
' English spelling Is the worst In the world MU.
lions of dollars are wasted each year In the writing
and printing of useless letters. The education of our
children Is retarded and the progress of our peo!ile
Is hampered by our cumbrous, Illogical, mlsleadfpg
orthografy. The scholarship of the world Is almost
a unit In demanding a change. The American Philo.
logical Association has recommended the following
RULES FOR NEW SPELLINGS jor imrnediate use, and a
resolution has been Introduced In Congress, InstructIng the Public Printer to conform to them In all prlntln8 for the government:
1. Drop UE at the end of words like dialogue catalogue, etc., where the preceding vowel Is short. Thus
spell demagog, epilog, synagog. etc.
2. Drop final :m In such words as dellnlte, fnllnlte,
favorite, etc., where the precedlp,B vowel Is short.
Thus spell opposlt, preterit. hypociit, requlslt, etc.
8. Drop final TE in words like quartette, coquette.
cigarette, etc. Thus spell clgaret, roset, epaulet, vedet, gazet, etc.
4. Drop final ME In words like programme. Thus
spell program, orlllam, gram, etc.
5. Change PH to F In words like phantom, tele·
graph, phrase, etc. Thus spell alfabet, paragraf, lllos.
ofyl/'§~e~!fit~~~of,~refbe dlfthongs 1£ and m when
they have the sound of that letter. Thus •pell eolian,
esthetlc,_i~larrhea, subpena, esofagus, atheneum. etc.
117" u you would array yourself on the side of
~~re:~~cra1?ikt~ft (g~r~~~~~~~ that you wrtte,

Kenne~y's
Me~ical Discovery
Takes hold in this order :

Liberal Club,
Fratetnity Hall, No: 216 Grand avenue, Milwaukee·, ineet• every Sunday evening at 7:8Q o'clock.
A. B. SEVERANCE, Pr~sident.

.

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,

ev_,ry Sunday afterril>on at 2:3Q o'clock.

By M. BABOOOK.

Pric~. ~5

QV3.

. characteristics; his views on enncatwn; his
religions opinions. By Mn. DANlEL GREENLEAF
THOMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His ancestnc;
life, and personal characteristics. By JoHN w.
CHADWICK.
3. ROLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
material universe ever have a beginning? By
GABBET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EAR.TH: Thestoryo:l'
geology; How the world grew. By Dn. LEwiS
G. JANES.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
noes life beg_in; The problem ·of spontaneous
generation. By W lLLIAJII PoTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANiiiUL LIFE; The evidences from geology, geograghicn.] distribution,
and comparative zoology. By RossiTER RAYMOND. Pli.D.
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; duration of human life on the planet. By E. D.
COPE. Ph.D.
~.EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the
nervous system: the natur~ of mind. By RoBT.
G. EccLEs, M.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitive man;
growth of the family, city1 nnd state: develqpment of the domest10 rela~ions; marriage. BY
JAMES A. SKILTON.
lQ. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of religious beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By z.
SIDNEY SAlllPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How nltruism
grows out of e_goism; the proper balance. By
DR. LEWIS G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a, from geology-;
b, from morpholog_y; c, from embryology; d,
from metamorphos1s; e, from rudimentary organs; f, from geographical . distrioution; g,
from discovered links; h from artificial breeding; i, from reversion; :k, from mimicry. By
NELSON C. pARSHALL.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REv. JoHN W. CHADwiCK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. R.elation
of the doctrine to__prevailing philosophical systems. By STAliR HOYT NICHOLS.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REV.
MINoTJ. SAVAGE.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By Dn. LEWIS
G. JANES.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
By SYLvAN DBEY.
18. THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception; sight, ~ound, taste,
smell, feeling; the doctrinE)_of tho Unknowable.
By RoBERT G. EccLES, M.D.
19. A STUDY OF !lUTTER AND MO'r!ON. An
excellent digest of a much vexed question, with
9._uotations from many authorities. By HoN. A.
N. ADAllls.
2Q. PRIMITIVE MAN. Man as revealed by nrcheological studies; evidences of man's antiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic races;
the ages of bronze and iron; cave men ana
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound builders.;,
primitive implements and tools; proofs or
man's natural evolution. By Z.I:!IDNEY I:!AMPSoN.
21. GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
Marriage a .Primitive institution; its earlier
forms; no eVldence of original promiscuity; exogamy and epdogamy; group-marriage; polygyny, polyandry, and monogamYj_ marnage by
capture; monogamy the highest xorm of therelation; divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
contract; its regn!ation by the state. By C.,
STANILAND WAKE.
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
of political institutions;_.the patriarchal family;
the tribe and clan. By ~OHN A. TAYLOR.
23. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
statute law and judge-mane law;_ tho conversion
of customs into law. By PnoF. ltuFus I:!HELDON.
24. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCillNCE. Supernatural idens of disease; fetichism in medicine; the beginning_s of medical science. By
RoBERT G. EUCLES, M.D.
25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. The
necessity for arms nnd armor under the struggle for existence. By JoHN C. KIMBALL.
·
26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS,
development of the human hand.; the earliest
use of 1mplemen ts and tools. By~ AMES A. !:!KILTON.
Z"/. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The definition of wages; economic characteristics of the wage system; wages the outgrowth
of slavery; 'ori«"in and development of the
wages system. By PRol!. GEo. GUNToN.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR. IN OIVILIZATION. The beginnings of education; early
methods in Egypt 1 I:ersia~ China~ Greece 1 .and
Rome: earl:y Chnstutn 1deas or educatiOn;
Catholic nnd Protestant views; the common
school system. By Miss CAROLINE B. LE How ..
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORU. I.
The Theological Method. By REv. JoHN CHADWICK.
EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. II.
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
81. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFOR.llf. III.
The Anarchistic Method. By HuGH 0. PENTEcoST.
32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. IV.
The Scientific Method. By DANIEL GnEENLEAF THOMPSON.
38. ASA GRAY: His Life and Work. By li!Rs.
MARY TBEAT.
84. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUMANS. The
Man and his Work. By PRoF. JoHN FisKE.
~ Each Number, Ten Cents . ...£~
Address THE TRUTH REEKER CO ,
2!!Lafayette plnce, New York.
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DR.TAFT.'B.ABTKMALENB

A STHMA -CURED.f••er
rai~s,,._end us your
a'idress, we will mail trial
BOTTLB fREE
1HEDB. TAFTIROS. M. CO;,RUCHEST,R,H.Y ..
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U~DERWOOD'S

B. F.

WOitn.v.

FOU !VALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER

o •• •<-...;.

Essays and Lectures. Embracing lnJlu-

ence of Christianity on Uivili~tLtiou ; Lhristinnity 1md l\laterialism; What L1tcrruism offers
in Phtce of Christianity; Scientiiic J•htterialism;
Woman i SpiritnnJ.ism from a lllaterialistic
Standpomt; Paine the rolitical and Ueligious
Heformcr; Mat.crinlism and Crime; Will the
Comin" !han Worship God? Crimes and Crudties ofl1hristinnity; the Authority of the Bible;
Freethonght Judged by Its Frmts; Our Ideas
of God 800 pp., paper, 6Q cents.

Intluence of Christianity upon Civiliza·
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
What Libirrnlism Offers in Plaee oi
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism; Its Meaning and
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand·
p.oint. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religious Re·
former. 10 cents.
Woman : Jier J .ht and· Present: ller
Rignts anti W.-otlgs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God t
lQ cents.

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theological.

2Q

cents.

A Four

Burgess-Underwootl Debate.

days' debate hetwcen B. F. Underwood au<l
Prof. 0. A. Burgess, President of the Northwestern Christ.in.n Univm·Rity, Indianapolis, Ind.
Accnrnte.ly l""!'<)]"(,er\. 188 pp. Cloth. 80 cents.

THE

LOGIC OF DEATH,
-ou,-

Why Should the Atheist Fear to Die ?
By J. G. HoLYOAKE.

Price. 5 cents.

THe

LOCIC OF LIFE,
-DEDUCED FRO~[TH£ PRINCIPLE QF FREETHOUGHT.
Price, 5 cents
By J. G. HoLYOAKE.
WAT:e~

0!=1 LI!=I:e

Is Doing Wonders In Curing tlte Sick.
Write for pamphlet to .T. R. PERRY,
No. 84 South Main street, Wilkesbarr •• Pa..

DOWN

THEY
GO!

Best mn.ke AmeriCan Stemwind Watches. 17
jewels, a~nsted, pat. re_gulntor, in silverine case,
only $11; m 8 ounce com silver, $16; 1 ounce, $15
(a few years ago $6Q). In best 14 l<t. filled gold
cases, open face, $2Q; hunting, il!2H to $28; 14 kt.
solid gold, $4Q to 11!100; same, not adjusted, $l! less;
11 jw!s. $3.5Q, and 7 jwls. $5 less Gower grade
watches, $5, $4 and $2.5Q).
'J'HE PERFEC'J'ED "OTJ'O WE'J'T•
S'J'EIN" WATCH, m1J,ch finer than above,
full adjusted to heat, cold, and position 16 jwls.
and all modern Improvements, niCkel movement,
cased as above, $8 more, gilt mov't. $6 more. No
one else in the world sends out so good a watch
atil,i_e.fj~~' GOLD HUNTING AMEUI•
CAN W A'J'CHES, latest styles, best filled, 7 ·
jw!s. $17; 11 jw!s. ilil8.5Q; 15 jwls. $25; 14 kt. solin
gold, 1!110 to $100 more. All sent prepain., ke.Pt in
order one year, and cash refunded if not satisfactogiAMONDS: in rings, pins, nrops, studs,
etc.h$1Q; $15; $25; $5Q; $100 to $1,000 per set.
Cas refunded, if not 2Q per cent below regular
price ony time within one year.
WEDDINf;; IIINGS: Plain, chaserl, with
pearls, emeralds, rubies, moonstones, opals. garnets, turquoise, solitaires or combinations, a
spemalty.
·
SUNDRIES : Rogers Bros.' triple-pin ted
knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; tea spoons, $1.00;
tables, $3 49; best spects. in the worln, $1; pebbles, $2; 14 kt. goln, ifl5 more (send line of finest
print you can read without glasses 14 inches from
eyes); gold-heRded canes, $8· $1Q; $15; $2Q. llest
rn.zor-a lnxury-$2. Solid siiver spoons, $1.7Qper
ounce. flonvenir spoons. silver\$1.25 to $2. ' ea
sets. $2Q to $4Q; everything in tne line of fanc:y
tahle silver, novelties, plush, and art goons, gold
pens, etc. All sent prepaid (except cutlery) subJect ~o exchange or cash back.
O'J'TO WETr!'o'J'EIN
Established 1857.
RochellE, in.
Rend for price lists beautiful cards in colors
anrlgold of my Freet:hought badges (large and
small), tracts, etc. Free.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orrlers for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circnlars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

AN INFIDEL REMEDY.
SEND 10 CENTS TO

Pocket Theology.

Driving everything before it that ought to
By VOLTAIRE.
be out.
·You know whether you need it or Terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of theological terms~ Price, 25 cents.
not.

Liberal Association of" Baltimore Scld bv every drng@st, and manufactured by
DONALD KENNEDY.
M~ets at the Lyceum Hall, 4MEast Baltimore st.,
" " " ' " ' ' ' ' " ' " · "l614liil.
.

GHOST. OF ST. JOHNS.

1~92.

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
IDS CHARACTER AND DOCTRTh'ES.
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief."
Bv VISCOUNT AMBERLEY.
5Q oente.
Cloth,

Dr •. l'"t:LLOWS,
VINELAND, N.J.
for his book on youth·
ful errofl', early decay,
wasting weakness, lost
manhood &c. It sets
for!h an External Application-;~ reliable
home cure,with full directions for use. Its a
-::ertainty, no failtne.
State where you sa\f'
this advertisement.

A patiant writing from DavenpoJ1i\Wvh., s• rsh: ·
"Your remedy is marvelous and Wlll ac<'".OJ:r;tP1,._
what is said it will do. The value of wh1oh 1s
untold.''

l
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Valuable .Booka ori.

H~gie.11e,

Food alld
Diet,
f\arriage
and
Parelltage,
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ttc.

Hygiene of the Brain and the Cure of.
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook

M.D. Price, .by mail, $1 50. "Get this boolr and
'. read it\ for it abounds in practical valuable
• lrnowleage."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Eating for Strengtlt. By M. L. Holbrook,

' ~1I.D. Pricc.jJY nH:il, $1. ''I am delighted With
it."-[H. B. J:Saker, 1\'I.D., Secretary Michigan
: State Board of Health.

Parturition Withont Pain. A Code of
· Directions for nvo.iding most of the Pains and
Dangers of Childbearing. By III. L. Holbrook,
1\'I.D. Price, hy mail, $1. "A work whose excellence Sll!])asses oHr power to commend."[Ne:w York Evening 1\i~il.;_
_

Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsia~ and
· Headache: Their Cure by Home 1reat.
,
:
·

ment. By M. L. Holbrool<, :M.D. Price, ·by·
mail, $1. "Reading this book I cured myRelf
after ~ever.al doctors had.failed."-[T. C. Curtis,.
U.S.A.

1rlte

MOSES_(PERSUADETHJDAVID'S JOSSl_TO KEEP COOL.
Therefore he said that he would destroy them, had not l\foses his chosen stood before him in the breach, to
turn away his wrath, lest he should destroy them.-Psalms cvi, 23.

*

**

*•

YOU ARE

*
* *
*

,SINCERELY INTERES'IED IN

THE OA_ USE OF

Self -(ontradiGtions . of the

WOMAN

Bi~le.

----1 4 4.---Moral, Theological, Historical, anrf Speculative
PropOsitions.
·_
Price,

15 cents.

T0/11'S

CABIN

OF

WOMAN'S

By W. & BELL.

SLAVERY.'')

The best men and women of England and America are
It
fairly heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
entirely its own and will give you
tnlly wonderful
a sensation such as you· never had before.
book.

I

CAN

THIS
SO

BE

p

, Price, postpaid, 2!> pents.

I

BEND AND

SEE

Address THE

·.Talks to My Patients.' By Mrs. R. B.
.
',

~.

SEEKER Co.

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

Curious Revelations From the
Life of a Trance Medium.
By MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. illustrated with Engravings, and Fro_ntispiece of Lincoln
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.50.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette place, N. Y.j

"';;ifs -and (S arss~
-OF-

CHARLES BHAOLAUGH,
-BY-

George Jacob Holyoake.
Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great English Secularist by. the Father ofSe~ularism:.

cntage.

i

By ·WINWOOD. READE.

ti·fic Diet. By.Gustav Schli~ke;)'sen_. Trans~
l~tted. from tJlll Germap, by III, .L. Holbrook,
1\I.D. In addition· also It contams a Complete
and Radical Cure for Intem)2erance, hy the Use
of a Vegetable and Fruit D~et .. By Chas. 0.
Grbom, Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.

Three Books in One. Fro~ the Cradle
to the School. B;y_Bertlla Meyer. The Rights
of Children. J?y Herbert Sp_encer. The Gov-

ernment of Children. By M. L. Holbrook1M.D.
Pricekby mail, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1. • It is
a boo worthy to be ranked with the best that
has ever been .written concerning the training
of children."-[Bazar. ·

,

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.

Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should lle quietly
given to every drinker."-[Herald of Health.

····;•·

PRESS NOTICE.
:·

It is really a remarkable book, in which universal history: is "·boiled down·" with surprising
skill. . . . The boldest and so far as historical
argument goes, one of the ablest assaults ever
illade upon Christianity.-[Literary World.
12mo, extra cloth, 543 pp. Price, ·$1.75.
rr-;:-" '"':"' ... !TIT SRF.K"RTI. 2R T;n.f'ayri'.t.P r.~ ~. ('r·. ~ Y

THE STORY HOUR.
For Children and Youth.
By Miss Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of the
Children's Corner in the New York
· Truth Seeker.
Small Quarto-10x8 inches-nearly Three Hundred pages. Illuminateil Covers. Sixty-six Full)2age Illustrations, with Twenty-five Smaller
Ones.
·
·
_
CONTENTS:
.
Preface; Lazy Dick; or, The Life of a Dog; An
An(!el Unawares; May· Ten Little Waiting.
1\'Iaids; The Doctor's Horse: True Politeness; A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgiving; Grand-.
father's Pocketbook; Meddlesome Molly; k
Sad Mistake; Inside an Engine House; Our
Children; Cressbrook Cottage; Ezekiel's Silver Spoon; Odds ·and· Ends-A New Year's
Story; Miss Brown's Valentine; What Ste.
phen's Owl was Stuffed With; John; Neigh-·
· bor Brightside; Miss Marie Gold's Party;
Cousin John's Philosophy; Jenny's Questioni
Katy's Answer; ·Alone in an Unfur.nishea
House; Blackey; Breaking the Meeting: Ou;
Susie; A F1mny Fellow-How He was Cured
of Practical .Joking;. What the Fern;Said;
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthclay· PostOffice Jack; .Aunt Avis; I Can Because I Will.
Price, l!!l.QO;
Address. . · ·' . ·
· ·.: ·
THE TRUTH SEEKli:R.
.

<~:>

'JI{~Ill

:. · "f.A:0061JNT. 6-F

. : ,';'..~~'•

~

Price, by mail,

that are urgentlt needed."-[Christinn Union.

Fnlit and Bread. A Natural and Scien-

The passages unfit for family reading.
Paper, 80 cents;' cloth. 50 cents.

POPES. AHD

BY A. E. Newton.

.25 cents. "!t contains information and warning

mail, $2. '!'hi_~· work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.
·

,
'
·

With "A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD."

: .:r :

Price, 15 cents.~ Ten copies, $1;:DAddress this Office.

f behalf of Human Culture through a wiser par-

;·

·

G. ING:SKZ>OLL.

-..

Gleason M.D. A Practical Handbook for the
!liaid, Wife~and Mother: with a beautiful Photographic rortrait of the Author. Price, by
mail $1-50. "Wewisl' the chapter, 'Confidential to 1\iothers,' might be J?Ublished as a tract
and sent to everl mother m the land."-[Harper's New 1\Ionth y 1\Iagazine.

l'fhe Better Way. An Appeal to l\fen in

Reply to New York )l>ser''"~.

Holy Bible Abridged.

'

•

TRUTH

·Paine Vi11dicated
Ey

JYiortimer Granville. .$1. To· this has been
added a . paper by that charmin!f. English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on . the 'Physical·.
Education of a Girl," and a :paper on the
"Dress of- Girls." lti'( retail. ·price is $1.

~esults.
:sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Popnlar Expositiol'l. of the Fundamental Problems
Paper, 12mo, 25 cts. i: in
Sociology. By R. T. Trail, 1\'I.D. Pric~. by

The Martyrdom of Man.

(

~

.

Its Causes al").d

lly GEORGE N. ll.IILLEK.

UNCLE

·•
·.
:
'

·

THE STRIKE OF A SEX. fRENCH RfVOLUTION,
("THE

;Youth: Its Care and Culture. By J.

AN OUTJ.INE OF THE

HASTE:! 'f'O :READ

Relations of the Sexes. ·By Mrs. E.

B. Duffer author of "What Women Should
Know,"' No Sex in Education," etc. Price by
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles BrewsterbPortland, Me., ·
writes: "Had I possessed this ook ten years
ago it would have saved me ten years of invalidism, and I should have been the mother of•
, hmtlthy instead of sickly childre.n."

-0011-tGS.
.
·'

Vicars rS~ Cli_iis'fand Vicegerent$ of God.P&per, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cento.

.

Muscle-Beating; ~~1 . Home Gymnastics
for Sick and nell. By C. Kemm,

•

manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 80 cents.

Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
and Phy'si ological ltelations, and in their bear' ing on the producing of children of finer health
andgreat~r ability. lly M. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
'l'he Scteutif!c · Amm·tcan says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by 'cranks,' bnt this
is milically different: jt is scientific, sober,
clean, ancl worthy of conscientious consideration hy every possible· parent, and particularly
by the young.·
·

.'l'he Diet Cure. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Disease, Cure. By_T. L.
Nichols! M.D., editor London Herald o.f. Healtl!.
Price, c oth, 50 cents.

Medical Hints on the Protection and Man•
agement of the Singing Voice. ByLenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 80 cts.

Deep Breathing; or Lung Gymnastics.

Prfce, cloth, 50 cents. Mrs. Horace Mann writeil:
" Every book you· J?rint is pure gold and deserves \vide cirmllation."

How to Strengthen the Memm;y.
L. Holbroolr, M.D. $1.

By M.

A. Physician's Sermon to Young Men. By

Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents.
Prof. R. A.
Proctor,. the.. well-known Engli~h astronomer~
says of It:
Through false delicacy: lads ana
youths are left to fall-into trouble~and not a few
have their pros pacts of a healthy nappy life absolutely rumed. The little book before us is intended to be .PUt into the hands of young men
by- fathers who are unwilling or incapable 01
di&charging a father's duty in this respect; ana
as not one ·father in ten is, we believe, ready tn
do what is right by his boys himself, it js well.
that such a book as this should be available. If
it ii read by all who should read it, its sale will
be counted by hundreds of thousands." The
·publisher will send 10 copies by mail. postpaid,
for $2. Should any-one desire them by the 100
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by cor·
respondence ..
·
· lircatalognes Free.~

By mail on receipt of price.
AdtlreBB THE TROTH SEEKEB.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
(

)

.

Vol. 19. No. I3·1PUBLISHED WEEKLY.)
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HOW THE ORTHODOX PIGMIES HUNT FOR THE FREETHOUGHT GIANT.
THE EVOLUTION
OF

THE DE,VIL!
By HENRY FRANK,
Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress.

'Price, 25 cents. Five copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

t~posure

t1tposure

by

Facts.

1\idicu\e.
HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and.Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

Price, pos-tpaid, $1.

Jacob and £sau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Travels in Faith.
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Being the story of hi~ mental journer from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER

A SHORT

400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

CONTENTS:
Sustainitigc ci ·Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventqres and Work of Noah,
A Hunting_ Anecdote,
Abraham, Ch~ist's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Famtly,
Isaac and His "Sister,''
One of Twins,

CHEAP EDITION.

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shalf Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Address THE. TRUTH SEEKER.

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development of the Canon.
By B-RONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENT~: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Boolts Which are Now Cn.llea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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NKE RS' riCTOBIAL TEXT-BOOK.
SHOWING

ADDRESS THE Tii~T~ s:EE!tEB'OJ?ric.m.-

World~ Four
large volumes. With steel-:plataens:rav:lng' of
the author in Vol. r, ancl c<ach vohinie illustrated
with forty-seven cut.s. Handsomely bound i:n
red cloth, $6.50:

Jl. Truth Seeker Arourid. the

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and R()·
f01·mers.
1,075 pages, Svo.
Cloth,
.$3 oo; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50:
The Champions of · t11e Church; Their
{)rimes and Per;;ecuti()ns. Sv-o; ~ 1,119
pages. Cloth, $3 oo; l0~ther, $4 OO; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.51'J;
· ·· · · · .
. .
. ··
I'he
Gods and Religions of Ancient and
STATE.
. Modern Times.- ··Two·volumes.. Written
· in prison:: In cloth, $3 00 per volume, or $5.00
for the two volumes; in leather; $7.00; in moPag~
rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
· •
}~r9m Bellind the Bars. A series of letters
written in prison.· Over 700 p:tges. Price, $1.50.
A. Trutll Seeker in :Europe. A series of
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OP
letters written during a vislt of ten weeks in
Europe. Givin!f some account of the Internation~l Freethmkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett w&s a del9gate followed by" f!escription of wh"t he saw in Englanj, Fr11nce, Holland, 11ncl Italy. '!'he letters
from Rome alone :tre worth the !?rice of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
Principal Works : Gods and Other Lect.
350 pages. $1.50.
ures; GhostH owl Other Lectures; Some ~lis
ihe Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treattakes of J\'Ioses; lntvrvic·w" ou Talmage; Whr.t
AND
ing upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, inJl!Iust We Do to Be ~a.,.,.,q '? Hh>""hemy; Crimes
cluf!ing A!Jah, Jeho;:ah, 8Dtan, the Holy Gl!ost,
Against Criminal". 11411 a~ eo. In ouo val., httlf
OF SCHOL~
J esu,. Christ, the Vu·glll 1Vfary, 11nd the Blble,
~t.
. To the latter 230 pageH ar0 elevated, showing
that boolr to be a very inferior production for
Prose Poems and Selections. From hi:s
a first-class God .333large pages. Paper covers.
Writings and Sayin;::s. 'flilk cloth, ·i!;2 50; hai.f
calf, $4.50; hali mar., $5; turkey mar., $7.50;
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF . 60cents; cloth, $L
tree calf. $9.
Judaism, Christianity, anti Mohammedan·
THE ARTIST.
.· ism examined hlstciric11lly and critically.
Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The
rt is thou~,rht to be the moHt dnm11gilig exhibit
Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
JJESIGNS BY WATSON HEST/"N,
of Christumity that h:tH !1ppeared, 500 large>
Heretics and Heresies. Parjcr, GOc.
WITH PORTRAIT OF
P""ge~. Prke, $1.50.
.
·.
Ghosts a111l Other Lectures. Including
!'he Humphrey· Bennett Discussion. .A
THE lJESIGNER.
Libet·ty of J\'Ian, Woman, aull Child; The Deeh,debate
on
Christin'nity
and
llilidelity
between
ration ·of Independence; About Farming· in
D.. M. Bennett an'dlleV;. G. H. Hnmv.hre:y. Th.is
Illinois;· Speech Nominating ;fames G. Blaine·
book has had a very large s.ale, and IS a s_plen'dld
The illustrations are classified as follows:
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet; A
work for Freethinkers to loa1\· to Christian
Tribute to Il.ev. Alex. Clarke; '.!'he .Past !lise>
16 represent Unole Sam and the Priests.
2 1·epresent SamJ?les of Christianity's WorlL
neighbors. 530 p:tges. Price, $1 ·
Before J\'Ie Like a .Dream; e.ncl A Tribute to
2
"
The Church Il.obbing the People.
5
" ·
l\fiSSlOnaries.
i1enuett-Teed Discussion; Between D. M.
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, me.
3
"
Thanksgiving. ·
1·
"
The Lord's Instruments.
Bennett and Cyrus Il.omu;ns R .'l'ee<l. Jesus the
6
Sabbath Laws.
25
Bible Doctrines and Their ResnlY.
Some Jllistakes.of' l'lloses: Contents: Some
Lord God (Jreator of Hea veli and E..trth. Paper,
14
"
Children and the Church.
1
The Church and Slavery.
30
cents.
···
Mi,takes of Moses; Free Scl.10ols~, '!'he Poli10
Woman and the Church.
2
Priests and Politics.
tici:LH"; J'vian "nd Wom"n; The rent"teuc.1;
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Ireland and the Church.
What Objections to Clll'istianity f ·.A disMo,Hl::ty; 'fuesd:tv; Weclnes(bv, Thursday, He
4
Studies in Natural History.
2
Church's Idea of Civilization.
cussion between D. li'I. Bennett and G. JVI. Mair,
Made the Rtars Also, Friday, S:tturdtty; Let U>
2
The Bible and Science.
1
The Uses of the Cross.
divided into the following theses: 1.·ChristianMake J'vl!LnA.Sunday, The Necessity for a Goo•l
15
The
Clergy
and
Their
Flocks.
4
Unkind
Befiections
on
the
Church.
i
tv is neither :new nor original. he in~; borrowed
J'viernory, The Garflen, The FaU, Dampness,
1 ·
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
9
Persecutions. of the Church.
~~;copied from much older systems of religion.
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hellrew:;.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
12
Some
Allegories.
~.
ii'Iiracles ari.cl supernatnral·aclrieveinents have
The PlaJIUes, The .]'li~;ht, ConfeHs and Avoid,
4
The Lord and His Works.
3
Heaven.
oeen as fully and tr.nly_ ascribed· to other teachInspired Slavery, Marnage, War, Heligious Lib'2
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not cleaned, though the appropriation is cleaned history would draw tremblingly near to the verge of about regularly; corporations gobble up public scene literature.
property for their own use, and obtain for nothing
"Last Sunday I had a force of five detectivs out studying up city missions and trying to discover whethei.' ·the
franchises worth millions; the church gets all it police department shows any practical respect to its obli~ ·
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
thinks it can hold; the politicians are getting rich, gation to enforce excise laws on the Sabbath. I hav here
E. M. J.\;[AODONALD,
Editor. and the people are getting left, as the phrase goes. the results of their day's work, sworn to, coi•roborat.ed,
But this is not all. . The city is a hotbed of vice, and subject to the call of this district attorney. There is
0. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager.
here the list of parties that last Sunday violated the ordi~
with no attempts to restrain it. . The police are inPUBLISB;ED BY
:r;tance of Sunday closing. One of these covers the east·
(;l:fficient in all things except collecting money. At !lide and the other the west side of town. These names
'IHE TRUTH SEEXER COMPANY, least these are the charges brought by a minister, are interesting; some of them. especially so, from o.n~
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
and brought in such a way that the public is pretty cause or another; in some instances on account of their.
Entered. at the Post- Ot!!ce at New York, N. Y., as Second.-class Mail ~ell convinced of their truth. . When Howard official position, either present or recent; in other cas13s·
.
- . Matter.
'\>ecause of the family connection, or intimacies with the
Orosby died, Rev. Dr. Charles H. Parkhurst was powers that be. These lists include violations h1 twentyPUBLISHED EVERY SATURJJAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
J;llade president of the Society for the Prevention of two precincts. Of course I am not going to take up your
Crime. It is a nosing society, which ought never time by reading the names. Only a little in the way of
Address- all Communications to THE TR UTR to hav been given a charter-as all vice and crime recapitulation for illustration's sake:
SEEKER • O.OMPANY. · Make· all -Drafts, Checks, should be dealt with by public officers, and not : "Second precinct, seven saloons open, 55 veople presPo[tt-ojfice and Express Money Orders pa].table to
ent; Fourth precinct, ten saloons open, 45 people presservants of ecclesiastical bodie_s-but in this instance ent; Fourteenth precinct, 15 saloons open, 16!J people
CHARLES. P. SOMERBY.
it has performed a go,od work in ealling attention present; Nineteenth precinct (th~tt is ours), eighteen sa-·
to the rottenness of Tammany rule. A few weeks loons open, 205 people present.; in all (I do not mean o,ll
MARCH 26, 1892.
ago Mr. Parkhurst made charges that salo.ons. were the saloons that were open, but ull the open ones. that
open on Sunday and gambling-houses allowed to our detectivs happened to strike), in all, 254 saloon~,.
2, 4-38 people present. They do not want ' generalities,'
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
do business, if not by connivance of the police, at they want particularities. Well, there are 254 of them,
Single subscription in advance .. : ............................ $3 00 least without their protest. And he further insinu- not pulpit grandiloquence, nor ministerial exuberance,
One subscription two years, in advan~e ...•............. 5 00 ated that they probably were paid money for their but hard, cold affido;,.its. If the concerned guardia~s of
Two new subscribers .......................... , .................... 5 00 ~orbearance.
.
the public peace and the anxious conservators of ronnie-.,
One su.b~cription with one newsubscriber, in onereTh~ese charges were denounced as slanders by the ipallaws want fucts we will guarantee to grind them out
Inittance .................•... ,.................................... 5 00
11> fresh grist every blessed week.
Now let them .talte .
One subscription with tWo new subscribers, in one
parties implicated, and a grand jury was induced vigorous hold of the material furnished above or quit
··remittance ......................... : .....-........ : ............... 7 OQ to censure Mr. Parkhurst. But, like Brer Rabbit, their hypocritical clampring after specific charges.
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
that gentleman lay low, and sent his deteGtivs out
"It has seemed to me that, there would be a peculiar·
relllittance. ...... .. . . .. ... ... . .. . ... . . . . . .. ... . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . 8 50
to gather evidence, and went into the business hi!ll- propriety in studying a little way into the general trend of
_One subscripti9n with four new subscribers, in one
self. The result was given in a sermon which all things in the Nineteenth precinct, as· that is .the one- in
.. reinitta'nce ....................................................... 10 00
which our own church is t:.ituated imd from which -we .
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
the city heard and read. We quote the gist of it :
draw the major part of our congregation. To this en<l t
with one remittance.
"You will remember that the substance of the charge hav had during the past few days a number of interested
that four weeks ago was brought against a certain official peOp~e, some of them paid detectivs, some of them .volnn- .
was that he betrayed a languid interest in the conviction teers from this congregation, Hcouring the ground with a.
The Bible Picture Book.
of violators of law and allowed other considerations to view. to learning something about the gambling,houses ·
intervene between himself and official·'obligations. Now, and-the houses of disorderly character. A gambltlr,_ who
'.'FRmND, NEB., March 8, 1892.
"EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: I hav just received·the Pict- tbat last is exactly what he has done in my own person is a dealer in one of the faro banks here, told one of. otu·
ure Book, and been showing it to some frie~ds. It takes since then. ·I went to him with business that pert~J.ined party that the small games were running pretty. qnie.t
well.
,. .. , ;
to his own department, and he peremptorily refused to now because Dr. Parkhurst's society (the Society for the
Prevention of Crime) had so. fr!ghtened the police that·.
"Inclosed-find $5 for five more copies. I. think I can hold officio.l communication with me.
"I am a citizen and a taxpayer, arid I ani refused an they had made the gamblers close np for a time till the.,
dispos!lof thllot many, perhaps more. J. W. GILBERT."
audience with an officer whose salary I as a taxpayer am thing should blow over. I only mention that that yollmay .
helping to pay, and whose services as an attorney I am get at the true inw11rdnessof the situation. The police can ..
'' Mrssou:LA; · MoNT.,• JSiarch 10, 1892.
''EDITOR' TRUTH SEEKER: . I shall ·ha-i ·to order nYore o'f entitled to avail myself of. I, as a citizen, could get stop the gambling just the inHtant that: they conclude that
the Bible Picture Books, two boa·rd and two cloth ... Those nothing from an officer of the government, because, for- it is unsafe not to.. They will go just as far us the exigen- .
cies of the case push them, and to all appearance not a
I received were all sold before .night, and I borrowed sooth, I was not solid with him.
"Now that·is the genius of the entire Tammany busi- step,further.
·
one from a- friend and sold that.
This- makes twelve
"Leaving the gambling-l;wuses for the present.,,! mu&t:
Picture Books and five 'Text-Books.' It would look as if ness. You cannot get anything from Tammany unless
there was something rotten in 'Denmark. Those .books you are solid with Tammany. The fact is that Tammany, report to you what was uiscovered in. a region of in~ ,
ought· to be in every house in 'this·land where there is· a taken as a whole, is not so much a political party as it is a · iquity .that in this presence will hav to be dealt with with .
Bible. It sets people to thinking. There are plenty of commercial corporation, organized in the interest of as much caution anti delicucy DH the nature of the subject
people who would nev(;)r giv it a thought if the pictures did making the most possible out of its official opportunitie-s, will allow. I hav here a list of thirty houses, name and-''
not tltke their eye. It is a young child that cim't read a so that what the rest of us get from 'l'ammany we hav- to addresses all npecified, that are simply houses of prostitu.,.·
··
· tion all of them in this precinct. These thirty places
picture, wbile there are lOts of old ones who can't or get by fighting for it or by paying for it.
"And not only does the organization just referred to· wer~ a1l of them visited l1y•my friend or my detectiv ol1
won't read anything against-the Bible.
stand as the organization of crime, but it embodies the· the 10th and also on the 11th of March, and solicitation·H ·
"Wishing you·and Heston long success, I am,
tyranny of crime. There are citizens in this town received on both dates. One of tliese placeH i spent 1111
"Yours for liberty,
A. M. STEVENS."
abominating the whole system that.do not dare to stand hour in myself, and Ilmowperfectlywell what it all i:rieai1H
up and be counted.
·
· ·
and with what entire facility such house;; can be gut ..
The ·Iniquity of Catholi6 Rule.
· "It is a pretty trying state of affairs for s1ich as are' into. That house is three biockH only from the.spot wh.e~·e
In writing of the religion~ questions· before the trying to improve the moral condition of our yourig men, I am standing Iiow. All of thiH is subject to the call of
in particular, to hav officials high in power against whom the district attorney.
.
.
legislatui·e of New York, we referred last week to the
the most damning and excoriating t;hing that can be done
''I never ·knew till within two weeks how almost imease with which the Catholic~ are carrying out their is to publish their history. Awhile ago the treasurer of possible it is for a young man to be in the midst of the
policy· so far as securing the ?oopetation of that a certain bank downtown, who was not even suspected of swim of New York city life under present conditions u.nd
body is necessary.- It is well known that Tam- being dishonest, but whose name, through no fault of his still be temperate and clean. I had suppose<;l. that th~
many Hall is under eccle'siasticitl control-that own, had become associated with a disreputable 'firm; . coarse bestial Vices were fenced o'ff from youthful conwas thrown out of his position. The reason stated by taet with some show, at least, of police restriction. 'So:
is;its leaders are-and its "heelers" are but sub- the directors w_as that, while they cordially _al;ld unani- far as I hav. bee:n abJe to read the symptoms of the case l·
servient servants· of the chriich. The spectacle mously recognized the integrity of the treasurer, they do not di~cov;er the restrjctions. -.There is a-.little M.:o ·.
of · our mayor kissing· the ·hand of Corrigan on . could not afford to imperil the interests of the bank to vaJ?.tage iri. preaching the, gospel to a young /e!low ~n:_.·.
Cooper Union platform was one to make the gods hav associated with them a man that· was taiiited ·even to Sunday ·if he is ''going· tci be ~itting · cin tl~e _:eag~.(ifit: _·
weep ·an:d · self-tespectmg .A:qJ.~rica'tis ·swear.- ·Every- the slight degree of being mentioned in connec"tion with. Tanimany-:D.iaintaiiied hell the r'est of the w~ek. ·Don't··
dishonest dealing. Now, that's the way you run a bank. tell meL don't know' what I'm talking about~ M-aily: ;t•:·.
one·. who frequents the municipal headquarters That's the style of condition you impose upon. candidates long, dismal, heart-sickening night, in company. with:.knows that on pay-days "the " sisters " are on hand for positions of finai:wial trust. But when you come to two trusty friends, hav .I spent-, since I spoke on the zp.at-:.
to take their tithes, and this begging custom led to run a city with a million and a naif of people, with· inter- ter before going down. into the disgusting depths_ of t~is .
a .very pretty r.ow _in-- one of the police station- ests that are a great deal more than pecuniary, and a Tammil.n;debauched'town; and it is rotten with a rotten-_
cit.y, too, that is putting the stamp of its chimicter or of ness that is unspeakable and indescribable, and a rottenhouses. From top- to hot tom, from the mayor t"o
its infamy upon every other smaller city the country ness that would be absolutely impossible except by the
the dirty Irish boss at the garl)age dumps, this through, then you hav not always shrunk from putting connivance, not to say the purchased sympathy, of t~e
city is under Roman Catholic rule. The result is into positions of trust men that are ·ex-dive-keepers, and men whose one obligation before God, men, and their
the old Tweed times over again. Our streets are crooks, and ex-convicts, and men whose detailed written own conscience is to shield virtue and makQ vice difficult.
0
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"I am not ignorant of the colossal spasms of indignation into which the trustees of Tammany ethics hav been
thrown by the blunt and inelegant characterizations of a
month ago, and I hav a clear as well as a serene anticipation of what I hav to expect from the same sources for
having deliberately sought out and entered into the very
presence of iniquity :in its vilest shape, for there is
nothing in the first chapter of Romans, read this morning,
that will outdo in filthiness the scenes which my eyes hav
just witnessed. But the grim and desolate part of it all
is that these things are all open and perfectly easily accessible. The young men, your boys, probably know
that they are. Ten minutes of sly indoctrination, such
as a tainted comrade might giv them, would afford them
all the information they would need to enable them with
entire confidence to pick out either a cheap or an expensiv temple of vile fascination where the unholy worship
of Venus is rendered. The door will open to him, and the
blue-coated guardian of civic virtue will not molest hirii.
I spent an hour in such a place yesterday morning, and
when we came down the steps I almost tumbled over a
policeman who appeared to be doing picket duty on the
curbstone."
'!'o a reporter he afterwa1·d spoke quite as plainly,
though still guardedly, as to the moral delinquencies of the police force. Asked whether the laws
were being infringed, he said :
"I consider that Superintendent Murray has certain
laws by which to direct the police service of the city, and
when he givs his judgment of the situation of vice in New
York he assumes a prerogativ which belongs to the legislature only!" replied Dr. Parkhurst, warmly.
"In view of which you consider the police department
corrupt?" I asked.
"I consider that the police and fire departments of
New York city are the finest in the world, and the police
could be nearly perfect if they chose to be."
"Do they evade the law as the legislature has dictated
it for them?" I asked.
"I hav been studying the consolidation act, and I fl:nd
that a patrolman is instructed by law to perform certain·
duties on his post, one of which is dictated but certainly"
neglected," replied the doctor, warming to the subject. ·
''You refer to the presence of fallen women on street
corners and to disorderly houses?" I asked.
"Exactly. Now, speaking frankly, you and I and our
neighbors are perfectly satisfied that I might say on
every post patroled in this city to-night police protection is guaranteed to gambling dens or houses of ill
repute, even to the poor woman who exhibits herself on
the streets, but it is next to impossible to secure absolute
proof of a legal evidence of the fact. Police captains of
the different precincts hav their patrons among keepers
of these dens, and their vice is carried on uninterrupted."
"Do you propose to secure this difficult evidence?" I
asked.
"Ah! that is a question which only fortuitous circumstances can decide. All I hope and wish to effect is protection from vice for the young men of my own congregation."
"What method will you pursue now?" I asked.
"I shall endeavor to make the police suppress the outward evidence of immorality upon the streets, which the
law really compels them to do. Why, it is almost an
impossibility for a young man to avoid temptations in
New York to-day. The city is developing a perfect network of vice. It has a code of signs and alphabet of directions, that can be learned in ten minutes by the most
ignorant, designating such places, from the gutter dive to
the most palatial home of vice, where every refinement
and esthetic taste is clearly arranged. It is awful."
It has been said by the defenders of Tammany
Hall that Dr. Parkhurst has lived in a very small
and narrow world, and that his talk is that of a
child to whom the world had been a world of imagination and not of reality, and who has just had
his eyes opened suddenly to the truth as it is.
This is true in a_ sense, and if the wickedness existed in spite of all official efforts to prevent itif such efforts were ever honestly made-then the
city officials could plead human depravity in miti·
gation of the minister's charges.
Every department of the municipal government is
in the hands of Tamman7. That organization
turns all the wheels. But it is not the fact that it
.turns n: wheel which would crush the dens of __iniquity for which Dr. Parkhurst condemns it as for
the very general suspicion that through its politicians it profits by the low state of affairs. It is
very generally believed, in fact, that the police !tre
paid money to allow the bawdy houses and gambling dens to remain open. And it is also geneil!>lly
believed that the police demand cash from saloonkeepers for the privilege of keeping open a side door
on Sundays. Certain it is that the side doors of all
saloons are open whenever the Sunday trade makes
it profitable, and certain it is that the police could
prevent it if they would. The writer has been told

circumstantially, and with detail of street and number, of a German saloon-keeper who pays ten dollars a month as regularly as he pays his rent, to an
agent of the police ; and his saloon is open each
and every Sunday. The writer has also been told,
by the man who paid the money, that a saloon was
kept open without a license for some weeks by payment of cash to an excise inspector. And the
writer is likewise informed that a man in the north
part of New York runs an unlicensed saloon because he " knows where to buy his beer ;" meaning
that the police captain of that precinct will not molest the customers of a certain brewery. Why, it is
not difficult to surmise.
As to gambling and other unlawful h~uses, the
keepers are bold because they know they hav the sympathy of the offiC'ials. The police are on good terms
with them apparently; and it is said that some of our
high politicians are not infrequently found in them.
They are now all Tammany ·men-and womenand they are such because, as one independent
journal charges, Tammany shields offenders. The
friends and companions, says the Post, of those
who trade in evil, are in possession of the city offices.
And what else could be expected of an organization
which brings liquor7dealers, and, in some cases,
convicts, to the front to serve in the legislature, in
the city council and in various city offices~ It is
perfectly true of Tammany, as a writer has said in
the North American Review : "It counts absolutely on the ignorant, the venal and the depraved
voters, holding them with the adhesiv and relentless
grasp of an octopus. It never alienates the
grogshop-keepers, the gamblers, the beer-dealers,
the nuisance-makers, or the proletariat." And an
evening paper says of the Hall : " It is an organization of vice and ignorance for private gain. Its
chiefs hav no ideas or~knowledge of public policy.
What they are engaged in is seeing how much
money from any source they can put in their
pockets without having to go to jail."
For the evil of Tammany Hall the Roman
Catholic church is directly responsible. It is her
own organization, with her own characteristics, and
engineered by her own officials. If Mayor Grant
would kiss the archbishop's hand on a public platform what would he no_t do for that church official
when approached privately! Such subserviency
has rarely been witnessed. Tweed gave the
Roman church city property worth millions of dollars ; but he did it for votes : he would kiss no
archiepiscopal hand. It was left for our present
officials to add to their gifts to the church that of
their manhood as well as their honor.
There are bad governments and rotten cities
where the officials are Protestants-some Agnostics,
perhaps; but the two rotten est administrations of
municipal affairs in this country are the RomanCatl:olic-ruled cities of Chicago and New York.

.A Sabbatarian Judge's Error.
At a meeting held· recently in a church in Philadelphia to influence the World's Fair authorities to
close tb,at show on Sunday, Judge Ashman, of the
Orphan's Court, presided, and in his remarks he
quoted Mr. Cooley, an authority on constitutional
law, who said: "The fact is notorious that the
prevailing religion in the United States is Christian,
and that, in a certain sense and for certain purposes,
Christianity is a part of the law of the land. The
Sabbath is one of the institutions of Christianity,
and we are therefore bound to obey the law which
upholds the Sabbath."
This one-sided opinion took well with the " congregation," says Taggart's Times, as the meeting
was under the auspices of the Philadelphia Sabbath
Association, the self-righteous members and friends
of which consider themselvs several pegs higher
than " common people " in their professions of superior piety and morality. And it is true that the
prevailing religion of the country is the. Christian
superstition. . But it is not true that the government is bound to enforce religious rules. The federal Constitution says : " Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof ; and it further
declares that " no religious test shall ever be re-

quired as a qualification to any office of public trust
under the United States."
That is the principle __ upon which Congress has
acted, and the first president of the republic but
wrote in accordance with it when he penned Article TI of the treaty wl.th Tripoli, as follows :
"As the government of the United States of
America is not, in any sens~, founded on the Christian religion, as it has in itself no character of enmity against the laws, religion, or tranquillity of
Mussulmans : and, as the said states never entered
into any war or act ~f h~~tility against any Mohammedan nation, it is declared by the parties "that no
pretext arising from religious opinions shall ever
produce an interruption of the harmony existing between the two countries."
In 1829, in a report to the Senate of the United
States, which was adopted, Mr. J obnson said in
reference to religion and our government :
" Our government is a civil and not a re~ous
institution. Our Constitution recognizes in every
person the right to cho~se his own religion, and to
enjoy it freely without -~olestation. Whatever may
be the religious sentiments of citizens, and however
variant, they are alike entitled to protection from
the government, so long as they do not invade the
rights of others."
The report to the House of Representativs on the
same bill declares : " Congress acts under a Con.stitution of delegated and limited powers. The
committee look in vain to that instrument for a deL
egation of power authorizing this body to inquire
and determin what p~_t of time, or whether any,
has been set apart by the almighty for religious exercises. On the contrary, among the few prohibitions which it contains is one that prohibits ~ religious test, and anoth~r which declares that Congress shall pass no law respecting the establishment
of religion, or prohibi~~g the free exercise thereof.
The principle"'))£ our government do 'not
recognize in the majority any authority over .the
minority, except in matters which regard the con~
duct of man to his fellow-man. .
The equality of rights, secured by the Constitution, may_ .bid
defiance to mere political tyrants ; but the robe of
sanctity too often glitters to deceive. The Copstitution regards the con~~ience of the Jew as sacred
as that of the Christian,~and givs no more authority
to adopt a measure ~t:tfecting the conscience of a
solitary individual thai!;· that of a whole coiritnunity. That representativ who would violate this
principle would lose his delegated character, and
forfeit the confidence of his constituents."
,.
Justice Joseph Story, a lawyer perhaps as eminent as Judge Ashman, in his Commentaries on-our
Constitution says of that clause prohibiting r~l_ig
ious tests for office: "This clause is not introduced merely for the pu)-"pose of satisfying the scruples of . many respectable persons who feel il.n
invincible repugnance ;to any religious test or affirmation. It had a higher object: to cut off forever every pretense of any alliance between church
and state in the natiomi.l government. The framers
of the Constitution were fully sensible of the dangers from this source,. marked out in the history ·of
other ages and countti~s, and not wholly unknown
to our own. They kn;~w that bigotry was excee?ingly vigilant in. its st~~~agems to secure to itself a_n
exclusiv ascendancy ov~r the human mind, and tliat
intolerance was ever ~e.ady to arm itself with all tb,e
terrors of the civil po\ier to exterminate those wb,o
doubted its dogmas or 'resisted its infallibility. The
Catholic and Protest~:rit had alternately waged tlie
most ferocious and Jiiirelenting warfare on each
other, and Protestantism, at the very moment when
it was proclaiming the- right of private judgmep~
prescribed boundaries 'to thp,t right, beyond which
if anyone dared to p·ass, he must seal his rashness
with the blood of martyrdom. The history of the
parent country, too, could not fail. to instruct the~
in the uses and abufi!eS of religious tests. They
there found the painsli,nd penalties of non-conformity
written in no equivocal language, and enforced with
a stern and vindictiv,jealousy."
In the debates in st~te conventions on the adoption of the Constitution the religious question was
well to the front. In the Virginia convention
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Mr. Madison said: "There is not a shadow of
1ight in the general government to intermeddle
with religion. Its least-, interference with it would
be a mo,stfl.agrant usurp~n. I can appeal to my
uniform conduct on this subject, that I hav warmly
supported religious freed~n.i· It is better that this
security should be depenqeu_ upon from the general
legislature, than from on~:particular state. A particular state might concur?·:ip. one religious project."
In the' aebates on the .QWtstitution the same sentiments were freely exp:r;essed, an·d it certainly was
the intent of the founders of our government to
separate church and state: 'instead of establishing
Christianity. '!'he facts her-e shown-and hundreds
of other equ!illy important and authoritativ utterances could be quoted----;ought to settle the bold assumption of the Sabbataii~ns that we hav adopted
in this country that part· of the common law of
England which recognizes Christianity as part of
the law of the land. Even the Tennessee judge in
the King case did not recognize the Sunday law
as legal and constitutional because religious, but
because the state may make sanitary and police
regulations.

This was on Friday afternoon. On the following the well-established rule that no statute shall conMonday morning the teacher took the boy to task tain more than one subject, and is therefore void and
and under cross-examination elicited the declara- of none pffect.
tion that he did not believe in the Bible God. The
But even if otherwise valid, it is in plain violateacher then expelled him from school, declaring, tion of the bill of rights, which provides that no
"I will not allow anyone to come here and say privileges or immunities shtlll be granted to any
there is no God. No, sir, not while I am in th~ citizen which shall not equally belong to all citizens.
school-house."
·
This statute givs livery-stable-keepers the priviMr. Seide laid the matter before the school lege to keep open their places of business all day
board. They promised to investigate and let him Sunday. They can rent a buggy, carriage, or saddleknow their decision, but failed to do so. Most un- horse to any person, even one of known intemperfortunately Mr. Seide and some members of his at(l habits; for the avowed object of riding beyond
family were taken down with La Grippe. He the precinct where fanaticism rules, procure liquor,
could not leave home for several weeks. As soon as become intoxicated, and create more noise and disable to do so he waited on one of the school board turbance thi!Jl a dozen respectably conducted places
and was informed the school board had decided to of business.
·sustain the teacher.
Any act lawful and right on any one day of the
The case only came to my knowledge about the week must be equally lawful and right on any other
middle of January, and before I could get partie- day of the week. Every act .is right or wrong per
ulars so as to lodge a properly attested statement se. How absurd tJ assert that an act is perfectly
of the facts before the state superintendent of pub- right and proper at fi.Ye minutes to 12 but the
lie instruction, Bryan, so much time had elapsed same act would be a crime at five minutes past 12.
that he writes me, " The case has passed out of my
Should the case by any perversion of law and jusjurisdiction, as you will see by the schooll~tw, and tice be decided against the victim of fanaticism, it
there is now no resource but through the courts." will be appealed to the supreme court; perhaps
But as I had laid a full report of the case before Mr ... · this is a "consummation devoutly to be wished,"
H. M. Martin, the able and efficient county superin- -for until the matter is decided by the supreme
tendent of schools for Kittitas county, a gentlemaP. court the Sunday fanatics will retain the power to
of sound common sense and Liberal views, he will harass and persecute those against whom they enThink ot This!
electrify the fossils on the school board, and the tertain pique or spite.
We hav received the following letter. We got fanatical despot they appointed as teacher, by enThe following extract from the Post Intellione just like it when the· Freethinker's Pictmial forcing on their attention the fact that Ar-t. I, Sec. gence?·, the leading newspaper of the Puget sound
11, of the state constitution is of binding force and country, that only two y(•ars ago was the goodyText-Book was issued:
effect and must be obeyed. It reads: "Absolute goody religious advocate, in its leadiug article of
''TREMONT HoTEL, VANCOUVER, B. C., l
"March 14, 1892.
) freedom of conscience in all matters of religious Sunday, March 13th, givs grand evidence of its
"EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: _The customs authorities (in sentiment, belief and worship shall be guaranteed evolution. It is right to the point, and is evidence
Winnepeg) say the Bible Picture Book is inimoral and to every individual." "Every indiyj,dual " includes that " she do move :"
The state can determin that there shall be a Sunday,
hav sent it to Ottawa for decision. Please tell me if there the scholars in our public schools, and neither
is any possibility of getting it again, should they decide teacher nor school board are authorized to act as but it cannot effectivly prescribe how that Sundny shall
Grand Inquisitors and punish or expel children beTohbserx,ed. to
.
p h"b"t·
t
against it.
Yours truly,
E. DAIG."
bli
h 1 b
th
h ·
e euort
secure natwna1 ro I I wn, enac a
~y or t _elr federal Sabbath, banish wine from state diunerH and forThe Cana.dian customs officials had to giv up from ?ur J?u. c sc o.o B ecause
the other book. Perhaps they may not this one, parent s relig1ous sentiments are not m harmony bid a federal ball, rests on the same kiud of nbsurtl phiwith those of the teacher.
losophy which has led one sect or another nt varionf-l times
as it retelll!l several Bible stories, and possibly
Every such case and all violations of the law in to impose its own peculiar forms of worHhip on nil the
·
t al"
th f 1 rest of mankind. The ~reatest thin!wrs and writers, nnd
. ·
the Canadians may conclude that the Bible is an regar.d t o re1Igwus
e~erc~ses, or B e mg
~ . ue
the greatest stntesmen, hav all pointed out the fatal error
immoral book. And if they· do there is no redress and oil of the school d1stnct for the use of rehgwus of prohibition, that it does not respect the imperial
for Mr. D~g but to get a book through in some meetings, should be promptly reported to the right o~ every free man to decide for himsPlf ~hat he_wi)l
school board and if wrong-doing iR not immediately eat, drmk, wear, and use as well. a~ worHhip. If It Is
other way.·
.
ill'
h
h ld
·
proper for the state to say, BecauHe 1t 1s not good for some
stopped a ft statement of t e case s ou be liD- men to drink wine, therefore no man shall hav a legal
mediately forwarded to the secretary of the "Wash- opportunity to buy wine at all, then it is equally proper
The Bible Picture Book.
ington Secular Union, that he may lay the matter to say, It is not good for you to sta.r at home ~~md!lys;
"ELMIRA, N.Y., March 19, 1892.
before the board of directors and take the necesc therefore you shall go to church twiCe a day.
It _Is a11
"EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Though busy, I cannot
~ 1
t
· ·
hr·
h th proper to name the church yon shall attend. It IS aa
sary
lega
measures
o
secure_
JUstlce
t
oug
e
proper
to
forbid
the
people
to
dance
at
all,
on
the
plea
longer defer writing infotining you that the Bible Pictthat there are low places in great cities where indecent
ure Book, 'comically iUU!itrating Old Testament courts,.:
A.t Roslyn, Kittitas county, February 28th, 29th, dancing ill carried on, as it is to.forbid them to dril:k ata!ll
stories,' has reached nie by express in good condition. I and March 2d, I delivered lectures to large and enthu- be<?ause a great _ma~y people dn~k to excess;· or to forbid
feel just like writing a whole volume for it. It is just · · · d"
Th S d f
t•
1 db h a nch man to Will his money to his son because, as a rule,
e un ay an~ lCB, e
Y ~c- e. rich men's sons become spendthrifts."
unique, superb, gorgeous-the best accession to Free- Blastic ~u 1en~e~.
The annual convention ttnd election of officers of
thought literature, in the way of convincing argument Women s Chnstmn T~mperance Umon, are m~I~g':
showing up to the world the ridiculousness, the absurdity, desperate and determmed efforts to enforce n~Id · the 'N ashington Secular Union will, in accordance
the burlesqueness of the Old Testament stories, that has Sunday ~bserv~nce? and try to draw. away attentiOn with the resolution of the board of directors, be
been produced since I became a champion of the grand from therr puntamcal ~o~ly ~nd blin~ t~e eyes .of held at the Freinont Opera House, Seattle, on June
and noble cause of Universal Mental Freedom. Its very the p~:~ople to the .gross IDJUBtlce of their ~~g~te~ m- 4th, and 6th. Let all take due notiee and govern
expressiv illustrations are most convincing, and comprise tolerance by makmg loud clamor, declanng 1t 1s all themselvs accordingly.
c. 13. REYNOLDB,
telling arguments against the alleged truthfulness of the done for the s~cred cause of temperance and love of
Sec. Vv ash. Secular union.
Jewish portion of the ' Word of God.' The monkey the poor workingman.
,
_ ------··--------- _____ _
figures as a mdst conspicuous character, but it should
Despite the utmost efforts of the Women's ChrisIJectures and Meetings.
not be forgotten this self-same monkey 'is for ornament, tian Temperance Union and the church leaders to;_
AT 104 East 66th street, in the Etlucational Gymnasium,
not for use.'
keep people from the lectures, the hall was crowded
"Anyone h~Ving but a smattering knowledgre of Old at every lecture with intelligent, appreciativ, and March 27th, "The Evolution of Mind;" April 3d, Helen
Bible history ll:t :<)nee sees the lesson to be inculcated, and deeply interested hearers; and this notwithstanding H. Gardener, "One Law of Heredity" (a story).
those who never~;ho,v read their 'holy' Bible, and~know the hard times and the charge of twenty-five cents
S. P. PuTNAM's lecture appointments:
absolutely nothing df what it contains, also at once become for reserved chairs, which occupied over the half ~f Calvert,
" .. March27,28 Chicago.............. "
24
Austin
" . . April 2, 3 Massillon, 0 ............. Mny 1
interested ani!"; go to investigating, and finally make up the hall.
Waco 'convention
New York................ " 6
their minds thii.t: these stories are not the 'word of God,'
Although defeated in every case appealed to the
of
Texas
Liberal
Boston
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . " 8
and that they hav been greatly deceived by the sky- superior c<mrt, the Sunday law fanatics persist in
Association....... " 8 9 10 Montreal................ " 16
pilots who hav pteyed upon their credulity and ignorance. futil persecutions of those who venture to ignore New Orleans....... "
14 Boulder City, Col. ... June 5
In carefully looking over the Picture Book I would smile their religious notions. Arrests hav been made at Brookhaven,Miss. " 16,17
Ol!Oe, twice, thrice, and then laugh. It ought to be in the
Those desiring lectures along this route will please
Roslyn for keeping places of. business open on holy
home of every Liberal.
communicate at once with S. P. Putnam, LoB Angeles,
Sunday,
and
the
local
Dogberry,
confused
by
W.
"Too. much cannot be said for Heston, the cartoonist,
Cal., care of C. Severance, Box 4!il.
and THE TRUTli SEEKER publishers, for adding to the Laird Hill's complicated muddle of the code, and
fearing the wrath of the fanatical element, found
J. E. REMSBURG has returned from his Eastern tour.
Freethought literature the Bible Picture Book.
the arrested parties guilty. Appeal has been made He delivered sixty lectures in sixty days, as follows:
"L. DE WITT GRISWOLD."
to the superior court. There need be no fears of Highland, Ill., January 8th and lOth; Grant Fork, Ill.,
9th; Raymond, lll., 11th, 12th, and 13th; Springfield,
the result.
The Cause in Washington.
The territorial law of Jan. 27, 1888, classed Sun- Ill., 15th; Elwood, Ill., .l(Jth and 17th; Angola, Ind.,
The son of Peter Seide, Sr., one of the most day with Decoration day and the Fourth of July, 18th; Ft. Wayne, Ind., HJtL; Clytlt>, U., 20th and 21st;
stanch Liberals and highly esteemed citizens of and repealed all acts in conflict therewith. All laws Orangeville, 0., 22d; Russell, Pa., 23d and 24th; KnoxLincoln county, was expelled lalilt December by the claiming Sunday as anything other than a mere ville, Pa., 26th and 27th; Ithaca, N. Y., 28th; Constantia,
teacher (Mrs. Campbell) from district school No. legal holiday, or more sacred than the Fourth of N. Y., 29th; Weedsport, N. Y., 30th; Boston, Mass., 31st;
Lancaster, N. H., February 2d; Portland, Me., 3d;
14, Davenport, Lincoln county, on account of his July, were abrogated.
Saratoga Springs, N. Y., 4th; New York city, 5th; Newlack of religious faith.
Our state constitution guarantees absolute free- manstown, Pa., 6th; Butler, Pa., 8th; Alliance, 0., 9th;
The boy was asked by the teacher to recite a dom of religious sentiment, belief, and worship to
McConnelsville, 0., lOth; Lexington, 0., 11th and 12th;
piece ; he informed her that he knew but" one piece, every individual. Therefore the legislature has no Rardew, 0., 13th and 14th; Portsmouth, 0., 14th; Huntentitled " Jonah and the Whale." The teacher power to declare Saturday or Sunday a holy or re- ington, W. Va., 15th; Dillsboro, Ind., 16th; Vevay, Ind.,
smiled and said: " Jonah swallowed the whale, ligious day.
17th; Henderson, Ky., 18th and 19th; Olney, Ill., 20th;
eh! That's all right." ThP. next day on reciting the
In the revision of the criminal code, drafted by DuQuoin, Ill., 21st; Centralia, Ill., 21st; Stra.sburg, Ill.,
piece ("Jonah and the Whale," by Nelson Hunt, of W. Laird Hill, he consolidates into one section Sec- 22d; Gillespie, Ill., 23d, 24th, and 25t~; V1rden, Ill.,
Soldiers' Home, Wis.) the teacher stopped the boy tions 2067 and 2068 of the code of 1881. These 26th; Springfield, Ill., 27th; Arrowsmith, Ill., 28th;
while reciting the last verse, ,3xclaiming in great sections are part of an act entitled "An Act to close Scircleville, Ind, 29th, and March 1st; Canton, Ill.,.3d;
anger, "No morel no more! we won't allow such business houses and prevent the sale of intoxicating Loraine, Ill., 5th; Rock Island, Ill., 7th, and Museatine1
blasphemy in our school ; we all love our God." liquors on Sunday." Hill's code is in violation of Ia., 8th.
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a flower-garden in front, ·the village just below, and
beyond the stately hills adornE)d with orchards an.d
.,, The weather at present is perfectly delightful. groves. I would like to linger here for a month,
The skies are almost· cloudless, and the air is warm dream in the splendor of the sunshine, and think
and.. golden. ·.The beautiful green fields are every- my way into the heart of nature.
. :w:here seen; and ·the mountains are of a radiant
I lecture in the evening and we hav a rattling
blue. California is in its glory. The gentle rains time. Dr. Clark .is chairman. I giv my views on
hav. descended and moistBned the earth so that "Evolution and Creation." Discussion is invited
tJ!~r,e is.promis of a mighty.. harvest. The bloom- by Dr. Clark. One inquires why the lower animals
ing trees with variegated colors enrich the vast are protected and hav such an easy time getting a
prospects from sea to the hills.
living, as compared with man, who has to make his
Escondido is one of the lovely portions of Cali- bread and butter in the sweat of his face. I
torrij~. It is a place of magnificent distances. answered that the lower animals are not protected;
T..he village seems to spread over an area of several that .millions of them perish every year, and they
!'lqu.a.re miles. It is like an immenlile bowl The hav to "rustle, like man for something to eat, or
'rolling plain is encircled on every side and is dotted die. The reason why man has to rustle more is
with hundreds of homes.
because he has more wants. Dr. Clark theri took
. · Th!l Methodist college towers on its eminence up the debate and combated several of my
and givs an orthodox appearance to the place, with positions. By this time the Baptist minister stunsix churches scattered here and there on different m'oned up courage enough to ask a few questions.
.s_ides of the town. It was not expected that the On the whole there was quite an interesting disF:reethought lepturer would ever come into these pute pro and con. This made people think, and
sacred precincts, but he has come, and come to stay. on the next night there was a much larger audi,The Liberal element is growing.
.
ence. I gave "The Bible and Modern Thought,"
... Whe~ I was here before there ~er~ qmte breezy but not a single word of reply could I get from any
d~scusswns at the lect~res, but this time the orth?-. clergyman. Dr. Clark was obliged to defend the
dqx kept a profound silence. I was sorry they did faithful. He did this with a good deal of vim and
not.come to the fron~.
.
ingenuity. He challenged me to debate at some
Ho:w:ever, the audiences were lJl.I"ger t~an before, future time. Perhaps I will, for the doctor has
and we do not hav to depe~d o~ ~ny exmtem_ent t~ some orthodox kinks in him which I think had
fill the hall. I gave the ' Religwus Conspiracy
better be taken out. The doctor is a transcen~unday afternoon,_ and th~s was to so~; a ~~vela- dentalist, and he ably s-iipports his side of the·
~~on. In the evenmg I dis~ou~sed on Spmtual- question. He is a fair and square debater. It
Ism, Theosophy, and I~fidelit:y, and I endeavore? would be profitable, I think, to place our opposit
to show our co~mon ground m the world of phi- philosophies in popular conflict before the people.
los_ophy.. I think my effprt was accepted by the However, we cannot do this at present, The docmost o~ my hea:ers, but at th~ close when an ~p- tor and myself are busy until next winter, but
portumty was given for questi?~s, a. T.P.eosophist some time perhaps we may cross swords.
arose_and ~ade an _attack on Spmtu~lism, _and _then
I enjoyed the Fallbrook campaign, and hope to
a .Spmtualist replied, and supp?r~mg ~s VIews, renew it. There are orily about fifty houses at
gave a few blows at the Th_eoso·phistiCa~ ~a~th: I do Fallbrook, and of these three are churches-three
nqt see why ~he Theosophists and_ Spmtu_alists a:e clergymen to about two hundred people. This is
so at odds With one another. EVIdently If not m rather hard I think. However there are Liberals
the same boat the:y ~re go~ng in the same directi?n. here besid~s my friend Mr. C~te. Mr. Cate built
I guess the Mate:I~st will _h~v ,~o be a reconciler the first house in Fallbrook, and has been with the
between the "sp~ntu~l affimties · and express the place in its varying fortunes. Mrs. Cate is a Liberal,
harmony that exists_ I~ all the ~dvance thought of and there are other ladies who are not afraid to stand
the day. The Matenalist_has this adva;ntage-that up by their colors. Fallbrook makes a bright
pe doe~ not hav to argue m favor of his_ postulate. mark in my memory.
That . Is_ agreed to an;rw,~y on all Sides: ,The
Wednesday morning dawns with silver banners
¥a,tenalist can afford to labor and to wait, for over vale and hill Dr Clark has decided to harhis '' et~rnal substance" is not denie~ even_ by the ness up his three~year-~ld Nellie and take me bag
t~eolog~an. Eve~y other subs~ance ~s dem~d, but and b ggage over to Elsinore, which is about thirtymatt_er_ IS ,~ot demed. . ~am qmte sa tis~ eel With the five miles away. It takes us about all day to get
·~solidity o~ my posit~on.
e can Ignore God, there, with many hills to climb. We travel through
~:mt ~ho can Ignore a _bnc~bat.
the Temecula pass, also before reaching this the
· Fnencls at Escondido made my stay very pleas- Live Oak ranch five thousand acres under cultivaant. At t~e Cottage Hotel Mr. and l'Irs. HinJ.llan . tion. Even amidst the rugged scenes of the pass
gave cordial welcome. B. B. Rockwood keep~ at wefind dwellings and green spaces of land. Somethe front. The Stevenson Brothers make thmgs times the verdure of barley and wheat glitters allively. W. B. Blake is on the roll of THE TRUTH most to the top of the range three hundred feet
SEEKER. Other comrades help to furnish the "sinews above the sea.
'
of war." The look ~head is bright.
About noon we are through the pass, and the
. On Monday m?rmng, Mar?h 7th, I leave Esc?n- broad plain, and San Jacinto and San Bernardino
dido. I go by sail to Oceans~de_ where the .Pamfic mountains, and "Baldy," covered with snow, greet
flashes . on the long and wmding shor~. From our eyes and make a picture of exceeding beauty.
O_ceanside ~go by stage to Fallbrook. It I_s a mag-. Through the plain we circle until we come to the
mficent dnve. You can look a hundred mile_s away somewhat foreign-looking village of Temecula.
o~ s~a and shore. We pass by ~he S~. L?ms Rey Here is where the Mexicans and the Indians "foremisswn, one of the most splendid rums m south- gather"-eat and drink, and occasionally shoot
ern California. It was built one . _hu~dred and one another. From Temecula we push on to
twenty years ago. It presents _a ~aJestic appe~r- Murietta and Wildennar, embosomed in thousands
~nee, as from the bro": of the hill _1t gleams white. of acres of wheat and barley. Wildermar is a
m the after~oon su~, like a vast ~athedral. Along Quaker settlement and makes a neat and bright
the S~. Loms ~ey nver we creep I_nto ~he heart of appearance.
·
the hills, and m the gold~n ev~nmg ~ght c_ome _to.
At 6 o'clock, the sun passing in golden glory
Fall~rook? one of theyrettlest villages m Califorma, behind the multitudinous hills, beautiful Elsinore
nestling m a bea~tif~l valley five hundred fe~t lake, the largest inland lake in California, gleams
above the sea. This Is a fi~e ora~ge _and fruit upon the view. Like a vast jewel, it glitters against
countr_Y, and has gre~t pr?ID:Is. With Its. lov~ly the luminous darkness of the hills. It is eight miles
scenenes and l?vely. clunate It Is as near to paradise long and four miles wide. It is lovely as a dream,
as one can get m th1s world. ,
still as a mirror, winding away into dim distance.
A. F .. Cate was the first one to meet me here. He Around this lake we pursue our journey, while.
arranged for the lectures. He was once a comrade the stars and the moon succeed the luster of the
with WI?. Cline, Mari?n -county,. Oregon? and I twilight. Beyond the curve of the hills the picturguess Cline had somethmg to do With making Cate esque village of Elsinore is seen. Mr. F. H. Heald
a _stanch Freethinker. · I guess Cline will remember was the purchaser of the ranch where Elsinore and
his fellow-workman when he reads these notes.
the lake now are, and he was the founder of the
I am directed to Naples Hotel, an imposing resi- place and the originator of most of its improvedence which cqst about $30,000 when the boom ments. He owns the lake. During the boom he
was here. It is a fine building. It is now both a sold over a million dollars' worth of property. He
hotel and. sanitarium, under charge of Dr. A. J. C. has a lovely home on the shores of the lake, and it
Clark and his wife, Mrs. Nannie C. Clark, M.D. was my privilege to enjoy his hospitality the short
Itis a good place to stay, if one wants good -cook~ time I was in Elsinore.
He is a stanch Freeing and a good bed to sleep in. Dr. Clark is an thinker. His daughter, equally interested in Freeold-time reformer, somewhat orthodox in his ideas, thought, has helped to make up the bright contribut Liberal. He still banks o:n a God, and believes butions of the " Children's Corner" in THE TRUTH
in spirits, and thinks the Bible and Christianity of SEEKER. Mr. Heald is one of the most successful
some service. Mrs. Clark is a Baptist, but as business men in this country. He has given thougenial. as a summer's day itself. This hotel is called sands of dollars' worth of property for the building
, The Naples." The scenery about it is charming- of churches; but as usual the Infidel never gets
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any credit for this. What has the Infidel done? still
cries the preacher.. . .
·· .. ·
·
·
i gave the first Freethought lecture in Elsinore.
The audience was very good, although the churches,
with a great flourish of trumpEits, began a revival on
that very evening ... Mr. Wright and Mr. Park ·came
in from T~mE)scal, eight miles, and thus showed
their.interest in the cause. Mr. Wright is seventysix years old, and he still keeps the flag flying. 1¥£r.
Park I met in Oregon during my campa,igns there.
Dr. Clark presided, I feel well satisfied with the
results of this first effort. With such a generous
ally as Frank H. Heald there is no doubt of the
advancement of Freethought here.
Elsinore is finely situated. The lake makes an
exquisit pi9tu.re. There are sulphur baths here of
the best quality. It is surmised that a railroad will
be built directly through Elsinore from the Temescal mines to San Diego in a year or two. In
spite of present quiet times Elsinore looks ahead
from its romantic surroundings.
. I am up. at .5 o'clock. the next day, and off for
Colton, where I must take the evening train for
Tempe and Phrenix, Ariz. I lecture at TeJ.llpe
to-morrow, Friday, night. From Phrenix, where
I lecture Sunday, I go to Tucson, where I lecture
Mondayevening. Thenigo on toTexasforamonth's
work, and thence to New Orleans and Mississippi.
Those who wish to communicate with me for lectures will please direct to 492 West Madison. street,
Chicago, care of E. A. Stevens.
Dr. Clark and Frank H. Heald take the train
with me Thursday morn as far as Riverside and
Colton. I am sorry to bid farewell to such pleasant
companions. I hope that we shall join forces again.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
At Colton, March 10? 1892.

The World's Fair.
TheW orld's Fair is still an unsettled affair ill the
Empire state-whether it shall .be a World's
Fair, open every day to all who choose to il.tt~nd, or
an American sectarian affair gotten up m the
interest of the aristocracy and closed to the
common people by a money-making cl~rgy, _who are
anti-Jewish Sabbata~·ians.
These, Ignormg the
seventh-day-scriptural Sabbath, substitute there£~r
the Constantine first day, called Sunday, because It
was devoted to the worship of the sun. These
anti-Jewish, anti-scriptural, and anti-Christian c~ergy,
with the marvelous egotism and unbounded Impudence of a Talmage inquisitor, propose, by unconstitutional "religious legislation," to levy a tribute
of one-seventh of the time upon the religious and
the non-religious people of the whole world who
are invited to assemble at the World's Fair; the
object being to· fill their sectarian steeple~houses
with the thousands of visitors, to· be taxed, or else
go to saloons duly provided, in which to spend
their idle time and money.
Every day in the week is a Sabbath day to. some
of the nations invited to be at the W oriel's Fair.
Jews keep the scriptural "sevimth day;" Greeks,
Monday; Persians, Tuesday; Assyria;ns, Wednesday; Egyptians, Thursday; Turks, Fnday; Catholie and Protestant anti-Christians1 Sunday; and the
Shakers keep the "Sabbath of the Lord," th.e
Sabbatl;l. that ages ago the spirit said "remained
for the people of God ;" that. day is constituted of
all the days upon which it is wrong to do wrong.
In the Shaker Sabbath poverty has no more place
than it had in the "cl;mrch.of .the wilderness". of
the Jews, when the God of Israel brought them,_up
out of Egypt, the house of bondage. '!'he land, like·
the air and water, was .free to all alike; for-forty
years there was no land monopoly. Each· person
could gather their "daily bread"-" bread Jroi?
heaven." Their shoes wore not out, and their
clothes did not wax old; having food and 1:aiment
th~y..were there with content, except when· their
Egyptian appetites lusted after flesh_ Ii10a~, because
their souls loathed the manna as bemg light food.
They were cured of all "diseases of the Egyptians
of which they were sore' afraid." ' ~o one said,
"I am sick." Theil: God "took all sickness away
from the midst of them." Like Shakers, they had
no class non-producers, such as capitalists, doctor~,
lawyers, or military, no a~is~oc:acy. Count ',rolstm,
getting. a glimpse of Christiamty, ha:? gop.e to.wor;k.
like a common laborer or a. Shake:!." .preacl;ter.
The Shaker order is .unique, and is not numbered·
with the, -nations-with the sects of Babylon. It
"dwells alone." It came into existence. du.ring the
Revolution contemporary with the seculall." government' of the United States. It is. empl;tat~Qally an
American church, but. !'leparate from .the state, l.ike·
the sun from the mcio11,. Itis not of this wqrlq, .and
therefore its membe~s ".will not :light,"· .~n Lee
-forewarlj.ed her p~ople th~t the "Whore qf Bal;>y!q~
would_ hav ():P.e m.~re~uf of the blood of tb,e ~al.J,I, .s.
D<?es 1t not look like It,
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Closing the W orld'.s Fair on a heathen Sun-god ers. So we hear the remark in the presence of the lower progenitors, are links of the-same chain. But,
day, it looks like it. By unconstitutional " religious dying, "He will soon know all"
were the claims made for a certain Jesus well
legislation," the Protestants hav killed King, of
The bungling compiler of the discordant fables founded, man himself would now be a connecting
Tennessee, for working on their Sabbath day, after of the creation of man in the book of Genesis givs link between a lower one and a higher evolved
·having kept his own seventh day-the true Sabbath. some walTant to the dual theor>. Adam is first something.
That is only the beginning of the end. If the made physically complete from d~st of· the earth ;
Now is suggested the interesting question,
wicked church-and-state priests, with the women- after which the Lord breathes into his nostrils and When and how does mind begin? The power of
whom they hav so long deprived of their rights that, he becomes a living soul As Eve was not favored choice and the sentiment of affection are qualities of
-like the emancipated slaves, they are spoiled and in like manner, some of God's peculiar people hav mind. Can we imagin a vertebrate animal to be
· hav become "silly women "-succeed in closing the held that females do not hav souls.
without them? Certainly all animals belonging to
Fair, other religions will be compelled to keep two
This account of the creation is not unreasonable the mammalia family possess strong maternal affecSabbaths every week. In this the Catholic and as respects the order given. After water comes tion. And can it be said of the mastiff, who repeatProtestant will unite, like Pilate and Herod. They land; then grass, herb, and tree; then fish and edly, when he secures game, carries a portion to a
will work together to put God and Christ into the fowl; then beast and cattle; and lastly, man. It neighboring lame spaniel, that he has no mind!
Constitution and to destroy the American civil would hav been foolish to create mari before a liaht Does the farmer, when his cattle get into the cornsecular government-the republic of the human was struck, or to "bring cattle on earth before g1~ss field, think they hav no choice of food'?
Animals possess humor, pride, ambition. Look
g_rew. But why a tree of knowledge was placed
race.
State and church Will be united as in Germany, nght under Adam's nose, and he forbidden on pain at the antics of the playful kitten ; how it enjoys
and as in Russia, who is driving out into the wide of death to taste-of its luscious fruit, is a question life! And it is not aftiicted with rum, revenge, or religion. The rooster will fight his rival as bravely
world five millions of Jews, who are given the no sane person can answer.
In this order of creation we hav land, vegetation, and with the same object as man does. And whence
alternativ of joining the Greek national church 01:
banishment from their nativ country,. which means lower animals, higher animals on up to man. But the breath that impels the war-horse when he sniffs
utter ruination. The next step will be a religious for the statement as to how Adam got his breath, the battle from afar ?
Man is ofttimes more brutish than the brute.
war between Catholics on one hand, and the Prot- this natural order might be argued in support of
estants, skeptics, and all other classes united, as the evo~ution theory. With it, however, most per- Throw a piece of meat into a cage containing two
sons who know more about their God than they do tigers; both spring for it, but the successful one is althey were in the civil war, on the other.
The Catholics will say to the Protestants: "Take of themselvs,elaim that he r.reates things out of lowed to retain it without 0: quarrel; while man often
robs and sometimes murders his neighbor. The inyour own medicin. You unsheath the sword, so nothing and completes the job in no time.
But within the last two . or three generations dividual who says that "the heart [mind] of man is
will we unsheath it. You hav the 'mark of the beast
on your hands as we hav it on om: foreheads.' We students in geology, botany, zoology, comparativ deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked,"
both believe in war, and that war, by the Inquisi- anatomy, etc., hav found abundant evidence to givs his inspired opinion. Another inspired indition in its various modes of applicatio:, can be used prove that conscious life on this earth has been vidual who recommends us to worship some Lord
here to save souls from an eternal hell hereafter. progressiv from a lower organism to a higher one; with all our heart, and with all our soul, and with
In other words, the holy church can convince you in other words, that the higher organism is evoluted all our mind, and with all our strength, seems to be
of truth by tortures as your Protestant Calvin con- from a lower one : thus demonstrating the legen- in doubt as to where and what is conscious life.
But it is now generally conceded that the seat of
vinced Servetus, and as our Holy Inquisitors con- dary theory of a special, fixed creation to be
vinced Galileo that the earth was flat and that it erroneous. Not only does each variety of animal thought is in the brain, anJ that this mind-organ,
does not turn things upside down every twenty- form a link in the family chain to which it belongs, by long and increased exercise, increases in volume
four hours. Is not a short period of torture here but the first link of many a chain may be found in and strength just as any other organ improves by
,
preferable to endless torture in fire and brimstone the vegetable kingdom ; for there are numerous use.
The seven-year-old girl, blind, deaf, and dumb
hereafter? Being thus convicted against your will, plant-aninlals (sea anemones, coral polyps, spongewe shall be together in paradise. Can Ingersoll ob- animals with power of locomotion, etc.) possessing from one and a half yean; of age, probably retains
one or more organs of animal life. The botanist m some impression of sight and soimd; and should
ject to such logical conclusions?"
The founders of our government were skeptics, unable to find a point where animal life begins. she hereafter, with no religious instruetion (by way
Freethinkers, Infidels to a bloody Christianity. While it is very likely that fishes hav evoluted from of experiment), evince a vague sense of some force
The author and fifty-six signers of the Declaration plant-animals, it is probable that all land animals beyond her ken, a lot of priosts will flatter themof Independence were all Infidels except six. Will sprung remotely from the soil-that is, through selvs that they hav discovered a little much-needed
not Thomas Paine be materialized, and like· Jesus spontaneous generation. Earth substances con- light in their dark profession. That the girl thinks
make a "second appearance" to teach the people tain germs of vegetable life ; why not of animal life at all is proof only that she has brain.
The dog or Indian who thinks his spirit-part in a
"common sense," and that they themselvs, and not also?
Much has been said for and against this theory. dream is absent from the body, always finds it
the fighting God of Israel, nor yet Jesus Christ,
are the rulers of the American republic? And that Its opponents do not fully consider the fact that present on awaking. But no such phenomenon
women being half of the population, "common earth-mold, when composed of decayed vegetation takes place on the death of tho I?ody.
If a diseased brain affects the mind, then, logically,
sense" would secure to them the same "rights of mixed with suitable mineral substances, contains
man " that meil possess, and which they exercise in germs of animal life; so that, when these ingredi- when there is no brain, there is no mind. Brain is
such a bungling manner that the earth is turned to ents are united in due proportion and moisture and Nature's soil from which springs thought or mind.
~lood, and Christendom-Babylon-is a great war- heat present in quantity and degree to make the vV e can no more imagin mind without brain than
conditions favorable, animal life will be generated. we can a hurricane without air. Yet conceited man
camp.
The common people in Russia hav been taxed Dead matter strives to liv again in some form. It tries to fancy his mind to be an immortal something
until discouraged, and they must eat the seed of projects new life in great variety according to independent of matter. His own scripture, affirm1893 in 1892, or die of starvation. That is the end climatic and other conditions. The lowest form of ing that man hath no. preeminence above the beast,
that all church-and-state governments come to, animal life consists of a single cell. Infusoria life might be quote.d; but this authority is no longer
and they will pass, like the extinct nations, out of abounds in both fresh and salt water, and some of infallible.
Let folks enjoy the idea of immortality if they can
them are so diminutiv that thirty thousand hav
existence.
The orthodox " death and hell will deliver up the been counted in a hal£ ounce of sand. Even a do so without robbing unbelievers here and threatdead which were in them, to be judged every man diseased body, animal or vegetable, will generate ening them with a hell hereafter.
If man is blessed or cm·st with an eternal life after
and woman according to their works," "and death parasitic life, as lice, itch, etc., in the former, and
he
is done with the present one, he will hav a long
bugs,
worms,
etc.,
in
the
latter.
It
is
the
unhealthy
and hell" (not immortal human souls), being myths,
will be cast into a mythical "lake of fire and brim- vine that generates the worm, not the worm that time to reflect on or without matter. But the obscurity enveloping this question is dense enough to
brings sickness to the vine.
stone."
F. W. EvANS.
Many different lines of animal life hav been cause even the priest, were his brain not disordered,
Mount Lebanon, ff. Y.
generated and nursed by our mother earth. Long to confine himself to the struggle for life in this
ages ago some germ-cells evolved, through peculiar world. Mind clings to its nativ matter ; and the
Relation of Mind to Matter.
conditions and environments, the so-called saurian mind of the Christian, in spite of his assumption of
Down to almost the present time few exceptions family; other germ cells, under different conditions, a future life of far greater happinor;s, is never quite
were taken to the g-eneral notion that man is a dual evolved, through a long chain of intermediates with ready to exchange the bosom of his family for the
L. G. REED.
being ; that his conscious life is a something dis- many variations, the bovine family; and so with bosom of Abraham.
-----------------tinct from his material body ; that in vagaries,· other families. Undoubtedly myriads of life-chains,
Our London Letter.
dreams, and fevers this conscious life or soul leaves before many links were formed, perished in the
the body and -makes excursions far and near, re- struggle for existence.
The reverend individual who a short time since
A high authority records that "Gaudry found the publicly declared that Atheists were systematically
turning in due time to join again and rouse it.
Hence the apparently plausible theory that, on the intermediate stages by which civets passed into cruel to children has never, though called upon to
dissolution of the body, the soul-part leaves it for hyenas; that Filholl disinterred still more remote do so, given a single instance to bear out his stategood, or that it willreturn at some distant resur- ancestral carnivores; while Marsh obtained a com- ment, and must join the ranks of the convicted clerrection day · to reanimate or spiritualize the same plete series of ·forms inter~ediate between the ical liars, of whom there are many. Although conold body and forever after 'remain with it. It was horse and the simplest five-toed ungulates."
victions for the grossest brutality to the little ones
The zoologist tells us that, as between the highest are of such frequent occurrence as to pass almost
believed by someChristians in the Dark Ages that
there is somewhere in the human body a bone that and the lowest types of men, a greater difference without notice, the brutes are invariably persons of
will not decay, and that this bone will be the nucleus exists than does between the Papuan !slanders and strong religious opinions, and are by no means conaround which to gather the disintegrated particles the gorilla. The anatomist shows us that the phys- fined to the lower classes. l.VIany cases of extreme
at the resurrection. The American Indian enter- ical structure of the orang is almost identical with fiendishness can be cited as emanating from those
tains the notion that after the death of the body that of man; .that hi3 brain is formed of like ganglia moving in what is termed the "higher circle:?,"
his dual self will return sooner or later hungry and and convolut10ns; and that he is subject to similar the latest being that of a magistrate's wife in Ireunarmed. Hence food and weapons are placed in diseases. Now, will the theologian please show us land, who confessedly treated her inf(tnt girl in such
just where immortality begins?
a fashion that caused its death, and has also continthe grave to meet their wants.
Geology furnishes unmistakable proof that lower ually ill-treQ.ted her other children. Being a recent
This idea of duality in man is evidently the
ground of his belie£ in immortality. When the so- animals were numerous on the earth ages before convert to Homan Catholicir;m, she has been assmed
called soul-part in dreams and visions sees and anything like the present highest type of man ap- of the feeling of deepest sympathy from her parish .
hears things it cannot see and hear when wide peared. And all modern authorities now declare priest in her "deep misfortune;" he thinks she
awake with the body, it is taken as evidence that him to be the last link of · the mammalia family ought not to be called to account for her evil deeds,
the disembodied spirit has greatly increased pow- chain; and that the anthropoid apes, with their still and attributes the prosecution to the malevolence of
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the Protestant party. No doubt she will get off
easily enough. The magistrates before whom she was
examined, though she was indicted on a charge of
willful murder, evidently consider the charge of
little moment, as she is admitted to bail in quite a
small amount, bail in any amount being never allowed in a murder charge. But it is a good thing to
be p. wealthy Christian, as the Rev. Mr. McKenzie
will say, for he has on a second conviction for indecent conduct been sentenced to a short term of imprisonment as a first-class misdemeanant, which is
no-punishment whatever. Possibly his judge sympathizes with him. "A fellow-feeling makes us
wondrous kind."
The pious De Cobain, member for East Belfast,
has been expelled from the House of Commons, not
for his immorality, but because he has absented himself from his duties without permission. What a corrupting influence this plan appears to be, so many of
the members being tarred with the same brush; if
common report were legal proof, the benches would
be very empty.
The children of God meet with many trials in this
world; the greatest and best-loved one, according to
his own account, the present emperor of Germany, is
meeting with sore crosses. His obstinate people will
not see that he is a heaven-sent messenger to lead
them to bliss, and show he must be possessed of great
Christian patience to put up with such a stiff-necked
generation. They never think that he may be takim
from them, when they would be left, a flock without a
shepherd, following their own evil devices, and casting away from them, to their utter and eternal loss,
the spiritual for the material bread.
·The godly czar of Russia is also sorely distressed
and burdened with the cares of a worldly crown, and
an ungrateful people who will persi~t in d!;priving
themselvs of food in the midst of abundatt<fe to bring
their "little father" into disrepute with outside barbarians and scoffers at the Holy Greek church. Those
who truly love and serve "Him" hav indeed many
and sore trials to their faith, but great will be their
reward. What a pity they cannot be persuaded to
take it at once!
The great Baxter is once more to the front, assisted
by five minor prophets. He is holding forth on the
millennium, which, according to the dogmatic Daniel,
will take place positivly on 11th April, 1901. Next
year is to take place the greatest war on record, and
the appearance of another Napoleon-as king of
Greece this time-a general massacre of Christians,
and the ascension of one hundred and forty-four
thousand who ha v managed to escape the persecution.
As these little events hav been promised so many
times since 1867, no one seems greatly perturbed by
the latest prediction.
.
With that large-heartec\ liberality so common
amongst Christians, certain evangelists in the East
End of London are strongly opposing two candidates for the county council solely because they are
in favor of making Sunday a little less burdensome
than it now is to the toiling masses. It is admitted
that they are in all other respects the best candidates in the field ; but, being opposed to Sunday
drunkenness and consequent misery, and in favor of
elevating the masses, they must be cast into outer
darkness. These wretched evangeliets do not wish
the poor to improve their minds and circumstances,
but do their utmost to keep them in their misery,
hoping thereby to make them as hypocritical and
mean as themselvs. There is no person so contemptible as a full-fledged Christian.
J. D.

My Lecture Trip.
In my last letter I forgot to mention Marins
Heighton and Joseph Heighton, whom I had the
pleasure of meeting in Kent. The former had
arranged my course of lectures as secretary
to the society, while the latter made the meetings
more attractiv by rendering selections of music
upon the violin. Leaving Kent by an early train
on Monday morning, I went on again to Middlefield, where a lecture had been arranged for me by
B. 0. Fenton, of Bundysburg, a little village situated about five miles from the former place. This
was the first time in the history of this little burg
that an "Infidel" lecture had been delivered. At the
first considerable excitement prevailed, and m~tny
came to listen merely from curiosity ; others came
with a desire to learn something ; and again, others
were there just to "catch on to" what was going on,
so that, as is usual in such cases, I had an exceedingly mixed audience to deal with. Just how far
each and every individual desire was gratified it is
impossible for me to S!LY• but by far the greater
number appeared to indorse what I said, and frequently showed their appreciation thereof. I met
with no opposition, except, perhaps, a little questioning at the close of the meeting, by the principal
from the local school, the same not having cour-

age to question me publicly. Scarcely sufficient
notice had been given of the lecture, consequently
there was not such an audience as our friends had
anticipated. Nevertheless, the city hall was more
than half full, and many ladies could be seen among
the rest, which I thought was an extremely good
showing for such a small place. The snow-storms had
been pretty general, and Middlefield, which is a few
miles below Lake Erie, had received perhaps inore
than its share. I was pleased to meet here such
stalwart Liberals as B. 0. Fenton and family, whose
name has appeared in the Liberal papers from time
to time, and whose guest I remained during my
stay here, also Ezra Ohl, and several others.
From Middlefield I resumed . my travels again,
this time to Farmdale, where I gave two lecturt;ls.
Thanks to the efforts of T. D. Root, Farmdale is
an extremely Liberal town. In f11ct, it is regarded
as a town of Infidels by a n,eighboring rival town,
and the inhabitants do not seem to resent the
name, and thrive just as well as and perhaps better
than their jealous rival. My first lecture drew an
exceedingly large audience, many friends coming
from quite a distance in the country; for though
the weather had assumed a severity in its temperature, still sleighing was good, and our friends
were willing to face the cold in order to hear the
lecture. Considerable satisfaction was expressed
by all present at this; my first lecture in Farmdale.
The next day being the 28th of Jannary, one day preceding the anniversary of the death of Thomas Paine,
it was agreed that a Paine celebration should be held.
The musicians, who had enlivened our meetings by
some fine selections of music, consented to favor us
with their presence again, and so the next evening
immediately a.fter I had given them an address upon
the "Author-Hero of the American Revolution," a
sociable and dance took place, whereat the festivities ran high until a late hour, when the gathering
dispersed.
All seemed to thoroughly enjoy
themselvs, old and young alike, and expressed a desire that Paine celebrations could occur every week.
While here I was the honored guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Root. Their kindness to me and the pleasant hours I spent with them at their home will
form another of those tender memories the recollections of which can never fade.
On again, the next morning I started en route
for Pittsburgh, where I had been engaged to deliver an oration on Thomas Paine. This is Jannary
29th, the one hundred and fifty-fifth anniversary of
the natal day of that devoted champion of religious
and political liberty. Elaborate preparations had
been made by the Pittsburgh Secular Society to
celebrate the occasion. Flags and bunting were
lavishly display:::d ; around the hall had been
painted the names of nearly one hundred of the
world's greatest reformers, scientists, and patriots
of every age and clime, living and dead ; the platform was handsomely decorated with evergreens
and flowers. On the platform, to the left of the
audience, stood a large and beautiful full-length
portrait of Thomas Paine, in a massiv gilt frame.
The picture represented our hero standing with
both feet upon and crushing down " Superstitious
Creeds," "Discarded Theories of the Past," and
" Priestcraft." In his left he holds the opened
pages of his "Age of Reason," a book that has
converted thousands of Christians to Freethought,
while, with the index-finger of his right hand, he is
pointing toward a sunburst, representing "Truth"
and "Liberty." To the right of the audience stood
a beautiful picture of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll
which drew forth a burst of applause when hung
up by Harry Hoover.
A magnificent literary and musical program had
been arranged, interspersed with songs, readings, and recitations. In the middle of this program had been placed my address, and as my surroundings had put me in an exceedingly good humor, I fell to and strained every nerve to make my
part in this celebration harmonize with the rest.
The greatest enthusiasm was displayed throughout the entire proceedings, and I can safely say
that never was an anniversary of the birthday of
Thomas Paine celebrated with greater eclat than in
Pittsburgh on Jan nary 29th last. Fully from seven to
eight hundred people were present, and the spirit of
enthusiasm which seemed to pervade the whole
assembly thrilled each heart with joy, all of which
speaks out in plain and unmistakable terms the
place that Thomas Paine is destined to hold in the
hearts of the American people. At the conclusion
of the miscellaneous program a very interesting and
happy episode took place, being nothing less than
the consummation of a secular marriage between Miss
Louisa Barker, the eldest daughter of our esteemed
friend and co-worker, Anthony Barker, of Pittsburgh, and JosephMurray,arisingyoung farmer and
citizen of Colorado. The ceremony was performed
upon the platform by Alderman Beinhauer, after a
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few appropriate introductory remarks by our old
compatriot, Harry Hoover. At the conclusion of
the marriage ceremony a large engraving of the
picture of Thomas Paine, previously mentioned,
surrounded by a handsome gilt frame, was pres~nted to the bride by Mr. J. Peirce, the president
of the society. While the bride and bri~egroom
were receiving the congratulations of friends, the
room was cleared for dancing, and all present
danced long and merrily to beautiful strains of
music rendered by the United States orchestra.
On the Sunday following I gave anothe:.; lecture
under ~he auspices of th society before a large and
crowded audience. A good and lively di.Scussion
followed the lecture, which was participated! in by a
Unitarian minister, a Rev. Mr. St. John. Another
preacher also was present, the Rev. Mr. Andrews, of
the Universalist "perswashun," but who al!stained
from taking part in the ·discussion, which was. open
to all, although, as I hav been advised later, he
thought fit to denounce me with the most scurrilous
abuse before his own congregation, some·:· twenty
persons, and of course after I had· gone, which to
my mind was an exhibition of exceeding bad taste,
and a sad deficiency of that moral courage we hav a
right to expect in such discussions. I was very
pleased indeed to meet once more our friends in
Pittsburgh-Harry Hoover, Roman Staley, Mr. and
Mrs. Anthony Barker and family, Joseph Peirce,
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Van Meirop, Mrs. Hughes,, Miss
Grant, Mr. Schade and family, and Mr. and Mrs.
Paff.
Before leaving Pittsburgh, the Secular Society presented to me -a beautiful large photograph of the
picture of Thomas Paine, and Mrs. Paff presented
me with a handsomely bound volume of ~helley's
works, for which I tender to them my most:heartfelt thanks. With best wishes from all, and promising to visit them again in'the near future,I took
my departure from the Smoky City-for home.
Ere this is in print I shall be again in the lecture
field on my way to Columbus, 0., in order to arrange for the meeting of Freethinkers in that city
on the 3d of April next, and friends desiring lectures in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan during
the latter end of April, May, and June will please
address me in care of J. B. Cochran, 112 West
Maple street, Columbus, 0.
JOHN

R.
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The Conspiracy of Silence.
The conspiracy of silence has won its way to the
front, and demands recognition, inasmuch as it is
the final argument upon which modern Christianity
scores a victory. Its theological lore and its soclaimed historical achievements during the controversies of centuries, are rendered null and void, in
the presence of this new factor contained in the
conspiracy of silence, although it is in itself the
most contemptible of all of the appliances which
hypocrisy has yet invented. But with its barefaced
hypocrisy it is made to do service in the interest of
Christian duplicity. Its main function is to hide
from the world the true inward rottenness of the
church of the Christ so-called. The devotee of the
Christian religion must take lessons at this shrine
of speechlessness, and thus learn to doom every
honest conviction to silence. What a disgraceful
reflection, though, it is upon the intellectual and
moral development of the people. But when peaple, claiming to be decent, will associate for the
conceded purpose to form a conspiracy to prevent
or defeat the statement of an honest conviction, we
must deny that they hav ever been emancipated
. from the nightmare of religious superstition. But
this attempt on the part of the church is as bold as
it is treacherous; but ignorance and cunning are
fully competent to play the role of trickery and
boldness because of the large excess of numbers they
control, which often makes knowledge and wisdom
timid, and they stand confounded, while duplicity
and craft formulate the method, and it is enforced
by numerical strength. But it will strike one as a
strange· paradox that knowledge and wisdom are
rendered comparativly powerless by formulated
ignorance, and that among a people emancipated
from political and religious despotism. Why should
it not be safe for such a people to utter their honest
opinion, not instead be compelled by silence to
testify to a lie!
·
That such a state of things exists is one of the
saddest facts in civilization, and one which portends
a serious check to the progress which our civilization is striving to secure. This state of things is
largely due to the despotic social structures which
Christianity has created through conspiracy of
silence. The intent is to check, as far as possible,
the secular progress which the achievements of this
inventiv age emphasize so emphatically.
· The religion of silence having failed in all that it
once claimed as divine, having invalidated its claim
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to . truth and trustworthiness by its oft-repeated
attempts to correct its divine creeds and its God-g"j.ven inspired Bible, now seeks by its malicious
eriminal conduct to ov"erthrow the legitimate result
of its defeat, which defeat contains a promis of its
destruction. Seeing this, it is prompted to use
means and measures within its own social forces to
regain the influence which it compromised in the
loss of its creeds and Bible. The method is that
the blameworthy social forces are conducted so directly and with such skillful concealment that tbe
very elect are deceived. In the enforcement of its
measures it perBistently ignores everything, all
speech and conduct, which has any positiv religioas conviction. It makes no condition in its
new creed in relation to belief-no heaven or damnation, no trinity nor incarnation. Its favors are
denied to none, its communions are open to all who
may feel inclined to come into the social compact
with the only one proviso-that of silence. Hold
your tongue, ask no questions, remember that you
a,re under a conspiracy of silence. Your moral
status will be iu proportion to that humble, teachable spirit which is willing .to go it blind. No
bight of excellency will be denied to you if you
hav learned the art of religious concealment and
will not allow yourself to entertain any convictions
that are honest and truthful. Let all your deliverance be in harmony with this speechless conspiracy,
and in the event that any rational thoughts of inquiry should arise in consciousness you must bid
the satue to uepart with the assurance that all~:mch
rational thinking comes from the devil.
You will promptly say with virtuous indignation,
"Get thee behind me, Satan."
Of course position and money are weighty considerations and render recognition more pronounced when admission is. SC'ught for. These
weighty factors are highly praiseworthy within this
corp.pact, and will cause a multitude of sins. It is
true that the creed in the long ago did exclude
this pronounced recognition, but that was before
this conspiracy of silence had a beginning. Poverty
was once that potent factor which opened heaven's
gates, but this was before the gates of the New
Jerusalem were put to swing on golden hinges.
This was when it was "easier for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to
enter the kingdom of God." Of course the poor
in the conspiracy are not excluded by any formulated terms within the compact, but the door is
quite well guarded .by eyes, noses, and shoulder
gestures, so that the most part of this objectionable
class will be kept out.
It is quite an important feature in this conspiracy of silence to shun on all occasions any disCUI:1Sion having a religious tendency, and thus avoid
all· possible antagonism.
Religions are learned
froiii the pulpit, and are to be kept strictly withindoo:rs, only to be seen or heard from within the
d~dicated walls of the house of the God. Silence is
the foundation of the new redemption. The world
must not know you from the sinners. You will hav
no badge that will giv you away. You hav, then,
the same rights, such as other people hav. You
can dance like a sinner, smoke, eat, and sleep like
a sinner, play cards, flirt, and hav a good time;
but remember that you are a child of redemption,
washed in the blood of Christ. But keep mum,
do not speak of it; remember that you are to keep
good faith with the conspiracy of silence. You can
invite your acquaintances to come with you into this
new church of the Christ, assuring them that all
the demands which will be made upon them will be
charity funds, and silence. Do not say anything
about religion, and then the people will not know
what you believe. Whether you believe in one God,
no God, or a dozen of them, it is all the same, if
you only hold your tongue. The highest praiseworthy testimony which you can giv is that of
silence. Such really is very near the true condition
of the city churches of to-day. Faith is no longer a
condition of communion ; social position, especially
accompanied with wealth, cuts off all questions of
faith which hav any meaning, even to the exclusion of
the supernatural, but it seeks to find compensation
to make up this loss through the social forces in
the social structures which it largely controls. This
control is secured by a practical renunciation of all
that was once the practical side of Christianity.
Christianity is the most worldly of all religions in
this wide world. It is well equipped to enter the
field of competition in fashionable sins of all sorts,
and of all grades, in fact, with any other people in
this world. The devil's children hav invented no
sinful practice which the church has not appropriat':'d; and hence it is that the modern church of
Christ has in almost everythiug copied the ways of
the world. This world and the love of the wodd,
which at one time was considered soul-destroying,
is no longer thus considered. There are no people
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who love the world and the things that are in the
world more than do the saints. You may be well
assured that they deny themselvs no good thingnothing that lends a zest to the enjoyments of life.
No objects of desire do they deny themselvs of
when the same is attainable. We blame them not
for those things, though thereby they crucify their
Christ and put him to an open shame. They are
b -tter than they used to be; so in this age it comes
to pass that a decent saint is nearly as good as a
decent sinner. Take out the hypocrisy which the
saint necessarily possesses, and then we are ready to
say that he is as good as a sinner. But nowadays
they do not hav to make any pretenses. They only
need to keep still, say nothing, and their salvation
is near.
·
J. H. BuRNHAM.

Oal\:s From Acorns.
A TRIPLET OF SONNETS.

A tiny seed-a germ infinitesimal,
Borne thither by one of the winged flock,
Or borne by winds, f01md crevice in a rock,
A gloomy chamber, dark and foul and dismal.
But the sun's rays and the warm rain's baptismal
Nurtured and coaxed it upward to the day,
Till over mossy walls it felt its way
To meet the morning from its death abysmal.
Its slender stem a child might then hav spanned;
But from accretions caught from storm and dew,
It found its bounds too narrow and begun
To feel its barrier with a firmer hand;
Till Titan-like its silent forces threw
The bowlders down and rose to greet the s1m.
Within the cleft of a king's scepter fell
The germ of Freedom. Long in darkness shrouded,
Oppression, Fear, and Death around it crowded·
But Love's and Virtue's tears-a living well'
Bedewed the tender shoot. Beyond its cell
It caught the glimmer of a freer sky,
All rosy with the dawn of liberty,
And clambered upward from its crumbling shell.
On blood of freemen's hearts its tendrils fed;
It drank new life from every patriot's tears;
· It gathered force from every martyr's groan;
It caught the spirit of the chainless dead,
And feeling for Oppression's bloody piers,
Hurled down the hated tyrant from his throne.
Within a fissure of the human heart
A germ of doubt engendered. None might say
Its origin, and none foretell its way;
But it took root and grew to be apart,
And added color with a ~<ubtle art
Unto the web of thought. It loathed the mire
Of myth and superstition, looking higher
For truth and knowledge. Science gave it start,
And it ascended past the barren rocks
Of faiths and forms and creeds, and saw the face
Of mighty Nature, and revealed her law.
It gave to miracles and fables knocks
That crumbled their foundations: in their place
It reared Truth's temple, firm, without a flaw.
St. Paul, Minn.
DAVID WILJ;.IAM McCOURT.

Worse Or Better 1
The world is getting wiser, it is true, but is getting much
worse, it is too true: that is my experience and opinion.
The people are getting more extravagant year after year.
Thus writes one of the kindest and most benevolent of men. Pitiful and generous, grand and freehearted, but I think mistaken in his estimate of our
kind. It is vary true there is crime, inhumanity,
and extravagance, and far, far too much of it. But
if we take into consideration the fact that every
petty crime or wrong that occurs now is published
and republished far and wide, told in glowing colors
and made capital out of in the interest of newspaper
patronage, we shall begin to see that the devil is
·not as black as he is painted. Then too, as laws
multiply and increase, thousands of things that
once occurred as a matter of course are now unlawful
and criminal-producing, thus running the statistics
of crime away up yonder, while the very same
things done in former days were no offense to government. For instance, in the present time our
court-days are largely devoted to liquor cases, which
in the "good old times" had no existence, for all
were free to make, drink, or sell alcoholic beverages. Just so in regard to mailing physiological or
sexual works, and the old classics. Once they
could go freely, and public opinion was the only
censor. Now there are few of them that are not
liable to be found criminal by an ignorant jury of
"twelv good men and true," and or.r best saviors
thus made criminals by law.
Once children were tortured, whipped, ll,nd subjected to all manner of indignities in uur public
schools, and the other pupils enjoyed looking on
and seeing the misery of their mates. Now children are treated like little ladies and gentlemen,
and many are so sensitiv they would faint away at
sights their ancestors delighted in. Horses were then
tamed(!) by brute force, while now we hav Bands of
Mercy innumerable and the whip is banished not
only from the house, but the stable and cowyard.
Our jails, prisons, and insane asylums are under
improved humane regulations. Everywhere love,
charity, and kindness are increasing, and cruelty,
brutality, and revenge are playing out.
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Hell is frozen over, and all punishment is slowly
but surely being eliminated from our social and
moral code.
As to extravagance, go back and read of the extravagance of olden times, and see if we exceed it.
Even in costly buildings can we rival Solomon's temple or the Hanging Gardens, the pyramids, the
great reservoir "nine miles in circumference "-dissolving pearls and drinking them, and numerous
other extravagances with which we are all familiar?
Heliogabalns sb,owers his guests with roses till
some are actually smothered to death in sweetness,
while our modern hosts are many of them content
to hire :floral decorations from salesmen and return
them when the party is over. It seems to me there
is more and more economy, thrift, and industry as
yeru:s roll by, and intelligence and experience
teach the utilization of much that our ancestors
wasted. My verdict is that the world is not growing
worse, but better.
To-morrow will come with a brighter light
Than yesterday ever knew;
For a pleasure unknown and a new delight
Will gladden it through and through.
ELliiiNA DRAKE SLENKER.

Political Methodism.
The recent Kansas ' general conference" of M. thodis· s resolved itHelf into a howling, screeching
hot-house political convention. It wtts a regular
messiah craze, Indian ghost-dance, the exciting
theme being the a(lhievement of national Prohibition,
evangelical rule, and universal righteousness. The
most bitter and inflammatory harangs were made,
thr<>atening th(• Republican party with annihilation
in case it backslid from its allegim·ce to the Methodist church and eliminated the Prohibition }Jlank
from its platform as it bravely talks of doing.
Tb.e big chiefs and the little chiefs, the old Sitting
Bulls and the young Sitting Bulls, wit tJ the reddest.
war-paint on their faces, snorted and cavorted and
whetted th 3ir scalping-knives and :flourished their
tomahawks in eager anticipation of the approaching
massacre. Prohibition was declared a failure with
the ungodly in power, and Harrison's administration
was denounced as being in cahoot with the whisky
ring.
Th" Methodist church is eighty thousand strong
in Kansas. It is thoroughly orgamzed. Every
member is a servil jumping-jack and every preacher
is a politician. It is a machine, a Jesuitical Inquisition. It has just ground ; o powder Rev. A. H.
Tevis, D.D., of Kansas City, for disrespect to an
upstart superior officer, Presiding Elder Gill.
Tevis says : "While in the Kansas conference there
has been a mJliciousness and vindietivness shown
me that wouldl:av honored the Dark Ages-the spirit
of the Inquisition. My trial was an unparalleled
outrage-a mockery o justice." That is good teHtimoQy. Tevis ought to know what mean devi s the·
Methodist p1•eachers are. He has felt their fangs.
With the Presbyterian, Congregational, and Baptist churct es acting as a tail to its kite, the Methodist
church has run th3 politics of Krtnsas to suit itself.
Governor Humphrey's first term was a sickening exhibition of Methodist dirt~eating. As a samrlehe once sent · n embassador to Leavenworth to
crawl upon his belly and lick the dust in the p· ese :ce of his a. gust majesty, the jack-leg Methodist
preacher "in charge," and beg of him to name the
men whom the governor should appoint police
commissioners. Had a Democratic governor deferre:l thus to a Catholic priest the whob Republican and Protestant world woulu hav set up a howl,
and justly so. It makes a heap of difference whose
ox is gored. The p atform adopted by this Me· hodist convention has planks against Lheaters, dancing, race-courses, cards, and "many oth:r forms of
amusements pe· mitted in some localities," Sunday
railroad trains, street-car8, World's Fair, etc.
In publishing the proceedings of the conference
the ungodly pagans of the Kansas City J'imes
printed the Bib'e quotation, "mint, anis, anu
cumin," as "mist, arnica, and cinnamon."
A
decided improvement on the old version, but it
failed to please the preachers. They actually got
mad al:out it.
·:'he Methodist church is nothing if not ambitious
and aggressiv. It is working hard to s2cure control of the government and it wants all the Prohibition " Liberals " it can get to hel}J it do so.
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Little Blasphemies.
Why is a bald head like heaven? Because there is no
dyeing or parting there.
Preacher: "De Lawd made Adam out of clay and put
'im 'gin de fence to dry."
Uncle Rufus: "Hold on dar, Mr. Preacher. Who
made dat fence ?"
Preacher: "Go long dar, you fool nigger, don't be
asking dem Infidel questions."
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The Work of Pictures.
DANBURY, NEB., Feb. 25,1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $1 for the new
Bible Picture Book. We hav the other
picture book, and it is going the rounds.
Everybody is crazy to see it. It is making
lots of converts, for very many people
will look at pictures that you could 'not
hire to listen to or read lecture.
Respe~tfully,
EMMA J. PLUMB.

a

A Devoted Sister.
FoRESTVILLE, N.Y., Feb. 23, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: My eighty-first birthday
has passed, for I, Harriet Amidon, was
born in Granville, Washington county, N.
Y., in 1811, and though I am getting too old
to take an activ part in the good work of
Freethought, I am still able to enjoy THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and find it one of my
chief pleasures.
Your friend and well-wisher,
M~s. J. W. BENNETT.
The Pictures Produce Smiles of Doubt.
TACOMA, WAsH., Feb. 26, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $1 for the new
Bible Picture Book. Please send it by
mail. I do not see how any t~king
person can object to· the pictures that THE
TRUTH SEEKER has each week. Each one is
a sermon. By studying them three minutes
one gets a better idea of the foolishness
and absurdity of the holy Bible than by
reading an hour. They add :fifty per cent
to the paper. Many who do not dare read
a ~ord in the paper view the pictures, ancl
though at :first angry soon get so they look
at them carefully, read the accompanying
text, and soon smile, which is the dawn of
a doubt.
EBEN PIERCE.
Think and Read.
VERMONT, IND., March 8, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed :find $1 for pamphlets enumerated on slip. Your Picture
Book, Bible Pictures, was received, and I
am much pleased with it.
It is "just
rich."
This hot-bed of religion and superstition
is receiving a shaking-up as never before.
All that is necessary to shatter superstition is to get p~ople to think and read the
right kind of literature. I hav quite a
number of pamphlets-" Age of Reason,"
"Orthodoxy," "Bible Morals," "False
Claims," etc., all of which are doing missionary work in a way that is shocking tq
the old orthodox people.
Yours for justice and libm·ty v.~. superstition,
M. S. 'rRoYER, P.M.
. . -~. . :

A Truth Seeker's Passing .Awa •
NESHODA .Co., Miss., Jan. 27, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: As Mr. Baker is dead, I
feel it my duty to let you know of his
death. He died on the lOth of this month.
He died partly from a fall and partly from
ltidney affection. He was sick about three
weeks, suffeTed a gre!l-t deal, but died
without a struggle. He died as he lived,
a lover of truth and opposed to the orthodox creed. He was eighty-three years
old, a workman by trade. He was a great
admirer of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and called
it his Bible. Mr. W. Le Baker was my
father-in-law, and was living with me at
the time of his death. Myself and wife
admire THE TRUTH SEEKER, and as the
time is out we will renew for six months.
We also wish Thomas Paine's "Age of
Reason."
C. F. TINGLE.
A Cou.rageons Lady.
WESTMINSTER, CAL., Feb. 19, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 for
renewal of subscription of my husband,
L. W. Gallup, deceased. Mr. Gallup was
a stanch friend of Freethought and THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and has long been on your
list of yearly subscribers. Although I am
now a widow with three little children dependimt on me for support, I hav at last
saved enough to pay up another year's
subscription.
In future, please send the paper to Mrs.
Augusta Gallup instead of to Luke Wm.
Gallup.
Westminster and vicinity is a very hotbed of superstition and orthodoxy, and

the Sunday-school people think I hav one
foot in hades and am jnst stepping in with
the other and '' dragging my children to
perdition." But I am happy to say that
this is a free country and we can raise our
children up in truth if we want to, and not
be compelled by fanatics to giv them
weekly doses of filthy Bible stuff.
Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER and Mr.
Heston. The pictures are something the
children can comprehend and something
the old people can enjoy.
Let the good work go on.
Your friend,
AUGUSTA GALLUP.
Hav a Genuin Anti-Theological Society.
JAMEsToWN, N. Y., Dec. 12, 1891.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3. 75,
$3 of which is for renewal, the remainder
for the books named. Send a few printed
letters to Congressmen for remaining
twenty cents.
I hope,_ Mr. Editor, something will soon
be done to organize a real live national
Secular society with anti-theological objects. Money is too hard for honest Free~
thinkers to get to throw it away in propagating Unitarianism. I see from this week's
TRUTH SEEKER that our new president is
about as pions as our last one. Let Freethinkers withholcl their subscriptions and
spend their little money in a more useful
way, and let their nu.merous pious allies,
of which Miss Craddock boasts so much,
pay their salaries.
THoMAS HINDLE.
Tried To Believe the Bible But Failed.
PoRTLAND, ARK., March 3, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Being a new. subscriber, I
must say the noble TRUTH SEEKER was received in due time, and I want you to be
punctual in sending it regularly, because I
value it highly and do not want to miss a
single copy.
Most of my neighbors
around here need it badly to elllighten
them, but they being so much under the
influence of religion and the ministers, it
is totally useless to show it to them. I
would hav been one of your subscribers
long ago, but knew nothing about THE
TRUTB: SEEKER, and stumbled on it by accident. I hav been a "doubting Thomas:'
all the days of my life, but at intervals I
hav tried to believe in the Bible; hav clone
my best to swallow it, anyhow; but failed,
and now I return to reason and common
sense, placing myself lmder the banner of
the good .old TRUTH SEEKER. I am,
For mental freedom,
CHARLIE DEAN, the Infidel.

As Likely to See the Fair as Infidels to
Enter Heaven.
CRooKsToN, MINN., Feb. 22, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2.55,
for which send me the herein-named books.
I like THE TRUTH SEEKER very well. It
comes to me Sunday mornings, and I read
it all with great satisfaction. I like to follow the discussions on :finance. I favor
W. P. Brooks's ideas in that respect. I
like Ingersoll's ideas on all subjects except his ideas of money. He, however,
may b~ right, and I wrong. I should like
to hear him tackle the subject more thoroughly than he has of late.
I am glad to see that the State Liberal
Union of San Francisco, Cal., hav resolved to giv aid and encouragement to organization of farmers in their struggle
against monopolies. I trust that Liberals
in all cities hav the same policy, and that
they will take up the matter in due time.
I can assure you that amongst the organizations of farmers you will find the most
activ workers are Liberals or Freethinkers.
I believe the Farmers' Alliance is in favor
of opening the World's Fair on Sunday.
It is, however, a matter that cloesnotenter
the thoughts of our ordinary farmer, as
there is about as much chance for him to
come to the World's Fair as there is for an
Infidel to enter the kingdom of heaven.
Wishing THE TRUTH SEEKER and the
'' Secular pilgrims " success, I am,
Yours very truly, ELIAS STEENERSoN.
Terse Tariff Talk.
LEAVENwoRTH, RAN., March 3, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Some of those long tariff
articles were an infliction. One was replete with gross errors as to facts, the result of ignorance or partisan insanity.
Both sides are right--both wrong. In the

abstract, free trade is right, unquestionably, but impracticable at the pre?ent
time. Reciprocity is fair play. NatiOns
are like families. If Jones refuses to patronize me I do not want any of my family
to buy a thing of him. !Ceep the balance
even. · The silver rule is good enough.
Open ports and unrestricted free entry to
everything and to every nation would be
unwise. But after all it makes little difference how revenue is raised. Tariff is tax
and tax is tariff-direct and indirect;
waste in collection about equal_:_difference
not worth :fighting about. I would prefer
direct, "progressiv" taxation-$1, 000, exemptic;m; next$2,000, one mill; $4,000, two
mills; $50,000, twenty-five mills; $100,000,
fifty mills, and so on, one mill added for
every $2,000. All apparent wrongs and
inequalities of tariff tax are soon. corrected
by the readjusting ·and compensating
forces at work in the laws of trade. It is
the eternal changing, tin~ering, and uncertainty that causes the harm. Tariff,
like the shield gold- on one side and silver
on the other, is a good bone of contention.
But "protection" is a gauzy delusion. It
is a bull-ring that demagogs put in the
noses of unphilosophical, unreasoning
men. It is a scarecrow e1'ected by political priests to frighten timorous souls into
paying tithes and worshiping at their
shrine.
S. R. SHEPHERD.
Two Devoted Friends of Their Race. ·
RocHESTER, N. Y., Feb. 15, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4,
which is for my wife's TRUTH SEEKER
subscription, and $1 for the benefit of the
paper. You will please send some free
sample pages of the "Pictorial TextBook " and anYthing you think proper
that will aid in getting subscribers
for the paper. If you hav any copies you
can spare, my wife will giv them away.
She sends her paper away as soon as clone
with to different parts of the country.
About eighteen months since I was stricken
with paralysis, losing entirely the use of
my left side and limbs. My wife, who is
rather feeble, has very little time to visit
anywhere or go out to try to get subscribers. I am a deal better than I was a year
ago, but scarcely expect ever to walk
again. I can go from room to room by
means <>f a chair our son :fitted up for the
purpose, and can go out in fine weather
by means of it, but am a close prisoner
from October until about the 1st of May.
As we are both in our seventy-ninth year,
it is not likely we can liv a great while
longer.
.
Wiship.g the prosperity of the paper and
the cause of truth, my wife joining in the
same, I am,
Yours sincerely,
· FRANCIS S. BRETTELL.
P.S.-We would like to know if you hav
any blank petitions in favor of opening
the Worlcl's Fair at Chicago on Sunday.
Please send us one. We think we can get
a number of signatures to it.
Recollections of Old-Time Clergy.
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Feb. 12, 292 E.M.
MR. EDIToR: Herewith I hand you postoffice money order for the Pictorial Book.
The St. Joseph daily I-Ie1·ald is growing
more Liberal every week. It has published a large number of Colonel Ingersoll's
speeches, lectures, and his side of the
correspondence between the clergy (grasshoppers, lying pirates) and himself on his
Christmas Sermon.
I remember well when I was a little boy
and :first began to read and observe what
was going ~on in society, the course
pursued by the preachers toward those
who differed from them, and whom they
took great delight in denouncing as
Infidels and criminals, and whom it
was pleasing to their God, and worthy
of all praise, for good Christians to boycott
and crush out by all manner of means
possible. It was almost imposBible to
procure a hall or any public or private
building for Liberals to hold meetings in
for lectures on any subject, scientific, on
labor problems, homesteads on the public
lands, on slavery, or on any other subject
not in accordance with the ideas of the
rascally priests. Then it was impossible
to get a notice in any newspaper anywhere
west of Cincinnati, 0., for any Infidel
lecture. The pirates had everything lmcler

their control, and they used the .Power
without justice or mercy. Mercy! justice ! ! a regard for the rights of others ! ! !
why, you might"with as much propriety
apply to a lion or a tiger for justice, m(;lrcy,
or a fair hearing on the injustice of. de.vouring an ox which he had in his power.
I am ~ften called upon in lodges and other
places to speak:, and I never let an o~por
tunity pass without hauling them over. the
record which they hav made, but w,hi.ch
they are ashamed of anq would niost gladJy
blot out if they could.
P. V. WISE.
Lofty. Incitements.
VERNAL, UTAH, Feb. 25, 1892.
l\fR. EDITOR: I am on:Iy a poor editor in
a stronooholcl of the Mormon faith, but
though"necessity excludes religion from
the paper, I am always outspoken in _my
own sentiments, and tolerant and patient
with those who think differently. I believe Utah is ripe for Infidelity. The
growing generation is throwing off the
shackles of superstition. And le:t all of us
try and )nculcate the principles with
which we supplant the scriptural ethics,
thus showing the world what a country of
Infidels can be. We must not be content
with pulling clown, but we must be examples of honor and justice to those emerging
into the light. I never before felt such a
responsibility for every action as I hav
since becoming a Deist. It is so grand
and noble and elevating-this religion, of
whom Paine was the great expounder. It
is a peace born of the solid rock to which
it is anchored~
The Mormon people do not differ materially f1:om the rest of the race. They are
kind friends and good neighbors, and feel
all the joys and sorrows of their orthodox
brothers.
I wish every Liberal in Utah who reads
this would write to me, so that we may exchange ideas on the regeneration of the
people among whom we liv. I believe
what we need is more Secular papers.
Every state and territory in the Union
should hav a paper, devoid of cran:kism,
devoted to the moral, intellectual, and
physical improvement of its people. Remember, dear friends, that the freedom
from superstitions imposes new obligations.
Take away the weapon of the church, that
Infidelity is immorality, and show what
the religion of humanity means.
W. M. SameK.
TJ1e Thieves Feel the Halter Draw.
FoRT McDoWELL, ARiz., Feb. 21, 189!.
MR. EDITOR: I hav not written to or·
heard from the brave old TRUTH SEEKER
for more than a- month. I bav just received a letter from my wife, however,
at Hartford, Kan., and she informs me
that an article of mine published in TBE
TRUTH SEEKER for January 16th, which I
hav not seen, caused as much consternation among the Christians ·of Hartford as
though a bombshell had exploded in the
congregation. There happens to be a little animosity among the sects there, and
the rival churches are using my article
as capital with which to turn the laugh on
the Campbellites. · The dear "sistern"
and a few toughs :recently converted·are
evidently hot; but wife says: "The
M. E.'s are rejoicing. They say it is the
truth, and they will stand by you." Farther on she says: "Our reputation is not
injured very much in Hartford on account
of your article in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Old Mr. Holt says: ' Just let them touch
Al Darrow if they clare. I hav got the
money to back him and· I will tear that
church all to pieces.' [Holt used to be a
Campbellite preacher.} And Josh Collins
told Carrie Boyd last night that it had
only raised you in the estimation of the
best people in Hartford, because it showed
there was one man here "brave enough
to giv his honest opinion." Nevertheless,
there are some whose righteous indignation .and pious fervor, she tells me, would
not stop short of a lively rumpus if their
caterwauling could be made to reach my
ears. I hav just had my hair cut short in
anticipation of a visit from the dear sisters,
but I do not expect to be honored with
anything worse than a billingsgate letter
stopping far short of Catiline's "burst of
ocean in the earthquake, ro~g back in
swift and.mountainous ruin,"
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Well, Mr. Editor, the weather is lovely
just -like spring and early summer in
the East, and has been so during the
·month that I hav been here. I am sitting
·out of· doors on a bench writing, and the
air is as balmy as the balmiest you ever experienced in New York. When we get
our canal system completed we are going
to transform this wilderness into a paradise,
and
Make the desert waste rejoice
.. . And blossom as the rose.
. More anon, when I get the back numbers.
A. H. DARRow.
:her~,

Priests Overthrown on the Snnday Qnes· '·
· · ·
·
tion.
·
KENT, 0., Feb; 4, 1892.
:MR. EDITOR: N ~·t long ago, I was at work.
in. my orchard hoeing my potatoes in the
mont;!J.. of June, and it was a most lovely'
morning, when some one cried, "Hello•
there, my dear sir, did you know that this
was the Sabbath day?" "No, indeed,"·
said .I. And two priests drove up to the
f~nce with a fine horse and carriage. "I
thought this was Sunday." Priests: " So
it is." Heighton: ."Then by what authority do you call this the Sabbath?" P.:
"By common consent those that believe
in God's word worship on this day and
keep it holy." H. : '' l!y common consent
the people of this country keep the Fourth
of July; is that evidence that it is wrong
to work on that day? And how is it with
the Jews and the Seventh Day Baptists?"
P.: "We do not wish to get into a discussion." And they started the horse with_ a
touch of the whip. But I quickly caught
the horse by the bridle. "Hold on," said
I. " You claim to. be Christians; ha v you
any evidence that. Jesus ever observed the
Sabbath or ever· commanded anyone to
keep the Sabbath?" P.:.~'It is enough.
for us to know that .God created this earth
and all that there· is in it in six days and
then rested, and. blessed it, and commanded us to keep it." H. : "In plain
talk, he got tuckered or he was bushed by
that time. Jesus says, 'My father worketh hitherto and I work.' Then he did not
rest and has not rested, according to Jesus
(John v, 17); and which is the best authority, .jesus. or .the .writer of the ·book of
Genesis? Aud was not he frequently
called to ~ccount for breaking the Sab-.
bath, and by the same class of persons
that hav called to me to-day for doing the
same thing?" P.: "No, sir; it was the old
Jews that condemned Jesus, they were so
.full Of pr!)judice. But the writers of the
New Testament nowhere admit that Jesus
wp,s a Sabbath-breaker or that he broke
the. Sabbath.';'· H. : "My dear sirs, just
read John v, 18: Therefore the Jews
sought the more to kill him, because he
not only had broken the Sabbath, but
said· also that God was his father." P.:
"Whatisyourname?" H.: "Nomatter.
What .do you think ·of this writer?" P.:
'!.·We must go, for we havto fill our appointments in Ravenna." H. : "Do you
not know there is no command either in
the Old or New Testament to observe this
day, and that the word Sunday is not in
either and there is no command in the
New Testament to keep any day? And
that till you hav said about us being taught
to keep the Sabbath in the New Testament
is simply untrue, and contrary to the teachings of Jesus and his early followers?
And when you tell me that I ought not to
work on this clay, I will simply quote from
Pahl: 'Let no man therefore judge you in
meat or in drink, or in respect of a holy
clay, or of the new moon, or of the
Sa:bb'ath-clay,' or in other words, my
friends, it is none of your business. And
again, the Bible nowhere says, Thou shalt
not hoe potatoes on the Sabbath day, but
it does say, 'Thou shalt kindle no fire
through your habitat,ions on the Sabbath
day,' and I will venture to assert that you
both of you had fires kindled in your
houses this very day. Hypocrisy! humbug! priestcraft! bigotry! and superstition!".
JoSEPH HEIGHTON.

Truth, Exact and Decisiv.
SAMoTH, ILL., Feb. 17, 1892.
. MR. EnrroR: I read in numerous papers
the attacks of preachers and other Christians challenging Col. B. G. Ingersoll to
show any instance or place where Infidelity
has ever benefited science,

Those religious cranks should claim
that writing wns ·invented ·by a man who
talked with God, and that God showed
him how to form the letters. They should
claim that astronomy, chemistry, mathematics, philosophy, and all the arts and
sciences were discovered and invented by
the prophets mentioned in the Old Testament of the Bible-men who talked with
God-and that God instructed them in the
arts and sciences.
The fact is that there would hav never
been a Bible in the world if the art of
writing had not been invented by men who·
were called heathens by the Bible writers. :
Astronomy, chemistry, mathematics,
philosophy, and all the useful arts and·
sciences were discovered by people who;
were calle~ by writers ofthe Bible, heathens
or pagans.
,
Not one useful art or science was in-·
vented or discovered by the race who call'
thEimselvs " God's chosen people.''
When Solomon wanted to build his great.
temple he had to send to a pagan nation
for architects and skilled workmen.
Moses first enslaved the Hebrews whtn
he induced them to leave Egypt, and it
was his policy and the policy of all the
rulers and priests after him to keep the
mass of the Hebrews in gross ignorance,
so that they could be the mlilre easily kept
in abject bondage. What a splendid opportunity Moses had to educate the Hebrews during the forty years they were in
the wilderness, but he did nothing of the
kind. There was never a school established for the education of the common
people. It was all the poor enslaved people could do to. support in luxury their
rulers and priests. They had no opportunity to learn anything except obedience
to their masters. There is not one passage in the Christian's Bible which encourages the education of the masses of
the ·people. There would never hav been
any sciences or fine arts if Moses and his
followers could hav controled the whole
human race. Astronomy and some other
sciences were discovered before. the time
of Moses, but if he and Joshua and other
inhuman tyrants like them could hav had
the power they would hav destroyed all
learning except what little they had themselva.
Now that the arts and sciences hav progressed so far, the Christian church wants
to appropriate all the honor, and claim that
the arts and sciences hav always been encouraged, protected, and taught by the
church. Well, that is not surprising.
Ever after Moses taught the Hebrews to
steal by borrowing all the gold and silver
jewelry that they could from the Egyptians the Hebrews lived o:ff the labors
of others. They continually robbed and
murde!'ed nations who were weaker than
themselvs. So the Christian church which
opposed the march of science as long as it
could, now that science has triumphed in
spite of the oppression of the church,
wants to arrogate to herself all the triumphs of science. Priests and preachers
in former times would not all~w the common people to learn anything or to believe anything only as they (the priests
and preachers) permitted. And at this
time priests and preachers deny that the
people hav the right to think for themselva in matters of religion. And if they
(the priests and preachers) had it in their
power they would immediately destroy
all free thought. But thanks to the intelligence of this age, and especially of this
country, those tyrants are losing their
grip.
ARcHIBALD B. AGNEW, M.D.

Excellent Letter on Sunday a"d the
Fair.
BELVIDERE, ILL., Feb. 19, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: When this nation was first
founded those who had a hand in forming
its Constitution wisely concluded that it
was not best to allow any form of religion
to be established in it by law. They obeerved that whenever in any country any
religion, no matter how good i~ was,
got any kind of a grip on the rem~ of
government, it was a curse to that natiOn,
and hung like a millstone on the neck of
i+.s progress. So they wisely determined
~ot to establish any form of religion. At
the same time, all religions were tolerated,
none persecuted; and none favored. This
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government by the people formed on this forbidden on Sunday for the very same
pmely secular ·basis has· in c·on.seque:iJ.ce· -reason; ·and no other. No difference should
prospered and progressed beyond any be made at 11ll on account of the day, for
it is evident to men of common sense that
known precedent.
The framers of the Constitution did not, the day cannot make any deed that is bad
indeed, do this b~cause they were ~ttel'ly on one day good on another. Therefore
opposed to the union of church and state. let everything that is considered irihocent
Probably many of them were in favor of and beneficial on week-days and permitted
such a union; that is, each of them was by law-on that account let those very
willing to hav his own favorit religion es- things be also permitted on Sunday.
tablished, but there being so many kinds,
Now, this class of people who would, if
it became evident that to attempt to es- they could, reunite church and state; who
tablish any particular one would certainly would, if they could, by that means deengender strife and civil war, so they saw stroy this glorious republic; who would,
that the only way to do was to form a if they could, revive. the old Blue laws;
purely secular government.
who would, if they could, compel everyYet notwithstanding the grand results. one to go to church and support the same;
obtained by this happy accident, it still is: who would insist that everyone must only
evident that there is a great number of walk on the Sabbath day, but if he is
people to-day who are still bent o:p. uniting: obliged to run must do so reverently-that
church and state, but which they cannot is, if he has to chase his hat let him do so
accompliGh because they cannot unite their. reverently, and if the cars are obliged to
forces. If they could unite, it is to be run on Sunday let them do so reverentlyfeared that liberty would hav a fearful now, this class of people who would do
struggle for existence. To show the good those things, if they could, are the very
reason we hav for this opinion, it is only ones -who would close the gates of the
necessary to take notice that the only World's Fair on Sunday. There are, of
point on which nearly all of the religious course, some other people who would like
sects happen to agree, is the very to close the gates on Sunday. Yes, all the
point that· they insist on being enforced saloonkeepers would like to do so; the
by the aid of the law. This point on which keepers of every den of infamy would like
they unfortunately happen to agree is the to do so; so would the keepers of every
belief that one certain space of time is "'amblin0'-hell and sink of vice and deb
.
more holy than another; in other words, "'bauchery
in the city. These people, every
that the day called Sunday is more holy one of them, would like to close the- gates
than the other days of the week. Now, on S1mduy, for the reason that they would
any intelligent mind can easily see that reap a rich han-est f ·n·n the h1mdreds of
this belief is just as much a religious thousands of visitors, w hu being shut out
dogma as the belief in the trinity, or the of the Fair would hav no other place t •
infallibility of the pope.
go to. While the people who wish the ,
Notwithstanding this self-evident fact, gates to be open are ninety-nineoutofevery
and in spite of and contrary to the spirit hundred of the visitors who on account of
of the Constitution, compulsory Sunday the distance are obliged to stay there over
laws are constantly insisted on in order to Sunday; also the great body of laboring
compel everyone to recognize the dogma and business men, whose almost only
that one portion of time is more holy than chance is to go there on Saturday night,
another. This is equivalent to saying that stay there all clay Sunday, and come back
a certain portion of space is also more holy that evening. In fact, every person whose
than aiwther, for it is a known fact that time and money are limited wants the FaiT
when it is Saturday in one particular por- open on Sunday. But if the Fair mantion of space on this earth it is then Sun- agers find it necessary to close for a short
day in another, and also when it is still time so as to slick up a little, well, then
S1mclay in one place it is then Monday in Monday forenoon is the very time, for the
another. Yet in spite of this absurdity, it Fair would then hav the slimmest attendis still insisted on that this or that pmtion ance, for so many persons would be only
of time and shifting space is more holy on the way there. Now, whom should the
than some other portion of time and space. Fair managers listen to? Will they listen
Now, the only way to avoid this absurd- to a lot of old fogies and narrow-brained
ity is for some great· man like Talmage to bigots who would, if they could, arrest
arise and command (not the sun, for that every grand scheme calculated to elevate
is too big a job) this earth to stand still. and develop the nation; who would, if they
If the command is obeyed, then the Sun- could dethrone the goddess of Liberty and
day question is settled; but if not, and the put U~cle Sam in the stocks for kissing
world will still move on in spite of all the her on Sunday? Will the Fair managers
old fogies can do, then the question still listen to those old fogies; listen to those
remains in statu quo, and the problem .of gamblers, strumpets, and saloon~eepers,
reconciling the existing state of things who, with the parsons, hav a selfish mterest
with the divine commands is still unsolved. in closing the Fair on Sunday? If they
We should hav said the Roman Catholic do then they may expect that the most
church's commands, for the divine com- di~astrous financial failure on record will
mands, if they are divine, certainly desig- be the World's Fair at Chicago. If they
would make it a success then they must
nate the seventh day, or Saturday.
listen to the vast multitude of visitors and
Now, there can be no objection to any to no one else, for they are the only .ones
man believing and obeying this dogma,
that hav an interest in its success, and
for he has a constitutional right to do so.
they are the only ones that the Fair will
The grave objection is where he seeks to hav to depend on for that success. Now,
compel his fellow-man to obey this dogma those who would close the gates on Sunday
whether he believes it or not This is would try and make people believe that a
where the wrong comes in. This is where
terrible amount of wickedness and crime
our constitutional rights are violated. would result if the gates were open.
Now, some will say, ''We do not wish to Great Cresar! just imagin some hundreds
compel any to observe the Sabbath in any of thousands of strangers turned loose in
kind of a religious sense; all we wish is the streets of Chicago all day Sunday,
to compel everyone to observe it as a day with no place but saloons and other hells
of rest that all labor on that day shall to resort to, for all the stor~s would be
cease ~nd that all evil places of amuse- closed and steamboat and railway excurments shall be closed." This idea is not·a
sions forbidden for the same reason that
pad one, if the compulsion part of it is left the Fair gates must be closed! How can
out. Indeed, it would be a good idea to any body of police take care of such a
improve on it, and hav two days every crowd filled more or less with Chicago
week instead. of one. ·That is, let every whisk~? Why, Anarchy would prevail,
Saturday be the great market-day of the and Chicagoites would be in the greatest
nation. Let all factories close that day peril in both their lives and property.
that can possibly do so. Let everybody No siT it will not do. But let the gates
try and so arrange his work that he can be ~pe~ and peace and order will prevail.
devote that day to the business of buying Everybody will go to the Fair as usual, or
and selling, etc. Then ltlt Sunday be de- visit the various churches, or go on steamvoted to leisure, pleasure, rest, and devo- boat or railway excursions if they pr~fer.
tion as each one may see fit. And let bad In short there is great reason to believe
plac~s be closed and bad deeds frowned on that if the Fair is closed there will be tenby the law exactly with the same severity fold more immorality and crime committed
on Sunday as on any other day of the week, than if the FaiT remained open that ~lay.
and no more. Yes, let everything that is I am,
Yours for success to the Fru.r,
of such an evil nature that for the public
RoBERT SwAIL.
good it needs suppression on week-days, be
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filthy corner! I hav seen them magnified
on a canvas. You inhale them and they
crowd your lungs and blood, and bore
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall through your bones for food. Behold their
River, Mass., to 'lllhom all Communica- wings, their talons, their awful jaws, tractors,
and saws. Sharks and devil-fishes, who hav
tions for this Corner should be sent.
just commenced their career, are plentiful
among them." "I hear a great deal
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lgwer,
about female suffrage," said Seth. "But
Comes a pause in the da,y'~- occu.Eatwns
I am sure that none but Freethought
That is known as the Children s Hour."
ladies are competent to vote. Religious
women hav no statesmanlike gifts; they
Death of Madam Roland.
are governed by their feelings-ambition,
Nobly resolved to dieenvy, and jealousy. I hav seen them
To giv her life for loveWith a firm step and fearless eye
treat a clergyman badly, who had fine
P1·oudly she passed her judges by
talents for business, and governed the
'l'o the guillotin above.
parish with justice and mercy. These
Not an eyelid's faintest quiver
women behaved like fiends, because
To fear or doubt her cause;
they were purse-proud, and wished to
With a proud heart, calm as ever,
She pleaded for purer laws.
rule the church themselvs. They accomplished this, drove off the clergySo, content to die in the right,
For life nor pleasure sighed;
men and left the poor in misery. These
With beautiful large eyes b1·ight
vecy clergymen were secretly FreethinkWith devotion's glorious light,
ers."
ALHAZA.
'.rhus Madam Roland died.
Lexington, Ky., March 1, 1892.
And there was a daughter far away
Who wept for the mothel' that night;
Labor.
Shuddered and sobbed as alone she lay,
Longing, she knew not why, for day,
We are apt to think labor is troublesome
If but to forget she might.
toil, only to be ~ndured for the sake of
•.rragic ending of a bean tifullife,
its
profit.
A life spent only in good;
But while in the main this is true, yet
A erne! incident of war and strife
•Mongst a Christian brotherhood.
labor in itself is a blessing.
To hav nothing to do is one of the
Bt(f[a.lo, N. Y.
IDA A. BALLOU.
worst of troubles. We need work to make
Grandfather's Dead.
life useful and pleasant. To work in the
When young I would sit on my grandfather's house and prepare food, clothes, and a
knee
cleanly, cheerful home, is one kind of
And listen to stories he'd tell unto me.
labor, and very satisfactory too, if well
" But now he is dead!" But the stories he told
I will never forget, though I liv to be old.
and cheerfully done.
To make a garden; and hav borders of
I well recollect what an interest he took
In trying to h~tv me study my book;
flowers to beautify it, is another kind of
But I was a ~hild and so full of glee
labor.
That books were not very charming to me.
To plow the field, sow the grain, and hoe
It was running and racing from moming till
the plants, is another division of labor.
night
To build houses, barns, and fences is
'.rhat seemed to giv me the greatest delight,
While grandpa would sit by the fireplace and labor.
scold,
To make machines, railroads, and ships
Because I would ride downhill in the cold.
is labor.
But grandpa grew older and ceased to com. To write books, to gather up news for
plain,
For he found that all he could say was in vain; the papers, and get it all printed, is labor.
So he gave up his idol, and let me run wild,
To study and fill the mind full of knowlAnd now I am left here, a poor, ignorant child.
edge is labor.
And when I look back on the scenes gone by,
So you see the word has many shades of
I think it far better for children to try
meaning. One person chooses one kind
To keep out of trouble and trials ahead,
of labor, and another enjoys something of
By trying to do as their grandfather said.
a different sort. But all help to make the
So now, children, take my s.dvice as a friend,
And what little time that you hav to spend,
world precisely what it is.
Devote to the com·se your grandfather said,
AUNT ELMINA.
And reap your reward although he is dead.

e 'AiZdrsn' s eornsr.

G. W.

SMITH.

Legend.-Continued.
The raven and lone children remained
in the snow for weeks, freezing and starving, with no help from Christians, who
took pains to pass on the other side of the
street, saying that they had no time to call,
but when the weather became warm and
plea.sant, they came in crowds to the
dwellings of the poor, remarking that
they had no money or provisions, no
clothing, for them, but hoped they were
doing well (true). A noble gentleman,
who was persecuted by most of the
churches, handed Jane $3, which was
all that saved the lone party from misery
and death. Then they were all attacked by
the grip, and the raven, being only a bird,
remained cold and sick in his nest. But
Seth climbed the tree and placed something warm around this chilly retreat,
which the poor raven received with tears
of gratitude. " Dear Christians, we must
make some show with what we giv,
so much is expected of us," said Mrs.
Murdoc.
Jane was resting with the doll in her
arms, when she told her in a furious
manner to put this toy in a box, for order
was heaven's first law. She then commenced lashing the child with a. leather
strap (true). Seth forgot his illness, and
led this brutal woman into a mass of
strong vines belonging to Ravy, which
chained her fast for a while, when he
drove her from the place. Pious Mrs.
Murdoc! Ravy visited th!=J sick constantly,
who kept the clergymen in staterooms
praying for th!Jm, which no bishop has
forbidden. Do the great archbishops care
for their sufferings? " 0 Ravy," said
Seth, "how awful is ignorance! The
morning air is sweet, yet some mistaken
physicians prefer that of noon, laden as it
is with reptils hidden from the naked
eye. How the sun draws them from every

C.orrespondence.
RocKVILLE..!..IDA., Fe b. 28, 1892.
MY DEAB Miss WIXON: There hav been
prayer-meetings on the creek. I went tonight and had to stop on account of a very
bad cold.
They converted ten of the people of the
creek. They tried to get me to go to the
"mourner's bench," but I would not take
the Bible as the word of " God " I like
to read THE TRUTH SEEKER very much. I
hav learned that piece of poetry of "Two
Judgments," and am going to speak it at
the next meeting~ for we are goins- to hav
the oilier side of tne question. I WlBh some
of the boys of the Corner would write to
me. My address is Rockville, Owyhee
county, Ida.
I will close for this time.
Yours truly,
W. A. CABLTON.
NoRTH HURoN, N.Y., March 6, 1892.
DEAB Miss WIXoN: We hav had a very
pleasant winter and hav had fine sleighing.
I was at Clyde a few days a~o and a friend
of mine gave me a spamel pup, and I
named him after Bruno, who was burnt at
the stake February 17th. in the year 1600,
because he was a Freethinker. We hav a
good many Freethinkers living around
here. Mr. J. M. Cosad is the oldest; he
is over eighty years old. He was the
founder of the first Freethought grovemeeting held in this country. It was in
fue year 1877. He is a strong Freetllinker
and donates liberally for the cause of
Freethought. North Huron is a small
place; it has two churches. I go with my
aunt occasionally, as she belongs to the
church, and the preacher calls and plays
the violin for us frequently. I would like
to see you very much, and perhaps we will
meet at the Chicago Exposition1 and then
we will hav a good visit. I will send on
some verses that grandpa composed for
me to put in the Children's Corner if you
see fit. I will close. From your friend,
BERTHA E. WEED.
[We shllll be delighted to meet Bertha
at the great Exposition, as well as many
other good friends.-ED. C. C.]
BrnDsvmw, WASH., Feb. 28, 1892.
MY DEAB Miss WIXoN: I again take the
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pleasure of writing to the Corner! . I like
it all very much but my favorit part is the
Corner Gospel. 'I like George Remsbu;rg's
letters, because they are always int~resting.
When he writes he says somet~g;, and
that something is always something mteresting. I believe that when we get "our
paper" he will work with the greatest effort to make it interesting; and. all of
the Cornerites, at least I for one, will try
to reward him for it. ~ot _long ago there
was a little poem by hrm m the Corner,
entitled "The Dewdrops." It was lovely,
and as some people say, it took the cake.
My papa has hired two men to clear an
acre of land. We can now see Mount
Baker and Mount Sherman. To go back
of the house you can see Mount Sherman;
and if you go down to the beach you can
see Mount Baker,
Papa bought a cow of a Mr. Roughton,
one of our neighbors.
The river is very low now and very
beautiful. We can cross without any
trouble. Some days ago, papa, mamma,
one Mr. Crider, and myself, went across,
and had a good hunt for agates.
The Corner is improving rapidly, I
think, and some day I hope to see it n<?t
only a little Corner, but a grand, b1g
paper. I said I thought George Remsburg would help our coming paper, and I
forgot to sa:y that we would join in too. I
hava'littlekitten, namedNedrich. Mamma
says • he has a winning way, and wins
everybody's heart. He went out in the
clearing yesterday, and one of the men
chopped a tree down, and it frighten':d
the little scamp so that he ran away m
the wood and got lost. In the evening.
papa went out to hunt for him, and as he
was coming back he met the little smutnose coming home too. He would hav
come home all right, we think. We hav
some maple-trees on our ranch, and are
making a little syrup.
Wishing you success in all your und,ertakings, I remain,
Your sincere friend, LoRA R. FLICK.
BUFFALo, March 6, 1892.
DEAB Miss WIXoN: To-day is Sun,day,
and as I hav not any particularly important engagement to fulfill, and, for one':,
my number of pers~mal correspon?-ents 1s
singularly small, mstead of gomg_ _to
church (!) I thought I would write to Miss
Wixon and the cliildren of the Corner.
Spring is coming ! The early sunny
mornings and bare earth with its dreary
old grass, through which the tiny sprouts
of new grass are peeping, and the trees with
a faint tinge of green in their brown
branches, and early spring sparro~s, all
proclaim the joyful news. I think. if ever
" tidings of great joy " come to this earth
it is in the springtime, when
" The firefly shows his signal light, the
partridge beats his drum,
And all the world givs promis of something sweet to come!"
You see, I hav more opportunity to observe the tokens of spring than before, as
we hav moved from our former home out
to the end of the city limits. We are still
in the city and also in the country, for it is
like the country, with the exception of the
paved streets. A few months ago I ~oo
could hav ranked among those beggmg
to be excused from the country in the
winter time1 as ;Miss Wixon mentioned in
her interesting article in last week's issue
-March 5th-entitled "A Sunday in the
Country." But now I can vouch, if necessary as to the truth of our editor's remark ~bout the country in the winter. I
was agreeably surprised. I expected to see
nothing but snow, snow everywhere. Well,
it was pretty deep, but not enough so to
make it disagreeable, and as to being lonesome it was almost impossible for we
could hear the merry jin~le, jingle of the
sleigh-bells all da;y-, especially on Sunday.
And then, too, it lB so much different when
one is at home, or if they are visiting. I
think all little " homesick " Cornerites will
agree with me upon that point.
I hav just commenced the study of political cconom:y, and if Miss Wixon is willing I will giv you the benefit of my
thought. I hope you will not think that I
am trying to monopolize the Corner, or
take advantage of Miss Wixon's kindness,
but whenever I commence a new study I
like to write my thou~hts, and at the same
time allow the Cornentes to obtain all the
possible knowledge that they can from the
articles. But I fear that I hav already
trespassed enough upon the valuable space
of the Corner, so I will bring my lengthy
letter to a close. With love and best
wishes,
From your friend,
IDA A. BALLOU.
P.S.-Inclosed you will find a little
poem that I wrote upon Madam Roland. I
think the Cornerites are all acquainted
with the now popular exclamation she
made before a statue of Liberty, while
mounting the steps to the guillotin: "0
Liberty, Liberty! how man:y crimes are
committed in thy name!" If 1t meets with
your approbation, Miss Wixon you may
publish it, If not, gently but firmly consign it to the wastebasket.
I. A. B.
[Yes, we shall be happy to hav some

little notes in the interesting study of political economy, and we thank
friend
for her kindness and interest in the Corner.-ED. C. C.]
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Star News Depot, 2003 2d ave., Birming... ham.
THE Jesuits are about to elect a new
general. ~heir order numbers 13, 000.
THE Russian government is rapidly
closing the non-orthodox churches of Poland.
REv. MR. SooTIIILL's chapel in China has
been attacked by a mob, and general Antichristian riots are apprehended.
TJrili overrunning of New England by
Catholics from Canada continues. Lewiston,)\,:e., has 12,000 Catholics out of 20,000
populj),tion.
ONE of the latest public rem11-rks of Elbridge Gerry is this preposterous one:
... Religion is the great and only cure for
the ~ease of crime."
AT ·.Hartford, Conn., eight workmen
transferring on Sunday telegraph wires
which are in use every other day, hav been
arrested under a Blue law.
AT Racco, Peru, recently, a mob headed
by the local magistrate attempted to burn
an aged foreigner for heresy. He had
pasted an almanac leaf over a saint's picture ori his wall.
·
IN '· Chili clericals are hotly assailing
Pres~l;lent Montt for withholding the political predominance which they expected as
reWII.t:d for their aid in overthrowing the
Freethinking Balmaceda.
IN 1888 the Orthodox or Greek Catholic
church in Russia made proselytes: from
the Lutheran church, 1,660; Roman Catholics, 981; Je'Yish, 797; Mohammedans,
3, 113. With various others, these amounted
to 15,668.
CA.THOLIOS· complain that the speaking
of the Spanish langua~e and practice of the
Catholic religion in New Mexico causes refusal of statehood to that territory. It exceeds in population other territories which
hav,b~en admitted.
THE pope has written to the World's
Fair special commissioner to Italy his approval of the .Fair and admiration of Columbus, who "could neither be deterred
by :~ngers nor wearied by labors "-not
mentioning, however, that one of the
grea~st of those dangers was the opposition
of tlJ.§ church.
Two Jewish grocers of Bayonne, N.J.,
arres~d for doing busi.iless on Sunday, the
6th;:h.il.v been discharged. They defended
themselvs on constitutional grounds, and
pleaded that as S1mday is recognized by
their rstce only as an ordinary week-day
they ·were entitled to trade on it. Recorder Beshor assented, but remarked that
as .Ie:ws recognize Saturday as their Sabbath they can be prevented from working
or ~rading on that day.
c"A.THOLIOS report that Benj. Butterwoitlt contemplates resigning as World's
Fair ;gommissioner in consequence of their
oppo_sition. He is, they insist, " an unfit
man·,to direct an enterprise to honor a
Cathglic navigator and discoverer." They
ket~P _alive the memory 6f his oft'ensiv
words: "If I owned Italy, I'd hold an
auction and invite all America, and I'd
sell ten thousand crucifixes and ten thousand. madonnas and one thousand
churches, and I'd establish schools in their
stead."
THE attempt of Emperor William,
backed by the Catholic party, to force
through the German parliament the bill
placing the schools under clerical control,
is causing violent agitation. Chancellor
Cap:rivi, who had vowed to stand or fall
withithe bill, has resigned in consequence
of IUs-failure to. carry it. The emperor's
indignation at the opposition which he
meetiiiis said to havaggravated his nervous
excitability and vehemence-which his enemies regard as semi-insanity. The hottest
opposition is to the provisions for clerical
control of school examinations and allied
func~ons, and for compelling families not
holCI~g a reli~on recognized by the state
to submit thelr children to the state's religioiis instructors.
M-Jr.TITUDES of Russian peasants wish to
emiiJ.:ate, but either are too poor or are
forbidden; The government has refused
the .peasants the seed for spring planting
for .which they hav petitioned, saying that
they·. would eat it and then want mor!'l. In
Jelatomsk nearly all the cattle hav d1ed, so
that'~o crops can be tilled. In the Volga
region eighty-five per cent of the cattle and
thircyper cent_of the horselil hav starved to
deatli. The City of Omsk has become a
vast-hospital for typhus patients, who are
dyijlg there wholesale without physicians
or nttrses. Relief committees m various
natiqns say that embezzlement of supplies
by 'Russian officials is of daily occurrence.
Bale$ of supplies are often received containing 'only straw, tow, and stones. Attempts to puhlil!!h some of these misdeeds
hav been checked by the censor of the
press, who said that the frequency of such
things in Russia had already injured that
coun~'s re_P.utation abroad to a limit
which 1t would be ®ngerous to pass.
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because it required time to clean it. "It
is best," he remarks, " to avoid the beginning of evil;" and thereafter he used
the grass· by the doorside to clean his
Unless otherwise specified; all publica- boots upon.
In thought he was an idealist, a poet;
tions noticed here can be had of THE
TRuTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price and the mystical literature of India was to
him an inspiration. He felt it and lived it;
named.
through it became a hermit and stoic because he "wished to liv deliberately, to
Henry D. Thoreau's Works.
front only .the essential facts of ]ife," to
The rising generation should be favore.d see if he "could not learn what 1t had to
with an introduction to an author who 18 teach and not, when he came to die, disbut little read, even by the generation cover'thathehadnotlived." "!wanted,"
passing away; but nevertheless an author he writes• "to liv deep and suck out all the
who will in time ·become a pastoral and marrow 'of life, to liv so sturdily and
philosophical claBBic. No writer has firmer Spartan-like as to put to rout all that was
friends than Henry D. Thoreau, although not life to cut a broad swath and shave
when he first printed his books none had close t~ drive life into a corner and refewer. It is told of him that the first edi- duce 'it to its lowest terms, and if it proved
tion of his first book lay for years upon his to be mean, why then to get the whole and
own shelvs, except the few copies given to genuin meanness of it, and publish its
his personal friends; but a first edition of meanness to the world; or, if it were subhis second book now fetches a premium lime, to know it by experi~n9e, and be
from bibliophiles.
able to giv a true account of ;t m my next
Thoreau was one of the original excursion. For most men, 1t appears to
"cranks," and Anarchist Tucker but imi- me, are in a. strange uncertainty about it,
tated him when he went to jail rather than whether it is of the devil or of God, and
swell the tax-exchequer of hypocritical old hav sommuhat hastily concluded that it is
Massachusetts. Thoreau was the friend of the chief end of man here to 'glorify
all the revolters against established social God and enjoy him forever.'" Such was
economics; of the Brook Farm and the his esoteric reason for his hermit life; anFruitlands experiments; of Alcott and Mar- other was his wors)lipful love of nature;
garet Fuller and Emerson; of the Aboli- and perhaps a third mav be found in an
tionists of all grades ; and he was tf!e expression in one of his later works, that
crankiest one of them all-so cranky, m- he "would rather keep house in hell than
deed, that Emerson sketched his bldgra- go to board in heaven."
phy, from which we may draw for the info~At heart, Thoreau was no her~it. H.e
mation of our young readers, though h1s liked travel, but for the new 1deas 1t
sketch, which is a picture of the man's char- brought him rather than for the new sights
acter more than a biography, must be sup- it showed him. With a knapsack on his
plemented by details found ih Channing's back he would walk thirty miles a day, and
more extended biography.
from the country as from the men he met,
Henry Daniel Thoreau was the last male he would get the fruit and flower. He had
descendant of a Frenchman who came to learned that the swiftest traveler is he who
this country from the Isle of Guernsey. goes afoot, if one would ·see the country;
He was born in Concord, Mass., July 12, and that a man could travel fast enough
1817; graduated without any literary dis- and earn his living on the road.
But
tinction ·from Harvard in 1837. He died "the cheapest way to travel and the way to
in Concord May 6, 1862. He had as many travel the farthest in the shortest distance,
trades as he had fingers, as he tells us, but is to go afoot, carrying a spoon, a dipper,
refused to labor at any of them more than and a fish-line, some Indian meal, some
was necessary to supply his extremely lim- salt, and some sugar. When you come to a
ited wants. His greatest skill, he says, was brook or pond, you can catch fish and cook
to want but little; and it was his ambi- them; or you can boil a hasty-pudding;
tion rather to reduce his few wants than to or you can buy a loaf of bread at a farmer's
multiply means of meeting others. From house for four pence, moisten it in the
1837 to 1840 he taught school, but found next brook that crosses the road, and dip
that his expenses "were in proportion, or it into your sugar. This alone will last
rather out of proportion," with his in- you a whole day ; or if you are accustomed
come, for he "was obliged to train and to heartier livin!(", you can buy a .quart of
dress, not to say think and believe, milk for two cents, crumb your bread or
accordingly ;" and so teaching for a cold pudding into it, and eat it with your
livelihood, for him, was a failure. He own ~poon out of your own dish. An:y
had a natural genius for mechanical one of these things, I mean, not all
pursuits and for mathematics, and was together. I hav traveled thus some hunso proficient a land surveyor that be dreds of miles without taking any meal in
could, says Emerson, "pace sixteen rods a house; sleeping on the ground when conmore accurately than another man could venient, and found it cheaper and in many
measure them with rod and chain. He respects more profitable than staying at
could estimate the measure of a tree with home."
his eyes; he could estimate the weight of a
It was in this way that Thoreau bec.ame so
calf or a pig like a dealer." His father was intimately acquamted with nature. He
a pencilmaker, and Henry followed the knew the flora of Massachusetts as he knew
trade until he made a better article than ·the spelling-book. To the fields, hills,
was then in use in this country, when he and waters of his nativ town he dedicated
refused to continue the business; for why his genius, says Emerson, with such enshould he, he asked, " do again what I tire love that he made them known and
hav d_one once?" He resumed his study of interesting to all reading Americans and
natural history, and· livecl with nature, to people over the sea. "The river on
with which he was in love. In 1841\ he whose banks he was born and died he knew
built a house on the shore of Walden froJ;Il its springs to its confluence with the
pond, ten feet wide by fifteen feet long,. Merrimack. Every fact which occurs in
with eight-foot posts, which he hewed the bed, on the banks, or in the air over it;
from the young pinectrees around him, . the fishes and their spawning and nests,
a windqw on each side, a door, and a 'their manners, their food; the shad-flies
brick fireplace. The boards· of the house which fill the air on a certain evening
were from an Irishman's shanty, which he once a yea.r, and which are snapped at by
bought for four dollars and twenty-five the fishes so ravenously that many of these
cents. His cellar he dug in a sand-ban;k. die of repletion; the conical heaps of small
Here he lived two years. The structure stones on the river-shallows, one of which
was built with his own hands, at a cost of heaps will sometimes fill a cart-these
twenty-eight dollars, twelve and a half heaps the huge nests of small fishes; the
cents,, and his food for a period of eight birds which frequent the stream, heron,
months cost him eight dollars and seventy- duck, shelldrake, loon, osprey; the snake,
four cents.. His outgoes for one year "at musk-rat, otter, wood-chuck, and fox, on
Walden, including the cost of the house, the banks; the turtle, frog, hyla, and
were one-third of a cent less than sixty-two cricket, which make the banks vocal, were
dollars, which he earned by day labor, all known to him, and, as it were, townssurveymg, and by selling produce from his men and fellow-creatures, so that he felt
bean~field. His diet was chiefly rice and an absurdity or violence in any narrativ of
rye and Indian meals, and in the experi- one of these by itself apart, and still
me!lt, he tells us, he learned that it. would more of its dimensions on an inch-rule,
costincrediblylittle trouble to obtain one's or in the exhibition of· its skeleton, or
necessary food even in this latitude. "I the specimen of a squirrel or bird in
hav made," he says, "a satisfactory din- brandy. He liked to speak of the manners
ner, satisfactory on several accounts, sim- of the river, as itself a lawful c:reature,
ply off a dish of purslane which I gathered yet with exactness, and always to an obin my cornfield, boiled, and salted. And servecl fact."
pray,whatmorecanareasonablemandesire,
And as of his own nativ place, so of all
in peaceful times, in ordinary noons, than a the places he visited.. He made _several
suffiCient number of ears of sweet green excursions to Maine, going up its rivers in
corn, boiled, with the addition of salt?" a canoe and up its mountains afoot, living in
To the mibelievers who ai!ked ·him if- ·he· a little tent, sleeping on spruce twigs. It
thought. he. could liv on_ vegetable foo!l was Probably this exposure in the damp
alone ·he answered that he could "liv on woods, and his constant excursions around
board nails;" .and it is an index to the ·Concord in snow and rain, that inocu~ated
character of his literary work wh!Jn he him with the germs of con!>umption, of
addS' that "if they cannot understand that, which he died. But at the time he was
they cannot understand much I hav to the most hardy and experienced of all the
say." In his housekeeping he used but the party except the Indian guide, whom he
simplest andnwstusefu.l.!!-rticles. Luxuries studied with the same care that he did the
to him were not worth their cost, and forests and animals.
He loved Indians
life t0o short to do 1mnecessary work~ and confessed that he sometimes felt like
While he lived at Walden a lady presented a hound or a panther, and if born among
him with a door-mat, but he threw it away them would hav been a fell hUllter, But

I}ubZi. oa:ti.ons.

restrained by his Massachusetts cultur~, well. Had his great genius not been
says Emerson, he played out the game m bounded by a lack of ambition he would
the mild form of botany and ichthyology. hav been a national instead of a local
He saw and heard all that happened in the celebrity. Wanting thiE! _ambi~ion, .says
woods, and his intimacy with animals sug- Emerson " instead of engmeermg· for ·all
gested what Thomas Fuller records of America he was the captain of · a huckle.
.
Butler the apiologist, that "either he ·had berry party."
The charm of his works is now making
told the bees things or the bees had told
him. " "Snakes coiled round his legs, the him popular. They are full of sententious
fishes swam into his hand, and he took expressions, epigrams, and common sense,
them out of the water; he pulled the wood- with some uncommon s«:nse and. narrow
chuck out of its hole by the tail, and took reflections. But, as he himself sa1d of the
the foxes under his protection from the New Testament, "the book. lias neyer
hunters." When in Maine he watched been written which is to be accepted withthe manufacture of the bark canoe, but out any allowance," and the good in his
expresses the desire in his account of the works unlike the volume he referred to,
trip to know more of it by going into the far m{tweighs the provincial contraction ·
woods and making one complete, to re- of some of his views of life.
His first work was "A Week on the
turn to civilization in at last. Not until
he had done that would his inquisitivness Concord and Merrimack Rivers," an ac. co1mt of a journey in a row-boat, built _by.
be fully satisfied.
Thoreau's love of nature was equaled by himself and brother, who accompamed ,
his love of .the philosophy of India. He him from Concord to the head of the .
was a mystic, an idealist, a transcendental- Me;rimack river and back, the minute
ist, but never a Christian. He was better narrativ as in all his works, being supacquainted with the scriptures of the Hin- plement~d by botanical obsei-vations, short
doos, the Chinese, and the Persians than treatises in natural and general h1storyl
with that of the Hebrews. The New Tes- descriptions of scenery, and transcendenta
tament he regarded as an "invaluable musings. His second book was •:-w:alden;
book" when he had overcome the· preju- or Life in the Woods." In this 1s told
dices against it impressed upon him in how he lived, and why he ·lived that _wrJ.y.
his early days ''by the church and Sunday- Volumes from his manuscript published
school." But it was almost spoiled for after his death are, Excursions in Field
him by being "edited by Christians." It and Forest, The Maine Woods, Cape Co~, .
wal!l then " a sort of castle in the air " Letters to Various Persons, A Yankee m
which he was permitted to dream. To Canada with Anti-Slavery and Reform
him it was strange and heretical. To Papers,' and three volumes, Spring, .SumChristians no less than Greeks and Jews, mer, and Winter, taken from the daily obhe WI"ote, it is foolishness and a stuinbling- servations he jotted down in his journal.
block. There are, indeed, severe things . There is no one of the volumes but has
in it which no man should read aloud · its own peculiar charm, but New England
more than once. " Seek first the king- naturalists will best like. his Maine Woods,
dom of heaven."-" Lay not up for your- Excm·sions in Field and Forest, and the
selva treasm·es on earth."-"!£ thou .wilt three volumes on Spring, Summer, and
be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and Winter. The Yankee in Canada is a view
giv to the poor, and thou shalt hav treas- through his eyes of Montreal, St. Anne,
ure in heaven."-"For what is a man Quebec, and the St. Lawrence. The
profited, if he shall gain the whole world, Anti-Slavery and Reform Papers in. the
and lose his own soul? or what shall, a volume are his political creed. Those
man giv in exchange for his soul?" Think who read equally for study· and to be _in~.
of t1iis, Yankees! exclaims Thoreau, in- terested will probably make Walden and
dignant at New England hypocrisy which A Week on the Concord and Merrimack
repeats long prayers· and hangs witches. Rivers their favorits.
A, new edition of these books·. has re-.
''Verily, !say unto you, if ye hi1V faith
as a grain of mustard seed, ye shall say cently been brought out by Hough~n, ·
unto this mountain, Remove hence to Mi:ffiin and Co., at a dollar and a hOJ.f per
yonder place; and it shall remove; and volume.
·
nothing shall be impossible unto 7.ou. ""Think," he bm·sts_forth again, 'of re- THE SYMBoLICAL LANGUAGE OF .ANcmNT.-.
peating these things to a New England
ART AND MYTHoLoGY. An Iilquiry. By
audience! thirclly, fourthly, :fifteenthly,
Richard Payne Knight, author of "Wortill there are three barrels of sermons!
ship of Priapus." A new edition. with
Who, without cant, can read them aloud?
Introduction, Notes translated into EngWho, without cant, can hear them. and
lish, and a new and complete Index. By
not go out of the meeting-house? They
Alexander Wilder, M.D. With 348 illus" .
never were read, they never were heard.
trations (many full-page) from ancient
Let but one of these sentences be rightly
gems, coins, medals, bronzes, sculpture,
read, from any pulpit in the land, and
Egyptian figures, antique statues, monthere would not be left one stone of that
uments, etc. 1 vol., royal 8vo.
·..
meeting-house upon another."
· Christ to Thor.eau was a sublime actor
The scope and purport of the book
on the stage of the world, as were all the before us is clearly expressed· by its title~·.
so-called saviors.- But Thoreau knew the page. It givs a very clear and concise
Bagavad Geetha as well as he did the New statement of. the worships and customs' ..
'l:estament, and . found more congenial pemdiar to the Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, .·
teachings in it. A healthy man, he said, ancient Assyrians, and contemporary na,;. .
with steady employment, as wood- tions; and the intelligent reader will hav--~
chopping at fifty cents a corcl, .and a camp little difficulty in tracing their parentage,
in the woods, will not be a good subject in the doctrins, religious ceremonies, and
for Christianity. The greatest of Infidelity, social practices extant in Christendom.·
to him, was that which prays, ·and keeps Mr. Knight devotes his attention, howthe Sabbath, and rebuilds the churches. ever, to unfolding the relations ·of worHe thought the church to be a sort of ship and mythology to the symbolism emhospital for men's souls, and as full of ployed in ancient art and in the various rites,
quackery as the hospital for their bodies. with the intent to exhibit the reason which
.''Those who are taken into it liv like pen- led to each peculiar emblem or custom. In
sioners in their Retreat or Sailor's Snug this he has admirably.succeeded. Writers
Harbor, where you may see a row df re- who hav followed him hav swerved but
ligious cripples sitting outside in sunny little from the course which he had indiweather." Yet he was the most sincere of cated, and hav seldom .f9;iled to v~rify his
seekers for truth, and, when reproved by statements more conclus1vly.
a.minister "-who was clriving a poor beast
This work first appeared in the Pam-·
to some meeting-hoilse horse-sheds" phleteer in London in the early years of .
among the hills of New Hampslrire because the present century. It was reprmted f,qr
he was bending his steps to a mo1mtain-top more general circulation. The present
instead of a church on Sunday, indig- publisher brought it· out in a new, JUOre
nantly writes that he would hav gone far- elegant and recherche form; after underther than the preacher to hear a true word going a thorough reclaction, the transla~.
spoken on that or any day! Churches to tion of the Greek and Latin notes, and
him deformed the landscape, and the the addition of a copious index which is
pr_eacher, shouting like a boatswain in a virtually a digest of the whole work.· He..
gale of wind, profaned the. quiet atmos- has now added 348 illustrations selected
phere of the day.
and prepared by Professor Rawson, which .
Thoreau was one of the most delicate of add to the attractions of the work, besides
literary workmen. His was a rare genius. enabling the reader to obtain a more just
He was a poet, but his verses show too conception of the meaning of the text. ··.. ·
plainly the influence of Eastern style upon
. The student of comparativ religion, as.
him to be generally pleasi~g, though his well as the amateur of art, needs this
prose is beauty itself, as our readers know work to enable him to acquire just ideas
f¥om the many extracts we hav printed ·of the subject. .Even the dark expressions
heretofore. And not only are his works of the Bible, where allusions are made to
beautiful in the moral sentiments. and phi- foreign .practices in a way not easy to
losophy, but are useful. His "Cape Ood" comprehend intelligently, are here made
is almost a'guide-book to-day. "Walden," "Plain to the common understanding. We
'!.A Week on the Concotcl and Merrimack learn the origin of many curious symbols,
Rivers," and "In the Maine Woods" are such as the fish on the steeple, the serpent
books for every New- England boy who or streamer on standards and canes the
camps and fishes among her hills, as well p8culiar hat or cap of ecclesiastics, th~ imas for the philosopher and the idealist. port of amulets like the cross, the beetle,
He was, perhaps, the original New Eng- the skull, the cross, etc. Modern civil"
land philosophical Anarchist. He_ desired ization copied from ancient deification the
nothing of government. He· wanted to be egg, now as anciently a female Easter
let alone, and he refused to pay a tax .to be .symbol, the lcteis or triangle. A key is
protected. He was ·tire· ·first to ·defend also given to the secret rites from which
John Brown. He lectured and wrote moclern Masonry and even sacerdotal
against f!lavery, and was a ·free trader as orders originated. We can easily perceive

THE TRU'!'B.:
that in all these things, ornaments. of the
body, charms, amulets, periodical festivities. ~xed each season by reference to the
pos1ti~m of ~h~ sun and . moon, .peculiar
9-octrm!', religious worship itself, ''there
IS nothing new under the sun." Opinions,
customs, civilization itself, all go in circles, and while there may be advancement
among peoples, there is no progress anywhere in a straight line.
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Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 ·eents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette place. New York.

Sanctioned by Scriptnrc·i Falsehood and Deception; Cheating; T 1eft and nobbery·
Adultery ancl Prost1tution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to Children· Cruelty to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; Cannibahsm;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intempern.nce;
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Iuiolily;
Obscenity. Price, single ·copies, 25 cents; 6
copies, tlli. Special cliscount au·. large quantities.

13o:rs and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1 ..25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eclen in
which its superiorit:y to the mutilated copy-'
the Genesis legend-1s shown. Price, 10 cents.

Bible Morals.

12mo, 300 pp., $1.

Waifs and wandermgs, A New Ameri- Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
·

rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel ancl the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

As .a Missiona1-y Document it is unexcelled.
Among the snbJ ccts considered by ,llfr. n~m~
burg are: Tho Chm·ch and i\'[orahty; Crnmnal . Statistics, showing the creeds of the
"prisoners in the penitenthtries; the Church and
Civilization; the Church and Science; tho.
Church and Learning; the Church and Lib·
ertyi~the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the woman's Rights l\Iovement; the Temp~l·
ance Reform; tho Church and the Repubhc.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

CRIMES

lU. E. Bi.lliugs.'!lllli~.._.~fiijjl'

Ingersoll and Jesus.

Revised and Enlarged.

SEEKE~ COMPANY.

"By their fruits
shall ye know them!
Do men gather
grapes o~ thorns,
or figs of thistles."

:Sy- J. K. IN<SALL.S.

ii alse Claims.

~~==~~~~~~~~

in tbe
United States
and
Canada
from 1876 to 1883.

The Sole .Factors and Exact Ratios in Its Ac.quirement and Apportionment.

John E. RemsOurg·~ Booh.

$1.

Add=ess. THE TRUTH

SOGIAL WEALTH:

12mo, 326 pp., large tyPe, good paper, silk cloth,
.
prlCe $1.00.
CONTENTS :-EconQinic Schools-A Brief Review
of Their Origin and Growth. Rise and Growth
of Capitalism. Unearned Increase-Profit Interest! Rent. Conservation of Wealth. 11ools
and mproved i\'Iachiner:y, The Nature of
Wages. Private and Social Wealth. Land Own-.
ershi!J. Private Property in Land. Capital and
t-he ·Productive Factors. Partnersl:tiP and Co.Of.e"ration. Law of Contracts. Money and
Credit. Of Valuel or Economic Ratios. Taxation as a Remeay. Reforms, not Remedies.
l:lu~gestions to Legislators. Summary of Definitwns-Economic and Is anomie.
Address THF. TI:UTH SEEKER.

207
';··.·

. Issued Monthly.

Subscription ·price, $3 per ·annum.
No. .
BOOKS ISSUEIJ.
Prtce.
t.

~El£KER,

Price, 25 Cents.

:e.

REoM.SEVRG.

Address TH£ TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafqyette place, New York.

I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next thrM""IDOnths.- -·
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER,
Snow'ville, Va.

AN INFIDEL REMEDY.
LN.I>.LA.I.'I.U, ]!ol, J,
for
on x~uth·
ful errors, early decay,·.
wasting w~akness,.los~. ,
manhood &c._ It .set~'
forth an External Ap- ·
plication- a reliable
home cure,with fulldi ..
rections for use. Its a
-:ertainty~ no.. faHare~
State ,where you saw
tliis advertisement.

A patient writing from Davenpol'iii~ash., says:
" Your remedy is marvelousl and will accon;tphs_h
what is said it will do. Tne value of which 1s
untold.''

THE TRU'rH SEEKER. MARCH 28~ 1892.
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Valuable

Books· on.

H~giene,

Food and
Diet,
]J\arriage
and
Parentage,
ttc.
Hygiene of the Brain anti the Cure of
NerYonsness. By M. L. Holbrook
1\f.D. Price, by mail, $1 50. " Get this book and
reacl it\ for it abounds in practical valuable
lmowlenge."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Eating for Strength. BX M. L. Holbrook,

M.D. PriceJ)y mail, $1. 'I ttm olelightcd with
it."-[H. B . .t5aker, i\I.D., Secretary Michigan
State Board of Health.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code of
Directions for a voiding most of the l'ains and
Dangers of Childbearing. By i\L L. Holbrook,
1\:I.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellence suwasses oou· power to commend."[New York Evening- 1\:Iail.;

LiYer Complaint, Mental Dyspeps1~ and
Headache : Their Cure by Home Treat-

ment. By IlL L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, by
mail, $1. "Reading this book I cured mysolf'
after sevei·al doctors had failed.''-[T. C. Curtis,

u.s.A.

·rile Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.
THE MAN AFTER GOD'S OWN HEART PRAYETH.-Psalms cix.

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

A TRUTH SEEKER
-OF-

AROUND THE WORlD.

CHAR LfS 8RAOLAUGH.

J<'our Large Volumes,

-BY-

Geor'ge Jacob Holyoake.
Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Gres t English Secularist by the Father of Secularism

Price, 15 -cents.~ Ten copies, $1 BAddress this Office.

*
* *

•** IF ••*

YOU ARE

* *
*

SINCERELY JNTERES'IED IN

THE CAUSE OF

~-~WOMAN
JIASTK"! 'l'O READ

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.
By GEORGE

(" THE UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN

N~

MILLER.

OF WOMAN'S

With a steel-plate engraving of the author in
Volume I, and each volume containing
forty to fifty illustrations.
By D. M. BENNE'.I'T,

Late editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER).. author
"A Trutb Seeker in Eurgpe " "uods and
Religions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
"The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers," "Champions of the
Church.'' etc.. etc .• etc.
Handsomely bound, re4 cloth, $6.50; in leather
red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER ]mow the circumstances under which this work· was written.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death, and which contains an account
of his world-lamented death and burial. Mr.
Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-day life
of all nations is laid before the reader by one
who has visited them and beheld.them with his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freethought in the various countries
he visited, and the morality of so-called pagan
nations is contrasted with the morality of Christian countries, much to the detriment of the
latter. The work is a
Freethinker's History of the 'Vorld.
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN
EUROPE" should be in everY. Literal's library.
Besides its intriusic worth, It is a memento of
one of the greatMt Freethinkers the world has
known-of one who ranks with --¥oltaire and
Paine in the force and clearness of his writings.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER
28 Lafayette place, N.Y.

SLAVERY.'")

Works on the Lalxlr
The best men anu women of England and America are
It
fair ]y heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
truly wonderful
entirely its own and will give yon
a sensation such as yon never had before.
book.

DAN THIS~
B,E

Price, postpaid,

2.~

SO Y

cents.

I

SEND AND

BEE

'

•

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

~uestion.

The ConTentional Lies of Onr Cfyilization.

By 11-lax Nordan. CoNTENTs-lVIcne, Tekel~
Upharsin· 1'he Relig-ious, l\Ionarchic. ana
Aristocra tic~Poli tical, :FJconomic~, ~·{atrimonial,
and 1\IlscellaneonH Lws; Closlll;{· Harmany.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's ettition, 50 c.;
elotl~ $1.00.
The 1mperittl Council of Vienna prohibit8d the
sale of this book in Amtria, and confiscated all
copies of it they could find.

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange. By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth." Paper, 25c.

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

Curious Revelations From the
Life of a Trance Medium.
By MRS, NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. Illustrated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.50.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette place, N.Y.

Po.,ulation Question. By Dr. Uhas. Knowlton.
Edited by C!iarles Bradlaugh andAnnieBesant.
25c.

PoYerty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing
out the means by which the workini:i;classes may
raise themselves from their prese.nt·state of low
w_ages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, digmty, and i.ndependen~e. al).d which i·; also capable of entirely removmg, m course of time the
other principal social evils. By 1\I. G. H. tOe.

Large or Small Families~ On: which Side
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoake. 5c.

PoYertl, : Its Effects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Why Do Men StarYe ~
laugh. 5c.

By Chas. Brad·

The Land Onestion. Large Estates Inimi-

cal to the Welfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlangh. 5c.
·
·

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Letters to Yo"!lng Pe.ople.. By (Prince)

Peter. Krapotkme. Witii. Life of author bv
Stepmak. lOc.
'
Address THE TROTH SEEKER.

B. Duffer author of "What Women Should
Know," ' No Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles BrewsterbPortland, Me.,
writes: "Had I possessed this ook ten years
ngo it. would have saved me ten years of invalidism, and I should have been the mother of
hettlthy instead of sickly children."

Yontll: Its Care and Culture. By J.

1\Iortimer Granville. $1. ~ this has been
added a paper by that cnarmin~t English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical
Education of a Girl," and a J?aper on the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail pnce is $1.

Talks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. B.

Gleason 1\f.D. A Practical Handbook for the
]\(aid, Wife..._and Mother: with a beautiful Photographic rortrait of the Author. Price, by
mail, $1.50. "We wish the chapter, 'Confidential to Mothers,' might be J?Ublished as a tract
and sent to every mother m the !and.''-[Harper's New 1\fonthly Magazine.

'Yb.e Better Way. An Appeal to Men in
behalf of Human Culture through a wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,

25 cents. "lt contains information and warning

that are urgently needed.''-Whristian Union.

Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Pop-

ular ExpositioK of the Fundamental Problems
in SociolOJl".Y· By R. T. Trill, M.D. Price, by
mail, $2. This work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scien-

tific Diet. By Gustav Schlicoke;ysen. Translated from the German, by M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and Radical Cure for Inteml)erance, by the Use
of a Veg!ltable and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.

Three Books in One.

From the Cradle

to the. School. B;y:_Bertha Meyer. The Rights
of Children. By Herbert S12.encer. · The Government of Children. ByM.L. Holbrook M.D.
Pricekby mail, paper, 50 cents: cloth, 11!1. I. It is
a boo worthy to be ranked with the best that
has ever been written concerning the training
of children.''-[Bazar.

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.

Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should be quietly
given to every drinker.''-[Herald of Health.

Muscle-Beating~ ~1

Home Gymnastics
for Sick ana nell. By C. Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 80 cents.

Marriage_ and .Parent~ge, in their Sanitary
and Phys10logwal ltelat10ns, and in their bearing on the producing of children of finer health
and greater ability. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
1'he Scientit!o American says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by 'cranks,' but this
is radically different: it is scientific, sober,
clean, and worthy of conscientious considera,.
tion by every .possible parent, and particularly
by the young.

The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Disease Cure. By_T. L
Ni9holsi M.D., editor London Herala of Health:
Pnce, c oth, 50 cents.

Medical Hints on the Protection and Man.
agement of the Singing Voice. By
Lenox Brown, F.R.c.s. 20th thousand. 80 cts.

Deep Breathing ; or Lnng Gymnastics.

Prwe, cloth, 50 cents. Mrs. Horace Mann write&·
"Every .book; you J?rin t is pure gold and de:
serves Wide mrculatwn.''

How to Strengthen the Memory. By M.
J.,. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
~er.mon

A. Physician's

to Young Men. By

Dr. W. Pratt. Pnce, 25 cents.
Prof R .A.
Proctor,. the well-known English astro.noriler"
says of It: " 'rhrough false delicacy lads and
youths are left to fail iJ?.tO trouble, and not a few
have therr prospects of. a healthy happy- life absolutely rumed. The little book before us is intended to be put into th~ J;lands of young men
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable o&
discharging a·fat~er's d~ty in this respect; and
as not onl) faj;her m tlln IB, we believe, ·ready to
do what Is nght by his boys himself it is well
th!'t such a book as this should be avS:ilable. If
It Ill read by all who should read ·it, its sale will
be cc;mnted .hY hundreds of thousands.'' The
pubhsher Will send 10 co pie~ by mail. postpaid,
for $2. Should anyone desue them by the 100
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by cor·
respondence.
lr"Catalogues Free..A'll

By mail on receipt of price.
AddreBi THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
New·York, Saturday, April 2, 1892.

Vol. 19. No. 14. {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.}

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.}

$3.00 Per Year.
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THE PRESSURE OF THE PRESS-WHY THE REPTILS
CHEAP EDITION.

lSelf -Contradictions of the Bi~le.

A NEW AND IMPORTANT BOOK.

THE

----1 4 4----

Travels in Faith. HIGHER CRITICISM IN THfOLOGY t RfLIGION
Address 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER

CONTRASTED WITH

AN OUTLINE OF THE

ANCIENT JtiYTHS AND JJIIRACLES,

fRfNCH RfVOLUTION~

-AS-

FACTORS IN

By JIENRY FRANII.,

Price, 25 cents. Five copies, $1.
Address THE THUTH SEEKER.

A SHORT

EVOLUTION,

Its Causes al)d Results.

OTH_E<R .e.S.S.A YS IN RE<F<ORM.

OF

Lee' urer of the Society of Human Progress.

UU~IAN

-AND-

THE EVOLUTION

THE DEVIL!

By THOMAS ELLWOOD

LONGSHO~E.

Advancement of SCience.
By Prof. John Tyndall.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.

Brain and the Bible.

DIUNG

Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology
By EDGAR C. BEALL.

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The EarlY Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent 1 The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Called Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
·- -- · -- f'Bp.!)r,l\0 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Moral, Theological, Historical, and Speculative
Propositions.
15 ceut~.
Price.,

I

BY CAPT. 110BERT C. ADAMS.

Being the story of his mental journe r from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

HISS.

Preface by B. G. INGERSOLL.
Unanswerable.

Price, $1.

Ro~ring Lion on the Track.
Bv M. BABCOCK.
Price,

10 cents.

By W. S. BELL.

Price, cloth, $1; :aper, 50 cents.

Creed of Christendom.
Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure,
By W. R. GREG.
·Complete in 1 vol.. 12mo, 399pp., $1.50.

Paper, 12mo, 2!"i cts.

Paine Vil1dicated
SyR~l:~~~~~~~~~LL.

.
n.T CATIIOLIC CANARD ,,
Wrth "A ROlli"-"
·
Price, 15 cents.

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST

Holy Bible Abridged.

PROVING
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanved a Century:before, and Peter an•l Paul died
before the Christian Era.
$1.50.
Full index, 446PP.,

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.

Burgess-Un~erWOO~

Debate

ON CHRISTIANITY.
Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Prof. 0. A. Burgess, Pres. of N. W. Christian Univ.
Paper, 188pp:, 50 ots.; clo., 80 cts.

The passages unfit for family rea<ling.
Paper, 30 cents: cloth, 50 cents.

By REv. G. T. Fox, liLA.
_Price_.15ce_nts._ _
Ad_dress_this_office.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM
AND TREATMENT OF l\1EDIOMANIA..

By R. F. MARVIN, M.D.

Cloth, 50 cents,
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ING~RSULL'S

JUST OUT!

WORKS.

ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITIONS.

A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

Old Testan1_ent Stories
Con1_ically Illustrated.
~~--~-------------------------

€-Rposure

€-Rposure

Principal Works: Gods and Other Lect.

urcs ; Ghosts and Other Lectures ; Some li:Iistakes of Moses ; Interviews on Talmage; What
1\'Iust We Do to Be Saved? Blasohemy; Crimes
Against Criminals. 1141 I ages. In one val., half
calf, $5. _

Facts.

llidicule.

Prose Poems and Selections. From his

Writfngs and Sayings. Sillr cloth, $2.50; half
calf, $4.50; half mar., $5; turkey.mor., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.

By_ WATSON HESTON.

Gods and Otlter Lectures. Comprising The

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400

Pages.

Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.

Fun-Page
Pictures.

2QQ

Ghosts and Other Lectures. Including

CONTENTS:
Sustaining a Theory,
~orne Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A Huntfng Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jac9b and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Balaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and B9az,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards, ilhuninated covers, $1; cloth, gilt side stainp, $1.50.

A TRUTH SEEKER

Thomas Paine's Works.

AROUND THE WORLD.
J<'our Large Volumes,

ru:.

Age of Reason. Pap., :.l5c. ;
6 copies for $1; clo., 50c.

Age of Reason and- Examina·
tion of the Prophecies.
Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

BENNETT,

Apostle of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) BJ

Late editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,._ author of
"A Truth Seeker in Eurgpe " "uods and
Religions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
"The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers," "Champions of the
Church," etc., etc., etc.
Handsomely bound, red cloth,· $6.50; in leather
_ red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt eages, $10.50.
ReadeFS of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the circumstances under which this work was written.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death, and which contains an account
of his world-lamented death and burial. Mr.
Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-day life
of all nations is laid before the reader bv one
who has visited them and beheld them wiih his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freethought in the various countries
he visited, and the morality of so-called :pagan
nations is contrasted with the morality of Uhristian countries, much to the detriment of the
latter. The work is a
Freethinker's History of the World.
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN
EUROPE" should be in every: Literal's library.
Besides its intrin.sic worth, 1t is a memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
known-of one who ranks with Voltaire and
Paine in the force and clearness of his writings.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, N. Y.

J. 'E. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap., ·
50c.; clo., 75c.

Common Sense.

By J. E. REMSBURG. Price, 25 cents.

Crisis. Written During Am.
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Great Works.

Svo. 800 :pp.,

clo., $3; leather, $4;
~lt edges $4. 50.

Life of.

By J: E.

Port. Pap~;.~Oc

morocco,

Remsburg.

Life of.

with Remarks on

Life of.

With .Explanatory

Comte and Rousseau. By C.
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.

Observations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $1.

Litiiograplt of. Heavy plate
par,er, 22x28, $1.

Political and Religious Rl.
former. By B. F. Underwood. 10c.

Political Works: "Common
SQ:nse " " Crisis," " Rights
l\Ian.• 1 $1.50.

o1

Rights of Man. Answer to
Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Radical Roma11.ce.
By WM. l'JlcDoNNELL.

500 PP .• paper. 80 cents.

A LIBERAL STORY.
By MRs. E. J. BALL.

Price. 25 cents.

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.
A SUMMARY OF
THE ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.
Price, cloth, 50 cents.

in tne Tnal of C. B. Reynolds, at l\Iorr1stown,
N.J. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.

'Vindication of. Reply to N. Y.

Observer. ByR.G.Ingersoll. 10c.

~eeker

Coinpany.

THE TRUTH SEEKER liBRARY Pyramid of Cizeh.
Subscription price, $3 per annum.
No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Price.

ers' Almanac. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
Helen H. Gardener .............,.. ....... ...... .......
50
8. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... . . . . . .
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett................................
25
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck...... ::
20
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on Voltaire........
10
7. The Crisis..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40
8. Sabbath Breaking................. ..... ...
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams............
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller.. . .
25
OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the :year. Single copies of each
book sent upon rece1pt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
2. Men, Women, and Gods.

the New York Observer's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution by R. G. Ingersol\;.,_tQgether with A Roman Catholic Canard,
by vv. H. Burr. .Paper, 15c.
between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Hori. Frederic H.
Coudert, and Ex-Governor Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10c.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, 10c.
Civil Rights Speech. With Speech of
Han. Freaerick Douglass. Paper,10c.

Opening Speech to the Jury: In the suit
of the 13. &; M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. Tel. Co., 1886.
Paper, 10 c01nts.

Cdmes Against Criminals. Price, lOc.
A Lay Sermon. · On the Labor Question.
!'1Lper, 5c.

Stage and the Pulpit. An Interview on

their Comparative Merits, nntl Opinions on the
Trial of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholic
Church, etc.· Paper, 3c.
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The Bible Picture Book.

An Answer Which Does Not Answer.

WINSLow, Amz., March 12, 1892.
MR. EDITOR, Dear Sir: The Bible Picture 'Book arrived
the other day, and it created quite a stir, I can tell you.
It is the best thing to fight superstition with that it has
been my good fortune to run across in all my life. All
but the most bigoted laugh very heartily when they see it.
Adam's plow in the picture is grand. Heston should be
made a saint right away. He certainly deserves it. I hav
sold four of the books. I think I can get some new mE;1mbers to your family with the Picture Book to work with.
J. T. 1\{UNCEY.

A reception was recently given to Fred Douglas
at Cooper Union, this city. Mr. Douglas, Mr. Ingersoll, and a Mr. Depew, a railroad president, were
the speakers. "He is one of the men," said Colonel
Ingersoll, pointing to Mr. Douglas, "who has done
as much as_ any man living to civilize the people of
the United States. I am a believer-a believer, not
in God, but in men. I believe in all the rights of
the human heart and human brain. No man is civilized who is not willing to giv, and who does not
giv, to every other man the same right that he
claims for himself. The same with races. Any race
claiming to be superior should show it· by acts of
justice and kindness. No man is- ever superior to
the man he has robbed. I believe that every race
may 1ise in the scale of civilization until it has
reached the highest rung in the ladder, and it will
reach that point by development of heart and brain.
One case alone is sufficient to show what hight a race
may attain, and we hav such an instance of the negro
race here to-night. You hav done as well as any race
would hav done under the circumstances," Colonel
Ingersoll continued. "You had not only patience,
but the supreme virtue of forgivness. You would
hav been justified in using the knife and torch to
right your injuries; and yet we do not hear of a
single instance where revenge was taken. I do not
feel that I occupy a sufficient moral hight to advise
such people. I feel that youhav done infinitly better
than I would hav done. The South has blossomed
under your hands. You hav raised everything in
that country except hell. But there's one thing I
want to say. I want the colored people to think for
themselvs. I do not want you to take, without
thinking, even the white man's religion, nor to follow
his God or any God who had permitted slavery in
the world."
Mo~e in this vein the colonel said, which aroused
the railroad president who aspires to be a· president
of another sort, and he •eplied. He had, he said,
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heard Colonel Ingersoll on many occasionil, but
rarely had he listened to him when he was so eloquent as upon the present occasion. He begged,
however, to differ from Colonel Ingersoll on one
point, and in so doing would call the attention of
the colored people, in their search for truth, to the
fact that slavery was universal in the world when
Christ appeared upon the earth, and just so far as
the true spirit of Christianity had extended slavery
had disappeared. He desired, also, to call the attention of the colored man in his studies of the
progress of the emancipation of the race to another
fact, namely, that the conscience of the North was
roused to the point at which it brought the war of
the Rebellion and emancipated the slave mainly by
the teachings of the Northern Christian pulpit.
It seems to us that if Mr. Depew cared less to be
president and more to be right he would never hav
said that Christ's religion had anything to do with
emancipating the slaves of the world, particularly
those of the United States. For it is a matter of
history that the Christians of the South upheld the
institution of slavery as divine-and proved it by
the Bible-that the Christians of the North fought
and rotten-egged the Abolitionists, denying them
their pulpit to speak in; that those Christian ministers who became Abolitionists were opposed by
their churches; that Christians who advocated
abolition were looked upon as heretics, and that the
leaders of the abolition movement were heretics.
Mr. Depew should confi Je himself to speaking
after-dinner platitudes and witticisms. Speaking
seriously on serious subjects is beyond his capacity.

There is no reason why they should not hav as loud
a voice in public affairs, why they should not vote,
hold office, electioneer, propose marriage, get fat
public contracts, chew tobacco, drink whisky, bribe
officials and be bribed, when in office, just like men
-that is, no reason in their sex. Most of them
would not do these things, for as a rule they are
quite as honest and a good deal more decent than
men ; and because they would not do them is one
good reason why they should be urged to take a
position alongside man. Of course, there · are
various things to be considered in thus equalizing
the sexes, but if women want to do these things
they hav precisely the same iight as hav men.
There is one formula which settles all such questions: Every human being has a right to do as he
or she pleases, provided no one is injured thereby,
and every human being has every right possessed by
any other human being. That equalizes things at
the sta.rt, and the advantage strength takes of
weakness is a usurpation and injustice. Man bas
taken advantage of woman, and, though the fault is
greatly her own, because she has been willing to be
a clinging vine instead of a self-sustaining . tree,
still man is very much to blame; and the priests
most of all-though that's another story; for if
woman had . exercised her reason for herself she
would not hav allowed the priests to fool her so.
But these reflections are all aside from the question. It may be set down that Freethinkers do
believe in the equalization of sexes. And we
recommend those who do not know why such a
condition is not at present prevailing to read Helen
Gardener's "Men, Women, and Gods."

FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
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New York, Saturday, April 2, 1892.

The Pilgrims and the Mormons.

RocKFORD, ILL., March 18, 1892.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Yom Holy Bible Illustrated
is simply immense. It will " take the cake " in any market. The high-p:riced illustrated Bible is nowhere compared with yours. It ought to hav a circulation quite as
large as the Authorized version ; and "Bible Societies"
should be formed to place it in every family. The historiographer has equaled the artist in faithful presentation of grand events in the lives of the patriarchs, and
the reader will get a very fair view of the orjginal without the labor of reading the detailed stories as told in
King James's translation.
G. W. BROWN, M.D.
Faithfully yours,

The Sexes Should Be Equal.

•

A woman living in Puget City writes to know if
Freethinkers, or Infidels, "believe in the equalizatien of sexes."
We believe they do-that is, about ninety per
cent of them do; and a woman suffrage, or equali-·
zation, plank, has been a part of all Freethought
organizations' platforms. The Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER has written some of those planks himself,
and thoroughly believes in all he writes.
There is no reaso~ on earth why women should
be treated as children, or regarded as inferior to
men. They may not be equal in ability i_n all things,
but in other things they are more than equal, and so the
ge_neral equilibrium is preserved. Women should
be regarded as individuals, responsible lor their
own conduct and their own living and willing to
take the consequences thereof just like a man.

President Eliot of Harvard College is out West
at present, and naturally makes speeches. One of
these, telegraphed back, has unnecessarily excited
the good Christians, descendants of the good
Puritans, of Cambridge. President Eliot is re- ·
ported to hav said this : "As I came over the plains
I thought of that early journey when the first
colonists marched across them lUider the guidance
of a Christian church, and this reminded me of
another pilgrimage, though across the water. I
refer to the Pilgrim Fathers. They, too, went a
long way to escape persecution. They, too, suffered
hardships for a principle. They, too, were fired
with religious enthusiasm, and sought freedom also
to worship God. In planting a colony, it is the
women who hav the harder part. They died faster
than the men in Massachusetts. The great successful colonies of this world a~e founded on religious
enthusiasm. Here you founded a colony that you
might worship God according to the dictates of
your consciences. Here in this valley has risen the
question of religious liberty. In Massachusetts all
churches are· equal before the law. There is no
reason why this religious liberty may not be enjoyed
in all the other states and territories as well as in
Massachusetts. Let us devote ourselvs to this
liberty, civil and religious, for associations of every
sort and for the individual also, If I could do
something to unite the elements in this territory
and bring them to seek religion;; liberty as it is
known in other parts of the country, it would be to
me a great reward."
A leading professor of Cambridge, upon reading
this, exclaimed : " It would hav been well for
President Eliot if he never had crossed the plains.
Why, it is an outrage to compare the beastly Mor·
mons to the Pilgrim Fathers. The great successful
colonies of the world may be founded on religious .
enthusiasm, but religion is only used as a cloak by
the Mormons. Does Mr. Eliot forget the massao
cres by the Danites ! Does he forget that through
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"When the practice of keeping Saturday Sabbaths,
the Mormons many honest Americans are out nine different sects: Baptist, Presbyterian, Roman
on the plains in unmarked graves, men that were Catholic, Congregationalist, Methodist, Dutch Re- which had become so general at the close of this [the
third] century, was evidently gaining ground in the Eastcruelly butchered~ Those men in unknown graves formed, Unitarian, Friends, and Spiritualists, and
ern church, a decree was passed in the council held at
are a monument to the cruelties, the butcheries, was thus an anti-sectarian institution, and was con- Laodicea [A.D. 364] 'that members of the church should
and the persecutions of the Mormons. To-day, ducted as such. In fifty years there had never not rest from work on the Sabbath, like Jews, but
when Massachusetts hears the sentiment inspired been a remonstrance against its method of regulat- should labor on that day; and preferring in hon')r the
Lord's day, then if it be in their power should rest
by the speech made by the president of Harvard ing worship.
The Rev. Dr. Battershall, of St. Peter's Episcopal from work as Christians. ' "
University, she bows her head in shame. Even if
William Prynne, famous in the history of English
President Eliot does hold those views, he should church of Albany, read a memorial against the bill.
Puritanism,
also says:
remember his position and keep them to himself He said he was a champion of religious liberty. He
"
It
is
certain
that Christ himself, his apostles, and the
instead of making his state and Harvard College thought something more was meant than to allow
primitiv Christians for some good space of time did confreedom of worship. The words " provide for " he stantly observe the seventh-day Sabbath, . . . the
the laughing-stock of the world."
We fail to see why the leading professor should considered to mean that the state was to pay some evangelists and St. Luke in the Acts ever styling it the
hav allowed himself to become so excited. Presi- emoluments to the several sects. General Husted Sabbath day, . . . and making mention of its . . .
dent Eliot was about right. The Mormons are suggested that it might mean the setting up of the solemnization by the apostles and other Christians, . . .
as genuin Christians as the Puritans, and more, Talmud and a synagog or the purchase of wine and it being still solemnized by many Christians after the
apostles' times, even till the council of Laodicea [A.D.
because the latter did not openly liv out their Bible bread for communion service.
364], as ecclesiastical writers and the twenty-ninth canon
The Rev. Dr. Battershall also objected to the bill of that council testify, which runs thus : 'Because Christeachings. The Mormons suffered as the Pilgrims
did-as all pioneers must-and the reason they because it placed the attorney-general on the Com- tians ought not to Judaize, and to rest in the Sabbath,
went across the continent was the same that forced mission and would mingle religion in elections. but to work in that day [which many did refiise at that
the Pilgrims across the sea-namely, persecution He favored the state board of charities in place of time to do]. But preferring in honor the Lord's day
[there being then a great controversy among Christians
by other Christian sects. The Mormons too the commission of state officials.
which of these two days should hav the precedency]; if
The Rev. Dr. Elder, of Albany, thought that too they desired to rest they should do this as Christians.
wanted, like the Pilgrims, to worship God in the
many
risks were incurred. It would result in an Wherefore if they shall be f01md to Judaize, let them be
manner they pleased, and also, like the Pilgrims, to
accursed from Christ.' . . . The seventh-day Sabbath
make others do the same. And as with the Pil- ,ecclesiastical pandemonium.
The Rev.Dr. James McLeod, of the first Congrega- was . . . solemnized by Christ, the apostles, and
grim women so with the Mormon women, theirs
primitiv Christians, till the Laodicean council did in a
was the harder part-but made infinitly harder by tional church of Albany, said: " We believe it to be manner quite abolish the observance of it. . . . The
the disgusting divine institution of polygamy, the the duty of the state to protect its citizens and that council of Laodicea . . . first settled the observation of
beastliest and basest of all the doctrins drawn all stand on an equality before the law. That any the Lord's day, and prohibited . . . the keeping of the
sect should ask a privilege that would giv it an Jewish Sabbath under an anathema."
from that obscene book, the Old Testament.
Of the effects of the decree of this council, John
As in the Pilgrim colony, too, the question of advantage over any other sect is repugnant to our
Ley,
another old English writer, speaks thus:
religious liberty has arisen in Utah, and the· other American ideas. This bill asks this very thing and
"From
the apostles' time to the council of Laodicea,
Christian sects hav despoiled the Mormons as the should be killed. It asks that sectarian teachers
Congregationalists used to despoil the inhabitants may hav an opportunity to teach sectarian doctrins which was about the year 364, the holy observation of the
of Massachusetts. And no doubt religious liberty in state institutions. The cry for freedom of wor- Jews' Sabbath contin11ed, as may be proved out of many
authors; yea, notwithstanding the decree of that council
will come to Utah as it finally came to the old ship does not come from within the institutions but against it."
slave-trading commonwealth, by persistent efforts from without, and these clamorers actually ask the
About the year 468 or 469 A.D. Pope Leo issued
on the part of the people. A great many decades, state to pay them for doing their sectarian work."
the following dec;ree :
even a few centuries, were required before MassaIt remained, however, for the Freethinker to
"WE ORDAIN, according to the true meaning of the
chusetts was religiously fit to liv in, and its relig. talk sense. Mr. J. J. McCabe was there and he Holy Ghost, and of the apostles as thereby directed, that
ious liberty even now needs enlarging.
scattered the dominies and gave the committee some on the sacred day [Sunday], wherein our own integrity
The leading professor should remember that the new ideas. His arguments were such that they de- was restored, all do rest and cease from labor."
The· Christian at Work says:
Mormons hav as much right to be regarded as si - sired to consider them, and declined to pass on the
cere as ever any Puritan, and their works show it. bill until he could get his brief printed. This he
"We hear less than we used to about the apostolic
They are not such hypocrits as the pious ones of has done, and next week we shall lay it before the origin of the present Sunday observance, and for the
Massachusetts. They acknowledge their women readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER in extenso.
Mr. reason that while the Sabbath and Sabbath rest is woven
into the warp and woof of sCiiptm·e, it is now seen, as it
and support their children. They depend on the McCabe deserves the thanks of all Freethinkers for is admitted, that we must go to later than apostolic times
;Bible for their justification, and get it. As to their his efforts in behalf of reason and secular govern- for the establishment of Sunday observance."
cruelties, was the massacre by the Danites-biblical ment.
Just how Sunday observance was introduced is
characters !-worse than the massacres by the
thus explained by the same paper, Jan. 8, 1885:
How Sunday Became the Sabbath.
Puritans~ Are there not many unmarked graves
"The selection of S1mday, thus changing the particular
of Quakers banished into the wilderness by the
Some friend of the American Sentinel has elicited clay designated in the fourth Commandment, was brought
Puritans~
Those Quakers and witches "in un- from the head of the Romish church in this country about by the gradual concurrence of the early Christian
church; and on this basis, and on none other, does the
known graves are a monument to the cruelties, the the following :
Christian Sabbath, the first day of the week, rest."
butcheries, and the persecutions of the "-Mormons~
" CARDINAL'S RESIDENCE, BALTIMORE }
It was thus, concludes Mr. Bolman, that the volNo ; Puritans of Massachusetts !
'' Feb. 25, 1892.
'
untary
custom of a portion of the church was made
"JNo.
~AsHLEY,
EsQ.,
Dear
Sir:
In
answer
to
your
On the whole, we think President Eliot's comfirst ques~on, dir~cted by the cardinal to reply to your universal and enforced upon the whole church;
parison of the Mormons and Pilgrims was pretty
letter, I will say: Who changed the Sabbath?' Answer:
near right, and those who revile him put them- The holy Catholic church. 2. 'Are Protestants following and thus it was that what Neander calls a transfer
selva in the position of the man who complained the Bible or the holy Catholic church in keeping Sunday?' of the laws of the Sabbath to Sunday was made,
that a neighbor had said he was not fit to transport Answer: The Protestants are following the custom intro- and a "divine command" for its observance estabintestins to an ursus horribilis, and that the neigh- duced by the ,holy Catholic church. 3. The Protestants lished.
do contradict themselvs by keeping the Sunday and at the
We should like to see some Puritanical Sabbatabor must take it back. "Well," said the neighbor,
same time professing to be guided by the Bible only. I rians try to get around these facts.
after considering the matter, "I will take it back. am,
Faithfully yours,
C. F. THOMAs,
You are fit to-just fit." The Massachusetts Pil" Chancellor."
About "The Story Hour."
grims and the Mormons make a very pretty team
In the same issue of the Sentinel C. P. Bolman
NIMROD, ARK., March 20, 1892.
when yoked together as President Eliot has yoked
has an article dealing with the question how and
I saw a short time ago a book published by you, called.
them.
when t~e "Sabbath " was changed. The question, "The Story Hour," which I think is the· finest literG. A. HuFFAKEN.
The Freedom of Worship Bill.
as he nghtly says, is by no ineans vital, nor is it ature for children I ever saw.
Last Tuesday week the Assembly Judiciary Com- even ." ~ertinent," to the discussion of the right of
The terse TRUTH SEEKER has the effrontery to spell
mittee, to which was referred the "Freedom of the mvil power to require cessation of all secular Jehovah over a cigar shop that has David's Indian in
Worship" bill, heard arguments thereon, and among business on Sunday, or any other day. But as a mat- front of it, as a sign-" G. Htvah & Levy & Co."
them of course was the Freethinkers' side of the ter of evangelical as well as Romish admissions that Wonder whether the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER is not
question. There were a lot of Protestants on hand, Christ or his apostles had nothing to do with the afraid of Comstock? That he does not fear the Lord
worth a cent,. we know full well.-8an Franci8co Publ,ic
though they might better hav kept still. James change, the quotations he makes are of interest. Opinion.
M. King, of New York city, represented the National Thus Neander, considered by McClintock and
Afraid of Comstock, Mr. Choyinski ~ Not a bit.
League for the Protection of American Institutions Strong's Cyclopedia to be the greatest of ecclesiasHe
can go to any place you may select for him.
and opposed the bill on the ground that it tended tical historians :
to mix the state and the churrh by giving state
"The festival of Sunday, like all other festivals was
The Anti-Opiurn News of Hongkong reports
officials power over religious exercises.
"The ~lway~ only a human ordinance, and it was far fro~ the
that
the English church bishop of that place says :
whole spirit of the bill is antagonistic to freedom ~ten~ons of the apostles to establish a divine command
"I hav been again and ag·ain stopped while preachm
this
respect
;
far
from
them
and
from
the
apostolic
of worship," he said. " The measure is misnamed
church to transfer the laws of the Sabbath to Sunday. ing with the question, 'Are you an Englishman~ Is
and is inconsistent."
Perhaps at the end of the second century a false applica- not that the country that opium comes from~ Go
Ezra M. Kingsley, of New York city, represented tion of t~is kind had begun to take place; for men appear
back and stop it, and then we will talk about
the New York Juvenile Asylum, and entered his by that tliDe to hav considered working on Suuday a sin."
Christianity.'" The idea, comments the Hongkong
protest against the passage of the bill. He said the
The Rev. Mr. James, in addressing the university ~Telegraph, of an indignant celestial rising in his
pr~anization of the Juvenile Asylum embraced at Oxford, explained :
·
place at tb.~ (latJ:te(lral (whi<!b, of course is crowded
.
.

.
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"OAK MILLS; IL!.N., March 25; 1892.
every day with Chinamen seeking after truth) and
"Dear Sir: Should this note be delivered to the person
peremptorily orde1·ing Bishop Burden to dry up and
who received my letter of February 15th, I desire to state
listen, is really too sweet for any use.
that said letter was not intended for him, but for a gentleIn his !>peech at the Fred Douglas reception the man of the same name, who resides, or did reside, near
Princeton.
other day, Chauncey Depew said that Mr. Douglas
"I am obliged to you, however, for the trouble you
suggested to Abraham Lincoln the issuance of an hav taken to reply. When we shuffle off this mortal coil,
emancipation proclamation.
This is rather con- should your theological speculations concerning 'the reality
flicting with the claim made in a certain Spiritual- of hell,' etc., prove true, I will not be as unkincl to you as
Abraham was to Dives. If you get thirsty call on me and
istic publication that the spirits helped Mr. Lincoln
I'll send Lazarus down with a gallon.
to the thought, and Mr. Depew should be cautious.
"Yours in charity,
J. E. REMSBURG."
Perhaps Mr. Bundy will sue him for ten thousand
Recently we reminded the editor of the Christian
dollars.
Leader, who objected to one of our cartoons repreA friend in Newark, Mr. George W. Gorum,
senting the grist of children going through the
writes concerning the lecture by Helen H. GarSunday-school mill and coming out into jails and
dener which we printed a few weeks since: "lt was
other bad places as untrue, that the statistics of
my privilege to hear it, and was highly delighted
crime showed the Sunday-school and church to be
with the eloquence and beauty of the discourse,
no restraint upon immoral tendencies. What the
and felt very much like expressing my admiration
lawyers would call cumulativ evidence is a paraof it in a Shaksperian illustrativ quotation,
graph from the London Chronicle, and some
slightly altered:
Canadian statistics.
The Chronicle says : "It
"'And tell me of woman's tongue;
would hav been hardly credible had not a bishop
. . . That when she speaks,
vouched for the statement, that as many as
The air, a chartered libertin, is still,
seventy-five per cent of the convicts in Pentonville
And the mute wonder lurketh in men's ears,
prison had at one time been Sunday-school scholars.
To steal her sweet and honeyed sentences.'"
Our readers. will be pleased to learn that the ThQ number was 757 out of 1,000. A similar state
lecture will be put in pamphlet form, selling for of things is exhibited at Leeds, where the chaplain
of the borough jail reports 280 out of 282 prisoners
ten cents.
as having passed through Sunday-school. Their
The efforts of the saloon-keepers in this state to
average time of attendance was three years. But
amend the Sunday law so that they might open their
the bishop of Dover, to whom we are indebted
places Sunday afternoon-" after church hours"for these startling figures, has himself witnessed
hav proved abortiv. This bill has been defeated by
still more terrible experience. He tried to trace
the opposition of the pclice, who worked through
100 of his children who in the last few years had
Boss Croker of Tammany Hall, who controls the
passed out of school. He could only trace 77, and
legislation of the present session.
The saloonof these two only were attending church regularly,
keepers are said to be angry at Croker and the
and 39 were confirmed drunkards." There must
police and to threaten reprisal on election day,
be something extremely dangerous about SundayMeanwhile their side-doors will be open every Sun_
school methods if this statement be not a libel. It
day as usual. But why should the police object to
was made with all the bishop's gravity of conviction
the amendment of a law they pretend they cannot
at the conference of the Canterbury Diocesan
enforce! It looks as though Dr. Parkhurst's
Sunday-School Teacher's Association." The Canacharges were true, that the well-known sympathy
dian statistics are from the Report for 1891 of the
and affinity of the police with houses of ill repute,
Ontario inspector of prisons. The total commitgambling dens, and liquor stores are purchased,
ments for the year were 10,423, made up as follows:
and that a Sunday law is handy to hav in making
Roman Catholics, 3,744; Church of England, 3,134;
the bargain with saloon-keepers.
Presbyterian, 1,368; Methodist, 1,413; other deThe Catholic .Review is not remarkable for the nominations, 770; how large a proportion of
accuracy of its statements. In its last issue is this: Atheists, Secularists, etc., are included in "that 770
"The Irish immigrants, who hav done so much may be judged by the return of the Central Prison.
toward improving both the morals and the manners Of 674 commitments in 1891 there were: Church of
of the city of New York, who hav done so much to England, 229; Roman Catholic, 216; Methodist,
raise that city within forty years from the condition 106; Presbyterian, 86; Baptist, 20; Lutheran, 10;
of a dirty, disorderly provincial town, such as Congregational, 5; Hebrew, 1 ; Salvation Army, 1 ;
Dickens and other foreigners saw and described it, Atheists, Q.
to a splendid and well-ordered metropolis, gradually pushed the 'Bowery b-hoy' and his brutal
THE
ways out of town." As a matter of fact, the Bowery
boys, meaning the "toughs," are all Irish, and they
are more numerous and worse than ever before. It
is the Irish who hav debauched the politics of the
city, and who furnish the criminals, the juvenil
POSTPONED.
offenders, the paupers, and largely the fallen women.
Our police are also principally Irish, as well as the
The mass meeting called for the 3d and 4th of
mayor and the street-sweepers who do not sweep.
In fact, Ireland at present runs the town, and it is April, at which the above organization will be efpretty badly mismanaged. Other statements in fected, has been postponed for two weeks, until the
the· same editorial in the .Review are that Mark 17th and 18th of April.
This step has been taken in order t~ secure the
Twain is a Calvinist and that Robert G. Ingersoll's
audiences are all blackguards ! The .Revie1o is a privilege of reduced railroad rates, to enable our
friends to visit Columbus from all points in the
very intelligent journal.
state.
In February, f. E. Remsburg, while at HuntingReduced rates will be obtained at the rate of one
ton, W. Va., sent a brief business letter relativ to
and one-third to return on the certificate plan.
lecturing to a Liberal in Kansas. The postmaster
Friends will please take notice to apply for a delehanded it to another man of the same name, evigate's certificate upon purchasing their ticket, for
dently a clergyman, who replied as follows:
which they will pay full fare one way ; the said cer'' PRINCETON, IL!.N., March 6, 1892.
tificate,
when duly countersigned by me, will then
"J. E. REMSBURG : In reply would say that I am not
a Libe1·al, and hav no use for your infernal dogma. You enable them to purchase return tickets at one-third
may call the Bible a legendary tale, J e/i!us Christ an im- of the regular fare.
postor, hell a myth, and say there is no God; but you
The convention will be held at Wirthwein's Hall,
won't snuff the sulphurous smolre of hell ten minutes un- 335 South High street, Columbus.
til you will admit the trnth of the Bible, the divinity of
An organization has already been formed in this
Jesus Christ, the existence and omnipotence of God, and
city,
and is now activly at work to assist us in the
the reality of hell.
Yours in hope,
"JOHN P. MARTIN."
work we hav before us, witil F. S. Montgomery as
Mr. Remsburg acknowledged the recfiipt of the president, J. H. White secretary, and Dr. J. B.
u,bove comteous epistle in the following note :
Schueller treasurer. The Freethinke1·s of Columbus
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are in earnest about this movement, also many of
our friends in the country districts ; and if the
Freethinkers throughout the entire state will only
rally to our support, success is certain, .
Freethinkers, one and all, let me repeat my earnest request that you will seize this opportunity of
establishing an organization within your own state
whose chief concern will be to preserve· the traditional liberties of Ame1·ican institutions:
To prevent our public schools from being turned
into gigantic ecclesiastical institutions, wherein our
children shall be taught the dogmatic c>reeds of
sacerdotalism, and be made the helpless victims of
sectarian strife ;
To prevent the clergy as a class from interfering
with our political life, seeking thereby to usurp political prestige for their proteges, in order to secure
th!l assistance and guarantees of the government
for their institutions ;
To prevent the undesirable alliance between the
priests and the politicians, for the people by an
awe-inspired dread of the former hav been subdued
and blindly led into the cruel machinations of the
latter.
I know that many Freethinkers suppose themselva entirely free from the influence of the church,
and therefore there is no need of working in this
direction. But this is a fallacy. Moreover, it is not
so, for none of us are entirely free from its influences. It meets us at every town, and we are still
bound down by obnoxious Sunday laws, and which
we must make it our stringent duty to obliterate
from om· statute-books.
Freethinkers, will you help us in this undertaking, for upon your support now, at this moment,
depends om· success! One man can do nothing,
nor even twenty, but with one grand, united effort
from every Freethinker within the state of Ohio
vast good can be accomplished. Friends, do not
hesitate in this matter ; show your true colors ; do
not be ashamed of doing your duty for fear of being branded with the name of Infidel.
All that we request now is but one determined
move, and you will be surprised indeed at your own
strength.
Anyone desiring further information or wishing
to help us, financially or otherwise, will please address me in care of John B. Cochran, 112 W.
Maple street, Columbus, 0.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
P.S.-Ti:wse friends with whom I hav ah·eady
been in communication will please address me as
above, and not at the Davidson Hotel.

Lectures and Meetings.
NEwARK Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, corner of
Market. Sunday afternoon, April 3d, at 3 o'clock, Hugh
0. Pentecost, of New York, will lecture.
S. P. PUTNAM'S lecture appointments:
Waco, Convention
Massillon, O............. May 1
of Texas Liberal
Kew York................ " 6
Association ..... Apr.8,9, 10 Boston.................... " 8
New Orleans....... " 13,14 Montreal................ " 15
Brookhaven, Miss. " lU, 17 Boulder City, Col.... June 5
Chicago. .. .. .. .. .. .. . "
24
Those desiring lectures along this route will please
communicate at ·once with S. P. Putnam, Los Angeles,
Cal., care of C. Severance, Box 451.
THE Manhattan Liberal Club lectmcs for April are as
follows. The club meets at 220 East 15th street:
Aprillst, "Rams' Horn and Lucifer Matches," Oliver
H. G. Leigh;
April 8th . "Religious Lunacy," Hugh 0. PentecoRt; •
April 15th, "Solitude of Self," Elizabeth Cady Stanton;
April22d, "Religion and Morality," Henry Howley;
April 29th, "Llmacy Real and Factitious, and Its
Treatment," Albert Bach.
Business meeting and election of officers after lecture,
on April 29th.

-------------------

THE theoloo·y developed out of our sacred literature in relati~n to the cure of disease was mainly
twofold: first, there was a new and strong evolution
of the old idea that physical disease is produced by
the wrath of God or the malice of Satan, or by a
combination of both, which theology was especially
called in to explain; secondly, there was evolved
theories of miraculous methods of cure, based upon
modes of stayinrr the divine anger, or of thwarting
Satanic malice. b Along both these streams of influence one arisino· in the life of Jesus, and the other
in the reasoningsb of theologians, legends of miracles
grew luxuriantly.-Ex-Presiclent 1Vhite of Cornell
Un'iversUy.
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mean to fight hard and well you had better continue largeand enthusiasticaudience greeted me upon this,
the occasion of my second visit to Boston. Mrs.
DEAR TIWTH SEEKERS : It seems so long since\! to wear the Christian yoke servilly.
Ernest Mendum rendered two songs, one preceding
For
some
considerable
time
past
there
hav
been
had the opportunity to write that I am ashamed to
the lecture, and one at the close, which drew forth
take up my pen again. However, the interval has differences of opinion between the Socialists and the well-merited applause. Mrs. Mendum has undoubtpolice
with
respect
to
the
right
of
the
people
to
been spent in heavy Freethought work, occasioned
space in London edly a splendid and well-trained voice, and which
by a specially energetic Christian mission in Man- hold open-air meetings at an open
1
'
known
as"
The
World's
End.
An
important dep- she well knows how to use with splendid effects. I
chester by a well-known negro preacher, Mr. S. J.
must confess that I' enjoyed Mrs. Mendum's part
Celestine Edwards. At the request of my new pa- utation waited upon the home secretary with refer- of the ceremonies even better than my own lecture.
ence
to
the
right
of
holding
such
meetings,
"with
rishioners I hav danced attendance on him almost
Our Boston friends gave me a hearty welcome, and
nightly, in order to occupy the half hour he allows a view to procure a reasonable arrangement, conI was pleased indeed to meet them once more.
sistent
at
once
with
the
maintenance
of
such
right
his critics to put his hearers in possession of the
Owing to the necessity of a speedy return to
other side of the question. For a month past Mr. and with the preservation of order, pending the
New York to attend to business matters, I was very
transfer
of
the
control
of
the
police
and
the
regulaEdwards has robbed the churches of their congrereluctantly compelled to decline the invitation of L.
gations and collections, and has opened the way for tion of such meetings to the county or district
K. Washburn, the genial editor of the Investigat€Jr,
council."
As
president
of
the
London
Liberal
and
more thorough Freethought work in this city, if
only the members of our branch of the National Radical Union, Mr. John Morley introduced the to spend a day with him at his home ; so immediSecular Society will show themselvs equal to the deputation. From Mr. Matthews's reply it seems ately after the lecture I repaired to the depot and
that there are fifty places in London where open- boarded the first train for New York city.
occasion.
While in New York I delivered a lecture before
air
meetings may be held, and he has promised to
Before I say aught else let me congratulate THE
TRUTH SEEKER on its new dress. The ever-welcome furnish a list of them for general use. In addition the well-known Manhattan Liberal Club to a
paper is now more welcome than evoc. One can to those there are four hundred and fifty-five differ- crowded and attentiv audience, where I received
feel proud of it; and the capital idea of treating the ent places in the streets at which, for years past, the congratulations of many friends upon the sucillustrated portion as a separate and detachable every week no less than five hundred and forty cess of my first lecture tour through the United
part enhances its value. The only pity is that so meetings hav been habitually held without the States.
On Sunday, February 28th, I lectured again befew English folk see it; for it is an admirable sup- slightest interference on the part of the police.
Mr. Matthews then informed the deputation that fore the Brooklyn Philosophical Association, where
plement to our insular Freethought literature.
One reason why our party's journals sell so badly neither he nor the police lowered themselvs to ask I was once more favored with a large and appreciahere is the paucity of shop-keepers who hav pluck .the nature of the subjects discoursed upon, but tiv audience.
I had not long to remain in the city, for on the
to exhibit the papers in their windows. A week or only dealt with the matter of obstruction; and that
following
Sunday I commenced a return trip to the
the
only
reason
for
interfering
with
the
World's
two back I observed one placed on the outside of a
shop-window and well to the front. The result was End meetings was that a noisy rivalry had increased central states, during which I shall organize the
that quite a number of people stopped to read as the meetings to an enormous extent on that partic- State Secular Union of Ohio. I doubt not that I
much of this paraded Freethinker as they could get ular place; that they attracted vast numbers of shall experience consideraJ:>le difficulty in effecting
at witho.ut purchasing the copy. Probably they rough men to the spot and that police interference this, for I hav received information from an aufound their way inside and completed the deal. had become necessary for the preservation of thentic source that a vice-president of the American
Anyhow it proves that if the Freethought journals peace, but that meetings could be resumed if they SecUlar Union has made it his special business to
travel the state of Ohio and try to prejudice the
could be brought more prominently before the were of the original size and kind.
Freethinkers
against the movement. This is cerThere
is
but
one
cause
of
regret
for
Mr.
public there would be no lack of interest to adeMatthews's decision. It is a recognized virtue in tainly to be regretted, for such actions can only end
quately support them.
·
You will be sorry to hear that our beloved and some of Christ's gentle lambs to raise a din at our in disruption and strife. But despite the false and
trusted president is down with bronchitis and con- al fresco lectures. They place their stand within a frivolous assertions of this supposed friend of Freegested lungs. On Thursday I saw him_ playing yard or two of ours ; and as the Christian Evidence thought, I shall carry out the scheme of state orwith the children at the Freethinker's children's lecturers appear to be chosen for strength of lungs ganizations to the fullest possible conclusion. They
party ; but even then he complained of being a bit rather than any conceivable Christian grace or hav yet to learn that I never turn back in any unout of sorts. On Friday I spent the evening with learning, they are easily able to shout down our dertaking of this description. However, I hav no
him to chat over business and to discuss a quiet more gentlemanly speakers. In some cases this is wish to quarrel with the present administration of the
supper, when he was glad to get early to bed. On avowedly done to break up our meetings and to Union-we hav had enough of that with the lastSaturday he was confined to his bed and on Sunday encourage police interference; so that in making for my only desire is to see our party successfully
was too ill to lecture at the Hall of Science ; so in the stipulation, the home secretary has uncon- organized for the promulgation of our principles,
the morning I filled his place and Robert Forder sciously put into the hands of the bigots a weapon and this I mean to carry out-come what may.
After a month's sojourn among my old friends
took the more important evening meeting. Mr. they will not be slow. to use against us.
Another sign of the times is to be found in the and associates, I t.ook an affectionate farewell on
Foote is a fairly strong man, full of energy, and a
hard worker in the cause. Last week he held a Anti-Infidel, a miserable rag issued by a miserable Saturday, the 5th of March, and started once more
two nights' debate in Bristol with a Rev. Logan on editor, the all-unworthy brother of that great and to the West. I commenced this trip at Philathe resurrection, and .after becoming heated in the noble chieftain, Charles Bradlaugh. Mter laying delphia, where I gave two lectures before the
,
closely packed hall he sustained a chill, which has down th!J law concerning Atheistic lectures on Sun- Friendship Liberal League.
Friends will please address me in care of John B.
put him temporarily on the sick list. At the time days, he coolly suggests that it would be a good
of posting this epistle I learn that although Mr. thing on a given Sunday, by preconcerted ar- Cochran, 112 W. Maple street, Columbus, 0.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
Foote is very unwell, he is not confined to his bed, rangement, to charge all the Freethought lecturers
though unable to leave his room. No greater dis under the act of Parliament, to show that they can
aster could happen to the Freethought movement not, without punishment, desecrate the Sabbath as Items of Foreign News Interesting to Freethinkers.
in its present crisis than that Mr. Foote should be they do at present. I only hope they will put
their threat into action. It would not only stimulate
laid on one side.
It seems as though people in Germany are wakFew of our Freethought gatherings are as Secularism, but it would be a splendid whip with ing up. A petition signed by eleven thousand perinteresting as the annual treat to the little ones, which to flog the so-called "Christians according to sons asks abolishment of the blasphemy laws, and
already referred to. The London Secular Federa- the Christianity of Christ "-whatever they mean by another petition with 12,204 signers asks for a
tio:r;t" undertakes the responsibility of seeing it all that. We are ready if they are.
law making cremation compulsory.
Yours fraternally,
SAM STANDRING.
through and contrives to find abundant joy for the
rising generation of Secularists. All sorts of games
The Swedish Freethinker, Knut Wicksell, Ph.D.,
My Lecture Trip.
·were provided, including a short theatrical sketch
has been awarded a prize of five hundred francs by
in costume, the small things being actors under the
Leaving Pittsburgh on Monday evening, I reached the French academy for a work on the question of
management of that gracious lady, Miss Edith the great metropolis of New York city about 2:30 population. A few years ago, says .Fritankaren,
Vance, who also drilled a Maypole squad with great P.M. the next day. It was not a very pleasant re- he was prohibited to speak on this subject in·
success. Mrs. Cookney was, as of old, the general ception that I received upon my return home, for Jonkoping and Linkoping.
"boss," and Mrs. Foote distributed toys to all the the rain fell down in torrents, and what with the
winners in contests and other babes. As an experi- jostling crowds rushing for cars, the multitudes of
We mentioned some time ago that the Swedish
ment a sumptuous tea was provided for all.
umbrellas, whose drippings fell down the back of Freethinkers intended to visit in body the different
To giv more life yet to the movement the Lon- my neck, combined with the cold, chilly contact of churches in succession. The scheme is working all
don Secular Fe~eratl.on is indulging in a monthly waterproof overgarments, my arrival was not cal- right. A few weeks ago two hundred Freethinkers
dance and smokmg concert at the Hall of Science. culated to produce very pleasant impressions.
came in a body to the St. John's church in Stock'These little festivities are keenly relished and are
There is, however, always something cheering to holm. The next day the sermon was discussed in
another evidence of Mr. Foote's practical govern- return home under any circumstances, so, despite the Freethinker's hall for a full hour. These visits
ment of our party. Some Freethinkers hav lectures the unpleasant atmospheric conditions I looked are to be kept up, and no doubt will be conduciv
on the brain and think that they are the all-in-all of with joy upon the array of huge, massi~ buildings of much good.
Secularism. Lectures alone are hell; but when they for which the city is noted, as I crossed the Hudare taken moderately with the mirthful dance and son river from Jersey City.
ln Venice, Italy, they hav plenty of influenza.
cheerful song and a wee drop of gleesome beverage,
There W!J.S never yet a storm without a calm. microbes and plenty of fools. The latter, to comthey are heaven itself. In Manchester we hav a Thus the next morning open~d out bright and clear, bat the former, are daily visiting in great numbers;
weekly "hop" and a monthly concert, and contrive the clouds had changed therr dull, leaden hue and Madonna "Del Carmelo," in the Carmine church,.
to work a picnic during the summer months. These showed the silver lini~g. The sun shone brightly expecting that she, as thanks for a new white>
· things get the people together and do a world of upon the busy, hustling New Yorkers; and taking dress embroidered with gold and the· burning o:fi
good.
adyantage of this pleasant change, I at once re- two thousand candles, will ·act the part of a physiI notice with regret that you Americans are paired to THE TRUTH SEEKER office, where I spent a cian of the faith-cure school. As is to be expected,
troubled over the organization question. You are few pleasant hours with its Editor and the manage- numbers of the ignorant pietists die.
right to be troubled. Freethinkers are funny cat- ment. Here I found a communication awaiting me
tle. You cannot do as you like with them; and from Ernest Mendum, of the old Boston InvestiThe shutting down of manufacturing industries
everybody want.s to go his own gait. Well, that is gator, calling me to that city to lecture on the and the consignment to enforced idleness and fam1n
very nice in theory; but it will not do in practice. follpwing Sunday; and., in accordance with the in Vienna are opening the eyes of many to the falYou need a severe disciplin rather than a tax ; you invitation I went. The lecture was given in the Paine lacy of the " God loves us all" theory. People beare in face of a bitter, cruel, relentless foe with a Memorial Hall, before the Ingersoll Secular Society. gin to reason, and the result is, as our friend Dr.
history written in blood and fire; and if you do not The meeting was indeed a magnificent one. A Ed. Schwella writes to us, "that faith is shaken,

English Notes.
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and th~ superiorit;y of common sense proven." The
Freethmkers of VIenna never had so great an audience ~t their meetings as at present, and on the
occasiOn of the New Year's celebration the large
hall could _not accommodate all who wished to hear
a commoncsense sermon.
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did the waters prevail; and the mountains were to do his will." Were they not then e saints in
covered."
ha~in~ the whore of B~bylon and her daughter~, in
If the flood was universal and it must hav been stnppmg them naked, JUSt what you are doing and
because God's holy word sa;s so, it must hav cov~ tonnenting them with the fire of truth 7
'
It will not be strange if you skeptics should hold
ered the highest, as well as "the mountains." If the
highest were covered, then Mt. Everest, whose the balance. of power in politics, as I told you at
white-robed summit greets the morning sun 29,100 Chautauqua. Then will be your time.
You hav opened a new epoch. Authority and
Under the title of "Une Merge Vierge" our feet above the sea, must hav been covered also.
friend C.. Cil wa, editor of La Venite, has trans- Now, if the waters rose 15 cubits and covered the Reason stand face to face in open court, and the
lated into French G. W. Foote's "Virgin 1\fother." highest mountains, then as often as 15 is contained people are judges. Authm'ity would boycott youMr. C. Cilwa, whose biography we will giv in our in 29,100 will be the length of one cubit-1,940 kill you. Reason is killing authority-burning it
next Items, is one of the most activ French Free- feet: . Hence if the ark was 300 cubits long and 1 up. It is the battle of giants and the battle of
thinkers, and has both in his paper and in separate culnt IS 1,940 feet, then the ark was 111 miles long. the Gods. Are not the orthodox heavens passing
pamphlets translated into French the best articles It was 50 cubits, or 18 miles, wide. It was 30 cu- away with a great noise? Love to you.
F. W. EvANS.
and lecttiTes of American authors. We are pleased bits, or 11 miles, high; and the one window, which
JYiount Lebanon, March 20, 1892.
t~ see that his paper has again found us, and hope has been often referred to as a very poor means of
to receive it regularly, that we may inform our :ent~ation, was, I think, entirely capable of supplymg arr to a much larger building, for it was 1 cubit,
readers of the doings of brethren in France.
A Revival Sermon.
or 1,940 feet, square! Now, also, the door which
As
there
has
been a Campbellite Protestant meetIn France the anticlerical agitation is spreading the Lord God shut on Noah's embarkation was, if
ing
here"
for
a
while,
I thought I would go up Sunwe
may
believe
th;J,t
God
would
hav
the
same
proamong all classes. It is especially interesting to
note that the agricultural population are waking portionate to the window, about 600 yards wide by day and hear the sermon. I had not been to church
in so long that it seemed like being at some of the
up. Among the bills lately introduced into the 850 yards high.
How, in the face of these correct figures, l:n the old heathen ceremonials-the singing, the kneeling,
House of Representativs we note particularly that
by Paul Lafargue. He proposes that the fifty-mill face of these scientific and biblical deductions, can the rising and sitting down, .and especially the
francs which yearly are given as salaries to the ~ny sane I?-an or woman ever again deny the carry- bread-and-wine farce at the close. The sermon
clergy shall be used to increase the wages of teach- mg capamty of Noah's ark7 Then, too, we 'may proved-from the Bible-that Chriat was diV:.ne,
ers in the public schools, and furnish the children suppose that God knew what he was about when he was the creator of all things and one with God,
of poor parents with books and clothes, arid that caused Noah to build. the· ark eleven miles high: and was God. The preacher was a real 'I;almage for
the real estate of the church shall be confiscated W euld not the polar bear, the condor, the Eskimo swallowing the Bible literally and all. Take away
and the income of the same used to found a national and his dog, want quarters somewhat. removed from the book and his whole sermon would hav evapothe oppressiv heat of the ground floor 7 Also all rated into nothingness. I thought while I listened
pension fund for aged and invalid workingmen.
birds,. so that they might still float and fly in the to the quotation of text after text, that one could as
well prove the existence and peculiarities of." Jack the
In the February number of De .Dageraad is a bright free air above 7 The animals of the temperGiant-killer" from that book as of Christ from the
ate
zones
occupied
the
cabins
or
middle
quart.ers,
very instructiv article dealing with the church
Bible, for is there not now and then a giant at
census as taken from official reports, and the doc- and those from the torrid zones, the lower deck.
the present day, and are there not beanstalks and
tored accounts of the same as found in daily papers The offices and dining-room were to the right of
Jacks now, and does not every child love the story of
and religious journals. According to Catholic ac- the door as you entered the ark, as on all great
Jack and his wonderful doings ?
·
.
counts, over half of the population is Catholic; ac- ocean ships.
The one difference is, that we hav always been
Doubt, ye skeptics; attempt to refute, ye Agnoscording to Protestant estimates over three-fourths
taught
that Jack and the giant were myths, while
of the population is of that faith ; and both parties tics; appeal to myth and fable for your salvation, as Jesus and his Virgin mother and godly father were
evidence
for
your
belief;
but
who
ever
saw
afloat
agree that the. Dutch Reformed cht1rch's (state
realities, holy and divine. There was one part of the
church) membership is a good deal less than half of upon the shoreless ocean of mythology a ship of cht1rch-going that I liked ; that is the meeting with
these
dimensions~
This
relation
is
reasonable
;
it
the population, and that the number of non-churchold friends whom I had not seen in a twelvemonth,
goers is but small. Hence both these parties, ex- is true. You may try to refute it now, but the day and this is what keeps the church alive-the
is
coming
wlten
you
will
acknowledge
the
truth;
cept the Dutch Reformed, clamor foc abolition of
gathering together of the people ; the friendly,
the state church. As for the statement that the when you will believe in the authenticity of God's cordial companionship ; the having something in
holy
word.
Oh,
Infidel,
believe!
You
may
recall
number of non-church-goers is but a handful, the
common with neighbor and friend .
.Dageraad reproduces from the official census the some of these words in yotiT dying hour. Believe
Of co".rse most of the congregation believe more
and
be
saved.
RoBERT
C.
GASTON.·
figures relating to the city of Drommels, which has
or less of the fables they hav been taught from early
a population of 82,366 inhabitants:
childhood, and wbicL~ they hear repeated i wo hunThe Battle of the Gods.
Presbyterian .. .. .. . .. ... . 286 Methodist..................
11
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL, Esteemed Friend: I hav dred and ninety-three times a week, and see inEpiscopal .................. 596 Hernhutter................ 254
dorsed by a majm'ity of books and papers, and even
Knoxchurch............... 128 Unitarian..................
16 been reading the Telegram containing the Ingersoll
almanacs,
which are upheld by law, custom, and_
German Evangelical.... 858 Greek Catholic..........
37 controversy. You hav done nobly-grandly. You
Apostolic.................... 1,486 Mormon................... 164 hav stated facts and kept your temper. Some of public opinion.
Evangelic................... 1,469 Mohammedan............
47
They are like sheep, ready to follow a leader
Free Evangelic .... ., ...... 1,157 Faith unknown.......... 5,474 your clerical friends hav misstated facts-lied- without reasoning, whether he is right or wrong, so
slandered,
scoffed,
raved,
having
lost
their
temper.
Free Protestant .......... 2,611 Do not belong to any
Darbister ............ ;...... 55 church ................... 66,085 In no instance, as I can see, hav you been perso- long as he is a recommended pastor of their special
church.
Baptist ...................... 1,632
nally abusiv.
All religions hav had tl:eir uses, and one by one
While denouncing Cm'istianity and showing up
We leave to our readers to draw the moral from
they pass away to giv tu·th to grander and better
its
horrible
cruelties
upon
mankind,
its
crusades
and
these figures.
----------~-------Inquisitions, you ·hav compelled your opponents to things. Just so will Christianity fade and die and
The Calculations of An Architect.
admit the historical truth of your statements and be no more forever :
I see the religious dances old and new,
In this age of progress and enlightenment, when charges, and to save themselvs from a disastrous I hear the sound of the Hebrew lyre,
defeat
by
assuming
and
admitting
that,
although
·I see the crusaders marching bearing the cross on high
new scientific discoveries are the order of the day,
it seems quite absurd that there are people who your charges are true, that to which they apply " is To the martial clang of cymbals,
I hear the dervishes monotonously chanting,
claim to be intelligent investigators who, in their not Christianity at all," but 'is what the Shaker Interspersed with frantic shouts,
ambition to correct the inspired word of God, writers declare it to be-Antichrist-church-and- As they spin around turning always toward Mecca,
doubt the story of the deluge. One of the main state combinations; that Christendom is Babylon, the I see the rapt religious dancers of the Persians, the Arabs,
objections which I hav seen advanced to disprove Catholic church being the great whore of Babylon, Again, at Eluesis, home of Ceres, I see the modern Greek~
the story of the ark is that the capacity of the same the mother of harlots and of the abominations of I hear dancing,
them clapping their hands as they bend their bodies,
was unequal, not only for the animals and their the earth ; that Protestant sects are her harlot I hear the metrical shuffiing of their feet,
daughters,
being,
like
then·
mother,
church-andfood, but for their food only. Such objections
and then turn back and see the ceremonies of our
shrivel and shrink into utter nothingness in the state organizations.
Snowville church and wonder wbi h is the greatest
All of these are enemies of the American secular su erstition.
presence of the real facts. The great trouble with
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
these objectors is that they hav never sat down and government, and the.Y are now making a tremenquietly figured out the facts as I hav; and as I dous united effort to subvert it by unconstitutional
Taking a Rest.
wish to giv the world, especially the Agnostic world, "religious legislation." If they succeed in closing
After
my
long
and
wearisome trip from the Atthe benefit of my researches, I herewith append a the World's Fair on one day out ofseveh, the rest
lantic
to
the
Pacific
ocean
I am now enjoyjltg the
will
soon
follow
..
few corrections for the particular benefit of that
Perhaps, friend Ingersoll, you yourself will per- luxury of a glorious 1est.
class of objectors who read only to find fault. In
We are having our wet season, and, so to speak,
my defense of the ark story, I shall be governed not ceive that there are two kinds of Ch1'istianity-a
only by the word of almighty God, but I shall also true, and a false or adulterated, Christianity. Yet I hav come in out of the rain, and am staying in;
avail myself of the discoveries of later years-of whether true Christianity is intrinsically good or occasionally working on some new lectm·e that I
shall ring out dm'ing the coming year.
bad would be another question.
modern physical geography, etc.
We Liberals out here feel the loss of FreeShakers
are
true
Christians.
But
if
celibacy
were
And when I shall hav started my ark afloat on
that shoreless sea, you, Mr. Editor, will please ac- universally adopted, you see and say, the race thought. It is gone, and we mom·n as one who
knowledge that there was "room and to spare." would become extinct. Would not that be better has lost a beloved chilj.
When it came to us weekly we did not appreciate
than what now is ~
But to my figures :
its
periodic visits, but now that it is no more we
You
think
the
hell
of
the
orthodox
better
than
It is admitted by both Infidels and Christians
appreciate our fonner want of appreciation. We
that the ark, if there ever was one-al1d of course their heaven, and anniliilation better than either. I
there was, for the holy Bible says so-must hav do not disagree with you. If, when men die, they miss it for its local news, and for our local work.
I find all those who hav recently begun .to read
been built and floated from near the western do not liv again, and hav no opportunity in that
THE TRUTH SEEKER speak highly of it, and well they
world
to
right
their
wrongs
of
this
world,
better
stop
boundary of what is now Asia; for at that time the
may, especially since it has been dressed up in its
population of the world had not played a very im- being born.
Sunday best; for it is now more than ever a thing
I
hope
you
will
yet
be
president
of
the
United
portant part in the development of Egypt and
of beauty and a joy forever to the one who reads
States.
Uhristian
men
are
dangerous
men.
I
am
Greece. And we are told, Gen. vii, 19, 20: "And
it-and pays up his subscription, and then it becomes
afr~id
of
them.
I
should
not
be
afraid
of
you
as
a
the waters prevailed exceedingly upon the earth;
a joy also to the publishers.
W. S. BELL.
and all the high hills that were under the whole successor of J e:fferson and Lincoln and friend of
Oakland,
Gal.
heaven were covered.
Fifteen cubits upward Saint Thomas Paine. " God put it into ~heir hearts
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Freethought. His wife, Mrs. Sallie Davis Hayden,
is equally earnest. She was the first white woman
in this country, and side by side with Mr. Hayden,
on the outskirt of civilization, with w~man's genius,
News and Notes.
has helped to make Arizona what it is to-day. In
From California to Arizona is the next wide sweep company with these are Colonel and Mrs. Atkinson,
in my varied journey. Along the mountains and C. E. Rembert, R. M. Robertson, and others, who
vast deserts and the new lake Salton ; amidst rough made the day's stay exceedingly pleasant. I enrocks that seem the relics of an antique world ; joyed the hospitable home of Mr. and Mrs. Hayden.
green fields flashing here and there, rich.wit~ al- Carl Hayden. their son, was the first white child born
falfa; immense bowlders ready to tumble mto in Tempe. He is about to go to California to comyawning ravines ; prospects ?f multiwdinous hills plete his studies.
Friend Peters is on the sick-list this time. ·He
and snowy peaks bathed m purple splendor ;
through night, through day, with sun and moon is always ready to lend a hand. Mr. Lidington givs
and stars, with rattling wheel and fiery eye of bur- the free use of his hall, so the colors float bravely
nished engin, with heart and hope of a hun<~.red at ·Tempe. Good fellowship prevails. There is
people, sleeping, dreaming, winking, tui_U~le~ mt_o cheer for future days.
I am at Phmnix Saturday night. A fair house
grotesque attitudes, we speed along-life s mfimt
variety touching with thunder and smoke and greets me, and larger numbers on Sunday afterchanging hues and swift music the bare _mono~ony noon and evening. The churches are making treof the sandy wastes. On we go, proud, Impenous, mendous efforts to stop the tide of Freethought at
mighty, scorning the gloom of nature, her mon- Phmnix, and such is the pressure that it is pretty
strous solitudes, her gigantic forms. We are safe. difficult for a Christian to attend our lectures unWe ai'e not toiling footsore and weary over the burn- less he has considerable independence and backing plains like the pilgrims of the olden. days. We bone. A tent revival is now going on. All join in
are pilgrims of
the modern trme.
We this as· an offset to the Freethought meetings.
can sit on cushioned seats ; we can read poetry and Our friend Askern is present at the revival almost
philosophy : we can drowse on soft pillows ; we can . regularly, and is quite a. trouble to the ministers,
dream ; we can gaze with impunity on nature's most who would like to ha> him stay away, since he will
awful and terrible and secret places, and fly by with- not be converted and asks too many questions.
out a wound. This is the pilgrimage of to-day, When all those who want to go to heaven are rethanks to science, which has supplanted God and quested to arise, he keeps his seat. When the
given us comfort, courage, and delight while we same request is made of those who wish to go to
hell, he calmly sits. He prefers Arizona.
pursue our journey round th!=l globe.
Such is our advent into Arizona-splendid, pictThe churches relied upon a Sunday law to giv
uresque, wild, desolate, full of interest. I opine them an advantage, but it proved a boomerang.
that this is the most ancient land in North Amer- The clergy only wanted to arrest a few, but when
ica, where the most ancient races dwelt-where, the constable got started he was too much for the
perhaps, one of the great cycles of civilization has clergy. He did not stop at their dictation. About
rolled its glittering orbit; for all around are the one hundred and fifty were arrested, among these
traces of a mighty people, who lived in cities, made prominent church-members who run livery stables,
bridges and canals, cultivated the earth, and whose Sunday newspapers, etc. This was too much. The
only signs of barbarism are the remains of temples clergy themselvs might be arrested, for did not
and of gods. One must visit Arizona in order to they work on Sundays~ They beat are treat. Not
behold some of the greatest peculiarities of this a single case was brought to trial. It is hoped
continent.
that this infamous Sunday law will be repealed.
The weather is simply delicious when I arrive at The people of Arizona are too Liberal to longer
Phmnix. It is just like heaven-if there is any such countenance such injustice and hypocrisy.
place in the blue empyrean. The skies spread over
Sunday morning I hav a delightful drive with J.
sweet and lovely as the azure dome of Italy. The B. Lacy, manager of the gas-works of the city. We
air is soft, with gentle music in its breath. Green went out to the ostrich farm. Ostrich-raising has
fields are about, with flowers of every hue. Won- proved to be a success in Arizona. There are
derfnlly luminous is the horizon gemmed with hills, twenty-four on this farm now, raised from one
as if beyond were still more gorgeous scenes.
pair in two years, and they look flourishing. They
Phmnix is in the lap of spring just now-not the are a vigorous "bird." Their legs and thighs
spring of the East, with its fitful storms, but a are perfectly naked. Their long necks seem like
spring with only bloom and splendor in its silvery flexible iron. The eyes are big, round, and bright.
path. And Tempe-name redolent of Greece, an'd The feathers are in profusion upon the back and
poetic association-! do not think in Greece one breast. They press around us and apparently take
could wander through more charming landscapes. great interest in our looks. Perhaps they think we
All this will SOlmd strange to those who think that might make a good breakfast.
Arizona is only a banen country, where the Arizona
Jas. Thalheimer, of the Central Hotel, takes exKicker doth flomish. But truly there is beauty in cellent carl:) of me, as "mine host." It was a
Arizona-a climate lillSU11Jassed. There is fertil- pleasure to meet with his family, and around his
ity of soil ; there is gold and silver; there is a liberal table to enjoy the good things of life, and the phiand progressiv people. I suppose of course God losophy of Freethought also.
could hav spent the whole seventh day in imJ. H. W. Jenson is still our stalwart Liberal,
proving Arizona, without a moment's rest. But doing his "level best." Mr. Hayden comes with
Arizona is a big country. It is simply terrific in me from Tempe and acts as chairman of the meetplaces. Dante could not imagin anytlling more ing. The veteran soldier, Thayer, is with us, and
dismal. It is hot-so hot in some places that the also Colonel Posten. Upton has been out proslegend is that those who die and go to hell hav to pecting. Colonel and Mrs. Hawkins are now in the
send back for their overcoats. But in spite of this far North. So we did not meet with all our former
there are delightful spots, where almost anything friends. Changes are constantly taking place in
can be produced; where there are elegant dwellings this live Western country. People are "on the go."
gardens, orchards, vineyards; where there are tln·e~ Still new friends join the old, and Phmnix keeps to
hundred and· forty sunny days in the year; where the front for the Liberal work.
for nine months there are neither the extremes of
I leave Phoenix at 4 o'clock on Monday morning,
heat nor cold. It is like ethereal spring or golden March 15th, and arrive at Tucson, Ariz., Monday
autumn, and the three hot months are no worse to afternoon. Next to St. Augustine, Fla., this is
endure than the summer heats of New York, Boston reckoned as the oldest city in this country. ·It has
and Chicago. Take it all around, the climat~ indeed a most ancient look, along with the lively
is about the best in the world. As for the resources appearance of a new town. Indeed it is one of the
of the territory, besides the minerals, which are ap- oldest places I ever struck. I guess two-thirds of
parently inexhaustible and of infinit variety, and vast the houses are adobe, and o! one story. The streets
lumber districts; besides the land which is now cul- most ?f them are narrow, as if they were originally
tivated, and which is abundantly productiv, there a trail. There are wide streets, however, in the
are millions of acres which will one day, with new part of the town.
There are six thousand
sparkling rivulets and reservoirs, shine like the inhabitants, of which over one-half are Mexicans
gardens of Babylon. Irrigation ~s the key of this and Catholics. Some of the old Castilian families
country, and the treasures which it unlocks will be reside here. It . is a picturesque place to the
simply IJ1agnificent.
traveler. You might say that Tucson is not only
I arrive at Tempe on Friday, March 11th. Ar- the oldest city in the Union, but the oldest on the
rangements are made for a lecture here, and a very continent, and perhaps the oldest in the worldgood audience is present, considering that the af- older than Rome or Babylon even for this is the
fair was rather extempore and that at the very last site of an ancient Aztec city, the re~ains of which
moment we bad to change halls. There is a can now be se~n, a?d when that city first began who
Liberal element at Tempe that can be depended can tell1-butit might havflourished with the civiliupon. Mr. Chas. F. Hayden, who came to this zation of Egypt.
country in the early days and is one of its foremost
Tucson thus flings its roots of life into the imbusiness men, is always a generous supporter of memorial past. The freshness of the new mingles

with the shadow and wonder of the old. Here is
a point for contemplation-for thoughts that wing
their way into the " far backward and abysm of
time."
I hav always wanted to go to Tucson, but hav
been unable to make anangements hitherto. No
Freethought lectures ha~ ever been given h_ere.
There were some Freethmkers of long standing,
subscribers of THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator,
but the church element seemed to be so prevailing
that it was uncertain whether any success could be
made of a Liberal movement. My friend Isaac E.
Crum, whom I first met at San Jacinto, Cal., and
afterward at Fort Worth, Tex., is now settled here,
and after becoming .acquainted and looking the
ground over, in council with a few stanch Liberals
determined to make an effort, and so invited me to
stop over for one night. I did so, and I hav not
found better success or a more cordial reception
anywhere along the line. The lecture was well
attended by the best citizens, and there was quite
a number of ladies. The Opera House was nearly
full. The lecture on " The Demands of Liberalism "
was in such accordance with the ideas of those
present that by a unanimous vote I was requested
to remain another evening, which I did, and lectured
on •·Freethought and Morality." This night the
house was packed-" standing-room" only, as the
saying is. I was surprised and delighted at t'b.e
interest manifested, and so were the "Old Guard,"
who for so many years hav kept the flag over this
post; but had never before made. a general movement.
I cannot help liking Tucson. The Liberals there
are so generous and enthusiastic; the unique city
itself is so reminiscent of times past, and so forwardlooking. I like the country about it. It is beautiful
and healthful. The atmosphere is clear and bright,
the skies of Italian splendor, and the scenery of
plain and mountain most varied and alluring.
On Tuesday morning Mr. Will Brown takes me
nine Iniles out of Tucson to the old .mission church,
said to be three hundred and fifty years old, and probably the oldest building in this country. The drive
out was exceedingly interesting. Such an immense
panorama wa~ spread before the view in the glorious
sunshine, the dark gray of the plain dotted here and
there with the brilliant green of the alfalfa, and then
in striking majesty, with tower and dome, the ancient
church lifts itself upon the view, while not another
building is to be seen alnidst the apparent wilderness. Lonely and grand, with white walls, grotesque and stately, this. temple has abided through
the storms and sunshine of . centuries, and still today, within its shadowy precincts, roll the anthems
of the church of Rome, and the priest drones his
monotonous service. I might imagin I was just
coming upon some desolated ruin amidst the vast
deserts of the East. As we approach there are signs
of nomad life. An Indian village lies round about,
and beyond an old Indian burying-ground. Here
again we are plunged into a primeval world. Here
sit outside the tents the wrinkled Indian dames at
work molding pots and jars, grinding corn in the
good old way mentioned ~n the Bible, while the
little Indians play in the sand and sun, and the
"bucks" are inside the tents sleeping and smoking.
The aboriginal life is before us, side by side with
the solitary emblem of Rome, and these are the
worshipers at its shrine. What a curious study all
this is!
They charge a dollar admission to this old church,
and there is where the Yanke~;) spirit of thrift comes
in, and I realize that I am in modern times. A fat
Indian opens the heavy door and grimly watches us
all the time to see that we do not steal anything.
As a matter of fact, the toes and fingers of the saints
and the golden ornaments hav been taken away by
visitors; The place was once abandoned and the
Indians stabled their horses here side by side with
the Virgin and the Apostles. This sacrilege is no
longer permitted. Religious services are held and
the Indians make up the congregation, and everything is carefully guarded. There is a kind of
solemnity as one stands beneath the painted dome,
and yet I never did see such an association of the .
sublime and ridiculous. The pictures are daubs,
almost caricatures, and yet amidst the crude delineations there was a breath of romance. There was
the aroma of the old faith, once so intense, but now
a faded, a ghostlike belief. The life is gone. It is
only a weird memory. How strangely it gleams today in this dark and ruined edifice!
On Tuesday morning I went with Mr. A. J.
Davidson to the direct opposit of this lonely old
relic, to the University of Arizona, an elegant building, where the new, bright world of the nineteenth
century spreads its radiant colors. Professor Comstock was kind enough to show us about and point
out the methods of education in this excellent institution. The objects are practical-mainly mining,
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enl?inee;inl?, agriculture, chemistry, etc.
This
umversity IS for science, for humanity, and for the
~ut_ure. I_ believe there are no religious exercises
m It. It Is purely secular. Its corps of teachers
are able and liberal. I was pleased to meet with
such bright and earnest men as Professor Comstock
and Professor Gully. They are well equipped for
the important work in hand.
Mr. Davidson also took me to Davidson's ditch,
which he projected and which will irrigate ten
thousan,d acres of land. Mr. Davidson also holds
water rights by which eventually a million acres
can be reclaimed. He would like to form a Liberal
colony in this part of the world. I . think that
would be a good plan. There is no doubt that these
"desert lands" will some day be made abundantly
productiv, when the vast systems of irrigation now
in contemplation are completed, which of course it
will take some years to do. For youth and energy
this is a " land of promis." Take a long look
ahead, and where is now the giant cactus, blooming
gardens will appear and fruits glisten to the mountain edge.
Judge R. D. Ferguson presided at the meetings.
He is a stanch Liberal, and is not afraid to let people know where he stands. His introductory addresses were finely adapted to the occasion and gave
a good send-off to the speaker.
Among our other friends here-soldiers to the
core of liberty and humanity-are E. H. Ferris, who
was the first to start the campaign with a generous
contribution; James Finley, who joined in also like
a true comrade ; John Scolari ; Judge M. R. Slater;
Charles Etshels; J. Landis; Aleck Ross; Samuel
Hughs; W. P. Woods; W. M. Lucas; Howard
Flynn; John Gardiner; W. F. Overton; Alex. Von
Wendt; I. D. Johnson; Thomas J. Morris ; Charles
Brown; L. Mueller, and others. This makes a
splendid company for Freethought. I hav had a
most enjoyable time, and I shall look forward to
another rushing campaign in this picturesque town.
The flag has been flung to the breeze. It shall
float on the bright and happy winds of this attractiv
territory. A. few years from now and a marvelous
change will unroll itself over this wild and magnificent country.
Good-bye, Arizona-the oldest and the newest,
the oddest and the brightest of places desolate and
beautiful! Land of inmlemorial ages! Land of
hope, land where scenes of loveliness extend, land
of monstrous forms, lofty mountains, dark ravines,
enormous Qanyons, rugged peaks ! Land of cactus,
land of flowers, land of bluest' skies and hottest
sands, where hell and heaven j.n nature's varying
moods seem to unite smile and gloom in extraordinary and bewildering companionship! Good-bye
and all hail, Arizona!
SAMUEL P .. PuTNAM.
March 17, 1892.

Who Are

Liars~

Let us see. "If the prophet be deceived when
he hath spoken a thing, I, the Lord, hav deceived
that prophet" (Ezek. xiv, 9).
'.'God shall send them strong delusions, that they
should believe a lie, that they all might be damned"
(2 Thess. ii, 12).
Jesus takes three apostles only up into a mountain apart, is transfigured before them, and then
charges them to tell the vision to no man until the
son o:f man be risen again froin the dead (Matt.
xvii). Deception can be thl) only object.
Jesus is made to speak in parables, that the common people " seeing, they might see and not perceive, and hearing they might hear, but not understand" (Mark iv).
These are a few of the many examples that gave
excuse to the concoctors of the Christian hierarchy
to impose their frauds of visions and miracles
upon the common people; and Dr. Mosheim, chancellor of a German university, and a voluminous
orthodox writer on church history, speaking of the
church fathers, says: "It was aii. almost universally
adopted maxim, that to deceive and lie is an act of
virtue when the interests of the church might be
promoted." Hence ecclesiastical history is stuffed
with invented stories of miracles, visions, martyrdoms, persecutions, etc., that fascinated the ignorant, credulous multitude. Even the gospel stories
find no corroboration outside the cloister. But the
common people supposed, as they always hav, that
the priest obtains interviews with some deity and
gets instructions. During a period of about four
hundred years, fanatical bishops and priests were
eng"ged in writing and altering ·gospels and epistles
-hundreds of them. But as they could not agree
amoitg themselvs, neither in their superstitious notions nor in the manner of lying, they quaiTeled with
and persecuted one another.
,
Truthful, unbiased history, like Gibbon's" Decline
and Fall of Rome," informs the reader that the so-

c~lled "dre~dful persecutions" of the early Christians were either committed by one branch of Chris-.
tia~s on another, or brought on themselvs by refusmg to obey the equitable laws of Rome. Some
modern pastors, unable to controvert Gibbon or to
i~ore him altogether, hav had published his history
mmus th~ chapters relating to the rise of Christianity.
SuppressiOn of facts is a method of lying which the
church has always practiced.
The Protestant of to-day has little to say about
the _vi~ions and miracles seen and done by early
Chns~Ians, ~ut he ~nites with the Catholic in exaggeratmg their suffenngs and laying all the blame on
unb~li~vers. Toyarallel the ten plagues of Egypt,
Chnstians hav tned to figure out ten persecutions.
Down to the time of Constantine, A.D. 325, the
Roma~ government toler11-ted all religions. The
E_gyptian, the Greek, the Jew, could worship each in
his. own way. Then why persecutions during that
penod ~ Because the Christians attacked the altars
and emblems of other religions-canied on, in fact
'
a kind of divine brigandage.
There were thirty Roman emperors between
Tiberi us, in whose reign the alleged crucifixion took
place, and Constantine ; and authenticated history
finds six persecutions only.
1. One in the reign of Nero ; and it was not till
the tenth year of his reign that he .is said to hav
pe!secuted the Christians in Rome (not elsewhere);
and two years afterward he committed suicide to
escape punishment for murdering his wife, mother,
and others.
2. Persecution, also local and of short duration,
occurred in the reign of Domitian, about A.D. 90.
3. One in the reign of Adrian, one of the "five
good emperors," took place A.D. 130.
4. One in the reign of Marcus Aurelius, also one
of the "good emperors, distinguished for his virtues," occurred about A.D. 170.
Then followed a
still longer period without benefit of persecution.
5. One in the reign of Decius, an "accomplished"
monarch, about A.D. 250. Lastly, the
6. "Dreadful persecution" took place in the
reign of Diocletian. His reign began A.D. 284; and
this persecution not till A.D. 303-the Roman principle of toleration holding good for eighteen years
of his reign. This persecution is more familiar from
being called the era of martyrs. Now, this Diocletian,
only two years after his first edict against the
"dangerous sect," resigned the empire and retired
to his farm ; and afterward, when urged to resume
power, he replied, "Come to Salona and see my
cabbages, and you will urge me no more."
The Christians-at the time called a sectclaimed to be governed by higher laws, and disregarded Roman laws; yet six only of the thirty emperors undertook to disciplin them, and five of these
six in general history command our admiration.
Nero alone is bad-a murderer, perhaps insaneand Constantine takes him for a model and murders
his own family.
Impartial investigation shows that out of the three
hundre-d years covering all the time in which the alleged persecutions occurred, less than twenty-five
years will measure the aggregate time of the six persecutions. Nothing having any historical foundation
was ever more grossly exaggerated than these socalled dreadful persecutions. The numbers who hav
suffered for heresy at the hands of their brotherfollowers of the lamb are as a thousand to one. ·
The priest loves to bring the suffering early Christians before his sympathetic flock, because, if the
blood of the martyrs is the seed of the church, he
cannot hav too much of it. A.nd he pictures the
early Christian as all goodness and godliness, while
all history proves him ignorant and fanatical. He
honors Constantine, the Christian who boiled his
wi:fe. He anathematizes the emperor Julian as an
apostate, while history proves that Julian never was
EJhristian, and that he was a just emperor. He asserts
that Rome was intolerant toward the early Christians, while the evidence is overwhelming that pagan
Rome was tolerant of all religions, and that Christian Rome was most intolerant.
·
From the pulpit the priest can falsify history
with impunity. No reply there. He affirms that
the Christian church has always promoted human
liberty; yet for many centuries, with brief exceptions, this church (as in Russia and elsewhere
to-day) has been in alliance with the most oppressiv governments. He asserts that this church has
always fostered learning; in face of the fact that
her prisons, tortures, and fagots were ever ready to
check a thought which differed :from her dogmas,
and that by her orders much valuable literature has
been destroyed. He claims that to Christianity is
due all progress in civilization; while the fact is,
that by it Grecian and Roman civilization and
culture were nearly destroyed, and progress in
li.berty and knowledge is now being made in spite
of the church. In the pulpit he can claim a roo-·

nopoly of all virtues, however false and denounce
every unbeliever, however unjustly.' More lies hav
been uttered in the pulpit than out of it. Allow
that much the greater portion of priests and pastors
do not know enough to know that they preach lies;
as their religion is founded on dreams and pre"
tended visions, in them is discovered the concreted
Father of Lies.
L. G. REED.

Old Testament Stories Comically illustrated.
This book is what its title represents it to be,
only mor(,'l so. The stories are told better than in
the Bible, and in a way to show their true inwardness, a:n? the illustrations, faithfully picture the
absurdities of the narrativs.
They are more
than comical. Mr. Heston has dealt the Old Testament some severe blows in these sketches. They
would make the sick laugh, and the person with the
least bi'; of sense left in him ashamed to hav ever
looked upon these stories of the Bible as anything
more than silly tales.
The book is divided into twenty-five chapters, as
follows :-Adventures of Adam; The Origin of the
Young Men's Christian Association;. Sustaining a
Theory; Some Giants; The Adventures and Work
of Noah; A. Hunting Anecdote; A.b::aham, Chr.st's
Great }, ncestor; A. Queer Family; Isaac and His
"Sister;" One of Twin"; Jacob and Esau; Joseph
the Man of Dreams; Holy Moses; Balaam the
Diviner; Bloody Joshua; The Campaign of Deborah
and Barak against J abin and Sis era; General Gideon;
J ephthah and his Human Sacrifice; Samson the
Strong; Ruth and Boaz; Unstable as Water, God
Shall Not Excel; David, God's Favorit; Some Stories
from the Book of Kings; Adventures of the Prophets;
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.
The reading matter in the book is worth the price
alone, but. the pictures make it doubly valuable. It
contains 400 ·pages, has strong covers, and is neatly
printed and bound. Price, $1.-Investigator.

Moral Educability.
We wonder at the monstrous cruelties of past
ages. How could they hav been possible, we ask,
since "human nature has always been the same?"
But human nature has not always been the same;
it has always been changing ; it is changing now, and
it will always continue to change. A.nd the rate of
improvement is continually accelerating. Those
born since the war find it difficult to comprehend tbe
barbarities of even one short generation ago. Their
children will find the barbarities of to-day equally
incredible. The horrors of Siberia, of the Russip.n
persecution of Israel, of th:3 no less infamous sweatshops in our own c::mntry, may relegate the latter
third of the nineteenth century to the same limbo
of infamy to which the ages of Nero and Simon
Legree are condemned, notwithstanding the comparativly great ameliorations in the average condition of the human race. Still later generations will
wonder at the possibility of inhumanity which in our
day condemns the many to life-shortening and lifeembittering toil that the few may consume in luxurious idleness the price of their sweat and suffering; at
the travesty of justice which punishes the criminal
who robs his one victim with his puny arm of flesh
and bends the knee to the ruffian who despoils hi'l
thousands with his mightier braiD; at the selfish
greed of the titled idlers who partition the soil
among themselvs and take heavy toll of the multitude of Earth's children for presuming to liv upon
the bosom of their common mother; at the unspeakable cruelty of the sex which flatters and spoils with
indulgence a portion of the other sex, and drives by
its tyranny another portion to starvation, suicide, or
infamy.-E. .P. Jackson in Popular Science
Monthly.
BY an inconceivable whimsicality, while in other
countries the Jews were burnt to make them embrace Christianity, in France the property of such
as became Christians was confiscated. This tyrannical custom had been introduced for two reasons;
First, to try the faith of these new converts, as it
was but too common for those of this nation to
feign submission to the gospel for some personal
interest, without internally changing their belief.
Secondly, because fiB they derived their wealth
chiefly from usury, the purity of Christian morals
appeared to require them to make a general restitution, which was effected by confiscation. But the
true reason of this custom, which the author of the
"Spirit of Laws" has so well developed, was a sort of
"droit d'amortissement"-a redemption, for the sovereign or the seigneurs, of the taxes which they
levied on the Jews, as mortmainable serfs, whom
they succeeded ; for they were deprived of this benefit when the latter were converted to the Christiall
faith.- Voltaire.
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'!;;etters of P,riends.
Condensation in Literature.
MARENGo, ILL., March 16, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: nfr. Shepherd "struck it
rich" in yours of the 5th, wherein he suggests that every article should be rewritten
ag·ain and again, reducing it one-half
~<very time. What a pity he did not set
an example by applying the rule to his
own literary effort-'i. e., keep on rewriting it and cutting it down until nothing
wa,s left of it?
H. WETTSTEIN.
:Itiay Nature-Not God-Bless Us.
ELDOHA, lA., March 8, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $1 to
pay for the new Bible Picture Book.
Please forward the book as soon as practicable, and oblige me, your ever-enduring
friend in the cause of Freethought and
humanity.
Gentlemen, producers and
patrons of the glorious old TRUTH SEEKER,
may the immutable laws of nature and the
controling power of the universe ever
work harmoniously and coincident with
your welfare. Yours truly with the greatest regard,
T. E. RocKWELL.
Angr Jews.
DALLAS, ORE., Feb. 26, 1892.
1\'IR. EDITOR: In the cartoons I see many
beautiful things like new to me, ns I had
not read them in .the Jew-book, or if I hav,
it was when as a Christian with good believing capacity. I considered all divine
through fog. Heston is a genius. Our
Jews are angry about it. The Jews as Christian clergy are our Sabbatarian fanatics. I
read some years back in THE TRUTH
SEEKER that when a Jew in one town in
the South was mayor not even milkselling on Sunday was allowed. The
Jews hav the most money; they will make
or circulate paper money to get all the
money; and then when all the Russian
scum is in, the kingdom of Judea will be
proclaimed.
A. W. KmNTOFF.
Suited 'With a Lecturer.
NEwARK, N.J., March 8, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : I hav read in this week's
TRUTH SEEKER that om· young friend and
orator, Mr. Charlesworth, is starting out
on a lectuxe txip. I hope all friends of
Freethought "'-ill engage the gentleman to
deliver a few lectures. He draws good
houses, and he is listene.d to with attention. He is like the majoxity of philosophers, poor in purse, but he has a stoi·ebouse of knowledge in his cranium. And
his remarks are so plain and yet so witty
and truthful that his friends call him our
young Bob. Every Freethinker should
feel proud .of the yo1mg man, and I am
sure they do. I can predict a successful
future. I judge the tree by the fruit.
ReE.pectfully;
W. W. Monms.
Hear All Sides, Tllen Decide.
FARms, N. Y., Feb. 23, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed I send you $5 to
continue my subscription to the grand old
TRUTH SEEKER, which I hav taken from
its very first number, issued at Paris, Til.
. It would be lonesome work to keep house
without this treasured and weekly visitor.
I am glad that all shades of beliefs can find
expression in. our paper. Hear all sides
then judge for yom·selvs, is my motto.
see that Watson Reston--whom I once
visited at Carthage, Mo.-still pencils the
absurdities of superstition under the guise
of Christianity. That his labors are duly
appreciated by a majority of your readers, is amply shown in "Letters from
Friends."
I wish that my pecuniary affairs were
such that I could donate more for the
cause of Freethought; but still, please accept the will for the deed.
MRs. H. l.\f. S. BILLINGs.

i

Elo<fneut Discourses,
PHILADELPmA, PA., March 1G, 18!l2.
MR. EDITOR: I am greatly pleased to
record that the lectures of J obn R.
Charlesworth delivered before our League
·On Sunday, March Gth, were a grand suc.cess. The weather was all that could be
·desired, and as the result, we bad two
.splendid audiences, which mmthav proved
inspiring to the lecturer (as his discourses
were really eloquent, as well as logical

and argumentativ), it being his first visit
to lecture before a public audience in
Philadelphia. I regret to state Dr. Westbrook was not with us to hear these two
pbilosopbicallectm·es, especially the evening lecture, on "Life, Death, and Immortality." It may be that it was too radical
for the doctor to come to hear, as you
doubtless know that Materialism is too
swinish for Rome believers in immortality to" take stock in. Judging from the
f~equent applause dming the lectures, the
people were en rappo1·t. At the close of
the meetings, many persons remarked to
me that they bad never hear€! a better
speaker in the English language on Freethought, notwithstanding they bad heard
Ingersoll and Watts, and others. In my
judgment, leaving out the two above-·
named persons and T. B. Wakeman, nfr.
Charlesworth bas no equal in this country
as an orator, and as a debater he is par
e:~·cellence.
To all Freethought societies
that bav not heard this talented young
lectm·er, I say: Semu·e his services as
soon as possible; you will never regret it,
as you will find that he is an intellectual
giant, and worthy the support of all lovers
of mental liberty. I hav been asked by
many persons that heard these lectures,
"When does the lecturer intend to come
this way again?" So I will conclude. by
saying that if lVIr. Charlesworth sees this
letter he will please open correspondence
with me upon the matter.
Yom·s,
GEoRGE LoNGFORD,
Sec. Friendship Liberal League.

One man said to me, "Don't you believe the Bible?" Said I, "It is not what a
man believes, but what he knows, that's
moving the world.~·
I say to my Christians, '' When was
prayer answered? If so, why don't you
pray for rain in season? Why don't you
stop floods, drouths, cyclones, hailstorms,
earthquakes, volcanoes, storms at sea,
when everybody is on their knees praying?
Why," said I, "you might just as well step
out and whistle 'Dan Tucker' for all God
cares." I hav to cause them to ca~t anchor
once in a while.
There are a great many books I would
like to hav, but cannot afford it at.present.
I think now when th~ weather gets more
pleasant I will get round and. get a subscriber, and perhaps some books or tracts.
I took THE TRUTH SEEKER out of the office
one day. One fellow said sneeringly,
"TRUTH SEEKER!'.' two or three times.
Said I, "This is my Bible. Scat!"
Long li v the glorious old TRUTH SEEKER!
Giv it them, Heston!
JESSE ~AURER.
Yes, We Do What Our Name Implies.

SPOKANE, WASH., March 8, 1892. ·
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of January
23d, page 58, you published an article
with a quotation from the Palouse Gazette
appertaining to refer to myself. I herewith inclose you an apology published by
thll Palouse Gazette for then· article that
you published, which, as you will observe,
if it did refer to me, disposes of that article
which you quoted.
The Parsons' Latest Orders On Hell.
Mr. Peter Seide, whom I insured, has
ELKHART, IND., Feb. 25, 1892.
no reason to be other than well pleased
MR. EDIToR: Ifyoucboosetoinsertthem,
with his transaction with me, as he reI herewith transmit you some verses having
ceived his policy, has never communicated
reference to the action of the late Presbywith me that it was unsatisfactory, nor
terian ar;semblyin New York. I remain,
hav I heard from or seen him since insurVery sincerely yours, C. H. MURRAY.
ing.
NO BABIES IN HELL.
I did not inform him that the company
The Assembly has recently met
guaranteed him eight per cent. The four
To fashion a doctrin to teach us,
per cent which be .refers to is, of course,
And dish out the eternal wrath
in accordance with the New York law.
In quantum sufficient to reach us.
In adjusting the classes to damn
Having du11ing the past seven years ocThey hav done exceedingly well
cupied a confidential and fiduciary posiTo credit omnipotent power
tion with the great company that I hav the
With sending no babies to hell.
honor to represent, writing for them durThe way the subject wa·s handled
ing that period of time many millions of
Was the most parliamentary sort·
dollars of life insurance, involving the
They had a special committee
'
handling of over a million dollars in cash,
To get the devil's report.
having a respect for my good nameAlthough the action is tardy
,
though not an English nobleman, as yam
On th~ fa.ct we will pleasingly dwell,
These dignified deacons acquaint us
article claimed, nor making on my part
That there are no babies in hell.
any claim to be one, not desiring to oc-·
The kind mammas can now rest assured cupy that position-I request you to pubIf then· infants should early expire
' lish these the true facts, believing that
They'll be carried to regions above '
your paper's desire has ever been, and is,
And keep out of that horrible fire.
to be synonymous with its name, i. e., a
Aye, escape not only the broiling
truth seeker, and trusting to your justice
But the detestable sulphuric smell
to right a serious wrong that this article
That, all previous synods hav told u~
Plagued all the poor babies in hell:
has inflicted upon the writer, I remain, .
Ever sincerely yours,
It must be a relief to the devil
That the infants are taken away,
GERALD M. FENNELL.
For now he can giv more attention
M'OROSKEY WASN'T BILKED.
To those who are aged and gray.
In an October issue the Gazette stated
Perhaps John Calvin's among them,
on what appeared to be reliable authority
For Swedenborg ventured to tell
that a representativ of the Mutual Life InThat be saw the !5'reat preacher in limbo
surance Company of New York was travelWho consigned the dear babies to hell.
ing over the Palouse in his business often
How that hideous, n1fernal doctrin
writing out policies under false represenHas made many a sad mother wild
tati?ns. George McCroskey was named as
From fearing the mercy of heaven '
haVIng been one of the victims. But the
Too scanty to cover her child!
Gazette has just received from Mr. McGo tel~ such to sorrow. no !anger,
Croskey a letter which says that his policy
Their gloom and deJectiOn dispel·
has come to him all right, and that he beFor the preachers hav lately discove~ed
lieves the agent to be perfectly honorable.
God sends no babies to hell.
It appears now as if those reports were
c. H. MURRAY. manufactured by rival aO'ents in order to
injure the gentl•·man ~epresenting the
Mutual Life, as he has been a trusted emHas Temporarily Escaped Splitfoot.
pl6yee for seven years.-Palott8e Gazette
HARMONY, IND., Feb. 6, 1892.
January 22d.
'
MR. EDITOR: I am still about, as you
see. Some of my theological cranks said,
when I had the grip, that Old Splitfoot was Domineering Preachers and Untaxed
after me.
Churches,
I hav a tough time of it sometimes
SouTH BEND, WAsH., Feb. 1, 1892.
wit~ our Christians. On Friday at the
MR. EDITOR: I hav seen the list of the
post-office some one spoke of inherit- herein-ordered books in THE TRUTH
ing disease. I told them they would find SEEKER, which I get occasionally from a
it in the Ten Commandments. They said gentleman by the name of Crawford, who
"Which one?" Said I, "The second.'~ is a subscriber for it. Mr. Crawford is a
Then I quoted it, when they all flew up nice gentleman and a strong worker for
and said it was not there. Even the post- Liberalism and truth. There are very
master said it was not. Said I, "If you many Liberal-minded men here, but
hav never read yam Bible, take yam whether they belong to your :flock I can
Bible, find the twentieth chapter of Exo- not tell. It would be a nice thing if there
dus, and if you can read you will find it." was a Liberal society here so we could go
I hfl.v not seen any of them since. I told and listen to some Liberal discussion, and
th_em I bad the Ten Commandments com- I am sure yon would gain many good men
m1tted to memory before any of them were to your flock, and I would be the first
born.
.
.
one.

I

South Bend was started two years ago, and
is a town of fifteen hundred inhabitants. It
has five churches but only one school. It
seems to me that this country is overrun
with preachers. Then as soon as there is
a town started they are right there to
build churches. ·The property to build
churches on they beg from the land companies, ·and for the buildings they go
around with a subscription list and beg.
Always a-begging. It looks to me as if a
preacher is nothing but a beggar. But I
do not believe in giving to such beggars as
these, and never go near them nor go to
hear their gabble. But to hear a lecture
on Liberalism I would go every day in the
week.
I hope that the president of the Oregon
State Secular Union will do something
for our end of ·washington in regard to
organizing Se'tular societies.
Fmtber, I am a strong believer in keeping the Bible out of the public schools, in
running the W oriel's Fair on Sunday -as
well as any other day, and in taxing
church property at full value. Here in
South Bend all church property amounting
to $500 or over is exempted from taxation.
Juf't think of it-as small a place as that
having five churches, and the propertyowner after paying a big price for his lots
bas to pay the taxes for the churches, who
got their property only for putting on
a long face. And I stxongly oppose all
Sunday laws. I do not believe in being
ruled by the church. With the churches
it is as it is with the devil-if you giv him
one finger he wants the whole hand, and if
.you let him in the church (church in law)
he wants to get on the pulpit (preachers
want to make laws).
MARTIN LANGALLIS.
Pithy Lectures.
NoRsE, TEx., Feb. 12, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: We had the pleasure of
having two lectures delivered here at
Norse by Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, of Portland, Ore., on last Sunday, February 7th,
to-comparativly speaking-large audiences.
Mrs. Krekel delivered a lecture on the
" Objects and Aims of Secularism" in the
afternoon, in which she showed not only
the justice of our Demands, but that these
principles are essential to the perpetUity of
our free institutions as a republic, and
necessary for the preservation of our
rights and liberties. as a self-governing
people. She pointed out the utter uselessness and inconsistency of employing
chaplains in our Congressional halls and
legislativ assemblies. She exposed the
dangerous attitude and nefarious designs
of the-so-called-'' National Reform Association," whose aim it is to place God in
the Constitution of the United States, and
to acknowledge Jesus Christ as the "Ruler
of the Nations," thus intending to unite
church and state, and, with the aid of the
Women's Christian Temperance Union,
the Young Men's Christian Association,
and other organizations with similar ends
in view, they mean to transform our republic into a theocracy. She showed how 1mconstitutional and dangerous to individual,
civil, and political liberty was all Sabbatarian or Sunday legislation, and how subversiv of our inalienable rights and liberty
of conscience were all such laws; that justice demands that all chmch property
should be taxed; that every American citizen should be allowed the enjoyment of
that perfect liberty of conscience guaranteed by the Constitution without molestation of his political rights or privileges. I
shall attempt no further synopsis of this
excellent lecture. Suffice it to say that the
audience was very much interested. Mrs.
Krekel arrays the indubitable evidence of
indisputable facts in support of, and with
clear and conclusiv reasoning and incontrovertible logic sustains, her positions.
On Sunday evening Mrs. Krekel delivered a lecture on ''The Religion and
Church of the Future." She showed in this
lecture what great and wonderful progress
has been made in religious ideas and conceptions. What a change and evolution
of religious thoughts and conceptions has
taken place, and is cou'stantly going on,
despite the most strenuous opposition and
efforts of the most orthodox to stem this
tide of progress. Advancement reaches
even the orthodox, as evidenced by the re-

THE· TRUTH
cent revision of creeds, and of the Christian's Bible. In conclusion she portrayed,
in a vivid and beautiful word-picture, her
grand ideal of a Church of the Future,
which I shall not mar by attempting to describe.. The entire audience seemed in
such enraptured attention as if entranced
by the magic of her grand, eloquent, and
beautiful peroration.
Mrs. Krekel's lectures must be heard to
be appreciated. She is doing a grand and
noble work. May success attend her efforts wherever she may go.
T. THEO. CoLWICK.
A Torch-Bearer.
SILVERLAKE, ORE., Feb. 17, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed herewith please find
$5 for two more subscribers. This is five
new subscribers for me since the new year
began. I hope that all or the majority of
Freethought subscribers hav done as well
or better. January numbers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, with Colonel Ingersoll's
lectures in them, are fine for missionary
work.
With long life to THE TRUTH SEEKER
and all of its supporters, I am,
Sincerely yours,
W. C. MARTIN.
Atheism's Peaceful Shores.
HUNTINGToN, W. VA., Feb. 20, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed
$1.50 on one of the best papers published
in the interest of mankind, which is THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
Well, we had John E. Remsburg here on
the 15th inst. He told his hearers why
their church slandered Paine. Remsburg
did nobly: here, notwithstanding his voice
was weak from that dreaded thing called
grip, which came from orthodoxy's hotbed of ignorance. He has set the people
to thinking here in this place. Well, t'he
church people bilked and wrote against
our lecturer, advising the people all to
stay away. They had every church door
open and all inducements to the public to
keep a way from our lecture. We had a
small audience, but a. very intelligent one.
He entertained us one hour and twenty
minutes with some of the grandest language that ever emanated from the brain
of man. Orthodoxy is very indignant at
our great success. Out on the beautiful
shores of Atheism I bid you adieu.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
FRANK EvANs.
' Spitefully Killed the Fish.
ELK RAPIDS, MrcH., March 11, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1 for the
Bible Picture Book, and a few stamps for
letters to representativs in Congress.
Bible-reading ought to be encourageq,
for it is important that all should know
how slow to anger the God of the Christians used to be-how in his wrath he even
slew fish, probably because they could not
liv in water after it had been turned into
blood; how he caused the growth of frogs,
flies, lice, caterpillars, and such; how hail
was substituted for rain; together with
the smiting of the first· born. It is important to know how the father of mercy used
to treat his so-called wayward children,
and likewise how he treated and cared for
his pets. They are said to hav been put in
possession of the gold and silver of their.
neighbors. It is said that their ranks were
so cUlled-don't know what was done with
the culls-that there was not one feeble
person. among them. They had lots of
good water, quail on toast, etc.; and no
wonder they were glad when the land of
the heathen was added to all this, together
with the labor of the people. Verily it is
fortunate to be the favorit of the dispenser
of such gifts.
Success to Heston and the pictures.
ALEX. CAMPBELL.
All Hail to Swedish Freetlwught.
ANIMSKoG, SwEDEN, Feb. 15, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER has
always been a welcome guest to me, but
not as welcome as now when I was in a
foreign country. I, with my family, left
our beautiful city of Seattle in May last
and shall stay till the coming June. I hav
traveled around a good deal, and to my
sorrow find that the mass of the people
here is hemmed in that dark cloud of superstition.. I find a whole county without
a scientific book in it, and if there is a
man that has sense enough to seek, r«;Jad,
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investigate, and express his thought he is
scorned by all devotees and called a sinner, unbeliever, and worse than a heathen,
even if he is the very best of men. The
Christians are alike everywhere and in all
countries. During my travels I always
stand up for liberty, investigation, truth,
and knowledge. Ihavmet with reverends,
colporteurs, missionaries, and Salvationists,
and always had the pleasure to compare
notes with them, and to my joy did up
some of them entirely. The Freethinkers
here are ·scarce, so that they hav been
rather unprepared, hence-my victory. I
liav often asked if they know of anyone
that follows a vocation during the week for
his living like any other man and preaches
on Sunday for God and soul-saving,
and not for money, but none can tell me of
a single one. Show me one and I shall join
in the chorus and say hallelujah. Where
is one man among the clergy that is not an
impostor, hypocrit, and a liar? I find
the educated class very Liberal-minded
indeed, but they do not want to speak it
out for fear that they might lose some
standing with the ministers, or hav some
serious diminution in their business, or
be called bad. Such seems to be the way
at present. But it is one gratification to
see that reason is stretching out beyond
the relics of the old, reaching out to grasp
the knowledge, the tmth, the satisfaction
of the human mind, the food for the soul.
I had also the pleasure to meet the
Swedish martyr, Mr. Victor Lennstrand,
and hear him lecture to a full house and a
splendid audience. He is a Galileo, a
Bruno, a Luther, a fearless, outspoken,
fine-looking gentleman; an orator and a
scholar. I found in his library books in
many languages, including Kersey Graves's
"Sixteen Crucified Savi0rs." I found
THE TRUTH SEEKER, Investigator, and
many foreign newspapers which he reads
and studies, and receives weekly. He is a
young but forcible man, and dares to tell
the truth, it does not matter who hears him.
He may some day call on you on a lecture
tour through America, and will certainly
open the eyes of many thousands of the
Scandinavians who are still dreamh::lg ~J.nd
will not go and hear a Liberal orator
in their own language. That, I think,
would be a blessing to-the cause. The
Utiliska Samf1mdet· in Stockholm hav a
fine large hall, crowded at every Liberal
lecture, and as far as I can understand are
doing excellently for the advancement of
human right.
As soon as I return I shall send for the
Picture Book and renew for THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I hope to see W. Heston.
Your in stars and stripes forever,
P. WICKSTROM.

THE HOLY BIBLE, FROM A CHRISTIAN STANDPOINT.
How dear to the heart of the Christian believer
The tales which the Bible presents to our
viewOf Adam and Eve, with the serpent deceiver
Whose promis of "life " did so strangely
come true.
And, oh, with what rapture we read of
God's goodness
In fixing up brimstone for man when he
fell;
And we read in the Bible, the loving old
Bible,
God's merciful Bible, his promis of hell.
How pure and refreshing King Solomon's
antics
With numerous wives, which the Lord
did allow;
How wrong was old Brigham, the Mormon
fanatic,
For what was right then is rank wickedness now.
Therein we find Balaam, with his bad,
bucking bronco,
And the holy "fish story," all known to
be true·
And you'll fi~d in the Bible, the loving
. old Bible,
There's mercy for me, and damnation
for you.
How touching the story of pure Virgin
Mary,
Who was cleared by an alibi sworn to by
Joe,
.
Who declared that a ghost with the virgin
did tarry,
And Mary herself to this day doesn't
know.
But dare not, ye sinners, to doubt what
Joe tells you,
For ·the Bible declareth, Be damned or
believe!
And the moral old Bible, the "dacent" old
Bible,
The "howly" old Bible, would never
deceive.
Then turn to the story in thirty-first Numbers,
Ye mothers, and read the command from
above,
Of innocent girlhood torn rudely from
slumbers,
And given to soldiers by Fatherly love.
Then turn its dear pages and read in 1
Samuel
Of infancy slain on the fond mother's
breast.
Then hug the dear Bible, yea, kiss the dear
Bible,
And bow in submission; the "Father"
knows bes~.
How close to its teachings the clergy are
keeping
In making good David the pattern of
lives,
Though oft in my heart comes a wicked
doubt creeping,
The right of God's Davids to confiscate
wives.
Oh, I feel I'm a sinner to question God'-s
justice,
And if he so wills, I'll go gladly to hell.
So I'll liv by the Bible, I'll die by the
Bible,
And when I am dead, ring the church's
"chestnut" bell.

A Hymn· Writer Glorifieth God.
BEEBE, ARK., Jan. 30, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I want to thank, through
THE TRUTH SEEKER's columns, the legionLambert's :Misreasoniugs.
of kind friends who hav so liberally reGALENA, KAN., Feb. 25, 1892.
sponded to my call for literature, and all
MR. EDIToR: Father Lambert's reply to
may rest assured that every pamphlet Colonel Ingersoll is so full of misstatements
and paper has been carefully read by and clever evasions of the point at issue
myself-for knowledge is power-and then that it is impossible to let it pass without
sent by mail, or put into appreciativ hands protest. Let us bear in mind that in a
here in Beebe. Several here sent to me written reply, made by the great chamfor THE TRUTH SEEKER, and you will all pion of a great church, at his leisure, in
know how gladly I responded with the the solitude of his study, with books of refchoicest I had on hand. The number con- erence at his elbow, something like good,
taining the cartoon of the fountain filled sound, logical argument should be exwith blood, together with my letter, gave pected. In the heat of a verbal controgreat offense to one of the reverend gen- versy statements are often made which
tlemen (Methodist), and he had the car- upon calm reflection one would wish withtoon enlarged by a clever artist in the place clrawn, but there is no excuse of that
and taken to his Joss-house and set up for kind here, and that I may not be accused
the Christians to see ''the greatest sacrilege of quoting only a few sentences of his r.esince the crucifixion of Christ," he said. ply, I wish everyone would read it for
He "never .speaks as we pass by " since themselvs. There is one portion of the
my irreverence to the clergy. He said, ''I argument in reply to Ingersoll's statehav been told there are Infidels on the ment of ''All tha,t Christianity pas
streets of Beebe who openly preach their added .to morality is worthless, useless."
Infidelity!"
Father Lambert says: "Without truths
As I hav a little talent for rhyming, which taught by Christianity there is and can be
my pious friends used to say was given me no morality. Take away the origin of
"to glorify God by writing hymns," and moral obligation and all morality is rehaving spent the previous hour in reading moved with it." Then farther on:
THE TRUTH SEEKER, which has left me in "Take away the truths taught by Chrisa very religious frame of mind, I will in- tianity and you hav no morality left, beclose a hymn, so to speak, which will jingle cause the reason of it is taken away." I
to the tune of "The Old Oaken Bucket" should hav liked it better if the origin of
-not intending any disrespect to the the moral obligation had been more correctly defined. But I fail to see that
buck(jt, however.
Wishing long life to THE TRUTH SEEKER, .Christianity or anything that it teaches
can claim morality· cannot exist without it.
I remain,
MRs. En. AlmEY.
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If the truths taught by Christianity were

essential to ·morality, morality could not
be found outside of where Christianity is,
which is ridiculous. Why should Christianity be brought into this portion of the
argument unless it was to show these tmths
which Christianity teaches are confined to
Christianity alone? Ingersoll says that
"All religions teach morality' plus some·
thing else." This position is not disturbed
by any argument Father Lambert has advanced. There is no reason in the inference
that if a person does not accept some form
of religion he must be like a beast guided
by instinct alone. There are people who
hav no form of religion, yet their conduct
is governed by certain rules laid down
by themselvs founded on their sense of
right and wrong. This is to-day the religion of the greater portion ol mankind,
civilized and uncivilized. Others may accept a certain form of religion yet not understand many of its rules. These people
lead a moral life, which they would very
likely do anyway, and up jumps an ambitious priest and takes all the credit to
himself as the teacher of the only true
faith. There is also mention made of theo
persecutions by Christians, but these
thingiS hav been written about again and
again. I will follow Father Lambert only
this far: When he speaks of Christianity
teaching in the words of Christ, ''.As ye
would that men should do unto you do ye
also to them likewise. Thou shaltlove thy
neighbor as thyself," can he explain
how the rulers of the church, who taught
these doctrins, could be the leaders of persecution? It is no good to tell us that
Christianity teaches these things. What
we want to know is this-if Christianity
simply teaches these things and the
Christian churches hav systematically disregarded them, what part of the Bible do
they really follow? By their fruits ye
shall know them. Take a simple illustration. There is a servant who knows certain orders of his master and when he is
asked why he h11s not fulfilled these orders,
is it any extenuation of his offense that he
can repeat them over?
" Christianity does not advocate fn!le
thought, for the reason there is no such
thing in existence." This is also somethinoo we did not know before. Well, we
will ~ccept this doctrin and what becomes
of lots of things that Christianity teaches,
miracles, for instance? If, as Father
Lam bert says, '' the intellect is not free;
it is chained to the data given it; it must
nece8sa1'ily, if it act at all, draw conclusions from the data as they are, or as it
believes them to be," the argmnent, like
Paddy's gun, shoots both ways. If data
are given to me, by experience, for instance that a small loaf of bread will not
. satisfy a hundred hungry persons, how
can I bring my mmd to conceive the
miracles of the loaves and fishes? All belief in the supernatural is destroyed at
once. The first part of Father Lambert's
assertion is true enough. ''Christianity
does not advocate free thought," or freedom of any kind, for that matter. It
would chain the miml of its followers like
a horse to a mill to follow one endless
round. It is because the church is in conflict with a natural instinct implanted in
the mind of man by an all-wise creator that
the church has always been a clog on scientific progress. We are told that the church
was ths bridge whereby learning of Greece
and Rome was conveyed down through
ages of barbarism in Europe. If this
bridcre had been destroyed we sh01llcl.hav
had "the civilization of Asia to fall back
upon. And when we come to consider t~e
selfish use the priesthood made of their
learning and how little they imparted to
the people, we may modify the transports
of our gratitude.
If anyone will take the trouble to go
throuO'h the arguments of Father Lambert
he mll come to the conclusion that this
very fluent gentleman skillfully avoids
committinoo himself and drags in a lot of
foreign m:tter to hide the illogical posi·
tion in which he finds himself. Where he
makes a direct statement he is gep.erally
wron~ as I hav shown in the few instanc:~ cited in this letter. I suppose it is
the best defense he can make of a bad
cause and if there was not such a flagrant
disre~ard of the truth I should hav allowed
it to pass unnoticed.
JAMES FoRGEY,
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G'AiZdren' s Gornsr.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the d&,¥'s occuP-ations
That is known as the Uhildren s Hour."

To the Robust, Genial Inquirer.
As a lover of truth he is kind to the least,

By reason and love givs induction;
The rich and the poor come alike to the feast,
So simple and truthful his instruction.
The nobleness of kind intent,
The faintest say he'll see it;
And though poor Dives to hell was sent,
He wishM no others" in it."
The narrowness of Abraham's hea1·t,
He showed in clear conclusion
That worse than hell is heaven's part,
The bitterest of delusion.
No water there, nor e'en a tearThose hearts like stone were hardened,
And godly spite, demoniac fear,
Will ever go unpardoned.
While Abraham's faith in miracles
Is not so stimulating,
To Dives implies, as chestnut hulls,
By careless underrating.
In fires of hell that potent tear
Of love for one another,
Through fumes and smoke 'tis ever clear,
And purer than the other.
And kinder thought may thus be taught,
The power of love inducting,
And bring about the world throughout,
By simple truth instructing.
Then, build anew, and bring to view
Earth's pure and surest blessing,
By kindness woo, then love is true,
Real inwardness confessing.
U. J.

The Boy Who Minds His Mother.
Boys, just listen for a moment
To a word I hav to say;
Manhood's gates are just befo1·e you,
Drawing nearer every day;
Bear in mind white you are passing
O'er the intervening span,
That the boy who nrinds his mother
Seldom makes a wicked man.
There are many Slips and failures
In this world we're living in;
Those who start with prospects fairest
Oft are overcome by sin;
But I'm certain that you'll notice,
If the facts you'll closely scan,
That the boy who minds his mother
Seldom makes a wicked man.
Then be guided by her counsel;
It will never lead as tray,
Rest assured she has your welfare
In her thoughts by night and day.
Don't forget that she has loved yon
Since the day your life began,
Ah, the boy who minds his mother
Seldom makes a wicked man.
-Yankee Blade.

-------------------

My Trip to Connecticut.
A BRmF BffiTHDAY STORY.
Readers, young and old, to-clay, March
12th, I am seventy-three. No one will
giv me a dinner or make me a birthday
present, ~o I will make you one-not one
you can eat, drink, or wear, but a more
valuable and lasting one. It is a brief
chapter from my voluminous Book of
Life, a few pictures from my crowded
life's picture-gallery in my impressible
brain. Here, in my lonely room, struggling
to liv under many mental deprivations and
inherited ailments, I talk to you awhile on
paper-a slow way to forward goods from
my full warehouse.
Go back with me sixty-four years, when
I was nine years old, a timid, sensitiv,
thoughtful, aspiring mind, with an inesistible desire for knowledge.
I was
ragged, with not clothes enough to keep
my spare body warm, and often had to go
through the deep snows with no shoes,
and only cloth on my feet. I often had
but a bit of frozen cake of Indian meal
and water mixed, or a roasted potato and
salt, for dinner or breakfast ; but "hunger
is the best sauce." Moreover, my head was
covered with sores that made me an object
of repulsion, contempt, and ridicule, that
made me most unhappy and kept me
from school till I was thirteen, but not
from reading with great avidity every
book-the Bible and hymn-book tooeverything I could get ; and books were
few and much in them was false and misleading.
I had come, with my parents, when an
infant, on a load of furniture, in my dear
"1Ilother's. arms, from near Midclletown,
Conn. 1 where I was born, among the rocks

and whortleberry bushes, to Trenton Falls, steam ferries then to cross the Hudson olution., The ''Modern Science Essayist,"
near Utica, N. Y. At that time to leave river. When on board the ferriage must each number ten cents, as advertised in
Connecticut, and go "away up to New be paid. How much was it? Just what I THE TRUTH SEEKER, will be helpful. Send
York," where we lived, was a great under- had received from the ladies. It had to go, to 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER for catalog of
taking, and we took ten to fifteen days to with an unfulfilled promis from my father books. Write ag!Un to the Corner; you
go with a load of goods, while my father, to pay it back. Methodism would not pay will be always welcome.-ED. C. C.]
with a pack on his back, traveled it several ferriage, nor pills, nor blankets. I, poor
times in a week. After nine years of such boy, was sadly disappointed, but thought
What the Little Folks Are Saying.
a life as I hav alluded to I was very anx- divine Providence had thus helped us
Mother (to baby): "It's muzzer's little
ious to go back to my birthplace and see across the river. We ascended to the
and learn much, which I did.
summit of the Highlands east of Albany, ootsy tootsy; muzzer loves her little darMy parents were very zealous Method- one of the grandest views on the Hudson. ling baby." Fanny (who has just been
ists, full of blind faith and superstition- No Methodists there, and the proud, un- spanked): "Don't believe her, baby.
Godism, devilism, Holy-Ghostism, revival- feeling woman would not let me come into When you [sob] grow up she'll spank you,
ism, and Blue-lawism-with all their in- the house. We had to leave one of too!"
The minister was a great hand-shakerhuman, fearful falsehoods to fill my timid mother's nice quilts to pay for what we
and imaginativ mind with direful pictures had, and did not see it again, although shutting down like a vice. One day he
and expected events. My father was a father was to pay when he came back. shook a boy's hand, and gave it an awful
good scholar and doctor, qut having no He came back without money, just as he squeeze as he said: "My little fellow, I
acquisitivness he was a very poor provider. went, and without his saddle-bags or the hope you are pretty well to-day." With
tears in his eyes the boy answered: '' I was
He made no charges and so he got but two quilts.
little pay. He would make all tramps welWhen within forty miles of our destina- till you shook hands with me."
come, giv them the scanty food we chil- tion, near the line between Massachusetts
Some shrewdness was displayed by a
dren needed, and if my dear, loving, hard- and Connecticut, the climax of my experi- little g:iJ:l who was to share an apple with a
working, provident mother remon&trated ence was reached. Just at night my father younger sister. When it had been divided
he would say, "Do not worry, Polly; the Jieard of a Methodist right on the road in two she generously remarked to the
Lord will provide." But he never did. several miles on. It had rained, the grass little one, "Now, Katie, you may hav yom·
Oh, I am full of unutterable emotion that was green and tempting to the hlmgry choice, but Miss S. [her teacher] says it is
copious tears come to relieve, to look back and jaded horse. I was in my bed in the very rude to choose the largest piece."
to that happy; dancing, singing, buoyant wagon, and went to sleep soon after dark
"Mamma, dear, did you love Toby very
mother, suddenly, at seventeen, captured -and it was dark-while my father got the much?" Mamma: "Yes, dear." "Was
and "converted" and cheated largely out old horse along to his Methodist friend's. that why ) on had him stuffed?" " Yes,
of all subsequent life by renouncing and The man had gone to bed and he had to dear." "1\famma, dear, did you love
denouncing her hitherto natural life. Had get up and dress and get a lantern. grandpa very much?"
"Yes, dear."
she not had in her head and character The old horse got his head down to "How was it you didn't hav grandpa
dominant and towering love, sublime but grass on the side of the road, and stuffed?"
pervertecl faith, and hope, she could not got several rods off from the road,
hav endured what she did for sixty.years. and came to a steep bank. The horse
Her faith and reverence for her God so in- being old, weak, and stiff, his feet got
spired her that her frequent prayers for off from the solid earth, and in some way
ADDRESS THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
me at my bedside at the silent hours of the wagon pushed him down the steep
night, so fervent and pathetic, would bank. I soon awoke amid a frog concert .4. Truth Seeker Around the World. Four
large volumes. With steel-plate en~ravin" 0f
'' soften the hardest heart."
all around me; the rain was coming down
the author in Vol. I, and each volume illustr,;:~HI
~th forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound j ,,
Well, my readers perhaps will say, Your on me in torrents; the deep darkness, with
red cloth, $6.50,
preface is as long as your story ought to frequent flashes of lightning, with awful
be. I know it; and yet, perhaps, it will be peals of thunder, filled me with the great- Tile World's Sages, Thinkers, and REJ.•
formers.
1,075 pages, 8vo.
Cloth,
just as interesting as my brief story. Per- est terror and apprehension. I was in the
$3 00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
haps I might better hav omitted all I hav wagon, but it did not move; and I could
The Champions of tlte Church; Their
said, begun my story, and made it longer. see it only when the lightnings played.
{)rimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 1,119
In March, 1828, when the roads were bad, Where was my father? I cried and called
Pltges. Cloth, $3.00; Jeather, $4.00; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.
my father and I, full of enthusiasm, started his name aloud till I could say no more
The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
for old Connecticut, two hundred and fifty from lixhaustion. After a while I heard
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written
my
father
call
me,
and
responded.
I
miles, which took us two weeks to travel.
in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00
for
the pwo volumes; in leather, $7.00; in moMy father had his saddle-bags with medi- looked up to the top of the bank at an
rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
cins, and we had two of my mother's nice angle of about forty-five degrees, and From Behind the Bars. A series of letters
bed-quilts-that she did Iiot see again, for there stood my fath()r and the Methodist
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
they were pawned to pay bills and not re- with a lantern. They came down the bank A Truth Seeker in Europe. A series of
letters written during a vis1t of ten weeks in
deemed. We had a poor old one-horse to find that the wagon was in a ·soft marsh
Europe. Givin!J" some account of the Interwagon-no spring-and an old "scare- up to the box, and the poor old horse still- national Freethmkers' Congress held at Brussels,
to which il'Ir. Benne~t was a delegate~ folcrow horse," both of which had been given farther in and only his tail, backbone, and
lowed by a descri,ption of wh:<t he saw in .~<;ng
land,
France, Hoiland, and Italy. The letters
head
visible.
·
to father as· a Methodist exhorter. I was
from Rome alone are worth the price of the
I was helped out of the wagon and went
poorly clad, and my sore head caused me
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
850 pages. $1.50.
to keep my cap on all the time, to escape to the house, when the kind woman fed
Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treatthe mortification of my pride by contempt me and soothed me. Help was called, and fhe
ing !lPDn the Gods of the Semitic nations, inclui!mg ~ah, Jeho~ah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
and ridicule. I pitied the old horse, for he by means of ropes the wagon and horse
.JesuSI Chnst, the V1rgm 1\fary, and the Bible.
needed oats, even more than I did bread; were extricated from the quagmire aud
To the latter 230 pages are elevated, showing
that book to be a very inferior production for
and my father gave him the gad for his water and pulled up the steep ascent. I
a first-class God. 0 388large pages. Paper covers.
nerves more than he did food for his must omit further particulars, and only
60 cents; cloth, $1..
stomach. When on the road ten miles say that the next day the old horse dropped Ti!daism, C~tristi~~:nity, anti Mohammedan·
lSJ_U exammed historwally and critically.
something about the wagon broke, and it dead in the middle of the road; and I, a
It 1s th\)U!J"ht. to be the most damaging exhibit
cost seventy-five cents to fix it; and my poor, barefooted boy, went the rest of
of Christrl!>mty that has appeared. 500 larg9
p~"ges. Pnce, $1.50.
father had just that and no more. We the way, twenty-five miles, on foot in one
Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. A
staid the first night and most of the sub- day. Another old horse given to my l'lte
debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
sequent nights at brother Methodists', who father hauled us back, and died the clay
D. M. Bennett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey, This
book has had a very large sale, and is a splendid
at that time were few and far between. after we arrived home. The reader must
work for Freetlnnkers to loan to Christian
neighbors.
550 pages. Pl"ice, $1.
They hacl no steeples on their churches, fill up tJ:ris outline with the details between
and no ribbons on their bonnets.
the lines. The manuscript of my checkered Bennett~Teed Discussion. Between D. M.
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
When about forty miles from Albany we life contains a more minute description,
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. I'aper
llO
cents.
·
traveled very slowly over the rough road, all of which, if pul:ilished, and I had been
Objections to Christianity~ A dissome of it small logs laid down, or "cor- some great somebody, would be interest- Wlta~
cusswn between D. M. Bennett and G. M Mair
divided into the following theses: 1. Christian~
duroy road," while I slept, or tried to, in ing and instructiv. With eyes, heart, and
ity
is neither new nor original, heing borrowe'l
the hind part of the wagon under my head full I must stop and bid you all
::>r copied from much older systems of religion.
2. 1\iiracles and supernatural achievements havo
J. H. CooK.
mother's quilt. There were no Methodists good-bye.
been as fully and truly. a~cl"ibed to other teachColttmbtts, ICan.
along the road in that region. Early in the
ers and founders of religwn as ·to Jesus. 3. Th~
story of ifesus.m;td his mission in the world is
morning I was very much frightened, and
unhrstoncal; 1t 1s not corroborated by contemCorrespondence.
cried and hallooed, to find the wagon unporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. 'rhis is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
der a tavern shed and my father gone. I
$1.50.
TAMPA, FLA., March 14, 1892.
was afraid some one had killed him. He
DEAR Miss WIXON: This is my first letter Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
~~ates Cir9u~t Court UP'?n the chl!>rge of depos.
went out and found a Methodist, and we to the Corner. I delight in reading the
1tmg pr:olubrtec~ ml!>tter m the ma1l. Thiil g1veil
had ceremonies and then breakfast I eat- Corner1 and in fact, THE TRUTH SEEKER all
a full hrstory of th1s celebrated case and shows
what monstrous !njustice was perpetrated upon
ing by myself with my cap on. The next througn. I like Col. B. G. Ingersoll's . Mr.
Bennett. Pr1ee, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.
writings very much, and think he is a grand
nig:ht he had to pawn his saddle-bags to writer. Hurrah, Colonel Ingersoll! I am An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.
pay six and one-fourth cents to get through a full-blooded -Infidel and Freethinker, and Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3 OOG
the toll-gate ou the turnpike. The next will stand to the last for the truth. There
questions propou~ded to his .Jewish God~hip
upon a great vanety of subJects. Cloth, 75cts.
day, near Albany, we drove under a new are a great m!tny Freethinkers and Godhotel shed. Two young ladies who stood haters here in our city. I do not subscribe Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First; Deafor THE TRUTH SEEKER, but will in a few
con of 2)io1,1 Hill B!tpti?t church, giving many
in the doorway of the new building called weeks. I would like to correspond with
c)m~ch mmdpnts a,nd h1s evolution from Chrisme to them and asked me to crawl lmder some of the Corner writers.
t~amty to L1berahsm. Paper, 50 cents; cloth,
7,
cents.
the house and get a letter that had been
Yours sincerely, ALEx. I. DEXTER.
'l'lte Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
blown out of their hands. They gave me
P. S.-What work would you suggest that
in the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistle
twelve and a half cents. How rich I felt I should read for information? I hav read
of Bennett the Apostle to the Truthseekers.
Cloth,
1~1.
many
of
the
Christian
works
with
no
satfor I never before had had but one coppe~·
cent at once. I was thinking as we went isfaction, and now I want someth'ng more 'fhe F'irst Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
as I hav evolnted out of the
to the Truth Seekers. 10 cents.
along through Albany that I would hav substantial,
Christian religion, being fed long enough
raisins and candy, and many other good on that myth.
A. D.
Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. liO cents.
things. We came to the horse ferry-no
[Read scientific works and books on Ev- An Hour with the Devi.l. 10 ce::: ...
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Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.
1. HERBERT SPENCEH: IIis life and _Personal
characteristics ; his views on educatwn; his
religions opinions. By MR. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THoMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His ancesta,
life, and personal characteristics. By JoHN W.
CIIADWIOlL
a. SOLAH AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
How suns and worlds come into beipg.. Did the
material universe ever have a beginmng? By
GARBE'£ P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geolog)•; How the world grew. By Dn. LEWIS
G. JANES.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
does life begin; The pi·oblem of spontaneous
generation. By WILI.IAM PoT'rs.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIJ\iAL LIFE; The evidences from geology, geographica,l distribution,
and comparative zoology. By RossiTER RAYMOND. Ph.D.
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; dura,.
tion of human life on the pla,net. By E. D.
CoPE, Ph.D.
'!.EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the
nervous system: the nature of mind. By RoBT.
G. EccLES, M.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitive man;
growth of the family, city, a,nd sta.te: develqpment of the domestic relations; ma.rriage . .J:$y
JAMES A. SKILTON.
,o. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of religious beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By Z.
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF 1\'IORALS. How altruism
tt.rows.out of e~oism; the proper balance. By
lJR. LEWIS G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a,fromgeology;
b, from morphology; c,' from empryology; d,
from metamorphosis; e\ frolll rudimentarY organs; f, from geograpnical distriuution; g,
from discovered lin:(<:s; h~ from arti:ftci!'l breeding; i, from reverswn; .n:, from mimicry. By
NELSON C. PARSHALL.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REv. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relation
of the doctrine to_llrevailing philosophical systems. By STARR HoYT NICHOLS.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for socia.l
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REv.
J\IINOT J. SAVAGE.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
By SYLVAN DREY.
18. THE RELATIVITY OF KNQWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception; sight, Hound, taste,
smell, feeling; the doctrine of the Unknowable.
By RoBERT G. EcCLES, M.D.
' 19. A STUDY OF 1\'IATTER At\TD MOTION. An
excellent digest of a JWuch vexed question, with
!!._notations from many a.uthorities. By Ho:r<. A.
N. ADAMs.
.
20. rRIMITIVE MAN. Man as revealed by archeological studies; evidences of man's antiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic racesi
the ages of bronze and iron; cave men a.nu
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound lmilders;,
primitive implements and tools; proofs oi
man's na,tnra,l evolution. By Z. SIDNEY SAMPSON.
21 GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
iliarriage a ».rimitive ips_titution; . its . earlier
forms; no eVIdence of origmal promiscmty; exogamy and endogamy; group.marriage; polygyny, polyandry, and monogamy· marriage by
capture; monogamy the highest form of there.Jation; divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
contract; its regulation by the state. By C.
STANILAND WAKE.
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
of political institutions;,_the patriarchal f!1mily;
the tribe and clan. By .JOH.N A; TAYLoi\.
23. EVOLUTION OF. LAW. How law begins;
statute law and judge-made law\ the conversion
of customs into law. By PRoF. huFus SHELDON.
21. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCIENCE. Supernatural ideas of disease; fetichism in medicine; the beginning_s of medical science. By
RoBERT G. EccLES, M.D.
25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. The
necessity for arms and armor under the struggle for existence. By JoHN C. KIMBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE :MECHANIC ARTS,
development of the human hand.; the earliest
use of Implements and tools. By .JAMES A. SKn.TON.
z;. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The definition of wages; economic characteristics of the wage system; wages the outgrowth
of slavery; origin and development of tho
wages system. .By PnoF. GEo. GuNTON.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN O!VILIZATION. The beginnings of education; earl~
methods in Egypt, Persia, China~ Greece, una
Rome: early Uhristitm ideas oi eduC>tt,ion;
Catholic and Protesta.nt views; the common
school system. By 1\'IIss CAROLINE B. LE ltow.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. I.
The Theological Method. By REv. JOHN CHAD·
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fiooks bylfelen H. fiaraene1,

TIIE messiah craze has appeared among
the Pawnee and the Oteo Indians about
Oklahoma. W. W. White, a Pawnee, and
Buffalo Black, an Oteo, hav been telling
the Indians that a messiah would come
bringing with him all the Indians in the
happy hunting-gTounds; that the whites
would be swept away and the original
prairies with their gamlt ·appear. The
children hav been wearing war paint and
feathers to school. The two leaders hav
been arrested on the charge of inciting insurrection. Hostilities may follow.
THE committee sent to Russia to superintend relief reports that one hundred
thousand horses hav starved to death in
Voronej province alone, and asks a ca.rgo
of corn from Iowa to save the draftanimals in the stricken districts so that
tillage be not made impossible. 'When the
American steflmer Indiana arrived with
supplies Orthodox Greek clergymen went
upon her and held a thanksgiving service,
concluding with the ceremony of blessing
the ship. The Russian Relief Society
cries, "God save America!"
PEOPLE in Boston hav wondered at the
spread among children who are carefully
guarded from contagious diseases of such
ailments as scarlet fever, chicken pox,
whooping cough, and the like. It is
now evident that the chief factor in the
distribution of these troubles has been
the children of the Christian Science
theorists. There are a number of int.ances known in which persons whose
children hav been afflicted with contagious
diseases hav let them go unrestrictedly
among their usual comrades ''because, of
course, there is no real disease, and there
can be no such thing as contagion."

Valuable Books -on

Food a11d
Diet,
1\arriage
a11d
Pare11tage,
ttc.

OF the 18,875 literary publications in
Germany last year, theology was the subject of 1, 763, a larger number than was
appropriated to any other one class.
MARY DuDDY, of New Bedford, Mass.,
has died from the gTiP followed by typhoid
fever and pneumonia. She refused a
physician, using solely the prayers of
cobelievers in Christian Science.
CHARLES WRIGHT, of Williamsburgh,
N. Y., knelt in prayer at a revival the
other night, when he found himself unable
to arise, and cried for help till tumult prevailed. H~ had been providentially paralyzed while praying. 1
MRs. H. W. FITCH, wife of the vicepresident of theN ational Bank at Spolmne,
Wash., died recently, and her child the next
day. For seven days thereafter her husband and mother remained at the bedside
of the dead praying according to Christian
Science for the resuscitation of the corpses.
Finally the coroner interfered and compelled burial.
ELIZABETH CANNEY, a holder of "Divine
Healing and Holiness l\feetings" at London, received a shallow youth of twentythree into her family. He signed a docu,ment of adoption and made over to her
property valued at £1,100. On suit being
brought to recover the property Justice
Kekewich demonstrated his views of that
sort of thing by treating the woman as a
swindler, and ordering repayment of the
sum with interest.
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H~gie11e,

stand against English intrusion on Alaskan
sealing waters. A resulting war is talked
of.

LIEuTENANT ToTTEN, U.S.A., professor
of military science at Yale College, announces that March 29th was " the last
day of the final year of grace," and in
punishment for our unrighteousness we
are now '' hurrying toward scenes beyond
all parallel in human history-the final act
of the drama-an era of infernal wars."
The seven years now commencing "will
WICK.
be loaded with the besom of Jehovah's
30. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. II. judgments." He would hav the nation
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
31. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. III. arm against "the ten democracies" whichThe Anarchistic :M:ethod. By HuGH 0. PENTE· are soon to rise in Europe and speedily to
COST.
become "anarchies like that of Robes32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. IV. pierre's dn.y, wild with the crash of all exThe Scientific Method. By DANIEL GREENisting things."
LEAF THOMPSON.
33. ASA GRAY: His Life and Work. By Mns.
WALT WHITMAN, the celebrated AmerMARY TREAT.
34. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUMANS. The ican poet, died on the 26th ult. at his home
at Camilen, N. J. Two days before his
Man and his Work. By PRoF. JOHN FisKE.
death there was read to him the last letter
17'" Each Number, Ten Cents. All
that he ever heard, to which he listened
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
with a smile. It ran: "March 24, 18!J2.28 Lafayette place, Nbw York.
My Dear Friend: I was pained to hear
1'11E
that you are suffering more and more, "f?l!t
was glad to know that your b;rave sp1nt
has never been cowed and that 1n all your
agony yonr heart keeps sou!ld and s~rong.
-Olt,I thinlr of you a thousand times a day and
Why Sho~ld the Atheist Fear to Die?
of the great good yon hav done the world.
Price~ 5 cents.
By J. G. HoLYOAKE.
You hav uttered snch brave, free words
that hav thrilled and ennobled the hParts
THE<
and lives of millions U1at my admiration
has deepened to obligation. Again I
thank you for your conra~e and again I
lov:i'ngly say farewell, and yet I hope to
-DEDUCED FROMsee you soon. Yours always, R. G. IngerTHE PRINCIPLE QF FREETHOUGH'T
'
soll."
Price, 5 cents
BY .T. G. ItoJ:.YOAKE.
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New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
The Trade Su1Jplied at Special Discounts.

IS THIS YOUR SOH, MY UlBD 1
A NEW NOVEL.

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
Price, cloth, $1; pa.per, 50 cents.

A' THOUGHTLESS YES.
CONTENTS:
A Splendid Judge of a. Woman-The Lady of the
Club-Under Protest-For the Prosecution-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
llf:vstery-The Time-JJock of Our AncestorsFforence Campbell's Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Price, paper, 50 cent.s: cloth. $1.
A.ddrA•a

'I'HF. 'T'll.TI'I'l{ RF.F.E:Vll flO.

Force a11d JY\atter;
OR,
Principles of the Natural Order of the llni~
verse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
CONTENTS:
Force and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of ForP<;, lllan,
infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou!'{ht,
Motion,
ConsCiousness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas;.
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes,
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the'Earth,
Morality,
Original Generation,
Co. n c 1u d:rn g ObservaSecular Generation,
tlons.
Price, $1.50. Addre"s THE TRUTH SEEKF·R.

T~e Or~er

of Creation.
THE

CONFLICT BRI'WEEN GENESIS AND GEOLOGY.
A CoNTROVERSY BETWEEN THE
RoN. W. E. GLADSTONE,
PnoF. MAx MULLER,
PRoF. T. H. HUXLEY,
M. REVILLE,
E. LYNN LINTON.
12nlo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 cts.

RCLIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THAN

EiERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.

10 cents.

Price,

Answers to Christian

~uestions

And Arguments.
By D. l\1. BENNE1'T.

Paper. 146

!JH • 1..-) .• t-"'

Pro and Con of

Supernatural Religion.
Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Miraculous I:eligion?
l:sy R. R. finTT,n.

P<'lnPr, 91)

,.,...nt.~:

clnth.

~0 ~~=mt.a.

Essay on Miracles.
By D_J VID HUl'riE.
T'rice.

10 cente.

Hygiene of the Brain aml the Cure of
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. "Get this book and
read it, for it abounds in practical valuable
knowledge."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.
Eating for Strength. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price by mail, $1. "I am delighted with
it."-[H. B. 'Baker, l\I.D., Secretary Michigan
State Board of Health.
Parturition Without Pain. A Code of
Directions for avoiding most of the Pains ·and
Dangers of Childbearing. B:v J\1. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellence sm·passes oRr power to commend."£New York Ev!IDing Mail.;
Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsi~ and
Headache : Their Cure by Home Treatment. By 1\i. L. Holbrook, 1\I.D. Price, by
mail, $1. " Rea,ding this book I cured my~elf
after several doctors had failed. "-[T. C. Curtis,
U.S.A.
·
•
The Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.
B.. Duffer author of "What Women Should
Know,"' No Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles BrewsterbPortland, Me.,
writes: "Had I possessed this ook ten years
ago it would have saved me ten yea.rs of invalidism, and I should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."
Youth: Its Care and Culture. By J.
J\Iortimer Granville. $1. 'l'o this has been
add eel a paper by that charmin!f English
writer, Gra,ce Greenwood, on the 'Physical
Education of a, Girl," anrl a. :(lapei· on the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail pnce is $1.
Talks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. B.
Gleason 1\'I.D. A Practical Handbook for the
Maid, Wife,__and l\Iother: with a beautiful Photographic l:'ortmit of the Author. Price by
mail, $1.50. "We wish the chapter, 'Confidential to Mothers,' might be :(Jnblisbed as a tract
and sent to every mother m the land."-[Harper's New l\Ionthly Magazine.
'rhe Better Way. An Appeal to Men in
behalf of Human Culture through a wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,
25 cents. ".rt contains information and warning
that are urgently needed."-[Christian Union.
Sexual Pltysiology. A Scientific and Popular Expositiol\ of the Fundamental Problems
in Sociolo_gy. By H. T. Trail, l\f.D. Price, by
mail, $2. '!'his work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.
Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scientific Diet. By Gustav SchliPke:l':sen. Translated from the German, by 1\'I. L. Holbrook,
M.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and Radical Cure for Intemi>erance, by the Use
of a. Veg.l)table and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1..
Three Books in One. From the Cradle
to the School. By_Bertha Jlieyer. The Rights
of Children. 13_y Herbert Spencer. The Government of Children. By M. L. Holbrook M.D.
Pricekby mail, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1. t. It is
a boo worthy to be ranked with the best that
has ever been written concerning the training
of children."-[Bazar.
Vegetarianism tlte Radical Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.
Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should he quietly
given to every drinker."-[Herald of Health.
Muscle-Beating; ~1.:1 Home Gymnastics
for Sick and well. By 0. Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.
Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
a.nd Physiological !{elations, and in their bearing on the producing of children of finrr health
and greahr ability. .By M. L. Holbrook, li'I.D. $1.
~he Scle11tU!c Amel"ican says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by' cranks,' bnt this
is radically different: it is scientific, sober,
clean, and worthy of conscientious considers,..
tiou by every possible parent, and particularly
by the young."
l'he Diet Cure. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Disease, Cure. By_T. L.
Nichols! 1\'I.D., editor London Herald Of Health.
Price, c oth. 'iO cents.
Medical Hints on the Protection and Man.
agement of the Singing Voice. By
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts.
Deep Breathing; or Lung Gymnastics.
Pnce, cloth, 50 cents. Mrs. Horace lV!ann writeli:
"Every book you :(Jrint is pure gold and deserves wide circulatwn."
How to Strengthen the Memory. By M.
L. Holbrook, 1\'l.D. $1.
! Physician's Sermon to Young Men. By
Dr. \V. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. R. A.
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer~
says of it: " 'l'hrough false delicacy lads ana
youths are left to fall into trouble\ and not a few
have their pros :Peets of a healthy nappy life absolutely rnmed. The little book before us is inten den to be put into the hands of young i:nen
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable ua
discharging "' father's duty in this respect; ana
as not one fa.ther in ten is, we believe, ready m
do what is right by his boys himself, it is well
tha.t such !l. book a,s this should be available. If
it ii read by all who should read it, its sale will
be counted by hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail, postpai<l,
for $2 Rhould anyone desire them by the 100
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by correspondence.
17'"Catalogues Free...Al

By mail on receipt of price.
Addresa THE TRUTH SEE~
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Agents for The Truth Seeker.
AlabaDla.

Star News Depot, 2003 2d ave., Birmingham.

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.

r California.
The Myth of the Great Delnge. By
James l\L 1\fcCann. 15 cents. Ten copies, $1. It
J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
iR the most complete and overwhelming refutaBall & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los
tion of the Bible Story of the Deluge tha~ I J.lave
Angeles.
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. To read It IS to
be astonished at the possibilities of religion•
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
crednlity.-~·. B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dyAngeles.
namite bomb bas blown the fallacy to atoms.Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., Los
A. B. Bradford. It ought to meet with a very
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.
Angeles.
·
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco. Brnno Pamphlet No. l. Contributors:
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
fl. J Holyoa:Ke, Thos. Davidson, T. B. Wakeman,
Karl Blind, Lydia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten
San Francisco.
copies for $1.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San
Bruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors:
Francisco.

Canada.

R. G. In((ersoll, Thos. Davidson, T. B. Wakeman,
G. J. Holyoake, et al. 15 cents. Ten copies for $1.

T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., HaliThe Bruno Monument. A fine engraving
fax, N. S.
printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
mches. for framing; put up in pasteboard tubes
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
for mailing. 20 cents. Ten copies for $1.50.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
Colorado.
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before
J.!C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 4
-

Florida.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
Idaho.

-~~

A-:-:Erwin, Murray.
-

Illinois.
.Ames, 169 Washin~~

cents.

.

Dwight L. Moody.

An interview by Susan

H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
cents.

The Gods. A.beautiful pamphlet of forty

Mrs. S. E .
st.,
pages, with likeness of IngersolL Price, 20
Chicago.
[Chicago.
cents. Eight copies for $1.
·
Post-Office News Co., 103 Adams st.,
God
in
the
Constitution.
By
Robert
G.
G. E. Wilson, 417 State st., and BrenIngersoll. One of the best ·papers Colonel In~tano Bros., Chicago.
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
J. W. Howe, 48 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.
Indiana•
What W onld Follow the Effacement of
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
Christianity~ By George Jacob HolyWm. E. Farr, South Bend.
oaks. This is a most valuable contribution to
Louisiana.

Freethonght literature. Bound in paper with

Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve
copies for $1.
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
Life and Career of Charles Bradlaugh.
lliaine.
By George Jacob Holyoake. With good likeness
N. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., Portof Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies
for $1.
land.
Jllassaeltusetts.
Wllat Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st. , Boston.
L. Green, editor of the Freethinker's Mauazine.
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
Johnson Bros., 5 N. 1\fain st., Fall River.
per
dozen.
A. M. Driscoll, 78~ Front st., Worcester.
lliichigaJ.le

S.D. Moore Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave.,
Grand Rapids.
C. Holton & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
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Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Ne'v Jersey.

John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave.,
Jersey City.
Ne'v York.

BrentanoBros., Union Square, New York.
BTtrnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New
York.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts., New
York.
1\fr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York.
H. Cohn, 320Westst., NewYork.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
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York.
J. Vanden Broeclr, 397 Bleecker st., New
York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
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S. J. Ring, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
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Oltio.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., Portsmouth.
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st.,
Cleveland_
Ore!fOil•

B. F. H_yland, Corvallis.
W. E. Jones, 91 Alder st., Portland.
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
-

Pennsylvania.

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st.,
Phila.
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila.
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
H. HeYIJ:e, lOth and Market sts., Phila.
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave.,
Pittsburgh.
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H. Carr, 947 High st. Providence.
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THE STORY HOUR.
For Children and Youth.
By Miss Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of the

·Children's Corner in the New York
Truth Seeker.
Small Quarto-10X8 inches-nearly Three Hun.
dred Pll,ges. Illuminated Covers. Sixty-six FullJ)age Illustrations, with Twenty-five Smaller
Ones.
.
CONTENTS:
Preface; Lazy Dick; or~ The Life of a Do~· An
An~Jel Unawares; lVlay;_Ten Little Waiting.
li'Iaids; The Doctor's l:iorse; True Polite.
ness; A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgiving~_Grand
father's Pocketbook; Meddlesome lllolly· A
Sad Mistake; Inside an Engine House; Our
Children; Cressbrook Cottage; Ezekiel's Silver Spoon; Odds and Ends-A New Year's
Story; Miss Brown's Valentine.,; What Ste.
phen's Owl was Stnfl'ed With; John; Neighbor ~ri,ghtside· .Miss Marie Gold's Party;.
CousmJohn'!J.Philosophy; Jenny'_s 9uestion·
Katy's Answer; Alone in an Unfurnished
House; Blackey; Breaking_the Meeting· Om
Susie; A Funny Fellow-How He was Cured
of Practical Joking; What the Fern Said·
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthday· Post:
Office Jack; AnntAvis; I Can Because I Will.
Price, $1.00.
Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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ST:RIKS OF-

Millionaires Against Miners;

John A. J ost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLE-Y.

Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.

nr This book tells ho:w the Spring Valley miners

Wasbingt4!n Territory.
England.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st.,
London.
0, Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
Australia.

W, Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N.S. W.
New- Zealand.

..

'l'he Bible-What Is IU 25c.
Studies in Theology. 10c.
Liberalism. 5c.

A. D. Willis, W~~oDgSoDm.

-OR-

By HENRY D. LLoYD.
were starved mto actual slavery.

It is the sto~y of a monstrous and inhuman crime.
It deals not with theories but with facts,
figures, and names. It is a _powerfnl and pathetic book.
264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address
- THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Gems of q_;J,.,oug'ht.

John E. Remsburg'~ Books.

AN Infidel is a man who has not:been
branded as the property of some one else.
-Ingersoll.
VoLUMES might be composed out of all
the celebrated events which hav been generally admitted, but which may be more
fairly doubted.- Voltai1·e.
QUEsTION: Why do you curse Infidels?
Answer: Because I am a Christian. Quegtion: Did not Christ say that we ought to
"bless those that curse us," and that we
should "love our enemies?" Answer:
Yes ; but he cursed the Pharisees and
called them "hypocrits" and " vipers."
Question: How do you account for that ?
Answer : It simply shows the difference
between theory and practice.-Ingersolt'8
Talmagian Catechism.
TmNKING can and must be regarded as it
special mode of general natural motion, ~alse Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
which is as characteristic of the substance of
As a Missionary Document it is unexcEilled.
Among the subJects considered by Mr. Re.m~
the central nervous elements as the motion
burg are: The Church and li'Iorality; Crimiof contraction is of the muscle-substance,
nal Statistics, showin~r the creeds of the
or the motion of light is of the universal
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
Uivilization; the Church and Science; t_hq
ether.
Therefore understanding or
Church and Learning; the Church anu Lib·
thought is not a substance; it is material
erty; the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
only in this sense, that it is the manifestathe Woman's Rights Movement; the Temp~r
ance
Reform; the Church and the Repubhc.
tion of a material substrat1rm, just as heat,
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.
light, and electricity are inseparable from
their substrata. Thinking and extension Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and Vices
Sanctioned hy Spriptnre·l Fal~ehood and Deare therefore only to be rf)garded as two
ception;
Cheatmg; T 1eft and Robberyi.
sides or phenomenal manifestations of one
Ao.lultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars oi
and the same single existence.-Buchner.
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; InWHY what hav you thought of yourself?
Is it you then that thought yourselfless?
Is it you that thought the President
greater than you?
Or the rich better off than you? or the
educated wiser than you?
The sum of all known reverence I add up
in you whoever you are,

tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to
A•1imals· Human Sacrifices; vannibal1sm;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intem_per\tnce;
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Pric~, Sil).gle copies, 25 cents; .6
copies, :Ill. Special discount on large quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best and
most thorough work over written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Lar~e and
handsome print. Pnce, 25 cents; six cop1es, $1.

Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline
of Faith; Protestant Intolerance· Washington
The Congress convenes every Twelfthan Unbelievc!A Jefferson an Unbeiiever; Paine
month for you,
and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40cents.
Laws, courts, the forming of states, the
charters· of cities, the going and ·rhomas Paine. Tells the Story of the
coming of commerce and mails, are
Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits
of his character and genius, and vindicates his
all for you.- J<Valt TVhitman.
name from the aspersions cast upon it. TribOUR manners hav been corrupted by
communication with the saints. Our
hymn-books resound with a melodious
cursing of God and enduring him forever.
One would say that even the prophe.ts and
redeemers had rat.hPr. consoled the Jears
than confirmed the hopes of man. There
is nowhere recorded a simple and irrepressible satisfaction with the gift of life,
any memorable praise of God. All health
and suecess does me good, however far off
and withdrawn it may appear; all disease
and failure helps to make me sad and
does me evil, however much sympathy it
may hav with me or I with it. If, then, we
would indeed restore mankind by trnlv
Indian, botanic, magnetic, or natnra1
means, let us first be as simple and well as
nature ourselvs, dispel the clouds which
hang over our own brows, and take up a
little life into our pores. Do not stay
to be an overseer of the poor, but endeavor
to become one of the worthies of the
world.- Tho1·eau.
0 GoD, we created you. You are made
in .the image of man; ill the image of ma.n
are you made. Long ago ye were made
out of the mists of our ignoran11e· ye were
dyed in the streams of our bl~od. We
kne:w li~tle of tht; expanse and glory of the
subJectiv and obJectivworld. But, even in
our _rude Aavagery, the stale contingencies
?f ~lf!l were to? narrow for uA; and, in the
mCJpient longmgs of our immortal energies, we invented you. W p, made you rude
as the stone cairn we piled over our dead.
and gory as the ax with which we did batt1P
with our foes. You were then the best god
we were capable of making. And that we
had even a god like you kept alive in our
hearts .the vestal flame of aspiration and
hope, and differentiated us from the steed
that obeyed our bridle and the boar overthrown by our spear. Even you, 0 God
r-.:de as _we had made you, were vet th~
highest line on the shore to which the tidemark of our thought had risen-theloftiest
cloud whose fringe had ever been touched
by the white wings of our hope. You gave
a depth and meaning to th~ busy day and
the melancholy night while we were yet
s~ra~g~rs to the march of thought and the
disCiplin of schools. The lightning was the
gleam of your sword. the thunder was the
battle-cry of God. You are not framed, 0
Jehovah. for the age when the steam-engin
rushes through the glens and crashes
through the bowels of the everlasting hills·
when, on the wings of the lightning, w~
speed our messages over the nations of the
continents and unfler the billows of the
oceans; and when the press lays at the feet
of the humblest the mind-wealth of the
world. Such an era needs not, and never
would hav framed, a a-od like vou. We are
parting company with von, Jehovah imPelled to do so by the civilization of :Uankind rising to loftier 1eve1s.-Saladin in
God and His Book.

utes to Paine's character are given from more
than one hundred notJld persons of Europe and
America many of th'!!hl written expressly fol'
this worl<. Second edition~ 160 pages, prmted
on fine tinted _paper, neatly bound, and c_on•
taining a handsome steel -portl:ait of PaUI~t
cloth, 75 ceULti.

Tile Apostle of Liberty. An address de-

liverea in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29. 1884. Price,
10 cents.·

SOCIAL WEALTH:
\

The Sole Factors and Exact Ratios in Its Acquirement and Apportionment.
In proceeding toward any given point. there is
always one linewhlch is shortest-THE STRA.IGIIT;
so, in the conduct of human afl'aJrs, there is always one course which is best-THE JUST.

:Sy J. K. INGALLS.
12mo, 326 pp., large type, good paper. silk ~:oth,
pnce $1.00.
CONTENTS :-Economic Schools-A Brief r.eview
of Their Origin and Growth. Rise and Growth
of Capitalism. Unearned Increase-Profit, Interest.,_ Rent. Conservation of Wealth. 'l'ools
and lllll'roved Machinei:y, The Nature of
Wages. Private and Social Wealth. Land Own,
ership. Private Property in Land. Capita.! and
the Productive Factors. Partnership and Cooneration. Law of Contracts. 1\foney and
Ci·edit. Of Value~ or Economic Ratios. Taxation as a Relneay. Reforms, not Remedies.
Hnggestions to Legislators. Summary of DefinitJ.ons-Economic and Isonomic.
,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Superstition in All Ages.
EV JSAN MSSLIS:R,

I' II 1-!J 'l'R'O'l'H SEEKER, APRIL

~i'bsra.Z J/Jsstings.
These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
where these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Frf!,ethought Societies can hav their gatherings advertised here free by forwarding the necessary iriformation.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N. Y .,
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·SCIENCE .VS. RELIGION,

Libe'rt~ ill

Tt

OR, THE

literature.

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.

Testimonial
Walt Whitman.

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

BY

The Newark Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Meets every Sunda,y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League Hall. 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
at.,.N:ewark, N. J .. Lectur~s and discus~ions on
rehgrous and ·soCial questwns. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

1892.

By T. C. '\VIDDICOl11BE,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Agnostic Annual
FOR 1892. Plice, 25 cents.

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
PHILADELPHIA., P A.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ·
ation
With a Portrait of Whitman.
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures follow~d by discussion. Platform free. Henry Rowlex, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 25
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at !:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social que~tions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'I'ruth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

AUTHORIZED EDITION.
Paper, 25 cents: cloth, 50 cents.

Books by S. p. Putnam.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly\ first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARIUs HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union

HUMANITY'S SPBEADIHfr CUBSE

Of Al'liance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each mouth at Independent Church, at
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
SubsCiiptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

is not the Church alone. There is another and
worse culprit. Read the book with the above
title. Price, 35 cents, through NEW YbRK NEwS
Co., Newsdealers, or
E. H. 1\.NDRAE,

Chicago Secular Union

ltlihvaukee, Wis., Liberal Club

Port Angele!'fi'Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
and select reading. Discussion invited on atl
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRsE, Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib·
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, C:tl., meets semi-monthly+- first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at rarr's
Hall. Everybody invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA.
Pres.; J.. H.llicWILLIAMS, Bee. Sec.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main streeh Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectures.-.H'ee Discussions.-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
librarY is at the service of members and friends.
0. B. REYNOLDS. Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Secular Union

WATBR OF< LIF<B

Is
The New God. Price, 10 cents.
in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
The Problem of the Univer~e, and Its .All12mo,
300 pp., $1.
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of

Universolo~ Price1 20 cents.
of Gold. And Other Stories for
Waifs and \'Vandermgs, A New Ameri- .Apples
l:loys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first page to last with the living spint of todJty."-[John Swinton's Paper.

Prometheus, A. Poem. "It is crammed

Why Don't He Lend a

Hand~

Agnostio poems. Price, 10 cents.

and other

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its superiorit1 to the mutilated copythe Genesis legend-Is shown. Price, 10 cents.

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club

The Candle From Under
The Bushel

Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'vat its hall, cor.
Con·g avenue and 9th street.
isiting Liberals
invited. J. P. RICHARDSON, President; M. Isuc,
Secretary.

mance. Price, 35 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette Place. New York.

(Mark iv, 21); or,
1,306 ~uestions to tile Clergy:
And for the Consideration of Others.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League
Meets every Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Half. Ba;y street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Libet;al Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, 1\iilwanlre~ meetR every Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A. .H. SEVERANCE, President.

Philosophical and Social So•
ciety,
·Monte Vista~Cal., meet every SnuQ.ay at 2 P.M. in
their hall. ·.1·he public eordially mvited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.

The Ohio Libet·al Society,
Of Cincinnati 0., meets ever~ Sunday evening
at 7:30P.M. in bouglas Hall, N. W. cor. of 6th and
W alnnt sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW Hooo, Sec.

BY WILLIAM HART.
50 cents.·

Kennedy's
Medical Discovery
Takes hold in this order :

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,

Liberal Association oCBaltilnore Driving everything before it that ought tu
be out.
You know whether you need it or
not.

Meets at the Lyceum Hall, 404 East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.

GHOST OF ST.. JOHNS.
Bv M. BABCOCK. Price, 15 cts.

Sold by every'druggist, and manufactnred by

DONALD KENNEDY,
ROXBURY, lUASS.

GO!

full adjusted to heat, cold, and position 16 jwls.
and all modern Improvements, nickel movement,
cased as above, $8 more, gilt mov't. $6 more. No
one else in the world sends out so good a watch
at the price.
·

LADIES' GOI,D HUNTING AMEKI•
CAN W A'rCHES, latest styles, best filled, 7

OT'ro WET'rs•rEIN.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with pm
trait, BOc.

Instructive, Interesting, and Laughable. Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
Price,

THEY

jwls. $17; 11 jwls. $18.50; 15 jwls. $25; 14 kt. solid
gold, $10 to $100 more. All sent prepaid, kept in
order one year, and cash refunded if not satisfac-·
tory.
DIAMONDS: in rings, pins, drops, studs,
etc .. $10; $15; $25; $50; $100 to $1,000 per set.
Cash refunded, i'f not 20 per cent below regular
price. any time within one year.
'\VEDDING RINGS: Plain, chased, with
pearls, emeralds, rubies, moonstones~ opals, gar. nets, turquoise, solita1res or comoinations, a
spemalty.
SUNDRIES: Rogers Bros.' triple-plated
knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; tea spoons, $1.80;
tables, $3.49; best spects. in the world, $1; pebbles, $2; 14 kt. gold, $5 more (send line of' finest
print you can read without glasges 14 inches from
eyes); gold-headed canes, $8: $10; $15; $20. Best
razor-a luxury-$2. Solid silver spoons, $1.70 Per
ounce. Souvenir spoons. silver, $1.25 to $2. Tea
sets. $20 to $40; everything in the line of fanc:v
table silver, novelties, plush, and art goods, goli:I
pens, etc. All sent prepaid (except cutlery) subject to exchange or cash hack. ·

A poetic version of

Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Ro-

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,

Mrs. Besanfs Works.

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-[Dr. Henry W. Bellows.
Price, $1.

.Adami and Heva.

DOWN

THE PERFECTED "OT'rO WE'rT•
s•rEIN" 'V A'rCH, much finer than above,

A conversation in

rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

Wonders in Curing the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkes barre, Pa.

some and-Interesting Book, Without SuperstiBest make American Stemwind WatcheR. 17
tion for Children and Youth. The Onl1 Free- jewels,
adjusted, pat. regulator, in silverine case,
thillkers' Children's Story-book ever ISsued. only $11;
in 3 ounce coin silver, $16; 4 ounce, $15
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large (a few years
ago $60). In best 14 kt. filled gold
type, heavy, toned paper, brood margins, illus- cases, oPen face,
$20; hunting, $23 to $28; 14 kt.
trated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
solid gold, $40 to $100; same,-not adjusted,$~ less;
11 jwls. $3.50, and 7 jwls. $5 less (lower grade
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
watches, $5, $4, and $2.50).

thor certainly has ~eni us. The divine
creative sparli is withm him. The book is
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read ' Golden Throne.'"
-[IngerRoll. Price, $1.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

Doi~•g

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

Golden Throne, A. -Romance. "The au-

Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
weatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
• Universal M;entJ1il Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, VIce-l'res.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARms, l'res.
IsAAC S. LEE, Sec.

D~tllaR. TAx""·

7t.R

Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Holds meetil!gs every Sunday evening at . 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Possibilities and Impossibilities,
T. H. HUXLEY, M.A., LL.D.
The Growth of Agnosticism.
R. BITHEI,L, B.S .. Ph.D.
Early Verses,
The Late CoNSTANCE NADEN.
Sundays and Holydays,
SAMUEL LAING,
Ecclesiasticism,
ALFRED MoMERIE, M.A., LL.D.
Christ a Religious Creation,
.
F.J. GOULD.
After Many Years: A Poem,
W. B. McTAGGART.
The Activities of Agnosticism,
AMos WATERS.
Religion Without Superstition,
CHARLES· WAT'l'R.
Mr. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,
H. J. HARDWICKE, F.R.C.8.
The Land of Death: A Poem,
SALADIN (W. STEWART Hoss).
The Triumph of Rationalism,
.
FREDERICK MtiLER.
An Agnostic Homily,
RoN. C. K. TucKERMAN.
Eternal Life: A Poem,
GEORGE HENRY MARTIN.
Address THE TRUTH RFJEKER CO ..
28 Lafayette Place, New Y!lrk.

should be·. Paper, 25c.

Besant-Hatchard Debate.· Between Annie
Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Infl11ence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

THB NEW SPELLIND:.:.
>

English spelling Is the worst In the world

Mil·

~g3s ~~t'fg~~~~ u~~1e':saf:~~~~~c\r;~a:d~~~~~:jt~~~

Established 1857.
.Rochelle, Ill.
Send for price lists~ beautiful cards in colors
and gold of my Freetnought badges (large and
small), tracts, etc. Free.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN.

chllJ'ren Is retarded and the progress of our people
is hampered by our cumbrous, illogical, misleading

~~~Plf~fdemi~J~~~h~~o~'l,~~~~. 0 fT\i'e" l"~~~~c~'h"~'g~~~~

logical Association has recommended the following
RULES FOR NEW SPELLINGS jO'I' immediate USe, and a.
resolution has been introduced in Congress, instruct·
lng the Public Printer to conform to them In all print·
lng for the government:
1. Drop UE at the end of words like dialogue catalogue, etc., where the preceding vowel is short. Thus
spell demagog, epilog, synagog. etc.
2. Drop final E In such words as definite, Infinite,
faYorite, etc., where the preceding vowel is short.
Thus ~ell o.Eposit, yreterit, hJ'&ocrit, requisit, etc.

cfg::fett~~~tc~al;hEusns~cl~d~igar~~~~t;~t~p~~?gt~~~~

det, gazet., etc.
4. Drop final ME In words like programme. Thus
spell program, oriflaru, gram, etc.
5. Change PH to F In words like phantom, tele·
graph, phrase, etc. Thus spell alfabet, paragraf, filos.
0

ofyl;.f'§~~~fit~~~ f~~/l~e dlfthongs "' and m when
thefu have the sound of that letter. Thus Fpell eolian,
est ~Ifi;~h~~u~ab~~:y ~sgJ:~~, :Jh£gi"afdee~f
progress, adopt the foregoing In an that you write,
and especially In all iliat you :PRINT.

Sent sealed to any addt·ess for 10 cents, treating
on that health-destroying and life-consnming
weakness of men as the result of youthful errors
and excesses. The book sets forth an INFIDEL
CUHE, which is a medicine to be applied exteFnally (the only remedy of the kind in existence).
You will feel in~proved the first day, benefited
every day, nntit all signs of Early Decay, Weaknesses Lost Manhood, etc., are fully restored.
Ad,.ress,
DR. ROB'T P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N..T.
And say you saw this in THE TRuTH SEEIOCt<.
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LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By. MRS. E. D. BLENKER.

Boards.

-

Works on the Laoor

40 cents.

~uestion.

The Conventional Lies of Our Civilization.

By l\'lax Nordau. CoNTENTS-1\'Iene, Tekel
U phar,in; 'l'he Relill:ions, 1\'Ionnrchic. and
'V\a.trini.onial,
and 1\hsceuanoons Lws; Closm,( Harmony. ·
12mo, 864 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
cloth $1.00.
The Imperial Council of Vienna prohibited the
sale of this hook in Austria, and confiscated all
copies of it they could find.
Aristoc~·ati\)~Politicul, J<;conomicaJ,

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange. By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth.~ Paper, 25c.

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the
Population Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Edited l.•y Cliarles Bradlaugh and Annie Besant.

25c.

Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing
out the means by which the working classes may
raise themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignity, and independence, and which is also caj)able of· entirely removing, in course of time, the
other principal social evils. By 1\I. G. H. 10c.

Large or Small Families ~ On which Side ·
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoake. 5c.

Po1·ertv : Its Effects on the Political
Condition of the People. By. Charles
D1·adlaugh. 5c.

Wily Do Men Starve Z By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.

T1te Lan1l Ouestion. Large Estates Ininti-

cal to the \Velfare of the People. By Charles
. Bradlaugh. 5c.

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. uc.
Letters to Young People. B;v (Prince)

A BIBLICAL MYSTERY-HOW KING DAVID WROTE PSALM CXXXVII.
!

Peter Krapotkine. Witli Life o1 author, t>v
Stepniak. 10c.
Address THE TRUTH REEKER

-'l.'HE--

fRf[THINKERSJ PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOKa

-OF-

SHllWING

CHARL[S BRADLAUGH.

· THE

ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'E CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI~
CENT INSTITUTION, AND RT:•
VEALING THE ABUSHS
OF
A
UNION OF
CHURC.H
AND
STATE.

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great Eng.
!ish Secularist by the F'ather of Secularism

Fun ..Page

185
WITH

-BYGeorge Jacob Holyoake.

Price, 15 cents. Ten copies, $1.

lnustratiofl~··

COPIOUS

CITATIONS

ii!

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

* **

•: IF *•*

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT Of
THE ARTIST.

IJESIGNS BY WA'l'SON HES'l J:N
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE ])ESIGNER.

YOU

* *
*

ARE

,SJNORRRL V IN'l'ERR81RD IN

Tl!E OA USE OF

~WOMAN

AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL.~
ARS

Address this Offiee

HASTK!'.' TO REA])

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.
By GEORGE N. MILLER.

("THE

UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN

OF

WOMAN'S

SLAVERY.'')

The illustrations are classified as follows:
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
ll
"
The Church Robbing the People.
8
"
'l'hanksgiving.
6
Sabbath Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
10
Woman and the Church.
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies 1n Natural History.
2
The Bible and Science.
15
The Clergy and 'l'heir Flocks.
1
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
4
The Lord and His Works.
2
Prayer.
10
The Creeds.
l
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Worlt.
5
"
Missionaries.
"
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their H.esnllil.
1
The Church and Slavery.
2
Priests and Politics.
4
Ireland and the Church.
2
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Gses of the Cross.
1
4
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
9
Persecutions of the Church.
12
Some Allegories.
8
Heaven.
6
Hell.
7
ll:liscellaneons.

'1
25

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it has ever before appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be rublished, We runs~ giye the Truth Seeker Comp~tny the credit ,of P!ttting the book ip thfl reach o all.
At tWice the pnce 1i would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portratt-pamter awl deeigne' is a. wonqerful sncce~s1 and we judge from our own feelir,gs that nearly every Liheml in
A:iilerwa will destre a copy of tms most wonderful volnme.-[Freethmkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to .be c~lled the artist-hero .of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genim to
Freethonght, and has done fmthf:tl an\1 noble work for the cause of nght and truth. But the p~c.t
ures do not make up the whole of this volume. 'l'here are nearly two hundred p>:,ges of readirg
matter that serve first as explanationo of tlw illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utt"r
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether tl~e
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put· in tl.e
ha.nds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
·

Price, board covers, $2 ; clot~, $2.60.
Address The •rrnth Seeker.

Pocket Theology.
By VOLTAIRE.
Terse. witty, and sarcastic d3finitions
logical terms. Price, 25 cents.

o~

thPo

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS,
Hl3 CH.\ltACTER AND DOCTRINES.
Fxom the "Analyds of Religions Belief."
B?J VISCOUNT AltfBERLEY.
QO cents.

The best men ancl women of England aiid America are
It
fairly heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
truly wonderful
entirely its own and will give yon
a ~ensatiou such as you never had before.
book.

J

CAN THIS 0
BE SO ~

Price, postpaid,

2.~ cent~.

I

BEND AND
SEE

!

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

Curious Revelations From the
Life of a Trance Medium.
By MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYN.~RD.
Together with Portraits, Letters, an<l ~~s. illustrated with Engravings, and Frontisp:i_e~ o;( Lincoln
from Carpenter's Portrait from .Jife. 01oil;l, $1.50.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., ~ Ll\f~yette vla..ce, N-

-r

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. rg. No.15. {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.}

A

QUEER TRIO-JOHN

.CHEAP EDITION.

New Yotk, Saturday·, Aprilg, 1892.

WESLEY,

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 Per Year.

DR. BUCKLEY, AND- WITCHCRAFT.

Self -[ontradi~ions of thB Bible•

A NEW AND IMPORTANI BOOK.

THE

Travels in Faith. HIGHER CRITICISM IN THEOLOGY ~ RELIGION
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journe r from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ANCIENT MYTHS AND MIRACLES,
--AS-

FACTORS IN HUMAN EVOLUTION,

By HENRY FRANII.,

Price, 25 <ents. Five' copies, $1.
Adfuess THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING
A Popular Account of the Formation and Development of the Canon.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.
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backward in transmitting it. But the spread of tities, against almost none procurable in older ages.
scientific interests will erelong hav diffused this glo- Our increased supply of food is also obtained in
rious, this inestimable intelligence. There is now part through the use of steam and other like forces.
full recognition of it among all scientific observers Another cause is the multitude of agricultural maFOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
and statisticians. When it has been made equally chines. These, without resting or eating, do the
E. M. MACDONALD,
Editor evident to the masses they will begin to realize the work of armies of laborers. We will add as anC. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager. infinit gain of our substitution of Rationalism for other factor in our ampler food-supply, our
wonderful means of transportation. In Europe of
ecclesiasticism.
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stipulated to be a life one at the beginning. The beth's time was pleased to be able to say that the
government had derived much profit from these deaths from starvation in London were not over 1
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speculations. But in the first half of this century in a thousand. But at that rate the deaths in Lonit discovered itself to be losing money. An investi- don at present would be 1,250 a year, while as a
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made on them. As they could not be persuaded out
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onereclothing.
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One subscription with two new subscribers, in one . by them as much as it was disrelished by the annuremittance ....................................................... 7 00 ity officials, these latter had nothing to-do but go many times more changes of underwear in a year,
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one .
over their annuity tables and change them alto- than the nobleman of old. The toil of a country
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gether to meet this contingency. They found that full of spinners at their old spinning-wheels is now
One subscription with fo~ new subscribers, in one
remittance ....................................................... 10 00 the length of life in 1725 as compared with that in equaled by that of a girl at one machine. By the
plentiful outer clothing we are protected from cold,
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
1825 was as 3 to 4.
with one remittance.
Then men turned their attention to some vital and by the frequent change of underweat feverstatistics of Geneva, Switzerland, that had been in- producing impurities are banished.
Drainage of land may be noticed next. This has
stituted in 1551. It was found that a death-rate
A Q1!eer and Spicy Book.
been
usually executed to enhance the agrieultural
of 40 in the thousand before 1600 had sUnk before
From the Denison. Texas, Bunaay Gazettem·.
value
of the land. As it has been found to
1800
to
29
in
the
thousand.
This
decrease
has
conThe Gazettem· is in receipt of a queer book, from The
Truth Seeker Publishing Company, of New York city, tinued, and fifty years ago the average life in that diminish the prevalence of fever-and-ague and all
malarias, and consumption, it has of late been instientitled, " Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated." city was reckoned at forty-five years.
It is a volume of 400:pages, one half full-pageillustrations,
This forty-five years was compared with Roman tuted not unfrequently to abate disease. In Birand the other Old Testament narrativs which the facing
mingham, England, an investigator found that
engraving is intended to illustrate. It commences with statistics of 500 B.c., which made the mean life
despite many deleterious manufactories the deaths
the making of Adam and ends with the wonderful ex- thirty years, and a gain of one-half appeared.
perience of Jonah. For instance, the adventures of the
It was found ill France that while the deaths in were but one in 40, owing to good drainage ; while
· "first man" are presented in six engravings, including 1781 had been one in 29, in each of the five years pre- in Liverpool deficient drainage overbalanced many
an illustration of "the voice of the Lord walking in the ceding 1829 they were one in 39. In the city of Paris sanitary advantages so as to bring the deaths up to
garden," which has always been a puzzle to Sundayone in 31. Bay Ridge district in Long Island,
school children. It requires seven pictures to present the they had ·been in the fourteenth century one in 16,
N. Y., not only was changed by drainage from maand
in
the
seventeenth
century
one
in
26
;
in
1824
exploits of Noah and his family in connection with the
larious swamps into excellent cornfields, but was
flood. Of course spicy incidents in the life of Abraham, one in 32.
Jacob, David, Samson, Solomon, et al, are not over~
At the ascertainment of these good effects of so altered in salubrity that the druggists' sales of
looked, and "the marvelous wonders enacted in connection sanitation in place of prayer, of medicin instead of quinine feU off three-fourths and the physicians
with the life of Moses are graphically presented. Some
proclaimed a cessation of chills and fever and all
persons, no doubt, would consider the pictures wicked, miracle, England and France redoubled their
while others will recognize them as serviceable in awaken- efforts. The other countries, into whose gloom of species of intermittent or remittent fever.
The supply of pure water to communities is to
ing a taste for searching the scriptures, so sadly lacking ecclesiasticism few rays of science had penetrated,
even in pious families these latter days. But whatever lagged behind, or remained motionless. But in be reckoned next. Whether the water is conveyed
may be thought of this original method of illnstrating the England and France vast benefits were immedi- from a pure source on the surface of the earth or
strange narrativs presented in this ancient Jewish record,
drawn from a depth by artesian processes, its superior
so widely circulated, and so little studied, it is very ately felt. It was even declared by Sir Edwjn
effect as compared with that of impure supplies is
Chadwick,
"the
father
of
sanitation,"
that
there
is
doubtful if the most devout believer in its miraculous
origin can look through this picture book without laugh- in man a potential longevity of one hundred years invariably shown in the diminution of diarrheal
ing; yes, and picking up some new ideas besides. It and death before this age is premature. There is and typhoid diseases.
is the cheapest illustrated book of Bible stories we
The knowledge and practice of ventilation is not
know of-400 pages, 6! by 8! inches-in boards, $1; mus- reason to }>elieve that his opinion will before long
the
least among the sanitary reforms of late years.
be
verified
by
experience.
lin, with gilt side title, $1.50 .. Sent postpaid by the pubNumerous statisticians affirm that our life-term Says one writer on this subject: "The need of pure
lishers, at those prices.
has lengthened nine years since the beginning of air-air that has not previously been breathed by
the present century.
another person-is by no means as well understood
Rationalism Lengthening Our Lives.
Let us now survey some of the causes of this, the as could be wished, but enlightenment is surely
' One of the answers to the question, " What has
making its way, and ancient evils-are vanishing beInfidelity given us in place of Chri:tianity~" is, greatest possible benefit to the race of man.
fore
it. Typhus, or ship fever, a disease most
In the first place, we hav far more abundant
that it has given us longer lives. This fact is not
easily
and directly communicable from person to
so well known as it should be. It has been known food. This iJ obtained in part through the applicaperson,
is now known, when it arises spontaneously,
at all only about fifty years. The few who hav tion of agricultural chemistry. It is now better
to
be
the
fruit of rebreathed air. It formed the
known
than
formerly
what
constituents
are
in
cerlearned it in that period are statisticians and a few
'plagues
'
of
the earlier centuries; .there are still
tain
soils,
what
in
certain
crops,
.and
what
in
certain
circles of scientific readers. The old-time and the
spots
in
London-infected
houses-from which
manures
and
fertilizers,
and
these
are
brought
toreligious books that a large part of the populatiol).
read do not mention it. The clergy of course will gether with a reference to the needs of the case typhus is never absent, and in 1839 five per cent
be the last to. promulgate it. All channels of com- that givs largely improved results. And .Qf the of the tailors of London died of it ; it is to get rid
munication under ecclesiastical ·influence will be mineral fertilizers we 11-re able ·to obt~~<in great quan- of it1 in large measure$ that the wholesM~ demoli-
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tion of London 'rookeries' is at ·this mom:mt setting in more and more strongly against it. The lives in the decade under consideration was more
going on. When men ceased to weave in their own "three-bottle," "two-bottle," and "one-bottle" than forty thousand."
unventilated hovels, and were gathered together in men of former England hav gone out of fashion.
In the navy the production of pure distilled
high, airy, light factory rooms, it was very soon seen Three or four generations ago gentlemen at a ban- water has done much. Dampness, one of man's
that the number of consumptivs, hunchbacks, .and quet were thought disgraced if they did not get deadliest foes, is when aggravated by heat far worse,
bow-legged diminished-an unanswerable testimony drunk; now they may lose the title of gentleman if and the damp heat between decks in the tropics
to the value of light and air ii;t saving and prolong" they do. One important means of weaning the has ravaged crews till lately; when by a less Ireing lives. When it was shown that the annual workingmen from the saloon has been Sunday quent washing down of decks, and a drying of the
death-rate from preventable typhus, which attacked opening of art galleries and museums.
vessel with artificial heat, the old-time fevers hav
·persons in the vigor of life, was double that of the
The saving of lives through the lighting of our been made comparativly rare. When the first amiallied armies at Waterloo, England began to sus- streets and a well-organized police deserves notice. grant ships went to Australia one-third of the paspect that there was a commercial value to a man's " When the evening closed in," says the historian sengers died; but upon sanitarians forcing an
life, and enacted laws for its protection; indeed, Macaulay in describing old-time England, "the dif- alteration of the terms so that the shippers were
public sentiment on this matter has become so edu- ficulty and danger of walking about London became paid only for the passengers landed alive, the deathcated that no employer would dare to crowd eighty serious indeed. The garret windows were opened, rate was brought below that of the same classes
workmen into a space where the 'cubic feet of air' and pails were emptied, with little regard to those ashore.
to each was less than one hundred feet-less than who were passing below. Falls, bruises, and broken
To conclude, we repeat that all these benefits hav
one-tenth of that required for healthful breathing. bones were of constant occurrence. For, till the last been produced by the s11perseding of .ecclesiasticism
The reduction of the deaths of children in a single year of the reign of Charles the Second, most of the by secularism, of Christianity by Infidelity, of thehospital, by having it well ventilated, from 2,944 streets were left in profound darkness. Thieves and ology by science, of other-worldliness by thisout of a total of 7,650 down to 279, convinced the robb3rs plied their trade with impunity; yet they worldliness. The Christian church retarded these
most stolid conservativ that ' there was something were hardly so terrible to peaceable citizens as advances as long as it had the power. The clergy
in it.' It seems to an intelligent person of to-day another class of ruffians.
It was a favorit amuse- did this partly out of belief . that investigl!>as if everybody, everywhere, and all the time bad ment of dissolute young gentlemen to swagger at tions into nature were of Satan and perilous, and
understood the importance of pure air; but when it is night about the town, breaking windows, upsetting partly out of trade jealousy of any other class and
remembered that the constitution of the atmosphere sedans, beating quiet men, and offering rude ca- method than their own. They persecuted investihas been known only a little more than a hundred resses to prettj women.
Several dynasties of ga~6rs; execrated their researches, turned public atyears, and the vital relations of oxygen to the hu- these tyrants had, since the Restoration, domi- tention the opposit way, and taught cure by superman blood for a much shorter period, it will be seen neared over the streets. The Muns and Tityre Tus natural means and foisted off pretended remedies
that the idea is wide of the fact."
had given place to the Hectors, and the Hectors of prayer, relic, pilgrimage, and miracle. They not
Intelligent house-drainage, by properly con- had been recently succeeded by the Scourers. At a only forbid the curing of diseases, but took means
structed plumbing, has done its part in reducing later period arose the Nicker, the Hawcubite, and the to produce them. They preached that the neglect
the death-rate. Boston, at a time when her water- yet more dreaded name of Mohawk. The machinery of the mortal body contributed to the advancesupply and sewers were satisfactory, instituted a for keeping the peace was utterly contemptible. ment of the immortal soul-that God loved best him
reform in this point which brought down her rate There was an Act of Common Council which who treated his sinful body worst-and under this
of mortality from 28 to 13. Croydon, England, in provided that more than a thousand watchmen belief multitudes eschewed bathing, famished and
the same .way produced a falling-off from 28 to 13. should be constantly on the alert in the city, from weakened their constitutions, and stiil.ed in unvenImproved construction of tenement-houses has -sunset to sunrise, and that every inhabitant should tilated cells. Scrofula and consumption reached
vastly lowered the mortality of every city. In the take his turn of duty. But this act was negligently a pitch of devastating power which we are but now
one-room mud hovels of Ireland the average life- executed. Few of those who were summoned left beginning to abate. In the ages when the clergy
term was only twenty-six and a half years, but in their homes; and those -few generally found it more ruled, the human life was miserably short; as
the model homes for London laborers lately built agreeable to tipple in alehouses than to pace the their power has diminished our lives hav lengthened
it is fifty and over. Houses in the worst locaUies streets.
The street which now affords to to the extent recounted; what life-term we may atof Glasgow were found to produce a death-rate of the artisan, during the whole night, a secure, a con-· tain under the all-conferring reign of Science need
42 in the thousand, but sanitation has reduced it venient, and a brilliantly lighted walk was, a hun- .riot be conjectured here, but we assuredly may look
to 28. In similar neighborhoods in London the dred and sixty years ago, so dark after sunset that to the future with hope. Christianity promised,
rate has been lowered to 17 or 18.
he would not hav been able to see his hand, so ill but failed to giv, life-immortal life. Science
By improved methods of mining coal, and equally paved that he would hav run constant risk of promised, .and· has given, life. Immortal life!
improved means of transporting it, our houses are breaking his neck, and so ill watched that he would This is much. Some, to be sure, reply: Yes,
kept warm equably and continuously.
hav been in imminent danger of being knocked Science can giv us immortal life ; what she has
Just what benefit we hav received from abandon- down and plundered of his small earnings." John done to some degree she can do more ; to her
ing burial of the dead within the .precincts of cities Graunt, a writer of Queen Elizabeth's time, is nothing is impossible. But others doubt this ;
is not known. Conlilideration of the porosity of the proud that in London not more than 1 in two thou- logicians affirm that finites however lengthened
soil, and the deadliness of putrefied matter, and es- sand was murdered yearly. .A,t this rate the mur- are still not infinits, and physicists also pronounce
pecially of the new-discovered fact that many dis- ders now would be 2,500 for the whole city. But antagonistic axioms. Be that as it may, the human
eases are propagated by bacteria-consideration of there are on the average only 12 for the whole pop- race can at least, as we hav said, look to the future
these things leads one to estimate the immunity ulation-which is five million, equal to that of all with warmest encouragement and brightest hope.
derived as considerable.
England in Elizabeth's day.
Little Sophy Bettandorff, of Wagner, Oregon,
When we come now to the medical means of
Remodeled ventilation and plumbing in our
writes
this little letter to the little Sunday-School
combating disease which we hav lately obtained, schools preserve numberless children every year.
Advocate,
which contains a picture of a girl angel
we find them too numerous to· recount. Antiseptic
The army and the navy afford us valuable oppor- holding up a trumpet made out of a badly bent
surgery, or surgery accompanied by the use of tunities of demonstrating the value of our modchemicals excluding blood-poisoning, has alone ern hygiene and medicin. In 1858, says a trombone : " I am a little girl eleven years old. I
saved countless lives. There die now but a moder- writer in the valuable Popular Science Monthly, hav two sisters older than I am, and three brothers
ate percentage of the patients .who formerly per- "public attention was directed to what had been younger. We used to hav church here, but the
ished under surgical operations. Myriad lives are called the 'British Juggernaut in India.' It was preacher stopped coming because there were too
·saved in our handsomely appointed hospitals which shown that without war or famin a regiment of a many Infidels; and our superintendent left. She
would hav beeii. lost in the wretched and unen- thousand men dissolved away at the rate of one hun- was a Christian lady fourteen years of age. I went
every Sunday I could. So we hav to do without
lightened homes of the past. The opportunities
dred and twenty-five a year, so that in eight years Sunday-school now. We hav no saloon in this
for studying disease in these institutions are such
not a man of the original thousand remained. A
as to hav given physicians an understanding of and sanitary commission was appointed, and they inves- county." It's too bad, Sophy, too bad; but Wagner
must be a good place to liv in-no Sunday-school
control over many maladies. Contagious diseases
tigated among other things a series of distin- and no saloon.
as soon as discovered in any neighborhood are
guished preventiv sanitary works in the town of
limited by isolation and disinfection. Vaccination,
Bonfaric, in Algeria. It was found that the deathBefore adjourning la~t week the Methcdist conif we accept what its defenders say of it against the
rates had been reduced among the military from 80 ference in Kansas City made the customary declaraanti-vaccinationists, has saved even more-lives than
to 13 in the thousand; while the children, of whom tion that the theater, the ball-room, the race-course,
any of the foregoing processes. Macaulay says
it had been believed, as in India, that a third gene- and the card-table were "the positiv foes of vital
that in London two centuries ago an unpitted face
ration could not be raised on account of the deadly godliness," and were contrary to "moral uplifting.~'
was the exception, while the numbers made blind,
nature of the climate, were as healthy as those in Why dancing and play-going should be coupled
deaf, or unsightly were pitiful to think of. But in
the most healthy towns of France. Of course, sani- with horse-racing and gambling is one of those
that city in 1890 there was but one death from
tatiop. under military authority can be very effi- things that no fellow that does not sport a white
small-pox.
ciently carried out, and every fruitful idea, whether choker can find out, says the .Dramatic Mirror, but
One cause of our lengthened lives is the decrease from France or America, was acted on, with the reit does seem to the man of mildly reflectiv habit,
in the consumption of alcoholic. liquors. N otwith- sult of reducing the death-rate for the decade prehowever, that the periodical condemnation of the
standing the declarations of certain exaggerators to ceding 1878 to less than twenty in the Indian army
stage by the authorities of the orthodox religion~
the contrary, int3mperance is on the decline, and and twelve in the home army. In the entire British
denominations, in view of the practically universal
has been for nearly a century. Public_.opinion is army-home, colonial, and Indian-the saving of
custom of theater-going observed by all classes of
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.American citizens, is a waste of words and. a spectacle of misdirected· energy. But this is a free country, and if the domi~es find Christian satisfaction
in traducing _the theater giv them their heads. No
one can object seriously, for the rare old pastime
harms no one.
World's Fair Commissioner Ezra Meeker, of
Washington, has written the following reply to the
protest of the committee of the Seattle Young People:s Societies of Christian Endeavor against the
opening of the World's Fair on Sundays: " I am in
receipt of your favor of February 5, containing your
' protest against the opening of any part of the Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893 on that day'
[Sunday], and request that ' the authorities having
charge of the exhibit from the state of Washington
to take action to the effect that the exhibit from
this state shall not in any wise be opened on the
Sabbath day.' Believing as I do that the welfare
of the church, or the state, or the ' rights and interests of the workingmen,' as alleged in your preamble and resolutions, do not require that the Exposition or any part of it should be closed on Sundays, I cannot comply with your request. Innocent
recreation, a study of the works of art, a thoughtful
contemplation of the results of the world's wonderful progress, to my mind perpetuate the ' sacredness of the Sabbath' better than that strict construction that would require absolute rest or only
the observance of religious rites. I believe that
' for the physical welfare of humanity and especially
for the rights and interests of the workingmen' it
will better promote these ' rights and interests '
that the workingman and his family should hav
their day-even if it be Sunday.--at the Exposition
if they so elect. Many !J.nd many of such must
needs visit the Exposition on Supday or not at all,
or at least but seldom, except on Sunday."
The readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know of
Henry V. Berghell, who was imprisoned and finally
exiled from Sweden because of his heretical notions.
He was taken to Finland, and to escape banishment
to Siberia went to Norway. Some months ago he
arrived in New York in pretty straitened circumstances. He was helped, by the man the Universalists say never makes sacrifices, to. get to Chicago,
where there were people with whom he could con. verse, as he spoke no English. We see by a Western paper that he is now in Minneapolis, lecturer
for the Swedish Unitarian Society. .A Western
paper says : " Mr. Berghell is a man of fine education. He is a graduate of the celebrated University
of Dorpat, speaks eight languages, and is an excellent scholar, especially in chemistry, natural sciences, and history of religion and civilization. He
has made a trip around the world, having visited
China, Japan, Australia, and India. During the
Russian-Turkish war he took part in the campaign
and was severely wounded in the battle of Plevna.
This incident, as he calls it, entitles him to wear
three Russian badges of honor on his breast. Mr.
Berghell has met with splendid success in Minneapolis. He is a brilliant speaker, and has a great
deal of personal magnetism. · He speaks every Sunday to a crowded house of about five hundred or six
hundre.d people. He says that a number of new
members hav joined, and the outlook for the Unitarian Society seems to be a bright one. He thinks
that the time is not far distant when the societywill
hav its new church."

News and Notes.
I could not hav hit upon a better place for the
opening of the campaign. in Texas than Flatonia.
There is not only plenty of Liberals here but
plenty of music, and music that makes the heart
beat high with hope. The Flatonia orchestra is
always ready to lend a hand with ma:t:tial and joyous notes. Professor Voiteck, F. P. Yeager, H.
W. Yeager, Sr., H. W. Yeager, Jr., Henry Luck,
Bernard Yeager, John Mikuleuka, these are the
jolly allies of our work in the "Lone Star state."
The blizzards might blow, but these merry companions would drive all care away.
·.The blizzard did blow when in the early morning I arrived at El Paso, and all day long the, biting
winds are at us from the cold north. Moreover, a
bridge is burnt down and we hav to wait all night

long at Saunderson. The train is two days late at
San Antonio, and I hav no chance to stop over and
see friends as I expected to do. I hav to rush on to
Flatonia. I am at Flatonia Saturday and Sunday,
March 12th and 13th, and good audiences greet
me. Our stanch comrade Dr. Briston is always
ready to keep things on the move. Mr. and Mrs.
John Sloma are at the front. H. W. Yeager, Sr.,
" reads the stars " for human hope and progress.
The Faires brothers, Julius Laux, and many others
whose names would lengthen the roll beyond our
present limits, are with us, be it sunshine or storm.
Dr. F. W. Kaiser-on THE TRUTH SEEKER listmakes a good quartermaster of our Liberal forces
in gathering together the supplies, so that W3 can
keep "marching on." I lecture at the court-house.
It is well filled, and before and after the lecture the
beautiful strains of music vibrate on the air, and
the orthodox as they pass. by on the other side
wonder why Liberals can hav so happy a time on
the holy Sabbath day.
·
I was pleased to meet H. Shaeffer and wife, of
Shulenburg. I mean to try Shulenburg next time,
and also La Grange, the county-seat. With headquarters at Flatonia quite a movement could be
carried on in this part of Texas.
Monday morning I had a very pleasant visit with
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Tyner, and Mr. and Mrs. A.
Eidelbock. Mr. Tyner, on account of sickness, was
unable to be present at the lectures. These are
our Spiritualist allies, and they unite with us
earnestly in the great battle for human rights.
They accepted the philosophy of the lecture which I
gave on Sunday night, "Spiritualism, Theosophy,
and Infidelity."
This is rather a hard year for Texas. Cotton is
only five' and six cents !J. pound, and it is calculated
that it costs about eight cents to raise it: It is the
main crop, and I understand that there is a surplu's
of two million bales on hand. Perhaps this is a
blessing in disguise, for the soil of Texas is capable
of producing a great variety of fruits and vegetables, and undoubtedly the future prosperity of
Texas lies in developing these varied resources and
not in putting all into cotton, as hitherto.
Texas is full of "politics" at the present time.
The whole state seems to be boiling over. Evidently something is the matter. The people are
not satisfied. But I do not think "politics" will
do so much for Texas as skillful farming and manufacturing.
The clouds roll heavily on Monday when I leave
Flatonia and it seems that my experience of last
year is to be repeated as I come to Bellville and
Nelsonville. Last year it rained so hard that I could
not stop at all. I was determined' to stop this time
anyway. It was pouring down when I arrived at
Bellville. Tuesday morning I was met .at the station by Joseph Matejka, who kindly arranged for a
series of lectures here. I was introduced to several
of the leading citizens. No Freethought lecture
had ever been given in Bellville. The majority of
the people, however, are outside the churches. I
spoke Tuesday evening in the court-house.. Quite
a number of men were present, but no ladies. It
was announced that I should speak again on Thursday evening.
Wednesday it kept on raining, but I went with
Matejka to Nelsonville, nine miles from Bellville,
in the country-a village with about a dozen houses
in it. It is in one of the best farming sections
of Texas. The land is very fertil. . It is a ·good
deal like the black soil of Illinois, and the mud is
like illinois mud-it is deep and it sticks. It was a
melancholy outlook when I arrived at the neat little
home of Matejka, with the flowers about. it. The
skies were weeping with all their might. I looked
in vain for a sparkle of sunshine.
However, I
found good company here-Dr. W. R. P. Thompson
and others, and the afternoon passed pleasantly
away. The evening was dark, but it did not rain,
and I had a fair audience of men and one lady, Mrs.
Matejka. If the evening ·had been pleasant the hall
would hav been crowded, for they would gather from
miles about, especially as it was decided to hav
music and dancing after the lecture. This latter
program was omitted because the fair sex could not
weather the storm.
The hall, which is quite a stately building, and
can be seen for miles around from the eminence on
which it is built, was erected by Mr. Matejka, and
is an ornament to the village. It is used also for
school purposes. It is a fine place for a Freethought lect{\re provided the weather is good. I
shall try my fortune again some time. As it was,
the meeting made a ~air beginning. The audience
was appreciativ. Mr. Manly and Mr. Saynor came
about four miles to attend. Mr. Saynor is an old
English Radical, and was in the ranks with Owen
fifty years ago. He shows his faith by his works
yet. Dr. Thompson and Meisner are on the roll o£
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are enough Liberals here
to keep our flag flying over these green fields for
many a day to come.
Dr. Thompson takes me to Bellville on Thursday. By the time we reach the place the sun is
shining out brilliantly. A fine audience is present
in the evening. This time the ladies grace the hall
of justice with their presence. James H. Shelburne
introduces me, and I speak on "Freethought and
Morality," and I find most attentiv listeners. I
shall certainly come to Bellville again. In every
respect I hav a cordial welcome.
'
I must express my thanks to James H. Shelburne,
Mr. W. Frickman, and others for generous assistance and delightful social hours with music and
good cheer all along the line.
From Bellville I passed to Calvert.
I am
obliged to stay the afternoon in Brenham, where
Sam Jones is holding forth with his fantastic tricks
before high heaven. I went to the tabernacle and
looked upon the motley crew assembling-a wonderful combination, for it is clear that the larger
number come as they would to a circus. They
want to see the clown.
He did not preach this afternoon, and I missed
the "show." A Rev. Stewart occupied the platform
-a somewhat lively speaker-and he gave a regular
hell-fire discourse. It was quite horrible in some of
its details. It was calculated to scare-but it didn't
scare a bit. At the close the preacher made a
call for those who wanted the prayers of Christians
to save them from this awful hell. After some
difficulty only three arose. He then desired the
Christians to stand up. About a fourth of the congregation stood. Eo it seems that about threefourths of the congregation did not believe in Jesus,
and did not want any insurance on the hereafter.
They would take their chances on hell. A pretty
sensible congregation after all. They like to hear
Sam Jones tell stories and joke, but they do not
care a snap for his religion.
I am at Calvert Saturday and Sunday, March
19th and 20th, and here also I find a Liberal people.
This is one of the best points in the state. It is a
good business point, and it is a fiW:e field for Freethought. I giv three lectures in the Opera House.
On Sunday evening, besides the excellent audience
which I hav inside, there is an extra one on the
sidewalk composed of church-members who linger
on their way home from the religious meeting and
hav a chance to gather a few Freethought ideas.
Well, I am glad to reach these at long range.
Undoubtedly if the clergymen had known that I
should hav such a large sidewalk attendance they
would hav prolonged their sermons and prayers and
kept the faithful from listening even at such a distance. I believe there is one clergyman here who
wanted to debate, but his people came to the conclusion that it would not do. I am sorry for that;
but I presume the people knew the caliber of their
minister.
I am sorry to find Mr. Wallace, a stanch Liberal,
on the sick-list. We all hope earnestly for his
recovery. He. is now at Ft. Worth.
My friend Bainum is of Presbyterian stock, his
father being a prominent clergyman in lllinois, but
he has not preserved the faith. He is Freethought
all over. L. A. Bergeron, J. H. Gibson, Henry
Altschul, and W. R. Lloyd are among our generous supporters. They never fail to giv a splendid
welcome. Capt. D. A. Orvis puts himself on THE
TRUTH SEEKER roll. Oscar, of the Grand Central, givs
me a cordial invitation to stay at his elegant hotel
free of cost. Mr. Oscar is one of the main founders
of this bright city of Calvert. .
Calvert has a fair future before it, and I hope
every year to visit its prosperous streets. It is a
picture to look upon. Saturday afternoon the
streets are filled to overflowing, especially with
negroes. This is their holiday. They will not work
Saturdays for love or money. They flock to the
city, men, women, and children, and a jolly time
they hav.
I like Texas. The people are Liberal, and are
growing more so. The churches are powerful, and
in many places rule with a rod of iron. But Texas
is a big state. There is plenty of room for change,
development, and advance.
There is a breezy
atmosphere over its broad plains.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Calvert, Tex., March 2, 1892.

Little Blasphemies.
Why should a man with squeaking boots go to church?
Because his soul needs attention.
Tanks: "Dr. Thirdly told Bumso that if he didn't
change his ways he would go to the bad place." Banks:
"What reply did the reprobate make?" Tanks: "He
said if he did he wouldn't be guilty of nny Dives breaks
by calling for water."
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Real Freedom of Worship.

A NOTABLE PLEA FOR SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND
STATE.
JOHN J. M'CABE, _QF AL:BANY, IN BEHALF OF LIBERAL
SENTIMENT OPPOSES THE SO-CALLED " FREEDOM OF
WORSHIP " BILL BEFORE THE ASSEMBLY JUDICIARY
COMMITTEE-THE TEXT OF MR. M1CABE 1S REMARKS.
MR. CHAIRMAN: I shall begin with the assertion
that the Freedom of Worship bill is not Demo-.
cratic that it is not Republican, and that the idea
on which it is framed does not accord with the
genius of our principles of government, as it contains the elements of the principle of "church and
state."
Believing, Mr. Chairman, that this bill is in. all
essential respects a political measure, and _havmg
been affiliated with the party that proposes It from
my earliest years up to 1887, .I s~all try ~o _co_nvince
you that the principl3 e~l;>odied ill the bill Is illCOmpatible with the teachillgs of the founder _of_ t~e
Republican-Democratic _party, and also, tha~ It IS ill
opposition to the doctrillS that hav been illcorp :-rated in the national platforms of the Democratic
party. The inscripti~:m on Jefferson's tombstone
was composed by hrmself. It read as follows :
"Here lies Thomas Jefferson, author of the Declaration of American Independence, of the statute of
Virginia for religious freedom, and the father of the
University of Virginia." The glory that he had
achieved as governor of the state of Virginia, as
member of Congress, as secretary of state, as vicepresident and president of th~ U~~ed S~ates, and as
a great political leader whose illdiV1duality controled
the domestic and foreign policy of the young repub~
lie for a period that extended through a whole
generation, was matter of little concern to him in
his declining years ; bqt the civil liberty proclaimed
in the Declaration of Independence; the abolition
of the ties that had bound the state and church
together from time i=emorial, in all nations
ancient and modern, which was wrought by his
Virginia statute for religious freedom, and the establishment of an educational institution which was
based on complete civil liberty and religious freedom, were instrumentalities which he considered of
such paramotmt importance to humanity, that he
was willing that all his other life-work Inight be
forgotten, so that his name might go down to posterity to be forever connected with those priceless
boons which outshine in philosophic glory all other
works of the human Inind.
As the statutes providing for religious freedom
incorporated in the constitutions of the several
states, even the one embodied in the Constitution
of the United States, were originally suggested by
the Virginia statute, I will quote a few lines from
that statute for the purpose of showing the object
they aimed at :
"No man shall be compelled to frequent or support any religious worship, place, ·or ministry
whatsoever, nor shall any man be enforced, restrained, molested, or burthened in his body or
goods, or otherwise suffer on account of his religious opinions or belief, but all men shall be free
to profess, and by argument to maintain their
opinion on all matters of religion ; and the same
shall in no wise affect, dinlinish, or enlarge their
civil capacities."
I must remark here that it is the insidious, persistent, eternally aggressiv schemes of ecclesiasticism, that those who are intrusted with the power
of framing our law should ever guard against.
This fact is illustrated by an incident that occurred at the constitutional convention of 1777, during the Revolutionary period, when men were honest
enough, and brave enough, to rebuke the selfish design of clericalism at home, even while engaged in
a life-or-d~ath struggle with the most powerful
military nation on the face of the earth. There
was one clerical delegate at that convention-and
I hav no doubt that he posed as a special representativ of the religious sentiment of the state-who
was incessant in his demands that the convention
should do something for the church. As the delegates had been called to the city of New York for
the purpose of framing a state constitution, and
not for the purpose of looking after church affairs,
the reverend gentleman's appeals soon became
burdensome, and finally, John Jay, General Gansevoort, and Governor Morris proposed the following article, which was adopted almost unanimously:
"No minister of the gospel, or priest of any denoinination whatever, shall at any time he-reafter,
under any pretense or description whatever, be
eligible to or capable of holding any civil or military office within this state."
As the reverend gentleman had no further business to transact, he adjourned and started for home
immediately.
Although this provision had been a part of the

organic law of the state of New York, yet it was
violated by state legislatures, state officials, officers
of state institutions, and even the people themselvs
in some localities. Look for instance at the action
of the present legislature in the selection of a bishop
as a regent of the state university. Even if the
bishop did not solicit this appointment his selection
is an exhibition of the unhealthy influences that hav
been at work here in Albany for some time. Incidents like this indicate that there are politicians
who are willing to barter and divide the powers of
the state with the church. It would not surprise me
if Francis Kernan and Bishop Doane would be able
to spread the wings of the New York state University
so as to cover all the Roman Catholic and Episcopal
parochial schools . in the state. This so-called
"Freedom of Worship " bill is another link in the
chain. While the bill has some good features, behind it lies the infallible doctrin of the universal
sovereignty of the Roman pontiff-the doctrin
of force, which would revolutionize the very
principle on which all religious freedom rests.
The state constitution provides that "the free
exercise and enjoyment of religious profession
and worship without discriinination or molestation,
shall forever "be allowed in this state to all mankind." To all the freedom guaranteed by this liberal provision we will say amen. It is evident, however, that the proposed law would not permit what
Section 3, Article I, of the state constitutiPn guarantees. It would practically giv to so-called guardians, the president of the board of charities, the
superintendent of the state prison, and the attorneygeneral, the power not only of deciding what religious worship should be observed by certain persons, but to force them to attend such religious
worship. On the surface it looks as though the
Socialistic idea of dividing things up were intended,
but the state can make no provision to force people
to attend religious worship, even if this· were the
honest intention of the framers ·of the bill. But
who are the guardians referred to in the bill~ Is
this a wooden horse~ Archbishop Corrigan will
claim guardianship over all the children of New
York city who hav received priestly baptism. And
here is one of the queer anomalies of the Catholic
church. A child of seven years of age is supposed
to know the difference between right and wrong,
and it is held personally responsible for its conduct,
but if the child happens to lose its liberty through
any cause, and is placed in any public institution,
the archbishop will assert his claim of guardianship over him as long as he is a minor. And as a
natural consequence, under one section of this bill
he would compel the state, through its officers, to
recognize his authority in these matters, thereby
practically establishing the principle of church and
state in the management of the affairs of our public
institutions. If anybody doubts what I hav said
on this part of the subject, let him read the history
of the Mortara case. Edgar Mortara, a child of
Jewish parents, was surreptitiously baptized into
the Catholic church by a Roman Catholic maid1,3ervant, after which it was seized by order of
Father Feletti, inquisitor-in-chief, and immediately
put under the guardianship of the pope. This was
not done during the Middle Ages, but during the
pontificate of Pius IX., in 1858. The child's parents
were wealthy and influential, and through their efforts immense pressure was brought to bear on the
Roman court, with the expectation of having the
child restored to his parents, but the pope would
not relinquish his claim of guardianship.
As temporal sovereign of the States of the Church,
he denied the application of natural law to the case,
and he spumed with contempt the appeal of the
human sentiment of the civilized for the child's
liberation. Now let us come to our own country.
Shortly after the election of John Quincy Adams,
when Jefferson was confined within the walls of his
mountain home in Virginia by old age and feebleness, a clerical society was organized the object of
which was to hav the federal Constitution amended
so that Christ should be acknowledged as king de
facto, as the people of Engla 'd and Scotland did in
the seventeenth century.
The headquarters of
this association was here in Albany. This society
grew very rapidly, and it performed work of the
most aggressiv character. Its influence was such
that many of the leading politicians began to trim
their sails in so far as to admit that they believed
in the orthodox Christian religion. The following
is a part of the program they proposed to carry out:
Sunday was to be acknowledged as a legal constitutional Sabbath. All Sunday traffic was to be suppre.ssed, even the carrying of the United States
mail. No vessel was to weigh anchor for sea on
Sunday. All public ferries were to stop running on
Sunday. All public avenues to and from the city
were to be closed on Sunday. And, finally, to cap
the climax, a man's religious belief and punctual
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attendance at church services were to be a test of
his fitness for office. About this time Frances
Wright and Robert Owen opened their Hall of
Science in New York city, snd organized a Freethought Association and published a paper called
the .Free Inquirer. Miss Wright and Robert Owen
were able and forcible orators and writers, and they
visited all the chief cities in the United States,
carrying on an energetic war of words with the
clergy. Finally, through their influence, a reaction in favor of Liberalism set in, and the conspiracy
that had been hatched to overthrow religious freedom was bottled up.
About twenty-five years
later, Archbishop Hughes, of New York city, began
to agitate the school question. He demanded a
division of the money that was raised for educational purposes. His bold aggressivness as a champion of his church provoked a spirit of religious
controversy that spread over the whole country.
Protestant and Catholic clergymen and editors of
newspapers opened their theological and historical
batteries, and the battle became, to say the least,
very animated, and 'this continued without abatement up to 1860. On the strength of this discussion a party was organized in 1856 as the American
party. Millard Fillmore was the presidential candidate of the party, and in the election he received
874,534 votes, nearly one-fourth of the whole number of votes cast for president. The platform contained, among other things, the following: " We
humbly acknowledge the supreme being. Americans must rule America. No person shall be selected
for official station who recognizes any allegiance to
any foreign power [meaning the pope]. Opposition to church and state." The division of the
school money demanded by Bishop Hughes was the
feature of church and state referred to. We all
know that the American party could never be successful, as the organizers of it bent their political
bow so far that it broke. They feared that the
Constitution was .too liberal.
Dm1.ng General
Grant's adininistration, the number of Roman
Catholic institutions that ·were in operation throughout the country began to attract public attention,
as very many of them were receiving large appropriations from municipal governments. Attention
was called also to the number of institutions and
associations that were distinctly Protestant in character that were receiving appropriations from state
and county governments. The bad policy of taxing the public for the support of sectadan associations and institutions became a general theme in
the newspapers; and when the Democratic national
convention met in 1876, which noininated Samuel
J. Tilden for president, the following plank was
inserted in its platform: " The total separation of
church and state for the sake alike of civil and religions freedom." In 1880 a similar plank was incorporated in the Democratic platform. After the
election of Mr. Cleveland as governor of this state
in 1882 these questions were all on their feet, and
the governor took a decided stand in relation to
them. It seems that when the public schools system was established in this state the Protestmt
clergy got indirect control over most of them.
Prayers, the singing of hymns, and the reading of
passages from the Protestant Bible in the schools
was a part of the regular order of business.
I Inight mention also that the reading-books used
in the schools were decidedly sectarian in character.
The Catholics, Jews, and Freethinkers had objected
to this condition of things to no purpose. Those
who held the fort held that it was an old established
usage and that they were going to maintain it.
Finally, public sentimept, particularly in the cities,
caused the abandonment of the sectarian practices
in many of the schools. But I am sorry to hav to
say that in some places, as here in Albany, the
schools hav been shut up during certain days in
Lent on the demand, I suppose, of the Catholic and
Episcopal church authorities. As the Protestant
clergy only yielded to the demands of justice in localities where they were actually compelled tc, there
continued to be much dissatisfaction in respect to the
management of the public schools on sectarian principles in many pa1'ts of the sta.te. In order to make
school-teachers conform to the spirit o£ . the state
constitution, Superintenaent Ruggles, acting, as
many supposed, on the advice of Governor Cleveland, issued an order forbidding all kinds of religious
services in the public schools of the state. There is
a large number of people living in this state who do
not go to ap.y church, and quite a large number who
do go to church, who· believe that the property of
religious societies should bear some of the burdens
of taxation on account of the protection it receives.
There was also quite a large amount of real estate
owned by clergymen that the tax-gatherer skipped.
These things were brought to the attention of the
governor, and in time Attorney-General O'BI-ien
issued a paper which was regarded as an order to
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assessors and collectors of taxes to let no guilty
clergyman escape. Many people thought that
clergymen used all their surplus money for charitable purposes, but the event showed that there was a
clerical march to the city of Albany from all parts
of the state, and a bill was run through the legislature which exempted from taxation $1,500 worth of
real estate owned by poor clergymen. The legislature, as had been customary; passed a large number
of bills appropriating money to sectarian institutions, and among these was the Catholic protectory
bill. Well, Governor Cleveland vetoed a whole batch
of them. You see that Mr. Cleveland kept right on
pursuing a Jeffersonian policy. The cry was raised
now by some of the Roman Catholic church authorities that the public schools were godless and that
they were too hopelessly bad for any decent Catholic
to send his children to any of them. By some means
or other there was a bill passed by the legislature
appropriating $2,000,000 for public school purpo!'les
for New York city, and the goYernor signed the bill.
Principa~ly, I suppose, on account of these acts, thPre
was a large number of men who had formerly affiliated with the Republican party who declared they
would vote for Mr. Cleveland if t e were nominated
for president. A.mong these were the editors of some
very influential Republican newspapers. A.nd in consequence of these acts there were some Democrats
who strongly opposed his nomination, and when the
election took place they voted for some other fellow.
Notwithstanding that I had formerly trained with
the Tammany contingent here in Albany during its
crusade against Governor Robinson, yet I ardently
espoused the cause of Mr. Cleveland before and after
his nomination. This w·as not, however, on account
of the enemies he had made, but on account of the
principles h's mind seemed to be in harmony with.
This brings us down to the year 1884. Late in the
spring of that year the present pope issued his famous encyclical in which he anathematized our public
school system, declaring, ex cathedra, that the fundamental principles of our government were heretical,
and that the doctrin of church and state was a divine institution. It has been stated on pretty good
authority that it was Mr. Cleveland's action as governor in relation to sectarian institutions, together
with the seeming probability that he would receive
the Democratic nomination for president, that induced the pope to issue that encyclical letter, hoping
to prevent his nomination and to impress the Democratic party with the necessity of omitting anything
about church and state in its national platform. Well,
Governor Cleveland was nominated, and the platform contained a declaration against church and
state, another in favor of the American school system,
and one fully indorsing the rights of man and the
principles of self-government. Thus it will be seen
that the Democratic platform of that year repudiated
all the so-called infallible doctrins of the head of the
Roman Catholic church in his encyclical letter. The
idea of church and state is very unpopular, and
consequently no man would propose a bill whose title
would come under that head. A. p1·ovisi6n containing the pernicious principle involved in the doctrin of
church and state could, however, be smuggled into a
bill with a title as fair and lovely as the one under
consideration. A.t the present moment this is a
vital question throughout the civilized world. In
fact, i,ts vitality has been growing stronger ever
since 1884.
It makes no difference how sophistical and eloquent the plea may be that is made in favor of this
bill on constitutional grounds, the provision in the
federal Constitution which says that" Congress shall
make no law respecting the establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof," should ever
be the key to legislation in the great state of New
York. · Every state in the Union that has failed to
grant to each individual citizen within its borders
the rights guaranteed in Article I of the first
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States
has forfeited its right to claim that its government
is truly republican. A.nd every state constitution
which does not contain a provision indorsing Article I of t o Bill of Rights is un-A.merican, as the
only thi:;gs that exist that are peculiarly American
are the Declaration of American -Independence and
the Constitution of the United States. I was
pleased to note that our present governor made this
discovery shortly after he was elected to Congress.
Virginia was once the paradise of American gentlemen, warriors, presidents, and statesmen, but she is
now of much less importance in many respects than
any of the new states in the "wild West." Yes, her
glory has departed, and the Democratic statesmen
of our commonwealth anxiously desire that the Empire state should rival the ancient glory of Virginia
-that we should breed all the presidents, harbor
all the statesmen, and fill every office in thG gift of
the national administration with our ambitious and
illustrious sons.
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This is a laudable ambition, but in order to be
worthy to occupy the proud position that was once
held in the sisterhood of states by Virginia, we must
make that which constituted the glory of the Old
Dominion the object of our ambition-liberty, justice, integrity, and wisdom. The first practical act
of the Revolution was the Virginia legislativ act abolishing the institution of church and state. Under a
fair and impartial interpretation of Article I of the
Bill of Rights every dollar that is voted by any
legislativ body in any locality in the United States
to any institution that is under the control of any
religious association, the very act of making such an
appropriation is an act of usurpation of power not
granted to any state or municipality, but impliedly
prohibited by the Declaration of Independence and
the Constitution of the United States. What is
usurpation 'f
Jefferson says that it is "the exercise of unjust
powers." The majority in any legislativ body can
ride over all law in the same manner that a mob
can deprive a ~an of ev\:)ry privilege guaranteed to
citizens of the country, life, liberty, the pursuit of
happiness, and all other privileges.
The last census taken under the supervision of
government officials shows that a large majority of
•the people are not connected with any church organization. Why then should the majority be taxed to
support the sectarian notions of the minority, even
in the management of our penal or reformatory in-·
stitutions 'f This is not Democratic doctrin, neither
is it Republican doctrin. What doctrin is it then 'f
Why, it .is church doctrin, sectarian doctrin, ecclesiastical doctrin. Excepting the Unitarian and a
few other liberal denominations, every other school
ofChristian clergymen seems to be actuated by the
spirit and .maxim of Marie Antoinette, namely,
"After us the :flood." They don't seem to care anything about the example they set or the precedents
they establish. A.s organizations, wherever any one
of them is in the ascendency, it will lose no opportunity to enforce the idea that its own interests are
the only ones that are worthy of respectful consideration. Of course, there are honorable individual
exceptions to the rule. I often smile and invariably
think of those lines of the poet Burns :
Would that God the gift would gi€ us,
To see ourselvs as others see us,
when Ire ~d the un-A.merican ·expressions of Christian clergymen when they attempt to deal with
questions in which are embraced the individual.
rights of American citizens.
While these gentlemen hold that the spirit of
Christ prevails, and that the almighty holds the
universe in the hollow of his hand and rules it with
a rod of iron, they act and talk as if the spirit of
the devil.prevailed and were it not for the effectual
power and force of the Christian ministry the
world wou,ld become chaotic and pass under the
dominion of his satanic majesty.
The present law, which provides that when persons are committed they shall be sent to institutions
which are under the control of sectarian associations, is plainly un-A.merican, as it permits the appropriation of money for church purposes, for religious purposes, and for sectarian purposes. A.nd it
givs power to judges to turn juvenil offenders or
criminals over to the church authorities, not to be
burnt alive as of old, but to make them strong and
perfect Christians and soldiers of-some sectarian
deno~ination.
I think that the term that was applied to the Constitution by some of the Abolitionists in consequence of its recognition of the institution of slavery might be applied to this law with
a good deal of propriety-that is, from the theological standpoint.
It is desirable that children should be educated,
whether they be in orphan asylums or reformatory
institutions, but no man's money should be taken
from him in the form of a tax of any kind and put
into a fund that will be used to enrich any church,
or that will help that church to propagate theological doctrins which that man abhors. If priests or
ministers desire to establish institutions that will
benefit themselvs or their denominations, let them
do it at their own expense. :N'o one will object to
that. I hav my own religious views, but I would
not ask the state, the county, the municipality, or
any person who did not believe as I do to contribute
money to help me to propagate my views, notwithstanding that I believe they are the most truthful
and therefore the best that could be adopted by the
human family.
If minors who are deprived of their liberty and
placed in public institutions must be taught something that is not included in the ordinary curriculum used in public schools, are not the simple laws
of morality, which are older than the oldest system
of religion in the world, good enough 'f
Christianity has no system of morality that it can
lay any special claim to. There never was· a Chris-
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tian that was more vil·tuous than Epicurus, and he
taught a system of morality in which there was no
recognition of God or the devil. His system was
too elaborate, however, to be used in a reformatory
institution in New York state.
·
But there is nothing pure or chaste in Christian
teaching that he did not inculcate three hundred
years before Christianity was born. We hear a
good deal about moral training, but it is not
moral training that these people are so much interested in, it is sectarian training.
We hav heard also that where the officers of reformatory institutions hav allowed the Catholic
church to permanently establish its altars and other
ceremonial paraphernalia on public property, everything works like" a charm. By what authority
has any officer of the state, or even the legislature, power to grant to any religious denomination
the privilege of erecting a church on any property belonging to the people ?
If the Catholic church s1-ould ask the privilege
of celebrating mass at proper intervals in some of
our institutions, the priest carrying with him the
utensils and materials used on such occasions, there
might not possibly be so much objection, but the
demand is made on constitutional grounds that the
property of the people should be turned over to a
church for it to erect its altars thereon, and that certain officers who are not in the employ of the church
should be compelled to force certain persons
to attend religious worship. Bad as the present
law is, the proposed law would be worse.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would say that I
am a Jefferson Republican.
Jefferson was so tenacious rega·ding any artnership between the church and the state that he denied the right of the government to patronize religion in any way whatever. So do I. Therefore, I
offer the following substitute for the "Freedom of
Worship Bill:"
A.n act to provide for the complete separation of
church and state in the management of the affairs
of all institutions which are under state control,
and also of all institutions, associations, and societies which receive state aid.
Section 1. It shall not be lawful for any officer of
the stab to pay to any incorporated institution,
society, or association, nor to the managers, agents
or officers thereof, any moneys of the state to be
used for the purpose of founding, maintaining or
aiding, or aiding by appropriation, payment for
services, expenses or otherwise, any church or
religious denomination, or any institution, society or
undertaking which is either wholly or in part under
sectarian or ecclesiastical control.
Section 2. No officer of any incorporated institution, society, or association, the expenses of which
are paid wholly or in part out of any fund which is
raised by a tax on any kind of property, or by fees
of any kind, shall permit the teaching of any special
or general system of theology or religion, by any
priest, minister or other teacher, in any sue institution, or on any property belonging to the state.

Walt Whitman.
The funeral of Walt Whitman, whose death occurred on the 26th ult., took place on W ednesday, the 30th, in Harleigh cemetery, three miles
from Camden, N. J., where the poet had passed the
last few years of his life. A. tent was erected, and
thousands came to fill it.
A.bout 11 o'clock in the morning the shabby little
frame house in Mickle street, where the poet lived,
was opened to th3 public. A.. never-failing line of
people passed in around the casket until1t o'clock
in the afternoon. ·when the doors were shut and
the crowd had departed it was found that many had
dropped small sprigs of vjolets and other blossoms
on the casket. Just at this moment Col. R. G.
Ingersoll came hurrying in. Night and day he had
been speeding across the country from Canada in
order to be present ~nd speak the promised word
above the friend with whom he had disagreed religiously and otherwise in such friendly fashion.
Whitman, with his flowing white beard, was an
impressiv sight in the oak c;offin heaped with
:flowers. He·wore a light gray homespun suit and a
broadly flowing collar. Shortly after 2 o'clock the
procession went to the grave, preceded and followed
by scores of carriages. A. special train was run to
the cemetery.
·when the funeral cortege reached the cemetery
close on 3 o'clock it found the little dell where the
tomb is set packed with people. There were at
least three thousand there.
Talcott Williams began the services by reading
\Vhit.man's poem entitled "Praise to ihe Fathomless
Universe." Then Thomas B. Harned spoke for the
citizens of Camden. Mr. Williams read selections
from the scriptures, including the Sermon on the
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Mount, and after an address by Dr. Daniel G.
Brinton, read selections from the Koran. Dr. Brinton said : " No idler was he ; no dallier with the
golden hours ; but arduous, contentious, un~is
suadable, and infinitly loVing. He came bearmg
the burden of a gospel-the gospel of the individual man. He came teaching that the soul is not
more tha.Ii the body and that the body is ~ot mo~e
than the soul, and that nothing, not God himself, IS
greater to one than one's self is.
" He asked no man to accept his teachings or to
become his disciple or to call him master. ~is
strong voice resounded above the heads of all h1gh
men and above the roofs of the world. It challeng'ed alike wealth ani power and want ~n~ ~eati',
proclaiming that man, the one man, the mdiVIdua:I,
every individual, has all rights and all powers, IS
the autocrat of the world, sole ruler of the universe
-let him only enforce his claims and make good his
title."
Dr. Bucke, of London, Whitman's biographer,
then spoke with deep feeling regarding his friend.
There was intense silence when Colonel Ingersoll arose and, in those glowing periods for which
he is world-famous, scattered flowers of speech over
the ashes of his friend. He said :
"Again, we, in the mystery of Life, are brought
face to face with the mystery of Death. A great
, 'llan, a great American, the. most eminent citizen of
this Republic, lies dead before us, and we have met
to pay a tribute to his greatness and to his worth.
"I know he needs no words of mine. His
fame is secure. He laid the foundations of it deep
in the human heart and brain. He was, above all I
have known, the poet of humanity, of sympathy. He
was so great that he rose above the greatest that
he met without arrogance, and so great that he
stooped to the lowest without conscious condescension. He never claimed to be lower or greater than
any of the sons of men.
"He came into our generation a free, untrammeled
spirit, with sympathy for all. His arm was beneath the form of the sick. He sympathized with
the imprisoned and despised, and even on the
brow of crime he was great enough to place the
kiss of human sympathy.
"One of the greatest lines in our literature is his,
and the line is great enough to do honor to the
greatest genius that has ever lived. He said,'speaking of an outcast: 'Not until the sun excludes you
will I exclude you.'
"His charity was as wide as the sky, and wherever there was human suffering, human misfortune,
the sympathy of Whitman bent above it as the firmament bends above the earth.
"He was built on a broad and splendid planample, without appearing to have limitations-passing easily for a brother of mountains and seas arid
constellations ; caring nothing for the little maps
and charts with which timid pilots hug the shore,
but giving himself freely with the recklessness of
genius to winds and waves and tides ; caring for
nothing as long as the stars were above him. He
walked among men, among writers, among verbal
varnishers and veneerers, among literary milliners
and tailors, with the unconscious majesty of an
antique god.
_
"He was the poet of that divine. democracy which
gives equal rights to all the sons and daughters of
men. He uttered the great American voice; uttered
a song worthy of the great Republic. No man has
ever said more for the rights of humanity, more in
favor of real democracy, of real justice. He neither
scorned nor cringed; was neither tyrant nor slave.
He asked only to stand the equal of his fellows beneath the great flag of nature, the blue and stars.
"He was the poet of life. It was a joy simply to
breathe. He l_oved the clouds; he enjoyed the
breath of mornmg, the twilight, the wind, the wind-ing streams. He loved ta look at the sea when the
waves burst into the whitecaps of joy. He loved
the fields, the hills ; he was acquainted with the
trees, with birds, with all the beautiful objects of
the earth. He not only saw these objects, but understood their meaning, and he used them that he
might exhibit his heart to his fellow-men.
" He was the poet of Love. He was not
ashamed of that divine passion that has built every
home in the world ; that divine passion that has
painted every picture and ""iven us every real
work of art; that divine passion that has made
the world worth living in and has given some value
to human life.
"He was the poet of the natural, and taught men
not to be ashamed of that which is natural. He
was not only the poet of democracy, not only the
poet of the great Republic, but he was the poet of
the human race. He was not confined to the limits
of this country, but his sympathy went out over
the seas to all the nations of the earth.
"He stretched out his hand and felt himself the
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equal of all kings and of all princes, and the brother
of all men, no matter how high, no matter how low.
" He has uttered more supreme words than any
writer of our century, possibly of almost any other.
He was, abov-e all things, a man, and above genius,
above all the snow-capped peaks of intelligence,
above all art, rises the true man. Greater than
all is the true man, and he walked among his
fellow-men as such.
" He was the poet of Death. He accepted all
life and ·all death, and he justified all. He had the
courage to meet all, and was great enough and
splendid enough to harmonize all and to accept all
there is of life as a divine melody.
"You know better than I what his life has been,
but let me say one thing : Knowing, as he did,
what others can know and what they cannot, he accepted and absorbed all theories, all creeds, all religions, and believed in none. His philosophy was
a sky that embraced all clouds and accounted for
all clouds. He had a philosophy and religion of
his own, broader, as he believed-and as I believe
-than others: He accepted all, he understood all,
and he was above all.
"He was absolutely true to himself. He had
frankness and courage, and he was as candid as
light. He was willing that all the sons of men
should be absolutely acquainted with his heart and
brain. He had nothing to conceal. Frank, candid,
pm·e, serene, noble, and yet for years and years
he was maligned and slandered, simply because he
had the candor of nature. He will be understood
yet, and that for which he was condemned-his
frankness, his candor-will add to the glory and
greatness of his fame.
" He wrote a liturgy for mankind ; he wrote a
great and splendid psalm of life, and he gave to us
the gospel of humanity-the greatest gospel that
can be preached.
" He was not afraid to live ; ·not afraid to die. For
many years he and death lived near neighbors. He
was always willing and ready to meet and greet
this king called death, and for many months he sat
in the deepening twilight waiting for the night;
waiting for the light.
"He never lost his hope. When the mists filled
the valleys, he looked upon the mountain tops, and
when the mountains in darkness disappeared, he
fixed his gaze upon the stars.
" In his brain were the blessed memories of the
day, and in his heart were mingled the dawn and
dusk of life.
"He was not afraid ; he was cheerful every
moment. The laughing nymphs of day did not
desert him. They remained that they might clasp
the hands and greet with smiles the veiled and silent
sisters of the night. And when they did come,
Walt Whitman stretched his hand to them. On
one side were the nymphs of day, and on the
other the silent sisters of the night, and so, hand
in hand, between smiles and tears, he reached his
journey's end.
"From the frontier of life, from the western
wave-kissed shore, he sent us messages of content
and hope, and these messages seem now like strains
of music blown by the 'Mystic Trumpeter' from
Death's pale realm.
" To~day we give back to Mother Nature, to her
clasp and kiss, one of t.he bravest, sweetest souls
that ever lived in human clay.
"Charitable as the air and generous as Nature,
he was negligent of all except to do and say what he
believed he should do and should say.
"And I to-day thank him, not only for you but
for myself, for all the brave words he has uttered. I thank him for all the great and splendid
words he has said in favor of liberty, in favor of
man and woman, in favor of motherhood, in favor
of fathers, in favor of children, and I thank him for
the brave words that he has said of death.
"He has lived, he has died, and death is less terrible than it was before. Thousands and millions
will walk down into the 'dark valley of the shadow'
holding Walt Whitman by the hand. Long after we
are dead the brave words he has spoken will sound
like trumpets to the dying.
"And so I lay this little wreath upon this great
man's tomb. I loved him living, and I love him
still.''
After this address the coffin was placed in the
tomb. Among the pallbearers were John Burroughs, Horace Howard, Moncure D. Conway, F. J.
Johnson, Lincoln L. Eyre, Ex-Senator Cattell, Francis Howard, Talcott Williams, William J. Stoddard,
Thomas B. Harned, Horace Traubel, Dr. Bucke, J.
H. Clifford, Dr. Daniel J. Brinton, Harrison S. Morris, Julius Chambers, Henry ·walsh, William Ingram,
Thomas Donaldson, and Sloan Kennedy. Among
the many who sent wreaths and flowers were T. B.
Aldrich, Mrs. Fairchild, of Boston, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Watson Gilder, and some English friends.

SKETCH OF WALT WHITMAN'S LIFE.

Walt Whitman was born in the vill_~tge of West Hills, on
Long Island l\fay 31, 1819. When Walt was four years
old the fa~ily went to Brooklyn to liv. When he
reached his teens the position of printer's '' devil " was
procured for him in the office of the Long Is~and 8_tar, and
after working there for two years he appre!lticed ~self ~o
the propi·ietor of the Long Island Patrwt, published m
Brooklyn. Although he served out his time in the la~ter
office it is not recorded that he .ever was a hard-workmg
printer. He had as long ago as that learned to ."loaf
and invite his soul " The little education that Whitman
received in the regular Way WaS at th~ public Sl}hools.
But this ended· by the time he was thirtee!l. His selfeducation, however, continued long after this, so that by
the time he reached the age of seventet;n he entered
upon the duties of distiict school-teacher In Queens and
Suffolk counties on Long Island, and "boarded round"
among the farm~rs' families, as is still the custom in some
country places. At the age of nineteen he came to New
York and worked as a printer and writer, "with an occasional shy at poetry," as he expresses it. In ~838 he
established and edited the Long Islander at Huntington,
L. I. Then he returned again to New York, and added
his name to the list of young writers who eked out a
precarious livelihood by contributing all sorts and kinds
of writing to such papers as would pay for their work.
The Dernoc?·atic Review, a once famous monthly, was
among the first to employ Whitman's pen.
LITERARY LABORS.

The sketches he wrote for that periodical attracted wide
attention. At the same time he was a contributor to the
Sunday Tirnes. His short stories were so very successful that he determined to write a novel of city life. This
he did, and it was published under the title of "Frank
Evans" and bound in yellow covers. This ambitious
attempt met with little encouragement, and the yellowcovered volume was consigned to oblivion and is now out
of print. In politics Whitman was a Democrat, and
made some effectiv speeches for Van Buren and later for
Polk, both in New York and in the little towns of Long
Island. He enjoyed the exercise as much as anything
·
else.
In 1846 Whitman became editor of the Brooklyn Eagle,
a position he held for two years. At this time he was
quite intimate with William Cullen Bryant, who, after
passing the day in his editorial sanctum at the Post office,
would cross over to Brooklyn and take long tramps into
the country with Whitman. Whitman has said that he
learned more of classical history, of Europe, and of poetry
in these walks and talks with Bryant than ever before or
since. After the publication of "Leaves of Grass" their
intimacy ceased, Bryant not being of a disposition to
countenance the freedom of thought or speech to be
found in that volume. After severing his connection
with the Ea.gle Whitman establislled a paper in Brooklyn in the interest of free sailers, called the Freernan,
which he edited until the close of 1849. One night, while
sitting in the pit of the Bowery Theater to see Forrest in
one of his famous roles, he was introduced by a friend to
the proprietor of the New Orleans Crescent, who took an
instant fancy to Whitman and made him an offer of $100
per week to edit his paper. The offer was at once accepted, and he started for the South. He had not been
long in his new position when news reached him of the
illness of his brother Jeff, who was threatened with consumption. Whitman lttid down his editorial peri and the
comfortable salary attached to it, and coming North after
his brother, took him on a tour of the Western states.
He explored the Illinois river and the towns along its
banks, and wa-ndered through Wisconsin and along the
shores of the great lakes, and was also at Niagara.a.nd in
Canada, and received the inspiration for some of his best
poetry. On his return to Brooklyn after his trip he
went into business as a carpenter and builder, and
worked with his own hands.
In 1856 Whitman personally printed and put forth the
first edition, consisting of one thousand copies, of
" Leaves of Grass." Not ten copies were sold, and even
some of the presentation copies sent out were returned
without thanks. The book bore -the stamp of A. H.
Rome, publisher; and is now out of print. It contained
but ninety-five pages. In 1860 a new and enlarged edition was printed in Boston by Eldridge & Co., which sold
vei-y well in this country and was repiinted in London by
the Messrs. Longmans and edited by Rossetti. Soon after the breaking out of the war Whitman went down to
the field of battle and made himself invaluable in nursing
the wounded, among whom was his brother, Lieut.-Col.
George W. Whitman, of the Fifty-first New York Volunteers, who was hit in the face by a piece of shell at
Fredericksburg. Whitman snpported himself for two or
three years by writing letters to Northern newspapers
from the field and hospital. No more vivid pictures of
the war were ever printed.
WAR SERVICF.

The winter of 1863-4·he spent with the army at Brandy
Station and Culpeper, Va. The following summer found
him with the army in the Wilderness, where he worked
with such unflagging energy that he became himself
prosti·ated. He was ordered North by the physicians.
An illness of six months followed, the first sickness of his
life. In 1865 he received an appointment to a clerkship
in the department of the interior. He performed his
clerical duties zealously and was soon promoted. The
hospitals in Wasllington were filled with soldiers,
among whom Whitinan resumed his self-imposed labors.
When his friend and biographer, John Burroughs, first
met him he was living in an attic in Sixth street,· where
he prepared his own meals and ate sparingly, so that he
might hav more money to buy delicacies for the suffering
soldiers. It is needless to say that he was looked upon as
a good angel in the hospital wards, where many a brave
fellow's dying bed was made softer by his care. It was
at this time the new secretary, Harlan, removed Whitinan
from his clerkship, having discovered that he was the author of ''Leaves of Grass." Attorney-General Ashton
· remonstrated with Secretary Harlan upon his conduct,
but received for a reply that "if the president of the
United States ordered the author of 'Leaves of Grass'
reinstated in my department I would resign rather than
do it." General Ashton then _gave Whitman a position
in his own office, which he filled until 1873, when he was
stricken down with paralysis. During the same year
he lost by death his sistei· Martha and his mother, whom
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he speaks of as "the two best women I hav ever seen or
known or. ever expect to see." When incapacitated for
work Whitman removed to the house of his brother in
Camde;n, N.J., which he made his home. Though not
po<?r his brother was far from being well off, and the additwn. of an0th~r member to his family was somewhat of
a stram upon his purse.
In March, 1876, Robert Buchanan published a letter in
the London paily News calling attention to Whitman's
unfo~tunate cu~umstances and upbraiding the American
pubhc for. all<?wm~ such a genius to suffer for the comforts of _hfe m his old age. He strengthened his appeal
by _headmg a subscription list with $100 for his benefit.
This letter naturally e~ough excited a great deal of comment both here and m England, and resulted in some
substantial relief to the "good gray poet." A few
mont~s ago Colonel Ingersoll gave a lecture in Philadelphia
for his bene~t, th!3 proceeds of which-about $900-hav
supported him smce. The lecture was printed by the
T~uth See~~r Company 1m~er the title of " Liberty in
Literature, and the quotatwns from Whitman were revised by the poet himself.
Mr. Whitman. nob~y met the ruthless advance of age
and loss. of physical VIgor. Though partial paralysis rendered him ne~rly helpless, and though wholly destitute of
resources '!hlCh could secure comfort without further
labor, he. still W<?rked to the extent of his strength and accepted his fate m a manly fashion, which won admiring
s:rmpathy. To the. last h_e was tenderly cared for by his
me?es 11nd many fnendsh1ps cheered his declining years.
Qu~te latel:y he was busy on his new volume .of poems,
whiCh was Issued last autumn under the title of 11 November Boughs."
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Friends, this warfare is not yet ended, the battle ington, W.Va. I am on the rounds to stay and I
has yet to be won ; aggressiv propag-andism is yet want the Liberals to keep me busy.
Yours always,
WILLS. ANDRES.
a necessity; our principles must be kept before the
publi?; and this can o,nly be done by the combined
Creeds Not a Guarantee of Character.
exertiOns of the friends of Freethought.
Many of our oldest readers, says the .Progressiv
Freethought propaganda is not a commercialspeculation; it is not a mere calculation of profit Thinker, will remember the noted revivalist, Elder
and loss, and must never be allowed to become such. Knapp, who was so prominently before the country
It is instead a matter of stern and unrelenting duty from twenty-five to fifty years ago. His fiery deimposing sacrifices upon all who engage therein. nunciations of Infidels and Infidelity yet ring in
This duty should not be left to individuals, it be- the ears of those who listened to his erratic methlongs to the whole party whose convictions lead ods for saving souls. Talmage in our day, with his
them to join it; the same to hav a right of super- terrible pictures of the yawning gulf, never approached Elder Knapp in his word-pictures of the
vision over all proceedings taken in their name.
Independent and irresponsible leadership may miseries of the damned.
At the close of life the elder was a resident of
suit a guerilla warfare; but it is only by union,
order, regulation, and disciplin, that desultory Winnebago county, Ill. He had a fine farm, and
attack can be converted into a concerted and sys- large possessions, the accumulation of years of
faithful labor in damning souls. He recognized
tematic operation.
When this can be effected there will be an army the fact that the end of life was near, and wishing
of progress, but meanwhile those who take a lead- to dispose of his earthly possessions- according to
ing part must.get what help they c8n and carry on his own notions, he called in a scrivener, a learned
Christian gentleman, to write his will. Disposition
the work as they are able.
Friends, you can help us. Will you help us~ had been made of all his large estate, and the
For remember it is only by your help that our views point was reached for naming the executor.
"Whom shall I insert as executor of your will,
will ever gain publicity.• I am sure you do not
elder~,
inquired the scrivener. ,
ask for martyrs, and I know you require no sacriGeorge
Tullock, please."
"
fices in which you are not prepared to share.
" George Tullock is an Infidel!"
Rally round· the standard of Freedom, and ere
" George Tullock is an honest man, and I want
long the face of society· will be changed.
.
Do not forget, the convention will be held in an honest man to administrate on my estate."
Tullock was duly appointed. He faithfully disWirthwein's Hall, South High street, Columbus, 0.,
charged
his trust to the entire satisfaction of the
on Sunday, April 17th, at 10 A.M. Reduced rates
heirs
and
legatees, and yet livs, and can be adhav been secured on the certificate plan at the rate
of one and one-third return. All communications dressed at Rockfor<i, Ill., in full confirmation of
are to be addressed to me in care of John B. this statement. The deduction from this simple
narrativ is : Creeds and beliefs in themselvs do not
Cochran, 112 West Maple street.
supply those absolute requirements of honesty? i_nteg~
·
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH..
rity, and genuin morality which make good mt1zens,
and the clergy are not ignorant of that fact.
On the Rounds.

The preparations are being rapidly pushed forward for the Convention of the Freethinkers of
Ohio, and present indications point .toward success.
But nevertheless I would still urge upon our friends
the absolute necessity of not being too overMany causes hav gone to the wall
confident.
through just such circumstances as these; and it
would be well for our friends to carefully guard
themselvs against it.
Let each and all consider it a part of his or her
duty to do what they can in this movement of state
organization ; for this is undoubtedly the only plan
Last Sunday I went to Cincinnati. I was met at
Lectures and Meetings. ·
upon which Freethinkers can successfully organize the depot by Hon. George Light, who is a giant in
NEWARK Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, corner of
for effectiv pol~tical work. Each individual state the cause of Liberalism and who is known in the
has its own independent work; it has its own inde- community where he resides as "The Deacon." By Market,-Sunday afternoon, April lOth, at 3 o'clock,
pendent political issues. Each state has different him I was escorted to the Palace Hotel, where the Theodore J. We:tner, of Newark, will lecture. Subjectlaws upon its statute-books, some of which affect us "finest" was extended to me. In the evening I "Public Revenues-How Raised Now, and How They
more or less as Freethinkers, and each .of us is en- addressed the Ohio Liberal Society, a splendid or- Should Be Raised. "
THE Society of Human Progress meets Sunday evenings
~bl~d _on!y to participate in this struggl.e within the ganization with a big membership and plenty of
JUriSdiCtiOn of our own particular state. Hence, we backbone. No society in the country is doing as during April at Union Square Hall, 8 Union square: for
must hav an organization within the state if we great and as grand a work as that now being done social greeting at 7:30, concert at 8:15, and lect1tre from
wish to grapple with them successfully.
by the Ohio Liberal Society. To show the interest 9 to 9:45. Liberals are invited to come and test this proA trusted and valued friend of our CIJI.use-W. J. that is being taken in what they do, it is but neces- gram.-E. B. Foote, Jr., Treasurer.
Dutton, of Kilmer, 0.-wrote me last week, from sary to state that twice hav they been compelled to
W. S. BELL is arranging to lecture injOregon during
whose letter I cull the following extract :
seek larger quarters ; and they are going to move the coming summer, at the following-named places: AshFive thousand voters~ the state of Ohio, pledged to once more on account of the increased attendance. land, Talent, Grant's Pass, Coos county, Eugene, Silversupport a measure, can if properly organized gain their Their present meeting-place is Douglass Hall, and ton, Woodburn, Canby, New Era, Oregon City, Forest
point in a ·Very short time. As soon as government sup- here it was that I addressed them. Every seat and City, North Yamhill, Corvallis, and Portland. His adport is withheld from Christianity their cause is lost.
most of the standing-room was occupied, thus giv- dress is No. 1121 Railroad avenue, Oakland, Cal.
. The above expression exactly voices. the senti- ing me an audience of between seven and eight
ments of thousands of Freethinkers in this and hundred people. I was billed to talk on " ChrisTHE Manhattan Liberal Club lectures for April are as
every other state, and especially so the sentiments tianity and Civilization," but by request I delivered follows. The club meets at 220 East 15th street:
April 8th, "Religious Lunacy," Hugh 0. Pentecost;
of the promoters of this state organization for Ohio. my lecture entitled, "Church and State." The
Recogniz1"ng that th1"s 1"s the 0 1
th db
h" h
Apl·il15th, ''Solitude of Self,'' ElizabethCadyStanton,·
·
n
Y
me
O
Y
w
IC
same
was
well
received
and
thoroughly
criticised
fi th
d t
·
· a· ·a
April22d "Religion and Morality," H enry Rowley;
ve ousan vo ers 111 any 111 IVI ual ntate can be pro and con. The main critic for the church was
April 29th, ·"Lunacy Real and Factitious, and Its
properly organized, and as· all orgaruzations, to Ex-Senator Nolan, of Hamilton county. He being a Treatment," Albert Bach.
·
be successful, must hav their foundations in the Catholic and presenting an argument in line with
Business meeting and election of officers :after lecture.
9
people, we propose to build this organization from the. teachings of that church, I had no trouble on April 2 th.
the people, and for the people ; whose principles in getting the laugh on him ; in other words, he
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
sha? be to promote the freest of free thought, and fell an easy mark.
Waco Convention
Massillon, 0 ............. May 1
whwh shall dare to discuss topics held by the suThe finest feature of the Ohio Liberal Societyis its
of Texas Liberal
New York ................ " 6
ch
Association..... Apr. 9,10 Boston .................... " 8
ersti"ti"ous and 1"gno1·ant as sac d a d
th t tl- re · n tmapproa - lady brigade. Fully three-fifths of its members are New Orleans....... 11' ' 13,1 4 Mont rea1............... . " 15
f
d 1
P l
a
.u.ere IS no subject too ladies. Just think of it! An army of women bat- Brookhaven, Miss. 11 16,17 Boulder City, Col. ... June 5
a b e; or we ec are
sacred but that it shall be investigated, that there tling in our ranks! Purity and virtue for once en- Chicago..............
24
is no being too holy but that his conduct shall be listed against their avowed enemies and oppressThose desiring lectures along this route will please.
criticised.
ors! When I looked upon and beheld that scene communicate at once with S. P; Putnam, Los Angeles,
We fully recognize the impediments we shall hav my heart beat a pit-a-pat for joy, and the old flag Cal., care of C. Severance, Box 451.
to contend with, the greatest of whieh will be: of Freethought seemed brighter and prettier than
That intense prejudice interwoven into the very nat- ever before. Hallelujah! Let us rejoice! Among
MIRACULous cures were not n.scribed to persons
ure of man, the result of religious training and those brave women I found Mrs. E. P. Foster, of merely. Another growth, mainly from germs in our
religious ignorance. We hav to struggle against the Golden Rule, and Mrs. M. L. Geffs, of the sacred books developed by the early church, took
the self-interest of a class of men whose ve1·y exist- Herald, two women who for profund thought and shape in miracles wrought by streams, by pools of
ence is bound up with the prevalence of certain brilliancy surpass all the adherents of orthodoxy; water, and especially by relics. Here, too, the old
ideas, and whose very lives are perpetuated upon that is to say, all those who at them hurl the types persisted, and just as yve find holy an_d healthe fruits of th13 providence of others. We hav to pointed, poisoned arrows of malice and jealousy.
ing wells, pools, and streams 111. all other anment redo with the bitter antagonism of a received public
Among the men of the society are to be found ligions, so we find in the evolutwn of our own such
opinion, which has usurped a fictitious dignity over Prof. Edgar Beal, the greatest phrenologist of the examples as Naaman the Syrian cu~·ed of leprosy by
less popular ideas.
Western clime, whose works and writings far excel bathing in the river Jordan, the bl111~ man restored
But we are not afraid of the conflict ; we are the entire lot of theological teachings; Frank to sight by washing in the pool of Siloam, and_ the
determined to enter the arena and to take our part, Moore, who in labor's ranks fights a good fight; healing of those who touched the bones of Ehsha,
our share, in this battle fol' mental liberty. And we Dr. E. P. Wilson, whose medical sense outshines the shadow of St. Peter, or the handkerchief of
crave for support in this movement from those whose that of the so-called great Jehovah ; Andrew Hogg, St. Paul. St. Cyril, St. Ambrose, St. Augustine,
desire it may be to see it successfully maintained.
the most wonderful anti-theological hustler on earth, and other great fathers of the early church saneThe history of Freethought is rich in noble and a host of others, each one of whom is a walking tioned the belief that similar efficacy was to be found
specimens of self-sacrifice of men who hav given up encyclopedia of information and intelligence.
in the relics of the saints of their time; hence, St.
all that. is valuable _in l~fe, who hav _sacrificed wealth,
Next Saturday night, April 9th, I address the Ambrose declared that " the precepts, of medicin
reputatwn, and hfe 111 the serVIce Qf .Freedom, people of Rarden, 0. The pusher in this little are cont.rary to celestial science, W!1~ching, and
everywhere destroying error and propagating views . city is Lafayette Taylor, Esq. He is a wide-awake, . prayer;". and we find this statement reiterated from
they deemed to b~ true and useful to mankind. outspoken Liberal. He is doing a world of good for time to time throughout the Middle Ages. From
These were the ;pwneers of progress, who ,nobly the cause in his section of the country.
this idea was evolved that fetichism which we shall
placed themselvs 111 the forefront of the battle, and , . Saturday, April 16th, I expect to lecture at see for ages standing in the way of medical science.
fought valiantly for the liberties we enjoy to-day. . Auguste, Ky., and the following Satnrday at ~unt- -Ex-President White of Cornell University. ·
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He Keeps Himself Armed.
VISCHER's FERRY, N.Y., Feb. 17, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1.50 for the
Bible Picture Book, in cloth. I want it to
show to my pious friends. I hav taken THE
TRUTH SEEKER ever since D. M. Bennett
was in the Albany penitentiary. That and
Heston's pictures make me pretty well
posted, so that the clergy dare not tackle
me. Yom·s very truly, ABRAHAM BEsT.
Christianity a Curse.
CmcAao, ILL., March 7, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Please giv Mr. Heston my
compliments. I was so well pleased with
his "Praying Machine " that I had it
framed with the sample prayer, and hav it·
hung up in the library. I am going to hav
a lot of his pictures framed. I think
Christianity is a curse to the progress and
welfare of civilization.
E. W. BROWN.

tried very hard to get subscribers to your
valuable paper, but I find the majority of
people, though enjoying the reading very
much, are afraid of losing caste if they
should take it. Still, although I am getting old, I sow the seed and distribute my
papers, and the people are coming up and
in time will see the light I learned from
THE TRUTH SEEKER years ago, when D.
M. Bennett, the martyr, was at the helm,
and am proud to see it so ably managed.
I could not suggest any improvement, unless Brother Heston makes more pictures.
Long may he wave!
J. W. BEATY.
Our Roman Catl10lic Masters.
ONEIDA, KAN., March 17, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2, for
which you may send me by mail your
Roman Catholic "Pictorial Text-Book,"
and oblige-this being the 17th, which
seems to be becoming our Ame1ican Fourth
of July so rapiclly. I notice a mayor of
a large city in his proclamatio;_ givs the
pope's followers a half-holiday to-day. So
you see it is becoming "'alf and 'alf," as
the Englishman would put it, already,.
I see that in a city in Michigan the offices
are all filled by Roman Catholics but fifteen per cent, and the Catholics do not pay
quite ten per cent of the tax; but the
eighty-five per cent of the offices in this
city absorb as fees or salaries $71,500 of
the moneys from the treasury. This ought
to be an eye-opener to all American citizens, saying nothing about the Captain
Pratt episode at Carlyle, Pa., in which
Congress voted down his salary because he
told the truth.
CYRUS SmNN.

TRUTH SEEKER if only they can do it in
secret, so my papers are actually worn out
every week. Here in reality is a broad
field for Secularism if only we had a good
lecturer. A good many, myself included, are
entirely astonished over the good pictures
of Watson Heston. If he is not a genius I
do not know who is. I hope he will liv
long, to the benefit of Secularism, so the
old church humbug can be exposed in its
right light. If you hav any copies of THE
TRUTH SEEKER I can make good use of
them here, as people now commence to
think a little for themselvs and not let the
clergy do all the thinking for them. Please
find inclosed $3.25, for which send me
three copies of the Bible Picture Book and
one " The Strike of a Sex," and if you send
some extra copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER
I can make good use of them to the benefit
of my fellow-men. My best wishes for
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Watson Heston.
Respectfully,
JOHN ILDSTAD.

It seems to me that those who planned the
campaign were not aiming at success, but
simply notoriety. Some people are very
much afraid of the word religion. Well,
when viewed as a system of faith it is a bad
thing, but when viewed as a system of principle it is a glorious thing. It means
nothing more or less to my mind than a
person's honest convictions as to what is
right, just, true, and honorable, and a
strict conformity in practice to those convictions. I am still of the opinion that
Mr. Parton's suggestion to supplant one
church with another points at the only
available plan.
WM. L. WoRLEY.

Competition Among Long-Eared Animals.
GRASS LAKE, MroH., March 6, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Please send two copies of
Telegram containing "The Ingersollian
Controversy"- one to lend and one to
keep for visitors. The Telegram. may,
perhaps, go where THE TRUTH SEEKER
would not be welcome.
How now? Is Rev. Mr. Dixon jealous
of the ancient long-eared animal since the
colonel's explanation of the spook story?
Didn't he make a great mistake in assuming one of the attributes of the animal
(stubbornness) by refusing to retract?
Better stuck to his trade of prophet
(profit?) where proof is uncalled for.
It seems almost superfluous to mention
the recent improvements in the general
appearance of THE TRUTH SEEKER, they
are so apparent to all. And the contents
-well, yom· readers hav been peculiarly
favored with good reading this year,
though mostly good before. No need to
particularize-one cannot miss it now.
The former belligerent-attitude of Materialists and Spiritualists seems to hav died
out. Glad to see it, as it has seemed very
unprofitable-too liable to descend to personalities.
Please note the following : Gnosticknowing. Agnostic-not knowing. How·
,is it-A-gnos-tic, or Ag-nos-tic? G. W.

. Of Interest to Mariners.
CRESco, IA., March 22, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: A correspondent in Tiffi
TRUTH SEEKER of the 19th inst. requests
that some one giv dimensions of Noah's
ark. The following figures were taken
from a religious book (I hav forgotten its
title):
. 300 cubits long (450 feet).
50
" ·broad (75 " ).
30
" high (45 " ).
For the purpose of comparison I 'add
dimensions of the Great Eastern (Conklin's
"Manual"):
Convert the Rising Generation.
PRAIRIE CITY, IA., March 14, 1892.
680 feet long.
82! feet broad-118 feet inclusiv padMR. EDIToR: I inclose herein for the
funny Picture Book $1.50. I want the Some One Will Hav To Go To Hell For dleboxes.
58 feet high.:_70 feet inclusiv bulwarks.
This.
·
best, as I desire to leave it as a legacy to
11,000 horse-power. ·
CLINTON,
IA.,
March
17,
1892.
my children. The pious old fossils will
The
old Jews' book tells us in one place
MR. EDITOR: The book and papers came
not look at the pictures, but the children
that two of each kind; in another that
safe.
Inclosed
find
$5,
and
send
me
four
'will, and they are the ones we wish to inseven-by implication fourteen-of each
fluence. Heston is doing a good work. Bible Picture Books. I hav buyers for kind of living thing had found barnroom
two, and probably will be able to sell·the
Long may he continue to wave.
other two soon. I think when we get a in that unventilated ark. Now, I believe
Yours truly,
IRA E. DRAPER.
month or two of good working time more that the hides only of all the larger aniObject-Lessons in Ecclesiasticism.
will want them. But for a month or two mals in the world -the smaller living things
Obituary.
in
winter we do not do very m~ch here, to be put in stuffing and all-would make
WINsLow, ARiz., March 12, 1892.
DUBLIN, IND., March 11, 1892.
quite
a
cargo
for
even
the
much
larger
MR. EDIToR: Send me some of the let- and finances get low. Send me also anMR. EDITOR: Milton Thornburgh was
Great Eastern.
ters to Congress in regard to closing the other dollar's worth of 1'elegrams with
born in Guilford county, N. C.,-July 4,
What
silly
things
cred1,1lous
people
do
World's Fair on Sunday. I see some the "Christmas Sermon," etc. Also slip
1812, and died at his home in Mount
believe.
F. L. DAUBERSIDTH.
Christians are talking of having an exhibit in one of the small tracts, ''Ingersoll
Auburn, January 22d, aged 79 years 7
Catechised,"
with
his
poem
on
Robert
Well, if they will, and hav all the instruA Montana Auto-da·fe.
months and 20 days.
ments of torture used by them for Christ's Burns's pirthplace on the last page. A
When he was two years old his father
MANHATTAN, MoNT., March 10, 1892.
friend, a Latter Day Saint, saw the one I
sake, I will giv $10 to help it along.
MR. EDITOR: Please find express order moved to Warren county, 0. ·In 1822they
hav and would like to possess one. The
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
in payment for the following articles-pa- moved to a farm in Posey township, Fayyeast is wo!king. Somebody will hav to
J. T. MUNCEY.
per and books: Renewal of T1IE TRUTH ette county, this state. Here Milton
go to hell for the way the thing is working.
SEEKER for one year, $3; "Old Testament spent the greater portion of his life in
Hood To Disillusionize Christians.
0 for a hundred Ingersolls! It is so
Stories Comically Illustra~ed," $1; "The clearing and breaking the heavily timbered
PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 17, 1892.
amu~ing to see how one can make the
Story Hour," by Susan Wixon, in boards, farm into cultivation. In 1833 his father
MR. EDITOR: The Nine Demands and a whole orthodox world squirm. May his
$1; letters for our representativ, 50 cents, brought the first short-horn cattle from
copy of "Old Testament Stodes Comically shadow increase!
J AS. A. GREENHILL.
and some stationery stamped with the Kentucky to this portion of ·the country,
TIIustrated" hav been dnly received, with
Flag Above the Cross, 50 cents. I must hav and the same kind of cattle hav been kept
When
Slaver1.:
Shall
Be
Abolished.
many thanks. I think the Bible Pictures
THE TRUTH SEEKER; cannot get along with- on the farm ever since .
. ST. JosEPH, Mo., March 6, E.M. 292.
just the thing to disgust the pious ChrisMr. Thornburgh was married to Sarah,.
out it. We hav two Qatholic families here
MR.
EDITOR:
Herewith
I
hand
you
thirty
tian with his inspired book. I shaU try
-one
Irish,
the
other
French.
The
first
daughter
of John Charles, of Richmond, in
and sell this one and hav one bound in cents to pay for three copies of the New
York Telegram containing Col. R. G. was brought up in New York state, and 1835. To this union there were six chilcloth.
Yours for truth,
Ingersoll's Christmas Sermon, the attack the other in this country. There are two dren born, all of whom hav died except
W. F. PoRTER.
of the pirates upon him, and his broad- young ladies in each family, and between Oliver, the youngest, who has two chilWhen They Ask for Bread, He Will Not sides upon them in defense of the freedom them_ they burnt up two copies of the dren. There is one other grandson,
Giv Garbage.
of speech and a free press. The great hu- "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text- Book," Charles Thornburgh, who livs on the
NEw YoRK, March 18, 1892.
manitarian, Thomas Paine, did more for also a year's file of THE TRUTH SEEKERS. Butler farm west of Dublin.
In 1870 Mr. Thornburgh turned over to
l\'CR. EDITOR : I enjoy THE TRUTH the welfare of humanity than any man who You seeignorance is not confined to any
SEEKER exceedingly. I admire its apility had lived upon the earth prior to his day, one part of the United States. If they his son the farm in Posey township, and
and colJ,rage in dealing with those who are and our "Colonel Bob" is to-day the fore- had sense enough to look at Heston's bought the Isaac Myres homestead bepictures, - and read Ingersoll's lectures, tween Cambridge and Dublin. Here he
still striving to stuff our mental stomachs most man of all the world.
with old decaying theological garbage
. He is to the piratical priestly crew as an with Helen H. Gardener's, and others, lived a quiet, unassuming life, surrounded
And I like your plal!- of circulating free iron-clad ram in a naval battle with an old they might know better some time. Let with peace and plenty in a comfortable
us hope for the better.
home.
Liberal literature. To put a small sum wooden ship.
Yours, as ever, for free thought, free
For many years he was connected with
where it will perhaps do the most good,
If his life and vigor continue for ten
the First National bank in Cam bridge
please add the inclosed $3 to your Liter- years longer, he will clear our land of speech, and equal rights, . J. 0. CLARK.
city, and at the time of his death he was
ature Fund.
Yours fraternally,
these thieving buccaneers, and, the curses
of African and religious slavery removed, Po1itical Parties Shooting Arrows at vice-president and one of the directors of
L. c. REED.
the Heart of Liberty.
the institution.
KATE MARTZ.
we shall hav a fr~e country to liv in. I
Christians Made to Laugh at Their Re· am getting along well in years, when the
HoLDEN, Mo., March 14, 1892.
ligion.
A Good and Wise Man Gone.
MR. EDIToR: Missouri has sold out to
continu?tion of the thread of iife is very
AuBURN, N.Y., March 7, 1892.
LAWRENCE, KAN., Feb. 9, 1892.
uncertarn, but I do hope to liv to see the the church. The Democracy of the South
).\'[R. EDITOR : The book has been re- day when there will not be a reli!rious is married to the church. It seems that
MR. EDIToR: We announce with pro-'
ceived, also the letter containing the dona- priest n r his ignorant dupe in all ou~ fair they want slavery back again. The two found sorrow the death of David Elliott,
tion. I must say the book has been a grtat land.
Yours,
P. V. WISE.
words "slavery" and "democracy" are on Jan. 31, 1892. His illness was but a
comfort. I hav enjoyed reading it, and
as wide apart as the polls. This shows brief one, lasting only a half an hour. His
also hav been amused to see the expression We Put the Church in Its Right Light. there is nothing in names. There are death was caused from strangulation. . He
upon the faces of those who hav seen it.
GRAFTON, N.D., March 6, 1892.
exceptions to all rules. I find many Dem- was buried February 2d, and his remains
The comical illustrations hav caused them
MR. EDITOR: Receive my sincere thanks ocratic Freethinkers in Missouri, but it is were followed to their last resting-place by
to laugh not a little, although they pro· for the good work you are doing with your to be deplored that they are generally his many friends. One more of our high
fessed to be very much disgusted. The valuable paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER. It poorly informed on the subject. Woe! and noble yo11ng Liberals gone, and that
book, though comically illustrated, proves is a welcome guest every Monday. I was woe! to any party that will sacrifice prin- dreaded foe, Death, has crept into a happy
to be a great educator. MARY J. JoNEs.
the first here to take the paper, and I wish ciple for power! Both the old parties hav and loving family. How short and uncerI had many subscriptions to send you, but done it. Both deserve death. Yea, tain is life, whose highest hopes and
A Worker.
as the most of the people here belong to death! for they are continually shooting greatest comforts are but flickering rays
CHEMAWA, ORE., Feb. 25, 1892.
the church superstition, we cannot do poisoned arrows at the heart of Liberty.
of'future bliss, reflected here for the con,MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $1, for much, only a little missionary work. A
I am still of the opinion that Free- solation of the benighted wanderer, like a
which please send Bible Pictures. I hav good many of the:.:n like to read THE thought is working on the wrong plan. sunbeam shining through the crack in the

Likes To See the Humanitarians.
BALTIMORE, MD., l\farch 6, 1892.
MR. EDITC>R: I think you hav made a
decided improvement in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, particularly so by placing the
likenesses of prominent men in the cause
of reform in your various columns. It
givs the reader a proper impression as to
the appearance of those working in the
cause of humanity.
Yours truly,
CHARLES MEHLGARTEN.
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dark, and then a firm hand is laid on the
wanderer's shoulder and he must go to
' his peaceful sleep.
He will long be remembered for his
kind way. _It gained for him more friends
than wealth and learning together. He
might well be compared to a diamond
with its bright and beautiful luster, for he
never lost that fine polish; his life throughout was one of everlasting sunshine, scattering the rays of light i:p.to the homes of
the poor and needy. We extend to the
bereaved family our heartfelt sympathy
in this hour of sorrow, and hope that the
new year will not bring forth throughout
its extent any more of such painful afflictions. He

000 added to its endowment. A letter was
received by the trustees from John D
Rockefeller, tendering that sum in five.pe~
cent gold bonds to be handed over to the
trustees with accrued interest March 1st
The giver reserves the right to design~te
the expenses to which the income shall be
applied, The letter concludes !JS follows·
"I make this gift as a spe~ial thank~
offering to almighty God for returning
health."
If I should be so fortunate as to meet
with a paper that contains the letter in
full I will mail you the paper. I suppose
this $1,000,000 will pay a great many
preachers for walking into their pulpits
Sundays and telling their superstitious
flocks to be contented in the position in
which God-J. D. Rockefeller-has placed
So lived, that when his summons came them. Great scheme, is it not ? Great
to join
sc_heme for robbing the ignorant rabble,
The innumerable caravan which moves
To that mysterious realm where each shall mth perfect safety to the robber.
take
Yours in the truth,
E. P. BLY.
His chamber in the silent halls of death,

More Work Like This Wanted.
He apprqached his grave
Like one who wraps the drapery of his
ELMIRA, N.Y., March 7, 1892.
couch
MR. EDITOR: I want to thank you for
About him, and lies down to pleasant the notice you published in Tf[E TRUTH
dreams.
SEEKER of my essay, "Church and CiviliWritten by a friend of the deceased,
zation." Many hav already sent in for
BLENDA E. pALM.
copies, inclosing stamps, from all directions. All orders hav been promptly
It Is Time for the Farmers To Cease filled. Also I thank you for publishing
my letter accompanying the copies of the
Praying.
essay sent you.
NEw CAMBRIA, RAN., March 10, 292.
With pleasure I would with much apMR. EDITOR: A quotation from the preamble of the platform adopted at St. Louis preciation mention the generosity manireads thus: "Assembled in national con- fested by J\Ir. N. Griswold (my namesake),
gress, invoking upon its action the bless- of Meriden, Conn. I mailed him a copy
ing and protection of almighty God, puts of the essay, and in a few days I received
forth," etc. Does it not sound like grim a very good letter from him saying how
mockery for the same parties that en- very much pleased, etc., he was to receive
grafted the above, having been pre- it, and to my great surprise a draft for
sumably continually "invoking the pro- $10. The $10 was inclosed as "a token of
tection and blessing of almighty God," to appreciation." Was not this a good, genstill call upon him? Would it not hav erous act of Mr. Griswold? Undoubtedly
sounded more sensible for them to hav Mr. Griswold thought I had been to much
said, "Since almighty God and the old work and expense in carrying on the disparties hav refused to listen to our cussion, especially in publishing the essay
prayers, supplications, and petitions, we in neat pamphlet form, and concluded to
put forth," etc. ? Is that not the correct contribute generously towardFreethought
way of addressing unjust rulers? Would propaganda work. If all Liberals were
that not sound more impartial tow!l.l'd all so commensurately generous as Mr.
that had caused their grievances? Is it not Griswold is, and has been for many years,
reasonable to suppose that just to the ex- the cause of Freethought would be a
tent he is more powerful, just to that ex- mighty power for good.
I hav also received a good letter of
tent he is more to blame than either one of
the old parties? Is it not probable that he thanks from Elmina Drake Blenker, Susan
has been "hardening Pharaoh's heart"- H. Wixon, and very many other stanch
the old parties'? But as long as they don't Liberals too very numerous to mention,
hav him in the platform, there is no danger all of whom are highly esteemed by the
of his being foisted upon the people. writer, and are very welcome indeed to
Some may think there is danger ol the the pamphlet gratuitously sent them. The
above being the case, but I will leave it to pamphlet was not published for pecuniary
any fair and unbiased mind that what a purposes, but· absolutely for gratuitous
person imagins ought not to hav near as propaganda work, although gotten up with
much weight as an actual occurrence. considerable work and expense.
The first lot of pamphlets is nearly exWhat has the Republican party done for
Liberals? I still insist that it has passed hausted, and I now contemplate publishall the laws by which Comstock, Wana- ing a second edition.
L. DE WITT GRISWOLD.
maker, Harrison, et al, work their pPrsecution. They hav simply relaxed their
hold and expect Liberals to all join hands
and help elect the same administration, Woulll That We Could Elect Snell a
Presidential Tickl"t.
and then they will resume Harman's trial
and as many more as they can · ensnare,
SAN Jos.E, CAL., Feb. 9, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Will you please place the
and send them to prison for a good long
inclosed $10 to my credit and send hook
term,
JOHN W. ABBOTT.
and leaflets as per list.
I hav just found out what that G in
Made To Giv Where He Does Not Col. Robert G. Ingersoll's name stands for.
Wish To.
Written on a bulletin-board in front of the
Liberal News-stanu in this city are the
NEWPORT, 0., Feb. 29, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1 for fol- names of Thomas Paine, Voltaire, Roblowing bill of goods. I would do better, ert G. Ingersoll, and other noted authors.
but am short just now. You hav a large An English man and woman halt in front
list of books that I would like, some of it. 'rhe man on reading over the
that I am going to hav, but just at names says, "I wonde1· what that G in
present I am too busy helping J. D. Rock- Hingersoll's name stands for." Woman
efeller make presents to universities. I says, "Why, Gehova, of course." "That
am not doing it ;villingly or peaceably, hut will do," says the man; "come along."
Now, Mr. Editor, as the American SecI am doing it just the same. Through the
manipulation of the perjured officers of ular Union appears to be floundering
this corrupted legalized banditti that we around for something to do, what is the
are accustomed to call government, I am matter with calling a national convention
compelled to giv money to support institu- of Liberals and organizing a great Libtions that I do not believe in, and to eral political party, taking the Nine Derender service to this conglomeration that mands of Liberalism (justice) as a basis, for a
we call the "grandest government on platform? Such an array of talent as could
earth "-service that ought rightly to be be brought together in a convention of this
rendered by some ecclesiastical tramp o1· kind would astonish old ort.ho.doxy. And
beggar. I will clip out this little item I as everyone has a nght to a preference for
find.in the Pittsburgh Di8patch of Friday, presidential candidates, I might as well
name mine now: For president, Col.
February 26th:
CmoAao, Feb. 25.--The University of Ro£ert G. Ingersoll, of New York; for
Chicago to-day had another gift of $1,000,- vice-president, George E. Macdonald, of

Snohomish, Wash. Just think of a great
Liberal political party with these two fearless advocates of liberty marching to the
front, proudly bearing aloft the banners
of the free, every star shining with renewed
luster, every stripe gracefully curling inliberty's breeze! Oh, how the eagle
would scream! Her melodious voice could
be heard at the Vatican. The pope, with
a broad grin, would throw up his threestory hat-a caper he hasn't cut since the
unveiling of the Bruno monument. All
the horny-handed sons of toil would vote
for them. All the free and independent
women would work for them. The clergy
would go for them, because those reverend
gentleman very well know that those
.brave and manly men would not go skylarking and neglect the political wants of
the nation, as has been done by the
weak-kneed half-Infidel policy pilots who
hav been monkeying at the helm of the old
ship of state for the last several years.
Stir 'em up, Mr. Editor! Giv us a free
vote and fair count. Organize a great political party and at the next turn of the
·presidential wheel we shall witness the
prettiest and liveliest presidential jig ever
danced on Columbia's green.
L. R. TITUS.

Thinks Them Necessary Evils.
LEKINGTON, KY., Feb. 16, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: The powerful depend upon
some kind of servitude to advance their
plans. Witness the Sandwich islands and
the· empire of the czar. With regard to
the feudal system, we learn from the history of France that the .disorder attending
the movements and manners of a nation
just emerging from barbarism is called
anarchy, by candid and discriminating
writers, which remark would also apply
to those who are retrograding in civilization. The cure for their absence of order
is found in the. feudal system. Mild and
benevolent rulers, such as Louis IX.,
called St. Louis, attempt to mitigate
the horrors of this state of society, and are
able to accomplish their end only by
strengthening the kingly power, at the
expense of that of the people. Secular and
religious tyranny introduce themselvs
naturally at such a period.
The golden mean is only found by nations when those who constitute the commonwealth, and bear some share in its
power and responsibility, find that justice
alone promotes their best interests, driving
away .all fear of violence and revenge.
If individual improvement and private
interests are not sustained, society loses
mind and intellectual character, and- becomes a hopeless drudge or machine,
whicP, can secure its daily bread and a
pillow on which to repose.
Governments are necessary evils, which
secure us from intrusion, and giv us
breathing-time sufficient to effect something which makes our life superior to that
of the most abject slaves. Much can be
done by individual activity and benevolence which should endeavor to rescue
those who possess some remarkable
talent from hideous and suffering poverty.
Camoens, the poet, was abandoned by intimate friends, who were themselvs immensely wealthy..
'
But thus speculating, we are inte1·rupted
by the din of Mr. Harris, a Jew, who
depreciates Ingersoll, and who observes,
in the vague old way-which we recoil
from as we would from the plague-that
we need more reverence. Some churches
kneel to the bedpost, a method "of keeping
their zeal in motion." Cushions to kneel
upon could then be more salable than
materials used in science for useful experiments or for the collection of facts.
It would be bad for people to get too
topheavy. Some imagin that walkii:Jg on
all fours would be cond1,wiv to health,
although a sense of propriety, combined
with elegance of manner, has been thought
a distinguishing mark of civilization. I
suppose we ought to hav some reverence
for the deductions of reason, which is not
a nQcessary evil, but which informs us
that the great point at issue-the battle to
fight-is not to increase the credulity of
the mass of mankind, teaching them to
"lean on God to obtain imaginary salvation." Unquestioning quiet would resemble life when sealed up in a can, like any

28(!,
other preserve, for the fair at the New
Jerusalem. The only tremend~us question is, are Christians, are we, making
heavier the descending scale,~ loaded with
ignorance, poverty, impurity, luxury?
Do Infidels receive the sacrament, stained
with genteel devices, as they fill the state
prisons with culprits, sending them to
heaven when the earth is loathsome with
their presence?
The Rev. Mr. C1·osbie, in the Eclectic
for January, certainly must consider God
as a necessary evil, entangled in the
mesl!es of an evolution, which theory no
one can comprehend, casting the question
·of growth and progress into Egyptian
darkness, where the brain, without sustenance, would soon be no aid to thought
or sensation.
Are tariffs necessary evils? If they were
removed, would not the sea soon be white
with vessels loaded with cheap goods and
manufactured articles, our streets lined
with cheap stores? Does competition
always improve trade?
But to digress, Mrs. C. Lacey's letter
was excellent. The Methodist '' I am,"
I suppose prospers. We hav another.
John Adams said, '' I AM" for the resolution, sink or swim, which will endure
when the elements melt with fervent heat.
Eusebius cooled that fire when he said the
epistle of Peter was spurious. ALHAZA.
Arguments With Christians.
ADRIAN, MINN., Jan. 24, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I knock for admittance to
your friendly letter department.
I hav received the books, and will soon
hav them all sold. Even Christians say,
"These are the greatest pictures I ever
sa,v."
I question them in this way: "Do you
think there is anything about me because
I am not a Christian that I should be
eternally damned hereafter, and you or
any of your family be rewarded with a
better place?" They say, "No, I do not
know as there is." Now, that is pretty
fair. Most Christians are good-hearted
and reasonable beings, but some are '' lilre
ow Is, they close their eyes when they
come in the light. " It seems there is a
struggle between the heaxt and mind.
Yet in spite of their hellish belief against
us in their ignorance, we are in duty
bound to respect them. But here is one,
quite a Liberal yet bound to be a Christian, who tell!! me that "preaching hell
has nothing to do with the heart." And
another goes on to say that " so far as hell
is concPrned, God passed the eternal
sentence, not man, and ChriRtians hav ·a
right to teach that as one of. the principles
laid down by our savior." ' Now," I said,
"who is the best-hParted?-Supposing two
persons are brought up together. One
falls in the way of the church, and the
othe1· does not Otherwise they a:ij:just
alike, except in belief. One says, 'Ydil are
going to hell to be forever miserable,
and I am going to heaven to be forever happy.' '!'he other answers, ' When
they nailed Christ to the cross, he
said, "God, forgiv these men; they
know not what they do." Now, I
do not ask God to forgiv you. I forgiv
you myself. You know not what you say
or believe.' " And .right here my Christian says, '' That has nothing to do with
the heart." "Well, then, if Christianity
is heartless, and there is no brain about it,
what in the world is it then?" And now
he falls back on that last and reckless
argument by saying that Christians hav a
mighty advantage over Infidels-that if
the Christian religion is not true he is just
as well off as the Infidel, and if it is true
he is decidedly better off, according to the
gospel.
"Well, then, ~y Christian
friend, it is to the Bible you retreat.
We'll go with you to the lion's den, and
whom will the lion eat?" He now asked
me if I take the Boston Investigator. I
said, "Yes, seven or eight years." " You
read too much Infidel stuff." " Well, I
read a good. many Christian sermons. I
read the Bible." He gave a look, something like a surprise, with a laugh.
Mr. Editor, what more do they want?
Can it be possible that they want us to
stop thinking and go to church?
I hav sold all the books. Inclosed you
will find money-order for $10.

W. KNll's,
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The buttonwood would shed its bark annually in June, which would roll up as it
came to the ground, looking like cinnaEdited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall mon. The· limbs of the tree then would
River, :Jlass., to whom all Communica- remain white until September, a beautiful
tions for this Corner should be sent.
contrast to the green leaves. A winding
stair was built around this tree up thirty
feet from the ground, where a platform
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
was built that could seat thirty persons.
Comes a pause in the da,y's occupations
That is known as the Children's Honr."
It was upon this platform where my
brothers and sisters, with our neighbors'
children, would meet to hold amateur
The Common Good.
schools, religious meetings, and other diBY SUSAN H. WIXON.
versions; but our favorit play was_ "keepWhile others sing in highest praise
ing store." To our infant minds the vilOf rare and costly gems,
And tune their harps to graceful lays
lage store contained everything to be deOf[spark!ing diadems;
sired in the world, and the "store-keeper".
I turn in contemplation, free
in his " store clothes " was our ideal of the
From care or busy strife,
"perfect man." We would hav a general
And chant the glory that I see
In common things of life.
assortment of mullein leaves for broadcloth, buttonwood leaves for cotton cloth,
I lay my head upon thy breast,
0 earth, so sweet and fair;
the bark for cinnamon, mud cakes for ginThy pulsing breath givs joy and zest,
gerbread, dried leaves of different varieWith which naught can compare;
ties for mixed tea, aco1·ns for coffee-all of
Thou yieldest strength and all good gifts,
which our amateur "store-keeper" would
With beauty thou art rife;
Thy royal grace for aye uplifts
assure us with much gravity he sold at
The common things of life.
less than cost, while we would haggle about
The air T breathe is mine and thine,
the price as we had seen the farmers do;
And millions share the same;
for in those days the merchant would hav
What boundless love to thus entwine
his asking and taking price. This is no;w
All hearts within one name!
No'rich, no poor, no robber bold,
happily done away with.
No peer of lofty birth,
The hangbird would build his nest in
More than he needs can take or hold
this tree, which was a nice woven bag of
Of common air of earth.
grass and strings, with a small hole in the
I drink the water from the springtop, which he hung on the end of a small
No nectar like to this
Ere touched the lips of crowned kings
twig, always swinging to and fro, his little
With pure and honeyed kiss.
head peeping out just enough to tantalize
The rippling stream runs full and free,
us with an anxiety to get hold of it. Well,
:From vale and mountain wall;
children, these days hav gone from me,
Buns round the world from sea to sea,
A common !rift for all.
but they 'viii come and go from you as
The glorious sun gilds cottage low,
they did from us. You will try and learn
The same as lofty tower,
fr0m all the incidents of your life as you
Givs joyous life and healthful glow
pass on your journey to the end. After all,
Alike to man and flower.
I think men and women are but grown-up
Alllavishly, exquisit grace
Adorns the fields above;
children, and each generation learns from
For thee and me the star-gemmed space
the past. Good-bye, darlings.
Is brigh~ with hope and love.
OLD MAN pAXTON.
And thus the things we daily use,
[We are obliged to our friend for his
By all who liv, possessed,
interesting communications. He is always
Are those we did not seek or choose,
Yet are to us the best.
welcome in this Corner.-ED. C. C.]

(S JviZaren' s (3 ornsr.

Like loving hearts they palpitate
With truth and honest worth;
They make for all a high estateThese common things of earth.

Buttonwood Trees.
''The great old tree before the door" of
my childhood was a buttonwood. It was
planted there in 1718 by my greatgrandfather, who brought it on his shoulder
from off the bottom land on the south branch
of the Nashua river and planted it in his dooryard. Supposing it to hav been about
five years old at that time, it was one hundre_d and thirty-two years old at the time
of my having it cut doWn, in the winter of
1845. The buttonwood grew very rapidly
and large on the alluvial soil of the river
land, for which it seemed adapted. The
special tree we are writing about was
twenty-seven feet in circumference and
measured nine feet across the stump,
which measure held good twenty feet from
the ground, from whence three branches
forked out in diverse directions, from
which no branches issued again until
reaching ten feet farther. Then it became
a network of interminable -branches,
densely covered with foliage, which the
sun could not penetrate. The leaves of
the buttonwood were about as large as a
common dinner-plate, fastened to the
branch by a stem some four inches long.
It also produced a ball with which the tree
would be covered, as large as the crabapple. This ball, on ripening, would be
scattered by the winds like feathers.
We hav been thus particular in describing the tree, that you may better understand what we wish to convey to you.
The buttonwood tree died out in 1843
in New England, up to which time it had
been the most flourishing tree in the Eastern states. The cause of the simultaneous
extinction of these trees has never been accounted for to my knowledge. There was
many a moist eye in the family when this
tree fell on the hard, frozen gwund in December, the limbs snapping like pipestems as they struck the ground; indeed,
we hardly think we would hav cut the tree,
as disagreeable as it appeared in summer,
when all other trees were dressed in their
green foliage, but the high winds would
break off limbs a foot in diameter as it became brittle, endangering the buildings.

his countenance; suddenly her face
wreathed itself with smiles-that rapid
flow- of consonants was a feat for her entertainment, and she was not to be outdone
by Phillips Brooks. Clapping her little
hands and striking out her little chin
toward hilll', she shouted forth in her tiny
voice, " Peter Pepper picked a peck of
prickly pears," when her mother caught
her down and hushed her, and the
rector of Trinity preached on, unconscious of the stricture passed upon his style
by his small parishioner.
Punctuation.
It is strange that the use of points
for punctuation should be such a comparativly modern invention. Of the four
generally used points only the period
(.) dates earlier than the :fifteenth century.
The colon (:)is said to hav first been introduced about 1485, the comma (,) some
thirty-five years later, and the semicolon
( ;) about 1570. It is difficult to understand
how the literary world dispensed for so
many centuries with the useful points, and
their lack_ must hav added to the toil of
the decipherer of written documents.
When we remember what various inversions of meaning may be caused by
the misplacing of a comma, we marvel
how early authors contrived to escape
strange misreadings of their works, in
which no points guided the students.

Correspondence.

McMINNVILLE, ORE., March 4, 1892.
MISs WIXoN, Dea1· Friend : It is with
pleasure that I write you another letter, as
it has been so long since I hav written to
the Corner. We received a TRUTH SEEKER
last night, and there were some very nice
letters in the Corner. Our school closed
January 22d, and our teacher has gone to
Port Townsend, Wash.- Her name was
Ethel Ballinger. The school will start
again in April, and our teacher's name is
Nettie Guild. She taught our school last
summer. I am very glad they hav hired
her again. Well, my birthday will soon
be here and I will be ten years old. It is
the 22d of March. I hope you will excuse me for writing this letter with a lead
pencil.
.
.
I'd Be a Man.
Well, I will close my letter, hoping it
Some years ago a young man was seated will escape the waste-basket.
Your little Freethinker friend,
in his employer's drawing-room teasing
ELIZA A. FARMER.
his little daughter. He was then only a
clerk in her father's store. At last she
TURNER, ORE., March 18, 1892.
grew tired of his- teasing and exclaimed
MISS WIXON AND LITTLE FRIENDS: I
impatiently, "If I wore as big clothes as thought I would write to the Corner and
you I'd be a man!" Her mother over- tell about the Presbyterian church festival
heard her remark and called her little here. . They had declamations by little
folks, singing, tableaux, supper, etc.
daughter to her and reprimanded her for
One tableau was a· young school-marm
being so naughty. The little girl left her " clinging to the cross." She tried to
mother's presence with tears in her eyes look pious, but only looked foolish; I supand-went to her own room and after hav- pose it did just as well. There -;vere sixing a good cry, brushed away her tears teen of the little school-girls said their
prayers. It looked somewhat funny- as
and the little incident was soon forgotten they
knelt in a semicircle in their white
by her. The young man meantime left dresses. There has never been but one
his employer and went to another city.
Freethought lecture in Turner that I know
A few years later this little girl, now of.
There are many wild flowers in Oregon.
grown to be a beautiful young lady, was
returning from college to her home for Miss Wixon, I send you a piece of the
Port Orfort cedar that we hav in our
a vacation and while riding on the train yard. It does not grow anywhere only on
she was obliged to change cars. While the coast of Oregon. The flower is bright
waiting, she went to a hotel, and while pink and the cones a lovely brown.
Well, my letter is too long now, so I will
there a prominent and rising young lawyer
KATIE D. MATTESON.
called to see her and said he wished to quit.
[Thanks, Katie, for the fragrant cedar.
thank her for the favor she had done him.
She said she did not remember doing him We shall exhibit it next week at the meetany favor. She said, " I remember you ing of our class in botany. We will tell
only as a clerk in my father's "store some the mem hers that it came from a dear little
years ago, but if I ever did you a favor I girl named Katie who livs away off in Oregon.-ED. C. C.]
do not remember it."
Upon this he referred her to the impaCoALING, ALA., March 24, 1892.
tient remark made by her in her father's
Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Kind Fr·iend:
drawing-room when he was a clerk in her
father's store. He told her that when any With pleasure I take my pen to write a
few lines to the Corner, as it has been some
mean, low-down, or dirty trick tempted time since I last wrote. Winter is fast
him he thought of the impatient remark passing away here, and spring is taking
made by her when a little girl in her its place. Soon the trees will hav a new
father's drawing-room, "If I wore as big dress of green, and the whole earth will be
covered in green too. We hav not had any
clothes as you I'd be a man!"
winter here hardly. I hav not seen any
Coaling, Ala.
WALTER R. WARD.
snow in four years to cover the ground, I
[Very good.-ED. C. C.]
had rather liv down South where it is warm
than up North where it is so cold.
We liv three miles from Coaling, a small
She Talked Back at Bishop Brooks.
village which had two churches until Feb.
The only criticism that is made upon 9, 1891, when the Lord saw fit to blow one
Phillips Brooks, the most talked-of man in of them down, I suppose because they were
the American pulpit, is that' he speaks so teaching school in it. My brother was
going to school there when it was blown
rapidly that it is difficult for many people down, but he did not get hurt. I suppose
to follow him and take all his meaning. A theLordsawfittosave that one Infidel. But
little baby girl in his audience one Sunday what I intended to tell was that some time
expressed her opinion of his delivery. back while the Rev. Mr.Jones, the MethodShe was s~anding upon the seat by her ist preacher of Coaling, was off tending to
some of the Lord's most urgent business
mother's side, watching the parson in his
little child was fatally burnt and ha~
his pulpit robes, her blue eyes fastened on since died. I think if I had been the Lord I

would hav taken care of his child while he
was tending to my business.
I saw Mr. Jones two days after his child's
death, but he did not seem to care for it. I
suppose he thought it was in heaven in
Abraham's bosom, and that it was better off
there than here on earth. Well, I will close ·
for fear of making my letter too long.
Yours for Freethought;
WALTER R. WARD.
1\!I:cMINNVILLE, ORE., March ·4, 1892.
DEAR Miss WIXoN, My Dear Friend :
I suppose you think I hav forgotten the
Corner, but no, indeed, I hav not, and
never, never can.
The winter in this part of Oregon has
been very pleasant indeed.
We had two small snows; one fell in
December and the other in January,
both of about three inches. But the sun
has shone every day for over six weeks.
In the last TRUTH SEEKER I see some
very nice letters. I like to read the children's letters.
A few weeks ago I received a letter from
Laura Carlton, of Idaho. I answered her
letter, although I never saw her.
I am glad to see that the child,ren still
keep up courage in their writing. The reason that I hav not written to the Corner in
so long is, I hav been sick for about four
weeks until a week or so ago. ·
However, I will write the oftener now.
Well, I shall hav to close for want of
something to say.
Wishing you success in your good work,
I remain,
Yours in love forever,
Lou VmA FARMER.
[We are glad to hear from our friends,
the Farmer girls, again. We were afraid
they had forgotten the Corner.-ED. C. C.]

Da M.-BENN£TT'S WORKS.
ADDRESS TIIE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
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Truth Seeker Around theW odd. Four

large volumes. With steel-plate en~raving of
the author in Vol. I, and each volume illustrated
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound i:r>
red cloth, :kG 50,

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers.
1,075 pages, 8vo.
Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

Tlte Champions of the Church; Their
{)rimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 1,119
pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written

iu prison. In cloth; $3.00 per volume, or $5.00
for the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in nwrocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

From Behind the Bars. A series of letters
written in -prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.

A Truth Seeker in :Europe. A series of

letters written during a vis1t of ten weeks in
Europe. Givin(l" some account of the International Freethmkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which 1\'Ir. Bennett was a delegate-J.followed by a description of what he saw in J!;ngland, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Borne alone are worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
850 ~ages. $1.50.

The Semitic Gods and the Bible.

Treat-

ing upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
J esuso Christ, the Virgm 1\'Iary, and the Bible.
To the latter 230 pages are devoted, showing
that book to be· a very inferior production for
a first-class God. 0 333large pages. Paper covers.
60cents; cloth, $1.
-

Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedan·
ism examined histoncally and critically.
It is thou(l"ht to be the most damaging exhibit
of Christu~nity that has appeared. 500 larg!l
pr,ges. Pnce, $1.50.

l'he Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A

debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
D. M. Bennett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. This
book has had a very large sale, and is a s_plendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.

Bennett and Cyrus Bomulus B. '.reed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper.
30 cents.
What Objections to Christianity~ A discussion between D. li'L Bennett and G. M. Mair,
divided into the following theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor original, being borrowecl
or copied from much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements have
been as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teachers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 8. The
story of Jesus and his mission in the world is
unhtstoricat; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$1.50.

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge of·de-pos.
iting prohibited matter in the mail. Thii g1ves
a full history of this celebrated case and shows
what monstrous injustice was perpetrated upon
1\'Ir. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.
Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3,00(;
questions propounded to his Jewish Godship
upon a great variety of subjects. Cloth. 75cts.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First; Dea-

con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
church incidents and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth,
75 cents.

The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
in the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistle
of Bennett the Apostle to the Truthseekers.
Cloth, $1.

The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to the Trl)_tlt Seekers. 10 cents.
Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 1l0 cents,
An Hour with the Devil. 10 ce~~ ...
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b1/ Saladiq. Dr. E~ B. Foote's Works.

IN Russia the committee to relieve starving children is finding them often too feeble to walk to the places of distribution of
soup. This drives them to eat rags and
earth.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
The Traae Suppliea at Special Discounts.

IS THIS YOUR SON~ MY LORD 1
A NEW NOVEL.
A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
Price. cloth, $1 ; pa.per, 50 cents.

A THOUGHTLESS YES.
CONTENTS:
A Splendid Judge of a Woman-The Lady of the
Club-Under Protest-For the Prosecution-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
1\fystery-The Time-Lock of Our Ancestorsl<'lorence Campbell's Fate-..J\1y Patient's Fate.
Price, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1.
Adc)rP•••
'J.'HE TRUTH SEEKER 00,

ONLY 2 CENTS.
YUST PUBLJSIIED.
Tl:'ere has just been published for gcnerai circulation a most intcrestmg pamphlet, containing ::1
good likeness of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll and arti
cles from the following well-known Wrtlers: R. G
Ingersoll, Thaddeus £. Wakeman. B. F. Under
wood,.!-iatilda Joslyn Gage, Helen H. Gardener
Rev. t1enry Frank, Nelly Booth Simmons, A. B.
Bradford, Parker Pillsbury, Lucy N. Colma-:1..
CaRt. R. C. Adams, Prof. A. L. Raw"!"n, Lyme.•;
C. Howe, Susan H. ·w,xon, Allen Prm~le, Wm.
Emmette Coleman. Harrv Hoover, Mrs. JVi • .h,
Freeman, Sara Underwood, Rev. J. C. Grumbm\'•
J. J. McCabe, Lydia R. Chase, Henry M. Taber, -.
C. Watkins, Dr. Edward Montgomery, Emmit.
Rood Tuttle, Dr. Juliet Severance, Hudson Tuttl~
E. C. Walker, Judge C. B. Waite, Dyer D. Lum,
VoltairinedeC!eyre, l..ewis G. Janes and Dr. Rb'l·
ard Hodgson.
The publication will be forwarded to any addl,!!llS
In the United States or Canada on receipt of em
American two-cent postage stamp.
Address
FREETHINKERS' MAGAZINE~.
Ruffalo. N. ~,

Colonel Kelso's Works.

IN Alabama the Simsites, or followers
of the new religion that was attempted to
be established by the Sims brothers, are
shooting at the regular preachers, whom
they style agents of the devil.
ON the 31st ult. a tornado devastated
southwestern Kansas. At Towanda, Lorena, Rose Hill, Eureka, Florence, Lewisville, and other places lives were lost.
The village of De Graft was annihilated.
A LATE steamship brings news of the
murder by James Bedell, of Auckland,
New Zealand, of his wife and three children, under the influence of religious
mania. He had for several days been talking of offering a sacrifice to the Most High.
TWENTY-FIVE thousand German Lutheran
voters of Illinois hav demanded, through
their representativs in convention at Chicago, the repeal of the compulsory education laws. They will make it their main
campaign issue in 1892. They wish to substitute denominational for secular schools. ·
A RELIGIOUS maniac named Puschke, in
Bulaek, Prussia, recently committed selfcrucifixion. He bound his legs together,
drove nails through his feet into the
ground, and then, lying stretched out on his
back, nailed his left hand to the ground,
after which he stabbed himself repeatedly
in the chest with his right hand.
A WEEK ago Mrs. Jennie Nichols, of
Chicago, was taken ill. She and her sister, Miss Winnifred Jones, were believers
in Christian Science and would admit no
doctor but !Irs. E. L. Stebbins, a leading
and financially successful Faith Curer.
Finally friends notified the police, and Dr.
Van Pelt with two officers forced their way
in, but the lady died a few minutes thereafter. Mrs. Stebbins has been arrested.
THE emperor of Germany has been intimidated by the resistance to his bill for
denominational schools, and it has been
withdrawn. This act was greeted by the
clerical members of the Prussian parliament with a storm of hisses, and within
twenty-four hours they combined with
other members influenced by economical
considerations to reject an appropriation
for a new cruiser whose construction the
kaiser is known to desire.
THE autopsy on Walt Whitman showed
diseases which must hav killed him long
ago had he not possessed exceptional vitality. His left lung was entirely gone,
while of the right there was but a breathing spot left. The heart was surrounded
by many small abscesses and about two
and a half quarts of water.l fThe pain in
the left side that had1 been diagnosed as
due to cancer was found 'to hav been
caused by peritonitis. The brain was abnormally large.
IN Boston incidents like this are frequently occurring among the Faith Cure
believers : A lady of this sect, of wealth
and standing, took into a horsecar that
contained several children her daughter
suffering with scarlatina. A physician
who lived near and thus knew the facts
said: "Mrs. Blank, you cannot bring that
child into this car. She has the scarlatina
and should not be out. Yon shall not expose the other children here, if you do not
choose to take proper care of your own
child." She would not leave till forced.
A health officer quickly called at her house
and established quarantine.

Plain Home Talk and lledical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume

of nearly 1,000 pages, .fully illustrated. Cloth,
$3.21>--in English or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ij!2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumes...!!eparate, flexible· cloth~ 50
cents _per volume; ued Line edition, suitaole
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Pl1ysiology for the Young.

Dr. Foote's Health Montllly. Devoted to

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Subjects; ninth year. Subscription, with premium, 50 cents per year. SpeCimen copies free
on application.

Mother's Manual.

God and His Book. $1.25.
Woman: Her Glory, Her Shame, and Hand-Book of Health Hints and Ready
Her God. Two vols. $1.25 each.
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
Did Jesus Christ Rise from the Dead ~
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
25 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address
Confessional, Romish and Anglican. 30
cents.

THE SABBATH. Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.
By M. FARRINGTON.

A Thorough Examio,,ation and Ref~ttation of the Claims of the
Sabbatarians. ·
Price,

10 cents.

The Sunday Question.
A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW:
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.IJ.
Price,
15 cents

J/1a.teria.Zism:
Itt!l H-istory a/ftll Its Infl':.-tence
Upon Society.
·
By DR. Lours BucHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
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Be Thyself. 10c.
Christianity No Finality.

Spiritualism

Superior. 10c.

Common·Sense Thoughts on t11e Bible.
10C.

Deluge in the Ligllt of, Modern Science.
10c.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.
25c.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
$1.50.

Commended, Defended, and God Proposed for Our National Constitu·
tion. 10c.
Enjoined by the Bible.
10 cents

By E. G. WALKER.

Irreconcilable

Records.

Genesis and

Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

Is Darwin Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
Is Spiritualism True ~ 10c.
Man's
True Saviors. 10c.
THS CSO.SPE<L.S,
Orthodoxy False, Since Spiritualism is
Epistles, etc,, Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
True. 10c.
and not Included in the New Testament.
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of

Apocryphal New Testament.
Price,

$1.

Christianity. 10C.

Radic.al Discourses on Religious Subjects.

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosopher, and the author.
75 cents.

Price,

$1.25.

Radical Rhymes.

BIBLE IN INDIA.

Sermon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
Soul of Things. Psychometric Re-

searches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
M. F. Denton;) Per vol., $1.50.

What Is Right ~ 10c.
What Was He ~ Jesus in 19th Century
Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

Who are Christians 1 10c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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By FRANCES WRIGHT,
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Godly Women of the Bible.

Her Awful Disclosures

Twelve TractsR

LOCIC OF LIFE,

Comprising "Advice

to a Wife on the Management ol' Her Own
Health, especially Durin? !?regnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," and" AdviCe to a Mother on the
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" .2 books in1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

THE Salvation Army at Eastbourne, By Lours JAcoLLIOT.
Price, $2.
Eng., getting a local act repealed under
which the authorities and the mob were
able to persecute them, has called attention to the fact that Roman Catholics are
still forbidden in English law to go in
procession outside their churches with
A HISTORY OF ALL
robed priests, crucifixes, or other emblems.
Catholic priests appearing in ·their robes
The Women Who Figure in the Bible.
beyond the church door or outside a pri-DYThe Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 833 vate house where they are celebrating AN. UNGODLY Wo»IAN oF ·rnE NINETEENTH Cmn
URY.
pages, $3.
mass are liable to imprisonment. This
7'5 cents.·
Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
Cloth, survival from the days of Catholic penal
The Real Blaspl1emers. Paper, 12mo, laws has been brou:ght to the attention of
138 pages, 50c.
Parliament, but it is unlikely that there will
SISTl:!:a~ LUCY
Spiritualism Sustained.
Cloth. 12mo, be any strenuous demand to abolish it.
-AND245 pages, $1.
DuRING the last two weeks several
Universe Analyzed. $1.
dynamite explosions hav occurred in houses
in Paris. The authors are supposed to be
'l'HE
Anarchists. One of the men whose houses
hav been blown up is the public prosecutor,
AS 'ifO !IJEW HIJLL CONVENT.
but others belong to various classes, hav-OR,And a Few Words on Auricular Confession.
ing in common olliy the quality of being
Why Should the Atheist Fear to Die?
W ePnt.
well to do. The only motiv ascribable -:ri<Je,
Price, 5 cents. seems to be a determination to make life
By J. G. HoLYOAKE.
1mendurable on the part of those whom
the Anarchists denounce as the drones and
THE<
leeches of thefsocial organism. This:end BIBLE WORSHIP.
DARWINISM.
may be attained, as many wealthy men
DESIGN ARGUMENT.
hav left Paris, and persons connected with
-DEDUCED FROMth,e athninistration of justice hav become EVOLUTIONESUS NOT PERFECT.
J
UNDERWOOD'S PRAYER.
THE PRINCIPLE QF FREETHOUGHT
so unpopular with landlords that they can
Price, 25 cents.
By B. F. UNDERWQOD.
Price, 5 cents hardly retain lodgings.
By J. G. HoLYOAKE.

LOGIC OF DEATH,

250

:pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. (The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WOR.Kb.
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Essays and ;L~c'tl!res. E.lll:~r~ing I:nfln-

ence of Chnstiamty on CIVIhzatwn; CLnstia.nity and lVlaterialism; What Literalism off8rs
in Place of Christianity; Scientific Materialism;
Woman; Spiritualism from a l\Iaterialistic
Standpomt; Paine the Political and Religious
Heformer· Materialism and Crime; Will the
Coming_Man Worshil! God? Crimes and Crudties of Uhristianity; the Authority of the Bible;
Freeth ought Judged by Its FrUits; Our Ideas
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

In1lueuce of Christianity upon Civiliza·
tion. 25 cents.
,
C11ristianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
What Liberalism Offers in Place of
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism ; Its Meaning and
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand·
point. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religious Re·
former. 10 cents.
Woman: Her Past and Present: Her
Rigfits and Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worsl1ip God!
10 cents.

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theological. 20 cents.

Burgess· Underwood Debate.

A Four

days' debate between B. F. Underwood and
Prof. 0. A. Burgess, President 9f the ;Northwestern Christian University, Indianapolis, Ind .
.Accurately reported. 188 · pp. Cloth, SO cents.
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Susie: A Funny Fellow-How He was uured
Ten••essee.
of Practical Joking; What the Fern Said;
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., NashDot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthday· PostOffice Jack; Aunt Avis; I Can Because 'r Will
ville.
D. ·p, Hendersen & Co., Chattanooga.
Price, $1.00.
Address
'rexas.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
W. E. Jones, 91 Alder st., Portland.
W. W edeken, Portland, Ore.
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.

L.
T.
E.
E.

Andruss, Denison.
Theo. Colwick, Norse.
A. Andrea, 346 Main st., Dallas.
L.Merrill, 624 Elm st., East Waco.

A

Millionaires Against Miners ;

Utah.

John A. J ost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.

-OR-

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.

Washington Territory.

By HENRY D. LLoYD.

Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.

17'" This book tells how the Spring Valley miners

England.

·

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st.,
London.
e. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
Australia.

W, Willis, 715 HaYlllarket, Sydney, N.S. W.
Ne-w Zealand.

A. 0. Willis, Wanganw,

ST"R-I}:::;:e OF-

.

were starved into actual slavery.

It ia the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime.
It deals not with theories but with facts,
figures, and names. It is a _powerfril and pathetic book.
264 pages. Paper,liO cents: cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Gems of rphought.
MAN does not stand ontside nor above
nature, but wholly and thoroughly in her
midst, and the great and mi~chievous
error that all nature was created for his
sake and for his use and enjoyment must
be looked upon as exploded, just the
same as science has forever done away
with the antiquated notion of the importance of our little earth as the center of the
universe.- Buchner.
LET us settle onrselvs, and work and
wedge our feet downward through the mud
and slush of opinion, and prejudice, and
tradition, and delusion, and appea1·ance,
that alluvion which covers the globe,
through Paris and London, through New
York and Boston and Concord, through
church and state, through poetry and
philosophy and religion, till we come to a
hard bottom and rocks in place, which we
can call 1·eality, and say, This is, and no
mistake.- Thorean.
ITALY, with its popes and bandits, with
its superstition and ignorance, with its
sanctified beggars, is a Christian nation;
but in a little while-in a few days-when
according to the prophecy of. Garibaldi,
priests with bpades in their hands will dig
ditches to drain the Pontine marshes; in a
little while, when the pope leaves the
Vatican, and seeks the protection of a nation he has denounced-asking alms of
intended victims ; when the nuns shall
marry1 and the monasteries shall become
factones, and the whirl of wheels shall
take the place of drowsy prayers-then,
and not until then, will Italy be-not a
Christian nation, but great, prosperous,
and free.-Ingersoll.
PEoPLE who never think, frequently
inquire of those who do think, what has
been the use of philosophy? To destroy
in England the religions rage which
brought Charles I. to the scaffold; to deprive an archbishop in Sweden of the
power, with a papal bull in his hand, of
shedding the blood of the nobility; to preserve in Germany religions peace, by holding up theological disputes to ridicule;
finally, to extinguish in Spain the hideous
and devouring flames of the Inquisition.
Priests of Rome! it com nels you to suppress your bull "In coma domini," that
monument of impudence and stupidity.
Nations! it humanizes your manners.
Kings, it givs yon instruction!- Voltaire.
At the very best, only a handful of
Protestants thoroughly believe in your
Book, 0 Lord. I hav shown you thai the
Papists, while professing considerable admiration for yourself, regard· the tradition8 of their Chni·ch as far more important than your Book, and that papal
anathema after anathema has been launched
at the British and Foreign Bible Society
and all Ruch organizations for the dissemination of the Scriptures among the people.
Even your own chosen race, the Jews, did.
not by any means consider your literary
merits of the highest order. They cadged,
you about in a shittimwood box, and whenl
you and they got up in the world their
Solomon (a monarch very fond of you and!
the girls) built you a temple-not by any
means one of the biggest or grandest tern,.
ples on the globe, but a gorgeous and stu".
pendous edifice for a place like J erusaleni
and for a God like you. But even the Jews
themselvs dicl not venture to claim for you,
the foremost plHce as author and hagiographist
Their Talmudic Mishna and
Gemera they considered bP.tter than your
Law and supPrior to your prophets; and
"The Bible is like water, the Mishna is
like wine, and the Gemera is like spiced
wine," was an apothegm among their
Rabbis.-Saladin in God and His Rook . .
Now, it is absolntely certain that portions
of the Bible, and those important portions
relating to the creation of the world and
of man, are not true, and, therefore, not
inspired. It is certain that the sun, moon,
stars, and earth were not created as the
author of Genesis supposed them to hav
been created, and that the first man,.
whose paleolithic implements are found
in caves and river gravel of immense <lntiquity, was a very different being from
the Adam placed in the Garden of Eden.
It is certain that no universal deluge ever
took place since man existed, and that the
animal life existing in the world, and
shown by fossil remains to hav existed for
untold ages, could by no possibility hav
originateil. from pairs of animals 'living
together for forty days in the ark, and radi~
sting from a mountain in Armenia. Another
test of inspiration is afforded by the presence of contradictions. If one writer says
that certnin events occurred in Galilee,
while another says that they took place in
Jerusalem, they cannot both be inspired.
They may both be reminiscences of real
events, but they are obviously imperfect
and not inspired reminiscences, and require to be tested. by the same process of
reasoning as we should apply in endeavoring- to unravel the truth from the confused.
and contradictory evidences of conflictingl
historians.-SamHel Laing.
\

•

John E. Remsburg'~ Books.

~ alse

Claims.

Revised and Enlarged.

As a Missionary Document it is unexcelled.

Among the snbJ ects considered by 1\'Ir. R~m~
burcr are: The Church and 1\'Iorality; Crnmtlltl ~Statistics, showinl{ the creeds of the
primners in the penitentiaries: the Church and
Civilization; the Church and · Science; LtJbi~
Church and Learning; the Qhurch ana I ·
erty; the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the Woman's Rights 1\'l:ovement; the TemJ> Elrance Reform: the Church and the Repub.1IC.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and Vices

Sanctioned by Scripture·i Falsehood and Deception: Cheating; T 1eft and Robberyi.
Adultery and Prostitution; l'riurder; Wars oi
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to Children; Cruel t;v .to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; Canniba1Ism;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intem_per\\nce;
Poverty and Vagrancy; lgnorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Price, single copies, 25 cents: .6
copies, $1. Special discount on large quantrties.

Sabbath· Breaking. This is the best ..nd

most thorough work ~ver written au the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Lar&:e and
handsome print. Prtce, 25 cents; six copies, $1.
D~cline

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures:

·rllomas Paine.

Tells the Story of the

of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; Washmgton
an UnbelieveJ,'.i Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine
and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

Author-Hero's life, delin.eates the l.eaqing traits
of his character and g~mus, and vmdi,cates J;tis
name from the aspersions cast upon It. Tributes to Paine'~ character are given from more
than one hundred noted persons of Europe and
Americak many of them written expressly fedor
this war . Second editioni 160 pages, prmt
on fine tinted paper, neat y bound, and c.on•
tainimr a handsome steel porkait of Pawe
cloth, /'5 cem~.

l'he Apostle of Liberty. An address de.

livered in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29. 1884. Price,
10 cents,

SOCIAL WEALTH:
(

The Sole Factors and Exact Ratios in Its Acqyirement and Apportionment.
In proceeding toward any given point, thare is
always one line which-is shortest-THE STRAIGHT;
so, in the conduct of human affa,irs, there is always one course which is best-THE JusT.

:Sy J. }:::;, INGALLS.
12mo, 326 pp., large type, good paper. silk cloth,
price $1.00.
CONTENTS :-Economic Schools-A Brief Ueview
of 'l'heir Origin and Growth. Rise and Growth
of Capitalism. Unearned lncrease-Profit1 Interest, Hent. Conservation of Wealth. '1 ools
and ImiJroverl Machinery" The Nature of
W a;,res. l'riva te ancl Bocial Wealth. Land Own-,
ersnip. Private Property in Land. Capital and
the Productive Factor~. Partnership and Cooperation. Law of Contracts. 1\'Ioney and
Credit. Of Value~ or Economic Ratios. Taxation as a Remeay. Reforms, not Remedies.
l:>uggestions to Legislators. Summary of DefinitiOns-Economic and Isonomic.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Force a11d P\atter;
OR,

Principles of the Natural Order of the l.lniverse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
CONTENTS:
Force and l'riatter,
The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of l'IIatter, Nature-(Teleology),
Immortality_of Forr~, l'IIan,
mftnity of Matter,
Brain and 1\'l:ind,
Value of 1\'Iatter,
Thoug;ht,
1\'Iotion,
ConsciOusness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
ImnmtabilityofNatural Innate Ideas)..
Laws,
The Idea of uod, .
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes,
Periods of the Cretttion Free Will,
of the Earth,
l\1orality,
Original Generation,
Con c I u cl'i'n g Observ&tlecular Generation, ·
tioris.. ·
Price. 1!!1.50. Address THE TRU'l'H SEEKFB.

The Martyrdom of Man.
By WINWOOD READE.

PRESS NOTICE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which universal history is "boiled down" with surprising
skill. . . . The boldest and· so far as historical
argument goes, one of the ablest assaults ever
.na.de upon Chrrstianity.-[Literary World.
12mo, extra cloth, 543 pp. Price, $1. 75.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette pla.ce, N.Y •
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Jr1sstings.

These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
where these societies are located. Local
Secttlar Unions · and Freethottght Societies can hav their gatherings advertised here free by forwarding the necessary information.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N. Y .,

Tl1e Newark Liberal League

239

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,

Libert'/ iq
Literature.

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents:
THE TRUTH SEEKER 0,0.

Testimonial
Walt Whitman.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple~ 220E. 15th st. Lectures an•l
discussions. The puolic cordially invited.

Meets every Sunda,y afternoon at 8 o'clock, ll-t
Liberal League HaJ!,•177 Halsey st., cor. Market
at., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religions and social- questions. Seats free ani!
everybody welcome.
.

9,

The Agnostic Annual

BY

ROBT.

G~

INGERSOLL.

FOR 1892. Prioe, 25 cents.
Possibilities and Impossibilities,
T. H. HUXLEY, M.A., LL.D.
The Growth of Agnosticism.
R. Bil'liEIL, B.S.• Ph.D.
Early Verses,
The Late CoNsTANCE NADEN.
Sundays and Holydays,
SAMUEL LAING.
Ecclesiasticism,
ALFRED MoMERIE, M.A., LL.D.
Christ a Religious Creation,
.
F. J. GoULD
After Many Years: A Poem,
W. R McTAGGART
The Activities of Agnosticism,
AMos WATER~.
Religion Without Superstition,
CHARLES W AT'r~.
Mr. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,
H. J. fuRDWICKE, F.R.C.i".
The Land of Death: A Poem,
·
SALADIN (W. STEWART lloss).
The Triumph of Rationalism,
FREDERICK l\) ;J LER.
An Agnostic Homily,
RoN. C. K. TucKERnrAN.
Eternal Life: A Poem,
GEORGE HENRY MARTIN.
AdrlrPRR 'fHF. TRUTH KEEKER CO ..
28 Lafayette Place, NPw y, rk.

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OCT. 21, 1890.
· Brooklyn Philosophical Associ•
.
ation
With a Portrait of Whitman.
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Ph1tform free. Henry Rowle_;y, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 25
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-l'ruth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

AUTHORIZED EDITION.
Paver, 25 cents : cloth, 50 "cents.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Mrs. Besani' s Wor~s.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly\ first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town naU. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur \Vrigltt Secular Union

_W ATE<R OF< LIF<:e

Of AlHancehO., meets the first and fourth Sundays of eac month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Is Doj_ug 'Vouders in Curing the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 Routh MR-in st-reet. WilkPsborr,. Pa.

DOWN

Chicago Secular Unioll
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison· street,
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Jtlilwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds meetiJ:!gS every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Halll. Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets eve1·y Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in 1\'l:acdcrna.ld's
Hall- in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
and select reading. Discussion invited on all
snbiects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE, Cor. Sec.

The lVest End Progressive Lib·
eral Union

GO!
All in a Lifetime. A Libtra.l Romanoe.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with por12mo, 300 pp., $1.
trait, 30c.
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
-:B'oys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
should be. Paper, 25c.
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand- Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
some and Int~>resting Book, Without Superstition for Children and Youth. The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; la-rge
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Besant and Rev. A. Hatcha-rd on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

NATHANIEL VAUGHAN~

Of Los Angeles~- CPJ., meets semi-monthlY-~-. first
and third Sunrtays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at l:'arr's
Hall. Everyboll:v invited. llins. R. M. BERRA.
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

The Candle From Under,
The Bushel

The Walla Walla Liberal Clul,

(Mark iv, 21); or,

Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Arm__y Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Hcience
Lectnres.-Free Discnssions.-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the EJervice of members and friends.
C. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

L,306 -tnestions ~o the CJergy:
And for the Consideration of Others.

By FREDERIKA 1\IACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliau of the East," etc., etc.

Instrttctive, Interesting, and Lattghable.

An independent and respectable stucly of char·
acter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not havo been ash'!med to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
>resentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity, in its most honest ancl consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review

The Roeder Secular Union
Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
rrreatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
"Universal li'Iental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club
Meets every. Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
16041\'Iain street, at 10 o'clock A,nr. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRis, Pres.
IsAAC S. LEE, Sec.

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,
Meets ever1 Sunday at 11 A.M.'vl,tt. i.ts hal~~ cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street. }Bltmg Lwerals
invited. J. P. RICHARDSON, President; M. IsAAc,
Secretary.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League
Meets every Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Hall, Bay street. Visito,rs· invited. J. JL
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, VIce-Pres.; Damel
Bowen, Sec.

Price,

BY WILLIAM HART.
50 cents.

KenneO~'s
MeOical Discover~
'rakes hold in this

orcl~r

Pri•st al)cl Mal)·

A NO VEL.

:

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to

be out.
·
Yott know whether yott need it or
Liberal Club,
not.
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwau- Sold by every druggist, and mannfa~t.iJ!red by
kee, meet• every Sundal evening-at 7:30 o'clock.
A. B. SEVERANCE, Presiuent.

THEY

DONALD KENNEDY,
HOXHI'1RV. !ft4S!ii.

1 val., extra cloth, bevelecl, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00
1\ rl.lrnse
'f HR THU'fH REF.'KE:R

RULES FOR NEW SPELLINGS jor imm.ediate UBe. and

&

resolution bas been introduced In Congress, Instruct·
tng the Public Printer to conform to them In 11ll printing for the government:
1. Drop UE at the end of words like dialogue catalogue, etc., where the preceding vowel Is short. Thus
spell demagog, epilog, synagog, etc.
·
2. Drop final E in such words as definite, 1n1lnlte,
favorite,- etc., where the preceding vowel Is short.
Thus ~ell oJ:;poslt, yreterit, hrcocrit, requlslt; etc.
81

ct~rett~~Petc~ lh~s~~~~Id~i~ar~~ur~;;~t;p~~~~t~t~;

fnll adjusted to heat, cold, and position 16 jwlR.
and all modern nnJJrovements, mckel movement.,
cased as a-bove, $8 more, gilt mov't. $6 more. No
one else in the world sends out so good a watch
at t-he price.

LA.DIES' GOLD HUNTING AMEBI•
CAN WATCHES, la-test styles, best filled, 7
jwls. $17; 11 jwls. $18-50; 15 jwls. $25; 14 kt. solid

gold, $1!' to $100 more. All sent prepaid, ke,Pt in
order one year, a-nd cash refunded if not satisfactory.
DIAMONDS: in rings, pins, drops, studs,
etc.h$10; $15; $25; $50; $100 to $1,000 per set.
Cas refunded, if not 20 per cent below regular
price any time within one year. _
·
WED DIN(; KINfi:S: Plain. chased, with
pearls, emeralds, rubies, moonstones, opals, garnets, turquoise, solitaues or combinations, 11
speCialty.
~UNDKIES:
Rogers Bros.' triple-plated
kmves, $1.75; forks, $1.75; tea spoons, $1.60;
tables; $3 49; best ·spects. in the world, $1; pebbles, $2; 14 kt. gold, $5 more (send line of finest
print you can read without glasses 14 inches from
eyes); gold-headed canes, $8; $10; $15; $20. Best
razor-a luxnry-$2. Solid silver spoons, $1.70 _per
ounce. Souvenir spoons. silver $1.25 to $2. Tea
sets. $20 to $40; ever~-thing in the line of fancy
_table silver, novelties, plush, and art goods, gold
pens, etc. All sent pre]laid (except cutler¥) subJect to exchange or cash back.
OTTO WETTSTEIN

' English spelling Is the worst In the world Millions of dollars are wasted e>tch year In the writing
lind printing of useless letters. The education of our
chlldren Is retarded and the progress of our people
Is hampered bl our cumbrous, llloglca\ mlsleadln~

~rJ~0N~fdemrnd'l~ll,.0 ~'ti:f:~~-0 fT'l'ee ,r,::~rM'h a~y:~~~-

'I' HE PER FEC'.I'ED "OTTO WE'J"I'•
STEIN" W ATCJI, much finer than above,

Established 1857.
Rochelle, in.
Send for price lists~ beautiful cards in colors
and gold of my Freetnonght badges (large and
small), tracts. etc. Free.

THE NEW SPELLINGS.

logical Association has recommended the following

Best make Amencan Stemwind WatcheR. l ~
iewels, adjusted, pat. re_gulator, in silverine case,
only $11; in 3 ounce com silver, $16; 4 ounce, $15
(a few years ago $60). In best 14 kt. filled gold
cases, open face, ;!120; hunting, 1!'23 to $28; 14 kt.
solid gold, $40 to $100; same, not adjusted,$~ less;
ll iwls. $3.50, and 7 jwls. $5 less (lower grade
wn tches, $5, $4, and $2.50).

.

"WHY"

i:

specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars anrl
WHY.
ELMIN..\ DRAKE BLENKER, .
Snowville. Vft.

DROPSY

TKEATEDFREE

Posltl•els CURED with v ..t ..
table Rf'mf!dlf!s. Have cured
many thousand cases called
hopeless. From first dose

det, ~zet, etc.
4. Drop final ME In words like programme. Thus
speY. Pljgf~~~·P'irriP.;>~· liia:or~t."·uke phantom, tele'
graph, phrase, etc. Thus spell lllfabet, paragraf, filos.
ofy,/~~'l,tiflt~~~of~~·r e~e difthongs -"' and <E when
they have the sound of that letter. Thus spell eolian,

~l~llt~Y~~~~ ir~i~;~oeva:d~n'hi0Qn,t~s t~~N~;~~!:;~·~i~i~

progress, lldopt; the foregoing In an that you write,
and especially in all that you PRINT.

A BOOK FOR MEN.

esth~:tlu;~~h~~u1~b~~"y ~g~~IJ~· o"~ht~iu.:f.ieetgf

1

raculous cuces sent FREE. 10 DAYS TREATMENT FREE by
rnail. DR. II. H. GREE:i & SONS, Specialists, ATLANTA.'"';.A.

Philosopltical tutd Social So•
ciety,
Monte Vistat-..Cal., meet every Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. The public cordially invited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.
., Brilliant" Poppy,_packet ..................t"::ic.l Garden Pea "Charmer," packet .... l::ic
Roses, Waban and ueGraw, both for ~Oc. Potato u American \Vonder/' per !b,, 30~.
6 Rare Chrysanthemums, each :JOe. ;
. Pansies, our superb strain, look almost
set ...............................................$2.~0
human packet ..............................._.110c.
'
6 Choice Geraniums, each ~5c.; set 1.00 Pansy, Extra choice, packet .................'-'":ic
Sweet Corn "Golden Nugget," packet 1ac.
VIcK's MAGAZINE one year free, who orders Sl
1 wo~gyr~: n~t b~fut! ¥:i~;cr!ter

The Ohio Liberal Society,

I

Of CincinnatibO., meets every Sunday evening
at 7:30P.M. in ouglas Hall N. W, cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and dlscuss10ns. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec.

can have

--------

Liberal Association of Baltimore

VICK'S FLORAl
r.moE 189'>. 3~'1I~g;~~~~~;~a;~;,;~~~~ ak~~~
~f:nts, ~owers '~egeta~e$,

1\feets at the Lyceum Hall, 404 East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon at 2:80 o'clock.

1

persOn mterested in
or
should have one.
cents, which may be deducted from first order.
A packet of 40-lb. Oat FREE with each order when desired.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
BV M. BABCOCK. Price, 15 cts.

•

Price only ten

Sent sealed to any aJdress for 10 cents, trea1ingon tl!at bealth-d straying- anu life-consumwg
weakness of men as the ren1lt of yonthf'nl errors
and excesses. The book sds forth an INFIDEL
CUlm, which is a medicine to .be lfPPlie¢l externally (the only remedy of the kmd m existence).
You will feel improved the first dnJ", benefited
every day, ll1 til all signs of F.n:rlx Decay, Weaknesses Lost Manhood, e' c , are tully restored.
Ad ress,
DH. ROB"r P, FRLLOWS,
Vmeland, N. J.
And say ~·on saw this in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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of Creation.
THE

CONFLICT BNrWEEN GENESIS !ND GEOLOGY.
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HoN. W. E. Gr.ADSToNE,
PRoF. MAX MULLER,
PROF. T. H. H)Jl!:LEY,
M. REVILLE,
E. LYNN LINTON.
12mo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 ots.

RCLIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THAN

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BA/J'COCK.
10 cent.s.

Pl:ice,

Answers to Christian

~uestions

And Arguments.
Paper, 146 pp., 25 cts.

By D. l\L BENNE'f'f.

Pro and· Con of

Religion~

Supernatural

Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Mir&onlous Religion?
liy .E. E. GUILn.

P~tn,r. ~fl f'nnt.~: ~lnt.h. ~n f"'nh.

A BIBLICAL WAY TO BE HAPPY.

Essay on Miracles.

:Happy shall he be, that taketh and dasheth thy little ones against the stones.-Psalms cxxxvii, 9.

By DAVID HUii'IE.
10 r.ent.s.
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Every Freethinker wants this, Life of the Great Eng.
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A,t twi(\e the pnce l~ would have beei) a cheap book. A.rt1st Heston as a portrait-painter and de81gne~ 1s a. wonqerful sncce~sJ !'nd we Judge from our own feelir.gs that nearly every Liberal in
A.menca will desue a copy of tms most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethonght, and has done faithful an<:J. noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the I>ictnres do not ma!re up the whole of. th1s volum~. Ther~ are nearly two hundred pages of readin
matter that serve first as explanat10ns of the 1llustrat10ns, and seconrlly as texts to prove the ntt"~
falsitY. of the church's professions ai)rl the I).YJ?OCJ;isy of those who upliold them. Altogether tlte
book 1s one of t)le best weapons agam~t Chnst1amty and the church that has ever been put in the
ba.nds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Invest1gator.
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Curious Revelations From the
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of Science.
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Price, 13 cents.

oF ANTICHRIST Holy Bible Abridged.
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Full index, 446pp.,
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Debate
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A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-B.OOK.

WORKS.
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Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.
------~----------------------------~l<posure

~l(posure

e
Principal Works: Gods and Other Leet.
nres ; Ghosts and Other Lectures ; Some Mistakes-of Moses; Interviews on Talmage; What
Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Blasnhemy; Crimes
Against Criminals. 1141 r:a.ges. In one val., half
calf, $5.

Facts.

J.l.idicule.

Prose Poems and Selections. From his
Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half'
calf, $4.50; half mar., $5·; turkey mar., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of th·e
Old Testament-A PageofTextto Each Picture.

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The

Fun ..Page
·Pictures.

400 Pages. 200

Gods, Humboldt, -Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.

Gllosts and Other Lectures. Including

CONTENTS:
Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jab.'n and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventure~; and Work of Noah,
A Hunting. Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
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Barak

Jephthah and Hh; Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from_ the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,J
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

illuminated covers, $1; clotb., gilt side sta"Inp, $1.50.
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Liberty of 1\Ian, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence.; About Farming in
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for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet ; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before Me Like a Dream; and .A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 5Qc.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some
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Make Man~Sunday, The Necessity- for a Good
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Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews,
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Inspired Slavery, Marnage, War, Religious Liberty; Conclusion. Paper, 50c.

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter-

Works.

views with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons
by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage, of Brookl__yn, to
which is added.A. Talmagian Catechism. !'aper.
50c.; cloth, ;:;~

Blasphemy. Argument by R. G. Ingersoll
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N.J. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.

Wltat Must We Do to Be Saved~ Analyzes
.Age of Reason. Pap.,

~5c.;

·6 copies for $1; clo., 50c.

the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Catholic~ Episcopalians, Methodists, Presbyterians, J!,vangelical Alliance, and answers the
question of the Christians as to what he proposes instead o£ Christianity, the religion o:i'
sword and flame. Paper, 25c.

With a steel-plate engraving of t)le author in
Volume I, and each volume containing
forty to fifty illustrations.

.Age of Reason and Examina·
tion of the Propltecies,

By D. M. BENNE'.I'T,

Apostle of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) By

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

Common. Sense.
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Limitations of. Toleration. A Discussion

Crisis. Written During Am.

between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederic R.
Coudert, and Ex-Governor Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10c.

Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Late editor of THE TRUTH SEEKERJ.. author of
"A •rrnth Seeker in Europe " " u-ods and
Reli_gions of Ancient and l\'Iodern Times,"
"The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers," "Champions of the
Church." etc., etc., etc.
Handsomely bound, red cloth, $6.50; in leather,
red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.
. Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the circumstances under which this work was written.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death, and which contains an account
of his world-lamented death and burial. Mr.
Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. 'l'he every-day life
of all nations is laid before tlie reader by one
who has visited them and beheld them with his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freethought in the various countries
he visited, and the morality of so-called l'agan
nations is contrasted with the morality of <Jhristian countries, much to the detriment of the
latter. The work is a
·
Freethinker's llistory of the Worbl.
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN
EUROPE" should be in ever:v Lil:eral's library.
Besides its intriusic worth, it is a memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
known--of one who ranks with Voltaire and
Paine in the force and clearness of his writings.
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Paper, 5c.
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Inger8oll on 1\lcGlynn. Paper, 3c.
Bible Idolatry. I>aper, 3c.
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beveled, gilt edges, 50c.
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Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.
inches, heavy plate paper, 50c.

22x28

Photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll;
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Liberty in Literature.

Testimonial to

Walt Whitman. By Roht G. Ingersoll. An
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wreaths on the brows of the living." Pnce,
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BY VAN BUREN DENSLOW. LL.D.
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evidence the fact of a future life. They do not hold that
God is a personal being, but that he exists in all things.
Eternal progression is the law of the spirit world, and
every individual will attain supreme wiedom and unalloyed happiness.
'
''A fewSpiritualist societies employ permanent speakers,"
~mt usually they appoint lecturers for limited terms, varymg from a week to several months. A large proportion
of the lecturers are mediums, who are believed to speak
under the influence or direction of the spirit who guides or
controls them. They follow the scriptural injunction,
'Take no thought how or what ye shall speak; for it shall
be given you in that same hour what ye shall speak.'
When a lecturer appears before an audience, therefore, he
asks that a subject be given him, and· when he receives it
begins to speak upon it without hesitation. Summer
gatherings, or camp-meetings, which continue from one
to ten weeks, hav become prominent among the Spiritualists. In 1891 twenty-two such meetings were held.
"The Spiritualists report 334 organizations, with thirty
regular church edifices, not including halls, pavilions,
and other places owned or occupied by them. There are
45,030 members, and the value of the property reported;
which includes camp-grounds as well as church edifices,
pavilions, etc., is $573,650. Not many of the halls. are
owned by them. There are members in thirty-six states,
besides the District of Columbia and the territories of
Oklahoma and Utah. Among the states Massachusetts
has the greatest number, 7,345; New York stands second,
with 6.'351; and Pennsylvania third with 4,569.

enough for about fifty per cent of the faith, those
of the. effete East, but in the boundless West they
take no miracles in tJ:leirs, nor do they consider
Christ to hav been the boss medium; they regard
him, rather, as th ;y do Apollonius of Tyana.
We do not think that any wing of the Spiritualists will be satisfied with Mr. Carroll's enumeration
and explanation.
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Immensely Funny and Full of Rich Lessons.
F1·om tl!e Better Way.

"Old Testament Stories Comically illustrated," by
Watson Heston, New York. The Truth Seeker Company.
This is a compact, neatly bound, and well-printed volume
of 394 pages profusely illustrated with cartoons, showing
up the humorous side of the old Bible stories of creation,
fall of man, etc., and is gotten up in Mr. Heston's own
• inimitable style. The story is taken from the beginning
of the Genesaical account and embellished here and there
by apt.comparisons and conclusions; carries the reader
through all the absurdities of the Pentateuch, finally
ending with a full and complete exposition of the Jonahgourd-whale combination. It is immensely funny and we
hav seen nothing like it in the whole comse of ridicule
upon these subjects. It is safe to say that no unshelled
"orthodox minister could peruse this book and not laugh
and be the better for it. Those who hav followed Mr.
Hel'!ton's c'artoon work in THE TRUTH SEEKER can hardly
fail to find rich lessons in the guise of mirth ·and ridicule
in "Old Testament Stories Comically Dlustrated." Price,
cloth, $1.50; boards, -$1. For sale by the Truth Seeker
Company, 28 Lafayette place, New York.
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The Spiritualists.
Mr. Henry K. Carroll, one of the Independent's
staff, was appointed by the superintendent of the
·census to collect and tabulate the church statistics
for the census of 1890. His labors are not yet
completed, but in his latest bulletin is this about
Spiritualists:
''What is known as modern Spiritualism be~:an with
'demonstrations' in the Fox family in Hydesville, N.Y.,
in March, 1848. The same phenomena had been common
in Shaker communities before that date, and, indeed, in
almost all ages and among many different people; but it
was then that these demonstrations, generally in the form
of rappings, began to ·be interpreted. as communications
from the disembodied spirits of men and women who had,
in the ordinary com·se of nature, passed away, but whose
spirits were still in a living and activ state. From this
time individuals began to investigate these spirit manifes. tations, circles began to be formed, mediums were discov; ered, lecturers recognized, and a literature established.
"Spiritualists claim that the .miracles of Chr1st are explained by the central doctrin of their belief, and they regard the demonstrations of Spiritualism as establishing by

The Freedom of Worship Bill.

The Assembly Judiciary Committee to whom was
referred the Freedom of Worship bill, has reported
that measure favorably, notwithstanding the arguments against it, and it nearly passed in the house.
It was sent back to the committee for amendment,
and may come up for a final vote any day. Asked
why it was reported favorably a Catholic member
of the committee replied, "We are going to put that
bill through this session." It is the first time for
many years that the Democrats hav had a majority
in both houses, and the Democracy being under control of Tammany Hall, Archbishop Corrigan is determined to use his advantage.
The bill has been fought by both Freethinkers
and Protestants, and it is notable that the arguments of the former most impressed the committee,
SUMMARY BY STATES .AND TERRITORIES.
and had they not been under the domination of
Corrigan, through their subserviency to party, they
might hav reported differently. They asked Mr.
States, etc.
McCabe for his argument in print, and also for a
brief, which he furnished, and of which (he following are the points maintained by his argument:
The state has no right to patronize religion.
Every person's religion is his own private affair.
1 1
Arkansas ............
300
25
$ 1,000
California .......... 20 1
250 19 4,825 19,325 1,869
The state cannot be concerned about the religious
2 ..
Colorado .... , ... .-...
2 1,000
275
600
Connecticut ...•.... 19 4 1,650 15 3,800 20,810 2,354 opinion,s of any person.
District of CoThe property of the people cannot be used for
3 .. ........ 3
lumbia ............
.900 ............
475
religious
or sectarian purposes.
2 .. ........ 2
Florida..............
200
65
750
2 ..
Ge.or~a ..... :.......
2
300 ............
169
The state cannot provide for the propagation of
Illinois ...............
7 1
350 6 1,955 10,500 1,314 religious or sectarian dogmas or ceremonies.
5 .. ......... 4
Indiana..............
800
715
4,850
The state cannot appropriate money for sectarian
Iowa .................. 13 .. ......... 12 3,250 23,075 2,613
9 .. .......... 9 1,200
Kansas ..............
627 or religious purposes. (Every religious denominaKentucky ..........
1 ..
300
1\ 400 ............
3 .. ........ 3
Louisiana .........
120 tion is a sec.t.)
350
400
Maine ................ 21 ... ........ 21 7,775 15,650 2,562
The state can hav no religious wards.
6 .. ········· 6 1,320
Maryland ..........
665
The state cannot recognize religious guardianMassachusetts..... 61 4 4,250 58 14,390 269,710 7,345
Michigan ............ 27 1
500 25 4,625 11,500 2,565 ship.
3 ..
Minnesota ..........
3 1,050 ............
500
Religious freedom is guaranteed to all mankind,
Missouri.............
5 3 2,500 3 1,300 13,100
853
Montana ............
1 .. ........ 1
............
20 that is, every man, woman, and child.
4 .. ········ 4
Nebraska .. :.........
290
500 ............
A law providing for the violation of any of the
New Hampshire ..
6 .. ........ 6 1,500
672
2 ..
New Jersey........
2
100 foregoing principles, would be the adoption of
450 ............
New York.......... 34 1 . 1,500 32 7,240 33,250 6,351 some feature of church and state.
Ohio .................. 25 2 1,000 22 4,902
3,350 2,174
The proposed law would provide for the violation
Oklahoma ..........
1 .. ........ 1
26
200 ............
6.
Oregon, .............
6 1,040
751 of all of them.
930
·
Pennsylvania ...... 12 7 5,650 7 1,175 58,600 4,569
This appears to hav been the only argument to
4 ..
Rhode Island ......
4
420
400 ............
1 ..
20 which the committee gave much attention, and Mr.
South Carolina ...
1 ......... ............
Tennesse(l ..........
6 4 2,000 4 ......... 36,000 1,075 McCabe has laid the Freethinkers of the state unTexas.................
1 .. ........ 1
29
............
Utah ..................
1 .. ......... 1
80 der obligation to him for his efforts. He has given
200
Vermont ............ 10 1
500 9 3,425 23,250 1,966 his time and brain. in their service freely and almost
Virginia ...... ' ......
1 ..
12
1
50 ............
Washington........
4 ..
565 alone.
6 1,000
1 .. ........ 1
W ~st Vi.J;ginia.....
100 ............
65
Of course this is an uphill :fight. But whether
W1sconsm ..........
3 ..
354
3
900 27,000
one
or a doz:n or a hundred repulses are encounWyoming...........
1 .. ......... 1 . ....... ............
0
5
tered the struggle must go on until the right shall
Total.. .......... 334 30 20,450 307 72,522$573,650 ~,Oii_O
come uppermost.
----------~-------There is reason to believe that Mr. Carroll's la.!. Good Christian Medico.
bors are more useful and accurate whEm collecting
A fair illustration of the imbecility to which bechMrch statistics than in cataloging the Spiritualists. Without doubt it is within moderate bounds lief in Christianity and the Bibl& reduces a man
to say there are nearer ten times the number of naturally mentally deficient is Dr. J. A. Larrabee,
Spiritualists in the country than the number he of Louisville, Ky. The doctor recently lectured to
givs. There is not a state or territory in the United the students of MedicaL College at that place,
States without its quota of Spiritualists, and prob- mostly Y. M. C. A. young men, on the subject of
ably there are .more than forty-five thousand in "The Bible as a Medical Book." What he said is
so funny that it is worth preserving.
New York alone.
"The Bible is true in every particular," began
But what is a'' communicant" of Spiritualism?
the doctor, "in geology, astronomy, and the other
Does he eat ghosts ?
.
The definition of the Spiritualistic creed is well sciencelii, b~t especially_in_medicin. It contains all
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complained and asked for the passage of laws pro-. rival society, hired three Greene street women for
hibiting such an occurrence ag~n. The Christians, $14.50 to do the same thing.· Comstock swore he
he said, were unable to stand the competition, and saw the girls fifteen or twenty minutes. Officer
it was the same case in regard to the Fair. Lewis Sheldon and "Agent" Britton swore they were all
Abraham, of Washington, spoke against the closing in the room one hour and a quarter. The notable
of the Fair on Sunday and the right of Congress differences in the two incidents were that wine was
-the
to so decide. The church, he said, were crying drunk in Greene street and beer in 27th street, and
that they were unable to enforce th~ir laws, and that Comstock arrested the three girls and they
were asking Congress to do so by military or police were tried for doing what they had been paid for
power.
They wanted the fourth Commandment doing. After hearing the evidence Judge Gjlderrepealed, something that was never done before. sleeve said his " court could not be used to fasten a
Their proposition was a· stab at the Constitution stigma on the name of a worthy man, a captain of
and a scheme to entirely revolutionize it. In con- the police, for the purpose of carrying out any man's
elusion, he said that in case the Fair was closed scheme of private vengeance." Comstock's girls
on Sunday by Congress they should not stop there, were acquitted, and the woman against whom Parkbut should close all public places the government hurst testified was not convicted of keeping a dishelped to support.
orderly hotlse, tho~gh it is pretty evident that she
During the past three months we hav sent out did.
a great many thouf!ands of the letters to CongressDr. Parkhurst as a citizen fighting the dishon·est
men, and we hav evidence that a great proportion and disreputable Tammany Hall officials is entitled
of them hav been signed and sent to the repre- to the respect and aid of all good citizens. As a
sentativs at Washington. We hav also supplied dirty detectiv of a private nosing sdciety he should ·
each representativ with literature on the "Sabbath" be scorned and shunned. The womeli he hired to
question. This is important, because the voting degrade themselvs are entitled to quite as much rewill probably be decided by the leaning of the voter spect as he.
----------~---------toward or against Sabbatarianism, as there will
The good evangelical Christians of Tennessee
Sunday and the World's Fair.
probably not be much logrolling on this Sunday
are not satisfied with having hounded R. 1\I. King
The committee on the World's Fair of the House amendment to the appropriation bill.
to his grave, but hav sworn out papers against five
of Representativs devoted two days of last week to
other Seventh Day Adve~tists, and the sheriff can
hearing arguments for and against closing the Fair
Another One !
arrest them any time he thinks best for the glory
on Sundays. The Sabbatarians were first heard.
Canada is a very fine country. That is to say, it of his God.
Dr. Ramsdell, o£ this city, requested the committee
has a very fine government. Likewise a moral govto insert in the bill making an appropriation to aid
Tammany Hall aldermen are intelligent creatures.
ernment, as also a pious. And if anything offends
the Exposition, a provision that no part of the
its piety, why, then that thing is immoral. To be The law of this state requires the board to meet
money appropriated shall be paid until the corpoannually on the first 1\Ionday in July to receive the
sure.
ration organized under the laws of the state of
Mr. R. M. Morrison livs in Quamichin, B. C., and tax rolls, and as the first 1\Ionday in July this year
illinois, known as the World's Exposition of 1892
falls on Independence Day Alderman 1\Iead yesterand the World's Columbian commission, shall he takes THE TRUTH SEEKER. He has also paid for
day offered a resolution requesting the legislature
Bible
Picture
Book,
but
that
he
doesn't
take.
a
stipulate in writing that the Exposition shall not
to permit the board to meet on July 1st. After
Quite
contrary.
The
book
he
knows
is
good,
bebe opened to the public on Sundays; 'Ibis proviseveral suggestions and improvements from other
sion he supported with the usual speech. A Phila- cause he has seen it so asserted in THE TRUTH
members President Arnold put the resolution into
SEEKER
by
those
who
hav
taken
it,
but
still
he
- delphia minister presented the petition of seventythis shape and it was adopted without dissent:
two churches of Philadelphia, favoring the closing won't take it, because:
·"Resolved, That the state legiSlature be and is hereby
"MEMORANDUM.
of the Fair on Sundays. Col. Elliott F. Shepard,
respe~tfully requested to pass an amendment to said act,
I
. president of the American Sabbath Union, closed
enabling the board of aldermen, whenever the first Mon"'l'oJR. M. MoRRISON, EsQ.,
CusToMS, CANADA,
the hearing in favor of closing the Fair. The
"Quamichin,
WINNIPEG, March 10, 1892. day of .July shall fall upon a Sunday or legal holiday, to
meet at noon on the following day for the purpose of re~
"B. C.
Cl;tristian sentiment of the country, he said, desired
ceiving said assessment rolls."
to hav inserted in the bill a proviso that the Expo- "S'ir:
When 1\Ionday falls on Sunday Tammany Hall
sition should not be opened to the public on Sun" One package containing a book, entitled 'Stories of
days. Each Congressman, he said, who voted for the Old Testament,' from New York to your address, has may hav a membership which knows how to write
Sunday closing would cover himself with glory in been detained here as an 'immoral work,' and prohibited a resolution.
Yours truly,
under the law from circulation.
the eyes of the nation. A member of the committee
"R. J. JONES,
Anthony Comstock appears to harbor a grudge
asked if he would print the names of all those
" for Coli."
against his old victim John A. Lant, and with the
voting for the measure in his_paper. Mr. Shepard
1\'lr. Morrison, who is an irreverent man, without help of a woman who figures often in sensational
replied that he would, and that their names would proper respect for the Lord's agents, says he has
cases, is trying to again get him into jail. Mr. Lan_t
go broadcast all over the country and be flashed asked "the holy bloke what he means by alleging is publishing a local paper at Tarrytown, N. Y.,
abroad by the cable.
·
immorality in the book when it is all taken from the and in his issue of April 1st he relates that he was
The opponents of this Sunday closing were the old holy slush-pot, the Bible." But the agent of the
arrested by Comstock and a United States marshal
Seventh Day Adve~tists, who spoke not for Sunday collector has, so far, declined to say. And we are
charged by '' 1\Iinnie Irving " and her mother with
opening but against the authority of Congress to sorry to say that we know o.f no way to compel the
having written her improper letters. The charge,
legislate in the matter. A. L.Moon, of Chicago, repre- delivery of the book except by appeal to the Minis1\Ir. Lant needlessly explains, is ·absolutely false.
senting the National Religious Liberty Association, ter of Customs at Ottawa, or hav it sent to some
At the hearing before Commissioner Shields several
was the first speaker. He said he did not appear to port of entry where the customs clerks are not
of 1\Iinnie Irving's neighbors testified that they
urge that the Fair be kept open on Sunday, but fools.
would not believe what she said, and the following
simply to oppose such legislation by Congress.
self-explanatory letter corrobo:r:ates them:
The Fair was to be held in illinois, which bad state
Dr. Parkhurst's Terrible Fall~
"UNITED STATES PosT OFFICE,
)
laws and regulations governing the keeping of the
In his anxiety to reform the morals of this town
"TARRYTOWN, WEsTCHESTER Co., N.Y. l
• " March 31, 1892.
Sabbath, and he denied the right of Congress to the Rev. 1\Ir. Parkhurst has lowered himself to the
j
"To THE EDITOR OF THE WORLD, Sir : I notice in the
infringe upon state laws and rights. Professor level of Anthony Comstock. This is to be regretted,
McKee, of the .American Sentinel, also spoke in for his exposure of dishonest Tammany officials is a lVorld of to-day that, in an interview with a reporter,
Miss Minna Irving states I advised her to commence
oppositi· n to having Congress take any steps p~blic service of real importance and deserving of proceedings against Mr. J. A. Lant for mailing an obconcerning closing the Fair on Sundays. Mr. commendation. But, unfortunately, he is the presi- scene letter. This is untrue. I never advised her to
Fifield, of the National Religious Liberty Associa- dent of one of the private societies whose agents commence such proceedings against him, nor did I extion, argued against the right of Congress to thrive by such dubious ways, and 1\Ir. Parkhurst press an opinion as to who wrote the letter. I did not
legislate regarding a religious matter. All who must pay the penalty visited upon like offenders recognize it as Mr. Lant's handwritiRg, nor did I believe
it was, nor do I now believe it. Respectfully, N. H.
had appeared in support of Sunday closing simply since the day of old Dog Tray.
Odell, Ass't Postmaster."
presented the religious view of the question. They
In a suit to dispossess a woman charged with
It looks very much as though "1\Iinnie Irving"
did not believe Wednesday a holiday, but they keeping a disorderly house· 1\Ir. Parkhurst was
wants more notoriety, and Comstock desires to
did believe Sunday one, and ihey wanted a Con- called as a witness. He testified that he, one oi the
feed the grudge he harbors against Lant.
gressional recognition of their belief. They claimed " agents " of the Society for the Prevention of
that they represented fifty million Christians in the Crime, and a young male member of his .congregaThe Congregationalists of the Park avenue church
country, and that they could not be bought by gold. tion, visited the place, drank beer three times, of 1\Iinneapolis ·hav found a way to rob infants and
If this was true _there was no need of Congress to and paid five women fifteen dollars to exhibit their make it pleasant for the infants. There are one
legislate to close the Exposition, as there would be nude persons in a dance, or "circus," as Dr. Park- hundred and fifty of them in the Sunday-school,
no one to go to it, and it would close of its own hurst termed it. They were in the room over an and this is the way they are held up : "Who has had
accord. Mr. Fifield cited the case where a circus hour and the dance lasted about half that time.
a birthday this week~" inquires the cheery superhad shown in a town on Sunday and attracted such
This is where Dr. Parkhurst fell to· the level of intendent from the pla.tform where she stands en~ Jar9e :g~mber of chqrch-§"oe:rs th~~ ~h~ mini!'lttJr-s Co~qstock., ~P. !878 C<;>m~:~tock " 11~ent " 9t tb;e tb,ro~e<l p.~idst ch.~Jtr~s !!tl!d pictwr~l3 ~qd othe~;
1
that has been or will be known on the subject.
·It is not obsolete but fully abreast of the times."
As -examples, he said, "The Bible proclaimed the
principle o£ anesthetics when Adam was put to sleep
- and his rib taken out to form Eve; the principle of
c~cclation ~f the blood when Job said, 'Out
of the heart issue the streams of life ;' of the
principles of microbes in the verse which says,
'Where moth and dust doth corrupt.'" He then
made an appeal for the Bible in the medical
library, and said it was of special value to medical
students because they came in contact with so
much misery and suffering. In looking about
through the Hospital College he had been pleased
to find a Bible in every room which he entered. He
attacked the prevalent idea that the medical profession tended to 1\tiaterialism, saying that he believed·
there were more real Christian men among physicians than among almost any other class. In conclusion, he advocated the use of the Bible among
the medical students as a book par excellence, a
directory of all useful knowledge.
Bill Nye and Mark Twain must look to their
laurels as humorous writers. Dr. Larrabee is funnier than both of them.
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devices. "Ali, it's Paul and Maud this week; they
may hold the platters." The little ones mentioned
march to the front and proudly hold the c~pper
plates while the Sunday procession of little ones file
by tp a merry march making a jolly clatter dropping
their pennies and singing :
'' Hear the pennies dropping,
Listen as they fall;
Every one for Jesus,
He will get them all."
We very much doubt if Jesus gets it all, or any
of it. But his priests do, which is the s11,me thing.

News and Notes.
I found Corsicana a delightful place. It is called
" The Pride of the Prairie " and " The Central City
of the Lone Star State." It is the countycseat of
Navarro county. It is in the midst of a fine fertil
country. Cotton and corn can be raised in abundance. Peaches, apples, plums, pears, and grapes
are the fruits which the land produces. It is a
bright, growing city. It has handsome residences
and public buildings. There are eleven churches
also, and religion cannot complain but that it has
a fair chance. Corsicana is a pretty fair representativ of the wealth, intelligence, and the mixed and
somewhat cosmopolitan nature of the people of·
Texas. It has a large Liberal element, but this
element is unorganized and heterogeneous. The
lawyers and business men are mainly outside of the'
Christian pale, but as a general thing it is consid-:
ered best not to say anything on the matter.
Comrade Mansfield, formerly of Louisiana, with
whom I hav corresponded for the last ten years-·
and who is a stanch Liberal wherever he goeswrote to me at Calvert and wanted I should try a
campaign at Corsicana. I did so, and was glad to
greet after so many years this splendid ally. I
arrived at CorsicaNa on Monday and arrangements
were immediately made for lectures on Tuesday
and Wednesday evenings at the city hall. Although
the time was but short in which to· advertise, the
number present was much beyond my expectation.
If I could hav stayed one night more I am sure I
should hav had a crowded house. I am satisfied
that Corsicana is one of the best points for Liberalism in the state. Ten years ago Mr. Shaw opened
the way here, and since then Freethought has been
on the increase.
Friend Mansfield has had to keep the flag along the
frontier in a part of the South where old-fashioned
orthodoxy ~s pretty well established. This is
the first time he .has had a chance to listen to a
Liberal lecture. In his youth while in London he
was on the point of joining the army of Garibaldi
at the same time that Stevens did, but being only a
boy the parental powers forbade. He had to wait
until he came to this country before he could enlist
under the flag of liberty.
Mr. Ed Church, cashier of the First National
bank, is not afraid to be a pronounced Liberal, and
his wife is equally brave and enthusiastic. I enjoyed
the hospitality of their home, where the shadow
of superstition lingers not, and the mind can expand in the sunshine of freedom. They were form(;lrly devoted Christians, but science was too poweriul for faith. There are five children in this
family circle, and they are left to the dictates of
reason and humanity. It was a pleasure to meet
with such genial friends. S. D. Curtis, formerly of
Toledo, 0., is one of the fotemost Liberals of this
place. In Toledo he was in the ranks of advanced
thought, and has never taken any backward step.
He has been a stanch supporter of the Liberal
cause in 'l'exas. His wife is one of the brightest
and most influential advocates of Secular principles,
but I was unable to make her acquaintance on account of sickness.
James Garrity, president of the First National
bank; the Ballew Bros., members of the bar, and
others of the legal fraternity, a.nd many business
men of the city I was pleased to find in our ranks
and ready to lend a hand. I was sorry that circumstances did not permit me to remain longer in this
promising field. I hav received a cordial invitation to take this in on my next trip, and I certainly
shall do so. I hav faith in the prosperity of Corsicana, and that with its material growth j.n the
midst of a be11.utjful _country the flag of Freethought will always be flying.
I leave Corsicana Thursday, March 3h;t, for
Austin by way of Waco. I hav a couple of hours'
lay-over at the latter place, and the time passes by
in the genial COI!lpany of J. D. Shaw, of ~he Independent Pulpit, who for a decade has been pushing
'J.'exas along the line of Liberal progress. This has
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been a hard year, but he bates no jot of heart or the city, for electric lights, factories, etc. It will
hope. He maintains his own, although business cost a million and a half dollars. It is expected to
has not beep so dull in Texas for the last fifteen boom the city, and certainly if it is completed it
years.. . There are better times coming, however.
Will form one of the most magnificent places in the
. I arnv~ at Austin, the capital, on Thursday even- world. The scenery will be lovely all along the
mg.. It IS full of politicians. The legislature is in winding path of the waters. It will be as if a
session. The hotels are crowded with motley stretch of th.e Hudson river were transplanted into
groups. Here is the country member, and the the heart of Texas.
city official, and the lobbyist, and the man who is
This is not a very religious enterprise, for they
trying to make his mark, his maiden speech, etc.;. not only work on Sunday, heaving the big stones
and here is the veteran campaigner who knows into their places, but much profane language greets
everybody in the state and shakes han.ds profusely; the eye. There is the Dam railway, the Dam Hotel,
and here is the little crowd of story-tellers and the Dam saloon, the Dam restaurant, the Dam
jokists, and the corridors resound. It is a novel cigar, etc. It is dam on every side. ·It must be
and attractiv picture. One sees a good deal of quite a scandal to the pious soul.
human nature in these political gatherings. In
I also went to the Deaf and Dumb Asylum, a
spite of humbug there is also the genuin sparkle. spacious and beautiful building on the other side
Rogues are here and honest men too.
_ of the river, in which there are two hundred inFriday morning Judge J.P. Richardson finds me mates. The view from this point of the capitol,
at the hotel and givs a warm welcome to the Sec- three hundred feet high-the wooded hills around,
ular Pilgrim. I am glad to meet this veteran, who the sweeping river, the elegant dwellings-is one
in every way almost has been fighting the battles of the most attractiv I hav ever witnessed. Austin
of freedom for the last half century. He is a is destined to be one of the handsomest capitals on
Massachusetts man, first of Cambridge, and then the continent.
of Boston. Long years ago he was with Seaver &
Mr. A. L. Teagarden, secretary of the Liberal
Mendum, and joined in the Freethought meetings Association of Texas, Mr. Graves, and many others,
of the" Hub," where "cranks" of every sort did con- hav made this visit to Austin one of the pleasantest
gregate, but where many a spark of truth was of the trip.
flashed forth. He ·was afterward in the army with
The Austin Liberal Society meets every Sunday
Banks; later, with Sheridan in the splendid cam- morning and is doing a good work. The young
paign of Shenandoah valley, where he received a men connected with the university are becoming
.wound from which he has never fully recovered ; interested in Freeth ought. As a center of Liberalthen was transferred to the regular army, was ism Austin Will one day be among the foremost, if
judge-advocate with Canby, and then judge 'in the its present elements are sufficiently harmonious
civil courts of Texas. All the time he has been a and constructiv. If needed anywhere Freethought
thoroughgoing Infidel, and is still at the front is needed here beneath the shadow of this mighty
although seventy years and more of age. He is capitol to make the golden star that shines over
president of the Texas Liberal Association, and· its lofty pedestal the saving light of liberty and
proposes to work as long as he livs, for he sees·the progress.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
vast importance of Freethought, that it alone ill the
Austin, April 3, 1892.
minds of the people can solve the gigantic prob----------lems of industry and social life, and save the reLectures and Meetings.
public from one of the bloodiest and most destrucNEW
ARK
Liberal
League, 177 Halsey street, corner of
tiv of revolutions. Judge Richardson is a
thorough student of history and philosophy, sees Market.-Sunday afternoon, April 17th, at 3 o'clock,
the trend of things, and understands the mighty W. Robinson, of New Brunswick, will lecture. Subject,
dangers that confront the liberties of the world.· '' Food and Health."
I hav enjoyed my intercourse with this gray camTHE Society of Human Progress meets Sunday evenings
paigner, whose well-furnished mind and extensiv at 8 Union square, for social greetings at 7:30; lecture
experience in camps and courts givs one a new insight at 8 (sharp); by Dr. Duren J. H. Ward; concert at 8:45,
into the demands of the time and the force of and sociable at 9:30. All inclined to cooperate in Liberal
human thought.
movements invited.
The judge took me to the capitol, an imposing
THE Manhattan Liberal Club lectures for April are as
and most magnificent building at the head of Con- follows. The club meets at 220 East 15th street:
gress avenue. I hav seen nothing more superb,
April 15th, "Solitude of Self," Elizabeth Cady Stanton;
more symmetrical, more majestic in its hight and
April22d, "Religion and Morality," Henry Rowley;
grandeur, than this vast and towering edifice.
April 29th, "Lunacy Real and Factitious, a'nd Its
Congress avenue sweeps upward toward the cap- Treatment," Albert Bach.
Business meeting and election of officers after lecture,
itol, which is on a stately elevation, and as from
on April 29th.
the busy street you look upon its imperial architecture it presents one of the most brilliant and lofty
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
scenes that could excite the human imagination. Brookhaven, Miss. Apr.16, 171 Boston ................ 1\iay
8
15
24 ·Montreal............ . "
One might dream this. were, indeed, the temple of Chicago. . .. .. .. .. .. .. "
1 Boulder City, Col.June 5
O........ May
justice, as the golden sunshine touches its glorious Massillon,
New York .... ~ ....... "
6
dome and illuminates the figure of Liberty that alThose desiring lectures along this route will please
most seems to melt in the blue and shining air.
communicate at once with S. P. Putnam, Los Angeles,
It is, of course, different when you come inside Cal., care of C. Severance, Box 451.
and look upon the men who make the J:aws-a nondescript assembly. You wonder how some men
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH's lecture appointments:
"got there." Still there are sharp-looking men, Columbus, O...... Apr. 10-17 Angola, Ind ...... May 30, 31
24 Waterloo, Ind.. June 4, 5, 6
and clean-looking men-men who seem built to Cincinnati, 0..... "
ill...... " 25, 26, Butler, Ind...... ::
7, 8
command, and who are courageous for the truth as Centralia,
0 olumbus, 0....
27, 28, and 29.
12
they understand it. Among these I was pleased to Strasburg, Ill ...... May 1, 2 Pittsburgh, Pa.. "
19
shake hands with Judge Gerald, of Waco, a poli- Ottumwa, Ia....... "
15 Butler, l'a........ " 20, 21
tician with backbone and convictions, and who is
He expects to lecture in Cairo, Ill.; Shumway, Mmbrave enough to fight the wrong single-handed if catine, Ja.; Manchester, Milwaukee, Wis.; Grand Rapids,
need be. He has made some of the best speeches Mich. ; Fort Wayne, Ind. ; Auburn and Philadelphia, Pa.
of the session, and is recognized as a man of power.
He opposed, in an effectiv address, the appointment
NoTHING in the evolution of human thought apof a chaplain, and has taken a bold stand in regard pears more inevitable than the idea of supernatural
to the enactment of Sabbath laws. He is talked of intervention in producing and Clll'ing disease. The
as successor to Mills, and a better man could not causes of disease are so intricate that they . are
be found in the district.
reached only after ages of scientific labor. . In those
I was also pleased to meet with Mr. R. H. periods when man sees everywhere miracle and noWaters, member of the legislature from Calvert where law; when he attributes all things which
way.
.
he cannot understand to a will like his own, he
I did not hav very large audiences at Austin. I naturally ascribes his diseases either to the wrath
suppose there is too much politics in the air. How- of a good being or to the malice of an evil being.
ever, I hav enjoyed myself very much with the pea- This idea underlies that connection of the priestly
ple here. I lectured on Saturday night, Sunday class with the healing of diseases of which we hav
morning, ·and Sunday evening.
survivals among the rude tribes in all parts of the
Sunday afternoon friend Taylor, who has been world, and which is seen in nearly every ancie~t civin this country for forty years-a pioneer of Free- ilization-especially in the powers over disease
thought all the time-took me to the big dam claimed in Egypt by the priests of Osiris and Isis,
which is destined, they say, to be the pride and in Greece by the priests of Esculapius, and in
glory of Austin. It is an immense piece of masonry Judea by the priests and prophets of Jahveh;-Exacross the Colorado river. It is sixty feet high. Presiclent TVhite of Cornell Unive1·sity.
By means of this bulwark a lake thirty miles long
will be formed, rolling away into the fastnesses of
SEND for catalog of OlU' publications. Sent fre~
the hills, and navigabl3 for steamships all its length.
It will create a vast water power for the benefit of on application.
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of Science to the Freethought party, and side wit?
Mr. Foote in his keen-sighted endeavor to secure It
for a dignified memorial to our late masj;er.
Miss Ada Campbell, the Australian lecturer, _is
still lecturing in Britain, now in England, now m
Scotland. So far she has not set the Thames on
fire; but she works out as an agreeable change to
the ordinary preaching lecturers, for her style is
highly dramatic and more entertaining than instructiv. At all events, thus say her critics, which
are legion.
I noticed .in a recent number of THE TRUTH
SEEKER an admirable cartoon by '\Vatson Heston,
illustrating a recent item in one of these letters
concerning the savage conditions under which the
British government in India grant opium licenses
to their Hindoo subjects. Since this, fresh matter
has come into my hands which may interest American readers. A penny pamphlet is being largely
sold at the railway bookstalls which deals with this
iniquitous traffic and givs illustrations from photographs of the opium dens and their victims. However, as there is other more pressing matter to deal
with now, this must stand by for to-day.
The special report of the English Land Restoration League, 1891, has come to hand, and deals
with the work of their Red Van among the
·laborers in Suffolk, an eastern county of England.
The method of the campaign is this. On arriving
at a village in accordance with the announcement,
early in the forenoon, the "Red Van " is stationed
in as prominent a position as possible. Its color,
"post-office red," which is a bright vermilion used
for mail-carts, pillar boxes, and fonnerly for postmen's uniforms, sufficiently striking and not resembling that adopted by either political party,
soon makes it the object of much curiosity, and two
large cartoons representing landlordism in action,
which are always displayed upon it, appeal during the
whole day to even the most illiterate passer-by and
bring many inquiries for further information. The
next step is to enlist the help of the school-children,
who hav throughout proved most willing advertising agents.
A pictorial leaflet, with a red ink
notice of the meeting, is distributed at noon to the
children as they leave the village school, and verbal
notice given of the exact spot at which the meeting
will be held. During the day other leaflets are distributed to the cottagers; inquiries made as to the
social condition of the village; and much quiet
propagandist work carried on by means of personal
interviews, the known friends of the movement in
the place being specially invited. The principal
text preached from the Red Van is " The Land for
the People," and the downtrodden peasants hav
eagerly listened to the new gospel. By means of
the van one hundred and sixty-five meetings were
held during the summer months, and eighty-three
new branches formed.
Some day, I trust, the
Freethinkers will follow this admirable example.
The bishops are at loggerheads about their Revised version of the New Testament. One wants
parts extracted and read in the churches in place
of the present Authorized version. The bishop of
Durham objects, wanting the whole work or none
at all. Others, with their lower clergy, wish for" references " to be added to the Revised version and
chapter he!l:dings as in the old book. They are
also anxious to avoid the nonsensical headings now
appended to some of the chapters. What they can
not see is that the world has had enough of them
and their bibles and would gladly do without them.
Yours fraternally,
SAM STANDRING.
~Manchester, Eng., Ml).l'ch 16, 1892.

DEAR TRUTHSEEKERS: Freethought in England is
getting a bit lively now. True, your ~ountry has
blessed us with the fag-ends of your blizzards and
increased the melancholy which is contingent upon
an English winter; but, for all that, our tr?th
seekers hav stuck to their guns and are making
ready for the war against Christianity which always
reopens with returning spring. .
.
Here in Manchester the tussle has begun m earnest. Negro Edwards's advent was but the prelu~e
of the contest. For five or six weeks he lectured m
St. James's Hall, emptying the churches and demoralizing the members thereof; and now that be h!1s
left our city he has founded a branch of the ~hn~
tian Evidence Society, whose sphere of actwn IS
commensurate with my own, being the whole
co~nty of Lancashire and its surrounding district.
This is at once a splendid advertisement of our
movement and a direct acknowledgment of the
growth and importance of local Secularism. Nor is
this all. A few years since, when Liverpool was
much more activ than it is now, the Christian Evidence lecturer, Mr. George Wise, was specially retained in that city to counteract Freetbought work.
The latest intelligence is that Mr. Wise is now to
be brought to Manchester. No b_et~er proof of the
serious way in which our local Chnstians regard the
outburst of missionary Freethought work here could
be wished for. Manchester should take advantage
of the situation she has thus unexpectedly created.
This new reformation is extending outside Lancashire. In Staffordshire, England's great pottery
district, a new vitality has been given to Freet':ought. Unwilling to be behind Cottonopolis, they
invited me for a Sunday's work to see what could
be done to enliven the nativs. It did not take long
to discover that the apparent lethargy was unnatural. With that bigotry which characterizes modern Christians, no hall whatever, beyond tl:e small
one which belongs to them, was available at any
price for the purpose of my addresses. Mr. Touzeau Parris, one of our cleverest lecturers, has been
able to fill large buildings in Harley until they were
refused to our people. Prejudiced by this bigotry,
the people declined to be drawn into the Secular
hall, and his, like others', audiences hav been proportionately small. That experience was mine, and
I quickly reverted to the old and time-honored
remedy, the open air. In a nipping cold wind I
spoke for a quarter of an hour and then led the way
to our hall, followed. by a good congregation, who
were admitted without charge. Nothing more orderly could be desired than that audience of potters.
From pushing and yelling they became convinced
that the Atheists had reason on 'their side wh~n
the effects of Christianity on labor questions were
shown them in plain language. Freeth ought revived
in Harley like parched grass after a summer shower,
and showed yet once again the inestimable value of
outdoor propaganda.
Mr. G. W. Foote had a pretty severe shaking by
his unfortunate illness. The Bristol dPbate, thanks'
to the noisy Christians who assisted thereat, overheated his body and he caught a severe chill. The
following Sunday he had to get substitutes for the
Hall of Science in. London, and on the next Mr.
Stanley Jones, the genial secretary of the National
Secular Society, represented him in the Welsh town
of Merthyr. Last Sunday Mr. Foote was due here
in Manchester. He came and did his work admirably; but he was far from being his old self. The
worry of the trouble about the Bradlaugh Memorial
Hall scheme, the Hall of Science Company, and the
largely increasing work of the National Secular SoOpen Letter to John McCabe.
ciety, are beginning to tell upon him. Mr. Foote is
of vigorous frame and full of energy, but he is not
REsPECTED FRIEND : Your plea for " Liberty of
made of cast iron, and we shall hav to remember Conscience" published in THE TRUTH SEEKER rethe untimely death of the . old chieftain when we specting the separation of church and state, is good
make fresh calls upon the strength of him who so and. timely, a word in season: It is as "apples of
nobly rules over us.
gold in a basin of silver." One generation goeth,
A week or so ago I spent a couple of hours with another cometh. Fifty years ago, the same probJohn M. Robertson, Mr. Bradlaugh's successor in lems about the Sabbath, liberty of conscience, the
the editorial chair of the National Refm·mer. rights of man and woman, of capital and labor,
What a terrible split this Bradlaugh Memorial is that you set forth, were propounded and discussed,
making in our ranks ! The whole party is being that are now agitating the whole civilized world.
divided. When I first mentioned the disaster I These problems can only be settled by war. It
spoke of those who caused it as "enemies" and as is simply a question, Shall it be a war of monitors,
not being "out and out Secularists." Mr. Robert- guns, and swords, or a "war of ideas" as Napoleon
son was greatly offended, and I am willing to admit predicted~ I think there can be no doubt that the
that the language was stronger than I ought to hav last and final war that mankind will ever wage, that
used. If'only those who first joined Mr. Robertson will precede the milleii.nium, will be a war of ideas,
in this matter had sided with him there would hav of words, of reasoning-a mental war. Washingbeen small harm done to Secularism; but the bit- ton declared that Paine did more with his pen than
terness of the editorial duel has led others who can he had done with his sword for the ultimate sucnot possibly judge of the merits or demerits of the cess of the American Revolution. Are we ready for
case to take up shares in the company in order to that kind of war~ Then will come the New Earthly
prove their believed loyalty to Charles Bradlaugh's Order receiving the inherent, inalienable rights of
memory. Some of us, who are not mere sentiment- man and woman; "Common Sense ;" entire separaalists, but business men, know the value of the Hall tion of church and state into two distinct orders in

•

which there shall be no theology, and that will be
founded in righteousness, giving to each child
hereafter born a natural, rational parentage. No
more come-by-chance unwelcome children, childr~n
of lust, to become victims of poverty, and matenal·
for Olw·istian wars and murders. In America let us
hav universal equal education in public . industrial
schools, in which each child shall hav the same
privileges and opportunities with ever~ other ch~d.
Knowledge is power-no class educatwn, enabhng
one part of the people to ro~ the other part. by
making and enacting constitutiOns and laws without the robbed-oppressed understanding or knowing how or why it is done. Inasmuch as all people
hav an inalienable right. to an inheritance in all the
elements of life-land, sea, air, water, light, labor,
and reason-wherefore should a present living generation be burdened with paying debts contracted
by their dead ancestors~ Let each generation pay
as they go. The dead hav no rights the living are
bound to respect, as regards the earth and all there
is therein. Abolish all laws for the collection of
debts, private and national, and in their place substitute a code of honor. More private debts would
then be paid than at present, when the lawyers g_et
more money for collecting than comes to the creditors. That would be a new earth. And a new
heaven would come into existence-a purely spiritual order, with its non-religious theology, free
from politic!'!, and perfectly separate from the state
or new earth. It will be a Christian church " not
of this world, and therefore its subjects would not
fight," nor marry, leaving that for the children of
this world. It would attach no blame to the clear
Materialist, like Paine, Lincoln, and Ingersoll, as
belief is a result of evidence, not of authority.
Force, however applied, cannot compel belief. An
inquisition is unreasonable, illogical; it is insanity,
like war. If nations intend to do right all the use
of fighting is to humble the bellige1·ents so that
they will be willing to reason, to m·bitrate. In the
millenniUll1, Krupp's cannon, weighing one hundred
and seventy thousand pounds, sending a ball
four feet long, weighing three thousand six hundred
pounds, together with monitors, and all the munition of Christian wars; will be kept as curiosities, as
we now keep the curious instruments of torture for
heretics, which the earl of Shrewsbury has bought
and brought from the castle of Nuremberg to
London.
In the times you refer to G. H. Evans occupied
the position that Henry George is now filling so
efficiently. He edited the Man, Yo·ung America,
Wm·kingman's Advocate, the Free Inquirer, and
printed the Bible of .Reason. I hav imperfect
files of these papers. Arthur Tapping was the
leading orthodox fanatic. Stopping the mails on
Sunday was a favorit measure, of which you speak
so wisely.
.
The present generation must fight these battles
over again, or we shall become church and state
and be ready for some new form of the Inquisition.
Our own time must bring forth its own leaders as
did the civil war. In the Crimean war England
sent "an army of lions commanded by jackasses."
As the war progressed the right men got into their
right places. Will not the World's Fair do the
same~ The fanatical, fighting, worrying inquisition clericals will think they hav achieved a great
victory in closing the Fair on their man-made antiChristian Sabbath. In common sense, are they
not braying out their own shame and proclaiming
to all nations that they are not equal to the great
occasion of a World's Fair~ They can bray and
kick, but cannot command the respect of the great
anny of lions who will be at the World's Fair, who
hav seven days of Sabbath, one just as good as the
other, and each one as sacred, and with the same
right to hav their Sabbath kept by all the others as
hav the misnamed Christians.
F. W. EvANS.
Mt. Lebanon, N. Y.

Can Liberals Organize ?
I am glad that this question is coming to the
front. I hope it will continue to be agitated by
our leading papers till dormant Liberals awake to
its importance, and rea'ize that unless we are able
to demonstrate .to the world that Liberalism is constructiv, and conduciv to a better political, social,
and moral state of society than Christianity has
developed, we might as well keep our mouths shut.
I hope you will giv us an opportunity to hear
from· the TRUTH SEEKER family on the subject. I
wish that every man and woman who claims to be a
Liberal could hav impressed on both hea:rt and
brain that Liberalism means simply that every rational being has an inalienable right to investigate
and decide for himself all questions pertaining to
his present or future welfare. This means that we
must agree to disagree; but I hav often been as-
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tolinded at the illiberality of inany professed Lib~
erals. . Some of them might learn Liberality toe
ward each other from orthodox Christians, for most
o~ these h_av learned by experience to agree t~
disagr~e -Wlth each other, and herein lies the secret
of therr success. In almost every town and village
we _fh~d a number of different denominations of
.Gh~stians entirely separate in their church organi~
zatwn, but, as. a rule, ~1 working ·together for thE;l
ca:use of Christ-not m unison but in harmony
With e~ch other. ~he folly of atten,pting to bind
~atholics, Presbyterians, Baptists, Methodists, etc.~
mto one organ~zation is no longer thought of. But
some of our _wise leaders seem determined that all
classe_s of ~1berals, no matter how incoherent, shall
be dn:ven mto one organization, or not allowed to
o~gamze at al~. As soon as any particular class of
Liberals attempt to organize, some of our Liberal
papers and lecturers begin to cry them down as
sectarians. This is about as senseleiSs a use of
lanp-uage as that of the foreigner who called a man
a har because he stepped on his corn-toe: They
ou~~t t_o know that. the term sect applies only to
rehgwmsts, who believe in the infallibili~y of some
divine book, or divine leader, and that no form of
organization can make a Liberal society partake o.f
the nature o_f a _religious sect. They ought also to
kn~w, by this time, that calling an organization a
unwn does not make it so ; and that it is as natural
for persqns of like views to want to associate for
~h~ promo~io:O: of what they believe to be truth, as.
It Is for birds of a feather to flock together· and
th~~ no or_gan~zation can be permanent or of ~reat
utili~y which IS composed of discordant elements.
Dunng the past thirty years I hav been conneCted
with various kinds of Liberal societies, and hav
v~ry closely observed their rise and fall 1• and hav
give_n ~uch thought to the subject of Liberal orgamzatwn ; and I am fully convinced that the only
successful plan is for the different classes of Liberals to organize separately, just as the different
classes of religionists do. Then a Liberal society
would not be a house divided against itself as is
now almost invariably the case. No organiz·ation
can be r~all;y constructiv _without having clearly defined prmmples and obJects, and making the indorsement of these a requii·ement of membership.
This is practically impossible where the members
of ~ society di~e~ wi~ely on fundam.ental points, as
for mstance Sprritu~lists and :M:atenalists generally
do. Hence they fail. Under the new plan each
sociely can form~late its -]Jrinciples clearly, and
choose an appropnate name, and conduct its meetings in a manner acceptable to all its members.
There would be at least a fair prospect of permanency for such an organization, for under such circumstances enthusiasm would be likely to grow.
There would be nothing to hinder these societies
from cooperating with each other in support of the
Nine Demands or other Secular measures. :M:ost
of those who oppose tliis plan hav probably never
studied the subj~ct much, if at all; and some apparently oppose It for fear of losing patronage of
one or the other class. We hav tested .the two
plans pretty thoroughly in this city. For over
twelve years we maintained quite harmoniously a
Liberal society composed of nearly an equal number
of Spiritualists and :M:aterialistic Liberals. Our
Spiritual members did not relish what ~hey called
our cold :M:aterialism, and did not think that we
manifested due interest in mediums and trance
speakers. vV e, on the other hand, became &ornewhat weary of listening to discourses on "Harmonia! Philosophy," and being regaled with .wonderful accounts of seance experiences; so by mutual
consent we agreed to disagree, as sensible Liberals
should do, and amicably separated.
This took
place nearly four years ago; but friendship and
harmony still prevail, and notwithstanding our
honest differences on some points, when it comes
to a question of Secular government, we stand as a
unit for it, just as the different classes of Christians stand as a unit for God in the Constitution.
I heartily indorse what :M:rs. Katie Kehm Smith
says in THE TRUTH SEEKER of :M:arch 19th in regard
to orderly meetings and the employment of competent lecture1·s, but 1 am not proud of the record
of the American Secular Union.
The progress of Freethought is developing a
Secular political party, but when it comes to stay
it will be strictly politieal, and will offer no prizes
for manuals of morality or philosophical essays.
Like other political parties it will welcome all voters
regardless of their religion or irreligion or moral
status. But a Liberal society having for its object the promulgation of a certain philosophy in
opposition to the dogmas of orthodoxy, is another
thing; and every such society which retains dishonest or immoral persons will do the. cause of
Liberalism harm instead of good. A. R. AYREs.
Hannibal, .Mo, ·
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Ecclesiastical Hermaphroditism;
. shaking with fear like aspen leaves they would say:
In the lea:Jing editorial of THE TRUTH SEEKER of "If you want to esc~~e from this ~lace of torment,
the 19t? ~arch you speak of the Universalists and Come to Jesus, and JOlll the Methodist church."
And they did so. But the idea of a Unitarian
the Umtanans as "queer people" and as belonging
to "unclassified sects." Let m;, very respectfully; or Universalist clergyman wringing his hands and
attempt t? shed a few rays of light on this subject, the tears com:s~g dow_n ~s cheeks, with gri~f at
. the lo~t conditiOn of his rmpenitent hearers, who
so as to dispel your mysticism.
ever Witnessed . such a phenomenon 1 This shows
~bout a hundred :years ago, these two sects begaiJ.
that they are half Infidel, and do not believe in the·
their careers respectivly, in, this country, as offshoots meaning of the word salvation. Then, when we
from the ~rtho?ox church. The Unitarian clergy; s,ee them b1ptizing little children to cleanse them
located chiefly m :M:assachusetts were men of :fine from the taint of original sin; or, when they take
talent~, and their people were a~ong the best edu~ the sacram~nt of the Lord's supper, in , rememcated m the country. Jonathan Edwards had given brance of him, "till I come "-alluding to Christ's
to the ch~rches of New England the strong tincture assurance to his disciples that some of them standof what IS called evangelical religion, the prolific ing around ~im should not ta&te of death till they
~other of ~h~ whole system of revivalism, or expet- would see him return in the clouds of heaven to
Imental rehgwn, which still exists, and shocks the set up his visible king<lom-when I say we see
c?m~on sense of all the rest of the world. Unita- them doing such things, it shows that the; are half
namsm ':~'as a recoil from thi J condition of thing~. Christians. Is it any wonder that such sects havAt that time the orthodox Congregational church in ing no masculinity, and no positiv faith, c~nnot
:M:assachusetts, the headquarters of the movemen~ propagate as the other sects do!
was ~he state religion, and they persecuted th~
The word lukewarm occurs but once in the
~eretiCs, not by :fire and fagot, but in other ways whole Bible, and is used by the personage called
JUS~ cruel enough to rouse up and develop all the
the "Alpha a~d the Omega': in his bitter reproach
nativ energies of their character, and make the sedt of the LaodiCeans, because m their character they
grow. The heretics were greatly helped in coun- were neither cold nor ho". He says: "I would
te~ance and he_art by the immigration of Dr. Joseph thou wert cold, or hot. So then, becau_se thou art
Priestly and his colony of wealthy and highly edu- lukewarm, and neither cold, nor hot,·I will spew
cated Englishmen, who settled at the forks of the thee out of my mouth."
Susquehanna in Northumberland county, Pa. But
Now, the twin sister sects, the Universalists and
th? fulfillment was not equal to the promis which the Unitarians, are too cold and icy for any mutual
this new sect gave at the beginning of its history. and comfortable association with the :fiery zealots
It owed its growth entirely to the fact th3t it was of the e-:angelical ch11rch ; and they are too hot
persecuted. At Northumbedand the church is yet to enJOY the cool bracing air that circulates in
n_earl_y e_xtinct, and, as the Evening Post, of your the groves of Academes where the Philosophers
mty, mmdentally remarked some time ago, in .script- walk, and so they must await their destiny to be
ural language, the Unitarians of New England and cascaded out of the ·visible church altogether.
elsewhere " are but a feeble folk," like the conies
JACOB GRIMES.
which make their houses- in the rocks. With all
their_p~lish. a~ility,_and wAalth they make no headCoNSIDER how little this village does for its own cultway m mcreasmg either their prestige or their nuure. We hav a comparativly decent system of commerical strength.
Contemporaneously with the Unitarians the Uni- mon schools, schools for infants only; but excepting
versalists arose, having New England al·s~ as their the b,alf-starved Lyceum in the winter, and latterly
theater. They elilninated from their creeil the doc- t:P,e puny beginning of a library suggested by the
state, no school for ourselvs. We spend more on
tri~ of eternal hell-fire for the impenitent, out of
whiCh all the orthodox and propelling doctrins almost any article of bodily aliment or ailment than
on our mental aliment. It is time that we hav ungrew, but ~eld on, no~ very tenaciously, however, to
what remamed. Th :n· creed, therefore, like the fa- common schools, that we did not leave off our edumous Joseph's coat, is of many colors. As a com- catiQn when we begin to be men and women. It is
promise creed, it must needs 'be so. The idea of time that villages were universities, and their elder
eternal pun~shment givs color and meaning to every inhabitants the fellows of universities with leisureother doctrm of the Christian religion. It is the if they are indeed so well off-to pursu~ liberal studies
seasoning which givs a relish to all the food upon the rest or their lives. Shall the world be confined
which "faith" feeds. UniversaliRm, from the :first to one Paris or one Oxford forever1 Cannot stube boarded here and get a liberal education
wa~ a. mere local . religion. The orthodox, :firmly dents
behevmg that th~rr abolition of hell, as a motiv, under the skies of Concord 1 Can we not hire some
took off all restramt from men's consciences and Abelard to lect11re to us? Alas! what with foddering
invited them to commit c:in, vilified them ex~eed the cattle and tending the store, we are kept from
~ngly, and this made them grow.
The sect spread schoo~ too long, and our education is sadly neglected.
m the New England states, and in New York which In this country, the village should in some respects
was mainly settled, outside of the city of N e.; York, take the place of the nobleman of Europe. It should
by emigrants from New England. It never got be the patron of the :fine arts. It is rich enough. It
down into the :M:iddle or Southern states. It makes wants only the magnanimity and refinement. It can
no increase now in proportion to the increase of spend money enough on such things as farmers and
population. Like Unitarianism, it hardly holds its traders value, but it is thought'Utopian to propose
own. It had the hectic flush on its cheek in its spending money for things which more intelligent
men know to be of far more worth. This town has
youth, and seems to-day to be moribund.
spent seventeen thousand dollars on a town-house,
Now, :M:r. Editor, the reason why these two sects thank fortune or politics, but probably it will not
-the Universalists and the Unitarians-are in their spend so much on living wit, the true meat to put
present con~tion is, because they are ecclesiastical into that shell, in a hundred years. The one hundred
hermaphrodites. A hermaphrodite is the offspring and twenty-five dollars annually subscribed for a
?f :M:ercury. an~ Venus. It is androgynous. That Lyceum in winter is better spent than any other
IS to say, It IS something which in gender is equal sum raised in the town. As the nobleman of
neither he, she, nor it. It is a bei~g which is half cultivated taste surrounds himself with whatever conman and half woman; or, one who combines two duces to his culture,-genius-learning-wit--books
sexes in one person. Nature is a frolicsome old -paintings-statuary-music--philosophical instrudame, and some~imes cuts queer capers.
This ments, and the like; so let the village do,-not stop
she does when, m a fit of intoxication, or mere short at a pedagog, a parson, a sexton, a parish
glee, she produces hermaphrodites. But aftel' she library, and three selectmen, because our pilgrim
sobers down again, she feels a little ashamed of her for-efathers got through a cold winter once on a bleak
folly, an~ is alwa_ys c_areful to disqualify them from rock with these. New England can hire all the wise
propagatmg therr kmd. The Unitru·ian and Uni- men in the world to come and teach her, and board
versalist churches are half Infidel and half Christian. them round the while, and not be provincial at all.
They are hermaphrodites; and this is the reason That is the uncommon school we want. Instead of
why t~ey cannot propagate. They would giv the noblemen, let us hav noble villages of men. If it
~orl~ If they could.
The :M:ethodists, who began is necessary, omit one bridge over the river, go
m this country at the same time now number their round a little there, and throw one arch at least over
ministers and churches by thou~ands. The reason the darker gulf of ig:norance which surrounds us.is t~~t their creed is positiv, and not negativ and
1'horeazt.
positiv blended together, like an acid and an alkali .
which, ":hen ~i::'ed, neutralize each other. The earl;
Little Blasphemies.
:M:ethodist mimsters were very illiterate men, as I
Wife:
"I
am
ready
for church now. Dear mel What
well remember: .They generally had stentorian
are
you
swearing
about?"
Husband: "I can't find the
voices, ~nd then· lachrymal glands were always
Bible."
overflowmg. They went among the lower classes
f~r- converts, a~d in their public meetings they deCriticus: "In the early days it cost something to be
Feted the agomes of the damned in the lake of :fire
till every hearer was nearly asphyxiated with th~ a scientist." Cynicus: "Yes; but in those days every
odor of brimstone. Then, when their hearers w~re scientist had a stake in the community."
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The Ohio State Secular Union Convention.
Once more let me urge upon all Freethinkers the
necessity of their cooperation to make this movement a success.
The committee now having charge of the arrangements hav spared neither pains nor expense to III:ake
it such, and in consideration thereof they certamly
deserve the sympathy and support of every Freethinker within the state.
The following program has been arranged :
Morning session, called to order at 10 o'clock A.M.:
1. The organization of the state Union."'
2. Election of officers.
3. Reading of constitution.
4. Address by J. J. Burdage, of Columbus.
. Afternoon session, called to order at 2:30 :
1. Reports of committees.
2. Adoption of constitution.
3. Address by John R. Charlesworth.
Evening session, called to order at 7 P.M. :
1. Chairman's address.
2. Address by B. F. Underwood.
3: Address by John R. Charlesworth.
In addition to this program, a splendid quartet
has been engaged to sing, and some good music
will be rendered by a fine orchestra.
.
Those friends who intend visiting Columbus to
take part in these proceedings, will please take notice
to secure their certificates from the ticket agents
at the time of purchasing their tickets, otherwise
they will be unable to secure the reduced rates.
These rates hav been secured from all points in the
state connected with the Central Traffic Association.
The certificates, when duly countersigned by me,
will enable them to secure return tickets at the rate
of one-third the regular fare.
The convention meets at Wirthwein's Hall, 335
South High street, Columbus, 0., on Sunday,
April 17th.
Now that the arrangements are completed,
which hav involved time, trouble, and expense, we
earnestly desire to meet our friends, and all lovers
of mental freedom.
Let all Freethinkers take courage from the success reached through organization by. the devotees
of superstition, recognizing that in union there is
.strength. They hav banded themselvs together,
first, as a means of protection, and secondly, by force
of numbers to assume a fictitious dignity over less
popular ideas.
And now, as Shelley says :
Their influence darts like subtle poison through
The bloodless veins of a desolate society.

It is not alone that they hav their vast machinery
for acting upon the grown part of our population ;
but the little babe a few days old ; the infant, ere it
can lisp its mother's sacred name; the confidence
of youth, as well as the ignorance of uneducated
manhood, are all taken advantage of in order to
instill folly into their minds, and make the unnatural,
degrading views of superstition a second nature
to the poor dupes of the professors of these absurdities.
As all honorable combinations are marching hand
in hand with civilization, we, as Freethinkers, must
combine to assert our natural rights, to demand
and obtain all rights and privileges guaranteed to
the citizens of this republic.
The Union will be organized upon the principle
that Secularism is a protest against the theological
dogmas of the day. It deems them all incomplete
and unsatisfactory, and declares that human wants,
human reason, and human experience are sufficient
for the guidance of the affairs of life. It seeks no
religious faith, and proposes to leave the gods entirely out of its deliberations. It affirms that
to mean well, and to do well, is the best security
for our well-being here, and the best preparation
for any future state of existence, should there be
one.
We do not propose to try and unite the opposing
factio?s of all professed Liberals. From personal
experience I can vouch for the utter futility of any
such attempt. 0:1r policy is purely anti-theological,
and our chief work shall be to tear the hands of
the priests from the throat of the state. Our motto
shall be "Our flag above the cross "-"The state
before the church."
It is to be hoped that the friends of our cause
will come boldly to the front on Sunday, April the
17th. Let this day be a memorable one in the history of the state of Ohio. Let this day be the beginning of a new epoch in the religious and political
free?om of Ohio. Our cause is a glorious one. It
must not die from inertia, and shall n.ot if you will
only place yourselvs by our side under the banner
of freedom.
MY SECOND CAMPAIGN.

On Sunday, March 6th, I commenced my second
campaign against orthodoxy, by the means of
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another lecture tour to the central states. Starting
at Philadelphia, I was greeted by two of the largest
audiences that I hav ever addressed in the whole
of my experience at the weekly gatherings of our
societies. The Friendship Liberal League of the
Quaker City undoubtedly ranks foremost among the
Freethought societies in the United States. It is a
splendid organization, and is doing a grand work
for our cause, and it certainly reflects honor and
credit to those valiant heToes at its head.
LectuTes OT debates aTe given every Sunday afteTnoon and evening, and a good supply of FTeethought pamphlets, papeTs, peTiodicals, and magazines is always on hand.
0 ye gods and little fishes, with but one oTganiza.tion like this in eveTy town and city thmughout
this continent FTeethought would become a
poweT indeed; ouT cause would soon be heaTd and
felt. The Romish church would tTemble on its
veTy foundations; and old ol'thodoxy would soon
explode and vanish like a summeT's di·eam, leaving
scaTcely any tTaces of its very existence, except,
peThaps, the shadows of its own darkness, the
clouds of despair, and the cmel death-vapor with
which it has stunted the gTowth of the young
civilization, checking its onwaTd careeT, and stultifying the wodd's thought with the ages of darkness
and of faith; >vhilst its mined temples would stand
as landmaTks of the world's pTogTess, showing to
futuTe historians the successiv stages of its development, its gTadual gTowth fTom the ignoTant
and barbaric past into the bToad, safe haTbOT of
]\eethough t.
I gave two lectures heTe, one in the afteTnoon
and one in the evening. Each time the hall was
well :filled, and at the lowest computation my audiences would Teach, in the aggTegate, about fifteen
hundred people. At the evening lecture the hall
was cTowded to excess; it was packed almost to
suffocation, and as theTe weTe not seats sufficient
foT all, many of them had to be content with a
"stand-up seat." TheTe weTe alaTge numbeT of ladies
pTesent, and tho audience gave me the utmost
attention thToughout the entire proceedings; enthusiasm Tan high, andat the close I congmtulated
myself upon the unbounded success of my :fi.Tst
series of lectures in the ancient; time-honoTed city
of Philadelphia.
An invitation had been extended to the late
executiv of the American SeculaT Union, but they
failed to materialize, and made themselvs conspicuous by their absence.
The lectures weTe thTown open foT- discussion and
a good debate followed, which was pal'ticipated in
by both sexes. The audience seemed to enjoy the
deb!!ote, although my lectures, Tadical as· they weTe,
failed to dmw out anything like the criticisms I had
anticipated. On the whole, howeveT, I was elated
beyond descTiption at the oveTwhelming success
that attended these lectmes, and gave me good
hopes fOT a successful trip. GeOTge Longford is
still at tbe helm, and with a good, strong, ready,
and willing crew to assist him, I can safely say that
Freethought has come to stay in Philadelphia.
I made many friends while here, all of whom manifested the greatest satisfaction at the result of my
lectmes, and expressed an earnest desire that I
should visit them again on my return journey to
New York.
· Tuesday morning, amid a drenching downpour of
rain, I packed up my few belongings and started off
again. With the Freethought lectmer there seems
to be no continued stay-always on the move, first
in one place, then to another.
A ride of twelve homs through the beautiful and
picturesque state of Pennsylvania, over the Alleghany
mountains-first coursing along by the side of a narrow stream, which erelong emerges into a broad river,
whose waters are made sluggish by the heavy rains;
now steaming over rocky pathways, and again
round the famous Horseshoe Bend-finally lands me
in the smoky city of Pittsburgh once more.
It was but a short time since I had left it, so I
found our friends here, as it were, just in the same
place that I had left them. The good old "Roman"
was still hard at work among his books, and could
not dispose of a sufficient number of New York
Evening Telegrams to satisfy his customers, Harry
Hoover was still with the old craft, dividing his attention between business matters and Freethought
propaganda. Mr. W. F. Schade, Anthony Barker,
and the rest of the " bhoys " were pushing along
the work. I arrived here somewhat unexpectedly,
but nevertheless I had anticipated a hearty welcome
and I was not in the least disappointed.
I lectured the 13th of March before the Secular
Society to a splendid audience. Every available
seat was occupied, and a few that were not available.
(This is not sarcasm.)
Mr. Preece was again in the chair, and among the
audience I could plainly recognize many faces with

which I am now getting somewhat familiar. At the
close of my address the usual debate took place, and
this time a little mild criticism was given by Mr.
Bond, a Mormon elder. Evidently the reverend
gentleman is not familiar with the rudiments of, a
Freethought debate, for his remarks were very erratic. He made several rash statements, and assuming them to be correct, he commenced to argue
from these, failing in the first place to prove his position; not recognizing the one obvious fact that
starting from false premises, no matter how good
the logic, he would surely arrive at erroneous conclusions.
l'he Rev. Mr. Andrews, of whom I spoke in a previous epistle, did not put in an appearance upon
this occasion, but I had not forgotten the old
maxim that "He who fights and runs away livs to
fight another day." Consequently I publicly
challenged the reverend gentleman to an oral debate, under the auspices of the Pittsburgh Secular
Society, but as yet I hav not learned that he has
accepted, although he must certainly be informed
of the challenge, for some of the members of his
church were present and would undoubtedly convey to him the news. Ah, well, the " Lord moves
in a mysterious way his wonders to perform," and
so do his representativs on earth.
On Monday evening, at the kind invitation of
Dr. Dodg:, a select party of our friends assembled
at his residence on Pennsylvania ave:p.ue, and a
very pleasant evening was spent. I gave them a
short parlor lecture, Mrs. Hughes very ably rendered "The Maniac," other little pleasantries were
indulged in, and the party broke up about midnight.
Tuesday morning I made a short trip to Butler,
a distance of about forty miles, north of Pittsburgh,
where I lectured again to a very good audience.
The lecture had been arranged by Simeon Nixon
and J. Cuthbert. These two are practically the
only outspoken, activ Liberals in this orthodox
little town, but they are true to their principles
and willing bravers of the adversities and inconveniences of resisting a received public opinion. By
their united efforts a nice and respectable audience
was brought together in the Metropolitan Hall.
Simeon Nixon is well known in Butler as an ardent Freethinker, and he has, from time to time,
given vent to his feelings on religious topics
through the columns of the local press. The audience listened attentivly, but no one ventured to
offer any criticism. One man, however, made a
hasty exit when he had heard the first part of my
lecture, and instantly the tmth of the old saying
flashed through my mind that, "those with the
least heads get them filled first." The next day I
retmned to Pittsburgh, and on Thmsday, the
17th of "Ould Oireland," I took the cars for
Columbus, 0. Evidently the Lord had forgotten
that this was the day dedicated to his Irish saintship ; and I thought it was exceedingly unkind of
him to allow the best of his followers to make such
elaborate preparations as had been made in
Pittsburgh to celebrate the occasion and· then mar
the prospect of a glorious reunion of the opposing
factions of Parnellites and anti-Parnellites by
sending down a cold, miserable sleet. But then,
"he knows best what should be, better than they."
Reaching Columbus in the evening, I at once
commenced making preparations for a lecture the
Sunday following, and, notwithstanding the short
notice we had to -giv our friends, and' the limited
time to make all necessary prep~Hations, a good audience welcomed me back to the capital of the
Buckeye state, and cheerfully accorded all possible
assistance in the work of organizing the state Secular Union.
In consequence of being compelled to stay here
to attend to the work of this movement, I shall
utilize the time to the best possible advantage and
lecture every Sunday during my stay. I hav done
so up to the time of writing, and each time my
audience has increased little by little, and now
we can muster a good roll of members. The local
papers gave a lengthy report of my first lecture,
and pitched into me with a true "Christian feeling."
The IJaily IJispatch headed its lines with a reference to me in large type as a "rank disbeliever,".
and the State Journal called me " Charlesworth
the Atheist." Probably they thought there might
be something repugnant in these appellations, not
knowing that 1. regarded them, when applied to
myself, with feelings of pride, pleasure, and ambition.
I am now hard at work drawing up a constitution for the state organization, and attending to
all the thousand and one little matters in connection therewith ; and buoyed up with hopes of a
brilliant success, I am anxiously looking forward to
the 17th of April.
Immediately after the closEl of this meeting I
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shall commence the fulfillment of my lecture appo~ntJ?ents, whic~ ~ill take me through Indiana,
Illinms, Iowa, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and
New York, and any of our friends along the route indicated desiring lectures will please write me care
of John B. Cochran, 112 West Maple street, Co.
lumbus, 0.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.

What Infidelity Has Done for Woman.
What was the true condition of woman hundreds
of years ago? What is she to-day? From the first
dawn of the Christian era until the commencement of
the eventful nineteen~h century, woman was a
crouching slave, and in as much servil subjection to
her liege lord as if she were a beast of burden.
,Christianity held l:er there. A woman had no soul,
any more than a horse or a donkey. Her province
was the kitchen and the nursery. Instead of being
equal in any way to or with her husband, no equality was ever recognized between them. She was
property, and her husband was her proprietor. She
was not permitted to teach, even little children ;
neither was she allowed to hav a voice in any public
deliberations. Old St. Paul, the illustrious exponent
of Christianity, communicated mandatory directions
for keeping all women in abject subordination. In 1
Cor. xi, 3, he says: "The head of the woman is the
man." In 1 Cor. xiv, 34, he says: "Let your women
keep s,ilence in the churches ; for it is not permitted
unto them to speak; but they are commanded to be
under obedience, as also saith the law." What law?
Read Gen. iii, 16: "Thy husband shall rule over thee."
Servil subordination of woman runs like a chain
through all the creeds, the precepts, and practices of
Christianity. Mothers and daughters were never
allowed to put forth any educational efforts to.rise
to even an equality with the opposit sex. The eminent Jon a than Edwards, a famous Presbyterian
theologian, had six daughters, each of which, it was
said, was six feet in stature; and one impress1v fact
has been handed down to us from generation to generation, as a Presbyterian heirloom, to show to the
descendants of that distinguished Christian what
filial obedience those daughters manifested toward
their father. No matter what they might be doing,
whether they were seated at the dining-table, or entertaining friends in a social capacity, or seated and
engaged in any manual operations, when their liege
lord entered the room every one would drop her
work or other engagement and rise up before their
father-no, not father, but proprietor, as they were
his property-and stand motionless until he waved
his dignified hand for them to resume their accustomed duties. That was some of the practical
· wm:kings of Christianity. Christianity recognizes
the wife as the property of her husband. According
to the old colonial laws a man's wife was just as
much his property as his donkey and dog. Only one
hundred years ago in New Jersey a man's wife and
children were entered in the invoice of the property,
as the following lines from an old invoice will show.
I copy only a part of it:
My trundle-bed, cradle, and wool-spinning-wheel
My hand-cards and hetchel, my distaff and reel, '
My loom and the warping-bars, shuttles, and reeds
Seed-'taters, seed-turnips, and all other seeds;
'
My o::ten and wagon, my cow, calf, and hog,
My billy-goat, turkeys, my cat and my dog,
My plow, spade, ~nd shovel, my shotgun and fife,
My horses and chlldren, my donkey and wife.
Skeptics and stanch Infidels, during the present
century, hav come to . the rescue of woman.
During this period skeptics and Infidels hav
placed young women in the capacity of teachers,
clerks, salesmen, accountants, editors, authors,
lecturers, lawyers, and physicians, and hav elevated
them to the realm of a higher and nobler womanhood, all in defiance of the irrepressible clamor of
orthodoxy.
.
Now, I know what I am writing about. I was
rocked in a Presbyterian cradle; christened and
sprinkled at the baptismal altar of Presbyterianism.
I was educated in the love of the Westminster
catechism; I hav served a long apprenticeship
within the pale .of th~ church, in the capacity of
stoker and porter, usher and bell-ringer, trustee,
clerk and deacon, sermon-reader and Bibleexpounder, precentor, and Sunday-school superintendent, for many years in succession. Hence, I
know what influences were always in operation to
hold women in servil subordination. Women hav
risen to a higher life in spite of all that Cill·istianity
was constantly doing to keep mothers and daughters in a state of vassalage. Yet many Christians
point to the condition of women to-day and say,
"See what our glorious Christianity has done for
woman I" Christianity has not done it. Christianity would silence every female's voice to-day if it
had the power. Only a few years ago • a good
woman in a church, where I was deacon, arose to
~ell "what the Lord had done for her soul." But
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before she had uttered one sentence the dominatin_g priest arose and called her by name, and said
With ·great authority: "Sit down, Mrs. C--.
You are not allowed to speak here." I saw and
heard that. Only eleven years ago, in Brooklyn,
L. I., Rev. Theo. L. Cuyler, a distinguished D.D.
and LL.D., the recent pastor of wealthy Lafayette
street church, was hauled up before a tribunal of
p_res~yte:s, _on a charge of winking at insubordination m his church, by way of allowing a woman to
talk about the love of J-esus in his lecture-room.
The gallant and generous-hearted doctor was
frightened almost out of his wits. He thought
that the door of heaven would be closed forever
against him if he was excommunicated from the
Presbyterian church. So he saved his soul from
hell (sheol now) by falling on his knees and confessing his transgression and promising never to allow another woman to talk in his parish as long as
he was pastor.
Only a few years ago, women were not allowed
to set type, as it was contended that they. were
utterly incompetent to do such work with tolerable
accuracy. I hav in mind an instance in New York
city, where the proprietor insisted that women
should hav a fair opportunity to test their ability.
A goodly number of them worked, side by side, at
half the price of men, setting type. But the Presbyterian foreman found so much fault with their
work, and rendered such discouraging reports to
the proprietor, that he was allowed to discharge
every woman, simply because the Bible and the
creed of the church forbid all efforts by way of the
moral, intellectual, and social elevation of women.
I well remember, when a small boy, of hearing
the announcements from the pulpit, that at such a
place and hour there would be a female prayermeeting conducted by the pastor or some elde:r or
deacon. A few women were not allowed to convene
in a religious capacity, simply to offer petitions to
the unknown and unknowable, unless some parson or del).Con was present to keep them in subordination, and to see that all things were conducted
in accordance with the requirements of the creed.
But thanks to Infidelity and to Secular philosophy,
and to the force of environment, time has enabled
the women of the United States to cast off the
oppressiv yoke of Christianity, and to rise to a
higher and more glorious womanhood. Infidelity
has come to the rescue of woman, by placing in her
hands
A weapon that comes down as still
As snowflakes fall upon the sod,
Yet executes a freeman's will
As lightning does the will of God;
. Nor from its source shall bars and locks
Prevent them-'tis the ballot-box.
Orange, N. J.
eERENO E. ToDD.

Our "Liberal" Churches.
There are two so-called liberal churches in
America. I know both of them by experience, and
want to tell something about their liberality.
Four years ago I joined the Universalist church,
having been told by one of its ministers that they
, were liberal people. After a while, though, I discovered their liberality to consist only in the vain
attempt to prove that the Bible . does not teaoh
eternal punishment. Having no special liking for
such arguments, and not caring very much for
what the old barbarian Jews thought about that
subject, I left that church and joined the Unitarian,
which was said to be more broad-minded, yea, even
radical. They had no creed, but would found
their beliefs on a scientific basis, it was stated. I
started to form a Unitarian society among my
countrymen, the Swedes in Minneapolis, and met
with a remarkable success, speaking to large audic
ences of from two hundred to twelve hundred people. The American Unitarian Association in Boston had requested me to do all this work at my
own expense, and promised me to help me ouj;
financially if I succeeded, which they also did.
This was two years ago. I published five pamphlets
and a paper at my own expense, and the movement
seemed to prosper.
But now begins the trouble. The Western superintendent of the American Unitarian Association,
Rev. 0. B. Forbush, of Chicago, seemed to find my
preaching altogether too liberal for the Unitarian
platform; and still worse, he had found out that I
favored social reforms, and was a Nationalist,
which he meant could not be allowed within the
Unitarian body.
It is often stated that our time and our institutions are opposed to religious persecutions, and
that holds true as far as our liberal laws and statutes are concerned. But within the religious bodies,
intolerance and narrow-mindedness still prevail.
And thus, if a heretic is not any more placed on the
rack or sent to jail, nevertheless the authorities of

his church know other means of torture perhaps
more effectiv than the Middle-Age machinery. I was
ordered to withhold my opinions, and in order to
make those orders more effectiv my salary was
withheld for weeks and months. In the same time
I received numerous letters threatening to withm·aw it entirely unlesB I stopped the preaching of
my dangerous doctrins of evolution and Nationalism. I refused to do co, and seeing no end of the
tiresome and ridiculous persecution I at last tendered my resignation, two months ago, with the
firm resolution nevermore to join any "liberal"
church.
My experience is that there are not and cannot be
any liberal churches, for even if they do not hav
any creed, they nevertheless hav their limitations.
They are opposed to honest scientific investigation,
they are afraid of the result of scientific progress,
and they do not favor social reforms, though Christ
himself, their teacher, did so. There is no freedom
of speech in any of the liberal churches, and all
their talk about freedom is only a new sign outside
an old store. This I say on account of my ow.Q sad
experience.
.
But, nevertheless, the "liberal" churches help
the Radical movement along. For they spur the
people to independent investigation, and I know
more than one honest Freethinker who ~Started on
the way to truth as a Unitarian. As a middle station between orthodoxy and Radicalism, ther~fore,
they are of great importance, and when they hav
drained the whole orthodox field and led all the
water into the sea of Radicalism, then their mission
is done and they will cease to exist. I hope that my
countrymen in America soon will see this truth.
Leave the poor old stranded wreck
And pull for the shore.
AxEL LUNDEBERG .

University Sites.
All who leave Portland on any of the steamers
running down the river are attracted by the sight
of a massiv old brick structure looming up upon
the high bank of the river midway between the elevators and St. John's landing.
This is the university building of the Portland University, a Methodist
institution.
Real estate men gave this institution a considerable quantity of land, and they hav profited greatly,
as well as those who bought property soon after
this tract was put on the market, by the rise in value
incident upon the building of this University.
The preachers, of course, were "let in on the
ground floor," and some of them hav feathered
their nests quite cosily by a little "legitimate speculation " in town lots.
The Pacific Northwest is a wonderful country, is
rapidly increasing in population, and is in need of
educational facilities in proportion to its increasing
population. The Columbia river is the great natural
waterway and route of travel and traffic for this great
region. There is a great deal of Freethought and
Liberalism all over this country. But the churches
are creeping in and getting possession of all they
can lay their hands upon and ~re erecting educational institutions wherever they can get concessions
and assistance ; and much assistance has been given
them because no. other offer has been made.
On the Columbia river, about thirty-five miles from
the ocean, on a beautiful plateau adjoining the town
of Cathlamet, C. Beal, the well-known and energetic
veteran in the Secular work, has laid out a town-site,
and proposes to erect a Secular college. This site is
the finest on the Columbia. It is where the salt
breezes from the ocean are met by the fresh, cool
breezes from the snow-capped peaks of the Cascade
mountains. The purest of "rater flows in abundance
from numerous springs and· in crystal creeks. Soft
breezes, bearing the healing qualities of fir, piue,and
spruce, k;eep the temperature cool in summer, while
the warm winds from off the "Japanese Sea Stream"
render the winters delightfully mild. A more
healthy, charming, and in every way suitable spot for
a college could not be found.
Mr.Bealis not trying to "workarobbingscheme,"
but is in earnest in trying to establish a seat of
learning free from the baleful influences of superstition, that those who grow up when he is dead
shall hav opportunities which were denied him while
alive. He has named his town, very appropriately,
Athens, for he desires it to be the Athens of the
Northwest.
·
No finer town-site or place of r2sidence can be
found in all the great Northwest than Athens, and
it will be a pity, and very short-sighted of our Liberals, if Christian schemers are allowed to get possession and turn aside the aims of our dear old comrade, for such a beautiful site will not long remain
unused.
HENRY Anms.
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ing.
If a little trepanning will recover a lost consciousness of the past
under surgical treatment, it is only a step
further to say, the great orderly energies
of the universe hav natural ways of carrying on the work of self-consciousness in
the hospitals of "the sweet by and by,"
for they hav only left behind what was unsuited to the purpose. Que-fifteenth only
of the body is returned to the earth-described somewhel·e as "dust to dust"-'while all the rest the same authority describes as the spirit (breath) returning to
its Origin.
AN lNYESTlGATOR.

in 1828, where he remained for fifty-four
years, being a merchant and real estate
man during that time. He was a prominent man in city affairs during the ReThe Truth Being Spread.
bellion,. and was widely known as a just,
WINSLow, ARiz., March 14, 1892.
wise, and honoruble person._ He was a
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $1, for
personal acquuintance of General Grant,
which please send me one more Bible
and hud a son who served on Grant's staff
Picture Book. They take like hot cakes.
from Pallucah to Appomattox, and was
Yours truly,
J. T. MUNCEY.
mustered out as brigadier-general. Mr.
Riggin came to Los Angeles about ten
When They Hear the Truth, They Call
years ago, and has been identified with· all
It a Burlesque.
Freethought movements ever since. His
BoNAPARTE, lA., March 6, 1892.
generous hand .was ever open to aid the
MR. EDIToR: I recently took along THE
advancement of Liberalism, and he was
TRUTH SEEKER of February 27th, which
The Dible Exposed.
not only a subscriber to numerous publicontains the picture of the new automatic
Infidels Hav No Right to Tl1ink.
cations, but he put them in circulation
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Feb. 29, 1892.
praying-machine, to show to the Liberal
STAPLES, MINN., March 8, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : I never hav written to when read, and with earnest enthusiasm
friends. I think it takes the cake. It is
MR. EDITOR: I wish to offer a word of you, although I am one of your readers. sought to spread the light of reason and
surely the greatest invention of the age.
thanks for the pleasure and instruction I I am not in one place long enough at a common sense. He was raised in a reAll that saw it agreed with me and had
a hearty laugh. Hurrah for Heston ! hav derived from your valuable paper. time to be a subscriber. I can get hold of ligious community, where reason was held
Although reared in orthodoxy I hav got the paper almost any time. I used to he- in subjection to reHgion, and mentitl
May he liv long and prosper in the good
superstition below the waistband, and I long to the Christian church or Christ slavery to priestcraft was the rule of the
cause.
hope to finally trample it underfoot as we church. I thought, like thousands of times. But aione and unaided, over sixty
L~tBt September, through my effort with
the Liberals, we raised funds to pay J. E. do the snakes from whom it originated.
others, that the Bible was the only book, years ago, he broke the fetters of suI gave two short speeches in a neigh- and that Christ was the savior of the perstition; and from that day to the
Remsburg to deliver a lecture on " False
Claims." It was free to all, and the Opera boring settlement this winter. The second wol'ld, and God 1·uled the world ; that he clay of his death he had no use
House was very well filled. Many were one was attended by several so- called sent the rain on the unjust as well as the for preachers or- theology. He reprofessed Christians. It raised quite a Christians and two ministers. During just. But I suppose you know that a alized that this world was the only
stir among them. The deacon of the Bap- the discourse I raised the point that God man must get his eyes open some time, one we know anything about, and made
tist church said it was a perfect burlesque. had promised the people seedtime and and I must say I got mine open in west- the most of it. He cultivated no fears reOne Baptist lady wished to know where he harvest ever after the flood, which promis ern Kansas. I went out in Osborn county, garding another and the possibility that
found his proof. We told her to read her -with hundreds of others-he had failed spent the last cent to get my crop in, and his soul might find it unpleasant, for
:Bible and she would find it. I hav tried to keep, referring them to some of our trusted to the God of the Bible to send the as he remarked to me more than
" I don't know I hav any
hard to get some subscribers for THE famin-stricken countries of to-day. At rain, but it never came, and my crop once,
TRUTH SEEKER, but could not get any. the close I extended the privilege to burnt up and I lost everything I had, and soul." Like many others, his life was a
I loan my papers and they go the rounds the reverend brethren to vindicate their when it began to get dry the Christian demonstrated fact that a belief in religious
until they are worn out, and I think they faith. One of the called of God arose and people of all sects got together to pray dogmas, eternal torment, and the wrath
called me a liar, claiming that there had for rain, and the J;Ilore they prayed the of God was unnecessary to insure right
are doing good work for the cause.
always been enough for the people to hotter it got, and everything was burnt conduct in living, and he left a record that
·
Respectfully,
L. C. CHENEY.
subsist upon, if it had been rightly dis- up. That opened my eyes. I commenced needs no apology, no concealment. The
tributed. I then put it that God was to investigate for myself. I found I was books of the brightest intellects that lead
About the Bible God's Days.
amply able to furnish the provision but not a disciple of Christ, for in Luke xiv, progressiv thought filled his library, and
THREE RIVERS, MrcH., March 6, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: According to a statement his means of distribution were very 26, Christ said:. "If any man come to me, during recent years, since the effect of age
made by Prof. R. H. Crittenden, M.A., limited. Again, I inferred from the pas- and hate not his father and mother, and upon the body prevented close attention
published in a scientific astronomical sage that God meant all the pecple, and wife and children, and brethren and sis- to business, he was a great reader; and
paper, Word and Way, of November, that if he meant to feed a few and starve ters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot what was known about this world and its
1891, edited by Mr. Hicks, St. Louis, a few it was certainly a selfish principle, be my disciple." Now, what do you think affairs was chosen in preference to what
Mo., the Lord's creativ day contained or if he intended we should all hav plenty, of a Christ like that? I looked at my own somebody thinks of another. He pre1,400, 000 of our man-made calendar years. God simply failed to keep his promis ; heart, and I knew I loved my parents and ferred the practical to the visionary, and
If we multiply 1,400,000 by 7 of God's and I offered him his choice of apples. my brotli.ers and sisters, and to think I no man could arouse his interest in
creativ clays, which 7 days constitute one But he got mad, saying Infidels had no had to hate my wife and my children and theories and sp-eculations beyond the reach
creativ week, we find it amounts to right to infer anythin,g. I leave this last myself, to be a disciple of such a fanatic of knowledge. He did not care what this
9,800,000 of our years. The 6,000 of our argument for the thinking minds to draw fool as that. I said, No! So I went at person or that person believed, but said,
years since Adam's time, added to the their own conclusions.
it, as the saying is, tooth and toenails. I _Tell us what you know. Re realized that
I hav read your publications for some found that the God of the Bible was a the happiness and welfare of mankind was
1,400,000 years (God's Sabbath or day of
rest), givs us 1,406,000 years since God's time, but hav, I must say, been a paying nasty, filthy, dirty, angry, murdering more dependent on knowledge of our
first Monday came in of his second week. member but a short time. I am promised God. Now, to prove it, I will cite a few physical bodies and their needs and re~
Therefore we find there will be no second subscriptions in the near future. Wishing passages of the Bible. It is too nasty to quirements, than on putativ conditions of
Sabbath of the Lord until 8,394,000 yeiD'S yourself and paper a long life, I remain, go in your paper in full, so I ·want your the soul in some other world; and he
A lasting friend of freedom,
of our calendar time shall hav passed as eve~·,
readers to look it up: Dent. xxiii, 1; xxv, studied and read accordingly. In a world
D. s. PETERS.
away.
11; xxviii, 36-57. 1 Sam. xxv, 34. 1 filled with sickness, misery, and ignorance,
But man-made Sabbath and week-day
Kings xiv, 15; xx, 21. Job iii, 10, 11; he saw that science instead of theology
time we shall hav for convenience in
xxiii,
10; xxxi, !l, 18; xl, 15, 17. Psalms would bless the world, and all hopes for
Attempt at Solution.
reckoning time as he (man, not God) has
lxxi, 6, 7. Songs of Soiomon vii, 1-7. th'e future improvement of the race must
nicely divided it, or them, up into seconds,
March 15, 1892.
Jere. 1, 11. Ezek. iv, 12, 15. Mal. ii, 1-3. rest on science alone. He had -a remarkMR. EDITOR : THE TRUTH SEEKER of Now, then, if you would print such nasty ably firm and methodical mind, and this
minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, and
lunar and calendar years. About our Aug. 15, 1891, publishes "A Problem " stuff as all that you would be arrested, and mind, despite bodily weakneRs, remained
man-made Sabbath, the Bible God has over the subscription of Holt as the pro- you would be sent to the. penitentiary or clear and activ to the last, and a few days
given no orders or laws. Therefore, I pounder. Mr. Holt admits that intelli- mobbed, and still that filthy old book can before his death, when talking was an efwould ask, Why do Christian ministers gences beyond ourselvs are indubitable be sent through the mails and never a fort, he wrote these lines: "Having no
and laymen make such a hullabaloo facts, then goes on to discuss the ma- word said about it. If a man wants to inclination to punish enemies; no anxiety
about people who wish to employ one chinery of human thought-the brain-and learn low-down, mean, nasty stuff, let him· for the present; no vain regrets for the
day in seven, or our man-made · Sun- argues that because its mutilation dimin- study the Bible ; he can be a professor in past; no fears for the future, I am in every
days, or Sabbaths, in any way they please, ishes its power, therefore its complete de- a little while. That is all it is fit for, and respect ready for death-the inevitable
provided they do ·not do anything by structivn necessitates the complete de- to uphold priests and preachers in their end." He died as he had lived for over
force, or by uncivil law, etc., that will struction of consciousness as its belong- idleness. Now, I want. every man and sixty years, free from superstition. He
oblige them to do as others wish they ings, and implies an end to individual woman to compare Luke xiv, 26, with was a Freethinker while living, and wished
thought.
should? "I pause for a reply."
Eph. v, 25, and see which taught the best to be known as such when dead; but relThe whole body is a machine; the grist
E. D. BLAKEMAN.
code of merits, Paul or Christ. So now I ativs lacked the courage to oppose custom,
is derived from earth (and air) products,
Futility of Prayer.-Land-Hollling.- and has, so to speak, two hoppers; into one will close, hoping you a long life and your so one of the "ninety thousand" mumbled
paper a sure success. And if you hav any doctrins over his remains which he reScientists Are Honest.
are poured the molecular supplies from
old copies of your paper I can help you to jected while living.
LEXINGToN, KY.,.March 16, 1892.
the earth, into the other the chemical conThus ended the existence, so closed the
MR. EDITOR: Lent(which is the continu- stituents of air in proportion of one part of get subscribers, if you will send me some
drama of life, of one of the best and kindsamples,
especially
of
date
Feb.
6,
1892.
ation of an ancient heathen custom) is the solid to fifteen parts gaseous. At death
est men that it has ever been my fortune
W. S. PHILLIPS.
se<tson when the few pray, t.he many starve. each source ol supply claims its own; the
to know; and long in the memory of
Forty days of prayer ought to bring com- ponderable gravitates, the imponderable
many friends willliv the name and recolfort to the poor and needy, if religion is levitates. A man may lose· an ariD, but A Lofty Character Eloquently Described.
lections of John Riggin. C. SEVERANCE.
from heaven.
does not lose the conscious use of it; even
Los ANGELES, CAL., Feb. 20, 1892.
It is not difficult to see that Bible holi- at times forgets the deprivation. Nature
l\fR. EDITOR: On Feb. 16, 1892, Mr.
ness is declining all over the world, is so kind to the lobster that the lost claw John Riggin, of Los Angeles, Cal., paid
The Clergyman's Side.
although Lenten and other spasmodic is renewed and the invisible space of the the debt of nature and ceased to be as a
efforts to maintain it in full power and old. claw is filled up with a new one by conscious physical entity. He was in his FAIRHAVEN, WASH., March 26, E.llf. 292.
splendor are kept up, proving that the growth.
eighty-second year, and passed away as
MR. EDITOR: I. hav been doing some
blazing torch of reason casts into the
Now, if the air claim is fifteen-sixteenths peacefully as sleep steals over the weary missionary work with my papers, and
shade the feeble rush-light called "piety" of us at death, it seems that all we lose at when the shades of n:ight hav fallen. Mr. sent to Rev. J. C. Wright the paper of
-that languishing lamp which only flashes that change is the power to gravitate; and Riggin was an outspoken Freethinker, the 12th of March, which contained an arto die.
it is at least reasonable to suppose that any and believed, as Solomo_n proclaimed in ticle by J. Eclw. S. He came to me and
Natural influences always reign su- merchant owning fifteen-sixteenths of the his wisdom, that "all go unto one place; said he would reply, and I said I would
preme. Religious powwows continue, but old stock when a dissolution of partnership all are of the dust and all turn to dust like to hav him, so his reply I inclose
external depravity is a condition, proving was declared would be able to start again. again." He had neither hcpes nor fears herewith. I hope you can giv it spa~e,
the existence -of internal rottenness, which
lVfr. Holt argues that when the visible of the future, but died with that calm for I would like to hear more from J.
indicates a relapse into a savage state-all portion of a thing partly or wholly comes resignation which ever prevails with the Edw. S. Mr. Wright is a Congregational
this announcing the downfall of a splendid to grief, the invisible belongings follow man of philosophical mind. He was born Christian, occupying that position here.
Christian civilization.
suitj but the data of support are want- in Maryland, and went to St. Louis, Mo.,
RICHARD SHARPLESS,

!;etters of f}triends.

We should take cognizance of the following facts: When governments are first
constructed, a few noble spirits ~ways
insist on the proviso that no bargams reating to public lands or property shall be
made with corporate bodies of men; that
no grants of land shall be given in which
transactions the industrious poor hav no
share; that provisions for the p.oor should
be considered in all that pertams to lawmaking.
•
Do scientists try to work on our feelings,
or to deceive us, in regard to the laws of
nature?
ALHAZA.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, APN.lL 16,. 18.9.2.
Through the kindness of a fellow-citizen
a copy of .THE TRUTH SEEKER of March
12th came mto my hands. One article of
special interest to my friend was entitled
''If the Chmch Wants Thinkers It Must
Giv Something to Think About."
This sounds, and seems, reasonable,
and I am sure that a very large majority
of Christian ministers will frankly concede
the claim.
Every preacher, like every other public
speaker, should '' giv something to think
about." But whilst admitting this let us
not forget that the true minister of the
gospel is not a moral philosopher, not a
metaphysician, not even, in the first instance, a teacher. He is primarily a
herald, a messenger. His first duty is to
deliver a message from his all-father to
his children. A message which he himself-if he is an honest man-believes, and
his most earnest desire is that others may
receive it and act upon it.
This reminder is offered not as an apology but in simple justice to the minister.
And now in 1·egard to the questions proposed by J. Eclw. S. That they are difficult questions goes without saying. Indeed, it is probable that no man could
answer all of them to the entire satisfaction of any other man.
It seems to me that most of our definitions are like that given by Plato concerning man, "A two-legged animal without feathers," a definition which his
cynical neighbors easily caricatured.
Bearing this thought in mind, I will
modestly offer my explanation or reply to
the questions proposed by friend J.
Edw .• S.
I. " Giv such an idea of God as will suggest his nature, attributes, and location.
Does he see, hear, and think?"
Concerning his nature the definition
given by Jesus (see John iv, 24), "God is·
a spirit," meets my desire. A spirit, as I
apprehend it, is a being without fleshly or
material qualities. His attributes I believe to be iufinit power, wisdom, justice,
mercy, and purity. As to his location, I
do not helie'fe that can be either apprehended or expressed by human beings.
To locate is to limit, and my God has no
limitations.
.
He certainly sees, hears, and thinks,
though not in the limited sense that we do.
II. (1) "Was Christ's death on the cross
a necessary sacrifice? (2) In what way
does it affect me? (3) In what way did
his death facilitate salvation?"
·
(1) Yes; sacrifice is at once the most
essential necessity and most glorious manifestation of human life.
·
Every sphere of our life is ennobled and
elevated by it. Christ had ever taught
that men should be true and do right and
never fear the consequences. If he had
shrunk from the cross he would hav been
recreant to his own teaching, i.e., a false
and not a true man.
(2) As I believe, Jesus died for love
and truth's sake, and in that measure that
you are seeking to conform your life to
love and truth Christ's death will be an
inspiring example to you.
(3) By salvation I mean character.
Character in its highest perfection can
only be attained through loving sacrifice.
Christ sacrificed for the sake of the race.
Ill other words, he was the representativ man; and I believe there is no salvation for any man who is not a "partaker
of Christ's sufferings," thus following in
his steps. Salvation is not a mantle that
Jesus throws over a man to cover up his
sin, but a method whereby every man
may crush out his own sin and cultivate
purity. When this work is perfected he is
saved.
III. "Is there a heaven and hell?"
I understand the'se terms to mean condition rather than location. "The kingdom
of heaven is within ;yo~t." That man is in
heaven, in a sense, who is in perfect harmony with the law of his own nature-who
is loyal to the highest truth that he knows.
Walking in light and seeking and loving
light. Yet it does not seem to me incred- ·
ible that a gathering-place has been arranged for spirits of like desires and
qualities.
Outside of the Bible are the almost universal opinions and conceptions of the
race in regard to a future of rewards and

penalties.
IV. "Is the holy Bible inspired? Is it
strictly true in every particular? Is it the
only foundation for the Christian faith?"
Yes; I believe it is inspi1·ed. That is,
that it contains what, for lack of a better
term, I would call a divine element.·
No, it is not tr1te in every particular.
Yes, and no. It affords the historical facts
upon which an intelligent Christian life is
based and built up. Yet in a broad sense,
a man might be a Christian without reading
or even hearing of the Bible. That is, he
might in some measure Iiv like Christ,
and therefore follow Christ, and be blessed
!!-Del received by Christ.
V. "Is the soul material or immaterial?
What proof is there besides the Bible that
the soul preserves its consciousness after
leaving the body?"

•

I apprehend you to mean spirit and not
soul.
According to our best authorities the
soul ~s th.at which _givs life to the body
-am,rna 1s the Latin term-and includes
the '' intellect, SGlnsibilities and will."
But in addition to these fa~ulties which
even the lower animals, in a measu;e possess, man has other faculties-the~e we
term spirit, viz., consc•ience or sense
of right or wrol'lg · 1'everenc~ or love
for go?dness; and h~pe and lov~. These
I consider, constitute the spirit of man. '
Neither in the Bible nor outside is there
direct demonstration for the future existence of the spirit.
But the fact that our desires for love
jus~ce, and knowledge are never fully
sat1sfied in this life affords an inference
that< to my mind, is stronger than any
~atne?J-atical demonstration might be. It
IS eas1e1' and more reasonable to believe
in a future existence than not to believe
in it.
VI. "Is the church a human or divine
institution? Does eternal pleasure or remOJ;se depend upon sectarianism? Can
anyone be saved who is not a churchmember?"
Cp. Like the Bible, the church is partly
a chvine a.nd partly a human institution.
(2) No.
(3) Yes. Salvation does not depend
upon creed nor church connection at all.
"God is no respecter of persons "-much
less of creeds. In religion, as in poetry
" worth," i.e., goodness, makes the man:
the want of it the ''fellow."
VII. "Is there any positiv kllowledge
of anything other than what we may see,
hear, feel, taste, and smell?"
The term "polilitiv knowledge" is just
a_little hazy. It has been seriously questioned whether we can hav any positiv
knowledge tlu·ough the senses even.
We are very often deceived by our
senses.
I_t s~ems to me that we are as justified in
claiming as positiv, knowledge of things
which we cannot test by the senses as of
those which we can. Take that faculty
we term memory-what is it? Can yon
see it, hear it, or feel it? Nevertheless,
you believe in it.
We speak of love as something real, yet
it is not tangible ; and so of a host of other
things. We believe in them most positivly, and yet they are not cognizable by
the senses. ·
In conclusion I can but wish that my
response to the questions may afford as
much pleasure to those who consider them
as the questions of J. Edw. S. hav given to
me.
V('ry truly,
J. C. W.

.Tllinks Ingersoll Correct on tile Tariff.
SHERIDAN, P A., Dec. 28, 1891.
l\fR. EDITOR: Some late writers in THE
TRUTH SEEKER find fault with Colonel
Ingersoll's views on "Some Economic
Questions" of the day, as promulgated in
your issue of November 21st:
One of the fault-finders With whom I
am personally acquainted, an intelligent
and radical Freethinker, exclaims with
charitable tenderness- half piteously:
''How strange that he whose sound logic
and matchless eloquence hav led thousands out of the slough of theological superstition should yet himself be enthralled
by political superstition and worship the
protection fetich!"
Another writer, seemingly more technical than courteous, applies the endearing
appellation of " nonsense " and " absurd "
to fancied disquisitions of the colon!'! that
hav no existence in fact, and finally winds
up his article by placing a Freethonghii.
tract in one hand of the colonel and an impoverishing tariff tract in the other; entertaining the hope, however, that "so great
a man never wrote such grand mistakes."
Still another writer, " 'way down East,"
finds fault with what he calls Mr. Ingersoll's " queer logic" as applied to his ideas
of liberty and economic opinions.
It seems to me that a majority of the
Radical writers on economic subjects lose
sight of the fact that a tax must be collected in some way.from the people in support of 11 government. How we may be
able to do without some kind of a government passiv Anarchists and Socialists hav
not yet beeli able to satisfactorily explain.
In my opinion such a thing will not happen, at least before 'millennia! happiness.
The question then arises: How shall we
collect a tax that is least burdensome to
the people? An income tax was collected
for some time after the war, until an almost unanimous cry went up from the
people and press for its repeal as being obnoxious and too inquisitous.
Laherly a single tax on land has been
advocated by the free trader Henry

George. That means that the farmers of
the country wjll please pay all the tax and
be done with. it. Very edifying indeed to
the latter, the hardest-worked class in the
cOlmtry. This man had quite a following
at one time, by that class who expected to
slip through without paying ·any taxes,
and in addition divide the farmer's property among themselvs-a polite way of
confiscation.
The tax on tobacco and liquor-about
the only monument remaining of internal
post-war taxes-is still upheld by the followers of the Y. W. & M. C. T. U. 's-the
T. being an abbreviation of tobacco as
well as of temperance, and virtually meaning prohibition.
Mr. Hugh Pentecost, who stigmatizes
all tax collections as highway robberies,
infamous, etc., etc., has among his followers the Anti-Poverty Society, Socialists,
Anarchists, etc.
·
Contrary to the advice of these selfconstituted pseudo-economists, all civilized countries move steadily on and collect
a tax on imports. England is the only exception to the general rule; but their
farming classes are even now crying loud
to hav our cereals taxed to save them from
n tter ruin.
Are all these other countrieR still in the
"slough of political superstition" that
worship the protection fetich?
One of the colonel's criticisers says he
" knows of scarcely a reputable writer
on political economy (who has no ax to
grind) but who is a free trader." Perhaps
this last word is ·wrongly spelled and
should be traitor. He is careful, however,
not to mention any names. but admits
that such writers are called "theorists,
visionaries," and he might hav added extremists, and mentioned the would-be
speaker and free trader Mills, and at least
a few others of his stamp, who hav no axes
to grind ( ?).
To say that the best writers on political
economy are all, or nearly all, on one side,
free traders, is a very broad assertion.
Let me examin this question a little further by producing some practical facts.
Before doing so I will quote a few lines
from "Protection ·or Free Trade," by
Henry George, page 125. · He there says:
"Had we never embraced the policy of
protection we should to-day hav been the
first of iron-producers. The advantage
that Great Britain has over us is simply that
she bas abandoned the repressiv system of
protection, while we hav increased it.''
Now,·under this "repressiv system of
protection," we hav increased the production of steel in our country in the last
twenty-six years from five h1Indred tons
made in two Bessemer convectors to the
enormous total output for the year 1890 of
4,277,071 gross tons, made in eighty-fi-ve
convectors-an amount larger than was
produced in this year by any other country
in the world, England not excepted.
This is 8, 554 times the tonnage of 1865.
The Chicago Rolling Mill Company on
May 24 and 25, 1865, rolled six steel rails.
These were the first steel rails produced in
America, and were laid in the track of the
Chicago and Northwestern raih·oad. Today the country is girdled by such rails
for thousands and thousands of miles, from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, from the great
lakes to the gulf.
It is almost a dream, a phantom! but it
is not "theory," or visionary; it is a
materialized &pecter, a practical factrather "killing" to the "best" (?) writers on political economy.
It iR the same with pig-irO'Il. We hav
nearly doubled our production in four
years, it being 5, 683, 32[) gross tons in 1886
as against the enormous output of 9,202,703 gross tons for 1890. This is in excess
of the production of any other country.
With regard to the woolen industrieR of
our country under "this repressiv system
of protection," it is the same story over
again. While our imvorts decreased $20,000,000 in the twelve months preceding
Oct. 1, 1890, our home production was
correspondingly stimulated and increased.
These are stubborn facts, and not the
wild vaporings of visionary theorists.
If the tin plant is sufficiently nurtured,
in my opinion the plant will grow to maturity in less time than it took steel. This
is theorizing, but it is in the nature of a
scientific hypothesis, a deduction based
on m~terial fact,

One of the critics of Colonel Inge;rsoll's
bookkeeping labors under a misapprehension of the facts. The colonel does
not double up the figures, as he would hav
us believe. He makes the simple statement that. if a ton of steel rails is produced
in this COlmtry, costing $30, both the
mon!'y paid for raw material and labor
done to produce the steel, and the ton of
steel itself, are all in this country; and if
we buy the steel in England for $25 the
money which is expended for labor and
material.goes out of our own country to
England; whether in shape of gold,
cereals, or meats really does not matter.
It is paid in some shape to English producers instead of to the American. In
other words, Colonel Ingersoll would
sooner pay our producers $30 per ton for
steel rails than $25 to the English, know_
ing at the same time the money would remain in this country, and the extra $5
wou,Jd go principully to our working
classes in enhanced wages.
Any person that will take the time anu
trouble to make calculation of the differ·
ence in the wages paid in the two COlintries will find the above observation to be
substantially correct.
• 1\ir. D. Webster Groh in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of December 12th wants Colonel
Ingersoll to keep books as follows:
United States debtor to the expenditure of $30 worth of labor .... $30 00
United States creditor by $25
worth of home-made steel rails 25 00
Deficit $5 worth of wasted
labor ................................. $ 5 00
He should hav said that the $5 so-called
deficit was paid to American workmen in
excess of British wages.
The natural result of l\Ir. Groh's ideal
economy would, in my opinion, metamorphose om· many and various industries into an exclusivly agricultural one,
or nearly so. Or, as another possible
result, reduce the wages of our industrial
classes to the level of the European.
If we had imported all the steel that was
produced and principally used in our
country for the year 1890, it would hav
necessitated an expenditure of over 100,000,000 bushels of wheat for one article
alone.
What? 1\iake this country an agricultural country pure and sim11le? No, never!
Look at Russia in a year of failure of
the crops. Why, if reports are reliable,
their peasants are starving by the thousand. No! Giv us a country of diversified
industries.
If we cannot compete in the world's
market with all of our products, let us at
least preserve the home market for such
of our industries as are still in their infancy.
Farmers generally hav no idea of the
value of this home market. I think that
I am within bounds when I say that
nineteen-toventieths of all the produce
raised on the farm goes into this home
market.
Why should we on a venture; under a
proposed lilystem of free trade, break down
this golden home market in search of a
visionary one? Yes, why, indeed, should
we kill the "goose that lays the golden
egg?"
.
Again, we hear the plaintiv cry of the
farmer's friend (?): Giv us free raw material and we will command the markets
of the world. About the only thing a
farmer raises is raw material and children.
Now, we hav the raw material cotton
free right at our doors. We hav skilled
workmen, machinery, etc., and can make
as good a grade of cotton goods as is made
elsewhere. Yet even to-day we cannot
compete with England in price. She is
selling from twenty-five to forty million
dollars' worth of cotton goods a year,
right in our markets, even after paying
extra two ocean freights. Colonel Ingersoll is about right when he proposes to
exclude from o,nr markets things that we
can just as well produce onrselvs, and put
all other articles on the free list.
The true policy is: Don't employ a person to do work for you that you can do
for yourself ; don't spend money before
you hav earned it, and you are bound to
get rich. "Blessed are the poor?" No.
Blessed are the rich, for they shall inherit
the earth and the comforts of life.
RWHARD LECHNER,

THE TRUTH Sl!.:EKER. AP:t?.!:L

Gornsr.

our good savior say?'' "Well, after he
heard it all, he said, 'Great Scott! I've
seen a darned sight worse boys than you!'"
A little boy of three was kneeling at his
Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- mother's side saying his evening prayers.
tions for this Corner should be sent.
In the midst of them he stopped and said,
"But, mother, I don't love Jesus." The
mother, dear, pions soul, young, and this
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
the only lamb, was quite shocked and said,
Comes a pause in the dav's occurations
That is known as the Children s Hour."
"But, Henry, yon must love 'Jesus; you
owe him all you hav-father, mother, what
yon wear, all your pleasure, what you eat,
A Rose for Thee.
everything!" There was a long pause, the
From out my heart I pluck a rose
little head was bowed, then suddenly the
For thee, dear friend, for thee; ,
baby looked up, complete satisfaction
In Friendship's soil it livs and grows,
And blooms eternally.
S. H. W.
beaming upon his face, and said, "Yes,
mother, but Dan brings the milk."
Bessie's Opinion.
Bessie went to church that morning;
A Surprise Party.
She had never been before,
"But she's old enough," said mamma;
Little Jack: "1\famma, can I go to the
"Three years old, and almost four."
surprise party at Billy Bunt's to-night?"
She had promised to be quiet;
Mamma: "Who are gqing?"
"No, indeed, she wouldn't cry!"
"Oh, all the boys; 'bout a hundred.''
Holding tight to papa's finger,
"Mercy! Perhaps you won't be welOff she went with sparkling eye.
come."
Wonderingly she saw the people,
"Oh, yes, indeed. Billy invited us hisSaw the flowers and the rest,
Gazed up at the lofty arches,
self."
But the music pleased her best.
'' He did? Then who is to be surprised?"
When it ceased and came the sermon,
"I
dunno.. His mother I guess."
Bessie frowned and fidgeted.

(j AiZaren/ s

"'Sh, be quiet, Bess!" said mamma.
But she shook her little head,
Stood upon the red pew-cushion,
Waved her hand in queenly way
Toward the preacher, toward the organ" Man, be quiet! Band, you play!"
-M. Helen F1·azm· Lovett in the Churchman.

Answer to Riddle.
Mr. Dashwood, being at the point of
death, sent for his friends and relativs.
They sent for Dr. Childs, who penned
a few lines to Dr. Barns and implored
his assistance ; but before he arrived
the invalid died, and the undertaker was
Legend.-Continued.
"I hear much about sweetness," said sent for.
Jane, "but yesterday I saw several ladies
Correspondence.
and gentlemen engaged in conversation.
CoALING, ALA., March 24, 1892.
One Liberal young lady, not very wealthy,
Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Dear Friend:
left them all, and smiling sweetly, walked Please find inclosed a piece I wrote while
with me to the provision store. Look I had nothing else to do. Please look over
here-what a basketful she bought for me. it, and if you think it is worth printing,
I then passed by a large warehouse where please do so. I think it is a very good
piece, and hope you will think so, too. If
I saw a St. Bernard dog covered with little, it is no~ worth printing (but I hope it is), I
wooly curls, hunting for his master; and suppose you hav a wastebasket, so just
though he was restless and anxious, if put it in there; but I do hope you will not
persons spoke to hinl he would reach for- hav to put it in there, as I would like very
ward and kiss their hands. If you were much to see it in print.
Yours,
WALTER WARD.
sick or half frozen he would lead you to a
comfortable place. I am speaking of a
GoLDTHWAITE, TEx., March 23, 1892.
poor dog.
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: I thought that I
''Then I came to a place where rich ladies, would drop you a few lines for my first
fresh from the sacrament, were boasting time. Well, I am going to school, and I
that they had overpowered the city coun- like my teacher very well. Her name is
Miss Susan Cassidy. I am studying arithcil and forced poor widows to close their metic, reading, grammar, spelling, geoglittle stores on holy Sunday, though that raphy, physiology, and am getting along
was their best morning for business, for very slowly. My papa has taken THE
workingmen who were paid off Saturday TRUTH SEEKER for some time, and I like
night could then buy food for their fami- to read the Children's Corner. This is
lies. A billionaire Christian lady got my first letter to the Corner. I am going
to the E. G. C.; it is about the nicest
out of her carriage, when 1\iiss Patty Para- house in the western part of Texas. I hav
site crawled up to her and kissing her hind not been to school for about two weeks,
foot exclaimed, 'Oh, I would rather be and will get behind in my studies. I hav
caught in Tophet than in the World's been sick. Well, I guess I must close. I
Fair on Sunday.' I remarked," said want to get some girl or boy to correspond
with me. I will close now, as I hav already
Jane, "that the Pharisees ought to be at taken up too much time. I remain,
the World's Fair witll scripture texts
With best wishes, RosA McPHERSON.
pinned to their heads and shoulders." All
[Study hard, for now is the time to store
such people are worshiping Satan, but your mind with useful knowledge.-ED.
they seem to be ignorant of the fact.
C. C.]
Lexington, March 30, 1892. ALHAzA.
OxFoRD, N. S., 1\farch 28, 1892.
P.S.-" Come, Ravy," said Ja~e, weepDEAR Mrss WIXoN: This is my first
ing, "let us carry some medicin to the
poor who are sick and suffering. Mrs. letter to the Corner, and the first I hav
seen from Nova Scotia or any other part
Billionaire, a noted Christian, is out now of the Dominion. So I will make a start
frightening the destitute sick, without of- to keep up our side of the line. I hav
fering money, or the simplest remedy, taken a quarter of music lessons, and can
play quite a number of tunes on the organ
which is cruel and wicked conduct." A.
I am in the ninth grade in our school. Th~
Methodists hav had a series of revival
What the Little Folks Are Saying.
meetings here and hav succeeded very well
Little Winifred said she would like to in bringing people to their so-called
make up a prayer herself, and this was the '' God." I like the Corner very much
and also hope-like some others-that it
form of it: "0 Lord, please take care of will be a large paper in the near future I
me through the night. When daylight wish some of the childr~n of the Corne.r to
comes I'll look out for myself!"
write to me, and I will _gladly write back
A small epicure, while saying the Lord's to them. If you wish I will write again
prayer at her mother's knee the other and tell all about the town in which I Jiv
I will close, wishing success to the Corner:
evening, varied the usual formula by subYours truly,
stituting, " Giv us this day our daily
RoBERT SCHURMANN
chicken." " I thought I might just as
P.S.-My address is Oxford, Cu~b
well ask for something I liked while I was county, N. S.
about it," she said, with childish faith,
[Yes, we shall be pleased to hav Robert
"and I just love fried chicken!"
tell us about Oxford.-ED. C. C.]
Tommy had been a bad boy-a very bad
boy indeed. His pious mother shut him
OAK MILLS, KAN., March 25, 1892.
·
d k 1 t
db d h" t 11 J
ll
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: I now seat myself
·1n a ar c ose an
a e lm e
esus a
to write my first letter to the Children's
the wicked things he had clone, and J esns Corner. We hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER
would, by the inner voice, tell him what for a number of years, and like it splendid.
he thouooht of such a little sinner. After a I do not get to read a great deal, as I hav
while T~mmy emerged from his confine-[ been taking a course in ¥lusic for the past
ment quite radiant. "Did you tell Jesus two years. I hav pra~ticecl seve:t;~ hours
.
.
.
, .
.
. almost every day th1s wmter. So 1t keeps
all your w1cked actiOns? mqmred his me busy. I take lessons on the piano and
Jllother. "Yes, I did." "And what did violin, There is nothing I like -much

I

16, 1A9!!.

batter than music unless it is to make fun
of preachers. I sing in the choir when I
go to church. But it is for my own
pleasure, and because all the pretty girls
sit.in the choir. I went to a revival one
night and a lady came and took hold of my
hand and asked me if I did not want to
join the clmrch. She said that I was too
good a boy to be an Infidel. I told her
that she never saw an Infidel that was any
other way. And she did not say another
word to me. So, not getting religion that
night, I remain,
Your Infidel friend,
JOHN J. I. REMSBURG.
[Welcome, John, to a front seat, with all
the other good boys and good girls.-ED.
C. C.]
ARcH BEACH, CAL., March 25, 1892.
Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Dear ·Friend
and Helper: Please, may a stranger .be
permitted into your bright little Corner
circle?
I hav said " stranger." Well, that I
may be to yon, but let me say you are not
to me. No, nor any of your little correspondents. For I take great interest in the
Corner.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is, and has been for
many years, a weekly visitor to our home.
I read every word in it, from first page to
last, including advertisements, and enjoy
the titles of books I can read only in imagination.
We hailed with pleasure the announcement of S. P. Putnam's lecture at Arch
Beach on the 3d. Quite an event for that
little place, and one or two more would
stir the people up considerably. Almost
everybody is Christian here, but there
are a few Liberal families. At the lecture
my mother purchased a book by Colonel
Ingersoll, which we are perusing with interest.
·
1\fy brother and I had a religious talk
with two Christian friends of ours last
Sunday. They are quite Liberal and do
not know it, discarding many biblical ideas
which do not "fit the times;" pretended
they had read Ingersoll's works and found
them full of evil, but could not recall one
single word he had ever uttered against
morality and right. Good reason whybecause there are none in any of his books.
But I must not make my first letter too
long, so will close, hoping 1\fr. Putnam
will giv us anotller lecture erelong.
From a sixteen-year-old Atheist,
HARRffiT E. THURSTON.
[Come again and often, Harriet.-ED.
C. C.].

of stone axes, one of them being the largest spec:iznen I hav ever seen. It is ten
and a half inches long, six and a half wide,
four and a half thick, and weighs fourteen
pounds.
One of them is only about
three inches long and two· inches wide;
thus the two specimens present quite a
contrast. I hav also received from various parts of the countl·y a lot of flint hoes,
war-club heads, arrow-points, and many
other implements; but the most valuable
addition is a long copper needle from the
famous m01md at Cahokia, Ill. This
mound is the greatest work of the moundbuilders in America. A friend in Canada
kindly sent me two copper kettles, an iron
tomahawk, a silver breastplate, a lot of
beads, and other relics from the old Jesuit
mission on the Shebeshekong river in
Canada. They are about two hundred
years old. For an account of the Jesuit
missionaries in Canada see Parkman's
"History of Canada."
I am at present engaged in writing a
book on prehistoric man in Kansas. I
intend· to present a large amount of evidence to show that Kansas was occupied
by man about the time of the glacial
period, while the mounds in Kansas are
the remains of the mound-builders, who
built the inlmense earthworks in the Mississippi valley. My claims will be substantiated by the testimony of many prominent
scientists. The book will be ready about
the latter part of-September.
Inclosed you will find a letter from my
brother John. He is, as you will see by his
letter, a musician. He has just composed
a piece of music which is very pretty.
With kind regards to you and the readers of the Corner,
Your f1iend,
GEo. J. REMSBURG.

0. M.-BENNETT'S WORKS.
ADDRESS THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

1. Truth

Seeker Aronnd tile World.

Four

large volumes. With steel-plate en(l:raving o!
the author in Vol. I, and aach volume rllttstrated
with forty-seven cuts. HandsomelY bound i:n
red cloth, 11!6.50:

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers.
1,075 pages,· 8vo.
Cloth,
$3 OO; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Champions of the Clmrelt; Their
{)rimes and Perseeutions. 8vo. 1,119
pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
gilt edges, $4 50.

The· Gods and Religions o(Aneient and
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written
in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00
for the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

From Behind the Bars. A series ofletters
OAK MILLS, KAN., March 27, 1892.
Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Esteemed
Friend: We hav been having here in Kansas
the dreariest March weather I ever experienced. The azure blue has for many
weeks been o'ercast by a sheet of misty
clouds, but on awakening this morning I
was delighted to see the majestic sun
peeping through the lattice-work of my
window, and making a bright checkered
painting on the floor. It is now almost
the close of day, and as I sit here at
my table, that same majestic heavenly
body whose brilliant rays I gladly welcomed to my window this morning is, at
this moment, kissing the golden occident,
and leaving behind a glorious promis of
to-morrow.
Your article in the Scientific column on
"The Ugly Worm" was read with pleasure, as was also the account of your viRit
in the country, which appeared in the
Corner. I also notice a number of very
interesting letters and essays from the
young folks. It seems to me that the
Corner is growing better all the time, and
I am pleased to see tlris improvement.
I notice that the Freethinkers' ~Maga
zine has been greatly enlarged and improved, and it makes a beautiful ornament
for a:riy Freethinker's center-table. It is
so neat and clean, the typography is excellent, its contents are valuable, and I
like it altogether; it is a publication that
is a credit to the cause of mental freedom
in America. The March number contains
portraits of some of the members of the
Young Men's Freethought Temperance
Society, conspicuous among which I
notice the bright, charming features of
one of the valuable contributors to our
Corner, Ida A. Ballou. The frontispiece
is a fine likeness of the noble historian of
Freethought, James Parton.
I hav just finished reading "The Candle
from Under the Bushel," by Wm. Hart,
and I find it an unanswerable little book.
It is just the thing for missionary work,
and I hope it will hav a large circulation.
McCann's "Myth of the Great Deluge"
is also a splendid work for this purpose.
My collection of curios is growing all
the time, andiam safe in saying that I hav
one of the finest private collections in
this state. My prehistoric collection, in
p_ar~icular,. i~ assuming immense proportl?ns, as 1t 1s composed of nearly every
kmd of rare and curious stone objects
wrought out by the patient, skilful hand
of some aboriginal sculptor. I hav just
received from a friend in Iowa a number

written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.

A. Trnth Seeker in :Enrope. A series of

letters written during a visrt of ten weeks in
Europe. Giving some accotmt of the International Freethmkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was· a delegate~fol
lowed by a description of what he saw in J!;ngland, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone are worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
850 pages. $1.50.

i'he Semitie Gods and the Bible. Treat-

ing upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
J esu!ll Christ, the Virgm J\'Iarr, and the Bible.
To the latter 230 pages are uevoted, showing
that book to be a very inferior prodnction for
a first-class God. 0 333large pages. Paper covers.
60cents; cloth, $1.

Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedan·
ism examined histoncally and critically.
[tis thought to be the most damaging exhibit
of Christianity that has appeared. 500 largt>
pp,ges. Price, $1.50.

l'he Humphrey-Bennett Diseussion.

A

debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
D. M. Bennett and Hev. G. H. Humphrey. This
book has had a very large sale, and is a splendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.

Bennett-Teed Dismtssion. Between D. M.

Bennett and Cyrns Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper,
30cents.

What Objections to Christianity 7 A dis-

cussion between D. l\L Bennett and G. M. Mair,
dl vided into the following theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor original, being borrowe.J.
::.r copied from much older systems of religion.
~. Miracles and supernatural achievements have
been as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teachers and founders of religion ItS to Jesus. 3. The
story of Jesus and his mission in the world is
unhrstorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; l\iair de·
nies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$1.50.

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge of deJ?OS·
iting prohibited matter in the maiL Thi~ gives
a full history of this celebrated caset and shows
what monstrous injustice was perpe rated upon
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

A.n Open Letter to Jesns Christ. 5 cts.
Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3,00(1
questions propounded to his Jewish Godship
upon a great variety of subjects. Cloth, 75cts.

Deaeon Skidmore's Letters.

Firs" Dea-

con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
church incidents and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth,
75 cents.

The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
in the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistle
of Bennett the Apostle to the Truthseekers.
Cloth, $1.

The. First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to tlle Truth Seekers. 10 cents.
Open Letter to Samnel Colgate. '.0 C£Dta,
An Hour with tlle Devil. 1~ ce:

•
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Jtews of tl:.e Weelt.

Books by Helen H. Gardenet

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and

Gods~

Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
The Traae Supp!ieil at Special IJiscounts.

IS THIS YOUR SOH, MY LORD 1
A

NEW NOVEL.

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters,
!'rice. cloth, $1 ; :pa.per, 50 cents.
·---'-

A THOUGHTLESS YES.
CONTENTS:
A Splendid Judge of a Woman-The Lady of the
Cluh-Under Protest-For the Prosecution-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
1\Iystery-The Time-Lock of Our AncestorsFlorence Campbell's Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Price, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,

ONLY 2 CENTS.
:JUST PUBLISHED.
There has i ust been published for general circu-

lation a most intcrestmg pamphlet, containing a

good likeness of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll and articles from the following well-known wnters: R. G.
Ingersoll, Thaddeus B. Wakeman, B. F. Under·
wood~,..)l1.atilda Joslyn Gage, Helen H. Gardener,
Rev. t1enry Frank, Nelly Booth Simmons, A. B.
Bradford, Parker Pillsbury, Lucy N. Colma,...,,
Ca]Jt. R. C. Adams, Prof. .A. L. Rawson, Lyma>1
C. Howe, Susan H. Wixon, Allen Prinq;le, Wm.
Emmette Coleman, Harrv Hoover, Mrs. !vi. A.
Freeman, Sara Underwood, Rev. J. C. Grumbine,
J. J. McCabe, Lydia R. Chase, Henry M. Taber,J.
C. Watkins, Dr. Edward Montgomery, Emma
Rood Tuttle, Dr. Juliet. Severance, Hudson Tutti~
E. C. Walker, Judge C. B. Waite, Dyer D. Lum.
VoltairinedeCleyre, Lewis G. Janes and Dr. Ri;:h
ard Hodgson.
The ]Jublication will be forwarded to any address
in .the United States or Canada on receipt of an
American two.-cent_Qostag.e stamp.
Address
FREETHINKERS' MAGAZINE~.
Buffalo. N. v

Colonel Kelso's Works.

The Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 833
pages, $3.

Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
The Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo,
138 pages, 50c.

Spiritualism Sustained.

Cloth, 12mo,

245 pages, $1.

Universe Analyzed. $1.
j"jj
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LOGIC OF DEATH_,
-on,-

Why Should the Atheist Fear to Die?
Price, 5 cents

By J. G. HOLYOAKE.

THE<

LOCI.C OF LIFE,
-DEDUCED

F!WM-

TH£ PRINCIPJ.,f qF fRffTHOUGH:r

,l}y .r. Q. Uor·¥9Mrl<,

fr~ce,
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CHRISTIAN journals are assailing Walt
Whitman's literary work.
IN the Michigan · municipal elections
Catholics and anti-Catholics were opposed.
WALT W mTMAN left a poem on Columbus which will be offered to the World's
Fair.
THE steamships Conemaugh and District
of Columbia are to be sent from American
ports with relief to Russia.
ON the 5th a church at Olean, N. Y.,was
providentially struck by a cyclone, one
person being killed and several injured.
THE latest cures by Rev. Father Adams,
of Kingston, N. Y., were performed on a
woman with cancer, and a lame boy, by
rubbing them with holy relics and praying.
FRANK WmTE and Buffalo Black, selfstyled prophets of the messiah, hav been
released from the Guthrie jail on a habeas
corpus writ, and the ghost dances will be
renewed.
CoNGRESSMAN HATOH of Missouri recently on the floor of the House spoke
slightingly of Congressman Raynor of
Maryland as " a Jew," for which he is
censured by Hebrew journals.
SPAIN is in great terror over Anarchists
on account of their attempt to blow up the
chamber of deputies. France is in like
alarm, and reports a plot of an Anarchist
to become waiter in a club and poison its
members.

1\L RENAN said to an interviewer on the
8th: "Leo XIII. is not a great pope or diplomatist, merely an Italian litterateur;
yet he is the busybody of the Catholic
hierarchy, compelling the clergy to interfere in what does not concern them."
ON Rev. Dr. Parkhurst's visiting immoral resorts in New York in disguise to
gather evidence, Colonel Ingersoll says:
"He may hav had a good object in view,
but no good purpose was ever well served
by skulking methods and decoy tricks."
BRoOKLYN clergymen and others denounce the directors of the Academy of
Music for letting it to Colonel Ingersoll
for his lecture, " Myth and Miracle."
They are indignant also at the mayor and
several judges for attending, as " men
holding such positions should not aid by
their presence a man who mocks at Christianity and despises God and Jesus Christ.':
LIEUTENANT ToTTEN's warning star
which he said would appear on the 29th
ult. to mark the first day of the seven
years of judgment, was not on hand. He
therefore made use of the dynamite violences in Paris, saying : "Look at the
incidents in Paris yesterday, the beginning
of the reign of terror. We hav passed the
edge, and are in the seven years of judgment.'' " The terrors of the period," he
says, '' will be systematic, and increase
geometrically, as did the seven years of
famin in Egypt. At their termination,
you will remember, there was one man
who owned Egypt-land, qattle, men, and
river. A word to the wise is sufficient."
CATHOLIOS in Germany are stirring up a
tremendous hostility to Emperor William
because he allowed himself to be intimidated from pushing through the denominational school bill. In Dielefeld, Aachen,
and Mayence there hav been noisy demonstrations in favor of reconsideration of the
bill. In Hamburg a huge meeting in its
favor became so disorderly that it had to
be suppressed. The Catholics hav enlisted unexpected allies.
The .K-reuzZeittmg, half of whose space was formerly
filled :with accounts of Jesuit intrigues,
papal aggressions, and Catholic disloyalty,
now denounces reports of snch things as
base calumnies of 'Atheists. This powerful
journal, and the Volk, the organ of Pastor
Stocker, the extreme conservativ and Jewbaiter, are assailing Liberals savagely.
CoLONEL INGERSOLL says: "There is a
feeling; growing stronger, I think, against
the second term. As long as presidents
can hav a second term they will sacrifice
everything to secure that, and they will
distribute patronage where it will do the
most good. I think for the average man
in times of peace, when no great question
is agitating the people, one term is enough.
Mr. Harrison's administration has been
good in the main, and he has given fair
satisfaction. Bnt I do not think he has
earned a renomination, and I do not believe he will get it. He certainly has only
few elements of popularity, and cannot expect to get a vote outside of his party.
That man from Maine may loom up in
spite of withdrawals ond declinations. If
the Republican party wanted to make a
real good square fight, with protection for
the issue, then McKinley would be the man.
Harrison would better keep an eye on the
man from Ohio.
McKinley represents
something and stands for something, and his
nolli\ination would mean a splendid struggle for principle aiJ.4 "\1ctory f9~' t~tl Republi.ca:Il. part;r. '1
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Satadiq. Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume

of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
$3..fa?-in English or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ~2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumeso,.(!eparate, flexible cloth~ 50
cents _per volumei .t~ed Line edition, suitaole
for holiday presen~s. $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. ('l'he fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Suojects; ninth year. Subscription, with premium, ~0 ce.nts per year. SpeCimen copies free
on applicatwn.

Mother's Manual.

Comprising "Advice

to a Wrfe on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially Durin~ Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," and "Advice to a Motlier on tho
Management of Her Children in Infancy ancl
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

God and His Book. $1. 25.
Woman: Her Glory, Her Shame, and
Hand-Book of Health Hints and Ready
Her God. Two vols. $1.25 each.
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
Did Jesus Christ ·Rise from the Dead~
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
25 cents.
·
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER
Confessional, Romish and Anglican. 30
cents.

THE SABBATH. Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.
By M. FARRINGTON,

A .Thorough E;.cami.-,,ation ana .Refutation 0 1> the Claims o~' the
'.1
'.I
Sabbatarians.
Price,

.10 cents.

The Sunday Question.
A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
Bv GEORGE W: BROWN, M.IJ.
Price,
15 cents

J/1 ateriaZism:
Its Histor•y arvl Its Inft':.t;e'nce
Upon Society.
By DR. Lours BucHNER, Author of "Force an1
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.

Be Tl1yself. lOc.
Christianity No Finality.
Superior. 10e.

Spiritualism

Common-Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
10c.

Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.
10c.

Bible· 1 emperartce~
~---LIQUOR

DRINKING---

Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.
By E. C. WALKER.

10 cents

Apocryphal New Testament.
TH9 GO.SF:SL.S,
Episties, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and not lncluped in the New Testament.
$1.
Price,

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.

25c.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
$1.50.

God Proposed for Our National Constitution. lOc.
Irreconcilable Records.
Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

Is Darwin Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
Is Spiritualism. True 1 lOc.
lllan's True Saviors. lOc.
Orthodoxy False, Since Spiritualism is
Tt·ue. lOc.
Pocasset Tragedy. Legit:ir.late Fruit of
Christianity. 10c.

Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
$1.25.

Radical R11ymes.
trait. $1.25.

By FRANCES 'VRIGHT.

Embellished with the .portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosopher, and the a'Jthor.
75 cents

Plice,

GaiTison in Hea,·en. A Dream. lOc.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.

With Author's Por-

Sermon from Shakspere's Text. !Oc.
Soul of Things. Psychometric Re-

searches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.

l\1. F. Denton.) Per val., $1.50.

What Is Right~ lOc.
W~at Was He 1 Jesus in 19th Century

BIBLE IN INDIA.

Who are Christians 1 lOc.

Of Hebrew al).d C~riatial'). Revelatiol).. .

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.

Light. PaPer, $1; cloth, $1.25.
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Price, $2.

By Lours JACOLLIOT.

Godly Women of the BiMe.
A HISTORY OF ALL

The Women Who Figure in the Bible.
-BY-

AN UNGODLY WoliiAN o~- THE NINETEENTH CENT·

URY.

Cloth,

75

-

cents.

SISTER LUCY
-AND-

Her Awful Disclosures
AS 1!'0 MeW HIJLL CONVENT.
And a Few Words on Auricular Confession.
10 cent.o

Twelve TractsR
BIBLE WORSH1f. 1
DARwiNISM.

DliiSIGN ARGUMENT.
EVOLUTION.
JESUS NOT PERFECT.
UNDERWOOD'S PRAYER.

FOR SALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
Essays and Lectm·es. Embracing influ-

ence of Christianity on Civilization; Christianity and Materialism; What Literalism ofl"ers
in Place of Christianity; Scientific l\Iaterialism;
Woman; Spiritualism from a Materialistic
Standpomt; Paine the Political and Religions
Heformeri l\Iaterialism and Crime; Wili the
Comingl\1an Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity; the Authority of the Bible;
Freethought Judged by Its Frmts; Our .Ideas
of Gocl 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

Influence of Christianity upon Civilization. 2J cents.
Christianity antiMaterialism. 15 cents.
What Liberalism Offers in Place ot
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism ; Its Meaning and
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand·
}JOint. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religious Reformer. 10 cents,
Woman : Her Past and Present: Her
Rights anti Wrongs. 10 cents.
.'llatcrialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God 1
10 cents.

fwdYe Tracts. Scientific and Theological. 20 cents.

Burgess-Untierwooti Debate.

A Four

dnye' debate between B. F. Underwood and
Prof. 0. A. Burgess, President of the Northwestern Christian University, Indiaaapolis, Ind.

AcPUfateJy reported. lSS pp. Cloth, 80 cents.
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Agents for The Truth Seeker.
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Star News Depot, 2003 2d ave., Bi.rming·
ham.
California.

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.
The Myth of the Great Deluge.

By

R. G.

In~ersoll, Thos. Davidson

T. B. Wakeman,

G. J. Holyoake, etal. 15 cents. Tencop1es for$1.
T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifltx.t..N. S.
The Bruno Monumen~. A fine engraving
printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12
James .l!"oster, Weiland, Ont.
mches. for framin~; put up in pasteboard tubes
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
for mailing. 20 cents. Ten copies for $1.50.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Colorado.
Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before
·
Florida.
the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 4
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
cents.
Idaho.
Dwight L. Moody. .An interview by Susan
A. Erwin, Murray.
Illinois.

1~92.

Gems of q;'Aoug'At.

John E. Rems~urg's Books..

IF thou seekest to please, thou art lost.

James M. ll'IcCann. 15 cents. Ten COJ?ies, $1. It - Epictetus.
is the most complete and overwhelming refutaFANATICS always become tyrants whention of the Bible Story of the Deluge tha~ I !,lave
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. To read 1t 1s to ever they obtain the power of doing mis-·
be astonished at the possibilities of religious
credulity.-'l'. B. Wakema,n. 1\fr; McCann's dy- chief.- Voltaire.
namite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.TAKE theology from the world, and the
A. B. Bradford. It oug)lt to meet with a very
churches can be schools and tho cathedrals
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.

J. E. Clark, Los .Angeles.
Ball & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los
.Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
.Angeles.
Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., Los
.Angeles.
J. C. Sco~ 22 Third st., San Francisco. Bruno Pamphlet No. 1. Contributors:
(1. .T Holyoak~ Thos. Davidson, T. B. Wakeman,
Estate of ;:;. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
· Karl Blind, .uydia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten
San Francisco.
copies for $1.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San
Bruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors:
Francisco.
Canada.

ltl,

H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30

cents.
Mrs. S. E. Ames, 169 Washington st.,
Chicago.
[Chicago. God in the Constitution. By· Robert G.
Post-Office News Co:, 103 Adams st.,
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
G. E. Wilson, 312 State st., and Brenof author. Price, 10 cents. 'fwelv·e copies for $1.
tano Bros., Chicago.
J. W. Howe, 48 S. Halstead st., Chicago.. Wl1at Would Follow the Eftacement of
l11.diana.
Christianity~ By George Jacob HolyJ. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
oakc. '£his is a most valuable contribution. tho
l!'reethought literature. Bound in paper w1t
Wm. E. Farr, SoJith Bend.

universities.-Ingersoll.

OL~ deeds for old people, and new deeds
for new. Old people did not know enough
once, perchance, to fetch fresh fuel to keep
the fire a-going; new people put a little
dry wood under a pot, and are whirled
ronnd the world with the speed of birds, in
a way to kill old people.- Thoreau.
I WILL make a song for these states that nd
one state may under an:y circum~
stances be subjected to another state,:
And I will make a song that there shall be
comity by day and by night between,
all the states, and between- any two
of them,
And I will make a song for the ears of the
·
president, full of weapons with menacing points.- 1Valt 1Vkitman.

False Claims.

Revised and Enlarged.

As a Missionarr Document it is unexciilled.
Among the subJects considered by Mr. Remsburg are: The Church and l\'Iorality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
Civilization; the Church and Science; thq
Ohnrch and Learning; the Church and Lib·
ertYi. the Church and the Antislavery Heform;
the Woman's Rights l\'Iovement; the Temperance Reform; the Church and the Republic.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

NEITHER in crime nor in madness is there
anything strange or extraordinary. Both
arise from settled and definit causes, which
Morals. Twenty Crimes and Vices
are just as accessible to our investigation Bible
Sanctioned by Scripture · Falsehood and Deas the laws of natuml philosophy, except
ception; Cheating; '£11eft and Robbery;
Adultery and Prostitut-ion; l\'Iurder; Wars· of
good likeness of author. Price, 1{1cents. Twelve that the human mind is harder to underLonisial'la.
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Instand, on acconnt of its greater complexity.
copies for $1.
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans. ·
Woman; Unldndness to Children~ Cruelty to
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Or- Life and Career of Charles Bradlaugh. . . . It is a truth that each of us would
Animals; Human Sacrifices; vanuibahsm;
leans.
By George Jacob Holyoake. With good liken~ss become criminal or mad if he were placed
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance;
Maine.
of 1\Ir. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. 'fen cop1es in conditions favorable thereto.-Anon.
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and huocy;
for $1.
Obscenity. Price, single copies, 25 cents; 6
N. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., PortIF the civilized Indo-European is com-'
copies, $i. Spechtl Jiscount on large quantiland.
What
Constitutes
a
Freethinker.
By
H.
tics.
pared
with
the
highest
mammalian
brute,
Massachusetts.
.
L. Green, editor of the Freet1t·inlce1·'s ltfagazi-ne.
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
'
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents the gap is found great not only intellectu.: Sa:bbat1I·Breaking. This is the best ..nd
most thorough work ever written on the Sabper dozen.
ally, but also physic~tlly, and a horror is
Johnson Bros., 5 N. Main st., Fall River.'
bath from a 1:ationul point of view.. Large and
then felt of the idea that man and certairi
A:'M. Driscoll, 78} Front st., Worcester.
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Ne'v Jersey.
America!
many of them written expressly fol'
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on fine tinted _paper, neat y bound, and con•
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NeU' York.
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THE Praxi1-elos of the breathing marble
York.
was superseded by the sniveling sn.int.
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York.
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J/1sstings.

These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
where these societies are located. Local
!Secular Unions and Preethought Societies can hav their gatherings advertised here free by forwarding the necessary information.

t:S •. 1892.
T~e

Libert~ ill

Literature.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. Tb,e public cordially invited.

BY

The Newark .Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

In the Ottoman Empire and Other Mohammedan States.
By lliOULAVI CHEKAGH ALl.

Published for the information of the Christian
wl"iters who suffer under the delusion that
Islam is incapable of any political;
legal, or social reforms.

Prlc.e., $1. Address

Philadelphia Liberal League 2ii
Meets every Snndayin'IndnstrialHall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30 ·P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Agnostic Annual

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
PHILADELPHIA, P A.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ•
ation
With a Portrait of Whitman.
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by dtscnssion. Platform free. Henry Rowle.x, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Proposed

POLITICAL, LEGAL, AID SOCIAL
REFORMS.

Testimonial
Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y., Tt;; Walt Whitman.

Meets every Snnd!!,Y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League HaJ!, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st., Newark, N. J. Lectures arid dtscnssions on
religions and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

25'5'

FOR 1892. Price, 25 cents.

AUTHORIZED EDITION.
Paver, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Mrs. Besant's Works.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly\ first and third Sundays, at

2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human

cultivation are invited. MARIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions.to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Possibilities and Impossibilities,
T. H. HUXLEY, M.A., LL.D.
The Growth of Agnosticism,
R. BITHELL, B. B.• Ph.D.
Early Verses,
The Late CoNSTANCE NADEN.
Sundays and Holydays,
SAMUEL LAING.
Ecclesiasticism,
ALFRED 1\Io!IIERIE, M.A., LL.D.
Christ a Religions Creation,
F.J.GoULD
After Many Years: A Poem,
W. B. McTAGGART.
The Activities of Agnosticism,
AMoS WATERg.
Religion Without Superstition,
CHARLES ·WAT'fR.
Mr. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,
·
·
H. J. HARDWICKE, F.R.C.i5.
The Land of Death: A Poem,
SALADIN (W. STEWART Ross}.
The Triumph of Rationalism,
FREDERICK JI1IILER.
An Agnostic Homily,
HaN. C. K. TUCKER!IIAN.
Eternal Life: A Poem,
GEORGE HENRY llllBTIN.
Address THR TRUTH REEKER CO..
23 Lafayette Place, New York.

Chicago Secular Union
W .A. TBR Oro Llt=o:e

Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.r.r., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds meetiru~s every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall}. Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectnresa songsii
and select reading. Discussion invite on a
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE, Cor. Sec.

The West End Pt·ogressive Lib•
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthly~ first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at l:'arr's
Hall. EverybodY invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA.
Pres.; .J. H. McWILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

The Walla

Wal~a

Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.

Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkes barr~. Pa. ·

All in a Lifetime. A LiLeral Romance.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with por12mo, 300 pp., $1.
trait, 30c. .
Apples of Gold. And .Other Stories for Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
'B'oys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
should be. Paper, 25c.
The Storr Hour. An Exceptionally Hand- Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
some and Interesting Book 1 Without Superstition .for Children and Yomh.
The Only Freethinkers' Childrem's Story-book ever tssued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 22:1 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Candle From Under
The Bushel
(Mark iv, 21}; or,

Liberal Club

Meets every Sunday at 2 P,l\1. in Grand Army Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectnres.-Free Discnssions.-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER. Sec.

'l'lte Roeder Seculat• Union

1,306 •luestions 'to the Clergy:

And for the Consideration of Others.

Instruct·lve, Interest·ing, and Laughable.
Price,

BY WILLIAM HART.
50 cents ..

Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in t.he month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
!l"reatest ·freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
• Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

NATHANifl ··VAUGHAN~

Fort lVorth, Tex., Liberal Club

A NOVEL.

Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A. !II. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRis, Pres.
IsAAC S. LEE, Sec.

Libm·al Association of Austin,
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M.,_at its hall, cor.
Cong a:venne and 9th street. visiting Lioerals
invited. J. P. RICHARDSON, President; M. IsAAc,
· Secretary.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League
Meets every Sunday at 2:30 P.l\1. at Knights of
Honor Hall. Bay street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Libe1·al Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue,l\Hlwanke~ meet• every Snndal evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A. J:S. SEvERANCE, Presiuent.

Pltilosophical and Social So•
ciety,
Monte Vista,_Cal., meet evet:x Sunday at I! P.l\I. in
their hall. The public cordially invited. W. S.
][ELT, Sec.

The Ohio Libm·al Society,
Of Cincinnati 0., meets ever:)'j'lunday evening
at 7:30 P.nr. in bouglas-Hall 1 N. W. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and dtscussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec .•

Libm·al Association of Baltimol·e
Meets·at the Lyceum Hall1 404East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon at 2:80 o'clock.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
Bv M. BABOOOK. Price, 15 cts.

Fl"'iest a!')d Mat').
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.
An independent and respectable study of character in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
"lresentment ofthc mischievous nature of modern
Dhristianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
1 val., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'LqE TRUTH SEEKER.

Ken ne0~

J

S

Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth ·a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Works on the Lalxlr

~nestion.

The Conventional Lies of Our Civilization.
Jl_y Max Nordan.

CoNTENTs-1\Icne, 'rekel
Upharsin; The Rel,igious, 1\Ion:trchic, and
Aristocratic,Political,_Economiea.J, ~\at.rim.onial,
and l'rliscellaneom .uies; . Closin~. Harmany.
12mo, 364. pp., paper, People's eaition, 50 c.;
cloth $1.00.
The Imperial Council of Vienna prohibit,, d the
sale of this book in Austria, and confiscated all
copies of it they could find.

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

Natural Laws of Industrial Prodnctionan<l Exchange. By J. K. Ingalls, anther of "Social
Wealth." Paper, 25c.
.

Fruits of Philosophy-. A Treatise on the

Po:pulation Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Edited by Cliarles Bradlangh andAnnieBesant.
25c.
·
·

Poverty: Its . Cause and Cure. Pointing
ant the means by which the working classes may
raise themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignity, and independence, and which is al.~o capable of entirely removing'rin course of timP, the
other principal social cvi s. By M. G. H. 10c.

Large or Small Families ~ On which Side
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holycake. 5c.

Pover~

: Its Effects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles

Bradlangh. 5c.

Why Do Men

Starve~

Sold b;r~very drng!l!st, and mannfaciJ!!red by

DoNALD KENNEDY,
ROXBURY, JllASS.

GO!
Best make Amencan Stemwind WatcheR. 17
jewels, adjusted, pat. regulator, in silverine case,
onlr $11; m 8 ounce coin silver, $16; 4 ounce, $1c
(a few years ago $60}. In best 14 kt. filled gold
cases, oy,en face, $20; hunting, $23 to $23; 14 kt.
solid go d, $40 to $100; same, not ad.iusted, $:J less;
11 jwls. $3.50, and 7 jwls. $5 less (lower grade
-watches, $5, $4 and $2.50).
·
THE PEKFEC'rED "OTTO WE'rT•
STEIN" W A'rCH, much finer than above,

full adjusted to heat, cold, and position 16 jwls.
and all modern tmprovements, mckel movement,
cased as above, $8 more, gilt mov't. $6 more. , No
one else in the world sends out so good a watch
at the price.
.
: .

LADIES' GOLD HUNTING AMEKI•
CAN WATCHES, latest styles, best filled 7

jwls. $17; 11 jwls. $18.60; 15 jwls. $25; 14 kt. sofid
gold, $10 to $100 more. All sent prepaid, kept in
order one year, a.nd cash refunded if not satisfactorv.
·
.
DIAMONDS: in· rings, pins, drops, studs,
etc.h$10; $15; $!5; $50; $100 to $1,000 per .set.
Cas refunded, if not 20 per cent below regular
price, any time within one year.
'VEDbiNG lUNGS: Plain. chased, with
pearls, emeralds, rubies, moonstones, opals, garnets, turquoise, solitaues or combinations, a
sp'emal ty.
,
SUNDRIES : Rogers Bros.' triple-plated
knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; tea spoons, $1.80;
tables, $8.49; best spects. in the world, $1; pebbles, $2; 14 kt. gold, $5 more (send line of finest
print yon can read without gla.sses 14 inches from
eyes}; gold-headed canes, $8; $10; $15; $20. Best
razor-a lnxnry-$2. Solid Stiver spoons, $1.70per
ounce. Souvenir spoons, silver\ $1.25 to $2. !l'ea
sets. $20 to $40; everything in t.ne line of fanc:y
table silver, novelties, plush, and art goods, gold
pens, etc. All sent pre]Jaid (except cutlery} subJect to exchange or cash back.
OTTO WET'r!ii'ri::IN.

Established 1857.
Rochelle, Ill.
Send for price lists, beautiful cards in colors
and gold of my Freetnought badges (large and
small), tracts, etc. Free.

"WHY"

The Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimical to the '\v elfare of the People. -By Charles
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
Bradlangh. 5c.
next three months.
.
Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
Letters to Young People. By (Prince)
WHY.
·
Peter Krapotkine. With Life of author, PV
Stepniak. tOe.
Address 'fHE TRUTH S'EEKEH

Takes hold in this order :

be out.
You· know whether you need it or
not.

THEY

By Chas. Brad-

laugh. 5c.

MediC aI 0is cove ry SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought.to

DOW.N

ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN.

OR, TIIE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By 'r. C. 'VIDDICOlUBE,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Pric-e, 10 cents
THE TRUTH SEEKEH CO.
Sent sealed to anv address for 10 cents, treating
on that health-tL 8troying and life-consuming
weakness of men a-s the result of ;routhful erro1L·s
and excesses. The boolc sets forth an ~NFIDE
CUltE. which is a medicine to ,be ~pphep. externally (the only remedy of the limd m extsteqc~}.
Yon will feel improved the first day, benefited
every day, u · til all signs of .F-arly Decay, Weaknesses Lost· l\Ianhoodl etc., are fully restored.
. . Ad,n·ess,
D 1. HOB'T P, FELLOWS,
SLENKER.
Vmeland, N. J.
- 40 cents.' And say yon saw this in THE TRUTH SEEKER.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLJ{S.
B;y MRS. E. D.
Boards,

~6.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, APRIL
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Pro and Con of

-

---

Supernatural Religion.

-- --.:::---=--

Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Miraculous Religion?

------

==::::::::==..-----.

lsy E. E. GUILD.

------·
------.-

--

P".nAr. 211 ~ant": "lnt.h. HO CAnt.•.

POPES AHD

1'f(~lij

ACCOUNT

DOlHGS.

OF

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of ·God.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Essay on Miracles.
By .DA VI.D HUM.E.
10 r<mt.s.

l?rir.P.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By Johu R. Kelso, AolU.
Il!mo. clot!' •1 00.

INVENTORS.
The cost of obtaining a U. S. Patent,
in an ordinary case,
is onl3e $55, through
ED"WIN N.
BEECHER,
Solicitor of Patents,MA.RTON, Hartford county, CoNN.
Pamphlet of advice to Inventors
will be mailed free.
N.B.-Re_gister all
letters and stamps
will be sent you to
defray this expense.
an Infidel, a writer
·papers, and, we are inm·•P.riT.or• and experienced _pathim, he is a skillful
SEEKER.

A TEXT THAT MAY BE APPLIED TO THE CLERGY.
Thouo-h thou shouldest bray a fool in a mortar among wheat with a pestle, yet will not his foolishness depart from hbn.-Prov. xxvii, 22.
-~

fREETHINKERS' PICTORIAL TEXT-BO.OK.

-OF-

SH(\WING

CHARLfS BRADLAUGH.

THE ABSURDITY .AND UNTilUTHFUL•
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLA..Illl
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI•
CENT INSTITUTION, ANDRBVEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
CHURCH AND
STATE.

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great Eng.
lish Secularist by the Father of Secularism.

Full-Page
lllustratiol\S.

185
WITH

-BYGeorge J aoo:b Holyoake.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS (jf

FACTS~·

HISTORY~
. STATISTICS~

r

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.
IJESIGNS BY WATSON HEST'JN,
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE lJESIGNER.

Ten copies, $1.

Address this Office.

*
**

•
•: IF •*

YOU ARE

***

JSINCERELY INTERESIED IN

THE GAUSE OF

~WOMAN

AND
OF

OPINIONS SCHOLARS

Price, 15 cents.

HA.STEE TO READ

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.
By GEORGE N. lUILLER.

("THE UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN

OF WOMAN'S

SLAVERY.")

The illustrations are classified as follow!!!:
16represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
II
The Church Robbing the People.
8
Thanksgiving.
6
Sabbath Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
10
Woman and the Church.
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies in Natural History.
I
The Bible and Science.
;5
~'he Clergy and Their Flocks.
2
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
4
The Lord and His Works.
II
Prayer.
10
The CrePds.
1
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Worlt

3

MissiOnaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their ResulU.
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.

7

Miscellaneous.

5

"

1

"

25

1
2
4
2
1
4
9

12

6

Hell.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever before appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be published. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of pJitting the book in the reach of all
.A,t twic_e the price i~ would have bee!)- a che";P book. Artis~ li~ston as a portrait-painter and de~
Signer IS a wonderful successl !J-nd we JUdge from our own feelmgs that nearly every Lilleral in
ltii:ierica will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithf:l~ an<J. noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of tlns volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanatiolls of the illuRtrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter
falsitY. of the church's professions al)-d the hYl?OC~isy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book 18 one of the best weapons agamst Chntitlamty and the church that has ever been put in the
hands of ]j'reethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

Prioe, :board oovers, $2 ; oiotf~., $Z.SO.
Address The '.ll'ruth Seeker.

Pocket The.ology.
By VOLTAIRE.
Tf!rse. witty, and sarcastic dJfinitions of thP<:>
lo~;"ica! tepns. l'r!ce, 26 cents,

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS,
HIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINES.
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief."

B'l/ VISCOUNT AMBERLEY.
Cloth,

.-

W cen~.il-

TJ e best men and women of England and America are
It
Jairly heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
tJ·uly wonderful
entirely its own and will give yon
\.,O(k.
a sensation such as you never had before.

I

TffiS 0
BE HO .....-

CAN

Price, postpaid,

2.~

cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

Curious Revelations From the
Life of a Trance Medium.
By MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. lllustrated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoh1
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.50.

·. A J.o.urnal of Freethought and Reform.
.

:

:

Vol. 19. No. 17. {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.}

~ew York, Saturday, April ~3, 1892.

28 LAFAYETTE PL.}

$J.OO Per Year.

A ROMAN CATHOLIC DISCOVERY THAT· SHOULD BE REMEMBERED AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.
CHEAP EDITION.

=

THE EVOLUTION

A NEW AND IMPORTANT BOOK.

THE

OF

Travels in Faith. HIGHER CRITICISM IN THEOLOGY~ RELIGION THE DEVIL
BY CAPT. ROBERT

c.

By HENRY FRANK,

ADAMS.

Being the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents ...,,..
Address THlil TRUTH SEEKER.

Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress•

CONTRASTED WITH

4NOIENT MYTHS AND MIRACLES,

Price, 25 cents. Five copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

-As-

FACTORS IN HU:)IAN· EVOLUTION,

Self-Contradictions of the Bi~le.

-AND-

Colonel Kelso's Works.

OTH:e~

:e.S.SAV.S IN

~:eF<O~M.

By THOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.

Advancement of Science.
By Prof. John Tyndall.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

Brain and the Bible.
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology.
By EDGAR C. BEALL.

Preface by Jl• G. INGERSOLL.
The Bible ,Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 833
pages, $3.

Deity Analyzed. Cloth,, 12mo, $1. 00.
Tho Real Blasphemers. Paper, i2mo,
,

lJB pages, 50c.

Spiritualism Sustained.
245

pages, $1.

lJufrersll Analyzed. $1,

Q!Qtll, 12:mo,

1

unan:werable..

1
· Price.$ .

----1 4

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Creed
of Christendom.
Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure,
.
Co~plete

By W. R. GREG.
in 1 vol.• 12mo, 399PP·• $1.50.

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST
PltOVING

Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
Tiberi us, but a Jesus was Hanped a Century before, and Peter and Paul died
~fore the Christian Era.
Full index; 446pp.,
· ·$1.150.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

fR[NCH ·RfVOLUTION~
Its Causes al)d Results.
By W. S. BELL.

Price,

lP centa.

Paper, 12mo, 25 cts.

Paine Vi11dicated
Reply to New York

OIJser~.o~r.

By R· G. ING:e~~OLL.

Burgess-Underwood Debate

With "A ROMAN CATHOLIO CANARD."
Price, 15 cents.

gess, Pres. of N. W. Christian Univ.
f~per, l88PP·• 50 cts. ;. clo., 80 ct~.

'J'he passages unfit for f11mi!Y reading.
Pllcper,l30 cents; clq~h 1 159 q~nt~.

Roarmg LIOn on the Track. 'Between~-~-~N~E~!:o!~~~~!~~.A.Bur- Holy. Bible
Bv M. BABOOOK.
•

.<1-j,L----

Mora/, Theological, Historical, and Speculative
Propositions.
Price,
15 cents.

Abridged.

~EEKER.
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JUST OUT!

fNG~RSOLL'S .

A NEW ,BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

•

WORKS.·

ONLY AUTIIORIZBD EDITIONS.

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.
£1<posure

by

•

Principal Works: Gods and Other Lect-

ltidicule.

ures; Ghosts and Other Lectures; Some Mistakes of Moses ; Interviews on Talmage ; What
Must We Do to Be Saved? Blasphemy; Crimes
Against Criminals. 1141 r;a.ges. In one vol., half
Calf, $5.

Facts.

l'rose Poems and Selections. From his

Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
calf, $4.50; half mor., $5; turkey mar., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.

HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200.

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The

Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.

Full-Page
Pictures.

Ghosts and Other Lectures. Including

Liberty of llfan, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence; About Farming in
Illinois; Speech Nominating James G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet ; .A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before l\Ie Like a Dream; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 5Qc.

CONTENTS:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,.
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Balaam· the Diviner,
Bloody Josh!la,
The Campaign of Debordh and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some
·Mistakes of Moses; Free Schools;,... The Politician•; Man and Woman; The rentateucn;
Monday, Tuesday:, Wednesday, Thursday, He
Made the Rtars Also,-Frii!.l!J, Saturday, Let Us
Make Man.\.Sunday, The Necessij;y for a Good
Memory, The Garden, The Fall, Dampness,
Bacchus aud Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews,
The Plagues, The Fli~ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery, Marnage, War, Religious Liberty; Conclusion. Paper, I\Oc.

Boards, ilhnuinated covers, $1; cloth, gilt side sta1.np, $1 .. 50.

Alld1·ess THE TRDTH SEEKER CO.

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter-

views with the Famous Orator on Six B_e):"lllons
by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage, of Brooklyn, to
which is adde<iA Talmagian Catechism. Paper.
50c.; cloth, .,~

----------------

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

A TRUTH SEEKER

Thomas Palne:;s Works.

Blasphemy. Argument bv R. G. ln!$"erso]]
in tne Trial of C. B. Reyno!ds, at Mornstown,

AROUND THE WORLD.

N. J.w Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.

WhatMnst We Do to Be Saved t Analyzes

'r

I<'our Large
olumes,
With a steel-plate engraving of the author in
Volume I, and each volume containing
forty to fifty illustrations.

A.ge of Reason. Pap.,
6 copies for $1; clo. 50c.

A.ge of Reason and Examina•
tion of the Prophecies.
Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

By D. lllo BENNE'.I''.I',

Common Sense. Written in
1776. 15c.
Crisis. Written During Am.
Great Works.

The Clergyman's VICtims.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.

Life of•.·By J. E. Remsburg.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, lOc.
Civil.Rights Speech. With Speech of

Life of•. · with Reli.Larks on

Opening Speech to the Jury: In the snit

morocco,

Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10c.

Port. J>ap_.,JOc-

of the l3. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W. 1J; Tel. Co., 181:!6.
l'aper, 10 cents.

Comte and Rousseau. By C.
Blanchar.d. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.

Crimes Against Criminals. Price, 1Oc:
Ltfe of. -, With Explanatory :A Lay Sermon. On the Labor Question.

· Observations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $1.·

Lithograph of. Heavy plate
wood. 10c.

Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Ingersoll on McGlynn. Paper, 3c.
Bible lllolatry. Paper, 3c.
Ingersoll Catechised. Paper, 3c.
The Truth of History. Paper, 3c.
Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board,

Compiled b'y J. N. Moreau; 10c.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.

Reason,"" Examination ofProphecie~," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port. $1.50.
·

Photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll,

Sense " "Crisis," "Rights
llfan.' 1 $1.50.

of

Rights of Man. Answel' to

.--

·
.

-

··

~

·

Testimonials to His Merits.

a

Theological Works: "Age of

~

"Vindication of. Reply to N.Y.

Observer. ·By R. G. Ingersoll. 10c.

Address The Tru:tb. ~eeke~ Co:rn.pany.r

THE TB UTH SEEKER LIB BAR y Pyramid of Cizeh.
r

·,ssued Monthly.

·

Paper, 5c.

Stage and the Pulpit. An Interview on

' their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on the
'frial of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholic
Church, etc. Paper, 3c.

Political Works : " Common.

_

1

paper, 22>:28, $1.

Political·· and Religions Rt·
former. By B. F. Under-

Subscription price, $3 per annum.
No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Prwe.
By Mils. E. J. BALL.
Price, 25 cents. 1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethink-----------------ers' Almanac.............................
25
Me~~~~~-e~: -~~-~. ~~--~~·.. -~~1-~~- .~:. ~~:~
THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH •. s.2. Age
of Heason. ';T~omas Paine.... . . . . . .
~
4. Answers to Chnstian Questions. D. M.
A SUMMARY OF
ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.
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The Old Testament Shown Up.
From Lucioter.

,; Old Testament Stories Comically illustrated, by
Watson Heston. The Stories Being Humorously Told,
and Hard Facts Given Concerning the Origin and
Authenticity of the Old Testament." New York, Truth
Seeker Company, 28 Lafayette place.
As a cartoonist Watson Heston has probably no equal
living, as the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER are prepared
to testify. The book before us has' about one hundred
and seventy full-page illmstrations or delineations. of
Bible texts by Heston, besides about a dozen more illustrativ of the "Jonah and whale story," by another aspirant for distinction in this line. Et1.ch of these humorous crayon sketches is accompanied by a page of seriocomic explanation from the pen of some ready writer
with taste and talent for this method of showing up the
absurdities, the incongruities and crudities tbat are to be
found on almost every page of the nondescript, and yet
in many respects valuable, collection known as the "Old
Testament scriptures."
" Desperate diseases require desperate remedies," is an
old and truthful saying; and when we remember the mischief that has been m·ought, and is still being done, by
belief in the literal truth of these old Bible stories, Bible
precepts, Bible heroes and heroius held up as examples
for us to follow, it must be conceded that no amount of
satire and ridicule-even though it may seem to our
prejudices to be coarse and unfeeling-is uncalled for ifit
only serve the purpose of breaking the spell that holds
the' unreasoning devotee to a blind belief in the divine
authority of these traditional records of an ignorant, barbarous, clannish and intensely vainglorious people. .
This book is lmique, none other even approaching it,
except the similar collection sent out a year ago by the
same enterprising publishers. It is cheap at the price,
cloth $1.50, boards $1. Address the publishers or this
office.

Confirmatory Views.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 2d instant we quoted
from President Eliot's speech in Salt Lake likening
the Mormons to the Puritans-a speech for which
he has been soundly berated by his Massachusetts
friend. - Concerning this same speech the Sun of
this city says: "We are not at all sur~ that his
comparison Qf the Mormons with the Pilgrims is
not f~ir. Neither the Mormons nor the people of
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Plymouth or Massachusetts Bay had the slightest
idea of religious liberty. The immigrants tp Massachusetts came to a new country for the purpose of
worshiping God in their own manner, and raising
thunder with any other form of worship.
.
Indignation created by the polygamous prl}ctices
among the Mormons drove the colony westward,
and there a theocracy was founded just as a
theocracy had been founded in Massachusetts two
hundred years before.
The fatal weakness
was in assuming that it was in illustration of religious liberty. Both the Mormons and the founders of New England were exemplars of religious
despotism."
That is very nearly correct. Neither the Puritans
nor t.he Mormons-and we had almost said, nor any
other Christian sect-care for liberty for others.
What they want is the right to do as they please
and make others do just as they do, whether pleased
to do so or not. Perhaps the Quakers, the Baptists,
and the Seventh-Day Adventists are the only exceptions to this rule; and their defense of equal
. religious liberty is probably made more ardent by
the persecutions they hav each received from the other
Christian sects. Fundamentally, anyone who believes that this is God's world, that he is the great
ruler thereof, 8Jld that his rules are to be found in
the Bible, can hav no proper conception of liberty.
But, nevertheless, these truths do not make the
prosecutions of the Mormons by. their fellowChristians any less a persecution than were the
Puritan attacks upon Quakers, Baptists, and socalled witches.

Dr. Parkhurst's Crusading Methods.
The criticisms of the Rev. Dr. Parkhurst; president of the Society for the Prevention of Crime, for
hiring abandoned women to commit crime, hav
reached such proportions. that he has felt it needful
to make a public apology and defense. Naturally he
has recourse to the "old Jesuit motto, The end justifies the means. All .spies and purchasers of crime
quote this saying, and Howard Crosby, Mr. Parkhurst's predecessor, improved on it by saying that
whenever a "righteous enemy "-meaning an enemy
to Mr. Crosby's conception of righteousness-was to
be destroyed it was right to deceive him.
The most important part of Dr. Parkhurst's apology, however, is his reiteration of his conviction that
the Tammany Hall Roman Catholic police force is
the protector of vice, because either they are paid
for not molesting it, or derive a profit directly from
it. This includes gambling dens, liquor saloons,
and houses of ill-repute, and his object is to indict
the police force rather than to convict the criminals
he manufactures. He says:
"In the sermon which was preached from my pulpit on
the 14th of February last the one point urged was that
one of the greatest difficulties which the church has to
encounter in the prosecution of its work is the license
which is municipally allowed to vice. This was immediately met, on the part of mlmicipal authorities, With a
tempest of raillery which culminated in the presentment
of the February grand jury. I was told that my charges
, we~e general, that I had no idea what I was talking a]?out,
and that the whole tendency of such vituperation was to
bring the government into disrepute.
"In the sermon preached froni the same pulpit four
weeks later I accf:)pted the situation and squared myself to
it, or tried tc>, and took and maintained the position that
not only were the general charges that I had previously
made supported by facts, but, specifically, that liquor saloons, gambling houses, and· houses of prostitution were
protected by the police department, apparently for a
valuable consideration.
·
"My contention was then, is now, and will continue
to be, with the controling powers of the police depart.
ment, co~sidered as the guardian of criminality, meaning
by tbat sui:J.ply what was com~prised in the presentment"of
the March grand jury, which held UJ> that departm;nt
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before the people in the character of a criminal: and it
still hangs there. The evidence which, with the aid of
detectivs and friends, I was easily able to collect was secured with the distinct end of showing by unimpeachable
testimony something of the extent, infamy, and publicity
of certain crimes, with the necessary inference that if a
police force as competent as ours is conceded to be, and in
the possession of all those legal powers known to be accorded to it, fails to hold such crimes in stern check, it
can only be because of having entered into some evil iilliance with them. It was not at all a matter between me
and any individual parties. When I went before the
grand jury with 284 affidavits I said: ' Gentlemen, I hav
no interest in the conviction of these parties. Evidence
has not been secured against them for the sake of inducing you to indict them. My object has been solely to
secure in the general mind an indictment against the
police department.'
" When, therefore, for instance, the suit against the
keeper of that low resort on 27th street is represented as
a contention between Dr. Parkhurst and Hattie Adams,
there is not a suggestion of truth in it. I hav no personal controversy with the keeper of any disorderly house
or gambling house. My contention is only with the police, who allow the crimes of such houses to be so vile
and accessible, in disregard of one of the rules of the department, which is that 'each patrolman must, by his
vigilance, render it extremely difficult, if not impossible,
for anyone to commit crime on his post.' My connection with the dispossess suit recently initiated against the
lessee of the house just mentioned is due simply to the
accident of my own knowledge of the character of that
house, obtained for another purpose, but naturally enough
utilized by the landlord, when it became necessary for .
him to make a show of attempting to dispossess his
tenant. My only object in referring to this case is to
blow out of the air the smoke that the police department
and others in alliance with it are blowing into the air,
and to bring clearly to the attention of the public the
fact that the criminal par excellence is .not Hattie Adams,
nor ' Dink' Davis, nor 'Silver Dollar ' Smith, but the
police department, which the grand jury so vigorously
scored. . .
"At the same time, fellow-citizens, I do not ask you to
approve my methods. They are approved in my own
judgment and conscience, and that is enough for me.
But I do lippeal to you not to allow differences of opinion
about methods to obscure the one object and end that we·
need to hav in view. If the presentment of the March grand
jury is true in its statement and in its implications, the
police department, to which we pay something like five
millions a year, instead of doing its utmost to suppress
gambling houses, houses of ill repute and excise violation,
is their most efficient and trusted ally, it always being
·lmderstood that most generous exception is ~a.de of
every member of that force who has the integrity and
courage to treat his position as a sacred trust. The police
department, taking the expression broadly, is therefore
as much your enemy as it is mine. I beg of you therefore utterly to forg~t me in the cause toward which the
best powers that I know how to exercise are being devoted. I profoundly hate the conspicuity into which
during the past six weeks I hav been brought. I beg of
you to think only of the com~on enemy at which it behooves us to strike, and to let me be simply one with you
in our common crusade against the organized and salaried
criminality with which we are municipally menaced. We
are none of us so foolish as to think that vice is to be
utterly stamped out, but we do hav the right to expect and
insist that the department which is employed and handsomely paid to make crime 'exceedingly difficult, if not
impossible,' should not be the chief reliance of crime in
all the attempts which church and society make to weaken
and reduce it."
This is pretty vigorous language to use, but the
facts gathered by Dr. Parkhurst bear him out.
There is no doubt in the minds of hundreds of thousands of the people of this city that the Tammanycontroled politicians, whether policemen or court
clerks, are corrupt and purchasable. They are,
almost without exception, firm adherents of the
Romish church, and their "ward heelers" are all
Catholic-raised toughfl. It is a disgrace to the decent people that they allow themselvs to be plundered by such rascals.
But there is one fundamental error in Dr. Parkhurst's crusade. He desires more laws, for like all
his kind he thinks that law is the panacea for all so~
cial ills. In this he is egregiously mist!ltken. Vice
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behind closed doors is always worse than when open
. to the pu~lic. There is more danger to sobriety in
a "closed" saloon on Sunday than in an :open one.
.:·In Europe, where the people enjoy Sunday as a
. :holiday and not as a holy day, where gardens and
concerts and saloons are wide open, there is less
crime and vice than in a puritanically governed city
like New York. Without the law closing the saloons in this city on Sundays the police could not
blackmail them. If the gambling-dens were open
to be visited by all, people would be afraid to risk
their reputations by being seen in thEm. Public
sentiment would do what law fails to do, because
now the public's servants protect the very businesses
they are paid to suppress. Public sentiment is
more powerful than a club in the hands of a dishonest policeman.
It is pretty sure that Dr. Parkhurst's raid will
end in smoke, for Tammany Hall will protect her
henchmen, and Rome cares little for decency so long
as· her coffers are full and her primates hav the
power they seek.

---------4--------Passed the Freedom of' Worship Bill.

~::J.

been ~ecognized throughout the length and breadth oi
our beloved country.
"Those wise men well knew that any attempt to ally
the church wit:h the state wouldbe destructiv of the principles on which was based the American superstructure
of civil government. Following out the same idea, the
people of this state engrafted in their organic law the
following provision:
" ' The free exercise and ·enjoyment of religious profession and worship, without discrimination or preference,
shall forever be allowed in this state to all mankind.'
"The federal Com:titution forbids the establishment
of religion and allows the free exercise thereof. The
state constitution allows that same free exercise. It makes
no mention as to the establishment thereof, and for the
reason that the federal Constitution, embracing that
provision within its articles, has always been held to
cover the entire subject.
''But were there no constitutional provision touching
this matter in any form, no reflecting and candid man
who has read the history of the religious wars, which
brought ruin, rapin, and pillage -upon the fairest fields
and lbveliest cities of Europe, would hesitate for a single
moment to protest against any attempt from any quarter
to mingle together the affairs of state with the affairs of
church.
"This bill is not asked for by American citizens. It
emanates from a secret society, whose headquarters are
beyond the sea, and, calling to mind the farewell words
of George Washington, I am impelled to appeal to that
patriotic American sentiment which he invoked, that it
may resist all attempts from foreign .authorities, of whatever· kind, to impress· their systems either of government
or religion upon the statute laws of this imperial commonwealth.
"As I said before, the organic law~ of the United States
and of this state declare for the free exercise and enjoy.
ment of religious worship. If these laws hav been violated in any case, the remedy -is with the courts and not
with the legislature. There can never be any difficulty
in enforcing the organic law. It is binding on the humblest citizen; it is binding on the presiding judge of the
highest court. If that organic law has not been violated,
and if, on the contrary, this bill seeks to obtain from the
legislature more than the organic law itself authorizes,
then it should receive the universal condemnation of the
·members of this house.
"Its advocates must take one of the. horns of this dilemma; they cannot take both. Either selection will result in an impalement of this bill."
The outcome of the matter is, if the bill is signed
in its present shape, that the Catholics can set up
tbPir religious plants in state charitable and penal·
inotitutions by furnishing the capital themselvs.
It is but a partial victory for them, but better than
nothing, they think ; though if Tammany Hall continues its ascendency they will unquestionably make
a strike for all that they desire, which is that the
state shall compel convicts to attend Catholic worship and also pay the priests who furnish it,

With some amendments which practically reduce
it to a simple permission for Catholics to set up
their worshiping paraphernalia in public penal
institutions, the Freedom of Worship bill has passed
both houses of the legislature.
Originally the
bill compelled the state to furnish means for
sectarian worship and made it a punishable offense
for the officers of charitable and penal institutions to neglect to furnish the inmates w_ith an
assortment of sectarianisms.
These provisions,
however, were stricken out, and a clause added
so that anyone whose freedom of worship is inter-'
fered with shall hav a right of action in the supreme.
court, and the supreme court shall grant an order
to prevent such interference after a careful hearing.
The commission, consisting of the attorney-general,
the superintendent of prisons, and the president·
of the state board of charities, which was to hav
control of religious worship in all institutions receiving money from the state, is also done away
with.
In the assembly the bill was favored by Speaker
Bush, who left the chair to advocate it, by another
Democratic Mr. Bush, who leads the majority on the
:floor, and by all the Catholic members of course.
Leader Bush said that the bill was not a political
measure, and he hoped that there never would come
a time when the political parties would divide on re_
ligious lines. He did not think the bill was unconAnother " Converted Jew "· Who Preaches.
stitutional, and he hoped it would settle the religious question forever. Speaker Bush said that he
The indefatigable renegade-hunter, Mr. Benjamin,
had always believed that the state penal institutions has discovered what he thinks is another excellent
should be reformatory in their character, and that the specimen of a Jewish convert to Christianity in a
influences of religion should be used to improve the Jewish gentleman connected with the city mission in
convicts. It was the duty of the state to look after the the Bible House.
management of its penal institutions in all respects,
Mr. Herman W arzaviack was introduced to the
and the state board should hav the same control mission by Dr. John Hall, one of the most eminent
over the times and methods of religious services as of. the preachers of this city, and in the annual rethey had over the other actions of the convicts, in port of the mission he is called a "remarkable
order that prison disciplin might not be interfered young man " because of his talent at converting his
with.
coreligionists; though to · one not converted, nor
The opposition was by Mr. Wheeler, of South interested in converting-missions, it is difficult to
Dover, and Mr. Husted, of Westchester, the latter see where the remarkableness is manifested, for the
something of a demagog himself in religious mat- report claims only eight renegades for the year,
ters. lVIr. Wheeler obtained the elimination of the though at one time Mr. W arzaviack, the remarkable
clause compelling the state to provide . the para- young man, claimed two hundred.
phernalia of worship, as he truly said the state had
But it is not of that we intended to write. It is
no business to go into the conversion business, and claimed by Mr. Benjamin that no Jew who allows
Mr. Husted pointed out the unconstitutionality of himself to be taken into the Christian camp is an
the measure and the fact that it is the Jesuits who honest man. That he is not far wrong we know from
desire its enactment. He nearly killed the bill by the evidence he has produced against the converts of
moving to recommit it to the judiciary committee Mr. Freshman, and in the case of Mr. Warzaviack
with instructions to strike out the enacting clause, he holds documentary evidence that seems to throw
a motion· defeated by only one vote. In making doubt upon that· "remarkable young man's" integthis motion he said:
rity. As Dr. John Hall is the sponsor for the
"Religion is a matter of faith, of conscience, and of Hebrew Christian, Mr. Benjamin has asked him to
reason. Recognizing this great truth, and familiar with interrogate Mr. W arzaviack upon these points : 1.
the history of the past., on whose bloody pages has been Whether he knows anything about a certain transwritten the dread effects of religious persecution on the action he had in Farnau, Austria, with a certain
:part of the state, the founders of this grent republic Mr. Ashur Brown, involving three thousand Russian
placed in the organic law this article:
' " 'Congress shall make no law respecting an establish- rubles ? 2. Whether he· knows about another
ment of religion, or prohibit free exercise thereof.'
transaction with a man in Berlin, Germany, involv" For orre hundred years thiS" article has remained 1m- ing four hundred marks ? 3. Whether he did not
youched. Itw~sdom~ i~ ~ustice~ ~~ patri<;>tic quality1 ha~ , for?"et to pay his hotel bill (two huncl:req :ma,rks) in
~.

l

1 ~92.
Berlin~

These are questions which Mr. Benjamin
considers pertinent, though Mr. Warzaviack may
regard them oppositly. At any rate Mr. Benjamin
desires them answered before Mr. W arzaviack is set
up by the ·city mission as a teacher and leader of
·the Hebrews of the city. And it is only fair that
he should hav his desire.

Four New Pamphlets.
Three new works hav b:en added to The Truth
Seeker Library the past wee'k. " My Religious
Experience," is by S. P. Putnam, a record of his
travels in faith from bondage to freedom, and in
our opinion his b~st book. It is the experience of
a man who honestly seeks the truth and follows
his reason wherever it may lead. It is brilliantly
written, brsides explaining much of the religious,
or psychological, experiPnce of the craze known as
conversion. The pamphlet is mailed for 25 cents.
"Infidel Death-Beds," by G. W. Foote, has a
self-explanatory title. It is an account of the deaths
of sixty-three of the most prominent Infidels of the
world, showing the stories of "recantations " by
such men as Paine and Voltaire to be• "idle tales of
dying horrors," and showing also that Infidels pass '
away more fearlessly than Christians who are a little afraid that they may after all find their merited
fate to be hell instead of heaven. The price of this
pamphlet is also 25 cents.
Our readers will recollect Austin Bierbower's
consideration of the query, "Was Christ Crucified?"
His treatment was so abl J {hat one of our subscribers has purchased fifteen dollars' worth of the
pamphlet for distribution. Mr. Bierbower is an
eminent lawyer of Chicago, the author of one of the
best of treatises on ethics, and his researches into
the subject of this pamphlet hav great weight.
Price 10 cents.
The "Great Ingersoll Controversy," as it is now
known, which appeared in the Evening Telegram
is published in neat pamphlet form, large type, for
25 cents. Altogether, in various ways, through
newspapers, pamphlets, pulpits, and societies, this
discussion will hav a circulation of millions of
copies, with millions more of readers. Buckley
builued much better than he knew when he advised
a boycott of the Telegram.
Remsburg's "Bible Morals" has at last been
answered. A Freethinker in Canada handed a copy
of it to a pious Methodist neighbor. The Methodist
brother examined it for a few minutes and then
frantically exclaimed, "It's a God-d-dlie !"
No vast :flow of tears, we imagin, will be drawn
from our readers' eyes by the news thf),t the defeat
of the bill to make the schools of Germany denominational has "planted the glaive of sorrow and
anxiety in the heart of the aged pontiff and the
Catholics."
The White Cross and Woman's Christian T~m
perance Union tried to get New York's legislature to pass a law making adultery a crime, but ·
the senate refused to do it. Supposing the law
had been enacted and were enforced, what would
become of the legislators and the ministers! Lord,
Lord!
The Rev. Senator Edwards, a sort of mugwump
Republican from upcountry, has induced New
York's senate to strike out of the Game and Fish
law the clause permitting Sunday fishing in Jamaica
bay. But that won't stop the fishing by a "good
deal! If the Rev. Senator Edwards thinks it will
let him come down here any Sunday after May 1st
and look over J'amaica, Pelham, and Bowery bays,
and if he doesn't see literally thousands of fishermen, we'll buy the bait.
--------~------

Notifying us of the forwarding ofpapers containing articles on the World's Fair and its attempted
Sunday closing, lVIr. A. T. McMillan, of \V am ego,
Kan., says : "A few of us wrote our Congressman,
Mr. Broderick, and he replies: 'I havn't the slightest idea that the World's Fair will be closed on
Sundays. It will be impracticable to do so, and
aside from this there is a large class of clerks and
laborers who cannot attend on a.n~ otl;ler dar"l
This is e:p.ccmra?"ins-.
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News and 'Notes.
I stop over at Fort Worth to visit with J. l\f.
Brown, an old comrade. I also meet with Dellequest, of Meadville, Pa., who is working on radical
Unitarian lines, and has plenty of the spirit of
Freethought. I had a delightful time at the home
of Mr. Brown. Circumstances were not in favor
of a lecture this trip at Fort Worth; but I expect
to make this a battle-ground next year. The Rev.
Mr. Lowber is ready for a debate, and twelve
months from now I guess Fort Worth will see the
'-'colors flying." I hope so.
Fort Worth feels somewhat the desolation of the
boom, and? at present, things move lingeringly,
but there IS a fine country about this city, and it
is "picking up " and looking ahead.
I hav to be up before sunrise in order to pursue
my way northwa1·d. It is a lovely morning, and
the clouds are bsautiful as the beams flash over the
boundless dome of day.
I arrive at Denison about noon, and here I hav
varied fortune. On the first day there is the tumult of an election, and by night the bonfires are
so brilliant, and the crowds are so enthusiastic as
the returns come in, that only a few gather at the
lecture in the city hall, and the city hall itself is
not a very attractiv place. It has a somewhat
gloomy and forlorn Jook. I suppose it will do for
the " Solons " as they come together to decide the
destinies of man ; but the ladies do not think it to
be sufficiently adorned with "sweetness and light"
to make a fair platform for Freethought. For the
next two evenings the hall of the Sons of Hermann
is secured for the lectures, and this makes a pleasant gathering-place, and the Sons of Hermann are
themselvs imbued with the spirit of reform. But
alas for Wednesday evening! The climate is variable in Texas, much like April all the year round;
storms and sunshine intermingle with quick variations. It pours "great guns " at the hour for
the lecture, and only about a corporal's guard put
in an appearance. However, I make an address,
and keep the ball moving. The next day the sun·
comes forth in glorious splendor, and the evening
is beautiful with m_oonlight and starlight, and a
good audience greets me. If I could hav stayed a
couple of nights more, crowded houses would hav
been the result, but I must move on. Denison is
along the frontier line. It is growing about as fast
as any town in the state. The people are enterprising. .A. big cotton mill is completed and will
soon be in operation. There are immense quantities of iron ore in the Indian Territory, and coal is
within fifty or sixty miles, and so Denison will
make a s.uperior manufacturing point. There is a
vast country to be developed.
The National Commercial College has been established at this place. Mr. T.V. Munson is president. It has over two hundred students, ani is, in
every respect, a first-class institution. It givs a
practical education-fits for life and for real work.
It promises to be one of the best colleges in the
land. Mr. Munson is splendidly adapted to carry
it forward-a man of affairs, one of the most successful· horticulturists and fruit-growers in the
country, having received medals from foreign countries for his improvements. Under the auspices of
Congress he is now publishing one of the ablest
.books on grapes and grape culture that this century has produced.
Denison is almost the "jewel city" of north
Texas, an emporium of trade and education. It is
somewhat in the." rough," and does not possess the
elegance of an Eastern city, whrre the fruit of hun"
dreds of years of toil are witnessed; but for a pioneer town its "forehead is to the dawn." It has a
·brilliant future.
Mr. Lutl::.er· Andrews takes me to his pretty home
in the suburbs of the city, and here I hav days of
rest and enjoyment, with music and books. Mrs.
Andrews touches the piano deftly, and when I am
tired with reading, and after the lecture-especially
on the stormy nights-the beautiful strains giv one
cheer and comfort. Mr. Andrews is an ardent
Shaksperian student. He believes in Bacon as the
author of the plays, and has a fine -,::ortrait of
Bacon over his libra1·y, which is packed with volumes
of history, poetry, and philosophy. The " Cryptogram" is there, and I read it with great interest.
Poor Will Shakspere! how the critic does pitch
into the unfortunate deer-stealer, and all that is
• known of him is twisted to his discomfiture; and
you would not think him capable of any creditable
thing,. much less the writing of these plays. The
argument, as a matter of special pleading, ia pretty
strong against the "Man of Stratford," especially
his "handwrite." That is simply awful. But it is
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granted· by his severest critics ·that, from ~bject welfare of the· people. It is one of the foremost
poverty, he became, by his own efforts, one of the business points in the· state-has a population of
"millionaires " and magnates of his . time. He twenty thousand, and not an empty house in it. It
mi~ht hav written the plays after all.
He had .has had no boom. Its growth is steady. There is
brams. The question is not settled. · The argu- a Liberal element; but it will take time to make it
ments against Bacon are almost as potent as those as effectual as it should be.
·
against Shakspere, and I must confess that I cannot
Sunday evening the hall is crowded. The or~
realize that a philosopher who wrote the silly essay chestra pours delightful strains. Mrs.· Hallie D.
on "Atheism" would everwrite "Hamlet" or "Lear." Shaw givs a beautiful recitation written for the
If Shakspere is deth'roned the author of this mag- occasion by Mrs. Shaw herself. It is replete with
nificent literature will forever remain a mystery. noble sentiments and the hopes of Freethought,
It looks as if there were a cipher in some of and is delivered with exquisit melody-one of the
Sh~kspere's plays, but nowhere does the cipher gems of the convention to giv courage and joy in
claim for Bacon the authorship of the plays. It is pioneer service. It is received with enthusiastic
merely a desultory narrativ, and does not touch applause. I giv a lecture on "The Bible and
upon the great events of the world. I am deeply Modern Thought.''
interested in this discussion, and enjoyed the enClosing addresses are made by Mr. Shaw and
thusiasm of my friend Andrews, who has studied Judge Richardson, voicing the inspiration of the
the matter thoroughly, and while I am still inclined occasion and the promises of the future. This
to "Shagsper," as they call him, the authorship is convention will giv a new impulse to Liberalism
uncertain and presents to the lover of poetry one throughout Texas. .A.ll are united. Mr. Shaw is
of the most romantic and splendid proble]lls in his- supported with confidence. He has indeed accomtory, and no student can afford to overlook the ar- plished much since he left the pulpit ten years
guments in favor of Bacon. They are striking and ago. Texas is in the front rank of the Liberal
ingenious, and are presented with great learning and movement.
eloquence, but are not by any means demonstrativ.
Space forbids to mention the many friends I
B. C. Murray is still at his post. They refer to met at Waco, the standard-bearers of Freethought,
him as "Before Christ" Murray, and I understand who are willing to giv time and money to the work,
that the whole calendar can be found in his staff- who keep the fires glowing from point to. point.
.A..D.'s, P.M.'s, A.M.'s, etc. But Murray is not B.c. With heart and hope I can say, Hail and farewell to
SAMUEL· P. PUTNAM.
in his philosophy. He is right at the front on that. Texas.
Waco, Tex., April 11, 1892.
They don't tackle him much' round about Denison,
but once in a while the country minister gets after
A Big Time.
him, feeling that the Lord is on his side and that he
I lectured at Rarden, 0., last Saturday night.
can smash the Infidel. But it is not long before the
rural defender of the faith creeps into his hole and The meeting was held in· Taylor's Hall, an elegant
is silent forevermore-a sadder, a wiser man. He little temple dedicated to Freethought and human
finds out that the world moves.
.
progress. The audience that greeted me was an atIt is a pleasure. to meet 1\furray. He is always tentiv and intelligent one. The cream of little
ready to do his level b9st, stands by his colors Ra1·den's populace was on hand, and when that is
without flinching, and works for the cause. R. M. said it means of course that not a few seats were
King, J. T. Munson, Robert Collins, and many others occupied by fair and lovely women. The Rarden
make cordial welcome. Mr. T. V. Munson pre- brass and reed band was present, discoursing the
sides at the meetings, and with all his busy life sweetest strains, making music that the gods would
enry. The chairman of the meeting was JudgeR.
is ready to lend a hand for Freethought.
Denison, with storm and sunshine and varying W. McNeal, a brainy fellow with a mind of his own.
fortune, is a bright memory. True hearts are there. The judge was formerly on the judicial bench of
On Friday afternoon, with Mr. and Mrs. Murray, Adams county. .A.t present he is practicing law at
genial companions, I am on my way to Waco. We Portsmouth's bar. He has few equals as a jury
arrive there at midnight. On Saturday we find the talker, being a ready speaker and convincing in arWaco convention under full headway, with Judge gument. I like the judge because he is bold and
Richardson in the chair. He delivered a noble ad- fearless.
It is not necessary to weary your readers with a
dress on Thursday evening on "What is Truth~,
It was an able exposition of the method and aim of synopsis of what I said, so instead I will tell of the
Freethought. .A.ll our knowledge comes through sights I saw, of Rarden as she was and is, her
the five senses. There is no royal road to truth. people, her factories, her workshops, and her hills.
The common road all minds must take.· But the The latter are stately and majestic. They encircle
knowledge that we thus acquire is infinitly the· thriving, prosperous place, and from their
precious, and we can use it for human happiness smoky summits she appears a diamond surrounded
and progress. The Gods cannot help us. We must by tl).e rough. ~estled thus amid the hills she becomes a natural place in which to beget and grow
help ourselvs.
.A. goodly company is gathered at Waco from dif- the independent and the strong.
Approaching Rardon from the east the first sight
ferent parts of the state, and harmony prevails.
Friday morning and afternoon the business of the to catch the· weary traveler's eye is an unfinished
convention is transacted-the adoption of resolu- Gothic church. Like the creeds of Christendom,
tions, election of officers, and a general discussion it is ".not half made up.'' Like them it is crumof the ways and means of Liberal work. In the bling to decay and naught. Another sight is the
evening lectures were given. The Waco Or.chestra planing mill, the whirling wheels and humming
furnished most inspiring music. Mrs. Brown gave lathes of which proclaim in no uncertain sounds
an appropriate recitation on " The Gathering of the the chant of death to priestly forms and pious
Spirits," and I spoke upon " The Religious Con- ways. .A.nd the stores and barber shops of the
place proclaim the self-same thing ; they stand as
spiracy."
Sunday morning there was a fair audience, al- monuments to progress made and being made.
Rarden was first laid out by R. L. Williams, a
though the church-bells did ring on every side, and
the Salvation Army drum was booming. Dr. Graves sturdy old Virginian, named ·after the well-known
read his amusing poem on " The Bible and the Confederate general, Robert Lee. This was fifty
Gods," and Judge Walker, of Waco, gave one of the years ago. Since that time Williams has moved to
best addresses I hav yet heard-a criticism keen West Virginia, being now located at Huntington.
and destructiv of the attempted reconciliation of Williams, so I am told, was an Infidel, and the old
science and religion. It showed the fallacy of this house of Rarden, in which he spent so many
alliance-that it cannot be. Science asks no favors pleasant days, and gave his views an airing, still
of religion. It will go right on regardless of re- stands. It is now occupied by John Burns, a
ligion. It will seek the truth and nothing but the butcher, who it is said would not sell the same for
truth. The truth is everything. If the truth is love nor geld. .A.nd I would not if I was he.
Timber, of all sorts and kinds, is handled extenbad we must still take it. · '\Ve cannot help ourselvs.
We cannot swap off the truth for a lie even if the sivly by the Taylor boys, who, by the way, are giants
lie is a good one. The lie will not stand. The most in the cause of freedom and the right. In addition,
uncomfortable truth in the world is better than. the they run a large dry-goods and grocery store, supmost polished falsehood. vVe must make the best pl~g the wants of the people within a radius of
of truth. vVe cannot compromise. We cannot ten or fifteen miles. The hall in which I spoke is
reconcile truth with religion. Religion must take owned by them. Their homes are palaces, so to
speak. In each is found a well-stocked library of
truth, however bitter it is, or perish.
Sunday afternoon J. D. Shaw takes me on a standard works on science and the arts. 'l'here is
pleasant journey about that fine city to. the flowing an utter absence of the biblical and the orthodox.·
artesian wells, the parks, etc. vVaco is the most The wives of each cling to the religion of their
religious city in Texas. It has plenty of churches husbands, discarding the church, its cruelties and
-Methodist and Baptist-colleges, etc. It has its fears. In short, the homes of the Taylor boys
scarcely any parks or driving-grounds, or those are like the home that Ingersoll portrays, viz.:
modern improvements that contribute to beauty "The home where love and virtue dwells is like a
and enjoyment. It is hoped that Waco will advance lilly with a heart of fire-the fairest flower in all
WILL S. ANDRES.
in this matter and look somewhat after the worldly the world.''
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The Oregon State Secular Union.
our best so far, and I really do not know how the haps, after all, there is something in Spiritualism.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The president, Mr. Schroeder, feels about it, but I feel But now it seems utterly impossible that souls can
time has arrived for my quarterly report, and it will just as if I. was sitting with my fingers placed upon liv as indiViduals, retaining memories, and receivnot occupy very much space in your journal to the pulse of an Egyptian mummy, trying to find a ing new impressions, wlien the body is dead. There
is just so much force and so much matter in the
print it. I hav furnished my own stamps and sta- responsiv thrill. .
I hav asked several questions here, and one of universe, and I cannot conceive of either being
tionery, and ha~written over four hundred letters
to our vice-presidents, and other prominent Liberals them I will answer myself. I hav asked what increased or diminished; but, according to the
throughout the state, since taking charge of this Liberalism is doing for woman socially, and will an- Spiritualists, it is only a question of time ":hen all
office. Since we raised the money for Mrs. Krekel swer it. I do not know what Liberalism is doing the force will be used up in souls, and then what
I hav had, in answer to all those letters, seven let- for her in other places, but here in Forest Grove it will be done? No, I believe that when the body is
ters. One from Mr. John Price, of Scappoose, offers her ''complete isolation in this life and com- dead, the force or spirit element mixes with. the
universe, just as the matter of the body does, arid
Ore., inclosing $5, the other six full of good advice plete anniliilation in the next."
I speak from experience. I hav been a Liberal there is an end of it.
and lectures on economy, which, if closely followed
"There are more things in heaven and earth,
by our government, would beat "tariff reform," for sixteen years, and I do not think anyone can
"fiat money," or any other scheme ever started by accuse me of lack of enthusiasm; and in all that Horatio, than are dreamed of in your philosophy."
cranks, but, unfortunately for the o . cers of the time, if I had attended nothing except what was fur- There are many phenomena in nature that we as
Oregon Stat3 Secular Union, there is not one cent nished by Liberalism, I should not hav averaged yet know little or nothing about, but we may learn.
in the treasury, except the $5 just sent by Mr. one lecture per year, and, with the exception of our Sleep is a phenomenon, but we are very familiar
Price, consequently we hav nothing to practice three conventions in Portland, where we had good with it and giv it but little thought; and when the
economy on. Mr. Editor, I mean to ask a few music, I ·should hav heard instrumental music prob- unseen zephyrs move the trees and wave the grass
questions in this letter, as I eannot call it a report, ably three times. In writing this I might just as we think it nothing strange. But table-tippings,
and I shall address them especially "to the Liberals well hav used the plural "we" as the singular pro- rappings, etc., are claimed by the Spiritualists to be
of Oregon, but shall be glad of answers from any- noun "I," for my experience is simply voicing the the work of departed intelligence. There is a natone who chooses to write, either directly to me, or sentiment of every Liberal woman belonging to our ural cause for everything; so when anything strange
through the columns of your valuable journal. Union, and we hav twenty-two women on our mem- occurs, let us not at once set it down as supernatWhat do Liberals expect to accomplish by having bership book.
SARAH C. Tonn.
uralism, but let us reason and investigate.
a lecture once a year 1 What good results can we
.Forest Grove, Ore., April 3, 1892.
"The Spiritualist," Mr. Bowtell informs us,
look forward to, if we meet mice a year in conven"does not expect another life such as the orthodox
tion~ Elect officers and instruct them what to do
Rav Men Souls 1
promis, but he knows [knows, mind you] that this
for the good of the cause, and then practically tie
Several weeks ago, through the columns of THE life goes right on, with the same desires, interests,
their hands with an empty treasury, and ignore TRUTH SEEKER, one E. J. Bowtell, in an article and pursuits that it has hei·e, gradually becoming
their personal letters, also their appeals through called "Hav Men Souls?" gave the particulars of more and more elevated with his ever-increasing
the public journals, and allow every particle of en- his conversion to Spiritualism. A day or two ago knowledge." Well, if that is so, and departed
thusiasm to die between " hay and grass." What I reread the article, in connection with similar ac- spirits gradually become more elevated with their
would any church organization accomplish if they counts of others who hav been shown the "light," ever-increasing knowledge, it seems high time that
met once a year, had one or two sermons, and then and even at this late date I desire to reply to Mr. those who lived about eighteen hundred years ago
closed the doors of their church until the follow- Bowtell, with a few remarks thrown in that may be should find some means of settling the numerous
ing year~
applicable to all Spiritualists. It is to be hoped earthly disputes about the various saviors supposed
What hav the Liberals of Oregon, or I might that the "light " which has been shown these good to hav lived and died about that time. With all
say of the United States, done to attract the people has only dazzled them with its brightness their knowledge they seem to be considerably bewomen and children to the cause of Liberalism? and not entirely blinded them.
hind the times as regards telephonic communicaSocially they hav done practically nothing. I preTo the question, "Hav Men Souls?" Mr. Bowtell, tion and other important inventions.
sume there may be a very few places where there is in the new light, answers, "Yes!" And further asserts
We are also told that departed spirits hav the
some kind of social life kept up in the local Unions. that when the present material environment has been same desires and interests that we hav here. GoodBut I do not know where it is. The Liberals of thrown off, each soul has still " another material ness! what ~n awful lot of jealousy there must be
Forest Grove hav the best Liberal hall in Oregon, environment in which its individuality is preserved." when a married man· goes to spirit-land and meets
and about three years ago they reorganized a Union I. am glad to note that Mr. Bowtell is yet fair- his better half, or third, or two-thirds, as the case
under the title of the Washington County Secular minded enough to add that the fact of his "knowing" may be. And how pleasant it must be for a wife
Union, with nearly eighty members. We met regu- will not help others to know unless they obtain like in spirit-land to see her husband here making love
larly once per month for about one year, having evidence.-to another woman who has taken her place.
three or four lectures in that time, but no music, no
They also hav the same pursuits, it is said.
Although he does not say anything about women
anything, to attract the young ; then we gradually having souls, yet I take it for granted that he Manufacturing, buying, and selling, I suppose.
froze, until now no dues are paid, no social gather- means us too. I am a. woman and I feel pretty tol- Where in the world do they get the material ?
ing of any kind is thought of, no money in the erably certain that I am possessed at the present
We hav been told how the spirits liv; now will
treasury, no lectures in the hall since last August, time of what I am pleased to call a soul. I also some good person, who "knows" all about it, tell
" no anything."
firmly believe that I hav a mind of my own. I us where .they liv? Not on this earth, surely, for
What are the results~ Our women join· the presume that every ~dividual has a soul and mind there is no room for the millions and millions of
church " sewing societies " and attend church and as well as myself-although there are a few that I souls that hav lived and died. Where, then, do
church sociables; the young people join the Christian hav mrdanhts about.
they liv 1 I guess they must liv in the imagination
Endeavor societies, the Sunday-school, attend prayerIn my opinion, mind and soul are entirely sep- of the Spiritualists. Imagination goes it. great
meeting, the Young Men's Christian Association, for arate, mind or brain being the matter, and soul the way.
Miss LIZZIE MAGIE."
social life, and finally finish by joining the church. spirit or force that animates the brain. Without
Washington, .D. 0.
Now, my friends, who is to blame 1 You cannot the force.the brain could not work, and until the
possibly expect women and children to giv up every brain is formed, by the action of force of course, it
Mr. Murray and the Sisters.
social pleasure for an idea, especially if you do cannot retain the impressions that make the indiTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: You
nothing to cultivate that idea.
·
vidual. Force and matter, acting in conjunction are a little off in your statemi'mt in THE TRUTH
We cannot plead poverty, for some of the with each other, make the individual, and in the same SEEKER of March 12th, when you say friend Murray,
wealthiest men in every community are Liberals. manner destroy it. I do not believe that souls hav of the Denison, Tex., Gazetteer, thought it was
We cannot complain of lack of organization, for our any intelligence apart from brain or mind. Ortho- right for Catholic sisters to teach in the public
lecturers hav organized Unions everywhere through- dox people do not see any difference between brain schools, dressed in the garb peculiar to their religout the land, where there seemed to be the least and soul, for they think that if the brain can be ious vows. I did say that I believed a Catholic
sympath~ with the cause.
We cannot complain of made to receive a certain impression the "soul is sister was as much entitled to a state certificate as
lack of mterest on the part of the few Liberal saved"-whatever that is.
competent to teach in the public schools ·as a lady
women in each community, for I hav always noticed
I agree with the Spiritualists that the soul livs of any other religious profession, or of no religious
t~ey are the ~rs~ to urge any sociallil"athering that after the body is dead, but I cannot conceive of its belief, provided she passed successfully the exwill help to giv life to the organizatiOn. So I ask being intelligent and retaining its individuality. It amination prescribed by law, but when I said that
ag~, "Who is to blame~" . ~d I shall probably lived before the body was formed just as much as it
I had no idea the question at issue ~tt San Antonio
wait as long for an answer as I hav waited for an- will liv when the body is destroyed. My idea of
this state, involved the right to teach in the publi~
swers to those four hundred letters scattered Spiritualism .is that it is nothing but the effect of
schools in their peculiar religious garb. When this
throughout this state.
mind upon mind, through the agency of force-a first came to my knowledge a week or two after, I
Dear Liberal friends, I do not wish to complain sort of unconscious mind-reading. I thank-God
wrote the following, which is clipped from the
or appear to find unnecessary fault. I was very I was going to say, but I will say my lucky silars,
Gazetteer of Sept. 6, 1891. So you see I hav
proud of the honor conferred upon me last fall, which is just as good-! hav never had the delirium
already revised my opinions in accordance with
when you elected me secretary of the state organiza- tremens, and never want to, but I hav been told your suggestions : ,
.
tion, a~d entere~ upon ~y duties with the greatest that the victims believe the snakes and rats to be
The question raised in San Antonio regarding
enthusiasm, hopmg to giV such perfect satisfaction as real_ as a~y%at ever existed, although when they
that there would really seem to be a cordial in- com_e to therr senses they know that they hav not in the legality of granting certificates by state normal
dorsement and encouragement all along the line, reality seen them. Now, we know that a man is schools to nuns or sisters of charity, who hav passed
and that not only myself but our entire board of physically affected when he sees these things and the requisit examination, has assumed another
officers would be assisted in every way to build up it is just as reasonable to suppose that people are phase. It is now-claimed that their certificates giv
the cause of Liberalism throughout the state. Well, physically affected when they see spirits or ghosts. them the right to teach in the public schools dressed
in the habiliments prescribed by the Catholic
six months of our time hav elapsed, and not onereI hav very dear friends who are confirmed
sponsiv chord has been touched either by the presi- Spiritualists, and they tEill me with all the earnest- church. The Gazetteer does not so undentand it.
dent or myself. All our appeals for action, for ness of their natures that they hav seen and con- The state law positivly prohibits the incuication of
sympathy in the cause, for assistance, even for let- versed with th~ir dead relativs and friends; but any religious doctrins or ceremonies in the public
ters, from our numerous vice-presidents, are passed they cannot convince me. I hav never heard or schools. Now, religious instruction is not necesby unheeded, and so far there has been actually read of any instance where a spirit has revealed a sarily oral instruction. The opening of schools
nothing accomplished for the year. I repeat, who fact that had hitherto been unknown to any mind with prayer is not permissible under the law, and
the · tea~h.er cannot eyade this sensible regulation
is to blame?
then living. I hav searched in vain for such an by requmng the pupils to stand or sit with bowed
I said in my last report to .you that three officers instance. If I should ever find one that is proved
heads while she repeats the mental prayer: To
coulq not m~e ~ successful Union. We hav done to be a fact, then I shall begin to think that, per- dress
in a garb peculiar to some religious sect i~
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inculcating ideas by sight, as much so as though
pictures intended to illustrate a religious belief were
hung upon the school-room walls. The Gazetteer
still insists the sisters are clearly entitled to certificates when they hav passed the required examinations, for these simply certify to their intellectual
qualifications, but if they wish to teach in the public schools they must also comply with the letter and
spirit of the law which forbids the inculcation of
religion, either oral or otherwise.
We hav had both Catholic and Protestant lady.
teachers in the Denison public schools, and ladies too
without religion, and I hav noticed that while, as a
rule, the lady teachers are content to confine themselva strictly to the rules of the school trustees,
which forbid religious instruction or ceremonies of
any kind, the only trouble that has been experienced in enforcing this restriction has arisen with
one or two overzealous Protestant teachers. The
Catholic teachers hav invariably kept their peculiar
religious notions to themselvs: Neither did they
dress in. a way to attract attention to their religious professions. Such a dress would not be per~
mitted in the Denison schools and cannot be in
any public school in the state without. openly
aggrieving the plain letter of the state school law.
IJenison, Tex., March 17, 1892. B. C. MuRRAY.
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To THE RD!TOR oF THE CmHMERCIAL GAZETTE: I note fucius, th_e Agnostic, got worshiped as a godl
your remark!! about Rabbi Gottheil and Colonel Ingersoll, while his votarie_s may be vill.:tinous as an opium
''the profes!!ional Infidel." 'I'he rabbi in saying Colcmel
Ingersoll '' lectm·es for revenue only," ariel '' to the dis- joint.
" In Greece, a land of. many gods, was born a
credit of his true convictions " intended his hearers to
believe· the colonel a hypocrit: There is no evidence on man for the times. He showed up the absurdity
which to base the accusation, and we may safely suspect of sophistry, and the folly of idolatry. He opened
the rabbi judges the colonel by himself. If to receive an academy of philosophy where he i:nstructed the
money for speaking to an audience against Christianity
constitutes one a hypocrit and "professional Infidel," young men in logic and patriotism. He was a man
eighty thousand hypocrits and professional Christians for the times, but the times was not for the man.
spea~ for money against Freethought from American They accused him of corrup:ing the youth by ridipulpits every Sund•ty. Colonel Ingersoll could easily
make many times the amount he now does lecturing on culing the gods, and poisoned him to death. We
the unpopular side of the .question, by giving more don't know much of his ideas, but they were good
lectures; but be could become the most popular Irian in enough to be cherished by some, 11.nd other men
America by renouncing his present belief, and, "to the gave repute to their own notions by writing them
discredit of his true convictions," lecturing against
Infidelity; and no Christian would ever su!lpect him of down and labeling them the sayings of Socrates,
who has ever since been worshiped as' the god of
insincerity.
The writer remembers when the finger of scorn was philosophy, and what is not according to Socrates
pointed- at the Abolitionists, as it is to-day at the Free- the eollege does not count according to Hoyle.
thinkers; and doubtless conservativs accused these noble Albeit, it is not philosophy that the college is after,
advocates of an unpopular cause .of insincerity. The
Abolit.ionists finally won, even with millions of dollars at but popularity, and to this end its presidf'nt will
stake by their opponents, and all the churches against utter the inanities of a zany.
them, hecause they were on the side of truth and justice.
"According to the big book you hav here, a man
The Infidel has all to lose and nothing to gain (except for the times came on earth, from .somewhere, about
his own self-respect) by an open avowal of unbelief.
Hypocrits never ally themselvs on the unpopular side of nineteen hundred years ago. But the times didn't
any question. When Infidelity becomes the popular be- want bini, so they hanged him. ["Lord, help!"]
lief, the hypocrits will floc!!: over to that side, and all pro- He taught in that age of tyranny and servility, of
fessing Christians will then be as sincere as Freethinkers treachery and· sycophancy, 'Call no man master,'
now are. May many of us liv to see that day.
and they nailed him to· a post, on the charge that
Sidney, 0.
EMORY P. ROBINSON.
These thoughts suffered the same fate as those he called biniself the king. At least, so the story
Cowardly Editors.
goes; and it is the faith of the times, 'He shall be
The writer has had so:ne experience with editors sent the Post. Great progress will hav been made damned who doesn't believe it.' We don't know
when
editors
become
brave
enough
to
print
opinions
afraid to print non-orthodox thoughts,· and thinkwhat he said. He hadn't been through college,
differing from their own.
EMORY P. RoBINSON.
ing an account of one or two may prove interesting
wasn't a Jerusalem-cultured writer, but a Salvation
herewith offers them.
Army sort of a fellow, going about condemning the
A Christian Association Exhortation,·
Some weeks since the Cincinnati Post said
religion of his day. So they accused him of blasWITH A RATTLE OF RESPONSES.
editorially :
phemy, of doctoring sick folks and threshing wheat
A sky-pilot, fro:.;n somewhere in the wilderness of on the holy Sabbath, brought the police down on
What is it to be a Christian? The Post will publish
answers to the above query, not to exceed sixty words Michigan, preaQhed the .other Sunday to the Grand him, and shut up his mouth by letting out his blood.
each. The Post will also receive queries from any dis- Rapids _Young Men's . Christian Association upon ["Precious blood, shed for me!"] ·I do not know
believer in God and the Bible upon religion or upon religious customs which will throw light upon the points "The Man for the Times," wherein he expatiated how much Jesus had to do with breaking up the
on which he bases his unbelief or non-participation in re- that there was need of a man for these times of Sabbath, but it is surely gone to pieces, and the
ligious -worship. Questions sent to the Po.~t under this widespread sk~pticism and open Sabbath desecra- whole Sabbath-keeping nation with it. I don't
proposition will be submitted to ministers, or others well tion, or we shall soon hav upon us a European Sab- know what Jesus taught ; whatever it was, it was
informed, for reply, and both questions and replies will
bath and a godless society ; that the man _for the opposed to the times, and when it had gained some
be published in the Post.
The Post is a very religious journal; will not times must be fearless, unselfish, and cautious; he repute somebody thought to make a point by tying
violate the ·sanctity of the Sabbath by publishing must stand for the right, no matter who may op- his name on to the tail of their kite, strung together
the paper on Sunday as the wicked papers do. It pose, and to do that he must not regard self; he a lot of proverbs and old stories, called it the gosis an evening paper in Cincinnati, but those copies must be cautious, and not do his work too soon, pel of Christ, and founded a church which oveiTode
sent to the country towns are dated the next day ; not .engage in reform before the people are ready the state. Thus Jesus, the Nazarene tramp, who
was maligned as an Infidel, and murdered as a
therefore the Saturday evening paper is dated and for it, lest he retard what he would advance. ·
After he got thruugh, and there were calls for blasphemer, .is to-day worshiped as God the author
delivered Sunday morning by the wicked newsboys
others to "improve the time," yours to shill ala of the universe. ["So he is, halleluiah !"] The
in the country towns.
times makes all the difference.
The following was sent in reply to the query : superstition whenever he can, struck out thusly :
"I
believe
in
the
man
for
the
times.
["Bless
"A few years ago there appeared in this country
"What is it to be a Christian 7"
the Lord!"] The motto of the man for the times a man for the times. He saw man pretending to
It is to obey Christ's teachings. He taught, do as you
would be done by; love thy neighbor as thyself; love is, Be a man; . ["Amen!"] don't, be a clam: hold property in man. ["But man hadn't any
your enemies; resist not evil; judge not; take no thought ["Good !"] That is, don't keep your mouth shat right to do it."] No, a man cannot own his fellowfor the morrow; do not your alms before men· when thou when you hav something to say. ["That's it! man; He can only own what he produces. But
prayest enter into thy closet; sell that thou hast and giv Speak out!"] Don't refuse to say what .you think, all the preacher~ of the gospel of the Christ of God,
to the poor.
·
for fear of ·what those who don't think will say. the Jesus of Calvary, in the South, and two-thirds
Fearing this d,j_d not cover the whole ground, the ["No! no!"] Never mind the opinions of those of them in the North, said that slavei'Y was a divine
following was sent:
about you; it is for your own opinion, not theirs, institution. Old John Brown said it was a damned
Christ said, "He that believeth and is baptized, shall that you are responsible. ["That's so!"]
institution; and without fear, without selfishness,
be saved; but he that believeth not, shall be damned.
"
Vlhen
I
speak
of
the
man
for
.
the
times,
I
do
without caution, he drove a wedge into the legalized
And these signs shall follow them that believe: In my
name shall they cast ;mt devils; they shall take up ser- not mean these times more than any times. All and gospelized iniquity which speedily stove it
pents· and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not times need the same kind of men, for men are much into everlasting nothingness.
["Glory!"]
Yes,
hurt 'them; they shall lay hands on the sick, and the same in all ages. ["Just so!"] The man for glory, glory, halle, halle, John Brown, his sonl goes
they shall recover." To be able to do these things is to the times is the one whom the times needs to set it marching on-if it doesn't, it ought to. He didn't
be a Christian.
right. ["Yes!"] And because the times is wrong, wait for the times to get ready for his work. He
The following quesiions were sent for the "wellwhen the man for the times comes to right it, he is cut out the work for the times, and ·when he
informed ministers" to answer :
the man the times lea;;t wants, and does all it can got it cut out it had to be made up. He was
Christ said, "If ye hav faith as a grain of. mustard. seed ye shall say unto this mountain, Remove hence to to get rid of bini. ["So it does!"] When the not a cautious man ; if he had been, he would
yonder place, and it shall remove; and nothing shall be man for the times comes, the people will prosecute not hav been a man for the times. The timf's don't
· rmpossible unto you." ''If two of you shall agree on him, imprison him, crucify him, burn him, and damn get ready for the man, the man for the times must
earth as touching anything that they_ shall ask, it shall him to hell, because he does not agree with them, get the times ready for the next man, who gets the
be ddne for you of my father which is in heaven." "And
all things whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, believing, but tells them their folly r:md denounces. their benefit, and calls the next man. fort he times a crank,
ye shall receive." Are these words t~ue? If true,_ why deviltry. ["Lord, save!"] Or, if the government or an ungodly wretch.
" These meil for the times hav come and gone.
do not ministers pray for the necessanes and luxunes of h<ts become so civil that bigotry is not allowed to
life instead of beggmg the same from those who earn handle the :e:x:.ecutioner's ax; if superstition and They hav demolished the divine institutions of
them? Is it not impudent for one ignorant of what is
best for him to ask an infinit being, "who doeth all villainy is not allowed to kill the man for the times pious piracy in their day, and been worshiped as
outright, for G.od's sa'.ce [" 0! oh !"]. then the fool- divinities themselvs sanctifying other institutions
things well," to change his plans?
It is because an institution is
You do not n 3ed to be told that these answers ishly pious, and piously evil, will call him bad just as cussed.
and questions were not pub•ished, even after the names, they will brand him heretic, · skeptic; iniquitous that it denominates itself divine. And
foregoing invitation. For two :::r three days a few Sabbath-breaker, Infidel, Atheist, no matter' what, now you come and in the name of the Jewish
answers to their ques ions were print:d, nearly all set prejudice at work against him, break up· his Sabbath-breaker you ask for a restoration of the
being from believers. Evidently some pressure business, and thus starve him-to death, if they can. Roman and Puritan Sunday; the relic of Latin
superstition and cannibalistic religion. I stand
was brought to bear-by Christians, of course [" That is the way they do it."]
"One of the best men for the times, a11d· perhaps here, a man for the times, to protest against such
Free'hil kers enjoying these exposures-and the
the earlie13t we read much about, showed up in an echo from the Dark Ages. You can saywhat you
discussion very suddenly ended.
·
He put please of me, but I had rather be a man for the
A short time since anothe · Cincinnati journal, China twenty-five hundred years ago.
common
sense
in
place
of
mysticisw,
and
good times fuan be all the gods who were ever worshiped,
not quite so religious as the Post, the Oomrnercial
morals in place of tomfoolery about a thousand or ever will be, for, to be a man for tbe times, is to
Gazette, contained this edito.,ial:
gods. We hav not a word that he wrote, that we be myself; and to be other than myself, I might as
One of the strongest assaults yet made on Colonel Ingersoll, 'th~ profess!-onal Infidel, was by Rev. Dr. Gott- are sure of, as he wrote it. The times did not. think well hav never been born. ["True enough."]"
There was too much of a sensation, too intense
heil, a Jemsh rabbi, of New York. He declared ,Inger- much of his doctrin. It did not fit. He was
• soli lectu).'ed ~or. revenue only, a~d this fact, co\1-pled thought foolish and allowed to peacefully die .~n listening,_ during the last part of that discourse, to
with that of his Ignorance of the Bible, compelled him to poverty; forgotten were his ashes _but by a few allow of many responses. When I had done one
indulge in startling and amusing statements to the discredit· of his true convictions. The baldheaded orator who continued faithful to his instruction, and at said that he hoped the last speaker was saved by
last gained it some popularity, in name at least, the blood of him who died for all. but the name of
has not yet responded.
The following mild .criticism was maile?- to the wpen a bookwas written as a repqrt of his sayings, Jesus was too sacred to be taken lightly upon prowhich became conned as a literary classic, and Con- fane lips. H<;>w ~s that :remark for a jumble 7 If
eQitqr:
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the speaker was saved, were his lips profane 1 and who spake as never man spake, and whose word will the Liberals hav accomplished these great changes,
if Jesus died to save all, didn't he make a mistake stand "when the mountains shall hav passed away." yet let them not think that the time haf!! come for
And then he would go on to say that he was an them to rest from their labors.
if he is to miss me1
JoHN P. GuiLD.
Though the gods are not as vindicti~ and cruel
embassador
of God, and standing between the desGrana Rapids, Mich.
tinies of two worlds, and dare not do otherwise as they were once, yet the Christian thinks that
than to declare the whole counsel of God. And he cannot get along without them. And he still
Death, Funerals, and the Future.
when God says, "•Depart from me ye cursed,' no believes in a God-written, infallible book, and that
For the last few months Death has been swinging man is to be held responsible for what God says." a man will keep right on living after he is dead.
his scythe at a fearful rate in this immediate vicinity. And inferentially the soul was handed over to Old He still has such a craving after his Gods that he
He has been gathering a plentiful harvest from the Sooty, grinningly impatient to catch it on his eats their bodies and drinks their blood. Then he
old and elderly people. Ministers and undertakers "three-tae'd leister" and splash it into his " boil- has a place, though he has never been able to tell
hav also realized a harvest. The undertakers con- ing brimstone pot " as quick as a ·country girl could exactly where it is located, where all who believe as
duct the bodies to the graves, and the ministers act turn a flapjack.
he does are to hav robes and crowns and harps and
as conductors of the souls which emigrate to that
But these things are all changed now. Old enjoy an eternal jamboree.
happy land where they are not disagreeably exposed things are passing away. Common sense is comIn ancient times gods were as plenty as blackto those who eat onions.
ing to the front. "God's word," which could not berries ; the Christian still requires three, the MoI hav attended some funerals of late, and am still pass away, is constantly changing ; it does not hammedan makes one answer, while I hav found
deeply impressed with the idea that the superstition mean what it did sixty years ago.
out that I can get along without any.
of the people is very great. And yet I am pleas~d
Funerals are conducted in a more rational manThe Christian still insists that a man livs after
to think that there is so great an improvement m ner, generally at the residence of the deceased, he dies. A man either dies or he doesn't die. The
regard to the manner of conducting funerals.
and with some regard to decency. The sermon is preacher says he doesn't die. If there is no death,
A funeral was a notable occasion when I was a delivered without reference to an angry God, and why does the Christian bewail the loss of his child 1
boy, sixty years ago. In those early days, when the nobody is remrnded of a leering long-tailed devil Do not his actions belie his words~ Cari a stream
country was new, there were very few churches, and hovering around to bear away the soul of the de~ keep running after the fountain is dried up 1
funerals were generally attended at sc:)lool-houses. funct, and hell is left out entirely.
Up to about a hundred years ago there were as
A funeral at a private house was a thing unthought of.
Now, if I were allowed to venture an opinion, I many deaths as births in the world, because all died
People came from a distance out of idle curiosity would say, to the Liberals belongs the credit of this that were born. But the Christian says the countto see how the immediate relativs would be affected reform. But it is only fair to giv the Universalists less billions which hav preceded us did not die at
and to see the corpse. It was an occasion on which credit for the part which they hav acted in banish- all-that they are still living. He says that his
the minister was expected to appear at his best. His ing the horrid ideas of hell from the minds of the God does not bring beings into existence to liv but
address to the "mourners" was tbe special feature of people. I can well remember when Universalists a few years and then terminate their existence.
the occasion, and nothing could raise a minister were as much lied about and misrepresented by
Since the advent of animal life on the globe there
higher than to hav it said, "There was not a dry eye orthodox churches as the Liberals are to-day.
hav been thousands of animals for every human
in the house."
When I was a boy there was a Universalist who being. · If man livs on after he is dead, how. about
Some of those early funeral sermons were of such preached in the neighborhood where I lived, and all of these animals "I If they hav all died, will man
an outrageous character that it seems now like a the sermon which he preached sixty years ago did form an exception to the general rule 1 If these
wonder t at the people did not rebel outright. At
not differ widely from the ortho~ox sermon of to- animals are all living, where are they 1
the funeral of a man who had died and left a wife day. He did not preach a burning hell, and there
Until recently the Christian has taught that the
and childJ:en I hav heard remarks something like
is no hell preached now. As far as I am able to good people went to heaven and all the bad people
the following: "You will miss father now. The
remember, one of his sermons would giv no offense went to hell. Is there a heaven for the good aniearth will soon close over him and you will see him
mals and a hell for the bad ones ~ · Where is the
in any orthodox pulpit at the present time.
no more. He can no longer act as a guide to your
But it would be hard for the people now to un- sense in saying that all of these animals hav really
erring feet. You will call, 'Father,' but no father
derstand how the orthodox saints of that day were died but all the human beings who hav died are
will answer your call. In a few moments you will
horrified at the idea that there was no hell in which still living 1
look UP.On him for the last time. His eyes are closed
If these animals are all dead, why did God bring
an angry God could punish those who differed
in death. The worms will devour him, and he can
from them in belief. It is only by going back in them into existence to liv but an hour or a day or
not return. But you must try to realize that it is a
imagination and traveling over the ground again, a few years at the most, and then end their existdispensation of providence and that your father, now
and counting the milestones,· that we are able to ence ~ If the far greater portion of animal life is
dead, is in the hands of one who doeth all things well.
realize how far we hav advanced in sixty years.
thus disposed of, does man form an exception to
"And, 0 God, what shall I say to this bereaved
At the time I speak of I used to hear the Chris- the general rule 1
and heart-stricken wife and mother~ 0 God, giv
tians say, "What is the use of making all these
It is said that the life of man is so short that
her strength to bear up under her afiliction. Her
sacr:itlces and trying to liv a Christian life if there God would never bring him into the world to liv
heart-strings are parted asunder. How often has
is no hell T What difference can it make whether but a few years and then take him out of existence.
she called, 'Jacob, Jacob!' but Jacob will no more
we liv good honest lives or whether we lie and But there are insects which flit about for only
hear her call, neither can he return. His voice is
steal, ·if there is no punishment after death 1" It is an hour and then their existence ends. Is it not
now hushed in death, and his sightless eyes can
evident from the Christians' own showing that it as reasonable that man should die after living three
never look upon her again. He will soon be covered with the clods of the valley;" and much more was a great sacrifice to keep from lying and steal- score years and ten, as that the insect should die
ing, and that they only-· refrained from doing so after living' only an hour 1
precious and pious nonsense in the same strain
because they were afraid of an angry God and a
Taking all the animals in existence, man is a
which ought never to hav been uttered.
burning hell.
thousand times above the average in size. As far
And then to note the expression of countenance,
The idea of living good lives out of self-respect as I am informed, the whale has the longest life of
to see him roll his eyes and turn his pious mug and a decent regard for the welfare of others seems all the animals. As man is far above the medium
toward heaven and strike an attitude, would prove never to hav crossed their minds.
size of animals, so his life is far above the medium
_a drawing card in a theater. The man who could
I hav heard some funeral sermons lately, if ser- length. And, for aught I know, the life "of the insucceed in harrowing up the minds of the people to mons they could be called, and I could but contrast sect may seem as long to it, as the life of the whale
the greatest degree was counted the great preacher them with those I heard in the long ago. No does to it. Who can prove that the length of life
of the day. Many a time in my younger days hav Biblejreading, no long prayers, no text-simply does not seem the same to all animals 1
I witnessed this barbaric display of a preacher's "remarks," much of which any Liberal would inEvery animal comes into existence but to die.
sense of propriety-hav seen one, instead of dorse. Individuals were given credit for good
Every tree, shrub, or plant which sprouts from a
trying to still the troubled waters of affiiction, deeds, manly conduct, and a due regard for the seed or shoots up from a root,· comes into life only
take the opposit course and strain himself almost
welfare of others, and for uprightness and morality. to die. Death is a universal law as much as the
to bursting to bring to the mind the most excruIn my boyhood days I often heard ministers say, law of gravitation. I accept Webster's definition,
ciating thoughts and disagreeable reflections.
"No man can get to heaven on his morality." That "Death is a total and permanent cessation of all
A funeral was considered the greatest success good deeds alone would not avail, that God's word the vital functions." What is there about a man to
where there was the most crying. A girl said she was yea, yea, and nay, nay, and that there was no liv, if death is "total and permanent~" Men may
"liked to go to funerals because it made her cry so." way to get to heaven only through the blood of and talk about eternal life and home in heaven, but the
And one would think that· the multitude came to belief in Jesus Christ.
theory has no foundation in truth or reason.
a funeral to cry and to see others cry and to see the
The ministers hav given up hell, or at 'ieast it is no
But the Christian asks, "If death ends all, why
corpse.
longer preached in their sermons, and it is no has God implanted in the human breast this desire
After such an inspiring sermon the corpse would longer a winning ca:~;d. And the superstitious bar- for continued existence?" Why are a hundred
be placed out in front of the school-house to be barity preached sixty years ago would oust any other unsatisfied desires interwoven into his nature?
stared at by the crowd, mostly drawn there by idle minister from an orthodox pulpit at the presen~ Men hav a desire to see their children do well, but
curiosity.
time.. And still they cry, "What. has Infidelity many turn out badly. Most men desire to become
In those days church-members and ministers were ever done to make the world better?"
famous, but fame is awarded to the very few, not
in the habit of using quite exhilarating beverages,
The truth is, Infidelity has changed their God to the inany. Most men desire to become rich, but
and many of them would get gloriously fuddled.
from a· bloodthirsty; savage God into something the vast majority are struggling in poverty. A deIf a person died who was a member of the church, like a god of humanity. It has brought the people sire is no evidence of the realization of that desire.
no matter about the character, the minister would to take a more sensible view of the old book of Most men desire to liv-very few w11nt to die. It
dwell upon the sure promises of "God's word" and fables, and not to regard commands as binding is no wonder that the desire for continued exi~>t
giv them a first-cabin passage on the "old ship upon them which would disgrace a Digger Indian, ence should be as general as the desire to liv, for
Zion," with extra accommodations, and an angelic because they are dubbed holy. Even ministers hav the one desire grows out of the other.
escort to the land of the sneaks and the home of the been changed . in a great degree from intolerance
The sooner we learn that when a man dies he is
imbecils, where the weary can lounge around in the and savage cruelty into something like forbearance dead the better, for every fact has its value. A
cosy nooks and the wicked are not "in it."
and decency.
dead body does not differ from other inett matter.
But if a man died outside of the church, though his
Ministers hav become ashamed to say that the We cannot injure the dead, neither can we help
character was without spot or blemish, the minis- souls of men will be worked up into b·imstone them. They are conditionless. There is nothing
ter never forgot to remind the people of a burning tarts because they did not believe as John Calvin for them to enjoy or to suffer. All the· good we
hell and an angry God and the torments of the told them to. A roaring lion of a devil, a savage, can do must be done to the living. ~<? favor can
wicked. "He that believeth and is baptized shall revengeful God, and a burning hell are no longer be shown to the dead. Millions upon millions, first
be saved, and he that believeth not shall be preached, and yet, as I said in the beginning, the and last, hav been spent upon tombs ,~nd monudamned." 'l'hii:! i~:~ ~'?t my word: but God's word, superstition of the people is very great. Though ments, but hav the dead been· benefited 1 It ma.~
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hav been a satisfaction to the living, but in most
English Notes.
lecturer's wife honored me with her presence at the
cases only for a generation or two at the most.
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS : The revival in English afternoon lecture; but I did not know her, and no
In the early settlement of Wyoming county a Freethought continues in a most satisfactory way. one thought to introduce me to her. Many were
man was killed by a falling limb from a tree. A It is evidently no spurt, but an awakening of the the inquiries about Mr. Charlesworth. Unfortuman cut twice around an elm tree, and peeled off a majority of Freethinkers to the necessity of taking nately I never see THE TRUTH SEEKER here in Mansection of bark, and in this humble coffin the man advantage of the position which Mr. Bradlaugh and chester and could not giv them any recent news of
was buried. Years after I stood by that grave, his colleagues of the National Secular Society hav the young:missionary to the Americans. Nottingand I asked myself if he was not sleeping as peace- won for them by the persistent advocacy of their ham has produced several good lecturers. In addifully and quiet as though he had been shrouded in views. Since Mr. Bradlaugh allowed himself to be tion to the three already mentioned in ·this letter
gold and purple.
.
drawn almost exclusivly into the political world, we must add J. B. Coppock, fellow of the Chemical
In disposing of the dead, the interests of the the advocacy of practical Secularism had to some Society, who usually lectures on scientific subjects,
living should mainly be consulted.
extent lapsed for want of a leader. Mr. Foote is and Arthur Hunt, whose voice is now but seldom
In too many cases the living hav suffered for admirably supplying his predecessor's place, and is heard on our platforms.
means which hav been foolishly squandered on a good organizer in addition;· so that this outburst
The excitement of the week is the announcement
funerals and monuments. For children to suffer of renewed and sustained energy takes no one by that John M. Robertson, editor of the National
for means which hav lavishly been spent to bury a surprise, whilst it is a source of great encourage- Reformer, the late Mr. Bradlaugh's paper, is about
dead parent, is, to say the least, sacrificing to the ment to his lieutenants to throw themselvs more to contest a Radical seat at Northampton, but in
dead at the expense of the living. I hav known a and more he81I'tily into the work.
what or whose interest goodness only knows.
man to spend money for a tombstone when his
During the past few weeks I hav had a splendid Northampton is already well represented in Parliachildren were suffering for food and clothing.
opportunity of seeing the reality of this regeneration. ment by Messrs. Labouchere, editor of Truth, and
Funerals, especially of the poor, are far more ex- Hanley has already been referred to in these notes. Manfield. Mr. Robertson, in a leading article,
pensiv than they ought to be. I hope there are Nottingham calls for some comment. Unlike avers that Mr. Manfield only holds his position on
many who willliv to see more rational ideas pre- Hanley, the necessarily dirty seat of the potteries, sufferance ; that Mr. Labouchere personally gave
vail. . The welfare of the living should mainly en- Nottingham is a particularly neat and clean town an understanding on his colleague's behalf that the
gage our thoughts.
forming the center of lace-making industry. Al- seat was not to be contested by its present owner
A general license to attend a funeral is as much most every window is draped with snow-white lace at the next election. As things go now, the people
out of place as a general license would be to attend curtains. People talk lace, think lace, and almost eat of Northampton and Mr. Manfield are equally
a birth. None ought to feel at liberty to attend lace, with hosiery for a change. Other industries agreed that it is wise to let well alone and to run
only those whose presence will be agreeable to the abound. in Nottingham, but lace and hosiery take Mr. Manfield again. To this Mr. Robertson defriends of the deceased. In my opinion .funerals first and second places. For five and twenty years murs with a most extraordinary argument. "When
ought to be very quiet affairs and conducted ac- Freethought views hav been openly preached here. Mr. Bradlaugh died," he says, "the. men whom he
cording to the wishes of immediate friends. I can see Hooper, the dean of local lecturers, is full of anec- had trained, led, and represented, claimed the seat
no more call for a great parade at death than at birth. dotes of his quarter-century's work. Mr. Hooper, or, as one to which, in the local councils of the party,
When I die I want my friends to dispose of my as he is called locally, "Jemmy Hooper," was my they had the ;right of nominating candidates."
body in such manner as to giv them the least chairman for the open-air lecture in the market-place, This is quite a new departure in English politics,
trouble and expense. If I were worth a million of where we had a thousand persons round us listen- and begs the question of party heredity. Mr.
dollars I would want no lying inscription on costly ing to the relationship existing between labor and Bradlaugh was an excellent man, and his friends
marble. If I cannpt win a place in the memory of Secularism. His genial face at once drew an audi- succeeded in sending him to St. Stephen's ; but
the people, let my name be forgotten.
ence, for he is known and respected throughout.the when Mr. Bradlaugh died, all that naturally came
Years ago a man "\vith whom I was acquainted town. What a mistake it -is not to take much to an end, and it remamed for the next best man
wrote his funeral discourse before he died, and it greater advantage of outdoor work than many Free- to be sent in his place. Fortunately the Radicals
was read at his funeral. Friends who were present· thinkers seem disposed to do ! I often wonder succeeded in obtaining a good man, and all parties,
made appropriate remarks. Most people at that whether you adopt this method of propaganda in with the exception of the Tories and a few factiontime thought that the whole proceedings were a the States. To my mind there is nothing like it. ists, are contented with the result. But Mr. Robheathenish performance.
I thought them very Folks will not come indoors, try all you will. Mr. ertson contends that he has " some little title, if
proper. Later, Dr. Baldwin, of Yates county, died, Foote is able to get decent audiences, but the ma- anyone has, to speak in Mr. Bradlaugh's name-that
and no minister was called to attend the funeral. jority of speakers fail to draw: not, I believe, be- I am perfectly convinced he would hav approved of
A friend of the deceased, .by request, made some cause of their inability to lecture, else they would be the course taken by his old followers in this matvery timely remarks, and the funeral was con- unable to hold their hundreds together for an hour ter." Therefore, Mr. Manfield ought to make way
ducted in a very quiet aud rational manner.
outside the buildings, but because workingmen are for Mr. Robertson to occupy Mr. Bradlaugh's place
Of course, forty or fifty years ago these funerals rather nervous about going into a place where they in Parliament. This is altogether too rich. Mr.
Robertson is a very nice young man, when he likes
excited a great deal of comment. It was said, can be nobbled to join an 1mpopular society.
" No man would desire to be buried in that way unLectures under a bright blue sky, delivered from to be nice; but he is also very bumptious. His
less he had been put through a hardening process- a substantial wagon, and amplified by a liberal record for work done is extremely small. He nags
no minister, no prayer offered. When I come to distribution of aggressiv literature, are far and away like an old woman, and is never happy unless he is
die, I hope I shall not be buried like a dog," and the best means of making our cause popular. And criticising somebody; but there are already enough
many other rema-rks of a ·like character. During suppose sometimes a lecturer does come to grief chatter-nags in Parliament, and if he wishes to sucthese forty or fifty years common ser se has been and people howl a bit at him, or pelt him, or what ceed our late and immortal leader he must win his
coming to the front. Such funerals are quite com- not,...:.-what do{ls it matter so long as it is a step . spurs first.
Perhaps the principal feature of interest in the
mon now.
toward breaking down the terrible superstition
I hav attended many funerals conducted in a which is ever balking us in our endeavor to bring coming parliamentary struggle will be the position
similar manner, and I do not think the individuals about reforms 7 Fortunately the Nott-ingham peo- the Labor party will prove able to occupy. In Man·"died like dogs," neither do I think they had been ple accept this view of the case, and Messrs. Hooper chester Labor has been dubbed "a religion," and
put through the "hardening process." As far as I and Lord are taking turns to keep the ball rolling. has its Labor church and Labor minister. It now
hav l::een able to learn, they were men of acute
A few nights ago I extended our work in new seeks to run Labor candidates for municipal and
minds, and had a due regard to propriety.
direction. It so happened that the colliers were Parliamentary honors, quite irrespectiv of party orOne good old Methodist man heard teat I had enjoying a week's holiday, or, in other words, had ganization, being willing to see an enemy to progress
attended the funeral of a Liberal, and he thought it unanimously suspended work for a week in order representing a constituency instead of a Radical
a thing so awful in its character that a law ought that the heavy reserve stock of coal might be reduced rather than that their own nostrum should pass un·to be passed to prevent the future occurrence of and so prevent the masters from insisting upon a noticed. Like the total abstinence party, the labor
such a transaction. The idea that John Peck, an reduction of wages throughout the system. At advocates are rapidly losing their heads. It is ever
Infidel, should be allowed to " preach a funeral ser- Pendlebury the miners took advantage of this leisure thus with faddists, and the most humane and benefimon," seemed to him like the sin against the Holy to inaugurate a branch of the National Secular cent movements are apt to receive the severest injury
Ghost which could not be forgiven in this world Society in their village, and Mr. Willock, the secre- at the hands of their friends. •
Yours fraternally,
neit': er in the world to come. There should be tary of the Manchester branch, and myself went over
llfanchester, April 2, 1892. . SAM STANDRING.
little formality about a funeral. It should be con- there to conduct the ceremonies. It is perfectly
ducted according to the taste and desire and cir- certain that if the Secular party would only act more
Lectnres and Meetings.
cumstances of those immediately interested. Com- vigorously in harmony with the working classes a
mon sense would dictate that no particular form much larger and brighter future would lie before it
THE Manhattan Liberal Club lectures for April are as
should be observed. Circumstances may so far than it can ever hope to attain to so long as it devotes follows. The club meets at 220 East 15th street:
differ that what would be proper on one occasion itself exclusivly to Bible-banging. That Secularism
April22d, "Religion and Morality," Henry Rowley;
might be highly improper on another. It is no is essentially destructiv all will cheerfully admit; that
April 29th, "Lunacy Real and Factitious, and Its
business of the public how funerals a1·~ conducted, successful Secularism must also be constructiv is Treatment," Albert Bach.
Business meeting and election of officers after lecture,
so long as the peace of society is not disturbed nor equally certain. Besides, the clergy are getting so
on April 29th.
the right of others infringed.
broad and shallow that our destructiv work is beS. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
To see a man at a funeral acting as master of coming now of comparativly minor importance. The
ceremonies, and giving orders as a military officer clergyman who opposed me at ·Pendlebury gave up Chicago .............. Apr. 24 j Boston................ May 8
would at a general parade, in many instances is entirely the opening chapters of Genesis and ad- Massillon, 0.. ...... May 1 Montreal............. " 15
New York............ "
6 Boulder City, CoL June 5
censurable and not in keeping with good sense.
mitted freely that he did not believe that to be the
Those desiring lectures along this route will please
The funerals which I hav attended of late hav true account of the world's beginning. My Atheistic
given rise to these thoughts. And I am induced to arguments he practically accepted in block; all he communicate at once with S. P. Putnam, Los Angeles,
giv them publicity, because I am more interested in held out for was a belief in a God, who is our father, Cal., care of C. Severance, Box 451.
and a Jesus Christ, who should be our ideal. As for
the living than in the dead.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH'S lecture appointments:
I want the time to come when costly .monuments the exact nature and characteristics of this God and Cincinnati, O..... April 24 Waterlo<z_, Ind.. June 4, 5, 6
7, 8
will no longer be reared for the dead, and men will Jesus, he seemed to hav no very definit ideas about Centralia, Til..... " 25, 26, Butlerb 1nd...... "
27, 28, and 29.
Colum us, 0.... ::
12
cease to worry about a future state of existence and ·them.
Strasburg, ID ...... May 1, 2 Pittsburgh, Pa..
19
I forgot to mention with respect to Nottingham Ottumwa, Ia. ...... " . 15 Butler, l'a.. ...... " 20, 21
become good enough. to hav a heaven all around
them, and fully realize that man is the grandest tbat I had the pleasure of meeting there the brother Angola, Ind ........ " 30, 31
being of which we hav any knowledge, and t-hat his of a young lecturer who is now very activ in your
He expects to lecture in Cairo, ill.; Shumway, MusStates, Mr. Charlesworth. He hails from Notting- . catine, I a.; Manchester, Milwaukee, Wis.; Grand Rapids,
well-being s:P.ould engross our whole attenti(;ln. ·
ham, where he is held in great respect. Your Mich.; Fort Wayne, Ind.; Auburn and Philadelphia1 Pa,
.Naples, N. Y.
JOHN PECK.
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of qtriends.

You can put up a bushel of berries in bers were in the lobby working for the· the Russian intolerance creep out of him
about ten minutes.
bill.
F. S. MoNTGOMERY.
every time! -Any person half posted and
with the slightest knowledge of a schoolMRs. RosE R. DELDERS.
A Conrageons Sciu~ol~Teacher.
The Greatest Woman's Book.
boy knows that the Jews are not SabConoRus, PA., Apr.il6, 1892.
Believes in Dynamite-of Onr Kind.
ABINGDON, VA., Jan. 18, 1892.
batarians, and that they hav been drifting
am
well
pleased
with.
THE
MR.
EDIToR:
I
MINNEAPOLIS, Mrim., April6, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Will you kindly send me a
very fast from belief to Freethought. Of
MR. EDITOR: I am extremely pleased with TRUTH SEEKER. ·It is all it claims in its course it is hardly worth the while to
sample copy of your paper? I hav just
title. Here is some of my late experience.
read what I believe to be the greatest the way THE T.RuTH SEEKER pours hot shot
answer such cranky cOl-respondence imWhere I liv is a hotbed of so-called Cm:isand
dynamite
explosivs
into
the
camps
and
book ever written by a woman, "Men,
pregnated with ignorance-but even such
tianity. I hav been a teacher since 1866,
Women, and Gods," published by you, fortresses of the enemies of "truth. The
calibers hav to take up the time and space
being
a
Freethinker
during
all
"bhis
time,
and if the paper is what I think it is, you horrid pictures of their mythical Joss,
of as valuable a paper as THE TRUTH
but hav, because I was urgently requested,
will soon add my name to your subscrip- which they hav set up and insist that the
SEEKER.
Yours respectfully,
L. L.
read
the
Bible
in
opening
my
school
every
.ignorant masses shall fall down before and
tion list.
P. J. DAVENPORT.
morning.
At
the
last
term
I
positivly
reworship, are an immense weapon, w"):rich
The Golden Rnle Challenged.
Hopes To Keep the Fair Gates Open. · · strikes terror and consternation into every fused to comply with the demand, though
CoNCORDIA; KAN., Apr. 1, 1892.
it
was
prophesied
by
sky-pilots
and
others
WAVERLY, WASH., J-an. 25, 1892.
erpounder of the caricatures who is to be
MR. EDITOR: The Golden Rule is a farce.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1 to heard Sundays in the joss-houses of that I would fail in my school work. The I hav often made this statement in writing
send me six petitions to Congress, and the land, and makes him feel and know contrary proved true. i hav had greater for the press, and hav never heard the arkeep the rest for that fund-fifty cents as a with certainty that in the warfare his Joss success than ever before. I succeeded in gument defeated. If to "do unto another
obtaining the good will of all my patrons,
contribution from B. F. Dashiel and fifty is doomed to annihilation.
as ye would he should do unto ·you " is
cents from me. Hoping for success in this
The leaven Qftruth is working, and the .and besides that the school board raised sound morality, it must be on the theory
matter in particular and our Infidel cause warfare is breaking out all along the line my salary, even to back pay on five that the assumed premia is true, viz.:
months. I strive to make thinkers and
in general, and to you and your paper in the camp of the enemy.
reasoners of my pupils, and teach truth That the proper rule of ethics, so far as
prosperity, I remain,
GEoRGE DAVIS.
each one is concerned, is.fust what he may
and morality, but everything clearly secuYours respectfully,
JULIUS ScHUR.
wish others to do to him! F9r obYonng Men Devil-Bonnd.
lar, as demanded by our state school law.
serve that if my wish as to what you should
"April Fool ! "
FRANKFORT, WASH., March 25, 1892.
It is said that I had the best-disciplined
MoNTPELIER, INn., April 5, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed twenty- school in the district. Freethinkers, it do to me is at fault, then your action toward
me may be immoral, and yet in strict keep· MR. EDITOR: On April 1st a good re- five cents in stamps for "The Strike of will pay you to stand up to our colors.
ing
with the rule. .All cases in which the
ligious man asked me who that was coming a Sex, the 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' of
I hav had several arguments on the Sabacross my farm, and when· I looked said, Woman's Shivery," and twenty~five cents bath,·Bible in schools, creeds, etc., during desire upon my part is opprobious are ex"April fool!" I then thought that his re- in stamps for some of those letters to be the winter. I am now challimged by a amples. The judge upon the bench, beligion, like "April fool," was based on sent to Washington in regard to the clergyman to discuss the '' Propriety of fore ruling upon the motion of the crimfaith without evidence, so if he is a good World's Fair. I want quite a number of the Bible in Our-Public Schools," but hav inal to set the verdict aside, might pause
Christian all his life and in the next world books. I hav got four young men well thus far declined, owing to· the fact that and ask: "What would I wish him to do if
fails to find Jesus and feels as bad as a lost interested in THE TRUTH SEEKER. I let he is determined to hav it take place in a our places were exchanged? Of course to
kitten dropped by the roadside, the minis- them hav mine ns soon as I get it read church, where I am confident I would not grant the motion; motion allowed." The
tramp who asks me for a dollar may wish I
ter has only to say, "Christian fool!" or through. These four boys hav a logging- get justice.
J. W. F. CoPENHEAVER.
couldbeinduced to givhim my horse; ob" Sunday fool!" as he thinks best.
camp of their own, and hav considerable
serve that the conclusion is as obvious as
H. B. ALLEN.
Religions Terrors Priest-Made All.
young company, and some said to be
can be arrived at-"I ought to giv him my
IoNIA, MICH., Feb. 12, 1892.
quite religious, and that religious part
Preparing for His Fntm·e.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $5 to horse."
thinks the boys gcing to the arms of his
SoLDIERs' HoME, CAL., Aprill, 1892.
It is no argument to say your own wishes
majesty the devil right away. I would renew my subscription for another year
MR. EDITOR: I am an old soldier from
like to see all of THE· TRUTH SEEKER's and one new subscriber. I intended to should be pure; for if the rule is not operSullivan county, of your state, now at the
pictures in one book. I would giv mor.e get two more, but think I will get them ativ beneficially with bad men, it is no acSoldiers' Home here in California. I am
count. We do not need a saponaceous
yet.
taking your TRUTH SEEKER and am very for it than any Bible I ever saw. My recompound
that will wash clean clothes, but
The
new
subscriber
is
an
intelligent
somuch interested in it. But I am bound to gards to Mr. Heston. May he liv a thou- ciety lady, and has frequent discussions those whi<;~h are dirty. B. R. ANDERSoN.
sand
years
anyway,
to
make
pictures
for
make a sure thing of it in that trip to the
with the clergy in which· she has been able
us and the churches.
other world. I send you $1 for your new
to hold her own with .them without the aid Down With the Black Fiend of Igno·
Yours
in
the
cause
of
liberty,
Bible Picture Book. It will giv me some
rance.
of any Liberal journal. She needs THE
.l.VIRs. RACHEL J. BUTTs.
chance to pick out my place ill the burnTAlllPA, FLA., March 21, 1892.
TRUTH SEEKER and must hav it. I hav
ing region in the other world, so some of Thinks the World's Fair Snnday QuPstion been a reader of your. paper about ten
MR. EDITOR: Please find $4 to pay for
my old soldiers of Sullivan county will
the Main One.
years, and think it improves every year, four copies of the new Picture Book, as per
know where to find me when I get there.
MElllPms, TEx., March"lS, 1892.
and especially this year in its new dress. advertisement. I hope to get a few more
Yours,
JAs. B. WILsoN.
subscribers soon. If all goes well we shall
MR. EniToR: Please send me five copies Heston is inspired.
open a news-stand for Liberal papers and
of
the
J.'elegram.
One
can
hardly
agree
I
herewith
send
you
another
specimen
Ridicnle Counseled.
Liberal literature. We are increasing
with D. Webster Groh's second letter to of my home-made bric-a-brac verse.
MoNTGOMERY, A:LA., April4, 1892.
gradually but surely in this place. There
Mr.
A.
N.
Bonsteel,
shov.ing
"The
ProgVery
respectfully,
S.
M.
BAYARD.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1, .
are too many who are afraid of Mrs.
DEDICATED TO THE CLERGY.
for which send the Bible Picture Book to ress of the Church." The church is proGrundy, but I hope to help them hav more
my address. I regard ridicule as_altogether gressiv in no sense or form, and to goad In ancient days astrology,
confidence in themselvs in the near future.
the
eneniy
lengthens
the
combat
and
inPriest-cursed,
became
mythology,
the most effectiv weapon to wield against
Then doubly-damned theology,
I should long ago hav sent for more litthe exceptionally ridiculous superstition tensifies the strife. The opening of the
Pope-hatched from the beginning,
named Christianity. Its hone.yt votaries Fair on Sunday is first and foremost. With!ods and!hosts, and heavenly hosts, erature, but I had the misfortune to be
burnt out, and lost what little I possessed
An hells an devils grinning,
are not affected by appeals to their reason, That triumphant is the issue. Nothing
of worldly goods, and it has been an upfor their reasoning faculties, if, they pos- can take its place. And it is far nobler to And savior's blood, as clear as mud,
secure
the
freedom
of
body
and
soul
to
hill business to scratch together what little
Atonement
for
their
sinning.
sess them, are dormant, but their sense of
I hav now. But, thanks to my good Libthe ludicrous is frequently acute. To the the world than to "taunt the enemy with Theology is earth's greatest curse,
hypocrits (and they are often in the ma- its past heinousness. We hav no time to As preached and prayed and sung in verse, eral friend, Mr. R. Mugge, I hav been
fling stones, but to one purpose and its As all their silly creeds rehearse,
able to start in a small way and make my
jority) ridicule comes with telling force.
All joining in the hue and cry,
conjunctions. On to freedom for all, now
living, and will soon be able to get square
JESSE HooKER.
With threatenings dire on all who die
and forever. Yet I do like the kindly and
with the world. I am over seventy years
Who do not with their tez·ms comply.
old now, and it comes a little rougher than
Missionary Work Amid Worse Than truthful expression of Isaac S. Lee's letter
One truth is clear, let none deny,
from Fort Worth, Tex. In his kindness Religious gall is priest-made all,
it would years ago. But I shall not despair,
African Superstitions.
he is far-seeing, and is fully armed to From Buddha down to Pope Pecci.
although feeble. And I may thank ou:r;
BEAVER DAM, March 8, 1892.
noble Freethought papers for the light I
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed ex- battle for the right. I shall be in such a
S.M. B.
possess. For it is they that first lifted me
press money order. This does me as much rank, with the mighty dollars-all I can
.A. Rnsso-Jewish Controversy.
out of the darkness that shrouded my
good as it does you', to get a new sub- giv-and urge a fair and honorable warfare.
SALISBURY, Mo., April 6, 1892.
Yours truly,
J. V. MULKS.
earlier days. May the light of intelligence
scriber to your paper. I hav taken THE
MR. EniToR: A. W. Kientoff in "Angry spread her bright rays over every old hall
TRUTH SEEKER ever since it was started by
Despotism Intolerable and Damnable.
Jews " of your issue April 2, 1892, is of bigotry and superstition, until the black
D. M. Bennett, and hav scattered my paSHEPARD, 0., March 24, 1892.
nothing more nor less than a Russian or a fiend of ignorance is swallowed up in the
perl!l round on missionary work and tried
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed you will find a descendant of Russia, as his name indi- bright rays of intellectual science. Let
my best to get new subscribers, and this is
the first. I shall take courage and try clipping from Columbus Ohio State Jour- cates, and also the spirit of his article. It progress be our aim and " Excelsior " our
nal showing that the Ohio legislature has is true, as Herbert Spencer once ex- motto. Then, if we reach not perfection,
again.
claimed, that a Russian is invariably a we will at least be so much nearer to its
I see on the first page of THE TRUTH been doing some very foolish work:
Mr. McConnell's bill to prohibit shaving liar, so· if Kientoff can prove that a Jewish goal.
SEEKER of March 5th that the new Ingeron Sunday is a law. The senate passed
sollian Controversy can be ordered at your the bill yesterday. morning after consider- mayor down south, or anywhere else,
Thanks to Brother Heston for the many
office, therefore send me $1 worth.
able discussion and the addition of one ever prohibited the selling of milk on and varied productions of his fertil brain.
lj.illendment. Mr. Carpenter, of FayBtt~ Sundays, then and only then will his story As soon as I am able I will procure another
B. THORP.
offered this amendment, which exempts all1 hold water. Milk is a necessity and can copy of the other Picture Book. It is a
Domestic Information to Be E~changed. those who conscientiously observe Satur- be had even on Sundays. He undoubt- pleasure to me to remember my dear old
day as the Sabbath. Some claim that the edly has matters mixed ; it was in his
ANN ARBoR, MICH., April.4; 1892.
friend D. M. Bennett, whose acquaintance
MR. EDITOR: Will some one please write effects of this amendment will bE) to giv glorious Russia where some of his Greek I made over Science Hall on 8th stre.et. It
the Hebrews a monopoly of shaving ·on
me what will remove grease spots from car- Sundays. Senator Marshall offered an priests got after some Jews for selling was the last time I met that good and noble
pets? I hav a nice carpet nearly ruined amendment to prohibit the shining of milk on Sunday. Kientoff is not an ad- man. The featless advocate of justice and
by grease.
shoes also, but it was defeated after it had herent to Freethought, for the only thing right, our genial and good Col. R. G.
I hav peaches, ·pears, strawberries, and served the purpose of creating· a laugh. that strikes his fancy is when he sees the Ingersoll, whom I shall always remember
grapes -now over a year old, and as fresh Messrs. Green, Forbes, McConico., and Jewish belief attacked through Watson with pleasure, was also present, and the
Lampson spoke in favor of the bill, but
as when pic"k.ed. I use the California cold Messrs. Geyer, Phillips, and VonSeggern Heston's pictures-which are, by the. way; witty Moses Hull, with his keen sarcasms,
process. You do not cook or seal the opposed it unless it was amended so as to good-but Watson Hestol!'B pictures at- helped to enliven the pleasant hour I
·fruit. It only costs a cent a quart to pre- allow shaving in cases of necessity. This tacking Christianity are more forcible, passed in the sanctum of the brave old
serve it. If any of your readers wish, I amendment was defeated and the bill but Mr. Kientoff is such a good disciple TRUTH SEEKER.
will send them a small sample of berries passed withoat an opposing vote, and that he can only take delight in THE
Hoping to receive the books as soon as
twenty in favor of it. 'l'he penalty is not
· by mail, and tell them just how to put less
than $25 or more than $50, or less TRUTH SEEKER's picture on its last page, possible, as friends are anxious to get
· them up. It is much nicer than canned than fifteen· days or more than thirty in for that suits his Jew-baiting propensities. them, I am,
Yours fraternally,
.'Uuit1 an4 much less trouble and expense. the county jail. A number of local bar- But to attack his Jesus !-you would see
S, J,,WALXER,

"[;;etters

Freedom of Individuals, Classes, and the general public; as this city has been to their text, and abuse the devil, their want to hav Brother Heston draw those
Races.
conceded to be a priest-ridden town. Mr. best friend." · If I ever do start out in that pictures on paper. "It is so shocking to

MoUNDS JUNCTION, ILL., April9, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Your issue of April2d contains an account of the reception of Frederick Douglas in New York, and a. state~
ment that Mr. Depew credited Douglas
with having suggested the Emancipation
proclamation. So far as my mind serves
me, Robert Dale Owen made a direct and
strong appeal to the president through the
press, and I am glad to see you bringing
out the facts. A most important factor in
directing attention to the matter was Mrs.
Stowe's book, and still more important
was the debate of Mr. Lincoln with
Stephen A. Douglas; but the truth is, the
nation evolved out of slavery as they are
evolving out of the idea of personal control in this universe a:ud as they must
evolve out of all error. That progress
toward justice and hum~J,nity has been
made in spite of the Bible is certainly true,
whether those who were most activ were
called Christians or heretics. The part
played by the over-zealous chief-justice
who declared that " the black man had no
rights that a white man was bound to respect," must not be overlooked.
Colonel Ingersoll well_ says that neither
races nor individuals can fairly claim to be
civilized who do not willingly concede to
others the same rights they claim for themselva. The man sneeringly called an. Infidel . aspires to the entire domain of
nature. The orthodox Christian says he
scarcely thinks he is entitled to anything,
but to "obey his master."
But keep open the question of the rights
of individuals, classes, or races until peoc
ple are induced to think; thinking is the
crowningvirtue.
JAs. H. CRAIN.

1

Putnam's lect1}res gave general satisfaction,
and I can truthfully say that nine out of
every ten were well pleased. But there is
always found a crank, in each and every
town, who would not be pleased even
'though he had the full run of the fabled
garden of Eden.. But we as Liberals
are glad that a few such animals exist, as
without them we could not appreciate the.
true and noble.. The ball has been opened,.
and we intend to keep it rolling.
I will not try to giv you any description
of this town and surrounding country, but
will leave that for Mr. Putnam, knowing
that he will do justice to the subject.
We hav two daily papers; and one
weekly, the Tucson Star(Democratic), and
run on the Women's Christian Temperance
Union principle, under the thumb of the
clergy, so it consequently could not say
anything good for a Freeth ought lectureand has not brains enough at the helm to
do much injury. The Arizona Citizen
(Republican) did not mention the lecture;
they probably are waiting to see which way
the tide flows. The Arizona Enterprise
(Republican), weekly, is the only free and
fearless paper in our Inidst, it being edited
and run. by the proprietors without the
assistance of the clergy and Women's Christian Temperance Union.
Please send mea few sample copies of THE
TRUTH SEEKER with Putnam's representation of Tucson, for distribution, as he authorized me to take subscriptions for the
paper.
Anyone wishing to correspond with any
of the Tucson Liberals can address
either of the following names: B. D. Furgeson, attorney-at-law; A. J. Davidson,
contractor ; J. Landis ; Chas. Etchells. · By
No God, No Christ, No Good in the writing to the above you will receive imChurch.
mediate attention.
NEw ORLEANS, LA., March 7, 1892.
With the best of wishes for the success of
MR. EDITOR: With your kind permis- our cause and THE TRUTH SEEKER, I am,
sion, and for the benefit of others, allow
Yours for liberty,
IsAAC E. CRUM.
me to place myself and name on record as
any kind of a believer that others may
The Devil.
want to call me. I am as a black sheep in
NEwARK, N. J., March 22, 1892.
this community, and I presume the reason
is because :E hav no ready cash, and beMR. EDITOR: The Foresters is the third.
cause I do not believe in anything preached largest order in the world, and their first
by one church more than another; and " chief ranger " was old Father Adam,
althoug-h I keep my own counsels, that no who picked the first fruit out of the garden
possible mistake may be made as to what of Eden. Of course God was displeased
I do and do not believe let me declare with our chief, who believed when fruit
that: I deny that there ever existed a God, was ripe it should be eaten, and because
personal, ideal, or otherwise. I deny the he ate of the forbidden fruit God punpresent existence of any; and I further ished Adam for his disobedience with
deny the ultimate possibility of any ever death. Now, as God intended that man
existing. M01·e, should I make a rash should liv forever, I think the old
error in my denial, and, by some hook, fellow should be prai.!led for his great
crook, or issue, thete be one, then I defy wisdom in obejring Eve instead of God.
or dare him in all his glory or his lowness. With no deaths there would not be any
I deny that there is any positiv proof that standing-room for the two-legged animals
Jesus Christ ever existed on this planet. to~day. I always forget my friend, the
I deny that the Virgin l\fary ever existed. devil, who persuaded Eve to raise the
I deny the allegation that the church has racket. Of course he was the prime mover
ever done any moral, spiritual, or intellect- in the deal, so God informs us. Well, I
ual good. I deny the allegation that the think the devil should hav his full share
church has ever made a woman out of a of praise, and as he has been a faithful
woman, or a man out of a man. I charge soldier and a slave all his life for popes
that the church, as a whole, is the acme of and Protestant heretics, it is quite time to
autocracy;. that its aim is to acquire all giv him a pension for the rest of his life.
the worldly wealth and influence possible, He has done work enough, God knows,
under the pretext of taking care of our for nothing. · The Christians say he. i_s
stomachs and souls. That it hampers old and superannuated and cannot do any
science, philosophy, and the .development more harm. That is no reason he should
of mind, body, heart, and soul. That it not receive his pay and hav roast turkey
is selfish,. egotistical, arbitrary, and the on Thanksgiving day. Before last Thanksexact opposit of what it pretends to be. giving I went to Summit, N. J. I called
That its teachers are, conseqU:ently, abso- on a Baptist minister. He was busily enlute impostors, or, in the alternativ, the gaged roasting a large turkey. It was
emblem of ignorance, and incapable to high noon when he was taking the bird
teach the truth. I believe, because I from the oven. I bid him good morning
know, that death is the birth of the spirit, and mado known my business. He smiled
a sickly and sanctimonious smile, as all
and further I say not.
We expect om· brother Liberal S. P. theologians do who abuse the devil. That
Putnam here on April 13th and 14th, and smile told me as plain as words, "You
I hope that his lectures may find place in can't hav any turkey here to-day-for
to-morrow I am invited out." So that
om: secular papers.
fellow had two feast-days. Now, if it had
Yours in the fight for liberty,
not been for the devil, the ranger, that
JOSEPH l\fAILLE.
fellow would never hav had that sinecure,
Things in Arizona.
and a fat salary, and a fat turkey. When
I left that man's door I said to myself :
TucsoN, MIZ., March 18, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Not seeing any account from "Morris, you are an unfortunate devil.
this corner of Uncle Sam's domain in Instead of being a commercial tramp, why
THE TRUTH SEEKER, I am prompted to pen not try the salvation fake? What's the
reason I could not get a few sermons, comthe following:
S. P. Putnam lectured here two nights, mit them to !Demory, put on a shadbelly
the 14th and 15th inst., at Reid's Opera coat and a white choker, and travel on
House, to large and appreciativ audiences. wind, cheek, and eat good grub? I tlon't
This was a surprise to myself, as well as see any reason only that I would not. stick

kind of work I shall advise all my hearers
to pray to the devil, for God never hurts
anybody. The devil is the one that runs
the cremation furnace, and if we follow
him we will be intelligent, honest, and
industrious, and those gifts lead to happiness. But I fotgot the devil and Foresters never pray in their lodges. So instead
of praying to the devil we will sing the
doxology.
W. W. MoRRis.

Church-Meeting Fooleries.
PETERSBURG, IND., April 3, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : Last evening we had a
Union meeting under the auspices of the
Women's Christian Temperance Union for
the purpose of cultivating a Christian
Sabbath public sentiment, and. to boom
the order by an appeal to the public for
mnney to feed starving Russia! A young
lady read, "Though .I giv all my goods
to the poor and hav not charity," etc.,
after which she said, "In a little while I
want to see how much charity you hav
got." On starting the baskets she said,
" One of these baSkets has got a hole in it
and it won't hold nickels, so you can just
pat in dollars. "
The speakers were
Brother Fields (C.P.), Dr. Bain (M.E.),
and a Baptist minister. The latter showed
the legality and expediency of the seventhday rest, touching with a heavy hand
baseball, the milkma.n, and the butcher
shop, as well as the shamefulne~s of Christian i.lldulgence in these evils on Sunday.
Next Dr. Bain, of the Methodist Episcopal church, said he "was not only
ashamed but disgusted! sick!! very sick!!!
awful sick!" (I remarked quietly, "Bilious as hell.") Being so sick, :pis remarks
amounted to but little.
Then the C.
Presbyterian, the lion of the evening,
with the assurance of a tin rattle-box
came forward.· He was not blaming the
railways for Sunday running, as Christians require them to do it, mentioning a
chm-ch (Methodist Episcopal) dedication
where the members chartered the train
and collected fares by the way, also
worked the branch roads for all they
could make. '·That was not on Sunday."
Bain: "Yes, on Sunday." Fields and
the bishop gave them a setting out, but
kept the money. Brother Fields repeatedly cited "heathen Spain" and "heathen
France," as well as calling them Infidel
and godless nations.
The greatest Inisfortune is that Fields
''will not attend the Columbian Exposition if it is opened on Sundays or if
whisky is sold on the grounds." I hope
some one "near the throne " will notify
the management, so they may not be deprived of his presence, or his brash voice.
·Brother Fields and his wife say they do
not want to raise children in such society
as this town is composed of; that "it
would be impossible for children reared
here to become good Christians" like
them. In other words, their seed woUld
not be theirs; so they liv in the practice
condemned in Gen. xxxviii-and yet stand
before the public (both being lecturers
and preachers) as teachers of ethics and
moral reformers. There is nothing like
a little family circle to make adults satisfied with life and cause them to not meddle with other people's business.
The church of to-day is typified by Judas
Iscariot, who carries the purse, kisses the
savior, and breaks his own neck (Isa.
iii, 12).
As in the story, Christ will be again
resurrected from the orthodox tomb to
appear to the "twos and threes" (Infidels) who meet in truth and for righteousness's s~;tke.
FRANKS. WEAvER.

For We Are Commanded To Spread the
Gospel.
.4-NTRIM, N. H., Feb. 17, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : 1 take great pleasure in
reading your paper. Every time I get it I
cannot rest easy until I hav read it
all through. And it is the same with the
Ironclad Age, for I take that also, and as
I am a lover of all common-sense talk it
fills my brain with something that does
me good. It makes me laugh sometimes
and at others it makes me feel bad to see
some of our brothers or sisters so considerate of some OI;te's feelings as not t0

some Christian friends!" Now, my dear
friend, let those sensitiv Christians only
read the Bible, and read it slow enough to
understand it-that is, if they possibly
can understand·it. I do not want them to
read it as the young man that I was talking to the other day said that he did.
When I asked him if he Qver read the
Bible much, that he was so bold in advocating as such a nice book, he said, "No,
not much." He said that he had read the
New Testament through. "Well," said I,
"did you understand it after you got
through reading?" "Well," said he,
"no, I don't know that I did. Mother
gave me fifty cents to read it through, so
I got through as quick as I could to get
my money." Now, I advise all those
dear Christians that hav got such a nervous system that a truthful picture will
shock their feelings so that they cannot
rest well after retiring at night, to just take
their blessed book and begin at the commencement 11.nd read slow ·the first chapter
of Genesis and see if the world and all
therein was not made and finished before
God stopped. Then let them stop and
rest a moment to consider what more was
to be done or what more could be done.
Forif theyhavcommonsense they will understand that when everything is made and
then pronounced good and perfect that is
all that any reasouable person will expect. And they will find there that God
made everything that was made to his own
liking except one great job, and then it
appears that he thought that the undertaking was more than his great brain was
capable of grasping, so he spoke to his
partner and said, ''Let us make man like
unto our own image." Now, they will
find that the other fellow had nothing
whatever to do with the job, for they will
see fully by reading the twenty-seventh
verse of the first chapter that God made
man in his own image, and it appears that
after he commenced on the businesS" he
liked it so well that he made two, with a
slight variation, and then he blessed them,
as all good parents will their children
when they get married and are going away
from home to settle, for he told them to
be fruitful and replenish the e.arth-and all
poor p<~ople hav obeyed the command.
And after reading and thinking over that
chapter let them turn to the second an 1
there read all about that God's work,
and read carefully and understandingly,
and I think that their eyes will be opened
so that they will understand that the Lo•d
God was an impostor on all decent sGciety. And after studying these two
chapters as well as ~ny good scholar would
study the first four. rules in his arithmetic, they will be all ready to advance on the
enemy. For they will see, if they are not
totally blind, that this Lord God was the
most bitter enemy that man ever hadproviding there is or ever was such a being' as God, Lord God, or Holy Ghost
that begot that man that the weakminded call Christ. Oh, my dear Christian friends, it is a beautiful road to travel
in imaginat1on, but it is a mighty rough
one when we come to the realization part.
of it. That is, I mean, when God's servants, as they call thellll3elvs, set their
hell-hounds on all that do not believe as
they do. And after those good, tenderhearted Christians get the Bible read
through let them take the money that they
giv to support ministers and buy some
histOry, and then they will see how kind
and loving that blessed book-so called by
some-has made people toward their fellowmen.
And now, Brother Heston, I want you
to keep those pictures a-going until the
crack of doom, and I will keep circulating
the good stuff as fast as I can. I hav sent
the "Pictorial Text-Book" on a mission,
and it is traveling every day and being
explained to the people, for we are commanded to spread the gospel, and that is
mine. And I must hav a Pictorial Bible.
I am bound to keep the people posted, so
that they will take the right road to start
with, and not allow them to go along eight
or ten miles and then hav to come clear
back and take a new start. It will be night
by the time they get fairly started, and I
want them to go in the sunshine of life,
when they a.ra young and can enjoy-their
journey.
H. B, EALEIGll;
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was the principal reason why her cousin
Harry. liked her so well. "She is not
giddy, like other girls," he would often
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall say, "but so chummy. She knows so
River, MaBB., to whom all Communioa- well how to sympathize with a fellow, too."
tionB for thiB Corner Bhould be Bent.
Nevertheless, the two cousins were almost
never together two hours before they
"Between the dark and the daylight,
were quarreling.
Some dispute would
When the night is beginning to lower,
surely be the cause, and it angered Harry
Comes a pause in the da_y'~- occnEations
That is known as the Children s Hour."
to see Ethel conquering. She was sarcastic too sarcastic for Harry altogether,
A New Member of the Family. and she would always cap the climax of
We hav a stranger at our place!
her sarcasm by turning on her heel conSome one new! Thanksgiving day
temptuously, leaving her cousin grinding
He came; and he can jump and race,
his teeth in rage. But two minutes later
And all he does is just sleep and play.
they might be seen smiling and pleasant
No, 'tain't the baby. That was last week.
This one has hair an' great big eyeR;
once more, ready for another fight.
And baby can't run at all, 'r speak,
Isabella was quiet, sweet, and gentle.
Just cl"ies! an' cries! an' cries!
At an unkind word or look her blue eyes
It's a dog-a nice, white, curly dog!
would fill with tears that would melt the
An' the funniest dog you ever saw!
sternest heart, and her small, red lips
Round as a tub an' fat as a hog!
An' he'll sit on his tail and hold his paw
would quiver like a child's. She was
For me to shake; an' 'en he'd go
slender and small, with sunny brown hair.
An' sit by the stove where the ldtten is.
. Wild as Ethel was, there were moments
An' first she'd hump her back, y'know,
An' sizz I an' sizz I an' sizz!
when her beautiful, eipressiv brown eyes
would grow tender with the sweet inspiraFirst day that Jack came to our place,
He was all hungry, an' poor, an' wet;
tion of thought. And as they both stood
An' the hair was hangin' all over his face,
.
beside the hyacinths that beautiful spring
An' burrs an' mud; an' you'd thought he'det
day, it was one of the sweet moments in
E. The whole place up. Yon 'n me can't think
Ethel's life. With her ~trm around her
What 'tis to be hungry like that, pa says,
An' never hav nothing to eat 'r dl"ink
friend's waist she sang softly:

(jAiZarsn' s {jornsr.

For days! an' days! an' dayH!
An' after he'd et for a while, an' set
By the stove where the little yellow kitTen is, Jim took him down to the VetR'n'y surgeon to clean him np a bit.
An' Jack had to hav a bath, and some
Of his hair was cut, where the mud an' burrs
'S stuck; till he's clean an' the kitty comes
An' purrs I an' purrs! an' purrs I

-Oha1"les Gordon Roge1·s in Sunny Hour.

Talks on Political Economy.
In the eastern part of the state of New
York, below Lake Champlain, is the quiet
little lake of St. George. And in one of
the prettiest villas, overlooking the tranquil lake, is Madam Hauton's college and
seminary for young ladies. It was a cool
and delightful place in the summer, brisk
and healthful in winter, and in all times
of the season seemed just the place for
gayety and merriment. But instead of
dancing halls, theaters, and other places
of amusement, massiv stone churches
and large educational libraries seemed to
frown upon the frivolous little dancing
lake, great waving trees, and soft whispering zephyi:s. And above it all Madam·
Hauion's college loomed proudly up above
the rest, and not only overlooked the villa,
but overlooked several other little villas
that dotted the borders of the blue Hudson
in the distance. Pretty as the villa always
was, never did it look prettier than on
this especial day, April 30th. There had
_ been a heavy shower in the forenoon, but
now at 12:30 in the afternoon the sun
shone grandly down upon the moist earth
like some benevolent father caressing his
children. Beautiful, stately lawns to match
the building adjoined it. There were
urns filled with chqice hyacinths, near
which two young girls were standing, one
seventeen and the other sixteen.
The
youngest I will describe first. She was
the daughter of a wealthy engin~r in New
York city, and well known in the fashionable circles of Washington, because of
her talents and bright, vivacious beauty.
Her uncle was a well-known Senator, and
it was through his influence that Ethel
· obtained admission into the homes of the
aristocracy of Washington. Had it not
been for the latter fact, I am afraid that
her talents would hav hardly proved satisfactory, even in this republican country.
·Then her cousin Harry, who promised to
follow in the footsteps of his father, was
the most eligible match for ambitious
mammas in Washington, and as he adored
his cousin Ethel, it was well society
wisely thought tO tolerate her for the sake
of so wealthy a young man.
The elder girl was Miss Isabella Lloyd,
the orphaned, but petted niece of a wealthy
aunt. She had sent Isabella here to complete her education before entering society. Isabella also lived in Washington,
and her aunt figured conspicuously among
the lady guests of the White House. Miss
Ethel Carlton and Miss Isabella Lloyd
were inseparable friends. These were
never known to hav quarrels or disagreements as girls often do. Perhaps it was
because the two were so unlike. Ethel
was wild, dark, and tomboyish. And that

The smiling spring comes in rejoicing,
And surely winter grimly flies;
Now crystal-clear are the falling waters,
And bonny blue are the sunny skies;
Fresh o'er the mountain breaks forth the
morning,
The evening gilds the ocean's swell,
All creatures joy in the sun's returning,
But I rejoice in my bonny Belle-

said smilingly, "Only a few minutes ago!
Well, I am glad that you hav e11joyed our
talk so well. It just lacks three minutes
for the bell to ring, so we might as well go
in now, as it is going to rain. Come,
Ethel." And she drew her friend toward
the steps. " Belle," asked Ethel as they
were about to enter the building, "will
you tell me some more about this interesting study after a while?" "Certainly;" replied her friend; "I am very glad that you
are interested in it, because I hav just
begun the study myself, and it will be
comforting to hav some one to talk to. So,
if it will be pleasing and beneficial to you,
we will continue these talks with the
greatest of pleasure."
I. A. B.

Natural Reasoning.
"What did Solomon do besides build
the temple?" asked a little girl of her
brother, who at once replied:
"He wrote the dictionary."
" Does the Bible say so?" queried the
sister, with wide eyes of believing interest.
"I don't know as it does in so many
words, but he was the wisest man, and
that's the wisest book, so of course he
wrote it."
This original method of reasoning~was
evidently admired by a still younger member of the family, who had come up to
listen to the conversation.
"Well, Tommykins, what do you know
about Solomon or his temple?" asked the
brother, jocosely.
"Everything," was the stout reply.
"Oh, you do, do you? Well, where
was his temple?"
"You must think I'm clever," answered
Tommy, in scorn.
"Oh, you don't know,_ you don't know!"
"I do, though."
"Well, where was it, then?"
"On the front of his head, same's 'would
be in anybody!" replied Tommy, in conclusiv triumph.

the kennel, ttnd there, without the aid of
medicin or doctor, or even a St. John Ambulance lecture, had 1·estored the little
doggy to health. This case of recovery
from drowning can be attributed to nothing
but good nursing.

----~-----------Correspondence.

[ANOTHER LITTLE SOLDIER.]
HARMONY, WAsH., April 4, 1892.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: This is my first le-tter
to the Corner. My papa has taken THE
TRuTH SEEKER for two years. I . enjoy
reading the Corner very much.
It is always raining nowadays; we hav
not had much good weather in western
Washington. The sun shines one day
and the next it rains again. I think my
letter is long1lnough for the first time.
Yours sincerely,
Lours NEwMAN.
WAMIC, ORE., M:arch 29, 1892.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I hav never written
to the Children's Corner before. I
thought I would write a few lines. I
like to read the Children's Corner, and
look at the pictures, My father has taken
THE TRUTH SEEKER for ten years. I am
thirteen years old. I hav a brother and
sister. Our school will start next Monday.
I guess I will close for this time.
Your friend,
PERCY B. DRIVER.
[Write again, Percy.-ED. C. C.]

Books by Helen H.

Garden~J~

_

ending with an affectionate little squeeze
of her friend's hand. As she did so a book
Isabella was holding fell to the ground.
Ethel eagerly picked it up ; she was passionately fond of books, and read slowly,
''Political Economy." '' Hav you read
t~is, Belle?" she asked. "No," responded
her friend, "but I hav rea(! books on the
same subject."
"Well, what does it
Meaning of the Word "Doll."
mean?" inquired Ethel with some impaNumbered with. other problems referring
tience. "I hav read and heard a great
many people talk of political economy, to small matters is the one why the little
New Edition, Revised and EnJarged.
but I never knew what they meant by it. manikin so enjoyed by girls is called a
But you will tell me, Bell," coaxingly. '' doll," instead of, as· the French do, a
'' Certainly," replied the amiable Miss "puppet," or, with the Italians, a "bamLloyd, "I will try and define the science bino," or baby. With a view to setting at
Introduction by
to the best of my ability. Well, political rest the minds of little women on this sub_
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
ject
Golden
DayB
has
investigated
the
economy is a term invented by Francois
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Quesnay, a writer of France, who pub- meaning of the word " doll." It says :
The Traae Suppliea at Special JJiscounts.
lished his views in 1785. He evidently "To explain, it is necessary to go back to
though£ that the policy of a nation might the Middle Ages, when it was the fashion
"be conducted after the pattern of a house- all over the Christian world for mothers to
hold. His theory was evidently paternal- giv their little children the name of a paistic, and his government revenue should tron saint. Some saints were more popuconsist of a tax on land values, which has lar than others, and St. Dorothea was at
A NEW NOVEL.
been restated in late years, and made pop- one period more popular than all. Doro- A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
ular, by Henry George and others. After thea, or Dorothy, as the English hav it,
Religion and Social Matters.
the French Revolution political economy means a 'gift from God.' But Dorothea
Price. cloth, $1 ; :pa.per, 50 cents.
came to mean something entirely different or Dorothy is much too long a name for a
under the guidance of Ricardo, Mill, and little, toddling baby, and so it was shortothers. Briefly stated, we may say that it eneEl to Dolly and Doll, and from giving
is an endeavor to discover and reduce to a the babies a nickname it was an easy step
science those laws governing the com- to giv the name to tho little images of
CONTENTS:
merce and trade of the people, that gov- which the babies were so fond."
A Splendid Judge of a Woman-The Lady of the
ernment may shape their legislation so as
Club-Under Protest-For the Prosecution-A
All Reverence the Dead.
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler Honse
to harmonize with those laws."
A day or two ago a fruit peddler was passMystery-The Time-Lock of Our AncestorsHere Isabella paused, and Ethel, who ing up Elizabeth street east, yelling "BaFlorence Campbell's Fate-1\fy Patient's Fate.
had been listening· attentivly with the nan-oes" at the top of his voice, when he
Price, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1.
book in her hand, leaning against the mar- suddenly caught sight of the crape on a !ddi-~R•l
'J.'HR TRTTT"F{ Rl<'.Rll""r.•T? rn
ble urn, asked quizzingly, yet earnestly,
door which signified that a child lay dead
"Bella, do the politicians that form those in the house.
laws take advantage of the wisdom of the
"Ba-nan-oes! Ba-nan-oes! Ba"--!
:JUST PUBLISHED.
economists? Uncle Harry, you know, has
He checked his words as he saw the
There has jus~ been published for genera} <?ircubeen to CongreBB, and I am sure he never
a most utterestmg pamphlet, contalllmg a.
crape, removed his hat and placed it on his lation
good likeness of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll and artistudied political economy. And as for
cart, and he walked to the next square cles from the following well-known wrtters: R. G.
Harry-well, I could not see much econ- bareheaded and silent.
Ingersoll, Thaddeus B. Wakeman, B. F. Underwood,.Jdatilda Joslyn Gage.._ J:Ielen H. Gardener,
omy in his politics"-significantly.
Rev. Henry Frank, Nelly nooth Simmons A. B.
Bradford, Parker Pillsbury, Lucy N. C:::olman,
Belle laughed. "You are no doubt
A Remarkable Dog Story.
CaJ>t. R. C. Adams Prof. A. L. Rawson, L}'man
right, Ethel. The average politician knows
The following dog story is taken from C. Howe, Susan H. Wixon, Allen PrinP,"le, Wm.
Coleman, Harrv Hoover, Mrs. J.Vi. A.
very little about political economy. Still, the pages of the Westmoreland Gazette: Emmette
Freeman, Sara Underwood, Rev. J. C. Grumbine,
this is no fault of the economists. Nor is Just as the frost was setting in five weeks T. J. McCabe, Lydia R. Chase, Henry M. Taber, J.
Watkins, Dr. Edwqrd Montgomery, Emma.
it an argument why the study should not ago, a rough-coated fox-terrier bitch on the C.
Rood Tuttle, Dr. Juliet Severance, Hudson Tuttle,
E. C. Walker, Judge C. B. Waite, Dye•· D. T"mn,
be pursued."
Beast Banks gave birth to three puppies.
VoltairinedeC!eyre, Lewis G. Janes and Dr. Riclto
While the two girls were so busily talk- The owner decided at once to drown one of ard Hodgson.
J>Ublication will be forwarded to any address
ing they had not noticed how the bright them. He watched its struggles in the InThe
the United States or Canada on recetpt of an
sky was clouding over, and how long they bucket for some time, and when it apAmerican two-cenU><Jstage stamp.
·
Address
fREETHINKERS' MAGAZINE.
would hav stood there talking no one peared to be dead he covered it over with a
Bu1falo,, N. Y.
knows-until the afternoon bell rang, board and left it. Next day the ice in the
probably-but now an interruption came bucket was too thick to be broken, and it
Pro and Con of
in the shape of a large drop of rain on remained in this condition for three weeks.
Ethel's hand, causing her to exclaim in About this time he went to look at his
surprise, "If it isn't going to rain again!. litter of pups, and found three in the
And it was so pleasant only a few minutes kennel instead of two, as he had expected.
ago., Well, there is ·no accounting for The anxious mother had, as it proved, Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, MiracApril's moods. That is true." Isabella drew rescued her pup long before the ice had
ulous Religion?
out her watch, and after glancing at it she _formed. She restored it to its brothers in
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Men, Women and Gods.

IS THIS YOUR SOH, -MY LORD 1

~

THOUGHTLESS YES.

ONLY 2 CENTS.

Supernatural Religion.

By E. E. GurLn.

Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 30 centM,
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Books byS.P.Putnam. Jfews of tl&,e Weelt. 8oo~s

b1/ Saladiq. THE SABBATH.
By M, FARRINGTON,

SUBSCRIPTIONS are being taken to buy
Walt Whitman's house and keep it and
the furniture as the poet used them.
THE clerical party in Chili are harassing
President Montt so, because he refuses
t~eir exorbitant demands, that he may resrgn.

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its

Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universology. Price, 20 cents.

Waifs and Wanderings, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A pro~e epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first page to last with the living spirit of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.
,

Golden Throne, A Romance.

"The au-

thor. certainly . hll{l. j$"enit):S. The diviiJe
creative sparli IS withm him. The book IS
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read • Golden Throne.'"
-[IngerRoll. Price, :ill.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

A conversation in

rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

Prometheus, A Poem.

"It is crammed

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty.''-[Dr.. Henry W. Bellows.
Price, $1.

Why Don't He Lend a

Hand~

Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents.

Adami and Heva.

and other

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its.snperiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis legend-Is shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 cents.

.

My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUT.lf SEEKER CO.,
·28 Lafavette Place, New York.

Tne Oraer of Creation.
THE

CONFLICT BETWEEN GENESIS AND GEOLOGY.
A Cci.;:u:ovERSY BETWEEN THE
HoN. W. E. Gr·ADSTONE,
PRoF. MAx MuLLER,
PRoF. T. H. RuXLEY,
M. REVILLE,
E. LYNN LINTON.
12mo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 cts.

R.CLIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THAN

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.
10 cents.

Price,

Answers- to [hristian

~uestions

And Arguments.
By D. M. BENNET"r.

Paper, 146 pp.,

2!)

ctR.

Superstition in All Ages.
:BY J:e.A.N .M.:BSLI:B'R,

IN Bolivia thirty thousand Indians, led
by a "messiah," are killing white men,
m~der~g their children, and carrying off
therr wrves.
LAST week the health officers of New
York city were alarmed at discovering
fifty-seven cases of typhus. They were
among Jews from Russia.
ON Sunday, the· 11th,· the congregation of the African church at Burlington,
N. J., engaged in a free fight as the benediction was about to be pronounced.
THE laying of the second Palestine railroad is looked on by Mohammedans as a
forerunner of judgment-day, according to
their prophecy, "When the iron is laid at
length, then look for the happy day."
OUB government has offered 125, 000
francs indemnity to Italy, for. relativs of
the Italians lynched at New Orleans.
Secretary Blaine acknowledged it a
" duty." Italy was satisfied, and ac·
cepted.
EUBoPEAN papers of cle~ical policy report that Jews at Port Said were- kidnapping a Greek child for sacrifice when
Greeks killed two of them. Another report is that the Jews were attacked without provocation.
ARoUND Delhi, India, an insurrection
nearly broke out over a report, circulated
by-religious fanatics, that the British government would kidnap seven boys and
sacrifice them to the water deity on the site
of the projected reservoir.
AN interesting example of the power of
state despotism to wipe out dissent in the
long run, is the proposal among Jews to
givup their Saturday Sabbath for Sun.day.
Rabbi Krauskopf, of Philadelphia, has expressed his favor of the change.
AN Antichristian pamphlet in China, entitled '' Death to the Devils' Religion,"
contains illustrations in which Christ figures always as a pig, Christians appear
usually as hogs, and missionaries as ghouls
and vampires engaged in hideous deeds.
THE Indiana's cargo saved forty thousand lives in Russia. The crew received testimonials of Russian gratitude, such as '' a
piece of bread consecrated by the Greek
Catholic bishop of Libau:" . Talmage
blessed the cargo of flour sent on the steamship Co;nemaugh.
·
A BoMB was thrown in a religious procession at Madrid, Spain, recently.
Church attendance has fallen off, in consequence of Anarchists' threats to blow up the
edifices, and to put in holy-water fonts a
substance that will explode after a certain
period of contact with fluid.
CATHOLICs are circulating the testimo,ny
of a Protestant physician to a new cure at
Lourdes. A girl long pamlyzed and stop.ebJind performed nine days' devotion to the
Virgin and then on one moment's bathing
in the miraculous water was given sight and
full health. Catholics inquire, "What hav
the scoffing Infidels to say to this demonstration of the efficacy-of faith and prayer
to the mother of God?"
RECTOR AHLWARDT, the notorious antiJewish divine of Germany, has created a
sensation by accw•ing the Jewish firm of
Ludwig, Loewe & Co. of furnishing the
government 425,000 guns so defectiv as
to be more harmful to the soldiers than the
enemy could be. The firm repudiates
this, saying, "These anti-Semitics are
worse than Anarchists'. They share our
lives, but kill our honor."
CaR<STIANS in Germany cite their recent
discoveries as to the Berlin school board as
incentivs to combined action of Protestants
and Uatholics against Freethinkers and
Jews. Of the twenty-four members of the
board thirteen were found to be Jews and
eleven Freethinkers. Dr. Hermes, the
chief of the board, openly avowed his
Atheism and put to each applicant for
teachership the question, "You do not, I
8h:~~f?~~ieve in that old nursery tale about

A Thorough Exami.,,ation and Refutation of the Claims of the
Sabbatarians.
Price,

The Sunday Question.
A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW.
WITH REP.LIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
D:1 (}EORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
Price,
15 cents

Ji1 aterio.-Zism:
Its.HJstor•y an/l Its Inft":,,,ence
Upon Society.

God and His Book. $1.25.
Wl)man: Her Glory, Her Shame, and By DR. Lours BuCHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Her God. Two vols. $1. 25 each.
Translated from the Garman.
Did Jesus Christ Rise from the Dead~
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
25 cents.
.:-onfessional, Romish and Anglican. RO
cents.

THE NEW SPELLINGS.

Bible TemperaJlCe.
----LIQUOR DRINKING---

' English spelling Is the worst In the world "'Mil.
!Ions of dollars are wasted each year In the writing
and printing of useless letters. The education of our
"children Is retarded and the progress of our people
Is hampered bh our cumbrous, Illogical, misleading
0

~r~~lr:tlemin~~~~o),"If:~ffe. fT~e" ~~~~c~'ha~'f:R~~

logical Associlltlon has recomJUended the following
RULES FOR NEW SPELLINGS for imrnediate use, and a,
resolution has been Introduced in Congress, InstructIng the Publlc Printer to conform to them In all printIng for the government :
·
1. Drop UE at the end of words like dialogue catalogue, etc., where the preceding vowel is short. Thua
spell demagog, epilog, synagog, etc.
.
2. Drop ftnal E In such words as deftnlte, !nllnlte,
. favorite, etc., where the preceding vowel Is short.

Th~ ~;~ p ~~1 ;~ ~e.:,~~ks~{l~~~~r~:~t~~s~~ e~~ite,
1 0

8

cigarette, etc. Thus spell cigaret, roset, epau~et, vedet, gazet, etc.
4. Drop final ME In words like programme. Thus
spe~. P~gfn~~· p~ 1f:~' fnra:~r~i·uke phantom, telegraph, phrase, etc. Thus spell alfabet, paragraf, 111os.
ofy6~'1;~-J:flt~~~o~~~·re;g.e dlfthongs .IE and m when
the[, have the sound of that letter. Thus spell eolian,
est ~Ifu;~~~u'~b~~~:y ~g~~feU' :ih:c;u~de~·tgf

-~~~~~~:::r..~rnnt~~ ~::~~~:I'~~~~:l that you ~~e.

Dr E. B. Foote s Works.

•
Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
$3.25--m English or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ij!2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumes.._t!eparate, fiex1ble cloth, 50
cents ])er volumei .1~ed Line edition, suitable
for holiday pres ems, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for the Yonng.

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. <'!'he fifth
volume of "Science·in Story.'') 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
S-qbjects; ninth 'Year. Subscription, wi.th P,tenuum, 50 cents per year. Specimen copies free
on application.

Mother's Manual.

Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.
By E. C. WALKER.

Apocryphal New Testament.
TH:S GOSP:eLS,
Epistles, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and not Included in th& New Testament.
$1 .

Price,

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
By FRANCES "\VKIGHT.

Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosopher, and the author.

Hand-Book of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.
FOR £ALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
Essays and Lectures. Embracing Influence of Christianity on Civili:<:atioq ; GLristianity and :Materialism; What L1I:.emhsm offers
in Place of Christianity; Scientific l.VIaterial~sll);
Woman; Spiripnalism frqn;t a l\Iateri!Ll\stic
Standpomt; Pame the Political and Re[IglOlli'
Heformer; Material.ism and Qrime; Will the
Cominglhan Worship God? C~mes and Cruelties of Christianity; the Authorrty of the Bihle;
Freethonght Judged by Its Frmts; Our Ideas
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

75 cents.

Price,

BIBLE IN INDIA.
-HINDOO ORIGIN-

Of Hebr'eW al:\d C~r'istial:\ 'RevelatioJ:\.
Price, $2..

By Lours JACOLLIOT.

-----------------~

Godly Women of the Bible.
A HISTORY OF ALL

The Women Who Figure in the Bible.
-BY-

AN UNGODLY WOMAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENT•
URY.

Cloth,

75 cents.

-

SISTER LUCY

Comprising "Advice

to a Wife on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially Durin(!" Pregnancy, Labor,
and-Suckling," and" Advice to a Mother on the
Management of Her. Children. in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books m 1 volume, 528pagcs, :t1.

10 cents.

------------------

-AND-

Her Awful Disclosures
AS 2":J tr:r!W HIJLL CONVENT.

And a F0w Words on Auricular Confession.
10 cents.

ne

Agnostic Annual
FOR 181)2. Price, 25 cents.

Possibilities and Impossibilities,
T. H. HuXLEY, M.A., LD.D.
The Growth of Agnosticism,
R. BrTHELL. B.S., Ph.D.
Early Verses,
The Late CoNSTANCE NADEN.
Sundays and Holydays,
SAMUEL LAING.
Ecclesiasticism,
ALFRED MoMERIE, M.A., LL.D.
Christ a Religions Creation,,
F.J. GoULD
After Many Years: A Poem,
w. B. McTAGGART.
The Activities of Agnosticism,
All! OS wATER~.
Religion Without Superstition,
CHARLES W ATTR.
Mr. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,
H. J. HARDWICKE, F.R.C.6.
The Land of Death: A Poem,
SALADIN (W. STEWART Ross).
The Triumph of Rationalism,
·
FREDERICK l\1IILER.
An Agnostic Homily,
HoN. C. R. TuCKERMAN.
Eternal Life: A Poem,
GEORGE HENRY MARTIN.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.•
2S Lafayette Place, New York.

Influence of Christianity upou Civiliza·
tion. 25 cents..
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
What Liberalism Offer's in Place ot
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism; Its :Meaning and
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand·
point~ 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religious Reformer. 10. cents.
Woman: Her Past and Present: Her
Rigfits and Wrongs. 10 cents.
PonmDONOSTSEFF, the Russian minister
of public worship, has issued new edicts of Iaterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
persecution against the Stundists. These Will the Coming Man Worship God ~
10cents.
are a sort of Lutheran Wesleyans, and the
most sober, honest, and industrious peo- rwelve Tracts. Scientific and Theological. 20 cents.
ple in Russia. Vishnegradsky, minister
Underwood Debate.
A Four
of finance, disgusted with this fresh retro- Burgess·
days' debate between B. F. Underwood and
grade step, pointed out to Pobiedonostseff
Prof. 0. A. Burgess, President of the Norththat Russia is already in the most gloomy
western Christian University, Indianapolis, lnd. BIBLE WORSHlf.
1
Accurately reported. 188 pp. Cloth, 80 cents.
DARwiNISM.
financial and industrial plight and that
DESIGN ARGUMENT.
this could only fm·ther increase her mis"But what of that ?" replied GHOST OF ST. JOHNS. EVOLUTION.
fortunes.
JESUS NOT PEJ~B~hWI)Of>'S PRAYER.
the pro~urator of the holy synocl. H 'fhink
By B. F. UNDlH\Woo:p,
. fi(c~, ~ cent3.
B!J ll(.:]!ABOOQK. frice, 15 c~a,
of the s:pif~tttalf:lall! !"
'

Twelve Tracts"

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.

Agents for The Truth Seeker.
Alaba~na.

Star News Depot, 2003 2d ave., Birmingham.

GEMS· OF FREETHOUGHT.

California.
The Myth of the Great Deluge. By
J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
James :III. McCann. 15 cents. Ten COJ?ies, $1. It
is the most complete and overwhelmmg refnta.Ball & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los
tion of the Bible Story of the Deluge that !have
Angeles.
ever read.-B. F.· Underwood. To read it is to
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
be astonished at the possibilities of religion~
credulity.-'!'. B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dyAngeles.
namite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., Los
A. B. Bradforil. It ong}lt to meet with a very
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.
·
Angeles.
J. C. Scott 22 Third st., San Francisco. Bruno Pamphlet No. 1. Contributors:
Estate of
C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
H ,J Holyoake,Thos.Davidson, T.B. Wakeman,
San Francisco.
Karl Blind, Lydia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten
copies for $1.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San
Francisco.
Bruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors:
Canada.

S.

R. G. Iml"ersoll, Thos. Davidson, T. B. Wakeman,

G. J. Holyoak e. et al. 15cents. Ten copies for :u.
T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax, N. S.
The Bruno Monument. A fine engraving

James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
Thos. ·Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Colorado.

J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
Florida.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
·

Idaho.

A. Erwin, Murray.
·

printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12
mches. for framing; put up in pasteboard tubes
for mailing. 20 cents. · Ten copies for $1.50.

Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before
the New York legislature May 9,1888. Price, 4
cents.

Dwight L. Moody.

Illinois.

An interview by Susan

H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30

Mrs. S. E. Ames, 169 Washingto:t;J. st.,
cents.
Chicago.
[Chicago. God in the Constitution. By Robert G.
Post-Office News Co., 103 Adams st.,
Ingersoll. One of the best papers ()olonel InG. E. Wilson, 312 State st., and Brengersoll ever wrote. 1n paper cover with likeness
of author. Price; 10 cents. '.Cwelve copies for $1.
tano Bros., Chicago.
J. W. Howe, 48 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
What
Would Follow the Effacement of
Indiana.
Christianity~ By George Jacob HolyJ. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
oake. 'l'his is a most valuable contribution to
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
ll'reethought literature. Bound in paper with
Louisiana.

good likeness of author. Price, 10cents. '.Cwelve

<'opies for $1.
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Or- Life and Career of Charles Bradlaugll.
leans.
By George Jacob Holyoake. With good likeness
.
Maine.
of Mr . .Bradlaugh. !'rice, 15 cents. 'l'en cop1es
for $1.
N. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., Portland.
What Ccmstitutes a Freethinker. By H.
Massachusetts.
L. Green, editor of the l!'reeth'in/Cer's Magazine.
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
A goocl nnsswuary document. Price, 15 cents
Johnson Bros., 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
per dozen.
A.M. Driscoll, 78! Front st., Worcester.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Mfchigau.

S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sachl.-.Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave.,
Grand .ttapids.
C. Holton & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.

l1l:! Lafayette place, New York.

J.D. Sha~J's Boo~s.

Missouri.

Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
.
Ne-w- Jersey.

John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave.,
Jersey City. .
Ne-w- York.

BrentanoBros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co. 1 92 Fourth ave., New
York.
H. Adler, cor. Essex· & Grand sts., New
York.
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., New
York.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New
York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman lilt., New
York.
S. J. Kins-, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
E. C. We1dman, 126 State st., Rochester.
Ohio.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., Portsmouth.
Larwood, Bartlett &Day, 259 Superior st.,
Cleveland
Ore~on.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
W. E. jones, 91 Alder st., Portland.
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
D:t.

,r.

Pennsylvania.

H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st.,

Phila.

·

George Longford, 22 Richmond st , Phila.
J. A. Kirk, Du Bois.
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila.
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave.,
Pittsburgh.
Uhode Island •.

H. Carr, 947 High st., Providence.
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
'.rennessee.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
'.rex as.

L. Andruss, Denison.
'1'. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
E. A. Andrea, 346 Main st., Dall~ts.
E. L.Merrill, 624 Elm st., East Waco.
Utah.

John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.
'Vashi~gtou

'J'erril.orf•

Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
England.

Watt.s & Go., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st,
London.
C. Stocker, 29 VauxP,all Road, Liverpool.
Australia.

W Willis, 715 Haymarket, Rvdney, N.S. W.
·

·.

New Zealand.

A.. D.-Willie, Wanganv.i

It~ ·. 25c.
Studies in Theology. 10c.
Liberalism. 5c. ·

The Bible--What Is

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

THE STORY HOUR.
For Children and Youth.
By Miss. Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of the
Children's Corner in tqe New York
Truth Seeker.
Small Qnarto-10x8 inches-nearb: Three Hundred pages. Illuminated Covers. Sixty-six FnllIJage Illustrations, with 'l'wenty-five Smaller
Ones.
CONTENTS:
Preface; Lazy Dick; or The Life of a Do~; An
Au\l'el Unawares; May;_Teu Little Waiting.
Ma1ds; The Doctor's Horse; True Politeness;. A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgiving~rGrandfather's Pocketbook; Meddlesome molly· A
Sad Jl{istake; Inside an Engine House; Our
Children; ·Cress brook Cottage; Ezekiel's Silver Spoon; Odds and Ends-A New Year's
Story; Miss Brown's Valentine; What Ste·
phen's Owl WllS Stuffed With; John; Neighbor Bri,ghtside· Miss Marie Gold's Party;
ConRin J ohu's Philosophy; J enu:y~s guestion i
Katy's Answer; Alone in an Uufnrnishea
House; Blackey; Breakiug,the Meeting;, Om
Susie; A Funny Fellow,-How He was vured
of Practical Joking; What the Fern Said;
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthday· PostOffice Jack; Aunt Avis; I Can Because I Will.
Price, $1.00.
Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A

STRI~:e

OF<

Millionaires Against Miners ;
-OR-

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
By HENRY D. LLOYD.
J7" This book tells how the Spring Valley miners

were starved into actual slavery.

It is the story of a monstrous nud inhuman crime.
It deals not with theories but with facts,
fig1tres, and names. It is a powerful and pathetic book
264 page~. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address
'l'l!E 'l'ltU'l'H SEEKElt,

Gem~

of q:hought.

John E. Rems~urg's Books.

THERE is no evidence that God has ever
interfered in the affairs of man.-Ingersoll.
WHILE civilization has been improving
our houses, it has not equally'improved
the men who are to inhabit them. It has
created palaces, but it was not so easy to
create noblemen and kings.-1'horeau.
THERE is no stoppage and never can be
stoppage,
.
If I, you, and the worlds, and all beneath
or upon their surfaces, were this moment reduced back to a pallid float,
it would not avail in the long run,
We should surely bring up again where
we now stand,
And surely go as much farther, and then
farther and farther.- Walt 'Whitman.
THE different genealogies of J esns in
Matthew and Luke; the incidents of the
miraculous conception and birth; the star
in the east; the slaughter of children by
Herod, mentioned only by Matthew and
unnoticed in history; the differing accounts of Saul's conversion; the miracle
stories; the fact that Jesus is not mentioned by ·contemporary historians; the
uncertainty as to who wrote the Gospels
and when they were written-all these
things, and multitudes that it would be
tedious to mention, prove the New Testament to be the· word of ·man, and of less
enlightep.ed man than exists to-day.- Robt.
0. Adams.
IT has been pretended that the dispersion of this people [the Jews] had"een
foretold, as a punishment for their refusing to acknowledge Jesus Christ as the
Messiah; the asserters affecting to forget,
that they had been dispersed throuoohout
the known world long before Jesus Christ.
The books that are left us of this singular nation make no mention of a return
of the twelve tribes transported beyond
the Euphrates by Teglat Phalasar and. his
successor. The Acts of the Apostles certify,
that fifty-three days after the death of
Jesus Christ, there were Jews from every
nation under heaven assembled for the
feast of the Pentecost. St. James writes
to the twelve dispersed tribes; and Josephus and Philo speak of the Jews as very
numerous throughout the east.- Voltaire.
ONLY by a long and weary training
t.hrough study and experience has man,
after surmounting countless steps of error,
reached that pure clearness of free and unprejudiced thought in which all scientific
minds now move or ought to move. Deep
ignorance of .the laws of Nature surrOimding him, nnd a very intelligible fear of the
natural forceR pressing on him and threatening him, in conjunction with a belief in
the continuance of the principle of life
after death, which was incompt·ehensible
t.n him, must necessarily hav led the
earliest man, when he came to consider a
little, to anthropomorphic idPas and
fancies of a divine and supernatnral gavernment of the world, which belief being
fostered and worked upon by ambitious
priests, has brought so much misery and
such great trouble on suffering humanity.
-Biichne]·.
THIS is a pretty long catalog [of ·books
accepted or rejected by the church councils], 0 Lord of Hosts; but you hav, of
course, had all eternity to produce it.
Now, intP-r nos, which on the list did you
write, and which did yon not write? I
think I hav det·ected thy bold Roman hand
in the Book of Tobit.. Am I right? I
think I could point you out seventeen
lines in the Book of Gad that yon conld
not look me in the face and say you did
not write. I think Ruth is all by thee; it
is quite in thy style. 0 Ancient of Days,
am I right? I deem thy son's letter to
Abgarus quite genuin, more especially
since thy son could not write. I recognize in the speech of .Tob's wife flashes
from the pen of the Most High. Numbers is written by you, especially the
thirty-first chapter.
Several · of the
Psalms, too, are thine, especially the
p.•afm n.f c·urses (Psalm cix). A g:lod
deal of Genesis 'is thine, especially the two
accounts of Creation, which flatly contradict each other, and which are, neverth<'less, both true. This sort of writing undoubtedly takes a God to write it and a
devil to understand it· and for thiA and all
thy other mercies, make us truly thankful.
These, 0 Shaddai, I men1.ion from the
mass of bnoks in which thy Jewish and
Christianfollowershavsupposed theetohav
had a finger. But there are a great many
booksinregardtowhicb, 0 Lord, Ihi1mhly
confess before thee, I cannot for my life
determin where Smith ends and ,Tehovah
begins. 0 Lord, help tliou my literary
discrimination, or else strengthen my
faith ad libitum. I should like wings and
glory, and should be sorry to miss them
through not knowing whether to attribntP.
the BoOJk' of Susanna and the Book of Og
to Srriith or to thee, 0 Mighty On.e of
br&el.-8aladinin Gnd ('""d His Book.

Revis~d and Enlarged.

False Claims.

As a Missiouar.y Document it is unexcelled.
Among the snbJ ects considered by Mr. Remsburg are: The Church and l'IIorality; CI"iminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the
IJrisouers in the penitentiaries; the {!hnrch and
Civilization; the Church and SCience; th'l
Church and Learning· the Church and Lib·
ertyi~the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the woman's Rights :r:lovemeut; the Tem.P~r
ance Reform; the Church and the Repnbllc.
Price, 10 cents singly; .75 cents per dozen.

Bible Moi"als.

Twenty Crimes and Vices

Sanctioned by Scripture·i Falsehood and De~
ceptiou; Cheating; T 1eft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness t.o Childreu..i Cruelty to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; vauniballsm;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Iutempeqmce;
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Price, single copies, 25 cents; .6
copies, $1. Special <liscount on large quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best ..nd
most thorough work ever written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Larl"e and
handsome print. Pnce, 25 cents; six copies, $1.
D~cline

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures:

Thomas Paine.

Tells the Story of the

.of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; Wasluugtou
au Uubelieve~ Jefferson au Unbeliever; Paine
and Wesley; vhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

Author-Hero's life, delin.eates the l.eaqingtraits
of his character and gem us, and vmdicates h1s
name from the aspersions cast upon it. Tributes to P aiue's character are given from more
than one hundred noted persons ofEuroi>e and
America, many of them written expressly fol'
this work. Second edition1 160 pages, pnnted
on :tj.ne tinted paper, neatly bonl}d, apd c,on•
taium~r a handsome steel porti:IUt of Pan"•
cloth, 75

ctau.ti.

The .Apostle of Liberty. An address de-

liverea in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29. 1884. Price,
10 cents.

SOCIAL WEALTH:

The Sole Factors and Exact Ratios in Its' Acquirement and Appo~tionment.

In proceeding toward any given point, thare is
always one line which is shortest-THE STRAIGHT;
so, in tho conduct of human aff&irs, there is always one course which is best-THE JusT.

:Sy J. K. INC3ALLS.
12mo, 326 pp., large type, good paper, silk c:oth,
pnce $1.00.
CoNTENTS :-Economic Schools-A Brief neview
of Their Origin and Growth. Rise and Growth
of Capitalism. Unearned Increase-Profit Interest, !tent. Conservation of Wealth. '11ools
antl lm]Jroved l'IIachinery. The Nature of
Wages. l'riva te and Social '\Vealth. Laud Own,
ershin. PI"ivatel'ropertyin Land. Capital and
the Productive Factors. Partnership and Cooperation. Law of Contracts. lVIouey and
Credit. Of Valne~ or Economic Ratios. Taxation as a Remeay. Reforms, not Remedies.
Suf.igestions to Legislators. Summary of Definitwns-Economic and Isonomic.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Force artd 1'\atter;
OR,

Principles of the Natural Order of the llniverse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
CONTENTS:
Force and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality of ForP'J, lVIan,
mfiuity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou~;ht,
1\'Iotiou,
Couscwnsuess,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
Immutability ofN atural Innate Ideas.>.
Laws,
'rhe Idea of uod,
(Jnivercla!ity of Natural Personal Continuance,
I,aws,
Vital.Force,
rhe Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes,
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of th13 Earth,
Morality,
Original Generation,
CouclndTug ObservaSecular Generation,
tious. ·
Price. 1!!1.50. AddrGss THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Martyrdom of Man.
By WINWOOD READE.

PRESS NOTICE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which nni- ·
va·sal history is "boiled down" with snrprisiu~
skill. . . . The boldest and 1 so far as historical
argument goes, one of the aolest assault" ever
<llB·de upon Chnstianity.-[Literary World.
12mo, extra cloth, 543 pp. Price, $1.75.
THE .1'UUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafaye~te ~Jac;.c, N.Y.
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'!J1oeral. JJ1 eetings.
These notices are for the benefit of Liberals whQ may be visiting {he places
where these societies "are located. Local
Secular Unions an4 , Freethought Societies can hav their gatherings a~
vertised here free by forwarding the necessary information.

. 1892.

Libert~ iq
literature~

POLITICAL, LEGAL, AID SOCIAL
REFORMS.
In the Ottoman Empire and Other Mohammedan States.

Testimonial
Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y., To Walt Whitman.
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220E.15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

BY

The.Newark. Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

By MOJJLAVI CHERAGH ALI.-

Pnblished for the information of the Christian
writers who suffer under the delusion that
~Islalll is incapable of any political,
legal, or social reforms.

Price, $1. Address

Meets every Sund!!!Y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League HaJ!, 177 Halsey st. 1 cor. Market
at., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and. socia.l questions. Seats free and AN ADDRESS DELIVERED IN
everybody welcome.
Pff!LAIJELPHIA., P A.,
OCT., 21, 1890.
Brooklyn Philosophical Associ•

ation

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8l'.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Plottform free. Henry Rowle_x, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.
.

Philadelphia Liberal League 21i
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

With

a Portrait of

2i" 1

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Tl).e

Col. Ingersoll SOUVENIR.

Whitman.

THE KINC OF SPOONS

Atnn!OBIZED EDITION,

IN

HONOR OF

.THE KINC OF ORATORS.

Paper, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Mrs. Hesant's

Wor~s.

THE FINEST SPOON EVER DESIGNED.
. Specifications: DeSilPled (by kind rerIlllSSiOn of Colone Ingersoll) and patented,
l!'eb. 2, 1892. Magnificent portrait. The
Torch of Reason and
the Torch of Liberty,
emblematicJtl of the
means our Great Orator and Leader of Advanced Thought
would employ to enlighten the world,
banish superstition
and fear, and establish universal :flhysicaland ment.alliberty,
iustice and happiness.
Exquisite scroll-work,
in full relief, surI'onnds the spoon-a
reverie of art. Students will stndr_ its
charming lines. Lovers of the beautiful
will go in raptures
over it, and conno.sseura will want it to
enhance the artistic
merits of their collections. Exact size and
model of cut (which,
however, sadlv fails
to renroduce the correct likeness, power
of portrait, and exquisite delicacy and
charming lines of
beauty, of original).
Sterling silver. Massive. A precious souv-~
enir of Our Great•

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets liemi-monthly\first and third Sundays, at
2l'.M., at the town nall. All friends· of human
cultivation are invited. MARma HEIGHTON, Sec.·

Elizur Wright Secular "Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Investtgator are solicited.
R. G. SmTH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular "Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds meetiJ:!gs every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:80 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lecturesd song~~
and select reading. Discussion invite on 8ll
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRsE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib·
eral Union

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

Law of Population. Paper, 15o. ; with por12mo, 300 pp., $1.
~
trait, 80c.
Apples of Gold. And. Other Stories. for Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
'lloys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1.25.
should be. Paper, 25c.
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand- ·Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
some and Interesting Book, Without l:luperstition for Children and Youth. The Oul:y Freethinkers' Children's Btory-book ever Issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Of Los Angeles, c~J., meets semi-monthly.~,. first
and third Sundays, .at 8 o'clock P.M. at Parr's
Hall. Ever:l'bodY invited. · MRs•. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

The Candle From Under
The Bushel

The Walla Walla Liberal Club

(Mark iv, 21); or,
1,306 ~uestions to .the CJergy:
And for the Consideration of Others.

Meets every Sunday at 2l'.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Hcience
Lectnres.-Free Discussions.-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
U. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER. Sec.

The Roeder Secular Union
Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
l!reatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
Fo Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES 8Hl!A, Sec.

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
160! Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, Pres.
IsAAC S. LEE, Sec.

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'vat its hall cor.
Cong avenue a):Vl 9th street.
isiting Liberals
invited. J. P. RIDHARDSON, President; M. ISAAC,
Secretary.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League
Meets every Sunday at 2:80 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Hall, Bay street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Liberal Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwaukee, meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A. B. SEVERANCE, President.

Philosophical and Social So·
ciety,
Monte Vistal..Cal., m~et ever::.J; Sunday at 2P.M. in.
their hall. The public coruially· invited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of Cincinnati 0., meets every Sunday evening
at 7:80P.M. in bong las 1Iall, N. W. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and niscussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec.

Liberal Association of Baltimm-e
Meets at the Lyceum Hall, 404 East Baltimm·e st.,
every Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
FITS-All Fits stopped free by Dr.Kline's Great
Nerve Restorer. No fits after first day's .use. Marvelous cures. Treatise and $2 trial bottle free to
Fit cases. Se~d ~o Dr. I\line;~~1 Arc4 s~., PhUa., f!l>·

Instructive, Interesting, and Laughable.
Price,

BY WILLIAM HART.
50 cents;

.

NATHANI[L VAUGHAN~·
J=ll"'iest al) d Mal).

A NOVEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of th.e "lli>Ld of the East," etc., etc.
An independent and~ctable study of char·
acter in the law of circumstance sncli as even
George Eliot might not have been ashame•l to
own as her first novel. . . . . A more vigorous
'lresentment of the mischievous nature of moclern
tlhristianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review ..
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'LIE TRUTH SEEKER

Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Infl11ence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, .New York.

\Yorks· nn- the Laoor

est Public Bene•
factor, and a valua-

ble ·family relic for
generations to
A suitable

~uestion.

The Conventional Lies of Our Civilizatioo.

CoNTENTs-Mene, Tekel~
Upharsin· The Religious, Monarchic, ana
Aristocratic.Political,_.Economical, '1'\atrim.ouial,
and Miscellaneous Lies; Closing~ Harmony.
12mo, 3M pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
cloth $1.00.
The Imperial Council of Vienna prohibited the
sale of this book in Austria, and confiscated all
copies ofit they could find.
;I!y Max Nordan.

Economic Equities.

reand appreciafor Chnstm .s,

:':,~r·~h~~:d~~

nothing nicer, so
appropriate, so preCIOUS during life, a:i

'£he Colouel In•
gersoll Souvenir.

A Compend of the

Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange. By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth." Paper, 25c.

Prices, $2.50 each; ·
extra heavy, $8.
Orange and sugar
spoons, $8. Gilt
bowls, 50 cents extra.

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the

Po:pula.tion Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Edited.by Charles·Bradlaugh andAnnieBesant.
25c.

"THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,"

Poverty : Its Cause and Cure. Pointing and other mottoes, names, etc., etched in bowls

Large or Small Families ~ On whioh Side

in most artistic style 50 cents extra. Sent
upon receipt of pri~"e and money refunded if not
s>Ltisfactory. Order of Designer if your jeweler
does not supply it. Many are interested in their
own inferior Souvenirs and will not sell the
above
OTTO WETTSTF.IN, Rochelle, Ill.
Established in 1857. Designer of " Otto Wettstein" Watch, and popular Freethought badge.

Poverty : Its Effects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles

Is Doing

out the:. means by which the working classes may
raise themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignitv, and independence, and which is also capable'of entirely removing\ in course of time, the
other principal social evils. By 1\L G. H. 10C.
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoake. 5c.
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Why Do Men Starve 1 By Chas. Brad-

WATSR OF< LIP.a
W~uders

in Curing Uae Sick.

Write for pamphlet to J. n. PEilRY,
No. 34 South Main street. Wilk~~harr,. Pot.

laugh. 5c.

The Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi-

cal to the 'Welfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

"WHY"

500 orders for books within the
Labor's Prayer. By Chaa. B:otdlaugh. 5c. I specially want
next three months.
Letters to Young People. By (Prince) Friends will. please send stamp for circulars and

Kenne~y's
Me~ical Discovery SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,

Peter Krapotkine. Witli Life of author, PV
Stepuiak. 10c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

Takes hold in this order :

WHY.

.

ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

OR, THE

Bowels,
Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
Liver,
.
Kidneys,
·Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
, LITTLE LESSONS FOR
Driving everything before it that ought td
By T. C. 'VIDDICOMBE,

Philadelphia, Pa.

·Prie.e, 10 cents
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

be out.
You know whether you need it or
not.
Al>lcl bOevery druggst, and mannfactureci by

: D - N ftJ-xuuJ<v~llft. E D y'

LITTLt FOLJ{S.
By MRS. B. D. SLENKER.
Boards,

•

4ocents.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 eeuts, treating
on that henlth-d 'stroriug and life-eonsuming
weakness of men as the result of ~:onthfnl errors
and excesses. The book sets fortu au INFIDEL
CUltE, which is a medic~ne to .be flPPlieri externally (the only remedy of the lnnd m existence).
Yon will feel improved the first day, benefited
every dny, n til :til signs of J(arlv Dee~ty, Weaknesses, Lost lVIanhood~-.etc.bare tufiy restored;
Adui·ess,
Dlt.. lt B'T P. F~:LLOWS,
'
Vineland, N. J.
And saY you saw this in THE T:!IU'!R i:lEEi\El\,

.
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POPES AHD t'f{£lll DOlHGS.
ACCOUNT OF 0
Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
Paper, 50 cents;, cloth, 75 cents.

PHE

LOGIC OF
-oR,-

Why Should the Atheist Fear to Die ?
By J. G. HoLYOAKE.
P1·ice, 5 cents.

TH:e

LO-CIC OF LIFE,
-DEDUCED FROMTHE PRINCIPLE QF FREETHOUGHT.
By .r. G. HoLYOAKE.
Price, 5 cents

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.

By .John H. l'elso, A.M.
12mo, cloth -•1 oo.

INVENTORS.

SOLOMON;· WAS EVIDENTLY NO PROHIBITIOI\TJ:ST.
Giv strong clrink unto him that is ready to perish, and wine unto those that be of heavy hearts.
drink; and forget his poverty, and remember his misery no more.-Prov. xxxi, 6, 7.
·

'Ihe cost of obtaining aU. S. Patent,
in an ordinary case,
is i>nl:::_$55, through
E.uWIN N.
BEECHER,
Rolicitor of Patents.MARroN, Hart-ford county, CoNN.
Pamphlet of adVice to Inventors
will be mailed -fr~e.
N.B.-Register all
letters and stamps
will be s_en t yon to
defray this expense.
·
of J:'atents
an Irifidel, a writer
~~·:".''~a...n."'d~"o<-:t~her Liberal papers, and, we are inby old inventors and experience~ __patentees who hav ernplo~ed him, he is a skillful
Patent Attorney.-THE .J.RUTI! SEEKER.

Let him

FRffTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.

-OF-

CHARLfS BRADLAUGH.

SHOWING
THE .ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL•
NESS OF THE CHURCH'E CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI•
CENT INSTITUTION, AND RJiooo
VEALING TliE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
CHURCH AND
STATE.

185
WITH

-BYGeorge ..Jacob Holyoake•
Every Freethinker wants this Life· of the Great Eng.
lish Secularist by the Father of Secularism.

Ft.dl..rPage
lllustratioJlS.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS

r
tJP

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

*
* *

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.

•

:DESIGNS BY WATSON HEST'JN,
WITH PORTRAIT OF ·
· TIIJi: .DESIGNER.

••

*.

YOU ARE

•

*

~INCERELY

Address this Office.

INTERES'lED IN

THE OAUSE OF

~WOMAN

AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS

Price, 15 cents, Ten copies, $1,

H.ASTE:!7 TO REA.D

THE STRIKE OF A SEX·.
By GEORGE N. MILLER.

("THE UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN

OF WOMAN'S

SLAVERY.'")

The illustrations are classified as follows:
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
ll
"
The Church Robbing the People.
8
"
Thanksgiving.
6
Sabbath Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
10
Woman and the Church.
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies m Natnral History.
2
The Bible and Science.
~5
'l'he Clergy and Their Flocks.
J
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
4
2
Prayer.
10
The Creeds.
1
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Worll.

o

1

"
"

20

1
2
4

2

1

4
9

12

3
6

'i'

J\1iss10naries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their ResulM.
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A most e"trao~dinary pnblicat~OJ!. We venture t~e assertion tha~ no~hing like it has ever before appeared m this country, and 1t 1s very donbtful1f another one hke 1t will ever again be published: We runs~ gi~e the Truth Seeker Company the credit _of pp.tting the book in the reach of aU .
.A,t tWl(\e the pnce 1t would have bee~ a chea:p book. Art1st H!Jston as a portrait-painter an.l deBlgne~ 1s a. woni!erful snccess1 !Lnd we JUdge 1rorn our own feeln:gs that nearly every Lii>eml in
Amenca will desne a copy of tms most wonderful volnrne.-[Freethmkers' Magazine.

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genin~ to
Freethonght, and has done faithf:ll and noble work for the cause of right and truth But the pictures do not· make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of readh;g
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter
· falsity of the church's professions and the hn?ocrisy of those who uphold them Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christ1anity and the church that has ever been put in the
bands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

Address The '.l'rUth Seeker.

By VOLTAIRE.
Terse, witty, ~nd sarcastic dafinitions of thP<"J
lo~i\!al terms. !'rice,~ cen~s.

I

CAN THIS 0

Price, P?stpaid,

BE SO

21;

....

cents.

I SENDSEEAND !. I
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

W:AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

CuriOUS Revelations · From the.
Life of a Trance Medium.

Price, board covers, $2; clot})., $2.80.

Pocket Theology"

The best men and women of England and America are
It
fairly heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
truly wonderful
entirely its own and will give yon
book.
a sensation such as yon never had before.

By MRS, NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD,

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
HIS CHAHACTER AND DOCTRINES.
From the "Analysis of Religions Belief."
Bv VISCOUNT AMBERLEY.

OMb,

1!9 ce~ts.

Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. llins.
trated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.50.

lfHlll Tlt"l.l''r~ fl:J!l¥H!~ 09·: !IS f'~f!l-yette pl~ce~ ~~ ¥:

J~urnal of Freethought and Reform.

A

Vol. Ig. No. 18. {PUBLISHED ~KLY}
"

New York, Saturday, April 30, 1892.
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A BIT OF HISTORY.-THE MORALITY OF THE CHURCH IN THE FIFTH AND SIXTH CENTURIES.

**
**

INFIDELI
DEATH- G.w.:~oTe.
BEDS.
**
**

I

--o--

Bein!r true accounts of the passing away of *e
followmg persons, thus refut1ng the many Christian slanders upon them and otqers: .
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, P1e~e Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano .Bruno, H!!n ry
Thomas Buckle Lord BYron, R10hard Carlis1e,
William Kingdoh Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz, Anthony Collins, Au~uste Comte, Condorcet-!ltob~rt
Cooper, D'Alembert Danton, Charles .I.J!trwm,
Erasmus Darwin 'Delambre, Dems D1derot,
Etienne Dolet Ge~rge Eliot, Frederick the !}reat,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isa.ao !}endre, G1bbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, H~nry Hetherington Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, V10tor Hu.go,
Hume Llttre Harriet Martineau, Jean Mesller1
James' Mill John Stuart; Mill, M1rabeau, Roberij
Owen Thomas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer,_,Rabelais Winwood Reade Madame Roland, ueor_ge
Ban'd Schiller Shelley, Spinoza, Straus~~ John
Tola~d Variinf. Voln!)L Voltaire, James watson,
John Watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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THE EVOLUTION
OF

.

· THE DEVIL!

:: UNSEEN H A N D s .

Sf{ORT.
STORltS.

Preface. -An Echo
from Shilo.-Old
Safety- Valve's Last
-Run.-How Mary
Alice Was Converted.
-A Hall of Heredity.
- " That Reminds Me
Of"-. -His Mother's Boy.-Mr. Walka-Leg Adams "Meets
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Doesn't Quite Suit Mr. Carns.
From the Open Court.

The Truth Seeker Company (28 Lafayette place, New
York city) hav again collected their illustrations of the
last year in a handsomely bound volume, entitled, " Old
Testament Stories Comically lllustrated," by Watson
Heston. Their plan is to propagate Freethought by ridiculing the superstitions and errors of religion, but they
are not careful ·as to whom or what they strike. They
are as vigorous in their work as are the most fanatic believers on the other side. We do not approve of this
method of The Truth Seeker Company; they spread in this
way a wrong k1nd of Freethought, and we believe they
will make but few converts by their grotesque pictures.
It will make the iconoclast laugh, but the believer will
turn from them with disgust. In the general household
of human thought, iconoclasts of this kind seem to equilibrate the balance with those eccentric forms of piety
which find an expression in the Salvation Army and similar institutions. So long as the one extreme exists, the
other extreme has also right to existence, and there seem
to be deeper causes that demand that it should exist too.

Who Change(l the " Sabbath 1"
The Seventh Day Adventists ar::J very greatly interested 'in "Sunday keeping," because -of their
persecution for "Sabbath keeping" by their fellowChristians. They are therefore most persistent
writers on the subject.
In a recent number of the Advent church paper
Mr. Franke continues the consideration of the
question, Who changed the Sabbath~ and presents
the opinions of authorities on two points-that the
New Testament never changed the Sabbath to Sunday and that the Catholic church did. As to the
first point,·it must be admitted by all who know
anything upon the subject. It is indisputable. .A.s
to the second, the letters presented from Cardinal
Gibbons are of interest because he is the voice of
the Romish church in this country and because
that church ought to know something upon the
subject. The cardinal's words hav the significance
of the confession of a thief. The first letter was
written to Mrs. Mary J. Stavely, of Edesville, Md.,
and is ~s follows :

New York, Saturday, April 30, 1892.

{ 28 LA.FAYETTE PL.} $J.OO Per Year.

"CARDINAL's REsiDENCE, BALTIMoRE, MD.,} right is correct. There is not a word in the New Testa"Feb. 18, 1892.
ment about Christ's changing the day. On the contrary,
"DEAR MRs. STAVELY: In the old law, that is, before the he always observed the Sabbath, the seventh day.
coming of Christ, the Sabbath, the last day of the week,
"Consult any Catholic work that has a chapter on Tra-·
was the day ?f rest. In the new dispensation, that is, dition, and you should find what you need.
after the commg of Christ, the day of rest was changed
"The church alone is authority for the transfer from
from the last to the first day of the week, namely, Sun- ·Saturday to Sunday.
Truly yours,
day. The church, the mouthpiece and representativ of
"IGN. F. HooSTMAN, Chancellor."
Jesus Christ, made the change.
This is all nineteenth century testimony, from a
"The reason of the change is this: Sunda;y is the day
source
possessing exceptional knowledge on the
upon which Christ rose from the dead, and is the day also
upon which the holy spirit descended upon the apostles. subject, and is conclusiv as against the other ChrisSunday is therefore the day upon which two of the most tian ~ing. It remains now for the Catholic church
important events of our church took place. Hence it was to show what right she had to make a "holy" day.
deemed most appropriate by the church that this should
be the day set apart for rest and religious exercises, For, as a matter of fact, there is no such difference.
rather than the Sabbath, or seventh day, which had been in the days of n!ljture ; one · diviltlion of time is like
observed in the old law.
Yours respectfully,
another, and the observance of one above another
"WM. A. REARDON."
is nothing but a man-made regulation to which no
The next was written to Mr. John R. Ashley, of one is bound to pay the least respect whatever.
Rock Hall, Md. :
D. M. Bennett Believed in "Another Lite."
"CARDINAL'S RESIDENCE, BALTIMORE, MD.,}·
"Feb. 25, 18!J2.
We hav received the following inquiry from Mr.
"JoHN R. ASHLEY, EsQ., Dear Sir: In answer to your
.first question, directed by the cardinal to reply to your Hacker:
"VINELAND, N. J., Apri). 13, 1892.
.letter, I will say:
"BROTHER l\!ACDONALD: Riley M, Adams, an aged red"(1) Who changed the Sabbath?
hot Spiritualist, has an article in the May number of the·
"Answer: The Holy Catholic church.
"(2) Are Protestants following the Bible or the Holy TVatchman, published at Fort Wayne, Ind., in which he
writes the following:
Catholic church in keeping Sunday?
" 'Father Bennett established 'fHE 'fRUTn SEEKER for
"Answer: The Protestants are following the custom
truth's sake, as the name indicates. The persecution he
introduced by the Holy Catholic church.
endured he bore with the-patience of a hero, serving out
"(3) The Protestants do contradict themselvs by keepthe time in the penitentiary with the exception of abateing Sunday, and at the same time, profess to be guided by
ment of a part of the time for good behavior.
the Bible only.
" 'When returned to his editorial seat a friend invited
"I am, faithfully yours,
C. F. THoMAs,'
him to attend a materializing seance. There he met his
"Chancellor."
friends from the other side of life and was converted to
.A. letter to Mr. Franke himself is next put in Spiritualism. After his'trip around the world the writer
evidence:
called on him and asked him if he was a Spiritualist, and
"CARDINAL's RESIDENCE, 408 N. CHARLES ST., l got his reply, "Yes." He was not afraid of the truth,
"BALTIMORE, MD., Oct. 3, 1889.
· jc and his name stands highAr to-day with the angel world
"DEAR MR. FRANKE: At the request of his eminence than all the skeptics who dare not investigate because of
the cardinal, hrite to assure you that you are correct in prejudice and popular feeling.'
"Now, I wish to know if the above is true. Please
your assertion that Protestants, in. observing the Sunday,
are following, not the Bible, which they take as their copy it into· THE TRUTH SEEKER and tell us whether we
only rule of action, but the tradition of the church. I shall believe it or not.
J. HACKER."
·defy them to point out to me the word 'Sunday' in the
We cannot say that the incidents narrated by
Bible; if it is not to be found there, and it cannot be,
then it is not the Bible which they follow in this particu- Mr. Adams are correct. Mr. Bennett was not "conlar instance, but tradition, and in this they flatly contra- verted " by a materializing medium, as he was a believer in Spiritualism before he went to Albany at
dict themselvs.
"The Catholic church changed the day of rest from the the instance of Judge Benedict. That he answe1·ed
last to the first day of the week, because the most memo- yes to the friend's inquiry if he was a Spiritualist
rable 9f Christ's works were accomplished on Sunday.
Itis"needless for me to enter into any elaborate proof of is no doubt true; but he used generally to qualify
the matter. They cannot prove th~ir point from script- the admission by quoting the remark of a witness
lll'e; therefore, if sincere, they must acknowledge that in the Beecher-Tilton case-" but not a damned
they draw their observance of the Sunday from tradition fool." That is, he believed in tlie reality of spirits
and are therefore weeldy contradicting themselvs.
and a spirit-life, but did not believe in the twaddle
"Yours very sincerely,
W. A. REARDON."
of the philosophy nor in chasing ghosts to the negAwhile ago Mr. Franke saw a statement by a
lect of this world.
" One world at a time " was his
Redemptorist priest, Father Enwright, of Kansas
motto, quoted a thousand times in our hearing, and
City, Mo., offering money to anyone who could
his life-work was the destruction of the Christian
find in the Bible any authority for " Sunday keepsuperstition and not the promulgation of Spiritualing." He wrote to the priest and received the folism, which he regarded as a side issue, caring little
lowing l'(}Sponse :
for it, though a vigorous defender of it when it was
"Jan. 11, 1892.
assailed
in his presence. But just what he believed
"DEAR FRIEND: Your letter reached me only a few
days ago. The paper you speak of I 've not seen. My we may let him say in his own words : "Mter some
words were, 'I hav repeatedly offered $1,000 to anyone years of doubt we hav been led to giv our adhesion
who can prove to me from the Bible alone, that I am to a belief in a continued existence. This belief has
bound to keep Sunday holy. There is no such law in the
Bible. It is a law of the holy Catholic church alone. been induced by the proofs we hav witnessed, the
The Bible says, Remember that you keep holy the Sab- manifestations of intelligence unconnected with visibath day. The Catholic church says, No! By my divine ble physical organizations, and which hav been
power I abolish the Sabbath day, and command you to brought to our cognizance through the agency of
keep holy the first day of the week. And lo! the entire what are called spirit-phenomena. Recognizing the
civilized world bows down in reverent obedience to the
fact that much that has been palmed off as this
command of the holy Catholic church.'
class of phenomena has been fraudulent and un"Excuse delay in answering.
Yours respectfully,
"LockBox75, Kansas City, Mo.
T. ENRIGHT, Css. R." worthy of attention, it cannot be successfully denied
Mr. Franke then wrote to Archbishop Ryan, that under proper conditions certain phenomena do
stating the Redemptorist priest's position and ask- take place which cannot be relegated to the domain
ing if it correctly represented the Catholic church. of deception. The cry of 'fraud' will not suffice to
meet the actual results that take place in the direction
He received this reply :
indicated. .A. force is made apparent, an intelligence
"ARCHDIOCESE OF PHILADELPHIA,
)
"CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE, 225 NORTH 18TH ST.,;demonstrated, that for want of a better theory is
"PHILADELPHIA, p A.
J isattributed
to invisible existences possessing organs
"M:R. E. E. FRANKE, Dear .Sir: Of course Father En-

2?'6
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of thought and actio11 similar to ourselvs. When
the laws ·of the universe, which are still greatly unknown to us, are brought to our knowledge and
·comprehension, we may be able to assign other
causes than spirit existence for the phenomena that
fake place ; but until this time comes the Spiritualistic theory seems the more probable and covers
more of the Jaets than any other hy;pothesis that
has been advanced.
Imbued with the conviction that matter with its inherent forces is all
that is-that it does all that is done-we cannot
agree with those-who cla,jm that matter is only the
result of spirit-that spirit is the substance and
matter the shadow. We dissent entirely from the
philosophy which claims that spirit is everything
and matter nothing. On the other .hand, matter is
the summa summarum of all existences. Whatever
is not matter is nothing. If spirit is anything, it is
a form of matter; matter is not a product of spirit,
but spirit a product of matter, and in a high form
of evolution which matter is capable of ·attaining.
If this is so-if spirit existences are material organizations-it is not difficult to comprehend a continued individual life; but not an immortal existence; By immortality we understand a never-ending
existence. It is a logicai conclusion that that which
has no end could hav had no beginning. It is an
axiomatic truth that what has a beginning must hav
an end. As it is very evident that as individuals we
all had a beginning but a f~w decades ago (despite
the untenable theory of the incarnationists, who
hold that we are eternal as individual entities and
never had a beginning), the only logical deduction
that can be arrived at is that at some period of time
our individual existence must terminate, when the
elementary molecules of which we are composed
must revert back to the great fountain of the universe whence they came. How long this individual,
conscious existence may continue we know not;
possibly thousands of years. If, however, in the wonderful provisions and capabilities of the universe, individual immortality is among the possibilities, let us
duly appreciate the future that awaits us. Of all
this, however, we shall know more, or know less,
when, in the language of our Spiritualistic friends,
we 'leave the physical plane' and 'cross the shining
river.' As much, however, of all this theory of the
future life is beyond the ken of our vision; as much
of it is mere. speculation, let us not waste our time
and energies in a fruii.less effort to look into the beyond. While we occupy this state of existen~e it is
wise for us to giv our whole attention to the duties,
labors, and objects of this life, and leave the imaginary conditions of a future life until we hav finished
with this, and are far more able to meet and· discharge the duties of another. We find plenty here
to employ all our talents, energies, and abilities, and
it is unwise in us to neglect them and, in preference, giv our attention to that so far beyond our
grasp and comprehension. Our services are needed
here. All the efforts we are capable of accomplish_
ing can be usefully employed here, and cannot be
intelligently directed to conditions in the world beyond our sight and knowledge. Let us, then, while
here, liv for this world only, securing and increasing
our own happiness in every conceivable and legitimate way, and in adding to the happiness of those
around us, to the extent of our ability."
If Mr. Hacker's memory had served him well he
would recollect the many times Mr. Bennett said
substantially the same thing in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
And also that we hav many times answered this
question in the affirmativ. Mr. Bennett did not
conceal his convictions, nor hav we ever denied the
truth. We should do the same as he did if we felt
that way.

The American Secular Union.
When Mr. E. A. Stevens was secretary of the
American Secular Union he began some practical
work in Illinois by invoking the law aga,jnst unconstitutional appropriation of funds to sectarian institutions. The measures he took were reported at
the time in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
. Mr. Stevens's . successors in office did nothing
with this suit, and it has been hanging up in the
supreme court. We are glad to see by the circular
sent us-reprinted in another place,.:_that Mr.

Waite is awake to its importance and contemplates
pushing it to an issue. It is just the kind of work
the Union is organized to do. It grieved us to note
that the Union was not represented before the
National Commission of the World's Fair when it
met in Chicago to talk about Sunday opening or
closing of that great show, nor at" Washington
when the same subject was argued before a Congressional committee. But if the Union will force
a decision in this suit it will hav partially atoned
for its inactivity.
We think the officers of the Union hav done wisely
in abandoning the one-htmdred-thousand-dollar hall
project. It was chimerical. The Union should expend its energy in effecting the separation of church
and state-the purpose for which it was organized.

Not Yet a Law.
The Freedom of Worship bill is now in the
hands of the governor, and he will, we understand,
giv its supporters and opponents opporttmity to
talk about it. It is noticeable that its friends say
little about it, relying upon the orders of Croker to
the governor to put it through; while the Pl.·otestant opponents talk a good deal, but really say
little. The fact is, and it has come· to be somewhat recognized, that the Protestants hav no more
business in the state institutions than hav the
Catholics, and that 'their preaching and praying
therein are as unconstitutional and un-American
as would be the setting up of the Roman Catholic
paraphernalia of worship.
The National League for the Protection of
American Institutions has filed a brief with Governor
Flower against the bill, of which the following are
the main points why it should not become a law:
Because it is deceptiv in its purpose, and would
be destructiv of the interests it pretends to desire
to promote in its enactments and enforcement.
Because it would destroy the character and overthrow the work of On~:> of the oldest and most useful
unsectarian institutions uilder the care of the state
-the House of Refuge-by rendering disciplin and
moral instruction impossible, because of the admission of sectarian religious teachers not subject to
the control of the managers.
Because it attempts to accomplish by a simple
enactment a change in state policy of so fundamental
a character that it amounts to a c~nstitutional
amendment.
Because it is impossible to classify into sects
juvenil criminals · or delinquents, the children of
criminal or neglectful parents.
Because, if its provisions should be literally carried out, it would open asylums supported and controled by private beneficence, and threaten every
private charitable institution with ecclesiastical
domination.
Because it is not designed to secure freedom of
worship, but to suppress it.
The law tends to develop, emphasize, and make
bitter the differences of religious opinion which it
has been a cardinal principle of our government to
ignore in the administration.of the laws.
. It is contrary to the spirit of our institutions and
to the letter of our law, for it brings religion into
politics.
Measures of this character are hastening the day
when religious controversies will become -political
controversies.
From these points it will be seen that the League
argues simply from a Protestant standpoint; that
is, that the Protestants are in and want to keep in
without any interference from their rivals in the religious business. There is no doubt that the bill
is deceptiv, for the ultimate purpose of its promoters is to obtain from the state recognition of religion
as a sort of side-partner in administering criminal
But the House of
as well as educational laws.
Refuge is not unsectarian, and Catholic worship
therein would be no worse than the Protestant
worship now enjoyed by the inmates ; that is, the
state might as well pay for masses as for Methodist
and Presbyterian prayers. For the only state
policy the bill changes is to let the Catholics hav a
voice where till now Protestants were heard exclusivly. And the Sun, Tammany organ with Agnostic
leanings Jesuitically injected between the lines, is

right when it asks, "Why is not that fair enough~
How can the state ordain otherwise with due regard to the constitution, if it permits any religious
teaching or worship in these institutions! The
only tenable ground on which the measure can be
opposed is that no religious service of any kind
should be conducted in a state institution, but that
the institution should be wholly secular, the state
having nothing to do with religion."
It is true, it is not possible to classify all
prisoners into the slibordinat J sects, and it is for
that very reason that no religion should be taught
in any public institution. The lone Unitarian or
the solitary Universalist has the same right precisely as hav the numerous Catholics and the multitu.de of Methodists. If the state must provide
religious teaching and consolation for all, then a
minister of each denomination_:__and there are some
two hundred of them-must be kept within call at
all times. Such a condition of affairs could not
exist for a moment.
That the _law will help on the coming religious
war is possible. Indeed, that is a point in its
favor. If the two great sects get to fighting
bitterly enough it may be that at the constitutional
convention provided for by this legislature the
organic law of the state may be so amended that no
religion shall flourish at its expense. Such a Secular triumph would be worth the humiliation of the
enactment of many such laws.

The Sensational Preachers.
The preachers of the present time are nothing if
not sensational ; and the rivalry between .them in
getting up sermons which will draw leads sometimes to spicy revelations. Dr. Parkhurst's "circus"
in a house of ill-fame put him at the head of this
class of soul-savers, but Dr. De Costa is a good
second, though shining somewhat in the light reflected from Parkhurst's efforts. In his pulpit the
other day he told of his effort to convert the fallen
women that his brother clergyman had hired to demean themselvs. His subject was the susceptibility of the fallen of humanity to moral and spiritual
regeneration, and he said that often the more depraved a person has become the more readily he
will accept moral and religious teaching and be converted by it. "Within a few days," said he, "there
has been an illustration of this in an individual represented to be one of the wickedest women in New
York; a woman so f!!llen that there were those who
felt themselvs at liberty to regard her as hopeless,
to make sport of her sin, plunge hez: lower down,
and 'jump on' her. Yet there was a tender spot in
that poor woman's heart, a sense of shame and a desire for something better. Hence when one went
to her abode introducing himself as ail embassador
of Christ he was kindly and courteously, ay, gladly
received, and when the subject of her mother was
brought up, recalling tender memories of the past,
memories of a lost home, a once sweet life, of
Sunday-school days and church-going, this woman
gave way to convulsiv sobs and shed tears of bitter
repentance. Then when the time came she thankfully accepted the invitation to assemble her entire
household for prayer, and in the very parlors only
a few days before the scene of disgusting orgies,
the magdalena humbly knelt, and in plaintiv tones
there went Up the prayer, 'Forgiv us our trespasses; Lord, hav mercy upon us miserable sinners!'"
The idea of trying to reform these women with
prayer is about as absurd as the command of
Joshua to the sun to stand still. They are already
Christians, and do not need converting. What they
need is an honorable way to get a living. Men who
hav investigated the social evil and interviewed the
poor victims say that ninety per cent are driven to
it because no paying occupation is open. A few are
naturally depraved; some are forced into the vile
work because of seduction and consequent shunning
by friends, but the vast majority are made vile by
poverty. And to rescue them requires more than a
prayer.
But the other side of the story is not less entertaining than the melodramatic sermon of the sensational preacher. A Sun reporter divined that the
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house in which the prayer occurred was that of the
woman Dr. Parkhurst and his agents visited, and he
made her a call.
The woman told this story of his
visit:

1n

'Capt. James A. Haskins, and his short introductory
adchess made a generous welcome for the lecture.
Zac~. T_. ~askins, his. brother, is a vigorous ally.
He IS wilhng to put his shoulc'klr to the wheel. Mr.
News and Notes.
A. Krauss, Dr. Bennett, the Seavey brothers, R. R.
"He came at about 3 o'clock in the afternoon and sent
Friends at Houston, Tex., desired me to remain Parsons and Frank Parsons, 1\.fr. H. Coleman, Wm.
in his card, just:as any gentleman should do. I was a little over _one n?ght and lecture. Although there was Abshagan, Max Preibatch, Lowenthal, the Bosshy
surprised when I saw that another minister had come to see but little time for advertising, a fair audience was b~others, M~ E. Pfeiffer, E. Dreifus, George Hosme, and I did not know but that all the parsons in the pr~sent, and a most appreciativ one. Houston is a kms, J_ohn ~urnbull, and others are among those
city had been seized with a sudden desire to call at my
~:mght and pr~sperous place; and there is no city who a~ded m the work here; and they make a
house. This was not long after Dr. Parkhurst's visit.
m
the state whiCh has a better outlook. I enjoyed •splendid company for our side. Brookhaven is
But Dr. De Costa behaved like a perfect gentleman. He
my
visit among the Liberals here. Dr. D. B. ~ather a. st:onghold for orthodoxy. Sunday mornd!d not send out for beer, and he did not ask for any parPowell
has been a stanch supporter of the cause m~ m:y J~VIallandlord, who is something of a Methticular boarders. He was alone. I saw him in the parodist, mVIted me to church, and I went and listened
lor, and he talked very kindly to me.· He said he did for many years. He was not able to attend the
to an Easter sermon on "The ResUrrection." It
lectures
on
account
of
sickness;
but
I
had
the
not believe in Dr. Parkhurst's methods and thought that
society of his was trying to turn me out into the street. pleasure of making his personal acquaintance at his was well delivered, and very comforting to the beHe talked to me about a quarter of an hour and then home. D. Z. Emmich is our oldest veteran here liever. The preacher, ' 1: ow ever, could not help
aSked !De if I would pray with him and hav my household and notwithstanding age is ardently interested i~ pitching into the Infidel, and talking of his "polFreethought. Wm. Harral is at the front. Dr. luted reason." I did not hear anything worth
come m and pray, too."
"Did you weep when he talked to you about your J. J. Burroughs is a well-known exponent of our answering; but I would like to hav had the same
principles.
J. B. Cochran, and others of the audience listen to a Liberal lecture. The speaker
mother?" the reporter asked.
The. woman smiled. "I don't remember of his saying Single-Tax Society, make industrial reform on said he "knew" there was a future life and that he
anythmg about my mother, but I know I did not Freethought lines. Mr. F. J. Trapp, my .corre- would see Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. in heaven,
weep."
spondent here, with wh0m I came in communica- and other dear friends, but he did not giv any evi''Well, what happened when the 'household' came in?" tion with the Liberal element, is a vigorous worker, dence of his assertion. I wondered how anybody
"I called in everyone and all the servants too. Every- who overcomes difficulties with unflinching spirit. with a particle of intelligence could find· any real
one in the house was there. Dr. De Costa asked us to Stewart is a Radical representativ of the press. I comfort in such a "faith" as that.
join in saying the Lord's prayer with him, and we did. was surprised and delighted to meet with my
I lectured on Sunday afternoon and evening, and
Then he offered another prayer asking to be forgiven for campaigning friend of last year, Dr. Lincoln, who, on Sunday evening left Brookhaven for Chicago,
his sins, and asking that we all be forgiven for ours. amidst his professional dutieR, delivers an occa- with a hope that I shall again enjoy the "sunny
Then he blessed us all and went away."
sional sharp fire into the ranks of the clergy ; with South," with its fine, cheerful hospitality and prom"Did he speak to anyone besides you?"
·
him also I greeted an old-time San Franciscan ises of intellectual growth.
"No; he spoke to no one. Before he went away he comrade, Dr. McLellan. Houston is one of the
Over the broad Ohio rolling to the magnificent
said that he would be glad to do anything he could for best points along the route. It only needed that I Mississippi, the overflowing waters gleaming for
me. But I did not want him to do anything. He said should stay a couple of nights to hav a full house. miles away in meadows and forests-almost in midthat if Dr. Parkhurst succeeded in turning us out, we
air, it seems, as it crosses the lofty bridge-the train
should come to him and he would find accommodations Professor Grey introduced me with a ringing Rpeech, bears one on to the green hills ann plains of Illinois.
aud
after
I
finished
my
discourse,
Dr.
Burroughs
for us."
·It is raining heavily when I reach Centralia about
"Well, if you are dispossessed will you take him at·his entertained the audience with some pertinent re- 10 o'clock at night, but I find a cheerful supper at
marks
on
the
philosophy
of
Freethought.
On
the
word?"
the Centralia House, where F. D. Rexford provides
''No, indeed; if I am dispossessed I know where to go. whole, I feel that this short stay at Houston will be
for the famished and weary traveler. I wish I
productiv
of
future
progress.
We
hav
struck
hands
I don't hav to ask help of any man. Of course if Dr.
could hav stayed a day or two in this hospitable
De Costa wants to come here and pray I hav no objections and I hav found genial and stalwart supporters.
place. But I must hurry on. The next morning I
I
arrived
at
New
Orleans
Wednesday,
April
to make, and I did not say anything about his being here.
But as long as he has told of it himself it is none of my 13th. I hav not been here since the war. I find a am in Chicago, which seems just now to be the
few familiar landmarks. Gre~tt changes hav taken center of the world with its immense activities.
business to keep it quiet."
The woman added that if ministers must call on her place. New Orleans is a peculiar city. It. has both E. A. Stevens brings me to his home, and here I
she preferred to hav them come openly rather than in a provincial and metropolita11 look.
There are rest for a while, meeting many friends and rethe disguise of Western reprobates.
many curious old houses that suggest the Middle freshed with social and intellectual life. One has
Ages in their appearance. The churches and cathe- to come to Chicago occasionally to re:'ew his being.
Dr. De Costa does not seem to hav done any drals hav a gloomy look, mingled at times, however, It is like electric treatment. It is invigorating.
I lecture at Chicago next Sunday ll.t O'Neil's
more good than did Dr. Parkhurst. There is a with brilliant architecture and green and flowery
ring of defiance. which should teach the preachers adornments. New Orleans I should judge, by the Hall. I leave to-night for Eau Claire, Wis., whzre
and society something in the answer of the way I see all sorts of people bowing at the altars, I am to be Friday and Saturday. Next week, April
28th, 29th, and 30th, I am at Waterloo, Ind. ; May
woman that she "don't havto ask help of any man." to be the m.st religious city on the continent; and
1st and 2d, at Massillon and North Lawrence; May
at
the
same
iiime
it
is
the
gayest
and
most
festiv.
Men hav driven her into the business and she has
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
The religion is a formality, but the pleasure is a 6th, at New York.
made them pay for it, is what it indicates. And
Chicago,
Apr.
21,
1892.
reality.
decent people will say it serves them right. But
I was not able to :find many Liberals in New
what of the poor devils o(girls without ability to make Orleans. The . Spiritualistic society is flourishing,
Lectures and Meetings.
it pay, who go down and down and finally die a and I lectured in their hall. I am indebted to
NEWARK
Liberal
League, 177 I;Ialsey street, corner of
drunken death in the streets or in the almshouse~ Captain Abbott, Geo. P. Benson, president of the Market.-Sunday afternoon, May 1st, at 3 o'clock, J.
Our much-lauded "Christian citizen" has in them society, Mr. Brodie, secretary, and J oHeph Maille Edelmann, of Forest Hill, will lecture. Subject, "God
a monstrous problem, and that such a class can for kind services rendered. New Orleans is a most and the State."
difficult place for the advance of Liberalism. If
exist, sport of ''gentlemen," prey of police and de- religion here were the same stern affair that it is
·THE Manhattan Liberal Club lectures for April are as
graded men, is a shame and disgrace to humanity. in Puritan New England there might be a powerful follows. The club meets at 220 East 15th street:
The preachers will probably not pursue this sub- reaction. But religion here partakes of the sunny
April 29th, "Lunacy Real .and Factitious, and Its
ject far. Some of their pewholders, who are also nature of the climate. It is sentimental, esthetical, Treatment," Albert Bach.
and pleasure-loving. It presents no salient points.
Business meeting and election of officers after lecture,
holders of good paying real estate, might object.
After people hav said their prayers they think no on April 29th.
more about religion. It is business then, and a
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Iowa has a Sunday law which in blueness makes good time.
0.,...... May 11 Montreal............. May 15
Massillon,
However, the spirit of skepticism is abroad, of
6 Boulcler City, Col. June 1
quite a streak on the statute books. A little while inq ;iry and of progress. The people here are New York............ "
81
•
ago the fanatics of Sioux City undertook to color bright, inquisitiv, fearless, and frank. They do not Boston................ "
Those desiring lectures along this route will please
that town with it and closed up the places of busi- wear any chains; at any rate, the chains are invisi- communicate at once with S. P. Putnam, Los Angeles,
ness usually open on holidays. Then the people ble and do not clank. There is buoyancy in the CaL, care of C. Severance, Box 451.
whose places were closed formed a Sunday Enforce- very atmosphere of this teeming cit.y, and the
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH's lecture appointments:
ment League to see how close to Sioux City they multitude seems to flow along like the glittering
tide of the Mississippi itself. I expect, with time Strasburg, TIL., .. May 1, 2 Butler, Ind...... "
7, 8
could bring the sky. .They succeeded nicely. They and patience a sturdy Liberal element will
Ottumwa, Ia. ...... "
15 Columbus, 0.. .. "
12
forced all the stores, billiard rooms, and some of find its evolution here.
30 Pittsburgh, Pa.. "
19
I certainly shall always Angola, Ind ........ "
the restaurants to put up the shutters. Most of enjoy a sojourn in this brilliant, picturesque, and Waterloo, Ind.. June 4, 5, 6 Butler, Pa........ " 20, 21
He expects to lecture in Cairo, ill. ; Shumway, Musthe transit lines were stopped, informations for joyous city, which has its own characteristics, and
catine, }a.; Manchester, Milwankee, Wis.; Grand Rapids,
is
unlike
any
other
metropolis
in
the
New
World.
employees and officers being sworn out and these
Friday, April 15th, I push to the northward, after Mich.; Fort Wayne, Inti.; Auburn allll rhilntlelphia, Pa.
persons arrested. The League is said to hav the
deiivering two lectures in New Orleans. Brook- · PHILoSoPHICAL Association, Sundays at 3 P.M., Fratersympathy and support of many leading people and haven, Miss., is my next field. Mr. Remsburg has
nity Rooms, Bedford avenue and South 2d street,
announces that it will follow up the work vigor- been here before and opened the way for Free- Brooklyn, E. D.-Lectures for May:
.
ously and compel the closing of all business on thought. I find myself in a progressiv community
Ma:y 1st, T. B. Wakeman: "Relation of Evolution to
Sunday. But a curious phase of the affair is that notwithstanding the seven churches and the Meth- IndiVIdual Culture."
May 8th, Van Buren De~~ow: "¥, Knowledge· Were
while the people crowded the streets to see the odist college. S. F. Smurr ever since 1869 has supUniversal, What Would Rehg}on Be?
operation of arresting street-car drivers, and vigor- ported the principles of Freethought. For many
May 15th, Mr. S. H. Wilder: "Self-Contradictory
years he was alone, and the wonder was how an Inously applauded the president of a line who ran a
.
Evolution."
fidel like him could do business in a straightMay 22d Mr. Henry Frank: "Selections and Discuscar himself when the driver was taken off by the forward fashion and giv a dollar's worth for a sions from'' His Bold Experiment.' "
.
May 29th, closing service: Mr. H. Rowley, Review of
officers, they do not seem to hav sense or energy dollar. His quiet determination and undeviating
enough to get the Sunday law repealed. It would honesty hav won him the day. Fre~thought is now the Season's Work.
in the end be a great triumph for Liberals if e'Very respected.
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free
I giv my first lecture on Saturday night. . The
blue Sunday law in the country were rigorously encourt-house is nearly filled. I am introduced by on application.
forced.

tits Soutltwest.
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ready "ter set 'pon Notto'Yay Sims fur fetchin' ob
How Uncle Nottoway "Squashed" the Indict- tion laid down, went to the erring brother and told a disturbmint inter de chu'ch."
him his fault privately.
ment.
Brother Sims was formally notified that on the
He was promptly advised to "Look arter de
The good year of gJ:ace 1887, or so much of it as
belonged to Tennessee, will be remembered for two
conflicting events: the great dryness of the summer and the wonderful wetness of the autumn
whi~h followed. . That Tennessee wss "literally
dried up" did not argue that she was '·going dry"
in all respects-not by thirty thousand majority.
It went decidedly wet in the Prohibition election;
and the stump speakers told the people, with proper
patriotism, that. Prohibition was a:gainst the. constitution. They did not tell them 1t was agamst the
Christmas eggnogg and the "Fourth o' July" celebration; but the people had an eye to the lesser
calamity, the stump speakers took care of the
greater, and so, between them, they saved the constitution-and the eggnog.
The churches fought for the "Reformation;" in
the colored churches the battle was especially bitter.
Some of the most prominent members were "had
up in meetin'" as supporters of intemperance. The
church made a blunder, however, when it tackled
old Uncle Nottoway. The church felt the force of
the blunder before the polls closed and the sun set
upon the defeat of Prohibition. But as for old
Nottoway, his face wore a broad grin when he stood
in the presence of his attorney, •'Marse Torm, son
ub ole M(l.rse," and reported upon the result of his
trial by the members of the Mount Zion Baptist
church.
"Yaas, sah, Marse Torm," he said, "dey done
hab me up in meet'n', de chu'ch hab. Brudder
Parker 'twuz done it, sah, et de constigation ob
Rufe Barton~young Rufe, de son ob ole Rufe, his
daddy, sah. Had me up ·in meet'n'! 'fo' God dey
did, on er indictment ez I done tol' yeh 'bout,
Marse Torm. En' I jist follered de advice yeh gin
me, en' squashed de indictmint, en' thankee fur de
same, sah."
.And Uncle Nottoway bowed himself out with
mingled feelings of gratitude and indignation.
Gratitude toward the legal adviser to whom he
stood as office porter rather than as client, and by
whose good help he had been able to meet the outrage offered him by the members of the Mount Zion
church, said outrage being a public trial, for offenses hereinafter to be stated, by the officers and
members of that upright institution. Having a
member "up in meet'n' " means much to the Southern town negro .of the latter day's representation.
A season in the workhouse or even a short term in
the penitentiary is looked upon with more forbearance than being "up in meet'n'."
Uncle Nottoway was a member in good standing:
"a 'fessin' member," the leader in the singing, and
regarded by the "brudderin en' de sisterin" of the
Mount Zion membership as one "might'ly gifted in
pra'r."
Indeed, so far above reproach was he that on one
occasion, when this . same Brother Parker had
preached from the text, "Enoch walked with God,"
he had used righteous Nottoway as an example,
that "might be seen and read of all men," whereby
to illustrate his text.
True, Aunt Sally Garvin remarked at the time,
jokingly, that "Brudder Parker gwine spile dat
nigger twell salt won't save him."
In the fight for Prohibition the church came up
almost as a unit for the abolition of "whisky,
wine, ale, or beer as a be-verage" (thus read the
proposed amendment to her consititution) "in the
state of Tennessee."
Therefore it was with no little surprise that the
d1·y element of the church heard of Brother Notto way Sims's having come out against the measure.
At first the old man was very quiet about it, expressing himself cautiously, and giving his opinion
only when asked to do so.
But one day, hearing that Aunt Sally Garvin said
at the "S'ciety ob de Macerlates" that "Unc' Nottoway Sims hab done sol' out ter de whisky men, or
else de ole boy done fling a spell 'pon 'im, 'fo' God
I dunno which," the old man's wrath rose to such
heat that he swore ; that, too, in the hearing of one
of the sisters ; one of the talking members.
"A man hab de right ter his convictions," he declared. "En' ez fur me, I ull stan' by de whisky
ba1T'ls twell de bungs bust. I ull do it ef de
whisky air riz knee-deep 'bout de Mount Zion
meet'nj-house, en' Brudder Parker am drownded
daid,- an' Sister Gyarvin 'bleeged ter boiTY a washtub ter float ter de debbul in. I ull do it, sho'. I
sw'ars I will."
Wo~d promptly went back to. the Society of the
Immaculates that "Brudder Sims, one ob de pillars ob dechu'ch, hab done fell fum grace, same's a
Metherdis', en' not like no Babtis' nohows."
At length Brother Parker, following the injunc-

shout'n' Prohibitioners dat wuz a crowin' fur Prohibition in de daytime en' stealin' ob de chickens
off'n de whi' folks' bin roostes et night."
Matters grew painfully serious ; the pastor was
in a dilemma. His congTegation demanded an example be made of Brudder Sims, and Brother
Parker himself felt that such a proceeding would
be but just. Yet he knew that Mount Zion couH
ill' afford to lose the old man, who was leader both
in song and in prayer, as well as chief contributor
to the church fund, and, indeed, ·one of the strongest and most necessary pillars of the church.
For the second and even the third time he called
upon the brother. The welfare of Mount Zion lay
heavy upon his soul.
" See you now, brudder," he said, "it am not dat
yer am determinated on bein' ob a anti-Prohibitioner.
A sight ob de members hab elected ter dey own
consciences ter be dat. It am ca'se yer talks too
much 'bout de chu'ch, en' de sisters, en' de members. Hit am de talk dat am raisin' ob de disturbmint."
"Who started de fuss, brudder ~" demanded
Brother Sims. "Who started dis · yere fuss enyhow ~ Didn't ole Sally Gyarvin fling de fus' -rock?"
"Turn de udder cheek, brudder: turn de udder
cheek," advised the shepherd of tl::e Mount Zion
flock.
"Done done "it," said Nottoway; "done done it
en' got ernudder lick fur bein' sech a fool. Naw,
sah, Brudder Parker, 'tain' no use fur ter argerfy
en' ter talk. I wuz druv inter dis yere fight, en' I
ain' gwine be druv out ob it like a sheep what ain'
got no reas'nment en' no 'scutionment neider. I
ain' gwine be disqualified no sech way; dat's huecome I keeps talkin'. I's in de fight en' I aims ter
fling rocks sassy az de balance ob de saints. I ain'
gwine hol' up twell, like Saul ob Tarshucks, I's on
top in de wras'le. Dar, sah ! dem am my sentermints; yer's welcome ter 'em."
Finding persuasion unavailing, the pastor tried
coercion. He threatened the unruly member with
a public trial; he would hav him " up in meet'n'"
for bringing politics into the church.
"Who fqtched her in, Brudder Parker?" cried
the angry member. "Who fotched her in~ It sho
tuck more en' one ter do dat, sah ; en' when yer
tries ole Nottoway fur fotchin' ob de critter in, yeh
am boun' ter try ole Sally Gyarvin fur. crackin' ob
de do' open. En' when de 'Macerlates,' en' de
'Darters ob Aberham,' en' de 'Sons ob Solermon,' en'
de 'Sisters ob Ruth,' en' de 'Ban' ob de good Sermaratins,' en' de udder branches ob de sanctication
ob de saints am all turn loose on oleNottoway, he am
gwine hab a sey so at de saints his own se'f. Yeh
min' what I done tol' yeh now, en' tell it back ter
dey ~ll fur me. Ole Nottoway didn' come fum ole
Ferginny 'fo' de war fur nuffin'. He am sho goin'
ter hab a las' word 'fo' de rope goes roun' his neck,
en' he am kicked out ob Mount Zion. Now, brudder, yeh jist go'n back ter de saints, en' let dis ole
sinner trot 'long te·: de debbul." .And the pastor
was forced to take him at his word.
The next day it was rumored that Brother Sims
would speak against Prohibition, and a large representation of the Mount Zion membership turned
out to hear him.
·
"Speakin' in de cote-house yard long o' de whi'
folks!" said Sister Garvin. "De ongodliness ob
some niggers am mighty nigh big ez dey's imperdence."
Still she went to hear him, along with Sis' Ann
Price, upon whose righteous ribs she played with
her elbow wrenever the speaker made a point
.especially " ongodly."
Brother Sims took advantage of the occasion to
say a good many things calculated to injure his
cause with the brethren.
"I tol' yeh, frien's en' feller-citizens, whisky kin
do a'most enything it got a min' ter-onless it be
ter make a Mount Zion nigger hones'."
"What dat 1" said Sister Garvin, with a dig into
Sis' Price's short ribs. "What dat nigger say
'bout de chu'ch ~"
"Dat ar chu'ch," proceeded the speaker, "hab
got fo' laigs. Three ob dem laigs am good soun'
laigs: hones' men ez teks a toddy Chris'mus en' don'
tell no lie 'bout'n it. D'udder]aig am de Prohibitioners what drinks whisky all de year roun', en'
preaches 'bout de evils ob liquor on Sunday
'casions. Dat laig am boun' ter fall, ca'se it air
rotten. En' when it fall it sho gwine hurt some-un.
But it am more en' likely ez 'twill let down dat
eend ob de buildin' on hitse'f like de temple ob de
Pherlischuns doneter Samson."
That speech settled Uncle Nottoway's case at
Mount Zion. The election came on, Prohibition
was defeated, and the church proclaimed itself

following Sunday evening he was expected " ter
answer ter charges inferred against 'im by de members ob de Zion chu'ch wid op'n do's, so's the young
en' de onexper'enced might profit by de fall ob a
great leader."
"Tell 'em I'll be dar, b1•udder," said Nottoway.
"Tell 'em I'll be dar ter answer ter de charges en'
ter pull de Prohibition laig fum under de temple ob
de Laud. I'll sho be dar."
"Start a man on de debbul's highway, en' he
gits more faster et ever' step,'' declared the Reverend Parker, to which Sister Garvin added:
''Amen."
The appointed evening found the church filled
with eager observers. It was a most exciting occasion-a most "solemn" occasion. The Reverend
Parker sat with bowed head and clasped hands.
"Fa'rly wras'lin' fur grace," Sister Garvin whispered
to Lihu Perkins's wife.
·
The only unaffected person in the house was old
Nottoway, honest, shrewd, wicked old Nottoway
himself. Occupying his customary plar.e in the
right Amen corner, he faced the Mount Zion membership, as Sister Garvin declared, "Ez bol' en' ez
brazen ez ef de chu'ch wa'nt sett'n' on 'im."
The Reverend Parker, too much overcome· for
words, rose slowly:
"Brotherin," he said, "sing something."
Brother Sykes, by special request, took the lead,
but a trifle too high in the scale.
"Ermazin' grace, how sweet de sound
Et savsd "-Brother Finny took np the tune, as much too low
in the scale as Brother Sykes had been too high.
"Ermazin' grace"-Brother Barton hurried to the rescue.
"Ermazin' "-The tune caught somewhere between nose and
throat, and lodged there.
The Reverend Parker groaned ; this was a f~;tir
sample of what he might expect in the future should
Brother Sims be displaced.
He turned to the
offending brother in a kind of helpless agony.
"Brndder Sims, will yeh please ter raise de
chune ?"
Brother Sims rose in all the grandeur of offended
dignity, and bending slightly toward the pulpit,
said:
"Brudder Parker, dis am de fus' occasion I hab
heeard ob, sar, wher' a gin'leman am expected ter
lead et his own fun'ril. I axes ter be excused, sah."
"Let us pray,'' said the pastor, and the outraged
congregation sank upon its knees.
"0 Laud!" said Brother Parker, with so much
emphasis that it frightened him into instant dumbness. It sounded more like an oath than a prayer,
yet some one of the pillars called "Amen,'' the people rose, and Brother Parlcer, without further ado,
proceeded to plunge into the case before him.
Brother Parker had been a Methodist before he
joined the Mount Zion Baptists, and he still carried
about with him his old Disciplin-possibly because it was good reading, as good for Baptist as
for Methodist; probably because he knew it by
heart, and the knowledge gave fluency to the othe wise crippled' elocution of the divine. He opened
the book with great solemnity; he was at home
there thoroughly. He turned full upon Brother
Sims:
"Dearly belubed, yeh hab heeard how de congregation hab sung en' prayed."
" Hol' on dar, brudder,'' cried wicked old N ottoway. "Hol' on dar jist a minute. I ain' heeard no
singin' en' prayin'. A screech up in de raafters en'
a groan down in de suller ain' makin' music in ·yeh
heart ter de Laud, sho 'taint. Naw, sah! I ain'
heeard dat singin' en' prayin' yit, en' I ain' gwine
be aid'n' en' abett'n ter no lie in de house ob de
Laud. I denies de singin' clause ob de accusation!"
The pastor laid aside the Disciplin. It had
suddenly begun to dawn upon the minds of the
Mount Zion leaders that the accused was fully
equal to the occasion. They felt a trifle shaky when
called upon to testify as to the fall of the sharp old
brother. There were Brothers Sykes, Finny, and
Barton, with Sister Sally Garvin, chief witnesses,
and a score or more of the lesser lights ready to
bear testimony touching upon lesser sins. Solemn
witnesses they were.
"Bent en' boun' ter rid de chu'ch ob de millstone .
roun' its naik," as Sister Garvin declared.
The Reverend Parker explained to Nottoway how
"Dese am dem ez be eye-witnesses en' year-hearers
ob yeh onseemin' sinfulness."
Old Nottoway sprang to his feet.
"Jist a minute, brudder," he said, and from force
of habit the congregation gave attention.
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The old sinner di·ew himself up.
"Ez. imposed ez ef he wuz a lead'n' ob de classineetin'," muttered Sistel' Garvin. "Ez imposell
en' ez detarmint."
Old Nottoway evidently knew his ground.
"Brudder Parker," said he, "dar am a new law
in Tennessee what allows a man ter speak fur
hisse'f, ~f he speaks afore de witnesses does. Marse
Torm Mason, ·sah, hab tol' me about dat law, en' I
jist w Jnts ter hab my sey so, 'cordin' tel' de law."
"Broderin en' sisters, I ain' g\vine derny noihin'
dese here eye-hearers en' year-witnesses hab got ter
say. I ain' feared ob nothin' I hab done. But
befo' dey begins der witnessin' I want ter sey ter
Brudder Sykes, one ob de chief witnesses, dat Mr.
Jim Duffy's sow hab g·ot anudder litter ob young
peegs; some fatter 'en dem she had las' Ttanksgibbin' time, ez wuz only toler'ble for a sutten occasion dat Brudder Sykef1 ull rickerlict about. Dat
am all I hab ter sey ter dat ar witness et dis •time.
But. I wants ter tell Brudder Finney dat Miss Em'ly
Jones's hen-'ouse,back in on de ally whar I.libs, en'
kin sometimes see Brudder Finny gwine home
o' nights, dat hen-'ouse hab got a passel ob fine
chickens in dar, jus' like 'twuz las' Christ'mus eve
night, which de brudder am bonn' ter rickerlict
anyhows. Dat am all I hab ter sey ter dat witness
et dis time. But I wants ter tell Brudder Barton,
ez work so hard dat night Mr. To .. m Newton's sto'
burn up, dat dey ain' miss i:wthin' 'tall, 'ca'se I done
heeard 'em sey so ; no sto' close, en' no coffee, en
sugar neider. Dat am all I hab got ter sey ter dat
witness et dis time. Ter dem young men witnesses.
ober dere, I wants ter sey, Mr. Lem Justin, ob de
gran' jury, am enquirin' some 'bout some votes ez
wuz bought up et de 'lection las' week. I knowed
all 'bout dem votes, en' I lowed ez dem young men
ud like ter heear tell about 'em. Dat am all I hab
ter sey-ter demon "dis occasion. But I hab jist a
word fur Miss Sally Gyarvin, de widder 'onian. I
wants ter sey ter de widder ez I am still a consid'rin'
ob dat prop'sition what she made ter me las' spring,
when my ole 'oman 'uz so poly. En' dat am all I
hab got ter sey on dis occasion, Brudder Parkei.
Anudder time I 'spec's ter hab a longer sey so, en'
a mo' p'inted, ef dis meet'n' do'n' go off ter suit
me.'·'
The silence following upon Brother Sims's address
was one· of suspense; the suspense became anxiety
before Brother Sykes gravely rose and announced in
his own peculiar tenor:
"Brudder Parker," he began, "dar am surely
some misunderstandin' 'bout dis·meet'n'. I ain' got
no wo1·d ter sey 'g'inst Brudder Sims. He am a
pillar ob Mount Zion ez can't be laid low. I ax ter
be· excused fum off dis committee."
"En' so does I." . It was· the bass voice 6£ Brother
Finny. "I don' onderstan' de meanin' ob all dis
on justus dat de sisters hab started ag'inst a leader
ob de chu'ch."
·
"God a'mighty, brudder! don'-be layin' ob de
blame on we all. We am·des eachin' ter shake han's
wid Brudder Sims. Come 'long, honey, le's bergin
right dis bressed minute."
The pastor caughtat Aunt Sally's suggestion in
a twinkling.
"All in favor ob de motion say 'I.'"
But nobody waited for the vote. The Mount
Zion membership crowded about old Nottoway
with shouting, singing, and shaking of hands.
''Fur all the worl' like 'twuz a sinner jist come
froo," said Sister Garvin.
And that is how Uncle Nottoway "squashed the
indictment."- Will Allen .Dromgoole in the Arena.
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long ago were dust." Only when those finger- that he was to preach nothing contrary to his conprints are left in blood do we deign to Tecognize victions. We wish Mr. Berghell success and -welthem-when it is, alas, too late to place in their come to the United States. · !Iis address is-Minneshadowy grasp the roses of beauty and sheathe apolis, Minn., P.O. Box 157.
for them the weapons which are double-edged.
And so the blind lead the blind and are pushed by
The recent death of the Jesuit general calls atthe blind until they stumble by chance or fate upon tention to this order, the greatest enemy to human
h_orror or ~ope, and, learning nothing by the expe- freedom thltt ever existed. It has 12,947 members.
rience, therr children and their children's children Of these 1, 764 are in Italy, 2,863 in France, 2,570 in
still grope within the same dark walls and draw Spain, 2,507 in England, 2;974 in the United States.
the window-shades of habit and inherited forms of
thought against the · sunlight of science and a
Great enthusiasm is prevailing in Spain among
rational to-morrow.
the Freethinkers, and all aN combining to make the
Often our very courts of· justice are made part- Universal Congress a success. It is about time
ners with the. criminals they prosecute because that we, here in the United States, make some uefithey must administer laws which hav come down nit movement and elect a committee to see that
to us from the unseen hands of brutal power things are done right. An editorial on this subject
brutally applied, or from ignorance, superstition, from the versatil pen of Mr. Macdonald would be
unfairness, or .stealth.
very timely.
The past clasps its fleshless hands and the
·--In Belgium the Catholic church, through its vapresent dances to the tnusic ·of "the rattling bones.
Until we cease, in the darkness of willing blindness, rious orders, numbering ninety-four men and one
to put patches on the past and learn to fit a new hundred and fifty-one women, owns property worth
garment to the fair form of the future, we shall 4,242,192 francs, but as a Liberal reaction is setting
continue to be pushed and swayed and controled in this amount is liable to be made smaller before
by the myriad unseen hands that should be to us a long. The B:lgians generally mean business, as
may be seen .from the fact that in one city alone
helpful memory and not a merciless menace.
In these little studies of social and hereditary there hav during the past year been one hundred
conditions I hope I may h:1v suggested many lines and eleven Secular funerals.
of thought to those who care to think, and furnished imaginativ entertainment fo!· those who preWhile Spain is generally·looked upon as a priestfer to muse.
·
beloved land, it is evident that the Spanish FreeDr. E. C. Spitzka, the leading brain specialist (or thinkers are no half-way people. They stand up as
alienist) of America, in writing of certain of these Freethinkers whenever occasions allow it. In tbe
stories, says:
village of Comunas, in the province of Toledo,
" I am inclined to ·criticise and commend this there hav since 1870 been fifty-three ·civil marriagee,
work much more earnestly than would be looked one hundred and forty-five Secular baptisms, and
for from the technical position of a specialist. T one hundred and forty-one Secular funerals. Hav
attach far more than a mere literary value to two of we here in the United States a city that can show
these stories, to which especial attention is not so good a record~
likely to be directed, and believe no other author of
fiction has ever adequately attempted what is here
Hypocrisy is rife in Austria, and wherever the
done. The book will not only retain a place in my clerical party can punish dissenters and Freethinklibrary, b t I also feel sure that other more 'uni- ers it does so. Under the title, "Our Education to
:fied' works by the same pen will be placed beside Truth," an article of Dr. Ewald Haufe appeared in
it. Appealing as they may to a larger circle of Allgm. · Osterreichischen Lehrerzeitung. It showed
readers, they must earn the author a recognition, up the fallacies and mistakes, not to say crime, in
alas, to-day, awarded to many shallow pretenders giving a child both a scientific and a theological eduinst!Jad.
We see ·strange things in · the cation. He and the editor of the paper were both
field of heredity, and I can pay the bpok no higher indicted. The doctor escaped under the plea that
compliment than to say that I had heretofore science and its teachings are free in ,Austria. But
believed oniy specialists capable of at once in-.. not so with the editor; he had to go to jail for
telligently and popularly dealing with these sub- three months.
jects." •
In the land of thinkers (should be tinkers),
While this most eminent brain authority honors
these sketches with a place in his library, on the Germany, things are a little mixed up. The crazy
basis of their scientific suggestion and value, the emperor rules his officials with an iron rod. In
late Don Piatt wrote of similar stories by the same Offenbitch am Main, and Hesson, a crematory was
erected at a cost of 15,000 marks. The principal
pen, which hav appeared under another title:
"It is not that they are beautiful stories, for stockholders were good Christians of the most loyal
the charm is not in the fact of the story, but in stamp, and some were even government officials.
the delicate touch that leaves so much to the read- When the building was finished a great public
er's imagination. It requires an imaginativ genius opening was to be held, and judge of the painful
to do this. With such a quality and with her exquisit surprise of the good stockholders when orders from
touch she has a genius for writing fiction which Berlin prohibited the inauguration on the ground
she should not throw away or deg1·ade on reforma- that the buildrng tended to spread Antichristian
tiv novels or scientific speculation. These stories teachings by turning into naught the words of
are rare fiction. Facts, science, and reformation "dust," etc.
work belong in another field."
·
And so each must decide for himself what these
Our London Letter.
stories contain for him. Whether they present to
Mr. J. M. Robertson, theableFreethoughtlecturer
his mind scientific suggestion of important facts, and editor of the National Reformer, has intimated
or merely offer the entertainment of more or less his inten"tion of becoming a Parliamentary candidate
impossible fiction. Whether they will amuse his for Northampton, and if duly elected he will cerleisure hours and tickle the fancy of a drowsy man, tainly make a far better representativ than the memPreface to Helen Gardener's New Book.*
or whether they are a stimulus. a suggestion, or ber who succeeded Mr. Bradlaugh ; for although
Back of all human action there is a sufficient. a query. The. mental outlook of each reader will Mr. Manfield may be a thoroughly sound Radical,
cause. Some of the more open and simple causes d.etermin the. value and quality of the author's yet his state of chronic ill-health certainly unfits him
we hav learned to recognize. But in the complex message }or him.
HELEN H. GARDENER.
for activ political life. It was very unfortunate
and as yet unanalyzed varieties of mental, moral,
New I or!c.
that Mr. Robertson was not prepared to come forsocial, industrial, or other aberrations, of what is
----------ward in immediate succession to the late member, as
by courtesy called civilized society, we are con- Items of Foreigri News Interesting to Free- Mr. Manfield is apparently unwilling now to carry
stantly confronted by strange manifestations which
thinkers.
out his engagement to retire into _private life on the
we hav made little intelligent effort to comprehend.
In Finland it-has been decided that a person, to termination of the present Parhameut, though he
In the industrial world the unseen hand of greed receive assistance from the authorities when in knows it is impossible for him to do his duty to his
has pushed millions of men into an abjectness need, must attend church every Sunday.
constituents. There appears to be a grPat charm to
measured only by the awfullimi' s of their dependthe holders in having the letters "M. P." after their
ence. It has fostered ·in the race those mental,
The other day, when the Freethinkers of Koln, names and which they will not willingly relinquish,
moral, and physical conditions which retard e~en Germany, were about to open their annual meeting, which possibly accounts for Mr. Manfield's declining
· the painfully slow progress of natural evolutwn the police came and prohibited the same.
to abide by his promis. But after all it is a matter
for the electors of Northampton to decide. If they
to a loftier manhood.
Again, in the dark and untrod halls of heredity
$118,331,516 is the value of the non-taxed prop- prefer a vigorous working member they will decide
we hav ignored and still insist upon ignoring the erty of the Roman Catholic church of the United on Mr. Robertson ; if they are satisfied with a mere
plainest finger-prints of the " unseen hands that States. Let us organize and wipe that shame off us. dummy they will keep Mr. Manfield, and thereby
show they are quickly forgetting the man they for"' " Pushed by Unseen Hands." A volume of short
merly
stood by so stanchly.
.
. .
We
are
pleased
to
announce
that
Henry
V.
stories. Contents : An Echo from Shilo, Old SafetyThere
appears
to
be
some
little
diversity
of
opimon
Berghell
has
arrived
in
this
country
and
is
at
presValve's Last Run, How Mary Alice Was Converted,~
Hall of Heredity, "That Reminds Me Of"-•- Hts ent occupying the position of lecturer for the Swed- as to the form of a memorial hall to Mr. Bradlaugh
Mother's Boy, Mr. Walk· a-Leg Adams "Meets Up With" ish Unitarian Association of Minneapolis. Mr. -some of the subscribers wishing to leave Old street
a Tartar, Onyx and Gold, In Deep Water, A Prison
Berghell took the place with t)le understanding and build a new place elsewhere, others preferring to
Puzzle. To be issued this month. Price, $1.
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keep on the Hall of Science, Mr. Foote being th:
champion of the latter party, which is the st.ronger
of the two. There is much to be said on both sides
of the question, which is a difficult one to settle to
the satisfaction of all concerned, but this has been
done so far that the old place has been acq~ed l;'Y
l\fr. Foote, and so the National Secular Somety will
not hav to find new quarters. It is a pity that the
place is only leasehold, and it is nec?ssary to .spen.d
a lot of money on the building, but 1f the somety IS
satisfied it is not for others to grumble.
l\fr. Spurgeon did not make such a bad bargain
when he became converted. He certainly picked
out the o11ly business he would hav been likely to
hav made money in. In addition to living in clover
all his days he managed to leave personal property
amounting to upward of £11,000 for the bene~t
of his wife-what his landed property was worth 1s
not made public. I can quite believe he preached
and expounded his doctrins from convicti~n t~at
they were right, for they undo~bte~ly pa1~. h1m
well-much better than they d1d h1s trad1t10nal
master.
.
When the ex-butcher Varley contented himself
with abusing Atheists he was regarded as a man
full of the" holy spirit," but now that he has taken to
task some of the dignitaries of orthodoxy, it is found
out that he is only an ignorant egotist, quite beneath contempt. It is well enough for a humble
disciple to abuse the other side, but if he criticises
his own party, ll the fat is in the fire, and excommunication is the only way of settling matters.
There is a great deal of trade jealousy in the
religious world, and an obscure curate has been
bitterly complaining in print that laymen hav been
allowed to appear in the pulpit, on the ground that
they "cannot represent the Lord on earth as the
clergy can, for the simple reason that they hav not
been called by him." As a man can only become a
state parson by scrambling through a university
examination, it is not clear who the "him" is, or
when, where, or how he calls.
It is gratifying to hear that the International
Christian Police Association is :fl.ourishi )g, and that
a woma~'s branch has been formed, though it is not
generally known that there are female policemen.
It is thoughtless on the part of the promoters of
this association not to make their members wear
badges to distinguish them from the unregenerate
members of the force; they would be curiosities.
I presume the officer who dodges round the corner
in the opposit direction when there is a street row,
is a member, though I doubt if his religious feelings would overcome hiin when free drinks were in
sight.
J.D.

London, Eng.
---------~----------

The State Secular Union of' Ohio.
The above organization has now been brought to
a successful issue, and the state of Ohio has decided
to follow the example of sundry of our sister states
_in the West by organizing an independent state
Union of her own. True, there was not such a
large representation present from the state as I had
anticipated, but nevertheless there were sufficient
present, imbued with a spirit of enthusiasm for our
cause, to enable us to bring the convention to a
satisfactory termination.
On behalf of the Union now established, I sincerely thank those of our friends who had taken
sufficient interest in the movement to attend the
meetings-delegates attending from Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Ottawa, North Baltimore, Shepard,
Gladstone, Fostoria, Delaware, and several other
points throughout the state.
I also thank those who, unable to attend, had assisteq us from a distance by forwarding funds to
help us in our work.
Among those generous hearts who assisted us
and from whom I acknowledge the receipt of subscriptions are :
C. E. Beardsly, Ottawa, 0 ......................·.............. $ 7 00
Mrs. White, Columbus, 0......... .......................... 5 00
Through Samuel Toomey, Canal Dover, 0 ............ 14 00
A friend.............................................................. 1 00
W. S. Sutliff, Fostoria, 0..................................... 5 oo
Dr. J. B. Schueller, Columbu~ 0 ......................... 10 00
F. S. Montgomery, Shepard, u...... .................. .... 7 00
F. S. Dean, Cleveland, 0 ............................... .'.... 2 00
Joseph Simpson, Columbus, 0.............................. 2 00
J. H. Hunt, Massillon, 0..................................... 5 00
W. S. Moke, Massillon, 0.................. .................. 2 00
John B. Cochran, Columbus, 0............................ 3 00
C. R. Kimberly, Gladstone, 0....................... ...... 2 00
S.M. Bower, NorthBaltimore, 0 ......................... 10 00
Through E. P. Wright, Columbus, 0...... ............. 5 00
By contribution................................................... 6 17
Total............................................................ $86 17
The writer opened the proceedings by a short address, setting forth the objects and principles of
the Union and urging the necessity of such an organization within our own state.
Several suggestions had been made through the

Liberal press that such an or~anization s~ould be
inaugurated, and all suggestiOns for somal and
moral advancement remain but a dead letter unless
put into practice. I urged that it was certainly incumbent upon all the Freethinkers in Ohio to seize
the present opportunity and effect an organization
for practical work.
The constitution was then read to the meeting,
which at once resolved into general committee and
discussed the same, which occupied the whole of the
morning session. It was at last got into a satisfactory shape, and the delegates decided to present
it to the Union for adoption in the aftern<;>on.
(The constitution will be sent for publication in the
next issue.)
When the meeting reopened in the afternoon the
constitution was presented as recommended and
unanimously adopted, an incident which decided
the unanimity of opinion and feeling that prevailed
among the delegates ·and friends - present, and
which seellJed to rekindle the old characteristic
party spirit of Freethinkers.
This being agreed upon, the Union, now properly
organized, proceeded to elect officers, and the following were unanimously elected :
For president, F. S. Dean, 25 Jennings avenue,
Cleveland, 0.
For first vice-president, S.l\1. Bower, North Baltimore, 0.
·
For second vice-president, Joseph Simpson, 935
Neil avenue, Columbus, 0.
For secretary, John R. Charlesworth, 154 North
High street, Columbus, 0.
For treasurer, Dr. J. B. Schueller, 439 South
High street, Columbus, 0. ·
The following were also elected to act in conjunction with the president, secretary, .a 'd treasurer to constitute the executiv committee: J. J.
Burdge, 62 Northwood avenue, Columbus, 0.; Mrs.
Lyndell, 110 Mound street, Columbus, 0.; Mrs.
Gray, 112 Monroe avenue, Columbus, 0., and F. S.
Montgomery, Shepard Station, 0.
Each and every one of the officers is an earnest
and enthusiastic Freethinker.
They are all successful business people, and are heart and soul in
our cause. With such a staff of officers, supported
by a well-organized body, we can soon hold up our
heads publicly, and compel a due recognition of our
rights as Freethinkers.
The secretary is a salaried officer, who shall devote the whole of his time to the service of the
Union, lecturing and organizing local auxiliary societies wherever possible.
As I hav accepted the position until such time
as the Union shall be in a prosperous condition, it
is now my earnest desire to do whatever lies in my
power for its good and for its future welfare.
I shall make my headquarters in Columbus, and
in case any measure should be presented to the
legislature which shall affect us as Freethinkers, it
shall be my duty to appear before the legislativ
bodies and argue upon such measures in comlnittee.
Should the measure be of local or national import,
the san.,e precautionary met_hod is required. But,
to do this, I must hav the assistance and support
of all Freethinkers throughout the state by means
of resolutions, petitions, and financial assistance.
The terms of membership are: To members of
local auxiliaries, fifty cents per quarter, or $2 per
year, payable in advance. · To certificated members
(where the members in any town are insufficient to
establish a local auxiliary), $1 per quarter, or $4
per year, payable in advance.
With good, activ work, I hav every confidence,
judging from my experience in Ohio, that at least
one thousand members can be enrolled during the
coml.ng year.
To accomplish this I must hav help, and we urgently invite all lovers of mental freedom and the
friends of Freethought to stand by us and help us
to make our party triumphant.
Our efforts to be successful must be in concert,
and those who think our principle~;~ worth propagating are asked to join our Union. Those who desire to free the land from superstition, priestcraft,
and ignorance, under whatever name, now is their
time to come ~orward and render what support they
can.
Those who wish to see Secular principles spread
o'er the land, make yourselvs known and assist us.
Those who wish their children to be taught plain
truth, apart from an immoral and vicious system of
theology, giv us your aid. Those who wish to be
friends to their country and their kind, must help
us to spread the gospel of Freethought, and the
good work shall go on, and bravely, too.
At the afternoon session Mr. J. J. Burdge, of
Columbus, gave us a splendid address on "Organization," and in the evening B. F. Underwood, of
Chicago, gave an admirable review of the principles
of" State SecUlarization," taking for his theme the

words of General Grant: "Keep the church and
the state forever apart." And the convention was
brought to a successful termination by an address
from the writer.
Great praise is certainly due to those few heroic
Freethinkers who hav so nobly assisted in this
movement.
The expenses of the meeting hav been fully met,
and the treasurer has already a balance in hand to
commence the work of the Union.
We earnestly solicit voluntary contributions in
addition to the regular dues, and those desiring to
help us in this way are requested to forward the
same to the treasurer, .·Dr. J. B. Schueller, 439
South High street, Columbus, 0. AU applications
for membership, and business communications,
may be addressed to me at 154 North High street,
Columbus, 0.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.

Apptopriation of Funds for Sectarian Schools.
VIOLATION OF THE STATE CONSTITUTION.
Section 3 of Article VIII ot' the constitution of
Illinois reads as follows:
Neither the general assembly nor any county, c.ity,
town, township, school district or other corporation,
shall ever make any appropriation or pay from any public fund whatever, anything in aid of any church or sectarian purpose, or to help support or sustain any school,
academy, seminary, college, university, or other literary
or scientific institution, controled by any church or sectarian denomination whatever; nor shall any grant or
donation of land, money or other personal property ever
be made by the state or any such public corporation, to
any church for any sectarian purpose.
In an Act of the legislature which went into effect May 28, 1879, provision was made for incorporating industrial schools for girls. This Act provided for the commitment of dependent girls by
the county court of any county to any industrial
school for girls which might hav been organized
under that act, and authorizes and requires the
county to pay the industrial school for the tuition,
maintenance, and care of such dependent girls.
Under this act a school was organized, called
"The Chicago Industrial School for Girls." Various commitments were made to this institution.
But the "Chicago Industrial School for Girls" had
no buildings or any means for furnishing the girls
either tuition, maintenance, or care. The institution existed only on paper.
It received, however, nominally, all the girls
committed, but immediately sent them to two
Catholic institutions, the House of the Good
Shepherd, and St. J:oseph's Orphan Asylum. In
fact, the Chicago institution was a mere feeder for
the other two, seven of the nine directors and incorporators being Sisters of the Good Shepherd.
In the spring and summer of 1886, the county of
Cook paid to these institutions $2,314.34, it being
adlnitted on the face of the bills rendered by the
Chicago Industrial School for Girls that the tuition,
etc., and clothing for which the money was paid,
had been furnished entirely by the two Catholic institutions.
About this time some good Protestants, having
some regard for the constitution of the state, must
hav demurred; because the next bills of this kind
which were presented, the county refused to pay.
The Chicago Industrial School for Girls brought
suit. The case was tried before Judge Tuthill, and
judgment rendered for the Chicago school. The
county took the case to the supreme court.
The decision of the supreme court of the state
will be found at page 540 of Vol. 125 of the Illinois Reports.
The supreme court reversed the decision, holding that the constitution had been plainly violated
in paying money to the two Catholic institutions.
That it was the duty of the state to provide for the
dependent girls, and the state had no right to turn
them over to sectarian institutions. The court
decided also, that the fact that the doctrins of a
particular church were taught, and that all exer~
cises of a religious character were those of said
church, would render the institution sectarian,
within the meaning of the constitution.
In the face of this decision, and in· the face of
the constitution, the county is still appropriating·
money to sectarian institutions. And the commissioners do not even beat about the bush, as
they did before ~he decision was made, but in open
and shameless disregard of the constitution, and in
open defiance of the authority of the supreme
court, they appropriate the money of the people directly to sectarian schools.
The decision was made in 1888, and published in
the reports of 1889.
In 1890 the board of county commissioners ap~
propriated $40,000; in 1891, $45,000, and in 1892,

$45,000.

This sum is distributed as follows :
To the St. Mary's Training School for Boys, at
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Feahanville, $12,500; to the Illinois Training
School for Boys, at Glenwood, $12,500; to the Chicago Industrial School for Girls, $8,000, and to the
Illinois In~ustrial School for Girls; at Evanston,
$12,000.
Of these, the :first and third are well known to
be Catholic institutions. The other two, though
not under the ostensible control of any Protestant
sect, are yet Protestant institutions to all intents
and' purposes. They hav Protestant prayers, Protestant Sabbath-schools,_ and Protestant teachings.
Sufficient evidence that they are sectarian institutions of a Protestant character, is found in the
fact that their· managers consent so readily to the
appropriations for the Catholic schools. How is it
that there are no complaints and expostulations,
such as there were in 1886 and 1887, against the
misappropriation of the public funds, in violation
of the constitution 7 Because they get a share of
the public plunder. It is an unholy religious alliance for the purpose of robbing the people and
depleting the public treasury in disregard of all the
supposed safeguards of the constitution.
Great praise is due to Commissioners ·Stauber,
Cool, and Stepina for opposing these acts of the
board, and voting against them, and particularly
to Mr. Stauber, who argued strenuously against the
appropriations.
Some two years ago, the Secular Union took the
matter up, and had a bill in chancery :filed for an
injunction to prevent funds being paid to the Feahanville school. That case is now pending in the
supreme court of Illinois.
.All opposed to union of church and state-all
opposed to pious frauds of every description, and
especially all opposed to open violations of the
constitution, in the supposed interests of religion
or _of education, are called upon to assist in putting
a stop to such practices.
Anyone wishing to aid in this matter :financially,
will send to M. Reiman, treasurer American Secular
Union, 4325 Drexel boulevard.
C. B. WAIT-E,
Pres. Am. Secular Union.
Ohicago, April10, 1892.

Vice-Presidents of American Secular Union.

In the Field.
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every other man who handles the mail-sack contain-

~n.accordance. with arrangements',! went down to ing the offensiv letter, from New York to the Pa-

Ram1er last Fnday, and that evening spoke upon
"Providence; or, God's Tender Mercy." The audience was not so large as when I was down to debate
with the Rev. Mr. Staub, but was attentiv, and not
very small, considering that the exact place of the
meeting was not known until 7 o'clock in the evening. There were some who reject the Bible, but
still believe in God and providence, present, and my
lecture was to their notion "too iconoclastic." Most
of those present seemed well pleased and went away
satisfied.
·
Saturday evening I spoke at Stahman schoolhouse, out -in the woods from Rainier, and although
the roads were well-nigh impassable and the rain was
pouring down, the house was crowded. I talked on
"Jesus as a Labor Reformer," and my exposition
likening the kingdom of heaven to one hundred
per cent usury, :fifteen cents for ten hours' work,
slavery, and imprisonment for debt, was new to a
good many, and horrifying to some. A Catholic
and a Protestant came and sat together for the
purpose of objecting. The Protestant would pat
the Catholic on the back and the Catholic would interrupt me and make a denial. Finally I gave him
the floor and invited him to say all he wished. He
soon ran dry, as all he could do was to repeat a few
of Lambert's vilifications of Colonel Ingersoll and
call me an Ingersoll, asserting that I was calling
them all damned fools.
Brother Kittering got excited and started to call
him down, but was prevailed on to let him go.
When he sat down I got after him, and by comparing his manner, his utterances, and spirit with
those I had maintained all evening, made him hang
his head with shame.
These two zealots for religion _al'e known as the
biggest liars and most unreliable men in this community. Sunday evening I spoke in Scappoose on
"Sunday Laws." The man who owns the hall
failed to light and open it at 7 o'clock, and many
went away, and it was reported that I had not
come and there would be no speaking. However,
after the hall was :finally lighted; at8 o'clock, a good
many gathered in and it- was quite a revelation to
them to learn that the Women's Christian Temperance Union had $10,000 on hand to buy a strong
Sunday law with next January. VV. W. West, the
Liberal light of this community, defrayed the expenses, and he is to hav a discussion soon with the
Rev. Mr. Staub, the preacher I knocked out at
Rainier on the subject, " There Is More Good than
Bad Teaching in the Bible."
I am going to Arkansas soon for a few months,
and expect to return and take the :field in Oregon
in opposition to the proposed Sunday law, which
the Women's Christian Temperance Union are
working for so hard. I should be glad to arrange
for lectures by the way on my retum, and will
make it known through THE TRUTH SEEKER when I
intend starting back.
HENRY Anms.

The following well-known Liberals hav been
elected by the board of directors honorary vicepresidt>nts of thJ American Secular Union:
Nathan L. Perkins, Bangor, Me.; Parker Pillsbury, Concord, N. H.; John D. Powers, Woodstock,
Vt.; Susan H. Wixon, Fall River, Mass. ; N. F.
Griswold, Meriden, Conn.; Julius Fehr, Hoboken,
N. J.; Thaddeus B. Wakeman, New York city; Dr.
R. B. Westbrook, Philadelphia; Pa.; J\'Iarius Heighton, Kent, 0.; W. W. Wilson, Spiceland, Ind.; Otto
Wettstein, Rochelle, Ill.; E. Chope, Detroit, Mich.;
G. E. Swan, Beaver Dam, Wis.; Dr. G. A. F. de
Lespinasse, Orange City, Ia.; Jacob Hoffner, Fort
Snelling, Minn.; G. G. Beck, St. Joseph, Mo. ; Mrs:
J. 'Burwells Willi11.ms, Kittrells, N. C.; Sehorn
Kitchens, Sr., Gibson, Ga.; T. W. Shank, Hurricane, W.Va.; W. F. Aldrich, Aldrich, Ala.; Capt.
To Colonel Ingersoll.
E. C. Garner, Green Cove Springs, Fla. ; J. D.
ON
IDS
RECENT
BRUSH WITH THE CLERICALS.
Shaw, Waco, Texas; F. W. Hill, Little Rock, Ark.;
Old
man,
thou
put'st another leaf
P. C. Isbell, Manchester, Tenn.; Daniel Dreamer,
To tliat full wreath ah·eady twined;
Newport, Ky.; John Remsburg, Oak Mills, Kan.;
Better a champion hold his brief
G. W. Watson, Washington, D. C.; C. B. Reynolds,
In noble nature, broad and kind,
Nor wasp-like stab with venomed prod
Fremont, Wash. ; Samos Parsons, San Jose, Cal.;
Out of the boundless love of God.
A. K. and M. J. Olds, McMinnville, Ore.; Rousseau
Hess, Fort Custer,· Mont.; F. A. Lamont, Harshaw,
Thy glowing cheek and thy fresh heart
Time spares/. and if he plunders bare
Ariz.; Lewis Moffatt, Seward, Neb.; John EngThy temples, tis a kindly art
strom, Crested Butte, Col.; W, Barnhard, Banner,
That shows the greening laurel there.
Ida.; H. P. Mason, Salt Lake City, Utah; Henry
A. CARROLL,
Cardwell, Carbon, Wyo.
We ask that each of the above-named vice-presidents ·do what he or she can to further the work of Repeal or Carry Through the Obscenity Laws.
the Union, not only in its present effort to prevent
Lately two respectable women took it into their
the appropriation of public funds to sectarian in- heads, for reasons sufficient to themselvs, to blackstitutions, but arrange also for a Congress of Lib- guard each other through the mail. A post-office
erals to be held in this city during the World's Fair. spy go' on their track and soon had them on their
If among the appointments there are those who can knees in tears and begging to save themselvs from
not work with the Union, or do not care to serve, :five years in the penitentiary. If they had been
they are kindly requested to notify the secretary of men and cen:fip.ed themselvs tq the oral use of the
their declination, that others may be elected to :fill terms in question J;hey would not even hav been in
danger of a :fine or a night in jail. The spy who artheir place.
.
The American Secular Union had hoped to build rested them, who hears every clay of ,his life men
a hall. But the time is so near, the labor involved bandying such words and laughing at them, must
so great, the arousing of the Freethinkers so slow hav felt very much like a man when he had the
a process, that the project of building, it is feared, cowering, weeping, voteless women on their knees
must be abandoned. This, however, need not de- before him. He has used the same words many a
prive the Union of headquarters, as a hall can be time himself. The federal post is sacred-taboo-a
rented and held for the use of the organization fetich. Words that a man can speak with impunity
and that nine men out of every ten do speak every
during the Exposition.
MRs. M.A. FREEMAN,
week of their lives, if sent through the mail may giv
Cor. Sec. Am. Secul!:r Union.
them :five years in the penitentiary.
If the fact is immoral and it is not merely the
THE creed of Christendom is the enemy of morality. It teaches that the innocent can justl! suffer place that is sacred let us hav the obscenity laws
for the guilty, that consequences can be avoided by for everybody, everywhere. If you send certain
words through the mails you are a criminal, but
repentance.- Ingersoll.

cific, pronounces the said words over the sacred mailsacks as he pitches them about. I hav myself heard
a post-office employee using words as he handled
the mail-sacks that would make him a transgressor
of the law of Congress if he had written and mailed
them,
Let Congress enact that if any person shall speak
any obscene word in the District of Columbia or any
territory of the United States, or in any post-office,
or in the same block in which any letter-box is
placed, or in presence of any post-office employee,
or whilst riding in any tram m· vehicle that carries
the mail, or whilst walking on any track on which a
mail-train travels or on any post-road, he shall be
punished as now provided for sending obscene matter through the mails. We might even go farther
and provide that if anyone who uses or has ever used
the mails shall use any obscene language, he or she·
shall be punished as above. No Senator or Congressman was ever known to use improper language
or tell naughty stories, so knowing themselvs safe
they would reaclily pass the law.
SENEX.

Infidels of Past Ages.
Infidels hav reared a monument, splendid and
superb. It is as wide as the earth, as pure as truth,
and as enduring as time. From reason, its broad
and everlasting foundation, towers that glorious
edifice of innumerable truths called science. And
upon this structure _stands the goddess of Liberty
beaming with starry brightness and holding the
torch of justice. Who is there so blind as not to
behold this magnificent monument~ Who so ignorant as to say it will not endure? And who so
blind and ignorant as to deny its existence? This
monument was not raised' in a day nor with perfect
ease, but it is the product of many years and untold
suffering. The layers of the foundation were men
of intelligence, men of courage. They were noble
enough to sacrifice their lives that this emblem
of reason, science, and liberty might be made so
strong that all the religious fanatics on earth could
not injure it. They were heroic enough to die that
Truth might live. They were bold enough to say
that every man has a right to think for himself and
to follow his own convictions. And they were brave
enough to confront heartless and bloodthirsty
theologians that they might make known to the
world the inestimable results of their investigations.
To these martyrs we owe our freedom. They
labored bravely, earnestly, and zealously for the
good of the human race.
They strove with in:finit
patience to teach the world man's duty to man.
They were anxious to see the ignorant raised from
the swamps of barbarism to the plateau of education and refinement. Their pity went out to the
many millions of men and women who were so unfortunate as to be overcome by the horrible tide of
superstition. They were philanthropists. They
longed to see the day when individual liberty would
be regarded as sacred as life. Their hearts overflowed with the love of humanity. They were hospitable, charitable, and kind. They considered all
men as their brothers, and all women as their sisters. Their sense of justice would not allow them
to believe in a hell where innocent children and ignorant parents would burn eternally to appease
the anger of a most merciful God. They could not
believe that Paul was affected by a supernatural
influence when he said, "Let the woman learn in
silence with all subjection." It did not seem reasonable to them that an all-wise God would inspire
men to write a book full of mistakes and fn.Isehoods
-full of accounts of bloodshed, murder, and almost every known crime.
They were not so narrow-minded and hardhearted as to think that such words as "Depart
from me, ye cursed, into everlasting :fire, prepared
for the devil and his angels," would ever "fall from
the lips of the In:finit." And they were so finn in
their belief that the most tyrannical words ever
uttered, "Believe or be damned," did not alarm
them in the least.
0 noble men of past ages! 0 liberators of mankind ! Words are inadequate to express our love
and esteem for you!
C. W. WILLIAMS.

New Editions.
We hav just received from the binder new editions of Remsburg's" Bible Morals," price 25 cents;
"Maria Monk," price 50 cents; and Voltaire's
"Pocket Theology," price 25 cents.
Helen H. Gardener's "Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle"
will soon be issued in an attractiv pamphlet form
for ten cents.
These are all good books and orders for them
are very gratifying.
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~etters ofP,riends.
Fifty Messengers of Trnth Sent FortJ1.
STRASBURG, ILL., March 22, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: The Evening 'l'elegram
came to my hand last night. I went out
among the boys and told them I wanted
fifty cents apiece for five Telegrams. It
took hard work for nearly an hour to make
up the inclosed $5. Please send me fifty
copies of the Evening Telegram,containing the Ingersoll controversy. A. YoRK.

$3 for subscription, $1 for the :n,ew Bible
Picture Book, twenty-five cents for "Did
Christ Rise from the Dead?" and seventyfive cents for "Christian Absurdities," by
John Peck. I want them to· hand to my
Christian friends.
Why should not the Liberals of America
secure a large hall to hav Liberal meetings
and lectures, that we can invite .the Liberals of all countries to meet with us at
the great Chicago Fair? If there is such
a move, I stand ready to assist to the
amount of $5, and yet I am a poor man.
Yonrs for Liberalism,
J. v. STAFFORD.

A Wolf About to Invatle a Shepberdless
Flock.
But They Knew As Much As Theologians.

WILBER, NEB., Aprilll, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: As the preachers hereabout are giving their attention mostly to
politics, they cannot be depended upon
for religious instruction or spiritual consolation from now till next November. I
would do what I can to console the flock
whilst the shepherd is riding on free
passes attending political conventions, ·etc.,
etc., so for the inclosed $2 please send two
copies of Heston's late revision, the Bible
Picture Book.
We hav discovered John Jasper's off
mate. He is here declaring the same kind
of geography.
H. KILGORE.

Better TJ1an tJ1e "Comic Bible" I•ublished in Paris.
BosToN, MAss., Feb. 28, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: "Old Testament Stories"
came duly to hand. I hav enjoyed them
very much, and they will afford me a great
deal of amusement. The price is reasonable for such a useful and interesting
work. The quotations under the pictures
are very handy, and in this respect also
the work is far superior to the French
"Comic Bible," which costs four times as
much. Inclosed find $2 for two more
copies,
RuFus K. NoYEs, M.D.

A CatJwlic Beyond Help.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., March 2~, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : "Old Testament Stories
Comically illustrated " to hand, and I
am delighted with it. I had just finished
Bastow's "Voices," which only needs the
illustrations to be complete. I showed
the Picture Book to a devout Catholic and
he frequently repeated, "Look at the
monk'-he's always in it, ain't he?" and
that's all he could see in the pictures. I
thought, "Poor fellow! Ignorance so
dense would slip an engin or make a
freight train lose time falling down a.
mmmtain!"
E. B. HART.

Boards of Trade, Insurance Companies,
Lotteries.
CoLES STATION, ILL., March 24, 1892.
MB. EDITOR: As Iamaconstantreaderof
THE TRUTH SEEKER and find nearly all the
evils discussed except the board of trade
of Chicago, I would like to see your opinion in the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER
on the board of trade and those insurance
companies. What a fraud they are! And
also this lottery of New Orleans-a man
can invest thousands and lose and yet it is
no crime, but if he gets out and runs a
horse-race he is firred for it because he has
not got a license. I think our national
law-makers ought to make these crimes as
gambling at high stakes, as well as licensing such.
J. S. JOHNSON.

Lotteries.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Feb. 23, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $1.50,
for which please push the inclosed label
six months further on the dial of time. I
shall know you receive ·this instead of
Comstock the mail-medcUer by the -extension on the label.
The steeple on Christ church, Philadelphia, in which General Washington had a
pew while he resided in Philadelphia, was
paid foi· by money received from a lottery
established for that purpose, and General
Washington bought a number of the said
tickets. The Comstocks should be re-minded of the fact.
Yours for some of the good that lotteries
hav done,
J. B. ELLIOTT.

Freethonght Must Be at the }'air.
CANYON FERRY, MoNT., Jan. 20, 1892.
:MB, EDIToB: Inclosed please find $o-

30,

i892.

tion, tariff, etc., the last which has come
to my notice being a brief letter from Mr.
Shepherd in your issue of March 26th, in
which he writes that ''it makes little difference how revenue is raised," etc. I beg to
be allowed sufficient room in your paper to
say that for over twenty years I hav been
in the Liberal ranks, and for the last ten
years hav gi~en most of my time and spare
money to pushing the single tax on land
values, because I realized that "this reform would make all other reforms easier."
Will your Liberal readers not investigate
this proposed method of taxation and
judge for themselvs as to its merits? I
would advise that they begin by reading
Henry George's Reply to the Pope upon
the Condition of Labor ; then follow
this up by '' Protection or Free Trade;"
and then read his ''Progress and Poverty."
We who claim to be Liberal, progressiv,
and willing to change our minds at any
time upon any and all subjects if upon
further investigation we find good reason
to do so, should investigate this most important subject. Without in the least
wishing to open any mere political discus-·
sion in your columns, I beg of you to giv
this a place, and if I can aid anyone by answering questions, either by mail or
through your paper, I shall be glad to do
so. The books cost but twenty-five cents
each, and may be had through your office,
Yours in the cause of humanity,
EDwARD QUINcY NoRTON.

TURLOCK, CAL., March 24, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Not long since, a little
four-year-old at breakfast, sitting in her
high chair beside her father, suddenly
arousing from an apparent reverie looked
up in her father's face and inquired,
"Papa, has God got any babies?" The
father, seemingly surprised, made no reply, but a little urchin, some years older,
who had been to Sunday-school, very
promptly replied, "Yes, he has, he's got a
son, and his name is Jesus.'.' ''Well,"
said the little one, "what is his mother's
name?" After a little hesitation he
answered, ''Why, Mrs. God, of course."
"Children," said -the father, "you had
better go out in the yard and play awhile.,
After the precocious pair had vanished the
father spoke as follows, "Mariah, what
makes you put such foolish stuff into the
No Sunday Opening, No Money.
children's heads?" And there was silence
Los ANGELES, CAL., Jan. 30, 1892.
in that house for the space of half an hour.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find a letYours, etc.,
J. C. P.
ter from the Ron. W. W. Bowers, M. C.,
being an answer to a letter I wrote him on
Not Milk for Babes.
the 4th of December last, desiring his
GREELEY, CoL., March 13, 1892.
opinion upon the opening of the World's
1\-IR. EDITOR: In renewing· my subscrip- Fair on Sunday. It is highly encouraging
tion to THE TRUTH SEEKER, allow me to -in fact, exhilarating-to every Freecongratulate you on its increased and in- thinker in America to know that men of
creasing interest from week to week. Not the caliber, couragf>, honesty, and broadonly is this true as to its contents, but in gage ideas of the Ron. \Y. W. Bowers
its " new dresF," typographically speak- has the opportunity and privilege of reping, it is a "thing of beauty and a joy resenting the rights, justice, wants, and
forever." The latter part of the quotation necessities of the most numerous class of
is intended as a prophecy based on my the citizens of this great nation, without
most sincere wish and hope.
fear or favor.
H. L. SHAUG.
The new Bible Picture Book recently
HousE OF REPRESENTATIVS U. S.l
received pleases me immensely, but is
WASHINGTON, D. c.,
(
Jan. 12, 1892.
)
rather strong diet for those who still cling
MR. H. L. SHAUG, Los Angeles, Cal.,
to that old book as being inspired. ''Milk
Dear Sir: I hav your letter of the 4th
for babes" best applies to this class of per- inst.,
and if any resolution is passed by
sons, and they cannot-- bear to see theil· this Congress looking to the closing of the
idol so truthfully shown up.
World's Fair on Sundays, thus shutting
out thousands of poor people and workingYours fraternally,
A. CHAPMAN,
men -from visiting it, Sunday being the
only day on which they could visit it, I shall
vote against any appropriation for it.
A Philosophic, Complacent Letter.
Yours truly,
W. W. BowERS.
STITZER, Wis~, Feb. 3, 1892.
1\fR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $3
for THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1892. I hav Wily Did Not the Bible Tell Us Something~
to hire money of the bank to pay my
taxes-$58. I wish some books, but there
MoUND CITY, KAN., March 21, 1892.
is $300 interest to pay. Such is the slavery
MR. EDiToR: I wish to offer a few sugof myself, and not a small number in this gestions. Chess alway(! comes from wheat.
county are in the same boat. I tip the Its growth is from the stool when the main
scale of time sixty-seven years this day. stalk is destroyed below a certain joint
The buoy of life- is hope. It keeps the near the main root. This has been disship of life afloat, and to-morrow will be a covered by close observation in wheat
better day.
fields where chess is found. It occurs
Let me see-I see that no such person from close feeding by calves, sheep, rabas Jesus Christ ever lived. It is all pious bits, or swine; sometimes by· the March
tradition for the benefit of the fetich- frosts freezing and thawing, and often in
worshiper, ~ho can be traced link by iink spaces of ground where pudilles of water
in the chain of living truths to Africa, hav stood where the horses turn about in
where all the essentials as taught by the plowing lands. . This should not be done,
Christian religion are taught to-day by but the proper way is ~o leave a headland
the Africans as discovered by David to be plowed last. I hav seen or read but
Livingstone, the faithful missionary who few statements in agricultural papers as to
died at his task rather than come home how chess is produced, during many
and lie for the furtherance of the religion years, and I hav been a farmer till old
which he there found in all· its essential age came on compelling me to retire. I
purity.
The same hypnotic force that assert chess always comes from wheat, and
holds the savage fast sustains the white I hav n~ver seen a statement yet that the
mardn his faith, and by that he is blessed. seed of chess contains the life-germ to
I feel, I see, · the life I li v ·has revealed sprout and grow, but simply that chess
the light that Nature would that all were comes from chess, which is not true.
blessed. Hypnotic fashion rules the peoNow the parables. Had revelation reple here to-day. 'rheir hook has its origin vealed to us in the old book the true phiof the savage their natures love so well. losophy of tares, the modern world would
Why should they consult C. Darwin in his hav been more enlightened as to matters
teaching nature's laws, when fetichism of fact and vast benefit to mankind. Had
comprises all they know or see?
revelation revealed to Europe and the
East the existence of a continent in the
WM. A. GRISWOLD.
West, and other facts of geography and
astronomic science, and some things in
Asks a Hearing for t1Ie Single Tax.
geology, it would hav been a clincher for
DAPHNE, ALA., April13, 1892.
the Biblists. But no, nothing of the kind
MR. EDITOR: Of late there has appeared was given to convince us.
in your paper frequent reference to taxaYours truly,
WM. B. LEWIS.

Write to Local Papers.-The Fair.
LAKE CITY, IA., Feb. 17, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I took your advice in writing an article to our home paper on Sunday closing of the World's Fair, or rather
I wrote one of our principal state papers
an article, hardly hoping to get it published, as the paper is rather Christian.
But being men of good sense, they published it, and that at a time when the legislature was in full blast, and the cranks
were trying to work it for all they could
get out of it. So I thought I would help
them all I could in the way of explaining
matters so they would not be left entirely
in the dark, It was published, as you will
see, in the Iowa State Regi.~ter, a paper
having a circulation, or paying a greater
amount of postage, than all the other fifty
publications' in the city of Des Moines.
The article will be read by many thousands, and goes to show what we can do in
the way of getting our sentiments before
the people if we only try.
If we can get a good place for our people to lecture in during the time of the
Fair, I do not think we will lose anything,
be it opened or closed on Sundays. I am
willing to pay my part for such a buililing.
But there is no use of talking about
$500, O'lO being raised by the Freethinkers
of America, neither is such a sum needed
or required. If we could raise $50,000 it
would be a grand thing for our people. I
do not expect to liv to attend the Columbian Fair, but i should like our people to
hav a home there, a place they could call
their own for the time being.
J. L. ToMPKINS.

A Bible :Mystery.
CAMPBELL, IA., Feb. 2, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: There is one very important subject I think your correspondents
hav studiously failed to comment upon
with reference to the contents of that awful book called the Bible, and that is the
account of the resurrection of Lazarus,
who it states had lain in the grave (or sepulcher) four days, and his sister Martha
thought at the time of his resurrection,
" He stinketh." I never could see why it
was necessary to hav the stone rolled away
by lookers-on while the command came
from such a powerful source. But the
greatest mystery to me is why there is
nothing, not even a single word, said what
Lazarus saw or heard in tha.t state beyond
"this vale of tears." To hav put a chapter.
in that "Holy Queer" of what purported
to hav come from Lazarus, and sealed by
"Thus saith the Lord, "would hav been in·
my estimation a thousand times more argument to prove an existence after death
than all the promises, guesses, and prophecies found. within the lids of that book.
The following questions always arise in my
mind when thinking upon the subject: Did
Lazarus go to hell, purgatory, or heaven ?
Why didn't he tell U(l something about it?
It would hav been the supreme opportu:
nity of his life to hav told the world his
adventures in that unseen state, but it
looks a little suspicious when he failed to
do so. Again, why did Christ hav to raise
his voice to a loud pitch in order to make
Lazarus hear unless there was a capacity
for hearing? Surely giving the command
in a low voice would hav been as effectual.
It surely was a scheme, and I think poorly
managed. Write a chapter on the subject,
or get some of your correspondents to do
so. I should like to see the subject elucidated.
Yours in the cause of Freethought and
investigation,
L. T. WoMACKs.

God Relieved of the Labor of Creation.
SoUTH BEND, IND., March 9, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4,
for which send me the Bible Picture Book
and some of Ingersoll's works. Also $3
for which my father wishes THE TRUTH
SEEKER sent another year. He has been
taking this dis~ributor of Freetho.ught and
Liberalism for a number of years, and by
the knowledge he- receives therefrom he
finds great pleasure in quite frequently
giving the ministers and other superstitious beings a few taps on religion.
I hav just read "Is This Your Son, My
Lord?" ''All In a Lifetime," and ''A
Thoughtless Yes." Misses Helen Gardener
and Susan Wixon are certainly to be
praised in the way they impart striking

thoughts

of

Freethought to the huma.ll

THE .TRUTH SEEKER, APRIL
mind. I am now reading "The Advancement of Science," by TyndalL -Science
opens the way "to know more~-P I hav
aiso read some of Ingersoll's lectures in
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and ani so completely
wrapped up in his grand and sublime
thoughts that I wish "to know more "
about him and hence send for more of his
books. To read his writings is a pleasure,
and his arguments _·are so forcible and
reasonable that they cannot with good
judgment be refuted in an honest and fair
manner. In my estimation, his late critics
made a grand failure, and some of them
still follow the examples of the dumbheads who tried to answer Thomas Paine's
"Age of Reason " by answering in. slander and abuse, thinking to conquer in that
manner. But people are beginning to s·ay,
"We want facts."· The "great orator"
is gradually opening the eyes of the people
to the truth and leading them from the
low depths of ignorance and superstition
to higher and nobler vocations in life.
I hav been reading THE. TRUTH SEEKER
for the past four years, and I think it is
doing a great and noble work in the extension .of Freethought, Liberalizing the
masses and curtailing the arrogant and
domineering power of the churches, whose
foundation-stones are blood, myth, and
superstition. The greatest curse or evil
known to humanity is priestcraft, ignorance, and superstition. Christianity is
false. Religion as exhibited by the
church is a lie. We want more Science
and less Bible; more civilization and less
priesthood; more honesty and less fraud.
Upon the ground of evolution God is relieved of the labor of creation. Long liv
such words as hav flowed from the pen of
Darwin, Haeckel, Huxley, and Tyndall. I
hav faith in truth, confidence in Science,
and much love for such words of Ingersoll-"0 Liberty, dwell not forever in the
heart of the enthusiast-in the prayer of
the philanthropist-but come and take up
. your abode with men. I. know not what
inventions may spring from the brain of
the future, but there never will touch this
shore a greater blessing,-a rarer giftthan liberty for man, woman, and child!"
I see by notice in the paper of lecture
announcements that S. P. Putnam is }o
lecture in Chicago April 24th. South
Bend is not far fr~m Chicago, and as there
are quite a number of Liberals in this city
I do not see why we may not all arouse a
little energy and grasp the opportunity of
having him giv us .a grand treat by a lecture, or as_ many as he can giv.
Hoping THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberals will continue the grand :fight in the
future, as they hav in the past, to bring the
priests "to time" and sink them and their
teachings into "innocuous desuetude," I
am, as _ever, one to :fight for Freethought
and Liberalism;
FRED E. STROUP.

Overcomes Them With Guile.
-TURNER, ORE., Feb. 14, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : Please allow another of
the late lamented Freethought family to
become known to the Freethinking fraternity through your columns. The particular spot on this planet which acknowledges me as one of its citizens is a point
on the Southern Pacific railroad, eight
miles south of our state capital, Salem.
The place has about two hundred inhabitants, and is a good point for local trade,
but it is priest-ridden to stagnation, and
I am the only missionary of Freethought
in it. There is some Infidel element here,.
but it is mostly like sheep in the shearer's
hands.
I am not discouraged.
Freethought is advancing. People are slowly
becoming civilized. I constitute myself
a "home missi0nary," and work as opportunity presents. I hav a good deal of fun
at it.
Occasionally some "greeny" (usually a
preacher, or very pious person) tackles
me ; but never commits that folly the
second time. I distribute literature, and
when lean conceal itsFreethought origin I
am usually successful in getting it read,
and often indorsed-and thus "overcome
them with guile." I consider such course
not only justifiable but commendable.
The title of a Freethought book or paper,
m· the picture of Ingersoll or Putnam,
et al, usually prevents it being read or
destroys its influence.
Another plan I pursue is to cut out the
pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER and make

me a scrap-album of them. I hav now a
goodly collection, and I hav "lots of fun."
with them. I also cut out the pictures of
writers and speakers and paste them on
the backs of pictme cards of various sorts
usually used for advertising purposes.
These I g·v away to any who will accept
them. Thus many a person, young and
old, is made familiar with the features
of Remsburg, Putnam, Helen Gardener,
Pnine, Ingersoll, et gemes omne, unwittingly.
. Speaking of Ingersoll reminds one of
his position and his critics. His position
is open to criticism. I am sorry to say it.
But Ingersoll, of all men, should be consistent. Having received the "ten talents," he is accountable for theh- use. He
should put into actual practice that which
he advocates theoretically. 1; am not unmindful of the great mind and splendid
talent of Ingersoll. But that is only a
greater reason that he should be consistent. That the manipulation of the
:finances, the tariff, and the l!1Dd is the
cause of the present bad condition of
la,bor, is as capable of demonstration as
th&ttwo and two make four. I recognize
the obligation we owe to Ingersoll for his
defense of mental, moral, and social freedom
-,-his breaking the chains of ecclesiastical
tyranny and oppression ; but he also owes
an obligation to humanity, by virtue of
his very great abilities, that he does not,
while helping us out of one kind of slavery,
help to bind us in another. Ingersoll
strikes at ecclesiasticism with one hand,
and upholds it with the· other. "The
church and the king," orthodoxy and the
money power, always go hand in hand.
Ingersoll should wear the jewel of consistency.
F. S. 1\iA.TTESON.

The Heathen Rage Furiously.
NEw WEsTMINSTER, B. C., MarchiO, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : I read your paper with
delight, although I hav not gone far
enough with my research to know whether
I am a Deist or an Agnostic.
Some correspondents object to the style
of having the pictures removable, but I
approve of it. It is hard to get people to
read a paper when covered by pictures of
the fetich before which they hav been
taught to bow the knee and ask in fear
and trembling to be allowed to continue
their existence. We must instruct gradually, for "Rome was not built in a day."
I will tell you something of the place I
recently left. Nanaimo, B. C., has a
Spiritualist Association, and the members
of that society hav had lively discussions
in public print with the dark-cloaked
clergy of mysteries. However, the latter
had lain dormant, so to speak, through
the summer, and when in the autumn Mr.
S. P. Putnam appeared in the arena they
began to wriggle and hiss, and the brimstone and bitterneFs beg!1ll to ooze out of
them and smoke and sizzle like caustic on
a bunion. The parsons thundered from
the pulpits, and some wrote in the press,
but those who went a-gunning in the latter
fashion only succeeded in losing their own
scalps. Mr. Wm. Gordon, of Wellington,
defended Freethought in a masterly manner. In one letter he referred to a discussion which took place in the general assembly of the Presbyterian church in the
United States in. regard to the rough and
inhuman treatment that infants had so
long been subject to by the Confession of
Faith. Rev. Mr. McRea, who is personally a kind and generous gentleman but
religiously an enthusiastic follower of
John Knox, bluntly denied that any such
discussion had ever taken place, and
furthermore stated that the confession of
his Puritan forefathers contained no such
horrible doctrin. Of course, ii a man
were still to hold that the earth is flat,
one could only leave him with his own
absurd assertion, for you know what
Paine said about giving medicin to a
corpse. The :fight had sc!1l'cely abated
when Mrs. Krekel came as an able exponent of the good cause. Well, these
lectures turned every preacher and pions
layman into a defender of the faith, and
Freethought has been the principal topic
for months.
Many seeds fell on fertil
soil and I also think many more that lit
on, the thick orthodox skull rebounded,
took root, and flourished in the intellects
of the less prejudiced.
But the Infidel was soon to be lost sight
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and even the physicians assert the young
man was actually dead.
The narration of the story at the funeral
caused considerable excitement, and people are flocking to the churches throughout the neighborhood. 1\Ieetings hav been
held day and night since Thursday, the
day upon which the young man was
buried.
·
.
It is said that the :final request of the
-man was that a report of his experience be
published broadcast, so that all men might
know there was a hell.
Please investigate this case or let us
hear from some Infidel in the vicinity who
knows the facts. These fellows who call
themselvs evangelists I believe are the
most contemptible scoundrels this earth
contains. If outspoken Infidels would attend these revival meetings they might
head them off in some of their tricks. An
incident has just been published that happened where I used to liv in Iowa, in
which the little game did notwork worth a
cent. I copy the account from the 1'imes,
of Alden:
Last March a series of meetings began in
Alden under the direction of Evangelist
Garlock, of Smithland. Dming the meetings, which continued thirty-two days, Mr.
Garlock made a number of surprising statements as to his powers and capacij;ies,
among which was an unqualified claim of an
ability to 1'ead the future. While stating
that he was neither a prophet nor a son of a
prophet, Mr. Garlock described his strange
ability in language substantiallyas follows:
Christian Cheats and Intimidations.
"You may call it what you will. I cannot
explain it to you. It comes to me as natBEATRICE, S. D., Feb. 16, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I send you a clipping from mal as my breath. It comes to me and it is
my duty to tell it-to warn this one and
the Inter-Ocean giving an account of a that one that his days are numbered-and
young skeptic at Round Bottom, W.Va., I cannot shake it ofl'. And so, when one of
who died, went to hell, returned to life, these overpowering impressions comes to
made his peace with God, then died in the me I go and tell the person and exhort him
to make haste," etc. At the close of one of
arms of the savior:
these explanations Mr. Garlock caused to be
CLARKSBURG, W. VA., Feb. 8.-Special read a letter from Battle Creek, where he
Telegram.-The Rev. John T. Johnson, had.. previously held similar meetings,
the celebrated mountain evangelist, who written by a person acquainted with the
has been traveling tllrough the state for impressions he had had while there and
nearly forty years, states that during a re- their sequels. He had foretold the sudden
vival at Round Bottom, Monongahela death within a limited time of about a dozen
county, a loung man of that place who different people who had failed to accept
had been Ill with consumption for some his teachings. Several of themwere·robust
time died, descended into hell, and re- young men. They had all, without excepturned to life in an hour, and, after de- tion, died sudden and miserable deaths
scribing his torrid trip, embraced religion within the time specified by the predictions.
and again died happily, in the full belief As might be expected from one who posof his future salvation.
sessed such a terribly fatal power and still
After stating that the y01mg man, who retained any humane instincts, Mr. Garlock
was one of the most intelligent in the distributed his premonitions in Alden with
country, was a skeptic, Mr. Johnson says: considerable care. 'I'here were several
"He was app!1l'ently lying at the point sweeping assertions of dh·e calamities imof death. The Rev. Mr. O'Daniels and pending over Alden that would be revealed
myself were called upon to endeavor to in a few weeks, but no hint was given of
bring hi1ll to Christ.
.
then· nature. A great number of sudden
'' While Mr. 0 'Daniels was talking to deaths within the near future was pointed
him holding him by the hand, he seem- out as a certainty, but no names given, and
ingly expired, and was pronounced dead several persons were sorrowfully bid goodby all in the· room. He remained in this bye with the admonition, "You hav had
condition for some time, when he suddenly yourlastopportunity; good-bye." In fact,
·began breathing heavily, and then strug- there was but one prediction that was in
gling as though with some mighty mon- any way tangible and this one, it is fair to
1
ster.
say, created considerable uneasiness and at
''He seemed endowed with supernatural. once became a general topic of conversastrength, and it req1lired the utmost exer- tion. It was made Sunday afternoon,
tions of several powerful men to keep him March 29, 1891, and had reference to either
on the bed. The struggle continued for Miss Emma Palmer, MiBB Emma Birdsall,
an hour, when he calmed down, and, .re- or Miss Emma Hustan. The three were
gaining his senses, requested that we smg seated together. Mr. Garlock endeavored
and pray with him. ·
long and earnestly to move them, but all
"After the exercises were over, he told persistently declined. Near the close of his
us that when he became insensible to earth e~hort~tio~ he said, "One of you three
he found himself at the brink of a yawn- gn'ls will die before the 1st of January."
ing, black chasm. Lmid fires seemed to '.rhese are his exact words.
be burning at a great distance down, and
After further efforts to ~et them forward
shrieks of the most unearthly kind greeted by talking of the impendmg death of one
his ears.
of them before the new year, he solemnly
"After remaining quiet a short time, he shook hands with' all three, bidding them
felt a thread by his hand. He grasped it, good-bye. The young ladies remamed in
and had hardly done so when a mighty their seats, and soon after the meeting
wind struck his l;>ody, almost tearing f!is closed. At the time of the meetings, and
limbs out of their sockets, and dashmg ever since, except during vacation, the
him down into the mouth of the pit, where three young ladies in question hav been
he swayed from side to side, clinging to in Alden as non-resident members of the
the thread, which alone kept him from same class in the high school, and at no
falling to the flames below.
time in their lives were their prospects of
"He knew that should the thread break longevity more apparent. Had either of
or he lose his grasp he was doomed for- them been possessed of anything but the
ever and he thought to himself: 'I hav most hopeful and buoyant turn of mind
been' a skeptic and God almighty is show- the result might hav been very different.
in"' me that there is a hell of darkness and Let one of them hav been unfortunate
fir~ to which unbelievers are exposed,' and enough to place faith in the impression
he grasped the thread the tighter.
and allow it to chafe upon her courage and
"After what seemed to him an intermi- gradually take shape as a morbid expectanable time the wind ceased, and he knew tion of death, what would hav resulted?
nothing until he requested the ministers Through whose fault?
to pray 'vith him.
I think the editor might hav given
''Shortly after his return to life," Mr.
Johnson continued, " he made his peace Infidel teachings a part of the credit for
,vith God, and after giving full directions the happy result, as I happen to know
rea-arding his burial, bidding his friends that the people of at least one of the young
go~d-bye, and requesting Mr. O'Daniels h1dies are Freethinkers.
when he officiated at his funeral to relate
Such cases as the above should fire our
his remarkable experience for the benefit
of others, died practically in his savior's hearts with zenl to do all we can to stamp
out old hydra-headed Superstition.
arms''
Th~t Messrs. Johnson, O'Daniels; and
Long may the gmnd old TRUTH S~EKER
others who witnessed this strange affair, not only seek truth but teach truth, 1s the
believe actually in the supernatural occurrence is unquestioned. They are all per- earnest prayer of the unrighteous
STRATTON.
sons whose veracity is beyond question,

of for a time, for there was a stir of a
different sort starting in the orthodox
camp, Two anything but wise men came.
stalking out from the east about Christmas crying; "Yon must be born again."
They were Crossley and Hunter, evangelists of the Small and Jones type. But so
little did their hue and cry amount to that it
would not be worth noticing were it not that
they set the Presbyterians and Methodists
fighting like Kilkenny cats. Although the
Presbyterian pastor attended the revivals,
he went a bout in a cool and resolute manner,
and obstinately refused to work himself
up to the pitch of excitement becoming an
earnest fisher of men. Besides, he warned
his flock against making a vain display of
their happy condition by standing up and
relating their adventures with the spirit
when perhaps it was only due to excitement. At this the Methodists ·waxed
wrathful, and turned upon their enemy
with a frenzy approachlng that of the Reformation. The Free Press was almost
wholly taken up for about three weeks
with this Holy War, while the din of
battle resounded in the neighboring cities.
Peace was :finally restored by the refusal
of the editors to publish anything but
fresh matter on the subject. So endeth
an autumn and winter of religious excitement.
.
J. H. P.

c.
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the morning when we arose the water was
up to the windows, the fire in the kitchen
was out, our clothes were swimming in
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall the water, we could get no breakfast; in
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- fact, we did not want any, we had no aptions for this Corner should be sent.
petite.
"The water continued rising until we
" Between the dark and the daylight,
were driven to the top of the house, when
When the night is beginning to lower,
an old man on the next roof bid us be of
Comes a pause in the day's occupations ,
That is known as the Children s Hour.
good cheer. He said that when he was a
young lad, about three hundred years old,
The Polyp.
they had just such a flood, and when the
water rose to the top of the houses it
0, deep-sea child, your wondrous face
subsided. This encom;aged us for a mo_
In heart of mine finds welcome place.
Where did yon get your knowledge clear,
ment ; but we looked off and saw the ark
To build so true and nobly here?
sailing
in the distance and all hope forsook
Where find the laws that govern well
us. Oh, how we wished we were in the
The countries where your comrades dwell?
Whence came thy robe like frosted lace,
ark, but it was too late. Pretty soon oul'
Whose beauty-lines all eyes can trace?
house fell in, and I was suffocated, and
Such dainty touch, so fair to see,
ever since I hav been here. I know that
Whence came it, polyp ?-tell to me.·
after the judgment day my sufferings will
Then spake the polyp, soft and low:
" All gracious truths we may not know;
be increased a hundredfold."
Yet, in ourselvs are la"s as great
As intelligence increased in my nativ
As keep in motion star or state.
town this library was replaced with a new
The inward glow makes outward light
A glory to receptiv sight.
one, and the old one was sent to the East
From out the depths of briny sea,
Indies to supply the Burmah mission.
This sacred fact I'll tell to thee:
Children in the Corner, this story is
To Nature and her sweet commandwritten from my memory, as it was printed
Who livs her laws as she has planned
Need never weep o'er wasted days,
on my mind when I read it indelibly.
Or count the lost along life's ways.
OLD MAN pAXTON.

(j hiZdrsn' s Gornsr.

Who seeks the true and dares do right,
Is lord and king in raiment white.
He builds a stately mansion fair,
Whose polished towers all time outwear."
SUSAN H. WIXON.

A Story Fo1· the Little Folks.

THREE BLIND MICE.
Once there were three blind mice, and
it has often been said and sung that they
Our Sunday-School.
ran after a farmer's wife. . They were
From our earliest recollections we at- brothers, and had been blind from birth.
tended a Sabbath-school in the Baptist They had always. lived at the old farmchurch of our nativ village. We are not house, and knew nothing of the great
intending to write anything reflecting on world outside. Their being blind did not
our early teaching by those whom we prevent them ftom having very .lively
loved and whose memory we cherish. It times. As no cat was kept on the premises
was the teaching of their time. It was not there was nothing to molest them nor
the teaching of your time. It was before make them afraid; so they just went their
steam power was known or any of the won- own way. Every night when the house
derful discoveries in science of this day. was still they were in the habit of visiting
It was when all believed in the miracles the pantry and helping themselvs to the
said to hav been performed by Moses, rich dainties they found there. They
Christ, and Mohammed. We say all; we fared sumptuously, and were especially
mean the devotees of these men, who lived fond of cheese and mince pie; but so much
in barbarous ages, and by the cunning of feasting and prosperity did not agree with
teachers in the supernatural. These them any better than withsome people that
names hav become perpetuated so that I hav seen, for they began to put on very
every school-child is familiar with them. unbecoming airs. They grew bold, swagIn these days they would not hav been gering, and insolent. They were full of
known at all except perhaps as the occu- brazen-faced impudence. One day after
pants of some prison, as idle nuisances, in- an unusually rich feast the eldest one projurious to society. Those men were posed to his brothers that they should go
tramps, and for this reason were better into the kitchen and hav a little fun by
able to deceive the local inhabitants of scaring the farmer's wife. The kitchen
those days-ignorant from their very door stood ajar, and in they marched as
bold as lions. Their victim stood at the
localness.
We feel assured our parents would not table kneading dough, and singing, "If
hav trusted our Sabbath-school teacher a body meet a body coming through the
with their goods, but in their blindness rye." And when she saw them come nm.they could trust the early education of ning toward her she started and ran, with
their children in his hands. But if I go the flour and dough still clinging to her
back to my grandparents' time I find they hands, screeching and screaming at the top
would hang their neighbors as witches. of her voice, for she was a very nervous,
So you will see my parents we1'e an im- timid woman. They ran after her
provement on their parents. And so it through the kitchen, out into the hall, and
will be for all time to come, as it has been all through the roOms they went, those
from all past time.
creatures, in hot pursuit after her. She
Our object in writing this article is to jumped first into the chairs, and then
tell you a story we read in our childhood upon the table, in hopes to escape them.
from one of the Sabbath-school books cir- They made fun of her, and laughed and
culated from the library to be read during giggled at her fears fit to burst their little
the week. We were foncl of reading. And tm·oats. But after a while they got tired
this story was a narrativ of a man who of their cruel sport and scampered off to
claimed to hav made a visit to the con- their nest to relate to their three brothers
demned in hell awaiting the judgment that staid at home to keep house, what
day. Coming to a man confined in a cell, jolly times they had, the feasting and
he inquired of him how long he had been rioting, and that they had scared a
there. The prisoner said, ''Ever since the woman almost to death. The eldest one,
flood." "Indeed!" said the questioner; he that was the ringleader in the mischief,
"do you remember the flood?" "Oh, did not hesitate to call her a fool. He
yes," said the poor man; "I was a ship- said she screamed as loudly as though a
carpenter and worked for Noah eighty lion had been after her. He said he did
years." "And did not Noah urge yon to not want to eat her nor even to bite her,
come into the ark?" "Oh, yes; but we he only wanted to see how badly he could
did not believe him. We would go to the scare her-which was just as reprehensible
alehouse every Saturday night and spend in him as though he had bitten her. Anour week's wages in beer and laugh at Old other one said he did not know as she was
Man Noah.
a fool but he thought she acted in a very
"At last the ark was finished, and all silly manner. The youngest one piped up
the animals got into it. That night I his tremolo 'o[~c r I ( said, judging from
went to a wedding ; on coming out to go all that he had heard about her, it was
home in the morning about 2 o'clock, we very evident that she would never set the
found the water over our shoes, and it rivet afire. That little chap prided himrained so hard we could scarcely see, self on doing the tremolo. The three
The young lady I waited upon, clinging brothers that remained at home said, ''We
to my arm with trembling hand, asked will go 'vith you to-night on a foraging
me if I did not think it Noah's flood expedition to the pantry, for we, too, like
With many misgivings, ·I told her not t~ good things to eat, and if there is any fun
believe it. We all went to bed, leaving going on we want to hav !!- hand in it;"
out wet clothes hanging by the fire. In The three blind ones said they were

willing. Now, the farmer's wife had a
great deal more sense than they gave her
credit for. She proved a little too sharp
for them, for when she found her totmentors had gone she jumped off the table
and ran to the store, and she found there
just the article she wanted-itwas a mousebox, circular in shape, and it had 15ix holes
in it. She hastened home with it, and
toasting a bit of cheese she attached it to
the wires underneath the box, and placed
it on her pantry shelf. The next morning she atose early to examin her box; ·to
her great surprise she saw six long tails
dangling from the outside of the box.
The creatures in their grJ'ledy haste to get
at the cheese tm·ust their heads in so far
they could not withdraw them, fol' the
wires spnmg back in place, and clasping
them tightly around their necks they were
all choked to death. Such was the tragical
fate of_ those six wicked brothers. She
was so overjoyed at her good luck that she
picked up the trap and ran with it to show
her husband. " Oh, husband," she said,
"just look and see what good success I hav
had. Last night I caught these six mice
in my new trap." Her husband looked up
from THE TRUTH SEEKER that he was
reading and exclaimed, "Rats! now you
hav caught them, you had better cut off
their tails with the carving knife." And
his wife with great alacrity obeyed him.
MIRIA.l\1.
P.S.-A story that is so liberally adorned
with tales (tails) points to the following
moral: Those people who do not exercise
proper self-control, and giv way to such
childish fears, subject themselvs to ridicule, and that, too, by people who are
vastly inferior to them in point of intelligence.
M.

She Yelled "Mouse!" and JnJnped.
A surprisingly strong bit of evidence in
proof of a woman's inability to remain
calm in the presence of a mouse was that
contributed by Bridget Colgan, the servantgirl who is now being treated for a broken
ankle at the Philadelphia hospital.
Miss Colgan is a fine, strapping young
daughter of Erin, who would giv most
men a hard tussle in a trial of physical
strength, and her nerves are usually as
strong as her muscles. Yet, when Bridget
was cleaning the second-story windows of
the house where she was employed as
chambermaid last week, and she saw a
mouse run out from 1mder the bed, she
instantly turned and leaped into the street
below, at the same time scteaming, "A
mot1se ! a mouse !"
Perhaps no more remarkable instance of
this strange fear has ever been recorded,
and ~!iss Bridget's escape with only the
injuries mentioned is not the least curious
part of her adventme.-Philadelphia

Record.

Correspondence.
SToCKHOLM, Wrs., Apr. 13, 1892.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: This is my first letter to the Corner. l\fy papa has taken THE
TRUTH SEEKER for fourteen years, and I
hav read the Corner .ever since I could
read. I am nine years old. I was born
in this place. It is situated on the
Mississippi river, but as the river is
about three miles wide here it is called
Lake Pepin. We are all Swedish people with the exception of six families.
We hav a graded school here and I am in
the higher department. I study reading,
arithmetic, grammar, geography, history,
and spelling. The principal is a gentleman, 'by name Mr. Harrison Lowater, and
the primary teacher is a Swedish young
lady who livs in this place.
Perhaps my letter is long enough for the
first time, so I will close with love to you
and all the little friends of the Corner. I
am,
Your Liberal friend,
·
EvALD B. STROMBERG.
P.S.-Please accept this drawing.
E. B.S.
[Thanks, Evald, for the letter, card, and
drawing. You may be some day a celebrated artist. We are proud of our little
Swedish boy, and we feel sure he will
grow up a true American.-ED. C. C.]
HooPESTON, ILL., Apr. 12, 1892.
MY DEAR AUNT Susm: It has been several years since I addressed you and
asked permission to call you "aunt," which
you granted. I hav just been reading the
Corner of this week, and will say it is
splendid, as usual. I especially admire
your poem, · "Common Good," and wish
that I were able to write one as good.
There are few Liberals -aro1md here, or
rather there are plenty but they will not

say so. There is one very firm Freethinker, a friend of ours, living a few
miles from Hoopeston, just in the edge of
the state of Indiana. He printed some
passages from the Bible that contradicted
themselvs and sent them to a number of
families, and then some one wrote a piece
and put it in the paper, attacking him for
publishing the passages, and when he went
to reply they would not publish h!s
reply. It was too strong for them. That Is
the way with the Chtistians. They won't
hav investigation.
·
We hav just received one of Miss Gatdener's books, ''A Thoughtless Yes." It is
splendid. We hav ordered several mote
books, which hav not arrived yet.
Just now we are having lovely. weather,
and l\fother Eatth is donning her· new
green dress.
Well, for fear of making my letter too
long, I will close.
Wishing you success in all your undettakings, I remain,
,
Yours for truth and right,
IDA L. JOHNSON.
P.S.-Papa, mamma, and my sister'join
with me in sending love and kind regards.
If this is too long for the Corner, please
write to me yourself,
lDA.
[It givs the editor of the.Cotner much
pleasure to hear from her niece Ida, and
she trusts it may not be long before she
writes again.-ED. C. C.]
JoPLIN, Mo., Apr. 10, 292.
DEARMrssWrxoN: I hav not·wtittento
the Corner fol' so long I expect you hav forgotten me. This is my second letter to the
Cotner. I am going . to school now. I
am in the fourth reader. I study reading,
arithmetic, writing, geography, language,
and spelling. I am ten years old. My
teacher's name is Miss Nora Lichliter. I
am reading Dickens's Child's History of
England at night. I think it is very interesting. It is wonderful to think how
ignorant the people were when they had
nothing but the church to educate them.
They didn't even know enough to be just.
Religion and cruelty went hand in hand.
It was just war after war-nothing but
blood, beheading, hanging, drawing a·nd
quartering, and Christianity. And just to
think how badly they treated the poor
Jews.
I think the story of the Maid of Orleans
a very interesting stoty. And it shows
how far anybody can go stimulated by
supetstition. I am nearly through, and I
am going to read the whole book through
again so that I can understand it well. Today is Sunday, and I hav been helping
papa set out trees all day. We liv in
the western part of Joplin in sight of
the zinc works. And there is also a big
white-lead works here. I will tell all
about them in my next letter if yon think
it would be interesting for 'the Corner. I
hav a little brother three years old; his
name is Robert G. Ingersoll, and when
anyone asks him what his name is he says,
"Wobert Ineroll-hell on the preachers." I hav one sister five years old
named Elmina Wood, and her great ar·
gument against the God idea is that there
could not be anything above because
there is no ground up there, nothing but
clouds.
Miss Krekel was here and gave us three
lectures, and I went to two of them, but
I could not go to the other one. I think
she is a splendid talker and I love to hear
he!' very well. Well, as -my letter is get·
ting too long I will bring it to a close.
I hope this letter will not find its way to
the wastebasket.
With best wishes to yourself and to the
Corner, and long life to Watson Heston
and the cartoons and the grand old
TRUTH Smm.ER and all the friends of the
Corner, I am,
Your Liberal friend,
LENA F. wOOD.
[We hope you never will. forget the
Corner, where we all hav such pleasant
times.-ED. C. C.]

ONLY 2 CENTS.
:JUST PUBLISHED.
There has just been published for general circulation a most inter.estmg pamphlet, containing .a.
good likeness of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll and arti·
cles from the following well-known writers: R. G.
Ingersoll, Thaddeus B. Wakeman, B. F. Under•
wood,.}iatilda Joslyn Gage, Helen H. Gardener,
Rev. Henry Frank, Nelly Booth Simmon~ A. B.
Bradford, Parker Pillsbury, J;.ucy N. \..olman,
Ca12t. R. C. Adams Prof. A. L. Rawson, Lyman ·
C. Howe, Susan H. Wixon, Allen Prin~le, Wm.
Emmette Coleman, Harrv Hoover, Mrs. M. A.
Freeman, Sara Underwood, Rev.]. C. Grumbine,
J, J. McCabe, Lydia R. Chase, Henry M, Taber, I.
C. Watkins, Dr. Edward Montgomery, Emma
Rood Tuttle, Dr. Juliet Severance, Hudson Tuttle,
E. C. Walker, Judge C. B. Waite, Dyer D.·!.,~
Voltairine de Cleyre, Lewis G. Janes al'ld Dr, Ric&o
ard Hodgson,
. The J2UD!ication will be forwarded to anyaddresa
In the United States or Canada on recetpt of Bll
American two-cen~stage stamp,
·
Addrcsa
fREETHINKERS' MAGAZINE.
Buftalo, N, Y.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
Bv M. BABCOCK. Price, 15 cts,

THE '.l'RUTH SEEKER,

Books by S. P. Putnam.

The New· God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universology. Price, 20 cents.

Waifs and Wandel'ings, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first page to last with tl:ie living spirit of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.

Golden Throne, A. Romance.

"The au-

thor certainly has ~enius. · The divine
creative spark is withm him. The book is
. filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read • Golden Throne.'"
-[IngerRoll. Price, $1.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

A conversation in

rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

Prometheus, A. Poem.

"It is crammed

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty."-[Dr. Henry W. Bellows.
Price, $1.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand ~ and other
Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents.

Adami and Heva.

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis legend-,-Is shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 cents.

My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette Place. New York.

Su~erstition in All Ages.
SY J:e.A.N .M.SSLI:e:R,
A

of
Pr
bOfld. Pa·

per, so~-..~~~
cents#
.:loth, $1. ~~==~~~~~~~~
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

The Or~er of Creation.
TilE

CONFLIUI' BETWEEN GENESIS AND GEOLOGY.
A Cm:->J:RovEasY BE'rwEEN THE
HoN.
E. Gr.AnSTONE,
PRoF. MAx MULLER,
PBoF. T. H. Run.EY,
i\'I. REVILLE, ·
E. LYNN LINTON.
lllmo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 cts.

w.

RI:LIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THAN

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.
Price,

Answers to [hristian

10 cents.

~uestions

J'1 sws of t'hs Week.
. BISMARCK says that drinking is decreasing
m Germany.
THE Protestant Alliance of Great Britain
has petitioned for a government investigation of convents.
JESUITS and other Catholics denounce
the prohibition of a Jesuit conference at
Dortmund, Prussia, as religious persecution.
MAY DAY is awaited with anxiety in
Europe, on account of the labor demonstrations which are held on it, and which
promis this year to be unusually violent.
IN England the movement to abolish
landlordism, by taking possession of game ·
parks and all large estates and dividing
them among small holders, is assuming
vast proportions.
THE Krfmz-Zeitung of Germany continues to publish vague stories of Jewish
"ritual murders "-that is, sacrifices of
Christian children in religious rites-in
far-off neighborhoods.
Miss WILCox has left Mt. St. Jos(!ph's
convent at Hartford, Conn., and thrown
off her vows. It is said that she was persecuted by the mother superior, through
jealousy that Miss Wilcox's influence with
the bishop was equal to her own.
VINCENzo LIBERTINO has been convicted
in a New York conrt of practicing medicin
without being duly qualified. He said,
"I hav supernatural powers," but Counsel
Purrington for the county Medical Society
called him "an arrant quack," and he was
fined $100.
CATHOLICS continue to protest against
unfair discrimination by Commissioner
Morgan of the Indian schools. The mother
superior of St. Peter's mission, Mont.,
complains that she has been reduced to a:1
· per month per pupil, while Protestant
:missions get $17.
·IF universal suffrage is not given the
Belgian workingmen they may rise in insurrection. France and . Germany each
keep troops at the Belgian frontier to take
advantage of rebellion and by marching in
and putti,ng it down perhaps acquire possession of the country.
DISCONTENT and desperation prevail in
Russia. Nihilists are improving the opportunity. All kinds of land reforms are
broached. Some reformers advocate the
single tax ; some, division of land and
inalienable settlement of it on the peasant
families severally by primogeniture.
E:MPEROR WILLIAM says that all nations
should cooperate in punishing Anarchists,
suppressing their press, and returning
refugees. He proposes an international
conference to this end, adding that combination in this work will strengthen good
understanding and amity among the powers.
A CHOIRMASTER in Peterhof parish, Russia, had been growing more and more
fanatical in church work, and had tcld his
wife that he had committed the unpardonable sin. One night he went crazy and
chopped his wife into small pieces with an
ax and put the pieces in the stove, and
drowned his three children.
CATHOLIC priests hav won the favor of
the king of Dahomey, says a report, "by
teaching the people the duty of submission
to the king." The people were already so
submissiv that he is able to sacrifice, of
them and captivs of war, one thousand at
each of his annual religious celebratiQns.
Statues of the twelve Apostles hav been
set up in his court.
CATHOLICS in France complain of "scandalous demonstrations by Freethinkers
in the houses of God," which from Freethinking Paris are spreading to the provinces. During a recent sermon on the
social question by the archbishop in the
cathedral at Nancy, several "Freethinking
interlopers" took offense and rose and threw
chairs about, breaking chandeliers and
injuring five persons.
DEE~ITNG, the Australian criminal whose
murders of women form such a sensational
case, when imprisoned said, "What does
it matter, ·if one has always led 1\ good religious life ?" He has talked with his
chaplain on religious subjects considerably. However, he lately remarked that
he did not care much for religion, as the
woman who got him into trouble by her
lmfaithfulness (Miss Mather) was always
reading her prayer-book.

APRIL

Boo~s

;:sO,

1C392.

b'l Saladiq. 'fHE SABBATH.
By M. FARRINGTON,

A Thorough Exami'•,,ation and .Refutation of the Claims of the
Sabbatarians.
-,

Price,

10 cents.

The Sunday Question.
HISTORICAL AND CRITICfiL HEVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
h C!-EORGE W: BROWN, M.D.
Plice,
15 cents
fo.

Ji1 ateriaZism:
Its H'istm•y a nil Its I nft:.tevwe
Upon Society.
God and His Book. $1.25.
Woman: Her Glory, Her Shame, and By Dn. Lours BucHNER, Author of "Force anit
lVIatter," etc.
Her God. Two vols. $1.25 each;
Translated from the German.
Did Jesus Christ Rise from the Dead~
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
25 cents.
·..,onfessional, Romish and Anglican. 30
cents.

THE NEW SPELLINGS.
' English spelllng Is the worst In the world • Mll·
lions of dollars are wasted each year In the writing
and printing of useless letters. Tbe education of our
chlldren Is retarded and the progress of our people
Is hampered bJi our cumbrous, lllogica\ mlsleadfn~r
0

Bible

r emperaf\Ce.

----LIQUOR DRINKING---

Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.
3y E.

c. wALKEB.

0

~r~~Plf~flem~n31~~ha :,SJi::~. fT~.,S Ai::~r~c~na~tg~~~

logical Association has recommended the following
RULES FOR NEW SPELLINGS jOt' immediate UBe, and a
resolution has been introduced in Congress, instruct ..
ing the Public Printer to conform to them In all printIng for the government:
1. Drop UE at the eud of words like dialogue catalo\Y'ie, etc., where the preceding vowel Is short. Thus
11
spe 2. dJ5~~g&~·..f~ t':.ga~&g~gfcl.:~"s deflnlte, Infinite,
favorite, etc., where the preceding vowel is short.
ThW. ~;~PotR\',3s~E ~~e,~"c:'!~s ~~~'i[~M;?::,:s~~ e~~ite, ·
cigarette, etc. Thus spell clgaret, roset, epauYet, ve·
det, gazet, etc.
· ,
4. Drop final ME In words like programme. Thus
ape~. Plj~~~~~· P'iilf~"? 1\i":.;r'iJ'.?·uke phantom, tele·
graph, phrase, etc. Thus spell alfabet, paragraf, ftloSo
ofy, fonetic, fotograf, etc.
6. Substitute E for the dlfthongs JE and m when
thefuhave the sound Of that letter. Thus spelJ eolian,
est ~ill;~h~~u~~b~~~:y ~"g~~~· c:'~h~~.,eu:cieetgf
progress, adopt the foregoing In all that you write,
and especially In all that you PBINT.
""'

Colonel Kelso's W orkso

Apocryphal New Testament.
THEo GOSPE<LS,
Epistles, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and not Included in the New Testament.
$1.
P:·ice,

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
By FRANCES 'VR.IGHT.

Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosopher, and the author.
75 cents.

Price,

BIBLE IN INDIA.
-HINDOO ORIGIN-

Of Hebrew al)d Cl).ristial) Revelatiol).
Price, $2.

By Lours JACOLLIO'r.

Go~ly Women

of the Bible.

A HISTORY OF ALL

The Women Who Figure in the Bible.·
-BYAN UNGODLY WoMAN oF 'l'HE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
75 cents.
Cloth, -

SISTER LUCY
-AND-

The Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 833

Her Awful Disclosures

pctges, llo3.

Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
TJ1e Real Blaspl!emers. Paper, 12mo,
138 pages, 50c.

Spiritualism Sustained.

AS 'i!O NeW H!'JLL CONVENT.

And a Fow Words on Auricular Confession.
!:riceg

10 ccnt11.

Cloth, 12mo,

245 pages, $1.

Universe Analyzed. $1.

3. F. ONDERWOOD'S WOR.iU
FOR tilALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFl<'lCK
Essays· and Lectures. Embracing Iuf\,

enca of Christianit.y on Civlli:~a.tin~~; t t.~·i
tianity anrl11la~erjali~m; W~1"t L)L~ra.IHm op.c;
in Place of Ohr!Htiamty; Scwntlt!C !HatcrJ:1liHll_
Woman; Spiri~nalism frq1l' a i\Jat~·rielj>t.J
r:5hndpomt; Pame the Political and helH;.I<•ll
Heformer · lVIatcriali~m and Crime; Will t!l
Coming l\1·an W or~hip God? Crimes and Crn• '
ties of Christianity; the Authority of the Bi!JH
Freeth ought Judged by Its Frmts; Our lilea,
of Go:l 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

Influence of Christianity upon Civiliza·
tion. 25 cents.
Cllristianity aml Materialism. 15 cent~.
What Liberalism Offers in Place of
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism ; Its Meaning ami
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spil'itualism from a Materialistic Stand·
11oint. 10 cents.
Paine tile Political and Religious Re·
former. 10 cents.
Woman : H•u· I>ast and Present : Her
Rigllts aml 'Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Wors1Ii11 Go1l Z

The Agnostic Annual
FOR 1892. Price, 25 cents.
Possibilities and Impossibilities,
.
T. H. HuxLEY, liLA., LL.D.
The Growth of Agnosticism.
R. BrTHELLo B.S .. Ph.D.
Early Verses,
The Late CoNSTANCE NADEN.
Sundays and Holydays,
SAMUEL LAING.
Ecclesiasticism,
ALFRED MoMERIE, M.A., LL.D.
Christ a Religious Creation,
F.J. GoULD
After Many Years: A Poem,
M
,
W. B. CTAGGART.
The Activities of Agnosticism,
AMOS WATERS.
Religion Without Superstition,
CHARLES WAT'l'Ro
Mr. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,
__
H. J. HARDWICKE, F.R.C.l::i.
The Land of Death: A Poem,
SALADIN (W. STEWART Ross).
The Triumph of Rationalism,
FREDERICK Mn L'ER.
An Agnostic Homily,
HoN. C. K. TUCKERMAN.
Eternal Life: A Poem, GEoRGE HENRY MARTIN.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO •.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

AT the Vatican extraordinary importance is being given to the pope's episcopal
And Arguments.
jubilee next year. The central organizing committee has already received notices
Paper, 146 pp., 25 uts.· of thousands of gifts to be sent. To col:By D, l\1. BENNETT.
10cents.
lect all the donations three hundred committees hav been formecl in all parts of rwelve Tracts. Scientific and TheologBIBLE WORJAH~WINISM.
ical. 20 cents.
Christendom. It is believed that the
DESIGN ARGUMENT.
A Four
presents will equal those made at his Burgess-Underwood Debate.
days' debate between B. F. Underwood an!l EVOLUTIO~ESUS
priestly
jubilee,
when
they
amounted
to
AND TREATMENT OF 1\tEDIOMANIA.
Prof. 0. A. Burgess, President of the NorthNOT PEJ~5~~WIJOO'S PRAYER.
$s:ooo,ooo in cash and $20,000,000 in other
western Christian University, Indianapolis, Ind.
By B. F. UNDERWOoD.
~ee, 25 cents,
Accurately reported. 188 pp. Cloth, SO cents.
Oloth, 50 cents. presents,

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM

Twelve Tracts.
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Agents for The Truth Seeker.
AlabaiDao

Star News Depot, 2003 2d ave., Birmingham.

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.

California.
The Mvth of the Great Deluge. By
J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
James :M. 1\IcCann. 15 cents. Ten copies, $1. It
is the most complete and overwhelming refutaBall & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los
tion of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have
Angeles.
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. To read it is to
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
be astonished at the possibilities of religion•
credulity.-'!'. B. Wakeman. Mr. 1\IcCann's dyAngeles.
namite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., Los
A. B. Bradfo!"l~. It ought to meet with a very
Angeles.
large sa~e.-C. P. Farrell.
J. C. Scott 22 Third st., San Francisco. Bruno Pamphlet No. 1. Contributors:
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
(1- .J Holyoake, Th:os.Davidson, T. B. Wakeman,
San Francisco.
Karl Blind Lydia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten
copies for $i.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San
Francisco.
Bruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors :
Canada.

R. G. Ingersoll, Thos. Davidson T. B. Wakeman,

G. J. Holyqake, et al. 15 cents. Ten copies for $1.
T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax, N. S.
The Bruno Morinment. A fine engraving
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10X12
mches. for framing; put up in pasteboard tubes
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
for mailing. 20 cents. Ten copies for $1.50.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Colorado.
Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville. Memorial
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before
Florida.
.
the
New
York
legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 4
J as. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
cents.
Idaho.

A. Erwin, Murray.

Illinois.

Dwight L. Moody.

An interview by Susan

H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30

cents.
Mrs. S. E. Ames, 169 Washington st.,
·
[Chicago. God in the Constitution. By Robert G.
Chicago.
Post-Office News Co., 103 Adams st.,
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel InG. E. Wilson, 312 State st., and Brengersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
of a)lthor. Pnce, 10 cents. 'l'welve copies for $1.
tano Bros., Chicago.
.
J. W. Howe, 48 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
"What Would Follow the Effacement of
Indiana.
Christianity~ By George Jacob HolyJ. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
cake. This is a most valuable contribution to
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
l!'reethought literature. Bound in paper with
Louisiana.

Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
Maine.

goofllil~enessof

copies for $1.

author. Price, 10cents. 'l'welve

Life and Career of Charles Bradlangh.
By George Jacob Holyoake. With goo,d liken~ss
<?f Mr. Hradlaug h. Price, 15 cents. 'I en copies

for $1.
N. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., Portland.
What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.
Massachusetts.
L. Green, editor of the Freetl!inleer's Magazine.
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
Johnson Bros., 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
per Llozen.
A. M. Driscoll, 78! Front st., Worcester.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Michigan.

S.D. Moore Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave.,
Grand Rapids.
0. Holton & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.

28 Lafayette place, New York.

J.D. SqaVJ's Boo~s.

Missouri.

Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Ne-w- .T ersey.

John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave.,Jersey City.
Ne-w- York.

BrentanoBros., Union Square, NewYork.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New
York.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts., New
York.
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., New
York.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New
York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
_ York.
S. J. Kin{S~ 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
E. C. We1aman, l~~~~~te st., Rochester. ,
John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., Portsmouth.
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st.,
Cleveland
·
Oreg_on.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
W. E. Jones, 91 Alder st., Portland.
W. W edeken, Portland, Ore.
·
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.

•..

Utah.

J ohp. A. J ost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.

i'he Bible-What Is It~ 25c.
Studies in Theology. lOc.
Liberalism. 5c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

THE STORY HOUR.
For Children and Youth.
By Miss Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of the
Children's Corner in the New York
·
Truth Seeker.
Small Quarto-10X8 inches-neart\1: Three Hun.
dred p!l.ges. Illuminated Covers. Sixty-six Full)2age Illustrations, with Twenty-five Smaller
Ones.
.
CONTENTS:

A

England.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st.,
London.
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
Australia.

W, Willis, 715 HaYJl!arket, Sydney, N. S. W.
Ne-w- Zealand.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui

STRl~:e

OP.

Millionaires Against Miners;
-OR-

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.

Washington Territory.

Stine Bros., Walla Walia.
0. B. Reynelds;-Lock Box-5, Fremont.

THE superstitious arE;) in society what
poltroons are in the army-they both feel
and excite causeless terror.- Voltaire.
You can hardly convince a man of an
error in a lifetime, but must content yourself with the reflection that the progress
of science is slow.- Th01·eatt.
IN wisdom is to be found every work
without exception. . . . Although thou
wert the greatest of all offenders, thou
shalt be able to cross the gulf of sin with
the bark of wisdom.-Bhagvat-Geeta.

ONE of the first tmngs that excites distrust in theN ew Testament is the discovery
that all the prophecies claimed as referring
to Christ are found to be uttered about
people or events of' the times in which the
writer lived, and that the application of them
to Christ is either fraudulent or the use
of an excessiv poetic license.-Adam8.
false Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
As a 1\Iissionar:y Document it is unexciillell.
AT length the old dragon is dying, and
Among the subJ ccts considered b~ Mr. Remsburg are: The Church and Morality; Crirriisome of us hav taken advantage of his
nal Statistics, showin!?i the creeds of tho
moribund weakness to try to tm·n the
[ll"isoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
world back to the place it occupied when
Civilization; the Church and Science; th~
Church and Learniiig; the Church and Lib·
Christianity first darkened and cursed it.
erty; the Church and the Antislavery Reform:
Two thousand years hav been lost to the
the Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperworld! Millions of human beings hav
ance Reform; tlie Church and the Republic.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.
existed in ignorance and misery whose lot
should hav been enlightenment and hap- Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scriptnreh· Falsehood and Depiness. -Saladin.
ception; Che>ttiilg; T eft and Robbery·
Adultery
and Prostitution;· Murder; Wars of
ALL the cruelties in the Old Testament
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism;- Inare absolute mercies compared with the
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
hell of the New Testament. In the Old
Woman; Unkindness to Children~ Cmelty to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; t;annibahsm;
Testament God stops with the grave. He
Witchcraft; Slavery; Pol_ygamy; Intemperance;
seems to hav been satisfied when he saw
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
his enemies dead, when he saw their flesh
Ob~cenity.
Price, single copies, 25 cents: 6
copies,
$1. Special ,Usconnt on large qua-ntirotting in the open air, or in the beaks of
ties.
birds, or in the teeth of wild beasts. But
in the New Testament, vengeance does not Sabbath-Breaking, This is the best <illd ·
most thorough work ~ver written on the Sabstop with the grave. It begins there, and
bath from a rational point. of view. Laq:c and
stops never.-IngerBoll.
handsome print. Priee, 25 cents; six cop1es. $1.
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline
WoNDERFUL to depart!
of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; Washingtoll
Wonderful to be here!
an Unbelieve':-i Je1l"~t·son an Unbeliever; l'uin"
The heart, to jet the all-alike and. innocent
and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cent~;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.
blood!
'rhomas Paine. 'Tells the Story of tho
To breathe the air, how delicious!
Author-Hero's life. delineates the leading trait.,;
To speak-to walk-to seize something by
of his character and genius, and vindicates l11s
the hand!
name from the aspersions cast upon it. Trib',ro prepare for sleep, for bed, to look on
utes to Paine's character are given from mon,
than
one hundred noted pers.ons of Euro12e and
my rose-color'd flesh!
Americak
many of theti1 written expressly for
To be conscious of my body, so satisfied,
this wor . Second edition~ 160 pages, prmt..d
so large!
on fine tinted _paper, neatly· bound, and con•
taining a handsome steel portrait of PaiP<~To be this incredible God I am!
cloth, 75 C(;;ULS.
.
To hav gone forth among other Gods,
The Apostle of Uberty. .an address dethese men and women I love.
liverea in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Free-Walt }Vhitman.
thinkers' Convention, Jan nary 29. 1884. Price,
ALL the well-known physiological or
psychological differences, which in all ages
hav been brought forward as proofs of the
\
existence of an insuperable gulf between
men and animals, hav appeared on closer The Sole Factors and Exact Ratios in Its Acquirement and Apportionment.
investigation to be either non-existent, or
else to hav bi1t a relativ instead of an absoIn
proceeding
toward any given point, there is
lute value. It has become an axiom among always one line which
shortest-THE STllAIGHT;
all empirical psychologists and all students so, in the conduct of ishuman
affa4rs, there is alof human nature who judge by experience, ways one course which is best-THE JusT.
that the highest mental capabilities of
By J. ~. I:NGALLS.
man begin to germinate in very inferior
regions, and that the mental activities, 12mo, 326- pp., large type, good paper, silk cloth,
abilities, feelings, ·and tendencies of man
pnce $1.00.
appear in their primary forms in the animal CoNTEN1"S :-Economic Schools-A Brief I!.eview
of Their Origin and Growth. Rise and Growth
soul to an almost incredible extent. . . .
of Capitalism. Unearned Increase-Protit, lu·
Who is not acquainte4 with the wonderful ·terest'r
Rent. Conservation of Wealth. 'l"ools
economy existing among the communities
and mi>roved 1\Iachinm:~ The Nature of
Wa_ges. Private and Social Wealth. Land Ownof ants, bees, and termites? Who has not
ership. Private Property in Land. Capital and
read about the canine communities in the
the Productive Factors. Partnership and Coc
North American prairies? or about those
qperation. Law of Contracts. J'vloney and
Ureclit. Of Value~ or Economic Ratios. Taxapolitical and social habits of the ants which
tion as a Remeay. Reforms, not Remedies.
sound so fabulous, but none the less exist
Su~gestions to Legislators. Summary of Defiin reality-how the ants fight regular
nitiOns-Economic and Isonomic.
hattles, undertake marauding expeditions,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
brim~ home slaves and train them in their
service, keep milchcows in their extensiv
and well-appointed dwellings, how they
practice agriculture, and so on ?-Buchne1·.

SOCIAL WEALTH:

Preface; Lazy Dick; OJ~ The Life of a Do~; An
An~el Unawares; JYlay;,_,_Ten Little Waiting.
1\Iaids; The Doctor's J:Lorse; True PoliteDr. J. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st.,
ness;
A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgivingl_GrandPhila.
father's Pocketbook; Meddlesome Juolly_t A
George Longford, 22 Richmond st.. Phi.la.
Sad Mistake; Inside an Engine Honse; unr
J. A. Kirk,· Du Bois.
.
Children; Cress brook Cottage; Ezekiel's Silver Spoon; Odds and Ends-A New Year's
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila.
Story; Miss Brown's Valentine_,; What Ste·
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave.,
phen's Owl was Stuffed With; dohn; Neighbor Brightside· Miss Marie Gold's Party;
Pittsburgh.
Cousin John's Philosophy; Jenn;y:'s guestioni
Rhode Island.
Katy's
Answer; Alone in an Unfurnishea
H. Carr, 947 High st., Providence.
Hot1se; Blackey; Breaking_the Meeting;_ Oux
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
Susie; A Funny Fellow-How He was unreel
TeJluessee.
of Practical Joking; What the Fern Said;
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthday·'rPostWm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., NashOftice Jack; Aunt Avis; I Can Because Will.
·
ville.
Price, $1.00.
Address,
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
'rex as.

Andruss, Denison.
Theo. Colwick, Norse.
A. Andrea, 346 Main st., Dallas.
L.Merrill, 624 Elm: st., East Waco.

John E. Hems~urg'~ Books.

·to cents.

Pennsylvania.

L.
T.
E.
E.

Gsms of ~'Aought.

By HENRY D. LLOYD.
117"

This book tells ho~ the Spring Valley miners
were starved mto actual slavery.

It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime
It deals not with theories but with facts,
·
figures, and names. It is a _powerful and pathetic book.

264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

FOrce alld 1\atter;

THE honey bees
. . By rule in nature, teach
The act of order to a peopled kingdom.
They hav a king, and officers of sorts:
Where some, like magistrates, correct at
home;
Others, like merchants, venture trade
abroad;
Others, like soldiers, armed in their stings,
Make boot upon the summer's velvet buds;
Which pillage they with merry march
bringhome
·
To the tent-royal of their emperor;
Who, busied in his majesty, surveys
The singing masons building roofs of gold;
The civil citizens kneading up the honey;
The poor mechanic porters crowding in
Their heavy burdens at his narrow gate;
The sad-ey'd justice, with his surly ht1m,
Delivering o'er to executors pale
The lazy yawning drone. I this inferThat many things, having full reference
To one consent, may work contrariously:
As many arrows, loosed several ways;
Fly to one mark;
As many several ways meet in one town;
As many fresh streams run in one self sea:
As many lines close in the dial's center;
So may a thousand actions, once afoot,
End in one purpose, and be all well borne
Without defeat.
-Shak8pere,

OR,

Principles of the Natural Order of the
verse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.

(fni-

BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
CONTENTS:
Force and 1\Iatter,
The Fitness of 'fhings in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Fore~, Man,
mfinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou!';ht,
l\Iotion,
Conscrousnes8,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
Immutabi!ityofNatural Innate Ideas.
Laws,
'l'he Idea of (to,I.
Universality of Natural Personal Continnanee,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes,
P0rio•ls of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
·
Oridual Generation,
Uoncludifng Obsen ...
Seeul:u Generation,
tions. ·
Price, $1.50. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Mar:tyrdom of Man.
By WINWOOD READE.

PRESS NOTICE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which nni·
versal history is "bciled down" with surprisin~
skill. . • . The boldest and 1 so far as his to rica:
argument goes, one of the aolest assaults ever
tna-de upon Chrrstianity.-[Literary World.
l2mo, extra cloth, 548 pp. Price, $1.75.
THE ~-RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, N. Y.

80, 1.892.
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J/1sstings.

These notices are for the benefit ofLiberals who mau be visiting the places
where these societies are located. Local
Secular · 'U_nions and .J!'reethought Societies can hav. their gatherings ad- 1
vertised here free by· forwarding the necessary information.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.,

TI\e Proposed

Libert~ ill

In the Ottoman Empire and Other Mohammedan States.

Testimonial
Walt Whitman.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

BY

The Newark Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Meets every Sundi!!Y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League RaJ.!, 177 Halsey st. 1 cor. Market
st., Newark, N. J . .Lectures and discussions on
religious and socilil questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

POLITICAL, LEGAL, AHD SOCIAL
REFORMS.

Literature.
To

By MOlJLA.VI CHEKAGH ALI.

Published for the information of the Christian
writers who suffer under the delusion that
Islam is incapable of any political,
legal, or social reforms.

Price, $1. Address

Philadelphia Liberal League 25
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'I'ruth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

Col. Ingerson· SOUVENIR.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

.THE KINC OF SPOONS

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

IN HONOR OF

Paver, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

THE KINC OF ORATORS.
THE FINEST SPOON EVER DESIGNED.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Mrs. Besant's Works.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly\first and third Sundays. at
2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARrus HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular 1Jnion
Of Alliance ·o., meets the first and fourth ·sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on 8J1 Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

(Jhicago Secular 1Jnion
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street,
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal (Jlub
Holds meetin_gs every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular 1Jnion
Meets. every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall m Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
and select reading. Discussion invited on ali
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib•
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, CaL, meets semi-monthly first
and third Sundays,. at 8 o'clock P.M. at Parr's
Hall. · Everybody invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. MoWILLIAMB, Rec. Sec.

T.he Walla Walla Liberal (Jlub
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
· Lectures.-Free Discussions.-Ori_ginal and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
U. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Secular 1Jnion
Of Roeder Wash., meets . every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
!l'reatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
• Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RroE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL. Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with pm
12mo, 3()(j pp., $1.
· trait, 30c.
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for Marriage. As it was, as it is, aud as it
'!Soys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
should be. Paper, 25c.
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand- Besant-Hatchard Debate. Betweeu Annie
some and Interesting Book 1 Without 'Superstition for Children and Yomh. The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Candle From Under
The Bushel
(Mark iv, 21); or,
1,306 'tnestions to the Clergy:
And for the Consideration of Others.

Instructive, Interesting, and Laughable.
Price,

Libet•al Association of Austin,
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M. at its hall cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street. 'visiting Liberals
invited. J. P. RIDR.ARDSoN. President; M. IsAAo,
Secretary.

'.Fhe Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

Liberal Ulub,

Philosophical au(l Social So•
ciety,
Monte Vista~.,Cal., meet every Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. The public cordially invited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of CincinnatibO., meets everyJ>unday evening
at 7:30P.M. in ouglas Hall, N. W. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW Hoaa, Sec.

Liberal Association of Baltimot•e

.A NO VEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author ·a,f the" Iliad of the East," etc., etc. '
An independent s.nd respectable study of char·
acter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . • . A more vigorous
>resentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-(Westminster Review.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., 11!1.00.
Address
'lHE TRUTH SEEKER

1

Works on the La~r ~uestion.

Ken ne~ Y S

Upharsin;

The

Religious, 1\Ionnrchic.

••.nd

Aristocratic~Political,_,Economica.l, ~'l.atrirr,unial,
and Miscellaneous .Li~s; Closin.; Harmcmy.

12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.:
clothi'· 11!1.00.
The mperial Council of Vienna J>rohihit~ll the
aale of this hook in Austria, and confiscated all
copies of it they could find.

Economic Equities.

A Compeml of ihe

Natural Laws of Industrial Prorluetion mvl y.:,.
change. By J. K. Ingalls, author of "::loda1
Wealth." Paper, 25c.

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on ih,

PDJ?Ulntion Question. By Dr. Chas. Kuowltoll
Edited by Cliarles Bradlaugh and Annie l3esant.
25c.
Pointiu~.

out the means by which the working classes nw)
raise themselves from their p1·esent state of lm1
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignity,and independence, an<l which is also cupa
Lle of entirely remoYingiin course of timP, th,
other principal social eYi s. By TrL G. H. !Oc

Large or Small Faiitilies ~ On which Sitlc
Lies tho Balance of Comfort? By Austin Hoi)'
oake. 5c.
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Why Do Men Starve

~

laugh. 5c.

:Cy

Uha<~.

romd-

The Land Question. Large Estates Inimi-

cal to the \Velfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

.

Me~ical DIS COver Y SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,

Takes hold in this order :

-

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to

be out.
You know whether ·you need it or
not.
FI'rS-AllFits stopped free by D1·.Kline's G1·eat Solcl by every druggist, and manufactured by

DONALD KENNEDY,
•

KOXBlJRY, lliASSo

etc.
nothing
ttppropriate, so prec.wus during life. '"
'rhe Colonel In•
gersoll Souvenir.
Prices, $2.50 each;
extra h e·avy, l!'~.
Orange and sn~rnr
spoons, $8- Gilt
howls, 50 cents extra.

"THE TIJfE TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,"
and other mottoes, names, etc., etched in bowls
in most artistic style, 50 cents extra. Sent
upon receipt of price and money refunded if not
satisfactory. Order of Designer if your jeweler
does not supply it. Many are interested in their
own inferior Sou Yen irs and will not sell the
above
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Established in 1857. Designer of " Otto Wellstein" Watch., and popular Freethought badge.

W .A TE<R OF< LIF<.E<
PovertY. : Its Effects on the PoW ien 1
Condttion of the People. By Charle> Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sicl••

Peter .Xrapotkine. Witli Life of author.. p,
Stepmak. 10c.
Address '.l'HE TRUTH S'EEI\Efl

I

Specifications: Desi~ned (by kind permission of Colonellngersoll) and patented,
Fe b. 2, 1892. Magnificent portrait. The
Torch of Reason and
the Torch of Libei·ty
emblematical of th~
means our Great Orator and r.eader of Acvanced Thought
would employ to enligh.ten the worlc',
bamsh superstition
and fear, and establish universal J)hysic!tlaJ!d mental Iibert),
JllStiCe and happines: •
Exquisite scroll-war! ,
in full relief, amrounds the spoon-tt
reverie of art. Students will studY. its
charming lines. Lovers of the beautiful
will l?iO in raptures
over It, and conno,sseurs will want it to
enhance the artistic
merits of their collections. Exact size and
model of cut (which,
however sadly fails
to re]:lroduce the correct likeness, power
of portrait, and exquisite delicacy an•l
charming lines of
beauty, of origiiJ.ai).
Sterling silver. Mas:.
ive. A precious samenir of Onr Great•
est Public Bene•
factor, and a valuable family relic for
generations to come.
A suitable present for

'l'he Conventional Lies of Our Civilization.
l!.f l.VIax Nordau. CoNTENTs-l\'Icnc, Tdu"l

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Eracllaugh. Gc.
Letters to Young People. By (Prmcc;

Meets at the Lyceum Hall, 4M East Baltimore st.,
every Sl:lndaY afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.

Nm·ve Restm·er. No fits after first dav's use. ~1ar
velous cures. TrAatise and 11!2 trial bottle free to
Fit oases. Send to Dr. Kline, 931 Arch st., Phila., Pa.

· Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on .Tesns of· 'l azttreth a Historical Character, and the 'Infl•Ienc£
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
23 Lafayette place, New York.

PoYerty: Its Cause and Cm·e.

Meets every Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Knights of ·
Honor Hall. Bay street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwaukee. meet• every Sund.a1 evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A. B. SEVERANOE, Presment.

BY WILLIAM HART.
5J cents.

NATHANI[L VAUGHAN~

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal (Jlub
Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
16M Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M, Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, Pres.
IsAAo S. LEE, Sec.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,

TI\e
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

OCT. 21., 1890.
Brooklyn Philosophical Associ·
ation
With a Portrait of Whitman.

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Platform free. Henry Rowlex, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. M South Main "t.reet. WilkPsharr~. Po.

."WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books withiu tl ~
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars a111 I
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKJ~R.
SnowYil.le. Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN.

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By 'r. C. WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTLE; LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By NRS. E. D. SLENKER.
Boards,

•

40oents.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cout.;, treating
on that health-tl ;,troying and life-consuming
wealmess of men as the re"ult of youthful errors
and excesses. The book sets forth an INFIDEL
CUHE, which. is a medicine to be ttpplied externally (the only remedy of the kind in existence'.
Yon will feel improved the first day, benefited
pvery day, until all signs of Early Decay, Weaknesses1 J,ost Manhood~-,etc.bare fully- restored.
Ad<lress,
Dlt. R B'T P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. J.
And saY yon saw 6his in T~E 'l'mr:rn Bj<;EK!>l\.
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THE TBUTH SEEKEB kiBBABY.
Issued IUonthly.

Subscription price,

=~~ -- -_ -~~~ -

... ,,

$3 per. annum.

No.
BOOKS ISSUED. :!
Prtoe.
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethink. ers' Almanac ..... ~-......................
25
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener... . . ..... .. .... ....... ...•. .. ......
50
8. Age of Reason, Thomas Paine.... . .. . . •
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett ....••........................... ·.
25
5. Christian Absnrditit~s. John Peck ......•.
20
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on Voltaire •.•.....
10
7. The Crisis ................................. .
40
8. Sabbath Breaking .................•••••.•.
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams ......•..•..
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller.. . .
25
11. My Religious Experience. S. P. Putnam.
25
12. The Higher Criticism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore ............. .
50
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote ....... .
25
14. Rights of Man. Thoma.s Paine. Illust'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, end Cradle. Helen H. Gardener.......................................
10
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg.......
25
18. A" ful Disclosures of Maria Monk.......
50
19. Pocket Theolog1·. Voltaire..............
25
OTHER NUMBERS lN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the ¥ear. Single copies of each
book sent ur.on receipt of price.
A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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THE

.LOGIC OF DEATHi
--on.,-

Why Should the Atheist Fear to Die?
Price, s_cents

81' J. G. HoLYOAKE.

TH.e

LOCIC OF LIFE,

INSPIRED AUTHORITY AGAINST THE RESURREOTION.-For that which befalleth the sons of men
bcfalleth beasts; even one thing l:;efalleth them: as the one dieth, so dieth the other; yea, they hav all one breath; so
that a man hath no preemineme above a beast: for all is vanity. For the living know that they shall die: but the
dead know not anything, neither hav they any more a reward; for the memory of them:is forgotten. -Eccles. iii, 19; ix, v.

-DEDUCED FROM-

THE PRINCIPLE QF FREETHOUGH:r
Price, 5 centB
B:v .T. G. HoLYOAKE.

I A NEW AND IMPORTANT BOOK.

FAHTHINHRS' PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. HIGHER CRITICISM INHrHEOLOGY ~RELIGION
SHO~G

I

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTll [JTHFUL·
NESS OF THE CHURCH'E CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BE~-,EFI
CENT INSTITUTION, AND RJoVEALING THE ABUSJ:S
OF
A
UNION OF
OHURCH AND
STATE.

185
WITH

Full-Pagr!
CITATIONS

ANCIE~T ~fYTHS

AND MIRACLES,

-AS-

FACTORS IN HU~IAN EVOLUTION,
-AND-

OTH.e~ .e.SS.A.VS IN ~BF<O~M.

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

By THOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.

lllustra tioq !;.

COPIOUS

CONTRASTED WITH

,';i'

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

-OF-

CH ARLfS BRAOLAUGH.

AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL~
ARS

-BY-

George Jacob Holyoake.

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT Cf
THE ARTIST.

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great Eng·
lish Secularist by the Father of Secularism.

JJESIG-NS BY WATSON HEST "iN
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE. JJESIG-NER.

Price, 15 cents. Ten copies, $1.

Address this Office

The illustrations are classified as follows:
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
2
"
The Church Robbing the People.
8
"
Thanksgiving.
6
.Sabbatl:i Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
10
Woman and the Church.
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studiesm Natural History.
2
The Bible and Science.

:5

1
4

4

2

10

1

The Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and Hi.s Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Worit.

5

"

1

"

25

1
2

4
2
1
4
9

12

8
6

'I'

"

Missionaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resul&
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A most e~tram;dinary pnblicat}ol!· We venture tl!e assertion that nothing_ like it has ever befpre appeared m t~s country, and It IS very doubtful If an.other one like it will ever again be published, We mus~ gi'!e the Truth Seeker Company the credit _of p}ltting the book in the reach of all.
A,t tWI(\e the pnce I~ would have bee!) a cheap book. Artist H!Jston as a portrait-painter and desrgner IS a. wonqerful success~ !tnd we Judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liheral in
Amenca will desire a copy of tms most wonderful volume.-(Freethinkers' Magazine.

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genh1 ,. to

Freethonght, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth But the ~'ict
"ures do not mil.ke up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reacting
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations,. and secondly as texts to Prov~ the utter
falilit;v: of the church's professions and the hYJ?ocrisy of those who npl:iold them. Aitogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in the
bands Qf Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

:Price, l:loard oovere, $Z ; clot}),, $Z.SO.
Address The Truth. Seeker.

Pocket Theology.
By VOLTAIRE.
Terse, witty, and sarcastic dilfinitions of thPo
lo~icaJ. terms. Price, 25 cents.

*

**

* ** IF
* ,...

•**

YOU ARE

*

SINCERELY INTERE81ED IN

THE GAUSE OF

~~~.WOMAN
HASTE~

'l'O READ

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.
By GEORGE N. IUILLEH,1

("THE

UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN

OF

WOMAN'S

SLAVERY.")

It
The best men··and women of England and America are
has a fascination
fair}y heaping praises upon this
entirely its own and will give yon
truly 'wonderful
a sensation such as you never had before.
book.

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
HIS CHAitACTER AND DOCTRINES.
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief."
BvVISGOUNTAMBERLEY.
50 cents.
Cloth,

I

CAN THIS 0
BE SO _.-

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

Address THE TRUT.R SEEKER Co.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
New York, Saturday, May 7, 1892.

28Lll,.A.YE'lvrE PL.} $J.OO Per Year.

AN APPARITION COR LUMINARY) THAT ALWAYS AGITATES THE CLERGY.

**
**

INFIDEIJI
DEATH- cs.w.:~oTe.
BEDS.
**
**
--o-Bein~ true accounts of the pa>sing away of the

following persons, thus refuting the m:1ny Christjlln slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, J olm Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
,JeremY Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
'l'homas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richttrd Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, An:wharsis Clontz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet, Robert
Cooper. D'Alembert, Danton, Charles Darwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delmnbre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake. Victor Hugo,
Hume, L1ttre__, Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier,
James Mill, John Stuart Mill, Muabeau, Robe1·t
0\Ven__, '~'homas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer.• Rabeltns, Nmwood Reade, l\iadame Roland, George
Sancl, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Strauss. John
'Tolan~, V:tnim, Volnoy, Voltaire, James Watson,
John wat.ts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
Address
~l'IIE TRUTH SEEKER.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.

WAS

~

.

CHRIST

•

CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
A judicial consideration of the question and the
clecision against the scriptures and the Christian
tradition. Prie.e, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

PUSHED
•• ••

I

•• ••

MY R[LIGIOUS

-BY-

HELEN H. GARDENER.

[

(

Being the stall of his reliJ;I'ious life and mental~
journeyings. Written in h1s happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BY

•• ••

H A NDs •

EV~LUTION

By HENRY FRANK,

Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress.
Price, 25 cents. Five copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
B!l M. BABOOOK.

P_ric_e._ -~-_ _ _
- _-1_oce_nts.

.·

Advancement of Science.

CONTENTS:

By Prof. John Tyndall.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

Preface. -An E c h o

from Shilo.-Old
Safety- Valvo's Last
Run.-How l\I[Iry
Alice Was Converted.
-A Hall of Heredity.
" 1'h11t Remindsl\'Ie
Of"-.- His l\'Iother's Boy.-l\Ir. Walka-Leg Adams "Meets
Up With" a Tartar.Onyx [lnd Gold.-In
Deep Water.-A
Prison Puzzle.

BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS

Brain and the Bible.
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology.
By EDGAR 0. BEALL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
Unanswerable.

Price, $1.

Creed of Christendom.

Being the story of his mental journe.Y from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.

Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure,

Price, paper; 25 cents; ~loth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE

I Bys.P.P~tuaDl·l· R.I[N.Crl THE DEVIL!

UNSEEN

SliORT
STORltS.

IXP[-

F'rice, aO c. h1 paper; $1 in cloth.

Address: THE '.l'RUTH SEEKER.

By W. R. GREG.
Complete in 1 val.. 12mo, 899PP.• $1.00.
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ING~RBOLL'S

JUST OUT!

WORKS.

ONLY . A.U!l'.HumzED EDITIONS.

A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

0 ld Testam.ent Stories
Comically Illustrated.

-----------------------------------------€,l(posure

•

Principal Works: Gods and Other Lect.

nres ; Ghosts and Other Lectures ; Some Mi~
takes of Moses; Interviews on Talmage; What
Must We Do to Be Saved? Blasuhemy; Crimes
Against Criminals. tt4t I:ages. In one vol., hn.tf
calf, $5.
·

~Facts.-

Jlidicule.

l'rose Poems and Selections. From hi>l
Writings a,nd Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
cil.lf, $450; halt mor., $5; turkey mor., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.

By WATSON HESTON.

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

Gods, Humboldt,1'homas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.

Fun ....Page
Pictures.

400 Pages. 200

Ghosts and Other Lectures. Including

CONTENTS:
Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Barak

Jephth,ah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards, illuDJ.inated covers, S 1; cloth, gilt side staDJ.p, S 1.50.

Add1·ess THE TRVTH SEEKER CO.

A TRUTH SEEKER

Age of Reason. Pap., ~5c. ;

With a steel-plate engraVing of the author in
Volume I, and each volume containing
forty to fl.fty illustrations.

Age of Reason and Examina·
tion of the Prophecies.

By D. M.o BENNETT,

Apostle of Political and Re·
ligiousLiberty. (Life.) BJ

6 copies for $t; clo., 50o.

Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Late editor of THE TRUTH SEEKEB,._ author of
"A Truth Seeker in Eurgpe " " crods and
Reli_gions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
"The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers," !'Champions of the
Church." etc.; etc .• etc.
Handsomely bound, red cloth, $6.50; in leather,
red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $t0.50.
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the circumstances under which this work was written.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death, and which contains an account
of his world-lamented death and burial. Mr.
Bannett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-day life
of all nations is laid before the reader by one
who has visited them and beheld them with his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freethought in the various countries
he visited, and the morality of so-called pagan
nations is contrasted with the morality of Christian countries, much to the detriment of the
latter. The work is a
Freethinker's History of the World.
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN
EU-!tOP]j: " s)lonJd lJe in every :ftil::eral's library.
Besides Its mtnwnc worth, It IB a memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
kn9~-of one who ranks with Voltaire and
Pame m the force and clearness of his writings.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER
28 Lafayette place, N.Y.

J. E. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap.

50c.; clo., 75c.

Common Sense.
t776. t5c.

Revolntion. Pap., 40o.; clo., 75c.

Great Works. 8vo. 800 pp.,
clo., $3; leather, $4;
@t edges, $4.50.

A LIBERAL 8TOR Y.
By :MBe. E. J. BALL.

Price, 25 cents.

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.
.A SUMMARY OF

ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.
Price, cloth. 50 cents.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.

Port. Pap. 50c

Life of.

4ddress ~!!is

offloo,

With Remarks on

Comte and Rousseau. Dy C
Blanchard. Pap., 40o.; clo., with
portrait, soc.

views with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons
by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage, of Brookl_yri, to
which is added A Talmagian Catechism. Paper.
50c.; cloth, ,.\J. ·

Blasphemy. Argument by R. G. Ingersoll
in tbe Trial of C. B. Reynolds, at Mornstown.
N. J.ePaper, 25c.; cloth, 50o.
·

wood. tOo.

Political Works : "Commor
Sens~/'

Man.

"Crisis," "Bights
$1.50.

oJ

Rights of Man. Answer tc,
Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pa,p., 40o.; clo., 75c.

Testimonials to His Merits.

CRIMES OF PREACHERS

Compiled by J. N. Moreau. lOo

Theological Works : "Age of

Reason,"" Examination of Yro:phecies," etc., with Life of Pn.me
and steel port. $1.50.
.

"Vindication of. ReplytoN. Y.

Observer. DyR.G.Ingersoll. tOo.
t"

CoDJ.pan.y.

Pyramid of Cizeh.

Fruits of Philosophy.

from 1876 to 1883.
"By their fruits
shall ye know them!
Do men gather
grapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles?" ,_"""'...Jol'

Price,~ cenps.

~eeker

Anoient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAN BUBEN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, t5 cents.

1n the
United States
and
Canada

T~ 'rBU'l'U S:Jl)~KEB CO.

Limitations of Toleration. A Discnssior:
between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Ron. Frederic R.
Condert, and Ex-Governor Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, tOe.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, 10c.
CiYil.Rights Speech. With Speech of
Ron. Frederick Douglass. Paper, tOe.

Opening Speech to the Jury: In the suit
of the ]3. &; M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. Tel. Co, li:iH6.

Paper.lO cents.

Stage and the Pulpit. An Interview on

paper, 22x28, $t.

__.

the New York Obser·ver's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution;. b;y R. G. Iugersoll\.tQgether with A Roman uatholic Canard.
by w. H. Burr. .Paper, t5c.
·

Lithograph of. Heavy plate
Political and Religious R.:.·
former. By B. F. Under-

Address The Truth

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

Crimes Against Criminals. Price, 1Oc.
A. Lay Sermon. On the Labor Question.

Observations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $t.

Q

the so-called gospels of" Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Catholic~ Episcopalians, Meth.odi8ts, Presbyterians, .l!.vangelical Alliance, and answers the
question of the Christians as to what he preposes instead of Christianity, the religion oi
sword and flame. Paper. 25c.

With Explanatory

Life of.

. By BEV. (l. t• Fox. M.A.

rnoo. ~ll ~!l~·

morocco,

Life of. By J. E. Remsburg.

Twenty Crimes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture.

The Clergyman s VICtims.

Written i:t:

Crisis. Written During Am.

BIBLE MORALS. ~(?~
7ce,25:ents~

Mistakes of Moses;,..,.,.Free Schools~ The Politician•; 1\'Ian and woman; The .rentateucn;
Monday, 'fnesda;v:, We<ipesday, Thursday, He
Made the Rtars Also, Fnday, Saturday, Let Us
Make. Man.\. Sunday, The Necessity for a Good
1\'Iemory, The Garden, The Fall, Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Helirews,
The Plagues, The Fli~ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery, Marriage, War, Religions Liberty; Conclusion. Paper. roc.
.

What :Mnst We Do to Be Saved~ Analyzes

AROUND
THE WORLD.
Four Large "Volumes,

ByJ.E.REMBBUBG.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter-

Works.

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence; About Farming in
Illinois; Speech Nominating James G. Blaine
for. Presidency in t876; The Grant Banquet ; A
'.l'ribnte to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before Me Like a Dream; and A Tribute to'
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50c.
.

POPULATION QUESTION.
By DB. KNoWLTON. Edited by CHABLEB BBADt.AU<>H a.nd ANNIE BEBANT. 25 cents.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
By PBOF.l!'. W. Nl!lmwr.

Price, 25 cents.

Paper, 5c.

their ComJlarative Merits, and Opinions on the
Trial of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholic
Church, etc. Paper, 3c.

Ingersoll on McGlynn. Paper, 3c.
Bible Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
Ingersoll Catechised. Paper, 3c.
The Trutll of History. Paper, 3c.
Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board,
beveled, gilt edges, 50o.

Litllograph of R. G. Ingersoll.
inches, heavy plate paper, 50o.

22x28

Pllotograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll,
50 cents ..

Libert.y in Literature.

Testimonial to

Walt Whitman. By Robt. (}. Ingersoll. An
Address D6livered in Philadelphia,__ Oct. 21,
t890. With Portrait of Whitman. "Let us put.
"Wreaths on the brows of' the living." Pl"lCP,
paper, 25c.; cloth. 50c.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER .
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Called Apocryphal. The
Heretics. 'l'he Christian Canon.
Psuer. ~o cents: cloth. 75 cents.

HEATHENS OF THE HEATH,
"Radical "Romal'\ce.
!J:v Will. MClDONNBLL. 500 pp., paper, 80 OBJltS.
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ACTION OF
THE

Worlo's Colum~ian Commission
AT ITS SESSION HELD IN CHICAGO APRIL 6, 1892,
IN

REGARD TO

PETiTIONS, ETC., FOR CLOSING THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN
EXPOSITION ON SUNDAY.
OFFICE OF SECRETARY WORLD'S COLUJ\'IBIAN COMMISSION.
CmcAGo, ILL., April14, 1892.
The World's Columbian Commission, on the first
day of its sixth session. held in the city· of Chicago
on Wednesday, April 6, 1892, adopted the following resolution: ·
"Resolved, That the second day of the next session of
the commission be set apart for the hearing of all persons
who desire to be heard on the subject of closing or
opening the ga~es of the Exposition on Sunday."
The World's Columbian commission at the same
session adopted a resolution providing that the
next session of the commission shall convene in this
city on Oct. 5, 1892, so that the second day of the
next session of the commission, refe1Ted to in the
above resolution, will be Thursday, Oct. 6, 1892.
· In the meanwhile all petitions, memorials, communications, etc., in regard to the closing of the
World's Fair on Sunday, received at the office of
the secretary of the World's Columbian commission,
will be promptly acknowiedged whenever the party
forwarding said petitions will definitly designate
to whom they desire the acknowledgments made,·
and all such petitions will be properly filed and a
record kept of same, showing the date of reception,
from whom received, and from what state, and the
total number of signatures to said petitions, and a
copy of this record will be submitted to the commission by the secretary on the first day of its next
session, Oct. 5, 1892, and the hearing above referred
to will be given by the commission, in accordance with above resolution,, on Thursday, Oct. 6,
1892.
JNo. T. DicKINSON, Secretary.
We hope that the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
will make an earnest effort between now and October to send in thousands of names against Sunday closing of the Fair. All having petitions in
hand should send them in not later than September lOth, so that .they may be properly filed.
Send th£m to John T. Dickinson, secretary of the
World's Columbian commiseion1 Eand~MoNally
building, Chicago, Ill.

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $J.OO Per Year.

been known as an Anarchist journal, though Mr.
Pentecost's most popular lectures were the expression of his Freethought ideas. But the attempt to
make it self-supporting has cost its generous
backer-generally supposed to be Miss Helen
West on-a good many thousands of dollars. It is
Can Freethinkers Organize 1
Some time last February, referring to Henry now to be a general objector to all things estabFrank's attempt to build up the Society of Human lished. In the words of its new editor, it will
Progress, the Sun said, in answer to a letter from "uncover the festering evils that underlie the surMr. Frank : "After a few meetings the enterprise of face of civilized society," and "help make men disour correspondent will go into liquidation and he . contented, aye, sourly, morbidly discontented, with
will disappear from such notice as he now .courts." things as they are!"
The failure of the society to do what its promotThe reason the Sun gave for so thinking is that,
in its opinion, Mr. Frank's system, so far as he has ers set out to do, and the sale of the paper back of
one, is a philosophy rather than a religion, because it, is another fact for those who maintain that there
based on science, and it holds that "whoever is is not sufficient incentiv in the love of humanity
looking for scienc~ to explain the problem of exist- and devotion to science and reason to urge men
ence looks in vain. It can go no further than man's and women to work steadfastly and continuously,
capacity for knowledge, and that is. limited within a when sacrifices and effort as well as words are derange infinitesimally small. Outside of these bounds manded. Quoting our review of the previous failhe must see, if he can see at all, with the eye of faith; ures in effecting solid o··ganization the Independent ·
or he must picture the unknowable regions beyoJid said : " These important admissions come from the
with his feeble imagination. All the science of all head and front of the Infidel element. · They show
the ages has barely scraped the surf~ce of knowl- that there is no common bond between Freethinkers
edge, and it can never get much deeper relativly. strong enough to unite them in a firm, aggressiv
A religion, accordingly, which has no other founda- moveinent. They disbelieve and do what they can
tion than science, is built on the sand. If mere as individuals to induce others to disbelieve; but
ethical principles are its basis, it rests on the ex- they hav no impulse in the love of their kind, which
perience and conviction of men ollly. If it is built is their chief creed, to lead them to united effort, to
lip from the imagination, it has no substantial self-sacrifice for their fellow-men."
Having in minq the failures recorded, we are discorner-stone."
·
Mr. Frank's society, it will be remembered, was posed to consider this criticism more seriously than
organized {·o take the place of Mr. H. 0. Pentecost's the general Christian criticism of Freethinkers is
Sunday <>Vening meeting, which that gentleman had worth. We can learn something even from an
been obliged to discontinue because of lack of sup- enemy. We desire to see it disproved, and still beport. The business part of the movement was at- lieve it will be, even in New York. There are sevtended to by Mr. F. C. Leubuscher, who ran the eral reasons, plain to us, for Mr. Frank's f:;illure.
T~oentieth Century after Mr. Pentecost practically The great cost of the meetings and the extravagant
withdrew to practice law.
jdeals of the lecturer deterred some. Mr. Frank
Considering the question raised by the Sun, desired three thousand dollars per annum, which is
whether science afforded sufficient basis for such an two or three times the income of most of his suporganization as Mr. Frank proposed, we raised porters. This was for nine-months' speaking and
another question, Can Freethinkers organize ! and what we may call "parish work." ',rhe other excataloged the successes and failures with which we are penses made the cost average nearly five hundred
conversant. The question to be helped toward set- dollars per month. The society fixed its dues at
tlement by Mr. Frank's effort we considered to be, one dollar per month, which is reasonable, but it
"Are the qualities of mind which make Freethinkers has not been incorporated and its secretary never
of so positivly negativ a character that cooperation made· any systematic effort to keep the work in
is impossible!" And concerning those who attended shape. The business meetings were molded by
the meetings of the new society we inquired: two or three, and people placed in the board of
"Will they take more interest in them than in any trustees ~ho could not possibly aid the society by
other entertainment provided, by private ent.erprise! work, . and were · totally indisposed to giv cash.
Will they support them-pay for them! Would Again, and this of itself r~lieves Freethought of
they help build a hall, or provide reading-rooms or the Independent's criticism, the society, though
recreation-rooms! Will they take any interest in nominally a Freethought movement, had a more
the society beyond the interest of amusing them- metaphysical than Freethought basis. Mr. Frank
selva for an evening T Will they make it to them- is a Pantheist as well as Secularist. In his letter
to the Sun, reprinted in these columns, he was nonselva what the church is to the devotee T"
It is not yet time to finally answer the first query understandable from a rationalistic standpoint, and
in the affirmativ, but the latter series can be in his subsequent controversy with Mr. Pentecost in
answered negativly. The society has practically the 1'wentieth Century he developed a mysticism
gone into liquidation, as the Sun said it would af- almost oriental in its unintelligibility to those who
ter a few weeks. Mr. Frank withdrew a month or imagin words hav a definit meaning. So it will be
more ago because of lack of support and a falling seen that there are many reasons why this particuoff in the attendance. He has resumed the busi- lar failure should not be charged against Free·
nes3 which he proposed to giv up had the Free- thought.
But even if the statement of the Independent be
thinkers wanted him badly enough to support him.
The society still exists and will meet again next true, it only points out a phase -of human developOctober, but its permanence is problematical and ment which must be as natural as slavishness to
depends upon the efforts and cash of two or thr~e superstition seemingly is. And if it be true, it also
affords the strongest of reasons why individual
persons.
And not only has Mr. Frank's attempt failed, effort to rid the world of this same superstition
but the Twentieth Cent1try,· with which he was al- should be persistent and strenuous. If organizalied, has passed into other hands, through sale. tions fail individuals must not. Let us remember
Mr. Pentecost and Mr. Leubuscher will practice law. that physical slavery was not abolished by organized
During its existence the Tw(}?lti(}th (/6nturv h!lis bodieij but by the WQ:rlt of At few be:rQic meJl ~mel
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wmnen. So shall mental slavery cease, by the same
sort of work, though every attempt to qrganize be·
recorded as a failure. But this we do not think
will be. The Society of Human ·Progress, even
though it has lost its founders, may go on and
flourish; if not, perhaps the very next attempt will
be a success. At any rate, there should be no
slackening of effort.

Christians Loving One .Another.
A short time since, we made mention of the fact
that more of the Seventh Day Adventists of Tennessee were to be alTested bytheir fellow-Christians
for laboring on Sunday. A letter from one of the
p:crsecuted ones living at Springville to an officer of
their organization at Battle Creek givs the particulars.
One of the evangelical Christians was at the
county seat on business, and meeting the state's attorney was asked if he lived in the Advent community. Answering affirmativly, the attorney asked
h1m if the Adventists kept up their Sunday work.
This queJtion was also answered in the affirmativ,
the man adding that none of them would deny it.
Then the attorney requested him to giv him the
names of five of the leading church-members, which
he did. The attorney said he had heard the circuit
judge, Judge Swiggart, say he was going to put a
stop to that Sunday desecration. The five warrants
were issued, and are in the sheriff's hands. But he
has understood that the Adventists will not giv
bonds, and so will wait until court sits, which will
be the fourth Monday in May. He knows the Adventists will not run away, choosing rather to suffer
for opinion's sake, and by letting them alone till
wanted he saves the county the price of their board.
The piety of these evangelical Christians of Tennessee, it seems, is equaled by their shrewd penuriousness.
The officer to whom this lette1· from Tennessee
was written is in possession of others from different
localities in his own state, stating that the Adventists are being threatened with arrest for working on
Sunday; and of still other communications from all
parts of the country "showing the rapid advancement in public sentiment toward universal Sunday
laws that will compel all to rest on that clay."

Tl1e Rey. Mr. Dixon's Charges.
The. Rev. Mr. Dixon, of Brooklyn, has filed his
answer in Colonel Ingersoll's suit against him for
damag~s for having said that a few years ago lVIr:
Ingersoll was the representativ of the venders of
obscene literature. Mr. Dixon preaches at the
Hanson place Baptist church.
.
Mr. Dixon's attorneys in support of his charge
allege that in 1878 the name of R. G. Ingersoll
headed a petition to Congress of fifty thousand
names praying for the repeal of the " Comst: ck
1aws," which forbid the importation of obscene
literature into this country; that Colonel Ingersoll
represented the dealers in obscene literature in
their attempts to hav these laws repealed; that at
the convention of the National Liberal League in
Cincinnati, in 1879, Colonel Ingersoll made an address in which he attacked the postal laws of the
United States, especially the laws against mailing
obscene literature, and that the natural and necessary effect of the position and acts of the plaintiff
was to pollute the minds of the young of this generation. It is also charged in the answer that
Colonel Ingersoll wrote an introduction to a book
by Van Buren Denslow which, it is alleged, attempted to prove that it is proper to be unchaste.
When interviewed about this Colonel Ingersoll
had not seen the answers, but to the reporter's
statement that its substance is as herein stated
Mr. Ingersoll said that it was manifestly absurd;
and from our own personal knowledge of the events
of the period named we should say very emphatically that the colonel is right.
In the first place, the Comstock laws which that
petition asks to hav repealed, or materially modified, do not forbid the importation of obscene
literature. Second, Colonel Ingersoll never represented any dealers in such literature. Third, he
did not even represent the petitioners who wanted

the Comstock laws repealed or modified. Fourth,
Colonel Ingersoll did not attack the postal laws at
the League congress in 1879, nor at any other time,
but upheld them so far as obscene literature is concerned; and at the League congress he only condemned their abuse as in the case of Mr. Bennett,
the founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER. These are the
resolutions of the League on the subject in 1879 :
"Resolved, That we are in favor of such postal laws as
will allow the free transportation through the mails of
the United States of all books, pamphlets, and papers,
iJ:respectiv of the religious, irreligious, political, and
scientific views they may contain, so that the literature of
science may be placed upon an equality with that of superstition.
"Resolved, That we are utterly opposed to the dissemination, through the mails or by any other means, of obscene literature, whether 'inspired ' or uninspired, and
hold in measureless contempt its authors and disseminators.
"Resolved, That we call upon the Christian world to
expunge from the so-called ' sacred ' Bible every passago that cannot be read without covering the cheek of
modesty with the blush of shame; and until such passages are exp1mged, we demand that the laws against the
dissemination of obscene literature be impartially enforced."
The last allegation is a pretty fair joke on 1\Ir.
Van Buren Denslow, who will probably enjoy it
heartily. Altogether, Mr. Dixon's case lacks in an
eminent degree the essential element of strength.
In this case innocence on the part .of the plaintiff
would seem to be a perfect shield.

A Benefit Fund for Mr. Heywood.
On the 13th day of May Mr. E. H. Heywood
will hav served the teym of his two years' sentence, inflicted under the Comstock postal laws.
He will then return to a home that is heavily in
debt from taxes and mortgage interest that hav accumul .. ted unpaid during his absence, and to a 'amily
that has patiently borne much deprivaticn of ordinary comforts during his incarceration. Even those
who deprecate lVIr. Heywood's method of reform
reco 0 nize his earnestness of purpose and his steadfast maintenance of the principles of liberty as he
understands them. Those who desire to see him
relieved of the oppressiv burden of debt which
threatens to greet him on his liberation, and who
wish that he might be afforded a fair ch:mce to retrieve his fortunes, are invited to subscribe to a benefit fund that should be immediately available to
him on 1\'Iay 13th. The National Defense Association invites contributions to this fund, and urges
that all contributions 1:-e promptly sent to the secretary, E. B. Foote, Jr., 120 Lexington avenue,
New York. Subscriptions will be acknowledged
by letter or in the Liberal press, as the subscribers prefer. The public method helps to encourage others. The secretary can send free to
any inquirer, in pamphlet form, a letter from Mr.
Julian Hawthorne "In Behalf cf Personal Liberty,"
relating to the cause of Mr. Heywood's imprisonment. Already $60 has been pledged, and to
render some fair appreciation of Mr. Heywood's
services to liberty (the blood of the martyrs is the
seed of the church) the Association thinks his
friends ought to raise about $658, or one dollar per
day for each day he has " served his country and
his cause."

The Kind of Men in the Albany Legislature.
Debate on the new legislativ apportionment bill.
The Sun's report :
"Cheese it," said lVIr. "Dry Dollar Sullivan " (Tammany).
"You hav no rules, no decency, no self-respect, no
anything," said General Husted (New York Central Railroad Republican), jumping up and down with great
rapidity in his excitement.
'' I move the gentleman take the platform," said Dry
Dollar Sullivan.
·
"Are we to hav no justice? I move to adjourn," said
General Husted.
Dry Dollar Sullivan jumped around, too. He was enjoying it.
"I move the gentleman gets on the platform and givs
us a song and dance," he said.
The Republicans stood up and yelled. Tho Democrats
stood up aml yelled. Everybody howled.
l\fr. Bush stepped from his seat across the aisle to quiet
General Husted. General Husted shook his fist in lVIr.
Bush's face.
"That's an assault," said Dry Dollar Sullivan.

-"I call on the sergeant-at-arms," said O'Connor, of
Brooklyn.
"I don't care a damn for the sergeant-at-arms. There
are others here who will stand by me. I move to adjourn," said General Husted.
The Republicans stood up and advanced_ toward the
Democrats. It looked like a punching match and the
page-boys danced with expectant glee.
"Sit down," said the speaker.
"I supposed I was in a body of gentlemen, not of
hogs," said General Husted.
"I move the sergeant-at-arms seat him," said O'Connor.
The Hon. Philip Wissig thought there was going to be
a fight and left his seat in the rear row to come down in
the center aisle and pitch in.
General Husted went down in the aisle and shook his
fist at the speaker. O'Connor, who is also a little man,
but accustomed to fighting, went from his seat into the
aisle to tackle General Hnsted.
"You damned little manikin," said O'Connor to
Husted, "get back to your seat or I will kick you.'~
"You can't bnlldoze me," said Husted to O'Connor.
"Go on~ Charley, and call the roll," said O'Connor to
the clerk. "Go back to your seat or I'll kick the stomach out of you," sttid O'Connor to Husted.
"Take your own seat," said Husted to O'Connor.
Evf'rybocly yelled when the final vote was taken. Deyo
took the floor and tried ·to make a speech, while the
speaker pounded like a boiler factory.
"This is the work of Senator Hill, whose health is the
toast of Connecticut horsetbieves and ballot-stuffers,"
said Deyo.
1\fr. Sulzer yelled for the sergeant-at-arms.
President Gilford of the State Grange said: "This
looks like gag-rule. and I want you to remember that the
voice of the people is the voice of God, and you will be
turnetJ out."
·
Is it any wonder that Freedom of Worship bills
are passed, and that the title of assemblyman is a
synonym for rowdy?
'Vhen addressing the Congressional committee
about the World's Fair, Director-General DaYis
told them L at the Fair ought certainly to be open
on Sunday. Colonel Davis declared, for one thing,
that t.he brewers and distillers would be willing to
·pay a large bonus to hav the Fair gates closed on Sunclay, in anticipation of a l>eavy t.rade at the liquor
saloons throughout the city.
Mayor Grant has appointed WilliamS. Andrews,
the eldest son of Stephen Pearl Andrews, to b3
excise commissioner for three years from the 1st
of May. It is a matter for surprise that Tammany
Hall wants one honest ttnd capable man in office.
Mr. Andrews has servell one term in the same office
before, and developed more common sense in its
administration than has been shown before or
since. It is a tribute to him that all of the political papers speak well of him personally, t.hough
opposed to him in politics.

Jn

the West.

News ami Notes.
Eau Claire is one of the brightest and busiest
points in ·wisconsin. I leave Chicago about midnight Thursday and arrive there at noon, Friday,
April 22d. It is brilliant weather. The springtime begins to show its glory now in these northern btitudes. It is warm, effulgent, beau'iful,
with a little dash of winter in the musical breezes
and glittering sky. The innumerable logs are floating clown the stream. The mighty mills are humming and gather with iron jaws the rolling masses,
while millions still sweep on to the Mississippi. It
is an animating scene which greets the eye where
the Eau Claire and the Chippewa unite their waters.
Through fire and flood the city has grown until at
present its population numbers twenty thousand.
It has evidently before it a career of manifold prosperity. It has varied sources of wealth-forests,
rivers, factories, good farms, railroads, and a commanding position for trade.
There are many churches here. · Almost every
denomination is represented. There is, however, a
decided Liberal spirit in the community. No Freethought lectures hav been given here before, but
THE TRUTH SEEKER and other Liberal journals hav
greatly advanced the cause, so that the reception
given to the lectures was beyond expectation. I
gave two lectures and about five hundred were
present both nights.
The Unitarians here are
pretty broad and open, for I was invited to giv a
lecture on Sunday in their church; I eoulcl not re-
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main, however, for I was booked for Chicago Sunclay evening.
I shall armnge for a series of lectures at Eau
Claire and vicinity later on.
The clerg-ymen were invited to debate, but none
res.Jondecl On the second night, however, a
Young Men's Chri tian Association young man
endeavored to answer the lecture. He said, however, that he must be armed and equipped for the
battle. He did not want to come at me with an
empty blunderbuss. He must lot:d it first. He
therefore proceeded to get loaded by at once falling
upon his knees and praying to the Lord. It was
somewhat cheeky, I must confess. I gave him the
platform for debate, not for a prayer-meeting. He
was to wrestle with me, not with the Lord. However, he and the Lord had it for about five minutes,
~hile the audience ~vidently enjoyed the unexpected
Circus. After gettmg the Lord upon his side he
then proceeded to demoli:·h me. His arguments
were of the usual caliber. He had been an" Jnficlel,"
he had been drun~, he had lain i:Jt the gutter, and
Jesus had saved him. I replied that I had never
got drunk, and had never lain in the gutter, and
therefore his argument did not apply. An "Infidel "
who gets drunk and lies in the gutter may be converted to Jesus, but those are the only " Infidels "
who ever are. We do not, however, recognize such
men as Infidels. They are not Freethinkers, but
simply "loose thinkers" who hav neither intellectual nor moral backbone. If the "love of Jesus"
can save these poor devils ·from the gutter, all
right. It is simply homeopathic treatment. It is
one excitement driving out another. As Sam
Jones confesses, the revival ecstasy takes the
place of the whisky-bottle. Essentially both are
"clrunk:J." T at is why so many topers profess
religion and get sober. They keep physica.lly
sober, but make up by being spiritually intoxicated.
My '~prayer-loaded" opponent also asserted that I
misquoted scripture. I had said, "Jonah and the
whale." Now, there was no whale about it; it was
a "great fish." Nowhere in the Bible was it called
·a whale.
I referred the "follower of Jesus" to the· words
of his own master. He said that Jonah was "three
days and three nights in the whale's belly." Jesus
ought to know. If he says it was a whale, a whale
it must be, and poor Jonah must take the consequences, and theologians also. They cannot go
back on the commentaries of Jesus himself.
This is all that the orthodox camp endeavored to
do. They fired this Young Men's Christian Association young man at me and he "fired " himself.
He suddenly disappeared. He had nothing to say
after the text of Jesus was quoted. I guess he
went home to study the Bible.
Eau Claire has given a generous welcome. At
the home of Captain Sherman and his pleasant
family there is the atmosphere of Liberal and cultivated thought. Captain Sherman came to this
place about forty years ago when there was scarcely
a house where the city now stands. He was in the
cavalry service during the war. He has been from
the start a prominent business man. He has built
some of the largest lumber mills in the state. He
is Liberal and progressiv every way. Mrs. Sherman is equally a pioneer, broad-minded and courageous. Mark Sherman, the captain's brother, is
most tremendously in earnest. He does not bel[eve in any compromise. He is at the fr:mt every
time~

H. 0. Jackson, with whom I corresponded in regard to coming here, is a determined worker, who
collected the " sinews of war," and rallied our
forces with enthusiastic spirit. He is an artist
and inventor, and has a future of promis. He has
both the genius of youth and of reform, and the inspirations of art.
On Saturday morning, with Mark Sherman, I
visited some of the great mills of this place, where
hundreds of thousands of feet of lumber are turned
out every clay. It is a kind of magic scene these
vast hives of industry present.
An engin of a
thousand horse-power flings its mighty throbs into
the immense structure. The iron teeth of the mill,
like those of some great monster, grasp the logs
and force them along the steely highway to the
swift embrace of the saw, which, almost in the
twinkling of an eye, makes the huge lumber into
boards, which are carried along by the ponderous
and accurate machinery, and trimmed for use ; are
borne again into the river, and, constructed into
rafts, float down to the Mississippi and the markets
of the world. In this picture are seen the wonderful activities and skill of to-day as compared with
the slow processes of half a century ago.
Eau Claire has been a most interesting place.
Its business men are in the main Liberal, and I
made many pleasant acquaintances among them. I
);uw not ha.d better a,udienoes anywhere, or more

c:ngenial allies. I was pleased to meet with the
veteran campaigner and contributor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, C. L. James. He is always bound to be in
the pioneer service, and when a reform becomes
popular he lets others work for it while he presses
on and takes the unpopular side still. He is bound
to keep on the picket line.
Of ?ourse Chicago is the goal of all the pilgrims.
Here IS one of the wonders of the world.
'l'he W odd's Fair is already open on Sunday. So
~~ch h~s been gained. Over five thousand people
VISited It the last Lord's day, and I don't think the
Lord was hurt one bit. The admission is now
twenty-fiv~ cents, ·and the Fai1' grounds are well
worth seemg. Marvels begin to appear.
The
fishery building, for instance, which covers fortyone acres of ground, is wonderful in its architecture
and adornments, although uncompleted. .
I always hav a good time with Mr. and Mrs. E.
A. Stevens. They hav a pleasant little home. On
the same floor is the office of Dr. Bishop, my friend
?f the Spiritualidic faith, who, I am sorry to say,
IS at present an invalid, and was not able to join
O~lr social circle. I had the pleasure of meeting
him. He rather hopes I will get beyond Materialism one of these days. I also enjoy the society of
Mr. and Mrs. Hewitt. Mr. Hewitt is a Unitarian
clergyman, radical and transcendental, and big
enough in his ideas to take in even the Materialist.
Of course I do not accept his Hegelian startingpoint, and do not reach his mystical bights; but he
thinks I will get there. I tell him I hav passed
these cloudlands, so beautiful, so enchanting. They
are in my past experience. If the Theosophic
cycles are true, I may again wheel on the same
round and see again the same visions. Mr. Hewitt
exults in the fact that I hav written a religious
hymn for a church-book, and that on Sunday last
this hymn was sung at his own services. He thinks
that I will come round to the transcendentalism of
that hymn again. Well, that hymn seems like a
far-off, dim, mystic music of the past. I think I
hav exactly the same hope to-day, but I would not
express it in the same form. I am a Materialist,
however, and Materialism is to me the golden mean
of all philosophies. It accepts fact and the poetry
and rhythm of nature herself.
Stevens has the faculty of gathering a fine social
element about him, and around his hospitable board
gather choice spirits. A little sociable was held at
his rooms previous to the lecture, and it was a very
delightful affair. The' fri9ndly circle was of the
best Liberal element of the city. Mr. Geo. L.
Robertson, a whole-souled Liberal gent.leman, is
always at the front. Mrs. Robertson is one whose
kindness of heart givs credit to our cause. Their
bright children, George and Bertha, will never add
to the ranks of orthodoxy. Mr. W. H. Harris and
all his happy family are present, and with his
flashing humor blends the aroma of art and romance.
He knows how to catch and put on canvas the varying and exquisit colors of nature, especially the
beauty of the flowers.
R. F. Bergh is one of the brightest Liberals in
our Chicago constellation. Although out of town
at the time of my arrival, he made special effort to
attend the lectures and lend a ·hand. Judge Russel affiliates with the radical wing of the Unitarians,
but he is a stanch Freethinker. He is the attorney
who had the hardihood to ta.ckle Romanish hierarchy
in the suits brought a.gainst it by Stevens when
secretary of the American Secular Union. Judge
Russell, besides his legal learning, is considered
one of the best mathematicians in the West, and
in philosophical lore is not surpassed.
Dr. Charles Odell, Seymour Stedman, Albert
Schaffner, and Attorney Lynford Geer are young
men of promis in the business and professional life
of Chicago. Mr. and Mrs. Zimmerman, Mrs. Belle
Crawford, Miss Ida Black, Miss Benheizer, and
others help to make up the attractiv social and Liberal element of Chicago.
·
On Sunday morning I attended the meeting of
the Society for Ethical Culture. Mr. M. ]\II. Mangasariail is now the lecturer. He spoke Sunday
upon "The Life of Buddha." It/was an excellent
discourse. Mr. Mangasarian has evidently a clear
intellect, a philosophical insight, a scholarly genius,
and a brave spirit. I like him. He is a fine orator. He is master of his subject, and holds the
closest attention of his audience. His work in
Chicago is becoming quite popular. The theater
was nearly fi l2d on Sunday mo 1.'ning.
I was pleased to meet Otis S. Favor, the treasurer of the Ethical Society and one of its main supporters. He is a prominent figure in the business
and political affairs of Chicago. He is Stephens's
employer, and Stephens says the e is' no better
man on earth.
Sunday evening I lecture in O'Neil's hall. A. D.
O'Neil generously givs us the u13e of this hall.

O'Neil is never behindhand in the Liberal cause.
He is a right bower every 'time·. You ca,n "tie to
him," as the Western folk say.' He presided at the
lecture, and in his jovial way made things smooth
and bright for the Secular Pilgrim. Mr. FredBr:;wn
opened with a magnificent rendition of the patriotic
song, "America." This was followed by a beautiful duet on the piano and guitar by Mr. Brown and
Mr. Hart. I then gave my lecture on "Spiritualism,
Theosophy, and Infidelity." The hall was well
filled. The listeners were generous and appreciativ.
Besides those already named and who were present,· I must enumerate my good Episcopalian friend,
Mrs .. O'Neil. Dr. Wilson and Mrs. Wilson. Mr. and
Mrs. Baker. William \\ illiams, formerly county
commissioner, and a live Liberal man, not afraid to
combat the church. 1\fr. J. K. Magie, in the reform ranks, now resident at Washington, D. C.-but
it may .be that he will represent Illinois as Congressman at large. fie would m>::ke an honest politician, I guess. Frank Ituggles, of Bronson, well
known the world over as a collector of old books.
If anyone wants a rare copy of any book on any
subject, from before Christ to the present age,
Ruggles is the one to get it. I hav known him for
years by correspondence, but this is the first time
I hav met him face to face. W. A. Johnson. of
Byron, Minn. Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Snelson. The
Raywalt brothers, and others.
The Liberal element of this imperial city, even if
it is small in numbers, is splen :1id in spirit and
hope.
I visit while her j the enormous fruit wa,rehouse
of the Raywalt Brothers. It is wonderful the
amount of business of this sort which is transacted
at Chicago. From all parts of the world are
brought the fruits-watermelons from the Canary
island, lemons from the Mediterranean, carefully'
and elegantly packed with brilliant-tinted paper, as
if they were jewels. Ths paper is chemicaHy prepared and preserves the fruit for months. There
is nothing like it in this country. Tomatoes are
now as carefully selected and wrapped in paper
separately as the finest peaches. Improvement is
thus going constantly on. Bananas are ripened in
big vaults below. A carload of these is received
at this depot every day, in the fruit season. The
freight on one consignment of watermelons to this
firm from Missouri was $3,000. Do not the railroads get the lion's share? It costs $300 a month
for the telegrams for this one establishment. This
givs some idea not only of the extent, but the
swiftness and accuracy, with which business is transacted in Chicago.
My friend Bergh is quite interested in the
Dwight institution, which he thinks is a success.
It is a purely materialistic and scientific method of
curing drunkenness. Of course the vVoman's Christian Temperance Union do not like this way. They
want prayers, the love of Jesus, and coercion. Mr.
Bergh tells me there were eighteen ministers at the
institute last month. This is something of a comment on the profession. Surely if drunkenness is
ever to be cured it must be cured in this way. It
is a disease and must be so treated. The remedy
must be a physical one. 1\ir. Bergh took a fri.end
of former years who was in the last stages of this
madness to Dwight. In two weeks lhe change was
marvelous. He was in appearance a man again.
All this will interest those who believe in human
progress by human and natural means.
I enjoy the bright, lively hospitality of my artist
friend Harris. Around his table there is a feast of
reason and a flow of soul. A. D. O'Neil also cheers
the heart with his Bible casuistry and genial wit,
something like Father Tom. He studied one time,
when the dew of youth was on him, foT the orders
of the church. Of course he has reminiscences of
theological jokes, with th·e attainment of Secular
wisdom. I find that Mrs. O'Neil does not accept
the Episcopalian creed, although she likes the Episcopal church. But how can the church survive if
the creed is dead? I do not believe the bright
little chilclren__.::__Shirley and Rea O'Neil-will ever
come into the shades of orthodoxy. As I bid them
good-bye I see in their innocent eyes the sparkle of
the Freethought dawn.
Good-bye to Chicago and the host of friends
here. Whatever may happen, we look to the future,
to progress, to golden days, to the triumphant
march of humanity, the colors flying for Liberty
and Fraternity.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Chicago, Ill.,_ April 27, 1892.
Little Blasphemies.
What class of people does the Bible allow to flirt? The
Bible says, ''The widow's mite.''
Jinks: "Does Dr. Fourthly practice what he preaches?!'
Filkins· "If you were his poor wife and had to hav his
aerm.ons rehearaed to you I guess you'd think IJO,"
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said complaint, the said Wettstein published in
Some Reasons Why John C. Bundy Should Not ment, or inquiry to President Lincoln, but that he in
had personally investigated the same as a serious the said TRUTH SEEKER with the· defendant's apGet $10,000.
business, and had become convinced of the reality proval a further call for any reasonable explanation
NEW YORK SUPREME COURT,
CITY AND COUNTY OF NEW YORK.

and reliability of the said and· similar communica- of the delay of twenty-five years and upward in
tions and of the truth of "Spiritualism," and that making the said allegations of Spiritualism in regard
he was controled and guided in fact in his public to President Lincoln. Which call was in reply to
-------1
business, duties, and career, not by his own good a letter of William Foster, Jr., one of the supJoHN C. BuN?Y, plaintiff,
I
judgment and experience, but by spiritual commu- porters of the plaintiff named therein, and
aga~nst
L Answer.
nications received from said and other spirits of said book. But that no explanation was ever
THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, Jr ·
.
defendant.
through said Maynard and other mediums; and attempted. That said Wettstein offered upon said
that thereby it is pretended, for the first time nearly explanation to withdraw all of the charges and
- - - - ·---------The defendant, for answer to the complaint in thirty years after the fact, that the said president insinuations against the plaintiff made by him.
the above-entitled action, respectfully shows and by and under said spirit control, issued the procla- That said call is hereunto annexed and is marked
mation of Emancipation, planned the campaigns of "C," and forms a part of this pleading.
alleges:
.
And in further mitigation of damages this dec
First, That said complaint does not state facts the civil war with his generals or confirmed them
sufficient to constitute a cause of action; and ·that when. planned, and directed the principal events in fendant avers upon information and belief that the
upon the trial of this action the defendant ~ that period of our country's history, and that finally religious character of the plaintiff was such that it
claim the benefit of this objection and .defense m his "martyrdom" was also by said means intimated and he could not be, and was not in fact, damaged
by the publication alleged in said complaint to be
all respects as though the same had been interposed to him, but in vain!
The defendant prays leave to read from said book libelous.
by a demurrer.
.
Second, The defendant admits the facts to be upon the trial of this action portions thereof, too , Wherefore the defendant prays that said comsubstantially as set forth in the first and second lengthy to be included in this pleading, but sub- plaint be dismissed with costs.
..
WAKEMAN & CAMPBELL,
stantially in words or by innuendo sustaining the
paragraphs of said complaint.
Attorneys for the defendant, No. 93 Nassau
Third, The defendant says, upon information and above and similar allegations, or insinuations to that
street, New York city.
belief, that the pretended libelous publication set effect, which the reader would be naturally induced
forth in the third paragraph of said complaint was by the language used to regard as true.
EXHIBIT A.
That the plaintiff in his own paper and by public
in fact and substance true.
From New York Tribune, Oct. 20, 1891.
WAS PRESIDENT LINCOLN A SPIRITUALIST?
Fourth, That by way of affirmativ defense this statements indorsed and undertook to corroborate
CmcAGo, Oct. 19th (Special): In reference to the statedefendant avers that said ·publication was, under the said book, a~d such statements were copied and
the circumstances and the purposes with which it reported in other newspapers, for ·example, in one ment made by Mrs. Nettie Colburn, cf White Plains,
published this morning, to the effect that Presiwas made; privileged, to wit, 1. That the said news- called the N !3W Yor~ Tribune, published in the city N.Y.,
dent Lincoln was a Spiritualist, Colonel Bundy, of this
papers referred to in the first and second para- of New York, which report is hereto annexed as city, editor of the Religio~Philosophical Journal, said
graphs of said complaint, to wit, the plaintiffs Exhibit "A," and which fotms a part of this plead- to-day: "There can be no question but that Mr. Lincoln
sat in seances and repeatedly had mediums at the White
.Religio-Philosophical Journal of Chicago, and the ing.
I know positivly that through his investigations
defendants TRUTH SEEKER of New York, were, and
That as soon as the said book became publicly House.
he became convinced of the continuity of life and of comare, both weekly publications engaged in the public, known, by reason chiefly of the approval of the munication between the two worlds. Is it a fact, as has
free, and untrammeled discussion of philosophical, plaintiff and said reports from his articles and inter- been stated, that Lincoln held seances during the winter
religious, and so-called "Spiritualistic phenomena," views, the intimate friends and associates of the de- of 1"864-'65 with Charles Colchester and Charles Foster,
the well-kcown mediums? Yes, it is a fact, and I am also
theories, and questions, by the aid of the inquiries ceased President Lincoln, who knew the truth in re- able
to say confidently that he held a seance with Miss
and communications of correspondents and other gard to the said allegations of said book, publicly Nettie Colburn. Mrs. Lincoln became a confirmed
means. That as such free and Liberal newspapers declared the same and all similar allegations to be Spiritualist, and it is within my knowledge that after the
it was the practice and custom and understanding false, to wit: among others, John G. Nicolay, the death of her husband she spent several weeks at different
between them to publish communications from cor- private secretary and intimate associate of said Lin- times in St. Charles, Til., in order t') be near Mrs.
Leonard Howard, a noted medium."
respondents which should leave to them the free 'coln during the period referred to tn said book, in
and untrammeled expression of their views, and for the newspaper known as the Chicago JJaily News,
EXHIBIT B.
which said correspondents only should be respon- on the 21st day of October, 1891, by means of an NO FAITH IN MEDIUMS.-LINOOLN GUIDED BY JUDGMENT.~COLAY, THE MARTYR PRESIDENT'S OLD SECRETARY,
sible. That as such newspaper, THE TRUTH SEEKER, interview with him had at Washington, D. C., deSPOILS A SENSATION.
the defendant, received and published the said com- clared publicly and in the most decisiv terms, as the
Special to the Chicago Daily News, Oct. 21, 1891.
munication of said H. Wettstein, and the facts fact was, that all of the said and similar statements,
WAsmNGToN, D. C., ·oct. 20: John G. Nicolay, the
therein stated, as information received from him as insinuations, and innuendoes contained in said book private secretary and intimate associate of Lincoln and
one of its correspondents in the usual course of its were to his personal knowledge wholly untrue. That the distinguished historian of the martyred president,
business as a Liberal newspaper, and relevant to a copy of said statement of said Nicolay is here- was called upon by the Daily NewB correspondent to-day
the subject treated, and proper to be generally unto annexed and marked Exhibit "B," and forms with a view to ascertaining what truth there was in the sensational stories that Lincoln was a Spiritualist and was in
known as an item, or i':ems, of news, and without a part of this pleading.
the habit of holding seances at the White House. Mrs.
any malice or intent to injure the plaintiff. 2.
That the said correspondent Wettstein had pre- Colburn Maynard, a medium, started the story, and
That the said correspondent and the defend- viously called the attention of the plaintiff publicly Colonel Bundy of Chicago, editor of a Religioant were also privileged a,s to said communication to the manifest unreliability of said pretended reve- PhiloBophical Journal, adds corroborativ testimony,
was telegraphed to many of the Eastern newsin that they thereby after the manner of Lib- lations to President Lincoln now first asserted which
papers to-day_.
eral newspapers in good faith endeavored to after the death of those who could expose the same.
Historian Nicolay was in his library, surrounded by his
disabuse the minds of credulous people of the erro- That notwithstanding the said and other similar books and busy with some old· Lincoln manuscripts. He is
neous information and belief to the effect that public statements brought to the knowledge of the about sixty years of age, with meager frame, intellectual
and tawny-gray, fUll beard. He had seen the stateAbraham Lincoln was a Spiritualist, and to that end plaintiff, as this defendant is informed and believes, face
ment of. the medium and the corroboration of Colonel
also properly characterized the conduct of the showing the unreliability of said book, and that it Bundy, and had dismissed both as idle stories having no
plaintiff in publishing the said erroneous informa- was in effect a slander upon the intellect, judgment, foundation in fact.
Mr. Nicolay talked freely and said that h~ could detion, and in supporting the same after its expos, and fame of said president, yet the plaintiff conclare without qualification that President Lincoln was
ure.
tinued and has ever since continued his public ap- not a Spiritualist and had no inclination in that direction.
Fifth, That in and by way of mitigation of dam- proval of said book .without any qualification what- He had been the president's private secretary throughout
the war, was with him almost night and day under the
ages the defendant avers, and alleges in that behalf ever.
each of the facts and allegations above set forth in
That the plaintiff, as is stated in said Wettstein's same roof at the White House, and he would undoubtedly
known if anything so unusual as Spiritualistic
the fourth paragraph of this answer, and adds communication set forth in the complaint herein, hav
seances were going on at. the executiv mansion. He
thereto the following facts: to wit:
had been accustomed in his said paper and otherwise never heard of·anything of the kind and he is absolutely
That the book referred to in said alleged libelous to boast of his great skill, honesty, and perseverance positiv that nothing of the kind occurred.
publication, as then "recently published," was the in detecting and exposing "bogus Spiritualistic
L!FCOLN NOT SUPERSTITIOUS.
book entitled: "Was Abraham Lincoln a Spiritual- communications," and had proposed a law to be
"Of course," added Mr. Nicolay, "I hav no doubt
ist~" purporting in its title-page and preface to be passed in the state of Illinois to punish criminally
that Mr. LincL~ln, like a great·many other men, might
the composition of Mrs. Nettie Colburn Maynard, a "Spiritualistic" frauds and impositions.
hav had some curiosity as to SpiritualiBin, and he might
notorious Spiritualistic trance-medium, and whose
That therefore the said Wettstein in said com- hav attended some of these seances solely out of curiosity.
re]iability as to facts was affected in general belief munication set forth in the complaint, and which But he was the last ma:Jf in the world to yield to any other
judgment than that arrived at by his own mature delibunfavorably by that fact, as the defendant is in- was made after he and others had publicly called eration.
He was not superstitious, nor did he hav any
formed and believes.
attention to the unreliable nature of said book and Spiritualistic tendencies. I hav attended Spiritualistic
That said book being thus publicly vouched for, re- after the said exposure by said Nicolay, character- seances, not because I believed in them but because I
ceived little public notice, and little credence, until ized the upholders of ·said book including the was curious to see the proceedings. They were such
manifest humbugs that I usually came away disgusted.
the same was publicly indorsed, and pretended plaintiff as the same deserved and as a natural and If
President Lincoln ever attended seances, as alleged, it
confirmatory facts were purported to be brought just indignation prompted. And the defendant was with this same feeling of curiosity, But I do notreforward in support of the same by the plaintiff and upon information and belief avers that the plaintiff member that even curiosity ever impelled him to attend
his said newspaper, by which and by other publi- was not damaged thereby, and that his damages a seance. He had more important business on hand
cations and means the said book was approved and averred in said complaint should be accordingly during those days. In any event, I can say, without the
slightest qualification, that a seance never occurred at the
was pressed upon the public by the plaintiff.
mitigated to nothing. And in further mitigation Wliite House."
That the general drift, purpose and innuendo of of damages the defendant avers that the said corDIRECTED BY HIS JUDGMENT.
said book was to answer its question, "Was Abra- respondent of the defendant, Wettstein, was well
Mr. Nicolay treats as ridiculous the story that the
ham Lincoln a Spiritualist1" in the affirmativ and to known to the plaintiff, as this defendant is informed
of Emancipation was hastened by advices
cause its readers and the public generally to so be- and believes, to be a reliable and a responsible proclamation
from the spirit-land and also that Lincoln went to the
lieve. That to that end it is pretended in said man and fully able to respond for any damages the front to learn the conditions prevailing among the soldiers
book that communications and revelations were said communication might cause to the plaintiff, if after being advised by the medium to take t.his course.
made through said medium to President Lincoln any. That instead of thus holding the said W ett- To show the absurdity of the statement Mr. Nicolay
to that portion of Colonel Bundy's interview
from certain spiJ:its, to wit, two female spirits named stein, who with the plaintiff is a resident of the pointed
which says that while Lincoln received advice from the
"Pinkie" and "Parnie," and a certain male spirit state of Illinois, the plaintiff, out of. malice and a spirit-world he never followed it blindly unless it connamed "Wisdom," and sundry other spirits through wish to injure the defendant, has brought this ac- formed to his own better judgment. Mr. Nicolay says
that it was this judgment in all cases which directed affairs
the same and other mediums. That thereby it was tion against the defendant in this state.
and
any claptrap of mediums. As to the statements
inculcated that the subject of Spiritualistic "phenomAnd in further mitigation of damages this de- that not
Mrs. Lincoln had afterward become an ardent
ena" was not simply a. matter of curiosity, amuse- fendant says that after the said publication set forth Spiritualist at. St. Charles, Ill., Mr. Nicolay declared that
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this_had no bearing upon President Lincoln's life a'. 1he trated under the present law would only be reWhite House, for it was well known that Mrs. Lincoln became unfortunately eccentric after the assassination of peated with greater daring and frequency.
We' urge all Liberals to exert every effort to
her h;usband, and particUlarly during the latter days of·
her hfe.
prevent the enactment of such a law.
OBJECTIONS.
EXHIBIT C.
llefmTe(~ to ·in the fOJ'egotng Answer.-From The Tntth Seeker,
1. The bill proposes to vest in the postmastei·lJec. I2, I89I.
general "full authority to declare what matter is
AN EXPLANATION WANTED.
non-~ailable under_ this act." This is practically
MARENGO, lLL., Nov. 22, 1891.
. MR. EDITOR: Replying to William Foster, Jr., I would creatillg a censorship of the most dangerous kind
s1mply say that if he can offer a plausible explanation why b~ the operation o~ which the postmaster-general
Mrs. Maynard waited twenty-five years before "project- ~mght ?lose the ~ails to any newspapers contain•ing" ( !) her book, as he expresses it; revealing to the world
that Lincoln was a Spiritualist, which "projections'.' were illg articles not ill conformity with his standards of
corroborated by Colonel Bundy at this late hour I will take morals, religion, politics, or literary taste.
my insinuations a~ back, and admit that they are above
2. As if purposely intended to sanction and enthe weakness to whiCh the average "medium"(?) is sub- courage the exercise of the oppressiv powers it conject. One slight discrepancy I must note in your correspon~ent's C?l!l~unication, however, namely, that" there is ~ers, the_ la~gu~~e of the bill is so vague that under
nothmg po~Itiv m what the correspondent of the Chicago Its elastic provu!lons pretext might readily be found
News puts mto the mouth of Mr. Nicolay." That "it is for declaring non-mailable almost any large metroall, I don't know, I don't believe things were so-testi- politan daily newspaper.
mony utterly negativ, which would be ruled out of court
3. The ~uriou_s co:.;nbinatio_n of offenses grouped
instante1·." A greater prevarication than this, or a more
willful perversion, cannot be conceived of. Let the together ill thiS bill, rangmg from the heinous
reader look over Mr. Nicolay's declarations and see crime of providing means of procuring abortion all
whether there is anything ambiguous or evasiv about the _way down to frivolous or imaginary violations
the~.
On the contrary, they are most positiv and emphatiC, and such expressions as Mr. Foster· places into his of literary taste, and out of the whole constructing
mouth, as "I don't know," or "I don't believe this or new and preposterous offenses against the mails, has
that" do not occur in a single instance. Let Mr. Foster already, in the attempts of the courts to apply the
and hls fellow-Spiritualists confine themselvs to the truth present law, produced the most inconsistent, conand no one will then impugn their assertions.
' fused, contradic~ory, irrational, and ridiculovs jumH. WETTSTEIN.
ble of nonsensiCal and contemptible decisions to
be found upon any subject in the whole body of
WAKEMAN & CAMPBELL,
the law, and has done more than any enactment of
Defendant's Attorneys.
the century to bring the administration of justice
No. 93 Nassau st., New York
into contempt.
4. Such a law is unnecessary. There is no real
Time to Call a Halt.
offense among the long list of offenses which it is
On Jan. 5, 1892, the following bill was intro- proposed to create that cannot be amply, fully, and
lluced in the House of Representativs by Mr. Hen- adequately reached and dealt with under the laws
derson, of Iowa, and on April 4th in the Senate, as of the various states.
No. 2,834, by Senator Dolph, of Oregon :
5. This being the case, the .existence of such a
A bill to amend section thirty-eight hundred and ninety- statute simply offers a premium to evil-disposed
three of the Revised Statutes of the United States, and persons to bring groundless charges, which if made
for other purposes.
in state courts could be readily disposed of, but in
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representativs of the United States of America in Congress the United States courts, unfitted as they are for
assembled, That section thirty-eight hundred and ninety- such business, are full of terrible danger to the inthree of the Revised Statutes of the United States be, nocent victim of malice or greed.
and the same is hereby, amended so as to read as follows:
6. These laws are the whole capital and stock in
(New matter in italics.)
SEc. 3893. Every obscene, lewd, filthy, indecent1 or trade of a private amateur detectiv association and
lascivious book, pamphlet, picture, paper, letter, writing, are principally made use of by the association for
print or other publication of an indecent or filthy charc itspurposes. It has been demonstrated that the
acter or devoted to the publication or p1·incipally made temptation to the agents of this society to misrepup of criminal new.~, police repo1·ts, or accounts of resent the law, the pretended offense, the motivs
criminal deeds, or pictures and stories of immoral deeds,
lust, or crime, and every article or thing designed or in- of the victim, and their' own purposes is in many
tended for the prevention of conception or procuring of cases too strong to be resisted.
abortion, and every article or thing intended or adapted
7. The proposedlaw especially invites fanatical
for any indecent or immoral use, and every written or persecutions on moral grounds, and the postmasterprinted card, letter, circular, book, pamphlet, advertisement, or notice of any kind giving information, directly general being constituted the judge and arbiter as
or indirectly, where or how, or of whom, or by what to the mailability or non-mailability of matter we
means any of the hereinbefore-mentioned matters, arti~ shall under such law hav the application of eccentric
cles, or tliings may be obtained or made, or advertisement contained in any newspaper, pamphlet, or and ridiculous standards of morality, varying with
circular giving information where or by whom abor- each succeeding incumbent of the office.
tion may be performed, or where pills, medicins, nos8 . .Already we hav seen that it is not possible to·
trums, or advice for the prevention of conception or for put into human language a definition ()f the word
abortion may be obtained, or advertisements of medicins, drugs, nost?·ums, or apparat~ts for the cure of "obscene" which shall let in Shakspere, .Rabelais,
private or venereal diseases, whether sealed as _first- and the Bible, and keep out works intended to panclass matter or not, are hereby declared to·be nonmailable der to depraved tastes. What meaning shall then
matter, and shall not be conveyed in the mails nor deliv- be attached to such .:words as indecent, criminal
ered from any post-office nor by any letter-carrier; and news, immoral deeds, private diseases?
any person who shall knowingly deposit, or cause to be
9. The words, "whether sealed as :first-class matdeposited, for mailing or delivery, anything declared by
this section to be nonmailable matter, and any person ter or not," in the bill indicate a vicious disposition
who shall knowingly take the same, or cause the same to to pry into private correspondence which must be
be t~ken,_ from the ?Jl~ils,_ for th~ purp<?se of ci_rcul~~;t~g resisted by all means and at all hazards, and foreor disposmg of, or aiding m,-the CirculatiOn or disposition
of the same, shall, for each and every offense, be fined shadow a class of prosecutions whose chief result
upon conviction thereof not more than five thousand will be the limitless propagation of scandals.
dollars, or imprisoned at hard labor not more than _five
-SOME CASES UNDER THE OLD LAW.
years, or both, at the discretion of the court; and all
offenses committed under the section of which this is
1. D. M. Bennett was the editor of an ln:fidelnewsamendatory, prior to the approval of this act, may be paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER. As such he incurred
prosecuted and punished under the same in the same
man11er and with the same effect as if this act had not the enmity of certain theologians and became the
been passed: and the Postmaster-General shall hav victim of a long, persistent, and bitter persecution.
full authority to decla1·e what matter is nonmailable He was arrested for mailing a copy of Trail's
under this act, so far a8 the transpo1·tation in the mails " Sexual Physiology" and a scientific pamphlet on
is concerned: Provided, That nothing in this act shall
authorize any person to open any letter or sealed mat- "Propagation of Marsupials." After much annoyter of the first class not add1·essed to himself: And pro- ance and expense this groundless' prosecution was
vided further, That upon the continued mailing of abandoned.· He was subsequently indicted and
newspapers or period·lcals containing advertisements tried for mailing a copy of "Cupid's Yokes," and
or other articles or items forbidden by this act to be
transmitted in the mails, the Postmaster-General is although the pretended offense was purely conhereby authorized to declare said publication, 'including structiv and in no sense real, Mr. Bennett was confuture issues thereof, nrmmailable.
victed and sentenced to thirteen months' imprisonThe tactics of the promoters of this bill plainly ment, which sentence he actually served. To the
indicate that it is their purpose to procure its passage eternal disgrace of President Hayes it must be said
in the same stealthy way in which the original bill that he refused the petition of seventy-five
thousand loyal citizens for the pardon of Mr.
was passed in March, 1873.
There is no necessity for such legislation and it Bennett, to please the theological elezn.ent, alis doubtful if such a law could pass both houses af- though the frivolousness of the charge was and is
ter deliberate consideration. The only hope of manifest from a reading of "Cupid's Yokes," of
success for such a measure rests in accomplishing which one hundred thousand copies hav been sold.
by trickery and fraud what could not bs gained by It should also be stated that another individual,
having been subsequently indicted for precisely the
honest methods.
The mischievous purpose of this bill is manifest same offense (i. e., mailing the same book), was disfrom a reading of the italicized portions. • Should charged on the ground that the book was not obit become law the outrages which hav been perpe- noxious to the statute. This persecution of Mr.
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Bennett was in pursuance of an avowed purpose to
suppress Freethought literature.
2. Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, a well-known Radical
writer, was engaged in private correspondence with
many professional, learned, and thoughtful friends
upon the subject of sex and sex relations. Some
sneaking detectivs connected with the post-office
department insinuated themselvs into this correspondence, and having obtained what they thought
would serve their infamous purpose, commenced a
prosecution against Mrs. Slenker. After a three
days' trial Mrs. Slenker was convicted, but the conviction was set aside by the court as without foundation. The matters contained in Mrs. Slenker's
correspondence were J;J.Ot violativ of the law and the
prosecution was not fm:ther pressed. Mrs. Slenkflr,
however, was without redress for the expense and
annoyance to which she had been subjected.
3. Mr. H. L. Barter, the editor of a weekly newspaper in Le Claire, Ia., was subjected to prosecution through the animosity of unfriendly townsmen,
who set about to break up· his business. In this
they succeeded, as he was a man of small pecuniary
means, but the fact that the indictment was never
pressed, with other facts that could be related,
shows that it was merely a malicious prosecution
made possible by an unwise law.
4. In 1882 this law was made use of to-threaten
and intimidate the Boston publishers of Walt Whit-man's poems. And such pressure was brought to
bear upon Messrs. Osgood & Co., that they canceled their contract with the Good Gray Poet, who
sturdily resisted all bulldozing attempts to force
him to expurgate from his book the very poems that
hav since made him immortal. The attack upon
Walt Whitman and his publishers was, probably,
only an attempt to levy blackmail.
5. The attack upon Tolstoi's "Kreutzer Sonata"
·shows to what extent unrestrained fanaticism might
make use of such a law to the subversion of the
rights of citizens. In this case the post-office department actually decided to exclude that grand
and human'3 book from passing through the mails.
The officers in charge of that department do not
seem to hav been deterred from their purpose by
any moral principles, but the purpose failed by reason of its inherent absurdity.
6. The prosecution of Mr. Jones, of .Ashland,
Mass., bringing cruel disaster to his business and
character, for sending by mail Clarke's "Marriage
Guide," which Judge Lowell, of Boston, declared
"is not immoral or indecent at all." . Mr. Jones had,
by the unwise advice of his counsel, pleaded guilty,
and Judge Lowell being thereby required to
pass sentence gave the light fine of $150 without cost.
~- The prosecution of Dr. Abbey, of Buffalo, a
legal practitioner for sixteen years, and a physician
of good repute and undoubted ability, for mailing
a copy of his book on Sexual Diseases, which he had
previously submitted to the Agent of the Society for
the Suppression of Vice for consideration. Convicted by an incompetent · jliry, he was :fined by
Judge Wallace $100, the lightest possible; but he
was subjected to an amount of expense, annoyance,
and odium which $5,000 would not cover.
8. The prosecution of Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr., for
sending by mail, and by request, to the address of
a married woman, a small pamphlet intended only
for private circulation ·and as an answer to many
questions daily asked of a physician. This same
pamphlet has received the indorsement of clergymen, physicians, and hundreds of married people
who hav profited by it. Nevertheless its author
was heavily fined for mailing it.
9. A weekly paper published in New York city,·
called House and Home, was 'detained in the postoffice a full week because it contained an advertisement which the postmaster suspected to be unlawful, but which on further investigation proved to
be unobjectionable.
10. A publisher in Chicago, M:r. G. S. Baldwin,
reproduced in pamphlet form the report of the
Pall-Mall Gazette articles upon vice in London,
published during the summer of 1885. The matter
republished by Mr. Baldwin was taken from the
Chicago Tribune, thousands of which had been distributed by mail, but the same matter when put in
pamphlet form was refused the privilege of the
mail, at the dictation of the Chicago postmaster.
11. Mary Robertson, of Cameron, Mo., sued a
wealthy and influential citizen of Cameron on the
ground that he had assaulte?. her. She did not
gain her suit, but the facts brought out on trial
were so much in her favor that for the sake of vindicating herself she printed an accurate and careful
report of the trial, which she addressed by mail to
her friends. The postmaster, being an int mate
friend of the wealthy and influential citizen aforesaid, held that the pamphlets were unmailable, and
retained them until the lady got a reversal of the
decision from Washington.
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considered and decided at the convention, among
others the advisability of selecting an entire new
set of officers, especially secretary, and deciding
on the advisability of removing the headquarters
and office of the Union to some other city. Seattle
has had the honors for the past two years ; other
sections of the state hav rights and claims that
should be considered.
Liberals of Washington (alike delegates and
others), will you at once write the secretary of your
intention to attend the convention on Sunday, June
5th, next?
·
Will you contribute to the expenses of the convention, and remit forthwith'?
Will you call attention to the convention, and
impress on Liberals of your acquaintance their
duty to contribute toward the expenses'? Those
who cannot attend should,· in justice, subscribe more than those who do attend, because they
are saved the outlay for fare, hotel bill, etc., as well
as loss of time.
If we hav a successful meeting it will very greatly
help our cause, increase the courage of the workers,
and renew the zeal of the burden-bearers, as well
as force -the enemy to respect us for our numbers
and influence. A slim attendance will do us irreparable injury.
Liberals of Washington, do as you would be done
by. Do not disregard this call, but sit down and
write the secretary at once.
Let us hav a grand rally of the lovers of reason,
right, and truth at Fremont Opera House, Seattle,
June 5th, 6th, and 7th. What say ye '?
C. B. REYNOLDS,
Sec. Wash. Secular Union.

medical science, or works on lunacy. Christians
might
draw a good moral from this.
The annual convention and election of officers of
Upon another occasion, through the kindness
the Washington Secular Union will be held at the
and influence of Mr. Joseph Simpson, a prominent
Fremont Opera House, Sunday, June 5, 1892. Our
citizen of Columbus, and a successful business man,
success in accomplishing our aims and objects has
I was taken through another institution, the offcertainly been very encouraging. We ha v secured :
spring of the Christian religion, namely, the Ohio
The abolition of paid chaplains, to make prayers
state penitentiary. It was the first time in my
at each day's session of the legislature.
life
that I had been inside the gates of a prison;
The substitution cf simple affirmation (when pretherefore
the visit was a novel and an interesting
ferred) in all our courts of law, or legal proceedone
to
me.
It upset all ideas I had previously enings, instead of oath and Bible-kissing.
tertained
of
prison
life, consequf)ntly it was worth a
The abolition of the custom of judges, lawyers,
great deal to me for the experience I gained
jurors, and other officers of the courts, questioning,
alone. It is a large colony of toilers, kept under
and creating prejudice against, persons on account
strict surveillance and entirely shut out from the rest
of their belief or disbelief in religious dogmas.
of
the world. It seems almost a nation within a
The total discontinuance of Bible-reading and
nation.
At regular intervals guard-houses ~re
religious exercises and instruction in our public
placed upon the top of the high stone wall that
schools.
surrounds the place. The guards are all armed
The admission by our courts of the illegality of
and keep a sharp lookout lest anyone confined
the so-called Sunday laws.
.
therein should attempt to escape.· Inside it almost
The recogD:ition and respect of the leading newsresembles a beehive. Near upon two thousand unpapers, as evinced by the recent publication of a long
happy wretches are kept under lock and key, some
communication from the secretary on Sunday laws
of whom are to be confined here for life, and others
in the Post-Intelligencer, and the publication of
serving out various terms of imprisonment. Nearly
articles by the secretary in local papers throughout
every kind of human industry is followed here, the
the state. At the organization of our state Union
convicts working away under the supervision of an
no newspaper in this city would giv us one line of
armed guard. Here are tailors making clothes for
notice, even for pay.
the convicts, which consist of a coarse, rough flanThe work done to prevent the issue of the usual
nel fabric, gray in color, with horizontal black
ThaDksgiving proclamation by the governor, while.
stripes. Then again we saw the shoemakers manfailing of its avowed purpose, was in no sense
ufacturing the coarse, heavy shoes worn by their
wasted effort, or barren of good results. It called
companions in exile. Besides these were molders,
the general attention of our state officials and leading
blacksmiths, cabinet-makers, crockery-makers, all
politicians to the fact that the Liberals of Washplying their respectiv vocations in a gloomy
ington are an organized and in:fiuential body whom
silence, except, perhaps, the noise and clash occaFremont, Wash.
it would be poor policy hereafter to ignore or treat
sioned by the machinery and the workmen's tools.
with disrespect.
Exactly at 12 o'clock a large bell rings out the
The Liberals of Washington need to fully realize·
M.y Second Campaign.
hour for dinner, when the men cease work and file
that "Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty," and
During my stay in Columbus, making the neces- out into a large square. They then march in secthat the advantages obtained can only be perpetuated by constant watchfulness and prompt and sary arrangements for the state convention, I gave tions to the dining-room with what is called the
effectiv protest against any encroachment on the a lecture each Sunday night, with beneficial results. "lock step." They are allowed but twenty minutes
There are quite a number of good and earnest in which to partake of their meal, which consists of
rights so hardly won.
·
Freethinkers
in this city, but their chief drawback a piece of bread, a small slice of bacon, and a bowl
We need now to concentrate our efforts to the
work of securing repeal of the infamous clause of is that which has been the greatest hindrance to of water, and then back to toil agaii:t. By special
the revenue law exempting church property from the progress of our party, viz., lack of organiza- permission we were allowed to visit the "annex," in
w:bich were confined five convicted murderers
taxation. It reads: "All church property used tion.
awaiting
execution. They were kept in what is
I
shall
make
efforts,
however,
to
remedy
this
exclusivly for public worship to an amount not exceeding $5,000. . . . Hospitals for the cure of when I settle down in Ohio to take up my activ du- called the murderers' cage. On our way hither we
the ~ick, whether supported in whole or in part by ties as the secretary, and shall, if possible, build up had to pass the gallows, which is a permanent
chanty, orphanages and orphan asylums, institutions local Unions throughout the state; and it will not structure, and whereon these unhappy creatures
for the reformation of fallen women, and homes be my fault if they are not kept going. Columbus would erelong be launched into eternity. I imis an extremely_ Liberal city, and I might say that mediately thought of our wretched system of capifor the aged andin:l:irm."
Thus all church property that is pretendedly de- Ohio has perhaps one of the most Liberal constitu- tal punishment and inwardly revolted against it,
for any system that teaches the destruction of the
voted to any charitable purpose is entirely exempt tions of any state in the Union.
Here in the state capital the theaters are all criminal and which does not destroy the motivs or
from taxation. This is among the pressing matters
open Sundays, and each new company visiting the the causes that lead to the crime is based upon an
for consideration at our coming convention. ·
We need a pamphlet giving in clear, concise, yet city commence their engag:ements on that day; and exploded morality which must sooner or later die
forcible manner the facts and arguments for the it must be somewhat annoying to the preachers, with that dismal superstition that has engendered
repeal. An edition of ten thousand distributed who claim the absolute right to_ perform on the it. We did not stay in this part of the prison very
throughout the state would arouse and educate the first day of the week, to see the crowds that emerge long; but short as it was it was sufficient for me,
· mass~s to the merits and importance of this great from theplayhouses after each entertainment given for as I viewed this instrument of death I could
therein.·
scarcely repress a shudder at the horrible sight.
questiOn.
Thousands,. again_, will go to see
ball game The cells are barely large enough for a man to turn
.At o~r coming fall election every candidate for
the legislature should be made to declare himself. played on Sunday; and I thought that could our around in, and are entered through a strong iron
Party lines should be ignored, at least so far as puritanical forefathers know what was occurring gate, by which means the guard can easily watch
members of the legislature are concerned, and our nowadays on the supposed "Lord's day," they his charge.
Upon the gate of each cell is a small board,
votes and interest be cast in favor of those only would almost turn in their graves and shriek with
bearing the name and number of its occupant,
who pledge themselvs to secure the repeal of the pious horror.
The liquor stores are open and do a good trade whether or not he uses tobacco, and the particular
iniquitous exemption clause.
The Washington Secular Union has accomplished on that day, as a matter of course, although they religious denomination to which he belonged. I
a very large amount of good with a very small are supposed to be closed according to law, and the could but take a cursory glance at these, as our
amount of means. Every dollar contributed or only semblance they manifest i oward obeying it is time was rather limited, but I could easily distinpaid to the Washington Secular Union has accom- to "draw down the blinds." Unlike New York, guish that every board bespoke some religious sect
~lished more-achieve~ better, greater, more prac- they do not hav to sneak in at the side door, for the or another ; and in my candid opinion, and to the
- tiCal results-than ten trmes the amount contributed front doors are open, while the guardians of the best of my knowledge and belief, a large preponto any ot~er Liberal society or person in any part law, in full knowledge of what is going on, merely derance bore the inscription "Roman Catholic,"
the remainder being made up of the various Protof the Umted States or the Canadas · with the one "wink the other eye."
Through the kindness of Dr. J. Snyder, late of estant sects. I did not observe one single professed
exception, the money contributed to THE TRUTH
SEEKER to send publications to members of legisla- Scio, now an assistant physician at the state insane Freethinker among this vast crowd. Mind, I do
tures and othe7s at just _the t~me interest is great- asylum, I was taken through that institution on .a not say positivly there were none there; I only say
est on the subJect, thus msurmg a presentation of tour of inspection. He took me in the large that I saw none myself, and so far as I know, there
our s~de of the question when most likely to prove dining-room, where I saw seven hundred and thirty were only two avowed heretics in the place at the
effect1v. THE TRUTH SEEKER does this work gratis poor, demented creatures sitting down together time, viz., Mr. Simpson and myself. Another moral
supplying the publications needed at actual cost: at dinner. It was indeed a pitiable sight to see so for Christians, and one they should take into
It is a mighty help to our cause, and the fund many in one place who had completely lost their serious consideration. It will giv them food for reshould be liberally contributed to.
.
reason, and some of them did not know sufficient flection.
Th~re is no doubt of the zeal and- self-sacrificing to attend to their own wants. Here both sexes
During my stay in this city I was the honored
devotiOn to the cause on the part of the live Lib- meet three times a day-at each meal. This was guest of Mr. Joseph Simpson for a part of the
erals of Washington. They are sure to do their first tried as an experiment, and as it was attended time, and the remainder I spent with Mr. J. J.
part. But the apathetic, the chronic indifferents with success the custom has been permanently es- Burdge, an ex-school-teacher, and one who has felt
the indolent, and those willing the workers shall tablished. Everything was scrupulously neat and what it is to be an Infidel. Both of these friends
bear all burdens, should arouse to the fact that clean, and every little want of the patients was at- tried their utmost to make my visit among them as
sup~rstitious intolerance is still powerful, and as tended to with a promptness that reflects great pleasant as possible, and their generosity to me has
persistent as venomous; and is only coiled await- credit upon the management.
left many pleasant impressions to be remembet•ed
A large number of the inmates had taken that in after years.
ing opportunity to renew attacks upon us should
we relax our vigilance.
form of insanity known as religious mania. And
Leaving Columbus on Saturday, the 24th inst., I
then we are told that religion is a blessip.g and will commenced to fill my lecture appointments, beginWe hav scotched the snake, not kill'd it·
She'll close, and be herself, whilst our poor malice
soothe the weary heart! Strange we never hear of ning at Cincinnati the next day. The weather _was
Remains in danger of her former tooth.
any lunacy calledFreethought mania, nor can any sublime, :a.nd, leaving Columbus with a light heart,
There are many matters of grave import to be records be found of such throughout the annals of I reached my next stopping-place in exceeding good

The Cause in Washington.
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spirits. S1:1nday morning opened out bright and disappears from our gaze and now we find oru·selvs
Lectures and Meetings.
beautiful. The sun shone down upon the streets of steaming through woodlands where the trees are
J'OHN B. CHARLESWORTH'S lecture appointments:
this gay city in all its splendor. The heavy winter just budding forth then· bright-green foliage. Here
garments had been laid aside, and the appearance of ~nd there we pass an orchard, with the fruit-trees DesMoines, Ia .... May
8 Columbus, O....... June 12
15 Cleveland, 0....... " 13, 15
crowds upop the streets in their light spring suits m full bl?ssom, glistening like pearls in the rays of Ottumwa, Ia....... "
19
clinched a glad welcome to the joyous and buoyant the dazzhng sun. Mother earth is wrapped in a rich Manchester, Ia.... " 17-19 Pittsburgh, Pa.... "
Angola, Ind ........ "
30 Butler, Pa.... ...... " 20, 21
springtime once more. In the eveni'ug I lectured g7een mantle. of gr~ss; the mating bil·ds are :flitting Waterloo, Ind.... J'une 4,5,6 Philadelphia, Pa. "
2g
before the Ohio Liberal Society to one of the hither an? thither m a careless and sportiv fashion, Butler, Ind......... "
7, 8
largest audiences that this young though courageous all of whiCh brought to my mind those beautiful
He expects to lecture in Cairo, ill.; Shnm~ay, Musorganization has yet @een favored with. It is now words of Massey :
catine, Ja.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Grand Rapids, Mich.; Fort
scarce four months since- this society was estabWayne, Ind., and Auburn, Pa.
This :world ~s full of beauty, as other worlds above,
blished, I having had the honor to deliver the openAnd If we did our duty, it might be full of love.
in_g address on the 3d of January last, and now they
PHILoSoPIDCAL Association, Slmdays at 3 P. llf., FraterI reach_ed Centralia just in time to change my
will hav to move to larger quarters. At the time trav~l-stamed garments, ·get something to refresh nity Rooms, Bedford avenue and South 2d street,
annpunced to commence my lecture every seat in the mner man, and prepare for the platform. I Brooklyn, E. D.-Lectnres for May:
the hall was occupied, and still they 'came. At the :lecture here each night this week.
May 8th, Van Bu'l:en Denslow: "If Knowledge Were
rear of the hall crowds were standing up, and they
I hav still a few elates open which I would like Universal, What Would Religion Be?"
May 15th, MI:. S. H. Wilder : "Self-Contradictory
even filled the hallway and anterooms. Besides to fill up, either in the northern part of Illinois or Evolution."
this, from :fifty to a hundred had to be turned away. Indiana, between the 20th and 30th of May, excluMay 22d, Mr. Henry Frank: "Selections and DiscusThis is certainly deserving of great praise and en- siv of these dates.
sions from 'His Bold Experiment.' "
May 29th, closing service: Mr. H. Rowley, Review of
courag(!)men~ to the gallant little band in charge of
Friends desiring 'lectures will please address me
the Season's Work.
the society. They are undoubtedly among the most at once, at 154 North High street, Columbus, 0.
activ workers in our cause.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
W. S. BELL is now in Oregon, where he will lecture in
I am frequently asked by our friends in my
May
and June; afterward he goes to Wu-,hington. The
Kansas Leads.
travels, "Do you think our cause is growing~,
following are his dates till June 12th:
Growing? Yes! Look at these splendid results
If in nothing else, Kansas surely leads in bigPass, Ore .. May 4-, 5 •·N ew Era, Ore .. May 20
accomplished in less than four month:'. Here is a otry, ignorance, and cowardly att.acks on freedom of Grant's
Coquille,
'' . . ''
8 Forest GroYe, '' .. '' 22-26
lesson for the lovers of our principles and those the press and mails, as well as in liberty to form Marshfield,
"
" 9, 10 Corvallis,
"
"
21
''
"11, 12 Silverton;
" .. '· 28, 2D
wh<;> desire to see them propagated. "And verily, one's own contracts conjugally.
The late confisca- Empil·e,
Bandon,
::
::
13 Oswego,
"
"
30
verily, I say unto you, go thou and do likewise."
tion of Lucifer shows a fixed determination on the Langlois,
14 Stella, Wash...... "
31
The lecturers are perhaps the best able to answer part of the post-office officials, there at least, to set AragoJ
"
"
16 Cathlamet, Wash .. Jnne 2-4
the above query, owing to their contact with Lib- up a tyranny worse than exists in ~ussia. If men · Woodourn, "
"
18. Skamokawrt, "
" fi, 6
19 Deep River, "
"
1-2
"
"
erals in all parts of the country.
and women are not to be allowed to publish their Canby,
And right here let me say that Freethought has opinions and send them to those who wish to read
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
come to stay in Cincinnati. Our cause is certainly them by mail, what opportunity remains whereby
22 Raysville, and
Toronto..............
growing· here with a perceptible growth. Immedi- the people can be taught the most ilnportant of all Columbus, 0....... May
" 24-26 Farmington, Jnc1'.•June 15
ately after my lecture six or seven persons'of both knowledge, that of the laws of sex union and the Cincinnatti, 0.. ... "
29 Morgan City....... "
16
sexes handed their names to the secretary and be- proper plan of gestating and rearing the genera- Ottumwa, Ia ........ June 1 Echo, Utah......... "
17
8 Reno, Nev.......... "
21
came members of the society, enlisting themselvs tions to come after us' Are they to be subject. to Blackhawk, Col... "
City, Col. " 4, 5 Carson City, Nev. "
22
in the glorious army of progress. Through the the same ignorant mistakes that the present is now Boulder
Georgetown, Col.. "
6 VirbriniaCity,Nev. "
23
united efforts of the great and shining Light, the suffering the resu'ts of? It seems, in Kansas at Scofield, Utah...... " 9, 10 Inyo cmmty, Cal. " 24-27
valiant Hogg, and the eager and willing Allen, least, that all books, as well as papers, that teach Salt Lake, Utah... "12, 19 Athens antl Oath13 lamet, Wash ...... July 3, 4
Freethought is having what is called in common the laws of proper generation must be forbidden the Provo, Utah........ "
'14
Murray, Utah...... "
parlance a boom, and now they hav to look out for use of the mails.
During the months of July and August Mr. Putnam
It may be that all these lessons are necessary to
larger and more suitable accommodations. It is by
such work as this that the path of the Freethought teach people the tyranny of governmentalism, what will lecture along the line of the Northern Pacific railroad
Pilgrim is made easier, brighter, and more cheerful it has the power to accomplish under _the sway of at Tacoma, Buckley~ Davenport, Spangle, Bosalia, Oaksthan of yore. Freedom's pathway, which once was vicious officials, in order to turn back the tide that dale, Palouse City, Dayton, Walla Walla, Colville, Wash.;
made to quake at the footsteps of a child, now trem- has been set in motion toward government control l\iissonla and Bozeman, Mont. ; Albert Lea and other
in every department of life by the fascinating pict- places in Minn.; Ean Claire and vicinity, Wis. All those
bles not at the tread of a giant.
who desire lectures along this route will please address
I would that all Freethinkers should take cour- ure so graphically drawn by Bellamy.
A.nation of paupers such as we see in this coun- S. P. Putnam, at Salt Lake, Utah, care of H. P. Mason.
age and apply their shoulders to the wheels of
progress~ It would not then be long ere the mon- try to-day is appalling enough to contemplate, but
AFTER Mr. Albert Bach's lecture on " Lunacy " at the
strous superstitions that now seem to stop the very the state of slavery that would be the natural and
Manhattan
Liberal Club, on the evening of April 29th,
pulse-beat of our civilization would be shive1·ed at necessary result of state control of the individual in
the annual business meeting for election of officers was
their roots, and like a gallant ship with studding- industrial and economic matters would be to my held, with the following result: President, E. B. Foote,
sails and ribs of il·on, truth would skim the seas, mind a more hopeless and degraded condition.
Jr., M.D.; vice-presidents, B. A. Gunn, M.D., Wilson
What we need is less law and more liberty, less McDonald, and Mrs. Emma Beckwith; secretary, Hulbearing loud protests against intellectual coercion
that would paralyze priests and shake the thrones compulsion and more natural spontaneity. CooF- dah A. Gunn, M.D.; treasurer, Miss Schachtel; librarian,
eration in nearly every department of human en- Mrs. C. Leonard; trustee!", E. W. Chamberlain, Dr.
from under kings.
This magnificent audience, which greeted me deavor would be the natural 1:esult of a state of Julius Fehr, James Morris. The lecture appointments
with cheers when I stepped upon the rostrum, was equality in opportunity and cessation of state inter- for May are as follows:
sufficient to inspire any man to his best efforts, and ference in all endeavors to enlighten and free the
May 6th, "The Religious Conspiracy," S. P. Putnam.
was to me a grand encouragement to assist me in people from church and state domination. If
May 13th, "Evolution and the Spiritual Theory," S.
House bill 120 passes, the little liberty now re- H. Wilder and T. B. Wakeman.
my work.
·
May 20th, "An Outlook for Humanity," Caroline B.
I could plainly distinguish many familiar faces maining in the nation is throttled and all unorthoin my audience, among them being Professor Beal, dox papers and Liberal books will hav to be sent, LeBow.
May 27th, "The Government 9f Cities," Dr. IJ, G.
who declin· s to run a marriage bureau even on a if at all, by other methods than the United States Janes.
small scale; Dr. Wilson, a young physician, whose mails. Neve1· were truer words uttered than these
l\Ieetings will be discontinued during July, August,
voice is frequently heard in our cause; Mr. Har- by Wen dell Phillips: "Liberty and civilization at and September.
rington, an old army veteran, who has now joined present are nothing else than the fragments of
sides with us ; Samuel Silverman, who, though rights which the scaffold and the stake hav wrung
A Week's M.irtl1 for One Dollar.
small in stature, has a large heart, and makes his from the strong hands of the usurpers. Every step
F1·orn the Inaepenaent Pulpit.
presence felt when necessary. I also hf!.d the pleas- of progress the world has ever made has been from
ure of meeting here a gentleman from Gloucester, scaffold to scaffold and from stake to stake.
"Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated "-a
Government work of 395 pages, containing 200 fnll-page pictnres, by
Mass., George F. Tarr, who desired me to corre- The law- has been always wrong.
spond with him relativ to a series of lectures in that began in tyranny and force, began in the feudalism Watson Heston. The Truth Seeker Company, 28 ·Laof the soldier and the bigotry of the priest ; and fayette place, New York, publishers. Price, in boards,
place.
·
Quite a large nunib~r of ladies attend these meet- the ideas of justice and humanity hav been fighting $1; cloth, $1.50.
The pictures contained in this book are the same that
ings, which is one of their most striking features (the their way like a thunder-storm against the organmeetings', not the ladies'). A good discussion fol- ized selfishness of human nature." Is there enough hav appeared from time to time on the backs of THE
lowed the lecture, about eight of those present of the spirit of independence left in this law-crushed, TRUTH BEEKER. '!'hey are certainly comical, whatever
taking part therein. Among them was Mrs. Foster, time-serving people to rise in the dignity of their one may think of them as works of art, or as objectan earnest and enthusiastic Liberal, and a Unitarian manhood and refuse to be thus tyrannized over, or lessons in divine things. '!'hey are doubtless as true to
preacher, whose name I cannot . now recall, but are we to be still further crushed and enslaved and the original as those we hav seen in family Bibles.
The stories are related in a humorous vein; at least
judging from his remarks there is not much differ- impoverished until all the sweets of life are turned
they
are free from any excessiv solemnity. We cannot
ence of opinion between us, although he prefers to to gall and the nation becomes the property of a few vouch for their truthfulness thronghont, though they apstill keep clinging to that old "rock of ages," and bigoted and autocratic plutocrats, and the masses, a pear to be corroborativ of certain biblical narrativs,
believes in a mysterious something called God. On race of abject slaves~ I await the outcome of all thought by some good people to be as true as preaching,
the . whole, this was a gathering of the clans, and I these movements with a dread uncertainty.
and who can say they are not?
JuLIET H. SEVERANcE, M.D.
was well pleased.
Beyond this we are not able now to venture upon our
2 Warren ave., Ghica,qo.
The next evening I had to lecture in Centralia,
own judgment of the work, for we hav only perused a
Ill., where I am booked for five lectures. Consevery small portion of it. We met a friend on the street a
Little Blasphemies.
q·Jently, on Monday morning I had to rise with the
few days ago who, as we approached each other, beg-an to
Deacon Sollemm (after his cuffs and collars): "My laugh immoderately. As soon as he could speak for
sun and travel on in the same direction with him all friend,
are you a Christian?" Yung Lung: "Yessee. Me
that day. Leaving the Buckeye state I .went on wantee sellee wifee an' mally pletty Sunday-school laughing, he said that he had read this book the week before· and had not been able to suppress his laughter since,
a journey of nearly three hunill·edmiles through the teachee."
except at intervals of a short while at a time. Of course
beauiiful pasture land of southern Indiana into
Mrs. Dogood: " Can you find any place in the Bible the man had to eat and sleep some. Our friend says it is
Illinois. First we sped along by the side of the where
an:ybody ever__ga.ve nice biscuits to nasty tramps?"
red, muddy, and turbulent waters of tlie Ohio Fitz William: "Wall, dere was one poor cove what's re· certainly the most sinful book he ever read, and he thinks
tt will eutitle its author to the hottest place in hell,
river, which erelollg mergera to the left and lated about, asked for bread III.d sittill' a 11tone.''
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Good Work.

CmcAGo, ILL., April13, 18i)2.
MR. EDITOR: My brother-in-law, having
a lot of old TRUTH SEEKERS he would like
to distribute, asks you through me to insert the following advertisement: Wanted,
the address of about two h1mdred Freethinkers to send old copies of THE TRUTH
SEEKER to.-Frank Weil, 2416 Dearborn
street, Chicago.
JNo. C. SPRONG.

It Will Banish the Bible to the Smoke·

house.

BusHNELL, ILL., March 28, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Bible Picture Book received. It is a quiverful of arrows sharp
as needles. Every thinker should hav
one and in pity for poor stultified believers let them read it. Anyone having a
spark of reason left would take his giltbound Bible off the center-table and hide
it away in the smokehouse.
S. L. BABBITT, M.D.

A Swedish Freethinker.
ST. Lours, Mo., April13, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1 for the
Bible Picture Book. As for THE TRUTH
SEEKER, I was never a subscriber, but hav
bought single copies thereof ever since.I
was able to understand the English language, and I can only say·it is getting
more and more valuable every week.
Another good paper that I receive twice a
month is Fritankaren, edited by " Var
Svenske Ingersoll," Viktor Lennstrand.
Very respectfully,
·NILs GRANT.

Be Buried As Befits a l'llan.
· RocKVILLE, IDA., April18, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: In your TRUTH SEEKER of
March 10th there is a letter from Geo. L.
Pratt :iiJ. regard to. Secular funerals, which
says, Be buried as befits a sensible man;
which view suits myself and many· others,
if we only knew how to go about it. I
write this hoping you will publish the
same, as I want Mr. Geo. L. Pratt to
write his views of how to go about itwhat book to buy, and all the information
that he possibly can giv-and maybe it
may be the cause of hearing from others
on the same subject. And right here let
me say, if it could be arranged so people
in rural districts could hav burials such as
he speaks of it would do more for the Liberal cause than any other.thing that could
be done. Wishing you success and long
life, I remain,
Yours,
MRs. THoMAS RAMSEY.

Tile Plain Truth on Bigots and Liars.
LEXINGToN, KY., April13, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : Nothing could be more
· shameful, in this age of light, than a
gloomy and fiendish closing of the doors,
on Sunday, of a great building containing
articles whose exhibition is designed for
the improvement of all classes.
Even if this. could be done, which is
hardly probable, the shameful disgrace
thus brought upon our noble and progreBBiv republic would only add fuel to the
fire which is now glowing, smoldering,
just ready to burst into a blaze, which will
speedily burn and destroy the machinations,
the iniquitous plots, and the ambitious
schemes by which this powerful nation is
victimized and destined to be a mark for
the contemptuous ridicule of future generations. To master the reason and moral
sens~ of a nation by ghostly tales of
heaven and hell is not a particle above the
vulgar and degraded orgies of hoodooism
and witchcraft. A man who will deliberately practice upon his neighbor's
credulity, giving him a superstitious dose
of reverence for a particular clay-or, say,
a portion of opium, deadening his faculties
so that he can steal his money-this person
is a thief and villain of the most atrocious
stamp.
ALHAZA.

The Mormons Less Intolerant to Infidels
Than the Evangelicals.
CisNE, ILL., March 9, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I was a l\fethodist for two
years and a Mormon preacher for thirtyfive years. Now, the people do not generally know that the Mormons are Universalists in the fullest extent. According
to their creed all people will be saved,
Christian and heathen, except the apos. tates from the Mormon church. Quite
an improvement on what Christ and the

rid of them the better. But there is
another class that is as much of a human
pamsite as are the reverend devil-drivers.
Their signs are found in newspapers, and
on doOl·s, where people can see. Back of
their name stands "M.D.," which means
Money Down. This latter class pretends
to save the body, and the former the soul.
The one livs on the credulity of the masses,
while the other thrives and grows fat upon
the sick. Of the two parasites, l\fr. M.D.
is the more prosperous, for people 11>ill
spend more to hav their physical anatomy
saved from destruction, than their souls,
which they cannot locate. Now, I am certain that doctors can be got rid of a great
deal easier than preachers, and all there is
to do is for people to attend to their diet. ·
The way the majority of people liv is
enough to exterminate the race; and if the
whole world would unite and liv as the
average American does the human race
would slowly but surely be exterminated,
for each one would then dig his own grave
with his teeth. The so-called American
hog is an animal that every man and
woman ought to abhor. Eating hog-meat
Says Spirits Can Be Found.
causes more misery in the human family
CAMP ALAMO, LoWER CAL., MEx.,} than all the rotgut whisky ever · did.
April 6, 1892.
Catarrh is beconring a universal disease,
MR. EDiToR: I see in your valuable paper and I think it has always been so among
of l\farch 12th an article fr.om J. Edw. S., pork-eaters. The disease can be traced
North Baltimore, 0., which has the ring direct to the hog, as well as the tape-worm.
of the true spirit of investigation. In re- Pork is a very poor article for diet. A
ply, by your permission, I· will make a pork-eater has little endurance or staying
few suggestions. He wishes to be informed power. I hav not eaten a bit of meat of
on the subject of future life.
any kind for over five months, and I find
Take the Progres8iv Thinker, published it is a great success. Instead of getting
at No. 40 Loomis street, Chicago, TIL, by weak, as my friends thought I would get,
J. B. Francis. It is an eight-page paper; just the contrary is the case. I hav more
price, $1 per annum; thirteen weeks for endurance than. I ever had. Coffee and
twenty-five cents. There are many peri- tea are beverages that reduce health and
odicals published on the subject of Spirit- grab wealth. The avernge coffee or tea
ualism, but this one I, as many others, con- pot is only a small cesspool. Coffee is
.sider by far the best. It treats on scien- made upon coffee and tea upon tea for
tific subjects in general Many a single days, and sometimes for weeks, until the
article is worth the year's subscription. coffee or tea drawn from such a pot is
The last number contains an article on worse than water drawn from a city sewer.
Salem witchcraft that is wort,h more But few people seem to think of the i~
than $1. Send for sample copy by all portance of the diet, and as long as such
means.
is the case doctors will get people's hardI do not expect you, nor anyone, to earned money, and they in return get a
decide on future life by what anyone says broken-down constitution. A doctor is to
of it, but, reading the evidence of others, the sick what God is to the superstitiousyou: will see how to proceed to investigate a great comforter, one thnt promises everyand get evidence not only of a future life thing and fulfills nothing, and s1ill is
but of the possibility of communication everywhere wanted. It is a pitiful sight
with those who hav thrown off the mortal. for one to see people gorge themselvs with
Spiritualism is not founded on faith, whattheycallmedicin. Last fall:- I laughed
but on ocular demonstration, that each at a young fellow here that gorged himseif
one must needs hav for him or her self, with some "condemned " rot that he
and all who are in earnest can get those callell mediqin. He got on his ear and
demonstrations by seeking-perhaps not told me, "Where in - - do you suppose
by the first effort, however.
I would be by this time if I hadn't taken
When one seeks spirit manifestations to medicin?" I told him, "You would better
condemn the cause, it is very easy to seek say that in spite of the medicin you took
a humbug instead of a genuin medium, or you got apparently well." Now, I despise
to report fraud when the alleged investi- a preacher and I despise a doctor, and I
gator had genuin manifestation, as I hav think if I was the devil I should get away
known. A very good way for investiga~ · with both of them by setting them at varitors is to hold circles at home, or with a ance against each other. I must close,
few earnest, honest friends. Let all enter hoping the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
into the matter with aspirations to get will keep their eyes on the doctors as well
only truth and to be elevated. Holding as on the preachers. Both are bad eggs.
circles for curiosity or in a frivolous
J. D. KAUFMAN.
spirit, is like children playing with edged
tools. Then patience and perseverance is
Kind Advice.
necessary for good results. All who seek
SALESVILLE, MoNT., March 20, 1892.
can find pl"oof positiv of the return of
l\fR. EDIToR: In renewing my subscrip.
spirits by perseverance and proper method.
tion hitherto, I hav found no difficulty in
Yours for progress,
procuring you a new subscriber. Now,
N. A. PICKENS, M.D.
however, I hav made no effort, as the constantly growing indifference of the un·
Doctors and Diet.
priestridden has grown so pronounced
SANGER, CA'u., Feb. 12, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Allow me to say through that encouragement is small. This seems
THE TRUTH SEEKER that the Atheist to be a general complaint of your cor"Gray," formerly of Olive Branch, Miss., respondents.
It has been my experience when prehas left lately for some parts of Tennessee.
I received a card from him. since he has vailing on those I hav in the past induced
left l\fississippi in regard to a '' Pictorial to subscribe or renewtheir subscription to
Text-Book" for which I agreed to send hear them make excuses, a few of which I
him the " Positiv Philosophy" by August will enumerate. One class say there are
Comte. The writing on the postal card too many·long-winded articles written by
was nearly blotted out, and all I can make narrow-minded cranks. The real reason,
out is that he is somewhere in Tennessee. possibly, was that the subjects treated
Now, if you publish this, he is very apt to were slightly above their heads. Another
read it, and then he can send me his order class, however-an important one, I
in plain writing and I will know what to do. think; one whose tastes probably should
Allow me to express a few honest be consulted so far as consistent with a
thoughts in this letter. I read THE TRUTH paper devoted to the propagation of FreeSEEKER carefully and I notice that it hits thought principles-are business men.
the reverend D. D.'s right and left, which Their objection is that the contents of the
is perfectly right, for they must become paper, as a rule, are so deep and abstruse
extinct, as their usefulness is no longer that it requires too much time and attenneeded. They are a relic of a mighty ig- tion•to follow out all the ideas and theories
norant past, and the sooner the people get set forth by the different writers. That

Presbyterians preach. They ought to
hav credit for that; but they hav a way to
save the apostate-not by repentance, nor
the blood of Christ, but they shed his
blood to atone for his apostacy. It is a
matter of kindness to him. So you see
they save all if the apostate does not get
away and die a natural death. They say
none but Mormons hav a part in the first
resurrection. All the rest of the Christian
and heathen world bav to wait for a thousand years and come up in the last resurrection
The unbelieving world and
heathens will enjoy the second glory.
Colonel Ingersoll, with all the Infidels,
will be saved. That is good. They are
quite liberal.
They say all the other
churches will be in the third glory. So
the colonel will get ahead of them in the
next world. He will be in class No. 2, the
Christian in No. 3, the Mormon in No. 1.
They are a little selfish, but that is natural ; rather hard on the other churches,
but liberal to Infidels and heathens. Three
cheers for the Mormons in that respect!
Yours truly,
B. S. JoNES.

the attention their business pursuits demand renders impossible the study essential to an understanding of profound disquisitions on deep subjects. They say
what they want is short news items which
they can glance over in a hurried moment
and throw the paper aside.
Then there is another class of intellectual nonentities (that I need not mention,
only that I cannot resist the temptation)
important only in the sense that they
wield the electiv franchise. A class that
can giv no good reason why they do not
believe in witchcraft to-day, and would
only for the fact that the world has outgrown the belief. This class, of colp"se,
cannot be reached by any system of publication possible to institute, because of
the fact that they read nothing: are anybody's man with whom they happen to
meet last. Whisky and the excitement of
a political campaign is of their mental
caliber; then they at once swell to ponderous proportions, and talk as knowingly on
political topics as a God-just about.
So far as the matter personally concerns
myself (which has nothing to do with my
present view of the case), ·I am well suited
with the paper as it is-not that I find
nothing in it to criticise, although as to
the editorials and the editorial management I hav no criticism to make. -I do
not expect nor desire a paper publis)led
especially to please me. Should one start
a paper with this end in view, allow
nothing to enter its columns only such
as would agree with me, I certainly
would not take it. It would be throwing
money away.
Simply because there
would be little or nothing for me to learn
by reading such a paper. But it is the
criticisms of which I hav written, and the
fact thap, and especially at the times when
the church becomes crazy with heresy
trials, so many newspapers grow so
pronounced in their skepticism. I take a
paper from your city that can almost outtruthseeker THE TRUTH SEEKER in Infidel
editorials at such times. Even the Tribune
editorially took occasion to point out to
the ministers of the United States how far
behind their ministerial brethren of Europe they were in point of liberality of
doctrin and ·the higher criticism of the
Bible. Editors everywhere are turning
loose the dogs of war. The few editors I
personally know are Infidels. Hundreds
of them are editorially crossing the dead
line and returning without brand or
scratch. The fact is that many of them do
now, and many more soon will, judging
fro~ indications, occupy the same fields
of which THE TRUTH -SEEKER, and a
few other papers of its knd, are the
pioneers. They will fill the want for which
THE TRUTH SEEKER was founded-will
survive in the struggle, competition being
so sharp, by the greater variety of their
reading matter. At least, it looks that way
to me.
Although not feeling myself qualified,
and having no intention of dictating a
policy to THE TRUTH SEEKER, yet sometimes I hav thought that possibly a change
might be for the best- that a greater variety of reading matter might giv it a
more extended circulation and correspondingly a greater influence. To my inexperienced mind my ideal of a paper that
would '' take " would be to devote one or
two pages to discussion by some able man
of religious topics,· biblical criticisms etc ·
conduct the editorials as at present, 'lea~~
the department of "Letters of Friends,"
the " Children's Corner," and the advertisements as they are, and devote the rest
to general news, foreign and domestic
giving the preference to those of Free:
j;hought.
I hav not written this for publication
but merely for your own consideration:
It is ideas suggested by the criticisms I
hav heard, not that I think my opinions
of such matters worthy of consi<leration
though my experience and observation~
among people here might be.
·
THonus BuRK.
P.S.-I forgot to say I should be in
favor of the picture department remaining.

T. B.
Tile Giant and l'lle Pigmies,
HowrcK, QuE., April1, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : The discussion evoked in
the columns of the Telegram by Colonel
Ingersoll's Christmas Sermon is the best in·
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cident of many days. It has not only how anyone can suppose that such an inbrought the all-important subject of re- telligent man as Colonel Ingersoll could
ligion to the notice · of many, but it has believe in Christianity and, for a pecuniary
also exposed the. weakness of religion by consideration, practice all his life what he
the inability of the clergy to defend it.
knows will cost him an eternity of torture.
They hav all criticised Mr. Ingersoll
The same writer says, "Faith and bewithout contradicting him. Some hav
lief are not synonymous." That is
tried to belittle the great Agnostic by intrue enough. Faith is the absence of
sinuating that he is moved by mercenary
knowledge, while belief is the result of
motiv;. othershav tried to ridicule him for
knowledge. But when this man explains
assuming the right of criticising their God;
t~at faith is a gift from God, and is not
but none hav tried to meet his arguments.
g:tven to all ·men alike, if there is any
Some hav t~:ied the emotion~! plan with
such thing as ''blasphemy " this must· be
liim, but that has no power over a man of the
thing. What an injustice to accuse
his intellect.
God of!
%'£ore of them hav tried to convince him
Rev. J. Benson Hamilton answers Mr.
that they must be right because they hav
Ingersoll
by saying that Infidels always
many followers, but that is also inefficient
to the man that understands reasoning recant at death. All that perplexes me in
from facts-that we :first inherit our religion this case is whether to believe this gentlein the very wombs of our mothers; that · man so badly informed as to how Infidels
we are imbued with the obligation of be- die, or shrewd enough to feign such ignorance! .
lieving it before we are old enough to
Why should he wait for the death of
comprehend it, and that at mature age
Mr.
Ingersoll to see how an Infidel dies,
not one out of every thousand makes an
while Infidels die every day just as peaceinvestigation of his creed.
ably as Christians? Did Rev. Mr. HamilTo this man the immensity of the numton
never hear of D. M. Bennett, founder
ber of Christians o:v followers of any reof THE TRUTH SEEKER; Mr. C. Palmer,
ligion-proves nothing.
a noted millionaire and a great scholar of
I also notice that no minister fights the
New York, who died two or threeyears
Infidel from his own standpoint. They
ago; of Mr. Doutre, a noted lawyer of
all step up a few degrees above their own·
Montreal? Did he not hear the answer of
pulpits before they undertake to face the
Victor Hugo to the priest who came to
colonel.
offer his clerical services when the noted
The Roman Catholic priests they get
poet died? "I am not taken by surprise.
out of R:>me altogether, and face the InfiI am eighty-two years of age. Had I
del from the staudp::~int of a Deist. Yet needed your services I would not hav
it is astonishing to see .them do that much. waited to this moment, thank you."
Rome's argument has always been very
The reverend gentleman mentions Genshort and positiv: "Shut your eyes,
hold your tongue, and giv me your hand eral Grant as having dieil a Christian,
which seems to me a very doubtful case.
unless you wish to go to hades."
Another notable fact is that every com- Everybody knows that General Grant tolbatant concedes a point or two to Mr. In- erated religion, as all politicians are apt
gersoll. So that .between them all they to do, but never professed any religion
concede about all that. is claimed by the himself. It is not at all likely that he felt
Infidel. Yet they all get their religion much need of a clergyman at his bedside,
though he may hav suffered one to be
from the same book, and none of them
present.
find fault with the book for being so inIt may hav been with him as it was with
comprehensible, but all blame Mr. Ingersoll for not understanding it right, and so General Sherman, who after refusing refar as each one agrees with Mr. Ingersoll ligious assistance as long as he was ttble to
he, of course, admits that Ingersoll un- signify his will, was after all administered
derstands it better than the other Chris- to by a Roman Catholic priest after he got
past resistance.
tians.
Mr. Talmage says: "Now, arguing
Some of them defend their religion for
the moral good of it and thereby show from cause to effect, I say that such a
that they hav been so -exclusiv in their lovely being f!,S Christ was and is could not
study as to ignore the fact that morality is be author of cruelties such as Colonel Innot the property of their religion, and are gersoll charges." Now, Colonel Ingersoll
yet so enthusiastic in the pursuit of their does not make any charges; he only
quotes the ·evangelists. If Mr~ Talmage
avocations that they fail to see themselvs
means
anything, he must mean that he
surrounded every day with people as good
does not believe the portion of the gospel
as themselvs who do not believe as they do.
Some of them exclaim, "Take away that represents Christ as having been so
Christianity and where will you get men cruel, and that is just what Mr. Ingersoll
says. He does not believe it.
to fill your positions of trust?"
Mr. Geo. H. Lacey says, by way of ilGreat Scott! is it possible that those
gentlemen do not know that there is any lustration: "If a person in the vigor of
quantity of offices of trust filled by Ag- manhood should be stricken with disease
nostics to-day, and that these latter hav of a virulent type, capable of cure, if
proved themselvs quite as honest and the proper agents are used and availed of,
faithful as any Christians? Hav. they not as prescribed by his physician; and he is
the sense to understand that it takes the assured the agents are within his reach,
most honest of men to hav such unpopular and that if he uses them the cure is certain; but if he refuses to use them death
opinions and to liv up to them?
Rev. M. C. Peters quotes Geo. Ban- is certain. He refuses and dies. Is there
croft the historian, who called Calvin the -ought there to be-any escape?"
What an illustration of the case of an
father of popular education. That was
true enough in the days of Calvin as unbeliever in revealed religion? How
a~ainst the Roman church that was en- many physicians are there in the world?
tirely opposed to popular education. Cal- Which of them is the great physician?
vin was the Ingersoll of his days. But How can one tell him from the quacks?
what good is that as an argument to-day? What man has a constitution that will
Mr. Ingersoll once said: "The Roman stand to test them all? And after the paCatholic church is in favor of just enough tient is dead who knows whether he was
popular education to make good Roman rightly cured or not?
What is the use of language that means
Catholics and the Protestant churches
favor just enough education to make good nothing?
The world is getting enlightened. SciProtestants." Who can successfully conence has convinced us that this world was
tradict this assertion?
Is it not well proved by the fact that al- not created six thousand years ago; and in
most all newspapers refuse to publish any- fact not created at all, as creating something, true or not true, opposed to Clll:is- thing out of nothing is impossible.
We hav then inquired after the savior
tianity, and that what few papers hav the
justice and courage to publish both sides of and hav found no reliable evidence that
any religious questions are immediately such.a being had ever existed.
Profane history completely ignores him.
threatened with boycott?
In the letter signed "Cattevello " I find None of the marks and signs by which he
Mr. Ingersoll accused of .acting from a could be identified can be found. No acpecuniary motiv. This looks like shoot- count whatever of a messiah between the
ing the gun by the wrong end. It is. easy time of King Herod and that of Emperor
enough to understand how a dishonest Tiberius.
The four gospels are known to hav been
Iirlidel could profess Christianity for a
pecuniary consideration, since he does not written some time after the death of their
believe in a hereafter, but I do not see alleged authors.

1692.

Paul, James, Peter, John, and Jude say
absolutely nothing in their epistles that
can identify their " Christos " with the
Jesus that the four gospels represent
as having suffered and died under Governor Pilate. All they say of their savior
is just as applicable to a myth of the same
name who had then been worshiped in
the East several hundred years. In fact,
the first account we hav of Christianity is
in the fourth century, when the sharp
sword of Constantine made it compulsory
all over the Roman empire. Only then
began the organizatio)l of Christianity.
From that time to this Christianity has
grown to what it is to-day, From that
time the books of the Bible hav l:Jeen
gathered and selected. from an immense
quantity of manuscript and judged to be
genuin or spurious by votes. It was since
that that the time of the birth and death
of the savior was set by agreement after
much divergence of opinion. Still later
on was established the fact that Jesus was
both God and man, and so on doWn to
the dogma of infallibility of the pope of
RoiQ.e.
We think we know all of these things.
Now it devolves upon the Christian ministers to show us that we are mildnformed.
It is useless to work on our emotions or
to giv credit to Christianity for all• the
good that exists and blame its opponents
for all .the evil. There is no one disposed
to believe that to-day. Nothing can avail
but facts, truth, and reasonable arguments.
Yours for common sense, truth, and
justice 41 religion as in everything else.
CHAS. LAPERCHE.
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own work. He must get it by getting the
work of some one else. A millionaire and
a tramp are like two dogs. One has overe(l.ten himself. and is lying awake at night
~atching his pile, that is so large that he
could not consume it if he lived for one
thousand years; and the tramp is like a dog
walking and skulking around starving, and
watching for a chance to steal· a mouthful.
In fact, both are miserable, and we are
miserable for looking on.
The second character is only a ·spendthrift, and the acts of this man no reformer will try to defend, although it is
hard to see that innocent children suffer
for the wrong which they were not
guilty in doing. This may be according
to the Bible, but not according to justice
and humanity.
And finally comes the third character;
which is such a wonderful being it is hard
to believe the story, but as Mrs. Todd says
she knows it we hav no chance to doubt it,
and so we will look this man over .. He is a
skilled workman that gets $4 per day, but
livs up $6 per day. That is, he earns $24
per week but livs up $42. And this he
keeps up for years. He livs for years with
a shortage of $18 per week. Surely, Mrs.
Todd, this man is a hero, and if you think
the reformers of the country are fooling
away their time fighting this man's battle
you must be mistaken.
You say, "The reform journals and
Farmers' Alliance must begin at the other
end of the row and reform the other fellow,
and in place of blowing up the millionaire
with dynamite blow up the other fellow
with a little dose of common sense." Now,
Mrs. Todd, this is shameful language to
use, and shows more bigotry than a member of any Secular Union should possess.
Spirited Defense of Labor and the We must throw away political bigotry as
Alliance.
well as religious bigotry if we become free
men and women. · I wish you will come
CLIMAx, MINN., Feb. 22, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: An article of February here to Minnesota next winter and attend
13th, written by one Sarah C. Todd, secre- our state Alliance meeting. You will find
tary of the Oregon State Secular Union, it the grandest organization that ever exwhich appeared in your paper, contains but isted. It is not heavy on one side, but
very little logic. As I am not a literary well balanced and broad on all questions.
man, and no one seems to mention or crit- It has in view to emancipate woman and
icise it, I would not hav bothered you if it labor, and elevate humanity mentally and
had not been for the g:t·oss injustice it does morally. Bigots and humbuggers may acto the Farmers' Alliance, and the official cuse us of being organized to get God in
standing of Mrs. Todd, whlch might giv the Constitution or to blow up millionaires
credit to her false and misleading state- with dynamite, we shall still be the same
grand people that are willing to giv even
ments.
the devil his due, but no more, and the
Well, note what she says:
light of justice shall shine for all and huAll of your, or rather our, reform jour- manity and justice shall rule in place of
nals l).re telling ?f the "oppress9ij_'poor;"
of the wealth bemg wrung-from the sweat selfish greed and political and religious
of honest toil; of the rich corporatio11s bigotry. And if Mrs. Todd thinks it is
who rob the " honest poor " of his hard wrong for a poor man to send his chilm·en
earnings, etc.;' etc. Allow me to· present to college and giv them an education, it
the oth1:1r side of the picture, and I will matters not. We will praise and honor
not giv a case I do not know personally.
I know a man who was left an orphan, every father and mother that will giv their
with no help only his own earnings after chilm·en an education, and if they hav to
he was ten years old. At sixteen he be-· die in poverty to giv them education they
gan to work for wages, $8 per month are only more praiseworthy. We should
being the amount he got. He worked a realize that ignorance and bigotry are the
year and took the man'.s note for $80, burden that humanity suffers under to-day.
having apent only $16 during the year.
He kept to that rule all his life. His Mrs. Todd should understand that it is not
motto was, "Always save a part of what the poverty-stricken in the Alliance that
you ear.n." He came West, worked, saved are at the head of this move. They would
a little all the time, and put it at interest be, but they cannot afford to. It is the more
until he could buy a small farm. He favorably situated that spend their profits
married a girl who had worked in families to better the conditions of humanity. And
-a disgrace, some think-and was not
afraid to work. 'l'hey worked and saved we shall not quit until we hav succeeded.
together, lived close, worked hard, and All the bigots in the country condemn us
added a little to the place, until now at for not spending' our money for charity.
middle age they hav a handsome farm and We believe if we hav justice we will need
every needed comfort. Would reformers no charity. The idea of women in the East
call this land monopoly? And there are
thousands of such cases. All our thrifty making overalls for forty cents a dozen and
middle-aged farmers hav done the same. men working for $1.15 per day and trying
What ought they to do, divide with men to support a family on it, while their emwho hav done nothing but agitate?
ployers are getting, some of them, .from
I can say that I admire this man, and I $5,000 to $25,000 per day, and still are
can comprehend his task, as I hav gone trying to reduce the wages another ten per
through similar circumstances, and hav . cent to swell their foolish profit a little
gained a similar victory, although I do not more on the expense of starving or halfbelieve in the penurious and Chinaman- starving families. What brutal human
like economy of living on $16 per year- greed! We shall hav no independent
although it may be excusable under cer- thinking under this form of government.
tain circumstances. And I am sure there As long as men are slaves bodily they must
are very few, if any, reformers that will be slaves mentally, and freedom of existnot rejoice in this man's good fortune~ and ence will create freedom of thought. The
wish everybody else in the same happy need of the stomach and body must be sat·
condition. People should hav a chance to isfied first, and if this takes up all the time
work and produee what they need to liv there can be no improvement of the mind,
on, even if they are not blessed with a for the mind and body cannot work on two
financial brain. Sometimes the kindest different things at one time. They must
and purest men and women are doomed to work together, as the mind is a creation or
suffer in poverty, and very often the mean- a function of the body. So we see that free·
est enjoy great wealth. When I speak of dom of body is freedom of mind. And on
wealth I mean millions, not thousands, this compass the Alliance will steer.
ANDREw So:rruum:asoN, ·
and a man can never get a ~on by his
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~'AiZdrsn' s ~ornsr.
Edited by J\fiSs SusAN H. WIXON, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the d!!cy's occupations
That is known as the Vhildren's Hour."

" Jim Buttons."
Mamma with her willing hand
Was taking Jinishing stitches
To a <h·css-'t,vas "Little Pearl's "And for Jim ·a pair of hrceches'l'houghtfullittle head of curls.
Mamma cnlled her little daughter,
And bade her get the buttons;
To get the ones nil made of pearl,
Not the clear penrl, but the smoked ones:
"That's a dnrling !-mnmnm's girl."
Tlwughtfnl Jim was then standing
Close and ncar to mammn/s knee,
And in his dear mind expanding
Cnme n thought to one of threeu Say, Inulnma," with n, roguish glance,
"H,tv you Jim buttons for my pants?"
u. J.

'J.1lte Professor and His Cousin.
It was in the country, during days of

convalescence after a serious illness, that
two members of the old and aristocratic
family of Arachnicl!t exhibited their beauties and talents to me, one warm afternoon in June.
I had been watching the cloud-shadows
drifting over the uplands beyond the
creek, making wonderful studies in light
and shade of the soft masses of foliage in
the close-growing treetops.
The birds had s1mg their noon song
hours before and were all quiet. Even
our fa\ orit ground-robin would not venture to parade on the sunny croquet,
grounds.
My hostess was taking her daily forty
winks of sleep, when, emboldened by the
stillness, Madam Brown Spider toolr a
position on a chair near mine where books
and paper were lying, and by graceful
motions of her decorated forelegs invited
admiration of her elegant, slender figure,
robed in rich brown.
A narrow strip of velvety gray extended
the length of what would hav been her
backbone if she had possessed one. On
this were outlined graded V's in a darker
shade.
Her legs were encircled at intervals by
gray threads; the same color covered her
thin, disk-shaped head, and in a strip of
white, like an old-fashioned bonnet ruche,
which surrounded it, were set her shining
black eyes.
To get a better view of her, she was
placed on a piece of paper and covered
with a clear glass tumbler. She immediately started on a tour of inspection,
reaching up on the glass walls of her
prison as far as she could, then, after an
unusual effort, falling backward and displaying the stripes of dark brown that
adorned her abdomen.
Sometimes she crawLd almost to the
ceiling of her cell, and I could see her
very odd forelegs or feelers, with the
clumps of snowy hair on them. Once
she wiped her face with the right, then
with the left one, as if to express the
heated state she was in, then down she
dropped to the paper and renewed her
circuit; ignoring the fly that had been put
in, though she touched it as she made her
·o1mds.
,
The tumbler was now reversed. A tap
on the paper sent her to the bottom of it
and the broad road to freedom opened;
but she would not trust herself on the
transparent glass, persisting in her treadmill routine until a wooden toothpick
was offered her as a ladder.
As she made difficulties of its ascent, I
had time to see the malignant expression
of the four glittering eyes in her bonnet
ruche, and to discover two more almost
hidden by the brown and white hairs on
her head.
The moment she was free she began to
recoru;witer, raising the forward part of
her body almost at right angles with her
abdomen, and at last standing on tiptoe
to see if the coast were clear; then away
she ran to a place of shelter.
Evidently she was seeking adventures,
for she soon came from her refuge, meeting, and exchanging greetings with, a black

aut as IJhe emerged.

On the painted porch-pillar she renewed
her frog-in-the-well gymnastics, ·which led
to her being exiled to a morning-glory
vine and the severing of our friendship.
A crevice near the pump was the favorit
resort of an agil black spider who first attracted my notice by his interest in a glass
jar of water where four climinutiv pollywogs awnited their transformation into
frogA.
Every day Professor Spieler visited the
jar to watch the pollies steer themselvs
about with their long rudders; aA they
wriggled through -the water in activ play
he sat motionless, but when they sank to
his level his quiescence was broken by
furious rushings and mad racings around
the outside of their-shelter.
Two years ago I made my first acquaintance in this branch of the family. The poor
fellow had lived where there wns a famin,
for his abdomen was almost fiat. He was
so feeble, so starved, I offered him a fly;
he pounced upon it as l1 cat does on a
mouse, and never relaxed his hold until
he had sucked its juices; a second met the
same fate; and, restored to aldermanic-proportions, my guest hid in a window frame,
from which he, for several days, made
raids on the flies that gathered on the wire
screens.
From his way of obtaining food, I
named him the Jumper.
Soon after his cousin Brownie was banished, the professor appeared on my lap,
and was at once immured in the glass cell.
He was black, but comely, with a white
spot, the size of a pin-head, near the
midcUe of his back, and several straight
marks, lilie small white stitches, in a beltshape below it.
His body was very hairy, and between
the hairs on his legs tiny jet beads shone.
His head looked like a high cap with a
stiffened crown, and his face had the
changeable colors of a bluebottle fly. The
smooth surface of the glass was no obstacle to him; he preferred to climb to its
highest limit to giv an exhibition of his
skill.
Pressing his abdomen against the roof of
liis cell and exuding a wee drop of a white
fluid, he traveled off, spinning as he went,
and in a few minutes had woven a film
which partly hid him. from sight, and was
securely anchored by threads attached to
the sides of the glass. ,
, At this juncture it became necessary to
liberate the professor, but after the lamps
were lighted he-or his ghost-advanced
conficlingly toward my book as ,it lay on
the table'before me; and from the animation of his countenance I am certain he
could hav told how he intended to use that
web, if he had not been tongue-tied by the
diffidence natural to his family.
. L. T. IRVINE.

Correspondence.
M:T. CARROLL, ILL., April18, 1892.
Miss WixoN: If the article inclosed is
worthy of a place in the Children's Corner
it is at your service.
,
'
Some months since, a poem, ".This is
the Ferry to Shadowtown," appeared in
the department of THE 'rRUTH SEEKER
which is under your charge. I had six or
seven years ago, set it to music as a iullaby
for my clear little niece; in February last
it was published, and I send you a copy
as an evidence of my appreciation of your
work in the field you hav chosen.
Very truly yours,
L. IRviNE SToCKWELL.
[Thanks for the copy of music. The
composition is very sweet and pretty, and
speaks well for the talented composer.
We are obliged for the appreciation of om·
work in the Corner.-ED. C. C.]
PHOENIX, ARiz., April 10, 1802.
J?EAn Miss WixoN: I tho1ight I would
wr1te to _the Corner. I am thirteen years
old. I like to read the Corner. We take
THE TnUTH ~EEKEn, and like it very
much. There Is a large cemetery here at
Phoenix that I visit often. . There was a
little child buried here, and I went to
see it, but they did not open the coffin at
all, bnt buried it before the sermon was
preached, and the preacher snid that the
baby was in heaven, and in the arms of
Jesus. But the next day a man was
buried, and the preacher preached the
funeral before the coffin was pnt in the
ground, and he never said that the man was
in heaven, because the coffin was open
and the people could see that he was not
in heaven. Well, as this is my first letter
to the Corner I don't want to make it too
long, I like to look at the pictures in THE
'l'~v-ru; SlllEMB, My siater has writteu to

[We hav not forgotten Louise, but
the Corner once. I hope this will not go
to the wastebasket.
thought she had forgotten us. We thank
Yours very sincerely, AMY DARRow.
her for her good opinion of us and of our
friends. Some time, we trust, we shall
Fox, OnE., April 4, 1892.
DEAn Miss WIXoN: I thought I would see the paper we all so long to b_ehold.write to the Corner. I hav one little sister ED. c. C.]
and ·one little brother, and I am the oldest. ,
CisNE, ILL., April 12, 1892.
I am nine years of age, Delia is seven,
Ralph is five. Papa is a Freethinker and
Miss SusAN WIXON, Dear Fr·lend: I
does not use tobacco. I hav a little canary thought I would write again to the Corner,
bird. We hav had a long winter, but it as it has been quite a while since I wl'ote.
has not been cold. I like to read the I see so many nice letters irom our dear
letters in the Corner. I like to go to friends.
I snw an account in the Children's 'Corschool, but I go a mile and a quarter. And
I am in the Third Reader. There are just ner this evening of the preachet's being
lots of ducks here now.
away tending the Lord's business while his
Papa killed a goose the other day. I child got badly burnt. I will g:iv another
spoke "Heaven is Filled with Glory and event that happened last Sunday, not v~ry
Gilded Round with Gold" at the Literary, far from where I liv. The preacher drove
and next time "A Pious Parson." Delia np, got out of his carriage, and was so
and I help mamma wash dishes, and I can busy thinking about his sermon, I supmake bread and pie. I like to look at the pose, that he did not tie his hotse up, went
pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER. They in the church-house, and in a short time
would not let my grandpa join the Alli- another team came hmTying by, his horse
ance, because he did not believe in a su- became frightened and found he was loose,
preme being. I would be pleased to see ran away, and of course he broke the carthis in the Uorner. Yours tr!!Jy,
riage to pieces. Now, doesn't it look very
strange if there was a God that he
AGNES WAINSCOTT.
would not pay any more attention to his
HAMMOND, NEB., March 7, 1892.
blessed worker than if it had been one of
Miss WIXoN : My father takes THE his common friends? They would hav
TRUTH SEEKER. I am eleven years old. I told him to tie his horse; while God, of
help papa take care of the cattle and course, according to the Bible, knew all
horses. Last night was a cold night, and that would happen and could hav told him
this morning we found three little calves. just as easy as not to tie his horse, and he
Two were very cold, and we brought them did not do it. I am afraid that shows God
to a fire to warm their little bodies. One does not care any mqre for those that pregot along all right, but the other did not. tend to be so good and pions than he does
He seemed to be in great pain and misery, for anyone else.
and I felt very sorry for him; but at last I
I ,vish we could hav some good Liberals
had to giv him up for dead. I took him giv us some lectures here. I think it
out and found under his head Tim TRUTH would be much more elevating to listen to
SEEKER; so that, maybe, accounts for the than these rascals of preachers that get up
pain and also death. My father is a Free- and tell you all about something that they
thinker, and also my uncle. I would like know no more about than we do. But if we
very much to see this in print.
cannot hear Liberals I am glad we do hav
Yours respectfully,
the liberty of teading them sometimes; they
are so good and interesting.
MuNSON TAPPAN.
I am sorry to say I havn't any near Lib[We are very sorry for the poor little
eral friends, but I hav two Liberal col-recalf exposed to the cold. THE TRUTH spondents; they are very interesting to
SEEKER would hav warmed his little heart me. I fear I hav taken up too much of
if it could, and had it not been too late. your valuable space now, so good-bye.
From your kind friend,
:Munson must take better care of the calves
GRACIE PRIDE.
next time.-ED. C. C.]
FLAT CREEK, LA., April 6, 1892.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I hav been reading
the letters in the Corner about two years.
Our family are the only Freethinkers in
this country. Some of my schoolmates
told me if I did not believe the Bible the
devil would get me when I died. They
said that they would be up in heaven and
happy while I would be burning in hell.
But that did not scare me, for I hav been
taught better than to believe there is any
such place. I hav been think ng I would
write to the Corner for a long time, but I
hav never-written. I am going to school
now. We liv in a mile and a half from.
the school-house. It is a nice school. I
study grammar, arithmetic, history,
geography, and elocution. We hav had
three teachers in our school, but the professor dismissed one of them· last week.
That leaves us with only two now. I hav
a pet goat, named Tiny, and four cats;
their names are Coon, Mitty, Nigger, and
Jack. I will be eleven years old in June.
We liv on a farm .in the country. My
playma~es beg me to gci to Sunday-school,
but I will not ~o. I would rather. st_ay at
home and read the Corner. ThiS IS my
first effort in writing to the Corner. I will
be pleased to see this in print. If you
print this I will write again.
Yours for Freethought,
MINNIE SHUMAKER.
[Minnie is a brave, sensible, true-hearted
girl. We are glad to count her among our
friends, and hope to hear from her often.
-ED. C. C.]
WENATCHEE, WAsH., April14, 1892.
Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Dear F1·iend: I
thought I would hav a chat with the Corner to-clay while it is raining and making
everything disagreeable outside. I hav
not written for a long time, so I guess you
hav forgotten me. I think THE TmrTH
SEEKER is progressing, but there are not
letters enough. I wish yon would start a
paper. I would subscribe, and am sure
you would hav a good many subscribers,
for, of course, it would be a good paper if
yon would be editor, and Mary B. Finch,
Ida Ballou, George Remsburg, and you
would contribute to it. We hav had a
very pleasant spring, except the last two
or tlu:ee weeks' the weather has been
rather cold. I hav not read either of your
works, but am going to get them. I hav
not any collection of minerals, but my
sister has a small collection of specimens.
My father owns a marble mine, and I will
send specimens of it and other rocks to
anyone who will , send curiosities, etc.
Our school has not begun yet. I like to
go to school. I am .fourteen years of age,
and think I will enter the fifth grade next
term. I would like to correspond with
so:me girls who write to the Corner. I will
olo11e ~or this time, Lom:slll 0. P AB~Is:a:,
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DOlHGS.

ACCOUNT OF

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

SOCIAL WEALTH:
(

The Sole Factors and Exact Ratios in Its
quirement and Apportionment.

Ac~

In proceeding townrd any given point, thare is
alwnys one line which' is shortest-THE 8TnAIGHT:
so, in the conduct of human a:ff&irs, there is always one course which is best-THE JusT.

:By J. K. INGALLS.
12mo, 326 pp., large tyPe, good paper, silk cloth,
prwe $1.00.
CoNTENTs :-Economic Schools-A Brief Heview
of Their Origin and Growth. Rise and Growth
of Capitalism. Unearned Increase-Profit Interest.._ Hent. Conservntion of Wealth. '11ools
and J.mQrovecl lVIachinerv. The Nnture of
Wages. Private and Social Wealth. Land Own,,
ershtp. Private Property in Land. Capital and
the Productive Fnctors. Partnership and Coqpcration. Lnw 6f Contracts. Money and
Credit. Of Value~ or Economic Ratios. Taxation as a llemeay. Reforms, not Remedies.
Su~gestions to Legislators. Summary of Definitwns-Economic nnd Isonomic.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

rorce ·afld ?\atter;
OR,

Principles of the Natural Order of the llniverse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY PRoFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
CONTENTS:

Force and Matter,
Tho Fitness of Things in
Immortnlity of lVIatter, Nnture (Teleology),
Immortality of ForP0, JH:m,
infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
'l'hought,
Motion,
Conseiousness,
Form,
Sent of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Inn[lto Ideas;.
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
Univcrsnlity of Naturnl Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
'l'he Heavens,
'I'he Soul of Brutes,
Pm,iocls of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
lVIDrality,
Orirdual Generation,
Con c I u dTn g ObservltScci1htr Generation,
tions. ·
Price. $1.50. Address THE TRU'l'II SEEKER.

The Martyrdom of Man.
By WINWOOD READE.

PRESS NOTICE.
It is really a remnrkable book, in which nni·
versa! his tor>: is "boiled clown" with surprising
skill. . • . The boldest and so far as historical
argument goes, one of the ablest assaults ever
illade upon Chrlstianity.-[Literary World.
12mo 1 extra cloth, 54.8 pp, Price, $1-711,
TilE TRUTH f;!EEKEll,28 L~J.fp,yet~ll plp,~Je,li{,

t,

THE TRU•I'H. SEEKER. MAY

Books byS.P.Putnam. Jfews of tAs !,.{)eelt. So.o~S

b'l Satadiq. THE SABBATH.
.

MAY DAY passed quietly in European
cities, except at Liege, Belgium.

·

By M. FARRINGTON.

A Thorough E~amination and Ref~ttation o.f the Claims of the
Sabbatarians.

THE pope's Episcopal Jubilee in 1803
:vill b_e "one of ~he grandest and most
nnposmg celebratwns of the nineteenth
century."
THE insistence of

3Q1

i.892.

7 •.

Price,

10 cents.

The Sunday Question.

Restaurant-keeper

Denn~t~, ~f New York city, t~at his waiters

shall JOIDm prayer-meetrng each evening,
II HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL flEVIEW.
has led to trouble between him and the
.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR,
Central Labor Union.
JJ.u OEORGE w: BBOWN, M.D.
Price,
15 cents
. AssociATION with the ex-actress Mary
Anderson, a fanatical Catholic, has resulted
in the retirement to a convent of Miss Ruth
Burnett, one of the brightest ornaments of
New York and Boston society.
Lts _Hi.stO'I'!f an1l Its Lt~ft~W'ltUJe
AT the departure of the steamship ConeThe New God. Price, 10 cents.
Upm~J Society.
maugh
from
Philadelphia
with
food
for
The Problem of the Universe, and Its
God and His Book. $1.25.
Scientific Solution, :with some Criticisms of' Russia, members of the Society of J)'riends Woman: Her ·Glory, Her Sltamc, and B>- Dtt. Lours BucHNEtt, Author of "Force and
Universology. Price, 20 cents.
held services on the vessel, asking the
1\Iatter," etc.
Her God. Two vols. $1.25 each:
.
Waifs and Wanderings, A New Ameri- : Lord's blessing on the relief work.
Translated from the German.
llid
Jesus
Christ
Rise
from
the
Dead~
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
P11per, 12mo, 15 .cents.
25 cents.
Rali'IAN CATHOLICS are incensed that the
cents. "A prose epic of' the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from emperors of Germany and Austria· are ..,onfessional, Romish and Anglican. so
first page to last with the living spir1t of' to- about to visit King Humbert of Italy, and
eents_
day."-[John Swinton's Paper.
Golden Throne, A. Romance. " The au- thus honor one whom they call a usurper
thor certainly has !l"enius. The divine who has crowded the papacy out of its
PHE NEW SPELLINGS.
creative spark is withm him. The book is birthrights.
----LIQUOR DRINKiNG----

Jf1OotteriaZi.sm:

r emperaf\Ce~

Bible

tilled with manly thoughts expressed iu
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read ' Golden Throne.' "
-[IngerRoll. Price, $1.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

A conversation in

rh_yme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price. 10 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand ~ and other

AT the anti-conventual meetings of the
Protestant Alliance in England there are
exhibited instruments of torture such as are
used in convents, including scourges of
rope, scourges of wire or steel, hair shirts
and waistbands, and spiked bands and
wristlets.

'

THE.cargo of the American steamship MisA poetic version of souri saved thirty thousand lives in Russia.
the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in ''Yet," reports Colonel McCrea, "it is
which its superiorit_y to the mutilated copy- only a drop in the bucket; little of the
the Genesis legend-rs shown. Price, 10 cents.
horrors of the famin is known to tho
Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Ro- worl(J." The Russian clergy blessed the
mance. l'rice, 85 cents.
My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents. trains to which the cargo was transferred,
For all of' the above address
FATHER TREACY, of Bm:lington, N. J.,
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
told Matthew Gaynor that be must forbid
28 Lafavette place. New York.
the attentions of a Protestant young man
named Charles Massey to his daughter
Nellie or quit the priest's chnrch. On the
1st Gaynor was driven out of his pew and
out of the church by Father 1'reacy at the
point of a revolver.
:BY J:eAN M:eSLI:eFh
THE bishop of Nancy, France, is inciting
his parishioners to resistance of the reA
strictions of the state. '' The question is,"
he says, "whether the Catholics of France,
including bishops, priests, and people, will
bow·their heads before such iniquities as
are being committed and before such a
state of servitude as is threatened."
IN an album containing inscriptions by
the distinguished literary men of the
country, got up to be sold for the Actors'
Fair at· New York, Colonel Ingersoll
wrote: " 'The world is a stage,' life a
play, and all are actors. Let each perform
his part so that when the. curtain slowly
falls he shall hear the music of applause.
-B. G. Ingersoll"
THE old Catholic nobility of Italy are
loth to hav: dealings with the officials of
the new government which is so imbued
with Freethinking, but on the 20th ult. an
explosion in the palace of Prince Massimo
drove him to seek the authorities. His
house is conservativ, and intimate with the
Jesuits. The explosion is attributed to
Anarchists. Arrestshav been made.
Srn EDWIN ARNOLD has visited the great
observatory at ·Mount Hamilton, Cal.,
erected by the Freethinker James Lick.
THE
He says: "Truly James Lick sleeps gloriously under the base of his big glass!
CONFLICT BETWEEN GENFBIS AND GEOLOGY. Four
thousand feet nearer heaven t}lan any
of his dead fellow· citizens, he is buried
A Cmn::~tovERSY BETWEEN THE
HoN. W. E. Gr.ans·roNE,
PRoF. MAx ll1uLLER, more grandly than any king or queen, and
PROF. T. H. IlUXLEY,
1\L REVILLE,
has a finer monument than their pyramids
E. LYNN LINTON.
furnish to Cheops and Cephrenes."
l2mo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 cts.
AT the trial of Ravachol, the notorious
French Anarchist, for his many crimes, the
judges and the jury were so intimidated by
threats of revenge on all who punished
BETTER THAN
Anarchists that he and one of his fellowcriminals received only imprisonment for
life, while the others were acquitted. 'l'his
By M. BABCOCK.
notwithstanding the French legislature had
.10 cent.s. just enacted that all outrages with explosivs
Price,
be punished with death At his arrest it
was threatened that the proprietor of the
inn in which he was taken, and the waiter
there who betrayed him, would be killed,
and in a few days the inn was blown up
and the proprietor killed and others inAnd Arguments.
jured. As this was done in the teeth of
Paper, 146 pp., :2!) utR. special guards and precautions of the poBy D. 1\I. BENNETT.
lice, public confidence in those functionaries is lost. There is talk of vigilance
committees and hangings, of supplanting
the present civil authorities by ones that
cannot be terrorized, or if these fail, proAND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.
claiming martial law and clealing with susBy R .. F. MARVIN. M.P.
Cloth. 50 cents. pects summg,rily by court-martials and
soldiers. Panic prevails. A number of
. nativ and foreign residents hav left. Anarchist violences are reported from vaHIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINES.
. rious other European capitals, and feeling
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief."
agamst the perpetrators is growing everyBv VISOOUNT AMBERLEY.
•where.
50 cent.s.
Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents.

Adami and Heva.

Su~erstltion In All Ages~

Tne Oroer of Creation~

RrtiGION OF HUMANITY
ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.

Answers to Christian

~uestions

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
Cloth,

> English spelling Is the worst In the world •• Mll·
lions of dollars are wasted each Year in the writing
and printing of useless letters. Tbc education of our
children is retarded and the progress of our people
Is hampered
our cumbrous, Illogical,. misleading
~rJ~ftgf:fdem!~Ji~~~o~'lf:,%~. ofTt;!'e"~~~~c~~ a#fi~~:
logical Association .has recommended the ·following
RULES FOR NEW SPELLINGS jO?' immediate use, and a,
resolution has been introduced in Congress, instructing the Public ·Printer to conform to them In all printIng for the government:

bK

alob.P~~g.~::;r~~h;~~c~~,jj~~~o~~~ ~i:~~~e'rh~

spell demagog, epllog, synagog, etc.
·
·
2. Drop final E In such words as definite, Infinite,
favorite, etc., where the preceding vowel is short.

Th~~ ~;~~ol~Ss~tE f~e;~~~~~f~g~~~~i~~~i~s~~ e~~ite,

cigarette, etc. Thus spell clgaret, roset, epau~et, vedet, gazet, etc.
·
4. Drop final ME In wordJ! like programme. Thus
1
spe~. Pagrn_~~' r~ :~~·ftfa:or~t;·like phantom, tele~
graph, phrase, etc. Thus spell alfabet, paragraf, filog.
ofyl;f'l;~e;lflt~~~o~r~~·/~~e dffthongs lE and <E whe~
they have the sound of that letter. Thus spell eolian,

esth~JI;~h.:;;:;ul~b~~!y WJ~fej~· o"!h~;us'Iae"t;r

progress, adopt the foregobig In all that you write,
and especially In all that you l'JW!r.
"'t

Colonel Kelso's Works~

Commended, Def·ended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.
)y

10 cents

E. C. WALKEU.

lfpocryphal New Testament.
TH9 CSOSPE>LS;
Eplsties, e'(c,, Attl'ibuted to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
<.nd not included In the New Testament.
,':·ice,
$1.

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
By FEANCES \VUHHi'I'o

f1~be!lished with the portrait of Epicurus, the

Greek philosopher, and the author.
75 cents

Pdce~

BIBLE IN INDIA.
-HINDOO ORIGIN--

Of Hebrew al')d Cl).rie.t.ial') Revelatiol).
Price,$~.

By Lours JAooLLI01'.

Godly Women of the BiOI e.
A HISTORY OF ALL

Th~

Women Who Figure in the Bible.
--JlYOJ" TilE

AN UNGODLY 1NollL\N
Cloth,

UHY.

.

NrNEI'EENTH CENT·
~·5

-

SISTE1~

cents.

LUCY

-AND-

The Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 83il

Her Awful Disclosures

pn.ges, $3.

Deity Analyze1l, Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
The Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo,
188 pages, 50c.

Spiritualism Sustained.

AS 'f!O AJri/11 H/J!.L CONVENT.
And a few Words on Auricular Confession.
t=ri~e~

·

ta e.::uts.

Cloth, 12mo,

245 pages, $1.

Universe Analyzed. $1.

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S

lY\ii~_ii-

FOR fJALE AT THE THUTH SEEKER 0~·1: L>:.

Essays and !•ect~n·es. E.m~nwil'J ~;,'

ence of Chrrst1awty on CtVllt~a.ttu.; ; 'Lr;
tianity and l\la~cr1ali~m; 'V:Pat L·~Lcr ... ~.-\1!}. ~1!:_
inPlo.ce ofChnstramty; Scrontwe. ,:ttcrJ:\>:sn
Woman; Spiripnalism f'r<?n:> p. l\tr.ter!:>li.' t.,
Stapdpomt; P:1m~ t.he Pohttcal.an<l ljeW.n<·ll
lteformel" llhter1:1hsm and Ul'lmc; IYllt tl,,
CominglVian Worship God? Crimes ·m:cl CrH• i
ties of' Christianity; the Anthoritr of tho Dibic
Freethoug h t J udgcd by Its Frm ts; Our ld"'"
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

Influence of Christianity upon CiYiliza·
tiou. 25 cents.
Dhristiimity and Materialism. 13 cents.
What Liberalism O:lfl•i·s in Place o:
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific lllaterialism; Its lileanln:;- and
1'endency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialist·ic St~nd·
!)Oint. 10 cents.
Paine tlte Political and Religious !Leformer. 10 eonts.
Woman: 11;:..· I'~1;t. an<l Present: Ifer
Rigllts md \~-"\mg3. 10 cents.
.\Iaterialism aml Crime. 10 oolitE.
Will tlte Coming J.Urru Wor~!tip Go:l?
10 cents.

fwchc· Tracts.. Scientific and Thcolo;ica1. 20 cents.

Burgess· Uiulerwoo(l Debate.

A Four

days' debate between B. F. Underwood an<'l
Prof. 0. A. Burgess, President of the Northwestern Christian univers:~y. Indian11polis, Incl.
.Ao~.tcly rcpi>r~ed. 188 pp. Cloth, 80 cents.

He Agnostic Annual
FOR 1892. Price, 25 cents.
Possibilities and Impossibilities,
L
T. H. HuXLEY, M.A., L.D.
The Growth of Agnosticism.
n. BITilELL, B.s.• Ph.D.
Early Verses,
The Late CoNsTANCE NADEN.
Sundays and Holydays,
SAMUEL LAING.
Ecclesiasticism, ALFRED llfoMERIE, M.A., LL.D.
Christ a Religions Creation,
F.J. GouLD.
After 1\Iany Years: A Poem, W. B. 1\IcTAGGART.
The Activities of Agnosticism,
AMOS wATER~.
Religion Without Superstition, CHARLES WAT'J:A.
1\Ir. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,
R ,_
H. J. HARDWICKE, F. .U.o.
The Land of Death: A Poem,
SALADIN (W. STEWART Boss).
The Triumph of Rationalism,FREDERICK 1tlrr LER.
An Agnostic Homily,
HoN. C. K. TucKERMAN.
Eternal Life: A Poem,
GEORGE HENRY 1\IARTIN.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
·
28 Lafayette Place, NewY<'rk.

Twelve Tracts!i
BIBLE WORSHIP.
.
DARWINISM. DESIGN ARGUMENT.
EVOLUTION .
JESUS NOT PEJ~~~k'WG~l'S PRAYER.
By B. F. UNDERwooD.
k.'a"t~c, 25 conts.
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Agents for The Truth Seeker.
AlabaiDa.

Star News Depot, 2003 2d ave., Birmingham.
CalHornia..

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT..

Gems of q:hought.

The Mvth of the Great Deluge.

ABsoLUTE candor is the beginning of

By

James M:. McCann. 15 cents. Ten covies, $1. It
J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
is the most complete and overwhelmmg refnta-.
Ball & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los
tion of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. To read it is to
Angeles.
be astonished at the possibilities of religions
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
credulity.-'!'. B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dyAngeles.
namite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., Los
A. B. Bradford. It ong)lt to meet with a very
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.
Angeles.
J. C. Scott 22 Third st., San Francisco. Bruno Pamphlet No. 1. Contributors:
Estate of S. C. Blake, 1508 Kearney st.,
fl .T Holyoak~ Thos. Davidson, T. B. Wakeman,
Karl Blind, .Lydia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten
San Francisco.
copies for $1.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San
Bruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors :
Francisco.
Canada.

R. G. Ingersoll,Thos.Davidson,T.B. Wakeman,

G. J. Holyoake, et al. 15 cents. Ten copies for $1.
T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax, N. S.
The Bruno Monument. A fine engraving

James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
Thos. 1\foffatt, Orillia, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Colorado.

J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
Florida.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
Idaho.

A. Erwin, Murray.

Printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10X12
inches. for framing; put up in pasteboard tubes
for mailing. 20 cents. Ten copies for $1.50.

Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before
the New York legislature May 9, 188B. Price, 4
eents.
_

Dwight L. Moody. , An interview by Susan

Illinois.
Mrs. S. E. Ames, 169 Washin~~ st.,

H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
cents.

Louisiana.

goo!i likeness of author. Price, 10cents.. Twelve
copies for $1.

Chicago.
£~cago. God in the Constitution. By Robert G.
Post-Office News Co., 108 A
s st.,
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. ln paper cover with likeness
G. E. Wilson, 312 State st., and Brenof author. Price,10 cents. Twelve copies for$1.
tano Bros., Chicago.
J. W. Howe, 48 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
What Would Follow the Effacement of
.
Indiana.
Christiauiiy 7 By George Jacob HolyJ. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
oake. '!'his is a most valuable contribution to
Freethought literature. Bound in paper with
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
Geo. Ellis, ll.Decatur st., New Orleans.
Al. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
Maine.

1892.

Life and Career of Charles Bradlaugh.
By George Jacob Holyoake. With good likeness
of Mr. Bradlangh. Price, 15 cents. 1'en. copies
for $1.

Books on

H~gie11e~

Food a11d

wisdom.-Ingersoll.

EVERY philosopher is destined to endure
reviling and calumny. For one mBJl capable of replying with reason, there are a
hundred who hav nothing to advance but
abuse, and everyone pays with the .money
which he possesses.- Voltaire.
I AM not sure but I should betake myself in extremities to the liberal divinities
of Greece, rather than to· my country's
God. Jehovah, though with us he has acquired new attributes, is more absolute
and unapproachable, but hardly more
divine, than Jove. He is not so much of
a gentlemBJl, not so gracious and catholici
he does not exert so intimate and genia
an influence on nature, as many a god of
llygiene oi' the Brain and the Cure of
the Greeks.- Thoreau,
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook
IF our deceased friends are in a conM.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. " Get this book and
read it\ for it abounds in practical valna.ble
scious state, they thoroughly approve of
knowlcctge."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.
BJly progress we make in truth in advance
of their notions. It would be a pity to find Eating for Strength. By M. L. Holbrook,
1\f.D. Price b~ mail, $1. "I am delighted with.
we had been grieving them because we
it."-[H. B. Balrer, 1\f.D., Secretary Michigan
refused to accept the advance in knowlState Board of Health.
edge since their day, or declined to use Parturition Witlwut Pain, A Code of
the electric light because they read by
Directions for avoiding most of the Pains and
Dangers of Childbearing. By M. L. Holbrook,
tallow candles or the light of the fire, as
M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose exmy father did, when a boy, for economy's
cellence sm_:passes oHr .Power to commend."sake.-Robt. 0. .Adams.
[New YorkEvooingMail.;
Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspeps1~ and
I AM the man, I suffer'd, I was there.
Headache : Their Cure by Home TreatThe disdain and calmness of martyrs,
ment. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, by
The mother of old, condemn'd for a witch,
mail, $1. "Reading this book I cured myself
after several doctors had failed."-[T. C. Curtis,
burnt with dry wood, her children

Diet~

P\arriage
a11d
Pare11tage,

ttc.

~azing on,

The hounded slave that flags in the race,
N. G. Fessenden. 484 Congress st., Portleans by the fence, blowing, cover'd
land.
with sweat,
What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.
Massachusetts.
L. Green, editor of the Freethinlcer's Magazine. The twinges that sting like needles his
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
legs and neck, the murderous buckper dozen.
·
Johnson Bros., 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
- shot and the bullets,
.
A. M. Driscoll, 78! Front st., Worcester.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
All these I feel or am.- Walt lf'hitman.
28 Lafayette place, .New ~ ork.
ruchigan.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
THoUSANDS of years before Christianity
Chas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave.,
had ever been heard of, the polity of naGrand Rapids.
tions had obtained, there were commerce
C. Holton & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Deand manufacture, .there were large and
troit.
flourishing cities, agriculture was as well
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
understood in China as it is here to-day:
Missouri.
there were wise and salutary laws, . and
Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
there was Freethought. Every thinker in
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Ne-w Jersey.
the great school of Alexandria was encourJohn Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave.,
aged to think with all the strength his
Jersey City.
mental constitution warranted, and in
Ne-w York.
whatever direction his mental tendencies
BrentanoBros., Union Square, New York.
pointed. It is true that the world "grew
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New
gray at the breath" of Christianity, and
York.
that, as Professor Tyndall remarked at
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts., New
Belfast, the "victorious · advance of
York.
Science" was arrested, and '.'the scientific
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York.
intellect was compelled, like an exhausted
R. W. Turner, 849 4th ave.~_~ew York.
soil, to lie fallow for two millenniums beE. Friedman, 72 Canal st., .()jew York.
fore it could regather the elements necesH. Cohn, 320 West st. New York.
sary to its fertility and strength." If this
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
charge be true-and it is alas ! too trueGeorge Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York.
what a r-ecord of unutterable guilt this
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
monstrous and blood-stained creed has to
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., New
answer for! And what hav we got in reYork.
The Bible-What Is IU 25c.
turn from it for all the darkneBB and blood
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New Studies in Theology. ioc.
and misery through which it has dragged
York.
Liberalism. lie.
us! Nothing. I speak deliberately and
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
advisedly wlien I ~repeat we hav got literYork.
ally nothing.-Saladin in God and His
S. J. Kin~ 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
Book.
E. C. We1;h;;an, 126 State st., Rochester.
Ohio.
THAT man with all his eminent qualities
John Jacques, Akron.
and faculties is not a work of God but a
N. Hexter, 303 Superior st., Cleveland.
product of Nature, like all his fellowFor Uhildren and Youth.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
creatures, and has proceeded from a natuBenj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., Ports- By Miss Susan H. Wixon, Conductol' of the ral and gradual evolution and self-education
mouth.
Children's Corner in the New Yol'k
-this momentous and notorious truth can
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st.,
Truth Seeker.
only be doubted at this day by the ig-norant
Cleveland
Small Qnarto-10XS inches-nearlY. Three Hun· or deliberately obstinate. During the short
·
Oreg_on.
dred p~es. illuminated Covers. Sixty-six Fnll- space of scarcely more than forty years
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
Ilage Illustrations, with Twenty-five Smaller
the researches on the early history of the
Ones.
W. E. Jones, 91 Alder st., Portland.
CONTENTS:
human · race on earth hav grown into a
W. W edeken, Portland, Ore.
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
Preface; Lazy Dick; O!~ The Life of a Do~; An comprehensiv science and hav shown that
Pennsylvania.
AnS'el Unawares; mayi...,.Ten Little Waiting mankind has behind it a past in compariMaids; The Doctor's .1:1orse; True Polite· son with which the historical period is but
Dr.•T. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st.,
ness; A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgiving· Grand
Phila.
father's Pocketbook; Meddlesome Molly_t A very brief. As regards the biblical myths
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila.
Sad Mistake; Inside an Engine Honse• vnr and fairy-tales about the world and man
Children; Cressbrook Cottage; Ezekiells Sil· having been created some five or six thouJ. A. Kirk, DuBois.
ver Spoon; Odds and Ends-A New Year'o
H. Heyne, 10th BJld Market sts., Phila.
Story; Miss Brown's Valentine.; What Ste. sand years ago by a creativ fiat, they are
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave.,
phen's Owl was Stuffed With; John; Neigh- really too childish, too radically at varibor Btightside• Miss Marie Gold's Party;. ance with the most notorious facts and
Pittsburgh.
CominJoh!\'sPhilosoph~; Jenn;r.'.s Question;
Rhode Island.
Katy's Answer; Alone m an Un£nrnishea results of the whole l!eological, archeoH. Carr, 947 High st., Providence.
Honse: Blackey; Breaking_the Meeting;_ Oru logical, and archeogeological science, to
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
Susie; A Funny Fellow-How He was uured be made the subject of a serious controof Practical Joking; What the Fern Said;
Tennessee.
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthdayi· Post- versy. Not only has it been shown by the
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., NashOffice Jack; Anl}t Avis; I Can Because Will. results of countless excavations, as well as
ville.
Price, $1.00.
Address,
by the investigations of Egyptologists,
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
based on the reading of hieroglyphic
Texas.
scrolls, that in the venerable land of the
L. Andrnss, Denison.
Nile an admirable and highly developed
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
A
.ST~n~:e
orculture and civilization existed at a period
E. A. Andrea, 346 Main st., Dallas.
to which the Bible only traces the creation
E. L.Merrill, 624 Elm at., East Waco.
Millionaires
Against
Miners;
-utah.
of the first man; but the researches of
John A. J ost, Ogden.
archeogeology, as the union of geological
-OBHenry Booth, Stockton.
and archeological science is ciilled, hav
THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY. proved beyond doubt that man was a
J. W. Wil)rinson, Logan.
Washington Territor;y.
contemporary of the huge mammals of the
By HENRY D. LLOYD.
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
diluvian age, which are now either extinct
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
a:F" This book tells how the Spring Valley miners or hav emigrated from Europe; that he ex.
England.
were starved into actual slavery.
isted in one of the earlier periods of the
Watts & Co., 17 JobD.son's Court, Fleet st.,
It ill the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime. formation of our earth, during which
London.
It deals not with theories but with facts,
the surface of the globe had a very different
0. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road., Liverpool.
figures, and names. It is a _power.
geographical configuration and was subAustralia.
ftil and pathetic book.
jeot to different climatic conditions from
W, Willill, 715 Haymarket, Sydne11 N.S. W.
964 pa~res. l'a.per,flO.cents; cloth, $1.
New Zeala;pcJ.
those that eldst ~t the pfesent time.llucfmer,
·
4. D, WUU., WaDB~DaJ.
.Wdrell
:rnlil 'l'BV'l'll SJ!JliliUllB.

THE STORY HOUR.

Valuable

U.S.A.

rlle Relations of the Sexes.

By Mrs. E.

B. Duffer author of "What Women Should
Know," ' No Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles BrewsterbPortland, Me.,
writes: "Had I possessed this ook ten years
ago it would have saved me ten years of invalidism, and I should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."

·routh: Its Care and Culture. By J.
Mortimer Granville. $1. To this has been
added a paper by that charmin~ English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical
Education of a Girl," an<l a J?aper on the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail priCe is $1.

ralks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. B.

Gleason M.D. A Practical Handbook for the
Maid, Wife,._and Mother: with a beautiful Pho. tographic rortrnit of the Author. Price\ by
mail. $1.50, "We wish the cha.Ptcr, 'Confiuential to Mothers,' might be J?nblished as a tract
and sent to every mother m the land."-[Harper's New Monthly Magazine.

rite Better Way. An Appeal to Men in
behalf of Human Culture through a wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,
cents. "lt contains information and warning
that are urgently needed."-[Christian Union.

25

lexual Physiology, A Scientific and Popular Expositio:a of the Fundamental Problems
in Sociology. By R. •r. '.l'rall, lli.D. Price, by
mail, $2. This work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.
f:

'ruit and Bread. A Natural and Scientific Diet. By Gustav SchliPke~sen. Translated from the German, by M. L. Holbrook,
i'ri.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and Radical Cure for IntemiJerance, by the Use
of a Veg~table and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.

Tllree Books in One. . From the Cradle

to the School. B:I'._Bertha Meyer. The Rights
of Children. Bt,; Herbert S:t>_encer. The Government of Children. J3yM.L. Holbrook M.D.
Pncekby mail, - ·
cloth, $1. 1· It is
a boo worthy to ne ranked with the best that
has ever been written concerning the training
of children."-[Bazar.

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
temperance. By Ha:rriet P. Fowler.

.Price, 30 cents, by mail. " It should he qnietly
given to every drinker."-[Herald of Health.

Muscle-Beating; ~1 Home Gymnastics
for Sick and well. By C. Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.

'larriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
•nd Ph}'siological }{elations, and in their bearing on the producing of children of finer health
1tnd great~r ability. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1. ·
l'he Scientltlc American says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by ' cranks,' but this
is radically different:· it is scientific, sober,
clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every .possible parent, and particularly
by the young.

l'he Diet Cure. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Disease. Cure. By_T. L.
Nichols! M.D., editor London Herald of Health.
Price, c oth, 50 cents.
..,.

Medical Hints on the Protection and Man•
agemeut of the Singing Voice. By
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts.

Deep Breathing; or, Lung Gymnastics.

Prwe, cloth, 50 cents. lVIrs. Horace Mann writeil:
"Every book you J;>rint is pure gold and deserves wide circulatiOn."

II ow to Strengthen the Memory.
L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.

By M.

&. Physician's Sermon to Young Men. By
Dr. W.. Pratt. Price, 25 cents: Prof. R. A..
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer
says of it: " Through false delicacy lads and
youths are left to fall into trouble, and not a few
have their prospects of a healthy happy life absolutely rnmed. The little book before us is intended to be J>Ut into thfl J;tands of young men
by fathers who are nnwillip.g or incapable O;{
discha.rgmg a father's duty m this respect • ana
as not on!J fa~her in tfln is, we believe, read.y tn
do what IS nght by his boys himself it is well
~h!tt SUch a book >IS this should be available. If
It Iii read by all who should read it, its sale will
be counted by hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail. postpaid,
for $2. Should anyone desire them by the 100
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by cor•
respoucleuce.
·
P'"Catalognes Free....o~E~

By mail on receipt of p'l'ice.
.&flare~•
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1:Jlbs'Pal

J/1sst:ings.

These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
where these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought Societies can hav their gatherings advertised here free by forwarding the necessary information.

Libert~

T~e

ill

Literature.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple1 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The puolic cordially invited.

BY

The Newark Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL

In the Ottoman Empire and Other Mohammedan States.
By lliOULAVI CHERAGH ALI.

Published for the information of the Christian
writers who suffer under the delusion that
Islam is incapable of any political,
legal, or social reforms.
Price, $1. Address

Philadelphia Liberal League 25
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

Col. Ingersoll SOUVENIR.

PHILADELPHIA, P A.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

THE KINC OF SPOONS

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

IN

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS. Mrs~ Besant's WorKs~

Meets semi-monthly\first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARIUS HEIGHTON, Sec..

Ellzur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Bundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Ma.dison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

:Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:80 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
and select reading. Discussion invited on all
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FBANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib•
eral Union-

All in a Lifetime. ·A Liberal Romance.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with por·
l2mo, 800 pp., $1.
. trait, 30c.
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
J:loys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
shouldoe. Paper, 25c.
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand- Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
some and Interesting Book 1 Without "Superstition for Children and Yomh. The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever. Issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthly+. first
and third Bunda:y:s, at 8 o'clock P.M. at rarr's
Hall. Evecybo<!x invited. MBs. R. M. BEBBA,
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.
.

The Candle From Under
The Bushel

The Walla Walla Liberal Club

(Mark iv, 21); or,

Meets every Sunday a.t 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. l:lcience
Lectures.-Free Discnssions.-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
(J. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Secular Union

1,306

~uestions

to the Clergy:

And ·for the Consideration of Others.

Instructive; Interesting, and Laughable.
Price,

BY WILLIAM HART.
50 cents.

Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
!freatest f:reedom accorded to all. Our motto,
• Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

NATHANI[L VAUGHAN~

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club

.A NO VEL.

Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
Ci>L. A. HARBIS, Pres.
IsAAc B. LEE, Sec.

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M. 'vat its hallJ cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street.
isiting Lioerals
invited. J. P. RICHARDSON, President; M. ISAAC,
Secretary.
·

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

Priest

An independent :1nd respectable study of char.
acter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ash~J-med to
own as her first novel. . . .. A more vrgorous
-,resentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity, in its ~ost honest a_nd consis~ent
form, need not be desrred.-[Westmmster Revrew.
1 val., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1-00.
AddrA••
'I :=T~ 'l'PTTTIT RRKI\T<'TI

J

Ken ne~ ~ S
.

Liberal Club,

Philosophical and Social Society,
Monte Vista~Cal., meet every Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. The public cordially invited. W. B.
FELT, Sec.
,

The Ohio Liberal. Society,
Of CincinnatibO., meets ever~.Jiunday evening
at 7:80P.M. in ouglas Hall, N. w. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW IIoGG, Sec.

Liberal Association of Baltimore
Meets at the Lyceum Hall, 404 East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afterno~n at 2:80 o'clock.
FITS-All Fits stopped free by !Jr.Kline's Great
N~rveResto1·er. No fits after first day's use. Mar.
vela us cures. Treatise and $l! trial bottle frell..,to
Fit c~ses. Send to Pr. Kline, 981 Arolut.,l'hile.., t'a.

M.alj..

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the" Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

Meets every Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Knights of ·
Honor HalL Bay street. Visitors invited. ,T. A.
Turner, Pres.; J"as. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue.llfilwauke~ meet• every Sunda,,v evening at 7:80 o'clock.
A. .tl. SEVERANCE, Presi<tent.

<U).d

Besant and. Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Works on the Laoor

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,.
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Drivi.p.g everything before it.that ought to
be.out.

You knaw whether you need it or
n,ot.
so~ b ~w:.llfi.gftt, i<VNn..cEr~ ty
'· !Jf!~Y!Ut ~Miilt
'

4

~nestion.

'rhe Conventional Lies of Our Civilization.

By Max Nordan. CoNTENTs-Mene, Tekel
Upharsin; The Religious, li'Ionarchic, aud
Aristocrati\)~Political.._Economical, 1\'\atrimonial,
and ll'lisceuaneous Lies; Clpsing. .Harmony.
12mo, 364. pp., paper, Peoples editron, 50 c.;
cloth $1.00.
The Imperial Council of Vienna prohibited the
;ale of this book in Austria, and. confiscated all
;opies of it they could find.

Economic Equities.

THE FINEST SPOON EVER DESIGNED.
Specifications; Desi~ned (by kind permrssion of Colone Ingersoll) and patented,
Feb. 2, 1892. Magnificent portrait. The
Torch of Reason and
the Torch of Liberty,
emblematical of the
means our Great Orator and Leader of Advanced Thought
would employ to enlighten the world,
banish superstition
an<l. fear, and establish universal physical and mental liberty,
i!rstice and happiness.
Exquisite scroll-work,
in full relief, surrounds the spoon-a
reverie of art. Btudents will study its
charming lines. Lovers of the beautiful
will go in raptures
over it, and canna sseurs will want it to
enhance the artistic
merits of their collections. Exact size and
model of cut (which,
however, sadly fails
to reiJroduce the correct likeness, Power
of portrait and exqnisite delicacy and
eharming lin e s o f
beauty, of original).
Sterlingsilver. Massive. A precious sonv.enir of Our GreatCOlt PubJic Bene•
fact.or, and :1 valua-

ble Jamily relic for
generations to come.

A suitable present for

. ma~hiJJ.mt~r Ybl~fg2
anniversaries,
\".I;tgu,gerut0ll""· olecl-

A Compend of the

Natuml Laws of Industrial Production and Ex·change. By J. K. Ingalls, Rlithor of "Social
Wealth." Paper, 25c.

Fruits of Philosophy:. A Treatise on the
Po:pulation Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Edited by Cliarles Bradlaugh and Annie Besant.
25c.

Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing

$2.50 each;
ex
heavy, $8.
Orange and sn~ar
spoons, $3. Grit
bowls, 50 cents. extra.

"THE 1'IME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,"

Large or Small Families ~ On which Side

and other mottoes, names, etc., etched in bowls
in most artistic style, 50 cents extra. Bent
upon receipt of pri~e and money refunded if not
satisfactory. Order of Designer if your ieweler
does not snpply it. Many are interested in their
own inferiOr Souvenirs and will not sell the
above.
OTTO WETTSTF.IN, Hochelle, Til.
Established in 181i7. Designer of " Otto Wettstein" Watch, and popular Freethought badge.

Poverty : Its Effects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles

Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.

out the means by which the working classes may
raise themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignity, and independence, and which is also capable of entirely removing.\ in course of time, the
other principal social evi..ts. By li'I. G. H. tOe.

Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoake. 5c.
Bmdlaugh. 5c.

Why Do Men Starve ~
laugh. 5c.

By Chas. Brad-

W ATSoR OF< LIFo So
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 84 Routh Main RtreAt. WilkeRbarrb. Pa..

The Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi-

"WHY"

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Letters to Young People. By (Prince)

I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three inonths.
Friends will please send •tamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELIIUNA DRAKE SLENKER,
Snowville. Va.

cal to the 'Welfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Peter. Krapotkine. Witli Life of author, i:>v
Stepmak. lOc.
Address THE TRUTH B.EEKER.

Medic aI Dis cove ry SCIENCE
Takes hold in this order :

HONOR OF

THE KINC OF ORATORS.

Paper, 2ll cents· ; cloth. 50 cents.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,

Holds meetin_gs every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
T~e

AN "ADDRESS DELIVERED

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ•
ation
With a Portrait of Whitman.

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Pla.tform free. Henry Rowlex, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Pl"'posed

POLITICAL, LEGAL, ABD SOCIAL
REFORMS.

Testimonial
:Manhattan Liberal Club, N. Y., To Walt .Whitman.

M.eets every Snnd!!!Y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal Leagne ·RaJ!, 177 Halsey st., cor; Market
st., Newark, N. J. Lectures and drscussions on
religious and socia.l questions. Beats free and
everybody welcome.

30i

vs. RELIGION,

A BOOK FOR MEN.

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. WIDDICO!liBE_1

Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
B?J MR8. E. D. §LENKER.
•

iOOGJlts.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents, treating
on that health-de straying and life-consuming
weakness of men as the· result of ,·onthful errors
and excesses. The book sets forth an INFIDEL
CURE, which is a medicine to be appliep externally <the only remedy of the kind in exrstence).
You will feel imp,oved the first day, benefited
every day,"until all signs of Earlx Decay, Weaknc8ses1 Lost Manhood,.,etc.hare fullvestored.
ad.-ress,
Dl>. RuB'T P . .I!'ELLOWS,
Vineland, N. J,
And sa.Y youjla.w lllia til 'l'~ 'l'llllfll S~lUIB,

THE TRUTH
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John E. Rems~urt~ Books.

l''alse Claims.

Revised and Enlarged.

As a Mission:1ry Document it is unexcelled.
Among the snbl cots considered by 1\Ir. )!emsburg are: The Church and l'I'Iomlity; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
Civilization; the Church and Science; t.h~
- Ohurch :1nd Learning; the Church and L1b·
erty; the Church and the Antislavery Heform;
the Woman's Rights JVIovement; the Temperance R.eform; the Church and the llepublic.
Price, to cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals.

THE PREACHER CONTRADICTETH HIMSELF.
Sorrow is better than laughter: for by the sadn.ess of the countenance the heart is mad~ better.._ .. Then I
commended mirth because a man hath no better thmg under the sun, than to eat, and to clrmk, and to be merry:
for that shall abide with him of his labor the days of his life, which God giveth him under the stm.-Eccles.
vii, 3 ; viii, 15.

THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY.
Issued lUouthly ••

Subscription price,
No

$3 per annum.

BOOKS ISSUED.

Price.

ers' Almanac.......................... -. .
25
Helen H. Gardener. . . ..... ...... .. .... ...... ........
50
3 Age of Reason. 'Thomas Paine .. -_ ... -..
25
4: Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
25
Bennett ................................ ·20
5. ChristianAbsurdit~es. John P~ok....... .
10
6. Victor Hugo's OratH•n on Volta1re ....... .
40
7. The Crisis ................................. .
s. Sabbath Breaking ........................ . 25
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams .. , ........ .
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. M1ller.. . .
25
11. l\iy Religious Experience. S. P. Putnam.
12. The Higher Crit10ism in Theology and
50
Religion. T. E. Longshore ............. .
25
1a. Infidel Death-beds. G. W.;Foote ....... .
40
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Pame. lllust'd.
10
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
16. Pulpit, Pew, '' nd Cradle. Helen H. Gardener .................. -. -.. - .... -.. -..... . .
10
17. Bible Morals. John E. R~msburg.......
25
18. Aw fnl Disclosures of Ma~1a Monl< ... _.. .
50
19. Pocket Theolog1•. Voltaire..............
2.5
OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly s~bscribers will ~~ceive all. the books
issued durmg the :year. Smgle cop1es of each
book sent upon rece1pt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

*

Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline

•: IF>

YOU ARE

***

SINCERELY IN1'E'RE,'"J'1ED IN

~WOMAN

Bv M. BABCOCK. Price.15 ctR.

HASTEN 'l'O READ

THE ST.RIKE OF A SEX.
TOM'S

CABIN

cloth, 75 conLs.

Tile Apostle of Liberty. An address de10

OF WOMAN'S

f>l"'lltq_

INVENTORS.

SLAVERY.'")

The cost of obtaining aU. S. Patent,
in an ordinary case,
is onl~$55. through
E.uWIN N.
BEECHER,
Solicitor of Patents.l'I'!AmoN. Hartford county, CoNN.
Pamphlet of advice to Inventors
will be mailed free.
N.B.-Register all
letters and stamps
will be sent you to
defray this expense.
an Infidel, a writer
papers, aud, we are inand experienced __patpm·nl n·v.et1 him, he ·is a skillful
At:torneJr.-'.LRE
SEEKER.

The best men and women of England and America are
It
fairly heaping praises upon tbis
has a fascination
entirely its own an<l will give you
truly wonderful
a sensation such as you never hail before.
book.

I

CAN THIS
BE SO

0
4

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

I

Tells the Story of the

Author-Hero's lil'c, delineates the leading traits
of his character nnd genius, and vindicates his
name from the aRpersious cast upon it. Tributes to Paine's el1aracter are given from more
than-one hundretl.noted pcr~ons of Europe a~d
America many or them wntten expressly fol'
this work. Second edition~ 160 pages, prmted
on fine tinted _paper, neatly bound, and con•
tainiug- a -handsome steel partl:a.it of PaW.

li vcrcd in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,

By GEOIUlE N. IUILLEU.~

("THE UNCLE

of F>tith; Protestant Intolerance~ W11shington
an Unbeliever- JeffMson an Unbeliever; P>tine
and Wesley; Christian S11bbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

'fhomas .Paine.

'l'HE G.clUBE OF

2. Men, Women. and Gods.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best end
most thorough work tYCl" written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Lar~e and
handsome print. Ptice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.

**

1. 'The Truth Seeker Annual :1nd Freethink-

Twenty Crimes and Vices

Sanctioned· by Scriptureh· Falsehood and Deception; Cheating; 1' eft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermimttion; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustiqe to
Woman; Unkindness to Children· Cruelty to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; Canuibahsm;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Iutem_per>.Lnce;
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Price, single copies 25 cents; 6
copies, $1. Special Jiscount on large quantities.

SEND AND

SEE

Address THE

'

•

I

TRUTH

SEEKER Uo.

Those of our readers who have not already signecl and .obtained signatures to this petition shmtld now cut it
out, paste it to a sheet of stout paper, get all the signatures possible, and send it before September 15th to John T.
IJickinson, Secretary World's Columbian Commission, Rand-McNally bttilding, Chicago, Ill.

To the World's Columbian Exposition Commission:

Self -Contradictions of the Bioie.
----144---Moral, Theological, Historical, and Speculative
Propositions.
Prico,

15 cents.

Learning that there is an organized movement among the more conservative church people-manipulated by a
AN OUTLINE OF THE
"Sabbath" organization-to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in
Chicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on
each Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons:
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
Its Causes al'\d Results.
resort when no moral amusements are available .
. 3. As a matter of justice als? _t<il the p~ople of Chicago, who h~ve given of their means to make the Fair possible, By W. /5. BELL. Paper, 12mo, 25 cts.
tens of th_ousands o~ whom can VISit the F~u·. only on a general ~ohday; an~ as a matter of justice also to the visitors
to the Farr, whose ti~e or means may b~ limited, and_ who certamly ~re entitled to great consideration at your hands.
4. For the public good: The opemng of th? F~rr on Sunday w~ be for the benefit not only of Chicago, but of
the whole country. The nghts of no one are mfrmged, the happmess of no one disturbed. Those who wish to
Reply to New York Obsen>er.
attend can do s? ; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question
Ey
R· CS. INCSS~SOLL.
of human relatwns and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you can· decide is that of the
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD."
public welfa;re.
.
. .
.
.
Price, 15 cents.
5. It will benefit the Farr, attractmg a much larger attendance, mterestmg more people in it, and increasing its
receipts.
6. To the objection that Sund~y opening of the ~air will destroy the day as a rest-clay, we affirm that the
tendency would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive the more noble
The passages unfit for family reading.
and varied in its pl~asures and instructions, the more ~ifficult !t will be to change its character, the l~s~ danger there
Paper,llO cents; cloth, 50 cents.
is that employer_s will ev?r have the po'Y"er to transfer ~t _f:om Its present position to the days of toil. With choice of
Pro and Con of
Sunday occupatiOn restricted to attendmg church or V1Sitmg a saloon, the average workingman would choose to keep
on laboring.
.
7. Finally: O:re~ing the World's Fair ?n Sunday will_ ~arm no one but. the keepers of immoral places, while it
will be~efi~ ~he Farr Itse~f, the pe?ple of ~hiCago, and the VISitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity, mdiVJdual educatiOn, public morahty, and the development and good of the whole country.
Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Mir&c..
ulous Religion?
Name.
Town.
State.

fRfNCH RfVOLUTIO'N~

Paine Vindicated

Holy Bible Abridged.

Surernatural Religion.

by E. E. GuiLD.

Paper, 20 cents; cloth,llO centa.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 19. No. 20. {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.}

_New York, Saturday, May 14, r8g2.

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00

Per Year.

-=;
·_,_,_c,~~f:::~~~~~-

See 5-b.M<it~. \\\::1ot~

A SCRIPTURE TEXT-LET THE TREE OF EVIL FRUIT BE DESTROYED.

****

INFIDELI
DEATH- cs.w.:~oTe.
BEDS.
**
**

'

--o--

Bein~ true accounts of the passing away of the
followlllg persons, thus refutlllg the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Olootz,Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet-~-.Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert,__Danton, Charles varwin,
.Erasmus Darwin, velambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake..,.Victor Hugo,
Hume, Littre.,. Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier 1
James Mill, John Stuart Mill, M1rabeau, Robert
Owen.,~.,.Thomas Paine, Courtlandt PalmerJ.Rabelais, winwood Reade, Madame Roland, u-eorge
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, StraUS..B.I. Jolin
Tolan~ Vanim, VolnQ.YJ Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.

WAS

~

CHRIST

•

•

•

CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
A)t~dicial

qonsideratiop. of the question1andthe
demswn agalllst the scnptures and the Cnristian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE EVOLUTION

MY RELIGIOUS EXPETHE DEVIL!
l
RI[NC [.
OF

By s. p,

Putnam.,

By HENRY FRANK,

Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress.
Being the stag of his relijl'ious life and mental
journeyings. Written in his happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of 8.11 his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Price, 25 cents. Five copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
PUSHED •• •• BY •• ••
•• ••
UNSEEN HANDS.
Daughter's Babe Upon
Bv M. B.ABOOOK.

10 cents.

Price,

~~With

His Knees."

SflORT
STORltS.
-BY-

HELEN H. GARDENER.

CONTENTS:

Preface.-An Echo
from Shilo.-Old
Safety- Valve's Last
Run.-How Mary
Alice Was Converted.
-A Hall of Heredity.
- " That Reminds Me
Of"-.- His Mother's Boy.-Mr. Walka-Leg Adams "Meets
Up With" a Tartar.Onyx and Gold.-In
Deep Water.-A
Prison Puzzle.

Photo~;raJ?h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of

America's greatest orator and Freedom's g"reatest
champion at hom~, may be had at this office for
fifty cents.

Brain and the Bible.
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology.
By EDGAR C. BEALL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
Unanswerable.

Price, $1.

By CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.

Creed of Christendom.

Being the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.

Its Foundation Contrasted wlth~lts Superstructure.

Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

By W. B. GREG•
Complete in 1 vol., 12mo, 899PP·• $1.00.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

•
Price,
:SO c. in paper; $1 in cloth,

Address] THE TR"VTD SEEKER,

THE TRUTH SEEKER. MAY 14, 1.892.
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fNG~RSOLL'S

JUST OUT!

A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

WORliS.

ONLY AUTHuRIZED EDITIONS.

Old Testament Stories
_Comically Illustrated.

----~~--------------------€.~posure

€.~posure

{;

Principal Works : Gods and Other Leot.

ures ; Ghosts and Other Lectures ; Some Mistakes of Moses ; Interviews on Talmage; What
1\lust We Do to Be Saved? Blasuhemy; Crimes
A-gainst Criminals. 1141 pages. In one val., half
calf, $5.

Facts.

ll.idicule.

l'rose Poems and Selections. From his

Writings and Sayings. Bilk cloth, $2.50; half
calf, $4.50; half mar., $5; turkey mar., $7.50;
tree calf. $9.

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin an'd Authenti~ity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.

F'un ...Page
Pictures.

400 Pages. 200

Ghosts and Other Lectures. Including

CONTENTS:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Balaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.
~v

HoaJ.--ds, ill1.1.mina-ted cove:rs! $1; clo-th, gil-t side s-tainp, $1.50.

Works.

A TRUTH SEEKER

AROUND THE WORLD.
J<'our Large Volumes,

Age of Reason. Pap., :&5c. ;
6 copies for $1; clo .. 50c.

Age of Reason and Examina·
tion of the Prophecies.
Pap,..,4Qc.; clo., 75c.

:A.poshe of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty, (Life.) BJ
J. E. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap.
50c.; clo., 75c.

Common Sense.
1776. l5c.

Written in

Crisis. W:dtten During Am.
Revolution. Pap., 40c,; clo., 75c.

Great Works.

8vo. 800 pp.,

clo., ill3; leather, $4;
Yilt edges, $4..50.

morocco,

Life of. By .r. E. Remsburg.
Port.

l'ap..,.~Oc

Life of.

vv ith Remarks or.

Comte and Rousseau. By C
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.

Observations. By G. Vale. Par-.
trait. $1.

Lithograph of. Heavy plate
paper. 22x2S, $1.

Political and Religions R.:,.
former, By B. F. Under-

Freethinker's History of the World,

wood. tOe.

Political Works: "Commor
Sens~ " "Czisis," "Rights
Man. 1 $1.50.
,

o1

Rights of Man. Answer tr,
Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c."; clo., 75c.

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled

b~·

,J. N. Moreau. lOt·

Theological Works: "Age of
Reason,"" Examination of Prophecies," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port- $1.50.

BIBLE MORALS.

"Vindication of. Reply toN. Y.
Observer. By R. G. Ingersoll.

Twenty Crimes and Vices
Sanctioned by ScTiptuTe.

:rice,25:ents~

Price, 25 cents.

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.
.A SUMMARY OF
ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.

Price, cloth. 50 cents.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
By BEV. G. T. Fox. M.A.
Price, 15 cents.
Address this office.

tOe.

Address The. Trut:b ~eeker Coinpany .'~

CRIMES OF PREACHERS
The Clergyman s VICtims. . In the
By MRs. E. J. BALL.

views with the Famous Orator on Six SennonS"
by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage, of Brookl_yn, to
which is added A Talmagian Catechism. .Paper.
50c.; cloth, ";j,

Blasphemy. Argument by R. G. Ingersoll
in tbe Trial of C. B. Reynolds, at Monistown,
N. J,lill Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.

United States
and
Canada
from 1876 to 1883 •
"By their fruits
shall ye know them!
Do men gather
grapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles?" ~~"-lll\\~a..

Price,'25 cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

the so-called gospels of 1\fatthew, Mark, LuiH~
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Episcopalians, 1\fethodi~ts, Presbyterians, .llivangelical Alliance, and answers the
question of the Christians as to what he preposes instead of Christianity, the religion 01.
sword and flame. Pa.per, 25c.
Catholic~

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

the New York Observer's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution b;y R. G. Ingcrsoll;,_,together with A Roman Catholic Canard.
by\\. H. Burr. Paper, 15c.
·

Limitations of Toleration. A DiscussioL
between CoL R. G. Ingersoll, Han. Frederic H.
Coudert, and Ex-Governor Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, tOe.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, lOc.
Civil 8 Rights Speech. With Speech of
Han. Frederick Douglass. Paper, tOe.

Opening Speech to the Jury: In the suit
of the l3. &; M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. Tel. Co .. 138!l
Paper, lO cents.
·

Crimes Against Criminals. Price, 1Oc.
With Explanatory A. Lay Sermon. On the Labor Question.

Life of.

This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN
EUROPE" should be in ever;v Liberal's library.
Besides its intriusic worth, It is a memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
known-of one who ranks with Voltaire and
Paine in the force and clearness of his writings.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,_.
2S Lafayette place, N. :r.

.A LIBERAL 8TOR Y.

l\Iistakes of Moses; Free Schools~ The Politician•; l\Ian and Woman; The .rentateucn;
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Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the cir. cumstances under which this work was written.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death, and which contains an account
of his world-lamented death and burial. Mr.
Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-day life
of all nations is laid before the reader b:v one
who has visited them and beheld them with his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freethought in the various countries
he visited, and the morality of so-called pagan
nations is contrasted with the morality of Christian countries, much to the detriment of the
latter. The work is a
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Cannot Fail to Hav a Good Effect.
From Secula?' Tlwttght.

"Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated." By
Heston. Four hundred pages; 200 full-page pictures,
$1. New York: Truth Seeker Co. ; Toronto : Secular
Thought office. ·In this volume we are presented with a
series of comical sketches which cannot. fail to hav, on the
whole, a good effect, though some friends may think
them a little too "strong" for the milder section of the
orthodox. For those who, however, regard the whole of
the orthodox stories as dangerous delusions and myths,
nothing that helps to put them in their real character before people should be objectionable. These sketches will
certainly afford many a hearty laugh to every purchaser
and reader of the two hundred pages of humorously told
stones which accompany them.

The Effect of' the Freedom of Worsbip Bill.
Senator David B. Hill went up to Albany last
week and told Governor Flower to sign the Freedom of Worship bill; and it was signed. Probably
Mr. Hill made a bargain with Mr. Corrigan to help
him get the presidency.
The managers of the House of Refuge, a public
institution conducted according to Protestant ideas,
are wroth, very wroth. They must now divide their
human religious spoils with the Catholics, who will
undoubtedly be willing to furnish the capital to make
Catholics out of the waifs and strays within the
Refuge walls. It will not require a great sum, as
the great majority of them were born of Catholic
parents.
The managers of the Refuge will contest the
matter, however, and resist any attempt to set up
the machinery without which Catholics are not
made with neatness and dispatch and in such
quantities as to be profitable to the church. Soon
after the bill was introduced in the legislature,
when it first began to be understood that there was
behind it an influence sufficiently strong, in all
likelihood, to pass it and attach to it ~he gov8rnor's
signature, there was an outburst of indignation
among these managers, and .several of, them expressed their determination to resign in case the
bill·became a law. This sentiment seems to hav dis-
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appeared. Two members who declared a month rate a legal· war, one side of which will be at the
ago they would resign declared yesterday they expense of the state, and of course these charges
would hold on and "fight for all they were worth." will not be light-they never are in anything when
This change of front is due in part to the dis- the fighters are using other people's money.
covery of what are believed to be "oversights" in
The only good that can come from this religious
the bill, which, the majoxity of the managers believe, strife is that the people may get disgusted and eject
are sufficiently lilerious to render the bill practically both factions from the House· of Refuge and other
inoperativ. There are two of these " oversights," public institutions.
and both occur in Section 3 of the bill, which is as
follows :
That Vanishing Theological Plague-Spot.
"The rules and regulations established for the governThe striking from its creed by a Congregational
ment of the institutions mentioned in this act shall recog- church in Penacook, N. H., with only six dissentnize the right of the inmates to the free exercise of their ing votes, of the article requiring a belief in hell,
religions belief, and to worship God _according to. the
dictates of their consciences, in accordance with the pro- has again started the controversy over that theavisions of the constitution, and shall allow (and provide logical plague-spot. ·The action of the Penacook
for) holding religions services on Sunday and for private church is being widely discussed by the Trinitarian
ministration to the inmates in such manner as may best Congregationalists of New England, and is supcarry into effect the SPirit and intent of this act and be ported by a wide circle of preachers.
consistent with the proper disciplin and management of
the institution, and the inmates of such institutions
A few days ago a newspaper of this city sent its
shall be allowed such religions services and spiritual ad- view-gatherers around to some of the more promivice and spiritual ministration from some recognized nent clergymen of the town to find out what they
clergyman of the denomination or church which said think about hell. When Jon athan Edwards, the
inmates may respectivly prefer or to which they may hav
belonged prior to their being confined in such institu- great New England Calvinist, was alive he did not
tions; but if any of such inmates shall be minors under the hesitate to inforni his brethren that when the
age of sixteen years, then such services, advice, and spirit- damned majority had roasted till the sun, and the
nal ministration shall he allowed in accordance with the moon, and the stars had passed away, they would
methods and rites of the particular denomination or
church which the parents or guardians of such minors not then hav suffered a calculable portion of their
may select; such services to be had and such advice and torment, because it would last forever and ever.
ministration to be given within the buildings or grounds
The successors of this divine do not use such
where the inmates are required by law to be confined, in language, and it is hard to believe, says the World,
such manner and at such hours as will be in harmony as that they hold the same views. Now, one hears
aforesaid with the disciplin and the rnles and regulations
of the institution, and secure to such inmates free exer- that hell is an internal condition, and not a
cise of their religious beliefs in accordance with the pro- locality; that unending remorse, and not brimvisions of this act."
stone, will cause all the suffering. Every ProtThe managers think that their Protestantism is estant denomination has grown mild in its definiprotected by the clause, "and be consistent with the tion of hell and vague in its descriptions of it. Such
proper disciplin and management of the institu- a thing as avoidance of the subject because it is
tion," and the other clause near the end of the sec-. a disagreeable o~e has been heard of before, for
tion, " in such manner and at such hours as will does not Mr. Pope speak of· a high ecclesiastical
be in harmony, as aforesaid, with the disciplin and. dignitary who never mentioned hell to ears polite T
the rules and regulations of the institution,, But that was quite another thing from palliating
these constituting such a limitation of the act as the terrors of the place of last resort. Moreover,
will defeat its purpose by putting it in the power Calvinistic pastors down to this generation were
of the managers to declare that any and all purely very far from avoiding mention of it as the dean
sectarian services on Sunday are not in harmony did.
with the rules and regulations and the "proper disDr. Charles H. Parkhurst, of circus fame, was the
ciplin" of .the institution; but are, in fact, incon- first minister interviewed. It will be noticed that
sistent with the rules and regulations and with the he, like some of the lesser lights of Calvinism, has
maintenance of "proper disciplin."
a loophole into heaven for even the Infidels. The
To a Times reporter one of the managers said : reporter asked:
" The board will fight. It will fight the bill clear
"Do yon believe in a hell?"
through the supreme court. The large majority of
"Certainly."
the board is activly and vigorously opposed to the
"Do yon believe that heath!3ns who never heard of the
bill. Governor Flower announced that he would Christian religion go to hell?"
" No, not necessarily."
giv us an opportunity to protest against the bill
"Do yon believe in a personal devil?"
April 28th. That opportunity was afterward denied
"Yes."
us, and the governor signed the bill on the 30th,
"Do you believe that Infidels go to hell?"
which fact showed clearly that his mind was already
"No, not necessarily."
"Do yon believe that in!ants go to hell?"
made up on the 28th. The board of managers look
"No."
on the bill as an outrage on a non-sectarian insti"What percentage of humanity goes to hell?"
tution. We rely on the two clauses in Section 3 in
"I am not learned in the arithmetic of eschatology."
.reference to our rules, regulations, and disciplin
The same questions were put to Dr. Greer,
to render the act inoperativ, and we will, as a board, Episcopalian, who was a little hazy in his ideas.
construe that act so broadly as to shut out all He said:
purely sectarian services.
The next step will
"Every man living in a wrong way is in hell. Hell is
probably be in the shape of a complaint that some on earth. It is no less corruption because people like it."
Rom<J.n Catholic inmate is denied a Roman Catholic
"Do yon believe that heathens who never heard of
service. On that complaint an application will be the Christian religion go to hell?"
Dr. Greer replied that he knew nothing of the future.
made to the supreme court to compel us to estab- "Sin is hell here and hereafter. Death purifies no one.
lish the Roman Catholic service in the institution, The heathen will hav a chance, and if he takes it will get
and the board of managers will go into court con- into heaven. A pure and unselfish life is heaven; an imtending that the 'oversight' clauses in Section 3 pure life is hell, everywhere, All laws are fixed, and are
giv the board the power to decide whether or not God's laws. Heaven a.nd hell are not localities, but
·
·
nfl' t
·h
1 qualities."
sectanan serviCes co 1c Wit the rules, regu a"Do yon believe in a personal devil?"
tions, and ' proper disciplin ' ~f the institution."
"There are lots of them in New York."
So the immediate effect of the bill is to inaugu"Do yon believe that infants go to hell?"
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The Rev. Dr. R. S. Macarthur, Baptist, would estly hope that in connection therewith THE TRUTH
make Jonathan Edwards turn in his grave if that SEEKER has not been published in vain.
quaint worthy had telephonic connection with the
A Sacred Relic.
doctor's study. He said :
How deep in superstition the Roman Catholics
"Heaven is a place-this we are distinctly told; but it
is a condition-as well. The same remark will apply to are sunk is again shown by the arrival in America
hell. Future punishment is not so much an external of a "relic," consisting of three inches of the wrist
infliction as it is an inward condition. You cannot punish of St. Anna, alleged to hav been the grandparent, on
an innocent man. This the omnipotent God cannot do.
his mother's side, of Jesus Christ. It is finally to
"I say it deliberately, no man will ever go to hell but be deposited in a Catholic church in Canada, but
the man who wishes to go, who is determined tci go, who
has elected to go; every man will go where, in his deepes~ was exhibited in this city prior to being taken to its
nature, he wants to go. We hav only to analyze a man's permanent place. The priest who had it in charge
deepest choices to discover whither he is going. God can said that the arm of St. Anna has been in Rome for
not keep a man who loves him out of heaven."
many centuries, and that the popes hav refus3d to
"Do the heathen that hav never heard of the Christian consent t0 the removal of any part of it. The arm,
religion go to hell?"
"Where there is no sense of guilt, there cannot be, in he said, was in a good state of preservation when
its deepest sense, an experience of punishment. There he saw it. He went with the prior of St. Paul's
may be suffering, and intense sJifi'ering, but not the senae to the place where the relic is kept. The prior
of punishment, which is inseparably associated with the began to saw a piece off the wri'st.
The saw
consciousness of guilt. The heathen will suffer much. broke, and he had to use a saw he himself had
They will lose indescribably, but they will not suffer,
they cannot suffer as men must who hav neglected greater brought. The fragment he secured is one-half of
opportunities, and who hav turneel their back upon brighter the wrist, about three inches long, and to it the
light."
skin and flesh, darkened and shriveled by time, still
"Is there a personal devil?"
adhere. This was put into a casket of bronze lined
"Most assuredly. This point is to be determined by with gold. The casket is about six inches long. It
the same argument as we use in deciding on the existence
and personality of Cresar, Napoleon, Grant, or any other has a glass cover, through which the relic can be
historical character. The scripture everywhere attrib- seen. Around the relic is a slip of paper on which
utes personal agency in describing the character and is printed, "Ex brachia S. Annce, M. B. M. V,"
conduct of the devil or Satan. Actions are ascribed to which means, "From the arm of St. Anna, mother
him which can be attributed only to a person. He tempts;
of the blessed Virgin Mary." The abbot of St.
he resists; he is charged with guilt. He is to be pun"No."
Paul's
put a seal on the casket, and it is still unished. Assuming that the sacred writers believe in a
"Do you believe that infants go to hell?"
broken.
personal
devil,
they
used
exactly
the
language
which
such
'"'No."
a belief would choose to e,:press itself. If they did not
The church in this city where it was shown was
''Do you believe that Infidels go to hell?"
"Infidels make their own hell hereafter and help to so believe they are to be charged with falsehood in using visited by hundreds of poor foolish ~upes, and its
make hell for people here. He who teaches a wrong language whose naturitl interpretation teaches such a guardian had the impudence to manufactUre a story
thing or robs a human soul of its purity, hope, and aspira- belief."
that one morning a woman entered the church on
"Do infants go to hell?"
tion must suffer until the remotest influence of the wrong
''Baptists hav never so believed. There were times crutches, hobbled 'to the altar, kissed the relic and
that he has done is wiped out from the generations of
humanity. I believe that men sin after they are dead." when they were almost the only-Christians in the world touched it to the part of her body affected. Then
who believed that the children of the Turk, the heathen, she knelt in prayer for a long time. When she
"What per cent of people go to hell?"
"That percentage is a mathematical problem left to or the Infidel would be saved." ·
picked up her crutches she found that she was able
" What per cent of people will go to hell?"
God. It is not my duty to hav any feeling with regard
to
walk without them. "She left the church
"One does not wish to speak ex cathedra on a subject
to that, but only with regro·(l to saving sinners. I am in
praising
God and completely cured." As the relic
like
this.
The
judge
of
all
the
earth
will
do
right.
No
accord with the m'eed. of the Free Will Baptist church,
ancl when I change my opinions I·am neither weak enough, heathen will be condemned for rejecting a savior of whom is still in its glass case, with seal unbroken, it will
mean enough, nor sufficiently cowardly to continue in a he has never heard. He will be condemned for not be seen that, like spirits, glal'!s is no obstacle to
Free Will Baptist pulpit. If this life is a state of proba- walking in the light he possesses. The descriptions of its influence.
tion, will must necessarily enter into it, and those who heaven represent the number of inhabitants as unspeakWe advise the Catholics, however, to get this relic
hav not willed to reject salvation cannot be damned for ably great. The number of saved children will make
heaven brig-llt and beautiful, glad and glorious, with their to Canada as quickly as possible. Out in the back· its rejection. Of course this applies to the heathen."
unnumbered throngs. The proportion of the savecl, I woods of that ignorant country it will be much
Episcopalian Dr. Satterlee believes in hell, but gladly believe, will be vastly greater than the lost.
easier to get the people to believe these yarns.
thinks that infants and heathens. who never heard
"The proportion of the ·lost to the saved may be no
· of Christ will not be sent there ; and he did not greater than that of the occupants of our jails and prisons
The Literature Fund.
think it wise for him to try to judge Infidels. Dr. now to those who enjoy the liberty which right lives giv.
We hav exhausted our Literature Fund-overDoubtless many of these· questions are sometimes merely
Virgin, Congregationalist, said :
frivolous and at other times merely speculativ."
drawn it, in fact-in sending literature on the Sun''I believe in a hell just as much as I believe in a heaven
Across the water, too, the same question is day question to Congressmen.
and I believe in them both as much as I believe in thi~
When the time for the Columbian commission t.o
world."
troubling the Congregationalists, as we see by a re"Do you believe that heathens who never heard of the port in the Freethinker of a sermon by one of their decide whether the World's Fair shall be open
Christian religion go to hell?"
preachers. In England as in America, says Mr. or closed on Sundays arrives , there will be some
" That clepencls on themselvs. I cannot judge. Every
man will be treated according to the light he has. Foote, the churches are face to face with a great rather heavy expenses to be borne in presenting
Doubtless many so-called heathens are in heaven. 'Shall popular revolt against the old brutalities of faith, our side, and we hope that our friends will again
not the judge of all the earth do right?' (Gen. xviii, 25)." and are trimming their sails as far as they can to giv us a balance in the fund.
"Do you believe in a personal devil?"
There is always something turning up requiring
weather the storm. Much dogmatic cargo is being
"I do, emphatically."
pitched overboard, and one of the first dogmas to work and cash, and while we stand ready to do the
''Do you believe that Infidels go to hell?"
disappear is "everlasting fire." Mr. Spurgeon's work we cannot provide all the cash. That must
" If they reject the savior of mankind they do."
death is a relief .to the churches. They are now be done by our friendt:~.
" Do you believe that infants go to hell?"
--------~~-------"No. The Lord is their savior. 'Of such is the more free than ever to carry on that process of adThe Catholic church has lost two slaves in
kingdom of heaven.' "
justment which is necessary to creeds as well as to
Orange, N. J., by the greatest of all human pas"What per cent of people go to hell?"
men if they are to liv. Mr. Foote cites as one of the
"I hav no means of judging. The savior said in
sions-Love. Mary E. Campbell was excommunianswer to the question, 'Are there few that be saved?' proofs of this the sermon alluded to, in which the cated for being married in Lent, by a Reformed min'They shall come from the north and south and east and preacher declared the idea of a material hell to be
west to sit down in the kingdom.' Every man's cluty is "absurd," though like his American brethren he ister, and John J. Cullen was excommunicated· for
allowing a Protestant minister to unite him to the
.'
to look out for himself."
held to some sort of a place or period of punishThe Rev. Thomas Dixon, Baptist, but not the ment which is an "awful fact." But just what the woman who loved him. We record these names
with pleasure. In announcing these sentences the
one with whom Colonel Ingersoll is having a small place is he confessed that he did not know.
priest discoursed upon the evils of mixed marriages,
legal discussion, believes in hell and a personal devil,
It is evident from the remarks of all these revbut
it occurs to· us that these particular unionrs
but thinks infants and heathen, who never heard of erend gentlemen that while they perforce iterate
worked
particularly well.
Christ, will not be sent downward, and that finally, a belief in hell as their creeds call for, they do not
when things are adjusted, hell will be pretty thinly at all believe in the real hot old simon-pure place of
On the last page of this paper will be found the
populated. The Rev. B. S. De Costa, of the Epis- everlasting torment of John Calvin and Jonathan petition to the World's Columbian Commission
copal church, who recently called attention to him- Edwards. The men in the pulpits are becoming asking that the World's · Fair be open Sundays.
self by praying with the young women whose civilized because the people in the pews hav grown We hope that every one of our readers who has not
iniquitous frolics the Rev. Dr. Parkhurst witnessed, in intellectual if not in spiritual grace. That this signed and obtained signatures to this document
in answer to the question as to the existence of a growth, in this country at least, is largely due to will follow the directions printed with it. And if
personal devil said: " I believe in something worse, the efforts of America's most popular speaker no those who hav obtained signatures to it can get
_ in the existence of an all-pervading principle of one can deny.
His greatness as an orator has others they ought to do so. We will also repeat the
evi.L If the devil. were a person, he might be dealt commanded the attention of the press, and his con- advice given previously, that whenever our readers
with by a club. There is, however, some personal- vincing sentences hav commanded the adherence of see an editorial or communication in any paper
ity." It is not thought that in this Mr. De Costa the readers. In this glorious work the Liberal asking that the Fair be kept open they should send
refened to Mr. Parkhurst.
press has also effectivly shared, and we may mod- the paper, folded with the article outside, heavily
"No."
"How many persons go to hell?"
"I cannot answer without stultifying myself. "
Dr. GallaU:det, also an Episcopalian, believed
firmly in hell, but had a purgatorial annex for the
heathen. He said:
"There is an intermediate state where those who hav
acted according to their lights go. But after the intermediate state, in which those who hav acted according to
their lights are happy, and those who hav not are miserable, comes judgment, when the Lord decides it all.
The heathen does not go to hell if he has acted rightly."
"Do you believe in a personal devil?"
"I believe in a personal clevil overruled by God."
"Infants," he said, "are happy in a future state.
'1\'Ien who are perversely wicked,' as Peter said,
'go to their own place.' There is a penalty for
willful sin. How it is administered is unknown.
The heathen will not suffer for not having acted up
. to a light which they hav not." Dr. Gallaudet believed in eternal punishment, but said that "eter.nal" is beyond any h:.man conception. He did not
believe that the perversely wicked would be annihilated. Nobody goes to heaven or hell, but to the
intermediate state. What takes place after the
judgment is too dreadful to speak about. Justice,
however, will be tempered with· mercy.
Dr. Messaros, "Free Will Baptist," said he believed in Plato's hell.
"Do you believe that heathens who never heard of the
Christian religion go to hell?"
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marked, to John T. Dickinson, secretary World's however, the eulogiums of Mill, Renan, a~d Napo- and of truth. He looked on the bright side of
Columbian Commission, Rand-McNally building, leon as to the character of Jesus which had no re- everything and of everybody. To his friends he
lation t? what I had proved ab~ut the Bible itself. was near and dear in a way .that can scarcely be exC~cago, Ill.
He desrred to know what question I was willing to pressed or understood, and as a citizen he had lofty
---------~--------The Ingersoll souvenir spoon, patented by Otto debate. I gave him the question which I thought ideals."
Wettstein, is a handsome piece of metal, and nn. best adapted to state the difference between ChrisSo the beauty of life is mingled with infinit sordoubt will adorn many Agnostic tables at banquet- tianity and Freethought, namely: "Resolved, That row. All the million prayers of men cam1ot change
ing time. It will also make an appropriate pres- the Bible is of divine origin." He did not want to it. But we will honor the dead and they shall be a
discuss this question. He said there was too much
ent for well-loved nieces and nephews of tender in it for any Christian clergyman to tackle, as of cheer and hope to us in the battle of life. We will
not lose our courage, although we cannot escape
years, and Mr. Wettstein can no doubt furnish the c?urse there is. He wanted to specialize the ques- the iron hand. We will gem the darkness with
usual accompaniment. The likeness to Colonel tiOn. He read over about twenty propositions· that flowers of love and memory. In the divine words
Ingersoll is very good, and the work upon the he wanted discussed, and said he had twenty more of Ingersoll, "Tears for the dead, help for the
handle, representing two crossed torches of that he would read if he had time. He wished to living."
I lecture Sunday evening at Massillon. Not a
reason and liberty, is well executed. Prices and a debate all these particular propositions in place of
the general proposition, the divinity of the Bible. large audience is present. I lecture on "Shall the
fuller description will be found in our aSJ.vertising Finally he settled upon the question of miracles,
World's Fail· be Open on Sunday~" This question
columns.
and I accepted that. Whether he will meet the has been somewhat discussed by the press and pulIn printing the photograph of Colonel Ingersoll issue I do not know. If he does there will be some pit of Massillon. It is to be noted that so far as
lively times in Waterloo.
Massillon is concerned the pulpit is not unanimous
at home, with his daughter's babe upon his knee, .. I find in company with E. R. Shoemaker and his
for the closing of the World's Fair on Sunday.
around which it appropriately prints the prose poem fa1p.ily a solid phalanx at Waterloo-Charles Voss, Some of the clergymen here are brave enough and
on Life, the Illustrated lVorld' s Fair says : "For who is a most energetic .worker ; R. G. Daniels, wise enough to favor Sunday opening. Christians
the entertainment and diversion of our subscribers, who, I am sorry to say, is upon a bed of sickness, are by means a unit on this matter. Massillon is a
we this month offer a novelty in the way of a repro- but "bates no jot of· heart or hope" for the cause; Liberal city, but the Liberals see so much progress
duction from a very recent likeness of Colonel A. Herzog, who enrolls on the TRUTH SEEKER list; within the churches that they think the world is
also John Wittner and Scott Brecbill; Jacob Salts- moving on without their assistance. They do not
Ingersoll and his little granddaughter, Eva Inger- man, always ready to help; William Jackman,
realize that though these ancient dogmas may be
soll Brown, accompanied by the monograph called John Campbell, E. Williams, Mr. Fisk, etc. I think banished from the pulpit,· they are still imbedded
'Life,' one of the masterpieces of the orator and Waterloo is one of the best places I hav visited. I in the laws, and that on that line a long and hard
poet who now, as far as we know, stands alone in hav had a royal good time. I hav rested to my battle is to be fought, and the help of every Liberal
the living world. Colonel Ingersoll is so well come heart's content amidst rain and sunshine in this is needed. Also Freethought is constructiv and
upon the summit of fame that the ordinary scribe ample country life, in a big house, with plenty of everyone interested in intellectual and moral deroom and good company, a delightful prospect on velopment should aid the power of Liberalism in
and the ordinary orator go together and meet him, every side, green fields and woods, beautiful skies this direction, for Christianity certainly cannot do
only to be unitedly dwarfed into a sense of ridicu- resplendent with clouds, sunset, and the glorious this immense and important work. It is hoped
lous egotism and pretension.
This man, then, night, the new moon radiant among countless stars. that these latent possibilities of the Liberal element
holds upon his knee a child just entered on the
With pleasant memories and hopes I leave this will be brought forth.
By the kindness of Mr. J. H. Hunt I went over
world of progress. The child unhesitatingly asks land which from the dark wilderness has bloomed
to Canton Sunday afternoon to see the baseball
its elder what excuse he can giv for tarrying in the to such luxury and wealth.
Over a thousand people were present.
I stop over an hour or two at Fort Wayne. I game.
hind given over to the conquest of youth. Delightmeet J. W. Garman, Captain Stockbridge, Mr. There is quite a contest going on as to whether
edly, he makes no apologies. He cannot suggest a Hull, and others. Fort Wayne, they tell me, is a there shall be any Sunday games or not. The Sunreason for staying.
He must depart. It will pretty difficult place for Freethought lecturers. day games, however, are winning the day in Cincinsuffice-it will alone suffice-to enthrone youth in There are over thirty churches here, some of them nati and other places. They are certainly powerits own empire, its heritage. Who on earth-who of massiv appearance. They tower like ancient and ful influences against church mle. The games are
are you ~-what business can you hav that you vast castles, almost overwhelming one with their healthful, invigorating, and delightful. It is a
moral good to witness these splendid exhibitions of
should encroach on my existence-on me, who hav mighty spires. A whole square in the heart of the
city is owned by the Catholic church. It is packed skill and strength. The baseball game will capture
the rich treasury of all the years ~ So says this baby with buildings for schools, churches, libraries, etc., the Sunday for the benefit of humanity, and will
to the most instant orator, the most terrible con- and is untaxed. Evidently Fort Wa:yne will be a fling sunshine and joy in the place of ecclesiastical
trovertist, the most resolute and considerate foe, rugged battle-ground one of these days for liberty gloom. I enjoyed the sport not only in itself, but
the most seductiv of human entertainers." The and justice. Yet with these frowning evidences of because I felt that every time the ball was struck
There the church itself received a tremendous rap, and
photograph which induced this honest expression future pe,:il the Liberals are quiescent.
is nothing to do, seems to be the prevailing that the flying globe was a new declaration of
can be had for fifty cents.
independence.
thought.
I must not forget Don H., who is one of the
On Saturday night I arrive at Massillon and am
welcomed to the home of J. H. Hunt and family. most remarkable objects in Massillon, and worthy
This is a delightful place when spring and summer of record because I feel that there is not a particle
weave their flowery dance. It isjust outside the of orthodoxy in his superb frame. Don H. is a
News and Notes.
busy city-with its mills, its tall chimneys, rolling magnificent St. Bernard dog, owned by Mr. Hnnt.
On Wednesday, April 27th, I reach the broad smoke and steam-on a soft undulation of hills, It is simply a pleasure to look at him. He took
acres of wood and field, beautiful in the flush of adorned with groves, a lake embosomed in the the third prize at the New York exhibition. I
spring, that spread about the handsome home of midst, glittering greensward around, and_. far think he will take the first prize at the World"s
Friend Shoemaker, who came to this country fifty- prospects to the horizon beneath the sunny and Fair. He weighs one hundred and eighty two
two years ago. Looking over the brilliant scene cloudless skies. Here with books and papers and pounds and measures seven feet and a half from the
that greets the eye to-day, one can scarcely imagin cultivated thought and genial society one can pass tip of his nose to the end of his tail. He is magthe unbroken wilderness that stretched about the the J::.ours with plenty of faith in the "go:d time nificently proportioned and conveys an impression
of strength and beauty such as you might imagin
first pioneers. One can scarcely realize the trials coming."
But a cloud has passed over this home, not dark, a lion would do. He is gentle as a child. Reposthrough which they passed-the poverty, the suffering. · The settlers had to go thirty and forty miles but lustrous in its sorrow with the noblest ing on the greensward in the brilliant sunshine he
to the store and to the mill. A hundred dollars memory. Salmon Hunt, always the stanch friend is an image of noble animal perfection that givs one
cash was looked upon as a fortnne. Shoemaker re- of Freethought, the father of J. H. Hunt, has more faith in the "innate goodness of things " than
.lates that nigh on fifty years ago he went to'a passed away, at the age of seventy-ni,1e years. He several preachers or many churches would do .
On Monday evening I lecture at N :. rth Lawrence.
Fourth-of-July celebration at Auburn. He braided has lived a life of varied activity, one of the most
his own hat, knit his own suspenders, wore a "mus- prominent and Sl.lCcessful business men in Massil- Mr. Hunt accompanies me here. I find some stallin" shirt and "muslin" breeches, and shoes with- lon, honored and beloved in the community, a wart Liberals, Mr. al'l.d Mrs. John Johnson, Mr. and
out any stockings. He was happy as a lark that quiet, €, entle, genial man, yet indomitable in his Mrs. Wm. Higginbottom, and Mr. Jacob Lawrence,
.eventful day, and prooably. amidst all the fortunes spirit, and of unquestioned integrity. He died of Canal Fulton. All these take hoJd with a
'· of succeeding years he has not had any more unal- calmly, philosophically, without fear and without will and the lectru-e is a success. The ha1l
loyed pleasure than when, a 12oy, he trudged to regret. Although a thorough Freethinker, he be- is nearly full. This is quite a point for Libwhat to him was the most gorgeous affair possi- "lieved in the immortality of the soul. By ;he proc- eral meetings. It is a mining camp, and not
ess of his own reason he arrived at this conclusion. very large, but the Liberals manage to keep
ble.
· Over half a century has rolled by, and a wonder- He is certa,inly immortal in the memory which he things moving, and the women are as earnest . as
ful transformation has taken place. Railroads, bequeathes to his children, and in the results of the men. Mr. Higginbottom once walked mne
cities, factories, farms, make a :'aried and cheerful his life-work. He has ever been true to himself; miles to Massillon in order to secure the services of
picture ; and the flag of Freethought also floats he has been generous in his support of the Liberal Mr. Watts for a lecture. I am sure that women
bravely. Shoemaker, like mys:lf, has been through cause, and just and hospitable in his treatment of ought to vote when they show such ~plendid e~
·the r2ligious phases of orthodoxy. He has been the churches and creeds with which he did not af- thusiasm for human progress. Where IS the man s
converted, and for years was an ardent believer. filiate. Death. is made glorl.ous with a life so benig- record that will beat this ~
I hav had a most enjoyable time at Massillon. I
However, with the growth of civilization Free- nant, so fearless, so fruitful. Mr. Hunt died
seven weeks ago, and only four weeks ago another must thank Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Hunt for their
thought blossomed, and religion decayed.
There are quite a number of churches at Water- member of the family, Archer C. Corns, passed kind attentions and the hospitality I hav received
loo but the Liberal element is well represented. I away, who only a few months ago was married to in their lovely home, where nature mingles i~s
ga~e three lectures, and the audiences constantly Mary L. Hunt, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. splendor with human hope and thought and toil.
W. S. Moke, Mr. Lowe, and others are on the roll
increased. On the last evening the Opera House was Hunt.
So youth mingles with age on the mystic roll of of workers.
full. There was a little flurry of a discussion the
I believe that Massillon some day, not only in
"last two evenings. A young clergyman-just grad- death. Mr. Corns was only twenty-six years old
- ~'hated, I should judge, and inexperienced in debate when he died, a beautiful life before him of happi- spll.·it, but in number, will be in the front rank of
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
· -.:_ei:J.deavored to make some remarks. in answer to ness and of labor. Of him the Massillon Independ- Liberalism.
Mas.sillon, May 3, 1892.
my lecture on " The Bible." He merely quoted, ent says: " He was the soul of honor, of loyalty,
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AFTER "MA.NY YEARS.

Full and Unexpected Developments of
the Russell Outrages.
The Guilty Parties Can Keep Their Secret no Longer.
Fifteen years ago, or, more particularly, Oct. 6,
1877, Dr. L. J. Russell, of Bell county, Texas, was decoyed from home by a mob and severely whipped.
The only cause ever assigned for this treatment was
that the doctor was a leader in a society of Liberals
and that his Infidel doctrins were calculated to do
.· harm to the youth of the country. Dr. Russell was
then and is now one of the most highly respected
of Bell county's citizens. In his long residence there
he has always shown those traits of character that
go to make up the perfect gentleman, and in the literary field as well as in medical lore he occupies a high
position. He is a good spe lker, a logical reasoner, and
is bold and aggressiv in his utterances against any
and every thing that is in his opinion a sham. The
punishment inflicted upon him for his religious
views was deeply deplored at the time by his many
friends and by those who differed from him on religious points. The circunlstances were commented
upon extensivly; and all over the United States, and
even in Europe, the act received the strongest condemnation. It was rega!ded as a fresh outbreak of
that spirit of intolerance that for years had been
sleeping and was supposed dead in our country, and
of course was strongly resented by those of liberal religious views and regretted by the true Christians
everywher<'. The very barbarity of the crime against
so respectable a man, takQn into connection with the
general beliefthatreligion had long since ceased to use
the stake as a means of conversion, caused many people to believe that there was no such outrage committed, and doubtless there are some yet living who
always had their doubts about the matter. As the
years rolled by and no one was apprehended, the
circumstances had well-nigh passed from the minds
of the public. Not so, however, with the victim
and his friends. They hav been quietly on the hunt
for the perpetrators all the time, and although positiv evidence came only lately, yet for a long time
all the parties hav been suspected. Dr. Russell has
borne himself as a true man in all his experiences,
and has exercised a spirit of forbearance most commendable. Be it said also for the cause of Christianity that but one of the activ participants in the
whipping was, so far as known, impelled by a
religious zeal, the other parties seeming to be but
handy tools imported from another county. To
what extent religious· enthusiasm inspired the
whipping may perhaps be inferred from the statements of some of the parties thereto. The history
of the outrage and the development of the longconcealed circumstances connected with it are given
in the papers upon the subject now before us.
The Association of Freethinkers of Bell county,
Texas, was organized at Little River Academy in
the su=er of 1875. The organization was kept up
until after the whipping of Dr. Russell in 1877.
They held lectures and debated with their Christian
friends and others, and during the two summers
had a Sunday-school. Dr. Russell delivered lectures on botany, illustrating them with flowers and
plants peculiar to Texas. The Association sent a
representativ to the first meeting of the Liberal
League at Philadelphia in July, 1876. A charter
was obtained and the organization became Auxiliary
No. 43 of the National Liberal League. In July,
1877, Dr. Russell held a three days' debate with a
Presbyterian preacher, Rev. Dr. Rawlings. Shortly
afterward the doctor entered into agreement with
a Christian preacher, Rev. Dr. Scott, for a debate
but the whipping took place before the time set
and the meeting never took place, as the White Cappers exacted as one of the promises from Dr. Russell
that he could not debate with Mr. Scott or anyone
else.
The whipping was done as stated on the night of
the 6th of October, 1877. A notice as follows was
afterward posted on a tree near the Academy:
NoTIOE-This is to certify that on Saturday night, the
6th of October, 1877, the Rev. Dr. Russell was milled to
see a mover's wife camped at this place, and that on the
doctor's arrival three other men came out and captured
him, and hit him a hundred licks with a leather strap,
and let him loose on condition that he would not lecture
or debate on infidelity any more in this county. Now a
word to Nunnely, Posey, Marshall, and, in fact, to all
the leading men of the Infidel club. If any of you take
his place we will burn you out of house and home, and
hang you until you are dead. If any man in this county
is injured on account of what has been done, we will
burn you all o~1t. W !3 hav E;"Ot 50 men to back us. .Gents,
we mean busmess ; mfidelity· has got to stop m this
country as well as horse-stealing.
No clue to the perpetrators could be found, and
. after a time the matter ceased to be talked about,
except by the parties most directly interested. It
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was not until this spring that the tale began to unrayel. The notice as above printed was posted, as
stated by Mr. Lacey, because he could hear
nothing of the affair and desired to learn what
public opinion would be.
Recently Dr. Russell learned that a man named
J. W. Hill could tell him something of the affair.
A meeting was arranged with Hill and from him the
following affidavit was obtained:
THE STATE oF TEXAS, CoUNTY OF BELL:
Before me, Otto K. Burwitz, a notary public in and
for Bell county, Texas, on this day, personally appeared
J. W. Hill known to me to be the person whose name is
subscribed to this affidavit, after being duly sworn by me
states on his oath as follows:
In the summer of 1879 a certain party told me that in
the year of 1877 he had been solicited by Henry Lace;r,~
living at that time in the Greathouse settlement in Bell
county, Texas, to go to whip Dr. Russell, living near
Harrisville, in Bell county, Texas, and on Dec. 24, 1881,
I, J. W. Hill, met Joe Estes at the Willow Springs schoolhouse, Falls county, and asked him as follows: "Joe, I
want to ask you something I hav heard of, but I do nt~t
want you to question me where and of whom I got it. It
is this: Who were the men that whipped Dr. Russell
near Harrisville, on the night of about Oct. 6./.)877?" to
which he answered: "It was myself, Joe J!;stes, Joe
Copeland, Henry Lacey, and John Gable," saying further that he, Joe Estes, was the man who went to Dr.
Russell's house that night requesting him to go with him
to see his, Joe Estes's, sick wife, who was in need of
medical assistance, upon which Dr. Russell followed him
on horseback to the place where his partnm:s lay in waiting.
Upon arrival they made Dr. Russell dismount and tied
and whipped him, and made him promis to never lecture
on Infidelity again.
·
J. W. HILL.
Sworn to and subscribed before me at Temple, Tex.,
OTTO K. BDRwiTz,
this, the 11th day of April, 1892.
Notary Public in and for Bell county, Texas.
After this Mr. Hill and J. C. Adams, of this city,
went to Coleman to see Mr. Estes, one of the parties mentioned as implicated. They obtained from
Mr. Estes the following information:
THE STATE OF TEXAs, CoUNTY oF BELL:
Before me, Otto K. Burwitz, a notary public, in and
for Bell county, Texas, on this day, personally appeared
J. C. Adams, of Bell county, Texas, and J. W. Hill, of
Falls county, Texas, both-known to me to be the persons
who signed the following affidavit, who, being duly sworn
by me, stated on their oath as follows:
That on the 11th day of April, 1892, we, J. C. Adams
and J. W. Hill, met Joe Estes at Coleman City, Coleman
county, at the depot, and I, J. W. Hill, said to Joe Estes:
"You remember the conversation we had at the Willow
Spring school-house, Falls county, about December 24th,
1881 ?" to which he answered: "What about?" "About;
the Russell whipping near Harrisville, in 1877," I said,
to which Joe Estes replied: "Yes, I do, and t hav received a letter in regard to that matter from Joe Copeland, of Falls county, yesterday, and I hav started to go
to Bell county this morning to straighten the matter."
I, J. W. Hill, then said to Joe Estes: "You recollect
that you told me that yourself, Joe Copeland, Henry
Lacey, and Joh.ri Gable were the men that whipped Dr.
Russell?" to which he answered: "I do not remember'
telling the names of the parties, but I know you know all
about it, Jim. If I did giv the names· I will not do it any
more." Then I, J. C. Adams, said to Joe Estes, "It becomes your duty to giv the names of the parties connected with the whipping of Dr. Russell, there being a
number of people who doubt that Dr. Russell has ever
been whipped." Joe Estes made the followin~ reply to
me, viz.: "I know that Dr. Russell was whipped, and
you can tell him that myself was one of the four men
that whipped him, and I was the very man myself who
decoyed him away from his home under the pretense
that my wife w!J,ssick andwantedhim to see her." On my
asking him what reason he had, and his aseociates, for
whipping Dr. Russell, he, Joe Estes, replied: "As far
as I am concerned individually, I never had any
personal acquaintance with the doctor.,. knowing him
only by reputation as a good straigntforward man,
highly respected in the community where he lived for his
kindness and integrity as a manandasaskillful physician.
It appeared that some people in his neighborhood had
been taking offense at his religious views and desired
him to be chastised, so one of the men who was from
the doctor's neighborhood stated to the other three
men who were from the Dogtown neighborhood." And
he, Joe Estes, said that it was the doctor's religious
views that caused him to be whipped, and it was religious
influence that caused him to be whipped. And he, Joe
Estes, says to J. C. ·Adams, "Tell Dr. Russell that if it
would be any satisfaction to Dr. Russell, that h~l Joe
Estes, would come and let the doctor whip him unti.J. he,
the doctor, was satisfied." Joe Estes further stated that he
expected nothing better than to serve at least two years
in the penitentiary for being accessory in the whipping
of Dr. Russell.
J. C. ADAMS,
~
J. W. HILL.
Sworn to and subscribed before me at Temple, Texas,
this, the 11th day of April, 1892. OTTO K. BURwiTz,
Notary Public in and for the county of Bell, Texas.
Following the clue further, Messrs. J. C. Adams
and T. L. Hollingsworth, as friends of Dr. Russell,
went to Milam county and interviewed Mr. J. H.
Lacey. From him they received a confession and
promis to write to Dr. Russell. The affidavit of
these gentlemen is here given :
STATE OF TEXAS, COUNTY OF BELL:
Before me the undersigned authority on this day came
and appeared J. C. Adams and T. L. Hollingsworth,
both to me well known, who being by me duly sworn upon
their oaths say and depose as follows:
On the 14th day of April, 1892, upon the farm of W. H.
Lacey, near Roc~dale, in Milam county, we met W. H.
Lacey1 and had mth him in substance the following conversation. We stated to Mr. Lacey that we were reliably
informed that he had participated in the whipping of
Dr, L, J, Russell, which occurred in Bell county in

October, 1877, to which W. H. Lacey replied, "Yes,"
and stated that he, Lacey, Joe Copeland, Joe Estes, and
John Gable were the parties that whipped Dr. Russell at
the time and place mentioned, and that he, Lacey, was
the instigator of the whipping, and arranged it, but that
he was partially led to do so by public expressions he had
heard in the neighborhood in which he and Dr. Russell
lived to the effect that Dr. Russell ought to be chastised
fo1· his views and expressions upon religious subjects.
He, Lacey, further stated that at the time the whipping
occurred that he felt and believed that the course of Dr.
Russell was wrong and dangerous to the children and
young people of the community, and that Russell had no
right to express views calculated to injure and mislead the children and young people growing up in the
community, and that he felt that Russell ought to be
made to stop it and his object in whipping him was to
cause him to stop it. However, he, Lacey, further stated
that he had long since regretted his action in the matter,
and felt that he had wronged and injured an honorable
man for the expression of views he had a right to entertain.
T. L. HoLLINGSWORTH,
J. C. ADAMS,
The foregoing was signed and sworn to before me, by
J. C. Adams and T. L. Hollingsworth, this day.
Given under my hand and seal of office, this 15th day
of April, A.D. 1892.
W. S. BANB"B,
Notary Public, Bell county, Tex.
Mr. Lacey fulfilled his promis to write, and following is his letter :
·
RocKDALE, TEx., April14, 1892.
DR. L. J. RussELL, ~f'l/ Best Friend (for I feel like I
hav a I>erfect right to claim you as such since you hav reprieved me, as I .will term it, from a term in the Sing
Sing, that the truth of your statement in regard to the
crime in regard to which I am going to write might be established): It makes me know that the men are not all
dead yet that prize their word above rubies. If I had been
arrested and brought to Belton for trial I could not hav
asked the least favor of you. So you may hav some idea
of my gratefulness to you for your kindness that J. will
never forget until I hav breathed my last. I will cut a
long story short by saying that I can't thank you for lack
of words. I hav been sorry but once since the rash act,
and that has been ever since a week after the cowardly
act. My uncle, J. J. Dyess, was speaking of the matter
to me, not knowing who the guilty were. He said that to
treat a gentleman that way was the lowest-down act that
had come under his observation. Then I began to realize
what I had done. All that I can do is to make a frank
confession, which I hav made to the two gentlemen that
came to see me,J. C. AdamsandT. L. Hollingsworth, which
was this: I was living with Tom Greathouse and heard
you lecture once. There was a great deal of complaint
against you among the Christians for preaching
Infidelity, and many of them thoug-ht it ought
to be stopped ; so I took it upon myself, without
being influenced by anyone, to get up a crowd and fool
you out and whip you, which we did. There were four of
us; three done the whipping; I am one of the three. · You
told me that you had heart trouble, which caused me to
be lighter on you than I would hav been ptherwise. I belonged to the church at the time and had no better sense
than to believe that I was doing God's service. Now,
doctor, I havconfessed the hidden past of my life. There
is nothing back of this that is criminal, or that I am
afraid for the world to know. Now, doctor, I hav no fear
of you or any other Infidel doing me any harm for what I
hav done, because the gentlemen that visited me told me
to hav no fear, for ~ot one of them would harm me, and
in adilition to that I hav many friends that are Infidels,
and must say that I hav never had one to swindle me in a
transaction; hence I believe they do right because it is
right, and not because they are afraid the devil will catch
them. Now that the world may read the worse part of
my past life, I giv you my consent to publish this in the
leading papers of the United States if you desire to do
so, and besides, if the law wants to be satisfied, just tell
the sheriff to write me a card to come to trial, and I will
be on hand at the appointed day, and if the law says for
me to shove a jack-plane or make negro shoes for one,
five, or ten years, I will submit without a murmur, because I am to blame for the whole matter and no one
else ought to suffer. Now, doctor, I will close by sayin~
that I Will. come to see you about the first of July next 1f
you desire to see me, for I would like to talk the matter
over in person with you, and my last req_uest is that your
family forgiv me as you hav done. Hoping to hear from
you soon, I am your friend now and all the time.
HENRY LACY.
Mr. Copeland was interviewed by a number of
Dr. Russell's friends in Temple.
He admitted
knowledge of the affair, but refused to either implicate himself or to deny complicity. Mr, Gable. has
not been interviewed.
·
The parties to this affair are well known in the
section. Mr. Estes now livs near Coleman City,
but formerly resided in Falls County in what is
known as the old Dogtown settlement. Mr. Copeland also lived at Dogtown, but is now living
near Durango, in Falls county. John Gable livs on
the E. F. May place near Temple, and Mr. Lacey livs
near Rockdale at present. Dr. Russell, the victim
of the outrage, if he ever harbored thoughts of revenge, has laid aside such intentions. He asks no
more than that the public should know the circumstances. In fact, his mild manner of dealing with
the perpetrators is a matter of considerable comment among his friends.
--------~~--------

Comicalities.

The rich may hav their mansions here,
But poor men, when they ciie,
Will hav the pull, so we are told,
On the mansions in the sky.
Wool: "I never could understand why all the big bars
in New York are decorated with such expensiv oil paintings." Van Pelt: "People want to see pictures on Sun·
day and no other museums are open,"
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Sunday Not a Holy Day Anyway.
It has seemed curious that no one has met the
Sabbath racket from a Christian standpoint, as the
enforcement of a Sabbath observance on the gentiles is' as unchristian as it is un-American, unneighborly, and ungentlemanly.
Now, waiving the fact that there are two reasons
assigned in the Decalog for an observance of the
Sabbath, by the two copyists, and to accept either of
those reasons is to indorse either the geocentric
theory of astronomy, with its firmament for dividing
the waters, its :fiooagates, and all of the nonsense
connected with that theory, or the equally absurd
record of three millions of people leaving Egypt in
a single night so stealthily that they were not
missed till the next day-with all of the prodigies
connected with that prodigious people, from the
first conception of the ninety-year-old lass that bore
Ike with the help of the barefooted Lord that
made the promis to Abraham-the record of the
Jews, with their godly government, should be satisfactory to us so long as we are not burdened with
such government; but for Christians to attempt to
force that government· on us shoull· cause u§l to
investigate t.heir claims as to merits in practical use.
So, in starting out as a nation, we find them governed by a God, or Lord-the terms appear to be
interchangeable-and all laws emanated from him
and were also executed by his immediate command.
The result was very unsatisfactory, both to the governor and the governed. Five hundred years of
that government resulted in the massacre of some
239,000 of his subjects by his command or by his
own hand, 50,070 harvest hands were slaughtered
by his own hand when the ark was being returned
from Ekron, and ninety-six years of bondage in
servitude among the various petty nations were
suffered as penalties for their crimes. He seems to
hav been the most passionate sovereign on record.
He became so exasperated at one time that he was
determined to kill the whole nation, and it took
Moses forty days and forty nights to cool him oft~
lying the while on his belly without anything to eat
or drink; and it was only from fear of scandal from
the Egyptians that he finally let up and let them liv.
Well, his government finally became so unpopular
that he was requested to resign, which he reluctantly did, and they chose a king in his place.
He finally, from some cause, came down and had
no hesitancy in condemning the fool laws that he
instituted that resulted in such a deplorable failure.
He says through his holy prophet Jeremiah (xxxi,
31): "Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I
will make a new covenant with tl::.e house of Israel,
and the house of Judah ; not according to the covenant that I made with the.ir fathers, in the day that
I took them by the hand to bring them out of the
land of Egypt, which my covenant they brake, although I was a husband unto them, saith the Lord:
But this shall be the covenant that I will make with
the house of Israel: After those days, saith the
Lord, I will put my laws in their inward parts, and
write in their hearts; and I will be their God, and
they shall be my people. And they sb,all teach no
more every man his neighbor, and every man his
brother, saying, Know the Lord: for they shall all
know me, from the least of· them unto the greatest
of them, saith the Lord: for I will forgiv their
iniquity, and I will remember their sin no more."
Now, the above promis of a new covenant is
claimed to be fulfilled by the advent of Jesus Christ,
who is the mediator of tte new covenant. And
the gospel is designed to take the place of the law,
so far as the ceremonial is concerned. And everyone that partakes of the ceremonies of the Jews is
condemned by the Apostles in unmeasured terms.
N:or did Christ in one solitary instance require suet.
observance. To the one who came to h m, as recorded in Matt. xix, inquiring what good things he
should do to obtain eternal life, Jesus respon ed,
"If thou wilt enter into life, keep the commandments. And he saith unto him, Which~ Jesus
said, Thou shal~ do n::J murder, thou s,::alt not commit adul: ery, Thou shalt not steal, Thou shalt not
bear false witness, Honor thy father and thy
mother: and, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.
The young man said, All of these hav I kept from
my youth up: what lack I yet~ Jesus said unto
him, If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou
hast and giv to the poor, and thou shalt h~v treasure in heaven." Mark and Luke record the same
event in nearly the same words, but no command is
given against anything tnt what he conceived to be
crime. What criminal negligence, if such is required under the gospel dispensation! Why stop
with but one-half of the commandments and leave
that poor fellow to go to destruction under a false
impression~ And not only him, but also the whole
Christian world. Either one of the two' conclusions
must be drawn from the circumstance-he was
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e~ther criminally negligent in making known Chris- iii, 1 : "0 foolish Galatians, who hath bewitched
tian duty, or he wished to eliminate the ceremonial you,
before whose eyes Jesus Christ hath
parts of the law that had been such a stumbling- been evidently set forth, crucified among you~ This
block to the Jews and made them the most out- only would I learn of you, received ye the spirit by
landish nation of cutthroats on record. But Paul the works of the law, or by the hearing of faith?
d?es not leave us in doubt in regard to the ceremo- Are ye so foolish~ having begun in the spirit, are
mal, for he condemns the Decalog in these terms in ye now made perfect by the :flesh~,., This is the
2 Cor. iii, 7-11: "But if . he ministration o:i death kind of talk administered to the churches, while
written and engraven in stones was glorious so that those wh:> are guilty of this kind of teaching are
the children of Israel could not steadfastly behold denounced as Antichrist (1 John iv, 3), preaching
the face of Moses for the glory of his countenance, Christ out of envy and strife (Phil. i, 15), clogs to
which glory was to be done away; How shall not be shunned and evil workers (iii, 2), and so on. Is
the ministration of the spirit be rather glorious~ it strange that it takes one hundred thousand in
For if the ministration of condemnation be glory this land of ours to maintain their version of the
much more doth the ministration of righteousness teaching of the gospel ? Honesty would relieve
exceed in glory. For even. that which was made most of their labors, and they would cease to be
·
glorious had no glory in this respect by reason of dogs.
the glory that excelleth. For if that which was
The above deductions seem to me to be conclusiv
done away was glorious, much more that which as to the ceremonial portion of the Jewish law. If
rE(_maineth is glorious."
JeslJ.S, Peter, Paul, and Barnabas are competent
Now, could Paul hav stigmatized the Decalog as witnesses, then modern orthodoxy is Antichristian.
the ministration of death and condemnation if it But my Christianity has its beginn,ing and ending
was sound in all of its parts, as the clergy of our in the abolition of rights and ceremonies in our
day would hav us believe ? Like Christ, he holds legislativ jurisprudence.
The ol.d conception of
to that portion that pertains to crime. Hear him in an anthropomorphic God of the male gender leadhis epistle to Rom. xiii, 8, where Christian duties are ing a bachelor life is outgrown or should be. If
being handled: he says, "Owe no man anything, we must hav a God let us hav one that has common
but to love one another: for he that loveth another sense, and one that does not stand in need of so
hath fulfilled the law. For this, Thou shalt not com- much help and advice. My advice to the Grristian
mit adultery, Thou shalt not kill, Thou shalt not world is that they invite the whole trinity to resteal, Thou shalt not bear false witness, Thou shalt sign, or else cease their efforts of placing such nonnot covet ; and if. there be any other command- sense as their old funeral without a corpse as subment, it is briefly comprehended in this saying, jects of legislation. It may do them as a substitute
namely, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. for amusement, but partakes too much of the order
E. A. WHITE.
Love worketh no ill to his neighbor; therefore of dissipation for common use.
Madison, Wis., March 16, 1892.
love is the fulfilling of the law."
Thus it will be seen that the eliminating of the
Meddlesome Legislation.
ceremonial part of the Decalog was no accident.
And to find the estimate that those doctrins were
After the priest, with his Thus saith the Lord,
held in by the Apostles it will be necessary to ad- the meddlesome legislator is the next greatest evil
vert to the record. For we find that there were that befalls a people. The man who, without educertain evil-disposed persons that went out from cation or experience, is elected men..ber of a legisJerusalem to preach that not only attempted to lativ body, at once imagins an influx of wisdom
enforce the ceremonial part of the law, but also from some quarter, and feels himself called upon
the ordinance of circumcision. Such were met by to enact laws for the special benefit of his particular
the fully authorized Apostles in controversy. And friends. This sudden sense of wisdom which he
after much disputation, we read in Acts that Paul never felt before is sufficient, without studying
and Barnabas were delegated to go· to Jerusalem history or constitutions, to guide him. He not
only feels qualified but desires to regulate everyand call a council to settle the dispute.
After arriving there and calling a council of the body's affairs. And in exchanging votes with other
Apostles and elders, we read (Acts xv, 6): "And the members, so that each secures the passage of some
Apostles and elders came together to consider of favor, he fancies himself a statesman. He does not
this matter. And when there had been much dis- count the cost nor consider the probable effects.
puting, Peter rose up and said unto them, Men He is apt to imbibe a little divine-right-of-rule
and brethren, ye know how that a good while ago notion.
God made choice among us, that the gentiles by
No doubt the principle of evolution holds good
my mouth should hear the word of the gospel and in regard to government; .but it seems to operate
believe. And God, which knoweth the hearts, bare in jerks and to sometimes retrograde. Our own
them witness, giving them the Holy Ghost, even as Revolution resulted in a great advance of liberty,
he did unto us; and put no difference between us equality, and justice in government. It might hav
and them, purifying their hearts by faith. Now, been still better had a single national legislativ
therefore, why tempt ye God, to put a yoke upon body been established, without the Senate, which
the neck of the disciples, which neither our fathers is an imitation of the British House of Lords.
nor we were able to bear?
Then all the Following the example of the federal government,
multitude kept silence, and gave audience to Bar- each one of the states has its troublesome and exnabas and Paul, declaring what miracles and won- pensiv house of lords. However, the most activ
ders God had wrought among the gentiles by men of that day were fan1iliar with the evils of
church-and-state rule, with monarchs' prerogativs,
them."
I a~ fully aware that the clergy of to-day admit and with paternalism. Knowing the proneness of
that the ritual is in part eliminated from the Jewish rulers 1o magnify and increase their powers, 1hey
law, but that of the Sabbath is particularly sacred limited distinctly the executiv authority and specified
and is the corner-stone of Christianity. But I de- the legislativ duties ; and "all powers rot delegated
sire to say that it is only the corner-stone of their- to the federal governmen.t are reserved to the states
bread and butter. And an enforced observance is and the people." But as no Catholic, and few
equally as obnoxious to primitiv teaching as cir- Protestants, ever examin . the Bible for themselvs,
cumcision. We read in Rom. xiv, 5, "One man so do very few voters examin our federal Constiesteemeth one day above another; another eAteem- tution for their guidance.
The Constitution givs Congress no authority to
eth every day alike: let every man be fully persuaded
in his own mind.
. -I know, and am fully interfere between capital and labor; to meddle with
persuaded by the Lord Jesus, that there is nothing wages, education, or pauperism; to prescribe speech,
unclean of itself: but to him that esteemeth any- belief, or Sunday observance; nor to pass partial
thing to be unclean, to him it is unclean." Thus laws for the benefit of individuals or classes. But
it will be seen that Sabbatarians hav no ground to Congress has from time to time usurped power in
stand on. There is not a line or word in the New most of these matters. More than one-half the
Testament that they can call to their aid. And it bills passed by many of its sessions are relief bills,
may be well to show·how those whelps that went every one of which is a violation of the Constituout preaching the law to the gentiles were looked tion. It enacted an unwarranted eight-!wtw law
upon. Paul, in his epistle to the Galatians, iu writing that resulted in an incalcula;ble amount of injury
of them says (i, 6) : "I marvel that ye are so soon between employers and employees. It has without
removed from him, that called you into the grace of right established a bureau of agriculture to send
Christ unto another gospel: which is not another; seeds and literature to a few prominent political
but there be some that trouble you, and would per- farmers and increase the number of officials. It
vert the· gospel of Christ. But though we, or _an has enacted bankrupt laws to release speculators
angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto from paying hone,st debts. It has authorized the
you than that which we hav preached unto you, let president to interfere with Freethought and prehim be accursed. ·As we said before, so say I now scribe morals, by censorship of the mails; and soon
again, if any man preach any other gospel unto you a fellow won't know who owns the post-office. Inthan that ye hav received, let him be accursed. For stead of only uniform pension laws, thousands of
do I now persuade men, or God? or do I seek to private ones are passed-making an enormous agplease men? for if· I yet pleased men, I should not gregate of cost. This great sum of more than one
be the servant of Christ." Again -he says, in hundred millions of dollars annually, is drawn !rom
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all parts of the country, north and south; but public. The priest is still omnipresent; and with asking for funds for such a purpose when he knows
nearly all of it is returned to the north. How long all the boasting of Christian civilization, few Chris- that the case, as it stands, rests wholly and solely
can the south stand the drain 1 And it is mostly tian nations aJ:e liberal enough to be :fit for an in- in my hands and cannot be opened without my
returned· to a small minority at the north on pre- telligent person to liv in. Every priest wants to consent. At least, it seemfi to me that if the Amer, tense of patriotic love. How long will the north rule in the name of his God. He is a brigand ican Secular Union really means to use funds for
stand that~ Granting millions of acres of the best against individual liberty. He destroyed proud, such purpose, its president would hav done me the
public _lands to build at once two Pacific railroads cultured Greece and impartial Rome. And his ani- slight courtesy to hav consulted with me about it.
The case had to be brought by a citizen of Chicago.
resulted, when :finished, in making a few million- mus is the same always and everywhere.
Though the chief expenses were paid by the AmerA
century
is
but
a
drop
in
the
ocean
of
time.
aires, and leaving thousands of laborers without
work. Privileges granted by the legislator, not The republic is still on trial; universal suffrage is ican Secular Union, Judge :&ussell well knows there
being tested. It is becoming a serious question were many. expenses in connection with that case
the Jay Goulds, should be denounced.
This excessiv, meddlesome, costly legislation may whether our mixed population, with its diverse in- that I never even charged 'up to the American Sec~
bring ruin at last.
And our patent laws, too, terests and prejudices, is :fit for self-government. ular Union which might be urged as an additional
make a few millionaires and many slaves. Had Individual liberty, and respect for the equal rights reason why Mr. Waite should hav asked my per$100,000 from .the public treasury been awarded of each and every member, is the only rule by mission whether I had any objection to its being
each inventor of the sewing-machine and the which the republic can be preserved. But we ar!3 taken up by the present administration.
E. A. STEVENS.
l\fcCormick reaper, and everybody been allowed to already drifting into a current leading to disaster.
make them, they would hav been furnished the Individual liberty is being crushed between priest
public at one-third the prices they hav been. The and legislator. The priest claims control of our Constitution of the Ohio State Secular Union.
owner of a thousand-acre :field of wheat can buy a thoughts and the legislator that of our actions.
PREAMBLE.
number of costly reapers and gain thereby; while The priest is still marshaling his forces to subdue
In the course of human events honorable combithe man with a few acres only cannot afford to buy Freethought, and a strait-jacket, to prevent us
one. The pa~nted sewing-machine brought calam- from freely roaming through the commercial world nations are marching hand in hand with civilizaity to the thousan'ds of women who had previously and get cheated, is being drawn tighter and tighter tion for, the moral and s_ocial improvement of the
race, and to promote the general happiness of
L. G. REED.
earned a living by the needle. They could no by the meddlesome legislator.
mankind. Therefore, we, as Freethinkers, resilonger do so. The machine became a necessity to
compete with itself. The poor woman must hay The Case Against the Church in the Illinois dents within the state of Ohio, do hereby organize
this Union to assist in the establishing of a unione or starve. But the patentee, having the excluCourts.
siv right to make them, could and does get $55
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, .Sir : In versal brotherhood, composed of the great human
~or such as cost just $15 ; and many a seamstress, your editorial of April 30th on the American Secu- family, without distinction of country, color, or
forced to buy on the instalment plan, has :filled a lar Union you refer to C. B. Waite's circular ap- sex.
The time is now come when we must seek that
grave without :filling the contract; while the cap- pealing for funds to prosecute the case pending in
italist, using numbers of them, could make money, the supreme court, restraining the Cook county "unity which givs strength and means. Heretofore
and the inventor become a millionaire. And so board from granting moneys to St. Mary's Training we hav restricted. ourselvs to individual exertion
with other patents. When A gets some labor- School for Boys, which, when secretary, I inaugu- only. Secularism is now widely spre~d, but to
raise its head publicly and efficiently it must hav a
saving machine, B must hav the same to compete rated.
with-there was no necessity before. The wrong
Permit me further to state that the case of the staff of organized workers, supported by a wellis in taxing the whole community during a lifetime Industrial School for Girls was largely brought organized body.
The purpose of this organization shall be :
or more for the benefit of a few monopolists who abou_t through the same instrumentality. I had
To render secular service to mankind, and to
generally become millionaires.
found in my old neighbor, friend, and comrade,
Including federal and state governments, we hav Commissioner Williams, a man, though an office- protect its members from the evil consequences of
about ten thousand legislators-enough for the holder and politician. Mr. Williams had been a speculativ errors.
It indorses the right of free discussion upon all
whole world. Nature's laws are permanent--as member of our.local society and centinued a genergood for this year as for the last; but our legislat- ous contributor as long as I was connected with it. topics pertaining to the present w.elfare of man.
It claims freedom of thought upon all subjects
ors pass few laws that do not prove unsatisfactory This co.urageous commissioner proved himself one
and require continual doctoring. It is difficult to get man in ten thousand ; for at the solicitation of without prejudice or bias; freedom of examination,
a good law enacted or a bad one repealed; yet a friends (among whom was our friend A. D. O'Neil) without being curbed or confined by human aumultitude of legislators will make a multitude of Mr. Williams undertook to put a curb on the rob- thority or dogma; freedom _of speech, that all may
laws, a multitude of laws require a multitude of of- beries perpetrated by the Romish power and com- be made acquainted with the result of Freethought
ficials, and a multitude of officials entail great pub- pel it to respect the constitution-a daring pur- and free examination, and freedom of discussion,
lic cost. Local or special laws should never be en- pose even for an earnest. Liberal to espouse. An that all utterances may be tested.
With these in full and free exercise there can be
acted. General laws, universal in application, are opinion was obtained from the county attorney,
all that the Constitution warrants.
which, while it did not satisfy the board, did pave no fear of beneficial progress of humanity, as it
Absolute monarchies are based on the theory the way for the suit which it had been deter- would sweep out of existence an immense amount
that all power is rightly lodged in the crown ; that mined to bring. By a stroke of diplomacy, our of obstruction that now cumbers our social edifice.
Secularism is the practical philosophy of this
all privileges o~~ the people are grants from the friend, the commissioner, got the county attorney
crown; that the government may tax the subjects to :fight the case, so that only the expense of secur- life. It is a protest against the popular theology
to impoverishment, but may be prayed to return a ing evidence to establish certain legal points which of the day, and as such this ·Union is in the main
trifle when a famin occurs; that the divinely w'e wished introduced was incurred by a few Lib- formed upon a purely antitheological basis, beappointed ruler may be petitioned to grant some erals-these points being supplied the attorney lieving that theology is entirely delusiv, robbing
relief to prevent starvation. But our federal gov- through the commissioner. When the case was man of the realities of life here, and deluding him
ernment was established on the reverse theory of tried, County-Attorney Bliss made a brilliant :fight, with the shadow of a life hereafter.
Secularism inculcates morals as independent of
local and self-g_over~ent; a minimum of govern- but was overruled by Judge Tuthill; but, on appeal,
mental authonty With a maximum of individual was sustained by the supreme court. That cast) any syst~m of theological belief, by basing him upon
liberty consistent with order.
human considerations more immediate, more
made clear the way for the pending suit.
_Now, a lar~e portion of our foreign element reOn one point Mr. Waite appears to me misin- demonstrativ and universal.
tam some notwn of the paternal rule of their nativ formed.
Seculariii!m pertains only to the present welfare
Ian~ ; and when they do not prosper here satisfacFrom the time of the decision by the' supreme of man, and to those actions the issues of which
torily they look for governmental action in their favor. court on the Illinois Industrial School .for· Girls, can be tested by the tlxperiences of this life.
They like the greater freedom, but seem to think it no money was voted that institution until last NoThe principal objects of this Union are:
consists mainly in greater ease to get public favors. vember. Had they (the county commissioners) done
1. The inculcation of positiv philosophy, corThe o:t;fice-see~ers of either party tell them, " Onr so it would only hav been necessary to cite them rectiv of popular theology.
party IS the fnend of the workingman," when they for contempt.
2. The devising of secular plans for the improve-<
should know that the government has no business
Last November, just two days prior to election, ment of the human race.
wi~h rich or poor, workmen or employers as such. when five mayoralty candidates were in the field, and
3. A systematic defense of secular truth against
But the American is most to be blamed. He is the representativs of three were willing to outdo whatever contradicts it or impedes its progress.
gradually voting away state rights and individual each other in " conciliating " the Catholic vote, then
Its operations shall consist of :
liberty-concentrating more and more power in the the political pressure was brought to bear on the
Lectures, meetings, the distributing of literature,
f~deral government. If the customs in some states county board by the "meek and lowly" Jesuits. It the establishing of Secular Sunday-schools, the
or of some persons do not square with his notions was then that all but four members voted to violate formation of Freethought libraries throughout the
he sanctions governmental correction, whether th~ the constitution and set at defiance the supreme state, and to establish, wherever possible, local
Constitution is infringed or not. If he does not c~urt's explicit decision.
Then it was that my auxiliaries in connection with this Union.
smoke or drink himself, he is often disposed forcibly fnend Stauber, together with General Leib, Cool,
For this purpose we invite the cooperation of all
to prevent others from doing so. If he wants his and Stepine, resisted, to the extent of their vote, friends cf Secularism, and all those who can indorse
God in the Constit~tion ~d his pa~ticular religion this case of theological anarchy.
and assist in the propagation of the principles and
adopted as the basiS of Its authonty, he is about
If we take into consideration that institution's objects of this Union herein set forth.
ready to demand it. If his cellular organism is so average increase, the sum that they were cut off
In consideration whereof, we, the members of
piously bleached that he cannot look on unadorned from must hav approximated in round numbers this Union, hav adopted this constitution and bynature without shuddering, he is ready to imprison some $6~,0~0. However, that decision gave rise laws for its government.
editors and close the mails. His own bigoted to the ~uilding of other houses of refuge of a semiCONSTITUTION.
mind, not the Constitution, is his guide.
ARTICLE I.
theological character, so the patronage is now more
In the early days of the republic the people de- ~idely ~stributed; and as the Protestants are getSection 1. This Union shall be known as the
manded repeal of the unconstitutional alien and sedi- tm~ therr share of the spoils, they are not "kicking " "Ohio State Secular Union."
tion. laws that had beell; e_nacted: which inspired the agamst the _Ca:tholics. This much to place credit
Sec. 2. It shall hav power to establish, wherever
maXllll that "eternal VIgilance Is the price of lib- where credit IS due, chiefly to my friend William possible, throughout the state of Ohio, local auxilierty." But notwithstanding the curtailment of in- Willi~s, who, it is hardly necessary to say, never aries, to be affiliated under a charter with this
dividual liberty through meddlesome legislation was reelected after that. He sacrificed his political Union, when the necessary requirements in com:iecand the threatened combination of Protestants and future for the Secular cause.
·
tion therewith shall be fulfilled.
Catholics to again compel obedience to their dogConsidering the foregoing, I think it somewhat
ARTICLE II.
mas, the present generation has no idea that anything singula~ that Mr. Waite, who is supposed to know
Sec. 1. Its officers shall consist of a president,
on, under, or above the earth could destroy the re- something about law, should issue such a circular two vice-presidents, a general secretary, a treasurer,
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and an executj_v committee, which shall be elected
(by ballot) at each anuuafmeeting of the Union.
Sec. 2. The executiv committee shall consist of
the president, secretary, and the treasurer, in conjunction with four other members of ·the Union to
be elected under the provisions of Sec. 1 of this
Article.
ARTICLE III.
Sec. 1. The annual meeting shall be held at such
time and place as the executiv committee shall decide. All business to be transacted at the same
shall be sent to all local auxiliaries and certificated
members at least one month previous to the time of
such annual me·eting.
Sec. 2. The executiv committee shall meet during
the first week in each· quarter of the year for t1:.e
transaction of such business as may be required
pertaining to the Union.
Sec. 3. In case there should be any important
business that may need to be dealt with between
these meetings, the president shall be empowered
to call a special meeting for the transaction of the
same.
Sec. 4. The expenses of the excutiv committee
shall be paid by the Union, for attendan·ce at these
meetings, but no expense shall be allowed for any
attendance at the annual meeting.
ARTIOLE IV.
Sec. 1. In any town or village within the state
of Ohio, where seven or more persons may desire to
form a local auxiliary in connection with this Union,
they shall make application to the secretary in writing
accompanied with the sum of $5. When the necessary requirements of the Union shall be fulfilled, the
secretary shall then forward a charter properly
made out to the persons named, with the signatures
of the president and secretary attached, and sealed
with the authorized seal of the Union.
·
Sec. 2. Each local auxiliary shall draw up a cdnstitution and by-laws for its own government, and
shall act independent of the state Union, provided
such actions are not in violation of, or contrary to,
any of the principles and objects set forth by this
constitution.
.
Sec. 3. Each local auxiliary shall be required to
pay to the treasurer of the state Union a quarterly
subscription fee of fifty cents per member of
such local auxiliary, the same to be paid during the
first week in each quarter of the year, and in consideration therefor, each local auxiliary shall be entitled to the services of a lecturer, a share (pro
rata to membership) in the distribution of literature, and other assistance as far as the funds
of the Union shall allow.
ARTICLE V.
Sec. 1. Each local auxiliary shall be entitled to
send three delegates to the annual meeting for the
first twenty members or a fraction of twenty, ~nd
an additional delegate for each ten, or a fractiOn
of each ten, over and above the first twenty. The
same to be elected at least one month previous to
the time of annual meeting, and the secretary to be
promptly notified of the number of delegates to be
sent, together with the names of all delega_tes
elected. The said delegate shall upon presentatiOn
of their credentials, properly signed by the president and secretary of his own local Union, be entitled to sit in the annual meeting and assist in the
transaction of all business pertaining to the same.
Sec. 2. No delegate shall be allowed to vote, or to
take part, in any of the proceeding~ of the state
Union, at any annual or other meetmg, unless the
local auxiliary which he shall represent shall be
clear on the books of the state Union, and is not indebted thereto by way of dues, etc.
Sec. 3. Each local auxiliary shall, upon payment
of its dues immediately receive a printed report of
the 'work done by the officers of the state Union
during the past quarter, . together. with a bala~ce
sheet, showing the fin~nmal standmg of the Umon,
its income and expenditure for the past quarter, the
total membership of all local auxiliaries, and the
progress made by them throughout the state.
•
ARTIOLE VI.
Sec. 1. Providing one or more persons,_ residing
in any town or village in. the state of Oh1~, where
the numbers are insuffiCient for the establishment
of a local auxiliary, or where one. "could not be successfully maintained, shall desrre to JOm the
Union they shall be permitted to become members
of the 'state Union upon application to the secretary
in writing, accompanied by a quarterly subscription
fee of $1, which may be paid annually or quarterly
in advance; and they shall be entitled to all the
benefits and privileges of the Union. Such mem- · bers shall receive a certificate of their membership
properly signed and sealed: but shall not be allowed
· to vote at any annual meetmg unle~s they.hav b~en
·a member at least six months previOus to the t1me
of such annual meeting.
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ARTICLE .VII.
Sec. 1. Any local auxiliary, desiring to introduce
any resolution at the annual meeting, shall notify
the secretary of the state Union of the intentions of
that local auxiliary, together with the exact wording
and purport of the resolution, at least two months
previous to the time of the annual meeting, so as to
allow ample time to send the same to all local auxiliaries and certificated members at least one month
previous to the time of the annual meeting, or before delegates to the said annual meeting are
el:::cted.
ARTICLE VIII.
Sec. 1. The annual meeting shall be held in different parts of the state, the time and place to be
decided by the executiv committee.
·Sec. 2. Any local auxiliary may invite the state
lJnion to hold its annual meeting under its auspices;
such invitations, however, must be made at least
three months previous to the time of the annual
meeting.
ARTICLE IX.
DUTIES OF OFFICERS.
The president's duties shall be: To preside at all
annual meetings of the state Union and of the executiv committee; he shall indorse all bills of in"
debtedness to the Union, which shall hav been ordered paid by the executiv committee; he shall superintend the actions of its officers and direct the
general business of the Union when the Union is
not in session, or when the executiv committee shall
hav adjourned. He shall indorse all drafts on the
treasurer, and decide all questions submitted to him
in accordance with the principles and objects set
forth in this constitution.
The duties of the vice-presidents shall be : To perform all the duties pertaining to the office of president in his absence.
The duties of the secretary shall be: To keep a
faithful record of the business transactions of the
Union and the executiv committee in a book provided for that purpose. He shall answer all correspondence and attend to all communications from
local auxiliaries and certificated members. He shall
fill out all charters and certificates of membership,
and submit the same to the president for his signature and approval. He shall devote the whole of his
time to carry out the work of the Union in accordance with the principles and objects set forth by this
constitution. He shall make out a quarterly report
of his work, the same to be printed, and a copy sent
by him to all local auxiliaries and certificated members, when their dues shall be paid. He shall lecture for the Union, and organize local auxiliaries in
connection therewith, wherever possible. Should
any measure be presented to the legislature affecting the members of this Union, as Freethi~kers, it
shall be his duty to appear before the committees on
such measures, and present petitions thereto from
the members of the Union, with such other signatures as shall be obtained, and argue against such
measures before them. He shall fill up all charters
and certificates, and make out all papers required of
him by the Union, the executiv committee, or the
president. He shall, together with the president,
indorse all bills of indebtedness to the Union (when
the same shall be ordered paid by the executiv committee), all drafts on the treasurer, etc. He shall
submit an annual report of the Union, together with
the doings of the executiv committee, to each annual
meeting. He shall notify all local auxiliaries and
certificated members of their indebtedness to the
Union, when duly instructed thereon by the treasurer at least two months before the time of annual
meeting. All moneys earned by him, by lectures,
debates, or otherwise, shall, after all legitimate expenses hav been paid, be handed by him to the
treasurer of the Union, and the same to be
added to the funds of the Union; and for the faithful performance of his duties he shall receive the
sum of one thousand dollars per annum.
The treasurer's duties shall be to receive and to
hold all moneys in his name belonging to the Union;
to pay all bills of indebtedness of the Union when
the same hav been duly indorsed by the president
and secretary, without which indorsements no bill
shall be paid by him; to make out and forward to
the secretary a quarterly report of the financial
standing of the Union, all moneys received by him
from local auxiliaries and certificated members, and
all arrears owing by them to the Union. He shall
draw up an annual report of his work and submit
the same to each annual meeting. He shall keep an
account of all expenses incuiTed by him in the fulfillment of his duties, and the sal!le shall be refunded
to him by the Union.
The duties of the executiv committee shall be: To
transact such . business as may be brought before
them pertaining to the welfare of the Union at their
quarterly meetings, or at a special meeting called for
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that purpose by the president. All bills of indebtedness shall be submitted to them, and without
their order none shall be paid. They shall order all
drafts on the treasurer and conduct the gene1·al
business of the Union when the Union is not in
session.
BY-LAWS.
Sec. 1. A two-thirds vote of all delegates present.
at an annual meeting shall be required to amend,
alter, set aside, or suspend any portion of this constitution or by-laws.
Sec. 2. A majority vote shall decide all questions
brought before the executiv committee or the annual
meeting, except in such cases as provided for in
Section 1 of this article.
Signed this 17th day of April, E.M. 292.
F. S. DEAN, President.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH, Secretary.
DR. J. B. ScHUELLER, Treasurer.

Lectures and Meetings.
NEwA.:RK Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, corner of
Market.-Sunday afternoon, May 15th, at 3 o'clock, W.
C. Owen, of New York, will lecture. Subject: "Can
Christianity Save Man in This Life ?"
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH'S lecture appointments:
Ottumwa, Ia....... May 15 Columbus, O....... June 12
Manchester, Ia .... " 17-19 Cleveland, 0....... " 13, 15
Angola, Ind ........ " ' 30 Pittsburzh, Pa. ... ''
19
Waterloo, Ind.... June 4,5,6 Butler, Pa.... ...... " 20, 21
Butler, Ind......... "
7, 8 Philadelphia, Pa. "
2!i
He expects to lecture in Cairo, ru.; Shumway, Muscatine, I a.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Grand Rapids, Mich.; Fort
Wayne, Ind., and Auburn, Pa.
PHILOSOPHICAL Association, Sundays at 3 P.M., Fraternity Rooms, Bedford avenue and South 2d street,
Brooklyn, E. D.-Lectures for May:
May 15th, Mr. S. H. Wilder : "Self-Contradictory
Evolution."
May 22d, Mr. Henry Frank: "Selections and Discussions from 'His Bold Experiment.' "
May 29th, closing serVice: Mr. H. Rowley, ·ReView of
the Season's Work.
W. S. BELL is now in Oregon, where he will lecture in
May and June; afterward he goes to Washington. The
following are his dates till June 12th:
Bandon,
Ore .. May 13 Corvallis,
Ore .. May 27
Langlois,
"
"
14 Silverton,
" . . '· 28, 29
Arago,
"
"
16 Oswego
" .. "
30
Woodburn, "
"
18 Stella, Wash ...... "
31
Canby
"
"
19 Cathlamet, Wash .. June 2-4
New Era,
"
"
20 Skamokawa, " .. " 5, 6
"22-26 Deep Rivar, " .. "
12
ForestGrove, "
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Toronto .............. May 22 1\Iurra;ri Utah ...... June 14
Columbus, 0....... " 24-26 Kaysvil e, and
29 Farmington, Utah "
15
Cincinnati, 0. .. ... "
Ottumwa, !a........ June 1 Morgan City, Utah "
16
Blackhawk, Col... "
3 Echo, Utah;........ "
17
Boulder City, Col. " 4, 5 Reno, Nev.......... "
21
Georgetown, Col.. "
6 Carson City, Nev. "· 22
Denver, Col......... "
7 Vil'giniaCity,Nev. "
23
Scofield, Utah...... " 9, 10 Inyo county,"Cal. " 24-27
Salt Lake, Utah... "12, 19 Athens and Oath13 · lamet, Wash ...... July 3, 4
Provo, Utah........ "
During the months of July and August Mr. Putnam
willleoture along the line of the Northern Pacific raih·oad
at Tacoma, Buckley, Davenport, Spangle, Rosalia, Oaksdale, Palouse City, Dayton, Walla Walla; ColVille, Wash.;
Missoula and Bozeman, Mont.; Albert Lea and other
places in Minn. ; Eau Claire and Vicinity, Wis. All those
who desire lectures along this route will please address
S. P. Putr:am, at Salt Lake, Utah, care of H. P. Mason.
AFTER Mr. Albert Bach's lecture on " Lunacy" at the
Manhattan Liberal Club, on the evening of April 29th,
the annual business meeting for election of officers was
held, with the following result:. President, E. B. Foote,
Jr., M.D.; Vice-presidents, R. A. Gunn, M.D., Wilson
McDonald, and Mrs. Emma Beckwith; secretary, Huldah A. Gunn, M.D.; treasurer, Miss Schachtel; librarian,
Mrs. C. Leonard; trustees, E. W. Chamberlain, Dr.
Julius Felli·, James Morris. The lecture appointments
for May are as follows:
May 13th, "Evolution and the Spiritual Theory," S.
H. Wilder and T. B. Wakeman.
May 20t.h, "An Outlook for Humanity," Caroline B.
Le Row.
May 27th, "The Government of Cities," Dr. L. G.
Janes.
l\Ieetings will be discontinued during July, August,
and September.
Tile Place To Be HaiiiiY Is Here.
The other Sunday a visiting clergyman addressed the
Sunday-school of a Detroit chmch. After a serious talk
he saicl to the children:
"All of you who desire to liv in a bettel" wol"ld than
this please rise tq your feet."
All the children 1 ose except one small boy in the
corner.
The good man looked at him in pained surprise.
''My child," he said, vel"y ?'cntly ancl kindly, '' why
don't you rise with the others?'
"Detroit's good enough for me, that's why," sung out
the youngster, and the solemnity of the occasion was
knocked to pieces.
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Pours a Drop· Into the Lamp of Truth.
LoNG LAKE, MINN., Feb. 8, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: We consider THE TRUTH
SEEKER the best paper we ever had. We
could not do without it. Inclosed please
find $10-$3 for my subscription for another year, $1 for the Bible Picture Book,
and $6 to put where it does the most good.
Yours truly,
CHA.s. WoLSFELD.

A Reformed Exhorter and Baptizer.
l\iiNDEN, NEB., March 17, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I. hav taken THE TRUTH
SEEKER four years-will not do without it.
I was a member of the Campbellite church
for seventeen years, and am in debt to THE
TRUTH SEEKER for my redemption from
bondage of mind. I am very thankful to
yon for it. I hav preached and baptized
several persons.
SIMON P. REED.

We Are HaiJPY to Please So.
SAN FRANCisco, CaL., April15, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Since the retirement of the
San Francisco Fn;cthought-which I very
much regret-I hav been receiving your
spicy paper, and find it a most acceptable
substitute. Please find inclosed $5, $3 of
which amount will pay for my subscription;
for the balance please forward me as soon
as possible two copies of "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," one for myself and one for a friend. J. 1\L HELM:.

Pictures Are Telling.
RIVERSIDE, CaL., Aprilll, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, for which
sum please send me four copies of the
Bible Picture Book and one copy of
Miss Wixon's "Story Hour." The four
Picture Books previously ordered went off
like hot cakes, and were highly appreciated. It is ·easier to show pictures, and
they cause more solid thinking than reading matter. You cannot afford to do with·
out Heston. Even the full-fledged Christians will look at the pictures and see absnrdities in the Bible they never see by
reading it.
C. NE>~'TON Ross.

Brought Tears to the Eyes of' Sinners.
CAMDEN, ARK., April 21, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Please send me the Bible
Picture Book, by Heston. While writing
this I hav shown THm TRUTH SEEKER of
April 16th to three or four of the straitestwaisted Christians the town affords, and I
had trouble to get the paper away from
them. They laughed tmtil the tears ran·
clown their cheeks. So there must be some
virtue in ·Heston's pictures. I hav the
promis of a new subscriber soon. Long
life to THE TRUTH SEEKER and all concerned.
Yams truly,
LEwis Cox.

We Shall Be Afraid When We Come to
Die.
BALTIMORE, MD., April 27, 1892.
lVIn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1 for
the Bible Picture Book. I hav quite a
time arguing with some of the Bible-,
believers where I am working. One, a
Catholic, asked me the other day why I
did not believe the Bible. I told him, because I had read it through tv.-ice, and if
he would do the same he would not believe it either. He acknowledged he had
never read it, but said he would swear to
its truth. He gave me then the old, old
story, "You will find out when you come
to die!" Chestnuts!
Yours for liberty,
J. M. KAUFFMAN.

Then Freethinkers Would Not Need to
Take a Back Seat.
CoLUMBus, 0., April23, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, for the
best Freethought paper in the world. I
· like it very mnch in its new dress. I
would also say that I hope Brother Heston
will be spared for many years. I giv
away all my papers. I find a large number of Freethinkers here,. but they do not
feel the necessity of organizing. And for
my part, I do not think it is possible to
hold Freethinkers together, as they seem
to think they are all right and hav no
need to get together. We hav had Mr.
Charlesworth lecturing here. I think he
is as fine a Freethought lecturer as there
can be. He explains everything so nicely.
I hope and trust that the Freethinkers of
Ohio will put their shoulder to the wheel

of Freethought and help Brother Charlesworth along with it in his grand and noble
work. It is the dollars that . will help
most. If our Liberal friends would only
giv as much to the cause of Freethought
as they did the churches they used to attend, Freethinkers would not hav to take
a back seat as they do now.
Respectfully yours,
J. H. WHITE.

Our Book Is Good to Convm·t Sinners.
PocaTELLo, IA., March 21, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $3,
for which yon will send me three more
copies of "Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated." To use a Western
phrase, THE TRUTH SEEKER illustrated
Bible takes like hot cakes.
It is now
several months since I got my first copy,
and I yet hav not had a chance to look
through it myself. By sending for three
I may hav a chance to get to read one of
.them. So far as I hav looked through the
book it is one of the grandest publications
yet out to convert sinners (!).
Every
Liberal should hav one in his home.
I am fraternally yours in the grandest
cause on earth,
D. PoULsoN.

Afraid of a Scarecrow-Then They Are
·
No Better Than Crows.
JoPLH Mo., April26, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $8.80; for
which please send me the inclosed list of
books. I am in hopes that I will be able
to get yon some new subscribers for the
grand old paper, and I will try and get
some orders for the Picture Books. .My
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" is
about worn out. It is on the go all the
time, and it is doing good work. There
are as many Freethinkers here as in any
place I hav been at, but they are either too
busy hustling after the almighty dollar, or
they are afraid of the old scarecrow,
Madam Grundy, and will not come out
bold with it. I think that the ones that
are outspoken belong to that class of Freethinkers that believe in guerrilla warfare
and do not believe much in organization,
and they do not turn out to hear a speaker
when one is here. Yours for truth,
w. E. RUNTER.
7

,

Piercing Points for Parsons.
BoziLL lVIILLS, NEB., April25, 1892.
1\-In. EDITOR : A few points for preachers to answer:
Is it right to lie to children about Santa
Claus1 and other things, thus learning them
to lie?
Then is it right or just to punish them
for lying?
Yon people that are so opposed to Anarchism ought to look out or you may find
you are Anarchists yourselvs. The Anarchism of religion was the very worst that
ever existed. It murdered men, women,
and even little children. All the sects today hav no respect for each other. They
disagree in everything except falsehood,
slander, and slavery of the body and mind.
Religion has always denied the right of
a man to think for himself. Present social
institutions, the outgrowth of religion,
deny the right of a man to work for himself.
There is not one religion that I know of
that has the least particle of the principles
of Christ. Religion is not Christianity.
It is therefore the devil in Christ's clothes.
.The preacher says, I am sorry for you.
The Freethinker, I will help you.
T. F. MORRISSEY.

Wears Out His Pa}Jers on Christians'
Hard Heads.
BoNNEY, MicH., April12, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I do not want to miss a
single number. I hav been a reader of
THE 'rRUTH SEEKER for six years, and like
it very much. I hav a small library of
your publications, which I hav loaned
tmtil they are about worn out. I also hav
three volumes of Mr. Charles Watts's
paper, Secular Thought, bound, which are
doing good "misslonary" work. I lived
in Grand Rapids, Mich., four years, and
enjoyed a great many intellectual treats in
the shape of lectures delivert;d by l\fr.
Watts and others, through the generosity
of Hon. S. A. Blodgett.
I enjoy the "Letters of Friends," and
should you see fit to publish this letter and
it should meet the eyes of any of my
friends, I should be pleased to hear from

th~m through THE TRUTH SEEKER or by
letter.
Inclosed you will find a few names of
Freethinkers whom I wQuld like to hav
receive sample copies of your valuable·
paper.
Hoping I may receive my paper regularly, and that the good work may go on
until superstition is entirely driven away,
I am,
Very truly yours,
H. w. GILLETT, P.M.

oldman, one who has d,one right all his
life for the love of the right, without fear
of God or devil. He took no stock in
either.
I write this to challenge the statement
made at Mr. Berry's funeral that he was a
Christian, for every near friend of his that
knew him well was shocked at the statement.
.f. L. ToMPKINs.

Striking lllustration of Divine Justice.
CaLVERT, TEx., April28, 1892.

The Coll{lemner of the Golden Rule
MR. EDITOR: Some years ago Colonel
Meets Opposition.
Ingersoll said that hell was born of the
GmBoN, NEB., April 26, 1892.

hatred and heaven of the love arid affecTo-day the
truthfulness of this declaration was beauti· ·
fully illustrated in our little community.
Thirteen years ago a loving and affectionate lady's brother was cruelly assassinated
in his own business house by a man whose
name it is not now necessary to call. He
was arrested, and through the mockery of
court, misnamed justice, was acquitted
and discharged. A few years subsequently
this same brutal man sent another victim
to eternity, for which he was never tried.
In the mean time this estimable lady became an ardent and activ member of the
Methodist church, in which is ever kept in
·mind that everlasting burning hell for all
evil-doers. She thought of course this was
exactly as it should be, for she supposed
this hell was specially made and filled by a
good and loving God for the punishment of
this man, murderer of her loving and affectionate brother. No amou:n,t of argument
could convince her of the contrary. She
reasoned from the promptings of a
wounded heart, and, sincerely believing
that God was just, honestly felt that
nothing short of this brimstone burning
would be adequate punishment for this
monster fiend-for his cruel deeds.
To-day, however, all is changed, in both
hell and heaven. This man, the object of
her extreme hatred, beGame. a convert to
her chmch, and is promised complete ab·solution from all his sins, and will occupy
a prominent seat with her on the tlu:one of
·grace, from which both together will look
down below and view with pride and joy
upon the man's victims in endless torments.
This she cannot reconcile with her idea of
divine justice, and declares with all the vehemence of outraged decency that henceforth she will abandon her connection with
this church and look for some creed which
will insure her a proper punishment for
tbis murderer. It is suggested to her that
perhaps God will not punish in heaven for
crimes committed on earth; then in that
case she expresses her preference to go
to hell, where our friend Putnam says the
climate may not be quite so pleasant but
the company is decidedly better.
With kind wishes for the success of the
grand old TRUTH SEEKER, I remain,
Your old subscriber,
L. A. BERGERON

MY DEAR BRoTHER ANDERSON: .You say tions of the human mind.
the Golden Rule is a farce. I hav often
thonght the same thing,•but upon examination of the specious m:gument I find it
too partial and ex-pa1·te to come up to tliat
standard of truth and fairness we Infidels
aim to maintain. By such reasoning
what rule of right would not meet the
same fate? Right and wrong are relativ
terms at best, and until we arrive at the absolute with reference to the essence of
these terms we can never make a perfect
law. In the righteous administration of
any law it is presumed that justice, equity,
and fairness are to govern our action and
be the soul of our motivs. Otherwise the
law itself would be a stumbling-block to
the very object of its existence, as it is
even now too often made by the carping
teghnicalities of unscrupulous attorneys
and the unheroic methods of an accommodating judiciary.
But let us apply your own logic to a
wider conception of the case. We will assume that your criminal was a horsethief;
and then when the judge's 'psychic conception of the wish of the horsethief appealed to the horsethief 's ethical construction of the Golden Rule, suppose the
wish of the man whose horse was stolen,
and the wishes of a thousand law-abiding
citizens who had horses subject to theft,
should throng the judge's mind with
powerful spiritual pleading in the opposit
sentiment, then what would the judge do?
Even if there were no other people in the
world than jud~es and horsethieves, your
logic would fail. It is a saying almost as
old as theft itself, ''There is honor among
thieves "-which doubtless means a practical application of the Golden Rule-and
hence their occupation would be gone unless they stole the judge's horses, which
would be fatal to the motion to set aside
the verdict.
Let us stick to the Golden Rule. It is
all there is in the Bible that is worth anything, and as it was made five hundred
years before Christ, we need feel under no
obligations to biblical inspiration for this
moral gem of human production.
C. PUTNAM.

Those Perpetual Christian Lies.
LAKE CITY, Ia., March 29, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been deeply impressed, from a circumstance which took
place recently in this neighborhood, of
tne great importance of declaring our
faith and belief to some true friend, while
living and of sound mind, that he may see
our desires and requests strictly carried
out after we can no longer speak for ourselvs. The case in point is that of
Samuel Berry, a true and stanch Liberal
of long standing and a member of
the TRUTH SEEKER family for years.
But at his funeral, less than a week after his burial, he was declared a true
Christian in his belief, although .a U niversalist minister preached his funeral,
and according to Universalism Mr. Berry
could hav been saved without any false
statements in regard to his belief. I
know not who was responsible for this
great wrong to the memory of Mr. Berry.
I only knew him as a stanch Liberal who
had no more faith in a God as creator of
man, or Christ as a savior, than I hav. I
hav talked many times with Mr. Berry
and never found him differing from myself in anything, except what would be
termed a scientific belief in Spiritualism.
He thought ·it possible that the same
eternal law governing this universe and
bringing life and death into this worlcJ
might prolong that life in the world to
come. He said very little to me on that
subject. But on all others we talked
freely and often. With Mr. Berry's
death passed away a grand, noble, good
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Adventures With American Savages.
SPRING VALLEY, MINN., April 21, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been thinking for.
some time of giving the readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER some of my "experiences"
in a Christian town, but a press of other
things has always deterred me.
Duty compelled me to take up my residence a year ago last March in this place,
and from the rumors I heard before coming here I expected to drop right into the
New Jerusalem, and I did, if the cussedness I founcl here is any sign to go by. It
is, to start with, a no-license place, and on
almost any Saturday you can count from
twenty-five to fifty men on the streets
drunk. There are no less than fifteen socalled societies for the SUJ>pression of
vice, etc., Women's Christian Temperance
Union, Chl'istian Endeavor, etc., until
you cannot see the end of them, and as I
·heard one merchant remark, while the
mothers are praying for the boys the
girls are left to shirk for themselvs, and
it is a gospel ftwt that one man here "went
a-gunning " for three young men at the
same time, and made them all march up
and marry the girls. This is only one of
the many blessings heaped upon our heads
by too much adherence to the "good
book."
"Hain't " I lovecl by these howling
hypocrits?. Well, I rather think so. It
was my gooa fortune to secure a life-sized
portrait of Oolonel Ingersoll a short tim&

MAY
ago, and (hoping Mr. Ingersoll will forgiv me for debasing him so) I hung it
over my office door, and if any of them
ask me who it is (which they always do) I
tell them it is my savior, and I find that
it has a very quieting effect ~n them.
About the ·first introduction that my
wife had to the good people of the town,
was a brotherly call by the white-necktied
leader of the Methodist gang, who invited
her to his church, and requested the
presence of the children at the Sundayschool. I do not know how they met, but
I do know how they parted, for the parting
was made the base for his next Sunday's
"bray." We hav not been molested since.
I understand they brought the World's
Fair to their senses last Sunday night, or
rather they found the way to'make them
close her up Sunday, and that was, that
each and every one of them promised, with
tears in their eyes, that they would all
stay at home.
Great Cmsar, what a blessing that would
be for the rest of us ! but still I do not
know; I am afraid that to breathe pure
air, purged of their foulness, would kill us
all.
I am located so that it is not good policy
for me to speak out too oft\)n my opinions
(being agent of a railroad at a competitiv
station), but I will not allow them to trample on my "pet hobby'' without a whh:l
at them once in a while, and I do enjoy
reading the book of holy iniquity to them
when they begin to preach morality to
me.
Fraternally,
W. L. HoRTON.
Lay In Munitions and Then Fall On
the Enemy.
BRADFORD, P A., April 13, 1892.
MR. EnrroR: I just received all the
books I ordered some time since, for which
you will accept my thanks. By your postal
of the 12thinst. you tell me you hav placed
$3 to my credit, subject to my order.
This is an oversight somehow on your behalf. I hav received "Champions of the
Church" and this squares our account. I
am sorry to learn that this magnificent
literary work will not be published again
for a long time. And I will say here
while I am passing that no Liberal's
library is complete without this book and
Saladin's " God and His Book." Those
splendid fellows hav rendered-i. e., D.
M. Bennett and Saladin-the cause of
Freethought able and valuable services.
And while I am writing I must say a word
in favor of the " Pictorial Text-Book "
and " Old Testament Stories Comically
lllustrated," both 'of them illustrttted by
the genius, Watson Heston. These wonderful volumes in every Liberal's library,.
carefully looked over, will furnish arguments sufficiently strong to conquer all
priests and parsons that may come in your
path. " Truth is mighty and it must prevail." Although it is crushed to earth by
the orthodox in the "beautiful summertime" at their camp-meetings and so on,
it will "come up again with grass next
spring" and. every succeeding spring as
long as a thirst for it. finds a place in
the human heart. And so I say, lmd I
speak for hosts of others that hav not the
opportunity of saying for themselvs, Go
on with the good work, and if possible,
shame these dried-up little· ministers and
followers of the lamb out of preaching
and liste;ning to these infernal dogmas and
superstitious creeds. You will, we think,
make it possible for them at last to humanize-to request nothing they would
not be willing to grant to others.
I like to speak to THE TRUTH SEEKER's
large congregation from this free and independent standpoint, or pulpit, to urge
them to piace these books mentioned
above in their possession, keep themselvs
familiar with their contents. Then you
will always be able to co;nquer the priests
and parsons wherevei" you meet them.
When your favorit subject is made the
theme of discussion-and when you get
amongst them and they learn who you are,
it is a subject they never fail to bring
down-if you are posted the chances
are largely in your favor to convert to the
side of truth and reason, or at least to
compel them to do a little thinking for
themselvs. It is amazing to see the
change I hav worked in a large number of
my good Christian friends in this section
of the country (excuse the egotism). To

talk to them and reason with them upon
these great truths has a splendid tendency
to civilize them, make them neighborly
and friendly. This reasoning business is
a powerful engin for good in all Christian
communities. It has been my good fortune to visit, and in my vocation (locomotiv engineer) I visit, a number of them, and
they look for my coming, a large number
of them with arguments to smother me
and then convert me. But the one with
the necessary conversion has not reached
me yet.
JAs. SPELLEN.

Opinion. You perceive and appreciate . The first thing the doctor says in this
the homeopathic style made necessary in sermon is, "The story [meaning the story
writing in a first-class society paper. in the Bible] about giants is mixed with
Though the editors· allow me full scope, myth."
I agree ~th him about that. Then,
it is better not to come out too boldly.
after speaking at some length about the
GusT. E. KRENzKE.
giant Og and his thirteen-foot iron bedINFANT AND OTHER DAMNATION.
stead, and about many other giants
The world is moving. That the Pres- ranging in hight from eight to eleven feet,
byterians should strike infant. damnation
from their Confession of Faith proves that he says: " Do you know the name of the
the world took a lively whirl lately. Hur- biggest giant you can possibly meet? And
rah for our infants! This horrid baby will you meet him? He is not eleven feet
Blue law will henceforward only liv in our high, but one hundred feet high, and his
memory to be recalled with a shudder as bedstead as long as the continent. His
we read and remember the laws for. burning, hanging, and drowning of witches, name is Doubt. His common food is InfiInfidels, Be Men I
though these measures were hnperativly del books, skeptical lectures, ministers
TuRNER, ORE., March 24, 1892.
commanded by the holy inspired script- who do not know whether the Bible is inMR. EDITOR: In .your issue for the 19th ures in Ex. xxii, 18, in unequivocal lan- spired at all ·or in spots, and Christians
inst. I note the communication of F. B. guage: ''Thou shalt not suffer a witch to who are more Infidel than Christian."
Wheeler, of Nebraska, regarding his being liv." The noble, gallant men who voted
He says: ! ' You will never reach the
driven from a position as public-school to ~v hereafter clear title-deeds to om· promised land until you slay Doubt.
babies
to
the
mansions
in
the
skies
are
.enteacher for being an Infidel. And I hav titled to unstinted praise and everlasting Avoid as you would ship-fever and smallthis to say: There is nothing new in this, gratitude and eternal glory· from every pox people who lack faith. Oh, the giant
only that Mr. Wheeler did better than blessed one of us who has a baby here Doubt is a cruel giant. He attacks many
school-teachers usually do, in procuring· a upon his hands. Undoubtedly every af- in the last hour. He could not let my
certificate of the facts. Christians here are firmativ vote in the revision committee mother alone in her dying moments. After
was from a minister who had a baby, or had
trying to capture the public schools, and lost
one, or who loves them. The glorious a life of holiness and consecration such as
are usually successful-through the apathy sun of light, love~ and reason has again dis- I never heard of in anyone else, she said
of Infidels. Mr. Wheeler is right-" our pelled another aark, ugly, hideous cloud to my father, 'Father, what if after all our
public schools are our hope. In them we" that shrouded God's fair earth through prayers and l!truggles should go for
should ''teach the coming generations the many gloomy centuries. Was it not bitter nothing?'"
enough for us to bury our sweet darling
infamous, blood-stained history of the baby
The last remark of this good old woman
boys and ~rls, but to be tormented
past." The "coming generation" should also with the frightful reflection that, per- shows plainly that the doctor told the
also be taught to look out for the wiles and haps forever and ever, they were tort- truth when he said that the old man Doubt
rascalities and hypocrisies of orthodoxy, ured in indescribable agonies, faint did not let his mother alone in her dying
and to search for truth, to think for them- glimpses of which are so frequently dished moments, but that he clung to her and she
selva, to rely upon themselvs and form up to us by the sympathetic orthodox to him even in death. In other words, she
Bible-expounders? Yet the thrilling detheir own opinions. And in this direction light in finding an obnoxious statute re- had not slain the giant Doubt; and as she
the "coming generation" should be pealed, makes us forget and forgiv the had not slain the giant Doubt she never
taught and shown that no one has any con- former · authors and supporters, though reached the promised land, but at the
trol of his own belief; that belief comes they deserve to be arraigned and roasted present writing is in that endless hell crefrom reason, by evidence presented to the alive over redhot coals fed with pitch. ated by an almighty, just, and merciful
Our happy hearts go out with unwonted
senses, and is entirely involuntary. Not alacrity to the good, generous, whole- God for the purpose of torturing for
many adults hav given this matter serious souled preachers that ushered in a new de- countless millions of years a great majority
thought, and they are usually greatly sur- parture for our kids. The very breezes of his creatures, whom he has made with
prised when it is presented and brought whisper sweet, sonorous songs of praise. his own hands and without our consent,
Once more the morning stars sing tohome to them.
gether and all creation joins to sing soft simply because we are all creatures of cirBut the great trouble with Freethinkers songs and to chant mellow melodies. cumstances, and consequently must believe
-many are still afraid of the term "Infi- Glory hallelujah! The infants are safe at or disbelieve according to the circumdel "-is their lack of disposition to unite. last.
stances by which we are surrounded; that
But what of these infants that died be- is, we must believe or disbelieve according
There is hardly a school district in ·the
United States where there are not enough fore Jan. 18, 1892? The cold sweat runs to the amount and nature of the evidence
down my brow. What of those? Where
Infidels to at least very much ameliorate did you leave them? For mercy's sake, presented to our minds.
the conditions, if not change them alto- did you forget and overlook them? Are
He says: "Avoid as you would ship-fever
gether, if they would only unite and work they to be left to a cruel fate that a crueler and small-pox people who lack faith."
intelligently and boldly. B,ut they will Fate once ordained for them? No hope, The words faith and doubt are words of
not. Most of them dread the row there no amnesty for them? The worst is only opposit meaning. Consequently, as his
too true. No provision was made for them
would be at first, and the underhand per- except to giv them another kick mto the mother had doubts she lacked faith, and
secutions in business and - society after- brhnstone furnace. Chapter 23, Section as we must avoid as we would ship-fever
ward. This fear is largely imaginary. 4, reads, "Prayer is to be made for all and small-pox people who lack faith, we
Orthodoxy always bullies and persecutes things lawful and for all sorts of men must always avoid such women as· his
most those who fear it most.-· "Resist the living, or that shall liv hereafter, but not mother as we would ship-fever and small-·
the dead." It would seem that the
devil and he will flee from you," has its for
infants were left out in the cold, or pox.
application here. Half a dozen Infidels, rather in the heat. Some of them died
In one of Dr. Talmage's sermons to the
organized and working together intelli- too young. A week, a month, or a year people of Paris, he told his hearers that
gently and harmoniously, can effectually would hav insured thousands of babies they should not say, "I hav faith, t becheck the orthodox abuse and persecution election of grave. Diphtheria, scar let fever, lieve, I hope," but say with all the conceninfantum, mumps, and Christian
ill almost any school district in the land. cholera
Science too early terminated life and con- trated powers of mind, soul, and body, "I
No doubt there are Infidels enough in Dis- signed them to everlasting death in a tor- know it." The doctor evidently thinks he
trict No.4, Pawnee county, Neb., to hav rid latitude. Such are the inevitable knows. If he knows, he has no doubts;
protected Mr. Wheeler if properly united. workings of fate and faith! And I am ex- oh, no, he has slain the great giant Doubt,
Why is it that Infidels will not unite to pected to believe that or be-well, my and will not be disturbed by him in the
defend themselvs and their interests when overburdened feelings, strained to the ut- hour •of death as his good old mother was.
most tension with badly mingled arid
they are able to do so? They are not mixed joys and .sorrows, strike for relief. I Having slain the giant Doubt, he will
cowards. They hav the argument largely. ~m not through with Section 3, Chapter 13. reach the promised land and look down on
They can defend themselvs, and they hav And the 7th Section of Chapter 18, about his good old mother in hell with composure
really nothing to fear. They are subjected the useless work of unregenerated men, and happiness.
to huni.iliating abuse and persecution any· deserves worlds of comment. Some day
Such are the conclusions at which we
when my nerves are composed again the
way; why not resist? The orthodox are other damnations may get attention.
must necessarily arrive if we believe in the
organized, and herein consists their power.
plan of salvation as taught in the New
GusT. E. KRENZKE.
They are arrogant and overbearing beTestament and also in the exact language
cause they think Infidels are afraid of
of Dr. Talmage.
them. And they cause the school-children
Talmage Truthfully Characterized.
The Rev. Dr. Talmage anu all other
and the unthinking public to think so too.
Christians and Bible-believers are welcome
LEON, IA., March 28, 1892.
We who hav tried it know that there is
MR. EDITOR: As yet I hav seen nothing to all the comfort they can get out of such
nothing to fear. Then why not unite and in THE TRUTH SEEKER in the shape of a belief. I do not wish to take comfort in
take our own part? Then there will be a criticism of Dr. Talmage's sermon of March such belief. I do not want belief. I want
hundred outspoken Infidels like Mr. 13th in Brooklyn, and I do not feel compe- knowledge. Beliefs never did satisfy me,
Wheeler where there is one now. And tent to properly criticise the sermon and especially on subjects of importance.
it is not justice that Freethinkers should hav hoped that some one who could do the
In conclusion, I will say that, of all the
remain silent and hide away while those matter justice would do so; but as no one small and contemptible things on earth,
who would fight gallantly for them are al- else has done so I desire to call attention the smallest and most contemptible is a
lowed to go down for lack of their support. to a few of the doctor's remarks.
man who thinks he can be happy in heaven
This matter ought to be remedied. In the
Dr. Talmage has the reputation of being while his neighbors, his friends, and some
mean time let public-school teachers gi v in one of the ablest proclaimers of the word of his family, yes, even his own mother,
their "experience "
F. S. MATTESON.
of God now living, consequently I think it are suffering in .an endless hell.
Oh, ye contemptible, bald-beaded, holy
P.S.-If some one would collect the "ex- reasonable to suppose that a great many
perience" of school-teachers regarding this credulous people swallowed all he said chicken-eater! It would require a very
matter, it would make an interesting book. whole, without mastication, and conse- large fish to swallow your body; but one of
M.
quently will never be able to digest it. I the little wiggletails in a barrel of sour
therefore desire to giv them a small diges- rain-water could swallow your little
'()n the Late Kindness of the Preachers tion wafer. I sincerely regret that a more pinched-up soul without grease, and withto the Infants.
skillful physician has not offered to attend out difficulty, except the difficulty of find·
BEULAH, CoL., April18, 1892.
to the case. I also regret that my dose ing the poor little dwarf.
I am, for knowledge and truth,
MR. EDITOR: I inclose you my last ar- cannot through THE TRUTH SEEKER reach
FRANX Ooox,
ticle on religious topics in the Pueblo those who most need it,
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fSl:u.'Zdren' s fSornsr.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be .sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

A Word to the Wise.
" Never cross a bridge till you come to it,"
My grandmother used to say.
Which means, little folks, that we mustn't fret
Over troubles that may the future beset,
If we've done what we can to-day.
You remember the time-worn fable
Of the farmer's eight-day clockHow the pendulum counted, with trembling and
fear,
The number of times it must tick in a year,
And then stood as still as a stock,
Till, aided by friendly counsel,
It decided it would not shirk
The duty that plainly before it lay,
Because, at some very distant day,
It might be too tired to work.
So, little folks, liv in the present;
Daily strive to be useful and glad,
For when you are old you will find this out:
'fhat many a trouble you've worried about
Is one you hav never had.
-Anon.

Biographical.
A BRAVE MAN.
Prominent upon the pages of history,
back to the remotest antiquity, stands
forth the record of great and daring deeds
accomplished on the burning battlefields
of war. Many are the dauntless heroes
whose names crown and illumin the pages
of American history, conspicuous among
which is the name of Baron de Kalb, the
brave foreigner whose generous and patriotic spirit impelled him to come to America and aid our people in their struggle for
ndependence.
John, Baron de Kalb, was born in Bava·ia, June 29, 1721, and in early life joined
the French army. In 1777 he came to the
United States, and was made a majorgeneral by Congress. He fought gallantly
throughout the war of the Revolution,
rendering valuable services. The day before the disastrous battle of Camden, several officers, who had received orders of
departure, called upon their good old
friend De Kalb, and expressed their deep
regret at parting with him. "It is with
equal regret, my dear sirs, that I part with
you," said De Kalb, "because I feel a presentiment that we part to meet no more."
The officers told him that they hoped such
would not be the case-that they hoped for
better things. "Oh, no," said he, •' it is
impossible. War is a kind of game, and
has its fixed rules, whereby, when we are
well acquainted with them, we can pretty
correctly tell how the trial will go. Tomorrow, it seems to me, the die is to be
cast; and, in my judgment, without the
east chance on om: side. The militia will,
I suppose, as usual, play the back gamethat is, get out of battle as fast as their legs
will carry them. But that, you know, will
not do for me. I am an old soldier, and
cannot run ; and I believe I hav some
brave fellows who will stand,by me to the
la~t. So, when you hear'of our battle, you
Will probably hear that your old friend De
Kalb is at rest."
The officers were deeply affected and
tears came to their eyes. De Kalb saw
this; and taking them by the hand he
said with great firmness and a look of 'animation: "No, no, gentlemen; no emotion
for me but that of congratulation. I am
happy. The happiness of man is my wish·
that happiness I deem inconsistent with
slavery. And to avert· so great an evil
from an innocent people, I will gladly
meet the British to-morrow l.l.t any odds
whatever." The officers departed on the
morning of Aug. 15, 1780, leaving the
army in a good position near Rugley's
Mills, twelve miles from where the enemy
lay, which was at Camden. That niooht
at about 10 o'clock, orders were give~ t~
march and surprise the. enemy, who had
at the same time commenced a march to
surprise the Americans. Both armies met
nnexpectedly at 2 o'clock and began firing
on each other. The firing soon ceased
however, and the matter was left to be de~
cided by daylight. A council of war was
held, in which De Kalb advised that the
army should fall back to Rugley's Mills
and wait to be attacked. General Gates

did not approve of De Kalb's splendid
plan, and even threw out insinuations that
it originated in fear; whereupon the brave
old De Kalb leaped from his horse, placed
himself at the head of his command on
foot, and said, "Well, sir, perhaps a few
hours will show who are the brave."
Daylight dawned, and soon the British
army, "with rattling dl·ums and thlmdering cannon, came rushing on to the
charge," and as De Kalb had predicte-d,
the militia broke, and fled in every direc ·
tion. Even Gates clapped spurs to his
horse, and did not stop until he reached
Charlotte, eighty miles from the battlefield. But did De Kalb and his handful
of Continentals run? No, they stood firm,
and as a certain history says, "more determined valor was never displayed : for
though outnumbered more than two to
one they sustained the whole British
force for more than an hour. Glorying in
the bravery of his Continentals, De Kalb
towered before them like a pillar of fire.
But, alas ! what can valor do against equal
valor, aided by such fearful odds? While
bending forward to animate his troops,
the brave old veteran received eleven
wounds. Fainting with loss of blood, he
fell to. the ground, while Britons and
Americans were killed over him, as they
furiously strove to destroy, or to defend.
De Kalb died, as he had lived, the unconquered friend of liberty. When an
English officer C!Dndoled with him for his
misfortnne, he replied, 'I thank you, sir,
for your generous sympathy; but I die
the death I always prayed for ; the death
of a soldier, fighting for the rights of

man.'"
He was buried near where his last battle
was fought. Many years after, when the
great Washington visited Camden, he
eagerly inquired for the grave of De Kalb.
It was shown to him. Gazing upon it
thoughtfully, he exclaimed, with a deep
sigh, "So, there lies the brave De Kalbthe generous stranger who came from a
distant land to fight our battles, and to
water with his blood the tree of liberty!
Would to God he had lived to share its
fruits."
GEo. J. REMSBURG.
Children Discoverers.
As in many other cases of discovery,
that of the telescope appears to hav been
the result of a playful accident. Several
stories are told about it, but they are all
similar. The one most generally accepted
tell~ how, about the year 1590, over three
hundred years ago, the children of Zachariah Jansen, a spectacle-maker residing
at Middleburg, Holland, were playing one
day in their father's workshop and observed that when they held between their
fingers two spectacle-glasses, one some distance before the other, and looked·
through them at the weathercock of the
church, it seemed inverted, but very
much nearer to them and greatly increased
in size; Their father, when his attention
was called, saw that one of the glasses was
convex and the other concave. He made
experiments, and ended by fixing such
glasses in wooden tubes a few inches long
and selling them for curiosities.
Another account tells us how one Lipperscheim discovered the telescope. in a
similar manner. Descartes, however, a
contemporary, givs the credit to James
Metius, a glass-cutter in Holland, whose
brother, a professor in mathematics and a
maker of burning-glasses and mirrors, hit
upon the discovery in the same way that
Jansen's children are said to hav done.
Improving.
Few words hav more good meaning than
the word "improving." Its first definition is, growing better. We think of a
sick friend and how glad we feel that the
loved one is improving, the disease leaving, the ease coming back, danger fleeing and health returning,
Then there is an improvement in character, the leaving off of bad ways and th~
doing of better things,
Improving in studies, becoming more
learned, educated, and wise.
We also improve land, make it richer
and more productiv.
Improve seeds by selecting the best
year by year.
All impro~ements come by slow degrees.
A bad, Wicked person cannot improve

into a good, true, and just one all at
once.
It takes time to form bad habits and
time to improve and grow good ones.
But each step gained makes the next one
easier and we improve more and more
rapidly.
There is always room for :iii{provement,
so we hav the pleasure of knowing that we
can keep on improving as long as we liv.
AUNT ELMINA.

Correspondence.
ARoH BEACH, April 20, 1892.
DEAR MISS WIXoN: That is the way
most of the letters begin, so I will begin
mine that way.
My mother takes THE TRUTH SEEKER.
I like to read the Children's Corner, especially the letters; they are so nice. I am
twelve years old, and liv on a farm, but I
hav never been to school; the school is so
far from here I cannot go to it, so my
mother buys books and I study at home.
My mother, all my sisters and brothers,
and myself went to a lecture at Arch
Beach on the 3d of March, by Mr. S. P.
Putnam. We all thoug-ht it was fine, but
I think it was too much for some of them,
for right in the middle of the lecture they
got up and left the room and did not return till the lecture was over. 1\!y
mother bought a book written by Mr. R.
G. Ingersoll; the title was "Interviews on
Talmage." I read it through and liked it
very much. I like all Mr. Ingersoll's
works.
Well, my letter is getting pretty long,
so I will bring it to a close. Hoping to
see this in print, but fearing the wastebasket, I remain, Ever your friend,
CHARLOTTE F. THURSTON.
[Write again, Charlotte, and tell us all
about the farm.-ED. C. C.]
NEffiLSVILLE, Wis., May 1, 1892.
MISS SusAN H. WIXoN, Dear Friend:
Being a constant reader of the Corner and
the good old TRUTH SEEKER, I thought I
too would write you a few lines.
I hav seen but very few letters from
Wisconsin in the Corner, and am very
sorry to note that fact.
I enjoy reading the Corner, and was
very much pleased with the talk on Political Economy in the last issue.
I think Miss Ballou is very kind in giving
us sketches of that interestin~ study. I
am studying it now, and like It as well, if
not better, than any other study I hav
had.
George Remsburg's letters are always
so kind and interesting, I am always glad
when I see. there is one in the Corner.
His description of his collection of curios
was very interesting. I think the book
he is now writing will be splendid.
Some time ago, I saw a letter in the
Corner from Otto Wettstein, Jr., and I
wish every boy and young man of our
country cou'ld say of himself what he can.
I hav joined the Young Men's Freethought Temperance Society, and now
take the Freethinkers' ~Magazine. .It is a
splendid paper, and does honor to any
reading-table.
·
Neillsville is rather an orthodox city.
There are two thousand inhabitants and
five churches. Nearly everyone attends
church. We hav had several Liberal
lectures given here. Mrs. Mattie Freeman,
of Chicago, delivered four two years ago.
Mr. John Remsburg delivered three soon
after, and Charles Watts gave three about
a year ago. Those lectures stirred up the
people's thoughts a little, but only for a
short time. They soon lost their hold on
Freethought, and are again wending their
way toward the churches.
We hav had a remarkably fine winter
and spring this year. There was no
sleighing to speak of, and the roads hav
been very dusty. But it has been raining
to-day, although it will soon clear off, I
think.
I am attending the high school, but will
finish one year from next June.
I would like to correspond with some of
the readers of the Corner, and shall l<e
pleased to hear from them any time.
I will close now, wishing you much success in your good work.
Yours for mental liberty,
MAY TAPLIN.
[An excellent letter.-ED. C. C.]
Connndntms.
A lady asked a gentleman how old he
was. He eccentrically replied, "What
you do in everything." What was his
answer and his age? Answer: XL (40),
excel.
Why were Bulwer Lytton and Dickens
the most industrious of novelists? Ans.:
Because Bulwer Lytton wrote '' Night and
Morning," and Dickens wrote "All the
Year R01md."
Why is a church like a skull with an imperfect phrenological arrangement? Ans. :
Because it has only one organ.

What was the exact length of the year
1888? Ans.: One and three eights.
Which travels faster, heat or cold; and
why? Ans.: Heat-because you may catch
cold.
What is that instrument by which every
tooth in yom head may be drawn, without
pain or perception, provided you only shut
your eyes, and keep your mouth open?
Ans. : A lead pencil.
Why is a kiss like a properly divided sel'
mon? Ans. : Because it requires an intro
duction, two heads, and an application.
What was the first banking transaction?
Ans. : When Pharaoh received a check
on the bank of the Red sea that had pre
viously been crossed by Moses.
What is it that a gentleman has not,
never can hav, and yet can giv to a lady?
Ans.: A hiisband.
Why are two young ladies kissing each
other like an emblem of Christianity?
Ans. : Because they are doing unto each
other as they would men should do unto
them.
Why was Goliath surprised when David
struck him with a stone? Ans. : Because
such a thing never entered his head before.
Why are doctors always .bad characters?
Ans. :. Because the worse people are the
more they are with them.
Why is a camel a most irascible animal?
Ans. : Because he always has his back up.
Why is the world like music? Ans.:
Bscause it is full of sharps and flats.
When does a man impose on himself ?
Ans.: When he taxes his memory.
Why are good intentions like fainting
ladies? Ans.: Because all they want is
carrying out.
Why does a duck go 1mder water? Ans.:
For divers reasons.
Why does it come out again? Ans.
For sun-dl·y purposes.

Essay on Miracles.
By DAVID HUME.
Price.

10 cents.

The Martyrdom of Man.
By WINWOOD READE.
:PBESS NOTICE.

It is really a remarkable book, in which universal history is "boiled down " with surprising
skill. . . . The boldest and, so far as historical
argument goes, one of the aolest assaults ever
.nade upon Chnstianity.-[Literary World.
12mo, extra cloth, 543 pp. Price, $1. 75.
Tim "l'lUTTH SEEKER. 28 Lafayette vln.ce. N. Y-
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SOCIAL WEALTH:
(

The Sole Factors and Exact Ratios in Its Acquirement and Apportionment.
In proceeding toward any given point, there is
always one line which is shortest-THE STRAIGHT;
so, in the conduct of human affairs, there is always one course which is best-THE JusT.

:ey J. K. INGALLS.
12mo, 326 pp,, large type, good paper, silk cloth,
pnce $1.00. CoNTENTS :-Economic Schools-A Brief Review
of Their Origin and Growth. Rise and Growth
of Capitalism. '(Jnearned Increase-Profit Interest'r Hent. Conservation of Wealth. ~1 ools
and
mr>roved l\fachinet:y~ The Nature of
Wages. l'rivate11ndSocial Wealth. Land Own,
er'ship. Private Property in Land. Capital ana
the Productive F:1etors. Partnership and Cooperation. Law of Contracts. Money and
Credit. Of Value~ or Economic Ratios. Taxation as a Remeay. Reforms, not Hemedies.
Su~gestions to LegJ.slators. Summary of Definitwns-Economic and Isonomic.
,,
Address THE TRUTli SEEKER.

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume

of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
$3.25-in English or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ij!2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumes,J~eparate, fiextble cloth\ 50
cents ]ler volumei lted Line edition, suitaole
for holiday presem;s, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. <The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly.

Devoted to

Hygiene, Sex.ual and Social Science, and allied
Subjects; ninth year. Subscription, with r>remium, 50 cents per year. Spectmen copies free
on application.

Mother's Manual.

Comprising "Advice

to a Wife on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially Durin(< Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," and "Advtce to a Mother on tho
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

Hand-Book of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Books by S. P. Putnam. J{ ews of the Wsslt.
WoMAN suffrage has been defeated in the
British House of Commons.
THE pope is said to be taking measures
to hav the Vatican officially represented at
the World's Fair.
A SUNDAY edition of a newspaper has
been published in Montreal for the first
time. It is being furiously antagonized
by the clergy.
JoHN BURNs, the powerful leader of the
London workingmen, proposes a strike
throughou ~ England for an eight-hour day.
In that event, he says, "'We may take
possession of the mines and the workshops
and so on, and do the whole job while we
are about it."
THE priest of an Italian town directed
The New God. Price, 10 cents.
his parishioners to keep March 19th, the
The Problem of the Universe, and Its Feast of St. Joseph, as a religious holiday.
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of The mayor demanded the church keys
Universology. Price, 20 cents.
that the children might be rung in to
Waifs and Wanderings, A New Ameri- school as usual.. The priest refused, and
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with has been indicted.
incident and dramatic power; breez_y from
IN _Germany Jews may be eliminated
first page to last with the living spint of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.
from the public schools, where they are
Golden Throne, A Romance. "The au- said by Christians to act as unholy leaven.
thor certainly has ~enins. The divine The minister of public worship has increative spark is withm him. The book is quired how many pupils are Jews, and of
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind. these how many are exempted from reEvery Liberal should read' Golden Throne.'" ligious instruction.
-[IngerRoll. Price, $1.
FREDK. DouGLASS says that if the outIngersoll and Jesus. A conversation in
rhyJne between the Nineteenth Century rages on his race in the. South continue
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein they will become chemists and use bombs
it is shown there is much in harmony between like Anarchists. His chief complaint is
them. Price, 10 cents.
that a negro accused of rape or other
Why Don't He Lend a Hand 1 and other crime is held guilty from the start and
Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents.
given an unfair trial, or lynched without
Adami and Heva. A poetic version of one.
·
the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its superiority to the mutilated copyAT Homolicz, in the very religious and
the Genesis legend-1s shown. Price,10 cents. superstitious Austrian province of HunGottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Ro- gary, a nUlliber of decapitated corpses
mance. Price, 35 cents.
had been found. It has been learned that
My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents. the men had died natural deaths and the
For all of the above address
beheadings were committed by brideTHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
grooms of the widows, who thought such
28 Lafavette place, New York.
measures necessary to protect their married life from spectral disturbance.
THE Catholic clergy of France are urging to opposition at the polls against " the
party and men whose program seems to
be the destruction of Christianity in
France." Freethinkers, they complain,
"hav long been trying to sweep religion
out of the schools. Hardly a week passes
in which divine services are not disturbed
and bisho:ps and priests howled down or
otherwise mterrupted and insulted."
THE superstition of the Tartar population of Russia presents difficulties to the
work of relieving the starving. They
look on the famin as a visitation of Providence and consider it impious to try to
thwart the will of Allah. When they get
any money they spend it on trinkets and
leave the future to take care of itself.
The Christian population hold a corresponding belief, and are equally paralyzed.
byit.
.
The Bible Analyzed. Cloth, oc~vo, 833.
RUDYARD KlPLING, the fumous English
pages, $3.
novelist, has published unfavorable imDeity ·Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1. 00.
pressions 'of New York city under its
The Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12nio, Catholic- Tammany government. This
133 pages, 50c.
_
government, he sa:ys, is ''a despotism of
Spiritualism Sustained.
Cloth, 12mo, the alien, by the ahen, for the alien, tem245 pages, $1.
pered with occasional insurrections of
Universe Analyze.d. $1.
decent folk. In this Christian city they
think lightly of human life, buy and sell
b. li'. JNDERWOOD'S WtiLt.n.
justice at a certain price openly and without shame, and are content to do without
T03 .:ALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER o;,··:FICl
good streets. "
Essay:> and Lectures. E_mbracing l11fL
ence of Christia:ni~y on Clvlli)IU.tlOJ! ; L!J~·1
THE most eminent members of the
tianity and lvlatenalism; What L1l:.emusm ofl•
in Place of Christianity; Scientific lllaterialis;
negro race hav invoked theiF fellows to a
Woman· Spiritualism from a l\laterwli;•
united appeal to God for deliverance from
Standpoint; Paine the Political and Reli:.;im
cruelties practiced by the whites, especially
llcformeri 1\Iatotialism and Crime; Will t I
Coming !Van Worship God? Crimes and CJ;n . lynchings, which are ''frequently perpetics of Christhtnity; the Authority of the B1h ·' : trated in the shadow of churches, whose
Froethonght Judged by Its Frmts; Our 1,1e:,;
ministers are perhaps overawed by the
of Go1 330 pp_, paper, 60 cents.
Inllucu~c of Christianity upon Civiliza· prevalent passions of their communities,
or worse, their consciences ~e seared,
tion. 2J cents.
their ears are deaf, and they fail to hear
Chri.;tiauity and Materialism. 15 cents.
the voice of their brother's blood when it
What Liberalism Offers in Place of cries from the ground."
Christia)Iity. 10 cents.
THE Parliament of Religions to be-held
Scientific Materialism; Its Meaning and
in connection with the World's Fair has
'l'emlency. 10 cents.
been indorsed by Gladstone, Whittier, 0.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand· W. Holmes, Frances Willard, General
lloint. 10 cents.
Howard Cardinal d-ibbons, Archbishops
·Paine the Political and Religious Re· Ireland ' and Ryan, etc. The advisory
former. 10 cents.
council consists of one hundred of the
Woman: Her Past and Present: Her most eminent . divines of Europe and
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
America. Among the objects are: "To
indicate the impregnable fOlmdations of
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will tile Coming Man Worship .Gotl1 Theism, and the reasons for man's faith
in immortality, and thus to unite and.
10 cent3.
.l'welve Tracts. Scientific and Theolog- stren~t~en ~he forces advers~ to a MaterialistiC philosophy of the umverse. To
ical.. · ·2!rcents.
· Burgess~Underwood Debate.
A Four show how many important truths the
days' debate between B. F. Underwood and various religions hold in common. To set
. Prof. 0. A. Burgess, President of the ;North- forth for the permanent record to be
·western-Christian Umvers:·,y, Indianapolis, lnd. publi~hed to the world, an accurate and
A,_........wly reported. 1SS pp. · Cloth. 80 cent~.
anthoritativ account of the present condition and outlook of religion among the
AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS, leading
nations of the earth. To discover,
HIS CHARACTER ..urn DOCTRINES.
from competent men, what light religion
has t6 throw on the gr~t problems of the
From the '' AnalYilis of Religions :B~lief."
presenpage,•especia]ly .temperance Jabor,
BV VISOOUN'C .AMBERLEY.
..educatwn, _and.wei!Jth aD.d ~poverty.·1 • ·

Colonel Kelso's Works.

Cloth, ;

~

• • ,.

· 50 cents.
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Superstition in All Ages. Tne OrOer of Creation.
THE

CONFLIUI' BBTWEEN GENESIS AND G:EOLOG:Y.

A

A Cc •.; ~aovEnsY BETWEEN THE
HaN. W. E. Gr-ansToNE,
PnoF. MAx MULLrut,
PnoF. T. H. Ru.iLEY,
M. REVILLE,
E. LYNN LINTON.
12mo,178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 cts.

RI:LIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THAN

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.
Price,

10 cents.

~uestions

Answers to Christian

And Argume11ts.
-~loth,

$1.
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Adih-ess THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

THE NEW SPELLINGS.
• Engllsh spelling Is the worst In the world ~Mil
lions of dollars are wasted each year In the writing
and printing of useless letters. The education of our
children IS retarded and the progress of our people
is hampered bK our cumbrous, Illogical, misleadfu~
0

~';f~~'1:i.;m:fn3~~~o~~r:~~~. fT~e" ~~~c!.~a~Y:B~-

logleat Association .has recommended the folloWing
RULES FO:R NEW SPELLINGS for immediate use, and a
resolution has been Introduced In Congress, InstructIng the Publlc Printer to conform to them IIi all printIng for the government :
1. Drop UE at the end of words like dialogue catalogue, etc., where the precedingvowells short. Thus
spell demagog, epilog, synagog, etc.
2. Drop finalE In such words as definite, Infinite,
favorite, etc., where the preceding vowel Is short.
Thus ~ell oj,poslt, y:;eterl~ h~ocrlt, requls!t, etc.
clg:retie~X:.t~al.f:us sli'gJi ~~~ar~~~~r,:'i{,t~P~~~t~t~~
det, gazet, etc.
4. Drop final ME In words like 'programme. Thus
ape~. Pl)gfn~~·l''krl~~~ ga:'or'i{~·llke phantom, telegraph, phrase, etc. Thus spell alfabet, paragraf, ftloa.
ofY'l~;'~,e;~flt~~~0f%'re£ie difthonl!!! .IE and m when
the_y have the sound of that letter. Thus spell eolian,
esthetlc,__!,llarrhea, subpena, esofagus, atheneum, etc.
liT n you would array yourselt on the sine of
~~Te:~:;;r.ar;tnt~~ lm~~~~~~ that you

wr':·

By D. M. BENNETT.

Paper, 146 pp , Z'5 utR.

The Rights of Women
-AND-

THE SEXUAL RELATIONS.
BY KARL HEINZEN, the famous German Radical Editor.
An Address to an Unknown Lady- Reailer. Historical Review of the Legal Positwn of Women.
The Emancip_ation of Woman. The Passive Prostitution of Women. The Active ProRtitntion of
1\'Ien. 1'he Execution of Men. Love and Jealousy.
1\'Iorality. 111arriage. . Adultery. Divorce. Is
Marriage a Contract? Hanging a Woman. Religion. The Economic Independence of Woman.
Liberty and the Revolution the Allies of Woman.
Paper, 50c. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Twelve Tractsa
BIBLE WORSHIP.
DARWINISM,
EVOLUTION.
DESIGN ARGUMENT.
JESUS NOT PERFECT.
UNDERWIJOO'S PRAYER.
By B. F. UNDEBWOO•.
Ill! ile, 25 cents

FRffTHINKfAS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOKB
SHt>WING
ABSURDITY AND. UNTR OTHFUL•
NESS OF THE CHURCH'F. CLAIJIJ

THE

TO BE A DIVINE AND

BENEFI~

CENT INSTITUTION, AND Rll-

VEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
CHURCH AND
STATE.

FuU ....Page

185
WITH

Inustratioqs.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS

OF

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL·
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.

DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTON,
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE JJESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
l6represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
ll
"
The Church Robbing the People.
"
Thanksgiving.
8
6
Sabbath Laws.
14
"
Children and the Church.
10
Woman and the Church.
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies in Natural History.
2
"
The Bible and Science.
:5
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
2
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
4
"
The Lord and His Works.
ll
"
Prayer.
10
"
The Creeds.
1
"
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent
5
"
"
1
25
1
2
4
2
1
4
9
12
8
6
7

Sam:ples of Christianity's Worli.
Misswnaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Itesnllil.
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothin_g_like it has ever before appeared in this country, and it is very doubtfnl if another one like it will ever again be rublished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the reach o all
At twice the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Hes,bn as a portrait-painter anrl designer is a wonderful success~ and we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liheral in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethonght, and has done faithfal and noble work for the canse of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of this volumn. 'fhere are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as expla1ratio:1e< of tiw illnetrations, and secondly as texts to p~ovc the utter
falsity of the church's professions anrl the hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that· has ever been put in the
b11o11ds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
:Pric~,

boar'd cover's, $2 ; cloth,, $2.SO.
Addrells The Tnl.tla Seeker.
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GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT

Valuable Books on

The Mvth of the Great Deln~e. By
PRAYER leads to trusting to God what
James M:. McCann. 15 cents. Ten COJ?res, $1. It should be sought by our own efforts. A
is the most complete and overwhelmr'ng refutation of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have landlady was overheard to pray implorever read.-B. F. Underwood. To read it is to ingly that God would fill her house with
be astonished at the possibilities of religion~ boarders and bless her dog "Gypsy," but
crednlity.-T. B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite l:lomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.- she left her room and scolded so much at
A. B. Bradford. It ong)lt to meet with a very her servants that her boarders all left her;
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.
.
and she stuffed her dog into an apoplectic
Bruno Pamphlet- No. 1. Contributors: condition.-Robt. 0 • .Adams. ·
G ,T Holyoak~Thos.Davidson, T.B. Wakeman,
THE results of .all actions are equally
Karl Blind, LYdia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten
copies for $1.
certain, but not equally known, not
Bruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors : equally perceived. If all mi'n knew with
R. G. Ingersoll, Thos. Davidson, T. B. Wakeman, perfect certainty that to steal from another
G. J. Holyoake, et al. 15cents. Ten copies for $1. was to rob themselvs, larceny would cease.
cannot be said too often that actions are
The Bruno Monument. A fine engraving It
printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12 good or bad in the light of consequences,
mches. for fmming;" pntnpin pasteboard tubes and that a clear perception of consefor mailing. 20 cents. Ten copies for $1.50.
quences would control actions.-In,qersoll.
Hygiene of the Brain and the Cure of
Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
Gon is the self-consciousness of man.
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered· before 11fan
created God in his own image. The
M.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. " Get ~his book and
the New York iegislatnre May 9, 1888. Price, 4
re:1d it for it abounds in practrcal valuable
history of every nation is an unbroken
cents.
·
knowledge."~[Chicago Inter-Ocean.
chain of evidence for this contention, and
Dwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan how could it be otherwise? Without Eating for Strengt~~· Bl, M. L. J?:olbro~k,
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
l'II.D. Price,JJy marl, $1. 'I am dehght!Jd ")Vlth
knowledge or conception of the absolute,
cents.
it."-[H. B. J5aker, 1\'[.D., Secretary Mrchrgan
without a direct revelation-the existence
State Board of Health.
God in tlte Constitution. By Robert G. of which is alleged, but not proved, by all
Parturition Without Pain. A Code of
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel Inreligious
sects-all
representations
of
God,
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
Directions for avoiding most of the Pains and
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for$1. of whatever religion, could but be human;
Dangers of Childbearing. By M. L. Holbrook,
l'II.D. Price, by mail, $1. '"A work whose exand
since
man
finds
in
animated
nature
no
Wltat Would Follow the Effacement of higher intellectual being than himself, his
cellence sur_passes mu· _power to commend."[N ew York EvElning- Mail.;
Christianity~ By George Jacob Holyoake. This is a most valuable contribution to ideas of a supreme being could oD.ly be ab-Jiver Complain; Mental Dyspeps1~ and
Freethonght literature. Bound in paper with stracted from his own ipse; they must be a
Headache: Tneir Cure by Home 'l.'reatgood likeness of author. Price, 10cents. Twelve self-idealization. Therefore do we find
ment. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, by
copies for $1.
reflected in the religious ideas of every namail, $1. "Heading this book I cured myself
after several doctors had failed."-[T. C. Curtis,
Life and Career of Charles Bradlangh. tion, most faithfully and characteristically,
U.S.A.
.
By George Jacob Holyoake. With good!iken~ss the conditions, wishes, hopes, nay, even
of JYlr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copres the intellectual development and special in- 1'lte Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.
for $1.
ll. Duffer author of "What Women Should
tellectual tendency that obtained among
Know," ' No Sex in Education," etc. Pric~)Y
What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H. that nation at the time._.:._Buchner.
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles BrewsterbPortland, me.,

Food a11d
Diet,
/J\arriage
artd

Pare11tage~

ttc.

L. Green, editor of the F1·eethinlcer's Magazine.
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
per dozen.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
·
28 Lafayette place, New York.
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Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
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The Bible-What Is It~ 25c.
Studies in Theology. 10c.
Liberalism. 5c.
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THE STORY HOUR.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
For Children and Youth.
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., PortsBy
Miss
Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of the
mouth.
Children's Corner in the New York
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st.,
Truth Seeker.
Cleveland
Oregon.

Small Qnarto-10x8 inches-near!;!' Three Hundred p!),ges. Illuminated Covers. llixty-six FullQage Illustrations, with Twenty-five Smaller
Ones.
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Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st.,
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George Longford, 22 Richmond st., PhU.a.
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By HENllY D. LLOYD.
were starved mto actual slavery._

It i8 the story of a :monstro~s and inlrnman crime.

It deals not wrth theorres but with facts,
figures, and names. It is a power.
ful and pathetic book.

264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A CHRISTIAN city, when Europe was
really Christian-before it was permeated
with Infidelity as it is now-was revolting
and filthy beyond description. Offal and
excrement rotted and stank in the streets,
and in the city squares dogs and swine
snarled and fought with each other- for favorit morsels of the mortal remains of decomposing cats, dogs, horses,· and even
human beings, that sent up their pestilestial stench under the broiling sun or the
plashing rain. Then a horrible disease
would break out, and in less than a week
glut the churchyards with the mortal remains of more than half the citizens.
These were the "Black Deaths" and the
''Sweating Sicknesses" we hear so much
of in medieval history. They were truly
Christian visitations, and hurried hundreds of thousands of dirty and ignorant
saints right into Abraham's bosom. . . .
These plagues and Black Deaths were conF>idered a direct visitation of almighty God.
The smug Christian priest enjoined upon
his dupes that Jehovah had so a:ffiicted
them for their sins, and for a wise purpose,
in his gracious goodness! They looked to
Jehovah and forgot the heaps of offal rotting in the streets. Instead of appealing
lo Je_sus, they should hav thrown quicklime on the dead dogs; instead of expecting anything .from the Holy Ghost, they
should hav sprinkled Condy's fluid on
their filih.Y floors; instead of troubling the
Virgin Mary, they should hav sent their
garments to the laundry.-Saladin in God
and His Book.
I HAv attempted to discover some ra_y of
light in the mythological times of China
which precede Fohi, but I hav attempted
in vain. At the period, however, in which
Fohi flourished, which was about three
thousand years before the new and common era of our northwestern part of the
world, I perceive mild and wise laws already established by a beneficent sovereign. In the laws of that sovereign I
see nothing but what is mild, useful, and
amiable. I was afterward induced to inspect the code of a small nation, or horde,
which arrived about two thousand years
after the period we hav been speaking of,
from a frightful desert on the banks of the
river Jordan, in a country inclosed and
bristled with p~aked mountains. These
laws hav been transmitted down to ourselvs, and are daily held up to us as the
model of wisdom. The following are some
of them: "Not to eat the pelican, nor the
ossifrage, nor the griffin, nor the ixion,
nor the eel, nor the hare, because the hare
ruminates, and has not its foot cloven."
"To exterminate without pity all the unfortunate inhabitants of the land of Canaan. who were not even acquainted with
thein; to slaughter the whole, to maBBacre
all, men and women, old men, children,
and animals, for the greater glory of God."
"To sacrifice to the Lord whatever any
man shall hav devoted as an anathema to
the Lord, and to slay it without the power
of ransom." A Jesuit, who was formerly
a missionary among the cannibals, at the
time when Canada still belonged to the
king of France, related to me that once,
as he was explaining these Jewish laws to
his neophytes, a little impudent Frenchman, who was present at the catechising,
criedout: "They are the laws of cannibals!"- Voltaire.

writes: "Had I possessed this oak ten years
ago it would have saved me ten years of invalidism, and I should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."

Youth: Its Care and Culture. By J.

Mortimer Granville. $1. To this has been
added a paper by that charmin!f English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical
Education of a Girl," ani! a :paper on the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail prrce is $1.

Talks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. B.

Gleason, M.b. A Practical Handbook for the
1\faid, Wife\-.and Mother: with a be><utiful Photographic .l:'ortrait of the Author. Price\ by
mail $1.50. "We wish the chapter, ' Oonfiaential to 1\'Iothers,' might be :published as a tract
and sent to eveJ:y mother m the land."-[Harper's New Monthly Mag:1zine.

'l'he Better Way. An Appeal to Men in
behalf of Human Culture through a wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,
il5 cents. "lt contains information and warning
that are urgently needed."-[Christian Union.

Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Popular Expositiol'l. of the Fundamental Problems
in Sociology. By R. T. Trail, M.D. Price, by
mail, $2. This work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.
(:

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scientific Diet. By Gustav Schli!'ke;)':sen. Translated from the German, by M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and Radical Cure for Intemi>erance, by the Use
of a Veg§table and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom. Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.

Three Books in One.

From the Cradle

to the School. B;y_Bertha Meyer. The Rights
of Children. By Herbert S!!_encer. The Government of Chifd!-en. By M. L. Holbrook 1M.D.
Price by mail, ·
cloth, $1. ·It is
a boolr worthy uo oe ranked with the best that
has ever been written concerning the training
of children."-[Bazar.

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.

Price, 30 cents, by mail. , "It should be quietly
given to every drinker."-[Herald of Health. ·

Muscle-Beating;
for 8iclr and

~~1 Home
ll' ell. By

Gymnastics
C. Kemm,

manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.

Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
a,nd Physiological Helations, and in their bearing on fhe producing of children of finer health
and great~r ability. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
The Scte11tit!c American says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by 'cranks,' but this
is radically different: it is scientific, sober,
clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly
by the young."

The Diet Cnre. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Disease Cure. By_T. L.
Nichols! M.D., editor London Herald Of Health.
Price. c oth. 50 cents.
~

Medical Hints on the Protection and Man•
agement of the Singing .Voice. By
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts.

Deep Breathing; or Lung Gymnastics.

Prrce, cloth, 50 cents. Mrs. Horace Mannwritei!:
"Every book you "(lrint is pure gold and deserves wide circulatiOn."

How to Strengthen the Memory.
L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.

By M.

! Physician's Sermon to Young Men. By

Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. R. A .
Proctm;, the well-known English astronomer~
says of it: " Through false delicacy lads ana
youths are left to fall into trouble, and not a few
have their prospects of a healthy happy life absolutely rmned. The little book before us is intended to be _put into the hands of young. men
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable O!
discharging a father's duty in this respect; ana
·as not one father in ten is, we believe, ready T"
do what is right by his boys himself, it is well
that such a book as this should be available. · If
it ii read by all who should read it, its sale will
be counted by hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail. postp11id,
for $2. Should anyone desire them by the 100
or 1,00Q they can make satisfactory terms by cor•
respondence.
113r'Catalognes Free ..A~~

. By mail on receipt of price.
Addres1 THE TRUTH SEEKER
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These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
where these societies are located. Local,
~ecular Unions and Freethought · Societies can hav their gatherings advertised here free by forwarding the necessary information.

Libertv ·ill
Literature.

POLITICAL, LE&Al, ABD SOCIAL
BEFOBMS.
In the Ottoman Empire and Other Mohammedan States.

Testimonial
Manhattan Liberal Club, N. Y., To Walt Whitman.
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German 1\fasonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

BY

'.l'he Newark Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Meets every Snnda,y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League HaJ!, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
at.,Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
rellgious and socia.l questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

By lliOULAVI CHEBAGH ALI.

Published for the information of the Christian
writers who suffer under the delusion that
Islam is incapable of any political,
legal, or social reforms.

Price, $1. Address

PhiladelphiaLiberal League21i

Meets ev&.'y Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and

!iie~i;~~~t~~iV~r!:R~~~~~~~g~~i~i~Eir~~t
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

Col. Ingersoll SOUVENIR

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
OCT. 21, 18!!0.

THE KINC OF SPOONS

AUTHORIZED EDITION,

IN HONOB OF

Paver, l!5 cents·; cloth, 150 cents.

THE KINC OF ORATORS.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS Mrs Besan tI s w0rks·
.
I
I
1

'

The Secular Society of Iient, 0.,
Meets ilemi-monthly\first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town .nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABrus HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sunday3 of each month at Independent Church, at
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison Rtreet,
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroa.d
are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds meetincrs every Sunday evening at 216
Grand. ave. dfraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures 'songs
and select reading. Discussion invitea on all
~ubjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FBANK MoRsE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib•
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, C11.l., meets semi-monthly.:._ first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at .l:'arr's
Hall. Everyboc!x invited. MRS. R. M. BERRA.
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Rec, Sec.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectures.-Free Discussions.-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
U. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDEB, Sec.

The Roeder Secular Union
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
!P'eatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
Universal 1\'~ental Liberty." D. E. RrcE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, VICe-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with po'
trait, 30c.
And Other Stories for ])larriage. As it was, as it is, and as ii
'B'oys and Girls. ll!mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
should be. Paper, l!5c.
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handc• Resant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
ll!mo, 800 pp,, $1.

,Apples of

LibCI·al Association of Austin,
·
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M. at its hall cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street. Visiting Liberals
invited. J. P. RIOHABDSON, President; l\1. IsAAc,
Secretary.

The .Jacksonville, Fla., Libet·al
League

The Candle .From Under
The Bushel
(Mark iv, 21); or,
1,306 '<tuestions to the Clergy:
And for the Consideration of Others.

Instructive, Interesting, and Laughable.
Price,

VAUGHAN1

Priest at1.d Mau').

A NO VEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.
An independent and respectable study of char.
acter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ash~med to
own as her first novel. . • • A more vigorous
'Jresentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity, in its :qtost honest a;nd consis~ent
form, need not be desired.-[W estnnnster Revrew.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'!HE TRUTH SEEKER
~

'lll!lfi'

lt K

Clia

I

Liberal Club,

·~

Philosophical and Social So•
ciety,

BY WILLIAM HART.
50 cents.

NATHANifL

1\'Ieets every Sunday at 2:80 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Hall. Bay street. . Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pre·s.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.
.
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwanke~ meet• every Sund,ay evening at 7:80 o'clock.
A. .1:1. SEVERANCE, President.,

~old.

some and Interesting Book1 Without Snpersti. tion for Children and Youth.
The Onl:yFreethinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 fnll-page illustrations and l!5 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, Pres.
ISAAC S. LEE, Sec.

~

1

" ' en ne ~ s

Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of NitZttreth a Historical Ch~tracter, :1nd the Infi,JencE
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Works on the labor

The Conventional Lies of Our Civilization.
!J_y ·Max Nordan. CoNTENTs-Mene, Tekel
Upharsin;

The

Religious, Monarchic, ·an(

Aiistocrati<;~Political~conomical, Matrimoniai

and Miscellaneous Lies; Closing. Harmony
ll!mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.
cloth $t.oo.
The Imperial Council of Vienna prohibited thr
lale of thiS' book in Austria, and confiscated :1!
copies of it they conld find.

Economic Equities.

A Compend of

th~

Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange. By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth." Paper, l!5c.

Fruits of Philosophy:. A Treatise on the

You know whether you need ~t or .
not.
Sold bz. every druggist, and manufactured by
D o N A L .D K E N N E D Y,
ROXBURY, 111ASSo

. Specifications: DeSI~ned (by kind yernnssion of CoJone In.
gersoll) and patented,
Feb. 2, 1892. Magnificent Portrait. The
Torch of Reason and
the Torcb.of Liberty,
emblem:1tical of the
means our Great Orator and Leader of Advanced Tlj,onght
would employ to enlighten the world,
banish superstition
and fear, and establish universal physical and ment.al liberty,
i!J.stice and hapJ>iness.
]!]xquisite scroll-work,
in full relief, sur.
rounds the spoon-a
reverie of art. Students will stud:!' its
charming lines. Lovers of the beautiful
will ~o in raptures
over 1t, and connoisseurs will want it to
enhance the artistic
merits of their collec..
tions. Exact size and
model of cut (which,
however sadly fails
to reproduce the correct likeness, power
of portrait and exquisite dei'icacy and
"harming lines of
beauty, of original) .
Sterlingsilver. Mass.
ive. A precious souvenir of Our Greatest Public Benefactor, and a valnahle family relic for
genemt.ions to come.
A suitable present for
m:1nhwoman, youth,
or c ild. ]'or birthlays, anniversaries,
·ngagements, wedlings, token of revard and appreciaion, for Chnstm s,
{ew Year's gradua·,ion, etc. There can
be nothing nicer, so
appropriate, so precwus during life. as
Tlte Colonel Ingersoll Souvenir.
Prices; $2.50 each;
extra heavy, $3.
Orange and sugar
spoons, $3. Gilt
bowls, 50 cents extra.

"THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,"

raise themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignity, and independence, and which is also capable of entirely removing.\ in course of time, the
other principal social evils. By M. G. H. tOe.

upon receipt of price and money refunded if not
satisfactory. Order of Designer if your jeweler
does not supply it. Many are interested in their
own inferior Souvenirs and will not sell the
above. . OTTO WE1'TSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Established in 1857. Designer of " Otto Wettstein" Watch, and popular Jfreethonght harlge.

and other mottoes, names, etc., etched in bowls
Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing in
most artistic style, 50 cents extra. Sent
out the means by which the working classes may

Large or Small Families 7 On which Side
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoake. 5c.

WATBR OF< LIF<B
PovertY. : Its Effects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charlef Is Doing '\Vouders in Curing t.be Sick.
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Why Do Men Starve 7 By Chas. Brad·

Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 3l! South Main 'street, Wilkesbarrt. Pa,,

laugh. -5c.

The Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi

"WHY"

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Letters to Young People. By- (Prince~

I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and

cal to the \Yelfare of the l'eople. By Charlc>
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Peter. Krapotkine. Witli Life of author, !:>''
Stepmak. tOe.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

WHY.

ELl\fiNA DRAKE SLENKER,
Rnowville. Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN.

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By To C. WIDDICOlliBE,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Of CincinnatibO., meets ever>:_Sunday evening
at 7:80P.M. in ouglas Hall 1 N.
cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDBEW HoGG, Sell.

be out.

THE FINEST SPOON EVER DESIGNED.

Po:pnlation Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Edited by Charles Bradlaugh and Annie Besant.
l!5c.

Takes hold in this order :

'Bowels,
Liver,
The Ohio Liberal Society,
Kidneys, ·
w.
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Liberal Association of Baltimore Driving everything before it that ought to
FI'rS-All Fits stopped free by JJr.Kltne'sGreat
NerveResto1·er. No fits after first day's use. Marvelous cures. Treatise and $2 trial bottle free to
Fit cases. Send to Dr. Kline, 981 Arch st.,Phila.,Pa.

~nestion.

Me~ical Discovery SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,

Monte Vista,.,.,Cal., meet everx Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. The public cordially invited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.

Meets at the Lyceum Hall, 404 East Baltimore st.,
every. Sunday afternoon at 2:80 o'clock.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
T~e

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ•
.
ation
With a Portrait of Whitman.
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D;, at 8 P.M. every
Snnda,y. Lectures followed by discussion. Pl~tt·
form free. Henry Rowlex, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, :N.Y.

Pr'Oposed

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTL( FOLJ{S.
By MRS. E. D. BLENKER.
Boards,

•

40 cents.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents, treating
on that health-destroying and life-consuming
weakness of men as the result of yhouthful errors
and excesses. The book sets fort an INFIDEL
CURE, which is a medicine to be applied externally (the only remedy of the kind in existence).
You will feel imp].'oved the first day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Eady Decay, Weaknesses Lost Manhood~.,etc.bare fully restored.
Aduress,
D.tt. R B'T P .. FELLOWR,
Vmeland, N. J.
And gay yon saw !his in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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John E. Rems~urg'~ Books~

'

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

As a Missionary Document it is unexcelled.
Among the snbJ ects considered by Mr. Remsburg are: The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showin~ the creeds of the
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
Civilization; the Church and Science; th9
Church and Learning; the Church ana Libertyi.Tthe Church and the Antislavery .Reform;
the woman's Rights 1\"Iovement; the 1'emp~r
ance Reform; the Church and the Repnbhc.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals.

WORKS WHICH ARE ACCEPTABLE TO GOD.
Go thy way, eat thy bread with joy, and drink thy wine with a merry heart; for God now accepteth thy
works.-Eccles. ix, 7.

THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY .
Issued Monthly.

Subscription price,

$3 per annum.

No.
BOOKS ISSUEIJ.
. Price.
1. Th~~lt~~~~~-~ ~~~~l. ~~~-~~~:~~~~:
25
2. Men, Women. and Gods. Helen H. Gar. dener... . . ...... ..... .. ..... ...... .......
50
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.. . . . . . . . .
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett..................................
25
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck........
20
6. Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire........
10
7. The Crisis............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40
8. Sabbath Breaking .................. ,......
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams............
25
11J. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller.. . .
25
11. My Religions Experience. S. P. Putnam.
25
12. The Higher CritlCism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore..............
50
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote........
25
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. llinst'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? AnstinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. G[lrrlener.... .. ........ .. .... ..... ... .. . ... ... . .
10
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg.......
25
18. Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk.......
50
19. Pocket TheologY. Voltaire..............
25
OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the ;year. Single copies of each
book sent upon receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
Bv M. BABOOOK. Price. 15 cts.

Twenty Crimes and Vices

Sanctioned by Scripturei Falsehood and Deception;
Cheating; Tneft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to ChildrenA Cruelty to
Animals; Human S[lcrifices; uannibahsm;
Witchcraft~ Slavery; Polygamy; Intem]ler\tnce;
Poverty ana Vagrancy; lgnorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Price, single copies\ 25 · cents; .6
copies, $1. Special discount on 1arge quantities.

Sabbath-Breakin~.

This is the best ...nd

most thorough work "ver written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Lar~e and
handsome print. Price, 25 cents; six copies, $1.

*

·:IF :·
**

Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline
YOU ARE

* *

*

SINCERELY INTERES'IED LN

Thomas Paine.

THE OAUSE OF

WOMAN
HASTEN TO RE.AIJ

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.
UNCLE • TOM'S

CABIN

OF WOMAN'S

SLAVERY.")

The best men and women of England and America are
It
has a fascination
fairly heaping praises upon this
entirely its own and will give yon
truly wonderful
a sensation such: as ·yon never had before.
book.

I

OAN :rms ~
BE SO .....

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

Tells • the Story of the

Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits
of his character and genius, and vindicates his
name from the aspersions cast upon it. Tributes to Paine's character are given from more
than one hundred noted persons of Europe [lnd
America many of them written expressly for
this work. Second editioni 160 pages, prmted
on fine tinted ]laper, neat y bou:qd, and ~on•
tainimr a handsome steel l'Oril"ut of Pam•

cloth, 75 cen Ls.

Tile Apostle of Liberty. An address de-

liverea in Paine Ij:all, before the N. E. FJ;eethinkers' Conventwn, January 29, 1884. Pnce,
10 cents.

By GEOBGE N. lUILLEB,j

("THE

of Faith; Protest[lnt Intoler[lnce; :Washing~on
an Unbelieve~;:j Jefferson an Unbeliever; Pame
and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

SEND AND
SEE

! I

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

INVENTORS.

The cost of obtaining aU. S. Patent,
in an ordinary case,
is onl}'.$55, through
EDWIN N.
BEECHER,
Solicitor of Patents.MABION, Hartford county, CoNN.
Pamphlet of advice to Inventors
will be mailed free.
N.B.-Register all
letters and stamps
will be sent yon to
defray this expense.
This l::i01Wltor oi l'atents
an Infidel, a writer
for tbis and other Liberal papers, and, we are informed b>- old inventors and experienced ..Patentees who hav emplol'_ed him, he is a skillful
Patent Attorney.-THE '!'RUTH SEEKER.

Those of our readers ~vho have not already signed and obtained signatures to this petition should now out it
out, paste it to a sheet of stout paper, get all the signatures possible, and send it before September 15th to John T.
.Dickinson, Secretary World's Columbian Commission, Rand-McNally building, Chicago, Ill.

Self-[ontradiGtions of the Bible.

To the World's Columbian Exposition Commission:

Price,

- - - - 1 4 441,---Moral, Theological, Historical, and Speculative
Propositions.
15 cents.

Learning that there is an organized movement among the more conservative church people-manipulated by a
AN OUTLINE OF THE
"Sabbath" organization-to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in
Chicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on
each Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons:
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
Its Causes al"\d ~suits.
resort when no moral amusements are available.
3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Chicago, who have given of their means to make the Fair possible, By W. & BELL. Papex, 12mo, 25 ct.!.
tens of th_ousands o~ whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors
to the Farr, whose ti?le or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands.
4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Chicago, but of
the whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to
Reply to New York Obser'IJer.
attend can do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a 'solely- humanitarian question, a question
Ey :R. G. ING:e~~OLL.
of human relations and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you can decide is that of the
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIO OANARD.'
public welfare.
Price, 15 cents.
_5. It :will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
receipts.
6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the
tendenc! W?~d be exactly the ~pposite: The more bea:utiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble
The passages unfit for family reading.
and vaned m Its pleasures and mstructwns, the more difficult it will be to change its character, the lese danger there
Paper, 30 cents; cloth, M cents.
is that employers will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toil. With choice of
Pro and Con of
S~day occupation restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the average workingman would choose to keep
on laboring.
•
7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it
will benefit the Fair itself, the people of Chicago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity, individual education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country.
Have
a Supernatural, Inspired, Mir&O··
· ulous Religion?
Name:
Town.
State.

fRfNCH R[VOLUTION.

Paine Vi11dicate6

Holy Bible Abridged.

Su~ernatural
We

"}sy E. E. Guu.p,

Religion.

l'aper, 20 cents; cloth, 30 cent&.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 19. No. 2I" fPUB~ISHED WJL.KLY.}

New York, Saturday, May 21, 1892.

HYPOCRISY

INFIDEL!
~
DEATH- cs.w.:~oT:e.
BEDS.
**
**

--o-Being true accounts of the passing away of the
following persons, thus refutmg the n;tany Christian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord BYron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz,Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet, Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert':oDanton, Charles Darwin,
Erasmus Darwin,
elambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,.
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austm Holyoake. Victor Hugo,
Hume, L1ttre., Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier,
James Mill, John Stuart Mill, Muabeau, Robert
Owen....,_Thomas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer,._Rabelais, winwood Reade, Madame Roland, creorge
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Strauss, Jolin
Tolan$j1 Vanim, Voln~ Voltaire, James Watson,
John watts,
Thomas woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CHEAP EDITION.
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that God has· put into our hands." Not for a
thousand years, he says, "has .God shown such favor
to anyone preaching to Jews as he has shown to
l1r. Warszawiak," who is described as a model of
p1.:_;f> a confounder of rabbis, and a veritable St.
Paul i...t fervor and eloquence. His piety and exemplary life are especially dwelt upon, and Mr.
Warszawiak tells the same of himself.
In the Jewish Messenger of May 6th appears an
affidavit by Albert Klopfer, of 128 East 7th
street, this city. Mr. Klopfer says that he was
converted to Christianity by Mr.
Freshman,
was baptized, and given a position as assistant
missionary at $5 per week, free lodging .and
clothes. He was, he says, under the impression
·that he would eventually grasp the ·idea of true
Christianity, but eventually realizing the hypocrisy
of Mr. Freshman and his converts, his appreciation
of his new faith vanished. He has known these
converts, he asserts, to come directly from illrepute resorts and deliver "touching testimonies at
divine worship." Some of them he found playing
cards in a saloon on Sunday. Of Mr. Warszawiak,
so highly extolled in the City Mission Monthly,
he says :
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.A. Fit Companion to " God and His Book."
BaZaain in Agnostic Journal.

Watson Heston, the caricaturist of the New York
TRUTH BEEKER, and a colleague who has furnished letterpress to the caricaturist's pictures, hav turned Holy Writ
into a species of Don Quixote or Hudibras. Mr. Heston's work is forceful and original in conception, and sufficiently artistic in execution to satisfy all except the objectionably fastidious in perspectiv and outline. Many
of the numerous designs: are really clever, and replete
with much hilarious .if irreverent humor. On page 13,
for instance, we find a counterfeit presentment of the voice
of the Lord walking in the garden in the full of the day.
We had always imagined the said voice as a great open
mouth, mounted on a pair of Wellington boots, tearing
through the,garden like a madman with his beard ablaze.
But Mr. Heston has a far sublimer Voice than that, shambling along with spindle shanks and big, bare feet, and
terribly in-toed. It must be a revelation to many of
us that the voice of the Lord God cannot afford boots,
and that it is in-toed. On page 23 Cain may be seen
trudging off to the land of Nod; and a clumsy-looking
yokel he is. The Lord has set a mark upon him, lest any
finding him should kill him, and the "mark" is quite
obvious on the hinder part of his smock: it is Y. M. C. A.
and a 1!-orseshoe. But page 17 has the cleverest cartoon
in the whole portfolio: it is Adam tilling the ground.
He uses a pig for a plow. The snout of the brute is turning up the ground, while the first man holds on by the
hindlegs, and the first goat, yoked by a sort of crude
harness, drags his poroinity along making the first furrow. Eve, a prize barmaid-looking female, looks jocosely
on ''over the garden wall." This really talented design
requires to be seen to be appreciated. We heartily recommend that the book be brought under the attention of
those who hav not been able to descry that biblical
sanctity is, after all, only mythological absurdity. We
should like to make the volume, in this country, the
companion of "God and His Book "-the two productions should work well together. But the difficulty is, in
England, American books are considered expensiv, and
they are not over-easy to obtain for supply.

Two Stories About

It~

The City Mission Monthly for Apr;l is filled
with an account of the wonderful conversion work
Mr. Hermann Warszawiak is alleged to be. doing
among the Jews of this city. Mr. Schauffier, the
editor, calls it. "the record of a wonderful work
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it to all Protestants ; the Protestants apply
it to Freethinkers ; the Mormons apply it to the
gentiles, and so on. In Tmkey heresy would
consist of rejecti·~g Mohammedanism; in India the
non-believer in Buddhism is a heretic; in China
the one who rejects Confucianism. It is all a matter of taste, locality, and religion.
Difference of opinion, or the expression of that
Opinion, upon any subject cannot be, naturally, in
itself, a crime. It has been· made so by statute, as
the laws against "blasphemy" make that a crime.
But to classify it as a crime, like theft or murder, is
morally wrong, and is the work of religious bigotry.
It is not criminal, but meritorious and truly moral,
to form opinicns for one's self, rega1·dless of what
our savage ancestors thought or what the traditionists of to-day think.
The leaders of the Catholic church are bigoted
men, who probably really think that they get the
right to govern from God. The people who believe the claim are ignorant, or they would know
the claim is false. A.s a matter of fact the church
keeps its people ignorant-that is, limits their education-because it fears that with real education
would come independence and a revolt against the
"Thus ~orne time in the beginning of last February I church.
We do not know of any particular creed to which
follow~cl Missionary Hermann Warszawiak to the 'White
Elephant' on Broadway, where rsaw him staking money civilization owes anything-unless it be the
on various racehorses. His familiarity with all the slang Quaker creed, which restrains from religious perseof a jockey indicates that he was no novice at the horse- cution.
race. When expostulating with him by calling his attenNo man can be a true democrat and a Romanist,
tion to his position he holds at the city mission, he
for
democracy means equality of the people, and
heartily laughed at my apparent piety; he said, since the
money he receives for his mission work emanates from Romanism means a theocracy or government of the
Scotland and not from America, he is responsible to no many by the church, which is the very opposit of
one here for his actions. I then called his attention to equality of conditions. The ch1irch teaches that
the confidence reposed in him by Drs. Hall andSchauffler. God made some to govern and some to be governed,
To this Mr. Warszawiak replied with epithets that will
and that the lowly governed must be contented with
not stand public gaze."
Readers of the Mission Monthly ought to hav their place in life. In this city the Roman church
both sides of this matter presented to them. If controls Tammany Hall, because its members are
Mr. Warszawiakis such a wolf in sheep's clothing it chiefly Irish Catholics, and it controls the liquormight affect their opinion of his religion and lead dealers because the larger part of the dealers are
Catholic~. Tammany Hall is a frightfUl incubus on
them to doubt its alleged beneficial moral effect.
But one thing seems certain : that of all the re- this city, 'and back of Croker and the other "bosses"
ligious humbugs maintained by the Christian -Gilroy, Martin, and Edward S. Stokes-is Archchurch none is more palpable than the Jew- bishop Corrigan. In a political contest in this city
a few years ago Tammany supremacy was in danger
converting missions.
and the priests were ordered to tell their parishioners to vote for Tammany's candidate. We hav this
On Religion and Politics.
direct from one of the parishioners who was so diThe following is from a fellow-townsman, and his rected. And when Mr. Corrigan was bishop of
political inquiries are, t ': erefore, pertinent. The Newark he sent a letter to all his priests telling
answers may also enlighten others:
them to direct all Catholics how to vote, and the
"NEw YoRK CITY, May 3, 1892.
letter was printed. It is difficult to get direct and
"To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH BEEKER, Dear Friend
of Truth and Reason : I am an admirer of your logic, positiv evidence against the Roman machine, but
ancl get your paper as often as I can. I want to ask you that it controls the Tammany part of New York's
a few questions on subjects in which I am in doubt. politics is as sure as that "Boss" Croker and 1\!ayor
What is heresy? Can a difference of opinion that does Grant are Catholics.
not involve life be a crime? Is it ignorance that makes
But Democracy and Romanism are not generally
the Catholic church think they hav a right to control
united,
though the Romanists are usually Demogovernment affairs in this or any other country? Does
civilization owe anything to any particular creed, and if crats. There is, however, a considerable Romanist
so, what creed? I also want your advice for next elec- element in this state which plays to the Republicans,
tion. I hav considered myself a Jeffersonian Democrat, which shows that the church ]lSes both parties.
and respect the Constitution, but I am afraid Democracy She would be and is all things to all men, so far as
seems to be degenerating. Do you think a man can be a
true Democrat and a Romanist ? Do you think the she can gain power and steal a dollar from the pubCatholic church has control of the liquor traffic, or of lic treasury. Our advice in politics in this city is to
Tammany Hall? Can yo :1 explain, in the name of reason, oppose Tammany Hall :!h'st, last, and all the time.
how DJ3mocracy and Romanism ever came to be united?
The " Faribault Plan."
''Yours for truth, reason, and liberty,
J. MAOMULLIN.,
Some months ago we called attention to the agThe word heresy means, originally, a choosing gression of the Catholics in Faribault and Stillfor one's self. It is especially applied to choosing i water, Minn., upon the public school, and the idiotic
religion for one's self, and is an opinion taken in op- supineness of the Protestant element in not only
position to the generally-received opinion or doctrin. permitting it, but actually aiding them in making
In this country the name heretic is given to one Catholics of the school-children. The aggression
who disbelieves and opposes the Christian religion. was this: Faribault is a town in Archbishop Ire"
But it is a word which various sects, assuming to land's archdiocese. There was a parochial school
be orthodox, apply to others. The Catholic applies there in charge of the Sisters of St. Dominic. Mr.
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·Ireland· bethought himself of a plan whereby he in union with the holy see, but the holy see does plete programs can be had by applying to the seccould get the people ·to support the school and it not permit divorce in the Catholic chur·ch. In a retary, 118 South 12th street, Philadelphia, Pa.
wouid still remain practically a Roman instituJion. few words, the decision means that the Fariba~lt
He leased this school to the town for a year, on con- plan cannot be extended in this country, and that . One of the workers against Sunday legislation
dition that the Sisters of St. Dominic should be the parochial school system is the only authorized stationed at Washington says that many Congressteachers, but that they should only instruct in secu- one for the Catholics of America. The Sacred men say to him that they wish those who are oplar learning during school hours. After school Congregation has taken into consideration the pe- posed to religious legislation would make their ophours the Catho~c children remain and receive re- culiar circumstances in the towns of Faribault and position known by petitioning to Congress, as they
ligious instruction. The burden of supporting the Stillwater, and says that Archbishop Ireland's plan are being very strongly urged to pass Sunday legisschool is thus taken from the Catholics of the place. in those places is not condemned, but is only toler- lation, and ·do not know how they can avoid it unless
Shortly after the inauguration of the new order of ated. Inasmuch as Archbishop Ireland's intention protests come in against it. Many of them are opthings at Faribault Archbishop Ireland introduced was to hav his scheme introduced all over this posed to such legisl~ttion, but as representativs of
the plan at Stillwater, another place in his arch- country, and as the holy see refuses to permit him their constituents they feel that they are bound to
to do so, the Faribault plan has been condemned. carry out their wish~s as far as possible. Some of
diocese.
The
question is settled finally by the decision of the Congressmen hav written to their constituents
It would seem that this plan ought to satisfy the
the
Propaganda."
_
that they were opposed to such legislation, and
Romanists; whatever others might think of it.
urged
them to send in petitions as rapidly as possiThe
Roman
church
has
made
wonderful
gains
in
They had the school maintained for them; they had
the pictures of their saints and popes on the walls, strength in this country within the past few years, ble. Petitions and letters· are the best means of inwith which to impress the children; their teachers and the decision shows that the Roman authorities fluencing official action, and we hope that our readwere in the uniform of their faith, and had. hun- hav confidence in gaining still more. They do not ers will bear this in mind in regard to the World's
dreds of opportunities daily to speak for Cathol- intend to stop short of having separate sectarian Fair.
icism, and also to induce the children of careless schools, all supported by the state.
A statement of fact which the Prohibitionist will
parents to remain to the Romanist exercises. One
The Sabbatarians who are trying to hav the do well to think upon is this from the Flushing,
would think that they had enough.
World's Fair closed on Sundays are not a particu- L. I.; Evening Journal of last Monday: "Nearly
Some of the churchmen, however, did not t.h:lnk
larly honest lot. During· the month they hav turned ,every saloon in Flushing had its side and front
so, and objected because the parochial school was
.in to· the Columbian commission petitions from Ohio doors locked and its windows shuttered yesterday
not maintained intact. They said among other
and Michigan "representing" in each state several when Captain Hance and the village police went
things that the scheme was unqualifiedly uncathohundred thousand more people than the last census the rounds. And this morning there is a rumor
lic, because it precluded giving religious and secular
givs the state. The excess of petitions over popu- that Sunday here was another day of drouth; but
instruction at the same time. Education that is
,lation in Michigan was eight hundred thousand. it is only a rumor, a contradiction being borne out
not tempered with religious instruction, they deThey hav also filed a petition from England signed by the testimony of five 'drunks ' who came before
clared, is unchristian.
by the bishops and scaly olq members of the House 'Justice Smith in the town hall at 9 o'clock. Captain
The quarrel was taken to Rome, and the decision of Lords.
.Hance says: ' There is no use talking, the more you
has just been rendered. Accompanying it is a letter
restrict men from drinking the more they want it,
from the Propaganda Fide to the American bishops,
In an interview with a woman in this city whom and the more drunks you get. The town hall is
setting forth the position of the church as regards Dr. Parkhurst has had convicted of keeping a dis- full of men we locked up yesterday, and yet to all
educational matters. The holy see, says the letter, orderly house she said: "I was brought up in the .appearances the saloons were closed. In two
always has been solicitous for the healthy education Presbyterian church, and that's Dr. Parkhurst's years I havn't seen as many drunken men about
of the youth, especially in the United States, as has own. I was baptized at Newburg byaPresbyt.erian the village as I saw yesterday--it's because you tell
been evidenced by the instructions given in 1875. minister. My father and mother were both mem- them they can't hav it.'"
Following them, the third Baltimore council, bers of the Presbyterian church. My grandfather
Of Colonel Ingersoll" and his suit against the
anxious to preserve the youth from vice and error, was a Scotch Covenanter. He cut his arm and
Rev.
A. C. Dixon, the Clermont, 0., Courier says:
wisely resolved to open schools in connection with signed the covenant with his blood. I go to church."Dixon's
attack was probably based on the fact
each church and to teach in them to Catholic chil- Why not~ I hav always been a strict Presbyterian.
that
Ingersoll
has a very decided feeling of hostility
dren letters, fine arts, religion, and manners. Some I contribute to churches and to parish work, and I
and
contempt
for Comstock and his meddlesome
persons believe that the action of Archbishop Ire- help the poor." Religion doesn't seem to hav done
methods
in
invading
private homes and seizing
land in the two celebrated cases of Faribault and her much good, morally.
upon
their
statuary
and
paintings not sufficiently
--~------~---------Stillwater was irreconcilable with the resolutions of
The
result
of
the
conversion
of
the
nativs
of
drape_d
to
suit
the
modest
vision of the great
the Baltimore council, and blamed him for it, while
Uganda,
East
Africa,
to
Protestantism
and
CatholAmencan
meddlesome
mountebank.
Ingersoll is
others approved of it.. The cardinals, after pondering deeply upon the subject, and diligently examin- icism is a war between the two sects. And when a man; all man ; he does not profess to be a
ing and considering .Archbishop Ireland's action in these colored Christians of Africa enter upon a saint nor an angel, and aside from his peculiar
every respect, at the same time weighing the partic- theological controversy the authorities which settle views on religion, is one of the greatest men of this
ular circumstances, ways, and conditions of the. ar- the dispute are guns and knives. The Zanzibar 'day, a man of broad, deep brain, of the largest and
rangements under the Faribault-Stillwater plan, correspondent of the London Standard reports .highest reasoning capacity; a man of the deepest,
gave on April 21st this judgment, which the pope that the Protestant chiefs hav sold many Catholics truest sympathy for the sorrows of his fellow-man ;
into slavery, and that the Catholics, under a mis- liberal in his views, charitable
in his conclusions,
on the same day adopted.
'
.
sionary
bishop,
are
preparing
to
prove
Catholicism
and
lavish
with
his
wealth
;
a
man
with the highest
The judgment is that while this special case can
to
be
the
only
true
religion
by
shooting
the
Protmoral
sense,
and,
as
is
believed
by
all
the world, of
be tolerated, the plan must be condemned, and not
estants.
Thus
is
the
scripture
fulfilled
that
"
I
the
utmost
purity
of
mind.
The
charge
otherwise
extended. " The union of all the forces of the
not
to
bring
peace
but
a
sword!'
came
'is
indeed
libel;
but
it
is
to
be
regretted
that he
church is necessary," t~e letter says, "to fight the
stoops to notice so small an insect as the one that
errors of the church's enemies and to surmount the
Some amenities of a Methodist conference: has assailed him, and who by contact with so great
difficulties and obstacles which these enemie-s place
in the way. The cardinals hav resolved that the During a discussion Dr. Buckley, of the Advocate, a light, will for the first time in his life attract
The mind that conceived the
American bishops in council shall study diligently had some trouble in securing recognition from public attention.
how many Catholic children in attendance at the Bishop Fowler, who occupied the chair. When he noble words to the soldiers at Indianapolis, and
public schools should go to the parochial schools. finally succeeded, he said: "I am reminded of the thousands of other words as loyal and eloquent, is
The Sacre~ Congregation of the Propaganda hopes scripture, 'I am escaped like a bird from the snare incapable of an impure thought, and the voice that
that the bishops will consider diligently and find of the Fowler.' " As soon as the laugh subsided, uttered them could not giv expression to a personal
·
the best remedies for the present difficulties. Once the bishop replied: "And the same scripture givs attack upon his fellow-man.''
thanks
for
escape
from
'the
noisome
pestilence.'
"
calm dissension, and, with filial veneration and
A day or two before Colonel Ingersoll lectured in
concord of spirit, all will defend and increase the Roars of laughter followed this repartee, to which,
when he had a chance, Dr. Buckley replied: "It is Cincinnati the Inquirer of that city said: "The
Catholic name."
The gist of all this is that because in Faribault clear, then; that I am not the pestilence, for you appearance of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll in Music.
Hall Sunday night is noteworthy for many reasons,
and Stillwater the church cannot do better it will hav not escaped from me.'' And ministers, esand means an epoch in the history of that great
are
alleged
to
be
gentlemen!
pecially
bishops,
accept what it has got, but that other places may
monument to the philanthropy of the late Reuben
not use the plan, but instead must hav schools
The second annual session of the School of Apwhere religion and arithmetic can be taught to- plied Ethics will be held at Plymouth, Mass., July Springer. A tremendous crowd will greet the celebrated Agnostic, whose oratorical fame is world:
gether. It means that the decree of the council of 6th to August 17th. The courses of lectures will
wide; but when it is noted that it will be the first
Baltimore, that all parishes must hav a parochial be on the History of Religions, Economics, and
time that other than a minister has lectured in Muschool within two years, is to be enforced. That it Ethics. The principal lecturers will be evangelical
sic Hall on a Sunday ~ight, his appearance is a deis so :understood is shown by Archbishop Corri- ~d Jewish p~ofessors and doctors, and the papers
parture that possibly will not suit the church-going
gan's remarks on reading it: "The decree says will be. a muture of religious mugwumpery and
people. A significant fact, though, is that on this
that Archbishop Ireland's plan 'can be tolerated.' scholastic pedantry. The school is willing that the
identical spot, nearly sixteen years ago, lacking but
Toleration, however, does not signify per~ission. Infidels should.advertise them, but we know of no
a few days, Robert G. Ingersoll sprang into fame
For instance, the Catholic church tolerates divorce instance when a Freethought speaker has been inat a single bound. He was hardly known outside
among the members of the Greek church, which is vited to address an applied ethical audience. Comof Peoria and some Illinois districts before that
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time. Then his famous speech nominating James
G. Blaine for the presidency was made, and had
not some well-known Ohio politicians, w_earing the
Hayes badges, accidentally (~) turned out the gas,
compelling an immediate adjournment, the •Plumed
Knight,' as Ingersoll called him, would certainly
hav received an overwhelming ballot in his favor.
This was in the old Music Hall, or, possibly better,
that known as the ' Srengerfest Hall,' and the place
where Colonel Ingersoll will stand as he delivers his
lecture Sunday night on-' Myths and Miracles' is
almost identical with the position he occupied when
he gave life to a speech that will liv through the
ages. Cincinnati ID;ay well be proud of the honor
of being the city in which such a gifted orator first
revealed his grandeur of speech, and that he is appreciated here is evident from the advance sale of
seats. On Agnostic subjects Ingersoll stands as an
advanced leader, and the greatest of all·in his championship of personal freedom and religious liberty.
Freethinkers all over the world look for his utterances with impatience, for never has he· spoken but
with telling effect, and with new illustrations and
word-pictures."
The Pittsburgh Law and Order League is composed of extremely pious Sabbatarians, but several
of its agents are no more moral than they should
be. One of them, accused of beating his wife, has
jumped his bail; another is awaiting trial upon a criminal charge; while another, a creature named Flynn,
alias Magee, is in custody awaiting the result of a
criminal operation performed upon a woman whom
he calls his wife. These are the sort of cattle that
all private societies seem to employ. The Society
for the Prevention of Crime agent figured conspicuously in court in this city the other day on his
own accomi.t, and two of the agents of the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children are
charged with attempting to blackmail the keeper of
a disreputable house. And if" Dr. Parkhurst is to
be believed-and his reputation for veracity is good,
whatever may be thought of his doings-the regular police are not much better. In a lecture last
week he recounted some more of his finds as h~
wandered around town, and this is what he said
about our municipal police: " I wonder if you hav
watched some things that hav transpired recently.
I am going to say a little about thein, so that you may
see how evident it is that our municipal authorities
- I am speaking now of the police departmentstand in a league with the criminal classes. There
is no question of it. You can't bore down into the
heart of things for. weeks as I hav and not know it.
The police department is in league with the criminal
classes, and Tammany's exchequer. is filled as the
result of that league. Destroy the excise sham, nail
up the gambling hells and the brothels, and Tammany's exchequer would be empty. Awhile ago I
was visiting a house in the course of some nocturnal
explorations. We came to the foot of the stairs
leading to a temple of Venus. A policeman stood
near the door. We went in, and while there the
door-bell rang. One of my friends was in a room
nearer the door than that in which I was, and he
heard the talk between the girl who answered the
ring and the person who rang. It was the policeman taking care of the house. well, that's the
kind of police you've got. And there is a concrete
demonstration that the police and the criminals
understand each other. A few nights ago there was
a raid-four disorderly houses in a certain street
were raided. It had the air of thoroughness, but
twenty-one other houses are close to those four and
they were not molested. Saturday night there was
a raid upon gambling-houses in the Tenderloin precinct-and there's a good deal that's funny about it
if you know what's back of it. Superintendent
Byrnes issued eighteen warrants, supposed to include all the houses in that district. It was going
to be a clean sweep. The raid too.k place, and the
papers hav told you how clean each place was found
-like the house in scripture that was swept and
garnished. Well, one of these warr~nts was for
Daly's place. There was a gentleman at my house
about. the time the raid was going on.' He had
been qut to gamble~ little and went to-Daly's, but
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they wouldn't let him in. They said : ' We know
you and would like to let you in, but we are doing
nothing now. In fact, we hav received instructions
from the authorities to keep very quiet till the storm
blows oover.' But they told him of a place where they
were temporarily accommodating their customers,
and this man went there and lost all he had. That
place was in the same precinct and it was not touched
by the raid. There is ·some comedy in that." In
view of these things it might be well to let the
criminals run things awhile. They could scarcely
do worse than our present " guardians."
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News and Notes.
Once more in New York, with its wonderful variety and magnificence-the metropolis, unequaled
in its growth, its wealth, its splendor of life.
Dr. Foote, Jr., givs me a long drive beyond
Central park, along Riverside, to Haarlaem, etc. I
am simply astonished at the vast changes. Since I
first came to New York fifteen years ago, a city of
over half a million has grown up on what was then
a wilderness. Masses of elegant buildings seem to
spring up like ma:gic. The brilliancy and magnitude of the prospects can scarcely be described.
The bay, Long Island sound, the river, the forests,
blue hills, innumerable sails, the gilded trains with
wreaths of smoke, the broad highways checkered
with splendid equipages, the verdant fields, gorgeous flowers, beautiful swards, all these in a panorama miles in extent, swift, exhilarating, manifold,
make the heart beat with hope and triumph; for
man has made this world joy and beauty and far
surpassed every glory fabled of the ancient gcds.
Again I am before the Liberal Club. Famous
organization, where Greeley, Parton, and Stephen
Pearl Andrews :b.av shed theil: luster; and where
every thought in the universe has been expressed ;
where there is nothing new and nothing old; wh3re
every crank has had its turn, and every reform its
hour; where every humbug has been drenched with
criticisms, every opinion assailed, every good
abolished, and every truth has had to stand
naked and fight its way. Well do I remember the
brilliant evening·s passed in this intellectual circle,
the imperial combats, the fiery clash of argument,
wit, sarcasm, reason, sentiment, denial, affirmation,
in quick succession. Here is where one learns the
splendid aphorism of Aristotle, "To doubt is the
beginning of wisdom;" here is where one als·o
learns not only to hold his own opinions at the
point of the sword, and in no coward's castle ; but
also w'ith a decent regard. for the opinions of his
fellow-meJ+, no matter how different they are from
his own. I do not know of any other city where
the Liberal Club could hav flourished, and been
such a powerful instrument of education. Dr.
Foote, Jr., and others, still maintain the prestige of
the club.
It is like bringing coals to Newcastle to lecture
on any subject before this cosmopolitan institution,
but there is plenty of intellectual hospitality; and
its critical au,diences giv every man a chance. If
he has anything to say, he can say it; but it won't
do to indulge in much oratory or rhetoric. Words
are at a discount, ideas are welcome.
I was pleased to meet old-time workers-Wakeman, Chamberlain, Dr. R. A. Gunn and Mrs. Gunn,
Dr. Weeks, Macdonald of THE TRUTH SEEKER, etc.
It was my fortune to meet for a few moments
our magnificent leader, Colonel Ingersoll; a leader
by attraction and not by command, whom we love,
not simply honor-for it is not genius only, but humanity, that illuminates. I cannot help relating
one little incident that happened while I was in his
office, so beautiful, so suggestiv of better days to
come-not of "Christian charity," .but of universal
brotherhood. A poor devil, in prison for twenty-two
years-once a soldier under our flag, who in a moment of passion, and perhaps in self-defense, had
killed a man, and been sentenced for life, wrote, in
his plain way, to Ingersoll, asking that something
might be done to giv him liberty after his long and
terrible imprisonment. . It was a pathetic Jetter.
The author had no friends. He had written to
many people, but not an answer had ever been received to giv one ray of comfort in. his loneliness
and agony. Out of his busy life Ingersoll imme.diately answered the poor fellow's appeal, the only
one who for twenty-two years had taken any notice
of the captiv, who undoubtedly was far more unfortunate than criminal. How many a Christian
had passed him by. The first word that would giv
him new life, a hope for the future, came from the
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pen of the Infidel, whose table was crowded with
messages from all parts of the world. The rich man,
a~d the prosperous man, and the big corporation
m~ght be unanswered; bD;t the trembling prisoner receives a message worth its weight in gold, flooding
the gloomy bars with light, and giving hope after
years of desolation. Of course I visit the TRUTH
SEEKER office, where the wheels of ·reform are
moving and the "Bible Pictures " adorn the sunny
windows.
Saturday I pursue my Pilgrim's way to Boston.
New York, big and splendid thoug·h i~s, cannot take
away a single glory of Boston: Boston is still necessary to human happiness. It is as neat and cosy
as heaven itself, but without the monotony of harpplayillg. The "Great White Throne" is translated
into the common, and public gardens. I never want
to get any nearer heaven than Boston.
It is awfully quiet on Sunday, though. The Puritan
spirit prevails. Not a mouse is stirring, you might
say. Even the railroad stations are locked up.
You can't get shaved or hav your boots blacked. A
drink is out of the question, and it is difficult even
to get a breakfast.
Along toward afternoon the people begin to stir,
and something of the liveness of a week-day appears. There are many Liberals in Boston. At
3 o'clock the Investigatoi· Hall is pretty well filled,
and I never found an audience that would giv
one more buoyancy than this. They just take you
up ·and carry you along and you feel at once that
you are in the swim, and it is the easiest thing in
the world. to talk to the people. They see the
point you are driving at. So I had a delightful
hour in this grand Paine Building where so much
has been done for liberty.
I must needs go out with Washbm:ne to his beautiful home in Revere, where he writes his editorials,
and it is no wonder they are breezy and good with
such delicious environments to exalt the mind and
giv it sparkling energy. The sea and land mingle
in manifold loveliness. The home itself is artistic,
and Mrs. Washburne, and Mabel the daughter, add
the beauty which makes man do his level best.
I don't wonder that Washburne keeps the flags
flying so bravely and brilliantly to all the winds of
heaven. Dr. Noyes, who has written some sharp,
effectiv pamphlets against church power, was with
us also, and there was indeed a blazing campfire in
the Infidel quarters.
Boston is crowded with reformers. I hav met
Appleton, who puts a good deal of reform into the
pages of the Globe, which has a circulation of one
hundred and sixty-three thousand; Stillman, in
the lists of battle and defying fate; E. C. Walker
and Lillian Harman Walker, bravely working away;
Capt. Robert C. Adams, of Montreal ; the Tiltons,
of infinit courage and devotion; Schumm, formerly of the Radical Review; Geo. N. Hill, of the
Era of Man/ Mr. Rockwood, who was chairman
of our meeting, etc. Heywood comes out of
prison Friday, to-morrow, and his friends will giv
a welcome at the Quincy Home. I meet with
W. B. Clark and other friends of Worcester,
Mass., and hope some time to awake that staid old
town with the sounds of an Infidel lecture, for over
forty years ago I used to liv in that town and go to
church and Sunday-school, and I want to hav a little
revenge on that orth<,:>dox community for making
my childhood so unhappy. I also hav the pleasure
of malting acquaintance with John C. Hatch, who has
given forth some vivid translations of the Old and
New Testaments, which are true to fact, but not
conduciv to piety. They are interesting.
Paine Memorial Hall greets the sunshine_ gloriously. The Investigator fronts the world, as it
has fronted the world for more than half. a century.
Ernest Mendum and John A. O'Malley, . with
Washburne, keep it illustrious with its old-time
vigor and excellence. None the less, however, do we
miss those fearless soldiers, Seaver and Mendum,
who through long eventful years so wonderfully
maintained our cause, to whom is due the grateful
tribute of millions who to-day are happier because
these men toiled and sacrificed for human liberty.
Standing upon the scene of their pati~nt and courageous labors, with marvelous memones of New
England and the republic throngin~, the mind, the
history of half a century more magmticent than any
in the world's progress, I can but thank these
splendid men for their heroic action, for the gifts
they hav given to me and to all mankind-more
truth, more freedom, more justice. I thank them
for making the way more broad, more open to ad·
vancing humanity-that in dark and perilous hours
they hav been at the front-that they hav left a
name and fame in which we can rejoice-that out of
the fruit of their toils we can gather hope and
courage for the work of to-day, and press forward
to fulfillment of their noble dreams.
'
Boston, May 12, 1892.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
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u The Infidel's Couch" -Infidels and Infidelity. come to the opinion that the best men in every age are
At the Old South church, last evening, Rev. Dr. A. z. the Infidels. And.! am sure if the Rev. Mr. Conrad
Conrad selected for the subject of his discourse "The would carefully and fairly investigate the question,
Infidel's Couch." His text was: "For the bed is shorter he would come to the same opinion, and then see
than that a ma,n can stretch himself on it, and the cover- how he slandered them in his late sermon, and as I
in~ narrower than that he can wrap himself in it." He
h
ak 11
88.ld:
suppose he admits that t e best life m es ~;he most
"An ancient proverb representing painful unrest. One peaceful death-bed, he would then change his views
of the methods of inflicting pain in Inquisitorial times as to " the Infidel's couch."
was, to commit one to solitary confinement in an apartThe true definition of an Infidel is, one who holds
ment so small that by no possible ·adjustment could the
body assume a normal condition. Distortion and de- views antagonistic to the church of his day. -Jesus
formation result from contracted positions and conditions. was the most prominent. Infidel of the age in which
There is nothi~g about pain attractiv. We are always he lived, and our friend now worships him as a God.
trying to avoid It yet ever fulfilling the conditions which J
"d
th"
f th h
h f hi d
esus sai as severe mgs 0
e c urc o
s ay as
insure it. Infidelity is the contracted compartment denying to the soul the conditions of comfort and progress. Colonel Ingersoll ever said of the present church:
It is the miserable couch suggesting rest but utterly in- "Woe unto you, scribes and pharisees, hypocrits !
capable of contributing comfort. Its covering suggests for ye devour widows' houses, and for a pretense make
the importance of hiding conscious imperfections, but its long prayers. Woe unto you, scribes and pharinarrowness renders it incapable of hiding the heart's
recognized blemishes. 'Wanted' is written in bold type sees, b.ypocrits! for ye compass sea and land to
upon every heart. The very constitution of man may be make one proselyte, and when he is made, ye make
represented in one of its aspects by an outstretched him twofold more the child of hell than before.
hand, and in another, by an interrogation. The. soul Woo unto you, scribes and pharisees, hypocrits!
compelled to recline on the couch of Infidelity necessarily becomes distorted, deformed, dwarfed, and ulti- for ye are likened unto whited sepulchers, which inmately a suggestion merely of what might hav been. I deed appear beautiful outward, but are within full
wish to consider with candor and all earnestness the of dead men's bones and of all uncleanness." Did
intellectual, ethical, and purely spiritual needs of the C0 1 1 I
ll
d
h
h
·individual, and suggest· the impossibility of these needs
one ngerso ever en ounce the c urc in such
being met by any creed of negations, or gospel of despair, cutting sentences as those! Then, as we suppose
such as forms the couch of Infidelity when pressed to its Jesus is good authority with the Rev. Mr. Conrad,
necessary conclusions.
allow me to call his attention to the parable of the
"The intellectual needs are legion. We must hav
d S __.:t
Wh
did J
d ·
rational explanations arid solutions to the questions and goo
aml'l>.n an.
om ·
esus commen In
problems that hav to do with this life and the life to this narrativ, the religious zealot-the priest-or the
come. Infidels talk of the intellectual difficulties of good Samaritan; who at that time was the Infidel?
Christianity, but the difficulties of Infidelity intellectually That parable is one of the best defenses of Infidelconsidered are insurmountable. They hav the gigantic ity that I ever read. Thomas Paine nor Colonel
task of producing change from the unchangeable, motion
from absolute rest, life from the dead, sense from the Ingersoll never made plea for Infidelity stronger
senseless, purpose from chance, intelligence from the un- than the parable of the good Samaritan. And it
intelligent, spiritfromcrudematter. Eminent biologists, would seem that these "hypocrits" that Jesus so
in a report before the royal commission on vivisection, often alludes to, like our friend R<>v. Mr. Conrad
declare that science finds no explanation of life. Con,..
sciousness of personal responsibility can neither be had a great abhorrence of Infidels and considered
argued nor ridiculed out of existence, yet Infidelity finds them the worst people in .the world, and Jesus reno explanation; only denies. A couch of denials is too buked them by declaring that those who failed to
short, and a covering of denials is too narrow, to meet our
provide for their families were worse than Infidels.
deepest wants.
"Intricate social relations of humanity demand the
Now, where do we find the hypocrits in all ages?
introduction of a principle of adjustment, but Infidelity In the popular and fashionable churches. Did you
offers nothing.
ever hear of there being a hypocrit among the
"As a spiritual being we see man at his best. But-just
here, where the wants are greatest, Infidelity is c0 m- Infidels? Men never join an unpopular movement
pletely dumb. Not a spiritual asp'iratipn is satisfied by who are hypocrits. It takes an honest, brave man
the propositions of Infidelity. That noblest emotion to stand up in a community for an unpopular
within the soul, worshipful adoration, is despised and idea. That is the reason that you can always trust
i~ored. That which is most venerated is the result of a a man known as an Infidel. Allow me here to call
disordered fancy or a pe;rversion of mental powers. A:re
we created so that our holiest desires must go forever un- your attention to a fact apparent to everybody
gratified? Are we to be mocked with longings after the who reads the newspapers. You can scarcely read
true, the right, the good, the perfect, and never to be of a great defalcation but that you read in the
able to come to a knowledge of these things?
"The tendency of Infidelity is pessimistic. With a same notice that the defaulter was an activ member
peBBimistic philosophy, joy and good cheer for the mass of the church, and very likely the superintendent of
of humanity would be impossible. Now contrast all this the Sabbath-school. Did you ever read of one of
b ·
I fid 1 ~ Th
· h
t
with the sweetness, the beauty, and the blessedness th
offered in the gospel of Christ. Here we hav the truth
ese emg an n e ·
en, agam, av you no
touching man a.t his highest and lifting him to the celestial noticed that all of those people, with very few excepsummits for which his soul yearns. Intellectual wants tions, who die on the ga],!ows, are firm believers in
are met, ethical needs are supplied, and as a spirit we hav the Christian religion~ Nearly all of them declare
explanation both as to origin and destiny.
that they expect to go qirectly to heaven, notwith" He~e we hav principles for the guidance of conduct
that satisfy the conscience. That which is spoken is with standing they may hav sent their "unprepared"
authority. It is the simplest, clearest, most soul-satisfy- victims directly to hell.
But it is only the Infidels of the present age and
ing presentation of the truth our souls demand for true
satisfaction.
time that the churches denounce. As has been
"Infidelity ,gets rid of God, the atonement, duty, but
at the same time it gets rid of salvation, satisfaction shown, they now worship the. Infidel of Galilee. In
pe':ce. It fi,gh;ts ~ts own salvation and progress at every 1600 the Christians burnt Bruno at the stake bepomt. Chr1st1amty and Infidelity look through the same cause of his Infidelity, but a little over a year ago
perspec.tiv glass, b.u~ IJ?-fidelity_ from the wrong end, and all Italy turned out to celebrate the unvailing of a
thus things are IDimmized which ought to be maguified.
If you want res~essness, pe~celessness, hopelessness, then grand statue to his memory, erected in the city of
put your trust m the demals of Infidelity. No matter Rome, on the same place where he was burnt.
by what n~m~ yo~ call your series of denials, they can And to come to this country. For the last hundred
ne'!'er be digmfi.ed mto a system of truth. The pendulum years the church has been unable to find lansW1Ilgs all the w~y from t~anscendentalism to positivism,
concealed ~y high-sounding phrase and many capital guage vile enough with which to malign the mem!ette!s, but if the authority of Jesus of Nazareth is denied ory of Thomas Paine, and now one of our :inost popIt will be a comfortless couch. There is rest in truth ular publishing houses, Putnam's Sons, of New
and ~uth can ~ever be a~ihilated by a denial. Be sur~ York, is about to bring out two large volumes writof this, God livs and reigns. You must meet him. His
word appeals, invites, entreats. His spirit becomes to ten by that distinguished writer Moncure D. Con~he soul. wha.t magnetis~ does to the bar of steel, making way, that will prov{l beyond question that Thomas
~: se¥£dir~lltivill God will save every soul that will permit Paine was one of the noblest men of the period ill
1·
bo~om if you willa" !et which he lived, and one of the greatest patriots of
him · eHweiwillP enowabyeouyrohueatodsliondhis
'l•
e own m peace an anse th A
.
R
.
to a glorious immortality."
e mencan evolutiOn.
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But a few years ago Garrison, Theodore Parker,
·
rien
as sen me a a d W d ll Phill"
d th ·
k
· b half
recent issue of the Worcester Telegram, in which I n
_en e
Ips, an
err co-w?r ers m e .
find the foregoing report of a sermon b the Rev of_antislavery, were the most desplsed Infidels m
Dr. A. z. Conrad, in which the preac?er make~ this country ; and no-yv all of the three above named
a severe attack on a class of people known as hav, so soon afte~ their death, had gran_d ~onume~ts
"Infidels." On reading this report it. occurred to erected to therr ~emo_ry. One mimster, while
me that, at least on that articular Sunda ' the Rev. Parker was preaching m Boston, offered up a
Mr. Conrad had forgotte~ the ninth Com~andment prayer that God wo~d remove Theodore Parker out
which reads: "Thou shalt not bear false witnes~ of th~ w~rl~, and If he would not do that, put. a
against thy neighbor." On this subject, as on hoo~ m his Jaws so that he could speak no more m
many others there is a wide difference of opini
M1_1sic ~all. I hav not heard of any monument
•
.
on, bemg raised to that zealous d f d 0 f th
1
and of course every person is entitled to hold such ,
.
e en er
e gospe ·
th d
· t
d
.
And now It has come to pass that we hav many
·
Vlews as
ey eem JUS an true. This preacher ·Infidels in high 1
· th
h
h
d
seems to think Infidels are the very worst class of the not as oodp aces m
e c urc es_; an are
people, probably because he has been so educated old~aiths ~ gWheremen tahs those whbol c~g ~ 0 tthhe
·
are ere any no er men In e
fr om hi s you th up, w h ereas th e wn·ter of t h ese church to-day
than R b t C ll
B" h
B ·k
lin
h
b
ht
·
· · t ' f il
o er o yer, IS op roo s
es, wf toh was droug dfutph In a mbilllths e~ds am y, Dr.. Heber Newton, Rev. J. M. Savage, and Pro~
yrh ose a er, an gran a er on o SI .es, were fessor Briggs, all Infidels, and all still in the
pre~chers, by a thorough study of the subJect, has . church, and the church dare not expel them~ , A few

a·

years ago it was different. Then such men as Professor Swing and Dr. Thomas Of Chicago were expelled for preaching Infidelity, but although pronounced by the church to be Infidels, they now
preach to the largest congregations that assemble in
Chicago every Sunday.
Then if we turn to national affairs we find the
grandest men this country has ever produced hav
been Infidels. For instance, Washington, 'l'homas
Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, and Abraham Lincoln.
And there is no truer, grander man in Americ,a today than the priest-despised Robert G. Ingersoll. A
thousand years from now marble fine and pure
enough cannot be found with which to erect ,his
monument. His reputation can afford to wait. The
other day an Infidel, James Parton, died in Newburyport, Mass., and this is what the preacher, Rev.
C. S. Beane, who spoke at his funeral, had to say of
him: "His religion was to do good. His worship
was the adoration of great truths and noble ch racters ; reverence for man in all his conditions; a
loving admiration of nature, a looking up to higher
things in earnest aspiration, and an untiring endeavor to bring them to pass in human life." This
"Infidel's couch " was one of the most peaceable
and serene, as are those of most Infidels. And why
should not an Infidel meet death with resignation
and composure~ He has r o fears of meeting an
"angry God," a" tormenting devil," nor a burning
hell. He believes only in old Mother Nature, and
knows that her laws are uniform everywhere. He
does not pretend to know what the future is to be
for him, or whether there be a future existence or
not. When he has lived an honest, upright life here,
done all in his power to improve the condition of
humanity on this earth, been true to his honest convictions, he is content to rest his destiny with the
same power that brought him into this world.
Such a man is prepared either for life or death. He
has fulfilled the duties of life here, as expressed in
the following beautiful words of the poet Bryant,
rmd is ready to go without fear at the command of
nature. His " creed" is :
So to liv, that when thy summons comes to join
The innumerable caravan which moves
To that mysterious realm where each shall take
His chamber in the silent halls of death,
Thou go not like the quarry slave at night,
Scourged to his dungeon; but, sustained and soothed
By an unfaltering trust, approach thy grave
Like one that wraps the drapery of his couch
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.
,
H L G
N
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About Your Soul.
I am pretty busy just now on matters which do
not pertain to the proofs of a hereafter. I am engaged in a manner to minister to the present, but as
ever, I am interested in the subject of Spiritualism,
and often hav to smile at the arguments pro and
con about the question, "Has man a soul~" "And
what is a soul~" "Hav women souls~" etc., without
end, and the many smart things said by those peculiar souls who don't believe that they hav souls.
But in your issue of April 2bd, page 262, Miss Lizzie
Magie caps the climax by claiming that men and
women hav souls but that at death these souls
"mix with the universe, just as other matter of the
body does, and there is an end of it." She practically says that force and matter make souls. That
is, there is so much force and so much matter in the
universe, and it is the action of force on matter
which makes souls.
This has become of late,
among the material philosophers, quite an ideathat force acting upon matter produces mind and
soul-when, in fact, force and matter are substantially the same thing. The chemical action of matter produces force. It is the action of particles
of matter coming into· contact (or as nearly so as
that is possible, for no two atoms ever touch each
other) which generates force. Force is a resultant,
a product, not an agent. In fact, matter and the
life of matter are coeternal and coexi13tent-always
hav existed and always will exist. And no such
thing as anything mixing up with the universe could
destroy either for.::e or m!!J;ter, because the very fact
of matter and force mixing would generate more
force, or vice versa, if you like. The only rational
way to determin whether a soul or intelligence has
an existence after the death of the body is by
receiving ·such evidence of facts and intelligence
from the phenomena produced as will satisfy the
mind of its truth; and any persons who cannot be
convinced by such evidences are simply too stupid to
understand the elements of facts, too prejudiced to
reason to a conclusion on the matter, or too anxious
to hear themselvs talk for the mere sake of argument. Intelligence is the only test of the truth of
immortality. One that cannot be convinced in that
way cannot be convinced at all, and is not worth the
time it takes to attempt it, for, as the great Sliak-
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spere has said, ".Ali darkness is ignorance "-and I
The Hunting-Grounds of Hope.
pounds each, $8.7?. It has .cost $9.29 to get th3
might add, all ignorance is siri..
2 sacks to the sh1p, nearly all of which is imposiThere is a happy hunting-ground,
Miss Magie, however, lays down a proposition
tion. . Other impositions elsewhere are ·pu·t on to
Not sought beyond the grave·
A land whose shining .shores ar~ bound
which givs me some hopes that, in her case, may
make prices of coffee about equal. In Brazil. there
And washed by golden waves·
be reached. It is a reasonable one and should be
are state taxes and government export dues. There
Where plenties grow by gushing spring
met by the Spiritualists. It is this. She says, " I
is danger that the cultivation will be abandoned
And glories soar on golden wing·
hav never heard or read of an instance where a
some day. In many places the farmers grow only
Where pleasures roam in fields of peace,
And joys sing sweetly in the trees.
spirit has revealed a fact that had hitherto been
for their own use of late years, becaus.e of the imunknown to any mind then living ; I hav searched
positions. The worst of all perhaps is the state
To-day our riches may be found
To be both few and small ·
in vain for such an instance." And I suppose she
and export· taxes, because they ·enable specUlators
Still on hope's happ_y huntfug-ground
to learn just what the crop is and how to control
means by the above that the questioner nor the
Is plenty for us alL
it. At· the ship our own speculators put their
medium should hav knowledge of such facts, else
0 take all to that happy land·
charges on the coffee which has there cost, say 8
the proposition were an absurdity. If the medium
The soul upon its hills woula' stand,
cents per pound. They manage to bring it all the
and the person or persons are ignorant of fact~
And in the valleys join the chase
To run hope's happy hunting-race.
way up to 25 and 40 cents. In consequence of
which after searching prove true, the conditions of
these prices the consumption of coffee is limited to
her proposition would be proved. Now, attention,
A land where shines our fortune's starThe spirit flies to thee,
one-third what it ought to .be. This is done by the
and see: Once a lady went from Wilkes Barre to
For 'mongst thy hills life's fountains are
use of substitutes, extracts, and by the use of less
Philadelphia, Pa., and while there she (lady A)
And will forever be.
'
coffee.
So far our monopolists hav done little or
called upon a medium . (B), whom she had never
Yes, happy, happy hunting-land.
nothing to raise the price of bread, but the time is
seen or known before. While lady A was sitting
The spirit flies to seek thy strand,
Where in the air and on the tree
colriing near when that, too, will be in their power.
with medium B a spirit purported to speak. The
The birds of life sing merrily.
These facts are from our consular reports.
spirit C said to lady A: " I am your departed sis0. L. CALLECOD.
In view of these export duties, is not the proposal
ter, C, and I want you to do me a favor. My little
of reciprocity a mockery? · How absurd any treaty
child which I left was placed in the Children's
Coffee Growing and Prices.
with such nations to admit our goods duty-free in
Home ·previous to my last sickness and death. I
When
we
drink our morning cup of coffee and exchange for their overtaxed products.
HoLT.
went out one day and bought a small lot of goods,"
naming the articles, "from Mr. D .for my baby. smack our lips over its delicious flavor, feeling also
The amount was sixty cents. I want you to call on that its properti(:ls hit the very spot, let us rememThe Single Tax.
merchant D and pay it for me. I also owed mer- ber that we owe it to a Frenchman named Delicleux,
by
whose
energy
and
perseverance
it
was
transIn
your
issue
of April 16th appears an article
chant E a small bill for goods I got of him," stating articles ; "the amount is $1.20. Be kind planted to America for cultivation. The Arabs from Richard Lechner, in which he asks, " How
enough to call on these parties and pay those small to-day prevent the Mocha from being exported, ex- shall we collect a tax that is (shall be) least burdenamounts. It is all I owe anybody, and as you cept the refuse beans, after the third picking, and some to .the people~" and then states that latterly a
never knew of these transactions it will convince Palgrave says, "No one ever saw the true Mocha single tax on land has been advocated by the freeyou that I am your dead sister. Good-bye. From bean out of Arabia." The Dutch for centuries trader Henry George. "That means," he says,
jealously guarded the coffee of Java from being "that the farmers of the country will please pay all
your loving sister, C."
One the tax and done with it." If the tax proposed by
Now, as we say in algebra,. here was an unknown transplanted, and monopolized the crop.
bush
was
taken
to
thegovernment
botanic
garden
Mr. George was to be one upon land, it. would in·
quantity to be found. We hav the medium and the
lady utter strangers, and a spirit coming through in Holland. No one was allowed to see it but under deed be a hardship to the farmers, but as it is to be
B to A, the sister C having give:J;l lady A her full the eye of officials. This was in 1710. Finally, assessed upon all land values, it will _be of the
after trying for years to steal a shoot, Delicleux greatest benefit to farmers. How this would be
name.
On returning home sh~, lady A, called on the got one, took it to. Paris, and in 1720 started for of benefit to farmers can be in a measure estimated
mei.·chant D and said to him, "Sir, did my sister C, the West Indies with it. The voyage was long and ·when it is understood that farm values constitute
before dying, call on you and get a bill of goods delayed. Water so gave out that all were put on a small part only of all the land values in the coun·
charged~"
The merchant said, "I cannot remem- short rations. Delicleux went dry himself to save try. At a late sale of land in New York city a small
ber, but will look." He found upon his books the his precious plant. He suffered much, but finally piece sold at the rate of $14,000,000 per acre;
articles which sister C said she got, and the amount got to Martinique alive and with his precious coffee and one small lot of land sold in Chicago at the
was sixty cents. Encouraged by this she called plant alive. In brief, from this one shoot has come rate of $17,000,000 per acre, which would equal
upon merchant E with the same inquiry. The all the coffee-growing of Soutb. America, Central 280,000 acres of the farming lands in Illinois at
merchant repFed, "I think she did get a small America, Mexico, and the West India isles. Men $50 per acre. Now, when it is understood that the
amount of goods; but I cannot say until I Jook, nor like Delicleux deserve to be immortalized. When farmers would hav to pay only this one tax upon
what it was." On looking he said, "Yes, here we think what an addition coffee makes to the the rental value of their land alone, not including
they are," naming over the articles and the amount, simple bread-and-meat fare of the poor, how it improvements or personal property, and be free
$1.20. The lady A, being fully satisfied, paid the strengthens the weak, how it gladdens the heart for entirely of all tariff or internal revenue taxes, does
bill, and consi 1ers it unquestionable evidence that hours, how it makes life comfortable to millions not reason teach that they would be greatly benethe intelligence came from her sister C by means living under poor roofs, we m11.y begin to hav some fited~ The fact is, Brother Lechner's objection to
of the medium B, who was simply used to giv her idea of its importance. During the war of the the single tax is that he thinks it is to be one asthat convincing test of her presence. Now, I claim Rebellion how often an army, after a long, hard sessed against the land, according. to the area,
that the above fully meets Miss Magie's require- day's march, the men all broken down and ill- when it is the land value that will be taxed. In
ments. It is the lost or sought quantity found. I humored, would, after a half hour's halt, be · all other words, he is opposing what all good singlecan furnish hundreds of such facts to prove the singing, laughing, and good-humored, simply be- taxers would oppose-that is, a tax upon land-arid
existence of spirit intelligence. The medium could cause each man had his pint of good, strong coffee. his full understanding of what the single tax really
Pity it is that this _a:p1ong greatest of blessings is will cause him to advocate it, as it does absolutely
not hav known of her own account either of the
transactions. The parties were utter strangers. to mankind shall be monopolized and abused by a compel the mind's assent, when understood; the
The merchant had forgotten them, but the immor- few persons, so that its use is becoming almost im- only people who hold out against it being those
whose interests lie in robbing their fellows. As to
tal spirit, possessing the knowledge, and finding a possible for the masses, save as a rare luxury.
Few crops can be grown over such vast areas and Colonel Ingersoll's illustration of the ton of steel
way open to use the brain and speech of the
medium B, could furnish the beautiful evidence of none can be produced cheaper. It grows best on rails, if Brother Lechner will substitute the word
her continued life beyond the death of the body high lands near the ocean, but grows well else- " state" for "country" he will see the absurdity of
and convince her sister of the fact of immortality. where. Many of the vast islands of the Pacific, each the statement that Colonel Ingersoll makes. If
Can Miss Magie pick
flaw in this compliance one almost a continent, are coffee-growing regions; he cannot readily see it, let him substitute the
with her proposition~ I submitted these facts to most of Africa, much of Asia, most of South Amer- word "county" for "country," then "town," then
a blank Materialist in an argument once in a private ica, all of Central, part of Mexico, and Lower Cali- "ward," and he will hav the colonel making the
fornia are also coffee-growing lands.
Also the following statement: If a ton of steel rails is proletter, and the party said if they found such a case
West
.and
East
Indies.
The
crop
is
easily
grown. duced in this. ward, costing $30, both the money
it would wipe out the whole structure of the Materialist's theories upon death and the· hereafter. Where enterprising, intelligent labor gets at it, the paid for the raw material ·and labor done to profruit that surrounds the bean more than pays for duce the steel, and the ton of steel itself, are in this
And yet media are furnishing such proofs daily.
The soul, or the substance in which the impres- the cost of growing the coffee, as excellent sugar ward; and if we buy the steel in another w ~rd for
and the finest brandy of a peculiar aromatic flavor $25, the money which is expended for labor and
sions of life hav been made, must remain intact afis made from it.
material goes out of our own ward to the other
ter the death of the body, and must hav some means
Often other fn~its are necessarily grown to shade ward, etc. On such reasoning it would be tothe
of manifesting its intelligence pertaining to the
the coffee, and which pay the cost of it.
economic advantage of all Methodists to trade
former life as above shown, and this is what we
See now how the crop is abused by monopoly. among themselvs, all Baptists to do the same, all
call immortality. The particular mode in which the
From 600 to 1,800 pounds are produced per acre. Freethinkers to trade among themselvs, in order
living, intelligent soul manifests, or the relation of
Inthe heart of the Maracaibo district, the produc- that all their raw material may be kept to themits form, substance, or being, we cannot grasp or
ers get from 3 to 4 cents per pound for it. Two selva, all their expenditures of money for wages
explain, only by the injelligence given. Nor can
sacks, 125 pounds each, Maracaibo, will cost as fol- be kept to themselvs, and all their products be kept
we explain the relation by which the soul or intellows to be got on shipboard:
to themselvs ; so to obtain the greatest advantage
ligence acts and produces the expressions of
Sacks......................... .62 Storage there ............. 1.25 possible from one's labor it would be best for each
knowledge, memory, etc., in the natural body. Re- Sewing.......................
.13 Freight to Maracaibo.. 3. 00
flex action and the many explanations are only par- Freight to Calcutta...... 1. 50 Insurance................... .15 person to produce for himself all that he could, and
tial truths, or truths but partly understood; and if Frontier custom house .13 Cartage..................... .22 retain it all; and we should then hav the colonel's
idea carried out to its logical conclusion. The·
we cannot understand the uses and relations of Storage there............ . . 50
10.00 whole difficulty with the colonel lies in a confusion
this our soul and body, except by its expressions of Freight to river .......... 2.50
intelligence, no more can we explain the modes of ten pesos being equal to $7.69 United States gold. of thought and a lack of knowledge as to what conNow, to this must be added. several more charges, stitut<>s productio_!l and the laws of trade. We could
the spirit except·by its expressions of intelligence.
not take from England a ton of steel rails without
in
the shape of imposts, or rather impositions :
It is our only test. Those who will not receive
returning to England an equivalent value of ourJabor
this must remain in darkness.
J. R. PERRY.
For the hospital.. ........ $ .10 Stamps and paper....... $ .10
products;
and the more we take from England, the
State tax, for wharfage. .20 Government drayage.. .30
more we must produce at home to pay up, or balLand custom.............. . 90
SEND for catalog of our publications. • Sent free
That makes $1.60 more. · The poor coffee-planter ance trade, for so-called "balances " are only suson application.
got, at 3-f cents per pound, for his 2 sacks of 125 pended trade, and the accounts are balanced by
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prison a year ago. He looks very pale,_ but _his
spirit is undimmed and unmarred by the disgustillg
and infernal fangs of Christian morality, that has
cursed everything it touched for the last thousand
years, if no more.
.
I hope he may fully recuperate runong the healthful breezes of his picturesque and rock-bound tow:n
of Princeton and be able to go on many years ill
his work of ~mancipating the race from the shibboleth of vulgar prudery that has killed more people
than the accursed evils of rum and tobacco.
Too much praise cannot be bestowed upon JoHeywood Released and Banqueted.
sephine and J. Flora Tilton for their m;ttiring deThere is a law above all enactments of human codes.- votion, amid all their other arduous duties, to Mr.
Lord Brougham.
Heywood while he has been imprisoned.
This fine old world of ours is but a child,
I send a few of the many letters of sympathy and
Yet in the go-cart.-Tennyson.
cheer that were sent and read at the banquet.
Friday morning, the ·13th inst., the iron doors of
Boston, May 14, 1892.
JAY CHAAPEL.
Charleston prison were unbolted, and E. H. Heywood, the editor of the Word, who has been so unThe Heywood Fund.
justly and outrageously confined th~re for nearly
The receipts in response to my call for a benefit
two years (six hundred and fifty-ei~ht days) fo_r
writing and publishing useful and nglitful senti- subscription amounted to $108.50 on May 12th,
ments, walked a free man-that is, as free as this and a check for that sum was forwarded, so that it
was presented to Mr. Heywood on the day of his
ignorant government allows a m~ to be.
.
Some friends were present wrutillg to greet. him; release. The subscriptions were : Abbie and Amos
runong them Mrs. Elizabeth M. F. Denton, ~e of Knapp, $2; C. Emmendorf, $1; Joshua Burrows,
the late Prof. William Denton, geologist, of $1; J. F. Ruggles, $1; J. E. Phelps, $1; J. E.
W ellsley, Mass., from whence. she had driv~n with Marden, $1; 0. H. Warner, $1; W. F. Lerich, $2;
Mrs. Schull, of Ohio, who IS now stoppillg at P. F. Spencer, $3; R. S. Johnson, $5; W. H. Burr,
W ellsley, fifteen miles that morning, to help to sus- $5; W. B. DuBois, $5; M. D. Conway, $5; Eliza
tain individual rights. From there Mr. Heywood B. Burnz, $5; J. L. Parshall, $5; Joseph L. Long,
was driven to the residence of his sisters-in-law 50 cents; E. B. Foote, $25; E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Josephine and J. Flora Tilton, at 85 Westland ave- $25 ; R. .A.. Gunn, $10.-Total, $108.50. Further
nue, Boston, where he again met with warm con- donations hav come in since May 12th, and more
, gratulations from other friends who had assembled doubtless will; they will be acknowledged later.
E. B. FooTE, JR.,
from various parts of the country, the embrace of
Sec. National Defense Association.
his beautiful childreJ1, and the free, fragrant breezes
and the music of the song-birds in the park.
In the evening a banquet was tendered him at
My Second Campaign.
the Quincy House, Boston, where the friends of
Upon
my
arrival
at Centralia I found that brave
freedom from every species of slavery of mind or
body again, with beruning faces, glistening eyes, and gallant Freethinker, F. D. Rexiord, on hand to
speeches, and applause greeted the most advanced welcome me back to this little town. Our friends
iconoclast, who has been ·hounded, persecuted, here, with the assistance of "Bob" Dwyer and
without any just cause, for fifteen long years by "Dave" Robertson, had made great preparations to
this ignorant, vulgar, and tyrannical government make my course of lectures a success, but what
that pretends to think, or does think, if it thinks with political caucuses, G ..A., R. meetings, and friendly
at all, that purity and morals can be regulated by society rallies, my audiences upon the first two
statute laws made by drunken, tobacco-using, nights were somewhat slim, . the hall being not
blase men who constantly dishonor the name of more than half filled. The above events had tended
to act against a very large attendance, to· which
woman.
Capt. Robert C. Adams presided at the banquet must also be added the work of the preachers, who
and officiated with calm, intelligent, and command- had endeavored to make their influence felt as far
ing dignity. Srunuel P. Putnam was the first as possible by offering an antidote to the Infidel
speaker, and then Captain Adams called upon Mrs. meetings, where advice was given gratis, to avoid
Dr. Gilbert, who, it may be remembered, conveyed their influence, or the " evil " effects thereof. But
the immense petition to President Harrison .. She they will find out erelong that it is impossible to
gave a brief account of the struggle to procure subdue the human mind by making war upon
opinions ; they may succeed for a season, but the
Mr. Heywood's release.
Among the audience were several persons of end thereof is death. The Romish church grasped
note in the various fields of reform, including E. C. her power in precisely the same way, ·and that
Walker and Lillian Harman, who a few years ago which she gained by force and corruption she has
shocked the prurient taste of Kansas society because been compelled to relinquish, step by step. Reason
they had the good sense to refuse to ask of the has dethroned faith from the pedestal of power,
majestic dunces of church and state permission to and the gods are giving way to man.
cohabit.
Milton has truly said,.
Few things in the history of New England Puri- A forbidden book is a spark of truth, that flies up in the
tanical customs and laws hav been more cruel and
face
barbarous than this long persecution of Mr. Hey- Of him who seeks to tread it out,
wood, a man who was activ in the antislavery strug- And let me add, that any system which seeks its
gle with Garrison and Phillips, and whose whole safety in the suppression of honest opinions will
life, of over sixty years, has been devoted, since ar- sooner or later meet with certain destruction. The
riving at manhood, to the interest and advance- human mind cannot be imprisoned ; it is irrestrainament of his fellow-beings in all.the filillds of thoughts ble and must be free. Reform the abuses that at
and actions.
present obscure liberty and we will answer for its
Early in life he read John Stuart Mill, and saw safety; for as imprisoned wild-fowl refuse to breed,
with a clear brain the truthfulness of that great so caged thought cannot grow. Yet you cannot
man's s~atement when he said that "the only free- imprison the mind. You may for a time suppress
dom that deserves the name is that of pursuing our the activity of the thinker, but as he emerges once
own good in our own way, so long as we do not at- more into the free sunlight of the heavens he takes
tempt to deprive others of theirs or impede their up his former work with renewed vigor.
efforts to obtain it. Each is the proper guardian of
My first lecture was given to a small audience,
his own health, whether bodily or mental and spir- but small as it was I felt runply rewarded by the
itual. Mankind are gainers by suffering each other eagerness they displayed; they felt they had listened
to liv as seems good to themselvs, more than by com- long enough to the time-worn platitudes of church
pelling each to liv as seems good to the rest."
creeds and evinced a desire to hear something new.
That is precisely what Mr. Heywood has atThere were no preachers present, not even a
tempted to do, and what he has written and church deacon, nor anyone sufficiently interested in
preached with an earnestness and enthusiasm th~ retention of orthodoxy to question what I had
worthy the most frunous reformers that history re- srud; consequently we had no discussion-a feature
cords.
that I always welcome, because jt not only adds inNow that he is out of prison, I hope that all the t~rest to the meetings, but it givs us the opportufriends of advanced thought will unite, sustain him, nity to show the people that ours is the right side.
and restore to him as far as possible his broken and The preachers know this secret but too well; hence
scattered fortune, wrenched from him by the strong they fight shy of discussion, feeling somewhat satisarm of statute laws, made under similar motivs to fied with the assurance that if they let us alone our
those that governed the Moorish pirates.
cause. will die o~ in~rtia. Mean~hile we must creep
Though he spoke with much earnestness and steadjly on, until, like. the tortOise, we shall win the
some vigor at this banquet, I could see at a glance race while the hare is sleeping in fancied security
he had lost much vitality since I last visited him in with the hopes that ahe has already won.
'
additional imports or exports as the case may require. Instead of protection '~diversifying" our
industries it is free trade that will most effectually
do it. The writer has good reasons to believ~ that
Brother Lechner will take this view of trade ill the
near future and meanwhile waits for Colonel Ingersoll-to r~ply to the question as to whether freedom to trade and freedom to think are not both
essential rights of the individual.
.Mobile, Ala.
EDWARD Q. NoRTON.

The next day a column report of my lecture was
printed in the .Daily Sentinel, which being read by
the populace added a little more interest to the occasion, and brought a few more to my nex~ lecture.
The editor of this little daily, although an adherent
to the principles of the chur_c~, is extrem~ly Liberal
in his views. He very willingly publishes both.
sides, so that the people may. hav an opportunity of
hearing them before passing JUdgment:
Centralia is noted for the productwn of strawberries, and the luscious fruit is being shipped to
all parts of the country in large quantities. Owing
to the strict attention this industry requires at this
season of the year, everything must giv way to that.
Even Freethought lectures come in for iheir share
of the general neglect; consequently I hav many
adverse conditions to strive against; but, nevertheless, my audiences perceptibly inc:eased each _night,
owing in a great measure to the highly complimentary notices I had received from the press up to that
time.
·
On the second night I found a few more in attendance, and among them this time was one of the
local preachers of the Congregational church. The
chief attraction for him was probably that I was
lecturing on this occasion upon the "Origin of
Christian Symbols and Ceremonies." He did not,
as I had anticipated, attempt any criticism or to
say anything in reply, although he took copious
notes of what I had said, which I suppose he intends to make use of in his pulpit at some future
time, when the "Infidel" has gone, as usual.
At the close of the lecture one of our friends
asked him what he thought of the lecture, to
which he replied, in reference to a statement I had
made respecting the doctrin of the ."Virgin and
child," that I had simply asserted that it was so,
but it remained for me to prove it. His answer is
sufficient to show that the reverend gentleman has
read but little concerning the origin of his creed, and
still believes in the divine revelation of it, a dogma
which all educated Christians themselvs hav long
since given up. If he has read it, he must hav forgotten it, and should he wish to refresh his memory,
or to learn anything concerning it, I take these
means of giving him the necessary information ~ow
he can verify the statements I had made for himself. In. the hope that some of our Centralia
friends will bring it to his notice, let him read, .
mark, learn, and inwardly digest Dr. Hyde's " Religion of the Ancient Persians,'' Wilmot's "Asiatic
Researches," Rev. Dr. Giles's "Christian Records,"
Taylor's "Diegesis," Conway's "Sacred Anthology,"
J acolliot's "Bible in India."
Please order of THE TRUT:d SEEKER. And me thinks
he will find • sufficient in these to show him conclusivly that Christianity has been bodily transplanted
from far· older creeds, and is in reality but a thinly
disguised stem of ancient paganism.
Again the press gave me an excellent report,
and made a special appeal on its own behalf for the
people to come out and hear my next lecture. This
resulted in a full house; not one vacant seat could
be found upon this occasion. But no preacher
crune out to this lecture.
Several ladies could nqw be distinguished runong
the audience, although they seemed a little shy at first,
with the exception of about three, one of whom
attended the whole course. This lady was, but a
short time ago, a devout Christian, but is now a
strong supporter of our cause, and who, together
with her husband, never missed hearing one of my
lectures.
Up to this time my efforts, aided by the valuab~e
assistance of the press, were beginning to be felt,
but upon this occasion, my third lecture, the press
manifested an ominous silence concerning them,
and failed to show me that courtesy they had
hitherto extended toward me. I am unable to state
why the papers should so suddenly refrain from
publishing an account of my meetings, or even to
announce the coming lectures, unless perhaps
outside pressure had been brought to bear upon
them ; but even then I could scarcely attribute to the
editor a display of pusillanimity, when I remember
his former courtesies a~ the publication of my
previous letter in answer to "Senex."
Well, if we cannot get what we would like, we
must like what we can get ; and so if we cannot
succeed in securing the sympathies of the press, why,
we must get along without it, and let our motto be,
"Though the gods are againat us, never say die."
Notwithstanding the silence of the papers, my
next audience increased a little more, and the results grew more and more encouraging. These incidents combined tended to urge me to renewed
activity to make our meeting successful, and I went
on determined not to suffer defeat; and I must
certainly extend to our friends in Centralia my
heartfelt sympathies for the manner in which they
stood by me.
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My last lecture brought a large house; several
attended this who had not been to the others ;
great int"rest was now being manifested in the
lectures, and I wished that I could hav staid a week
longer.
During my stay here I was the guest of F. D.
Rexford, at the Centralia Hotel, where everything
was done to make me as comfortable as possible.
It is such attentions as those that ch"eer the heart
of the traveler and sometimes remind him of
home.
I was pleased to meet here qn.ce more our old
friends, and they gave me a right royal welcome
among them again. ,
I met while here G. Shaw, of Chicago, again; A..
Cope, of Tonti, and J. Cunningham. These men
are old allies of our cause, and hav stood by it
through storm and sunshine. It is always a
pleasure to me to meet those who hav so nobly
battled for the right, and though they hav now
grown old in the struggle and can no longer take
an activ part therein, still they are always ready and
willing to assist those who can, and meanwhile fire
a shot where they are able.
Immediately after my lecture on Friday night I
took the train again, which, fortunately for me, was
an hour late, and went off once more to pastures
new.
My next place was Strasburg, where a "basket
picnic" had been arranged for May day, and at
which I gave two lectures. Arriving in Strasburg,
Dr. A.. York found me in his office awaiting his return, and very soon I was placed once more in my
old room at the pleasant home of Mr. and Mrs. H.
Bernhardt.
I found our Strasburg friends eagerly anticipating a fine day for Sunday, and I heartily joined
them in their wishes.
Saturday morning was spent in rehearsing a few
part-songs for presentation the next day. The rehearsal was kept up until a late hour, when the
singers retired to dream of May day and its attendant festivities.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Secretary Ohio State Secular Union.

154 N. High Street, Columbus, 0.

W. S. Bell Lecturing in Oregon.
.I gave two lectures to large audiences at Grant's
}>ass, and had the pleasure of helping the good
Liberals of this place organize a Secular Union. I
hav great hopes for the work to be done in this
part of the state. The Union starts offwith fifteen
members who are enthusiastic for the fray. The
officers of the Union are : William M. Richards,
president; W. 0. Ridgway, secretary, and John
G. Abbott, treasurer. Quite a good number of
TRUTH SEEKERS are taken here.
I gave an invitation at each of my lectures for
anyone to reply to my lecture or to ask questions.
But silence was the only sound I heard.
A.s several of our Liberal folks and I were going
to the court-house on the evening of my second
lecture, the church-bells rang out loud and long to
gather the sheep of the various flocks into their respectiv sheep-cotes, for the wolf was nigh.
After the lecture each night there were numerous
earnest, if not violent, discussions on the street.
w. s. BELL.

Welcome Home.

Springfield, ill~, not one would sign his Emancipation act. When the canvassers returned and reported the fact, Lincoln sat down and cried as
"Jesus wept."
A.s the priesthood hav manipulated and subverted
Girard College, in Philadelphia, so are they manipulating to subvert and pervert the United States secular government, wherein a Materialist, a Deist, or
an Atheist has all the inalienable rights that are
possessed by the most religious professor.
Hitherto all governments hav been church and
state, with the result, foreseen by John the Spiritu·alist, that "the sun [church] was darkened and the
moon [state] turned to blood." Christianity lost
the gift and light of divine revelation, and we had
the .Dark Ages. A.nd the state is fighting or preparing to fight continuously. War is the business
of all peoples, from Russia to our own. It swallows up the labors of the industrial producing
power of all nations and turns them into destructiv
forces. Thus a spurious Christianity and wars are
inseparable. · Rome and Greece, like Egypt, created
their own gods and goddesses and established a
priesthood to interpret their oracles. The statesmen and priesthood played into each other's hands
in taxing the producing classes within an inch of
their lives. In Russia the system hal? culminated in
a national famin. Christendom ·has created Gods
and Christs, and Holy Ghosts, and Holy Inquisitions,
and a priesthood to interpret and remodel the
"word of their God" from time to time to suit
itself.
The whole A.ntichristian machinery has no more
objectiv reality or existence than had the heathen
mythology of gods and goddesses, and the heavens
and hells, of Egypt, Greece, and Rome. It is all a
grand farce !
A. "new heaven and a new earth" are being
created, and "the former heaven and the former
earth" -products of Dark Ages-are "passing
away" with a great noise and commotion. The
whole order is breaking up; even death and hell are
being cast into their own lake of fire and brimstone, together with the trinity, atonement, physical resurrection, and a fictitious New Jerusalem with
streets. of gold, walls of sapphire, and gates of
pearl. They are all "passing away," and "In
God we trust" should go with them, with the
chaplains and their muddled prayers to a Christ
who declared that his true followers "would not
fight."
A.ll religious legislation should cease, leaving us
a clean secular government, deriving its powers
from those who are governed by it-the people,
whom-friend Reed has so faithfully represented.
Please, friend Reed, do not let the Babel priests
close the World's Fair on their heathen Sabbath,
nor upon either of the Sabbath days, and much
oblige the whole Shaker order of Christians, and
your friend,
F. W. EvANS.

Mt. Lebanon, N. Y.

MEN of science rose, in the stricter sense of the
word, even in the centuries under the most complete
sway of theological thought and ecclesiastical
power; a science,. indeed, alloyed with theology,
but still infolding precious germs. Of these were
men like Arnold of Villanova, Bertrand de Gordon,
Albert of Bollstadt, Basil Valentine, Raymond Lully,
and, above all, Roger Bacon, all of whom cultivated
sciences subsidiary to medicin, and in spite of
charges of sorcery, and consequent imprisonment
and danger of death, kept the torch of knowledge
burning, and passed it on to future generations.
A.ll germs of a higher evolution of medicin
were for ages well kept under by the theological
spirit. A.s far back as the sixth century so great a
man as Pope Gregory I. showed himself hostil to
every development of science. In the beginning of
the twelfth century the council of Rheims interdicted the study of law and physic to monks, and a
multitude of other councils enforced this decree.
A.bout'the middle of the same century St. Bernard
still complained that monks had too much to do with
medicin; and a few years later we hav decretals like
those of Pope Alexander III. forbidding monks to
study or practice it. In the beginning of the next
century Innocent III. in the council of the Lateran
forbade surgical operations to be practiced by
priests, deacons, and sub-deacons ; some years later
Honorius III. reiterated this decree and extended it.
In 1243 the Dominican order forbade medical treatises to be brought into their monasteries. Five
years later the council of Le Mans forbade su:J.&gery
to monks, on the ground that " the church abhors
the shedding of blood," and many other councils
did the same. A.tthe end of that century Boniface
VIII. interdicted dissections as sacrilege.-Ex-Presi-

WHITELAW REED, Editor of the Tribune: You are
welcome home to America. Extremes meet. You
are on the top round of the social ladder of distinction, that reaches from earth to an intellectual
heaven. I am at the bottom. Yet I venture to
make you welcome home to America.
A. Roman citizen was Rome's care, _even as to-day
an Englishman may look with confidence to Eng·
land for protection from the uttermost parts of the
globe we liv upon. The United States are the
home of humanity. Its primary laws and Constitution were thought out by abstracted thinkers like
Paine, Jefferson, and Franklin, and then fought out
by Washington and his fellow-soldiers-Infidels all !
They defined the "rights of men and women-inalienable "-as against all then-existing church-andstate governments deriving their power to rule
from Gods, Christs, and Holy Ghosts of their own
creating. They are all Holy Inquisitions torturing
the body and soul to convince the understanding
by means of religious legislation-church and state.
· These men founded a purely secular government,
that derived its power to rule froni the people,
being administered by the people, and in their own
interest. . A.nd Washington declared that this was
"not a Christian government." From the i.D.itiatio~;t
' of ·our government to the· present time, the Christian
" clergy hav been its most deadly· enemies. • Lincoln
,- fou.nd that out of. forty ministers in his own city of dent White of Cornell University.

Lectures and Meetings.
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Toronto .............. May 22 Murra;r, Utah ...... June 14
Columbus, 0.. ... . . " 24-26 Kaysville, and
Cincinnati, 0. ..... "
29 Farmington, Utah "
15
Ottumwa, Ia........ June 1 MorganCity,Utah "
·16
Blackhawk, Col...

"

3 Echo, Utah.........

"

17

Boulder City, Col. " 4, 5 Reno, Nev.......... "
21
Georgetown, Col.. "
6 Carson City,'Nev. "
22
Denver, Col......... "
7 VirginiaCity,Nev. "
23
Scofield, Utah...... " 9, 10 Inyo county, Cal. "24-27
Salt Lake, Utah... "12, 19 Athens and OathProvo, Utah........ "
13 lamet, Wash ...... July 3, 4
During the months of July and August Mr. Putnam
will lecture along the line of the Northern Pacific railroad
at Tacoma, Buckley, Davenport, Spangle, Rosalia, Oaksdale, Palouse City, Dayton, Walla Walla, Colville, Wash.;
Missoula and Bozeman, Mont.; Albert Lea and other
places in Minn.; Eau Claire and vicinity, Wis. All those
who desire lectures along this route will please address
S. P. Putnam, at Salt Lake, Utah, care of H. P. Mason.
AFTER Mr. Albert Bach's lecture on "Lunacy " at the
Manhattan Liberal Club, on the evening of April 29th,
the annu.al business meeting for election of officers was
held, with the following result: President, E. B. Foote,
Jr., M.D.; vice-presidents, R. A. Gunn, M.D., Wilson
McDonald, and Mrs. Emma Beckwith; secretary, Huldah A. Gunn, M.D.; treasurer, Miss Schachtel; librarian,
Mrs. C. Leonard; trusteeA, E. W. Chamberlain, Dr.
Julius Fehr, James Morris. The lecture appointments
for May are as follows:
May 20th, "An Outlook for Humanity," Caroline B.
Le Row.
May 27th, "The Government of Cities," Dr. L. G.
Janes.
Meetings will be discontinued during July, August,
and September.
·
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH'S lecture appointments:
Angola, Ind ........ May 30 , Cleveland, O ....... June13,15
Waterloo, Ind .... June 4,5,6 Pittsburgh, Pa. ... •'
19
Butler, Ind. . . ...... "
7, 8 Butler, Pa.... ...... '.' 20, 21
1
Columbus, 0 ....... "
12 Philadelphia, Pa. " . 26
He expects to lecture in Call.·o, ill.; Shumway, Muscatine, I a.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Grand Rapids, Mich.; Fort
Wayne, Ind., and Auburn, Pa.
W. S. BELL is now in Or~>.gon, where he will lecture in
May and June; afterward he goes to Washington. The
following are his dates till June 12th:
Forest Grove, Ore. May22-26l' Stella, Wash., Ore .. May 31
Corvallis,
" .. "
27 Cathlamet, Wash .. June 2-4
Silverton,
" . . '' 28, 29 Skamokawa, " . . " fi, 6
Oswego, ·
" .. "
30 Deep River, " . . "
12

PHILoSoPIDCAL Association, Sundays at &P.M., Fraternity Rooms, Bedford avenue and South 2d street,
Brooklyn, E. D.-Lectures for May:
May 22d, 1\ir. Henry Frank: "Selections and Discussions from 'His Bold Experiment.' "
May 29th, closing service: Mr. H. Rowley, Review of
the Season's Work. •
NEWARK Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, corner of
Market.-Sunday afterno_on, May 22d, at 3 o'clocR;
Thaddeus B. Wakeman, of New York, will lecture. Subject: " The Historical Evolution of the Individual."

Truth Succinctly Told.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is a large sixteen-page paper, devoted to the advocacy of Freethought pure and simple.
It is the paper that was founded by D. M". Bennett. It is
now illustrated and has recently put on a new dress, and
is now a better paper than it has ever been before. This
paper has for ten years been dropping some of the useless
letters in its spelling. It deserves a wide circulation.Wichita, Kan., Leader.
Little Blasphemies.
Eastern Clergyman: "I am told that you hav never
had a backslider in your church. How do you manage

ij; ?"

.

Parson Fewclothes, of Arizona (toying with his gun):
"Not any. They know better."
Ernest : " Dearest, do you think I could succeed in
becoming a minister?"
Clara: "I feel doubtful, Ernest?"
"It don't require much ability."
"No-no; but it requires some, you know."
Clericus: "Did you never in your experience hav a
prayer answered?"
Cynicus: "Never, except in one instance."
Clericus : ''What was that?"
Cynic us : ''I started in on the 28th of February to pray
for spring."
Mephisto: "If St. Peter doesn't stop sending American
crank inventors down here I'll throw up my job." Asmo·
deus: "What is the trouble?" Mephisto: "Why one of
these fellows came to me to-day and submitted pians for
having the place heated with steam and hot air instead of
btimstone."
·
Dominie (tcfchoir-leader): "The collection this morning, Mr. Hotwater, was very small, and I am sorry to sar,
that I think the meagerness was largely ~ue to Y?~· '
Choir-leader: "Largely due to me, srr?' Dom1me:
"Yes. Hereafter, while the plate is being passed, I wish
you would make a better selection of music than 'Salvation's Free.' "

8:30

'[;)etters of P,riends.
Four Civilizing Agents Sent Forth.
PRoVIDENCE, B. I., May 2, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $5. Please
send by Adams's Express four Bible Picture Books. I received one by mail a
month ago or more. It was fi~e-!mper
fine-in slang, a " daisy." Send two in
board covers and two cloth.
E. J.DoDGE.

Liberal- Handed as Well as Liberal·
Minded.
MARQUEz, TEx., April 30, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Our old friend Jack Snow
being unable to take THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and as he will read nothing else, some of
his friends hav clubbed together and will
pay for a year's subscription for him.
Please continue it a year longer to Uncle
Jack Snow, Snow post-office, Leon
county, Texas.
J. T. ALLISON, P.M.
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of spiritual intercourse, but knowing time
was ever precious with Mr. Beunett we
courteously withdrew.
Agnosticism Spiritualists find an important factor in the investigation in these invisible influence!'! and intelligences. Agnosticism clears away the brambles and
underbrush of venerable superstition and
prepares the mind for reception of new
conceptions.
Advanced thinkers on
Spiritualism as a general rule never attempt to invite a church-member to investigate. The church-members seem to
hav finished their education: the church
does their thinking.
DAVID BnucE.

Tile Yale Prophet RPceiving No Honor.

Patrick's. day, issued a proclamation allowing the city officials, including the police
and fire departments, a half holiday. Such
a thing in Kansas City is unprecedented,
and it is plain, coming from a non-Catholic,
was intended to catch the Catholic vote.
If ever he runs for office again it will be
used as a weapon against him, but I hope
it will be a lesson to all the future mayors,
The time is coming when the election will
be a fight in all cities between the Catholics and Americans.
But long liv THE T.RUTH SEEKER.
A. B. Fox.

At Least, Put None But Liberals On
Guard.

he :ll.nds plenty of religious stupidity. I
lived some three years in that county. I
congratulate Brother Worley for writing
from so strong a portion of the state,
where the belief in witchcraft is still
prevalent.
· 'T
I remain yours for truth andreform,
H .. H. SALMON.

Spiritualists Will Eventually Evolve.
MouNDs JUNCTION, ILL., April 8, 1892.

~R. EbiTo~ : In your paper· of April

16th, Dr. A. K. ·Ayres, of Hannibal, advises Materialists to avoid association with
Spiritualists.
While I am enrolled with the Moralists,
and heartily approve of their avowed
principles, it does not preclude me from
working with those who do not wholly
approve of the course of the Moralists, if
by so working I can help dethrone the
capricious and revengeful God Of the
churches.
A vast majority of the commercial nations of the earth are blind devotees of an
imaginary deity, in adoration of whom an
immense amount of time and wealth is
wasted, absolutely and utterly wasted.
This vast army of devotees is so-organized and so directed that unless there
should be some organized and opposing
.force working from without they will continue in stupid adoration forever. I know
of no condition of the human mind, outside of the state of lunacy, so pitiably
wrong as that of the devotee, and if the
Spiritualist has evolved out of that condition, he can safely be trusted to evolve
into the full .light of mental liberty ; and
when this is don·e he is, as Emerson well
says, virtually "land-lord, air-lorq, sealord,';and prepared to "actwiselyin every
walk of life. "
Therefore, let us treat lightly minor
differences, and work with energy and
with every possible ally, ev~n though
they are enrolled under a different name,
and carry a different :flag.
It is not the triumph of a sect, or class,
we are after; it is the liberation of the
human mind from the abject state of
idolatrous devotion.
J As. H. CRATN.

ST. Lours, Mo., April24, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me two copies
of "Bible Self-Contradictions," for which
you .will find price inclosed. I hav been
reading your highly interesting paper for
the past eighteen months, imd am greatly
pleased with the good work it has done for
the Liberal cause. This city is a hotbed of orthodoxy, especiaUy Roman CathFreethinking Physicians, Take Notice.
olic. In fact, it is called "the Rome of
ANrnrM, CAL., May 3, 1892.
America," and there is a Roman Catholic
MR. EDITOR: Anaheim is in need of a
''push" element in municipal control
first-class medical doctor-one versed in
from the mayor down, which will eventumod~rn practice and treatment; and in
ally ruin the city if they are not crushed
order to milke sweepstakes of the whole
out of all possibility of ever again coming
practice, it. would be necessary to speak
mto power. There has been for some
and write English, French, and German.
time a strong organized opposition to CaNow, if you hav a relativ, friend, or actholicism in this city, but all efforts hav
quaintance that would like to come to this
so far failed to crush the viper which is
beautiful land of "Paradise Found," "do
gnawing at the vitals of the city's prosto him as you would like to be done by "
perity. · The watchword should always be,
and great will be your reward in this
"Put none but Americans on guard,"
world.
and this "consummation devoutly to be
For particulars address, S. P. BATES,
wished " may yet be realized.
Sec. Orange County Information Bureau, "My Gotl, Why Ha.st Thou Fors·aken
I wish you success in your noble under-.
Me~"
Anaheim, Cal.
taking, and hope the pictures will be perGRANGER, MINN., April25, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I am living with my petuated. Long life to you, and " three
Snell a Paper as Tile Truth Seeker Would
uncle, Henry Arnold, who has been a cheers and a tiger for Heston," who is
Hav Saved Russia.
subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER for the doing more for the Liberal cause by means
of his pictures than all their efforts comBRooKLYN, N.Y., May 7, 1892.
past fifteen years.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find twenty-five
I hav been looking up the account of bined. I shall shortly send for a copy of
cents in stamps for a 'copy of "Infidel the crucifixion in the New Testament, and "Old Testament Stories "-possibly two
Death-Beds," by G. W. Foote.
I find but two (Matthew and Mark) agree or three-and will endeavor to get some
THE TRUTR SEEKER is my only favored as to Christ's last words, Luke and John subscribers for the paper.
There are
paper. I highly appreciate the course it each using the language they thought best plenty of Liberals here, but they are too
pursues. Were such a paper published in suited to the account they were w~iting.
lukewarm. It is a ha~d thing to get them
my despotic country, Russia, no religious
I find no two of the above giv. the to subscribe, though they saytliey like the
Helps Them "Grow in Grace."
persecution would hav occurred, and in- same wording to the superscription on the paper. I generally put my paper, after
CoviNGToN, KY., April 23, 1892.
stead of bigotry, humanity and Freereading, where I think it will do the most
cross.
MR. EDITOR: I am not a subscriber to
thought would hav taken its place. At a
I am brought to believe that Christ good.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, though I read it
better opportunity I may furillsh you was taught by his mother and all near
Once more, wishing you success,
every week, and am always glad when
some interesting facts of the holy bigotry and dP.ar to him, from cradle to manhood,
I am, respectfully,
Saturday evening comes, for on my way
and fanaticism prevailing in that dark that he. was the messiah, and not until his
J. F. CLANCY, Ex-Catholic.
home I call on the newsdealer, who alcouutry, which will serve as moral for the
dying moments on the cross was he aware
··followers of Freethought principles that
ways has just one copy hid in a box under
of the mi_stake. He evidently expected A Church Elder Prepareth to Do His
where religion is there is ignorance.
his counter. ·When I enter the store he
something quite different-perhaps of the
Duty.
HERMAN KATz.
begins to dig down into the box for my
miraculous order, like bands of visible
NEw DULUTH, MINN., April21, 1892,
·paper, and I plank down my nickel and
angels-to sustain his expiring moments,
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $1, three coppers and feel that I hav just reWho Knows About Heaven 1
but instead went up that wail of de~pair. for which please send two copies of "Paine
ceived the most value on that deal for the
CoLFAX, WAsH., April25, 1892.
When dying he realized he had been
Vindicated," two of " Science ·vs. Relig- least money of any other deal during the
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6.65, for taught a falsehood.
ion," two of ''Ingersoll's Christmas Ser- whole week. I like THE TRUTH SEEKER,
which please renew subscription, and
Let escape from the dying lips of such
send the "Pictorial Text-Book " and the men as Voltaire, Paine, or Ingersoll, mon, Criticisms, and His Replies," and and could scarcely do· without it. My
Bible Picture Book, and one copy of "My God, my God, why hast thou for- anything else you may choose to send that children enjoy reading it; also my mother,
"Self-Contradictions of the Bible." I hav saken me?" (Matt. =vii, 46; Mark xv, would suit a strictly religious community. who is eighty-two years of age. Freworked hard to get subscribers for THE 34) and the orthodox clergy would out- I hav been elected trustee of the Pres- quently when in Cincinnati I buy two or
•.rimTH SEEKER, but in vain. The most of rival the antics of our Western aboriginal byterian church without leave on my th'ree copies of it and send them to my
part or any questioning whatever. I hope Christian friends back in my nativ state,
the people out here are afraid of it. But ghost-dancers in their delight.
you will be prompt with the pamphlets. for I know they need something to help
some like to .read it at others' expense,
We are delighted with the Biblical
. and laugh and talk of the pictures. I Picture_ Book and "Some Mistakes of I want to send "Paine Vindicated" to the them Bear The Cross and enable them
minister who has made the same old stale to Grow In Grace.
think the pictures are splendid, and the Moses."
A. B. VAN DEE.
assertion of Paine's recantation, and VolSome of my family in looking over some
way they are got up-especially the one
taire's screaming with terror and that his old numbers of THE TRu'rH SEEKER
in April 9th, "The Way to Be Happy."
Catholic Rapacity.
nurse would not afterward nurse an Infi- noticed and called my attention to an arIf it would not be asking too much, I
KANSAS CITY, Mo.'· March 28, 1892.
del for fear of their dying in the same ticle written by B. B. Jones, of East
would like to hav some 'one tell me where
MR. EDITOR: Please inclosed find $1 for agony. So you can see we need to set the Randolph, N. Y., in the issue of Dec. 12,
in ·the Bible I coUld find where it speaks
We hav the clergy right. I hav compelled the Rev. 1891, in which he criticises something that
of the first, third, or sevenlh degrees of the Bible Picture Book.
Freethinker's
"Pictorial
Text-Book,"
and E. M. Noyes to state in his paper, the he knows nothing of. He says, "As a
heaven. The question was asked the minister at church last Sunday, and he could want the Bible Picture Book a1so. The Record, that a certain lie which he spun matter of fact, has any Spiritualist ever inbook has been lying on my counters for about B. G. Ingersoll was only a news- vestigated their home that they claim
not answer.
GEo. W. HuLL.
two years, so my customers can see the paper report, but from the knowledge awaits them above?" I would lil!'e Mr.
pictures, and often I, see them take a he had of Ingersoll he conclnded it was Jones to tell us how he knows all about
Church-Members' Education Is Always memorandum of them to see if the verses true-although he claimed never to hav the present condition of D. M. Bennett.
Finished.
are quoted correctly. As I hav been a read the speech in which he claimed How does he know all about Mr. Bennett's
BRoOKLYN, E. D., May 1, 1892.
constant reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER for Ingersoll stated such things. So it is sleep, whether it is dreamless 'or not'? How
MR. EDITOR: You must be aware you twelve years, I leave the copies lying plain to be seen they-the clergy-are does he know af Mr. Bennett's domltin,
hav on your list of subscribers quite anum- around the store, and often giv them bound to malign Freethinkers without whether it is wide or narrow? . As a mat. ber of Spiritualists. Many years ago I away. Our city, one of the best in the any cause whatever.
ter of fact, has Mr. Jones ever investigated
was introduced to Mr. D. M. Bennett by United States, has one drawback and
I hav just finished Arnold's ''Light of- that vast realm of dreamless sleep and rest
my friend Mr. Daniel Mason. Addressing that is the Catholics. They try ~ mo- Asia," a work all Freethinkers should that he says Mr. Bennett now enjoys? If
Mr. Mason, he remarked after a pause, nopolize everything, but the people are read. And another thing to be read is Mr. Bennett is now resting in the grave, 'I
"Mr. Mason, are you a Spiritualist?" getting their eyes a little open. They hav Brown's " Researches in Oriental His- would like Mr. Jones to tell us . how the
Mr. Mason answered in the affirmativ. institutions under the guise of charity tory," which sets forth a great many fine law of nature baa been thwarted. and deMr. Bennett: "Are you also a Spiritua1.- and are grabbing after every dollar the; principles independent of the "inspired composition avoided in Mr. Bennett's case.
ist?" I gave an affirmativ nod. For a few can get the city officials. to donate them scripture," and showing a great many If Mr. Jones would know a little more
·seconds he looked at us thoughtfully, but and it has grown monotonous, and th~ difficulties which seem very• ha;rd to over· about life he·would not draw ·so extravaat length remarked, "I hope it is true." people in our city elections will hereafter come .
gantly on his imagination about. the con·
. No attempt was made by Mr. Mason or look at the matter in a different light.
I see a letter from Wm. L. Worley, of clition of those he calls "(.lead." If he
lllyself to dilate upon the various methods Our mayor, no longer ago thaD. St. Holden, Mo. If he is in Howell county would be more a student' bf n·ature, P«ilf
CmcAGo, ILL., March 27, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I am a stranger to you,
bnt how well I know you by your grand
and good work. I only wish to say a
word of praise for the best and brightest
periodical in existence at the present time.
I receive it weekly through Mrs. Eames, of
this city, and must say you can never get
a more honorable representativ than she.
I hav been reading the gem for four years
and hope to be able to procure it as long
as I remain in this sphere. I keep it doing missionary work constantly.
I wish to ask one question: What proceedings are necessary to oust Professor
Totten from Yale? I think he is in league
with the priests and wants to create another church boom.
Find inclosed $1 for Mr. Heston's Bible.
I wish you all the greatest success possible
for your noble work in trying to kill superstition and ignorance: J. H. MADAN.

THE 'rRUTH SEEKER, MAY
haps he would find that her order was life
and that which he had always called death
was simply change. Mr. Jones seems to
be struck on the dead. He says, '' I will
giv $100 to shake hands with my sister,
brother; father, or any-friend dead." He
would be perfectly safe in. offering a cool
million for the privilege of shaking hands
with his dead friends, for according to his
meaning of dead they would be enjoying
that dreamless sleep and unconscious rest
that he seems to know all about; and if they
could leave that vast realm and place of
dreamless sleep, while they would be
off in some seance-room shaking hands
With Mr. Jones the small, cold worm that
fretteth the enshrouded form would in all
probability miss a meal. If Mr. Jones
will come to Cincinnati I will guarantee
that he can shake hands with some of his
friends that he no doubt thinks are dead,
and he will hav about $99.50 of his
$100 left to defray expenses of coming and
going, and if he could be induced to know
something more about the laws of nature
he would be less superstitious and not hav
the necessity of believing so much about
how dead people rest and sleep in their
wide domain, the narrow grave with its
maggots and putrefaction. A C. SELBY.

Fearful and Wonderful Argument.
SAL"ESVILLE, MoNT., April1, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : I question whether or not
modern Infidelity grows out of inability
to comprehend the sacred scriptures, or
whether a morbid disinclination to accept
the divine afflatus of sacred things prompts
Infidels to their wicked ma1edictions
against the Holy Bible. Be this as it may,
the tone of their coarse and flippant
writings and blatant harangs would convict them of intellectual disqualifications
for passing on matters so momentous and
solemn, and indicate that· th~y are not
possessed of those essential qualities necessary for scripture explanations.
To my mind it would seem that the
Divine Author of that Sacred Volume had
dictated it with special deference to undisciplined minds, and most likely had
that specific end in view. Therefore, it
would seem that the slaughter-house condemnation and attempted havoc of the
Book by Infidels is directly attributable
to depravity of heart, rather than to imperfection of understanding,
· That you may see· this to be the case, I
shall select a scripture text, one upon
which Infidels hav lavished the most malignant abuse, and show your readers how
easy it is of explanation, when one
is guided by the least modicum of the
.spirit of God, and has the proper disciplin of mind so to do. The portion of
the text to which I direct attention is
found in the last verse of the last chapter
of the gospel of John, and reads, "I suppose that even the world itself could not
contain the books that should be written,
amen;" meaning, of course, that if all that
Jesus said while on earth had been wr1tten
down an extension would hav had to be built
to the world to hold the books. Infidels
hav in all ages given vent to all their
venom and pierced this sell-luminous text
through and through with shafts of mudstood erect in an agony of desperation
and abused it as if they could never get
the4" fill.
For one moment, lost skeptic, look and
see how easy it is of solution to one under
the immediate dictation of the Holy
. Ghost. I a!p. not certain that I exactly
know just what the trouble with Infidels
is about this text, but infer that the principal objection is, a supposed lack of
earthly material commensurate with an
enterprise so stupendous. Such an objection, however, resolves itself into the
most sickly stupidity -when contrasted
with the immense power of God. Why,
my dear Infidel bantling, God could
work up everything on the face of the
. earth into books. And I dare say that St.
:John, in the felicity of his soul, had
snakes, bullfrogs, bedbugs, and all else of
earth's vermin under his spiritual vision
when he penned this hallowed text. What
-a blessing it would hav been to hav worked
all such pestilent vermin up into Holy
Bibles a!Ul got rid of the monsters. There
is no tex:t within the lids of the great Book
that gQes- further to prove., its Divine

origin than this. But some ingrate Infidel may say : '' The earth wou1d remain the same in size, impinging on its
center of gravity as before, not the"
least increased in bulk ; the o.nly visible
.difference being that its surface would be
changed into books." Talmage ought to
be set on such a man as this ! Well over
against this I may say that God in his
infinit capacity for digging coul<l dig up
the whole earth and work it up into books.
~ut it seems that I am ever to be haunted
by wicked Infidel hosts. One now seems
to suggest that " the earth wouid only be
changed into a mammoth bookstore without any increase in its mass whatever."
Well, I shan't fly to Talniage yet, but to
the·inoon. Could not God call the moon
down and work it up into books? Does
not the reader see how easy the thing is
of explanation? All that is required is
Christian courage, tempered with a small
residuum of brains. Down with Talmage
on .J:nfidelity! Here the. Infidel comes
again! (Why don't Infidels believe not
·think? Then stocks in scripture solutions
would go up to a high market price.) He
now says: "That would be merely adding
to the earth's mass and rendering its hold~g capacity greater than before." Oh;
1f I could but commune with Talniage and
Father Lambert a thqusand years! If
God puts anything in my niouth now, you
bet I'll say it! Undismayed, .by the grace
of God invested w th Christian valor unparalleled, determined to explain at all
hazards, I call dmvn Jupiter and work it
up into books ; that ought to be big
enough to satisfy the most fastidious Infidel. But, as if the devil had penetrated
his very Vitals, the Infidel impudently exclaims, "Pile on every orb, if you please,
of the starry vault, and work them all up
into books, and you liav only succeeded
in consolidating the universe into one inconceivable mass of books, rendering its
holding capacity-infinity itself. A great
book emporium indeed. Everybody and
everything worked up into books, no one
to read them, and still room yet." There
slie goes again! Where in thunder is
Talniage? Like a stray dog, he is always
gone! Well, I l~av explained scripture,
and know that I can do it again. I would
hav done it all right this time, but unluckily my foot slipped just while on an
uphill pull, being at that particular moment partially ·overcome by the sweet,
petrifying fumes of religion. But I see a
ray of light-my Redeemer liveth! My
armor is buckled on! No Christian can
be defeated when battling against the
hosts of Satan! God will put in his mouth
what he shall say! My faith is lmshaken!
Scientific heresies may shake the faith of
some, but not mine! I can read my titles·
clear to mansions in the skies! The Infidel theory of the globular form of the
earth has made havoc of biblical truth.
John was an inspired man, and he knew
the earth to be flat. Thus I thrice prove
the divine origin of the Bible. True, if,
as Infidelity teaches, the earth be round,
with the force of gravity attracting to its
center, it might hold all of Jupiter, some
of Talmage's sermons, and a part of the
filth of the Vice Society; but now we see
it to be flat, expounding Scripture becomes pleasant, easy, and graceful. Now
dump your Jupiter on and see if the world·
doesn't slop over. One must be sadly
wanting in all the Christian graces not to
see that if all that Jesus said-and didJ;l't
say, never knew nor heard of-had been
written down, books, no doubt, would hav
been slipping over the edges of the earth
all round. Possibly it was in this way
that all the lost books of the Bible went.
If so, it is another striking proof of the
divine origin of the great Book. Now,
should this masterly and unanswerable
production be the means, as I opine it
will be, of saving Infidels from the consuming wrath of a crusty God, I trust
they will say what paper they read it ill,
and by whom they were converted, and
liv long to regale themselvs oil the top
side of a flat earth, now proved beyond
question.
·
SMALL SAM.
P.S.-April fool!
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But I'm jest bilen' poppen' angry at sum uv
them fellers what rites fur THE TRUTH
SEEKER! Just think of John Peck-" Our
Peck "-saying, as he did in his Naples
peroration: "While I do not believe that
woman is the physical nor mental equal of
man-because nature has put an eternal
bar against such equality-at the same
time I do not believe that the rights of
inen are to be measured by their power or
weakness" (italics mine).
So Mr. Peck knows that woman is not the
mental equal of man. And wha.t is more,
an eternal bar is placed against her.
Are any two of the same mentalityeven among men (against whom no bar is
raised)? There are some women so superior mentally that they would not commit
a sentiment like the one just quoted to paper. And Mr. Peck knows that this bar is
there for "all eternity;" that is just what
God claims, the only difference being that
he put the bar there. Not the kind you
appeal before, but the kind that keeps you
behind. There are people who· say an
eternal bar is placed against Freethought
and reason. Do you bQlieve it?
Now for the ches(s)nuts, Chess and
Horsehair Snakes. S. W. Foss says:

giv a lot to any church that will build

there. What think you? I kicked-because
it was none of my business. So did Dr.
Boynton. He called it a joss-house-but
why insult the joss? IwentandsawJudge
Beal. We talked-i. e., he did, I haranged.
l said, "Why not, at least, offer Liberals
the same chance?" He said, "I intend to
build, first, a library to be free to all, and
a hall free to Liberal lecturers: yes, more,
I will engage to hav nearly a constant
series of lectures; then I will build an
opera house, and in time a Liberal University." Then I shut up, and actually tried
to think. Iinagin the unusual strain on
my convolution-forming tissue.
I thought it unfair to the Christians here,
as they would stand no show-don't now,
never did, and I hope never will. I asked
a lady the other day if Mr. so-and-so was -a
Liberal~ She replied, "No, I think not;
but he caters to them to get trade."
Think of it! a community forty-two years
old and the Christians catering to the Indels! Whew! No church, and but two or
three Christians, and they believe the
world flat and made in six days and fortytwo minutes. They are '' amusing as well
as instructiv," as I used to say in iny bills.
I hav had- private letters asking about
JEB'S HORSEHAIR SNAKE.
this place. Life is short (so is my ·casll for
Jeb took a horsehair every day and rushed postage), so I take this way of replying.
First, I giv a sample sentence or two to
down to the lake,
And threw it in and watched to see it turn giv an idea why I should answer at all.
into a snake;
"I h_av had plenty land-agents' stories;
He'd seen little snakes in puddles that
now I want you to tell me the truth,"
looked like horsehairs, so
He thought all horsehairs would be snakes writes one. "0 that I could liv in an atif they had time to grow.
mosphere of pure, unadulterated Atheism!" writes a woman friend.- "What are
Every time it rained the highway gleamed the prospects?" writes a third. Now, I hav
with temporary lakes,
All perturbed with writhing horsehairs no land to sell, no lots in Athens,---Washington, I must add, as there are forty-two
. which had been turned into snakes;
They looked like snakes, they looked like Athenses in the United States, one in
hairs, and,Jeb he said the rain
Georgia, and there is a rumor to the efHad turned the horsehairs into snakes- fect that·there is one in Greece. Why do
'twas easy to explain.
not Liberals call their towns Hypatia,
Bruno, Ingersoll,- Paine, Voltaire, or
So he put horsehairs in the lake and
something in point? But the following I
· watched from day to day
To see _them turn to wriggling snakes and know and will stick to: That there is no
smm or crawl away.
prettier, higher, or healthier spot on the
But though he gazed intently with eye- Wasllington side level enough for a city up
balls tense and strained,
the river till you come to Kalama, and its
The horsehairs still were horsehairs and as
situation is not so good till you come to Vanhorsehairs still remained.
couver. It has a good country to back itPerhaps we all are much like Jeb; beside the Elokomin river valley. It is on tlle Columbia, with Puget island stretching aslant
life's sheltered lakes
We watch for harmless horsehairs to turn the stream in front. A good harbor-cainto noxious snakes.
pable of improvement, however- and of
The hissing vipers of the soul, the serpents
easy reach to Portland and Astoria. Some
of the brain,
Are mostly fangless horsehairs and will manufactories- space and demand for
ever so remain.-(S. W. Fo~s in Yankee more.
Blade).
Carl Blitz(en), D. D., please take notice
Now silence; that settles the Horsehair and keep this place out of both the bigot's
and the bigots' directory.
Snake question .
But the descriptiv is not my forte, so in
Now in re Chess. Om· controversialists
future
address Judge C. Beal, Cathlamet,
will please take note of the following warnWasil. He is an honest, honorable, and
ing and act accordingly: .
capable man; having been to the fore
The death of the great chess-players, among Liberals for years, three of ~hich
Mo.rphy, Zukertort, and Le Bourndonnas, he was prE>sident of the Oregon Secular
was attributed to the great mental strain Union, which should be some recommenconsequent upon playing chess blindfolded.
dation.
-(Public Opinion).
. Lots of Liberals here-good ones; smart,
Now, if this blindfold controversy be Intellectual ones; geniuses, poets, philosocontinned, some one may hav a "rusll of phers, and critics; men of brains, courage,
brains " to the head and die a miserable and ability. I would not return east of
death.
.
the Rockies and stay-unle•s imprisonedI am glad you hav at least one fonetik for the wealth of Creosote! For here one
(phonetic) speller among your "F1·iends" can think, act, b-elieve or not believe, curse
-M. M. Secor. "M. M." must stand for God (were he worth it) or praise him (if
Mad Man if .the tenor of his Jetter be ac- ye know no better), and all without fear of
cepted. There is no danger of his becom- persecution for one's opinions.
I hav no interest in getting people to
ing an Anarchist. All he lacks-in that
direction-is brains and a logical training. this coast beyond their own desires. I see
question in THE TRUTH SEEKER after quesHe has the grit.
Now I hav vented some of my li.ttle tion as to where one can liv as one wants to,
spites, I feel better, and would say that the and not as some good Christians say. I see
letter of G. E. Moulton in the same TRUTH one asks for a Liberal colony. Of all
SEEKER (Dec. 19, 1891) would be a good "hells," I could conceive of none equal to
one for most Liberals to read before this. To liv in a colony where every man
writing.
The letter of Edna Heald in the is a thinker, and nearly all on opposing
Feb. 6, 1892, number is a masterful effort, lines, would be torture, especially where
and emanates from a brain, though young, all want to run it and some must. Where
powerful. May she grow in years, stature, you hav to submit yourselvs to rules and
and intellect, prosper, and continue to Jaws of the colony and perhaps the state
and government as well.
write.
On this coast, and especially here, one
Now I am going to tackle a man near
home-a good mail, but perhaps a lnis- does not hav to liv by rule. The more
takenone-Judge C. Beal. He has a beau- Liberals we get out hero the better will the
tiful town-site near-I lnight say in-Cath- ·country be. I need not expatiate upon our
lamet, called Athens. That is good, but is genial climate, productiv soil, and imA Brilliant :Miscellany.
this?~he invites Liberals of all shades of mense resources. The daily papers, the
opinion, those of cardinal colors as well, census reports, and reports of those who
, CATHLAMET, WASH., March 15,292.
MR. EDITOR: I am mad! Not insane-on to come here and build up Liberal com- hav seen with their own eyes, render this
llllRecessary,
MAURITZ S,. LIDEN,
account of too much religion-however. munity; that. is- not bad, but he offers to
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0 Mildred ! Some time you will know

Cicely! she went insane and had to be Reason's whole pleasure, all the joys of
sense,
killed. Colonel, the pup, is as big as ever,
in fact, bigger. He comes to see me Lie in three words-health, peace, and
competence.
AUNT ELMINA.
Edit~Jd by MISs SusAN H. WnwN, Fall
sometimes; then little Tabby runs.
River, Mass., to whom all CommunicaKATill D. MATTESON.
Correspondence.
tions for this Corner should be sent.
TURNER, ORE., April30, 1892.
1
Miss WIXoN AND LITTLE FRmNDs: I
Legend.-Continued.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
thought I would write· to the Corner toWhen the night is beginning to lower,
The
children
appeared
so
languid
and
day. I see that there were .not any letters
Comes a IJaUse in the dav's occurations
miserable that the raven brought them, week before last, and last week there were
That is known as the Children s Hour."
every day, a basketful of cooked provi- only two.
There are many wild flowers in bloom
sions and fruit from a restaurant, for the
Little Boys' Questions.
Tabby's History.
wan looks of the poor are caused By here now, the largest of which is the dogMamma, sit down, I want to ask
wood; wild violets, or johnny-jump-ups, as
You just one thing or two:
A TRUE STORY OF A CAT .AND HER KITTENS. the want of a variety of simple food. A we little "Webfoots" call them, of yellow,
What makes my shadow stretch out so?
furious
Christian
opium-eater,
who
owed
Once on a time there was an old cat and
purple, lavender, white; buttercups, ladyAnd tell me, what is dew?
five kittens, and they lived in a barn on them $50, whispered falsehood about slippers, etc. ; and the California poppies
Is "it the trees that make the wind
By switching round their boughs?
top of a granary, in a box. Their box was these helpless beings, with the assist- will soon be in bloom.
Papa sent some China pheasants back
And where do dogs go when they die,
a nice box, with straw for the five little ance of a female saint who was pr.etty east awhile ago, and he sent some eggs
And kitty-cats, and cows?
well
known
to
be
guilty
of
every
crime.
kittens' and old eat's bed, and the box had
also. I inclose a little story that I wrote
And whem it thunders in the skies
a saddle-blanket on it to keep the light out Her money closed people's eyes. The when I was ten years old. The characters
What makes the clouds all wink?
Could'[ dig down to Chinaland
of the baby cats' eyes. And one was black, consensus of holy luxury held a sacred are all true, living people and animals. If
In ten years, do you think?
and one was black and white, and one was meeting occasionally, at 5 in the even- you do not think it worthy of a place in
Why don"t the people tumble off
yellow, and two were gray. And the black ing, to accommodate their selfish habits. the Corner, I suppose there is room in the
When China turns this way?
wastebasket.
KATIE D. MATTESON.
kitten's
name was Coaly, because he was so They closed their purses all day, really
And when you say the moon is full
What is it full of, pray?
black; ·and the black and white kitten's saving more than the hmnble laborers,
BRoNsoN, KAN., May- 6, 1892.
How far is it up to the clouds?
name was Fancy,.because she was so fancy- who must eat at noon. But the elect were
MY DEAR Miss WIXoN: This beautiful
How long are comets' tails?
colored; and the yellow eat's name was devouring their rich dessert at half-past Saturday afternoon I take the pleasure of
And why won't umbrellas do
Orange, because she was so yellow; and the 4, when the first bell rang. Oh, how writing a few lines to the Corner if it is
For boats as well as sails?
welcome, as I hav been a constant reader
How did the very firstest man
two gray cats' names were Tiger and Lion, heavenly were the prayers offered at 5 of it for quite a nmnber of years and like
Who made tape-measures know
because they were so rough with their o'clock! These orisons being over, with it very much. Papa takes the good old
How long to make the first est inch?
little brothers and sisters that their hearts melted by the grace of God, these TRUTH SEEKER and thinks he could not do
And.say, do yardsticks grow?
How many workmen did it take
mamma, whose name was Tabby, threat- kind Christians uttered falsehoods which without it. I shall be glad to see the day
To build a pyramid?
ened that they should hav no mice for deprived poor Mrs. Sadlone of the affec- when it will be a grand, big paper and not
And won't you show me on the map
only a little Corner. I do not go to school
dinner. Tabby was a nice cat, with soft tion of her best friend. She was neat and now. I 'went seven months last term. My
Where Baby Moses hid?
gray coat and yellow ears, and soft yellow industrious, but the holy tormentors left teacher belonged to the Baptist church,
What makes the little darkies black?
What makes the sky so blue?
eyes, and she called her kittens, "Permeu, her for months without paying for her la- but papa gave her a TRUTH SEEKER to
And is it right to tell a joke
permeu!"
and they called her, "Mew, bor; and to make their fiendishness more read. She read it and said it was good
WhBn not one word is true?
complete they caused the world to believe arg11ment, but not convincing.
mew, mew!"
,
Why do yon love me just the same
Well, as this is my first letter to the
When I am cross and bad?
Old Tabby would catch mice and the that they actually supported her. They Corner,
I will close.
And tell me, mamma, why was I
little kittens would eat them all up but the broke up her business in many foolish
Wishing you success in all your good
The only boy yon had?
ways,
tails.
so
that
she
was
obliged
to
remove
into
works, I remain,
And will yon be the grandmother
Yom· Liberal friend,
But as old Tabby was a great-great- some distant corner to escape from their
To all my little boys?
DoRA BEAMAN.
And when you come to see us bring
grandmother, and there was a grown son persecutions and slander.
Your pockets full of toys?
P.S.-If this escapes the wastebasket I
"Jane," said Seth, "look at Mrs.
whose name was Roley and a half-grown
Is Santa Claus a truly man?
D. B.
daughter whose name was Cicely, Tabby Spider-one of Herbert Spencer's finest. will write again.
Hav reindeers hoofs or paws?
[Certainly,
you
are
welcome,
Dora,
and
Just
now
she
polmded
her
husband
until
and
her
kittens
were
too
many.
Who dresses all the Christmas dollsDoes Mrs. Santa Clans?
So she was put in a sack with her kittens he was tender, and then devoured him, we hope you will write often to the Corner.
Is Jesus real, mamma dear?
and then, in the hind end of a buggy, sent like church-members who abuse the poor -ED. C. C.]
Were frankincense and myrrh
to a neighbor, who had lots of mice, but till vertigo or suffering causes them to
His Christmas gift•? Did Mary think
STRASBURG, ILL., May 4, 1892.
That they were sent for her,
only one cat, which was a big gray cat drop nearly dead in the street. Think of
DEAR Miss WIXoN: Will you allow
Or d;d she save them all for him?
named Tom.
such female Christians voting and holding me space in the Children's Corner for
Why doesn't the Bible tell
Tabby had lived in the barn a long time, office! Some dispositions must be like the purpose of writing a few lines? As we
Was ever God a little boy,
so of course she did not like to .leave it that of the toad, whose poison is distrib- hav had a great number of lectlll'es in our
That he knows their hearts so well?
What makes volcanoes smoke and blaze?
and go away. And it almost killed her uted under his skin and throughout his town, of which all were good; nevertheless,
Mr. John B. Charlesworth is my favorit
Who built their fires in them.
•
when the man who took her away said body. The spider, perhaps it should be speaker. As he was on his lecture trip
If all the earth was finished off
"Meow, meow; shekt, sh-s-h-k-e-sh-e-k said, is not a true insect, for it is com- West he stopped here a few days for the
BBfore God made the men?
scat!" and spit and howled at her, to hav posed of three parts, and undergoes meta- purpose of lecturing to the people of
Where is our fire when it's gone outWhy can't I understand?
fun, till she almost died. And after he got morphosis. Will some kind entomologist Strasburg. He came April 30th and left
Well, won't you tell me where to find
May 4th. He was here once before, on
her and her five little kitt~ns home, he explain this further?"
Some undiscovered land?
Christmas last, and while here the young
But
with
regard
to
the
silk-worms,
they
spit
and
howled
at
her
so
that
poor
Tabby
If God could make the whole green earth
people serenaded him at Mr. H. BarnWith only six clays' stir,
jmnped'up and ran back to the barn as move their heads in a circle, in a pitiful hard's. They were called in and had a
Why need he be so awful long
faEt as she could. And in the morning manner, while they are spinning. And good time. Then Saturday night last,
A-fixing Jupiter,
their little girl came after her, and work seems to be a natural necessity in while practicing the songs for the next
And putting air and water there,
brought the five little kittens, too. And the life of such hmnble beings. How nice day's lecture, he returned the compliment.
And grass, and trees, and flowersTo make it fine and nice for folksthen they went and got Tabby and it would be to furnish the little creatures Mr. Charlesworth is a musician as well as
an orator. He taught us to sing the songs
Just like this world of ours?
brought her to the kittens, and she jmnped with hands for spinning. "Som~times," correctly. We practiced for more than an
How can he hollow out the hills
continued
Seth,
"!-feel
like
the
Spanish
right
on
top
of
them
and
began
to
wash
hour. He .then sang a song, accompanied
Without one single tool?
them, while they got dinner, And she king who remarked to an archbishop that by the banJo, that was so beautiful that we
You don't know everything?
kept saying all the time, "Permow, per- if he had been present when the world went home thinking of Mr. Charlesworth
Well, then,
mow;" and they said, "Mew, mew, :tntJw." was created, he should hav suggested some and the· old plantation banjo.
Why don't you go to Fchool?
This is my first letter to the Corner. I
Then they put her and her kittens in a alterations."
Lone Rock, Ore.
!Yfns. A. M. CRAWFORD.
am fourteen years old.
PETE YoRK.
can and took her back, and put her in an
To include the human race, the effect
[Although
this
is
the
first
letter to the
Grandpa's Pet.
old trunk in the woodshed. These neigh- of exertion ought to be a splendid constiCorner, it is a very good one and we hope
She sat within an easy chair,
b?rs, whose names were X--, had a great tution-in that case, the fearful inroads of
it ·Mll not be the last.-ED. C. C.]
Quite big enough for two,
big pup which was as big a coward as he disease would not be likely to sweep off
So still one scarcely knew she was there,
was a pup, .He tried to scare Tabby, but the great majority of those who inhabit
She had so much to do.
A New Number of The TrJth Seeker Library.
she scared hnn so that he ran right under this clmnsily formed planet.
ALHAZA.
Her dolly had been put to sleep,
And picture-books were piled
Lexington, Ky., April 30, 1892.
the hause. And ever after that he never
Up by her side, about knee-deep,
bothered her or her kittens again, and
To please the eager child.
Reason.
she was there a long time. But after a
While my typewriter's shuttle-stick
Swelled and shouted," Chick-a-te-lick!"
while .they killed her and her kittens, exFor half a lifetime the dictionary h"as
cept l~ttle black and white Fancy. And been my Bible or book of inspiration; and
The flying hours went on apace,
Ey Haler). H. CSardel')_er.
until the little miss
one mght when Tabby's old owners were as I open it this lovely May morning the
Looked up and said, with witching grace,
eating
their
supper,
their
little
girl
heard
One
oj Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
first word that greets me is "reason." A
" Grandpa, I want a kiss."
Strongest Lectures Against
a yelp, and her papa went to the door beautiful word it is, too, and one belonging
And then there was a sudden tack
the Bible.
From what we both were doing,
and then he heard three or four yelps and especially to Liberalism. It is the life of
And all the fair:ies heard a " smack,"
he went down to the gate. And wh:n he all true thought. To reason is to consider, Every Woman Should Read It
Just like two lovers wooing;
came back there was Fancy with her claws to purpose, to design, to weigh the for
and
While many" hugs " came in between
fastened in his beard, and howling for all and the against.
Me and the "click-a-lick" machine.
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
t~at was out. He gave her to the little
We hav reasons for all we think, say, or
Yet, tired at last-" Grandpa? I think
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.
g:trl, who took her in the house and gave do, and yet our reasoning is not always
I'll go to sleep awhile;"
And her sweet eyes began to blink,
her bread and milk to eat.
·
~orrect ; but the more we reason, weigh,
All mixed up with a smile.
And Fancy grew up to be a nice kitt
Judge, and reflect, the more apt we are to hav
I put a pillow at her head,
And one day when there had been sn~~ right and true reasons. Once man claimed
And spread a wrap above
By VOLTAIRE.
on for almost a week, they set a trap t
To keep her warm. "Oh, this," she said,
to be the only reasoning being on earth, Terse, witty, and sarcastic d3finitions of thPO
" Is like a fairy's love,
catch some birds, and when they wer~ but we hav found that all animals, birds
loaical terms. Price, 25 cents.
While your typewriter goes so quick,
caught Fancy was le~ in the ti·ap to catch and insects reason, compare, and reflec~
A-singing softly,' Click-a-lick.'"
them, and as she did not know how sh
some more and others le~;~s. But so far as
And soon within the mystic land
just sputtered and scratched the birds~ we know, human beings are the superiors
Of dreams my darling pet
Was walking with her dolly's hand
in reasoning, to all other existences. W ~
This history was wntten in 1889, ~hen
Clasped warmly in hers yet.
ON CHRISTIANITY.
are, each one of us, proud of our ability
Her sunny head peeped out at me,
I was ten years old. It is now 1892. Fancy
to reason well-to think good, true, and Between B. F. UNDERwooD and Prof. 0. A. BurWith every curl so fair
has a good home with a friend· and I
gess, Pres. of N. W. Christian Univ.
I thought that anyone could see
noble thoughts. The thought is the
hav her kitten, which is the livin~ image
Paper, 188pp., 50 ctR.: clo., so ctR.
There was an angel there.
mother of ~e deed, and hence our thought,
of old Tabby. We call her "Little Tabby,,
And yet the rushing words came thick,
our
reasomngs,
make
us
what
we
are.
"Chick-a-te-lick, chiok-a-te-liok I"
Roley is living and fat and happy, Po~r Pope says;
GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
BYJ M. B.ABOOOK. Price 1~ cb,

eAiZaren' s eornsr.

How bright my study grew,
For your sweet presence made it so,
And all the fairies knew
That when my fairy came to rest
Within that big armchair
The great room then was doubly blessed,
For love was everywhere,
And throbbed along each nerve as quick
As "chick-a-lick! chick-a-te-lick."
-Ebenezer Gregg JJanfortn Ho!aen.
Grana Rapids, Mien.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

Pocket Theology.

Burgess-Un~erwoo~ Debate

T.ttFJ TRUTH

~EEKER,

BooksbyS.P.Putnam. Jfsws of the Wsslt.
THE Lord's Day Rest Association of
England is about to forward to Chicago
bulky petitions that the Fair be closed on
Sundays.
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Su~erstition in All Ages. Tn~ Or~er of Creation~
THE

:SV JB.A.N MBSLIB:R,
A

CONFLICT BRI'WEEN GENESIS AND GEOLOGY.
A CoKatovEnsY BETwEEN THE

fJlE:El Catholic chlirch ana monasu;ry at
RoN. W. E. fir.ansTONE,
PltOF. MA:t :M:tiLLl!lll,
PBoF. T. H. RuKLEY,
M. R:I!:Vlt.t.E;
1\io,rai.Utonl Ark, were made subjects of a
E. LYNN LINTON.
Visitation of divine wrath on the 9th by
12mo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 70 cts.
suffering- exceptional damage from a storm
passing over the neighborhood.
. IT seems as though Italy if it maintains·
R[LIGION OF HUMANITY
1ts present war strength must go into
BETTER THAN
. bankruptcy, or if it reduces it must be
dropped from the Triple Alliance. In the
ETERNAL
PUNISHMENT.
midst of these embarrassments the CathoBy M. BABCOCK.
lic church continues to harass it veno10 cent.s.
mously.
Price,
AT the Russo-German f:rontier there are
The New God. Price, 10 cents.
great numbers of jews who hav started to
The Problem of the Universe, and Its fly from Russia to escape religious perseScientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
tiutioii and been stopped by the German
Universology. Price, 211 cents.
Waifs and Wanderings, A New AmaH~ gjlltrds. Their sufferings from famin,
And Arguments.
oa,n Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 diphtheria~ and typhus are terrible.
cel\t~. "A prose epic of the wa.r,J'ich with Bands of tnem are occasionally shot down
Paper, 146 pp , 2-S ct.s.
inoldent and dra.matio power; breezx from by Russian guards.
By D. M. BENNETT.
fl.rat page lito last with the living spint of to..
dat."~[Jo n Swinton's Paper.
.
· AT a late ceremony in Rome the pope
Golden Throne, A. Romance. "The au- said on the education of youth : "It is not
thor certainly has ~enius. The divine
THE NEW SPELLINGS .
creative spark is withm him. The book is only the education but the utmost care is
-ANDfilled with manly thon_ghts expressed in necessary in the selection of those who immanly words-the transcnpt of a manly mind. part it.
A mistake committed in these .1 English spelling Is the worst In the world fJ MJI,
THE
SEXUAL
RELATIONS .
Every Liberal should read ' Golden 'flirone.'" early critical years is so difficult to repair·
lions of dollars are wasted each year In the writing
-[IngerRoll. Price, $1.
and Printing of useless letters. Tbe education of ou~
BY
KARL
HEINZEN,
the
famous
Ger111an Radchildren Is retarded and the progress of our people
ical Editor.
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation iii in after life. The tendency to subordinate is
hampered bh our cumbrous, Illogical, misleading
rh:yme between the Nineteenth Century the religious element in the instruction of
An Address to an Unknown Lady Rea<'er. His0
~~::ftgf:f.femin3~ha"~~::e. fT~,e ;;g~~1c~na~~R~~ torical Review of the Legal Position of Women.
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein youth is one of the grave dangers of modlogical Association has recommended the following
The Emanci:Q_ation of Woman. The Passive Prosit is shown th~e is much in harmony between ern civilization."
.
RULES FOB NEW SPELLINGS jor immediate 'U8e, and a
titution of Women. The Active Prostitution of
, them. Price, 10 cents.
resolution has been introduced In Congress, InstructMen. The Execution of Men. Love and Jealousy.
.
OF
the
Freemasons,
Odd
Fellows:
and
Why Don't He Lend a Hand~ and other
ing the Public Printer to conform to them in all print1\'lorality. Marriage. Adultery. Divorce. Is
Ing
for
the
government
:
Knights
of
P:vthiaa
Archbishop
Janssens
Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents.
Marriage a Contract? Hanging a Woman. ReligAdami and Heva. A poetic version of Sf!.;Ys: '~.The. clergy should be zealous in aroJuf.~~g,U:h"et~~~;~~~~Jj~~d:o~~i ~~:J,~frt1~ ion. The Economic Independence of Woman.
spell
demagog,
epilog,
synagog.
etc.
I,iberty
and the Revolution the Allies of Woman.
dissu,ading
from
joining
these
associat'ons
the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
2. Drop final E In such words as definite, lntlnlte, ·
Paper, 50c. Address THE TRU1'H SEEKER.
which its superiorit;y to the mutilated ctlpy~ .Vhich the archbishops, after mature defavorite, etc., where the preceding vowel Is short.
the Genesis legend-1s shown. Price, 10 cents. liberation, declare to be dangerous to the
18
8
Th~ ~;~P01fl~1 i~ ~e;eo~ks ~~~~~~J~~~ , ~~ 6Jgite,
Gottlieb : His Life. A Freeth ought Ro- faith of Catholics, and which, as is known
clgarett'e, etc. Thus spell clgaret, roset, epau1et, vemance. Price, 35 cents.
det, gazet, etc.
by experience in this province, lead to
4. Drop final ME in words like programme. Thns
:My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents. indifferentism as to revealed religion and
BIBLE WORSHIP •
spel Pagfn~~· P'ir!f.;'~ f~":or~~·uke phantom, teleFor all of the above address
.to the neglect of Christian duties."
DARWINISM.
graph, phrase, etc. Thus spellalfabet, paragraf, ftlos.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
DESIGN ARGUMENT.
0
28 Lafavette place. New York.
· THE bishop of Nancy, France, in a
ofy\;~'l,'~1:'!flt~~~ f~~retg;, dlfthongs .IE and m when
EVOLUTION.
have the sound of that letter. Thus spell eollal),
JESUS
NOT
PERFECT.
pamphlet against the r_estrictions imposed they
esthetic, diarrhea, subpena, esofagus, atheneu~.J etc.
UNDERWirOf,'S PRAYER.
on Catholicism by the Freethinking leaders
1Ja!r If you would array yourself on the slue of
progress, adopt the foregoing In all that you write,
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
l!i:! ee, 25 cents·
of the government says : " The chains of
and especially in all that you PRmT.
""'
islayery which for. twe~ve years ha!' been
wmghlng on the Catholic church of France
-~
are becoming unbearable. . . . The
liberties and essential rights of Catholics
lire suppressed one after the other to lead
up to the extinction of Christian France."
THE artist, Geo. Frost, who accompanied
snnWING
Kennan through Russia, on his return
stored his sketches in a studio in HenderTHE ABSURDITY- AND UNTE UTHFUL•
son Bros.' carriage manufactory at CamNESS OF THE CHURCH'£ CLA.Illt
bridge, Mass.
The Centur.y Magazine
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFi•
hesitated to publish the disclosures of
CENT INSTITUTION, AND RBRussian iniquities, on. account of their
VEALING THE ABUSES
terrible character. A few weeks ago the
OF A UNION OP
building and its contents were burnt by
CIIURCII AND
incendiarism, and it is believed that this
STATE.
was the work of a Russian secret emissary.
PERMISSION has been received that the
Fun_...Page
piece of the arm of the Virgin Mary's
mother may remain at the church in New
JllustratiotlS•
The Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 833 York city a few more days. Among the
cures reported are those of Mrs. Mary
pages, $3.
Smith of dumbness; John, Brennan of an
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OP
Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
Wm. O'Connor of rheumatism;
Tho Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo, abscess;
Mrs. Ann Coleman of pains; Jas. Nelson
138 pages, 50c.
Spiritualism Sustained.
Cloth, 12mo, of paralysis; a Prendergast child of ulcer; R. Beary of heart disease; Margaret
245 pages, $1.
Flynn of blindness. Fifty cents admission
Universe Analyzed. $1.
is charged, and many additional offerings
are made.
.AND
B. 1\ tJNDERWOOD'S WOR.ii}
THE Parliament of Religions to be held
FOR :bALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE. in connection with the World's Fair will
OF
Essays and Lectures. Embracing Infh, be divided thus: General Parliament, Aug.
ence of Christianity on Civilization ; l.Jn'i:
25-Sept. 3; Catholic Congress, Sept. 5__:9;
· tianity :1nd ,\bterialism; WhatLiteraJi"m offe1
other church congresses, Sept. 6-10; ConTO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
in Place of ChriHt.ianity; Scienti!ic ioia.terialiRll
gress of Missions, Sept. 12--:17; EvangelWoman; Spiritnalism from a l\la.terinliH
THE ARTIST.
Btandpomt; Paine the Political and Heligi01
ical
Alliance,
Sept.
19-24
;
Sunday
Rest
Heformerj. M:1terialism and Crime; Will tl,
Congresses,
Sept.
26-29
;
Christian
En.
Coming 1nan Womhip God? Crimes and Crn< 1
JJESWNS BY WATSON HESTON,,
ties of Christi11nitv; the Authoritl of the Billll
deavor, Oct. 8. Many subsidiary meetWITH .PORTRAIT OF
Freethought Judged by Its Frn1ts; Our Idea, ings of various Christian organizations
THE JJESIGNER.
of Go::l 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.
.
will be held. The managers hope to o bInfluence of Christianity upon Civiliza· tain the use of one of the Fair buildings,
tion, 23 cents.
The illustrations are classified as follows:
the magnificent Memorial Art Palace, and
Christianity and Materialism, 15 cents.
of many smaller halls belonging to the
2 represent Sam{lles of Christianity's Worfl.
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
5
"
MissiOnaries.
W11at Libemtism Offers in l'lace o; Fair.
B
"
The Church Robbing the People.
1
"
The Lord's Instruments.
8
"
Thanksgiving.
Christianity. 10 cents.
25
Bible
Doctrines and Their Resnl& ,
6
Sabbath Laws.
DR. SILVERMAN, of New York city,
1
The Church and Slavery.
Scientific Jlaterialism ; Its Meaning· and is REv.
14
Children and the Church.
trying to create a movement to hav the
Priests
and Politics.
2
10
Woman and the Church.
Tendency. 10 cents.
Ireland and the Church.
4
state institute a Board of Public Morals.
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
2
Church's Idea of Civilization.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand· It is to be composed of " men both from
4
Studies m Natural History.
The Uses of the Cross.
1
2
The Bible and !Science.
point. 10 cents.
the clergy and the lay ranks, who will hav
4
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
~5
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
9
Persecutions
of the Church.
Paine the Political and Religious Re· the authority necessary for the protection
'
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
12
"
Some
Allegories.
4
The
Atonement
Scheme.
former. 10 cents.
of publi<;J ml?r~ty." '' We need," he says,
Heaven.
8
The Lord and His Works.
4
6
Hell.
Woman : Her Past and Present: Her "state met1tutwns and state moneys for
2
Prayer.
'I'
Miscellaneous.
the. purpose. Just as there is a board of · 10
1'he Creeds.
Rights and Wrongs, 10 cents.
1
Christians
and
Mohammedans.
public
works,
a
board
of
public
educaMaterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
a board of public health, so we need
A most extraordinary publicat~OJ!. We ventur!l tl!e assertion thap nophin,g_ like it h!ts ever be..
Will the Coming Man Worship God! tion,
a Board of Public Morals. The only re- fore appeared in this country, and 1t 1s very doubtful1f an.other one. hke 1t will ~ver agam be pub10ccnts.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Cmnpany the credrt ,of :Q_uttmg the book rp. th~ reach of alL
/course
for
the
pulpit
thus
far
has
been
to
Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theolog- resort to a number of private societies for At twice the price it would have beet} a cliea:p book. Art1s~ .l:I.!Jsion as a portrMt-p:1mter:,ann d!'lsigner is a wonderful successhand we Judge from our own feeln;.gs that near~y every Llllera.l m
ical. 20 cents.
the prevention of crime and cruelty and America will desire a copy oft is most wonderful volume.-[Freethmkers' Magazme.
Burgess· Underwood Debate. · A Four for
the
prevention
of
the
dissemination
of
days' debate between B. F. Underwood and
Mr Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Prof. 0. A. Burgess, President of the North- obscene literature. But all such societies,
western Christian Univers!oy, IndianapoliR, lntl. and even a dozen more of them, would be Freethoirght, and has done faithfal an<f noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the p~ct
ures do not make up the whole of th1s volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of readmg
A.--.wlY reported. 1SB pp.- Cloth, SO cents.
inefficient, because they do not represent matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter
a scientific, systematic, and absolutely au- falsity of the church's professions and the hy{locrisy of those who uphold them. Altogeth~r thhe
book is one of the best weapons again~t Christianity and the church that has ever b!len put m t e
Xo Regulate the
thorittttiv treatment. . . . The Board bands
of Freethinkers.-[Boston Invest1gator.
of Publio Mqrals Should also be empowered
STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS, TAKE:
t() exercise a sort of moral censorship over
Price, bQarc:I CQVers, $2-; ciQtl)., $2-.SO.
the press, the stage, literature, and adverRIPANS TABULES.
A.ddress The Trutll Seeker.
tisements."
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.
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0. M. BENNETT'S WORKS.·

ALE AND BEEF

ADDRESS THE TR1JTH SEEKER OFFICE.

il Trutll Seeker Around theW orld. Four

"PEPTONIZED..

large volumes. Wfth steel-plate en({.raving of
AT present let us ~emov.e what is bad;
the author in Vol. I, and aach volume illustrated
which must alwa:ys be done before good of
with forty-seven euts. Handsomely bound ! ·
For CONVALESCENTS,
any kind can sprmg up.-Landor.
r,ed cloth, $6 50,
NURSING MOTHERS.
AcTIONs are neither right nor wrong by l'he World's Sages, 'Thinkers, and Rc·
virtue· of what men or gods can say; the
formers.
1,075 pages, 8vo.
Cloth,
right or wrong livsin results-in the nature
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, .gilt edges, i1!4.5Q.
of things, growing out of relations vio- The Champions of the Church; Their
lated or caused.-In,qersoll
Crimes and Perselmtions. 8vo. 1,119
pages.
·
..
leather, $4.00; morocco,
· To know what the Ghost wrote, the ungilt edges, $4.'50.
learned are entirely at the mercy of tJ:!e l'he Gods and Religions of Ancient and
learned, and the learned themselvs are noModern Times. Two volumes. Written
torious for then: disagreement as to what
in prison. In cloth, $8.00 p·er volume, or $5.00
for the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in mothe Holy Dove really wished to be at when
rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
The Mvth of the Great Deluge. By cooing the Bible to mankind. -Saladin in lFrom Behind the Bars. A series of letters
God
and
His
Book.
James M:. McCann. 15 cents. Ten coJ?ies, $1. It
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
is the most complete and overwheb:rilng refu taTo the rarest genius it is the most ex:- A Truth Seeker in EuroJle• A series of
tion oftheBible Storyofthe Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. To read it is to pensiv to succumb and conform to the
letters written during a visit of ten weeks in
be astonished at the possibilities of religious
Europe. Givin¥ some account of the Intercredulity.-T. B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dy- ways of the world. Genius is the worst of
national Freethmkers' Congress held at Brusnamite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.- lumber, if the poet would float upon the
sels, to which Mr. Bennett was a delegate-~.fol- ·
A. B. Bradford. It oug]lt to meet with a very breeze of popularity. The bird of paralowed by a description of what he saw in .lling.
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.
land, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
dise is obliged constantly to fly against
from
Rome alone are worth the price of the
Bruno Pamphlet No. 1. Contributors: the wind, lest its gay trappings, pressing
book. With a steel-plate portrait o! the author.
G J Holyoak~Thos.Davidson, T.B. Wakeman, close to its body, impede its free move850 pages. $1.50.
Karl Blind, .uydia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten
ments. He is the best sailor who can fhe Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treatcopies for $1.
ing ripon the Gods of the Semitic nations, insteer within the fewest points of the wind,
Bruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors : and
cludin~Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
extract a motiv power out of the Jesus
R. G. Ingerso1l, Thos. Davidson T. B. Wakeman,
vhrist, the Virgm Mary, and the Bi'!>le.
G. J. Holyoake, etal. 15cents. Ten copies for$1. greatest obstacles. Most begin to veer
To the latter 230 pages are devoted, shoWlng
that
book
to be a very inferior production for
and tack as soon as the wind changes
The Bruno Monument. A fine engraving from aft, and as within the tropics it does
a first-class God .• 333large pages. Paper covers,
60 cents; cloth, $1.
·
printed on extra heavy enameled paper 10x12
1nches 1 for framing; put up in pasteboard tubes not blow from all points of the compass, Judaism, Chl'istianity, and Mohammedan•
for mailing. 20 cents. Ten copies for $1.50.
there are some harbors which they can
ism examined histoncally and critically.
rt is thought to be the· most damaging exhibit
Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll never reach.-Thoreau.
Christi'!-nity that has appeared. 500 larg&
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before
THERE are philosophers who imagin that of
pBges. Prrce, $Ul0.
the New York legislature May 9,1888. Price, 4 they can get out of all difficulties by unirhe
Humpltrey·Bennett Discussion. A
cents.
fying the notions of "God" and "Unidebate on Christianity and Infidelity between
Dwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan verse," and who hold that God is neither
D. M. Bennett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. This
. H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30 without nor above the world, but is himbook has had a very large sale, and is a splendid
cents.
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
self within it, that he has, as it were,
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.
God in the Constitution. By Robert G. changed himself into the universe. . . . Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In- Well may Schopenhauer remark, as
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
g~rsoll ever wrote. .In paper cover wit!). likeness
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper,
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve cop1es for $1. against the Pantheistic theory: "A God
30 cents.
What W onld Follow the E:tlacement . of who has allowed himself to be changed What Objections to Christianity~ A: disChristianity~ By George Jacob Holy- into such: a bad or imperfect world, must
cussion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. Mair,
divided into the followin_g theses: 1. Christianoake. 'l'his is a most valuable cqntribution. to verily hav been plaglied by the devil!" If
ity is neither new nor original, being borrowe<l
Freethought literature. Bound m paper Wlth God is in us all and is the soul of the world,
or
copied from much older systems of religion.
good likeness of author. Price, 10Cents. Twelve then he must directly partake of all our
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements have
copies for $1.
wickedness and imperfections. He suffers
been as fully and trnly. ascribed to other teachLife and Career of Charles Bradlangh. in us toothache and bodily pain; he denies
ers and .founders of religion as to Jesus. 3. The
By George Jacob Holyoa,ke. With good likenE)SS or insults himself in the mouth of one,
story of Jesus and his mission in the'world is
·of Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten cop1es
unh1storical; it is not corroborated by contemwhile he reveres and worships himself in
for $1.
poraneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. This is an exhaustive. discussion. Price,
the mouth of another. In one man he
~50.
.
What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H. does good, while in another he works evil
L. Green, editor of the Freethinker's Magazine.
Trial
of
D.
M.
Bennett
in
the
United
and
contends
against
his
own
laws
He
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
States Circuit Court upon the charge of. depos.
per dozen.
worries himself with insoluble riddles, he
iting prohibited matter in,the mail. Thi!i gives
dies
in
each
individual
in
doubt
and
pain,
a full history of this celebrated case and shows
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
what monstrous injustice was perpetratecl upon
28 Lafayette place, New York.
he rewards or punishes himself in a future
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.
life, and so on. But enough of all this
An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.
nonsense !-Buchner.
Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3,00(,
questions propounded to his Jewish Godship
HEREsms had had time to multiply, and
upon a great variety of subjects. Cloth. 75cts.
more than fifty were enumerated as existing in the fifth century. Without darSkidmore's Letters. First Deaing to scrutinize the ways of providence, Deacon
con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
which are impenetrable by the human
church incidenta and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth,
mind, and merely consulting, as far as we
75 cents~
are permitted, our feeble reason, it would
Tile
Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
seem that among so many opinions, on so
in tlte Land of Yahweh: also the Epistle
many articles, there would always exist one
of Bennett the Apostle to the Truthseekers.
which must prevail, which was the orthoCloth, $1.
dox, "the right of teaching." The other The F'irst Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
societies, besides 1he really orthodox,
to the Truth Seekers. 10 cents.
soon assumed that title also; but being the
weaker parties, they had given to them
the designation of "heretics." . . . It Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. ~.0 cents.
is known how their chosen opinions were An Hour with the Devil. 10 ce~:>. .. ·
treated; what crusades were· preached
against them; and that, from that period
A STRI~a·op
to the present day, Europe has not enjoyed a single year of tranquillity and
toleration. It is a great evil to be a here- Millionaires Against Miners;
tic; but is it a great good to maintain
The Bible-What Is IU 25o.
-onorthodoxy by soldiers and executioners?
Studies in Theology. 10c.
Would it not be better that every man THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
Liberalism. 5c.
should e~t his bread in peace under the
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB
shade of his own fig-tree? I suggest so
By HENRY D. LLOYD,
bold a proposition with fear and tremPI""
This
bo~k
tells how the Spring Valley miners
bling.- Voltaire.
were. starved into actual slavery.

~

INVALIDS,

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.

THE STORY HOUR.
For Children and Youth.

By Miss Susan H. Wixon, Cond11ctor of the
Children's Corner in the New York
Truth Seeker.
Small Quarto-10x8 inches-near~y: Three Hundred p~~,ges. illuminated Covers .. Sixty-six FullJ;>age Illustrations, with Twenty.five Smaller
Ones.
CONTENTS:
Preface; Lazy Dick; O!J The Life of a Dol3'· An
Anli(el Unawares; ruay;_Ten Little Watting.
!I'Iatds; The Doctor's norse; True Polite.
ness; A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgiving· Grand·
father's Pocketbook; Meddlesome· Molly· A
Sad Mistake; Inside an Engine House; Our
Children; Cressbrook Cotta_ge; Ezekiel's Silver Spoon; Odds and Ends-A New Year's
Story; Miss Brown's Valentine.; What Ste.
phen's Owl was Stuffed With; John; Neigh.
bor ~Iightsidei .l\liss Marie Gold's Partv:
ConR~nJohn'sPllllosoph~; JennLB Ouesticn;
Katy s Answer; Alone m an Unfurnishea
House; Blackey; Breaking_the Meeting· Ou1
Susie; A Funny: Fellow-How He was Cured
of Practical Joking; What the Fern Said·
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthday• Post:
Office Jack; Aunt Avis; I Can Because i WilL
Price, $1.00.
Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIBITUALISM
AND T~EATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.
BY R. F. MARVIN, M.D.
Cloth, 50 cents.

THE operations of mind are found to depend entirely upon physical organs, and
can be suspended or altered by changes in
the conditions of those organs. Anatomists and physiologists find a correspondence between the brain, the contour of
head, and the mental faculties, so that a
man's or animal's mental powers and characteristics can be predicated from his
physical formation. This chain . of sequence is so well traced that it is made
clear that the link between the brightest
dog and the lowest Hottentot is closer
than that betwePn a Hottentot and a Newton. Wallace remarks that the faculties
exercised by savages are very little above
those of the animals. May not mind be
iraced as truly in the vegetable world?
WLen plants catch and devour insects,
reach o1:1t tendrils toward .supports.,. close
their flowers in the shade or at tne approach or toueh of a person, may it not be
called an operation of · mind, as truly as
when a dog answers the dinner-bell or a
man opens an umbrella when it r.ains?
Thus there is a mind or soul in all nature,
and it is S'1 connected with ·and inseparable froll). the outward form that they may
be considered one, the .mind, the later
manifestation, being an inhimint property
of mat,ter from its first existence.-Robt;
0. Adams:
'

It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime
It deals not with theories but with facts,
·
figures, and names. It is .a jlowerful and pathetic book.
264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Address

THE TR:UTH SEEKER.

rorce alld

~atter;

OR,

Principles of the Natural Order of the Uni·
verse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M..D.
CONTEN'fB:
Force and Matter
T)le Fitness of Things in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality of Fore-,, Man,
mfinity of Jl{atter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thought,
!I'Iotion,
ConsciOusness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Innate IdeasJ.
Laws,
The Idea of uqd, .
Universality of Natural Personal Contmuance,
J,aws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes,
Periods of the Crea1ri.on Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
Ori-ginal Generation,
Con c lu dTn g Observ&Secular Generation,
tiona.
)?rice, $1.50. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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!JtbsraZ Jr!sstings.
These noticeB are for the.benejit ofLiberalB who m"'l/ be viBiting ·the placeB
where theBe 80C'I.etie8 are located. . Local
Secular UnionB and Freethought SocietieB can hav their gatheringB advertiBed here free by forwarding the neceBBary information.
. ·

88~·
T~e

. Libett~ ill

Manhattan Liberal. Club-, N. Y.,

POLITICAL, LEGAL, ABD SOCIALBEFOBMS.

Literature.

In the Ottoman Empire and Other Mohammedan States.

Testimonial
To Walt

By MOlJLAVI CHERAGH ALI,

Published for the information of the Christian
· writers who suffer under the delusion that
Islam is incapable of any political,
_legal, or social reforms.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8...o'clock, at German Masonic TempleJ 220E. 15th-st.. · L.ectures and
discussions. The pnolic cordially invited.

BY

The Newark.Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

. Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League HaJ!,177 Halse_y st., cor..Market
at., Newark, N. J . .Lectnrfls and discussions on
religions and .social qnestwns. Seats free and
everybody weloome.
.

Price, $1. Address

Col. Ingersoll SOUVENIR
THE KINC OF SPOONS

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and·
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
AUTHORIZED EDITION.
Snnda.y. LeQiures followed by discussion. Pl!ltform free. Jienry Rowlex, secretary, 108 Cum- Paver. 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.
berland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

susAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

IN

THE FINEST SPOON EVER DESIGNED.

Mrs. Besant's WorKs.

Meets lilemi-monthly\first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

Ellzur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal snhjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKEB and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening JL_t 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcoine.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
a'nd select reading. Discussion invited on 8.Ii
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free;
FBANK ~oBSE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib·
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthly ·first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at Parr's
Hall. Everybo<:!;y invited. MRs. R. M. BEBRA,
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAliiS, Rec. Sec.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Arll!y Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectures.-Free Discnssions.--Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
0. :B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with poi·
12mo, 300 pp., $1.
trait, 30c.
·
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
1foys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
should be. Paper, 25c.
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hande Besant-HatchardDebate. Between Annie
some and Interesting Book, Without Superstition for Children and Yomh. The Oul:y Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Candle From Under
The Bushel
(Mark iv, 21); or,
1,306 ~uestions to ·the C!ergy:
And for the Consideration of Others.

Instructive, Interesting, and Laughable.
Price,

The Ro.eder Secular Union

BY WILLIAM HART.
50 cents.

Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in t.he month, at the Roeder school-honRe.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
~rea test freedom accorded· to all.
Our motto,
Univers&l Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

NATHANI[L VAUGHAN~

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club

.A NO VEL.

Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals ip.vited to attend.
CoL. A. HARBIB, Pres.
ISAAC S. LEE, Sec.

l.oiberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,
Meets every sunday at 11 A.M.,..,.at its hall~ cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street. visiting Lioerals
invited. J. P. RICHARDSON, President; M. ISAAC,
Secretary.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

Fraternity Hlill, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwauke~ meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A. Jj, SEVERANCE, President.

Philosophical ancl. Social So·
·
ciety,
Monte Vista._Cal., meet every Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. The public cordially invited. W. S.
FELT,Bec.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of CincinnatibO.-, meets everuunday evening
at 7:30P.M. in onglas Hall, N. W. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ·ANDBEW HoGG, 2ec.

Liberal Association of Baltimore

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author·of the "Diad of the East," etc., etc.
An independent and respectable study of character in the law of circumst:1nce such as even
George Eliot might not have been ash~med to
own 11.8 her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
'Jresentment of the mischievous nature of modern
tlhristi11nity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
1 val., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'IJIE 'rRUTH SEEKER.
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Ken ne~ ~. S

Me~ical

Works· on

the Laoor ~uestion.

The Conventional Lies of Our Civilization.
J'l_y l'IIax Nordan.

CoNTENTs-J\'Iene, Tekel~
Upharsin;.. The Religious, l'!Ionarchic, ana
Afistocrati~~Political.._Economical, 11'\atrimonial,
and Miscellaneous Lies; Closin·g_ Harmony.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
cloth $1.00.
The Imperial Council of Vienna prohibited the
,;ale of this hook in Austria, :1nd confiscated aU
copies of it they could find.

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange. By J. JC. Ingalls, author of "Social
We:1lth." Paper, 25c.

Fruits of Philosophy, A Treatise on the

:a~hi!J_ID!f~'r Yhl~{g:
days,

anniversaries,
wedof

'.l'he C~•Io•Jioel
gersoll Souvenir.
Prices, $2.50 each;
extra heavy, $3.
Orange and sugar
s p o on s, $a. G II t ·
bowls, 50 cents extra.

Po:pulation Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton
Edited by Cliarles Bradlangh andAnnieBesant.
25c.

·• THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,"

raise themselves from theic present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignit~·, and independence, and which is also capable of entirely removing, in course of time, the
other principal social evils. By M. G. H. tOe.

npon receipt of price and money refunded if not
satisfactory. Order of Designer if your jeweler
does not s1ipply it. Many are interested in their
own inferwr Souvenirs and will not sell the
above
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Esta.blished in 1857. Designer of " Otto Wett,.
stein" Watch, and popular Freethought badge.

Large or Small Families ~ On which Side
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoake. 5c.

Povertr. : Its EJfects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles
Bradlangh. 5c.

Why Do Men Starve ~
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to

be out.
You know whether you need it or
not.
FITS,.-All Fits stopped free by IJr.Kline'sGreat
Boldib_l. every drng!l!st, and manufactured by

DoNALD KENNEDY,
·.

ROXBURY, MASS.

"WHY"

500 orders for books within the
Labor's Prayer. ByChas. Bradlaugh. 5c. I specially wantnext
three months.
Letters to Young People. By (Prince) Friends will please send stamp for circulars and

Peter. Krapotkine. Witli Life of author, l:>v
Stepmak. tOe.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Takes hold in this order :

Liver,

\'-/ .A.·TBR OF< LIF<B
Is Doing Wonders in Cnrhtg tlte Sick~
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. ~4 South Main Rtreet. WilkAsbarrt, Pa.

•

The Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi
cal to the \velfare of the People. By Charlc•

i

Bowels,

By Chas. Brad-

laugh. 5c. •

D SCO YC rY SCIENCE

Meets at the Lyceum Hall, 404 East Baltimore st.,
ev!lry Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.

Nerve Restor~.· ·No fits·after first day's use. Marvelous curea. Treatise and $2 trial· bottle free to
Fit cases. Bend to Dr. Kline, 931 Arch st.,Phila.,Pa.

Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Specifications: Desi~ned (by kind permission of Colona Ing_ersoll) and patented,
Feb. 2, 1892.. Magnificent portrait. The
Torch of Reason anr1
the Torch of Liberty,
emblematical of the
means our Great Orator and Leader of Advanced Thought
would employ to enlighten the . world,
banish · superstition
~and fear, and establish universal Jlhysic!Ll a11d ment-al liberty,
J]J.Stice and happiness.
Exquisite scroll-work,
in full relief, surrounds the spoon'-a
reverie of art. Students will stud:y- its
charming lines. Lovers of the beautiful
will l?iD in raptures
over It, and connoisseurs will want it to
enhance the artistic
merits of their collections. Exact size and
model of cut (which,
however\ sadly fails
to reproauce the correct likeness, power
of portrait, and exqnisite delialtcy and
"harming ll.'"h e s of
beauty, of origip.al).
Sterlingsilver. Massive. A precious souvenir of Our Great•
est Public Beue•
f.a.ctor, and a valuable family relic for
generations to come.
A suitable present for

11nd other mottoes, names, etc., etched in bowls
Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pofuting in
most artistic style 50 cents extra. Sent
out the me:1ns by which the working classes may

Meets every Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Hall. Bay street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, .Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Liberal Club,

HONOB OF

THE KINC OF ORATORS.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,

HoldS. meeti:ggs every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.
•

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
T~e

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
PHILADELPHIA, P A.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ·
ation
With a Portrait of Whitman.

Philadelphia Libe:t:al League 25

l='roposed

VS. RELIGION
oB, THE

WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Hnowville. Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN
J

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T, C, WIDDICOMBE,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTLe LESSONS FOR

LlTTLt FOLI{S.
By .MRE. E. D. 8LENKER.
Boards,

-

40 cents.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 ceuts, treating
on that health-destroying and life-consuming
weakness of men as the result of youthful errors
and excesses. The book sets forth an INFIDEL
CURE wl,ich is a medicine to be applied exter
nally (the only remedy of the kind in existence.'·.
You will feel imp!oved the first da.y, benefited
every day, until all signs of Early Decay, Weaknesses Lost Manhood~-,etc.b·are fully i"estored ..
Ad ress,
D~. R B'T P, FELLOW:S,
VmelanQ., N,·;r,
And·say you saw· this in THE TRUTH SEEKER;
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-~ohn E. Rems~urg'~ Books,
E GREAT BIBLICAL DRAMA!--=- _
==

--=- HIE MOST WONDERFUL

=-CDJ)i)IJiU\\TflC ~NT If: 1Rl1f Ati~M [/NT
OJ~ iJ' /HIT; AGE

--=
S~L~MON !''

ENTITLEIJ

''THE SONG@,
THRfUINC
SC£6US and
"
BY

R.£~USTOC

ACTU!MG!--~-A .S.tLtC'f CORPS
-~

--

Of
U.R.AMA.TIC CLERGYMEN
:==- ::==:-AN o
Cot~JVE R IE 0 ~--- OEM 1-MONDE!!

SENSATIONAL

BUT

SACREO!J!
False Claims.

Revised and Enlarged.

As a Missionary Document it is nnexc6lled.
Among the sUbJects considered by Mr. Remsburg are: The Church and l\'Iorality; Criminal Statistics, showin~~; the creeds of the
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
Civilization; the Church and Science· th'l
Church and Learning; the Church and Lib·
erty\· the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the iVoman's Rights Movement; the Temperance Reform; the Church and the Republic.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and Vices

Sanctioned by Scriptnre·h Falsehood and Deception; Cheating; T eft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to ChildrenA Cruelty to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; uannibalism;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance;
Povert~ and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Obscemty. Price, single copies) 25 cents; 6
copies, $1. Special discount on arge quantities.
.·

A POINTER FOR THE CHURCH ON HOW TO RAISE MONEY.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best ...nd •

THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY

I

Issued Monthly.

No.

Subscription price, $3 per annum.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Prtoe.

1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethink~"-ers' Almanac.............................
2. Mim, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar""~'* dener... . ............. ..... ...... ........
3. Age of ReasoR. Thomas Paine.... .. . . ..

..

most thorough work .,ver written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Lar~e and
handsome print. Prwe, 25 cents; six copies, $1.

*

* *
•* IF ••*

YOU ARE

***

THE OAU8E OF

.50

HASTE~

25

Advancement of Science.
By Prof. John Tyndall.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, 12Ino, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

Essay on Miracles.
By DAVID HUME.
10 cent.a.

TO READ

THE STRIKE-OF A SEX.

b1} Saladiq.

of Faith; Protestant Intolerance~ Washington
an Unbelieve!A Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine
and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

Tells the Story of the

Author-Hero's life, delineates the ~eading traits
of his character and genius, and vindicates his
name from the aspersions cast .upon it. Tributes to Paine's character are given from more
than one hundred noted persons of Europe and
America many of them written expressly fot
this work. Second editionJ 160 pages, prmted
on fine tinted paper, neatly bound, and con•
tainimr a handsome steel p!li'Wait of Pam.
cloth, 75 cent8.

Tlle Apostle of Liberty. An address de-

liverea in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,

By GEORGE N. MILLER.

10 fl!Pnt.~.

(" THE UNCLE

TUM'S

CABIN

OF WO!tfAN' S

SLAVERY.")

The best men and women of England and America are
It
fairly heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
truly wonderful
entirely its own and will give you
book.
a sensation such as you never had before.

I

CAN THIS
BE 80.

0
r'

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

A NEW AND IMPORTANT BOOK.

Self-ContradiGtions of the

THE

HIGH fA CRITICISM IN THfOLOGY ~ RfLIGION

Bi~le.

----1 4 4,---Moral, Theological, Historical, and Speculative
Propositions.
15 cents.

Price,

CONTRASTED WITH

AN OUTLINE OF THE

ANCIENT MYTHS AND MIRACLES,

fR[NCH RfVOLUTION.

-AS-

;8oo~s

Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline

Tllomas Paine.

~WOMAN

25

4. An:h~~;lt\~. ~~~~:.i~~. ~~~-~:~~~~: .. ~-- ~~
25
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck....... .
20
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on Voltaire ....... .
10
7. The Crisis ................................. .
40
s. Sabbath Breaking.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ...... . 25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams ........... .
25
10. The Strike oj a Sex. Geo. N. Miller ... .
25
11. My Religions Ex:perience. S. P. Putnam.
25
12. The Higher Critwism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore ............. .
50
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote ....... .
25
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. illnst'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? AnstinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, bnd Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ..................................... .
10
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ...... .
25
18. Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk ...... .
50
19. Pocket. Theologv. Voltaire ............. .
25
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener.......................................
50
OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the :year. Single copies of each
book sent upon receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

f;INOERELY INTERES'IED LN

•

FACTORS IN HUMAN EVOLUTION,
-AND-

Its Causes al'\cl Results.

OTHeR SSS.A. YS IN RSF<ORM..
By THOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.

By W.

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

f;~

BELL.

Pape1", 12mo, 25 ctF!.

Paine Vi11dicated
Reply to New York Obser?Jer.

Ey R. G.
-OF-

CHARLfS BRADLAUGH.
-BY-

God and His Book. $1.25.
Woman: Her Glory, Her ~hame, and
Her GQ_j,l. Two vols. $1.25. each.
.
Did Jesus' Christ Rise from the Dead 1
25 eents.
'.:,onfessional, Romish and .Anglican•. 80
cents.

George Jacob Holyoake.
Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Greet Eng.
lish Secularist by the Father of Secularism.

Price, 15 ~cents,. Ten copies, $1,

ING:e~~OLL.

With "A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD."
Price, 15 cents.

Holy Bible Abridged.
The passages unfit for family reading.
Paper, 20 cents: cloth, 50 cents.

·Pro and Con of

Supernatural Religinn.

Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, 1\firs.o-·
ulous Religion?
Address this Office.
l:s:v E. E. GuiLD.

Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 80 centa.

•
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WHAT

**
**

INFIDELI
DEATH- cs.w.:~oT:e.
**
BEDS.
**

--o-Being true accounts of the ,Passing away of the
following persons, thus refnt1ng the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Bronssais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle;
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz,Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet.~.,.Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles .uarwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetins, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes; Anstm Holyoake. Victor Hugo,
Hume, L1ttr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier1
James Mill, John Stuart Mill, M1rabean, Roben
Owen......Thomas Paine, Courtlandt PalmerJ.Rabelais, winwood Reade, Madame Roland, ueorge
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Strans!\1. John
Tolan~ Vanim, VolnE)X, Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
.
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER. ·

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS

PROTESTANTISM

WAS

CHRIST
-CRUCIFIED?

HAS DONE FOR MANKIND,

MY RfLIGIOUS fXPfI

By s. P. Putnatn.

r

RIENCt

By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.

Address THE TBUTB Sl!lEKEB.

OF

THE DEVIL!
By HENRY FRANK,
Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress.

Being the StQD' of his religions life and mental
A judicial consideration of the qnestion~and the·
Written in· his happiest and most
decision against the scriptures and the Cnristian jonrneyings.
brilliant
way, and is the best of all his splendid
tradition. Price, 10 cents~ Address
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Price, 25 cents. Five copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
PUSHED •• •• BY •• ••
•• ••
UNSEEN HANDS. "With Daughter's Babe Upon
Bv M. BAIJOOOK.

10 cents.

Price,

Sf{ORT
STORltS.
-BY-

HELEN "· GARDENER.

CONTENTS:

Preface.-An Echo
from Shilo.-Old
Safety- Valve's Last
Rnn.-How Mary
Alice Was Converted.
-A Hall of Heredity.
-"That Reminds Me
Of"-.- His Mother's Boy.-Mr. Walka-Leg Adams "Meets
Up With" a Tartar.Onyx and Gold.-In
Deep Water.-A
Prison Puzzle.

His Knees." ·
Photol!'raJ?h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at home, may be had at this office for
fifty cents.

Brain apd the Bible.
Conflict Between-Mental Science and Theology.
By EDGAR 0. BEALL.

Preface by B. G. INGERSOLL.
Unanswerable.

Price, $1.

Creed of Christendom.

:Being the story of his mental journer f om
ort):10doxy to Rationalism.
Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

EVOLUTION
THE

Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure ••

'.
Prlce, GO c. lQ. paper; tl in cloth.

A.ddreu THE. TRUTH

SEE~J!!K~

By W. R. GREG.
Ojjmplet!l in 1 vol., 1211lo, Mpp., $1.1J!l.

•
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ING~RSOLL'S

JUST OUT!

A NEW BIBL.E PICTURE-BOOK.

WORKS.

ONLY A.UTliOlUZl!ID JCDITIO:NI.

Old Testament Stories

€-Rposure
a

'

Principal Works: Gods arid Other Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures; Some Mistakes of Moses; Interviews on Talmage; What
1\'Iust We Do to Be Saved? BlasPhemy; Crimes
Against Criminals. 1141 pages. In one vol., half
calf, $5.

~Facts.

:ftidicule.

l'rose Poems and Selections. From his

Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
calf, $4.50; half mor., $5; turkey mor., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.

HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200
..

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The

Fun ....Page
Pictures.

Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 5()c.

Ghosts and Other Lectures. fncluding

CONTENTS:
Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Josh:ta,
The Campaign of De!Jorah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
1
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Advent Jres of the Prophets,
Jonah the Tr:Jfhf:JI Sailor.

Boards, illunrin.a"ted covei·s, $1; clo-th, gil-t side s"taiD.p, $1.50.

.A.d'l'ress THE TRVTH SEEKER CO.
D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

A TRUTH SEEKER

Thomas

Age of Reason. Pap., :&5c. :
6 copies for $1; clo. 50c.
·
Age of Reason ami Examina·
tion of . the Prophecies.

With a steel-plate engraving of the author in
Voiume I, and each volume containing
forty to fifty illustrations.

Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

"By Do Mo BENNETT,

Apostle of Political .and Re· ·
li..ious Liberty. (Life.) B3

Late editor of TnE TRUTH SEEKER,_, author of
"A Truth Seeker in Eurgpe " " uods and
Religions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
"The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers," "Champions of the
Church," etc., etc.• etc.
Handsomely bound, red cloth, il!6.50; in leather,
red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKE)R know the circumstances under which this work was written.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death, and which contains an account
of his world-lamented death and burial. Mr.
Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and.customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-day life
of all nations is laid before the reader b:l' one
who has visited them and beheld them with his
own eyes. P~trticular attention is paid to the
progress of Freethought in the various countries
he visited, and the morality of so-called pagan
~ations is co.ntrasted with the morality of Christian countnes, much to the detriment of the
latter. · The work is a
Freethinker's History of the World.
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN
EU~OP:Ij:" sp.ou.ld lJe in every Liberal's library.
Besides Its mtruJ,sic worth, It is a memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
kn9WP:-of one who ranks with Voltaire and
Pame m the force and clearness of his writings.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER'y
28 Lafayette place, N. .

'li.

J.
Remsburg. Portrait. Pap ..
50c.; clo., 75c.
·

Common Sense.

c~o., $3; leather,
g:~lt edges, $4.50.

By MRs, E. J. BALL.

Price, 25 cents.

THE CASE AGAINST 1HE CHURCH.
.A SUMMARY OF
ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.

Price, cloth. 50 cents.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
By BEv. G. T. Fox, M.A. ·

l'i:ice, 15 Qents.

A4dress this office.

morocco,.

Pap~50c

Port.

'

. Views with the Famotls Orator on Six Sermons
by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage of Brookl_yn, to
which is added...A Talmagian Catechism. .Paper.
. 50c.; cloth, ·>"-

Blaspltemy. Ar~ent bv B.

G. Ingersoll

in tbe Trial of C. B. Reynords, at Mornstown,
N.J.,., Paper, 25c.; cloth, 500.

wood. 10c.'
Sens~t

Man.

"Crisis," "Rights
"$1.50.

ol

Rights of :Man. Answer to
Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled bl· J. N.More:1u. 10c

Theological Works: "Age of
Reason,"" Examination of l'ro:phecies," etc.; with Life of Pame
and steel port. $1 50.

"Vindication of. ReplytoN. Y.

Price, 25 cents.

,

Observer. By R. G. Ingersoll. 10c.
.

~eeker

Co:~n.pany.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
A.ncient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Ex~dus .
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.

Price, 15 cents.

Fruits of Philosophy.

By
E. Billings.--..-.u:"llillrliJ'
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Civil ~>Rights Speeclt.

With Speech of

Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10c.

Crimes Against Criminals. Price, 1Oc.
A. Lay Sermon. On the LaLor Question.

Political Works: "Commor

:u.

between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederic R.
Coudert, and Ex-Governor Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, tOe.
Orthodoxy. A L~ture. Paper, 10c.

With Explanatory

pape:t, 22x28, $1.

"By their fruits
shall ye know them!
Do men gather
grapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles7" """""'=WI

Limitations of Toleration. A Discussio:r:

Life of.

Political and Religious Rt:.·
former. By B. F. Under·

In the
· United States
and
Canada
from 1876 to 1883.

the New York Observer's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution;. b;y R. u. Ingersoll;..,.t<Jgether with A Roman uatholic Canard,
by "h. H. Burr. Paper, 15c.

Opening Speeclt to the Jury: In the suit

Lithograp]). of. Heavy plate

CRIMES OF PREACHERS

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

with Rema.rks on

Observations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $1-

Address The Truth

the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Catholics· Episcopalians, Methodists, Presbyterians, Evangelical Alliance, and answers the
que~tion of the Christians as to what he proposes instead of Christianity, the religion of
sword and flame. Paper, 25c.

Life of.

Comte and Rousseau. By C.
Blancl!ard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.
-

Sanctioned by Scripture.

.A LIBERAL 8TOR Y.

$4;

Life of. By J. E. Remsburg.

__.

The Clergyman s VICtims.

Written in

1776. 15c.

Crisis. :Written During Am.
Revolutwn. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
Great Wo.rks. 8vo. 800 pp.,

BIBLE MORALS. ~(?~
Twenty Crimes and Vices
:rice,25:ents~

Mistakes of Moses.:..,.Free Schools;.._ The Politician•; Man and woman; The .t'entateuch;
Monday, 'ruesday_, Wednesday, Thursday, He
Made the Rtars Also, Friday, I::Jaturday, Let Us
Make Man.\.Sunday, The Necessity for a Good
·:Memory, The Garden, The Fall, Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the :aebrews,
The Plagues, The Flight, Confess and Avoid,
~nspired Slavery, Marriage, War, Religious Liberty; Conclusion. Paper, 50c.

What Must We Do to Be Saved~ Analyzes

Voln~nes,

ByiE.REMBBUBG.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter-

Works.

AROUND
THE WORLD.
:t'onr Large

Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child;. The Declaration of Independence; About Farming in
Illinois; Speecli Nominating Ja:mes G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet ; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before Me Like a Dream; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50c.

POPULATION QUESTION.
By DB. KNoWJ~roN. Edite.a by C!iABLEs BR.wt.,n...,. &nd Am<TE Bt<RA.NT. 21\ oontR.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination o:f the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
B:rPBoF.F. W.NEWliU.li.
Price,25centli.

of the l3. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. Tel. Co., 1886.
Paper. lO cents.

Paper, 5c.

Stage and the Pulpit. An Interview on
their Comparative ii'Ierits, and Opinions on the
Trial of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholic
Church, etc. Paper, ac.

Ingersoll on :McGlynn. Paper, 3c.
Bible Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
Ingersoll Catccltised. Paper, 3c.
The Trutlt of History. Paper, 3c.
Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board,
beveled, gilt edges, 50c.

Lithograph of B. G. Ingersoll.
inches, heavy plate paper, 50c.

22x28

·

Photograph (Cabinet) Of B. G. Ingersoll,
50 cents.

Liberty in Literature.

Testimonial to

· Walt Whitman. By lloht (>. lng~rsoll. An
. Arl<lresR D6livered in Philadelphia,_ Oct. 21,
1890 With Portmit of Whitman. "L<'t us yut,
wreaths on the brows of tho living." PrwP,
pave.r. 2.';n.; cloth. nOn.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING
A Popular Account of the Formation and Development of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. Tho New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Caiiea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paver. BO cents; cloth. 75 cAntR.

HEATHENS OF THE HEATH.
~aciical

B:r WIL MaDomtBLL.

Romal').ce.
000 pp., paper, 80 centa.
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Calculated To Sap Reverence.
From the London Freethinker.

"Old Testament Stories Comically illustrated" is the
title of a volume wb,ich ·reaches us from the office of our
excellent contemporary, ');HE TRUTH SEEKER, of New
York. · The illustrations are by Watson Heston, whose
fancy is superior to his technique. Some of them are
really very amusing. They are enough to sap the reverence of the longesi;,.fa,ced Christian. We are not told who
wrote the letterpress, but it is very well done. Altogether it is a nicely got-up book, and one well calculated
to impair the sanctity of the great Protestant fetich-the
pretended Word of God.

The Fair On Sunday.
The Sabbatarians hav made a great noise over the
length of their petitions to close the World's Fair
·on Sundays, and their method of counting signatures, at least in Ohio and Michigan, has been referred to by us. Others are now sharing the opinion. expressed that these Sabbatarians are a not
particularly honest lot. On the same subject the
Jackson, Mich., Industrial News says: "Long petitions fo.r closing the World's Fair on Sundays hav
lately been showered upon Col. John T. Dickinson,
secretary of the national commission. It begins to
look as though people who are clamoring to hav the
gates· closed on Sunday are stuffing the ballotboxes. It is considered somew~at peculiar that a
number of petition's from several states exceed the
total population as shown by the census of 1890.
The states in which the petitions seem to hav been
padded out of all reason are Ohio and Michigan.
The tally-sheets in Secretary Dickinson's office show
that 4,053,425 citizens of Ohio hav. signed petitions.
The census of 1890 givs Ohio a population of
3,672,316. On the face of the returns it therefore
appears that if every man, woman, and child in that
state had signed the Sunday-closing petitions, the
list would hav been swelled nearly four hundred
thousand votes. The returns from Michigan are
even worse than those from Ohio. Mr. Porter's
cen.sus-takers found 2,093,889 people in that state,
yet the petitions contain 4,050,518 names. • ·This is
a sad commentary.upon closing the Fair on account

New York, Saturday, May 28, 1892.

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.}

$J.OO Per Yeat.

o,f morality when Ch.ristian people will resort t<? he shall be imprisoned in the county jail not less than five
days nor more than twenty days."
such measures;"
The Mississippi liquor law is practically a severe
When the ·petitions are reckon eel honestly the
Prohibitory
law. Most of the towns in the state
Sabbatarians appear small and few in a hill. Up
to May 14th Secretary Dickinson could count about are small, yet licenses range from $1,200 to $600,
twenty thoUii1and names in favor of closing the Fair, which.goes to the state, and each town may ask as
after all the hullabaloo the Christians hav made much more. .A. liquor-dealer can do business only
'
.
'
while on the other side, "and through the efforts of 'in the front part of his shop, and it is a misdeTHE TRUTH SEEKER only, there are twelve thousand meanor for him to put up a screen. If he is connames. Added to thes~ are petitions from the victed of selling .adulterated liquor, he may be imNorth American Turner Bund and assemblies of the prisoned from one year to five years. It will cost
American Federation of Labor. Then there are him $500 and six; months in the penitentiary to
distinct labor unions who sign their names to pe- allow a game of chance to be played in his shop ;
titions begging that t'c.e Fair be opened Sundays in and indictments against him cannot be thrown out
order that the laboring people inay hav a chance to for defect of form.
From this, the Sun concludes that the present
stroll through the grounds when attendance will
not cost loss of wages. The two hundred and center of Puritanism is in Mississippi. In this,
twenty delegates to the international convention however, our glowing contemporary is mistaken.
of the Machi ;ists' Association of North America There are several states with laws equally impudent
adopted· at their meeting last Wednesday in Chi- upon their statute-books, and one of them, pretty
cago a resolution asking that the Fair be kept open close to the great and enlightened and TammanySunday. These machinists were from labor organi- ruled town of New York, is going to hav them enzations in Canada, the United States, and Mexico. forced, somewhat against the will of those who inTheir action is a denial of the interest manifested herit the Puritanical mantle of the original legisin their welfare by the Sabbath-closing people. lators. New Jersey says to her people that .they
Many petitions also advance the idea that to close shall not even "sing for merriment" on Sunday,
the Fair mea~s to favor the grog-shops and leave nor ride in a wagon unless going to church or for
the thousands of people in the city to amuse them- the doctor or a midwife. Everything is prohibited,
selvs in questionable resorts rather than by a quiet practically, except these items and preparing meals
Sunday at Jackson park viewing the big buildings, and eating them.
By a report in a daily paper we find that the
the beautiful canals, statuary, and landscape effects.
grand
jury proposes to put the old Blue laws in
And now, with the help of the Investigator there is
force, indicting all the tradesmen of Jersey City and
no doubt that the Freethinkers can equal the ChrisHoboken who sell a glass of beer, or a pound of
tians in numbers of signers, though we cannot
sugar, or a box of candy or cigars, or run a horseequal them in lying as to the number of non-signers
car, or do any manner of servil work. This propothe petitions represent.
sition, it seems to us, puts New Jersey a little ahead
.A.s a matter. of fact the Fair is already open on
Sundays, and the Qhristians will hav hard work to of Mississippi in Puritanism.
But there are two more states which rival Misclose it. The Tribune, of Chicago, reports that
sissippi in Puritanism-in fact, come closer to the
the attendance on Sundays is now about eight thoureal old-fashioned religious bigotry of· our ancessand. These people are local visitors, who desire to
tors. It is well known that the object of the
watch the progress of the work. When the exhibits
Puritan's most zealous hatred was a person who
arrive and are set fort:P. the attendance must multiply
did not agree with him in religion. For such he
wonderfully. . The directory are having hard work
had the stocks, the jail, the cart's-tail, the broad
raising the necessary funds, and to giv up such
boards with which to squeeze him to death, and
enormous gate receipts would be financial suicide.
the gallows. Heresy, whether rational or scriptIn this case Mammon is on the side of righteousness.
ural, the Massachusetts Puritan would not abide.
But let no Freethinker spare his effort to make
And he especially hated anybody who differed with
sure that the Christians do not compass their inhim in his interpretation of the Bible. His nearest
iquitous en ::I, for it would be little short of iniquity
rivals of to-day-that is, just now-are found in
to close those gates against the people on Sundays.
Tennessee and Texas. In both of these states
Circulate the petitions-get good, honest liststhere is a sect called Seventh Day Adventists, who
urge societies to pass. resolutions in favor of Sundiffer from the evangelical Christians about as tl:e
day opening, and be sure they .are sent to the proper
Baptists and Quakers differed from the Puritans.
person.
These Seventh Day Adventists hav been persecuted
in numerous states, but just at present Texas and
The Center of Puritanism •.
Tennessee are the battle-ground. In each state in· There was a time, says the Sun, when the people dictments against some twenty of these holders of
of the South used to pride themselvs upon their a pestilential heresy hav been found, and it is profreedom from Puritanism, meaning by that the posed to make hideous examples of them by sending
spirit of interference with the business and amuse- them to jail fo:t' observing Saturday as the Sabbath
ments of other people, and intolerance and severity and following the Lordis command to labor on
in the regulation of the minor morals and habits. the other six days of the week. Stocks and broad,
In the last few years, however, Prohibition has been weighted boards and the gallows hav gone out of
widely preached in the South, and we find in the fashion for heretics, but the jail remains, and the
laws of the Mississippi legislature of 1892 traces of evangelical Christians--good Methodist and Presthe old-fashioned Puritanism of Maine and Massa- byterian and other orthodox brethren-desire to
chusetts. We had supposed that Southerners re- see it filled with their enemies. And as there are
garded a horse-race as the one master sport of the only about twenty-five thousand Seventh Day Adworld, and we had not supposed that they would ventists in the whole country they can, by exercisbe inclined to be severe against the ·enthusiast who ing due diligence, soon get them all in limbo.
should accentuate his opinion of a horse by a wager. · No, the center of Puritanism is not in Mississippi,
Read this from the work of the Mississip_pi sages :
but is to be found for the time being wherever
"If any person shall bet on a horse-race, or yacht-race, there is an evangelical Christian who has the opor on a shooting match, he shall be fined not more than portunity and courage to practice his religion,
$500; and lmless the fine and costs be immediately paid,
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Presbyteiianism Going to Pieces.
Professor Briggs, of the Union Theological Seminary, and also of heretical fame, has gone to
Portland, Oregon, to attend the Presbyterian general assembly and hav his alleged heresy passed
upon by competent Presbyterian authority. He
desires to be in full fellowship with his church,
with the proviso, however, that his church agrees
with him. His attitude in the matter is that of the
penny-tosser who cries, Heads I win, tail~ you ~ose.
If the decision is for him, well and good; if agamst,
he will continue to teach in his seminary, being
backed by all the trustees.
,
There is no reason why Dr. Briggs should not
win or if he is condemned about two-thirds of the
Pre~byterian ministers should be condemned with
him. The church of Calvin and Knox is no longer
the cast-iron-creeded, hell-fire and hot-pitch organization it once was. It is getting to be a Universalist affair. Its preachers preach loose theology and
ignore its principal dogmas. Once the Presbyterians held that church-going and church-joining
was an essential requisit of salvation; that faith in
the creed was paramount; that· the Catechism was
really a part of holy writ. All this, however, appears to hav gone by.
We hav before us a sermon preached in the
Trinity Pre::;byterian church of Chestnut Hill. It
is only a sermon) of course, but it was considered
so clear an explanation of Presbyterianism that it
has been printed for circulation in Sunday-schools,
and is used as a sort of bait to bring people into the
church. It endeavors to answer the question, What
it means to join the church~ and it answers it by
declaring that a member of the Presbyterian church
need not believe anything more than a Unitarian
believes. "We hold," he says, " that every Christian is fit to be a member of our church, whatever
he may tliink, whether he be a Calvinist or an Arminian." Joining the church " does not mean the
adopting of any special creecl or system of theology. This is a fact often misunderstood. The
misapprehension of it has kept and is keeping sonie
men out of the church of Christ. Our church lays
great stress on sound doctrin. It has always dood
for a positiv faith. It has definit church standards
-the Confession of Faith, the Catechisms. It
seems to put an especial emphasis on doctrin, on
belief. Now many a man sees this and E;ays, I
cannot join that church because I do not hold to
those beliefs; I do not believe all that the Westminster Confession says; it has hard things in it,
hard to understand, hard to accept. There are
some statements in it I plainly feel that I cannot
accept. I would not even say I would accept it in
general, or as a whole. It certainly lays down as
positiv articles of faith many things I am content
to say I do not know about, and perhaps never
shall know. Many a man thinks in that way.
. And as he sees the importance placed by our church
on right belief, the strictness and tenacity with
which we cling to our creed, he very naturally says,
I cannot join your church, for I do not accept
your creed. Yes, sometimes he comes to us and
says, as if it were a great reproach, I do not believe
there is one in ten among your members who believes what he professes to believe, meaning by that
the standards of the church.

•

"What shall we say to such a man~ Just the
simplest and most unanswerable reply, and that is
-you do not hav to accept it. Our members do
not profess to believe our creed. Our church never
intends that only those 'should be members who
accept all the doctrins of its creed, or who accept
that creed in general. There are no doGtrinal tests
ever imposed for admission to our membership. I
turn to the man who says, as one did say to me but
a short time ago, 'I cannot join the church because I do not accept its creed,' and I say, that has
nothing whatever to do with it. There are absolutely no doctrinal conditions of church membership; at any rate there are none in our church.
You may not believe the Confession of Faith, y.ou
may not understand or accept all the Catechism,
and yet yon may be well qualified to be a member
of the Presbyterian church. When you come for-

ward to join us, you say, not-I am a Calvinist;
you say, I am a Christian.
"I am not saying you could be a good Presbyterian minister, or elder, or teacher, or professor of
theology, without assenting to the doctrins of the
Presbyterian church. That is a different matter.
But church membership has nothing to do with
these ; it implies no acceptance of any special creed.
T.tere are no doctrinal.tests which can be lawfully
imposed.
"You may not havunderstoodit in this way, but it
is so-this is the only qualification for joining the
churcb, that you believe on the Lord Jesus Christ,
and purpose to obey him; no alliance with one denomination against others ; no creed, except the
simple creed, I believe in Jesus as my teacher, my
helper, and my master; that is all it implies."
What is that but practical Unitarianism, with the
exception of the clause affecting ministers, elders,
and teachers, and that is thrown in probably to save
his own ministerial position from being assailed 7
Presbyterianism to-daY. is but a .shadow of its former self-the people are too civilized to hav it
otherwise. And this bid for membership shows
that at least some of the churches know that their
creed is too cold and too hot, too heartless and
cruel, too repugnant to all the finer and more humane sentiments of the race, to find acceptance. So
they discard it entirely, and rely upon_ the general
sentiment in favor of Jesus among Christians to
attract. And it. is the wide diffusion of this progressiv thinking that makes Professor Briggs so
bold and the directors of his seminary so firm in
retaining him. They do not fear any boycott any
presbyteries can put upon them. They can hold the
trade and manufacture ministers, and these ministers can find positions, in spite of all the fogies in
the church.
But, practically, the whole system of Christianity
is overturned by the criticism of the Briggs party,
which destroys the old dogma of the inspiration of
the Bible. And if the ideas of the pastor of Trinity
Presbyterian church of Chestnut Hill are adopted,
the Presbyterian churches will become Unitarian
strongholds. The logical progress of the Briggs
school-is to take away every fact upon which theology is now based. As a reviewer puts it, " everything will go, revelation, inspiration, the trinity,
the incarnation, the very existence of a personal
God The movement so defiantly commenced
·
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should say ~hat, between Professor _Bnggs and the
Chestnut Hill preacher, one· destroymg the foundation and the other the superstructure, about everything is gone already. When a man can join a
Presbyterian church without believing the Bible or
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ground.

News and Notes.
However one may differ with Heywood as to his
methods, it must be admitted that he has suffered
an enormous wrong at the hands of the government, and that was the meaning of the banquet
given to the intrepid pioneer on his release from
prison. It was a protest against a tyranny based
on church power and superstition-theology. His
imprisonment was a disgrace to the American republic. It is to be noted that on his trial not a
single person appeared to testify that he had been
injured by any act of Mr. Heywood. It was the
"pa.rental" supervision of an ecclesiastical state
that ordered his condemnation. As Beecher says,
a "paternal" government is an "infernal" government.
Howeve:, the reception was genial. There were
no revolutiOnary thunders, no lightnings of dynamite. It was simply sociable, but deeply meaning
---,a festivity amid whose flowers and happy
thoughts was the spirit that would stand for liberty
now and forever.
It was a · delightful coincidence that Canada
could send its chief representativ of Freethought to
grace the occasion, and that he should be the outcome of the Puritan conscience, and amidst the
massiv defenses of orthodoxy, enriched with centuries of :power, should g-iv th~ new voice for Fre~-

dom, more potent than any of the voices of the
past. I wonder what the venerable Adams would
think if he could look upon that sparkling occasion
and hear his own son giv fearless utterance to ideas
that will shake' his beloved church to its very foundation.
.
Captain Adams touched the springs of good fellowship with felicitous address. We were present,
he said, not simply to maintain our right to think,
but the right of every other to think differently
from ourselvs, and to express his honest thought.
I guess none of those gathered around the table
would agree as to methods and beliefs, but the very
diversity .of personal convictions would only emphasize what we did stand for-equal and impartial
liberty the world over.
From Boston to Montreal is something of a journey; but Sunday morning, in company with Captain Adams, I was in this flourishing northern metropolis, where the ice-king reigns at times with
merry wand, and summer follows with contrasting
splendor. Montreal, like a queen, we~rs its diadem
at the head of ocean navigation and flashes its
proud eye of prosperity far along the St. Lawrence
to the mighty lakes and the beaming harvest fields
of the West. Even to Duluth some time will
stretch the long line of freighted ships. Montreal
is a handsome city. It has the modern magnificence mingled with the somber luster of the venerable past. One realizes the power of the church
where its wealth and glory are so manifest. There
are about two hundred churches in Montreal, and
one of them is the largest on the continent, with
the exception, perhaps, of one in Mexico. It holds
thirteen thousand people. I went into it as into
some gorgeous dungeon. It beams with wonderful
ornaments, pictures, statues, crucifixes, altars, candles, colored windows. I was no longer in the
nineteenth century. I was a dreamer, floating over
the "dark backward and abysm of time." The
church waved its mystic wand. How strong, how
lasting, how imposing, how awful seemed its power
-persistent, splendid still, amid the world's rushing tides! Not satisfied with this great and gilded
structure, a beautiful chapel has just been added, at
a cost of $100,000. Into this I penetrated, and a
most dazzling array of luxurious appointments for
worship environed me, as if upon the church's solemn history dawned a more brilliant future. I was
saddened as I came into the sunshine again, but
Captain Adams cheered me with the story of the
man-quoting Victor Hugo-who held a little book
in his fingers. Pointing to the massiv church, with
its towers piercing the skies, its blazing windows,
its glittering dome, its huge walls, he said: "Some
?-ay ,~his li~tle book will des~roy ~hat _mighty buildmg~
This was a sudden illummatwn. Yes, the
book, without gold, or jewels, or ornaments, or gilded
crown, or shining vestment-the little book, with
thought's eternal power, with poetry and music and
light and splendor-will sweep away the gigantic
temple. I will trust in the book, I said to myself,
though the Bastiles ~o seem to grow big~er and
str~nger, and the multitude bow before the Jeweled
shrmes
. £ I VISI
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scenes declared that this world was of some importance after all in spite of man's terrific dreams
of heaven and hell.
.
But the greatest delight was a trip with friends
to the top of Mount Royal. If the devil had taken
Jesus up here he might hav got the better of him.
If I was offered possession of all I could see from
this hight it would be an enormous temptation.
There is nothing about J erusa]em that could equal
it-and for grandeur and vastness and beauty and
animation I do not think it could be surpassed in
the world. Right at your feet is the brilliant and
immense city, with its churches, its colleges, its palatial residences, its busy streets, its wharves, its
factories.
Then, beyond rolls the St. Lawrence,
broad and luminous, as if in itself it were a flowing
sea. Into the far horizon melts its glitter-flood.
Beyond stretch the cultivated plains and wild
forests, edged with shining hills, a hundred miles
away, and dimly glorious against the blue 'skies
are the Green mountains and the Adirondacks. It
is a scene of infinit variety-the majesty of nature
and the genius of man make blending pictures.
Passing from this sublime outlook in a few minutes
we come to the city of the dead, the Roman Catholic cemetery. Amid these multitudinous graves,
with their gleaming shafts and elegant monuments,
lies the body of Guibord, whom all the power of
the church could not keep from this consecrated
ground. He is buried there, with a massiv stone
upon his coffined dust, and surely angel Gabriel
will hav to giv an extra blast to awake him from
his h~etical sleep. There he lies, even in his death
ap eternal adversary of the church of Rome.
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Alongside the. highways are fourteen "stations,"
representing the trial and death of Jesus. At these
stations the devout bend the knee aild secure the
blessing of heaven. At the end of the pious pilgrim's pathway are three lofty crosses, and. upon
these hang the crucified ones in ghastly prommence
-Jesus and the two thieves. I like the look of the
impenitent thief. There is a sort of glorious defiance about him. He lifts his arm with a superb
energy, as if the blackness of death could not overcome his fierce spirit. The other :figures hav a
humble, despairing: submissiv look, and I do no_t
admire them. I stand with the rebel and the minority in this case. I like his unflinching attitude.
The Protestant cemetery is also on Mount Royal,
and thus the living and the dead-the emblems of
religion and the magnificence of nature-the broad,
bright world of beauty and delight, the pride of
man, and the "narrow house "-mingle in tragical
and beautiful aspects ; and those who study humanity on the clear hights of science can _discover
in the midst·of weakness and terror the elements of
strength and progress.
.
Walter Adams, who has just graduate1l from the
scientific course, opens for me the . doors of McGill University and I hav an opportunity to see its
varied resources. It is somewhat under the orthodox wing of Principal Dawson and others, but
Freethinkers hav contributed hundreds of thousands 'of dollars to its support, and it promises
•eventually· to be ·a vast and Liberal institution.
Church colleges are enrolled under its banner, but
with these are also industrial schools, shops, machinery, and institutions of law and medicin, and
I guess these noble elements ·will triumph in the
long run. · At any rate the Infidel has helped to
make this university the splendid establishment
that it is.
Tl:.e Montreal Liberals were generous in their
welcome. I gave two lectures, Sunday, the 15th,
and the hall was full, and the greeting was all that
my heart could wish. It is difficult amidst these
two l:.undred churches to maintain the line of advance, but the friends here are stanch and true,
and the flag will always float.
I must thank Captain Adams and his wife, and
Walter Adams, for their delightful hospitality.
Theirs is a home of Freethought indeed, of culture·
and humanity.
I enjoyed for the :first time the companionship of
George Martin, the former president of the club.
I was gratified with the gift of his volume of poems,
where the genius of romance shines, inspired by the
history and scenery of Canada. My friend has the
poetic insight, and his songs are musical, not only
with nature's breath, but with the ill·eams and hopes
of the lofty human heart.
Dr. Arthur Fisher, a veteran reformer, presents
me with his "Popular Sociology," a pamphlet
written years ago, but alive with the most progressiv thought of to-day.
Secretary Marcuss, Mr. and Mrs. Granville, Theo.
Boas, Morris Michaels, and others, hav placed my
work in Montreal among the things to be remembered. They giv the helping hand indE)ed, and the
good wo~d and the cheerful spirit. The same ~ag
is above us, the flag of fre2dom and of humamty;
the same stars are gleaming in its :fields, the stars
of hope and truth.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

The Heywood Case.
The good account of the reception and banquet
to Mr. Heywood upon his release from prison, and
of the generous responses to Dr. Foote's call for a
subscription for Mr. Heywood's benefit, whi?h yo~
giv your readers in your issue of the 21st mst., IS
very gratifying to me. As your ~eaders kno'\~ my
relation to Mr. Heywood and to his alleged tnal, I
now write to say in your columns that after two
years of deliberation I unqualifiedly approve Mr.
Heywood's conduct and applaud him for it. 'What
is more to the purpose, I am confident that Mr.
Heywood's own conscience approves his acts. He
has written
Not one immoral or indecent thought;
Not one line which, dying, he would wish to blot.
So far from having done anything deserving imprisonment, I consider that Mr. Heywood deserves
a seat in Congress, and I am sure that, were he endowed with such a trust, he could be depended
upon to maintain the foundation principles of American Uberty, and that he would never swerve from
his conviction of right through false pride or a vain
desire to appear respectable, as has been done in this
very matter by a Senator I might n<tme.
While I feel keenly the reproach cast upon American jurisprudence by the impris?nment of ~r. Heywood I feel also that I am as little responsible for
it as 'was Erskine for the imprisonment of Mr.
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Wakefield or Wakeman for the imprisonment of Mr.
Bennett.
With the exception of Hone's :final glorious triumph there were many features about the pretended trial of Mr. Heywood closely resembling the
so-called trial of William Hone for blasphemous
and seditious libel. As Mr. Hone was singled out
for prosecution from a great number of parodists,
among whom were members of the very administration that were prosecuting him, so Mr. Heywood
was chosen for a victim from a number of similar
writers, among whom were his prosecutors. That
Mr. Heywood was a thorn in the side of a prurient
society as Mr. Hone was to a corrupt government,
there can be no doubt, and as Mr. Hone's parodies
were no more blasphemous than Canning's, so Mr.
Heywood's publications were no more violations of
law than the celebrated Vaseline pamphlet or "Our
Suffering Sisters." As it was estimated that Mr.
Hone's poverty would make him an , easy prey to
the powers of state, so without doubt Mr. Heywood
was chosen for martyrdom because of his quiet, inoffensiv humility and moderate circumstances.
The same persistent malignity apparent in Hone's
case was manifested in Heywood's case in the eagerness to sweep aside all considerations of justice and
to excite the prejudices of the jury. The charge in
Heywood's case was as dishonest as that in Hone's
case. It was as strong a demand for conviction as
the prosecution could hav made. The jury were
robbed of their functions and directed what to do,
no issue in the case · being left to t};tem to decide.
The judge exhibited no disposition to be honest nor
any willingness to be fair. His sole anxiety seemed
to be to comply with instructions from headquarters
at Washington to "push Heywood." These instructions emanated from the same source as the
attacks upon Walt Whitman and Count Tolstoi.
Having surrendered his independence and obeyed
orders, the judge must now look to his losses for
his recompense, but I feel sure that my liberty-loving
compatriots will remember and know the application of that couplet which accompanied a subscription for Mr. Hone's benefit:
May Jeffries's Fame and Jeffries's Fate
On every modern Jeffries wait.
And I doubt not the judge who brought himself
into notoriety by blackguarding General Butler
will fall into his due place in the estimation of the
future historian.
EDWARD W. CHAMBERLAIN.
New York, May 22, 1892.
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Lectures and Meetings.
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Cincinnati, 0 ...... May 29 Kaysville, and
Ottumwa, Ia........ June 1 Farmington, Utah June 15
Blackhawk, Col... "
3 MorganCity,Utah "
16
Boulder City, Col. " 4, 5 Echo, Utah......... "
17
21
Georgetown, Col.. "
6 Reno, Nev.......... ::
22
Denver, Col......... "
7 Carson City, Nev.
Scofield, Utah...... " 9, 10 VirginiaCity,Nev. "
23
Salt Lake, Utah... "12, 19 Inyo county, Cal. "24-27
Provo, Utah........ "
13 Athens and' OathMurray, Utah...... "
14
lamet, Wash ...... July 3, 4
During the months of July and August Mr. Putnam
will lecture along the line of the Northern Pacific railroad
at Tacoma, Buckley, Davenport, Spangle, Rosalia, Oaksdale, Palouse City, Dayton, Walla Walla, Colville, Wash.;
Missoula and Bozeman, Mont. ; Albert Lea and other
places in Minn.; Eau Claire and vicinity, Wis. All those
who desire lectures along this route will please address
S. P .. Putnam, at Salt Lake, Utah, care of H. P. Mason.
AFTER Mr. Albert Bach's lecture on " Lunacy " at the
Manhattan Liberal Club, on the evening of April 29th,
the annual business meeting for election of officers was
held with the following result: President, E .. B. Foote,
Jr., 'M.D.; vice-presidents, R. A. Gunn, M.D., Wilson
McDonald, and Mrs. Emma Beckwith; secretary, Huldah A. Gunn, M.D.; treasurer, Miss Schachtel; librarian,
Mrs. C. Leonard; trustees, E. W. Chamberlain, Dr.
Julius Fehr, James Morris. The lecture appointments
for May are as follows:
May 27th, "The Government of Cities," Dr. L. G.
Janes.
Meetings will be discontinued during July, August,
and September.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH'S lecture appointments:
Angola Ind ........ May 30 Clevelan~, o ....... June13,15
Waterl~o, Ind .... June 4,5,6 Pittsburgh, Pa.... ''
19
7, 8 Butler, Pa.... ...... " 20, 21
Butler, Ind......... "
Columbus, 0 ....... "
12 Philadelphia, Pa. "
26
He expects to lecture in Cairo, ill. ; Shumway, Muscatine, I a.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Grand Rapids, Mich.; Fort
Wayne, Ind., and Auburn, Pa.
W. S. BELL is now in Oregon, where he will lecture in
May and June; afterward he goes to Washington. The
following are his dates till June 12th:
Corvallis
Ore .. May 27 Cathlamet, Wash .. June 2--4
Silverton'
" .. "
29 Skamokawa, "
" 5, 6
Oswego '
" . . "28, 30 Deep River, " . . "
12
·Stella, ' Wash.. "
31
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PHILOSoPHICAL Association, Sundays at 3 P.M., Fraternity Rooms, Bedford avenue and South 2d street,
Brooklyn, E. D.-Lectures for May:
May 29th, closing service: Mr. H. Ro;yley, Review of
the Season's Work.
NEiwARK Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, corner of
W. 8. Bell .Lectming in Oregon.
Market.-Sunday afternoon, May 29th, at 3 o'clock,
What a variety of experiences the Freethought closing exercises of t.he Newark League will be addreS~:Jed
lecturer has. No two places that he speaks in hav by the president, Mr. Henry Bird, and other members of
the same surroundings for his lecture. At one the League, including a review of the season's work and
place he has a large audience, and at the next only plansforthef~u~mr~e~·------e----------a few ; often he speaks to an overflowing hall,
The Book of Many Meanings.
more than full, but in a very limited one, and
Uncle Billy recently developed a great ~eal of interest
the next speech, at another town, is to a handful in religious matters, and it was observed With a good deal
scattered all over the Opera House. Sometimes of surprise by several boat-owners that he was no longer
the speaker will hav several crying babies in the ready and willing to take a hand at the work they offered
audience which, like the canaries, start up their him. One of the men who had depended a good deal on
his serVices said:
songs when the S]Jeaker is warming up to his sub"I'm sorry that you won't work any more."
ject. Occas~onally a dog will give an a?company'''Deed sah, I is puffickly willin' to wuk; but I kain't
ing howl to complete the chorus. Possibly ab?ut wuk in yoh boat.'!
"Why not?"
that time a Silurian, who has come to the meetmg
" Kase she's a two-master."
out of curiosity, takes advantage of a lull in the
"Why, that's no reason at all."
speaker's melodies to mak~ a rapid retreat, ~u~~
" Massa, ef you wants to 'peril yer own so~, 'tain' none
muring, "Such blasphemies, such blasphemies! ob my business· but de Good Book says plarn as day, dat
The audience smiles audibly, the babies are hushed, no man kain't s~rbe two masters."- Washin,qton Star.
and the dog is invited to retire, and the speaker
THE civilization of Greece alone appears to hav
resumes "the thread .of his discourse." At Wood- been wholly or nearly free from this idea of the
burn, Ore., I had two very large and attentiv audi- agency of demons in producing_ bodily .ills ; hen?e,
ences. The Association Hall in which I spoke is Greece was the :first of the anment natwns, and mone of the most delightful halls in its acoustic prop- deed the only one, so far as we know, in which a
erties of any hall in which I hav spoken during scientific idea of medicin was evolved. Five hunmy fourteen years of lecturing. It was a great dred years before Christ, in the great bloom period
pleasure to speak under such favorable conditions, of thought, the period of Eschylus, Phidias, Pericle~,
for the next places I visited hav inferior halls, and Socrates, and Plato, Hippocrates appeared, and his
also had very small audiences. There are two ac- is one of the greatest names in all history. Q~i~tly
tiv and outspoken Liberals at Woodburn, W. M. but thoroughly he broke away from ~he old traditi~:m,
Cline and his three daughters, and L. W. Guiss and developed scientific thought, and ~aid the founda~10n
his wife, two daughters, and son. I was quite of medical science upon expenence, observatiOn,
kindly cared for by both families. At Canby I gave and reason so deeply and broadly that his teaching
only one lecture to a small audience, and was en- remains to this hour among the most precious postertained by Geo. Knight and family, and Herman sessions of our race. His thought was passed on
Lee and family. Only one mile and a half from to the School of Alexandria, and there medical sciCanby is a new town, called Barlow, the home of ence was developed yet fmther, especially by such
W. W. Jesse, an old friend and Liberal standby. men as Hierophilus and Erasistratus. U~der t_heu·
My lecture here was slimly attended, and shekels lead studies in human anatomy began by dissectiOn ;
were few.
·
W. S. BELL.
the old prejudice which had weighed so long upon
P01·tland, 01·e.
the human race, preventing that method of
anatomical investigation without which there can
Little Blasphemies.
be no real results, was cast aside apparently forever.
Matches are made in heaven, but the friction of the
But with the coming in of Christianity a great
,earth is what tests their efficiency.
new chain of events was set in motion which modi" The wages of sin is death," they say,
fied most profoundly the flll'ther evolution of medBut most sinners will not kick
icitl science.-'-Ex-p1·esident White of Cornell UniIf pay-day's postponed and with it their chance
versity.
Of meeting his nibs-Old Nick. .

-----------------------
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That Church Picture.
To M. RAoUL DE PARA:BERE, Captain Twentieth Cuirassierfl, Paris, France, My Dear Boy and ex-Pupil: You
remember, I am very sure, the numerous punishments I
was forced to inflict upon you in your youthful days for
your too pronounced taste for sketching, and sketching
upon any and all things. /Even my prayer-books were
covered with outlines, not always as correct as they
should hav been, that came from your pen. I also know
that at St. Cyr this talent of :yours had not its equal.
Briefly, with tlrese facts in mmd, you are the man I
want. But now to explain this preamble.
Since your school-days I hav become the cure of Anicourt, a small parish by no means rich and with a church
decidedly shabby, weather-worn, and with one of the
panels of the wall in a condition that truly afflicts me. It·
'has a spot upon it produced by moisture-in fact, a former leak-some three meters long by as many high, and
which I desire to conceal by a picture of the same dimensions. It has occurred to me that perhaps you could find
this prize for me in Paris, at auction possibly or in some
kindred establishment. But I must limit you as to price,
since the committee who hav the settlement for the picture in charge will pay for same but five and fifty francs,
frame included. Only select a biblical subject, from the
Old or New Testament as suits you-for the rest I rely
entirely upon you. Attend to this immediately, and may
heaven keep you, my own dear lad. Your old and affectionate preceptor,
MIGUEL, Cure of Avricourt.
To M. L'ABBE MIGUEL, Cure of Anicourt, Province of
A--, France, ii'Iy Dear .Abbe: I will start the campaign
at once, though a picture three meters square or there-abouts, at five and fifty francs, frame included, is not a
very easy thing to find. However, I shall do my best;
count upon me. · Your old and grateful pupil,
P ARA:BERE, Captain Twentieth Cuirassiers.
When Raoul de Parabere had written and sent
off this short and somewhat laconic -letter-he was
a busy man with his garrison duties and had a limited number of hours in the day to devote to his
own amusement-he sat himself down and began to
reflect with seriousness upon the task before him.
"Simply a gigantic task!" he told himself. How
the deuce was he to find a biblical picture of these
huge dimensions, and how the deuce could he possibly spare a moment to hunt for it~ He saw himself demanding from the commandant a leave of absence upon such a commission! He'd certainly
send him to the right-about and to the devil besides.
But Raoul de Parabere, with all his faults, had
an excellent heart. So the more he thought of the
little church and its needs, th!) more he felt inclined
to make the attempt; and as the cure, of whom he
was really very fond, had written him to be in haste
about it, he might as well start at once on his first
essay.
And Parabere, leaping to his feet, dismissed his
orderly and his waiting mount, hailed a passing
fiacre and ran to the Hotel de V entes, the likeliest
place he could think of at the moment, and where
he found everything but what he sought-a biblical picture. And the next day, and the day after,
and the day after that, between the hours of official
duty and a few other things, Parabere followed precisely the same trail-in addition rummaged the
bric-:1-brac shops and the stalls for odds and
ends-still without success.
He had really begun to despair, when he r~called
the shop of a certain lime. Lardeche, an old acquaintance of his, who knew where to put her finger, day or night, upon those charming trifles in
Sevres and those trinkets so necessary to bestow
upon friends who of course love you for yourself
alone ..
In this marvelous collection of Mme. Lardeche's
one always had a choice of pretty things that had an
air of costing nothing at all till you came to pay for
them-and then !
But what did that matter when every article in
the establishment had a number, history, and genealogical tree to prove its antiquity!
" I shall certainly not find at her house my picture or any other picture at five and fifty francs,
frame included," thought Parabere, disconsolately,
" still it's the last chance, and if the price runs
above the mark, parbleu! I'll make up the figure."
And he entered, to find Mme. Lardeche, as usual,
like a gorgeous spider awaiting her prey, enthroned
in a Mme. de Maintenon chair, and truly, not
unlike that lady herself, with her touch of rouge
upon the cheekbones, her patches, and her lust of
gold.
"Ah, is it you, my captain~" she exclaimed on
seeing him enter, "is it really you~ and a whole
month since you paid me a call~ You've changed
your mind, then, and decided to take that bit of
Sevres for Mlle. Regnier of the Gaite ~ A lovely
trifle!"
"No, my dear Mme. Lardeche, my errand to-day
is a serious one. I am seeking a picture, a church
picture-think of it !-some three to five meters
square," and as Parabere talked on, unfolding to
her the mission he was expected to fill, the face of
Mme. Lardeche expanded, more and more, into a
broad and unctuous smile.
"A providence I" she cried: "A providence in

truth! I hav precisely what you want, above
there," pointing to the loft-" a church pictuxe, and
by a great painter; but so huge, so very huge, that
no one would ever buy it. I will sell it to you,
M, de Parabere, for the merest song."
"Bravo! and this church picture represents--"
"I do not know, that is, exactly; something
taken from sacred history; still, if you want a special subject-"
·
"No, not at all," said Parabere, alarmed lest the
prize should slip through his fingers ; "the subject
is a matter of positiv indifference to me, provided
it is biblical and the canvas of the requisit size."
"Three to five meters, you said~ Oh, it's all of
that! But, come, see it for yourself; it's here in
the loft."
" The loft ~ No, thanks, I'm pressed for time as
it is. I leave it to your judgment. What do you
want for it~"
"Frame included! Eh, bien, fifty louis-dirtcheap at that."
"I'll giv you thirty ; boxing and expressage prepaid.- Address the Abbe Miguel, cure of Avricourt,
to be shipped immediately. Do you agree!"
Mme. Lardeche battled a mome'nt. The picture
was immense! the painting superb! the frame a
veritable antique. Then-she yielded and the bargain was sealed.
Two hours later the worthy cure Miguel, at his
frugal tea, received a message destined to set the
parish wild with delight:
Picture purchased, superb, right size, five and fifty
francs, frame included, boxed, expressed, and shipped.
PARA:BERE.
It was but little after daylight the next morning
when the cure Miguel gathered together the committees on funds and arrangements, and laid before
them not only the good news of the picture's coming, but also, with a certain prideful pomp, the
necessity for its proper reception. He could
scarcely believe that that spot of humidity, which
had so long distracted and divided his attention
with his religious duties, was going to disappear
at last, to actually pass from sight behind the
radiant colors of a broad and glowing canvasall for the insignificant sum of five and fifty francs!
To skip details, however, and the discussion that
followed between the abbe and the committeestorn between a desire to greet the picture with all
due honor and the natural economy of all church
committees-it was finally decided that nothing
short of a grand procession could fill the bill and
still please all parties.
The abbe himself, as cure of the church, attended
by his acolytes, the choir and chorister boys, was to
lead the cortege and escort the box to the sacristy
of the chapel, where it was to be opened in th9
presence of the assembled people; and Mme. la
Duchesse de Precy-Brussac, the head of the reception committee, was to set to work immediately
upon the fashioning of gorgeous garlands and the
erection of a suitable and imposing reposoir.
A reposoir constructed from the park benches
arranged in a square, decorated with colored
streamers, all the available casts of holy saints to
be borrowed in the neighborhood, a number of
china vases, and a limitless quantity of trailing
vines and potted flowers.
But, with all these preparations, it was fully 12
o'clock before the procession, which had swelled to
a big one, was well under way, the participants
walking two by two; the cure and the Little Sisters
of the Poor, at the head of th~ line, under a beautiful banner of purple satin embroidered with gold.
Next came the choir and the chorister boys, followed
by the van from the police station, hung with white
and wreathed with blossoms, thanks again to the
taste of Mme. la Duchesse.
Flanking this chariot, and presenting a most
martial aspect with their brass helmets sparkling
and shining in the rays of · the sun, marched the
brave Captain Balligan and his corps of firemen.
Behind the firemen came the beadle of the church,
behind the beadle the greater part of the population of the village of Avricourt, among whom one
saw, resplendent, the duke and duchess of PrecyBrussac, the distributor of contributions, and the
lieutenant of gendarmerie. Only the maire, his
assistant, and the schoolmaster, for the sake of example, had consented to stay at home.
And all along the route the choir sang psalms
and praises, the choristers swung their censers; the
station-master came a square to meet them to tell
them the box had already arrived; and when the
cure had blessed it and four of the firemen had
lifted and shouldered it to its place in the wagon,
the long procession faced about and returned majestically across the plain.
The incense mingled its intoxicating breath with
the resinous odor of woods and fields, the voices of
the singers rose and fell in soft and rhythmic ca-

dence, r~peated by the voice of the distant hills,
and everywhf!re throughout the country the peasants, men and women, abandoned their work to
stand with gaping mouths ~nd uncovered heads as
the great box passed on its way.
The cure had only one regret, that his dear lad,
Raoul de Parabere, was absent and could not witness the crowning triumph of his efforts. But
words fail me. Picture for yourself that fateful moment when, at last, the box was placed in the
sa.cristy and the carpenter, old J?ere Virgile, on his
knees beside it, made the nails leap from the planks
that had shielded it on the way; while at his elbow,
on her knees also, was the directress of the Little
Sisters of the Poor, whom the worthy cure had selected from all that multitude for the final lifting of
the veil. Picture for yourselvs, also, the-amazement
of the faithful, when the good Sceur Anne, folding
back with eager fingers the baize that still curtained
the face of the picture, dropped it again instantly,
as if it burnt her, and with a cry that certainly
sounded like a cry of horror.
·
"Well, well, my sister," cried the cure, impatiently, believing her. in his innocent soul, only bewildered by the beauty of the picture, "off with it,
please; off with it!"
"Off with it! Pardon me, M. le Cure," and
Sceur Anne rose up crimson as a poppy, "there is
some mistake; I do not wish to unveil this picture!"
"You do not wish it!". repeated the cure, bewildered in his turn, "you do not wish to ·unveil the·
picture! So be it, Sceur Anne, so be it! Captain
Balligan, will you oblige us~" .
And· the captain would and did-that is, to the extent of one corner; but though he gazed longer and
with more admiration than the directress ·had done,
the picture's face was not unveiled when the gallant
fireman stumbled to his feet.
''I-I am not a judge," said he, with a defensiv
air and an added redness upon his florid cheeks,
" and if you please, M. le Cure--"
.
The captain got no farther in his little speech ;
the due de Precy-Brussac, out of patience with so
much humming, hawing, and delay, had stepped
behind him, and in the twinkling of an eye the
picture was seen by all.
By all! And what is more, it was seen by the
men with "ohs" and "ahs ;" by the women with
cries and blushes ;_ by the' good Sceur Anne with a
frantic bound and an activ wheeling of her youthful charges' faces to the wall.
"Bread and water and a week of penance to
every one," she cried, "who dares to look around!"
The trouble~
The picture; of course! The picture of a nobly
fashioned dame, reclining upon a couch, her costume that of an undraped artist's model, whoretains by the hem of his garment (a coat of many
colors) the equally noble figure of a struggling
man, seeking with n;.ight and main to run awayan artist's rendering of a biblicalstory, Joseph and
Mme. Potiphar, as the veriest. child could see !
But why go farther! The result was that the
great church picture was closed in its box again,
securely nailed, and the crowd dispersed ; those on
the outskirts, who had only had a passing and the
brief~st glimpse of this scandal, being even more
indignant at the deprivation than the committee of
payment over the loss of their five and fifty francs,
while the good cure Miguel was positivly reduced to
tears.
But the cure Miguel is heartbroken no longer;
matters hav been happily arranged, and the picture
now hangs in its place hiding the objectionable spot.
Joseph, provided with a pair of wings, a gilded
trumpet, and a belligerent expression, has become
the angel Gabriel.
Mme. Potiphar-well, there is still some doubt as
to what Mme. Potiphar has become. One thing is
certain, her- present draperies are most voluminously
ample. She wears upon her brow a nimbus of
clouds and golden stars, and the velvet of her scarlet petticoat covers about half the wall of the little
church.-O'Monroy in Short Stories.

Colonel Ingersoll oil Money.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In
your paper recently I read part of an interview of
Colonel Ingersoll reported in the Chicago Tribune.
In answer to the question, "How do you stand
on the money question !" he is reported as saying :
"I am with the Republican party on the question of
money. I regard money as a commodity-something that cannot be created by law. I am also for
the use of gold and silver both, but I want a dollar's
worth of silver in a silver dollar. I do not believe
in light money, or in cheap money, or in poor
money. These are all contradictions in terms. Congress cannot fix the value of money. The most it
can do is to fix its debt-paying power. It is beyond
the power of any Congress to fix the purchasing
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value of what it niay be pleased to call 'money.' shake our confidence in his sincerity. Garfield said, do to you, taught by the Naza·rene, do not believe
Nobody knows, so far as I know, why people want "Whosoever controls the volume of the currency is i~ the churchianity of the worshipers of John Calgold. I do not know why people want silver. I do absolute master of the commerce and industries of vm, John Wesley, John Bull, and John Sherman.
not know how gold came to be money." These are the country." Take out "the commerce and indusBut Colonel Ingersoll is an humble devotee at
remarkable utterances to come from a man of his tries" of this country and there is not mu~h left to the shrine of the Jews' temple of mammon, a prater
standing. It is financial "orthodoxy," dogmatic, "control" but the banks, aristocratic usurers, lay of the creed of the churchianity of the "Johns." If
unreasonable, and depending on prestige alone for and clergy, churchianity, and th~ Jew system of he will only button his collar behind and prate
finance and its apostles.
about Republican party finance after the manauthoriti
When he. says he "regards money as a commodU. S. Grant said: "The experience of the pres\)nt ner of that interview he may well pass as
ity-something that cannot be created by law any panic has proven that currency based on the credit Right Rev. Bishop Ingersoll, doctor of Jews'
more than wheat or corn," he flies in the face of of the nation is the best money the world ever churchianity, or D.J.C. He says "the government
both reason and authority-every authority of re- saw." So say all of us who demand the abolition "can fix the values of money for paying debt."
of the national banking system and the issue of But he would not hav any mon issued to enable
spectability-on the subject.
.
.
.Aristotle said, " Money is a creation of law." $50 per capita "based on the credit of the nation." the debt- and poverty-ridden, homeless masses to pay
Jeuly Tiffany, in his "Constitutional Law," says:
But Colonel Ingersoll says, "I am with the Re- the spiders web of interminable, intolerable, eter" There is legally no such thing as gold or silver publican party on· the money question "-that is, a nal debt in which they are industrially en trammeled.
money. or paper money. Money is the sovereign "currency based on and redeemable in coin "-and He believes in a dear, hard, scarce dollar for the
authority, impressed on that which is capable of says there is now as much money as ever in exist- million, and a cheap plenty of overproduction of ·
taking and retaining the impression. The value is ence in the country and enough to do its business, human brain, heart, flesh, blood, and labor for the
and opposes putting any more in circulation.
in the stamp and not in the metal or material."
millionaire. Vv here is the man who spoke the
The doctrin asserted by Colonel Ingersoll is the
That is what he says if we giv him credit for say- burning, soul-stirring words of the rights of "Man,
" intrinsic value," "honest," "hard" money ortho- ing anything on that vital issue of the money ques- Woman, and Child~"
doxology of the Jewish and English usurers, who de- tion. I hav used the term, "Jew system of finance."
The colonel scouts with contempt the orthodox
mand men shall accept their dogmatic assertions. Let me explain what I mean by it. Under the theology of the same clergy and churches, concernThey begin to meet the same inquiring spirit in Mosaic law the Jew was not permitted to loan ing the next world, but hugs to his bosom the
this that scouts "orthodoxy," theology (Godology), money or anything else at usury-that is, interest_:_ orthodox J e'wology of finance of · churchianity of
or any other "ology" that cannot giv a reason for to a Jew, but he might to a gentile. When the this world. That is to say, the colonel and
its faith; The truth is, that school of financiers Nazarene came, he and his disciples taught there churchianity are a unit in religion so far as it af~
do not care whether the dollar has more or less gold were" no more Jew or gentile, bond or free;" that fects us in this world; but he disputes with "the
or silver in it, or is made of gold or silver at all. "the partition wall" of the Jew and gentile was grave and reverend doctors" concerning our inWhat they seek to maintain by their sophisms and broken down ; and that "whatsoever ye would that heritance in the next. The "grave and reverend
assertions is a small volume of dollars, and as a men should do unto you that do ye also unto doctors " for and iii consideration of having helped
consequence a scarce and a dear dollar. By confin- them."
the Jew and usurer rob the common people of a
This doctrin absolutely abolished the Jew's pre- mansion in this world, propose to enable them "to
ing the currency of the country.to the two precious
metals, or a currency based on and redeemable in rogativ of practicing usury or interest on the read their title clear to mansions in the skies.''
coin, they hope, in the future as in the past, to con- gentile. And every person acquainted with history But the colonel disputes their title to even that
tract the volume of the legal-tender money of the knows the Christian church, or followers of the mansion. The colonel ought to revise his creed,
nation. And it is to the maintaining of this con- Nazarene, until the sixteenth century of the Chris- and climb up side by side by the "grave and revspiracy against civilization and mankind· that tian era stood uncompromisingly on that position erend doctors" of the church press ; he would then
Colonel Ingersoll ignorantly or knowingly lends his and absolutely refused to tolerate the· practice of be still more with the Republican party on the
name, when he indulges in the cheap twaddle taking interest or usury. The Jew was persistent question of money. Yes, he would then be fully
about "cheap money " and " poor money." He de- then as now in it.:_as much so as he is in his re- prepared to take sacrament at the same table
ligion; and he was at times persecuted and robbed with the Right Rev. Joseph Cook, D.J.C., and
clares "Congress cannot fix the value of money."
The Constitution declares ''the Congress shall by the people he had thus robbed in all the differ- "drink the shed blood" of the common people,
bav power to coin money, regulate the value thereof ent cou:J?.tries in Europe. But when the united mingled with their tears, and eat of their broken
0. I. JONES.
·and of foreign coin." To "regulate the value" in- churches and states of Europe and this continent and dishonored bodies.
Edina, Mo.
cludes the power "to fix" it. He admits it can "fix began to ·tremble for fear the common people
it!;! debt-paying power." He says "it is beyond the would secure their civil, religious, political, and
powe·~ of any Congress to fix the purchasing value industrial liberty, the priest, minister, noble and Is It Possible That Colonel Shepard Is a
of what it may be pleased to call 'money.'" It did royalty, and the old Jew shylock entered into an
Hypocrit 1
it during the war. It made $16 in "greenbacks" to un-"holy alliance" to keep them in subjection.
The pious Col. Elliot F. Shepard publishes !t
John Calvin was the first so--called Christian
hav "the purchasing value" of a month's service of
the common soldier, and Colonel Ingersoll knows it, minister or priest who ever wrote in extenuation, daily paper, and at the head of his editorial column
an:l would treat every man as a deserter who refused excuse, or defense of the practice of taking interest daily appears a text of scripture.
Mr. Shepard is also building a big building.
to serve on the ground that his greenbacks were or usury for money.
Deacon Shepard is also president of the American
In brief, old shylock, . the Jew, has converted
"depreciated" as coni pared to gold.
Yes, the Congress made laws to even draft him in what we usually call Christendom-clergy, noble, Sabbath Union, which is against Sunday papers,
~
many instances; took him, soul and body, with his and state-over to his religion of mammon, usury, Sunday labor, and Sunday recreation.
Understanding these things, the following from
ability to labor, aU his capital, from his family, his and churchianity. A more appropriate appellation
hearthstone, put a musket in his hands, and stood of what used to be called Christendom would be the Sun of May 16th makes entertaining reading:
A small group of wonder-stricken people stood
him out to stop the steel and bullets of the in~ J ewdom. The Jew who for eighteen hundred years
in
frop.t of Col. Elliot F. Shepard's new building, in
vaders, and "fixed the value," "the purchasing value has been destitute of a country and always has
of money"-greenbacks-to pay, and made him been and is devoid of patriotism; who has no Fulton street, near Broadway, yesterday morning,
take it. I am surprised that the man who has such faith in God or man-nothing but a handful or watching a number of workmen who were laying
a contempt for orthodoxy and theology and has so till-ful of gold or silver-he can grasp, lick with his tiles and polishing marble.
Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy. Six day!!
emphatically and distinctly pointed out the "mis- tongue, and loan to the "gentile at usury "-formuthou labor and do all thy work. -Fourth Command·
takes of Moses" should be himself so tied hand and lated the first article of Colonel Ingersoll's orthodox shalt
ment.
foot to the dogmatic sophistry of the Jew usury creed of finance, "that gold is money," and nothing
"Is it a dream~" the beholders asked themii!elvs.
system of "finance." He says, "I do not know how else can be. The establishment and maintenance
No,
there could be no mistake about it. It was the
gold came to be money." Does he know· how clay of this first article of the creed entails, as a matcame to be bricks' Does he not know that bricks are ter of course, the following results: 1. To make Mail ana Express building, and while its proprietor
as much money as uncoined gold, or even our coined money scarce. 2. To makJ money scarce, makes was in church in Omaha, here in Fulton street the
3. To make money dear, is only sound of scraping and hammering grated harshly
gold in England~ If he owned both the bricks and money dear.
our coined gold there, and wished to sell them, all another name to make wages, labor, its prod- on the quiet Sunday air.
All trades, manufactures, .and mechanical employhe could do would be to count the bricks by the ucts, plenty and cheap, and entail public and priupon the first day of the week are prohibited.thousand and weigh the gpld to them by the ounce. vate debt; that is, (gentile) human flesh, brains, and ments
&ction 266, Penal Code.
blood
plenty
and
most
damnably
cheap.
Indeed,
He asserts the old "specie basis," "resumption,"
And this group stood and looked on and wonthere seems of late to hav been such an overJew system of finance.
Again the colonel sets out to answer the question, production of it in the "moat Christian city'' of dered and the marble-polishers polished and the
"How do. you stand on the money question'" London; that young unpolluted girls were only tile-layers laid, and while they worked they whistled
Now, every person of information knows the bottom worth $25 ahead to minister to the lust of lords(~) an air that was never heard in church. Then an
elderly man advanced, smiled curiously, and said to
fact of the money question is whether the- volume temporal and spiritual(?).
The nations of Europe and this continent are all one of the men :
of the legal-tender money of the country shall be
" Do~s Colonel Shepard, of the American Sabbath
increased. The Farmers' Alliance and Knights of blanketed with "public debts," so few of them are
committee, know you're working to-day?';
Labor and People's party desire an increase from doing anything but pay the annual interest.
"'Tcher life," answered the man, with a grin.
This country is rolled in a spider's web of public
the $7 to $10 now in circulation to $50 per capita,
"or sufficient to do the business of the country on a and private debt of $20,000,000,000, or $320 per "He's payin' for it."
The group laughed, and another man asked:
cash basis." Mr. Foster, as United States treasurer capita, or $1,600.per family of five persons; or at
"How many are there of you?"
and ex-officio pettifogger and special pleader for seven per cent per annum, $112 "hearth-money
"Oh, 'bout twenty. ·There's six uv us marblethe. banks, usurers, and Jew· system of finance, tax " if each voter pays his share. In the last
thought that question of sufficient importance in twenty-five years' importation and engrafting this workers, 'nd then there's a lot o' plumbers 'nd steamthe late Ohio campaign to publish a .Republican Jew system of ·"hard "-"honest "-scarce-moneyusury fitters. This is the sixt' Sunday we're at it. Shep's
campaign document at public expense, to show finance has done all this for us, and we awake to in a sweat t' let the offices."
"But don't you think it's wrong to work on Sunthere is as much or more money now in existence in see 31,000 men the owners of more wealth than the
the country than ever before. But this "question" 63,000,000. It is the orthodox system of election days?" the first man was asked, gravely.
"We-ell, we get double pay for it. Y'see, ole
of the money question the colonel dodges. If he and-millions for the millionaires, and reprobation
.did it ignorantly, he shows himself a novice on the and industrial damnation for the millions of "the Shep wa,nts the buildin' up 'z soon 'z he kin. He's
whole question, and no more worthy of our time common people." It is the Jew "John" religion got a lot o' tenants in already, 'nd we can't work in
and attElntion than a· twelve-year-old boy.. If he did of churchianity of the worshipers of mammon. the corrid'rs except on Sundays. See?"
One of the men in the group happened to hav a
it·intentionally, it is not characteristic of him, i:ndi- Millions who believe the simple duties of man to
(lp.tes pressure from some quarter, and· tends to man, of doing to others as you would -they should copy of Saturday's Mail and Express in his pocket.
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He opened it to the editorial page, and then he
read:
It is lawful to do good on the Sabbath.
The workman, who seemed to be a communicativ
chap, went on:
"Shep, y' know, only pays half the extr' time.
The contract'r pays the other half."
Just then there burst from the organ of St. Paul's
church, on the other side of the street, a flood of
sweet harmony that sounded soft and infinitly
beautiful. The'workmen stopped to listen, and the
group was hushed. Louder came the strains,
vibrant and clear, and then a sweeter melody as the
choir began to sing. The music rose and fell and
stopped.
.
"Phot the divvil 'r' yez loafin' there for 1" came a
voice from the other end of the corridor. The
workmen picked up their tools, the polishers polished, the fitters fitted, .the layers laid, and they
whistled merrily.
Colonel Shepard started for Portland, Ore., on
Wednesday last to attend the session of the general
assembly of the Presbyterian church of the United
States to be held there. He had a whole drawingroom car to himself. The colonel is not a delegate
this year, but last year he was chairman of a special
committee of the assembly on Sabbath-observance.
That committee passed and had the assembly adopt
a red-hot resolution denouncing the proposition to
keep the World's Fair open on Sunday, and protesting against it as a desecration of the Sabbath.
In a report made to the general assembly on May
26, 1891, the colonel said:
The almost universal greed for gain continually invents
new forma of Sabbath-desecration, compelling thousands
to toil on the weekly rest-day on pain of dismissal, when
no public or private necessity demands it.

English Notes.
What a wonderful country England is, to be
sure! One cannot help noticing it as one rushes
wildly from town to town, from north to south.
In the north the land is covered with towns. The
train leaves some great city, crosses over a few
fields, and shoots through manufacturing towns as
though they were so many hamlets. In the south
it is far otherwise. There you ride through picturesque scenery mile after mile and only find a
town just here and there.
Manchester itself is a little London. All round
it, clustered thickly together, are large seats of industry. Tall smokestacks, colliery wheels,· and fiery
furnaces dot the horizon whichever way one looks;
and among the sons of toil who labor in these
places we find our most stalwart supporters. On
labor questions these men hav long since made up
their minds, and hav so far organized themselvs
into trade societies that they hav been able to· obtain most of the things they hav demanded. Now,
as Freethinkers they are becoming alive to the fact
that some such organization is necessary for· obtaining religious as well as social rights. Under nor. mal conditions money is not so much lacking he~:e
as interest. .A.s men, they are fairly well occupied
with labor, political, and social reforms. .A.s yet
they hav been slow to recognize that the church is
the greatest barrier we hav to the equal freedom of
thought and speech. Since writing my last notes
I hav been very busy endeavoring to organize
Freethought in the northeast of England. After
Nottingham, written about last time, I went to
Leeds, and found an earnest folk there, but wanting a leader. There is a capital hall available at a
low rent. The population is large enough, and the
town probably too large; for, though the population
is much smaller than Liverpool, by reason of its being
somewhat scattered the town covers as large an
· area as the famous Lancashire city. Our sympathizers accordingly find some ru:fficulty in regularly
attending the lectures. But where such a difficulty
occurs there is always one sure remedy. If Mohammed won't go to the mountain, we can always carry
the mountain to Mohammed, and so we tried an outdoor lecture by way of experiment. The result was
at once a good audience and somewhat amusing
criticisms after. "What are they1" "Oh, they are
Atheists." "What are Atheists?" "Why, they don't
believe in any sort of God." "The devil they don't,
then they'll go to hell, damned if they won't." The
result of this one taste of out-door work is to make
the Leeds folk want more of it, and there is every
promis of a very activ Freethought revival in this
beautiful town. That masterpiece of phonetic eccentricity, J. Greeoz Fisher, is one of the most
lively spirits in Leeds, only I cannot make head or
tail of his letters to me. Here is a specimen. "I sh
be vy glad to akkompy y to do some talkg in open
air." "Yes, we expakt y az our guest az arranged
and 'aksepted by y." It is cruel.
After Leeds I betook me to Wigan, a colliery district, famed for being a rough place. Here I found

Freethought in a fairly ~vely condi~ion, but u~
organized and confined to mdoor ~eetmgs. It did
not take long to coax the Seculansts out of doors ;
and for the first time that anyone could remember,
God was heartily blasphemed from the market
cross. .A. goodly crowd assembled, but without
throwing brickbats, as we had been led to expect.
Pendlebury, another colliery town, has entered into
the movement, so that we hav great hopes of giving
Freethought such importance here as it has never
yet had in Lancashire and Yorkshire.
Of course our Christian opponents still decry
the movement. "It is all a sham," they say. "There
is no reality in it, no backbone." Let them wait
and see. Before this letter is in print we shall hav
opened a Freethought publishing depot in Manchester to enable us to carry on a. more activ dis-tribution of Freethought literature. There is need
of such a store. Last Sunday I spoke to two audiences under heaven's blue canopy. The first numbered fully five hundred, and the other half as
many again ; and yet there was not a single copy
of the Freethinker or even a tract to giv to those
who were anxious to buy. This new store will see
that that does not occur again.
Meanwhile, in England the Anarchists are having
a lively time in conjunction with their fellows on
the continent. One journal, the Commonweal, is
suppressed by the government, on account of an
article which was thought to incite men to murder
the home secretary. Anarchists are extremely
lively in Manchester, and some of the views they
advocate are good and acceptable; but when it
comes to throwing bombshells and blowing up
houses and innocent people one's sympathy for
them and their movement is bound to die out. .A.s
elsewhere, next Sunday, May 1st, will be observed
in Manchester as Labor day, and I hav advertised
two open-air addresses on labor questions; but one
cannot help but feel uneasy as to what may happen
on that day. In London it is quite expected that
bombs will be thrown into the midst of the monster labor-meeting to be held there, and we are none
too certain that the same tactics will not be followed
at the Anarchists' demonstration in Alexandra park,
Manchester. Probably, dynamite being in the air
just now, it will be dreaded at all meetings and experienced at none. So let it be. The cause that
cannot make headway without disorganized murder
cannot hav much in its favor; and in a movement
such as our Secularism, which aims at liberty and
love, there can be no room whatever for the use of
this diabolical compound ; nor can we side with
those reformers who do make it part of their program.
I hav just mentioned Wigan, where I received so
cordial a reception, and where an al-fresco lecture
was listened to with attention by passers-by. Poor
Bradlaugh's experience in this town was so contrary
to my own as to form a grand example of the
advance which Secularism is working in England
even in places where it is not being persistently
preached. It seems to be the natural thing, nowadays, instead of a mental aberration. Nearly forty
years ago, when Charles Bradlaugh first went to
Wigan, the local clergy set themselvs dead against
the "Infidel." .A. rough, furious crowd filled the hall
long before the lecturer himself had reached it.
Outside, the people were pelting the windows with
stones and other missils; through the ventilators
in the roof came lime and water; and at the close
of the address so rudely inten·upted the young
lecturer was buffeted from behind, _hooted and
pushed, while others amused themselvs by spitting
in his face.
Undaunted and alone he passed
through the surging mob. That was the beginning:
the end was its opposit. Long years before he
died, the name of Charles Bradlaugh was revered
by the inhabitants of Wigan as few other names are
held in reverence ; and to-day any man or woman
who goes to speak upon Freethought subjects can
feel certain of a cordial welcome.
It has been said that it is a good thing to be
taught by our enemies. Well, if they teach us how
not to do a thing, perhaps it is. In London there
is a Christian Evidence Society established to coun~
teract the work of the National Secular Society and
to prove to the world that "true Christianity" and
"doing unto all men as you would they should do
unto you" means the most degrading scurrility and
unprincipled lying that it ever entered into the
heart of man to indulge in. The very contact with
Christian Evidence lecturers, as such, is nauseating
in the extreme. In Manchester, where a new
branch has been formed for my especial benefit,
different tactics is the order of the day. Men of the
London pattern, or perhaps superior to them in
gentlemanliness, hav been shelved in block as being
unsuitable for the committee and hav had to take a
very back seat, although they were the"very men
who brought the society into existence. The soci-

ety's program is to be a kid-glove, drawing-room
sort of affair. The wicked Atheists are not to be
debated with, for such debates are unprofitable to
the Christian champions. In place of opposition to
our open-air work young people will be instructed
in Christian Evidences in comfortable class-rooms.
The society is to be thoroughly respectable and
high-class and the Secularists are having things all
their own way.
.A. -long letter from an English soldier in Zululand, South Africa, coupled with another from
a military veteran in Ireland, satisfies me that
something ought to be done to bind together our
converts in the army and navy. My Zululand
correspondent says, "The idea of having army sections is a grand one and would just suit the present
condition of the service admirably; but I would
suggest (1) that they be regimental sections; (2)
that the names of those who are 'centers of communication' be published from time to time in the
Jheethinker. My first suggestion, you will observe,
implies that each regiment will hav a center of communication of its own. In garrison towns, of
course, it wouldn't be difficult to find out the Freethinkers in each regiment. Once known there are
Freethinkers in a regiment, it would be easy to find
them out by writing to the regiment's center of
communication. My experience has taught me
that, as you hint in your letter to the Freethinkm·,
forming branches of the National Secular Society in
the army is a decided failure. It is almost a matter of pure impossibility for a private soldier to
accomplish so much." Inclosed with the letter is
a neat little book of rules, etc., of the National
Secular Society's · branch in Barbadoes, West
Indies. I should be so glad to know, for practical
purposes here, the experience of any old soldiers or
sailqrs who hav emigrated to the "land of the free."
Will they write me on the subject?
SAM STANDRING.

2 Morton street, 0-on-M, Manchester, Eng.

A. Voice from the West Indies.
There has been quite an agitation in religious
matters lately around these parts, of which I shall
enumerate a few instances.
Kingston, Jamaica, has been having quite a
revival. There was a meeting of the Church of England synod; then the W esleyans had a conference,
missionary meetings, ordination services, 7 o'clock
tea, etc., etc. In fact, the beetles had quite an
enjoyable time of it.
.A. new departure has been started in the shape of
"pleasant Sunday afternoons," something got up to
reach a large amount of people who do not know
the church door. The audiences comprise all sorts
of men and women, and a good sprinkling of those
whom it is intended to reach. The services open
with the usual prayer, and the inauguration was
preceded by an address by the mayor of the city.
During the course of the remarks in which he explained the objects of the meeting, he said they
were to be purely evangelical in their character and
thoroughly unsectarian. One of the principal objects was to reach that class of the community who
never attended any place of worship. The progress
of Christianity in the city of Kingston during the
past thirty years had, the mayor remarked, been
obviously stationary, for during that period not a
single extra place of worship of any account had
been erected, despite the large increase of population. This bespeaks much for Secularism in these
parts, as it shows that the people, as in other parts
of the world, are indifferent to religion. Freedom
of thought is at last dawning upon the people, and
the sun of science is casting her beams with radiant
splendor over the benighted inhabitants of these
fair isles of the West.
In Barbadoes the revivalists and Salvation Army
hav made their domicil there. The Salvation Army
publish a War Gry, and the revivalists, to all accounts~hav been the cause of the enlargement of the
lunatic asylum, from the frequent and constant
admission of persons suffering from religio-mania.
It is a pity that in Jamaica and Barbadoes there are
none who will devote a little time in emancipating
their brethren from the shackles which bind them
to the old fetich-superstition.
In Trinidad both of the above-named parties hav
made their appearaJ?.ce, but so far hav met with no
encou1agement.
Thanks to the strenuous and
persistent efforts of Freethought propaganda work.
In Demerara, British Guiana-a very religious
place-they hav sown their seeds of discord; and
backed by the Church of England, hav helped to
earn for that ph:ce a name which iB' worthy of the
church-the land of mud.
.A.t a meeting of the Bible Society, held there
some time ago, it was said by one of the theologians
present that "During the eighty-five yeaTs of the
existence of the society there had arisen what some
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would consider-some, indeed, had considered-a
rival to the revelation of the gospel.
Within the
last few years there had been many educated men
who had thought that the Bible must s~oner or
later giv way to a new gospel. They ~aid there
was no revelatio 1 but the revelation of SClence, ~11,.d
the revelation of science, they told us, was su~Clent
to meet all reasonable wishes. The revelatiOn of
science they told us was a go~pel of fact. The
revelation of science showed thmgs as they really
were, not as A dreamed they were, or B wished they
were, or C thought they ought to be, but w~at
they really were. He granted, so far as the material
world was concerned, that was quite true. But
beyond the material worlcl there existed a spiritual
. world the knowledge of which their society believed' to lie within the scope of the revelation of the
gospel of God rather than of the revelation of t e
gospel of science."
.
.
What has this learned theologmn said~ He has
simply stultified himself. What ot~er world do·we
know anything about but the matenal world~ The
spiritual world we know nothing about, and the
Bible pretends to treat not of things spil"itual but
of things material. Therefore, these ·good p~ople
who want to acknowledge the supremacy of SCience
and yet at th.e same time asse~·t th~ gospel o~ God
do nothing else but make the mtelhgent portwn of
any civilized community laugh at them.
E. S.

The Problem of Life.

1\fan l.s a creature of fate, and the products of
fate are the results of inevitable necessity. A man
is born because the forces of nature compel his
birth, and his death results from the same cause.
Between birth and death he is the helpless creature
of conditions which he did not create and cannot
control, and is simply an automaton in the harrds of
nature-his creator. A good man deserves no more
credit for his goodness than a weather-vane does
for reveali:q.g the direction of the wind. He is what
he is from necessity, and never did mortal man perform aii independent act. Consequently a bad man
deserves no more censure than a good one does
credit ; both being what they are from necessity
and the effect of conditions.
Never were truer words penned than these:
Life is a riddle that none" can guess·
And whether it curse or whether it bless
Depends on no endeavor;
For the spider of Fate, with a thousand eyes,
Sits weaving its web for human flies;
And the flies buzz on forever!
That man never lived who knew. what fate or
necessity would introduce into his life twenty-four
hours in advance; and every life journey is made
with blinded eyes; while impulse and caution alternate in shaping the route to be traveled. Impulse
is the propelling power to action in every living being, and every impulse that stirs the mind of ~~n
is involuntary; man does not create or set It m
motion and as all impulses are dependent on conditions: he is the perfect slave of conditions, without a vestige of free will. As "there is no accounting for tastes," neither is t'here for action; and constant surprises greet us in the lives of all. Unaccountable conduct is a common thing; and moods
and impulses sway mankind as the wind stirs the
leaves and .branches of a tree. Historical events
that affected races and nations were invariabJy the
work of fate, and in the lives of nations as well as
individuals, a destiny controled and shaped by nature alone is ever at work producing results. Men,
races, and nations are simply puppets in her hands;
and the greatest names in history are ~hose of men
who were simply the creatures of Circumstances.
Fate produced them, and fate made them conspicuous. It was the American Revolution that produced a George Washington; and the Great Rebellion that made fame and power possible to General Grant. The overruling power of fate or destiny is seen in all things, and no man _does or can
shape the course of human ev:ents; _or history could
be written in advance. Natwns nse and fall, nations progress and retrograde, and never was progress seen or known that followed a straight line
without end or interruption. As night follows day,
and :a.ction is succeeded by a period of rest, so all
progress seems at times to cease in ·human affairs,
and th3 world of humanity rises only to fall andrelapse, ·as history and the ruins of once populous e~
pires testify. That civilization has prevailed on th~s
globe in a higher state than any knoWn t~-day IS
no doubt true ; and as nature sported With the
"lost Atlantis," so may she again in her mysterious
moods create similar or greater changes. Therefore when we reflect on the vast and varied mutation~ historic and prehistoric, which hav attended
the birth and death of untold millions of human
beings on this planet, well_may we ask a:nd wonder
regarding the problem of life, _and the obJect of nature in her efforts that seem .Without purpose.
Theosophy has lately risen tQ enlighten the
world on the problem of life ; but it has only one
fact and a thousand theories to present. The fact
is the present existence of a physical bod:y, and_ t_he
theories are as baseless as a dream. While Spintualism has presented the world with some mysterious phenomena, that too is powerless to cope
with the problem, and the world s~ands to-day,_ as
it ever has, with no good and suffiCient explanatiOn
of why "nature creates man without purpose and
destroys him without r~gret."
C. SEVERANCE.
Los Angeles, Oal.

homo Africanus, and had never professed to be
anything more than an ignorant, depraved membe1'
of his race. The evidence against him was conclusiv and the death penalty, as decreed by law,
stared him in the face with a certainty that precluded all possibility of escape. Laws existed on
the statute· book adequate to his conviction and
punishment, and the paid ministers ofjustice.stood
ready and willing to execute th~m. The so-called
sovereign state said to the culpnt, I gnaran~ee you
a fair trial by a jmy of your peers, and will hold
you innocent until by legal process you are proven
guilty.
.
Such was the condition of this pnsoner, and the
attitude of the state toward him. But the state
reckoned without its host. Taking its citizens at
their profession, it accepted them as civilize~,. when
in fact they were only mask~d sava?"e~. awaitmg a:n
opportunity to giv a revoltmg exhibitiOn of their
cruelty. Despite their professed fealty to law and
order; despite their boasted schools, Young Men's
Christian Association, and threescore of churches
in this "Athens of the South," dedicated to their
"·meek, lowly, and loving Jesus," they proved that
they were outlaws of the most prop.ounced type.
They, against the protest of the governor and state
officials, organized themselvs into a wild and howlina mob numbering ten thousand strong, and filled
wUh fiendish hate and revenge, in the broad light
of day they forced the jail, and, yio_lently s~izing
their half-witted defenseless viCtim, funously
dragged him to the Cumb~rlan~ bri_dge, ~icking
him and pricking and laceratmg hrm With kmves on
the way, and then threw his bleeding and half-dead
body over the bridge, where it hung as. a ~hastly
evidence that the Christian masses of this City and
vicinity are only barbarians of the most inhuman
and cruel character. As a safety measure, we admit
that this pitiful monstrosity deserved the extreme
penalty of the law, and as he was in safe custo~y
and certain to receive his just deserts, why this
needless and uncalled-for exhibition of cruelty? It
was simply a sentimental demonstration of the true
status. of the so-called Christian masses, and under
all the circumstances, viewed from a strictly humanitarian standpoint, it was a foul blotch on the
name of our civilization, and a disgrace to the age
in which we liv. A mad dog on the street, jeopardizing the safety of human life, would hav been
killed without demonstration of revenge; but the
offender in this case was not a dog, but a "nigger."
The Christian masses here reverence and worship
Sam Jones, the theological slang-slinger, who said
on July 4, 1890, in Boston, Mass.: "We kill _the
niggers in the South to prevent th~m from votm~.
You people in the North buy therr vote~. It I~
cheaper to kill the voter than to buy his vote.
Sam's sentiment bears its legitimate fruit among
his admirers here. It is all according to the laws of
the eternal fitness of things. Sam will be here in a
few days to dedicate his big tabernacle, and thousands of men who participated in this bloody-handed
mob will flock to hear him enunciate the doctrin so
soothing to savage ears, that "Jesus paid it all!'
They will all join in zealously singing:
There is a fountain filled with blood,
Drawn from Immanuel's veins;
And sinners plunged beneath that flood
Lose all their guilty stains.
And then they will return to their homes and before retiring at night they will invoke blessing f;ro~
the God who wrote in thunders on Mount Smai,
"Thou shalt not kill;" after which they will fall to
sleep and pleasantly dream about the b~essings of
their religion, and the cheap and conveme~t methods it provides to enable milrderers to get nd of all
their guilty stains.
But then these awful and cruel tragedies enacted
by th~ cm'istian masses are only effects of their
producing causes. In the examples of Moses,
Joshua Samuel, and David, all of whom were
Jehovah's favorits, the Christian has an inciting
cause to cruelty powerful in _its effe?t; for the ~od
ern Bible-believer can commit no crrme so revoltmg
and cruel but he can find an example in the lives
of one of these four Bible heroes to justify him.
Then the standard doctrins of th~;~ orthodox church,
that "Jesus paid it all," "And while the lamp holds
out to burn the vilest sinner may return," are
nothing sh01?t of a whole_sale license to the evildisposed to perpetrate cnme, and ~re ?n~ of ~he
encouraging causes that fill our pemtentianes with
Christian convicts, and populate the penal colony
in Canada with Christian forgers and defaulters.
ANTICHRISTIAN.
0

The problem of life is one that mortal man has
never solved, and nothing in this age of profound
thought and mental comm?tion indicates _that he
ever will. The human race IS constantly bemg annihilated and replenished by the forces of nature,
with no purpose any more apparent than is s~en in
the creation and destruc'ion ever going on m the
animal and vegetable kingdoms. We come ; we
play our brief part in th~ drama of life ;_ and we go.
as mysteriously as consCiousness had bu·tJ;t and beginning. No explanation of why we come, of why
we play our automatic part and pass away, has ever
been found or presented that is satisfactory or convincing. ThiJ is a secret which natur~ retains, in
spite of man's most earnes~ and per~Istent efforts
to discover it; and the greatest nnl)ds that ever
existed hav sought in vain to solve the mystery. of
the ages-the mystery of life and deat~.
. .
Out from an eternity of the past sprmgs an mdividual spark of consciousness _which feels a~d
knows its existence, only to lose It and be lost m
the eternity of the future. Millions f~llow millions
in the universal journey to the grave; "every moment dies a man, every moment one is born ;" and
life and death clasp hands in the fleeting scenes
that characterize existence. Uncertainty and ceaseless changes confront the birth ·of every conscious
entity, an . the book of fate is a closed volume until
events occur, when it opens only as history. The
future is veiled from human sight; and the past
reveals nothing but the records of a few centuries
of transitory events, similar to those which_no~ occur, as-roan blindly struggles for a contmmty of
life, in opposition to the forces of nature and the
evils of society.
The greatest mind of the nineteenth century declares that "Nature creates man without purpose,
and destroys him without regret;" an~ this declaration has weight and value because of Its apparent
truth-because facts accessible to all seem to sustain it. When conditions are right, nature creates;
and when conditions are wrong or unfavorable, nature destroys just as readily; and who dares affirm
that some power outside of nature creates the conditions under which all phenomena occur~ As
nature creates conditions and always works in acco~dance with them, it must be apparent to all who
think that whether engaged in creation or destruction her labors are never attended with approval
or r~grets-with pleasure or aversion; but al~ays
with sublime indifference. Man, her so-called highest handiwork, is wiped out of existence by the
Are We Civilized or llarbarian?
forces ol nature as relentlessly as insect, serpent,
The realm of cause and effect is infinit in its
or wild beast is destroyed; and woe be that
which is exposed to her angry moods on sea or land. jurisdiction. Human actions, good, bad, or indifferSaid Victor Hugo: "No wild beast can compare ent, quantitativly and qualihti_vly, are only th~ ~ec
with the sea for mangling its prey. The waves are .essa"ry, legitimate, and unswervm&"results of eXIstm_g
full of talons~ The north winds bite ; the billows causes adequate to their productiOn; and from t~Is
devour; the waves are the hungry jaws.· ~h.e ocean conclusion I see no avenue of escape except by disstrikes like a lion with its heavy paw, seizmg and torting self-evident truth.
In our commonwealth, some twenty-eight ye.ars
dismembering at the same moment. The logic of
disaster at sea is beyond the grasp of human ago, was born a moral monstrosity with insufficient
science." And so, we may further add, is the logic intellect to direct, and no moral sense to govern,
of life and death, for a confiict of forces is ever the abnormally preponderant sex-passion which he
Little BlaslJIIenlies.
going on without intermission in ilie realms of inherited. Under the goading and irresistible deA
trust
in
Providence,
like earthly trusts, robs many
mand
of
this
passion,
he
recently
perpetrated
a
renature ; and one of these forces works to create,
men-of
the
pleasures
of
existence.
one to destroy, while both emanate from the same volting and exasperating outrage against woma:n,
Satan's interests in the realms of night are doubtlestJ
source and are ever manifesting "without purpose and was promptly arrested and securely confined m
our county jail. This culprit belonged to the genus protected by "deeds of darkness."
or regret."
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L(>cturel" Wanted.
GRANITE, 1\foNT., 1\fay 1, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: If you hav one of your
lecturers in this part of the country, it will
pay him to come to Granite. This is a
mining-camp, and the Liberal thought is
much admired. Yours,
ALEx. E. KLEIN, Box 57.

Wants Accurate Information About the
Heart.
RoYAL CENTER, IND., May 10, 1892·.
MR.,EDITOR: A.B there is a great amount
of talk ab;:mt people's hearts, and what
they hav done and are doing, I would like
to ask, Does a heart think or reason? I
hav heard a preacher talk and put in
nearly a whole ser.mon telling .about pure
hearts, how necessary it was to hav a pure
one; then tell about some one having a
change of heart, and that his heart failed
him when he came near doing a bad act.
I hav an idea that a good heart is a good
thing in its place. If I was undecided
about a difficult matter, I should as soon
ask my big toe as my heal't, and I would
get no answer from either ..
GEORGE HENDEE.

Freethinkers, Come Out.

SEEKER.

few books and maybe· send two or three
subscribers. I will try my best for them,
at least. There are quite a number in this
place who when I am talking to them profess to be sound Freethinkers, but wh\)n
the priest or some . other pious flunkey is
present they are as dumb as a door-nail.
One of them said to me only last night,
"You will never succeed in business:
young man, unless you keep your mouth
shut." I told him that I was no hypocrit;
I had always spoken my honest opinion,
no matter who might happen.tobepresent.
I tell them all the same story-but not the
story of Jesus and his love, Mr. Editor;
no! no!
Wishing success to you and THE TRU'PH
BEEKER, I am,
Yours for everlasting truth,
D. H. BROOKS.

J>aine Turned Loose in the Lamb·Pens.
LoNE RocK, April 24, 1892.
MR. EDITOR:' Inclosed you will find
$1, for which send 'one Bible Picture
Book to the friend's address inclosed.
And may God bles.s it on its mission.
You see, I hav received my $10 worth of
books I sent· to you for, and this is the result of showing my Picture Book. I think
the first picture in it did the work. It is
so natural. · I know I shall know old Father Adam when I meet him in kingdomcome, by that photograph. He appears.
to be receiving Nepsha in good, cold
earnest, and then behold how it transforms
him into a full-fledged ballroom dude. I
received my books all right, and hav turned
"Tom " Paine loose in the lamb-pens and
he is making the. wool :ily.
With a word of love and greeting to all
the writers for and readers of the dear,
noble TRUTH BEEKER, I will close by
wishing you and Brother Heston etarnal
life. Yours for Liberalism in every sense
of the word.
1\fRs. A. M. CRAWFORD.

GRANT's PASs, ORE., May 6, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: We hav had 1\fr. W. S.
Bell deliver us two lectures, which were
very inter,)sting and instructiv, to very
good houses.· We hav also organized a
Secular Union, with sixteen members to
start with, which we hope to greatly increase soon. We hav quite a number of
Freethinkers in and around this place, if
they will only come out. We meet on the
21st inst. We hav no de:finit place to meet
as yet; shall try to ~ecure a suitable place
.as soon as possible. The following persons
were elected: president, W. H. Richards;
secretary, W. 0." Ridgway; treasurer, J~ Abominable Sentiment of a Congressman.
G. Abbott. Your paper suits us and we
DAVENl'ORT, Feb. 15, 1892.
enjoy it hugely. Success to you.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed pleOBe find $4.25
W. 0. RIDGWAY, Secretary, Box 18.
-$3 to renew my subscription on your
most valuable paper ,$1 for the Bible Picture
Wants the Warp-Brained Priests An- Book, and twenty-five cents for "The Strike
swered.
of a Sex." Also send a few printed letters
BHELLwooD, OnE., April15, 1892.
to Congressmen, which l will .try to get
Mn. EDITOR: I read the jargon of that somebody to sign, although I expect very
irate Catholic priest Lambert, and Young, little help to our cause from our Congressboth. I think some of our able writers man. In a letter of protest against the
could giv those priests a lift which would opening of the Fair on Sundays to Comlet out a little of their gas. Look at missioner Rucker, he said, among many
Alf Young comparing the God of Russia's foolish things, that he considered the
famin with Abe Lincoln calling for troops opening <Jf the World's F.air on Sunday a
to defend the United States against the step backwt11"d to· heathendom and barrebels! You see, Lambert wrote "Notes barism.
on Ingersoll," in which he shows how mad
I would like to help THE TRUTH BEEKER
he is at the great colonel, and it seems that in its noble work for mental freedom by
Lambert had imagined that he had shut up getting some new subscribers, but I find
the mouth of the great man because he did it very difficult here in this locality, as
not reply, and now he stands on his little there is not more than one Freethinker
hip like another bantam rooster calling for here besides me, and I cannot induce any
a fight.
of the rest to read the paper, pictur@s or
Send me a few catalogs.
no pictures. Yours for truth,
H. L. LINDELEAF.
ANTON JOHNSON ..

Cosmopolitan Sentiments.
DENVER, CoL., April26, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I hav succeeded in getting
a new subscriber. The West is full of
Freethinkers, but I am sorry to say that
they do not organize. There are hundreds of Freethinkers in Denver, and
with .a good m.an in the lead we ought to
effect a strong organization.
I am glad to note the advance of Free.thought in Sweden, as well as all over the
world. I am a Swede by birth, but an
American citizen and a follower of the
great Thomas Paine, who said, " The
world is my home, to do good my religion."
I do not think oceans wide enough to divide Freethinkers, and wherever a person
chooses to eke out an existence he has a
perfect right to do so, as no person can be
responsible for his birthplace.
I hope your journal will be read by the
millions, and admire your fight for progress. Yours for human emancipation,
Gus. EcKwALL.

They l'IIC?rally Advise Him To Be a
Hypocl"it.
SUMNER, CAL., Aprilll, E.M. 292.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $1.50
for the best paper ever printed, THE TRUTH
SEEKER. By the next time my subscription expires I will be able to order a

In Over-Legislation Lurks Our Greatest
Foe.
PENACOOK, N.H., April27, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : As my husband is about
to renew his subscription, I wanted to say
a word for our noble cause.
We like the new way with the pictures.
We send away nearly-all our papers, .and
think in some cases they might be read a
little more graciously if not for them.
However, do not think we are against
them. We think them fine, and that they
must set many to fhinking. But they are
not always best to be introduced till one
has had a little previous light let on gradually, so to speak.
Tam particularly pleased with the part
you take in regard to politics or legislation.. They slip in so many bills that the
people do not understand till after a generation or so, and by that time they hav
taken. such strong root it is difficult to
kill them out. In them lies our greatest
foe, and it is not a sleepy one either.
We do so very little our.selvs, that I feel
it out of place to say much about the
apathy of Freethinkers generally. I hope
the time will come when we shall be more
liberal with our money as well as our
minds.
If anyone doubts the vileness of the
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clergy, they would. better read the first
article in the March number of the Popular Science Monthly, Chapters on. the
Warfare of Science, by Andrew DIXon
White.
With kind wishes to all our family, I am,
Truly thine,
ETTA MARDEN.

Effect of Reading the Bible.
LIVERMORE, CAL., ·Feb. 5, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I will inclose $4 for THE
TRUTH BEEKER and the Bible Picture
Book. I think Hestoll's illustrations are
"the boss." I giv my papers away as
soon as I read them, -for I want them
to do all the good they can by opening
people's eyes. I hav been a strong Infidel
ever since I was a boy of twelve years. I
now am forty-three years old, and expect
to stand up for personal liberty as long as
I liv. . The reason why there are not more
Infidels is because there is not half of the
people that ever read · the Bible. I was
raised b::v a Clu:istian family, and they had
me read the Bible through on winter
evenings, and I hav been an Infidel ever
since.
You may send me anything you wish to
hav distributed that will advance Liberalism, and I will see that it drops in the
right place.
I think THE TRUTH SEEKER is the best
paper I ever read, and will hav it as long
as I can raise the money to pay for it.
Long life to THE TRUTH SEEKER and its
supporters. Yours for liberty,
CRAB. GINGER.

How Were These Things Found Out By
·
Finite l'llan ~
PACIFIC, Mo., May 5, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: How can it be true? How
is it ascertained?
In THE TRUTH BEEKER of April S.Oth,
in answer to J. Hacker as to Mr. D. M.
Bennett's belief in another life, you quote
his own saying, a saying and .assertion as
made by many others-viz., That that
which has no end could hav no beginning,
and that it is an axiomatic truth that that
which had a beginning must hav an end.
How is that ascertained by man, a finite
entity? Do present conditions warrant
such a conclusion? Is evolution truefrom the simple to the complex state? _If
the whole of the first and primary condition or state-that is, its law-has ended,
or always was, what could constitute the
next or higher law and order of co-existing
natures or objects as we see and hear them?
When and where did the sun begin, the
moon, the earth, and all the other myriads
of worlds? Where are the signs of their
end? Did man begin? How long has he
been? Has thought begun? Will thought
end? When will life end? Who knows
of its beginning?
AuG. H. KRuGER.

The "Do-Something" Policy.
Los NIETos, CAL., May 15, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : I send you herewith inclosed the names of three hundxed and fiftyseven petitioners against closing theworld 's
Fair on Sundays, with compliments of
the Norwalk Freethought Club. We hav
also distributed about one hundred of the
printed letters to Congressmen; and hav
received a favorable reply from the Congressman from our district, A. K. Coward; and J. C. Pesham, of Norwalk, and
James Hay, of Artesia, deserve especial
mention. Yon will also :find inclosed $9,
for which please send me THE TRUTH
BEEKER for another year, the Bible Picture
Book, and Ingersoll's "Prose Poems "
bound in half morocco, gilt edges. I
inclose another dollar for Edgar C. Beall's
book, " Brain and the Bible." I admire
the grand old TRUTH SEEKER, because
it has a "do-something" policy. I am
also one of the cranks who believe that·
an ounce of "do-something " is worth
more than a pound of "talk-about-whatought-to-be-done,-and-do-nothing." And
Reston-all that one has to do to know
that he is filled to overflowing with the
spirit of Freethought is to study his
pictures. It is entirely unnecessary for
him to be "born again;" the first time
was a success. I wonder if our orthodox
friends never see what kind of a sign they
bang out when they admit the necessity
oQf their being " born again." I think
:perhaps I will send you a few more names
-to another anti-Sunday-closing petition
:aoon.
ELMER HoLLOWAY.

The Weak-.kneed Braced by an Example.
SILVER PLUME, CoL., Feb. 10, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I forward $6. Three are
for renewal; one for Bible Pictures; one
for H. GarElener's book, "Is This Your
Son, My Lord?" seventy~:five cents for
"The Truth Seeker Collection of Hymns
and Forms;" twenty-five cents for Saladin's
book, "Did Jesus Rise from the Dead?"
Send me petitions and letters to Congress
and Senate on World's Fair.
An aged and outspoken Freethin~er died
here on January 21st, aged seventy-one
years, ten months, and seven days. He
was born in Anglaise, North Wales, Eng~
land. He was raised a very strict Calvin- .
ist, but at an early age his humanity revolted against the dogmas of eternal punishment and original sin. For many years _
he was an Athei~t. His last request was to
be buried as he had lived, a Freethinker.
All honor to his noble family, they respected their father's last wishes. The
funeral service was at the grave. C. S.
Desch sang a funeral ode composed for the
occasion. Joseph Gallagher delivered the
address. The funeral was very large.
Nearly one-half the people turned out to
see the services over a man that had no
use for the .preachers and to pay their last
tribute to a loved fellow-citizen.
This was the first Secular funeral in this
part of the country. It has done more to
brace up the weak-kneed that were afraid
to speak for feat" of the church influence
than anything else could hav done. His
memory will ever remain green in the
hearts of the Freethinkers of this place
that knew. him so ·well. The Christians,
as usual, started the report th11t he was
converted, but the flmeral gave the lie to
that.
JOSEPH GALLAGHER.

Church News.
PAINTED PosT, N.Y., April5, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5$3 for subscription, $1 for the new Bible
Picture Book, and $1 for D. M. Bennett's
" Semitic Gods and the Bible."
I hav taken THE TRUTH BEEKER and
Freethinker's Magazine -for a number of
years, and find pleasure and benefit in
reading them. ·
I am the only outspoken Freethinker in
town. Our town numbers nine or ten
hundred inhabitants. We hav three
·churches- Presbyterian, Baptist, and
Methodist. I hav counted the ·attendance of the three on two occasions when
the weather was favorable for a large attendance. The number that came from
the Presbyterian church was about sixtyfive, counting in the children; from the
Methodist church came ninety-six, counting the children; from the Baptist came
twenty- eight. The Baptists used to number more than either of the other churches,
but they hav decreased so much that they
cannot maintain a Ininister but hav one
come from Corning and giv a sermon in
the afternoon. In counting the attendera they averaged three females to one
male.
I am now seventy-four years of age. I
hav always worked hard, and hav for
years spent my evenings in reading history
and scientific works. Some of the clergy
here, especially one D.D., attacked me
some years .ago on my attendance at the
Freethinkers' convention at Hornellsville.
I found, although older than myself, I
could beat him in quoting the Bible. The
ministers always treat me politely and are
careful to shun any contest on the Bible
or religion. .I never u1:1e any abusiv terms
in my arguments.
·
Wishing success to THE TRUTH BEEKER,
I remain,
R. C. WoOD.

Christian Persecutions.
CHILLICOTHE, Mo., March 2, E. s. 292.
DEAR TRUTH BEEKER FRIENDS: I am a
stranger in a strange land, and want to get
away from here. There are a few brave
truth seekers here, and we·are a "thorn in
the side" of the Christian bigots, but they
are too many for us and make our lives a.
''hard road to travel,'' by their old tactics,
lies, slanders, and abuse. We are fighting
the good- fight by never losing an opportunity to " beard the tiger," but the odds
are too great, so they hav got us "dead
to rights," or at least they hav me so. I
came to this state three years ago with the
hope of earning· an honest living at my
trades-painter and carpenter, I secure(~

should be backed by some one material of March is a well-written article from Mr. Redeemed the scowl on great Jehovah's
face;
(gold, silver, or what not) in which i~must Robert Gunther, to which I fully agree.
be redeemed, is equally barbarous and In regard to our prosperity against While saints and bigots at a discount
stood,
foolish. The paper credits of the Bank of Europe's, he left out, or forgot to mention, Or were made over for the public good.
Venice, which were not redeemable in gold one principal cause for it. Germany, Almighty Zeus was a fair old god
or silver, but were given for value re- France, Austria, and Italy are nations of .Who seale([ his edicts with a royai nod.
ceived, and were full legal tender for all but about half of our population, but hav Of all the gods that ever rolled a world,
debts public and private, stood at pre- to maintain immense armies and navies. Revolved a planet, or a system whirled,
He was the greatest and the most supreme,
mium above gold and silver for over six ·Several millions of the healthiest, hardiest And wore a tunic built without a seam.
hundred years. Is not six hundred years yDlmg men, the flower of the people, are · He dwelt.contented in ambrosial shades
long enough to demonstrate what can be picked out and from producers turned Among a bevy of celestial maids,
done with a paper money irredeemable in into consumers, for whom the rest of the Till great Jehovah came upon the scene, .
gold or silver? The Bank of Venice has people are so much more taxed. Besides And brought a J ewess for the little queen,
'Wbich soon raised hell. For Zeus scorndemonstrated that a paper money given this, how much more cost the royal (!)
ful scowled
for value received and made a full legal families than our president. Is it a wonder Upon the Jewess, when Jehovah howlec;l
tender and not redeemable in gold or that under such conditions people can With rage terrific, and betwixt the eyes
Knocked Zeus headlong from the lofty
silver is far superior to gold or silver as prosper?
skies,
money. And what has been done in this
On the same page appears an article for
Heels over hellward; and thereafter
direction can be done again. The treas- protection from 'Mr. Richard Lechner, full
reigned
ury notes of the United States given out of absurdities and contradictions, which O'er earth and heaven and the crown o bto the people freely, for value received, 'begin right with his second paragraph: "I
tained.
and made a full legal tender and not re- am aware, however, of the reluctance of His great ambition and tremendqus need
deemable in gold or silver, to the amount the generally biased editor of a Free- Was that his queen and royal. spouse
should breed
of $75 or $100 per capit.a, would stand thought journal to print anything deroga- An earth-made
son from his divine emat a premium in the money markets of the tory to the doctrin of free trade, under the
brace
world over gqld and silver, as did the pa- e1Toneous conception that free trade and To pose as savior for the mortal race,
per credits of the Bank of Venice.
free thought are virtually synonymous By name, Christ Jesus, who was crucified
It is time that men, of common sense at terms. An advocate of the latter, to be con- To save his father, when he up and died.
crime outrageous of a reigning god
least, hav outgrown the narrow, absurd, BiNtent, must necessarily also be an advocate This
Was used conjointly with his victim's
and pernicious prejudices that hav for so of the former." Here the second sentence
blood
many centurief'l been instilled into their contradicts the former, and he himaelf, as To crown his virtues, and o'er earth extol
Free Land.
minds by shylocks and despots. The peo- he is not cOillsistent, a free trader, if he The matchless mercy of his mighty soul
KisSIMMEE, FLA., May 1, 1892.
ple should demand a volume of money suf- professes to be a Freethinker. A Free·- For every people, and the world surprise
With his sublime and awful samifice.
MR. EDIToR: The land law of the United ficient for convenience of exchange, and . thinker will hear both sides.
That he received the profit of the crime,
States is at the root of all evil in this gov- the entire abolition of interest for its use.
"No," he calls out, "we strenuously ob- And son the torture, was indeed sublime.
ernment as it is. The value of money is
F. H. MARSH.
ject to· lowering the present condition of This same Jehovah many years ago
founded on it. ~lavery is founded on it.
our working classes to the peasant life In cleft of granitmade a holy show.
Isms are founded on it. Power of officers
of starving, 'agricultural Russia, to the But ages after he became more wise
Refused Commnnication.
less eccentric; when he· left the skies,
is founded on it. Law is founded on it.
pauper labor of Europe." This thread- And
NEwARK, N.J., April25, 1892.
And in concealment, so the record runs,
Secret orders are founded on it. In fact,
bare
phrase
is
false,
and
only
got
up
to
He dwelt with priests and holy monks and
To THE EDITOR oF THE NEws, Sir: I inall things are founded on it but Labor and close an account of two persons being catch gulls.
One· can find all the
nuns.
Science, which need to be advanced, as excommunicated for marrying Protestant "pauper labor" wanted here by the thou- Sometimes with· love his sacred bowels
thrilled,
.
those two things create all thingl!! that are
sands, and the tramps, besides. What
heretics:
he the people with amazement filled
beneficial to all honorable beings. To put
hypocrits these Protectionists are! How When
By sly intrigues and gallant escapades,
The Rev .. H. P. Fleming, rector of St.
all human beings on an equality, all that is John's
Catholic church, Orange, made they keep the laborer's welfare at heart! And not infrequent kissed the Jewish
needed is to liberate the land and let every .his annual talk to his people yesterday on What would the laborers' present condimaids,
person hav all the land he can occupy and the evils of mixed marriages. He said tion be if they themselvs did not combine Or younger wives of aged patriarchs,
no more. To remedy evils is to get at the that John J. Cullen and Mary E. Camp- into unions? That protection helps the Whose eyes he dazzled with especial
marks
root of them, and to do that let the land be bell had been excommunicated from the manufacturer no one will dispute, but is it
Of royal favor, and the spouse deceived
because they had married Protestas free as the water to mankind. That will church
right
that
all
others
should
be
extra
ta~ed
ants and been married by Protestant
With tales of wondrous miracles achieved.
check the money power·, and that checked clergymen.
He pointed out that they to fill his pocket? ·Let every tub stand on His shabby treatment of his boyhood's
·all other evils are checked. If there is no could never get back into the church its own bottom. In my opinion, the gov- · chum,
real estate, where is the security for money without making public atonement at the ernment has no business to help the manu- Unhappy Satan, when they used to bum
to hold its value, on nothing but personal altar. Father Fleming then entered upon facturers, the bankers, and the railroad Around the heavens, whom to hell he sent,
As king to measure out the puniRhment
property, which takes labor to create? a general talk about the evils of mixed capitalists. It is a shame that it allows For
unbelievers, and the sinners turn ·
marriages, asserting that they are seldom
And if the laborers stop putting their labor happy ones, to say nothing of their being them to water stock. In a civilized society, To make them howl and!iv a proper burn,
in land the money power is abridged to against the laws of the church.
if any class is to be helped it is the poor, Was most pathetic; an throughout displayed
Miss Campbell was married to Arthur uneducated downtrodden which needs aid,
such an extent that it no more governs the
goveri:tment, and when it loses that hold it W. Bayes, of East Orange. They were and not the rich. Fifty years ago tramps A friend's devoted confidence betrayed.
stained the glory of his sacred
has no more power than any other prop- married on March 30th by the Rev. Dr. were unknown, but we had then also very Which
crown
George S. Bishop, of the First Dutch Reerty. It matters not what kind of money formed church, committing the double few millionaires, but n contented people And him dishmwred, for he trampled
we hav, or how much or little, if the homes offense of being married in Lent and by a all around. The Republican party is the
down
of the people are not affected by it. H all Protestant clergyman.
foi:rnder of this system, which fosters The tried companion of his early youth,
JohnJ. Cullen was married on February trusts to mahe the rich richer and the poor At least his equal in his love for truth.
human beings can hav homes if they will
erect and occupy them, then they are 22d to Miss Josephine Sparr, the marriage poorer. And such a state of society can When time sealed in the buffet that it
bears
taking place at the house of Dr. Henry M.
happy. There would be no selling of land Storrs, of the First Presbyterian church, not endure. Sooner or later a.revolution Near nineteen hundred rapid-rushing
except actual occupation. All things will who performed the ceremony.
will uproot it.
years,
regulfl.te themselvs, as there is no chattel
Mr. r~echner asserts that the foreigner He brought a Schweinforth. With a grunt
Both of those· young people were God's
of joy
slavery. If chattel slavery existed, then children. They both were christened by pays the tariff tax-the old Protectionists'
the land should be in title for the money Nature's tears in entering this beautiful phrase. Just take the latest article, sugar, lt'claimed distinction as God's second boy.
But as the shoat, that stalks about its pen
men to work their slaves on. If the United world. Our common father
no secta- put on the free list. We buy it now two In search of food and early breakfast
States had liberated the land and not the rian God, and his children came by natu- ce~ts a pound cheaper than under the old
when
slaves, then there would hav been no use ral laws, and this excommunicated lady and tariff. How then can anyone so foolishly Awakes the dawn, unconscious kinks its
tail,
of liberating the slaves, for the land would her husband were true to those laws By and falsely assert that the foreigner paid
So this great Schweinforth, when it sought
hav fallen in the hands of actual_settlers, uniting in the holy bonds of wedlock, the tax?
to vail
and the slaveholders would not be entitled therefore, they hav committed no crime.
Protectionism leads naturally to narrow- Its cunning project from a doubting world,
to more land than they would hire help to No person in this world can persuade Nat- mindedness, egotism, illiberalism, hate, The fraud unconscious to mankind unE.
SIGSBEE.
occupy.
furled
ure by prayers to alter her laws, and ·and ignorance. Let us work to beat down
By mask transparent, and secured at most
sectarians who set themselvs up and at- all barriers against free intercourse in trade A sort of harem for its Holy Ghost.
More Money, J,ess Interest.
tempt to set aside those laws only make and travel with other nations and countries, Where, sure enough, the fair and bloomGLoBrnVILLAGE, MAss., May 10, 1892.
clowns of themselvs for intelligent people until all humanity becomes one brothering maid
MR. EDITOR: With reference to Mr. to enjoy a heart.y laugh at. Why not ex- hood, and we can say with the illustrious With mystic breeding from a holy shade
Darrow's communication in THE TRUTH communicate God for making the pagan Thomas Paine, "The world is my The world astonished, when With infant
cries
SEEKER of February 6th, I would say: before the Jew, or the Jew before the country!" Yours for progress,
Was heard the rustle in surrounding skies
Money is simply evidence of debt to Christian ? He did not forbid either of
FREDERICK KOEZLY.
Of an~el wings, while every breed of
the holder for value received, whether those to marry, and if he did I doubt
swine
Historical Poem.
that evidence (the government stamp) is on very much if his children would obey
With grunts acknowledged the prophetic
metal or paper, and money is, or should such an unreasonable request-more than
sign.
NATIONAL HoME D. V. S.,
}
Now kiss its dupes this· sacred cub, and
MJLWAUKEE, Wis., Feb. 13, 1892.
be, by law, a full legal tender for all debts they would His Holiness Pope Pecci,
groan
MR. EDIToR: I thought it was about
public or private. The value of the ma- who sits in a palace at Rome. And His·
Their loud amens with sanctimonious tone;
terial on which money units are stamped Reverence, and cardinals, and bishops, time an accurate statement was made about Then once again the little cuss they hug,
has nothing whatever to do with the value and priests are dependent upon those laws the great Jehovah and his family, his true And think they see Jehovah's holy mug.
of those units. The government stamp of for their very existence, and if any one of crown-prince, and other legitimate heirs;
Amen,
Cynus WHEELOCK.
one dollar for value received is the same these violates those laws, Nature will most especially because lately so many pretendMORAL.
(Displaying the pure Christian spirit.)
whether stamped on ten cents' worth of assuredly punish them as she does the ers hav put forward their false claims
silver, five cents' worth of gold, two cents' humblest of her creatures, for Nature is who hav not a drop of Jewish blood in Ye and your readers by these lines enticed
May yet be tempted to believe in Christ.·
worth of copper, or one-eighth of a cent's no respecter of persons.
their veins.
CYRus WHEELOCK.
But if ye never will return to Jesus,
worth of paper. The dollar in every case
A RELIGIO - PHILOSOPIDCO - METAPHYSICO - Who's always waiting of our sins to ease
W. W. MoRRIS.
is worth the value that was given for it,
SARCASTICO-POETICO -IDSTORICAL ESSAY
us,
[This communication was rejected ~by
ON THE RISE OF THE GREAT JEHOVAH, Or if ye still are stubborn and refuse us,
whether in labor or material, and the the editor of the News.-W. W. M.]
HIS TWO BOYS, AND ONE OUB.
Then go to hell, that ye may there amuse
whole people are bound to protect the
In ancient years when goddesses were
Again, Amen!
CY.
us.
holder in that amount of value for which
crowned
P.S.-What is this cub anyway? A little
it was given. The idea that a dol1ar must Argues That Free Trade Wonld Frater- As well as gods, and used to skirmish
nize Nations •.
god, or a little goddess? Damned if I
be stamped on some material that is in
round
NEw YoRK, N.Y., March 22, 1892.
The earth for worshipers, then female know, although I am a surveyor by proitself worth a dollar, is barbarous, absurd,
fession,
C. W,
grace
MR. EDITOR: In your paper of the 19th
!'nd very. foolish. Or that every do~lar
a contract and completed one job, to the
entire satisfaction of all. Then the bigots
"got on to me " and I was immediately
boycotted. · I cannot get a day's work
from a~y Christian, so I hav been compelled to hunt for a living, but the Christian persequtions followed me and I could
not sell my game. So in my despair I almost gave up, but an old weak-kneed Liberal gave me a job of chopping cord wood,
and I hav barely kept the wolf from the
door by chopping for the last year. Now,
!fear my tale of woe is tiresome, but! must
tell it to show the power of the Christian's
love for his enemy. (Brother Macdonald,
please bear with me, I pray thee, for the
burden of thy servant .is very heavy.) I
want to hear of a place where I can go and
be free from persecutions, where I can
make an hC'nest living by honest labor,
which is no disgrace. I want Liberals in
Liberal communities to write to me. I
want to hear from Washington and Oregon especially. I am a young man of
twenty-eight years; married, with one
child· college education; carpenter and·
paint~r by trade; Infidel in belief.
Friends, please address, Yonr persecuted brother,
C. E. JoNEs, JR.,
Chillicothe, Mo.
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My sister and I go to school. I am in
a fancy to, and climbing up the bank• well as she . could speal'; ''am I so sick,
B Gi·ammar, two from the highest. You
found a pretty rustic bench in the midst papa?. Am I going to die?"
cannot leave this class till you pass in
The question was earnest, and the eyes Geography. I hope to pass in June.
of the beautiful wild nook that looked as
Edited by Miss SusAN H. Wrx:oN, Fall though it was never inhabited by anyone searched his face for hope, but she saw
We went to hear Anthony Comstock
River, .Zila88., to "whom all Commtmica- except the birds and other children of there was none. For a long minute she preach in the Methodist church, and he
tion8 {o1· thi8 Corner 8hould be 8ent.
nattu·e. Ethel immediately claimed it, watched him closely. Who shall say what l"ead something from a paper about himand declared that it was placed there for that look contained? Fear, entreaty; af- self and Colonel Ingersoll, but he only
said "Colonel," and said he could not
"Between the da.rk and the daylight.
her especial benefit. Isabella rather tim- fection, and finally renunciation-for at mention his name in the "house of God."
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a panse in the da.y's occnrations
idly followed her more adventuresome length, with a little weary sigh, she turned Of course I knew who it was, and we all
That is known as the Children s Hour."
friend's example, but soon, absorbed in away, putting her face toward the wall, smiled, and then he wanted a collection.
The church was crowded, because they
gazing at the fair scene, forgot her fears. but leaving her hand still fast in his.
Floy's Brother Ray.
"Papa," she said again, after a brief closed all the other churches and all the
Ethel drew a deep breath of appreciation
people had to come to the Methodist
We's dot a. baby a.t our house
and delight. "How beautiful!" she ex- silence, and in the tone there was a touch- cht.uch,
Wee as a mouse.
ing resignation, "sing 'Bye-low' "-which
claimed;
"I
feel
more
like
quoting
Byron
Portia, my sister, is twelve, and I am
l\famma says he turned from the sties,
than talking political economy. But busi- was a nursery lullaby she had never out- fourteen. I remain,
An' how he c'ies I
Yom· friend,
nessis business; go on, Belle." Miss Lloyd grown.
I sint it's jes' too awful bad
An' very sad
GERALDINE BROADBELT.
Although choking with grief, the
raised her eyebrows in interrogativ surTo send him 'way off down here,
P.S.-Mamma would be so pleased to
stricken father complied, and so, holcling
prise,
and
asked,
''Who
said
anything
about
Poor 'ittle dear;
political economy ?" "I did," answered his hand, mth her face still to the wall, see you this summer if you come our way
An' I b'lieve it's jes' as I said:
~
That he's so red
Ethel, picking up a piece of slate and and in her ears the crooning familiar mel'Tause the sun burnt him on the way
making it skim am·oss the lake; " I asked ody, the little girl quietly met her death. A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library._
Wiv its hot ray.
you to tell me some more about 'the wealth
I don't sint that man Dod is dood,
C11ats Witll Correspondents.
of nations.'" "Well,· really," said l\'fiss
Betause he tould
Not treat in such a true! way
''PAXTON. "-''Elm trees '' received and
Lloyd, rather pettishly, " you seem so
l\fy brother Ray
well advanced in the stttdy that I thought will appear soon. we thank you very
If he was a dood l\fan an' tiud,
you would not require any more explana- much for your kindness. Your little
But he wouhl mind
:Sy Heier)" H. CSS~-rdel)er'.
And send an angel, who, if tohl,
tion. Can't you possibly remember any- lessons are interesting and inipressiv.
One
oj ~Her Brightest, lVittie8t, and
I know would hold
WM. L. PALEN.-Thanks for article on
thing more that I said except that it was
Strongest Lectures Against
A sunshade over him;- or fold,
"
Gold
Mines."
Anything
from
your
'the
wealth
of
nations?'"
Ethel
smiled;
the Bible.
If it was cold,
and now, abandoning her former pursuit facil pen with which you may favor the Every Woman Should Read It
Around him a blanket or shawl,
An' he'd not full
of skiraming stones, was busily engaged in Corner, is acceptable.
and
In such an awfully hot day,
SADIE ATHENA MAGOON.-Congratulapulling a daisy to pieces, for she always
Know Her Eneinies and Her Friends.
All the long way
had to be busy at something. "You would tions on prospects changed for the better.
Into mamma's arms from the sties.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.
not expect anyone to keep trigonometry, May the new home be always the new
Wonder he c'ies?
I don't, nor tha-t mamma is sict
geometry, fom· languages, science of eth- paradise, and may the happy family liv
A sindle bit.
nology, say nothing of the higher mathe- long to enjoy it. You are sure of this
Wonder it didn't. till her, an' him t~o
matics, ethics, and that painfully apparent home anyway, while the mansion in the
Now, do not 'on?
By M. FARRINGTON.
science of econoinics, all in one's poor skies is too much in the mist to be of any A
I don't sint mans knows so well now
Thormtgh
Exami:n,ation and RefAs womens how
cranium together, would you?" she was profit and advantage.
To tate dood tare of 'ittle tots,
~dation of the Claims of the
asking
calmly,
when
Isabella
stopped
her
LAURA
S.
F.-Never
mind
the
rudeness
An' love 'em lots;
Sabbatarians.
with an imploring gesture, and to silence of the ignorant. You can afford to pass it
An' Dod don't hav a wife, I dess,
10 cents.
An' mates a mess
her companion more effectually dashed by in silence. Be true to yourself, and Prir.e,
Tarin' for babies; an' the boys
into the subject without more ado. ''Well, true to your honest convictions.
Mate so mu~h noise,
I hav said that political economy treats
JoHN D.-Yes, it is certainly m·ong and
And det their noses brote, or mali,
of the wealth of nations," she began very cruel to rob birds' nests or disturb
While dirls is cUad;
But so sorry Dod don't marry
glibly, as though she was reciting ari. ex- them in any way. How would you like if !\ HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW,
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
An' not tarry,
ercise in her French grammar. "But in some powerful creature should come and
As I heard dicll\Ir. Devil mans,
Bv G-EORG-E W. BROWN, M.D.
order
to
hav
you
more
thoroughly
underdestroy
your
home,
tear
down
the
house,
An' hav the bans
15 cents
stand me, it will be necessary to speak of and kill the children ? Take the case Price,
Read in every town to-clay.
Whim Brother Ray
the production of wealth. There was home, and put yoursE'lf in the bird's
Would be the last to fall so far,
orii:inally two requisits ; from these place-how would you feel about it? You
From sties or star.
springs a third. Land and labor, then should care tenderly for the birds, for you
SADIE ATJIENA MAGOON.
capital. Land in political economy means are strong and they are weak. Beside~?, Its History anil Its Influence
Upon Society.
natural agent, raw material; labor, human how lovely they make all Nature with their
Talks on Political Economy.
exertion. A union of- these produces a sweet and cheerful songs. They do the By DB. Lours BucHNER, Author of "Force ani.!.
"Ethel!" exclaimed Isabella in surprise,
Matter," etc.
third factor, capital. The savage gather- best they can, and so should you.
as coming out of the school one beautiful
Translated from the German.
ing fruits or roots for his dinner is the
Mr. James Warburton told the other
afternoon in June, she encountered that
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
simplest conception of the first or primary day of a nightingale and its mate who
y01mgperson rather unexpectedly upon the
requisits, land and labor. But when he came and built their nest in a grove near
broad steps. "Isabella!" exclaimed the
gathers these things and stores them while Warrington, England. A policeman was
other, equally surprised, "where are you
he employs his time making a bow and appointed to guard the birds, and trains
going?" "I scarcely know, myself," rearrow, he is working upon capital. His of cars were run to the spot that the peo----LIQUOR DRINKING---plied Isabella, smilirg and drawing on her
food, when gathered to simply satisfy his ple--might go and hear the charming song
gloves, '' but I am at perfect liberty to do
Commended,
Defended, and
wants, is wealth. When eaten while en- of the nightingale.
whatever I please, for this afternoon at
Enjoined by the Bible.
gaged upon his bow, it becomes capital.
Every boy should feel himself an ape"ast. Miss Vincent has given me a brief
10 cents.
His bow and· arrow is wealth; when used pointed policeman to guard the birds and By E. C. WALKER.
vacation." '' Oh, bliss!" exclaimed the
to procure game, it becon;tes ·capital. Do their young.
enthusiastic Ethel. "'What larks,' as
Harry would say, for Miss Lovell in due you perceive the analogy?" asked Isabella,
Correspondence.
admiration of my talents and ingenuity inclining her sunny head to one side
THE< CSO.SP:eL.S,
NAPLES,
S.D., May 10, 1892.
questioningly.
"
Yes,"
replied
Ethel,
has given me a leave of absence, too. We
Episties, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
DEAR
Miss
Wrx:oN:
I
will
write
ancllet
and not Included In the New Testament.
can hav lots of fun, Belle." "Yes," re- giving her friend a glance of mock admi- you know that we hav had a snow· storm.
'turned Isabella as she descended the steps, ration. "What a logician you are to ·be Our school is out. I am ten years old, Price, $1.
a frown marring her pretty face, "we sure. Here, take this for your invincible Papa is making arrangements with Mr. J.
will hav lots of fun, if we can find any- logic,, and she playfully flung a wild D. Shaw to come here to lecture. He had
'sweet-briar rose in her lap.
Mr. John E. Re!llsburg to lecture at
thingto do. But that is just what we cannot
By FRANCES WRIGHT,
Henry twice while we lived there. I ·
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
do. Where in the world will we manage
would like for some little Liberal girl to Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
to stow om·selvs this long afternoon?"
Pupa Sang "Bye-Low."
write to me. I hope this will not go to the
Gr"eek philosopher, and the author.
"I know," said Ethel, who was never at
There died not long ago the little daugh- waste-basket. I will close for this time.
Yom·s respectfully,
Price,
75 cents.
oss what to do with herself, and when ter of a New York lawyer, who approached
MAUD S. SHORT.
people felt ill and " out of sorts " always the clark river with a composure that was
proved better than a dose of medicin; as pathetic as it was unusual. She was the
ATTLEBoRo, May 12, 1892.
"we will take a row· on the lake." "But second in the family connection to sucDEAR EDIToR: I send you my first and
where can we get our boat?" asked Isa- cumb to diphtheria. A few weeks before last. attempt at rhyming. It is an epitaph
-HINDOO ORIGIN•
bella, still disposed to take a gloomy view she sickened she had known of the illness on McGinty, the late popular idol of the Of Hebrew- al)d c:a).ristial) :Revof the position. "The gardener that and death of a yotmg cousin and playmate, day.
elatiol).
MO'GINTY.
Miss Leslie, the principal of the school, and, though not allowed at the bedside or
McGinty is drowned
By Lours JAcoLLro·r.
Price, $2.
employs for the lawns, promised to lend ftmeral, had been much impresseu, and
At the bottom of the sea.
me his little boat,. ' The Mary ·J anti. ' His had asked questions which showed that the
And the public is glad
As 'tis fitting it should be.
cottage is not far from the gr01mcls; dismal features of the last rites were full of
They put him in a bag,
come, Belle." Isabella walked somewhat horror to her.
Then they piled on the stones,
silently beside her companion, for she had
When she was taken ill it was carefully
For thus to keep him clown
A HISTORY OF ALL
not yet recovered her cheerfulness. But concealed from her that she had diphAnd to smash all his bones.
The
Women
Who Figure in the Bible.
Ethel, as though to make up for her com- theria, lest she should be frightened. It
Then down, down, down went he,
-BYpanion's silence, chatted away serenely, was a malignant attack, and it ran its
His relative were there
AN UNGODLY WoMAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENT·
never offended when her questions re- course quickly, says the New York Times.
UBY.
The pictttres of despair,
mained unanswered, until Isal;>ella, begin- The crisis approached, and all hope was
Cloth, 75 cents.
All clad in black array,
ning to be ashamed of herself, exclaimed abandoned. Her father sat by her side
Because he'd passed away,
And they mourned,
SISTER LUCY
contritely: "You are an angel, Ethel, watching her pale face take on a grave~
And they cried,
and I am a horrid cross thing. But I be- pallor that had only one meaning. 'rhe
-ANDTo think that he had died
lieve I got up wrong this morning, for de- little girl's eyes were closed, and in her
In a bag at the bottom of the sea.
spite the lovely day and the vacation I feel father's hand her own nerveless fingers
MIRIAM.
irritable and cross."
were held. A tear wrung from his agony
The boat was soon procured, and it did dropped upon them. The child opened
NEw RooHELLF., N.Y., May 11, 1892.
AS 'f:'O AJtlW HIJ!..L CONVENT"
D~AR 1\frss Wrxm·: I hav just finished
not take the girls long to reach a beautiful her eyes wide.
reading the Children's Corner and I
little nook far up the lake that they took
And a Fow Words on Auricular Confession,
"Are yon crying, papa?" she said, as thought the letters very pleasant t~ read.

~'AiZdren' s {3orner.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

'l'HE SABBATI--1.

The Sunday Question.

J/1 a:eeriaZism:

Bible 1 empera11ce.

-------------------

Apocryphal· New Testament.

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.

BIBLE IN INDIA.

Godly Women of the BiMe.

Her .Awful Disclosures
10 centa,
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Jfsws of t'hs Wsslt.
IN Russia scurvy is following upon typhus and small-pox .. Multitudes of the
sick g9 without food or nursing till death
ends their misery.
A CATHOLIC organ says: ''When the
Fair is over, if Leo XIII. desires a home
in the land of the free, Chicasro will present him with the exhibition palaces."
THE Platte, Missouri, Mississippi, and
other rivers hav flooded large sections of
the Western states, demolishing buildings,
ruining farms, .and drowning live stock
and over a hundred persons.
THE Vatican has again declared that our
present schools must be changed into denominational ones receiving state support.
"The dut.y of the hour, therefore," says
our leading Catholic organ, "for· all the
Catholics of the United States, is to get
together, and putting out of sight all past
controversies, to build up the school system from which God is not banished."
OF the Parliament of Religions to be
held in connection with the World's Fair,
its manager says: ''We believe that the
view expressed by Cardinal Gibbons will
be realized; tha~ the expectations of th.e
most sanguill Will be dwarfed by the gigantic realities; that the Congresses of
Religion that shall meet in 1893 will be so
noteworthy as to make an epoch in history."
·
OF Deeming, the murderer of his two
wives and four children, who was hanged
at Melbourne, Aus., on the 23d, it is related that on a voyage just before his arrest he attracted notice by his frequent exclamations on the sinfulness of the sailors'
profanity. His last hours were devoted
largely to praying :for forgivness and reading in the Bible, especially in Revelation.
His last words were, "Lord Jesus, receive
my spirit."
REv. DR. CuTTER, of New York, has sent
a letter to the members of the police, exhorting them to go to Sunday-school, worship God, and become Chrrstians. Most
of the p_olice are Catholics anyway-, but
Inspector Williams, who perhaps Is not
very religious, took offense, and said,
"Take 3,500 ministers and 3,500 police
and put them side. by side and you will
find a deal more sin on the ministers' side
than on ours."
SoME New York preachers recommend
that a Protestant congress be held at Chicago during the Fair, to offset the influence of the Catholic congres·s there. The
Catholic church, tliey say, has planned the
capture of the Fair, and has already acquired the domination of several committees and begun manipulating them in its
interests. It has "so planned as to convey
to the people in the Western world that
Romanism l).as been the top, bottom, and
aides of the civilization and progress of
this country."
AMoNGthe memories of our early history
which the Columbian celebration causes to
be recalled numerously, Catholics bring
forward the fact that Washington forbid
the celebration of "Pope Day" in the
ariny. On this day, November 5th, every
yea.r, it had been customary to parade effigies of the pope and the devil through
Boston streets amid jeers of Protestants,
and finally to burn them with execrtttions.
Washington apprehended that this would
disunite Catholics from our cause in the
struggle against England.
ARCHBISHOP KATZER has decreed for the
archdiocese of Milwaukee: "Masons, Carbonari, Odd Fellows, Sons of Temperance, unless they hav in act left the secret
society, are to be deprived of ecclesiastical
buriaL" As to other societies: "We for bid
their members, 'in a body,' or with
badges and regalia, to be present, march,
or perform any rites or ceremonies at the
funeral, with the exception perhaps of the
union known as 'the .Grand Army of the
Republic,' because this society is considered rather as a military and patriotic society. In this case, even, all rites and ceremonies must be excluded that are not military."
MGR. O'REILLY, the priest of the New
York church where the relic of the Virgin
Mary's mother has been on exhibition,
lately gave his congregation a history of it.
He said that immediately after the crucifixion there was a violent persecution of
all who had followed Jesus, and especially
of all who were related to him. Even the
dead were not ·safe. And as the body of
St. Anna, the. mother of the Virgin, was
the most precwus body of all, it was taken
away for safety. It was carefully guarded
and brought to Constantinople; and from
there to Apt~ where it is now buried in the
great catheural. The popes ordered an
arm to be ~aken from this body, a!ld
that was earned to Rome. From this arm
came the relic. "The proof that this is
part of the body of St. Anna," said Mgr.
O'Reilly, "is the fact th&t JIIiracles are
performed through it."
·· ·

fering condition, and helpless. But instead of doing so, he retired from this
sphere, perched himself upon his magnificent throne of luxury, and peeps down
Whatever their lot may be in the un- upon this world of failure and destitution
certain ''world to come," the following without ever one look of symP.athy.
C. W. CocKRELL.
letters show that in this world they can
be saved to many years of usefulness, and
sa_ved f;om unnecessary tortures by apThe mother's letter six months after the
plied sCience.·
above:
Oct. 20, 1891.
DR. E. B. FooTE, Dear Sir: Kindest of
An old, true, and tried standard-bearer
of Liberalism, Mr. C. B. Reynolds, con- friends, for such you have been to me and
sents to the publication of the folloWing mine. One year ago to-day my son took
letter:
his first dose of medicine under your
treatment. At that time he was paralyzed
FREMONT, WAsH., April16, 1892.
DR. E. B. FooTE 1 Sn., JJ:f..v dea1·, good from his hips down; his feet were drawn
friend: I am rejorced to be able tore- up to the body; it required all my strength
port that your help has been most effica- to pull one of his le15s out straight, and it
cious. From a sad condition of the worst caused him great pam to do so. He sufform of chronic dyspepsia, and acute rheu- fered all the time but about every three
matism in my right shoulder that made it days he would have a day of more acute
very painful to write and next to impos- suffering. We expected his death at any
sible to raise. my right· hand to my head, hour. His weight was fifty pounds. He
having exhausted hope and patience in could not creep or move one inch either
trying sure remedies, your generous help way when put on rugs on the floor, and
and skill hav rescued me and given me a had to be carried about like a babe.
new lease 9f life with comfort. Doubtless
Fifteen months ago he was given up to
.I. should have made better headway in die by our doctors, who thought his case
recovery only my duties were such that was hopeless. As a last resort we proI could not conveniently take the reme- cured treatment from you, and to the great
dies with regularity. Only your generous, joy and surprise of both myself and family,
kindly interest in me prompted me to per- he soon began to improve. He gradually
severe. I am free from the demon dys- grew better, and a:ter two months of the
pepsia, and have but slight inconvenience treatment he began to move about ancl try
to creep. We .had made for him a pair of
from lingerinoo rheumatrsm.
Mrs. Reyno~ds and Gertie join in. grate- crutches that were fifteen inches long.
ful thanks for your· restoring my health, Think how glad I, his mother, was the day
and I add, for all the kind interest, you he could. slide around on those crutches,
hav evinced in my work, and the cheer, sitting flat down on the floor. We made
help and encouragement you have afforded new crutches at different times, each pair
a little longer, until he had eight pairme.
Your grateful friend and faithful co- and one cane. I-Ie has now disca1·ded all
and walks without the aid of an,yth·ing.
worker for Reason, Right and Truth,
His general health is good. He weighs
c. B. REYNOLDS.
seventy-two pounds-the most he
ever weighed. He is now going to
school. We procured altogether
nine months' treatment. His case
was considered a. very rema-rkable
one and was known by h1mdreds of
people in this state, who regard his
recovery as hm·dl,'/f less than a miracle. In this limited space I cannot of course go into details. I
might write on and on for days and
weeks and could not tell yon how
grateful I feel to you. Words m:e
meaningless in trying to pen them
and have you·read and understand
me.
I am perfectly happy now, as
though a great dark ·cloud were
lifted from my path. To think of
traveling down life's dreary road
with a cri pled and afflicted child,
one that every passer-by looked
upon as a pitiful object, was a bitter
thought, I tell you. How changed
thinoos are now!' everything looks.
so ~uch brighter. 1\fy chrld is in
good health, has resumed his studles and I have every hope of his
being a well, strong man. WishA budding Infidel, C. W. Cockrell, Jr., ing you and everyone under your care
sincerely,
of Salmon City. Ida., as he was left, crip- every prosperity, I am, MAY
CocKRELL.
pled and helpless, by the grip.
His father's letter to THE TRUTH SEEKER,
HOW IT WAS DONE.
as published over a year ago:
Abridging the letter by the omission· of
much unnecessary fulsome praise of the
SALMON CITY, IDA., March 1, 1891.
MR. EmToR: We have had a great deal doctor we have quoted enough of it to
of sickness in our family within the last show how gradual the pro~ess o_f recC!very
year, and Christians have had the audacity was. In this age of physwlogrcal sCience
to tell us it is all on account of our belief. ani! the medical arts we do not look for
Our little boy has not walked for a year, miraculous cures. To make a cripple
on account of sickness, only by the aid WR.lk with a word of the mouth or a wave
of crutches, and he could not do that well of the hand is the method of miraculous
nntil we treated him under Dr. E. B. cures. Not possessing supernatural powers
Foote of New York city. I think in an- the physi~ian of to-day ;must be content
other 'month our son will be able to walk with helpmg nature to brmg ahout a gradabout without the aid of any crutches or ual recovery by .means of ratio~al treatcane. Now, if the Christians' Godaffiicted ment employed ill accordance w1th rather
our son in this way because his parents did than in contravention of natural law. In
not believe in that old Jewish history the treatment of this boy's case is illusof wholesale murder, robbery, and rapine, trated the value of our ideas, for the result
why does he idle around and let Dr. justified the means and the means were enFoote outgeneral him in one of his most tirely in accord wit~ our theory a~ to antopleasant pastimes, that of visiting the sins toxcemia. Remedres were first drrected to
of the parents on their children? Trul;~: cleanse the stomach and bowels (the
Dr. Foote is a wonderful man. And rf twenty-five feet of alimentary canal) to rewhat the so-called Christians say is true, move one great source of impuri~y by subhe Dr. Foote, is more wonderful than stituting digestion for fermentatiOn or deev~r. I would advise anyone in bad cay, so that there should be produced
health or disabled in any way to advise therein mors' true food substance and less
with Dr. Foote. He will do just what he stercorremic poisons. At the BRIDe time
tells you he can· do. If God knows all mild measures were prescribetl to arouse
things, past, present, and future, he knew the skin and kidney fnnctions, to coax
such men as Dr. Foote would exist. Why these organs .to quic~r_en their wor~ of c~~;st
did he allow such grand, great, and good ing out poisons whrch were causmg srck
men as he to spring up and down his headaches heart spasms, rheumatism, and
mighty work of revenge? . T~e fact is, it contracted muscles. As the work of elimiis all a fable, and no thmkmg man or nation was slowly increased, so that the
woman that pretends to believe it does poisons began to be cast out faster than
actually believe it. ·We see occurrences they were formed, these symptoms graduevery day that refute that old book of rid- ally lessened until they disappeared endles and falsehoods. If God made some- tirely. If the boy ~ac:I _bee.n daily subthing out of nothing, he might have been jected to a hypodernnc I~Jecti~:m of strychthoughtful enough to procure a patent- nine sufficient to tetamze hrm, he would
right on the invention and sell out to some have been no more certainly the victim of
energetic man t~at could . carry on the poison than ~e was when. through the
work after our mrghty maker chose to re- complicated drson1er of his own bloodtire from this litt~e globe, so tha~ many making processes, the blood "~?ecame so
r'ersons in the Umted States, and ill fact, overstocked with home-made parsons a.s to
rJ.Jl ()Ver the world, would not be in a suf- be more of an irritant than a nutnent

Can lnfioels Be Saveo?

wherever it went~· The blood thus poisonecl
beclouded the brain and brought on sick
headaches; it goaded the heart's muscles to
agonizing spasms, and so twisted the muscles of the limbs with painful spasms that
they becttme contracted and would not
relax. The indications of the case were
simply to cleanse the blood as already described. Fortunately the latent energies
of the boy were not exhausted, his own recuperative power responded slowly and
surely, all his vital functions were coaxed
to better action, and as they learned to
work together again harmoniously, the
balance was again restored, which we call
health or wholeness; the digestion became
good, the elimination regular and sufficient, the blood clean, the muscles limber,
the nerves comfortable, and the brain
ready for resuming school work.
Dr. Foote continues tbe practice that he
adopted thirty yea1·s ago, of carefully examining all cases presented for his opinion,
in person or by mail, free of charge. The
sick in all parts of the United States, and
out of the United States, who have difficult
diseases of any description, are invited to
write. A list of printed questions to be answered by the invalid sent by mail or furnished in the office on application. Also a
pamphlet containing nearly one h1mdred
pages of evidences of Dr. Foote's success in
the treatment of supposed incurable diseases, managed by letter and express,
mailed free.
Thousands are suffering
who can enjoy health if they will but resort
to rational means of cure. Write ancl find
out all about it, inclosing postage. stamp, to
Dr. E. B. Foote, author of "Plain Home
Talk," "Medical Common Sense," "Science in Story," etc., etc., 120 Lexington
avenue, New York.

Books by S. P. Putnam.

'

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its

Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universology. Price, 20 cents.

Waifs and Wanderings, A New A~eri

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first page to last with the living spirit of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.

Golden Throne, A Romance.

"The au-

thor certainly has ~enius. The divine
creative sparR is withm him. The book is
filled with manly thou_ghts expressed in
manly words-the transcrrpt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read ' Golden Throne.'"
-[lngerRoll. Price, $1.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

A conversation in

rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price. 10 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand ~ and other
Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents.

Adami and Heva.

A poetic -version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its superiority to the mutilated copythe Genesis legend-Is shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb : His Life.

A Freethought Ro-

ml1nce. Price, 35 cents.

My Religious ~xperience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette Place. New York.

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
of nearly 1,000 p[lgcs, fully illustmtcrl. Cloth,
$3.25-m English or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.
·

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, [llld flponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. ·5 volumes m one, cloth, ljl2.00, postage
prepaid.; 5 volumcs.,.!!eparate, flexible cloth, 50
cents _per volumei !ted Line edition, suitable
for holid:1y presen~s, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. ('!'he fifth
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted

to

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Subjects; ninth year. Subscription, with premium, 50 cents per year. Spemmen copies free
on application.

Mother's Manual.

Comprising "Advice

to a Wife on the l\ianagement of Re:r. Own
Health, especially Durin(!' Preg]l.[lncy, L[lbor,
and Suckling "and" AdviCe to a l\Iother on th~
l\Ian[lgcment 'of Her Children in Infancy Ull<t
Childhood;" 2 hooks in 1 volume, 528 p[lges, $1.

Hand-Rook of Health Hints an1l Ready
Uecipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Alaba:rna.

Starr's News Depot, 106 20th st., Birmingham.

of one book," and that a compilation of
the traditions of a credulous age, will be.come a student of the volumes of nature,
and learning its facts will discover its laws.
-Adams.
THERE is not a good code· of laws in any
single country. The reason is obvious :
laws hav been made for particular purposes, according to time, place, exigencies,
and not with general and systematic views.
-Voltaire.
Canada.
T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st~, HaliLIKE the wife of Ulysses, who undid at
night wh~t her industrious fingers had
fax, N. S.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
wrought by day, Nature amuses herself
The Myth of the Great Delul:!'e• By with an eternal building-up and destroyThos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
James ~I. JllcCann. 15 cents. Ten co:tnes, $1. It
. R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
is the mQst complete and overwhelmmg refuta- ing., the beginning of which is like its end,
tion of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have anu the end like the beginning.-Buchner.
Colorado~
ever
read.-B. F. Underwood. To read it is to
J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
be. astonished at the possibilities of religion•
IT can rio longer be doubtful that the
Florida.
credulity.-1'. B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dy- world progresses in a manner that has no
J as. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., J ackaonville.
namite bomb has blown the fallacy to ato.ms.A. B. Bradford. · It on~]lt to meet with a vf:ry resemblance to human design; nay, that
Idaho.
·
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.
its essential method is such that, measured
A. Erwin, Murray.
Illinois.
Bruno Pamphlet No. 1. Contributors: by the standard of human reason, it can
Mrs. S. E. Ames, 169 Washington st.,
(} J HolyoaK~ Thos. Davidson, T. B. Wakeman, only be regarded as the blindest chance.Karl Blind, .uydia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten Lange.
Chicago.
[Chicago.
copies
for $1. ·
Post-Office News Co., 103. Adams st.,
THE relations of human life are too
G. E. Wilson, 312 State at., and Bren- Bruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors : complicated
to be accurately and clearly
R. G. Ingersoll, Thos. Davidson T. B. Wakeman,
tano Bros., Chicago.
.
G. J. Holyoake, et al. 15 cents. Ten copies for $1. understood, and, as a consequence, rules
J. W. Howe, 48 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
action vary from age to age. The ideas
Indiana.
The Bruno Monument. A fine engraving of
H. C. Monroe & Co., Indianapolis.
printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12 of right and wrong chan~e with the expemches, for fr"aming; put up in pasteboard tubes rience of the race, anu this change is
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
for matling. 20 cents. Ten copies for $1.50.
Louisiana.
wrought by the gradual ascertaining of
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll consequences-of results. For this rea·
Al. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Oron Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before . son the religion of one age fails to meet
leans.
~~~t~ew York legislature May 9,1888. Price, 4 the standard of another, precisely as the
Maine.
laws that satisfied our ancestors are reN. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., PortDwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan pealed by us; so that, in spite of all efforts,
land.
·
H. Wixon. Price, ·5 cents. Ten copies for 30 religion itself is subject to gradual and
Massaclntsetts.
cents.
·
perpetual change.-Ingersoll.
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
God in the Constitution. By Robert G.
A. M. Driscoll, 78J Front st., Worcester.
IF there be any ill~ in the universe frsmi
Ingersoll. One of the best p:1pers Colonel InlliJClaigan.
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness mere chance, then a designing principle
S. D. Moore Adrian. Box 465.
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1. ,or mind, whether good or bad, cannot be
Chas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave.,
What W onld Follow the Effacement of the cause of all things; and consequently,
Grand Rapids.
Christianity~ By George Jacob Holy- if there be supposed a designing principle,
C. Holton & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Deoake. This is a most valuable contribution to who is the cause only of good, but cannot
troit.
Freethought literature. Bound in paper with prevent the ill which happens from chance,
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
gooiJ.likenessof :1uthor. Price, 10cents. Twelve or from a contrary ill design, then there
coptes for $1.
lfJiSSOIIrie
can be supposed in reality no such thing
Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
Life aml Career of Charles Bradlangll. as a superior good design, or mind, other
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
By George Jacob Holyoake. With good likeness
NeU' Jersey.
of ~Ir. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies than what is impotent and defectiv; for
for $1.
not to correct or totally exclude that ill of
John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave.,
chance, or of a contrary ill design, must
Jersey City.
What
Constitutes
a
Freethinker.
By
H.
NeU' York.
L. Green, editor of the Freethinlcer's Magazine. proceed either from impotency or ill-will.
Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
.
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents -Shajtesbury.
per dozen.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New
IT
is
not
the
Bible
and
the pretensions
York.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
it makes for itself that I assail; it is the
28 Lafayette place, New York.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts., New
Bible and the pretensions in regard to
York.
it put forth· by Protestant Christianity.
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York.
Taken for what it really is-a collection of
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
more or less connected tracts belonging to
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York.
times more or less remote, and reflecting
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
as it does the deed and motiv of ages and
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
races that are no more-it is a deeplyGeorge Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York.
interesting antiquarian study. But here
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
its use and its merit end. That there is
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., New
anything divine and supernatural about it
York.
more than· ihere are about the Vedas and
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New
the Koran and the Times newspaper is an
York.
utterly untenable hypothesis. When, a
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
century or two hence, the student looks
York.
back upon it, all the warping prejudices
S. J. Kin~, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
in its favor forgotten, it will be to him all
E. C. Weidman, 126 State at., Roche,ster.
but incredible that such a bundle of hetOhio.
erogeneous tracts was ever regarded as
John ,Jacques, Akron.
one homogeneous volume, upon which a
N. Hexter, 303 Superior st,,. ClevehmiL
definit religious system could be founded.
J. R. Hawley, 1.64 Vine st,, (.lmcinnati
It will appear to him that the impudence
Benj. Woods, 319 C.'hillioc4he st., Ports- ,
and ingenuity which could find a religious
mouth.
system in such a mass of self-contradicting
Larwood, Bartlett; k Day, 2~lli Superior st., '
platitude and exploded absurdity could
Cleveland
Oreg;ea.
hav found a religious system in a wheelThe Bible-What Is It 1 25c.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
barrow or in a bag of nails.-Saladin in
Studies in Theology. lOc.
W. E. Jones, 91 Alder st., Porlbnd,
God and His Book.
Liberalism. 5c.
W. W edeken, Portland, Ore.
THE age of the world is great enouah
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
for our imaginations, even according to the
Pennsylvania.
Mosaic account, without borrowing any
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st.,
years from the geologist. From Adam
Phila.
and Eve at one sheer leap down to the
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila.
deluge, and thim throuah the an..,ient
J. A. Kirk, Du Bois.
For Children and Youth.
monarchies, through Babyfon and Thebes,
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila.
Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of the Brahma and Abraham, to Greece and the
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave., By Miss
Children's Corner in the New York
Argonauts; whence we might start again
Pittsburgh.
.
Truth Seeker.
with Orpheus and the Trojan war, the
Rhode Island.
Small Quarto-10?-:8 inches-nearly Three Hun- Pyramids and the Olympic games and
H. Carr, 947 High st., Providence.
pages. Iltummat~d Covers. Sixty-six Full- Homer and Athens, for our stages; and
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence. dred
J2age Illustratwns, wtth Twenty-five Smaller after a breathing-space at the building of
Teu.nessee.
Ones.
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., NashRome, continue our journey down through
CONTENTS:
ville.
It is a wearisome
Preface; Lazy Dick; OJ; The Life 9f a Do~J• An Christ to-America.
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
Angel Unawares; lvt,ay;..,.Ten Ltttle Watting. while. And yet the lives of.but sixty old
r.rexas.
~[atds; The Doctors ttorse; True Politewomen, such as liv under the hill, say of a
ness; A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgiving· Grand century each, strung together, are sufL. Andruss, Denison.
father'~
Pocketbo9k;
Meddl.esome
Molly·
A
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
Sad Mtstalre; Instcle an Engme House· Our ficient to reach over the whole ground.
E. H. Andrae, 346! Main st., Dallas.
Children; Cressbrook Cottage; Ezekiel\s Sil- Taking hold of hands they would span the
ver Spoon; Odds and Ends-A-New Year's interval from Eve to my own mother. A
G. W. Baldwin, Houston.
Story;
Jlfiss Browo.'s Valentine· What Ste
E. L. Merrill, care of Independent Pulpit,
phen's pwl ~as StlJffed Wiph; John; Neigh: respectable tea-party merely-whose gos·
Waco.
bor ~rll<"htstde · )VItss Mane Gold's Party· sip would be Universal History.
'rhe
Utalto
Cousm .Tohn's Phtlosoph~; J enn,..•s Question:
Katy's Answer; Alone. m an Unfurnished fourth old woman from myself suckled
John A. J ost, Ogden.
HolJse; Blackey; Breakmg_the Meeting· Om Columbus-the ninth was nurse to the
Henry Booth, Stockton.
Sns1e; A.Fnnny~ellow-How He was Cured Norman Conqueror-the nineteenth was
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.
of Practwal Jok~ng; What the Fern Said· the Virgin Mary-the twenty-fourth the
Washington '.l'erritory.
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthday· Post'
Offive Jack; Aunt Avis; I Can Because 'r Will~ Cumooan Sibyl-the. thirtieth was at the
. Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
Trojan war and Helen her name- t.he
Price, $1.00.
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C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
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thirty-eighth was Queen Semiramis'--the
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Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st.,
sixtieth was Eve the mother of mankind
London.
So much for the
0. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
Old 'Yo man that li vs under the hill,
California.

GEMS 0FFREETH0UGHT.

THE STORY HOUR.

Australia.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIBITOALISM

W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N.S. W.

AND TREATMENT 0~ MEDIOMANIA.

New- Zealand.

ADDRESS THE TRUTH BEEKER OFFIOE.

'frnth Seeker Around the World. Fonr
THE Christian, •nstead of being '' a man i hrge
volumes. With steel-plate en~raving of

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Ball & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los
Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Loa
Angeles.·
Max News Stand, 1st & Main ats., Loa
Angeles.
·
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
San Francisco.

A. D. Willis, W anganv.i.

0. M. BENNETT'S WORKS.

By B. F. :'d4RVIN, M.D.

And 1f she's not gone she livs there still.

It will not take a very great-grandmother
of hers to be in at the death of Time,Oloth, 50 cents. Thoreau,

the author in Vol. I, ancl aach volume tllustrated
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound !··
red cloth, ill6.50,

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Rc·
formers.
1,Q75 pages, 8vo.
Cloth,
$3 00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4 50.

The Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 1,119
P!tEes.
·· . '
gilt edges, $4."50.

leather, $4.00; morocco,

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Two vohrines. Written
iu prison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00
f:;r the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

From Behind the Bars. A series of letters
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.

A. Truth Seeker in Europe. A series of

letters written during a visit of ten weeks in
Europe. Givinl,l" some account of the International Freethmkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was a delegate~ followed by a description of what he saw in .llingland, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone are worth the price. of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
850 pageS. $1.50.

file Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treat-

ing upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
J esuso Christ, the Virgm M~try, and the Bible.
To the latter 230 pages are devoted, showing
that book to be a very inferior production for
a first-class God. 0 333large pages. Paper covers.
60cents; cloth, $1.

Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedan·
ism examined histoncally and critically.
lt is thought to be the most damaging exhibit
of Christtanity that has appeared. 500 larg9
pages. Price, $1.50.

l'he Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A

debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
D. M. Bennett and Rt> 7. G. H. Humphrey. ~'his
book has had a very large sale, and is a splendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.

Sennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.

Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper.

30 cents.

What Objections to Christianity~ A dis-

cussion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. Mair,
clivided into the following theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor original, being borrowe<i
::>r copied from much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements have
been as fully and truly ascribed to other teachers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 3. The
story of Jesus and his mission in the world is
unhtstorical; it is not corrobomtetl by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair de-·
nies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$1.5().
,

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge of depos·
iting_ prohibited matter in the mail. Thia gtves
a full history of this celebrated case, and shows
what monstrous injustice was perpetrated upon
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.
Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3,00\,
questions. propounded to his Jewish Godship
upon a great variety of' subjects. Cloth, 75cts.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters.

Firs~;

Dea-

con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
church incidents and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth,
75 cents.

The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
in the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistle
of Bennett the Apostle to the Truthseekers.
Cloth, $1.

The F'irst Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to the Truth Seekers. 10 cents.
Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 10 cents.
·
An Hour with the Devil. 10 ce:c:~ ··.

A

ST~H~a

OP.

Millionaires Against Miners;
-on-

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
By HENRY D. LLOYD.
Jr" This book tells how the Spring Valley miners

were starved into actual slavery.

It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime.
It deals not with theories but with facts,
figures, and names. It is a powerful and pathetic book.
264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

r·orce al\d Y\atter;
OR,

Princi;ites of the Natural Order of the llni·
verse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY l'BoFEBBoB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
CONTENT~:

Force and Matter, .
The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Forv<;, ~Ian,
infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou&ht,
Motion,
Conscwusness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas;..
Laws,
The Idea of uoc1,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes,
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
Original Generation,
Con c lu d~i:n g Observa.Secular Generation,
tions.
Price, $1.5Q, Mdr(lsa THE TRl!Tl! SEEKER.
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Libert~
These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
where these societies· are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought Societies can hav their gatherings advertised here free by forwarding the necessary information,

Manhattan Liberal Club, N. Y.,

POPES AHD

ill

The Newark·Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, ·E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Platform free. HenryRowle_:y:, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 21i
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:80P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

Burgess-Underwood Debate

Testimonial
Tc Walt Whitman.

ON CHRISTIANITY.
Between B. F. UNDERwooD and Prof. 0. A. Bnrge3s, Pres. of N. W. Christian Univ.
Paper, 188pp., 50 cts.; clo., 80 cts.

Tl).e

Col.~ Ingersoll

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
·oCT. 21, 1890.

With

a

Portrait

of

IN HONOR OF

THE KINC OF ORATORS.

cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

susAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

THE FINEST SPOON EVER DESIGNED.
Specifications: De~
si~ned (by kind permrssion of Colonel Ingersoll) and patented,
Feb. 2, 1892. Magnificent portrait. The
Torch of Reason and
the Torch of Liberty,
emblematical of the
means our Great Orator and J,eader of Advanced 1'honght
would employ to enlighten the world,
banish superstition
and fear, and establish nni versa! physic!'! at)d mental liberty,
J!l.StiCe and happinesF.
Exquisite scroll-work,
in full relief, surrounds the spoon-a
reverie of art. Students will stndv its
charming lines. 'Lovers of the beautiful
will go in raptures
over it, and conno.sseurs will want it to
enhance the artistic
merits of their collections. Exact size and
model of cut (which,
however. sadly fails
to reproduce the correct likeness, power
of portrait, and exquisite delicacy and
charming lin e s of
beauty, of origi11al).
Sterlingsilver. Mass.
ive. A precious souvenir of Our (;;reat-

Mrs. Besanes Works.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly\ first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union

"'

Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Jnvesttgator are solicited.
· R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall; 181 West Madison street,
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds meeti~Jgs every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular ,:Inion
Meets every Sunday at 7:80P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port· Angeles, Wash. Lectnresd song~~
and select reading. Discussion invite on a.u.
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free. ·
FRANK MoRsE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib•
eral Union
Of Los Angeles,· C:tl., meets semi-monthly.:.. first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at rarr's
Hall. Everyboc!x invited. MRS. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAllls,,Rec. Sec_.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Arm_y Hall,
Main streeh Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectnres.-.1!-ree Discnssions.-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
.
U. 1'3. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Secular Union

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with pol"
12mo, 300 pp., $1.
trait, 30c.
.Apples of-Gold. And Other. Stories for Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
'B'oys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
should be. Paper, 25c.
The Story Hour. An ExceptionallyHandn Besant-Ilatcllard Debate. Between Annie
some and Interesting Book, Without Snperstitionkfor Children and Youth. The Onl:y Freethin ers' Children's S.tory-book ever 1ssned.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; .4to, 224 pp., bo:1rds, $1.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Candle From Under
The Bushel
(Mark iv, 21); or,
1 1 306 (\uestions to the Clergy:

And for the Consideration of 'others..

Instructive, Interesting, and Laughable.
BY WILLIAM HART.
50 cents.

Price,

Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
11reatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
Universal M;ental Liberty." D. E. RicE, Pres.;
J. W. BE=, VI«e-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

NATHANIIL VAUGHAN~

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club

.A NO VEL.

Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, Pres.
!suo S. LEE, Sec.

By FREDERIKA. MACDONALD,
Author of the" Iliad of the East,"'etc., etc.

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M. 'vat its hall~ cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street.
isiting Lioerals
invited. J P. RIOHAllDSoN, President; M. Isuo,
Secretary.

·The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

An independent and respectable study of chm
acter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not h:1ve been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
1resentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
1 val., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'UIE TRUTH SEEKER

.

Philosophical and Social So•
ciety,
Monte vistal..Cal., meet everx Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. The public cordially invited. W. S.
·
FELT, Sec.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of Cincinn~tibO., meets ever:L;'>nnday evening
at 7:30P.M. m ouglas Hall, N. W. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec.

Liberal Association of Baltimore

J

Ken ne~ ~ S
•

Liberal Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwanke~ meet• every Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A. J:l, SEVERANCE, President.

CiHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
/JfJ Jf. B,4.]JOOOK. Price, 15Q.ts.

VIorks on the Laoor

est Public 'Bene•
factor, and a vahti1-

ble family relic for
generat.ions to come.

.A suitable present for

~uestiot.

~~'~hikfm~~·r Yhl~~g:

rlays, anniversaries,
·ngagements, wedlings, token of revard and apprecia.;ion, for Chnstmas,
>few Year's~ gradua.. 'l:nere can
nicer, so
n.nlnrrm,·in,t,A. so prelife, as

The Conventional Lies of Our Civilization.

By 1\'Iax Nordau. CoNTENTs-J\'Iene, Tekel
Upharsin; The Religions, Monarchic. anci
Aristocrati\)~Political,)~conomicl11, .~tatrim.oni11l,

and 1\Iisceuaneons Lies; Closin..l Harmany.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
cloth $1.00.
·
'.rhe Imperial Council of vienna prohihitul the
sale of this hook in AnKtri>t, and confisc:1ted all
copies of it they could find.

'Economic Equities.

'I'be Colonel Ingersoll Souvenir.

Prices, $2.50 each;
exJ<ra heavy, $3.
Orange and sugar
s p o on s, !II 3. G i I t
bowls, 50 cents extra.

A Compend oJ' the

Nattu·al Laws of Industrial Procluetiou ''·n·l Exch:1nge. I.J.v J. K. Ingalls, author of "Sociai
Wealth." raper, 25c.

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise <•n the

Population Question. By Dr. UhaK. Kwn,·;t.<>!l'.'
Edited by Ch:1rles Bmdlangh athL\.nnicl;es~ut.
25c.
out the means by which the workiuc; rlasse' 111a y
raise themselves from thdr vreS<·ut >t: tc: <·f !oil'
wages and ceaseless toil to one of cmnfort. dignity, :1nd indepenclcrtcc•, ann which i; abo cupable of entirely removing,in cour"e of timP, the
other princip:1l social pvils. Dy M. G. II. JOe.

"TIIE TlllfE TO BE IIAPPY IS NOW,"
and other mottoes, names, etc., etched in bowls
in most artistic style, 50 cents extm. Sent
upon receipt of pri~e and money refunded if not
satisfactory. Order of Designer if your jeweler
does not supply it. Many are interested in their
· own inferior Ronvcnirs and will not sell the
aboVG·
OTTO WETTSTF.IN, Hochelle, Ill.
Established in 1857. Designer of " Otto Wettstein" Watch, and popular J!'recthought badge.

Lnrge or Small Families Z On which 8i<1e
Lies the Bal:1nce of Comfort? lly Austill llolyoake. 5c.

Poverty: Its Effects on the Poli1ieal
Condition of the People. By Charles

WATSR OF< LIF<S
Is Doing '\Vonders in Curing the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to .J. R. PERRY,

No. 34 Routh i\'lain street. Wilkesbarrt. Pa.

Dmcll:1ngh. 5c..

Why Do Men Starve ~
langh. 5c.

By Chas. Bmcl-

"WHY"

The Land Ouestion. Laro-e Estates Inimical to the 'Welfare of the l"eople. Dy Char lcs
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Letters to Young People. By (Prince)
Peter Krapotkine. Witli Life of author, <'V
Stepniak. tOe.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKE!l

I specially want 500 orders for books within the
·
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville. va.

MediCal DiS cove ry SCIENCE VS. RELIGION J A

Takes hold in this order :

Bowels·,
.Liver~
Kidneys,,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it.that ought to

be out.
Meats at the Lyceum Hall, 404 East Baltimore st.,

every Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.

Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christi11nity. Price, 25c.
Address·THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York;

Poverty: Its Cause an1l Cure. Pointing

Meets every Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Hall, Bay street. visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

You know whether you need it or
not.

Sold by every

drng~st,

SOUVENIR

THE KINC OF SPOONS

Whitman.

AUTHORIZED EDITION.
Pa~:~e1;, 25

DOJHGS.

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents;

literature.
BY

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ•
ation

t'fl~Ill

ACCOUNT OF
Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.

Meets every Friday ev<3ning, at 8 o'clodk, at German Masonic Temple, 220 E~ 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

Meets every Snnda,y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal Lea~rne Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
at., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religions and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.
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and manufactured by

DONALD KENNEDY,
ROXBURY, l.tiASSo

·

'on,

BOOK FOR MEN.

THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By

'r.

C. 'VIDDICOlllBE,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Price. 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E. D. BLENKER.
Boards,

-

40oents.

Sent sealed to any andress for 10 cents, treating
on that health-d' straying and life-consuming
weakness of men as the result of youthful errors
and excesses. The book sets forth an INFIDEL
CUUE, which is a medicine to be applied extunally (the only remedy of tho kind in existence).
Yon will feel improved the first day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Early Decay, Weaknesses1 La. st 1\lanhood,.,etc.bare fully- restored.
ad ress,
Dn. It B'1' P. FF:LLOWS,
.
. vineland, N. J.
And BaY yon saw this in THE TRUTH SEE!!El\.

'l:'HE TRU'TH ~EEKER, MAY ~H.

i~9~.

John E. Rems~urg's Books.

~

~iiiiilil~~~:~~~~.~~-~~;~~~~3~~~~~~~~-~~-====~~-~~~
c-:

~--~-~

~>

*'

-

)(-.

f·alse ·Claims.

Revised and Enlarged,

As a Missionary Document it is unexcelled.
Among the subJects considered by Mr. Remti·
bmg are: The Church and l\'Iorality; Crimin:tl Statistics, showin~~: the creeds of the
prisoners in the penitent1aries; the Church and
Civilization; the Church and Science; th~
Church and Learning; the Church and LiL.
ertYi,.the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the w"oman's Rights Movement; the Temperance Reform; the Church and the Republic.
Price, 10 cents. singly;· 75 cents per dozen.
·

Bible Morals.

ISAIAH'S JOSS IS FULL.
To what pmpose is the multitude of ;rour sacr_ifices unto me? saith the Lord: I am full of the bmnt offerings
of rams, and the fat of fed beasts, and I dehght not In the blood of bullocks, or of lambs, or of he goats.-Isa. i, 11.

THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY

Subscription price, $3 per annum.
No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Price.
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinkllrs' Almanac, 1891...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
2. Men, Women. and Gods. Helen H. Gardener... . . . . ... . ..... .. . ... . ..... .. ......
50
25
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... . . . . . .
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
25
Bennett ................................. .
20
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck....... .
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on Voltaire ....... .
10
40
7. The Crisis..... . . . . . . . . . . . .............. ·... .
s. Sabbath Breaking ........................ . 25
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams ........... .
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller ... .
u. ~Iy Religions Experience. S. P. Putnam. 25
12. The Higher Crit1cism in ~l'heology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore ............. .
50
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. w. Foote ....... .
25
14. Rights ofl.\Ian. Thomas Paine. llinst'd.
40
J,;, Was Christ Crucified? AnstinBierbower.
10
16. P11lpit, Pew, ' nd Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ...................................... .
10
17. Jljfu,le illlorals. ,John E. Rems lmrg ..
25
Ul. A wfi!ll Disclosures of Maria Monk ...... .
50
]!I. P"ocli:~;t. Theoiii)g ·. Voltaire .........
25
20. F'"m'lhc<Iill~'lf UDs~'€n Hands. H. H. Gar00

. . . . 00.

SINCERELY INTERES:IED IN

THE OA USE OF

' HASTE:& TO READ

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.
UNCLE

TOM'S •cABIN

OF

50

I

CAN TIDS
BE SO

b~

Saladil\.

WOMAN'S. SLAVERY.')

p

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

Boo ~s

The Apostle of Liberty. An address de-

The best men and women of England and America are
It
fair1y heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
truly wonderful
entirely its own and will give you
a sensation such as you never had before.
book.

01'/IEB .l'if111'il11B.KB,iji IN PREPARATION.
YeadJ" >>~iThnlroi!Thrw'll mill receive all the books
isAnedl ~ lllh-e :i!""':lllr.. Single copies of each
book !l'~n1f, 1lltllil1lllnlltl<~l:tai§ll!t ~,if IDri~e.
·
J!i~Jdl!lhmlml 'l!'lEiiJil: TBlJIH :SEEKER CO.

By Prof. John Tyndall.
With Portrait. Biogra;ph[e,!Jlil !>11;.-tidu.,. tmd Ju1icles
on Pr"y~r.
Paper, 12mo, lJJ:'j pps, ~ c»en.to,
AddreAs and Portrait. only, ~9 pp., l~J "''~nt~..

Tells the Story of the

Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits
of his character and genius, and vindicates his
n:tme from the aspersions cast upon it. Tributes to P nine's character are given from more
than one hundred noted persons of Euro11e and
Americak many of them written expressly fot
this wor . Second editioni 160 pages, pnnted
on fine tinted paper, neat y bound, and con•
tainim: a handsome steel poxkait· of Pain&
cloth, 75 cents.
liverea in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.

By GEORGE N. :rtiiLLEK.

("THE

of iaith; Protestant Intolerance;, Washington
an Unbeliever· Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine
and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

Thomas Paine.

~WOMAN

00 • • •

oo• • • • •

YOU ARE

***

oo • • •

df·lll·~r-- .... - .....................

lma"'e Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline

•: IF *•*

Issued Montltly.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best <>nd
most thorough work ~ver written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Lar!6e and
handsome print. Price, 25 cents; six coples, $1.

*
* *

I

Twenty Crimes and Vices

Sanctioned by Scripture·l Falsehood and Deception; Cheating; T 1eft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prost1tution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest an!i Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to Children..J Cruelty to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; uannibahsm;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Pollgamy; Intem.Jlerance;
Povert.y and Vagrancy; 1.gnorance and"Idiocy;
Obscemty. Price, single copies, 25 cents; 6
.copies, :Ill. Special discount on large quantities.

Address THE

TBUTH

SEEKEB Co.

A NEW AND IMPORTANT BOOK.

Self-Contradictions of. the Bible.

THE

HIGHfR CRlTICISM IN THfOLOGY ~ RfLIGION

----1 4 4,---Moral, Theological, Historical, and Speculative
Propositions.
15 cents.
Price,

CONTRASTED WITH

AN OUTLINE OF THE

ANCIENT MYTHS AND MIRACLES,

fRfNCH RfVOLUTION~

-AB-

F,\{)T0RS IN HUMAN EVOLUTION,
-AND-

Its Causes al'\d Results.

OTHE-R SSSA YS IN RE<~ORM..
By THOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.

By W. S. BELL.

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Pape:l.',

~2mo,

25 cbcl.

Paine Vi11dicateci
Reply to New York 01Jser~1!"Y".
R· G. ING.e~~OLL.
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIO CANARD."
Price, 15 cents .

Ey

..,-OF..,..

God and His Book. $1.25.
I
Woman: Jler Glory, Her Shame, and
Her God. Two vols. $1.25 each.
!
Did Jesus Christ Rise from the Dead~
25 cents.
I
~onfessional, Romish and Anglican. 30 ·

CHARL[S BAADLAUGHI
..,..BY-

:l'o Beuulate the

RI PANS TABULE S.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great Eng.
lish Secularist by the Father of Secularism.

Price, 15 centt. Ten copies, $1.

The passages unfit for family reading,
Paper, 00 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Pro and Con of

Geor'ge Jacob Holyoake.

cents.
STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS, TAKE

Holy Bible Abridged.

Supernatural. Religion~

Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Mira.o-.:
ulous Religion?
Address this Office.
~Y l!l.l!l. Gun.n. Paoo~:, 2.~ ~en,tsi c\otl;l.1~Q ~;lJlt..

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 19. No. 23. {PUBLISHED WEll:KLY.}

New York, Saturday, June 4, r8g2.

{2s LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00

Per Year.

THE TAXED HOMES OF THE POOR AND THE UNTAXED TEMPLES OF SUPERST\TION.

INFIDEL
DEATHBEDS.

**
**

:ey
CS.W.:FcOOT:e.

--oBeing true accounts of the passing away of the
following persons, thus refuting the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Bronssais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, CondorcetbRobert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles
arwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetins, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hnme, LittrEl_, Harriet Martineau, Jean Mealier,
James Mill, John Stuart Mill, M1rabean, Robert
Owen Thomas Paine, Conrtlandt Palmer,..Rabelais, Winwood Reade, Madame Roland, ueorge
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, StranS.Jl.l. John
Tolan~ Vanim, Voln~ Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.

THE EVOLUTION

WAS

OF

CHRIST
~~

•

•

By s. P,

By DENBY FRANK,

By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
A judicial consideration of the question1and the
decision against the scriptures and the Cnristian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Lecturer of the Society of Human Progreas.
Being the sto_!Y of his relijl'ions life and mental
jonrneyings. Written in hls happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of iill his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Price, 25 cents. Five copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
PUSHED •• •• BY •• ••
•• ••
UNSEEN HANDS.
Daughter's Babe Upon
Bv M. B.ABOOOK.

10cents.

Price,

~~With

SffORT
STORitS.
-BY-

HELEN H. GARDENER.

CONTENTS:

Preface. -An Echo
from Shilo.-Old
Safety-Valva's Last
Rnn.-How Mary
Alice Was Converted.
-A Hall of Heredity.
-" Th&t Reminds Me
Of"-. -His Mother's Boy.-Mr. Walka-Leg Adams "Meets .
Up With" a Ta.rtar.Onyx and Gold.-In
Deep Water.-A
Prison Puzzle.

His Knees."
PhotograJ.lh of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at home, may be had at this office for
fifty cents.

Brain and the Bible.
Co•flict Between Mental Science and Theology.
By EDGAR C. BEALL.

Preface by B. G. INGERSOLL,
Unanswerable.

Price, $1.

Creed of Christendom.
Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstr•cture,

l'rice, pa.per, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Tim 'l'BUTH BEEXEB.

•

CRUCIFIED?

Being the story of his menta.l journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.

~dilresa

MY RfLIGIOUS fXPf-·
THE DEVIL!
I
P~tnaiD. I RI[ NC[I

Price, GO c, in paper; tl in cloth,

By W. B. GREG.
OPJDPiete iJl 1 vol., l~o. mpp., $1.00.
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ING~RSOLL'S

JUST OUT!

A NEW BIBLE

PICTURE-BOOK~

WORKS.

ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITIONS.

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

------~--~-------------------€.Rposure
~

~

Principal Works : Gods and Other Lect.

ures ; Ghosts and Other Lectures; Some Mistakes of Moses; Interviews on Talmage; What
Must We Do to Be Saved? BlasPhemy; Crimes
Against Crimina.ls. 1141 pages. In one vol., half
t;alf, $5.
.

~Facts.

ftidicule.

Prose Poems and Selections. From his

Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
calf, $4.50; half mor., $5; turkey mor., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.

HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The

400 Pages. 200

Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Pa.ine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.

Fun ...Page
Pictures.

Ghosts and Other Lectures. fncluding

Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence; About Farming in
Illinois; Speecli Nominating_ James G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet ; A
' 'fribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before Me Like a Dream; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 51)o.

CONTENTS:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Josh~a.
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Hoards, illunJ.ina-tcd covers,

~

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shalf Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthf:JI Sailor.

1; clo-th, gil-t side

s-tan~.p,

Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some

Mistakes of Moses; Free Schools~ The Politician•; 1\'Ian and Woman; The .t'entateuci1;
Monda.y, 'fuesda.y_, Wednesday, Thursday, He
Made the Rtars Also, Friday, Saturday, Let Us
Make Man.\.Sunday, The Necessipy for a Good
Memory, The Garden, The Fall, Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews,
The Plagues, The Fli~ht, Confess and Avoirl,
Inspired Slavery. Marnage, War, Religious Liberty; Conclusion. Paper.I\OC.
,

$1.50.

Add1·ess THE TRVTH .SEEil..ER CO.
D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

A TRUTH SEEKER

Thomas

Works.
•

AROUND THE WORLD.
:t'onr Large Voluntes,
With

~f Reason. Pap., ~5c.
6 cop1es for $1; clo., 50c.
.

:p.

Pap., 40c; clo., 75c.

lU. BENNETT,

Apostle of Political and Re
ligious Liberty. (Life.) B:l
J.l:. Remsburg. Portrait. P:1p.
'
50c.; clo., 75c.

Common Sense.
1776. 15c.

Revolution. Pap., 40c ; c1o., 75c.

Great Works.

Th_e Clergyman's Vtcftms.
.A LIBERAL STORY.

BY MBs. :m. J. BALL..

Price, 25 cents.

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.
.A SUMMARY OF
ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.

Price. cloth. 50 cents.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
Address this office

Blasphemy. Argument by R. .G. Ingersoll
in tne Tr1al of C. B. Reynolds, at Mornstown,
.N. J.ePaper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.

Port. Pap., 50c

the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luk,,
and John, and .devotes a chapter each to tlit·
Catholics Episcopalians, Methodists, PresbYterians, Evangelical Alliance, and answers tlie
question of the Christians as to what he pre
poses instead of Christianity, the religion 01
sword and flame. Paper, 25c.

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Repl;y to

the New York Observer's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution;. b;y R. G. Ingersoll\.,.together with A Roman uatholic Canard.
by \y. H. Burr. Paper,15c.

Limitations of Toleration. A DiscussioL
between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederic It.
Coudert, and Ex-Governor Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, lOc.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, 10c.
Civil9 Rights Speech. With Speech of
Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper. lOc.

Speech to the Jury: In the suit
With Remarks oL• Opening
of the l3. &; M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. Tel. Co., 1886
Comte and Rousseau. By C
Paver, lO cents.
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Sunday Deviltry.
That the Sunday question is the most important
matter for present consideration it needs but a
glance through the papers of but a week to determin. The rear;~ons for this are plain enough.
The attempt of the pharisaical bigots to close the
World's Fair precipitated the discussion, but back
of that lies the fact that the clergy consider the
enforced keeping of the day necessary to their religious existence, and consequently are prepared to
go all lengths to prevent their business from being destroyed, and the other fact that the people
are leaving Puritanism behind them and are rightly
beginning to. consider Sunday laws as tyranny.
For many months now the question has been agitated and the excitement is increasing instead of
abating.
Down in Tennessee, on the 26th of last month,
five Seventh Day Adventists were arraigned for
workiag on Sunday. What the court did with
them we hav not yet learned.
Over in Hudson county, N. J., there is a Sundayclosing association, in league with the ministers, which is working vigorously for · closing
the · stores as well as the saloons on Sun-.
day. Circular letters hav been sent to all the
pastors in Jersey City and Hoboken with ·the request that they be read from the pulpits on Sunday. The circulars state that in this movement
the association desires to enlist the sympathy and
cooperation of all pastors. The circular was read
from most of the pulpits last Sunday and the pastors spoke vigorously in commendation of the
movement.
In the District of Columbia the Sabbatarians are
working for the enactment by Congress of
"A BILL

" Prohibiting the delivery and sale of ice within the District of Columbia on the Sabbath day, cow.monly known
as Sunday.
"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represe'l.tativs oj the United States of America in Congress
assembled, That from and after the passage of this act it
shllll be JUllp,wful to sell or deliver ice in any quantity or
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quantities, by means of wagons or other vehicles on the
public streets or thoroughfares or at depots o; offices
within the District of Columbia on the Sabbath day,
commonly known as Sunday.
'' ~e_ction 2. ~hat any person or corporation violating the
proVIBlons of th1s act shall be liable to a penalty of not
less than twenty-five dollars nor more than fifty dollars for
each offense, upon conviction in the police court of the
District of Columbia.
''Sec. 3. That 'an acts or parts of acts inconsistent with
this act be, and the same are hereby repealed."
In Chicago the clothing clerks and the clergy are
in league. They want everybody boycotted who
sells or buys anything on Sunday. Steps were
taken at a recent meeting to affiliate the clerks with
the Trades and Labor assembly of Chicago and to
apply the methods of the great Central Labor organization to the problem of Sunday closing. At
this meeting addresses were made by Rev. Dr.
Withrow, of the Third Presbyterian church ; Rev.
Dr. L1.wrence, of the Second Baptist church, and
Rev. A. H. Henry. Resolutions were adopted condemning the practice of employers in opening -their
shops at all on Sunday, and appointing a commi'·tee of -ten to request clothing-dealers to conform
with the desire of the meeting.
At Mount Pleasant, Tex., as referred to last
week, charges hav been preferred against twenty
Seventh Day Adventists for Sunday labor.
Through ·the efforts of the Sabbatarians nine
states- hav decided to close their exhibits at the
World's Fair on Sunday. Iowa is the only state
which has acted on the question and decided for
right and liberty.
The Pittsburgh presbytery of the Reformed
Presbyterian church rece:ntly made this utterance:
" The Sunday newspapers stand con-yicted before
the people of this commonwealth of lawlessi;J.ess
-taken repeatedly in the very act.
They hav
strenuously denied this charge heretofore, but they
can deny it no longer without outdoing Ananias.
Always a moral nuisance and an insidious corrupter of morals, the Sunday newspaper is now a
legal nuisance as well. Having no regard for the
divine l~w of the fourth Commandment, it is but natural that it should treat the civil law with equal contempt. We heartily commend the Pittsburgh Law
and Order League for its courageous efforts to
suppress the Sunday newspaper, and we urge upon
all the people under the care of this presbytery to
giv to the movement hearty moral and financial
support. And we further recommend them not to
patronize any paper that issues a Sunday edition.
We take great pleasure in commending the manly
utterances of the Pittsburgh Commercial Gazette
in favor of the maintenance of the Sabbath and of
the present Sabbath law of this commonwealth.
The presbytery also adopted the following:
" Resolved, That all pastors be directed to preach upon
the subject of the Sunday newspaper, and that thesessions of the various congregations throughout western
Pennsylvania shall act as committees to secure funds to
aid the Law and Order League."

Similar resolutions hav been passed by the Methodist preachers and by the Presbyterian and United
Presbyterian preachers at this seat of the Sunday
newspaper war, and some twenty informations for
violation of the Sunday law of Pennsylvania hav
been lodged against newsdealers by the Law and
Order League. The owners of a steamer making
Sunday excursions having been prosecuted by the
League hav sold the vessel "because of the Blue
laws."
In welcoming Archbishop Ireland at a reception
given him by the National Temperance Society, Dr.
Cuyler said: "We remember, my dear sir, how ·the
Catholic Sheridan and the Protestant Grant led
together our hosts to victory. So now opposition
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to a common foe enlists us in a common conflict.
Let us cooperate with Catholics in temperance and
Sabbath reform, even though we must contend
against them in regard to education and religion."
T,he Central presbytery of Dakota is reported as
having memorialized the Presbyterian general assembly, which meets at Portland, Ore., that "in case
the gates should be opensd on Sunday the assembly should earnestly request all its ministers and
people to absent themselvs from the Fair."
The Sunday Observance Committee of Keyport,
N. J., held a meeting recently, at which reports
from various committees were listened to. The
committee to wait upon Mr. Cornell, of the Keyport Steamboat Company, to ask him not to run his
boat to New York on Sunday during the summer,
reported that Mr. Cornell claimed that the Sabbath
committee should see the farmers in reference to
the receiving and shipping of produce on Sunday.
The committee resolved to enforce the law upon
those who had the:iJ: places of business open on
the previous Sunday.
These are but a few of the hundreds of instances
of Sunday deviltry which one sees who reads a considerable number of daily and weekly newspapers.
New York city is tolerably free from this intolerance, but the police court records show that the
laws are still used to harass small storekeepers who
strive to get along in the world by selling goods on
Constantine's day. A policeman two weeks ago arrested a man for selling him a glass of milk. The
justice promptly discharged the hideous criminal.
If we had })reserved all the reco:rds of such cases
for the past six months, the bare mention of them
would fill pages of THE TRUTH SEEKER. No other
phase of religious news would hav taken so much
space, except perhaps the records of "ministerial
conduct."
This Sunday deviltry has been greatly helped
along by the decision of Judge Brewer of the
United States Supreme Court in the case of the
Church of the Holy Trinity. This church had been
found guilty by a lower court of violating the law
against imported contract labor by hiring the Rev.
E. Walpole Warren from London. Judge Brewer
reversed th8 decision, writing also an opinion which
has cheered the Sabbatarians greatly. This decision comes, they say, "just in time to checkmate
the fallacies of the old Tripoli treaty and the
postmaster-general's sophistries of 1829, which are
being industriously used to prevent Congress from
closing theW orld's Fair on the Sabbath. This document outranks and so outlaws them both as to therelation of Christianity to our civil government. It is,
therefore, legitimate to close the Exposition gate!!,
not only because of the Sunday toil and traffic and
turmoil the opening would cause, but also because
' tbis is a Christian nation.' This decision enables
National Reformers to say anew, w\th fresh force,
that if 'this is a Christian nation,' it should call itself so in its Constitution."
In this, we believe, they argue wrongly, for
treaties are by the Constitution a part of the !!Upreme law of the land, and no judge can upset
them by an ob-iter dictum judgment in a case
violating statute only. But the opinion handed
down with the decision is of great interest, as showing how easily a churchman can twist matters to
the advantage of his church. He begins by affirming that the citizens of the United States are a
"religious people." Of this he satisfies himself by
saying that "from the discovery of this continent
to the present hour there is a single voice making
this affirmation. The commission to Christopher
Columbus, prior to his sail westward, is from •Ferdina:nd ap.d lsabella, by the grace of God king
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It is safe to say that there will be no more schools
" The judgment will be reversed, and the case reand queen of Castile,' and recites that •it is hoped
in
accordance
with
thii!
manded
for
further
proceedings
patterned
after the one at Faribault, but that the
that by God's assistance some of the continents and
opinion."
building
of
parochial schools will continue, as will
islands of the ocean will be discovered.' " After
Leaving it to the lawyers to deal with his quibbles also the effort to divide the school funds among the
quoting the pious outrages of the colonial grants
seriatim, it can readily be seen even by a layman various religious sects which maintain so-called
and charters (and he might just as well hav quoted
that he is wrong in taking the expressions of a few secular schools.
also the language of the old bills •of lading), the
men for the sentiment of others; for of all things
deistical parts of the Declaration of Independence,
. plain in the organization, or federation, of the states, The Government Exhibit to Be Closed on
and referring to the clauses recognizing "God" in
it is that. the intent of the founders of the general
Sundays.
many of the state constitutions, he says:
government was to avoid the impression that this
It is lamentable to know that there are enough
"There is no dissonance in these declarations. There
is a universal language pervading them all, having one is a "Christian" government in any sense; that bigots in the House of Represen tativs to propose
meaning; they affirm and reaffirm that this is a religious while all were to be protected in their right to a law that the national government's exhibition at
nation. ThEf;e are not individual sayings, declarations of freedom of worship, no one religion-not no one sec- . the World's Fair shall be closed on Sundays, and
private persons; they are organic utterances; they speak tarianism-was to be elevated above another. The enough hypocrits among the Congressmen to
the voice of the entire people. While because of a general recognition of this truth the question has seldom Christian was not to use the federal government .pass it.
But it is encouraging to know that the Sabbabeen presented to the courts, yet we find that in Upde- to persecute the Mohammedan simply because he
graph v. The Commonwealth (11 Berg. & Rawle, 394, was a follower of Mohammed any more than the tarians wto brought the pressure to bear upon the
40.0) it was decided that 'Christianity, general Christian- follower of the false prophet was to imprison the lawmakers obtained only a small portion of their
:i/;y, ia, and always has been, a part of the common law of disciple of the Nazarene fanatic. The founders of outrageouJ demand, which was that the governPennsylvania; . . . not Christianity with an established church, and tithes, and spiritual courts; but Chris- this republic, permeated with the philosophy of the ment should giv the Fair no money at all unless
tianity with liberty of conscience to all men.' And in French Encyclopedists, intelligent men who knew the the managers signed an agreement that the whole
The People v. Rttggles (8 Johns. 290, 294, 295), Chan- history of the various religions and the bloody wars exhibition should be shut up on Sundays. Of this
cellor Kent, l!he great commentator on American law, between their devotees, strove to make this a purely attempted bulldozing the Times says : "It would
speaking as chief justice of the supreme court of New secular government. To stimulate them theyhad the be hard to surpass such an exhibition of a meanly
York, said: 'The people of this state, in common with
the people of this country, profess the general doctrins of hundreds o£ sectarian qua.rrels fresh in mind. They tyrannical spirit as this amendment. It is a threat
Christianity as t];l.e rule of their faith and practice; and to knew what had been done by the Puritans, and. to prevent the representation of the . government
scandalize the author of these doctrins is not only, in a they knew the nature of the religion which prompted of the United States at the World's Fair unless the
religious point of view, extremely impious, but, even in the infamous deeds. Many of these founders were managers of the Fair shall conform to the notions
respect to the obligations due to society, is a gross vio- only deists, like Washington, Franklin, and Paine, of propriety entertained by the majority of the
lation of decency and good order. . . . The free,
equal, and undisturbed enjoyment of religious opinion, and at least one of the most influential of their House of Representativs, which has no sort of
whatever it may be, and free and decent discussions- on . number, Thomas Jefferson, was what the church responsibility in the premises, and not even enterany religious subject, is granted and secured; but tore- even now calls an Infidel-a Materialist. Judge . tained by these legislators, but supposed by them
vile, with malicious and blasphemous contempt, the re- Brewer's opinion, therefore, is absurd, being wholly to be entertained by tlJ.eir constituents." Of the
ligion professed by almost the whole community, is an
abuse of that right. Nor are we bound, by any expres- out of line with the facts. Nevertheless, it affords debate on the matter and the final resolution to
sions in the Constitution, as some hav strangely supposed, the Sabbatarians great comfort, and they are using close the government exhibit the same paper says~
either not to punish at all, or to punish indiscriminately, it industriously to further their legal Sunday "1'here is something ign:::ble in the tone of the debate in the House upon the appropriation for the
the like a.ltacks upon the religion of Mohammed or of the deviltry.
· Grand Lama; and for this plain reason, that the case
If the Liberals could form local societies suf- World's Fair. It is really not to be supposed that
assumes that we are a Christian people, and the morality
of the country is deeply ingraftecl upon Christianity, and ficiently numerous to combat these tyrannous acts the members who took part in it would be espenot upon the doctrins or worship of those impostors.' in all towns it would be the proper thing to do. cially grieved or wounded if the Exhibition were
And in the famous case of Vidal v. Girard's Executors As the case seems to stand, however, the best that opened to the public on Sunday. That is a matter
· (2 How. 127, 198), this court, while sustaining the will of can be done is to work against the closing of the . w~ch may very safely be left to the managers of the
M'r. Girard, with its provision for the creation of a col- World's Fair, as that is a national enterprise and F_arr. ~ individual exhibitor who stipulates that
lege into which no minister should be permitted to enter,
observed: 'It is also said, and truly, that the Christian all citizens hav an equal interest in it. If, too, the his exhibit shall not be shown when other exhibits
Sabbatarians can be defeated in this matter it will are shown would be regarded as a churl, or, if he
religion is a part of the common law of Pennsylvania.'
''If we pass beyond these matters to a view of American hav a tremendous influence in other plac~s, even pu~ his refusal upon religious grounds, as a bigot.
life as expressed by its laws, its business, its customs, and though the rule ·for that could not affect state and It IS only a very small proportion of Christians who
its society, we find everywhere a clear recognition of municipal ~aws. But considering the activity of the are so rigid _Sabbatarians as the Jews. The orthothe same truth. Among other matters note the following: The form of oath universally prevailing, concludil)g revivi:fied Puritans, no efforts should be spared to dox Jews m every country make considerable
wit~ an appeal to the almighty; the custom of 9Pening overcome them in the one case on which above all sacrifices, eager for money as they are supposed to
sesswns of all deliberativ bodies and most conventions others they hav concentrated their devilish talents. be, :in order to observe their Sabbath. Yet no Jewwith prayer; the prefatory words of all williS, 'In the . An open Fair in 1893 means a great deal more ish exhibitor at a World's Fair that we know of has
name of God, amen;' the laws respecting the observance liberty in the future than the churchmen hav refused to allow his exhibit to be shown along with
of the Sabbath; with the general cessation of all secular
allowed us in the past.
the rest on Saturdays. It is a matter of common
business, and the closing of courts, legislatures and
civility and propriety for every exhibitor to submit
other similar public assemblies on that day; the ch~ches
to whatever rules are adopted by the governing
and church organizations which abound in every city,
The Work Cut Out for the Priests.
~wn, a~d _hamlet; the multitude of charitable organizabody of the Fair. Of course, if a man thinks he is
The Roman authorities at Rome hav suppletions ex1stmg everywhere under Christian auspices· the
imperiling his salvation, or anybody else's, by
gigant~c ~issionary associations, with general sup~ort, mented their decision in the Faribault and Still- allowing his wares to be exhibited on Sunday, it is
and aimmg to establish Christian missions in every water cases by another letter addressed to each
quarter of the globe. These, and many other matters . bishop in the United States. The points of the his duty to refuse permission. But doe.s anybody
suppose that the majority of the House of Reprewhich might be noticed, add a volume of unofficial declarations to the mass of organic· utterances that this is a letter are only two in number. The first is that sentativs was actuated by a respect for the fourth
Christian nation. In the face of all these facts shall it be the "holy see," by its decision, has put an end to Commandment and a belief in its binding force
believed bhat a Congress of the United St~es ~tended to the discussion ; the second is that the bishops must,
make it a misdemeanor for a church of this country to at the first opportunity, consider how to deal with upon Christians in coupling an appropriation for
contract for the services of a Christian minister residing "the many Catholic children who, according to the representation of the government with a conin another nation?
dition that the exhibit should not be. opened to the
trustworthy statistics, attend the public schools in
"Suppose in the Congress that passed this act some
public on Sunday? They were simply 'pandering
~ember had offered a bill which in terms declared that preference to parochial schools."
to the better element' and pretending scruples that
This amounts practically to what would be deIf any Roman Catholic church in this country should con~
they did not feel."
tract ~th ~ardin~l Manning to come to this country and scri~ed in expressiv American language as a comenter mto Its serviCe as pastor and priest; or any Episco- man,d to the bishops to shut up, say nothing, and
pal church should enter into a like contract with Canon
Farrar; or any Baptist church should make similar ar- saw wood. The Roman authorities know that at
rangements with Rev. Mr. Spurgeon; or any Jewish ayn- present it is no time for bickering, because the
ag?g with some eminent rabbi, such contract should be church is making progress which might be retarded
News and Notes.
adJud~ed unlawful an~ void, and the church making it by internal dissensions.
The authorities also know
Larchmont extends delightful visions along the
~e subJect ~o prosecutiOn and punishment, can it be bethat in spite of this progress th~ church is losing a pathway of the Secular Pilgrim. Bunyan's Pilgrim
lieved that It ';ould hav received a minute of approving
good
many young victims by reason of their attend- as he approached the gates of heaven looked not on
thought or a smgle vote? Yet it is contended that such
':as i;u effect the I;lle1ming of the statute. The construc- ance of the public schools. To save these, add to anything more enchanting, be it when the sunshine
tiOn mvokiid cannot be ~cepted as correct. It is a case them by getting the children of Protestants into ~lls the air or the silver rain is dropping. The sea
where t~ere was preiSented a definit evil, in view of which schools controled or taught by ecclesiastics, and IS before you. You hear its music on the soft
sands and rocky shore. Against the distant sky
the legislature used general terms with the purpose of
keep their grip in politics, is the work to which the the hills are glimmering in blue and gold. The exreaching all phases of that evil, and thereafter, u:nexpectedly, i~ is developed that the general language thus energies of the priests of all degrees must be bent. panse of ~aters rolls its burden of a thousand ships.
employed is broad enough to reach cases and acts which Performing it is what the letter-writers call a The red hght of the Boston steamers flares like a
the whole history and life of the country affirm co'uld not "union of intellect and energy," to be "the more comet-:-then fades in the misty deep. An everhav been intentionally legislated against. It is the duty consolidated and safeguarded, insomuch as at the cJ:langmg panorama ?f land and ocean, with splenof tne courts, under those circumstances, to say that,
did color and charmmg form, givs exhilaration to
however broad the language of the statute may be the present time more errors than ever are abroad, and each moment.
act, although within the letter, is not within th; in- there are many enemies to combat and numerous
On. a slope b:y the ever-singing waters, with a
ten.tion 6f the legislature, and therefore cannot be within ?b~tacles and difficulties continually arising which beautiful grove m front through whose interlacing
·
the statute.
It Is necessary to vanquish."
.
green the blue sea flashes, Dr. Foote, Sr., enjoys the
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life that now is, mingling with labor the leisure of
ample years. A. varied home circle radiates amidd
nature's loveliest scenes. Here I find myself on
Wednesday evening, quitting the city's enormous
roar, reveling in a delicious quiet, and drinking in
to my heart's CO:J;e the beauty of the exquisit sunset and gorgeously approaching night. Then from
the "cool moon's uncertain shower" and darkening
clouds and thunders of the unresting tide we pass
to the sparkling fireside, the comforts of homeand music's noble cheer, and thought's unquenchable hope.
On Thursday morning, the luminous cloud~ still
flinging in soft and misty splendor the fruitful rain,
the doctor and myself drive over to the Paine farm,
and the monument which still looms by the roadside_like sqme gray hermit of unconquerable spirit,
who speaks of martyrdom of liberty, of the shining
·
years
When humanity shall be
Good and great and joyous, beautifnl and free.
We wander to the house upon the hill, the old
house where Paine himself lived. We enter the
little room where he wrote, a room with one window
through which crashed the bullet of the enemy, as
the legend says, but which reached not the heart of
the illustrious patriot.
This farm will some day become a part of the
vast metropolis itself. It is excellently situated
on the gently rolling "Quaker hills," and fine residences will eventually environ the humble homestead of the mighty philosopher. Civiliz!l.tion sweeps
on, but may this .landmark be preserved, and with
it the unpretentious but priceless monnment.
It has been rumored that the farm, which consists
of about two hundred acres, has been sold to a
Western syndicate for stock-raising purposes, etc.
But this is not true. The farm is still in possession
of Mr. See, who has lived here for twenty-seven
years. The land, however, is in market. Would it
not be a good idea to form a Liberal syndicate, purchase this farm, reserve the homestead, and finally
on that eminence, overlooking the spacious city and
far-encircling sea, build a memorial hall to the lofty
genius who first breathed in words that burn the
spirit of American Liberty~ I hope that this will
be done-that here can be a home for Liberalisma shrine more noble than ever was built by church
or king.
On Thursday afternoon I journey to the beautiful
orthodox town of Meriden-a real Yankee town' where thrift and enterprise prevail and the church
bell peals.
After much tribulation I at last shake hands with
N. F. Griswold, our stanch worker here, than
whom no one has done more for the Liberal cause
throughout the country. He is well known for his
generous assistance to many a struggling effort.
He is one of the prominent business men of the
place; has lived here for over thirty years and
built up an immense establishment. I had long
corresponded with him, and had expected to meet
him before this, but fate seemed determined that
we should not join forces.
But we did at last,
and we put forth our level best to shake the orthodox bones. It rained, however, on the night of the
lecture, Thursday. Besides, the orthodox churches
held their prayer-meetings on that evening; and.
other things made it difficult to secure an audience
such as we desired and expected.
However, we
made the campaign, and I guess it will count for
something in the long run. But Meriden is not a
promising field. The church element is potent. The
old-time Connecticut theology remains, and th.e
Liberals are indifferent. They hav an idea that it
"does not pay" to do anything. Perhaps a few
earthquakes like what we hav in California might
stir up these staid New England towns to the fact
that the world moves and that we must move with
it, or "go under.''
However, friend Griswold doesn't find hiinself all
alone. There are TRUTH SEEKER subscribers hereMr. Morse and others-and they are ready to help.
I presnme that under more favorable circumstances
a larger audience could be got together, and Freethought made welcome in this large and prosperous
city, where the modern spirit is by no means at a
discount. It will take time and patience, that is all,
to win the victory.
One could not, anyway, be discouraged with such
a hospitable ally as Mr. Griswold, and Mrs. Griswold also-a genial and cultivated lady, who is not
afraid to do her part in the world's reform. I was
welcomed in their beautiful home-and. with all the
ups and downs of the pioneer service, Meriden will
be to me a delightful memory. I cannot but hope
some future day the colors will fly brilliantly. With
such generous companions the camp-fires will not
go out.
From orthodox New England I. go td orthodox
Canada, to Toronto, where the horse-cars go not on

Sunday, where there are two hundred and four How the Russian Relief Ship Was Received.
c~~ches, three hundred policemen, and seventy
From the Lowen, Mass., Times.
n;tillions of untaxed church property, in a populaThe Tim-es is permitted· to make extracts from a
twn of about two hundred thousand. However, it private letter received in Lowell from Capt. R. W.
is well known that the Secularists hav maue a Sargent of the steamship Indiana, which carried
stanch fight here, and perhaps in no city in the Philadelphia's magnificent offering of grain to the
world hav more results been attained. Mr. Chas. starving peasants of R)lssia. Ris graphic descripWatts did an excellent work here. Large audi- tion of his reception is much better reading than
ences greeted him from Sunday to Sunday. any newspaper account. He says:
·
Since he has taken his departure for England the · "We had a very bad passage out; the men saidit
labor has not been suspended, although the loss of was because we were prayed over so much before
Mr. Watts has been severely felt. But the Secular we started. One of my men was thrown across the
element of Toronto is of quite a solid nature, and deck by the sea and killed in a heavy gale off Rockhas a momentum of its own, and there is to be no all. The bad weather and head winds lasted me to
cessation of the glorious struggle upon which it has the Butt of Lewis (north point of the Hebrides).
entered. In regard to the cars running on Sun- From there until we got through the Pentland frith
day, at a popular election ten thousand votes were had fine weather. Plenty of the scenery William
cast in favor to fourteen thousand against. A.t an- Black :writes about, but as everything was white
other election undoubtedly the Liberal party will with snow there was not much to it. Passed Nortriumph.
way in a blinding snowstorm, but had good, clear
Toronto has grown wonderfully since I saw it weather in the Kattegat. In the sound and Baltic had
last, about eight years ago. It is a magnificent snow and fog, clearing just as we got to Libau. So
city, and has a great future, being situated so as to you see we hav not seen much of the beauties of natcommand a vast portion of the trade of Canada and ure. Holy island, Skye, and all that was worth seeing.
of theW est. A.s a commercial center it stands in the
"Was four days at Libau, and between working
front rank.
the ship and being entertairred, the time was well
I received a warm greeting from the Liberals of filled up. We were made very welcome and everythis place. On Sunday evening the hall was packed one ~ehaved well, did not disgrace the flag on the
to its utmost capacity. Mr. J. A.. Risser presided ship. Drink was much more plenty than water, but
in the afternoon, and Mr. A.. F. Jury in the evening, somehow even the sailors and firemen did not get
introducing the speaker with words of comradeship drunk. They went wild over me and I hav been
and cheer. I felt that I was ll;ldeed among old thrown in the air and kissed aJ;J.d hugged-by the
friends, and I hav not anywhere had a more enthu- men-until I really felt sorry for the waste. They
siastic welcome.
at a dinner gave me a silver loving-cnp, and a swell
The Toronto Society cultivates the social element, changed watches with me. Mine was a good $100
with decided success. It is continually enlarging watch with a silk guard, his a stop, center seconl.l.
its sphere; young people are joining and becoming , repeater, with a double chain that weighs twenty
interested in Secular principles. There is growth sovereigns. Just as I was abont sailing the Rusin Toronto. The Secularists hav a record of which sian minister telegraphed, the ship was detained by
they may well be proud. The reading-room is open the czar's orders, as he wished to send me a present.
every evenirig, and the Literary and Debating Club I could do nothing with th(:) police minister, who is
meets ·every Sunday afternoon. Public lectures are the big man in every Russian city, or our consulgiven every Sunday evening. The movement is general, as they would not take the risk, so I, with
thus self-sustaining. It is the centet of the power- good American "gall," telegraphed him, asking him
ful influence in the community.
to get me permission to go at once, as I had to sail
Mr. C. W. Price, president of the society; Frank from Liverpool the 30th with passengers, and every
Anthony, Jas. Coutts, J. C. Frazer, ·Fred Den- dayiwasdetainedwouldcosttheRussianrelief fund
1
ton, Wm. Christie, etc., are among the leading one thousand roubles; the present could follow. A.t
spirits here, with Risser, Jury, Harrison, Stewart, and . 5:30 P.M. I got a dispatch telling me I could go, and
other "old-timers" whom I met when I first cape the police minister got another. I may lose my
to Canada. I was pleased to make acquaintance present by it, but I was not sent there for presents.
with J. Spencer Ellis, of the Secular Thought, who
"I hav never seeri any such drinking asli hav seen
with C. M. Ellis is so gallantly striving to maintain in Libau, and never expect to again. The famin
this excellent journal. It was really inspiring to work was well done, though. The entertaining
mingle with this pioneer corps of Toronto, who was by Libau, which is two thousand miles from
against such almost overwhelming o~ds hav ad- the famin district. We began cargo work at 4 P.:M.,
vanced step by step, who hav won an assured posi- Wednesday; at 8 P.M., Thursday, the first train
tion, and who mean to keep it. Certainly from started for Samora with twenty-seven carE!, with
"across the line " there is splendid cheer.
through right of way over all trains, including pasSAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
sengers, dressed with American and Russian flags.
----------Sunday evening, the 20th, before the Indiana was
out.of the harbor, the last pound of her cargo had
Lectures and Meetings.
started by train for the famin district. The
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture' appointments:
Bonlder City, Col., J une4, 5 Morgan City, Utah, June 16 director-general of the Russian railways was in
Georgetown, Col.. "
6 Echo, U tali .. .. .. .. . "
17 Libau, Oo·unt Brobinsky, of the czarevritch relief
Denver, Col......... "
7 Reno, Nev.......... "
21 fund; and the consul-general of the United States,
Scofield, Utah...... " 9, 10 Carson City; Nev. "
22 Crawford; as well as the United States consul at
Salt Lake, Utah... "12, 19 VirginiaCity,Nev. "
23
Provo, Utah........ "
13 Inyo county, Cal. " 24--27 Riga, P. B-ornholdt, who was worth them all, as he
is a shipping merchant with houses in St. PetersMurra;y, Utah...... " . 14 Athens and OathKaysville, and
lamet, Wash ...... Jnly 3, 4 burg, Riga, and Libau. He is the sort of man to
Farmington, Utah ''
15
represent the United States. He gave his service
During the months of Jnly and August Mr. Putnam while we were there, and as an American, took the
will lecture along the line of the Northern Pacific railroad cargo from where it was in the ship and put it on
at Tacoma, Buckley, Davenport, Spangle, Rosalia, Oaks- the cars as his contribution, say $3,000. He, I
dale, Palouse City, Dayton, Walia Walia, Colville, Wash.; think, was the proudest man in Libau when the
Missoula and Bozeman, Mont. ; Albert Lea and other ship came in the harbor. ·
places in Minn. ; Eau Claire and vicinity, Wis. All those
"We hav had plenty of religion mixed up with
who desire lectures along this route will please address it all. When we got to the dock, the swells were
S. P. Putnam, at Salt Lake, Utah, care of H. P. Mason.
let on board, and ·two 'popes' had service on the
JOHN B. CHARLESWORTH's lecture appointments:
quarter-deck. They blessed the ship and the cargo,
Waterloo, Ind.... June 4,5,61 Pittsburgh, Pa.... June 19 then took me, blessed me, took a little broom,
Butler, Ind......... "
7, 8 Butler, Pa... ....... " 20,21 sprinkled me pretty well all over with water and
Columbus, 0 ....... "
12 Philadelphia, Pa. "
26
oil, held me out the crucifix to kiss (which of course
Cleveland, 0 .... . .. " 13, 15
He expects to lecture in Cairo, ill. ; Shumway, Mus- I did). Then the ship was thrown open to the
catine, I a.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Grand Rapids, Mich.; Fort crowd. Sunday I went to the Greek church with
the police minister, in state, and had a new mat to
Wayne, Ind., and Auburn, Pa.
stand on. After service I was blessed again, and
LECTURES for June of the' Manhattan Liberal Club:
given a message to my own church in America,
June 3d, ''TheNew National Party," Dr. Charles Stltart ' The Russian church in Libau has prayed for the
Welles.
June lOth, "Rev. Parkhurst and His Methods," T. B. church in Kittery and sends love and greeting, from
the oldest church to the youngest, feeling they are
Wakeman.
June 17th, "Reincarnation," Eliza Orchard Connor.
one in the worship of Father,Son, and Holy Ghost.'
June 24th, Last meeting till October; lecture to be an"From this I was driven to the farewell reception
nounced later.
and dinner, from 12 M. to 5:30 P.M. This was
W. S. BELL is now in Oregon, where he will lecture in simply the grandest and wildest drinking bout I hav
May and June; afterward he goes to Washington. The
ever seen. When we were ready to haul the gangfollowing are his dates till June 12th:
way ashore, the head pope prayed, blessed the ship
Cathlamet, Wash .. June 2--41 Deep River, Wash .. June 12
and me, kissed me on both cheeks, and it w!.tB over.
Skamokawa, " . . " 5, 6
The ladies at the ship gave me "bread and _s~J.lt "THE next meeting of the Syrian Society will be held at with a pretty little speech. I hope from this letter
the house of William M. McLaury, M.D., 244 West 42d and the papers you maygetafairidea of the' circus.'"
street, on Thursday, June 2d, at 8 P.M.
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He temporizes with the monarchy when he should

The Columbian Exposition Should Not Be are retarding the cause they would support. A oppose it and recommend a republican form of
cause is seld_!)m strengthened by compulso~y
Closed on Sundays.
words or acts. Calm, convincing arguments will government, as the only Liberal English statesman
To THE EDITOR OF THE TiiuTH SEEKER, Sir: With
your kind permission I will giv the public a few
thoughtlil on this subject, which is causing much
discussion and is c;>f much importance as a principle.
Christians generally are making great exertions
in favor of the closing of the great Fair on Sunday,
which promises to be the greatest and grandest
known in the history of the world. And as all nations are invited to exhibit and enjoy the occasion,
there should not be any regulations pertaining to
preferences in regard to opinions or beliefs in religion, politics, or forms of government. All should
feel that each has equal rights in every respect.
As the founders of our government declared that
all men were "created equal," and by our Constitution prohibited any preference on account of religious opinions, the same principle should be recognized in all things pertaining to the great Exposition.
Sundl\f Christians should not ask or be conceded
any rights that Jews, Adventists, Seventh Day
Baptists, or any other religionists, may not posse~s.
But Sunday Christians seem determined to control this matter and compel the closing on Sunday.
They manifest a disposition to boycott membe{s of
Congress, business men, and others who favor
opening the Exposition on Sunday. They ask too
much, and are hardly honorable or respectful in
their manner of asking. It is said by as good
authority as the Detroit .Free Press that a greater
number of names are attached to petitions from
Michigan than the whole population of the state.
A recent letter to me from our member of Congress
from this (third) district says that petitions are
being received by the. wagonload, and they are laid·
away to must and rot. But intelligent men are not
frightened by boycott threats. A strong effort is
being made to prevent any further appropriation
by Congress unless the bill contains a provision for
Sunday closing.
If Congress shall deem a further appropriation
just and necessary, it should be made without regard to this question.
In the past, legislators, politicians, and the public press, generally, hav been very timid in regard
to expressing opinions contrary to what was thought
to be the current of popular opinion in matters
pertaining to religion. What Mother Grundy
would say was, and still is, a deterrent force much
regarded by many who should set an example in all
matters of justice, morality, and truth. But thanks
to the progressiv spirit of the age, a change for the
better is evidently gaining, and there is a more independent spirit asserting itself on all such questions.
As to the authority for Sunday, instead of s·aturday, being the Sabbath, Catholics hav stronger
grounds for their position than Protestant Christians. · The former are sustained by what they consider the infallible authority of the mother church/
·while the latter, who also claim the Bible as an
in allible guide, cannot find in it one sentence, or
word even, making Sunday the Sabbath, or a holy
day. In this respect Protestants-to put it mildly
-are v_ery ~ronsis~ent. And yet they are the :J??St
determmed 1ll therr efforts to h~v the_ ExpositiOn .
closed on Sunday. The Methodist Episcopal conference, th~ Yo~n~ Men's Christian. Association,
theW?m~n s Christian Temp_erance Umon, an~ other
org~IDZatwns, see_m determmed to acc~mplish the
closmg of the Farr on Sunday, and therr metho?-s
are not altogether honorable. Although the~ claim
to be truly good and honest, some ?f therr acts
.savor of " ways that are dark and tncks that are
. "
vam.
. .
An ol~, adage says that" p~htiCsmake str~nge b_edfellows, but more strange IS the fellowship ensting between the c!ergy and the distillers, bre":ers,
saloon men, and liquor-dealers generally, espemally
in <?hicago, on this ques_tion. All f~vor Sun~ay
closmg, and each for therr own spemal pecumary
benefit.
Sunday as a day of rest should be observed, and
laws for the observance of morality a~d good order
sho?ld be made and enforced ; an~ It should be a
hohday for all who choose to hav It such, but under our fo~m of government no laws. sholll:d be
passed .making. Sunday a holy day. It IS no~ m accord With th~ liberal trend of thought mamfested
when the Umted St~tes be?ame a nation.
People of true LI?eral Ideas should concede to
ot~e:s what they claim for t~e~selvs:--:the rig~~ of
opmwn on all matters of belief m religwn, politics,
etc.
. Some of our so-called ~reethoug~t. pe_o~le are ~s
mtolerant as the most bigoted religwms., and m
being so are doing themselvs and the cause they
advo&ate a great wrong, and instead of advancing

win when boisterous language and severe measures
fail. · Show your cause to be truthful, right, and
just, if you wish to hav it win. "If you convinc~ a
man against his will, he oft remains the same opmion still."
Signatures to petitions on almost any question
may be obtained ad libitttm. Therefore I would
suggest that those interested in having the Exposition open on Sunday keep this matter before t~e
people by writing short articles for the public
press, giving their best thoughts in a concise form,
using mild language devoid of epithets, because
epithets are generally resorted to by those who
lack arguments of forcible reason, therefore epithets
are resorted to for the want of something better.
The commissioners who are appointed to make
rules and regulations for the Exposition should,
and probably will, decide this question; therefore
write to them, directing to the secretary, John T.
Dickinson, Chicago. The commission will consider
the question the 6th of October next.
CoNVERSE CLosE.
Grattan, Mich., May 16, 1S92.

What Is Real

Liberali~m ~

The defimtion of the term Liberalism, in its common conception, appears not only erroneous but
generally -obscure and contradictory.
It is an indisputable fact that many, if not a large
majority, of those who are professedly Liberal in
religion are confessedly illiberal in politics and
sociology. This, I maintain, is both an inconsistency and a perversion.
A given individual of
Liberal pretensions is either wholly Liberal or partially Liberal ; and, if only partly so, he is not
fairly entitled to so broad a distinction.
In almost every contribution to avowedly Liberal
journals, there appears one ·or more expressions of
illiberal ideas or the advocacy of illiberal policies.
An advocate of "protection " in a recent tariff
discussion, maintains that while an implied Liberal,
he yet favors a "Frotectiv" policy, for the sole and
selfish reason that said system is beneficial to
Americans! The inference that whatever protectiv enactment is beneficial to one nation is in proportion detrimental to others, is too obvious for commept. Such a cause of action is patriotic; but
patriotism and Liberalism are mutually antagonistic.
Respecting the question of female suffrage as a
Liberal, my espousal of the cause of equal rights is
undoubtedly an obligation ; while, as a Secularist,
I must obje~ on the grounds of the subjection of
women in general to the rapacity and tyranny of
ecclesiasticism.
Whethoc this latter courJe of action is Liberal or
illiberal, I am at a loss to decide ; b~t I am of the
opinion that, being merely a choice of the lesser
of two gigantic evils, it involves the principles cf
neither.
As a man of Liberal sympathies, I certainly favor
free. trade; as an American citizen, I indorse protaction; and to this extent I am deficient in the
totality of those attributes which constiJ;ute a pure
Liberal. When once a resident of California I
approved of Chinese exclusion, from motivs of a
solely egoistic nature; and until my sympathies,
now only partly Liberal hav become sufficiently
comprehensiv to embrac~ humanity as a whole, I
certainly do not merit the appellation of Liberal.
I hav Liberal sympathies, Liberal ideas, Liberal
tendencies; but behind these are the opposing
~:lluences of prejudice, favoritism, anp. egotism,
rmparted by nature's almost in:llexible law, adaptation to environment· and these counter-in:lluences
'
impede the free and proper action of the superior
a~d ac~uired tendencies. I am only drifting toward
Liberalism; I am not yet a Liberal but I hope I
may :flatter myself so much as to sai that I hav the
Liberal virtue candor to admit it.
Certain con'tributor~, not strangers to T:HE TRUTH
SEEKER, after affirming themselvs unqualified Liberals, declare for the Democratic or Republican party.
This, I contend is not only not Liberal but the
reverse of Liber~sm. Party-spirit is po;sible only
where prejudice predominates over intelligence,
and savors much more of bigotry than Liberalism.
I hav used the term "pure Liberal;" let me not be
l;lllderstoo_d to ~ply, by this loose expression, that
zmpure Liberalism is not a contradiction in terms.
G~adst?~e, for example, a professed Liberal in
botli politics and religion, is decidedly illiberal in
both. He maintains the inspiration (truth) of the
Pentateuch and supports the traditional order of
creation when both assumptions are controverted
by the inherent ~screpancies in the legends themselvs, to say nothing of the unanimous negations
of science.
In politics his Liberalism (!) is of a similar tenor.

ever did-Bradlaugh.
I hold that on~ not a cosmopolitan is not a
Liberal; and since the decease of. the great British
Secularist, we hav only Ingersoll as an exemplary
perfect Liberal. Strange as it may seem to many
over-zealous Secularists, there is also such a thing
as illiberalism in anti-theological opposition. Religion has not a monopoly of fa:p.aticism, though it
has the larger proportion.
It is admitted that superstition and Liberalism
are incompatible; and, in this connection, ·it may
be pertinent to note that many eminent and intelligent men who profess to oppose superstition are
themselvs victims of superstition. Voltaire and ·
Paine were superstitious to the extent of postulating a deity and maintaining the immortality of the
"soul," contrary to experience, at variance with
science, and impossible of logical demonstration.
The god of Thomas Paine was invoked to suppress
British tyranny, though he never ventured to speculate on the probable causes of the abeyance of
" divine justice " during the tyrannies of the Dark
Ages. Both Paine ·and Voltaire persisied in endowing an imaginary idol with attributes, the exercise of the powers of which is wholly at variance
with the existing conditions of human affairs; and
whatever is thus unscientific and unphilosophic is,
in my estimation, not Liberal.
Aside from the question of reality or unreality,
as a Liberal, I exclaim, damn the God who invented
the torture of damnation; and damn the God who
permits damnation here on earth when it lies within
his power to avert it.
I will admit that it is difficult, if not impossible,
to clearly and abruptly draw the line of demarkation between Liberalism and illiberalism. An approximation alone is practicable; and this, being a
mere matter of individual opinion, will slightly vary
in any given instance.
Where justice ends and injustice begins, is not a
geometrical problem ; but in the absoence of a perfect standard, an imperfect and provisional one must
suffice. .
M. L. SALTER.
Bachula, Miss.
----------~----------

The Materialist Is Not a Freethinker.
Because his mind is on a level with his heel. His
ideas are not in :l;larmony with nature's laws. I
deeply regret to find him with a mind uncultivated,
unfit to reason, unable to demonstrate truth as it
exists in nature. His five senses are lame. His
thoughts are limited to the present existence. He is
unacquainted with a former as well as with a future
life.
He imagins a sneer a.t Spiritualism saves him
from living a life in the future. He is not aware
that Spiritualism is a science, a knowledge, equal to,
if not better than, that which drove Kepler from the
university for giving the fundamental principle of
astronomy. We know that the advocates of truth
and science throughout all ages hav suffered loss of
liberty and life. Why should Spiritualists be exempted 7 No one should sneer at the science because it is beyond their conception. What about
.our former life' Are you prepared to deny it?
What about our existence that preceded the day of
our birth? Are you prepared to deny it? Why
hav we no desrre to inhabit again that world which
we inhabited a day that preceded our birthday? We
begin life not at our birth, but in time that preceded. it. Why not reinhabit the former world
which we inhabited in days that preceded our birth.
If you will call that existence up to memory, as
soon as you remember your birthday, you not only
confess an existence of the past, but that you hav
lived a life in the future ever since. We hav not
only evidence here of a future life, but the footprints of our past life are deeply set along the highway we hav traveled. Any person who endeavors
to make me believe that he is a man of truth or an
advocate of the truth by denying .an existence in
time that preceded his birth and a life that h9 has
lived ever since, is in my estimation an ignoramus,
a lunatic, or a liar; Why should we consider the
present life valid and true, and our subsequent life,
or a life that preceded our birth, invalid and untrue~

Why should a Freethinker consult a Materialist
on a former or future life when he has confessed to
know nothing of such state of existence? If the
universe has laws; if it has existed at all ages ; if
we hav in the universe existed at all ages, why
should our life end and cease with our present state
of existence? If it did not cease at birth or before
birth, why should it cease now~
The Materialist is like the Second Adventist.
One predicts the. end of the world year after year,
the other insists that life ceases with the end of the'

•
present existence. Neither has a good mind.
Neither can reason nor observe or demonstrate the
truth in nature. Of what benefit is the immense
space in the universe to human beings of which
astrono;my teaches us, if it cannot be inhabited~
When we see a human body decaying, returning to
the dust of mother earth, we ask, what has become
of the occupant~ If we believe in the existence of
invisible beings, why not. in the existence of invisible worlds!
If it be true that such immense space exists in
the universe, why should it be vacant instead of
being full of invisible worlds~ Why should these
invisible worlds be· v~cant instead of being inhabited by former earth-inhabitants~
The human
mind does not originate from mother earth. Nor
does it dep~nd for its growth and subsistence upon
vegetable, mineral, or animal products of mother
earth. They only giv strength to the body, but
not to the mind.
The laws of nature are composed of power and
of intelligence. The human mind is a part thereof.
It borrows its intellect from the father of the universe. It is no longer subject after death to the
laws of mother earth. It vacates the body like an
image that passes out of a mirror, and renews the
battle of life on a higher and moral plane. The
body, as it is composed of moth2r earth, is doomed
to decay and return to the dust from whence it
came. The method by which the laws of nature
permit our birth and our consciousness and growth,
and as we hav acquired the knowledge of one
world allow us to pass out into another one, is
a plan as beautiful as beautiful can be.
Respectfully,
AuGUST BuESING.

Still M.ore Economic Opinions.
Your correspondent ·L. A. Gle!'tson refutes very
neatly and completely some of the grand mistakes
which are attributed to that grand man, Robert G.
Ingersoll, while doubting that so able a man could
ever make himself responsible for such absurdities.
Mr. Gleason does not remember that no man can
pos-sibly be able or grand enough to make it absolutely safe to tie to him in all cases, because even
these whose ability the world recognizes and whose
integrity is be:yond suspicion, are liable to hav their
judgment warped by the influences of their early
education. So able a man as Gladstone, for instance,
occupies some of his time in attempts to shore up
the crumbling edifice of theology, impelled thereto,
no doubt, by the early teachings of some "sainted"
ancestor, instilled into his unreflecting juvenil
mind. Mr. Ingersoll probably imbibed his protectionism at a time when he was not much inclined to
indulge in reflection, and has since failed to analyze
the arguments which-to the uncritical-seem to
uphold the system. This hypothesis takes on all
the appearances of certainty when it is remembered
that this question is the only one on which Mr.
Ingersoll is not inclined to argue. He will dogmatize till the warmest place we ever heard of coBgeals
into a skating-rink but of reasons he will giv you
none. He will tell you, for instance, that raw material raisers are always poor and ignorant, and
that diversified industries are necessary to render a
nation rich and intelligent, but he will not attempt
to show how protection changes a nation of agriculturists and miners into a nation of manufacturers,
nor indeed will he stop to think that the intelligence
that he so much admires must precede the diversification of industries he considers desirable. He
will say at one time that importation should be
restricted to those things that we cannot possibly
make, and at another he will remark, with quite as
great an air of conviction, that nations are in great
danger of becoming, and must become, provincial
unless they, exchange commodities, and Philip was
apparently sober on both occasions. In speaking
recently about the World's Fair our'favorit said,
"So it is of the greatest importance that the inventions o{ the world should be brought beneath one
roof," and never stopped to think that his policy of
prohibition against anything. we can make here,
would prevent us from taking advantage of any
invention which can produce at le!'ls cost than the
machinery we use. He will speak and write the
most glowing tributes to liberty and never suspect
that "protection" denies the right -of a man to dispose of the product of his labor in any market he
chooses, and that therefore liberty with a big L can
never take up her abode in any country that fosters
that inveterate enemy of. liberty that is miscalled
protection, because the :first requisit of a state of
freedom is that a man shall hav a right to himself,
and this right he never can hav so long as tariffs of
any kind prevail.
The object of this paper, however, was not to
criticise the protection utterances of Mr. Ingersoll,
but to clear the brain of Mr. Gleaso:q of some of
the financial cobwebs which seem t.o obstruct its

operations. He says, "If money is not created by
Our London Letter.
law I am at a loss to know how it is created. If
The self-denial week dodge as practiced by the
you were to place a gold-piece on an anvil and
deface the superscription, though in quantity it great Booth is seen to be such a profitable business,
that it is being imitated by the older established
were not one whit less, its money value is gone."
Money is undoubtedly generally created by law. sects, with more or less success ; the London Misbut the essential thing about money of any kind is sionary Society had a try recently and netted just
value, and over this law has but little effect, for it on £10,000, so it will no doubt be a recognized
~s _regulated by commerce. His defaced gold-piece, matter of plundering the faithful, who generally
If It were of full weight, would hav thA same value hav more money than sense. This nice little haul
as money that it had before it was battered, among is considered fairly satisfactory for the :first year,
those who had the means at hand to decide the and the promoter, a Congregational beetle, hopes
:fineness and weight of the gold contained ·in the to do better next time. It is satisfactory to tkem
piece, and who knew the market value of that metal. that the missionary business is rather popular with
Its value as money would be largely reduced be- young gospel--grinders, and the supply can always
cause so few cculd satisfy themselvs-not having be .well assured, provided the funds are forthcomthe facilities-in regard to these particulars, that is ing, but only in that event taking "place.
Notwithstanding all the attractions of a secular
all. The government stamp as to weight and fineness has been proved by long experience to be nature held out, it appears that the Young Men's
reliable and accurate, therefore anyqne is willing to Christian Association is steadily on the wane, and
accept a coin bearing the proper imprint. That is this is attributed by the religious coiTespondent to
all the difference. · Law, however, does not create all a daily paper to the very strict confession of faith
money, for there is no doubt but that every country demanded of all candidates applying for memberhad money before it had any law. Money is first ship. The unfortunate w1·etch who wishes to join
established by custom, and law is used to confirm it, the society has to pass both a written and a viva
by regulating· the size and shape of the pieces and voce examination, and he must be either a rogue or
by indorsing on them the guarantee of the govern- a fool to be able to gain access to the charmed
ment that the law regulating their coinage has circle.
The Workingmen's Lord's Day Rest Associll.tion
been complied with. In this sense only can mon-y
be said to be created by law. Take California, for is rather in a corner. The secretary has been chalinstance, in '49 and some few years after. ·They lenged to giv addresses of any trades-unions or workhad no coins, yet they had money in the shape of ingmen's clubs known to be opposed to the opengold.dust. and all transactions were completed at ing of the national eollections on Sunday, so that '
such places as had facilities for testing and weigh- they may be invited to send delegates to the demoning this dust, but it was money all the same. The strations shortly to be held on the subject. So far
gentleman says the "value of a dollar is its I hav not heard that they hav supplied the required
compulsory debt-paying quality, and Congress can information.
The Established Chutrch of England always poses
and does fix that value." The value of any dollar
than one of gold, is just iJle value of the. metal as the friend of the poor, though it is rather diffigold that can be obtained in exchange for it. Or if cult for the outsider to see where the friendship
we speak of the present :financial situation in this comes in, unless systematic plundering can be concountry, it is just the value of a gold dollar, for one sidered in that light. The ecclesiastical commiswill be given for an 'equal amount in any other sioners are about the largest public-house-owners
kind of money upon application. Thexefore its in the country, and are the largest leviers of coal
most material function-purchasing power..:._is be- royalties in the county of Durham, where they
yond the reach of Congress to adjust. If our drew an amount of £240,000 last year, for which
money had only debt-paying power we should soon they gave nothing in return. It is scarceiy to be
stop business, because no one would be able to wondered at that the miners are not a religious
contract any debts unless sellers would consent to body of men.
The dispute as to the Northampton candidates is
accept the debased money in payment for commodities, which they would not consent to do. Con- still unsettled. Mr. Robertson still maintains his
gressional power stops when it has ordained that p:::sition, and Mr. Mansfield will not giv way. The
any given kind of dollar shall hav power to dis- only wonder about the matter is that a ~:ensible
charge a debt already contracted in a better or man should hav any desire to enjoy the questionable
poorer dollar; therefore in a general sense Congress honor or privilege to sit in the House of Commons.
The May-meetings are now in full sway, but no
cannot giv value to the money it creates. This fact
the gentleman states in about the same words I bav one except those immediately interested takes any
used. He follows it up, however, by saying that "to notice of the proceedings. T.c.e same old lies are
speak of a dollar's worth of silver in a silver told with all the appearance of truth, the hat goes
dollar without stating a unit of measure, is purest merrily round, and the opportunity is a good one
nonsense." The "unit of measure" is so well for country people to enjoy a few days in London
understood as being gold that it does not need sight-fleeing, and so they are all satisfied with havto be stated. Therefore a dollar's worth of silver ing successfully served .both God and devil at the
would be the quantity of silver that a gold dollar same time.
Thomas Cooper, formerly Chartist and Secularwould buy, and that should be the weight of a
silver dollar, and any other kind is "light, cheap, ist lecturer, has not done so badly by his change
of coat. Failing to make a decent living out of the
and poor."
''To sum up all," Mr. Gleason continues, "value former occupations, he shrewdly allowed himself to
is an ideal quality and is regulated by the owner or be converted and went into the Christian Evidence
the one who desires a thing." This may apply to line of business on strictly Paleyan proofs, and has
some values but not to that of money having its found it altogether a paying game. A Tory miJiisbase on gold, for gold has a real value which is ter has given him £200 out of the taxes, and if he
regulated by the demand for that metal for mechan- still keeps steadfast to his new friends he will no
ical purposes and the supply which is at hand to doubt hav a further donation when that is exmeet it. The gentleman further says that "since hausted. Converts from Secularism are much
1857 the ·value of foreign coins in this country is sought after, and :find conversion a satisfactory and
nothing." Here he makes the same mistake which paying game if worked properly.
The Presbyterian church is in a more satisfactory
occurred when he hammered the twenty-dollar goldcondition
than the Church of England as far as repiece, for peoplewho are acquainted with the value
of foreign COins Will aCCPpt them in payment for gards the salaries of the shepherds. The lowest·
commodities at but a small discount from their paid appointment being worth £133, a sum many
curates would greatly rejoice in receiving, and the
face value.
highest
upward of £1,000 per annum. The other
In. conclusion, Mr. Gleason is alarmed lest our
money shall work too hard, since "the ratio of in- dissenting sects are a little bit jealous at hearing of
crease in our money is infinitesimally small, consider- such good things, and would no doubt all become
ing all things." But so long as money can always be Presbyterian parsons, but it is rather difficult to
had, if one has money's worth to offer as collateral get a job in this somewhat close corporation.
The Berlin newspaper JJas Echo records the
security, there would seem to be no immediate need
for apprehension on that score. Besides which, we interesting case of one Moritz Guttmann, who, alare, at the present time, increasing the value of our though only nineteen years of age, has been concurrency at the rate of about four per cent a year verted and baptized thirty-six times, sometimes as
(unwisely it would seem) which is certainly no less a Protestant and sometimes as a Roman Catholic.
than the pror,ortion of .increase in our population. He appears to beat the record up to the present,
If Mr. Gleason will consider that money-makers, no and would no doubt hav scored a higher number
less than world-makers, reqtiire something more still, but unfortunately his career has been closed
tangible than nothing to make something out of, for a time, and he is in retreat for :five years in the
he will shortly conclude that the governmental :fiat House of Correction for robbing a woman of her
is quite as powerless to giv permanent value as the ornaments. It seems a pity that such a chosen
pronunciamento of the alleged creator, "Let there vessel of grace should be so persecuted by mere
be light," would be to establish an electric light worldlingA, but the righteous are often chastised as
a trial of their faith.
J. D.
plant.
E. 0. RoscoE.
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The Caw;e in Washington.

others as they would be done by: The mayor c~ed
a meeting of the citizens in behalf of the destitute
and grief-stricken widows and orp~ans at R.oslyn
mines. Time and place were espemally to smt the
ministers-namely, the Tabernacle, where the vast
number of conversions were made. What was the
result 1 Thousands of dollars for superstition but
not one cent for the agonized widows and hungry,
helpless little orphans. Only little more than three
hundred persons present, and fully one-half of
them people who never even attended any church.
The two thousand converts had given liberally to
save their souls, but had not a cent to save the
bodies of widows and little orphan children from
starvation. And of such is the kingdom of heaven.)
On learning of the, revival craze I urged the Libera1s of Tacoma to make effort to counterar.t the
pernicious influence, and under the energetic lead
of that young Liberal and genuin humanitarian,
George Leon, and the dauntless and popular Dr.
Angus, a lecture was arranged for. at Wheeler's Hall,
Sunday, May 1st. It was the last night of the
Mills meetings. The most sanguin Liberal hardly
hoped for a large attendance. Long before the hour
named for the lecture the hall was densely packed;
more than three hundred persons were turned away;
the stairway was crowded. A general demand was
made for another lecture in a larger hall, and the
next Sunday evening the Germania Hall was engaged. It has a seating capacity of about twelve
hundred. Gallery, aisles, every available space, were
occupied. The greatest interest was manifested.
Last Sunday, 15th inst., the crowd was, if possible,
greater. After the lectU1'e permission was given to
ask the lecturer questions, and for one hour and a
half this was kept up, and the most earnest at tention given. The questions asked evinced deep interest and an honest spirit of investigation, the
answers being somebes received with rapturous
applause. Next Sunday, the 22d, our subject will
be "The Bible, Its Origin, Authenticity, and In:fl.uence." There is the greatest excitement and interest throughout the city.
The Tacoma Secular Union is organized and has
most enthusiastic meetings every Tuesday evening
at Wheeler Hall, Pacific avenue. Quite a large
number of ladies hav joined the Union, and are
zealous members.
Let every Liberal of the state take new courage
and see to it that each and all do what they can
toward helping the good work and maintaining the
young giant state of Washington in her proud preeminence as the banner state for Liberalism.
C. B. REYNOLDs,
Sec. Wash. Secular Union.

The annual convention and election of officers of
the Washington Secular Union will be held at the
Fremont Opera House, Seattle, on June 5 and 6,
18ll_2.
Meeting at 10:30 A.M., Sunday, June 5th.-Social
visit among those attending the convention, forming
new and renewing old acquaintances ; delegates to
·hand in credentials to the secretary, etc.; at 2 P.M.
session of conference; evening at 8, public lecture.
Monday, June 6th, at 2 P.M.-Session of conference
and election of officers; evening at 8, public lect-ure ; conference to close with ball on Tuesday
night, or with ball or lecture on Monday night, as
may be determined by the members in attendance
at the conference.
The experience so cogently expressed by Mrs.
Todd, secretary Oregon Secular Union, in her i:ecent letter to Tm: TRUTH SEEKER, is, alas, an o'ertrue recital of discouragements encountered by
nearly all the real, activ workers. Despair has
many times during the past year gained the
ascendency on account of the apathy of avowed
Liberals of the state, but I am especially favored.
of fortune, for in response to appeals for attendance and material aid for the convention, I havreceived a very large number of letters containing
assurances of appreciation of my labors, and words
of cheer and encouragement.
Walla Walla is still to the front, and as usual
was the very first to respond with words of hope
and the material to inspire it, a draft for $25. With
such stanch a.nd tried defenders of the faith as Albert
Rosenow, Dr. A. W. Calder, Robert Bauer, Marsh,
Martin, Arthur Venn, and kindred spirits to lead
in every good word and work of the Walia Walia
Liberal Club, there can be no retrocession of the
Washington Secular Union.
Stella has proved a bright star of hope with Jas.
Jarrel, H. Lawson, an.d that brave old veteran F.
C. Scharnhorst in the lead. The following list was
the result of good Father Scharnhorst's efforts:
F. C. Scharnhorst, $2 ; W. M. Anderson, $3; A.
Herring, $1; EdwardAndersma, $1; Chas. Clark, $1.
From Teanaway, Tumwater, Olympia, Ellensburgh, Davenport, Willipa, Montesano, Everett,
Snohomish, Eagle Harbor, Waldron, Roeder, Buckley, East Sound, North Yakima, Kangley, Blaine,
and Whatcom I hav received promises of attendance and material aid. Everything looks mas&
promisiug for a large and most enthusiastic and
successful convention.
I solicit indulgence of friends whose letters are
unanswered, and certificates of membership slow of
arrival. The interest at Tacoma severely taxes my
time. I hope to catch up in a few dafl!.
My· Second Campaign.
Words of appreciation, cheer, and material help
The basket--picnic held by the Freethinkers of
hav not been co:o,fined to this state. That noble, Strasburg resulted in a brilliant success. The
generous old veteran in the cause of human liberty weather was all that could be desired, and nature
and progress, Samos Parsons, of California, despite herself seemed to participate in the proceedings.
the infirmities of age, has taken pains to Write me
Through the efforts of Dr. A. York, who
letters of eheer and encouragement, and promoted had labored unceasingly to make· these meetings
me to the front rank among his list of annual bene- a success, the interior of our place of meeting
ficia.ries.
had been handsomely decorated with :flags and
I am under obligations to the well-known New bunting, which gave the place a very interesting apYork philanthropist a:lid physician Dr. E. B. Foote, pearance. The services were opened out with a
Sr. Jn every time of trouble, gloom, and over- rendition from the choir of our beautiful national
burden he has proved the friend, counselor, and anthem, "America," after which they gave another
helper. His skill as a physician has given me a one, entitled, "The Village Bells." The choir, connew lflase of life. Chronic dyspepsia-to cure sisting of Misses Pearl York, Minnie Simmers,
which all remedies had failed, so that life was Mrs. Purleigh, Mr. Bernhard and his two daughters,
shrouded in the gloomy darkness of the pessimist- and Dr. York's son, sang splendidly together, and
he has dispelled; my digestion is now equal to my their selections were largely enjoyed and apprecia.ppetite, and both are excellent. The tortures of ated by the audience. Then came my lecture, folrheumatism in my right shoulder that for so long lowed by more singing and music.
made writing a suffering almost unbearable, he has
It was indeed a pleasant gathering here among
entirely cured. His wise and cheering counsel and the perfumed breezes of spring, upon the green,
words of appreciation and genuin help hav many velvety sward, listening to the ·rapture of the birds'
times during the past year dispelled despair and songs as they soar upward in the sun's rays. The
prompted to perseverance and redoubled zeal.
delight of the beasts in the vigor of their early life,
At Duwamish, Kings county, Mr. J. W. Maple, the innocent gambols of the little children, and the
of Duwalnish, has erected and dedicated a hall to merry laughter of those who gathered together in
the service of Liberty, Freethought, and human this rustic grove bespoke a glad and joyous weiprogress. By his indomitable energy and generous come to May.
self-sacrifice he provided for a series of seven lect-The time had now arrived for lunch. Those who
ures there that hav aroused great interest. Mrs. had come from a distance took down their baskets
Reynolds delivered three and I four. The friends and spread out before them on the ground an
are now arranging for another course of lectures in appetizing repast.
the vicinity, at South Seattle.
The time that intervened between the morning
At Tacoma, the city of orthodoxy, some four and afternoon meetings was spent in dancing by
weeks ago, Mills, the evangelist, commenced revival the young folks, and by the older people in pleasmeetings in a tabernacle, a mammoth barn erected ant recreation.
expressly for the occasion, capable of holding three
Promptly at 2:30 we reopened the proceedings
thousand people. For three weeks, each night it with more vocal and instrumental music, followed
was crowded. Mills claims he made two thousand by another lecture. This time, however, an addiconverts. (As evidence of the great good accom- . tional attraction was given to the meeting by way
plished by such revivals in awakening to a higher of a little discussion betwen myself and the Rev. J.
sense of duty, inciting to greater benevolence, en- R. Spainhouer, a Baptist preacher, who had favored
largmg thQ sympathies, and inspiring the converts us with his presence. Of course the reverend
with desire to promote human happiness and do to gentleman had to take issue with what I had said.

1.899.
An invitation being extended to him to occupy our
platform, he at once accepted, and made an attempt
to criticise my lecture. This brought on a somewhat wild, though lively, discussion, which the audience thoroughly enjoyed.
After the discussion one of our friends asked
a lady member of ·the Baptist churcp., one who
had lately joined and who is in her own estimation
very religious and orthodox, what she thought of
my lecture. Her reply was that she liked the lect-ure very well, but would hav thought better of it
if that s - - o- a b - - (myself) had not lied.
I thought her remarks extremely rich for one a
church-member and just converted.
An attempt had been made for the past few
months to arrange a joint debate between Mr.
Spainhouer and myself, and which should hav
taken place at the end of this month, but evidently
the reverend gentleman did not feel equal to the
occasion, and consequently it had to be given up ;
although he himself challenged me to a debate
December last, which I accepted and which he
managed to shuffie out of. Four or five different
propositions had been suggested, but nothing satisfactory could be arrived at, consequently the intended debate fell through.
A few more vocal selections were rendered by
the choir and the proceedings were brought to a
happy ood pleasant termination about 5 o'clock.
The meeting then dispersed and all wended their
way to their respectiv homes.
There being no lecture in the evening, we accepted an invitation given us by the Baptist
preacher to attend his chU1'ch and hear him discourse upon "Proofs for the Existence of God
Outside the Bible." So, promptly as the churchbell began to toll forth its dismal notes, calling
forth the "dearly beloved " to receive the " bread
of life," buttered on both sides, and then to drop
their shekels in the baskets, the Freethinkers
could be seen following in the wake of the " holy "
procession ani entering the church. Nearly every
Freethinker in the town was present, and fox· the
first time in more than eight years I entered the
portals of a church-door and took my seat among
the :flocks. The pl'eacher, no doubt, congratulated
himself upon being favored with such distinguished
visitors, and I thought that here was a splendid
opportunity for the Lord to utilize the missionary
power expended in his behalf, and put religion
into the hearts of some of these obdurate heretics. What a fine kettle of fish there would hav
been could the preacher only succeed in getting
one of his visitors to renounce his wicked skepticism and turn to Jesus. But as yet no converts
ha v been made.
Of course, the parson prayed; and what a
prayer! I thoroughly enjoyed it, and listened to it
attentivly. It was a prayer arranged specially for
the occasion, but still the reverend gentleman appeared. somewhat mixed; doubtless he .was fully
cognizant of the critical minds he had before him,
and he tried hard to infus·e as much common sense
into it as such a ridiculous proceeding would allow.
At last came the address, which represented a
patchwork quilt, a little being taken from Paley, a
little more from Butler in his "Analogy," and a
small portion froin Father Burke. The old watch
argument was brought into requisition, the mechanism of the human eye, Burke's steam-engin, and
even a first cause was found, as the reverend gentleman said, "somewhere at the beginning," and all
of which, he assured us, with a wave of the hand,
showed conclusivly that there was design in nature ; and design being proved, there must of a necessity be a designer.
Probably the reverend gentleman did not know
that these arguments had been refuted over and over
again, and in putting them forward he did not realize that he was half a century behind the age.
During his discourse he assured his hearers that he
knew a "little" of astronomy, and could quote it
"right smart" if he wished. Perhaps he did not
wish to exhaust himself upon the subject-although
he told us something that I had never learned before. Speaking of the motion of the planets in
their orbits, he said, "Some of them move within a
hair's breadth. of each other;" then added, "What
would the consequences be should one of them get
an inch out of placeT" After his delivering himself
of this peroration, I looked around the church, and I
believe that some of the school-children actually
smiled. When I heard the above statement fall
from his lips, I felt convinced that the reverend
gentleman had indeed spoken the truth when he
said that he knew a "little" of astronomy. I had
anticipated that the same courtesy would be. extended toward me that we had shown toward him
in the ~tfternoon, but I had reckoned without my
host. No invitation was given to me to say anything in reply ; and so, realizing the hurried man-
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ner in which he was about to bring the meeting to should answer the reverend gentleman, enthusiasm and place. This letter from the pen of Mr. Hogg
a close, I instantly rose to my feet and asked that went up to its highest pitch, and by 8 o'clock the was replied to by Lockwood as follows:
permission should be given to me to say a few hall was entirely filled ; then for one honr and
MR. ANDREW P. HoGG, Dear Si1·: Yours of the 16th
words in reply. But vain was the hope. The pul- forty-five minutes the audience patiently sat and received. I hav no objection to lecturing for your socipit has. been well stigmatized as the "coward's listened with rapt attention to my criticisms of his ety, provided they are liberal enough to endure anything
which may not agree with their opinions.
.
castle," and the clergy seem in no hurry to remove sermon.
Such a debate as you request cannot be of much higher
Our friends were so pleased with my reply that order of interest than that which attaches to a cock-fight,
the name.
At first I thought that my hopes would be real~ they hav requested me to hav it printed in pamphlet and I am not in the.lists, especially as I do. not know Mr.
Treutha'rt. If he can say anything worth answering let
.
ized; but after the preacher had whispered some- form.
him say it, and if the public hears it I will answer. I am
thing into the deacon's ear, I was coldly informed
Orthodoxy has received such a shaking-up in this glad
you hav found such a Goliath; send him out and let
that my request could not be granted ; the excuse little town within the past few months that it will us look at his armor.
My desire to criticise unbelievers is clue entirely to
being that it looked so much like rain, and the take them some time to recover from the shock, if
members wished to get home. This excuse had a they ever do ; such onslaughts must hav their then· assuming to be themselvs critics, especially when
they are not equipped for criticism.
show of truth in it, for it certainly did look like effects, if not immediately-they cannot fail to acA word as to the subject of "Inspiration of the Scriptrain; for immediately after the meeting a terrific complish some good, even if we must wait to see it ures." In order to debate it a definition would be necesSoon after my arrival, Miss Minnie sary. A definition is a debated <:1uestion among theologians;
thunderstorm set in, and upon the sequel to this realized.
hangs a tale. When I made the request to be al- Simmers, ayoung and talented lady, who is the the whole subject is one of speculntiv opinion, and does not
belong to the experimental facts of the Ohristian system.
lowed to speak in the church, a young lady, who local correspondent to the press, brought me a To debate it would be useless and profitless. Suppose he
was rehearsing vocal and instrumental music for her postal-card, which. had been addressed to her, it is challenges the world to debate "Resolved, That the Ten
home in the skies, cried out with a shrill voice, <t I thought by a preacher in a neighboring town. The Commandments should be abolished," or ''Resolve~],,
say no!" with the accent on the "no." But I am card ran as follows, and I giv it in its original or- That it would improve the world to forsake its tendency
toward the practice of the Sermon on the Mount "-some
of the opinion that it would hav been far better for thography:
question of practical religion. If your champion will
her health and personal comfort had I succeeded
Mrss MINNm SIMMERs, Correspondence of the Clipper, only say something that has real merit in it along that line
in obtaining the privilege that I had desired.
Strasburg: A Reader of the Clippe1·, asks you or anv of I will respond to him. To magnify the importance of
As soon as the meeting was over, this young lady Charlesworth's the Infidel's Apostel, to tell him not to some person or persons would not be good policy, as I
suspect you can understand. I hav no doubt he is a very
entered her carriage to return home. The storm forget to preach to his Audience, those words which worthy gentleman as far as his mistaken notions permit
Thomas
Paine
said
to
his
Daughter
when
on
his
dieing
now broke out in all its fury. There came several bed, I think they would do you all some good, if he is a him to be.
M. C. LocKwOOD.
severe flashes of lightning in rapid succession. truthseeker let him tell the truth.
The Hon. George Light, of Cincinnati, replied to
Evidently G. Hovah was mad. Some!JOdy had got
A READER OF THE CLIPPER.
the above and in his characteristic way. He wTOte
to suffer for the sacrilege that had just been perpeUpon reading the above, I could scarcely sup- these words:
trated. One of these flashes scared the horse in
REV. M. C. LocKwOoD, Pastor of FirstBaptist Church,
press a smile to see what fictitious stories the
this lady's carriage, causing it to bolt. The lady
clergy can invent for the glorification of God; how- Dear Sir: I this clay read your letter addressed to Mr.
herself was thrown violently from her carriage, breakAndrew Hogg, secretary of the Ohio Liberal Society,
ever, I immediately penned the following reply, and I was mortified to see the tactics that yon resort to
ing one arm, and running some sharp instrument in
which Miss Simmers promised to send in her next to escape honest discussion.
the other, which penetrated to the bone, and made
You speak of "no higher order of interest than that
a wound on her head three or four inches long. letter to the press:
which attaches to a cock-fight." Now, this is exceedingly
The injuries she sustained brought her to such a
Mrss MINNm SIMMERS, Strasburg, TIL, Dear JJ£iss pueril.
''Such critics," Dean Swift aptly describes, ''are like
. critical condition that the physicians in attendance Simmers: I am in receipt of a postal addressed to you by
a "Reader of the Clip2Jer," who desires that I shall not dogs at feasts whose thoughts and stomachs are wholly
almost despaired of her life.
forget to preach my audience those words which Thomas set upon what the guests fling away, and are apt to snarl
Now, had my reque~t been granted, I would hav Paine said to his daughter when on his dying bed. The most when there are fewest bones."
detained them just about twenty minutes, in which writer appears to think that such a story would do us all
For you, a minister of the gospel, a supposed mouthpiece of the Lord God, to write such a letter, shows your
time the storm would hav been over, and the lady some good.
I only wish to say in reply that the " Reader of the moral cowardice.
would hav reached home in safety. If G. Hovah Clipper"
Mr. Treuthart is not a "divine," but an honest man.
appears to be a little mixed, for I was not aware
meant that for one of us, he must hav been a poor that 'fhomas Paine ever had a "daughte:r." I can assure Not a clrone in the hive of industry, a corruption to the
marksman not to come within a quarter of a mile. your correspondent that I am a Truthseeker, and as such body politic, or a clog to the wheel of progress. He is a
Perhaps he was in a passion, and being blinded I could not preach to my audience that which I know to producer and does not spend his time in hunting fallacious arguments to down common sense and reason. He
false.
with rage, he did not discover where he had smitten beMy
advice to the "Reader of the Cl·ipper" is to make has looked into the laws of nature, and has trut.h on his
until it was too late, and then he doubtless thought perfectly sure that Thomas Paine had a ''daughter " be- side; and is not afraid to express his honest convictions.
For you-you, a representativ of the crucified Godit best to say nothing about it, for he did not even fore he or she repeats such advice. ''Prove all things,
to back out of an honefft discussion is to me surprisingly
and hold fast that which is good."
hav sufficient manners to make an apology.
surprising. ''Whosoever shall confess me," etc. (Matt.
Respectfully yours,
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
It is perhaps consoling to the lady to know that
x, 32, 33). ''Be ready always to giv an answer" (1 Peter
"the Lord loveth whom he chasteneth," though I
Strasburg is certainly coming to the front. iii, 15).
.
" Am I a soldier of the cross,
hav no special desire to attract his love toward me. Woman suffrage is very popular here, and through
A follower of the lamb,
In a conversation I had with the preacher next the energy and enthusiasm of the talented young corAnd shall I fear to own his cause,
day, when talking about the accident I suggested respondent of the Clipper, they came within ten votes
Or blush to speak his name?"
that it might hav been a judgment for not allowing of electing a lady as county superintendent of
Reason
is
the
lamp of the soul, and it is acknowledged
me ·to speak in the church. The reverend gentle- schools, and success would hav been certain t.hat investigation
is the friend of truth.
man said nothing, but smiled a sickly smile, and had it not been for the violent opposition of
Your refusal to debate with those holding opposit views
went on.
the church people.
The churchmen promised indicates either the weakness of your cause or your moral
It does seem strange that our meetings should their wives new spring dresses, bonnets, and the cowardice in refusing to defend it, notwithstanding you
"Believe, be baptized, or be damned!"
terminate so pleasantly and successfully, and that, like, to bribe them to record their votes against the proclaim,
You resort to subterfuge and want definitions of comtoo, without the help of God, while they who had lady candidate, and then they hav the audacity to mon words and terms. Why not stand up like a man?
You state, "A definition is a debated flUestion among
been singing his praises in verse, with, rhymes tell woman that the church is her best friend. Oh,
tagged on for effect, should meet with such a dis- ·how long will woman continue to worship these theologian1;1." What is theology? Webster says it is
"that branch of heathen theology which taught the
aster. If there be a God, this should show con- phantoms of darkness! When will she recognize genealogy
of their deities." Do you class yourself a
clusivly whose side he is on.
that her best and truest friends are outside the pale heathen?
Again yon state, "My desire to criticise unbelievers is
On Monday afternoon, I was driven to Ash of any church or creed~ How much longer will
Grove, a neighboring little hamlet, about five miles she be content to remain a slave of the ignorant due entirely to their assuming to be themselvs critics,
especially when they are not equipped for criticism."
from Strasburg, where arrangements had been and barbaric past ¥
Hide thy face, 0 man, in the shelter of darkness! Your
made for a lecture in a little hall belonging to the
During my stay here I was once more the guest bumps of self-conceit and assumption retard the rotation
Farmers' Mutual Association.
of Mr. and Mrs. H. Bernhard, where everything of the wheels that revolve in the vacuum that exists
The clergy, hearing of my intended visit, re- was done to add to my comfort and to cheer the where there should be brains. For a champion of the
"Lord Jesus Christ and him crucified" you are, in my
garded me as a pestilence coming among them, so heart of the wanderer.
estimation, as a dummy in front of a tailor-shop. "0
special choir practices were arranged to keep the
I take leave of our Strasburg friends rejoicing to be nothing, nothing!"
Now your lines of lunacy, "Resolved, That it would impeople away; and one of them even had the audacity over the newly won conquests, and with many
to write an announcement upon a board in our place kind wishes for my future success I start off prove the world to forsake the tendency toward the pracof the Sermon on the Mount." Do you not know
of meeting, but it did no harm, so we let it stay. It again for other diggings. On Wednesday :): take a tice
that this sermon was copied word for wmd from the
did not in the least affect our meeting, for we suc- fond farewell and leave for Des Moines, where I writings of Confucius some five hundred years before
ceeded in getting a pretty fair audience co.nsidering shall spend a few days with our young friend, him who said, "Slaves, be subject to your masters?"
Again, you state, ''To magnify the importance of some
hqw sparsely settled the district was.
Franklin Steiner, and lecture in that city on the 8th
person or persons would not be good policy." Surely
It was the first time that these people had ever inst.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
this is comical. You hav endeavored to "break into the
heard a Freethought lecture, and they listened with
Secretary Ohio State Secular Union.
papers" and pose before this community as the great
John L. Sullivan in the theological arena. As yet you
evident relish.
154 N. High st?·eet, Oolumb1ts, 0.
hav never met any but "men of straw." Your talk of
Like Oliver Twist, th'ey wanted some more, and
debating with Colonel Ingersoll is nonsense and intended
I hope that in the near future their wants will be
only as a means to get yonr name in the paper and pose
A Bombastic Ass.
gratified.
for notoriety. The people of Cincinnati hav a good idea
Immediately
following
Colonel
Ingersoll's
lecture
of your mental caliber, as is demonstrated by the empty
The drive out here was splendid, the weather was
delightful, ·and everything terminated in such a on "Myths" and Miracles" in Cincinnati, a few pews you address. Hide thyself, 0 man, in the eternal
weeks ago, a challenge to debate was issued by lVI. darkness of thine own shadow! Rest in obliwon! Do
manner as to bring gladness to the hearts of all.
not parade before the public as a debater to down the
Two double carriage-loads went from Strasburg C. Lockwood, pastor of the First Baptist church, of honest Ingersoll and run away from a country newsthat
city.
Of
course
Colonel
Ingersoll
has
no
time
dealer. "Prove all things; hold fast to that which is
to hear the lecture, and others came on horseback,
Yours for truth,
GEORGE E. LIGHT.
which speaks for itself regarding the enthusiasm to devote to such amusement, and for that reason good."
From the above Lockwood seems fit for a Jesuit.,
of the Freethinkers in this part of the country, and the Ohio Liberal Society, of Cincinnati, through its
shows plainly the growing interest in our cause secretary, Andrew Hogg, wrote the said Lockwood a member of the brotherhood of Loyola. To be
and givs us hope and courage to work for our future a letter agreeing to furnish a debater in place of plain, he is a bombastic ass, and as such should don
Colonellngersoll, that personage to be J. L. Treuth- the "holy" regimentals-scapulary, mass-book,
success.
Returning to Strasburg, I delivered another art, president of the Portsmouth, 0., Secular Union. rosary, and cross. And yet I wish him joy.
·
\oVrLL S. ANDRES.
lecture on Tuesday evening, by special request, in The society proposed to hav the debate on the
answer to the discourse given by the Baptist question, "Is the Bible divinely inspired~" or on any
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free
other subject agreeable to Lockwood.
He was
preacher in his church on Sunday.
'
on application.
also
to
be
accorded
the
privilege
of
choosing
time
When the announcements were made that I
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Hear What This Mau Would Introduce
in Sunday-Schools.
INGLENooK, CAL., 1\farch 24, 1892.
:M:R. EDIToR: The Illustrated Bible received. It is highly appreciated. Every
Sunday-school in the land ought to be supplied with it. That, with Heston's automatic praying-machine, or chaplain, would
simplify "pr!.lachin'" wonderfully.
Yours for mental liberty,
A. L. HARVEY.

A Missionary Starts for Heathen Wilds.
LoRAINE, ILL., May 16, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. J. E. Remsburg, of
Oak Mills, Ran., was here on the 5th of
March last, and delivered one lecture and
left a good impression for a successful call
next fall. I want to canvass the country
and call upon the great and small for patronage of your valuable paper and all
tracts, etc. Send me a good copy, and I
may succeed in good work for my cause.
R. H. WILTZ.

The People Want the Fair Open.
LEoNIDAS, MICH., May 17, .1892.
MR. EDITOR: I hav lived in southern
Michigan over fifty years, and I feel confident that a large majority of the people
are Secular in their opinions, and do not
want the World's Exhibition closed on
Sunday.
I hav been a reader 0f THE TRUTH
SEEKER for about two years. I find much
of the reading-matter interesting and the
pictures very illustrativ. Heston is a
most wonderful genius.
D. MILLARD.

Close of a Wortlly Life.
ALMA, CoL., May 2, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Your former subscriber
and my esteemed friend, John Sullivan,
departed from this life on the 22d of April,
at St. Luke's Hospital, Denver, Col. The
deceased was kind and generous to a fault,
forgetting himself in the efforts to relieve
the suffering of others. He was activ in
the resistance of error and the spreading
of the truth. In belief he was a Materialist. In his youth he was a Roman Catholic, having been sent to their school. His
parents were Catholics. He fought in the
late war, enlisting in an Iowa company in
1862 and serving until 1865.
Respectfully,
JEREMY MACKEY.

Giv to Freethought, Not to Clturches.
CLEVELAND, 0., May 15, 1892.

There are many Liberals in our community but like most of their numbers,
they a;e co~tented with their belief and
keep quiet, and smile on or pity, as t~e
case demands, the many dupes. of C~ns
tianity among us. There has been qmte a
strife between the two Methodist churches
in our little town one Free and the other
not Free to see ;hich could gather in the
most contributions to Christ; but as usual,
the funds had to pass through the hands
of Christ's agents, and if the agents do
not embezzle the funds Christ has done
well in those parts. But the naughty serpent of old has visited our garden, andfrom reports-has tempted Eve, and she
did partake of the forbidden fruit, and
gave to Adam (one of our nice young
reverends) and he did partake thereof.
At least, Eve's mother (our Eve has a
mother) says Adam must marry her Eve.
I think Brother Heston's plan a great aid
in bringing darkness unto light ; and
with THE TRUTH SEEKER, a grand epistle.
Yours for liberty,
P.R. SPENCER.

Has Had No Time to "Throw Away"
on God.
PAR;KERSBURG, ORE., April21, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber
for many years, and by the grace of God,
and nothing else intervening to prevent, I
expect to be a subscriber for many years
to come. Though I am sixty-nine years
old now, I am in splendid condition, and
I partly account for my good health as the
effects of a contented mind, which comes,
I think, from reading THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Those long articles on science, religion,
politics, Spiritualism, and almost every
other subject worth a thought, ought to
be food sufficient to satisfy any mind to
contentment.
I hav had great experiences during my
life. I was born of Methodist parents,
when camp-meetings and revivals were
''all the go," but I never took to the business very kindly. And in the "year of
our Lord " 1846 I enlisted in the Mounted
Rifle Regiment, U. S. Army; went to the
Mexican war, came home in 1848; started
to California January, 1849-hence I was
a pioneer to the Golden state ; in 1856
came to Oregon; located my home on this
beautiful river Coquille in 1857; brought
my wife to Oregon, and hav remained here
ever since, and raised a family, the youngest of which is twenty-one years old the
6th of this month. When I first came
here neighbors were fifty miles apart, and
I was fifteen years on my place before it
was surveyed. Now you can plainly see
tbat I hav had very little time to throw
away on my knees asking God for favors,
or begging him to giv the other fellows
hell. I hav stood square on the platform,
One world at the time. This country has
settled up and improved wonderfully since
I hav been here. Towns, mills, and all
kinds of business enterprises hav sprung
up. Thirty-six years ago we paddled our
own canoes; now we hav daily mails
carried on good, comfortable steamers,
and a large :fleet of schooners in the lumber trade. Preachers are in every hole
and corner, but they make very little
headway for God's sake.
Hoping THE TRUTH SEEKER and its
Editor may liv forever, I am,
Fraternally your53, D. J No. LowE.

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1, for which
you will please send me the Bible Picture
Book.
In perusing the columns of "Letters of
Friends," I see a letter from Brother
White, of Columbus, in which he states,
"If our Liberal friends would only giv as
much to the cause of Freethought as they
did to the churches they used to attend,
Freethinkers would not hav to take a back
seat as they do now." I wish to say that
Brother White is right when he says that
Itseemstomethatthatwas, and is, the great
drawback to the Freethinkers, and unless
they take hold of it in a better way than
they hav done so far, they ce1iainly will
not, and cannot, make headway. I therefore appeal to every Freethinker in Cleveland to become a member ofthe Cleveland
Secular Union and help Brother CharlesComplains of State Meddling.
worth to make this the grandest move that
LEAVENWORTH, RAN., 1\fay 16, 1892.
ever has been brought to the attention of
:M:R. EDITOR: Last Wednesday night,
the people. I am,
May 11th, I delivered a public lecture on
Yours in liberty and Freethought,
Phrenology in the Opera House at Atchi-·
J. RosENBERG.
son, Ran., and on the Saturday following
I was arrested and fined $20, because I
Show Up tile Clturcll at the Fair.
had not taken out a license of $5 for deTYLER, WASH., April2G, 1892.
livering said lecture. I was not asked to
MR. EDITOR: I hand you herewith $8. 70, pay any license or notified that a license
for whfch send two tlopies of " Old Testa- was required, but was set upon in the
ment Stories Comically illustrated " and street by a couple of villainous cutthroats
other books as herein mentioned.
and ruffians belonging to the police deI like the idea·expressed in many letters partment. I was taken before the chief
written THE TRUTH SEEKER, that we should of this gang of highway robbers and
show up the progress of religion (Chris- blackmailers and hurried through a farce
tianity) at the World's Fair, with life-size ·of a trial lasting four minutes, and then I
figures of Science and Progress burning was taken into a back-room where a longat the stake, and with all other instru- faced, pious Christian pickpocket deftly
ments of torture used by Christians for went through my clothes and robbed me
Christ's sake; also plenty of Freethought of everything I had-even my lead pencil
literature, especially plenty of Heston's and handkerchief and all my private papers
picture books. Count me in for aid.
and letters, and then they locked me up in

a dirty cell, and asked if I wanted to wire
my friends for aid. They kept me there
until they were satisfied that I would not
send for any money, then they turned me
loose, but kept all my money but $2.
They took $22 away from me when they
held nre up. I consulted three of the
ablest lawyers in Atchison about taking
the matter up to the higher courts, but all
of these attorneys assured me that it would
be useless, as the courts were nw1·ely a

farce and a travesty on justice, and
would not 1·ed1·ess any w1·ong.
I send you these facts so that they may
be published broadcast to the world, and
show what a plague-spot Atchison and
the whole state of Kansas is. It is nearly
the same all over the state. Kansas is the
most religion-cursed, bigoted, fanatical
state in the Union, and is also the most
povertY-stricken and debt-ridden. Kansas
is by far the best state in the world to
keep away from. The state is overburdened 'with an immense army of lazy,
worthless official pimps who hold the people up and rob them with "ordinances"
and alleged ''laws~· instead of six-shooters.
Fully forty per ·cent of all the buildings in
Kansas are empty, because the taxes are so
outrageous and the laws are so bigoted
and unjust that everyone who can has
left the state.
Last December I was ordered out of a
public hotel at ElDorado, Ran., for playing a game of solitaire by myself in my
own room on Sunday.
The people of Kansas hav gone stark
mad on ·religion, and such a state of intolerance, bigotry, persecution, ignorance,
and pious and legalized blackmailing and
brigandage, it is hard to imagin. The·
press of the state is completely subsidized and controled by the fanatic Christians and dishonest politicians, so that the
outside· world does not know anything·
about the terrible and' shameful: state of
affairs now in Kansas.
The Christians
and politicians do not hesitate to send to
the pen or murder all whom they cannot
control or suppress.
For the inclosed dollar send me the
''Bible Stories Comically illustrated."
Send it to Omaha, Neb.
Yours for liberty and justice,
DR. c. W. MAK.

In Mormonism Religion Reaches Its
Acme of Evil.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, May 13, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: In your paper of the 7th
I saw under ·the heading, "The Mormons Less Intolerant to Infidels Than the
Evangelicals," an article signed by B. S.
Jones, of Cisne, ill. The learned gentleman discusses Mormon belief, and gets it
in very fair shape as I hav heard it
preached here for many years, but he
does not get it all in. As I know it from
such brilliant lights as the editor of the
Deseret News of this city, Elder Charles
W. Penrose (for years an exile on account
of marrying too much), and from others,
the Mormon doctrin is that there is no
eternal damnation for anybody except
apostates and murderers. All others will
be sav.ed in a measure-that is, they will
get a certain degree of exaltation-but
only those who hav gone into polygamy,
men and women who hav gone into matrimony to the extent of one man with three
women, will ever attain supreme exaltation, which means reaching the seventh
and last degree.
The last pamphlet on blood atonement
was issued by Brother Penrose in 1884,
and he then sta,ted in that document that
it would not do to practice it or even to
teach it, because the sentiment of the
country was against it.
Mr. Jones writes from a town in Illinois. I wonder how old he is ? Did he
ever read 'Ford's History of Illinois?
Does he know why the saints felt compelled
to get out of Ohio, Missouri, and Illinois
within a period of fifteen years, before
polygamy ever became a tenet of their
faith? Has he ever investigated the peculiar conditions under which Utah is
governed and as it has been for years-the
territory having been deprived of theprivilege of local self-government to an
extent unparalleled in this country or any
British
dependency, except possibly
India? Does he know that these people,
unlike members of other churches in the

states, and of course Freethinkers, and all
uthers, assume the right to be governed
by themselvs through their priesthood-to
get revelations through that authority
from day to day-which even the fanatical,
bj.goted Catholics do not assert a claim to,
and that such government covers everything in life, social, business; political, as
well as religious, .in nature?
The humbuggery of religion reached its
climax in Mormonism. The other religious humbugs do not maintain that they
get revelations now or that they hav had
any for the past eighteen hundred years;
it is only the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints that may through. its
priesthood any day get a revelation on
polygamy or anything else and suspend
(or abolish) practice of the former, for instance, because according to the testimony
of one of its apostles in the church less
than two years ago, sixty-five million
people are too much for the deity.
Let Brother J~nes fire into all religious
humbuggery all he may choose to do, but
let him remember, in the language of a
distinguished journalist here, that polygamy is a mere side-show in the structure
of Mormonism-it is merely the nasty
cement that has tended to upbuild it;
that without polygamy the Mormons felt
compelled to get out of three states, and
that the fifty thousand gentiles of Utah
hav only been able to get a foothold here
by the presence of the United States
soldiery in sight of our city and a system
of 1ocal government inaugurated by
Uncle Sam akin to that prevalent in a
Russian province.
HENRY AMEs.

From a Clergyman's Daughter.
LA PRAIRIE, MlNN., April24, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: We hav been.watching Mr.
Putnam's progress across the continent
with much interest. We would like very
much to hav him come here away up in
Itasca county, ·near the source of the
·mighty Mississippi, but the place is not
large enough at present, and there is not
any hall suitable, so we must forego that
pleasure until a later date.
I hav often thought I would like to say
a few words as to "the conspiracy of silence" which is the present policy of most
of the churches. Your readers may remember, some years ago, that Professor
Jamieson wrote to THE TRUTH SEEKER
that Rev. J. 1\f. Pryse was the ablest defender of Christianity that he had ever
met. 1\fany years ago, Professor Jamieson and my father (the clergyman complimented) met in j1·ienclly debate at Prescott, Wis. The debate was conducted
with such courtesy on both sides, yet with
such intellectual vigor, that it is still remembered with pleasure by all the fairminded persons who attended.
At the
close of the debate some Methodists, who
were not satisfied with the courteous and
gentlemanly conduct of my father, imported the Rev. Mr. Haddock, who was
afterward killed in Iowa
I can say
nothing of the merits of this debate, as,
being but a young girl, I was not permitted
to attend, on account of the scurrilous
and indecent methods of the Rev. Mr.
Haddock. I hav often thought that it
was small matter of surprise that his life
was taken, and that he was fit material to
manufacture a Prohibition martyr from.
My father died last year, but had read
and appreciated Professor Jamieson's compliment. After the debates he held with
Professor Jamieson, he was not encouraged by his brother ministers to meet in
open, honorable warfare, but was told to
"let those fellows alone," to ignore them,
as paying any attention to them only
brought them into notice. So father was
compelled to "silence" and also to obscurity.
One of the most brilliant and brainy
men of the Presbyterian church, be was
the pastor of a small church when he
died and his obituary notice was written
by ~Freethinker, 1\fr. B. F. Gibble, who
was his warm and devoted friend and admirer. Fifty years of devoted work for
that church and such was his reward.
Of his eight children but three can be
called orthodox. The two sons who
proudly wear the name of J. 1\f. Pryse
(one James M., and the other John M.)
both are Theosophists, one working in
London with Mrs. Besant and the other
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with Mr. Judge in New York.· An article
appearing not long ago in THE TRUTH
BEEKER was written by one and edited by
the other.
As for myself, I hav been a Freethinker
ever since· the imprisonment of D. M.
Bennett, and on account of diligent perusal
of THE TRUTH BEEKER.
An old saying that ministers' children
turn out bad will maybe take on new
meaning when "bad " is construed into
meaning Freethought. They see so much
of the underhand and unscrupulous methods in vogue in church, so much hypocrisy
and lying, that they become dis~usted;
and if fortunate enough to come m contact with intelligent, upright Freethinkers, they eagerly listen, then begin to read
and think, then abandon the religion of
emotion for reason and common sense,
Both Mr. Hawkins and I hav had the
honor of addressing the Freethinkers of
Los Angeles and Phoonix, and miss much
the companionship of Liberal meetings
and friends, but keep track of them all,
through the dear old TRUTH BEEKER.
Pardon this rather personal letter, but
I felt like informing' you of these facts,
thinking they might be of interest as
·showing how even ministers' children are
leaving the fold.
For my father's memory I hav every
respect, for his church nothing but disgust.
LIZZIE PRYBE HAWKINS.

Interesting Problem-The Golden Rule
Declared Worthless.
CoNCORDIA, KAN., May 15, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: To the Golden Rule again.
Your correspondent in THE TRUTH BEEKER
of May 14th :fires entirely over the mark.
He does not grasp the thought. His argument-if such it may be called-when
synthesized into a theorem would read
about as follows:
"If we are just, equitable, and right
the Golden Rule will prove beneficent."
My point is that the Golden Rule, per
se, possesses no value. He says: " In
the ri.,.hteous administration of any law, it
is pre:umed that justice, equity, and fairness are to govern our actions-be the soul
of our motivs. Otherwise the law itself
would be a stumbling-block to the very
object of existence, as it is even now too
often made by the carping technicalities of
unscrupulous attorneys and the unheroic
methods of an accommodating judiciary." Now, the latter part of the passage
quoted has the ring of youthful inexperience, and is utterly pointless. How anyone could write the first half and not see the
worthlessness of the Golden Rule is a mystery" beyond my comprehension. Your
correspondent virtually admits that the
Rule would be worthless, yea, and · a
stumbling-block, if we did not possess
within ourselvs certain sterling qualities!
That concedes my entire claim. For it
is not then the "Rule" that makes one
good, but the virtue which he himself pos.sesses. What can be plainer?
The hit at lawyers and the judiciary
:may afford pleasure to those who hav felt
·,their sting, but is not in point.
The same extreme lack of point appears
in his asking us to consider the wish of a
man whose horse was stolen as well as that
of the thief. Now, it ought to be obvious
that if the judge hav in mind the one who
wants him to affirm, and that other one
who says deny, then his order escapes the
influence of both, does it not? Not the
Golden Rule then, but his conscience, is
the motiv power.
The last two-thirds of the argument of
your correspondent is so far-fetched, and
manifests such bitterness against om: judicial system, that I am forced to think he
was not thinking of the Rule when he
penned it. It is so common to hear a
brother Infidel speak of the Golden Rule
cas originating with Confucius that I beg
.leave to enter my protest. As ancient a
writer as Eschylus, and even others, hav
intimated theories which would reduce to
the same barbaric idea. My chief objec. tion to the assumption that this barbaric
.adopted child of Christianity is the crys. tallization of all morality, is simply that i~
·is false. AD. exact parallel is found in the
. argument that this rule must be divine be, cause it is in the good book, and when you
·reply, ''But it existed without the book,"

8

ell the one I hav for less than $5 if by so
·doing I must liv without one in the house.
I value many of the cartoons at twenty-five
cents each, and eBJlecia:lly the one, Fishing, and the poem on the opposit side; for,
even though the poem is good enough,
there is still "more truth than poetry" in
it. I think this fishing a mean piece of
business anyhow. If the parsons would
fish only from the pulpit it would do very
Plain Words.
well; but itisnot so. NeitheraretheyconVERA CRuz, Mo., April 7, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Will you please send me a tent to be ''Hshers of men."
list of your publications? Also please send
They visit the ladies to do them good,
As every generous pastor should.
me one dozen letters to be sent to the
World's Fair directors. We hav a few
Although here in the South I think they
good, honest Liberals here, and a few of are more reserved than. in my nativ state,
the most contemptible, hidebound, super- Massachusetts. There I was bored by
stitious, hypocritical ignoramuses you parsons. Some of the fishing was rather
ever saw. The•only thing that keeps them agreeable, for parsons hav so little to do
from following in the line of their ances- and fare BO sumptuously, they are-full of
tral church bigots and burning me at the magnetism ; their· warm and prolonged
stake is the fear of the law-that the ad- handshakes, combined with their neatness
vancements of morality and science hav and pleasant smiles, act as narcotics. The
made in spite of the driveling, contemptible parsons p.nd parson's daughter fished in
reign of terror the robbing, murdering, vain for me. Hell I could not believe in;
sanctimonious saints hav been trying to "the goodness of God in creating us and
hold over the poor miserable dupes of the prolonging our lives" I took no interest in,
world that they might the more easily for I felt confident that my parents gave
hold them while they fleece them. I love me my life and sustained it until I could
the right, the good, the true, and I love a sustain myself and did not pray or call on
noble specimen of humanity; but I hate God for aid. At the age of seventeen, the
with the venom of the most poisonous death of my god, my mother, left me
fangs the big-mouthed and long-faced anxious to know where her spirit was, or if·
brute who will take the form of char- I was totally without ·a mother. The parity and love for all men and at the same son took advantage of my dilemma, and
time sneer at, insult, berate, and abuse pressed my hand longer while he talked of
everything that does not come under him my " need of the sa vior." A few years
and listen at and believe his contemptible, later a new parson came to preach in our
damnable lies. It is not a want of brain- town. And he was in earnest; he gave my
power that keeps this miserable Bible-and- mind little rest. I was now a wife and
God stuff in the minds of the people, but a mother. He came when my husband was
want of honesty and principle. Men and away and reasoned and .urged till I knelt
women will not even be honest with them- in Prayer with him. If I walked out he
selva, let alone being honest to those would manage to meet me, even when I
who a hyena ought to know, should hav crossed the street to avoid him. I could
the ~rivilege of the same rights they wish .not be caught until my babe died and I
to enjoy themselvs. People living at the was worn down physically by care and
present day and age of the world hav no worry and a desire to meet not only my
excuse for holding their minds in such mother but my babe. By this time I had
stultifying, ignominious, God-worshiping become so weary of his e.ntreaties that I
conditions. The avenues of investigation "confessed the savior." It took but about
are open to every man, woman, and child two months for me to see the folly and unin the land. Not only are they open for derstand the "fishing" art. This is why I
investigation, but people are urged to ·am especially pleased with.the cartoon on
think and look at the blasting conditions page 100, and the poem, "How the Devil
the priests and the preachers are holding Catcheth the Parson." " Crimes of
over them while they (the priests and the Preachers" givs us much proof of how
preachers) liv high, wear fine clothes, easily parsons are caught, and yet that
hav fine houses and furniture, revel in book only givs a portion of what might be
luxury and lounge in idleness or secret told. I hav not listened to a religious
debaudhery; and the poor dupes who sit sermon, not even at a funeral, for about
and gape with their mouths wide and be- sixteen years, and yet I now and then
lieve a:n that is told them to be sacred hear how the fishing is going on and how
truth hav the blessed privilege of paying the fish are kept on the hook or in '' the
for it a!}. And a blessed privilege it is, blood of Christ." The parson says, "It is
too. Now, poor dupes of creation, hunt up easier to be converted than to remain so;
the other gods of the world and see if. yours you must not read Ingersoll's works or
is any better than they are. Or hunt for Thomas Paine's-if you do you will be
your own God and see if you ?an :find him. surely lost."
See if you can :find where he lB or what he
If Spiritualism is not true I hav no faith
is. Do not come fool on it and say he or hope in a continuation of consciousness
always was, for that is something you after death: and yet I hav been baptized
know nothing about. Hunt up the other by immersion. I am fully convinced peobibles of the world and see if they are not ple are just fooled by the parsons.
as good as yours, or some of them even
A few days since, I sat at work on a Sunbetter. And do not tell us, with a sainted day, when a Christian said to me, "Did
air of the beauties of the Christian re- your mother bring you up to work on Sunligion, while history and your . filthy old day?" I replied, "Yes, and I feel grateful
Bible both show that it has stamed every to her that she did."
path in its course with blood, rapin,
Long may THE TRUTH SEEKER liv and
persecution, and debauchery. Be men and the "Pictorial Text-Book" flourish, is the
grant to every other liuman being the wish of
J. A. DoANE.
same privileges. You wish to enjoy yourself. Use your brains or else beat the " The Irresponsible License" of God.
blasted things out of yo~ head on the first
May 11, 1892.
rock you come to,. and do not be gulled
MR. EDIToR: The following is from the
by a set of loafers simply because they CMistia?'. Advocate of Fep. 5; 1891:
tell you it is blasphemy or wrong to
Q. 8355. Who is this Colonel Ingersoll of who)ll
think. Do not be afraid of their lying, we hear so mnch? How old IS he, and where did
murdering, venomous old God, for he b,e get his title?
A. He is a lawyer, fifty-seven years old
will not hurt you himself. But look
out for his servants; they are the fellows August last. His father was a Cm;tgregational minister "with such broad VIews as
to watch. Do not be afraid of the hell frequently to caus~ Cif,ssension l;Jetween
these fellows talk about or the devil they himself and his pansh.
He studi~d law,
hold over you. It is all stuff and heathen- settled in Illinois, ran for Congress Ill 1860
on the Democratic ticket and was defeated;
ish nonsense.
Yours for advancemPnt,
colonel of the Eighth Illinois Cavalry
s. B. DAVIS. was
in the late war in 1862, and was once
attorney-o-eneral of Illinois. In 1877 hereA Lady's Interesting Personal Experi· fused the "'post of minister to Germany, and
now livs in New York. A great talker, .a
.ence•
bitter foe of Christianity, who does his
GRAHAMSVILLE, FLA., March 28, 1892.
worst to break down faith in God and the
MR. EDITOR: We are delighted with the Bible without giving anything but the cold
''Pictorial Text-Book," and consider it well stones of Agnostici8IJ?. and !li~ serpents of
worth $5 instead of the small sum of $2, irresponsibility and license m Its place.
That is right, Dr. Buckley-keep barkpostage paid. I am quite sure I would not
they answer, "Does that affect its value?"
No amount of pettifogging can torture this
rule into a scheme of morality. All such
statements as, that we hav no absolute
standard of right or wrong, are pebbles
thrown at the Golden Rule; they do not
sustain it.
Fraternally,
B. R. ANDERSON.
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ing at what you know nothing about and
then ca:ll it the cold stones of Agnosticism
and the serpents of irresponsibility. That .
miserable method of advocating Methodist
Christianity will go further than any other
effort toward breaking it in fragments.
When misrepresenting other people is the
main resort of an advocate it shows that
the client has a bad cause in court, or else
his case has fallen into flimsy hands. The
cold stones of Agnosticism make a much
better bed than the hot embers of hell, of
which it has been hymned:
When we've been there ten thousand years
The end will be no nigher;
·
We've no less days to burn and blaze
In that eternal fire.
And the serpents of irresponsible license·
11,re lambs of purity in comparison to the
beastly and devilish commands of an irresponsible God as written in the Bible.
But Colonel Ingersoll is not offering
nothing but the cold stones of Agnosticism
and the serpents · of irresponsibility and
license in place of God and the Bible. If
showing what the Bible, and its and the
creed's notion ·of God, are, breaks down
faith, then faith ought to be broken down,
and he who destroys an error by turning
on the light of common sense has conferred a favor, if he does not offer other
ideas in its place. As an advocate of justice for man, woman, and child, the justice
that confers liberty not to be hoodwinked
by priests nor cabletowed by police, but to
exercis11 the highest law, that of nature,
which gave them birth, he is the farthest
possible from offering either irresponsibility or license, and he would like to hav
Methodists and all other holy humbugs
stop their license of lying in their Godhouses and assume the responsibility of
paying taxes on their factories of super- .
stition instead of singing:
Jesus clied and paid it a:n,
All the debt I owe.
On the subject of justice and responsibility I commend to Buckley what he
prints from Bleckley in the same issue:
THE PASTOR'S SALARY MUST BE PAID.
Chief-Justice Bleckley of Georgia believes that a religious society which fails to
pay its pastor's salary should be made to
do so even though it be necessary to sell
the church building and site in order to
raise the money. In his opinion in a recent case he says:
"If any debt ought to be paid, it is one
contracted for the health of souls-for
pious ministrations and holy services.
If any class of servants ought to pay, as
matter of moral as well as legal duty, the
good people of a Christian church are that
class. No church can hav any higher obligation resting upon it than that of being
just. The study of justice for more than
forty years has impressed me with the supreme importance of thi~ grand and. noble
virtue. Some of the VIrtues are m the
nature of moral luxuries; but this is an absolute necessity of social life. It is the hog
and hominy, the ba?on and be~ns of morality, publi<; and pnvate.. It .1s .the exact
virtue bemg mathematical m 1ts nature.
Mercy, pity, charity, gratitud~, gener_osity magnanimity, etc., are the liberal VIrtue~. They flourish partly on voluntary
concessions made by the exact virtue, but
they hav no rig:ht to extort from it any u~- .
willing concessiOn. They can only supp¥cate or persuade. A man cannot glv 1ll
charity, or from pity, hospita~ity, or. magnanimity, the small~st part of. whatls necessary to enable him to satisfy !he demands of justice. It _is ignoble to I_ndulge
any of the liberal virt~es by ~ea.VIng undischarged any of these liJ?-Per:ativ de~a~ds
against us. On the credit side of JUB~ce
we can make any sacrifice of it that we will,
but on the debit side we can mak~ none
whatever. I may burn as an offermg ~y
own bull or lamb, but not that which
rightfully belongs to another own~r.
There is nothing more exalted than a stnct
dut.y and its performance. What we freely
giv cannot be ?etter best.owed than ~hat
we pay in the discharge of pe~fect obligation. The law grants exemptlpn of property to families, b!J.t no~e to pnvate corp<?rations, or collectiv bodies, lay .or eccles~
astical. These must pay therr debts if
they can. All ~heir propert:t, legal and
equitable, is subJect.. We think a c~urt
may well constrain th1s church 1p d? JU!'""
tice. In contemplation of law, JUBti~e lB
not only the car~al but the. pontifical
virtue. It is certainly an energetic measure
to sell the church to pay the preacf!er, nor
would it be allowable to do so 1£ ~th~r
means of satisfying the debt were within
reach."
By the same token, the gospel-shop
should be the first to pay their taxes .
J.P. GUILD,
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~'AiZdren' s ~ ornsr.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da_y•~ occupations ,
That is known as the Uhildren s Hour.

Twenty Years.
So long, and yet it seems bnt yesterday,
That thou wert with us here in living clay.
I see thy face, thy speaking lips, and eyes.
In whose clear depths shone strength of human
ties.
I hear thy footfall on the floor and stair,
Yet all the house is of thy presence bare.
But years the happy past cannot efface,
Nor part thee from the old remembered place.
Still twenty years hav ~oiled their billows o'er
That day, when thou, dear heart, couldst speak
no more.
What changes strange hav marked the time
that's flown!
How many dear ones since hav come and gone!
Like birds of passage, lingering but a nightWhile yet I looked, they vanished from my sight.
Soon speeding Time will pin the curtain down
Upon the garment I hav worn-life's gown;
And I shall tread the misty way than went,
When for thee toil and trial all were spent.
In that mysterious, siient city
Comes no harmful thing or need of pity.
Sweetly the glowing stars their vigils keep
Above the:U· placid dust who calmly sleep.
And if, from ant all pain or stress of death,
My Ego rise to higher, purer l>reath,
Wherever I shall find myself to be,
That place is heaven if bnt shared with thee.
But if thy face I nevermore may see,
Tis better far to slec]J eternnlly.
-Susan H. Wi:ton in Gl!?"iStian Register.

Talks on Political Economy.
Isabella fastened it in her hair, and then
resumed condescendingly, ''Very good.
It is thus we see that all capital is wealth,
but all wealth is not capital. All production is the result of these three factors.
Now, as these three factors produce
wealth, each should receive its share, and
such is the case." Emphatically : " We
may as well quarrel with astronomy or
mathematics in hopes of altering the
facts of these sciences as quarrel :with
political economy. It is simply the result of natural law. As there are but
three factors, there should be but three
products, rent, wages, and interest. These
terms in general usage are hopelessly
mixed, and it requires a close study to
separate and follow the course of each.
Thii! should be the aim of every student
of political economy. Factors may pro_
duce many and varied combinations, but
in themselvs are never interchangeable .
Land and labor should never ba confounded with capital, and it should be the
same with rent, interest, wages. In the
division of wealth, the landowner's share
is interest, and the laborer's share is
wages. Now, if we bear in lnind that
wages is the reward of human exertion,
rent the reward or compensation due
the landowner, and interest the reward
or compensation due the• owner of capital, we arrive at the principle of the
science.
When the capitalist invests
his own capital, and conducts his own
business, he receives, aside from the
interest of his capital, a compensation for
his labor. This is called in political economy wages of superintendence. And aside
from this he should receive a compensation for the risk he nms in investing his
capital. When he owns the land on which
his business is established and the building
which his capital has erected, his profits
include wages, rent, interest, and compensation for risks. Hence the great apparent inequality in the distribution of
wealth. I say apparent, for it is more
apparent than real.
Nature is full of
inequality, and what is true of wealth is
also true of health. If people neglect to
take advantage, or improve their opportunities, they cannot expect to be well or
wealthy. Capital is the result of saving.
If the savage man is content to merely
satisfy his hunger for the time being, he
will always remain a savage. The earnings of labor saved form capital. Of
course, to be of much use to its possessor
it must be supplemented by inte)ligence
and capability.
"Political economy woulcl aid this by inforlning us how the various factors work,
nd why the result?" Here Isabella

pau®d, and looking at Ethel in a patronizing manner, asked, as if she were addressing a child, "Do you understand,
dear?" "Yes," answered Ethel, and
looking up mischievously, asked, "Can
I ask questions?" "Yes," replied Isabella, gravely, "you may. I believe. in
children asking questions, for everything
is new, and they should receive truthful
answers." Ethel smiled, and then becoming earnest, grew warm and eloquent.
"You say, land is any natm·al ag~nt, raw
material· and labor applied to this forms
wealth 'and the wealth, when used to
produde more wealth, forms capital, an~
other profits arising from the use of capital form interest; and rent is the pay due
the owner of land. Now, what I wished
to ask you is, how can land, that is a natural
agent, yield a profit?" Isabella was
for a moment nonplused, for she had expected the question to be a little different.
But after a moment's thought she answered, readily enough, "Why, by the
owner's acquiring a title." "But how can
he acquire a title over a natm·al agent?"
asked Ethel. '' In various ways," was the
answer; "by purchase, a free gift, or inheritance." "You said there were only
three factors in the production of wealth,"
Ethel said, raising her eyebrows, "and
here you hav introduced three more?"
"But, my dear child," remonstrated Isabella, smiling, " receiving wealth is not
producing it." "Well," replied Ethel,
"if there be any hindrance to the application of labor to land, that hindrance must
constitute a factor, an agent, opposing the
natural order. It is very easy to see how
the savage may create wealth all€1. form
capital, but it is not so easy for civilized
man. You speal!: of the former as acting
under natural law, but the latter cannot.
Do you perceive the analogy?" asked
Ethel in turn, and as Isabella only continued to look at her in amazement, she
laughed softly and continued: "In•civilized countries land is the property of
individual corporations or governments.
The laborer is not on an equality with the
savage, because the latter receives the full
fruits of his labor, and the former has to
yield the larger share to capital. I now
begin to see some propriety in the name
'political economy.' The law of the land
can mean nothing but the edict of politicians, and when I consider the advantage capital has over labor, I can readily see
the economy for the capitalist. Labor
feeds UJ>On land, and capital upon both.
The capitalist relninds me of a fable I
once read, and it illustrates the point well.
It was about an alligator who gave a dinner, and arranged his invited guests so
that each was the foe of the other. The
duck ate the frog, and was eaten by the
fox, who became the prey of the wolf, and
he was eaten by the lion; who in turn was
devoured by the crocodile. And, like ' The
Yarn of theNancy Bell,' he had eaten them
all. I remember the last lines very well.
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
Elm-Trees.
The elm is one of the most magnificent
of the northern trees. It has all the hardiness of the oak combined with the modesty of the willow. Many trees cannot exhibit these powers of prolninence in the
forest.
They must not be crowded.
They want room for expansion. The elm
is one of these. It does not wish to be
crowded.
. The particular tree I wish to write about
is an ehn that grew on the bottom-land of
the Nashua. It was very large, at least
fourteen feet in circumference, shading
over a large area of ground in the sun's
course through the long summer's clay. It.
was known as the Big Elm. Many is the
time we hav thrown our weary boyish limbs
under the shade of this elm to partake of
the lunch prepared for the haymakers at
the house. Our fathers and grandfathers
had done the same before us. Did they
realize the supreme pleasure we clid? It
was our heaven-our only true god-a
gocl we could see-one we could love ancl
not fear, hence the more love. It would
stancl between us and the sun; and when
Dame Nature thought she had caught us
from the house and would giv us a soaking
it would shelter us.
There are two varieties of elm, the
white and the red. The slippery is found
in each, as is also the weeping elm.
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One day in the harvest time a laborer
assisting us, while . eating ~s lunch,
claimed the Bioo Elm to be a shppery elm.
We coulcl not \elieve it, but on trial we
founcl it true. This . man, who spent his
leisure time in roaming the forest or fishing in the stream, without education from
books was an expert in all things connected with nature. Slippery elm was seldom founcl in that region. It was highly
prized for its medicinal qualities and its
exquisit and peculiar flavor when chewing.
Doctors ministers, schoolmasters, and
lawyers'hacl searched far and near in that
vicinity for years for slippery elm, and
would bring up when exhaustedancllie down
under the big elm and wonder where they
could fincl slippery elm.
Later in life we found there were large
forests of slippery elms in St. Lawrence
and Franklin counties, in northern New
York. We planted an ehn sixty-three
years since at the forks of the road in our
nativ village. We learn it has become
quite a tree at this time. It is our wish
that, when we surrender up that vitality
we never sought, the debris, in pure ashes,
may lie below the roots of this tree, that
we may appear in summer in its green
foliage, sheltered in winter amid the encircling folcls of its roots, to reappear each
succeeding summer in a more beautiful
edition.
Good-bye, children of the Corner. To
be learning all we can is nice, and this is
the worlcl to study and learn.
OLD· MAN PAXTON.
[The elm is indeed a lovely tree, ancl
our friend has written above a very interesting account of certain trees known to
him. The elm is historic. On July 3,
1775, Washington took command of the
American army beneath an elm-tree that
stood on Cambridge commbn, ancl for
aught we know is still standing. It was
alive a few years ago. The famous "Liberty Tree" that stood in Essex street,
near Washington street, Boston, is
believed to hav been an elm. A tablet
marks the spot where once it stood and
proudly faced the storm or basked in the
glorious sunshine. This tree was planted
in 1646 and dedicated to Liberty. There
was an old English elm that once stood on
Boston common. It is said that Mary
Dyer was hanged from a limb of that tree
for preaching Quaker doctrins. In 1766
it was pruned by orcler of the Sons of
Liberty.
On the 30th of April last, Arbor clay in
Massachusetts, the Women's Educational
and Industrial Society in Fall River, of
which the editor of the Corner has the
honor to be president, planted an elm tree
in the South park. The society met at
the spot designated and there was singing,
and also speech-making, by the ladies and
invited friends. Then the tree was dedicated to Liberty-the liberty of man,
woman, and child. The eldest honora~y member of the society, a gentleman of seventy-six, put in the first spadeful of earth, and then the members of
the society each followed with a spadeful
of earth, and the last one to throw upon
the roots a handful of earth was little
Nettie Williams, only five years olcl. She
attends the regular meetings of the society and feels that she is a member. She
gravely remarked,. "I plant a tree; I hope
'twillliv."
This elm was planted in the name ancl
behalf of "Education, Industry, and Independence," which is the motto of the
society. It is taking root nicely, and is
known as the "Woman's Liberty Tree."
-ED. C. C.]

Correspondence.

We had speaking at our school yesterday
ancl I spoke a· piece. The title of it was
"Little Prue's Opinion." It was in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of Feb. 6, 1892.
The teacher said it was a nice piece.
I like to speak pieces that are in THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
Well, as my letter is long ep.ough, I will
close.
Your LiberuJ friend,
ELIZA A. FARMER.
:. [Glacl to hear from Eliza again.-En.
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McMINNVILLE, ORE., May 3, 1892.
DEAR Miss WIXoN AND LITTLE CoRNER
FnmNDS : I again take the pleasure of
writing to the Corner.
My sister and I are going to school
now.
I study Fifth reader, arithJ:?-etic, graz;umai·, historyJ.~eography, phySiology, wnting and speumg. We hav a good teacher.
'rhere has been lots of rain this spring.
The people that hav lived here thll·ty or
forty years say there was more rain here
this winter ancl spring than has been for
many. years. But the last two or three
days it has been very nice.
'fhe fruit trees are blooming out ancl
the trees are all getting new dresses of
green again. Tha blossoms ancl fio'Yers
fill the air with sweet smells. The little
birds of many kinds are flying about from
branch to branch ancl tree to tree, seeking
for a place to build their nests.
It may surprise you to hear that we h~d
two inches of snow here the 25th of Apnl,
but it is true. We hav had considerable
frost this spring, but I clo not think any
of the fruit is killed by it.
The wild strawberries are getting ripe
in the valley, and if you were here we
would go and pick all that we could eat
for they are very nice indeed.
The other day I received two letters,
one from Kentucky and the other from
Iowa.
I never knew or saw the ones who wrote
them.
I am going to persuade some of my
friends to write to the Children's Corner,
for I tell them it is very nice to read their
own letters, and also many other nice
letters from the boys and girls.
Eliza and I are sisters to J. M. Farmer,
who takes that grancl paper, THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I think the piece in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of April 23d, "Talks on Political
Economy,'' by lela A. Ballou, was quite
good.
I reacl the death of Walt Whitman, ancl
think it was very sad to hear, or at least I
was sorry to hear of his death.
This fall I am going to send and get two
of your books, ''The Story Hour" and
"Apples of Gold." I think I would like
them very much.
Well, as my letter has grown quite long
I will hasten to a close.
Your Freethinker friend,
Lou VINA FARMER.
P.S.May your life be long and happy;
May your enemies be few ;
May your friends be just as many
As the drops of sparkling dew.
[It is pleasant to receive such good
wishes, and we reciprocate them and
trust Vina's life may always be as happy
and cheerful as it is now. Wild strawberries! The thought takes me back to
childhood clays.-ED. C. C.]
A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By Helel'\ H. CSardel'\er.
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures .Against
the Bible.
Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enelnies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cents. ·Address this office.

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST
PJl.OVING

McMINNVILLE, OnE., April 3, 1892.
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
DEAR Miss WrxoN AND LITTLE FnmNDS
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Han~ed a CentoF THE ConNER: I thought I would write
ury before, and Peter and Paul died
to you again, as Vina and I are all alone
before the Christian Era.
to-day and hav nothing else to do. We
Full index, 446pp.,
$1.50.
are going to school n~w, an~ I am studying Fourth reader, anthmetlc, grammar,
spelling, ancl writing.
AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
We are having some rain at present. It
illS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINES.
has rained by showers for three or four
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief."
weeks, and has been wet and mudcly,
Bv VISCOUNT .AMBERLEY.
which is very disagreeable to the little
Cloth,
50 cents.
ones that go out of doors, and the big ones
too.
We hav some little ducks, which are
very pretty, ancl also two little calves,
which we think very much of. We hav a
By VOLTAIRE.
big romp ancl play every evening with
them. The color of one of them is jet Terse, witty, and sarcastic dafinitions of thi'O·
black and the other one is white.
loll:ical terms. Price, 26 ce11ts.

Pocket Theology.
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Books byS.P.Putnam. J{ews of t'he Week. Su~erstition
THE will of Wm. Livingston, of Newark,
N.J., is being contested on the grounds that
he was addicted to morphine and a believer
in Spiritualism.

:SV J:e.A.N

in All Ages.

A Cm:o:RoVERSY BETWEEN THE
RoN. w. E . .Gr,ADSTONE,
PRoF. MAx MULLEtt,
PRoF. T. H. Hun.E~
M. -REVILLK,
E . .LYNN LINTON.
12mo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 cts.

RCLIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THAN

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.

it is shown there is mnch in harmony between

Essay on Miracles.

10 cents.

Price,

Answers to Christian

Scientific SolntioJ?., with some Criticisms of
U niversoloa. Pncel 20 cents.
.

them. Price, 10 cents.
IT is thous:ht that Blaine will accept the
Why Don't He Lend a Hand ~ and other nomination if pressed. The vice-president
Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cenps.
.
on hili ticket may be Gresham or Robert
Adami an<l Heva. A poetic verswn of Lincoln, Harrison is the only rival who
the Indian story of the G:1rden of Eden in
which its superiorit:y to the mutil.ated copy- ·has been advanced openly.
the Genesis Ie~rend-1s shown. Pnce,10 cents.
A NUN who was ill treated in the Santa
Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought RoMaria convent at Orta, Italy, has escaped
mance. Price, 35 cents.
.
My :Religious Experience. Pnce, 25 cents. and taken refuge in the home of one of
For all of the above address
the convent pupils. Ecclesiastics hav reTHE 'fRUTH SEEKER C 0 .,
quested the police to recapture her, but
28 Lafavette place, New York.
the latter refuse.
PILGRIMAGES of the Catholics of Germany to Fulda, for the adoration of St.
Boniface, will begin June 7th. The chief
By DAVID HUME.
object of prayer will be the liberation of
10 cents.
· Price.
" the PriAoner of the Vatican " from his
Works of Charles Watts. " oppression."
INsPECTOR WILLIAMS of the New York
police, who resented Rev. Dr. Cutter's request to the police to become Christians,
has been asked, "Suppose Dr. Cutter
sends a missionary?" He replied, "Well,
if the missionary doesn't smoke or chew
tobacco he will taste very nice."
ON the 26th ult. the costly steeple of the
Baptist church at Bordentown, N. J., was
demolished by lightning. The loss is
$25,000. The church took :fire and threatened neighboring- buildings, but by the
labors of the :fire departments of surrounding towns the untaxed edifice was saved.
ON the night of the 27th ult. a tornado
and cloudburst struck Wellington, Kan.
Hundreds of buildings were destroyed and
many lives lost. The Salvation Army
barracks, in which services were being
held, was blown away and its inmates were
scattered in all directions; two were
~he Teachings of Secularism Compa1·ed picked up dying and more dangerously
with Orthodox Christianity, 96 pages. injured.

THE

CONFLIIIT BmEEN GENFBIS AND GEOLOGY.

A

GoLDWIN SMITH reveals that a few weeks
ago England came very near declaring
war against the United States on the
Behring sea question.
ON the 17th ult. a solemn high mass of
requiem was celebrated in Havana for the
repose of the souls of the victims of the
great :fire two years ago.

MAYOR EMMicK of Toledo, 0., is being
denormced by preachers for having said
that he favors Sunday baseball as it would
Waifs and wandermgs, A New Amen- keep young men out of saloons.
can Story. Price, .cloth, $1.00; I!aper,. 50
cents. "A prose epl\) of the war, nch W1th
THE relic of St. Anna, the Virgin Mary's·
incillent anll dra!r)atlC PO"!e~; bre~z.Y from
first page to last w1th the hvmg sprr1t of to- mother, which is to remain at the church
. ilay.''-_[John Swinton's Paper.
"
of St. Jean Baptiste permanently in place
GoBen Throne, A Roma~ce.
The. ~~:u~ of the one sent to Quebec, will arrive in a
thor certainly . has ((ellll}S. The divn~e
creative spark 1s withm h1m. The book ).S few days.
filled with manly thoughts expressed m
THE general"conference of the Methodmanly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read • Golden Throne.'" ist Protestant church at Westminster,
-[IngerRoll. Price, $1.
.
on the 27th ult., by a vote of 35 to
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation m Md.,
rhyme between the Nineteenth Century 26 expunged the word "obey" from the
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein marriage service.

ne OrDer of Creation.

.M:eSLI:e~,

DuRING the last twelve months 150
negroes hav been lynched in the United
States, 7 burnt alive, 1 has been flayed alive,
and 1 disjointed.

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its
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And Arguments.

itor of tho Halifax Evening },fail and Charles
Watts. With Prefatory Letters by George J acob Holyoa.ke anil Colonel Ingersoll, and an
Introduction by Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages,
25 cents.

A Reply to Father Lambert's "Tactics
of Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
C!hristianity: Its Origin, Nature, and
- Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 cents.
TIIe Horrors of the French Revolution:
Their Causes. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Secularism: Destructiv and Constructiv.
. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.

lJible Morality. Its

Teach~ngs

Show:q to

Be Contradictory and Defect1ve as an Ethical
Guide. 2-1 pages. Price, 10 cents.

Agnosticism and Christian Theism :
Which Is the More Reasonable ~ 24
pages. Price, 10 cents.

Evolution and Special Creation. 10 cents.
Saints and Sinners-WlticM 24 pages in.
. cover. Price, 10 cents.

The Superstition of tlte Cllristian Sun·
<lay: A Plea for Liberty and Justice.
26 pages. Price, 10 cents.

Tlte Glory of Unbelief. 22 pages in cover.
Price, 10 cents.

·

Nature an<l tlte Supernatural; or, Belief
and J{nowledge. 24 !)ages. Price, 10
cents.

Paper, 146 pp_, 2!; ctR.

By D. M. BENNETT.

TBE lVEW SPELLINGS.
English spelling Is the worst In the world Mfi.
l!ollll of dollars are wasted each year in the writing
and printing of useless letters. The education of our
children is retarded and the progress of our people
is hampered bfi: our cumbrous, !!Jog!cal, misleading
~rJ~'"f~fdemin3~~ha"~'t":~~~. 0fT~e" Ai:i~~1c~na~'f:g~~
logical Association has recommended the following
RULES FOE NEW SPELLINGS for immediate use, and a
resolution hae been introduced in Congress, instruc~
1ng the Public Printer to conform to them in all printing for the government:
1. Drop UE at the end of words l!ke d!alogue'rcatn.logue, etc., where the preceding vowel is ehort. hua
spell demagog, ep!log, synagog, etc.
2. Drop ililal E in such words as definite, infln!te,
favorite, etc., Where the preceding vowel is short.
0
Th~ f!8;~k J'£~ts~i Y~~':i~ks hfll~'i[JM~?~.s~~ eJ~ite,
cigarette, etc. Thus spell cigaret, roset, epa~et, ve·
det4~'J5';~i> 'Ji~al ME in words l!ke programme. Thus
spey_Plj&fn~~·P':1~~ ga:or"J';·I!ke phantom, tele.
graph, phrase, etc. Thus spellaltabet, paragraf, filos.
ofy6~'!J~"t!'~flt~~~0 f~~re;g;, dlfthongs 1E and <E when
thefu have the sound of that letter. Thus spell eol!an,
est ~Ji;~h~~u'l.~b~~~:Y ~ci'~~fel;• ~hifil:".ft'&eetgt
progress, adopt the foregoing in all that you write,
and espeolally in all that you nmor.

The Rights of Women
-AND-

THE SEXUAL RELATIONS.
13Y KARL HEINZEN, the famous German Radical Editor.
An Address to an Unknown Lady Reailer. Historical Review of the Legal Position of Women.
rhe Emanci];>_ation of W om~tn. The Passive ProEcitution of Women. The Active Prostitution of
\fen. The Execution of Men. Love and Jealousy.
lforality. Marriage. Adultery. Divorce. ls
.\Iarriage a Contract? Hanging a Woman. Religion. The Economic Independence of Woman
Liberty and the Revolution the Allies of Woman
Paper, 50c. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

fwelve Tracts.
~IBLE

WORSHIP.
DARWINISM.

DESIGN ARGUMENT.
EVOLUTION.
JESUS NOT PERFECT.
UNDERWitOO'S PRAYER.
By B. F. UNDERWooD.
.l!'i!f ce, 25 cents·

fA [ ~ THI NKfRS PIC TO AIAL T[ XT-800Ks
1

SHOWING
THE ABSURDITY AND UNTB UTHFUL··
NESS OF THE CHUUCH'E CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND IlENEFICENT INSTITUTION, ANI> RR·
VEALING THE ABUSl:S
OF A . UNION OF
OHURCH AND
STATE.

185
WITH

Fun-Page
lnustratioqs.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS

liP

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

J?rice, 25 cents.

Secularism : Is It Founde<l on Reason,
and Is It Sufficient to Meet the Needs
of Mankin<l ~ Debate between the Ed-

~uastions

AT the trial of Confectioner Antonelli at
Keyport, N. J., for selling a glass of soda
water on Sunday, the charge being
AND
brought by Deacon Prall, Lawyer Reilly
remarked that he had known hymn-books
OF
and prayer-books to be sold on Sundays at
churches. The deacon's chief witness was
caught in perjury, and the jury decided,
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
"Not guilty."
THE ARTIST.
REPORTERS in disg'llise hav been visiting
Father Adams, the Williamsburgh, N. Y.,
IJESIGNS BY WATSON IIERTON
priest who works miraculous cures by
WITH PORTRAIT OF
prayer and rubbing with relics. One said
THE JJESIGNER.
that he had no money, and was told never
to show his face there again. The next
The illustrations are classified as follows:
had only twenty-six cents, which the
2 represent Sam:ples of Christianity's WorfL
18 represent Unrue Sam and the Priests.
priest demanded. All who go are re5
"
Misswnaries.
II
"
The Church Robbing the People.
quested to "make an offering to the
1
"
The Lord's ~nstrnments.. .
"
Thanksgiving.
8
priest."
25
Bible Doctnnes and Their ResulN.
6
Sabbath Laws.
1
The Church and Slavery.
14
Children and the Church.
Priests and Politics.
2
FURTHER news of Deeming's execu10
Woman and the Church.
Ireland and the Church.
4
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
tion reports word!3 muttered by him
2
Church's Idea of Civilization.
4
Studies in Natural History.
through the black cap, "Lord, hav mercy
The Uses of the Cross.
1
I
The Bible and Science.
4
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
upon my soul." A few minutes before ex:5
'l'he Clergy and Their Flocks.
9
Persecutions of the Church.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
ecution he kneeled and cried, "Lord, · 41
12
Some Allegories.
The Atonement Scheme.
forgiv me for dispatching my wife an.d
8
Heaven.
4
The Lord and His Works.
6
Hell.
2
Prayer.
family without warning." He left a
7
Miscellaneous.
10
The Creeds.
letter in which-he says: "I am dying a
1
• Christians and Mohammedans.
fully penitent sinner and Christian. " He
also 'left a poem entitled, "To God I
A most extraordinary publication. We ventur(l tl:)e assertion thap nophing like it h!J.S ever be..
fore apyeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if an_other one. hke It Will ever a gam be fubCall."

The American Secular Union; Its Ne·
THE United States minister to Russia
cessity and tlte Justice of Its Niue De· writes: "The area over which the Rusmands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert sian famin prevails is ten times as large as
G. Ingersoll.) 82 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. the state of New York, and contains a popTheological Presum])tion : An 011en Let- ulation of more than thirty millions. Oneter to the Rev. Dr. J,t. F. ~tuns, o~ Halifax, N. S.
In this letter the followmg subJects are de~lt half of this vast population . . . is
with: 1. Why Do the Clergy Avoid Debate? .2. without food or the means of g-etting it.
The Position of Agnosticism Toward Qhris- Add to this the ravages of disease, the
tianity. 8. Freethought and Men of S\)l~nce.
4. The Difference Bepween Facts n:nq O:pmwns. sufferings from an especially rigorous win5. Christ and Hermsm. 6. Chl'JstJamty and >ter,ltheJdecimation of'l'stock'~'and def!tr;ncSlavery. 16 p~s. Price~ cents.
tion9ofimaterial, and the ~cop,s!Jquent.diffi
Address
'!'liE TRUT1:1. SEEKER C0 ·~cultie(of;recuperatiol!,"
28 Lafayette pl., New Yor~>o

OPINIONS SCHOL.,.
ARS

!ished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit _of p_!lttmg the book 1p. th~ reach o all
At twice the price it would have bee!). a chea:p book. Art1st tl!Jston as a portraJt-pa~ntet:,an<~ d!Jsigner is a wonderful success and we JUdge from our own feeln;.gs that near~y every Lweral m
America will desire a copy of thls most wonderful volume.-[Freethmkers' Magazme.

Mr Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. ~e has dedicated his genius. to
Freethought and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of nght and truth. But the meturea do not 'make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of readmg
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p~ovc the u~1er
falsity of the church's professions al).d the l!YJ?oCI:isy of those who uphold them. bAltogetth~r tl;e
book is one of the best weapons aga~n~t Chnst1amty and the church that has ever een pu m .e
ba.Dds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator. .
.

~

Pr"ice, :boar"d cover's, $2 ;

clot~,

A.ddreu The Tnadl. Seekel.'o

$2.SOo
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Agents for The Truth

See~er.

Alaba01a.

Starr's News Depot, 106 20th st., Birming·
ham.
CalHornia.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Ball & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los
Angeles.
Edwards & M9Knight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
Angeles.
Max ·News Stand, 1st & Main sts., Los
Angeles.
.
J. C. Scott 22 Third st., San FranciBco.
Estate of S. ·C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
San Francisco.
Canada.

NURSING MOTHERS USE

0. M. BENNETT'S WORKS.

ALE AND BEEF

i Truth Seeker Around the World. Fom

"Peptonized."

BReause it gen~rates a f~tll suppllf of
rieh rr. ilk. It !S a gemnne nourzshment--a hcctlth-giving food.
YOUR DRUGGIST SELLS IT.

THE ALE & BEE.F GO., Dayton, 0., U. S.ft

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.

T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Hall·
fax+.N. S.
James .l!"oster, Weiland, Ont.
The Mvth of the Great Deluge. By
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
James ir. McCann. 15 cents. Ten COJ?ies, $~. It
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
is the most complete and overwhelmmg refutaColorado.

J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
Florida.

J as. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
Idaho.

A. Erwin, Murray.

tion of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. 'l'o read it is to
be astonished at the possibilities of religions
credulit_y.-T. B. Wakeman. Jl'[r. McCann's dynamite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms."A. B. Bradford.· It ong_ht to meet with a very
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.

Illinois.
Ames, 169 Washingto~

Bruno Pamphlet No. 1. Contributors:
Mrs. S. E.
st.,
G J Holyoake, Thos. Davidson, T. B. Wakeman,
Chicago.
[Chicago.
Karl Blind, Lydia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten
copies for $1.
Post-Office News Co., 103 Adams st.,
G. E. Wilson, 312 State st., and Bren- Bruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors :
R. G. Ingersoll, Thos. Davidson T. B. Wakeman,
tano Bros., Chicago.
G. J. Holyoake, et al. 15 cents. Ten copies for $1.
J. W. Howe, 48 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
Indiana.
The Bruno Monument. A fine engraving
H. C. Monroe & Co., Indianapolis.
printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10xl2
mches 1 for framing; put up in J?aste board tubes
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
Louisiana.

for mailing. 20 cents. Ten copies for $1.50.

Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
AL J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Oron Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before
leans.
the New York legislature May ·9, 1888. Price, 4
Maine.

cents.

N. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., PortDwight L.Moody. AninterviewbySusan
land.
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
Massachusetts.

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
A.M. Driscoll, "78! Front st., Worcester.
Michigan.

cents.

God in the Constitution. By Robert G.
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

S. D. Moore Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave.,
What Would Follow the Eftacement of
Grand Rapids.
Christianity~ By George Jacob HolyC. Holton & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Deoake. This is a most valuable contribution to
troit.
Freethonght literature. Bound in paper with
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
lllissouri.

Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
.

Ne'v .Jersey.

John Hossa.ck, Danforth and Ocean ave.,
Jersey City.
Ne-w- York.

BrentanoBros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New
York.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts., New
York.
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., New
York.
.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New
York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman lilt., New
York.
S. J. Kin~ 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
E. C. We1;h;an, 126 State st., Rochester.

copies for $1.

Life and Career of Charles Bradlaugh.
By George Jacob Holyoake. With good likeness
of Mr. Bradlangh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies
for $1.

What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.
L. Green, editor of the Freetninlcer's Magazine.
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
per dozen.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

J.D. ShaVJ's Boo~s.

Ohio.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., Portsmouth.
Larwood, Bartlett &Day, 259Superior st.,
Cleveland
Oreg_~n.

B. F. H_yland, Corvallis.
·
W. E. Jones, 91 Alder st., Portland.
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
Pennsylvania.

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st.,
Phila.
George Longford, 22 Richnwnd st., Phila.
J. A. Kirk, Du Bois.
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila.
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave.,
Pittsburgh.
Rhode Island.

The Bible-What Is IU 25c.
Studies in Theology.
Liberalism. 5c.

lOc.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB

THE STORY HOUR.
For Children and Yonth.
By Miss Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of the
Children's Corner in the New York
Truth Seeker.

H. Carr, 947 High st., Providence.
J. H. J. Reilly; 413 High st., Providence.

Small Quarto--lilieS inches-near!-y: Three Hundred p~es.. illuminated Covers. Hixty.six FnllIJage illustrations, with Twenty-five Smaller
Ones.
CONTENTS:

ville.
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.

Preface; Lazy Dick; OJ'~ The Life of a Do~; An
An~el Unawares; ll'lay;_Ten Little Waiting.
Maids; The Doctor's .ttorse; True Polite.
ness; A Bumble-Bee's ThanksgivingLGrand.
father's Pocketbook; Meddlesome lYlolly· A
Sad Mistake; Inside an Engine Honse; Our
Children; Cressbrook Cottage; Ezekiel's Silver Spoon; Odds and Ends-A New Year's
Story; 'Miss Brown's Valentine· What Ste.
phen's Owl was Stuffed With; John; Neighbor Bri_ghtside· l\Iiss Marie Gold's Party·
Cousin John's Philosophy; Jenn:['_s Question(
Katy's Answer; Alone in an Unfnrnishea
Honse; Blackey; Breaking the Meeting;_ Our
Susie; A Funny Fellow-How He was unred
of Practical Joking; What the Fern Said;
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthday·'rPostOfficeJack; AnntAvis; I Can Because Will.
Price, $1.00.
Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Tennessee.
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., NashTexas.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
E. H. Andrae, 346! Main st., Dallas.
G. W. Baldwin, Houston.
E. L. Merrill, care of Independent Pulpit,
Waco.
Utah.

John A. J ost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.
Washi~_gton

'.l'erritory.

Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
England.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st.,
London.
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall. Road, Liverpool.
Australia.

W. Willis, 715 Hayn1arket, Sydney,.1i.S. W.
Neur Zealand.

A. D. Willis, Wangan"Ri.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIBITUALISM
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.

By B. F. MARVIN, M.D.

Oloth, 50 cents.

. ADDRESS THE TBUTii SElE!tEfi OFFIO:I!l.

SINCE man, a material being, actu.ally
thinks, matter enjoys the power of thinking.-Halbach.
No priest should possess authority to d':prive a citizen even of the smallest of his
privileges.- Voltaire.
HE is the rich man, and enjoys the fruit
of riches, who summer and winter forever
can find delight in his own thoughts.Thoreau.
. IT is beautiful when prosperity is present
with intellect, and when sailing, as it were,
with a prosperous wind, actions are performed looking to virtue; just as a pilot
·looks to the motioii.s of the stars.-Plato.
WE must admit that we hav never seen a
miracle ourselvs, and we must admit that
according to our experie;nce./ ther': are no
miracles. If we hav mmg1ed mth the
world, we are compelled to say that we hav
known a vast number of persons-including ourselvs~to be mistakenh and many
others who hav failed to te the exact
truth. The probabilities are on the side of
our experience, and, consequently, against
the miraculous.-Ingersoll.
LIFE is only· a particular kind of me·
chanics; it is, in point of fact, the most
complicated form thereof, it is that in
which the ordinary mechanical laws are
brought into play under the most unusual
and varied conditions: hence, the final results are separated from the beginnings of
the chain by so great a number of swiftly
subsiding, intermediate links, that we can
find the coni:J.ection only with the very
greatest difficulty.- Virchow.
DoUBTS, always doubts,
And dangers ever,
Both while life lasts.
Yet virtue's rigid way
Aye tread, tread aye
In faith, with hope,
Through light and dark,
The straight yet devious way,
The thorny, flowery way,
The narrow way
Along the precipice.
-Sacred Writings of Buddhism.
IF the theory of eternal salvation
throu~h another's sufferings be abandoned, the fact of the possibility of the
present salvation of men through their
own efforts remains. Perhaps laziness and
selfishness hav had something to do with
putting salvation upon God instead of
upon our own labors, just as Sydney
Smith described English benevolence,
saying, "When A sees B in distress, he
has a strong desire to compel C to help
him." It is easier to say, "God help you,"
than to lend a hand to a suffering brother.
We may all be saviors, offering up ourselvs daily for the good of others; and,
by another law of nature, we shall find
that such offering blesses him who givs.-Robt. C. Adams.
JULES SoUBY clearly considers Christ to
hav been insane. But, most likely, a mad
sinner required a mad savior. Man is so
irreclaimably mad that no sane deity would
hav taken the trouble to hav redeemed
him. The redemption is as insane as the
redeemer. Nobody knows for certain
whether it was for all the world or only for
the elect. Nobody knows exactly what
they are to be redeemed .from, for hell is
altering its name and changing its temperature and getting pretty well exploded.
Although the world is every day becoming
more sure that there is no hell and ought
to be none, to keep men out of this sheol
they pay many millions a year to hundreds
of thousands of professional impostors
and chartered necromancers. A sane man
is not at home in this world. He is lost
among the fools, like a grain of corn in a
bushel of chaff.
For ages the world
burnt or hanged all its wise men; now it
neglects and starves them.-Saladin in
God and His Book.
IF religion be a fallacy, it is a fallacy
pregnant with mischief. It excites fears
that are without foundation; it fosters feelings of separation between the believer
and the unbeliever; .it consumes valuable
time, that can never be recalled, and valuahle talents, that ought to be better employed; it draws money from our pockets
to support a deception; it teaches the elect
to look upon their less fortunate fellowmen as heathen and castaways, living in
sin here, and destined to perdition hereafter; it awakens harassing doubts,
gloomy despondency, and fitful mel~tn
choly; it turns our thoughts from the
things of the world, where alone true
knowledge is to be found; it speaks of temporal misery and temporal pleasures as less
than nothing and vanity, and thus fosters
indifference to the causes of the weal and
woe of mankind; worse than all, it chains
us down to antiquated orthodoxy, and forbids the free discussion of those ver;r subjects which it most concerns us to discuss.
If religion be a fallacy, its votaries are
slaves.-R. D Owen.

large volumes. With steel-plate en~raving of
the author in Vol. I, and aach volume Illnstrat~d
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound l.:n
red cloth, $6 50:

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers.
1,075 pages, 8vo.
Cloth,
$3 00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

Tile Champions of the Church; Their
{!rimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 1,119
pages.
-·
,
gilt edges, $4:50.

leather, $4.00; morocco,

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written
in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00
for the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in mo•
rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

From Behind the Bars. A series of letters
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.

A. Truth Seeker in BnroJle•

A series of

letters written during a visit of ten weeks in
Europe. Givinll' some account of the International Freethmkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. BenneH was a delegate~ followed by a description of what he saw in JJ;ngland, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone are worth the frice of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait o the author.
850 pages. $1.50.

fhe Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treating upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, including Allah, Jehovah 1 Satan, the Holy Ghiost,
Jesus Christ, the Virgm Mary, anddthEJ B ble.
To the latter 23o pages are devote , showing
that book to be a very inferior production for
a first-class God .• 81!3large pages. Paper covers.
60cents; cloth, $1.

Judaism, Christianity! and Mohammedan•
ism examined histoncally and critically,

[tis thon~ht to be" the most damaging exhibit
of Christianity that has appeared. 500 larg9
pages. Price, $1.50.

rhe Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A

debate on Christianity and Infidelity betwee,n
Th}s
book has had a very large sale, and IS a splendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.

D. l\1. Bennett and Rc7. G. H. HnmP.hrey.

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.

Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper,
30cents.
What Objections to Christianity~ A di.scnssion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. Mall',
divided into the following theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor original, being borrowed
or copied from much older systems of religion.
lj_ Miracles and ·supernatural achievements have
been as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teachers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 3. ThA
story of J esns and his mission in the world is
unhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$1.50.
_,..

Trial of D. :M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge of. depositing prohibited matter in the mail. Thiil gives
a full history of this celebrated case, and shows
what monstrous injustice was perpetrated upon
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.
Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3,00fJ
questions propounded to his Jewish Godshir.
upon a great variety of subjects. Cloth. 75 cts.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters.

Firs-.; Dea-

con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving manv
church incidents and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth.
75 cents:

The Book . of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
in the Laud of Yahweh: also the Epistlo
of Bennett the Apostle to the Trnthseekerr
Cloth, $1.

The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to the Truth Seekers. 10 cents.

,

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. JlO cenre.
An Hour with the Devi!. 10 ce:C::-.

A

.STRU:;e OP

Millionaires Against Miners ;
-oB-

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
By HENBY D. LLOYD.
PI'"' This book tells how the Spring Valley miners

were starved into actual slavery.

It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crinre.
It deals not with theories but with facta
figures, and names. It is a .Power.
ful and pathetic book.
254 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Force artd 11\atter;
OB,

Principles of the Natural Order of the l!ni·
verse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY PRoFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
V&Nt'ENTS:

Foa--e and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of Ma·oter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Fore~. Man,
.infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thon![ht, ,
Motion,
ConsCiousness,
Form,
Seat of the SoUl,
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas,_
La"ivs,
The Idea of l.tod,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes,
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
Original Generation,
Conclnd!i:ng ObservaSeclilar Generation,
tions.
Price, $1.50. Address TI(!!l ':!-'~Vf:g f.!~EKER.

,:'HE-'TRUTH SEEKER. JUNE
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J/1 sstings.

These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
where these societies eire located. Local
E,ecular Unions and Freethought Societies can hav their gatherings advertised here jree by forwarding the necessary information.

Libert~

1892.
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POPES AH.D

iq

Tf{~lll

DOJH.GS.

AOOOUNT Ol!'
Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.

Literature.

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Burgess-Underwood Debate

Testimonial
To Walt Whitman.

ON CHRISTIANITY.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

BY

Between B. F. UNDERwooD and Prof. 0 . .A.. Burgess, Pres. of N. W. Christian Univ.
Paper. 188pp., 50 cts.; clo., so cts.

The Newarli- Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Tl).e

Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.,

Meets every Snnda,y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League RaJ!, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st., Newark N. J. _uectnres and discussions on
religions and social· questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.
·

Col. Ingersoll SOUVENIR

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
PHILADELPHIA, P.A..,
OCT. 21, 1890.

. THE KINC OF SPOONS

Brooklyn Philosophical Association
With a Portrait of Whitman.
Meets at Fraternity rooms,· Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn•, E.· D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Pl:ttforin free. Henry Row!~:)', secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 21'i
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

IN HONOR Ol!'

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

THE KINC OF ORATORS.

Paper, .25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

THE FINEST SPOON EVER OES!GNEO.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS. Mrs~

Besant s Wor~s~
1

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly\first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of .A.lliancehO., meets the first and fourth Sundays of eac month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator ·are solicited.
R. G. SJI[ITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street,
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.-

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
and select reading. Discussion invited on all
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FBANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib•
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, C~tl., meets semi-monthly-~-. first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at .l:'arr's
Hall. Everybo<;br invited. MRS. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.;_ J. H. MoWILLIAMB, Rec. Sec.
_

The Walla Walla Liberal· Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand .A.rm__y Hall,
Main street Walia Walia, Washington. t:lcience
Lectnres.-Free Discussions.-Ori_ginal and Selected Readings- and Poems. .A. large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
U. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; .A_. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Secular -Union
Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. ·The
lfreatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
Universal M;ental Liberty." D. E. RroE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, V1Ce-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c. ; with por12mo, 800 pp., $1.
trait, 30c.
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
'B'oys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1,25.
should be. Paper, 25c.
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand- Besant-Hatcllard Debate. Between Annie
some and Interesting Book1 Without Superstition for Children and Yomh. The Onl:y Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 fuJI-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

the Candle From Under
The Bushel
(Mark iv, 21); or,
1 1 306 Questions to the Clergy:

And for the Consideration of Others.

Instructive, Interesting, and Laughable.
Price,

BY WILLIAM HART.
5Q cents.

NATHANifl VAUGHAN~
.A NOVEL.

Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. .A.. RABBIS, Pres.
Isuo S. LEE, Sec.

By FREDERIKA M.A.CDON.A.LD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

An independent and respectable study of char.•
in the law of circumstance such as even
Liberal Association of Austin, ·acter
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
Tex.,
·
own as her first novel. . . . .A. more vigorous
of the mischievous nature of modern
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M. at its hall cor. 'lresentment
in its most .honest and consistent
Cong avenue and 9th street. Visiting Liberals Christianity,
form,
need
not
be desired.-[Westminster Review.
invited. J P. RIOHABDSON, President; M. Isuo,
Secretary.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'l.HE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

J
·e
y
Ken n ~ S

Meets eve~y Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Hall, Ba:y street. Visitors invited. J . .A..
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Liberal Club,

Philosopllical and Social Society,
Monte Vista,_Cal., meet ever:v Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. The public corrually invited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of CincinnatibO., meets ever:L_Sunday evening
at 7:30P.M. in ouglas Hall 1 N. W. cor. of 6th and
W alnnt sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec.

Liberal Association of Baltimore
Meets at the Lyceum Hall, 404 East Baltimore st
every Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
.,

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
B11 M. BABOOOK. :Price, 15 cts.

Works
. on the Laoor ~uestion.

By Max Nordau. CoNTENTs-Mcne, Tekel.
Upharsin; The R.eligious, Monarchic. :md
.A.ristocraticiPolitical,._Economical, ~'l.atrim.oniaL
and Miscel aneous _uies; Closing_ Harmany
12mo, 364. pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.'
clot~ $1.00.
The .unperial Council of Vienna prohibit~il the
sale of this book in Austria, and confiscated aU
copies of it they could find.

A Compend of the

Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange. :f4.v J. K. Ingalls, author of "Sociai
Wealth." raper, 25c.

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the
Po:pulation Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Edited J;>y Charles Bradlaugh andAnnieBesant.
25c.

out the means by which the working classe" may
raise themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignity, and independence, and which is also capable of entirely removing, in course of time, the
other principal social evils. By lVI. G. H. 10c.

Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoake. 5c.
·

Poverty: Its Effects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh .. 5c.

You know whether you need it or
not.

Sold by every drng~st, s.nd ms.nnfs.ctnred by

'DONALD KENNEDY,
B0~11P,Y,

MASSo

'I'he Colonel In•
ge_rsoll Souvenir.

l'nces, $2.50 each;
extra heavy, $3.
Orange and sugar
spoons, $3. Gilt
bowls, 50 cents extra.

"THE TIME TO BE IIAPPY IS NOW,"
and other mottoes, names, etc., etched in bowls
in most artistic style, 50 cents extra. Sent
upon receipt of priPe and mone:v refunded if not
satisfactory. Order of Designer if your jeweler
does not supply it. Many are interested in their
own inferior SonvenirR and will not sell the
above.
OTTO WETTSTRIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Established in 18.'W. Designer of " Otto Wettstein" Watch, and popular l!'rocthonght badge.

W.A.TS:R OF< LIF<S
Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.

Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 84 South Main street, Wilkesbarro, Pa.

Why Do Men Starve 1 By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.

TJ1e Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi-

cal to the 'Welfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. Gc.
Letters to Young People. By (Prince)

Peter Krapotkine. Witli Life of author, ov
Stepniak. 10c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Takes hold in this order:

be out.

anniversaries,
wedof reand appreciafor Chnstm .s,
Year's graduaetc. 'fhere can
nothjng nicer, so
appropnate, so preCious during life, as

Large or Small Families 1 On which Side

Me~ icaI 0is cove ry SCIENCE VS. RELIGION

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to

ble family relic for
generations to come.
'A suitable present for·
days,

The Conventional Lies of Our Civilization.

Economic Equities.

est Public Bene•
factor, and a valua-

~a~hi'r£m~~r Yt>ii~;g~

.,

Poverty: Its Cause ami Cure. Pointing

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club

Fraternity Hall, . No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwanke~meets every Snnda_y evening at 7:80 o'clock.
.A_ • .tl. SEVEUANOE, President.

Besant and Rev . .A.. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

. Specifications: DeSIJ;l"ned (by kind perilllssion of Colonel In~ersoll) and patented
eb. 2, 1892. Magnifi~
cent portrait. !.l'he
Torch of Reason and
the Torch of Liberty,
emblematical of the
means our Great Orator and Leader of Advanced 'Thought
'Yould employ to enhghten the world
banish superstitio~
a,nd fe!Lr, and establish umversal physic!ll aJ!d mental liberty,
l_ustlC!l !Lnd happiness.
.)!:xqmsite scroll-work,
m full relief, surrounds the spoon-a
reverie of art. Students will stud:y_ its
charming lines. Lovers of the beautiful
will ~o in raptures
over It, and conno sseurs will want it to
enhance the artistic
merits of theh· collections. Exact size and
model of cut (which,
however\ sadly fails
to reprouuce the correct likeneRs, power
of portrait, and exqnisit~ deli!JaCy and
charmmg lines of
beauty; of orig_inal).
Sterling silver. Massive. .A. precious souvenir of Our Great•

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMIN.A. DRAKE SLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN .
'

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. 'VIDDICOMBE,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt -FOLJ{S.
By MRS. E. D. BLENKER.
Boards.

-

40cents.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents, treating
on that health-destroying and life-consuming
weakness of men as the result of -routhful errors
and excesses. The book sets fortl1 an INFIDEL
CURE, which is a medicine to be applied externally (the only remedy of the kind in existence).
You will feel improved the first day, benefited
every day, until all signs of :E:arlyDecay, Weal<nesses1 Lost Manhood,__,etc., nre fully restored.
a<e-,ress,
DH. ROB'T P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. J.
And say yon saw ~his in THE TRUTH SEEKER,

1.~92
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.

John E. Rems~urg'~ Books.

4<'alse Claims.

Revised and Enlarged

As a Missionarr Document it is unexcelled.
Amo}!g the subJects considered by Mr. Remsburg are: The Church and l\'Iorality; Criminal Statistics, showinl{ the creeds of the
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Churoh and
Civilization; the Church and Science; th~
Church and Learning; the Church ana Lib·
erty; the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the Woman's Rights Movement; the Temperan9e Reform; ~he Church and the Republic.
Pnce, 10 cents smgly; 75 cents per dozen.
·

!Jible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and Vices

S:mctioned by Scripture·h Falsehood and Deception;
Cheating; T eft and Robbery•
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Won1:1n; Unkindness to Children~ Cruelty to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; uannibalism;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Pol_ygamy; Intemperance;
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Price, single copies 25 cents; 6
cppies, $1. Special discount on large quantitws.

ot

ISAIAH'S JOSS IS DISGUSTED WITH SABBATHS, SOLEl\fN MEETINGS, NEW

1\fOO~S,

ETC.

Brino- no more vain oblations; incense is an abomination unto me; the new moons and Sabballis, the calling
of assembli~s I cannot away with; it is iniquity, even the solemn meeting. Yom new moons and yom· appointed
feasts my sotil hateth: they are a trouble unto me; I am wea~y to hear them.-Isa. i, 13, 14.

I

YOU .ARE

SINCERELY INTERE8'1ED I.N

Issued IUon.thly.

Subscription price, $3 per annum.
BOOKS ISSUED.

2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar-

dener .................................... ·
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.. . . . . . . . .
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett~ ................................ .
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck....... .
6. Victor Hugo's OratiCJn on Voltaire ....... .
7. The Crisis ................................. .
B. Sabbath Breaking .....................•...
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams ........... .
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller ... .
11. My Religious Experience. S. P. Putnam.
12. The Higher Critwism in ~l'heology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore ............. .
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote ....... .
H. Rights of l\'1::1n. Thomas Paine. Illust'd.
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBicrbower.
10. Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ...................................... .
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ...... .
18. Awful DiscloRures of Maria lVIonk ...... .
19. Pocket Theologv. Voltaire ............. .
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener.......................................

~WOMAN

25
50

HASTE!'l TO READ

25
25
20
10
40
25
25
25
25
50

25
40
10

10
25
50
25
50

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.
UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN

OF

WOMAN'S

cloth, 75 ceau::;.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address deINVENTORS.

SLAVERY.")

The cost of obtaining a U. S. Patent,
in an ordinary case,
is o~b~~h§-~ugh
BEECHER,
Solicitor of Patents.MARioN, Hartford county, CoNN.
Pamphlet of advice to Inventors
will be mailed free.
N.B.-Register all
letters and stamps
will be sent you to
defray this expense.
an Irifidel, a writer
papers, and, we are inimren1tmrs and experienced _patem! uu>vfln him, he is a skillful
lUIOOl"llA'~.--J
SEEKER.

Th.e best men and women of England and America are
It
fairly heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
truly wonderful
entirely its own and will give you
a sensation such as you never had before.
book.

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books

issued during the year. Single copies of each
book sent upon receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Advancement of Science.

CAN THIS 0
BE SO ....

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

Self-ContradiGtions of the

.A NEW .AND I.MPORT.A.NT BOOK.

By Prof. John Tyndall.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only. G9 pp., 10 cents.

Soo~s b~

I

Saladiq.

Tells the Story of the

Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits
of his character and genius, and vindicates his
n:1me from the aspersions cast upon it. Tributes to Paine's character are given from more
th:1n one hundred noted persons of Euro"Qe and
America many of them written expressly for
this work. Second editioni 160 pages, pnnted
on fine tinted _paper, neat y bound, and con•
taining a handsome steel porU"a.i.t of Paine
li verea in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.

By GEORGE N. IUILLER.

("THE

of F11ith; Protestant Intolerance; Washington
an UnbelievelO.i Jeffo3rson an Unbeliever; Paine
and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

'fhomas Paine.

THE GAUSE OF

Price.

1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinkers' Ahnanac, 1801... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

most thorough work "ver written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Laq;re and
httndsome print. Price, 25 cents; six copies, $1.

Image Breaker. Six Lectmes: Decline

THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY
No.

Sabbath-Breaking-. This is the best ..nd

THE

Bi~Ie.

----144----

HIGH fA CRITICISM IN THfOLOGY ~ RfLIGION

Moral, Theological, Historical, and Speculative
Propositions.
Price,

CONTRASTED WITH

AN OUTLINE OF THE

ANCIENT MYTHS AND MIRACLES,

fR[NCH RfVOLUTION~

-AS-

FACTORS IN HUUAN EVOLUTION,

Its Causes al').ci

-AND-

OTHE<:R eSSAYS IN :RE<F<O:R.M.•

By W. S; BELL.

~suits.

Paper, '!2mo, 25 ciJR.
-..,

By THOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Paine Vi11dicated
Reply to New York

Obser~.

l3y :R. G. ING:e~~CH.. L.
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD."
Price, 15 cents.
-OF-

God and His Book. $1.25.
Woman: Jler Glory, Her Shame, and
Her God. Two vola. $1.25 each.
Oid Jesus Christ Rise from tile Dead~
25 cents.

~onfessional,

cents.

Romish and Anglican. 30
To

:rtt~yulate

the

STOMACH, LIVER
AND

BOWELS~TAKE

RIPANS TABULES.
EOLD BY DRUGGISTS.

CHARLfS BAAOLAUGHI

Holy Bible Abridged.
The passages unfit for family reading.
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 00 cents.

-BY-

Pro and Con of

George Jacob Holyoake.

Su~ernatural Religion.

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great Eng.
lish Secularist by the Father of Secularism.

Price, 15 cents, TeJt copies, $1,

Have We a Supernatmal, Inspired, Miraoulous Religion?
~~dress this Office. Jjy E. E. G~. J;>a~er, 2.0 cei\ts;, o~oth, so oenia •.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. Ig.

N~. 24. {PUBLISHED Wl.JEKLY.}

New York, Saturday, June

II, I892.

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.}

$3.00 Per Year.

•

NO GO-THE CLERICAL COMBINATION FORCED TO LIGHTEN THE LOAD.

WAS

INFIDELI
DEATH- cs.w.:~oT:e.
BEDS.
**
**

--o-Being true accounts of the passing away of the
f9llowing persons, thus refuting the many Christran slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke;
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byr:on, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet'~--Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles lJarwin,
Era~mns Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetins, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austm Holyoake, Victor Hugx>,
Hnme, Lrttre, Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier1
J~tmes Mill, John Stnart Mill, M1raben.u, Robert
Owen..._Thomas Paine, Conrtl~tndt Palmer,_Rabelais, winwood Reade, Madame Roland, ueorge
·TS~tnd, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus!~. John
olan~~ Vanim, Voln~ Voltaire, James watson,
JohJ! watts, Thomas Woolston.
Prrce, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.

~

CHRIST

•

•

•

CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN .BIERBOWER.
A jndicial consideration of the question and the
decision against the scriptnres and the Christian
tradition. Priee, 10 cents. Address
·
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE EVOLUTION

MY RfLIGIOUS fXPfTHE DEVIL!
1
Putna.n~ I AI [ NCL
OF

By s. P.

By HENRY FRANK,

Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress.
Being the stQ!"Y of his reli~ious life and mental
jonrneyings. Written in hrs happiest and most
brilli~tnt way, and is the best of all his splendid
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Reforming Folks.
The crusade of Dr. Parkhurst against the
dens of vice in this city has resulted in bringing
out other ministers who desire to share in his
notoriety. Only two of them, however, hav succeeded in impressing the public with their schemes
of reformation.
Dr. De Costa advances the old idea that the way
to reform the world is to preach the gospel to it.
He would go into these places and pray with the
inmates, bring them· to Jesus and the paths of sobriety and virtue. Dr. De Costa's method is not
novel, and in view of the fact that the inmates of such
places are already religious and superstitious, his
method would seem also to be very ineffectiv. So
far, at least, it has not worked the regeneration of
the world.
The other would-be reformer is an Episcopalian
by the name of W. S. Rainsford. His branch of
the reforming business is the saloons, and these
places he would reform by putting them under the
control of the church. He wants resorts established where men may meet and drink without
"evil associations," where the " environments are
pleasant and attractiv" and "viciousness is not
taught." He would banish rum and the stronger
liquors in favor of beer, light wines, coffee, tea,
chocolate, etc., and he would not hav immoderate
drinking encouraged. He concedes that men hav
"the right to drink," and declares that it is not
"sinful to drink " nor to " cond net a drinking resort," provided men are not urged to "drink to
excess." If he could "close all the saloons" in New
York he would not. He would simply "wipe out
the bad saloons" by ''elevating them" to a higher
"plane." He would, we suppose, hav deacons for
partenders, pretty Sunday-school teachers for waiters, and a sermon thrown in. The scheme is. a great
orie.

Unfortunately for Dr. Rainsford, however, it is
impracticable. There are now many just. such re·_ sorts where beer and light wines are the principal
. alcoholic beverages sold. Tea, coffee, and chocolate
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will never become popular drinks, because there is came to see me. She told me an awful story, for which I
no enthusiasm in them. A tea party is an uncon- was little prepared, I can assure you. "You don't know
scionably dull affair except for the flirtations. Beer my husband," said Mrs. Bennett. ''He is a base villain,
and has been guilty of most atrocious crimes. When we
and wine answer the purpose better, and to obtain were liVug in New·York he betrayed an orphan girl who
them there is no need· for · the church to start lived :with us. Mrs. Gray, you hav no idea what I hav to
saloons. The "present German gardens of the better put up with. I am sure he is only designing to ruin your
class are almost identical with Dr. Rainsford's ideal, daughter, if he bas not already done so."
'' 'The next day Mrs. Bennett called upon me again,
but if anybody thinks that the frequenters of these
and sl}id that she told her husband of her visit to me and
would stand preaching he greatly mistakes the tem- what he had said. He thereupon struQk her in the face,
per of the people. They want music, life, and light, cutting her lip se-oorely. She showed me the wound in
instead of sermons and :r;p.oralizing. They resort evidence of her statemel!l.t.
"'Meantime I had told my daughter whati hadlearned
to these places to make me~y, and they would obabout Bennett and questioned her as to their relations.
ject to having the shadow of hell cast over them by She broke down at once and confessed everything.
the presence of church officials with solemn faces.
Several months before she said Bennett had betrayed her
The church has met this plan with determined in San Francisco; He used to meet my girl on the boat
opposition, and the people whom Dr. Rainsford and follow her about everywhere.
"'I askea Ella why she hadnottrusted her troubles to
would " save " would pr<?bably oppose it as vigorme before. She replied that Bennett told her that if she
ously, even could a capitalist be found to invest his ever mentioned it to her parents he would brand it as a
money . in such enterprises. "His propositions," lie and prove her a public woman. He said he had the
says the Independent, ''will not find an echo in our power and could prove anything he wanted.
" 'Ella was in a dreadful state of mind and did not
evangelical Christianity.• They will be received
know
how to get out of Bennett's clutches.
with surprise and regret, and denounced as wild,
" 'The next time he called at the house I charged him
chimerical, and impossible. It is hard to deal with with having ruined my daughter. He boldly denied the
them patiently. A church in the saloon business, charge. Then I ordered him to leave tny house and
open six days of the week and not closed entirely never darken our door again with his evil presence.
"'I wanted to protect my daughter's name, so I kept
on the seventh, would be such a church as his
the matter quiet. We did not see Bennett again for over
Satanic majesty would willingly be archbishop of. a year.
We denounce the saloon in its business and its
" 'A short time ago tny daughte~ secured a position as
whole influence, and we denounce the new and typewriter for Mr. and Mrs. Heap in the office of the
astonishing proposition of. Dr. Rainsford as one Boys' and Girls' Aid Society.
'' ' As soon as Bennett learned she was there he began to
which would surely result in evil to the church and
make frequent trips to the office. Ella refused to hav
to the world."
anything to do with him, but he persisted and hounded
We fear our Christian friends, particularly the her in every way possible.
'' ' One day he came into the office and handed Ella a
ministers, will hav great trouble in their attempts
to directly or indirectly make the world conform to vile letter. Ella threw it on the floor in the presence of
their ideas of what is good for the inhabitants of Mr. Heap. Then Bennett declared she had better read
it, as it was for her own good. At the request' of Mr.
this sphere. There is an obstinate streak in human Heap my daughter opened and began to read the letter.
nature which makes them desire to do as they When she came to a passage where Bennett accused her
please. And it is this streak which has given us all of an assignation with a San Francisco gambler she could
our liberty, and which makes the church's efforts of read no further and handed it to Mr. Heap.
'' 'Then the poor girl came home and declared that if
so little avail. Let the preachers profit by the past
there was no way out of Bennett's clutches she wanted to
and change their tactics. The Forcible Reformers die.
like Dr. Parkhurst and the Doing Goods like Dr.
" 'All of this time my husband did not even know of
Rainsford are equally repellent to self-respecting our trouble and I only brought myself to tell him when I
thought he might save our daughter's life.'
individuals.
"Mr. Gray corroborated this story in every detail,
But, if they will permit us to make one sugges.though he told it more vigorously and interpolated such
tion, we would urge them to teach people the evils remarks as 'villain,' 'scoundrel,' 'blackleg,' and other
attendant upon drinking alcohol and frequenting fitting terms frequently."
places of vice; convince them that both are unnecesThe Call adds to this that while Bennett makes
sary to happiness-and then see how the world great pretensions to piety he has been before a police
wags.
court and fined a hundred dollars, and that those
best
acquainted with him laJighed when they heard
A Fine Censor of Morals.
he had taken a contract from: Comstock to put down
In San Francisco there is a Society for the Supvice.
pression of Vice. It is a branch of Comstock and
Private detectivs and detectivs employed by prL
Colgate's New York organization, and its activ
vate societies are usually disreputable people, for
agent, C. R. Bennett, is a New York friend of Comthe reason that no reputable man will undertake
stock who went out there to take charge of it. His
the work. From detecting to blackmailing is an
methods and work are the same as Comstock's, andhe
easy transition. It is commonly believed in this
has earned many commendations from his New York
city, and in one or two instances proof is at hand,
friend.
that the "agents" of these societies to prevent or
This is the girl's mother's story, as found
the suppress crime or vice are miserable scamps, who
Morning Call :
ought to be in prison, and Mr. Bennett, of San
"Mrs. Gray told the whole story of her daughter's dis- Francisco, seems to be able to hold his own with
honor, stating in substance that in 1888 she and her daughter jomed tbe Christian church, of which Rev. Dr. them.
Sweeney is pastor, and there Bennett was a leading memA Rebound from Puritanism.
ber; a singer in the choir, and activ in all the affairs of
In the good old days when Massachusetts was a
the church. Her daughter, she says, met him, and, he
representing himself to be a single man, she became in- colony of Christians the people we:re great churchfatuated with him.
goers. In fact, they were forced to be because the
" Bennett often came to the house with her and seemed
to take a great interest in her. She didn't hav any other absentee was fined unless he could allege sickness of
gentleman caller. She said her daughter was sick for a himself or family, or some other equally severe afshort time, but she did not know until lately that it was fliction, as an excuse. The ministers then were imon account of a criminal operation.
portant personages in the community, and a church
· '' 'The first intimation I had that there was anything was about the first building erected in a new comwrong in: the intimacy between ·my daughter· and Mr.
Bennet't," said Mrs. Gray, "was one day when his wife munity.
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than thirty-six times, sometimes as a Catholic, and
sometimes' in the Protestant religion. He appears
to hav been received with such open arms by both
the Catholic and the Protestant church that within
a short space of time he has made ten thousand
francs by his rapid religious changes. Guttmann
was apparently rendered reckless by his · e:x:traordinary success, and at his last baptism as a Catholic
was not content with the present of money which
the lady who stood as his sponsor gave him, but
took the opportunity when he was left alone in her
room to steal some of his patroness's jewelry.
This enterprising youth has just been sentenced to
five years' imprisonment with hard labor.
It will be difficult for any of 1\fr. Freshman's
converts to excel this Morris Guttmann, who is
only nineteen years of age, but some of them push
him hard, as he numbers one forger and a few
common swindlers and gamblers among his converted ·flock. None of these, however, hav taken
girdle.'"
quite so much money out of his mission as GuttBy . and by, we hope, the effect of too much re- mann received. That may be because Mr. Freshligion upon our Puritan ancestors will be fully man is himself a Jew and knows how to drive close
known, and when it is :i.t will be conceded that this bargains.
country owes nothing to them for the religious
The Kentucky Catholics evidently do not intend
liberty we now enjoy.
They were narrow and
stern and cruel sectarians, intolerably bigoted and to be behind their New York and Canadian brethren
fanatical, of no culture, with no broad ideas either in the matter of miraculous manifestations. They
in philosophy or politics. Whatever greatness New hav got a woman in Louisville who daily falls into
England has achieved h~ been in spite of them in- a trance lasting from 3 to 6 P.M., during which time
red croslles a:t>pear upon her forehead and the letters
stead of because of them.
"I. H. S." on her shoulder. When she is in the
trance
nothing arouses her to consciousness but a
History Repeating Itself.
word from her confessor. When he speaks she
The South American •rep'ublics continue to be
smiles. "And the world laughs with her."
good models of what all Western European countries were when the Catholic church had power,
The legislature of Mississippi is very pious or
and the church organization was subsidized by the
else the members thereof intend to go into the
state. Venezuela is the latest. For some weeks
tract-peddling business. In a list of the "privilege
that country has been enjoying a revolution with
taxes" imposed by that Christian body we find this
the odds in favor of th~ party the church dislikes.
about book agents: "On each book agent for each
One of this party, Palacio, having proclaimed himcounty, $5. But the tax on book agents shall not
self dictator, endeavored to stop the strife and
apply to· any agent or colporteur of a religious
restore good order. In this, however, he met the
publishing house or Bible society, if books of no
opposition of the ch~ch, which did not desire good
other nature than religious books, tracts, and other
order with a dictator who regarded the church
religious literature be sold by said agents." Five
only as a political force, and not with the reverence
dollars is not much of a subsidy, but everything
The Puritans.
of a d evotee. So the priests went among the
counts to the agents of the Lord.
The Rev. George P. Fisher, of Yale, who valiantly ~eople preaching against the government and urg" answered" Colonel Ingersoll's annihilation of mg them to still further rebellion.
The trouble between the Chinese and the missionJudge Black on the condition that Colonel Ingersoll
Like other zealots, however, the priests hav
aries is not yet over. In a Shanghai journal a
was not to be allowed by the North American Re- overdone the thing, and if they persist, as it is to
writer says th13 Antichristian Chinamen who were
view editor to answer him, has written a book on be hoped they will, the union of church and state is
executed for rioting are religious martyrs~ The
"The Colonial Era." It deals with the English likely to be dissolved, as the dictator has threatened
Chinese national faith, he urges, has as much right
colonies down to 17 56, covering the history of the the archbishop to that effect, and intimated besides
to defend itself and resent arrogant invasion as had
Puritans. A New England man himself, and pious that cells in prison could be easily found for
the Protestants of the Middle Ages. The same plea
to boot, Mr. Fisher naturally has great reverence belligerent churchmen. _Already one particularly
of "disturbing public peace," was raised by t}le
for his ancestors. He is all the more to be com- obnoxious priest has been so silenced.
Jewish elders before Pontius Pilate against the
mended, therefore, for his honest expressions reThus history is ever repeating itself. Every
Christians, and by the Roman Catholics later
garding the Puritans, who hav been so greatly, and country, without exception, which has maintained a
against the heretics. The forcing of a foreign reso erroneously, extolled as defenders of religious union of church and state has had trouble between
ligion on the nativs by means of imperial edicts and
freedom. One of the :first acts of the Puritans the secular and religious forces. The ministers of
gunboats-for such really is the Chinese view of the
when Boston was established was to discard the God claim- everything-the right to control their
situation-is an unreasonable measure, opposed to
English Prayer Book. Considering the matter and own business and the business of everybody else.
all principles of religion and international law, and
the discussion ensuing Mr .. Fisher says:
That they should do this is inevitable, because they
can never succeed. The writer explains that the
"What has been done, however, was consistent with ~hink they are the proclaimers of God's will, which Christian religion is grossly misrepresented by the
instructions of the Company. It was intended that there IS above all else on earth. It requires many rebuffs
missionaries themselvs, through presuming to adshould be uniformity in worship in the settlement. and hard knocks to disabuse their minds of this
dress the people with a ridiculously imperfect
_There was no idea of establishing a colony where diverse
forms of faith and modes of worship should subsist side notio~. We hope the priests of Venezuela will get knowledge of the language, whence arise serious
by side. Whatever judgment may be passed upon the. these ill large quantities.
misconceptions.
founders of Massachusetts in this matter, it is clear
--~~-------enough that a struggle for predominance between the
A Converted Jew.
When the Eastern editors were visiting Los
rival sects, if such sects had been allowed, would hav imThe contention of the respectable Jews of this Angeles, Cal., the churches of the place were holdmediately ensued.
" Obviously the difficulty back of all such conflicts in city that those of their ~ith who yield to the so- ing revivals, and "the religious excitement ran
those days, whether in England or America, was that, in licitations of the Jew-converters are worthless high." The common council, which seems to hav
the absence of a commonly accepted principle of re- scamps who would do almost anything for money become infected, requested Mayor Hazzard to proligious liberty, each party, in case its opponent should
claim a holiday that the people might attend the·
get the power, had nothing to look for but subjugation, is pretty well established as truth. Such fellows
religious
services and get crazed. He refused the
For one party to giv ecclesiastical freedoni to its adver- make a business of being 9onverted so soon as they
request,
telling
the councilmen that they would do
find
the
Christians
willing
to
pay-and
the
"
misaary was to forge an instrument for its own destruction."
better
to
entertain
the editors first and attend to
sionaries"
are
nowise
backward
about
offering
Of the religious feeling in Connecticut and
religion
afterward.
~n his message he made these
under
the
pretense
of
aiding
them.
money,
Massachusetts he says:
sensible
remarks:
"As
a result of the editors' visit
Besides
·the
numerous
cases
shown
up
in
this
~·As early as May, 1631, it was determ~ed that none
~hould be admitted to the exercise of political privileges city we find in the London National Reformer an to our city our people are making every effort to
,except members of churches: The motiv assigned was account of a young Jew who made a business of entertain them to-morrow, and this entertainment
that 'the body of 'the commons may be po13sessed of good being baptized, always with good financial results, does not include religious observances; and to issue
imd ho.nest men.' It was a kind of theocratic system of
an~ h~d he not taken to stealing might still be the proclamation requested would be an ~~t inconrule. ·
·
"The set.tlers of Massachusetts, in common with Cal- swmdling the various Christian societies. Durll;lg sistent with our duties as officials of the cit;y ,having
yipists~generally1 while they denied to the state the powe! Plfe _pa,sp ff;lW ;re~~>rEI be has been baptized :no less in !:lb¥~e the entertai~e~t of our gues~";
·,Under

The Congregational Association of that state has
just received a report fro~ its committee on
statistics. The report sets forth that for years
churchgoing has steadily declined, and that at present two-fifths of the population are non-churchgoers,
giving as reasons for it that these two-fifths disbelieve the creeds, dislike the church, and desire to
make Sunday a holiday instead of a holy day. But
the Springfield Republican holds that the committee's estimate is too low, and that less than threefifths of the grown people of Massachusetts are
churchgoers, and points to Springfield itself, a
specimen city of the state, in support of its assertions. Between these two estimates it is probably
fair to conclude that at least one-half of the Puritans' descendants hav backslid, as the phrase goes
up there.
This condition is a natural result of the ai:wient
reg'<me. The tighter the bowstring is drawn the
farther and stronger will it rebound. If the Puritans had .been decent people, and if their descendants who still ]fold their religion were decently liberal, the church would get more respect from the
world's people. The Puritans were too rigid, and
the present generation cannot be forced into the
church, even though so large a city as Boston put
on a puritanical air on the :first day of the week.
The oldtime ecclesiastics milked the business too
dry.
Considering the :figures reported by the Congregational Association and the Springfield Republican,
a journal of this city asks: "Under these circumstances how can the Massachusetts churches be
kept up ~ how long must the ministers preach to
empty,pews ~ and how shall religion hold its ground
against the inroads of Agnosticism and indifferentism~ Can 'the old order of things be brought back,
and what can be done to bring it back~"
We should say that, under the circumstances, and
considering the causes, and taking also into account
the greater knowl~dge regarding Christianity possessed by the present generation, the old order of
things can never be brought back, and that ultimately the preachers will.hav to go to work and
earn their own living.

to control the church within its · own province, nevertheless ascribed to the civil authority the right and obligation to promote the unity and well-being of the churches,
repress ecclesiastical disorder, and protect orthodox doctrin against heretical assaults.
'' While the extravagance of the Quakers had the
effect to sharpen the weapons used against them, it must
here be always kept in mind that, with the Puritans, to
prevent the propagation of what they considered hurtful
religious errors was held to be an obligation of civil
society."
The Puritanic idea of religious liberty may be
gathered from these expressions collated by 1\Ir.
Fisher:
"'I look upon toleration,' said President Oakes of
Harvard College, in the election sermon in 1673, 'as the
first-born of all abominations.' 'It was toleratio~,'
Cotton said, 'that made the world anti-Christian.' Nathaniel Ward, of Ipswich, in that quaint specimen of
Puritan humor, 'The Simple Cobbler of Agawam,'
writes: 'He that is willing to tolerate any unsound
opinion that his own may be tolerated though never so
sound, will for a need hang God's Bible at the devil's

.
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the charter of our city nearly every city official is
required to devote his entire time to the duties of
his office and is paid therefor, and certainly we, as
the legislativ and executiv branches, would not be
performing ours in ~equesting these officials to
abandon their offices on that day and devote theruselvs to other things not provided for by law and,
in my judgment, inhibited by the fundamental law
of our land. No matter how praiseworthy the act
might be, it is manifestly unfair to request that we
officially recognize the work of any church or combination of churches, no matter how"D.umerons, as
it involves a violation and negiect of duty and the
establishment of an unwise precedent."

Jn

t1Ls West.

News and Notes.
Cincinnati is coming grandly to the front.
Several years ago it was found pretty difficult to
gather an audience, but now the people come flowing in like the waves of the sea. The hall was not
only full on Sunday evening, May 29th, but many
went away because there was not even standingroom. It was a very appreciativ throng, and the
wide scope of subject upon which I entered in the
lecture, "Spiritualism, Theosophy, and Infidelity,"
found hearty welcome. The Spiritualist and the
Materialis~ere there, and the Theosophist and the
opposit poles of thought did not "grate harsh discord." The object of this lecture is to survey the
world of ideas radiating from the domain of facts,
or supposed facts, and to unfold the harmony of
the deepest intellectual conclusions of modern
times. · Through different pathways we may reach
the same broad, general conceptions of man and
the universe. After the lecture there was a rippling
discussion of half an hour, each speaker being allowed five minutes .. The various opinions were
amply represented, and even the church had its defender. It was an interesting debate and supplemented the lecture with a quite brilliant array of
talent. There was a general agreement as to the
points made by the speaker of the evening.
The Ohio Liberal Society is a marked success.
It started without any flourish of trumpets, and
has rapidly won a commanding position in the
community. Prestdent Ward, Vice-president Geo.
E. Light, Andrew Hogg, secretary; Dr. Wilson,
and many others hav taken hold of the niatter with
the courage of their conviCtions, and are determined that Liberalism shall occupy its real position in the world as the exponent of modern progress.
The platform of the society is broad. There ~s
no creed. There is room for every advanced
thinker. Its course of lectures during the past
season has covered a vast deal of ground. Cincinnati is fortunate in having a wealth of local talent,
and it does net depend upon speakers from abroad
for the success of its meetings.
The friends here are legion. I cannot mention
them all. The old time veterans, Warren, Harrington, etc., were on hand to greet me, and rejoice in
the progress of Freethought. It was a gala occasion indeed, this gathering of so many ardent for
the cause. The comradeship of these generous
friends of Cincinnati was inspiring. It givs one
hope for the future, and labor is made a splendid
enjoyment. Long life to this noble battalion carrying our colors on so bravely!
Prof. Edgar Beal, author of one· of our most
noted books, "The Brain and the Bible," is still
the same geniai philosopher and keen critic. With
him on Sun<lay afternoon I took a trip over the suburbs of Cincinnati, to Mount Auburn, etc.,, and
truly it was a magnificent panorama that from the
:vast hights unfolded upon the view as we swept up
the sides of the steep incline. The city lay almost
·at our feet. The broad Ohio rolled along sparkling
beneath the massi v arches. The hills were crowned
with elegant homes and splendid public buildings.
Cincinnati has a population of three hundred thousand people, and has by no means reached the
limit of its abounding prosperity.
·
I am glad to report that the women are side. by
side with men in the ranks of reform, and adorn it
with their genius. Mrs. E. P. Foster, of the Golden
Rule, touches with a woman's quick perception the
questions of the hour, and bravely speaks, especially
for those who toil and suffer. Also Miss Louise M.
Downtain, of Covington, Ky., who with the pulses
of Freethought enters upon the field of. journalism
_;where to-day woman is winning such glowing honors-and whose poetic contributions breathe with the
spirit of the times, the music of this worlm, of joy
here and now and not hereafter.
·
I hav thus found Cincinnati to be not merely one

of the art-centers of the world, whose festivals are
among the most brilliant events of the year, but to
be ~ grand Freethought home of genial spirits, of
cultivated me~ and women, who,. with earnest purpose, are making the flowers and fruit shine in this
~orld, to adorn the pathway· of toilers, to giv hope
m the place of the oldtime despair, and splendor
fo~ the futur~ over the darkness of the past. All
hail to the Ohio Liberal Society! It has entered,
I am sure, upon a noble career, and our friends at
this point may well be proud of the advance which
has been made. In spite of many defeats, this is a
victory which will giv cheer" all along the line.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

------------------English Notes.

DEAR TRUTHS])EKERS : Since writing my last batch
of notes I hav had considerable running about in
an endeavor to awaken some interest in our movement. It is so difficult, when ·once branches hav
fallen asleep, to get them out of their lethargy.
Some people th"mk that under Mr. Bradlaugh the
Freethought party was a~irably organized and
that these new efforts to reach the masses are but
so many slurs upon his memory. Well, for the life
of me, I can't see it. By sheer personal attraction Mr. Bradlaugh held thousands of people together whom we hav not yet reached and who
dropped out of the movement with the old leader's
death .. If organization it were, it was but the organization of a number of tin tacks which one· can
cluster adhesivly to a magnetized bar; but break
the current or remove the nearest from the magnet
and all drop away as easily as lying. So it was
with Mr. Bradlaugh's popularity. The working
classes loved their leader, but they never fully entered into the missionary spirit "which Mr. Foote
and his colleagues are to-day inspiring throughout
the kingdom. Of this anon.
Sunday week found me recalled to Nottingham,
this time to be introduced to Mr. Charlesworth's
good lady; and a very pleasant lady she is too.
As before, there is a good deal of life in Nottingham; but it just shows the necessity for sweeping
reforms in our administration when I say that no
effort whatever had been made to announce my
coming to the public and poor audiences of course
ensued. , Propagandism is business and must be
conducted Qn business lines. Just fancy a goahead American city engaging a special lecturer at
considerable expense and not telling the public
about it l And yet they say, "It doesn't pay to
hav speciallecturocs down." I should think not,
going about it a'S they do; but where branches advertise their lectures audiences naturally enough
are gotten together.
During the week I explored some towns where
no Freethought agency is in existence, but where I
felt confident that Freethinking and Freethinkers
were not dead.
Judging from experience, I should say the whole
of your colliery and manufacturing districts are
ready for a vast development of missionary zeal.
In the three towns to which I directed my attention I knew of no single Freethinker that I could
go to, so I bethought me to raise the question in
the train as I journeyed. Conversation was easily
raised with my companion in travel and the question was bluntly enough put to him, "Hav you any
Freethinkers in Mexbro ~" He looked at me with a
puzzled air, apparently wondering whether I was a
Spanish Inquisitor or a miserable Infidel. Anyhow,
he seemed to think it was all right and gave me a
most important introduction, with other directions
how to set about the work. They all loved Charles
Bradlaugh and would like to see the work go on,
but since his death they had fallen to pieces somehow.
From Mexbro I came to Barnsley and had the
good fortune to travel with a railway man who was
evidently acquainted with the local collieries, so I
put the same question to him and asked him if he
knew the friend I had met at Mexbro.
He did. So I took him to a. place where we
lunched together, and from him I got some useful
hints about Barnsley, the home of a veteran worker
in the cause, and promis of considerable personal
help. Thus encouraged, I trained again to Penisione, once more attacking a stray passenger. At
the very sound of "Freethinker" he seemed to
jump for joy, and pressed me to go down and giv
them some lectures-weekday or Sunday-and he
would do all he could to press on the work. Now,
iii these three Yorkshire towns are teeming with disc
organized truth seekers, probably, all the others are
in a similar condition; and the question comes
home with painful force, What can we do to
strengthen the work here~ Money can be got, but
educated, judicious, and attractiv speak~rs are as
searce as comets.
.
· In Epworth, the Lincolnshire town where John
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Wesley was born, I distributed a number of tracts
dealing with some Wesleyan ministers who hav
given up the dogma of biblical inspiration. Honeycombed though it is with Methodism there was still
a little band of twenty workingmen who assembled
most evenings to discuss political, theological, and
other subjects in a rude sort of way.
Well, I fear these details will not be so interesf;.o
ing to you as they are to us; and yet there is a
twofold inducement to write them. · In America,
thousands of our best men and women hav found
happy homes. The good old TRUTH SEEKER finds
its way into all sorts of American towns, and maybe
some of its readers will be glad to know how things
are going on in the old island. Then again, truthseeking, Freethinking, Secularism, or whatever you
like to call it, is not a local institution. It is
coextensiv with humanity; and it does us all good,
whatever the geographical description of our birthplace, · to feel that true hearts the world through
are beating in loving sympathy with each other and
are taking interest in what each other does. Secularists are no chosen people, no divinely protected
race; they are men and women of all colors and all
climes, who are trying their hardest to do their
best for the present day and generation. That
being so, every new place to which the light is carried or in which smoldering embers are rekindled
must be a source of joy to all.
I see our old friend's daughter, Miss Mabel
Emily Besant, was married to Mr. Ernest Scott, of
London, last Saturday. Her brother, Digby Besant,
gave the bride away. Miss Besant wore a gown of
rich soft silk, plainly made with semi-train, and a
"picture" hat of white straw ornamented with
ostrich plumes. I don't know much about these
sort of things, being an old bachelor, but I dare
say the ladies do. There were no bridesmaids, but
Miss Agnes· Dyke attended the bride. Among those
present at the wedding were Mr. Jacob Bright,
M.P., and Mrs. Bright. We all wish the young
couple every happiness in their new life. Mrs.
Scott is a worthy daughter of her mother and will
make an excellent.wife. I am told that they start
at once for Australia, to Mrs. Besant's great sorrow,
for her daughter is the pride of lier eye ; and, after
so many years of cruel separation, which our Christian laws enforced because of the mother's Atheism,
it does seem a bit hard tJ;lat they should now be
parted for life. It is said that :M:r. Scott has had a
literary appointment in either Melbourne or Sydney,
I forget which, but believe it is lVIelbourne.
Yours fraternally,
SAM STANDRING.
Manchester, May 17, 1892.

Lectures and Meetings.
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Salt Lake, Utah.June 12,19 Inyo county, Cal. June24-27
Provo, Utah....... "
13 "Athens and Cath14 lamet, Wash ... July 3, 4
MurraY.i Utah.... "
Kaysvil e, and
Woodburn, "
"
5
Farmington, Utah "
15 Barlow,
"
"
6
16 Canby,
"
"
7
Morgan City, Utah, "
Echo, Utah......... "
17 Sheridan,
"
"
8
Reno, Nev.......... "
21 Scappoose, "
"
9
Carson City, Nev. "
22 Tacoma,
"
" 10
VirginiaCity,Nev. "
23
During the months of July and August Mr. Putnam
will lecture along the line of the Northern Pacific raih·oad
at Tacoma, Buckley, :Qavenport, Spangle, Rosalia, Oaksdale, Palouse City, Dayton, Walla Walla, Colville, Wash.;
Missoula and Bozeman, Mont. ; Albert Lea and other
places in Minn. ; Eau Claire and vicinity, Wis. All those
who desire lectures along this route will please address
S. P. Putnam, at Salt Lake, Utah, care of H. P. Mason,
JoHN PRESCOTT GuiLD's present address is No. 6 East
Main street, Meriden, Conn. His many friends among
THE TRUTH SEEKER readers, and those desiring his serv,
ices as a speaker or wishing his 'Pamphlets, "The Flag
We Float" and "Gospel According to Garfield," wil;l
take notice. He has several small volumes in manuscrip~
which he wishes to bring out soon, and would like to hay
any who are interested in his philosophy let him-receive
an encouraging word from them.
ON Sunday, June 26th, John R. Charlesworth will
lecture for Friendship Liberal League, Broad and Wood
streets, Philadelphia, at 2:30 P.M.: subject, "The Evil
Effects of the Bible on Morality." 7: 30 P.M.: subject,
" The Philosophy of Secularism." Liberals throughout
the state are cordially invited to come and hear this brilliant young or~,ttor.
JoHN B. CHARLEsWORTH's lecture appointments:
Columbus, 0 ....... June 12 Butler, Pa.......... Jnne20, 21
Cleveland, 0 ....... " 13, 15 Philadelphia, Pa. "
26
Pittsburgh, Pa. ... "
19
He expects to lecture in Cairo, Ill. ; Sh=way, Muscatine, I a.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Grand Rapids, Mich.; Fort
Wayne, Ind., and Auburn, Pa.
LECTURES for June of the Manhattan Liberal Club:
June lOth, ''Rev. Parkhurst and His Methods," T. B.
Wakeman.
Jnne 17th, "Reincarnatio~/' Eliza O:rchard Connor.
June 24th, Last meeting till October; lecture to be announced later,
1
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:My Second Campaign.

•

When the poet made his beautiful lines on spring,
he certainly had more favorable circumstances surrounding him than those that greet the ear of the
traveler at this season around here. Rain, rain,
rain, and still raining; it seems as if old Yahveh
had got angry again and forgotten his promis to
Noah. All the lowlands are covered with water.
The mighty Mississippi has overflowed its banks,
levees are washed away, towns and villages are
flooded, and traveling on the railroads is rendered
extremely unsafe.
Upon leaving Strasburg for Des Moines, I encountered some o the most unpleasant experiences
of my life. Riding all day, we did not reach a
resting·place until12 o'clock at night, when wearrived at Keokuk, !a. Here we found the town
flooded, and rain still falling as though some
mighty Niagara had burst its banks; and, to make
matters worse, no place to sleep in could be found
in the whole towp. The hotels were :6.lled with
guests, most Of whom were unable to resume their
journey owiilg to the dangerous condition of the
tracks. I had to pass that night on two chairs in
the ladies' parlor of a hotel.
Early next morning an attempt was made to resume our journey westward under great difficulties
and exceedingly unpleasant conditions. Within the
first sixteen miles we encountered three washouts,
and were compelled to carry a gang of sectionhands on board the train, prepared to dig us out
wherever these washouts occurred. Danger signals
were flying on every section, warning the engineer
· to proceed with caution. Red flags were seen in
such abundance as would hav infuriated le male de
la vache or hav raised the ire of a Chicago policeman. At one point along the route the track had
been rendered so unsafe where the water had
washed the soil from under the ties that the passengers crowded out upon the platforms ready to
jump off, expecting every moment that the train
would be thrown down the embankment.
We reached Ottumwa in safety, although we
were nearly half a day behind time, and here we
were side-tracked for several hours; the trains from
the east and the west were all delayed, and the
news was very meager concerning their safety ;
when we were informed that we might make ourselva as comfortable as possible, for the probabilities
were that we should hav to stay there all day.
Fortunately for me, we were but a short distance
from the town, so I secured my grips, obtained a
pass-over check, and made my way to more comfortable quarters at the Ballingall Hotel, where for
the next two days I remained a guest of our youngfriend John W. Dayton.
I soon found myself in more congenial circumstances, surrounded by good friends, with whom I
decided to stay until the railroads were in a better
condition and made more safe.
Mr. Dayton and Mr. A. L. Eaton gave me a
cordial welcome to Ottumwa. A substantial repast
and a regaling of the inner man soon restored my
drooping spirits.
On Friday evening I went, in company with Mr.
Eaton, to a concert given by a local musical society,
where I had the pleasure of hearing his wife render
some excellent vocal compositions. Mrs. Eaton is
designated the Adelina .Patti of Ottumwa, a title
which she richly deserves. She· is fortunate in the
possession of a rich soprano voice, which, by carefcl.
training and cultivation, she uses with splendid effect, and the citiz~ns of Ottumwa are justly proud
of her and appremate her vocal abilities.
Saturday I resumed my journey to Des Moines.
T~e sto~s had somewhat abated, although rain
still contmued to fall, and I reached my destination
without further mishap. Here I found Franklin
Steiner and Mr. Youmans on hand to welcome me to
the capital of Iowa.
Our young advocate, Steiner, it is needless to
say, is t:he very life of the Freethinkers of Des
Moines. Without him they seem lost, and without
his assistance very little Freethought work would
be done in this city. All the work of arranging my
lectures had been thrown upon him, a task which
he nobly performed, and did everything possible to
make them a success.
ThE•re are many Freethinkers here, but even the
enthusiasm of Steiner seems unable to rouse them
from their apathy ; and yet they seem earnest
enough in our cause and appear eager to keep the
ball rolling.
Mr. Caldbeck is an avowed Freethinker and on~
who has not hesitated to make his opinions known.
The same may be said of Mr. and Mrs. Zediker, Mr.
Youmans, Mr. Teigeins, Mr. Lunt, Mrs. Cross, and
several others. Would these. few but take courage
and show a determination to make our movement a
success here, a great deal might be accomplished;
for six people with the deterlnination to work will
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accom~lish more than sixty wh_o are in~erent
about It. However the war of mtellect still goes
on, and it must nev~r cease. It is a necessary war,
it is a just war, and one that neither all the churches
nor the powers of state can stop. It has been truly
said ".When a nation's sword is sheathed its tongue
is l~ose and when the tongue is tied the pen is
engaged."
'l'hen let the great and mighty war of intellect
rage; its desolations, its conquests, its results, will
prove glories to the people.
On Sunday evening I deliv:red a lecture before a
fair audience in the Gra;,nt Club rooms. My audience had undoubtedly been affected by the atmospheric conditions, for rain was still falling, and it
was certainly encouraging to see so many who had
come to hear my lecture in the face of such unfavorable circumstances. A good discussion followed
the lecture, in which Professor Lomas, an exMethodist preacher, and Mr. J. Wilcox, a local
attorney, criticised what I had said. The debate
was kept up until a late hour and was thoroughly
enjoyed by all present.
"
The meeting terminated very pleasantly indeedalthough the latter gentleman lost his temper and
made an exhibition of exceedingly bad taste. Some
people canno~ bear to hear the truth, and when it is
given to them pointedly are very apt to get mad
at it; but they should certainly learn that it is best
not to show it.
The few days that I spent here were spent as the
guest of Franklin Steiner, and _his kind attentions
toward me hav endeared him to my memory. Erelong he will be upon the Freethought rostrum himself, and he will undoubtedly be a valuable acquisition to the ranks of our lecturers. Diligent study
and a fearless advocacy of truth are the chief
qualifications for such an undertaking, and to say
that our young friend possesses both would be to
say the least about him. And it is to be hoped
that when he makes _his advent upon our platform
he will receive the assistance and encouragement
he richly deserves. It is gratifying indeed to find
that there are young men preparing themselvs for
battling in the cause of human freedom. One by
one the heroes of Freethought are passing away
and we must hav some one to try and fill the void.
On Wednesday evening we spend a few hours
very pleasantly at the home of Mr. and Mrs. ~ediker.
Mrs. Cross is present with us, who, by her sharp
wit and pleasant conversation, enables u1 to pass
away the time to advantage. Our friends tried their
utmost to giv me a pleasant impressi:n of the city,
but I am afraid that the condition of the streets,
which seemed like rivers of mud, will hav a tendency
to detract a little from that and will make lasting
impressions upon my mind of struggling with rain
and mud when trying to cross the streets, only to
be removed by an-other visit to Des Moines under
more favorable circumstances-although the many
kind attentions I received from the Freethought
friends of Des Moines will form another of those
happy episodes in my career never to be forgotten.
Early Thursday morning I commence my return
trip to the East and leave for Ottumwa. Steiner
accompanies me to the depot, and the train steams
out amid tender words of farewell and kind wishes
for future. success.
Arriving in the democratic city of Ottumwa, I
repair once more to the BAJJ.ingall Hotel, which is
undoubtedly the finest hotel in the state of Iowa.
Here the genial smiles of Z. L. Frazier gre2t the
traveler by day and words of good cheer from the
lllerry and humorous John Dayton by night.
At this time the G. A. R. is holding an annual
convention in the city and in consequence of this
the hotel is crowded, but the business tact of those
in charge makes them equal to the emergency.
Hence, there is an absence of that confusion which
usually characterizes such occasions. Between
four and five hundred guests are amply housed and
fed in this spacious building, and are well cared for
b
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credit upon the management.
Bands of music are parading the streets, accompanied by the martial tread of the boys in blue, the
h ouses an d stores are gaily decorated with national
emblems, and the Ballingall, with its abundant display of decorations, with songs and music, presents
a very inviting appearance and makes one forget
th
e cares and sorrows of daily life. In the evening
speeches are made from the balconies, and at the
request of the proprietor our young friend, Mr.
Dayton, made a remarkable display of oratorical
hili"ty and welcomed the guests of the house.
a.·
On Sunday, May the 15th, I gave two lectures in
the courthouse, before large and enthusiastic audiences. In the evening not an empty seat could
be found, and the people lined the room at the rear
e~d of the ?.all· Dr. Davis, one of t~e Spiritualist
fnends, presided at both meetings.
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Ther~ was· one face,_ however, that I miss~d from
, my audience, a face that shall nevermore grace our
gatherings, having gone upori that long voy~ge
from whence no traveler returns. It was with
sorrow that I learned of the deat~ ?f Mr. McCarrol,
one of Ottumwa's most respected Citizens. Although
a Spiritualist, he was an earnest Liberal, and never
hesitated to assist the glorious cause of Freethought, ever eager to assist in the fight against
ort~odo~y. He has gone, but Mrs. McOarrol and
family liltill follow on the pathway he has made and
favored me with their presence at my lectures.
I was pleased to meet with Mr. Tilton, the postmaster, who, by the way, is an old schoolmate of
Samuel P. Putnam, and is looking forward to Mr.
Putnam's visit to Ottumwa, on the 1st of June. I
was pleased to meet once more with Mr. Joseph
Wagg, Dr. Wilkinson, Mr. Winn, Mr. Wilson, Miss
Pepper, and Miss Henry, and above all our two
young friends who are the life and soul of our
cause in Ottumwa, John W. Dayton and A. L.
Eaton.
·
. Sunday evening I take supper at the home of
Miss Pepper, where the time is very pleasantly
passed away until the evening creeps upon us, and
we repair once more to the field of labor.
The conditions that surround the Freethought
lecturers of to-day form a vivid and striking contrast to the treatment they received but a few generations ago.· We certainly liv in better times than
did our forefathers-times of more enlightenment
and public candor in examining into the claims and
discoveries of scientists and reformers.
It is sorrowful to reflect upon the sulerings end:.1red in older times by the world's thinkers, for
bringing to the public understanding those natural
gifts which now command so much admiration.
Roger Bacon was forbidden to lecture by an arrogant and tyrannical priesthood, and at the .age of
sixty-four was thrust into a prison for ten years,
for the heinous crime of making concave and convex
glasses, the camera obscura, and burning glasses.
Guttenbourg and Faust, the inventors of the art
of printing, were looked upon as having Aold themselva to Satan, and were regarded with suspicion
and apprehension. Shakspere says:
In religion, what damned error but some sober brow
Will bless it and approve it with a text?
And what crime has been too black, but what these
despots of faith would not hesitate to perpetrate in
the name of God~
But now large audiences greet. and applaud the
defenders and expounders of Secular truths, honor
and adulation encourages them in their work and
mspires them with hope for the future.
It is always a pleasure to speak before such audiences as meet the Freethought lecturer in
Ottumwa. Intelligence, moral culture, and refinement are stamped indelibly upon them, which givs
a luster of glory to the occasion, and givs us the assurance that we are bound to conquer the devotees
of superstition in the struggle that is now taking
place. Principles and minds are struggling for
predominance, and although the drift of the present
age is perhaps difficult to prognosticate, still of one
thing we are certain, viz., the decay of priestly
power. And this grand fact the clericals themselvs
are not slow to recognize, as may be instanced by
the follo_wi:ng quotation from a Presbyterian paper,
the Ohr%stwn Instructor, of April 28th:
I~ is not wi~hout reason that secular papers are to-day
callmg attentwn to the decay of the power of the modern
pulpit. They see that many ministers are the creatures
of the wealthy patrons of their congregations who use
their money in selfish and luxurious living; th~t they set
themselvs to do as they wish, preach smooth things and
prop~esy. deceits an~ bribe the humbler classes by the
mtoncatwn of fine d1splay and various excitements. The
bear!ng of a minister toward the gay and the rich and the
fashwnable has become one of the severest tests of his
character, and that many fail miserably und~ it is cleru:
enough. There are few Nehemiahs that will not even
take what is justly their due. Ministers often persuade
themselvs by a system of false reasoning that it is right
to honor the rich above the poor, that they may induce
them to turn their money into the treasury of the church,
because money wields a powerful influence in building
churches and endowing them, etc. But these are the
ways of death. Catholic Rome grasped her power in the
same way. None ought to be more jealous of putting
themselvs into compromising relation with the rich than
clergymen, because it disarms them of the veto power
when the crucial time comes, when the unrivaled opportunity comes of being faithful in reproving, rebuking,
and exhorting with all long-suffering and doctrin.
When the doctrins of God's holy word should shine
forth resplendent as they were intended by the divine author, where do we find very many of the modern clergy
t~-day? Sadly w~ write it; )Jut It is true! the_y are runmng after sensatwnal musw and sensatiOnal methods·
bowing to the vulgarity of bank-stocks and diamonds'
when they could far more effectivly than any other clas~
warn and control without the suspicion of insincerity.
The clergy hav long considered themselvs at an
elevated distance above the people, and the degradation of the latter has been made the wealth and
grandeur of the former. The ignorance of the one
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was held as proof cf the wisdom of the other.
But who gave them the right of governing their
fellows~ From whence do .they derive their veto
power, or even to warn and control ~ How is it
possible then that a system having its origin in
such errors could escape the immoralities which
this writer so deeply laments, but makes no serious
attempts to remove~
But day by day their influence over the people
wanes the more, for as the people become more enlightened by science and a genuin knowledge of the
operations of nature, they will strike off in a tangent
from the gloomy and lurid orbs round which they
once moved in passiv obedience. Whilst societies
are thus founded upon the flu::tuating waves of an
unsound public opinion or the fleeting notions of
faith, with passions latent but unsubdued, thow
can they escape the death that awaits them~
Whilst Christian associations, then, arebut trading
conspiracies, every dictate and sympathy of humanity is either torn or held up to the scorn of
self-lauding pride. Usurpations then take place,
and the basest of men are exalted upon the pinnacle of fame. Vice is triumphant, prosperous;
and happy, while virtue is neglected and trampled
in the mire. Vice sits with crowns of gold upon
its brow, wins adulation and renown, while virtue
lies bleeding in the dust.
Thus the clergy are, by their own confession,
simply interested in the accumulation ofwealth and
riches, but what c:tre they for the poor, spirit-broken
man~ We do not ask them so much to do good,
but simply to abstain from harm. We do not ask
them by charity or benevolence to bless the world,
but to refrain from cursing it. We do ask them,
though, not to make our little pleasures less and
to leave off striving to convert this world into a
miserable hell and then threatening us with another elsewhere.
. So far this trip has been far more successful than
my previous venture, which is very encouraging for
my future success.
From Ottumwa I resume my journey once more
and make my way to Manchester, where I am down
for three lectures.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Secretary Ohio State Secular Union.
154 N. High street, Columbus, 0.

Lot's Wife and the Dead Sea.
Mounts, forests, lakes, were in the. dim past
scenes of divers wonders and .miracles wrought by
thei.J: ghostly denizens; and but few of the present
generations of men are completely freed from belief in them. The legends of Mt. Sinai, of Mt.
Ararat, of the Dead sea, etc., still convey to timid
minds a celestial halo. Primitiv man surrounded
himself with supernatural folk-good or bad spirits.
And he saw supernatural anger in the lightning,
heard a dread warning in the howling wind, and
felt a demon within him whenever he had the
stomach-ache.
The imagination pf the untutored mind saw angels skipping in the clouds and
armies marshaling in the heavens. A rift in the
earth's surface caused by an earthquake, from
which escaped a sulphurous odor, suggested the
idea of a fiery monster beneath. Having as yet no
knowledge of natural law, he attributed everything
in the least degree unusual to supernatural agency.
St. Paul was never out of .the phantom world; he
had the air filled with spirits-mostly bad ones.
There is not a word of his to show that he knew
there was any such thing as a natural law. But
the still more primitiv man invested tree, streamlet,
etc., with suggestiv spirits. He had gods or demons in everything, everywhere. Aud there are
many primitiv iolks still breathing.
Pictures drawn by the imagination are poetry.
Every ·child is a poet. To it the doll is a real
mother, or a baby that must be properly nursed.
The hobby-hors.3 is endowed with life and hears
and understands what is said to it. And childpoetry continues with uneducated man. The names
and descriution of things common with our nativ
Indians are wonderfully poetic. The banshees of
Ireland, the fairies of Scotland, the beautiful
legends of Germany that furnish the life of "Faust"
and other operas, are all childlike myths. Homer
did not originate the Grecian gods and goddesses;
but he clothed them in beauty and grandeur, marshaled them in order and action, and gave them
most eloquent if not divine speech. The Arabian
Nights' Entertainment stories are full of magic, enchantment, and transformations-nothing realistic;
and so of the story of Job and many others in the
Bible. There is little myth or poetry in demonstrated facts.
Now, the Jew is of the same race as the Arab,
and he has appropriated many of the latter's fables.
The story of Lot's wife is evidently Arabian. The
Dead sea is about twelve miles southeast from
J erusalen:J., and its south end is just about OJ:l. the
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Arabian border. Mount Sinai is a little farther
south-in Arabia altogether. The land of Palestine
comprising an exten.t of territory equal te about
that of on,e of our smallest states is the scene of
many marvels con_jured in the m~d of the poetic
Arab, whose stones of magic are believed to hav
They Want It Closed.
been real and tr~e by many credulous persons of
Chicago
saloonkeepers
are in favor of having the
to-day. In Ara?IC the Dead sea is termed Sea of
World's
Fair
closed
on
Sunday.
This is one of the
Lo&--:a concl_nsiv proof that the Lot story is
Arabian. This Dead sea is. the very center of things the good people hav overlooked:-Grand
·
myths a~d miracle~ that furnish everlasting fodder Rapids Gazette.
Chicago saloonkeepers are earnestly advocating
to sustam th~ priest. Many inspired theologians
hav declared It to be a mouth of hell into which that the World's Fair .should be clos"ed on Sundays.
Of course that would put money into their tills.
Sodom and Gomorrah were cast.
But a great many men would be better engaged in
Fro~ the time when Christianity was firm(y
established by the help and authority of the em- examining the exhibits at the Fair than in loafing
peror Constantine, on through the dark ~J,ges of a around in the city bar-rooms.-Rochestm· Herald.
With the gates closed, thousands of men will
thousand years of Christian domination no old
throng the saloons who would otherwise be on the
mi!ac~e was more relied on as proof of Bible insprratwn than that of Lot's wife in salt. It was grounds, and a corresponding volume of drunkenness,
something visible-go and see it! Along the c:mt- disorder, and crime could be expected, But what
uries thousands of the devoted made pilgrimages to does the Christian public say to the proposal7
Will it side with the saloonkeepffi.l!3 or favor giving
se~ with their own ~ye~ this clea7 testimony of holy
wnt, and many Chnstian affidaVIts were filed in the the masses the educational opportunities of the Fair
sanctuaries affirming tl:ie pillar or statue to be on Sundays~-Troy Press.
It is amusing enough to read that the saloon
standing "to this day." Writings on the sacred
men
of Chicago are enthusiastic in their support of
subject are innumerable; which shows how importhe movement to close the World's Fair on Sunday.
tant it was thought to be.
.
On the southern shore of the Dead sea, which is With the big show out of the way their harvest on the
Lord's day from the tens of thousands of strangers
generally low and marshy, is an irregular ridge ()f
would be something .colossal. The pious people
rock on which, whenever there is a strong wind, the
who are working to close the show will not modsalt spray falls and forms a coating of salt. In
erate their zeal a jot, however, on account of the
process of time this coating of salt becomes quite
strange allies they hav made, for 'tis not their
thick and portions of it will break off, so that the
nature to.-Pioneer P1·ess.
configurations ~re constantly changing and someThe Chicago saloonkeepers are united in favor of
times resemble the human fonn. These changes in
having the World's Fair closed on Sundays. It
form and position were taken by believers as proof
must not be supposed, however, that they fBHor
that the soul of Lot's wife was still there in conSunday closing from any high moral standpoint.
scious existence, that she had a limited power of
On the contrary, they know that if the Fair is closed
locomotion, and that she sometimes performed cerand the sidedoors to their saloons are open, as they
tain physical functions it were impolite to describe.
undoubtedly will be if the front ones are not, they
.Until within the present century all Christians, will fill their tills each Sunday. It would be very
Catholic and Protestant alike, felt that i.n the pillar much better to hav the great Exposition open on
of salt standing from Gen. xix "unto this day" as Sundays than to hav the saloons crowded on that
the "monument of an unbelieving soul," they had day.-Philadelphia Call.
a divine witness that no Infidel science could confute. But now, when it is clearly shown how the
·Apollonius of' Tyana.
salt columns or stalagmites are formed, and how
The life of Apollonius of Tyana, purporting to
they are constantly changing in form, size, and
number through natural causes, no intelligent per- hai" been written by Philostratus about the year
son believes there is any more miracle in the con- 210, is probably one of the multitude of Benedictine
cretions of salt than there is in the surrounding fabrications after the 1·evival of learning. The numerous geographical, historical, and chronological
mud.
The surface of the Dead sea is lower than that of blunders of the author are incompatible with the ·
any other body of water known-being more than integrity and antiquity of .the book. It describes
thirteen hundred feet below the Mediterranean sea; with great particularity an alleged journey of Apoland its water is eight times as salt as that of th3 lonius to India via Antioch, Nineveh, and Babylon
ocean. It has .no outlet, and yet receives Jordan's about the middle of the first century. But the
swelling flood and Kedron 's brook from the cess- learned Asiatic scholar Wilford, who died in 1822,
pools of Jerusalem. It holds the accumulated filth says that Apollonius had no knowledge of the.
of ages washed from the sacred mounts near by. Indian language, nor is it on the whole credible
Its excessiv saltness prevents fermentation and that he was ever in India or Ethiopia, or even at
putrefaction. It is still attractiv to believers in Babylon (Life of Apollonius, Berwick's translation,
book iii, chap. xv).
fables.
At the ancient city of Ninus, i. e., Nineveh, ApolThe Mohammedan has his holy city-Meccawhere Adam first worshiped God after his expulsion lonius met with Damis, a Ninevite, who, being fond
from paradise; where this God revealed to the of traveling, offered himself as a guide to Babylon,
prophet his manner of doing business in this world saying that he knew all the towns and villages on
and in some others; where the devoted pilgrim the way, and was acquainted with the languages of
goes for heavenly favors, etc. The Jew and the the barbarians, viz., the Armenians, Medes, and
Christian likewise hav their holy city-Jerusalem- Persians. "But, my friend," said Apollonius, "I
where, after allowing such holy and wise men as know them all myself, though I never learned them."
David ann Solomon to manage his affairs, God, in a And while Damis stood amazed at this, Apollonius
peculiar way, came himself to take an account of added : " Do not be surprised at my knowing all
stock. St. John expresses an opinion that were all tongues, for I know the very thoughts of men, even
the doings of this God·written up the world could what they do not say." When Damis heard this he
not contain the books. If John prospectivly in- adored him, considering hirri as a demon. He then
cluded all that has been done, said, written, and became a proselyte and traveling companion to
imagined about the Holy Land, his calculation was Apollonius, keeping an exact account of all that
not much of an exaggeration.
Christendom is passed, which appeared in a book he wrote called
glutted with the stale pious trash. Through the Apolloniana (book i, chapter xix).
The translator in a note says that tbe city of
dark centuries of ignorance and superstition mill·
ions of Christians blistered their feet in go ng to Ninus here referred to could not hav 'been the
their holy city, with the same object and the same Nineveh which stood on the banks of the Tigris
result as attended the pilgrims to Mecc 1. And· the and was destroyed 700 years B.c., but must hav
Christian pilgrim of to-day hopes to find on the been another town of that name on the Euphrates;
barren hills near Jerusalem a preserved footprint of and he quotes a passage from Ammonius Marcellihis God. The priest who goes there on his vaca- nus to prove the existence of another ancient Ninetion brings back an interminable thread of small veh (vetere. Nineve) i~ Syria, w~ich ?e ,~elieves wa.s
the nativ mty of Damis "the NmeVIte.
But Phi·
·
talk.
Some two years ago our own 'l'almage played the lostratus distinctly calls Damis an "Assyrian."
pilgrim-went basking on Jordan's odorous banks And Marcellinus elsewhere mentions the great Niliand baptizing himself in its holy water. Doubtless eveh which possessed a portion of Persia.
he dirtied the water still more and then drank some • The writings of Marcellinus we believe to be
of it for inspiration. • In fact, no preacher of the modern forgeries like the Annals of Tacitu<>, the Let-.
gospel is fully equipped for the business who has ters of Pliny, and probably the greater pad of what
not seen this Holy Land with his own distended eyes, purports to be ancient and classical Latin literature.
who has not fervently hugged to his heaving bosom Blunders in geography, chronology, and ancient
a sacred cedar of Lebanon, reverently entered and history would inevitably be made by the learned
.left his card in a cave miraculously formed to screen monks of the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth
a prophet or·a robber, taken a sniff at some rat-hole centuries, who projited by finding, that is to sa~,
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forging, ancient Latin and Greek manuscripts. "So
extremely slight," says Mr. Charles Leslie, "is t~e
authority on which Philostratus has intr~duced his
history, that some learned men hav, not Without reason, doubted whether there ever was such a man as
Apollonius." And after a critical examination of t~e
book we, too, discredit his existence. But even If
such a person did liv in the :first cen.tury! we regard
the notion entertained by some as chrmencal, that he
answers either to Paul of Tarsus or Jesus of Nazareth both of whom, as we hav discovered and
prov~d, lived and died before the beginning of the
Christian era.
ANTICHRIST.

The Topolobampo Colony.
BRIEF EXPLANATION OF THE SITUATION OF THE TOPOLOBAMPO INTEGRAL COOPERATIV COLONY SITUATED
IN SINALOA, MEXICO, BY ONE WHO HAS SPENT FIFTEEN OF THE HAPPIEST MONTHS OF HIS LIFE AMONG
HER PEOPLE.
Forasmuch as many. hav taken in hand to set
forth in order a declaration of those things which
are practiced by and believed in amongst us, it
seems good to me also, having gained some knowledge from personal observation, to write unto thee,
most excellent Macdonald, that thou and THE
TRUTH SEEKER family mightst know for a certainty
about those things concerning us that are being
talked about so much, I came to this colony a
year ago last December to observe its workings
and report the facts; and if the colony was what
might be expected from a band of men and women
who had lost faith in God, Christ, and the devil, to
remain among them. I find here more than I expected. I hav usually j ound the Editor of THE
TRUirH SEEKER correct, but I am inclined to think
you are a little off when you say this is not a Freethought but a Socialistic colony. Everyone here is
a Freethinker and believes in individual liberty for
man, woman, and child. There is not one theological cremationist among us. We are Infidels and
Spiritualists, about half and half, with perhaps
twenty Atheists thrown in. There is no dispute
among us on religion or politics, but each enjoys
his own religion in his own happy way. St. John
appeared and danced a jig, and the spirit of a white
horse was called up, but we Materialists were of
too gross a nature to see these beautiful manifestations. We discuss economics and methods, al!d
propose to see what men and women can do without the assistance of God and J. Christ. I will
tell you and THE TRUTH SEEKER family of some
things we hav done since I came here: We hav
cut a ditch seven miles in length from the river
to our patch of land of two hundred thousand
acres. This ditch has cost us $185,000, and none
of us ever asked God to assist us, but to stand back
and watch the dirt fly. We hav built a beautiful
wharf at the bay, which is the-finest harbor on the
coast, and a fine frame storage building top of it.
We hav just finished a fine granit custom-house for
the government of Mexico, which the colonists
get $5,000 for building, and now our port will be
open to foreign commt!lrce. We hw kept a corps
of surveyors and engineers constantly in the :field
surveying our land and inapping out the coast, taking soundings and putting in buoys. We hav sent
a man to Oregon for four hundred thousand feet of
lumber to build us some better houses, burnt several
brickkilns, and done some work on the railroad, and
more than all we hav demonstrated the fallacy of
gold and silver coin as the only medium of exchange, for all this has been done on a basis of a
service for a service. All the debts of the individual colonists are settled by the credit-and-debit
plan as lined out by Clark Irvine in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of Feb. 27, 1892, the general accountant
settling in clearing-house style all the accounts.
We hav also demonstrated that Freethinkers can
organize, and that the moral sentiment can be dec
veloped itl a much better way than by making prohibitory laws.
The people of Sinaloa hav learned to stand erect,
in noble, manly self-respect, unled by priests, uncursed by creeds ; their manhood proved by their
deeds. Now, the real truth is, God's holy and
inspired damnationists hav about come to the conclusion that we Infidels are a-going to demonstrate
to the world that it is possible for mankind to liv
happy and moral without God, Bibles, churches,
lioly beads, little sips of wine or little square
pieces of bread, holy crosses or wafers, or bones of
saints. The gold bugs hav about come to the con«
· elusion:, too, that we are about to demonstrate to
the world the fallacy of their money system, and so
they delight in publishing lies about the starving
colonists. THE TRUTH SEEKER was all right when
it advised Freethinkers to be careful about investing their money down here; that is what the
eompany wants-for everyone to be careful,
A
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study us, study our plans; and if it is so you can
come down and see us, I think every one of you
will find t'b.at we hav adopted nearly all the reforms
advocated by the ablest economic writers that hav
ever written. Here, in our colony, not one individual owes another a cent. There is not one paying rent; not one ever paid one cent of tax, no one
makes a profit in any way. Women help to make
the laws that govern them, and get the same wages
that men get, and hav the same rjght to hold office,
etc. We hav adopted the eight-hour system, public control of public utilities, free land, and many
other reforms, and we are here to stay. What is
called profits return to the operativs instead of
some capitalist. Long life to the grand old TRUTH
SEEKER.
A. BuTTERFIELD.

How Angels Got Religion.
"Never heard how we got religion to Angels,
stranger~
I thought, uv course, everybody 'd
heerd that yarn. Tell yer~ Why, sure; but let's
licker again and I'll reminisce.
"Yer sse, 'twas afore .Angels got to be sech a big
camp as 'twas later on, but it was a rich camp and
a mighty wicked one. There were lots uv chaps
there who'd jest as soon die in their boots as eat;
and every other bouse was a dance-house, or a
saloon, or a gambling-hell. Pretty Pete and his
pardner, Five-Ace Bob, was reckoned the wickedest
men in the state; and Old Bill Jones, what kept the
Golden West Hotel, had a national reputation for
cussin'. The idea of a parson striking the camp
was never thought uv; but one day I was playing
bank into Pete's game when Five-Ace came a-runnin'
in 'n' sez: •Boys, I'll be--, but there's an ornery
cuss of a parson jest rid up to Jones's. He's got a
pardner with him, and he 'lows he's goin' to convert the camp.' •The - - h e is,' sez Pete. •I'll
:finish the deal and go down and see about that.'
"So we all walked tlown to Jones', and thar, sure
'nuff, in the bar, talking with Old Bill, wuz the
parson, black coat and white tie 'n' all. He was a
big, squar'-shouldered chap, with a black beard, and
keen gray eyes that looked right through yer. His
pardner was only a boy of twenty or so, with yeller,
curly ha'r, pink and white gal's face, and big blue
eyes. We all walked in, 'n' Pete he stands to the
bar 'n' shouts fer all hands ter drink; 'n' to our surprise the parson 'n' the kid both stepped up and
called for red licker 'n' drank it. After· the drink
was finished, the parson sez: 'Gents, as yer see,
I'm a minister of the gospel; but I see no harm in
any man drinking ez long ez he ain't no· drunkard.
I drank just now because I want you to see that I
am not ashamed to do before yer face what I'd do
behind yer back' •Right ye are, parson,' sez Pete;
'put it thar;' 'n' they shook hands, and then Pete
he up and called off the hull gang-Five-Ace 'n'
Lucky Barnes 'n' Dirty Smith 'n' one 'n' all the rest
uv 'em. The parson shook hands with all uv us,
and sed he was going to hav a meetin' in Shifty
Sal's dance-house that night, ez 'twas the biggest
room in camp, 'n' ast us all to come, 'n' we sed we
would.
"When we got outside Pete sez, ' Boys, you
mind me, that d!ilvil-dodger 'll capture the camp;'
'n' he did. That night we all went along down to
Shifty's; and found the parson and the kid on the
platform where the :fiddlers ust to sit ; and every
man in camp wuz in the audience. The parson
spoke first. He sed: 'Gents, f. want to tell yer
first off I don't want any uv yer dust. I've got
enuff fer myself and my young friend, 'n' there
won't be no rake-off in this yer meetin'-house, 'n'
I'm not here to preach against any man's way o'
makin' a livin'. I will preach ag'in' drunkenness,
and I shall speak privately with the gamblers; but
I want to keep you men in mind uv yer homes, 'n'
yer mothers, 'n' yer wives, 'n' yer sweethearts, and
get yer to lead cleaner lives, so 's when yer meet
'em ag'in yer'll not hav to be 'shamed;' and then
htl sed we'd hav a song, 'n' the youngster he started
in 'n' played a concertina, and sang, •Yes, We Will
Gather at the River;' 'n' there wuzn't one uv us
that it didn't remind uv how our mothers ust to
dress us up· Sundays 'n' and send us to Sundayschool, and stand at the door to watch us down
street, and call us back to ast us if we- were sure we
had our clean pocket-handkerchur; 'n' I tell yer,
mister, thar wuzn't a man with dry eyes_ in the
crowd when he'd :finished. That young. feller had
a_ v'ice like a angel. Pete he sed it wuz a tenner
v'ice, but Five-Ace offered to bet him a hundred to
fifty it wuz more like a :fifteener or a twenty. Pete
told Five-Ace he wuz a old fool 'n' didn't know
what he wuz talkin' about.
"Well, things run along for about a week, 'n'
one day Pete come to me and sez: 'Look here,
Ralters, this yere camp ain't no jay camp, 'n' we've
got to hev a chruch fer the parson. He's a jimdandy, and won't ast for nothing.
He'd jest

natchelly go on prayin' .and preachin' 'n' tryin' ter
save a couple uv old whisky-soaked souls like yourn
and Bill Jones' which ain't wuth powder to blow
'em to--, 'n' you'd let him go on doin' it in that
old shack of Sal's 'n' never make a move. Now, I'm
goin' to rustle 'rou~d 'n' dig up dust enuff from the
boys, and we'll jest build him a meetin'-house as'll
be a credit to the camp;' 'n' in a few days the boys
hed a good log meetin'-house built, floored, 'n'
benches in it, 'n' everythin'.
"The parson was tickled most. to death. Next
they built him a house, 'n' he 'n' his pardner moved
into it. Then Pete said the gals must _go; sed it
wuz a dead, rank, snide game to work on the parson
ter hev to go down street 'n' be guyed by them
hussies ('n' they did guy him awful sometimes,
too); '§o the gals they went. Then Pete sed the
church had to be properly organized; hed to hev
deacons 'n' church wardens 'n' sextons 'n' things;
so Old Bill Jones 'n' Alabam 'n' me wuz made deacons, 'n' Pete'n' Five-Ace was churchwardens.
"In a month every last man in camp wuz worryin' 'bout his future state. Old Bill Jones came into
m.eetin' one night with his face 'n' hands washed 'n'
an old black suit on, 'n' sot down on the anxious
bench and ast to be prayed fer. The parson knelt
down 'n' put his arm around him, 'n' how he did
pray! Before he got through Lucky Barnes,
Alabam, 'n' me wuz on the bench, too, 'n' Pete
shoved his Chinaman up the aisle by the collar 'n'
sot him down 'longside o' me. Pete said he was a
high-toned Christian gentleman himself, hed been
born 'n' raised a Christian, 'n' wuz a senior churchwarden to boot, and that he'd make a Christian of
Ah Foo or spoil a Chinaman.
"That parson prayed most powerful that night.
As a off-hand, rough 'n' tumble, free 'n' easy prayer,
J: never see his beat; he hed the whole aujience in
tears, 'n' you might hev heard Pete's amens 'n'
glory halleluyers off to Bullet's Flat. Old Jones
wuz a-rolling around on the floor 'n' hollering fer
to be saved from the devil before the parson were
half :finished, 'n' he made so much noise that Pete
hed to fire a bucket uv water over him to quiet
him down.
That meetin' wuz so plum full uv
the spirit (ez the parson called it) that it never
broke up till 12 o'clock, 'n' wouldn't hev broke up
then only Pete sed he'd hev to quit, ez his shift to
deal faro begun at 12.
"There wuz over twenty perfesses that night,
not countin' .Pete's Chinaman, 'n' next Sunday we
hed a big baptizm in the crick, 'n' forty uv us wuz
put through. Pete sed he reckoned Ah Foo hed
better be put through every day for a week or so, sence
he'd always bin a dod-gasted heathen, but the parson 'lowed onc't wuz enuff, but he giv' him an extra dip jest fer luck; 'n' I never see a more ornery
lookin' cuss in my life than that Chinese were when
he came out.
·
" The Chinese laundrymen were ast to jine the
church, but they wouldn't savey, 'n' so. Pete 'n'
Five-Ace, Old Bill 'n' me 'n' Alabam we waited on
'em 'n' told 'em to git, 'n' took 'em down to the
crick 'n' baptized 'em jest fer luck. Pete said if they
stayed Ah Foo 'ud git to backslidin' fust thing he
knowed, 'n' then where'd his reputation be.
"Waal, stranger, things run along nice 'n' smooth
fer a couple uv months er so till Chris'mus come
nigh. The boys hed been a-keepin' mighty straight;
there wasn't a man in camp that drunked more'n
wuz hullsome fer him; there hedn't bin a shootin'
scrape fer weeks. Pete said things wuz gittin' so
all-fired ca'm 'n' peaceful that he wouldn't be at all
surprized to git up sum fine day 'n' find Ah Foo
with wings 'n' feathers on his legs like a Bramah
hen. Nary a man packed a gun, 'n' 'when a gent
'ud forgit 'n' drop a cuss word he'd beg parding.
The parson .was thick with all the boys. He writ
letters for us, advised us about all our biznus, 'n'
knew all about everybody's affairs. Lots uv 'em
gave him their dust-sack to keep fer 'em, 'n' he
knowed where every man hed his cached.
"Along jest afore Chris'mus cum, Pete called a
meetin' uv the deacons 'n' church wardens down to
his place, 'n' after the sexton, Ah Foo, hed brought
in a round of drinks he said: ' Gents, ez chairman ex-officer in this yer layout, I move that we
giv the parson a little present fer Chris'mus. Yer
know he won't take a durn cent from us, 'n' never
has. Uv course he has taken a few thousand from
time to time to send to or:fings 'n' things uv that
kind, but not a red for himself or pard; 'n' I move
that we make him a little present on Chris'mus day,
'n'. it_ needn't be so - - little, either. Gents in
favor 'll say so, and gents wot ain't kin keep mum.
Carried, 'n' that settles it. Five-Ace 'n' me 'll take
in contributions, 'n' we won't take any less than
fifty cases.'
"That wuz two days afore Chris'mus day, 'n'
when it cum Pete 'n' Five-Ace hed about five thousand in dust 'n' nuggets fer the parson's present.
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Pete assessed Ah Foo a month's pay, 'n' he kicked
hard accordin', but 'twer'n't no use.
·"The day was bright 'n' clear, 'n' at 'leven o'clock
every man in camp wuz at church. T~e li~tle
buildin' looked mighty tasty-all fixed off w1th pme
tassels ·'n' red berries we'd got in the woods, 'n'
every man wuz dressed out in his best duds. At
'leven exact the parson 'n' the kid, who. hed bin
standin' at the door shakin' hands 'n' wishin' everybody what cum in merry Chris'mus, cum in 'n' took
their seats on the platform. Pete 'n' Five-Ace 'n'
Bill Jones 'n' Alabam 'n' me sot on a bench jest in
front o' the platform; We wuz all togged out in
our best fixin's, 'n' Pete 'n' Five-Ace they sported
dimons till yer couldn't rest. Waa.l, ez usual, the
perceediu's opened up with er ·prayer from the parson ; 'n' then we hed singin', 'n' it seemed ter me
ez if I never hed heerd sich singin' in all my life
afore ez that kid let out o' him that day.
"Then the parson he started in ter jaw, 'n' I
must ellow he giv us a great discourse. I never
see him so long-winded afore, tho', 'n' Pete was beginnin' to get mighty restless 'n' oneasy, when all
uv a suddint we heerd the door open 'n' shet quick
'n' sharp, 'n' everyone turned round to.find a great
big black-bearded cuss at the door a coverin' the
hull gang uv us with a double-bar'led shotgun, 'n'
jest a standin' thar cool 'n' silent. 'Face round
here, yer - - - - fools,' yelled somebody in a
sharp, quick, bizmis-meanin' v'ice, 'n' all hands
faced round to find the parson holding 'em up with
another shotgun-own brother to the one the other
cuss hed. 'I don't want a word out er yer,' he sed.
'Yer see my game now, don't yer ~ Thar ain't a
gun in the house 'cept the ones you s_ee, 'n' if any
gent makes any row in this yer meetin' I'll fill his
hide so plum full o' holes 't won't hold his bones.
The ·kid will now take up the collection, 'n' ez it's
the first one we ever hev taken up yer must make
it a liber'l one, see'?' The kid started out with a
gunnysack, 'n' went through the -..rery last man in
the crowd. He took everything, even to the rings
on our fingers. The parson hed the drop, 'n,' we
knew it 'n' never kicked, but jest giv' up our stuff
like lambs.
"After the kid hed finished, he took the sack outside, 'n' ihet's the last we ever seed o' him. Then
the parson he sez: ''N' now, gents, I must say adoo,
ez I must be a-travelin', for I hev another meetin'
to attend this eve'. I want to say, tho', afore I go,
thet you're the orneriest gang of - - - - fools I
ever played fur suckers. A few friends uv mine
hev taken the liberty, while yer've been to meetin'
this blessed Chris'mus day, uv goin' through yer
cabins 'n' diggin' up yer little caches uv dust 'n'
uther val'ables. Yer stock hez all been stampeded,
'n' yer guns yer'll find somewhar at the bottom uv
the crick. My friend at the door will hold yer level
while I walk out, 'n' we will then keep yer quiet fer
a few minutes longer through ther wmcler jest so 's
we can git a nice cumf'table start;' 'n' so they did.
What c'u'd we do? The parson walked out, grinning all over himself, 'n' he 'n' his pals they nailed
up the door 'n' winders (thar wuz only two), 'n'
very soon after they hed finished we heerd the
clatter o' huffs 'n' knowed they wuz gone.
"I must draw a veil over the rest uv thet day's
purceedin's, stranger. Ther langwidge used by
ther boys wuz too awful to repeat; but 'twaz jest
ez this parson sed, when we got out o' thet meetin'house we found every animal on the location gone,
'n' the only arms left wuz knives 'n' clubs; yet we'd
hev gone after 'em with nothin' but our hands, but
we couldn't follow afoot. How much did they get~
I don't rightly know, but not fur frum fifty thousand. The hull camp wuz stone-broke, all excep'
Ah Foo, 'n' he wuz the only one uv us as hed sense
en'ilff not to tell thet durned parson whar he cached
his ·stuff. Pete 'n' Five-Ace wuz so everlastin' hurt
at the hull biznus that they shut up the 'Bird o'
Prey1' borrowed Ah Foo's sack, 'n' left for the bay
to try 'n' find thet parson; but they never did find
him, 'n' no one ever heard uv him again."-George
Brooke in Short Stories.

The Danger of the German People.
In a paper in the Open Oou?·t on the new course
of German Politics and the purport of its worldconceptions, Ernst Haeckel says :
Canossa is the watchword at Berlin. The first
step taken by the Prussian government in ushering
in the new· counter reformation is the plan of the
new public school bill which the cabinet of Caprivi
proposed in January, 1892, to the Prussian parliament. As generally known now, its vital point lies
in this, that the public school, which is the basis 'of
national education, shall be withdrawn from the
control of science and be surrendered to .the papistic hierarchy. Objections might be made that
!>russia is a state in which Catholics and Protest-

ants enjoy equal rights, and that they will both exercise their separate authority over the schools but
Protestantism of whatever color it may be lacks
entU:ely, and _nec_essarilY: must lack, that great hierarchie orgamzatwn whiCh has given power to the
Roman Catholic church for more than a millennium,
and which givs her an unparalieled power in our
civilization at the present day. Therefore Roman
Catholicism, or briefly, papism, will conquer in the
struggle for dominion any other church that stands·
with it on equal rights, and as it pretends to be the
only saving ch'ilrch, will also claim absolute control
over the state. We need only compare the triumphant rejoicings of ultramontane journals with
the heavy-anxiety of all independent papers in order to know what grave meaning has the new
public school bill.
"Christianity or Atheism>" that is the surprising
alternativ which the new world-conception proposes. What Christianity was meant to be can be
learned from the explanation subsequently made.
The new Prussian Christianity, which it is hoped
will save her present civilization and protect her
from the dangers of Social Democracy, is not that
purified morality which has greatly developed in
the course of nineteen centuries from the simple
doctrins of original Christianity.' On the contrary
it is the naked belief in miracles, its stubborn
dogmatism, and its blind faith in traditional legends and iii supernatural events of so-called holy
history, the historical reality of which has been
long disproved by an impartial scientific criticism.
The remarkable progress of natural philosophy
has led the intellectual and spiritual life of civilized
nations into entirely new paths. Shall now the
fanaticism of different colliding dogmas be reintroduced into our public schools~ It almost appears
as though the Crusades and the Thirty Years' war
were to reappear in a new Prussian edition. But
among all these confusions there is a widely separate opinion propounded with notew9rthy ingenuousness, that Christian faith will be the best weapon
against Social Democracy. The pure original and
unadulterated Christianity, however, is most
ominously interwoven with Socialistic doctrins, and
its first congregations cultivated pure Communism.
The fathers hav developed those Communistic ideas
so clearly, that we are only astonished that the
Social Democracy of to-day does not claim the authority and sanction of these primitiv· Christian institutions. The true and .really useful weapons in
the struggle against the errors of Social Democracy
are not found in Christian dogmas but in rational
science, and especially its latest and most promising
offspring, the modern doctrin of evolution. If the
Socialistic leaders attempt to base their Utopian
theories upon the doctrin of evolution, and
especially upon Darwinism, the theory of selection
appears in the light of impartial criticism as an
aristocratic principle. It is based upon the selection of the best. The division of labor upon which
more than upon anything else the progressiv
development of the organized world rests, necessarily produces a constantly increasing diversity
·of character, a constantly increasing inequality of
the individuals, of their education, their activities,
and their conditions. Human civilization the higher
it rises makes the various classes of workers which
cooperate in the complex machinery of society
appear the more different and diversified. Communism arid that equality of conditions and of work
which is aimed at by Social Democracy would be
equivalent to a return to barbarism and the brutal
primordial state of rude savages. The strange
views which Caprivi's cabinet hav propounded
stand in decided opposition to the results of modern
science ; they found their strongest expression in
the surprising alternativ of Christianity or Atheism.
The late chancellor confesses in childlike simplicity
to em brace the "Christian" world-conception of the
papistic leaders of the center with whom ''he feels
in perfect agreement." · He has the conviction that
religion cannot be taught without dogma; even
more, he says, we can hav no other dogmas -than
those which exist. ·
What shall philosophy, the queen among the
sciences, say concerning this confession! According to the theory of the new course all the serious
labor performed by the greatest minds of three
thousa11d years has been done in vain. According
to that all the philosophy which ought to be allowed
to be taught, is that of the Christian fathers, yet it
will be difficult for the government to say which of
the many conflicting and irrational opinions shall in
the future be considered as the only canon of
philosophy.
All the great results of modern science are therewith doomed. Doomed are also all the miserable
men who"attempted to solve the great problems of
existence, not through blind faith, but with the assistance of tl:.at divl.ne goddess, reason. -We should

feel disconsolate over the loss of our temporal and
eternal salvation if we had not fortmi.ately come
into good company. Goethe, Lessing, Kant, Spinoza, Shakspere, Newton, Humboldt, Darwin,
Frederick the II. of the Hohenzollerns, and Frederick the II. of the Hohenstauffens, they all roast
eternally in the hell of helpless Atheism. And
here we pass over in silence all thQse non-Christian
philosophers and scientists of other 'civilized nations to whoru. we look up with reverence as stars
of the first magnitude. But more still, even
Moses and the prophets, and also Buddha, Confucius, Zoroaster, }\\[ohammed, in brief all the Godinspired founders of non-Christian religions, they
also are all miserable Atheists, for the historical
phrase of Caprivi, "Either Christians or Atheists,"
applies to them also.
The public school bill has been withdrawn. But
the danger that threatened our educational system is
not yet passed, and uncertainty prevails as to what
the future will bring, and our souls are still full of
anxiety and expectation.
·

Isis Unveiled.
AN OPEN LETTER.
DR. ALEXANDER WILDER, .Dear Sir: When "Isis
Unvei 1ed" was published in 1877 I corresponded
with Madam H. P. Blavatsky and paid her for a
copy of the book. She was a learned woman
-could write Greek and Hebrew-but in one of
her letters she said: "My only curse is that I know
English so imperfectly. I am going to study it
now that I hav nothing better to do."
·I then inferred and believed that she had an
editor for "Isis Unveiled." Recently I hav been
credibly informed that you were the editor, and
further, that you did not believe that she was 'the
real author of the work, but that she came in possession of some manuscripts of Baron Palm, a
learned Russian, who had died in New York and
was cremated.
I now beg you to state what you know or believe
in regard to the authorship of the book.
W. H. BURR.
Respectfully,
Washington, .D. 0., May 26, 1892.
. AN OPEN LETTER.
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 25, 1892.
REv. DR. PARKHURST, Respected Sir: Many years
ago, when I was a sincere Presbyterian, I never
saw a preacher with even side-whiskers, nor a layman with a mustache or full beard. A Unitarian
was regarded as no better than an Infidel. And an
orthodox preacher who wo1;1.ld hav dared to animadvert on the character of the Old Testament saints
as sinful, would hav been in danger of deposition.
I attended a meeting at the church of the Covenant the other night in this city. Prayer was offered by a Unitarian, followed by a written discourse delivered by an unshaven Presbyterian, who
was frequently applauded, and you made your
hearers laugh outright when you· spoke of sinful
Solomon, libidinous David, a~d tricky Jacob.
Verily "the sun do move,' and so do the Presbyterians. But I moved too fast long ago toremain in the bonds of orthodoxy.
Admiring your courage in fighting the Tammany tiger, I nevertheless do not approve of J esuitical tactics as a means of moral reform.
Respectfully,
W. H. BURR.
WHILE the inherited ideas of ~hurch leaders were
thus unfavorable to any proper development of medical science, there were two bodies of men outside
the church who, though largely fettered by superstition, were far less so than the monks and students
of ecclesiastical schools : these were the Jews and
the Mohammedans.
As to the Arabians,
we find them from the tenth to the fourteenth century, especially in Spain, giving much thought to
medicin, and to chemistry as subsidiary to it.
About the beginning of the ninth century, when
the greater Christian writers were supporting fetich
by theology, Almamon, the Moslem, declared,
" They are the elect of God, his best and most
useful servants, whose lives are devoted to the improvement of their rational faculties." The influence of Avicenna, the translator of the works of
Aristotle, from the beginning of the eleventh centmy extended throughout all Europe. The Arabians were indeed much fettered by tradition in
.q~.edical science, but their translations of Hippocrates and Galen preserved to the world the best
thus far deveioped in medicin, and still better were
their contributions to pharmacy; these remain of
value to the present hour.- Ex-President White of
Cornell University.
SEND for catalog of our publications.
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.A Question as Unsettleable as Theology.
NoRTHVILLE, MICH., May 9, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of
April 30th, Mr. Wm. B. Lewis says that
chess always comes from wheat, and that
it is incapable of propagating its species.
Chess and wheat are entirely distinct
plants. The scientific name of chess is
Bromus secalinus; that of wheat, Triticum vulgare. Chess livs from on~ to two
years, while wheat never livs more than
one. In chess the head is open and spreading as in oats, while in wheat it is a dense
spike and somewhat four-sided.
The seed of chess retains its vitality a
long time and this will account fur its appearing where wheat has been trampled
down, eaten o.ff, etc., thus giving it a
chance to grow.
Some one spoke through these columns
of having seen wheat and chess on the
same stalk. This was probably a case
where some of the pollen from a chess
plant had fertilized some of the flowers of
a wheat plant, or vice versa, thus producing a cross or hybrid. Some of the grains
on the stalk would be pure wheat or chess,
as the case might be, while the others
would be crosses between the two.
If Mr. Lewis will send me some pure
chess that he is sure grew from a wheat
!!talk, I will send him some chess that will
grow; or I will send him some anyway if
he will send me an addressed envelope.
Yours for science and truth,
GEo. H. GmsoN.

"Can Freetllinkers

•

Organize~"

PITTSBURGH, P A., May 8, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of May 7th
you make rather an elaborate effort editorially upon the text, "Can Freethinkers
organize?" and to my mind entirely unnecessary, for this reason. The press and
literature to-day are teeming with writings
from the pens of many noble men and
women advocating Freethought, then why
tie down men to any particular creed, sect,
or faction? So soon as you do this you
are working against your own interests as a
Freethinker.
The nucleus for such has been formed
long, long ago, and yet man has deliberately left of his own accord, in traveling the musty old roads of t.heology. You
hav had Shaksperes, Galileos, Bnmos,
Paints, Ingersolls, Licks, Girards, etc.,
and thousands of others, whose great
thoughts go still traveling on clown the
roR.ds of time; such men held practical
views, and do more good for the dissemi-nation of ideas than all your Freethinkers'
(so called) organized e.ffo:.ets combined.
Question : are the theologians supported
by men'! I say, no, but by a great lot of
hypocrits. 'l'he "wherewith" is donated to
these theologians thoughtlessly, and without any aim at all. So what good does it
do in the end?
It is true these things cost money, but
that does not buy brains, and to my view
the application of "the survival of the fittest" comes in here as conveniently as on
anything else, and human mental slavery
becomes a thing of the past.
S. -P. Putnam, W. S. Bell, John Charlesworth, Wakeman, Ingersoll, etc.- such
grand masters of language do more than
all else of organized ''sect-ism" to propagate the idea, as we are living now in an
age of transcendentalism. Respectfully,
HENRY E. JUERGENS.

Pointed Talk on tl1e World's Fair.
OMEGA, NEB., March 14, 1892.
MR.- EDITOR: As a great many Liberals
of the country are in favor of making our
cause known at the World's Fair, and hav
stated their willingness to furnish a share
of the needed cash, by contribution, let us
see what we can do.
I will propose a plan of action. Let
every interested person visit his Liberal
friends and get them to guarantee all they
feel able to giv for an exhibit, and then
add all he can giv; _then write the amount
on a postal card and send it to me. I
will make a statement of all amounts sent to
me, and forward the same to THE TRUTH
SEEKER for publication. Let the work
commence at once. Send in all you can

positivly guarantee will be paid when
wanted.
If it is more convenient for a person
willing to donate to make two payments,
let one be made, say Sept. 1, 1892, and the
other Feb. 1, 1893.
_
Send no money to me, only the arr;.ount
you will giv when called upon. Then if
we can raise enough let us appoint a committee to take charge of the work to be
·done, and of the f1mds as paid in.
I will make a weekly statement after I
receive the first card, until May 1st.
Then if we find we can go ahead with a
fair show of SU<)Cess let us do so by all
means.
Let us at least build a good lecture-hall
and reading-room, and hang up a few pictures and c rect a few statues in honor of
those who hav struck for Mental Liberty.
Employ some good speakers and let the
world know that we mean business in an
honorable way, and are not ashamed of
our cause.
Now, fellow-Freethinkers, as I see no
one else who has confidence that we can
pull together, I impose this task of finding
·out on myself. Let us go to the World's
Fair with our colors :flying, and a place of
our own to go into and escape the howls
of the sky-pilots who will be there spouting "vocal fumes of sheol" into the ears
of all who can hear.
Now, to use a schoolboy phrase, let us
"put up" and come out as brave men for
our cause, "or shut up," and hang our
heads, giv the road all -to him who will defend it (the sky-pilot), and swear we are
neither -men nor Freethinkers.
I will pledge $20, in two paym-ents; for
the cause of Mental Liberty. Let us act!
Very truly,
E. E. WISNER.

History of an Evolution from Christianity.
GROVE, TEx., Feb. 27, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I want the Picture Book,
and will send next month for it.
I want to tell the story of my conversion
to Liberalism, if it will not take up too
much space of your valuable paper.
My father is a Methodist. -My mother
was a Campbellite. My first religious belief was that of my mother. I thought it
was my duty, in order to get the cro-wn
and harp, to be put under the water-and,
by the way, that was done before my
mustache had grown. I read, " He that
believes and is baptized shall be saved,
and he that believes not shall be damned."
But aft~r a while I asked myself, Believe
what? The answer of course is, Believe
the Ghost was Christ's father, and his
mother was a virgin after his birth; that
he was killed and buried and in about
twenty-nine hours rose out of the grave
and ascended, or went in some direction,
to heaven. Well, I tried to believe it, or
rather I tried to exercise no reason on 'this
point. After a while I began to think.
They told me God had certain attributes,
viz., mercy, power, knowledge, and wisdom, and was infinit in all of these. I
thought if he was all-powerful he could
make us and giv us -such attributes and
surround us with such conditions as to
make om· eternal happiness certain. His
infinit mercy would hinder his malting
any other place for his _children than a
place of happiness, and his wisdom would
enable him to make no bhmders in fixing
our environments. I reasoned that our
free agency am01mted to nothing, as it
only came too late to do ~s any good-just
after the Jeity had exercised his free will
in fixing our environments without having
consulted .us in the least. Then, I thought
that we should be left in no doubt as to
what our conditions would be in the next
life in heaven. At the same time I began
to find many Bible contradictions and absurdities, as I thought, and still think.
I had adopted the Agnostic's creed before I saw it formulated. I hav tried to
enthrone my reason above all churches,
creeds, and Gods in the universe.
I am the only avowed Agnostic in my
neighborhood. I teach, and am continually, when not in school, debating with
orthodox friends. But by the thoughts I
hav gathered from the literature of Freethought, they are no match for me.
They sometimes tell me that it would
not do for people to believe there was no
hell, as they would not care to perpetrate
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aU kinds of crime. I tell them I think the
person's character very base if he does
good only because he is afraid of Plmishment, and the church people degrade their
deity in making him a!'cept such homage.
Though I differ with my neighbors on
religious beliefs and tell them flatly I do
not. believe in any power higher than
nature, they respect me and call me a competent teacher.
I was amused when I read Talmage's
sermon of last week. He did not hav the
manhood to own that the miserable deformities of orthodox Christianity were so
completely exposed by Colonel Ingersoll
in his Christmas Sermon and the answer to
the attacks ~ade by the critics, that it was
now necessary to remodel, or build anew,
the whole structure of the Presbyterian
creed. Your Liberal friend and admirer,
A. A. BRADLEY.
Some Theological Follies Spitted On a
Lance of Logic.
GoLDEN, IA., Jan. 25, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I herewith inclose $5-$3
for a renewal of my subscription to that
grand exponent of Freethought and advocate of intellectual freedom, THE TRUTH
SEEKER; $1. for the Bible Picture Book,
and $1 for Volney's "Ruins."
As Pat would say, "I am troubled in
my mind "-especially when thinking on
theological matters. I went to churchcommon sense forgiv me-and listened to
a preacher who is a physical and theological bantam, and therefore pugnacious,
and who took as a text, ''Whatsoever ye ask
in my name, in faith believing, it shall be
done 1mto yon." He proved that this was
true by quoting other passages from the
same source, very much as one would prove
that a cabbage is a rose, by reiterating the
statement in other words. After he had
proved, to his satisfaction, that beyond all
dou~t or cavil this was a glorious and
divine truth, and told his hearers to always
remember that "Whatsoever ye will,"
etc., he asked the deacon to pass-round a
subscription paper to get money to insure
the church against fire and lightning, and
such is the obtuseness of my mind that I
could not perceive the connection. I could
not see how the text applied-could not
make the preaching consistent with the
practice. Certainly it was not improper
to ask the Lord to protect his own property. I know but one way out of the difficulty .. It is this: I ha\ only been born
once, and the pious solemnly assure me
that it is necessary _to be born at least twice
before one can grasp divine truths.
We hav a pious doctor who, as a member
of an orthodox church, professes to believe
-that the lives of all_men are in the keeping
of God, yet he administers drugs and advises hygienic practices to lengthen out the
span, and attributes hiR esca:fle from death
by lightning to a rubber coat which he
wore during a thunder-storm. If that was
the end of his allotted time couldn't the
Lord hit him coat or no coat?
Either my head is wrong or Christians
are inconsistent.
It seems to me that no one need be deceived by the priests, for all religions-socalled-are admittedly false in this: all
seek the accomplishment of certain natural
ends through supernatural agencies.
Nature is sufficient for the attainment of
all natural objects, and there is not in all
hiRtory a well-authenticated case where
any natural end was ever gained without
her aid.
Yours for natural helps, hopes, hearts,
and minds, and natural rights for all mankind,
R. N. HoWE.

We Mustn't "Monkey With" God's Business.
CooK, NEB., May 17, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: The fools are not all dead
yet, as the following will show. Standing
a few days ago on the corner of the street
with several others, dismissing weather
probabilities-we were having so much
rain-a gentleman. remarked that he believed the Lord was sending the rain as a
judgment upon the people for meddling
with his (the Lord's) business. "Congress," says he, "has appropriated thousands of dollars to experiment in rainmaking where t:Qe Lord does not want
rain, and now the Lord is going to send
rain till the people get enough, so they

will not monkey with the Lord's business
any more." I afterward learned that the
gentleman was a clergyman by the name oJ?
Thompson. What a terrible nightmare of
superstition! Will the people ever outgrow it? So many apparently intelligent
beings, and yet so ignorant, so easily
frightened away from any form of investigation that might open their eyes to the
real.
When Mrs. Drake opened up the first
oil well in Pennsylvania an old lady said,
"What are we coming to? Here God_ has
stored away this oil for the purpose of
burning up the world, and now it will be
all used up, and God's plans will come to
naught." And then the old "gal" fell to
crying as though her heart would break.
The old lady was as sincere as any Godworshiper could be. She actually believed that God intended to get up a
grand exhibition at some future time, and
one of the acts fu the program was to burn
up the world, and all this oil was held in ·
store for that purpose. Sympathy for her
God's prospectiv failure in carrying out
his designs was too great a strain on her
nerves, so her sorrow found relief in her
tears.
Surely there hav been mysteries enough
solved to satisfy all thinkers that there is
no such thing as mystery; that all is gov- ·
erned by law and without law there is
nothing, so all we hav to do is to discover
the law and knowledge takes the place of
belief, facts crowd out mystery, the ghost!Jancers' (priests') occupation is gone.
This the priests cannot endure, so they
will continue to deceive ; and the deceived
will continue to shield the deceivers; because their intellect is too weak to stand
alone, and it is easier to worship the fetich
they.hav than to .seek out another or to
free themselvs from all forms of fetichism and worship Truth.
Both the Picture Books are " dandies."
But there are people who tremble for fear
of God's wrath if they but look at them for
a moment. One lady is so afraid of God
she shakes like an aspen if you speak to her
about them. Her son-in-law took them to
her house.
W. P. BRoOBS.

Lying Preachers and Woman-Oppressing
Bible.
NORTH BENTON, 0., March 2, 1802.
MR. EDITOR : I cannot liv without THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and the cartoons are the
banner to the regiment.
I attended a funeral a few days ago of
what they call a sanctified Christian, and
was present when the subject died. She
died in great agony. At the funeral the
preacher extolled the subject to the third
heaven. That is where they say perfection rests. During his remarks he told of
a circumstance that took place when one
of the doctorS of divinity was going to
one of his appointments. He heard of a
sick Infidel, and thought he would stop
and see him. He called and made his
errand known. The. Infidel gave him a
cordial reception, and told him he was
welcome to his hospitality ; he did not
wish to hav religious subjects talked of,
but he was welcome to all the hospitalities
of the house as a friend. The doctor sat
down and told the Infidel he was going to
preach to a large congregation, and asked
him if he should preach Christ and him
crucified to -his congregatiOn or preach
Infidelity. He said the Infidel commenced
sniffiing and crying, and during his sobs
said, "Preach Christ and him crucified to
the congregation." The preacher's name
is Ringsberry, and he livs in Mount Union,
Stark county, 0., and preaches for the
Methodist people. I wrote to him, stating
the case as above, and asked him to please
giv me the address of the doctor and also
the address of the Infidel, and if he could
not do that, giv me the post-office where
the thing occurred as near as possible, inclosing stamp to pay return charges; but
so far hav received no answer. I pn1sume.
he is h1mting up the place.
Will you please tell us why it becomes
necessary to tell such stories as that to
substantiate a thing already proved to be
a fact, as they claim?
A religious conference at Akron, 0.,
by an almost unanimous vote declared
that women had no right to take part in
the government of the church or vote on
church government. About the next

I
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resolution was an exhortation for mothers
to instruct their children and see that
they brought their tribute in the shape of
a penny or more to Sunday-school and
other purposes. The ladies are good enough
to contribute to the Lord's embassadors
and get them up good :qteals, but hav not
sense enough to take part in church govemment. If that is not taxation without
representation! do not" know what is.
.
A short time ago it was proposed to
prepare a Bible for women, or a woman's
Bible. It was suggested that all passages
which refer to or deal with women in any
way whatsoever should be printed in the
order in which they come in the Bible,
thus giving woman an opportunity to read
in a few pages her whole Bible-all which
applies directly to her. The compilers
had gone only a very little way when they
discovered that the· book when finished
would be very small, but that it would be
exclU:ded from the United States mail on
the ground of obscenity. Almost without
exception the direct messages from J ehovah to or for or about women are of such .
a nature that they are to-day considered
too indecent to transmit through the postoffice. This is the God woman is asked to
worship afl divine. It is simply monstrous.
There is, however, not a Christian woman
in a thousand who knows what the Bible
teaches for her. They do not read it.
Certain chapters or verses they go over
frequentJy, which are substituted for· the
whole book. They do not know that it
teaches slavery for women and sale of
daughtersbyfathersforthevilest purposes.
Yo=s truly,
CHESTER BEDELL.
Why Christians Outnumber Freethink~rs.
AsToRIA, ORE., May 1, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I am so much pleased with
your excellent paper that I wish to hav
my subscription extended. I feel that
you are doing what Jesus endeavored to
do eighteen hundred years ago, i. e., trying to better the condition of mankind;
only you are trying in the more enlightened age and way. Jesus, as Mr. Ingersoll said, was a noble character. He was
earnest and honest. His name should not
be ridiculed; neither should his pronoun
be written with a capital letter any more
than that of G'l:lorge Washington. We
should remember that eighteen hundred
years hav-passed since he lived, and that
man should hav learned something in that
time. Under the light of art and science
you hav a better. chance to seek for and
advocate the truth than they had who
lived in the dark days of ignorance. Can
we blame them for making mistakes when
they were tools in the iron grasp of ignorance? Since the beginning men, both
Christian and Infidel, hav had a rough time
shinning- it up the bare trunk of the tree
of knowledge; we are just grasping the
firl!lt .limbs, and should and will make
more rapid progress in the future.
In my opinion, creeds were the pioneers
of truth; they were a necessary stage to
the advancement of knowledge. Theil' advocates were enthusiastic and earnest;
they struggled, suffered, and did "the best
they knew. They hav been great factors
in civilizing nations. They hav filled
their niche, and will fade away before reason and truth as darkness fades into light
before the brightness of the sun.
Should the Freethinker ridicule Christians for their inability to break from the
strong chains of superstition that bind
them? Should we not giv them full credit
for the good they hav done, and be more
generous and rational than they, who
would punish forever and ever the errors
of ignorance?
I hope that no Freethinker will ever use
that unjust weapon, ridicule, but earnestly
use the salt of reason until all are saved
from the effect of mistakes-for mistakes
will produce mistakes as surely as the
seeds of weeds will produce weeds. Good
reasoning is to the brain of man what a
well-tuned instrument is to music, or perfectly cut stone and timbers are to architecture. Ridicule a man's honest opinion
and he feels that you hav wronged him,
and is very apt to think, at least, that the
perpetrator lacks one factor ~f being a
gentleman-that of gentleness.
Not one word of ridicule do I find in
that lecture of Helen Gardener's, "Pulpit,
Pew, and Cradle "-not one word that is
notfail', and just, and true as truth itself,

Would t.hat all mothers on earth might
read, understand, and helieve it, that they
might teach their children tmth anQ. ideas
that would not "shock their minds," in-·
stead of mistakes that were written
eighteen hundred years ago. Well do
Christians know what they are doing- when
they follow the teaching of Jesus, "Suffer
little children to come unto me," etc.
Jesus, I think, simply knew that childhood was the time to impress what he no
doubt thought to be the true path to walk
in through life. With Miss Gardener's
permission, Freethinkers all over the land
should endeavor to hav the lecture published in every county paper, and by subscription, if necessary, pay a fair price for
it. Then mothers would read, and recognize, such argument from so gifted, noble,
worthy a champion of their rights and
freedom.
I heard a good story the other day which
I think illustrates why there are not more
Freethinkers. A worthy doctor and a
quack were practicing in the same village.
They met on the street, and the worthy
doctor asked of the quack why it was that
he-the quack-received nearly all the
calls for medical assistance. "Come,"
said the quack, "to this doorway and
closely observe ten people as they pass.
Now," said he, "how many do you pwnounce well read and posted on human
nature?" Answer: "Oh, not more than
one." Quack: "There is the answer to
your first question-you get one and I get
nine. See?" Moral: If Christians would
read THE TRUTH SEEKER they would be
better posted on truth and the Bible.
P. F: HALFERTY.

to approach him. If I am damned to hibited on account of the protectiv tariff.
Right here lies the trouble in oUr reeternal tort=e for unbelief, I will ever
censure God for my condemnation. public ; right here lies the cause of so
Since then scores of penitent prayers hav many millionaires springing up in our
been wafted toward the Great Unknown midst during our protectiv policy; right
Quantity in my behalf, beseeching his here lies the germ of a few shrewd men
oblivious majesty to persuade me to flee gathering up the wealth of the country
while countle!ls thousands lack the Itecesfrom the wrath to come.
But I thank nature's god that my ex- saries of life. The laborer· is not, cannot
istence occUl'red at this period of intel- be protected, as labor depends upon suplectual· enlightenment and scientific prog- ply and demand. Yet, while the laborer
ress-that the environments are such that must always remain unprotected, he is
although id~latry and superstition inhabit obliged to pay to the manufacturers of arthe minds of many, we are permitted to ticles he cannot do without an enormous
price, which without protection he could
manifest the product of our reason.
Superstition is a knavish monster incu- procure almost for half the amount.
bated in the credulous minds of ancient
That OUl' iron industries hav increased
barbarians, fostered by the clergy for j;he enormously of late years I freely concede,
mercenary emoluments obtained from but that proves nothing in favor of ·Mr.
pious dupes and some, to all appearance, Lechner's theory, as they would hav innon compos mentis. It dethrones reason, creased as much without protection, the
stultifies the intellect, checks investiga- only difference being while with protection, and impedes progress.
tion the money has· found its way into the
But we can see dawning in the twilight pockets of a few individuals, without
of the fut=e universal mental emancipa- protection it would hav remained among
tion from the servil thraldom of the dog-- the laboring. classes. I lmow no country
mas and creeds of the past, and with pride in the world that has better facilities to
view the gem of our adoration, Free- produce iron and steel than the United
thought. It is the paramount desire of States; and if nature has favored a nation
my heart to witness the day Infidelity in such a way that it can produce a certain
will usurp superstition's influence in the article of commerce cheaper than any
minds of all the civilized world; reason other nation, no government can stop the
and logic be our master and gllide; invRs- production of that article; the people would
tigation the magnetic power inviting every rebel if they were not allowed to proctuce
it. But goverment can, by a protectiv
soul to search for Truth.
By making others happy we ourselvs tariff, direct the profits of that industry
will be happy; this life will be a celestial so as to flow into the pockets of a certain
existence; death in every sense will be de- class; and this the government is doing.
prived of its terrors. We who strive to
Mr. Lechner says that English farmers
conform to the aspiring precepts of Free- want our cereals taxed. If so, it proves
thought and ethical culture can stand at the nothing but that English farmers are as
Foregleams of the Radiant Future.
threshold of eternity with the consolation big bloodsuckers as our protected moSALINA, UTAH, May 12, E.M. 292.
that our mundane life has not been a fail- nopolists. But does he consider who
MR. EDITOR: Thus far I hav kept silent ure. As ever,
would pay the tax? The tax would be
about writing to my friends through the
Yours in the glorious bonds of Free- paid by the poor laborer and mechanic in
C. E. WEsT, M.D.
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER, but take a thought,
the advanced price of the bread he eats,
great pleasure in reading the letters of
and the farmer would not pay his hired
Anti-Protection.
those who are numbered with" the reformh~lp one penny more on accunnt of his acEUREKA, CAL., April 28, 1892.
ers of this age. Mr. Heston, I must say,
quired monopoly.
MR.
EDIToR:
I
see
in
TIDJ
TRUTH
SEEKER
is an artist in all that the word implies.
of April 16th that one Richard Lechner
Mr. Lechner's fears are likewise un~nd when I peruse the Freethought jourhas taken it upon himself to defend Colonel grounded when he predicts thnt but for
nals of the day-and I am a subscriber to
Ingersoll. How deeply the colonel feels protection we would lose our home marthree-my heart· swells with the vivid
himself indebted to him I know not, but ket. There is no danger of mechanics
hopes that I may yet grasp the hand of of all writers I know of, Colonel Ingersoll turning farmers, . although I hav been
Colonel Ingersoll and Heston. May the is certainly the most able to defend him- fool enough to do so. "There is no class of
animating powers of nat=e support and self· and to see a dwarf defend R. giant is a people who work harder for what they get
buoy them up until Freethought will be as
'
somewhat
ludicrous sight. . y e t , as M r. than the farmers; therefore, most people
popular in the. enlightened nations of Lechner
is evidently sincere, r hope Mr. shun the farm, and since mechanics mitst
earth as superstition has been in the past. Ingersoll will not be offended at him. eat, protection or none, there will always
I kindly solicit space in the columns of But allow me to set Mr. Lechner right on be a certain amount of home consumption.
yoUl' paper that I may present a few
some points.
Finally, Mr. Lechner winds up with
thoughts and personal experiences. I was
Mr. Lechner confounds protection with lamenting that we do not hav to pay about
born and raised in the Christian religion;
a tariff for revenue.
Few people, $5 for a pair of overalls. These are not
to comply with the earnest requests of my
perhaps, would object to a tariff for his words, but that is about what they
parents I was baptized when elevPn years·
revenue. The government must be sup- mean. If England can buy our raw cotof age. At the age of twelve, one night
ported by taxation either direct or in- ton, ship it .to England, mnnufacture it
just before the opening of prayer-meeting,
direct. Direct taxation seems always into cloth, and"return it to the United
6ne of the Twelve Apostles of the Remore burdensome than indirect, as we States as cotton goods, pay duty on them,
organized ChUl'ch of Jesus Christ of Latsee nothing coming back for the money pay the freight twice across the ocean,
ter Day Saints (?) sat in front of me with
we pay out; therefore it would seem best take the risk of shipwreck, pay for all the
the holy book open on his lap. All at
to support government by a tariff rather handling, and still make a profit, then
once the ''spirit" moved him, and arising
there is something rotten in the United
to his feet he laid his hands upon my head than by direct taxation. But this is not States. And right here I will draw attenall.
In
all
nations
there
is
a
class
of
peoand said: "Brother Charles, you hav emtion to one of Mr. Ingersoll's mistakes.
braced the only true and everlasting gos- ple who reap the benefits of government He claims that protection improves the
who
if
taxes
were
levied
directly
for
its
pel in these, the last days. If you con'
intellect of those who are protected. The
tinue faithful in the gospel you've em- support, would pay nothing toward ~t;
but an indirect tax reaches all. A tanff very fact that England does buy our raw
braced, you will in the future become one
cotton and returns it to us in manufactjust;
'
of the great men of the nation and church, for revenue then may be considered
h
t ·ff ured goods, notwithstanding all the drawand be the instrument in the hands of but humanity demands that sti.c a an
backs I hav enumerated, shows that the
God in bringing souls to the folds of should fall upon the poorer ffclasses as English manufacturer is more intelligent
Christ." There arose in my mind a great lightly as possible, while a tari for pro- than the American. So Mr. Ingersoll
desire to know for myself whether or not I tection acts in the opposit way; it takes the
was in the only true church, and· as yet to bread out of the poor men's mouth and must be wrong on that !JOint.
In conclusion, I would say: Tariff for
me there had been no evidence of the Holy givs it to the millionaires. A protectiv
tariff
means
to
put
such
an
outrag-eous
revenue
is justifiable, since the governSpirit that other members of the church
talked so much about and of which they amount of duty upon a certain article of ment must be supported in some way, but
claimed a knowledge. So I asked my commerce as to prevent its being imported, tariff for protection is a political trap to
father one day, "If I go to God in faith in order to protect the manufacturer of catch the unwary, and a curse to the naand fervently implore him to answer my that article at ho~e. This looks well on tion. Liberals ought not to be dupes of
petitionA, will I receive any answer?" the surface, but it will· not stand inspec- politicians any more than of preachers.
He says, "I prom is you, my son, in tion. If the protected article costs more Before an election we are told by either
the na~e qf Israel's God, you will." I labor to produce it in the United States party that unless its cam1idates are
prayed, and continued to do so for about than elsewhere, the extra labor so spent elected the nation is ruined. But no matthree years, from two to five times is wasted, and :Mr. Groh's calculations are ter which party wins, after election everydaily, in private and in family invocations; right. If the facilities of production are thing goes on as usual and we never know
the difference. It is the same with the
kept good company; did not profane his equal, then our manufacturers .nee d no
holyname; wastemperateasmuch as itwas protection as they save the freight and tariff. If the protectiv tariff was aboli~hed
'
·
tat•
b t "f we would not notice the difference for a
possible to be at that age; was a faithful at- handling incident to rmpor wn; u 1
tendant at church. But alas! of no avail. our facilitieR to produce an article are while, ns the tariff is an indirect tax; but
I did not receive a word, not even a sign better than elsewhere, and such is the in course of a few years we would find the
of any kind. If there be a God and his case with most protected articles, oUl' laboring dasf es tetter off; since the millears are closed to the humble, fervent, manufacturers will derive an immense ions which under t.ur protectiv system go
and innocent implorations of a child who . profit from the sale of those articles as to the manufacturers would remain in the
desires to know and do his will, it would they hav a monopoly of selling them, pockets of the workmg classes.
RoBERT GUNTBE:R,
be of little use for case-hardened sinners foreign goods . being in a measUl'e pro- .
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Hodge, the Cat.
Burly and big his books among
Good Samuel Johnson sat, ·
With frowning brows and wig askew,
His snuff-strewn waistcoat far from new;
So stern and menacing his air
That neither "Black Sam "'nor the maid
To knock or interrupt him dareYet close beside him, unafraid,
Sat Hodge, the cat.
" This participle," the doctor wrote,
" The modern scholar cavils at,
But "-even as he penned the word
A soft protesting note was heard.
The doctor fumbled with his pen,
The dawning thought took wings and flew.
The sound repeated came againIt was a faint reminding "mew!"
From Hodge, the cat.
"Poor Pussy!" said the learned man,
Giving the glossy fur a pat,
"It is yonr dinner-time, I know,
And-well, perhaps I ought to go;
For if'Sam every day were sent
Off from his work your fish to buy,
Why-men are men-he might resent,
And star..-e or Jdck you on the slyEh!·Hodge, my cat?"
The dictionary was laid clownThe doctor tied his vast cravat,
And down the buzzing street he strode,
Taking an often-trodden road,
And halted at a well-known Ptall;
"Fishmonger," spoke the doctor gruff,
" Giv me six oysters-that is all;
Hodge knows when he has had enoughHodge is my cat."
Then home; Puss dined, and while in sleep
He chased a visionary rat,
His master sat him down again,
Rewrote his page, renibbed his pen:
Each i was dotted, each twas crossed;
He labored on for all to read,
Nor deemed that time was waste o1· lost
Spent in supplying the small need
Of' Hodge, the cat.
That dear old doctor! fierce of mien,
Untidy, arbitrary, fat,
What gentle thoughts his name enfold!
So generous of his scanty gold,
So quick to love, so hot to scorn,
Kind to all sufferers nuclei' heavenA tenderer despot ne'er was born;
His big heart held a corner even
For Hodge, the cat.
-Susan Coolidge.

--------------~---

Visit to a Gold Mine.
Up among the clouds, on the very crest
of the Rockies, nine thousand feet above
the sea, is situated what is known as the
"Little Kingdom of 'Gilpin," one of the
best-known mining camps in the world.
- This camp is reached from Denver by a
narrow-gage railroad, which winds in
and out through a canyon for over thirty
miles. The scenery along this railroad
is some of the grandest in the world. The
road is built along the banks of a creek
which flows through the canyon. In
places the road is built on trestle-work, as
the space between the creek and the upright walls of granit is too narrow for
even a narrow-gage road.
J;Iaving
reached Black Hawk, after a three hours'
ride up grade, we see all around us great
m01mtains towering to the sky ; here and
there we see small buildings built on their
sloping sides, and near each building we
see a pile of refuse rock. These are all
the external evidences of the mines which
exist below. The buildings are shafthouses, in which is placed the machinery
with which the ore is raised to the surface
of the earth. The pile of rock is composed
of rock and other refuse which has been
taken out of the mine before they could
get at the paying ore.
There are two kinds of mining; one is
' known as placer mining, the other as lode
mmmg. Placer mining consists in washing gold-bearing dirt by means of water,
whereby they obtain the particles of gold
which the dirt contained. Lode mining
is the digging out of the gold-bearing ore
which lies imbedded in the mountains.
After a great deal of hard climbing we
reach one of the shaft-houses, and having
first obtained permission from the mining
boss, we prepared to descend into the
bowels of the earth. The mine we visited
is the deepest mine in this mining district; the incline is over eighteen hundred
feet long. The shaft or incline is about

six feet high and varies in width from
three to five feet; a track is laid in the
shaft, on which the miniature cars are
run in which the ore is hauled to the surface. In going down into the mine we
had to lie on our sides, as the cars reach
so near the roof that there is not space
enough for us .to sit erect. As soon as we
were a few feet down we left daylight behind and had to depend on tallow candles
for our light. Gradually the rope was
played out from the shaft-house, and soon
we reached the bottom of the shaft. Here
the track diverges in several directions,
and runs on a level for thousands of feet
into the drifts. 4-s the ore is taken out of
the drifts the track is extended so as to be
convenient in loading the cars.
At the bottom of the shaft are two gigantic steam pumps which are kept going
night and day to keep the mine free from
water; one of the greatest expenses in
deep mining is to keep the water from
flooding the mine.
Walking along the drift about a thousand feet we came to where the miners
are at work. The men work two and two
together-one man holds and turns the
drill, while the other strikes it with the
hammer. When they hav a sufficient
number of holes drilled they proceed to
load them with dynamite and fire them all
at once. . The noise made by the explosion is terrific, a.s there is no place
fo:z; the sound to escape. One blast generally loosens several tons of ore, which
is then broken up, loaded in the cars,
and hauled to the surface, where it
is sorted, part sent to the stamp mill and
the rest to the smelters, as the case may
be; the poorest ore is generally smelted,
while the better ore is run through the
stamp mill, whereby the gold is extracted
at a less expense than smelting. The ore
varies greatly as to the quantity of mineral it con~ains. Some of it hardly pays
the expense of mining, while other ore is
very rich.
A very curious superstition exists among
the miners out here. They believe that if
anyone whistles in a mine it will bring bad
luck, so visitors are requested to be careful and not whistle while they are in the
mine. The miners work only eight hours,
so it requires only three sets of men to
keep the mine going.
The men work S1mdays, holidays, and
all, no stops being allowed on any account.
When they shift, the men flock out of the
mine like.ants from an anthill; but they
soon disappear again, and then the mountains look deserted until the next shift.
The miners are men recruited from all
classes of people, and follow mining only
until they make a little money; then they
giv up mining and go at some other work;
for in spite of the big wages which the
miners receive, they all prefer to work
abovegr01md and hav the sun in place of
a tallow candle as an illuminator.
Having explored several drifts, we signaled the shaft-house to hoist us up.
When we came to the surface we were
ready to fully appreciate the value of Slllllight after being thus deprived of it for
an hour.
Having seen all the inner workings of
the place where great fortunes are dug
from the bosom of Mother Earth we are
ready to start on our return to our bome at
Denver.
WM. L. PALM.
Denver, Col., May 11, 1892.
He Was "In It " That Time.
A benevolent-looking gentleman of clerical appearance stopped at the bridge entrance and got a paper from one of the
street gamins that hover about in ·that
locality like bees before a hive .. The happy
urchin had scurried off for change and
was soon lost to view with a "Hi, Jimmie,
giv me de coppers."
The benevolent
gentieman waited a moment and then
concluding that he was perhaps face t~
face with an illustration of frail humanity
wrestling in the throes of heavy temptation, started for the cars. He had gotten
but a short distance when he felt a tugging
at the tail of his coat. Looking around
he saw the bright face of the little chap
and his change in the boy's extended fist.
" Here's yer coppers, boss."
"Are you always as honest as this?"
said the gentleman.
'"Cept when I ain't in it," piped the
little fellow,

11,

1.892.

The gentleman took the hint, and the
newsboy was "in it" to the. extent -of a
handfui of pennies.
School Hours in Switzerland.
The Swiss school hours are very longtwenty-seven hours a week for the primary classes, and only eight weeks' vacation in the year. The studies in these
earlier classes comprehend religion, good
manners, German, arithmetic, elements
of geometry, natural history, geography,
history, singing, drawing, gymnastics, and
for the girls, female industry. The girls
may skip the geometry class, if the parents
so choose. In the secondary schools, where
the pupils are from twelve to fifteen years
old, the studies are mostly a continuation
and repetition of those passed in the primary schools, except that natural history.
is enlarged upon greatly, especially in its
bearings on farming and other industries.
More attention, too, is given to gymnastics and drill. These classes are attended thirty-three hours a week, and fortyfour weeks in the year, .exclusiv of much
time spent in gymnastics. The course is
for three years.
·

Correspondence.
CEDAR BLUFFS, KAN., May 25, 1892.
DEAR MISS WIXON: I never wrote to the
Corner before. I like to read the letters.
We hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for a
good many years, and like it very much.
I am eleven years old, and read in the
Fifth reader. I liv in the country, and
go to school in a sort of schoolhouse.
Last term we had a religious teacher, and
I asked her to tell me where the soul was,
and she said the brain was the seat of it.
I like very much to read books. I hav
read lots of Mrs. Alcott's books, among
the rest " Little Women." I never had a
chance to read "Little Men," but I want
to. My father has got the ''Life of
PaiD.e," and the rest of his books. I mean
to read them when I am old enough to
understand them: I read Ingersoll's lectures in the E·onclad Age every week. I
would like to hav ·some correspondence
with THE TRUTH SEEKER girls.
Yours sincerely,
INEz E. PLUMB.

crows, and they are very mischievous.
They can talk better than a parrot. I will
tell you what they can say. They, say
"Otto," which is one of my brother's
names. One says, "Otto make lots -of
wood;" "Otto plow;" "Otto and the
boys wake up;" and calls the dog, "Here,
Zip; here, Zip; here, here, here;" and
calls the cows, " Sook, Sook," and
" Helloa." And he says "Ho " to the
teams, and laughs like the average darky,
and likes little girls, but he does not like
boys. Lots of people come from town to
hear him, for he is a great curiosity. ;r£ I
see this in print I will write again.
Your friend,
MATILDA!'· RoTSOH.
EAGLEVILLE, CAL., May 18, 1892.
DEAR Miss WIXoN AND CHILDREN's CoRNER: I am a little girl seven years old, and
I get my mamma to write this letter for the
Corner. I send yon a picture of our
home taken about July l, 1891. You will
see the' snow on the mountains and the
mountain stream that flows by our house
the year around. We keep hotel, and ·hav
a farm also. We hav to irrigate our farm
in this country. We hav nice horses and
cows, and hav sheep on the range. We do
not feed them; just hav men herd them
on the hills winter and summer. They
hav them on the high mountains you see
with the snow on in the summer-time,
and on the desert in the winter. Mamma
and little sister and .I went to camp with
papa· and saw the lambs that came this
spring. Papa cut their tails off, and there
was over twenty-six hundred, such a nice
lot. Papa has two large bands of sheep
and lambs. Papa is fixing up our home.
We hav just been here a year, so I will
send you another picture some time. I
hav "The Story Ho,ur," such a nice book.
Your friend,
HAZEL ScoTT.
[Hazel-what a sensible little woman
she is! The picture is beautiful, and we
thank you and mamma for sending it. If
ever we come to California we shall try to
see that lovely spot, and hope to find
Hazel at home when we call.-ED. C. C.]

Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.

ST. JoHN, WAsH., May 15, 1892.
Miss WIXoN, Dear Friend: I thought I
would write to the Corner to-day, as I h,ad
nothing else to do.
I liv on a farm six miles from St. John.
We are having a fine spring for grain, and
I think there is no doubt of a good crop
next fall. I am not attending school now,
as we are having vacation.
My father has been a subscriber of THE
TRUTH SEEKER for some time, and I take
great pleasure in reading it myself. I
would like some of the readers of the Corner to correspond with me.
.
Well, for fear I am making my letter
too long, and takin~ up too much of your
Be Thyself. 10c•.
valuable space, I will close.
Hoping to hear from some of the readers Christianity No Finality. Spiritualism
of the Corner soon, also that this letter esSuperior. 10c.
capes the waste-basket, I remain,
Common-Sense Tlwughts on the Bible.
1oc.
Your Liberal friend,
RAYMOND E. WHITE.
Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.
10c.
.
P.S.-My address is, St. John, WhitGarrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
man county, Washington. Box No. 47.
Geologist and Radical. ByJ. H. Powell.
25c.
GENEVA, NEB., May 2, 1892.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I thought I would Geology. , Past and Future of our Planet.
$1.50.
write to the Corner. I am thirteen years
old, and I like to read the Corner very God Proposed for Our National Constitu·
tion. 10c.
much. I liv in the country, six miles
Genesis and
from town. There are two churches within Irreconcilable Records.
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.
one mile of where we liv.
We ·go to
church sometimes, but not very often. Is Darwin Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
We go just to be a-going. We can't com- Is Spiritualism True ~ 10c.
prehend the mysterious stories that the Man's True Saviors. 10c.
preachers ilell.
.
Orthodoxy False, Since Spiritualism is
I can remember the time when my father
True. 10c.
was a shouting Methodist. And we chil- Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of
dren could no1; enjoy ourselvs. But now
Christianity. 10c..
he has changed to be a Freethinker, and Radical Discourses ou Religious Subjects.
we go to dances and enjoy ourselvs very
$1.25.
much better. I like reading the "Pictorial Radical RJ1ymes.
With Author's PorText-Book" and also the Bible Text-Book.
trait. $1.25.
We hav both, but we don't hav them very Sermon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
long at a time. We lend them to the Soul ·of Things. Psychometric Repeople in town.
searches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
l\-1. F. Denton.) Per val., $1.50.
As this is my first attempt at writing to
the Corner, if you think there is anything What Is Right 1 10c.
worth publishing, do so, and I will write What Was He~ Jesus i:r;t 19tb Century
again.
Yours respectfully,
Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.
HATTIE EDNA BELL.
Who are Christians 1 10c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
[An interesting letter.-ED. C. C.]

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.

CARTHAGE, Mo., May 15, 1892.
HIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINE'!.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first letter to the Corner. I am thirteen years
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief.'
old. I like to read the Corner better than
BvVISGOUNTAMBERLEY.
any part of the paper. My father has
taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for a nnm ber of
years1 and is very much pleased with it. I
hav lots of pets around me. I hav a
mountain burra, which I think very
By VOLTAIRE.
much of. I can hitch her to the cart and
drive her and ride her. I hav also six Terse, witty, and sarcastic d2finitions of thpocats and two crows. They are common
lo~tical terms. Price, 25 cents.

Pocket .Theology.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, .TUNE 11, 1.892.

Books by S. Pe Putnam.
.

Jtews of
A

fhe Wselt. POPES AH~o!~~!ll DOJHGS.

-

LARGE part of Creede, Col., was
burnt last Sunday.

THE Salvation Army barracks at Flushing, N.Y., was attempted to be burnt on
the 4th.
IN the church of Our Lady of Good

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its
Sllienti:fic Solution, With some Criticisms of
Univefsology. Pri<ie1 2o cetits. .
Waifs an:d Wander.Ings, A New American Story. Price, cloth,· $1.00; 11aper, 50
!len.ts. "A I>rose epi\l of the war, rich with
mctdent and dramattc Power; breezy from
first page to last with the living spir1t of today."-[John Swintml.'s Paper.
Golden Throne, A Romance. " The au-.
thor certainly has ~enius. ·The divine
1\teative spark is within him. The book is
filled With m~:illy thou~hts expressed in
atil · ·ords-t e tr nMr t of a manly mind.
fvt~rf ln:Jeral_~ di:ll.~ re!t 'Golden Tlirone.'"
-{ltigefRoll. Price, $t
·
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation in
rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.
Why Don't He Lend a Hand~ and other
Agnost~o poems. Price, 10 cents.
Adami and Heva. A poetic version of
the Indian story of the Garden of Eden fn
Whioh its superiority to the mutilated copythe G:enesls le~end-is shown. Price, 10 cents.
Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 cents.
ltly Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette Place, New York.

Works of Charles Watts.

'l'he Teacllings of Secularism Compared
with Orthodox Christianity. 96 pages.
Price, 25 cents.
Secularism : Is It Foumled on Reason,
and Is It Sufficient to Thleet the Needs
of Mankind~ Debate between tie Editor of the Halifax Evening Nail and Charles
Watts. With Prefatorv Letters by George Jacob Holyoake antl Colonel Ingersoll, and an
Introduction by Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages,
25 cents.
A Reply to Father Lambert's "Tactics
of Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
'Jl1ristianity: Its Origin, Nature, and
Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 cents.
The Horrors of the French Revolution :
Their Causes. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Secularism: Destructiv and Coustructiv.
22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown ta
Be Contradictory and Defective ::s au Ethical
Guil'le. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Ag11_osticism and Christian Theism :
Which Is the ~lore Reasonable 'l 24
pages. Price, 10 cents.
Evolution and Sllecial Creation. 10 cents.
Saints and Sinners--Which'! · 24 pages in.
cover. Price, 10 cents.
The Superstition of the Christian Sun·
day : A Plea for Liberty and Justice.
26 pages. Price, 10 cents.
•
The Glory of ;u_nbelief. _ 22 pages in cover.
Price, 10 cents.
Nature and the Snl)ernatural; or, Belief
and Knowledge. 24 pages. Price, 10
cents.
The American Secular Union; Its Ne·
cessity and the Justice of Its Nine De·
mands, (Dedicated to Colonel Robert
G. IngersolL) 32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
Theological Presumption : An Open Letter to the Rev. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Hulifa,x, N. S.
In this letter the following subjects are dealt
with: 1. Why Do the Clergy Avoid Debate•? 2.
The Position of Agnostidsm Toward Christianity: 8- Freethought and l\Ien of Science.
4. The Difference Between Facts and OJ?inions.
5. Christ and Heroism. 6. Christiamty and
Slavery. 16 pa.g_E)s. PriceJj centsAddress
THE TRUT1:1 SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette pl., New Yorlr,

Essay on M i tacles.
' By DAVID HUME.'
Prioo.

10 oon~s.

Colincil, Brooklyn, a few days ago, several
hours were devoted to the ceremony of
blessing' and sealing a casket containing
relics of saints, and depositing it beneath
the altar.
FAT:El:ER CRONIN, editor of the Catholic
Union· and Times, says that his visit to
Blaine was not in answer to a call from
the latter to communicate the probable
effect of the Ducey letter on Catholics,
and had no political purpose.

Vicars.of Christ and Vicegerents of God.

.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Oroer of Creation~
THE

CONFLICT BETWEEN GENESIS AND GEOLOGY.
A Co1'11'RovERSY BETWEEN THE
HoN. W. E. Gr-ansTONE,
PRoF. li'IA.x 1\~ULLER,
PRoF. T. H. RU:iLEY,
1\L REVILLE,
E. LYNN LINTON.
12mo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 ots.

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development of the Canon.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament.. The Early" Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Called Apocryphal. -The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper. GO cents; cloth, 75 cents.

HEATHENS 0 F THE HEATH.
Radical Rol'Y).&l')ce.
BY WM. MoDm<rNEr,L. 500 UP., Paner, 80 cents.

Rf.LIGION OF HUMANIT11
BETTER THAN

The Rights of Women

LAST Sunday a cloudburst converted Oil
-ANDETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
creek in western Pennsylvania into a torTHE
SEXUAL
RELATIONS.
rent, a dam broke, oil leaked from tanks
By M. BABCOCK.
upon the water and became ignited, and Price,
10 cents. BY KARL HEINZEN, the famous German Rad
the fiery flood swept through Titusville
ical Editor.
and· Oil City, burning to death or drownAn Address to an Unknown Lady Reailer. Historical Review of the Legal Position of Women.
ing a hundred persons.
'l'he Emancipp.tion of Woman. The Passive Prostitution of' Women. The Active Prostitution of
Ex-GoVERNOR KNoTT of Kentucky said
iVIen. The Execution of JXIen. Love and Jealousy.
to a reporter a few days ago: "The future
J\Iorality. iVIarriage. Adultery. Divorce. Is
does not seem bright to me. People in
iliarriage a Contract? Hanging a Woman. ReligAnd Arguments.
ion. The Economic Independence of Woman
this country to-day hav no conception to
how great a degree wealth is being con- By D. M. BENN:ETT.
Paper, 146 pp_, 2!5 cts. Liberty and the J:tevolution the Allies of Woman
Paper, 50c. Address 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER.
centrated in the hands of .the few, and to
what an alarming extent legislation is
----~
being controled to advance private gain."

Answers to Christian

THE United Presbyterian assembly at
Pittsburg-h resolved that among last year's
events "the most significant thing is the
decision of the United States Supreme
Court that we are a Christian nation.
The president has no longer a valid excuse for refusing the recognition of Christianity in his annual Thanksgiving proclamation."

~uestions

SH<'WING
THE ABSURDITY AND UNTBUTHFUL•
NESS OF THE CHURCH'!> CLAil\l
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI-

CENT INSTITUTION, ANDREVEALING THE ARUSl~S
OF A UNION OF
OHURCH AND
STATE.

FEAR that if Ireland were self-governed
she would oppress the Protestant minority
in Ulster county, is workiiJ._g against the
granting of Home Rule. Viscount Bury
said in a late speech : " There is as much
difference in Ulster and the south of Ireland as there is between-France and Germany, shall I say ? Shall we, then, stand
by and see Ulster annexed by the rest of
Ireland, and subjected to-God knows
what? I trow not."
BLAINE is the favorit at the convention
about to nominate a Republican presidential candidate at Minneapolis. He resigned his office of secretary of state last
Saturday, but has not declared that he
will accept the presidential nomination.
The chief arguments used against him are
those of protectionists against his reciprocity policy, and charges of servility
to the Irish. McKinley, Cullom, Rusk,
Sherman, and Whitelaw Reid are possible
dark horses.
CATHOLICS are triumphant over the miraculous cures wrought by the relic of the
Virgin Mary's mother at the church of St.
Jean Baptiste, New York. The Freeman's
Journal (R. C.) says: "These are not
'stories ' from medieval times or from remote countries or from ignorant persons.
They are events which hav occurred within
the last ten days here in the city of New
York, and which are attested and vouched
for by people of education and respectability. They hav been subjected to the
scrutiny of the American reporter, whose·
capacity for hunting up facts is proverbial.
The daily papers hav given a number of
cases with particulars that will enable
anyone who may be doubtful to investigate for himself without incurring greater
trouble or cost than a call at a few New
York addresses. The happy recipients of
the miraculous blessings of the relic are
delighted to tell everybody how and where
they hav been relieved of their bodily
affiictions. The deaf hav been made to
hear, the dumb to speak, the blind to see,
and the lame to get up and walk."
IN Kojetein, Germany, the old story
concerning ritual murders has been revived as an excuse for a fresh attack upon
the Jews
Moses Fuchs and Barbara
Misera disappeared, and a servant started
the usual report that they had been sacrificed in Jewish religious rites.
There
was nothing to indicate the probability of
the charge, but the people at once raised
the familiar outcry and began to loot
Jewish shops. The Jewish families barricaded their doors and covered their windows while mobs paraded the streets and
threw sticks and stones at every Jew they
met Windows were smas'hed throughout
the Jewish quarter, doors were forced andmuch property was stolen or destroyed.
The police charged the mobs without success. The fire brigade turned on the hose
after everything else had failed, and wet
down the crowd until they dispersed. In
the evening the police found the body of
the Misera girl in the river. In her pocket
was a letter which showed that she comsnitted suicide. The anti-Semitic agitators
still contend that Fuchs was murdered by
Jews,:and.more_trouble_is feared.

TfXT-BOOK~

fRffTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL

185
WITH

Futi ...Page
lllustratioJlS.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS

OP

FACTS~
HISTORY~
STATISTICS~
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL~
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.

JJESIGNS BY WATSON HESTfJ:N,
WITH PORTRAIT OJ!'
.
THE DESIGNER.

The illustrations are
16represent Un~le Sam and the Priests.
II
"
The Church Robbing the People.
8
"
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
6
14
Children and the Church.
10
Woman and the Church.
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies 1n Natural History.
2
The Bible and Science.
~5
'l'he Clergy and Their Flocks.
2
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
4
The Lord and His Works.
2
Prayer.
10
The Creeds.
1
Christians and Mohammedans.

classified as follows:
2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Worll.
5
"
Misswnaries.
1
"
The Lord's Instruments.
25
Bible Doctrines and Their Hesullil.
1
The Church and Slavery.
2
Priests and Politics.
4
Ireland and tho Church.
2
Church's Idea of Civilization.
1
The Gses of the Cross.
4
Unkind Reflections on the Churoh.
9
Persecutions of the C!iurch.
12
Some Allegories.
3
Heaven.
6
Hell.
7
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publication. We ventrire the assertion that nothin"" like it has ever be..
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it wi11 ever again be published. We must give the Truth Seeker Comp!tny the credit of P!Itting the book in the r<:ach of alL
At twice the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a port1·ait-paintur mi<l de..
signer is a wonderful successhand we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Li;JCr.>l in
Aillerica will desire a copy oft is most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethonght, and has done faithf:Il and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But, the pjctures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred p11ges of readmg
matter that serve first as explanations nf the illustrations, and seconcliy as texts to prove the utter
falsity of the church's professions and the hyJ?OCrisy of those who uphold them. Altogeth~r the
book is one of the best weapons against Christumity and the church that has ever been put m tl.e
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

Pl"'ice, board covers, $2 ; clot})_, $2.60.
A.ddrcs,. The '.l'TQth Seeker.-
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\Ve wnnt one in e,·e•·y town
to handle the

DEALE~RS

JACK FROST FREEZER.
A Scientific 1\fachine made on a Scientific Principle. Save
their cost a dozen times a year.
child can operate it.

Sells at sight.

It is not mussy or sloppy.

Send for prices and discounts:

.20 Murray S-tree-t,

Makes Ice Cream

•

A
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Yorlt.

1n 30 Seconds.
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Agents for The Truth Seeker.
Alaba111a.

Starr's News Depot, 106 20th st., Birmingham.
California.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Ball & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los
Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
Angeles.
Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., Los
Angeles.
·
J. C. Sco~ 22 Third st., San Francisco.
Estate of 1::1. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
San Francisco.

CONVALESCENT••
The time be.tween a severe sickness and com•
plete recovery is OIJe that needs the most caref~l :tt-

tention especially m regard to food. Any phys1c1an
will tell you that

ALEiiD BEEF

":PE:E"'.X'ON:J:ZE:I:>''
is the only mild stimulant, corrihined with a perfect food known that makes blood and muscle

and builds up the system bv its easily digest_ive
and assimilative qualities. For sale by drugg1sU
Send for descriptive circular.
The ALE &. BEEF CO., Dayton, 0., U.S. A.

Canada.

Each Number, Ten Vents.

T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax, N. S.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.

The Mo~ern Science Essayist

Colorado.

1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life and _personal
characteristics ; his views on educat10n; his
religious opinions. By :Mil. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His ancestrr,
life, and personal characteristics. By JOHN W.
CHADWICK.
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTiON:
How suns and worlds cotne into being. Did the
material universe ever have a beginning 1 By
GARRET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology; How. the world grew. By DR. LE\VIB
G. JANES.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
docs life beg__in; The problem of spontaneous
generation, By WILLIAM PoTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL L!FE; Thtl !!vi•
dences from geology, geogi'a"Q.hical disttibtltioll,
and comparative zoology. By RossiTEn RAYMOND, Ph.D.
7, THE DESCENT OF MAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; duration of human life on the planet. By E. D.
CoPE,PhiD.
·
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the
nervous system: the nature of mind. By RoBT.
G. EcCLES, M.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitive man;
growth of the family, city, and state: develqpment of the domestic relations; marriage. .J3Y
JAMEs A. SIULTON.
JO. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of religious beliefs; ideas. of primitive man. By
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism
grows out of e_goism; the proper balance. By
DR. LEWIS G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a, from geology;
b, from morpholog_y; c, from embryology; d,
from metamorphosis; e, from rudimentary or. gans; f, from g!)ographical distriuution; g,
from discovered links; h~ from artificial breeding; i, from reversion; .K, from mimicry. By
NELSON c. PAI\BHALL.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REv. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Rela-tion
of the doctrine to__prevailing philosophical systems. By STAI\R HoYT NICHOLS.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REv.
M!NOTJ. SAVAGE.
16. THE SCOPE. AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
By SYLVAN DBEY.
18. THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception; sight, sound, taste,
smell, fueling; the doctrine of the Unknowable.
By RoBERT G. EccLEs, M.D.
19. A STUDY OF MATTER AND MOTION. An
excellent digest of a much vexed question, with
g__uotations from many authorities. By RoN. A.
.N. ADAMS.
20. PRIMITIVE MAN. Man as revealed by ar~
cheological studies; evidences of man's antiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic racesi
the ages of bronze and iron; cave men ana
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound builders·
primitive implements and tools; proofs of
man's natural evolution. By SIDNEY SAMPsoN.
21. GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
Marriage a ».rimitive institution; its earlier
forms; no eVIdence of original promiscuity; exogamy and endogamy;· group-marriage; polyg"
yny, polyandry, and monogamy· marnage by
capture; monogam;y the highest form of therelation; divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
contract; its regulation by the state. B>' C.
STANILAND W A:KE.
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
of political institutions;,.the patriarchd family·
the tribe and clan. By JOHN A. TAYLOR.
'
23. EVOLUTION. OF LAW. How law begins;
statute law and JUdge-mafle l:tw~ tho conversion
of customs into law. By PRoF. hU~'UB SHELDON.
24. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCIENCE. SuP!Jrnatural ide~s qf disease; fetichism in medicme; the begmmngs of medical science. By
RoBERT G. EccLES, M.D.
25. EVO;LUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. The
nece.ssity .for arms and armor under the struggle for eXIStence. By JOHN C. KIMBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS
development of the human hand· the earliest
use of Implements and tools. By JAliiEs A. SKILTON.
Z7. EVOLU'.qON OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
';l'h.e dejimtwn of wages; economic characterIStics of the wag:e ~ystem; wages the outgrowth
of slavery; on!im and development of the
wages system. By PRoF. GEo. GuNTON.
28. EDUCATION .A,S 4- FACTOR IN OIVILIZATION. The begmnmgs of education· earl;y
· methods in Eg:ypt, Persia, China Greece and
Rome:. earl;y Ohnstian iqeas of education;
Catholic n.nd Protestant VIews:. the common
school system. By Miss CAROLINE B. LE,ltow.
29. EVOLUTI!)N AND SOCIAL REFORlL I.
~fgzheological Method. By REV. JoHN CHAD-
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Popular Evolntion Essays and Lectures.
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30. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM II
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM PoTTS. ·
31. EVOLUTI!):I'l" AND SOCIAL REFORM. IlL
The Anarchistic Method. By HuGH 0. PENTEcoST.
·
32. EVOLUTION A:ND SOCIAL REFORJ\f IV
The Scientific Method. By DANIEL GREEN~
LEAF THOMPSON.
33. ABA GRAY: His Life and Work. By Mns.
ll'lARY TREAT.
34. EDWARp LIVINGSTON YOUMANS. The
Man and his Work. By PnoF. JoHN FISKE.
117" Each Number, Ten Cents . .A:ll
A<ldress THE TRUTH SEEKER.CO.,
· IJI:l Lafayette place, New York.
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Gems of q:hought.
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M. ·BENNETT'S WORKS.
ADD:RESB THE TRUTH BEEKER OFFICE.

A. Truth Seeker Around the World.

Four
HITHERTo the Christians hav been the
la.rge volumes. With steel-plate en~raving of
the authorin Vol. I, and 11ach volume Illustrated
most intolerant of all men.- Voltaire.
with forty-seven cuts, Handsomely bound ;_.,
red cloth, $6.50,
HEALTH is the condition of wisdom, and
the sign is cheerfulness-an open and :
fhe World;s Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
noble temper.-Emerson.
formers. . 1, 075 pages, Svo.. Cloth,
$3 00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
IGNORANCE is the greatest danger that
can threaten a ship of state. There are The Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes ~nd Persecutions. Svo. 1,119
more vessels lost in fogs than in storms.P!Jo.gesd. ·
•
leather, $4.00; morocco,
.Anon.
gilt e ges 1 $4:-liO.
FEAR of unpopularity is allayed by the fhe Gods. and Religions of Ancient and
sentiment expressed in the word.s of F. A.
Modern T1mes. Two volumes. Written
in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00
Lange, "Never has the thoughtful obfor
the twodvoltlmes..L in leath9r, $7.00; in moserver the right to be silent, merely berocco, gilt e ges, $8.w.
cause he knows that for the present there From Behind the Bars. A.series of letters
are but few who listen to him. "~Robt. C.
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
.Adams.
A. Truth Seeker in Europe. A series of
letters written during a visft of ten weeks in
" THE living organism," says Professor
Europe. · Givin11 some account of the Inter1Jatteucci, "is a machine, like the steam
national Freethmkers' Congress held at Brusengin or electro-magnetic machine L that is
sels, to which Mr. Bennett was a delegate+.followed by a description of what he saw in J!;ngto say, a system in which chemical altinities,
1and, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
especially the union of the oxygen of the
from Rome alO!le are worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
air with the materials of alimentation,
850 pages. $1.M.
.
produce heat, electricity., and muscular
work." He might hav aaded, " and men- The Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treating upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, intal work too," for we know that without
cluding Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
chenri~,Jal,
mechanical, and physical
Jesu9 Christ, the Virgm MarY, and the Bible.
To the latter 230 pages are devoted, showing
chaPges, not only no movement can
that book to be a very inferior production for
exist, but no feeli.D.g 1 no thought, and no
a first-class God ,81lalarge pages. Paper covers.
volition eithel'.-Bi~chner.
00 cents; cloth, $1. ,
·
Judaism,
CJll"lstianity,
and
Mohammedan·
THE Good how can we trust?
ism examined historically and critically.
Only the Wise are just.
[tis thought to he the most damaging exhibit
The Good we use,
of Ohristi~Jonity that ho.o appeared. 500 large
D~Jge=;
p,;, . . (\, ~1 -.,,
The Wise we cannot choose.
rhe Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. A
These there are none above.
debate on Christianity and !!;!fidelity between
The Good they know and love,
D. M. Bennett and R67. G. H. Humphtey. Thi~
But are not known again
book has had a very large sale, and is a li.Plendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
By. those of lesser ken.
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.
They do not charm us with their eyes,
Bennett-Teed
Discussion. Between D. M.
But they transfix us with their advice.
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed.. Jesus the
No partial sympathy they feel
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper,
With private woe or private weal,
30 cents.
But with the universe joy and sigh,
What Objections to Christianity t A disWhose knowledge is their sympathy.
cussion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. Mair,
divided in to the followin_g theses: 1. Christian-Thoreau.
ity is neither. new nor onginal, being borroweoi
:>r copied from much older systems of religion.
THE effect of testimony depends on the
)<. i\Hracles and supernatural achievements have
intelligence and honesty of·the witness and
been as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teachers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 3. ThA
the intelligence of him who weighs. A
story of Jesus and his mission in the world is
man living in a community where the su-·
unh1storical; it is not corroborated by contempernatural is expected, where the miracporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
ulous is supposed to be of almost daily oc$1.50.
currence, will, as a rule, believe that all
wonderful things are the result of super- Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge of deJ;>OS·
natural agencies. He will expect provi•
iting prohibited matter in the mail. Thill gtves
dential interference, and, as a conse-.
a full history of this celebrated case, and shows
what monstrous ~njustice was perpetrated upon
qnence, his mind will pursue the path of
Mr. Bennett. Pnce, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.
least resistance, and will account for all
phenomena by what to him is the easiest An Open Letter to -Jesus Christ. 5 eta.
method. Such people, with the best in- Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3,00&
questionlf propounded to his Jewish Godship
tentions, honestly bear falsfl witnese ..
upon a great variety of subjects. Cloth, 75cts.
They hav been imposed ur>on by appearances, and are victims of delusion and Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First Deaillusion.- Ingersoll.
con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
church incidents and his evolution from Chris··
A MILLION pulpits still preach a gospel
tianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth.
75 cents.
that inculcates the vanity of industrial
The
Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
pursuits. "Take no thought of the more
in tbe Land of Yahweh: also the Epistle
row, for the morrow shall take thought fo:.;
of Bennett the Apostle to the Truthseekers.
the things of itself." "Take no thought,
Cloth, $1.
saying, What shall we eat, or what shall The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
we drink, or wherewithal shall we be
to the Truth Seekers. 10 cents.
clothed? For after all these do the gentiles seek." As a practical comment ol1
the wisdom of those precepts, natioM; Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. ~.0 ceoUc.
cities, and corporations vie in the restless A.n Hou.r with the Devil. 10 ce:::> ··
pursuit of wealth, and a thousand lessons
of daily life admonish the young citizen
of our industrial world to take earnest and
A .ST~I~:e OF<
constant thought of the morrow; nay, the
mere attempt to disregard those lessonll
would be followed by the punishment
of the sh_iftless vagrant.-Prof. Oswald.'
-onWoULD it not hav been as well [asks THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
Saladin of God] to hav done me the honor
By IIENBY D. LLOYD.
to ask me whether I had any desire to be
" created?" If :you had explained to me p,- This book tells how the Spring Valley miners
that the "creating" of me and things
were starved into actual slavery.
like me would hav caused you ond your
It
is
the
story
of a monstrous and inhuman crime.
family so much trouble and annoyance,
It deals not with theories but with facts
including your bother in getting up the ·
figures, and names. It is a _powerFlood and the fatigue your son was put to
ful and pathetic book.
in flying down here and flying back to
264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
heaven again, I should hav politely de"
clined to be "created" at all. I do not
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
care to put gods and the like to trouble on
my account. If you had explained to me
that you intended to "create" me a sort
of tub that could stand upon its own bot.
tom, I might hav consented to be "created." But you hav fashioned me into an
on,
automatic squirrel, revolving in my wheel Principles of the Natu.ral Order of the ·tlniforever, cracking my nuts, and indull;ting
verse, with a System of Morality
in my silly chattering and squeals while I
Based Thereon.
am shut in from the pleroma of the UniBY PBoFEBBoB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
verse by the cage of the Esoteric with its
bars of Mystery. You hav made nearly
.Ju-~.'1'...-fENTS:
all men, 0 Lord, dull owls, that eat much FGCU!l and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in
of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
and think nothing and believe the incredi- Immortality
Immortality_of Foret;, Man,
ble .. And, for your glt>ry and amusement, mfinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
you hav made a restless and Rporadic few Value of Matter,
ThoU&:ht,
•
Consciousness,
who eat little and think much, and whose Motion,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
brain-hammers ever clang. upon the anvil ImmutabilityofNatural Innate Ideas,.
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
o~ ~ate, amid sweat and fire, forging emof Natural Personal Continuance,
plriCR1 keys to turn the bolt of the lock of Universality
Laws,
Vital Force, ·
the Unknowable. 0 had I been blest The Heavens, ·
The Soul of Brutes,
·
with the stnpiJity not to inquire,· or not. Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
cm~s~ with the Tantalus cup of ever in- Original
Generation,
Con cl u d!i"n g Observ .....
qmrmg in vain!-Salm:lin in (]od and Secular Generation,
tiona.
·
His Book.
Price, ·$l tiQ ~d,<4"ess 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKEB.
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Millionaires Against Miners;

·Force a11d Y\atter;
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Libert~
These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be ·visiting the. places
where these societie8 are located. Local
,Secular Unions and Freethought . Bocieties can hav their gatherings advertised here jree by forwarding the necessary injormatian.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.,

Meets every Bunda[ afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League Ha , 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st.,Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religions and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

3~3

Burgess-Underwoo~ Debate

ill

ON CHRISTIANITY.

Literature.

Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Prof. 0. A. Burgess, Pres. of N. W. Christian Univ.
Paper, lBBpp., 50 cts.: clo .• 80 cts.

ANTIQUITYIFICtion.
_A ~ork proving Ch~ist/Qn/ty a
Most Btartlmg Revs/aUNVEILED • Send
tions of the Nineteenth Century.
Address for Prospectus to

Testimonial
fQ. Walt Whitman.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

The Newark Liberal League

1892.

ORIENTAL PUBL/i!HING CO., P.O.Box 446, Philadelphia, Pa.

BY

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Tl).e

Col. Ingersoll SOUVENIR

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
PHILADELPHIA., P A.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

THE KINC OF SPOONS

Brooklyn Philosophical Assoei•
·
ation
With a Portrait of Whitman.
Me-ets at Fraternity-rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Platform free. Henry Rowle_y, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

IN HONOR OF

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

THE KINC OF ORATORS.

Paper, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

THE FINE.<:T SPOON EVER DESIGNED.
. Specifications: DeSI~ned (by kind fermission of Colona Ingersoll) and patented
Feb. 2, 1892. Magnifi~
cent portrait. The
Torch of Reason and
the Torch of Liberty
emblematical of th~
means our Great Orator and Leader of Advanced Thought
'fOUld employ to enligh.ten the world,
bamsh superstition
n;nd fe!tr, and establish umversal physic!'laJ:!d mental liberty,
J]lstwe and happiness
•.Jl:xq~isite scr9ll-work·,
m full relief, snrronncj.s the spoon-a
reverre <,>f art. Stn.dents .will . stud:y: its
charmmg lines. Lover.s of th!J beautiful
Will g;o m raptures
over It, and conno -sseurs will want it to
enhance the artistic
merits of their collections. Exact size and
model of cut (which,
however sadly fails
to reproduce the correct likeness, power
of portrait, and exqnisite delicacy and
~>harming 1in e s o f
beauty, of original)
Sterling silver. Mass:
ive. A precious souvenir of Onr (::reat.
est Public Bene•
factor, and a valua
ble family relic fo;
generations to come
A suitable present for

\

Philadelphia Liberal League 25
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:80P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

The Secular Society of Kent,

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS, Mrs, Besant's WorKs~

o.,

Meets ilemi-mo:ilthly, first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Investigator. are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec. ,

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening ·at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street,
Lectures and debates. Strangers ·from abroad
are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds meetin__gs every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:80 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall· in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
and select reading. Discussion invited on all
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib•
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthly+. first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock-P.M. at l:'arr's
Hall. Everybogy invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
·Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectnres.-Free Discnssions.-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
0. :B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Secular Union
.Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
!freatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RrcE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

All in a Lifetime. .A Liberal Romance.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with pOl'
12mo, 300 pp., $1.
trait, 30c.
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
lloys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1.25.
should be. Paper, 25c.
The Story Hour. .A.n Exceptionally Hand- Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
some and Interesting Book, Without Superstition for Children and Youth. The Onl:y Freethinkers• Children's Story-book ever 1ssned.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ;_ 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Candle From Under
The Bushel
(Mark iv, 21); or,
1,306 questions to the Clergy:
And for the Consideration of Others.

Instructive, Interesting, and Laughable.
Price,

BY WILLIAM HART.
50 cents.

Priest al')d Mal').

A NOVEL.

Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, Pres.
ISAAC 8. LEE, Sec.

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc.; etc.

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'vat its hall~ cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street.
isiting Lioerals
invited. J P. RICHARDSON, President; M. IsAAC,
Secretary.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League·
Meets every Sunday at 2:80 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Hall. Bay street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.
'

Liberal Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwauke~ meet• every Sunda,r evening at 7:80 o'clock.
A. .H. SEvERANCE, Presiuent.

Philosophical and Social so..
ciety,
Monte Vistal-..Cal., meet every Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. The public cordially invited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of Cincinn~tibO., meets ever~unday evening
at 7:30P.M. m onglas Hall, N. W. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec.

An independent and-;;;;ectable study of char
acter in the law_ of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashf!med to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vrgorons
>resentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westrninster Review.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
AdclreRR
'I fl""P. 'l'nTT'I'H RRFlKRR

.

DONALD KENNEDY,
BOXBlJRYt 111.48So

anniversaries,
t;~gagementa,
wedlings, token of re~ard ,and apprecia;ron, for Chrrstm s,
lew Year's gradua;ion, etc. There can
->e nothtng nicer, so
tppropnatP, so precious during life, as

The Colonel Inl{ersoll Souvenir.

Prices, $2.50 each;
extra heavy, 1!18
Orange and sn!)'ar
s p o on s, ill 3. GIl t
bowls, 50 cents extra.

A Compend of thE

Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Ex
change. By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Socia
Wealth." Paper, 25c.

Fruits of Philosoph!. A Treatise on th,

Pqpulation Question. By Dr. Chas. Il:nowlton
Edited by Charles Bradlaugh andAnnieBesant
25c.
Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointin~
·out the means by which the working classes rna)
raise themselves from their present state of la>1
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dig
nity, and independence, and which is also capable of entirely removing\ in course of time, thl
other principal social evils. By 111. G. H. tOe.

"THE T111Jlf) TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,"
and other mottoes, names, etc., etched in bowls
in most artistic style, 50 cents extra. Sent
upon receipt of prire and money refunded if not
satisfactory. Order of Designer if your jeweler
does not supply it. Many are interested in their
own inferior Souvenirs and will not sell the
above.
OTTO WE'l'TSTFJIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Established in 1857. Desi~ner of " Otto Wettstein" ·watel!, and popular .lireethought badge.

Large or Small Families ~ On which Side
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holy.
oake. 5c.

Povert;v: : Its Effects on the Political
Condition of the People. By CharleE
Bradlaugh. 5c.

WATBR OF< LIF<B
Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesbarr~. Po..

Why Do Men Starve 1 By Chas. Brad·
laugh. 5c.

The Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimical to the 'Welfare of the I'eople. By Charleti
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Takes hold in this order :

!!!old by every druggist, and manufactured by

lays,

By Max Nordau. CoNTENTS-J\'Icne, Tekel.
Upharsin; The Religions, Monarchic, and
Afistocratic~Political~,.Economical, _IV\atrimonial
and Miscellaneous Lies: Closing_ Harmony
12mo, 864 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.'
cloth $1.00.
·
The i':ffiperial Council of Vienna prohibited the
;ale of this book in Austria, and confiscated all
copies of it they could find.

Peter Krapotkine. Witli Life of author, t>v
Stepniak. lOc.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys, ·
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything-before it that ought to

~a~hifd.m~~r Ybl~fg~

Fhe Conventional Lies of Our Civilization.

Kennedy's
Medical Discovery SCIENCE VS. REliGION,

n~

Bfl M. BA.BOOOJ{, l'rioe, 15 ot§.

Yl orks on the Labor ~uestion.

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5o.
Letters to Young People. B;v (Prince)

Liberal Association of Baltimore be out.
Meets at the Lyceum Hall 1 404 East Baltimore st.,
You know whether you need i~ or
f!Very Sunday afternoon at 2:80 o'clock.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
ll8 Lafayette place, New York.,

Economic Equities.

NATHANI[L VAUGHAN~

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club

Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Ch~tracter, and the Infiuenc~

of Christianity. Price, 25c.

I

specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.

Friends will pl~se seWrl¥:mp for circulars and
ELMINA DRAKE ST,ENKFR,

RnowvillA. VA.

A BOOK FOR MEN.

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T, C. WIDDICOMBE, ,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents,
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents, treating
on that health-de straying and life-consuming
weakness of' men as the result of youthful et-ro1 s
and excesses. The book sets forth an INFIDEL
CUHE, which is a medicine to be applied externally (the only remedy of the kind in existence).
You will feel ·impJ_"oved the first day, benefited
every day, U"til all signs of Early Decay, Weaknesses Lost 1\'Ianhood~-,etc.bare fully restored.
Ad ress,
Dn. R B'T P .. FRLLOW~.
D. BLENF1iJR.
_
. Vmeland, N. J.
·
~ocents. : And saY yon saw· !his in THE TBU'Ill SEltKER.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E.
Boards.

THE 'I'RU'rH SEEKER, JUNE

884

11.

J.~92.

John E. Rems~urg'~ Books.
-======-~--

--

(i'alse Claims.

Revised and Enlarged.

As a llfissionary Document it is nnexceJ.led.
Among the subJects considered by Mr. Remsburg are: The Church and li'Iorality; Criminal Statistics, showin~ the creeds of the'
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
Civilization; the Church and Science· thq
Church and Learning; the Church and Lib·
erty; the Church and the Antislavery Heform;
the Woman's Rights Movement; the Tem}lerance Reform; the Church and the Hepnblic.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals,

ISAIAH'S JOSS IS TIBED OF PRAYER.
And when ye spread forth your hands, I will hide mine eyes from you: yea, when ye make many prayers, I
will not hear: your hands are full of blood.-Isa. i, 15.
.

THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY

I

Issued Inonthly.

Subscription price,

$3 per annum.

No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Prtce.
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethink. !lrs' Almanac,1891.. ..................... .
25
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener................................... .
50
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine... . . .... .
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett ................................. .
25
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck ....... .
20
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on Voltaire ...... ..
10
7. The Crisis ................................. .
40
8. Sabbath Breaking ........................ .
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams ......•.....
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller ....
25
11. My Religious Experience. S. P. Putnam.
25
12. Tlie Higher Criticism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore ............. .
50
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote ....... .
25
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Illust'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ...................................... .
10
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ...... .
25
18. Awful Disclosures of 1\'Iaria Monk ...... .
50
19. Pocket Theologv. Voltaire ............. .
25
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener.......................................
50
OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the year. Single copies of each
book sent upon receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Advancement of Science.
By Prof. John Tyndall.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

Soo~s

b? Saladiq.

*
* *

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best ..nd
most thorough work t:ver written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Lar~e and
handsome print. Price, 25 cents; six copies, $1.

Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline

•: IF :•

YOU ARE

* *

*

fJINGERELY INTERE8'/.ED IN

HASTEN TO READ

THE STRIKE OF A SEX·.
By GEORGE N. l?IILLER,·

("THE

UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN

OF

SLAVERY.")

The best men and women of England and Amedca are
It
fairly heapb:ig praises upon this
has a fascination
truly wonderful
entirely its own and will give yon
a sensation such as yon never had before.
book.

OAN THIS 0
BE SO .....

I

SEND AND '
SEE

•

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

cloth. 75

THE

HIGHfR CRITICISM IN THfOLOGY ~ RfLIGION

livered in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29. 1SS4. Price,
nPnt~.

INVENTORS.
The cost of obtaining aU. S. Patent,
in an ordinary case,
is onl;)' $55,_~hrong h
ED"''IJ)I N.
BEEOHER,
Solicitor of Patents. MARION, Hartford county, CoNN.
Pamphlet of advice to Inventors
will be mailed free.
N.B.-Register all
letters and stamps
will be sent yon to
defray this expense.
~ ,'l!ll' DU1Ie1Lur or .L'atentb
an Infidel, a writer
for tbis and other Liberal papers, and, we are informed by old inventors and experiencedpatentees who hav employed him, he is a skillful
Patent Attorney.-THE 'I'RUTH SEEKER.

----144
i>.•'
Moral, Theological, Historical, and Speculative
Propositions.
15 cents.

?rice~

AN OUTLINE OF THE

CONTRASTED WITH

ANCIENT MYTHS. AND MIRACLES,

fR[NCH RfVOLUTION,

-AS-

FACTORS IN HUMAN EVOLUTION,

Its Causes al").c:l

-AND-

BSSA YS IN

CCI;..,-,.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address de-

Self -ContradiGtions of the Bible.

A NEW AND IMPORTANT BOOK.

OTHB~

Tells the Story of the

Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits
of his character and genius, and vindicates his
n~me from the aspersions cast upon it. Tributes to Paine's c huracter are given from more
than one hnndr ed noted persons of Euro:IJe and
Ame.rica many of them written expressly for
this worlc Second edition~ 160 pages, prmted
on fine tinted paper, neatly bound, and con•
tainin.: a handsome steel portrait of Pairl•

10

WOMAN'S

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; Washington
an Unbeliever- Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine
and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

Thomas Paine.

THE GAUSE OF

~WOMAN

I

Twenty Crimes and Vices

Sanctioned by Scriptnre·h Falsehood and Deception; Olieating; T eft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman;· Unkindness to Children_.; Cruelty to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; uannibalism;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Pol_ygamy; Intemperance;
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Price, single copies, 25 cents; 6
copies, $1. SpeCial Ji.scount on large quantities.

By W.

~eF<O~.M..

By THOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

,S~

BELL.

~esults.

Paper, :'.2mo, 25 ctR.

Paine Vi11rlicated
Reply toN ew York Obsertoer.

:ey R. G. INGErNf;;OLL.
With "A ROMAN OATHOLIO OANARD."
Price, lo cents.
-OF-

11od and His Book. $1.25.
Woman: Her Glory, Her Shame, and
Her God. Two vols. $1.25 each.
IHd Jesus Christ Rise from the Dead~

CHARL[S BRADLAUGH,

•onfessional, Romish and .A.ngliean. 30

George J aeob Holyoake .

25 cents.

To :Regulate the

RI PAN8 TABULES.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS,

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great Eng, lish Secularist by the Father of Secularism.

Prlte1]5 'cents.

Ten copies, $1.

The passages unfit for family reading.
Paper, llO cents: cloth, 50 cents.

Pro and Con of

-BY-

~ents.

STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS, TAKE

Holy Bible ·Abridged.

Address this Office,

Supernatural Religion.
Have We a Supernatural, Inspired. Mira.o.
ulons Religion?
lsy E. E. GuiLD.

Paper, 20 cents; ~lot!t! 30 centa,

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 19.

~o. 25. {PUBLISHED WE~KLY.}

New York, Saturday, June r8, 1892.

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00

Per Year.

Ta.\ma.ie:-" So\t\\ers o~ C.'h,~\s\:;, come Ol'\ ~
.H m·a's t\,e c.hu\l \.\\a.\. \,\~oub\ect. i'\'\ ~
\ous o\t\. -w, ot\,e\~ ·m'her \a.st n~oments_
\et's d.own 'him~\''.

THE GIANT DOUBT AND THE DOUGHTY DOCTOR.

WAS

I

INFIDELI
DEATH- cs.w.:~oTe.
BEDS.
**
**

--o--

Being true accounts of the passing away of the
following persons, thus refuting the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Bronssais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord B~on, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz,Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, CondorcetJ:tob~rt
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles varwm,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
God)V:in, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, Victor Hngo,
Hume, L1ttre, Harriet Martineau, Jean llfeslier,
James Mill, John Stuart 1\Iill, M1rabea,u, Hobert
Owen..._Thomas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer,_Rabelais, winwood Reade, Madame Roland, u-eorge
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza,, Straus.!\~ John
Tolan~~ Vanim, VolnEl_;y, Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in. Faith.
BY CAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental Journey from
... ,
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
·
Price, paper, !jl\ cents; cloth, 711 cents.

~

CHRIST

•

•

•

CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
A judicial consideration of the question~aiJ.d the
decision against the scriptures and the Cnristian
tradition. Priee, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE EVOLUTION

MY RfLIGIOUS fXPfTHE DEVIL!
1
Rl fNCf.
OF

By s. P. Putna.n.l

By HENRY FRANK,

Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress.
Being the stQIT of his reli~ious life and mental
journeyings. Written in h1s happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of iill his splendid
works. Price, 25 r-ents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Price, 25 cents. Five copies,$1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Roaring -Lion on the Track.
PUSHED •• •• BY •• ••
•• ••
UNSEEN HANDS. HWith Daughter's Babe Upon
B11 M. BABOOOK.

10 cents.

Price.

His Knees.,

Sf{ORT
STORltS.
-BY-

HELEN H. GARDENER.

CONTENTS:
Preface. -An Echo
from Shilo.-01 d
Safety- Valve's Last
Run.-How Mary
Alice Was Converted.
-A Hall of Heredity.
" Th!l.t Reminds Me
Of"-.- His Mother's Boy.-Mr. Walka-Leg Adams "Meets
Up With" a Tartar.Onyx and Gold.-In
Deep Water.-A
Prison Puzzle.

Photo~raJ?h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of

America's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at home, may be had at this office for
fifty cents.

Brain and the Bible.
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology
By EDGAR 0. BEALL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
Unanswerable.

Price, $1.

Creed of Christendom.
Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure,
BY W. B. GREG.
g!lm'PJ~~ f~ l vqj., l~f:!, ~V·• $l.l!l),

.H:S~2.

18.

·rHE TRUTH ~l!Jl!l.Kl!JN, JUNE

Valuable Books

- - · J U S T OUT!

Oll

H~gie.11e,

A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

Food a11d
Diet,
Old Testament Stories
1'\arriage
a11d
_Con~ically Illustrated.·
~----~~--------------------=-Pare11tage,
(_fc.

£-xposure

llygiene of the Brain and the Cnre of
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. "Get this book and
read it\ for it "bounds in practical valuable
knowleage."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Eating for Strength. Br. M. L. Holbrook,

:r.-r.;p. Price,J:>Y mail, $t. 'I am delight!3d ')Vith
1t. -[H. B . .naker, M.D., Secretary Michigan
State Board of Health.

Facts.

~idicute:

Parturition Without Pain. A Code of

Directions for avoiding most of the Pains and
Dangers of Childbearing. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $t. "A work whose excellence sn!:J>asses oar ~power to commend."[New York Evooing Mail.;

HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Liver Complain~ Mental Dyspeps1~ and
Headache : Tneir Cure by Home Treat-

:Fun ....Page
Pictures.

ment. By M. L. Holbrook, li'LD. Price, b:l'
mail, $t. "Reading this book I cured myself
after several doctors had failed."-IT. C. Curtis,
U.S.A.

l'Jte Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.
CONTENTS:_
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Barak·

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

AtldTess THE 'l'RVTH SEEKER CO.

Works.

A TRUTH SEEKER

AROUND THE WORLD.
Four Large Volumes,

Age of Reason. Pap.,

~c.;

6 copies for $t; clo .• 50c.

With a steel-plate engraving of the author in
Volume I, llJJ.d each volnme containing
forty to fifty illustrations.

Age of Reason and Examina·
tion of the Prophecies.

By Jt. lU. BENNETT,

Apostle of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) By

Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Late editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,. author of
"A Truth Seeker in Eur()pe " "uods a.nd
Reli_gions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
"The World's Sages, Thinkers, "nd
Reformers," "Champions of the
Church," etc., etc., etc.
Handsomely bound, red cloth, $6.50; in leather,
red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $t0.50.
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the circumstances under which this work was written.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death, and which contains an account
of his world-lamented death and burial. Mr.
Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
~he habits and customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-day life
of all nations is laid before the reader by- one
who has visited them and beheld them with his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freethonght in the various countries
he ·visited, and the morality of so-called pagan
nations is contrasted with the morality of Christian countries, much to the detriment of the
latter. The work is a

J. ~-Remsburg. Portrait. Pap.,
50 c.; clo., 75c.

Common Sense.
t776. t5c.

Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Port. Pap. 50c

By Mns. E. J. BALL.

Price, 25 cents.

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.
.A SUMMARY OF

AR(J(JM£NTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.
Price. cloth. 50 cents.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
By REY. G. T. Fox. M.A.
AddresB ;his office.
Price, 1l'l Qe:Ots.

With Remarks ·on

Ltfe of,

With Explanatory

Observations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $1.

Litltograpll of. Heavy plate
paper, 22x28, $1.

Political and Religious Rt·
former. By B. F .. U ndcrwood. toe.

Political Works: "Commo:c
Sense " "Crisis " "Hights
l\Ian. •1 $1.50.
'

ol

Rights of Man. Answer to
Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled

b)'

.J. N. Moreau. tOe.

Theological Works: "Age of
Reason,"" Examination of l'roJ?hecies," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port. $1.50.

'fimlication of. Beply toN. Y.
Observer. By R. G. Ingersoll.

Twenty 0Tilmes and Vices
Sanctioned by ScTiptuTe.

A LIBERAL STORY.

Life of.

Comte and Rousseau. By C.
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.

BIBLE MORALS.
The Clergyman s VICtims.

morocco,

Ltfe of. By J. E. Remsburg.

This work ·and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN
EUROPE" should be in ev'erY. Liberal's library.
Besides its intriusic worth, 1t is a memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
known-of one who ranks with Voltaire and
Paine in the force and clearness of his writings.
Address
.THE TRUTH SEEKER
28 Lafayette place, N.Y.

7ice,25:ents~

Svo. 800 pp.,

clo., $3; leather, $4;
!l:ilt edges, $4.50.

Freethinker's History of the World.

ByJ. E. REMSBURG;

Written in

Crisis. Written During Am.
Great Works.

lOc

Address The T.r.•ut,h ~eeker CoiDpany.'

CRIMES OF PREACHERS
In the
United States
and
Canada
from 1876 to 1883.
"By their fruits
shall ye know them!
Do men gather
grapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles?"

Pl'ice, 25 cents.- THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Anoient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.

Youth:

Its Care

and Culture. By J.

Mortimer Granville. $t. To this has been
added a paper by that charmin~t .·English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical
Education of a Girl," and a J?aper on the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail pnce is $1.

Talks to My Patients. · By Mrs. R. B.

Boards, Ulurn.ina-ted covers, $1; clo-th, gilt; side stainp, $1.50.

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

B. Dnffev~. author of "What Women Should
Know," ''J.~o Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $t. Mrs. Charles Brewster\ Portland, Me.,
writes: "Had I possessed this oook ten years
ago it would have saved me ten years of invalidism, and I should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."

Price, t5 cents.

Fruits of Philosophy.
POPULATION QUESTION.
By DB. KNoWJ,TQN. Edited by CHARLES BBADLA.TI<"\11 and A.NNIE BES!.NT.
2!i cents.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
.Examination of the Morals and:History
of the New Testament.
,BY PRoF. F. W. NEWMAN.
Price, 25 cents.

Gleason M.D. A Practical Handbook for the
Maid, W'ifehand Mother: with a beautiful Photographic .t'Ortrait of the Author. Price~ by
mail, $t.50. "We wish the chapter, ' Confiaential to Mothers,' might be J?nblished as a tract
and sent to every mother m the land."-lllarper's New Monthly Magazine.

'l'b.e Better Way. An Appeal to Men in

behalf of Hnman Culture through a wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,
25 cents. "lt contains information and warning
that are urgently needed."-[Christian Union.

· Sexual Physiologf. A Scientific and Pop-

ular ExpositioM. o the Fundamental Problems
in Sociolo_gy. By R. T. Trail, M.D. Price, by
mail, $2. '£his work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.
c:

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scien-

tific Diet. By Gustav Schli~ke;)'Sen. Translated from the German, by M. L. Holbrook,
li'LD. In addition also it contains a Complete
and Radical Cure for Intemperance, by the Use
of a Veg?table and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.

Three Books in One.

From the Cradle

to the School. Bl':_Bertha Meyer. The Rights
of Children. By Herbert Sll_encer. The Government of Chilfuoen. :Sy llf. L. Holbrook 1M.D.
Price by mail, ·
·
cloth, $t. · It is
a boolr worthy w oe rarikect with the best that
has ever been written concerning the training
of children."-[Bazar.

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.

Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should be quietly
given to every drinker."-[Herald of Health.

Muscle-Beating; «!.!: Home Gymnastics
for Sick and well. By C. Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.

Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
and Ph,vsiological Helations, and in their bearing on •he producing of children of finer health
and great'll" ability. lly M. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
The Scient'ltic American says: "Books on this
enbject are usually written by 'cranks,' but this
is radically different: it is scientific, · sober,
clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration hy every possible parent, and particularly
by the young."

The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health; Disease Cure. Bv T. L.
Nicholsl M.D., editor London Herala of Health.
Price, c oth. 50 cents.
""'

Medical Hints on the Protection and Man•
agement of the Singing Voice. By
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts.

Deep Breathing; or Lung Gymnastics.
Pnce, cloth, 50 cents. Mrs. Horace Mann write~:

"Every book yon J?rint is pure gold and deserves wide circnlatwn."

How to Strenrlhen the Memory. By M.
L. Holbrook, M.D. $t.

A. Physician's Sermon to Young Men. By

Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. R. A.
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer"
says of it: "Through false delicacy lads and
youths are left to fall into trouble, and not a fef
.qave their prospects of a healthy happy life al
solntely rnmed. The little book before us is intended to be .vnt into the hands of young men
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable o•
discharging a father's duty in this respect; ana
as not one father in ten is, we believe, ready t.,
do what is right by his boys himself, it is well
that such a book as this should be available. If
it ia read by all who should read it, its sale will
be counted by hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will· send tO copies by mail. postpaid,
for $2. Should anyone desire them by the tOO
or t,OOO.they can make satisfactory terms by cor·
respondence.
Pr"Catalognes Free...m

By mail on receipt of price.
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them she had kissed the relic. "You don't believe
in that, do you~" asked one of the girls. Mamie
began to argue with them and to say that she
believed in St. Ann. She felt something break in
her throat and instantly felt she was well. She
found she could smg, and she has been well since
then.
Case No. 4. A woman socially prominent in San
Francisco who venerated the relic. She was stopping at the Hoffman House, but would not permit
her name to be published. She had an abscess on
her side which no medical treatment would cure.
She had consulted specialists in Europe, but they
could not help her. After she had visited ther~lic the
abscess went away. It entirely disappeared. In
this case there was -an organic change-an actual
restoration of the bodily substance. It cannot be
explained on .any theory of imagination or suggestion. It was a manifestation of divine power.·
These wonderful cures are all printed in the
Herald and vouched for by eminent churchmen of
the Roman Catholic faith. Skeptics are referred
to this as the minister referred the Sunday-school
scholars to the stone he had brought from Mount
Ararat to show the reality of Noah's flood. The
mountain is there, and these cures are printed and
vouched for.

many thousand days' board which had never been
furnished. About eight thousand dollars in all has
thus been paid into two institutions-one Catholic
and one Hebrew. Further information is refused
until all has been investigated.
. Mr. Myers has given it as his opinion that the
error is simply .clerical. Naturally. · Mr. Myers
was elected by Tammany, and that is all that need
be said on the subject. But if he thinks he can
make honest people believe that the managers of
one institution did not know within forty-six
hundred dollars' worth, and another within thirtysix hundred dollars' worth, of the children under
their care, he miscalculates the capacity of the public to figure. One sum represents twenty-three
hundred and the other eighteen hundred weeks'
board, and a manager or clerk who could make
errors of such proportions could never obtain such
position. .It is a good deal more probable that it
is a gigantic swindle rather than a" simple error in
bookkeeping."
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One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
reinittance ....................................................... 7 00
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The Methodists are now taking their turn at tryreinittance ....................................................... 10 00 ing to subordinate the state to the church-and.
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Some Wonderful Cures.
Navy Tracy to use their in:lluence to proVIde more
The wrist of St. Ann, the alleged mother of the military and naval ministers, and they propose that
alleged Virgin Mary, who is alleged to hav been the all applications sent by Methodists to the war
for appointmother· of the Christian's alleged savior, has been department and. the navy department
.
taken ·to Canada, glass case and all, and placed in a ment as chap~ams. shall be submitted to a ~oard of
church there, where it will no doubt prove to be as three Methodist bishops, and that no selectiOn shall
be made from the Methodist candidates without the
good an investment as it was in this city.
And it has by no means gone unadvertised. At app1·oval of the board. Presumably the other sects
·a board to pass on the a ointthat the priests can giv .the vendors of· patent medi- would also maintain
.
PP
cins many points. The cures performed by it in this ments from their ranks.
This is a very neat little scheme to elevate the
city are. all used as testimonials, and are as remarkable as any told in the advertising columns of the church into a coordinate power-and a little more.
It would be such a recognition of the Protestants
religious weeklies.
claims for Rome. Next they will ask
Case No.1. Mrs. Rhoda E. White, of No. 1,051 as the pope
. .
Park avenue, who livs with her brothe:r, Mgr. Ber- for exammmg. boards of clergy to pass on the
nard O'Reilly, the chosen biographer of His Holi- religious qualifications of government employees,
ness Leo XIII., was attacked last December by the and anyone who neglected his churcl::-or the
grip. For many weeks she lay in bed unable to contribution-box-could not dra,w pay from Uncle
change her position without the aid of servants. Sam.
The relic was brought to her bedside and she kissed
It is a much greater scheme than having a Presthe box in which it was held. On the day follow- byterian elder for president and a Sunday-school
ing she was taken .to the church, carried to the superintendent for a postmaster-general.
altar, and touched by Father Tetreau with the
Swindling Religious Concerns.
relic. That night she slept soundly and awoke the
This city pays to various sectarian charitable
next morning apparently completely restored to
The
health. An almost total deafness had disappeared. societies about a million dollars a year.
amounts
to
each
are
computed
at
the
rate
of
two
This was on May 5th, and she has been entirely well
supported.
Compdollars
a
week
for
each
child
since then.
Case No. 2. Miss Ann Stetson, of No. 158 West troller Myers, whose duty it is to look after the
Twenty-fourth street, had suffered for a long time city's interest, has discovered, in connection with
with an ulcer on her right ankle. She went to the these payments, what a daily paper designates as
church of St. Jean Baptiste and venerated the relic. either a gigantic swindling scheme on the part of
The day after, the ulcer disappeared and she was these institutions, or a "simple error in bookkeeping."
completely well. ·
The money to pay the subsidy comes from the
Case No.· 3. Miss Mamie McCullough, of No.
1,482 Third avenue, had almo_st lost her voice from excise fund, under the laws of 1882. Application
tonsilitis. Her throat was so bad that the doctor is made for its benefit monthly, accompanied by a
advised her to submit to an operation. He intended sworn statement of ·the number ~f children in each
to cut out portions of her tonsils. She went to the of the several institutions. Mr. Myers noticed that
church and kissed the relic to see if it would help there was a discrepancy in ,the statement of four
her. She could feel no change, and that afternoon of the institutions. This led to an examination,
she was out riding with some· friends. She told which revealed the fact that the city had ·paid for

The Adventist Trials in Tennessee.
The following is a copy of the indictment found
against the Seventh Day Adventists of Henry
county, Tenn., for working on Sunday :
" STATE OF

TENNESSEE,}

HENRY CoUNTY.

"JAN. TERM, A.D.

1892.

"The grand jurors of the state of Tennessee, elected
empaneled, sworn, and charged to inquire in and fo;
the body of the county of Henry, in the state aforesaid,
upon their oath, present that - - - - , late of said
county, laborer, heretofore to wit on the8thdayof Nov.,
A.D. 1891, that day being Sunday, and divers other Sundays before that date and up to the _taking of this inquisition, in the county of Henry, aforesaid, then and there,
unlawfully, openly, publicly, notoriously, and unceasingly
did engage in his secular business, a.nd did perform and
follow his common avocations of life on Sundays by
working on the farm, plowing, hoeing, chopping, hauling wood, mauling rails, and doing various and divers
other kinds of work on Sundays, said work not being
necessary or a matter of charity, and it was and is to the
gr~at annoyance a~d distn:ba;t~e of the ~eople, to the
evil example of soCiety, preJudiCial to public morals and
a public nuisance to the citizens of the county and
against the peace and dignity of the state.
"J. w. LEWIS, Attorney-General.
"Sec. Cmmt.-And the grand jurors aforesaid, upon
their oaths aforesaid, do further present t?at the ~aid W.
S. Lowry, on the days and dates aforesaid, and m manner and form as aforesaid, was guilty of a public nuisance
by said working on Sunday, to the prejudice of society,
and against the peace and dignity of the state.
"J. W. LEwis, Attorney-General."
Five men in all were put on trial week before
last, at Paris, before the same ju:ige who tried R.
M. King. The prisoners argued their own cases,
and were tried separately, each defendant having
the privilege of cross-examining the witnesses and
making a statement of his belief, manner of life, and
practice touching the observance of the "Sabba'h."
They all told the court that if they were fined
they would not pay, but would go to jail instead.
As the law allows only twenty-five cents a day in
working out a fine, and pays the jailor forty cents
per diem for boarding prisoners, this would saddle
considerable expense upon the county-and the
heavier the fine the greater the expense. One of the
men was discharged and four were fined one dollar
each and costs, with a threat to make it heavier
next time. Both the judge and the prosecuting
attorney said that Sunday labor by the Adventists
must be stopped, and it is reported that the grand
jury hav found other indictments for more recent
offenses. Opinions among the Adventists differ as
to whether this is the beginning of a "furious
storm of persecution," or "virtually an aiTaignment of the law as unworthy to remain on the
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statute books." The attitude of Judge Swiggart
and the attorney would seem to indicate the former.
That the judge is a bigot was proved in the King
case. And in these cases the prosecution tried the
defendants, not as individuals, but as members of
the Seventh Day Adventist church. This is shown
by some of his questions; for instance, one witness
was asked: "Do you know anything of the workings of the Seventh Day Adventist church~" Another was asked, "Are you a member of the Seventh
Day Adventist church Y" "Is it the habit of that
church to do secular business on Sunday 1" This
question was asked of every witness until the judge
objected to it and told the attorney to confine his
questions to the practice of the individua:J. defendant. However, in his plea to the jury the attorney returned to the same idea,, saying, "I am
sorry that we hav among us this class of people."
The indictments were that the Sunday labor
constituted a nuisance, but not only was there no
evidence to support the charge, but every witness
testified that he was not annoyed by it. The convictions therefore show clearly that the prosecution of these people is ·a religious persecution, and
the pretense of punishing "civil "-law breakers and
not desecrators of a holy day is fully exposed.
And though both judge and prosecuting attorney
maintained the pretense the attorney made the
trial one of religious belief by asking witnesses as
to their church relations, the practice of the
Seventh Day Adventist church, and by seeking to
make it appear that one of the defendants did
work on Sunday because he did not go to church
on that day.

Thomas Paine's Farm and Body.
The Investigator prints this : " Mr. John Power
sends us the following, and suggests that it would
be weil to hav it settled once for all where the remains of Paine were finally deposited :
" 'A few religious people and a few thousand sporting
people will be glad to learn that the handsome Westchester
county estate known as the ''Tom Paine Farm" has just
been sold to a company which will make it a stock-farm
with a one-mile trotting-course.
" 'The history ofthis farm takes everybody back to the
Revolutionary period, or to the close of it, when the
state of New York, desirous of expressing its appreciation
of the great service which Paine rendered to the patriotic cause during the war, purchased and presented the
best farm pl"ocurable to the famous author of "The
Rights of l\Ian."
·
'''Paine wasn't much of a farmer, and, according to
all written and traditional accounts, he spent most of his
time looking over his broad acres and wondering what
next to do with them. · He was buried by the side of the
road which runs through his estate ; but his remains
were afterward taken up and carried to England, where
some of his admirers thought he was held in higher respect than in the country whose cause he espoused. But
there seems to hav been some mistake about it, for England failed to find a proper resting-place for them, and no
one knows where they .are now.
" ' The monument erected over them still remains,
and it is a strange faet, and illustrativ of the change of
opinion which has come in religious matters during the
lifetime of the past two generations, that the monument
is cared for by an extremely orthodox Presbyterian deacon. Relic-hunters hav chipped it most mercilessly; but
a few years ago, a lot of men, who regarded the great
Revolutionary writer more for what he did than for what
he tried to -undo, restored the monument to its original
condition; and the inscriptions upon it to-day, although
not a word has been changed from the original, do not
excite disapprobation in the most orthodox religious
mind."'- Once a Week.
" Mr. Power thinks Ernestine L. Rose of England might furnish the information desired, or Mr.
Geo. J. Holyoake. We shall be glad to print anything reliable on this matter, and would ask our
English readers _to giv us the particulars in regard
to the final disposition of the remains of Thomas
Paine, if they are able to do so."
The Paine farm in New Rochelle is still owned
by Mr. See, though we believe some would-be purchasers hold an option on it. But the title to the
farm does not include the title to the little square
plot where the monument stands, an? Mr. See
says himself that he cannot sell that, nor can anyone acquire a title, as no one seems to own it. The
matter ought to. be looked into and a title gotten
from the town and held by some incor:pon~ted
)JJ:I'etP.-ou0ht body,
·
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Nobody in England knows anything about where
the body ~f Paine was- finally deposited. There
are several stories current, but none of any pretension to truth.

.A. Royalist Prayer.
This is the prayer that one of the preachers
made one day at the Republican convention:
"Almighty God, who hath promised to giv wisdom to
all who reverently seek thee, who alone pom·est into the
hearts of men that most excellent gift of charity, we ask
thy bleBBing upon this convention. Help them to realize
that government is a sacred trust from God, who alone
has the right to govern, .ani! that his love hath given to
every nation the right to say in what :for>m that trust shall
be clothed. Grant, heavenly father, that the one whom
we may choose shall be a man after thine own heart, a
lover of righteousness, the defender of the poor and the
needy, and the guardian of the nation's honor. Giv to
this people an understanding heart to obey thee, that truth
and justice, religion and piety, peace and happiness, may
be established among us for all generations. Grant this
for the sake of thy son, Jesus Christ; in whose words we
sum up our petitions. Our father, who art in heaven,
hallowea be thy name. Thy kingdom come, thy will be
done, on earth as in heaven. Giv us this day our daily
bread, and forgiv us our trespasses as we forg1v those
who trespass against us, and lead us not into temptation,
but deliver us from evil, for thine is the kingdom, and
the power, and the glory, forever and ever. Amen."
Bishop Whipple, an Episcopalian, did that. It
is full of his sectarian prayer-book phrases, down to
the Lord's prayer, and probably offended some of
the Methodists present. But what an unregenerate
American wants to know, you know, is, if God
alone has the right to govern, why the delegates
were trying to nominate presidential candidates 1
The American idea is that the people do the governing, or should.
This prayer was that of a royalist, a believer in
the divine right of rulers who receive the sanction
of the priests who claim to speak for God. It
might hav been appropriate in England or Germany or Russia, but it was harshly out of place ina
convention of republicans.

Evangelicals Working for Infidelity.

1.892.
care less how they get at the heretic than for the
fact that they do get at him. They want to try
him and expel him, and they hav no doubt as to
the final result. The New York Observer, which ia
as orthodox as the belief in the deVil, says of the
case and the action of the assembly :
"It ia eVident that the expectation of the majority of
thosewho havdirected this course isthatuponathorough
trial of the case the charges of heresy will be established,
His heresy is already so well settled in the minds of his
opponents, by the professor's inaugural address and
other addresses and writings before and since, that no
other result seems possible to them. . . . They hav
not allowed technicalities and objections to obscure the
main question at issue, and even if ~hey cannot read Hebrew and are not experts in higher criticism, they n~ver
theless know what they believe and what is hostil to their
faith. They find that the teachings of Dr. Briggs are
opposed to their faith, and therefore they demand that
he shall cease to be a teacher in the Presbyterian chtttch;
It does not change their minds to call them igiiorant; ihc
competent to decide t!Uestions of this sort, bigoted, a:hd
illiberal. Presbyterians hav been accustomed to hear
such charges from Infidels, and are well acquainted with
the intolerant style of so-called Liberals and unbelievers. . . .
"Judging from the past, it may be expected that every
possible effort will be made to prevent the case from
coming to trial on its merits. The accused has everything to gain and nothing to lose by delay, n.nd it can
hardly be expected that he will neglect to avail himself of
every resource. An individual has in such a trial great
advantages over a numerous body like the presbytery,
and in the presbytery of New York Dr. Briggs has a
number of men who sympathize with his views, and a
larger number who do not desire to see him ecclesiastically branded as a heretic. They will giv him, as they
did before, every chance to explain or modify or with·
draw his heretical views, and they will not condemn him
unheard, though they hav not a particle of sympathy
·with his doctrine. Hence the trial may be protracted,
and as there is a possibility of two appeals and of other
delaying contingencies, the end may be far off. What
that end will be, however, so far as the decision upon the
question whether the teaching of :Or. Briggs is in accord
with the faith of the Presbyterian church in these United
States is concerned, is certain. H

When Professor Briggs won his case on a technicality before the New York presbytery the public
was greatly disappointed. They desired to see the
issue fought out. In this Freethinkers sympathized with them, because all divisions and fights
in the church ultimately make for freedom of
thought, and thereby help to destroy ecclesiastical
supremacy and Christianity itself. It was therefore a cause for regret when the controversy was
smoothed over, and it·s reopening of the battle is
equally a cause for rejoicing. Christianity is such
a bundle of superstitions, and the clergy ride the
people so hard, that even a slight illumination o£
the one and a partial downfall of the other are direct and long steps on the pathway of progress.
Dr. Briggs's heresy is not very violent, and its best
result will be the split it makes in the Presbyterian church. It consists in:
1. His declaration that "there are historically
three great foundations of divine truth-the Bible,
the church, and the reason "-thus making the
church and the reason each to be an independent
and sufficient fountain of divine truth.
2. His affirmation that, in the case o£ some, the
hoiy scriptures are not sufficient to giv that knowledge of God and his will which is necessary unto
salvation.
3. His opinion that some may turn from the
supreme authority of the word of God and find the
knowledge of him through the reason.
4. His opinion that the temperaments and environments of men determin which of these ways of access to God they may pursue.
5. Questioning the full inspiration of the script·
ures.
6. Asserting that Moses was not the author of
the Pentateuch, and that Isaiah was not the author
of half of the book which bears his name.
7. Teaching that predictiv prophecy has been
reversed by history, and that much of it has not
been and never can be fulfilled.
8. For teaching the doctrin of an intermediate
existence after death, or a second probation.
There is not much heresy i~ these declarations ;
they are more a vio~atio~ of the dogmatic assertions of th1;1 Oonfessio11 qf Faith than of Christian

The general assembly of the Presbyterian church
recently held at Portland, Ore., has sent the Briggs
case back to .the New York presbytery to be tried.
That body once dismissed it on a technicality, glad
to get rid of it so easily, but Briggs's orthodox
enemies would not let it rest, but appealed to the
synod and then to the general assembly before the
synod had considered it. As the assembly ranks
the synod, Professor Briggs must be tried.
Of course the friends of Professor Briggs do not
like this procedure at all, especially as the assembly
coupled with its decision a censure of the Union
Theological Seminary-which censure may practically amount to a boycott-and they are protesting
vigorously. They claim that the assembly had no
right to take the case away from the synod. They
call the act a strange perversion of law, maintaining
that the rule of appeal is the same in ecclesiastical
courts as in civil courts, viz., that cases shall go up
step by step, and the action of the assembly they
assert to be subversiv of justice to accused
ministers. On this point Dr. H. M. Field, of the
Evangelist, says :
"How easily might such a liberty be used to further
the ends of personal malignity! Unfortunately, among
ministers, as in other professions, there appears now and
then one who makes himself notorious as an accuser of
his brethren, and what is to prevent his trumping up a
charge against some one against whom he has a grudge,
and if his own presbytery, who know the man, dismiss
it with contempt, what is to prevent his jumping o'9'er
the synod and rushing to the general assembly. Once
there, it is easy for a noisy disturber of the peace to raise
a party, and if he cannot carry the assembly, he can at
least, by the perpetual ringing of his charges, injure, if he
does not ruin, the fair name of a faithful minister of
Christ. We say not that this is likely to occur, but that
it may occur. The recent disregard of all restraints, the
overriding of all barriers, shows that anything is possible in these revolutionary times, for such they are, and
the strangest feature of all is, that the very men who
boast of their conservatism are the leaders of the revolution, the sans culottes, who shout for the guillotin. It
is not for the sake of Dr. Briggs, but for the protection of
every one of us, that we desire that the barriers of law
should be reestablished so firmly that they cannot be
broken down."
Tlw a;1:1,ti-Bri~~a ~e~, o~ t4~ ot4~r ba;D,q,. ~e~n.!- to s.t~cl~r4~~
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s~ttl.ed them. We hav concluded that it is a pretty S?ience" we could drive right through each other, I
big Job, and we. are ~illing to wait. until we know did not see any way out of it. But a mountaineer
more. I .ha:' enJoyed m my short SOJOurn at Denver can do almost anything. The doctor just shoved his
the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs Truss and although carriage against the precipice and stuck the hind
a brightness has gone out of their home: the light wheels into a crevice, while the other man said, "All
of humanity still illuminates. When I was here right." But I shut my eyes as he went by, for it
before .little Darwin was alive-a beautiful boy, wise did seem to me that he would tumble into the
beyond his years, for he was the almost constant abyss. 'He went within an inch of the awful chasm
companion of his father in his blindness. He has and slid by our carriage with the greatest' facility;
passed away in the awful tragedy of death, and no but I really would not hav believed it if I had not
~or_ds can speak th~ sorrow and the loss. We can seen it. On we went two or three thousand feet
Simply endure, that IS all, and meet the eternal fate skyward, and more magnificent prospects never un~
w'th
· •t.
I b r ave an db uoyan t sp1n
folded to the wandering eye. Deep gulfs at your
The shadow has passed over another home. The feet, mighty rocks above snowy peaks, and fat
son and daughter-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. Shed hav away the immense plain with villages upon its
both died since I was here. I remember them, bosom, and sparkling lakes, groves, the winding
husband and wife, fondly devoted, gracious in has- river-an effulgent, wonderful picture in the glory
pitality, and now in life's morning theJ hav r~ached of the sunset. It was an entrancing journey with
the end. How deeply the mystery of enstence a dash of danger. The descent of these tremen~
t'-'-ill
=· s as we th'm k of th ese ch anges, as we pass from dons hills was what took my breath away. It
light to shadow and !rom shadow to light, and the seemed ·as if I was going right down the I'oof of a
universe grows more wonderful as we suffer and house. I could look over the heads of the horses
still hope on. It seems as if I was in a new world directly into a yawning abyss. As the doctor said,
this time as I com~ to Denv~r. The stream of time such a view was what made the blood circulate and
has swept along With such diverse currents.
. gave one a new sensation. I do not know whether
The soldiers, John G. Jenkins, Charles Rotl:·, I would want to try that tri,p again or not, but I
etc., are still here, and Denver has a familiar look would not hav missed it. It was one of the grandin spite of the "flood of years." It has been a est experiences of nature's sublimest and most
great pleasure to meet these comrades again, beautiful scenes that I hav ever had. Mountains,
although I only make a flying visit.
mountains, plains, plains, the sweet and the terArriving in Denver on Friday, June 3d, the same rible, the gentle and the stupendous, mingling in
day I plunge into the heart of the mountains, and marvelous array as, like a balloon almost,. we
reach Blackl: awk, where I lecture in the evening. floated up and down in that glorious atmosphere.
Things didn't roll along quite smoothly, and I
It was a surprise and pleasure indeed to meet
didn't hav quite so large an audience as I expected. at Boulder Mr. and Mrs. Austin, formerly of RochesHowever, I hope to try it again some time and ter, N. Y. They are now living at Boulder, hav
make a greater success. There is good material at built a beautiful home, and the Liberal spirit is still
Blackhawk. After .the lecture I thought I would bright in heart and hope. Longmont sent a good
see how near I could get to hades without meeti:Q.g delegation-Mrs. Georgiana Rice, Mr. Coffin, Mr.
the devil himself. So I donned the miner's suit, Young, and others.
and with friends Belcher and Wessel mounted the
It is impossible to mention all that I met at
grinly car, and rode down two thousand feet into Boulder. There are many here, and the list is beNews and Notes.
the 1:Jowels of the earth. It was a weird journey. yond my space; but this campaign has been a sucIt rained and rained when I arrived at Ottumwa. The lights were dimly burning. The heavy beams cessful one, and I shall not forget the host of
The place h~s an energetic nucleus of Liberals, and hung overhead. The waters trickled with a kind friends at Boulder. I must thank Mr. and Mrs.
excellent work has been accomplished. There was of.ghostly shiver, and deep in the darkness throbbed Neil D. McKenzie for their kindly hospitality.
disappointment this time though, on account of the and glittered the mighty engins as if they were They are stanch Liberals and do much to aid our
impossibility of securing a suitable hall. The lect- keeping up an everlasting war with " chaos and old cause.
ure was adjourned until a more favorable occasion. night."
Monday morning I bid good-bye to Boulder. My
Ottumwa has a population of twelve thousand, and
Saturday I return to Denver, and shifting my next point is Georgetown. I lecture here on Mon·
audiences of five or six hundred hav been gathered journey's route push on to Boulder City. This is day evening. It is a romantic journey to this
together.· This shows a vigorous Liberal element one of the handsomest places in Colorado, and for bright burg away up among the mountains. It is a
in the community.
a residence city cannot be surpassed. The ·state winding way. The river dashes now on this side
John W. Dayton; Mr. Eaton Allen, of Creston; University is here, and makes, with its new build- and now on that side of the railway, while the vast
Postmaster Tilton; Mr. Smith; Mr. Thompson, in ings, a splendid appearance. The mountains round boulders tower along. On and on we whirl into the
the labor reform movement; Wm. Lindsay, and about are unrivaled in their magnificent rugged- rocky recesses. It looks at times as if the en gin was
others, are among thqse I met in my brief sojourn. ness, and present delightful and sublime vie":s that plunging right into the massiv hillsides, but sud- .
If the rain ever stops :J hope to visit Ottumwa seem exhaustless in their variety.
denly the vista opens and we sweep around the
again. Unfortunate circumstances will occur and
Dr. Coman is our frontiersman here," and he does curve and another wild panorama opens upon the
we must make the best of them. I could not, how- keep things on the move when he sets about it. view.
·ever, hav struck a better company ·than at Ottumwa He is constantly buying and distributing FreeI giv one lecture at Georgetown, the first I ha-v
to make the hours of waiting pass by with sparkling thought literature_ He believes in education. ever given here. The attendance was large. There
:zest. I did not regret the "lay-off."
There is a sturdy Liberal cohort to stand by and is a big Liberal element in .this place. There are
The train I intended to travel by was delayed help him when the signal comes. I had large audi- some earnest workers-Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Old, Mr.
thirteen hours. There was a break in the road. ences. On Sunday evening the hall was as full as Hayward, Mr, Landers, J. W. Forest, J. A. Thomp·
'The waters were rushing by fearfully and it looked it could hold. After the lecture steps were taken son, Mr. Lyons, Mr. Young, etc. Landlord Dupuy
for the time being as if it would take a day or two, for further organization. On this matter it is best of Hotel de Paris is a Radical reformer, and
if not a week, to repair the damages. But by for Liberals to work slow and sure. The difficul- knows how to giv a good square meal besides. I
Thursday morning I was speeding on my way and ties must be frankly met. As a spirit Liberalism am sure that Georgetown could be made one of the
on Friday was in Denver safe and sound, at a is wonderfully prevalent, but for its body there best points in the state. Silver Plume, up in the
hight of five thousand feet from the mighty floods must be years and perhaps centuries of growth.
clouds, nearly sent a solid delegation to join with
of the Mississippi valley. The great mountains
Sunday morning with Mr. and Mrs. Neil lVIc- the Georgetown phalanx. I was pleased to meet
towered bQfore me white and glorious, and the Kenzie and Dr. Coman I enjoyed a ride about with these strenuous allies, also with B. F. Southgreen plains, beginning to shine with fruit, Boulder, and was more than ever impressed with gate, a Vermont Yankee, who keeps our colors flying.
stretched away into the effulgent horizon. Den- its excellent location and the natural beauties by The list is long here of those who will stand up and
ver, proud and prosperous, queen city of the hills, which it is surrounded. This is a fruit-bearing be counted. I cannot name them every one, but I
greets one with the music and splendor of its country, and the orchards, and vineyards, and cul- shall remember the splendid welcome which they
crowded thoroughfares. It has been. nearly four tivated fields present a brilliant contrast to the hav given me, and the promis of the future.
years since I was here, and the city is still on the mighty mountains that rise like a huge barrier
Georgetown is in one of the richest districts of
.move to empire. Ingersoll has just given two along the western sky. In the afternoon I went up the state.
The mountains hug the city close .
lectures to crowded ho1,1ses and the effect is still Gregory canyon. This was one of the most blood- There is scarcely room to build. The hills are like
apparent. The people are talking about the great curdling rides I ever took. · I seemed constantly immense walls. They are nearly straigi::t up and
Infidel. All the pulpits resound with praise or on the brink of hell and ready to tumble in. The down, and make an imposing framework for this lively
blame. A. marked progress, however? is evident. road was narrow, winding, going upward like a mining camp. It is eighty-five hundred feet above
Ingersoll is treated with respect by the theologian. vast stai_rway, with huge hills and huge chasms the level of the sea.
Amid these scenes of beauty and grandeur I am
A new movement has been started by Professor bn either side. I had the doctor with me and
'Clasey-originally a "Christian Science" movement, felt comparativly safe, for he ~was an old hand at writing these" News and Notes," in a miner's home
l>ut~under the direction of the professor •evidently traveling through this terrific country.
Besides, if -that of Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Old. The flowers are
;progressing to broad and Liberal fields. iBrofessor there were any broken heads, he could mend them. in the window, pictures upon the wall, Freethought
Casey is thorough[y h0nest, and will not, I tthink, I came to the conclusion that he was better than books in the library, THE TRUTH SEEKER upon the
:smother his convictions for the sake of p<iYJ>ullarity. "God" for the present emergency. ·I hung o:ri. to the table. Without there is a cloudless dome. The
Ue is a thinker, and is not afraid to see thi»g:s ,di:ffer- carriage and he hung on to the horses as they rose sunshine is gorgeous, summer's warmth is in the
•ently to-morrow from what he sees them tQ-,dJ.ay. I above us almost perpendicularly. I remarked to air. And yet as I look toward the mountain wall
guess his motto is, "Don't be consistent, :Ji>ut be the doctor as I looked at the road, hardly wide almost in front of the door, I see the snow gleaming
i:!imply true:" Call his movement by whatever name enough, it seemed to me, for our own conveyance, in the trees that tuft the lofty.summit, and on the
one will, it is for the advancement of the world on "If we met a team how could we get by~ One bare rocks. Summer and winter are blending here,
aome lines if not all.
of us would hav to roll off, I think." "0h," said and in the splendor of one we see the desolate
I find friend Truss the same1 genial, learned, and the doctor, " there's always a chance." Just then grandeur of the other. I glance from beautiful
in.structiv philosopher as in days past, and together we wound round a declivity and right before us a flowers to cold bights that appear but a few minutes'
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
in cordial mental sympathy we hav discusseil nearly big two-horse wagon loomed. I thought we were walk away.
all the problems of the universe, but hav not yet caught sure; unless by some method of " Christian Georgetown, .Miner's Home, June 7, 1892.

wedge, which, when driven, home, splits the Bible
into fragments, because if the Pentateuch is not a
reputable and authoritativ work, the foundation of
.
.
· d
d
~h~ New Test~~ent IS seriOusly undermme ; an
if Its authorship IS unknown, of cours.e no one ca_n
claim divine inspiration for it, and Without that It
is of no possible religious value. The Observer
and other church authorities realize this .and intend
to stamp out the heresy in order to save their business. It will be an interesting struggle, very bitter,
.
.
between the two wmgs , and cannot.fail to
. command
.
great interest, even though occurrmg ~the midst
of a great presidential contest. Whichever way
the presbytery decides an appeal to the synod will
be taken and from that to the general assembly.
These a , eals will be on the main issue, whether
PP .
.
.
d
.
f
Professor
. . Bnggs IS a heretic, an not on pomts
. o
ecclesiastiCa~ law; and so the controve~sy will be
prolonged till the people get at least a little education in creed-making. From the standpoint of
orthodoxy Professor Briggs's opponents are very
unwise but from the Infidel standpoint ·they are
' ighty good thing
d ·
omg a m
·
The Anthony Comstock of San Francisco, Mr.
C. R. Bennett, who has been accused of ruining a
young woman, has been expelled from his church
without a dissenting vote. The elders who examined into the charges declare him guilty, and it
is to be hoped that the courts will giv him an
equally impartial trial. If they do the penitentiary
will probably be his home for a long time.

Jn fhs Wsst.
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Letters to Workingmen.
PATENT-RIGHT.
As I said in a former letter, the greatest obstacle to
the no-government idea is the theory of protection ;
and in no instance is this theory more pronounced
than in that of protecting inventiv genius. The ide~
is that unless the man of genius cannot be pecumarily benefited by having a moBopoly of the manufactory and sale of the article invented he would
never exercise his talent. This is a mistake.
Man's actions are always prompted by his pleasure,
and pleasure always follows the bent of natural
inclination. Genius prompts invention, and pleasure greets success. If wealth be added the pleasure may be enhanced by increasing the facilities for
working and leisure for thinking, but wealth of
itself is no incentiv to true genius. But if it were,
the laws governing the issue of patents are of . no
importance or consequence to the man of gemus.
Genius, industry, sobriety, and integrity as such are
in no wise assisted, protected, or promoted by the
laws-a strong statement, but one! believe you will
admit after a careful study of the question. The
only factors·that bring advantages by the laws are
invasiv power, cunning, and rascality. The ·effect
of "the law " is to giv one an undue advantage
over another. The generous and the kind desire
no advantage. The vicious and the tyrannous seek
it to justify invasiv acts. Show me a mean, contemptible man and I will show you a great stickler
for "the law."
No rogue e'er felt the halter draw
With good opinion of the law,

is often quoted to prove the contrary, but like
many other sayings it proves nothing. The fact is,
the rogue has an excellent "opinion of the law."
It is the judge's opinion he_ takes exception to. He
had hoped to "stand within the law," and that his
lawyer's opinion would prevail. Do not misunderstand me, friends; I speak of law as the acts of
legislature, written statutes. Against ethical law,
the unwritten law, the natural law, I hav no objections. It is only when man claiming sovereignty
over his fellows writes out his interpretations and
is empowered to enforce the same that I demur.
For a man who seeks to establish a standard for
others is much more, as I hav endeavored to show
by his political methods, the representativ of
rogues than honest men. Covetousness is the author of legality. Legality was established to secure the possession of that which nature never
granted and to deny the rights which ·nature has
granted to every human being. "A patent," says
Chambers' Encyclopedia, "is an exclusiv right
granted .
to an individual to manufacture
and sell a chattel or article of commerce of his own
invention.
When a patent · has been
' granted, if it is of such a nature as to lead to competition,infringements are almost matters of course, and
the only mode of discovering and checking the infringement is so tedious, costly, and ineffectiv that
inventors generally pass their lives in constant litigation, fighting in detail a succession of imitators,
who often hav nothing to lose by defeat and therefore entail all the greater burden on the legitimate
manufacturers.
Many manufacturers hav
boldly advocated the abolition of the patent system altogether on the plea that the good results,
whatever they may be, are overbalanced by the
bad." Let me here extract a little from an interview with Mr. Edison as reported by Frank G.
Carpenter. The Wizard of Menlo Park said:
"Our patent system puts a premium on rascality.
I hav taken out seven hundred patents for my inventions, but I hav never had one minute's protection. . .
I hav never made one cent out of
my inventions. All I hav made has been out of
manufacturing.
I believe I would be
$600,000 better off if I had never taken out a patent. What I hav made has been because I hav
understood the inventions better and hav been
able to manipulate the manufacturing of them
better than the pirates. I could not hav made
anything had I not had large capital to back me,
and the ordinary inventor has no protection whatever. His certificate of patent is merely a certificate to tne poorhouse, and hundreds of inventors
are ruined. They spend all they hav in getting out
their inventions and they die poor." The sentence
I hav placed in italics tells the story. It is a matter
to be taken advantage of by capital, and capital is
the beneficiary whether employed by the inventor,
the "pirate," or the company who has purchased
the right. · So far as genius is concerned, it has not
the shadow of a chance. But capital is not the only
beneficiary ; it is a source of great profit to the
court, the lawyer, and the politician. Patent laws,
like all other laws, are molded by lawyers and tempered by politicians for their own utility, and while
their inefficacy is admitted by all, the great majority seem to think the principle is right and that by
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using the politician as the monkey did the eat's
paw they may pull out real chestnuts from the fire.
But, friends, the principle is too much of a "ch~st
nut," and it is you and not the politicians who are
being used as the eat's paw.
I want you to consider the monopolies founded
upon the patent laws, exacting a large price for
article.s which but for the exclusiv right might be
manufactured at prices which the laborer could
afford. And I want you to realize that vendors
and manufacturers who are enabled by those laws
to monopolize certain avenues of trade can render
no reason why they should be thus favored, as the
great majority of them came into possession of the
right by the use of money or fraud, or both, the
poor dQvil whose brain gave birth to the idea being
bought off for a few shillings. I hav in mind this
moment one such, now laboring by the day to support his family. I knew him when a prosperous
grocer, engaged upon perfecting a mechanical contrivance for elevating and drying grain, neglecting
his store in his study. His business declined as
his invention progressed, and when his model was
perfected his money was gone. He placed it on
exhibition at the rooms of the board of trade.
·some men of means became interested, the sole
right to manufacture and sell was obtained, and the
invention has enriched some half dozen men, while
the inventor is working for $1.50 a day.
I want you to dwell upon another point. It is
this: The patent laws are preventing and obstructing progress instead of. promoting it, as its defenders would hav us believe. In fact, you will :find
that the tendency of all laws is to defeat the avowed
object for which they were constructed.
All
monopolies restrict and prevent labor, reduce wages,
and increase the price of commodities, create idleness, producing tramps, vice, and crime. I believe
it can be demonstrated that the world produces
enough to giv abundance and to satisfy the wants
of every living soul, and the only reason why
poverty exists may be found in the fact that laws
and customs hav given favored ones a monopoly of
the means of living. The natural desire to excel
and domineer over one's fellows and the opportunity
.to rise above and keep in subjection a lower order
of human beings hav created those laws and cus·
toms.
Opportunity favors individuals. The animal instinct comes into play tkough the struggle for
existence and the survival of the fittest. Monopoly
is the animal, the ignorant, brutal nature of man.
Liberty, quoting from To-day, says: " More than
fifty years ago Mr. Babbage predicted that if a new
power were to be discovered that could be generated
in a central place in sufficient quantities and then
distril?uted wherever it was wanted, the age of
domestic manufacture would return. The huge
factory would tend to disappear and the small
factory would mUltiply everywhere." I want· you
to ·think of this-how very important for your
happiness this would be. It is the large factory)
the monopoly of labor-saving machinery, that causes
the centralization of wealth that destroys the
efficacy of trades by the division of laborers into
the various departments, and is making wageslavery the only means of existence of a large
majority of mankind. And what prevents the establishment of domestic manufacturing 1 Is it not
the monopoly of the factors required through the
laws of patent-right 1
In the article above quoted a Mr. Cook Taylor,
an English inspector of factories, expresses the
opinion " that we are on the verge of .the discovery
of a power which can be distributed in workingmen's homes, and which will result in the return
of the laborer to his cottage and his family." · While
Dr. Albrecht, a German statistician, also predicts
"that with the improvement of electric motors and
the cheapening of electricity, there will be a great
increase of small shops and possibly a return to
the day of small industries." Again, I ask what
prevents this "cheapening of electricity" and return of "small industries?" If thQ patent monopoly, in which we may include the land monopoly
and money monop~ly, could be removed, theri
every man could be a capitalist, every man and
woman could be independent. Wage-slavery, with
its attendant poverty, drunkenness, and prcstitution, would beco)ll.e the exception and not as now
the rule. I am sure that a study of the intricate
problems of sociology will bring out more and more
the importance of liberty in the realms of thought
and action. As Voltairine de Cleyre has said, " Follow your logic out, cannot you see that true economy
lies in liberty?" It is liberty and not protection
that will bring about the decentralization of wealth
and industry which I regard as the hope of the
world. Patents-that is to say, exclusiv rightsinsure profits, and profits (taking from . another
without rendering an equivalent) is robbery. Pat-

ents· ina:ngurate rents-not economic rent, but
profitable rent-robbery. Patents engender interest, and interest-taking what in equity is not ours
-again robbery. And this, in short, is expressed
in Proudhon's celebrated saying, "Property is
robbery," meaning legal exclusiv rights, which are
issued as letters patent.
A. L. BALLOU.
Bujf"alo, N. Y.
----------~---------

Christian Barbarism.-Dr. Parkhurst.
I hav just read in the last week's TRUTH SEEKER an
item of news that I will copy, as I think it will do no
harm if each reader of that paper sl::all read it more
than once: "During the last twelve months one hundred and fifty negroes hav been lynched in the United
States, seven hav been burnt alive, one has been flayed
alive, and one disjointed." I am sure if such
atrocities can be· enacted in these United States,
we need spend no more time in discussing whether
or not we are a Christian nation; surely it is
proved.
Our American Indians scalp and burn
alive, but I hav yet to hear of their flaying alive or
disjointing; and surely we do not hear of other
savages reveling in such horrible cruelty.
We know that the Christian's God is a monster
of cruelty, creating people just for the enjoyment
of roasting them through an eternity, and as the
author of physical nature, one would think that for
the last several months he had been holding high
carnival in that floods and fires, lightning and
earthquakes, hav been of every-day occurrence.
Such teaching has had its legitimate effect, and we
can find any number of people who, if they do not
actually flay a negro alive, excuse the perpetrator
and say, Oh, well, .the nigger outraged a white
woman. I wonder if some of Dr. Parkhurst's
friends (or is followers the better word?) hav ever
outraged a woman-perhap_s a colored woman.
Dr. Parkhurst's case is too much, I think, even for
a Christian. Imagin Mrs. Parkhurst taking a sister
church-member to accompany her and, for the sake
of proving a· wrong, going to a saloon, taking a
drink, and then persuading some of the young men
to denude themselvs of their clothing, and then
frolicking with them.
Yes, Mr. Editor, I am fully convinced that this is a
Christian nation, that our government is Christian,
and that it is decidedly Christian to shut up the great
Exposition every seventh day. I hope that with the
other speci.J,nens of cruelty exhibited with which
Christians hav tortured each other, we may hav a picture of this late transaction in New York, if it can be
given without shocking the feelings of Anthony Comstock, the Christian detectiv, who figured in much the
same way near New York some years ago.
The proprietress of the house by Dr. Parkhurst's
testimony was sent to prison. Where are the
gentlemen who, by their patronage, made the house
a profitable business!
I hav not seen my name in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
late, not because I am not in heart and soul with it
in its work, but I am growing old, and younger
people need the space. I do not like to feel that I
cannot still work for liberty, but if one has not
done all possible in seventy-five years there is little
hope of very much to come.
.
I am, very truly yours for the world's progress,
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
412 Gifford st., Syracuse, N. Y., June 5, 1892.

Legal Tender.
"We the people pay to our national government
one million dollars every day in taxes" (McKinley
speech in Ohio). That is true. And what does
government do with the money? It pays it right
back to the people again. It pays one hundred
millions in pen!'!ions; another hundred to the
army, navy contractors, Indians, and the like, and
the remainlier goes to Congress, civil servants, im~
provements, interest on debt, etc. We are all the
time paying in to government and it is all the time
paying out to us. But what is the money used for?
It is used to pay for services done or commodities .
delivered.
The real fact' is, government wants us to furnish
produce, goods, and do labor. But as it is unhandy
for all of us to do this, a part of us act as soldiers,
sailors, laborers, contractors, servants, and the remainder of us hand over to . the government the
goods, clothing, and other things that these few require to liv on-but instead of doing it directly we
giv to government the money pieces and government givs the money pieces to those it employs so
that they may get what they want with them. And
that is all that is doing the world over with money.
A piece of money is but a certificate entitling the
holder to call on any person to giv the holder any
service or any article he holds himself out as dealing
in. Its sole value is in the confidence generally
given to it. Take away that confidence and it is
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11.. T~at since private en~rprise cannot accom~lish a a person who would rather die than harm a hair on
public rmprovement extending over a large portion of the head of the one beloved· and I would ask what
our state, we demand that the state legislature make ap- b tt
th
b '
h
· b
t"f
propriation of a sufficient amount to establish a good sys- e . er means can
ere e ~o av this eau 1 ul
tem of drainage where required in the Bed river valley savmg flower of love all-pervading than to thoroughly
and other parts of the state.
. .
.
familiarize our children, from boyhood to manhood,
12. Y'f e denounce the scheme of establishing '!' natio~l with how women are charged with all the burden,
park m the northern part of our state as bemg detr1·
d d f
t t•
h
ill 'f
mental to the development of the natural resources of pam,_ .an_ . anger 0
perp~ u~ mg
uman
e·
the northern part of the state and ruinous to the indus- Fam1liar1Zmg them on the prmmple that the nearer
tries of the Red river valley.
and more constant our consciousness or our knowl13. That we .a~e. in favor ot the :!?reservation of o~r edge is of the evil effects of our acts the greater
f~rests py pr_ohibitmg_the cuttmgof timber below certam will be our self-restraint. ·A man may be sorry for
drmenswns mall sectiOns of the country.
.
.
. .
'
14. That we utterly repudiate any scheme of fusion but he does not reproach himself if Ignorant or
with other political parties.
unconscious of the evil effects of his acts. Further,
MINoRITY REPoRT ADOPTED.
if men are indelibly impressed with the faet that
WHEREAS, We are unqualifiedly opposed to the es- women are the same as themselvs in being all contablishment and maintenance of an office-holding class, tradictory, with some weak, some vicious, and some
and also to all forms and usages leading to political cor- noble-minded, and that all hav the same desires,
ruption, as they are ihimical to the free and untrammeled
expression of public opinion in matters of government, appetites, aRd passions, they will then see what a
and
dirty, cowardly shame it is to. charge woman not
WHEREAS, Under the present laws of Minnesota, only with the restraint of herself but with the
adequate protection is not guaranteed laborers and me- restraint of man as well, and they will also see that
t~!'rn!f~r:~~~tt swindling contractors and employers, that which is not sinful in man to do or know is
Resolved, That we favor such constitutional amend- neither sinfpl in woman to do or know. And, in my
menta, both s~ate and national, as shall absolutely pro- opinion, to instill this knowledge, it will be necessary
hibit an ex-official holding office within two years from to hav boys and girls, men and women, constantly
the expiration of his official term, also that any officeholder convicted of political agitation during his term of associated together, whether for pleasure or work,
office shall forfeit both his office and salary. Be it fur- · outdoor or indoor; but "this close comradeship is
ther
not possible until woman utterly discards skirts.
Resolved, That we favor the adoption of a referendum Because, with skirts, she can neither jump, nor run,
to be patterned. after that in operation in the republic
ff
of Switzerland; and be it further
nor climb; if -she approaches a fire, some pu of
Resolved, That we favor the passage of a lien- law wind, a stumbling or heedless child, or rubbing cat
which Will absolutely protect the wage-workers from or dog, or sorue unconscious movement of her own
fra11dulent withholding of ·their wages and giv to them body, and behold! her light, out:fl.owing, spreadthe first lien, whatever the work, and be it further
ing skirts are instantly aflame,· if on a vicious or
Resolved, That the so-called Pinkerton bands, or any
other similar bands, be extinguished in both the state and runaway horse it is nearly sure death; if falling in
nation.
H. G. MITCHELL, Chairman,
swimming water she is more helpless and unmanJoHN E. O:rPEGAARD, Secretary.
ageable than a log; if riding or walking, she is
halted and torn by every straggling twig and briar.
How Shall Women Dress 1
And she is neither protected from cold nor from
A REJECTED COMMUNICATION.
creeping things. To sum up : compared to man's
Editor Cincinnati Herald: In the Woman's Col- the present garb of woman is a constant mena(l_e to
umn of your issue of February 19th, J: read: "I be- her health, life, and limb, besides practically conlieve in dress reform for women. I believe that demning het to a convict life -from not daring to
girls and women should dres>~ for health, comfort, move out from between four walls. If the barbaric
and convenience. But their garments in material origin of skirts, as developed by historical research
and make-up should be distinctivly feminin. When- and ,inductiv reasoning, was generally- admitted,
ever a woman tries to look like a man she'll lose such origin would be alone sufficient t9 make
Oregon, Mo.
much that makes her charming to men, even with woman· indignantly discard them and hasten to don
her most thoughtful friends amongst the opposit pants securely buttoned up man-fashion.
This Convention Wants Sunday Opening.
sex."
Step out, you skulking Adam, and take your
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRVTH SEEKER, Sir: In
To where this writer ends with "health, comfort, medicin.
GEo. T. BaNDIES.
order to show you that the People's lJarty move- convenience," I sturdily indorse, but I hav my
Forney, Tex., February, 1892.
ment in this country is not altogether composed of "but" as well as said writer, and it looms up like
bigots, I send you a copy of the resolutions passed an eternally snow-capped mountain where he or she
at a recent county convention held here, wherein advises woman to hav "her garments distinctivly
WHY IT WAS -REJECTED.
you will find among others one favoring the open- feminin in material and make-up or otherwise she
MR. GEo. T. BaNDIEs, Forney, Tex., Dear Sir:
ing of the World's Fair on Sunday. This conven- will lose much that makes her charming to m~n, I return you your manuscript, not because you distion represented forty-five hundred voters and was even with her most thoughtful friends amongst the agreed with me, but because you misapprehend my
composed of one hundred delegates from different opposit sex." In the wind-up here a threat can be meaning. I only intended to convey one idea and,
sections of the county. A more resolute body of construed, hence it smells of man's impertinent I think, ninety-nine out of a hundred would unmen is seldom seen gathered. That the people of habit of dictating to woman, even in concerns most derstand that at a single reading, that women in a
this section are ready to throw off the shackles of personal to herself; and if it be a man that has struggle for freedom: should remain women and not
religious and political bigotry is certain. "Men of thus written, it adds one more to my list of objec- ape a man. There are actually differences between
thought, men of action, clear the way."
_tions, to say nothing of the colossal conceit in pre- the sexes outside of those recognized Uy law.
Come, brother Freethinkers, let us assist the suming to. know how all kinds of men will be There are·many wqmen, I am sorry to say, who, in
struggling masses in their efforts to gain liberty affected for all time by something that so far is their struggle for independence, arl'J aping the
and happiness, and dethrone preacher and shylock. practically new and untried. Judging by the many very worst there is in man:. In fact, they are disYours truly,
ELIAS STEENERSON.
varying, opposing, and contradictory methods of satisfied with God because he did not make them
Crookston, Minn., June 4, 1892.
"charming" _that the world presents to onr view, men. I know a female physician in Kansas who
PLATFORM OF THE PEOPLE'S PARTY OF POLK COUNTY, we hav a right to assume that men will be only wears a ·man's hat, coat, shirt, collar, necktie, and
MINNESOTA, ADOPTED BY THE CONVENTION HELD AT temporarily affected by the change under discus- maybe his pants, I don't know, a!ld walks along
sion, as they are by the change of hats on theni- the street with the swagger of 111 sport and occaCROOKSTON, MAY 24, 1892.
We, the delegates of the People's party in the county selvs. It would be hard to convince a savage that sionally stops and sees how far she can spit. That
convention assembled, do promulgate and prescribe the "charming" was possible other than by a tattooed woman· does not deserve the respect ol either sex any
following principles:
face and body, and it seems as if we in our clothing .more than the man would who wore the voice, clothes,
_ 1. That we reaffirm the principles of the People's party
are as much wedded to our ideas of "charming" as etc., of a woman. Masculin women will never be
as formulated and adopted at St. Louis, Feb. 24, 1892.
popular, neither will effeminate men. Jenness
2. We are unqualifiedly- opposed to the creation and the savage is to his.
maintenance of an office-holding class and to all forms
I hav not heard that the Eskimo women were Miller has proved that a woman may dress for
and usages leading to political corruption.
suffering by their- similarity in garb to men, though health, comfort, and convenience and be as graceful
3. In-order to destroy the power of legislativ lobbies
we favor the adoption of a referendum to be patterned encompassed by a climate cold enough to freeze off as a Greek goddess. I hav gone as far as a11y man
in the direction of national freedom for women. I
the nose of a brass monkey.
after that in operation in the republic of Switzerland.
4. We favor the passage of a lien law which will absoAs no kind of slavery is any longer legally ad- not only believe in their rights to vote and to fill any
lutely protect wage-workers from the fraudulent .with- mitted in this country, it follows that a woman is position for which they are mentally qualified, but
holding of their wa~es, and giv to them the first lien as much entitled to individual sovereignty as a I believe in their absolute freedom in all their reupon the product of tlleir labor. .
·5. That we demand a national law prohibiting the em- man, and hence, cannot too jealously exercise the lations of life including the marriage state, but I
ployment of the so-called Pinkerton's bands or· any other right to dress as she pleases, though it seems to shall never like the woman who abuses her freesimilar institution for the purpose of intimidating citi- me the best course in the long run would be for her dom by an attempt to ape men. The gentle qualizens who are fighting for the right to the product of their by garb to aim at something more enduring and trust- ties of a true woman are the greatest conserving
own labor.
6. That we favor the opening of the World's Columbian worthy for happiness than what is commonly implied moral force in the world. I am an old bachelor,
Exposition every day of the week.
in" charming." I believe it will be granted that there, and I would remain an old bachelor until I was as
7. That we demand that the government of the United is a cruel side to sexual love and that it is suffi- old as Methusaleh's grandmother before I would
States take immediate steps to foreclose the mortgage ciently indicated when termed "lust," or a desire marry a woman who would wear pants like Dr.
on the Pacific railroads as-a preparatory measure looking toward the nationalization of the railroads of the for gratification regardless of the cost to another. Mary Walker. I am willing that _women should be
country.
Well, I think it ought to be considered that there musicians, lawyers, physicians, artists, anything
8. That we ask that the government provide sufficient may be a possible tendency in "distinqtivly feininin that she is capable of being, but I shall never liv
elevator facilities at the headwaters of the Great Lakes to dress" to unduly develop this cruel side in men; long enough to be satisfied in seeing women driv.
supply wants of all grain-shippers.
for what do we know about this all-important sub- ing drays, working in livery stables, digging wells,
9. That we condemn option ~ambling i]1 all its forms.
10. Believing that the national government is and ject of which the scientific study has been so long serving in the army and navy, etc. It is not their
should be principally interested in improving all our tabooed?
work; they are not adapted. to it ; they never ought
navigable rivers, we therefore ask that Congress make
to
be expected to perfm•m it. But a woman can
And
I
also
think
it
will
not
be
disputed
that
adequate appropriations in order to improve>the navigapure saving l!lexuallove is that condition of mind in fill any mental positi<?n that a man can, and do it
tion of the Bed and Bed Lake rivers.

worthless, whether it be gold, silver, diamond, or
paper. "Nothing is worth anything except in
opinion.''·
Now, seeing we owe taxes to governme_nt and tj:le
money is but a certificate, why does not government
issue its certificates to its creditors who may call on
us or any of us for what they may want, instead of
going to private persons and borrowing the certificates and giving 'interest~ Was there ever a
greater absurdity put in practice ? Here is just
what it is: suppose I owe you a hundred dollars
and you owe me the same. To pay my debt to you
I go and borrow the money of some one and you
also go and borrow of that same one to pay me.
We both leave unused the real, true, and only
money which ever was, is, or could be in the transaction-that is, our own intermoving credits.
And that is just what all governments and
peoples are legally doing about money. By custom
or permission the vast business of mankind is
moving through the use of these credit-on-paper
signs. But by law this real money is not money at
all save by the will of gold-owners. Let the least
accident or confusion occur and all the innumerable
debts must be paid in gold-the paper signs must
be settled with gold signs. It is as though no one
should use any but licensed vehicles for carrying
although by custom ninety-eight per cent of all carrying were done by unlicensed ones, and suddenly the
law is sternly enforced. What a grand opportunity
for the licensed vehicle men. What a dreadful calamity by our own folly! Now, the money sign carries
the exchange while the vehicle carries the thing. The
one is as much a vehicle as the other. And one of
the most doleful errors ever man fell into is that
same one about gold or any other thing being naturally money to the exclusion of all other things.
It is just as bad if we issue one kind of paper as
the sole legal tender yet permit other paper (or
metal) to circUlate as non-legal tender. We did
that during the war and the sixty millions paper full
legal tender ruled and depreciated the many hundred
millions not full legal tender. The former circulated as gold and not a dollar of real gold was in
circulation. If you doubt that, read the "Black
Friday Proceedings."
"HoLT."
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well, but in the line of physical labor there is quite
a difference of adaptation between the sexes.
Now, in the last half of your letter you present
some good ideas, but you did it in harsh language.
The fine art in the reform movement is to say
things in a way that will not shock that class to
whom you must necessarily look for leaders in all
great reforms.
There is one trouble with reformers. The most
of .them want to throw rocks, and smash windows,
and raise the devil generally. I was just as bad as
anyone for a while, but I got mighty hungry at it
and concluded in the future to put a little of the
graces of rhetoric into my work. Since I commenced that I hav succeeded admirably.· The
great trouble with reformers is that they go too far.
The ·Anarchists want everytody to do as they
please, even though they please to raise the devil.
I want to teach people to use their libert.y, to do
what is right, true, and practicable. I think you
hav the capacity to do some good work. . I trust
you will take this letter kindly and modify your
ideas and your language and sail into the work.
Yours kindly,
M. W. WILKINS.
WJIAT THE WRITER REPLIED TO THE EDITOR.
'
FoRNEY, TEx., March 28, 1892.
M. ·w. WILKINS, Editor Herald, Cincinnati, 0.,
.Dear Sir: I hav just received my manuscript of matter on woman's dress reform and your letter, of the
25th inst., accompanying it. And now, my dear
fellow, I will hav to endeavor to work up a little
storm for the purpose of clearing the mental atmosphere between us. Take it, I beg of you, with the
easy good nature that flows from the consciousness of
being able to return as good blows as are sent you.
So straighten up for the first. And it is in reminding that, though it is implied in your letter that you
are an old hand "at the bellows" of reform, you
nevertheless violated newspaper ethics in, silently,
retaining my manuscript for something like a month
whe:Q, it is now evident, you had no intention, at any
time, of publishing its matter. As to the harshness
you charge me with, I may hav been too ready at takingit for granted thai you would see that I meant to
be purely impersonal and that your editorial paragraph was merely used as a peg to hang my matter
upon. In other words, that I was striking over
your shoulders at all men who believed as you
preached on woman's dress. If you had been less
ex cathedra in your style of announcement, I
would hav found it awkward to hav expressed myself according to the vigor of my desires. In fact,
I halfway expected to find you privately agreeing
with me and, like a certain Quaker on a certain occasion, ready to secretly reward me for my rude
assault. But alas! that I should be so selfdeceived as to your intention of not inviting a
fight, hippodrome or real. And now after this
apologetic explanation, I hope you will smooth
your corrugated front and smile blandly while
taking a few more of my love pats.
Being myself vain and conceited as it is possible
to be, I not only forgiv your patronization of me but
thank you for considerable amusement thereby, and
you hav my gracious permission to laugh as heartily
at me as I am laughing at you. Still, I pray you,
venerable Mentor, describe and tell your Telemachus
where are to be found "that class to whom we
must necessarily look for leaders in all great
reforms." Hav they never had a diapered babyhood? And hav they such distinguishing peculiarities as three eyes"-two in the front and one in the
rear? Or possibly they are so ethereal as not to require anything so gross as eating but liv and wax
strong on scent alone 1 I want to know because
you imply that my way of saying things shocks
them; and, by these precedents, you must readily
perceive how quick I will bend the knee when once
convinced of there being persons or things peculiarly and singularly set apart for leadership in human affairs. You must feel that I would be incapable of carping at their being monstrosities and
hence far removed from common, every-dayfolkslike
you and myself. No, perish the thought! In the
mean while I am so dazed by the anticipated revelation of this class of infallible leaders that you will
hav to pardon my limping attention to other matters in your letter. For instance, where you would
make it a crime for women to ape (as you term it) men
in garb or deportment, thus seeming to forget that
language and all other things, that you know
and do yourself, come mainly from the aping faculty common to us all. Besides, what right hav you
to assume that a woman is solely aping men when she
can advance so many substantial reasons for similarity of garb? And even if she was confessedly
aping, it would be, in my opinion, an outrage for
you to offensivly object as long as she did not attempt to force you to wear her discarded skirts and
frilled pantalets. As to your objection to a woman
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spitting as far as she can, pardon ~e for ~so. assuming that you are o~posed to mans contmumg? b!,
the ideas conveyed m such terms as " unladylike,
"gross," '·vulgar," "disreputable," etc., to p~a~tically
forbid woman's spitting at all, to the great m]ury of
her health and fouling of her breath-and thence
suggesting that you might be in favor of arresting
and fining- her if she went . beyond the ?emure u.se
of a spittoon tied under chin when walk~g or dnving on a public thoroughfare; but even this arrang.ement would hav its drawbacks and hence I am m
favor that man utterly cease, in any manner, whether
by word, look, or gesturt=>, attempting to make woman any longer ashamed of having a mouth and a
nose.
Thanking you for another opportunity of airing
my thoughts, I remain,
Yours kindly,
GEo. T. BoNDIES.

:My Second Campaign.
On my way to Manchester I stopped off at Ryan,
upon the invitation of Chas. Hickethier, and spent
the earlier portion of the day with him, going on to
Manchester by a later train. Upon my arrival at
the latter place, I held a telegraphic correspondence
with E. L. Farrington, of ·waverly, Ia., announcing the death of his father, the Ron. M. Farrington, and requesting that I should attend the funeral
and. conduct the services.
Great efforts had been made to hav my course of
lectures successful in Manchester, and upon my
arrival I found the Liberals eagerly anticipating my
advent in the town. Manchester appears to be a
thriving town of about six thousand inhabitants, but
it is extremely · orthodox. There are but few outspoken Liberals in the place, while many who are
favorably inclined toward Freethought are held
somewhat in check by the public sentiment. Still,
there are a few that not all the powers of hell could
swerve from the path of duty and right, men who
hav stood by our cause through all its trials, who
hav shared the glories of its triumphs and suffered
in its defeats.
.
The lectures were given in the city hall, a magnificent building for the size of the town, and upon
the :first night a good-sized audience assembled
therein to hear me talk against the dogmatic assertions of the church. Mr. Howe very ably presided at each meeting.
The audience listened very attentivly throughout
the whole proceedings, and at the conclusion manifested certain signs of appreciation.
• Thus Freethought is gradually gaining ground.
It is impossible to estimate the good that is accomplished by these lectures; already the clergy feel
their effects, and in many instances are driven to
stand upon the defensiv. This is just what we
want-we must drive them to the platform, and
compel them to work instead of praying, to become
teachers instead of preachers.
Immediately at the close of my lecture, I repaired
to the depot, and ten minutes later I was on my
way to Waverly, to perform the last sad offices of
respect and to pay the last tribute of affection over
the remains of an aged but valuable ally in the
glorious cause of human freedom, M. Farrington.
One by one our friends are lying down to sleep, to
sleep the last long sleep of death. One by one
they are passing on to join the innumerable caravan of those who hav already mingled with the
dust. But some men, like some stars, outshine
the rest, and stand as a beacon-light about the pitfalls of the rocky path of life's highway, a beacon
around which others seem to cluster and to gain
their strength. This brave Freethinker has gone ;
he has entered upon that voyage from whence no
traveler has ever returned. His death has left a·
void that cannot be easily filled. A kind father, a
loving husband, a true-hearted and generous friend,
he won the love, honor, and respect of all who
knew him.
The Ron. Matthew Farrington was born at
Poughkeepsie, in the state of New York, on Sept.
18, 1822. From his early youth he was an ardent
advocate of physical and mental liberty. Before he
had even attained his majority he allied himself
with the Abolition movement, and became an enthusiastic follower of William Lloyd Garrison. At
this period in his career, he made a solemn vow
that he would never accept an office whereby he
would be compelled to take an oath to support the
Constitution of the United St'ates, nor even to cast
a vote for any candidate so long a1 that Constitution recognized the infamous doctrin of human
slavery, a vow which he faithfully kept, and all his
life he strictly adhered to the principles inculcated
therein.
In his younger days he followed the profession
of pupil-teacher, when eventually he settled down
in Bremen county, Ia., with his wife, Anna L.
Willis, in the year 1851. He then took up farming

for a livelihood, and at the time o{ his death was
one of the oldest settlers· in that section. When
the emancipation was proclaimed and slavery no
longer regarded as a divine right by the American
government, he felt that he was released from his
vo~s and took an activ interest in the political
welfare of his country.
He first allied himself with the Republican party,
but subsequently became an enthusiastic supporter
of the Greenback movement, and later he affiliated
with the Democratic body, and was an ardent admirer of the principles of that party until his
death.
·
His services were duly recognized by his fellowmen, and amply rewarded by placing him in positions of trust.
During the years 1871-72 he was· supervisor of
Bremen county. He was also made the president
of the Iowa State League, in which capacity he
served for three years. He was, again, the president of the Farmers' Mutual Fire Insurance Company, and president of the ·Liberal League of
northern Iowa. He was an efficient speaker, and
an able debater, and has held joint discussions
upon political and religious topics with some of the
ablest men in the state of Iowa.
Always an enthusiastic Freethinker, he never
hesitated to avow his honest thoughts, and was
ever ready to defend them from the attacks of
orthodoxy. Well does he know the price of being
an advocate of mental freedom. Urged by his
friends to accept the nomination for county representativ, he finally consented and was placed upon
the ticket, but was defeated by about one hundred
votes. Even some of his own personal friends had
voted against him for no other reason than being a
Freethinker. But never for one moment did he
falter, and went on through life undaunted, fully
determined never to sacrifice an intellectual principle
for the sake of political pr-eferment. It was not
the praise of the people he sought, for he constantly rebuked them. It was their welfare that
he studied.
But now this brave and noble Freethinker has gone,
gone back to the arms of nature from whence he
came. True to his principles in life, he remained
steadfast to them in death. His couch was never
desecrated by the polluting touch of the priest.
Fully conscious of what was taking place, he died
without a· murmur on his lips, or even a sigh of regret. He approached the grave like one who
Wraps the drapery of his couch
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.
The funeral services were held at 9 o'clock in the
morning of the 19th of lVIay. Fully one hundred
people had gathered together to listen to the secular services, and to take the last look upon the
face of him who had just gone. Two secular
hymns were sung, after which I gave an address ;
then commenced the weary procession of the
funeral cortege to the cemetery, which lay at a distance of nine miles from the Farrington residence.
Being such a popular and well-known man, I gave
another short oration at the side of the grave·for
the benefit of those who could not conveniently attend the services at the house. The services over,
I returned to Manchester, where I lectured again
the same evening.
Owing to the severity of the storms I did not arrive at my destination until 9 o'clock, but late as it
was Chas. Hickethier and Mr. Howe were at the depot
to meet me. The audience, knowing the cause of
my delay, .sat in the hall and patiently awaited my
appearance, and in a brief space of time I was on
the platform again battling musty creeds and
fighting superstition.
My audience had increased a little over the :first
night, and upon the occasion of my third lecture it
increased still more, and began to manifest a little
interest in the lecture and frequently exhibited
signs of enthusiasm.
I was very pleased indeed at the success that
follo.yed my efforts in Manchester; our friends
were enth usjastic over them, and I heartily acquiesced
in their desires and wishes that I should visit
Manchester again in the near future.
Saturday morning I leave the state of Iowa, with
its floods, swamps, and rains, and once more crossing the now swollen, turbulent, and angry waters
of the Mississippi river, I enter the state of Illinois,
and finally reach Chicago a few hours late. However, I speedily wend my way to the home of E. A.
Stevens, whose hospitable· doors are always open to
the Freethought wanderers as they travel to and
fro. Mr. Stevens is away from home, but his wife
gave me a pleasant welcome to Chicago, and bade
me make myself thoroughly at home, an injunction
which I obeyed to the very letter.
All is now bustle and excitement in this great
Western metropolis ; improvements are being made
upon every siqe in anticipation of the great World's
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Fair. Large blocks are being razed to the ground
and handsome, massiv· structures are being reared
in their places. A new elevated railroad, after the
fashion of New York, has been erected and will be
put in operation within the next few days.
While here I visit all of my old friends and acquaintances, but as my brother-in-arms, S. P. Putnam, has said so much concerning them, he has left
me very little to say in addition. I will state that
he has expressed exactly my sentiments.
Of course, I pay a visit to A. D. O'Neil, and if
he is a "right bower," his excellent wife is most assuredly a good left, and I believe they are both
known as excellentjokers. In fact, all of the friends
that greet the Libera.l lecturer in ·Chicago are
"trumps," and they know how to use him to advantage.
On Tuesday afternoon I spend a few hours with
Judges Bennett and Russell, the attorneys who carried on th~·fight against the Roman Catholic church
inaugurated here i1 few years ago by our late secretary, E. A. Stevens, and which would hav undoubtedly ended in a gigantic triumph for our partyhad
he not been prevented from continuing the case
against them. These two lawyers are both devoted
tp our cause, and are earnest in their labors for
Freethought.
Wednesday evening we spend very pleasantly
indeed, at the home of Miss Ida Black, where, after
a sumptuous dinner, we are entertained by vocal
and instrumental music. Mr. McElroy is with us
and charms us with some excellent vocal compositions. Sunday, May 29th, turns out to be a
beautiful day and we accept the invitation of George
L. Robertson to drive out to the World's Fair
grounds and inspect the great buildings now in
course of erection for the celebration of that great
event.
Mr. and Mrs. Robertson, Mr. and Mrs.
Rojalm, Mrs. Stevens, and myself form the party,
and after a few hours' ride along Michigan avenue
and South Park boulevard with their handsome and
palatial residences we arrive at the grounds.
It is Sunday, but many workmen are busily
engaged completing these immense structures.
The blow of a hammer resounding on the air, the buzz
of saws, the whirr of machinery, bespeak the activ
interest of the people of Chicago in this great
undertaking.
The Fair grounds are thronged with visitors,
handsome equipages are rolling through the parks
and entering the grounds, for which an admission
fee of twenty-five cents is charged. This grand
fact, the present opening of the Fair grounds and
the thousands that flock there already on the first
day of each week, speaks out in unmistakable
language concerning the intentions of the directors
with regard to Sunday opening, and showa distinctly the grand success that would attond the
permanent opening thereof and the financial failure
that would resUlt from its closing. ·
But this is not what the preachers desire; they
want to close the Fair, while the liquor stores,
churches, and other houses of ill fam ':l shall be
allowed to keep open and do a flourishing business
in consequence:
We Visit the grounds, and, after a picnic lunch
upon the grassy lawns, we return home, and Sunday evening was pleasantly spent at the house of
Mr. Robertson.
Monday morning, amid pleasant farewells and
wishes for success, I take my leave of Chicago once
more and continue my travels. So I start off again,
this time to Angola, Ind., where I shall giv two
lectures.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
.
Secretary Ohio State Secular Union.
154 N. High street, Columbus, 0.

A Rejoinder.
To THE EDITOR oF T:HE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In
yo~ issue of May 28th there appears a venomous
attack on Colonel Ingersoll in general and the Jews
as a cll).ss in particular. Colonel Ingersoll needs no
apologist. His honesty, patriotism, love of his
fellow-men, and political integrity are irreproachable, and Mr. Jones is in the position of a pigmy
trying to upheave a mountain. .It is not my purpose to defend Mr. Ingersoll's political convictions;
however, I am sure, whatever they be, they are
honest and emanate from studying the different
issues.
The question· whether we should hav
unlimited coinage of silver and thereby go to
financial ruin, or continue our currency on a
metallic standard, which prevails among the nations
with which we exchange, is one about which legislators differ, the same as they do on the tariff and
other momentous questions.
.
But Mr. Jones has a theory (which is not to be
found in any book of political econmuy or finance)
whicli he calls the " Jew system of finance," and
proceeds to lay his particular grievance, and all the
.,. evils which afllict mankind, at the feet of'the Jews.
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I fail to find a single reputable writer who claims
that the Jews hav a different "system" than the
Mohammedans, Christians, and other folk. The
" system" emanates from Mr. Jones's capacious intellect, and hence must be refuted before it evolves
itself into a fixed science and becomes a standard
work on finance.
I will sa: for the benefit of Mr. Jones and others
who are equally as illiberal, that history vindicates
all his ribald attacks on a much-maligned people ;
and also that· anti-Semitism is not fashionable in
this country just at present. Thanks to our progressiv civilization, such sentiments will never take
root on American soil. He says: "And every person acquainted with history knows the Christian
church, or followers of the Nazarene, until the sixteenth century after the Christian era stood uncompromisingly on that position and absolutely
refused to tolerate the practice of taking interest
or usury. The Jew was persistent then as now in
it, as much so as he is in his religion.
. But
when the united churches and states in Europe and
this continent began to tremble for fear the common people would secl;ll'e their civil, religious, political, and industrial liberty, the priest, minister,
noble, and royalty, and the old Jew shylock,
entered into an unholy alliance to keep them in
subjection.
In brief, old shylock the Jew
has converted -what we usually call Christendomclergy, noble, and state-over to his religion of mammon, usury, and churchianity. . . . The Jew, who
for eighteen hundred years has been destitute of a
country, and always has been and is devoid of patriotic·m; who has not faith in God or man-nothing
but a handful or tillful of gold or silver," etc.
I am at a loss to know what historian has
branded a whole people a lot of parasites, cowards,
knaves, and thieves. Were Mr. Jones's conclusions
correct, the civilized world would be justified in extirpating the whole Jewish race. But their charge
has been answered so often that it seems useless
to pay any attention to this class of writers who
quote "history." But it is necessary, ili order not
to poison the minds of less thinking people, to
challenge such tirades in the name of humanity
and Liberalism.
The history of the· Jews is full of bitterness
and woe. Originally being an agricultural and pastoral people, they were nearly extirpated. by' their
Roman conquerers, who were em·aged at their rebellious spirit, and at last were . scattered all over
the world. Being dispersed in small bands in
barbarous Europe, they were not strong enough to.
wrest the land from its older inhabitants, like the
Runs, Sclavs, Turks, and more numerous races
who established their supremacy by the sword.
They were not allowed to own land where they
at last found asylum, and the most oppressiv laws
were made and enforced against them. History is
full of barbarous pers~cutions of this race; and
were it not for their extraordinary vitality and the
fortitude with which they can bear persecution, they
would long ago hav become extinct like other
ancient races.
But 'what I said above is medieval history, and I
want to confine myself to modern times.
Since the French Revolution there has come a
change for the better for all mankind ; and progressiv and representativ governments prevail in
all Europe, with the exception of Russia. We are
evoluting. True, we hav not reached the millennium, whatever that may be; but that cannot be
accomplished in one year, or in ten, or in fifty. The
Jew takes his place among his fellow-citizens, and
is one of them in spirit and action. In those
countries in Europe where he has gained complete
political freedom, he has always been ready to defend the state. As proof of this we hav only to
read the histories of European wars since the
French Revolution. The proportion of Jews in
the armies was fully equal to that of citizens of
other religions. In the patriotic struggle of Hungary for independence the Jews of that country united their fortunes with Kossuth. After the
Russians invaded the country and overwhelmed the
revolutionists by sheer numbers, the emperor of
Austria was so angered at the Jews for having
taken part in the struggle that he immediately
imposed an old and obnoxious tax on all the Jews
in the empire.
Some o'): the leading statesmen in France in this
century hav been men of Hebraic blood. Castelar, of
Spain; Laskhar, of Germany; Gambetta; of France;
and Disraeli, of England, were all of Jewish extrac~~
.
It is nonsensical to blame the inequities of our
civilization on the Jews. Admitting that a few
Jews in Europe hav succeeded in distancing all
others in the mad race for wealth, how does this
make all Jews "financiers 1" What about the
wealthy class in this country 1 Does not Mr. Jones
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know that twenty-five thousand people of the United
States own nine-tenths of all the wealth 1 Is he
acquainted with the condition of the poverty-stricken
masses in Great Britain, where enormous fortunes
are concentrated in a few hands 7 If he is embittered against modern exploitation, let him condemn the system which puts nine-tenths of the race
at the mercy of a few taskmasters. His virulent
remarks are out of place. In the race for life we
all hav a show. Some are fleet-footed and distance
those who lag or full by the wayside. Till the
whole social syst'em is changed all is fair and legitimate. But when in the future the social system
undergoes a change for the better, as it eventually
must, then the robbery will cease and a new and
happier "system of finance" will prevail.
"JACQUES GAUTIER."
Pittsbu?·gh, Pa., June 11, 1892.

The Illogic of a Christian.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
What do you think of a "Christian" who allows
himself to produce children, knowing that they run
many more chances of going to hell than to heaven,
and yet cruel-hearted enough, for his own pleasure,
to bring human beings into the world to run
chances of damnation 1 Do you not think that if a
Christian really believed what he professes to believe he would hesitate before taking to himself a
wife, and becoming responsible for the eternal torture of human souls 1 It seems to me mQre charitable to suppose that a Christian does not believe
what he professes to · believe about damnation
-only thinks he believes it-than to suppose he
really believes it and yet is cruel enough to condemn souls to a probable or possible everlasting
hell-fire.
If a "Christian" man believes in damnation and
produces children, he is a fiend, and hence cannot
be a Christian. If a " Christian " man does not believe in damnation, he is not a Christian because he
does not believe. Therefore there can be no such
thing as a married Christian. And yet how many
there are who profess to be!
WM. c: MILES.
Philadelphia, Pa.
~--------------

Lectures and Meetings.

S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Salt Lake, Utah.June, 19 Inyocounty,Oal. June24-27
Provo, Utah....... "
13 Athens anti OathMurray, Utah.... "
14 lamet, Wash ... July 3, 4
Kaysville,. and .
Woodburn, "
"
5
Farmington, Utah "
15 Barlow,
"
"
6
16 Canby,
"
"
7
MorganOity, Utah, "
Echo, Utah ......... "
17 Sheridan,
"
"
8
21 Scappoose, "
"
9
Reno, Nev .......... "
Carson City, Nev. "
22 Tacoma,
"
" 10
VirginiaOity,Nev. "
23
During the months of July and August Mr. Putnam
will lecture along the line of the Northern Pacific railroad
at Tacoma, Buckley, Davenport, Spangle, Rosalia, Oaksdale, Palouse City, Dayton, Walla Walla, Colville, Wash.;
Missoula and Bozeman, Mont. ; Al:bert Lea and other
places in Minn.; Eau Claire and vicinity, Wis. All those
who desire lectures along this route wiU please address
S. P. Putnam, at Salt Lake, U~ah, care of H. P. Mason.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH'S lecture appointments:
Pittsburgh; Pa.... June 19\ Philadelphia, Pa .. June 26
Butler, Pa... ....... " 20, 21
He expects to lecture in Cairo, ill. ; Shumway, Muscatine, I a. ; Milwaukee, Wis. ; Grand Rapids, Mich.; Fort
Wayne, Ind., and Auburn, Pa.
LECTURES for June of the Manhattan Liberal Club:
June 17th, "Reincarnation," Eliza Orchard Connor.
June 24th, Last meeting till October; lecture to be announced later.
W. S. BELL's lectures: Tacoma, Seattle, Snohomish,
Sultan City, Whatcom, Sehome, Roeder, Lynden, Port
Townsend, Port Angeles, Wash.; Victoria and Van
Oouver, B. C.

------------------Immortality.

This dear old world is good enough for me.
No home beyond the grave mine eyes can see,
But hope to a sweet fancy bids me cling
And whispers, "Love can hearths rustle of a wing."
This may be true. I hope 'tis so.
In every human heart there seems to !ITOW
This flower of hope, love's brightest bioom,
Which throws around the grave its sweet perfume.
But think you I accept eternal life
And pay the price of that unholy stri:fl:l
That Christians waged against the world of thought,
And from their Bible inspiration sought
To prove the truth of all their various creeds
And justify their dark and bloody deeds?
If I shallliv again beyond the grave,
I ask no blood of Christ my soul to save,
But rather would I sleep as dreamless dust,
So much this Christian God I do distrust,
So much this Christian Bible I detest,
This book they call the father's own bequest,
'rhat I wonld rather know that all the earth,
That every source of joy, of love, or mirth,
And everything of life that loved the light
Would sleep forever in eternal night,
Than think one squl on which the light of reason fell
Should suffer torment in a. Christian hell.
Butte, Mont., May 29, 1892.
F. R, BAKEB,
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~etters

of P,riends.

One

Freethinker Escaping Deathbed
Calumny.
FULToN, ILL., May 24, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: My devoted husband, T.
S.· Andrews, passed away at 11:14 A.M.,
March 31, 1891. I was too full of grief to
giv you all the particulars at tha.t time.
He passed away as he lived, a Deist, not a
Christian. He was laid away April 3,
1891, in Fulton, Whiteside county, Ill.
He was a true Liberal all his life.
MRS. DR. T. S. ANDREWS.
Overreaching Thl'm·
selvs.
GusTAvus, 0., May 19, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: That the Christians in
their anxiety to close the World's Fair
should send in such a surplus of names,
is a gigantic farce. There. are large sections of the state that hav not been canvassed at all, hence the swindle is so ridiculous that it will serve the ends of justice
much Letter than it could otherwise hav
done, as many people will be made to see
the enormity of the wrong that never
gave the subject a thought heretofore.
Respectfully,
MARY A. CLESBY.
Christian Liars

Hell-Sent, Hell-Fraught, andHell-Bouml.
ELKTON, MINN., April 8, 1892."
MR. EDIToR: Oh, those pictures are
great! Go it, Heston! Press hard! Giv
the crank another turn or two! Scatter
the hell-fraught, hell-sent, and hell-bound
nest of vipers in every direction! Ingersoll and Paine are invulnerable to their poisonous fangs, though more deadly than the
one Moses lifted up. Oh, what a blessing
it would hav been for the human family
had he (Moses) been food for the crocodiles while in the bullrushes, before his
name was ever suffered to bt>smear the
pages of history-the dec~;dtful, lustful,
thieving tyrant! The devil himself would
shrink in holy horror from the crimes perpetrated by the holy mep. of God.
'
M. FLEMING.
Incense!l at Christian Injuries.
VERA CRuz, Mo., May 25, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Your letters protesting
against closing the World's Fair on Sunday are all gone, and did not go half
ar01md. Please send me two or three
dozen more. I think I can hav them all
signed and sent in. I want to down the
hidebound, lying, robbing, villainous,
hypocritical church bigots if it is possible,
and am going to do my part toward giv. ing them a back t:eat. I am lied on,
talked about, and insulted by a gang of
brutes here where I liv now, till I havlike C. B. Reynolds-got to be considerably :in earnest, and if there is anything
that I can find that will help to snow the
contemptible villains under I am going
to be caught giving it a lift.
Respectfully yours,
S. B. DAVIS.
Arming Himself With Good Literature.
CHEMAWA, 0., May 29, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I now proceed to write my
first letter to the brave TRUTH SEEKER,
though my father has been taking it for a
long time. We receive it on Thursday,
· and it is a wonder some of us are not made
cross-eyed at the other sidE)of the week by
looking with both eyes for that clay.
I hav received the "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," and it is
worth five times what it cost-so most who
see it say. But if you would make a book
containing the pictures whi~h hav been
printed on the front of THE TRUTH SEEKER
I would surely send for one or more.
Last spring I used to go to church, and
it was fun as I was going to tell my Christian friends of the minister's contradictions
in his own words.
Yours for Mental Liberty,
FRANK BEATY.
[The book which our friend desiderates
is already in existence, in the shape of the
''Freethinkers' Picto:rial Text-Book."ED. T. S.]
The Clergy Havn't Time to Discuss.
WooDBURN, ORE., May lG, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Prof. W. S. Bell, of Oakland, CaL, lectured here the evenings of

the 7th and 8th inst.; and to good audiences, considering that this is a village of
churches, and the clergy understand that
their position is untenable; consequently
they endeavor by any means, fair or foul,
to keep the faithful from hearing anything on the other side.
We hav in this place a few outspoken
Freethinkers, whom the clergymen, as a
rule treat very respectfully-but generally ~xpress their regrets that their time
is limited and they are 80 80rry they hav
not the time to discuss the question now.
Mr. Bell is entertaining as well as instructiv; holds the attention of his audience to the last; has the happy faculty of
illustrating a point in logic by an anecdote
which is always appropriate yet never impertinent.
Wishing you success in the good cause
in which you are engaged-breaking the
fetters of superstition- I am,
Yours respectfully,
W. M. CLINE.
California Inquisitors Burn the Picture
Book.
Los ANGELEs, CAL., May 17, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me sixteen
Bible Picture Books, with boards, illuminated covers. Send them as soon as you
can.
An incident happened in front of my
place which I cannot help but write to
you. As I am in the news business, I
make a good display of THE TRUTH
SEEKER and the Bible Picture Books-in
fact, of all Liberal newspapers. Last
Tuesday a gentleman came along and ~aw
the Bible Picture Book. He got excited
and said that it was a shame to display
books of that kind; and as he was a good
Catholic he wanted to see books of this
kind destroyed, and he offered $1 for the
book, and also a good ten-cent cigar to any
young man that wanted to burn the book
on the street. Well, he had no trouble in
finding the young man, and the Bible
Picture Book was burnt up, much to the
satisfaction of the good Catholic. It created quite a little excitement, and I sold
all the books I had on hand. I want fifteen more as soon as I can get them .. You
will hear again from the good Liberal
truth seekers about this occurrence, as I
think this a good article for any good
writer to write about.
Yours truly,
MAx RoTH.
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people who do not lack faith, but are full
of it. Now, I propose to amend this ad'monition !'O as to make it read: Avoid as
you would ship-fever and small-pox
preachers of the gospel who lack faith in
the gospel. Now, how can we distinguish
believers from unbelievers? Mr. Talmage
does not tell us, b'ttt Jesus does. Jesus had
more sense than to requl.re us to take a
man's word as evidence of his faith, and
he gave certain tests by which we may
know believers. He says: "If ye had
faith as a grain of mustard seed, ye might
say unto this sycamore tree, Be thou
plucked up by the roots and be thou
planted in the sea; and it should obey
you" (Luke xvii, 6). "And Jesus said
unto them, Because of your unbelief: for
verily I say unto you, If ye hav faith as a
grain of mustard seed, ye .shall say unto
this mountain, Remove hence to yonder
place, and it shall remove; and nothing be
impossible unto you" (Matt.xvii,20). ·"And
these signs shall follow them that qelieve:
In 'my name they shall .cast out devils;
they shall speak with new tongues; they
shall take up serpents; and if they drirk
any deadly thing it shall not hurt them;
they shall lay hands on the sick and they
shall recove1~. And they w~mt fo:tth and
preached everywhere, the Lord working
with them, and confirming the word with
sigus following" (1\fark xvi, 17-20).
Now, I will say, If any come among you
preaching and claiming to be a minister of
Christ and the Lord is not workinK with
him and confirming his preaching by the
above sigus, avoid him as you would the
ship-fever and the small-pox. He is a
hypocrit and impostor, and iil preaching
for your dollars and fried chicken.
P. F. SHUMAKER.
The Zulu's Belief Proves Neitl1er His
Spooks Nor His Gods.
MERIDEN, CoNN., June 1, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Last Sunday I listened to
a Zulu who spoke in Springfield, Mass., on
the character and customs of his people.
He represented them as steeped in superstition; believing in witchcraft, in lovepotions, and in spirit possession of persons,
sticks, and animals; and dwelling in lowbuilt wickups; wearing only an apronfrom which degradation only Christianity
could giv them ambition to rise. He told
how desperately they fought against British invasion; once with only spears rushing
over their own slain in the face of musket
and cannon and driving the trained
soldiery.
..He claimed that his people, though untaught, believed in a supreme spirit, and
therefore that the educated Atheist had no
excuse. It is not very plain how ·the
savages' belief in one God proves him any
more than their beli~f in spookism proves
that. Either one may or may not be true
for all that such testimony evinces. Yet
this is the central argument of Christendom, and the converted Ethiopian student
of Oberlin only voiced his lesson from the
European text of another superstition.
I thought that in point of character the
odds were in favor of the Zulus, who
foqght as patriots, as compared to the
hired Christian robbers from tlie English
empire, which, not content with India,
half of North America, and the profits of
the opium trade forced upon the Heathen
Chinee, warred with the pagan nigge_rs
that it might put a ¢liamond belt around Its
possessions; and the more in favor of the
benighted Africans since until the advent
of the enlightened soldiers they had dwelt
in sobriety, and though they bought as
many wives as they could, they had no
houses of ill-fame, and needed not even
doors to keep out thieves.
JOHN P. GUILD.

Has Man a Right to Freedom in Land
and in Trade ~
TURNER, ORE., May 28, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: In your paper of the 21st
inst. I note communications on "Coffee
Growing and Prices" by ''Holt," also by
Edward Q. Nor ton on "The Single Tax."
I am" pleased" (as the· preachers say of
their God) to see these matters discussed
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, because they touch·
fundamental principles with which all
citizens, be they Freethinkers or not, are
interested. I am .particularly interested
in the last paragraph of Mr. Norton's article: "And meanwhile waits for Colonel Ingersoll to reply to the question as to
whether freedom to trade and freedom to
think are not both eBBential rights of the
individual." Good for you, Brother Norton! Who next? This question should
be answered, not as by political partisans,
for there is no politics in it, but as a fundamental principle. Ha8, or ha8 not,
eve1·y individual born on this planet a
1·ight, by reason of being so born, to hav
a portion of the earth's surface to liv on;
a right to his or her share of the natural
opportunities to make a living by personal exertion; a right to trade wherever
and with whomsoever he or she pleases;
or in other words, a right, an "inalienable
right,'" to "life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness?" And if not, what do our
''Bill of Rights," our declarations oi prinThis Letter Is Worth Two or Three
ciples of government, mean? What is
Readings.
"free government'' anyway? Leaders in
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., March 15, 1892.
the Freethought army should answer
MR. EDITOR: I am a new subscribe;r,
these questions.
F. S. MATTESON.
and I want to say that I cannot realize
how I got along without THE TRUTH
Useful Recipe-J.Iow to Tell a Christian. SEEKER. I believe it must be better now
FLAT CREEK, LA., May 23, 292.
than ever before. I am agreeably surprised
MR. ;EDITOR: In your issue· of the 14th to find so many familiar literary workers
inst. Mr. Frank Cook quotes· from the contributing to its pages. .
famous chatterer, Mr. Talmage, the folI want to say a word on Freethinkers'
lowing words: "Avoid as you would ship- organizations. I hav found out that it is
fe er and small-pox people who lack almost impossible tc1 sustain Liberal orfaith." This admonition was intended for ganizations.
Freethinking seems to

"destroy the power of cohering," as you
say. Freethinkers agree on some things,
such as tbe Demands and the tearing
down of the old superstitions and dogmas,
but when it comes to system of positiv
philosophy they cannot. Our society
here failed, but I attributed it to the fact
that we hav so many Liberal churches. I
believe that one of the causes of the lack
of coherency is that their work has been
nearly all of a negativ character. I hav
looked for the ethical societies to be more
successful than the Freethinker societies,
but I am inclined to think that, although
thPir work has been more positiv, they
lack a real basis.
If Freethinkers cannot agree as to the
primal causes of the phenomena of the
universe they surely can agree that the
thing for them to do is to learn all they
can of secondary causes ·and effects; these
they can know scientifically, and such
knowledge will enable them to relation
themselvs properly with the rest of the
universe. Now, is it not a fact that a society for the purpose of enhancing the
welfare of its membe:ts and humanity can
only do it by .studying nature and the
order of nature so that the individual may
know his duties to himself and to society?
Let Liberal societies adopt this scientific method. We know that every cause
has its effect, and we should endeavor to
regulate causes so that there will be the
desired effect.
. Let a philosophy of living here on earth
take the place of religion and theology.
Liberals can surely agree that the welfare of humanity is the only aim that they
can hav.
Fraternally yours,
LEROY BERRIER.

a

Advertisement-Wa .• te!l: Holy Relics.
PoRTVILLE, N. Y., Feb. 14, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I saw in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of January 27th that some of our
Catholic friends hav some very old relics.
Now, I hav what I suppose to be the oldest
piece of wood in existence. It is said to
be the original branch of the tree of
knowledge, from which Eve picked the
forbidden fruit. It was afterward broken
off by Cain and used to kill Abel; was afterward kept in the family until at last it
fell to Moses and Aaron,· and every Biblereader is familiar with the wonderful
tricks it performed in Egypt and the
wilderness; and it was used as a brazen
serpent, in which form it came to me. It
still retains its large brazen eyes.
Now,. I will giv $5,000,000 for the ufle of
the relics which I will name, and I will include my own relic in the lot. I want
them for five months during the Columbian Exposition at Chicago, and it seems
as though our Christian friends ought to
easily furnish them. I must hav positiv
proof of their genuinness. Here they
are:' One handful of nothing from which
God made the world, one view of Adam
and Eve as they appeared in the garden of
Eden, a picture of Cain's wife, a piece of
the ark, a brick from the tower of Babel,
a piece of the burning bush, a horn of the
golden calf that Aaron made, the cloven
foot of the devil, a view of the part of
Jehovah that Moses saw, a piece of Jacob's
ladder, a lump of salt from Lot's wife,
one bottle of the Egyptian darkness, one
view of David dancing before the ark of
God, Judah's staff and signet that he gave
to James, one of the patriarch's bones
from the cave of Macphelah, one of the
wheels of Elijah's chariot, a view of the
Holy Ghost as he appeared to the Virgin
Mary, a piece of the true cross, a small
vial of the Virgin's milk, a picture of
Mary Magdalene as she appeared before
the 11even devils were cast out, one of the
rams' horns with which the priests blew
clown the walls of Jericho, the three asses
on which Christ rode into Jerusalem, one
of the horns of the altar, the two tables
of the law. But I will name no more here,
but if I can get as many more I will
double the price. But I positivly must hav
proof that they are genuin.
JOHN R. CoATs.'
Endeavor To Solve the Money Problem.
ONTARIO, CAN., Feb. 1, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of J a~. .2,
1892, appears a letter by W. P. Brooks on
the subject of money, in reply to which I
would likE) to makE) a few remarks, I had
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thought that the advocates of an irredeemable currency had become extinct. But it
appears that there are a few people yet
who think that all government has to do
to make apiece of paper valuable is to put
a stamp upon it.
·
One of the reasons why there are so
many opinions regarding this subject is,
because they do not understand what
money is. And to· discuss the subject intelligently we must get down to fundamental principles.
I will now endeavor to explain what I
believe money is. Man, in order to prolong his existence on this earth, must
labor. Now, money is nothing more nor
less than a certificate that labor. has been

performed.
If the above is a true definition of money,
then irredeemable paper is not money.
True, the advocates of irredeemable
paper will tell you that the fact of the
government stamping i~ a legal tender
makes it money, and that the law makes
It able to perform all the functions of
money. But right here the question of
confidence comes in. ·Suppose the government should issue greenbacks until W. P.
Brooks himself shoUld cry Enough,
what 'guarantee hav we that•the paper
money would not depreciate, or that
gold would not run up in value ? True
enough, the money. would be good for
paying all debts, but what about new contracts? Suppose I shoUld become suspicious, and should come to the conclusion
that it would be just as well not to hav too
much of this money about me, and W. P.
Brooks shoUld come to me to buy a horse,
and I shoUld tell him he could hav the
horse for, $100 in gold, or $120 in paper,
what is he going to do about it?
W. P. Brooks, in his illustration of the
purchase of postage-stamps, uses this language: "But, sir, when you bought your
stamps, you paid a dollar tax to the government." This dollar is in no sense a tax.
Genuin labor is given- in exchange for
it. The stamps themselvs were the receipts given by the government, and were
used by the government as evidence that
the citizen had paid for carrying the letters to their destination.
W. P. Brooks says in another place in
his letter: "There is not one-twentieth
enough money in circulation to do the·
business of the country." This is simply an
assertion, without any evidence of its truthfulness. Is it a fact that W. P. Brooks
cannot get all the money he wants by
offering good security? What good woUld
it do a man if there were a million dollars
lying idle in every post-office in the United
States, if he had no collateral?
W. P. Brooks, in another place in his
letter, calls" hard'' money a myth. Now,
if gold and silver should suddenly drop
out of existence, by what standard would
he put a value upon his paper dollar? I
take it that gold is used for a standard of
value because it is not t>ubject to fluctuations in value. No matter what revolutions take place, the price of gold remains
the same.
Respectfully,
H.

Struggles Against the Cat110lic Monstei".
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., May 15, 1892.
.MR. EDITOR: I inclose you a clipping
from the Pioneer Press having to do with
action taken on the school question at
Stillwater. You will·l'!ee by it that we are
.not asleep.
L'EROY BERRIER.
Shortly after the Stillwater board of education met last evening a dozen or more
prominent citizens appeared with the following petition signed by one hundred
and five representativ citizens:
"We, the undersigned citizens of Stillwater, believing that all classes of our citizens should receive equal treatment in the
management of the public schools, and
.that no religious sectarianism or class favoritism should be allowed therein, do
hereby express our extreme dissatisfaction
with the manner in which the schools of
the eity hav been and are still being
managed with reference to the conduct by
you of the parochial schools of St.
Michael's parish, the employment of
Roman Catholic nuns as teachers in the
public schools and the enti-re or partial
gathering together in separate schools of
Roman Catholic children to be taught by
nuns without regard to residence, believing
the course being pursued by you to be opposed to the true spirit and best interests
of the American public school system; and
we do respectfUlly protest against a fur- •
ther continuance of the .present plan and
request you to take such steps as may be

deemed best, either by the entire abrogation of your present arrangement with
said parish, the discharge of said nuns or
a request of their resignation and the
classification and distribution of all pupils
on one common basis without regard to
religious opinions, to exclude from every
school all sectarian teachin~ and influence
by symbol, garb or otherwise, and restore
our school system to its former satisfactory
and efficient condition; and in view of the
present situation we respectfUlly request
you, as the representative of thjl public, to
state as definitlyas possible your intentions
for the future in reference to the matters
herein mentioned, and especially as to
whether the" employment of nuns as
teachers, the present use of the property
of said parish for school purposes, or the
present method of distribution of pupils is
to be continued throughout the current
school year, and also whether those of
your members whose terms do not expire with the presPnt year will support a
further continuance of such arran~ement."
The meeting was the most spirited ever
held here in connection with the school
question. The · matter was thoroughly
discussed, but the board did nothing but
accept the petition. President Clapp
stated that he would not consider that or
any similar petition, because it was misleading in several respects and did not set
forth the facts, The meeting lasted until
midnight. The next step will be to enjoin the county authorities from paying
over any of the school funds.

Some Wanderings Through the Wildernesses of Theology.
UKIAH, CAL., April27, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: On Easter Sunday, 17th
inst., the inhabitants of Ukiah and Vicinity
were favored with an Easter celebration by
the Knights Templar from Santa Rosa,
some fifty miles south of Ukiah, coming
on a special train and being joined by the
few resident members of Ukiah-making
in all some two hundred.
Taking it
altogether it was a splendid affair. The
concourse of people was too great to be
accommodated in any one building in
Ukiah, consequently the county fair tent
was utilized as a shelter for the concourse
of inhabitants who were attracted to this
grand display and exhibition of grandappearing men in rich and superb costume
and accoutered in costly glittering uniforms
and armor. The immense pavilion was
filled to its utmost capacity. The services
were conducted by President Emery, D. D.,
of the Pacific Methodist College of Santa
Rosa, "who preached a_ powerful and
eloquent sermon "-so· our town papers
say. Choice music was rendered by a
choir of our choicest singers. As to the
display of oratory and eloquence, so far as
I am capable of judging, it appeared to be
quite creditable; but as to its being a very
''powerful,'' convincing sermon, I was
very much at a loss to discover or feel the
effects of any decided powerful influence.
Of course, whatever others may hav felt is
not for me to know; I can only speak for
myself. After all the parade and splendor
c.onnected with this exhibition, I could not
accept it in aily other than a rather
humiliating light, except as a kind of
romantic affair for the purpose of recreation and pastime. Think of a special
train of cars being called into requisition
to escort a college president and two hundred Templars fifty miles, and a pavilion
erected for the accommodation of a thousand people, with a.:.choice choir of music,
all for the purpose of giving a college
president the opportunity of rehearsing
the story of the fall of man, reciting the
Lord's prayer, reading a portion of the
Sermon on the Mount, and reciting the
Ten Commandments (omitting Jonah and
the whale), all of which no doubt could
hav been creditably performed by any
smart Sunday-school boy of ten years.
But he told us one secret that certainly
WOJJld puzzle older heads to harmonize or.
unravel, notwithstanding all his logic on
the creation, fall of man, and the life and
death and resurrection of Christ, as the
first fruits of them that slept, having in
his hand the keys of death, hell, and the
grave.
The speaker here was quite
delinquent, altogether reticent, utterly
failing in an attempt to explain to our benighted intellect how it happened, with
this golden opportunity of securely locking up these three horribly dreaded
prisonhouses of the human race and casting the keys into the bottomless pit, how
an!i why this golden ·opportunity of indemnifying mankind against these dreaded
evils was overlooked and neglected by the
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savior of our race. On this we are not
informed. And he being the first fruits of
them that slept, what of the millions who
had fallen asleep before his time? Is
theirs an endless sleep? Or will all this
ex-post-facto proceeding 'of the man
Christ, "descending to earth from the
throne of the father, born of the Virgin
Mary, crucified, dead and buried under
Pontius Pilate, descended into hell, ro.se
again the third day, ascended up to heaven,
where he sitteth at the right hand of God
the Father making continued intercession
for us," hav the retroactiv effect to indemnify the millions and billions who lived
and died .before his advent on this earth?
But the speaker did not attempt to explain.
Therefore, we are left in the dark as to
the final fate and destiny of all the antediluvians, including all the race up to the
time of the resun-ection of Christ,.he being
the first fruits of them that slept. Although we are told that during his mission
on earth in the case of Lazarus and others,
he restored them to life.
Here, again, is a problem, as to how he
can be termed the first fruits of the resurrection. In speaking of the creation 'of
man, the speaker did not say, in just so
many words, that he was created immortal,
but he did repeatedly say that God did not
design or intend him to die, but ~an's
disobedience brought death into the world.
Which, as it appears to me, is equivalent
to saying, that God's design was unquestionably thwarted, no matter what the
process may hav been. Or shall we say
man is an immortal mortal?
On account of this "powerful sermon,"
he was called upon to preach a night sermon in the Methudist South church. I
regret not having heard this discourse, as
he may hav explained some of these
mysteries. I should hav been pleased to
hear him unravel the solecism of the
immortal-mortal race of man.
THoMAS McCowEN.
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not the wine." " Did not your taste tell
you that it was just the same bread after
the consecrating prayer that it was before?"
"Yes." "Then how can you believe it
was transubstantiated into the flesh of
Christ?" "Well," said she, "to speak the
truth, I don't believe it;" and she virtually
admitted that many things were taught by
the priest which she coUld not accept, asking me to call again and induce her da:'ughter to learn more at home. I entertain a
hope of getting simple common sense,
saving truth, to work in the family like
leaven in meal.
This comes in connection with what was
urged in our last meeting, viz., to speak
out boldly yet kindly our Freethought
sentiments. Truth is powerfUl, and will
prevail only as it is thus spoken and written.
Had there been u few more Paines, Humes,
Gibbons, Voltaires, and Abner Kneelands
preceding the Spanish Inquisition, the St.
Bartholomew massacre, and the witchburning in New England, these horrors
had been spared. Indeed, had the honest,
common-sense persons living previous to
those horrors spoken out their' minds and
wisely argued down the dreadfUl superstition, the fiendish tortures and murders
might hav been prevented or at least
modified. That we are now exempt from
the danger of having them repeated is
due to light and reason having been
brought from under the bushel.
The
fear of offending the superstitious or losing
their patronage should never creep into
the brains uf truth lovers, nor will it ever
pacUock the brave. Patrick Henry's
immortul exclamation should nerve the
patriots and philanthropists. " Giv me
liberty or giv me death" will yet inspire
the words and deeds of ti·ue men and
women. The result, too, will be in our
times as then, that liberty will be achieved
and "truth crushed to earth will rise
again.''
Even from the chmches we may learn
the v.isdom of using the means to accomplish the end. They sing, they pray, they
Tidings from a New League.
exhort, they preach, and they pay, in seaJACKSONVILLE, FLA., March 4, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: About six months ago a son and out of season. They profess to
few Freethinkers banded together, rented visit the sick, them that are in prison;
a nice hall to be occupied two hours each clothe the naked, and feed the hungry.
Su11day, and there met· and organized in Falsely and yet assiduously they claim to
the simplest manner the Liberal League be the exclusiv donators and admi11istrators
of Jacksonville, Fla. At each subsequent of these charities. Then they monopolize
meeting interest and numbers increased. the Sunday-school to train the young in
Two months since, it was my privilege, their superstition. Years ago the Liberal,
and, I may add, joy, to meet with them. Mo., Freethinkers held their SundayThough unknown to all but one or two, I school in the natural sciences, and soon the
was invited to address them. Still more, Christians retired to build an outside
at the conclusion of my remarks a motion village. So will it be wherever wisdom,
was carried unanimously that I be received prudence, and perseverance are found in
as a free honorary member. None more charge of truth. When, years ago, Garthan I could hav appreciated this courtesy rison went into Boston destitute of about
and compliment. No church in this or all but u humane heart, and a knowledge
any other city would thus honor a brother of and a zeal for the rights. of his fellowon the free list. The iron-clad creed, from men, he was denounced as a fmiatic and
the Catholic down to the lowest Protestant, finally experienced the strong argument
shackles the thought, the order, and the of a halter about his neck to cause him to
entire administration. Their 'inspired adorn a lamp-post. Nevertheless, he
apostle PaUl ordered the women into si- rather strengthened than weakened by the
lence in all the churches, and the men hav means employed to crush his truth. The
improved on the command by rUling all to result came when ''liberty was proclaimed
the same subserviency, unless ordained to throughout all our land and to all the inthe ministry. No one is allowed at the habitants thereof." Then· the old churchclose of the sermon to ask the preacher members woke from their Rip Van Winkle
questions or gainsay before the audience fifty years' nap, rubbed open their eyes,
one thing he has said. Thus, like the and said, "We hav always been antislavblind, dumb horse in the mill-sweep, do ery, and now swear by the Union."
they go round and round week after week From this we must except the candor and
honor of Jeff Davis.
without the first inch of progress.
But to our League. Though not going
The League is doing a good and most
enjoyable work. It is pleasantand profit- fast, it does go surely. The ground conable to get together once a week, and now quered is held, and the territory weekly
the idea is getting in to form a class aux- enlarged. It will not be out of place to
iliary to study natural philosophy, astron- name in this connection 11 few of the older
omy, and especially evolution. 'rhere' is members. The officers are: J. A.
the more need of the natural sciences being Turner, president; James Douglas, sectaught here than iii. communities farther retary; J. G. T. Betts, treasurer; Capt.
north. Religion in the old slaveholding John Rhodes, librarian. Among the
states has a stronger hold, and investiga- members are three lawyers, one judge,
tion and science hav .so much the less. two more captains, two editors, one pubStill it is cheering to find common sense lisher, one learned ex-Unitarian minister,
asse;ting itself in minds accepted as Bible- and l\Irs. Gardener, an author, with mybelievers and at times in church-members. self an honorary member.
Last Sunday the social and legal rights of
Recently' a woman told me she was a Catholid and asked if I did not believe it was women were discussed, the subject interthe ~ldest and truest church. I answered, esting all present to the point of having it
"Yes if the Bible is to be received as in- continued at our next meeting. By sendspired· but," said I, '' do you accredit the ing two or three extra copies of THE
priesW: or even the pope, with miraculous TRUTH SEEKER to Captain Rhodes or myinspiration?" She did not know. "Then," self-publishing this little contributionsaid I "they hav given you the bread in some more of our members will become its
W. PE:RKINB.
comiU~on.?" "Yes," she replied, "but readers,
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, FaU
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the d~!,:Y'~- occurations
That is known as the Uhildren s Hour."

For You, My Friend, For You.
I've culled this bunch of grass and flowers,
For you, my friend, for you;
Moist they are, with summer showers,
For yon, my friend, for you.
'rhey grew on hillsicle and the plain,
For you, my friend, for you;
'rhey bring the scents of wooded lane,
For you, my friend, for you.
Heart's warmest love goes with these flowers,
For you, my friend, for you;
"rwould make all days sweet charmed hours,
For you, my friend, for you.
S.H. W.

Talks on Political Economy.

or do it himself. There is no parallel in
the dependency, not because the capitalist
has the added advantage of his capital,
but .because he has the advantage of a
privilege denied the laborer, a right to
land, a propercy not in nature, but in law.
It strikes me as being very unjust to the
laborer. For you deprive him of his life
when, as Shakspere says, 'You take the
means whereby I liv.' I should like to
impress you, Isabella, with the injustice
in the distribution of wealth, and although
political economy is not responsible for
this injustice, it seems to offer an apology
by throwing the blame, if there is any
blame, upon nature, when it is in man,
his customs and laws. There is rio title to
be obtained of land in nature. The only
right in nature is. the right of toil. The
bow and arrow the savage makes is his;
the game he captures is his. There is no
need of any law to establish his claim, but
the forests, the river, the air, and the sunshine hav no owner. Henry George has
given the best definition of property I hav
seen yet. He says: 'The right of ownership that springs from labor excludes the
possibility of any other right of ownership.' " Ethel would hav said more, but
Isabella, rising, tried to stifle a yawn and
reminded her that it was late. Both girls
rose and went down to the lake. After a
long pause Isabella said: "All your sentiments are very impracticable, Ethel; as
you will find as you advance in your study.
Encourage your ideas toward the practical, Ethel, not toward the ideal. That
is very impracticable, very." Concluding
with this sage advice Isabella said no
more. Ethel ventured no reply, ex,cept a
dimpling smile which was of itself very expressiv, and the conversation drifted into
tropics. As we are not interested in th~tt,
we will leave the young girls for the
present.
InA BALLOlJ".

J.~.

1892.

A. Competent Witness.
In one of our courts recently a nineyear-old boy was placed on the witn!)ssstand, but before he began to testify the
defendant's counsel objected and would
not allow him to giv his evidence, asking
the court to pass on his intelligence ~otnd
his idea of the responsibility of an oath.
"Question him on those points," was
the judge's reply.
"How old are you?" began the lawyer.
" Nine years old."
"Work or, go to school?"
, "Do both-sell papers andJI.owers,"
"Do you know what an oath is?"
" Tell the truth in this case, sure."
"Now, if you should not state the
truth and tell a lie, what would become of
you in the next wqrlcl ?"
The boy, after hesitating awhile, answE>red:
"I don't know what will become of me
in this world, let alone the next."
"Proceed, Mr. Attorney," said the
judge; "the boy seems to hav more than
ordinary intelligence."-Boston Herald.

They ran something like this:
"Economy with me
Why Not~
Is chief of all," said he,
''And I'm very glad to see
F. M. H. " hopes -to see something in
There's nothing wasted."
the Children's Corner about the foul
Isabella's blue eyes sparkled in the sunplay involved in preventing the Chicago
light as she turned toward her friend and
children from seeing the W m·ld's Fair on
said: "Where hav you received all this
the only day that many of them could
extraordinary information, may I ask?"
go. Why do not children generally peti"Certainly," replied EtheJ. "!took your
tion as a body?"
advice and opened a correspondence with
[This is a pertinent question, but probapapa and he did not disappoint me," she
bly a petition from the children would resaid,'leaning back against the mossy seat,
ceive no more serious attention than like
fixing her dark eyes upon the blue lake,
petitions from their elders. Besides, the
"but gave me lots of valuable information,
children are generally of the same way of
and sent me books on the same subject. ·I
thinking as their parents and guardians,
hav just been reading Henry George's
and, if they opposed the opening of· the
'Progress and Poverty,' and would hav
Fair grounds on Sunday, their children
developed into an ardent single-taxer had
would also.
it not been for another valuable book that
Nevertheless, there are. children of
papa sent me, called ' Social Wealth,'
Liberals who think otherwise, and we
written by Mr. J. K. Ingalls, of Glenora,
Correspondence.
would like to see a petition from the chilN. Y. Mr. George has met an equal, I
dren of Chicago asking admission to the
BALTIMORE, MD., June 1, 1892.
think, in Mr. Ingalls. And I feel justified
DEAR Miss WIXON: I hav just finished Fair on Sundays. They hav rights that
in saying that I think his book ought to be reading the Children's Corner, and I should be respected.-ED. C. C.]
in the hands of every student of political thought the letters very pleasant to read.
economy. I will let you hav it, Belle, if I do not go to school; I am living out with
A. Chinese Joke.
Mr. F. A. Everitt.
I used to go to
you will remind me of it when we go Sunday-school, but since I came to Mr.
The love of fun is not unknown among
home." '' Thanks," said Isabella, ''I Shall Everitt's I hav become a Freethinker. the serious-looking Chinese, who during
be very glad to hav it. But did you get The girls think I am not going to heaven. the last few years hav been collecting in
those revolutionary ideas from him, or your Freethinkers are better than church- some parts of our Australian colonies. A
father? I hope I hav not offended you, members. I am thirteen years old. I storekeeper wishing to advertise his artimust close now. If this escapes the wasteEthel, by calling your ideas revolutionary, basket I will write again.
cles in the Chinese language, engaged a
but, oh, my dear, though I shrink from apYours respectfully,
Chinaman to paint him a sigu, expecting
plying such an epithet to you, nevertheless
ANNIE D. KAE:L.
of course that it wonld be a very enticing
your ideas are alarmingly .Socialistic; and
[Annie should tell the girls that this one. It did not answer his expectations,
let me warn you, Ethel, you are treading on world is good enough for anybody; and if however, for the only perceptible effect it
dangerous ground, and if you are not care- there is a better one somewhere else she had on "the relations of the sun and
ful you will sink under the oppressiv will get there if anyone does.-ED. C. C.] moon," as the Chinese term themselvs,
weight of your own ideas. Believe me,
. was to excite a grin of the broadest didear, your supposed Truth is only an
mensions. At length the storekeeper, by
OAK MILLS, KAN., June 1, 1892.
ignis fatuus, a will-o'-the-wispish light,
DEAR Miss WIXoN: While I hav a few a considerable bribe, obtained a translathat if you follow in your blind way will moments to spare, I· thought I would try tion in English of the advertisement, and
lure you on over treacherous quicksand to and write my second letter to the Corner. found it read as follows: "Don't buy
I hav just finished reading the Corner,
instant destruction."
ancl read some very interesting letters in anything here; storekeeper a rogue."
Ethel laughed. "Do not needlessly it. It has been raining here several days,
What the Little Folks Are Saying.
distress yourself, Isabella. I do not pro- . after a week or more of sunshine, and the
pose ever developing into a Socialist. But thunder is now rumbling at a far-off
Three-year-old Pansy asks her mother
I shall search for truth, wherever she is, distance, as though we were going to hav to read a story. Mother replies: "My
some more, but I hope it will not find
and don't worry about my being lured into its way here. I think the good Lord eyes ache. I cannot read to-day." Pansy:
swamps of despair, for I shall not grope has lost his stopper this spring and "pon't read wif yom: eyes; read wif your
about in the dark, but make my investiga- could not find it, as it has rained almost mouf."
tions in the light of day. But enough of every day since the first of spring. StrawA grandfather coming to read his paper,
·allegories.
Come, Isabella, you must berries are getting ripe. I wish you and found that he had mislaid his spectacles,
your Corner friends could be here while
admit that your sentiments, if they are they last. We hav three or four acres, and thereupon declared: "I hav lost. my
carefully worded, are nevertheless a little and they are very fine this year. I hav glasses somewhere, and can't read the painconsistent. You say that wealth was the composed another piece of music. It is a per." A little three-and-a-half-year-old
result of labor applied to land, and we find waltz. I hav named it the Louis Stapper girl, desiring to assist him, answered:
that land cannot be so applied until the waltz, after my teacher. I am going to "G'an'pa, you go outside and look froo ze
compose another before long, and name it
laborer has acquired a title to the land, after
our great orator, Colonel Ingersoll. window, and I'll hold ze paper up so you
which makes him a capitalist, and givs I a?TI teachiJ?-g a class i_n m~i~ this spring. can read it."
him exclusiv right to that natural agent, I like teaching. I think 1t Is so nice to
Little George's mamma was suffering
which is needful to sustain the very life of giv the young ladies lessons. I am very acutely with neuralgia, when a friend
the laborer." "It is just as I thought. goi~g to get the "Alpine Storm " when I called one afternoon and suggested that
But that is part of the cares teachers hav go to town, ancl learn it, for fear we hav she would get relief by smelling a little
drouth this summer. Well, as they hav
to bear!" exclaimed Miss Lloyd with a called me to supper, anc1 I am ready to ammonia, when the small boy popped his
little deprecating gesture. "They teach eat, I will close, with love to the Corner curly head _from underneath the table ancl
· Your Liberal friend,
and explain, and then if the student friends.
said: "We've got no harmonia, ours is a
JoHN J. I. REMSBURG.
wanders from the teaching and gets lost or
piano, and I don't tink dat smells much."
P.S.-The rain has come again, ancl it
hopelessly confused, they blame the inJamie took the largest banana in the
is
just
pouring
down.
structor. Ethel, can you not see that if
dish the other clay when the fruit was
the laborer is dependent on the capitalist
passed to him. He clid this before his
Proper Use of the Word Taste.
for the privilege to toil, the capitalist is
grandmamma had been helped. He looked
also dependent on the laborer to work his
Discriminate in the use of taste. When ashamed when he saw her take the small
capital, else he must lose what he has taste is used transitivly it should not be one, but he was glad that his was so big.
gained, by the gradual consumption of followed by of. Do not say, "taste of the But when he took off the skin the fruit
his capital?"
meat," "taste of the preserves;" omit of. was black and unfit to eat. His papa's
"No," answered Ethel; "I confess I The same rule applies to smell. The in- eyes twinkled, ancl he said: "The largest
cannot see, because the capitalist em- transitiv verbs taste and smell are often isn't always the best, is it, Jamie?" And
ploys the 1aborer to inci·ease his wealth, followed by of, as, "the bread tastes of his mamma said, '' Selfish boys often lose
u.ot being able or willini to get machinery, fish;" it "amells of creosote.''
what they want to get,"
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Principal Works : Gods and Other Lectures ; Ghosts and Other Lectures ; Some 1\'Iistakes of l'i[oses ; Interviews on Talmage; What
1\'Inst We Do to Be Saved? Blasnhemy; Crimes
Against Criminals. 114t pages. In one vol., half
calf, $5.

Prose Poems and Selections. From his

Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
calf, $4.50; •half mor., $6; turkey mor., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The
Gods1 Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Here~ics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.

Ghosts and Other Lectures. fnJ:lluding
Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence; About Farming in
illinois;, Speech Nominating James G. Blaine
for Presidency in t876; The Grant Banquet; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before Me Like a Dream; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 51Jo.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some
Mistakes of Moses; Free Schools;.., The PoliticianQ; 1\'Ian and Woman; 'l'he .t'entateucn;
Monday, Tuesday_, Wednesday, Thrtrsday, He
Made the Rtars Also, Friday, Saturday, Let Us
Make Man~Sunday, The Necessity for a Good
Memory, 'J:he Garden The Fall, Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, }l'aith in Filth, the Hebrews,
The Plagues, The Fli!i<ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery,l\-farnage, War, Religious Liberty; Conclusion. Paper, 50c.
t.

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Interviews with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons
by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage, of Brookl_yn, to
which is added.A Talmagian Uatechism. .Paper.
50c.; cloth, ~~

Blasphemy. AxgumentbyR. G. Ingersoll

in tbe Trial of C. B. Ueyndlds, at Mornstown,
· N.J.• Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.

What Must We Do to Be Saved~ Analyzes
the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Catholic~ Episcopalians, Methodists, Pres byterians, .l!.vangelic!1<1 Alliance, and answers the
question. of the Christians as to what he proposes instead of Christianity, the religion of
sword and flame. Paper, 25c.

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to
the New York Obsm·ver's Attack upon the

Author-hero of the Revolution_, by R. G. Ingersoll.;,.,. together with A Roman uatholic Canard,
by w. II. Burr. Paper, t5c.

Limitations of Toleration. A Discussior:
between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederic R.
Coudert, and Ex-Govemo>~ Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, toe.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, 10c.
Civil Rights Speech. With Speech of
Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, toe.

Opening Speech to the Jury: In the suit

g_f the~- & M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. Tel. Co., t886.
&'a.per. 10 cents.
.
;Jrlmes Against Criminals. Price, 1Oc.
A. Lay Sermon. On the Labor Question.

Paper, 5c.

·

Stage and the Pulpit. An Interview on
their Comparative J\II8rits, and Opinions on the
Trial of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholic
Church, etc. Paper, 3c.

Ingersoll -on McGlynn. Paper, 3c.
Bible Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
Ingersoll Catechised. Paper, 3c.
The Truth of History• Paper, 3c.
Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board,
beveled, gilt edges, 50c.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.

22x28

inches, heavy plate paper, 50c.

Photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll,
50 cents.

Liberiy in Literature.

Testimonial to

Walt Whitman. By Robt. G. Ingersoll. An
Address DE>livered in Philadelphia,_ Oct. 2t,
t890. With Portrait of Whitman. ".Let us put
wreaths on the brows of the living." Pnce,
paper, 25c.; cloth. 50c.

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
.HIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINE!'\.
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief.»

Bv VISCOUNT AMBERLEY.
Cloth.

50

cent~-

Pocket Theology.,
By VOLTAIRE.
Terse, witty, and sarcastic d3finitions of thpO.
lo!lical termR_ Pri~e. 25 centR.

Essay on Miracles.
. By DAVID HUME:
l'rioe.

tO

cenu.
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BooksbyS.P.Putnam. JYews of the Weelt.
J<'RESH Antichristian distlU"bances are reported from Mantchooria, China.
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AHD Tf\£lij DOlHGS.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.

A.OOOUllT OF
Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.

BEING
A Popular Account of the Formation and De-

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

:MED1CAL societies of Philadelphia and

~ew York anno~nce that they hav estab-

~he New God. Pnce1 10 cents.
The .Problem o~ the. Universe, ~J?-d Its
Stli~nt~fic SolutiO!)., W1.th some OtitiC!srils o£
Ulllvereolog& Price 20 cents.
"Waifs a~d wa~derings, A ~ew AmetiC!J.Il Biqty. Pnce, .clotJ;i, $LQO; J!aper, 50
cents, 'A :Qrose epiC of the war, rtch with
incidei:jt lind dra~atic. power; breezx from
first page tci last with tlie living s:tiint cif today."-[John Swinton's Paper.
Golden Throne, A Romance. "Tlie author certainly has ~enius. The divine
creative spark is withm him. The book is
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read ' Golden Throne ' "
-[lngerRoll. Price, $1.
·
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation in
rh~e between the Nineteenth Century
Inp.del and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it lB J!hown there iB much in harmony between
them. Price. 10 cents.
Why Don't He Lend a Hand 1 and other
Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents.
Adami and. Heva. · A poetic version of
the Indian story of the. Garden of Eden in
which its superiority to the mutilated copyth.e Genesis Ie~rend-is shqwn. l'rice, JO cents.
Gottlieb : His Life. A .l!'reethought Ro·
mance. Price, 35 cents.
.
My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
1!'or Sill of the. ~J.bO. ve addtes~
...

T~~ t~Pa~~Jt~~~~Rej_?¥2~.:Works of Charles Watts.
..

. _

velopment of the Canon.

lished the contagiOusness of consumption.
THE West African Jebus haY made a
s~<:rifice of two hundre.d persons to eonciliate the favor of the gods in their coming battles with the British.
A DAKoTA clergyman has advertised:
''Religious doubts and difficulties answered
by private letter. State. your difficulty
clearly and inclose $1 for reply."

Tne Oroer of Creation.

THE latest advices from the faminstricken districts of Russia report the diet
as clay, weeds, bread mixed with chopped
stnw, melon skiru!, and weed soup.

12mo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 cts.

BISHOP DING:t.ESTADT, a,t Miinster, Germany, has had a narrow escape from a man
who . brake into his apartments knife in
liand sa:;ring that he had It commission
from God to kill.
T~ pope has annonnced that he wi11 he
an exhibitor at tlie World's Fair. He will
serid some objects of interest from the
V atiea::q, and be represented by some distinguished :Prelate.

ON the 11th Revs. Gustav Laas. Morgan,
and T. De Witt Talmage conducted bene•
diction services over the three million
pounds of bread-stuffs to be sent Russia on
the British steamship Leo.

FA'.l'iiE:tt QU1GLEY, of Toledo,

has paid his
$50 :tl.ne for reftising to make reports of
his parochial school to the state officers,
who by the new law must receive reports
of all schools whether public or private.·

~li'II.T

CONFLICT B.IH n fJ.llil

THE

GENESIS AND 11EQLO/Jf
u
t~

By BRONSON D. KEELER.

j

•
A Coi\":rRovEBSY BETWEEN THE
RoN. w. E. GT·ADSTONE,
PRoF. MAX MULLEn,

PBoF.T.H.HuK~~tYNNLIN~if.EVILLE,

CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Teatament. The Early Controversies. The Books at.
CFirst Not Considered Inspired. Were the F(tthers
ompetent? The Fathers Quoted as Scnpture
Boolis Which are Now Calloo Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Can~>n.
Paner. llO cents; cloth. 75 cents.

HEATHENS OF THE HEATH.
~aciieal ~~ftl&l\ee.

By WH. McDoNNELL.

Rf,LIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THAN

500 vp.,

paper, so cents".

Colonel Kelso's Works.

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.

10 cents.

Price,

Answers to Christian

~uestions

And Arguments.
:By D. M. BENNETT.

Paper,146r>P, 2!5 ct.H.

The Rights of Women
THE SEXUAL RELATIONS.

BY KARL HEINZEN, the famous German Rad
ical Editor.
An Address to an Unknown Lady Reailer. His·
Lmr.DON bigots hav achieved the victories
Legal Position of Women.
torical
Review
of
the
of inducin~ t~e county council to prohibit The Emancip_ation of Woman.
The Passive Prosdance mus1c m the parks on Sunday, and titution of Women. .The Active Prostitution of
The Execution of Men. Love and Jealousy.
perstlading the city corporation to refuse Men.
Morality. l\iarriage. Adultery. Divorce. Is
to open the Guildh&ll art gallery. on that Marri~e a Contract? Hanging a Woman. ReligThe Economic Independence of Woman
ion.
day.
Liberty and the Revolution the Allies of Woman
Paper, 50c. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
PMsiA and Cashmere ate being ravaged
by choiera. . Tl;lis is esse:tltially a dirt
disease, and its devastations at present; a:s
in Christian lands during the ages of faith,
are due solely to disregard of sanitary
measures.
TB:E. P1·iest of the churoh of St. Jean
Baptiste, New York, .reports $12,000 to
$15,000 contributions from Visitors of the
relic of the Virgin Mary's mother. This
sum, he says, will enable him to finish his
parish school.
To aid in closing the World's Fair Sundays, Rev. Wilbur Crafts has brought out
a huge cyclopedical work called, "A
Study of the Origin, Obligation, History,
Advantages, and Present State of Sabbath
Observance."
CATHOLIC manufacturers of Lille, Roubaix, and TolU"coing, France, united in an
association and abetted by priests, are
tyrannizing their employees into observance of Catholic disciplin. The case has
been brought up in the chamber of
deputies.
LADY SoMERSET a leader of the temperance party in the Bnglish elections, urges
anti-liquor people to hold great meetings in
the parks Sundays, under color of the
allegation that their cause is a religious
one. The clergy who prefer full pews to
temperance, are denouncing this counsel.

Fhe Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octaY"(), 833
pages, $3.
Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1. DO.
The Real Blasplwmers. Paper, 12mo,
138 pages, 50c.
Spiritualism Sustained.
Cloth, 12mo,
245 pages, $1.
Unherse Analyzed. tl.

FA [ ETHINKERS' PICT0AIAL T[ XT- B00K.

1'he Teacllings of Secularism Compared
with Orthodox Chl'istianity. 06 pages.
Price, 23 cent~.

Seculari~m

: Is It Founded on Reason,
and Is It Sufficient to lUeet the Needs
of l\[ankin<l ~ Debate between t1e Editor of the Halifax E'vening Jl{ail and Charles
Watts. With Prefatory Le"tters by George JaQOb Holyoalte an<1 Colonel Ingersoll, and an
Introdltction by Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages,
25 cents.
A ReJ)ly to Fatlier Lalllbert's "Tactics
of Infi<lels.'' 20 cents. Post free.
()!tristiauity 1 Its Origin, Nature, and
Influence. 321)ages. Price, 15 cents.
The Horrors of the French Reyolution :
'fheir Causes. 24 pag·EJJ3. Price, 10 cents.
~
Secularism : Destrnctiv mul Constructiv•
22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
"Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown to
Be Conti·adictory anrl Defective as an Ethical
Guide. 2-l pttgcs. Price, 10 cents.
Agnosticism an<l Christian Theism :
Which Is the l\[Ol'e Reasonable ~ 24
pages. Price, 10 cents.
Evolution and Special Creation. 10 cents.
Saints aml Sinners--Which'! 24 Pages in.
cover. Price, 10 cents.
The Superstition of the Christian Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Justice.
26 pages. Price, 10 cents.
The Glory of Unbelief'. 22 pages in cover.
Price, 10 cents.
Nature aml the Sn})ernatural; or, Belief
an<l Knowledge. 24 pages. Price, 10
cents.
Ti1e American Secular Union ; Its Ne·
cessity aml the Justice of Its Nine De- '
mands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert
G.Ingcrsoll.) 82pagcsincover. Price,lOcents.
Theological Presum;t?tion: An Open Letter to the Rev. Dr. R. l•. Burns, of Halifax, N. S.
In t!his letter the following subjects nre dealt
with: 1. Why Do the Clergy Avoid Debate? 2.
The Position of Agnosticism Toward Christianity. 8. Freethought and 1\Ien of Science.
4. The Difference Between Facts and O~;>inions.
5. Christ and Heroism. 6. Christiamty and
Slavery. 16 p~s. Price)..§ cents.
THE TRUTtt SEEKER CO.,
Address
28 Lafayette p]., New York. ·
To :Regulate the

STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS, TAKE
•

RI PANS TAB ULES.
f!~Ll) ~y ltlt-UGGIST&. .

BENJAMIN HAliRISON has been nominated
by the Republicans for president, and
Whitelaw Reid, editor of the New York
Tribune, for vice-president. Blaine had
implicitly entered the contest, and declared
himself "a perfectly well man." Harrison
was a favoritwith the women and the pious
at the conventt"on.
AT the assembly of pilgrims at Fulda,
Germany, to pray for the restoration of
the pope's temporal power, Baron von Joe
spoke of the government of Italy as "so
blasphemous and unholy that Christian
nations should not be represente d by embassadors at its court." He toasted the
pope as ''King Leo XIII."
THE Rome correspondent of the London

Ghmnicle telegraphs: "Archbishop Ire-

SHAWING

I

THE ABSUBDITY AND UNTR UTHFULo<-

NESS OF .THE CHURCH'E CLAIM'
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI•
CENT INSTITUTION, AND RlllVEALUiG THE .ABUSJ'S
OF
A
UNION 011
CHURCH AJ!l>
STATE.
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WITH

Full-Page
InustraHoqs.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS

OP

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL~
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.

JJESIGNS BY WATSON IIESTfJ:N.
, WITH POR1'RAIT OF
T!IE DESIGNER.

The illustrations are
16represent Uncle. Sam and the Priests.
2
"
The Uhurch Robbing the People.
8
"
Thanksgiving.
6
"
Sabbatli Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
JQ
Woman and the Church.
fJ.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies in Natural History.
!
The Bible and Science.
:5
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
~
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
4
Tha Lord and His Works.
2
Prayer.
10
The Creeds.
1
C4ristians and MohaDlilledans.

classified as iollows:
2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Worfl.
5
"
1\'Iisstonadcs.
1
"
The Lord's Instruments.
25
Bible Doctrines and Their HesulH.
1
The Church and Slavery.
2
Priests and Politics.
4 ·
Ireland and the Church.
2
Church's Idea of Civilization.
1
The Uses of tho Cross.
4
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
9
Persecutions of the Church.
12
Some Allegories.
8
Heaven.
6
Hell.
7
Miscellaneous.

lanil has left Rome for Paris. He assured
his friends before his departlU"e for the
United States that he had strongl.v advised
Mr. Blaine to resign from Presiaent Harrison's cabinet in order that his hands
might be free for the presidency. The
,jj
Roman Catholics the archbishop said
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it has ever be.
appeared in th~s country, and it is very doubtful if anpther one. like it will ever again be 1_)111,.
strongly favor Mr: Blaine."
' fpre
lished. We.must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of pp.ttmg the book in the reach c•f nil.
At twice the price i1; would have been a cheap boolc. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter ;;n,l :lo
CATHOLICS of t.his country say t,hat, as signer
is a wonderful success~ and we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Lio>erd in
"under the decision of Leo XIII. the America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
bishops of this country hav the power to
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genim to
make whatever [school] arrangements they
Freethought, and has done faithfnl and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the ptl'tdeem essential with the local authorities, nres
do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred p~ges of rcnrli1·g
they will proceed to do so if the Faribault- matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to Prove the u tt 11
Stillwater experiments continue to make falsit:y: of the church's professions and the hYJ?ocrisy of those who upliold them. Altogether tilt.
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been pnt in tl ..
the present favorable showing. Parochial hiJ,nds
of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
· '
schools will continue to ~o up, and in so
far as~t is possible to mcorporate those
:Priee, :c~ard eoverB, $Z ; el~tl:\.,
schools.L41 the_ pub:p.p syate!f1,l)t will be
qo:q~."
.
~4iJJ'644
Th.e ~til -~
..
.

,
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Agents for The Truth Seeket·.
AJ.abaDla.

Starr's News Depot, 106 20th st., Birmingham.
California.

. DR. T. J. YARROW, I335 N.
Broad St., Phila., writes :-· "l
can't speak too l1ighly of your
ALE I BEEF "Peptonized." As a
Nutrient Tonic in cases convalescing from FEVERS and other
Wasting Diseases it has no
For Sale bv Druggists.
Equal. "
Send for Circulars.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Ball & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los
Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
Angeles.
Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., Los
Angeles.
J. C. Scott 22 Third st., San Francisco. ALE & BEEF CO., 267 W. 17th St., New York.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
San Francisco.
Canada.

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.

T. C. Allen & Co., ).24 Granville st., HaJifax+.N. S.
James .1mster, Weiland, Ont.
The Myth of the Great Delu~re. By
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
James M. McCann. 15 cents. Ten co:~;nes, $1. lt
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
is the most complete and overwhelnnng refutaColorado.

J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
Florida.

J as. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
Idaho.

A. Erwin, Murray.

IJlinois.

Mrs. S. E . .Ames, 169 Wsshington st.,
Chicago.
[Chicago.
Post-Office News Co., 103 Adams st.,
G. E. Wilson, 312 State st., and Brentano Bros., Chicago.
J. W. Howe, 48 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
Indiana.

H. C. Monroe & Co., Indianapolis.
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
Lonisiana.

Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
Maine.

tion of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. 'l'o read it is to
be astonished at the possibilities of religious
credulity.-T. B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.A. B. Bradford. It oug_ht to meet with a very
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.

The Evolution of the Devil.

By Henry

FrankJhe independent preacher of New York
cit:)'. The most learned, accurate, scientific,
and philosophical ' nalysts of his Satanic Majesty ever published. The book con tai:ns 66
pages, is beautifully bound, with likeness of
author on title-page. Price, 25 cents; five
copies for $1.

Ingersoll's Address before the New York
Unitarian Club. The first time in the
history< f the world that a Christian association ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture
before them. '!'he lecture is a grand one, and
was received by the club with continuous applause from beginning to end. The pamIJ~et contains 12 pag;es, beautifully printed.
Pnce, 6 cents; ten coptes, 50 cents.

N. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., Port- Bruno Pamphlet No. 1. Contributors:
G J HolyoaK~ Thos. Davidson, T. B. Wakeman,
land.
Karl Blind, Lydia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten
lUassachusetts.
copies for $1.
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Bruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors :
A. M. Driscoll, 78t Front st., Worcester.
R. G. Ingerso11, Th s. Davidson T. B. Wakeman,
0

lUichigan.

G. J. Holyoake, et al. 15 cents. Ten copies for $1.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Brnno Monument. A fine engraving
Chas. Sach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave., Th~
pnnted on extra heavy enameled paper, 10X12
Grand Rapids.
mches, for framing; put up in pasteboard tubes
for mailing. 20 cents. Ten copies for $1.50.
C. Holton & Co., 87 Woodward ave., DeMemorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
troit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before
Missouri.

Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. ~. J ett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Ne-w- .Tersey.

John Hossack, Dan:forth and Ocean ave.,
Jersey City.
.
Ne-w- York.

·

BrentanoBros., Union Square, New York:
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New
·York.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts., New
York.
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
_
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway; New York.
George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., New
York.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New
York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman lilt., New
York.
S. J. Kin~~ 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
E. C. We1runari, 126 State st., Rochester.
Ohio.

the New York legislature May 9,1888. Price, 4
cents.

Dwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan
.H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
cents.

God in the Constitution. By Robert G.

Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

W1tat Would Follow the Effacement of
.Christianity-~ By George Jacob Holyoake. This is a most valuable contribution to
Freethought literature. Bound in paper with
good likeness of author. Price, 10cents. Twelve
copies for $1.

Life and Career of Charles Bradlaugh. ·
By George Jacob Holyoake. With good likeness
of Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies
for $1.

What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.

L. Green, editor of the Freetninlcer's Magazine.
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
per dozen.

Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in
New York city. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for
50 cents.

Sta.nding Up for Jesus; or what the ed-

ttor of the Freethinkers' lflauazine thinks. of
him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for
50 cents.

John Jacques, Akron.
Col~nel Ing-ersoll's Phot_ograph. Cabinet
N. Hexter, 303 Superior st., Cleveland.
stze. Pnce, 20 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
28 Lafayette place, New York.
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., Portsmouth.
·
'
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st., A New Number of The Tr.;th Seeker Library.
Cleveland
Oregon.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
W. E. Jones, 91 Alder st., Portland.
W. W edeken, Portland, Ore.
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
Penns)~Jvania.

Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st.
Phila.
'
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila.
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
H. Heyne, 10th and Market sts., Phila.
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave.,
Pittsburgh.
Rh-ode· Island.•

H. Carr, 947 High st., Providence.
J. H. J. Reilly, 41B.High st., Providence.
Tennessee.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
:ey

Helet) H. Gar-det)el:".
One of ~Im· Brightest, fVitt?:est, and
St1·ongest Lectures .Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

REVELATIONS OF AN'fiCHRIST

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., NashPROVING
ville.
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in' the Reign of
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Cent'.rexas.
ury before, and Peter an•l Paul died
L. Andruss, Denison.
before the Christian Era.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
Full index, 446pp.,
$1.50.
E. H. Andrae, 346~ Main st., Dallas.
G. W. Baldwin, Houston.
E. L. Merrill, care of Independent Pulpit,
Waco.
Utah.

John A. J oat, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.
Washi~_gton

Territory.

Stine Bros., Walia Walia.
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
England.

Watts & Qo., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st.,
London.
0. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
Australia.

W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N.S. W.
Ne-w- Zealand.

A. D. Willis, WIDlg&llai.

Advancement of Science.

By Prof. John Tyndall.·
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.

By B. F. MABVIN, M.D.

Cloth, 50

oen~s.

JU~

I

H,

1892.

Gems of ~'houg'At . 0" M. B£NN£Trg WORKS.
ADDRESS '.rHE '!'RUTH BEEKER OFFICE.

.1.

THE history of human opinions is scarcely
anything more than the history of human
errors.- Voltai1·e.
THAT which increases the sum of human
happiness is moral; that which diminishes
the sum of human happiness is immoral.
Blin,l, unreasoning obedience is the enemy
of morality. Slavery is not the friend of
virtue.-Ingersoll.
WITH compassion,
Severe yet perplexing compassion,
Celestial compassion, founded in lpve,
The high soul is ever filled.
It is the soul of supremacy
Encompassing all creatures,
Elevating all.
- Udanavar,qa, Buddhistic Scriptures.
THE possibility of diabolical apparitions
is implied in a c01mtless number of passages which our traditional creed requires
us to accept as infallible truth. DeVIls by
scores and legions range the land of faith,
tempting the virtuous, afflicting men and
animals with strange diseases, or even
taking permanent possession of a human
body still tenanted by a conscious soul.
The report of a five minutes' interview
with the smallest of those imps would nowexpose the narrator to a risk of a lunacy
inquest.-Prof. Felix Oswald.

'rt·nth Seeker Around tlle W orhl. Four

largo volume~ With steel-plate en~;raving of
tl!e >tt~thorin Vol. I, and aach volume 1Hustrated
wtth forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound i.·r
red cloth, $6 50,
·

Tlte World's Sages, Tltinkers, ami Reu
formers.
1,075 pages, 8vo.
Cloth,
$3 00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

'fhe Champions of the Chul·ch; Their
Crimes l!ll(l Persecutions. 8vo. 1,119
P>tges.
'
gilt edges, $4:-50.

leather, $-1.00; ·morocco,

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written
in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00
for the two volumes; in· leather, $7.00; in mo..
rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

Jii'rom Beliind the Bars. A series oflettera
written in prison. Over -700 pages. Price, $1.50.

A ,Truth Seeker in Europe. A series of
letters written during a vis1t of ten weeks in
Europe. Givinl' some account of the International Freethmkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was a delegate.J..followed by a description of what he saw in J!;ng.
land, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone are worth the price of ·the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
850 pages. $1.50.

fhe Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treating upon the Gods of the Semitic natiom, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
J esu~ Christ, the Virgm 1\iary, and the Bible.
To the latter 230 pages are iievoted, showing
that book to be a very inferior production for
a fu·st-class God. 0 333 large pages. Paper covers.
60cents; cloth, $1.

Tmlaism, Christianity, and Moltammedan·
isi_Il examined histoncally and critically.
I HONOR the man who is willing to sink
It 1s thought to be the most damaging exhibit
Half his present repute for the freedom to
of Christt!J.nity that has appeared. 500 larg·er
think,
tmges. Pnce, $1.50.
And when he has thought, be his cause rhe Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. A
strong or weak, .
debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
D. M. Bennett and Rc7; G. H. Humphrey. This
Will risk t'other half for the freedom to
book
has had a very large sale, and is a splendid
speak,
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
Caring naught for what vengeance the mob
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.
has in store,
Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.
Be that mob the upper ten thousand or
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper,
lower.
-James Russell Lowell.
30cents. ~~
THEOLOGIANS lay the flattering unction Wltat Objections to Christianity~ A discussion between D. l\1. Bennett and G. 111. :Hair,
to their souls that ali this [evil in the
dtvided into the following theses: 1. Christianworld] is only the result of the Fall, and
ity is neither new nor original, being bmTowe•l
has been factitiously brought into an orig:Jr copied from much older systems of religion.
1). Miracles and supernatural achievements have
inally pure and corrupt Nature by the
neen as fully and trnly_ ascribed to other teachmoral ruin of mankind.
They do not
ers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 3. The
know, or do not want to know, that natstory of Jesus and his mission in the world is
unhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemural .laws hav been the same at all times,
poraneous history. Bennett affirms; l\Iair deand that paleontology can bring forward
nies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
countless and irrefutable instances of bones
$1.50.
of men and animals having been injured Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
by disease though beloncing- to a period
States Circuit Court upon the charge of depos.
iting prohibited matter in the mail. Thiii g1ves
prior to the supposed date of the original
a full history of this celebrated case and shows
ain.-Bt~chner.

THE process of discovery is very simple.
An unwearied and systematic application
of known laws to nature, causes the unknown to reveal themselvs. Almost any
mode of observation will be successful at
last, for what is most wanted is method.
Only let something be determined and
fixed around which observation may rally.
How many new relations a foot-rule alone
will reveal, and to how many things still
this has not been applied! What wonderful discoveries hav been, and may still be,
made, with a plumb-line, a level, a surveyor's compass, a thermometer, a barometer!- Thoreatt.
. HEAVEN has got so distressingly far away
since printing and telegraphy and steamengine came into vogue. The steamengin has abridged terrestrial space wonderfully; but it and its concomitants hav
immeasurably increased the distance between earth and heaven. The distance is
now so great ' that gods and angels and
bath lcots hav forsaken the earth, probably
unable to bear the traveling expenses
thereto. Your gospel, too, has made slow
progress since these agencies came into
operation. The rattle of the printing
machine and the roar of the railway train
hav drowned the credos and orisons of
the Ages of Faith: and your gospel, if it is
making any progress at all, is tearing
along at the pace that is adopted by an insulted anail.-Saladin in God and I-Iis
Book.
WHENEVER in ancient history there has
come forth a hero to champion the people's cause, a David or a Robert Bruce,
with sling- or battle-ax, to do his devoirs
as a knight of humanity, he has been
murdered in the ranks of his friends ; and
wherever in modern times some unselfish
and enthusiastic dreamer and student has
stepped to the front, and risked his name,
his ambition, and his ease of life, in the
effort to correct the evils and repair the
wrongs which the poor receive in their encounter with the rich, with ecclesiastical
or civil powers, this power calls him
"stag-," and the down-" trodden " class
eat him as Actreon was eaten by his
hounds. No man is so certain to feel the
quick and gleaming fangs of the ungrateful as the intelligent and ambitious man
who endeavors to serve them. If with
them he toils and sweats, they rend him
sooner. If be keeps aloof. they rend him
later. If be is an empty-handed, brazenfaced, long-tongued, noisy demagog, who
rubs them, and seeks power or pelf at
their cost, he survives and triumphs..Anon.

1
what monstrous injustice was perpeuated
upon
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 eta.
Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3,00(,
questions propounded to his Jewish Godship
upon a great variety of' subjects. Cloth. 75ct.S.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters.

First; Dea·

con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
church incidents and his evolution from Chris-tianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth.
75 cents.

The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
in the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistle
of Bennett the Apostle to the 'I'ruthseekers.
Cloth, $1.

The F'irst Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to the Truth Seekers. 10 ~ents.
Open Letter to Samuel C01gate. :10 centtc.
An Hour with the Devfl, 10 ce: ·
.A

.ST~I~:e

OF<

Millionaires Against Miners;
-OR-

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
By H~NRY D. LLOYD.

nr
_

'!'his book tells how the Spring Valley miners
were starved into actual slavery.

It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime.
It deals not with theories but with facts
figures, and names. It is a _power-

ful and pathetic book.

264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKElR.

force alld P\atte.r;
OR,

,

~

Princtples of the Natural Order of the {lniverse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, JIILD.
..../u ...f'l'EN'l'B

:

Fv£ce and Matter,
The Fitness of 'l'hings in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
.
Immortality_of Forc>e, Man,
mfinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thoul'(ht,
Motion,
Conscwusness,
Form,
..
Seat of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Innate IdeasJ.
L.aws,
The Idea of u-od,
Umversality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
I'he_ Heavens,
The Soul of Brute&
Penods of the Creation Free Will,
o_f ~he Earth, .
Morality, ..
Ongmal Generatwn,
Con cl u d't n g Observ .. Secnlar Generation,
tiona. · ·
Price. $1.50. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Libert~
These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
where these societies are located. Locq,l
&cular Unions and Freethought Bocieties can hav their gatherings advertised here jree by forwarding the necessary information.
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Burgess-Underwood Debate

ill

ON CHRISTIANITY.

Literature.
l'.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N. Y.,

BY

The Newark Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.
~

.ANTIQUITYI
UNVEJLED

Testimonial
Walt Whitman.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at Ger~
man Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

Meets every Sunda,y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. li'I:arket
at., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discul!Bions on
religious and sociltl questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Prof. 0. A. Burgess, Pres. of N. W. Christian Univ.
Paper, lSSpp., 50 cts.: clo., so cts.
_A _work prouing Ch~istianity a
F10tron. Most Startlrng Reuela-

tions of the Nineteenth Century,
• Send Address for Pro.spectus to
ORIENTAL PUBLISHING CO., P.O. Box 446, Pili/adelphia, Pa.

T.f\,e

Col. Ingersoll SOUVENIR

ADDRESS DELIVERED
PHILADELPHIA, P A.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

THE KINC OF SPOONS

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ·
p.tion
With a Portrait of Whitman.
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunda.y. Lectures followed by discussion. Platform free. Henry Rowle}{, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

IN

AUTHORIZED EDI'.riON.

THE FINEST SPOON EVER DESIGNED.

Paper, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

Philadelphia Liberal League 25

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious· and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

·Mrs, Besant's

Wor~s,

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARrus HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elbmr Wright Secular 'Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investi.gator are solicited. · R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular 'Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal. Club

All in a Lifetime. .A. ·Liber!J.l Romance.

Law of :Population. Paper, 15c.; with por12mo, 300 pp., $1.
trait, 30c.
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for Marriage.
As it ·was, as it is, and as it
'B"oys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
should be. Paper, 25c.
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand· Besaut·Hatehard Debate. Between Annie

Holds meetiJ!gs every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (l!'raternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular 'Union

some and I.nteresting Book1 Without Superstition1 for Children and Yomh. The Oulr FreethinKers' Children's Story-book ever 1ssued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Meets every Sunday at 7:80 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
and select ·reading. Discussion invited on all
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib·
eral 'Union

The Candle From Under
The Bushel

Of Los Angeles, Ca.l., meets semi-monthly-~-. first
and third Sundays, a,t 8 o'clock P.M. at .t'arr's
Hall. Everybo<;!,y invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA.
Pres.; J. H. McvviLLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

(Mark iv, 21); or,
1,306 ztuestions to the Clergy:
And for the Consideration of Others.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main streeh Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectures.-Jrree · Discussions.-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at.the service of members and friends.
0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W, CALDER, Sec.

Instructive, Interesting, and Laughable.
BY WILLIAM HART.
Price,

The Roeder Secular Union

50 cents.

NATHA~I[L VAUGHAN~

Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
l!'reatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Fl"iest al'}d Mal'}.

Fort Worth, '.l'ex., Liberal Club

A NO VEL.

Meets everv Sunday a.t Knights of L.abor Hall,
1604 Main sfreet, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, Pres.
IsAAc S. LEE, Sec.

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.
An independent and respectable study of char
actcr in tho law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been .ashamed to
own as hel' first novel. . . . A more vigorous
"'lrJJsentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Dhristianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desil·ed.-[Westminster Review.

Liberal Assocint,ion of Austin,
'l'ex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M.. at its hall, cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street. Visiting Liberals
invited. J P. RICHARDSON, President; M. IsAAC,
Secretary.

1 val., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'lJIE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

J
.
~ S
Ken ne~

Meets everily Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Ha , Bay street. Visitors invited. J. A.
'Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Philosot•hical and Social So·
ciety,

The Coliventional Lies of Our Civilizatioil•
:fur Max Nordan.
Upharsin;

The

CoN·rENTs-liiene, Tekel
Religious, llionarcliic, and

Aiistocratic~l'oliticttl,)~conomical, ~~atrim.onial,

and Miscellaneous Lies; ClosiU!l Harmony.
12mo, 864 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
cloth $1.00.
The Imperial Council of Vienna prohibit~d the
;ale of this hook in Austria, and confiscated all
copies of it they could find.

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

Natural Laws of Industrial Produetion an<l Exchange. By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth." Paper, 25c.

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the
Pol'ulation Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Edited by Charles Bradlaugh andAnnieBesunt.
25c.

Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing

out the means by which the working classes may
raue themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignit?. and independence, and which is also capable of entirely removing, in course of time, the
other principal social evils. By llf. G. H. toe.

Ln,rge or Small Families~ On which Side
Lies tho Balance of Comfort? By Austin HolyD>tke. 5c.

PoYerty : Its Effects· on tlw Political
Condition of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Why Do :Men

Starve~

Bowels,.
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to

'l'he Ohio Liberal Society,
Of Cincinn~tibO., meets every Sunday evening
at 7:30P.M. m ouglas Hall, N. W. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
tram abroad welcomed. ANDREW Hooo, Sec.

Liberal Association of Baltilllore

be out.

Meets at the Lyceum Hall 1 404 East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.

You know whether you need it or
not.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

Sold by every druggist, ani! "lanufactnred by
1

DONALD KENNEDY,
ROXBURY, MASS,

rlays, anniversarieA,
'ngagements, wedlings, token of re1fard and appreciaaon, for Chnstm:~s,
'few Year's gradua;wn, etc. There can
be nothing nicer, so
appropriate, so preCious during life, as
'.l'he Colonel In•
gersoll Souvenir.
Prices, $2.50 each;
extra heavy; $3
Orange and sugar
spoons, $3. Gilt
bowls, 50 cents extra.

"THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW;''
and other mottoes, names, etc., etched in bowls
in most artistic style 50 cents extra. Sent
upon receipt of price and money refunded if not
satisfactory. Order of Designer if your jeweler
does not supply it. Many are interested in their
own inferior Souvenirs and will nnt sell tho
above.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Established in 1857. Designer of " Otto lVr<ttstein" Watch, and popular Freeth ought badge.

W ATBR OF< LIF<:e
Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

By Chas. Brad-

bugh. 5c.

The Land Onestion. Large Estates Inimi·
cal to the \Velfarc of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Letters to Young People. By (Prince)
Peter Krapotkine.
Stepniak. tOe.

. Specifications: DeSl&rned (by kind permission of Colonel Ingersoll) and patented
Feb. 2, 1892. Magnifi2
cent portrait. The
Torch of Reason and
the Torch of Liberty,
emblematical of the
means our Great Orator and Leader of Advanced Thought
would employ to enligh.ten the world,
balllsh superstition
a,nd fe!tr, and establish umversal physic!tla'f!d mental liberty,
;z_nstlce and happiness.
Exquisite scroll-work,
in fnll relief, snrrounij.s. the spoon-a
revene of art. Students will stud:r: its
charming lines. Lovers of the beautiful
will go in raptures
over it, and connoisseurs will want it to
enhance the artistic
merits of their collections. Exact size and
model of cut (whiCh
however~ sadly fails
to reprocmce the correct likeJ!ess, power
of portrait, and exquisite delicacy and
oharming lines of
beauty. o.f origi!lal).
Sterling silver. Massive. A precious souvenir of Our Great.
est Public Bene.
factor, and a valuable family relic for
generations to come.
A ~uitable present for

~a~hi'!J'.m~~r lh;~i~2

, ,Works on the Laoor ~uestion,

Takes hold m th1s order :

Mo(lte Vistal..Cal., meE\t every Sunday at 2 P.M. in
theu hall. 'J.'he public cordially invited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.

BIJ M. BABOOOK. Price, 15 ots.

Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on .Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYQtte place, New York.

WitJi. Life of author,

pv

Me~ical. Discovery SCIENC~~~~~~~;;~

Liberal Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwauke\!1_ meetR every Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A. .n. SEVERANCE, President.

HONOR OJ.l'

THE KINC OF ORATORS.

OB, THE

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please sencl stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DiiAKE SLENKER,
Snowville. Va.

A BOOl{ FOH lVIEN.
'

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. 'VIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt r·oLI{S.
By MRS. E. D. SLEJYirTiJR.
Boards.

40oents.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents. treating
on that health-destroying and life-cnnsumin!l'
weakness of men as the result of youthfnl error~
and excesses. The book sets forth an INl?ID'EL
CURE, which i~ a medi<>in~ t-') 'be applied externally (the only remPii.y :Jf <ne !tina in existence).
You will feel imp_roved the tirst day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Early Decay, Weaknesees1 .Lost Manhood~-.etc.~-.are fully restored.
ad ress,
DH. RvB'T P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. J.
;. And say you saW this in THE TRUTH BEEKF.U

400
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God and His Book. $.1.25.
Woman: 11er Glory,' Her Shame, and
Her God. Two vols. $1.25 each.
l>hl Jesus Christ Rhe from the Dead W
25.cents.
,onfessional, Romisb and Anglican. llO
-:Jents.
INVENTORS.

A TERRIBLE PREDICTION.
And in that day seven women shall take hold of one man, saying, We will eat our own bread, and wear our
own apparel: only let us be called by thy name, to take .awa.y our reproach. -Isa. iv, 1.

THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY

I

Issued Monthly,

Subscription

No.

price,

$3

* *
*

per annum.

BOOKS ISSUED.

Price.

1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinksrs' Almanac, 1891 ...................... :.
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar-.
dener... .................................
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. . . . . . . . . .
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett ................................. .
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck...... ..
6. Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ...... ..
7. The Crisis..... .. .. . . . .. . . ................ ..
8. Sabbath Breaking ........................ .
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams ........... .
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller ... .
11. My Religious Ex:perience. S. P. Putnam.
12. The Higher Criticism in 'l'heology and
Religion .. T. E. Longshore ............. .
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote ...... ..
14. Right• of Man. Thomas Paine. illust'd.
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
16. Pulpit, Pew, ond Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ....................•.................. .
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ...... .
18. Av.ful Disclosures of Maria Monk ...... .
19. Pocket Theolog,-. Voltaire ............. .
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener.......................................

••*

YOU ARE

fJINCERELY .INTERES1ED LN

THe OAUSE OF

By Miss Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of the
Children's Corner in the New York
Truth Seeker.

50
25

HASTE:N TO READ

25

THE _STRIKE OF A SEX.

25

By GEORGE .N, MILLER,'

20
10
40
25
25

25

50

("THE

UNCLE

TOM'S. CABIN

OF

WOMAN'S

SLAVERY.")

25

40
10
10
25

50
25
50

The best men and women of England and America are
It
fairly heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
entirely its own and will give you
truly wonderful
a sensation such as you never had before.
•book.

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the fear. Single copies of each
book sent upon receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

I

CAN THIS

BE

SO

0
.r-'

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

THE STORY HOUR.
For Children and Youth.

~WOMAN

25

'J'he cost of obtaining aU. S. Patent,
in an ordinary case,
is only_$55, through
EDWIN N.
BEECHER,
Rolicitor of Patents. MABTON, Hartford county, CoNN.
Pamphlet of advice to Inventors
will be mailed free.
N.B.-Register all
letters and stamps
will be Rent you to
defray this expense.
. , 'llllo "oHcllvr or 1 atcntb · an Infidel, a writer
for this and other Liberal papers, and, we are informed by old inventm·s and experienced _patentees who hav employed him, he is a skillful
Patent Attorney.-THE TRUTH BEEKER .

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.

Those of our readers who have not already signed and obtained signatures to this petition should now cut it
out, paste it to a sheet of stmtt paper, get all the signatures possible, and send it before September 15th to John T
Dickinson, Secretary World's Columbian Commission, Rancl-McNally building, Chicago, Ill.

• Small Quarto-10X8 inches-near!Y. Three Hundred p~es. illuminated CoverR. l::lixty-six Full:Qage illustrations, with Twenty-five Smaller
Ones.
CONTENTS:
Preface; Lazy Dick; o,r1 The Life of a Do~; An
An~el Unawares; may· Ten Little Wa~ting.
Maids; The Doctor's Horse; True Politeness; A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgiving~rGrand
father's Pocketbook; Meddlesome JuollyA A
Sad Mistake; Inside an Engine House·1 uur
Children; Cressbrook Cottage; Ezekiel s Silver Spoon; Odds and Ends-A New Year's
Story; Miss Brown's Valentine· What Stephen's Owl was Stuffed With; John; Neighbor Brightside· Miss Marie Gold's Party;
Cousin John's Philosophy; Jenn:y) \jluestioni
Katy's Answer; Alone in an Unfurnishea
House; Blackey; Breaking_the Meeting;, Our
Susie; A Funny Fellow-How He was uured
of Practical Joking; What the Fern Said;
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthday;,_ PostOffice Jack; AuntAvis; I C~tn Because J. Will.
Address,
Price, $1.00.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Self -Contra~ictions of the Bible.
- - - - 1 4 4,------,.•,;
MorU.I, Theological, Historical, and Speculative
Propositions.
'f'ricG,

To the "World's Columbian E:x;position Commission:
1

15 cents.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

Learning that there is an organized movement among the more conservative church people-manipulated by a
"Sabbath" organization-to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in
Chicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on
each Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons:
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
· 2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
Papex, ~2mo, 25 ct->1.
resort when no moral amusements are available.
By W. & BELL.
3. A.s a matter of justice also to the people of Chicago, who have given of their means to make the Fair possible, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors
to the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands.
l '1.'
Reply to New York cJbsen-er.
4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Chicago, but of
:Sy R· G. !NG:e~f.)OLL.
the whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to
With "A ROMAN CA-THOLIO OANA.RD."
attend can do so ; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question
Price, 1t; cents.
of human relations and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you can decide is that of the
public welfare.
5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
receipts.
.
·The passages unfit !or family reading.
6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, llO cents.
tendency would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you mate Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble
and varied in its pleasures and instructions, the more difficult it will be to change its character, the lese danger there
is that employers will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toil. With choice of
Pro and Con of
Sunday occupation restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the average workingman would choose to keep
on laboring.
7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it
will benefit the Fair itself, the people of Chicago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity, individual_ education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country.
Have We a Supernatur!lol, InEU>:i:rer]. 1\<fira.oulous Religio!f?
\ ,
Town.
Name.
State.
liy .t<J. E. C:flJ!P.l· f~pef, 2Q pel)fRl pJq~J'I, l!O oentc

fRfNCH RfVOLUTION.

pal·ne Vl.I""' rlt"cateu"

Holy Bible ·Abridged.

Surernatural Religion.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 19•. No. 26. {PUBLISirED WEJ:t;KLY.}

New York, Saturday, June 25, 1892.

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00

~

.-

~~:~=--~_:

Per Year.

...

~~.-~-:~ ~

THE CLOSED AND THE UNCLOSED-RIVAL DRUMMERS FOR SUNDAY TRADE.

**
**

INFIDELI'
DEATH- cs.w.:~-oT:e.
**
BEDS.·

I

**

--o--

Being true accounts of the passing away of the
following persons, thus refuting the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
'l'homas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Olootz Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Oondorcet, Robert
Cooper, D'Alej:nbert, Danton, Charles Darwin,
Erasmus Da:rwin, Delambr.e, · Denis Didcrot,
Etienne Dolet,·George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac· Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobb'es, Austin.Hol:Yoake, Victor Hugo,
Hume, Lrttre, Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier1
James Mill, John Stuart Mill, Muabeau, Roben
Owen..._Thomas Paine; .Courtlandt Palmer;:Rabelais, winwood Reade, Madame Roland, ~.:teorge
Sand, Schiller,. Shelley, Spinoza, Straus!~. John
'.rolan~~ Vaniru, Voln~ Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston: ·.
· ·
Price, 25 cents.·
Address
THE. TRUTH SEEKER.

WAS

CHRIST

BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.

•

.. •

CRUCIFIED?

MY RfLIGIOUS fXPfBy

s.

P. Putnaut.

·sy AUSTIN BIERBOWER.

PUSHED

THE

EV~LUTION

I 'R I[[ NrL[[I THE DEVIL!
By HENRY FRANK,

Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress.

A judicial consideration of the questio n,and th
clecision against the scriptures and the C hristia
tradition. Price,·10 centR. Address
THE '.rRU'l'H S !J EKER.

•• ••

Being the stoll of his reli~ious life and mental
journeyings. Written in hrs happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 r-ents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BY

Price, 25 cents. Five copies, _$1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Roaring Lion on the Track.

•• ••

B11 M. BABOOOK.

•'" •..

UNSEEN HANDS.

Sf{ORT

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.

•

-BY-

HELEN H. GARDENER.

CONTENTS:
Preface.-An Echo
from Shilo..:_Old
Safety- Valve's La.st
Run.-How Mary
Alice Was Converted.
-A Hall of Heredity.
·- " Th&t Reminds Me
Of"-· -His Moth·
er's Boy.-Mr. WalkSrLeg Adams "Meets
Up With" a Tartar.Onyx and Gold.-ln
Deep Water.-A
Prison Puzzle.

10 oents.

·Price,

"With Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."
Photo{fraJlh of Colonel Ingersoll, ~ith his
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at home, may be had at this office for
fifty cents.

Brain and the Bible.
Conflict Bet,eefl irlflflf.J Sc;tlfil and Theology
, By EDGAR C. BEALL.

Preface by B. G. INGERSOLL.
Unanswerable.

Price, I!IL

Creed of Christendom.

Being the story of his menta.! journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.

Ita Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure,

l'rioe, paper, 25 oonts; oloth, 75 oents.
,4.ddres• THE ':l'RIJTH SEEKER.

By W. B. GREG.
Complete in 1 voL, 12m.o, 899PP., $1.150.

~5,
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Valuable

JUST OUT!

Books

on

H~gie11e,

A NEW. BIBLE .PICTU·RE-BOOK.

Food a11d
Diet,
Old Testame11_t Stories
1\arriage
a11d
Con1-ically Illustrated.
------~---------------------------Pare11tage,

€-tc.

€-l(posure

Kygiene of tlte Brain anti the Cnre of
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
1\'l.D. Price, by mail, $t.50. " Get this book and
road it~ for it abounds in practical valuable
knowleuge."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.
c

by

Bating for Strength. BX M. L. Holbrook,

1\'I.D. Price._b:y mail, l!!t. 'I am delighted with
it.''-[H. B . .1:5aker, 1\'I.D., Secretary Michigan
State Board of Health.

Facts.

l\.idicule.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code of

Directions for avoiding most of the Pains and
Dangers of Childbearing. By l\1. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $t. "A work whose excellence su!:J)asses mu power to commend."[New York Evroing Mail.;

By WAT,SON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Liver Complain~ Mental Dyspepsi~ and
lleadaelte: Tneir Cure by Home Treat-

Fun ....Page
Pictures.

ment. By 1\'I. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, Ly
mail, $1. "Reading this book I cured m:r~olf
after several doctors had failed."-[T. C. Curtis,
U.S.A.

The Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.

B. Duffe~ author of "What Women Should
Know,"' No Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. 1\'Irs. Charles Brewster Portland, Me.,
writes: "Had I possessed this hook ten years
ago it would have saved me ten years of invalidism, and I should havH been the mother.of
healthy instead of sickly children."
t"'

CONTENTS:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants;
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A H:mting Anecdote,
Abr:Iham, Chrisf s Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses;
Balaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Camp:1ign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

B'llak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable,as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Vouth: Its Care and Culture. By J.
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"4. The land-population consummated in man.
''Now this same fourfold order is understood to ha v
been so affirmed in our time by natural science that it
may be taken as a demonstrated conclusion and estab·
.
. ·
lished fact."

Mr. Gl~dsto~e mad~ these remarks in about the
Editor. same spirit as that whi<,Jh ~oved. Miss T_horndale.
Business Manager. But another eminent Englishman, and one whom
C. P. SoMEBBY,
PUBLISHED BY
all will agree is rather more .competent ·to speak
upon
the subject thana statesman, objected precisely
'IHE T.RU'IH SEEKER COMPANY.
as
we
object to Miss Thorndale's misl~a:ling asser~
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
tion. Professor Huxley said, in th~ politest of
Enterea at the Post-Otllce at New York, N. Y., as Secona-c!ass Mail
·
Matter.
manners, what we hesitate to say o.f a lady of such
vast erudition .as Miss Thorndale, that he did ri.bt
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $a.oo PER YEAR.
know what he ~as talking ~bout. We hav room to
Address all Communications to 1HE TR UTR print only his denial of the accuracy of . the record,
,SEEKER OOMPANY. .Make all Drajta, Ohecka, leaving the reader to determin whether he or Mr.
Post-office and Express Money Orders· payable to
Gladstone is the better qualified to speak authoriOHARLE,S P. SOMERB Y.
tativly.. He said:
.
.
"I cannot bring myself to imagin that Mr. Gladstone
SATURDAY,
JUNE 25, 1892.
has made so solemn and authoritativ a statement on a
matter of this importance without due· inquiry-witho)lt
. SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Single subscription in advance ............................... $3 00 being able to found himself upon recognized scie~ti:fic
One subscription. two years, in advance ................. _ 5 oo· authority.• But I wish he had thought :fit to name the
Two new subscribers.............................................. 5 00 source from whence he .has deflvedhis information, as in
that case I could hav dealt with his authority, and I
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onereshould
hav thereby escaped the appearance of making an
mittance .......................................................... 5 00
attack on Mr. Gladstone himself, which is in every way
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance ........................ :.. : ........................... 7 00 distasteful to me.
"For I can meet the statement · in the last paragraph
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance ....................................................... 8 50 of the above citation with nothing but a direct negativ.
If I know anything at all about the results attained by
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
the natural science of our time, it is 'a demonstrated conremittance ................................. - .................... 10 00 clusion and established fact' that the 'fourfold order'
Any number over :five at the same rate, invariably
given by Mr. Gladstone is not that in which the -evidence
with one remittance.
at our disposal tends to show that the water, air, .and land
populations of the globe hav made their appearance.
"Perhaps I may be told that l\fr. Gladstone does giv
The Pictorial Text-Book and a Fair Critic.
his authority-that he cites Cuvier, Sir John Herschel,
We giv up a good deal of space this week to a and Dr. Whewell in support of his case. If that has been
gentle and ladylike·criticism of " The Freethinker's Mr. Gladstone's intention in mentioning these eminent
Pictorial Text-Book" originally published in the names, I may remark that, on this :Particular question,
Sandusky, Ohio, .Daily .Register. So far as the en- the only relevant authority is that or" Cuvier. But, great
as Cuvier was, it is to be remembered that, as Mr. Gladcomiums of the book go we hav nothing particularly stone incidentally remarks, he cannot now be called a reto say. Their fairness, beauty, and freedom from cent-authority. In fact, he has been dead more than half
prejudice must occur to everyone. And the few a century, and the paleontology of. our day is related to
remarks about the designer of the pictures will be thai of his very much J1S the geography of the sixteenth
taken by him, we feel sure, as a not undeserved century is related to that of the fourteenth. Since 1832,
when Cuvier died, not olliy a new world, but new worlds,
compliment-and by this time he is used to being of ancient life hav been discovered; and those who hav
complimented. With some other remarks of the re- most faithfully carried on the work of the chief founder
of paleontology hav done most to invalidate the essenviewar, however, we are somewhat concerned.
Our gentle critic tells us that the Bible stands tially negativ grounds of his speculativ adherence to trato-day as an attthentic and well-preserved cosmo- dition.
"If Mr. Gladstone's latest information on these matters
logical record. This statement, it seems to us, who is derived from the famoul! discourse prefixed to the
hav duly and carefully studied many of the numer- Ossernens Fossiles, I can understand the position he has
ous books on geology, is somewhat deceptiv. Gen- taken up; if he has ev-er openE-d a respectable modern
esis, we believe, states that the Lord created the manual of paleontology or geology, I cannot. For the
facts which demolish his whole argument are of the comworld in six days, with mornings and evenings. It
monest notoriety."
,
also givs the order of creation. But geology shows
Of this difference of opinion between these two
that Genesis is wrong, as everybody knows. What
distinguished Englishmen we can readily excuse
we desire to call the attention of our fair young
the former, as his devotion to politics has naturally
critic to is that in making the statement that the
left him scant time to acquire familiarity with the
Bible contains an authentic cosmological record she
subject; and we can just as readily :find excuses for
errs. In this perhaps she is not wholly to blame,
a belief in the flood story for Miss Thorndale. One
for she has distinguished examples to follow, but
who regards Ignatius Donnelly as a scientist can be
nevertheless she is not without sin; for before
forgiven for believing anything.
writing so cocksurely upon the subject it would be
Another· point that our · fair critic allowed to
not entirely out of place for her to read what sciescape her memory for an instant is that the book
ence has said in the matter. Her assertion irresistof Job is a heathen work, and that the knowledge
ibly reminds the reader of a similar statement made
of the various things therein displayed was not
by England's alleged greatest statesman, in these
given the author by the Lord. It does not belong
words:
to the cosmological record at all, but if it did, the
"First, looking largely at the latter portion of the author might be accused, along with the Atheist, of
narrativ, which describes the creation of living organisms,
and waiving details, on some of which (as in verse 24) the superficiality. Poetry and science rarely agree.
The comparativ merits of Roman and Christian
Septuagint seems to vary from the Hebrew, there is a
grand fourfold division, set forth in an orderly succession civilization cannot be settled by a sentence against
of times as follows : on the fifth day,
the savage scenes of the arena. There hav been
" 1. The water-population,
enough bull-fights since in Christian Spain to make
"2. The air-population,
the point very dull. And the Romans we believe
.r
and, on the sixth day,
had
no racks and thumbscrews and iron maidens
"3. The land-population of ari1mals,
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for heretics ; nor did they bury them alive or burn
the:i:n at the stake. We cannot help but think that
the Christians who did these things were quite as
barbarous as the Romans. The ·magnanimity of
the gospel' of Christ is very plainly expressed in
these. words :
"He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but
he that believeth not shall be damned."
''Now the brother shall betray the brother to death, and
the father the son; and children shaJl rise up against their
parents, and shall cause them to be put to death."
":if any man come to me and hate not his father and
mother, and wife, and children, and brethren, and sisters,
and his own life also, he cannot he my disciple."
"Think not that I am come to send peace .on earth; I
came not to. send pe,ace, but a sword. For I am come to
set ·a man at variance against his father, and the daughter
against her mother, and the- daughter-in-law against her
mother-in-law. And a man's foes shall be they of ·his
own household. He that loveth father or mother more
th~ me is not worthy of me; and he that loveth son or
daughter more than me is not worthy of me."
Isn't that magnanimous~ isn;t that the· "issue of
Chlistianity~" or was Christ only a mistaken zealot
of an ignorant age~ It is one thing forpious people to clal.m everything for their favorit religion,
and another to show that it deserves the, credit it
gets. Christianity is no more a consolation than is
Confucianism, and the Mohammedan religion inspires its devotee with an assurance not even comprehended by Christians. But does that fact prove
its truth~ Is faith in Mohammed a "clear second
sight 1" Can faltering humanity, by its aid, grasp
the arm of Allah ~ Through faith in Allah and his
prophet Mohammed the weak, the weary, and the
troubled Mohammedans are enabled to peep onward hopefully, and even joyfully. In life's aarkest
hours, when everything worth living for seems
vanishing like an evanescent cloud or a beautiful
dream, faith in Allah and Mohammed touches, and
idealizes, and makes still cognizant the cherished
objects which hav passed beyond the Muslim's
grasp. Is Allah, then, the divine inspirer of that
religion, and is it true because the people believe
so 7
It's a pathetic tale, that of the sailor on the mast,
but what ·does it amount to~ The clergyman
should hav sent a life-line instead of a mocking
message. His song did the sailor no good, for he
was drowned, and the chances are a million to one
that the whole story is a lie. Death-bed ecstatic
healthy person can
visions &re common. Even
shut his eyes and hear and see things not
real. Imagination is a great thing; and the
lesson to be imposed upon the gentle critic of the
Text-Book is that she should learn more facts and
gush less. It is easy to gush, very easy; but gush
over faith and recitals of imaginary death-scenes
will never invalidate the statements of the TextBook nor remove the impressions the pictures leave
upon the minds of its readers.

a

Our English Brethren.
Once a year, around about Whitsunday, the
English Secularists h~v what the Westerners call a
round up, whereat they count noses and make merry
and pick out new places in the enemy's walls to
attack. This year the meeting was held at Newcastle, with G. W. Foote in the chair, Charles
Watts on the platform, and Arthur Moss and Sam
Standring, two of our correspondents, circulating
around loose like.
The reports made were encouraging. Mr. Foote
said that while there hav been times of greater excitement than the present, under the stimulus of
perse<'-ution, there has seldom, if ever,. been a period
in which the society has shown so much steady
vigor or enjoyed such a gratifying prospect. Each
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year, of late, has shown a decided. increase in the
number of new members joining the society. In
1889-90 the new members numbered 709; in
1890-91 the figure rose to 794; in 1891-92 it has
risen to 1,074. Owing to the special subscriptions
for the settlement of Mr. Bradlaugh's affairs, and
the erection of a monument over his grave; the
special subscription in connection with Baskerville
Hall, Birmingham ; the Bradlaugh Memorial, and
the London Hall of Science scheme-the appeals
for all of which hav drawn from the Freethought
party more than £3,000-there has been a natural
falling off in the society's income during the past
year. But notwithstanding the reduction of the
minimum subscription, and of the amount per
member payable by the .branches, the balance sheet
shows an increase in the total amount of members' subscriptions from £116 7s 2ld last year to
£130 4s 9ld this year. There is reason, said Mr.
Foote, to hope for a continued increase in this portion of the society's income. New branches were
formed in eight towns in England, one at Malta,
in the Mediterranean, and a seceding branch has
reentered the fold.
A National Secular Hall Society has been formed
for the purpose of providing Secular halls in London and the provinces. Its immediate object is to
acquire the eighty-six years' lease of the London
Hall of Science, and convert it into a first-class
Secular Hall and Institute, so that the place which
was the scene of Charles Bradlaugh's chief iabors
as a Freethinker may continue, under improved
conditions, to b~ the headquarters of the society
which he established and so many years presided
over. There has been something of a squabble in
this matter between the managers of the Secular
Society and the heirs of Mr. Bradlaugh. At his
death it was proposed to erect a Memorial Hall
to him, and subscriptions to that end were solicited.
Afterward Mr. Foote thought it better to secure
the old Hall of Science, and make that Mr. Bradlaugh's monument. This was opposed by the successors of Mr. Bradlaugh in the conduct of the
National Reformer, and a rather acrimonious
controversy has been the result. It is probable,
however, that Mr. Foote will prevail, as his scheme
is the more feasible, and, apparently, receives the
most support from the subscribers.
Mr. Foote called attention to England's blasphemy laws and their oppressiv bearing upon the
Secularists. At the coming elections, -he said,
every candidate should be furnished with a statement regarding them and asked if he will help to
remove the disabilities under which Freethinkers
suffer in the present state of English law. The
liberty of bequest committee, which is presided over
by Mr. G. J. Holyoake, having provided in its draft
bill, not only for the right of inquiry, but also for
the right of propounding and maintaining its results, the conference agreed that the bill should be
heartily supporteq, although nothing, said Mr.
Foote, can fully satisfy our party but the sweeping
away of the odious blasphemy laws. It is gratifying, he added, to record that a very large number of
Liberal and Radical members of the present House of
Co=ons, and candidates for the next, hav
promised to vote for such a bill if it should be introdumid. The chief difficulty was to find a member able and willing to take charge of the bill in
the house.
·
During the past year England has not been without its stories of oppression and attempts to muzzle the press similar to those occurring here. Mr.
Foote thus gave the instances: "During the past
year there hav been two special attacks on the
freedom of the press, which it has been left for the
~ Freethought party (as usual) to repel. In the
_metropolis, Mr. H. S. Young was prosecuted for
sending a Malthusian tract in a sealed envelope through the post-office. Mr. Lushington,
the Bow street magistrate, before whom the case
was tried, admitted that the tract was couched in
unexceptionable language. Nevertheless he condemned Mr. Young to pay a fine and costs amounting
to more than £50. The sentence, however, was ap-.
pealed against; and owing to the dilatory action
of the attorney-general it is still undecided. With
Mr. Young's social opinions this society has nothing
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to do, but it is concerned with his right to express
them. Your president, therefore, in conjunction
with ])r. C. R. Drysdale, formed a free discussion
defense committee, which collected subscriptions
and held public meetings to protest against the
prosecution. Those meetings had much to do, in
all probability, with the more cautious attitude
which the authorities hav since assumed. · At Newcastle, a Christian gentleman, Mr. H. Loader, was
prosecuted for selling a medical work on the population question. The Newcastle Secularists, with
the aid of a few Spiritualists, formed . a committee,
raised funds for Mr. Loader's defense, and held
two very successful indignation meetings. Your
president addressed the first meeting, which broke
the- silence of the local press. Dr. Drysdale addressed the second meeting, after Mr. Loader's imprisonment. But the heavy work fell upon the
committee, and especially upon Mr. Joseph Brown,
its self-sacrificing secretary. Mr. Young's case is
put upon the shelf, and although Mr. Loader was
taken to jail his term of imprisonment was merciful in comparison with previous sentences. It
may be hoped, therefore, that we hav seen the last
.of these prosecutions. When journals like the
Newcastle Leacler are alive to the importance of
ventilating the Malthusian as well as other social
questions; when they champion free discussion,
and boldly rebUke those who would stifle it, everyone can perceive that the bigotry of presumptuous
ignorance, or privileged imposture, is drawing near
to its doom."
Before concluding his report Mr. Foote looked
over toward this neck o' woods and found things
fairly satisfactory, as the Freethought papers in
Canada and hereabotts "show a considerable activity in propaganda. Colonel Ingersoll's appear-.
ance in the lecture field has stimulated the zeal and
energy of the Secular party." A motion was
adopted to hav the Society represented at theW orld's
Freethought Congress at Chicago, if possible, and
it is to be hoped that Mr. Foote can :find time to
come over. Mr. Watts, too, and Messrs. Moss and
Standring would meet many friends. Another
resolution adopted was, "That we the Secularists
here assembled desire to express our earnest sympathy with the Freethought workers in Canada and
the United States, and that the noble work they are
doing in emancipating the minds of men from degrading superstition is watched by us with interest and appreciation."
The treasurer submitted a report showing that
the total income, with £217 lls 7 d in hand last
year, amounted to £596 18s 3td, and expenditures
left a balance of £85 2s 2d. The benevolent !und
amounted to £127 18s 9d, and the expenditure left
£19 7s 7d in hand. Mr. Foote was reelected president, and among the vice-presidents whose names
are familiar on this side of the ocean are Charles
Watts, A. B. Moss, George Standring, J. N.
Wheeler, and J. A. Brumage.
There was a little difference of opinion shown on
the secretaryship election. Mr. Foote, the practical
man, held about the same idea as to this office that
some of· the practical members of the Secular
Union in this country hold. He put it in this way in
a resolution: "That the conference select an honorary secretary as before, and leave the executiv to
employ and pay an assistant to do the clerical work
of the office in London, and that this arrangement
take effect three months after the present (1892)
conference. He (the president) had all the threads
of the society's work connected with his fingers, he
knew the old arrangement was n::; ,he most efficient
one in the present condition of their strength and
present condition of their finances." The situation
in England is about as here.
A secretary
selected from the prominent members of the party
and put to clerical work costs too much money; but
a secretary who only directed could serve without
pay, while the amount necessary for clerk hire
would be small, thus saving the funds for real work.
Mr. Foote's motion, after a lively debate, prevailed.
A notice of a motion to the effect "That it is
desirable for all Freethinkers to wear a distinctiv
badge, say a pansy," was not moved; and another
motion to form a National Secular Temperance
Society was put where it will probably die. In

formally closing the business portion of the conference Mr. Foote referred to the sharp remarks made
by the delegates. Differences of opinion, he said,
were not necessarily signs of rending or decay.
The stagnant pool would be harmonious enough, its
surface was but occasionally broken by the snapping
of a turtle or the leaping of a frog; but true, wholesome, fertilizing water runs and leaps and dashes,
and their party never could hav the quiescence of
the stagnant pool. Let them hav the vehemence of
the rushing river. It was easy enough to· organize
sheep; one dog would organize a thousand; when they
came to organize Freethinkers it was a different matter. They had more individuality, or they would never
hav become Freethinkers. They sought for truth.
They could not hav the flash of the lightning without the meeting of the thunder-clouds, and out of
the thunder clash of diverse opinions in honest debate they hoped, and experience justified the hope,
there might leap forth the lightning of truth.
In the evening a public meeting was held, and several speakers talked to a crowded house. Two of THE
TRUTH SEEKER's English contributors were among
them, Mr. Sam Standring being the first speaker.
He said he would confine his remarks to the question of organization. At a conference of that sort
one could only speak of those threads which needed
pulling together so as to make the whole society
throughout the country go forward with a tremendous swing. There were many possibilities, he believed, before the Secular Society, but he did not want
to speak so much of possibilities as of practicable
things; and the first thing to be done was to make
up their minds exactly what it was they wanted.
The first thing, he thought, which should be done
was to organize the ladies a bit. In Manchester
they had some bonnie wenches, but they were not
organized. All the branches to-day were largely
weak because enough notice was not taken of the
lady members of the different branches. Another
point which he thought they wanted to consider was
a little more self-sacrifice on the part of those w ho
might make self-sacrifice not necessarily in money,
but in time.
Mr. A. B. Moss said Secularists had made up
their mind upon one thing, and that was that it was
their bounden duty to do their best to destroy
superstition, especially the Christian superstition,
and one of the worst features of the Christian superstition was the foolish and cruel idea that unbelief is
a crime. While Christians harbored this idea, while
they considered that unbelief proceeded from a bad
heart instead of from a clear head, Secularists were
bound to do their best to destroy such a superstition. Christians had recently modified their beliefs, but he was convinced that these modifications
had been brought about by the zealous conduct,
the strong criticism, and the enthusiasm of the Freethought party. The idea of Secularists was M destroy
all belief in supernaturalism, and his belief was that
once superstitious people gave up belief in a personal devil it would not be long be. ore they gave
up belief in a personal God. When they had given
up so much it would not be long before they gave
up belief in miracles, and then religion would be only
a questio:p. of conduct. That was exactly what they
wanted Christians to understand. . If human beings
were to hav any religion at all, it was not to be a
religion based upon supernaturalism, but upon
human conduct; the issues of which can be decided
here and now. The Secularists' creed was that this
life is the only life of which we hav any knowledge,
and that human conduct here is good just in proportion as it is useful, and it is useful without regard to any considerations of a future life.
Charles Watts, in his speech, seemed to be pretty
much himself. He congratulated the conference on
the excellent work which had been done that day.
An attempt had been made to consolidate and extend the influence of Sacular forces. There was a
necessity for that work because they had evils in
their Ii:ridst that theology had failed to correct, and
from the fact that there were many earnest and sincere men and women who could no longer prostrate
their reason at the shrine of ancient tradition. The
great requirement of the age. was a more comprehensiv standard of right-of faith based not upon
the conjectures of the future, but upon the experi-
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ence of the past. The voice of all history was that
so far as society had progressed and broken away
from the fetters of a dark and ignorant past it had
been achieved not by theology, but by secular
effort.
Mr. Foote pronounced the benediction, derisivly
controverting the statements that the Freethought
movement had received its deathblow either
in the loss of Mr. Bradlaugh or the defection of
Mrs. Besant from Freethought to Theosophy. He
went on to discuss what it was the Freethought
party lived for. First of all, he took it, it lived to
win the right of equal freedom for all to think,
speak, and act in their own fashion. The party also
lived for the. Secularization of life. They held that
deed was higher than creed, and conduct than belief. Let theli\, as Mr. Watts had said, leave conjectures about the future and deal with the realities
of the present. They were trying, and bit by bit
they were succeeding, in driving the priests out of
the school. Why· should they suborn the child's
mind in the interests of the priests' dogmas·? Were
the priests afraid if they let it grow up unbiased it
would never in its maturity accept theh- creed? If
so, their creed should be cast into oblivion and contempt. If not, then they must let the child's mind
hav a chance. They wanted also to further Secularize life on the lines of Charles Bradlaugh by
making equal laws. All these things were to be
done by the force of education. Then, having done
their best for the human race here, they might face
any hereafter if there be such; and if there s1::ould
be no hereafter the consciousness of duty done
would tint with rainbow and orient colors the mists
.of death far more surely than any expected glories
from the vague and mystic land of dreams.
On behalf of the Freethinkers of this country we
extend to our brethren in the 'mother country assurances of cordial regards, and a hope to see them
over here at the World's Fair, even tJiough they
may not look at some of the exhibits on Sund~tys.
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"3. That it is right and proper to be unchaste."
Mr. Dixon also holds Colonel Ingersoll responsible for this statement of the author in this book:
"So, the laws forbidding unchastity were framed by
those who in the earlier periods of civilization could
afford to own women, for the protection of their property
rights in them against the poor who could not. It will
be observed that ·-1n the Jewish Decalog the rule 'Thou
shalt not covet thy neighbor's wife' is introductory to
the kindred rule, 'nor his ox, nor his ass, nor anything that is thy neighbor's.' The will and preference
of the wife in question is no more regarded or assumed
to exist than that of the ox, nor does the Decalog forbid
a woman to covet her neighbor's husband. The fitness
of the existing union is not considered. Chastity begins,
therefore, as an element in the law of the strong for the
government of the weak, concerning property."
In the last defense, Mr. Dixon says : .
"For years he has been making, for pay and otherwise,
speeches and writing books and pamphlets attacking
Christianity, in which he has blasphemed God, denied
the inspiration of the Bible, and sought to weaken the
sanctity and authority of the moral law."
The language used by Mr. Dixon, constituting
the libel, is this :
"Infidelity fosters impure literature. A few years ago
it was found that pictures and impure publications were
passing through the mails. Anthony Comstock decided
to stop it. On investigation whom should he find representing publishers of impure literature but Colonel
Ingersoll, p~.tid to pollute the minds of the young of this
generation?"
Recently, before Judge Lawrence in the supreme
court, Colonel Ingersoll moved to strike out these
three " de lenses " on the ground of irrelevancy and
uot being proper subjects for defense in the
action. The motion was den'ied. Judge Lawrence
probably wants to hear a speech from the colonel,
and these are the only points Dixon could get in.

Judge Lawrence Denies Colonel Ingersoll's
Motion.
In his answer to Colonel Ingersoll's complaint
for libel the Rev. A. C. Dixon set up as a defense
these three points:
1. That in February, 1878, Colonel Ingersoll, as
chairman of a committee, presented a petition to
Congress for the repeal of sections 1, 785, 3,878,
3,893, 5,389, and 2,491 of the United States Revised Statutes, which in part prohibit the transmission of obscene literature and other articles
through the mails. The petition contained about
seventy thousand names and was twenty-one hundred feet long. The Society for the Suppression
of Vice appeared against the petition and it was
killed.
It is claimed also in this defense that Colonel
Ingersoll addressed a convention of the National
Liberal League of Cincinnati in September, 1878,
having the same purpose in view, and was one of
those to issue the following card :
"A convention. for a free people to make a free land,
free thought, free speech, free ballot, and free mails,
which -must be secured by a secular republican emancipation from church domination,"
·
It is also averred in this regard that when D. M.
Bennett was convicted in this city for violation of
these laws in a paper he published, Colonel
Ingersoll offered resolutions of sympathy with
Bennett at a meeting, and said that he was convicted "by religious bigotry and ignorant zeal."
He had also petitioned the president to pardon
Bennett.
2. That in 1882 a book was issued at Chicago
entitled "Thinkers, Principally upon Social Science;
What They Think and Why," by Van Buren Denslow, LL.D. Colonel Ingersoll wrote an introduction to the book, in which he commended it, and
said: "'In my judgment this book, filled with original thought, will hasten the coming of the blessed
time."
Mr. Dixon says that in commending this book
Colonel Ingersoll must be responsible for the following propositions which the author makes :
"1. That it is right and proper to lie.
"2.' That it is right and proper to steal.
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After the lecture there was a sociable and dance.
There is nothing in this objectionable to the Mormons. Like David, they believe in dancing before
the Lord. It is a pious exercise. They open and
close all dances with prayer. I do not know whether
this performance is an improvement ·to the prayers
or to the dancing. If it makes the prayers more
lively,. so much the better. Formerly they didn't
allow "round dances," but now they do.
I hav not had a more delightful time than at
Scofield, although it is somewhat on the verge of
civilization. There is plenty of intelligence in a
mining camp. Theology does not flourish much
there.
M. P. Braffit, through whom I arranged for the
lectures at this point, is a "true blue " Liberal. He
is the son of Dr. J. H. •Braffit, of Pawpaw, Ill., and
his enthusiasm for Freethought has a good ancestral fountain. Wherever my friend goes he always puts in a good stroke for Freethought. He
has traveled extensivly over this Western country,
and has never failed' to express his honest convictions. Along with him is Conductor J. M. Morris,
who, when he first came to Scofield, did not find
much encouragement for Liberal ideas, but he has
not flinched although some of the church adherents
threatened his life. But it was too late for that.
He told them the church could no longer use the
sword.
Judge Harkness comes from Thorndyke, Mass.,
anq is a Freethinker from away back. He has been
in this country quite a number of years and has
exercised a marked influence.
D. Wright is another of our good friends here,
and T. J. Lewis and Jos. Patterson, T. M. Donaldson, Dr. Cunningham, D. S. Webb, B. R. Macdonald, F. Strang, A. H. Earl, and othe1•s. We
can "hold the fort" now at Scofield without much
difficulty, although the saints in the past hav had
such sway. But their star is disappearing. The
rays of Freeth ought will illumin Pleasant Valley,
and the "joss-house" will be no more.
I shall come back to Scofield at the first opportunity, for the welcome to Freethought has been
n
most exhilarating among these "gray and melancholy hills" within whose bosom of fire and smoke
toils the dauntless man, victorious over God and
News and Notes.
devil.
A wonderful land indeed unrolls before the
On Sunday morning the valley of the Salt lake
vision as one speeds on the Denver & Rio Grande to unfolds its splendor between the white walls of its
SaltLake City. Mountains and plains intermingle mountainous ramparts. A beautiful valley, and no
and rushing waters gem the wild panorama. The wonder that the saints rested here, as .in a paradise
Royal gorge hems one in with crowding ranks of to be. It needed no "revelation" to discover the
towering and bannered rocks, blazing with color. felicities of this happy spot. Salt Lake City is adAs the gorgeous. daylight, with its limitless pict- vancing to a proud position. It has now a populaures, changes into the splendid moonlight, showering tion of over fifty thousand. It is sure to be a great
a thousand pinnacles, still more lovely scenes attract railroad and manufacturing center. They are talkthe view. Into the canyons of the Grand river we roll, ing of railroads now to southern California, and
and with the swift music of the abounding stream Texas, and the gulf, and this will open a vast coungleam our flashing lights, and round and round we try to this" city of the saints," not with the glory of
seem to whirl into inextricable chasms, while the heaven, however, but the riches of earth. Every
gigantic mountains bathed in silver luster unfold kind of metal is found in Utah. The angel Maroni
and change and mix and mingle like the fantastic is now shining and blowing· his golden trumpet
imageries of a dream. What witchery it is-'-the from the top of the temple, but he will bring no
thunder of the train; the silence of the hills, the messenger from the skies, no glitter from above.
tumult of the river, the dazzling summits sinking The wealth and glory of Utah is in the soil, and in
its freighted hills, and the pick and th~ spade will
into infinit darkness.
With dawn the lofty and rugged summits disap- do more than Gabriel's horn.
It has been several years since I was in Salt Lake
pear, and the gentle valley spreads amid undulating
hills. Pleasant valley indeed ii is, green and beauti- City, and changes hav taken place. Friends hav
ful, overlooked by soft gray hights in the summer's come and gone, but a large audience greets me at
Salt Lake Theater. Old faces and new faces are
morning.
Scofield is a mining town of somewhat magnifi- there. I lecture on Sunday evening, June 12th,
cent distances, being about three miles long, with and lecture again next Sunday evening.
There is a numerous Liberal ,element in this city.
about one thousand people. This was formerly
quite a Mormon settlement, and it would .scarcely The Rev. Mr. Utt(lr, of the Unitarian church, is getdo for the gentile to say his say. But these times ting together quite a large assembly. He is a man
hav passed, and the priest can no more rule; There of fine intellectual power, of eloquent address, and
has been discussion and thought and progress. A broad and generous s:mpathies. He is beyond defew Liberals hav dared to express themselvs, to nominational lines, and the Liberals of this place
openly debate, to challenge the church and the are in cordial alliance with his work. I must thank
saints, and so to-day Scofield is one of the best him for his noble and pleasant words of introduction
at my lecture. He was not afraid to stand upon the
Freethought places in Utah.
·
I lectured on Thursday, June 9th, to a nearly same platform with me, and to giv me a welcome
full house.
The Mormqn leaders were present, as a Freethought lecturer to Salt Lake. He almost
took notes, but had nothing to. say in reply-even introduced me as a "Rev." in kindly remembrance
admitted that they had learned something new, and of our oldtime fellowship in the Unitarian ranks.
Well, I spent some of my happiest years in the
meant to investigate.
The next day, June lOth, it snowed. Think of Unitarian fold, in which is included so much after
that ! Several inches fell.
There was almost all of the beauty and grandeur of human progress.
enough for a sleigh-ride. The hills were clothed in I hav had to step beyond, but memories are dewhite, a picture of winter in the bosom of summer. lightful of the genial spirits of ~his splendid humanitarian movement. Mr. Utter IS the man for Salt
It was quite delightful.
Along toward evening the gentle storm ceased, Lake City. He is fearless and sincere in his utterand the rays of sunset faintly struggled forth over ances. He has his own convictions, but is ready to
the white landscape. Tramping through the snow cooperate with the radical worker on diverse lines
I find the schoolhouse again full of people to listen of thought.
In my "News and Notes" of next week I shall
to what but few of them had ever heard before. I
hav seldom addressed a more attentiv or appreci- hav more to say of this peculiar city whose history
ativ audience. Evidently they were willing to hear is so unique and interesting, and whose outlook is
so attractiv.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
something novel and giv it a fair field.

J

the West.
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"The Freethinker's Pictorial

Tex~Book."

Theresa Tho1·naaze in Sana~tsk'l,/ IJailY Register.

The object of this publication professedly is to
illustrate "the absurdity and untruthfulness of the
church's claim to be a divine and beneficent institution."
The book is of large size, containing copious extracts from the most pronounced Atheists and Agnostics of the past and present times, including
Tom Paine, Voltaire, Robert G. Ingersoll, and
others, together with doggerel rhymes by Henry
Luttrell, attacking the Bi]?le, the church, and religious belief the world over, in the most virulent
and calumnious manner. Extensiv pictorial representations, in glaring colors, are employed to illus, trate the text,-caricatures at once the vilest, inost
offensiv, libelous, and diabolic&! ever conceived by
human brain, or executed by artist's pencil. Caricatures which cause the flesh to creep with loathing
and disgust, and which exhibit the contorted ~
agery of a mind insane with baseness and malignity. The arch-fiend himself, with all hiS inventiv
genius inspired by rabid and frothing virulence,
and with all the resources of the inferno at command, could never hav designed anything more
villainously false and scurrilous than these representations. Nothing in the way of illustration has
been deemed too hideous and exaggerated wherewith to attack and vilify not only the church and
religious belief in general, but likewise every collateral institution thereof, which has for its object
the relief, the uplifting, and bettering of humanity.
Earnest and disinterested workers, who are giving their best efforts toward the moral and spiritual
advancement of the race, are made-individually and
collectivly-the target of the caricaturist, possessed
as it were of a frantic and satanic eagerness to tear
down, to raze, to destroy.
Upon one hand the church is charged with
ignorance and superstition, while upon the other,
the magnificent schools and colleges founded by
churches, and which stand as monuments of intellectual growth and advancement, are blindly assailed. Hospitals under church supervision, missions, home and foreign, and every Christian enterprise along that line, receive. the besmirching
touch; likewise the Young Men's Christian Association, which is accomplishing in our cities a work
so praiseworthy and successful in the establishment of reading-rooms, lyceums, lecture courses,
gymnasiums, and in seeking in every possible way
to shield young men and boys from corrupting influences _and directing and sustaining them in paths
of manly virtue and integrity.
The band of patient, long-suffering women representing the Women's Christian Temperance
Union, who, in "the name of God," are so earnestly
and arduously working to save husbands, fathers,
brothers, and sons from drunkards' graves, and
their home from ruin, are not forgotten by the
caricaturist, neither sex nor consideration of the
wrongs inflicted thereon affording protection.
Even the Sunday-school, wherein the young are
taught the rudimentary principles of virtue and
morality, has not escaped the vile and slanderous
dart. Had the compilers of the "Freethinker's
Text-Book" c~nfined their attacks to the formalism
and conventionality; the individual fraud and
hypocrisy known and acknowledged to exist in the
church as in every other organization, had their
criticisms borne the stamp of cool, unprejudiced,
and truthful reasoning, these criticisms and attacks
might appear more justifiable; but the sweeping
and indiscriminate assault upon the adherents of
religious belief as a body shows a narrowness and
pusillanimity in keeping with the character of the
work.
·
Antagonism, if fair, honest, and honorable, il!!
entitled to. respectful consideration, but an antagonism which is a mere vent of •spleen, of vituperation, of false accusations and degraded witticism,
is utterly beneath the notice of those who are made
its object. To the oblivion of silence and contempt,
therefore, would we consign the "Freethinker's
Text-Book," but for one consideration-namely,
the baleful and unhallowed influence which its gross
perversions and misrepresentations exert upon so-ciety at large.
The person who is widely and intelligently read,
is in no danger of contamination from a perusal of
this book. His practiced mind readily detects the
sophistry employed, and after ·winnowing therefrom a vast amount of chaff, finds little remaining.
To his mind:-capable of a true estimate-the projected shafts of ridicule are formidable in appearance only, and fall harmlessly, the weapons of a
groveling and despicable foe.
The individual, however, of narrow research, of
limited reasoning powers, or whose moral and
spiritual nature has become vitiated, becomes a
ready victim to its poisonous inculcations. Its

.
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most deplorable effects, however, are those exerted
upon the minds of the young, the character of
youth being molded by every surrounding influence, and like a sensitized plate receiving impres-.
sions of all objects focused upon it, Children are
more readily attracted by pictorial representations
.than older persons, and when these representations
are hideous distortions of truth an·G..o.virtue, the result can be but the sowing of seed which in after
years must yield a harvestage of Dead sea fruit.
Such a book in a home will blight and destroy the
healthful, hopeful, and beautiful ideals of life and
create youthful and hardened cynics than which
nothing can be more painful or revolting. In
bringing into his family a venomed rattlesnake as a
pet or plaything, the head of a household does a
less unwise act than in introducing this m<?cking,
scurrilous publication wherewith to poison the
minds of his "children. To destroy the idea of immortality means to brutalize. With nothing for
which to hope but a brief and precarious present
existence, with nci prospect of future reward or
punishment-the cause and effect of present actsto nerve and inspire to a life of virtue or restrain
from criminality, the average man rapidly descends
to a common level with that of things which cling
to the earth element; and that creep and crawl
thereon, having no higher aspiration than "to eat,
drink, and be merry." To such. a level does the
"Freethinker's Text-Book" seek to reduce its adherents.
For the sake of individuals liable to become
prejudiced by cunningly devised and seemingly
plausible sophistries the writer proposes, therefore,
to answer as many of the insinuations a~ainst religion and the Bible contained in this book as is
possible within the limited compass of a newspaper
article.
Following the trend of blind conceit,
cavilers at religious belief are disposed to arrogate
exclusivly to themselvs the fruits of scientific research, overlooking through ignorance or ignoring
through malice the fact that religion has claims in
the scientific field prior to their own and of a magnitude far greater.
Modern science is to-day unlocking many historic
and symbolic mysteries of the Bible, the significance
of which hav hitherto been misconstrued or havremained shrouded in complete obscurity. For example, the first chapter of Genesis stands preeminent as the exposition of a science supposed by
many to be of modern origin-namely, geology.
Considering the age in which it was written, the
crudities and imperfections of the existing languages, the possible mutilations of translators-the
agreement of this scripture with modern theories
is remarkable, and it stands to-day conspicuous as
an authentic and well-preserved cosmological record. The fact that old-time Bible-readers failed
to comprehend the now clearly demonstrable problem of the earth's structure, as chronicled in these
sacred writings, serves only to illustrate the weakness and super:fici;Uity of finite reasoning and the
vastness incommensurable of the infinit. Says
the Psalmist: "Canst thou, by searching, find out
God~
Canst thou. find out the almighty to perfection? Behold, it is higher than heaven, what
canst thou do, deeper than hell, what canst thou
know?" And so all along the ages, poor humanity
has stumbled over these high and deep things of
God, narrowing down the days. of creation to the
modern signification of the term, forgetting the
declaration of holy writ, that "with God a day is
as _a thousand years, and a thousand. years as a
day;" or in other words, an indefinit period of
duration. Concerning the mighty cataclysm, biblically known as the "deluge," legends of which still
exist among all tribes and nations of the globemany of whom never heard of the Bible-the oldtime reader again stumbled. "The windows of
heaven were opened and the fountains of the
great deep were broken up." The passage puzzled
him. He vaguely wondered what was meant by
"fountains of the· great deep" and their "breaking
up," never for an instant realizing that a great
convulsion of nature, with. perhaps the sinking of
a continent, was involved therein. To this passage
modern science furnishes the key.
Noah's ark and its construction also gave him
trouble, as it is still giving trouble .to the big, overgrown children of the Atheistic school. " How
could the deluge hav submerged the whole world,
and how could the ark hav contained all the a,nimals
and things said to hav been herded therein!"
They forget, or perhaps never knew, that "the
world " is used in a relativ rather than an absolute
-sense.
That up to the time of Ptolemy " the
world," so far as known, comprised but a small portion of southern Asia, the northern part of Africa,
or Lybia, and Europe-Europa. The world of the
antediluvians may hav been far more limited in extent even than this. It may hav been the "Lost

Atlantis " of which Plato tells, and of which the
scientist Ignatius Donnelly treats at length.
The
animal life of an obviously limited world could not
hav been extensiv, and a vessel such as described
could hav easily contained a full representation of
·
each species.
Over "Jonah and the whale" and other symbolic
writings of the Old Testament, blund~r both the oldtime believer and the modern unbeliever, and each
gets his nose bumped in a manner which seems
almost ludicrous, both construing literally and
neither comprehending.
·
Archeological research and discovery is throwing
light upon many a mysterious and apparently
meaningless passage of scripture writing. The
claims of religion and the Bible in the scientific
field are thus being fully substantiated; and it is
noteworthy that some of our most distinguished
scholars and scientists are believers in the Bible
records. Among examples near home may be cited
Professor Wright, of Oberlin College, one of the
ablest geologists in America, a firm believer in
Christianity and an earnest advocate thereof. A
smattering of ideas supposed to be scientific, is
what ails very many of the Atheists and Agnostics
of to-day. Says Watts:
A little learning is a dangerous thing,
Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring,
For shallow drafts intoxicate the brain,
While. drinking deeply sobers us again.
To the Freethinker's charge that the Bible was
written by "unscientific and illiterate men," what
say Professor Wright and other Christian scientists? What say scholars and critics the world
over! Treating on the subject of sublimity in his
"Advanced Course of Composition and Rhetoric,"
G. P. Quackenbos thus observes, concerning the
literary merits of this book:
" The grandest of all passages are found in the
earliest of books, the Bible. What can transcend in
grandeur the following descriptions?" Which query
is followed by copious quotations from the sacred
writings.
Literary critics from· ancient time to the pre-:ent day
hav concurred in attributing the highest sublimity
and poetic beauty to biblical writers, as exampled in
the books of· Job, Psalms, Isaiah, Habakkuk, and
portion~ of the New Testament.
That the Bible writer was posted on the sciences
of astronomy and geology, and had made a general
study of practical philosophy; that he knew something of the laws of gravitation, even in that obscure
age, is further evidenced by observations such as
these:
Canst thou bind the sweet influences of Pleiades or
loose ·the bands of Orion? Canst thou bring forth Mazzaroth in his season, or canst thou guide Arcturus with
his sons?
Dost thou know the balancings of the clouds, the wondrous works of him which is perfect in knowledge?
He stretcheth out the north over the empty place, and
hangeth the earth upon nothing.
Hast thou entered into the springs of the sea, or hast
thou walked in search of the depth? Hav the gates of
death been opened unto thee, or hast thou seen the doors
of the shadow of death?
Hast thou entered into the treasures of the snow, or
hast thou seen the treasures of the hail?
Doth the hawk fly by thy wisdom and stretch her
wings toward the south? Doth the eagle mount up at thy
command and make her nest on high? She dwelleth and
abideth on the rock, the crag of the rock and the strong
place; from thence she seeketh the prey, and her eyes
behold afar off.
In corroboration of the scientist's theory that the
center of the earth is an ocean of :flame and that the
planet is liable to speed to final destruction as a
rushing, burning comet, the Bible says : " The
earth, being.on fire, shall melt with fervent heat;"
and again it is quaintly but logically observed: "As
for the earth, out of it cometh bread and under it
is turned up as it were fire."
Here is a combination of beauty, sublimity, and
philosophical inquiry which would do credit to
even the modern thinker.
St. Paul was a scholar of note, and so logical, so
forcible, and eloquent was his defense before King
Agrippa, that almost was that hard-hearted Roman
persuaded to an adoption of the Christian's faith.
Notwithstanding his assumption of scientific enlightenment, the Atheist exhibits a superficiality and
obtuseness commensurate only with his arrogance.
While admitting the established facts of science
relativ to the indestructibility of matter, he yet
assumes that the mind, or spiritual being which
thinks, feels, and aspires; that most subtle, allpowerful, incomprehensible force of all known
forces, which from its very nature is most fitted to
survive, this he ignorantly and ignobly consigns to
annihilatioa.
The claim of Christianity as a civilizing and enlightening influence is repudiated by "The Freethinker's Text-Book," which cites by way of comparison the superior civilization of ancient Rome
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under pagan rule and Rome of to-day under the
sway of Christianity. Where, we ask, in all the
annals of history can be found a more revolting
record of profligacy and moral debauchery than
existed among the ancient Romans? or where such
wanton cruelty as characterized this nation from
ruler to subject7 No. more execrable name than
that of Nero blackens the page of the past, and the
very appellation of Roman stands to-day as a
synonym of all that is hard, stern, cruel, and
despotic.
A model populace, indeed, was that
which could laugh and applaud the dying groans of
their fellow-beings pitted in the arena against savage beasts, and gloat over flowjng blood and death
agonies. A civilization devoid of spiritualizing and
humanizing influences is but refined barbarism.
The bigotry and intolerance of historic churches,
and the religious persecutions which were carried
on by some of its representative, are charged
against the faith. The gospel of Christ, we answer,
has nothing in common with bigotry . and intolerance; it is free, magnanimous, and wide as the
world~
The doctrin of "universal brotherhood"
claimed by the Thegsophist and grafted upon his
esoteric sciences is but the essence of Christianity
as recognized by its true followers. B3cause the
mistaken zealots of an ignorant age did wrong it is
as unreasonable that the system itself should be
condemned, as that it should fall into disrepute because of the fraud and hypocrisy which to-day masquerade beneath it.
The fact that traitors in disguise touch elbows
with true soldiers in the. ranks of an army may retard and injure the cause, but should not reflect
discredit thereon.
Prison convicts and rogues in general, as charged
by the Freethinker, often profess a leaning
toward this or that church, when in reality they are
its covert enemies. From the fact that murderers
and cutthroats generally seek religious consolation
before commission to the gallows, the Freethinker
classifies them as "representativ Christians." For
reply it may be briefly said that the blackest criminal who yields his neck to the halter is not like the
average Atheist; when arrives the hour supreme,
and life with all its objects is slipping from his
grasp, instinctivly he reaches toward the only
power that can aid, the divinity, which all his life
he professed to deny.
For almost everyone, when age,
Disease, or sorrow strikes him,
Inclines to think there is a God,
Or something very like him.
With all deferences to any and every religious
system which has for its object the upbuilding of
humanity, there does not exist a religious power
more elevating and satisfying than that of Christianity, when comprehended in its brightest spiritual sense.
Faith, denominated by the uncomprehending
critic "blind," is in reality a clear second sight, a
spiritual discernment, as convincing to the inner
consciousness as visual sight to the outer perception, and is known to those, and only to those, who
hav felt its inspiring power. By its aid faltering
humanity may gra!!p for sustenance the arm of
Omnipotence. Through faith, the weak, the weary;
and th9 troubled are enabled to peep onward hopefully, and even joyfully. In life's darkest hours,
when everything worth living for seems vanishing
like an evanescent cloud or a beautiful dream, faith
touches, and idealizes, and makes still cognizant
the cherished objects which hav passed beyond our
grasp. In the great moral struggles of men and
nations how many a glorious victory has been
scored on the side of faith.
Lost in the gloaming ; groping blindly over
dangerous and uncertain ground, it is faith which
kindles a hopeful ray and inspires the wanderer as
he sings:
Lead, kindly Light! amid the encircling gloom,
Lead thou me on.
The night is dark and I am far from home;
Leau thou me on.
So long thy power has kept me, sure it still
Will lead me on;
O'er moor and fen, o'er crag and torrent, till
The night is gone.
The sublimity of faith transcends all other elements of sublimity. It was this which inspired the
great masterpieces of renowned artists; all that livs
and speaks from the printed page. Faith tipped
with inspiration the pen of Handel when he composed that greatest of musical compositions, "I
Know That My Redeemer Liveth." It is faith that
thrills and vibrates in Longfellow's "Psalm of
Life," and that givs such transcendent beauty and
depth to the poems of Whittier.
One of the most thrilling songs ever written, and
which exemplifies the sublimity of the Ohristi!W.
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rectly) that his head is level, his ideas are in harmony with nature's laws, his mind is cultivated fit
to reason and to demonstrate the truth as it exists
in nature, but not th!l minds of Materjalists. His
five senses are acute, his thoughts are not limited
to present existence, and he is acquainted with a
former and a future life; all of which, however,
he sadly fails to prove-kikirikihl-a bantam
rooster still.
He scornfully resents sneers, but in his short
e:ffm'lion embodies more sneers and abuse of Materialists than I hav used in nearly forty years of
friendly intercourse with Spiritualists.
Recognizing the necessity of proving a former
eternal life to prove a future eternal life, he points
to our very limited prenatal existence, and after
expressing the strange desire (no accounting for
taste) again to inhabit that world which we inhabited the day preceding our birthday (!) he exclaims defiantly: "Any person who denies an existencE) in time that preceded his birth is, in my
estimation, an ignoramus, a lunatic, or a liar!" And
now thinks, after this brilliant coup de bantam
rooster, he has proved that we hav "existed in the
universe in all ages." Kikirikih!
Not desiring or expecting to transform a memJesus, lover of my soul,
ber
of the genus fowl into a thinking man, yet,
Let me to thy bosom fly;
having gained a text for a very important subject,
While the billows round me roll,
While the tempest still is high.
I . desire, upon this occasion, to make clear to your
readers, beyond cavil and dispute, that man, as
Impressed by the strange and awful grandeur of
such being, did begin in time, and consequently, as
the situation, and the power of a faith that could
such being, must end in time.
signally triumph in such an hour, the group on
There is no such thing in existence, abstractly
shore listened spell-bound :
speaking, as a man. If there was he would inOther refuge hav I none,
deed be eternal, for existence implies eternal
Hangs my helpless soul on thee,
existence ; neither can the sum total of
Leave, oh, leave me notall existence be lessened or increased to the
. The mast swayed and toppled, and in a moment amount of a single atom. But there exist, so to
the sailor had plunged to a death which for him speak, certain forms of matter composed of certain
aggregations of atoms, which we call "man," but
had lost its terrors.
As an example of sustaining faith may be cited separate and apart from these aggregated physical
an occurrence in which again figures the grand old and chemical elements such forms hav no existence.
hymn above quoted. The occasion was the very When such particular aggregations of matter conrecent death of a young lady-well known to the stitute a man, youth, child, infant, fetus, germ,
writer of this article-in one of the northern we name these forms accordingly and know them as
counties of Ohio. To the last Emma C-- was such while they exist as such, but when the main the full possession of her reasoning faculties. terial constituents of such forms are again scattered
Shortly before her final dissolution she exclaimed: ·to the four winds of heaven and identical particles
constitute other forms, the previous forms, of
"0 mother, I hear them singing!"
course, hav vanished forever.
""Whom do you mean 1"
Here is a seed. It was born of a flower, which
"The angels in heaven. They are singing,
in turn evolved from a seed. But had conditions
'Jesus, Lover of My Soul.' "
Then, clasping her hands, she joined her feeble not favored the maturing of the flower, this identivoice with that of the invisible choir, singing the cal seed would not now exist. We plant it and it
soon loses its original form. It unites with other
hymn to its close.
A moment later she said, "0 mother, I see a elements, grows, and daily changes. The forms of
beautiful stream of water; it is clear as crystal," to-day, to-morrow will be no more. Now it buds and
and she motioned as if dipping it up with her blossoms and is covered with magnificent flowers in
hands. Her closing moments were the embodi- profusion. Alas! that those beautiful forms cannot
ment of peace serene; of joy ecstatic, when from exist forever. But it cannot be. Eternal change is
the portals of the great unknown the curtains the inexorable law of nature. All forms are transient, changing even when not perceived by man.
were swung backward and faith bid her enter.
These are but !'lamples of multitudinous instances, But see, what are these~ Little sacks containing
falling constantly beneatp. our notice, of the up- many duplicate seeds of the original seed planted.
lifting, upholding, and comforting power of the Thus nature ever supplies with prolific hand the
Christian faith in hours which try men's souls. means to perpetuate the species. Soon the flowers
With St. Paul many a failing voice has been led by wither; an early frost will destroy the last vestige
of the organic form. It is dead. Living, vital,
faith to exclaim:
potent, inorganic matter, however, remains, ever
For I am persuaded that neither death, nor life, nor
principalities, nor powers, nor things present, nor things struggling and finding new affinities, then to minto come, nor hight, nor depth, nor any other creature, gle .and giv life .to new forms. But the original
shall be able to separate us from the love of God which is flower is no more.
in Christ Jesus our Lord.
So the form of man is but transient. In fact, he
Grim-featured death cannot be glossed into at- changes daily-no two days the same man. And
tractivness by even the seductiv rhetoric. of an thus we lose our infants, children, youths, and
Ingersoll. Despite the acknowledged strength and maidens, though death doe& not snatch them from
beauty of his eloquence, he leaves a ·void unfilled. us. The form of man is preceded by the form of
Despite his deep and abs::;rbing love of kindred and a youth; the youth by a boy; the boy by an infant;
friends, he offers no hope of reunion with them in the infant by a fetus; the fetus by a germ or
the great hereafter. The very best he givs us to seed, the latter originating-growing-when the
ages of man- and womanhood
expect is a brief and uncertain present career, with parents arrived
and when their forms developed such germs. As
a black oblivion beyond.
A religion which enables its earnest and true fol- the matured flower developed the seed to perlowers to liv nobly and courageously and to die petuate the species, so the matured man (and such
rapturously is a triumphant success, where so- man only) develops the seed to perpetuate the
·human race.
called Freethought and Atheism fail utterly.
The origin or beginning of the form of man is..
Put-in Bay, May 18, 1892.
therefore not an unsolved problem, the period of
his ·prenatal life or preexistence is not an uncertain
fact. It is absolute and self-evident. The form of
What Is M.an 1
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: There man begins when his parents mature and develop
is a little frisky bantam rooster in town, kept for the seeds or germs which eventually evolve into the
the amusement of children and passers-by, who form of man. He individually could not exist if
when accosted will flap his wings, turn right about his parents did not mature such germs, and the
face, and fight the biggest man in town. He does human race would soon vanish with the cessation
not stand a ghost of a chance to "lick," but actions of such processes.
That the form of each individual man, then, does
plainly indicate that he thinks he is as good as
begin in time, and does not begin until t~e gro:vth
"any other man."
August Buesing, in your issue of the 4th inst., of the seed is complete, and does not ex1st durmg
assails Materialists in like manner. He bristles all the ages of beginningless time prior to such
. all ovel' with fight twd conceit, and insists (indi- time, must be conceded, but this concession necessi·
faith, was composed from an incident which occurred some years ago on the coast of Wales. Off
a wild and rugged promontory a vessel had been
driven upon sunken rocks. A storm of unprecedented fury swept the sea, and realizing the utter inability of human aid to reach her, the peasantry
gathered wita blanched faces on the shore to watch
the inevitable breaking up of the doomed ship.
Through leveled glasses they saw her canvas torn
away and h:r rigging swept by the board. They
saw the great waves mount her sides and numbered the crew as one by one they were picked up
and carried overboard. They saw the masts, main and
mizzen, go crashing into the sea, until but one remained, and clinging to the crosstrees the last survivor of the wreck. In the crowd on shore was a
clergym'ln, and" to him was handed a speaking
trumpet, with the words," Send him a message."
He hesitated, not knowing what to say; then
placing the trumpet to his lips, he shouted:
"Look to Jesus ! Can you hear~"
In a moment came back the answer,
"Aye, aye, sir !"
Then, clearly, above ths roar of wind and sea,
they heard him singing :
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tates the like dictum of logic that what begins in his own liver is paralyzed and his gall, instead
of discharging into the proper duct, is being
time must end in time.
Man is but a form of matter. There are no thrown back again into his blood. It goes b~ck to
his heart and to his brain, and every part of his body
eternal forrris. Hence man cannot be eternal.
There is no analogy in nature for an immortal receives a portion of the poison. No wonder he
form. The pyramids, the world, the sun, stars and sees in the board of supervisors five fire-eating
systems, hav no existence as such or per se/ all are demons, ready upon a moment's notice to sell their
but mutable forms of immutable matter, the former souls for · gold-no wonder he sees upon the
ever changing, the latter alone eternal and forever bench of the superior court monstrous devils
the same. .A.nd all these forms at one time were dealing out vengeance for money-no wonder he
not-other forms preceded them-and all these sees in the state legislature only a body of movforms at some time in the remote future will not be, ing putrefaction. He looks at them all through
but other forms-non-existent now-will continue the same " smoked glass, darkly.!' His eyeballs
are yellow with jaundice-poisoned blood-and he
the evoluting and involuting process forever.
Thus all forms begin, grow to maturity-never must needs look through that poison if he looks at
stand still-then the disintegrating processes begin all. Little is the wonder he sees in the uses of
and continue their work of destruction till the last innocent wine a dreadful griffin with open jaws
vestige of such forms has vanished, and so on for- ready to swallow the world at one gulp. Looking
out from behind his disease and seeing these halluever.
.A.nd the form of man is man. When the fetus cinations magnified and cast upon the world and
or seed, such a form was not man, but what such sky, is it to be wondered at that he votes with his
names indicate. It is the matured living organism kind-others as sick as himself-for intemperate
-and nothing more or less-which constitutes the measures to govern a healthy people? He cannot
man. This organism is man, and man necessitates see clell.rly the reason of things. In his affection
such organism or he doesn't exist. The functions of he forgets that nature's laws are infallible and can
man-life, mind, his senses, etc.-are dependent not be changed, but is so narrowed down in his
upon such organism-effect and cause-and in the mental vision that he believes nature to be the seat
absence of such form cannot continue. All the and center of disorder. He thinks the human
sciences-chemistry, physiology, anatomy, phre- family totally depraved, and fancies that his God
nology, and others-are based upon this fact, and naturally hates everything human, and will finally
are a farce if such functions can exist without ne- save but a favored few-of which he is one-becessitating the complex, living, breathing, physical cause of certain family relationship with some of
form of man. If the anatomy, brain, nervous sys- the creatures here below. These people, who are
tem, organs, etc., are a necessity to man during life, sick, being jealous and unhappy make even their
what folly to insist that such man can continue to gods jealous and unhappy. Such a man makes for
exist during all eternity without them.
himself a little hell, of which he is the center and
.A.nd Brother Perry's "proofs " are childish chief fireman, but he does it so innocently that we
problems beside the overwhelming enigma: How would be less than human if we did not pity him ..
man can exist when all which constituted him a
.A.s a great man once said, "He mistakes the
man has assumed other form~ OTTO WETTSTEIN.
afternoon of his life for the evening of the
Rochelle, nz.
world." How unfortunate for progress when a
inan of broad, cultured mind allows his body to beThe Materialist Resembles the Laborer Who come diseased. To him all nature gradually
Clears the Ground for a New Temple.
changes ; the sun and moon and stars squint
The Materialist has always contended that it through the yellow mists of his eyeballs, the soft
· was the duty of every man to sneer at faith and at an breeze chills his marrow, the song of happy birds
everlasting life. He maintains that the human jars upon his shattered nerves, the perfume from
body is the master, the· governor of the mind. bursting flowers is nauseating, and nightmares ride
Truth is an element which the Materialist him while he tries to rest. The things he used to
can neither handle nor analyze. Should he for this love seem faded, and those who pleased him once
disgust him now. What he says, and does, and
reason hav a right to deny its existence~
Truth i_s my yardstick-a measure which I apply writes partakes of his decay. His reason is the
to ascertarn the grade and quality. The Materialist's first to suffer, and with the loss of that comes fear
limiting his thoughts to the .present existence unfits of something supernatural. The "buggerman"
him to be classed among the Freethinkers. In fact who preyed upon his childhood beacons him again,
he limits his thoughts, and for this reason he is not the world of science has lost a thinker, some branch
a Freethinker. He has neither wit nor a mind that of superstition gains a dupe, some crafty priest
is suitable to reason. His five senses are lame-and will reap a benefit, and the unfortunate one is
are too feeble for handling logic and truth. He pointed to as an example of how great men at last
imagins himself to be a person chockful of wit, fall in the dirt to worship. Before he dies, 1::erhaps
well prepared to educate the masses of the world he casts his right of suffrage once upon the side of
by tearing things down instead of offering them Prohibition; thus asking that all mankind shall be
.something better. He imagins it great when he compelled to see the world through the vail-the
blows out the light and permits them to hustle in yellow-gTeen gall of .dissolution-as he is seeing it.
F. H. HEALD.
the dark. He imagins that progress consists in
tearing down instead of inventing something
superior to what has been in use in the past.
The State Secular Union of Ohio.
Hi~ reasoning :would _make one believe that a poor
man IS benefited rn teanng down his hut and living
It is with extreme sorrow and regret that I hav
for the r~st of_ his days without shelter. .A.ny per- to announce the death of our beloved president,
son who 1magrns that human progress consists in Frank Spencer Dean, of Cleveland, 0.
.
such rude met~ods, is, in my estimation, an ignoHis death occurred on the 30th of May last, and
ramus, a lunatic, or a. brute. The Materialistic the loss of his valued assistance and encouragement
arguments may hav s?ited the dark ages of the past, will be keenly felt by us, and leaves a void 'that can
hr~t t?at sort _of teanng ~own without showing any not be easily filled.
skillrn replacrng somethrng better in its place is out
It was his last wish (also thewish of his affectionof season in this age of light, reason, and sunshine. ate wife) that I should conduct the funeral services,
Do not consult a Materialist on a former or future but owing to the delay in transmission of the news
life, because it is beyond his conception. Go to the of his death, I did not receive it in time to enable
Spiritualist for truth, reason, and logic.
me to comply with this, his last request, a circumJacksonville, Fla.
AuGUST BuESING.
stance which I deeply lament.
Mr. Dean was one of the. most courageous· and
consistent F1·eethinkers in the state of Ohio
Prohibition Party Principles.
Never did he hesitate to avow his honest "thought~
There is a class of people in the world who are and to show the world that Freethought is not a
always expecting dishonesty. They expect to be passing fancy, but a deep-rooted conviction. His
robbed and mistreated at every turn, and are noble life has endeared him to all. Christians and
chagrined and disappointed if such is not the case. Freethinkers alike were numbered among his
The;y are always expecting disaster-pestilence and friends-friends who loved him living and who loved
fa~rn ; earthquake, cyclone, and flood; political his memory now that he is gone.
.A.nd now the
c~ses and financial ruin.
These poor souls are most fitting tribute we can pay to his memory is to
SICk. They hav dyspepsia or rheumatism, or dis- forget whatever faults he may hav possessed and
eases of other kinds. They are narrow of mind try only to emulate his virtues.
because they suffer in body.
They expect the
He leaves a wife and three children to mourn his
assemblyman from their district to sell his vote loss, who faithfully adhere to the principles he
when he is offered a good price, because their own taught them in life. But now this kind and loving
stomachs are sour. You may think it is because husband-an indulgent father, a devoted and generthey would make such a sale of themselvs if they had ous friend-has gone. He has joined that endless
the chance, but let us be more charitable-let us procession passing over the dark, stagnant waters,
think it is hiJCause of derangement from disease. from whence as yet no traveler has ever returned.
How can a man think well of a fellow-man if·
Sad is death at all times, but sadder when as
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now; sadder when death comes in the full meridian
of life, while the sun of existence is still high in the
heavens and has scarce turned his steps toward the
horizon.
Mr.· Dean was but thirty-seven years of. age,
though in that short time he had earned for himself
a name that one twice his years might envy; Now
that he is gone, may he sleep in peace, sleep forever
in his cloudless tomb. There is no need of marble
monument exquisitly and elaborately sculptured, for
living thoughts are drooping o'er that grave.
Let this suffice, that the once-loved. form is. laid
there to rest. He lived a Freethinker and aied
true to his principles. He ever strove to make
those around him happy; and living a life without
hypocrisy, he died without fear. His friends were
legion, all of whom deeply lament his loss, who"
miss his genial smile and beaming face, and who
will think of him with love, honor, and respect.
The first qu11rterly meeting of the executiv committee of the Ohio Secular Union was held in Columbus,
J nne 12th. In consequence of the death of our president, the duties pertaining to that office hav now
been placed in the hands of the second vicepresident, Mr. Joseph Simpson, of Columbus, in
whose favor the first vice-president, S. M. Bower,
had waived all rights owing to the pressure of business matters.
The committee hav now adopted a form of charter
and members' certificates, which, together with the
constitution, are now under way of printing and
will be ready for members and local auxiliaries
within the next two weeks. It was also decided by
a unanimous vote of the committee that the secretary shall prepare a monster petition from the Freethinkers of Ohio in favor of the opening of the
W oriel's Fair upon each and every Sunday during
its continuance, and to present the same to proper
authorities. Also, that he shall appear before the
commissioners on the 6th of October and argue before them in favor of its opening upon these days.
A resolution was also passed, requesting that
whenever the death of any of our friends, or any
member of this Union, shall occur, the secretary
shall be immediately notified of the death of such
member, when he will be on hand to conduct the
funeral obsequies, and read the Secular burial
ser'iices. In conjunction with this the committee
confidently recommends the secretary to perform
these offices. The committee feels that this is an
important :feature in connection with our work,
and we earnestly desire that our friends will comply with this request, for we must bury our own
dead, without the interference of any priest, or the
mumbling of any church creed. .A. resolution of
condolence and sympathy was also carried, and
ordered to be forwarded to the widow of our late
president.
The committee having now outlined the work of
the secretary for the next few months, we must
make an appeal to our friends for help. The work
cannot be done without financial aid, and those who
desire to see this accomplished are asked to assist us ..
We must secure the legitimate opening of the
W odd's Fair on Sunday. It is an important movement just now. Let us only secure. this and we
shall hav achieved the greatest triumph that our
party has witnessed during the present century.
The opening of the Fair on Sunday would be a
severe blow at church legislation, and the enactment of pious politics. We must not lose this
fight through over-confidence, for the Sabbatarians
.are exerting themselvs to the utmost to secure their
objects. Fraud, perjury, and corruption are the
weapons they are now using, considering, no
doubt, that could they only gain their point the
end would justify the means.
Friends, we must meet this in earnest, and we
need your assistance to carry on this just war
against ecclesiastical domination. The church has
ruled long enough. The priest must be taught to
keep his hands off the political life of this. country.
But to do this, we need your help, and we must
hav it, if we are to succeed. Do not keep in the
background, but come to your place in the' forefront of this great battle for human fre~dom,.
Ths first society in connection with this Union
has now been successfully organized in Cleveland,
where the good work will be carried on by ready
hands and willing hearts.
I hav also several other places where I am informed that a local auxiliary may be established,
and where I shall visit in good time. .A.ll Freethinkers who may desire, being willing to help us·
financially, to become members of the Union, or
where a World's Fair petition may be used to
advantage, or wherever a local auxiliary can be established, are earnestly requested to communicate
with the secretary at once.
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The expense of printing charters, certificates,
constitutions, etc;, has reached a sum in excess of
the amount in our treasury, and there is now a
small balance due the wrong way. Friends, we
once more appeal to you for help, and to giv us the·
means of strength whereby we can carry on the
glorious cause of Freethought.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH, Secretary.
JosEPH SIMPSON, President.
DR. J. B. ScHUELLER, Treasurer.
154 N. High street, Columbus, 0.

The Saint of' New York.
The .United States may fairly regard as an event
· of national interest the inauguration of the City
Club of New York. Nearly four hundred gentlemen, of both political parties, mostly of high position, wealth, and ability,· organized a society for the
purpose of securing for their city real and honest
municipal government, which it has never had.
The evil they confront is the long subordination of
the welfare of the city to national partisanship, its
offices being regarded as part of th!J spoils with
which party services are rewarded. These eminent
Republicans and Democrats hav pledged themselvs
to exclude national politics from municipal affairs
and to oppose candidates proposed by Tammany
Hall on the one hand or the Republican machine on
the other. The real struggle is against Tammany
Hall, which holds New York in the hollow of its
hand: In so holding this city, Tammany holds also
the state, and, in holding the state whose electors
are the most numerous, that organization largely
controls the nation. But Tammany itself, these
gentlemen declare, is helcl in the hand of its president, called its "boss "-just now a personage
named Croker. It is probable that the majority of
Americans never heard of Mr. Croker, yet he is the
most powerful individual political factor in. the
United States. "When any election is drawing near
the Tammany regiment gather in their Hall; the
"boss" sticks up before them on a bulletin-board
the names of the mayor and alderman, or the governor and state officers, or .the president and electors, for whom they are to fight. No one dreams of
asking how or why those names are selected.
They all go out and work in primary meetings,
when those names are always nominated. The
nominees are certain of election if municipal, nearly
certain if for the state, and hav if national the only
chance of carrying the state electors their party can
giv. No Democrat opposed by Tammany can carry
the state.
The origin and evolution of St. Tammany form
the most extraordinary chapter in our national history.*
Tammany was the name of. a~ ~ncient chieftain. of
the Delaware tribes, an aborigmal Charlemagne, mvested from the early colonial time with a large
mythology, in which he figures as the might~est of
warriors and most virtuous of rulers. Early m the
American Revolution some officers and soldiers conciliated the aborigins by calling themselvs " sons of
Tammany." Among such soldiers was one John
Pintard, of New York city, the virtual founder of the
organization, which dates from the period of Washington's first inauguration.
.
There is a tradition that when the first president
was about to be sworn into office at Federal Hall,
New York, no Bible was fou:p.d in the building, and
Chancellor Livingston sent for one to the Masonic
lodge in John street. The Bible (e~ition of 176_7,
containing a portrait of George II.) IS preserved m
that lodge, adorned with inscriptions. The Masonic
legend is that \Vashington kissed the open book,
and the very page is shown; a page sho:Wing the
picture of Issachar as " a strong ass couchmg down
between two burdens." The legend sounds like
the invention of some political philosopher who saw
Washington between the two bur~ens of his. time,
-a radical democracy, and an obstmate devotiOn to
the pomp and circumstance ?f royalty. The fir~t
month of Congress was given up to an acrimonious dispute between Representative and the
Senators about titles. Among the titles proposed
for the president were "his majesty," "his electiv
majesty," "high mightiness." A committee of the
Senate reported in favor of "his highness the president of the United States, and protector of
their liberties." "The lower house," as some heady
Senators called it, overruled all this, and compelled
the vice-president, John Adams, to address the chief
magistrate merely as "the president." It also
struck out the phrase in which he proposed to thank
the president,~"for his most gracious speech."
Adams declared that he never would hav "drawn
sword" (purely metaphorical, in his case) if he had
,. I am permitted to use in this form researches made for
the second volume of the "Memorial History of the City
of New York," edited by General Grant Wilson,
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foreseen such a result. This aristocratic feeling sonians-the Federalists itnd Republicans-waxed
found its center in a powerful organization known hot, Tammany called Jefferson its great grand
as the "Order of Cincinnati," which preserved the sachem. It was denounced as a "Jacobin" club.
hereditary feature, membership being confined to It was imitated by other clubs throughout the
revolutionary officers and their descendants, in country. ·Gradually the earlier society developed
primogeniture. Washington was its first president, what is now called "Tammany Hall." The two now
but had resigned because of the hereditary feature. coexist, as wheel within a wheel. The old society
He was retained on promis that this feature should preserves its character as a sort of charitable instibe abolished, a promis unfulfilled to this day, when, tution. A Tammanyite is not seen fOI>£aken, nor his
however, the society of the Cincinnati has become seed begging bread.
The "Hall " was sixty or
so unimportant that few know or care anything seventy _years ago a_place where politicians used to asabout its regulations. Nevertheless, a hundred semble and drink hot :flagons, toddy and rum punch.
years ago, led by General Hamilton, Baron Steuben, Although they are not distinguished now for hard
and other powerful politicians, it filled the democ- drinking, a good deal of their power lies in the fact
racy with -alarm.
Tammany was the American that they are understood to be steadfastly against
answer to the Cincinnati. Its first public appear- all the efforts of Prohibitionists to break up the
ance was on old May day (May 12th), 1789, wben its saloons. At the organization of our new "City
members masqueraded as Indian chiefs, in paint and Club" most of those present were smoking their
feathers, through the streets of New York. They cigar-calumets, and on the tables were decanters of
called themselvs " the Sons of St. Tammany, or the whisky. Few drank any, but I hav a notion that
Columbian Order." The "saint" was adopted in the chief promoters wished to forestall any charge
competition with the foreign saints of other socie- of Prohibitionism. They mean to fight Tammany,
ties in New York-Patrick, Andrew, George. The no doubt, with some of its own political fire. Such,
new society included then people of different parties, then, is the archeological history of St. Tammany,
like that which was last night organized to resist it, probably little known to most members of that
in its turn, as it once resisted the Cincinnati. The society. It will be seen that the society is to be
society called its place of meeting the "wigwam," credited with having checked a monarchical tendits officers · grand sachem, sachems, sagamore, ency in the beginning of our government. In the
wikinskie. Curiously enough it anticipated the relativ importance to-day of the two burdens beFrench Revolutionists in their wish to alter the tween which our governmental Issachar couched,
names of the seasons, which Tammany distin- and which found their respectiv labels in the
guished as blossoms, fruits, snows, hunting. The "Cincinnati" and "St. Tammany," the political
months were" moons." An old Tammanyite letter history of the United States may be pondered. But
might be dated "Manhattan, season of fruits, 17th Tammany, while it has lost its aboriginal costume,
day of the 7th moon, year of discovery 300th, of has developed a tendency to revert to the aboriginal
Independence 16th, of the Institution 3d." Of the mental condition to which Sir Henry Maine traces
grotesque aboriginal features the chief relics now all partisanship. The Australian who travels hunare two large Indian figures are kept in Tammany dreds of miles to join one tribe aga.inst another,
Hall. "When the great "boss" Tweed was plun·der- merely because that tribe has the same "totem "
ing the city he regarded these figures apparently as with itself, reappears in the Tammanyite who fights
his "mascots" or "pals," a_nd transferred them to for a candidate with his own badge, or "totem,"
his. private rooms. (From which they were without particularly caring whether the said nomirecovered by Mayor Abraham Hewitt.) But in early nee is an embezzler or a competent man. The
times the aboriginal features of St. Tammany were comparison is borrowed from an eminent Democrat
of national importance. In 1790, while New York who spoke at the City Club. The Hon. Abraham
was still the federal capital, the Indians of the far Hewitt, who once resigned his seat in Congress to
South gave the whites much trouble (perhaps not . become mayor of New York, declared that he had
so much as they received), and an officer was sent owed both of those offices to Tammany, but had
by the president to negotiate with them. The tid- discovered by his former connection with that
ings presently came that the chief of the Creeks and society that their reign was the pure autocracy of a
twenty-eight warriors were on their way to New "boss," and entirely subversiv of self-government.
York to form a treaty. The sons of St. Tammany, Such it has turned out to be. New York is practiin full paint and feathers, went out to meet the red cally without self-government. But, although I hav
wen, introduced them to the president and minis- joined the new club, I do not take an optimist view of
The moral
ters, showed them the sights of New York, gave its prospects as a municipal reformer.
them a banquet and speeches, and stood around forces of New York are largely mingled with pious
them in the Federal Hall when the treaty was fanaticism, and whenever they are aroused spend their
signed. The president's last visit to Federal .Hal!, thunder and lightning on private vices with which law
New York, was to sign that treaty. He went m his has nothing to do, or on suppressing Sunday beer,
new English coach-and-six, with all pomp, eve~ the with which it ought to hav nothing to do. We sadly.
horses' hoofs painted. Addresses were mter- need some political school to teach such men as
chauged, the president gave tbe chief wampum and Comstock, Parkhurst & Co, the meaning of personal
a paper of tobacco (s"?-bstitute .f~r the .calm;ne~), and liberty, and the baseness of prurient espionage.all, including Washmgton, JOmed m smgmg a Moncure .D.. Conway in The Open Court.
chorus of peace. The costumed sons of St. Tammany managed this business, and made their mark
Matthew Farrington.
on the nation.
The Cincinnati began to court
When Matthew Farrington died the Freethought
them.
The leading Tammanyite at this time was the party lost one of its best men, one of its most
before-mentioned John Pintard.
Most of them reliable leaders, one of its bravest fighters. He
were tradesmen and mechanics but Pintarcl was a hated sham, he hated cant, he hated tyranny. He
university man and in fashionable society. He was was true to his friends, to liberty and justice, and
editor of the leading Republican pap~r, in which he to himself. He saw clearly, he struck strongly and
published the whole of Paine's "Rights of Man." home, and he never surrendered. The Freethinkers
He was also, and at the same time, a member of the of America hav never had a bt:Jtter exemplar.
E. c. wALKER.
city council and the state legislature, which then
sat in New York city. The foundation of the historical societies of both Massachusetts and New
Lectures and Meetings~
York (1791) was due to Pintard. The city council
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
aave Tammany a room in its hall to show American
Wash ... July 7
Inyo county, Cal. June 24-27 Canby,
~ntiquities. The St. Tammany Society made its Athens
Sheridan,
and Cath"
"· 8
next great impression by a stupendous banquet in
lamet, Wash ... J ul.Y 3, 4 Scappoose, "
"
9
5 Tacoma,
"
"
10
celebration of the third centenary of the discovery Woodburn, " ... '
" ... "
6
of America by Columbus. There was set. up in its Barlow,
During the ·months of July and August Mr. Putnam
hall an illuminated obelisk. At the base a gl<;>be,
emerging from chaos, presented America as a will lecture along the line of the Northern Paciftc raihoad
wilderness. At the top history, drawing a curtain, at Tacoma, Buckley, Davenport, Spangle, Ro?alia, Oaksdale, Palouse City, Dayton, Walla Walla, Colville, Wash.;
revealed a commercial port, and Columbus instructed· Missoula and Bozeman, Mont. ; Albert Lea and other
by Science, who presented him with a compass and places in Minn.; Eau Claire and vicinity, Wis. All those
pointed to the seT.ting sun. Other figures were who desire lectures along this route will please address
Columbus at court; next in chains, where Liberty S. P. Putnam, at Salt Lake, Utah, care of H. P. Mason.
points him to the gratitude of postei:ity represented
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH will lecture at Philadelphia,
in the obelisk and the Sons of Tammany or the
Columbian Order. Near the chained Columbus Pa., June 26th. He expects to lecture in Cairo, Ill.;
was the prone eagle and the inscription, "The In- Shumway, Muscatine, I a.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Grand
·gratitude of Kings;" elsewhere the eagle ~as seen Rapids, Mich.; Fort Wayne, Ind., and Auburn, Pa.
soaring with a scroll inscribed " The Rights of
THE last meeting of this season of the Manhattan LibMan." For some years after, the transparency was eral Club will be held J nne 24th, at 220 East 15th street.
exhibited in a museum with living tableaux.
The program will consist of music, instrumental and
So Tammany took root in New York. As the vocal, alternating with very short talks from the stars of
conflict between the Hamiltonians and the Jeffer- the club's regular stock company,
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Lilteral Society Notice.
CINCINNATI, 0., June 7, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : After a \ ery successful
course ol .lectures begun in December
last, the Ohio Liberal Society has discontinued its public meetings until some
time in the fall, which will be duly announced.
Yours truly,
ANDREW P. HoGG, Secretary.

Lays a Brick in the Edifice of Civili·
zation.
MR. EDITOR: In your last issue of THE
TRUTH SEEKERinotice that your Literature
Fund is overdrawn and exhausted. I
therefore take the liberty to remit to you
$1 to help to replenish it again, and for
expenses,to keep the Chicago Columbian
Exhibition open on the holy Sabbath day.
Yours truly,
F. C. M.

Freethonght Mnst Shine at the Fair.
SHARoN, KAN., Feb. 28, 1892.
MR. EDr.roR: Find inclosed $5 to be applied as per memorandum inclosed.
Now, Mr. Macdonald, I hav a plan to
offer to you and all of our friends in regard to having lectures delivered at Chicago during the World's Fair. To illustrate, lead off, say July 1st, with Colonel
Ingersoll, one lecture at night; the next
night, the 2cl, with T. B. Wakeman; the
3d, with Remsburg; fourth night, S. P.
Putnam; fifth, with Charlesworth; sixth,
Helen Gardener; seventh, with J. D.
Shaw. Then next week repeat, and continue for a month, or longer if the plan
works well. !J:his would giv all Freethinkers and others a chance to hear the
great lecturers and attend the Fair at the
same time. If a month is agreed upon, all
• that can attend in that month can hav a
chance to make the acquaintance of the
leaders, and others as well; and most of
the Freethinkers could arrange to attend
in the same month. You must understand me-I name the speakers above to
illustrate only, and not that they shall
come in the order I name them, or that
they shall be the only speakers. This arrangement would attract attention all over
the country. Let it be made known
every clay by posters on the Fair-grounds·
and it would requjre a large hall to accommodate the crowd that would attend.
Make the admittance reasonable and
thousands will attend. I would like to
hear from others on the subject;
Yours,
Holi'IER,

Some Biting Remarks.
BEULAH, CoL., Feb. ltl, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find
$2. 50, for which please send me a copy of the
Bible Pictures, and "Force and Matter,"
by Dr. Biichner. Some day I will send
• you a big order for books.
'I'he way you conduct the paper deserves
to win approval from )l,ll sides, and your
patrons seem ready to attest this cheerfully. Keep as close to the main track as
possible; these side issues hamper our progress. Let politics alone-we get enough
of that in other papers. Tell Mr. Ballou
to address a series of letters to the Christian
ministers and missionaries and giv us
workingmen a rest. His free trade arguments are the silliest bosh ever offered to
intelligent readers. And theory is one
thing and pract~ce- is another.
There are a number of· bright boys
wasting time and abilities better employed
in other directions to prove that fiat
money is money. Of com·se it is money,
such as it is.
The Texas cow is called
cow as well as the shorthorn cow; and the
broncho is called a horse as well as the
thoroughbred horse, though one is worth
$100 where the other will fetch $10. The
gold dollm' is the ever-fresh, genuin butter,
while the other is rank oleomargarine.
To remedy one evil many plans and
schemes are proposed that, if adopted,
would, perhaps, effect the object, but at
the same time erect a dozen other evils
to harass society.
Some keen-sighted
reformers are equipped with such marvelous penetration as to deem it impossible
that some new and finely executed stroke
cannot be parried by the adversary. This
is precisely the case with the single-tax
delusion, though the idea is old as Solomon's temple.

But I do not write to inv.ite discussions,
as I hav no time to spare to attend to
them. Being so fortunate as to hav at my
disposal the volumes of papers that reach
every Christian home about here, I do
not neglect to make the superstitious
bones rattle to the best of my abilities.
You hav a splendid lot of correspondents,
and it is delightful to peruse their brilliant
articles. Let all observe the utmost care
in avoiding what is low and vulgar. Of
course, if they quote scripture the bl!11lle is
to some extent shifted on other shoulders.
Were I to suggest a new feature for
your paper-if the space left vacant by a
diminished supply of Spiritualism, politics,
etc., needed ;filling, let us hav a scientific
department in which a brief and condensed
report of all inventions, discoveries, and
researches would be given, both terrestrial
and celestial.
Yours sincerely,
GusTAV E. KREUZKE.

Can Say What They Would Hav Been
Whipped For Once.
BRooKHAVEN, Miss., May 3, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: We are getting very Liberal in this part of the state, and what a
man would hav been whipped for fifteen
years ago in favor of Free-thought can be
publicly proclaimed on the streets here
now.
If you would some time giv us an
editorial on church use of state money in
Mississippi, I will send you a page of the
printed Acts of 1890, showing that $150 was
appropriated to Rev. Mr. Sprobes, of
Jackson, Miss., a Baptist preacher-and a
very large one, too-for preaching to the
convicts on Sunday evening. Also where
the big Methodist, Bishop Galloway, and
Rev. Dr. Sprobes went on the bond of the
defaulting treasm·er to brace the treasurer
up, while both of the learned doctors never
owned a cent of property and were supported by the public-although they afterward repented and the treasm·er was convicted and is now a convict. But the
treasurer was a shining light of the church.
Mr. Putnam and Mr. Remsburg hav
lectm·ed here, and we are getting awake,
and you will hear from us soon.
I was at Jackson, sixty-five miles north
of here, a few weeks ago, and the Freethinkers are waking up, and say when we
hav a lecturer here they want him also.
We feel that Free-thought will, before
twenty years, hav the whole country. I
scatter any TRUTH 8EEKER and everything
I can get holcl of, and only wish I had· it
by the cartload to giv.
Yours for Free-thought,
ZACK T. HosKINs.

Feeling "Experience" Renderetl by One
of the Saved.
MoNTREAL, CAN., May 6, 1892.
. MR. EDITOR: Your admirable journal is
a veritable oasis amid the desert of superstitious and unfathomable literature
with which I was wont to be surrounded.
In it truly is a great and· fertil spot amid
the whirling sands and desert storms
which blind the eyes of those piteous
creatures still hoping for a paradise-and
who, let us hope, may all in time reach
this free, untainted liberty in the oasis of
Free-thought. It was the brutal manner
in which Christian bosh was administered
to my youth that :first disgusted me with
the whole scheme.
My father was a "sky-pilot" of the
more modern make-to wit, one who,
while unclertt1king to pilot poor credulous
souls to incomprehensible, or rather,.
chimerical,'_realms beyond this tmiverse,
deemed it not beneath him to sprawl voluptuously in this world's bliss. He was
decidedly despotic, too'---a trait which,
above all others, parsons-in their own interest, at least-would do well to stifle.
As his son, I learned to curse the day
which had all unwittingly created him
man pe1'e. But I loved him dearly once
with that full, uncompromising filial lov~
which the relations 'twixt parent and
child can alone excite. More was he dear
to me as being my only parent; my
mother having died while I was still in
the joyous oblivion of babyhood.
Though I learned, as I say, to curse
my father, yet I never forgot he was
my progenitor, never that he was but
a passion-endowed mortal as we all.
In tolerance, therefore, and love, I
learned to bear wi.~h s~oical equa;o.im.

ity what the mere thought of toclay causes me to shudder in grim fear. I
only hope my own sons may, in time to
come, learn to be as grateful for the
natu1·.al care of a secular father, as I am
indig:uant at the brutalities and deformations suffered under the supe1·natw·al philosophy of my originator.
Therefore it is that I urge tolerance
upon parents everywhere. If Christian
parents, do not thrash your child to death
because he cannot giv you the essence of a
pulpit oration on those proposed planets,
outside our own universe ostensibly,
which as a son you hav caused him to
swallow, but which the most profound
thinkers of the clay reject as falsehood and
fraud. .Search your Bibles, if you will,
and I trow naught there can authorize you
to half murder your child in the 'interest
of its God, as was my father's wont with
me. No, the Bible message is-according
to its own enunciation-not to be crammed
down our throats, and is vol1~nta1·ily to be
accepted. How I shudder at the brutalities to which I was subjected in the cause
of this Christ!
And, in effect, this is the only really
efficacious mode of maintaining the
church. From all times has its propaganda been enforced by terror and bloodshed. What terrible tortures it has devised-and, in itself, what a great scheme
of horrible torture to man's weak mind
and heart.
What a heaven, beyond all these biblical paradises, is that of Secularism!
What sunshine and joy has it brought to
my formerly miserable life! No brutality
is needed for its propagation-nothing but
love-the dawning intelligence accepts it
unquestioningly. There is nothing foul,
bloody, or cruel about it.
'Tis that pure realm of health and love
That truth and reason reign above!
D. McKINLAY MACARTHUR.

The Preacl1er Can't Argue, So Throws
Mud.
RoGERs, ARK., May 30, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: The debate of Rev. J. Hall
and John E. Remsburg closed Saturday.
The first proposition, as in the inclosed
clipping, was droppel1 by mutual consent
of the speakers, and the discussion was on
the inspiration of the Bible. On this
proposition .Remsburg persuaded Hall to
admit that, granting or assuming that
there hav been i11Spired bocks written, the
translations were not inspired, and that
the book commonly used and called the
Bible contains many errors. On the second proposition Hall left the question on
opening his fitst S(•eech Saturday night
and threw mud at a terrible rate. Remsburg declined to follow him on that occasion, but expressed a willingness to compare teachings and morals if they desire to
do so, and thereby gained the respect of all
good people. Remsburg conducted the
debate with masterly skill, and did the
cause of humanity much good. There
were five sessions on each proposition,
making ten in all, and the opera hall was
filled each time.
Remsburg's firm stand for order and
decency, and his gentlemanly conduct,
were highly commended by the people.
And its being plain to all thinking persons
that his array of proof could not be
answered, was what caused Hall to fly the
track. Mr. J. N. Hall is regarded as the
champion of this country, and he is a keen
logician and a forcible speaker. After the
debate Remsburg made a neat little
speech of thanks, followed by a plea for
honesty and good fellowship. Hall followed in the same vein, and the meeting
broke up with the best of feeling prevailing.
FREETIDNKER.
Rev. J. N. Hall (Bapt!st), of Fulton
Ky., and J. E. Remsburg (so-called Infi~
d~l), of. Oa~ Mills, Kan., will hav a joint
discussiOn 1ll Rogers, commencing on
May 24, 1892.
PROPOSITIONS.
"~ere _is a supre:n;te p~r11onal being and
the Bible IS a revelatiOn from him." Hall
affirms. Remsburg denies.
''The Christ of theology is a myth and
the four gospels which purport to g'iv a
rec~rd of his lif~ ~?d teachings are unworthy of credit.
Remsburg affirms
Hall denies.
'
They are gentlemen of learning in fact
champions of their respectiv caus~s.
'
We predict one of the most interesting
debates ever had iu Rogers.

The Bible ''the Greatest Book on Earth."
DALLAS, TEx., June 6, 1892.
MR. ·EDIToR: John E. Remsburg, of
Oak Mills, Kan., lectured here to a fairsized audience, both ladies and gentlemen, who appreciated the lecture very
highly. I will send you a clipping of the
Dallas morning News of his lecture, and
also the clippings of a sermon of one of
the pulpit's pets, and you can see the
difference in the reports. The evening
paper never condescended enough to notice it at all.
M. H. ·VAN DusEN,
AN INFIDEL LE0TURE.
.
Mr. John E. Remsburg, of Oak Mills,
Kan., delivered a Free-thought lecture last
night in the auditorium of the city hall to
quite a large audience, which included a
number of ladies. The speaker was introduced by Mr. E. H. Andrae. For the subject
of his lecture he took "Bible Morals," and
in language quite eloquent-for the speaker
has the reputation among Infidels of only
being second to Bob Ingersoll as an Infidel lecturer-he proceeded to berate the
good book without restraint and with a
seeming chronic aversion to its teachings.
He admitted, indeed, that the Sermon of
the savior on the Mount was full of beauty,
"but," he proceeded, "duty :calls to
another task." He asserted that it "would
be a monstrous wrong to put this book in
the public schools," and he acknowledged
that he would rather trace his descent to a
hyena than to a God who condemns innocent creature( to eternal damnation. He
assumed that Christianity taught such
condemnation. The lecturer traveled over
the same field as Ingersoll, Tom Paine,
and others.
THE GREATEST BOOK ON EARTH.
There was a very encouraging attendance of men at the meeting of the Young
Men's Christian Association at the First
Presbyterian church yesterday afternoon
at 4 o'clock.
Rev. A. M. Simms, pastor of the First
Baptist church, addressed the meeting,
his topic being "The Greatest Book in the
World." He said that some men were
great because they perform great acts,
that some b'ooks were great because they
grapple with great problems, and that the
Bible was the greatest book in the world
because it dealt with the greatest of
problems. He remarked that the Bible
was the greatest book in the world
from a purely literary standpoint, its ·
poetry · and description b('ing beyond
anything ever written by man. Hundreds
of other books are annually dumped out
of the libraries of the world as so much
trash, but the Bible has shown its ability
to liv for five thousand years. It has
adapted itself to the needs of all classes of
people in all ages of the world.
2. Because of its influence over the
minds and conduct of man. Wherever it
has gone it has elevated the manners, customs, .and habits of the people. It has
lifted woman from the slave of man to be
his equal and companion. It has more influence over the world. to-day than ever
before, and yet it is two thousand years
old in its present form.
3. Because of ills authorship. Written
by about forty men, ranking from the
humblest .herdsmen to great rulers and
kings, whose lives covered a period of sixteen hundred years. They wrote sixty-six
books at different times, under different
circumstances, and yet when the whole
library was combined into one book, one
thought ran throughout the whole, and
that thought redemption by the blood of
Jesus Chri~t. The only explanation of it
is that Gocl is its author and that he used
the forty· men to put his thoughts into
writing.
4. The Bible is the greatest book in
the world, because of what it has passed
through. No other book has ever passed
through such a fusillade of shot and shell,
grape and canister.
Every word of it
from beginning to end has been fiercely
attacked for centuries by enemies. They
hav attacked it internally and externally,
and still it survives, the same grand old
book.
5. Because of its purpose to lift up man
-.humanity-to save the race.
6. Because it is true, from Genesis to
Revelation. ·
·

"The Owletl," or Owlish, "Story."
OsWEGo, N.Y., June 6, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: For near thirty years I
was a constant church attendant. It is
the rule of all Christian bigots to giv their
experience in the same owled, owled story,
that Jesus loves me. As practice makes
perfect, I got quite familiar with the devil
and his colleagues. But to come before an
audience of Freethinkers, that is as far
ahead of church bigots as the nineteenth
century is in advance of the ninth century,
calls for my best trump. My first advance
step was through the teachings of Henry
George. I am a great advocate of the
single-tax doctrin.
My second advance
!iltep was seeing uearly t4e tlrat mall
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pamphlet of Brother Pentecost. I was
placed on his subscription list through the
generosity of a noble, true woman-for I
am in the grand army of those whose
watchword is, Blessed be nothing. Well,
I was with Brother Pentecost until ]le
announced to the world he would not be a
martyr for-cothe advancement of his blind,
deluded· brothers.
The difference was
dollars vs. duty. Law was in the balance.
That showed the man was not for the unfortunate masses, but for a class that is
destroying this nation by their power of
stolen wealth. My third good fortune was
-through the kind, Liberal generosity of
Brother H. L. Green, publisher of Freethinker's Magazine, I hav been feasting
on his rich mental food for the past three
·years. Some two years ago I received
through his office the "Pictorial Text~
Book." Well, it takes a good deal to surprise me, but I will say Brother Heston's
sermons are a lifelong subject. It is a
book that the intelligent mind can never
read through. Amusement never ceases
under the tuit.ion of Brother Heston.
Well, that book has been lent a number
of times. With two persons there came a
fear that it was their God's command to
burn it. The difference-last week it got
in the hands of a Dutchman that has a
heart that will outweigh Talmage's whole
body, and when I wanted my book he ·put
his hand in his pocket and handed me $2
· for a book that had been handled for two
years. He will show it many times that I
would hav no opportunity to.
Oswego is in· the same condition as
Toronto, Can., and Orange, N. J.-priestridden, with five missionaries~ With regret I saw so many of our American
citizens decorate and build grand archesfor the followers of Myth No. 2 to march
under. This calls for a question: Will
some of your able correspondents tell us
how it is that Ireland has no snakes? Or
is it only a myth, the same as all other
Christian superstitions?
Well, I want a present. You see, March
28th I reach my fifty-sixth mile-post. The
kindness of my brother Dutchman enables
me to order two brand-new books for my
birthday. Inclosed please find $3; send
to my address the "Pictorial Text-Book"
and the "Old Testament Stories." I hope
they will come by mail, for our good postmaster is in harmony with Anthony Comstock. I think they are watching for some
obscene literature from your office, or for
me, for your paper has got to me without
any wrapper. As I hav nothing to lose of
this world's goods, for I am laying up
treasures where moth and rust doth not
corrupt, I am enrolled as a working missionary. Not for the benefit of Jesus, but
for my brother man. Not for the life to
come, for I am so depraved I expect no
better resting-place than mother earth.
For I am so Atheistic in myviews I can
find no God, no hell, no heaven-but
plenty of living devils.
I think such a
being is fit for missionary work and willing
to distribute tracts, pamphlets, or any
literature that may be sent to my address.
Not wishing to monopolize your paper
th61 first time, I call a halt, with ten
thousand tha,nks for the benefit I hav
received from science and evolution.
JASPER J. BRoWN •
Who Created God Z
.
NEw YoRK, June 7, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: While attending Methodist camp-meeting at Rotmd Lake, near
Saratoga, last year, for a couple of weeks,
I heard sermons, rantings, experiences, revivals, etc.
One setmon, on "The •Idea of God,"
though well delivered and argumentativ,
was poorest attended. When the learned
sky-pilot was subsequently asked, "If
God created the world, who created God?"
he answered, "That is a Freethinker's
questio_n, and is simply assumption;
otherWise than that, God is All in All."
(He meant nothing in All!)
Assumption and presumption is certainly
all that theology possesses.
THE FAITH OF SKEPTICISM.
A noted skeptic recently lectured in
Cincinnati on " Myths and Miracles."
Two thousand people listened to him and
paid $1,200 for the privilege. He took the
position that Jesus of Nazareth was a
mythical personage. He assumed this as
a matter of course; he did not attempt to
prove it. During Christ's life a :new re-

ligion was planted in the world. Even
Gibbon is obliged to trace its growth and
triumph till it erected its standard on the
ruins of the capital. The dominant religions of that day gave place to it. Heathen temples were cleansed of their abominations and converted into Christian
churches. Law, literature, . art, music
and even war felt its genial influence. Af~
ter eig~teen centuries this religion is
more VIgorous and more aggressiv than
ever, and is pressing on like a bannered
army to its ultimate destiny, the conquest
of the whole world. Did this religion derive its indestructible vitality and its instinct of victory from a myth? That can
not be. The only adequa,te explanation
of Christendom is the historic Christ, the
son of the highest. Many theories hav
been invented to explain his place in the
world's history. 'l.'he theories are not
rooted in truth and in fact, and they
perish. MQanwhile Christ says, "I am he
who lived and was dead, and I ·am alive
forever."
This mythical theory invented by
Strauss has been dead for many years.
It would be as easy to restore a mummy
to life as to restore this theory. It ought
to be allowed to rest undisturbed in its
.grave. Anyone· who can believe in this
mythical theory ought not to be troubled
by miracles. There is not a legend in the
Koran, or in the mythologies of Egypt, or
Greece, or Rome, or Scandinavia, that is
not more credible than this exploded and
abandoned theory. The man that can believe that can believe anything. Such
faith as the avera~e skeptic has, when he
wants to believe, Is not found in Israel or
in Christendom. - Christian Standard
(Disciple).
A religious newspaper, called the Christian ,Standard (Disciple), uses very bad
logic in trying to call Colonel Ingersoll to
account for stating that Jesus was a
mythical personage. Christians say that
such a statement is mere assumption.
The burden of proof is with the religious
wiseacres; if they can, let them giv evidence, the positiv proof, that such a man
as Jesus lived. Christians cannot, hence
their statements are self-evident assumption, indeed. When the historiaD, Gibbon, traced back to the third century,
he found the Christian Constantine both
emperor and pope, but in going back further the view grows very dim, till the
time when Jesus was supposed to be alive.
But the search revealed a very decided
truth-Jesus was a myth!
The Presbyterian general assembly, in
their recent convention at Portland, Ore.,
resolved that "Our church holds that the
inspired Word, as it came from God, is
without error." Notice the phrase, "as
it came." Who knows when that time
was, or how it came? And hav not the
learned scribes and translators contradicted the word in the Word so frequently that most people of reason believe
not a word of their Word!
E. J. KIMBALL.

Dee}J Generalizations.
LEXINGToN, KY., May 27, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Cardinal Gibbons is a
prominent reasoner, who reiterates the
idea that religion is the great civilizer of
the world. Let us notice first, then, that
when good principles are impaired or set
aside, the church is the first thing to be
contaminated ; and though it inveighs
against evil in public, it licks the hand of
power at every corner, consents to abuses
and shameful neglect of the poor, until
the masses cry out in indignation and demand refotm.
When the wrangling and rivalry of fac·
tiona betray the existence of evils, the
horrified populace will endure it no longer,
Fiendish pi·ide and the real coarseness of
refined indulgence are then suddenly attacked by the noble and virtuous of both
rich and poor-by men who _hav souls.
Then refotm sets in, and in no other way.
What has the church done to secure this
effect? At the very outset, the church was
not considered as a reformer. The gods
were more immoral than men. All that
raised them above the masses was their
inordinate love of power, as well as a furious and arrogant manner of asserting their
rights. How did they obtain a foothold
upon the necks of men? Instead of appealing to their reason, they and their
agents addressed themselvs to every weakness which could fill a contribution-box.
How small religion appears upon the
page of history.
Patriotism and the ordinary rights of
man hav u:nsheathed the sword, let loose
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the thunders of the cannon, pierced the
sky with the acclamations of the crowd-j
not for religion, not for the triumph of '
the strong-but for liberty for the weakest, for the most trampled and oppressed.
Liberty, that musical word, was the true
religion of Greece and Rome, when augurs
c\>uld scarcely meet without being convulsed with laughter; when Cicero scarcely
noticed the "inlmortal gods " except to
point a moral, or gil,d a pill of justice, or
necessary retaliation.
The aim of the scientists is to get rid of
the spell of religion long enough to reach
the ear of the people that they may teach
them something that will raise them above
the contemptible vices of ignorance, the ·
low tricks of inferior animals, and imbue
their minds with all that is of real importance to man.
The sensible poor find the veil of hallucination rudely torn from their eyes, when
they notice that ten cents comforts them
more than theaidoftheinfinitGod who wanders, yea, trampooses idly through space.
The Egyptians considered the ichneumon
as a respectable deity ouly because he devoured the eggs of the crocodile. The
. great god Anubis, or the holy jackal,
soothed the rage of the strong lion by
offerings of meat, but jackalism is now
supplanted by a faith .which refers to
nothing useful or agreeable.
Necessity framed our laws and a future
state exists ouly in the brain of the necromancer.
There is no force or expression of intelligence except connected with the attributes of matter. Attraction is motion,
heat is fine fancy. A potency must be organized, or we hav no. hinge for heaven's
gate.
Principles ungrasped and not
referred to reason belong to the field of
hallucination, doubt, and despair. They
produce no mentality.
Experience is our only refuge from the
world of phantoms. ·
An aged man is a" bundle of habits."
Inertia. is taking the place of force.
Look, for instance, at the contrast between
a problem in trigonometry, and the same
in faith. Faith forces you to surrender
your reason to believe a tale invented centmies ago by anybody, but the problem,
a triangle between' the sun and earth,
the angle at the sun is to the base line on
earth as the side angle is to the line opposit, which is the distance from the earth
to the sun, worked by logarithms-any
deception here? ·The angles of a triangle
ru·e equal to two right angles.
I would like a situation as a teacher.
Perhaps Mr. Macdonald will giv my address to a friend.
ALHAzA.
Clearly Written View!! on Labor.
June 1, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: As agitation is the proper
method of arriving at a correct understanding of things, I take the opportunity
of differing with our sister Mrs. S. C.
Todd's views on the labor question. Of
course you would not expSJct women to
giv as intelligent ideas on such a question
as our brother man, for it is only recently
that women hav been permitted •to advocate an idea, even though it be ever so
good. Therefore, if we women expose
our ignorance (as I certainly think the
sister has), I hope due allowance will be
made us by those who may be our superiors in intelligence on this subject. I
noticed in your paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER,
of February 13th, that Mrs. Todd opposes the labor question in strong terms.
She speaks of our reform journals telling
of our oppressed poor, of the wealth being
wrung from the sweat of the honest
toiler by the rich corporations who rob the
honest poor of their hard earnings, and so
forth. Now, she seems to scorn the idea,
and seems to feel that all our smart men
who ru·e posted m1,1eh better than she on
finance are mistaken in regard to this
matter, and are agitating the question
just to split up the old parties, so as to
get themselvs into offices and get their
fingers in Uncle Sam's pocket.
Well, be that as it may, my frail idea of
the subject is, that the trusts and monopolies are pressing the laboring class down
as much as is in their power to do so.
My opponent speaks of a young· man
who works for $8 per month. She seems
to think that is _~ill right j he ought :not to
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complain. Well, I say: Young man, just
keep on complaining, until you get justice
done you. Of course,. I believe in everyone being as economical as circumstances
will permit, and thus trying to save something for a rainy day, but the idea of only
getting $8 per month-how could he
clothe himself comfortably, take a paper
or -two so as to keep posted. on financial
and other matters that pertain to his interest?-then allow him several days in a
year for sickness, and a doctor's bill to
pay in the bargain, with other expenses, a
nurse, washing, and so forth, and how
much can he save to buy a farm? I do not
think he could save enough to buy a decent suit of clothes to get married in.
The poor fellow could not afford a good
warm overcoat, I am sure. I hav seen
many a poor boy so thinly clad I shuddered
for him.
I really hope the lines I am penning
will be a drop in the bucket to help make
life's burdens easier for the oppressed;
and I hope the sister will take a peep into
the affairs of finances in such a way as will
open her eyes and heart to the misery of
our fellow-beings. I hope she will yet see
there is something that is crowding down
the farmers so they cannot afford to pay
hired help what they ought to hav.
Another case is of a man and his wife
who received large wages, lived grandly,
and did not lay up anything for a wet day.
That is often the case; many are thoughtless about such things; but that has nothing
to do with the principle in question. It is
justice to the laboring class that they hav
wages sufficient to enable them to clothe
themselvs respectably, to go into society,
and enjoy a little of this world as they go
along. Our sister seems to think that a
farmer's family ought not to be anything
but drudges (as most of them are); does
not wish them to dress well, go to fairs,
send their children to even a district
school, for they are needed at home to
work for fear of coming on the county
(for she says they must scrimp antl work
hard to ever make anything on a farm);
and it is out of the question for farmers to
send their children to college, or hav a
musical instrument in the house; for their
children to learn music; must not hav a
gun, a dog, or anything for amnsement,
but work, work, work, every minute from
4 or 5 in the morning lmtil 7, 8, and \J
in the evening; no time to read, or hav
any amusement; too tired to enjoy anything but sleep-not even that.
The sister owns that a widow with children hal> to work very hard to even get a
scant living under the pressure of hard
times; but she does not explain why thoy
cannot earn a really good living when they
work so very hartl.
The middlemen,
bankers, merchants, preachers, and many
others, do not hav to work so hard, yet
theyliv elegantly.
•
The tmth is just here: the middlemen
cheat the farmers out of their hard earnings. That is why they cannot lift the.
mortgages off their farms. Other indnstries borrow money, yet they do not Lecome bankrupt as the farmers do, and at
the same time their families hav a good
time and enjoy life, and they come out all
right.
Finally, the sister closes her article very
eloquently by saying: "0 ye reformers,
who is to blame?" -r·say that parents are
to blame-or rather, they make a mistake
-when they raise a family and do not succeed in teaching them to economi:w, for
economy is beneficial in many ways, and
adds to happiness; economy in dress,
temperance in diet and other things, brings
happiness, and there is no real happiness
without it ; then, after you succeed in
teaching your children these things giv
them a good chance in life, and they will
not abuse it; then you can pay the farmhands $25 per month, or even $50, if the
fru·m can afford it, and if farming would
get its just dues it could afford to pay us
much as a bank or other industries, and
·you need not fear either but that the
hired help would soon hav good homes instead of becoming tramps as many do.
But I do not blame the sister for her
narrow views of the labor question, for
she looks at it according to the light she·
has had. So we say, sister, investigate
more, anq in so doing get more light.
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It always givs me luck to help a fellow
Correspondence.
what a'n't had a chance."
FLINT, MICH., June 10, 1892.
The lesson learned from the boy was
MISs SusAN WnoN, Dear Girl: -I hope
this will find you as well as it leaves me.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall worth more than the paper.
I hav read THE TRUTH SEEKER for a year,
Ri-ver, Mass., to whom all Communicaand I believe just as you do, or as the pations for this Corner should be sent.
Not ~Inch Changed.
Yours truly,
A party had met at a public table, when per says.
w. H. WARREN.
"Between the dark and the daylight.
the conversation turned on the subject of
When the night is beginning to lower,
[Short
and
sweet.
Keep
on in the
transmigration. Mr. K-- was a firm beComes a pause in the d~'s occurations
That is known as the Uhildren s Hour."
liever in the cloctrin, and was expatiating straight Liberal path and yon need not
largely upon its points, ~hen he was inter- fear. Thanks for cards.-ED. C. C.]

We .Are .All on the Car.
We are all on the car, a-rushing through space;
'l'he seats free for all, every nation and race.
The train keeps its motion, we all come and go;
No call for ticlwts, we hav none to show.
We all are sure of one single ride,
And each by the rules has got to abide;
We reach the station, and pass from the train;
To hope any longer for life would be vain.
'l'he station of Death, already in view,
Will hold all that stops, whether many or few;
And none will return to friends here again,
After they once hav passed from the train.
No ringing of bells again will they hear,
Nor the shrill whistle, when danger is near;
But they'll quietly rest in Nature's embrace,
And thus will it be with the whole human race.
Then why should we strive to change here our
fate.
As we go flying at such rapid rate?
We pull on the r·o]Je, the bell we hear ring,
But the train never stops, but keeps on the wing.

rupted by a gentleman who was present
with:
"K--, what do yon suppose yourself to
hav been before you were K--?"
"I do not know," replied K--; "I
might hav been a hog, for aught I know."
"Well," rejoined his friend, "yon hav
not altered much-only got up on your
hind legs."

--------

The Calendar.
In the blank grammar school yesterday
the divisions of time were under consideration in the class. The teacher had explained the origin of the Gregorian calendar, and recounted the difficulties which
arose from the Augustan calendar, and
noted the reluctance of the Greek church
to adopt the . reformed arrangement of
time. Then he turned to the class, and said:
We struggle for life from birth till we die,
"Under what calendar are we living
And why we are here, I cannot tell why.
now?"
We come and we go, all nations the same,
Without any choice; then are we to blame?
Silence on the part of the class. But
presently the smallest boy of the lot
The black and the white, the low and the high,
Cannot make a change, and all hav to die.
piped out shrilly:
They pass from the train, we'll see them no more,
"Under the life insurance calendar!"
Unless it may he on the opposit shore.

Then let us remember, though dark be the night,
'l'he train never stops on account of the light;
But when it arrives at the station of Death
We'll pass from the car as we draw the last
breath.
G. W. SMITH.

To Friends of the Children's Corner.
DEAR FRIENDS: The editor of the Corner
expects to sail in steamship City of Rome
from New York, pier 54, on Saturday,
July 2cl, for Scotland, England, France,
ancl Belgium. She will be absent two
months, and perhaps longer. She intends
keepirig you informed. of all her movements, and to tell you all she. sees of interest, ancl in this way she will take yon
with her across the ocean. She will be
pleased to see ·any of her friends in New
York and vicinity who will take the
trouble to come on board the ship before
sailing. The ship leaves her pier at
llA.M.
Pleasantness.
"Her ways are ways of pleasantness
And all her paths are paths of peace."
Thus it is that virtue is spoken of, ancl
as we consider the word pleasantness we
se"e what a beautiful meaning it has. It is
truly pleasant to know and feel that we are
virtuous and good, and to feel that virtue
al\ti goodness are increasing among us,
to know that pleasantness is becoming
more and more the condition of all. To
be pleasant is to be cheerful, gay, lively,
ahcl sportiv; to be merry, amusing, and
witty. A pleasant companion is always
welcome. Pleasant clays are gladly welcomed. Pleasant places ancl pleasant occasions are welcomed. To please and be
pleased-in all its changes the word is
agreeable to us.
Pleasure is the- great boon all seek for.
Enjoyment, comfort, delight, satisfaction,
gladness-all are "ways of pleasantness."
We hav pleasure-b01its, pleasure-grouncls,
ancl pleasm·able occasions. It is well to
rejoice and be glad whenever we can to
be pleased and make others feel plea~ed.
A kind word, a friendly deed, or a smile
will giv pleasure to another and make 11B
pleased that we hav these things to giv.
May pleasantness abide and be with you
all, is the wish of
AuNT ELli'IINA.
A Good Way to Obtain Luck.
"Evening paper, sir?" Such was the
cry of a little fellow, abouteightyears old,
the other night as we were hurrying past.
We stopped and began to skirmish
around for the nickel, when up came another boy with a larger bundle of papers
under his arm, at which the hand first
thrust out was withdrawn, and the little
fellow to whom it belonged said, ''Please,
buy his paper."
''Why, I'm dealing with you!"
"Well, sir, he ha'n't sold one, and I hav.

What the I.ittle" Folks Are Saying,
A little chap, four years olcl, fell into a
well where the water was only six inches
deep, and remained there three hours before he was discovered. When he was
finally rescued, his pent-up wrath knew no
bounds. There was no crying about it,
but such a volley fell upon the heads of
the neglectful parents as never before came
from childish lips: "You fink I can 'tay in
a well wifout nuffin' to eat, like a f'og.
'F I wasn't no better fadder 'n mudcler 'n
'ou, I'd clo wifout children."
A little girl of three years, whose papa
and mamma were so wise and careful of
her that they had never allowed her to eat
any but the most healthful food, was one
clay allowed to take dinner with guests.
She was especially interested in the mystery of the pepper-box, an article she had
never before noticed. She watched with
close attention while one of the gentlemen
peppered ~omething, and then, extending
her own little plate, said with the utmost
politeness, "Please put a little dirt on
mine, too."
Little Marjorie is by no means fond of
going tb church. She has to sit too still,
and "the man" talks about things she can
not yet understand.
"What's it for,
mamma?" she asked one day. "What do
we go to church for?" Mamma tried to
tell her the reasons and concluded by saying: ''And when you can't understand
what the minister means you must remember he is talking about good and beautiful
things, and you m11Bt make up your mind
to think of something good yourself."
That clay Marjorie was very quiet in
church, and her mother praised her for it
on the way home. ''I did just as you told
me," said the wee maid. "I thought of
something goocl" "What was it, dearie?"
"Apple pie!"
L'enfant ten"ible is even worse than the
servant. "I should like to liv next door
to you," said a young hopeful to a crusty
old bachelor. "And why?" "Because
mamma says you are next door to a bear."
Visions of a domestic zoological garden
wer~ evi~ently floa~ing through the youngster s mrnd. A little fellow was dining
with a friend of his mother. "Charlie,"
said the hostess anxiously, ''can you cut
yom·· own meat?" " Can't I 'I" said the
youngster; "I've often cut up quite as
tough meat as this at home." ''Mamma,"
says another youngster, at his own table
after gazing long and earnestly at the tw~
guests of the evening, ''which of these
ladies was it you said was so ugly she'd
stop a clock?" At his own table, again,
another youth remarks, with a chuckle
"Mother's got all her best things on th~
table to-night-ain't yon, rna? and you
needn't kick me under the table, neither.
I hain't told a word about borrowin' the
napkins."

NoRTH HURON, N. Y., June 1, 1892.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I hav been sick for
a week so that I did not go to school, but
I am better now, ·so I will write a few lines
for the Corner and let the children know
where they can find North Huron, if they
should ever W!tnt to call and see me. By
looking on the map you will find the
meridian of Washington passes through
Newark, which is just west of North
Huron, and in latitude 43° north. The
nearest villages are Wolcott, North Rose,
Rose, Clyde, and Lyons, the county seat,
which is twenty miles southwest of here.
Lake Bluff, about two miles west, ·is
bounded on t.he west by Big Sodus bay
and on the north by Lalre Ontario, and is
one of the finest summer resorts in Wayne
cotrnty.
Farming is the main business, and as
the soil is very productiv, large crops of
wheat, barley, corn, oats, and buckwheat
are grown successfully; also various kinds
of fruit, such as apples, peaches, pears,
apricots, cherries, and plums of almost
every kind. The trees are now robed with
blossoms of almost every color, and the
prospect is now that we shall hav the
largest crop of fruit ever grown in this
section. I am quite busy to-day tending
store for Uncle :Mort, so I will close by
bidding yon good-bye for the present.
BERTHA E. WEED.
P. S.-Inclosed you will find a few
verses composed by grandpa headed,' "We
Are All on the Cars,",which you can use as
you think best.
LEWISPORT, KY., June 8, 1892.
lVIISS SusAN H. WIXoN: I am an old
man, ·over seventy-seven, and I want to
scratch a line for the Children's Corner,
having raised three children of our ownthe care and nursing of six grandchildrenone son living with his wife and three
children, now playing around us as innocent as little lambs, with little beautiful,
lovely ways-all of these, as om· own, I and
their grandmother hav nursed, rocked,
kissed, in the same old farmhouse that
we built over fifty years ago. These
grandchildren carry us back to the clays
when we were young, nursing our own
three babies. Our two daughters we lost
in the last eight years-one not married,
thirty-four; the other forty-five, leaving
us three grandchildren. After the first
shock, I never saw the day we would call
them back. We can never see them sicken
and die any more, nor can they see their
aged mother, father, and friends die or
suffer. All my family are Freethinkers,
not one a church-member. I always told
them to go to church and see their friends,
bring them home or go with them, as it
might suit, but "be careful to put a dime or
a quarter in your pocket to pay for your
room you occupy in the church house,
for I hav not a dime invested in church
property."
And now, if I was called on to say the
last word to a father and mother raising
children: Never, no, never let the church
get control of the children. If this is
avoided, the chances are, they will be free
from the courthouse clan.
GEoRGE SmTH.

Superstition in All Ages.
:eY J:SAN

M:e.SLI:e~,

Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.

Be Thyself. lOc.
Christianity No Finality.
Superior. 10c.

Spiritualism

.

Common-Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
10c.

Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.
10c.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. lOc.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.
25c.

Geology.

Past anu Future of our Planet.

$1.50.

Go(l Proposed for Our National Constitu·
tion. lOc.
.
Irreconcilable Records.
Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

Is narwin Right 1 Origin of Man. $1.
Is Spiritualism True.1 lOc.
ltlau's True Saviors. lOc.
Ortlwdoxy False, Since Spiritualism is
'l'rne. lOc.
Pocasset Trage<ly. Legitimate Fruit of
Christianity. 10c.

Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
:tL25.

Radical Rhymes.

With Author's Por-

trait. $1.25.

Sermon from Shakspere's Text. lOc.
-Soul of Things, Psychometric Re-

sear~lws, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
i\L I•. Denton.) Per val., $1.50.

Wltat Is Right~ lOc.
What Was He 1 J esns in 19th Century
Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

Who are Christians ~ lOc.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Sp-iritualism Sustained. Dr. E. B. Foote's ·Works.
FIVE LECTURES.
By John R, Kelso, A.IU,
12mo, cloth. ~1 oo.

J.D. Sha1H's Boo~s.

I

Plain Jlome Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
of nearly 1,000 pnges, fully illustrated. Cloth,
$3.25-m English or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monk~y. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ij;2.00, postage
prepald; 5 volumes, sepamte, iieXlble cloth, 50
cents J'or volume;, Red Line edition, suitable
for holiday presenls, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for the Young,

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. ('l'he fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Healthl'tlonthly.

Devoted to

Hyg_iene, Se.xual and Social Science, and :tllicd
SubJects; nmth year. Subscription, with premium, ~0 ce,nts per year. Spemmen copi'es fre'o
on ttpphcatwn.

Mother's Manual.

Comprising "Advice

to a W1fe on the l\'Ianagem€nt of Her Own
Health, e~pecially During Pregn:tncy, Labm·,
and Sucklmg," and" Adv10e to a Mother on tlw
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, ~1.

Hand-Book of Jicaltl1 Hints and Really
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphl!it
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
Address

The Bible-What Is IU 25c.
Studies in 'l'hcology. 10c.
Liberalism, 5c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

THE TRUTH SEEKER

Essay on Miracles.
,• By DAVID HUJJ.fE. I
Price.
10 cents.

'l~E

Books by S. P. Putnam.
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Ji ews of the. Week.

POPES AHD

t'lt~lll

4td.

DOJHGS.

A SHORT

HISTORY O.F THE BIBLE.

ACCOUNT OF

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.

THE pope is about to issue a brief on
Columbus and the Exposition.
FATHER MoLL~NGER, of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
the worker of m1raculous cures by prayer
and relic, died on the 15th.
··
EM~;oNs BLAINE, Ex-Secretary Blaine's

Pa.per, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Tne Oroer of Creation.
.

TnE

so~J.,_

d1ed on the 18th, of blood-poisoning
ansmg from a bowel complaint.
THIRTY German families hav been expelled from Russia for refusing to embrace
the state religion of Greek Catholicism.

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its

THE papacy's adoption of the French republic into favor has alarmed Italy, which
fears that France has engaged to restore
the temporal power by war,

PoULTNEY BIGELow, the . Americ1111
traveler and author, has been expelled
Waifs and Wandermgs, A New Ameri- from Russia for writing in American magCILn Story.__ Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 azines about the czar's misrule.
Scientific Solution, with some Oriticisms of
Universolog.z~ Price 1 20 cents.

cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
:first page to last with the living spir1t of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.

"The au-

. TALMAGE, who _condt~cted religious serVIces over the rehef sh1p Leo before she
left New York for Russia, has sailed for
that country and will cant over the distribution of the cargo.

A conversation in

INDIANS about Tishomingo, I. T., are
expecting calamities because they hav
seen and heard battles of phantom Indians
which hav always harbingered war, pesti:
lence, or famin.

Golden Throne, A. Romance.

thor certainly has ll'enius. The divine
creative sparll: is withm him. The book is
filled with manly thon_ghts expressed in
manly words-the transcr1pt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read' Golden Throne.'"
-[IngerRoll. Price, $1.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and thil Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

Why Don't

H~

Lend a Hand ~ and other

Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents.

Adami and. Heva.

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its superiorit;y to the mutilated copythe Genesis legend-1s shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 cents.

My Religions Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette Place. New York.

fllorks of Charles Watts.
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A Popular Account of the Formation and Development of the Canon.
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A Uo.;~&oVERSY BETWEEN rUE
HoN. W. E. Gr.a·.-,~TONE,
Pu01•'. lVIAx MULLER,
PRoF. T. H. Ru.-LF:Y,
lVI. REVILLE,
E. LYNN LINTON.
12mo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 7u cts.

Rf,LIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THAN

Secularism : Is It Foun!le1l on Ucason,
and Is It Suffieient to liieet. the Needs
of Mankind~ Debate between tl.e Editor of the Halifax E-venillrf 1lfail and Charles
Watts. With Prefatory Le.ttl\rK l>y George Jacob Holyoako nn<l Colonel lng-ersoll, and an
Introduction by Helen H. G•u:dener. 60 pages,
25 cents.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTiil.

Colonel l{elso's Works.

10 cents,

Answers to Christian

~uestions

And Arguments.
By D. lVL BENNE'rT.

Paper, 146 pp , Z.'i ::Jt.H

The Rights of Women

flw Dible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 83il
pages, $3.

Deity Analyze~l. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
'rile Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo,
138 pages, 50c.

Spiritualism Sustained.
245

Cloth, 12mo,

pages, $1.

Unherse Analyzed. tl.

fR[ fTHIN KfRS' PICTORIAL T[ XT-800K.
~

SH''WING
THE ABSUHDITY AND UN'J'Il UTRFUL•
NESS OF T!IE CI-IUitVH'E CLAIM

TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI~
CEN'J' lNS'l'I'.rlTTION, AND RH->
VEALING THE .A.BUSBS
OF
.A. UNION OI'
CHURCH AND
STATE.
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IN a certain part of Rhode Island it is
believed that consumption is caused by a
mysterious creature called a vampire, who
eats the buried corpses of the victims,
meanwhile infusing a fatal influence into
the bodies of the living. Corpses of consumptivs are sometimes disinterred and
burnt wholly or in part to thwart the vampire, the ashes being administered to a
living person who fears consumption. At
Exeter lately the body of Mercy Brown
was exhumed and the heart and lungs were
burnt, in the interest of Edwin Brown, a
consumptiv.

A. Reply to Father Lambert's "'l'actics
of Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
IJhristianity : Its Origin, Nature, alHl
Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 cents.
THE Bavarian government is investiThe Horrors of the French Uevolutiou :
'l'hcir Causes. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. gating the exorcism of a devil from the
Secularism: Destrnctiv an1l Constrnctiv" ten-year-old son of a miller named Zilk,
by Father Aurelian of a Capuchin cloister.
22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown to The holy father says that the boy was posBe Contradictory and D<'fcctivc as an Ethical sessed of the devil because he had parents
Guide. 2-lpa.ges. Prict~, 10 cents.
of opposing creeds, his father being a
Agnosticism anll Christian 'fheism : Catholic 1111d his mother a Protestant.
WJJicil Is the ~lore J~easonable Z 24 The case was aggravated by the fact that
pages. Price, 10 cents.
the marriage ceremony was performed by
Evolution a1Hl StJeeial Creation. 10 cents. a Protestant clergym1111. '!::he boy went
Saints and Sinners··- Which'! 24 pages i1: from bad to worse until he "not only
cover. Price, 10 cents.
could not pray but could not hear a
The Superst.ition of the Christian Sun· prayer without falling into a rage." He
day : A Plea for Libe.cty and ,T ustice. was intractable, and rebelled daily against
2G pages. Price, 10 ct:uts.
parental disciplin. After the exorcismal
. The Glory of Unbelief. 22 prtges in cover. rites Father Atuelian addressed to the
Price, 10 cents.
devil the question: "Hav you left this
Naturc a1ul tl1e Supernatural; or, Belief child's body?" The devil replied that he
mHl Knowlctlge. 24 pages. Price, 10 had. "Hav you left this child's body
cents.
never to·return ?" Again, Father Atuelian
'file American Secular Union ; Its Nc· says, came the ans;ver, "I h:av." "In the
eessity and the .Justice of Its Nine De· name of the trimty, I adjtue you, hav
mands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert you left the child's body?" The answer
G. Ingersoll.) 32 vagc:-; in coYer. Price, 10 cents.
being again in the affirmativ, Father
Theological Prcsnlll]ltion : An Open Let- Aurelian asked: "Where are you now?"
ter to the Hcv. Dr. n. lo'. Burns, nf IInlifttx, N. R.
In f'hi~ letter tho following sul.JjectK are dealt ''In hell," was the answer. Father
with: 1. Why Do the Clergy Avoirl De hate? 2. · Aurelian adds that only in the last answer
The Position of Ar;nosticism TowtLrd Chris- had the devil told the truth. Before that
tianity. 8. Freethoi1ght and Men of Science.
4. 'fhe Difference Between Facts and OJ?inions. he had not left the boy, but was lying,
5. Christ and Heroism. 6. C:hristiamty and "for he is the father of lies," comments
Slavery. 16 pages. Pric~5 cents.
Father Am·elian. The boy has recovered
Address
'!'HE TRU.n-I SEEKER CO.,
completely since the ceremony, Father
28 Lafayette pl., New Yorlt.
Aurelian says, and is now pious and tractTo ReyuZate the
able. The government is concerned only
STOMACH, LIVER
because beating formed part of the exorAND BOWELS, TAKE
cism, and this may be used in future_cases
RIPANS TABULES. and cause injury.
. ,.r~,··~·-=-

500 np., pa.per, so oents.

By M. BABCOCK.
Price,

HENRY RICE, a negro of Rollo, Mo., is
believed by his colored neighbors to hav
sold his soul to the devil. He says that he
obtained from God no response to prayers
for deliverance from wrongs, and tried
Satan, who appeared ancl gave him powers
that exempt him from injury.
Satan
sealed the bargain by printing his hoof on
Rice's breast-which now shows a scar in
shape like a cloven hoof, appearing to hav
been burnt in.

Price, 25 cents.

~adical ~ol'l'}a}\Ce.

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.

Paper, 50c. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

..,he Teachings of Secularism Co::J}lared
with Orthodox Christianity. 96 pages.

HEATHENS OF THE HEATH.
By WM. MoDoNNELL.

THE Mennonites of the province of
-ANDSaratoff, Russia, who attempted to practice
Christ's injunction of non-resistance hav
THE SEXUAL RELATIONS.
been obliged to giv it up 1111d take ~rms
the famous German Radagainst the marauders whom their course BY KARL HEINZEN,
ical Editor.
drew upon them.
An Address to an Unknown Lady Reader. His·
torical Review of the Legal Position of Women.
AN educated Chinese patriot writes that The
Emanci];l_ation of Woman. The Passive Prosthe conduct of Christian nations in forcing titution of Women. The Active Prostitution of
The Execution of Men. Love and Jealous y.
a foreign religion on the nativs by threats Men.
Marriage. Adultery. Divorce. 1s
from governments accompanied by gun- l\Iorality.
Marri~e a Oontract? Hanging a Woman. Religboats, is opposed to all principles of ion. The Economic Independence of Woman
Liberty and the Revolution the Allies of Woman
religion and international law.
CouNT ToLsTOI, author of the "Kreutzer
Sonata, "is in peril of arrestbythe government for his fearless utterance· of ra,dical
opinions, on such subjects as the degeneration of the present church from Christ's
teachings, the misgovernment that has
produced the famin, etc.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.

CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the F!tthers
Competent 1 The Fathers Quoted as Scnpture
Books Which are Now Called Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
PaPer,llO cents; cloth, 75 cents.

WITH

Ful\ ..Page
Jllustratioq!).

COPIOUS

CITATIONS

OF

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL~
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.

lJESI(lNS BY WATSON HESTO:N,
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE .DESIGNER.

· The illustrations are classified as follows:
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
ll
"
The Church Robbing the People.
3
"
Thanksgiving.
6
Sabbath Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
:o
Woman and the Church.
1.\
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies m Natural History.
~
The Bible and Science.
:5
1'he Clergy and Their Flocks.
1
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
4
The Lord and His Works.
2
Prayer.
10
The Cl'eeds.
l
Christians a.nd Moha=edans.

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Worll.

5
1

25

1
2

4
2

1

4
9

12
3
6
7

H

"

Missionaries.
The Lord's InstrumentH.
Bible Doctrines and Their I{esullol.
'fhe Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

.j

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothinK like it has ever before appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be published. W c must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in the reach of alL
At twice the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and designer is a wonderful success~ and we judge from our own feelir:gs that nearly every LilJeral in
Ainerica will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithf:J.l and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of rcadi"g
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p:rove the utter
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether tl•e
book is one of the best weapons again~t Christianity and the church that has ever been put in tl e
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Invest1gator.

Price, board covers, $2 ; clot~, $2.50.
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The Modern Science Essayist
Popular Evolnti.on Essays and Lectures.
. HERBERT SPENCEll: !Iis life and _Person!ll
chamctcrbtics ; hi" views on educatwn; his
religious opinions. By il'IR. DANIEL GREENLEAF
TnoJUPsoN.
2. CTIARLES ROBERT DAR1\"I;N": His ancestrr,
life, and personal characterrstlcs. By JOHN W •
CHADWICK.
3. SOLAR AND PLANETA,RY EJOLU'-':J:ON:
How suns and worlds come mto beip.g.. Did the
mate1·ial universe ever have >t begmmng? By
GARRE'£ P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF TIIE EARTH: The story of
geology; How the world grew. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABL:Ef LIFE; IIow
does Hfe begin; ~'he problem of spontaneous
gener>LLiou. By \VILLIAni PoTTS.
. EVOLUTION OF ANiiiiAI, ;LIFT<;; ~he ~vi
deuces from geology, geograu_lncol tllstrrbutwn,
and comparative zoology. .tly RossiTER RAYMOND, Ph.D.
7. THE DESCENT. OJ<' ]\fAN: Relati<;m ~f' man
to the brute creation; Jus ancestral line, duration of human life on the planet. By E. D.
CoPE, Ph.D.
~- EVOLUTION OF MIND: The ;mind and the
nervous system: the nature of mmd. By RoBT.
G. EccLES, M.D.
EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitive man;
·growth of the family, city,_and state:. deve!QPment of the domestiC relatiOns; marrrage. .By
JAMES A. SKILTON.
o. EVOLUTION OF THEOL9Cf~. Origin of religious beliefs; ideas of prnmtive man. By Z.
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
1. EVOLUTION QF MORALS. How altruism
crows out of egoism; the proper balance; By
DR. LEWIS G. JANES.
2. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a, from geology;
b, from morpholog_y; c, from em):lryology; d,
from metamorphosis; e, ~rom rp.di-,.nen~ary organs; f, from g~ographical dist;no)ltion; g,
from discovered links; h from artdicial breeding; i, from reversion; k, from mimicry. By
NELSON C. PAI1SHALL.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REv. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
4 PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relation
of the doctrine to_prevailing philosophical systems. By STAIIR HoYT NICHOLS.
5. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REV.
JlfrNOT J. SAVAGE.
6. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By Dn. LEWIS
G. JANES.
7. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILO~OPHY.
By SYLVAN DREY.
_18. THE RELATIVITY OJ!' KNQWLEDGE. 'I'he
mtture of scnse-perccptwn; sight, sound, t<tete,
smell, feeling_; tho doctrine of the Unknowable.
By RonEBT u-. EucLES, M.D.
9. A STUDY OF JlfATTER AND MOTI,ON. ~n
excellent digest of a much vexed questron, with
'l_notations from many authorities. · By HaN. A.
N. AnAllls.
20. PRIMITIVE l\IAN. Man as revealed by archeological studies; evidences of man's antiquity; _geological pep_o!'ls; man's !1PI!earance
in tho pliocene; pa-leolithic and neolithic racesi
the ages of bronze and iron; cave mep ana
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound builders;.
primitive implements and tools; proofs oi
man's natural evolution. By Z. SIDNEY SAMPsoN.
21. GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
Jlfarriage a primitive institution; its earlier
forms; no evidence of original promiscuity; exogamy and endogamy; group-marriage; polygyny, polyandry, and monogamy; marrrage by
capture; monogamy th!J highest form of t.he relation; divorce and divorce laws; marnage a
contrtLct; its regulation by tho ~tate. By C.
STANILAND w}Jill.
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The ~rowth
of political institutions ;,.the patriarchal family;
the tribe and clan. By JanNA. TAYLo'R.
23. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
statute law and ~udge-ma.le law~ the conversion
of customs into .LaW. By PRoF. lmFus SHELDON.
2i. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCIENCE. Supernatural iileas of disease; fetichism in medicine; the beginnin_g_s of m·edical science. By
RonERT G. EccLES, M.D.
25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. The
necessity for nr111s and ariDor under tho strug-·
g!e for existence. By JOHN C. KIMBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS,
development of the human hancl; the earliest
use of Implements and tools. By J AlliES A. SKILTON.
27. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The definition of wages; economic character-istics of the wage system; wages the outgrowth
of slavery; orU:in and development of the
wages system. .L5Y PRoF. GEo. GUNTON.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN CIVILIZATION. The beginnings of education; earlY
methods in Egypt 1 Persia, China~ Greece, and.
Rome' earl:y Uhrrstian rdeas oi education;
Catholic and Protestant views; the common
school system. By li'IISS CAROLINE B. LE How.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. I.
The Theological Method. By REV. JOHN CHADWICK.
30. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. II.
The Socialistic Method. By WrLLrnr PoTTS.
31. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORJIL III.
The Anarchistic Method. By Huon 0. PENTEcosT.
32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORl\L IV.
The Scientific Method. By DANIEL GREENLEAF THOlliPSON.
33. ASA GRAY: His Life and Work. By Mns.
MARY TREAT.
34. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUMANS. The
Man and his W ark. By PnoF. JOHN FISKE.
f7" Each Number, Ten Cents . ..4! _
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
IIIS CHAltACTER AND DOCTRINE<~.
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief.•
Bv VISCOUNT AMBERLEY.
50 cents

ALE AND BEEF
"PEPTONIZEp,"

is the only mild stimulant combined
with a perfect food known that makes

BLOOOAHDMUSGLE

1892.

(]ems of q;'Aottg'At.

0. M. BENNETT'£ WORKS.

IMPLACABLE is Love,Foes may be bought or teased
From their hostil intent,
But he goes unappeased
Who is on kindness bent.

ll 'frnth Seeker Around the World. Four
ltu·go volumes .. With steel-plate enf;(mving of
the author in Vol. I, and aach volume Illustrated
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound !:n
red cloth, >S6.50,

ADDRESS

~l'IIE

TRU'IH SEEKER OFFICE.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reu
formers.
1,075 pages, Svo.
Cloth,
Convalescents should take it regularly as i~ as$3 OO; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
THE more we demand of human nature
similates easily and quickly. Sold by all Drugg1s16.
the more she givs; her faculties are exalted rhe Champions of the Church; Their
Send for Pamphlet of eminent Pysicians testimonials.
in their exercise, while the limits to her
Crimes and Persecutions. Svo, 1,119
ALE & BEEF CO., 267 W. 17th St., New York. power of doing and suffering are no longer
pages
,
lettther, $4.00; morocco,
giit eciges, $4~50.
perceptible.- Taine.
Tho Gods · and Religions of Ancient and
.Modern Times. Two volumes. Written
WHAT is a true gift?
ill prison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00
A true gift and worthy
br the two volumes; in. leather, $7.00; in moo
Is that gift for which naught,
rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
The Mvth of tlte Great Dolus-e.
By
Nay, not even grace,
From Bellind the Bars. A series ofletters
James :M. McCann. 15 cents. Ten COJ?Ies, $~. It
Is sought in return.
written in prison. Over 700 P>tges. Price, $1.50.
is the most complete and overwhelmmg refuta-Prainottaramdlikii,
Buddhistic
Sm·ipttion of the Bib!~ Story- of the D~luge tha~ I ]lave
A Truth Seelwr in Europe. A series of
ever read.-B. :B. Underwood. :ro read It IS to ures.
letters written dm-:ing a visit of ten weeks in
be astonished at the possibilities of religious
Europe. Givin¥ somll account of' the Intercredulity.-'!'. B. Wakeman. 1\'Ir. McCann's dyLoss of health and wealth, loss of worknational Freethmkers' Congress held at Brusnamite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.- ing capacity-in fact, every form of temsels, to which Mr. Bennett was a delegttte.JJolA. B. Bradford. It ougb.t to meet with a v~ry
lowed
by a description of what he saw in J!;ngporal affliction-the disciples of our moral
large sale.-0. P. Farrell.
_
land, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
exemplar
[Christ]
are
instructed
to
confrom Rome alone are worth the price of the
The Evolution of the Devil. By Henry
book. With a steel-phtte portmit of the author.
Frank the independent preacher of N~w Yprk sider as proofs of divine favor. Yet the
850 pages. $1.50.
city. The most learned, accurate, scientific, prevention of such favors is the legallyand philosophical : nalysis of his Satanic ~Ia-i encouraged purpose of dozens of fire and rite Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treatesty ever published. The book contains 66
ing upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, inpages, is beautifully bound, with likeness of life insurance companies and mutual aid
cludinlf, Allah, J ehovah 1 Satan, the Holy Ghost,
author on title-page. Price, 25 cents; five associations with
their
omnipresent _Jesu9 Uhrist, the Virgm
~Iary, and the Bible.
copies for $1.
To the latter 230 pages are devoted, showing
agencies.-Prof. Felix Oswald.
that
boo1r
to
be
a
very
inferior
production for
Ingersoll's Address before the New York
a first-class God. 0 333 large pages. Pttper covers.
Unitarian Club. The first time in the
M. RENAN considers that the rule of
60cents;
cloth,
$1.
'
history, i' the world that a Cln·istian associa- opposing silence to calumny was excellent
.Tndaism, Christianity, ami Mohammedan·
tion ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture
before them. The lecture is a grand one, and at the period when there existed an enism examined histoncally and critically.
was received bv the club with continuous ap- lightened society which formed its
It is thou¥ht to be the most damaging exhibit
plause from beginning to end. The pam- opinions in a deliberate, wary, rational
of Christianity that has appeared. 600 large
phlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed.
Progt>s. Price, $1.50.
,.
·
manner. It would, on the other hand, be
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 emits.
rite
Humphrey-Bennett
Discussion.
A
dangerous
in
a
democracy.
The
masses
Bruno Pamphlet No. 1. Contributors:
debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
G J Holyoake,'J'hos.Daviclson, T.B. Wakeman, are naturally credulous-their first impulse
D.
~I. Bennett and ll-c>r. G. H. Humphrey. This
Karl Blind, Lydia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten is to believe what is told them. Methodbook has had a very large sale, and is a splendid
copies for $1.
work for Freethinkers to loan to Cliristian
ical doubt is something which they are
Bruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors : least able to comprehend.-11'£ H': Hazelneighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.
R. G. Ingerso1l, Thos. Davidson T. B. Wakeman,
Sennett-Teed Discussion. · Between D. M.
G. J.Holyoake, etal. 15 cents. Ten copies f'or$1. tine.
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
The Bruno Monument. A fine engraving
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper.
I LOVE the man who scorns to be
30 cents. r~
printed on extra he!tVY enameled paper, 10xl2
To name or sect a slave;
mches 1 for framingt· put up in pasteboard tubes
Wltat Objections to C1tristianity ~ A disWhose soul is like the sunshine, freefor mailing. 20 cen s. Ten copies for $1.50.
cussion between D. M. Bennett and G. ~I. 1\iair,
Free as the ocean wave.
illvided into the following theses: 1. ChristianMemorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
ity
is neither new nor original, being borrowei!
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before
Who, when he sees oppression, wrong,
::>r copied from much older systems of religion.
the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 4
Speaks
out
in
th1mder-tones;
~. Miracles and supernatural achievements have
cents.
been as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teachWho feels with truth that he is strong
Dwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan
ers >tnd founders of religion as to Jesus. 3. The
To grapple e'en with thrones.
story of Jesus and his mission in the world is
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
unhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemcents.
Who seeks for justice, not for gain,
poranea·us history. Bennett affiriDs; Mair deGod in the Constitution. By Robert G.
nies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
Is merciful and kind;
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In$1.50.
Who will not causA a needless pain
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
of author. Price, 10 cents. -Twelve copies f'or$1.
In body or in mind.- Anon.
St-ates Circuit Court upon the charge of devosWhat Would Follow the Effacement of
iting_ prohibited matter in the mail. Thi• givca
Christianity~ By George Jacob HolyIF, after all this, it becomes perfectly
a full history of thi• celebmted case, and Rhows
oake. This is a most valuable contribution to obvious that Nature does not act from a
what monstrous injustice was perpetrated upm!
1\'Ir. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts
Freethought literature. Bound in paper with conscious design or plan, but obeys a blind
good likeness of author. Price, 10cents. Twelve necessity, it is no less self-evident that, Au Open Letter to J esns Christ. 5 cts.
copies for $1.
Life and Career of Charles Bradlaugh. ;vorkinlJ~ as slhe does, she necessarily calls Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being
questions propounded to his ·Jewish Godshir.
By George Jacob Holyoa,ke. With good likeness mto Ife anc being a number of things
upon a great variety of subjects. Cloth. 75ct.q
of li'Ir. Bradlangb. Price, 15 r-ents. Ten copies which must appear to us-if we judg'e only
for $1.
by the standard of fitness-as utterly perWhat Constitutes a Freethinker. By H. verse, useless, absurd, and imperfect. In Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First Dea
con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
L. Green, editor of the Freethinlcm·'s Magazine. fact, if once we begin to look at Nature
church incidents and his evolution from Chris
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents from the point of Vl.ew of fitness, it is easy
tianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; clot.l!
per dozen.
75 cents.
Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas not onlv to discover numbers of such aimPaine, at the late Paine celeb1·ation in less and useless things, absurdities, and The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
in the Land of Yahweh: also the Ep:istlo
New York city. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for imperfections, but also to demonstrate
of' Bennett the Apostle to the Truthseekcrr
50 cents.
that Nature, when interrupted in he1• blind
Cloth, :Bl. Stamling Up for Jesus; 01: what the ed- action by external· or internal difficulties, The F'irst Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
itor of the F1·eethin1cers' Mauazine thinks of becomes guilty of the most startling
to the Truth Seekers. 10 tJents.
him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for blunders and perversities. She is often50 cents.
Colonel Ingersoll's Photograph. Cabinet times unable to conquer the smallest
cenl:to-,
size. Price, 20 cents.
obstacle in her path, or to smooth it away Open Letter to Samuel Corgate.
Address 1'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
in a befitting manner, and in the course of An Hour with the Devil. 10 cer::. ·28 Lafayette place, New York.
her utterly involuntary action she entangles herself every mom€'nt in quite unA ST:r.::n:f::;:e OF<
A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library. necessary or insoluhle difficulties and perplexities, which woUld inevitably be steered
clear of by.a conscious reason, or even by
an unconscious activity guided and deter-onmined by considerations of fitness.Buchner.
THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
THE principal of King's College insists
:ey Heier'\ H. Gardel'\el".
By HENRY D. LLOYD.
that "it is, and it ought to be, an unpleasOne oj Her Brightest, rVittiest, and ant thing for a man to hav to say plainly
f7"
This
book
tells how the Spring Valley miners
Strongest Lecttwes Against
that he does not believe in Jesus Christ."
were starved into actual slavery.
the Bible.
Should it be nn nnplea~<ant thing for a man
story of a monstrous and inhuman crime.
Every Woman Should Read It to say plainly what he believes? Can this It isItthedeals
not with theories but with facts
be unpleasant except in an uncivilized
and
figures, and names. It is a. _llowerful and pathetic book.
community-a community in which an unKnow Her Enemies and Her Friends.
civilized church has authority? Why
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.
264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
should not a man be as free to say that he
does not believe as to say that he does beAddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST lieve? Perhaps the real question is
whether all men hav an equal right to exPROVING
J esns Christ Dicl Not Exist in the llcign of press their opinions. Is it the duty of the
minority to keep silent? Are majorities
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanved a. Centalways right? If the minority had never
ury before, and Peter anrl Paul died
spoken, what to-clay would hav been the
OR,
',1 1)
before the Christil!n Era.
condition of this world? Are the majority Principles of the Natural Order of the (lni~
Full index, 446pp.,
$1.50.
the pioneers of progress, or does the
verse, with a System of Morality
pioneer, as. a rule, walk alone? Is it his
Based Thereon.
duty to close his lips? Must the inventor
BY
PROFESSOU
LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
allow his inventions to die in the brain?
ll/ui-lTENTS:
Must the discoverer of new truths make
The Fitness of Things in
his mind a tomh? Is man under any FG:<ut'l and Matter,
Immortality
of
Matter,
Nature (Teleology),
By Prof. Joh!J Tyndall.
oblig-ations to his fellows? Was the Epis- Immortality of For~~. Man,
copal
religion
always
in
the
majority?
infinity
of
1\'Iatter,
Brain
and l\'Iind,
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
Thon[(ht,
Was it at any time in the history of the Value of' Matter,
on Prayer.
Motion,
ConsciOusness,
world an unplensant thing to be called a Form,
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Seat of the Soul,
Protestant? Did the word Protestant Immutability of Natural Innate IdeasJ-.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.
Laws,
The.Iclea of u-ocl,
"carry an unpleasant significance?" w·as
of Natural Personal Continuance,
it "perhaps right that it should?" Was Universality
Laws,
Vital Force,
Luther a. misfortune to the human race? The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
If a community is thoroughly civilized, Periods of' the Creation Free Will,_
of the Earth,
Morality,
why should it be an unpleasant thing for a Original Generation,
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOJIIANIA.
Con c I u dTn g Observ&·
tions. · ·
man to express his belief in respectful Secular Generation,
By B- F.MARVIN, M.D.
Oloth, 50 oen ts. language?-Ingersoll.
Price, 1!!1.50. Address THE TRUTH SEEKJil.R.

•

-Thoreau.

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.

s;oo0

-o

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

Millionaires Against Miners;

rorce alld ?\atter;

Advancement of Science.

Pocket Theology. PHILOSOPHY OF SPIBITUALISM
By VOLTAIRE.
Terse, witty, a.nd sarcastic d3finitions of thPo
lou;ical terms. Price, 25 cents.

;.;:!5.
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Ji1 eetings. Libert~ ill

These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
where these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought Societies can hav their gatherings advertised here jree by forwarding the necessary information.

Burgess-Underwood Debate
ON CHRISTIANITY.

Literature.

Between B. F. UNDERWOOD otnd Prof. 0. A. Burgess, Pres. of N. W:Christian Univ.
Paper, 188pp., 50 cts.; clo•. 80 cts.

Testimonial

ANTIQUITY[ Fiction.
A Work prouing Christianity a
Most Startling ReuelaUNVEILED • Send
tlons of the Nineteenth Century_
Address for Prospectus to

'f(;, Walt

:Manhattan J:.iberal (Jlub, N. Y.,
Meets every Friday evenigg, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple,~ E. 15ph st.. L_ectures and
discussions. The public cordially Invited. ·

BY

The Newark Liberal League

ROBT .. G. INGERSOLL.

Meets every Sundi!!Y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League ·Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor..Market
st., Newark, N. J .. Lectur~s and discussiOns on
religious and soCia.l qnestwns. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

ORIENTAL PUBliSHING 00., P.O.Box 446, Philadelphia, Fa,

Tl->a

Col. Ingersoll SOUVENIR

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

THE KINC OF SPOONS

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ·
ation
With a Portrait of Whitman.
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discnsrtion. Platform free. Henry RowlEZY· secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2li
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at. 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures a.nd
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

IN

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

THE FINEST SPOON EVER DESIGNED.

Pa.ver, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

·susAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Mrs. Besant's Works.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly\ first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. l\IARrus HElGHTON, Sec.

Elfzur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SmTH, Cor. Sec.

<Jhicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
. Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

:Milwaukee, Wis., "Liberal (Jlub
Holds meeti}!gs every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union·
Meets.every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
and select reading. Discussion invited on ali
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRsE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive· Lib·
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthly.~... first
and· third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at Yarr's
Hall. EverybodY invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA.
Pres.; J. H.·McWILLIAMS, Rec. Sec;

The Walla Walla Libe1;al (Jlub
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand A.rmy Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectnres.-Free D~scnsRions.-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of member.s and friettds.
(J. :B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roede1· Secular Union
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
lfreatest freedom accorded to all. Our· motto,
Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

Law ofPotmlation. Paper, 15c.; with portrait, 30c.
for Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
slwuld be. Paper, 25c.
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand· Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
12mo, 300 pp., $1.

~tories
"lioys and Grrls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.

Apples of G:old. And .Other

some and Interesting Book, Without Superstition for Children and Youth. The Onl:y Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp_, boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Candle From Under
The Bushel
(Mark iv, 21); or,
1,306 ltuestions to the Ulergy:
And for the Consideration of Others.

Inst1·uctive, Interesting, and Laughable.
BY WILLIAM HART.
50 cents.

Price,

NATHAN!tL VAUGHAN~

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal (Jlub

A NO VEL.

Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRis, Pres.
ISAAC S. LEE, Sec.

. By FREDERIKA lVIACDONALD,
Author of tho "llittd of the East," etc., etc.

Liberal Association of Austin,
'I'ex.,
l\Ieets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'vat its hall, cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street.
isiting Lihemls
invited. J P. RICHARDSON, President; M. ISAAC,
Secretary.

An independent and resp~ctable stud,, of char·
acter in the lttw of eircum~tttnce such 11~ even
Geo1·ge Eliot might not have been ash>pncd to
own as her first novel. . • • A more vigorous
':>resentment ofthemischiQvous nature ofm!>dern
Dhristianity, in its most lJOnest a)ld consis~nt
form, need not be desired.-[Westmu?-ster Revww.

Meets every Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Kni.,.hts of
Honor Hall, Bay street. Visito_rs invited': J. ;..
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, VIce-Pres.; Damel
Bowen, Sec.

Liberal Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwauke~ meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A. jj. SEVERANCE, President.

Philosophical and Social So·
ciety,
Monte Vistah.Cal., meet every Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. ·.t·he public cordially invited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of CincinnatibO., meets every Sunday evening
at 7:30P.M. in ouglas Hall, N. W. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
!rom abroad welcomed. ANDREW Hooo, Sec.

I

Ken neDY S

B11 M. BABOOOK. Price, 15 ots.

•D 0 N A L D

K E N N E D Y,

ROXBURY, DIASSo

of .P.ortmit, aH<l ex<Jmsite delicacy >mel
nharmiug li ll
0 f
htmntv, of original).
Rterling silver. Massive. A precious souvPnir of Our (;:rca•-

es

t~sf,

Pnblit~

JJenc•

t"ac•.or, n.nd a. valna.
hle fttmily relic for

A snita.blc present for

,,Works on the Labor ijnestion.
fhe Conventional Lies of Our Civilizatio;n

Hy Max Nordan. CoN~'ENTH-llfcnc, Tel<el
Uphnrsin; The Relil::ious, i'!Ionarchic, !t'"1
AJ:istocratic~Poli tical,_.Economicotl, ~·\tttrimDJU,ll
and l\lbcel!ttneous Lites; Closin,( Httrm<my
12rno, 3G4. pp.; paper, People's etlitioit, 50 c.
clotl~ $1.00.
·
The lmpcri:tl Council of Vicnn>1 prohihitul tlH
mlc of this hook in Austria, and confiscutccl a!.
~ovics of it they could fintl.

Economic Eftnities.

A Compeml of the

Natural Lrrws of Industrial Pro<lnction :tn<l Exchange. ]3y J. K. Ingalls. author of "t\ocitt;
·Wealth.'' Paper, 25c.

Fruits of Pllilosoplly. A Treatise on

th~

ot· child. :E'or birthlayH, n.nnivcrsatie~,
n~agmuentH,
wctl.ings, token of revarcl and apprrcini(m, for Chnshu R,
·t~W Ycar'A gradnaiou, etc. ;rhere can
1e nothing nicer, RO
t!Jproprinte, so pre,·ious tlm·ing life. as

ll~hc Colonel ·augcrsoll Sf.. Jvcuir.

Prices, $2.50 each;
extrtt heavy, $3
Orange an<l sngttr
spoons, $3. Gilt
howls, 50 cents ex1Jta.

Poverty: Its

"'l'UE TIME TO BE IIAPPY IS NOW,"
;mtl ot.her mottoes, names, etc., etched in bowls
in most ttrtistic style, 50 cents cxtt·tt. Sent
upon receipt of prir.e an<lmoncy refunded if not
satisfactory. Order of Designer if your jeweler
does not sllPply it. Many an; interested in their
own infel'ior Rouvct•irs ~tntl will not sell the
above
OTTO WE'l'TS'rT•~IN, Hoclwlle, Ill.
Established in 18!i7. Designer of " Otto Wettstein" Watch, ttntl popular Frccthought badge.

PoYerty : Its Effects on tliC Politieal
Condition of tile People. By CharleE

'"' Doing 'Vonders in Uuring tbc Sick.
Write for pttmphlet to J. R. I'EitRY,
No. 34 f!onth lVlain street. Wilkes barr!!, Pa.

Pot>ulation Question. By Dr. Uhas. Knowlton
Edrted by Charles Bradltmgh ttndAnniel3esant.

25C.

Cans~ and Cur~. Pointing
out the mettns by wh1Ch th,c worlnng classes .may
ra\ 1e themselves from their 11resent state of low
Wotl;es and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dig.
nitr, and ipdepentlenqc, at;d which is also capable of entirely rcmovmg, m course of tnur, the
other principfil social evils. By l\L G. H. 10c.
Large or Small Families~ On whi~h Side
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Anstm Holy.
ottke. 5c.

Brttdlaugh. 5c.

W A TBR OF< LIF<B

Why Do Men Starve 1 By Chas. llmllcal to the \Velfarc of the People. Hy Charles
Bm<liaugh. 5c.

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bratliaugh. tic.
Letters to Young People. By (Prince)
Peter.Krapotldnc. Witli Life of author, l>v
Stepmak. 10c.
Address 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER.

Takes hold in this order :

Sold by every druggist, and manufactured by

rtiet lih:eneRH, power

t.runerat.ioliR to come.

Meoical Discover~ SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to

,Specifications: DeBIJ;rned (by kind permission of Colone Ingersoll) and patented
Fe b. 2, 1892. Magnifi2
cent portrait. The
Torch of Heason and
the Torch of Libert)'
emblematicn.l of th~
means onr Grettt Orator and Leader of Advaueecl 'l'hongh't
'Yonld employ to e1ihghten the world
banish snperstitio:d
a;ntl fqu·, and establish umvcrsal physic\tltt!]d mental liberty,
;u;tstwl' !'ucl happiness.
.p.xqmsite scroll-work,
m fnll relief, snrromHls the spoon-tt
reverie of art Stu<lents will sttidv its
charming lines. 'Lovers of the benntiful
will go in raptnres
over it, and conno sseurs will wttnt it to
enhance the artistic
n;terits of their collections. Exact size ttllll
model of cut (which,
however, satlh' faila
to reproduce the cor-

'lJHtll, WOliHlll, YOUth,

The Lanfl Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi-

Liberal Association of Baltiluore be out.
Me@ts at the Lyceum Hall, 404 East Ba.ltimore st.,
You know whether you need it or
every Sunday afternoon a~ 2:30 o'clock.
not.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

Besant and Hev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nttzareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., .
28 Lafayette place, New York.

laugh. 5c.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

HONOR OF

THE KINC OF ORATORS.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will plettse sen<l stamp for circnlars and
WHY.
ELl\UNA DHAKE SI,ENKEH,
Snowville, Va.

A BOOI-<: FOR MEN.

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By 'r, C. 'VIDDICOIUBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.
·
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTL£ LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E. D. SLEJ!iTF1iJR.
Boards.

40cents.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents. treating
on that health-de-stroying and life-Cf!TlHnmin!l'
weakness of men as the result of youthful errors
and excesses. 'l'he book setH forth R.U ~Nli'tD~L
CUitE, whls!h i? a medi~inl:' t.') bG apphe!'l externally (the only remP<ly ;,f me ,~ma In eXIstence).
Yon will f<efll imp]"oved tile first day, benefited
every da.y, UJ1til all signs of Eadx Decay, Weaknesoes .Lost Manhood,_.,etc. hare fully restored.
" Ad"ress,
D.tt. RvB'T P .. FELLOWS,
Vmeland, N .. J.
And sa.y yon saW !his in THE TRUTH 8EEK>:R.
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Boo4s

THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY.

Satadiq.

Issued llionthly.

Subscription

pric~,

- $3

per annum.

No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Prtce.
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinkers' Almanac, 1891...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
25
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener... . . . ..... ...... ...... ...... .......
50
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... . . .. . .
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett ............................•.....
25
20
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck ....... .
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on Voltaire .....•..
10
7. The Crisis ...............•........•.........
40
8. Sabbath Breakinll"···· .............•.•...•.
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams ........... .
25
25
10. The Strike of .a Sex. Geo. N. Miller ... .
11. 1\'ly Religious Experience. S. P. Putnam.
25
12. The Higher Criticism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore ............. .
50
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote ....... .
25
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Illust'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ............•..........................
10
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ...... .
25
18. Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk ..... .
50
19. Pocket TheologY. Voltaire ............ ..
25
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener.......................................
50

God and His Book. $1.25.
Woman: 11er Glory, Her Shame, and
Her God. Two vols. $1.25 each.
Oid Jesus Christ Ri!le from the Dead f
25 cent&.
,onfessional, Romish and Anglican. 30
cents.

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearl:!" subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the :year. Single copies of each
book sent upon rece1pt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

INVENTORS.

Books by Helen H. BardemJ!

The cost of obtaining a U. S. Patent,
in an ordinary case,
is onl;y:$55, through
.EDWIN N.
BEECHER,
Solicitor of Patents. MARroN, Hartford county, CoNN.
Pamphlet of advice to Inventors
will be mailed free.
N.B.-Register all
letters and stamps
will be sent you to
defray this expense.
an Infidel, a writer
papers, and, we are intnvAnt;or• and experienced .I>atv~,.,._,,,v~ him, he is a skillful
.8.tl;OrJtle)'.-''.1'HE
SEEKER.

THE STORY HOUR.
For Children and Youth.
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
The Trade Suppliea at Special Discounts.

•

IS THIS YOUR SOH} MY LORD 1
A NEW NOVEL.

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on

ISAIAH'S VISION.
In the year that king Uzziah died I saw also the Lord sitting upon a
throne, high and lifted up, and his train filled the temple. Above it stood
the seraphim: each one had six wings; with twain he covered his face, and
with twain he covered his feet, a:p.d with twain did he :fly.-Isa. vi, 1, 2.

*
**

•: IF :•

YOU ARE

**
*

!SINCERELY INTERE8'1ED IN

THE OAUSE OF

Religion and Social Matters.

WOMAN

Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents.

HASTK:N TO READ

By Miss Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of the
Children's Corner in the New York
Truth Seeker.
Small Quarto-10x8 inches-nearly Three Hundred P!!ges. Illuminated Covers. Sixty-six Fullpage illustrations, with Twenty-five Smaller
Ones.
CONTENTS:
Preface; Lazy Dick; or, The Life of a Do~; An
An~el Unawares; 1\iay;..._Ten Little Wa1ting.
li'Ia1,.ds; The Doctor's Horse; True Polite,
ness; A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgiving~rGrand·
father's Pocketbook; Meddlesome molly;_ A
Sad Mistake; Inside an Engine House·1 vur
Children; Cress brook Cottage; Ezekiel s. Silver Spoon; Odds and Ends-A New Year's
Story; Miss Brown's Valentine.; What Stephen's Owl was Stuffed With; John; Neighbor Bri,ghtside· Miss Marie Gold's Party;
Cousin J.ohn's Philosophy; Jenn;y:'_s 9uestion;
Katy's Answer; Alone in an Unfurnishea
House; Blackey; Breaking_the Meeting;. Our
Susie; A Funny Fellow-How He was uured
of Practical Joking; What the Fern Said;
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthday· PostOffice Jack; Aunt Avis; I Can Because I Will.
Price, $1.00.
Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A THOUGHTLESS YES. THE STRIKE OF A SEX. Self-Contra~iGtions of the

CONTENTS:
A Splendid Judge of a Woman-The ·Lady of the
Club-Under Protest-For the Prosecution-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
lVIystery-The Time-Lock of Our AncestorsFlorence Campbell's Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Addres~

By GEORGE N. lUILLER.

("THE

UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN

OF WOMAN'S

SLAVERY.")

Price, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1.
'J'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO,

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WOIU\. ~
FOR fJALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER O:B'l!'ICE.

Essays and Lectures. Embracing Inllu

enee of Christianity on Civilization ; Cln·ic
tianity and Jllaterialism; What Literalism oJTer
in Place of Christianity; Scientific ll[aterilLlisn)
Woman; Spiritualism from a lUaterialistl•
Standpomt; Paine the rolitical and Bcligiou'
Heformcl" Materialism arid Crime; Will tlu
Coming1Vian Worship God? Crimes and CrtH·l·
ties of Christianity; the Authority of tho Bi!Jl<·:
Free thought Judged by Its Frmts; Our Idens
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

OAN THIS~
BE SO ,r-

SEND AND
BEE

Price, postpaid, 211 cents.

! I

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

10 cents.

Burgess-UnderwoO<l Debate.

·

A Four

days' debate between B. F. Underwoocl and
Prof. 0. A. Burgess, President of tho Northwestern 0hristian Univers:.oy, Indianapolis, Ind.
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Q. Did you see him driving a team, hauling? A. No,
sir.
Q. Did you see him chopping any? A. Saw him
cutting firewood.
Q. Hauling wood? A. No, sir; I do not remember
that he hauled any wood.
Q. Well, what kind of labor do you remember to hav
seen him do on Sundays? A. Idonotknowthatican say.
Q. Is it, and was it his habit, Mr. Dortch, to follow his
every~day avocations on Sundays? do the work on Sundays that is ordinarily done by other men on the other
days of the week? A. Yes, sir.
Q. That is, he would perform the same kind of work on
Sundays that he would do on other days? A. Yes, sir; all
but Saturdays. •
Q. And you saw him at different kinds of work? A.
Yes, sir.
Q. And in this county? A. Yes, sir.
Q. What did he do Saturday? A. He quit his work
Friday evening in time to clean up and get ready for the
Sabbath, and he kept the Sabbath as he thought according
to the commandment.
Q. In other words, he recognized Saturday as the Sabbath? A. Yes, sir, he did.
Q. And he followed his every-day avocations and
worked at other kinds of work on Sunday? A. Yes, sir.
Q. And you saw him at all these sorts of work? A.
Well, I suppose most every time.
CROSS-EXAMINATION.

00

W. S. Lowry. The indictment charges that the work
perform!'ld was a public nuisance, and disturbed the com00 munity. Were you really disturbed by my work, or did
it interfere with your particular views in any way? A.
50 No, sir, not a bit. It did not disturb me any.
Q. Do you think a man ought to hav the privilege of
00 working six days in the week? A. I think every man
ought to hav the privilege of working when he pleases; I
think that is his right. And he has the right to worship
according to the dictates of his own conscience, I think.
REDIRECT.

Attorney-General. Are you a member of the Seventh
As the details of the recent trials of the Seventh Day Adventist church out there? T. F. Dortch. Yes, sir.
Day Adventists in Paris, Tenn., reach the public it
Mr. Lowry, who was on trial, made this statebecomes more and more apparent that, the whole ment to the jury:
business is a persecution for opinions of one off"I would like to say to the 'jury, that, as has been
color Christian sect by the other sects which hapstated, I am a Seventh Day Adventist. I observe the
pen to be dominant in the state. And the light :fine seventh day of the week as the Sabbath. I read my Bible,
imposed by the judge does not at all indicate a pur- and my convictions on the Bible are that the seventh day
pose to discourage such prosecutions, but quite the of the week is the Sabbath, whicl:J. comes on Saturday. I
contrary, as the judge warned the prisoners that if observe that day the best I know how. Then I claim the
God-given right to six days' labor. Ihav a wife and four
they persisted in Sunday work in the future, the
children, and it takes my labor on six days to make a
situation would resolve itself into a question of the living. I go about my labor quietly, do not make any
relativ strength of the law and of those who violated unnecessary noise, but do my work as quietly as possible.
it, and that in such a contest the court could take It has been proved by the testimony of Mr. Cox and Mr.
but one course. And in Obion county indictments Fitch, who liv around me,. that they were not disturbed.
Here I am before the court to answer for this right that I
are to be found against all Seventh Day people claim as a Christian. I am a law-abiding citizen; believe
who labor on Sunday. .The attorney-general told we ought to obey the laws of the state; ·but whenever
one of the editors of the Sentinel that lack of tim~ they conflict with my-religious convictions and the Bible,
alone prevented the :finding of such indictments by I stand and choose to serve the laws of my God rather
the last grand jury, and that "at the next term of than the laws of the state. I do not desire to cast any
reflection upon the state, nor the officers and authorities
court every man of them will be indicted." He also executing the law. I leave the case with you."
said: "Every man, woman, and child of them [the
The address to the jury by the prosecutor was
Adventists] that works on Sunday will be prosecuted
an attempt to make it appear that religion had
until they quit it." •
nothing to do with the case, but that .the law must
The indictments in Henry county were for mainbe obeyed simply because it is the law. He said:
taining a nuisance, but there was no evidence to
"I want to say, gentlemen of the jury, so far as Mr.
support that charge, and though the judge charged
Lowry's case is concerned, that we hav a law that points
the jury that it was "not a question of religious
ou~ and recognizes a certain day as Sunday, and the
belief or conviction ons way or the other," the legtslature of Tennessee has thrown around that day
trials had to hinge on the religious character of safeguards of protection.. It says it shall be a misde~
Sunday, and the prosecutor asked such questions as meanor for any man to follow his secular work on that
day; and, so far as the 'laws of Tennessee are concerned
these:
it is a violation of that law when a man follows that work
"Are you a member of that church?"
It is not a matter of conviction as to whether he believes
"Is it the habit of the members of your church to that his Sunday, or his Saturday, is Sunday, or the Sablabor on Sunday?"
bath, as Mr. Lowry terms it. And while the Constitu"There is a numbei· of you gentlemen that belong to tion guarantees unto him, and to every other citizen of
that church living in the same neighborhood?"
this republic, the right to keep Saturday if he sees
"Hav you seen him go to church on Sunday?"
proper, or ~o keep Monday if he prefer, or to keep any
The offense for which conviction was obtained is other day, if your honor pleases, that he sees proper and
shown in the Mstimony of one of the witnesses, him- guarantees to him the right to work according to hi; own
self an Adventist, and compelled to testify against convictions and _his. own ideas of these things, that very
same guarantee 1s giVen to you and to all the citizens of
his fellow-church-members :
•
this commonwealth. And the American people by law,
Attorney-general. Hav you seen the defendant plow and the people of Tennessee by the laws, designate and
JLny? A. I do not think I hav.
point out a certain day as the Sabbath, and they say that
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day shall be kept holy, and around it they throw the safeguards of law, and they say that no man shall work on
"that day, unless it is a work that is necessary, a work that
is absolutely necessary and cannot be foregone. Now,
Mr. Lowry has not gone to pull an ox out of the ditch, or
to put ·up a fence to keep stock out of his farm; but he
follows his every-day avocations on Sunday. While the
constitution guarantees to him the right to keep Saturday, and protects him in his worship while engaged in
that worship; and if in his church others should disturb
him, he would hav the same safeguards thrown around
him, and the same solemn protection given him in t.hat
worship that you hav in your own church, yet he must
bow to the laws of the state of Tennessee; he must bow to
the ~aws of this country; he must bow to the laws that hav
been made and recognized and must be enforced by the
courts of this country. And if he feels thatitishis duty
to keep Saturday, his honor will charge that the law
makes him desist from his secular work on Sunday. It
is not a question of fact at all; it is only a question of law;
because he does not dispute that he follows his every-day
avocations, but admits it; he does not dispute that he
follows the work on Sunday that he follows during the
week, but admits it, and givs as an excuse that it is a conviction of his church belief. This is a question that has
been decided by the higher courts of this country, that
this people must respect and regard the laws of the state.
It is that a man cannot justify himself in the violation of ·
a state law by religious scruples, by religious belief. It
is a matter that I can not conceive how that a man who
claims to be a peaceable, law-abiding citizen, can go on
disregarding the day openly, in the face of the law,
openly, in the face of the protections that are thrown
around the holy Sabbath as we believe it, and hold it, and
protected by the laws of this state; and it is a question
that I presume you gentlemen will not hav any difficulty
in coming to a decision upon.
" It is a question that has been decid!jld by the courts,
and whatever protection, whatever rights are guaranteed
to a man in his own peculiar religious beliefs, no law
could be enacted that would say that a man who violated
the Sabbath was not guilty. It is a day that we are
taught to respect, and as alluded to by Mr. Lowry here,
the seventh day we should keep holy, and protect it with
the laws of the state.
"While I regret that we hav that class of people among
us with that belief, not that we hav the people, while I
regret that there is that difference, yet if they want to
keep Saturday the law says they must keep Sunday; that
is to say they must not violate the Sabbath laws; they
must not follow every-day avocations on that day. It is
to be regretted, because of the fact that so far as I know
they are good citizens; yet it is a solemn duty that rests
upon the jury, and rests upon the court, and upon
all the officers of the court, to see that this law is enforced. It is a duty that I take it the court will do.
So far as I am concerned it is a painful duty to me;
nevertheless, it is a duty that I would not shun."
The judge's charge was in the same strain:
"Gentlemen of the jury : This indictment against
the defendant, W. S. Lowry, charges him with the offense of committing a nuisance by openly, and publicly,
and habitually following his daily avocations upon Sundays. It is charged that on the 8th of November, that
day being Sunday, and divers other Sundays before that
date, and up to the taking of this inquisition, the defendant unlawfully, openly, publicly, notoriously, and
unnecessarily did engage in .his secular business, and
performed and followed his common avocations of life on
Sunday, by working on his farm, plowing, hoeing,
chopping, hauling wood, mauling rails, and doing various
and divers other kinds of work on Sunday; that this
work was not necessary nor a matter of charity; and that ·
it was and is to the great annoyance and disturbance of
the people, and an evil example to society, prejudicial to
the morals of the people, and a public nuisance to
the citizens. The defendant does not plead; but the
court has entered a plea of not guilty. In order to return a verdict of guilty, the state must prove the guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt, and that the offense was
committed in Henry county, within twelve months pefore
this indictment was returned by the grand jury.
"It must appear from the proof beyond a reasonable
doubt that this defendant did habitually-that is, more
than once-openly and publicly perform his daily work,
and did engage in his daily avocations by doing the work
described in this indictment, or some portion of it; and
that it was done in such an open and public way as to become a nuisance-that is, a disturbance to the community.
"If you find, gentle~en of the jury, these facts prove!).
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beyond a reasonable doubt, and that the offense occurred
in Henry county, and within twelve months before this
indictment was returned to the grand jury, you are. to
return a verdict of guilty. If these facts are not so
proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you are to return a
verdict of not guilty.
"It is not a question of religious belief or conviction
at all, either one way or the other. So far as, and for the
purposes of this case, and in the administration of the
laws of the state, it is not a matter of any importance,
or to be considered by the court or jury, as to whether
Saturday or Sunday is the Sabbath of the Bible, or as to
what the peculiar religious opinion of the defendant may
be, or the religious opinions of other people in the community. It is a question of observing Sunday as a civil
institution under the laws of the state.''
After reading these words one would think that
the prosecutor and the judge were determined to'
be awfully impartial, but still the fact remains, and
it :ls for them to explain away, that other kinds of
Christians work in Henry county, Tenn., without
molestation. Bearing this in mind, the assertion
that the prosecution of these people is not of a
religions character is the boldest of hypocritical
shams. The whole Sunday observance movement
is nothing but cant and hypocrisy and endeavor to
tyrannize. The Advent Herald well says of these
cases and the action of Christians who applaud
the convictions: "Sunday, June 5, four of our
brethren languished in a loathsome jail for pursuing
their legitimate calling quietly upon their own farms
upon Sunday. The same Sunday, June 5, the
delegates to the Republican national convention at
Minneapolis, deaf to the church-bells clanging their
calls to worship, thronged the halls and corridors
of the hotels, and from early morning till' late at
night, worked for their respectiv candidates.
Prominent among these energetic workers was Col.
Elliott F. Shepard, president of the American Sabbath Union, who arrived the night before, and took
an activ part in this Sunday work. When the laws
of this country can thus be used to oppress the
humble believer, who conscientiously observes the
seventh-day Sabbath, and let such occasions as this
one at Minneapolis, and hundreds of other violations go unnoticed by the law, how can anyone
hav the hardih.Qod to say that such prosecution is
not religions persecution? It may be truly said of
this country, 'A wonderful and horrible thing is
committed in the land.'"

.A. Historian's Discovery.
One of the traditions which the present age is
surely picking to pieces is the great fame of the
P.nritans as the founders of a republic, the fathers
of our system of public education, the establishers
of freedom of speech and religious equality, and so
on through the list of political, religions, and social blessings the Americans enjoy. Our ancestors
are supposed to hav brought all these ideas with
them from England, or to hav evolved them as a revolt from the established tyranny of English kings.
The claim has been so often made for them that
the Puritan refugees from England are supposed
to hav a patentee ownership of most of those things
of which this country is proud, such as refusal to
be taxed without representation, township government, freedom of worship, and education for everybody.
But, little by little, we are finding out that the
old pietists of New England were nothing but a lot
of despots borrowing a few good ideas and evol ving on their own account a great many brutal notions. The latest historian to dig up facts about
these overrated patriots is a Scotchman, Mr.
Douglas Campbell, who has effectually robbed them of
many of their laurels. In studying the jurisprudence
of colonial New York Mr. Campbell found that the
institutions supposed to hav been derived from
New England were not at all due to English Puritans. Of what he found in this study he says:
"And here I met a series of surprises, for I enconntereq at every turn traces of institutions and ideas
generally supposed to hav been derived from England, or at least to be of New England origin, but
which clearly, so far as concerned New York, were
derived from a different quarter. .Here were free
schools, and the system of recording deeds and
mortgages, lands held in common by the townsall under the old Dutch rule ; here the doctrin was
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first laid dow~ by alegislativ assembly that the people
are the source of political anthprity; here were first
established permanent religious freedom, the right
of petition, and the freedom of the press. On the
other hand, here were ito executions of witches or
Quakers, and no kidnapping and enslavement of the
Indians.
"In comparing this record with that of New
England, the points of contrast were no less remarkable than those of resemblance, while all the
deductions from such a comparison were opposed
to the ideas inculcated by our current histories.
From their earliest school-days Americans hav been
told that this nation is a transplanted England and
that we must look to the motherland as "the home
of our institutions. But the men who founded
New York were not Englishmen; they were Hollanders, Walloons, and Huguenots. The colony
wits under Dutch law for half a century; its population was probably not half English even at the
time of the Revolution, and yet here one finds some
of the institutions which giv America its distinctiv
character, while, what is more remarkable, no trace
of those same institutions can be found in England.
What was their origin became to me an interesting
question. New York, which was first settled, certainly did not derive them from New England, and
New England probably· did not derive them from
New York. Could there hav been a common
fountain which fed both these streams, the debt to
which has never been acknowledged? Of course,
theN etherland Republic must hav been this fountain, if one existed; but to prove its existence and
the mode in which its in:tiuence was exerted on
New England required-an examination far outside
the records of New York."
Americans will hav to transfer their reverence
from the Puritans to the Dutchmen of Holland,
and Forefathers' Day will hav to be celebrated with
long-stemmed pipes and schnapps instead of in
hard cider. And the Puritans who made life a
burden to all who differed with them religiously
will take their proper place in history as a narrowminded colony of bigots who somewhat hastily concluded that the chief end of man was to glorify God
by hanging witches, whipping Quakers, and enslaving men distinguished from themselvs in savagery
only by the color of their skins.

nounced him as a seducer and a scoundrel. It made its
accusations specific with the avowed purpose of forcing
Bennett to begin a civil or criminal action for libel. The
purpose was to put Bennett's guilt or innocence to the
test of a judicial investigation before an unprejudiced
jury. It desired a full, open, and fair inquiry before an
impartial trib1mal operating 1mder fixed rules regarding
the admission of evidence."
The society's exoneration under these circumstances amounts to nothing. If it really desired to
know the truth, it could hav forced Bennett to sue
the 'l'imes for libel. As it is, the society lias now
sunk to his level, if it were ever above it, and is
another proof that all these societies are run by
men whom decent people cannot trust.

Only Poor Booldmeping.
Comptroller Myers has concluded that the charitable institutions which had made false returns of
children cared for are not swindlers but only poor
bookkeepers. Chief Auditor Lyons, of the comptroller's office, reports the following sums overpaid:
St. Joseph's Asylum .... ., ...... :........................... $3,603 14
Ladies' Deborah Nursery ................................. 4,675 71
Asylum of the Sisters of St. Dominick............... 636 29
Dominican Asylum of Our Lady of the Rosary...
71 71
As_Ylum of St. Vincent de Paul..........................
37 43
Mission of the Immaculate Virgin..................... 526 29
Total ...................................................... $9,550 57

Part of the money has been refunded and the
balance will be deducted from the subsequent payments. The errors are characterized as "due to
gross carelessness and negligence on the part of
the managers of tbt:l various institutions."
"In several of t.h~ institutions," Mr. Lyons says,
"children were carried on the bills after their discharge, and in other cases charges were made for
the support of children after they had reached the
age of sixteen." Morris Alexander, president of
the Ladies' Deborah Nursery, thus explains how
his institution made the mistake: "We hav about
five hundred boys and girls. Often their parents
secure their discharge, which is duly registered.
But, instead of taking their children away, they
leave them for eeveral months, in which case, of
course, they are charged for with the rest. Again,
children often remain with us after reaching the
age of sixteen. We cannot turn them into the
street. We must wait until we find places for
them." Mr. Alexander admitted, however, that
"the bookkeeper might hav been a little careless."
Exonerated!
Of all of which the public can believe as much as
When the Cheseborough Manufacturing Comit
pleases.
pany first put vaseline upon the market, Samuel
Colgate, president of Comstock's Society for the
Told for the "Civil-Sabbath" Cranks.
Suppression of Vice, was one of the agents or
principals in selling ~t, and from his store in John
We commend the following lines to Wilbur F.
street was issued a circular setting forth its virt- Crafts and Elliot F. Shepard:
ues, one of which was that mixed with a certain
''.'How many legs,' asked Grandpa Jim,
chemical it would prevent an increase in population.
Of each urchin who came visiting him,
'How many legs has a sheep, if you call
The attention of the authorities and the society
His tail a leg? How many in all?'
was called to this plain violation of the law-for
Always the answer prompt would be,
several of these circulars were obtained by mail'Counting his tail, sir, five has he."
but Colgate was "exonerated" by the society and
'Wrong,' smiled Grandpa Jim, 'he has four;
the United States district attorney did not proseEasy to prove that no sheep has more;
For calling his tail a leg, my son, .
cute because Colgate suppressed the circular.
Doesn't
by any means make it one.'~·
The agent of the San Francisco vice society, C.
When
people
come around declaring that Sunday
R. Bennett, has lilfewise been "exonerated" by his
society of the charges of debauching a young woman, is a "civil" institution if only called so, and not a
a member of his church, in Oakland, under promis religious one, says the Adventist journal, bear in
of marriage, and of afterward hounding her from a mind the fact that calling a thing so does not make
position by which she made an honest living, be- it so, and gently remind them.of the sheep's leg.
cause she declined. continuing her intimacy with
The Literature Fund.
him.
Of the investigation conducted by the
society the Oakland Times says:
On this fund, for the purpose of circulating
"The alleged investigation was held in secret. No- Freethought pamphlets and petitions where they
body but Bennett ·and the executiv committee of the so- will do the most good, we hav, since the last acciety knows what was done or what steps were taken to
knowledgment, received the following sums:
secure evidence. The whole proceedings were carried
out in accordance with the wishes and suggestions of J. A. Gr~enhill... ....... $2 001 J. Sou~er.; ................. $~ 00
Bennett. The committee began their investigation with J. W. Miller............... 50 H. Be1ehhng ............. o 00
F. C. M.................... 1 00 j R. Gunther ............... 1 50
the professed belief in Bennett's innocence.
C. R. Moyer .............. 1 50 L. G. Reed ................ 3 00
'' It is difficult to characterize in fitting terms such a
proceeding as this investigation. The charges supposed
This is a fund that should steadily be maintained
to be imestigated were made by the Times, but all this because work for it to do comes up at unexpected
journal ever learned of this so-called inveliltigation came times, requiring prompt action.
from statements furnished to the press by Bennett. The
Times was never asked to substantiate any of its stateMr. H. L. Green has published ~ new edition of
ments or furnish any proof of the truth of its accusation.
"We challenge a judicial investigation. If this society the Bruno monument pamphlet, and reduced the
desires one, let it institute legal proceedings. When it price from twenty to twelve cents. Orders may be
was ascertained that the statute of limitations barred both sent to this office.
civil and criminal actions against Bennett, the Times de-
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base expands the living green-a surging ocean the day of my arrival. I guess this is the first
upon the steep hillsides, dropping into the far- cyclone that ever reveled over the plains of Utah.
reaching meadows that waver and glimmer in the It is supposed that the mountain!! keep out these
silver and gold of the sunshine. And then the lively creatures. It was a baby cyclone, however,
lake, how like a jewel it flows and bursts in sapphire and perhaps had strayed far away from the land of
teams and rolls against the dim horizon in masses its nativity, and did not know that it ought not to
of splendor. And see the ever-varying form of the come to Utah. The climate of Utah is changing,
blue hills, some towering with vast and frowning they say, and it may be that cyclones will become a
precipices overlooking the majestic flood; others part of the regular order of things. Railroads, it
flowing in soft lines of verdure to the glowing is said, are an incitement to cyclones. They make
rim, others stretching away like floating, vanishing more electricity in the air.
clouds, appearing and disappearing in a silver mist,
Thursday I journey on to Morgan City. Dan
seeming like the creations of a dream, so filmlike, Williams and J. Williams are off on a journey to
so transparent, so· unsta.ble they are in. the gor- California, but Mrs. Williams givs me a cordial welIn a letter to Helen Gardener recently, Colonel
geous effulgence.
come. Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Edt.olm are still in the
Ingersoll thus referred to her latest books: "I hav
A land of beauty this; the sky, the clouds, the company here, and Dr:Wadsworth has joined it
read with great pleasure, 'Pushed by Unseen innumerable bights, the gray lines of the an- from Lehi, where I met him several years ago. Mr.
Hands.' The stories are to the point, apt, deftly cient sea, the infinit variety of color the glassy Edhelm has been made judge of probate. FreeOliver Kingston is
written and dramatic. We are the effects of causes lake-heaven mirrored in its depths-the delicious thought wins recognition.
and the causes of effects, because effects must in vales sinking into the massiv grandeur of the rocks, another addition to our forces, willing to lend a
turn be causes. Our prison is large. We do not the smiling sunlight flecked far away with gentle hand.· I hav a fair audience in the courthouse,
showers-all these seem to weave a magic shifting and lecture on "The Bible," which is a good subject
see the walls and therefore we imagin we are free. scene of matchless glory, in which one revels with a for the Mormon people. They believe in new reveYou hav done ~me great honor by .quoting a sort of reckless delight, as if he were just born into lations, and that the Bible does not contain all of
paragraph from my reply to Mr. Gladstone. . The this enchanting world and knew nothing of evil, of God's word. The books are not closed. If God
book will greatly add to your reputation as a charm- age, or sorrow, or disappointment. I am dreaming, revealed himself in old time, why not to-day~ Pering and thoughtful writer- and I congratulate you dreaming, as I sweep by, as if in a chariot of fire, this fectly logical that is. But after all, the Mormon
religion is founded upon the Bible, and if you deon your success. I hav just read 'Pulpit, Pew, inimense magnificence.
But along with nature's superb excitements there stroy the Bible, you destroy the Mormo:g.'s hope,
and Cradle,' in which you hav presented your case
is also tl:e "deep heart. of man" Salt Lake City and his new revelations go by the board. Apropos
with clearness and re~arkable force, and again I has something of a metropolitan cast. There is a of revelations at Scofield, in answer to the claim
congratulate you." Miss Gardener is rapidly ace congregation of gifted spirits. I guess that some- made by Mormons present that they had revelaquiring 4'ame as a story-writer and if ill health does thing in the climate conduces to intellectual tions I read Ingersoll's account of Balaam's ass, in
not stop her will soon crowd some of the older and ardor. At any rate, there are literary and art which it was shown that the ass had a clearer revecircles quite brilliant, and philosophy also wields lation than the prophet himself; that so far as
feebler novelists off the end of the plank.
its wand. And woman's genius is also at the front. revelations were concerned the ass beat the man ;
The genus " man " has no preeminence, only man and I guess he always will. Perhaps the ass intelin the general sense as including the feminin ele- lect is. more adapted to a revelation than man's.
Conductor Morris says that hereafter when any•
ment.
I hav had the privilege of listening to an after- Mormon claims to hav a revelation he will dub him
noo~ talk by Mrs. M. C. Donnell on "Mental "Balaam's ass." If we must hav "revelations,"
News and Notes.
Science." This is a more inclusiv name of what was and since the ass beats the record, let him occupy
Utah is now in its glory. It is as near to para-- originally "Christian Science."
Mrs. Donnell the pulpit. Well, I guess he does, come to think
dise as any place on this broad earth. It presents plunges quite deeply into the origin of life, its of it.
a magnificent appearance, rivaling the pearly gates "identities," the "primitiv brother," etc. She has
Friday, I push on to Echo. Here I always hav a
and golden streets of the New J-erusalem. I do e~dently been an earnest student of psychology. jo'lly time. The railroad boys are lively, and take
not wonder the saints came here. They had a She assumes that in man is concentrated the power in Freethought with a relish. Judge Edholm acshrewd eye to business. It did not take any " reve- of universal existence. Man's mind is the supreme companied me from Morgan City. I was in hopes to
lation " to know that they were in a country that instrument and can control the body; it can drive see Wm. Reynolds, our oldtime secretary of the
might be made to flow with milk and honey, to be out disease at will, and destroy pain. This, how- Utah Union, but was disappointed. Conn·ade Gale
resplendent with fruits, to glitter with harvests. ever, is not a supernatural agency but a perfectly and others came over from Coalville. The schoolBut alas, they did not know that the railroad was natural exercise of what is common to all. Of house was pretty well filled up, and evidently Echo
coming, and if there is anything that knocks re- course "Mental Science" is beautiful and interest- is impregnated with Freethought. W. H. Fay, Wm.
ligion higher than a kite it is the puff and whistle of ing as a philosophy, as something that "might be," Hazleton, and E. C. Morse are our workers here,
the locomotiv. The saints would hav had a jolly but when it comes to science the outlook is different. and they take hold with a will that is inspiring.
time in these beautiful valleys if the iron horse had There is only a suggestion in this direction from After the lecture we hav a couple of hours of social
not snorted his way hither with the thunders of a certain facts, but not a demonstration, and so the relaxation, and like veteran soldiers we gather about
new "revelation" that even Joe Smith or Brigham problem is not yet solved. With Goethe we can the campfire, with memories of the past and hopes
Young could not surpass. The priest would hav simply say, "More light."
of the future. One noble companion is missing,
had it all his own way if the steam-engin and the
Mrs. A. R. Tibbetts has given some bright essays Fred Hirst, who since I was here has passed away.
Pullman car had not checkmated him. How the on "Early German Literature" before the Unitarian He suffered heroically and never flinched while
"angels," Destroying Angels and all, hav to take to Club. Mrs. Tibbetts is a German herself and has death claimed him for his own. He met the inevitheir wings when the telegraph bears the lightning drank deeply of the fountain of the wonderful table with brave and beautiful spirit. Even when
and the smokestack sings its sulphurous song. I poetry and romance of Germany, which to-day he could not talk the radiant courage of his mind
do not think that a single angel has _put in an ap- seems to exert a more extraordinary influence than was apparent. He was in every way an honorable
pearance since the first -stationhouse was ·built. ever. Alluring are these tales of war and love, of man, frank, earnest, cheerful, a friend in both sunThey · hav fled to parts unknown, and the saints gigantic strife and mighty passion. The gifted shine and storm. I never found a better supporter
hav had to succumb to civilization.
essayist has skillfully rendered to modern ears these of Freethought. He leaves a wife and two beautiWell, the people, the common Mormon people, epics of her fatherland.
ful children, who still remain in Echo, in a lovely
are as good as anybody. They hav the right stuff,
I am enjoying the hospitality while in this city of home on the banks of the Weber. Echo is indeed
they are industrious, they believe in good living, Dr. and Mrs. Tibbetts, and almost every topic has a delightful valley in the midst of the mighty and
they like fine stock, they dig and delve. When been discussed in this charming home circle. And desolate hills-a bit of paradise amid vast reaches
they are out of the clutches of the priest they are so, resting amid trees and flowers, the birds singing of desert. A little way from here is the enormous
sensible and go-ahead. Gradually the churcJ:I in the sunshine, and sunshine and shadow mingling rocky pulpit, jutting from the side of the mountain,
power is diminishing. The payment of tithes IS on the beautiful grass, I find keen mental enjoy- in which Brigham Young addressed the pilgrim
not so fashionable as it used to be; there is consid- ment that givs new zest to the labors of reform.
multitude, who, after almost' incredible sufferings,
erable kicking; the old time reverence is weakened;
I hav to break up this genial repose, however, on were on the verge of the promised land.
the temple, even with its new and golden an~~l
Mrs. Hirst is teacher in the public school here,
Wednesday,
and take my departure for FarmMaroni, is not so imposing as it once was; a spmt
and with a woman's genius faces the battle of life,
ington
and
lecture
there
on
Wednesday
evening.
of investigation is abroad; the gold and silver
looking to the future still from the sorrow of the
Fortunately, before the lecture the clouds roll
. mines, the artesian wells, the faetories and smelters,
past.
I enjoyed her cordial hospitality while in
the brilliant alfalfa, the shining orchards and vine- off into a lustrous sunset, and, while day and night Echo. Mrs. Hirst is not one who needs the false
yards, all these are secular forces and help to are mingling their splendors, a goodly number support of religion when hopes are shattered and
gather together in Farmington Hall to listen to a
break the chain of superstition.
the great doom comes. . In huma:nity itself, in natAn evolution is going on among the Mormons Freethought lecture. _Among many strangers I ure, in the breathing life of all, m the loft_y cheer
and they will one day make a sturdy and progre~ find familiar faces. Mr. and . Mrs. Hector W. of one's own mind, is found the consolatiOn, the
siv people. They will leap clear over the ec~lesi Ha·ght, Robert Southworth, the Andersons, father balm, that shall make the earth again radiant and
astical fence and bid an eternal farewell to the JOS~ and son, Mr. Neilson, George Stead, and others the skies benignant.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAllr.
that I hav shaken hands with years ago, not only
house, blood atonement, and the bishop.
Utah has a vast variety of wealth, and with the in Farmington, but in places abroad. These old
Little Blasphemies.
new population that is crowding in, with new ideas, friends are still ready to help. The fires hav not
with Freethought, with education, there will be a died out. Among the new ranks is Mr. J eft's, whose
''Whoever deposited a button in . the cont.ribution
uncle in Idaho, a subscriber of THE TRUTH SEEKER, plate "saicl Parson Brown, "must be smgularly1gnorant
surprising advance.
of Afrioon wearing apparel. If we are to make any use
A beautiful land this is. The valleys now spread wrote him to be sure and attend my lecture. I did of
his offering he must deposit the rest of the garment
not
catch
the
name
of
the
Idaho
veteran,
but
he
in delicious bloom, flowers of every hue mingle
next
week."
with the dazzling green. Round about are the will know by this that J eft's was there.
Hector
W.
Haight
has
been
made
judge
since
I
mountains, wonderful, glorious, enchanting. The
Elder Berry: ".Toblots has fallen by the way again;
tops are resplendent with snow, and even into was here, so the Liberals are stepping to the front he doesn't take any stock in the prophets."
in
law
and
politics.
My
friend
is
worthy
of
the
summer's heat the white radiance quivers. BeDr. Thirdly: "Why not?"
.
Elder Berry: "He says if they had been genumly
neath these illustrious pinnacles are the dark-gray honor.
A little bit of a cyclone struck Haight's farm on inspired, they would hav taken a hack at the weather."
rocks, and the dark-blue groves, and along the

The editor of our Children's Corner, Miss Susan
H. Wixon, sails for Scotland on the City of Rome,
Saturday, July 2d, for a two months' visit to the
British isles and the continent. She will be at the
Royal Ho.tel, Edinburgh, on the 13th and 14th, and
will be glad to meet any of her foreign friends
there. She will be in London two or three weeks,
and can be found through the offices of the Freethought papers. Her family of children will greatly
profit by her trip, as she will write for them every
week.
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more impetuous thought or speech corresponding
with his action 1
Under a government which imprisons any unI heartily accept the motto,-" That government is best which governs least;" and I should justly, the true place for a just man is also a prison.
like to see it acted up to more rapidly and syste~ The proper place to-day,* the only place which
matically. Carried out, it finally amo~nts to this, Massachusetts has provided for her freer and less
which also I believe-"That government is best desponding spirits, is in her prisons, to be put out
which governs not at all;" and when men are pre- and locked out of the state by her own act, as they
pared for it, that· will be the kind of government hav already put themselvs out by their principles.
which they will hav. Government is at best but an It is there that the fugitiv slave, and the Mexican
expedient; but most governments are usually, and prisoner on parole, and the Indian come to plead
all governments are sometimes, inexpedient. The the wrongs of his race, should find them; on that
obj(!ctions which hav been brought against a stand- separate, but more free and honorable ground,
ing army, and they are many and weighty, and de- where the state places those wl;w are not with her,
serve to prevail, may also at last be brought against but against her-the only house in a slave state in
a standing government. The standing army is which a free man can abide with honor.
When I converse with the freest of my neighbors,
only ail arm of the standing government. The
government itself, which is only the mode .which the I perceive that, whatever they znay say about the
people hav chosen to execute their will, is equally magnitude and seriousness of the question, and their
liable to be abused and perverted before the people regard for the public tranquillity, the long and short
can act through it. Witness the present Mexican of the matter is, that they cannot spare the pro. war, the work of comparativly a few individuals tection of the existing government, and they dread
using the standing government as their tool; for, the consequences to their property and families of
in the outset, the people would not hav consented disobedience to it. For my own part, I should not
to this measure.
like to think that I ever rely on the protection of
For government is an expedient by which men the state. But, if I deny the authority of the state
would fain succeed in letting one another alone ; when it presents its tax bill, it will soon take and
and, as has been said, when it is most expedient, waste all my property, and so harass me and my
the governed are most let alone by it. Trade _and children without end. This is hard. This makes
commer<4e, if they were not made of India-rubber, it impossible for a man to liv honestly, and at the
would never manage to bounce over the obstacles same time comfortably, in . outward respects. It
which legislators are continually putting in their will not be worth the while to accumulate property;
way; and, if one were to judge these· men wholly that would be sure to go again. You must hire or
by the effects of their actions and not partly by squat somewhere, and raise but a small crop, and eat
their intentions, they would deserve to be classed that soon. You must liv within yourself, and deand punished with those mischievous persons who pend upon yourself always tucked up and ready for
put obstructions on the railroads.
a start, and not hav many affairs. A man may grow
But, to speak practically and as a citizen, unlike rich in Turkey even, if he will be in all respects a
those who call themselvs no-government men, I ask good subject of the Turkish government. Con.,.Jor, not at once no government, but at once a better fucius said, "If a state is governed by the pringovernment. Let every man make known what ciples of reason, poverty and misery are subjects
kind of government would command his respect, of shame; if a state is net governed by the prinand that will be one step toward obtaining it.
ciples of reason, riches and honors are the subjects
After all, the practical reason why, when the of shame." No: until I want the protection of
power is once in the hands of the people, a majority Massachusetts to be extended to me in some disare permitted, and for a long period continue, to tant southern port, where my liberty is endangered,
rule, is not because they are most likely to be in the or until I am bent solely on building up an estate
right, nor because this seems fairest to the minority, at home by peaceful enterprise, I can afford to rebut because they are physically the strongest.
fuse allegiance to Massachusetts, and her right to
Unjust laws exist; shall we be content to obey my property and life. It costs me less in every
them, or shall we endeavor to amend them, and obey sense to incur the penalty of disobedience to the
them until we hav succeeded, or shall we transgress state than it would to obey. . I should feel as if I
them at once~ Men generally, under such a gov- were worth less in that case.
ernment as this, think that they ought to wait until
Some years ago the state met me in behalf of the
they hav persuaded the majority to alter them. church, and commanded me to pay a certain
They think that, if they should resist, the remedy sum toward the support of a clergyman whose
would be worse than the evil. But it is the preaching my father attended, but never I myself.
fault of the government itself that the remedy "Pay," it said, "or be locked up in jail." I deis worse than the evil. It makes it worse.· Why clined to pay. But, unfortunately, another man
is it not more apt to anticipate and provide for saw fit to pay it. I did not see why the schoolreform~ Why does it not cherish its wise minority~ master should be taxed .to support the priest, and
Why does it cry and resist before it is hurt~ Why not the priest the schoolmaster ; for I was not the
does it not encourage its citizens to be on the alert state's schoolmaster, but I supported myself by
to point out its faults, and do better than it would voluntary subscription. I did not see why the
hav them 1 Why does it always crucify Christ, and lyceum should not present its tax bill, and hav the
excommunicate Copernicus and Luther, and pro- state to back its demands, as well as the church.
nounce Washington and Franklin rebels 1
However, at the request of the select men, I conAs for adopting the ways which the state has descended to make some such statement as this in
provided for remedying the evil, I know not of such writing: "Know all men by these presents, that I,
ways. They take too much time, and a man's life Henry Thoreau, do not wish to be regarded as a
will be gone. I hav other affairs to attend to. I member of any incorporated society which I hav
came into this world, not chiefly to make this a good not joined." This I gave to the town clerk; and
place to liv in, but to liv in it, be it good or bad. he has it. The state, having ,thus learned that I
A man has not everything to do, but something. did ·not wish to be regarded as a member of that
And because he cannot do everything, it is not church, has never made a like demand on me since;
necessary that he should do something wrong. It though it said that it must adhere to its original
is not my business. to be petitioning the governor presumption that time. If I had known how to
· or the legislature any more than it is theirs to peti- name them, I should then hav signed off in detail
tion me; and if they should not hear my petition, from all the societies which I never signed on to ;
what should I do then?
but I did not know .where to find a complete list.
·I meet this American government, or its repreI hav paid no poll-tax for six years. I was put
sentativ, the state government, directly, and face into a jail once on this account, for one night; and
to face, once a year-no more-in the person of its as I stood considering the walls of solid stone, two
tax-gatherer; this is the only mode in which a man or three feet thick, the door of wood and iron, a
situated as I am necessarily meets it; and it then foot thick, and the iron grating which strained the
says distinctly, Recognize me; and the simplest, the light, I could not help being struck with the foolmost effectual, and, in .the present posture of ishness of that institution which treated me as if I
affairs, the indispensablest mode o~ treating with it were mere flesh and blood and bones, to be locked
on this head, of expressing your little satisfaction up. I wonder that it should hav concluded at
with and love for it, .is to deny it then. My civil length that this was the best use it could put me to,
neighbor, the tax-gatherer, is the very man I hav and had never thought to avail itself of my services
to deal with-for it is, after all, with men and not in some way. I saw that, if there was a wall of
with parchment that I quarrel-and he has volun- stone between me and my townsmen, there was a
tarily chosen to be an agent of the government. still more difficult one to climb or break through,
How shall he ever know well what he is and does as before they could get to be as free as I was. I did
an officer of the government, or as a man, until he not for a moment feel confined, and the walls
is obliged to consider whether he shall treat me, his seemed a great waste of stone and mortar. I felt.
neighbor, for whom he has respect, as a neighbor as if I alone of all my townsmen had paid my tax.
and well-disposed man, or as a maniac and disturber They pl~J:inlY did not know how to treat me, but beof the peace, and see if he can get over this obstruction to his neighborliness without a ruder and
* This was written before the abolition of slavery.

Civil Disobedience.

From the Works

Of

Henry Thoreau.

haved like persons who are underbred. In every
threat and in every compliment there was a blunder ;
for they thought that my chief desire was to stand
the other side of that stone wall. I could not but
smile to see how industriously they locked the door
on my meditations, which followed them out again
without let or hindrance, and they were really all
that was dangerous. As they could not reach 'me,
they had resolved to punish my body; just as boys,
if they cannot come at some person against whom
they hav a spite, will abuse his dog. I saw that the
state was half-witted, that it was tip:J.id as a lone
woman with her silver spoons, and that it did not
know its friends froru its foes, and I lost all my remaining respect for it, and pitied it.
Thus the state never intentionally confronts a
man's cause, intellectual or moral, but only his
body, his senses. It is not armed with superior
wit or honesty, but with superior physical strength.
I was not born to be forced. I will breathe after
my own fashion. Let us see who is the strongest.
What force has am ultitude! They only can force me
who obey a higher law than I. They force me to
l:Jecome like themselvs. I do not •hear of men being
forced to liv this way or that by masses of men.
What sort of life were that to liv! When I meet a
government which says to me, "Yom· money or your
life," why should I be in haste to giv it my money1
It may be in a great strait, and not know what to
do: I cannot help that. It must help itself; do as
I do. It is not worth the while to snivel about it.
I am not responsible for the successful working of
the machinery of society. I am not the so~ of the
engineer. I perceive that, when an acorn and a
chestnut fall side by side, the one does not remain
inert to make way for the other, but both obey their
own laws, and spring and grow and flourish as best
they can, till one, perchance, overshadows and
destroys the other. If a plant cannot liv according
to its nature, it dies; and so a man .
When I came out of prison-for some on11 interfered and paid that tax-I did not perceive that
great changes had taken place on the common, such
as he observed who went in a youth, and emerged a
tottering and gray-headed old man ; and yet a
change had to my eyes come over the scene-the .
town, and state, and country-greater than any
that mere time could effect. I saw yet more distinctly the state in which I lived. I saw to what
extent the people among whom I lived could be
trusted as good neighbors and friends; that their
friendship was for summer weather only; that they
did not greatly propose to do right; that they were
a distinct race from me by .their prejudices and
superstitions, as the Chinamen and Malays are;
that, in their sacrifices to humanity, they ran no
risks, not even to their property; that, after all,
they were not so noble but they treated the thief as
he had treated them, and hoped, by a certain outward observance and a few prayers, and by walking
in a particular straight though useless path from
time to time, to save their souls. This may be to
judge my neighbors harshly; for I believe that
many of them are not aware that they hav such an
institution as the jail in their village.
I hav never declined paying the highway tax, because I am as desirous of being a good neighbor as
I am. of being a bad subject; and, as for supporting
schools, I am doing my part to educate my fellowcountrymen now. It is for no particular item in
the tax bill that I refuse to pay it. I simply wish
to refuse allegiance to the state, to withdraw and
stand aloof from it effectually. I do not care to
trace the course of my dollar, if I could, till it buys
a man or a musket to shoot one with.
The authority of government, even such as I am
willing to submit to-for I will cheerfully obey
those who know and can do better than I, and in
many things even those who neither know nor can
do so well-is still an impure one: to be strictly
just, it must hav the sanction and consent of the
governed. It can hav no pure right over my person and property but what I concede to it. The
progress from an absolute to a limited monarchy,
from a limited monarchy to a d11mocracy, is a progress toward a true respect for the individual.
Even the Chinese philosopher was wise enough to
regard the individual as the basis of the empire. Is
a democracy, such as we know it, the last improvement possible in government~ Is it not possible to
take a step further toward recognizing and organizing the rights of man 1 There will never be a
really free and enlightened state, until the state
comes to recognize the individual as a higher and
independent power, from which all its own power
and authority are derived, and treats him accordingly. I please myself with imagining a state at
last which can afford to be just to all men, and to
treat the individual with respect as a neighbor;
which even would not think it inconsistent with its
own repose, if a few were to liv aloof from it, not
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meddling ~ith it, ~or embraced by it, who fulfilled
By ins~rting the above you will do justice to the
all ~he duties ?f ~eighbors _and fellow-men.. A state Aust~alas~an Secular Association and to Mr. Symes,
whiCh bore this kind of frmt, and suffered It to drop who Is still its president and lecturer.
off as fast as it ripened, would prepare the way for
.
Yours truly,
JoHN LovE
Secretary Aus. Sec. Ass:
a st~ mo;e perfect and glorious state, which also I
hav Imag~ed, but not yet anywhere seen.
131 Russell street, Melbmtrne, Victoria.

Disagreements in Australia.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I
am instructed by the executiv council of the Australasian SeculiJ,l' Association, Melbourne, to send you
the following in reply to a communication from 1\fr.
Otto Horwitz, of this city, publ'lshed in your issue
of January 30, 1892, which has just been brought
under the notice of the council.
·
It ~s rather significant that the party represented
. by Mr. Horwitz should publish such a statement in
an American paper, while they hav altogether failed
to giv any public explanation of theil· ·conduct in
, this country, in spite of a distinct promis that they
would do so, made in a semi-private circular which
they sent to several members of the above association over six months ago; in spite of the fact that
the Melbourne Liberator has been open to them
for nearly four years-from the beginning of the
quarrel until now-and in spite of their having
been challenged on the public platform times without number to vindicate their actions.
Mr. Horwitz states that: "In 1884 Mr. Joseph
Symes, of England, was engaged, who continued
lecturing for the association till June, 1888, when
dissensions arose which brought about a serious
disruption in the association and ultimately led to
a lawsuit in the supreme court, owing to the fact of
Mr. Symes and some of his followers having jumped
the association's land and erected a hall thereon.
The trustees of the association got judgment against
Symes last March, which judgment was confirmed
on appeal to the full court in October last."
This is a specious misrepresentation of the case.
As a matter of fact, ''dissensions arose" in April,
not in June, 1888, at which time the association
occupied premises known as the Hall of Science,
Bourke street, Melbourne; and, during these dissensions, on May 14, 1888, the trustees of the
association, together with a section of the council,
looted the secretary's room and carried off all the
b~oks and money on which they could lay their
hands, while the association was assembled in public
meeting for the purpose of settling the dispute.
They then seceded from the general body of the
members, of whom an overwhelming majority remained with the president, Mr. Joseph Symes, the
treasurer, and the remainder of the council.
According to the rules of the association, the
trustees are to be elected annually ; and on .the
anniversary of the date of their election, the association held an annual meeting for the purpose of
electing trustees and other officers.
The seceding trustees and their followers not
only failed· to attend the meeting, but, although
they claimed to be the original association, they
neglected to call an annual meeting of their own,
at which the members might hav had an opportunity
of reappointing or of replacing them.
It is true that in October of the same year, they
did purport to convene such a meeting ; but
the only notice given of the same was a small advertisement in an evening paper on the night of the
meeting: which, of course, made it impossible for
the members to attend and vote.
Shortly after this, the seceding party disappeared
from view as a corporate body, and the lease of the
Hall of Science premises having expired, the association took possession of its land in Fitzroy, without a shadow of a protest from the ex-trustees, who
at this time had c,eased to hav any connection with
the association. A certificate of title to the land
was· secured by these trustees in January, 1890,
they having been the persons whom the association
intrusted with the money for its purchase; and
armed with this, and taking advantage cf another
dissension which arose in May, 1890, they, in July
of the same year, issued writs against the then
trustees of the association, who were in occupation,
claiming possession of the land and building.
On the strength of this they succeeded in ousting
the association and installing themselvs and their
followers.
This decision, of course, caused a great injustice
to the members of the association who had subscribed and lent money to build the hall-the whole
of the lenders who still remain unpaid being utterly
opposed to those now in possession.
The case, however, is by no means concluded, and
legal proceedings are still pending, which may hav
the effect of producing a remarkable alteration in
the position of affairs.
It is untrue that Mr. James Stirling ever lectured
for the party with which Mr. Horwitz is cohnected .

•

They Cannot See It.
A neighbor says, "I don't see how .it is possible
for you to doubt the existence of a God." And of
course she does not, for once she could understand
this she would no longer hav any need for her God.
She would be compelled to accept the Atheistic
theory, the scientific one, the only true one. ·True,
because real. Another friend says, "We know that
God exists by an inward consciousness and a latent
conviction." But no child is born with such consciousness or conviction. No child has it till it is
taught it.
Ignorance is the parent of all gods, devils, and
superhuman chimeras. Knowledge is the destroyer
of each and all of them.
The child theologically reared knows all about
God, heaven, hell, and "the bad man." My little
grandchild glibly says God made her little bucket;
and begs me to swing her high, "most up to God's
house "-talking of these things as if they were as
real and commonplace as a farmer or a barn ; and in
speaking of money she said, " God had plenty of it;"
-as if a real God had use for such a medium of
exchange. But while the most fanatical can see the
folly of a child's religious ideas, they are stoneblind
to 'the folly of their own.
.
Yet we cannot wonder at the credulity that accepts the impossible when we consider the persistent drilling that has welded it all so firmly to the
whole mentality of the believer. We hav, nearly
all of us, believed in fairies, giants, and Santa Claus.
The proof of the existence of these was as strong to
our childish reasonings as is the proof of a God's
existence to the falsely taught who cannot get behind mythical personages.
The pious talk wisely of a "supreme being,"
but a being must hav shape, substance, and locality.
A being must be happy, miserable, glad, sorry,
hopeful, and despondent. All these feelings are a
part of all lives, and inseparable from them. A being must hav something upon which to support his
existence-something to want, something to care
for and to love. A supreme being-just ·one alone
-would always be lonely, it being impossible for
him to hav an equal companion. And why him .'II
Better, if there must be only one, that it be her.
The mother is the fountain-head of all existence
and all births. If there were any possibility of a
supreme being, or any kind of a god, it would be
her-the female, the mother from whom all life
emanates; the female toward which all bends and
tends.
Undemable growth lias established it.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER.

He "Quit Trusting~"
From the New Yorlc JJaily Herald.

It was in western Kansas.. Just at sundown of
a summer's day I rode up to a house which stood
on the prairie, ten miles from anywhere. A lank,
hungry-looking man stood in the door, and when I
asked if I could put up there for the night he
thought it over for a minute and then replied:
"It'll crowd things purty clus, but I guess you
kin stop."
His house was only one story and one room, and
he had a wife and five children. It was a very
slim supper we sat down to, and the family
were evidently very poor. The man seemed t.o
think some explanation necessary, and after supper
he remarked:
"The fact is, stranger, we havn't had a fair show
out here."
" Sickness ~"
" Some sickness, but not enough to discourage."
" Grasshoppers ~"
"Some few but no damage. It's them 'ere
infernal cyclones that knocks the tar out o' us
around here."
"Joseph, don't you swear!" chided the wife, as
she boxed two of the children's ears.
"Who's a-swearin' ~ I'm jest a-sayill' that if it
wasn't fur them gaul-durned, infernal, cantankerous, thunder-and-blazes cyclones a-whoopin' it
up every summer we might git a bushel o' taters
ahead now and then !"
" Do they occur every season 7" I asked.
"They do. They don't occur all over the state,
but they do right here. They're got up for my
special benefit-just a hundred yards wide, so's to
rake my farm lengthwise. Durn my old butes I but
I'm a-gettin' tired of 'em!"
"Joseph, how dare you complain of the Lard's
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doin's !" exclaimed the' wife, as she gave the squalling baby a shake that nearly broke its neck.
"If the Lord is a-flingin' them there cyclones at
ma then I've a right to complain!" he answere~.
" This is our third ho1:se in three years. The other
two are scattered all over America. We've lost
crops and cattle and pigs and hens and 'twon't take
more'n one more cyclone to make a mighty homesick man of me."
" Joseph ! the Lord hears you !"
"Can't help it if he does. I'm gittin' powerfully
discouraged over sich bizness."
"I say to you to put your trust in the Lord!"
she exclaimed. "You havn't fully done it, or we
wouldn't hev had them cyclones. Shouldn't he do
it, stranger 7"
" I think so."
"Of course he should, but he's been stiff-necked
about it and brung calamities on this family."
"Well, I hev bin a leetle mulish, I guess," said
Joseph, ''but I'll quit right off and go to trustin'."
We went to bed soon after, and it was just at
daylight that I was awakened by the man getting
up and looking outdoors and saying to his wife:
"I can't say fur sure, but I guess you'd better git
them young 'uns into the dugout. Dod rot my
hide, but it would be just my luck!"
.
She roused up the children and left by the back
door, and the husband left with them. I got up off
the floor, where I was sleeping, and was just pulling on my clothes when he came rushing iri.
"ls anything the matter7" I asked.
"I should somewhat insinuate that there be!" he
excitedly exclaimed. "There's a gaul-durned
cyclone gitting ready fur bizness down thar toward
Ellsworth, and you can't git into our hole in the
ground any too fast!"
He had constructed a rude outdoor cellar against
the hill behind the house, and I followed him and
crowded in.
He stood by the door for a moment to watch the
storm, and when he entered he growled out:
"She's a-comin' headfust in this direction and
jest exactly a hundred rods wide to an·inchl"
She came. She came with a roar and a shriek,
and with such force as to tear up the trees by the
roots. In three minutes it hn.d passed and the
farmer and I crept out. The house was not to be
seen, while chicken-coop and pigpen and sod
stable had vanished and left no trace behind. We
stood gazing about us in silence, when the wife
called out:
"Joseph, has she passed 7"
"She has."
· "And didn't I tell you to trust in the Lord~"
"You did, and now you crawl up and see what
trustin' the Lord in the state of Kansas amounts
to! Durn my good-fur-nothin' old hide, but this is
the last straw, and we start back fur Illinoy inside
of one hour!"

What Two Representativ Journals Say.
Of the action of the House of Representativs in
voting to close the government exhibit at the
World's Fair the New Orleans Times-Democrat
says: "If the House of Representativs could not
hav seen its way to send a government exhibit to
Chicago without trammeling the management with
conditions for the special handling of that exhibit,
it would hav been better probably to' hav kept it in
W aBhington where it would _not hav been exposed
to the profane gaze on a particular day in every
week. Supposing that every state of the Union
and every foreign country that intended to hav
exhibits at Chicago were to imitate the House of
Representativs in hedging around their exhibit&,
each with its quota of special' conditions of opening
and closing,· what a delightful chaos the Exposition
would be! And yet the states of the Union and
foreign countries, it seems to us, are quite as much
entitled to take such liberties with the management
as is the House of Representativs. · It is an indefensible move on the part of the House, which every
open-minded person will hope to see reversed by the
Senate." On the same subject the Minneapolis
Times says: "There would be the greatest injustice
in closing the Fair on Sunday, because there are
many thousands who can visit it on no other day and
whose right to visit it is just as good as that of
anybody else. The principle of right under a free
government is that no man's consqience shall giv
Strait-laced philanthrolaw to any other man.
pists, cranks, professional canters, and dullards, as
well as pious rich people, who hav no need for recreation on Sunday, because they hav all days in the
week for it, hav managed to convince themselvs
that the advocates of a reasonable Sunday are
going to keep open the gates of the Exposition
unnecessarily and force the poor people against
their will into the inclQsure. This country is not
occupied by poor people who can be forced into
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has been well described as a" test of truth." The to make the arrangements more complete and
anything by way of supposed pleasure. They will
go to the Exposition Sundays if they desire to do
so and if the Exposition be open on Sundays. If it
be open and they do not want to go nobody is
going to compel them. But if they want to go the
gates should be open, and it ought to be considered
whether they ought not to be open free."

:My Second Campaign.

truth cannot be hurt by ridicule, for it will stand
any such test. It is only in the breast of error and
falsehood that it will rankle like a poisoned arrow.
Ridicule is like a two-edged sword, made to cut
both ways. In his remarks he made such gla:?ng
equivocations that they could not pass unnoticed
by the audience.. And this is the treatiii:ent t?
which we are subJected. Yet, as we court mves~Igation and opposition, we are compelled to submit.
It is doubtful whether or not any real good is accomplished by these methods, though t~ey may furnish a little amusement to see the tactics of those
professed followers of Jesus and expounders of
the so-called "Golden Rule." Yet they rarely instruct only to that extent wherein they show the untenableness of the Christian doctrin, and the weakness of the watery arguments adduced by its defenders. However, this little "pantomime " was
not without its good effect, for knots of people
could be seen along the highways and byways discussing the question that had been raised. And
even the next day my lectures were the general
topic upon the streets.
The Freethinkers themselvs were elated at the
outcome of these meetings and expressed a wish
that they might be continued every week. Well, I
would say the question lies with them.
Angola is making rapid strides in the cause we
love so much, thanks chiefly to the energy and
the enthusiasm of our young friend Fremont
Robinson. He is the flower of the Freethought
flock here, and without his assistance very little
would doubtless be done.
Tuesday evening I take supper with "Gid Finch,"
and I am right royally entertained by himself and
falnily. I was pleased to meet once more with the
Freethought friends here, among whom the leading
lights are, in addition to those already mentioned, A. M. Brown, Angola's leading attorney;
Judge Turley; J. Freygang, t~e editor of the Angola

It was a beautiful day when I left Chicago; the
rain-clouds seemed as though they had spent their
enflrgy, and the sun, asserting his superiority,
shone down upon the gilded domes and housetops
of this city with tropical splendor. In a few hours
-thanks to the labors of modern science-! was
carried through town and village, flood and swamp,
farm and field, into Indiana, where I gave two lectures in Angola. Fremont Robinson and Gid Finch
were on hand to meet me at the depot. They had
worked hard to make these lectures a success, and
their efforts had not been in vain. They were undoubtedly the most successful meetings ever held
in this little town. Toward evening, just before
the time of our meetings, the 'sun disappeared behind a thick black cloud ; the wind and the rain
fought hard for supremacy; the wind blew almost a
hurricane, and the rain came down in torrents.
No doubt the "pim:~s folk" considered this a "godsend," as it would tend to keep the people from our
meetings; but they were doomed to disappointment,
for the storm cleared off just about one hour previous to the advertised time, and we were favored
with a large and enthusiastic audienc2, who paid
rapt attention throughout the whole discourse.
One of the assistant teachers at the normal college
situated in this town, who revels in the distinctiv
title of "professor," and who, it is said~ is regarded
as the "windbag" of the Protestant faction in
these districts, was present at the lecture and took
down in shorthand what was said. We had hoped
that he would hav something to say, for I had cer- Herald.
tainly given him plenty of argument against his
Having met with such success here, I next
own doctrins, but he refrained. Our venerable and journeyed to Waterloo, to renew the conquest there.
efficient chairman, J. W. Hendry, invited him or I found a host of friends awaiting my advent, and
any of his cohorts to say something by way of re- I had scarcely been in the town thirty minutes
joinder, but he exhibited the true pharisaical spirit before my arrival was heralded from one side to the
and acted toward me as the Pharisees did toward other.
Christ-" when they found they could not answer
Quite a number of Freethought lectures hav
him again to these things, they held their peace." been given in Waterloo during the past few
Or rather, he held it for a time at least, as sub- months. Since my previous lectures here, Putnam
sequent developments will show.
and Remsburg hav kept the ball rolling, and these
After my previous visit to this town the clergy lectures hav resulted in splendid work being done.
attacked me from their pulpits-of course, after .I Already the preachers are feeling their effects, and·
had left the scene of conflict, and when they had one of them, who is sadly deficient in veracity,
the field left entirely to themselvs. Anticipating a remarked "that he had had enough of this kind of
repetition of this, I took the floor again and pub- thing; one or two lectures were all right, but now,"
licly challenged any of the clergy, or any member he said, ''we are having too much of it; we are not
of the Young Men's Christian Association, to meet
going to stand it; they will hav to be stopped."
me in fair discussion upon the platform. It is And
his equilibrium was somewhat disturbed when
needless to say, however, that no notice was taken a gallant friend of our cause, Charles Voss,
of it by them. Whether they ever intended to ac- informed him that "they were going to hav some
cept it or not at this time is best known to them- more of it, for Charlesworth was coming again."
selva; but at least, driven by the force of public This is just what we want-inake the preachers
opinion, they accepted, but waited until I had gone kick; but I would advise them not to take off their
before doing so.
shoes, for they might· possibly "kick against the
My second lecture was attended with the greatest pricks."
success that ever followed any attempts in this
My first lecture was given to a large and appre~
town. The hall was filled to overflowing, and- ciativ audience, the result of the earnest efforts of
wonder upon wonders-four "Bible-hangers" were our Waterloo friends. The churches tried their
present. Notebooks !'Lnd pencils were conspicu- utmost to keep the people away from the Infidel
ously displayed, and throughout the whole of my meetings, but their efforts were put to no purlecture their fingers moved with an alacrity that pose, for we had a larger meeting than any
would hav done credit to any stenographer. A church in the district could boast of. The chair
lively discussion was anticipated by those present was taken by Chris Breebil, one who has been
~~tn~ the news spread rapidly throughout the town, a victim of religious persecution, for the simwhich brought crowds to the meeting. But they ple act of getting in his wheat on the falsely sohad looked for too much. Not one of them seemed called "Sabbath day." Toward the close of the lectto hav sufficient courage to get up and defend their ure, the "reverend professor" from Angola
"joss" from the attacks of him whom they had entered the hall and out came his pretentious notedesignated as a "mere boy." Our honorable book and pencil once more. We naturally looked
chairm~n gave them a. pressing invitation to say for a little opposition this time, but again we were
something, but they did not feel inclined to ac- doomed to disappointment. He had no criticisms
cept. Instantly I rose to my feet and requested to offer, but, lo and behold, he had a challenge
them to say what they had to say right there at the prepared for me to debate with him. Wonders
meeting, and not to wait until my back was turned will never cease. Truth is indeed stranger than
before they could dare to giv vent to their abuse. fiction. The object he had in view, however,
Now was the time, and here was the place for them was to make it appear to the people of Waterloo
to criticise me if they had any criticism; to offer. that he was really anxious to debate, and that I was
~his had its desired effect, for it succeeded in bring- not, so he had followed me up in order to hold me
mg the "reverend professor" to his feet-and he and not allow me to escape. But if the "reverend
doubtless would hav made better use of his feet in de- professor " is really so desirous to discuss the issues,
bate than he did with his tongue. Not one argu- why, I ask, did he not accept my challenge when I
ment did he advance, nor even make an honest at- offered to debate with him while in Angola~ Then
te;mpt to. criticise me. Like t~e greater part of his I had four days at my disposal ; this he knew full
tnb~, he was coarse, vulgar, flippant, conceited, and well, but preferred to wait until he thought I
evasiV. He labored strenuously to be "sarkastik," would not hav time to meet him. However, I
and treated the address I had given with ridicule. accepted the challenge, and the debate has been
But I told the "reverend professor" that if he de- arranged between us and will probably take place
sired to make a use of ridicule, then I could make it some time in October.
as mighty and as potent a weapon as he; for ridicule
He even brought papers for me to sign in order

effectiv. At first I thought ·he was making a bluff;
nevertheless, I signed his paper, and no doubt the
debate will take place in good faith. There were
no less than three preachers present upon this
occasion, and so eager were they to serve the Lord
that it was impossible to restrain them from jumping upon their feet all together.
My remaining lectures were equally successful,
and I was proud to learn that the most highly
esteemed citizens of Waterloo were present. They
listened attentivly to what I said and gave frequent
signs of appreciati<1n. No preachers turned out at
these .lectures; possibly they were engaged in
saving souls .from the orthodox hell and preparing
them for "k.ingdum kum," therefore we had no
further discussions. Owing to the activ work done
by the Freethinkers in this little town, one of the
churches (English Reformed) has been sold in lieu.
of the payment of taxes upon the parsonage. Thus·
the good work goes on. I was pleased to meet '
again with our Freethought friends here. It is
needless to mention them individually. They are
all what may be termed "hummers," and they
seemed to vie with each other in making my stay
among them as pleasant as possible.
From Waterloo I resumed my travels, this time to
Butler, where I received a warm welcome at the
depot by D. W. Tomlinson.
Owing to a slight misunderstanding I came near
Inissing a lecture here, but, learnilig that the Opera
House had been engaged for me, I at once repaired
to the town.
A fear was evinced that the notices given were
too short to be of much avail, or to insure a large
attendance. But at the time announced for my
lecture the crowds surged in the hall and even exceeded the anticipations of our friends. The hall ·
was almost filled. This was the first Freethought
lecture ever given in Butler, but it will not be the
last. My audience thoroughly enjoyed the lecture,
and these meetings will be renewed in the near
future.
There is an exceedingly large Liberal element
here, and it seems a prolific field for Freethought
work. I deeply regret that I could only stay here
one night, a fact which seemed to disappoint many
of the audience, who evinced an earnest desire that
I could stay longer and giv them some more.
D. H. and C. W. Tomlinson, with their families,
are enthusiastic in our cause, and it was chiefly
through their efforts that I lecture'd in Butler.
Promising to visit them again as soon as possible,
I left on the midnight train for Columbus, 0.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Secretary Ohio State Secular Union.
154 N. High street, Columbus, 0.

Items of Foreign News Interesting to Freethinkers.
The German Freethought Congress had its
annual meeting in Hamburg, June lOth and 11th.
A new Free Religious Society has been organized
in Offenbach as well as in Frankfort-am-Main, Germany.
From the city of Keulen a. petition signed by
twelve thousand people has been presented to the
German Reichstag, asking for a repeal of the
obnoxious paragraph 166 (blasphemy, etc.).
Our esteemed friend Dr. Specht, editor of Menshenthum, no doubt feels highly flattered at present.
His essay, "Freethought and Cult:ure," has been
interdicted by the imperial censor of the press in
Russia.
Victor Lennstrand, who has been taking a rest of
some weeks, has returned to work, and we are
pleased to inform our readers that our Swedish
friend has fully recovered from his recent attack of
pneumonia.
I:d the colony of Victoria, Australia, there are,
according to the last census, 5,028 Freethinkers, 306
Atheists, 300 Agnostics, 6, 745 no church, 11 Theosophists, 4 Positivists, 9 Humanitarians, 3 pagans,
1 "put me where you please."
The Prussian congress (Reichstag) has voted
ten million marks to build a new church in Berlin.
Forty thousand people in the same city are out of
work, and there is a general depression in trade as
well as in manufacturing circles.
A new Freethought society has seen the light of
day in W eisbaden, Germany. Professor Dr. Ludwig Buchner delivered the first lecture. We wish
the new society success, and hope the· example set

by the Freethinkers of Weisbaden will be followed
by Freethinkers in every city, both in Germany and
here in the United States. Freethinkers must organize.

pendent on conditions, he is the perfect slave of ure is apparent or manifested. What we behold
conditions, witho11t a vestige of free will." This is are effects of causes. All phenomena are necessary
Mr. Severance's answer to the question. No truer sequences of causes.
or better answer can be given to all things in
If the logic is so blind and abstruse as not
n_a~ure that man can behold. All things made to indicate the causes of transformation-comIf the bigoted Christian IX. "by the grace of VISible to his senses are sequences of invisible im- monly called creation-I can only point you toN atGod" should happen to get an attack of common pulses, invisible activities, which are the causes and ure's Re-creating Books of Law, in which the process
sense, the Danish capital, Copenhagen, can put its power underlying all phenomena.
is now actually being recorded, and the operation
crematory into practical use. Both chambers of
Chemistry informs us that "each atom and each of Nature in re-creating forms of matter is now
the parliament hav voted in favor of cremation.
. being performed. Nature's laws being uniform and
molecule is endowed with invisible power. .
But however impossible it may be to explain an abiding, the manner in which she performs one
The Austrian minister of war hafi issued an order element's friendly deportment toward another, it is single thing must be the way she performs all
to the effect that corps-commanders shall endeavor possible in each case to learn the facts with cer- things. I ask you to read and study the books for
to resurrect the religious spirit of the privates, and tainty, for each atom, or mass of atoms, possesses yourself, then you will Iillow the why and wherefore
that the latter shall appear in church at· least once its true individuality and is always constant and of all things.
every month. · They hav a state church in Austria. consistent in its affinities and hates." Is there not
To those desiring to obtain information on the
a sufficient suggestion in their behavior that these subject of the universe and of creation, I would reThe English missionary in Constantinople, John- chemical elements composing the globe themselvs spectfully refer them to my base, which is the re.son, has been converted to Mohammedanism. At are compounds ; are sequences of the extremely creating, electrical, living dynamos to be everywhere
.,. . Ragun~ India, a meeting has been held by influential subtil :fluid matter composing the universe~
observed in the several kingdoms of growth. Each
and rich Mohammedans subscribing a plenty of
By induction and the admitted universal and and every one of which is a universe b,Y itself alone ;
money for missionary purposes. The mission is to abiding laws 6f nature, from chemistry and from not a mere appearance but a reality. They are
be in London; its object, to malce a good, temperate what we do behold, how can we come to any other facts; all correlated and absolute facts. Why corMohammedan of John Bull.
conclusion than that the universe is a boundless related~ Because they are all formed from the same
ocean of extremely :fluid matter without beginning or primal material by the same generating law, differThe mayor of Christiania, Norway, in his mes- ending~ Chemistry asserts that the atoms of om ing only in amounts of qua_ntity, quality, and comsage to the citizens of that city says: " The increase globe, their nature and essence, cannot be changed bination of matter caused by conditions. They a}l
in quality and quantity of public education and the or destroyed.
grow, differing in manner only, not in the functions
consequent better habits of the people, hav greatly
Why so ~ Because they are crystals, and the performed. They all are integrating laboratories
influenced the lives and customs of the latter, and first, or nearly the first, compound matter trans- with perpetual motions, never ceasing to perform
continue to improve them." When was such a formed from the original ocean of universal matter. the functions of life, of creation, during their encompliment paid to Christianity with equal truth~ However, chemistry claims that they can all be re- ; ire existence,from nonentity to ultimation, to finality.
solved to gases, and when so reC'uced, may not the During which time they are doing what no human
From the geographic review Glob~ts we draw the great ocean cut the minute particles and absorb chemist nor mortal man can do. They are transfollowing interesting facts concerning the educational them into its general whole from whence they forming and integrating tllrough their laboratories
status of th~ monks of the cloister Ssolowezky in came, the same as themselvs are known to do with living, visible organisms, and invisible matter. To
Russia. Of 228 inmates 33 cannot read, 24 cannot all physical products evolved from thern ~
say that matter itself is not eternal impeaches the
spell, and 4 only hav succeeded in pulling through
We know without doubt or uncertainty that only utmost limits of our thinking faculties.
a seminary. Those that can read can do so only a very few elements are necessary to all physical
Whatever is not universally manifested or written
when the book given them is a prayer-book printed forms of life on the globe. By induction may not in each and every one of these little living dynamos,
in the modern Russian language.
the same be found of original elements of matter as which they hav inherited from original matter,
respects suns and systems of worlds ~ We know must be considered as specially evolved products of
From the minutes of the late. Freeth ought con- that unseen matter is differentiated into parts the the kingdoms, species, and organisms wherein they
gress held at Mechelen by the Belgian Freethinkers same as our globe, and all belonging to it, is found are to be found. All else must be nothings, mere
it was found that during the past year the number to be, and that the few, such as gravity, magnetism, speculations. In these little universal laboratories,
of activ, outspoken persons belonging to the Free- electricity, temperature, light, heat, etc., that we do which are nature's books of law, are to be found
thought Federation has increased from four thou- know, exhibit the same general characteristic the only facts that can giv correct information in
sand to thirteen thousand. This fact shows what behavior, one toward the other, for we hav appro- regard to the whole matter. On every leaf is recan be accomplished by thorough organization. Let priated several of their powers to our uses and pur- corded only just what is desired to be knownpositiv law, positiv facts, positiv knowledge.
us follow the example set by our Belgian brethren. poses.
No matter by what name the whole or the differ- Study these books of natUl'e's laws for yourself and
In the Danish daily paper, .Dagens Nyheder, a entiated parts may be called-either eternal mat- you will find ho>v and what from all things are creProtestant minister and a Catholic priest are at ter, ethereal or cosmic Rpirit, God, soul, the Holy ated. Do not take my explanation, nor that of
loggerheads. The latter says that Luther in his Ghost, or creation-it is all the same to me. What any other person, for they may be wrong; the
translation of the Bible inserted the word "only" are not myths are all matter and subject to the laws books are not. Imagin nothing, postulate nothing,
in Rom. iii, 28, thus making it known that man of matter. Such stuff as being entities, having con- believe nothing, theorize nothing. All that is are
could be saved by faith only. The minister does sciousness, knowledge; intelligence, motivs, design, sequences. Arrive at positiv knowledge of unseen
not deny this, but claims that the word has since senses, thoughts, ideas, and conceptions, must be t.hings by their manifestations, or by inducbeen taken out, as it was of no ~tse. It is a very dbliterated from the great ocean, for such things tion from recorded facts written in the living books
interesting confession. So long as the Reformation are not written in the Great Book of Nature, and of nature. Study them, I say. They only can giv
was not an established fact, the word was used to nowhere to be found outside the book describing you correct, irrefragable, infallible information.
·
fight Catholicism with, but when the ministers had 'the system oLthe animal kingdom. I call.the whole They only, to you, can and will,
come into possession of a pflrt of the wool of the ocean the Great Book, and the differentiated transWith magic key,
Unlock life's dream of mystery.
faithful, well, they scratched that word "only" formed created systems, kingdoms, masses, moleThe universe is a system; transformation is a
cules, and atoms, Books ; describing each system
out.
alone by itself, with unerring certainty of facts-in system; creation is only transformation. Every
Attempt at a Pllilosophy.
which we find the powers of all to be definit, living thing that man can perceive is the result of
Under the head of "The Problem of Life" in exact. Being definit, exact, they are Law. We the same system of transformation. Causes underTHE TRUTH SEEKER of May 8, 1892, by C. Severance, find them always alive and in activ motion; lie all transformed things. The transforming
of Los Angeles, Cal., appears a remarkable essay, never ceasing to perform their functions of law or agent is "true generation," whose powers are conwhich is begun by stating that "the problem of power. The nature and essence of their parts are troled by conditions. In the transforming process
life is one that mortal man has never solved, and separate and distinct, in many instances refusing every whole, every differentiated part, down to the
nothing in this age of profound thought and men- to associate or having anything whatever to do with lowest-even the molecule and atom, a cell or
tal commotion indicates that he ever will," which I that of another. Again, some exhibit affinities, and crystal, and all unseen elements in suitable or
favorable condition-must of necessity respond to
their combinations may be endless.
would like everybody to read. ·
Thus the law uf
The ever-circulating motion of the whole bound- the law of true generatio~.
In order to remove the doctrin of the dogma of
Agnosticism from the minds of the Freethinkers, less ocean sways the great electrical whole with its heredity in transformed things.
The system is not theory. Supposed hypotheses,
and from scientific. investigation, I make this com- positiv and negativ energies, and is the life and
impulse and propelling power manifested in all imaginations, assumptions, are myths-mere nothmunication.
It is evident from Mr. Severance's essay that he, things. It is the great first cause-the great first ings to begin with. How can theories be true that
like many others, derives his knowledge of truth Law-all and in all; performing its functions as a are based upon myths for a foundation?
GEORGE DAVIS.
from things that by no possibility can be denied whole. Each differentiated part, piece, molecule, or
Minneapolis, JJfinn., June 2, 1892.
and positivly are, and which he perceives clearly atom a separate, independent cause-Law; each a
without the intervention of argument or other whole by itself, performing its functions alone in
Lectures and Meetings.
reasoning powers. The causes underlying J>he- the performance of the general whole.
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
The
great
reason
why
the
problem
of
life
has
nomena not being visible or perceivable, the dogma
Athens and OathRosalia and
of Agnosticism crops out and leaves him with no been such a great mystery is apparent in the fact that
lamet, Wash ... July 3, 4 vicinity, Wash .. Jnly21-24
man
in
his
ignorance
has
not
been
able
to
perceive
cause to lead or assist him.
~oodburn, " ... "
5 Davenport, " .. " 25-27
"
"
u Colville,
" . . " 29-31
At the close of his essay, in the same intuitiv way, the unseen causes underlying all phenomena; ha Barlow,
Canby,
"
"
7 Missoula, Mont .. Aug. 6, 7
he states the undeniable truth that "the world naturally assumes there must be cause; therefore Sheridan,
"
"
8 AlbertLea,Minn .. " 13,14
stand-s to-day, as it 'ever has, with no good and suf- he postulates one cause-which he calls God-for Scappoose, ""
" ~ 9 Watertown, " .. " 16-18
ficient explanation of why nature creates man with- all things; He teaches and preaches it, and every- Tacoma,
"
" 10 Minneapolis, " .. "
21
"
"11, 12 Ean Claire and
body takes it for granted as true without one word Buckley,
out purpose and destroys him without regret."
"
"14, 15
vicinity, . Wis .. " 24-29
If my explanations do not show, why? I refer of proof, or even a hint of the operation of law. Spangle,
Palouse City,"
"16, 17 Chicago,
Ill .. " 4, 11
him as well as others to the base of my doctrin of To even hint a doubt of its truth, brings the offender Oakdale
"
"19 20
the system of creation, which will appear further the anathema of its supporters with curses and awSome dates are not fill~d. Those along the line who
desire lectures will please write S. P. Putnam, Palouse
on. "Man," he says, "is a creature of fate, and ful consequences.
From my imperfect explanations, is it not possi- City, Wash.
the products of fate are the result of inevitable
necessity.
Impulse is the propelling to ble to perceive the logic of the problem of life and
THE next meeting of the Syrian Society will be held at
action in every living being ; man does not create death, and why and what are the causes underlying the house of William M. McLaury, M.D., 244 W. 42d
or set it in- motion ; and as all impuls~s are de- the phenomena~ No purpose or design in all nat- street, on Thursday, June 28th, at 8:15P.M.

THE '.t:Rur.rH SEEIKER, JULy 2. 1892.
bold most dear, and what nearly all people
as children hav bad ground into them.
I do not expect that THE TRUTH SEEKER
will
consider my opinion of any value,
Obituary.
nevertheless I could not forbear, for I am
·AsPEN, CoL., May 25, 1892.
greatly interested in the spread of FreeMR. EDITOR: It is with feelings of sadthought.
M. B. S.
ness that I send to you the account of the
death of John Engstrom, of Aspen. He
died on May 21, 1892, at the Citizen's Christians Who Hav to Cool Their Furious Bloods in the River.
Hospital, from paralysis. He was buried
ALMY, WYo., June 7, 1892.
by Masonic ceremonies, being a member
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5
of the Masonic order. He was a good
help to the cause of Liberalism. He waR to renew my subscription and for the
outspoken, and true to his belief, having "Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated" and the other undernamed books.
no use for the church.
WM. MAsoN.
We hav had a very long winter this yearthe longest I remember of. The last of
Hopes We Can Always Work for Liberty. the snow has not gone yet. If we had as
warm weather here as some places in this
PoRTLAND, ORE., June 7, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I hav just got a copy of country I think some of our Christians
the Bible Picture Book, and I think that would go crazy; as it is, we hav had about
it is the grandest book I hav ever read to two weeks now of pretty fair sunshine, set
~how up the fallacies of the Bible. I also between the heat and the election corning
o-ot a copy of the "Pictorial Text-Book" oft" some of them had-to get baptized in the
;hen that was issued, but I like the Bible Bear river to keep them in good standing
Pictures best. And I hav been a reader and keep their blood cool till after the
of THE TRUTH SEEKER since it came to fray, when the weather will be cool and
Portland and I do not tltink that I could they will naturally slide back. So it
do without it as long as I can raise seems Christianity comes in quite handy
money to buy it. When I am done read- at times.
I may say the Freethinkers are very
ing THE TRUTH SEEKERs I distribute them
to others.
Hoping you will always be scarce in this place. Some of the church
able to work in the cause of liberty, yours people are shocked very much when they
happen to see a THUTH SEEKER, and
for truth,
A...'IDREW FRASER.
''That Watson Heston is a very wicked
man." But I hope he Willliv a long time
Brief Reflections in Mor!tls.
anu continue his pictures for the good
WAsmNGToN, D. C., June 7, 1892,
TRUTH SEFKEH, as it gets oft" more good
MR. EDITOR: All, all are selfish! There common sense in one issue than all the
is not one who does not liv himself to preachers in the country in a lifetime.
please. Life holds for each no other aim or Wishing THE TRUTH SEEKER and Heston
object than to gratify and satisfy his own snccess, I remain,
ambitions and desires. We call those
Yours in the ranks of liberty,
generous who deny themselv_s to giv to
WM. ARMs;rRoNG.
others, but by those same demals th_ey are
taking greater pleasures than they gw; for
The Drones Who Steal One-Seventh of
no one does or can giv to another more
Onr Time and One-Tenth of Our
happiness than he himself receives.
Money.
Those are just who claim for others the
SARATOGA
SPRINGS, N.Y., June 5, 1892.
rights they claim for themselvs. Those
MR. EDITOR: I do not want to miss one
are generous who make for others the
opportunities they wish themselvs. The number of your valuable paper, which has
happiest are those who to others are kind- come so regularly to me and each time
est and who cause most happiness to all. brought new light which I needed. For
The great are those who make the world nearly twenty-five years I was a Sundayschool scholar and a constant attendant
better by their deeds.
for nearly all that time. I read and
LIZZIE J. MAGIE.
studied the " Holy Queer ., until I had
begun to see for myself that it would not
Obituary.
stand close questioning without convicCoLDWATER, MICH., June 8, 1892.
tion in regard to facts. I hav since read
MR. EDITOR : I write you these few lines Paine's. "Age of Reason," and find more
to inform you that my father, Fleming solid truth in it than the score or more
Hopkins, Brighton, Ind., died May, 1892, of ''inspired" writers giv evidence of
after a severe illness of that dreaded possessing.
disease, eczema.
His system was very
This town supports a· dozen or more
much reduced in trying to get rid of the goRpel-shops where the "holy drones" try
disease, and at last he was taken with a to persuade the people that " the Lord"
congestiv chill which closed his lifework requires of them one-seventh of their time
about 9 o'clock in the evening. He was or more, and one-tenth or a great deal
an earnest worker in the cause (Free- more of their income, that they, the
thought), and was never afraid to make H. D.'s, may be supported in idleness and
his views known wherever he was. And be able to deliver each week that "word
he always welcomed your paper and had of God" which is considered mailable in
many a hearty laugh at the cartoons. He whole or in part but is unfit to be read in
was born in Clark county, 0., March 21, the presence of any decent, modest people,
1S17, and while young he came to Sturgis, and is also a bone of contention among
Mich., and resided there until 1848. themselvs as to the ins and outs of the
Then he came to English Prairie, where awful mess of contradictions.
he spent the remainder of his life on the
With best regards to Watson Heston
same farm forty-four years. He will be and all of THE TRUTH SEEKER family, I
greatly missed by neighbors and relativs. remain,
MRs. HANNA BooTH:
Yours for liberty and the downfall of
superstition,
FRED C. GREENE.
Disapproves Ridicule.
PLAINFIELD, Wis., May 18, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Many of the caricatures
that appear in THE TRUTH SEEKER repel
and disgust those who are not thoroughly
weaned from all religious notions.
I
know this from my own observations.
'' Those that are well need not a physician,
but those that are sick." Now, how are
you ·going to get those that are sick with
religious fanaticism to take your LiberaJ
medicin, if you make the dose so bitter
and nauseous that at the first taste they
push it from them in disgust and will hav
nothing more to do with it? Many that
make no profession of religion would be
ashamed to let THE TRUTH SEEKER be
seen in their houses. I do not believe THE
TRUTH SEEKER will ever get the circulation that a Liberal paper ought to hav
until it stops ridiculing what Christians

ravished them, and the only way to prevent this is to giv the brutal ravishers a
speedy send-oft" to the other country before the preachers can get in their work.
If we permit the law to take its course
the preachers will send all of the murderers and ravishers who get hanged to
heaven; and no modest and respectable
woman will voluntarily remain in such society after she gets there.
Heaven's recruiting officers are enlisting
all of the ignoramuses, fools, murderers, and ravishers who get hanged, and I
want to go to some .other country. I pray
to be delivered from that kind of society.
Let me go with Voltaire, Volney, Paine,
Bennett, and Ingersoll.
PETER F. SHUMAKER.

Letter From a Dentist Who Has No
Feelings.
PAYETTE, IDA., June 2, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : I am one of the adopted
children from the .Freethottght family. I
now send $1 for the Picture Book and $t3
for the paper.
This is rather a church-ridden town,
there being four, with the prospect of
another. What few Liberals there are
here are those of the quiet kind who are
afraid to speak out-but I do not know
why, unless it is lack of courage. .As for
myself, most of the townsfolk know of my
belief, and those who do not soon :find out
when· they commence to talk church
politics; yet I do it in a kind, unoft"ending
way, so I hav the respect of all. Why,
the preachers seem to be more clever than
some of their.members. I am making a
set of teeth for Rev. Mr. L., and we always
get into an argument. The last one I was
just trying to find out what kind of a
God he believed in, other than a God of
nature, when he cut me short by saying
-that he did not worship or believe in a God
of hell-fire and brimstone, or a God of
murder, or one that would send little children to hell, or a prayer-answering God.
This took my breath, so I could not answer
for a short time, but he did not wait, as he
had some work at home to do.
I was told by one of our cowardly
Liberals that! would not get many teeth to
pull, as a man who did not believe in a God
had no feelings. "Well," I said, "those.
who don't want to come to me on that
account can go to hell and get them
smashed."
The Truth Seeker Company has our best
wishes.
Yours for truth,
A. A. BRANTH<)OVER, D.D.S.

M.D.'s Better Than D.D.'s.
CAMP ALovo, May 16, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I see in your issue of May
7th an article from J.D. Kaufman, Sanger,
Cal., that caps the climax for misrepresentation. It is ~omewhat like replying to a
donkey who brays at you to reply to him.
But when you are charged with crime,
silence is· equal to acknowledgment or
pleading guilty.
Mr. Kaufman places all doctors in a tent
that he dubs humbuggery and :fires
artillery at all alike,· as if all doctors practiced the same system. If he does not
know that there are now a few hundred
M.D.'s in the United States who practice
on. strictly hygienic prin~iples, he would
better go to any well-informed schoolboy
or schoolgirl and learn some facts on the
doctor question. In Mr. Kaufman's article
he makes use of language which was pubObjects to the Criminal Resort Called lished in hygienic medical books thirty
Heaven.
years ago by Prof. R. T. Trall, one of the
FLAT CREEK, LA., June 8, 292.
champions of hygienic medical literature.
MR. EDITOR: The Globe Democrat in Thus Mr. Kaufman shows unm.almbly
commenting upon the Southern lynchings that he is trying to steal the artillery of
of the negro ravishers of white women, the reform doctor and palm it oft" as
says that .. It is always best to let the law original, and class the hygienic doctor as
take its course." Now, is this so, or is it a medicin-vender and a humbug of the
not? Perhaps there is a point here which cleepeilt dye.
the editor of the Globe Democrat has not
He is as inconsistent as the Christian who
considered. When we let the law take its thinks everyone who does not believe his
course, after these black brutes hav been little creed is a terrible sinner and on his
sentenced to hang the preachers'intervene. road to sheol. In fact, his article sounds
and make their peace with God and giv like that of one who had been a devout
them a pp.ssport to heaven, without con- church-member, and forgot to leave his
sulting the ravished women about it. crankiness behind when he left the church.
Now, these ravished women are wanting
I would like to ask Mr. Kaufman if he
to go to heaven themselvs, and they do not has an occupation. If so, if he ever knew
want to meet on terms of equality and anyone of the same occupation who was
fraternize with these black :fiends who hav dishonest. And what he would think of

the lack of brains of anyone who would
say that all people in any occupation are
consummate rogues.
The expression, "I despise D.D.'s and
M.D.'s," shows mental imbecility, for a
well-balanced mind despises :rio one. ''He
that hateth his brother is a murderer." I
do not esteem that quotation any more or
any less because it is in the Bible. The
question is, is there any truth in it? Hate
is the :first step toward murder.
Mr. Kaufman hates doctors, so he is
unscrupulous in his statements about
them. He would rob the doctor of· character if it was in his power.
I hav heard just such maniac ravings
from cranks about lawyers. Such forget
that there was a Lincoln, that there is now
a Rosecrans and an Ingersoll, .and other
honest attorneys and M.D.'s-many oft
whom, I will venture, would COID1>ar.e .in •
character with Mr. Kaufman or any other
crank of his ilk.
When anyone condemns a whole class
Indiscriminately, he only portrays his own
defects.
Colonel Ingersoll says he would like to
see people deport themselvs so well that
they would need no attorneys. So also the
sentiment of the true physician is this. I
would like to see people liv so physiologically that they would need no doctor.
Those who liv and labor to that end, as
the literature shows, will go on all the
same as if there were no cranks who
despise all doctors.
Yours for reform physically, mentally,
and above all for truth and c~nsistency,
N. w. PICKENS, M.D.

Sa(lly Profane Discourse.-Parsons Are
Called Bull-Pups.
LoNE RocK, ORE., March 5, 1892.
MR.· EDITOR: I thought I would write
a few lines from this part of "the Lord's
vineyard "-as the sky-pilots say, while
they look as fat and sleek as Grant's bullpups, and fully as tenacious and ferocious.
We hav had the finest winter out here I
ever saw in my life, but considerable
sickness, mostly la grippe and pneumonia.
We hav had several deaths, among them
an old English gentleman, named Enry
Nike. He was about eighty years old.
He had lived in my family for twelve
years. He was the stanchest Liberal I
ever saw ; said he had always been so.
He said Infidelity had been beaten into
him in infancy with the Bible and prayerbook, He said he was so old and feeble
he wanted to die and be at perfect rest.
He told the doctor while dying to tell
them all he was not afraid a bit. I told
the doctor that there was a soldier for
him, and not a soldier of the cross either.
He was the best-read man in this part of
the country, not excepting the sky-pilotsand they know several things they
don't tell, and tell several things they don't
know. Oh, we miss our clear old friend
sadly, especially when THE TRUTH SEEKER
comes, he always enjoyed it so much.
The last that I read to him was Ingersoll's
lecture on Liberty, and the last he read
himself was "What Must I Do To Be
Saved?" by Ingersoll.
I know they
brightened his pathway even to the portals
of the tomb. He said he saw all around his
bed(notangels nor devils, but) emblems of
the best, the no blest, the grandest religion this world ever saw. I thought
his mind was wandering, and I asked him,
"What is that, Uncle Harry?" and he
looked up at me and said, "Humanity,
madam; that covers it all." And so it
does, although our sky-pilot told us in his
last sermon that humanity, morality, and
good works were the righteousness of man
and as :filthy rags in the sight of the
Lord, then exhorted us to put oft" the
righteousness of man and put on the
righteousness of God. Great Scott! I
wonder what kind of a masquerade suit
that is! Probably David wore it when he
tripped the light fantastic before the Lord
and the blushing Jewish lassies. The Lord
never made any kick about rags that time,
but the queen, whew! she wasn't jealous a
bit-Lorcly, Lordy, wasn't she mad!
I am really anxious to get to vote, to
help right a few of the wrongs before I
die. I am more interested in what I shall
do before I die than in what I shall do
after. Sufficient unto the day is the evil
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thereof. And Christ said, "Take no heed
for the morrow, what you shall eat, drink,
or wear." I think he wanted to bring
the linen ephod back into style again, for
of course l).e saw David mazurkaing before the handmaids when he was walking
around with his father in the cool of the
day-and tha~ was poor David's time to
dance, so he wouldn't sweat. I hope that
cute, cunning Comstock will not get hold
of this letter. I think myself it has too
much of the Holy Queer in it to be safe
under his immaculate gaze.
Inclosed you will find $10, for which
please send me the following bill o_f
books, as I am opening a free Liberal
library, where I can fee~ th0se who hunger for common sense mthout money and
without price.
_ • I will close with best wishes for THE
"·· TRUTH 'SEEKER and all the grand, noble
contributors.
MRs. A. M. CRAWFORD.

the joke I secured four cards and drew on
them a cross, a skeleton, a coffin, and a
gallows, and left them in the yard. Horror and consternation! This was enough!
The neighbors were called in, who advised no one to touch them. A can of
kero!3ene was brought and the luckless
cards were cremated then and there.
Anyone fooling ar01md that yard after
night with cards if detected would certainly hav been shot.
But I might go on ad infinitum multiplying cases of super·stition, hypocrisy,
intolerance, and duplicity, indicating the
low mental state of the mass of the AngloSaxons in this corner of the earth.
I hope your paper can and will continue
its good work, and perhaps the little
leaven will in time leaven the whole lump.
Sam Jones, last summer, was paid $3,600
for ten days' preaching, while THE TRUTH
SEEKER gets only my poor support so far as
I know. Too bad! too bad!
*

Says the South Is Barbarous.
TExAs, Feb. 22, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I hav made efforts to secure subscribers, but with no success.
Were it possible for me to do so I certainly would put my shoulder to THE
TRUTH SEEKER wheel with dollars and
cents to keep it rolling; nor would I consider a donation to THE TRUTH SEEKER
in the Christian charity sense, but pay
for work I want and which THE TRUTH
SEEKER is doing. But it would seem that
said work was accomplishing little of the
desired end, when I reflect that I am the
only subscriber that I know of in this large
town. But if the Editor knew as much of
the accursed people of this Sunny Southland as the writer, he would feel surprised
at any subscribers at all. Bigotry-don't
mention it!
Ignorance - stupendous!
Religious-to a fault!
At the town of Bryan last week a massmeeting of the "big uns" was held who
notified a traveling troupe that to play
•' Uncle Tom's Cabin" there would be liDpleasant (to them) and dangerous (to the
troupe).
·
Last week also at Texarkana a negro
ravisher was tied to a stump and burnt
alive, the woman herself applying the
match.
This last fall an outspoken Agnostic by
the name of Trapp was invited to leave the
town of Brenham inside of a certain specified number of hours because he was
honest with himself and wanted to be the
same with other people. But they would
hav none of it.
The good Methodists of Boliver, an
out-of-the-way peninsula between Galveston and Sabine, had in their flock a
young lady of some seventeen summers,
who may hav been a little too ardent-at
any rate, such a hint got in the breeze,
and the good sisters ran the rumor to
earth, .as becometh good sisters. Some
boys who had been particeps criminis
squealed on the poor lass, as good boys
will. The sisters, taking the word of the
boys with a grain of salt, set about to investigate on their own account befOl'e
firing the girl out of the Lord's sanctuary.
A meeting of the sisters was called and the
girl was summoned to appear for actual
hymeneal examination, and such was actually done. The girl had no parents or
male relativs, and, half frightened out of
her wits, submitted to the test, which was
made by about a score of the good sisters
in the district schoolhouse (none but
ladies admitted), while a crowd of nice
young men and boys .peered and jeered
from a cover hard by. But the wise old
matrons could not tell exactly whether the
maid was guilty or not guilty, and accordingly appointed a committee to take the
girl to Galveston to a physician for examination. But the victim of this infernal outrage escaped from her pious tormentors and left for parts unknown before
the farce was concluded. Mind you, the
affair was public, nor was any attempt
made to keep it private. Make your own
comments.
•
I was boarding with a family of which
I should hav thought better. Some one
accidentally dropped four playing-cards
in the yard. The woman discovered them,
and considered it the work of some hoodooer. The cards were picked up with a
stick and put in the stove. Seeing the.
serious turn the thing took, to further

Bible :Morality.
BEEBE, May 26, 1892.
'Mn. EDIToR: Find inclosed a homely
rhyme from my pen which may prove
amusing if not instructiv. This I send at
the request of many of your readers, of
whom a number hav written me askilig,
like Oliver Twist, for more. J wish to
thank these indulgent Liberal friends for
their kind praise of my poor efforts.
Yours fraternally,
MRs. ED. ABB~Y.
THE HOLY BIBLE AS A TEACHER OF MORALS,
A drummer for the upper route
Had tickets for the sky,
And so resolved to do some work
Toward fitting men to die.
So pulling down his pious phiz
To a "Lord we thank thee" look,
He started out to draw them in
With "mustard" faith, and book.
The looked-for sinner hove in sight,
And great the parson's joy.
The drunken vagrant clutched his arm
With "How's yer health, old boy?"
'' 0 man of sin," the parson said,
"You're trembling on the brink
Of that dread hell where Satan waits
For all who love strong drink.
Oh, rise and haste to save your soul!
Oh, fly the dreadful fate!
.
The wrath of heaven pursues yon, man!
Call Jesus ere too late!"
"Whose name was that?" the drunkard
said,
.
"Christ Jesus? Well, that's fine!
Why, that's the very chap, they say,
'Turned water into wine.'
Plain water wasn't strong enough
To help digest his cake,
And so he made a little wine
Just 'for his stomach's sake. '
I hav to laugh 'bout Solomon,
The way that he connives'Twas only by his keeping drunk
He lived with all them wives.
Besides, we are commanded
In your 'good book," I think,
To spend our money freely
For sheep, oxen, and strong drink.
And Noah and Lot got drunk-what,
gone?"
The parson had passed on
To meet an erring magdalen
With cold, forbidding frown;
And to her piteous plea for alms,
He drew his hand aside
And told her of a seething hell
With portals yawning wide.
"Man wrought my ruin," the wanton
said;
"I could not sin alone.
And even you, 0 holy man,
I dare to 'throw a stone.'
The Magdalen of Jesus's time
Was his especial pet,
And many more in that good book
Whose names I don't forget."
The parson drew his cloal• aside,
Nor longer stayed, to hear •
The truths his book could not deny,
Which pained his pious ear.
So, farther down a narrow lane,
He sol)ght the master's cause
Among some lads who pla;yed at dice,
And here he slyly paused.
One little fellow played to win,
And cheated on the sly;
But h~>, when charged with the offense,
Most stoutly did deny.
·
"0 vipers,' did you never read
Of brimstone lake of fire
Prepared for all such wicked boys?
For God doth hate a liar."
"Just tell me, then," the small voice said,
"If 'tis such an awful thing,
Why God called out 'a lying spirit'
To trick Ahab the king.
And why old Peter told a lie,
Denying Jesus thrice.
I'm sure such things are good deal worse
Than fibbing 'bout our dice.
I asked the teacher 'bout it1 too,
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But with an awful look
She said that I was much too young
To read God's holy book.
Now, what's it there for but to read?
And that's what I did tell her.
For 'sassing back' she made me learn
Six pages in the speller."
The parson made him no reply,
Spoke of the shade-trees cool,
Hoped, like good boys, they'd save their
dimes,
.
To bring to Sunday-school.
Across the street an angry son
Had struck such cruel blow
Upon his aged father's breast,
As though 'twere deadliest foe.
"Hold, hold," the parson cried;
"In this good book, my brother,·
The Lord commands the sons of earth
To honor father, mother."
"But Jesus don't," the wretch replied;
''I've read the very line
Where Jesus says to hate them both,
Or 'ye are none of mine.'
And as 'twill get me into heaven,
·This one command I'll keep,
A blessed ' disciple' I will be
And sit at Jesus's feet."
A murderer calm awaits his doom,
Chained in his prison cell:
"Ah!" said the parson, "I'll go there
The 'gospel news' to tell."
The parson prayed-the felon smiled;
"Don't waste your holy power,
For I've repented, and was saved
Just at the eleventh hour.
The man I killed went down to hell;
He wasn't prepared to die.
But I'll receive a harp and crown
· And dwell with Christ on high."
The parson hurried back to church
The wondrous tale to tell" A murderer from the burning snatched
In paradise to dwell.
·
And, 0 my brethren, up in heaven
There is more joy to-day
O'er that one soul than all the rest
That do not go astray.
And while we humbly bow in prayer
Let all remember that
'The lord doth love the cheerful giver ' Please, deacon, pass the hat."
The congregation praised the Lord;
Their pastor was perfection;
·While he knelt down and slyly cussed
At such a small collection.

Interesting Report of a Debate.
PHILADELPmA, P A., May 31, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: The Bible Pictures came
to hand some time since, and this book,
along with the "Freethinkers' Pictorial
Text-Book," has afforded me a great deal
of amusement. The majority. of the folks
who hav examined these books are yet
troubled with that brain disease called
faith. As yet, I hav met with but one
man who has ventured to reprove me for
keeping such books, in consequence of
which a lively discussion was brought on
between us. This party is one who makes
his religion his boast, and is ready at all
times to reprimand anyone whom he finds
violating God's laws.
He said to me,
after looking over the books for some
time : "It is a wonder to me that God
almighty does not strike some men with
death who ridicule the Bible and the
church in this manner!" I said to him:
"Your God is not in the habit of killing
people for telling the truth-although
Christians hav murdered many people
for this very reason. The history of your
religion proves to us that in former times
Christians invented instruments of torture
and built Inquisitions for the purpose of
.destroying life. But now they build hospitals for the purpose of saving life. You
see, therefore, your church is just emerging from the confines of its barbarism.
Your church no longer leads the van, but
follows in the rear. Learning and education are in the advance. The church fol-·
lows reluctantly, unwilling to accept truth,
right, or justice until compelled by the
pressure of public opinion. This is why
they build hospitals now instead of Inquisitions."
As our discussion ran from one point to
another, he finally said: "All those who
profess Christianity will not be saved, by
a long shot." I asked him in what proportion they would be saved or lost. He
said: "At the rate that people are going
on, scarcely more than one-fourth will get
to heaven." The people, he said, are
living in a riotous and wicked manner,
and they disregard all pleadings and persuasions for their repentance. He then
quoted from the big book the following:
"For many will be called, but few are
chosen." He said again, in reply to my
question, that the heathen would all be
saved, for in consequence of their great
ignorance, they were not amenable to the

law. He then gave me the following passage from the same funny book : "Because the law worketh wrath, for where
no law is there is no transgression" (Rom.
iv, 15). I then asl.ed: "Why does your
church strive to convert the heathen?"
He said: "It is our duty. The Bible
commands us to go among the heathen
and preach the gospel of Jesus Christ."
,'' well," t said, '' do you not see that, by
obeying the commands of your Bible, you
will send more souls to hell than you will
save? According to your doctrin, the
heathen, in their present state of ignorance and pm·ity, are assured of salvation,
and by gaining a knowledge of Christianity they become contaminated, when
three-fourths of their number will be sent
to hell.
" Christians used to make slaves of these
poor heathen. They would make angels of
them now. I must say that the heathen are
the specially favored people of God. I suppose the sword that J esus·left in the world
to sever the friendship of relativs, is in the
shape of the law that worketh wrath, and
this being the case, it would prove a curse,
not a blessing, to the heathen to Christianize them. Carrying Christianity to the
heathen, under the circumstances, would
be like flavoring ice-cream with onions.
What would you think," I continued,
"on going to heaven when you found
nine hundred and ninety-nine in every
thousand of its inhabitants were heathen?
Would you not begin to think that Jesus's
mission in this world was a failure? What
would it profit the heathen to gain your
religion and lose his own soul? How deplorable it is tb contemplate that threefourths of all -the Sabbatarians of our
country will never see the golden gates,
while the ministers and priests get all the
murderers through clean and clear. Now,
as you seem to think that God ought to
kill everybody who shows up the hypocrisy
of your religion, this is clear proof of the
fact that you are, as yet, unacquainted
with your God's methodof doing business.
In this particular, your God is more just
than that; in fact, he is more just than
some of our raih·oad corporations. He
never discriminates. It is true, he sends
pestilence and disease, fires and floods,
cyclones and earthquakes, and all kinds of
accidents to destroy life, but these visitations of his wrath strike us promiscuously.
He slaughters the just as well as the
unjust. Do you believe that Sabbathbreakers will go to hell?" " I certainly
do," said he. " Then I can assure you,"
said I, " that there is not an advocate of
the Sunday Sabbath in the world that will
ever get to heaven. Your law commands
you to keep holy the seventh day Sabbath,
Saturday. You hav cast aside this law of
your God, and throw defiance at his face
by instituting a man-made Sabbath, Sunday. You are all desecrating God's holy
Sabbath. You will all be damned." I
asked him if the affairs down in the lower
regions were kept running on Sunday.
He seemed embarrassed. But I continued:
"My reason for asking the question is
this: I thought, as the heathens all go to
heaven for the one cause, and as the Sabbatarians all go to hell for the other, that
the latter-named body might be strong
enough in numbers by this time to hav a
Sunday law enacted there. But if this qnes-·
tion is too knotty for you I will ask you an
easier one. Do you know if the color line
is drawn in heaven or not?" I could now
discern the least semblance of a smile
upon his lips, as he answered: "You
seem to take the wrong view of these matters. The construction yon put upon the
scriptures amuses me. I shall call again
_to see you in a short time, and we will
speak more fully upon this subject." I requested him to bring the preacher of their
church along, as the Bible had become a
·very rickety old book now, and needed a
great many props to support it in its
present state of dilapidation and rottenness. He said he should certainly call
again, and thought he woula be able to
enlighten me on many points of the Bible.
I will wager a nickel that, when he meets
me again, he will not mention this subject
to me.
There's nothing like ridicule to rebuke
the impertinence of brazen piety.
Yours for the rights of man,
JoSEPH ScHAFFp.
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just a little can believe them and the Bible
too .. They do not agree in anything.
Hoping this letter is not too long, I
will close.
Yours, from a stanch young Liberal,
JAY W. STEVES.
[We are very much obliged for the
lovely specimens. We see in our friend
the elements of a scientific scholar, and
hav no doubt he will attain high distinction in his chosen field. Best of all, he is a
true Liberal, and his studies in science
will only confirm his opinions. Attention
of boys and girls is called to the matter of
Correspondence.
exchange of minerals and curiosities. We
WALLA WALLA, WAsH., J1me 7, 1892.
DEAB Miss WIXoN: I hav never written hope to hear from our new friend again
to the Children's Corner before. I and often.-ED. C. C.]
thought I would write a few lines. I like
to hear my papa read the Children's CorRocHELLE, ILL., J nne 13, 1892.
ner, and I like to look at the pictures.
DEAR Miss WrxoN AND FRmNDS oF THE
My papa has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER CoRNER : After reading our interesting
for a long time. I am eleven years old. Corner this week, I am reminded that it
Our school is out Friday; then I will start is my turn to write, and will consider it
over to the Wallowa. I hav an auntie over an honor if I am permitted to join you.
there. I went out to visit a young girl,
What a grand . old paper THE TRUTH
and on Sunday her- father would not let SEEKER is, and what a noble and very sucme laugh. He said I should read the cessful effort it makes to obtain that for
Bible. I was reading a book named which it is seeking. And the Children's
Esop's Fables and he made me put it down. Corner, so ably edited by yourself, is
I guess I will close for this time.
doing great good by encouraging the
Your friend,
BERTHA MoNTAGUE.
young minds to think and also express
their simple ideas, which will lead to
STAPLEToN, S. I., J nne 16, 1892.
greater afforts later in life.
How few are the years since an honest
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first letter to the Corner. I like very much to man would hav been hanged or burnt at the
read the letters. My father has taken THE stake for writing articles such as now apTRUTH SEEKER a number of years and pear in its columns weekly and are disthinks it very interesting. I was eleven tributed by thousands of copies every
years old the 12th of March, and my papa week. And I hav no reason to believe
made me a present of "The Story Hour," that this same progress will not continue
which I am very fond of. I attend school twenty fold the coming century.
every day. I am on the roll of honor· each
I hav been much pleased to see the
month and our names are put in the paper. steady increase in the membership of the
And besides, I hav two music lessons a Young ]\fen's Freethought Temperance
week. So my time is pretty well taken up Society. The young ladies are joining
in study, but still I manage to :find time to very promptly, till now they comprise
read t.he Cllildren's Corner. I hope some of about half our number, and it is t.ime
THE TRUTH SEEKER girls will correspond the girls were represented in the name of
with me. Hoping to find m:y letter in the society. What's the matter with the
print, as it is my first attempt, I remain,
boys? Are they afraid of the pledge? I
Your Liberal friend,
hope not, but if such is the case, now is
ELsm L. SEIDEL.
the time to be brave. Take the pledge
P. S.-J\fy address is 112 Broad street, and keep it. Keep it, not only because
Stapleton, S. I. Box 464.
you hav promised to abide by it, but be[Your letters will be always welcome.- cause it is right and moral, R.nd your
duty to your loving mother and sister,
ED. c. C.]
and for your own good and the world's in
general.
PENACOOK, N. H.l J nne 15, 1892.
Every young Freethinker in the counDEAR Miss WIXoN: I nav written this try should be a member of our society.
little piece, " How I Spent a Rainy For
particulars see tbeFreethinke1·s' JIIa,qaAfternoon," hoping (should you see fit zine, or write 1\ir. H. L. Green, of Buffalo,
to giv it a .Place in the Corner) that it the editor, who is its founder, and has
might help to make some of our band more done noble work in its behalf.
thoughtful in giving. Old things laid away
We want good' men and women in our
only to gather dust and mold, they are ranks, so as to prove to the Christian that
like old creeds, better be used up and done with good moral places of education and
away with in their day and generation.
amnsements we could disperse prisons and
Do you ever travel in our lovely state ? gallows without the aid of churches and
If so, could you not find time to visit us? preachers.
Yours truly,
Penacook is Ward 1 of Concord, six miles
OTTO WETTSTEIN, JR.
out, connected by electric cars and steam
[A very sensible letter, full of moral
cars. As you said at the Pai~e meeting
this spring, what a beautiful belief ours is to truths. Otto is the promising son of the
grow old in. It teaches us to know and Rochelle, Ill., jeweler, whose beautiful
appreciate this life we are living, rather badgepin should be worn by every Freethan wholly ignore it and look beyond thinker in the world. And his new "Into another that we know nothing of gersoll souvenir" is said to be the handsomand Mother Nature does not show us.
That was a grand idea from a noble man, est of spoons and well worthy of the name
we all delight to honor. Otto is not our
"One world at a time."
Sincerely thine, MRs. ETTA MARDEN.
most frequent correspondent, but every
[Some time we intend to see Penacook letter is a gem.-ED. C. C.]
:and Etta Marden. But this year we are
Jolm Goes Marketing.
booked for a journey overseas.-ED. C. C.]
Teacher (to class in arithmetic): "John
goes marketing. He buys two and a
HILL ToP, CoL., June 4, 1892.
Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Dea1· Friend: I quarter pounds of sugar at eleven cents a
thought I would write a few lines from pound, two dozen eggs at sixteen cents a
·Colorado, as I do not remember having dozen, and a gallon and a half of milk at
seen any letters from this state.
twenty cents a gallon. What does it all
I am at present living with my parents make?"
Smallest boy (hugging himself ecstaton a ranch thirty miles south of Denver.
We are in what is called the divide region, ically): '' Custard."
·or rain-belt, and do not irrigate as in most
parts of the state. We raise most kinds of
vegetables, small grain, and corn to some
extent. The weather is very changeable
' as yesterday and to-day will show. Yes:
terday the temperature was above 80° in
the shade, crops. all up an~ growing, and
about fifteen kmds of Wild flowers in
, bloom on our ranch. To-day we had a
' :regular winter blizzard for about seven
iliours. About four inches of snow fell
,:am~ the the.rmometer registered 32°:
'il'his,however,IBaveryunusualoccurrence.
· I al:n a member of the class of 1891 of
~he Denver. high s?hool! and being much
1n~ere~ted m eng!neermg, mining, and
· sCientific work, I mtend to commence a
four years' course of study at the school
<>f mines in this state next fall if I can
: :raise the necessary funds.
'
: I.h~J:V collecte~ from this vicinity many
! vaneties of petn:fied wood, and being in: terested in minerals and natural curiosities
; I would like to exchange specimens with
:readers of the Corner for minerals and
·curios of other states. I send you some The Bible-What Is IU 25c.
: <Specimens to-day.
Studies in Theology. 10c.
: I do not see how people that hav stndied Liberalism. 5c.
' any of the sciences or the laws of nature '
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

the blue sky smiling down on me, and all
my dull and dreary feelings had floated
along with the clouds.
The strangest thing about it is that those
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- things were never used for anything but
real live dolls, as the mother told me later
tions for this Corner should be sent.
that they were a great help to her.
Dear friends of all ages, try this recipe;
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
I think you will vote it a good one.
Comes a pause in the dl!<Y's occurations
Yours for Freethought and a free heart,
That is known as the Uhildren s Hour."
ETTA MARDEN.

(S'AiZarsn' s (S ornsr.

Florence.
We look upon thy white, cold face,
Which was, aforetime, as the flush
Of summer roses-now, its grace
Hath changed into a sudden hush.
A pallor, gray and grave, o'ersets
The casket, erstwhile called thine own,
And everywhere are sad regrets
'.rhat 50 soon hath the jewel flown.
Looldng so on thy lovely eyes,
Veiled now in strange and solemn sleep,
Dear, tender thoughts of thee arise,
And chide us for the tears we weep.
In august majesty of death,
Serene and calm, thou waitest now;
We longing gaze with bated breath,
And place white roses on thy brow.
The noisy sounds of earth-the sight
Of sad distress-the aching heartThe jostling crowd-the cruel aUghtFrom all that hurts-thou'st gone apart.
Hast thou awakened now in glad
New life, in firm and vig'rous strength,
No more rememb'ring pain thou'st had,
'.r'red days, and nights of wearied length? •
Dost see the lonely ones thou'st left,
Lonely, that thou no more art here?
And knowest thou they're not bereft,
If thou livest and still art near?
Or art thou still in slumber deep,
Oblivious to all sound or sight?
Serene and safe, in calmest sleep,
Unmindful of tho day or night?
We may not know-but we shall hold
Thy memory blessed as the light,
And perfect trust shall e'er enfold
The fact that life and death are right.
So, fragrant as the summer breeze,
That softly sweeps o'er flow'ry lea,
And sweet as bird-notes in the trees,
Shall thought of thee forever be.
S.H.W.

How I Spent a Rainy Afternoon.
It had been raining for a day or so.
Dull and dreary it had been to me, sitting
by the window watching the children go
to school. I forgot it all looking in their
bright faces, as they went tripping along
so brightly, wholly unmindful of the
rain; some were dressed richly and
showily; others plainly-a veritable bonquet.
Just then my eye caught sight of four
little sisters, the youngest barely five, the
others like stairs, each one only a step
higher. I knew there were four more in
that family, and the father died the year
before; the three eldest ones were working, although too young to earn much. I
will not try to explain to you, my dear
little friends, the reason why children are
obliged to work so young-some of you
will know, I fear, all too soon. Our clear
Miss Wixon knows all R.bout it, for she,
too, livs in a manufacturing place where
one can see children early in the morning
hurrying sleepily along to their day's
work, with their little faces looking pale,
pinched, and haggard, working that a few
may grow richer. It sometimes makes
me wish there really might be a genuin old
orthodox hell; but then, I guess it is
better that there is none after all.
Well, I wondered what these little girls
had to play with, and if I could not giv
them something for their dolls perhaps.
So I went through some boxes and drawers
and picked out a lot of old silk, odd bits of
1·ibbon and lace, and put them in a neat
box; then I found some pieces of old
jewelry, and that, too, I put in a box, and
smiled to think how once I should hav
decked out my best dollie; thenltook my
big box of buttons, only saving myself a
very few. Next came the thread-! was
generous with that-of all colors. The last
was needles and pins.
So busy had I been that the afternoon
had slipped away and I had hardly time to
watch for their home-going. Ic11.lled them

1hought

in and told them I had some things for
them to play with and, perhaps, keep millinery store with; their eyes showed their
wonder and delight when they saw all
those boxes. It did not take them long to
g et home, I assure you; and as I stood in
the door gazing after them, all those clark
cl?ud't were breaking, so that I could see

J.D. ShaVJ's Boo~s.

John E. Rems~urg's Books.

~ alse Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
As a Missionary Document it is unexcelled.
Among the subl ects considered by Mr. Remsbmg are: The Church and JI/Iorality; Crimin:t! Statistics, showing the creeds of the
11risoners in the penitentiaries; the Church nnd
Civilization; the Church and Science; th~
Church and Learning· the Church and Lib·
crty\· the Church and the Antislavery Heform;
the Voman's Rights 1\Iovement;· tho 'l'emperance Reform; the Church and the llepublic.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bi!Jle Dlorals.

Twenty Crimes and Vices

l:l:tnctioned by Scripture · Falsehood nntl Deception;
Cheating; 1'11oft and llobbery·
A.cmltery ancl Prost1tntion; JI/Iurder; \Varti at
Conquest and Extermination; Despoti"m; Intolerance and Persecution; InjustiN' to
Woman; Unldndness to Children_.j Cruelty to ,
Animals; Human Sacrifices; uannibulism;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemp~r!'nce;
Poverty and Vagrancy; lgnomnce an<l Idwcy;
Obscenity. Price, single copies, 25 cents; 6
copies, >Bi. Special discount on large quantities.

Sabbath-Breakint. This is the best ..nd
most thorough work ever written on the Sabbath from a rational point o;t' view. Large and
hant1some print. Price, 25 cents; six copies, $1.

image Breaker.

Six Lectures: Decline

·rhomas Paine.

Tells the Story of the

nf Faith; Protestant Intolerance; Washington
an Ullbelicver· Jeffer·son an Unbeliever; Paine
und Wesley; dhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents·;
bountl, pn.per, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

Anthor-H era's life, delineates the leailing traits
of his character and genius, and vindi.cates l,1is
n t.me from the aspersions cast upon rt. Tnbntcs to I' nine's character are given from more
tlun one lmn<1r ed noted persons of Enro:Qe and
A•nerica many of the.n1 written expressly for
thi' work Second echtron~ 160 pages, prmted
on fine tinted paper, neatly bm:t:'<l, and con•
tainin!! a handsome steel portrait of Paino

An address de.
]ivPrcd in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethink<'rs' Convention, January 29, 18&1. Price,
10 cents.

The Apostle of Liberty.

Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.
'

Be Thyself. lOc.
Christianity No Finality.

Spiritualism

Superior. 10c.

Common-Sense Thoughts on the. Bible.
10c.

Deluge in the Ligltt of Modern Science.
10c.

Garl"ison in Heaven. A Dr~am. lOc.
Geologist and Radical. ByJ. H. Powell.
25c.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
$1.50.

God Proposetl for Our National Constitution. lOc.
Irreconcilable Records.
Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

·

Is Darwin Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
Is Spiritualism Tme ~ lOc.
Man's True Saviors. 10c.
Ortlwdoxy False, Since Spiritualism is
'l'rue. lOc.
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of
Christianity. 10c.

Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
$1.25.

Ratljcal Rltymes.
trait. $1.25.

Wivh Author's Por-

Sermon from Shakspere's Text. lOc.
Soul of Things. Psychometric Researches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.

l'II. F. Denton.) Per val., $1.50.
What Is Right~ 10c.
What Was Jie ~ Jesus in

19tb Century

Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.
WI10 are Cltri~tian~ ? lOc.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Books by S. P. Putnam.j Jisws of. ths Weelt.

POPES AHO t'f{€Ill OOIHGS.
•

CA'!'Ii:o:trcs are aggrieved that "the man
who msulted the pope is still a director of
the Exposition."

T_Ihil S<?ciaiists will in a few weeks, if
ilherr. factwn~ can agree, nominate a presidential candidate.

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its

Scientific Solution, with some Critidsms of
Price1 20 cents.

Universolo~

Waifs and_ wandermgs, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first page to last with the living spirit of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.

Golden Throne, A Romance.

"The au-

thor certainly has ~enins. 1 The divine
creative spark is withm him. The book is
filled with marily thou_ghts expressed in
manly words-the transcnpt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read' Golden Tlirone.'"
-[IngerRoll. Price, $1.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

A conversation in

rhyme. between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand 1 and other
Agnosticjoems. Price, 10 cents.

Adami an

Heva.

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its superiorit;y to the mutilated copythe Genesis Ieifend-ls shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 85 cents.

My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette Place, New York.

Works of Charles Watts.

429

1_892.

AOOOUNT OF

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE•
BEING

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

A Popular Account of the Formation and De·
velopment of the Canon.

The Oroer of Creation.

T~ build~ng being erected for the Con·rnE
gressi?nal hbrary will be the largest in
li'DlJT!lroVM
GENV"JS
AND Glll\l
illtlf
n
l'illH
ro
hJwe .
W ashmgton except the Capitol.
CONFLICT B
A Co"\~.sovEnsY BETWEEN l'IIE
THE Democratic convention nominated
HoN. W. E. Gr.A:>STONE,
PnoF. l\IAx JHuu.rm,
Cleveland fo~ president, and Adlai E. PnoF.
T. H. Rux.LE\,
liL REVILLE,
Stev.enson, of Bloomington, Ill., for vice·
E. LYNN LINTON.
president.
12mo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 cts.
TH~ PE;ople's party ~opes to make a fine
showmg m the campaign, carrying Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota, Tennessee R..:.LIGION OF HUMANITY
South Carolina, and West Virginia. It
· BETTER THAN
may run Judge Gresham for president.
ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
SANTA DE CABON a young 1\fexican
By M. BABCOCK.
woman, recently htid claim to divine authot·ity and as a sort of Joan of Arc headed Price,
10 cent.s.
a revolt of the Mayo Indians, who attacked
the Cohol Sonora and murdered the mayor
&nd several others.

Answers to ·.Christian

I

By BRONSON lJ. KEELER.

CoNTENTS: The E:ebrew Canon. 'I'he New •rea·
tament. The Early Controversies. •rhe Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the F!Lthers
BCompeten~? The Fathers Quoted as Scnptura
ooks. Wh10h are JI:Tmy Callea Apocryphal. Tl10
Heret1cs. The Chnstmn Canon.
}'aner, ~o cents; cloth. 75 eentR.

HEATHENS OF THE HEATH.
~adical ~On'\i!ll'\Ce.
500 PP .• papor. SO ""nt•.

BY WM. MoDoNNELL.

Colonel Kelso's Works.

~uestions

THE courts hav been asked to prevent
the marriage of Benj. Schoeneman and
Lou~sa Schroeder, of Brooklyn, because
And Arguments.
one IS a Jew and the other a Christian.
Paper, HG pp, ,J!i ctx.
The courts hav declined to interfere but By D. li'I.'BENNETT.
the parents bid fair to prevent tt. mar~iaooe
by other means.
"
Ex-PREMIER CmSPI of Italy says that
though the large armament maintained by
-ANDItaly entails oppressiv taxation, it must
be continued, as that nation has besides THE SEXUAL RELATIONS.
the common dangers of other European BY KARL HEINZEN, the famous German Radpowers an additional peril in its relations
ical Editor.
with the Vatican.
An Address to an Unknown Lady Reader. His- flte Dible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 833
torical Review of the Legal Position of Women.
pages, $3.
NEw YoRK is in considerable alarm at The
Emanci,g_ation of Woman. The Passive Prossmall-pox and like diseases which hav titution of Women. The Active Prostitution of Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
of Men. Love and J ealous y. 'file Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo,
passed the quarantine and refuse to be ex- Men. The Execution
Marriage. Adultery. Divorce. 1s
138 pages, 50c.
terminated. This state of affairs is due to Morality.
Marriage a Contract? Hanging a Woman. Relig- Spil"itualism Sustained.
Cloth, 12mo,
the incompetency of the health board, se- ion. ·The Economic Independence of Woman
245 pages, $1.
lected by the Tammany-Catholic party Liberty and the Revolution the Allies of Woman
Universe
Analyzed.
.1.
Paper, 50o. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
for political services.
REV. DR. DE CosTA says of the statue of
the pagan goddess Diana on the New York
Madison Square Garden: "Like the black
flag of a pirate it shows whether the worshipers of Diana are going to rule the city.
The next thing to expect is· a statue to
Bacchus and to Venus."
SHCIWING
CATHOLICISM continues to prosecute its
work of affiliating itself with republicanism,
THE ABSURDI'l'Y AND UNTB UTHFUL•
now that it sees that that form of governNESS OF THE CHURCll'E CLAIJII:
ment is to prevail. The Berlin Tageblatt,
TO.BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI•
with the pope's approval, says that it is
CENT INSTITUTION, AND RH-o
impossible that the Roman Catholic reVEALING THE ABUS!rS
ligion should, remain chained to a corpse
OF A UNION OF
like the French monarchy.
CHURCH AND
AT the Indian village of Garden River,
STATE.
Mich., trouble may result from the determination of the chief medicin man to
Page
search the tent of a medicin woman for a
medicin bag by which she is bewitching a
Illustratioqs.
yotmg brave who jilted her daughter.
The Canadian authorities hav been reWITH ·COPIOUS CITATIONS OF
quested to make the search, but they hav
declined. The Indians are taking sides,
and may shed blood.
AN allegation by Rev. Dr. English that
drunkenness prevails among the J\fohammedans has been contradicted. Their religion forbids liquor-drinking. "It is
AND
shown by official reports," says one challenger of the clergyman's falsehood,
OF
"that the am01mt of these beverages
consumed in Turkey is very small in com- ·
parison with the ammmt consumed in
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT Of
Christian countries."
THE ARTIST.
A~fONG the exhibits of the pope at the
World's Fair will.be "two geographical
DESIGNS BY WATSON IIEST'J.N
maps designed in the beginning of the
WITH PORTRAIT OJ!'
sixteenth century, which hav been preTHE JJESIGNER.
served at the Borgiano Museum of the
Propa~anda, one of them showing the
first discovered islands and portions of the
The illustrations are classified as follows:
continent of America." There probably
2 represent Samvles of Christianity's Worl£.
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
will be none of the maps of the century
5
"
Misswnaries.
2
"
The Church Robbing the People.
1
"
The Lord's Instruments.
S
"
Thanksgiving.
preceding, based on scriptural geography.
25
Bible Doctrines and Their Uesulil.
6
Sabbath Laws.
1
·
The Church and Slavery.
14
Children and the Church.
THE little Mohammedan congregation
Priests and Politics.
2
10
Woman
and
the
Church.
which has sprung up in Liverpool, Eng.,
4
Ireland and tho Church.
~
The Church and Thomas Paine.
2
Church's Idea of Civiliz<ttion.
is continually assaulted by Christian be4
Studies in Natural History.
1
The
Uses of the CrosR.
t
The Bible and Science.
lievers. The members, even the women,
4
Unkind Reflections on the Churoh.
:5
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
are stoned and kicked. A few days ago a
9
Persecutions
of the Church.
1.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
12
Some Allegories.
knife was used on two English believers in
4
The Atonement Scheme.
·
8
Heaven.
4
The Lord and His Works.
Mohammedanism so that they are now in
6
Hell.
2
Prayer.
the hospital. The persecuted pel·sons hav
7
Miscellaneous.
10
The Creeds.
appealed to the Turkisl:t embassador at Lon1
Christians and Mohammedans.
don, who will complain to the sultan of
.;
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
Turkey.
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be published.
must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of JLUtting the book in the rc1teh of ~til.
FREDERICK REMINGTON, the artist, who At twiceWe
the price i1; would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter awl do.
with Poulteney Bigelow attempted a signer is a wonderful success~ and we judge from our own feelirrgs that nearly every Li1!Cml in
literary and artistic trip through Russian America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
waters for Harper's Jrfagazine, reports
• Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his geniur to
that their ca:qoes and accouterments were Freethought,
and has clone faithf:ll and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the plctseized and they were ordered to leave. ures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of read in>
He says: "The Russians don't care for matter that serve first as explanations of the illn~trations, and secondly as texts to P!"OVe the utt~•r
of the church's professions an fl. the hYJ?ocnsy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
the embassadors or ministers or sovereigns falsity
book is one of the best weapons against Christ1anity and the church that has ever been put in tl ~
of any other country. In other countries bands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
they pick your 'pockets dp,ferentially. In
Price, :board covers, $2 ; clot})., $2.SO.
Rlilssia they throw you on your back' and
go through you, and then ;laugh::at::you
A.ddrcNl!l The '.rnt.dl. s-kem.
because you don't like it."·•

The Rights of W.omen

fR[flHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.

'

~he Teachings of Secularism Compared

with Orthodox Clu·istianity. 96 pages.
Price, 25 cents.

Secularism : Is It Founded on Reason,
an<I Is It Sufficient to l\leet the Neetis
of Mankind 1 Debate between tle Ed-

itor of the Halifax Evening §[ail <tnd Charles
Watts. With Prefatory Le"tters by George Jacob Holyoake and Colonel Ingersoll, and an
Introduction by Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages,
25 cents.

A Reply to Father Lambert's "Tactics
of Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
IJhristianity : Its Ol"igin, Natme, and
Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 cents.
The Horrors of the French Revolution~
Theil· Causes. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Secularism: Destructiv anti Constructiv.
22.Pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.

Uible ltlorality. Its Teachings Showu. to

Be Contmdictory nntl Defective as an Ethical
Guide. 2~ pages. Price, 10 cents.

Ag11osticism an<I Christian Theism :
Which Is the l\lore Reasonable ~ 24
pa,ges. Price, 10 cents.

Evolution anti Special Creation. 10 cents.
Saints and Sinners-- Which~ 24 pages i~
cover. Price, 10 cents.

The Superstition of the Christian Sun·
- day: A Plea for Liberty and Justice.
26 p~Lges. Price, 10 cents.

The Glory of Unbelief. 22 pages in cover.
Price, 10 cents.

Nature and the Supernatural; or, Belief
and Knowle~Ige. 24 pages. Price, 10
cents.

Tlte Amet·ican Secular Union ; Its Ne·
eessity ami the Justice of Its Nine De·
mands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert
G. Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover. Pricc,10 cents.

'l'lleologieal PresmnJ,>tion : An Open Let-

ter to tho Rev. Dr. R. ]<. Bnrns, of Halifax. N. S.
In t'his letter the following subjects nre dealt
with: 1. Why Do the Clergy Avoid Debate? 2.
The Position of Agnosticism Toward Christianity. 8. Freethonght and 1\Ien of Science.
4. The :Difference Between Facts and Ovinions.
5. Christ and Heroism. 6. Christiamty and
Slavery. 16 pages. Price,_.5 cents.
Address
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.
28 Lafayette nl.. New York.
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The Modern Science E~sayist
Popular Evolution Ei!says and Lectures.

.U:\v'ALiD~ recovering from th~o
ell'ccts of Fe,'en.;. l.llJ'SJJCJJ"ia
or 1\"asting )).ases in any ·
form will 2.lways find

ALE . ep~J;~d"BEEF

1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life and ,Porson!!l
The ONLY TRUE TONIC combined
charaeteristice · his views .Qll educatiOn; his
with .a perfect foot! knot!'n-and S?
religious opinions. By MR . .VANmL GREENLEAF
recognized by the leadmg physiTHOMPSON.
cians throughout the country.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DAR\VI.N: His ancest:nc,
life, and personal charactcnstlCs. By JmiN W.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
CHADWICK.
s. SOLAR AND PLANETA,RY EYOLU~ION: ALE & BEEF CO., 267 W. 17th St., New York.
How suns and worlds come mto bcl!lg·. D1d the
material universe ever have a begmmng 1 By
GARRE'r P. I'>ERVlSS.
4. EVOLUTION OJ? THE EAHTH: 'rlw story of
Keology; How the world grew. 13y lJu. LEWIS
G. JANES.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE I~IFE; How
does life begin; The problem of spont,meons The Myth of the Great Deluge.
By
generation. By \VILLlA'rl'oTTS.
James M. McCann. 15 cents. Ten coJ?ies, $1. It
6. EVOLUTION OF ANHIAI, :LIF:Jl:; '.file ~vi
is the.most complete and overwhelnnng refutadeuces from geology, geograghtcal <listnlmtwn,
tion of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have
and comparative zoology. lly Hossrn."U RAYever read.-B. F. Underwood. To read it is to
MOND, Ph.D.
be astonished at the possibilities of religiom
credulity.-T. B. Wakeman. l'IIr. McCann's dy7 THE DESCENT OF 1\fAN: Helation of man
namite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.·to the brute creation; his aucestmlline; cluraA. B. Bradford. It ought to meet with a very
tion of human life on the planet. By E. D.
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.
CoPE, Ph.D.
8. EVOLUTION OF 1\ITND: The ;mind nud the The Evolution of the Devil.
By Henry
nervous system: the nature of nnnd. Dy HoBT.
Frank, the independent preacher of New York
G. EccLES, M.D.
city. The most learned, accurate, scientific,
9. EVOLUTION OF SOQIETY. Primitive man;
and philosophical analysis of his satanic maigrowth of the family, c1ty, and shte: devclQPesty ever published. The book contains 66
ment of the domest1c relations; marriage. .tiY
pages, is beautifully bound, with likeness of
JAMES A. SKILTON.
author on title-page. Price, 25 cents; five
copies for $1.
o. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of religious beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By Z. Ingersoll's Address before the New York
SIDNEY SAMPSON,
Unitarian Club. The first time in the
1. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism
history of the world that a Christian· associagrows out of e_goism; the proper b:tlance. By
tion
ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture
DR. LEWIS G. JANES.
before them. The lecture is a grand one, and
2. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a,fromgeology;
was received bv the club with continuous apb, from morphology; c, from em):>ryology; d,
plause from be ginning to end. The pamfrom metamorphosis; e\ from rudimentary or'Qhlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed.
gans; f, from g~ograpnical distri.mtion; g,
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.
from discovered links; h~ from artificial breeding; i, from reversion; K, from mimicry. By Bruno Pamphlet No. 1. Contributors~
n
. .T. Holyoake, Thos.Davidson, T. B. Wakeman,
NELSON C. pARSHALL.
Karl Blind, Lydia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten
a. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
copies
for $1.
THOUGHT. By REv. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
4 PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relation Bruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors:
of the doctrine to__llrevailing philosophical sysR. G. Ingersoll, Thos. Davidson T. B. Wakeman,
tems. By STARR HOYT NICHOLS.
G. J. Holyoake, et al. 15 cents. Ten copies for $1.
5. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE The Bruno Monument. A fine engraving
COJI1ING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REv.
mches, for framingj put up in pasteboard tubes
JI'IINOT J. SAVAGE.
for ma1ling. 20 cems. Ten copies for $1.50.
6. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By Dn. LEWIS
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before
G. JANES.
the New York legislature May 9, 1B88. Price, 4
7. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
cents.
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
By SYLvAN DnEY.
Dwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan
B. THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
nature of sense-perception; sight, sound, taste,
cents.
smell, feeling; the doctrine of the unknowable.
God in the Constitution. By Robert G.
By RoBERT G. EccLEs, M.D.
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In9. A STUDY OF JI'IA.TTER AND MOTION. An
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
excellept digest of a much ve~e(l question, with
of author. Price, 10 cents. TWelve copies for $1.
g_uotatrons from many authontws. By Ho:N. A.
Wbat Would Follow the Effacement of
N. ADAMS..;
20. PRili1ITIVE JI'IAN. Man as revealed by arChristianity 7 By George Jacob Holycheological studies; · evidences of man's anoake. This is a most valuable contribution to
tiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
Freethought literature. Bound in paper with
iii the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic racesi
good likeness of author. Price,1ocents. Twelve
the ages of bronze and iron; cave men ana
copies for $1.
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound buildersi.
primitive implements and tGols; proofs or' Life and Career of Charles Br~Jdlaugh.
By George Jacob Holyoakc. With good likeness
man's nat m-al evolution. By SIDNEY SAMPsoN.
of Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies
21. GROWTH OF THE li'IA.RRIAGE RELATION.
for $1.
Marriage a primitive institution; its earlier
forms; no eVIdence of original promiscuity; ex- Wbat Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.
ogamy and endogamy; group-marriage; polygL. Green, editor of the Freethinker's Magazine.
yny, polyandry, and monogamy· marnage by
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
capture; monogamy the highest form of thereper d6zen.
lation; divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
contract; its regulation ,by the state. By C. Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas
STA.NILAND wARE.
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
New York city. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for
of political institutions;,.the patriarchal family;
50 cents.
the tribe and clan. By JOHN A. TAYLOR.
Standing Up for Jesus; or what the ed23. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
itor of the Freetllinlcers' ~faoazine thinks of
statute law and judge-macle law~ the conversion
him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for
of customs into law. By PnoF. lmFus SrrELDON.
50 cents.
24. EVOLUTION OF :MEDICAL SCIENCE. Su- Colonel Ingersoll's Photograph. Cabinet
pernatural ideas of disease; fetichism in medisize. Price, 20 cents.
cine; the beginnin_g_s of medical science. By
ROBERT G. EccLES, M.D.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
2B
Lafayette
place,
New
Y
ark.
25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR, The
necessity for arms and armor under the struggle for existence. ByJoHN.C. KIMBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS, A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library.
development of the human hand.; the earliest
use oflmplements and tools. ByJAMEsA. SKILTON.
27. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The definition of wages; economic characteristics of the wage system; wages the outgrowth .
of slavery; oriqin and development of the
wages system. By PROF. GEo. GUNTON.
Ey Helel) H. Gardel)er.
2B. EDUCATION AS A FACTOH IN CIVILIZATION. The beginnings of education; earl:v One of Her Brightest, ·wittiest, and
method~ in Egypt, Persia, China~ Greece 1 and
Strongest Lectures Against
Rome: early Uhristian ideas oi education;
the Bible.
Catholic nnd Protestant views; the common
school system. By MISS CAnaLINE B. LE ltow. Every Woman Should Read It
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORII:I. I.
and
The Theological Method. By REV. JoHN CHADWICK.
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
30. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. II.
Price,10 cents. Address this office.
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
31. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. III.
The Anarchistic Method. By HuGH 0. PENTE- REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST
cosT.
32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORII:I. IV.
PBOVING
The Scientific Method. By DANIEL GREEN·
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
LEAF THOMPSON.
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Cent.
88. ASA GRAY: His Life and Work. By Mns.
ury before, and Peter and Paul died
MARY TREAT.
before the Christian Era.
84. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUMANS. The
Man and his Work. By'PnoF. JoHN FisKE.
Full index, 446pp.,
$1.50.
11Y" Each Number, Ten Cents . .A'll ·Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
2B Lafayette plnce, New York.

GEMS-OF FREETHOUGHT.

z.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
HIS CHA.HACTER AND DOCTHINE<~.
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief. •

Bv VISCOUNT AMBEBLEY.
50 cents

Cloth.

Poc~et

Advancement of Science.
By Prof. John Tyndall.

With Portrait, Biographic:tl Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

Theology. PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM

By VOLTAIRE.

Terse, witty, and sarcastic dJfinitions of thPo
lo11:ical tenns. Price, 25 cents.

AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.

By B.. F. MARVIN, M.D.

01 oth, 50 oents.

1892.

BENNETT'rc.fJ WORKS.
Gsms of q:'h,ov;g'h,t. 0. M.ADDUESS
THE TRUTH BEEKER OFFICE.
CoNQUEST by evil means or ways
Is shame more than defeat.
-Buddhistic Sm·iptw·es, Rock Insm·iptions of Asoka.
THE best man is he who most tries to
perfect himself, and the happiest man is he
who most feels that he is perfecting himself.-Socrates.
THE truth is everything. If the truth
is bad we must still take it. We cannot
help ourselvs. We cannot swap off the
truth for a lie even if the lie is a good one.
The lie will not stand.-S. P. P~ttnam.
HE who, when provoked to wrath,
Refrains therefrom,
And stands serene,
·
U nruffied both in face and spirit,
Hath won a triumph
Lasting as the soul.
.
-Buddhistic Sm·iptw·es, Udanavw·ga.
IT must be obvious that hell is a mere
nullity both to believers and unbelievers.
To unbelievers, because they regard it as
a mere scarecrow of the priests to keep
the ignorant in order; .and to the believers,
because they are exonerated from all its
terrors throuo-h faith; for they are taught,
and believe, thathellisto be the portion of
the unbelievers, and unbelievers only.Ano"".
As far ~ the telescope reaches, and as
far as man WJtS able to espy the laws of the
heavens-and this has been done to the
extent of billions and trillions of miles-he
has met everywhere with the same law,
the same simple, mechanical principles,
the same mathematical form1;1.la, and the
same phenomena that are subject to computation. But never has been found the
slightest trace of an arbitrary finger, ordaining the spheres of the heavens and appointing the courses of the earths, the
suns, and the comets. "I hav searched
through the heavens," said Lalande, the
great astronomer, "·and nowhere hav I
found a trace of God. "-Buchner.
OUR ethical text-books in the plainest
terms teach the possibility of curing diseases by prayer and mystic ceremonies.
"If any man is sick among you, 1et him
call for the elders of the church and let
them pray over him, anointing him with
oil in the name of the Lord." "And the
prayer of faith shall save the sick, and the
Lord shall raise him up." "And when he
called unto him his twelve disciples, he
gave them power against unclenn spirits,
to cast them out and to heal all manner of
diseases." Yet in at least forty-five of the
fifty most civilized countries of Christendom the attempt to cure any serious diseases on that plan would be followed by a
prompt indictment for quackery.-Proj.
Felix Oswald.
IT will be admitted that the good man is
kind, merciful, charitable, forgiving, and
just. A church must be j1,1dged by the
same standard. Has the church. been
merciful? Has it been "fruitful in the
good things" of justice, charity, and forgivness? Can a good man, believing a
good doctrin, persecute for opinion's
sake? If .the church imprisons a man for
the expression of an honest opinion, is it
not certain, either that the doctrin of the
church is wrong, or that the church is
bad? Both cannot be good. "Sanctity"
without goodness is impossible. Thousands of ''saints" hav been the most malicious of the human race. If the history
of the world proves anything, it proves
that the Catholic church was for many
centuries the most merciless institution
that ever existed among men. I cannot
believe that the instruments of persecution were made and used bythe eminently
good; neither can I believe that honest
people were imprisoned, tortured, and
·burnt at the stake by a church that was
"inexhaustibly fruitful in all good things."
-Ingersoll.
ALL through the Middle Ages these sufferings, this fever, this over-tension [of
Christianity] laRted; and we moderns still
feel in all our limbs the pain and weakness from them. Even those o:f us who
are cured hav still to liv with a hospitalatmosphere all around us, and find . ourselvs as wretched in it as a strong man
among the Rick. Some day or other, when
humanity shall hav got quite well again,
when the body and soul shall hav made
their peace together, the factitious quarrel
which Christianity has cooked up between
them will appear something hardly comprehensible The fairer and happier generations, offspring of unfettered unions,
that will rise up and bloom in the atmosphere of a religion of pleasure, will
smile sadly when they think of their poor
ancestors, whose life was passed in melancholy abstinence from the joys of this
beautiful earth, and who· faded away into
specters, from the mortal compression
which they put upon the warm and glowing emotions of sense. Yes, with assurance I say it, our descendants will be fairer
and happier than we are.- Heine.

!l •rrutlt Seeker Around tlte World. Four
large volumes. With steel-plate enli(raving of
tho author in Vol. I, and aach volume Illustrated
with :liorty-seven cuts. Httndsomely bound i.:r.
rod cloth, 516.50,

The Worltl's Sages, Thinkers, and Ro"
formers.
1,075 pages, Svo.
Cloth,
$3 OO; leather, $·1.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

l'he Champions of the Church; Their
. {)l'imes and Persecutions. Svo. 1,119
pages.
gilt edges,

•

$4~50.

lettther, $4.00; morocco.

rhe Gods and Religions 'Of Ancient anti
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written
iJ l prison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00
L•r the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in mo ..
rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

From Behind the Bars. A series of lettem
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.G-O

A Truth Seeker in :EurOJle• A series of

letters written during a visit of ten weeks in
Europe. Givinl,l' some account of the International Freethmkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was a delegtttc followed by a description of what he saw in Eng.
land, France, Holland, and Italy. Tho letters
from Rome alone are worth the prico of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author,
830 pages. $1.50.

fhe Semitic Gods and the Bible. 'rreo.ting upon the Gods of the Semitic nation~, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesu~ Christ, the Virgm Mary, and the Bible.
To the latter 230 pa-ges are devoted, showing
that book to be a very inferior production for
a first-class God. 0 883large pages. Paper covers.
60cents; cloth, $L

Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedan.
ism examined histoncally and critically.
It is thou(l'ht to be the most damaging exhibit
of Christianity that has appeared. 500 large
pages. Price, $1.50.
,

fhe Humphrey-Bennett . Discussion.

A

debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
D. M. Bennett and R67. G. H. Humphrey. '.rhis
book has had a very large sale, and is a splendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.

Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper,
30 cents. (>

What Objections to Christianity 7 A dis-

cussion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. Mair;
divided into the following theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor origin1tl, being borrowo1
::>r copied from much older systems of religion.
2. l\iiracles and supernatural achievements have
been as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teachers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 3. The
story of Jesus and his mission in the world is
unhrstorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,

-

~- of D. M. Bennett in the United
Trial
States Circuit Court upon the charge of depositing prohibited matter in the mail. Thi~ g1ves
a full history of this celebrated case, and shows
what monstrous injustice was perpetrated upon
JI'Ir. Bennett.. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.
Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3,00(,
questions propounded to his Jewish Godshir;
upon a great variety of subjects. Cloth. 75ct8.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First Dea-

con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
church incidents and his evolution from Chris·
tianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth.
75 cents.

The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
in the Land or Yahweh: also the Epistlo
of Bennett the Apostle to the Truthseekcrr
Cloth, $1.
·

The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to the 'l'ruth Seekers. 10 \lents.
Open Letter to Samuel Corgatc. :10 centb,
Au Hour with the Devil. 10 ce:~·. "

A

.STl~U~a

OF<

Millionaires Against Miners ;
-on-

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
BY HENBY D. LLoYD.
IIY" This book tells how the Spring Valley miners

were starved into actual slavery.

It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime.
It deals not with theories but with facts
figures, and names. It is a _powerful and pathetic book.
264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; oloth, $1.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

force al\d

1'\at~er;

on,

,_l

Principles of the Natural Order of the llniverse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon,
BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
•../u.•.'i'.L'ENTS :

FG?ue and Matter,
The Fitness of 'rhings in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Forc<:l, l\fan,
infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thought,
Motion,
Consmousness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas,.
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
Original Generation,
Con c I u d'i'n g Observ.,..
Secular Generation,
tions. · ·
Price, $1.50. Address THE TRUTH SE.EKI!l~.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JULY

'J;;i'beraJ J/Jeetings.
These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
where these societies are located. Local
:Secular Unions and Freethought Societies can hav .their gatherings advertised here jree by forwarding the neeessacy information.

Libert~

~.

i892.

Burgess-Underwood Debate

ill

ON CHRISTIANITY.

Literature.

Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Prof. 0. A. Burgess, Pres. of N. W. Christian Univ.
Paper, 188pp,, 50 eta.: olo.,. 80 eta.

Testimonial
f't.~ Walt Whitman.
]lanhattan Liberal Club, N. Y.,
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15~h st.. L.ectures and
discussions. The public cordially mvrted.

BY

The Newark J;.iberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Me;ts every Sundafl. afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal Lea@e Ha , 177 Halsey st., cor..Market
st., Newark, N. J .. Lectur~s and drscuss~ons on
rehgious and soe1al quest10ns. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

.ANTIQUITY/ Fiction.
A _work prouing Ch~/stlanitg a
Most Startling Reue/a- ·
UNVEILED. • Send
tlons of the Nineteenth Century.
Address for
to
Pro.spectu~;

ORIENTAL PUBL/8H/NG CO., P.O.Box 441J, Philadelphia, Pa.

Tl).e

CoL Ingersoll SOUVENIR

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

THE KINC OF SPOONS

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ·
ation
With a Portrait of Whitman.

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
Smith 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M. every
Sunda'h" Lectures followed by drscussion. Pl:.ltform ree. Henry Rowl~, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooldyn, . Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2ii
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:80 P.M. fa'!- lectures and
free discussions on reli~ous and social ~uestions.
Able speakers interest t e audience. N. .-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

IN

THE KINC OF ORATORS.

Pa.ver, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

THE FINEST SPOON EVER DESIGNED.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Mrs. Besant's WorKs.

Meets semi-monthlyhfirst and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town all. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARTus HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investi-.
gator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 800 pp., $1.

.Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
'lloys and Girls. 12mo, 883 pp., $1.25.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Me.ets every Sundaf. at 7:80 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Ange es Wash. Lectures songs
and select readinii Discussion invited on ali
~ubjeots. Liberal 'terature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib·
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthlyp first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at arr's
Hall. EveryboW: invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. Mc ILLIAMB, Rec. Sec.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectures.-Free Discusgions.-Orifainal and Selected Readings and Poems. A arge, valuable
librarO: is at the service of members and friends.
. :B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Seculat· Union
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunde,y in t.he month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
lfreatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RIDE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

1

tion for Children and Yomh. The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Candle From Under
The Bushel
(Mark iv, 21); or,
J.,306

~uestions

to the

Clergy:

And for the Consideration of Others.

Instructive, Interesting, and Laughable.
Price,

BY WILLIAM HART.
50 ce11ts.

NATHANifL VAUGHAN~
A NO VEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD;
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

The .Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

An independent and respectable study of char•
acter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
'"!resentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Dhristianity, in its lllost honest ap.d consis~ent
form, need notoo desrred.-[Westmmster Revww.
1 val., extra cloth, bevel ell, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'lJIE ~!.'RUTH SEEKER.

J

Ken ne~ ~ S

Meets evei, Sunday at 2:80 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Ha , BaJ street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; as. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Liberal Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwauke'fi meetR every Snnd~ evening at 7:80 o'clock.
A. . SEVERANCE, Presi ent.

Philosophical and Social So·
ciety,
·Monte Vis taTCal., meet everY Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. . he public cordially invited. W. S.
FELT,Seo.
.

Tile Oltio Liberal Society,
Of Cincinnatib0., meets. every Sunday evenin!
at 7:30P.M. in oughts Hall, N. W. cor. of 6th an
Walnut sts. Lectm·es and discussions. Stranlil'ers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW Hooo, Sec.

L iberal Association of Baltimore

should be. Paper, 25c.

Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Addreas THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

,,Works on the Labor

~uestion.

The Conventional Lies of Our CivilizatioR.

By Jrlax Nordau. CoNTENTs-J\'Icne, Tckelj
Upharsin· The Religions, Monarchic, ant
ArbtocraticlPolitical.,_Economical, 'V\atrimunial
and l\Iiscel ancous LirR; Closind Harmony
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c ..
cloth $1.00.
The Imperial Council of Vienna prohibitHl t.he
mlo of this hook in Austria, and confiscatccl a]·
~opics of it they could find.

Economic Equities.

A Compend of thr

Ntttural Laws of Industrial Production n.nd Ex
change. Dy J. K. Ingalls, author of "Socia
Wealth." Paper, 25c.
.

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on th1

!'ovulation Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlt'"'
Eclitcd ])y Charles Bratliaugh andAnnicBesaut
25c.
Pointin~

out the means by which the workingclasse,ma)
ra\.1e themselves from their present state nf ln11
w~tg;es and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, ,ljg.
nit''• and independence, and wl1ich is also ea pablo· of entirely removing, in course of time,. the
other p1·incipal social evils. By n!. G. H. 10c.

Large or Small Families~ On which Side
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holy.
oake. 5o.

Poverty : Its Effects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.
laugh. 5c.

The Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi-

cal to the \Velfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Labor's Prayer. By Chaa. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Letters to Young People. B;v (Prince)
Peter Krapotkine.
Stepniak. 10c. .

Takes hold in this order:

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to
be out.

You know whether you need it or
nqt.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

Sold·bY every druggist, &nd manufactured by

DONALD KENNEDY,
ROXBURY, ltlA.SS.

. Specifications: DeSliJn(}d (b:y kind pernnssron of Colonel In~erso!l) and patented
eb. 2, 1892. Magnifi:
cent portrait. The
Torch of Reason and
the Torch of Liberty
emblematical of tho
means our G..reat Omtor and Leader of Advanced Though't
'YDuld employ to etihgh_ten the world
bamsh superstition
and fear, and establi1sb universal physic!l al)d mental liberty,
J.Ustrce and happiness
]!:xquisite scroll-work;
m full . reli~f. surroun~ the spoon-a
revene 9f art. Students wrll studv its
charming lines. Lover.s of the beautiful
wrll g:o in raptures
over 1t. and conno,sseurs will want it to
enhance the artistic
n;terits of their collections. Exact size and
model of cut (which,
however sadlv fails
to rei>roduce the correct likeness, power
• of portrait, and exquisite delicacy and
"harming lin e s o f
beau~y. (\f original).
(jterlingsrlv;er. Mass.
rv~. Apree1ous souvenir of Our (;rcatest Public Bene•
factor, and a valuable family relic for
·generations to
A suitable

reand appreciafor Chnstm:~s,
Year's graduaetc. There can
nothing nicer, so
appropriate, so preC1ous during life. as

'J'he ColOIJcl In~
ge.rsoll Souvenir.

Prwes, $2.50 each;
extra heavy, $3
Orange and sugar
spoons, $8. Gilt
bowls, 50 cents extra.

"THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,"
and other mottoes, names, etc., etched in bowls
in most artistic style, 50 cents extra. Sent
upon receipt of price and money refunded if not
satisfactory. Order of Designer if your jeweler
docs not supply it. Many arc interested in their
own inferior Souvenirs and will not sell the
above.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Dl.
Established in 1857. Desi\{ner of " Otto Wettstein" Watch., ancl popular I<reethought btL<lgc.

W .A T:e~ O:t=o LI:t=o:e
Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sicl<o
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesbarre. Pa..

Why Do Men Starve 1 By Chas. Brad-

Witli Life of author, bv

Meaical Discovery SGIENC~V;~~~~;~,

Meets at the Lyceum Balli 401 East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon a 2:80 o'clock.

Bll M. BABOOOJ!. l'rioe, 15 ots.

trait, SOc.

Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it

Poverty: Its Cause and Cure.

Fol"t W ol"th, 'rex., Libet·al Club

Meets· every Sunday at 11 A.M.\rtt its hall, cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street.
rsiting Liberals
invited. J P. RICHARDSON, President; ]\'[.IsAAC,
Secretary.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with por-

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand· Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
some and Interesting Book Without Supersti-

ll!eets ·ever{; Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1601 Main s reet, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARms, Pres.
IsAAc S. LEE, Sec.

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,

HONOR OF·

AUTHORIZED :E:DITION.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,

Holds meetinffts every Sunday evenin1 at 216
Grand ave. ( raternity Hall). Lecture 'allowed
by debates. The public cordially invited.
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"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN.

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By 'J'. C. ,V,DDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa..

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTLe LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E. D. SLENFER . .
Boards.

40oents.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents, treating
on that health-destroying and life-consuming
weakness of men as the result of youthful errors
and excesses. The book sets forth an INl!'IDEL
CURE, which iP a medi~ine to ba applie~ externally (the only remA<iy of ~ne !l:Ina In exrstence).
You will feel improved the Jirst day, benefited
every day, until aU signs of Earlx Decay, Weaknesses Lost Manhood~-.etc.hare fully restored.
Aduress,
D~. RuB'T P, FELLOWS,
Vmela.nd, N. J.
And B&y yon sa.w &his in THE TBUT.Ii 13EEKU,

...

/lour i7o know

.Boo~s b~

rhe

Saladiq.

d{//~,_,_CJ< .J.olweeu
F..-.rd.........<:<f'v/l.

I&ett"l.t..y/1.,

God and His Book. $1.25.
Woman: Her Glory, Her Shame, and
Jim· Go<l. Two vols. $1.25 each.
i)id Jesus Christ Rise from the Dead 7
2f> cents.
Jont'essional, Romish ami Anglican. so
cents.
/

.RS.
The cost of obtaining aU. S. Patent,
in an ordinary case,
is onl:l':.$55, through
· EDWIN N.
BEECHER,
Solicitor of Patents.MARTON, Hartford county, CoNN.
Pamphlet of advice to Inventors
will be mailed free.
N.B.-Register all
letters and stamps
will be ~ent you to
defray this expense.
an Infidel, a writer
papers, and, we are inin•<euttmrs and experienced .I>at~~,vn•.r..~" him, he is a skillful
tto,rn•ev.-·.L
SEEKER.

THE MYSTERIES OF INSPIRATION.

THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY.
Issued !Uontltly.

Subscription price,

$3 per annum.

BOOKS ISSUED.
. Prtoe.
No.
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Frcethmkers' Almanac, 1891...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener.. . . ..... ...... ... ... . ........... ..
50
s. Age. of Re.ason. Thomas Paine.... . .. .. . 25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
25
Bennett ................................. .
20
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck ...... ..
10
6. Victor Hugo's Oraticm on Voltaire ...... ..
40
7. The Crisis ................................ ..
25
8. Sabbath Breaking ........................ .
25
9. Travels'in Faith. R. C. Adams ........... .
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller .. ..
25
11. l\fy Religious Experience. S. P. Putnam.
12. The Higher Crit1cism ·in Theology and
50
Religion. T. E. Longshore ............ ..
25
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote ....... .
40
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. must' d.
10
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
16. Pjlpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ..................................... ..
10
25
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ...... .
50
18. A" fnl Disclosures of Maria Monk .... ..
19. Pocket Theologv. Voltaire ............. ..
25
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener.......................................
50

* **

*
* *

...

IF •
* *
*

SINCERELY INTEREStED IN

YOU .ARE

THE STORY HOUR.

'l'HE GAUSE OF

For Children and Youth.

~WOMAN
HASTE!Y 'CO READ

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.
By GEORGE No IUILLER.

(" THE UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN. OF WOMAN'S

SLAVERY.")

The best men and women of England and America are
It
fairly heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
truly wonderful
entirely its own and will give YO!l
a sensation such as you never had before.
book.

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the :year. Si_ngle copies of each
book sent upon rece1pt of pnce.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

<JAN THIS"")
BE SO

SEND AND
SEE

r

An aged Freetldnker wants a home in a family
of the same belief respecting theology, Prefers
a farm or country home where expenses would be
sp~l(;otdll:ro~tE," TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

FOR SALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

Essays and Lectures. Embracing Iniln

ence of Christianity on Civilization; CJn·io .
tianity an<l!Vlaterialism; WhatLiLPralism offer,
in l'htce of Christi>mity; Scicntilic Materialism
Woman; Spiritualism from a i\l!ttcrialisti
Staudpomt; Paine the Political and Heligioi;
Hcformcr· Materialism and Crime; Will th,
Coming !Vlan Worship God? Crimes and Orne!
tics of Christianity; the Authority of the Bihlf'
Frcethonght Judged Ly Its Frmts; Our Idea:
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

Influence of Christianity upon Civiliza·
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
What Liberalism Offers in Place of
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism ; Its Meaning and
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Standpoint. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religious Re·
former. 10 cents.
Woman: Her l'ast and Present: Her
Rigllts and Wrong·s. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming :naa Worship God 7
10 cents.

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theolog·
ical. 20 cents.

Burgess· Underwood Debate.

A Four

d&ys' debate between B. F. Underwood all<
Prof. 0. A. Burgess, President of the North
western Christian Univers:.oy, Indianapolis, lnci
Accurately re.nnrtAil. l88 nn. Clnth. ~n ~Pnt"

Self-[ontradiGtions of the

.A NEW .AND IMPORTANT BOOK.

THE

WOR.li~

U. F. VNnERWOOD'S

.! I

Address THE TBUTH SEEKER Co.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

"W'ANTED-

·

I

HIGH fA CRITICISM IN THfOLOGY ~ RfLIGION
CONTRASTED WITH

-AS-

----1 44,---Moral, Theological, Historical, and Speculative
Propositions.
15 COlit·S.
'?rice,
AN OUTLINE OF THE

Its Causes al").d Results.

FAC'I'ORS IN HU:UAN EVOLUTION,

By W: S: BELL.

Paper,

~2mo,

25 ct.<!.

-AND-

Paine Viiirlicated

OTHSR :eSS.A. VS IN RSF<OR.M..
By THOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50.cents.

Reply to New York .,/Jserver.
ING:e~~OLL.
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIO O.ANA.RD."
Price, 1t; ce:tits.

Ey R· G.

Holy Bible Abridged ..

-OF-

The passages unfit for family reading.
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, M cents.

CHARLfS . BRAD LAUGH.
-BY-

Pro and Con of

Geoi-ge Jacob Holyoal¢e.

Su~ernatural Religion.

By D.A VID HUME.
10 cents.

Bi~Ie.

fR[NCH RfVOLUTION.

ANGIEBT lJf.YTHS AND MIRACLES,

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great Eng.
lish Secularist by the Father of Secularism.

Price.

By Miss Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of the
Children's Corner in the New York
Truth Seeker.
Small Quarto-10x8 inches-nearl}' Three Hundred P!!,ges. illuminated Covers. Sixty-six FulllJage illustrations, with Twenty-five Smaller
Ones.
CONTENTS:
Preface; Lazy Dick; OJ~ The Life of a Do~; An
An~el Unawares; 1uay· Ten Little Wa1ting.
lHa1ds; The Doctor's Horse; True Politeness; A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgiving.j.Grandfather's Pocketbook; Meddlesome 1uolly;. A
Sad Mistake; Inside an Engine House; uur
Children; Cress brook Cottage; Ezekiel's Silver Spoon; Odds and Ends-A New Year's
Story; Miss Brown's Valentine· What Ste·
phen's Owl was Stuffed With; John; Neighbor Brightside· Miss Marie Gold's Party;
Cousin John's Philosophy; J enn:y:_s Question;
Katy's Answer; Alone in an Unfurnished
House; Blackey; Breaking_the Meeting;, Our
Susie; A Funny Fellow-How He was vured
of Practical Joking; What the Fern Said;
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthday;_.PostOflice Jack; Aunt Avis; I Can Because .L Will.
Price, $1.00.
Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Prlce,J5 ~cents. Ten coplea, $1,

Address this Office.

Have We a Supernatural, Inspired. Mira.oulous Religion?
Jsy ,J!i.

¥· (lU!~l)·

Parer, ~o em*; dotn, 30 cent..

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 19. No. 28. {:PuBLISHED lVE~.KLY}

New York, Saturday, July 9, r8gz.
'

2.8 LAFAYETTE PL.}

$3.00 Per Year.

TWO GUIDES-WHY THE CHRISTIAN IS IN DANGER OF BEING "ETERNALLY LOST."

**
**

INFIDELj
DEATH. G.w.:~oTa.
BEDS.
**
**

--o-Being true accounts of the .Passing away of the
following persons, thus refutmg the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno,· Henry
• Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William· Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz,Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet.hRobert
Cooper, D'Alembert Danton, Charles uarwin,
Erasmus Darwin, 'Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hume, L1ttr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier 1
James Mill, John Stuart Mill, M1rabeau, Robert
Owen....,.Thomas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer,_Rabelais, winwood Reade, Madame Roland, ueorge
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Strauss John
Tolan.$1 Vanim, Voln~ Voltaire, James Watson,
John I'V atts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.
BY OAPT. ROBERT C. ADAidS.

WAS

~

CHRIST

•

•

•

CRUCIFIED?

MY ~[LIGIOUS fXPf1

By S. P. Putnam.

I RI[ NC[I

By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
A judicial consideration of the question,and the
decision against the scriptures and the Christian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER

Being the stQ!"Y of his reli~ious life and mental
journeyings. Written in h1s happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE EVOLUTION
OF

THE DEVIL!
By HENRY FRANK,
Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress.
Price, 25 cents. Five copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

PUSHED •• •• BY •• ••
Roaring Lion on the Track.
•• ••
UNSEEN HANDS. uWith Daughter's Babe Upon
Bv M. BABOOOK.

10 cents.

Price,

SftORT
STdRitS.
-BY-

HElEN H. GARDENER.

CONTENTS:
Preface. -An E c h o
from S hi lo. -0 l d
Safety-Valva's Last
Run.-How Mary
Alice Was Converted.
-A Hall of Heredity.
-"That Reminds Me
Of"-.- His Mother's Boy.-Mr. Walka-Leg Adams "Meets
Up With" aTartar.Onyx and Gold.-In
Deep Water.-A
Prison Puzzle.

His Knees.·;
Photo~raJ;>h

of Colonel Ingersoll, with hi•
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom'S greatest
champion at home, may be had at this office for
fifty cents.

Brain and the Bible.
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology
By EDGAB 0. BEALL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
Un&nswerable.

Price, $1.

Creed of Christendom.

.Being the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.

Ita Foundation Contrasted with. Ita Superstructure.

;I'rice, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

prloo, 30 c. iJl paper; ll. in cloth.

BY W. R. GREG.
OoJllplete in 1 vol., 12JXlo, 899PP·• $1.51).

4d4

V"aluable

JUST OUT!

Books on

Hvgieqe,
A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.
Food alld
Diet,
Old Testament Stories
l'larriage
Comically Illustrated.
alld
~--~------------------------~-----Pareqtage,

ttc.

~Rposure

Hygiene of the Brain and the Cure of
Nervousness. By :M. L. Holbl'Ook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. " Get this book and
read it~ for it abounds in practical valuable
knowleage."-fChicago Inter-Ocean.
"'

Eating for Strength. By :M. L. ·Holbrook

l\f.p.

ftidieule.

PriceJ>y mail, $1. "I nm delight!'d Fiti't
1t. -!H. D. J5aker, M.D., Secretary :Mic1ngan
State Board of Health.

Facts.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code of
DirectionA for avoiding most of the Pains anu
Dangers of Childbea.ring. By l\f. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellence sur__passes o~u power to commend."!New York J<;veo:linv, MaiL;

h\\

By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 P_ages. 200

Fun ... Page
Pictures.

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,:
Samson the· Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
_
Some St11ries from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards, ilhunin.a-ted covers, $1; clo-th, gil-t side s-ta:rn.p, $1 .50.

Address THE '11RDTH SEEKER CO.;~

.
Thomas P atne
s Works.

D. M. BENN:Jj}TT'S LAST WORK.

~

A TRUTH SEEKER

AROUND THE. WORLD.

6 copies for $1; clo., 50o.

Age of Reason and Examina•
tion of the Prophecies.
Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

BENNETT,

Apostle of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) By
J.lTI. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap.,
50c.; clo., 75c.
.

Common Sense.
1776. 15c.

Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Great Works.
c~o., $3;
~11 t

Price, 25 cents.

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.
A SUMMARY OF
ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.
Price, cloth. 50 cents.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
.M.!U'ess~this oflioe.

Life of.

with Remarks on

Life of.

With Explanatory

Comte and Rousseau. By 0.
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.

Observations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $1.

Lithograph of. Heavy plate

Talks to My Patients. By Mrs. B. B.
Gleason 1\'LD. A Practical Handbook f'or the
Maid, Wife..._and Mother: with a beautiful Photographic. J:'ortrait of the Author. Price, by
mail $1.50. "We wish the cha_pter, 'Confidential
1\'Iothers,' might be J?Ublishe<;l as a tract
and sent to every mother m the land. "-[Harper's New Monthly Magazine. ,

to

The Better Way. An Appeal to Men in
behalf of Human Culture through a wiser parentage. Bv A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled

b,· .T. N. Moreau.

10c.

Reason,"" Examination of Provhecies," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port. $1 50.

"Vindication of. llcply toN. Y.

Observer. By ll. G. Ingcl·so!L 10c.
Address The Tru-th. ~eeker Covnpan.y.'

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Three Books in One.

From the Cradle

to the School. By_ Bertha llfeyer. The Rights
of Children. Bv Herbert S]Lencer. The GoverJ?.ment of C,hifdr_en. Byli'LL. Holbrook M.D.
Pnce by mall,
cloth, $1. 1· It is
a book worthy w.oe rariked with the best that
has eyer been wrrtten concerning the training
of ch1ldren."-[Bazar.

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.
!';rice, 30 cents, bY. mail. "It should be quietly
g1ven ~o every drmker."-[Herald of Health.

Marriage_anll.Parenta;ge, in th~ir Sanitary

Theological Works: "ke of

Price, 25 cents.

tific Diet. By Gustav SchliPke;j'sen. Translated from the German, by 1\'I. L. Holbrook,
M.D. In, addition also it contains a Complete
and Radicn,l Cure for Int.emr>er·ance, by the Use
of a Veggtapl!l and Fruit Diet. By Chas. o.
Groom Nap1er, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.

wood. 10c.

Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

"By their fruits
shallyeknowthem!
Do men gather
grapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles?"

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scien-

Muscle-Beating; ~' Home Gymnastics
for Sick and nell. By C. Kemm

Political Works: "Commm:
Sens~ " "Crisis," "Rights oJ
l\fan. 1 $1.50.
Rights of Man. Answer to

In the
United States
and
Canada
from 1876 to 1883.

m Socwlogy. By R. T. Trail, M.D. Price, by
mail, $2. 'l'h1~ work has rapidly passed through
forty e.ditions, and the demand is constantly
mcreasmg. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.
#'

paper, 22x28, $1.

Pohtical and Religious Rt·
former. By B. F. Under-

By REv. G. T. Fox, M.A.

frlce, :!(; cents,

morocco,

Port. Pap;.,_~oc

.,,-. "--· Prloo,v~;ims CRIMES OF PREACHERS

By MRs. E. J. BiLL.

Svo. 800 pp.,

leather, $4;
edges $4.50.

Life of. By J. E. Remsburg.

Twenty Crimes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture.

A LIBERAL STORY.

Written in

Crisis. Written During Am.

BIBLE MORALS.
•

l\lortimer Granville. $1. To this has been
ad\led a paper by that charmin'l: English
wnter, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physic>tl
Edttcation of a Girl," and a J?aper on the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail prlCe is $1.

that are urgently needed."-[Christian Union.

Late editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,_ author of
"A Truth Seeker in Eurgpe " "uods and
ReliJl'ions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
·"The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers," "Champions of the
Church," etc., etc .• etc.
Handsomely bound, red cloth, 1!!6.50; in leather,
red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the circumstances under which this work was written.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly complete.d at his death, and which contains an account
of h1s world-lamepted deat:q and burial Mr.
Bennett was a patwnt and farthful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-day life
of all nat!ops is laid before the reader by- one
who has VlSlted them and beheld them with his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
prog;r~ss of Freethought iJ?. the various countries
he v1s1ted; and the morality of so-called pagan
n.ations is coptrasted with the moriJ.l.ity of Christian countnes, much to the detnment of the
latter. The :work is a
Freethinker's History of the World.
This work and "A TRUTH 'SEEKER IN
EUROPE" should be in every Liberal's library
Besides its intriusic worth, 1t is a memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
kn!J~-of one who ranks with Voltaire and
Pame m the force and clearness of his writings.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER
28 Lafayette place, N. 'y.

The Clergyman's

Yontlt : Its Care and Culture. By J.

Physiology. A Scientific and PopAge of Reason. Pap., j;l5c.; · Sexual
]llar EJ!:positiol! of the Fundamental Problems

With a steel-plate engraving of the anthor in
Volume I, and each volume containing
forty to fifty ilhlstrations.

ro..

B. Dufferl~author of "What Women Should
Know,"' 1~0 Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
nu~:il, $1. .,Mrs. Charles BrewsterbPortland, l\Ie.,
wntes:
Had I possessed this oak ten yea.rs
agq i.t would hai'e saved me ten years of inYahdlsm, andl should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."
...,

25 cents. "1t contains information and warning

Ji'onr Large Volnm.es,

By D.

ment. By M. L. Holbrook, 1\'LD: Price, bl'
mail, $1. "Heading this book I cured myseit
after several doctors had failed."-[T. C. Curtis,
U.S.A.

rile. Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.

CONTENTS:'
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Liver Complain~ Mental Dyspepsia~ and
Headache : Tneir Cure by Home 'lreat-

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Nar~
rative in Genesis and Exodlls.
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 cents.

Fruits of Philosophy.
POPULATION QUESTION.
By DR. KNoWJ,TON. Edited by CHARLES BRAnTu\lTRli &nd ANNIE BE!l•N'l'
9.'\ M,f,q

RELIBION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Teata,ment.
By PRoF. F. W. NEWMAN,
Price, 25 cents.

manager nf the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cent;.
and Physwlogrcal Helatwns, and m their bearin,;{ on the prop ]Icing of children of finer health
aud great'"r abilrty . .l:lyM. L. Holbrook, 1\'I D $1
The. Soientltlo Ame,·io.an says: "Books on.this
?UbJect are usually wntten by' cranks 'but this
rs radically different : it is scientific, sober
cJean, and worthy_ of conscientious consider a.:
tro'\hY every .posslble parent, and particularly
by tne young.
,

The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food
aJ?.d Drink to He.alth, Disease Cure. By_T. L.
NH;holsl M.D., ed1tor London Herala of Health.
Pnce, c oth. 50 cents.
,.,

Medical Hints on the Protection and Man.
agement of the Singing Voice. By
Lenox Brown,· F.RC.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts.

Deep Breathing; m;~ Lung Gymnastics.

f.rwe, cloth, 50 cents. ~l'lrs, Horace Mann writeil:
Every _book you J?nnt 1s pure gold and deserves mde 01rculatwn."

How to Strenrihen the Memory. By M.
L. Holbrook, :M.D. $1.

A. Physician's Sermon to Young Men

By

Dr. W. Prn,tt. Price, 25 cents. Prof •R 1\.
Proctor,, the well-known English astronomer'
says of 1t: "Through false delicacy lads anJ
youths are left to fall in to trouble, and not a fe<
have therr prospects of a healthy happy life al..
solutely rumed. The little book before us is in·
tenqed to be put into the hands of young men
by fathe;rs who are unwilling or incapable 01
dischargmg a father's duty in this respect· an~
ads not on!' fapher in tEln is, we believe, read,y ~"
o what 1s nght by h1s boys himself it is well
~h?-t such a book as this should be available. If
1t 1~ read by all who should read it, its sn:l.e will
be C\)Unted_by hundreds !lf thousands." The
publisher will send 10 cop1e~ by mail, postpaid,
for $2. Should anyone des1re them by the 100
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by correspondence.
il'i!"'Catalogues Free..a1
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Urgent Work to Do.
The Senate committee has favorably reported the
Palmer bill allowing about five and a half millions
of dollars to the World's Fair, provided the Fair is
closed on Sundays. Every reader of THE TRUTH
SEEKER should at once write to the Senators from
his state and protest vigorously and earnestly
against this Sunday-closing amendment to the bill.
The following are the names of the Senators:
Alabama-John T. Morgan, James L. Pugh; Arkansas-James H. Berry, James K. Jones; California-Charles N. Felton, Leland Stanford; Colorado_:_Edward 0. Wolcott, Henry M. Teller; Connecticut-Joseph R. Hawley, Orville H. Platt;
Delaware - George Gray, Anthony Higgins;
Florida-Samuel Pasco, Wilkinson Call ; GeorgiaAlfred H. Colquitt, John B. Gordon ; IdahoGeorge L. Shoup, Frederick T. Dubois; Illinpis
-Shelby M. Cullom, John M. Palmer ; Indiana-David Tarpie, Daniel W. Voorhees; Iowa
-James F. Wilson, William B. Allison ; Kansas-Bishop W. Perkins, William A. Peffer;
Kentucky-John G. Carlisle, Joseph C. S. Blackburn; Louisiana-Randall L. Gibson, Edward D.
White; Maine-Eugene Hale, William P. Frye;
Maryland-Arthur P. Gorman, Charles H. Gibson;
Massachusetts-Henry L. Dawes, George F. Hoar;
Michigan-Francis B. Stockbridge, James McMillan; Minnesota-Cushman K. Davis; Wm. D. Washburn ; Mississippi-James Z. George, Edward C.
W allthall ; Missouri-Francis M. Cockrell, George
C. Vest; Montana-Wilbur ]'. Sanders, Thomas
C. Powers; Nebraska-Algernon S. Paddock,
Charles F. Manderson; Nevada-William M.
Stewart, John P. JoneS;
New HampshireWilliam E. Chandler, Jacob H. Gallinger; New
Jersey-Rufus Blodgett, John R. McPherson;
New York-Frank Hiscock, David B. Hill; North
Carolina-Matt. W. Ransom, Zebulon B. Vance;
North Dakota-Lyman R. Ca~ey, Henry C. Hansborough; Ohio-John Sherman, Calvin S. Brice;
Oregon-Joseph N. Dolph, J oh~ H. Mitchell;
;l>enns;rlvaniw-Matthew S. Qua;r, J, Dop.a.Jd

New York, Saturday, July 9; 1892.
Cameron; Rhode Island-Nelson W. Aldrich,
Nathan F. Dixon ; South Carolina-Matthew C.
Butler, John L. M. Irby; South Dakota-Richard
F. Pettigrew, James H. Kyle; Tennessee-William
B. Bate, Isham G. Har:ris; Texas-Horace Chilton,
Richard Coke; Vermont-Redfield Proctor, Justin
S, Morrill ; Virginia-John W. Daniel, John S.
Barbour ; W ashington-J o:ijn B. Allen, Watson C.
Squire; West Virginia-Charles J. Faulkner, John
E. Kenna ; Wisconsin-Philetus Sawyer, William
F. Vilas; Wyoming-Francis E. Warren, Joseph
M. Carey.
The address of these spokesmen for the people is,
"Senate Chamber, Washington, D. C."

28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $J.OO Per Year.

the Constables of the firm of Arnold, Constable &
Co., now on Broadway in this city. In sending a
copy of this l c:tter to his cousin in Dresden, Ont.,
Mr. Clair J. Grece writes some reminiscences of
Paine which will be of interest to Liberals, and also
some conjectures as to the identity of William
Carver, to whom the letter was written:
"Well, my dear cousin .Tohn I told you upon the
occasion of most agreeable meeting that I was the pos-.
sessor of some relics of Thomas Paine, the literary author
of the American revolution. I possess his snuff-box and
also a letter, of which I inclose you the promised copy.
I am not quite certain who William Carver was, but the
·conjecture has some probability that he was the father of
Dr. Carver, who was the originator of the Pacific railway.
I know that my uncles were acquainted with Dr. Carver,
and I am in possession of some letters of his, as well as of
Something About Thonias Paine.
a pamphlet published in 1846, in which the feasibility of
When S. P. Putnam was visiting Dr. Foote at that undertaking were eloquently advocated. The gold
his Larchmont residence the doctor hitched up his of California had not then been discovered, and probably
horses and took the. Secular pilgrim over to Paine's .without the accession of that powerful stimulus, Dr.
.
.
. .
Carver might even up to this time hav continued to be
house m New Rochelle. Of the VISit .Mr. Putnam looked upon as a half-crazy enthusiast. Possibly it was
wrote: ".we enter the little room where he wrote, · through Dr. Carver that my uncle came into possession
a room with one window, through which crashed of Thomas Paine's letter. I must now tell you how my
t4::J bullet of the enemy as the legend says but uncle, Daniel Constable, came into contact with Thomas
which reached not the h:art of the illustriou~ a- Paine. Paine w~s o.f Qu~ker stock, and thong?, at an
t . t ,
·
P
early stage of his hfe, disowned by that soCiety, on
no ·
account of his having married out of it, he continued to
This attempted assassination of Paine is not a be loosely attached to it. About the year 1775, he was an
legend,· as Mr. J. W. Grece, of Dresden, Ont., exciseman at Lewes in Sussex, when he wrote a pamphlet,
shows by forwarding an account of the affair writ- a bold thing in those days of rotten boroughs, advocating
hi
lf ·
l tt t " M Willi'
the claims vf excisemen to higher pay. Benjamin Frankt
b p ·
en Y arne
mse I~ a e er 0
r.
am lin was in England about the .same time and the comCarver, Horse-shoe smith,- Cedar Creek, near munity of grievance brought these men together, and
Lovett's Tavern, N. York." The letter runs:
Paine was induced to emigrate to America. At Lewes,
there was living, as there still is, a Quaker family of the
"N. RocHELLE, .Tan. 16, '05.
name of Rickman, and with a junior member of this
''EsTEEMED FRmND: I hav received two letters from you,
family, Thomas Rickman, Paine formed an acquaintance.
one giving an account of your taking Tho:r;nas to Mr.
Thomas Rickman likewise was expelled J rom the society
Foster-the other dated .Tan. 12. I did not answer
for the offense of marrying out of it. There is no truer
the first because I hoped to see you the next Saturday or
the Saturday after. What you heard of a gun being adage than this 'Birds of a feather ftock together.'
fired into the room is true. Robert and Rachael were Thomas Rickman assumed, rather conceitedly, the name
both gone out to keep Christmas eve, and about eight of Clio, set up a bookseller's business at No. 7 Upper Maryo'clock at night the gun were fired. I run immediately lebone street, London, and became one of the venders of
out, one of Mr. Dean's boys with me, but the person that the Radical political literature of the day. When Paine
had done it was gone. I directly suspected who it was, came to England in the year 1787 the acquaintance beand I halloed to him by name, that he was discovered. tween Paine and Rickman became extended, and RickI did this that the party who fired might know I was on man spent much time in Paine's society down to the time
the watch. I cannot find any ball, but whatever the gun of Paine's departure from England for the last time, in
was charged with passed through about three or four 1792. Well, my uncle Daniel Constable was from about
inches below the window, making a hole large enough to 1797 engaged in the linen-draper's shop of a Quaker at
a finger to go through. The muzzle must hav been very Brighton, eight miles from Lewes, where Rickman was
near, as the place is black with the powder, and the glass an occasional visitor, and he imbued i:ny uncle with his
of the window is shattered to pieces. Mr. Shute, after Radical principles, as well as with an admiration for the
examining the place and getting what information could author of The Rights of Man. A close ncquaintance
be had, issued a warrant to take up Derrick, and aft.er gradually matured itself between Rickman and my uncle,
examination committed him. He is now on bail (five so that when my uncles Daniel and William in the year
hundred dollars) to take his trial at the supreme court in 1806, started for America, they were furnished by RickMay next. Derrick owes me forty-eight dollars, for man with an introduction to Paine. They kept a journal
which I hav his note, and he was to work it out in mak- of their travel, from which I will quote the following
ing stone fence, which he has not even began; and be- extracts: The diary is in my possession.
"1806. .Tuly 1. Mr. Segar at the Globe offered to send
sides this I hav had to pay forty-two pounds eleven
shillings for which I had passed my word for him at Mr. for Mr. Paine who lived only a few doors off. He seemed
Paineite.
Pilson's store. Derrick borrowed the gun under pretence a true
"3rd Thursday.
. . . opening our packages
of giving Mrs. Bayeaux a Christmas gun. He was with and dressing took our time till dinner, after which.
Purdy about two hours before the attack on the house Crespin went to see his friend and William [his brother]
was made, and he came from thence to Dean's half drunk, and I went to see Thomas Paine. When we first called
and brought with him a .bottle of rum, and Purdy was he was taking a nap. Thence on and delivered C. Rickman's letter &c back to Mr. Paine's at five o'clock,.. sat
with him when he was taken up.
about an hour with him. He had never seen Clio's Jike"I am exceedingly well in health and shall always be ness or poems. We promised to show him. Home to tea
glad to see you. Hubbs tells me that your horse is get- about six. I meant to hav had T. Paine in a carriage
ting better. Mr. Shute sent for the horse and took him with me to-morrow and went to inquire out for one. The
when the first snow came, but he leaped the fences and price was one dollar per hour, but when I proposed it to
came back. Hubbs says there is a bone broke. If this Thomas Paine, he declined it on account of his health.
"Friday the 4th. Fine clear day. The annual festival
be the case I suppose he has broke or crushed it in leap- of independence. . . . In the fore part of the day I
ing a fence when he was lame on the other hind leg; and had the honor of walking with T. Paine along the Broadhung with his hind legs in the fence. I am glad to hear way. The day finished peaceably and we saw no scenes
what you tell me of Thomas. He shall not want for any- of quarrelling or drunkenness. . . .
"October 30 Thursday. . . . In crossing the Hudson
thing that be necessary if he be a good boy, for he has no
we got wet through. It was a very cold rain. After
friend but me. You hav not given me any account cleaning myself I waited on Colonel Swartout whom I
about the meeting-liouse. Remember me to our friends. found a fine pleasant gentleman, after which I called
to see T. Paine, who was walking about Carver's shop.
''Yours in friendship,
THOMAS PAINE."
The original of this letter is in the possession of · ;,N~v. 1 Saturday.· . . . Mr. B. West* came and
James Clair Grece, of Redhill, Surrey, England, drank tea with me. Changed snuff-boxes with T. Paine
who is a member of the Scientific Association which at his lodgings. The old philosopher in bed at 4 o'clock
met at Montreal in August, 1884. He received it
* This may be Benjamin West the :b.li!torical painter 1
from. his uncle, D~uiel Constable, also ll-11 unCle of but I Qtm~ot aver thi!'J. Q. EJ. Q,
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afternoon.' Seems as talkativ and well as when we saw
him in the summer.
"6th February 1808, Saturday. . . : Took !!. final
leave of Mr. Thomas Paine. Had his compliments
written on a slip of paper for several of his friends.
''Clio Rickman remained upon intimate terms with my
uncles till his death about 1833, and through them he became introduced to my father. He was a guest at Chart
Lodge about 1822, during our grandfather's absence in
Canada, and he wrote some verses upon the views from
Chart Lodge, of which, upon another occasion, I will
send you a copy. He was a poetaster rather than a poet.
I hav a collection of his occasional piecef!, published by
subscription. Among the subscribers figure such names
as Charles James Fox, Thomas Jefferson, Dr. Priestly,
and in short nearly every name of distinction at that
time, for Clio Rickman had a wide acquaintance, was an
agreeable companion, brimful of anecdote, and dined
much abroad. It is sad to say that his latter years were
clouded with penury, for he was a bad financier, and his
principles were not popular. Now perhaps he would hav
thriven better in the world than in that age of persecution.
"Yours very truly,
CLAIR J. G:REOE.
"Redhill, Surrey, England, 18th Jan., 1885."

. Moses Harman in the Penitentiary.

1892.

a reversal of such a sentence on a writ of error sued out
by the defendant himself is attended with any such consequences ; but this aspect of the case has not been argued
and no opinion has been expressed upon it. If the defendant conceives that a legal sentence cannot now be imposed upon him on the existing verdict of guilty, and
that he cannot be tried again for the same offense, he can
raise these questions in the trial court.
''The judgment of thedistrictcourt of the'UnitedStatea
for the district of Kansas is reversed and the cause remanded to that Court with instructions to proceed therein
according to law."
When ·this decision was handed down, Mr. Ady,
prosecutor, gave Mr. Ha1·man to unde1·stand that
nothing further would be done in the matter till
the September term of court, when a new trial
might be had. He was naturally not a little surprised when on June 21st a deputy marshal informed him that he had an order from Judge Caldwell for his immediate imprisonment to serve the
sentence of one year, imposed upon him in 1890 by
Judge Phillips, from which conviction an appeal was
likewise had to Judge Caldwell's court. The following is the order of commitment:
.

could complete his statement of his work as he
wished. She writes: "I want to speak more particularly about the missionary work, sowing seeds
for future harvests. There hav been more letttlrl:!
received within the last few wei3h expressing
thanks fot sampie copies ·than at any previous
prriod of the more' than eleven months that I hav
been in the office. Some of 'them contain small
ordei•s for books, and some a three or six month!O'
subscription, but the most of the whtei's either
express regtet that they cannot subscribe, or
say they will do so soon, etc. I never saw
a man more entirely devoted to the work of
evolving a higher, pure1· sex-morality than
now prevails than M. Harman is, and whenever
people show a desire to understand this question
of sex-whenever he feels that good can be done,
the fact of lack of money does not depii.ve thl=l
party of the J;eading-matter desil·ed, partic~larly ~s
it regards copies of Lucifer or such of LubifePs
publications as he has ih large supply. The work
thus done will make coming generations wiser and
better, and surely, no intelligent Freethinker of
any name will regret that the money has been thus
expended, but will continue to contribute for
future work of the kind,"
The ca.se, legally, is pretty much bf a muddie; fof
Mr. Harman wori. the appeai on tMi :first case and
lost on another. The decision to commit him
seems to hav been conceived suddenly, and contrary to the prosecutor's assurances. His own
lawyers were also taken by surprise, and scarcely
know what to do in the matter. But one thing
stands out clearly enough t Mr. Harman is ili
the penitentiary; unjustly sentenced by a coui't
which has no more rightful jurisdiction over his alleged offense than it has over a man accused of
violating a municipal oi·diilab.ce. The espiohage ithd
censorship of the press established by the Comstock statute is thoroughly despicable and infamously tyrannical. The injustice in this case is
very apparent, for the :first conviction, on what is
known as the Markland letter, carried with it a sentence of :five years; the second, on what is known
as the O'Neill letter, most brutally vulgar, carried
a sentence of only one year. The Markland epistle
was plain but not obnoxious to decency; the O;Neill
letter, written by an irresponsible and ve1·y coatse
doctor of this city; should never hav been printet:t
It was probably this discrepai:J.Cy and difference in
the merits of the ca.ses which led the judge to find
a technicality on which to reverse the- result of the
:first trial and con:firm the second because; to him;
the offense was heinous under the law. But :Mr.
Harman goes to his doom with unfaiteriilg step,
the victim of the religious conspirators who framed
and procured the enactment of the Comstock
statute-a piece of legislation which converts our
republic into a despotism, almost completely destroying the freedom of the press and mails.
Mr. Harman's address now is the penitentiary,
Lansing, Kansas. Letters froin his friends will
nq doubt cheer him greatly, but those who w1i.te
him should be -careful not to use vituperativ or
violent language, as such only makes his conditions
worse.

A 'queer mixture of law and injustice has been
''UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, l SS
made in the case of Mr. Harman, and that muchDISTRICT OF KANsAs.
)
·
persecuted man has been landed in the penitentiary
"At a term of the circuit court of the United States of
as the result.
America,. for the district of Kansas, begun and held at
It will be remembered that after Mr. Harman the city of Leavenworth, in said district, on Monday, the
was convicted and sentenced, he sued out a writ 6th day of June, 1892, proceedings were had, and appear
of record, in words and figures following, to wit:
of habea8 corpu8 returnable before the United
"Monday, June 13, 1892.
States circuit court. Upon giving bonds that he
"Moses Harman, 2768, V8. the United States.
would prosecute the writ he was liberated. The
" The writ of error in this cause came on for hearing,
decision of Judge Caldwell, herewith reprinted from the plaintiff in error, Moses Harman, appearing by
David Overmyer, his attorney, and the United States by
Lucifer, states the matter clearly:
J. W. Ady, district attorney, and the court having heard
''In the circuit court of the United States for the dis- the argument of counsel, and being now well and suffitrict of Kansas.
ciently advised of the [matter] in the premises, doth order,
"Moses Harman v8. United States.
consider, and adjudge that the judgment of the Unit~d
"In error to the United States district court for the States district court for the district of Kansas in this
districtof Kansas.
case be, and the same is hereby in all things confirmed.
"Mr. David Overmeyer for plaintiff in error. Caldwell
" It is therefore ordered, considered, and adjudged,
judge.
that the said Moses Harman, the defendent below, be ad"On the 9th day of April, 1888, the plaintiff in error was judged guilty on the first, second, and fourth counts of
indicted in the district court, for depositing on the 18th of the indictment herein, and that he be imprisoned in the
June, 1886, in a posto:ffice for mailing an obscene paper in Kansas state penitentiary for four months on each of
violation of Section 3,893 of the Revised Statutes of the said counts, at hard labor.
United States, as amended by act of CongreSB, approved
"It is further ordered that the marshal deliver or
the 12th of July, 1876, Chapter 186, 19 United States cause to be delivered the body of the said Moses HarStatute 90. He was tried before a jury, found guilty, man to the warden of said penitentiary within ten days
and sentenced to be imprisoned in the Kansas state peni- from this date, in execution of this sentence. Dated
tentiary for five years and that he pay a fine of three June 11, A.D. 1892.
HENRY C. CALDWELL,
h1mdred dollars, and thereupon the defendant sued out
"Circuit Judge."
this writ in error under the act of Congress approved
On
the
afternoon
of
June
21st
Mr. Harman was
March 3, 1879, chapter 176, 20 U. S. statute, 354.
"The chief contention of learned counsel for plaintiff accordingly escorted to the penitentiary at Lansing,
in error is, that the act of Congress on which the indict- Kansas. The Topeka Capital, after reciting the
ment is founded, 'contravenes the first amendment of the facts, says : '' Jiarman said yesterday to a repreConstitution of the United States, which provides among
other things that the freedom of the press shall not be sentativ of this paper: 'The judges who hav deabridged, and is therefore unconstitutional and void.' If cided me guilty and sentenced me hav, in my
authority can ever silence contention, the constitutional- opinion, taken a big responsibility upon themselvs.
ity of this act of Congress is no longer open to discussion. Posterity will reverse their decisions. But this
Ex parte Jackson 86 U S. 727; Ex parte Rapeir 144 U. S. sentence will hav no effect whatever upon my
"There is, however; a fatal error in this case on the
face of the record. The act of Congress provides that future. I shall take up the .work again when I am
persons convicted· ofits violation 'shall be deemed guilty out. The reforms I teach are the most important
of a misdemeanor, and shall for each and every offense be of any, and the coming generations will bear me
fined not less than one hundred dollars nor more than out. In my absence Mrs. Lois Waisbrooker, of
five thousand dollars or imprisoned at hard labor not less
Antoic, Cal., will conduct Lucifer.' Harman is now
than one year nor more than ten years or both at the discretion of the Court.' It will be observed that where the sixty-one years old and has published Lucifer
punishment or any part of it is imprisonment it must be twelve years. He has a good face, and appears to
'at hard labor.' The plaintiff in error was sentenced to be in dead earnest in his teaching. When talking
be 'imprisoned in the Kansas state penitentiary for five yesterday tears would frequently :fill his eyes. He
years,' and hard labor is not made part of the punishment,
as the statute requires shall be done, where imprisonment has once before served a term in the penitentiary."
To this statement, which he reprints, Mr. Harforms any part of the sentence. When the statute makes
Of Helen Gardener's new lecture, "Pulpit,· Pew,
hard labor a part of the punishment, it is imperativ upon man makes no exception except a denial that his
and
Cradle," the Inve8tigator says: "It is an
-the Court to include that in its sentence.
eyes :filled with tears. He then concludes: "Hopemancipation
proclamation for women and children.
"In the courts of the U. S. the rule is that a judgment ing to hav a chance to send a few lines before this
A severe, yet just arraignment of the pulpit for
in a criminal case must conform strictly to the statute,
and that a variation from its provisions, either in the char- issue of the paper goes to press I close now by holding the pew and the cradle in subjection.
acter or extent of the punishment inflicted, renders the earnestly asking all who feel an interest in Lucifer' 8 Every sentence in it was wrought out of a woman's
judgment absolutely void.
work to uphold and strengthen the hands of Mrs.
"A different rule prevails in some of the states; but Waisbrooker, who kindly consents to take my place love of freedom and a woman's love of he1· race, and
this pamphlet ought to be sent into every home in
the rule on this subject prevailing in a state whether by
statute or judicial decision, has no force in the federal at the helm of Lucifer during my enforced vaca- the land and be read by every mother therein."
courts admi:i:tistering criminal justice under the constitu- tion. She is needing a vacation herself (of another The pamphlet can be had at this office for ten
tion and laws of the United States. In those courts the sort) and was getting ready for a trip to Colorado cents.
doctrin of the Supreme Court of the U. S. on this subject when this new complication was sprung upon us.
is of paramount authority. It seems probable that if the Though weak in body I verily believe that she is
The director-general. of the World's Fair made a
plaintiff in error had sought relief from the void sentence
abundantly
able
in
every
respect
to
:fill
the
position
statement
recently that in his opinion the officials
after suffering a part of the punishment by habea8 corpu8
to
the
satisfaction
of
!Jll
concerned,
provided
she
hav
never
contemplated
that the machinery should
his discharge would hav been absolute and final, and he
could not hav been again sentenced or tried for the gets the necessary :financial aid and sympathetic be in operation, the manufacturing processes caroffense. Ex parte Lange 18 Wal. 163.
cooperation. Believing that all will be well, I once ried on, and the regular force of employees kept
"Assuming, but not deciding, that his discharge on more bid the Lucifer co-workers a hopeful and fra- busy on Sundays, but that there should be a sushabea8 corpu8, after suffering a part of the punishment
pension of work and no occasion for the services of
under the void sentence would hav precluded the imposi- ternal good-bye."
At this point Mrs. Waisbrooker takes up the others than watchmen and guards. This is a whiption of a legal sentence upon the verdict of guilty, or
another trial for the !lame offense, it does not follow that story, as Mr. Harman was hurried away before he ping of the devil around the stump quite worthy of
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politicians, who are quite ready to say good Lord,
good devil, so long as they get the office or, the
cash. Much more sensible are the views of the
Rev. Dr. Gifford, of Chicago, who has made considerable stir by advocating the opening of the Fair
on Sunday, with reduced r~tes of admission, for the
especial benefit -of laborers who cannot spare either
the time or money on week-days. We trust that
all Liberals will spare no effort to get signatures to
the petition printed in THE TRUTH SEEKER and see
that they are promptly and properly forw~rded.
E. H. Heywood found time to call on his New
York friends a few days since. Hi1 long incarceration has left him very weak, but he does not intend,
he says, to afford his enemies the pleasure of saying they hav killed him. In prison he was not
compelled to wear close-cropped hair, but he volunta:dly permitted the prison barber to remove his
beard. The chaplain of the prison was his worst
enemy there, but the other officials treated him
with as much kindness as the stupid rules p~rmit.
Prisoners there are not allowed to receive newspapers, but the prison library is well supplied with
good books, though some of them, he thinks, are
more obnoxious to the law under which he was indicted than the Word. Through his friends, too,
he received THE TRUTH SEEKER regularly, and he
appreciated it highly, as did the other prisoners, to
whom hepassed it, and who said that after all the
religious stuff forced upon them by the chaplain it
was very refreshing. They particularly liked the
pictures. The postmaster, Deacon Gregory, has
not yet atoned for his trapping of Mr. Heywood,
but he says his orders came direct from Wanamaker to the effect that no decision on matter published by Mr. Heywood was to be given till it was
deposited for mailing-which act constitutes the
offense. Mr. Heywood is now engaged in repairing his fortunes, and intends to publish his paper
again soon. He is thoroughly devoted to the htbor
cause, and to maintaining the right of publication
of his p)lysiological notions. He evidently thinks
that some of his persecution is due to his refusal
to join with the Republicans of the East, who would
hav given him honor and office if he would agree to
let reform alone and go in with them. Of all the
parties concerned in his prosecution and conviction
he is, he says, the only one who has not broken
the law, for he never mailed the issues of the Word
on which he was convicted, but on:ly left them for
an official decision as to their mailability. Natwithstanding his physical weakness and much
persecution, he is full of courage and determination
to continue to teach. what he conceives to be the
most important things for people to know.

Jn

t'hs West.

News and Notes.
On Sunday afternoon, June 19th, I lecture at
Murray.
The electric cars run to .this place
from Salt Lake City, and the ride is quite
charming, alongside the green fields and between
_the shining mountains.
The distance is eight
miles, and probably one day the whole length will
be filled up with elegant dwellings. As it is now,
Murray is becoming a suburb of Salt Lake, being
so easy of access.
The hall in which I lecture is about full, and
Murray is on the gain for Freethought. Mr. Andrew Cahoon is our efficient leader here, assisted by
Harry Haines, John Cahoon, and the McMillans,
etc. I always enjoy the sociable atmosphere of
Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Haines throw open their
hospitable mansion to friends from far and nearand along with the lecture there is a neighborhood
life. Liberals from Salt Lake, with those of Murray, help along the cheer of the occasion. Mr.
Cahoon, formerly bishop in the Mormon churchfor forty years a member of it-gave the opening
word for Liberalism, and everything was successful.
In the evening I lecture to a large audience in
Salt Lake Theater. Arthur Uvedale and Professor
Hill assist with music. The attendance was considerably greater than on the first evening, and the
welcome was all that I could expect. It was generous and enthusiastic. Salt Lake b.as l)een ope of
the brightest points along the route •

•
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I must thank Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Mason for their having given Liberal lectures himself in his excordial support. These friends are always ready to tensiv travels over the Pacific coast. It is uphill
adv:anc.e Freethought, although they join with the work to do anything at Carson.· I should hav to
Umtanan church also in its moral and sociable hire the hall myself, and the outlook was not very
work. Dr. and Mrs. Chapman never fail to lend a promising that anybody would come. Carson has
hand. Mr. Alexander Forbes is an unflinching a very quiet aspect. There is scarcely any movecomrade through all fortunes. He has had many ment; only a few people are on the street ; the
a battle to fight for liberty, and is at the front still. mint is pervaded v,vith a· solemn stillness, and so is
Pr,!3~ident Jones of the Spiritualistic Society shan the elegant post-office, except when the mail arreceive my blessing, for he adjourned his own meet- rives. Carson, however, is a pretty place. If one
ings to attend my lectures. The Ames brothers, did not hav to earn money he might liv here very
whom I formerly met in Denver, and many others, comfortably. There is a Rip Van Winkle look in
hav given efficient aid. These are the most success- the hazy atmosphere about. I guess the town has
ful lectures I hav ever delivered in Utah, and it givs gone to sleep and is dreaming. I almost imagin
me great hope for the future.
myself in a quaint New England village. There is
I must thank the Rev. Mr. Utter for kindness and a delicious monotony in the objects that strike- the
courtesy. It is seldom that a "Rev. " is so manly, view, and one feels as if there was no use in doing
and so broad in fellowship. I do not like to call anything. The world jogs on, and you must jog
him "Rev.," but I suppose it is a matter of con- on with it. That is my impression of Carson.
ventional necessity. I had the pleasure of listening There is no snap to it. I made no effort to giv any
to Mr. Utter on Sunday morning on "Certainties lectures here. I felt a foreordination of defeat in
and Uncertainties." It was a radical Freethought the very stillness of the summer air, and the quiet
discourse. There is no question but that we all and affable motions of its people. For a stranger
are in the same camp. On the main issue we are desiring simply to look on, Carson is a happy spot ;
heterodox, although with different points of view. but for a reformer-well, he must simply move on.
Well, I moved on to Virginia City. This is a
I do not see how Mr. Utter can pray, but he does,
and very successfully. So far as the audience is wonderful city, perched up among the hills and
concerned, the prayer means something. It is a overlooking a marvelous extent of country. It
kind of essay on the benefits of meditation. But seems something like a balloon flight as you go
what the prayer can mean to anything outside of sweeping around the hills in horseshoe fashion,
the people who listen to it is beyond my compre- climbing seven and eight thousand feet high. You
hension. The Unitarians had a conference here iook fa! below and far away upon a marvelous
awhile ago, and invited all sorts-Christians and panorama.
Virginia City has a population of about seven
Antichristians-to speak their mind in a goodnatured way. I should hav liked to offer my view thousand. It has been as high as twenty and
Sidewalks hav been so
of Unitarianism. I should like to meet a Unitarian twenty-:five thousand.
in debate, just for the fun of it. But after all, it crowded that if one wanted to stop and talk with a
is best, perhaps, to recognize that we are together friend he would hav to get upon the open street.
in our fight against orthodoxy, and that orthodoxy That glory is now departed. The Comstock lode is
is the supreme foe of the human race ; and he not the magnet it once was, although its wealth and
who hits orthodoxy in any way is in the army of the wealth of other mines in the vicinity are by no
means exhausted. Within a stone's throw of where
progress.
On Monday morning I leave the City· of the I write over $300,000,000 worth of gold has been
Saints. I leave the beautiful valley, the shining taken out. Alas, to be so near and yet so far from
lake, the glittering mountains, and speed on to the all that gleaming bullion.
Virginia City still presents a lively appearance.
sagebrush of the mighty West.
Through the
alkali plains we pass, and white and dazzling they Its streets are somewhat crowded, or rather street,
stretch away, a splendid desolation. The endless for it has really but one long street, which stretches
plains roll round one like a sea. The mountains abreast the hills. The dwelling-houses are perched,
are like enormous billows. All day long, all night and hung, and stuck upon the, sides of the
precipitous incline. Some are quite stately. The
long, I travel. .
Tuesday morning we wind into Washoe valley- majority are little one-story houses. Over beyond
and a lovely scene opens on the view. Beautiful Virginia is Gold Hill. Towering above is Mount
farms appear shining against the bare gray Davidson, upon whose peak a flagstaff glitters.
hills ; orchards, vineyards, groves, and gardens From this bight a magnificent view extends-rolling
decorate the ample space. In the midst of these massiv hills, blue and white, sinking and rising,
attractiv pictures the city of Reno appears, one of with dark azure chasms, in a circuit of over a
the handsomest and brightest placeJ I hav visited. hundred miles. It is a continual exhilaration to
This was the first time I had journeyed this way, look round about Virginia City. I was never in a
and I was surprised to find such a beautiful city, place where one could see so much at one time.
and also to find such a splendid Liberal element. Thel'e is a superabundance of scenery.
I was met at the station by Judge Young, John
I hav had a peculiar experience at Virginia City
Sunderland, and Peter Gilson; and I was speedily in the Liberal work. I never struck it quite so
made acquainted with other Freethought comrades. bad. It is a forlorn hope. I can only find a few
Mr. Sunderland took me at once to his house and Liberals. There may be more, but, like the gold,
I was made welcome. Arrangements were made they do not put in an appearance rapidly. The first
for a lecture that evening. Friends took hold with lecture was advertised, and I supposed, of course,
vim, so ·that a large audience was present, and it there would be enough present to begin with, but
was intelligent' and responsiv. I hav not been in a it was not so. Only a baker's dozen were there. I
more favorable atmosphere than Reno. The best adjourned until Saturday evening hoping that more
people here are- Liberals and are not afraid to speak advertisment will bring out a larger number. I
their honest thought. Mr. Sunderland is one of am now living on faith, but the prospect is not
the largest merchants in the place-doing an ex- good. Virginia City is a dismal failure in regard to
tensiv business East and West-but his radical Freeth ought lectures up to date. The tide may turn
opinions are not held in reserve, and he is popular and I may report progress.
withal. This is the general spirit of Reno. It
The population of Virginia City is quite nonhas the mountain freedom.
descript. It is floating, changeable, evanescent.
I hav an appointment at Carson on Wednesday The Catholic church is quite strong. There are
evening, and at Virginia City Thursday evening. numerous other churches here, but they do not
This latter appointmentinterferes with my appoint- count much except as squads. The church of•
ments in Inyo county, Cal., Bishop Creek, and Rome dolninates.
Round Valley, for the railroad train in that counThere hav never been any Freethought lectureS.
try only runs tri-weekly, and it is impossible to here I believe. Perhaps that accounts for the
make connections. I am in a quandary what to do, apatby of the people. There was a Mr. McGrath,
not being able to be in two places at the same time. once a clergyman, who bro~e the trammels of ~he
It is a great disappointment not to meet my ap- church and organized a Liberal movement, whwh
pointments in Inyo 1 county, where John E. Jones was quite successful as long as he lived. That was
and other Liberal friends are waiting to receive me. quite a number of years ago, and only a few seenl.
But I cannot afford to hire an extra train, and as I to remember anything about it.
cannot drive it or walk it, it being two hundred
Virginia City is prob~ematical. Like Micawber,
miles away, I must submit to an iron fate. It was I am waiting for something to turn up. I make my
beyond any of my calculations that any railroad in experiment this evening. I do not antic~pate much.
this country ran trains only three times a week. I There is only one TRUTH SEEKER subscnbel', Mr. F.
hav learned something new, and shall profit by it. A. Biercke. He has done all he can to assist me,
In view of my decision to fill appointments at but he seems to be about alone. ·
Virginia City the Reno Liberals arrange for a
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
lecture Sunday night, and I expect a crowded
Virginia Oity, June 25, 1892.
house.
I am disappointed with Carson. I do not find a
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free
single Liberal here~ except Mr. R. R. Parkinson, of
the Carson Tribune. He is ready to do his share, on application.
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Newcastle-on-Tyne proves to be a charming city,
years before, instead. of confining himself to the
surrounded by places no less charming than itself.
subject then under consideration.
This is a remarkable country for rain, and this
In Manchester, where we hav opened a Free- Historical spots are there in clusters, such as Ameriyear has been remarkable for its extra downpour. thought bookstore, some amusing incidents hav cans can scarcely imagin. To us, of course,· the
Still, the Webfeet seep:~. to get along nicely and do resulted. . Folks cannot quite understand the good- meeting of old friends and introductions to new
not seem to feel at all afflicted.
ness of God in letting this hotbed of Infidelity re- ones were the most charming of all. Mr. Foote
_ The magnificent Columbia is high, affording main open. Some think it to be the utmost limit came up smiling, apparently in the best of health.
grand sights to the traveler. No other river in the of toleration that a hall for lecturing should be Bonnie Charlie Watts, vigorous of mind and body,
country can compare with it in magnitude. At allowed to us; but to permit the presence in their delighted all. My brother George, with Forder
Astoria it is like a small sea. Fishermen are busy very midst of this hell opened to believers is going and R. 0. Smith, represented the Hall of Science
catching salmon, which are taken to the canneries far beyond what good Christians can be expected section. Others from London, with Gott, of lhadand canned to be shipped to various parts of the to tolerate. Even the outdoor lectures _are prefer- ford; Fisher, of Leeds ; Hemingway and Willock,
world. At Stella, Wash., I meet the well-known able to the bookstore; for cannot the lambs of of Manchester, and Hooper, of Nottingham, showed
Liberal warhorse Mr. F. C. Scharnhorst, who givs Jesus hullabaloo and sing . the doxology and so the newer -blood in the work of Freethought.
the itinerant lecturer a hearty grasp of the hand to minimize our efforts to preach~ But when it comes Scotland was represented by Mr. Gilmour, and
welcome him, and another kindly shake as he bids to people buying forbidden fruit, taking it home to Peter Kavanagh hailed from Dublin. Almost a
him good-bye, and invariably leaves something in read and reread, and then passing it on to their hundred delegates assembled and took -part in one
the palm of the pilgrim's hand that enables him to friends and neighbors, it plays what we call "Old of the most important, contentious conferences we
go on his way encouraged. It was raining when I Harry" with the superstitions of the church and hav yet held.
reached Stella, and it rained the evening I lectured; Sunday-school.
Suffice it to say that Mr. G. W. Foote remains
and yet in this place where only three dwellingOne fine day a curate fLom our parish church came our president for another ye r, and Mr. Charles
houses :U.e to· be seen, I had a large audience of in with all the dignity of a fighting-cock, and with Watts has been restored to his rank ofvice-president.
men, who gave very close attention to the lecture. sonorous voice demanded anxiously whether every- May the good old society go on and prosper; and
I was not, however, able to get subscribers for thing in the window was for sale. Thinking I had may the extraordinary energy which Mr. Foote is
either THE TRUTH SEEKER or Investigator. From a good customer, I naturally replied in the affirma- putting into the National Secular Society bring
this point down the Columbia is a fine sail. From tiv. "I don't think you ought to sell indecent about the downfall of Christianity.
Astoria I crossed the river in a small steamer to literature," said his reverence. With quivering lips
SAM STANDRING.
Deep River, and across Grady's river to Crooked and strained eyeballs I assured him there was none
Newcastle-on-Tyne, June 4, 1892.
creek, at the mouth of which livs Mr. 0. Nelson, one such. ''Youhav Mr. G.-W. Foote's •Was Jesus Inof our standard-bearers who does not desert his sane~'" he repli:ed, ''and} consider_ that very indeBible Readings.
~oot
·
. .
cent." My reply was that it could not beaf the
1. The goodness of God.
I spent a week with the Nelsons, 'all of whom are Bible, EJ;e spoke of liberty and license, for ~~ing
Qu~stion. Did Jehovah ever g~v his chosen
fond of playing cards in the ev:ening. Mrs. Nelson which the ill grace of the suggestion from a parson
is always ready to take a hand when no·household of a church whose history is so bl!i>od-stained was people bad laws!
Answer. "Wherefore, I [•Jehovah] gave them
cares demand her attention. Einma and Ella, the duly brought home to him.
also statutes that were not good, and judgments
two daughters, add int~rest to the 'entertainment.
Heston's capital cartoons hav t&ken Manchester whereby they should not Jiv" (Ezek. xx, 25).
When I reach Crooked creek-and I hav been
Q. How does this fact indicate to us the wisdom
there several times-! seem to be so far away from by storm and goodly crowds assemble round the
everywhere that I almost fancy myself at the shop front and thoroughly enjoy the pictures. and goodness of God 1
A. "Every good tree bringeth forth good fruit.
jumping-off place; and yet I do not want to jump There has been such a demand for my copies that I
off. My royal entertainment by the family re- hav sent to Mr. Stocker at Liverpool, who sells THE . . . A good t:r:ee cannot bring forth evil fruit"
moves all jumping-off ide:1s. In fact, I hardly TRUTH SEEKER, to send me some on ; and I con- (Matt. vii, 17, 18).
fidently believe that the good old TRUTH SEEKER
2. The se.cond advent.
care to walk off after my time is up.
Q. Did Jesus manifest and command haste in
My lecture at Deep River on. the "Evolution of would soon be popular in our miserable island.
Worship " was well received, and I regretfully took Heston is thus a public benefactor. May his pencil preaching, for fear that the Jews should not all be
able to hear the gospel before his second coniing?
the boat to leave that neck of land so far away from flourish and his humor flow unchecked.
Leedsled me a nice dance the last time I spoke
A. "And when he had called unto him his
the rest of the world. I vohmteerec;l to help row
My eccentric friend, Greeoz Fisher, twelve disciples, he gave them power against unthe boat across the bay to Stack's point, a distance there.
of four miles, with wind and tide against us. It chaperoned me to Roundhay park, where a mild clean spirits, to cast them out, and to heal all
was a fearful tug to reach land. At times I lecture was given to a small audience, who had manner of sickness and all manner of diseases.
These twelve Jesus sent forth, and commanded
thought I should break in two; and with all my struggled out in the hope of finding some sunshine.
exertions at the oar I was not very effectiv. I bid Rounilhay park is a lovely spot and American them, saying, Go not into the ~ay of the gentiles,
good-bye to Ml·. Nelson, and saw him hoist his visitors to Leeds would do w.ell to look it up. In and into any city of the Samaritans enter ye not:
small sail and run away before wind and tide the afternoon we tried Woodhouse moor, a sort of but go rather to the lost sheep of the house of
toward Crooked Creek, while I moved off in the civilized green where people promenade and the Israel. And as ye go, preach, saying, The kingdom
for verily I say unto
steamer Queen toward Deep River to return to sky-pilots howl praises to Yahweh. There we of heaven is at hand
raised our stand and voices. But Christians love you, Ye shall not be gone over the cities r>f Israel
Astoria.
,
At Tacoma I meet with a cordial reception from to bully, and they bullied me. A score of big lads, till the son ofman be come" (Matt. x, 1, 5-7, 23).
Q. Did the savior continue to predict his speedy
Dr. M.D. Angus; Mr. Eben Pierce, president of backed by those who ought to hav known better,
the Secular Society; Mr.-Bixler, and many others. rent the air with their revilings and tried again and second coming ~
A. "Verily I say unto you, There be some standThe society is very strong here, and I am pleased again to wreck the platform. In the evening the
to report the good work C. B. Reynolds is doing. lecture passed over admirably and drew forth a ing here, which shall not taste of death, till they
After his lectures he answers questions sent up t? complimentary criticism in a local newspaper; but see the son of man coming in his kingdom" (Matt.
the platform in writing, which, taken in connection immediately after the meeting had concluded, the xvi, 28).
with good inusic and good lectures, causes quite a pent-up energies of the Christians were let loose
Q. Was this second coming to be a public
deal of enthusiasm to be manifested by a thousand or and they r_onducted themselvs like wild beasts and affair~
more people of his audience. Last night I enjoyed savages rather than tame Englishmen. After all,
A. "For as the lightning cometh out of the east
a treat in speaking before this lively audience. We the tumult was a blessing in disguise, for it has and shineth even unto the west, so also shall the
pilgrims do not always meet with large and en- stimulated the sleepy-headed Leeds folk· to sus- coming of the son of man be" (Matt. xxiv, 27).
thusiastic audiences, so that when we do we en- tained activity and has drawn public attention and
Q. What did the redeemer promis when he
that of the press to the existence and liveliness of should come?
joy the occa10ion hugely.
A. "When the son of man shall come in his
From here I go north, and after canvassing the the Secular Society.
One thing I am extremely glad to note. The glory, and all the holy angels Wlth him, then shall
upper country I move eastward to Spokane county.
w. s. BELL. great idea of my mind was a federation of National he sit upon the throne of his glory, and before him
Secular Society branches in the large ·counties of shall be gathered all nations: and he shall separate
Yorkshire and Lancashire. The plan was for the them one from another.
And these shall
English Notes.
greater towns to establish a network of small go away into everlasting punishment, .but the
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERs: I am now about one hun- branches, principally for open-air work, in their righteous into life eternal" (Matt. xxv, 31, 32, 46).
dred and fifty miles from Manchester and two hun- respectiv suburbs.
These local branches could
Q. When did these things happen~
dred and eighty from London, being here to assist then l)e federated together for local purposes, and
A. See commentators .
. at the annual conference of the National Secular collectivly, in the name of the chief branches, be
Q. Did Paul expect Christ's appearing m his
Society. With me are my Freethought dean and federated into county societies. This part of my lifetime?
•archdeacon of Manchester, who always accompany hope has been realized.
The towns hav been
A. "Then we which are alive shall be caught up
their bishop on important business.
banded together in a Lancashire and Yorkshire together with them [the resurrected ones] in the
But before I go into details as regards New- Secular Federation. What is left now to do is to clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall
castle or its conference, I should like to write a strengthen the branches and to create. new ones. we ever be with the Lord" (1 Thess. iv, 17).
few words about the Freethought work of the past Of course the second part is much harder than the
Q. Did the Holy Ghost likewise inspire John .to
three or four weeks. Freethought has its humorous first; but I generally· find that enthusiasm spreads predict the imminence of the last days ~
side, as well as its melancholy. The almost weari- rapidly; and if the town work goes merrily, it will
A. "Little children, it is the last time: and as
some repetition of sods and stones rattling round be contrary to all my experiences in North Middle- ye hav heard that Antichrist shall come, even now
one's head and shoulders i13 occasionally relieved sex if the surrounding villages do not unite with are there many Antichrists; whereby we know it is
by sallies of wit. For instance, a week or two ago them for the do\lble purpose of having occasional the last time" (1 John ii, 18).
an aged Christian at Pendlebury, in denying that lectw·es at home and of feeling interest in the
Q. How may we be sure that the above prophecy
Christ's mission to save the earth was a failure, gave parent branches. Every step bristles with diffi- is correct~
as his reason the remarkable fact that up to the culties.
Old Freethinkers do not want to be
A. Because the holy Bible declares that " many
present there were large tracts of land in Canada bothered; younger ones hav not the warmth and false prophets shall arise and shall deceive many '!
which hav neveJ; oeen trodden by the face of man. perseverance of their ·elders ; and the Christians (Matt. xxiv, 11).
ThereforE>, 'the name of Christ could not hav failed are simply getting frantic and beside themselvs
Q. How may we "beware of false prophets~"
in places where it had never been heard.
with rage and envy as they watch the progress of
A. By remembering that " all scripture is in~
Another unconscious humorist wished atHudders- our own movement and deplore the moribund con-, spired of God"- and that it contains the" sure word
field to reply to a lecture I had delivered there two· dition of their own.
of prophecy."

W. S. Bell in Washington.
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Q. How did Jeremiah the prophet know this to
be true?
A. By ble,ssed experience : "Lord, thou hast deceived me" (Jer. xx, 7).
Q. How may we console ourselvs, especially in
reflecting tb,at prophecy, as it occurs in_ the holy
scriptures, is as a "light that shineth in a dar.k
place,'' and that the old prophets were "holy men
of God,'' who " spake as they were moved by the
Holy Ghost 1~'
A. Because "God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie, [in orderJ that
they all might be damned" (2 Thess. ii, 11).
Q. How may we at least know that the Lord's
own words and promises concerning his final coming,
to receive and reward his saints and punish the
wicked, will be fulfilled ?
A. By calling to mind this precious passage of
scripture : "And if the prophet be deceived when
he hath spoken a thing, I, the Lord, hav deceived
that prophet" (Ezek. xiv, 9).
A. H. DARROW..
Phronix, Ariz., June 20, 1892.
.A. Free Man.
Behold a man, tall, erect, robust, kind, honest,
intellectual, independent l On his Atlas shoulders
there rests a world of thought. Within the invisible
realms of his mind many things are taking place.
Great thoughts and ideas wander through the
noiseless avenues of his brain.with chainless freedom.
Think of a tongue that is a traitor to the brainthat will not express an honest thought.
The free man spreads the sails of his imagination
on the boundless intellectual sea. He sees the
world on many sides. He sympathizes with -all
trades and 'professions, with all positions and distinctions, from the lowest to the highest. He walks
around the tree of life. He sees the trunk of common sympathy that binds all humanity together.
He looks higher and beholds the branches spreading in all directions-the infinit ramifications.
There is a class of people, however, who are all
cripples. They cannot walk around. They will
not take treatment, declaring that they are well and
that everybody else is sick-that is, that they are
right and all others are wrong. . They prefer to
stand only where the branch of superstition casts
its shadow.
·
But the free man still goes on. He sees specialists pursuing their vocations, he himself, perhaps,
being a specialist. He knows that behind every
action ihere lies a cause. He feels for all. He sees
also the faults and failures, the mistakes and imperfections, in the lives of men, and at last concludes, It takes a genius to do right.
Springfield, .Mo.
HARRIS F. WILLIAMS.

Remember the Sabbath Day to Keep It Holy.
The obligation of this command depends upon
its reason. It can be the duty of no one to obey
an unreasonable order. It is assumed that the
Sabbath law came from the creator and governor
of our earth and all upon it. Should this be no
more than a naked, unfounded assumption there can
be no obligation for its observance. The essence
of all obligation must come from truth and reason.
So long as we hav reason it is our duty to use it in
discriminating truth from error, right from wrong.
The duty to disregard the unreasonable command
is no less than to regard the one of justice and
reason. That the command to keep the seventh
day holy has in it neither truth, justice, nor reason
is about self-evident. Its origin is not only fictitious but absolutely false. No such being as the
Bible God ever existed. If he had, it were impossible for him to create our world, the sun and moon,
from nothing, and then from the nothing left over
the infinit numbers o£ stars in the infinit space.
Again, it is absolutely impossible for an infinit
being to tire on six days' work of no ·more than
the bre~th o£ his mouth-if, indeed, he had one.
Then, unless one is tired he cannot rest ; to try is
·to be lazy, vicious instead o£ virtuous. Besides, i£
the creator had rested the seventh day to make it
holy, it is but reasonable to infer that he had
brought all his works to rest on that day. Moreover, it is impossible £or the inhabitants of our planet·
to agree in knowing and keeping the seventh day.
The difference between our seventh day and the Chinese is no less than twelve hours, and at or near ·the
frigid zone about six months. Then again comes
the change from the seventh to the :first day. The
outrageous murderer, the distinguished Christian,
Constantine, removed the Sabbath law of his Lord
from the seventh day to celebrate his rest, to the
first day to celebrate the work of his son in rising
from the dead. Many of our best Christians and all
the Jews protest that this Constantine repeal is
unconstitutional and void; so they hold on to the

Sabbath of the Decalog.
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How then can any simple in existence, and is of wonderful educational value

lov~r of truth and right recognize any divine obli- as showing the progress which the world has made

gatiOn to keep any one day more holy than any in the interest of truth, humanity, and justice.
other? Or how can ·any man of common sense
Its most conspicuous ornament is the celebrated
believe that rest is any more holy than work?
"iron maiden," <'f which all students of history hav
Jacksonville, Fla.
W. PERKINS.
read. To approach her makes the blood run cold,
and the imagination teem with hoJ:rors as one pictures the many wretches, of noble birth or mean,
In Love With the Colonel.
God-hating or God-loving, murderous or dovellke,
My wife is in love with the colonel
guilty or innocent, who were led up to her ·smiling
And yet she's ne'er spoken to hi~·
face and inclosed in her stomach, in that awful emTo her e'en his name is supernal '
And what could his presence b~ then?
brace o£ death in its most ho1Tible form. The iron
Ah! yes, she once saw him and listened·
maiden is. in a very good state .of preservation
Each word was copied and fastened-'
and still quite capable of hugging an individual to
Her brilliant black eyes fairly glistened·
death; though her interior arrangements are someE'en at his gestures, so chastened.
what rusty. She is built of strong wood and iron,
The rostrum was freighted with reason
and from her shoulder down stands out after the
0~ manhood, of woman, and child;
manner of the old-fashioned crinoline. Two doors
While t~e gems he eyolved were legion,
under her chin opened to admit :he victim and
And Wisdom prevailed undefiled. ·
The tomtom, the skulls<' and the dugout,
disclose scores of long and still very sharp iron
Depicted in classical !Ore,
spikes. When the doors were. pressed to these
Convinced fanatics, without a doubt, ·
prongs forced their way into various parts of the
That evolution reigned of yore.
victim's body. Two entered his eyes, others
The springtide of Reason is coming,
pierced his chest-in fact, he was impaled alive in
Its torch has scorched superstition.
such
a manner that he died in the most agonizing
The tomtom, with Ingersoll drumming,
torture.
Has " dug out" the faith of contrition.
The iron maiden now blinks through her battered
The world has awaked from its slumbers,
The priest is hunting his lair,
eyes on other instruments of torture as cruel as
The churches are counting their numbers,
herself. Near her is to be seen the machinery for •
While Liberty sits in the chair.
carrying out that most terrible torture known as
the peine forte et dure, which was peculiar to
All hail to thf3 chief of Liberal thought!
This valiant hero won the crownEngland. This was the punishment to which was
Not made of thorns, we hav read about,
condemned the person who refused to plead to the
More precious still, of true renown.
offense
with which he was charged. He was laid
Forsooth, is it strange his trinityflat on his back, with his arms and legs drawn as
Man, woman, and ·child-endeavor
To call him true divinity
far asunder as possible by ropes. Then as much
And acknowledge him their savior?
weight as he could bear was piled upon him, which
was increased day by day until he pleaded or died.
Profomid in his wisdom and reason,
He was given the very smallest possible amount of
Prep_ar_ed to do battle with popes,
Prescnbmg to heal up the lesion
food, and the day he ate he was not allowed to
'Tween truth and the mythical hopes.
drink. Who can 'picture without a shudder the
His tasks and lessons are not ended.
terrible
agony of the victim-agony which was inHe's taught us how best to subdue,
flicted in the name of religion or justice in the
Though our joys and sorrows are blended" The time to be happy is now."
" good old times?"
There are in the collection several specimens
If my wife did not love the colonel,
from
various countries of the pear-shaped screw
For what he has done for her rank,
gag. It was known in Spain as the mouth pear.
I'd think her a Christian infernal,
And style her an absolute crank.
It is made of iron in sections, and can be squeezed
She's far from a crank, yet she's a fad,
together in the shape of a pear. It was an esLike most other ladies. A boon
pecially handy adjunct to the torture of those priOf a souvenir made her heart gladvately seized, as when forced into the· mouth it
'Twas a Robert G. Ingersoll spoon.
sprang open and the. prisoner could not utter a
Buffalo, N. Y., June, 1892. R. E. FLECTION, M.D ..
There are about half a dozen mouthsound.
openers, inst1·uments with graduations to open the
Instruments of' 'rorture.
mouth to a certain size. They were used when it
London Correspondence Washington Star.
was found necessary to slit the victims' tongues or
Four centuries ago an invent.iv genius with the tear them out by the roots, or while boiling oil or
brain of a Gatling, but lacking his experience, fa- molten lead was poured down the throat. If a
cilities, and opportunities, produced a death-dealing prisoner, fearing a more awful end, tried to starve
instrument of warfare, so construc~ed as to :fire fif- himself to death, these mouth-openers were used
teen balls at one time.
while he was being forced to eat.
It was in those days called a "hell machine," and
Another mouth instrument is known as a tongueit was considered so violent an innovation on the tearer. It is in the shape of a pair of tongs, with a
civilization of the time, and as being so much outside screw, and by it a strong hold could be taken of a
the pale o£ £air warfare, that its use was forbidden tongue, so that it could be torn out by the robts.
by international agreement. This curious fore- This was principally used on blasphemers. An iron
runner of the mitrailleuse or gatling-gun is now implement to be affixed to the ears before they were
the property o£ the earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot, cut off was in common use for comparativly minor
and opportunity was afforded me of examining it. offenses. Many a poor devil took a ride to death
A few weeks previously I had examined, at· the on the "Spanish donkey," an instrument formed
naval exhibition in Liverpool, the very latest "hell with a V- or cone-shaped top, worked to a sharp ·
machine," built at the Armstrong works, and de- point. The victim was placed straddle-legged on
signed for the use of Johnny Bull in any future this and heavy weights were hung on each foot,
trouble he may hav with his neighbors.. It was a until the sharp point of the donkey's back cut clean
steel twenty-pounder of marvelously beautiful work- through his body or broke him right in halves.
manship, manipulated by electricity, with a scarcely Spain is also credited with the invention o£ a boot
perceptible recoil, and capable of discharging made of two strong pieces of. heavy wood, fitting
twenty shots a minute. There is no international inside with protruding iron knobs or buttons and
agreement to prevent the use o£ this in present-day made to screw up so as to completely break the leg
warfare, and this £act may prove a good text for tbe and inflict th3 most agonizing torture.
A portion of the flooring of a prison is interesting
pessimists and croakers, who mourn for the civilization o£ the good old times, and think the world for its ingenuity. It is o£ oak, cut into diamondis going to the demnition bow-wows in the closing shaped points, so as to be as hurtful to .the
years o£ the nineteenth century.
· prisoners as possible, and, as in many cases the
· Pretty bad and :fiendish old times these good old walls were also of the same material, it was very
times were-the days of "hell machines," so devilish painful to lean, sit, lie, or stand. Another ingenious
in_purpose as to almost convince one that they instrument is an iron mask, made only in skeleton,
were planned in the regions o£ his satanic majesty, but so constructed that parts cover the month, nose,
and beside which the fifteen-ball gun would seem and eyes. It has a long, outstanding head-top,
as harmless to :fifteenth-century civilization as a and was wor:Jj. by a prisoner perhaps for years,
·baby's popgun to the nineteenth. I hav had an until his identity was almost lost. The "iron
object-lesson that I will tell you something about, spider" was very frequently used on women, whom
and that will be a text £or the optimists who know they it horribly mutilated. It is shaped somewhat like a
are living in the most glorious period that was ever spider, and was made to grip the flesh of various
experienced. I spent a day among some hundreds portions of the body and then tear it away.
There are in the collection about a dozen specio£ the "hell machines" o£ past ages, comprised in
the famous historical cullection of instruments of mens of the iron mail chain foot glove, which, when
torture £rom the Royal castle of Nuremberg, be- red-hot, was :fitted to the victim's foot. A couple
longing to the earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot, but of wheels giv orie an idea of what "breaking on the
temporarily in the possession of Mr. S. Lee Bapty, wheel" meant. This was not a :figure of speech,
F.R.G.S. This collection is the most complete but a stern and terrible reality. When the con·
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demned was laid out on the wooden bed and the
wheel brought into action upon him and weighted
with all the strength of the executioner and his
assistants, every bone in the body was literally
broken. In some countries the victim was tied on
to a wheel and turned round and round as the
wagon moved, but the combination of wheel and
wooQ.en bed seems much more cruel and lingering.
A. pair of terrible tongs are known as the
"old Roman martyr pincers," because with them
Christian martyrs were tortured.
Not only
did they pinch the skin or flay, but with them
entire pieces of flesh were pulled away from the
ribs.
The catgut "head tormentor" would hav
been a welcome acquisition to the armory of Sitting
Bull. It has an iron handle for the executioner,
and with this he twisted the cords across the forehead until the victim was almost scalped. There
are dozens of thumbscrews, branding irons, spiked
rollers, spiked collars, spiked crowns, steel-barbed
scourges, Russian knouts, handscrews, racks, terrible "spiked hares," ladles for pouring molten
lead, and iron chairs whereon the victims sat while
attendants lit lively little fires beneath them.
No wonder that titled aristocrats are proud of
their descent from the noble ancestry that designed
such ingenious playthings as these. What good
•old times there must hav been. And how popular
in the ruling set must hav been the chief inventors
of these "hell machines." In these degenerate
days we are barbarous enough to consider the comfort even of murderers. We are trying to abolish
capital punishment, and, indeed, an ex-hangman
is now stumping this country with that end in view.
Many things these wicked oldtime rulers did,
however, which some people would not consider
amiss if they were in operation to-day. They took
no uncertain measures with scolding women,
drunkards, ·"light-weight" bakers, and similar
people who are not blessings to any age, as this
collection of the earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot ·
will show. They had all sorts of devices for the
punishment of scolds, such as a. "shame mask'' with
a movable tongue to be worn in public places,
wooden collars with holes attached to hold the
hands as high as the head, and double collars for
scolding husbands and wives or for two scolding
women, in which they were placed, neck and hands,
and forced to stand facing each other until they
were, or pretended to be, friends again.
A. large iron mask, with goggle eyes and large,
open mouth, was worn by blasphemers of the
milder type. An iron shame mask with long, asses'
ears was put upon drunkards or lazy ne'er-do-wells,
and a confirmed toper was condemned to stand exposed for perhaps. a week wearing a shame mask
with long, straight, protruding ears, long snout, and
overlapping lip (a sign of drunkenness), two curious
round raised and blotched ornaments under. each
eye, and a deeply furrowed forehead. Dishonest
children were made to wear a curious wooden devil's
head mask, with real goat's horns; and a devil's
head was also the shape of the mask used for the
· punishment of eavesdr-oppers and backbiters.· A.
curious yoke was worn by the father and mother of
a child born out of wedlock, and thus yoked
together they were forced to carry water up to the
top of a hill. · The baker who gave short weight
was locked up in an oak cage about six feet high,
which was then hung to chains and drawn up and
down in the water until the occupant was nearly
drowned. The entire collection is most interesting,
but the selections I hav made will giv the reader a
general idea of its character.

The Cause in Washington.
The annual conference and election of officers of
the Washington Secular Union was held as per announcement on Sunday and Monday, June 5 and 6,
1892, at the Fremont Opera House, Seattle, and
despite some adverse circumstances, was a decided
success. The cause througho~t the state, alike east
and west of the Cascades, cannot fail to receive a
new and powerful impetus from the action of the
conference and the selection made of officers. We
hav a board of directors devoted to the promotion
of the aims and objects of the Washington Secular
Union. Each and all are practical hard workers,
possessed of the needed indomitable persistency
and spirit of self-sacrifice.
•
On Sunday afternoon, June 5th, desiring that all
the delegates should participate in all matters of
import brought before the convention, only routine
business was transacted, after which the conference was addressed by the secretary on the aims
and objects of the Washington Secular Union and
the necessity of energetic and persistent endeavor.
I ha.d to leave immediately after ·the afternoon
session to catch a train for Tacoma, being advertised
to de:Uver the usual Sunday evening lecture at
Germania Hall. I left the reception and introduc-

tion of Dr. Seth Tozer to that earnest, bright, and
popular young Liberal, Ashton Thomas, of Waldron,
San Juan county. I g1·eatly enjoyed the immense
gathe1ing and deep interest manifested at my lecture
at Tacoma, only regretting I could not be in both
places at once, but confident all would be well at
the Fremont Opera House, for Dr. Tozer is a
gentleman ~f very great ability, and possesses the
happy and rare faculty of presenting new ideas in
the most entertaining m'lnner, having a fund of
rich humor that never fails to delight his audience.
On my return home on Monday morning, I
learned there had been grievous disappointment.
Dr. Tozer had failed to put in an appearance, leaving friend Ashton Thomas in a most embarrassing
dilemma, as no ·provision had been made for any
such condition of things, and Mr. Thomas is a
genial but very modest man; and to address an
incensed crowd, without any authority or knowledge of what was the occasion of the trouble, was
out of the question; so, the crowd learning that I
was at Tacoma, and finding no lecturer, and none
who could explain the situation (for, of course, Mr.
'l'homas did not know but the doctor might put in
an appearance at last, or that he had communicated
with me and I would send some word), dispersed,
supposing for some reason the lectures had been
abandoned. Dr. Tozer was taken suddenly sick,
and was unable to send w<,>rd.
Most unfortunately Mrs. Reynolds had gone east,
and there was no one to lecture or come to the
rescue.
Our conference session on Monday afternoon was
very enthusiastic and harmonious. Our president,
Mr. Charles F. Blackburn, of Seattle, one of the
most self-sacrific:ing and generous-hearted of II~,en
(elected by the director, to fill the unexpired term
of Mr. R. J. Wilson,. resigned), was 1:mavoidably
absent. His mining interests in British Columbia
imperativly demanded his personal supervision.
He had some time since proffered his resignation,
finding the incessant demands on his time as geologist and mining expert prevented his being able to
giv the needed time to the duties of president, but
he kindly held over until the conference.
Dr. D. M. Angus, of Tacoma, was elected chairman of the convention. The following is a brief
summary of the most important business transacted.
Eben Pierce and J. C. Ford were appointed to
audit the accounts and books of the treasurer and
secretary.
Motion was carred unanimously that the secretary be instructed to write a pamphlet on the Taxation of Church Property and the great Injustice of
Our Present State Revenue Law, and make appeals
to Liberals of the state for funds to hav five thousand copies of such pamphlets printed and gratuitously circulated throughout the state.
A. letter of regret was read by the secretary
from the treasurer, Mrs. Mary E. Boman; lamenting her unavoidable absence from the meeting and
giving assurances of her earnest interest in the
work and desire for the success of the Washington
Secular Union, inclosing a donation of $20.
It was ordered·that the executiv board hold regular monthly meetings at time and place appointed by the president; the secretary to mail
notification of such meeting to each member of the
board three days in advance of such said monthly
meeting.
Motion carried that the executiv committee cause
the time and place of the next annual meeting of
the Union to be inserted in THE TRUTH SEEKER, Investigator, and Ironclad Age, in the three successiv issues preceding the date of said meeting.
REPORT OF THE AUDITING COMMITTEE.
The auditing committee ~eported that the books
and accounts, both of the treasurer and secretary,
had been "well and faithfully kept," and were found
correct. But the committee deplored finding that
notwithstanding the evident care and strict economy of expenditures, there remains a deficit of
$43.75; and that the efficient and hard-worked
secretary had received in payment for his services
the enormous sum of $7.03! per month for the last
sixteen months.
On motion, the report of the auditing committee
was accepted and approved and the secretary
ordered to enter the report on the minutes.
The following persons were unanimously elected
by secret written ballots, no nominations being allowed : Dr. D. M. Angus, of Tacoma, president;
C. B. Reynolds, of Frempnt, secretary; Mary E.
Boman, of Fremont, treasurer ; Albert Rosenow, of
Walla Walla, and Dr. Otto Wilde, of Tacoma, directors at large.
Our president, Dr. D. M. Angus, is a physician
of repute, a gentleman held in very high esteem in
the city of Tacoma, a clear-headed, energetic business man. From the first formation of the Wash-

ington Secular Union Dr. Angus has been an earnest, activ member, ever ready and willing to giv
alike time and money to help forward the good
work. He possesses a genial, sanguin temperament that inspires hope, courage, and confidence in
all with whom he associates. He has no idea of
the office of president being a sinecure or mere
honorary title. Already he has commenced practical work by writing personal letters to the members of the society, urging a general arousing, and a
taking of united action to secure repeal of our present infamous revenue law that not alone exempts
all church property from taxation up to $5,000,
but declares all church charitable institutions, if
wholly or in part sustained by charity, are entirely
exempt from all taxation.
I had to again assume the duties of secretary.
The $1,200 a year salary limit has not been _reached.
I wanted to be quite sure that the secretary would
devote his or her entire time to the work in con.sideration of receiving the enormous sum of $7.03!
per month; so to prevent any mercenary securing
such a well-paid sinecure, I consented to run and
won the prize. Seriously, the very kind words of
praise and cheer I received from all parts of the
state made me willing to again assume my arduous
task, for if not well paid, at least my poor services
hav been highly appreciated.
Mrs. Mary E. Boman, ever ready with heart and
hand and purse to aid the cause of liberty and human happiness, was the unanimous choice of the
convention; no other name was even mentioned in
connection with the treasurership.
The very name of Albert Rosenow, of Walia
Walia, inspires devotion to the cause of "making a
heaven here and now by promoting the happiness
.of all around you." No man more fully works for
that heaven. The high esteem and love entertained
for Albert Rosenow by all who hav the honor of his
acquaintancf), or know of his life of loving-kindness
and benevolence, insured his being the first choice
not alone of the conference but of every Liberal in
the state. Walla Walla has nobly kept her proud
position as advance-guard of Liberalism in the state
of Washington, and the Washington Secular Union
did itself honor in its unanimous reelection of her
favmit citizen to· be director for the country east
of the Cascades.
Dr. Otto Wilde is a young physician of Tacoma,
of high repute in his profession, who has "won
golden opinions from all sorts of people," despite
his known ~evotion to Liberalism. He is a practical, yet most enthusiastic, worker for the ·entire
divorce of church and state, and in perfect harmony
with the other members of the board in all their
plans and hopes. He will prove a power for good
as director at large for the country west of the Cascades.
The public lecture, on account of the disappointment the preceding night, resulted in the house
being little better than two-thirds full. The secretary delivered a lecture on "The Divorce of Church
and State," which was well received, and awoke
considerable interest.
The conference and public lecture was greatly
enlivened, and all in attendance were delightfully
entertained, by the sweet singing of that incomparable Scotch balladist, Mr. Robert Howden, released
from the shackles of Presbyterianism through the
efforts of good Father J. J. Ford and the lecture1·s
at Germania H8Jl.
Charles A.. Cantonwine, of Kennewick, Yakima
county, called on me at the office of the Washington
Secular Union on Saturday, June 11th. He informed
me of his long desire to see me, and to do something for the cause in Washington and at large.
Knowing the Washington Secular Union must be in
need of funds, and learning we were nigh $50 behind, he generously gave me a check for that
amount, and subsequently another $50 to forward
for him to THE TRUTH SEEKER. More anon.
c. B. REYNOLDS,
Sec. Wash. Secular Union.
Fremont, Wash., Loclc Born 155.

Our London Letter.
Although it is an open secret that many medical
practitioners are extremely skeptical on religious
matters, it does not yet answer to let it be known
that such is the case, and Dr. Allinson has found
that open skepticism will meet with speedy punishment, and for that reason has shared the same fate
as Dr. A.llbreth. His name has been removed from
the general medical council's register, though the
reason given for serving him thus is by no means the
real one. His crime ostensibly is advertising himself in the public press, though this is by no means
confined to him, but is done by many medical men
who are not interfered with for so doing; but in
his particular case it is described as being "guilty
of infamou,~ conduct in a professional respect." He

has taken legal proceedings against the council and
it remains to be seen whether he will be reinstated
in accordance with his wish. Possibly he considers he will suffer pecuniarily if his name is struck
off the register, but it can scarcely be pleasant or
satisfactory to- be mixed up with such a crew as his
judges.
The progressiv London county council has been
caught napping. Confident of their numerical
strength they grew careless and allowed a vote to
be carried by the reactionary party on the question of Sunday bands in the public parks. A
clerical alderman moved that dance-music should
be disallowed, for fear the parks should be turned
into dancing saloons-a most preposterous idea
certainly-but he succe~ded in getting his way,
no doubt much to his own astonishment, but he
will hav to be carefully watched in future or he
will manage to abolish the bands altogether. The
sensible folk who prefer open-air music to church
services are rapidly increasing, and the majority of
the clergy are waking up to the fact that their
crop is in danger. It is only those amongst them
whose salaries are secured by endowment or otherwise that are able to take a sensible "\jew of the
matter, and do not greatly object to a rational use
of the weekly holiday~
The great Booth boom is on the wane, and the
great schemer is very doubtful if he will be able to
raise the £30,000 he wants this year, and threatens
to close the show if this amount is not forthcoming.
Curiously enough, he has caught Mr. Labouchere,
and has induced him to sign a special appeal to the
public to raise this sum; but it is scarcely likely
that this will be much of a draw. Those who subscribed so freely last year consider they hav done
enough, and as there is nothing much to show for
- the money, are not likely to be caught again.
Booth admits that the results are small, but considers the public should subscribe for five years before passing judgment, and then I suppose the
Booth family would hav enough to satisfy even
them, and would not care a straw if the whole concern ended.
Hugh Price Hughes tries hard for originality, and
has apparently succeeded again. He suggests that
the idea that the evangelization of the world can be
done by proxy is a d9lusion, and he wants badly to
see a mighty exodus of able-bodied and wealthy
Christians, who, instead of retiring when they hav
made their pile, shall go to Timbuctoo or Calcutta
and work for Christ at their own expense. Of course
he ki10ws they won't do it, and if he had any thought
that they would accede to his wishes, he certainly
would not express them so boldly, as his own financial ruin would be the result, for who would be left
behind to enrich him for talking nonsense ~-though,
on the other hand, it would be no loss to the country if the class named did take themselvs off.
A parson has been honest enough to own that
David was not altogether a desirable example to
follow, and the bold Varley, who since Mr. Bradlaugh's time had well-nigh sunk into well-merited
obscurity, has attacked the parson for making a
misleading and false statement, forgetting or not
knowing that his idol, the late Mr. Spurgeon, on various occasions spoke very slightingly of David's
veracity and morality. But, then, as we all know,
"fools rush in where angels fear to tread." Varley
had better hav stuGk to his butchering business;
when his own party goes against him, he will stand
a poor chance in the gospel bin.
J. D.

The Abominations of the Church.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: I used
to write for your paper when D. M. Bennett was
captain. I sent him many subscribers, also after he
had "passed on" and you were at the helm; but
after getting acquainted with the "Man With the
Badgepin," I "pulled" for him, and sent many a
long list of subscribers and filled my corner of
Freetlwught with my "On the Trail" jottings.
Seeing your kind invitations some time ago for old
patrons of Freethought to still send _in their best
thoughts, I will try to do so once agam. For four
long years hav I wandered up and down the vall~ys
of living green and scaled the ru~ged mountamsides of all the vast country on this slope between
Mexico and British Columbia. I think that but few
of our lecturers hav done more work than myself.
I hav given from two to three hundred lectures each
year, mostly in small towns and villages, and hav
met the wily, slick-tongued ptiest, with his banner
of J. Christ, everywhere. (It ought to hav been the
skull and cross-bones, or the black flag, fm· itis death
and damnation to all who will not drink of the
blood of the holy "lamb.") It was the priest I was
on the trail of; go where I would, I found his bloody
finger-marks, and his trail was everywhere, well worn
and dusty, and his temples of superstit~on rais~d
their symbols (steeple and cross) of phallic worship
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high above all other structures, thus I had no
trouble to follow tlie trail. I sometimes get weary
of this bushwhacking gipsy life; lecturing to people who hav no organization, no system, no revenue,
no anything, except one of the grandest papers in
the world, which is a pyramid in the desert of disorganization, THE TRUTH SEEKER. But when I refleet after reading the history of the priest and
Christian church; of the religious Crusades against
the followers of Mohammed and his Allah ; of the
seas of blood that hav been shed ; of the homes,
towns, and cities that hav been pillaged,
plundered, and burnt; of the thousands of martyrs
burnt at the stake ; of the vast amount of money
forced from the pockets of millions of rich and poor
to build up their Holy Inquisitions and carry on
this bloody religion-when I reflect on the bloody
priests in the past, as they gathered up the flowing
blood from the slaughtered rams, bullocks, etc., at
the altar of sacrifice, slaughtered because their God
must and would hav nothing but blood to appease his anger, they the priests sprinkling the crim~
son gory mass, warm from the throbbing hearts of
Mother Nature's innocent lower (upper) animals, all
over themselvs, their altars, and devotees (the bloody
butchers, devils incarnate I)-and that to-day, 1892,
in this age of science and civilization, the-bloody business is still kept up, by feasting the faithful on the
body and blood of the lamb of God, and the sinner
"horn again" can in no wise enter the kingdom of
heaven until plunged in the fountain drawn from
Immanuel's veins-when I think of this, I feel the
need of work. If some poor unbalanced crank
commits murder, nothing will satisfy the law in
most states and Christian countries except the fulfilling of the law-based on the one Moses, that
meekest of all men, received on Mt. Sinai-of blood
for blood. The Christian world is doing all it can
to crush freedom by this same law of force, oppression, eye for eye and tooth for tooth, God in the Constitution, social ostracism. The same savage,- vindictiv spirit is shown that appears in the character
of the tiger ahd hyena and the cannibal
races. When I perceive all this which is so
apparent everywhere, instead of the gentle,
kind teachings ·of the humble Nazarene who
said to the woman, " Go and sin no more," "If thine
enemy smite thee upon one cheek turn him the
other also," "Do good to them that despitefully use
you, return good for evil," etc., I feel that every
thinker, lecturer, writer, must keep his armor on,
and follo-w " on the trail " of the "man of God,"
wherever it may lead, and turn on the electric
search-light of science and Freethought, and oust,
if possible, these bats and owls from the darkened
chambers in the brains of superstitious humanity.
" Let there be light" is needed now more than it
was before there was anything to use it. Get the
cross down and the flag up, is our work.
PROF. D. c. SEYMOUR.
Portland, Ore., June 17, 1892.

An Infidel Hero.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Captain Daniel Pelton, of New Rochelle, was a disciple
of Thomas Paine, buried in the Friends' cemetery
without a stone to mark his grave because no other
sect was willing to hav his body rest in what they
considered holy ground. But whether he deserves
a monument or not let a brief story of his life decide. He had been a captain of a Long island
market sloop and subsequently kept a humble country store at the New Rochelle landing, and
many a lot of ducks and pigeons has the
present scribe bought of him, but no liquor or
tobacco; however, all his neighbors might not hav
boasted in like manner. In a word, as the world
goes he was to all appearance the least likely to be
first to volunteer to do a deed worthy of remembrance by a monument. And yet when all looked
o1,1t upon the sound and saw a flag of distress raise<;l,
a coaster's flag at half-mast, near the light-house at
Sands's point, and it was plain the vessel could
not move against the ice (too thin to bear the weight
of any of the crew and yet too strong to suffer her
to pass) and it was evident that help could come
only from the shore, while the crew were starving,
Captain Pelton took a plank and a bushel basket
of provisions, landed his plank on the thin
ice, and with a pointed stick in each hand went
aboard and pushed himself, and plank, and basket
some three miles over the surface, and so fed the
hungry, if he did not clothe the naked; and so has
performed the duty of a Christian nt the plain risk
of his life. But when he died he was refused a grave
in any of the churchyards of the village because he
was an Infidel. Now, I hold he was a better Christian than any of his critics, and deserve~ to hav a
granit monument set up on the small island near to
David's island-although he may care little about
it, yet as a lesson to survivors.

If you choose to publish this, and will take charge
of a little fund to pay for such a monument, the
present scribe will cheerfully giv. one dollar as a
nest-egg for the fund. To be sure, this is a small
mite, but a larger sum might discourage many who
would like to join in the memorial and make the
laying of the stone occasion for a pleasant trip and
some useful lessons to the public. I do not wish to
glorify myself, but would rather stand aside and
giv to Colonel Ingersoll or some other benevolent
Infidel an opportunity to read a lesson in defense
of Thomas Paine's disciples. By the way, I saw in
a late number of THE TRUTH SEEKER that many do
not know what has become of the bones of Thomas
Paine. I hav heard that Cobbett took them to
England and made buttons of them for keepsakes.
C. R.

At a Revival Meeting.
From the JJetrait Tribune.

It was difficult to conjecture why the elderly lady
with -glasses and corkscrew curls who sat in the
fourth pew from the front should be more
deeply agitated than on any former evening during
the entire se1'ies of protracted meetings. It was
not the first time by any means that the exhorter
had predicted with demonstrativ ~eiteration an awful, indefinit catastrophe.
"Brothers and sisters," he had shouted night
after night, "let your lamps be trimmed and burning, for we poor sinners all are to be visited with
divine wrath."
He had hurled his·words into the very face of the
elderly lady in the fourth pew. He had assailed
the citadel of her soul. Now he beheld in her the
first effects of his eloquent pleading.
"I know it, :I know it!"
With a suddenness that was startling the elderly
lady had risen to her feet and was gesticulating
violently. The corkscrew curls shook with the force
of the emotional outbreak.
"I know something awful is going to happen,"
she cried, hysterically.
"Glory!" shouted the exhorter, "a hardened
.heart is touched."
"You can't get ready too quick," the elderly
lady shrieked.
_ "Amen !" roared the evangelist. "The day of
wrath is at hand."
It was a dramatic scene. The sight of a mature
woman, whose face was furrowed with lines betokening cankering and corroding knowledge of
the world., beseeching her hearers to prepare for the
doom of which she declared the coining as with the
tongue of prophecy, was most impressiv.
"Sinners will be destroyed," howled the evangelist.
"The worst is at hand," screamed the elderly
lady, glaring through her glasses.
" 'Tis a voice from above speaking through the
lips of an earthly creature," _excitedly explained the
exhorter.
The elderly lady strode from. the pew and took
her stand in the aisle, where her tall, gaunt form
was plainly visible from all parts of the church.
"My friends," she exclaimed, with trembling
voice, "be warned in time. I used to be c_allous,
too, and did not believe this man when he said that
some terrible punishment was to be visited upon us.
But I was led from my error this very morning."
"Hallelujah!" thundered the minister, "an inspiration."
The elderly lady glared through her glasses.
"As I was saying," she earnestly proceeded, "I
didn't believe it until this morning, when the old
black cat had a fit and I knew that settled it.
Brethren, beware!"
·
The exhorter announced three hymns in rapid
succession, after which the meeting closed.

a

Lectures and Meetings.
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Scappoose, Wash ... July 9 Colville, Wash .. July29-31
Tacoma,
" ... "
10 Missoula, M~nt .. A,J}g. 6, 7
"
" 11,12 AlbertLea,Mmn..
13,14
Buckley
"
" 14 15 Watertown, " .. " 16-18
Spangle'
'
M"mneapolis, " .. "
21
Palouse 'City"
" 16,17
Oakdale,
'"
" 19,20 Ea~ yl~ire and.
"
Rosalia and
VlCimty, Wis..
24---29
vicinity, " . : " 21-24 Chicago,
Ill. . " 4, 11
Davenport, " .. " 25-27
Some dates are not filled. Those along the line who
desire lectures will please write S. P. Putnam, Palouse
City, Wash.
Little Blasphemies.
"I tells you, Brudder Abner, dem ar postels wnz mighty
,
big gospel guns."
"Yas, sah, Uncle Abe, der pistols shows dey wnz dat.
Sitanchin: "To hear people talk, yon would think
there was something new about trying preachers for
heresy."
,
Herd so: " Has it been long a cnstolf?
Sitlinchin: "Why they used to tie em to a _stake, and
try the heresy right'out of 'em."

'Ji;etters of P,riends.
Truth Is as Good as Turkeys.
MoRRISoN, IA., May 9, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1, for which
please send us the Bible Picture Book, for
as we enjoy your paper so much we think the
Picture Book must surpass all. We hav
only taken THE Tnu'.rH SEEKER since last
fall, and every week we are as anxious to
get it as though it was a great fat turkey
on Thanksgiving day. Yours for truth,
amen,
l\iR. AND MRs. FRED. BILr.MAN.
Has Found a Good Instrument to Lay
Open Dible Absurdities.
SAN BERNARDINO, CAL., June 10, 1892.
Mn. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1,
for which send to my address another one of
Heston's Brble Pictme Books. It is the best
medium to show up the absurdities of the
Christian Bible I hav ever seen. Some
people may read a silly story and not pay
much attention to it, but if it is pictured
out, the ridiculousness, cruelty, or impossibilities can be em ore plainly seen. I
remain,
Yoms for the Nine Demands of Liberalism,
J. F. RoGERS.
Thinks Landholding Wrong.
CARROLL, IA., May 24, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: We are getting too old to
read one-half the Liberal papers we take.
I cannot but think that Heston is up on all
questions. Although I pay taxes on thirtyfive hundred acres of land, I am not in
. doubt in reg>ird to holding it being as
iniquitous as holding your brother man in
slavery and taking his labor, giving him
such compensation as you hav to to keep
him in working order. Of course you read
all Liberal papers and in time can work
some of those ideas into Trm TRUTH
SEEKER.
W. T. MINCHEN.
Obituary.
DESMET, S.D., June 4, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: No doubt many of the
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will be
grieved to learn of the death of Mr . .A.lmond
Owen, which occurred on Thursday morning, J1me 2d, at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. W. S. Bowes, who livs a few miles
from this place. Mr. Owen was enjoying
his usual health 1mtil about a couple of
weeks ago, when he contracted a severe
cold which ultimately caused his death.
The last thing he read was "The Problem
of Life," in THE TRUTH SEEKER of May
28th. He was eighty-eight years old, and
died as he had lived, a Freethinker to the
last.
W. E. RuDOLPH.
Two Brethren Who Won't Dwell in Unity.
SAN ANTONIO, TEX., J nne 5, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read your valuable
paper for several years, and am a great admirer of the truth, but must say I was
very much astonished at an article in your
paper of May 28, 1892, by one who signs
himself 0. I. Jones, Edina, Mo. Of
course the article should only be treated
with contempt, but when published by
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and especially" against
such a bright light as Robert Ingersoll, it
deserves to be thrown in the waste-basket.
I think this man is on the road to hmacy,
or some sharp usurer got ahead of him
.whether he was a Jew or a gentile.
·
Respectfully yours,
L. BAuM.
The Only Thing in Which the Black.
Coats Are Wise.
TACOMA, WASH., J liDO 6, 1892.
l\iR. EDITOR: I do not like to be behind
in paying for so good a paper as THE
TRUTH SEEKER, but my circumstances hav
l1een such that I could not pay before this
time. Last bll some damned wretch stole
$140 in gold out of my pocket, and it left
me down to the bed-rock with quite a
large family and winter coming on. But
we still liv, and I hav the pleasure of
listening to C. B. Reynolds every Sunday
night. He lectures here in Germainy
Hall to crowded houses every Sunday
night. Long may he liv to shake up their
old bones. Tho reverend black-coats do
not want to tackle him in a discussion, and
that is where they are wise.
Fraternally yours,
M. B. CRANE.

A Little Infidel Girl's War On Clrristians.
June 5, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I hav moved into a perfect
nest of orthodoxy. The children in the
place gave my little girl to understand
that she had to believe in God or they
would not play with her. So she wanted
to know where he (God) was and if they
had seen him, etc. They told her God
made everything. She said she did not
believe he made her, and wanted to know
if he made them. '.rhey said Yes. My
girl told them he must hav slept with
their mothers, and she knew he would not
sleep with her mut.her, for she was
a Freethinker, and there would not
any of the Freethinker women sleep
with God, or the preachers either-they
thought too much of themselvs for that.
.A.nd thus the war goes on. But! think my
girl is going to come out all right. One
day she asked them what God stood on
while he made the world. Then they
came for her ; said they would hav God
kill her. She said she was not one Lit
afmid of him. They told her she must
not talk about God, for he was good. She
said, "No, not good, for he got tho devil
to hurt poor Job with boils, when the
Bible says Job was a just man." She has
just gone out-I. guess the war will progress.
B. J. BATTY.
1\laterialism.
SAN FRANCisco, CAL., June 14, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I am somewhat surprised
to see that you accept in your valuable
journa.l in the article, " The Materialist Is
Not a Freethinker;" page 358, signed by
August Buesing, such expressions as ignoramus, hmatic, and liar, which is mther
ungentlemanly language to use and does
not tend to make a good impression.. on
any of your readers. Mr. Buesing must
be a rampant Spiritualist, and is trying
bullying tactics, which were in vogue a
.few centuries ago, but he stands nevertheless on untenable ground. He must know
that his spirit did not exist before his
birth, for the simple reason that he has no
recollection of spiritual life before that
period, which goes to show that it will not
exist after death. .A.s soon as the brain
(which is the organ of the mind or spirit)
de~ays, the spirit ceases to exist. If my
spirit lived one hundred years ago and I
do not know it now, I cannot recognize a
theory of this kind; and if I should liv
hereafter, as Spiritualist and religious
creeds assert, and lose my individualitythat is, not recollect myself in my present
condition-it would be of no use to believe
in a spiritual hereafter.
The following is good logic: .A.s long as
I do not know that my spirit lived before
my birth, my spirit will not liv after my
death. .A.s I mentioned before, as soon as
the brain decays spiritual life will cease to
exist.
RoBERT C. HAHN.

even from these few words, see how little
the instance that Mr. Perry relates
"fills the bill." It was not his personal
experience, either, that he relates, and he
himself therefore cannot know it to be a
fact, and I wonder if he expects me to accept it as sacred truth! He asks me if I
can pick a flaw in his "compliance with
my proposition." I do not wish to elaborate on the subject here, but simply to say
that before writing my article I had heard
or read of hundreds of instances similar to
the one related by Mr. Perry.
LIZZIE J. MAGIE.

I

Hard

Money ·Enables Capitalists To
Steal.
MotmD CITY, KA.N., June 2, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to make a few remarks. I am for- justice. In THE TRUTH
SE.EKER just arrived, May 28th, I notice
two communications-by 0. I. Jones, of
Missouri-on Colonel Ingersoll, which I
indorse, and the other by F. H. Marsh,
on money, which I also indorse. I am
gratified that the finance question is being
discussed in the noble TRuTH SEEKER. I
think the money question outweighs all
others at this time-yea, for It few years.
The old money unit of value of both metals
has been changed to suit capital, which
by the fiat pf unjust laws filches from
labor and the industrial classes who build
up a republic and promote the welfare of
humanity. Money is as necessary to civilization as the circulation of the blood is
to the human body; therefore, enough
per capita should be in circulation for all
the useful and legitimate. industries to
succeed and prosper, and thus society and
the nation may prosper. I do not mean
money based only on commodity value in
itself, but based on "fiat" of law-- a nation's sovereignty impressed upon either
metal or paper, as conferred upon Congress by the Constitution and paid directly
to the people, based on the credit of the
nation.
WM. B. LEwis:
Open the Fair Gates I
NEw YoRK, June 8, 1892.
.A.N OPEN LETTER TO THE MEMBERS OF
CoNGRESS, TO THE CoMMISSIONERS oF
THE WoRLD's FAIR, AND To ALL WHoM
IT MAY CoNCERN:
There is a class of the clergy so narrowminded and bigoted that they make the
most strenuous efforts to hav the World's
Fair closed on Sundays, the only day in
which the working class, the great majority of the people, are free, and can without loss of wages see the wonders of the
world which our ever-activ inventiv
geniuses are glad to exhibit.
If these ministers of religion do not
know that Sunday is not the biblical Sabbath, then are they extremely ignorant;
and if they know it, then they appear and
show themselvs as impertinent sophists,
and ought to be classed as no better than
counterfeiters of money. In the whole
Bible is not found one word or one sentence whereupon one Christian, or many
combined as a council in synod assembled,
has the authority to set aside or transplace in such reckless disregard the
seventh day, the Sabbath day, named
and appointed with such precision by God,
whom they profess so pharisaically to
reverence and adore. How dare these
Pharisees set aside or change God's commandment, given with such strictness and.
severity as the Fourth? Is not their
arrogance without bounds? These Pharisees know well enough that no one intends to interfere with their liberty to assemble in their churches when and where
they wish. What right and justice then,
I ask, hav they to be my and other people's
keeper? I spurn them! The Dark .A.ges
are gone, and churchly tyranny will not
be suffered any longer. The most intelligent and honest ministers of the present
day will no more contend for the inspiration of the Bible.
.
Open the Fair every day. No one is
compelled to visit it Sundays or Sabbaths.
Yours for equal liberty,
FREDERICK KOEZLY.

case of two great minds evolving the same
thought and in exactly the same language,
as is indicated in a letter published in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of June 11th over the name
of Chester Bedell, and as was published in
THE TRUTH S:EEKER some months ago over
the name of Helen H. Gardener, in a lectliTe entitled, "Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle,"
and recently published by you in pamphlet
form, that I cannot resist the feeling that
your readers may be interested in so
extraordinary an instance of thoughttransference, or whatever ,queer mental
twist it indicates. The last paragraph of
Mr. Chester Bedell's letter of June 11th,
dated by him March 2, 1892, making about
one-fourth of a column of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, is ve1·b'atim et literatim the same
as was written by Helen Gardener, as a
part of a lecture delivered in Newark, N.
J., and also in Montreal, about a year ago,
and which lecture you published as above
stated. Now, Mr. Editor, is not this .a
queer case, and will it not be profitable,
as a mental gymnastic, for the readers of
your excellently edited journal to philosophize over it somewhat?
Whilemyhandisin, Mr. Editor, Imayas
well ask a question I hav wanted to ask for 1t
long time, but feeling sure that THE TRUTH
SEEKER and the Editor thereof, and generally the patrons thereof and contributors
thereto, believe in and swear by all sorts of
equality without sex limitations, my innate
modesty has prevented. Here is the question: Why does the editor who culls the
''Gems of Thought," that adorn a column
each week of your journal, confine himself
to male "Gems?" Must we conclude that
there are no female "Gems?" Or is your
editor's knowledge limited to thoughts of
the male kind? Hav men constantly
quoted ever said better things-expressed
better, more end1rring and far-reaching,
thoughts-than hav been expressed by
Madam de Stae1, George Eliot, George
Sand, Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, Helen H. Gardener, and scores
of others?
CHARLES SELDEN.

Proof tllat Infidels Go to Heaven, and
Cllristians to Hell •

ST. JosEPH, Mo., June 7, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : .A.s my other letter was
honored in· your most valuable paper, I
thought I would write again. I wish to
giv a few random shots. I sent and got
the evening Telegram of Feb. 24, 1892,
and I noticed an article written by the
Rev. Dr. Peters that I think should be
brought to notice. I want all of the Freethinkers and all that are in possession of
the Teleg1·am of that date to look the
statement over he made concerning the
progress of the so-called Christian denominations. He had taken the census of
1880, which givs a population of 50,000,000,
and out of that number he says there is
to-day in the United States of America
39,339,712 Christians, leaving the Jews,
The Only Use of Going to Church.
Mormons, and other classes besides the
nonbelievers. He does not say what they
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 31, 1892.
MR. EDr.roR: .A.t the earnest request of
are; does not call the Jews, Mormons, or
the other classes Christians. I suppose
some of my orthodox friends I hav put myhe calls them Infidels. .A.nd he givs the
self in the hands 0f "our new minister"a Methodist-for "conversion," but I am
balance left, 10,660,184. Now subtract
these he calls sinners from the Christians,
afraid he will hav a pretty hard job of it.
.A. week ago last Sunday morning I went
you hav 28,679,628 more Christians than
you hav sinners. .A.nd now I will take his
to his church and listened attentivly to
own club to break his own head with. I .
his sermon. .A. day or two later one of my
Christian friends met me and said
will call yom attention to Matt. vii, 13, 14:
"Enter ye in at the strait · gate, for
that she was very glad to learn that I had
been to church and hoped that it had done
wide is the gate and broad is the way that
leadeth to destruction, and many there be
me good. I replied that I certainly did
which go in thereat. Because strait is
feel much better spiritually for having
the gate and narrow is the way which
gone. She was delighted to hear me conleadeth unto life, and few there be that
fesssomuch. "Yes," Icontinued, "fori
find it." So, taking this to be true, for
can now see more clearly than ever that
Dr. Peters's little Jesus said it, and as the
my standard of virtue and morality is so
Jews and Mormons and the other classes
much higher and better than the Christians' that I naturally feel myself much
and sinners, including ourselvs, are in the
better, in comparison with them, than I
minority, we must be in the narrow way,
did before."
and we will go through the strait gate,
.A.nd now a word or two to J. R. Perry,
while the 39,339,712 will go on the broad
who attempted to answer my remarks
way, and at the winding-up will slip
about Spiritualism in THE TRUTH SEEKER
through t:b.e broad gate into a devil's hell
of .A.pril 23d. He was kind enough to
where they will get the hot stuff po.ured
quote a few of my words:· "I hav never
on them. So I think I am on the safe
heard or read of an instance where a spirit
side; I am among the 10,660,184. Now,
has revealed a fact that had hitherto been
I am surprised at his statement-to class
Wiry~
unknown to any mind then living."· I
the wicked Catholics among the Christians
still stick to this, and · ain glad that he
NEw YoRK, J1me 9, 1892.
and leave the Jews and Mormons out,
quoted it, so that those who did not read
MR. EDITOR: I am so forcibly struck by while every sensible man knows that the
my article and did read his reply can, the wonderful coincidence in an apparent Jews and the Mormons liv a better moral

·r:a:E '.rRUTH SEEKER, JULY 9, 1~9:/b.
life than the Catholics do, I think it is
well enough to leave the Catholics among
the Christians, for I think if there is a
hell these ought to get stuck in it, for they
are estranged from good morals.
And now he goes on and says that Christianity is gaining fast. Let the good work
go on. If they die on that side, according
to Matthew they will get the hotness thrown
on them. So much for Mr. Peters. ·
Now a shot at Dr. Talmage. He is
a big gun but his caliber is very small. I
see in the Kansas City Journal, April 28,
1892, he · favors opening the World's
Fair on Sunday. That is the best I ever
heard out of him. That is my sentiment:
He could make a stake if he coutcl preach
a ser~on on Sunday and take up a collection. · It wo.uld be a snap, especially if his
sermon would be like the one he preached
on April 17th, where he says death clears
the way. I did not know he had turned
Universalist, but that part of his sermon
looks like it. That family group when
they all get ·up there, what a rejoicing
there will be! Yes, ifthey all get there but
we will suppose they do not all get there .
then what? For if a person knows an;
one of the family. he surely would know
all. J!e forgot to tell his brethren that all
would not be sheep, but some goats. A:nd
~ think there are some, he said, up there
m heaven who are goats. He says we will
be introduced to old Joshua, the man that
was partner with the dirty old Bible God.
Look at Josh. x. And what had -those
five kings de>ne that Joshua and God
should go over there and kill innocent
children and women? It makes me shudder when I read .the book of Joshua.
Think of the Holy Ghost putting such
damnable murdering as that on record for
one. 'ro think they never stopped until
thirty-one.kings were killed, and all they
had was stolen by them or destroyed.
Look at the twelfth chapter-it is counted
up-thirty-one kings. Women and children were murdered in the most revolting
manner. As for me, I am glad he is on
that side that Mr. Peters tells about· for
I do not want to be introduced to sdch a
being as that, for I do not keep company
here with such people; and I suppose all
of those old tough fellows will be up there,
and as for me I hav no use for them. If
Dr. Talmage likes that kind, all I hav to
say is, stick to them. Now, then, if this
article meets the eyes Of any person that
is a fit subject to get into that heaven that
the Bible talks about, I want his or her
name, place where they- liv, and the
church they belong to. I wa:nt them to
send me a curl ·of their hair and the name
of some persons living in the neighborhood. I want to se.e how many I can get.
I want to take the hair to the World's
Fair and put it on exhibition.
Good-bye, from
W. S. PmLLIPS.
P.S.-I gave three of THE
SEEKERS to a man by the name of
He says he will write to you.
Salvation Army man. I expect
open battle on you. If he does,
hail Columbia. I send you $1
Bible Picture Book.

TRUTH
Wakes.
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Why Christians Call Infidelity Obscene.
-A Judge Who Will Make Us Keep
Our 0Iliuious to Onrselvs.
LEWISBURG, TENN., June 23, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: As I hav already advised
you, I hav been trying to secure a list of
subscribers in this orthodox town for THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and while my efforts hav
not been altogether futil, I hav not met
with the success I could hav desired or
that I could hav reasonably anticipated in
view of the extent and strength of Liberal
sentiment in our midst. I believe I hav
sent you five subscribers, and there are not
less than twenty-five nien here who, to my
personal knowledge, are in entire sympathy and accord with the spirit and purpose of the paper, and who ought to subscribe for it, both in justice to themselvs
and to the great cause which it represents.
~owever, I am not discouraged, considermg the fact that my effort was the first
ever made to introduce a Liberal paper in
this town-a town where the bUilding of
churches has been the chief industry und
praying and preaching the chief oc~upa
tion. I am constrained to think that five
· subscribers represent not such a very bad

.beginning, after. all .. Besides those who
hav s11bscribed for THE TRUTH SEEKER ·
three hav taken the Ironclad Age. I rep~
resent all our papers and allow our friends
to take
and
I theh·. choice · Th
. ey are all goo d ,
whlch s;:tl:est cannot determin myself .
I
e es ·
·
·
·my experience
in
p-roposeb to ·make
solicitin
.
.
the text g 8 u s:~Ipt~~ns for L!beral papers
• or ra e;
e oc?aswu, for some
ge~e;a~ ~bservatio:s,hlwhic~ I_ trust may
~~in-~· 0 f7':e ;g . Y e~fymg to those
throu :ne
:~en 8 • m this town, w?o,
g
const_ erations of cowardice,
refuse. .to subscnbe for the pape r, OJ. take
a posttiv st~d on their convic:tJons, as well
fanatics who hav
"fi d t th
bas those
h thick-skulled
_een <;rrt e a
e bare suggestion of
cll'culating such lit.erature beneath the
very shadow of th
h
h
e
gorgeous c urc steeples
·
It has always been an inscrutable mystery to me how, or upon what grounds,
those people who love to read the Bible and
who think the thirty-eighth chapter of
Genesis inspired can object to the circulation of any kind of literature. ·If their
taste and sense of decency hav become so
indurated and atrophied as to enjoy the
detestable obscenity and vulgar lewdness
that besmear the pages of "God's holy
book," then the grossest and beastliest
sensualism that ever emanated from the
mouths of the viragoes of Whitechapel
ought to be as the entrancing melody of
music to their ears. If THE TRUTH SEEKER
were to publish anything even in the onehundredth part as shocking to every moral
sensibility as that horrible recital of filth
in Genesis, I am satisfied every Infidel in
the country woUld spurn the paper from
his presence .as the breath of a loathsome
pestilence.
All the Liberal papers I hav ever seen
hav uniformly been the most chaste and
decent in their expressions, containing
nothing whatever to even remotely shock
the most delicate sense of propriety.
There must, therefore, be some other
ground on which the sa:Q.ctimonious cranks
object to the circulation of such literature.
Is it possible they fear the reading of such
a paper as THE TRUTH SEEKER will shake
the faith of some deluded ·follower of
Jesus Christ, and reduce by that much the
income of the contribution-box? Do they
fear that Colonel Ingersoll's logic can
overturn the wisdom of God almighty, or
that Mr. Macdonald can write anything
that will appeal more forcibly to human
intelligence than the inspired prophets and
apostles? It certainly has not come to
such a pretty pass as that; for in that case
somebody might get the notion into his
head that probably men with less sense
than even Ingersoll and Macdonald wrote
the wonderful productions of those prophets and apostles. That would never do
at all. It seems to me that these superlativly confident Christians should rather
laugh at or pity the pueril efforts of
Infidels to expose the Slightest possible
weakness in the work of omniscience and
omnipotence. A man who is so cock-sure
that he is right, wh~ is so absolutely certain that he is intrenched within the invincible fortifications of t.ruth, ought not
to go to trembling in the knees whenever
he hears a single random shot of a popgun
from some far-off redoubt. It might lead
to the impression on the part of somebody
that the gallant soldiers of the cross know
they hav been lying all along about the
strength of those fortifications and the unassailableness of their position.
. Ancl permit me to say, that is just what
they do know-they know they hav been
lying about it. If they hav ever taken the
trouble to think about the matter at all,
they know their pretensions will not bear
investigation.
They know the preposterous absurdities of the Bible are
shocking to common sense, that its horrible
indecencies are revolting to every ennobling impulse of human nature, and
that the only way by which the faith of
·the people in that book can be maintained
is to prevent the light from being turned
upon its atrocious imperfections. That
explains the relentless hostility of the
high priests in this town to the circulation
of THE TRUTH SEEKER in the outer court
of their tabernacle, as they esteem this
goodly little city. That explains why a
•certain eminent Christian judge of one of
11'.

our courts charged the grand jury to
indict every man whom they could apprehend as having openly espoused In:ficlelity,
saying at the same time that if such a man
were brought before him on that charge
that man would be glad in the future t~
keep his Infidelity to himself.
N ow, as f or myse 1f, I propose to surrender my personal sovereignty to no man,
however high; to no judge, however
brutal; nor at the behest of any fanatical
hierarchy, however insulting, domineering, or tyrannical; and if anybody here
or elsewhere doesn't like that sort of dis· · on my part they can adopt whatpostt.wn
ever remedy they llke for their ailment.
It WI"ll n t · t f
o m er ere WI'th my h e alth of
mind nor serenity of spirits in the least.
.
·
.
I must close this letter for fear of making
•t
t
1
f
·
.
I oo ong or pub1tcation, but I propose,
with the consent of THE TRUTH SEEKER, to
follow it up every week henceforth with
such observations as will best serve the
purpose of the surgeon's scalpel in getting
under the hide of the orthodox stiffs and
cadavers.
JAMEs
BRENTS.

w.

Brief History of Christianity.
BRADFORD, PA., June 11, 1892.

MR. EDIToR: I am glad to note that the
question at present" agitating the great
mind of the people is, "Is our civilization
Christian?" The Elmira l'eleg1·am, of
Elmira, N. Y., is busy in the discussion at
present, and the gentleman on the Antichristian side of the fence seems to hav the
advantage of the argmnent. I felt extremely good over one issue of that paper
myself some few weeks ago, when one of
our sort over in New York state somewhere, perhaps a reader of THE TRuTH
SEEKER, clipped one of my articles and
had it published over his own signature,
or rather initials, under the heading,
"This.Man Is an Unbeliever." I never
entertained the idea for one moment that
an article of mine would ever find its way
into· a paper governed by Christian influence. And really the only objection I
had then, or hav now, was that he .or she dicl
not mark it as a quotation or lE)t on in any
way that it was borrowed from elsewhere.
Be that as it may, I was more than pleased
to see it in the paper mentioned above.
This question of late is being taken in
hand by the common herd. They hav
listened to the subject long enough discussed by th,eologians, and the attentiv
layman has found out to his entire satisfaction that the theologians hav not been
telling him the truth-that they hav not
given him the correct account of the subject in hand. Perhaps the text might be,
"Was the flood universal?" '~Who·was
Cain's wife?" "Was Solomon the founder
of polygamy" (I believe this text is
not disputed, at least by the good Mormons)? "Was Christ the son of God ancl
man withal?" On this latter text the
clergy hav done all in their power to show
beyond the shadow of a doubt that he
really was. The Infidel-i. e., one whose
opinion is worth anything on the subject
-has always answered in the negativ.
Infi-dels are perfectly honest about it, and
say that to their mind he is only a character in fiction. We are indebted to St.
Matthew for this character. He wanted
mankind "to be extricated from the sin of
the first parents and he used that ruse to
annihilate it. Good fellow! But he made
a most decided failure of doing away with
the sin that Adam and Eve committed in
the garden of Eden. And to-day the
church only merits the censure of the educated man for trying to do away, or endeavoring to obstruct, nature in this one
particular. We only know now that it
is impossible for the human family to
be ushered onto this terrestrial sphere
through any other medium. . The church
has been working. on this matter for
eighteen hundred years, and man is still
born in the same sin. We are certainly
indebted to the church for the consolation
that we are totally depraved and deserve
eternal torment for something that we are
not responsible for. Better every minister would fall palsied from his pulpit, better every pulse of life would cease, than
that one of ·the human family would
be consigned to eternal torment. If theology has been a curse instead of a bless-
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ing to mankind, it Sltould be kick eel off the
face of the globe, and all its having. It
covered the cheeks of the world with tears
filled the asylums with the demented'
struck terror to the hearts of the super~
stitious, imposed its monstrous assumption
upon the credulous followers of its particular dogmas, made cowards ancl slaves
of the truly innocent, and through all the
weary years endeavored to make rio-ht
wrong, black white, and has partially ~c
ceeded in turning daylight into <larkness.
And in the face of all this we are told
from the pulpit that if it was not for
Christianity and its civilizing influence we
would be savages to-day. Think of that
impudent assumption in this nineteenth
century. The :rigid stand she has taken in
the past in opposing science is down in
history against her to her eternal dishonor.
Let us here take a view of the church in
the sLxteenth century and see what inducements sbe gave to science. The
science of anatomy, what about that? \Ve
will see, in order to giv her all due credit.
All that was known at this time of the
structure of the human body had been
learned from a study of the muscles and
bones of lower animals, so that we can
judge of the incapacity of physicians and
surgeons of medieval times. About the
middle of the century Andreas Vesalins,
a Belgian, became professor of anatomy
at· the University of Padua. He taught
that the only way to obtain a correct knowledge of human anatomy was
by diPsecting the human body. Putting this theory into practice, he completely revolutionized the study of anatomy. He finally published a book in
which he gave a description of many of
the bones and organs of the body of which
little· had previously been known. In this ·
way he brought his teaching to the notice
of the Inquisition (a splendid Christian
civilizer invented ancl put into use . by
Pope Innocent II.), which, upon a false
charge of dissecting a man alive, condemned him to death. Charles V. interceded for his old physician, and the sentence was changed to a pilgrimage to
Jerusalem. Th~ vessel, however, was
shipwrecked ancl Vesalins peTishecl. 'rhis
was the year in which Shakspere was
born.
Medieval philosophers taught that the
earth was the center of the starry systemP,
around which every heavenly body, even
the s1m itself, revolved. But Copernicus
taught that the sun Wtts the center of our
planetary system, ancl that the earth,
with other planets, revolved aro1mcl i•.
It is said he died just in time to escape
being burnt for heresy. But the church
was still furious, and some one hacl to
suffer for spreading the damnable heresy,
so Bruno, a Dominican friar, was burnt
at the stake in the last year of the sixteenth century. _ And it has been truly
said, "To-day his monument rises above
the cross of Rome."
What does th~t
mean? Was the church right? Hardly;
Bruno must hav come nearer the truth
than the church, assisted by its Gocl as it
was.
And these are the civilizing influences
the church has been preaching in all ages.
These are facts that no supreme, no
.infinit being can beat around.
They
stand as monuments to the infernal arrogance and cruelty of the Christian church.
Science has at last succeeded in lighting
up gloom established by Christian hate.
The credulous used to ask, "Where was
Moses when the light went out?" Tho fact
of the matter was, they never hacl any
light to put out. But now, since Darwin,
Spencer, Huxley, Tyndall, Haeckel, and
Thos. A. Edison hav lit the intellectuttl
lights, we ask, undaunted and fearless,
"Where is the Christian Gocl?" Ha !
hal
I am told every day I am tearing clown
and giving nothing in the place of whttt I
am pulling down. And I tell them it is
enough to know that it does not exist. I
direct them to the Religion of Humanity
instead. It covers with its broad mantle
the footsore and weary, the tired and
lonely. It takes in its outstretched arms
t.he jaded, the jilted, the old and the
young, the kind and the cruel. It is
always at your service. Brethren, let us
laugh, yes, always.
JAs. SPELLEN,

'r::B:E ~UTH SEEkER, JULY 9. 1892"

~'hiZdren' s

Gornsr.

Edited by Mms SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Gomer should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da,y's occu12ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

Invocation to Song.
Child of my spirit, song of my soul,
. Whither to-day?
Giv from thy measure every sweet clole
Sorrow to stay;
While I come mournfully make me but whole;
Heed me, I p1·ay.
I hav besought thee early and long
In the fierce rain,
Here amid haunts that harbor each wrong
Pleading in vainChild of my waiting heart, add to my song
Labor'• refrain.
Tell of the tender babes toiling for breadLittle white slaves;
Sing of the homeless herd dying and dead,
Low in their graves;
Say that humanity soon shall be fed,
Wrecked on life's waves.
MARY BAIRD FINCH.

Talks on Political Economy (Continued).
One lovely May afternoon Isabella sent
a note to Ethel by an obliging schoolmate
to try imd get permission to go out on the
grounds that afternoon, as she particularly
wished to see her. Ethel soon got the
coveted permission, and going to their
favorit nook 1mder the elm-tree, she espied
Isabella reading a familiar-looking book,
which turned out to be nothing less than
the aforementioned "Social Wealth," by
J. K. Ingalls. Now, Ethel knew what
Isabella wanted her for, though she asked
as though she did not, and Belle replied:
"I wanted to see you, for I felt this afternoon like talking political economy. My
request to see you did not inconvenience
you in any way?" she asked in evident concern. Upon Ethel replying in the negativ,
Isabella continued: "I hav, as you perhaps may hav observed, been reading Mr.
Ingalls's book. It is very instructiv and
has some very plausible arguments, though
I do not agree with all of them. However,
this is not the point. Since we had our
last talk I. hav learned to simplify the
terms of political" economy. I think it
more lucid to drop the term land and IJ).ake
the factors in the products of wealth simply
labor and capital." ''What will you do
with rent?" asked Ethel. "Make it one
of the sources of the increase of capital,"
replied Belle. "Capital might be divided
into two terms, abstract and concrete. If
we.ask a business man what his capital is,
he will state a certain amount of moneyan estimate of the amount of an inventory
of his stock, buildings, and implements.
This amount is abstract capital, and the
increase to which it is entitled we call
interest; while the concrete, i. e., commodities that aid production-tools, buildings, materials, food, etc.-are entitled to
the increase rent. A man may rent his
house or a plow as well as land." "What
do you understand by the 'wage fund?'"
asked Ethel. "It was argued hy the early
economists," answered Isabella, "that
wages were drawn from capital. And
capital was afterward referred to as 'a
fund for the maintenance of labor.' But
it is generally claimed now that wages are
drawn from capital; it is not necessarily
capital created by the laborer." "Why do
you say" -,-this from Ethel-" that capital
is entitled to this increase?" "Because,"
answered Belle, "the capitalist has acquired it by abstinence and self-denial.
But the fact of increase is a fact of nature,
and if the owner is not entitled to it, I
don't know who is." "Yes," said Ethel,
"but is it a fact of nature, or an arbitrary
custom, or law, of covetous man? I can
understand the aid to labor that capital is,
but why it should be made a factor and be
entitled to anything I cannot 1mderstand.
The cultivator of itself will not cultivate."
"But its owner may hire a laborPr to do
the cultivating," returned Isabella. "Of
course, I am willing the owner should
hav all the advantages that it may giv.
But your theory of rent due to concrete
capital would indicate that the use was not
essential, the mere fact of possession
f:lhould yield an increase." "No, indeed!"

exclaimed Isabella in surprise; "I think
that use iR the only process of determining
any l'ate of interest. What others giv for
a thing, you ought to receive if you use. it
yourself. The trouble with your ideas 1s,
that you allow your sympathies to wander
with thepoor, the incompetent; tocreatein
your own mind a sense of wrong, of injustice, when no injustice exists, unless you
claim that nature is 1mjust." "I think,?'
said Ethel quietly, "that you will find it is
not the use of capital that givs the increase,
but the power its possessor has of holding
it out of use, It is the monopoly of land
and money that creates rent and interest.
I thinlr it is usury, not use, which reaps
the increase." Isabella clasped her hands
in front of her and looked down at her
feet, as if imploring their aid. Looking
up, she asked Ethel, "Did you ever .hear
of the marginal theory of rent?" "Not
until now," answered Ethel. "Well, I'll
tell about it," Belle said. "This theory I
mentioned is generally known as the
Ricardian law of rent, because Ricardo
elaborated it. It assumes that the poorest
land yields no rent; that when put under
cultivation the laborer receives only his
wages, and interest on what capital he may
employ. After a time the fertilities of the
soil, or the utilities, produce an excess
over wages and interest; this is economic
rent, and its amo1mt is always determined
between the poorest and most fertillands.
Ricardo seemed to hav confined the illustration to agriculture, but later economists
hav destroyed all difference between land
and other utilities and established the formula lilie this: Produce equals wages plus
interest plus rent. Then produce minus
rent equals wages plus interest." "All
that," said Ethel, "sounds very plausible;
but your theory supposed what does not
exist-a state of nature. Where will you
find the no-rent land that the laborer can
put under cultivation, and employ his
capital to fertilize?" "But," returned
Belle, "don't you see, Ethel, that it is not
essential to the theory that such land
should exist; the theory would be equally
good without it. We will say that the
rent of land is equal to the value of what
it produces. minus the product of the. poorest piece cultivated with the same outlay." "Yes," said Ethel, "but there is
no difference in your distinction, at least
none in kind. If he makes a small profit
on his cultivation you call it wages. If he
employs tool and machine and enlarges the
profits, you call it interest. By and by
other utiliti!3s enable him to 'again enlarge
his profits, and you add econo111ic rent.
Yet it is all profit, and if obtained in fair
competition it is simply wages of labor.
Rent and interest as we know them are
simply the result of monopoly-that power
which is enabled by custom and law to
hold the wealth of nature out of use, and
place a tax upon all who would in the sweat
of their brow eat bread.''
Isabella rose, looked at her watch, bit
her lip, and said: "Igivyou the benefit of
the last word, for duty calls me to the college now.
Adieu, mam'selle logician!"
And as Ethel smilingly nodded her adieu
in return, Isabella entered the college.
IDA A. BALLOU.

John E. Hems~urg's Books.

broke her promis, and gave the rich embroidery to a yo1mg lady, who, though
wealthy, wished extra funds for jewelry.
Such things are done e'l'ery day by female
Christians. If a kind citizen made Jane
·a present, pious women would declare
they were the donors.
Just then the ra~en came in with tears
in his eyes.. "Will you believe," said he,
"that Clll'istian liars hav said that I catch
rats and mice for food ? Would such
people hav brains or thoughts at all, if
the delicious roots of all intellectual treasures were not hid in the nature of such
little beings as I am? Weak-minded as
they are, they could not grasp the synthetic principles which pervade my nature.''
"Yes " said Seth "it took four old
women' to beat the 'synthetic genius out
of me, for the fault of another boy. I am
weary of worldliness. If a young lady t alse Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
As a Missionary Document it is unexcelled.
proposes to marry me, I will inquire:
Among the subJects considered by Mr. R~ms
Mary, can you wash the feet of the poor,
burg are: The Church and Mor•\Jity; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the
the weary, the hungry, the desolate? Can
J:lrisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
Civilization; the Church and Science; th'!
you throw your arms around the neck of
Church and Learning; tl\fil Church and Lib·
the abandoned woman, and whisper to
erty; the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the Woman's Rights Movement; the Temp~r
her of something nobler and better, someance Reform; the Church and the Repubhc.
thing which will raise her nature from
Price;lO cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.
earth to heaven? Our pursuits are not Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture·h Falsehood and Delofty. Let us awake, and though dressed
ception· Cheating; T eft and Robbery·
in rags, let us labor for honor and peace,
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Inpurity and unselfish holiness." ALHAZA.
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
What the Corner Is Doing.
A friend WTites, "Do you know all that
your Corner is doing? I guess not, and so
I will say that a nephew of mine saw
something once that one of the correspondents of the Corner wrote. It was some
years ago. He writes to the author in
short clothes, and the correspondence.
thus begun has been kept up, until, about a
month ago, the young man hies away to
Iowa and brings the said correspondent
East as a life-partner. She appears a very
worthy young lady, and says that her
case reverses the usual order, which is
that men generally come East to get their
wi\es."
[Very good. ~d ·we wish all the happiness possible to the grown-up children
of the Corner in their onward journey.
May they always walk heart and hand together. May the matches made in the
Corner never turn out so ill as some that
are thought to be made in heaven.EaC.U]
.
The Story· of Two Foxes.
There is an old story of two foxes who
were so lovingly attached to each other
that they could not quarrel. One day,
however, they decided that life would be
less monotonous if they could only hav a
difference, so they resolved to dispute
about a piece of meat.
"I want that," cried one.
"Very well, dear fox," said the other,
meekly, "take it."
"Oh, no, dear fox," said the first one,
penitently. "I wouldn't take it away
from you for worlds."
Thereupon they concluded that quarreling was an impossibility and resolved
never to attempt it aga1n.
Dick and Dora are twins and quite inseparable companions. One day, however, a little cloud arose and blackened
upon their horizon.
·
"What's the matter?" called Dick, finding Dora sulking in a corner.
"Nothing!" was the dignified answer.
"Oh, come now, I know there is. Was
it because I was playing with Tom
Rogers?"
"No, it wasn't that," owned Dora, her
eyes filling with tears; "but you needn't
hav told me not to touch your things."
"I didn't mean it that way," protested
honest Dick. "Truly I didn't. I just
meant, 'Don't joggle till I get that knot
tied.' "
"In future," began Dora, with the air
of a queen determined not to be pacified,
"if you want me to play with you "-here
she paused, a roguish light rippled over her
face-" you just mention it and I'll be
there!" And the quarrel of the two little
foxes was adjourned.

Legeml-Continned.
"Dear ,Jane," said Seth, ~'I called
upon Mr. ·wicklow, the Presbyterian clergyman, this morning, and saw his pet
beaver building a dam with the books in
his study. The little animal made a pile
of Baxter's 'Saint's Rest,' a poem which
Tennyson would not wish to write ; Argyle's 'Reign of Law '-some of nature's
laws would frighten a kind god. A
work on miracles fell down and went to
pieces, when this terrible talking beaver
quoted Milton: 'The oracles are dumb,'
and no miracles. Then there is no omnipotent God, who could, if he pleased, destroy every force in the universe, and substitute something else in its stead. If
electricity were retired, we would change
in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye.'"
" How profane," said Mr. Wicldow.
"Election and fate are the same thing;
God and his laws are 1mchangeable." The
beaver said, "Dam," but he meant no
harm.
Poor Jane was silent and sad, for a
By VOLTAIRE.
Christian lady promised her a piece of
Terse, witty, and sarcastic d.:lfinitions of thPO
work and part of the pay in advance, but
loldca.l ternlB. Price, 25 cents.

.Pocket Theology .

Woman; Unkindness to Children..; Cruelty to
Animals· Human Sacrifices; uannibalism:
Witchcritft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemjler11-nce;
Povert¥ and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idwcy;
Obscemty. Price, single copies, 25 cents; .6
copies, $1. Special discount on large quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best <illd

most thorough wm·k "ver written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Lar~e and
handsome print. Price, 25 cents; six cop1es, $1.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: Decline

Thomas Paine.

Tells the Story of the

of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; :Washing~on
an Uubelieve~ Jefferson an Unbeliever; Pame
and Wesley; vhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

Author-Hero's life, delin.eates the l.eaqing trai~s
of his character and g~mns, and vmdi.cates l;ns
name from the aspersions cast upon It. .Tnbu tes to Paine's character are given from more
than one hundred noted per~ons of EurpJ:le apd
America many of them wntten .expressly fo:r
this work. Second edition~ 160 pages, prmted
on fine tinted Jlaper, neatlY bon~d, and c.on•
taininu: a handsome steel portra.J.t of P8.1IIO

The Apostle of Liberty. An address de.
!iverea in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, lS84. Price.
10 cents.

Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.

Be Thyself. 10c.
Christianity No Finality.
Superior. 10c.

Spiritualism

Common-Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
10c.

Deluge in. the Light of. Modern Science.
10c.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. lOc.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.
25c.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
~M

.

.

God Proposed for Onr National Constitution. lOc.
Irreconcilable Records.
Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

Is Darwin Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
Is Spiritualism True 7 lOc.
Man's True Saviors, lOc.
Ortltodoxy False, Since Spiritualism is
•rrue. lOc.
Pocasset. Tragetly. Legitimate Fruit of
Christianity. 10c.

Radical Discourses on Religions Snbjects.
$1.25.

Radical Rhymes.
trait. $1.25.

With Author's Por-

Sermon from Shakspere's Text. lOc.
Soul of Things. Psychometric Re-

sear~hes,-ctc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
!VI. F. Denton.) Per val., $1.50.

'Vhat Is Right~ lOc.
Tbat Was He~ Jesus in 19tb Century
Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

Who

are Christians 1 lOc.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

'rB.E TRUTH ~EEKER, JtJLY 9, 1892.

Books by

s. p. Putnam.

The :Ne-w God. Ptice1 10 centf,

The ·Problem of the Univedtl1 liJ:id Its
Seientifiil Solution, with Reine Ci'iticflillis o£
lJllivei'sl)lo~t~, _Price1.20 cllhts.
.

Waifs and wandermgs; A New Amen~AAt.Stqt~· .,l>rice, 1Qlqth;1_ $1:~bi. ~!J<:per, 50
ceii. s. '.a, tirOI'!ll ep1e t1f ~he .wiJ;t' t!i;li with
incident ana dramatic power; bi·~ezy from
first page to last with the living spirit of to·
day."-[John Swinton's Paper.

Golden Throne, A. Romance.

"The au-

thor . certainly . has. lil'eni11-s. The divine
· creat1ve sparli: 1s w1thm h1m. The book is
fllled With manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the tJ;lltllscript of a. inanly mh1d
Every Libll_ral s~ould read ' Golden Throne.' ,;
-UnJt§t'Mll. I'nce, $1.
Ing~~~l?:" ~tnd_ oiesus. A conversation in
'.!iYili<:~ f$ettfe~n vhe Nihet,l3eilth C§nturs
Jldlll. and .ilie .Gaiilean. :Reformer, wherein
18, slioW)J. there lB. much m h!trinony between
~,t eiti, Price, 10 cents.
.· .
.

ft

n ny DoWt :Q:il Leil!l, a Hand 1 lind other
A.~ost10 poems.

Price, ill ce:t;Lf~·

Adami anll Heva.

A poet1o vefsi<m of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis le~end-1s shown. Price, 10 cents

Gottlieb: His Life. A Freethought Ro~
mance. Price, 85 cents.

My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
]'gr all of the above address
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_____ . . _...... -~~fsJ~Ri~~J~~~~~i?x\!tl!,
Works of Charles Watts.

Jfews of tlt.e Weelt.
, AT .A1Iiance.1 0., a f~w days ago, Rev.
~r. Norton. ":as .:Pro~1dentially stricken
w1th paralysis m the imdst of a sermon,
REv. ~· !YEs, of Bridgeport, Conn., was
ha~ged m effigy on the 4th. He had been
trymg to hav street-cars stopped Sundays.
PRESIDEN'r HARRISON has named for
s~cretary of state John Foster, of ~ndiana,
"~"~.h~. has fi)l!)d many embassador1al andslmll!tr :Posltioml.
THE latest anti-jewish :IJlove in Russia is
the shutting of all Jewish jJa"Wns:l10ps in
Moscow,, on trumped-up chargeR such as
that therr keepers cheat Christians and
insult their women.
CHRISTIANS are shocked at a report that
the "~assion Play" as given in SwitzerJand;-2•, e., a drama r~presenting Christ's
cruci.fl.xwfi and precedmg scenes-will be
produoed at the World's Fair.
THE London Po.st;s Paris ~orrespondent
says _t:hat_ ~he :(toPe's encyclical will propose
the cano:ti1zatwtt ·of Columbus as St. Christ~pher Columbus <;>Ii the ground that the
~~~~very of Amerwa was a divine inspiraREPUBLICANS Say that they will urge the
"Force bill." Democrats threaten armed
resistance. They say: "No more momentous./-no more perilous issue was ever
tendereu to the American people by a
besotted it:lid deluded party. SeceSBion
itself was not :iiiore pregnant with mischief."
BILLY B:tJCKLEY, t:b:e ~n~trei, w:hi1.e CJii It
tour thrpttgh E:ttgll;tnd was seized wiih
hallucinations that lie ltad beqoiqe/·r1Vileged to hold conversatloiHl -wiih Go · a:nd
the like. Instead of receiving defer~:M~>,
and the writing down of his commlmicationR "Q """intnl'f'S, as would hav been the
ease of old, he was locked up as crazy.
Tmn cho1eta1 whlah has been devastati~g
A!iiaMc cdtintnes; has spread to Rusaia, a
iund. equallf e:i.l.thtalled by su:Petstition
aiid h\liiCe aa"\l"efse td S<tnitatitJft, lind it is
fea.ted that it ll'iay iiiake its way throtlg11
western Europe and per'haps to America.
It might gain entrance here thrpugh the
notorious incompetency f:Jf the physicians
selected for the New York l:iity health
board by the. Tammany-Catholic party in
return for political services.
'

AMONG the miraculous cures of the late
Father Mallinger, of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
which are being trumpeted by Catholics,
are: Mrs. Howard, Brooklyn, hlinduess.
1\-Iamie Crane, Sharon, Pa., blindness. F.
Conway, Boston, Md., bronchitis. Mrs.
John Hanner, Bridgepott~. 0., cancer.
Mrs. Hackmann; Teiitoporis, Ill., deafness. Mrs. John Morrisson, Butler, Pa.,
·deafness. Philip McEnearney, insanity.
John Thompson L.ouisviUe, Ky. 1 lameness. Mrs. Sarah MeCallin1 Rock s Run,
!'he Teachings of Secuiarism Compared Pa., paralysis.
with Orthodox Christianity. 96 pages.
THE jealousies of the Protestant and the
Price, 25 cents.
Catholic missionaries at Uganda, Africa,
SecularisJll. : Is It Foumled on Reason, recently led to a pitched battle between a
1bl1Lls It. &Ufficient to 1\Ieet the Needs '' Protestant army " and a ''Catholic
of M;idkinl!1 Del:Jat~ between t1e Ed" army." The Protestant forces with a
itor of the Halifax Ei.ieiiind)Jliitl and Clia1'1M
Watts. With Prefatorr Letters by Ge~fg~ ~a,; mitrailleuse mowed down among the
cob Holyoake anrl Co,onei Ingersoll;. arid an Catholics women and children. After reIntroduction by Helen H. Gardener. 66 pages'; pelling three attacks the Catholics were
25 cents.
driven to the lakil; and fire or six hundred
A. Reply to Father Lambert's "Tactics forced
into it and drowned. The lives of
of Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
Bishop Hirth and King Mwanga, who led
mu·istianity: Its Origin, Nature, and the Catholics, were saved by the arrival of
Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 cents.
German military. European governments
The Horrors of the French Revolution: havintervened.
·
Their Causes. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
LATE storms both here and in Europe
Secularism: Destt·uctiv ami Constructiv. seem to hav made churches especial ob22 pages iu cover. Price, 10 cents.
jects of destruction. At Meliana, Spain,
"Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown. to lightning struck a church and killed ten
De Contmdietory an<l Defective as an Ethicl4 worshipers and injured many.
At
Gttir:le. 2-1 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Agnosticism an<l. Christian Theism: 1\'[ucientes, in the same country, by a
Wllicll Is the lllore Reasonable 1 24 similar catastrophe five were killed and ten
injured. At Burges the famous cathedral
. tJitges. Price, 10 een ts.
Evolution mHl Special ci·eation. 10 cents. was damaged. As in Spain _persons struck
Saints aml Sinners-WhicM 24 pages in. by lightning are firmly belil!ved to be objects of divine wrath, consternation was
cover. l'ricc, 10 cents.
At. Galesburg, Ill., the
The Superstition of the Christian Sun· occasioned.
<lay: A Plea for Liberty and Justice. Methodist church was wrecked, one person being killed and several injured; the
~6 pages. Price, 10 cents.
The Glory of Unbelief'. 22 pages in cover. Baptist church was unsteepled, and the
Congregational church injured. At LafayPric(', 10 cell ts.
Nature and tlte Sn})Crnatnral; or, Belief ette, Ill., every church was damaged.
aml J{nowlellge. 24 pages. Price, 10
THE People's party in convention at
cents.
Omaha nominated Gen. Jas. B. Weaver
The American Secular Union; Its Ne· for
president of the United States.
cessity and the Justice of Its Nine De· Gresham
was desired by many, but he deman<ls. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert clined. The
party adopted a platform
G. IngersolL) 82l)agcs in cover. J>ricc,10cents.
demanding issue of money direct to the
Theological Presmn;t,~tion : An Open Let- people
without the intervention of banks,
ter to tho Hcv. Dr. H. I•. Burns, of Hn.lif11x, N. S.
In ehis letter the following subjects nre <lealt "at a tax not to exceed two per cent per
with: 1. Why Do the Clergy Avoid Debate? 2. annum," according to the Farmers'
The Position of Agnosticism Towurd Christianity. 8. Freethonght n.nd 'Men of Science. Alliancesub-treasuryplanor a similar one;
4. The Difference Between Facts n.ud OJ?inions. '' free and unlimited coinage of silver and
5. Christ and Heroism. 6. Christiamty and golU at the present legal ratio of 16 to 1 ;"
Slavery. 16 P!!-K~S. Price,j cents.
increase of the currency to not less than
Address
'l'liE TRUT.t1. SEEKER CO .._,
$50 per capita; a graduated income tax;
28 Lafayette PL. New Yo:-u.
postal savings-banks; government ownerTo :R~gu~ate the
ship of railroads, telegraphs, and teleSTOMACH, LIVER
phones· redemption of land held in excess
AND BOWELS, TAKE
' of need by railroaqs and other corporaRI PANS TA8 ULE8. tiona,
·
SOLD BY DRUGGDTio
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Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.

Paper, _50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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A Popular Account of the Formation and Development of the Canon.

The Oroer of Creation.
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A Co:chROVERSY BETWEEN THE
.
RoN. W. E. Gr.,;nsTONE,
PnoF. MAx MULLER,
PllOF. T. H. B.U:i.LEY,
M. REVILLE,
E. LYNN LINTON.
1!lmo, 118 PP·1 paper, 50 ots.; cloth, 75 cts.
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By BRONSON D. KEELER.

CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Teats.ment. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Noi Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper,IIO cents: cloth, 75 cents.

HEATHENS OF THE HEATH.
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By

~adical ~=n,.allce.
500 vp., p&per, so cent~!".

Wx. McDoNNELL.

Rf,LIGION OF HUMANitY _ __.:._·- - - - - BETTER THAN

Colonel Kelso's Works.

,

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.

.

10 cents.

Price,

Answers

----------'-------/

to Christian

~nestions

And Arguments.
P11per, 146 pp., 2.~ eta.

By D. M. BENNETT.

The Rights of Women
-AND-

THE SEXUAL RELATIONS.
gy KA!t:L I!ElNZEN, the famous German Rad-

ical Eilitor.
An Address to !ljn Unknown Lady Reader. His- .rhe Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo,· 833
tgrical ReView of the Legal Position of Women.
pages, $8.
The Etnal'l9iruttion o:l' W~oma.n. The Passive Pros~ Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1. 00.
titution of Women.
e Active Prostitution of
Men. The Execution o Men. Love and Jealousy. . Tile Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12ma,
Morality. Marriage. Aihtltery. Divorce. Is
138 pages, 50c.
Marriage a Contract? Hanging a Woman. ReligCloth, 12mo·.
ion. The Economic Independence of Woman Spiritualism Sustained.
245 pages, $1.
Liberty and the Revolution the Allies of Woman
Paper, 50c. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Unhorse Analyzed. tL
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AllSURDITY AND UNTR UTHFULo
NESS OF ·THE CHURCU'E CLAUS
TO BE A DiviNE AND BENEFI-·
CEN'r INSTITUTION, AND RBVEALING THE AllUSl!S
OF A UNION OF
OHUROH AND
..;TATE.

, THE
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WITH

lltustratioqs.

COPIOUS
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CITATIONS

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL~
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT Of
THE ARTIST.

DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTO:N
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE DESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
18 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
II
"
The Church Robbing the People.
"
Thanksgiving.
8
6
Sabbath Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
10
Woman and the Church.
6
The Church and Themas Paine.
4
Studies in Natural History.
I
The Bible and Science.
:5
~'he Clergy and Their Flocks.
1
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
4
The Lord and His Works.
2
Prayer.
10
The Creeds.
1
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Wor!l.

5
1

25

1

2
4
2

1

4
9

12

3

6
7

"

"

Miss10naries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their He8lll6L
The Church and Slavery..
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

Jl

rub.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
fpre appeared in t~s country, and it is very doubtful if an,other one. like it will ever again be
lished .. We mus~ g1'("e the Truth Seeker Comp11ny the ored1t .of puttmg the book in the reach o all.
A,t twlC_e the pnce 1i; would have beeq a che'\P book. Artis~ H!)ston as a portrait-painter an<l de..
s1gner 1s a wonderful success~ and we Judge from our own feelmgs that nearly every Lii1eml in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to b!J ca:lled the artist-hero of Liberalism. ~e has dedicated his genim to
Freethought, and has done fa1thfnl an\f. noble work for the cause of nght and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of th1s volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of readil·g
mat.ter that serve first as exp~anations of the illus.trations, and secondly as texts to prcJYe the utt8I
fals1ty of the church's profess10ns and the hypocnsy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of t,he best weapons again~t Christianity and the church that has ever been put in tlli
hands of Freethlnkers.-[Boston Investigator.
·
)·

?rice, :beard covers, $2 ; clctl:\., $2-.SO.
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GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.

By

The· MvtJt of t1te Great Deht~e.
James J\L McCann. 15 cents. Ten COJ<nes, $1. It

is the most complete ancl overwhelnimg refutation of the Bible Story of the D~lp.ge tha~ I l1ave
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. lo read 1t 1s to
be astonished at the possibilities of religion•
credulity.-'!'. B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.A. B. Bradford. It ou:;:ht to meet with a very
large sale.-U. P. Farrell.

Tlte Evolution of the Devil.

By Henry

Frank,the independent prencherof NewYork
city. 'l'hc mo>t lmtrned, accurate, scientific,
and philosophical analysis of his satanic ma.jc,ty eYer pnbli"hcd. The book contaiDs 66
pages, is beautifully bounrl, with likeness of
ttnthor on title-page.· Price, 25 cents; five
copies for $1:

Ingersoll's Address before the New York
Unitarian Club. The first time in the

hbtory of the world that a Christian association ever inYited a noted Infidel to lecture
],efore them. 'fhe lecture is a grand one, a.nrl
was received bv th2 club with continuous applause from be ginning to end. The pamghlet conta.im 12 pages, beautifully printed.
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

Rrnno Pamphlet No. 1. Contributors:

I; .•T. Hoh-oake, 'l'hos. Davirlson, T. B. Wakenmn,
Karl Blind, Lydia ~· Chase. 15 cent.s. Ten
copies for $1.

Bruno Pam}Jblet No. 2. Contributors :

n. G. Ingersoll,'l'hos.DavidsonlT. B. Wakeman,

G. J. Holyoak e. et al 15ceuts. "en copies for :U.

The Bruno llonument.. A fine engraving
printed on extra hea.vy enamelerl paper, 10x12
mches 1 for framing; pnt up in pastehnurtl tnbcs
for ma1ling. 20 cents. Ten ~opieH for $1 50.

E. P. Parcher, 8 3rcl st., So. Minneapolis.

Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before

Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.

})wight L. Moody.

11'Iinncsota.
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Missouri.

Nebraska.

•T. M. Wiley, P. 0. News Depot, York.

the New York legislature l'llay 9,1888. Price, 4
cents.

An interview by Susan

H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents
cents .

Ten copies for 30
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God in the Constitlltion. By Robert G.
Ingersoll. One of the hest papPrs Colmwl InBrentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
Burnton &Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
of author. Price. 10 CPnt~. Twelve copies fnr$1.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts.
What Would Follow the Effacement of"
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
Cbi-istianitv 1 By George Jacob HolyAbramowitz Bros, 72 Canal st., New York.
oake. Thi' is a ruost v>lina ble contribution to
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Freethought litPrature. Bonnrl in paper with
good likeness of author. Price, lOcents. Twelve
George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York.
copies for $1.
·
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
Life
and Career of Charles Bra(Uaugh.
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts.
Bv George J acoh Holvoake. With good likeness
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., N.Y.
of Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies
for $1.
S. J. Kin~ 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
E. C. Wei:idtan, 126 State st., Rochester.
What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.
L. Green, editor of the PreethinkPr's Magazine.
S. D. Greene, 367 Nostrand ave., Brooklyn.
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
E. J. Nienwland, 10th ave. and 157th st.
per dozen.
Anderson & Co., 704 8th ave.
Ingersoll's Great Atldress on Thomas
S. M. Bernhard, 119 E.' 104th st.
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in
Harlem Book Co., Boulevard Hotel, 124th
New York city. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for
st. and Lexington ave.
50 cents.
Obioo
Standing Up for Jesus; or what. the edJohn Jacques, Akron.
itor of the Freeth.inkers' Magazine thinks of
N. Hexter, 342 Superior st., Cleveland.
him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for
50 cents. ·
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
Colonel
Ingersoll's Photograph. Cabinet
B. Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., Portsmouth.
size. Price, 20 cents.
Larwood, Day&Co., 259 Superior,Clevel'd.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Alf. W au en do, 217 Central ave, Cincinnati.
28 Lafayette place, New York.
Thos. Goddard, Box 235, Huron.
Standard News Co., 14 W. Tusc st, Canton. A New Number of The Truth Seeter Library.
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.J. A. Kirk, Du BOIS.
'
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Fulton Bros., McKeesport,
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J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High 5t.:, Providence.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
E~ Halat"). H. CSardet").ar.
One oj Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.
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W. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry, Nashville.
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
RichBros. &Mills, 229N.Cherry, Nashville
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L. Andruss, Denison.
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C. H. Parsons, 164 S. Main, Salt Lake City.
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Stine Bros., Walla Walla.

J. C. Nathan, 104 S. 2nd st., Seattle.

C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
West Virginia.

News Store, 123 3rd st., Parkersburg.
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Wtllis, W!tnganui.

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST
PROVING
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in. the Reign of
Tiberi us, but a Jesus was Hanged a Century before, and Peter and Paul died
before the Christian Era.
Full inrlex, 446pp.,
$1.50.

Advancement of· Science.
By Prof. John Tyndall.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIBITUALISM
AND

TBEATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.

B:v B- F, MABVIN, l)I.D,

Oloth 50 c~m~~-

I wAs educated to regarll liberty as an
evil; I hav learnPd to regard it as a good.
-Olad8f,,ne.
EVEN if a man hath done evil a hundred
times, let. bim not do it again.- Udanavctrga, Buddhistic /Scriptures.
THERE was a time when men beheld the
truth, spake the truth, anfl lived in the
truth, enjoying it alway.-Cftllavagga.,
Buddhist'ic Scriptnres.
IF you in wisdom would advance
You first must learn your ioonorance;
And, when you've humbly Yearned it, then
Discover that of other men.-Ano"'.
To honor him who has merited it,
Who is worthy o~ it,
Uplifts the world.
-JJ.Iahamai!galo-sutia, Budrlltistic
Scriptures.
·
To "control the mind,
To liv in serenity,
This is wisdom,
This is happiness.
- Udanavarga, Ruddhistic ,Scri:pttt1·es.
'rHEnE is not a popular magazine in this
country that would dare to print a child's
thought on important subjects without
comment. It must be submitted to the
D. D.'s. I would it were the chickadeedee,..- Tho1·eau.
THE. foundations of all history are the
recitals of events made by fathers to their
children, and afterward transmitted from
one generation to another. They are, at
most, only probable in their origin when
they do not shock common sense, and
they lose a degree of probability at every
snccessiv transmission. With time, the
fabulous increases and the true disappears;
hence it arises that the original traditions
andrPcordsof allnationsareabsurd. Thus
the Egyptians had been governed for many
ages by the gods. They had next been
under the government of demigods ; and,
finally, they had kings for eleven thousand
three hundred and forty years, and, during that period, the sun had changed:four
times from east to west.- Voltaire.
MoDERN science ranges among exploded
fables that idea that used to be entertained
on the strength of religious myths, according to which man came out of the
creator's hand as a ready-made product,
endowed with all the qualities of his race.
However obscure and innomprehensible
the appearance of man on the earth's surface may hav seemed in former times, and
however necessary it inay ha" been t bought
to explain or elncidate what an English
scientist dPsignated as the " secret of secrets" by the aid of a great miracle or of
a supernatural act of creation, it has now
become obvious to all men of science that
the lofty form of man only owes its orig-in
to a slow and gradual uprisal from the
animals next below him, and that the beginnings of, and tendencies to, all his high
physical and intellectual qnalitieR and
faculties R·re clearly present in the forms
of life beneath him.-Bilchner.
WE know that man is a conditioned
being. We know that he is affected by a
change of conditions. If he is ignorant
he is superstitions: that is natural. If his
brain is developed-if he perceives clearly
that all things are naturally produced, he
ceases to be superstitious, and becomes
scientific. He is not a saint, but a savant
-not a pdest, but a philosopher. He
does not worship-he works; he investigates ; he thinks : he takes advantage,
through intelligence, of the forces of nature. He is no longer the victim of appearances, the dupe of his own ignorance,
and the persecutor of his fellow-men. He
then knows that it is far better to love his
wife and children than to love God. ·He
then knows that the love of man for
woman, of woman for man, of parent for
child, of chilCI: for parent, is far better,
far holier than the love of man for any
pha.ntom born of ignoretnce nnd fear.Ingersoll.
CHRISTIANITY hurled the world back into
devout ignorance and pious barbarism.
For centuries there were no coll€ll!es for
science and philosophy between Mohammedan Seville and Mohammedan Bagdad.
"From the third to the thirteenth century," writes Draper, "Christiauity gave
to the world no scientific man;" and "for
eight centuries,·~ writes Buckle, "there
was not in all Christian Europe four men
who dared to express an independent
opinion." There were only abbey-fnls of
designing monks, and some thous11nds of
swashbuckler nobles and devout serfs
wallowing in ignorance and filth and
bloodshed. Instrnments of torture and
the diabolical machinerv of the Inquisition were their great inventions and discoveries; and their efforts were directed
with too much success toward converting
the cities and fields of earth into a fireblackened and blood-soaked wilderness.S'a&aclin in God ana HifJ Book.

0. M. BENNETT'~ WORKS.
ADDRESS TIIE TRUTH SEEKER OFFIOE.

.\ Truth Seeker A1·ound theW ol"ld. Fom
large volumes. With steel-plate en~raving of
the autlL>rin Vol. I, an.l ottch volume 1llustrated
with fm·ty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound i:'
red cloth, ill6 50,

Tho Worltl's Sages, Thinkers, and Reu
fot·mers.
1,075 pages, 8vo.
Cloth,
ill3 OO; len.ther, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

l'lw Cltnmpions of the Church; Their
Drimes an<l l 1 ersecntions. Svoo 1,119
pages.
.
gilt edges. $4 50.

le"th2r, $4,00; moroccq.

fhc Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Moderil Times. Two vo~umes. Written

i:. prison. In cloth, $3 00 per volume, or $5.00
Lr the two ·volumes; iu leather, $7.00; in mo-·
rocco, gilt edges, $8 00.

lfrom Behind the Bars, A series ofletters
written in plison. Over700 pages. Pdce, $1.W.

A. Truth Seeker in !ilurov.e.

A series

or

letters written dudng a vis1t of ten weeks in
Europe. Givin(( some account of the Inter~
n:ttioual Freetlnnkers' Congress held at Bruij•
sels, to which l\Ir. Bennett wtts a del-:lgate~,fol
lowed by a description of what ho saw in .u;uglttnd, Fmnce, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome nJoue ttre worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plato portrait of the author.
<l:iO p:tges. $1.50.

the Semitic Gods and tlte Bible. Treat-

inc! upon the Gods of the Semitic nation~. inchining Allah, Jehovah, tolatan, the Holy Ghost,
.Tesu,. Christ, the Virgm Marv, and the Bible.
To tl1e latter 230 pages are <1evotcd, showing
tllitt book to be a very inferior production for
a !irst-cln,ss God. 0 833large pages. Paper covers.
60cents; cloth, $1.

Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedan·
ism examined historically and critically.

[t is thou!{ht to bo the most damaging exhibit
of Christ1anity that has appeared. 500 large
Price, $1-!iO.
'

p~"gc>s.

fhe Humpltrey-Bennett Discussion.

A

dsbate on Christianity and Infidelity between
D.M. Bennett an<l H67. G. H. Humphrey. 'fhis
book has had a ve1·y large sale, and is a splendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.

Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. ~l'eed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper,
30 cents. f•

Wllat Objections to

Christianity~

A di.s·

cussion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. Ma1r,
mvhled into the following theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor original, being bor~·o)Ve<i
::>r copien from much older systems of rehgwn.
~- l'diraclcs and supernatural achievements have
been as fully and trulv ascribed to other teachers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 8. The
story of Jesus and his mission in the world is
nnh1storical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair de
nies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$1.50.
-

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United.
States Circuit Court upon the charge of depos·
itiug prohibited matter in the mail. Thi~ g1ves
a full history of this celebrated case, and Rhows
what monstrous injustice was perpetrated upon
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.
Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3,001,
questions propounded to his Jewish Goclshiv
upon " great variety of subjects. Cle>th. 75cts.

'
Deacon Skidmore's Letters.

Firsli Dea,

con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
·church incidents and his evolution from Chris·
tianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50· cents; cloth.
73 cents.

The Book of Cllronieles 'of the Pilgrims
in the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistlo
of Bennett the Apostle to the
Cloth, $1.

Truthseekers~

The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to the Truth Seekers. 10 cents.
Open Letter to Samuel Cmgate. ::10 ceuw,
An Hour with th.e Devil. l() ce:c::. · /

.A

.STRU~E>

CP.

Millionaires Against Miners
-OR-,--

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY
By HENRY D. LLOYD.

W

This book tells ho;w the Spring Valley miners
were starved mto actual slavery.

It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime
It deals not 'VI'ith theories but with facts
figures, and names. It is a .Powerful and pathetic book.

264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Force a11d 1'\atter;
/.1,

OR,
Principles of the Natural Order of '~he llni
verse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
...iu.L1'!'ENTS:

FG?ctJ and Matter,
'fho Fitnoss of Things in
Immortality of lVIatter, Nature (Teleology),
ImmortalitY of Fore·~, l\Ian,
·
infinity of Matter, .
Drain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thoug;ht,
Motion,
Cons01ousness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
ImmntabilityofNaturnl Innato IdeasJ.
The Idea of uod,
L»ws,
UniverHality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation :Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morulity,
·
Original Generation,
Con el u d'fng Observ~
Secular Generation,
tions.
P:r:t!l!h l{!p;p. Acldfess 'rmJ 'rHUTli SliU!lKE!l

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JULY 9,
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Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.

Libert~ ill
These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
where these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and .Freethought Societies can hav their gatherings advertised here jree by forwarding the necessary information.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.,

Plain Home Talk and :Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume

Literature.

of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrateli. Cloth,
$8.25-in English or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

T~stimonial

Walt

Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, :j\2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volnmes~eparate, fiex1ble cloth, 50
cents J)er volume· lted Line edition, suitable
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

Whitman.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

250

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 2,00 E. 15j;h st.. L.ectures and
discussions. The public cordially mVlted.

BY

The Newark Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Dr. Foote's Healtll }[onthly. Devotecl to

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED IN

Mothet·'s Manual.

Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor ..Market
st Newark N. J. Lectures and d1scuss1ons on
religious aitd social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. (The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Sulijects; ninth yea.r. Subscription, with premium, 50 cents per year. Specimen copies free
on application.

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ·
ation
With a Portrait of Whitman.
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by dlScussion. Platform free. Henry Rowl~~· secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, 1,. Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 25
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

Comprising '' Aclvice

to a Wife on the Management of ITer Own
Health, especially Dm·in~ Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," and" Advwe to a l\Iothor on tlw
Management of Her Children in Inf:tDCl' nn<l
Childhobd;" 2 books in 1 volume, u28 pages, $1.

PHILADELPHIA; PA.,
OCT. 21, 18YO.

Hand-Book of Healtlt Hints and Really
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

of 128 pages. 25 cents.

Paver, 25 cents : cloth, 50 cents.

Address

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Mrs. Besant's Works. Burgess-Underwood Debate
ON CHRISTIANITY.
Between B. F. UNDERwooD and Prof. o'. A. Dnrgess, Pres. of N. W. Christian Univ.
Paper, 188pp., 50 cts.; clo., 80 cts.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly\ first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nall. All friends of human
Cultivation are invited. lliARIUB HEIGHTON, Sec.

EUzur Wright Secular Union

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.

Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church,: at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and InvestiiJator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec. ~

HIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINE"'.
From the "Analysis of Tieligious 13cJicf. •
Bv VISGOUN7' A.lfll.EBL.EY.
Cloth.

Cbicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are .welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at·7:80 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures, songs
and select reading. Discussion invited .on ali
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib·
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthly, first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at Parr's
Hall. EverybodY invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA.
Pres.; J. H. McWILLrAMs, Rec. Sec.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
1\ieets every Sunday· at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectures.-Free Discnssions.-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
u. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec..

THE

All in a Lifetime. A. Liberal Romance.
12mo, aoo pp., $1.

tion for Children and Youth. The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever 1ssned.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

The Candle From Under
The Bushel
(Mark iv, 21); or, •.
1,306 ~uestions to the Clergy:
And for the Consideration of Others.

Instructive, Interesting, and Laughable.
Price,

BY WILLIAM HART.
50 cents;

NATHANifl VAUGHAN'

Fort Wortb, Tex., Liberal Club

A NO VEL.

Meets· every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o1clock A.~r. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARms, Pres.
IsAAc S. LEE, Sec.

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

Liberal Association o:f Austin,
Tex.,
Meets every Stmday at 11 A.M.'vat its hall~ cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street.
isiting Lioerals
invited. J p, RICHARDSON, President; M. IsAAC,
Secretary.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Libet•al
·
League
Meets everY Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Hall, Bay street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Liberal Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, l\filwankel2t meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A.. l:l. SEVERANCE, President.

Philosophical and Social So·
ciety,
Monte Vista,_Cal., meet every Sunday at 2 P.M. iu
their hall. The public cordially invited. · W. S.
FELT,Seo.

The Oltio Liberal Society,
Of Cincinnati 0., meets every SundaY evening
at 7:30P.M. in bong las Hall 1 N. W. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Btl-angers
tram abroad welcomed. ANDREW Hooo, Sec.

An independent and respectable study of chat~·
acter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ash~med to
own as her first novel. . . . A more v1gorous
'"Jresentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'LqE TRUTH SEEKER.

Bv M. BABOOOK. Price, 15 ota."""-.

,;;,:~

·

,,i orks on the Labor ~nestion.

Large or Small Families ~ On which Side
.Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoake. 5c.

Pover~

: Its Etfects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles

J·

Ken ne~ Y S

laugh. 5c.

The Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi-

Peter Krapotkine. Witli Life of author, bv
Stepniak. 10c.
Address THE TRUTH .BEEKER.

Medic aI Dis cove ry SCIENCE vs.

Takes hold in this order :

RELIGION,

"WHY"

I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars aml
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN

OB, THE

Bowels,

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.

Liver,

By To C. 'VIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa. •

Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Solei by every druggist, and manufactured by

'DONALD KENNEDY,
ROXBURY.

By Chas. Brad- '

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Letters to Young People. By (Prince)

.

Is Doing Wonders in Curing tlte Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. ll4 South Main street, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

J3radlaugh. 5c.

Why Do Men Starve ~

cal to the \Velfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Driving everything before it that ought to
Liberal Association of Baltimore be
out.
.Me6lts at the Lyceum Hall, 404 East Baltimore ~t.,
You know whether you need it or
every Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
not.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

New model, 16 jewels, full ncljustecl to heat
cold, and pos1tion, beaut1ful double ~nnk dh;l. nil
modern improvements, and guarantee<l:t P£'>:f!•ct
time>'. In silverine <lust-proof cases, $17; 3-ounee
coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $23. In best Ji.lle<l gold
dust-proof
case, $26; hunting. $31 to $35. Sam!',
Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Naza- nickel movements,
$2 more. In solid gold cases,
reth a Historical Character, and the Influence
$45
to
$150.
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Regular Gra<le American Watchc"·Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., .
In silverine case, $6; 11 jewels, $7 50; 15 jewc>ls,
28 Lafayette place, New York.
$9; ditto, adjusted, :j!1J. In finer cases, add as
above.
La<lies' Gold Watcllcso-All latest styles;
best filled, 7 jewels, $15 ;· 11 jewels, $16.50; 15
jewels, $23; 14 carat solid gold, $10more. Heavier,
more elaborate, enameled, or diamond-set caHc,,.
$2, $5, $10 to $100 more. All shipped in plush
The Conventional Lies of Our Civilization, cases.
Diamonds in rings, pins, studs, etc., $10, $20,
By Max Nordan. CoNTENTs-Mane, Tekel
Upharsin; '.rhe Religious, Monarchic, a.u(J $50 up to $1,000 per set; guaranteed. 20 per cent
below
regular.
AristocraticjPolitical,)~conomical, .'i1.atrimonial,
Sundries.-Sterling silver spoons, regular, in
and Miscel aneous Lies; Closin~ Harmony
sets,
$1.60
per ounce. Souvenir spoons, $1, $1.50
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.:
to $3. Best triple-plated knives, $1.75; forl<H,
cloth., $1.00.
same;
teaspoons
$1.80; dessert spoons, $3; table
'l'hc unperial Council of Vienna prohibited the
3ale of this book in Austria, and confiscated ttl!, spoons, $3.60, all for six. Best spectacles, $1; best
razor,
$2.
.
~opics of it they could iind.
'.rheingersollSouvenir Spoon.-AcknowlEconomic Ef{uities. A Compend of the edged finest spoor! out, .sterling silver, massive,
Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Ex- $2.50; gilt bowl, $3; orange gilt, $3.25; sugar gilt.
change. By ;r. 1{. Ingalls, an thor of "Social $3.50; etched, "·The Time to be Happy is .Now,"
Wealth." Paper, 25c.
50 cents extra. Extra heavy tea.spoon, 50 cents
Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the more.
'.rhe Torch of Reason Badge, solid gold,
Po:pulation Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton. small
pins, $2, $2.75, $8.50: charms, $8, $4, $10;
Edited by Charles Bradlaugh and Annie Besant. large pins,
$3, $4, $5, $7, $14; charms, $5, $6, $15,
25c.
$30.
Povel'ty : Its Cause and Cure. Pointing
All goods sent prepaid (exceptlmives •udforks)
out the means by which the working classes may and cash refunded if not entirely satisfactory.
I study to ))lease; try me.
rai.De themselves from their present state of low
OT'l'O WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, digE'stablished 1857.
nity,and independence, and which is also ca))able of entirely removing in com·so of time, the
other principal social evils. ]3y IlL G. H. 10c.
trait, 30c.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
JJoys and Girls. 12mo, 388 pp., $1.25.
should be. Paper, 25c.
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand· Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
some and Interesting Book, Without Supersti-

The Roeder Secular Union
Of Roeder Wash., meets e-very first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
!lreatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RrcE, Pres.;
J, W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

' Otto Wettstein" WATCH.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with pol'"

lliAS~.

.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

"LJTTL( FOLJ{S ..
By MRS. .E. D. RL.ENFTJJR.
Boards.

40oenta.

Sent sealed to any addre•• lor 10 cents, t.reat,ing
on that health-destroying snd life-consnmin!l"
weakness of men as the remit of ,routhfnl error•
and excesses. The book set• fortn an IN"FtDEL
CURE, which iP a merli<'in~ to') !Je applied ext~r
nally (the only remP<ly of tne J<mct In existence)
You will fp,eJ imp:roved the tirst day, benefiterl
every,day, until all signs of Ea,rl;yDecay, Weal<·
nesees •Lost Manhoodt..etc.~are fully restored.
Ad,,ress,
Dl>. RvB'T P. FELLOWR.
Vineland, N.J.
And)!a,y:yo'IJ!sQ.W t)lis:4J, TIQI:;.T~vr~.SEEK "!<.

THJiJ rrRTJTH SEEKER, JULY
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9.

tt':392.

8oo~s b~,

Saladiq.

God and His Book. $1.25.
Woman: 11er Glory, Her Shame, and
Her God. Two vols. $1.25 each.
[)id Jesns Christ Rise from the Dead~
25 cents.
~onfessional, Romish and Anglican. so
cents.

ISAIAH'S GOD IS THE INVENTOR OF CONSUMPTION.
For the Lord Gocl of hosts shall make a consumption, even determined, in the midst of all the lancl.-Is,a. x, 23.

THE TBUTH SEEKER LIBBABY

I

Issued Monthly.

Subscription

price,

$3 per annum.

No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Prtce,
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Frcethinkllrs' Almanac, 1891...... ...... ......... ...
25
2. Men, Women. and Gods. Helen H. Gardener... ................... ..............
50
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... . . . . . .
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett ................................. . .25
20
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck....... .
10
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on Voltaire.; ..... .
40
7. The Crisis ................................. .
25
8. Sabbath Breaking.... . . . . .. . .. .. . . •...... .
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams ........... .
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller ... .
25
11. My Religious Ex:perience. S. P. Putnam.
25
12. The Higher Crit1cism in Theology· and
Religion. T. E. Longshore ............. .
50
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote ....... .
25
40
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. lliust'd.
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ...................................... .
10
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ...... .
25
18. Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk .....•
50
19. Pocket 'Theologv. Voltaire ............. .
25
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener.......................................
50

*

**

•
•: IF ••

YOU .ARE

**
*

,SINCERELY INTERES'IED I.N

THE STORY HOUR.

THE OA USE OF

For Children and Youth.

~WOMAN
HASTE:!'! TO READ

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.
By GEORGE N. MILLER.

("THE UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN

OF WOMAN'S

SLAVERY.'')

The best men and women of England and America are
It
fairly heaping praises upon this
,
has a fascination
truly wonderful
entirely its own and will give you·
book.
a sensation such as you never had before.

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the ¥ear. Single copies of each
book sent upon rece1pt of prioo.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

WORK~

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S

I

CAN THIS

BE SO

p

I

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

SEN~EEAND

Address THE

! I

TRUTH BEEKER

Co.

FOR lilALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFIUE.

Self-Contradictions of the Bible.

Essays and Lectures. Embracing Influ.

ence of Christianity on Civilization ; Chrk
tianity and 1\[aterialism; What Literalism offen
in Place of Christianity; Scientific l'.utterialism;
Woman; Spiritualism from a 1\Iatcl'ialistie
Standpomt; Paine the Political and lleligiom
Ueformer; Materialism and Crime; Will tht
Coming1uan Worshin God? Crimes and Crn<'l·
ties of Christianity; the Authority of the Bible;
Freethought Judged by Its Frmts; Our Idea"
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

.A NEW .AND IMPOR'l'.ANT BOOK.

----1 4 4----

THE

HIGHfR CRITICISM IN THfOLOGY ~ RfLIGION

Influence of Christianity upon Civiliza·
tioh. 25 cents.
CONTRASTED WITH
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
What Liberalism Offers in Place ot ANCIENT MY:l.1HS AND MIRACLES,
Christianity. 10 cents.
-ASScientific Materialism; Its Meaning and
FACTORS IN HUMAN EVOLlJTI~N,
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand·
-ANDpoint. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religions Re·
OTH:S:R :SSS.A. YS IN :R:SF<O:RM.
former. 10 cents.
Woman: Her Past and Present: Her
By THOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. ;1.0 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God Z
10 cents.

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theological. 20 cents.

Burgess· Underwood Debate.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURE!".
By .John R. I( •·I so. A.m.
11)rnn

~lnil

CHARLfS BRAULAUGH.
~cob

By D.A VID HUME.
10 oenlil.

Holyoake.

EYery Freethinker wants this Life of the Great Eng.
lish Secularist by the Father of Secularism.

Price, 15 centa. Ten coplea, $1.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

fR[NGH RfVOLUTION.
Its Causes al').ci :Results.

By W.

,S.

BELL.

Pape:r,

~2mo,

25 em.

Paine Vhirlicated
Reply to New York )bsert>er.

Ey R. G.

INGEiJ:-.;.~OLL.

With "A ROMAN CATHOLW CANARD."
Price, 1e cents.

The passages unfit lor family reading.
Paper, ao cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Pro and Con of

-BY-

George J

&:.

Moral, Theological, Historical, and Speculative
Propositions.
Prioo,
15 con ts.

Holy ·Bible Abridged.

-OF-

~1.00.

Essay on Miracles.
Price.

T;;ifs

A Four

days' debate between B. F. Underwood and
Prof. 0. A. Burgess, President of the Northwestern Obristian Univers:i.y, Indianapolis, Ind.
Accurately revorted. 188 vv. Cloth, 80 cents.

By tdiss Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of the
Children's Corner in the New York
Truth Seeker •
Small Quarto-10x8 inches-nearl;y: Three Hundred P!tges. illuminated Covers. Sixty-six FullIJage illustrations, with Twenty-five Smaller
Ones.
CONTENTS:
Preface; Lazy Dick; O.!'J The Life of a Dol$; An
An13'el Unawares; may;,.,.Ten Little Wa1ting.
Ma1ds; The Doctor's Horse; True Politeness; A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgiving· Grandfather's Pocketbook; Meddlesome :Molly;_ A
Sad Mistake; Inside an Engine Honse·1 uur
Children; Cressbrook Cottage; Ezekiel s Silver Spoon; Odds and Ends-A New Year's
Story; Miss Brown's Valentine.; What Stephen's Owl was Stuffed With; John; Neighbor Brightside· Miss Marie Gold's Party;
Cousin John's Philosoph;y:; J enn;Ls 9uestioni
Katy's Answer; Alone in an Unfurnishea
House; Blackey; Breaking_the Meeting;_ Our
Susie; A Funny Fellow-How He was uured
of Practical Joking; What the Fern Said;
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthday· PostOffice Jack; Aunt Avis; I Can Because I Will.
Price, $1.00.
Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Supernatural Religion.

Have We a Supernatural, Inspired. Mira.o-·
ulous Religion?
Address this Office. b;v E. E. Gun:.n. P~;per, 20 ceut5; clotn., ao cent..

·~··Journal of Fr.eetb_ought and Reform.
,·,

,,'•

New york, Saturday,
·July r6, r8g2.
..
;•
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28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00

Per Year.
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THE MORAL
INFLUENCE·. OF THE GOSPEL-ANOTHER SAINT IN TROUBLE.
I

l WAS

**

:y

MY ~[LIGIOUS fXPf-

INFIDELI
!
CHRIST
•
•
•
DEATH. cs.w.r:-ooTa.i
CRUCIFIED? 1By s. P. PutnaiD. I RI[ NC[.
BEDS.
**
j~~
**
j
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.

I

i

--o-.

!

Being true accounts of the ,Passing away of the:
following persons, thUR refutlllg the many Chris-j
tian slanders upon tll em and others:
~
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Ba:yle,;
Jeremy Bentham, P•u! Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,:'
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henryj
Thomas Buckle, Lord BYI:on, Richard Carlisle,1
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz, An~J
thony·Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet. Robert!
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles Darwin;
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderotji
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great~
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon;j
. G9dwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, H11nry. Heth-f
ermgton 1 Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, V1ctor Hugo;,
Hume, L1ttrl!,. Harriet. Martineau, Jean Meslieri:
James Mill, ~ohn Stuart Mill, Mua;bee.u, Rober~
Owen,..._,Thomas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer,_Rabeo_':
lais, winwood Reade, Madame Role.nd, ueorg~
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus.!\1, Joh:q;
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national schools at once, but his tools may find
some way of turning state funds over to Catholic
schools, as they now obtain money to maintain
their asylums and convents on the pretext of supporting children which would otherwise become
state charges.
The Freeman's Journal says:
" With union, fearlessness, and perseverance in our
own ranks, we can win in this battle for religion and
education one of the grandest of victories, not only
for ourselvs, but for the mass of our countrymen
who fail to appreciate the de-Christianizing influence of an instruction which sharpens .the wits at
the expense of the hearts. If, in the deliberations
recommended by tke holy father, our bishops map
out a plan ·of action which, in their judgment, will
be feasible and satisfactory, they will find a ready
~operation in carrying it out from laymen, who
hav for years been hoping and praying for some
such word from those whose duty it has .been to
take the initiativ in such an important matter. Pope
Leo has spoken wisely and well. Close up the
ranks, friends of faith and. fatherland, and stand
together in a grand determined effort for that
which is ours in the nature of things and ought-to
be ours without question, at this day of our civilization."
The plan of action will undoubtedly be a demand·
for appropriations for Catholic schools, whether
the other sects get any or not, and the cooperation
of the laymen will be to vote as they: are ordered.
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Christianity Does Harm to Morals, and Does

Harm by Its Charity.
The :Pope's Latest Order.
The pope thinks that the time has come for
Catholics to take a hand in politics, at .least in the
diocese of New York, and force denominational
schools. In his latest letter to the bishops of ·this
province he commands them, at their next meeting,
to seriously deliberate as to the best means of preventing the children of Catholic parents from
attending schools·where instruction in the Catholic
creed is not given. Moreover, he says to the
bishops, " we desire that you should endeavor to
induce· those who govern in your various states,
and honestly acknowledge that· of all things the
most salutary to the republic is religion, to
secure by wise legislation such a mode of teaching
as shall not offend the religion and conscience of
Catholics, who, equally with their non-Catholic
fellow-citizens, furnish the means of education. We
hav ·the conviction, based on the fair-mindedness
and practical prudence of your countrymen, that
they can be easily brought· to lay aside suspicions
and prejudices offensiv to the church, and to
recognize freely the services of that power which
dissipated pagan barbarism with the light of the
gospel, and created a new society with all its glory
of Christian virtues and human culture.
Such
considerations will, we hope, lead every man in
your country to the conclusion that Catholic parents should not be forced to · build and support
schools and institutions they cannot use for the
education of their children." ,
What this means is, in plain words, that the
Catholics shall force, by means of their ignorantly
compact mass of voting tools, our ·state government
to set up and maintain denominational schools,
giving the selection of teachers and course of study
to the officials of the various sects. That the pope
has given this command at the present time, and
for this diocese, shows that he knowE' the power
of Tammany Hall and is not only willing to use it,
but intends to use it. And there is too much
reason to fear that he will use it successfully. Re
may not be able to establish the system of denomi-

Among the considerations which induce many
disbelievers in Christianity to forbear opposing
that religion, two ar.e : the notion that the Christian pulpit does se~vice t~ morality, and the notion
that the church does good by fostering the practice
of charity. We purpose to show that in both of
these articles the church does more harm than
good.
Now, the method by which. the reader will be
enabled to detect the harmfulness of the church
in these two matters, is, to transfer his attention
from their conspicuous and striking aspects to those
aspects which are inconspicuous and easy to be overlooked. To divert his regard from immediate,
instant effects to those effects which succeed later
and indirectly or at the end of a succession of
causes and effects. This method of investigation we
see around us daily to be the only one by which we
can reach the truth in many matters ; for instance,
did we dwell only on the immediate and obvious
effects of_ a parent's chastisement of his child we
should be led into the mistaken belief that he meant
the child harm, and should we attend exclusivly to
the first and plainest results of a sower's scattering
his grain over the fields we should deceive ourselva with the supposition that he was perpetrating wanton waste. And so some persons by confining their attention exclusivly to those effects of
the church's denunciation of immorality and inculcation of charity which are the first and the most
apparent-namely, abhorrence of immorality induced in some, and present comfort conferred upon
the relieved destitute-fall into as great errors in
regard to the total effect of the church on wrongdoing and poverty.
The slight good worked by the church in its sermonic condemnation of wrong-doing is, we affirm,
vastly overbalanced by the furtherance given to
wrong-doing by a large number of its other influences. The main one of these evil influences is,
perhaps, the suppression of the natural activities
which would divert men's energies into innocuous
and profitable exercises. Ecclesiasticism just

m
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proportion as it has had the power has repressed
cultivation and science ; when it was in the plenitude of its power it had nearly accomplished their
total extinction. In doing this it essayed the destruction of agencies more powerful in decreasing
wrong~doing than all of its pulpitry multiplied a
thousandfold. For the nature of man is and must
be irrepressibly activ ; man must be doing, and if
not given good to do, he· will do bad; his energies
will pour through some outlet, and if that of harmless study and industry is closed they will seek
that of turbulence and dissipation. During the
ages when the church wielded most power and most
exhorted to morality, strife, both national;tnd individual, was most prevalent and vice most rampant.
The people were prohibited from learning and
culture; they were forbidden scientific inquiry, and
thereby the manufactures and other industries
which science when applied givs birth to; and the
mischief which the devil found for their idle hands
to do is written in what are history's most melancholy pages. The vital power of man is limited,
and what is drawn in one direction cannot flow in
another. The nervous force that is consumed in
intellectual action does not remain to feed the fires
of anger or of sensuality. Man is willi:m.g to study,
to observe, to discuss, to experiment, to invent, to
philosophize ; but if prevented from doing these
things, he is, unfortunately, not unwilling to fight,
to lecher, and to sot. That element of combativness,
destructivness, which forms so large a part of man's
mental endowment, must and will operate; when
debarred from acting on nature it spends itself on
humanity. The moralizer of mankind is not the
priest or the preacher ; it is the scientist, the literator, the artist, the culturist, the inventor. By
the bloody priest and the barren preacher of former
ages we were made only worse ; by the Benthams,
Voltaires, Hugos, Burnses, J effersons, and Edisons
of the present we are being made better every
day.
There are many other influences of ecclesiasticism
which make for immorality. One unfortunate effect of the denunciation which is the cleric's only
weapon against ill deeds, is to stimulate to the doing of the very thing denounced a certain proportion of every congregation. To a numerous portion of humanity stolen fruit is sweet. They enjoy
with redoubled zest that which has a spice of daring and wickedness. Such people would be infinitly better served by the presentation of those
objects of innocent interest with which culture and
science abound, with but a passing reference to the
emptiness and inadvisableness of vice, than by the
revelations and inveighments of the sensational
preacher. Another evil influence of Christianity is
its pointing us to the wrong object for our love and
service-God instead of man. Another, connected
with the foregoing, is its substitution of ceremonies and formalities for actual deeds of substantial benefit. Another is, the provision which it
makes for absolvement from crime through the
means of a redeemer. Another is, the vileness of
the collection of barbarian writings which it
chanced to adopt as sacred and is now obliged to
maintain. Another is, the fostering of the cruel
and malign passions by the intolerance and persecutions which its tenet that it is necessary to salvation givs rise to. Another is, its suppression of
that guide without ·which we should never be able
to reach the right however fervent ap.d united we
might be in desire to do so-the intellect.
But these latter are the minor ones among Christianity's ill influences. The chief one we believe to
be t:Q.at indicated in the preceding paragraph.
Wh&>t we would lay most stres~:~ u_po:Q, is thEl wisdom
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of providing a proper object for man's activities, others rather than undergo tire labor by which they country a 1it one to liv in' .What refug'e Js it today furnishing the Adventists of Southern regions
rather than endeavoring to eradicate them. Indi- might honorably support themselvs."
The charity which Mackenzie speaks of above was where Freethought has scantily penetrated? Djd
rect means, not direct means, hav accomplished
most in the history of the race. Substitution, is not, it is true, administered by the church, but it this country furnish a refuge from oppression to
was managed by. the people upon t:l:te. system to Thomas Paine who after publishing "The Age of
the key-word.
Our second design in this article was to show which the church had habituated them. Such is Reason" could not walk New York str~ets with
that Christianity does harm by its charity. In this, the effect both of church charities and of charities safety? No, but he, Paine himself, with a few
as in our preceding topic, the reader is to withdraw by church-impregnated governments. The church others like him, made this country whatever it is of
.
a refuge from despotism both political_ and religious.
his gaze from the immediate effect of charity, which is responsible.
Thus, then, let us repeat that the church, with Paine and Jefferson and Franklin and other Infidels
alone the church desires us to see, and examin its
remote and indirect effects. These remoter effects her one weapon of denu,nciation and her many anti- gave this country what of liberty it enjoys ; and the
are, first, the deferral of some readjustment of moral influences, does mo;rality more harm than action and desire of Christians has been solely· to
economic conditions which, labor reformers pledge good ; that by her charity, and encouragement of take that liberty away.
us, will render charity unnecessary; and, secpnd, the state to ill-judged charity, she does more harm
"This nation owes what it is largely 'to ,the Christian
the encouragement of pauperism and diminishment than good; that the reason that she is thought to do· religion. The Sabbath is one of the eSBential factors
of industry. The procrastination by charity of the good is that most people are prone to judge by of this religion. To desecrate it would be to smite the
justice which is better than charity, we will not superficial and immediate consequences; and, finally, breast that has nurtured us."
What good does this nation "owe to the Chrisdwell on ; economic reformers set it forth sufficiently. that Rationalists are to detect that she does harm
Most of our readers know already how the church by directing their attention to deeper-lying and tian religion!" Has that reli~ion added to ·~ui
scientific achievements? Has it contributed to our
opposes that intellectual _activity and untrammeled remoter consequences.
inventions? Where are its literary works? Has
thinking which alone can giv us light on this or
it educated our children? Has it bridged, our
Preparing to Tyranni~ Us.
any other subject ; they know that the best ideal
rivers
or laid our railroads ? Does it help us to
which the church has been able to evolve in this
The Society of Christian Endeavor opened a
govern?
Did it aid to free the slaves? Did it
matter is the proprietor of endless acres who will huge convention •in New York city on the 7th inst.
preserve
the
Union? Are we to infer, judging
giv the tillers thereof such charity as will keep them Railroad men call the excursion to it one of the
from
the
condition
of the South American
alive, and giv themselvs, the clergy, somewhat biggest in modern times. Excursions came from
more to hire them to preach the workers into sub- every state, and from Manitoba and Canada. The and European nations where it has most .control,
mrssron. The other harm which we pointed out as city was thronged with sour-faced and one-ideaed that it has promoted our morals? What has it
done by indiscriminate Christian charity, namely, strangers, each wearing a white badge bearing an done?
"As patriots, M! intelligent beings, and as Chril!ltians,
fosterment of pauperism and diminution of indus- Ewithin a 0.
we do this irrational thing? Forbid it, almighty
try, ·space limits preclude expatiatioh upon; the
Dr. Deems delivered the address of welcome. can
God!
·
evil worked in every European land for centuries we The pledge of the society he modestly styled the
"It is not a question as to whether the gates of the Fair
cannot particularize; let a description of a late in-: nearest approach to inspired writing since the canon . !!hall be opened on Sunday, but shall they continue to be
stance in England alone, given in the words of the of the scripture had been closed. He prophesied a opened? In the language of one of the commissioners
historian Mackenzie, suffice:
membership for the society of eight millions before ' The gates are now open. ' I understand that alread;
thousands are visiting the grolillds every Sunday."
''The evils of pauperism in England had in 1835 be- the close of the century. It now claims one million •
Yes, fortunately, the Secularists hav won the
come unendurable, and it was felt that some attempt to two hundred thousand.
remedy them could no longer be delayed. According to
first
move of this interesting game.
Next came Rev. Mr. Dixon, of New York. The,
the wise practice which about that time came into fre"Who
are t:Q.ese that demand that the gates of the
quent use, a commission of inquiry was appointed, that World thus describes an incident of Dixon's intro- '· Columbian Exposition shall be opened on Ehmday?
duction:
legislation might be based on competent knowledge.
.
"1. Some who are :financially interested in tire moD.The investigation of the commissioners revealed a sys" The interesting part of his speech was his welcome. ~ ster project.
tem 'destructiv to the industry, forethought, and hon- President Clark said Mr. Dixon was loved for the ene- i "2.. Some f?r~igners who are not accustomed to our
esty of the laborers; to the wealth and morality of the miei! he had made. He meant the suit for libel which! ~errcan C~rlstian Sa!>bath.
;
8. AmeriCal}s by brrth of the Ingersoll type
.
.
employers of labor and of the owners of property; and Col onel Ingersoll h as begun agamst
Mr. D1Xon.' They[
"4. A small proportion of ill-informed and ~isguided·
to the mutual good will and happiness of all.' The enor-· all understood. They read the papers. They don t need: laboring people, who do not see that their advocacy of a
mons cost of the system-nearly eight million sterling. a map and guide for such things, and they applauded, i S~n~ay _exp~ition is. the forging of the chains which
-was not by any means its most serious aspect. It was. once, twice, three times. The wave of handclappingi will m trme bmd therr class in a slavery more relentless
achieving with appalling rapidity the utter demoraliza-' rose broke and subsided. Mr. Dixon opened his mouthi than thf!.t of the black man prior to 1863.
tion of the English peasantry. Already the wholesome to s;eak and had to stop for a fourth wave came up."
i. f " 5·1.A. few pedoplhe of respectab~ty who _care no_t~g
•
,
. or re l~~n, an w o hav never wergned this question m
repugnance to accept the pauper's dole had become alThe Rev. R. V. Hunter, of Terre Haute, Ind.,; rts patrwtic; humane, and historic bearings.
most extinct. In some counties men refused to work, as
"We b~lieve these ?lass.es are largely in the minority.
they preferred the easier and ampler maintenance of the was introduced to report from the committee on'
there IS a great danger that because of tireir loud deparish. Wages were supplemented from the rates, and in Sunday closing of trhe World's Fair. " There are Yet
m_ands, greatly assisted by monetary considerations, they
consequence fell so low that they ceased to yield sup- some people who would like the World's Fair to be will carry the day."
port to the laborer. There were whole parishes in which·
These classes are not "in the minority." Those
the laborers were paid partly by their employers and opened on Sund-ay," he began. "Are there any:
partly from the rates. There were other parishes where of them here?" A monster "No!" came from the: who wish the Fair closed are the minority. The
cultivation actually ceased, because the revenne yielded audience. "I am glad to hear so many of us ex-:· bigots are organized and fanatical, and make themby the land was not equal to the sum exacted for support press ourselvs that way," exclaimed Chairman s.elvs heard the soonest and most numerously; but
of tire poor. Relief was demanded as a right, and in·
some -counties was avowedly given to all who applied. Hunter, and then he read his report. Parts ofthis the angry outcry that will rise from multitudes if
they are debarred Sundays will show how many are
Pauperism had become hereditary. Once conceded to report we will giv here:
the applicant, the privilege was continued during life, and
"A mighty struggle is waging in our nation over our obliged and how many disobliged by the act.
transmitted to his idle and debased progeny. Money historic Sabbath. Shall we allow this restful day to be. "We understand the machinery is not to run on that
tirus acquired was spent freely in vicious indulgence. displaced by tire continental Sunday? More than a mill-· d
B
ut t~at is of comparativly little consequence.
Tradesmen bribed the parish officers to obtain for them ion Endeavorers join with other millions of good and patri- ,ay.
The gates will be open and the attractions will be sufficontracts at unjust prices. The parochial administra- otic people in protest.
cient to draw immense crowds to Chicago~ Innumerable
tion with fatal rapidity was corrupting the poor and con"If the Columbian Exposition is to be our Thermopylre, excursions will run into the city,· tens of thousands of
suming the substance of the rich.
like Leonidas and his heror'c band we should stand r'm1
peop
''So deeply were these evils felt that some voices were movable against the heathen hordes.
d ed must labor in consequence,· Sunday will be ·disregar
e
; good mora.ls will b'e outraged; law will be
raised for the total abolition of poor laws as the only cure.
"It should be understood that this question is one of . broken; our nation will be disgraced in the eyes of the
Parliament enacted that outdoor relief of the able- theism
and anti-theism. Whether or not the World's world, and a,l.m.ighty God will be dishonored.,
bodied, except in cases of emergency, should cease. Fair shall be opened on Sunday, with all its accessories ol
Henceforth the pauper would not ordinarily receive evil, is a contest, virtually, between the true religion and
If almighty God is going to be dishonored, we
money to be expended at his discretion; he would re- Atheism. In the name of liberty tirose who advocate would say, let him interfere. As he makes no sign,
ceive food and lodging, in order to obtain which he must Sunday opening would destroy our institutions and bring ~e- ~ust conclude that the trouble is not any inaccept the restraints of a strictly governed workhouse.
ruin and blight upon the land that has nurtured mvilrty to be shown that very retiring personage,
The supplementing of wages from the rates was forbidden. perpetual
them and that has furnislred tirem with refuge from opd
A central board, with large powers, was appointed to di- pression."
but a epletion of the parsons' own pockets.
r·ect the administration of the law. A vast and most
" In the name of liberty" no good inliltitution has
The report proceeds: "You ask, What· can
beneficent change in the condition of the English peasantry takes its date fromthat clay. Two years after, wage!! ever been destroyed Every experiment in the di- Christian Endeavorers do to avert this national dishad risen; the able-bodied paupers had found employ- rection of liberty, history shows, has resulted in aster?" a:p.d after recounting extensiv labors. says:
ment, and were self-supporting. The rates· had dimin- increased prosperity. But "perpetual ruin and
"Ail a result of this work tens of thousands of letters
ished forty per cent. There was gradually a marked blight " has been brought upon many a land by the hav been written to United States Senators Representchange for the better in the habits of the working peo.
ativs, legislators, commissioners-state and' nationalple, and a marked decrease of illegitimate births. But constricting and imbruting despotism of just such begg_i~g _that our ~ation ~ay be spared the disgrace a::~d
h ~~1liat wn_ of a Vlo1ated Sun day and of a national saloon.
this amelioration has not been progressiv; indeed, it has meddlers as these.
not been permanent. In course of years the practice of
It is here said that Sunday-openers would ruin
ResolntwB.s and protests without number hav been
giving outdoor relief became once· more so habitual·that " the lfl,nd that has nurtured them and furnished filed with the proper authorities, with what success the
.now only about one-ninth of t.be paupers enter the work- th
"th f
f
fu~u~e alone will reveal. Your committee is of the
em WI re uge rom oppression." What refuge oprmon that personal letters written to those who are in
house. One person in every twenty is a pauper. The
annual cost of pauper-ism in England and Wales exceeds from oppression did this land furnish the Quakers, authority and personal appe&ls are more effectiv than
seven million sterling. Nor is the expenRe of the system and other dissenters, and so-called witches, of resolution• and protests. As an evidence that our Conits greatest evil. It is a yet greater calamity that so large New England? What did it furnish anyone before gressmen care but little fo:r these protests so long as they
a proportion of the people hav fallen so low as to com- diffusion of the views of a few Freethinkers stayed hav_ no fee.r that their action will not be remembered
pete for a disgraceful mailltenance out of the earnings of the hand of persecution and began to ma.ke the ~:s~::..~~~hem at the polls, the following incident may il-
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_"A member of your committee writes under date of
June 23d as follows:
"'I am told by an eye-witness that a two-bushel basket
of petitions againl!lt Sunday opeiring of the World's Fair
were laughed over and drai:lk over by the Congressional
committee into who11e hands they- had fallen, and were
never everi read or examined, tabulated or· counted."
This we believe true enough. Congressmen are
in the main a broad-minded, well-informed lot, who
do'deride the bigots and religionists in secret, and
would if it rested with tliem alone free the land
from the last vestiges of ecclesiastical bondage.
But they must f'eign and dissimulate to retain their
constituency. And thus the outlook is not altogether
bright.
''Our Congressmen must learn that there are questions
which lie very near to the hearts of several million Anlericans other than the coinage of silver and the tariff."
It is, indeed, time that the Congressmen and all
the people learn that there are questions as to the
relations of church and state here in America more
important than any others to-day. We'hav often
said so, and must so repeat till church properties
are taxed, the Christian scriptures removed from our
schools, holidays made purely civil, and the last
forms of the present un-American and dangerous
alliance of church and ~State abolished.
This unlovaly gatheri~g next resolved, among
other things:
"That the chairman and secretary of this convention
be requested to telegraph the following to the speaker of
the :House of Representative and to the president of the
United States Senate:
"The eleventh annual convention of Christian Endeavorers assembled in New York city, 20,000 strong, and
representing 1,200,000 people, respectfully request the
Senate of the United States, in connection with the House
of Representative, to take such action u.s will compel the
commiBBioners of the Columbian Exposition to close the
gates of that great institution upon the first day of the
week, commonly called Sunday."
At the close of this the first day's proceedings
Dr. Clark announced:
d thoft good
th . news:
xhib"tGreat
h llBritainb and Cand
d"Another
h d "dpiece
a a av· eCI 6
a eu e
I 8 8 a not e opene
on Sunday."
.
.
This brought an exultant gnn to the faces of
these precious fellows who want to ~ake everybody
in the world think and act just as th9y take it into
their own narrow noddles to. The Ohio Musical
Quartet now favored the assembly with this declar
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I find Johnson Sides, the Indian "Jesus Christ,"
to be a very sensible fellow. He says : " What
the Indian nEi!=!dB is education, work___.:.let by-gones
beby-gones-make the best of .what is, look to the
News and Notes.
future."
·
Reno, Nev., made ample amends for all the
The Indian messiah says, "Some Indians are
disappointments I suffered at other places. I lect- d--d fools," and hence the messiah craze. But
ure~ there on Sunday evening, J nne 26th, to a large are not some white men also d--d fools~ "Don't
audience, and found the same warm welcome as they hav the messiah craze 1" Johnson Sides again
before, with substantial gifts for the campaign inquires, "What's the difference?" Johnson says,
work. The Liberals of Reno are unstinted in their "The medicin man claims that he can pluck down
g~nerosity. They do not do things by halves, but the sun, moon, and stars; that he can control the
With whole-hearted enthusiasm.
lightnings and earthquakes; that he can cut off
I must thank Miss Kate and Miss Annie Sunder- hands and feet and put them on again, etc.-all
land and Mrs. Mary Nelson for the beautiful music these things the medicin man says he can do "-but,
which they furnished for the Sunday evening lecture, Johnson says, "I never see him do it." Johnson
and which added greatly to the interest of the thinks that nature is the only power, that we must
occasion.
trust in nature and work through nature. Plow
. Mr. John Sunderla~d, whose hospitality I en- the soil, plant the seed, that is the way to reap the
JOyed, has a model family-four girls and two boys· harvest.
""7"who since . their mother died hav been carefully
Johnson is a philosopher, I think, and as good
reared by theU' ~ath~r, and show the beautiful results and wise as any philosopher, Christian or otherof a Secular educatiOn, where fear and superstition wise, that has ever lived.
hav no place, and humanity prevails. All the chilAs a matter of fact, he never claimed to be a
dren possess a fine musical genius, and during my messiah. He repudiated the title, rejected the
s~ay the path of toil was made cheerful with melo- miraculous, and yet he was accepted by thousands
dious hours.
and thousands of Indians as the messiah. DeputaI was gl~d to meet my brave veteran friend, tion after deputation waited upon him, and would
Harmon Wnght, the grandfather of these children, do him honor. If he had died at that time he
and also ~ss Martha :Wright, their mother's sister. would hav been enthroned as a great and super! was delighted to discover that Mr. Wright was natural being. · Fortunately he has lived long
also the father of F. F. Wright, of San Diego, who enough to giv the truth of the matter. But his
is well known for his devotion to the Liberal experience shows how easy it is for people to be
cause.
humbugged, even without the consent of the
· Charles Jones, a young lawyer of Reno, of marked messiah himself. If we could get at the foundaability, an earnest and enthusiastic speaker, and a tion of all the messianic myths we should find withgenerous supporter, introduced me on Sunday ·out doubt that they had no more facts to start with
evening. He is not afraid to stand by his colors. ·than the latest "craze." If we could penetrate to
Mr. H. A. Waldo, who introduced me on the first the reality of every "Christ" who has adorned or
evening; Jlil.dge W. H. Young, H. H. Greer, Peter clouded the pages of history, we should discover,
Gilson, Stephen Conner, R. L. Fulton, H. S. Wright, as in the case of Johnson Sides, that the "avatar"
aud many others, make a splendid company for was after all a plain-spoken, honest man who had
Freethought.
no craving for divine honors and only wanted to
Washoe valley is one of the most productiv help the people.
domains in the world. Fruits of almost every
I ·like Johnson Sides. He is evidently a power
kind are rmse
· d m
· great ab un d ance. The apJ?les among t h e I n di'ana, but so1ely because he believes
of this region are of a superior flavor, and com- in peace, and that the best thing for the Indian to
· mand an extra price in the market. Mr. Sun- do is to trust in his own genius and work out his
derland showed me apples over a year old and finely destiny according to nature's laws.
preserved. This is also an excellent stock country.
If every "messiah" had been as much a "man of
There is a ready sale for everything produced. I affairs" as Johnson there would hav b:Jen far less
hav not seen any place large or small that is per- bloodshed and more civilization.
vaded with finer indications of progress.
My acquaintance with Johnson Sides has given me
The Salvation Army is here, among other insti- some new ideas in regard to the interpretation of
ration:
tutions. Its numbers are not large, but they make human history .
."0-hi-0,
On Monday morning I leave Reno for the Golden
a great deal of music and noise, and march the
We won't go
streets as if the Lord was indeed with them. One Gate. The journey over the vast Sierras is wonder_ To the World's Fair
of their number, a captain, I believe, armed with ful in its magnificence.· You mount above the snows,
If it keeps open Sunday, or liquor's sold there."
the Holy Ghost, ventured to tackle me at the first the audacious iron horse cleaving his way almost
The long ears of the hearers as they took in these lecture. I gave him full swing and hoped he among the clouds, as if he were a Pegasus. Far
strains nodded in approbation, subdued brays of would amount to something. But it was the same below is .the gleaming lake; round about are the
concurrence arose and died away, a smile of con- old story, the love of Jesus, etc., and at the end of . mighty and. swelling hills, like fantastic billows
fidence diffused itself on their not overintellectual ten minutes he was exhausted of his ammunition, tumbling against the immense horizon. Down we
visages, and a twinkling in their eyes told of aug- and concluded :by saying, "I hav given witness to come into California's gleaming vales. How beaumy faith. I will now disperse." And he did "dis- tiful they look, with glowing grain and glowing
menting hope of gratification of their desire to bully perse." He suddenly wheeled off the platform like fruits. Sacramento's superb capital glitters in the
and doi:nineer.
a bicycle, and I, saw him no more. I had great moonlight. Then the great bay stretches before
The subject of our first-page illustration this pleasure in answering him. It was a picnic.
the rushing train. Then San Francisco lifts its
week is the transaction narrated in the following
I hope to return to Reno. It is really inspiring far-flashing brow. Then the distant glory of the
to work in a place like this, to meet these friends, Pacific peers through the majestic mountains. One
dispatch : "Visalia, Cal., J nne 30th.-Rev. James and to receive such generous support.
day I remain in San Francisco with its panoramic
Wilson; pastor of the First Presbyterian church of
I could not hav closed my trip East and West, of life, its cosmopolitan glare, and rustle and tusslethis city, was Tuesday night given twenty-four nearly twenty thousand miles, under more favorable bright and beautiful in the sunshine. The winds
hours to leave town. Wilson was in the habit of circumstances, and it givs hope and courage for the blow and make the waters resplendent with intaking two young girls out riding in a buggy, and . still immeasurable fields of labor.
numerable waves. The air becomes bracing and
on several -occasions took undue liberties with them.
I had the peculiar pleasure while at Reno Mon- the cool night rolls on w~e the city blazes like a
Tuesday the father of the children came to townto day morning of being introduced to the simon- palace.
.
.
·
pure Indian messiah, Johnson Sides. This was the
Then, northward I pursue my thousand-mile jourkill· Wilson, but was pers~aded not to do so ~y first time that the Infidel Pilgrim in his peregrina,. ney, up the Sacramento valley, through the intermideacons of the c.hurch. Wilson acknowledged his tiona had ever struck a messiah, and he was quite nable forests out of whose bosom Mt. Shasta lifts its
guilt. He is over seventy years of age, and hereto- delighted to find out just what is a messiah. I pyramid of snow, and as we circle a hundred miles
fqre,has been greatly esteemed. He left town last am quite sure that the Indian messiah will compare away its perpetual glory crowns the illimitable scene.
e~ening, leaving his family behind." Thilil is but favorably with any other messiah, new or old. I Then we lose sight of thi.s imperial mass as we slowly
one incident among the multitude of like ones which should say that he is a "brick," and I think that is climb the Siskiyous, while ~normous g~~s open be~
fill th d il
d hi h h
d ·t
t- the secret of the success of every messiah There fore us ; then we plunge mto the shinmg Rogue
_
e a Y papers, ~n w c
av_ ~a e I a rna
is a good quality of human nature about them after River valley, while the sunset makes purple and
ter of. common no_tonety that the mimstry aboun~s all. It is not any supernatural gift they possess golden splendor along_ our swift_ way ; then with
more m sexual cnmes than any other class. It IB that givs them power, but vigorous character. the darkness of the mght we wmd through the
not pleasant to be ever on the chase after such peo- Now, the Indian messiah never claimed to be a preeipitous canyons ~n~il the morning's rays fl?od
· ple and their misdeeds, but it seems to be neoessary messiah. - He was utterly astonished when he saw before our dreamy VISion the valley of the Willain order that the claim of Christianity that it pro- his picture printed . in the Police Gazette as the mette, gorgeous with su~me;'s ~ealth. Then Portt
lit
b h
fal
Jesus Christ of the Indians. "A hell of a Jesus land beams along the river s side. The flags are
mo es. mora Y may e 8 own
se.
Christ I would make," said he, with honest fervor, flying from a hundred boats.
The dark-green
The Louisville Courier-Journal remarks that to John Sunderland. This is just exactly what he hights glimmer above the spacious buildmgs.
"Colonel Shepard has unquestionably
great said, although I suppose it will never be so put down Far off Mount Hood adorns the ~loud-decorated
head," and the Voic~ comments: ,; So has a cab- in the' books. These thoroughly sincere expres- horizon. Here, twelve hundred miles from where
·
sions never do get recorded. As Wen dell Phillips I wrote the last News and Notes, I pen thes~ News
bage." What we want to know is, why this dis- says, ~<History is a lie.'' Ihav no doubt that Jesus and Notes; and before me opens anoth~r VIsta of
cord a.niong the brethren? Is it because Deacon would express the same sentiments if he could travel-from the bosom of the Columbia to the
Shepard and Elder F~nk are rivals :in JD.inding realize the enormous racket that has been stirred Palisades of the Hudson.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
other people's business~
· up to vindicate his anointed majesty.
Portland, Ore., July 2, 1892.
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Is the Bible Inspired ~

The points at issue between the rival parties were
Don't you think Michal enjoyed David's society
after he had hanged her five sons all in a row, and actually represented on the stage in burlesque.
MILwAuKEE, ORE., July 30, 291.
MR~ EDITOR: .A lady friend in Sacramento sent me a left them there to rot without burial!
(See Gibbon, vol. iii, page 402.)
lecture of H. L. Hastings on the '' Inspiration of the
The council of Nice by and by accepted the
Read chapter xx of 1 Chronicles-how David captBible," delivered before the Massachusetts Youn~ Men's ured Rabbah "and brought out the people that Nicene creed, which is now printed in our prayerChristian Association. I hav written her the mclosed
were in it, and cut them with saws, and with har~ books, condemned and banished Arius, and proreview of one or two points in the lecture.
D. PIUESTLEY.
rows of iron, and with axes; even so dealt David moted his opponent, Athanasius, in a prominent
MRs. D. D. SMITH, .Dear Friend: I wish to with all the cities of the children of A.nlmon." position. In the year 330, however, the council
thank you for the pamphlet you sent me. I hav Recollect this included all the people-the aged reversed its judgment, reinstated Arius, and banread it over carefully, though J. had read it before and the E>ucking child, the women and children. ished Athanasius. Arius did not, however, liv long
several years ago. Of course it looks to you as if " The Sweet Singer of Israel" was gloating over after being recalled, but died under. very suspicious
Mr. Hastmgs had made everything very plain. scenes like these when he warbled sweetly, "Blessed circumstances in the year 336.
This is because you hav never paid strict attention is everyone that taketh and dasheth thy little ones
The fifth century was one of great strife indeed.
to what others besides preachers hav to say. To against the stones;"
During this period the Roman empire of the West
Here is a humorous little incident which forms a was practically destroyed; this century also witshow you that such arguments do not impress the
average young man in our day, take the statsment paragraph by itself:
nessed the rise in importance of the great _Gothic
of the June ..Record of Christian Work to the ef"A.nd David came to his house at Jerusalem, and monarchies.
fect that there are in the state of illinois over 650,- the king took the ten women his concubines whom
Learning went down to a very low ebb, and as a
000 young men; of these 500,000 never attend he had left to keep the house, and put them in ward consequence ignorance and vice, twin brothers, inchurch, 150,000 attend church occasionally, and and fed them but went nut in unto them. So they creased enormously. The vices of the priesthood,
were shut up unto the day of their death living in their luxury, arrogance, avarice, and voluptuousness,
70,000 are professed Christians.
.
What does it signify to tell us how many B1bles widowhood" (2 Sam. xx, 3).
•
·
developed almost to the fullest extent, while the
are printed, and in how many languages, so long as
This, too, was done with divine sanction. When bishops appointed substitutes to perform their
no one accepts it or thinks of accepting it as a God supplies a man after his own heart so plenti~ duties for them while they devoted their time to expractical guide in life~
fully with wives and concubines that he can spare travagant. and evil courses.
Mr. Hastings ought to be ashamed of himself to ten of them for perpetual imprisonment, it is hardly
Superstition was everywhere rampant. All sorts
tell over those old bugaboo stories about Voltaire to be wondered at that there should be a mild pro- of mad follies were practiced by the people, the
and Paine. They arg not true. They hav been re- test when he steals a friend's wife and then coolly maddest of which were performed by the "Stylites,"
futed a hundred times. Why do they not giv us and deliberately murders that friend. When God a set of superstitious maniacs, who stood motionsomething new~ Why not hav the candor to say brings forward a man after his own heart to be an less for hours on the top of pillars, one poor lunathat outspoken Infidels die by the hundred every example to all coming ages, and a pattern of virtue tic occupying himself in this stupid fashion for upyear and die as peacefully as infants going to for Sunday-school children, he must not be allowed ward of sixty years (Mosheim, Ecclesiastical
sleep T Why not tell us of the death-beds of D. M. to swear and work Sunday and do wicked things History, page 128).
Bennett, Courtlandt Palmer, Horace Seaver, J. P. like the horrid Infidels.
In this century the infamous bishop of AlexMendum, and Charles Bradlaugh ? Is it manly to
Now let us listen to the last words of this dying andria had the beautiful and accomplished Hypatia
prowl about Infidel death-beds in order to gloa.t saint-his instructions to his son Solomon: "A.nd barbarously murdered.
over their dying agonies ? What kind of a religion is behold thou hast with thee Shimei son of Gera
Of this terrible blot on Christian history Dr.
it that would put thorns in the pillow of a dying man~ which cursed me with a grievous curse
.
Draper givs the following account: "The bishopric
Why not tell us that even the founder of the Chris- but he came down to meet me at Jordan,· and I thus held by Theophilus was in due time occupied
tian religion, though he is claimed to be more than sware, by the Lord, saying, I will not put thee to by his nephew, St. Cyril, who had commended himhuman, could not die with equanimity, but sweat, death with the sword. Now, therefore, hold him self to the approval of the Alexandrian congregaas it-were, great drops of blood in his abject terror not guiltless
but his hoar head bring tions as a successful and fashionable preacher. It
at the prospect of death, and cried out with his last thou down to the grave with blood. So David was he who had so much to do with the introducbreath, "My God! my God! why hast thou for- slept with his fathers " (1 Kings ii, 8, 9, 10).
tion of the worship of the Virgin Mary. His hold
saken meT" \>V hen cold-blooded murderers can go
What a death scene! What a spirit to hav in the upon the audiences of the giddy city wa13, however,
peacefully to their deaths, as four did in Sing Sing last moments! What words to utter with the last much weakened by Hypatia, the daughter of
prison the other day, why should Infidels fear to breath ! What a bequest to leave a son! 0 ye Theon, the mathematician, who not only distindi e.~
Infidels! behold a dying saint so intent on the guished herself by her expositions of the doctrins
I do not wish to worry you, but would like to hav murder of a helpless old man, whom he had sworn of Plato and Aristotle, but also by her comments on
you see that Mr. Hastings, Mr. Moody, Mr. Jones, by the Lord not to kill, that· he forgot he was Apollonius and other geometers.
and that style of agitators, can never convince an dying himself.!
"Each day before her academy stood a long train of
earnest seeker of truth, simply because nearly every
The other acts that David did-his polite con~ chariots; her lecture-room was crowded with the
statement they make is either a fallacy, a misstate- versations with Abigail the wife of Nahal, and the wealth and fashion of Alexandria. They came to
ment, or a misapprehension.
way in which he purchased Michal the daughter of listen to her discourse on those questions which
For instance, Mr. Hastings says Paine was a Saul, and how he tried to warm himself during his man in all ages has asked: . what am I'? where
drunkard. Hence he wants you to infer that Paine last illness by help of the beautiful Abishag-be- am H what can I know?
was a very bad man. Noah was picked out of the hold, they are all in the holy book! But in the
"Hypatia and Cyril I.! Philosophy and bigotry.
world as the only. righteous man in it. No!!.h got opinion of impious Infidels they are not fit to be They cannot exist together. So Cyril felt and on
drunk and cursed part of his descendants to perpet- written.
that feeling he acted. As Hypatia repaired to her
ual slavery, and Mr. Hastings asks, "What of it 7"
I hav dealt with this subject as tenderly as I academy, she was assaulted by Cyril's mob-a mob
Mr. Hastings wants it inferred that Infidels are a could. What the Infidel wants specially to know of many monks. Stripped naked in the street, she
bad lot, because they admire Paine, and Paine. was is not how all these acts of David got into the in- was dragged into the church and there killed by the
a drunkard. But the Infidels hav taken the trouble spired book, but how they got the approval of the club of Peter the reader. The corpse was cut to
to prove that the preachers hav lied about Paine- Lord, and how a book which approves such actions pieces, the flesh was scraped from the bones with
that he was not a drunkard. The Christian's own can be an infallible moral guide.
shells and the remnants cast into a fire. For this
inspired book says that Lot got drunk, and became
Sincerely yours,
D. PRIESTLEY.
frightful <'rime Cyril was never called to . account.
the ,father of his own grandchildren, and yet he is
It seemed to be admitted that the end sanctified the
brought forward into the New Testament as "just
means.
Christianity at the Bar of History.
Lot, vexed with the filthy conversations of the
" So ended Greek philosophy in Alexandria. So
wicked, for that righteous man, dwelling among
Two of the ruost important events during the came to an untimely close the learning that the
them, seeing and hearing vexed his righteous soul, fourth and fifth centuries were the dispersion of Ptolemies had done so much to promote.· The
from day to day, with their unlawful deeds" (2 Pet. the magnificent library at Alexandria and the mur- 'Daughter Library,' that of Serapion, had been
ii, 7, 8).
der of Hypatia.
'
dispersed. The fate of Hypatia was a warning
They must hav been a bad lot if they were worse
The first of these events is thus described by to all who would cultivate profane knowledge.
than "righteous Lot."
Draper: "At this time the bishopric of Alex- Henceforth there was to be no freedom for huMr. Hastings is either stupid or uncandid when andria was held by one Theophilus. An ancient man thought.
Everyone must think as the
he represents that Infidels object to the Bible be- temple of Osiris having been given to the Chris- ecclesiastical authorities order him A.D. 414. In
cause it givs truthful biographies of those murder- tians of the city for the site of a church, it hap- Athens itself philosophy awaited its doom. Jusous old patriarchs and prophets, though there is no pened that in digging the foundation for the new tinian at length prohibited its teaching and caused
reason why any book should be filled with cruelty edifice the obscene symbols of the former worship all its schools in that city to be closed" (Conflict of
and filth when there are so many useful and pretty chanced to be found.
Science and Religion, page 56). Add to this the
things to write about. But the point is, that those
"These, with more zeal than modesty, Theophilus fact that the monks of various orders were filthy in
cruel and horrid deeds are represented as right in exhibited in the market-place to public derision. their habits, ignorant, fanatical, and superstitious;
the sight of God
With less forbearance than the Christian party some of them traveling about like mendicants, and
"Because David did right in the eyes of the Lord, sho:wed when it was insulted in the theater during all of them making themselvs obnoxious members
and turned ;not aside from anything that he com- the Trinitarian dispute, the pagans resorted to of the community; while two orders~ the Ccenobites
manded him all the days of his life, save only in the violence and a riot ensued. They held the Sera- and the Sarabaites-were guilty of the most vicious
matter of Uriah the Hittite" (1 Kings xv:, 5).
pion as their headquarters. Such were the disorder and ·scandalous practices (Decline and Fall, page
Let us note some of the deeds which David did and ~loodshed that the emperor had to interfere. 102). From this it will be seen that Christianity
which were right in the eyes of the Lord. Michal He dispatched a rescript to Alexandria enjoining during the fourth and fifth centuries was of a very
was David'~ wife, and Rizpah was his concubine. the bishop, Theophilus, to destroy the Serapion ; low and degrading character; that those in authorDavid gave the five sons of Michal the daughter of and the great library, which had been collected by ity were bigoted, cruel, and tyrannical; that the
Saul, and the two sons of Rizpah the concubine of the Ptolemies, and had escaped the fire of Julius priesthood were for the most part superstitious and
Saul, to be hanged up before the Lord as human Cresar, was by that fanatic dispersed" (Conflict of vicious; and that the people were abject slaves, at
sacrifices. A.nd Rizpa.h sat upon a rock all through Science and Religion, page 54).
the mercy of those in power. True, there were one
barley harvest, and watched night and day to keep
·In this century too appeared a man named Arius. or two heretical priests who stood out in bold relief
the buzzards and jackals from the corpses of He proclaimed a new teaching and affirmed that the from such a dark picture. Of these Vigilantius was
her sons. Put yourself in poor Rizpah's place, son, although begotten of the father, was not of the most remarkable. He denied that "the bones
and then express your opinion of David and of the same, but of "like substance" with the father. and the tombs of the martyrs were proper objects
what is right in the eyes of the Lord. (See 2 He founded a new sect called the Arians, which of worship ; and declared that prayers to the deSan1. xxi.)
·
was for a long period in conflict with the Catholics. parted saints were void of efficacy." Further, he
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"treated with contempt fastings and mortifications, they were no longer able to make head against historian. Books of romances and tales, such as
the celibacy of the clergy, and the various austerities his victorious arms, and chose rather to be Chris- 'The Thousand and One Arabian Nights' Enterof the monastic life. And finally, he affirmed that tians than slaves " (Ecclesiastical History, page tainments,' bear testimony to the creativ fa:p.cy of
the conduct of those who, distributing their sub- 170).
the Saracens. -Besides these, there were works on
stance among the indigent, submitted to the hardAfter this we are not surprised to learn that the all kinds of subjects-history, jurisprudence, polships of a voluntary poverty, or sent a part of their Church canonized Charlemagne for the admirable itics, philosophy, biographies, not only of illustrious
treasures to Jerusalem for devout prirposes, had manner in which he had used the sword in the ser- men, but also of celebrated horses and camels.
nothing in it acceptable to the deity " (Mosheim's vice of the Lord. Mosheim commenting upon this, These were issued without censorship or restraint,
Ecclesiastical History, page 129). This bold priest says: "Not to enter into a particular detail of his though, in later times, works on theology required
is a type of brave heretics who in all ages hav vices, it is undeniably evident that his ardent and a license for publication.
Books of reference
fought against superstition and risked their lives in ill-conducted zeal for the conversion of the Huns, abounded, geographical, statistical, medical, histhe sacred cause of intellectual freedom.
Frieslanders, and Saxons, was more animated by torical, dictionaries, and even abridgments or conThe sixth century saw no improvement; indeed, the suggestion of ambition than by a principle of densations of them, as the 'Encyclopedic Dictionary
if anything, each succeeding century became worse true piety; and that his main view in these relig- of all the Sciences,' by Mohammed Abu Abdallah.
than the preceding one. Christianity spread, but ious exploits was to subdue the converted nations Much pride was taken in the purity and whiteness
conversions were wrought, not by argument and under his dominion and to tame them to his yoke, of the paper, in the skilful intermixture of
persuasion, but by bribery or fear of punishment. which they supported with impatience and shook variously-colored inks, and the illumination of titles
According to Mosheim the Jews in Gaul were com- off by frequent revolts. It is, moreover, well known by gilding and other adornments" (Conflict Between
pelled by Childeric to receive the ordinance of bap- that this boasted saint made no scruple of seeking Science and Religion, pages 113, 114).
Again the same learned author says: "The
tism; and the same despotic method of conversion the alliance. of the Infidel Saracens, that he might
was practiced in Spain (History, page 141).
be more effectually enabled to crush the Greeks, Saracen empire was dotted all over with colleges.
Libraries and schools were opened in some of notwithstanding their profession of the Christian They·we:r;e established in Mongolia, Tartary, Persia,
Mesopotamia, Syria, Egypt, North Africa, Morocco,
the monasteries, but on account of the "bitter aver- religion " (Ecclesiastical History, page 171).
sion " displayed toward them by the bishops, they
In truth, Christianity was spread in the early Fez, Spain. At one extremity of this vast region,
did not succeed.
ages by fire and sword, by persecution and blood- which far exceeded the Roman empire in geographNaturally the clergy regarded such institutions shed, and the so-called " religion of peace " became ical extent, were ·the college and astronomical
as opposed to the progress of piety ; indeed, the a religion of warfare· against everyone who resisted observatory of Samarcand, at the other the Giralda
in Spain. Gibbon, referring to this patronage of
priests were not slow to recognize that learning its ~ggressiv and insidious power.
and superstition could not flourish very well toThe clergy got fat and the church opulent upon learning, says: ., The same royal prerogativ was
gether.
.the results of the iniquities of the rich and power- claimed by the independent emirs of the provinces,
But notwithstanding the fact that education was ful; while immense treasures were poured into the and their emulation diffused the tastes and therediscouraged, and that philosophy was . practically coffers of the church to keep the monasteries and wards of science from Samarcand and Bokhara to
banished from the seminaries, the wealth of the endow them for the benefit of the priesthood in Fez and Cordova. The vizier of a sultan consecrated a sum of two hundred thousand pieces of
· church increased. "The arts of a rapacious priest- succeeding generations.
hood were practiced upon the ignorant devotion of
Further, as Mosheim points out," Another source gold to the foundation of a college at Bagdad,
the simple ; and even the remorse of the wicked of wealth is to be found in the desire of the kings which he endowed with an annual revenue of fifteen
was made an instrument of increasing the ecclesi- of the various warring tribes to attach to themselvs thousand dinars. The fruits of instruction were
astic treasure. For an opinion was propagated the bishop and clergy in their dominions; by be- communicated, perhaps, at different times, to six
with industry among the people, that the remission stowing on these lands and dignities they secured thousand disciples of every degree, from the son of
of their sins was to be purchased by their liberali- to themselvs the aid which the church officials- had the noble to that of the mechanic; a sufficient
ties to the churches and the monks" (Mosheim's it in their power to render, for not only could allowance was provided for the indigent scholars,
bishops bring to the support of their suzerain the and the merit and industry of the professors was
Ecclesiastical History, page 146).
During this century the council of Nice con- physical succor of armies, but they could also launch repaid with adequate stipends. In every city the
demned the doctrin of Origen ; but heretics and against his enemies that terrible bolt of medieval productions of Arabic literature were copied and
heresies continued to spring up in various direc- times, excommunication, which, 'rendered formi- collected, by the curiosity of the studious and the
tions spite of the strenuous efforts of the priesthood dable by ignorance, struck terror into the boldest vanity of the rich.' The superintendence of these
to extirpate them. New sects came int_o existence and most resolute hearts ' " (Ecclesiastical History, schools was committed with noble liberality sometimes to Nestorians, sometimes to Jews.
It
from t:iine to time and some of them grew into im- page 174).
In this century a great controversy raged be- mattered not in what country a man was born, nor
portance; incessant wrangling and disputing took
place among these diverging parties, which often tween the Iconoduli, or Iconolatrru-that is, what were his religious opinions ; his attainment in
image-worshipers-and the Iconomachi, or Icono- learning was the only thing to be considered. The
ended in persecution and bloodshed.
The Pmperor great Khalif AI-Mamun had declared that' they are
_In the succeeding century learning had almost clastru-that is, image-breakers.
disappeared; even the bishqps were so illiterate that Bardanes, a supporter of the Monothelite heresy, the elect of God, his best and most useful servants,
many of them were unable to write their own ser- ordered that a picture representing the sixth whose lives are devoted to the improvement of their
mons. Those of them, however, who had not lo,it general council should be removed from the church rational faculties; that the teachers of wisdom are
the art of writing altogether composed stupid of Sophia, because that council had condemned the the true luminaries and legislators of this world, ·
homilies based upon the writings of Augustine and Monothelites. He went further and sent an order to which, without their aid, would again sink into
Gregory(Mosheim'sEcclesiastical History,page 159). Rome that pictures and images of the same nature ignorance and barbarism' " (Ibid, page 115).
The further results of this movement are
It is remarkable that in all these ages of super- should be removed from places of worship. This
stition and persecution the wealth of the church in- Constantine, the pope, declined to hav done; in de- summarized thus: "The effects of this scientific
creased rather than diminished. One would fiance he set up the offending pictures in the porch activity are plainly perceived in the great improvenaturally suppose that such methods as were pur- of St. Peter's, and called a council at Rome, which ments that took place in many of the industrial
sued would hav led to the destruction of Chris- denounced the emperor as an apostate. A revolu- arts. Agriculture shows it in better methods of
tianity as an organization and the overthrow ,of the tion followed, and Bardanes was dethroned. The irrigation; the skilful employment of manures; the
church. Such, however, was not the case ; indeed, matter, however, did not rest· here: for Constan- raising of improved breeds of cattle; the enactment
quite the contrary was thefact. The more evil the tine's successor, Leo, revised the quarrel, and issued of wise codes of rural laws ; the introduction of
ways of the clergy the greater the prosperity of the an imperial edict commanding the removal of all the culture of rice, and that of sugar and coffee.
church. Indeed, it fattened and waxed strong on images except one representing the crucifixion of The manufactures show it in the great extension of
the wages of sin. For as Mosheim avers: "Aban- Christ. Pope Gregory thereupon excommunicated the industries of silk, cotton, and wool; in the fabdoned profligates, who had passed their days in the the emperor, and insurrection broke out all over rication of- cordova and morocco leather, and
most enormous pursuits, and whose guilty con- the empire; and so the quarrel waxed hot and furi- .paper; in mining, casting, and various metallurgic
sciences filled them with terror and remorse, were ous for years; the image-worshipers and the image- operations ; in the making of toledo blades. Pascomforted with the delusiv hopes of obtaining breakers gaining in turns, but· neither getting a sionate lovers of poetry and music, they _dedicated
pardon, and making atonement for their crimes by complete triumph for any lengthened period. In much of their leisure to . those elegant pursuits.
leaving the greater part of their fortune to some this century a number of heresies spread, among They taught Europe the game of chess; they gave
monastic society. Multitudes, impelled by the un- them the Arian, the Manichruan, and others. In it its taste for works of fiction-romances and
natural dictates of a gloomy superstition, deprived the Latin church a form of the Nestorian heresy novels. In the graver domains of literature they
their children of fertil lands and rich patrinwnies made its way. The adherents of this riew· heret- took delight; they had many admirable composiin .favor of the monks by whose prayers they hoped ical creed argued that Jesus was the son of God tions on such subjects as the instability of human
to render the deity propitious" (Ecclesiastical by adoption only, and not the very God of very God. greatness ; the consequences of irreligion; the reThrough the persistency with which they propa- verses of fortune ; the origin, duration and end of
History, page 161).
In the eighth century Charlemagne exerted him- gated the idea of the oneness of God the Nestorians the world. Sometimes, not without surprise, we ·
self successfully in spreading Christianity among became alienated from the Christians. They found meet with ideas which we flatter ourselvs hav
the Saxons. At this time the Saxons were a nu- no difficulty, however, in affiliating themselvs with originated in our own times. Thus our modern
merous and formidable people, inhabiting a large the Saracen conquerors, and through the influence doctrins of evolution and development were taught
part of Germany, and though they resisted to the of the latter. many of them got appointed to im- in their schools. In fact, they carried them much
utmost of their power, they were ultimately con- portant offices of the state. Soon the Nestorians further than we are disposed to do, extending them
quered by Charlemagne, who persuaded a liuge applied themselvs to the study of science, in which even to organic or mineral things " (Conflict of
number of them to make a public profession of in a short time they made considerable ~dvance Science and Religion, pages 117 and 118).
What a great contrast we hav here to the progChristianity in the year 785, and to promis their ment. They also did something toward establishress of Christianity. While the Arabians cultivated
adheren"ce and support for the remainder of their ing a great library.
Draper tells us that "there was in every gr.eat science and literature, the Christians were involved
lives. "To prevent, however, the Saxons from renouncing a religion which they had embraced with library a department for the copying or manufacture in warfare; persecuting all who did not agree
reluctance, several bishops were appointed to reside of translations. Such manufactures were also often with them; groveling in the dust of ignorance, suamong them. Schools were erected, and monas- an affair of private enterprise. Honian, a Nestorian perstition, vice, and crime. Yet Christians pr?f~ss
teries founded, that means of instruction might not physician, had an establishment of the kind at Bag- that their religion was a religion of love, a religwn
.
be wanting.
The same precautions were em- dad (A.D. 850). He issued versions of Aristotle,· of peace and good will toward men. .
By
the
fruit
we
judge
of
the
tree;
and
the
frmt
Plato,
Hippocrates,
Galen,
etc.
As
to
original
ployed among the Huns in Pannonia to maintain
in the profession of Christianity that fierce people works, it was the custom of the authorities of col- produced during the first ten centuries of the
whom Charlemagne had converted to the faith, leges to require their professors to prepare treatises growth of the Christian tree was rotten to the core.
ARTHUR B. Moss.
when, exhausted and dejected by vari~us defeats, on prescribed topics. Every khalif had his own
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English Notes.
DJM.R TnUTH SEEKER!!: The recent National Sec.
ular Society conference has caused considerable
flutter in the Freethought dovecote, which will need
some words of explanation. Whilst Mr. Bradlaugh
lived his strong powers of attraction held men to
him just as a magnet will hold a number of tacks
end on. Apparently they were united so that
although the magnet might be removed the tacks
would form a united chain. We all know that with
removal of the magnet the contact of the tacks ceases.
Amongst the Secularists the disruption was not so
complete, because Mr. Bradlaugh had organized
them a little through the National Secular Society.
But Bradlaugh's organizing power was not large.
He had no special gift in that direction, and his
personal magnetism in a degree rendered organization unnecessary so far as his own objects were concerned. On Charles Bradlaugh's decease it was felt
at once that his magnetic influence must be replaced
by better-planned schemes; and so an organization
committee was formed to giv closer attention
to some of the details connected with the work.
Owing to Mr. Foote's foresight in this matter
and his more practical views on working a
society such as ours, the National Secular Society not only continues to flourish, but has
exte-nded its aims and sphere· of labor, growing stronger in the mean time. Hitherto a
fairly large salary, seeing the poverty of the society
and the extraordinary calls made by Mr. Bradlaugh's various relief and memorial funds, has been
paid for a secretary who has been a general factotum. In the old days, absurd as the idea was, it
worked passably well; but in these days of
increased vitality and extended jurisdiction, the
scheme utterly fails. Mr. Foote and his colleagues
accordingly suggest a paid secretary to do the comparativly light clerical work in London, and dividing the balance of the old secretary's wages
amongst the special lecturers for the purpose of
paying organizing expenses when incurred. For
the general secretary to be away half his time on
missionary work is to injure the cause both in London and the provinces; for whilst he was on tour
the work stood still at the office; and every time he
ventured forth there were heavy railway fares to be
paid. Hence the desirability of leaving the breaking of the new ground to men more locally situated
and using the expenses of traveling for purposes of
making the new movement known to the surrounding public. Unfortunately, in this readjustment
many thought they saw a scheme for placing Mr.
Foote in a more autocratic position than he now occupies; and they strongly dissent from his claim to
be the captain of the ship to whom obedience ought
to be rendered. By many the president is regarded
as a titular chief and mouthpiece only; not as a
commander-in-chief. I do not agree with them.
You can hav no sound organization without disciplin and confidence in leader and led alike; and I
should be extremely sorry to figure as the captain
of any ship whose crew was unwilling to lend me a
cheerful obedience. The president is bound to retire at each Whitsuntide, and is in a measure controled by the executiv council, so that he cannot
possibly be autocratic: besides which his interest in
the cause is so great that he cannot wish to do injury to Secularism or Secularists. Anyhow, I hav
every confidence in his skill and integrity and so
long as he is faithful to the trust committed to him
I shall stand by him most loyally. The trouble is,
that the people in these northern districts are considerably out of touch with the executiv authorities,
owing to distance from London. The men of the
South who know all the circumstances much better
are true to Mr. Foote; thus are the relations somewhat strained.
In my own district things are going on apace.
New ground opens up everywhere; and if I only
saw my way to getting bread and butter at it I
should be unspeakably happy. Unfortunately
even $10 a week doesn't come like rain from heaven ;
and one cannot always expect the Manchester
branch to find it for me. It is even more useless
to look for it in those places where new ground or
forsaken ground is broken up. Still, Manchester
has not failed me yet, and it is no use to meet
troubles half-way. In Rochdale, whither I hied me
on Sunday week, I had good and lively audiences.
Amongst the opponents was the mayor, who is a
thorough gentleman and a believer in the old superstition; but there was no stone-throwing or mobbing. The afternoon lecture was very well attended; but the evening address was delivered in
the hall to a comparativ handful; so it was decided
to run a third address outside in the town hall
square, and remarked success attended the effort.
I go there again on Thursday of this week, having
given an open challenge to debate with any Chris-
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tian they choose to put forward on any !!uitable subject they like to select.
.
Last Thursday I broke up some very old ground
at Barnsley. Once there was a flourishing ~ranch
there, but it died. On Thursday, the~, I delivered
a lecture in the May-day green, an ordmary marketplace, to some two hu~dred ?r three hund:red ,People. There was no discussiOn, no enthusiasm; so
I started on a second lecture on "Chnst on the
labor question." .A. thousand peoJ?le g:athered up
and a discussion was prolonged till mghtfall .. .A.
branch is to be reestablished there.
In Manchester, large audiences are the order of
the day. The various newspap~r correspon~en?es,
the action of the police in removmg us, our vmdication of our rights to speak at the corner of Denmarkroad, and other causes hav led to immense concourses of people. On Sunday afternoon and Monday evening I spoke there to over two thousa~~ on
each occasion, and had very rancorous oppositiOn.
One fairly large stone was flung at us on Sunday.
The noise of the browbeaten Christian Evidence
Society is so great that I hav to st;rain my vo~ce
every time I speak there; the result IS a very pamful, sickly feeling at the hea~t which I feel sure I
shall hav cause to remember in later years. On one
or two occasions I thought I should faint, though I
am physically strong and hav not had a day's illness
for twenty years.
Yours fraternally,
Manchester, J nne 20, 1892.
SAM STANDRING.

The World's Columbian Exposition-Should
It Be Kept Open on Sunday 1
By holy writ we are enjoined to. "~rove a~~
things, and hold fast only to that which IS good;
also, " To be ready always to giv an answer to every
man that asketh a reason" (2 Pet. iii, 15). As I
am much inclined to observe these injunctions,
the tremendous and persistent pressure of Christians and their following to secure the Closing of
the World's Columbian Exposition on Sundays has
impelled me to "prove" this Sunday question.
.A.s a starter, I think I may take it for granted
that, in the absence of any authoritativ command
or law to the contrary, one space of time, one day
-if it behaves-is as good as any other; and that
men, of their own volition, no matter how wise,
could never discover any taint of evil in a thought or
action merely on account of its birthday.
But it is said, a certain day of each week was
authoritativly so set apart and sanctified by the
creator that it has ever since been a heinous sin to
labor therein ; and we are referred to the Bible as
proof. Let us examin it.
"And on the seventh day God ended his work
which he had made; and he rested on the seventh
day from all his work which he had made. And God
blessed the seventh day and sanctified it; because
that in it he had rested from all his work which God
had created and made" (Gen. ii, 2, 3). Please mark
very distinctly and permanently the number of this
day and the reason for its sanctification, etc., and that
this number, and especially this reason, will not,
and cannot be maae to, fit any other day. Also observe that, to enable us to apply this scripture to
the subject in hand at all, the idea now fully entertained by neal"ly all scholars and thinkers, Christian
and secular, that the original of the word translated
"day" in this chapter means " vast period of time"
--a geological epoch-must be ignored entirely,
since I am sure the good people· now moving, or
trying to move, heaven and earth in behalf of this
Sabbath-Sunday-closing would not want this Exposition closed for any " vast periods " of time, even
though all the living, and most of the dead, should
be induced to petition for it.* For the sake of the
investigation, then, I will suppose these were
regular days, not of three to six months long, as
near the poles, but of about twenty-four hours' duration, as nearer the equator. Bearing these suggestions in mind, let us return to the scripture
quoted.
.
Ob ·erve that in it or its connection, there
was no command, or even hint, that Adamthen just created, perfect in his ignorance, and yet
without a helpmeet or the "sumptuary order "-was
expected to observe, reverence, or•pay any attention to this seventh-day sanctification. Indeed, his
" eyes were not yet open," so he could not know a
good thing (day) when he saw it. This Gen. ii sanctification, etc., of the seventh day appears to hav
been for the Lord's exclusiv use.

* The Industrial News, of Jackson, Mich., is authority for the statement that the petitions for the Sunday
closing of the Columbian Exposition in the office of the
secretary of that state, and procured and filed by its
"good people," ·contain 4,050 518 names, while Mr.
Porter's censue-takers were o~y able to find 2,093,898
persons aboveground in the state. Other states, under
management of their ''good people," are reported ''close
seconds " in this behalf.

According to Bible chronology, for some 2,513
years the matter rested thus. Then, by_ the fourth
Commandment man was made a partner m Sabbathday holiness; thus, "Six days shalt thou b bor,
and do all thy work; but the seventh day is the
Sabbath of the Lord thy God; in it thou shalt
not do any work; thou, nor thy son, nor thy
daughter, thy man-servant, nor thy maid-servant,
nor thy cattle, nor the stranger that is within thy
gates; for in six days the Lord made the heavens
and the earth, the sea and all that in them is, and
rested on the seventh day, wherefore, the. Lord
blessed the seventh day and hallowed it" (Ex. xx,
9, 10, 11). Forty years later the great· legislator,
seeming, like some of our modern small ones, to
hav forgotten the laws in force, as also the .reason
of the same, made this same identical law again
(Dent. v, 13, 14, 15).. But observe the reason th~s
time : "And remember that thou wast a servant m
the land of Egypt, and that the Lord thy God
brought thee out thence through a mighty hand,
and by a stretched-out arm; therefore, the Lord
thy God commanded thee to keep the Sabbath day."
How entirely different from the reason before assigned. Such, then, under the " Old Dispensation," was the seventh-day law; and such the reasons for the same (and as we proceed, let us bear
in mind the maxim, " Whoso forgets the reason of a
law, forgets the law itself").
Yet no penalty had been prescribed for the violation of this law. Hence, according to the view of
modern civilization, it should hav been without
force or virtue as a criminal statute. But this view
·-doubtless entertained by him-proved very unfortunate to the man who gathered sticks a few
Sabbaths later: "And while the children of Israel
were in the wilderness they found a man that
gathered sticks upon the Sabbath day. And they
that found him gathering sticks brought him unto
Moses and Aaron; and unto all the congregation:
and they put him in ward, because ·it was not declared what should be done with him. And the
Lord said unto Moses, The man shall surely be put
to death: All the congregation [father, mother,
wife, brothers, sisters, friends-if any, "all "] shall
stone him with stones without the camp. And all
the congregation brought him without ~he camp
and stoned him with stones, and he died, as the
Lord · commanded Moses" (Dent. v, 13, 14, 15).
Verily, God must be love, for so it is written.
"The same yesterday, to-day, and forever." And
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost are one.
.A.s this law was, " !J:hou shalt not do any work,
etc.," it made no difference if this man gathered
.these sticks to correct a wayward son that he might
not be spoiled in sparing the rod, or to kindle a
little fire to take the chill off a sick child or dying
wife or mother. The motiv was of no. moment,
therefore not a subject of inquiry. And this
penalty, observe, was not prescribed by any ignorant, over-zealous, cruel underling, but by the ·• allwise Lord God, whose mercy endureth forever,"
"w4ose anger is so slow to rise, so ready to abate."
I hav lingered a trifle upon this point to impress
upon Sabbath-day-holiness advocates what they hav
to do, or rather not to do, to be saved; and consistent, if they base their Sabbath views at all upon
this commandment. To make sure that I hav not
overdrawn in supposing the penalty would hav been
the same if the sticks were gathered for the purposes suggested, observe the repetition of and
amendment to this commandment : "And Moses
gathered all the congregation of the children of
Israel together and said unto them, These are the
words which the Lord hath commanded that we
should do them. Six days shall work be done
but on the seventh day there shall be to you a
holy day, a Sabbath of rest to the Lord. Whoever doeth work therein shall be put to death. Ye
shall kindle no fire throughout your habitation upon
the Sabbath day " (Ex. xxxv, 2, 3). Does not that
settle it 1
I think this will quite suffice to show that every
kind and description of work was positivly prohibited.
And is not the parson a worker 1 Does he not
t!Jilk of "his work 1" And Sabbath-school superintendents and teachers, do they not talk. of a;:d
delight in their Sunday work 1 Verily did not
Christ recognize the labor of preacher~:~ as work,
when he declared of them that " The laborer is
worthy of his hire?" "The Lord's work," do you
say~ Under this arrangement and command the
Lord has no work upon the Sabbath day. He
sanctified it and rested from all his labor on that
day, and only after following this up diligently, and
enjoying a monopoly of it for over twenty-five hundred years, did he see fit to take man in as a partner
!1-nd giv him an undivided half interest, by enacting
this fourth Commandment.
·
Does anyone like such a law~ How would a
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lame minister get to his church and prilpit' He observance in any of them. And from these several quoted from him, but let this suffice: "Let no man,
could not walk without a cane or crutch. He dare accounts we learn this young man was rich, a ruler, therefore, judge you in meat, or in drink, or in renot pick up a stick.· He could i:i.ot ride' to chul'ch, .a lawyer, and a man of such character that Jesus spect of a holy day, or of the new moon, or of the
for. that worild necessitate not onlj' the. working of loved him. Being a man of this character, his Sabbath day" (Col. iy, 16. See also Rom. iv, 10,
"cattle," but also the labor of hitching up. He question, "Which 1" conclusivly implied that it 11 ; vii, 6 ; xiv, 5; vii, 6).
could riot 'be carried, since that wquld necessitate was. then and there current knowledge that more or
And observe this scholarly, precise enthusiast
the violation of a positiv con;tmand-" Thus saith less of the " Old Dispensation " had been dispensed nowhere says a word in favor of Sabbath or Sunthe Lord: Take heed to yourselvs, and bear .no with. Otherwise, when Jesus said, "Keep the day or first or seventh day· observance, while all
burden on the Sabbath day" (Jer. xvii, 21). And Commandments," that would hav ended it.
that he does say upon the subject is against it.
even walking is a labor,-hard labor. Under this
Moreover, I think there is no proof that Sunday
The record abundantly shows that Jesus himself
"Old Dispensation " a doctor could not,giv an anti- was, according to the "Old Dispensation," a fre- was substituted for the Sabbath for about three
dote for poison or tie an artery without incurring quent Sabbath-breaker, and that he permitted and hu~dred years after Christ. And where did it then
the stoning-to-death penalty.
, taught his disciples to follow suit. When rebuked come from 1 Here is the law or edict of ConstanWhile at least nine of. every ten present-day for this, which was frequently, what answer did he tine establishing it :
Sunday advocates base their advocacy on these Old make 1 Did he ever plead " not guilty?" No ;
"Let all judges and all people of the towns rest,
Testament Commandments, without thinking how but replied, "My father worketh hitherto, and I and all the various trades be suspended on the
inconsistent they are, or how incongruous their work" (John v, 17).
venerable day of the Sun. Those who liv in the
practices, the learned ones, when cornered, say:
And was this not true, and a complete, well- country, however, may freely and without fault
"We know, if that old seventh-day law were now founded defense 1 Christians constantly affirm that attend to the cultivation of the fields, lest with the
actually in force, every mother's son of us would be all the various operations in nature's fields, work- loss of favorable opportunity, the commodities
stoned to death several times before breakfast every shops, and laboratories are but God's handiwork. offered by Divine Providence should be destroyed."
Sabbath. We know that fourth Commandment was If this affirmation be true, God has at least long This was in A.D. 321. Surely the farmer should hav
of the seventh day only, and that practically, and since ceased to rest upon the Sabbath, and has a go-as-you-please on Sunday.
so far as the reason of the Lord resting from his never seemed to pay any attention to Sunday; for
Why should the World's Columbian Exposition
labors, or delivering the people with a stretched-out does not all vegetation grow, do not the winds blow, be closed on Sundays because of this edict 1 Who
arm, is concerned, Sunday, being the first day of waters ebb and flow, suns and planets spin on their was Constantine~ A Catholic emperor of Rome
the week, when the Lord was the least tired, is the axes and sail in. their orbits; and nature's race- whose hands were dyed in the blood of at least
most objectionable day that could be substituted; track, saloon, and dancehouse, wherein the cyclones, seven murdered kindred. Why did he thus estabbut to make the matter short, and play fair, we ad-· earthquakes, Titusville and Oil City disasters, and lish Sunday 1 Because he thought it policy. A
mit that we ignore the ' Old Dispensation ' Sab- the like, are ~onceived, manufactured, and launched large portion of his subjects were pagans, who had
bath with its reasons, its solitary confinements and forth-do they not keep as wide-open doors on long, according to their respectiv zeal, worshiped
cruelties untold, and hav an entirely new Sabbath- "God's holy day" as upon any other~ Verily, the sun and observed the first day of the week as
Sunday, the first day of the week, erected upon an does not all nature. move along under control of its the day of the sun. And the Catholic priests, that
entirely new foundation."
(According to · the great engineer in such a manner as demonstrates they might the better corral the people so they
wants of trade-their trade-and for revenue only, that his hand never rests or lets up from the work could, in modern Western parlance, hav a whack at
methinks.)
of managing the "throttle-valves" of its curiously them, had long been clamorous to hav a day set
Is there within the lids of the Bible one single and wonderfully made enginery1
apart wherein the people could do nothing else but
verse, line, or word authorizing this substitution f
With his disciples, Jesus went through the fields submit to them. Any day would suit the priests,
I can find none. If I am mistaken, would not the on the Sabbath day and gathered corn (Mark ii, and as Sunday was well established and much
mere substitution of another day leave all former 23), for which high crime, under the " Old Dispen- revered among the pagans, it was, of course, easiest
prohibitions and penalties intact, including the sation," they should all hav been stoned to death. and most politic to select "the venerable day of
stoning-to-death penalty for gathering sticks 1
When the Jews reproved them, Jesus replied, " The the Sun," which was accordingly done as aforesaid.
And Luther-the Christopher Columbus of the
It is said that this substitution was made on ac- Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the
count of Sunday being the day of Christ's resurrec- Sabbath" (Mark ii, 27). How could he more clearly Protestant's "strait and narrow way "-what did
tion, and was sanctioned by the practices of more and concisely hav taught that the Sabbath was not he say 1 He said: " As regards the Sabbath, or
or less of the Apostles. Waiving the point that no to be maintained or tolerated merely as an ecclesi- Sunday, there is no necessity for keeping it. If
one can determin the day of resurrection, I hav astical institution for religious pleasures, works, anywhere the day is made holy for the mere day's
searched diligently,. but in vain, for a line or word ceremonies, and revenue-not for the monopoly, sake, then I order you to work on it, to· dance on
sustaining this view.
Christ certainly nowhere sanctification, enrichment, and salvation of a cer- it, and to do anything that will reprove this enauthorized such change, neither did the Father or tain class, curiously fashioned with taste and talent croachment on the Christian spirit and liberty"
Holy Ghost, and none other had power to do so. ·
for dogmas, creeds, and that sine qua non, faith (Luther's Table Talks).
Finally, the reply of the drowning men catching
There has then been no substitution of the first day (i.e., belief of absurdities without evidence); but,
of the week for the seventh, except by human au- as all other days, for the benefit, labor, innocent at straws, "The officers and employees must hav
thority and usurpation. Neither the reasons of the health-giving pleasures, instructions, and general rest," is echoed all along the line. Though this
law, the logic of the situation, or facts proved, war- welfare of all; according to the different capacities, is a large subject, I will only use space to reply:
1. It would hav been more manly to hav made
rant any other conclusion.
tastes, and dispositions in their dowry?
But according to the record, Christ had auWhen to the impotent man Jesus said, "Rise, the request and based the petitions upon that
.
thority to, and I believe did, entirely repeal this take up thy bed and walk," the Jews objected, say- ground alone.
2. In that case no petitions should be regarded
old Sabbath law, and placlil all days on a perfect ing, "It is the Sabbath day;· it is not lawful for
equality. Perhaps the reason was, that in the in- thee to carry thy bed" (John v, 8, 10). And were but from the interested parties-the officers and
terval of 4,030 odd years for God, and some 1,500 they not quite right, if the fourth Commandment, employees.
3. If their pay were understood to go on acfor man, he thought resting enough had been done and especially its amendment herein quoted (i. e.,
cording to the time spent1 these petitions would not
to satisfy the reasons of the law, and therefore de- J er. xvii, 21 ), were in force?
Would Christ hav commanded one for whom he contain the names of any dead, and not many of the
. cided to substitute a go-as-you-please for every day
had so much regard as he had just shown this one, living.
alike. Let us examin the question on this line.
4. Outsiders are not interested, as none hav to
In his beautiful Ser:r;uon on the Mount (which, by to commit a capital offense?
The main indictment under which Jesus was attend.
a coincidence, seems to hav occurred also to Con5. As the great cry now is, "Low wages, and a
fuci)lS some five hundred years before) Christ seems to tried, convicted, and executed, was Sabbathhav undertaken to giv his views of men's duties quite breaking. And his best beloved disciple, John, ad- want of labor," it would be easy and beneficial to
.
fully, but does not even mention the Sabbath day. mits the truth of this indictment, so it cannot be procure substitutes and reliefs.
I discover no reason why the grand and glonous
Did he forget so irgportant a matter as the fourth quashed as false: "Therefore the Jews sought the
Commandment had been made under the "Old more to kill him, because he not only had broken light of the Columbian Exposition, which is to show
the Sabbath, but said also that God was his father" the people so much of human progress, achieveDispensation 1"
In instructing the inquiring young man how he (John v, 18). Jesus could not ha v considered this ment, and capability, and which can but prove a
might hav eternal life, did he again forget it 1 law in force. He could not hav violated it by his· most potent incentiv to all possessing a germ of
ambition to be up and doing for the noblest and
"And behold one came unto him and said, Good repeated acts.
best part of which they are capable in the grand
We
are
not
left
to
conjecture
Jesus's
view
of
this
master, what good thing shall I do that I may hav
eternal life ~ And he said unto him, .
if question from his acts alone. He expressly declared, procession of human progress before it has entirely
thou wilt enter into life, keep the commandments. "It is lawful to do well on the Sabbath day" (Matt. passed them by; I can see no reason why such
He said unto him, Which 1 Jesus said, Thou shalt xii, 12). I know numerous attempts hav been light should not shine, even with the sun, upon
do no murder, thou shalt not commit adultery, thou made to warp and narrow this declaration with its every day-at least, no reason . except. that
shalt not steal, thou shalt not bear false witness, context into an authority only for what is called which impelled the clergy of olden times to Imporhonor thy father and thy mother, and thou shalt church work--:Sunday work of preachers and their tlme Catholic Constantine to prohibit la]Jor on the
love thy neighbor as thyself. The young man said flocks. I submit to common sense, wherever it may "venerable day of the Sun" as aforesaid.
verily, it is still right-though unfortunat~ly, owunto him, All these things hav I kept from my be found, that lifting a sheep from a pit is no more
youth up; what lack I yet?" So far Jesus had church work than hoeing corn, if it is weedy, or ing to unwarranted and dangerous usurpatiOns of
designedly or inadvertently omitted all hint of the playing ball, if exercise be needy. At that time, authority, and gross encroachments upon t~e Co~
Sabbath. If he had forgotten it, this last question from the Jewish standpoint, as also from Christ's- stitution, I think it is not always lawful, m this
must hav recalled it if he deemed it important. But though they differed as to the laws in force-to "free land "-to do well upon the Sabbath day.
CYRUS SEARS.
Jesus only replied, "If thou wilt be perfect, go and keep "the law" was to do right, and to violate it
sell that thou hast, and giv to the poor, and thou was to do wrong. Hence! this text will truly and
Lectures and Meetings.
shalt hav treasure in heaven ; and come and follow more plainly express the idea of its author when
rendered,
It
is
right
to
do
well
on
the
Sabbath
day.
S.
P.
PUTNAM's
lectnre appointments:
me" (Matt. xix, 16-23).
S
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that a man may be his follower and hav treasure in day or any other day, is "an easy one ;" quite as Rosalia and
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· heaven without obst:rrving the Sabbath, but that he easy as, It is right to do well upon any day. Hence,
all days are to be regarded and used alike according Davenport, " · · " 25-27 vicinity, Wis.· " 24-29
. may be even perfect without it~
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was omitted by a slip of the pen of the inspired reIf an;r class _can be s~pposed to know the law
Some dates are not filled. Those along the line who
porter; for this story is, in substance, tdld in each upon this questiOn, certainly the great Apostle Paul desire lectures will please wi·ite S. P. Putnam, Palouse
of the four gospels, without a word of Sabbath stands at the head of such class. Much might be . City, Wash.
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me that most of us are above indorsing
these objf·ctionable things, but "Old dog
Tray has to suffer with the rest " because
caught in bad company. I am of opinion
No Priest, No Hell.
that because we hav a few papers among
NEW YoRK, J nne 20, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Please add the inclosed $3 us, one or two even worse than your own,
to your free circulation fund. I am glad none of which hav the power to get above
to do a little in the humane cause of de- a wallow-! am of opinion, 'r say, that
molishing priestcraft and spooks. No this is the prime cause why Infidels are
unable to permanently and generally orspook, no fear. No priest, no hell.
ganize.
Yours earnestly,
L. G. REED.
Yours with a hope that you may notalways abuse the liberty you enjoy,
GEo. R. ScHOCH.
What Shall We Do at the Faid
SHERMAN, lA., June 24, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I hav been watching the
Tltat Auto·da•fe of the Picture Book.
fuss over shutting up the World's Fair on
Los ANGELES, CAL., J nne 12, 1892.
Sunday. Now, I think the better plan
MR. EDIToR: An amusing incident ocwould be to build a large tent there, and curred recently in this city, demonstrating
get Talmage and Ingersoll there to debate the fact that wise men are not the only ones
every Sunday. I think it would draw the alive. A man by the name of Max Roth
best of anything they could get for the sells papers, cigars, and tobacco. Among
Fair; and the Christians could not com- other things, he keeps THE TRUTH SEEKER
plain of being slighted, for there would
and Mr. Heston's Bihle Picture Book.
more go to hear them there than in the
One day a man (made, no doubt, in ~he
city.
MRs. JOHN GARING.
ima""e of his God) stopped to look over

'!;;etters of (jtriends.

Apt Symbol for Freethinkers.
CHAMPLIN, MINN., June 20, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read quite a number
of suggestions in your paper from Liberals on the form and propriety of a
badgepin for Freethinkers to wear, bnt
could not idealize anything nicer and
more appr0priate than what had been
proposed, until looking over a few numbers of the Agnostic of 1883-4, published
in Dallas, Tex. On the title-page, just
under the name, is the picture of a bird
perched on a dead branch, and in the
attitude of singing its song. Now, let
him or her that is interested in the breastpin question go and look at one of the
above-named papers, and tell me if there
can be anything produced by art, within
so small a figure, that can be more suggestiv of independence of person and freedom of speech than that bird sitting
and singing so gaily on its dead branch.
The engraving- of this figure on gold or
silver plate will not require more space
than the three-fourths of an inch square.
J. KINSER.

Marvels at Christian Credulity.
BusHNELL, ILL., June 28, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I was at a loss at first to
conceive an excuse for your publishing
that long gob of platitudes brought forth
by "Teresa Thorndyke," but second
thoughts developed a legitimate object, in
the fact that a (supposed) popular newspaper published it. Now, editors are not
apt to publish anything distasteful to their
patrons, so ]freethinkers may think of the
necessity of keeping their eyes open and
their armor bright. There is nothing like
religion to seal up the intellect, and the
fact that a newspaper would send out such
a stew of weak trash that a bright child
would laugh at shows unmistakably the
stultification of mind that pervades society
in the matter of religion. The acceptance
on the part of people of apparently
sound minds of the dogmas of Christian
theology has been to me a wonder. The
only explanation is, they are not taught to
think in their childhood, but just to accept, and so they go on through life. A
little thinking is all that is necessary, and
Freethinkers should miss no opportunity
to sow a little seed wherever there is, or
seems to be, congenial soil
s. L. BABBITT, M.D.

Would Hav Us Investigate No Otlter
Subject Titan Religion.
FOREST GROVE, ORE., June 8, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Please discontinue my
subscription now addressed to San Francisco, Cal., with its expiration. I wish to
take a paper voicing Atheism, but do not
wish one that would cause me to blush
should a copy fall into the hands of some
person who would use its weapons against
me.
Such articles in THE TRUTH SEEKER as
exhale Anarchy or make attacks on or
flings at marriage are the ones I most sincerely denounce. And this is the only
potent objection the church can fling at
Infidelity to-day-"the tendency it has to
destroy that which is good in society and
government," My Observation persuades

the .,daily papers and read the headings,
and thereby save a nickel. While looking
over the different papers for sale he happened to see Mr. Heston's book. After
examining the pictures for some time he
became very wroth and exclaimed loudly
against it, and finally said he would bhy
the book if he could find some one to burn
it in the street. A young man standing
near said he would "for a cigar." The
book was promptly bought, as was also the
cigar, and the young man proceeded to
execute the .A uto-d1!-je.
The unusual
sight called many people together, and
within ten minutes Mr. Roth had sold four
books and immediately sent for fifteen
copies. So the burning of the book was
very similar in effect on a small scale to
Mr. Wanamaker's postal restrictions.
Thus these over-zealous people often overreach themselvs.
People, or rather
church people, are ·so afraid that the world
will get so enlightened that they will no
longer be wilJing to support church institutions that they would glaclly burn, tear
down, overthrow, and suppress every
Liberal institution, book, and paper in the
land. But Truth and Liberty will prevail.
Yours for Advancement,
c. H. LAWRENCE.

Pietists Admit That They Are "Broken·
Necked Asses."
MARENGo, ILL., June 26, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : " We're all broken·
necked asses." This is what the Rev.
C. H. Tyndall, of the J3roome street Tabernacle, proclaimed himself and his flock, according to the New York World, and for
once they are not far out of the way. He
starts out with saying that "the ass is a
wonderful animal, but he can kick all the
same. Now, if you were going along the
roadside and met an ass and he kicked,
you wouldn't kick back, would you?"'
The manner in which these reverends are
kicking against the bulwarks of our liberties hardly carries out the supposition that
they are setting the world an example of
what they preach. "What you want to
do is to mind your own business," he continued-a lesson they are sorely in need
of themselvs. "Practice what you preach"
is what I would suggest to them.
Expatiating at length upon a lamb which
must redeem the firstling of every ass, or
hav its, the firstling's, neck broken without further ceremony-the ass's subsequent issue being consigned to sheol,
probably-the exhorter then proceeded to
illustrate his sermon by pulling out a live
turtle from his coat-tail pocket (he being
a devout believer in the efficacy of objectlessons), and after he had allowed it to
daw the air in true oratorical style, he
declared that in almost the same identical
way God "used to [he does not any more
now] impress his truths upon mankind,"
clinching his harang with the astounding proposition : " Hence the turtle. "
Such a stunning argument is almost equal
to the schoolboy's logic: "Strawberries
is good, hence the immortality of the
soul."
Continuing in his soul-inspiring strain
(during which, I presume, the reporter
almost expired, or at least dreadfully t1·anspired, if it didn't make him tired), the

reverend gentleman finally burst out with:
"Every man is by nature an unredeemed
ass whose neck is broken. [Should be
broken for swallowing such stuff, would
hav hit the nail on the head.] The redemption price must be paid, and that's
where the lamb comes in." He should
hav said: That's what we are after-the
lambs, loaves, and fishes. If he then had
added: This price must be paid to "We,
Us & Co." he might havforcibly illumined
his text with the object-lesson of letting a
cat out nf a bag.
But lest some of the edified listeners
should forget into what category of intellectuality they all belong, he repeated:
"We are all alike. We're all asses with
our necks broken."
Then, after all had sung, '' Come to
Jesus just now," the reverend gent
counted the asses who put up their front
hoofs to signify their willingness to indorse the Christian tenets, andlo! seventyseven brayed assent.
Fool-killer, where artest thou?
HERMAN WETTSTEIN.

That Remark About Lame Senses :Mak·
ing Troubl~.
FoRT WoRTH, TEx., June 13, 1892.

MR. F.mToR: As a constant reader of
your valuable paper, permit me to say a
few words in reply to the article of Mr.
August Buesing of June 4th.
The Materialist is a Freethinker, because
his mind rejects everything which cannot
be proved true beyond a reasonable doubt.
Mr. Buesing says the Materili.list's five
senses are lame. His must hav reached
extraordinary developments, or perhaps
he is endowed with several more, to be so
positiv of something which at its best is
only conjecture, Spiritualism.
To advance a theory in order to explain
certain. effects or manifestations, is not
sufficient proof in itself of the truth of said
theory. A science it is certainly not. In
science certain causes produce inevitably
certain results, but in Spiritualism, although
the causes are there, the results very often
are lacking, but the medium will tell you
that certain conditions are lacking.
To sneer at Spiritualism certainly could
not save a Materialist from liVing another
life, if such a life exists, but does it exist?
· Is there any evidence in science of such
an existence before or after birth? At
what stage of existence does part of that
intelligence enter the human body?
No Materialist denies an eternal infinit
existence. What he does deny is a conscious existence.
Mr. Buesing says: "Of what use is that
immense space in the universe, if vacant?"
Who says it is vacant? Anyone but a fool
knows that it is occupied by uncountable worlds. Perhaps all of these are occupied like our own. Nature-or call it
what you please-certainly did not hav to
confine· itself to producing life here on
this one planet, and hold all the rest for
the future home of the spirits departing
from this. Such a version of creation is
only the product of the human intellect in
its childhood.
He says the human mind does not originate from mother earth. Assertion proves
nothing ; how do you know it does not?
He says : "Nor does it depend for its
growth and su'Qsistence upon vegetable,
mineral, or animal products of _mother
earth." He says further, they only giv
strength to the body, but not to the mind.
Strange, very strange! Why should the
child, the babe, not hav the same intellect
then as the matured. man, since the mind
is full-fledged when it enters the body?
He says the human mind borrows its
intellect from the father of the universewhatever he mean·s by that-and vacates
the body like an image that passes out of
a mirror. Well, we can all, with our lame
senses, see an image·pass out of a mirror,
but did anyone ever see a mind pass out
of the human body? Perhaps Mr. Buesing
has, as his thoughts are not limited to the
present existence, and not being a Materialist he is acquainted with a former
as well as with a future life. What
power there is in egotism, and what effect
it has on some men. The wise man knows
he is a fool, but the fool thinks he is
wise. This maxim might be remembered
with profit by Mr. Buesing.
Respectfully,
P. G, BEOXER.

Had a Hard Fight for Liberty.
YANKToN, S. D., June 5, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I like THE TRUTH SEEKER
very much. I think it is a paper which
everyone with a spark of reason in his
brain ought to read. I think you cannot
do much better than you are doing to
wipe superstition out of existence. I hav
been a member of the Congregational
church. My parents were both Freethinkers. They always told me to wait
until I was old enough to know what a
church was before Jommg one.
My
mother died when I was fifteen years old.
My father died a year later. They did
not regret having lived a moral life without superstition or the churches. When
my father died I was surrounded by the
church people, who told me that my parents were in hell, and if I wished to escape
the "wrath to come " I must join the
church. I finally joined the Congregational church and became very religious.
I was advised to go to college (a Congregational college of Yankton, S. D.)
and study for the ministry.
I started
going to college in the fall of 1888. In the
early part of 1889, C. B. Reynolds (I think
the one who is secretary of the Washington Secular Union) advertised to lecture
at Yankton. I wished to hear how "these
Infidels talked," for I had never heard a
Freethought lecture. As Mr. Reynolds
talked I was dumfmmded, for he said
things I had never thought of.. At the
close of his lecture I bought some books
of him, viz. : " The Age of Reason,"
" One Hundred and Forty-eight SelfContradictions of the Bible," and "Why
Doesn't God Kill the Devil?" I read
them through and studied them well. Finally, after much deep study of the question of the inspiration of the Bible, I
prayed God to show me the truth. No
answer came to my prayer, and I finally
left college. I was disliked by all because
of my heresy, and went to work on the
farm. I was a Deist for some time. I
finally sent to you for a four months'
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER and
some books. Now I was in hot water.
When it became known that I took THE
TRUTH SEEKER, people were very shy of
me. They said it was bad enough to be a
Deist, but to be a subscriber to THE TRUTH
SEEKER would certainly make an Atheist
of me, which was too horrid to think of!
Well, I did evolve finally, from a Congregationalist to an Atheist and Materialist,
and a happy evolution it was. THE TRUTH
SEEKER has done wonders for me. People who three years ago avoided me and
thought I was crazy, now say that Liberalism has not injured me. I hav made
several converts to Freethought, but no
one dares subscribe for a Freethought
paper. I lend my TRUTH SEEKER to all
my friends and acquaintances.
I shall try to get some names against
closing the World's Fair on Sundays. I
work on the farm by the month, and do
not get much time to go round for names.
Yours for truth and justice,
·
MERToN Hnms.

A Series of Intellectual Repasts.
MILWAUKEE, WIS., June 28, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: As we hav just closed our
meetings of the Liberal Club for the season, and are to hav a three months' vacation, I wish to say our success is greater
each year.
While the attendance has not been as
large as it ought to hav been-for it should
fill the largest hall in our city-it has
filled our hall almost every evening. There
seems to be a greater interest manifested
each year. There is not any regular
meeting held in the city that is reported
for the city papers as much as ours. Most
of the lectures are either published in full,
or a very good synopsis given, thus giving
thousands of readers a chance to read
what is said.
I will giv a few of the names of some of
the speakers and their subjects. We
opened our meetings the first Sunday in
October last with E. G. Comstock, a
prominent lawyer of the city, subject,
'' The Origin and Basis of the Christian
Religion;" Robert Schilling, a journalist
and speaker on political reform, subject,
"The Monopoly Coon trap;" Prof. John
Ulrich, on ''Shall We Vaccinate Our Chil-
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dren?" Rev. N. H. Brown, on" Are Sunday Laws Religious ?" E. W. Chafin, a
lawyer, on "Conventional Lies;'' Mr.
McFarlaine, on " Is Christianity as
Taught in the Churches, Equal to the' Demands of the AgQ;" Rabbi Hecht, a Jewish priest, on '• The European Emigration, Especially the Russian-Its Causes
and Effects;" C. S. Clark, a journalist, on
"The Keeley Curse;" Alfred B. Westrup,
of Chicago, on "Free Trade in Banking;"
Dr. Wingate, our health officer, on "Life,
Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness;"
Prof, A. B. Severance, on ''Who are
Spiritualists?" Robert Schilling, on "Why
We Should Hav Free Coinage of Silver;"
H. A. Vaudalson, on "Woman's Sphere;"
A. Rindhart, on "The Objects and Aims
of the Turner Societies;" 0. A. Wright
of Madison, secretary of the board of
charities, on "The Defectiv Classes;" Dr.
H. S. ·Hickson, on "Why Do We Need a
New Party?" Dr. E. W. Krackowizer, on
"A New Education;" Prof. A. B. Severance, on "Freedomvs. Slavery;" Colonel
Pier, on "My Share."
This will show your readers the range
· of subjects we hav discussed after each
lecture. They are thoroughly discussed
by the audience.
It seems to me that there cannot be
meetings of any kind as instructiv as such
meetings, where all subjects are discussed in a calm, dignified manner. And
I would here recommend that all towns
and cities where there is any Liberal element t:ry to start such meetings. You
can depend largely upon local talent to
make them instructiv; Our meetings are
growing more popular each year. They
are attended by Catholics, Protestants
Materialists, and Spiritualists, and ali
shades of Freethinkers. So that conservativ speakers as well as Radical ones hav a
following among the audience.
The meetblgs are opened with a piano
solo by Mrs. A. F. Stillman, followed by
a recitation or a poem read, then a song,
after which the speaker of the evening is
introduced.
PRoF. A. B. SEVERANCE.

Report from an Organization.
CLEVELAND, 0., June 20, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: If you will permit me a
few lines in your valuable paper, I would
like to make the following, a report of the
Cleveland Secular Union, which. would
giv a good deal of information to the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER in this city and
abroad.
As certainly it ·is a well-known fact that
the above society dissolved about two
years ago, owing to lack of matf'rial and
means, it has now been reorganized on
May 9, 1892, by about twenty peqple, some
old members and some new members, and
has to meet every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. for
lectures, debates, and discussions. They
also decided to be an auxiliary of the Ohio
State Secular Union.
The following officers were elected for
the ensuing term: A. Lee, president; Dr.
C. S. Hurd, vice-president; F. S. Dean,
corresl?onding secretary; J. _Rosenberg,
recordmg secretary; L. B. S1lver, treasurer; E. M. Geiger, librarian, and an
executiv committee of five, namely, Mrs.
M. Smith, Thomas Whitley, Wm. Wurm,
L. A. Launderville, and P. F. Lehman,
who constitute a board of directors
together with the officers. In a short time
after we were organized, in nature's immutable laws, an inevitable event has happened-that which is known as ''death."
One of the most earnest workers in the
cause of Freethought, the president of the
State Secular Union and corresponding
secretary of this Union, passed away never
to return again.
In the mean time, we made arrangements for Mr. Charlesworth's lectures,
which took place on Jm~e 13th, 14th, 15th.
True, we had to go around among our
friends to solicit toward the lecture fund,
but we were quick enough to solicit little
by little, for which we kindly tilank our
friends, only to giv the people of this city
a good chance to hear both sides. About
one week prior to the lectures we sent
out through the mail about seventy-five
to eighty tickets to the preachers (pests),
and we distributed about nineteen hundred tickets on the streets and meetings,
etc. But p,lasl we were greatly disap-

pointed in all three lectures. Not one
preacher. showed up to contradict the
stateme:ds of the speaker. This certainly
goes to show that they are afraid to be
" downed," and in my opinion religion is
only a farce and a hypocrisy.
Owing to the great heat, we had a lack
in attendance, yet those who went to hear
Mr. Charlesworth were satisfied witil the
subjects and with the lecturer, for certainly he explains everything so clearly
that every person within his reach can
understand him, and his voice is powerful
enough to be heard a distance away.
We would now earnestly request readers
of THE TRUTH BEEKER and other Liberal
papers in this city and vicinity to assist us
by joining and having their friends to
join, so that we may be able to hav Mr.
Charlesworth with us frequently. Till
now we hav had good speakers at our
regular Sunday meetings and certainly we
will endeavor to hav the same in future.
Any information desired by friends will be
cheerfully give~, either at meetings or
through the mail.
I trust that tile readers will comply
with the request, for the sooner you wipe
out superstition the sooner we shall hav
Liberty. And that is what every person
ought to strive for-Liberty. I am,
Yours in Freethought,
J. RoSENBERG,
Recording and Corresponding Secretary
Cleveland Secular Union.

Greenbackism.
_GLOBE,VILLAGE, MAss., June 22, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I notice an article on the
money problem in THE TRUTHBEEKER of
the 18th inst., in which the writer, .one
"H.," says: "I had thought that the adc
vocates of an irredeemable currency had
become extinct." Well, I think the advocates of " H.'s" position on the money
problem ought to hav become extinct long
ago. He says: "Money is nothing more
nor less than a certificate that labor has
been performed." Very well, I hav no
objection to that definition as far as it goes;
but I would add, "Or material f_urnished
to the amount named in the certificate, or
labor or material or value received to that
amount," or in a shorter and more convenient expression, "a certificate of debt
to tile holder for value received." We hav
five forms of these certificates-gold,
silver, nickel, copper, and paper·, and all a
legal tender for the payment of debts.
Now, then, in the name of reason and
common sense, wherein is there any justice . or propriety in making any one of
these different forms of certificates redeemable in any other form, and especially when the form to be redeemed is
several times larger than the form in
which they must be redeemed? Nonsense! These different forms of certificates amo1mt to practically the same
thing; they are evidence of debt to the
holder, but the paper form is far superior
to any of the metallic forms, because it is
of far less expense t@ the taxpayers. I
think "H." must be a banker, and wants
all money based on gold so the bankers
can control the volUip.e and contract it to
suit themselvs, so they can get a big interest for its use off the foolish people.
"H.'' thinks we must hav gold as a standard by which the value of money must
be ID'easured. How foolish! Does not
the value of any product in the world, at
all times, other circumstances being equal,
depend on its volume? Is money any exception to the rule? By no means. And
any intelligent political economist knows
this.
Then for the welfare of the people all
they hav to do is to issue to the people direct for value received a sufficient volume.
of money, without interest, for the convenience of exchange, say $75 or $100 pe'i
capita, and let that volume adjust itself to
the different volumes of the other different
products, which it would naturally and
inevitably do. If the United States
would demonetize both gold and silver and
issue a sufficient volume of full legaltender greenbacks for the convenience of
exchange, and keep that volume uniformly
at so much per capita of the population,
they would soon go to a premium abov.e
gold and· silver in thE) money markets of
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the world. The example of the republic
of Venice proves this: that republic issued
to its people an inflated paper currency
irredeemable in gold and silver or in any
other one thing in particular. This paper
currency stood at premium ·above gold
and silver for more than five hundred
years; and the government had to pass a
law limiting the premium to not over
twenty per cent. This financial system
was a complete success and probably
would hav stood to this day had not that
financial damphool Napoleon abolished it
when he conquered the country. Had he
had sense enough to hav adopted the
system himself, in all probability he might
hav overcome all his enemies; but he was
as foolish as the man that killed the goose
which laid the golden eggs.
The Gref'nbackers are not all dead yet.
F. H. MARSH.

The Hard-Hitting Jobn Guild Meets
His Match.
PoRT HURoN, N. Y., June 28, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: In your paper some time
ago, Mr. John P. Guild seemed to lose
his reason over a letter I wrote in regard
to the ·Prohibition craze, and as he has
had time to recover over the matter I now
propose to giv him another idea, and trust
when he reads it that he will not exhibit
such an ebullition of temper as he showed
in his answer to the advanced thought
which I gave him. He must know that
abuse and ridicule is no argument Bold
assm tiona will not destroy the facts in any
case. I still maintain tilat alcohol is
nature's sword to hew down all who will
not obey her laws, and by this means a
better race takes up the pl"Oblem of
natm·e, and the car of human progress
rolls onward. Mr. Guild is indebted to
alcohol for his home in Massachusetts today, .as it has destroyed the Indians who
once roamed over that state in tile ratio of
one thousand to ten.
Mr. G:uild Pays that "Liberals are not all
honest, wise, or even decent, and if they
were they would not sustain laws to keep
sinful church people in order; I want to
convert them to sober reason." Now, this
is a most remarkable statement from a gentleman like Mr. Guild.
Nature says man shall ~onvert nothing;
she will do that in her own way, and when
she gets ready to do so. Hence such
statements are the second-hand vaporings
of a sky-pilot. Again, the Liberals of this
country do not make the laws, but hav to
abide by the rules made by the church.
Will Mr. Guild tell the readers of THE
TRUTH BEEKER why the churches hav not
converted the Indians?
The saloon is the product of the Prohibition church, and as soon as this curse is
removed they will be no more. The
churches build the jails, prisons, poorhouses, and lunatic asylums, and knowing this fact they howl about the ungodly
rum-sellers to keep public opinion from
investigating their own infernal work.
The liquor traffic has been made the scapegoat for all these church people's crimes
for the last fifty years, when in fact it has
no more to do with it than the beefsteak
they eat for breakfast.
The lawyer, doctor, poet, or statesman
who has not the moral courage to control
his own appetite is not worthy to be
called a man of brain power, and is better
off under tile ground than above it.
Again I say that liquor never killed a
man worthy to liv, and there is no escape
from the conclusion, for the reason that
all who will not strengthen their mind by
9ontroling their appetite must pay the
penalty that all must pay who will not
obey Nature's law. Mr. Guild does not
seem to know that "Paddywhacks and
macaronies," with the assistance of the
Prohibition fanatics, make the laws of this
nation to-day.
Mr. Guild tries to ridicule niy own state,
but I am proud to say tilat it was under
the oaks of this state where the tocsin of
liberty went forth which gave freedom to
four million of human beings. No one
ever owned a slave in this state; no one
was ever hanged for witchcraft; no paupers were ever skinned and their hides
tanned; no Quakers were ever whipped at
the tail of a cart because tiley would say
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"thee" and "thou." Can Mr. Guild say
as much for Massachusetts?
Men are typical of the soil which produces them, hence his letter was in sympathy with the slush, lies, and deceit
which the church hypocrits hav tau"'ht for
the last eighteen hundred years, for the
purpose of living off the labor of others
and doing nothing themselvs.
Mr. Guild calls tile saloonman a "hell
fakir," which should never be done by
any man who professes to be a Liberal,
for the reason that all who indulge in such
epithets sink lower than the person
whom they !leek to traduce. The churches
breed the thieves and vagabonds; the
saloons kill them off (priests with the rest),
and all the gush and slobber of Mr. Guild
will not destroy the fact. Stop the liquor
traffic and let the churches breed the
criminal class in the same ratio that they
hav· in the last one hundred years-the
Liberals would be driven off the face of tile
earth, as the church pays no taxes-hence
the bread would hav to be taken out of
the Liberal's mouth to feed tile scum the
church has covered the land with. I declare, again, that the Prohibition business
is a scheme to get control of th'e government, although it does kill sixty thousand
of its followers each year. What do they
care when the cry is, "Multiply and replenish the earth," regardless of the laws
of nature? Hence no Liberal should uphold it for one moment, as every time he
does he cuts a whip to scourge himself
with; yea, more, he is upholding a system that will one day take the bread out
of his own mouth.
Mr. Guild wants to know what becomes
of tile money not paid for revenue. This
is purely a church question, manufactured
by a sky-pilot, and it is degrading for anyone who professes to be a Liberal to
make use of such cant and deceit for the
purpose of misleading the people. The
saloonkeepers in this state each pay from
$300 to $500 per year for the 11rivilege of
killing off the church hypocrits, and as a
class pay their honest debts and support
their families, so they are not a burden on
the public. The rack, thumbscrews,
dungeons, police courts, and policemen
are all products of the church, and they
pay nothing to support _the criminals they
breed.
Mr. Guild says Liberals are not all honest (which I deny), and if he is correct he
must be behind with his subscription to
THE TRUTH BEEKER. I maintain all Lib-·
erals must be honest, as honesty is the
a b c of Liberalism. The act of a man
makes him a Liberal, not what his pen or
tongue may say.
The church pretends to work to make
people better; and all the time working
against the well-known laws of nature.
All Liberals know that the nearer man
livs to nature's laws the better his condition will be. My former letter givs Mr.
Guild a new idea, and now let me inform him that the only way to convert the
church is to castrAte all criminals who are
sentenced to state prison for five years
within twenty-four hours after their ar~
rival at that institution; ani! after they
hav eighteen months of good conduct to
their credit let them go free. This is
Nature's plan, and according to her laws
thieves forfeit their right to leave any of
their kind on this earth when they go un.der the sod.
This treatment will stop tile crime· of
murder, wipe the church off the face of
the earth, and the drunkard will be known
no morf'. ·Saloons will all be gone. Jails,
prisons, and asylums will only be known
in history after one hundred years hav
rolled away from the time criminals are
dealt with according to the laws of nature.
Many who read this letter will say tilat
such a punishment would be inlmman and
barbarous. I deny it, and ask, Is it not
better to stop them from being born than
it is to whip, burn, and· electrocute after
they are in this world?
Any man with brain power will say Yes
to the last proposition. All the churches
in the land will fight this idea to the bitter
end, as they know their doom is sealed
should this meaRure become a general law.
Hoping Mr. Guild will not get in a passion over tilis last idea, I remain,
Yours sincerely,
W. E. LEONARD,
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(S~iZdren' s 6orner.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the ds,y's occnrations
That is known as the Uhildren s Hour."

To 'Gene Remsburg.
Is our loss your gain, little 'Gene?
Yon hav left us alone in the night;
Do you bask in the sunshine of heaven,
And roam with the spirits of light?
Are angels your constant companions
·where sorrow can reach you no more?
Oh, could we but know there were greetings
To welcome you safe on that shore!
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Our home is so lonely without thee,
Where once it was cheery and bright.
There's an empty chair by our hearthsto:qe,
And our hearts are all empty to-night.
Could we gain but a glimpse of your pleasures,
A glance, were it ever so slight,
We could take up anew our life burdens,
And travel ahead to the light.
Our course would be onward and upward
To where our lost treasure had flown,
And there to unite our home circle,
More perfect than earth could hav known,
Bid adieu to our present surroundings,
Which hav brought us this sorrow and woe;
Then we'd speak to the cruel old boatman,
"We are ready and anxious to go."
MRs. A. l\f. CRAWFORD.
Lone Rock, Ore., June 21, 1892.

Song.
List, 'tis music stealing
O'er the silvery sea;
'.rhe joyous bells are pealing
A gladsome melody.
The waves seem list'ning to the strain,
As softly on they flow
O'er mysteries 'neath the mighty main,
'1\'lid coral reefs below.
1\'Iusic sounds the sweetest
On the moonlit sea,
Our bark sails the fleetest'Tis a gladsome meloc1y.
Then, as we list to the merry bells,
We'll sing a gay refrain
Of coral reefs and fairy dells
Beneath the mighty main.
List, the bells are ringing
O'er the silvery sea,
1\Hngling with our singing
In gladsome harmony.
Then sail, and sing a joyous ~train,
In the moonlight's silvery glow,
Of mysteries 'nea-th the mighty ma.in,
'Mid coral reefs below.
IDA A. BALLOU.

[It givs us pleasure to print the following excellent address from one of our
young ladies of the Corner.-ED. C. C.]

An Original Plea for Education.
Friends: We hav met this glad morning
in the interest of education and pleasurein the interest of the public schools-and
I will try to make a short address on t1;ris
occasion. I am glad to see so many happy
faces here to-day, and, in the name of this
union of schools, we welcome you, one and
all, and Carbondale extends her hand to
all these glad people and the sympathy .of
an honest heart to any who sorrow.
Parents, we hope we hav paid you for the
time given us here to-day, sothatyou may
long remember it with pleasure. This
large gathering tells me you are in favor
of education, in favor of the public schools,
in favor of man, woman, and child. I
love to see the world pay some respect to
the child. I love to think what education
has done for us.
II; has banished the
whip, it has civilized cruel fathers and
superstitious mothers. Oh, what a jubilant
day will that be when all !ll"e free-physically, morally, and intellectually free.
Evolution is the law. Evolution reaches
from the farthest nebulous isle in the
sidereal ocean down to the government of
home by the fireside. Too long has the
race been chained to the customs of a
semi-civilized past. Too long hav all been
in bondage to the traditions of other years.
Education is the lever, the public schools
the fulcrum, that will lift the race to a
higher sphere, redeem man from darkness,
-and make right royal kings and queens of
common clay. Teachers, do you know
that you hav the grandest calling beneath
the stars? Do you know that in your
hands are the intellectual monuments of
the future? Hold high the torch of unfettered reason, beckon the world to follow, and light will make you free. No
shackles for the soul, no fetters for the
brain. Emancipated man, I will take you
back a little way. Only a few centuries ago

there was in Alexandria, Egypt, the
grandest library the world had ever seen.
There were the records of all man had
ever seen and done, the records of all the
eons gone, the record of all his hopes, of
all he had suffered; in a word, the splendid
intellectual fruits of all the ages past.
But that hydra-headed monster, superstition and fanaticism, with forked tongues
of fire laid in ashes that grand monument
of books-greatest. monument of the ancient world, grander than the pyramidsashes more sacred than the dust of all the
gods of this world. Then came the darkest
night for a thousand years this world ever
knew. Intellectual night for a thousand
years! Think of it! In that long, dark
night not one intellectual star dare show
its face above the mental horizon.
But the martyrs hav not died in vain;
they hav sowed the seeds of education, of
civilization.
Civilization-the grandest
word in all the language of this world, the
culmination of all the hopes of the heroic
dead, the child of all the progress we hav
made. Bruno died at the stake, but his
name will liv while the earth moves, imperishable. Giordano Bruno is dead, but
science is immortal. Philosophy and the
name of· Bruno will liv forever. Baron
Humboldt, one of the greatest of men, left
his footprints in the depths of extinct
craters, and on Alpin hights of the Cordilleras, far, far above the clouds; he discovered this, the sublimest of truths-the
universe is governed by law. And let me
say to-day, we are gaining, we are on the
high road again, and the brave ship is
afloat once more. Gentle winds are swelling every sail. Women, do you know
I think there is coming a better day for us,
too. We are coming to the front in every
important department of life. For a thousand years we were taught to sit quietly by
and learn of the men at home. The men
were "bosses" by divine right then. Oh,
I love to see the dead branches and
withered leaves of another age falling from
the tree of civilization and progress, and
buds and blossoms of promis imd hope
taking their places. We will soon be free.
Education is liberty, knowledge is freedom, science is emancipation. Back of
kingdoms and monarchies stands the
church, a faithful ally. Back of republics,
liberty, education, and humanity. Yes,
our public school system is one of the
greatest institutions of this world. It will
be the nursery of all the intellectual fruits
of the future.
In conclusion, let me urge you to stand
like Hypatia and battle until death for
mental freedom-for intellectual liberty;
remembering always the good we do will
liv forever.
[Tremendous cheering.]
From the fullness of my heart I thank
you.

Correspondence.
LoNE RocK, ORE., June 21, 1892.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: When I sent you
the poem, "Little Boys' Questions," I
thought I wrote on it "Copied for the
Children's Corner," which was the case. I
did not know what paper it had been published in before or the name of the author,
but I had no wish to claim the authorship,
although I would be proud, indeed, if I
could write one-half as well. Some of
the friends havthought I oomposed it, is
why I make this explanation.
MRs. A.M. CRAWFORD.
BoND, KAN., June 23, 1892. _
MY DEAR MISS WixoN: As it has been a
long time since I hav written to you, I will
try to write again. I like to read the
letters from the girls and boys. Mr. John
J. I. Remsburg writes both funny and
interesting letters.
We havfivecats. Their names are Tom,
Tootin, Testerman-we named him after
a minister-the others are Pussy and
Forie. We also ha? two dogs. Their
names are Sport and Drive. And I must
:r;rot forget to tell you that we hav a pet
white rabbit. His name is Nicken-Frisk.
My cousin bought him for his little brother
and we think a great deal of him. I will
now close.
Your Liberal friend,
lDAHECEX.
LEoN, IA., June 22, 1892.
DEAR Miss WIXON: This is my first letter to the Corner. I am fourteen years
old, I go to school; but school is out
now. I hav several Liberal friends here,
but they liv in the country. I was to
visit some of my Liberal friends last Sunday. We hav a nice strawberry patch,
but it did not bear many strawberries this
year, I spoke several of the pieces in the
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school and it made the teacher madi and I
spoke one at a Christmas tree. I ike to
read the Children's Corner. It is splendid. If this escapes the waste-basket I
will write again. Well, I will quit for
fear it will take up too much room.
Yours for the Freethink~_rJ
MAY lYlARTIN.
PENNSBo:Ro, W.VA., June 25, 1892.
DEAR MADAM: This is the first time I
hav written to the Corner. I am fourteen
years old. There will be a fair out here
on the 13th, 14th, and 15th of September.
I think the Corner is the most interesting
page of THE TRUTH SEEKER, especially the
letters.
Pennsboro has about six hundred inhabitants, four churches, and eight manufactories.
If this escapes the waste-basket I will
write another.
·
William Carlton is the only Freethinker
I write to. Won't some of the boys write
to me? My address is Pennsboro, Ritchie
county, W.Va.
With best wishes to the Corner,
FRANK CoRNWELL.
BoND, KAN., June 23, 1892.
DEAR MISS WIXoN: I will now write my
third letter to the Children's Corner. I
liv on a farm, and Bond is the name of
the post-office. There is also a store,
blacksmith's ehop, a school-house, and a
few dwelling-houses near by. It has been
very wet and cold this spring, and peaches,
cherries, and apples are injured for this
season.
My oldest brother, who has been studying law for the last two years, was graduated this summer, and has now gone to
Oklahoma.
There is a church not far from our
house, but I do not go half a dozen times
a y:ear. As my letter is getting too long, I
mll close.
.Your true friend,
THERESA HELLSTROM.

that was rich! Those diligent workers
will hav it completely destroyed before-the
serpent and hornets o,re aware.
·.
Ingersoll and the pygmies! lfere
stands our champion, a magnificent 'specimen of manhood, with no artificial
weapons, no Bible, only his oratorical
powerS, unblemished character, and inseparable Shakspere to sustain him; armed
and ready to meet the foes of human advancement, while those contemptible, insignificant what-d'ye-call-ems, with . their
hatchets, saws, guns, slingshots, and the
like, are vainly searching for some flaw,
some weak point, some unfinished argument, where they may, without self-injury,
attack the Freeth 0 ught giant. .
I hav just returned from a very pleasant
two months' visit to my brother and his
wife, who liv in San Jacinto, one hundred
miles from here. It is very warni there in
summer-time, otherwise it is delightful.
Grain is the chief product.
.
l\ir. Putnam has lectured there ·several
times, and almost all the settlers in the
valley are Liberals. Our colors are kept
flying. I obtained upward of seventy
names to a petition for the opening of the
Fair. I hav now almost a hundred, and
hope to double, if not trebl~~ the number.
I close with best wishes to au,
HARRIET E. THURSTON.
P.S.-What has become of Lores L.
Goodwin?
H. E. T.

BoND, KAN., June 23, 1892.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I hav been a reader
of the Children's Corner for a number of
years, but hav never attempted to write
before. I attended the junior grade of the
high school at Laurence last winter. We
had chapel exercises every morning.
During the first of the term we had calisthenics, but as examination week drew The Bible-What Is IU 25c.
near it was thought best to omit them, as
we had so much work to complete, but the Studies in Theology. 10c.
chapel exercises were kept up the same as Liberalism. 5c.
Aililt·~"" 'l'HF. TRUTH SEEKER
before.
While I was in Laurence I attended a
A Work proulng Christianity a
lecture given by John E. Remsburg on
Fiction. Most Startling Reus/a''Bible Morals." I thought it was very
tions of the Nineteenth Century.
good, but he did not hav a large audience.
• Bend Address for Pro.spectus to
But nothing better could be expected of ORIENTAL PUBLI~HING CO., P.O.Box 446, Philadelphia, Pa.
the people of Laurence, they are so pious.
Laurence is full of chilrches. Wishing
Garde~er.
you success in your good and noble work,
I remain,
Your friend,
ELvA H:EI.LsTRoM.

ANTIQUITY
UNVEILED I

Books by Helen H.

FoREST HoME, May 29, 1892.
MISS WIXoN, Dear Friend: It. seems a
long time since I sent you anything- for
the Children's Corner, but I use every opportunity to speak for our cause, and I
hope all who claim an interest in humanity
will stand firm and grow up to be me~
and women grandly free. Herein find my
last effort llefore about one thousand people at Carbondale, where five schools had
arranged for a picnic and general good
time. If you can afford space for it, please
publish it in THE TRUTH SEEKER. And to
the many friends to whom I owe lettersplease excuse my delay. I am so very busy
I really cannot answer all, but remember
we are all akin, all dear to each other, all
<loing our best for the same great end. I
see by a monthly circular of the World's
Fair commissioners that they think they
hav reached a solution of the question of
keeping the World's Fair open on Sunday.
The circular says that many preachers
and church people already visit the
grounds on Sunday, and that the Fair
will be open on Sunday, but no articles
will be sold or machinery run on Sunday.
Yours;
• MAY FosTER.
ARCH BEACH, CAL., June 1, 1892.
Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Dear F1·iend:
I am going to avail myself of your kind
invitation to " Coi:ne again." There is so
much I wish to tell you and the Cornerites, though to say it all would appropriate more than my share of the Corner.
How I would like to hav helped plant
your .. Liberty tree." But you will giv
me a leaf, just one, that I may call it
'' our " Liberty tree.
There never was a grander cause,
Nor statelier symbol of its laws.
Long may it liv to bloom and thrive,
May Liberty its death survive!
I do enjoy Watson Heston's pictures; he
is truly a genius.· Three that hav appeared lately were especially illustrativ;
they shall occupy a prominent place in my
scrap-book. The last, on unjust taxation,
is a hard, but effectiv, pill for orthodoxy
to swallow. The tree of Christianity, ah,

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

The Traae SuJ;tPliea at Spemal Discounts.,

lS THIS YOUR SON, MY LORD 1
A NEW NOVEL.
\ Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
Price. cloth. $1 ; pa-per, 50 cents.

A THOUGHTLESS· YES.
cmn'ENTS:
A Splendid Judge of a Woman-The Lady of the
Club-Under Prote"t-]'or the Prosecution-A
Rusty J~ink in the Chnin-The Boler House
1\'Iystery-The Time-Lock of Our AncestorsFlorence Campbell's Fate-My Patient's.Fate.
Address

Price, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JULY :16, 189:8.

BooksbyS.P.Putnam. Jfews of tAe Weelt. The Rights of Women
-AND-

THE Probibitionistshavnominated John
THE SEXUAL RELATIONS.
Bidwell, a Californian and ex-Congress- BY KARL HEINZEN, the famous German Radman, for president.
ical Editor.
THE country about Guadalajar~, Mexico
is being shaken by continual earthquakes'
despite the prayers of the people.
'

The New God.
10 cents.
The Problem of
Universe, and Its
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universology. Price1 20 cents.
Waifs and Wandermgs, A New .American Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first page to last with the living spir1t of today."-::[John Swinton's Paper.
Golden Throne, A Romance. " The author certainly has li"enius. The divine
creative spark is withm him. The book is
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read • Golden Throne.' "
-[Inl'(_~rRoll. Price, $1.
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation in
rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.
Why Don't He Lend a Hand ~ and other
· Agnostic.poems. Pric.e, 10 cents.
Adami and. Heva. A poetic version of
the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its superiorit;y to the mutilated copythe Genesis legend-ls shown. Price, 10 cents.
Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 cents.
My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette place, New York.

Works of Charles Watts.

.A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.

BEING
A Popular Account of the Formation and Development of the Canon.

An Address to an Unknown Lad;y Reader. Historical Re~ew ~Jf the Legal Positwn of.Women.
By BRONSON D KEELER
The EmancJ,P_atwn of Wome.n. The Pass1ve Pros·
·
titution of Women. The Active Prostitution of
-.
Men. The Execution of Men. Love and Jealousy.
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New TeaA MERCHANT of Frankfort-on-the-Main Morality. Marriage. Adultery. Divorce. Is [ tament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
a Contract? Hanging a Woman. Relig- First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Germany, has been :tined $25for profanitY Marri!l.ge
ion. The Economic Independence of Woman Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
41 heading an advertisement, "Let there Liberty
and the Revolution the Allies of Woman Boo){s Which are Now Callen ApocryphaL The
be light, and there was light."
Paper 500. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
'
Paver, GO cents; cloth, 75 cents.
. THEATER MANAGER CRoNHEIM is serving
HEATHENS OF THE HEATH.
a six months' sentence in a penitentiary
THE BEST:
for rivalry of ecclesiastics by keeping open
Radical Ron)al\ce.
his Jersey City theater Sundays.
By W:r.r. McDoNNELL. 500 l>P.. Jl&per. SO oents.
THE
REv. 0. MURRAY, of Chicago, condemns
the design to present the Passion Play in
that city as "a Rcheme to set forth the
passion of Christ for revenue only."
new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
THE Brooklyn mother who was charged toPerfected
heat, cold, and position, beautiful double sunk
with burning her little daughter with a dial, and all modern improvements; gum·anteea
red-hot stove-cover-lifter for not learning a perfect timer. ·Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17· 3-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $23.
passages. in. the catechism, has been ac- In
best ftlied gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26;
quitted for Jack of evidence.
.
hinged case, $28 to $30; hunting:, $31 to $35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2
THE pope will grant an extraordinary more.
Regular Grade _·hnerican Watche,..indulgence to all who visit the shrine of
case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
Our Lady of Lourdes between February Silverme
jewels, .$9; ditto, adjusted, $11. In finer cases,
11th, the date of the apparition at the add as above.
·
Ladle"' Alllel'icau "Gold Watche,..-All
sanctuary, and December 8th.
latest styles. in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels
11 Jewels, $16.50; 15 jewels, $23; 14 carat solid
THE Russian government has signified $15;
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
that it will permit the importation duty- diamond-set· cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
free of Bibles printed in any other than
order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
the RnRsian language, but no version in
and returned free.
other than that authorize.:M by the .Greek
Sundrie,..-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
Catholic, or state, church will be allowed. $4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best trip~e-plated tea.spoons, $1.80; t~tble spoo~s~
CARNEGIE's iron-works at Homestead, $3.60, kmves, $1.75: forks, $1. 75; all for $6. Sobu
spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvPa., hav for some days been in the pos- silver
enir spoons, ~1. $1.25, $1.50, $2 to $3.
rile Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 833
session of strikers. The strikers repulsed
~'he Colonel Ingersoll.-'.rea, $2.50 ;orange,
pages, $3.
a force of Pinkertons in a set battle in $2.75; sugar, $3;"_gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extra
$3. Etched :
Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
which the total loss was about twenty heavy teas,
" Tne Time to be Happy is JV ow,"
The Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo,
killed and one hundred wounded. Militia
50 cents extra.
'I'he •rorch of Rea,.ou Badge, solid gold
138 pages, 50c.
hav been ordered to the spot.
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2.75, and Spiritualism Sustained.
Cloth, 12mo.
$3.50.
With
diamonds,
$5,
$8.
Large,
$5,
$6,
$7.50.
BISHOP HIRTH, head of the Catholic
245 pages, $1.
OTTO
WETTSTEIN,
Rochelle,
ill.
mission at Uganda, Africa, denounces
Universe Analyzed. $1.
Captain Williams, leader of the Protestant
forces who massacred so many Catholics,
and says that Williams refused to treat
with King Mwanga unless he became a
Protestant and submitted to the British.

"I TOLD him he was running in the face
of Providence starting off on Sunday,"
cried .Mrs. Bergman, of New York, on
learning of the arrest of her husband, a .
professional burglar. She was his abet- '
tor, and had just intrusted a kit of bur- ·•
glar's tools to a detectiv who feigned to be
his friend.
·
·
DETEOTIYS at McDonough, Ga., hav dis- •
covered the murderers of Dr. Sloan to be!
a negro preacher named Bivins and his,•
two deacons. Bivins escorted his wife to';
church, and, accompanied by the deacons, ·:
went to the house of the physician and'.
killed him with a shotgun. He then re- ':
1'he Teachings of Secularism Compared turned to the church and took up a col-;,
with Orthodox Christianity. 96 pages. lection while, it is related, the congrega- i;
Price, 25 cents.
tion sang, ''Play on your harp, little ·,
Secularism : Is It Founded on Reason, David."
·.
and Is It Sufficient to lleet the Needs
of 1\lankind ~ Debate between tl.e Ed-. WHEN the result of the Rome election'
itor of the Halifax Evening ]Ifail and Charles :, was made known, a crowd ~athered before·:
Watts. With Prefatory Letters by George Ja- the residence of the Freethinker Orispi, '
cob Holyoake and Conmel Ingersoll, and an
Introduction by Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, who wAs successful as a Liberal candidate, •:
25 cents.
·: and cheered and 11houted, "Long liv'i
A Re]lly to Father Lambert's "Tactics .; Crispi!" "Down with the pope!" "Down,
of Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
' with the Clericals!" After Crispi had re- ·
Christianity : Its Ot•igin, Nature, and · sponded in a speech, the crowd proceeded:
Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 cents. ; to the Palace of the Propaganda, in front!
The Hot•rors of the French Revolution ; : of which it made an anticlerical demon-:.
Their Causes. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. · stration.
Secularism: Destructiv antl Constructiv, ; A RusSIAN court has convicted six male
22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
' and female members of the society of·
'Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown to • "angel-makers," who murdered children•
Be Contradictory and Defective as an EthicaJ not wanted by their parents, on the plea of!
Guir]e. 2~ pages. Price, 10 cents.
saving them from sin. These fanatics
Agnosticism an1l C1tristian Theism : recall the society of Spanish monks in
WlliclL Is the )lore Reasonable 1 24 the last century who agreed to prevent repages. Price, 10 cents.
covery of any Person who was expected
Evolution an(\ Special Creation. 10 cents. to die and· had taken extreme unction,
Saints and Sinners--WhicM 24 pages ir:. lest he should sin more and endanger his
cover. Price, 10 cents.
The SUl}erstition of the Christian Sun· salvation.
AN English visitor at Malta refused to.
1lay: A Plea for Liberty and Justice.
26 pages. Price, 10 cents.
salute the image of the Virgin which he
The Glory of Unbelief. 22 pages in cover. met borne by a procession, and the crowd
Price, 10 ceuts.
bonneted him-i. e., knocked his hat down
Nature and the Supernatural; or, Belief over his head-andhustledhimoff. Later,
aJHl Knowle1lge. 24 pages. Price, 10 having gone home and got a new hat, he
cents.
met another procession, and this time
Tile American Sl\cular Union ; Its Ne· prudently raised hiEJ,hat. A yell arose, and
cessity aull the Justice of Its Nine De· the mob chased him several blocks till he
mands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert escaped in a boat. HehadsalutedPontius'
G. Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. Pilate, who was going to be burnt in
Theological PresumRtion : An OJ.?~n Let- effigy.
ter to the Rev. Dr. R. }<.Burns, of Halifax, N. S.
In t'his letter the following subjects are dealt
As the Catholic church is getting the
with: 1. Why Do the Clergy Avoid Debate? 2. worstof the conflict with the Freethinking
The Position of Agnosticlsm Toward Christianity. 8. Freethought and Men of Science. government in France, it is takin~ a posi4. The Difference Between Facts and OJ?iriions. tion just the opposi~ of that which it h~ld
5. Christ and Heroism. 6. Christiamty and when it.self was the victor, and deprecatmg
Slavery. 16 pages. PriceJ§ cents.
·
oppression because of .religious di~tinc
Address
THE TRUTu SEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette pl., New York.
tions. The pope has wntten to the bishop
of Grenoble, France, that the church is
To R"gulate the
appealin~ for the cooperation _of all hon.est
STOMACH, LIVER
men in the task of overcommg sectanan
AND BOWELS, TAKE
persec~llx\on, which, he say~, is compassing
RIPANS TABULES.
the rehgious and moral rum of France.
!!Old) BY DRUGGXIiTiil.
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"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.

Colonel Kelso's Works.

FRfETHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.
.~

SHl\WING
THE·ABSURDITY AND UNT:RUTIIFULNESS OF THE OHUROH'E OLAillt
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, ANDRKVEALING THE .ABUSUS
OF A UNION OF
OB:UROH AND
";TATE.

185
WITH

Full-Page
lllustratioqs.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS

01-

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL·
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.

lJESIGNS BY WATSON HESTON,
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE I>ESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's WorlL
5
"
Miss1onaries.
1
"
The Lord's Instruments.
25
Bible Doctrines and '!'heir Hestilll.
1
The Church and Slavery.
Children and the Church.
2
Priests
and Politics.
Woman and the Church.
4
Ireland and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
2
Church's
Idea of Civilization.
Studies in Natural History.
1
The Uses of the Cross.
The Bible and Science.
4
Unkind
Reflections
on the Church.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
9
Persecutions of the Church.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
12
Some
Allegories.
The Atonement Scheme.
8
Heaven.
The Lord and His Works.
6
Hell.
Prayer.
7
Miscellaneous.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedans.

Ill represent UMle Sam and the Priests.
ll
"
The Church Robbing the People.
8
"
Thanksgiving.
·
6
Sabbath Laws.
14
10

(;
4
t

:5

1

4

4
2

10

2
8

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be puO.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of !)_Utting the book m the reach of alL
At twice the price U would have been a cheap book. Artist Hjlston as a portrait-painter and de..
signer is a wonderful successhand we judge from our own feelmgs that nearly every Li<>eral in
America will desire a copy oft is most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in the
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

Price, board covei-s, $2 ; cloth,, $2.SO.
.A.ddres• The '.I:'J:D.th Seekella
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Agents for 'l'he Truth Seeker.
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Loeb & Loeb, Montgomery.
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J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.

California.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
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Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
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S. D. Greene, 367 Nostrand ave., Brooklyn.
E. J. Nieuwland, lOth ave. and 157th st.
Anderson & Co., 704 8th ave.
S. M. Bernhard, 119 E. 104th st.
Harlem Book Co., Boulevard Hotel, 124th
st. and Lexington ave.
Ohio.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 342 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
B. Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., Portsmouth.
Larwood, Day&Co., 259 Superior, Cleve!' d.
Alf. Wauen Co, 217 Central ave, Cincinnati.
Thos. Goddard, Box 235, Huron.
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W. E. Jones, 91 Alder st., Portland.
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
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H. Hover, Denison.
L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
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Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
J. C. Nathan.,. 104 S. 2nd st., Seattle.
C. B. ReynOlds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
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·
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INVALIDS

SUFFERING FROM

Nervous Prostration,
La Grippe,
Dyspepsia, and all forms ol
Wasthi~ Diseases

find immediate ana lasting relief in

ALE AND BEEF

1 a. 1. ~92.

Gsms of ~ltought. j 0. ~D~s7~~:~~~n~2z!.KS.
·
I .s th e fear of not las~ng
fo~ever more
sad than that of not havmg eXIsted frqm
time inlmemorial ?-..llieslier.

Tm: study of the Bible, and comparing
it with the sacred writings of other nations,
convinces tne that the Bible is a human
It is the only mild stimulant combined with a pef•
compilation of the tradition!!, poetry, hisfeet pre-digested food known that mnk~s BLOOD
tory and religious ideas of the Jews in
and MUSCLE. For sale by all druggists.
ALE & BEEF CO., 267 W. 17th St., New York. earlier and. darkel' ages than the present.
It is "God's word~> oiily in the sense that
•
d · all
··tt
k
wh a t 1s goo . m
wr1 en, spo en, or
secret th<?l~ght .may be ~ailed G<?d's word.
Its ~~;troCities, mdecenCies, and mcomprehenBlble dogmas are of the earth. I reject the orthodox doctrin of inspiration
1'lte Mvth of the Great Debt~e. By entirely.-Robt. 0. Adams.
James M.l'rlcCann. 15 cents. Ten co)ines, $1. It
is the most complete and overwhelming refutaIT will not avail to call him [the poet
tion of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. F. Unuerwood; To read it is to Ossian] a heathen, because he personifies
be astonished at the possibilities of religion~
credulity.-1'. B. Wakeman. l\Ir. McCann's dy- the sun and addresses it; and what if his
namite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.- heroes did "worship the ghosts of their
A. B. Bradford. It ought to meet with a very fathers?" • • .• We cannot but respect
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.
the vigorous faith of those heathen, who
The Evolution of the Dev.il. B:v Henry sternly believed somewhat, and are inclined
Frank, the independetlt preacher of "New Yor1: to say to the critics who are offended by
city. The most learned, accurate, scientific,
fl.nd philosophical analysis of his satanic maj- their superstitious rites,-Don't interrupt
esty ever published. The book contaiDS 66 these men's pra:yers. As if we knew more.
pages, is beautifully bound, with likeness of about human life and a God than the
author on title-page. Price, 25 cents; five
heathen and ancients! Does English thecopies for $1.
Ingersoll's Address before the New York ology contain the recent discoveries?Unitarian Club. The first time in the Thoreau.
history of the world that a Christian associaTHE further astronomy advanced in the
tion ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture
before them. The lecture is a grand one, and knowledge of the laws and phenomena of
wus received bv the club with continuous aP- the heavens, the further it repelled the
plause from be ginning to end. The pamI>hlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. idea or hypothesis of a supernatural cause,
and the easier it became to trace back the
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.
Bruno Pamphlet No. 1. Contributors: origin, grouping, and motions of the
G. ,J. Holyoak~ Thos. Davidson, T. B. Wakeman, heavenly bodies to the simplest possible
Karl Blind, Lydia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten phenomena induced by matter and by the
copies for $1.
laws of its motions. The mutual attracBruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors: tion of the smallest particles rolled the
R. G. Ingersoll,Thos.Davidson T.B. Wakeman,
G . .T. Holyoake, et az. 15 cents. Ten copies for $1. worlds together, and the laws of attraction
The Bruno Monument. A fine engraving with their primal motion gave rise to that
printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12 system of reciprocal revolution which we
mches, for framing; put up in pasteboard tnbes now perceive in them.-Buchner.
for mailing. 20 cents. Ten copies for $1.50.
As somethirig of a writer myself, I trust
Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before the Holy Ghost will accept of my sympathy
the New York legislature May 9, 188S. Price, 4 with him in the garbled vandalisms that
cents.
hav been thrust upon him by Stephens and
Dwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan others. In my beardless days I hav lain
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30 all night awake in vexation at typographcents.
God in the Constitution. By Robert G. ical errors I had discovered in the effusions
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In- by which, at that period, I tried to win the
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness ecstatic admiration of the world. I wrote
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for$1. a poem on Poland, full of blood and blazes
What Would Follow the Effacement of and thunder, and the printer turned my
Christianity~ By George Jacob Holy- sublime "bursting bolts" into contemptoake. This is a most valuable contribution to
Freethonght literature. Bound in paper with ible "bursting belts," which nearly drove
Consequentiy, the
good likeness of author. Price, 10cents. Twelve me to distraction.
copies for $1.
Ghost has a keen sympathizer in him who
Life and Career of Charles Bradlaugh. suffered degradation under the "burstingBy George Jacob Holyoake. With good likeness belts," and I extend my sympathy to him
of l\Ir. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies under the infliction of all those who hav
for $1.
What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H. "improved" upon him, from the erudite
L. Green, editor of the Freethinker's Magaztne. rabbis who wrote the Targums to the inkyA good missionary document. Price, 15 cents knuckled type-sticker who split up the
per dozen.
New Testament into verses.-8aladin in
Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas God and His Book.
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in
New York city. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for
THE Greeks well knew how to distin50 cents.
guish history from fable, and real facts
Standing Up for Jesus; or what the ed- from the tales of Herodotus; just as in reitor of the Freethinkers' Magazine thinks of
him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for lation to important public affairs, their
orators borrowed nothing from the dis50 cents.
·
Colonel Ingersoll's Photograph. Cabinet courses of the sophists or the imagery of
the poets. . . . Among us. on the consize. Price, 20 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
trary, a standard is brought by an angel
28 Lafayette place, New York.
from heaven to the monks of St. Dennis;
a pigeon brings a bottle of oil to the church
A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library. of Rbeims; two armies of serpents engage
in pitched battle in Germany; an archbishop of M ayence is besieged and devoured by rats; and to complete and crown
the whole, the year in which these adventures occurred is given with the most particular precision. The A bM Langlet, alsei
By Helel') H. C:Sardel')er'.
condescending to compile, compiles these
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and· contemptible fooleries, while the almanacs,
Strongest Lectures Against
for the hundredth time, repeat them. In
the Bible.
this manner are our youth instructed and
Every Woman Should Read It enlightened; and all these trumpery fables
and
are put in requisition even for the education of princes!- Voltaire.
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.
THERE are many unworthymotivs in the
world-jealousy, hatred, vanity, love of
REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST gain-but there is no one that is more unmanly or more mischievous than fear. It
PROVING
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of chains the tongue and fetters the hand; it
deadens the faculties, and chills the feelTiberius, but a .Jesus was Hanged a Centings; it crushes the elasticity of youthful
ury before, and Peter and J>au! died
resolve, and increases the hesitating inbefore the Christian Era.
decision of old age. It sits like an incubus
Full index, 446pp.,
- - $1.50.
upon our noblest impulses; it turns our
wisdom into foolishness, and levels the
generous with the selfish. There is more
hope of the fool than of the faint-hearteil.
Yet this poor, paltry, pitiful motiv-the
charactPristic of a weak mind, and the
By Prof. John Tyndall.
bane of a strong one-is held up to us as
With Portrait. Biographical Sketch, and Articles the life rule of those whom the deity deon Prayer.
lighteth to honor. Men are to be virtuous,
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25cents.
not because virtue is a good thing in itself,
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.
not because it brings happiness to otherR
and content to ourselvs, not because it
gains respect and inspires love; no! but.
because God is angry with the wicked
every day; a jealous God, visiting the sins
or the fathers llpon the children, even to
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.
the third and fourth generation!
Out
BY R. F. MARVIN, M.D.
Oloth, 50 cents. upon it!-RQQer~ pqlf: Qwen.
" PEPTONIZED."

GEMS OF FREETH0UGHT.

·puLPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

Advancement of Science.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM

I

A. Truth Seeker A.1·ound the World. Four
hu·ge volumes. With steel-plate en~raving m
the nuthorin Vol. I, and ~<ach volume Illustrated
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound ! ·
red cloth, $6.50,
·
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and. Ro'"
formers.
1,075 pages, Svo.
Cloth,
$3.00; leathe~, $4.00; moroooo, gil~ edges, $4.~
The. ChampiOllS of th~ Church; Their
{lrmtes ~nd PersecutiOns. S!o, 1,119
:tJal'!es.
. ... ,
leather, $4.00, morocco.
gilt edges, $4.50.
.
The Gods .and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Two volumes. W1-itten
in prison. In cloth, $8.00 per volume, or $5.00
fur tho two voliinlesJ" in leather, $7.00; in zna..
rocco, gilt edges, $8.w.
e
li!'rom Behind the Bars, A series ofletters
written in prison. Over 700 pages. !'rille, $1.50.
A. Truth Seeker in :Eurov.e. A serfel.! u£
letters written during a visrt of ten weeks ttl
Europe. Givin~ some account of the International F.reethmkers' Congress held at -BrusMls, to Which Mr1 Bllnne~t was a delegate~fol
!owed by a descrmtion
of What he saw in .l!;llf!!'11l.lid1 France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
fr<Jrrt Il.rtrrte alone are worth the price of the
book. With a. steel-plate portrait of the author.
850 pages. $1.50.
i'lle Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treating upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy GBhost.
Jesus Christ, the Virgm Mary, and the 3il;lle.
To the latter ~ pages are devoted, shomng
that book to be a very inferior production for
a first-class God. ,81!3latge pages. Paper covers.
60 cents; cloth, $.1.
Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedan•
ism examined historically and critically.
[tis thoU({ht to be the most damaging exhibit
of Christianity that has appeared. liOO large
pages. Price. $1.00.
!'he Humphrey-Bennett iliscussion. A
debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
D. M. :Bennett and R&7. G. H. Hull\Ilhrey. This
book has had avery large sale, and is a_s_pl!Jn!lid
work for Freeth utters to loan to Cbristran
neighbors. 550 pages. Prille, $1.
Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.
Bennett and Cyrus Romnlus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. l'aper,
30 cents. r,
What Objections to Christianity~ A discussion oetween D. M. Bennett and G.l\L Mair,
divided into the following theses: 1. Christianitt is neither new nor original, being borrowe'l
or oopied from much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements have
been as fully and trUly a~cribed to other teach·
ers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 8. The
story of Jesus and his mission :In the world :1~
unhrstorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair pe-o
nies. This is an exhaustive discussion. l'nce,
$1.5().
Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge of de:{JOS·
iting prohibited matter in the mail. Thi• grvee
a full history of this celebrated case, and shows
what monstrous injustice was perpetrated upon
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.
A.n Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.
Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3,()()(,
questions propounded to his Jewish Godshiv
upon a great variety of subiects. Cloth, 75ct&
0

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. FirSli Dett~
con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
church incidents and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth.
75 cents.
The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
in the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistle
of Bennett the Apostle to the Truthseekers.
Cloth, $1.
The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to the Truth Seekers. 10 eents.
Open Letter to Samuel COlgate. 10 ceDttl.
A.n Hour with the Devil. 10 ce~. ·

A

STRI:t::;:e O.P

Millionaires Against ¥iners
--on-

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
P"'

By HENRY D. LLOYD.
This book tells how the Spring Valley miners
were starved into actual slavery.

It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime.
It deals not with theories but with faci11

figures, and names. It ·is a _powerfnl and pathetic book.
264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Address
-

Force. a11d 1\atter;
em,

/ 11

Principles of the Natural Order of ''the Uni~
verse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.

BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
v'vi<i'i'ENTS :

FG:.w and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in
.Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of For<'~, Man,
~nfinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thoul;{ht,
Motion,
ConsciOusness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
ImmutabilityofNatnral Innate Ideas.~.
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
J.aws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
:M.0rality,
Original Generation, ConcludJng Observ•tiona.
Sccular Generation,
Price, $1.50. Address THE TRUTH SEEKI!l~.

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JULY

Libert~
TheBe notices are for the benefit of LiberalB who may be viBiting the places
where these societies are ·located, Local
~ecular Unions and Freethought Societies can hav their gatherings advertised here jree by forwarding the necessary information.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N. Y.,
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 2.20 E. 15~h st. L.ectures and
discussions. The public cordially inVIted.

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Snnda,y afternoon at S o'clock, at
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor..Market
at.,Newark, N. J .. Lectur~s and discnsswns on
religions and somal qnestwns. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

16,

1.892.

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.

ill

'
Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume

Literature.

of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustra terl. Cloth,
$8.25-lll English or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Testimonial
To Walt Whitman.

Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ij!2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumes...!leparate, fieX1ble cloth\ 50
cents ]?er volumei .Lted Line edition, suitaole
for holiday presems, $1.00 per volume.
-

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to

AN ADDRESS DE[dVERED
PHILADELPHIA., P.A..,
OCT. 21, 1890.

Mother's Manual.

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Sulijects; ninth year. Subscription, with premium, 50 cents per year. Spec1men copies freo
on application.

Philadelphia Liberal League 21i
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:"30 and 7:80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

Hand-Book of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

of 128 pages. 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER

Paper, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS. Mrs, Besant's Works, Burgess-Underwood Debate
ON CHRISTIANITY.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,

Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Prof. 0. A. Burgess, Pres. of N. W. Christian Univ.
Paper, 166pp., 50 cts.; clo., so cts.

Meets lilemi-monthly\first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.

Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Investigcuor are solicited.
R. G. S:mTH, Cor. Sec.

HIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINER.
From the "Analysis of Religions Belief. •

Bv VISOOUNT AMBERLEY.
Oloth,

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 1S1 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invi ted.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
and select reading. Discussion invited on all
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib•
eral Union
Of Los Angeles._, Cal., meets semi-monthly-~-., first
and third Snnaays, at S o'clock P.M. at .t'arr's
HaM. Everybo(Qr invited. M:Rs. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. MoWILLIAMB, Rec. Sec.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main streeh Walla. Wallf!, WashiJ!gpon. Science
Lectnres.-J!Tee D1scnss1ons.-On_gmal and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of J:?embers and friends.
{). :8. REYNOLDS, Pres., A.·W. CALDER, Sec.

The Boeder Secular Union

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300 pp., $1.

.A:pples of Gold. And .Other Stories for

tion for Children and Youth. The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever lSstred.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, ill us~
trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Addre5s THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Instructive, Interesting, and Laughable.
Price,

By WILLIAM HART.
50 cents.

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club

.A NO VEL.

Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 ~ail! street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals mv1ted to attend.
CoL; A. HABRIB, Pres.
Isuo S. LEE, Sec.

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League
Meets everY Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Hall, J3ay street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Liberal Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwanke~ meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
.A.. ll. SEVERANcE, President.

Philosophical and Social So•
ciety,
Monte Vista~-..Cal., meet every Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. 'J.'he public cordially invited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of Cincinn~J-tibO., meets every Sunday evening
at 7:30P.M. m ouglas Hall 1 N. W. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
1rom abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec.

Liberal Association of Baltimore
Meets at the Lyceum Hall1 404 East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon au 2:80 o'clock.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
;BIJ M. BAJJOOOK. :Price, 15 cts.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with pol"

Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesm of Naza.reth a Historical ChA.racter, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Laf&yette place, New York. ·

Upharsin • The Religious, Monarchic, and
Afistocrati~~Political,__Economical, Matrimonial,
and Miscellaneous Lies; Closing_ Harmony
12mo, 864 pp., paper, People's edition, 50
cloth $1.00.
The fuperial Council of Vienna prohibited the
aale of this book in Austria, and confiscated all
copies of it they could find.

1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
A ililr~••

'I R"li', 'l'TITT'l'H RF.F.l\F.TI

J

Ken ne~ Y S
Me~ical DiSCOVery
Takes hold in this order :

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
_Outside
Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to
be out.

You knO'IJJ whether you need it or
not.

Sold by every druggist, and manufactured by

DONALD K"ENNEDY,
ROXBURY, ltiASI!Io

The Order of Creation.
THE

CONFLiur BETWEEN GENESIS AND GEOLOGY.
A Coi\"~novERSY BETWEEN THE
HoN. W. E. Gr.A.nSTONE,
PRoF. MAx MULLER,
PRoF. T. H. HUJLLE!o
M. REVILLE,
E. LYNN LINTON.
12moj178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 cts.

c.; Rf.LIGION OF HUMANITY

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

Natural Laws of Industrial Production anrl Exchange. :{;!y J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth." ~a per, 25c.

BETTER THAN

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.

10 cents.

Price,

Fruits of Philosophy-. A Treatise on the
Po~;mlation Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowltm1
Edited by Charles Bradlaugh andAnnieBesant
25c.

Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing

An independent and respectable study of char.
acter in the law of circumstance sucli as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. • . . .A. more vigorous
"'>resentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Dhristianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[W estminster Review.

DOlHGS.

P&per, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

trait, 80c.

The Candle From under , ,Works on the Laoor ~nestion.
The C~nventional Lies of Our Civilizatioil.
The Bushel
By Max Nordan. CoNTENTs-Mene, Tekel
(Mark iv, 21); or,
1,306 questions to the Clergy:
And for the Consideration of Others.

1'1\~lll

AOOOUNT OF
Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.

Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
'lfoys &nd Girls. 12mo; 383 pp., $1.25.
should be. Paper, 25c.
.
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand· Besaut·Hatchard Debate. :Between Annie
some o.nd Interesting Book, Without Supersti-

NATHANI[l VAUGHAN~

Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M. at its hall cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street. 'visiting Liberals
invited. J P. RICHARDSoN, President; M. IsAAc,
Secretary.

50 cents.

POP!S AHD

Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading o.nd poems. The
lfreatest- freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RroE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,

Comprising "Advjce

to a W1fe on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially Durinrr Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," and" Adv1Ce to a Mother on thn
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

Brooklyn Philosophical Assoei•
·
ation
With a Portrait of Whitman.
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Pl~tt
form free. Henry Rowl!l_:y, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. (The fifth
volume of "Science in Story."} 50 cents.

.BY

out the means by which the working classes may
raise themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignitJ', and independence, and which is also cap11r
ble of entirely removing;, in course of time, the
other principal social evils. By Ill. G. H. 10c.

Large or Small Families ~ On which Side
Lies the :Balance of Comfort? By Austin llolyoake. 5c.

Povert;v: : Its Effects on the Political
Condition of the People. :By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Why Do Men Starve ~
laugh. 5c.

cal to t.he 'Welfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlangh. 5c.

Labor's Prayer. :By Chas. :Bradlaugh. 5c.
Letters to Young People. :By (Prince)
Witli Life of author, bv

SCIENC~-~;T;;;~;~
·

~uestions

And Arguments.
By D. M. BENNETT.
WAT:e~

Paper, 146 pp., z.s ct.H.

OF< LIF<:e

Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.

Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesb&rrtl, Pa..

:By Chas. Brad-

The Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi-

Peter Krapotkine.
Stepniak: 10c.

Answers to Christian

OR, THE

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER, ·
Snowville, Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN
J

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By To Co WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, P&.

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTlt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E. D. SLENFl!JR,
Boards,

40oen1s.

Sent sealed to &ny address for 10 cents, treating
on that health-destroying and life-consuming
weakness of men as the re8ult of youthful errors
and excesses. The book set• forth an IN"FlDEL
CURE which iP a medi<>inP tAJ be applied externally (the only remorly of une lima in existence).
Yon will feel impJ_"oved the first day, benefited
every day, nntil all signs of Earlx Decay, Weaknesses1 Lost Manhood\-.etc.J...are full:£" restored.
ad,1ress,
Dn. RvB'T P. FELLOWS.
Vinel&nd, N. J
And ea.:v you s&w this in THE TBUTll SEBKF.u,

THE TRUTH SEEKER,: JULY; _16.,
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·1:89~.

God and His Book. $1.25.
Woman:· :Her Ghh·y, Her Shame,· and
Uer God, 'rwo vols. $1.25 each.
()ii! J.\)sils Christ Rise from the Dead 1
25 cents.
.,onfessional, Romish and Anglican. RO
~ents.

INVENTORS.

INSPIRED NONSENSE-PREDICTING THE IMPOSSIBLE.
But wild beasts of the desert shall lie there; and their houses shall be full of doleful creatures; and owls shall
dwell there, and satyrs shall dance there. And the wild beasts of the islands shall cry in their desolate houses, and
dragons in their pleasant palaces: and her time is near to come, and her days shall n.ot be prolonged.-Isa. xiii, 21, 22.

THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY.
Issued Monthly,

Subscription price,

$3 per annum.

No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Prtce.
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethink!lrs' Almanac, 1891........................
25
2. Men, Women. and Gods. Helen H. Gardener... . .. .... .. ..... ...... ..... .. . ... •.
50
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.. . . . . . . . .
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
25
Bennett .....•.................•....•.....
20
5.·.· Christian Absurdities. John Peck......••
10
6. Victor Hugo's OratiC>n on Voltaire ......••
40
7. The Crisis .............................. : .. .
25
8. Sabbath.Breaking ...................•.•..•
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams ......•.....
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller ....
25
11. M_y Religious Experience. S. P. Putnam.
12. The Higher Criticism in Theology and
50
Religion. T. E. Longshore ............. .
25
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote ....... .
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.An Example of Religious Rule.
It is more or less known throughout the United
States that New York city is politically controled
by the Tammany party, and that this party rules
with shameful mismanagement and corruption.
Now, as Tammany is largely identiiied with the
Catholic ecclesiastical machine, and composed of
believers in the Catholic faith, we think that the
influence of that church and religion on government may herein be estimated very justly and usefully. The Tammany party is called by some " the
politic!tl wing of the Roman. Catholic church" in
this city. Or we may call the Roman Catholic
church the ecclesiastical wing of the Tammany
party. We may estimate that the members of Tammany possess, on the average, the religious spirit in
a strength fifty per cent greater than t.he nonTammany citizens-the informed and largely irreligious inhabitants. And the Tammany society of
strongly religious citizens governs so badly that
but for the struggles of the non-Tammany and less
religious few the city would sink under its abuses.
The true character of Tammany is shown by the
Post of this city by means of likening it to the
Italian bandit organizations, so well that we will
here transcribe the comparison. The Tamm~y
Society, that paper says, is really an organization of
the semi-criminal class of the city-by which we
mean the class which leads a criminal or vicious life
without being directly obliged to hide from the
police-to secure the votes of the very ignorant,
either for sale to the managers of the leading parties,
or as a means of securing municipal offices for its
more intelligent and shrewd members and their
families, and procuring immunity from criminal
prosecution. In fact, it resembles as closely as the
social and political differences of the two countries
will permit, the Italian criminal societies, known as the
" Mafia " and the " Camorra," one existing in Sicily
and the other in the mainland, and both the results
of the long misgovernment of the Bourbons. The
. Italian government has been for twenty years making strenuous efforts to suppress these organizations,
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but so far without complete success. Probably
thousands of Americans who go to Italy every year
read about their operations with horror, without
remembering that we hav really something of the
same sort in our leading city .at home. It is true
the Italian "Mafia " is a secret society, and it is
true also that it occasionally punishes informers or
enemies by assassination; and owing to the fact
that all the chief administrativ and judicial offices
in Italy are filled by crown appointment, it is seldom or never able to put a member on the bench,
or into the public prosecutor's office; but in a great
number of other ways it givs them Lhe same sort of
succo:~::, help, and comfort that Tammany givs its
followers. It stops prosecutions before minor
magistrates ; it frightens away witnesses ; it
prevents dismissals from situations; and often controls elections by threats, and occasionally commits a murder in order to strike terror. But, if it
existed here, it would not find it necessary to resort
to extreme measures. It woul.d probably do what
Tammany has done-organize the vicious and pi:edatory element of the population into a vast society,
and through them control enough of the ignorant
vote to seize now and then on the municipal treasury, and divide the leading municipal offices as
plunder among its more activ members, and get the
control of the police and minor magistracy.
The -Mafia is the Italian Tammany ; Tammany is
the American Mafia.
We will not close without pointing out particularly one of the instances of Tammany-Catholic
misrule that we think perhaps the most flagrant of
all. This is· the nf'glect of the public schools.
Each year ten thousand applications for ·admission
are made in excess of the capacity of the buildings.
This occurs unfailingly year after year. The shortage is well known, has often been complained of and
denounced, and is looked forward to every school
season with the same assured expectation as the
l:uds of Apiil or the frosts of November. Yet no
measures are taken to cure the deficiency. The
office-holders are busy in political intrigue and do
not care, and the priests favor continuance of the
evil that their parochial schools may profit therefrom.
The rule of New York city we commend to all
persons' attention as an example of the effect of religion on citizenship. That it is as decent as it is,
is owing only to the sensible and skeptical few ; if
these few were absent and all were religious, the resulting condition may be imagined. On second
thought, it may be more than imagined, it may be
ascertained from history-it would be that of Europe during the Middle Ages.

Superstitions.
The Washington Star complains that so many
superstitious practices are in vogue among the
people of the United States. We join in our contemporary's deplorement, and will aid that paper in
its work of pillorizing the offensiv doings.
"In Mansfield, 0.," says the Star, "many years ago it
was generally believed that the seeds of 'Job's tears,'
worn around the neck, would cure goitre, as would
amber or gold beads. Up through New England teething
children were presented with the same charms, which were
kept at the drug-stores to ward off sore throat and diphtheria."
To contribute our mite to the detection of this
sort of follies, we will add that besides the " seeds
of Job's tears," a book containing a narrativ about
his tears and other things is also used as a charm
against disease. The "amber or .gold beads," too,
remind us of the beads gathered on strings, constituting what are called rosaries, which are dili-
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gently counted over by multitudes of people to
avert illness and other misfortunes.
"In Michigan a double cedar knot is carried in the
pocket to cure rheumatism, and in New Hampshire a
man earned a gall from the stems of golden-rod for .the
same disease. A small white grub is in the gall, and he
thought as long as the grub remained alive no rheumatism could get hold of him."
The use of the "double cedar knot" as a curativ
agent is like tbat of pieces of wood which are believed by many to hav come from a cross used for a
cruciiixion some ages ago. There is not the slightest
evidence that these pieces of wood came from the
cross, but much that they did not. Indeed, the
numerousness of the pieces for which the claim is
made is such that they would make twenty crosses.
As to the "golden-rod gall" and the "small white
grub" in it which protected its owner so long as it
was kept alive, why, the religion of the Aztecs who
formerly inhabited southwestern North America
affirmed the same of certain altar-fires which had to
be constantly kept alive; and sundry of our fellowcitizens attach mighty efficacy to the keeping alive
of candles before images at particular seasons.
Or, we may conjecture some affinity between the
''small white grub" and the black-garbed creatures
who grub upon us, or into us, for their living, and
who tell us that our well-being depends upon exempting them from labor and by our self toil keeping them alive. But perhaps this comparison is
superficial and pueril. Peradventure we shall not
be able, in the present state of pantheological research, to duplicate the small white grub superstition.
"Hickory nuts, the buckeye, and its cousin, the horse
chestnut, which bring good luck in New Jersey, are foes
to rheumatism in different localities."
Indeed, in this very city, people desirous of preventivs of rheumatism and other illnesses congregate in multitudes every Sunday to receive what are
vulgarly called "chestnuts." But this is said to be
a slang use of the word.
"Some people wear a strange ring made of a potato,
with a hole bored through it, for rheumatism, and others
carry a plain potato in the pocket."
Some people wear on a string around their necks
a strange object with a hole bored through it,
called a scapular. Others carry a plain medal in
the pocket.
"The charm is more potent if the potato has been
stolen."
This throws light on a point that has always puzzled us, viz., why church people, by means of taxing
unbelievers and all to support their .operations, contrive that their ceremonials shall always be stolen.
"Almost everything seems to hav rheumatism-fighting
properties, for in southern Michigan a pebble in the
pocket serves to ward it off;"
True. Man has utilized or worshiped as charm
against his afflictions almost everything in earth or
heaven or in the regions which be under the
earth, as well as a good many things which are
not above, on, or under said sphere. In our
locality just at present he mostly worships a partnership composed of a celebrated enchanter from
above the earth and one from under it.
"A New Hampshire cure for sore throat is to wear
about the neck a stocking, in the toe of which a potato
has been tied."
A sore-throated wight bewrapped with a stocking having a potato in it must be a rather comical
sight. Some individuals in this city make themselva laughable objects by donning queer raiment,
in the belief that they thereby maintain immunity
from mortal calamities. Some wear long black
shirts outside of their other garments. Some wear
queer hats. One of these believers in what we may
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call the dress cure, who is named Pecci and livs at
Rome, Italy, affects a head-dress of three hats piled
on top of one another. By the way, this man's
stocking, or toe, enjoys especial therapeutic and
other powers. The believer kisses it instead of
wearing it on his neck, which is reputed to be already occupied by a yoke.
"Among the negroes the most striking remedies are
to be found. Witness the combination of cure and
spell, described under the name of 'conjuring a tooth,'
in Alabama. Go into a lonely part of the woods with
one of the opposit sex, who is to carry an ax. The
bearer of the ax chops around the roots of a white oak,
cuts off with a large jack-knife nine splinters from the
roots of a tree, then cuts around th8 roots of the aching
tooth with the knife, dips each of the nine splinters in
the blood :flowing from the cuts, and finally buries the
splinters at the foot of the tree from which they came.
While doing this the operator repeats something you
don't understand, which is a charm."
We will keep up our end of this cosmo theological
inquiry by calling public attention to the equal
folly of some who for the same purpose· employ
wavings and placements of crooked sticks called
crosiers, and of candles supposed to possess mystic
symbolicalness. The magic number observed in
these ceremonies is more usually three or seven
than nine. The custom of dipping in blood will be
readily paralleled from the memory of our readers.
"While doing this the operator repeats something
you don't understand." Our experience coincides
with that of our Washington friend. This "is a
charm." Certainly it always charms us away.
"From the same locality comes a curious remedy for
chills and fever. Take the skin from the inside of an eggshell, go to a young persimmon three days in succession,
and tie· a knot in the skin each day.
"On the eastern shore of Maryland biliousness is
cured by boring three holes in a carefully selected tree
and walking three times around it, saying: 'Go away,
bilious.'"
We will direct ridicule as well to the similar flat,
stale, and unprofitable fashion of crossing one's
self three times and saying, "Get thee behind me,
Satan." It may be remarked that the cerem~nies
tp which we hav had the honor of calling attention
hav this peculiarity, they preserve not only from
one specified disease, but from death by any, or by
old age. They hav, in the mind of their practicers,
the virtue of conferring never-ending life.
"In parts of Massachusetts it is thought that ifa girl
puts a piece of Southern wood down her back, the first
boy she meets will be her husband. In Boston if a marriageable woman puts a piece of Southern wood under
her pillow on retiring, the first man she sees in the morning, so says the superstition, will be the one she is to
marry."
The only superstitious practice attached to
marriage that we had had any opportunity of noting, is that common one relating to the nuptial
ceremony. Under the baneful sway of this superstition, thousands at marriage desert the civil magistrate who has recorded their previous contracts, in
favor of a voodoo-man, obi-doctor, or conjurerhowever he may be termed-whose alleged business has to do with a future life and supernatural
beings and who has no call to meddle with the
affairs of man and wife or any others belonging to
this world.
We regret, along with our fellow-journal of
Washington, the extensiv reign of these false
notions and wasteful practices. We cannot forbear
remarking that the superstitions which our co;:aborer condemns are those which hav never chanced
to get possession of the power of the state and so
convert most of the populace into adherents of them,
thereby making it uncomfortable for challengers of
the said misbeliefs. Harmony in the future workings of this team of investigators of comparativ superstition, will be not at all disserved if our mate
will occasionally apply himself to the state-supported
as well as to the unsupported superstitions.

The Pope and the Royalists.
There is a revolt in the pope's household, caused
by his policy toward France, which is that of friendliness to the republican form of government, though
opposed to the men who at present administer it.
_The revolt is fostered by the royalist Catholics,
who still hope that the empire may be restored.
The pope's policy is to found a conservativ party,

which shall offset the Radicals who are fast separating church and state, and to use the ballot as he
uses it in this country-to attain power and pelf
for his sect. The royalists desire the old regime,
and will tolerate nothing recognizing th_e republic
as a permanency. The College of Cardinals at
Rome support the royalists, and several of the
cardinals hav told the pope that his program does
not meet their views. Whereat, it ·is reported, the
pope feels greatly provoked.
The pope is a cunning politician. He sees that
the empire is a thing of the past, and that the only
way to gain his ends is to form a p~rty of which he
shall virtually be the head, and which under his
direction shall possess the power to dictate to the
secular politicians. He does not desire this pa~ty
to be known distinctivly as a Catholic party, but as
a "constitutional conservativ party."
But the
royalists, who are not as far-seeing, or, perhaps, as
Jesuitical as he, oppose all political progress and
are endeavoring to turn France back to the time
when kings and priests fattened on the people without effectiv opposition. They are the real representativs of Catholicism, for .the pope's move is but
a method of deception. His real purpose is the
same as that of the royalists, to regain the power
in France at present lost to the church. The
revolt is that of lesser rogues falling out with a
chief who is a little shrewder than they.

The Fair to Be Closed Sundays.
The contest over the Sunday closing or opening of.
the World's Fair has been transferred to the House
of Representativs, the Senate having passed a bill
giving five millions of dollars to the Fair providing
its gates are closed on Sundays.
Unless the
House shall change this, the Sabbatarians will hav
won a great victory and religious liberty will be
seriously imperiled. At this writing it is difficult
to say what will be done, as Congress intends to
adjourn early next week.
The passing of this bill by the Senate has
aroused the greatest indignation, and from the expressions of the newspapers it is easy to see that
the majority of the people are against the fanatics,
but lack organization whereby to make themselvs
heard. Speaking for the people of this section, th~
World says:
"Hardly anything worse could happen to the World's
Fair than the final passage of the Senate's Sundayclosing proviso with the five million dollars appropriation,
the prohibition clause having been very wisely rejecttld
as a little too much even for Senatorial hypocrisy.
"The other proviso, that the Fair grounds shall be
closed on Sunday, is even worse. It will deprive every
visitor of his best chance to enjoy the Fair. It will
enormously reduce gate receipts. It will cut off the
large laboring popUlation of Chicago and all the cities
within hundreds of miles from the pleasure and profit of
visiting the Fair with their wives and children. It will
reduce the influence of the Fair even more than its
revenues.
"But furtheT. It will thrust all kinds of temptation
upon the strangers within Chicago's gates. The dllin~?SS
of an idle Sunday to the sojourner in a city is intolerable.
Thousands who woUld spend Sunday innocently in the
art galleries and other pleasant places of the Fair if they
might, will spend it-under the Sunday-closing rUle-at
the garish summer resorts, or in the saloons, the beer
cellars, the dives, and the lower resorts of other kinds
which abound in that city and which are never closed on
Sunday. There can be no doubt whatever that the
Sunday closing of the Fair will induce more immoral and
hurtful indulgence than any other rUle or practice which
could be devised.
"It is no answer to all this to say that visitors to the
Fair ought to spend Sunday at church. It is a fact perfectly well known that a very large number of people do
not want to go to church and carnot be forced to go by
the closing of other resorts. It is not the business of
law-givers to try to force people to go to church, and,
even if it were, law-givers cannot accomplish that end in
a free country. Only bigotry could desire such compUlsion, and in our time and country bigotry is lame of both
legs in such a case.
"The House shoUld strike this senseless proviso out of
the bill. If it fails to do so the World's Fair managers
should refuse to accept the money offered upon such con~
ditiS"ns and look to an enlightened public to sustain them
in that refusal."
The Herald, the Sun, the Times, and several
lesser journals are also opposed to the fanatical
restrictions of the Senate's action. The former
says:

''It is not surprising that there is a strong and growing
sentiment in Chicago in favor of declining the money
offered by Congress if coupled with the Sunday-closing
condition which the Senate has imposed.
.
" This condition must impair very materially the value
of the contribution by cutting off the revenues of the
enterprise on the day of the week when they woUld be
largest. It will deny to multitudes of working people
their best and in many instances only opportunity for
the enjoyment and instruction to be derived from visiting
the grounds. It will, in short, interfere seriously with
the success of the great undertaking.
"The managers of the Fair and the citizens of Chicago
hav good reason to be incensed at the action of the
Senate, and their feeling of indignation may well be
shared by the people of the country. For that action is
on-American and not in keeping with the genius of our
Constitution. It breathes a puritanical spirit, condemned
by the tolerant sentiment of the nation.
"The keystone of our governmental fabric is the right
of home rule-the right of the people to manage their
own affairs. State sovereignty secures to the citizens of
every state the right to observe Sunday in whatever way
the majority may determin. They are free to make it a
day of strict religious devotion or a day of liberal enjoyment. They may make it so puritanical as to leave to the
people no choice but to go to church or stay at home.
They may make it so liberal that festivities and amusements become the order of the day.
"Such is the right of the people of every state. It is a
right recognized by the Constitution of the United
States in the general grant of sovereignty and in the special guarantee of religious freedom.
"Congress has no business to dictate how the citizens
of Chicago or the inhabitants of Illinois or the people of
any other state shall spend their S~nday. Whether the
Columbian Exposition shall be kept open or closed on
that day is no concern of the Senate or House at Washington. The Exposition was not got up by the nation. and
will not be controled by the nation. Its organization
and control are .local. Its conduct ~hould be left to local
hands. Whether it shall be closed one day in seven is
for its directors to say.
"Of course Congress has the technical right to giv or
withhold its aid or to offer money on such terms as it
may see fit to impose. But to demand the .closing of the
Fair on Sunday as a condition of advancing needfUl
funds is simply an attempt to reach by indirection an onAmerican end that cannot be attained by direct means
under the Constitution.
"The Herald has long favored a Congressional appropriation in aid of the Exposition for the reason that it is
an enterprise in which the people of the whole nation are
interested, and one whose success must reflect credit and
confer benefits upon all. But this aid should be given
freely and without any conditions designed to jeopardize
success, hamper the management or interfere with the
enjoyments of the people.
"We trust that both the Senate and the House will yet
see the matter in this light, and that when the contribution of five millions is finally made it will be offered to
Chicago without any obnoxious restriction."
In the debates preceding the vote on this matter,
the Senators showed plainly that they wwe catering
to the religious element, and most of lheir objec~
tions to Sunday opening were religious. And yet
they knew and they knew that the country knew
that they all break the "Sabbath" whenever it suits
their political or financial or social convenience to
do so. Even Senators Hawley, of Connecticut,
and Colquitt, of Georgia--the most accomplished
hypocrits of them all-ride on railroads and transact business on Sunday. But as Senator Hawley
said, unless this provision was adopted, they knew
the Fair gates would be kept open, and to please
the narrow little Puritans of Connecticut and the
superstitious crackers of Georgia they were willing
to make religious laws to restrict the whole enlightened part of the United States. It is a most
abominable and outrageous piece of work!
There is no time to ·do anything now. Congress
has the matter in its hands, and unless the House reverses the Senate's action, the Fair will be closed,
for Chicago needs the money and cannot afford to
refuse it and depend upon the Sunday gate-money
to make the loss good.
A writer in a Western journal recently made a
visit to British Guiana, and while at Berbice the
following incident came to his notice : A member
of the Protestant church lost his wife suddenly.
She was also a member. They were poor. He applied to the minister for a lot to bury her in. The
minister refused unless he first paid the price, $3.
He could not raise it, and with tears in his eyes,
begged the minister to relent and bury his wife decently. The minister still refused. The authorities
insisted on an immediate burial for sanitary reasons.
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With a few friends, he took the body of his wife
to the cemetery gate, and again begged the minister to bury her. Again he was refused. Leaving
the body in the gate, he went away to try again
to raise t~e money. While they were gone the
minister's horse ran against the rude box, knocking
it to the ground, and the body fell out on the earth.
.A. crowd gathered around. The minister, without
waiting for the husband to return, paid a man $4
to bury it without even a prayer. But this was not
the end. Before the sun went down, the minister
sued the man for $7 to pay for the lot and the expense he had incurred in burying his· wife, and
levied on his few household things as security.
When it came up in court next day, the judge, who
is not a Christian, shamed the minister out of the
courtroom, amid the jeers and hisses of the assembled crowd, refused to entertain the case, and
assessed the costs on the minister.
The Catholics claim that the rule of their priests
over ignorant Indians is one of great beneficence
and virtue. The Victoria, B. C., Times relates an
occurrence which shows this: "The Rev. E. C.
Chirouse, O.M.I., visited the La Fountain Indian
reserve about the middle of last month. During
his visit there a young Indian woman and her lover
(a handsome young buck) were caught in the act
of breaking a church law, marnmook cultus. The
reverend father ordered that both be flogged. The
young woman was stripped of all her clothing, except a thin chemise; she was held down by two
Indians, while one muscular Indian administered
The next.
fifteen lashes with a raw4ide whip.
evening the young woman was flogged again (fifteen'
lashes) making thirty lashes with a rawhide in
twenty-four hours.
The above facts were not
learned by the authorities until about ten days·
after the floggings. The Indians feared the young
woman would die; th43n the truth came out about
the flogg'ings.
The .Indians who assisted at the
floggings, were arrested and lodged in the Lillooet
jailo .A. warrant was sworn out against the priest,
Rev. E. C. Chirouse; he was arrested at Pemberton
Meadows, by special constable W. G. Manson, and
brought to Lillooet for trial. The preliminary trial
was held at Lillooet on April 5th, John MartleJ,
J. P., on the bench. The priest was bound over
to appear at the county court to be held at Lillooet
on the 2d day of May in the sum of $1,000 bail. The
young woman has been unable to move since the
whippings. She has to be turned over in bed by
assistants, being too weak to turn alone. She is
still in a very critical condition, but with careful
nursing she may recover. T.ce priest was convicted,
but has been granted a new trial on a writ of error,
by an official who is one of the stanch supporters
of the .Catholic church."

Jn the West.
News and Notes.
Floating over the broad Columbia. How beautiful it is ; the mighty river sweeping along vast and
. wooded shores, its sparkling bosom contrasting
with the tremendous hights. Wide expanses roll
away, holding green islands in the shimmering
splendor; and the far-off banks are lost in soft and
. misty gloom. The great mountains appear, enormous drifts of snow against the blue sky and above
the dark masses of forest. .A.ll day long we float
and speed amid this wild magnificence, gemmed
here and there with bright villages, elegant dwellings, gardens, orchards, while saw-mills and canneries mingle their rude industry with the everchanging panorama.
The flags are floating everywhere, on the boat,
on the majestic ship, from the tall staff, from the
roof. The stars and stripes wreathe the windows,
the porticos, and stream across the roads. Music
fills the. air, the guns are heard, the muskets, the
fire-crackers, and the boom of drum. It is the
'Fourth of July, the gala day of America, and the
?atriot heart feels t he glad enthusiasm of the time.
Athens and Cathlamet, ancient Greece and modern Columbia, mingle their memories and their
glory. Athens is beauti~ul for situation, with fields
and groves, with hills and slopes, with valleys and
rushing river, with wealth of timber and coal; the
white wings of commerce in front; deep water close
to sho:re, where the largest ships can anchor ; the

Columbia spreading like a lake, and flowino· and
winding onward. to the sea.. Beyond Astoria the
eye catches the jeweled breast of the Pacific. .A.
more charming prospect of rugged grandeur, glowing loveliness, magnificent extent, seldom greets the
gaze in the Old World or the New. On these western shores, gleaming in the sunset, there could be
found no more favorable place to unfold in fresh
delight and liberal usefulness the art, the poetry,
the philosophy of the most brilliant race that ever
adorned the pathway of the orient. Let Athens
flourish on the banks of .the Columbia, and renew
for tl:-is age the glorious youth of man.
I am here on the Fourth of July, and deliver the
oration. The Declaration of Independence is read
by Miss Dickinson, of Eugene, Ore. C. Beal is
chairman of the meeting; Marshal Taylor keeps
order. The Athens and Cathlamet brass band discourse sweet music; the Cathlamet boys defeat the
Astoria. team in a game of baseball, and on the
wkle it is a day of. glory for Wahkiakum county.
In the evening there is a magnificent ball in
West's new building. Judge Curtis and his confreres from Astoria keep the "light fantastic toe"
in motion with enlivening strains until morning.
I guess about five hundred people were present.
In a blaze of fireworks the glorious Fourth was
ended.
C. Beal and Van Houten hav inaugurated an enterprise here that certainly deserves the attention
of Liberals. This is a Freethought community.
There is no church here yet. There is prospect
of a fine town, perhaps the largest city on the
Washington side of the Columbia. Two railroads
are in view-one from Kalama to Frankfort, via
Cathlamet, and one from Athens, adjoining Oathlamet, to the Northern Pacific, twenty-four miles
away through the Elokemin valley. What is needed
is. capital to develop the resources of the country,
to build mills, factories, etc. Beal wishes to hav
some day a grand university of Freethought here,
and certainly the elements might be so mixed as to
produce a noble flower of Liberalism. Mr. Beal
is a man of enthusiastic' faith, and dreams and
builds with the ardor of a poet. But there is a
solid basis of fact for his extensiv plans.
Forty years ago, or more, James Birnie, Judge
Strong, and General Grant used to camp here and
plan and dream of the future, two thousand miles
away from civilization. What a change since that
time. When President Grant went around the
world he said there was one more place he would
like to see, and that w:as Cathlamet.
There is plenty of fish in the water, plenty of
game in the hills, and the soil is of the richest kind.
Large crops of fruit, vegetables, and grasses are
produced. The water is of the purest quality.
The climate, especially in summer, is delightful.
The ocean is twenty miles away and its breezes are
s~ftly tempered as they strike these gentle hills and
dales.
·
Already a company has gathered here, of energy
and Liberal spirit. Our old friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert, are well known to the readers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. They now hav a beautiful baby and it is
named after W. S. Bell.
Dr. Boynton is full of poetry and philojlophy and
is a Radical to the backbone. His wife is the same,
and their two pretty babies are born with their
foreheads to the dawn. W. C. Clow keeps time as
usual, trains the brass band and is at the front.
.A.. S. Douglass, proprietor of the new mill, is an
energetic worker. The Chenys, forl)lerly of Wisconsin, keep things shining, both in the tin-shop
and out of it. J. Bruce Polwarth, district attorney;
0. M. Harvey, auditor of the county; the Shepherd
brothers ; the West family ; Alex. Birnie, postmaster for twenty-six years; Wm. Andrews; J. J.
Foster, who owns a farm of five hundred acres;
Davis & Cornwall, of the Cathlamet Gazette, McGrath
and Frederickson, proprietors of the hotels, these
and many others are among the pioneer corps of
Athens and Cathlamet, and are determineu to make
this place worthy of its natural advantages.
Mr. Beal has started a brickyard, and it is said
that the clay in this vicinity will produce the finest
brick.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Davidson were with us from
their ranch above Eureka and photographed the
Fourth of July assemblage. Others joined from
various places, and it was a pleasure to greet old
and new friends along the Columbia.
Athens and Cathlamet hav a bright future before
them as this great and splendid country develops.
It will take time, work, energy, and capital to
realize the possibilities of the situation; but I hav
much faith in friend Beal's Liberal projects. I
enjoyed the hospitality of his delightful home,
where certainly there is rest for the weary. It
occupies a commanding position from whence the
river can be seen for miles in extent. Beyond the
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river the vast hills roll away with the still unbroken forest from base to crest. You can look
down upon the bright little burg of Cathlamet,
with its wharves, its hotels, its canneries, and the
steamers coming and going. Backward stretches
the lovely vale of Elokemin into the inexhaustible
timber lands. I hav enjoyed rhy visit l::ere while
the pageantry of the Fourth of July has mingled
with the magnificence of nature.
Barlow is my next lecture point, and here also is
a new town, grown up almost since I was here a
year ago. W. W. Jesse, formerly of New Era, is
located at this place with a brand-new store and a
brand-new house to liv in. He is a judge, too,
although a Freethinker, and, although a Democrat,
he was elected in a Republican district, which shows
his popularity. I find the same jolly welcome in
his home as ever. D. W. Smith and Katie Kehm
Smith, of Port Townsend, Wash., are on a visit to
Barlow, and it was a pleasure to greet again these
fortunate comrades, so ardent always in the Liberal
cause. Other friends are present, Mr. and Mrs.
Hoffman, Mr. and Mrs. Burgoyne, George Johnson,
Bogert, etc.
Barlow is a Liberal name, and I guess it will be
a Liberal town. .A. fair audience is present at the
lecture given in Barlow Hall, over Jesse's store.
The hall is ornamented with evergreens and flowers,
and the mottoes "Dig for Truth" and "Think for
Yourselvs" shine amidst the fragrant colors. Mr.
Smith takes charge of the meeting and introduces
me, and after my lecture Katie Kehm Smith recites
"The Betrayed," and the pathos of the poem is
beautifully expressed. So I find Barlow radiant
with Freethought. It is proposed to hav a Liberal hall here, and perh~tps a Liberal school. Katie
Kehm Smith expects some day to carry out her
plan outlined in her article in THE TRUTH SEEKER on
Liberal organization to form centers of work at
Barlow, Portland, and other places. She certainly
has the ability and the enthusiasm to succeed in
this enterprise. It needs only the genius of some
energetic leader to make Liberalism in this part of
Oregon a potent factor. I think that Barlow will
make a nucleus for Freethought work. There is
an excellent country about it,. fine farming lands ;
and undoubtedly there will be a handsome city here
some day.
I lecture at Canby .July 7th in Lee's grove.
Canby, about two miles from Barlow, is growing
too, and has the appearance of prosperity. The
Methodist camp-meeting is blazing away, but so far
no one has been converted. I had a fair audience
in the grove. This is a busy season and it is rather
diff;icult in the country to gather people together.
Barlow sent down a good delegation, and New
Era joined in, and ~ll the Wrights from
Wright's Grove came over-and a wagon-load there
was-and I was glad to meet these stanch Liberals
again. Reuben Wright has been married, and I
congratulate him on his new fortune. May the
flowers always bloom.
I am at the home to-day of Mr. and Mrs. H . .A..
Lee, of Canby, and am taking a good rest ere I
proceed to the North. The weather is delicious
after the heavy rains. There is scarcely a cloud in.
the sky. 'rhe breezes are softly blowing. The
earth is clothed in garniture of green with brilliantcolored flowers. The farmers are at work, and the
harvest gold begins to gleam. One of our number
has passed away, a martyr to her noble devotion,
Mrs. Carrie E. Haight, formerly of Pqrtland. She
with her family went to Topolobampo colony, and
to the success of this she consecrated her efforts.
She was taken with the fever and died serving the
cause of humanity. .A. brave and generous spirit
has been lost to our work amidst the "forlorn
hope" of progress; but her example of heroic
labor will shine in our memory, and her grave shall
not be forgotten. Over it shall bloom the flowers
of love and hope.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
Canby, Ore., July 8, 1892.

"Pushed By Unseen Hands."
FnYrn the Burlinr;ton, Vt .• F1·ee P1·ess.

The stories are suggestiv of important facts. Heredity is a powerful force, yet it seems impossible to
accept all the conclusions as literal facts. The
book is, however, well worth reading either by the
thoughtful or by those who seek first of all to be
amused.

Lectures and Meetings.
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Rosalia and
AlbertLea,Minn.Au?. 13,M
vicinity, Wash .. July 24 Watertown, " .. ' 16-18
Davenport, " .. " 25-27 Minneapolis," .. "
20
Colville,
" . . " 29-31 Eau Claire and
Missoula, Mont .. Aug. 6, 7 vicinity, Wis .. " 24--29
Chicago,
Til. Sept. 4, 11
Some dates are not filled. Those along the line who
desire lectures will please write S. P. Putnam, Palouse
City, Wash.
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The Cause in Washington.
At Tacoma, June 12th, the lectures on evolution,
presenting the facts of science in plain, simple Ianguage, intensified the interest both among Liberals
and Christians. The Germania Hall was crowded
alike upstairs and down, and st~t?ding-room was at
a premium. Only the very early comers had any
choice of seats. After the lecture, I answered questions for one hour and a half; even then tl:e vast
multitude seemed loth to depart and risked missing the last street-car and havi!tg a long, wearisome
walk home. The nature of the questions asked
and the eager attention with which the answers were
received gave proof of deep and intelligent int::rest.
I hav made large sales of Liberal publications
after every lecture. This is the surest possible
gage of the amount of interest and spirit of investigation aroused.
The Tacoma Secular Union hav engaged the
Wheeler Hall on Tacoma avenue for their regular
weekly meetings (Tuesday evenings); They hav
good attendance. On Tuesday, June 14th, over fifty.
were present, including ten ladies, and this despite
very great attractions elsewhere, one of which was
a mammoth musical festival at the Tabernacle.
After the routine business of the society-admissian of new members, etc. (there hav been a number of new members admitted every meeting-night
sa far), they hav a very interesting ·program of
social and literary exercises. Songs by the ever
genial and popular Scotch vocalist, Robert Howden
(a new addition to the ranks of Liberalism since
the commencement of the lectures and one we hav
reason to be proud of), readings, recitations, and
brief speeches by the chosen six-six names are
read off the roll in regular order by the secretary
each meeting, each of whom must, at the next
meeting, either read, recite, or make a brief speech,
failing which he must pay fifty cents into the
treasury. This extempore speaking class is alike a
source of instruction and great amusement.
Among the visitors, Tuesday evening, June 14th,
was Mr. Charles A. Cantonwine, of Yakima county,
who requested Dr. Angus, president of the Washington Secular Union, to read aloud a will which he
had instructed me to draw up for him, and which
he proposed to sign, execute, and publish before
the entire audience. He wished the president of
the Washington Secular Union and the officers of
the Tacoma Secular Union to sign as subscribing
witnesses. He had long desired to help the cause
of Liberalism and aid the work of securing complete
divorce of church and state; and, while he should
continue to do all in his power during the little
span left to him of life (he is eighty years old),
having done his full duty, by his children and heirs,
he desired at his demise the cause should receive the
bequests as stated in his will. He made-it thus
publicly so as to put it as far as possible beyond
the power of any of his heirs to break the will or
defeat his purpose by claiming that at the time of
making the will he was insane, under influence or
constraint.
Dr. Angus read the will aloud. It made bequests
to Charles B. Reynolds in trust for the Washington
Secular Union, and to Charles P. Somerby in trust
for the Truth Seeker Company, and the following
stipulations in regard to his funeral services, which
may prove useful, and so are inserted :
"Having no faith or favor for church ceremonies,
prayers, incantations, or other mummeries, I do
hereby, as my last will and most earnest last request
to my children, heirs, executors, administrators, and
assigns, especially enjoin, require, and desire that
immediately after my death the president and
secretary of the Washington Secular Union be
notified thereof.
"And I hereby request and direct that my friend
the said Charles B. Reynolds shall hav sole charge
and officiate at my funeral services; and in case Of his
death or unavoidal:He absence, that then the officers
of the said Washington Secular Union shall appoint
an agent to hav sole and exclusiv charge of my
obsequies.
·
"And that no ritual, rite, or ceremony shall be
permitted in connection with my funeral, other than
that sanctioned, requested, approved, or administered
by the said Charles B. Reynolds, or the agent appointed for that purpose by the said Washington
Secular Union.
"And I do design and intend this instrument to be
a full and complete authority for the said Charles
B. Reynolds, or the agent of the said Washington
Secular Union, to take whole, sole, and exclusiv
charge of my obsequies.
"And this shall be the warrant and authority of the
said Charles B. Reynolds-or in his absence the authorized agent of said Washington Secular Union
-to dismiss and _expel ~r~m the presence of my
dead body any pnest, mmister, or church official
who by request of any of my children, or any rela-
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tiv, or any person else, may attempt to preside or
take part, or in any way officiate or interfere with
my funeral services."
· After his signing his will and its being attested by
the five persons he requested so to do, Mr. Robert
Howden favored the audience with a ballad, and
in response to vociferous encore sang a comic song
with inimitable zest and humor, and then instead
of, as is his wont, modestly retiring to his seat
amid the din of applause, he stood his ground and
commenced to open a square package of formidable
proportions, and gaining the recognition of the
chair (that noble old veteran of Liberalism, ever
stanch and true to the cause, in weal or woe, Eben
Pierce), in very flattering terms expressed his sense
of the services as lecturer and exponent of Liberalism of Charles B. Reynolds, and prlilsented the
Jersey blasphemer with a beautiful and unique
etching on glass, very handsomely framed. In the
center was an ad~abl~ profile of Charles~· Ray~olds, and under Itt~~ words, "Reynolds.. LiberalIsm. June 14~ 1~92. .o~ each side of th~ profile
w~s a v,ery artisti~ fac-simile of the W ettsteill Freet~Inker 8 bad~epill. Ea~h corner was decorated
With ra;ys of hght, and ill the left upper corner,
"Voltarre-Investigation ;" in the right upper corner, "~~nn~tt-Freetho~f~t ;" in the l?wer left
corner, Fame-Reason ; ill the lower nght corner~ "Ingersoll-E~oquence." T_he novelty of. t~e
design~ as well as Its truly_ adm1rabl~ and artistic
execution, called forth glowm~ encommms.
.
. The secretary of the Washington Secular Uruon
IS not apt to lack for words or distinct and emphat~c _utterance! but thi~ unexpected_ token of ~p
prematiO~ an? kindly feeling caused hrm so~e kind
of swellin~ ill the throat, and ~tc.ough his e;yes
sparkled w1t~ ple~sure as he rec~Ived the ~eautiful
~nd ~ppropJ?-ate gift, yet they glistened With tears
ill spite of him.
.
June 19th, Profe_ssor W. Be~ lectu~ed ill my
~tead at .the G;erm~rua Hall, affording me illd~lgence
ill a four da:fs holiday, the fir~t I hav had ill three
year~. I seized _the op:r:>orturuty of Pr?fessor Bell
commg a~~;d put ill the time at the hospitable ranch
of .t~at prmce of good fellows and earnest Liberal,
Willia~ E. Langd~n, near Everett, the future metropolis of the Pamfic.
C. B. REYNOLDS,
Sec. Wash. Secular Union.
Fremont, Wash., Lock Boz 155.

Letters to Workingmen.
POLITICS.
I ~av said we should wash our hands of politics.
I believe the workers can never improve their condition by the ballot. It is a cunningly contrived
snare, wherein we _lose not only our freedom, but
our hard-earned wages. I contend that in so far
as we are concerned it is absolutely of no consequen.ce _which party is elected to power. The classes
controling the successful candidates are always tl!te
same. And these classes while differing in their
preferences, actually concern themselvs very little
as to who is elected. They are very sure that
attorneys representing their interests will be
elected, hence their indifference. Jay Gould testified that in Democratic districts he was a Democrat; in Republican districts, a Republican; in
doubtful districts a doubtful, but always and everywhere an Erie man. When asked if he gave money
to influence elections, he said, in effect, he had not·
he had found it easier and less expensiv to buy th~
legislators. You will always find that those who
are the least benefited by the politician are the
most enthusiastic in their endeavor to elevate him
to P?wer. I~ is we, the laboring poor, who hav
nothillg to Will and everything to lose, to whom he
looks for assistance, and alas! not in vain. The
politician works for himself; he is after the loaves
and fish~s. As a rule, he is entirely ignorant of any
plan, or Idea of a plan, for the betterment of society.
"Political economy" is all Greek to him. Yet I
would nQt insinuate that a knowledge of this
would make the _b_ette~ P?litician. If he aspires to
any exalted positiOn, It IS essential that he should
be a lawyer, ~ecause the railroad and bank president,
the monopolist and stock-gambler desire to be his
clients. As a lawyer he may kn~w how the laws
favoring his client are made and enforced, or those
unfavorable defeated or ignored. But if the labor
element should succeed in electing those not lawyers, what then 1 Friends, it is the labor element
that elects them all, and judging the future by the
past we hav no data _for affirming that any lasting
good can be o_btam~~ through politics. The
laborer has been ill politics some time and what has
he accomplished~ Is his condition one whit better
for any political success ! Do you not know that
the man who has leisure to apply his wit and
mone;y to e~ploy ~he ?est ~ounsel will always succeed I~ ha~g legislatiOn either made or interpreted
or qmetly Ignored? The fact is, the voter has

very little representation in the legislature. As I
hav said, the politician represents nobody but himself. True, he may find it to his advantage to
regard the wishes of his constituents. Still his
actions are all prompted by his selfishness.· The
moment a man goes into politics the tendency is to
make it pay. He must invest considerable cash to
get a position. He feels that society has imposed
an lmlawful tax upon him and justifies himself in
ways that are dark and tricks that are not altogethe1·
vain to get even with society. In fact, society has
read him a lesson and he says to himself, "It shall
go hard but I will better the instruction." As
Emerson B":lid, "Politics signifies cunning, intimating the state is a trick." Politicians justify the
means by the ends and then shape the ends to their
own advantage. Given the power, man's selfishness
will manifest itself every time without regard to others' welfare. Who doubts that the country would be
involved in civil war if supreme power were placed
in the hands of the manufacturers of al'ms and
ammunition, and it would be brought about in such
a way that "the powers that be " could with all the
appearance of sinoerity appeal to the patriotism of
the people to sustain them 1 It is idle to talk of reform in politics.
The editor of the Popular Science Monthly has
truly said, "The most popular forms of government
engender the worst forms of politics and foster
states of mind that exclude all considerations of a
scientific nature. Nothing is more notorious than
that under the working of our popular political institution.s the best men go to the wall and the
worst men come to the front. By the very conditions of the case it is the crafty operators, the
long-headed managers, caucus manipulators, party
intriguers, and brazen indefatigable demagogs who
secure the offices." Friends, I want you to think
of this. The principle of politics is degrading.
When we derive a right system from a wrong principle we may expect to gather grapes from thorns
and figs from thistles. The trouble is, we are by
nature conservativ. By nature we become the
slaves of custom. What always has been, we
imagin must be. That which should be abolished
we are ever seeking to refohn. Like the "wise
man " who "jumped into a bramblebush and
scratched out both his eyes," we imagin we hav
only to "jump_ into another and scratch them in
again." And then the absurdity of cultivating
brambles in hopes that by proper selection we may
get a bush containing less thorns when we know
the very nature of the plant is to obstruct, entangle,
and irritate! But this absurruty is eclipsed by the
greater one shown in our anger at the man who
would suggest the removal of the bramble altogether. Friends, it is our support that keeps this
bramble upon the highway. But for our fostering
care the onward march of civilization would destroy
it, root and branch. But for our support political
institutions would soon be superseded by business
institutions. When the laboring poor realize the degrading influence and the utter uselessness of politics in the acquisition of knowledge and happiness,
and withdraw themselvs from all participation in
its iniquitous proceedings, politicians will be obliged
to turn their attention to some honest calling. The
business and commerce of the people depend in no
sense upon politics or politicians. You will find
the true business man giving politics a wide berth.
He fears it, for he knows its robbing, intermeddling
properties; and what is true of the business man
is equally true of the moral man. The immorality of
politics is admitted by all.
Our schools, says the educational reformer, must·
be taken out of politics. Its contaminating influence makes incompetent teachers and backward
scholars. Our courts, say the advocates of pure
jurisprudence, should be, taken out of politics. It ·
corrupts the bench and makes a travesty of justice.
And so with every institution, " the trail of the
serpent is over it all." They cannot be taken out
of politics so long as politics dominates the nation.
It must corrupt all its institutions. Man must take
himself out of politics.
No longer the slave of
party or politicians, he will look upon the ballot as
a card in the hands of a gambler. Think of it,
friends, politics is simply a game wherein one party
strives to beat the other; and so long as cunning
and trickery are more successful in winning the
game than modesty and honesty, so long will
intrigue be the politician's stock in trade. It is
often said of political parties that it is a choice of
evils, and we are advised to choose the least. But,
friends, this advice is good only when we are compelled to choose, otherwise we should make no
choice. I am aware that certain politicians, reading
their fate in the withdrawal of the poor from politics,
are already advocating compulsion; and I expect to
see them putting a law upon the statute~ making it
a. misdemeanor or a crime for anyo~ eligible to
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neglect recording his choice. Well, let them do it.
It will result in their being " hoisted with their own
petard," as it will demonstrate the fact that the
voter is a slave. and the politician's talk of "sovereign people " will be a theme for laughter. Any
law seeking to enforce the idea that political
methods are necessary will awaken the minds of the
people, and its merits will be investigated. It will
be weighed by the common folks, and if found
wanting, quietly ignored. Laws are powerless
when the great majority rebel. "Eternal vigilance
is the price of liberty." But the subtle invasion of
liberty is sometimes necessary to strengthen ·and
enforce vigilan<~e. Meantime, I wish to impress
this truth upon you, the evils of politics can never
be overcome so long as we participate in its exercise. So long as we endeavor to force other people
into our ways of thought we must expect to be
forced from our own.' Our liberty can only be preserved by refraining from all invasion of others'.
The ballot as a card in the hands of a player would
be harmless but for the power of government to
enforce the will of the winner. If we play we
"must abide the hazard of the die." We hav in
honor no protest. · If we set out to . shear and
return shorn, we may blame our stars and curse
our luck, but we should bow to the will of the winner. I ask you, friends, to consider this little game
of politics. Devote yom :first hours of leisure to a
careful study of the ins and outs; see the players
phy in all the exuberance of enthusiasm; listen to
their shouts of victory and wails of defeat.
So enamored are they with the game,
So intent upon winning the lead,
No thou~ht of an object or aim,
No gam but the glory of speed.
Like the jockeys who ride in a race,
Endangering their lives io outrun,
No thought but to gain in the chase,
No glory but victory won.
Like a child we wish to employ
On an errand of personal gain,
We divert his mind with a toy
And a race with a rival to gain.
For back of the players there stand
The robbers who greatly enjoy
The folly that givs to their hand
The boodle the players deploy.
Buffalo, N. Y.
A. L. BALLOU.
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scorn by the cynic. Great stress has been laid on
A. Party for Liberty Wanted.
the death-bed of the Christian, who stretches out
The
time
has come that I hav feared for some
his arms toward heaven as if he was sure of a passage there, and the death-bed of the Infidel with its years. The Democratic party has committed suiagony and terrible torture. But, my friends, while cide and there is an opportunity for a new one.
this all seems very pretty, the experience of every To many a Liberal it will seem impossible to start
professional man who bas. stood by and seen the a party called the Liberal party with any hope of
monster Death envelop within its slimy coils a hu- success. But there often come times when the
man being, denies this, and bears me out in the smallest party holds the balance of power. The
assertion that these death-bed scenes are the prod- two parties now unite in offering the people silver
uct of man's imagination, and are contradicted in the platforms, but none in the mints. It is
by the simplest laws of physiology. I hav stood simply a ruse to make money scarce so that money
by the bedside as the old man tottered over the rings can: the more easily control it; to make farmboundary line of life and death; hav seen the little ers pay two bushels where they ought to pay only
infant pass away with a smile like the last rays of one. A party ought to be started that would sethe setting sun as they were absorbed by the twi- cme liberty of thought, speech, of the press, liblight ; hav seen the lividity, the cyanesis, the erty of action to the individual, and extend the
imperceptible heart sounds, the absence of radial powers of government so as to wipe out the tyranpulse, and the hoarse sepulchral whisper complete nical corporations that now ride over us roughthe desperate picture of that dread disease, cholera. shod and play the role in our age that the dukes
and counts did in feudal times.
GEo. WILSON. ·
But here as elsewhere I hav seen the dying soul
pass over the river Styx in a boat whose muffled
_Press Censorship.
paddles gave back no echo.
Occasionally I hav seen a man's death preceded
At a meeting of the Ethical Club of Topeka, Kan.,
by wild delirium, and his words would seem to re· held on the 28th in st., the following resolutions were
vert to the scenes of his childhood, and the brain by passed:
excessiv molecular irritation would cause the tongue
WHEREAS, Moses Harman, the president of this club,
to utter in the wildest fancy sentences, part of has again been committed to prison, charged with the
which were incoherent, but which, like the Bible, violation of' the postal laws, attempting to regulate the
of mailable matter, and
could be translated by a skilful tactician to mean nature
WBEl!.EAs, The principle involved is one that assaults
anything. The claim of the Christian teacher that the right of a free press and assails, not only the liberty
the brain of man dies last, as proved by a micro- of thought and speech, but endangers· the business interscopical examina1ion of the circulation of the scle- ests of the press everywhere; therefore,
Resolved, That this club makes the reasonable request
rotic coat of the eye after the pulse has ceased to that
newspaper publishers furnishing advance copies of
beat at the wrist, is true, but a deeper study of their publications to the post-office officials or agents,
physiology teaches us what he either does not know shall be exempt f:tom responsibility when such publicaor seeks to conceal, that that ciJ;culation is a venous tions are subsequently received and mailed. The responsibility of determining what is and what is not
one, and that the blood seems to flow through mailable
matter must be assumed by the department inthe little radicles by simply a mechanical principle stead of, as now, being left as a trap to catch innocent
of all fluids, that when pressure is taken away ·they and well-meaning publishers who may hav their own
seek their level, and a further examinatio:a reveals views as to what is wholesome literature. The common
of protection recognized in all free countries rethe fact that from this blood has already been ex- right
quires, if censorship of the press must be, that publishtracted all the oxygen, in the absence of which ers may be able to save themselvs from the danger of
thought cannot exist~ We also :find out that when prosecution and imprisonment by demanding that the
too much blood, heavily charged with oxygen, acceptance of postage by the department, when advance
of such mailable matter hav been furnished, shall
rushes to the brain, setting in· motion by violent copies
act as a bar against any charge of, violation of the postal
irritation all the nerve centers, the corporal law.
Resolved, That this club has the highest regard for
man loses control over the mental man and .freaks
The Death-Bed.*
of thought obtain. At this juncture, if the heart the moral worth of Moses Harman, its president; that it
As a nomad and a wanderer through this country refuses to act, death ensues, and the last words of believes no word of reproach has ever been uttered
against his personal character, and that he commands the
from the cold, bleak regions of frosty Canada to the dying throat are cherished, although they con- respect
and esteem of all who know him well, and that
the sunny and ve1·dant lands of lU:exico, I hav made ·flict with the whole past life of the individual; but even those who antagonize ideas that he may entertain,
man my principal theme of speculation, and as Sir should the heart stand the strain and recovery take many of which this club will not attempt to fully indorse,
still hav the utmost confidence in his integrity of purWm. Hamilton wrote on the walls of his room in place, what he said was "simple delirium."
pose.
the college, London, "I :find there is nothing great
The great Freethought orator has said that" Life
Resolved, That this, the Topeka Ethical Ciub, believin the world but man, nothing great in man but is a strange a 'J d shadowy road 'long which we all ing in and tolerating the utmost freedom of discussion
mind."
must pass, a few short steps from the cradle with as the only means of reaching ultimate truth, does hereWhen man wandered over the face of the earth its lullaby of love to that great wayside inn where by extend to Mr. Harman its warmest sympathies, assurhim that he has our respect as a citizen, our love as a
clothed only in the skins of animals, having only we all must pause and where the only salutation is ing
friend, and our admiration for his unselfish devotion to
the sky as his house-top, the grass of the prairie for good-night."
his own ideal of right.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to
his bed, with the warm zephyrs of the orient as a
It seems to me that we need no religion to tell
protection from the cold, his mind was the only us that good influence and habits, and constitu- our friend and presiding officer, Moses Harman, in his
and that they be furnished to his paper, the
thing that elevated him ab:ve the beasts with which tional inclination to virtue, are smer guarantees confinement,
Lucifer, and to the city press for publication.
he came in contact; but he little knew what was against immorality and· vice than the most pious
G: F. KIMBALL,}
shut up in that bony casket through which he recog- resolves and nicest power of moral casuistry. Life
J. W. ADAMS,
Committee.
J. A. ADAMs,
nized sound, light, etc., and differentiated between is merely a principle resulting -from the properties
MR. BULLARD, Vice-president.
their varied metamorphoses; he little knew the of matter and the action of elements in bodies, in
Attest: G. F. Kn.mALL, Secretary.
feelings of ambition, the promptings of evil, those which they create spontaneous movements. But it is
passions in man which make him lower th!Ln the a trust we owe to society, that we spend not idly as
Praise of a Book.
lowest animals. He little knew that in that tangled a gala day or holiday season, bedecked with the
From the Galveston Nmns.
network of protoplasmic cells there was so much gewgaws of fancy, but to be well administered, and
"The Higher Criticism in Theolo~:rY and Religion Con·
deceit and treachery; he could not conceive that in when it is ended to be laid down with satisfaction,
with Ancient Myths and Muacles as Factors in
that cranial cavity lurked so much latent duplic- when its sun sinks beneath the green earth and its trasted
Human Evolution, and Other Essays on Reform," by
ity. He knew not of love, of friendship, of hate, weary journey is over.
DR. R. BRODNAX.
Thomas Ellwood Longshore, member of the Society of
Friends, author of " George Fox Interpreted" and other
except what instinct taught him.
works. Published by the Truth Seeker Company, 28
As your respected and eloquent qrator, Mr.
English
Note~.
Lafayette place, New York. ,
Reynolds, taught us, the rumble of the thunder, the
Written in a scholarly manner1 without ostentation of
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS: Amongst the most pleas- learning,
flash of the lightning, the roar of the cataract, the
but with substantial eVIdence of its possession,
urable
incideE.ts
of
the
last
few
days
is
the
receipt
this volume of five hundred pages, in popular form, is
whistling wind, etc., struck him with awe and imbued him with the idea of the supernatural. From of a letter from California, written by a hitherto one of the most engaging books of its class. With reference to subjects of deepest anxiety, where mankind
this beginning his superstition and fear developed unknown friend who claims acquaintance by means seeks
hope and consolation, the author speaks with diginto a religion, every form of which is the expres- of these English Note~>• Such favors call for no nity and simplicity for cheerful resignation to the decrees
apology.
I
am
only
too
glad
to
kpow
that
Ameriof nature and impresses the reader with the unconstrained
sion of the same principle of mind, and is limited
by man's power of varying the expression of this cans and Englishmen are in touch with each other, candor of his remarks, the strength of his reason, and serenity of a balanced intellect, freely employed to build
principle. Born in China, Turkey, Christendom, and that your compatriots watch with interest the up
the best things in character upon a natural and human
or elsewhere, his religion and moral codes would be doings of Freethinkers in the old country. What I basis.
·
am
longing
to
realize
is
a
more
general
interchange
such as were taught him; their degree of purity or
Heaven No Longer Popular.
elevating influences would depend upon the pll'ity, of opinions between the dwellers of the two Jands.
elevation, and cultivation of the mind or minds We are teo much divided yet. We hav scarcely
·The other Sunday a visiting clergyman addressed the
from which they emanated and to which they be- learned efficiently that grand lesson of Thomas Sunday-sch~ol of a Detroit church. After a serious talk
Paine that "the world is my country and mankind he said to the children:
came associated:
From the earliest ages the death-bed has been my breth1·en." Some day Ingersoll to Englishmen
"All of you who desire to liv in a better world than
surrounded with a halo of veneration, and a record and Foote to Americans may not be "strangers this please rise to your feet."
All the children rose except one small boy in the
of the sayings and doings of dying men of all tim€'s yet;" and when that day shall come to pass I may
has been kept.
The dying statesman, warrior, be able, too, to shake hands with those whose corner.
The good man looked at him in pained surprise.
heroin, or hero of different ages has been the homes are beyond the herring pond. In addition
" My child," he said, very gently and kindly, "why
theme of song by the poet, of speculation by the to this letter, I hav to acknowledge thankfully the
philosopher, of example by the eeclesiastic, and receipt of the Moralist, the Open Oourt, and other don't you rise with the others?"
interesting journals which are always most welcome
"Detroit's good enough for me, that's why," sung out
gifts
in
a
country
where
they
do
not
grow.
the
youngster, and the solemnity of the occasion was
* An essay read by Dr .. Brodnax at the late conference
Manchester, June 20, 1892.
SAM STANDRING.
knocked to pieces.
of the Washington Secular Union.
•
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The Rogers Debate.
I desire space for a few words concerning the
debate recently held at Rogers, A k., between Rev.
J. N. Hall, editor of the Baptist Gleaner and myself. A report of the debate, written by Mr. ~all
and published in his paper, prompts me to wnt~.
His report is gross y inaccurate, and calculated, If
not intended, to deceive his readers. It is made up
largely of such statements as the following :
"At the close of the debate Mr. Remsburg advised all Christians to stick to their Christianity, as
he had nothing better to offer them. This advice
concedes the whole ground to us, and it greatly
pleased the Christians.
"Old Brother Jetton told me that on the third
day of the debate Mr. Remsburg packed his valise
and started to the train, to go home and quit the
field but some of his people pnivailed on him to
remain and tough It out.
I will not hav an opportunity to present a refutation of these, and the many other silly falsehoods
with which his article abounds, to the readers of
the Baptist Gleaner. So far as the readers of our
Freethought papers are concerned, none is needed;
for whatever opinion they may entertain of my
work, they will giv me credit, I am sure, of being
neither a fool nor a coward. If the above. statements are true I am both.
Why Mr. Hall should indulge in this personal
tirade against me I am at a loss to understand.
That I gave him no just provocation for it during
our discussion, he admits. Referring to me, he
says: "Everybody agreed in the sentiment that he
was a gentlemanly and cultivated man." And
again: "He is high-toned and gentlemanly in
debate; does not condescend to little and contemptible tricks like some so-called Christians I hav met
. . . and our debate was throughout pleasant
and without offense."
·
Can it be that chagrin caused by the consciousness
of his having failed to satisfactorily answer the objections that Freethought offers to Christianity inspired his untruthful and ungenerous report7 Had
he really gained the victory that he would hav his
readers believe he gained, had he refuted all the
arguments I advanced, I certainly should harbor no
revengeful feelings toward him. The more errors
he had dispelled from my mind, the more truths he
had given me, the more grateful should I be. My
object in discussion is not to score a polemical triumph, but to discover and establish the truth.
Conceding to him the privilege of bestowing fulsome praise upon his own efforts, thanking him for
the few complimentary words he has seen fit to bestow upon me, and passing o~r as unworthy of
notice his extended and persistent attempts to misrepresent and belittle his opponent, I will proceed
at once to a brief account of the debate· as it appeared to the other disputant.
The debate commenced May 24th and continued
five days-two sessions a day of two hours eachtwenty hours in all. The Opera House each night
was crowded almost to suffocation, and would probably hav been filled had its capacity been twice as
great. Visitors were there from nearly every part
of Arkansas; also from Missouri, Kansas, and
Kentucky. In addition to Mr. Hall and the resident pastor of the Baptist church, it is stated that
twenty-one Baptist clergymen were in attendance.
Probably as many more clergymen belonging to
various other denominations were present.
The following propositions were discussed:
1. "The Bible is a revelation from God." Hall
affirmed. Remsburg denied.
2. "The Christ of the New Testament is a myth,
and the four gospels which purport to giv a record
of his life and teachings are unworthy of credit."
Remsburg affirmed. Hall denied.
In the discussion of his own proposition Mr.
Hall displayed unusual ability as a debater. He
had evidently given his subject careful attention.
In his report he says: ''For two months I hav
given diligent study and ceaseless labor to the preparation for my debate with Mr. J. E. Remsburg,
the _great Infidel debater and lecturer." He had
thoroughly familiarized himself with the stereotyped
arguments in support of the inspiration of the
scriptures and presented them in a very entertaining and forcible manner. He failed to prove his
affirmation, but he made about as good a defense of
a bad case as it is possible to make.
In attempting to controvert the second proposition he was all at sea. He had not been able to
anticipate my line of argument; he was ignorant of
the many damaging facts to be adduced against
the credibility of the gospels and the historical
character of Christ, and was utterly unprepared to
meet them. His arguments were so lame and his
sophistries so transparent as to excite the pity of
his more intelligent auditors. He was at a loss ho:w
'
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In 1889 117 deputies of the French chamber
to occupy his time. He was obliged to speak five
voted
in favor of total separation of church and
hours on the question, while one would hav sufficed
for all he had to say that was really relevant to state. The French Freethought Federation began
it. He indulged in personal ridicule and rehearsed organizing in earnest, and in . ~891 17~ votes w:ere
old sermons and exhortations.
He vociferated cast in favor of the propositiOn. SIX• delegates
loudly and gesticulated frantically. His efforts re- who had promised to vote in its favor neglected to
minded me of an anecdote related of Dr. Lyman do so and they hav not been reelected. Strength
Beecher. Mr. Beecher, while returning home from lies i:r: organization. Where is the . Amer_ican Secchurch one Sunday with his family, observed that ular Union, and what are the executivs domg?
he had never preached a poorer sermon than the
Superstition is rife among the Christians in
one he had preached that day. "Why, father," said
Prussia.
A miner suffered from an attack of influHenry, "I never heard you preach louder." "That's
it," said the father; ''when I hav nothing to say I enza. The wise old woman of the vil!age told him
. he was bewitched and that he could be cured only
always holler."
Toward the close of the debate, he tried to· draw by hammering the first old woman he met the next
me away from the question under consideration and morning. He did so and knocked his own mother
introduced other questions with which he was more senseiess. She, however, on returning to consciousfamiliar. I had previously met a Campbellite minis- ness had her son and the " doctor " arrested. This
ter who had once served as moderator in a debate happened in the Christian Prussia of the year 1892.
in which· he was a disputant. He told me that I
The Belgian Freethinkers are activ as ever. New
would find Mr. Hall a ready talker, but that I would
hav great difficulty in confining him to the propo- societies are continually forming and the organization of the Federation becomes daily more and more
sition. Such proved to be the case.
Mr. Hall enjoys the reputation of being the ablest complete. Great credit for this is due to our
debater south of Mason and Dixon's line; but he is energetic friend, Mr. Leon Furnemont, president of
evidently more at home in defending the tenets of the Freethought Society of Brussels and editor of
his particular creed from the attacks of the adher- La .Raison. The general prosperity and evolution
ents of other Christian denominations tha:i:t he is in of Freethought organization in Belgium, Spain,
defending Christianity in general from the assaults and France is due, we think; not alone to the
of disbelievers. He is, doubtless, a very able activity of the officials, but to the fact that the inchampion of. the Baptist church, but ·he is not an dividual members recognize the importance of
especially able champion of the Christian church- cooperation and the consequent necessity of letting
not as able as some others with whom I hav de- alone petty personal opinions on speculativ subjects.
bated. He is neither as able nor as fair a debater In those countries the adherents of the theories of
as President Dungan of Cottner University, with Theosophy, Spiritualism, and Materialism do not
whom I held my last debate preceding that at fill page upon page in.our journals with abuse or
Rogers. Off the platform he is a genial and com- ridicule of each other's pet theories, not one of
panionable man. When he knows or thinks . he which can be demonstrated. One world's business
knows what he is talking about he is a fluent and is enough for them.
--------~~-------forcible speaker. He is quite popular in the Smith,
Hands Off!
and especially with the Baptists.
.
JoHN G. WHITTIER, .Dea1··Friend: I write to you
Aside from "Old Brother Jetton's" awful lie,
and the expressed hope of another pious brother as being a friend of man and woman, regardless
that God would kill me, my treatment by the Chris- of the color of their skin, and as being a powerful
Yourself
tians of Rogers and by the clergy in attendance advocate of their inalienable rights.
was in the main kind and courteous. I heartily en- being of Quaker stock and personally a genuin
joyed the debate, and so far from my having packed Quaker, I need not remind you how prone human
my valise to get away from it, I would gladly pack beings of all races and nations hav always been, and
still are, to rob each other of those rights,
my valise to go and participate in another.
among which liberty of conscience, pertaining to
J. E. REMSBURG.
religion and theology, is the most sacred. It is the
"pearl of great price," and when gained and posItems of Foreign News Interesting to Free- sessed,
is only retained by sleepless watchfulness
thinkers.
and eternal vigilance. "No religious legislation "
Nine months' imprisonment is the penalty for is the palladium of liberty of conscience and the
blasphemy in Guben, Prussia. A workingman is motto of the United States Constitution. "This
the sinner.
is not a Christian nation or government," was the
fundamental corner-stone declaration of WashingThe Universal Congress of Freethinkers will be ton, the father of our country.
held at Madrid, Spain, on October 12th. The deleTherefore, liberty of conscience is not a toleragates are to present their credentials at the office tion by a gracious church-and-state government,
of the secretary, Horno del la Mata, num. 5, such as Russia extended to the Mennonites for many
primero.
years, and then suddenly banished them en masse/
and is now doing the same by three millions of
Owing to the excellent status and proficiency of Jews, both of them being the cream of her popuHoly John's post-office administration a large pack- lation.
age of foreign and impious second-class UJatter due
The especial object of Jefferson, Franklin, Paine
to us April last arrived only June 30th, hence the and company, the Infidel framers of the Declara- ·
ancient air of some of our news.
tion of Independence and founders of the government, was an entire separation of church and state
The number of secular marriages and funerals is and perfect liberty of conscience to the religious ·
constantly increasing in France. Freethinkers in and non-religious of all races and nations in the
this country should show a little more courage and world. This is the only government upon earth of
thus convince the Christians that not even on such which I hav knowledge that is entirely secular.
occasions is clerical assistance wanted.
Under it, the Atheist and the most superstitious,
religious enthusiast or orthodox bigot hav equal
H. Ignatius en H. Neeholaus, from Tolentinen, freedom of thought and speech unmolested.
saintly defender against influenza, is coining money
Amid the thousand religions of earth no one has
in Belgium, and the Jesuit general, Father Ander- any more right than another to practice coercion,
ledy, is nearly dying from the consequences of the all being equal in the eye of reason and before
same disease. No comments are needed.
properly understood and interpreted American law.
Therefore, it is arrogant, impudent assumption
La .France Anti-Clericale is the title of a new for any one of them to dictate to and attempt to
illustrated French political Freethought journal. coerce all the rest. And wh~n the one of them all
We hav not seen a copy yet, but in the opinion of that ·is the most ungodly, unscieJttific, unreasonable
our foreign contemporaries the editor, Joanne and cruel makes the attempt to thus coerce, it dil!l~
Magdelaine, will not be beloved by any sky-pilot.
graces itself and the nation by its ignorant, egotistic arrogance !
The eminent French Freethinker, Emile Odin, is
Each day of the seven js the Sabbath of some
dead at an age of only thirty-four years; Nearly one of the thousand religions which will be asse:rn.two thousand people escorted the remains to the bled at the W oriel's Fair; and each one has the
crematory and speeches were made by the foremost right to observe or not observe any one of the
of his Parisian colaborers in the field of intellect- ~even d~ys a_s a ,~abbath, and to compel by "relig~
ual an·d social reform.
wus legislatiOn all the others to observe it, or none
of them has any such right.
On March 13th the Freethinkers of Barcelona,
Hands off! Let the Constantine heathen
Spain, held a demonstration attended by two thou- religio~ists that Christianized war, appointing
sand people. Anticlerical resolutions, speeches, chaplams to pray for it and go with their army and
singing, and music constituted the program. A navy, blessing their battle-flags, perish and pass
resolution of the society to join the lJniversal Free- away.
Let these Antichristian priests go to
thought Federation was adopted.
their steeple-houses and into their gorgeous
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pulpits, and perform their senseless mummeries ' in het own dominions. Having paid so many mill- came from the country, and great chieftains gathand superstitious rites and ceremonies, unmo- ions of dollars for Pennsylvania coal, it should be ered to see the march pass at a central point.
lasted, one day in seven, at the World's Fair; a wonder that New York is not dead broke. New
What was the ostensible object of this show?
and, instead of closing the doors to the rest of the England now buys Western flour; she cannot com- It was to commemorate the northern soldiers who
world, let them repent of their religious wars and pete. Were she to become a separate n'ltion the died in the late civil war. But to the great majorremember the fifty millions of their fellc:>w-creatures protectionist, to be consistent, must line the border ity of those who took part in the parade or who
slain in Christian battles, or by their Holy lnquisi- with custom-houses and man them at much cost to witnessed it, probably the only thought was a drill
tion, using the most horrible and devilish modes of collect duties on flour. Now, will he obligingly and a spectacle.
The men whose memory it was sought to honor
torture that hell could devise. Then let them go show who in such case will pay this great cost, and
and open the prison doors of the T~nnessee victims who, besides the officers employed, will be benefited~ were many of them so inspired by the idea of pa-of religious persecution, who are mcarcerated for Instead of practicing self-government we hav the triotism that they volunteered to go forth to kill
their conscientious refusal to be dictated to by priest to prevent us from being caught by the devil, fellow-countrymen who desired to change their
Christian bigots. Let them remit their fines and and the protectionist to guard us from ruin through form of government ; others enlisted for hire to
pay them for lost time, then their suffering families free exchang9.
kill whomever they were or::lered to, without any
will appreciate, as now they curse, the Constantine
The farmer is told that without protection he conception of the reason why; while others were
Sabbath.
would hav no mr.,ket for his produce. Now, it has forced by the strong hands of the law unwillingly to
These Antichristians want a sign, a poem by the happened that while protectiv duties hav been go forth to slaughter and be slaughtered. Their
nation's favorit laureate.
doubled during the last thirty years, the average surviving comrades who were in any way injured
Let no sign be given, no poem be written, until value of New England farms during that time has by the service hav been paid annual pensions by the
those Tennessee martyrs are returned to their fallen one-half.
Can the protectionist explain~ votes of their grateful country-men who held the
homes, all religious legislation is repealed, and the The average farmer livs economically, works with majority in the government, the aggregate sum
World's Fair be a World's Fai1·, and not a secta- his hired man, when he has any, and never escapes now amounting to an immense sum and increasing
rian Holy Inquisition, trampling upon and violating paying taxes. But, unlike the infant manufacturer, annually by over a hundred millions.
the most sacred of the inalienable rights of man- he does not buy up one-half the township and own
Tears filled our eyes as this thought came to me:
liberty of conscience of man and woman, which a bank that is generous enough to place the other All this display, all this ad!J?.iration, rests upon murright is so carefully guarded and guaranteed by the half under mortg-age. He seldom goes to Congress, der. The men whose deaths are commemorated
United States Constitution.
F. W. EvANS.
either as a member or to be examined by a commit- went forth to kill, but were killed instead·by other
Mt. Lebanon, N. Y., July 10, 1892.
tee in regarc;l to his interest in the price of salt, men who had come forth to kill, many on both sides
blankets, o1· tinware; he does not often spend a equally inspired by love of God and of country;
season abroad, and is not a familiar figure at our and all the vast procession, marching to music with
Protection and Salvation.
·own watering-places. The priest and the protected gorgeous display amid the enthusiastic cheers and
Indulging in a heretical remark to some Catholics monopolist will do all the junketing and legislating plaudits of the enormous crowds of spectators. are
in a small city, brought the warning, "You had for him. The priest claims that to his religion is men who are trained in the art of killing. This is
better be careful; the pries£ has the power, if he due all our progress in civilization; and the· pro- the end of the nineteenth century "after Christ,"
chooses to use it, to paralyze your tongue that you tectionist claims that to his policy is due all our in a land professing to follow the teachings of one of
cannot speak." Meeting the priest soon after, I gain in wealth. Both are leaders who fatten on whom in fabled story the angels sang; "On earth
questioned him if that was true·; and he made their fellows.
peace, good will towaJ.:d men." And yet thereanswer in a whispering, confiding manner., "I hav
A tariff on imports is the most costly of all ligion he is said to hav founded leaves the most
the power to make them think so."
·
methods to raise revenue. It calls for custom- highly civilized nation in the world taking its chief
]\fen hav ever followed both religious and polit- houses, revenue cutters, · extra courts, officers, delight in military display and organizing the greatical leaders so universally that it seems they but lawyers, etc., to hunt for and try smugglers. But est show of the yea1· in parading the trappings and
fulfill a natural law pf evolution, and thus disprove the protectionist tells his followers that this kind of instruments of war in honor of dead soldiers.
the growing notion that all men are born equal. revenue is paid by the foreigner, and they think he Would a procession illustrating trade and comIt is contended by many that in this particular knows; and the priest tells his followers that Jesus merce, the arts of peace and the humanities of the
spot of earth, the people or voters are sufficiently will pay all their sinful debts when they go to some age, with commemoration of the inventors, proequal and intelligent to do their own praying and phantom myth-land, and they think he knows all ducers, organizers, and philanthropists of the past,
marketing ; but the vast majority of them still want about that theory.
hav excited like enthusiasm~ Is it not a fact to
salvation in some other world and protection in
He who binds himself to buy and sell only in a be regretted that the admiration of lovely and lovthis. The word salvation is a charm to the timid certain market unwittingly votes away his liberty, ing women should go out in the highest measure
one who fears the anger of some God ; and the and pays taxes for the support of officers to watch to a soldier, and that men of war should b3 the
alluring wordprotection carries virtue in the sound himself.
heroes of the gentle sex?
thereof to the toiler, and givs him courage in the
Protection inflates values. But the advance in
This admiration of murder is instilled into
struggle for existence.
prices benefits those only who already possess prop- the child from his earliest years. The box of tin
Ecclesiastical salvation is supposed to save the erty thus affected.
soldiers is among his first toys, and as soon as he
soul from an eternity of suffering in a hell ; but
Protection givs the manufacturer a monopoly of can toddle about the fond parent makes a soldier's
some folks deny the existence of a hell, and do not the home market, with higher prices, and the cap out of a newspaper, hangs a drum around his
need that· sort of salvation. A protectiv tariff is higher prices close foreign outlet. It shuts out neck, ties a tin sword to his waist, and he struts
supposed to prevent suffering in this world from cheap foreign wares, but attracts the poor laborer about with glee, killing hi13 mimic enemies. When
cheap food and raiment; but some folks deny danger from the ends of the earth. It thus increases" our he gets to school his chief physical training is in
of suffering from such a cause, and do not need that population beyond precedent ; but such exotic hot- military drill. He'becomes familiar with the most
sort of protection.
house growth may not preserve a hardy patriotism. approved methods of ma.rching upon the enemy
As in the case of a supernatural dogma, so is it It is making the young republic prematurely old.
and of handling destructiv weapons with the most
with a political humbug. The believer relies on the
Protection builds factories and destroys ships deadly effect. Leaving l'!chool, he joins the volunsupposed inspiration of the priest in. the . one case, and commerce. The intoxicating stimulant ofpro- teers and his recreation· consists in training for
and on the uncommon wisdom of his party leader tection for particular industries often results in murder. Familiarization with the means of warfare
in the other. For who ever knew of a common delirium tremens of overproduction, followed by lessens his natural repugnance toward killing
mortal attempting through his own understanding reduction of wages and strikes.
others. The applause his company receives in the
to grasp the Christian idea of an unchangeable God
The protection policy increases greatly the cost march past inspires the desire for the plaudits of
separable into three equal persons, or to explain of government; it is partial and paternal in char- victory. Thus, when in later life he becomes a
how in hiring a man to watch and tax him when he acter; it is opposed to liberty, and is incompatible legislator, at the first sign of foreign compli~ations
picks berries on the other side of the creek he is with the theory of self-government.
his voice is for war. It has no terrors for hrm and
benefited~ When a Vermont farmer buys a horse
When men hav gained courage enough to reject he sees advancement and glory in the practice of
in Canada, and pays $20 duty, he is really fined that all diabolism and supernaturalism, and hav become the murderous business for which he has been
amount, and when the Canadian buys a plow in intelligent enough to know that the protection given trained. In the diplomatic quarrel with Chili it
Vermont, he also is fined. Curiously, in the mist to A taxes the rest of the alphabet; that a duty on was the army and navy that chiefly fomented the
of political bigotry, each party in these transactions salt benefits only the owner of the salt-lick; that a demand for war. They had too long been idle, and
fancies he gets the better of the other-in some duty on lumber adds to the cost of the farmer's were tired of sham fights and target practice. They
such mysterious way as that of the old lady's boys barn ; that a specific duty is an unequal tax; and wanted to show their drill, use their splendid weapwho, when confined, could make fifty cents each by then to vote for freedom of thought and freedom ons in earnest, and secure advancement by the
swapping jackets. The collectors of these mutual- of trade, the right kind of millennium will be at death of their seniors.
benefit taxes may enjoy the emoluments of office, hand.
L. ?"· R"EED.
If we would hasten the era of peace, t.he estaband patriotically preside over protection clubs; but
lishment of arbitration, and the triumph of humanit is not given the common mortnl to apprehend the
The .Admh·ation of Murder.
ity, let the emblems and the methods of war cease
hight and depth of the unsearchable riches conOn Commemoration day I stood for two hours to be toys and training for the young,, and only be
tained therein. It is wholly a matter of faith.
at one spot in Fifth avenue, New York, while regarded with awe by the old as still necessary
The priest, who seldom does with less than three a military procession passed by. Lads and old preparations, in a very limit~d d~gree? for selfgood meals a day, and generally wears an eighteen- men, recent recruits and .aged veterans. strong, protection and again~t .foreign mvas~on.
The
inch collar, is interested only in our eternal condi- stalwart soldiers and the crippled victims" of war, political clubs are begmmng to wear umforms and
tion, and succeeds in making many folks believe filed along to inspiring strains of drum and fife or execute marching drill, and the wand and Indianthat escapefroin his God's everlasting wrath can be stirring melodies of martial bands. Bright, fresh club calisthenics and Delsarte movements are furmade only through his gospel. And the protected banners waved in the breeze along with tattered nishing the young with all ne~ded means o~ physi~al
monopolist, who controls legislation and livs in the ensigns that storm, shot, and shell had riddled into development without affectmg the mmd With
grandest house, succeeds in making the dear work- ribbons. Swords, muskets, cannons, and machine- murderous thoughts. Away with the gun and all
ingman believe that safety from starvation in this guns were brandished or paraded with pride. soldiering for pastime or exercise, and let us reg.ard
world can be secured only through his political All the men engaged in this display were arrayed the warrior as we do the hangman-as a terrible
creed.
in gorgeous trappings. Fantastic colors mingled but happily waning relic of the barbar_ous ages.
If the theory of protection is good policy as in the dress; feathers and plumes decorated the
Montreal, July 5, 1892.
RoBERT C. ADAMS.
against other nations, why not as against other headgear, and the whole costume indicated an atstates? New York should line her borders with a tempt at attractiv display, such as is deemed charSEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free
costly customs service, and lay duty on coal high acteristic of children or savages. All the city
enough to insure the finding and working of mines turned out to witness the parade. Multitudes on application.
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Assertion vs. Proof.

to move where there was more cattle. If
we could raise any crops in this country I
would show what it would do for us. We
are in such a country of poverty that if
the darned Yankees stop fooling away
their money here we will hav to move.
Hoping this will be of some good to honest men, I will be ready at any time to
tell the truth to any that :.:nay apply to me
for facts as far as my limited knowledge
will permit.
E. W. SIGSBEE.
P.S.-In THE TRUTH SEEirnR of April23,
1892, I see "Domestic Information to Be
Exchanged," Ann Arbor, Mich. I wish a
sample of berries by mail and how to put
them up. Oblige a Freethinker,
E.W.S.

ORANGE CrTY, June 28, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for your
Literature Fund. I do not see that I can
help the cause along in any better way.
That Mr. Buesing takes the cake. If
forcible and authoritativ statements amount
to anything he certainly is a genius.
.And there is another Bismarckian expounder of the truth, a la Podsnap. He
brushes away Mr. Ballou's letters with a
wave of his .band and an angry snarL No
use for any argument, but ''I say so."
Some gentlemen seem to forget that
their statements are taken for what they
are worth, and that a statement without Let's Out From the Coils of the Serpent
Superstition.
argumentativ proof, in this age of reason,
PENACOOK, N. H., July 3, 1892.
is valued at nihil.
DE LESPINASSE.
MR. EDIToR: I send you a poem that I
thought I should like to see in your paper
The Minds Whom Yon Liberate Will -that is, if you see fit to use it. I hav
Bless Yon, Sir.
had it quite a long time. It was comBALTIMoRE, Mri., June 25, 1892.
posed by a man both by name and by
MR. EDIToR: At last, after a long fight nature. He is a true Liberal; but not, I
with adverse circumstances, I am glad to believe, a subscriber to any of our papers.
be able to inclose you a post-office money- I mean to send him your paper till he
order for $28-$3 for one year's subscrip- likes it so well he will subscribe.
tion to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and $25 that
I see you are short on your Literature
I promised long ago to assist you a Fund, so here is a'dollar for that. I hope
little in your heroic battle against ig- everyone that possibly can will help this
norance, superstition, and hypocrisy. along. Please send me also "The Strike of
This little donation is for no especial u. Sex." I hope soon to be a regular sub:fund or purpose, as no one knows so scriber to all the good books as they come
well as you how and where to apply it along.
to do most good. The only explanation I
I see some of the friends think we should
can giv for not sending it sooner is, I hav leave politics out of our work. I feel
done the best I could.
sure if all Liberals will keep an eye on the
If I were a believer in the Christian su- leaders of both the old parties this fall
perstition, my vanity would be very highly they will soon see that politics and reflattered by the love of my heavenly fa- ligion are now, as they ever hav been,
ther as shown by the chastenings he has very near bedfellows.
given me; but as I hav not been struck by
Let us all agree to disagree if necessary,
lightning, even when worshiping him in and pull together to down this monster
his holy temple, nor hav any of my loved serpent, Superstition, that is ever dra we
ones been taken to the celestial realms by ing us into its slimy coils.
diphtheria, scarlet fever, flood, or pestiYours for a long pull, and a strong pull,
lence, while large numbers of his children and a pull all together, ETTA MARDEN.
hav been favored with these marks and
ORTHODOX HELL.
evidences of his affection and tender, Orthodoxy's getting shaky; '
watchful care, it must be my heart is yet a
Hell is losing half its charm;
little hard, and I hav no occasion to be Beecher stole the devil's brimstone;
Churches all are in alarm.
bursting with pride on account of his particular attention to me.
Hell was once a lake infernal,
That you may prosper as you deserve is
Past description, past all names,
Where the damned must roast eternoJ
the best I can wish you.
In those lurid brimstone flames.
This city, with all its boasted universities, colleges, and facilities for education, is HeU of late, thiJugh's, getting smaller,
Cooling off, too-beats the deuce;
terribly priest-ridden. There is about
fifty million dollars' worth of chnrch prop- Likewise brimstone, once so plenty,
Now is nearly out of use.
erty here in Baltimore city untaxed, and
about six thousand people devoting/all Not long since hell swarmed with infants,
Doomed to burn by God's decree,
or nearly all their time to the propagation
of religion, and not one i'reethought so- Just because old Eve stole apples
Off the devil's knowledge tree.
ciety that I hav been able to find-alLater
still, divines went searching
though I believe there are a number of inHell all through with anxious care,
telligent Freethinkers here if they could
Gave the hunt up quite discouraged,
be brought tvgether.
JosiAH FRIEND.
Not the first damned baby there.
Fact is, hell's a grand old humbug;
Poor old Satan's most played out;
Pointed Remarks on Labor and Gov•
Orthodoxy's out of brimstone;
ernment.
Hell is fast going up the spout.
KissiMMEE, FLA., J nne 25, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: When the poor see what is
their rights there will be no bonds of any A Letter Full of Free Prairie Air and
Free Prairie Thought.
kind to retard justice and equal rights.
LAKE CREEK, WASH., July 1, 1892.
Labor pays everything; if labor would
MR. EDIToR: It does seem to me that all
stop ten years the people would all starve
to death. If interest would stop ten years persons ought some time in their lives to
the people would all hav something. If take a trip to the great West. I left
all officers duly elected would enter on southern Kentucky on the 8th of June;
the duty of their respectiv offices by tak- passed through Cincinnati, 0., and Indianing the oath of their office without bonds apolis, Ind., and on the 9th, at 6 o'clock
and let their bodies be responsible for the A.M., picked myself up at Chicago, ill.,
faithful performance of their duties, this staid all day in Chicago, and on the lOth
would make a more honest administra- found myself at St. Paul. The lOth, 11th,
tion of our laws. Let all elections be and 12th took me through some of the
once a year and no man to hold the same grandest scenery I ever ·saw. No one can
office but once in his lifetime; that would do justice in describing the broad prairies,
giv young men a chance to show what the deep canyons, the awful masses of
they were. All schools to be paid by pub-· dark and frowning rocks above you, the
lie money; hav no favorits; that would deep chasms below. Then darting out
giv each and all the same chance accord- from this gloom you find yourself in
ing to their wishes. The above would a grand, flower-covered prairie, with
burst up the Ku Klux Klan, also the Re- great herds of cattle, bands of horses, and
publicans' high tariff, the Democratic flocks of sheep grazing in every dimoney lying up in the government vaults, rection, while around at a great distance
the rings, the secret orders compact, you see huge mountains whose tops are
capitalists' money· bags, railroad free always covered with 'snow. I say they
passes: the two hands under the coat-tail cannot be adequately described. They
for boodle, and the buttonhole game. hav to be seen to be properly appreciated.
The change would be so often that the The 12th (which was my fourth day from
money would giv out, like my cattle- home) found me on the eastern side of the
There were
when they gave out the beef-stealers had great Missoula washout.

1.~~25.

twelve coaches in the train, containing
about six hundred passengers. We staid
at a station called Garrison four long,
long days.
We asked the conductor
ten thousand times when we would get
away from there. I won't say for certain, but I believe that the conductor
went crazy.
Well, six hundred passengers imprisoned for four days would
be bound to hav a monkey-and-parrot
sort of a time. We ran footraces, tried
who could jump the farthest and kick
the highest, played all kinds of games,
and had two dances. I was the champion
checker-player. But the best thing was
a regular debate on the tariff question.
We were pretty evenly divided on the question. We would stamp and applaud our
man as if we were in the halls of Congress.
A Mr. Stiff, a lawyer from Missoula,
carried off the honors. He convinced the
whole six hundred that the tariff is a tax
and that the consumer pays the tax. Well,
theNorthernPacific sent those six hundred
passengers back to Butte, and then by
the Union Pacific over four hundred miles
due south to Pocatello.in Idaho; thence to
Spokane, Wash., in order to get· around
the great Missoula washout. On the 20th,
which was my twelfth day from home, I
found myself at Davenport, which was
the end of my journey.
I found my son well, and doing well.
Oh, what a great free country this Pacific
slope is, and still bound to be greater in
the future! Oh, why cannot the whole
world be free? Why do not such preachers as Talmage, Hall, and others teach
people to believe all they can? Why not
take the rusty fetters from the mind that
we hav to believe certain things which,
according to human reason and experience, are impossible, or be sent to an everlasting hell after death? J. N. BRowN.

A. Pleasant and Sensible Letter.
ST. Loms, Mo., July 4, 1892.
MR EDITOR: For the inclosed $1 please
send to my uddress one copy of the Bible
Picture Book.
Now, Mr. Macdonald, I like THE TRUTH
SEEKER i.mnlensely, and cannot possibly
be without it. I hav no suggestion to
make for improvement other than that of
a recent correspondent who suggests that
some space be given up to scientific
miscellany, news, and discussion, "both
terrestrial and celestial." In my opinion
the idea is good and should be considered.
Continue the pictures by all means, as
they are considered indispensable to the
beauty and grandeur of the grand old
TRUTH SEEKER.
I want to ask you, Mr. Editor, if it is a
fact, as I hav read in THE TRUTH SEEKER
recently, that the bigots hav secured an
assurance of the closing of the government's exhibit at the World's Fair on the
alleged Sabbath. If this is true, it is high
time for more strenuous exertion on the
part of Liberals everywhere to defeat their
prime and most damnable move of closing
the entire exhibition on their heathen day.
Liberals, arouse! '' Why stand ye here
idle?" Are we to stand supinely by while
these religious fanatics accompli~h their
hellish designs? If we do, we might as
well giv up our cause foTever and let them
rule in fact as they do at present in theory.
But no! This cannot be. We will not
yield without a strugglP, and then, Mr.
Editor, if they do succeed, I would recommend that the Liberals of these United
States unite for the purpose of giving the
Christians a dose of their own medicin.
Let us close everything on Sunday-the
post-office, the drug-store, the barbershop, the butcher, the baker, the tobacconist, the grocery, the saloon, the church,
etc. Let us stop all Sunday pleasure
excuTsions.
Compel everyone to stay
withindoors on that day. Make it a criminal offense for anyone to go out driving
-;in fact, revive the old Blue laws as far
as possible. That's the way to giv it to
'em! Givthem some hell on earth, as they
try to giv us for the future, and then see
how they like it.
In my last communication to your paper, I wrote the quotation, ''Put none
but Americans on guard," which you
amended by the suggestion, ''At least,
put none but Liberals on guard." A

good idea. But how is that to be accomplished? Are we strong enough, think
you? Is it possible to elect R. G. Ingersoll president of the United States? If
not, what's the use of talking? Talk is
cheap. Liberals generally are too weak.
kneed. They too much fear the ·Chris.
tian boycott to he outspoken. They
" crook the pregnant hinges of the knee,
that thrift may follow fawning." Faugh!
it is disgusting. Why can't we be brave
enough to stand np an1l defend ourselvs
like men? Until such time as we do, we
cannot hope to '' put none but Liberals on
guard." Right here in the cit.y of St.
Louis, one of the strongholds of Catholicism, what can we show for ourselvs?
There is not a single Freethought aFsociation in this city outside of the Bohemian
Freethinkers' Society (which I ·understand
is in a flourishing condition) that I am
aware of. If there is, I .never hf ard of
it. If this should meet the eyes of some
of the Freethinkers. of this city, I would
suggest that they find means of getting
together for the purpose of organization.
I would be one to subscribe liberally.
Think it over, brother Liberals. We may
accomplish something yet by concerted
action.
Well, as this letter is already getting
too long, I think I had better close. 1\fy
compliments to the great and only Heston
and refjpects to THE' TRUTH SEEKER management.
I send the inclosed clippings with the
.idea that they may be of posRible interest.
Wishing you continued success,
I remain, very truly, J. F. CLANCY.

What Infidelity Really Is.
FLAT CREEK, LA., May 2!J, 18!J2.
MR. EDIToR: The literal sense of the
word "infidelity " is unbelief, a lack of
faith; and the word "infidel" means unbeliever. But there is no one who does
not believe some things, and there is no
one who is not infidel in some things. I
find that the infidelity is always in the
~ead of the one who uses the word. No
one ever calls what he knows or what he
believes infidelity. It is always knowledge
which one has ttot attained, or something
which he does not believe, that he calls infidelity.
The word infidel is always
thrown in envy at our backs by those
whom we hav left behind on the racecourse of knowledge, and when it is thrown
at me I take it as a malicious compliment.
Roman Catholicism is a complete suppression of individual thought The chm-chi. e., the clergy-has assumed a monopoly
of knowledge, and the exclusiv right to
think and teach. For an individual to
think for himself is the highest crime in
the ecclesiastical statutes. The different
sects of Protestantism cover all the ground
lying between Catholicity and absolute
freedom of thought. The Catholics call
all Protestants infidels, ancl each Protestant sect calls those in advance of it
infidels. Jesus was an infidel in hls day,
and his disciples were denounced as infidels
and Atheists by the orthodox pagans.
Those who break loose from the shackles
of an old creed and religo-i. e., embrace
new doctrins and adopt a new creed-are
denounced as heretics and infidels by those
whom they leave behind. A religionist is
disposed to call all scientific knowledge
which he has not reached infidelity. I never
hav known a preacher to tell the truth
about infidelity, and the reason for this is
very plain. He is always talking about
something which he does not understand.
It is his own ignorance which makes it infidelity to him. If he understood it it
would not be infidelity. The infidelity
(unbelief) is in his own head, and is the
child of ignorance. A man cannot be expected to tell the truth about a subject
which he does not understand. When
such men as Drs. Talmage and Conrad are
bombarding infidelity they are shooting at
what appears to them a dense and ominous
cloud, but in reality is only the limitation
of their mental vision. 'rhe darkness appears to overlie that part of the field of
knowledge which they hav not explored,
but in reality the darkness which they call
infidelity is in their own heads. It is
ignorance calling knowledge infidelity.
The words infidel and infidelity are uJ.ways
thrown forward on the race-course of
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and Sunday-school become humanized·
cr~eds drop away out of sight; race prej~
udices get deadened, and priestcraft finds
its occupation gone.
In coming years, when San Francisco
calls for men and women to lead . her
mixed population to a higher and better
civilization, those who hav been trained
and educated in this Infidel church will
lead the van in healthy human progress.
THoMAs CURTIS.
P.S.-What is there to prevent the Liberal people in other large cities from mak-.
ing their park audiences the center of
Liberal propagandism?
T. C.
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13. Fay Mills, the evangelist, is not so
well known as Moody, Sam Jones, and
Sam Small, but he is coming to the front
as the latest production in the well-worked
revival field. He is a young man about
thirty-five and has the gift of gab in considerable quantity. He is the product of
religious parents, his father having been a
preacher and his mother a missionary in
Africa; and it is evident he drlmk deep of
An Infidel Church and Sunday-School.
his mother's milk. The laws of heredity
SAN FRANCISCo, CAL., June 30, 1892.
got in their work successfully, and he is
MR. EDITOR: In proportion to its popwhat he is from necessity-a victim of reulation, San Francisco is t-he most cosligious delusions and unrestrained emom• politan city in the United States. With
tions.
its thirty thousand Chinamen, many thouThat he is sincere I do not question but
sands of Japanese, colonies of Italians,
sincerity on the wrong road will l;ad a
French, Spaniards, Germans, Mexicans An Organization to Conduct Freethinkman astray as readily as willful ignorance.
Austrians, Greel>s, Russians
Turks'
His methods of saving souls are the same
ers' Burial Services.
negroes, Irish, and Jews, every' form of'
as all other revivalists', by emotional
RIDGEWAY, N.Y., June 15, 1892.
what is called civilization is manifest, and
appeals, and he declared while in this city
MR. EDITOR : In response to Mrs.
every faith-Christian, pagan, and Buddhthat he was not here to argue the quesThomas Ramsay, of Rockville, Ida., in THE
ist, is practiced. We hav about one huntion.
TRUTH SEEKER of May 7th last, .I would
dred and fifty churches and Joss-houses
How many souls he did save while here
say that for myself I hav made an arrangebesides Mormons, Spiritualists, The~
is unkiwwn, but only imo hav been generment with a brother Liberal that the
os•,phists, and the. Salvation Army ramally heard of and much talked about. One
pant. Heavenly tramps and celestial survivor will conduct the funeral service
of them is a well-known politician and allof
the
other.
The
service
is
already
predead-beats make a good living in this proaround tough, who failed to win an office
miscuous crowd. No creed so stupid as to pared for use, including hymns to be sung
at the last election, and knowing the power
at
proper
intervals.
I
hav
made
my
lack believers, or so extravagant but finds
of church votes is preparing to run aooain
wishes
known
to
my
family,
and
my
wife
financial support.
,
as it now looks. He was referred t~ b;
promises
that
if
she
survives
me
she
will
In the midst of all this hubbub and balname after his conversion in an independderdash it i~ pleasant to know that we hav see that my wishes are carried out. I
ent paper here and denounced as one of
would,
however,
be
better
pleased
to
hav
a great Infidel church and Sundaythe biggest liars in the world, but that is
an organization, to be kept up with new
school, prosperous and successful.
in his favor according to St. Luke xiv, 7.
members-as
the
older
ones
inevitably
Except on rare occasions, all the churches
The other convert was an ex-Methodist
are very slimly attended.
A recent drop out from time to time-and for muminister
who lost his pulpit through a minChristian authority stated that less than tual sympathy in times of bereavement
isterial assault on his servant-girl one
and
for
the
strength
~nd
power
to
advanc;
five thousand was an ample estimate for
night in his wife's absence, and who pera Sunday evening attendance. There are the principles of Truth and Freethought
jured
himself in court when on trial to
no Sunday laws enforced in San F'i"an- that comes of organization.
escape the "pen." He made a candid
For
that
purpose
I
submit
the
following
cisco as in Eastern cities. Our climate is
confession before four thousand people
so temperate in summer and winter that plan for organization, and invite correand was received with open arms by the
spondence
of
any
who
are
in
sympathy,
outdoor life is agreeable all the year
reVIvalists, who gave thanks to God for his
round. All places of amusement are open who reside within fifty miles from here.
repentance and salvation. But thus far
as during week-days; baseball, picnics, Whenever five or more shall signify to
no pulpit has been offered him, and his
me
by
mail
or
otherwise
their
desire
to
and water excursions plentiful; hundreds
ministerial career is not likely to be
of stores and all the saloons are open; peo- become members of such an association, I
reopened in this section where he is known.
will
name
a
time
and
place
to
meet
and
ple who hav business needing attention
Still, the credit to Mr. Mills is great for
work, while those who desire to attend complete an organization, with such
having
plucked these two brands from the
church go there, so that every man is changes in by-laws as the united wisdom
burning, and it shows how efficient the
of
us
all
may
suggest.
"fully persuaded in his own mind."
tales of Paine's and Voltaire's death-beds
On every Sunday a fine band of forty
WHEREAS: The inevitable and resistless
still remain, for he worked off these old
first-class musicians giv a grand concert in- evolution of facts and truth, by the honest
old stories which hav done activ service 8 ~
Golden Gate park. This is our Infidel exercise of the reasoning •faculties of. the
long and brought so many souls to Jesus.
church. Seats are provided for ten thou- human mind, makes it necessary from
But there was one sour almost saved and
time to time to make new departures, and
sand people, which are all occupied, with inaugurate new customs and usages, leavyet lost to Satan through the influence of
another ten thousand promenading or in~ phe old that are not in accord with the
"one of our people." A young fellow
Church News-A Revival.
seated on the grassy banks amid shrubs ~pmt of the age to pass away. Believing
with limited experience, so thoroughly
Los
ANGELES,
CAL.,
June
12,
1R92
and flowers. It is in fact a "temple not as we do in the haJ:"mful tendencies and
MR. EDITOR: Los Angeles has _lately hypnotized as to be "almost persuaded "
superstition
made with hands;" its roof is the beauti- influences of religious
whether embodied in the forms of pa!!"ltn~ been swept wiih a wave of piety and sough£ advice from an old man who h~d
ful sunlight by day, and at night "fretted i~m,_ Buddhism, Mohammedanism,. Chris- ·
been" saved" in his early days. Said he:
with golden stars." The sermons are the tiamty, ?r any other of the-many religious hypocrisy such as never before was known. "My boy, I want to save you from being
Thirty-four
churches
united
in
securing
still small voices of nature which come to speculatiOns beyond the realms of posimade a damned fool of by those folks.
all at srasons of rest and pPace. The tiv knowledge into the boundless realms the services of 13. Fay Mills; the evangel- Keep away from them, for there is nothinoo
virtues of charity and good will become re- of the unknowable, we think the time has ist, and for eighteen days he preached to in it. I was convllrted once, and for fiv~
for the Freethinkers of western audiences that ranged from three thoualities by the interchan~e of politene~s arrived
years went lfoimd praying behind every
New York, for the primary ohject of symand good manners everywhere among the pathizing with and aiding each other in sand to forty-five hundred people. He outhouse, barn, and log-pile in the country,
was
the
best-advertised
man
that
ever.
crowd. The thoughtful man finds food burying our dead when any of us fall
and I never got a smell of Jesus. Finally,
for reflection here, while the thoughtless asleep on the bosom of mother earth, and tried to save souls in this city, and the I came to the conclusion the fellow did
hav glimpses of a better life. The hood- also to avail ourselvs of the strength to be generous attention and pr_olix reports who was owing a debt. He was walking
gained by u¢~d organized effort, to ad- which the daily papers gave him and his
lum and the rough become, for the time vance
the floor nights and could not sleep because
the prinCiples of Freethought libb ...ing, decent citizens. but as the majority erty, and the free exercise of our re~son preaching is the best of evidence that the of his worriment. One day a friend said
same
was
well
paid
for,
as
rumor
strongly
of the last two are Christians, they are not ing powers, in examining the facts and ·
to him, 'You go to bed and go to sleep
circumstances of our surroundings. We affirms. Never was such fulsome lauda- and let the ot~er fellow do the walking.'
numerous attendants.
There is no priest or parson to shout of therefore deem it proper and expedient to tion bestowed on a character of this kind And that was Just the conclusion I came
bell and damnation, and no authority organize ourselvsinto an association under and Jesus hims~::lf was thrown in the shad~ to about Jesus more than forty years ago.
the name of the Freethought Secular As- while this mighty man of words was hyphigher than Nature's revelations. This sociation of western New York.
notizing weak-minded men and passiv If Jesus wants me he knows where to find
great church is attended by hundreds of
women here in this city. The press was me; I am done looking for Jesus." On
activ Infidel students and propagandists
BY-LAWS.
such slight things does human destiny
who seek every opportunity to speak a
Article 1. The officers shall consist of a full of nauseating drivel, and not a word turn, and the boy has not yet "j'ined" the
word in-season for the facts of science, and president, vice-president, and secretary of comment or criticism could find entrance
(who shall also act as treasurer), and each to the columns of any of the dailies; and church. While good results are generally
the universality of nature's laws, and many shall perform the several duties usually
for nearly three weeks we were surfeited predicted from these ephemeral excitea man may date the day of his liberation performed by such officer.
ments, revivals always end about as they
from the shackles of superstition to a word
Art. 2. Said officers shall, by virtue of with the vaporings of religious nonsense started, and the wicked world goes on as
or two uttered in his hearing while quietly their office, be an executiv committee, who and emotional insanity. The "midweek before. It is yet to be learned that this
sitting in Golden Gate po-rk Infidel shall hav :po~er to call special meetings of Sabbath," whichis·a hobby of 1\ir. Mills,
church.
the association when they may deem it was introduced, and half the business revival has led any Christian shylock to
necessary: ; make arrangements for con- places in town were closed on a Wednesday, reduce his rate of usury, or release his
The Sunday-school for the children of ducting Secular funeral services for the
grip on the mortgage that covers· the
this church is a splendid object-lesson, burial of any members of the association more from fear of boycott than for any poor man's home; and not a solitary case
quite as important as the church itself.
whe~ request!'ld to do so by their surviving other reason. Much efiort was brought to has been heard of where any rich man has
It covers over twenty ·acres of ground, relativs or fnends, and such other duties bear on the council·to proclaim the day a "unloaded" for the purpose of ooetting
as they may find necessary from time to kind of holy holiday, and it did proclaim
.
an d Is replete with swings, bicycle-tracks, time to do for tha interest of the associ- somE)thing of that ,sort, but the mayor into the kingdom of God, as seems'"'necesbaseball-grotmds, houses for play and for ation.
sary from the words of Jesus in St. Matgames. Many thousands of children are
Att. 3. The term of office for each of made a grand kick and put himself on thew xix, 24.
hrought here by their parents for good said officers shall be for one year, and record as opposed to meddling with
In conclusion, I will say that one of our
amusements every Sunday. They know until their successors are elected and duly religious matters.
sky-pilots
is grieving over the fact that out
Great
boasts
were
made
during
the
ref fi
d b
qualified.
no th mg o
re an
rimstone; they hear
Art. 4. The annual meeting of the asso- vival of what power the churches would of a population in this city of sixty thouno solemn prayers and hymns, but re- ciation for the election of officers and any
hav in shaping· civil laws and enforcing the sand over forty thousand never attend any
joicing in their young lives, they feel the other purposes deemed necessary shall be
church. It would seem from this that Mr.
beauty of the sunlight, and if they get held on the second Wednesday of January same, if they remained united; and it
Mills left a large unfinished work, and
really
looked·
as
though
we
were
about
to
some idea of God and heaven, thay trans- of each year, at such place and hour of the
late it into a larger and. more beautiful · day as the executiv committee shall deter- enter a period of law-enforced Christian several more revivals will be necessary to
park with still more fun and happiness.
min, due and timely notice of which shall morality. But things hav cooled off con- bring all within the fold.
be communicated by mail to each member siderably sine~;~ and Satan is activly at
Yours without Christ,
The tens of thousands of men, women, by the secretary.
C. SEVERANCE,
and children who attend this Infidel church
.Art. 5. It shall be the duty of ihe secre- work again without serious opposition.

knowledge, never backward. And the
words are thrown by those who are either
too lazy or too timid to advance. The
explorers and pioneers in the fields· of
science, ethics, and sociology are _always
branded as infidels while living and are
usually lionized after they are dead.
P. F. SHUMAKER.

o
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tary to giv due and timely notice to each
member by mail of any special meetings
called by the executiv committee, and
of the time and place of any secular
funeral they may be called on to conduct, and it shall be the duty of each
member so notified to attend the same so
far as it may be convenient and practicable.
Art. 6. Members who are heads of
famiJies shall be entitled to hav any funeral
serVIces they may need in their families
conducted under the direction of the
executiv committee on payment of the
actual neces~ary expenses incident to the
same.
Art. 7. Any person not under eighteen
years of age Is eligible to become a member
of this association on payment of a membership fee of $5 and annual dues of $1
e!Wh year afterward.
Art. 8. By the act of becoming members of this association, we publish
the ~act _to the world, and our surviving
relativs and friends, that it is our wish that
when we are buried soml) . member of
the !l'ssociation shall conduct the funeral
serVIces, and that no priest or clergyman
be allowed to take any part in the same.
Art. 9. The executiv committee shall be
exempt from payment of annual dues in
li_eu of any compensation for their ~er
VICes.
Art. 10. The executiv committee ~ arrange to conduct Secular funeral services
for any who may desire, who are not members of the association, for actual exp_enses, and a reasonable compensation for
trme actually and necessarily spent in conduct-ing the same.
Art. 11. The office of the association
shall be deemed to be at the residence of
the secretary, to whom all communications should be addressed. Arrangements
for Secular funeral services will be made
by any member of the executiv committee.
Art. 12. These by-laws may be amended
at a~y annua~ meeting, or any special
meeting (proVIded the secretary giv notice
of the same), by a two~thirds majority of
the members present.
For those interested to know, I would
state, there is a ritual for Secular marriage
and funeral services and collection of Secular hymns published by A. B. Ayres, of
Hannibal, Mo., a pamphlet of fifty pages
which I recommend as suitable and suffi~
cient for all purposes, at a cost of only
twenty-five cents.
Hoping I may hav many responses from
those who may sympathize with my views
in THE TRUTH SEEKER or directly to m~
by mail, I am,
_Fraternally, etc.,
GEo. L. PRATT.
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well. If the Baptist and orthodox boys
met on their way to church there was sure
to be a :fight, and many were the wounds
Edited by Miss SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall we received that God might be glorified.
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- Since that time we hav spelled God's name
tions for this Corner should be sent.
with a double o.
Amen, my little friends.
OLD MAN PAXTON.
"Between the dark and the daylight,

~11,ildren' s {Sornsr.

When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a :pause in the daY'~ occuEations,
That is known as the Children s Hour.

·"Our Church."

28, 1.892.

SABBATH ·BREAKING.
~

Origin or -the Sabba-tie IdeaThe Jewish Sabba-th-The
Chris-tian ScJ.~ip-tures and -the
Sabba-th-Exainina-tion o:f'
Sunday Arguinen-ts -Ori~in
o:f -the Chris-tian Sabba-tnTes-tiinony of -the Chris-tian
Fa-thers-The Sabba-th during -the Middle Ages-The
Puri-tan Sabba-th-Tes-ti:rnony
of Chris-tian Re:f"or:rn·ers,
Scholars, and Divines-Abroga-tion o:r Sunday La'W"s.

Plenty.
"The teeming clouds descend in plenty
o'er the world."
To hav plenty is to hav enough and
some to spare. To feel we hav a plenty of
the comforts of life is very satisfactory.
A child likes plenty of playthings, picturebooks, candies, nuts, and all things good
to eat. As it grows older it likes plenty
of play, and good playmates and com·
panions.
Each year adds to our wants and we
crave plenty of more and more thingsplenty of love, honor, and the world's
good words; a plenty of all that is admirable, beautiful, and true.
If we desire a plenty in old age we must
work for it in youth. We must sow the
seed soon and the harvest will be growing.
Liv wisely, truly, and rightly and every
day will add something to the treasurehouse of plentifuluess.
" Peace and plenty " is a common expression for contented happiness. All
who hav these two blessings are well off·
indeed. We fancy them in a .happy l;laven
where rest, quiet, and ease aboun.d.
May peacefuluess and plenitude be
found more and more abundant everywhere as years roll by.
AUNT ELMINA.

Our earliest recollection of attending
church was about seventy years ago. We
hav been told we made a noise in church
some time before, but that was in cutting-BYteeth time. The tediousness of a sermon
.
JOHN
e.
RBMSBVRG.
in a hot July day in drawling, monotonous
tones, must hav added to the struggle of
our teeth to show themselvs. We doubtless in our infantil reasoning looked upon
Price, 25 Cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
the "old elder " mounted in the pulpit as
28 Lafa,yette place, New York.
the author of our pain and wished to bite
OPEN S~INDAYS.
him ; and exprl')ssed ourselvs accordingly,
much to the annoyAnce of the old farmer
back of us, who, after his hard week's
work, wished to enjoy his "meeting-house"
nap.
·
The pews of our "meeting-house" were
uranged like soldiers on parade, with
much uniformity. The head pew was occupied by the richest man in the place,
-ORwho kept the village store containing a
general assortment of goods, including
Curious Revelations From the
New England rum. By means of this last
article he had obtained a mortgage on
Life of a Trance Medium.
nearly every farm in the town. The conBy MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
gregation were graded according to their
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. lllus.
supposed wealth until the last and back
trated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln.
pew, which was occupied by an aged
from Carpenter's Portrait fr·om life. Cloth, $1.50.
ne!ITo who had formerly been a slave in
M:saU:Chusetts, and was supposed to be
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette place, N.Y.
Helen H. Gardenf:JI
over one hundred yell.rB old. We supposed Books
in our simplicity they were seated in
heaven in like manner, and wondered if
Old Nigger Murray would be as de~f in
heaven as he was on earth.
The " meeting-house" was on the top
of a knoll, surrounded by a beautiful
woods consisting of every kind of .tree;
th~ singing of the birds, the aroma of
the spicy birch bark, the sassafras. t:oot,
the sweet flag on the borders of. the
brook, the speckled trout darting under
his cover, and last, but not least, the cooling nectar of the spring water at the foot
of a great oak, which we drank from a
cup we would make from a basswoodJeaf,
and then watch the grains of white sands
as they bubbled up with the water, wondering where they came from-thoughts
like these would come over us in spite of
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
the old elder's dry and monoton~ talk
about what seemed to us nothing, as inThe Bible-What Is It 1 25o.
Be Thyself. lOo.
deed we hav found out since it was. .
Studies in Theology. 10c.
Christianity
No
Finality.
Spiritualism
Introduction by
The only word of the sermon that seemed
Superior. 10c.
Liberalism. 5c.
to hav any sense in it was ehe amen-it
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Addre~s THE TRUTH SEEKER
Common-Sense Thoughts on the llible.
was his last one. The old farmer would
lOc.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.
rouse himself from his slumber, and we
10c.
Tlte Traae Supplied at Special ])tscounts.
would jump for our little caps. Joyful
Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. lOc.
word! Bless him who invented it, and put
Geologist and Radical. ByJ. H. Powell.
no embargo upon it!
25c.
The elder would giv such descriptions
Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
FOR 1892. Price, 25 cents.
$1.50.
of God' and his partner in futurity that
A NEW NOVEL.
God Proposed for Our National Constitu- Possibilities and Impossibilities,
we were pqzzled as to which of the two to
T. H. HUXLEY, M.A., LL.D.
tion. 10c.
.
love. As he portrayed them to our boyish \·Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on Irreconcilable Records.
B S Ph D
Genesis and The Growth of Agnosticism,
R. BITHELL,.
Religion and Social Matters.
view we could but despise them both, one
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.
Early Verses,
The Late CoNSTANCE NADEN.
l'.cice. cloth. $1: PaPer. 50 cents.
for his cruelty, the other for his mean.
Is Darwin Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
Sundays and Holydays,
ness and the country they ran, for their
Is Spiritualism True 1 10c.
SAMUEL LAING.
everiasting monotony, with no amen.
Ua:1's True Saviors. 10c.
Ecclesiasticism, ALFRED MoMERIE, M.A., LL.D.
The elder would describe the road to
Ortlwdoxy False, Since Spiritualism is Christ a Religious Creation,
F.J. GoULD.
Trne. 10c.
heaven as very rugged, narrow, circuitous,
After
Many
Years:
A
Poem,
w.
B.
MoTAGGART.
Pocasset
Tragedy.
Legitimate
Fruit
oi
and difficult to travel; while the road to
Christianity. 10c.
The Activities of Agnosticism,
hell was broad and smooth, with plenty of
E3Y JSAN MSSLISR,
AMoS WATERR.
-Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
guide-posts to direct you on the way; then A
Religion Without Superstition, CHARLES WAT'rR.
$125.
we did not wonder so many were lost on
Radical Rhymes.
With Author's Por- Mr. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,
F R "
0
trait. $1.25.
H. J. HARDWIOKE,
the road to heaven, but we did wonder that
The
Land
of
Death:
A
Poem,
S
R )
~ermon
from
Shakspere's
Text.
10c.
SALADIN
(W.
TEWART
088.
God could not afford as good a highway as
'loul of Things. Psychometric Re- The Triumph of Rationalism,FnEDERICK MuLEn.
the · devil.
The choir would back this
searches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
An Agnostic Homily,
statement with singing "Jordan's a hard
lH. F. Denton.) Per voi., $1.50.
HoN.C.K.TuCKERMAN.
What Is Right~ 10c.
road to travel." Our church traveled the
Eternal Life: A Poem, GEORGE HENRY 1\'IARTIN.
What Was He~ Jesus in 19th Century
road to heaven on the Baptist plan, and to
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO ..
l,ight. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.
our infant mind there seemed no other
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Who are Christians 1 . 10c.
turnpike ''given in heaven or among men"
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
accessible. Our uativ town had three
churches-Baptist, orthodox, and, Methodist. Sectarianism ran very high at this
period in New England. Each _church of
By VOLTAIRE.
would hav its own doctor; a Baptist man Pr
Terse, witty, and sarcastic d3finitions of thPo
CONTENTS:
would rather die than be cured by the
l,.,o-;n~ J tn.,..TY<o
n~.:..-...., 91" r>Pnt:R
A Splendid Judge of a Woman-The ·Lady pf the
orthodox doctor, and the sight of a Bap- l>at~d. Pa•
Club-Under Protest-For the Prosecutwn-A
Rusty Link in the Cham-The Boler Honse
A Work proulng Ohrlstlanlty a.
tist doctor would make the orthodox
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our AncestorsFiction.
Most
8tartlin.g
Reus/abrother jump out of bed and go to work.
Florence Campbell's Fate-1\'Iy Patient's Fate.
tlons of the Nineteenth Century,
As for the Methodists, they were too poor
Price, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1:.
• Send Address for Pro.spectus to
to employ any doctor, and usually got
ORIENTAL PUBWIHING 00., P.O. Box 446, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Books byS.P.Putnam. .Jfews of tlls Wsslt. The Rights of Women
CYRUS FmLD, the layer of the Atlantic
cable, died on the 14th.

THE SEXUALDRELATIONS.

BY KARL HEINZEN, the famous German Rad.
icaJ Editor.
·
·
An Address to an Unknown Lady Reader. His: REv. C: TRUESJ?ELL, <?f .Preston, N. Y., torical Review of the Legal Position of Women.
The Emanci!l_ation of Wom&n. The Passive Proshas gone msane w1th religious mania.
titution of Women. The Active Prostitution of
A CmOAGo burglar's first request on Men. The Execution of Men. Love and Jealous:y.
Morality.
Marriage. Adultery. Divorce. ls
reaching his cell was for a Bible and MarriMe a Contract?
Hanging a Woman. Religcigarets.
ion. 'l'he Economic Independence of Woman
Liberty and the Revolution the Allies of Woman
THE 70,000 Catholics in Belfast's popuPaper, 50c. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
lation of 273,000 complain that the ProtTHE BEST!
estants fill all the public offices.
THE
MT. ETNA, iri Italy, continues in eruption despite supplicatory processions by
religious people bearing pictures of the
saints.
new model, 16 jewels, fnll adjnsted
PRESIDENT HARRISON said in a speech at toPerfected
heat, cold, and position, beautiful double sunk
Saratoga on the 12th: "We must insist that dial, and all modern improvements; guaranteed.
a Perfect timer. Plice, in silverine dust-proof
in all our schools the morality: of the Ten cases,
$17' 3-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-onnce, $28.
Commandments shall be instilled."
In best ruled gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26;
hinged case, $28 to $30; hunting, $31 to ·$35; 14
LoRD ENNE says that if Home Rule is carat, solid gold; $.45 to $150. N1ekel works, $2
given Ireland and a parliament established more.
Regular Grade AIDericau Watcbes.at Dublin, the Protestants of Ulster will Silverme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
repudiate it and ignore its decrees.
. jewels, $9; ditto, adjusted, $11. In finer cases,
add as above.
Ladies' Aluericau. Gold Watcbes.-All
AT a Protestant convention at Belfast, latest
styles in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels
Ireland, to protest ~~ainst Home Rule, $15 ;_ n.jeweis, $16.50; 1:} jewels, $28; 14 caru t solid
Rev. Dr. Lynd said tnat a Dublin parlia- g<:Jla, $10 more.. Heavwr, more elaborate, and
cases, from $5 to $100 more.
ment would be ''dominated by a most in- diamond-set
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
tolerant and arbitrary priesthood."
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free ..
Suudries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
THE Dublin Independent says that lay$4, and $3. ·Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
men would be horsewhipped for such best
triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80; table spoons~
language as the priests use about Par- $3.60, knives, $1.75; .forks, $1.75; all for $6 Soli a
nellites, and that the people will endure silver spoom, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souv·
enir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50 $2 to $3.
these priestly indecencies no longer. ·
The Colonel Ingersoil.-Tea, $2.50 ;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3;_gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extra
CAPTAIN LuGARD has given details of the heavy teas, $3. Etched :
" The Time to be Happy is :Now,"
religious war in Uganda, relating how
50 cents extra.
dissension grew between Cfatholics and
The '.l'orcb of Reason Badge, solid gold
Protestants till a Protestant was murdered enameled in 5 colprs, small pins, $2, $2.75, and
by a Catholic, whereupon the oattle en- $3.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, $15, $20, $30.
sued.
DiaiDonds\ .20 per cen~. below market IJrice.
Send
price lists, cards m colors and gold of
REV. FATHER BEHAN said at a meeting badge,fortracts,
etc., free. All goods p1·epaia (exat Dublin, "God thrust Parnell down to cept knives and forks) and cash refunded atop$1, and returned free.
tion.
Watch
cleaned
the grave, where his bones are now rotOTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
ting." At murmurs of displeasure, he
shouted, "When we are your masters we
will crush you !"

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.

The New God.
10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe~ and Its
Scientific Solution, with some Cnticisms of
Universolo!U::_ Price: 20 cents.
Waifs and wandermgs, A New .American· Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A J)rose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezx from
first page to last with the living spir1t of today."-[John Swinton's Paper. ·
Golden Throne, .A. Romance. " The author certainly has ~enius. The divine
creative spark'' is within him. The book is
filled with manly thon$hts expressed in
manly words-the transcr1:Pt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read ' Golden Throne.'"
-[lng_E!_r~oll. Price, $1.
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation in
rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price. 10 cents.
WhY Don't He Lend a Hand~ and other
Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents.
Adami and Heva. A poetic version of
the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
·which its superiorit;y to the mutilated copythe Genesis leg_end-lB shown. , Price, 10 cents,
Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 cents.
My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
Foi: all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette Dlace, New York.

Works of Charles Watts.

H. McCABE, of Keyport, N.J., has been
fined for selling tobacco on Sunday, June
18th. Merchants talk of arresting the
coin.plainantfor driving through the streets
on that day, under the Blue law forbidding
driving on Sunday except to church.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE•

BEING
A Popular Account of the Formation and De'
t f the Canon.
ye,opmen o
By BRONSON D. KEELER.

CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early .Controversies. ·The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent 1 The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paller, llO cents; cloth, 75 cents.

HEATHENS OF THE HEATH.
~ac:lical ~~allce.

BY WIL MoDoNN:&LL.

Price, 25 cents.

Secularism : Is It Founded on Reason,
and Is It Sufficient to ~leet the Needs
of Mankind~ Debate between t1e Editor of the Halifax Evening lvfail and Charles
Watts. With PrefatorY Letters by George Jacob Holyoake. and Colonel Ingersoll, and an
Introduction by Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages,
. 25 cents.
.A. Reply to Father Lambert's "Tactics
of Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
Christianity : Its Origin, Nature, and
Inftuence. 32 pages. Price, 15 cents.
The Horrors of the French Revolution ;
· Tlleir Causes. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Secularism: Destructiv anti Constructiv,
22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
·
Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown to
Be Contradictory and Defective as an Ethical
Guide. 24 page". Price, 10 ccn ts.
Agnosticism and · Cl1ristian Theism :
Which Is the More Reasonable ~ 24
pages. Plice, 10 cents.
Evolution and Special Creation. 10 cents.
Saints and Sinners-W)licM 24 pages il>.
cover. Price, 10 cents.
The SUllerstition o( the Christian Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Justice.
26 pages. Price, 10 cents.
The Glory of Unbelief. 22 pages in cover.
Price, 10 cents.
Nature aml the Supernatural; or, Belief
and J{nowledge. 24 pages. Price, 10
cents.
·
Tile American Secular Union ; Its Necessity and the Justice of Its Nine De·
mamls. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert
G. Ingersoll.) 82 pages in cover. l)rice,10 cents.
Theological Presumption : An Open Letter to the Hev. Dr. H. F. Burns, of Halifax, N. S.
In Chis letter the following subjects nrc dealt
with: 1. Why Do the Clergy Avoid Debate? 2.
The Position of Agnosticism Toward Christianity. 8. Freethought and 1\fen of Science.
4. The Difference Between Facts nnd OJ?inions.
5. Christ and Heroism. 6. Christiamty and
Slavery. 16 pag_es. Price)..§ cents.
'l'HE TRUTti SEEKER CO...,
Address
28 Lafnvrt.te vL.NewYortt.

rhe Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 833
pages, $3.
Deity Analyzed. Cloth; 12mo, $1.00.
The Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo,
138 pages, 50c.
Spiritualism Sustained.
Cloth, 12mo,
245 pages, $1.
Universe Analyzed.
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THE election manifesto of Premier Salisbury of Great Britain says that if Home
Rule is given the Irish the Catholics will
persecute the Protestant minority in Ulster
province. The manifesto says : " For
generations the Irish hav been divided in
two sections between whom a bitter antipathy has prevailed, due to historical
causes, aggravated by differences in religion. With whatever se!)tion one may
sympathize, it would be flagrantly unjust
to make either section absolute master.
. . . The broad feature of the plan
must be the abandoning of the Loyalists,
especially the men of Ulster, to the unrestrained and absolute power of those
with whom they hav been in conflict for
centuries. The wrong decisiQn here means
the certainty of a oitter and protracted
struggle, cUlminating probably in civil
war, and may be the means of condemning
them to a doom dreaded beyond any other
fate-the means of the subjection of their
prosperity and industry, of their religion
an~ lives, to the absolute mastery of their
ancient and unchanging enemies."

.1.

FA ffTH INK [ RS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.
!}

I
SH~WING

THE ABSURDITY .AND UNTRUTHFUL•

NESS OF THE OHUROH'E OLAnt
TO BE .A DIV!Nlil AND BENEFI·
dENT INSTITUTION, AND RBVE.ALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
ORUROR AND
;JTATE.

IN Ireland fights occur daily between
Parnellites and anti-Parnellites. Priests
lead the latter party. At Kilrush antiParnellites returning from a meeting were
waylaid by two hundredParnellites. Seven
priests who led the former were knocked
down and would hav been killed but for
the arrival of police. They pleaded that
mercy be shown them out of respect to
the church and their sacred character.
They threatened both legal and spiritual
penalties.
A NEGRo named George Thompson
preaches on the St. Louis ·levees every
Sunday that he is Christ. He says : "I
am not only Jesus Christ, but I am God
and the Holy Ghost. :(am the father of
the world, for I know I made it. At
present I cannot use my power, but some
time in the future I can. I am three-thirds
in one. One-third of me is visible. That
is Jesus Christ. The second third is God,
the father. The third part is God, the
Holy Ghost. God is his own son, and God
is his own Holy Ghost. So I, being Christ,
am God the Father and God the Holy
Ghost. I will destroy all unbelievers."
The negroes say, "He's Chris', sho',"

paper, 80 cents.

Colonel Kelso's Works.

A JEW named Buscho:ff has been tried
and acquitted in Berlin on the charge of
killing a Christian boy to obtain his blood
for use in a sacrifice. The anti-Semites
cite passages in the Talmud which they
hold to encourage the sacrifice of Christians.

!'he Teachings of Secularism Compared
with Ortl10dox Christianity. 96 pages.

500 t>p.,
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Fun . . Page
lllustratiolls.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS Of-
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OPINIONS OF SCHOL~
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TO MAINTAIN TH£ ARGUMENT OF
TH£ ARTIST.

:DESIGNS BY WATSON BESTO:N,
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE JJESIGNER.
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The illustrations are classified as follows:
2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Worll.
5
"
Miss10naries.
1
"
The Lord's Instruments.
25
Bible Doctrines and Their Resull6
1
The Church and Slavery.
Children and the Church.
2
Priests and Politics.
Woman and the Church.
4
" · Ireland and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
2
Church's Idea of Civilization.
Studies in Natural History.
1
The Uses of the Cross.
The Bible and Science.
4
Unkind Reflections on the Churoh.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
9
Persecutions of the Church.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
12
Some Allegories.
The Atonement Scheme.
8
Heaven.
ThaLordandHisWorks.
6
Hell.
Prayer.
'l
Miscellaneous.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedans.

18 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
8
" . The Church Robbing the People.
8
••
Thanksgiving.
6
Sabbath Laws.
14

10
6
4

I
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l
4
4 ·
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1
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A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothin like it has ever be..
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it~ ever again beFub.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of p_!].tting the book in the reach o all
At twice the price a would have been a cheap book. Artist .Heston as a portrait-painter and de..
signer is a wonderful suooessJ !Lnd we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal in
America will desire a. copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinliers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictures. do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to P!'OVe the uttet
falsity: of the church's professions and the hYJ?ocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church tha.t ha.s ever been put in the
.hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
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Price, :boarc:l covers, $2;
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The Mvth of the Great

Deln~e.

By

James~:[. McCann. 15 cents. Ten COJ;nes, $1. It
is the most complete and overwhelmmg refutation of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. To read it is to
be astonished at the possibilities of religious
credulity.-T. B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has blowu the fallacy to atoms.A. B. Bradford. It oug]lt to meet with a very
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.
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Ingersoll's Address before the New York
Unitarian Club. The first time in the
history' f the world that a. Christian association ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture
before them. The lecture is a grand one, and
was rec~ived bv ths club with continuous ap..
plause from be ginning to end. The pamIJh et contains 12 pages, beautifully printed.
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.·
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Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
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esty ever published. The book contains 66
pages, is beautifully bound, with likeness of
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copies for $1.
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The Bruno Monument. A fine engraving
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on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before
the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 4
cents.

Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.

Dwight L. Moody.

J. M. Wiley, P. 0. News Depot, York.

God in the Constitution. By Robert G.

Nebraska.

New \'ork.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton &Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
H Adler cor. Essex & Grand sts.
R." W. Tu'rner, 349 4th ave., New York.
Abramowitz Bros, 72Canalst., New York.
H Cohn 320 West st., New York.
G~orge Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York.
L. Jonas, Astor Houset New York.
J H Russell, Fulton & N aBSau sts.
New.York News Co., 20Beekmanfilt., N.Y.
S. J. King 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
E. C. We1;h;;.an, 126 State st., Rochester.
S. D. Greene, 367 NoBtrandave., Brooklyn.
E. J. Nieuwland, lOth ave. and 157th st.
Anderson & Co., 704 8th ave.
S. M. Bernhard, 119 E. 104th st.
Harlem Book Co., Boulevard Hotel, 124th
st. and Lexington ~~:ve.
OhiO.

John Jacques, Akron.
N Hexter 342 Superior st., Cleveland.
J · R Hawiey, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
B. Woods 319 Chillicothe st., Portsmouth.
L~rwood 'Day&Co., 259Superior,Clevel'd.
AI£. War;en Co, 217 Central ave, Cincinnati.
Thos. Goddard, Box 235, Huron.
Standard News Co., 14 W. Tusc st, Canton.
Oreg_on.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
W. E. Jones, 91 Alder st., Portland.
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
G. Thornton, Palace Hotel.Bloc;k, Heppner
Pennsylvania.

Dr.J.H.Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden,P~a.
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila.
J A Kirk, DuBois.
H Heyne lOth and Market sts., Phila.
R." Staley,'Wood and 4th ave., Pittsburgh.
Fulton Bros., McKeesport.
·
Rhode Island.

H Carr 947 High st., Providence.
J.' H. J.'Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.

An interview by Slisan

H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
cents.
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

What Would Follow the Effacement of
Christianity 7 By George Jacob Holyoake. This is a most valuable contribution to
Freethoilght literature. Bound in paper with
goodlikenessofauthor. Price, lOcents. Twelve
copies for $1.

Life and Career of Charles Bradlangh.
By George Jacob Holyo~>.ke. With good likeness
of Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies
for $1.

What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.

L. Green, editor of the Freetltinker's Magazine.
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
per dozen.

Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in
New York city. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for
50 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or wha.t the ed-

itor of the Freetltinkers' Magazine thinks of
him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five. copies for
50 cents.

Colonel Ingersoll's Photograph. Cabinet
size. Price, 20 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

A New. Number of The Truth Seeker Library.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
Ey Helel"). H. Gar'del").er'.
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

Ten_nessee.

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST
W. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry, Nashville.
PliOVING
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga. .
Rich Bros. &Mills, 229 N. Cherry, Nashville Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
'rex as.

H. Hover, Denison.
L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
E. H. Andrae, 916 Main st., Dallas.
G. W. Baldwin, Houston.
E. L. Merrill, Independent Pulpit, Waco.
•Jtah.

C. H. Parsons, 164 S. Main, Salt Lake qty.
Margetts Bros. 1 76 Main st., Salt Lake C1ty.
Waslu~_gton

Territory.

Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
J. C. Nathan, 104 S. 2nd st., Seattle.
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
West Virginia.

News Store, 123 3rd st., Parkersburg.
England.
fLondon.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st.,
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
Australia.

W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N.S. W.
NeW" Zealand.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Century before, and Peter and Paul died
before the Christian Era.
Full index, 446pp.,
$1.50.

A~vancement

of Science.

By Prof. John Tyndall.
With Portrait. Biographical Sketch, and Articles
onPraye.r.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 2.5 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.
By B. F. MABVIN, M.D.

Oloth, 50 cents.

28.

1S92.

Gsms of ~'Aoug'At. D. M. BENNETT",,. WORKS.
ADDRESS THE TRUTH SEElrnR OFFIOE.

A. Trutll Seeker Around tlte World. Four

HE who keeps his mind under perfect large volumes. With steel-plate en~>.raving of
the author in Vol. I,ttndeach volume illustrated
control is happy.- Udanavarga, Buddhwith forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound j·.·
istic Scriptures.
red cloth, il!6 50:
EVEN when provocation is given, maintain serenity.-Subha-sutta, Buddkist·ic The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Rc ..
formers.
1,076 pages, Svb.
Cloth,
Scriptures.
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

. MAY all creatures everywhere, all liviv g 'l'he Champions of the Church; Their
things of every kind, enjoy life.-CullaCrimes J.!nd Persecutions. Svoo 1,119
pa_ges.
'
leather, $4.00; morocco.
ra.q,qa, Buddhistic Scriptures.
gilt edges, $4:50.

IN our science and philosophy, even,
there is commonly no true and absolute
account of things. The spirit of sect and
bigotry has planted its hoof amid the sta1s.
-Thoreau.
THINKING and liberty-loving spirits will
rather delight in the idea that the universe
is in reality a republic rather than a monarchy, and that it is self-governed in accordance with eternal and. immutable
1aws.-Bitchner.
IF God alone permits sin, it is he who
commits it; since to perniit and to do is the
same thing to the absolute master of all.
.If he foresees that men will do evil, he
should not form men. We hav never
eluded the force of these ancient arguments; we hav never weakened them.
Whoever has produced all, has certainly
produced good and evil.- Voltaire.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written
in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume; or $5.00
for the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in mo-·
rocco~ gilt edges, $8.00.
$

From Behind the Bars, A series ofletters
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1~50

A. Truth Seeker in Europe. A series of
letters written during a vis1t of ten weelts in
Europe. Givin€( some account of tho. Inter·
national Freethmkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was a delegttte-~..fol
lowed by a descri,ption of what he saw in .lling.
land, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone are worth the price ·of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author
850 pages. $1.50.

The Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treat

ing upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, in
cludingAJlah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost
J"esuEJ Ghrist, the Virgm l\fary, and the Bible.
To the latter 230 pages are devoted, showing
that book to be a very inferior production for
a first-class God. 0 833large pages. Paper covers
60 cents; cloth, $1.

.Tndaism, Cltristianity, and Mohammedan
ism examined histoncally and critically.
I HAv no irreverence for the Bible and
It is thou€(ht to be the most damaging exhibit
its God, as the Bible and its God. It and
of Christianity that has appeared. 600 largE.>
pages. Price, $1.50.
he were the natural evolutionary product
and index of a remote and half-barbarous ('he Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. A
time. The Bible as the Bible and Jehovah
debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
D. M. Bennett and R&7. G. H. Humphrey. This
as Jehovah I cannot treat with disrespect.
book
has had a very large sale, and is a s_plendid
It would be quite as legitimate to heap
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
ridicule upon the fact that I had to creep
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.
before I had learnt to walk. The Bible Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
and Jehovah are interesting relics of
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. :'Paper
the cradle upon which the baby-world
aocents. 14t
leant before it had strength to stand. What Objections to Christianity 7 ·A dis
I hav no quarrel with those quaint old
cussion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. l\fair
relics, per se; but when I find that the
divided into the followin_g theses: 1. Christian
ity is neither new nor onginal, being borrowe-1
world would still lean upon them after all
or
copied from much older systems of religion
these long and weary centuries, in the in2. Miracles and supernatural achievements hav
terest of the human race I do my best to
been as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teach
ers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 8. The
dash the relics to splinters. It is not the
story of Jesus and his mission in the world is
Book and the God, in themselvs, that pronnhistorical; it is not corroborated by contem
voke my enmity; it is the pretensions put
poraneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price
forward on their behalf by an interested
$1.50.
f"'
priesthood. These pretensions must exof D.- M. Bennett in· the United
cite in every man who is a patriot and a Trial
States Circuit Court upon the charge of de:pos
friend of -his race feelings of repugnance
iting pJ.:ohibited matter in the mail. Thill g1ves
a full history of this celebrated case, and shows
and aversion. I meet these Protestant prewhat monstrous injustice was perpetrated upon
tensions with the most cruel laugh of
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.
derision, with the most venomous stab of
hatred.-Ealadin in God and His Book. An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.
Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3,000,
questions propounded to his Jewish Godshir.
IN the treatment of many questions
upon a great· variety of subjects. Cloth. 75cts.
with which we are confronted in this world,
our premises may be absolutely true and Deacon Skidmore's Letters. Firsn Dea·
our logical processes apparently unassailcon of Zion Hill Baptist. church, giving many
church incidents and his evolution from Chris.
able and yet our conclusions very much
tianity
to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth
in error. . . . It does not necessarily
75 cents.
follow that the explanation which explainR The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
is the true one. There are many natural
in the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistl1
phenomena which are in entire accord
of Bennett the Apostle to the Truthseekerr
with more than one hypothesis. Indeed,
Cloth, $1.
there are some things which may be per- The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
fectly accounted for on an infi.nit number
to the Truth Seekers. 10 {lents.
of suppositions,.but it does not follow that
all or any one of them must be accepted.
There is nothing especially novel in this Open Letter to Samuel Corgate. :10 ceDtb.
proposition, but I submit that to a failure A.n Hour with the Devil. ]() cer::
to keep it in sight must be attributed a
large measure of the uncertainty of the
.A STI~T~B OP
exact sciencel5, as well as much useless and
bitter controversy in scieilce, religion,
ethics, and politics. It is of the utmost Millionaires Against Miners
importance, therefore, that men of science,
-QBbefore accepting a theory or a hypothesis
as final, should carefully scrutinize the THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
steps by which it has been established to
see that they are not only sufficient but
By HENRY D. LLOYD.
necessary. The true philosopher will be nr This book tells how the Spring Valley miner
slow to claim that the theory which h
were starved into actual slavery.
finds sufficient to explain all of a given
class of facts is the neceEtsary and true one; It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime
It deals not with theories but with facts
he will be constantly on the lookout for a
figures, and names. It is a powernew fact which his theory will not quite
ful and pathetic book.
explain, and he will hav much considera264
pages.
Paper, 50 cents; .cloth, $1.
tion for his friendly competitor wh.9 finds
a different hypothesis equally satisfactory
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
and efficient. Above all, he will not pride
himself on the steadfastness of his views,
and will rarely bind himself to be of the
same opinion this year as last. If the
general public could be made to unilerstand the limitations by which science is
04.,
tt)
circumscribed, the tentativ and ever pro- Principles of the Natural Order of 'the llni~
gressiv character of scientific investigation,
verse, with a System of Morality
it would be good for the public and good
Based Thereon.
for science. The human race is greatly
BY PnoFEsson LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
handicapped by the presence of a good
number of people who strel).uously object to
Vv.o.1'l'ENTB :
being disturbed. During a decade, gfn- FvCu!l and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in
of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
eration, or century these good but some- Immortality
Immortality_of Forc."l, Man,
times unpleasant people plant themselvs infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
ThouE;ht,
along certain lines in the domain of science Value of Matter,
ConsClousness,
or politics or religion, proclaiming essen- Motion,
Seat of the Soul,
tially that "here and here only is the Form,
Immutability of Natural Innate IdeasJ..
truth, and here we fix ourselvs forever."
Laws,
The Idea of t:tod,
of Natural Personal Continuance,
After a while they somewhat· unwillingly Universality
Laws,
Vital Force,
and with no good grace move forward The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
into a new position, again honestly affirm- Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
l\10rality,
ing and believing that the end has been Original
Generation,
Co u cl u dTn g Observ&·
reached.-Ex-President lriendenhall of Secular Generation,
tions. ·
the Washington Philosophical Society. Price, $1.50. Address THE TRUTH SE.EK.I!ilt

Force atld

11\at~er;

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JULY 2tJ,

'I,;):tbera.Z Jf1 sstings.
These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
wnere these societies are located. Local
JSecular Unions and Freethought Societies can hav their gatherings advertised here free by forwarding the necessary information.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N. Y.,

Libert~

1892.

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.

iq

(

Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume

Literature.

of nenrly 1,000 IJages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
$3.25-m English or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Testimonial
To Walt

Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth,ljl2.oo, postage
prepaid; 5 volumes~eparate, flexible cloth, 50
cents jler volumej uecl Line edition, suitable
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th at. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

·The Newark Liberal League
Meets every SundaY afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
· Liberal League Hall 177 Halsey st. 1 cor. Market
st., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

ROBT. G.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devotecl

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

Mother's 1\lanual.

Philadelphia Liberal League 25
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'I'rnth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.
Tilt~

Hand-Book of Jfealtii Hints and Rt'adr
Recipes. A valuable reference pampb.l•:it

EDITiON.

of 128 pages. 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKE!t

Paper, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Mrs. Besant's Works. Burgess-Underwood Debate
ON CHRISTIANITY.

Seculnr Society of Kent, 0.,

Between B. F. UNDERwooD and Prof. 0. A. Burgess, Pres. of N. W. Christian Univ.
Paper, 188pp., 50 cts.; clo., 80 cts.

Meets semi-monthly\ first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARIUB HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.

Of AlliancehO., meets the first and fourth Sundays of eac ·month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Invest(,.
gator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

HIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRIXE·"'
From the "Analysis of Religious l3uiol'. •
B'V VISOOUNT AJ.fBERLEr.
Cloth.

Chicago Secular Uuiou
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison st.reet,
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

:Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Hold' meeti!ills every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. O!'raternity Hall). Lecture followed
by d 9bates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures1 songsii
and select reading. Discussion inviteu on a
subjects. Liberal literature distribute<l free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib•
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthly.!- first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at .l:'arr's
Hall. Everybo<ll: invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA.
Pres.; J. H. McWILLrAMB, Rec. Sec.

The Walla Walla I,iberal Qub ·
llfeets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Armr Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectures.-Free Discnssions.-Ori_ginal and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
0. B. REYNOLDs, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

POPES AHD
Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with pol"'
trait, 30c.
And Other Stories for Marriage.
As it was, as. it is, and as it
· "Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
should be. Paper, 25c.
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand- Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
12mo, 300 pp., $1.

Apples of

The Candle From under
The Bushel
(Mark iv, 21); or,
1,306 questions to . the Clergy:
And for the Consideration of Others.

Instructive, Interesting, and Laughable.
BY WILLIAM HART.
50 cents.

Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday inJ;he morith, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, cTiscussions, reading and poems. The
weatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SuE A, Sec.

NATHANI[L vAUGHAN1

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club

A NO VEL.

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'vat its hallj cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street. .isiting Li Jerals
invited. J P. RIOHAl\DSoN, President; M. IsAAc,
Secretary.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

Libe1•al Club,
Fraternity Hall; No. 216 Grand avimue, Milwanke~meet• every Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A. .li. SEVERANCE, President.

Philosophical and Social So•
ciety,
Monte Vista,.,Cal., meet every Sunday at 2 P.M: in
their hall. The public cordially invited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of Cincinnati 0., meets everY.:_Sunday evening
at 7:30P.M. in bouglas Hall, N. W. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
Irom abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec.

Liberal Association of Baltilnore

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
An thor of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

An indeiJendent and respectable stndy of chat!•
acter in the law of circumstance snob as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her :first novel. . • • A more vigorous
1Jresentment of the mischievous ns.tnre of modern
Dhristianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-i:Westminster Review.

-·--

1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'lHE TRUTH SEEKER.

I

Ken ne~ Y S

Me~ical

~tiorks

on the laoor ~uestion.

The C~Jiventional Lies of Our Civilizatiolt.
!!Y Max Nordan.

CoNTENTs-Mcne, Tekel
Upharsin • The Religious, 1\fonarchic. a no1
Aiistocrati\)~Political,..Economical, 1\o\atrim.onial,
and Misceuaneous .Lies; Closing~ Harmony.
l2mo, 864 pp., paper, People's edition, ·50 c.;
cloth $1.00.
The Imperial Council of Vienna prohibited the
sale of this book in Austria, and confiscated all
·
copies of it they could find.

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

N&tnral Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange. By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth." Paper,25c.

Population Question. By Dr. Cbas. Knowlton.
Edited by Cliarles Bradlangh.andAnnieBesant.
25c.

out the means by which the working classes may
raise themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignity, and independence, and which is also callable of entirely removing.~ in course of time, the
other principal social evils. By M. G. H. 10c.

Large or Small Families ~ On which Side
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holycake. 5c.

Povertr. : Its Eft'ects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles
Bradlangh. 5c.

Why Do Men Starve ~

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to
be out.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

Sold by every druggist, and manufactured by

You know whether you need it or
not.

DONALD KENNEDY,
ROXBURY,~

The Orner of Creation.
THE

CONFLICT BETWEEN GENFSIS AND GEOLOGY.
A Co.>;.aovERSY BETWEEN TIIE
HoN. W. E. Gr.A,>RTONE,
PROF. MAx 1\~ULLEB,
PBoF. T. H. Ru ...LF.Y,
M. REVILLE,
E. LrNN LINTON.
12mo,178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 7ll ots.

R.['.LIG ION OF

HUMANIT~·

BETTER THAN

E':'ERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.

10 cent.s.

Price,

The Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimical to the 'Welfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlangh. 5c.

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradla.ugh. 5c.
Letters to Young People. By (Prince)
Peter Krapotkine.
Stepniak. 10c.

Witli. Life of author, t>v

TRTYrn BEEKER.

. o:s,

Conflict

between~

Answers to Christian

~uestions

And Arguments.
By D. 1\L BENNETT.

Paper, 146 PI>, 2-S ct.R.

WAT:e:R OF- LIF-:e
Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesbarr~, Pa..

By Cha.s. Brad-

laugh. 5c.

Takes hold in this order :

•

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Fruits of Philosophy:. A Treatise on the

0is cove ry SCIENC~VS. RELIGION,

Meets at the Lyceum Hall1 404 East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon au 2:30 o'clock.

BuM. BABOOOK. :Price, 15 cts:

Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Poverty : Its Cause and Cure. Pointing

Meets 'evei:Y Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Hall, Bay street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

DOJHGS.

~old.

some and Interesting Book1 Without Superstition for Children and Yonuh. The Oril:yFreethinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller: large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Price,

Tl{~lll

ACCOUN',r OF
Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

The Roeder Secular Union

Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARms,l'res.
IsAAc S. J,EE, Sec.

Comprising "Adviee

to a Wife on the 1\'Ianagemcnt of Her Own
Health, especially Durinq Pregn,mcy, Lrrhn•,
and Suckling," and" Arlvice to a 1\Iot.het· on j );,.
Management of Her Chililr~n in Infancy antt
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pagcH, ~ l

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

AUTHOR~D

to

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Subjects; ninth year. Subscription, with premium, 50 cents per year. SpeCimen copies freo
on application.

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ•
ation
With a Portrait of Whitman.

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Ler.tnre~ followed by discussion. Platform free. Henry Rowl~¥· secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

250

pages, illustrated and doth-bound. <The .fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the

next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville. Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN

THE

Reason and Superstition.

BY To Co WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLJ{S.
· Bg N.RS. JJJ. D. SLJJJ.YFliJ.R.
Boards.

40oente.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents. treating
on that health-destroying and lire-consumin~
weakness of men as the result of youthful errors
and excesses. The book set~ forth an lNli'IDEL
CURE which iP a medi<'ine w be applied externally (the only rema<ly of ~ne .tnnu In existence).
Yon will feel imp!oved tbe :tirst day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Early Decay, Weaknesees1 Lost Marihood~etc.,__are fUlly restor ed.S
ad ... ress,
D.n. RvB'T P. FELL 0 W ~
Vineland, N. "·
And B&Y you saw ibis in THE TlwTil 8EEX1:M.
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Saladil\.

God and His Book. $1. 25.
Woman: Her Glory, Her Shame, and
Her God. Two vols. $1.25 each.
lHd Jesus Cltrist Rise from the Dead~
25 cents.
,oufessional, Romish and Anglican. so
'Jents.
INVENTORS.

ANOTHER PREDICTION THAT MISCARRIED.
The burden of Damascus.
heap.-Isa. xvti, 1.

Behold, Damascus is taken away from being a city, and it shall be a ruinous

THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBBABY
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Issued· I!IontWy.

Subscription price, $3 per annum.
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BOOKS ISSUED.
Price.

1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinkers' Almanac, 1891 ....................... .
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener ........ ; .......................... .
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... . .....·
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
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5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck....... .
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on Voltaire ....... .
7. The Crisis..... . . . . . . . . . . . ................. .
8. Sabbath Breaking ......... ., ............. .
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams ........... .
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller ... .
11. l\Iy Religious Ex~Jerience. S. P. Putnam.
12. The Higher Crit1cism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore ............. .
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote ....... .
14. Rights of J\olan. Thomas Paine. llinst'd.
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
16. Pulpit, Pew, und Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ...................................... .
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ...... .
18. Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk ..... .
19. Pocket Theolog,·. Voltaire ............. .
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THE STORY HOUR.

THE GAUSE OF

For Children and Youth.

~W.OMAN·

50

By Miss Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of the
Children's Corner in the New York
Truth Seeker.

25

HASTEN TO REAIJ

25

20
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40
25

25

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.

25
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25

By GEORGE No MILLER,

(" THE UNCLE
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SLAVERY.")
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25
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The best men and women of England and America are
It
fairly heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
truly wonderful
entirely its own and will give you
a sensation such as you never had before.
book.

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscril>ers will receive all the books
issued during the ¥ear. Single copies of each
book sent upon rece1pt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEXEB Co.

Soiritualism Sustained.
B. F . .UN]}ERWOOW:S

FOR fdALE AT THE TlWTH SEEKER o;;·;: 1.. c

Essays and Lectures. Embracing lui.
ence of Chri:;tianity on

Uivlli:~atjo,J;

HIGH fA CRITICISM IN THfOLOGY ~, RfLIGION

in Piaee of Chri:.;tia,Bhy; Rcieutliic laatL·rb.lls;

Woman; f:\piritualbm from a J\laterinli't:
Standpomt; Paine the Political and Helif.-:im.
Heformcr· Materialism and Crime; WiH tL
Comin~ llfan WorHhin God? Crimes anll Crn, 1
ties of 'ChriRtianity; the Authority of the Billie
Freeth ought .Judg-ed by Its Fruits; Om lllea,
of Gocl BOG pp, 1iaper, tiO cents.

Influence of Christianity upon Civiliza·
tion. 2.3 cents.
Christianity au<l Materialism. 15 cents.
What Liberalism O"ll.'ers in Place o1
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism ; Its Meaning antl
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stamlpoint. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religious Re·
former. 10 cents.
Woman: Her J'ast and Present: Jim·
Rigllts aml Vil."tmgs. 10 cents.
Xaterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worslii}) Gou 7
10 cents.

·rwehe Tracts. Scientific and Theological. 20 cents.

Essay on Miracles.
1

15 cents.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

fR[NCH R[VOLUTION.

ANCIENT MYTHS AND MIRACLES,
-As-

Its Causes al').c:l

FACTORS IN HUMAN EVOLUTION,

By W. ,S. BELL.

-AND-

OTH:e~

:e.S.S.A. Y.S IN

By THOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.

~:eF<O~.M..

!'_rice, cloth; $1; paper, 50 cents.

~esuits.

Pape?,

~2mo,

25 ct'l.

Paine Viiiflicated
Reply to New York )bser'!Je1".

Ey

~.

G.

INCS:BN~OLL.

With "A ROMAN CATHOLIO CANARD."
Price, 1~ cents.

Holy Bible Abridged.

-OF-

CHARL[S BRAULAUGH.
Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great Eng.
lish Secularist by the Father of Secularism.

Price, 1!I cents. Ten copies, $1,

The passages unfit lor family reading.
Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Pro and Con of

-BY-

Gec:>r'ge J aecb Hclycake.

By DAVID .HUlrlE.

Price.

----1 4 4,---Morci.l, Theological, Historical, and Speculative
Propositions.

CONTRASTED WITH

L11r

tiauity an,l :~laterhtli.Rm; Wlwt LiLcr,ui:,m of'lt

'

.,.

THE

w:.:. .....

Small Quarto-10x8 inches-nearly Three Hundred P!l,ges. illuminated Covers. Sixty-six FullIJage lliust~;ations, with Twenty-five Smaller
Ones.
.CONTENTS:
Preface; Lazy Dick; or The Life of a Do.\[; An
Anl;l"el Unawares; Mayi,.....Ten Little Wa1ting.
Ma1ds; The Doctor's .ttorse; True Politeness; A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgiving; Grand.
father's Pocketbook; Meddlesome Molly;, A
Saq. Mistake; Inside an Engine House· unr
Children; Cressbrook Cottage; Ezekiells Silver Spoon; Odds and Ends-A New Year's
Story; Miss Brown's Valentine· What Steph@n's Owl was Stuffed With; John; Neighbor Brtghtside· Miss l\'larie Gold's Party;
Cousin John's Philosophy; JennLs Questioni
Katy's Answer; Alone in an Unfurnishea
Ho-qse; Blackey; Breaking the Meeting;. Our
Sus1e; A Funny Fellow-How He was uured
of Practical Joking; What the Fern Said;
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthday;,.PostOflice Jack; Aunt Avis; I Can Because .L Will.
Price, $1.00.
Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Self -ContradiGtions of the Bi~Ie.

A NEW AND IMPORTANT BOOK.

FIVE LECTURES.
By John B. Kelso, A.I!I,
12mo, cloth ;f1 00.

The cost of obtaining aU. S. Patent,
in an ordinary case,
is only_$5&. through
EDW.LN N.
BEECHER,
Solicitor of Patents.MARroN, Hartford county, CoNN.
Pamphlet of advice to Inventors
will be mailed free.
N.B.-Register all
letters and stamps
will be sent you to
defray this expense.
t lliD~>ou.l.l~,;uuJ. u1 .l u.Lullili:S is an Infidel, a. writer
for tblS and other Liberal papers, and, we are informed by old inventors and experienced __patentees who hav employed him, he is a skillful
Patent Attorney.-THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Address this Oflioe.

Supernatural Religion.
Have We a Supernatural, Inspired. Mirao.
ulous Religion?
lsy E. E. GuiLD.

Paper, 20 cents; clot!t., ao centa.

~ ~~·Journal

of Freethought and Reform.
New York, Saturday, July 30, 1892.
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INU~RSOLL'S ~WORKS.
O:NLY AU!I'HOBIZED EDI!l'IO:NS
r
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e
.Principal Works: Gods and Other Lect-

ures ; Ghosts and Other Lectures ; Some Mistakes of Moses ; Interviews on Talmage ; Wh11t
Must We Do to B.e Saved? Blasphemy; Crimes
Against Criminals. 1141 pages. In one vol., half
calf, $5.
.

Prose Poems and ·Selections. From his

Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2:50; · half
calf, $4.50; halt mor., $5; turkey mor., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.
. .

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The

Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
and Heresies. Paper, 50c.

Here~ics

Ghosts and Other Lectures. [ncluding

Liberty of llian, Woman, and Child; The Decla,..
ration of Independence; About Farming in
Illinois; Speech Nominating_ Ja:mes G. Blaine
·for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before Me Like a Dream ; and A Tribute to .
·Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper,50o.
·

Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some

ll'listakes of Moses; Free Schools\... The Politiciano; Man and Woman;· The rentateuch;
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He
Made the Rtars Also, Friday, Haturday,-Let Us
Make Man.\. Sunday, The Necessi~y for _a Good
Memory, .·,~.·he Garden The Fall, Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews,
·The Pla~mes, The Fli~ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery, Marnage, War,Religious Liberty; Conclusion. PaRer, fiOc.
~ .. e .

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter-

views with the Fain<ius Orator on Six Sermons
·by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage, of Brookl_yn, to
which is adde<i.A. Talmagian Catechism. Paper.
·
·
'
'50o.; cloth, <1>:l.

Blasphemy. Argument by R. G. Ingersoll

in tbe Tnal of C. B. Reynolds, at Mornstown,
:N.J.wPaper,25c.; cloth,50c.
·..

What Must We Do to Be Saved 7 Analyzes

, 'the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, .and devotes a chapter each to the
·catholic~ Episcopalians, Methodists, Presby:terians, .l!ivangelical Alliance, and answers the
.question of the Christians as to what he pro·poses instead of Christianity, the religion of
,sword and flame. Paper, 25c.

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

:the New York 0/Jserver's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution... b){ R. G. Ingersoll;,.,_tQgether with A Roman uatholic Canard,
·by yy. H. Burr. Paper, 15c.

Limitations of Toleration. A Discussior:

between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederic R.
Coudert, and Ex-Gove~n>; Stewart L. Wood'ford. Paper, 10c.
Orthodoxy. A Lecture. .Paper, 10c. ~:
Civil~Rights Speech. With Speech of
Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper,lOc.

Opening Speech to the Jury: In the suit

of the ]3. & M. Tel. Co . ..a. W, U. Tel. Co., 1886.
Paper, 10 cents.

fuoimes Against Criminals. Price, 10c.
A Lay Se~on. On the Labor Question.
Paper, 5c.

.

Stage and the. Pulpi~. An ~~rview on
their Comparative Memts, and Opm10ns on the
Trial of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholic
Church, etc. Paper,-sc.

CONSTERNATION AMONG THE REPTILS'-WHY THEY HATE INGERSOLL.

MY RfLIGIOUS fXP[THE DEVIL! Travels in Faith ..·
.· I RI[ NC[
I
THE

EV~LUTION

By HENRY FRA.NK,

Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress.

..

Itt Foundation Contrasted with Ita· Superatrui:tura.
By W. B. GREG.

Complete In 1 voL, 111111.0, IIIVPP., e1.110.

By S. Po Putnam•

BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.

'
Btling
the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.

A.ddr8118 THE TBUTR REEKER.

Ro~ring Lion on the Track.
.
Price,

B.u M. B.AIJOOQK,

1

:beveled, gilt, edges, 50o. ·

Lithograph of R. G.

.
10 cents.

Inge~oll.

inches, heavy plate paper, 50o.

. 22x28

.Photograph (Cabinet) of R G. Ingersoll,
50 cents.

Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Price, .25 cents. Five copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Creed of Christendom.'

CHEAP_ EDITI.ON..

Ingersoll on McGlynn. Paper, 3c.
Bible Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
Ingersoll Catechised. Paper, 3c.
The Truth of History. Paper, 3c.
Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board,

Testimonial to

Being the sto_!'Y of his relij!'ious life and mentalt
iourneyings. Written in his hi!!IJpies~ and mo.s
brilliant way and is the best of all his splendid
works. Pric~, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Liberty in Literature.

Essay on Miracles.

UEATHENS OF THE HEATH.

·' By DAVID HUME.

~..c:Ucal ~olrl-.1'\Ce·
B:v Wlf, MoDon;mu.. ~co ~>P•• paper, eo oenta.

Price.

Walt Whitman. By Robt. G. Ingersoll. An
Address Dc;livered in Philadelphiat Oct. 21,
~890. With Portrait of Whitman. " et us put
wreaths on the brows of the living." Pncc,
paper, 2i;c.; cloth. 50c.
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0. M. BENNETT'fJ WORKS.

A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

/!.Truth Seeker Around the World. Fom

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

rhe World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re"
formers.
1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth,

ADDRESS THE TBUTH BEEKER OFFICE.
large volumes. With steel-plate en~raving of
the author in Vol. I, and Qach volume illustrated
with forty-seven cuts, Handsomely bound i:r
red cloth, 1!!6.50,

$8.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes l!,nd Persecutions. Svo. 1.119
pages.
,
gilt edges, $4:50.

l'he Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written

in prison. In cloth, $8.00 per volume, or $5.00
for the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in m0oo
.rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
•

From Behind the Bars. A series oflettera
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.

A. Truth Seeker in :Europe. A series of

£,~posure

letters written during a visit of ten weeks in
Europe."' Givinl;l" some account of the International Freethmkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. BenneU was a delegate~ followed by a description of what he saw in .!!mg.
land, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
irom Rome alone are worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
850 pages. $1.50.

by

l:'he Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treat-

Facts.

1\idicule.

ing upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, in~luding:Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
.fesuSI Christ, the Virgm Mary, and the Bible.
ro the latter 280 pages are devoted, showing
that book to be a very inferior production for
a first-class God. ,sas large pages. Paper covers.
60cents; cloth, $1.
·

HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts.
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Full.-.Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings, •
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards, illu:rn.in.ated covers, $1; cloth, gilt; side sta:rn.p, $1.50.

Address THE TRDTH SEEKER CO.

BIBLE MORALS.
Twenty Orilmes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripturre.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VA:N BUREN DENSLow, LL.D. Price, 15 cents.

By J. E. REMSBURG. Price, 25 cents.

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

A TRUTH SEEKER

AROUND Large
THEVolumes,
WORLD.
~'our

With a. steel-plate engraving of the author in
Volume I, and each volume containing
forty to fifty illustrations.
By D. m. BENNETT,

Late editor of THE TRUTH BEEKER,_ author of
"A Truth Seeker in Eurgpe " "uods and
Religions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
"The World's Sages, Tlunkers, and
Reformers," "Champions of the
Church." etc., etc., etc.
Handsomely bound, red cloth, 1!!6.50; in leather.
red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.
Readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER know the circumstances under which this work was written.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death, and which contains an account
of his world-lamented death and burial. Mr
Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and ens toms of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-day life
of all nations is laid before the reader b;17 one
who has visited them and beheld them with his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freethought in the various countries
he visited, and the morality of so-called pagan
nations is contrasted with the morality of Christian countries, much to the detriment of the
latter. The work is a
Freethinker'• History of the World.
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN
EUROPE " should be in evecy, Liberal's library.
Besides its intrjnsic worth, It is a memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
known-of one who rankli with Voltaire and
Paine in the force and clearness of his writings.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, N. Y.

Fruits of Philosophy.
POPULATION QUESTION.
By DB. KNOWLTON. Edited by CRABLEB BRAD~UGH &nd ANNIE BE!IAl'IT.
25 cents.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Exanlination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
By PBoF. F. W. NEWMAN.
Price. 25 cents.

CRIMES OF PREACHERS
In the
United States
and
Canada
from 1876 to 1883.

pages. Price. $1.00.

tile Humphrey•Bennett Discussion.

Sennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.

oennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper,
ilOcents. IJt.

What Objections to Christianity 7 A dis-

cussion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. Mair,
ilivided into the followin_g theses: 1. ChristianIty is neither new nor onginal, being borrowe<i
~r copied from much older systems of religion .
.~. Miracles and supernatural achievements have
oeen as fully and" trnly_ ascribed to other teachers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 8. The
atory of Jesus and his mission in the world is
unhtstorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$1.50. "
.
~

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the. United
States Circnit Court upon the charge of deJ?OS·
iting_ pJ.:ohibited matter in the mail. Thill gives
a full history of this celebrated case, and shows
what monstrous injustice was perpe~rated upon
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

eon of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
ehurch incidents and his evolution from Chris ..
tianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth.
75 cents.

l'he Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
in the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistlo
of Bennett the Apostle to the Truthseekers.
Cloth, $1.

l'he First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to the Truth Seekers. 10 eents.
~

By
Price. ~5 cents.

Thomas Paine

9

S

A

U.ehate on Christianity and Infidelity between
D. M. Bennett and R67. G. H. Humphrey. This
book has had a very large sale, and is a s_pl!lndid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.
"'

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First Dea-

m •. E. Billings.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Works.

''

Open Letter to Samuel Co~gate. 1.0 ceDU..
An Hour with the Devil. 10 ce:c:.A

.STI~.J:KB

Ol=o

Millionaires Against Mjn f 1 s
-oB-

THE STORY OF SPRING VALLEY.
By HENRY D. LLOYD.

Age of Reason. Pap.,
6 copies for $1; clo. 50c.

~c.;

Age of Reason and Examina·
tion of the Prophecie&,.
Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Apostle of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) By

Pr This book tells how the Spring Valley miners

were starved into actual slavery.

It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime·
It deals not with theories but with facts
figures, and names. It is a powerful and pathetic book.

J.1il. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap,

264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

50c.; clo., 75o.

Common Sense. Written iL
1776. 15c.
Crisis. Written During Am.
Revolution. Pap., 40o.; clo., 75o.

Great
c~o.,

W~rks.

Svo. 800 pp.,

$8; leather, $4;
j!'llt edges $4.50.

morocco.

•

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Tne Orner of Creation.

Life of. By J. E. Remsbur§..
Port. Pap. 50c

Life of.

With Remarks

Life of.

With

01

Comte and Rousseau. lly C
BlancliiLrd. Pap., 40o.; clo., witL
portrait, 60c.
Explanator;~

Observations. lly G. Vale. Portrait. $1.

Lithograph of. Heavy plate

A SUMMARY OF
ARfJUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.

THE

CONFLIUI' BEfWEEN GENFBIS AND GEOLOGY.
A Coi.\J:RoVEBSY BETWEEN THE
HoN. W. E. GT·ADSTONE,
PBoF. MAx MULLER,
PBoF. T. H. RUllLEY,
M. REVILLE,
E. LYNN LINTON.
12mo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 cts.

paper, 22x28, $1.

Political and Religious Rt·
former. By B. F. Underwood. 10c.
Political Works: "Common

Price. cloth. 50 cent•.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.

Sens~ " "Crisis," "Rights
Man. 1 $1.50. _

Rf.LIGION OF HUMANIT ~
BETTER THAN

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.

o1

Rights of Man. Answer to
Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40o.; clo., 75c.

By REv. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Price. 15 cents.
Address.this office.

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled bl· J. N. Moreau. lOc.
Theological Works: "Age of

The Clergyman's Victims.

Reason,"" Examination of Provhecies," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port. $1.50.

By M. BABCOCK.

Answers to Christian

'D~·uth

J-3eeker CoDJ.pa.n.y.e

~uestions

And Arguments.

Observer. ByR. G. Ingersoll. 10c;

Address The

10 cents.

Price,

"Vindication of. Reply toN. Y.

A LIBERAL STORY.
biY MBs. E. J. BA=.

[tis thon~Jht to be the most damaging exhibit

of Christii}ni ty that has appeared. 500 Iarg9

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.

"By their fruits
shall ye know them!
Do men gather
grapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles?"

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.

Price, 25 cents.

fudaism, Christianity, and Mohammedan·
Ism examined historiCally and critically.

]3y

D. M. BENNETT.

Paper, 146PP., 215 ct1

A Journal. of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 19. No.JI. {PUBLISHED WEEKLY}

l'HE TRUTH SEEKER.
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should be spared the struggle that this imposes, are not increasing, as asserted by the clergy, but
especially when no one has a right to make it are in fact decreasing.
necessary. A child is born free; is there any
One of the troubles of the age, we are told by
sense or decency in enslaving his mind, and then the clergy and some misobservers, is an increase in
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process is the more reasonable and humane. But if were, or is it to be supposed that past generations
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a child l:tas a right to a natural foot he certainly has did not lament their dead? Who now wakes in a
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panic whenever the fire alarm strikes~
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No! you may leave to your children, if. you
"Yet these are things that all make for worry, and
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please, your material· wealth; you may bequeath to for worry validly grounded. That men do worry
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One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
legacy of a stainless name-but your opinions, it is that they did so in ancient Babylon,· where
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One subscription with t:pree new subscribers, in one
that the gilded youth of Rome knew the cares of a:p.
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If
there
were
any
form
o'
religion
not
disfigured
unpaid tailor's bill~ In the older novels are not
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ....................................................... 10 00 by dogma or superstition, an argument might be women swooning all over the page, and is any other
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
based on that fact. But where is such to be found~ complaint so prevalent among them as the 'vapors·~
with one remittance.
·
It has been attempted to preserve the name under
"There never was a time when some men were
the guise of such a phrase as the "religion of hu- not overworked and others overworried, but all the
The Rights of Children.
manity." But it will not hold; because no re- evidence is that those of each sort.were never fewer
Under this title Rev. M. J. Savage, of Boston, ligious significance sticks to anything that does not than now. There was never a time when some men
undertakes to giv, in the Arena for June, a state- include the g1amor or the horrors of the super- were not lazy, nor one when, we are warranted in
ment of what may be claimed in behalf of the natural. The etymology of the term suggest!' believing, so many as now found themselvs privichild. Among other things he claims that a child nothing useful. It originally signified " to bind." leged to indulge that pleasing disposition."
has a right--tq a "rational religious education." What freeborn man desires to be bound~
We must remark that some of the facilities above
This must be entertaining reading to the Romanists,
A human being is a child of Nature ; and Nature attributed by the Sun to the people at large are
who denounce the common schools on the ground teaches what is to be done with hi~. You do not really enjoyed only by dwellers in cities and imthat they are godless.
put the young sapling in chains. If anything proved towns. But, setting aside this am~ overIt is amusing to see ·the extreme of so-called stands in the way of its free growth you remove it. sight, we will indorse the .general proposition that
religious liberalism joining hands with the extreme Nature provides the soil, the sun, and the showers life is easier than formerly. Not a few hardships
of religious bigotry in the attempt to poison the for its natural development; and you trust it to remain, it is true, and not a few injustices ; and we
natures of children. The old fable is repeated- the action of these natural forces. But Mr. Savage must work amain to remedy them; but of course
Herod and Pilate are made friends.
would advise you to twist and bend it, according to Freethinkers are deeply conscious that the best
No man, it is true, can be expected to discredit your own arbitrary rules or ignorant conceptions, way to remedy evils or do anything else is to ascerhis own profession. A minister or a priest must tillitbecomes a crooked or perhaps a blasted thing. tain and tell the exact truth; so let us find and tell
support the particular superstition for which he
The natural trend of human nature is toward the truth in this.
stands, or his "occupation is gone." He cannot virtue and gqodness. All the vice and crime that
As a matter of fact, this class of complaints is
forget his claims to his bread and butter. But the now blot our civilization are the results and conse- heard in every age. It is a habit of each generamass of mankind are under no such temptation. quences of the chains ·that hav fettered the mind tion to deplore that it is less healthy, moral, and
And reason has not lost its force in minds not and the wrongs that ha,v cankered the heart. happy than the preceding. ones. In Shakspere's
blinded by interest or prejudice.
Break the chains and undo the wrongs, and let un- play of some centuries ago, Orlando cries to his old
The first and fundamental right of a child is the fettered human nature unfold in natural and whole- serving-man:
right to intellectual liberty. The Catholics con- some growths that shall shame the idiots and bigots
" How well in thee appears
The constant service of the antique world,
tend that the parent and not the state should direct whose' senseless and vicious methods hav obstructed
When service sweat for duty, not for meed!
the education of the child. But no one will say and hindered human progress already too long.
Thou art not for the fashion of these times,
that the parent has any rightful authority to abuse
Mr. Savage attempts to unite in one sentence
When none will sweat, but for promotion."
or maltreat a child; and if a misguided parent two contradictory terms. If the education he adYet if we go back to that wished-for "antique
should inhumanly beat or otherwise ill-treat his vises is rational it cannot be religious ; if it is reworld" we find that generation itself looking still
offspring, it is entirely proper to interfere and ligious it cannot be rational,
farther back to a remoter age as the one in which
rescue the child from abuse. If, for instance, one
men sweat not for pay. but "for duty."
The World Is Growing Better.
is wretch enough to attempt to hamstring his
It may at first sight seem strange, as remarked
As
these
times
are
characterized
by
a
diminution
children, no one will deny that his horrible purby the historian Macaulay, that society, while conin
religious
faith,
the
men
who
make
their
living
by
pose should be restrained.
stantly movmg forward with eager speed, should
Now, a religious education is a sort of moral trafficking upon that faj_th naturally dilate upon the
constantly be looking backward with tender regret.
hamstringing. For what is a "religious education~" evils of the age and attribute them to the religious
But
these two propensities, inconsistent as they
These men magnify every ill thing
The form of it may differ with the various sects, decadence.
may
appear,
can easily be resolved into the same
but with all of them it is the same in essence. It that they can find in the present day, and endeavor
principle. Both spring from our impatience of the
to
terrify
the
people
·with
horrific
pictures
of
the
is fettering the mind with dogma, or poisoning it
state in which we actually are. That impatience,
.with superstition; And, in the case of a child, this disasters to which society is plunging, and which
while it stimulates us to surpass preceding generacan
be
avoided
only
by
return
to
the
ancient
devois done before he can perceive the wrong that has
tions, disposes us to overrate their happiness. It
been inflicted upon him. It is true t.hat many tion. In consequence, Freethinkers should arm
is, in some sense, unreasonable and ungrateful in
themselvs
with
proofs
that
the
eVils
complained
of
recover from the evil they hav suffered ; but t1ey

I

us to be constantly discontented with a condi~on ;> "I ·had got ahead arid was making my way as persist- might. hav been the shining of Talmage's aurora
which .. is constantly improving. But, in tr..ith, ently as possible, my face being toward the northeast. I borealis by the light of which that eminent commenthere i_s constant improvement precisely because had rea?hed aadhightof probtabbly 16•00 feeft. tSomdeiof myt tator supposes vegetation to hav :flourished before
.
.
.
compamons h left me a a out 15, 000 ee , an
wen
there Is c~nstant disconte_nt. __ If_we_ were perfectly on entirely alone from the point of 16, 000 feet.
the Lord made the sun. But that the ark was a
~atisfi~d with the present, we should cease to con- -. "I advanced about 1,000 feet more, and I had then be- great vessel-albeit of p~cular .model-none can
tTIV-6;--to labor; and ·to save ~witli-·aView to- tliEl'liit:-- ·tween :me-arid the- very top~tlie :Place-o-f the A:fk:..::.n:early deny; neither none will ·aeny;--neit1n:lr- 'that a·Jew
ure. And it is natural that, being dissatisfied with another 1,000 fe_et
. _ ._
.
- ·
!Ilore windows than the Lord told Noall to put in
-. -- -· - ·· - - · . · "'- W.:hen f·reac-lted ·the hight ·ofl-7;000 feet I observed,
. ld-.b · ·
·
the present, we should form a ·too ·favorable_
esti~
.
"th
.tli
..
,~
_
d
.
-.
aft..
-c ._t ,. _,. f-_
_
.
ful··
wou
e useful·- and
grateful to the. occupants. .
-·
·
- m · e na....e eye, er a grea uetu o very care
T
.
m.fl.t~_g_L tl1~.PII.!!t.___ -~-------~----. . __ _ ___ . __ ___ __ Joolting,ib,~t thez:.e W~B__sQm_e p_eouliar colors among the
he story on _Its face bears eVIdence of haVIng
In truth we are under a deception similar to that general white color of the m~~:r;:tlrlns covered by· the bee·ri.-Written by a Ciergyman, and the assurance--of
which misleads the traveler in the Arabian desert. snow andin~_tlle midst of the top of the mountain.
such that he thoroughly satisfied himself, by gazing
Ben·eath-the caravan all is dry and bare-:- but fal' - "_-!il14 F:h~_n- I looked I was more encouraged and be- at different parts, that_ he saw the craft ..that once
.
.
.
gan to use the glasses. After advancing betwee:n 200 and
· d
· .
.
ill a!lva:nce, a~d far ill the r~ar,_Is the semblance of 300 feet on the snow and seeing, more clearly tlle.dark or c.ontaille. ev:ery liVIng thillg on earth, _canno_t,b~
refreshillg waters. The pilgnms hasten forward reddislt color, but without especjal shape, I moved north- lightly disregarded.. The awe he felt proves It to
and :find nothil:tg but sand where, an hour before, east andaround the. mountain, walking in the snow and be the real vessel, for how could any other· structure
they had seen a lake. They turn their _eyes and ns!~g the field-glass.
.
_ _
_ _ . so move him ? His great gratitude for the discovery
see a lake wh~re, a.n hour before, they were
I _began to see the peculiar color assume shape-It is natural, and is cumulativ, though mute - testi..
• .
..
had Bimply been color before. I saw tlle- shape. It was
.
.
'
toiling. thr?:ugh sand. A sinllla:r illusiOn seems to that of a great vessel-the ark. The rear end, the one mony ~o his VIe~, for how could. he be so grateful
haunt nations through every stage of the long most exposed from the snow, was in view first. Going at finding anythillg else' The thankfulness of the
progress from poverty and barbarism to the high- ~ound I saw it all.
·
·- ·
·
Assyrian Christians but adds to the eVidence. · Alto~
est degrees of opulence and civilization. But, if f "I know it ~as_ over 300 yards long, ~nd it ~tood up gether it is a most remarkable discovery, and as
we resolutely chase the mirage backward, we shall nllt_Y 100 feet 1!-gh. There w~re some wmdow-like ·turtll- strong proof as anything else that Christianity is
.
.
.
·
·
res or protruBlons on top of -It and one or more at e
fin~ It _recede before us illto the regwns of fabulous sides. A roof had evidently rounded and covered it, but true. ~he .tale as Dr. N ouri tells it needs no corantiqruty.
the snow had crushed much of it in, and three-fourths of roboratwn, nor the ark more ventilating. It is as
In the early part of this century Macaulay wrote: ~t was _covered and .fi~ed with snow. The sun was shin- good proof as the stone the Sunday-school super" It is now. the fashion to place tlle golden age of mg With great brilliancy. It was really warm, almost in ten dent brought from Mount Ararat to establish
England in tinles when noblemen were destitute of com- h~t, in its rays. Below tlle snow was melting, yet a cold the reality of the same tale.
1
' •
thehowever.,top.
T
.
.
forts the want of which would be intolerable to a mod- wmd
"Itblew
.was on
not,
sWirling the snow
__ , and there· here are· but two· possible
VIews
to t~e. of this.
ern _footman, when farmers and shopkeepers break- fore eve_rything was as clear and unobstructed as it is stupendous discovery. One is, to admit that Genefasted on loaves the very sight of which would raise a
riot in a modern workhouse, when men died faster in possible to :bnagin it.
.
sis is history, and the other is, that the Rev. Mr~
tlle purest country air tllan they die now in tlle most pes".1 ~as almost overcome. ~he sig~t of ~e ark, thus Nouri, D.D., LL.D., lies like thunder.
tilentia.llanes qf our towns, and when men died faster in verifymg the truth of the scnptures m which 1 had betile lanes of our towns than they die now on the coast of fore had no doubt, but which for the sake of those who
A few years ago ·Anthony Comstock was refused
Guiana. We too shall, in our turn, be outstripped, and did not believe, filled me with gratitude;
He therein our turn be envied. It may well be, jn the twentieth
''I was transported and triumphant in feeling, and admission to a Grand Army Post.
upon
wrote
a
letter
to
the
commander
of th_e
century, tllat the peasant of Dorsetshire may tliink him- thanked God for his graces and for the proved truth of
post,
glorifying
himself
and
libeling
his
opponents.
self miserably paid witll fifteen shillings a week; tllat the his holy word.
carpenter at Greenwich may receive ten shillings a day;
"The top of tlle ark tllat still remained was covered Recently the Grand Army Gazette and National
tllat laboring men may be as little used to dine without with a cap of from five to ten feet of snow, but in other
Guardsman was mduced to publish this letter, and
meat as they now are to. eat rye bread; that sanitary places, where the top has fallen in, I judge tlle snow is
in
it is the following paragraph: _
·
police and medical discoveries may hav added several from thirty to fifty feet deep.
'' I went clear around and came back again, and looked
more years to the average lengtll of human life; that
"We hav organized against us what is known as the
numerous comforts and luxuries which are now unknown, at tlle rear, or stern, critically at length, with great care. 'National Defence Association,' an association consistor confined to a few, may be within the reach of every Not a cloud, nor even a rift of fleecy snow obstructed the ing of free lovers,' or more properly, 'free lusters '·
diligent and thrifty workingman. And yet iii may then view. It was all as clear and plain as the clearest sun- ex-convicts, gamblers, and men who fear not God n;r
.
be the mode to assert that the increase of wealtll and the light could make it.
regard man, and by tlle mo~t unscrupulous assault~ tlris
progress of science hav benefited the few at the expense
"Some of the rooms or t~ets of the ark were broken organization has attempted to destroy my good name and
of the many, and to talk of the reign of Queen Victoria half-way by the snow and protruded over. I palised for reputation. They hav secured contributions from peras tlle tinle when England was truly merry England, quite a time, contemplating witll gratitude and awe the· sons whom we hav arrested. They hav made it their
when all classes were bound t<Jgether by brotherly sym- discovery. I had made the <;omplete circuit of tlle dome, business to endeavor to repeal the laws of Congress and
patlly, when the rich did not grind. the faces of the poor, and had with the utmost care noted tlle great vessel from tlle enactments of the legislatures of the states. Their
and when the poor did not envy the splendor of the rich." many different points.
·
"I thoroughly assured myself, gazing long and re- avowed purpose is to prevent the enforcement of these
So let the black-boding clergy be told that as p:eatedly at different piuts of the great craft that once for laws, and in carrying out their purposes they hav scrupled
at notlling that they thought would cast odium upon
their superstitions grow less our comforts. wax forty days and forty nights had on board of it every liv- me,
or prevent the success of the cases which I hav presegreater ; that if smrie evil remains it is at least be- -• ing and creeping animal and insect and every flying thing cuted."
ing steadily diminished by that agent against which in the world.
Mr, Comstock has hardly stated the truth in this
th h
al
f
"At length I called the attention of my companio:na
ey av ways . ought, Science; and, finally, that . who had been in the rear to it and they examined it . matter. The business of the National Defence
if they are disquieted by the ills of the age the , critically,· and all admitted that they saw the vessel, the ·Association is to do what it can to rescue the vic· v~ry. best manner in which they can help remove :veritable ark of Noah, and were thalikful to the almighty tims of the Vice Society's brutal prosecutions and
them is by taking out of the way their own worth- !·for enabling us to see it.
: " All of us were in tlle perfect and complete possession ·to oppose all legislation giving it more power, at·
less seiVs:
iof all our faculties. Nothing in my life, nor in their ·the same time trying to repeal unconstitutional
:lives,
was plainer in all.our experiences."
Jaws and to modify constitutional laws so that they
t
'
.
A Traveler's Tale.
cannot be used by religious malignity to imprison
The other description is briefer, but of the same
An esteemed friend forwards two traveler's tales
men for expressing their opinions. The Comstock
purporting to ··be the same story, both told by a :tenor, 'and need· not be reprinted.
national statute is wholly unconstitutional, as would
reverend, Mr. ·John Joseph Nouri, D.D., LL.D., . ·our friend asks us to ventilate the story, a re- be the law proposed by Wanamaker for the censor-;
who bears the title of Chaldean archdeacon of :q1:lest with which we cheerfully comply, for surely
ship of the press. The state laws against vicious
Babylon and Jerusalem, pontifical delegate-general no building of ancient or modern times needed
literature are constitutiohal, but if Comstock had
of Malobar, and ex-grand secretary of ·the metro- :ventilation worse than Noall's ark. The account so
his way they would include all heresy on religion
politan archdiocese of Persia and India. The tale :cii:cumstantially set forthjs what Colonel Ingersoll
.and medicin, and whatever other heresy Comstock
he tells in two different ways is that while on an ex- 'would probably call another instance of "the truth
:opposed. It is true the members of the Defenc~
ploring expedition he ascended Mount Ararat in .of history." The carefulness with which Mr. Nouri
Association are persons who do not fear God much,
. .
'
Western Asia, and there saw Noah's ark. We ,has substantiated his story will -of course be rebut it is just because they do regard man that they
choose :the most picturesque one of his descrip- marked. Those who doubt it can ask Kal!raman
oppose a miserable society of smut-hunters and
tions of his journey and what he saw:
cor Ahanna, good Christians, who all admitted they
.disreputable detectivs. And if calling names eases
"It was on April 25th at about 2 o'clock in the after- :saw the ark and recognized it. Their address is Mr. Comstock's alleged mind, we feel sure they will
noon, that I finally saw the ark upon the mountain.
:Asia, somewhere in the desert of Arabia. The fact
·"There were with me Kahraman, Augustine Ahanna ;that his face was toward the northeast is also an not object to any epithets he chooses to apply.
They hav the proud consciousness of knowing that
Assy:dan Christians, men of tlle desert, and M~hammed:
ans, owners of the horses and donkeys or masters and ;important point, though why is not quite clear, as they are not as he is. For which those of them
'the holy book ' says nothing of the direction in who are Christians no doubt repeatedly and ferguides of the caravan.
·
'
· "'~e had journeyed slowly and with great effort up which the ark pointed when it took the ground. vently thank God.
the Side of the lofty cone, which reaches to a hight of .The hight of the mountain he has also got nearly
about 18,000 feet.
accurate, and this "just naturally" proves him to
Speaking of the Vice Society and its agents, the.
"You will recall that we had previously attempted tlle
;be
rig~t.
The
dimensions
he
exaggerates
a
bit,
as
San
Francisco Star asks concerning one Bennett,
ascension of both this and the other peak, that it was in
March and that we went below to tlle foothills and re- the scnptures say the ark was three hundred cubits the agent of the Vice Society of that city, a ftiend
mp,ined for anotller month.
long, or a little less than six hundred feet, while he of Comstock's, as his Society is an offspring of the
"On.tlris oc~asion much of the snow on the lower part makes it over nine hundred feet, and the hight was New York organization, these pertinent questions:
of the moun tam had melted and was trickling down. As only thirty cubits, or less than sixty feet, while before
"What has become of Vice-Propagator Bennett, ·
we got above this and on tlle great layers oi snow we
toiled mainly with alpenstocks of exceedingly hard'and Mr. Nouri it loomed up fully one hundred. Per- and the charges against him 1 What has become
heavy wood from Kurdistan, on the boundary between haps this discrepancy was because of the reflection of the Vice Society T Both hav hidden themselvs
T~~ey MJ.d Per$, ..
or. refraction of _the sun upon the snow or it -not in shame, but because public sentiment will
\ .
:.
- '.

°

no longer tolerate them. This dirty fellow Bennet~
committed crimes that merit death;·· but the· Vice
Society fomid. him iimocent, ·although the church of
-.which he was a meniper expelled hini in disgrace;
IJ.'he Oakland Tirn~s persists _in · r:f3peating the
charges_ that he seduced an :innocent young girl
under promis of marriag_e; when she found that he
. was already married and the father of childrell, sh~
turned from him with hatred, loathing, and disgust!
:he pursued her, and because .she refused to renew
her futimacy :with him, he denounced her to her employer a,s a Ie~d worp.an. :Not even a community of
. savages ought to· tolerate_ such a beast. · Yet he still
·lingers iJi.. this community! Are we worse than
savages~
It .woUld seem so." Epithets of "free
·"lover" and." free luster" come with bad grace from
.members. of a society which shielda, such fellows as
this Bennett.
·

promised them if they kept his coveilant of circumcision,.for a rabbinical conference a few days ago
decide<!. .to al>rog~tte· the custom. Perll.aps they
realize at last that Jehovah's promises. were' made
to be broken; at least this. sMp indicates .that they
hav lost confidence in bini.' .

S

· -New~ ·and ·Notes. ·

he pro:ri.rised thitt sofuethi.llg shoUld be don~, and it
seems that our comrades at Ta.coma hav found the
golden opportunity, and I was delighted with the
presence of one of the best audiences I hav ever
addressed. . Tacoma looks to .the . front still and
takes in the commerce of the orient with clever
hand. . There i 1 a direct line of steamships between hl:\r.e and the East. The harbor of Tacoma
can;_ float th~ ~iu·gest vessels, Superb buildings,
busmess buildmgs and hotels, are now being
13rected at a cost of millions of dollar,s. Of course
the hard times are here as elsewhere. Money is
scare!). :But there is plenty of life, and round about
are the rainbow hues .of expectation. Moul1t
Ta_ coma_ lifts i.t_s. brilliant . _glory _to the skies.
A
. ·beautiful mountainit is, in one magnificent mass
·
· t . t h e .sapphire dome, ever
sweepmg
upwar d· · agams
:v~yin&" in lu~ter. as morning, noon, and night enmrcle. Its maJestiC head. If I were in Seattle I
would call this Mount Ranier, but in Tacoma it .is
Mount Tacoma forever and forever . and nothing
1
Wh t' ·
.e se.. • .. a s m.a name? . It seems there's a good
de.al m It for Tacoma and Seattle. It is a hard
question to decid-e. There is evidence that the
Indian name is the older name, and certainly it is
preferable _as a matter of nationality. I am cartainly with the T~tc6mans this trip; I shall call it
Mount. Tacoma. . But when I come to Seattle I shall
hav .to u.se th.e .British term.

cappoose advances slowly among the mighty
trees, and . alongside the vast Columbia. Oiily a
few houses cluster around· the station•·but a fair
au
. di· erice is present nevertheless. from the smTonndmg coun~ry, although it might hav been larger had
a]}-_ the Liberals turned out, but it .seems they are
disposed to let things drift, and the World's Fair
will be clo~ed . on Sund~y. _Fanaticism is strong
.
·-~------~~----hypocnsy IS strong m this government and so
A few weeks ago a reverend gentleman made the and
humb_ug is triumphant,· and t_he aug· ust·.' Senate
statement quoted by Colonel Ingersoll in this
shuts the door upon the millions,. while the foreign
letter:
·
·
:prince and his retinue are received with open arms
"NEw YORK, June 9, 1892. · mto the Columbia Exposition oil the holy Sabbath.
_
" "To THE EDITOR· OF THE Los ANGELES TIMEs; Los Chicago will repeat the infamy of Philadelphia, and
:Angeles, Cal., My Dear Sir; In your_ issue. of May23d, t~e W or~d's · Fair will hav a provincial aspect. It
1n the report of a sermon preached by the .Rev. B. Fay will be like a country show after all. To hav a de· Mills; on the 22d of May, is the following statement:
cent World's. Fair we must go to· Europe still.
It is a good thing for Tacoma and Seattle to be
·, ' ' 'Robert Ingersqll once spoke. three suc9essiv even-· America is not cosmopolitan. n· is narrow-gage.
ings in the.'same town. The first night the house was. I did not know that politicians cou.ld be so infinitly rivals.. They are both bigger than they would hav
·crowded; the second night it was half full, and the third stupid. The church rot is upon them and states- been Without this tremendous emulation. It has
manship ceases to be.
'
been worth millions of dollars to both cities that
night there were just thirty-five people there.'
''There is not one word of truth in this statement I . W. W. West is waitirig to receive , me at Scap- they hav been spurred along by such victorious
nev~r lectured three successiyeveni.llgs in any town,. nor poose, and I .am soon .driven to his . broad acres, excitements; It has been a battle of genius, of
·two successiv evenings iri any town. ·So you see tli.at where the :fine stock are roaming, where the river is energy, of magnificent enterprise. Seattle would
the statement of the Rev. Mr. Mills is untrue. , Why shining like an immense inland sea, where five not hav been what it is without Tar.oma, and Tathe gentleman thought it necessary to make it, I do not. greatpeaks-Ranier, Adams,.St. Helens, Jefferson, coma would not hav been what it is without Seattle.
·pretend to say. The story may hav been told to him., and Mount Hood~are seen iii the radiant horizon. The Neither city has depende:i simply upon its natural
he, no doubt, was quite willing to believe it.
flowers are in bloom; arid the hay":fields are musical advantages, but upon the extraordinary activity .of
, ''It seelllB to me that clergymen claiming to be in part_
· h ·th · 1
its citizens.
nership With theinfimt ought to be able to !!U:cceed,andat wit · e rmp emeiits Of harvest. I find a good day's
rest here from sunlight -until moonlight. Harry
Monday morning I pursue my way to Buckley,
the 'same time tell the truth about friends who do not
agree :with.them. But I may overestimate. the strength West and family, Mr. Price, and other Liberals ·are and almost the first one to greet me on the cars was
in our circle. Things improve ·leisurefy at Scap- Bell. He had lectured at Seattle the night before,
of the firm.
Yours very truly,
R; G. INGERSOLL."
poose. I had a bEitter· ·audience· than the last time. and we are both bound for Buckley, and· a jolly time
The reverend B. Fay Mills has not yet had the West-keeps his shoulder to the wheel. If the gain we hav of it in this bomning little city, which has
decency to acknowledge his own error, rior to pro- is small, it counts for something.
grown quite rapidly since I was here. As usual
Sunday morning I push on to . Tacoma. On the it has had its big fire, and arises more resplendent
. duce his authority. And of such, we suppose, will
train I meet D. W. Smith and Katie Kehm Smith from the ashes. I lecture on Monday night; and
be the kingdom of heaven.
on their way home to Port Townsend. So my Bell on Tuesday night, and though there are some
The Albion, Neb., News reports that a few days Sabbath day's journey sparkles with Infidel associ- drawbacks we hav larger audiences than before.
since "Dr. Scoggin appeared before the v:illage ations. However, we came pretty near having a We hav a splendid sociable time with old time
dash of Puritan gloom. · The porter was evidently comrades-Coke Ewing, the Miller Brothers, Clarkboard in behalf of the Baptist church aitd asked the in a piou.s frame of mind and said there was to be son, Mr. Gran, Van Alstine, E. Skanser; and others.
board to donate water for lawn pm-poses to· the no card-playing on that day, as it was Sunday. . He A veteran has passed away-Mr. A. WickerBaptist church for the ensuirig year. After some could black shoes for twenty-five cents apiece and sham, whose friendly aid to the cause was never
deliberation thE) board deeided they .had· no author- dust ·. coats and take · his fees regularly; like a wanting. Ewing and Moore make a lively sheet of
ity to, and could not with justice to the taxpayers clergyman with ·his white necktie on, but card- the Buckley Banner; A new schoolhouse has been
of the village donate water to any person or. per- playing wassomething too awful to contemplate. built at a cost of nearly $10,000. The mills are
It seemed to me preposterous that in a Pullman busy, yet the great forests stretching for Iniles away
sons. Whereupon the doctor informed the board
car on the Pacific coast the "holy Sabbath" of. a hav been but little penetrated. Some of the best
. that inasmuch as God furnishes water free; the hundred years ago must extend· its desolate seep- lumber on the coast is here, billions of feet of it,
board had do right to put a charge upon the same. ter. I thought I was back in the old COWJ.try church- rolling back from White river to the Cascades, in
The bo.ard called the attention of the doctor to the yard of. New England waiting for the sermon to be- enormous.masses. Buckley now glows with electric
fact that G~d did not pay for the_. pumping of the gin.· I. did not kn<:>w but· the porter would get lights, and a bJ:ill.iant appearance they make. I do
right down on his knees and go to praying. How~ not see much religion 1n Buckley, but business and
water in this case:" "
·
ever, the conductor overruled his majesty the por- · progress. Coke Ewing is now judge, and keeps
The .methods of the Catholic. missionaries in ter and we played · cards merrily, and were . not order with impartial hand, and wins his spurs in
China are so peculiar that the authorities of one struck with lightning either.·. That porter would law practice. E. Skanser has an elegant store,
province hav found it necessary toissue a proclama~ do for the United States Senate. ·He could cal'l'y where he keeps good time for everybody with the
·
· t hild · lin
the palm with Quay for pious snobbery.
music of· the pendulum, and entertains the Liberal
twn agams c · -stea g. But notwithstanding,
· d S ma11, al.th ough a
I find Tacoma a bustling city, and the Liberals 1ect urer roy allY· M Y old f nen
the No_ rth China .Daily· News reports the arrest of are in·. ·the van,- They are. doing splendid work -cnpp
· 1e, an d unable t o a tt end th e·1ect ureo,
" ·s till rea d s
a nativ. who was on his way to Tan-yang with two with Reynolds .at the helm; full houses. every THE TRUTH. SEEKER and Investigator. He was
children which he confessed were to be sold to the Sunday evening; audiences swelling to a thousand wounded twice in the army and is unable to work,
missions there: Of' course the story is denied, but or more.
_
.
_
yet has not secured a pension, although the applithe fact of the proclamation being m~de shows_ that
Dr. Angus, who is ·now president of the. Wash- cation has been in for years. That isthe justice of
"t" · · f
th
th d f th
· ·
·
I·ngton Secular·Uni"on, I·s -a·n able ·"'nd energeti"c of- the American republic which closes the World's
"'
·
th e au
:ficer and will make Liberalism a power
throughout Fair on Sunday. Less religion
and more equal
· th ori Ies ·ear e· me o s o · · e misswnanes,
·
·
-who_hav ov._er_ and· again been known t_ o. pay poor par- the state if enthusiasm and courage can. do it. E. ng
· hts and f arr
· d ealing W1"th th e so ldi er wonld b e
ents money for the release to them of children
to be G. Bixler, secretary of the Tacoma Union, was. the b ett er.
·
converted.
. .
.
:first one to start the ball and demonstrate the
Bell takes the midnight train on Tuesday and
The . Post-Intelligencer, the official paper of popularity of Freethought, even in so orthodox a we giv him a good send-off. I am off on W ednes~
city as Tacoma seems to be, for- it towers with day afternoon, traveling all night, and the next day
Henry county, Te~., published.·.· recently this churches on every hand. Bixler ..believes in Free- evening ai1l at Spangle, where Mr. and Mrs. F.
notice:
thought. with every fiber of his being. He has the Lacy, Hamilton' Buckminster, Mr. and Mrs. Eloy,
. "On Sunday next there ~illbe a basket picnic at Hol- glow and energy of youth-just-what _we want for Mr. and Mrs. Knuth, and others giv me a good
low Roc]!:.. The P. T. & A.. railway willgiv an excursion ·the prosperity 6f OUr (,lanse.. Mr~ J. c. Ford intro- welcome.
rate of fifty cents for the round trip from Paris. The duced me, He is an oldtime TRUTH SEEKER subSpangle is shining in the summer's sun. The
. train leaves Paris at 9:45A.M., and returning leaves Hol- scriber, having taken it from the very start. Mar-, harvest :fields are all about. The farmers are busy.
.
·.
tin Jordan; Eben Pierce; R. Howden Bolton, for- . The sawmill is ringing, and cheerful labor resounds.
low Rock at 5 P.M."
The traitl carrjing these Sunday picnickers, says merly of Ottumwa, Ia.; N. D. Robertson.; Mr. and The new brick schoolhoqse on the hill presents a
a,n Adventist journal, passed within less :than a Mrs, Porter {Mrs. Porter is oyer eighty years of fine appearance. Landlord Frick abundantly sup·
hundred feet of the cell containing the· four Seventh ·age), are among the many friends of- this place who plies the traveler. Mr. Knuth introduces me at
Day Adventists- imprisoned. f~r qUiet farm work gave. a splendid welcome to the Secular Pilgrim and ·the lecture, at Drake's Hall. There is a new church
done onSunday.
made the way_ of toil bright with hope. I hav here, but the Liberal spirit still prevails. The
passed through T~~ocoma man_y. a time .without en- scho()lhouse on the hill overtops the steeple, and
· ·
·
·
· ·
·- ·
·
deavoring to giv a lecture, and never thought that · shin,es with the people's advent that. is "coming up
The. J ew_s hereab~}lts ID.us~ hay given,~up
hope the fires would blaze. so gloriously as they now do. the steep of time."
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
of possessing the land of Canaan, which the Lord When I met Mr. Robertson at Victoria a year ago
Spangle, July' 16, 1892.

till.
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Worship.
hopes of suffering humanity, ~d make as~urance
doubly sure that the new natiOn spoken illto exWhat
is
worship
1
It is a pity that the word has
AN ELDER IN THE SHAKER COMMUNITY AT NEW LEBA- istence on the Fourth of July, 1776, was not,_ a~ the
ever
been
invented.
People.
speak of hero-worship;
NON, COLUMBIA COUNTY, NEW YORK.
governments of E~o~e h~d been, another rehg1ous, of course, when we worship, we. must hav an object,
MY VENERABLE AND RESPECTED FRIEND: I read and persecuting illStitutwn, the declaratory ~n a hero, a doll, an idol, a deity; an object to whom
with interest your description, in the June number nouncement made to the world in our treaty With for one reason or other we attribute qualities which
of the Freethinkers' Magazine, of the instruments Tripoli during the administration of Washi:ngton, we admire greatly; but this is not all, for this
of religious torture which the earl of Shrewsbury and when the men who founded the repubhc and
would only be admiration, and who would .n?t a_dpurchased from the ol~. c_astl~ of Nuremburg, and knew its genius were still living, that, "In no sense mire that which is admirable; but worshipillg IS,
which are now on exhibitiOn ill London. I drop is the government of the United States fou:nd~d. on.
besides admiration, paying adulation, in an enthis line to you to suggest whether, as a represe?t- the Christian religion," should blaze forth ill liVI?g
thusiastic manner, to a certain object or person,
ativ of the Shaker societies in this country, whiCh light upon the walls of day, and in tr~nsparenmes
clothing that object or person with qualities and
are all in favor of absolutely free thought on the by night, so that every eye could see It. The becapacities which we do not know that they pos~ess.
subject of religion and all advocates of peaceful holder should understand that this language does
It is a frenzy of the mind, an ecstasy of the soul, I? to
methods of settling difficulties betwee? nations and not mean that the government of the United S~at~s
which we work ourselvs, without clearly knowillg
individuals, you could not use your illfi~ence s_uc- is hostil to any form of religion, but that, ~hile It
what we are doing, and as all frenzies or passions, it
cessfully in effec~ing a loan .o~ . the~e illterestillp- does ignore the very existence of th~m all, It guarisfalse,
because passion does not reason. Now, as
relics of former times for exhibitiOn ill the Worlds antees to every inhabitant of the Umted States, ~s
reasonable
beings, we should never allow ourselvs
Fair at Chicago. The Columbian Exposition was a human being, the uninterrupted enjoyment of his
to
worship;
worship is degradation, it is leaving
not orig nally intended to be . a m~re museum of belief and worship whatever they may be. _I~ close
the
lofty
domain
of reason and knowledge and
curiosities. Its expressed obJect IS to show t~e proximity with these peculiarities of our mvil govprogress that has been made by the hu~an f~ily ernment, a map should hang upon the _wall de- truth, to become the slave of blind passion ; he who
in the sciences in arts, in government, ill agncult- scribing the forty-four states, an~ the illchoate worships sins, he does wrong. He who is the obure, in mechanics, in social life, and in evel'!t~g states which compose the republic; ~n~ all the ject of our worship laughs in his sleeve at those
else that goes to giv meaning to the~ word Civiliza- states and territories in their commermal illterests, who worship him, and generally turns them round
his finger ; finds in this worship a powerful means
.
tion during the four hundred years SillCe Columbus enjoying the blessing' of free trade, and _prosperillg,
to
elevate himself and to obtain his desired aim, to
reve~ed to the Old World the existence of the in defiance of drawbacks, as no other nation on earth
New. On the sacred subject of the rights, not of has ever prospered. The contrast between the two sacrifice them to his ambition, to his benefits always
the race of man, but of the human individual, as to dates 1492 and the period of 1776-1892; and the and to his glory. So was Napoleon I. the hero of
what religious creed he should believe, and. how he condition of the world at these two periods respect- his army, which was led by him through the burnshould worship, if at all, is there. anythin~ that ivly would start the inquiry as to the cause of the ing heat of Egypt, and the frozen snow-fields of
would be more in place at the Chicago Farr, and contrast and lead men who know how to think and Russia, and the Alpine dangers of Italy, to gain his
would prompt to more wholesome thinking by reason to the belief that civilization, with its un- battles, to fight for his glory, to serve his ambition;
every beholder, than the exhibition of these instr~ numbered blessings, progresses among men just i? in his heart of hearts he must hav thought them
ments which were actually used by the church ill proportion as the church, ~hi~h ~s the embodi- fools and must hav despised them; but their heroworship made them his tools. It is good for that
Europe in the propagation of religion?
ment of religion, decreases ill Its ~n:B._u~nces upon and for nothing else; it is a passion that blindfolds
It should not be forgotten that, although they the state and confines itself to the illdiVIdual.
us, as all passions do, and after the bandage is fallen
were employed by the church to carry out her ends,
We h~v to-day more than a hundred religio~s from the eyes we see that we were the tool of
the machinery itself was worked by the agency of sects in this country, organized upon as many disthe civil government, which in those times and for tinct creeds. If they all together. compos~~ only others, that we were foolish enough to serve
long centuries, was the servil tool to do all her one sect and it embodied the doctnn that mvil gov- their purpose, and we are ashamed, but too
bloody work of persecution. It is true that instru- ernment was not a secular institute set up by tte late. ._o much for hero-worship. But worship of
ments for propagating religion, as the rack, the people themselvs to preserve th~ir lib~rti s, but a idol or deity~ It is tbe same thing ; it was invent~d
fin~, therr
thumb-screw, and the iron boot, are not planned religious ordinance to be superVIsed, drrected, and by greedy priests, who. found, and_
and manufactured for actual use now, in any part governed by the ch~rch, after th~ European fashion, profit in it. The sacrifices to the deities, whiCh are
of Christendom; but the religious spirit that would we might, before the close of this century, find our- always of the best of their kind, cannot be conuse such instruments, if it could only get the con- selva involved in another civil war. The laws, and sumed by the deity, but serve to supply the wants
sent of the law, proves itself to be still in existence even the constitutions of the states, and of the gen- of the priests, and where steers and rams and bucks
even in this age, in this country, and under the eral government, are but an expression of the will are no more in use, money has taken their place,
secular Constitution and government of the United of a majority of the people, and may be. funda- according to the march of civilization; money for
States. It is not even under law here as it is in mentally altered by the majority. This beill_g the the priests and feasts of Mecca's prophet, money
Europe, for the priesthood. in · Europe, drawing case, what a thought it is that we owe the contillued for the shrines and oracles among the Greeks,
their salaries from the public treasury, hav to be secularity of our government and our personal money for the churches and preachers of the Christians, money for the Roman Catholic's Saint Peter,
mealy-moqthed in setting forth their claims. But
rights under it to the fact that the. s~cts ~re so at
in this. country the case is reversed, and the church war with themselvs each one belieVIng ill dead money for the Protestant's houses of worship, money
being independent of the state, the priesthood are earnest that it and' it alone, is the Bible-door of for the endless string of idle priests in the service of
riding. their high horses, and brazenfacedly de- heaven to the 'souls of men, that if one of them all the foolish worshipers; and to what end~ Supmand that their religious notions shall be carried would seize the reins of political power to Europe- pose there .were a personal God, a ruler of _the
out into law, although they represent but a small anize the Constitution and set up a theocracy, all universe. What good does your worship do hrm 1
minority of the people. For instance, in the name the rest of them wculd combine against the He must find your endless kneeling, singing, and
and by the authority of almighty God, but without usurper in order to save themselvs from persecu- talking in a house set apart to that purpose, very
useless, for he will rule as he thinks proper, with
showing their credentials, they demand that the
tion and death!
or without your singing, talking, and kneeling.
gates of the Exposition next year shall
sh~t
However I shall leave the world happy when the And, if there be not such a ruler, if all that is and
against the people on Sundays, because ill the%r
opinion, that day of the week is a holy day. With- time come~, in the conviction that while men hav all that happens, is and happens according to the
out the least sign of modesty they treat the honest so much to do in shaping events, they also hav ~o nature of things, and as the eternal result of exconvictions of the rest of their fellow-citizens as if little· for like the currents in the ocean, there Is isting causes, what then~ Well, then, worship is
they were worthy only of contempt. The Sabba- a tre~d id human affairs which is irresistible. Ig- more absurd still.
It would hav been an inestimable blessing to the
tarian Christians in Tennessee hav incorporated norance now is, and has been in al~ ages, the deadly
their notions into the laws of that state, and see cancer that eats away human happill2ss, and knowl- human race if worship had never been thought of,
how they fine and imprison the Adventists, who edge is the only cure for it. The tendency of ~ll for it has always been confounded with and put in
religiously observe the seventh day of the week as i1rvention now is to scatter all the comforts of hfe the place of religion; the latter is as old as the
a Sabbath. The spirit of persecution is an incar- through the habitations of men, and thus equalize race, but the former is the invention of greedy
nate devil which has its dwelling-place in the heart, their condition. In the golden age of the church, priests. Religion is the relation between man and
and longs to show itself in the action of every man when religion was the chief concern of morta~s here man, and can never affect the cause of all things.
who sincerely feels and believes that all other men below, the genius of invention,_ as ~e see ill the Religion is the fulfilling of the duties to ourselvs
must accept his creed and worship as he does, or instruments of torture in our rmagillary Hall at and to others, and is infinitly connected with reaelse, by the appointment of God, go down to Chicago, displayed itself, not in devising stea~ son, knowledge, science, progress, and the like.
eternal burning. This is the essential character of engins, electric telegraphs, and street-cars, but ill Yes, it is reason, knowledge, science, progress.
religion, as it has painted its own picture on contrivances which the church got up for the spread A religious man is he who first of all takes care of
of true and undefiled religion among men. But his health and body as the first of all obligations,
every page. of the world's history.
Then, would it not be worth an effort to negoti- the genius of the Middle Ag~s, poor an~ unpro- who studies the laws which rule us, the natural
ate for a loan of the earl of Shrewsbury's relics lific as it was in useful inventiOns, was qmte equal laws of health, cleanliness, generation, growth, deand hav a hall devoted to their exhibition at Chicago~ to the genius of any present inventol' i~ :each- velopment, and obeys them; who studies and obeys
And as all things are better appreciated when seen ing the object aimed at; for, .what ~ec?a?IC m our the laws of nature in all its departments, not blindin contrast, the relics themselvs, the laws justifying day could invent a machine for illfiic~I?g long- folded without knowing what he does, guided by
their use, a sample of the sentences of death passed continued and exquisit torture on a sensitiv person priests, more ignorant than he, only more arrogant
upon heretics, and especially the reason why linger- equal to the thumb-screws, the iron. boot, and the and greedy, but with eyes open, and intelligence uning tortures by slow fires were used instead of quick iron maiden, that were stored away ill the castle of folded, erect as a man should walk, not eyes closed,
death by decapitation, should be placed in one end Nuremburg, awaiting a rev.ival of religion, an? a knees bent, crouched before an altar. or image.
A religious man is he who promotes the bodily
of the hall. Over them, in large letters, Ehould be return to their use which never came, and whiCh
are now exhibited in London to the people of the and mental welfare of his fellow-creatures, who
the figures Anno Domini 1492.
makes himself, wife, and children, servants, friends,
At the other end of the hall extracts from our nineteenth century~
Glad to see how youthful in mind and body you and all with whom he has to do, happy, by faithfulDeclaration of Independence affirming the natural,
personal, and inalienable right of every human be- are in your old age, and remembering with pleasure ness, justice, and humanity; who treats animals
ing to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; my visit to Mount Lebanon ~any years a~o, and with kindness and care; who tills the land, the
and those other golden words that, to secure these the hospitable treatment I received, I remam, your source of all blessing to mankind, with intelligent
A. B. BRADFORD.
care and ingenious labor, so that, instead of the inrights governments are instituted among men, de- friend and well-wisher,
Enon Valley, Pa., July 4, 1892.
sane worshiper who, at the command of his hero or
riving their just powers, not from the church, as
in the name of his idol, rages with fury at the dethe representativ of God almighty, but from the
SEND for free catalog of our books.
struction of his fellow-creatures by war and perseconsent of the governed. Then, to confirm the
An Open Letter to Frederick Evans,
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cution, he, on the contrary, promotes their welfa:re,
uniting with them in the study of those laws whiCh
govern us, and which, well understood, promote
health and prolong life.
Worship is an insanity. Religion is an existence,
not an act to be done with at a certain hour, and
at a certain place; it is the state of the reasonable
being continually developing according to the laws
of evolution.
We want no altars but the altar of our pure
moral life; we want no church but the world; we
want no worship but the holy fire for all that is
good, reasonable, and righteous; we want no
priests, no mediators, for we are ourselvs the highpriests of nature, and students of her laws.
Stand off, then, ye garbed priests of .the eternal,
of Brahma, Buddha, Jehovah, Christ-of whatever
you choose to name him-stand off, and acknowledge that of the eternal you know not more than
we do; stand off, and cease to deceive us. You
would never hav entered into your profession had
it not been to your ewn profit. Learn to work at
an honest trade, earn your bread by your hands'
labor. Crumble down into dust, ye temples of
the Lord, for mankind is the lord ()f creation,
and his temple is the world!
We hav had
enough of fanaticism; let science, knowledge, and
reason rule. Men, learn to be Man, but man as
nature made him, straight, natural, plain;. not deformed, unnatural, crooked, as it is twisted and
kneaded in convent and Sunday-school. Mankind,
throw off the yoke that you wear on the shoulders!
Bend for nobody. Do not search the way to
heaven, but tread the footpath here on earth, with
steady step. Enjoy life, and make it beautiful for
yourself and others, and let worship be a forgotten
word.
MRs. CHARLOTTE RoBINsoN.
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silver as commodities find their .value in the markets of the world as does wheat, iron, tin, copper,
or any other production from the storehouse of
nature.
As gold and silver are never money until so made
by the stamp and fiat of some government, and
there is not gold and silver enough in the world to
supply all nations with a currency of these metals,
it is necessary to use some other substance, and
paper when endowed with the same legal qualifications as money made of gold and silver, is just as
good and potent as a medium of exchange for
property and products.
Now, if paper money is good enough to supply
a portion of a nation's needs, it is good enough
to supply all, and under an established government gold and silver are absolutely needless.
Every paper dollar which this government ever
issued without a restrictiv clause in its potentiality,
had and exercised the same power as the gold and
The Money Question.
. Some of the most ridiculous articles on the money silver dollar; and the only opponents ever found
question hav appeared in your columns, and a class aiTayed against the full-legal-tender greenback, were
of writers seem utterly unable to comprehend the bankers and shylocks. Their reason for fighting it
nature of money and the basis of its power and was self-interest and a desire to rob the people,
functions. Gold and silver seem to them to be and this fact is revealed in the notorious Hazzard
circular issued in 1862, which stands without a parallel
"natural money," as a speaker once declared in my
hearing, but gold and silver are no more natural ill the annals of scheming rascality. Said this circular, "It will not do to allow the greenbacks· to
money than nickel or copper, and none of these
circulate as money any length of time, for we (the
four metals is money until the stamp of some govbankers) cannot control them, but we can control
ernment is placed upon its surface with an avowed
the bonds and through them the bank issues."
declaration to that effect. Money is entirely deAnd this is just what they hav done, until our
pendent upon governmental laws for its power and
nation has l::ecome so afilicted with financial evils
functional qualifications, and nothing but law ever
that revolution stares us in the face, unless the peodid or will create money and endow it with potency.
ple rise up and break the bonds that enslave them.
Now then, if law, and law alone, creates money,
The tariff question, on which both parties are
where do we find any restriction that compels the
harping to divert attention from the more imporuse of gold and silver, or forbids the use of any
tant one of money, is of far less importance to our
other material substance on which to stamp the fiat
national welfare and should no longer blind the
Our London Lettet.
-of the government, which alone makes money~
people to the real cause of our general and deep. The second number of "The Liberty of Bequest There is no such restriction, and only the customs
seated depression throughout the Union.
Intelligencer" speaks somewhat hopefully of the bill of a barbarous and ignorant past compel us to
The Hazzard circular will ever stand as evidence
formulated by the committee. And as many pro- still use and worship these precious metals-preof the most damnable conspiracy against our
spectiv members of the new Parliament hav expressed cious because of their scarcity. They are no more
nation's welfare and prosperity ever known, and the
themselvs favorably inclined toward the measure, it needed to circulate as money and perform the purevils which hav followed its successful scheme for
is probable it may hav a hearing in the House be- pose for which law ,creates money than are diathirty years can never be computed or fully realized.
fore very long, though with all Liberal ·measures monds and sapphires, and until the people realize
Poverty, crime, wretchedness, insanity, and
there is sure to be the usual bigoted opposition this fact and profit by it, they will continue to be suicide are the legitimate results of conditions
from the "unco guid." It is only a question at victims of shylock greed and the machinations of created by the monopoly and manipulation of
pegging away, an~ if it is introduced. at every those who corner and control these metals. Of money, and any government which permits a priviavailable opportumty the opponents will be so all the questions with which legislation deals, of leged class to control its currency will eventually
heartily tired of it that they will cease to oppose, all that concern the welfare and p:Posperity of enter the throes of revolution and perish amid the
and be glad to let it pass for the sake of getting nations, none is greater than the money question. ruins of its former greatness. Since 1873, we hav
Money, which "is the national medium of ex- gone from bad to worse, and the demonetization of
well rid of it.
Everyone is now pretty fully occupied with the change for property and products," lies at the silver, which followed the destruction of the greengeneral election, and so far as things hav gone at very foundation of civilization, and is most essential backs, marked an era in our decadence that should
present there seems a decided chance of Gladstone to prosperity and progress. It is not only the stand as a warning for all time to come, and never
having ~ term. In that event we shall see a lively greatest aid to civilization, the mightiest factor for should the fight for righted wrongs cease until
session, which will be a welcome change after the good and evil in the world, but is so simple and bankers and shylocks are shorn of their power to
· dullness of the last two years. I await with con- comprehensible in its nature, power, and proper further enslave us by monetary legislation. Our
siderable interest to see how much fight there will purposes, that every person endowed with common government in theory is founded on_ the will of the
be in the bold Ulsterman, if Home Rule becomes an sense should find it no difficult subject to under- people and should be so in fact; b~t ~hile _a
accomplished fact. Salisbury, the despised of stand. But it is the business of bankers, shylqcks, minority of plutocrats control and run It m therr
Disraeli, will no doubt bravely advance to the rear and money manipulators to confuse the people own interest, the people will assume the co~dit~on
in the coming fight, and urge his followers to the with a multiplicity of words, and to so mix theories of slaves and virtually are such. All the legislatiOn
front, and eventually declare for the winner. Glad- and twaddle that ordinary minds giv up trying to that has for its object the welfare of the people is
stone is no great shakes except as an orator, but comprehend financial problems, as many do the instantly opposed by the banks and our moneyed
" mysteries " of free trade and protection. By aristocracy and when they saw in 1862 that fullSalisbury is beneath contempt.
Dr. Hayman has been pitching into the bishops holding the fact continually before us, that money legal-tende~ greenbacks would destroy their power
(it is said that he was disappointed of a b~shop~c is simply the creature of man-made laws, regardless to enslave the people and rob industry of its fruits,
himself), and states that they recklessly ordam twice of its material, much confusion can be avoided. they sent their agents to Con~ress? who, with the
as many curates as are· likely to get a lucrativ job. Let us next reflect on the fact that all nations 'free use of money, shaped legislatiOn so as to put
It may be so, but not so very long back the cry was make their own laws ; and consequently each cre- untold millions into their pockets, and from that
that young men were fighting shy of the pars?n ates and establishes its own money, and nowhere day to this they hav controled all financial legislabusiness; perhaps, however, that referred to quality in the wide world is there such a thing as inter- tion to suit themselvs.
and quantity, as so many wastrels consider they hav national money. This last fact is a most important
We are on the high road -to destruction, and our
a call from the "Holy Ghost" when they cannot one to consider when financial schemers are trying
one-sided
and unjust monetary system is mainly
find other employment. I hav known several to delude the people with the idea that an intercurates and hav found the majority very ignorant, na. ional conference is a necessity before Congress responsible for the whole ~usiness. . Rates of
interest prevail in every sectiOn that mdustry can
very conceited, and as a consequence very empty- deals with the remonetization of silver. Silver and
never overcome under the best of conditions, for
headed; but as their congregations are frequently gold hav a market value in the world regardless of
the annual increase of wealth in this country is of
made to match, there cannot be much cause for one any government stamp, and as the bullion value of
far less per cent than the lowest rate of interest:
each
is
the
basis
on
which
nations
receive
and
exto complain of the oth_er.
.
.
therefore many are and must be robbed by usury
The irrepressible Richards has once agam tned change these metals in commercial transactions, it
and a m~netary system that was invented fo~ that
his fortune at Northampton, but the election will is a matter that conoerns no other country when purpose. We hav a vast number of farmers m the
hav none of him. If he were paying his own ex- domestic currency is under consideration. What United States that are as much enslaved by usury
penses it is scarcely likely he would go up so often the United States sees fit to use as its material for
as the peon of Mexico is by that system of s'aver:y,.
for a beating, but as the monlily com~s from the money is no business or concern of any other naand neither can escape froiD: the clutches. of the~r
Tory party he does not object to gettmg the only tion, and only the leading bankers and shylocks
masters until legislation whiCh made possible th~rr
notoriety that falls in his way. The editor of the who through government privileges manipulate the
slavery is changed. Well ~ay ~en Butler predict
Northampton .Reformer has retired from the scene currency for their own individual benefit, are in- a war in the near future ·m this country, for all
for the time being, and so may stand a better terested in knowing what Europe thinks of our ef- signs point to a coming crisis, and nothing but
chance next time of trying. If Mr. Gladstone pur- forts to remonetize silver ; and still many people monetary legislation which our bankers an~ plutosues his usual tactics and appeals to the country in think we should as a nation defer all action until crats with all their concentrated power persistently
pique as he did in 1886, Mr. Robertson will hav foreign representativs of other governments sanction oppose will avert it. As power once ob~ained is
or condemn the movement. What- nonsense, when
an opportunity of attaining his ambition.
never relinquished except by force, revolutiOn seems
The archbishop of Canterbury, at a public meet- we consider that our money circulatef! only at home inevitable and must come unless the people wake
ing, has spoken quite respectfully of other religions and is a legal tender for debts and dues in the
up and regain lost libert~es, righ~s, a:nd powers
than the one he is specially paid to support, much Uaited States alone. Let Uncle Sam make his through peaceful and intelligent legislatiOn.
·to the astonishment of many of his hearers. He money of that material which our national reprerather reflected on the learned missio:aaries when sentativs in Congress shall choose, and let gold and .. Los Angeles, Cal., July 4, 1892. C. SEVERANCE.
he told them they should endeavor to understand
the religions they were attacking in other countries,
for it is a notorious fact to everyone but themselvs
that their knowledge of comparativ religion is remarkably scant. He certainly stated an indisputable truth when he said that mit;sionaries might be
said to work like mules, undergrounil. and in the
dark, only he might hav extended the description
to all the members of his craft; the only light they
work by is the gleam of the yellow gold. From the
general tenor of the remarks of the archbishop, I
fear he has been indulging in the perusal of some
unorthodox literature, and if he were ho!ding a less
important post in the church would run a serious
risk of being charged with heresy, though it must
be confessed that heresy prosecutions are too costly
and uncertain nowadays to be lightly entered into,
and moreover it is a fashionablE' pastime to affect to
be unorthodox.
J. D.

.- .W .. s. Bell Lecturing in.:Washington.
·:At Snohomish I met our friends George E. Macdonald, -editor of the Snohomish Eye, and wife
Grace and their splendid boy, nearly two years old,
Eugene, named after the- pilot of THE :T.RUTH SEEKER
craft. I had a delightful visit with them. They
hav moved into their new house and are contented
_ and happy in this wet wooden country; There are
· .several newspapers in Snohomish, and the editors
of eaCh hav tried a free lance with George E. Mac. donald, and hav thereby learned the value of dis·cretion.
I hav met with quite a number of intelligent
··people who entertain the conviction that George E.
·Macdonald is a peer to Bill Nye in wit and humor,
and that if he had a syndicate behind him he would
be equally as successful in writing letters to amuse
the public. And "there's millions in it."
_ .I did not lecture in Snohomish, as the small-pox
was holding the town semi-quarantined. At Sultan
City, eighteen . miles away, I gave two lectures to
. large and e~thusia.stic audiences. The Rev. Mr.
Bowers lif:itened to my first lecture and after the
~audience was dismissed accused me of misrepresen. tation. I explained, but explanations were not
aatisfactory. This aroused me to say that I could
convict hill of misrepresentation, if not palpable
falsehood, 1n any sermon I might hear him preach.
. He denied· that I could, and invited me to come to
· hear b.i.J:ll. I protested that it would be useless, as
I C011ld not speak in his church. He assured me
that_ I coUld. At 11 o'clock I went to church
·and listened attentivly to aU the "divine service."
At the close of his sermon he asked me if I wished
to ask any question. I replied that I came there
. under the impression that I was to hav a chance to
·speak. The man of .God told me that I labored
under .a misapprehension; that he had told me I
· might ask a question in the line of the sermon.
Going· on the· principle that small favors ought to
be thankfrilly received, I asked him this question:
"Do you know God or not~" After a moment's
re;flection, he replied: "Weknow God through the
:love of our Lord Jesus Christ." Then he swung
loose into a ten minutes' preaCh, after which he
·asked me if his answer was satisfactory. I informed
him that it was not. I said briefly, "Your explanatioll makes Gpd impersonal--:-:-an influence~but my
question had reference to the personal God, who
made Adam and talked with Abraham and Moses;
. the God who walked on earth among his people.
.:Oo you kno.w thatpQrsonal God'" He replied that
he could not be responsible for an imaginary God I
might hav in my mind. But I interposed: "This
is not an imaginary God, it is the Bible God."
Here I was cut off from further remarks. The Rev.
·Mr: Bowel's has made his record in Sultan, and it
is that he .does not know anything at an about the
·God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
We hav some good Liberal workers at Sultan,
among_ whom_ are Don W .. Evans, H. M. Meredith,
H. C. Williams, Wm, Mann, Mr. and Mrs. York. I
was very kindly entertained by Mr. York and wife.
Sultan is not a large place, but it is quite activ.
The Great Northern railroad is now grading its
road through this part of the country.
From Sultan I went to Whatcom and had two
lectures to large and enthusiastic audiences, but
.did not raise enough money to pay hall-rent, and
hall-rent _was only half-price to us. Whatcom and
almost all Puget sound is in the gall of bitterness
-no -business, no money,
Mr. Albert Mohrmann livs at Lummi, a small
place some five miles from Whatcom. On invita.tion Lwent there and gave a lecture in the dininghall of his hotel. The room was well seated and
lighted, besides being decorated with an abundance
of.flowers. After the lecture the seats were piled
up and the young people " tripped the light fantastic toe." As this was the first Freethought
lecture at Lummi it was regarded as a great suc_cess •. _Mr. Mohrmann is ~tn intelligent and decided
Freethinker. He is not a changeable man-one
thing to~day and something else to-morrow. He
abides by his convictions, and pays one hundred
cents;oh a dollar. His wife is an excellent woman,
~arid takes delight in cooking the mutton for the
new minister when he comes to make his ·first pastoral call.
I spoke twice at West Ferndale, but it was on
the 3d of July and the people were an in a gleeful
high-diddle-diddle spirit about the "Fo'th o' July"
and my audience was small, the revenue was small,
and everything seemed small except the "Fo'th o'
July."
Mr. Thomas McDowell arranged for the lectures
here, but the "Fo'th was agill' us."
I am indebted t.o Mr. Blomquest and family for
their courtesies while at Whatcom. I enjoyed the

hospitality of their home greatly, and shall long . Lot, and many others _of God?-s ·chosen. people. •· I
say, why should they not? They· can· hav :no· fear
entertain grateful remembrances of them·. . ·
I gave only one lecture at Seattle.· Warm of being. punished in the. next world, ·for Sunday-is
weather and hard times made· it· impracticable to the day they fix up their. accounts with God, arid
attempt more. Mr. Richard Wilson, preSident of Jesus takes: it 'all; and thEm they can start-' over
the King County Freethought Association, intro- · to collect another bundle of sins for poor Jesus• to
duced me to the audience. The business arrange- carry. How unmanly! what a religion· to follow!
ments had been attended to by Mr. R. J. Wilson, I would rather be a Chinese arid worship my little
· ·
··
the rustler of Freethought in Seattle. At present Joss than follow a religion like it.
I
find
the
average
woman
a
poor
creature,
for
I
do
the Puget sound country is passing through a try~
ing and critical period. No money, no business, pity a woman that livs in superstition -of the
and no flattering outlook for the immediate future. church; for they seein to consider themselvs as
nonentities, and even if they are Liberal enough; to
But the country at large is in the same boat:
I had t1e pleasure of meeting the former secr&- favor the petition they will not sign because they
to.ry ofthe Oregon Secular Union, Mrs. ElvaDo.vid, are united to some church arid are afraid ·that some
son Blackburn, and ·her mother. ·Mr. Charles one might. think they were "Infidels:" And>then
Blackburn is in British Columbia mining. Mrs. they saytheir name would not count anyway~just
Blackburn and her mother reside on a higlx hill and as if the name of Sarah Jones would not count as
hav a fine view of the bay. It is very inspiring to much as her big brother John or any other male
drink in the prospect, hq.t it is killing for a fat man member of · the Jones family. But then; I am
pleased to state that they are not all alike;·for I meet
to climb the hill to get thel'e,
I enjoyed several visits with Mrs. Lenont and her many brilliant ·women who are very Liberal and are
·
·
sons and daughter. They liv away out in the coun- not afraid to let it be known;
I heard a Woman Suffragist make this announcetry, yet it is within the city liniits. Their house
ment· from the rostrum, "That woman's advance ·at
commands a charming view of lake_ Union.
At Buckley, Wash., Mr. S. P. Putnam and I meet the present time was due · to the advance. of
for the first time in ten years, where we were both Christianity;" :when it is, on the contrary, due to its
booked to lecture on consecutiy nights. We had a decline, which has been upon us for the last forty
very social time after the lecture in company with years, or ever since our illustrious hero Tom Paine
several other friends in playing high five and hearts. wrote the ''Age 6£ Reason." 0 my poor misguided
Our companions were exceedingly cheerful, and sisters, why will you cling to the superstition of
the hours we spent with them passed away as on the Dark Ages' Look to your Bible for inspiration,
wings of light.. Our friend Mr. Coke Ewing is the and don't close your eyes and ears to God's word
activ worker who looks out for the lecture and the (as you take it to be), and seewhat sainted Paul
lecturer. Mr. Putnam and Mr. Coke Ewing, with saith of your sex (Tiin. ii, 2), and in 1 Cor. ;riv1 34,
others, remained up to see me off on the train at 35, };l.e exclaims, "Let your women keep silence in
half-past 1 in the morning, a kindness I duly appre~ the churches: for it is not permitted unto them to
ciated. As I had not had much sleep .the night. be~ speak; but they are commanded to be under obedifore, I was drowsy; soon after I sat down in the ence, as also saith the law.- And if they will learn
cars I fell asleep. In about two hours, when upo'i!. anything, let them ask theirhusbandsat home, for
the Cascade range, I waked up to see it broad day- it is a shame for :women to speak in the churches."
light. I was bewildered to think that I had run See also 1 Tim. ii, 12, and. Eph. v, 22, · 23; and I
lip a mountain so high that it became daylight could giv you many others <that might beinore in.
.
.
..
almost in the middle of the riight. I had forgotten spiring.
Now, I say suppose a woman had not ahusbandthat I had takeri the cars at half-past 1, and that I
for they are many who hav nofr.--andwas so homely
had slept two hours.
·
At North Yakima I gave only one lecture. The a'!ld disagreeable_ that she could not gE)t_ one. _and
town is situated in the great desert of Washington. ·would hav to be an oldmaid,.....I say, wh11t would the
The people, however, liv and seem to be proud. of poor crea.ture do! l: suppose .she would hav· to-retheir town. Money and ideas are not abundant. main in ignorance un]ess.she could get _some of her
fortunat~ (or unfortunate, whichever the .case IIJ.ight
Religion holds sway.
·
·
Mr. James A. Besk and T. G. Redfield were the b~) married sisters to giv her information, ~;tnd. tJ:ten
only two Liberals who showed anyinterest in the she wouldn't be allowed to make stump speeches,
pilgrim lecturer. But these two brethren labor or be a missionary for the heathen Chinese,or.pass
under serious disadvantages in North Yakima. her time away in any pleasant way, but would!hav
to wait till she was born again _and then rU.n
There are almost no others to come to the rescue.
At Colville I gave two lectures. On the first a big chance to secure ·a husband. the·· next
night I had a very large and enthusiastic audience, time she inhabited the earth, before she could obbut the second evening my audience was small. A tain the desired knowledge her heart craved .for.
picnic had taken nearly two hundred people out of Now, this woUld be a very brilliant outlook for_ the
town, and they did not return in time.to hear the American woll1en of the nineteenth century. ·when
lecture. Here Mr. William Graham and his wife, we see the ignorance exi~ting among.the fair'sex;it
Maggie Hope Graham, gave me royal hearty enter- seems an endless task to place the crown of _Freetainment. They are· the soldiers of the cause in thought up.on their brow, for they hav practiced
this place. If they do not take hold nothing is obedience to the church and its priestly craft for so
many g~nerations they are even afraid to btke .a
done, and when they do things hav to move._
·
The weather is warm and I am. trying to keep stand on neutral ground for. fear of being)ost, ~and
we must hav the undivided efforts of all Libeia1cool. I am traveling slowly eastward.
W. S.. BELL.. minded people to help humanity . realize .. that
--------~~--~~~
''foundations for a seat in the kl.ngdom ofheaven
The World's Fair Petition~
ni'!lst be laid out on earth" and youcan:tw_t go in
.
.
·_ .. . .
It is wonderful to see the lack of interest men -on a. salvation pass. -. .
and women take in Liberal ideas and affairs that
I think that manyof our Liberal men aregreatly
relate to their own interests as well as the mass of to blame for woman's slow advancement, for .when
struggling humanity. I hav been circulating a pe- they themselvs are extremely Liberal a:rid hav retition sent me by THE TRUTH SEEKER to hav the ceived the light of common sense they seem to
World's Fair open on Sunday, and it is amusing as think it proper that thei:r; wives and, daughters
well as exasperating to meet_ different individuals shoUld be religious and· attend some church; and
and hear them. express their ideas and see how thereby help to keep 11P a religion that.is base<} on
narrow some of them are-that is, if they ever had a falsehood and has been the cause of most of the
an idea, for I hav. my doubts that some of these misery of the past and will be of the futUre; but
goody-goody Young Men's Christian Association then, they may be like Brother Talmage, for . he
individuals ever had an idea, and I think it would knows which side of his bread is buttered, and it is
frighten them to death if they should find that they policy in his case, and others. think it. is unwomanly
had a mind and could think for themselvs: Well, one to be iiTeligious. N ow,I say if Liberal
would
of these creatures who belonged to the society that use a little p~rsuasion witht~efair sex and advall,ce.
C:ain founded said that he would not sign the peti- some of Fame's and Voltarre's arg11ments,_ they
twn because the Ten Commandments said he should would soon see that they were 011 the wrong t:r;ack
not. Now, I was not aware that an of the· Ten Com- and retrace their steps ere it was too late. . . · .
mandments said that he _should not sign it or that
Now, if men will continue to shrink froin helpmg
o~e of them forbad~ the young man from putting woman out of the mire of superstition she will be
his name to the list, but I expect he had refer- 'left to dig her own. way as best she' can and will
ence to the one that said, " Thou shalt not work on fall back many times. and thereby. ne!Jd. assistance.
the Lord's day," etc. And stiUanothersaid that he A great many so-called religious people thin~ it ~s
did not think the people should hav a good time on wonderful how a person can be go()d ()ut of the
the Lord's day, but I am sure that he and many church, and can hardly account for it.. It has..been
others of the angelic band whose wings must hav my experience that. those _who· p~()fe~s .the_ most
s~arted to grow keep only Sunday, and during the religion are the worst villains and hypocrite; and
s1x days of the week are guilty of being in the s!l'tne will cheat . and misrepresent wh43neverthey get .a
business that Moses was. when the light went out, chance and think they will_not_ be.fo~d ()Ut~. _Qf
or follow the example of Father Abraham, Noah, course they are not an alike, but I speak of the

men
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average; some of the ·worst criminals we hav are
,· iuemhers of the chnrch. In fact, I do not thillk you
:find one ·but that takes his sins to Jesus ; and
· it is t11,rely; if ever, you will find ail Infidel in
the penitentiary; . · ·· · . ··· · _ .. :•''.' · .
.-· ·
. The. church!:ls riowaqays. are'nlled with women,
: with just enough men to :fill the pulpits and other
. offices, ai:id I realize that these divine few hav
··preached all the~r sex .out. e:x~ept a few. belonging
to that. ancient order of. Cain; and I believe the
... thn~ is COID~ng WJ::t~Ii W.O!llen ,preachers Will be .in
· de,mand; .but as. soon as womai:i begins. to read what
the holy book has .to. say about her. she will be lost
· .in. Infidelism, as. the Christian crank would say, and
will hav no .. more use for ..•the church than the
Chinese had for the.Jew when he found out that he
·· had crucmed the savior. l;Ie wanted. to kill him,
for he said, " Me no likee yo;~:q you kill the Melican
man's Joss.'·' I lise the above story to illustrate
her feelings toward orthodoxy.
It is the constant dropping of the water that
wears the stone, and I am pleased with the work
that the Liberal papers and magazines are accomplishing ; and I think every Liberal-minded person
should be a subscriber. for at least one ·Liberal
paper or magaziile, and if each and every one will
do what they can to help in the glo:tjous cause we
can be free much sooner, for we all realize that
Christ~anity's tree is losill'g its branches one by
one and will soon 'topple to the ground and its
dust will be mingle<J with the elements.
··
Isis B. MARTIN.

'will

The ·Cash of the Country.
Just a fewlines in reply to your correspondent,

H., in Tml'THSEEKER of June 18th. . I take his own
den.nition of money as being correct: "That money
is nothing more nor less than a certificate · that
labor has been performed."
.· ·
·
.. · Will fl. please now tell us why the laborer should
pay o~e h:u,ndred cents for this certificate. instead of
one cent~
.
_ff, must not forget that anyone using money
· must pay the interest~ upon: the cost of its pr.oduction, and while he handles his coin and smiles he
is. an .the. time paying interest upon its cost.
· ~ow, we propose .to H . .that anything used for
money shall be used. for nothing else but money
until worn out; We will require the law to punish
anyone for mutllating or defacing the money of the
country. · This being the case, paper costing one
cent is certainly. preferable. to coin costing one
hundred cents; Do not forget that all people must
· pay the cost, and interest upon the cost, of their
cfrc:iulating medium. . The ID.ore iu.trinsic value in a
dollar the more interest to pay. ·The same rule
holds· good with· any and ·every article used by mail.
The cheaper one ·can obtain ali article of the same
utiijty the bette:J;,
. . . ..
. .. . ·
. . A farmer might hav his stable fork made of gold;
· the intrinsic value woUld be great; but practically it
\vmud be :Worth le~s than one of iron or steel. So
.: one coliidhav: an hi>ns(lhold goods of gold or silver,
. but practically they would be no better, and the
· interest ·upon>the cost would eat him up. I will
··just here giv ll. an illustration of two men. One
.· used_ p11,per, say $20, for fifty years. The :first issue
.. cost one cent; he had it renewed four times during
the fifty· years at a cost of· four cents ; the interest
upon cost being forty cents; at the end of :fifty years
.. tlJ.~. $20 · h.ad .cost -him say fifty cents. The other
man chose gold at a first cost of $20. Compound
interest for fifty years was $2,611. Then, his $20
in g9ld being worn out, h~ had to add to his outlay,
making the to_tal cost $2,631 for' the use of $20 for
fifty years; Each paid the interest upon .the cost
· of ·production. ·
~It is this that keeps the people poor, and deluded
· ·Or interesteq writers in the interest of gold bugs
·· will not perinit the people to see it.
· If we use both silver and gold, we hav a two-horse
team to pUll our load. If we use paper also, we
· will hav a three-horse team ; and if we will carefully
investigate the strength and pullilig capacity of the
.• paper horse, we will find his strength equal to the
· :inetal horse's, that cost one hundred times as much.
.... So w,hy not. get all paper horses~ They are just
. as good and so much cheaper.. But perhaps H.
· would agree to work my paper horse, which cost a
~cent, pr:ovided I would lay away one hundred cents
.· to redeem the one-cent horse. This one hundred
cents I niust keep sacred and pay interest upon it
.. to: redeem a one-cent horse. Will H. please explain
for what purpose he wants money "redeemed~"
A).l this talk about redeeming money is stuff. For
.what purpose should money be redeemed~ Will
· · there ever ' come· a · time that we . shall not
want money~ . I want my money redeemed in
--!'l'rticles of necessity~··. I want my money to c<lntinue
· Its· travels as money as long as man shall liv upon

the earth and want money. · All those idiots wanting money redeemed are those who are looking for
a judgment day-a final settling of accounts-when
no more money shall be wanted. That day is so
far off that we may say it will never come. Will H.
hav the kindness to tell us how many hundreds of
millions in coin are invested in our circulating
medium; then giv us the sum of its yearly interest;
then giv us the loss by wear from handling ; then
giv us the sum total of what we are paying yearly
for using coin as money instead of paper ~
Then again, we .ask H, to please figure up how
many millions of people are idle, mariy worse than
idle, for the want of money to do something with.
Figure again .the thousands tb.a.t go to . the wall
every week on account of the tightness of the money
market. Please figure up your metallic currency
and giv us the per capit(J, to each individual.
"Four dollars." Yes, $4. Please tell us who can
purchase a home, carry on any business, · raise a
family, and school his children with $4.
Will H. please figtire up the few thousands owning all the property in America, and tell us how
they obtained it~ By controling the money market,
eating up the people, and gathering the,ir substance
through interest. Because each· dollar cost one
hundred cents to produce it; and further; because
the people are foolish enough to use an article as a
circulating medium that wants capacity. There is
not enough to go round. If one lucky fellow gets $8,
another poor fellow has not a cent; and when one
gets a million, two hu:iJ.dred and fifty thousand poor
people cannot hav a cent ; and so long as coin is
· used this state of things will exist.
Will H. please tell us how many millions of this
coin are annually used in the arts~ How much
plate, jewelry, spoons, watches, etc:; are made froni
it~
How many millions are plugged into hollow
teeth ~ How many millions are buried-hid away
by the miser__:or withdrawn from circulation, just
because it i.s mtrinsic. value T Will he please figure
this all up, then tell us. how much is left, and I think
he will cheerfully exclaim '\Vith Puck, "What fools we
mortals bel" l;Ie wiJltheil be willirig to adniit that
intrinsic value should not be used for money. Because it wants capacity. :Because the cost and
interest eat us up and keep us poor and leave us
ever at the mercy of the money sharks. No private
individual or bank should issue money. .The government alone should do this, and all interest should
go to the government and be shared by the whole
people, which would be sufficient to pay an expenses
of the government. The tax-gatherer would be a
thing of the past. Our ports could be opened to
the w0rld. Our custom-houses could be sold. Our
custom officers coilld become producers instead of
leeches upon the public.
But Shylock has controled us, The coffers of a
few are full, those of the many are empty. The
remedy is to demonetize both gold and silver.
Hav no money but government paper. The government should loan this at one per cent interest to
anyone who would giv security, and permit him to
keep it so long as the interest was paid.
I would hav the government monopolize the
business of loaning money for interest. I would
not permit a private individual to loan money for a
greater interest than one per cent. In fact, it
would- be better to forbid it entirely. Then the
millions held by the wealthy wowd seek investments and thus circulate. the money. Everyone
having security to offer could obtain money at one
per cent for all time ; no one could be oppressed;
the clutches of shylocks would be loosened from
the throat of the people ; the millions now being
hoarded from the hard labors of the poor, in the
shape of interest, would flow to the mutual benefit
of an, and our prosperity would be greater than
that of any people in the world. W. B. RADFORD.
Tallahassee, Fla., July 4, 1892.

The Cause in Washington.

They are both· noble, s$lf~sacrificing men aml we
will not forget their kindness.
This much for Tacoma, now for the Washington
Secular Union. Liberals of Washington, I hav
written over five hundred letters and circulars and
am waiting for replies; some of which I hav already
received. Here is a specimen :
pALMER, WASH.
DR. D. M. ANGus, Tacoma, President Washington Secular Union, Dear Sir. and Brother Liberal : Was in Tacoma 1st and 2d, but could not get to see you, and was nn·
able to get hold of an available $5 bill until now. Sorry I
had to disappoint you; also sorry I cannot do. more, but
this is best I can do at present. Hopin&' you will hav success in keeping the good Secular Umon together and
Brother Reynolds better paid than before,
Yoilrs for Freethought,
F. D. WRIGHT.
A letter like that right from a liberal heart :inakes
your president feel that labor is a pleasure and
that we are in the field to win. I want you Liberals to do an you .can. We must hav money. to
publish ten thousand pamphlets on taxation,· as
was voted at the annual convention to do. We
must hav the legislature next winter repeal the tax
exemption revenue law which was sneaked on the
statute-books on the' closing day of the last session
of Congress at Olympia; It will require $200. F.
D. Wright is the first to respond; who will be
next~
Liberals, if you stand by us we will hav the
law stricken from the books; but the Union must
hav two thousand members.
One month from to~day I will report progress
be it good or bad. The pamphlets should be out
before September, that the people may hav a
chance to learn their lesson before the November
election. Liberals, do not vote for any senator or
assemblyman who will not on the ·quiet or otherwise promis to vote to repeal the above law. Go
to the nominees personally and get that pledge.
You: can always get it better before election than
after.. If you will do this and write me the results
of your efforts, I will do the rest.
Yours till reason, right, and justice hav won,
. D. M. ANGUS, M.D.,
President Washington Secular U{lion.
Tacoma, July 14, 1892.

" Pushed By Unseen Hands."
From the Boston Globe.

An artist reproduces nature in such a way that
we recognize it as real or ideal. The ideal can be
as real to us as any scene beheld with· our open
eyes. Often the unseen is more real to us than the
visible. We are controled by what some call
Providence.
"Pushed By Unseen Hands," the
title of Helen H. Gardener's new book, is a ·collection of stories so realistic as to leave no doubt of
their actuality. The author has stated her facts
with the brevity of a lawyer. She compliments her
readers in regarding them as as hone13t as herself,
and givs them thoughts by which humanity can be
benefited. To look at the questions of the day,
and with her best efforts try to alleviate sorrow, is
noble. The stories are told, with no apparent purpose to adorn a moral, and are the very best fiction,
yet no intelligent person can finish the book without wishing to relieve the evils which surround high
and low alike.

Lectures and Meetings.
S. P. PUTNAM'S lecture appointments:
Colville, Wash .. July29-31J Eau Claire and . ·
Missoula, Mont .. Aug. 6, 7J vicinity., Wis. Aug. 24-29
Chicago,
ill. Sept. 4, 11
Some dates are not filled. Those along the line who
desire lectures will please write S. P. Putnam, Palouse
City, Wash.
THE Chicago Secular Union has elected officers for the
year as follows: President, Horace C. Bennett; vicepresidents, E. N. Geer; Jehu Burr; secretary, George
Borst; treasurer, A.M. ·Freeman.

W. S. BELL's lecture appointments:
Davenport, Wash ... J uly 19 Schofield, Utah... Aug.
4
'•
"
21 Leadville, S?L.. " 6, 7
Rosalia,
22 Salida,
"
8
Oakesdale; " . .. "
Palouse,
" . ... "23-24 Canyon City, " ... '' 9, 10
Emmett, Idaho... "27-29 Pueblo,
::
:: 11
Morgan, Utah... "
31 iDenver,
14
Echo,
" ... Aug.
1

Allow me a little space in your glorioils paper to
tell you about Washington. Things "do move" here.
Less .than three months ago seven of us got together and started the first Secular Union in Tacoma. To-day we hav about one hundred members and are growing all the time ; nine· initiated
The New Theology.
last Tuesday. We, like the Salvationist, say "Glory"
From the Herald,.
-with . a different sound. How did we do this~
CLERICAL-LOOKING OLD GENT LOQIT,
Because we tried ! C. B. Reynolds (may he liv a
Do you believe in "the higher criticism"
thousand years), we just love that man. I cannot
. Which so batters the walls of ancient sheol,
tell you, lovers of liberty, how much he has done
Shackling Mephisto with its witticism
And the Agnostic's famous "I don't know all?"
for Washington Liberalism.. Twice a week, SunTHE COMMERCIAL TRAVELER.
day and Tuesday, he comes to help us. Always the
same genial, calm, determined, .unconquerable fire I'm on the road such long and weary hoilrs,
I hav no time for study, and ·can't tell
in his eye; Sky-pilots crawl in their holes like
Much of the new theology's sweets or sours,
foxes. " We hav a large hall and it is crowded every
And am not sonnd on questions of a hell;
Sunday night. W. S. Bell and S. P, Putnam hav
But when I eat a railroad lunch, I plainly see
If there's no future punishment, there ought to be.
each given us a lecture since we started our Union.
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~etters of

P,riends.

The .AU-Mother.
PmLADELPHIA, P A., July 12, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: All-mother, Cause, or
Nature never troubles herself on ghosts,
gods, devils, etc.-human phantoms. _She
moves in eternal rotation'.s everlastmg,
itself ever regenerating creativly.
C. ZoLLER, M.D.
Hav Freethonght Gatherings and Lect·
nres at the Fair.
DETROIT, MICH., June 27, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I just now· read "Homer's" suggestion, page 410 of THE TRr:rH
SEEKER, how to make ourselv:s felt durmg
the Fair at Chicago. I think the plan
first-class. It would cause tho_nsands of
Freethinkers to become acquamted who
would otherwise never know the strength
of their own army.
CARL BLITZ, D. D.
Nature vs. God.
JAcKSoNVILLE, FLA., July l6, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Freethought has aban·
doned the Bible God, because he was
found not consistent to truth. For this
reason Freethought felt obliged ~o a band
him and substitute Nature mstead.
..;~not only found Nature furnishing the
principle or essence for the growth of all
lif but we found it also the teacher and
th!'real fountain of all life itself.
We agreed, for this reason, that ?o be.
should be considered supenor to
mg
b .
.
Nature, and that every other emg_m existence should and must be cons~dered
Nature's subordinate. We found this consistent and agreeable with truth, reason,
and logic.
AuGUST BUESING.
An Anecdote.
ToUTE, ILL., July 6, 1892.
:MR EDIToR: Emblematically we hav
kept the Freethought flag flying over our
house for the past thirty years. People do
not scare at it as much as they used to.
An amusing incident happened a few
years ago in our grand jury room. My
brother, Thomas Ray, was one of the
jurors- the only time he ever serv:ed To
his great disgust he found each Juryman
was expected to talk about his neighb_ors,
holding up their mi~deeds o~ shortcom1~gs
as choice bits of mformatwn. The VIm
with which most of them performed the
pleasant duty showed they felt the importance of the occasion. The chairman,
noticing the sober, earnest look on my
brother's face, said, "Mr. Ray, you
havn't said anything yet. What is wrong
in your neighborhood?" "Nothing. We
are all Freethinkers. We havn't any
quarrelR. None of us feels that it would
make us any taller to step on some one
SARAH CoPE.
else."
Superstition.
LoRAINE, ILL., July 8, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I hav a laboring mind and
can make best use of it by the use of the
tongue; however, I wish to inform you of
my views by the use of the pen. THE
TRUTH SEEKER is a journal of perfection
in 1ts truthful intentions, but. it is objectionable on account of finding more
faults than remedies for the faults found.
Any man can claim a fault, but it requires
the remedy to demonstrate its txistence.
Superstition has become hereditary in
the mental organization of a low class of
the human animal, and now it is preeminently visible to the observing mind.
Phrenology is a true science, and is as
essential to science as the flange to a carwheel.
I long hav learned that the superstitious
Christian is as addicted to licentiousness as
the goose to bare feet.
Superstition has swayed the human
·mind till tears in torrents havflowed. Its
woes hav been inflicted on mankind till
man knows no place of refuge or ark of
safety from its damnable error.
R.H. W.
Heaven a Place of Ill Repute.
PoRTLAND, ORE., July 12, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Heaven must be a beautiful
place when a man can commit all the
crimes on the calendar and then get a
free pass there. We hav just had a case
here of a wretch by the name of Charles

Wilson, who outraged and murdered an
innocent girl fourteen years of age! and
through the cowardice of the shenff of
Clackamas county and the trickery of the
sheriff of Multnomah county the people
were frustrated in lynching the brute,
so in the mean time we will hav to wait and
see what the law says. Perhaps before he
comes to trial there will be so much sentimentthat he will be judged insane and justice be cheated out of its just dues. But he
says that he is a Methodist and that he will
go straight to heaven. Now, if there is such
a place as heaven, the victim that he outraged and murdered certainly went there.
Now, they cannot certainly meet on social
terms, so there must be two or three different grades of society in heaven. Because I never read of a murderer, or
ravisher, or robber, or any other criminal,
but that was going to get to heaven when
he died. Now, I am willing to take my
chances in the other place rather than
mix with that class of society.
Fraternally yours,
ANDREW FRASER.
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Christian cranks want to run the
business of . t~s country regardless of
what the maJonty of the people may say.
Now, we all know that Sunday is not their
God's day but a day established by a
heathen king. And now what day can the
laboring class of people 1:1pare better than
Sunday to go and see the greatest of fairs?
Close the churches on Sunday, and all
other days of the Fair, so that strangers
will not be taken in and robbed-for if
they do not rob them outright they will
beg them to death, And let all drinkingplaces, gambling-dens, and houses of ill
fame be closed and guarded so that there
will not be any use for roughs of any kind.
Let all the people demand this in the cause
of justice and equal rights. For the pea.pie's labors hav made this country what it
is, and I say, let them enjoy it as they see
fit as long as they injure no one. And
surely gambling-dens, houses of ill fame,
drinking-houses, and churches are a nuisance.
Bound by no creed,
To no church faction tied,
Sermonic Curiosities.
My love to all mankind
Is like the ocean wide.
. DUBLIN, TEx., July 15, 1892.
JoHN R. CoATS.
MR. EDITOR: During one of our extended drouths in Texas I listened to an
A Glorious Future.
appeal for rain to a Baptist's God in this
IPAVA, ILL., June 8, 1892.
style: "Oh, God, may it rain and rain,
J\IR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.22 for
and grass grow and grow,. and the steer
fat and fat and wallow in his own fat. books and the old TRUTH SEEKER for
May Texas abound all over with fritter another year, thanking you for past fatrees and honey ponds, that we may eat vors, wishing you health and wealth to
and eat and be merry, oh, God! May the push with renewed vigor the paper that
ears of corn be as big as wagon hubs, and has driven and is driving from the mind
the grain on 'em as big as iron wedges, so the cruel and ancient barbarian belief in
nobody's mill but Brother Hill's can a monstrous, cruel, vulgar, and selfish
crack 'em, oh, God! We beseech thee, 0 God. I hope yon will liv to witness the
God, to send us a gully-washer, a chip- dawning of universal reason when there
floater, a root-soaker-none of your little are no men and women who will believe
drizzle-drozzles. Grant this our prayer such devilish teachings nor support one
in our great need and thine shall be our who will persist in inculcating such docthanks and praise unto the end. Amen." trins. I trust the new light may be so
The same minister, describing the devil, broad, so wide, that selfishness will go out
likened his satanic majesty to an immense with superstition; that men and women
elephant walking straight up on his bind standing upon equal footing, inspired with
legs, with horns on him big as vainglori- a desire to do right, may go hand in hand
ous Catholic meeting-houses, his eyes like living the lives they would hav others liv,
two big balls Of fire, his ears hung down doing as they would hav others do, stimlike a tobacco leaf, and his nose smoked ulated by the hope of elevating all mankind. As long as men and women believe
like a tar kiln.
The singsong peculiar to Baptists makes in the pardoning powers of the pope, as
·long as they believe and teach their chilthe description more ludicrous.
dren to believe that sin can be forgiven,
J. S. McCARTHY.
humanity will suffer. For when men
A Word on Spiritualism.
believe in a God that will pardon all crime
against man; that some men and angels
MILwAUKEE,_Wis., June 24, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: The following article I are predestined from on high to suffer
sent to a leading Spiritualist paper for here and hereafter; that believers are forepublication, and because I criticised some ordained from on high to prosper, to liv
of the methods of the Spiritualists they in luxury here and hereafter; that to diswould not publish it.
grace, to impose on, to lower, the masses
While I am a Spiritualist, I do not think is thefr elevation and God's pleasure, they
the Spiritualists are above criticism, and I will use money and slanderous tongues to
want their shortcomings shown up to them accomplish any man's or woman's ruin,
for their improvement.
·
yea, destruction, who will not believe and
support their devilish scheme.
A. B. SEVERANCE.
Thanks to the first schoolteacher and our
THE REJECTED LETTER.
MR. EDIToR: I was more than pleased forefathers and -mothers for throwing off
with C. H. Murry's article that I hav just the yoke of a kingdom here and hereafter;
read in the Better Way of May 14th. I who gave us a home, a new life, in the
am glad he had the nerve to criticise some
of the trashy nonsense t.hat is given by broad field of liberty-a new land freed
some from the Spiritual rostrum. I hav from kingcraft, where in time oppression
long wished to say something on that sub- will cease to be; a land where every
ject myself, but knowing that a large share .woman will be queen and every child a
of the Spiritualists seem to be delighted to natural philosopher, where every man will
hear anything that comes from a spirit, be ashamed to oppress man or slander
whether intelligent or not, I expected it
Yours for progress,
would hurt somebody's feelings and I kept woman.
C. S. RANDOLPH.
still until now. But just as long as people
are satisfied to hear that kind of twaddle,
we shall hav it, I suppose. The demand
"Indefinit Periods."
will regulate the supply. We hear a great
ST. JosEPH, Mo., July 4, 1892.
deal of talk about fmud in materialization,
MR. EDIToR: I, for one Freethinker,
but I think there is plenty of it on the
rostrum. Not by mediums, but by some feel grateful to Theresa Thorndale for deignoramus of a spuit that comes and palms termining in our minds the length of the
himself off for a Franklin, a Webster, a days, in trying to prove that the story of
Channing, a Paine, or some other noted
person. Why cannot speakers use less the creation agrees with modern geologists.
words to express their ideas? But it seems But it is somewhat hard for me to underas if the less ideas, the more words. And stand how poor old Jonah survived for
it is the same with some writers. Words, three indefinit periods in the belly of the
words, words. The best speakers and big fish. What a tough old fish he must hav
writers use the plainest and fewest words.
I was pleased with Hudson Tuttle's article. been, and how gray old Jonah must hav
His suggestions were good and practical. been when he came home .. I wonder if
I know it, for I hav tried it several times his wife knew him and if the baby climbed
with complete success.
on his knee and hugged and kissed him.
A. B. SEVERANCE.
And our old friend Noah, what a lengthy
boat-ride he must hav had to be out on the
Close the Churches, Not the Fair.
ocean sailing for forty indefinit periods.
PoRTVILLE, N. Y., July 17, 1892.
No wonder he got on a drunk so soon after
MR. EDIToR: I see a great talk in most his arrival and acted so naughty. If that
of the papers about closing the Fair at whisky was forty indefinit periods old, it
Chicago next year on Sunday. It appears was enough to throw the oldest of us.
as though the sky-pilots and a few so- What a change there must hav been in the

mother of Christ and the Apostles from the
time that he was laid in the tomb, if that
time was three indefinit periods.
No
wonder Thomas did not know him. How
hungry Christ must hav been after fasting
forty indefinit periods. And, great Scott!
how tough old Methusalem must hav been
if he lived nine hundred years and each
year was divided into three hundred and
sixty-five indefinit periods! And the poor
children of Israel, how tired they must
hav been wandering in the wilderness for
fourteen thousand and six hundred indefinit periods. Was it the same old rooRter
that crowed to remind Peter that he had
denied his master that went to roost threefourths of an indefinit period before that
event happened? If so, he was a "stayer !"
Hoping that Theresa Thorndale may yet
giv us much more light on Genesis and
modern science, and that THE TRUTH
SEEKER and our lofty Brother Heston may
long liv to assist her in the work, I am,
Humbly yours for investigation,
R. E. HARBAUGH.
A Mayor and an Ex-Priest.
KENT, 0., May 17, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find clippings from
the Cleveland, 0., News and Herald,
which show that our friends, or the friends
of truth, liberty, and right, are coming to
the front everywhe:re. Send the mayor of
Toledo, 0., your thanks and congratulations, and a copy of the best paper in the
world, THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Yours truly,
L. G. REED.
ToLEDo, 0., May 17.-Mayor Emmick
has declared himself in favor of Sunday
baseball, as he says it would keep men and
boys out of the saloons. Every preacher
in the pulpit has denounced him and the
religious people held a big demonstration.
The ball lovers held an indignation meeting last night, at which the action of the
ministers of the gospel was condemned,
and both sides will attend the commissioner's meeting Wednesday night, when
the question will be settled.
CLEVELAND, 0., April19, 1892.
BISHoP HoRSTMANN, Reverend Sir: On
my way here, where I will lecture next
Sunday and Monday on Romanism, in
Case Hall, I chanced to buy one of the
city papers, the Leader, and in it I see a
report of a speech of yours, made last
night at the Hollenden. Amongst your
many unproved assertions you are reported
to hav said, "To us is due the grand principle of religious liberty." I defy you to
point out one single instance where your
church, when in power, ever allowed
"relil9-ous liberty." Probably you were
thinkmg of the fire that burnt John Russ
and Jerome of Prague; or perhaps it was
the massacre of the hundred thousand
Protestant Frenchmen done by your children on the feast of St. Bartholomew, or
the burning of Bruno.,. or the Inquisition
that was on your mina. Religious liberty
from Rome! Bishop, such talk may do for
the graduates of parochial schools, but it
will never pass as true before the children
of the public schools and the enlightened
American people. Bishop, "organize,"
and step out and you will find your level.
I challenge you to meet me on Sunday
and discuss before an enlightened audience
your own assertions. I remain,
Respectfully yours,
JOSEPH SLATTERY,
Ex-priest of Dublin, Ireland, and now a
gospel minister.
The Three-Donkey Godhead.
FoRT ScHUYLER, June 20, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I hav just finished reading
your excellent paper and deem it a duty on
my part to contribute a mite to the Freethought propaganda by way of purchasing
some books, for the knowledge I hav received in the way of regenerating my
mental faculties and bringing me out of
that decomposing, putrefactiv, and nonchemical preparation, the Christian superstition, or theory of three asses making a
donkey. I hav been trying to get you
some subscribers but thus far hav been unsuccessful, but by persistent efforts hope
to hav some fish on my line in the future,
when I go out on my next humanitarian
trip. So go on with your good work,
TRUTH SEEKER and Company, for it seems
as though the press as well as the people
are contaminated with the religiosuperstitious bacillus.
Concerning the failure in orgamzmg
Freethinkers into a compact body, allow
me to say that I think it is due more to
their lack of the almighty dollar than to
their lack of devotion to our cause. Can
it be once thought that those large audi-

T.l::LE TRUTH SEEKER,
ences who regularly went to hear the late
Freethought lectures in New York were
people who had considerable money and
who were so selfish as not to giv their little
mite? Not a bit of it, for it is conclusivly
proved from their regular attendance and
from the zeal they exhibited in contributing to the initial meetings; and the reason
why they did not keep their zeal up by
backing it with their money is because
they had not the money to back it with,
consequently, the poorer ones in the subsequent meetings refrained from contributing, thinking that the richer ones were
numerous enough to support it without
their giving their mite which helped to
support themselvs. We hav no Vanderbilts, Goulds, A.stors, and their like, for
the simple reason that Freethinkers believe that the laborer is worthy of his hire,
no matter in what sphere it may be, and
consequently share their fortunes, small
or large, with him. Wishing you all,
'including Heston, the star truth illustrator,
prosperity and a broad and open roadway
in the future, I will conclude by ordering
the appended list of books to help me
along in my missiona.ry work.
P. H. RosENTH \L.
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breath from the south, and the gaunt grasshoppers after having devoured every green
thing, except wire screens, gathered up
their little activ feet and slept with their
fathers. This was more than we could
possibly bear; so our dear pastor-a man
like David, after God's own heart--convoked a meeting for the purpose of praying for rain.
We met and we prayed. If God failed
to grasp the import of our supplications,
it couldn't hav been through lack of energy on our part, for we shouted like a
pack of cowboys. It seems wonderful to
me now, in taking a retrospectiv view of
that intense epoch, that our noise didn't
shake up clouds and produce rain, in spite
of an all-wise providence. For five successiv nights we met and went through
our vocal gymnastics, while the air grew
hotter and dryer every hour. Upon the
:fifth night I revolted; and while "casting
in my feeble testimony on the Lord's
side," I took occasion to tell my beloved brethren and sisteren that our style
of praying was all wrong, and that God
was really taking us at our word, in withholding rain; that having put his promis
into writing, viz., "A.sk and it shall be
given you ; for every one that aSketh re" Days" and " Periods."
ceiveth," he could be held for breach of
HAMILTON, N. Y., July 12; 1892.
contract in failing to respond, if we would
MR. JoHN D. DICKINSoN, Commissioner
but fulfill our part of it. I contended that
of World's Fair at Chicago in 1893, Afy
it was evidence of the most consummate
Dear Sir : There is a theological college
imbecility for us to beg for something,
in this place under the control of the
and to promis all kinds of unreasonable
Baptists, called the Colgate University. It
obedience upon the receipt of that thing,
is the largest Baptist college in the United
only to render the treaty null by saying:
States. In this institution is taught the
"But, 0 Lord, thou knowest what is best
science of geology, according to scientific
for us, the insignificant work of thy
discoveries and scientific facts.
Such
mighty hand; and 0 Lord, not our will
teachings conflict with the teachings given
but thine be dune." He was under no
in the book of Genesis, especially as to
obligation after that-of course not. I
the age of the world. To reconcile this
held that there wouldn't be a drop of rain
discrepancy, the teachers of this college
in Kansaa for the next five hundred years,
say, " One thousand years with the Lord
unless we agreed to make our prayers
is as one day, and one day is as a thousand
from twenty-five to thirty words shorter.
years." A.nd in so doing they admit that
My prophecy was false, as is now proved.
the seventh space of time since the creaThe above remarks produced a startling
tion of the world, which is claimed as
effect. The congregation arose '' as one
''holy time," comes in 52,142 years, and
man," and called me a heretic and a
.A Case of .Answered Prayer.
not once in seven days, as claimed by the
J onahress, ll.nd threatened to fire me.
CoNCORDIA, KAN., June 1, 1892.
In the Thick of the Fight.
orthodox element of our present time.
'Twas an impressiv scene, and one that
:M:R. EDITOR: Having read THE TRUTH I remember "even unto this day." VisSALIDA, CoL., June 21, 1892.
Yes,· all intelligent, all educated peoMR.
EDITOR,
Dear
Sir:
Six
years
ago
I
SEEKER
for
several
months,
and
being
ple hav abandoned the teachings of our
ions of the last events in the lives of such
ancestors, that· this world is but six thou- was engaged in teaching school in Mis- painfully shocked by the lack of reverence men as Servetus and Bruno danced
sand years old, for no one can correctly souri. When it became known that I was for the creator of heaven and earth, in through my fevered brain; but there was
imagin its age and time. According to a radical Freethinker the " unco guid" yourself and your contributors, I havre- some consolation in the thought that if
the teaching of this Baptist College in this literally "froze me out." Myself and wife solved to write, hoping that I may be the worst should come, I was in ·a
place, in their geological department, the were twice turned out by Christians from instrumental in bringing you to a realizing measure prepared for the ordeal by
holy time called the Sabbath comes only our boarding-place in the dead of winter. sense of your situation before it is ever- the experience of the few previous
once, as I hav ffaid,. and not once in seven For this we could not blame them, as they lastinglY, too late, and that you may yet weeks. God must hav changed their
firmly believed in the inspiration of that be saved through ·the blood of a crucified cruel purpose, though, for they made no
literal days of twenty-four hours each.
In making your decision as to the clos- book which admonishes all believers that savior. Once I was, like you, a doubter attempt to fire me. 'fhey simply pushed
ing of the World's Fair on Sunday, hav "if any man come unto you and bring but thanks be to him who doeth all thing~ me out into the hot night air, and gave
in view : Is this world but six thousand not this doctrin, receive him not into your well, I now believe.
me a pressing invitation to remain away
It is easy to infer from your writings in the future. I went my way home,
years of age? A.nd if you think it is of so house, neither bid him godspeed." From
recent origin, you will hav more excuse that hour I resolved to hav a home of my that you do not believe in the efficacy of praising God for having "snatched me as
for closing the gates of the Fair on Sun- own, even if it was little better than a prayer. That is truly awful! Now, I
brnnd from the burning."
day, and thus disappointing a very large dry-goods box. Acting upon this resolu- know of instances in which a watchful and
Of course you are impatient to learn
majority who hope to be present on this tion, we came here and settled on a piece loving God has answered, to the letter,
how and whe~ those petitions were anof
government
land
no
one
else
would
hav.
the
prayers
of
a
few
of
his
faithful
servinteresting occasion.
swered, but everything in its own good
It is the churches, and they only, who By earnest and untiring labor we (for ants who asked in faith believing. I will,
time. We had to wait a long time for the
press you so hard to close the gates on wife has done her share) hav literally with your kind permission, recount, for
rain, and you must take your chances
Sundays. The masses of the people are " made the "desert bloom." We hav now the benefit of your readers, the circumabout the end of this authentic page in our
not so activ, believing there is not the a home (humble, 'tis true) from which no stances under which such prayers were
nation's history. If you hav been readleast danger the Fair will be dead one day bigot can drive us because we cannot see answered, upon one occasion, and may the
ing
your daily papers, as is your duty, it
out of seven during the whole of its dura- the mirage o l his dreams. A.s soon as I lesson sink deeply into their imperiled
is needless for me to tell you that God has
get
my
debts
paid,
which
I
hope
to
do
souls.
tion.
It was during the summer of 1881, in been answering those 1881 prayers this
So in making up your mind as to your this summer, I intend to devote a portion
very year. Some' thankless people, esduty in this perplexing question, hav of my time to the spreading of the goRpel the beautiful state of Kansas, a state well
pecially those who hav been driven out of
known
to
our
politically
lacerated
country
in view the facts I hav called to your at- of humanity. Let no one deceive himself
their
homes by the floods, declare that the
with the view that the destructiv power of as the hotbed of coyotes, Congressmen,
tention.
thing is being overdone; but they ought
grasshoppers,
and
other
feathered
songFreethought
is
no
longer
needed.
ChrisPardon me for trespassing on your
tianity is not dead! Neither does it sleep! sters of brilliant plumage, that the God of to remember how unrestrainedly we
patience.
CARLTON RICE.
Long and bitter will be the conflict before Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob began in a yelled for water eleven years ago. The
Liberals Wanted.
science gains the final victory. It is mysterious way t€1 fuse the stony heart strength of our howls and the amount of
rain are in exact proportion. Another set
almost impossible to reach those who most of the unregenerate sinner whose tremEuREKA. SPRINGs, ARK., July 1, 1892.
of grumblers say: "Well, the almighty
bling
hand
traces
these
humble
lines,
and
need
the
light.
We
need
more
pioneers,
MR. EDITOR: Something over three years
was everlastingly slow about getting
ago I wrote frem this place describing it as a more miners and sappers to work with the liquefaction has but recently been con- around to our business." They forget
place of rest and recreation, and narrating "pick and crow" at the foundations of summated to the satisfaction of all conthat to him a thousand years are as one
my success in circulating remonstrance pe- the Christian citadel. If the facts that cerned. But bless God, it is done at last,
day, and that eleven years must necestitions against the Sunday Rest bill. Great bear against the church, the '' terrible and I am saved.
A.t the time alluded to, the Prohibition sarily seem like a mere wink of time.
changes hav taken place here since then. facts of history," were universally known,
Such croakers are not constituted to enjoy
The town has assumed metropolitan airs; ChristiJJ,nity would die for want of nour- clause, which still graces our statute-books, blessings anyway.
has built a streetcar line, graded and im- ishment. A.ll honor to the "apostles of was a thing about to be, and the drouth
Now, Mr. Editor, won't you and your
proved the streets more extensivly, and liberty" who are already in the field ! I was terrible. Arid winds swept over these
built "assembly grounds." The assembly hope in the near future to join your ranks dusty plains, reminding us of what sheol sneering Infidel friends come to the altar
was before the late revision, and water and be prayed for? What more do you
grounds consist of a large inclosure, con- and strike a blow for man.
from the· deepest wells was brought to the need to convince you of the grand truths
taining an auditorium with a seating ca- " The fight for freedom once begun,
surface (when the wells didn't happen to. of Christianity? Won't you come and
Bequeathed from bleeding sire to son,
pacity of three thousand or more, a swimThough
baffled
oft,
is
ever
won.
"
be
dry) boiling and hissing, while ice- sing with us, " Once I was blind, but now
ming pool, and a primitiv "zoo." A.
Well, we (H. Murray, Otis White, E. men died of broken hearts. Proud stalks I can see, " etc. ? I wish you would do so,
sanitarium, with drives, lakes, and gardens, is building. This is undoubtedly R. Naylor, myself, and others) hav been of corn which, early in the season, had for I get a commission of twenty-five
the place of all others for rest, recreation stir:ti:qg up the orthodox camp, and as a. boasted of their ability to boom the state, cents per capita upon all that I bring
BETTA S. ANDERSON.
and " outing." The Southwest confer: natural and necessary result "it smells to drooped and withered beneath the hot into the fold.
ence for Bible study is in session now,
from the 25th of June to the 3d of July
inclusiv. There will be a grand Fourth
of July celebration, immediately after
which the Interstate Normal School begins its second session. Sam Jones delivers the opening address. A.s might be
expected from what I hav said, this town
is badly church-ridden. There is not the
number of Liberals nor the spirit of freedom here that there used to be. The
Spiritualists still struggle for a share of
recognition, and with money and a noted
speaker or two to lecture for them for a
while, would undoubtedly make great inroads into the churches.
Here is the place for Liberals of all
schools of thought to center and make
their influence felt. This is a natural
educational center, and it is a pity that
orthodox humbuggery should be given un-.
disputed control. A. little money and
energy would put Liberalism on a solid
footing here, and the thousands who come
here for health, pleasure, and recreation
would hav an opportunity of hearing both
sides, and I hav no doubt but that a sentiment for religious freedom could soon be
aroused here that would make Sunday the
gala day of the week and materially lessen
the present influence of the churches.
The dangerous illness of my sister
brought me here with her, and I am
obliged to C!J.ncel my engagements to lecture between here and Oregon, and trust
my many friends will accept my excuse
for and regrets at having to do so. In all
probability I will not be able to fill any
engagements before Septeml;>er. I hav
paid very little" attention to the discourses
of the divines who are assembled here
irom a;Ll over the country from New York
to Texas, but what little I hav heard is
simply rehash of the same slush which has
passed current with them as argument
since the time· of Calvin. The necessity
of a "Bible conference," where the orthodox clergy meet to encourage each other
and " cheer each other up," is a sure sign
of the decline in popular faith in the
divinity of the Bible.
HENRY ADDIS.

heaven." First we had a debate with a
lawyer, the only champion of Christianity
we could find who was willing to "stand
up for Jesus "-and he was not a member
of the church. Then I published a challenge to any person in the county to discuss the divinity of the Bible. Instead of
coming to the scratch like men, one of
these Rev. (revenue) gents made a scurrilous attack upon the Freethinkers of this
vicinity from the "cowards' castle."
This moved me to "go out and do battle
with the Philistines," therefore I delivered my lecture, "Hard Knocks at Christianity," at the Opera House, Salida. To
the surprise of myself and friends, the
Methodist Episcopal ''sky-pilot" who has
been "called " to labor in this portion of
the vineyard made his appearance, and
endeavored to defend the marvelous performance of his master by quoting the
spurious passage in Josephus. He also
took me to task for asserting that John
Wesley believed in witchcraft. So you
can see how far advanced orthodoxy is in
this community.
We hav since been struck by a puritan·
ical wave of Sunday closing and Temperance Reform. The editors of this city
wear the Christian gag and collar and refuse to publish anything that "hurts the
Christian religion," or I would throw hot
shot into the orthodox camp until it becaine too warm to hold them. I am not
able at present to bear the expense, or I
would hav a lot of hand- bills struck and
distribute them "within the walls."
When I reflect on the condition of •man
·in the ages when superstition reigned supreme-when I consider that this giant
evil still afflicts the human race-when I
consider the greed, the power, the resolution of the church-when I realize how
much I owe to "those immortal dead
who liv again in minds made better by
their presence," I cry aloud, 0 martyred
man! this day, this hour, I consecrate
my life to thee! Yours for humanity,
R. WHEELER.
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- "Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
-Comes a pause in the day's occupations
· That is known_as the Children's Hour."

Across the Atlantic.
-GOing to &a.-Life on the Ocean Wave.
-''.All's Well. "-Stee-ra,qe and Second
Oabin.-Sunday Services. -Ingersoll
and Jesus.
"Now, you don't want to wear your
best toggery Oli shipboard," said an old
-friend; "a good, common sort of gown
Will· do. Fix up your oldest flannel, sew
up the· rips and darn the frayed places,
put· on an old _Newmarket, a soft hat,
and some thick underclothing, and you're
all fitted out for a voyage, so far as clothes
go. And don't take a lot of silk dresses
-and things~you won't need 'em. Let
your land clothes be decent and comfortable, that's all. About eating, don't eat
-all the trash on the table, while on shipboard. · There's mush-and-milk for breakfasir-be sure and take that first, whatever
else you eat afterward. Then, for dinner,
-don't neglect the soup-call for an extra
. plate of soup ; 'tis better in the end. I
·know, for I've been there. You'll be as
.hungry as a shark in a day or two, but do
not stuff too much-be moderate. You'll
hav to fee the stewardess, anyhow-five
shillings is enough- and she'll bring you
a nice cup of. coffee and a sandwich in the
early morning before breakfast-you'll
need it. Sea-sick! Well, you may be
sick, and you may not be. That depends.
. Most likely you will be. But you'd better
take along a ·dozen lemons, and wear a
sheet of letter-paper across your chestyour meal-chest-well, you know what I
_mean. They say a piece o' writin' paper
'll ward off sea-sickness. I dunno__:maybe
. 'twill, -but, hark ye, a 'sherry cobbler' is
.good !3nough for me. A goods tout 'Tom
a,ndJ erry' once in a while won't come amiss
_on shipboard. - Pooh, now, you needn't
look so ;stonished, better folks 'n you n' I
know 'Tom and Jerry' by the taste."
.. "I always take a gin cocktail," said
another, "when I go across-best thing.
It braces you up so. "
J-q.st then, along came an old sailor who
had sailed the Spanish main, and he says,
says he, "Don't you touch a cobbler nor
. a cocktail, or anything of the kind, but
go right along just the same as if you were
not gomg to sea, and don't worry. If
you're hungry eat; if not, let it alone."
· With the above, and many more hints
and suggestions, in my mind, I went on
board the steamship City of Rome, Saturday morning, July 2d.
Bethia and I,
dear Mrs. Broadbelt, Mrr Broadbelt, and
their lovely daughter, Portia, were there
to meet us and say good· bye.
We did expect to see other friends, but
if they did come, we missed seeing them
in. the crowd.
Amid the waving of handkerchiefs and
the_ hum of pleasant voices, some tears and
shadowed faces, the big ship pulled out
in the stream, and was soon started on her
long journey across the Atlantic. We had
not gone far before the steering chain
parted, and we struck a bar which stopped
the ship, but only a little while. Soon we
were all right, and again we went dashing
on, plowing the deep, deep sea. Walking
along the deck, I am reminded of Ruskin's admiration for a ship. "Without
do~bt,"he said, "a ship is one of the loveliest things man ever made, and one of the
noblest; nor do· I know any lines out of
divine [?] work so lovely as those of the
head of a ship, or even as the sweep of the.
tll:nbers .of a small boat."
July 3, 1892.We are well out at sea, and can soon
speak from experience of "A life on the
ocean wave-a home on the rolling deep."
Yesterday afternoon I took a stroll forward of the ship and into the second cabin
and the steerage. Both these places hav a
full quota of passengers, and many are
-very sick-sea-sick. Poor things!· I do
not wonder. It made me sick to see
them in such quarters. The steerage is
not a good place, even for cattle, much

worse for men, women, and children.
How huma-n beings stand it I don't know.
But they do. The babies are as bright as
new silver, and sweet as June roses, even
if their faces are daubed and dirty. The
men nearly all smoke pipes, as do some
of the women. I sat on a trunk in the
steerage quarters, and talked with a miner
from the West, who was going back to
England to stay. He said labor was so
cheapened by Hungarians, and. r"ents so
high, he could not make a living. "What
will you do over .there?" I asked. "Oh,
I'm a miner. It's all the business I
know," he said.
I cannot see i:nuch difference between
the steerage and the second cabin on this
ship. Perhaps it is better on other lines,
but here it is, to my mind, horrible.
Somehow, I can't get over the sight of it
-the smell of it. It is not many feet distant to the first cabin, but the contrast is
vast. Here are elegant upholstery, flowers, trailing vines, canary birds, an elegant
piano, fine services, everything lovely,
and there a dark, dismal hole, bare,
dingy, grimy, greasy-miserable.
If I owned the Anchor line of steamships, I'd reform the steerage the first
thing.
Night and day there is a constant lookout. Last evening the watchers took their
places in the cabooses up in the rigging
and began the lookout as the night came
on.
Four bells were called ltnd there
went out upon the air the cheery sound,
"All's well," and we felt safe to retire to
our bed above the sea. Every hour during the night the sweet words sounded,
and I thought of the brave watchman up
there scanning the horizon and the heaving billows, wider than the vision could
reach, and felt safe to close my eyes in
slumber, because these faithful sailors
were there.
This day dawned bright and beautiful.
There is no land in sight and not a ~ail to
be seen. It is Sunday, and there was religious service in the commouious diningroom tbis morning. Dear Mrs. Broadbelt when we parted yesterday morning
left a basket of assorted fruit and a package of newspapers for distribution.
Thinking Sunday morning a good time for
missionary work, I went on deck and
handed a Tele,qram-that was the name of
the paper-to whoever wished to take one.
It so chanced that the paper (Jan. 9,
1892) contained Colonel Ingersoll's reply
to his clerical critics about the Christmas
Sermon, you remember. After: the distribution I was invited to attend the service below. Did I refuse? Certainly not.
Well, the services commenced with the
hymn, ''Jesus, Lover of My Soul." Then
there was a prayer about going down to
the sea in ships. The president of the
United States was kindly remembered
first by the speaker, and then her majesty,
Victoria of Great Britain. The Lord was
kindly requested to take special care of
all the ship's company. Speaking for myself, I put my trust in the gallant Scotch
captain and the watchers up there in the
ship's rigging.
·
The prayer was followed by a short sermon on the ''Fundamental Principles of
the Gospel," A. B. C.-A. standingforthis:
"All hav sinned and come short of the
glory of God;" B.: "Behold the lamb
of God who taketh away the sins of the
world;" C.: "Come unto me all ye that
are weary and heavy laden, and I_ will giv
you rest."
Application was duly made and another
hymn was sung-"Nearer, My God, to
Thee "-and the benediction closed the
services.
There were hymn-books on all the tables
and Bibles, but I noticed that the "sin~
ners 1 ' did not appear greatly affected by
the divine service and the statement of
their condition, ~or were they greatly
startled by the not1ce of the apparition of
the lamb of God, and, instead of seeking
the proffered rest, each individual sinner
rushed for the deck and his steamer chair
where all lolled at ease, read Ingersoll'
and watched the white-capped wave~
below and the blue sky overhead.
I omitted to state that a collection as
usual with religious services, was taken.
I doubt if the service would be considered
religious if this part should be overlooked.
However, as this collection was said to be
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for the Seaman's Home, it met with · 1
-l'
general approbation, although, like the
I
services, it did not amount to much.
I listened for an hour to a very animated
discussion of the merits of Ingersoll and
Jesus, wherem it was stated that as· Christianity had caused the death of millions of
human beings it was not. to be compared
with the teachings ofingersoll, who"puts
out the fires of hell with tears of love and
pity, and places the seven-hued arch of
hope over every grave."
Among the pleasant people I hav met on
the ship I would name Miss Josephine
Tippett, of Columbus, 0.; Mr. and Mrs.
Margaret Moody; of Brooklyn; Mr.· and
Mrs. Wilcox, of Berlin, Conn.; W. Martin
Jones, of Rochester, N. Y., one of the
kindest-heartedgentlei:nen on board; Monsieur Gustave Porjes, -of New York; Mrs.
D. Mountheon, of Jacksonville, Fla. ;
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Albree, of Allegheny, ~ alse . Claims. Revised and EDlar2641.
As a Missionary Document. it is unexcelled.
Pa., and many others who help to make a
Among the snbJ ects considered by Mr. Rems;
burg are: The Church and 1\<Iorality; Cl·imisea voyage very delightful.
nal Statistics, showin~ the creeds of the
SusAN H. WixoN,
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Qhurch an:d
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Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.

Civilization; the Church and Science; th~
Church and Learningi the Qhurch and, Lib. erty· the Church and ~he Antislavery Reform;
the Woman's Rights Movement; the Temp~r·
ance Reform; the Church and the Republic.
Price;·1o cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and Vices

Sanctioned by Scripture·h Falsehood and De.
ceptio:!'t; Cheatin~; T eft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to Children_.]- Crueltj to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; uannib~thsm;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemp~r\1-nce;
Poverty and Vagrancy; lgnorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Pric\', Sil).gle copies~ 25 cents; .6
copies, $1. Special discount on 1arge quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best ..nd
most thorough work ever written on the Sat.
bath from a I;ati<initlpoint of view.. Lar~e and
handsome prmt. ·Pnce, 25 cents; six.copws, $1.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: Decline

Thomas Paine.

Tells the Story _of the

of l<'aith; Protestant Intolerance; :Washing~on
an Unbelieverd· Jefferson an Unbehever; Pame
and Wesley; hristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

Be Thyself. 10c.
Christianity No Finality.
Superior. 10c.

Spiritualism

Common•Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
10c.

Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.
10c.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. PoweJ.!.
25c.

Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits
of his character and genius,-and vindicates. his
name from the aspersions cast: up_on. it. Trib.
utes to Paine's character are given from ·more
than one hundred noted persons of Euro:lie and
America many _of them written expressly for
this worlc. Second edition - 160 pages, prmted
on fine tinted _paper, neat1y bolL~d, and c,on•
taining a handsome steel -portrait of. PaWl\

The Apostle of Liberty. An address de.
!iverea in Paine Hall, before the N .• E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884, 'Price,
10 cents. · ·
·
·

·

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
$1.50.

'

God Proposed for Onr National Constitu·
tion. 10c.
Irreconcilable Records.
Genesis and

Superstition in All Ages.
:aY JBAN MBSLIB~,

Geology. _Paper,-25c.; ·cloth, 40c.

Is Darwin Right~ · Origin of Man. $1,
Is Spiritualism Trne 1 10c.
Man's Trne Saviors. _10c.
Orthodoxy False, Since Spiritualism is
TrUjo 10c.
·
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Frilit of

A

Christianity. lOc.

Radical Discourses on Religions Subjects.
$1.25.

Radical Rhymes.
ti·ai t. $1.25.

With Author's Por-

Sermon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
_Soul of Things. Psychometric · Researches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
M. F. Denton.) Per vol., $1.50.

What Is -Right~ 10o.
W11at Was He 1 Jesus in 19tb Century
Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

Who are Christians 1 10c. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Pr
/>ood. Pa-

per, 50
cents; ~--~~""""~
o';lofh, $1.
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Addi'ess THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.
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He Agnostic Annual
FOR-1892:. Price, 25 cents.

The Bible-What Is It 1 25o.
Studies in Theology. 10c.
Liberalism. 5c.
AililrARR THE TRUTH SEEKEF

ANTJQU_ITYI A Work proulngChrlstlanltya
of the Nineteenth Otmtury.
UNVEILED • tlons
Send Address for Pr03pectus to
.

Fiction. Most Startling Reue/a-

ORIENTAL PUBLiiHING 00., P.O.Box 446, Philadelphia, Pa,

Possibilities and Impo'ssibilities, ·
_
_
T. H. Hu=EY, M.A.,LL.D.
The Growth of Agnosticism,
·
R. BITHELL, B.S.. Ph.D.
Early Verses,
- ·The Late CoNBTANOE NADEN.
Sundays and Holydays;
.,
.
SAMUEL LAING.
Ecclesiasticism,
•
ALFRED MoliiERIE, M.A., LL.D.
Christ a Religious Creation,
-·
·. · ·
..
·
·
F. J. GoULD.
After Many Years: A Poem,
_
_
·
· · · W. B. MoTAGGART.
.
The ActiviMes of Agnosticism,
. .
. . .
AMos WATERS.
Rehgwn Without Superstition,·
-' · ' ·
.
.
CHARLES WATTS.
Mr. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,"
· ·
..
H. J.HARDWIOKE,F.R.C.S.
T he Land of Death: A Poem,
__
_·
SALADIN \W. STEWART Ross).
The-Triumph of Rationalism, .
_ . : _._ .
. .
FBEDEBIOK MII.LER.
An Agnostic Homily,
·
- ··
RoN. C. K.-TuOKERMAN.
EternaliLife: A Poem,
GEORGE HENRY MARTIN.
Address T_HE TRUTH SEEKER ,do.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York'·

Bo~ks_byS.P.Putnam~

Jte"Ws of.the Weelt.

Works of Charles Watts.

Books hyHe/en H. Gar(!eq~J·.

THREE more cases of cyphus hav been
found. in New York city among the Jews
from Russia.

Tmr pope says in an encyclical that
Columbus was inspired to his discovery by
the Catholic ·faith.
ANARCIDBTS are busy posting revolutionary plac~rds in St. Etienne, France, and
the police are equally. busy destroying.
them.
FATHER. MAFFEI, of Songavazzo, Italy,
has been fined one thousand lire .for counseling his- parishioners to take no part in
'the· elections.
··
R:u.ssu will 'replace the teachers of the
The'New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its Jewish synagog schools with teachers
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of under the supervision of the Greek Ortho- 'l'he Teachings of Secularism Compared
Universolo!U! Price1 20 cents.
with Orthodox Christianity, 96 pages.
dox or li!tate church, who will teach the
Waifs and wander~ngs, A New Aineri~ .Jewish religion with their own coloring
Price, 25 cents ..
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
. Secularism : ls It Founded on Reason,
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with ·impressed upon it.
and Is It Sufficient to Meet the Needs
incident and dramatic power; breezx from
T. DEWITT TALMAGE, who accompanied
of Mankind 1 Debate between t1e Edfirst page to last with the living spint of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.
itor of the Halifax Evening ltfail and Charles
the. relief ship Leo to Russia, has had
Watts. With Prefator;v Letters by George JaGolden Throne, A Romance. "The au- interviews with the czar and the czarina,
cob Holyoake and Co,onel Ingersoll, and an
thor certainly has l?enius. The divine with .whom he conferred .on religion and
Introduction
by Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages,
creative spark is within him. The book is
25 cents.
filled with manly thoughts expressed in politics, and ha~;~ received many banquets
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind. from the city .au~horities.
A Reply to Father Lambert's "Tactics
Every Liberal should read ' Golden Tlirone.'"
of Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
:.:.[Ing_~rRoll. Price, $1.
·
EURoPEAN countries _are adopting strin- i.Jhristianity: Its Origin, Nature, and
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation in
rhl'l!le between the Nineteenth Century gent frontier supervision to repel cholera.
Inftuence. 32 pages. Price, 15 cents. / .
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein Professor Drasche, the Austrian cholera The Horrors of the French Revolution :
it is shown there is much in harmony between expert, thinks that that disease will not
Their Causes. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
them. Price, 10 cents.
WhY Don't .He Lend a Hand~ and other penetrate other. nations, . as in them, he Semilarism : Destructiv and Constructiv•
says, bad sanitation like that in Russia has
· Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents.
22 pages in cover: Price, 10 cents.
·
Adami and Heva. A poetic version of disappeared.
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and Knowledge. 24 pages. Price, 10
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:freed.
cents.
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cessity and the Justice of Its Nine De·
North Dakota to Indian Territory a year
mands. (Dedicatecl to Colonel Robert
·ago as prophet of the coming messiah, has
G. Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
left for home. He has found the prophet Theological Presumption : An Open Letbusiness profitable, having been presented
ter to. the Rev. Dr. J;t. F. J!tuns, o~ Halifax, N. S.
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with: 1. Why Do the Clergy Avoid Debate? 2.
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tianity. 8. Freethought and Men of Science.
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4. The Difference Between Facts and OJ;>inions.
5. Christ and Heroism. 6. Christiamty and
:four wives in Dakota.
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:scarcely needful for me to say that I con;demn in the strongest manner all religious
l_he Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo,_ 833 ,persecution, be it of Jews, or any sect of
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pages, $3.
.
·An ritter reprobation of the course pursued By Miss Susan H. Wixon, Conductor 'of tile
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138 pages, 5oc:
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Jew of Anarchistic principles who livs in
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pretended business to the office of Manager Frick of the Carnegie iron-works.
He shot Frick twice in the neck and
stabbed him twice in the back Men were
A SHORT
about.to shoot Berkmann when Frick requested them to desist. Later, Berkmann
tried to kill himself by biting a fulminate
of mercury cap, such . as was used by
BEING
Anarchist Lingg in the Chicago prison.
God imd His Book. $1.25.
A Popular Account of the Formation and DeHe
was
.
checked
before
he
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Early Controversies. The Books at
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Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
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Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
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The Christian Canon.
Pro and Con of
rest of Ireland, in physical resources and
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wealth it is superior. For borrowing
money, too, its credit would be much
better than that of the south of Ireland.
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His Knees."
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utation of the Claims of the
Sabbatarians.

r emperaf\Ce.

Enjoined by the Bible •

IT is illogical to t!J,ke the ground that
the world was cruel and ignorant and
idolatrous when the Catholic church was
established, and that becallse the world is
better now than then, th~ church is of divine origin. What was the world when
science came? What was it in the days of
Galileo, Copernicus, and Kepler? What
was it when printing was invented? What
was it when the Western World was
found? Would it not be much easier to
prove that science is of divine origin?-

By E.

10 cents

Apocryphal New Testament.
TH:9 GOSPBLS,
Epistles, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and not Included in the N0w Testament.
Price,
$1.

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.

Ingersoll to Cardinal Manning.

Howunfortunate am I to hav been born!
said A.rdassan Ougli, a young icoglan of
the grand sultan of the Turks. Yet, if I
depended only on the sultan-but I am
also subject to the chief of my oda, to the
cassigi bachi; and when I receive my pay,
I must prostrate myself before a clerk of
the teftarder, who keeps back half of it. I
was not seven years old, when in spite of
myself I was circumcised with great ceremony and was ill for a fortnight after it.
The dervise who prays to us is also my
master; an iman is still more my master,
and the mullah still more so than the
iman. The cadi is another master, the
kadeslesker a greater; the mufti a greater
than all these together. The kiaia of the
grand vizier with one word could cause
me to be thrown intothecanal; and finally,
the grand vizier could hav me beheaded,
and the skin of my head stripped off without any person caring about the matter.
Great God, how many masters! If I had
as many souls and bodies as I hav duties
to ful:fill, I could not bear it. Oh Allah!
why hast tbou not made me an owl? I
should liv free in my hol ~. and eat mice at
my ease, without masters or servants.
This is assuredly the true destiny of man;
there were no masters tmtil it was perverted.- Voltaire.

c. wALKER.

By FRANCES WRIGHT.

Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosopher, and the author.

75 cents.
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Godly Women of the Bible.
A HISTORY OF ALL
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AN UNGODLY WoMAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENT·
URY.
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Cloth, -

SISTER LUCY
-AND-

Her Awful Disclosures

I SHOULD regret to be considered troubleAS 'i!O Mt'JIN H/JLL CONVENT.
some;·but I should like to ask Jehovah
And
a Fow Words on Auricular Confession.
one or two more trifling questions, the an10 cent•
swers to which might put himself and my- .rice,
self on less strained relationslllps than at
present exist between us. If he do not
THE NEW SPELLINGS.
care to roar at me all the way down from
the kingdom of heaven, stunning Rahab
spelling Is the worst In the world lllfl.
and alarming "the Lamb's wife," a still lionsEnglish
of dollars are wasted each year In the writing
small voice, if it speak sense, will quite
and printing of useless letters. Tbe education of our
children Is retarded and th~ progress of our people
satisfy me. He may address me some
Is hampered by our cumbrous, Illogical, misleading
night after I am in bed. I am sure to
orthografy. The scholarship of the world Is almost
a nnlt In demanding a change. The American Pbiloknow his voice instantly from that of belli- Ioglcal
.ABsoclatlon has recommended tbe following
cose and amatory cats in the back yard,
RULES FOR NEW SPELLINGS for immediate use and 8.
resolution
has been Introduced In Congress, Instructand I will at once get up on my elbow and
~ i~~ f~b~gv=';,'"n~~ conform to them l!i all prlntsay, '' Speak, Lord, for thy servant hear1· J)rop un at the end of words like dialogue cateth thee." 1. We learn from the Ghost's alogue,
etc., where the preceding vowel Is short. Thns
Book that Adam and Eve "heard the voice spell demagog, .epilog, syp.agog etc.
2. Drop llnal E In such woras as deftnlte, fnllnlte,
of the Lord God walking in the garden in favorite, etc., where the preceding vowel Is short.
spell opposlt, preterit; hYJ>ocrlt, requlslt, etc.
the cool of the day." Does the voice of Thus
8. Drop final TE ln words liKe quartette, coquette,
the Lord God often walk in gardens and cigarette,
etc. Thus spell clgaret, roset, epaulet, vedet,
gazet,
etc.
elsewhere, ond does it wear Wellington
· 4. Drop llnal liiE In words Hke programme. Thus
boots?
2. Was it from the pigeons at spell program, orlllam, gram, etc.
5. Change PH to F In words like phantom, teleHurling-ham, that are hatched to be shot,
that Jehovah caught the idea of " creat- rr;~¥.;J'~t1~"'M~i.~~~~pellalfabet, paragraf,ftlos6. Substitute E for the dlfthongs 1B and a: when
ing" man to be cursed? Did Jehovah dethey have the sound of that letter. Thus spell eolian,
esthetlc._!.llarrhea, subpena, esofagns, atheneum. etc.
rive great pleasure from the cursing of the
pr l i )'OU would array yourself on the side of
two poor featherless bipeds, Adam and
~~Te:~:;:Mf/fnt:~ [g!r~~~till,~~ that you write,
Eve ? Is it the favorit recreation of a
God to place two weak, silly creatures in
a garden, when, in that garden, he has
placed a damnation-trap and baited it with POP!S AHD TI{£Jij DQJHGS.
an apple, knowing well that his two poor
AOOOUNT Oil'
children would munch at the apple, and ,.
thereby spring the damnation-trap, letting
Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
its terrible teeth cut through their flesh
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
and rasp upon their bones, and upon the
bones of generations yet unborn? When
I get to heaven am I to be imbued with
tastes which will enable me to delight in
HIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINE~.
this sort of thing? If yes, would I not be
a trifle better in hell, and, if possible, From the "Analysis of Religious Belief,»
even further my God from thee ?-Baladin
Bv VIBOOUNT .AMBERLEY.
in God and His Book.
Oloth,
150cenw.

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
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'[;):tberal Jf1 e_etings.·
TheBe noticeB are for the benefit of Lib
eralB who may be viBiting the places
wnere theBe Bocieties are located. Local
Secular UniOns and Freethought SoJieties can hav their gatherings advertised here jree by forwarding the nectJSsary information.

Libert~

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.

irt

Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume

Literature.

of nearly 1,000 P.ages, fully illustrate-1. Cloth,
$8.25-in English or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.

Science in Storr; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ~2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volnmeS.,.(leparate, flexible "cloth, 50
cents J>er. volume; ued Line edition, snita.ble
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

Testimonial
Manhattan Liberal Club, N. Y., 'f(-; Walt Whitman.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

250

Meets every Friday evening, at ·8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

BY

The Newark Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED

Mother's Manual.

Meets every Snnda,y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st.,Newark, N. J. Lectures and diBcnssions on
rellgions and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome. .

"Pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. ('l'he fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, ann allied
Subjects; ninth year. Snbscri).ltion, with premium, 50 cents per year. SpeCimen copies free
on application.

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ·
ation
With a Portrait of Whitman.

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M. every
· Snnda.y. Lectures followed by discussion. Pl~tt
form free. Henry Rowley, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 25
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:80P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Seeker publications always on ha.nd at cheap rates.

~

NATHANI[L VAUGHAN~ ~ ,i orks on the Laoor ~nestion. .
Priest &1'\d .M.all·
.A NO VEL.

Meets senti-monthly\fl.rst and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

An independent and respectable study of char·
Elizur Wright Secular Union
acter in the law of circumstance such as even
George
Eliot might not have been ashamed to
Of AlliancehO., meets the first and fourth Sun- own as her
first novel. . . . A more·vigorons
days of eac month at Independent Church, at
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. >resentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity,
in its most honest and consistent
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Investt- ·
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
gator are solicited.
R. G.-SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.
·

of 128 pages. 25 cents.
Address
•rHE TRUTH BEEKER

cloth, 50 cents.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,

CJhicago Secular Union

Hand-Book of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet

AUTHORIZED EDITION.
Paver, 25 cents

1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
AililrP.RR
'! FfF. TR.U'fH REE"KRR

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Milwaukee, WiS., Liberal CJlub

The Rights of Women

The C~~ventional Lies of Our Civilizatio:rr.

:fuo" Max Nordan. CoNTENTs-1\fene, Tekel
UP.harsin; The Religions, J'IIonarchic, and
.Axistocrati\)1Political,_.Economical, Matrimonial,
and Miscellaneous .Lies; Closing_ Harmony.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
cloth $1.00.
1'he ImP.erial Council of Vienna prohibited the
sale of tliis book in Austria. and confiscated all
~opies of it they could find.

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange. ~ J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth." !'aper, 25c.
·

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the

Population Question. By Dr. Ohas. Knowlton.
Edited by Charles Bradlangh andAnnieBesant.

THE SEXUAL RELATIONS.
BY KARL HEINZEN, the famous German Radical Editor.
An Address to an Unknown Lady Reader. Historical Review of the Legal Position of Women.
The EmanciQ.ation of Woman. The Passive Prostitution of Women. The Active Prostitution of
Men. The Execution of Men. Love and JealousY.
Morality. Marriage. Adultery. Divorce. Is
Marri!!,ge a Contract? Hanging a Woman. Relig.
ion. '!'he Economic Independence of Woman
Liberty and the Revolution the Allies of Woman
Paper, 50c. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

25c.

Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing

out the means by which the working classes may
rai.te themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignit)', and independence, and which is also capable of entirely removing\in course of time, the
other principal social evils. By M. (:l-. H. lOc.

Large or Small Families 1 On which Side

H(llds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Comprising "Advice

to a Wife on the Management of Her Owu
Health, especially Durin!'" Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," and" AdVIce to a Motlier on the
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoake. 5c.

THE BEST!
THE

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, cold, and position, beautiful doubl!l sunk

Port Angeles Secular Union

Povert;v: : Its Eft'ects on the Political dial, and all modern improvements; guaranteea
Condition of the People. By Charles a perfect timer. Price, in silverine dust-proof

Meets every Sunday at 7 :30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectnresl song~l
and select reading. Discussion invitea on all
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

best filied gold case. open-face, dust-proof, $26;
Why Do Men Starve 7 By Chas. Brad- In
hinged case, $28 to $30; hunting. $31 to $3.5; 14
laugh. 5c.
carat. solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2
The Land Ouestion. Large Estates In.imi- more.
Regular Grade _.l.Jnerican Watcbes.-

The West End Progressive Lib·
· eral Union

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5o.

.Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for

The Roeder Secular Union

The Story Hour. An ·Exceptionally Hand-

12mo, 800 pp., $1.

"lroys and Girls. 12mo, 883 pp., $1.25.

Liberal CJlub,

Philosophical and Social So·
ciety,
Monte Vista.J;lal., meet every Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. ·~·ne public cordially invited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of OincinnatibO., meets every Sunday evening
at 7:80P.M. in ouglas Hall, N. W. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
Irom abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec.

Liberal Association of Baltimore
Meets at the Lyceum Hall1 404 East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon au 2:80 o'clock.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
1hJ M. BABOOOK. :Price, 15 ota.

50 cents extra.
·
'I'he 'I'orcb of Reason Badge, solin gold
enamelAd in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2 75, ~tni!
$3:50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6. $7.50,
$10, $15, $20, $80.
Diainonds\ 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prePaia (except knives ani! forb) and cash refunded at op.
tion. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.

The Candle From Under
The Bushe{
(Mark iv, 21); or,
1,306 ~nestions to the Clergy:
And for the Consideration of Others.

Inst-rUctive, Interesting, and Laughable,
Price,

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwanke~meets every Sund.a_y evening at 7:80 o'clock.
A . .n. SEVERANCE, President.

" The Time to lie Happy is :Now,"

some and Interesting Book1 Without Superstition for Children and Yomh. The Onl:y Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever IHsued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad ma.rgins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,

Meets ev~rY Sunday at 2:80 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Hall, Bay street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Silverme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
jewels, $9; ditto, adjusted. $11. In finer cases,
add as above.
Ladies' Alllerican Gold Watcbes.-All
latest styles. in plush c•b•es; best filled, 7 jewels,
$15; 11 jewels, $16 50; 15 jewels, $28; 14 carat solid
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $8. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-platen teaspoons, $1.80" table spoons,
$3 80, knives, $175: forks, $1.75; ail for $6. Solid
silver Rpoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvenir spoonR, $1, $1.25, $l.50i$2 to $3.
.
TbeColonellngerso l--Tea,$2.50;or~tnge,
$2.75; sugar, $8; gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extra.
beavy tea-R, $8. Etched :

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, disanssions, reading and poems. The
lfl:eatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
UniversaJ. .Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'vat its hallJ cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street.
isiting LioeraJ.s
invited. J P. BJOHA.RDSoN, President; M. ISAAc,
Secretary.

·cal to t-he 'Welfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Mrs. Besant's Works.

The Walla Walla Liberal CJlub .
Meets eYery Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand A.rm:r Hall,
Main streeh Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectures.-Jrree Discnssions~-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
0.:8. REYNoLDs, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal CJlub

cases, $17" 8-onnce coin silver, $22; 4-onnce, $28.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Of Los Angeles, Ca.l., meets semi-monthly.:.. first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at .t'arr's
Hall. Every-boill>" invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA.
Pres.; J. H. MoWILLllMS, Rec. Sec.

Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRis, Pres.
Isuo S. LEE, Sec.

Braillaugh. 5c.

BY WILLIAM HART.
50 cents.

WATBR OFo LIFoB
Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with porMarl"iage. As it was, as it is, and as it
-should be. Paper, 25c.

Besant·Hatchard Debate. Between Annie

Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Addreas THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
ll8 Lafayette place, New York.

Kennedy's
Medic aI Dis cove ry SCIENCE vs. RELIGION,
Takes hold in this order :

Bowels,
·Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to
be out.

You know whether you need it or
not.·

S~ld by every druggist, ~tnd manufactured by"

DO.NALD KENNEDY,

:

BOXBu.RY, :MASSe

Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesbarr~, Pa..

trait, :lOc.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. WIDDICOJ."fiBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

~ITTLt
I

FOLI{S.

By MRS. E. D. SLEN.F1iJR.

:&ards.

40centa.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents, treating
on that health-destroying and life-consumin~
weakness of men as the resUlt of youthful errors
and excesses. The book sets forth an INl"lD"EL
CURE, which iP a medi<"in<> t,o bs applied externally (the only rem<>ny of une tnnu 1n existence).
You will fMI imp_roved the first day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Earl.Y Decay, Weaknesses1 Lost l'danhood~etc.hare fn1luestLoreWd.
aduress,
Dn. RvB'T P. J!'EL 0N 8J'
Vine1and, . .
And B&Y you-saw this in THE Tli.UTH SDKJGB-

•

llygiene of the Brain_ and the Cur~ ot __ _
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. " Get this book and
read it\ for it aqounds in practical valuable'·,
knowleuge."-[ChlCago Inter-Ocean.
- · .. · ·

"And the wafers. .rhallj"ad/rtJm.llze .s-ea~ and t'he .r/ver
,s)?a:ll .Je tvtz-s-ied'.ca~d dr/ed

up._ I.s.-X-iX .$";"

Eating for Strengtlt. B;r M. L. Holbrook, . ·
M.D. PriceJlY mail; $1. 'I am delighted with
it."-[H. B . .t:Salrer, lli.D., Secretary Michigan
State Board of Health.

~

A'itd :tAe lcmd of Judah ~holt ~e « #error unlo Eg_y,;ot;

In #ad-d<;![
9eak- rAe

.

all

· .. ,

~

.

A

Parturition Without Pain.

Is.XtX,/7·

· ~/ftt:S/n t1f lam-/ o/ .l:jy)'t;:f'C'aruzeu~. et-c-,, -=-Is. XtX,/!J;

Code· of

Directions for avoiding most of the Pains 'arid
Dangers of Childbearing. By l\I. L. Holbrook,
. M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A woi·k whose ex: ccllence sm_-pass~·s m1r _power ~o <)ommend,'~
. [New York Evanmg Mail.;

Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsi~ .and
, Headaclte : Their Cure by Home. Treat-

ment. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, by
mail, $1, "Reading this book I curedm.y!lelf
:after several doctors had failed."-{T. C. Curtfs;
.U.S.A.

'l'he Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.

Duffev~.author of "What Women Sho.nld
Know," ''~o Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles BrewsterbPortland, W:e .•
writes: "Had I possessed this ook ten. years·
ago it wonld ha;re sn,ved me ten years of. inyalidism, and I should ha"Ve been the mother of
, healthy instead of sickly children."

B.

MORE WIND FROM THE EVANGELICAL BLOWHARD.

THE TBUTB SEEKER LIBBABY.

A NEW AND IMPORTANT BOOK.

THE

Issued m:ontbly.

H-IGHER CRITICISM IN THEOLOGY ~ RELIGION

No.

1.' The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethink-

ers' Almanac, 1891... ... . . . ... . ...........

25

dener...............•.........•........ .".
Thomas Paine.... . ... . .

50

Bennett. ... •..... ...... ...... .•..... .. . . .
5. Christian-Absurdities. John Peck........
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on Voltaire........
7- The Crisis.; ......... ,... ....... .... .... ....
s. Sabbath Breaking ........................ :
9. Travels in ]i'aith. R. C. Adams .......... :.
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller.....

10
40

2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar3. Age of Reason.

CONTRASTED WITH

-..1.8-

·FA{)TORS IN HUMAN EVOLUTION,

By THOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 60 cents.

•

BREAKING.
'',\

Origin o£ -the Sabba-tic IdeaThe Je~sh Sabba-th-The
Chris-tian Scrip-tures and -the
Sal:)ba-th-Exainina-tion- o£
Sunday A.rgninen-ts-Origin
o:f -the Chris-tian Sabba-thTes-ti.Inony o£ -the Chris-tian
Fa-thers-The Sabba-th during, -the Middle Age~-The
Puri-tan Sabba-th-Tes-t:u:nony
o£ 'Chris-tian Re£oriners,
Scliolars, and Divine~.Abro ..
ga-tion o£ Sunday Laws.
-BY-

JOHN

a.
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25
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THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafo,y9tt9 plac9, N9W York.
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Morril, Theological, Historical, and Speculative
Propositions.
15 cents.

AN f!UTLINE OF THE

fRENCH RfVOLUTION.
Its Causes al)d Results.

Paper, :!.2mo, 25 ctR.

Paine Viiiflicateo
Ey

-OR-

Curious Revelations From the
Life of a Trance Medium.
By MRS, NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD,

-"ne

B tt W
e er ay~

A~

AJJ.

A · 1t· M · ·
ppea . o en m

behalf of Human Cnlture through a wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, .by mail,
25 cents. "lt contains information and warning
that are urgently needed."-[Christian Union.

Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and.Pop~ .. '
ular Expositioll. o£ the Fundament·al Problems
·in Sociolo_g_y. By R. T. 'l'rall, M.D. Price, by
mail, $2. ThiB workhasrapidlypassed through .
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No. such complete and valuable
:work has ever before been issued. · . .
·

D"

B

G

k

M.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and Radical Cure for Intemperance, by the Use
of a Veg!ltable and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 259 pages. Price, $1.

Three Books in One.

From the Cradle ·

to the School. B:y_Bertha Meyer. The Rights
of Children. Bt,; Herbert S!!_encer. 'The Government of Chi!d!-en. 13yM. L.~olbrook 1 M.D.
Price by mail, ..
cloth, $1. ·It is
a book worthy· to oe ranked .with the best that
has ever been written concerning the training ,
of children."-[Bazar.

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet P: · Fowler:

Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It shonld be quietly
given to every diinker. "-[Herald of Health.

Muscle•Beating; ~!: Home Gymnastics
: for Sick and well. By C. Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of' Rega .. 30 cents.

M:arriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary

Reply to New York ?bser?Jer.

WAS ABRAHAM .LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST-?

..,...

·r!f~d fi~~ tle G~~~ti.s~~i:M.efe~ol'1~~~t

Self-ContradiGtions of the Bible.
?rico,

Gleason M.b. A Practical Handbook for the .
Maid,-Wife..._and Mother: with a beautifnl Pho" .
tographic rortrait of the Author. Price\ by
mail $1.50. "We wish the chapter, 'Confiuential to Mothers 1' might be published as a tract
n,nd sent to every mother m the land."-[Harper's New llfonthly Magazine.
.

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scien-

Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
copies of each
.
Address '!'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

4 <::4.,___ _ _ _

Talks to My Patients. By Mrs. R B. ·

25

l:~~~~e~f!~~n ~~~el~r~f :~!~e

---~1

l\'Iortimer Granville. $1. To this has been
added a paper by that charmin!f English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the · 'Physical ·
Education of a Girl," an!} a pap~r ·on· the·
"Dress of Gll"ls." Its retail pnce 1s $1. ·· ---

25

50

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.

RBM.SEVRG.

Address

50

Infidel
-beds. G. W. Foote........
Rights o
. Thomas Paine. lliust'd.
Was Chr
rncified? AustinBierbower.
Pnlpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener.... .. .. ....... ..... .... .. .. ... ........
Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg.......
A wfnl Disclosures of Maria Monk......
Pocket Theologv. Voltaire...............
Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener · · · · · · · · ... · ···· · ·· ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · ·

By W. S: BELL.
Price, 25 Cents.

25
20

g: ~fie~Jil~~~~~tfc~~n1:i"
/h~ofo~~n::a
Relig10n. T. E. Longshore..............

·
13.
14.
15.
16.

OPEN

25

4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.

.ANCIENT MYTHS .AND MIRACLES,

SABBATH

Subscription price, $3 per annum.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Prfoe.

Youth : Its Care and Culture. By J.

~.

G.

ING:e~§\;)LL.

With "A ROMAN CA.THOLIO CANARD.''
Price, 15 cents.

.a.nd Physiological ltelations, and in their bear.ing on the producing: of children of finer health
and greabr ability. Hy M. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
1'he Sotentitio American says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by 'cranks,' but this
is radically different:. it is scientific, .sober,.
clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particnlarly
by the young."
.

The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Disease, Cure. By_T. L.
Ni<;holsl M.D., editor London Herala of Jiealt1t.
Pnce, o oth, 'i()ccents.

:Medical Hints on the Protection;and Man•
agement of the Singing Voice. ·By
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts.

Deep Breathing; or Lung Gymnastics.

Pnce, cloth, 50 cents. Mrs. Horace Mann writeil :·
"Every book you print is pure gold and deserves wide oircnlat10n."
·

How to Strengthen the Memory. By M.

Holy Bible Abridged.
The passages unfit lor family reading.
Paper,llO cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Pocket Theology.
.. '

~

By VOLTAIRE.

Terse, witty, and sarcastic d3finitions of thPo
loa-ical tP~nnR. Prir:A. ~ t1Pnt.A

Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems."":lliustratedwith~Engra.vings,tand :Frontispiece of,;Lincolr.
from Ca;penter's:Portrait from life. Cloth,:$1.50.; ;;;:._

STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS, TAKI!:

THE :rRUTH-SEEKER-c"()-::28L~fayetteplace;'N-:-Y~

RIPANS TABULES,

To B"gulate the

!!OLD BY DRlTGQUITI.

L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.

-

!.Physician's Sermon to Young :Men. By

Dr. W. Pratt. · Price, 25 cents. Prof R. A..
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer~
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Who Is Doing the Lying 1
.A. perspicacious friend calls our attention to this
editorial in the weekly Post of this city. It is
headed" Church Growth vs. Church Declirie :"
"Two significant articles appear side by side in the
June Forum-'Impending Paganism in New England,'
by President Hyde. of Bowdoin College, and 'What the
· Census of the Churches Shows,' by H. K. Carroll, special
agent of the census. The two articles throw into strong
contrast what may be called the outside and the inside of
the existing status of the modern church in America.
Read the statistics of the census, and one is impressed by
the great growth of the various denominations in numbers
and in wealth. Turn to the statements of President
Hyde, and one is depressed by the demoralized condition
of the rural New England church, by the lapse of New
England's rural population into a state bordering on
paganism.
"The census figures given by Mr. Carroll are unfortunately incomplete. The returns from two such important bodies as the Protestant Episcopal and the Baptist
denominations hav not yet been published, and there are
also wanting the returns of some other smaller denominations. Another interesting question cannot be settled
by this census-the growth of the Roman Catholic church
in the last decade. The church authorities hav always
included all baptized persons (even infants) in its
enumeration. The census enumeration of Roman Catholics has been confined to communicants. As this is the
first census ever taken of religious bodies, there _exists no
basis for an accurate estimate of growth. All that can be
affirmed with safety is that the Roman Catholic church
has grown very largely. The effect of immigration in
swelling certain denominations is very marked.
The
various bodies hav added 487,274 to their membership,
an increase of 68 per cent, due largely to German and
Scandinavian immigration. The Jews hav surpassed
even this record, having made a net increase of 80,496, or
160 per cent. The percentage of increase in the total
populatio:d is 24.86, which shows how far these bodies are
keeping in advance of population. But this is true also
of a smaller body, like the Congregational, which is but
little affected by immigration, _and from the character of
its membership is greatly affected by modern thought.
The Congregational church made a gain of 128,439 members, or 33 per cent. Taking all the denominations so far
reported, and there has been a gain of 28.21 per cent in
membership, a. ga,4L which is 3.35 per cent' higher than
the growth of population. Or, to take another side, the
value of church property owned by the Roman {latholics
is $118,381,561. As to other churches, Mr. Carroll makes
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this general statement: 'The returns for about a hundred denominations, with some of the largest not included,
make the enormous ag-gregate of $463,000,000, representing about 88,000 organizations or congregations.' In the
face of such a growth and such a property interest as this
who will dare talk of church decline?
"But President Hyde's facts concerning 'Impending
Paganism in New England' are just as forcible as those
arrayed in the census. Take this statement, a summary
of statistics recently gathered by the Maine Bible Society: 'The combined statistics of fifteen counties [in
Maine] show that of 134,445 families 67,842 are not attendants upon any church.' But the mere fact that there
are so many 'stay-at-homes' is not the most serious fact
of the situation, in President Hyde's opinion. There is
no vitality in the rural church system. It is frittered away
in an unequal struggle to maintain mere denominationalism, so that, as a friend said to President Hyde of home
missionary work in Minnesota, 'the only mission of any
man out there was to g-o up and down the state burning
half the churches.' This is the similar situation in rural
New England, as President Hyde has found it: 'FinanciaUy the churches are on the verge of bankruptcy.
What money is raised comes not directly in subscriptions
and pew-rentals, but through the sewing circle, from
fairs and entertainments. The church is supported practically by a club of women, not by families and m~;Jn.'
The truth of this is patent to everyone who has ever
closely observed church life in so-called 'decayed' par"ts
of rural New England. But excessiv denominationalism
is from one point of view an effect rather than a cause.
'The real line of division between Christians to-day,'
says President Hyde, 'is not bet:ween denominations.'
If the broad men could 'get together,' as the politicians
say, this evil of excessiv denominationalism would, he
thinks, soon settle itself.
"The contrast, as has been said, between the superficial figures of church g-rowth, as given in the census,
and the facts of church decline, as· brought out by so accurate an observer as President Hyde, points anew the
old moral that mere figures tell only a partial story.
Valuable as the census statistics are, the future historian
will turn from them to such articles as this on the paganism of rural New England when he attempts to giv a
truthful picture of the religious condition of. society
to-day. The contrast also suggests that the 'unchurched
masses' of our cities do not present to the modern church
a problem half so difficult of successful solution as do
the 'pagan ' communities of rural life. In the cities
there are thought and activity and responsivness to new
ideas and fresh inspirations. The country has been
largely drained of brains and heart to enrich the cities.
There is comparativly little left to appeal to. In that
simple fact lies the supreme discouragement."

If one reads only the first statement, by Mr.
Carroll, one would think that Christianity is making
marvelous strides and converting the entire country. But when we reflect that Mr. Carroll is one
of the editors of a religious paper, that he obtained
his figures from ministers, that the greatest of
denominations reports as members infants and all
who are baptized, and that other churches carry
dead men upon their rolls, it becomes evident that
things are not quite as rosy for Christianity as they
appear on the surface.
_
It is difficult, too, to reconcile the census figures
with the church reports of years past, which hav
been long lachrymal dirges over the discouragements
met with, such as sparse attendance at meetings,
the inroads of the Sunday papers in all the cities
and towns reached by railroads, the scarcity of
young men of ability as candidates for the ministry,
and the notable absence of inen at any services.
Unless the reports hav been foundationless wails
the revelations of the census are remarkably remarkable.
On the other hand the statements of President
Hyde apparently are true. They agree with the
report made by the committee of the Congregational Association of Massachusetts, made recently,
in which it was stated that about two-fifths of the
population of that once pious state are non-churchgoers because. they disbelieve the creeds, dislike
the church, and desire to make Sunday a holiday
instead of a holy day. And this statement even was
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considered too favorable for the churches, the Springfield .Republican holding that at least one half of
the people of Massachusetts were backsliders from
the ancient faith. .A.nd an yon~ who knows New
England knows that the churches are, individually,
hard up, that the attendance is of women and
young· girls, and a few incidental young ·men
who attend to look after the safety of the young
girls, and th~t ·a grabbag festival is more to the
liking of the members than a sermon. In .short,
that the churches are more valued for their
social than for their religious worth. .A.nd
precisely the same reasons hold in building new
church edifioes. We know of many instances where
money has been given to churches by men of avowed
unbelief from purely soci~l causes. It is a bad
practice, we admit, and almost indefensible, but it
is a practice, particularly in new settlements.
These buildings are then counted "for ths Lord,"
and much glory obtained thereby. In making up their returns for the census, the
ministers naturally do their. best to boost up the
popular religion by counting. all possible members,
even children, who know absolutely nothing of the
truth or falsity-of Christianity. In our neighboring city of Brooklyn, for instance, in the "May
walk " there were hundreds, almost thousands, of
tots from six to ten years of age marching with
banners proclaiming that "We love Jesus." The
ridiculousness of such a proclamation is as great
as that of another banner given them, " We do
not drink!" Yet these innocent little things are
all counted for the churches as Christians, and it
is not at all a matter of surprise, to those who
understand theological mathematics and ministeria1.
capabilities, that the growth of chur0h membership exceeds in percentage that o! the population.
The wonder is rather that for the census they do
not claim the total population, as they do when
reckoning the number of "Christian countries."
But the roguery of the ministerial figures and
the misleading character of the official census
figures are brought more plainly to view when one
gets at the pith and marrow of the matter by asking, What ·constitutes a Christian'?
President
Hyde but hints at this in his division of churchmembers into "broad and narrow" parties. By
"narrow " we surmise he means orthodox, and by
"broad," the uncounted heretics in· the churches.
The growth of the churches and the growth of
Christianity are by no means synonymous. .A.s well
might the organization of a social club be counted
for Christ as the formation of hundreds of church
societies. A new church building does not mean
that Christianity is spreading, but rather that a
certain number of people desire a place of gathering, and do not want to pay taxes. Real Christianity gains nothing by such advance.
If the census report were ten times more favorable for the church than it is, it would not signify
that Christianity is growing. For the facts are
that a large proportion of the people in the churches
are not Christians. They do not believe the creeds,
they do not believe the Bible to be true-they reject the creation scheme, deny the story of the
world's peopling, refuse to accept supernaturalism,
discard miracles, and doubt the wisdom and efficacy
of the atonement. In their cosmogony they can
find no place for hell. The Jehovah of the Old
Testament is no longer their God, and the personal "Father" of Jesus has become, as Colonel
Ingersoll says, an Unknowable, a Force, an Energy
-anything but the anthropomorphic deity believed in by the makers of the religion. Such
people cannot by any fair method, with any regard
for the value of language, with any love of truth,
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or any desire to express a fact, be held to be Christians. They hav not faith enough to hang a witch
or whip a Quaker. They even desire to hav the
World's Fair open Sundays, which to the "narrow"
party of President Hyde is moral obloquy deserving
the severest punishment. Even the clergy of the
cities-that is, the educated preachers-are her~tics
to a greater or less degree. .A Tribune repm·ter
brought the real situation .dimly into view by
asking "a dear old country parson" visiting the city,
who had not changed the least of his views for
forty years, what he thought of the New York
clergy, and obtaining this reply: "Well, I find a
few believers among them; but, dear me, how
friendly they are with the heretics. They visit and
joke with them just as though they were sound in
the faith. I don't understand it." And the Sun
thinks the dear old fossil would hav been sadder
still had he heard the remark recently made by
another parson here. ·"I am an Episcopalian clergyman," he said, speaking slowly, "an Episcopalian,
with leanings toward Christianity." Leanings toward Christianity, the result of early training in
superstition, is about all that most of the churchmembers who figure in Mr. Carroll's ministerial
census can claim !
On the whole, we believe the census returns to
be deceptiv-a willful misinterpretation of the
church's increase. in order to make a favorable impression upon the public mind. The figures will
not bear comparison with the actual facts. And a
still more interesting canvass would be that which
should report the number of real Christians among
the professing chur,4l:i-membe1·s. We imagin the
result, if honest answers were made to such a
question, would startle the country.

Missionary Efforts in Uganda.
The missionary efforts of the Protestants and
Catholi.cs in Uganda, Africa, will result in making
many angels, if in no other service to the Lord.
The latest dispatches state that they are " sending
each other with converts to heaven by powder and
ball," and that the French bishop has urged the
Catholics to continue the war with the Protestants.
Ugand!t is a heathen land, with natural resources,
and its control is desired by the French Catholics,
and by the English Protestants, who work largely
through the British East .Africa Company. King
Mwanga is a villainous wretch who first killed the
missionaries and then got converted, joining the
Protestants. He·was deposed, regained his throne,
and was afterward captured by the French, but is
said to hav escaped and rejoined his Protestant
brethren.
A letter written from the German station of
Bukoba, on Nyanza Victoria, by the vicar apostolic,
Mgr. Hirth, who was driven out of Uganda, contains what are alleged to be the first authentic
details about the recent disturbances in that
country. Mgr. Hirth declares that the recent
bloodshed was the work of the Protestants, supported by the agents of the British East Africa
Company, and that recent events in that country
form one of the ,most disgraceful pages in the history of the civilization of the Dark Continent. The
writer describes the religious and political state of
Uganda during the last three years. He says:
"It was the Protestants who first wished to. form a
special group, and were thus the cause of a Protestant
and a Catholic party being formed, Uganda being divided
into equal parts between them. Then from day to day
the quarrel became hotter. Religion and politics were
mixed up together without the missionaries being able to
separate the two questions. The British flag was taken
by the Protestants as a signal for gathering together
against the Cath:>lics, and the attempt was made to force
the flag upon King Mwanga aud the whol-e country.
But Mwanga withstood all such attempts. He claimed a
guarantee from the officers of the British fort that the
flag should afford protection to both parties equally.
Instead of this his authority and that of his party was
systematically undermined."
A letter from a missionary recently published in
a Berlin paper says:
"On the 24th January, the English captain Williams
l~d his troops against the royal residence to seize the
king; but Mwanga had fled. Captain Lugard availed
himsel_f of the victory to haul d~wn the king's flag. He
proclauned the Mohammedan chief, Mbogo, his successor.

These are the facts. All Catholic missionary work is
stopped, and fifty thousand Catholics either murdered,
sold as slaves, or dispersed in all directions. Who is
responsible for all this? The English missionaries, who
for years hav preached hatred against the papists, and
Captain Lugard, who was sent to protect the Christians
against the Arabs, but has now made use of his power to
destroy the Catholics and to make an Islamite king."
The history of Uganda so far ~s known shows
that while the heathens are naturally murderous
enough, when they get Christianity they become
demons indeed ; and the horror of the situation is
tenfold increased, to the everlasting disgrace of the
church, by the efforts of the missionaries to keep
up the war, each sect being willing to kill thousands
in order to win commercial and governmental control of the territory. It is an object-lesson which
cannot be too often impressed upon the adherents
of the faith, and which they will do well to diligently
study.

.A. Heathen Humbug Rite.
The London Baptist, naturally interested in such
a subject, prints this paragraph:
"As illustrating to what use or abuse the unscriptural
practice of infant baptism may be carried, it is curious to
learn that in France the state objects to the church being
allowed a monopoly in regard to it. Hence the ceremony
of civil baptism was performed on Sunday at St. Denis.
The ritual had, it seems, been framed by a member of
the municipal council, and several children received civil
consecration. The baptismal robe consisted of the tricolor flag, which was placed round the infant while certain words were pronounced, and the 'Marseillaise ' was
sung by those present. Several deputies were invited to
this novel 'dedicatory' function."
Of this occurrence a Catholic paper published :ih
Buffalo says :
"The French Freethinkers, the most venomous in the
world, having replaced the sacrament of matrimony with
civil marriage, are now about to replace the sacrament of
baptism with civil baptism. The chief officials of a town
named St. Denis hav promoted the scheme with the
double design of weaning the people from the church,
and of establishing the influence of Freethinking sponsors. Should the parents die the risk of letting the children fall into Catholic hands is lessened by the watchfulness of sponsors devoted to Atheism. The French are a
great people, and serve the devil with as much energy as
they formerly served God."
It is probable that the municipal council was
swayed by the Comtists, as Freethinkers do not
believe in such nonsense, whether in the name of
an alleged deity or an actual ;epublic. The Comtists, while rejecti.Iig Christianity, hav transferred to
their mode of worship about all the heathen rites
stolen by the Catholic church. This is because
Auguste Comte was educated as a Catholic priest
and never recovered from the baleful influence.
Consecration to humanity may be well enough, but
we hav noticed that those most consecrated in
theory are the most selfish in action. Like New
England deacons, the more pious, the more careful
scrutiny will they require. All religions create
humbugs and hypocrits, who teach much philanthropy and practice much dishonesty, and simonpure Comtism differs from Catholicism only as to
its basis. The forms are the same.

Connecticut Folly.
The good pious people of Connecticut continue
to make themselvs ridiculous, after the manner of
their ancestors. They hav now arrested a man for
riding a bicycle on Sunday, under this statute :
"SECTION 1,569. Every person who shall do any secular business or labor, except works of mercy or necessity,
or keep open any shop, warehouse, or manufacturing or
mechanical establishment, or expose any property for
sale, or engage in any sport or recreation on Sunday
between sunrise and sunset, shall be fined not more than
$4 nor less than $1."
The original of this law was passed in 1702, and
was distinctly a religious enactment, as it provided
that it should "be the duty of the citizens of this
state to attend the public worship of God on the
Lord's day." No place of business should be opened,
no business transacted, no sport, game, play, or
recreation indulged in; "nor shall any traveler,
drover, wagoner, or teamster travel on said day,"
except in case of necessity. No person should
attend any concert, dancing, or other public
diversion on Saturday evening, Sunday, or Sunday
evening. No persons should meet in companies

anywhere on the Lord's day, except for public worship of God. No proprietor of any vehicle, sleigh,
stage, or pleasure wagon, should permit any person
to travel in such vehicle on the Lord's day, except
from necessity, on penalty of $20 fine. The United
States mail was specially permitted to pass through
the state. These prohibitions hav been changed
from time to time, by striking out certain words,
the last change being in 1882, when the words
"travel or, were stricken out, finally leaving the
law, section 1,569, as quoted.
The application of this bigoted statute is made to
Mr. J. B. Osborne., of Fairfield.
The complaint
charges that " in the town of Fairfield, the day
being July 17, 1892-the Sabbath or Lord's daysaid Jeremiah B. Osborne, between sunrise and
sunset, engaged in vain sport and recreation by
then and there riding about said town upon a
certain vehicle known as a bicycle, to the great distm·bance of the good people of the state, and
agains~ the peace and contrary to the form of
statute in such cases made and provided."
Mr. Osborne has a pretty good technical defense,
as a bicycle is a vehicle, and traveling is not now
prohibited.
But what defense can Connecticut
make when brought to the bar of common sense!

The World's Fair.
The value of the World's Fair appropriation vote,
with its Sunday-closing clause, in the United States
Senate, is somewhat doubtful at this writing. The
appropriation was put into the Sundry Civil Service
bill-providing for lighthouses, government printing
office, and .other important governmental institutions-where it ought not to be, and the House refused to concur, but retained the Sunday-closing
clause, which made all government aid conditional upon Sunday closing. Then the House
voted to appropriate the money, but a motion was
made to reconsider, and as this issue goes to press
the result is doubtful. The matter may go over to
the December term of Congress.
For the objects of the opposers of Sunday closing,
the final defeat of the appropriation is to be hoped,
for the reason that the government aid to the Fair
aside from the five millions is but a few hundred
thousand dollars, and ·the Fair managers could
make more by refusing it and opening the Fair on
Sunday. The local officers of the Fair are generally in favor of Sunday opening, and without government prohibition the exposition would probably
be open with the exception of the exhi"Qits which
the states hav voted to close, and the running of'
machinery.
By next week the decision will be known. If
the five millions are given the Fair, the gates will
be shut. If not, there· is a chance for nineteenthinstead of seventeenth-century ideas to prevail.

The Literature Fund.
We hav received as donations to our Literature
Fund during July the following amounts: G. F. de
Lespinasse, $5 ; Etta Marden, $1 ; S. Brewer,
$2 ; Allen Lawson, $4.
We shall be .glad to add to this right along, as it
may be needed for use at any moment, and if no
legislativ work should come up to which it may be
advantageously applied, there are several millions of
benighted Christians in the land who need works
of wisdom and common sense to read.
The savage tribes of Africa and similar heathen
regions, as we are told by ethnologists, hav gods
for all sorts of service-for making rain, for bringing sunshine, to help them in war and in love, and
various other things. These savages are calli~d
barbarous heathen, and their foolishness is contrasted with the great intelligence of those who
believe in the Christian God. But it stlems that
the preachers who say this should look after their
Catholic brethren in M~xico, else there will be
ground for thinking that ignorance acts pretty
much the same whatever religion it professes.
Correspondence from the City of Mexico relates
that at Torreon on the Mexican Central railway, a
man was brought to the station all cut up and
hacked to pieces. He had been taken for a conjuror and was being punished for causing the severe
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drouth there last year. On the same subject,El Pueblo
Gatolico, of New San Salvador, prints a number of
resolutions promulgated by the principal alcalde of
the town and department of Castanas. They are as
follows: "Considering that the supreme creator
has not behaved well in this province, as in the
whole of last year only one shower of rain fell, that
in this summer, notwithstanding all the processions,
prayers, and praises, it has .not rained at all, and
consequently the crops of Castanas, on which depend the prosperity of the whole department, are entirely ruined, it is decreed: Article 1. If within the
peremptory period ·of eight days from the date of
this decree rain does not fall abundantly no one
will go to mass o; say prayers. Article 2. If the
drouth continues eight days more the churches
and chapels shall be burnt and missals, rosaries,
and other objects of devotion will be destroyed.
Article 3.' If, finally, in a third period of eight days
it shall not rain, all the priests, friars, nuns, and
saints, male and female, will be beheaded, and for the
present permission is given for the commission of
· all sorts of sin, in order that the supreme creator
may understand with whom he has to deal." It
occurs to us that the supreme creator would better
wake up, and that his priests should hustle.
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Palouse has a large Liberal element, more even tragedy from whence it is named. Near by Lacy's
than are disposed to attend the lectures, for not all home is Hamilton and Smith's grove, and here my
hav yet the courage of their opinions. But the list lecture is given in the afternoon. There is quite a
of those who are willing to help is excellent, and sprinkling of Liberals along this creek. The land
represents the best in the community. 'T'Lere is here is excellent wherever it is capable of cultivation.
enough here for an organization larger than any If all the settlers come out it makes quite a gatherchurch in the place. I cannot mention in my ing. I had a very good number considering there
limits the names of all the supporters of Liberalism was but little chance for advertisement, and it
in this splendid frontier town. They are many.
being a busy i ime. As usual, the Christians tore
~was pleased to meet with C. A. Rohrabacher, of down the notices. Besides the speaking we had
Portland, who is writing up for the press the r~ music and dancing beneath the leafy arches.
sources of this country. He says that Whitman Charles Peterson, William Smith, and Charles
county raises three hundred bushels of wheat per Smith furnished the enlivening strains. There was
capita, and that the assessed value of property has quite a festival time. When evening comes we
increased from seven million in 1888 to twenty mill- adjourn to the· house of Lacy and the jollity is conion in 1892. Mr. Rohrabacher is vice-president of tinued while the stars look down in the lustrous
the Oregon Secular Union, and is an able and ear- night.
I hav enjoyed it away up here almost out. of
nest advocate of Freethought and of other reforms.
It was rumored among the saints of Palouse that the world. Nature presents a wild and beautiful
The suns~t is simply gorgeous, as the
I left on the Monday morning train, and when it aspect.
golden
canopy
arches from hill to hill and the grass
was thought I was safely out of town the church
party began to boast their willingness for a and the trees glimmer in the splendid light. It is
debate.
They were eager to meet the Infidel. It quiet here. The breeze blows gently. It is as if
happened that I did not go on the morning train. you were away from the storms that sweep along
I was going to Pullman per freight in the afternoon. the hights. I think I shall hav to come back to
When I heard of the challenge given I remained Hangman's Creek, for I like the quietude and the
over one train, and Pfaendtner and H. D. Harkness gentle scenes, as if the ancient vale of Tempe were
went'to see the party who had boasted what would opening through the hills into delightful nooks,
be done if the Infidel was only present. When it soft green meadows, and cool groves.
Mrs. Lacy introduced me to the audience, and it
was found I had not yet gone there was a sudden
was
a pleasure to hav woman stand at the front, so
The Rev. Charles Ferguson, of Syracuse, N. Y.; retreat on the part of the Christians. They had
that all the world may know that Freethought is
nothing
to
say.
I
therefore
took
the
evening
train
knows what he wants, and it is this, as he told a
to Pullman, which is about fourteen miles away, and for " equal rights and impartial liberty."
ministers' meeting : "I believe in one organic is of the same size as Palouse, and in the midst of
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Hangman' 8 Greelc, at Lacy' 8 Cabin, July 22, 1892.
church for the future, the great American church, the same kind of country.
of which the president of the United States shall
I did not know anyone in Pullman, but thought
To the Liberals ot America.
be the acknowledged head, which shall take hold of I would try my fortune. Mr. J. M. Hubbard, whom
The infamous and cowardly action of the present
every phase of American life." The Rev. Mr. Fer- I met at Palouse a year ago, lived about four miles Congress in voting to close the World's Fair on
guson is teaching very dangerous doctrin. Put out. Mr. N. W. Drinkwater was about a mile, they Sunday compels the Liberals, if they wish to maininto practice it would set the world back several told me, from town, and I concluded to try the tain their rights, to organize a political force to
"mile course." So I traveled a mile, and inquired· oppose the ecclesiasticism which has practically
hundred years.
for Mr. Drinkwater's. I was told it was about a enthroned itself in the state.
mile and a half farther on. This is the way they
The closing of the World's Fair is. a political
count miles in this country. You don't know crime, a crime against the working-people of this
how long they are until you travel them. I finally land, a crime against civil morality itself. The
conquered the two miles and a half, more or less, Christian church threatens to vote against any
News and Notes.
and found' the place I was after, a delightful rural candidate who is not in favor of closing the World's
Palouse City is still on the march. The wheat home, in the midst of plea~·ant fields.
A hearty Fair on Sunday.
·
·
lands are shining, and although but few showers welcome awaited me, and from the moment I shook
Liberalism, therefore, must become a voting
hav fallen for the last month, but little of the grain Mr. Drinkwater's hand I knew that everything was power. We must appeal to the ballot, and we
is burnt, while in other parts of the state it suffered all right for the Pullman campaign.
must do this by a national organization.
considerably, and occasionally an entire crop is deThe next morning, Tuesday, we went into town,
There is no organization of this ldnd now in exstroyed. The wheat crop of this year will not be so and arranged for a lecture that night, and put up istence. It is time to form this instrumentality in
large, nor the grain of such good quality, as last year. bills, but it wasn't half an hour . before the Chris- cooperation with others.
.
I arrived at Palouse City Saturday night. R. J. tians had torn nearly all of them down.
The basis of the organization will be the Demands
Anderson, W. L. Farnsworth, Robert Pfaendtner,
After we had posted the bills and were about of Liberalism.
Mr. Foster, and others are at the station to receive ready to go to Hubbard's, a telephone was received
The methods will be as follows :
me, and I find that Freethought keeps pace with from Farnsworth, of Palouse, that the Christians
1. There will be no initiation fees and no assessthe progressiv business outlo.ok of Palouse. I were again on the warpath, and challenged the ments. All who believe in the Demands of Liberlecture on Saturday evening to a good house. Mr. Infidel to meet them at any time. 1 took the first alism and sign the constitution in good faith, will
Foster introduces me. He is a schoolteacher, but train for Palouse, hoping that the clergymen had be voting members.
is not afraid to stand by his colors. He is devoted got their courage to the sticking-place. However,
2. The membership will be purely individual.
to Radical reform.
·
as soon as I arrived the saints again went into their There will be no auxiliary s'oeieties-no wheel
From the main street of Palouse the hills roll holes. They didn't think it worth while to debate, within wheel, but simple, direct personal memback in ample variety, and here is the residence por- etc. I found it impossible to persuade them to any bership and. control.
tion of the city. I find a welc.ome at the home issue. I therefore left a challenge for the clergy3. No money contributed will be used for the
of Mr. R. J. Anderson on these lofty grounds. men of Palouse to discuss any question they saw fit salaries of officers, but only for necessary clerk exWhen he built on his present location it was re- any time, and to choose a defender if they thought penses, and the printing and distribution of Liberal
garded as" out in the country," but now the most themselvs not capable of meeting the Infidel. I political literature.
elegant residences are in the neighborhood. Mr. hope the challenge will be accepted, but I guess
4. Candidates will be nominated if thought adAnderson has a liking for bees, and he is almost the they will think that "discretion is the better part of visable at any time on the platform of the organizafirst and only one to experiment on· bee culture in valor."
tion. If no candidates are nominated the candithis country. He has been quite successful. The
A much larger audience than I expected greets dates of all other parties are to be questioned and
honey is excellent. His bees sometimes travel me at Pullman on Tuesday night, and the encour- their position ascertained, and if in opposition to
three and four miles in search of flowers, but they agement is so great, that it is arranged for me to the Demands of Liberalism, ~he political power of
never get lost. When they are sufficiently laden lecture again on Friday night.
. the organization is to be used against them wherthey wind in spiral fashion high in air, and then
I go home with J. M. Hubbard and spend ever available.
shoot in a "bee-line" for the hive and make no Wednesday on his big farm of over four hundred
5. The new organization will not necessarily be
mistake as to their course. It is interesting to note acres. It is a fine place for repose in the brilliant opposed to present political parties. Memb~rs of
the ways of these wonderful communities; there is sunshine of a cloudless sky. Mr. and Mrs. Hub- all these parties can be members of the L1beral
considerable human nature about them. The first bard are thorough Liberals, although they were organization provided they endeavor to make the
queen bee born immediately goes to work and de- once in the bosom of the church.
Demands ol Liberalism a part of the platform of
stroys the eggs of all those yet unborn, and reigns
We drive to Colfax, about thirteen miles distant, the party to which they belong and will refuse to
without a rival. The queen bee is a thorough mo- the county seat of Whitman county. It is growing vote for candidates who are opposed to these Denopolist.
rapidly this summer. It has a prosperous look. mands.
6. The name of the new organization will be
Sunday morning Anderson givs me a drive over New buildings are going up. · I meet Mr. and Mrs.
the Palouse country. It was a lovely day. The D. W olfard and Mr. and Mrs. Phil. Wilman, who ''The Freethought Federation of America."
It is believed that by proper and decided effort
sky Wf!.S full of clouds, but the sunshine flecked hav always been ready to aid the lectures here.
them with luminous warmth. The hills were beau- Perhaps some time I shall try it again, although the in a few years one hundred thousand Liberal
tiful with the waving grain and the green was just churches are pretty strong at Colfax and the voters will be ready to meet the aggressions of
flashing into harvest gold. Mount Steptoe lifted Liberals rather slow. I enjoy the time at Hubbard's ecclesiasticism at the polls.
It is believed that women if they do not vote·
its blue summit to the sky, and Gold Hill raised its until Thursday morning, when I come down to Hangmassiv front, in whose rocky veins sparkles the man's Creek. In early days they hanged five men hav a right to vote and therefore the Liberal
yellow treasure.
here and that is the origin of the name,--a lurid women of America are invited to aid in this organiI lecture on Sunday afternoon and evening. remembrance.
zation.
The first meeting will be held at Chicago Sunday ,
The hall is crowded in the evening. In addition to
I am met at Spangle by Frank Lacy and he
the speaking Mr. S. A. Weimer furniches us with drives me over to his cabin by the river, nine miles September 4th. All who are in favor of the purdelightful music. He is a skilfUl piano-player, and away-a lovely place surrounded with hills and pose and methods outlined in this call are requested
.the notes ripple and dance and flow with exquisit woods, with green fields between, and the creek to be present or send their names as members.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
melody.
gliding gently along as if it never had heard of the
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Thomas Paine.
[In the North American Review for Augl!st1 Colonel
has a long article upon. Thomas Pame, from
which we make the following extracts. The magazine
containing the article entire supplied tor fifty cents.]
"A great man's memory may outliv his life half a year,
But, by'r lady, he must build churches then."
Eighty-three years ago Thomas Paine ceased to
defend himself. The moment he became dumb all
his enemies found a tongue. He was attacked o~
every hand. The Tories of England had been waiting for their revenge. The believers in kings, in
hereditary government, the nobility of every land,
execrated his memory. Their greatest enemy was
dead. The believers in human slavery, and all who
clamored for the rights of the states as against the
sovereignty of a nation, joined in a chorus of denunciation. In addition to this, the believers in
the inspiration of the scriptures, the occupants of
.orthodox pulpits, the professors in Christian colleges, and the religious historians, were his sworn
and implacable foes.
This man had gratified no ambition at the expense
of his fellow-men; he had desolated no country
with the flame and sword of war ; he had not wrung
millions from the poor and unfortunate; he had
betrayed no trust, and yet he was almost universally
despised. He gave his life for the benefit of mankind. Day and night for many, many weary years~ he
labored for the good of others, and gave himself
body and soul to the great cause of human liberty.
And yet he won the hatred of the people for whose
benefit, for whose emancipation, for whose civilization, for whose exaltation h~ gave his life.
Against him every slander that malignity could
coin and hypocrisy pass was gladly and joyously
taken as genuin, and every truth with regard to
his career was believed to be counterfeit. He was
attacked by thousands where he was defended by
oRe, and the one who defended him was instantly
attacked, silenced, or destroyed.
At last his life has been written by Moncure D.
Conway, and the real history of Thomas Paine, of
what he attempted and accomplished, of what he
taught and suffered, has been intelligently, truthfully, and candidly given to the world. Henceforth
the slanderer will be without excuse.
In~ersoll

In the winter of 1774 Thomas Paine came to
America. After a time he was employed as one of
the writers on the Pennsylvania Magazine.
Let us see what he did, calculated to excite the
hatred of his fellow-men.
The first article he ever wrote in America, and
the first ever published by him anywhere, appeared
in that magazine on March 8, 177 5. It was an attack
on American slavery-a plea for the rights of the
negro. In that article will be found substantially
all the arguments that can be urged against that
most infamous of all institutions. Every line is full
of humanity, pity, tenderness, and love of justice.
Five days after this article appeared the American
Anti-Slavery Society was formed. Certainly this
should not excite our hatred. To-day the civilized
world agrees with the essay written by Thomas
Paine in 177 5.
At that time great interests were against him.
The owners of slaves became his enemies, and the
pulpits, supported by slave labor, denounced this
abolitionist.
The next article published by Thomas Paine, in
the same magazine, and for the next month, was an
attack on the practice of dueling, showing that it
was barbarous, that it did not even tend to settle
the right or wrong of a dispute, that it could not
be defended on any just ground, and that its influence was degrading and cruel. The civilized world
now agrees with the opinions of Thomas Paine upon
that barbarous practice.
In May, 1775, appeared in the same magazine
another article written by Thomas Paine, a protest against cruelty to animals. He began the
work that was so successfully and gloriously carried
out by Henry Bergh, one of the noblest, one of the
grandest, men that this continent has produced.
The good people of this world agree with
Thomas Paine.
In August of the same year he wrote a plea for
the Rights of Woman, the first ever published in
the New World. Certainly he should not be hated
for that.
He was the first to suggest a union of the colonies. Before the Declaration of Independence
was issued, Paine had written of and about the
Free and Independent States of America. He had
also spoken of the United Colonies as the "Glorious Unior," and he was the first to write these
words: "The United States of America."
In May, 1775, Washington said: "If you ever
hear of me joining in any such measure (as separation from Great Britain) 'YOU hav my leave to set me

down for everything wicked." He had also said,
"It is not the wish or interest of the government
(meaning Massachusetts), or of any other upon this
continent, separately or collectivly, to set up for
independence." And in the same year_ Benja~in
Franklin assured Chatham that no one m Amenca
was in favor of separation. As a matter of fact,
the people of the colonies wanted a redress of
their grievances-they were not dreaming of separation, of independence.
On Nov. 2, 1779, there was introduced into the
assembly of Pennsylvania an act for the abolition
of slavery. The preamble was written by Thomas
Paine. To him belongs the honor and glory of having written the first Proclamation of Emancipation in. America-Paine the first, Lincoln the last.
During the Revolution our forefathers, in order
to justify making war on Great Britain, were compelled to take the ground that all men are entitled
to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. In
no other way could they justify their action. After
the war, the meaner instincts began to take possession of the mind, and those who had fought for
their own liberty were perfectly willing to enslave
others. We must also remember that the revolution was begun and carried on by a noble minority
-that the majority were really in favor of Great
Britain and did what they dared to prevent the
success of the American cause. The minority,
however, had control of affairs. They were-activ,
energetic, enthusiastic, and courageous, and the
majority were overawed, shamed, and suppressed.
But when peace came, the majority asserted themselva and the interests of trade and commerce were
consulted. Enthusiasm slowly died, and patriotism was mingled with the selfishness of traffic.
But, after. all, the enemies of Paine were few,
the friends were many. He had the respect and
admiration of the greatest and the best, and was
enjoying the fruits of his labor.
'rhe revolution was ended, the colonies were free.
They had been united, they formed a nation, and
the United States of America had a place on the
map of the world.
Paine was not a politician. He had not labored
for seven years to get an office. His· services were
no longer needed in America. He concluded to
educate the English people, to inform them of their
rights, to expose the pretenses, follies, and fallacies, the crimes and cruelties of nobles, kings, and
parliaments. In the brain and heart of this man
were the dream ahd hope of the universal r2public.
He had confidence in the people. He hated
tyranny and war, despised the senseless pomp and
vain show of crowned robbers, laughed at titles,
and the "honorable " badges worn by the obsequious and servil, by fawners and followers ; loved
liberty with all his heart, and bravely fought against
those who could giv the rewards of place and gold,
and for those who could pay only with thanks.
Hoping to hasten the day of freedom, he wrote
the "Rights of Man "-a book that laid the foundation for all the real liberty that the English now
enjoy-a book that made known to Englishmen the
Declaration of Nature, and convinced millions that
all are children of the same mother, entitled to
share equally ~ her gifts. Every Englishman who
has outgrown the ideas of 1688 should remember
Paine with love and reverence. Every Englishman
who has sought to destroy abuses, to lessen or
limit the prerogative of the crown, to extend the
suffrage, to. do away with "rotten boroughs," to
take taxes from knowledge, to increase and pro--tect the freedom of speech and the press, to do
away with bribes under the name of pensions, and
to make -:England a government of principles rather
than of persons, has been compelled to adopt the
creed and use the arguments of Thomas Paine. In
England every step toward freedom has been a
triumph of Paine over Burke and Pitt. No man
ever rendered a greater service to his nativ land.
To avoid arrest and probable death, Paine leH
England. He had sown with brave hand the seed
of thought, and he knew that he had lighted a fire
that nothing could extinguish until England· should
be free.
The fame of Thomas Paine had reached France
in many ways-principally through Lafayette. His
services in America were well known. The pamphlet " Common Sense " had been published in
French, and its effect had been immense. "The
Rights of Man " that had created, and was then
creating, such a stir in England, was also known to
the French. The lovers of liberty everywhere
were the friends and admirers of Thomas Paine. In
America, England, Scotland, Ireland, and France
he was known as the defender of popular rights.

He had preached a· new gospel. He had given a
new Magna Charta to the people.
So popular was Paine in: France that he was
elected by three constituencies to the National Convention. He chose to represent Calais. From the
moment he entered French territory he was received with almost royal honors. He at once stood
with the foremost, and was welcomed by all enlightened patriots. As in America, so in France,
he knew no idleness-he was an organizer and
worker. The first thing he did was to found the
first Republican Society, and the next to write its
Manifesto, in which the ground was take!!. that
France did not need a king ; that the people should
govern themselvs.
·
One of the grandest things done by Thomas
Paine was his effort to save tne H.fe of Louis XVI.
The convention was in favor of death. Paine was
a foreigner. His career had caused some jealousies. He knew the danger he was in-that the
tiger was already crouching for a spring-but he
was true to his principles. He was opposed to
the death penalty. He remembered that Louis
XVI. had been the friend of America, and he very
cheerfully risked his life, not only for the good of
France, not only to save the king, but to pay a
debt of gratitude. He asked the convention to
exile the king to the United States. He ,asked this
as a member of the convention and as a citizen of
the United States. As an American he felt grateful not only to the king, but to every Frenchman.
He, the adversary of all kings, asked the convention to remember that kings were men, and subject
to human frailties. He took still another step, and
said : "As France has been the first of European
nations to abolish royalty, let us also be the first to
abolish the punishment of death."
Paine was second on the committee to prepare
the draft of a Constitution for France to be submitted to the convention. He was the real author,
not only of the draft of the Constitution, but of the
Declaration of Rights.
In France, as in America, he took the lead. His
first thoughts seemed to be first principles. He
was clear because he was profound. People without ideas experience great difficulty in finding words
to express them.
From the moment that Paine cast his vote in
favor of mercy-in favor of life-the shadow of the
guillotin was upon him. He knew that when he
voted for the king's life, he voted for his own death.
Paine remembered that the king had been the friend
. of America, . and to him ingratitude seemed the
worst of crimes. He worked to destroy the monarch, not the man; the king, not the friend. He
discharged his duty and accepted death. This was
the heroism of goodness-the sublimity of devotion.
Believing that his life was near its close, he made
up his mind to giv.to the world his thoughts concerning "revealed religion." This he had for some
time intended to do, but other matters had claimed
his attention. Feeling that there was no time to
be lost, he wrote the first part of the "Age of Reason," and gave the manuscript to Joel Barlow. Six
hours after, he was arrested. The second part
was written in prison while he was waiting for
death.
Paine clearly saw that men could not be really
free, or defend the freedom they had, unless they
were free to think and speak. He knew that the
church was the enemy of liberty, that the altar and
throne were in partnership, that they helped each
other and divided the spoils.
He felt that, being a man, he had the right to
examin the creeds and the scriptures for himself,
and that, being an honest man, it was his duty. and
his privilege to tell his fellow-men the conclusions
at which he arrived.
He found that the creeds of all orthodox churches
were absurd and cruel, and that the Bible was no
better. Of course he found that there were some
good things in the creeds and in the Bible. These
he defended, but the infamous, the inhuman he
attacked.
·
In matters of religion he pursued the same course
that he had in things political. He depended upon
experience, and above all on reason. He refused to
extinguish the light in his own soul. He was true
to himself, aRd gave to others his honest thoughts.
He did not seek wealth, or place, or fame. He
sought the truth.
·He had felt it to be his duty to attack the institution of slavery in America, to raise his voice
against dueling, to plead for the rights of woman1
to excite pity for the sufferings of domestic animals, the speechless friends of man ; to plead the
cause of separation, of independence, of Amer.ican
nationality, to attack the abuses and crimes of monarchs, to do what he could to giv freedom to the
world.
He thought it his duty to take another step.
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Kings asserted that· they derived their power, their·
right to govern, from God. To this assertion Paine
replied with the " Rights of Man<' Priests pre.tended that they were the authonzed agents of
God. Paine replied with the "Age of Reason."
This book js still a power, and will be as long as
the absurdities and cruelties of the creeds and the
Bible hav defenders. The "Age of Reason " affected
the priests just as the "Rights of Man" affected
nobles and king~. The kings answered the arguments of Paine with lQ.ws, the priests with lies.
Kings appealed to force, priests to fraud. Mr.
Conway has written in regard to the " Age of Reason" the most impressiv and the most interesting
chapter in his book. Paine contended for the
rights of the individual,. for the jur~sdiction of the
soul. Above all religions he placed Reason, above
all kings, Men, and above all men, Law.
The first part of the "Age of Reason " · was
written in the shadow of a prison, the second part in
the gloom of death. From that shadow, from that
gloom came a flood of light. This testament, by which
the wealth of a marvelous brain, the love of a great
and heroic heart were given to the world, was written
in the presence of the scaffold, when the writer believed he was giving his last message to his fellowmen.
· The "Age of Reason " was his crime.
Franklin, Jefferson, Sumner, and Lincoln, the
four greatest statesmen that America has produced,·
were believers in the creed of Thomas Paine.
The Universalists and Unitarians hav found their
best weapons, their best arguments, in the "Age of
Reason."
·
Slowly, but surely, the churchef:! are adopting not
only the arguments, but the opinions, of the great
Reformer. Theodore Parker attacked the Old
Testament and Calvinistic theology with the same
weapons and with a bitterness excelled by no man·
who has expressed his thoughts in our language.
Paine was a century in advance of his time. If
he were living now his sympathy would be with
Savage, Chadwick, Professor Briggs, and the
"advanced theologians."
He, too, would talk
about the "higher criticism" and the latest definition of "inspiration." These advanced thinkers
substantially are repeating the "Age of Reason."
They still wear the old uniform-clinging to the
toggery of theology-but inside of their religious
rags they agree with Thomas Paine.
Not one argument that Paine. urged against the
inspiration of' the Bible, against the truth of
miracles, against the barbarities and infamies of the
Old Testament, against the pretensions of priests
and the claims of kings, has ever been answered.
His arguments in favor of the existence of what
he was pleased to call the God of Nature were as
weak as those of all theists hav been. But in all the
affairs of this world, his clearness of vision, lucidity
of expression, cogency of argument, aptness of comparison, power of statement, and comprehension of
the subject in hand, with all its bearings and consequences, hav rarely, if ever, been excelled.
Paine came back to America hoping to spend the
remainder of his life surrounded by those for whose
happiness and freedom he had labored so many
years. He expected to be rewarded with the love
and reverence of the American people.
In 1802 the people of the United States had exceedingly crude ideas about the liberty of thought
and expression. Neither had they any conception
of religious freedom. Their highest thought on
that subject was expresse~ by the word" toleration,"
and even this toleration extended only to the
various Christian sects. Even the vaunted religious
liberty of colonial Maryland was only to the effect
that one kind of Christian should not fine, imprison,
and kill another kind of Christian, but all kinds of
Christians had the right, and it was their duty, to
brand, imprison, and kill Infidels of every kind.
Paine had been guilty of thinking for himself
and giving his conclusions to the world without
having asked the consent of a priest-just as he
had published his political o))inions without leave
of the king. He had published his thoughts on
religion and had appealed to reason-to the light
in every mind, to the humanity, the pity, the ~ood
ne'ss which he believed to be in every heart. . He
denied the right of kings to make laws and of
priests to make creeds.
He insisted that the
people should . make laws, and that ·every h:uman
' being should think for him~elf. While some be~
lieved in the freedom of religion, he believed in: the
religion of freedom.
'·
·
· If Paine had been a hypocrit, if he had concealed
his opinions, if he had defended slavery with quotations from the" sacred scriptures "-if he-had cared
nothing for the liberties of men in. other lands-if
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he had said that the state c~uld not liv without the
Letters to Workingmen.
church-if he had sought for place instead of
RIGHTS OF SUFFRAGE.
t~uth, he would hav won wealth and powPr, and
In my last I emphasized ~y objection to polihis brow would hav been crowned with the hmrel
of fame.
tics. I am moved to a still farther consideration
He made what the pious call the "mistake" of of the subject by the fact that while my friends
being true to himself-of living with an unstained fully indorse my assertions that political methods
soul. He had lived and labored for the people. are all wrong and that politics itself is a mass of
T~e people were untrue to him. They returned corruption, they still cling to the hope ofreforming it,
eVIl for good, hatred for benefits received, and yet and one project for so doing is to extend the
this great chivalric soul remembered their ignorance "right of suffrage" to the female half of humanity.
and loved them with all his heart, and fought their And I am requested by a lady friend to write to
some politician asking him to lend his influence to
oppressors with all his strength.
the passing of a bill indorsed by the New York
We must remember what the churches and creeds Workingwomen's SocietY. and labor organizations of
were in that day, what-the theologians really taught, men to enable workingmen to vote. And to please
and what the p~ople believed. To save the few in my lady friend I hav done so, saying to this gentlespite of their vices, and to damn the many without man: "If it be true that government is organregard to their virtues, and all for the glory of the ized to render justice in society; and if it be true
Damner :-this was Calvinism. "He that hath ears that the governed should hav a voice in choosing
to hear, let him hear," but he that hath a brain to their governor; and if it be true that the laboring
think must not think. He that believeth Without man is benefited by the exercise of such choice,
evidence is good, and he that believeth in· spite of then why should workingwomen be deprived of like
evidence is a saint. Only the wicked doubt, only privilege! I plead for justice and equity." From
the blasphemer denies. This was orthodox Gh?·is- the standpoint of the politician it seems to me that
tianity.
the logic is unanswerable. But if, as I believe, govThomas Paine had the courage, the sense, the ernment is not organized to render justice in soheart to denounce these horrors, these absurdities, ciety, and that the governed should hav a voice in
these infinit infamies. He did what he could to choosing only their own governor, and that it is not
drive these theological vipers, these Calvinistic true that the laboring man is benefited by the exercise
cobras, these fanged and hissing serpents of super- of such choice, I can see no justice or equity in exstition from the heart of man.
tending the "right of suffrage" to woman. JusThe churches of 1809 could not be the friends of tice and equity are destroyed by the "right of sufThomas Paine. No church asserting that belief is frage." I hav endeavored to show how delusiv is
necessary to salvation ever was, or ever will be, the the hope of reforming volitics; the thing in itself
champion of true liberty. ·A church founded on is pernicious-that is to say, it is opposed to that
slavery-that i.a to say, on blind obedience, wor- "greatest good to the greatest number" which its adshiping irresponsible and arbitrary power, must of vocates in the shape of "woman's suffrage;" as well
necessity be the enemy of human freedom.
as various other kinds of "suffrage," are forever
The orthodox churches are now anxious to save harping upon. The trouble is that the human
the little that Paine left of their creed. If one mind has evolved from ignorance, and ignorance
now believes in God, and lends a little financial aid, always bases its predicates upon appearances, and
he is considered a good and desirable member. He appearances are almost always deceptiv; and as I
need not define God after the manner of the cate- hav said, we are the slaves of habit. Hence, when
chism. He may talk about a "Power tha.4; works we accept a thing as true it is like that "greatness
for righteousness;" or the tortoise Truth that going off" which, the poet tells us, "rends the soul
beats the rabbit Lie in the long run ; or the "Un- and body," to change our minds. It required the
knowable;" or the "Unconditioned;" or the "Cos- death of martyrs to establish the fact that the
mic Force ;" or the "Ultimate Atom ;" or " Proto- world turned on its axis. Hence we find the replasm;" or the "What "-provided he begins this pugnance of the mind to enter upon new channels
word with a capital.
of thought ; we are inclined to make an idol of our
Thomas Paine had passed the legendary limit of belief, and when opposition is raised we are more
life. On:e by one most of his old friends and ac- eager in defending our idol than studying the ideas
quaintances had deserted him. Maligned on every contained in the opposition. Friends, think of
side, execrated, shunned and abhorred-his virtues this. I believe it the greatest obstacle to true civilidenounced as vices-his services forgotten-his zation. A new idea is propounded; we never stop
character blackened, he preserved the poise and to consider the fact that it was projected for the
balance of his soul. .He was a victimof the people, good of humanity, but proceed to trample it into
but his convictions remained unshaken. He was ·the mire simply because it clashes with some prestill a soldier in the army of freedom, and still tried conceived ideas of ours. Persecution attends the
to enlighten and civilize those who were impa- birth of all important ideas, and the name associtiently waiting for his death. Even those who ated with the idea is held synonymous with every
loved their enemies hated him, their friend-the evil and the idea is often lost in the persecution of
friend of the whole world-with all their hearts. the name.
·
On June 8, 1809, death came-Deaih, almost his
A few years ago Socialism, which means and
only friend.
always meant an improved condition of society, was
At his funeral no pomp, no pageantry, no civic such a name and its advocates were considered the
processions, no military display. In a carriage, a lowest and most dangerous class in existence. Towoman and her son who had lived on the bounty of day this persecution is being raised from the 'name
the dead-on horseback, a Quaker, the humanity of of Socialism and bestowed upon its next of kin,
whose heart dominated the creed of his head-and, Anarchism. That which stands for perfect equality
following on foot, two negroes, filled with gratitude is given to those whose brutal natures would
-constituted the funeral cortege of Thomas Paine. establish the most rigorous rule. And so it is in
He who had received the gratitude of many mill- the realm of thought, the ancient is respectable, the
ions, the thanks of generals and statesmen-he · new suspicious. And the evils of society, although
who had been the friend and companion of the invariably attendant upon certain systems, these
wisest and best-he who had taught a people to b& systems being long established, hav become respectfree, and whose words had inspired armies and en- able; and while we denounce the evils and deplore
lightened nations, was thus given back to Nature, tbem, we are ever ready to fight for the maintenance
the mother of us all.
of the system.
If the people of the great republic knew the life
The scientific method of • thought is playing
of this generous, this chivalric man, the real story havoc with the ancient theory of religion, and we
of his services, his sufferings and his triumphs-of are beginning to realize that most of the evils of
what he did to compel the robed and crowned, the society that are being antagonized by the religion
priests and kings, to giv back to the people liberty, of to-day _owe their origin to the religion of the
the jewel of the soul; if they knew that he was the past; and a scientific analysis of the religion of
first to write, ''The Religion ·of Humanity;'' if they to-day shows it to be identical with the -religion of
knew that he, above all others, planted and watered the past. That is to say, that each appeals to the
the seeds of independence, of union, of nationality, emotions rather than the intellect. Both are conin the hearts of our forefathers-that his words servativ in their nature and respectability ·their
were gladly repeated by the best and bravest in highest aim, and what is true of religion is e9-ually
many lands; if they knew that he attempted, by true of politics. The scientific method cannot be
the purest means, to attain the noblest and loftiest employed to advance them, and the mali -of science
ends-that he was original, sincere, intrepid, and rather avoids them. He fears the thunders of
that he could truthfully say : " The world is my respectability.
The fact is, superstition is the
country, to do good my religion "-if the people origin of both, and reformers on both lines are so
only knew all this-the truth-they would repeat imbued with the superstition, that they fail to see
the word-s of Andrew Jackson : " Thomas Paine that the evils they are fighting are the legitimate
needs no monument made with hands; he has children of the superstition they love.. And so they
erected a monument in the hearts of all lovers of would apply the bark of the dog to cure its bite,
liberty.",
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.·
and so my lady friend would apply "woman's suf- .
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frage" to cure the evils of "mail's suffrage." Let
me say right here I am in favor of woman's rights
as I am in favor of man's rights, no more, no less.
I would hold from them no right that men enjoy or
can enjoy; but the "right of suffrage" has to me a
different me·ming than simply the right to make
our preference known, as the ballot in politics has
a different meaning than simply a method of determining the wishes of the various indi'7-duals of
society. " Suffrage" to me means an arbitrary e?'ercise of power to enforce the decrees of the will
of a few politicians. Senator Ingalls has truly
said: " The purification of politics is an iridescent
dream. Government is force. Politics is a battle
for supremacy. Parties •are the armies.
The
Decalog and Golden Rule hav no place in a political
campaign. The object is success. To defeat the
antagonist and expel the party in power is the purpose. In war it is lawful to deceive the adversary;
to hire Hessians ; to purchase mercenaries ; to
mutilate ; to kill; to destroy." Let me illustrate.
A large army is situated in a :field adjoining a community ostensibly to assist the majority in enforcing
their methods of organizing, directing, and controling the interests of the community. Now, for the
avowed purpose of determining the wishes of the
majority, the officers of the army, who, by the way,
are composed of the members of the community,
place in certain localities boxes, which they label
ballot-boxes. Then a day is set apart for the inhabitants to deposit their ballots, which express
nothing but a name, and that name simply a choice
between a few other names submitted by some
party-a party, most frequently, which the good
sense of the majority would reject, inasmuch as this
party by their methods of choice do not and cannot
embody the good sense of the community-unless
we spell it cents, for it is notorious that money
always has and, by the very conditions of the case,
must influence their choice. To illustrate, I Inight
refer to the address the good lady sublnitted to me,
that Hamilton Wilcox made before the State
Women's Suffrage Association. He said: "Were
I a rich man and able to giv my whole time, I do
not doubt that soon afterward I could hav carried
this bill, and all of you women who hear me would
hav been voting for years." This unconsciously
tells the story that it is not principle but money
and influence that moves the politician.
The
various parties supposed to represent the various
issues for the regulating, guiding, and governing of
the people submit their choice of ballot, certain
names. As a matter of fact these names of candidates for election do not represent the issues
involved, as they are selected only as to their
ability to poll a large vote. Again, let me remind
you that principle plays little or no part in that
ability. These names thus sublnitted, the people
are called upon to exercise their "right of suffrage,"
and the lucky man takes his place in the grand
army whose guns are leveled at the community to
enforce his decrees. And as the bugbears "patriotism " and "citizen's duty" begin to fail to frighten
the people into stultifying themselvs, we are
threatened with a law compelling us to exercise
this "right of suffrage." I want you to carefully
consider the difference between this and the right
of choice. There is all the difference there is between slavery and liberty, and extending this
"right " to the other half of the community will in
no wise alter the facts of the case. Helen Wilmans,
who, by the way,· portrayed the evils of politics in
the most glowing colors before she swallowed the
opiate Theosophy, once said : " Does anyone believe
that woman, if she had the electiv franchise, would
don the badges of servitude furnished them by their
bosses and march to the polls like voting cattle to
vote away their own legitimate rights and the rights
of their children?" Well, I, for one, fail to see why
we should suppose t:Qat she would be able to alter
the program very materially, having worn "the
badges of servitude furnished them by their "-I
will not say bosses, but husbands and lovers,
priests and ministers, ancient customs and modern
fashions. Is it exactly proper and safe for her to
hurl stones at her brother politician? The average
voter, without a ,doubt, "votes away his own legitimate rights and the rights of his children." But
Helen should not blame the man. He does the
best he knows how. Reform is the watchword of
them all. The question is, What is in this '' female
suffrage " to do us good? Are they as a class more
intelligent, more responsible, more earnestly
anxious for the good of humanity? W auld female
political schemes be superior or p1ore efficient ? If
sincere reformers among men are forced into the
"herd of voting cattle," how are the women to
escape a like fate? "But politics is necessary, we
must use it to effeet reforms or abolish wrongdoing in government. So long as malformation
exists we must hav something to restrain evil men.

Government may be bad, but woUld not no government be worse?" And then the ala orthodox
question follows, " What would you giv us in place
of government?" And I answer, while a restraining
or counteracting power may be necessary, I would
giv you nothing in place of. g~vernment. G_ove;nment does not exist. We giV It " a local habitation
and a name." Still it is an " airy nothing"-a myth.
Men exist and make themselvs a power for good or
evil But can you clothe men with " sovereign
authority?" Where do you get it? You may become a slave yourself, but
Must I cringe, must I obey them,
Must I be frightened when madmen stare?
I want you to think of this " sovereign authority." Where does it come from?. What is its
effect? Does corruption put on incorruption and
mortality immortality? We hear of men introducing
business qualifications into government offices, but
it is a delusion. What has "sovereign authority "
got to do with business qualifications T I w&nt you
to think of this " sovereign authority." It is what
possessed or obsessed . the medicin man of the
Indians. It was the "indwelling spirit " of the
fetich of the savage. What has business, commerce,
or science to do with this? We hav an authority
in "the butcher, the baker, the candle-stick maker,"
the specialist in science and art, the man who has
learned his trade and made himself a master in the
business. But the politician, .
Clothed in a little brief authority,
Uses his heaven for thunder,
Nothing but thunder.
I ask you, friends, to look upon this creature as
he is, a contemptible ustll'per of your rights. Think
not to make him more respectable py giving him a
helpmate in the form of a female· politician, but
withdraw your support, ignore· his thunder, and his
"sovereign authority" will fail to hide his deformity ; and commerce, the business of the country, will
soon establish the proper power ; free trade, free
money, and free competition will unite in sending
to the front the best men. Liberty will destroy
the power of avarice. Cost will be made the lilnit of
price, and the millionaire and pauper be no more.
Buffalo, .N. Y.
A. L. BALLOU.

The American Secular Union Congress.
At the meeting-of the board of directors of the
American Secular Union Saturday evening, July
23d, it was decided to hold the sixteenth annual
Congress of the organization at Chicago, beginning
October 23d and continuing at least three days. ·
This date was selected that advantage might be ·
taken of the reduced rates on the various railroads
to those attending the dedication of the Columbian
Exposition October 21st and 22d, which will be
Friday and Saturday.
Liberals will thus hav an opportunity to attend
the dedication and also the Congress i:uunediately
following. This, however, necessitates the opening
of the Liberal Congress on Sunday, as to remain
in the city·until the next Thursday or Friday would
subject Secularists to needless expense.
Han. C. B. Waite, Dr. Joseph N. Greer, and John
F. Geeting were appointed committee on program,
and Dr. Greer and E. N. Geer committee on hall.
This is certainly the most important Congress
that has ever been called during the existence of
the Union. It is desired that Liberals, so far as
possible, should attend. Each and all should make
a supreme effort to be present.
Questions of grave import are to be considered.
Due notice has been given that an effort will be
made to revise certain clauses in the constitution.
~oon after the election of the present board Judge
Waite announced that he should advocate the
changing of the third Demand. Its present read-.
ing is, "The repeal of all laws enforcing the observance of Sunday as a religious institution rather
than an economic one justified by physiological and
secular reasons."
President Waite's amendment is, "No laws enforcing the observance of any Sabbath."
At the coming convention it will also be decided
as to what action shall be taken in regard to an
international congress in 1893.
One prominent Freethinker, an honorary vicepresident, writes: "The World's Fair is upon us
and somebody must represent the Liberal element
in the United States on that occasion or Freethought in America will be hopelessly disgraced
in the eyes of the world. That must not be."
Others are equally emphatic in their expressions.
During the past nine months the secretary has
appealed often and earnestly to Liberals to ignore
all disagreements and devote their energies to the
advancement of the Secular cause. The time has
come when such action is a necessity, as is amply
illustrated by the contemplated Sunday closing of

the World's Fair. To remain longer indifferent is
to become equally criminal with those who are endeavoring to effect such a union of church and
state as shall deprive American citizens of religious
liberty.
The taxation of church property is another of the
questions demanding immediate attention, and
should be taken up and advocated with such earnestness and eloquence as to thoroughly awaken the
people to the danger threatening republican institutions from further unjust exemptions. The tract
on this subject written by Dr. Westbrook should
be widely circulated, the working people educated
and aroused as they hav been in regard to Sunday
closing. They should be made to realize that. every
dollar in the form of taxes unpaid by the church
must be assumed by t~em.
The people hav permitted various privileges to
the church. It has become arrogant with the
granting of them and follows but the course of
bigotry in all ages. It is not satisfied with the various priestly perquisits ·it enjoys, but throwing
aside all disguise demands for its divinities the
nation itself. And so the old battle for religious
liberty is to be fought once again. The sooner
this is understood the better. The church has
built itself up into a power through dishonest depletion of the people. Americans, good-natured
and indolent to a fault, hav perlnitted the theft. It
required that the doors of the Columbian Exposition should be closed in their face to arouse them
to the danger.
Let the next Congress take up these questions in
earnest. Let it be a representativ Congress. Let
the board of directors, the incoming officers, be the
choice of the people. There should be no wirepulling, no clique, no dishonest methods. But let
that be done which shall seem best in the judgment
of all.
Funds are needed to carry on the work. The
Congress will involve expense. Arrangements will
be made for it as economically as possible, but do
the best we can there must be considerable outlay.
The case against the appropriation of public
funds to ecclesiastical institutions is still pending.
Not enough has yet been secured to carry it
through.
·
Liberals ! Will you not come forward at once
and with a generous contribution sustain this
splendid organization of your own creation-representing as it does the principles upon which this
republic is founded-the American Secular Union?
·
MRs. M.A. FREEMAN,
Cor. Sec. Amer. Secular Union.

Items of Foreign News Interesting to Freethinkers.
The Universal Freethought Congress will be held
at Madrid, Spain, Oct. 12-19, 1892.
Colonel Ingersoll's lecture, "Liberty," appears,
excellently translated, in the Ap1il. number of our
Dutch contemporary .De .Dageraad.
·
The literature of the Salvation Army during 1891
numbered forty-five Inillion copies. How many
copies did the Freeth ought literature number?
Turn in your pennies to the Literature Fund, and
urge your friends to subscribe to THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
Our friend Henry V. Berghell, the FinnishSwedish Freethought martyr and exile, who at the
present time livs at Minneapolis, Minn., contemplates publishing a new Swedish-American Freethought paper, Fria Ord. The first number will
appear when six hundred subscribers hav made
their appearance. The subscription price is $1. The Freethinkers of Italy are not organized,
hence, although numerically strong, they are
annoyed on all possible occasions. Their literature
is suppressed.
The magazine, Prometheus, has
ceased to exist, owing to political dealings between
the government and the Catholic church. Indictments for blasphemy are common, although convictions are rare. Freethinkers must organize if
they will liv in peace.
Our friend, C. Cilwa, editor of La Verite, has a
good deal of Yankee push about him. His whole
existence is devoted to Freethought and reform,
he is a member of various societies, and yet he finds
time to edit two publications. We hav not seen
the latest, Le Bluet, but La Verite· is constantly
improving. To insure the best of articles .he has
at present offered .five prizes for the :five best essays
on "Separation of Church and State," "Cremation,"
and "The Inquisition." The essays are not to be
less than two hundred and :fifty lines nor over three
hundred. As soon as they appear-if .we get
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the copies safely, as we expect to-we will repro- the solution of most difficulties, whether between nations
or individuais. As long as men could be coerced to do
duce them for the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
what is right or submit to what is wrong by the threat of
punishment or the hope of reward in another world, the
The value of real estate-not taxed-belonging semblance of order was. preserved; but appeals to the
to the church in Bohemia is 300,000,000 giilden. ~ears or hopes of mankind, as to what the future may hav
The-number of clergy is 3,650 persons; hence the m store, hav lost very much of their efficacy, and even
who are still influenced thereby are not agreed as
average cash value of each is more than ~O,QOO those
to who is authorized to indicate what is the line of duty.
giilden. The number of inhabitants of Bohemia is
The lesson which thE) recent riots and bloodshed ap5,843,250.
Placing the annual tax on church pear to hav for the chur.ches is that they must get more
property-not taxed-at 3,500,000 giilden, each closely in touch with the real need of ·the people and go
them preaching the gospel of fair play as a present
inhabitant is worth but 600 giilden. As the inl- to
remedy for present ills.
mortal Goethe said, "The church has a good
In the next column we read:
stomach."
The essential feature of all ortbodox'religions; whether
The following statistics from the. report of the Christian or otherwise, is the monarchical idea. A sovruler makes laws and punishes the infraction of
minister of public education in Belgium are more ereign
them or rewards the observance. The object of all his
than interesting-they are decidedly instructiv. subjects must be the increase of the sovereign's glory.
In 1884 there were closed in Belgium : 192 kin- His acts of grace are of his own motion. None bas any
dergartens, 1,247 private schools, and 15 trades- right to claim consideration. Nearly all-probably all
the old religions are based upon this 1dea. The creeds of
schools. 305 public schools were abolished. 1,168 the orthodox churches are largely reproductions in the
teachers were discharged, without any reason,given; spiritual world of the ideas prevailing in the political
1,500 teachers were put on half pay, and 3,300 world when they were settled. These political ideas,
teachers put on the "retiring" list. In 1884, when applied to the universe at large, were made square
with the conceptions of what was the science of the day,
December, there were left but 10 public schools. and mixed up more or less with myths and traditions.
Such was the record of the Catholic, .the state
The resulting compound was orthodoxy as it is generchurch, party. Then matters ·came to a change. ally taught, but very rarely accepted. From this there
The Liberal party c~me into power, the Freethink- bas naturally been a revolt as science has shown a different state of facts relating to nature and the universe
ers organized, and the result is that now there are from what our forefathers accepted; as research has dem1,674 public schools, 370 parochial schools, and 38 onstrated the true nature of mythology, and as experifree normal schools. In 1884 the·cost to the state ence has proved that the monarchical idea of government
not the correct one. There has come to be a wideof each pupil was 55 francs ; now it is but 31 is
spread demand for a new religion.
francs.
Such declarations, in the leading articles of our
Progress of' the Cause in Washington-" She inost influential newsp.ttpers, are evidence of the advancement that Fref'thought is making, for the
Do M.ove."
editors dared not thus frankly express their honest
At tinles the overburdened worker for reason,
convictions until well assured that a large majority
right, and truth finds reason for discouragement of their more intelligent readers were in sympathy
because anticipated great results do not immedi- with the truth.
ately appear. Yet the seed of truth is never really
Liberals should redouble their diligence, follow
sown in vain; sooner or later it will surely germi- up every advantage gained, organize, draw nearer
nate.
together, cultivate fraternity, sociability, and unite
Two years and a half ago, under the fostering in their efforts to secure repeal of all laws and
care and through the self-sacrifice of the Liberals usages that are contrary to the letter or spirit of
of Walla Walla, the convention of Liberals of the our bill of rights as stated in our state constitution;
state assembled at Seattle to form the Washington and at this time there is especial need of work and
Secular Union. No newspaper published in the money to educate the masses on the infamous revcity would or could be hired or persuaded to giv enue law that exempts church property from taxaone line of notice of our convention. A column tion, as well as property of any and all sectarian
and a quarter giving an account of a brutal prize- schools, hospitals, or other so-called benevolent
fight, a quarter column to a dog-fight, but no word, church institutions, run solely for the purpose of
no line, to a large gathering of Liberals. Two pa- making proselytes, or for the cash there is in them.
pers actually refused to insert advertisements of
C. B. REYNOLDS, Sec. Wash. Secular Union.
the convention ; one, that charged extra rates, published it only in a first edition of a hundred copies
Boston.-Romestead.-The Fair.
or so, just so they could clainl they had inserted it
Some three weeks ago I came to Boston to spend
and claim payment.
Newspapers are run for the money there is in the with a dear friend her eighty-fifth birthday-dear
business, and consider it inlpolitic to publish any- old Boston-where I became a young bride of
thing ·that would lose them advertising patronage eighteen years, joyous and hopeful, feeling that life
was indeed a blessing. Though I hav drunken the
as well as subscribers.
bitter
waters of smTow, and for many long years
But "she do move." Read the following exmy daily meat has been affiiction, I find a return of
tracts from two leading newspapers of the city, one
the leading organ of the Republicans, and the other pleasure as I take in the fact that Boston is still
Boston. Notwithstanding it has ofttimes "stoned
of the Democrats, both articles published the same
the prophets," sent back into bondage the flying
day:
From the Post-Intelligencer, July 17th, leading fugitiv, imprisoned men whose crime was calling
things by their right names, yet knowing and feelarticle, "A Crank in Religion, Politics, and War:"
ing sorrow for the wrongs of which she has been
The recently published "Life and Letters of Gen. often guilty, I still love her and am glad that here
Thomas J. Jackson" (Stonewall Jackson), prepared by was once my home.
his wife,· contains a good deal of evidence that the famous
I need not say that the condition at Homestead
Confederate soldier was a narrow-minded bigot in both
' religion and politics. In an interview with his brother- of the workingmen and their families is crowding
in-law, Colonel Barringer, of N ortb Car·olina, which Mrs. out of my mind all else; your readers who know
Jackson incorporates in her memoir, Jackson is repre- me at all know me as a "labor reformer" and as
sentedas uttering the following barbarous speech: "No one who feels always that the cause of the poor is
quarter to the violators of our houses and firesides.
The Bible is full of such wars,. and it is the only policy the cause demanding the best thought of all thinkthat would bring the North to its senses."
ing people, but I am compelled to believe that we•
Of course "the Bible is full of such wars." The can do but little better work for the working peoHebr'ews believed in human slavery, as did General ple than the work you, dear TRUTH SEEKER, are doJackson; the Hebrews believed in polygamy and ing weekly in showing to those who will read that
concubinage, which General Jackson rejected, and the superstitions of the church, some of which
yet he was religious and political crank enough to crowd themselvs into every department of activ
life, are in reality the greatest oppressors of the
defend the policy of slaughtering surrendered prisworking people.
oners, even as Samuel did Agag. The speech we
The case of the soldier whose inhuman treatment
hav quoted is a melancholy illustration how a natuby the officer commanding, acquiesced in by therally tender, humane, and pious man could be led
under-officers, is of the same character as that
by religious and political fanaticism to advocate the
inflicted upon the negroes of these states for many
adoption of the "black flag " in the nineteenth centyears, and still practiced, as the daily records inform
ury against a civilized foe.
us. I wonder if the military law permits the treatFrom the Seattle Telegrapl~, a leading Democratic
ment of soldiers with such cruelty, and if there is
paper, heretofore strongly Catholic, I extract a
any redress. I should think that the colonel would
passage from a leading article in the issue of July
tremble for his own life if he should ··command in
17th, "A New Commandment:"
action any of the soldiers who witnessed the outThe experience of mankind has unfortunately too often rage upon a fellow-soldier. Yesterday I read the
been that justice will only come as the consequence of a appeal which Wendell Phillips made to the legislastrife. After nearly nineteen centuries of so-called
Christian civilization and with the experience of centu· ture of Massachusetts for the removal of Judge
ries of ancient refinement and social progress as a guide, Loring from the office of probate judge, as he
we are not very much further on the road to the settle- presented the same, signed by the citizens of Masment of public grievances by reason than were our an- sachusetts in large numbers, because of his incestors in the most .remote age of which we bav record.
An appeal to brute force is still the dernier reso1·t for human acts in the case of Anthony Burns, the

fugitiv returned by him to bondage. It is to be
hoped some military Wend ell Phillips may arise
who shall plead the cause of the soldier with as
good result as the late Wendell Phillips pleaded the
cause of the widows and orphans of Massachusetts
-Judge Loring was removed. I hope to liv long
enough to know that men so brutal as the one inflicting the punishment and the others who
acquiesced_ in the atrocity hav lost the right to
wear the uniform of military officers.
I wonder if the keepers· of saloons-the saloons
in Chicago-will not think it obligatory upon them
to send a vote of thanks to Congress for having
made it possible that they shall receive great
profit in their business by prohibiting the
keeping open of the World's Exposition ·every seventh day. Alas, for the ignorance of lawmakers!
The great Catholic church studies to keep its
members ignorant, and the Protestant church does
about the same. Through its influence editors are
inlprisoned because they publish truth, distas_teful
truth. Men are shut up in jail for doing manual
labor on Sunday. The mails are closed against the
writings of people who do not bow to the religious
opinions of Mr. Wanamaker, and the people are
not alarmed. I hope THE TRUTH SEEKER will continue to speak the truth without fear, and that its
Editor may liv to see the government Secular instead of Christian.
Luoy N. CoLMAN.
Boston, July 29, 1892.

Theological Geography.
But the strictly biblical men of science, such
eminent fathers and. bishops as Theophilus of
Antioch in the second century, Clement of Alexandria in the third, and others in c~nturies following, were not content with merely opposing what
they stigmatized as an old heathen theory; they
drew from their Bibles a new Christian theory, to
which one church authority added one idea and
another another, until it was fully developed.
Taking the survival of var,ious early traditions,
given in the seventh verse of the first chapter of
Genesis, they dwelt on the scriptural declaration
that the earth was, at creation, arched over with a
solid vault, "a firmament," and to this they added
the passage from Isaiah in which it is declared that
the heavens are stretched out "like a curtain," and
again "like a tent to dwell in."
The universe,
then, is like a house: the earth is its ground floor,
the firmament its ceiling, under which the almighty
hangs out the sun to rule the day, and the moon
and stars to rule the night. This· ceiling is also
the floor of the apartment above, and in this is a
cistern, shaped, as one of ' the authorities says,
"like a bathing-tank," and containing "the waters
which are above the firmament." These waters
are let down upon the earth by the almighty and
his angels through the "windows of heaven." As
to the movement of the sun, there was a citation of
various passages in Genesis, mixed with metaphysics
in various proportions, and this was thought to giv
ample proofs from the Bible that the earth could
not be a sphere.-JJr. And1·ew JJ. White in 1'he

Popttla?' Science JJ:fnnthly for Angttst.

Our Pagan Sunday.
The World's Fai1; at Chicago is quite likely to
be a financial failure anyhow, and will doubtless be
a disastrous failure if it is closed on the pagalll.
Sunday (Dies Solis), falsely called the Christian
Sabbath.- W. .EI. Bttrr in the Washington Post,
Jttly 18th.

"Pushed By Unseen Rands."
From uw Omaha Bee.

Helen H. Gardener is just about to giv to the
world another book under the title of "Pushed By
Unseen Hands," which promises from advancesheets to be as popular as "A Thoughtless Yes'
and "Is This Your Son, My Lord?" These stories
are highly ccmmended from a scientific point of
view by recognized scientific authority. As a writer
of short stories Helen Gardener has achieved an
enviable reputation, and her new book givs indication that she does not intend to relinquish this
charming method of giving to her readers pleasure
with profit, whatever else she may do:

Lectures and Meetings.
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Missoula, l\font .. Aug. 6, 71Chicago, ru .... Sept. 4, 11
Eau Claire and
vicinity, Wis.Aug.24-29
Some dates are not filled. Those along the line who
desire lectures will please write S. P. Putnam, Palouse
City, Wash.
W. S. BELL'S lecture appojntments:
Col. .. Aug. 11
Leadville, Col...Aug. 6, 71 Pueblo,
Salida,
" ... "
8 Denver,
"
" 14
Canyon City, " ... " 9, 10
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gence, not having the fear of God in their
hearts but being full . of sympathy for
their fellow-man, hav brought in a verdict of "not guilty." We are waiting
Objects to Having It Said He lias Lame anxiously to see what the next 'move will
Senses.
be.
W. WINTER.
NEw YoRK, June 25, 1892. .
MR. EDITOR: All Materialists will please
Christian Falsehoods Refuted.
take notice and go to the eminent SpiritUKIAH, CoL., July 15, 1892.
ualist, August Buesing, of Jacksonville,MR. EDIToR: The inclosed letter, as you
Fla., for "truth, reason, ahd logic." He see, is a copy of one to the Rev. Harison
will measure to you any quality and Price, a former pastor of the Ukiah Camplength by his yardstick. His senses are bellite Christian church, who still exerneither too lame nor too feeble, as are ours, cises a special interest and oversight in
Materialists', to handle and dissertate on its superintendence, and during Brother
any and all knowledg-e of the past, present, Foster's five weeks' revival was very feror future time for all eternity. It appears vently and enthusiastically engaged both
to me he has tasted the past and touched night and day in calling sinners to rethe future; heard angels singing and pentance. Therefore I make free to call
playing harps, and Gabriel's blast; smelled his attention to one or two of Brother
fresh brimstone from hell, and can see Foster's inconsistencies as a reminder that
around corners quick as lightning, and he is a little deficient in Bible lore as well
anyone not able to comprehend it and as those whom he denounces as Infidels.
agree with him must be simply "an igYours truly,
THos. McCoWEN.
noramus, a lunatic, a brute, or a liar."
REv. HARISON PRICE, Dear Sir: Since
Truly he handles us Materialists with- enjoying the- privilege of listening to the
out gloves. But I think it will be better late series of discourses by Rev. W. A.
for us not to follow him and be a little Foster, which of course were intended
careful to glove our hands for our health's for our hearing and benefit, and now the
same havi,ng become common property, I
sake if we hav anything to say at all. Be- beg
leave to suggest for your considerasides, he_ might kick us sky-high out of all tion a little brief comment, not in_ detail
existence.
by any means, but more especially with
In to-day's TRUTH SEEKER, June 25th, regal'd to the one pomt of consistency.
Mr. Wettstein trys to explain to him First, his discarding the Old Testament,
nature's way of action and working, but I as ''having been given especially for the
Jews, and for nobody else-having no
consider his time and labor wasted. It is application whatever to Brother Foster or
useless to controvert, more to convert, a anyone but the Jews." And still he
being like Mr. Buesing. Let him severely holds on to it, quotes from it, and preaches
from it.
alone according to Prov. xxvii, 22.
Then he rejects reason and conscience
We may not expect to read anything
as unreliable guides; running counter to
edifying and lucid from this Spiritualist Paul's admonitions of ''Come let us reaof J ackassville, but it is at least ludicrous. son together;" "Be ye always ready to
We will keep good distance.
render a reason for the hope that is within
you."
FREDERICK KoEZLY.
But dropping this question, I will refer
to one other of some importance. -You
Preachers Suppressing Rival Anmse- will recollect, in speaking of mankind
being led astray in trusting to themments.
selva, or to their reason, instead of trustToLEDo, 0., June 11, 1892.
ing to the teachings of the Bible, he deMR. EDIToR: The pious, over-fed follow- lineated the ravages of witchcraft aud the
ers of the meek and l0wly in this city are end-of-the-world craze, as being attributnot meeting with very flattering success able to this cause, when, on investigation, we find the very reverse of this is
in their crusade against what they call the fact. First, see Saul's death raid of
"Sunday desecration." In fact, their the witches, leaving only the witch of
efforts thus far hav all resulted in failure.
End or (1 Sam. xxxviii; Lev. xx,- 27 ;
In the beginning of the season they Ex. xxii, 18). Now, friend Price, whatstarted out to put down Sunday baseball. ever there is of witchcraft, good bad, or
it is clearly recognized in these
First, they tried the fa1th cure. Special indifferent,
texts, and Brother Foster could harclly
sermons and special prayers were offered be ignorant of the fact. Then, in answer
in all the churches by all the pious drones to the interrogatories of the disciples, as
in the city. They supplicated the throne to the-time of Christ's coming and the end
of grace with all the hypoCiitical cant of of the world, after alluding to all the inwhich they wer'e capable. They saw that cidents that should occur before this period, he says, '' Verily I say unto you,
Sunday baseball drew the crowd. Their this generation shall not pass till all these
churches were becoming as lonesome and things be fulfilled.", Now, whatever may
deserted as a last year's bird's nest. No be meant by this declaration, or whatever
money could be collected from empty: construction may be put upon it, the end
benches. So they entreated their God to of the world is clearly recognized. Therefore, it is harclly worth while to try to
make bare his a);m and smite the wicked disguise the fact, or to attempt to make
ball-player, and l~ad back to the fold the reason responsible for leading mankind
man with the dollar and save their collec- into the miasmatic slough of witchcraft and
tions ftom utter annihilation. But not- the end-of-the-world craze, since both are
withstanding all their howling and prayers unmistakably taught in the Bible_.
Yours respectfully, THos. McCoWEN.
'the crowds at the ball-grounds grew larger
eMh Sunday. The prayer-answering God
(?)was deaf to their entreaties, and re- Anxious That Freethought Be Spread.
garded not their groaning and their
LEC>N, lA., July 20, 292.
lamentations. , They had his promis, it
MR. EDIToR: We hav been reading your
was down in black and white, " What paper for several years and would feel
things soever ye shall ask in prayer be- quite lost without it. Our little boys are
lieve ye shall receive, and ye shall hav always anxious to open it to see what are
it." The only condition necessary _to in- the new pictures. It contains so much
sure success was belief. Do the preachers good reading that it seems too bad it can
believe? If they do, failure proves their not be read in every home in the land, but
God is dishonest. If they do -not, then too often would ignorance and prejudice
they' subject themselvs to the condemna- consign it to the flames after taking a
tion expressed in Mark xvi, 16: "He that glance at it. What is to be done to overbelieveth not shall be damned." So, Mr. come this prejudice?
Preacher, God is either a first-class fraud,
I like the plan Katie Kehm Smith sugor you will all be eternally damned for gested in her article, "What Must Libnot believing him. One of these po- erals Do To Be Saved?" and published in
sitions _is true, Take that which you THE TRUTH SEEKER some time in March.
please, for both are against you.
I believe it worthy of an experiment.
Well, prayer having failed to stop Sun- The churches are an example of what
day baseball. they tried another scheme. organization can do. It seems there
They managed to influence the board of ought to be some plan on wJ:!ich Liberals
police commissioners, "who, by the way, could unite and work together to make
are a lot of old orthodox grannies," to Liberalism more popular.
hav the players arrested.
They sucWe meet with persons who neither want
ceeded. These hypocritical paupers who to read nor talk Liberalism; if they would
profess to teach a religion of Jove, mercy, read something from the Liberal standand forbearance, having secured the as- point, pel'haps they would not be so prejsistance of the entire police department, udiced nor hav such bitter thoughts
are moving heaven and earth to hav the toward us. I suggested this to our schoolball-players sent to state prison, but they teacher when we were having Bible readdid not succeed. The jury, men of intelli- ing forced upon our children, and she

~sttsrs

of P,ri.snds.

sneeringly rep:ijed, "I don't want to read
your Infidel papers."
It seems there are some people who regard Infidels more as criminals or as persons who hav no rights that Christians are
bound to respect than as fellow-beings
with equal rights and privileges. But
they are not all like this, by any means.
If we had regular meetings with a good
lecture once or twice a month, many lukewarm Liberals might be aroused to a
sense of duty and try to use their influence
more for the spread of Liberalism and the
cause of humanity. There are some
liberal-minded Christians who would
drop in just to hear what the lecturer had
to say, and in time popular prejudice
might be so far overcome that others
would not be afraid to hear. In my
opinion, people must be willing to hear
and read before they will use any reason
on this subject. I would like to see Katie
Kehm Smith's plan given a trial, at least.
Let it begin in the cities and larger towns
and gradually spread throughout the
country.
It is a hard struggle, when Christianity
has fought and stigmatized Infidelity for
so many hundreds of years; but, thanks to
the brave Infidels of the past who hav
done so much for human liberty, and to
the true Infidels of to-day who are doing
such grand and noble work for the samecause, Liberalism is slowly but surely
and firmly gaining ground.
Is the cause of Liberalism to be represented at the World's Fair? _It certainly
ought to be.
Yours for truth and justice,
ELLEN E. LoNG.

Against Many Abuses.
EAST RANDOLPH, N. Y.' July 24, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: This js a beautiful day.
The summer air is rich and fragrant, and
the smiling sunshine adds dazzling splendor to the green drapery of the glittering
mountains in the distance. The attractiv
pictures of the white and fleecy blue sky with
its roaming billows of clouds; the silvery
waters that make music low and sweet;
the charming little feathery songsters of
the. maples, enhance life as all blend to.
gether to instruct and delight us. And to
me it is more joy to hold sweet communion
with nature outside the prison doors of a
church than to be confined inside and
listen (as I hav for four Sundays) to no
refreshing, inspiring; uplifting, new ideas.
Orthodoxy is a foe to the huii;lan race,
an obnoxious weed that hinders the flowers
of progress from blooming in the brains of
humanity. And, indeed, it is no wonder
that so many refrain from attending
church. The pulpit cannot intellectually
entertain the mind-hunger of the pews;
hence other places, to a vast majority of
people, are more welcome. Rather than
be in continual pain for an hour Sundays
we walk the streets and fields; visit our
friends; visit the lake and the falls; read
the excellent Sunday papers, THE TRUTH
SEEKER, the Freethinkers' JJ£agazine, the
Arena, and the Review of Reviews, each
and all containing thoughts fresh from the
world's ripest scholars. And oh; how
much pleasure and profit we derive therefrom.
Sundays should be, above all other days,
a day the poor should enjoy themselvs, a
day of rest and pleasure with family and
friends, for it is the only day they really
hav in seven, for the other six they toil to
keep from starving-while those they work
for luxuriate on the enormous profits of
the white slaves' sweat, tears, and, in
many cases, blood. ·A few rich nabobsthe government "protects"-are robbing
the common people. And now these persons- wish to deprive the poor of visiting
the World's Fair on Sunday. It is no
woncler the poor strike. It is' no wonder
they protest against their oppressors. And
politicians of all parties should see justice'
done to all wh€l labor-men, women, and
children. For my part, I entertain no ill
will toward the rich who deal honestly
with the poor, but the robbers who
swindle the poor every day-each and all
of you hav my contempt!
The leeches of this country, preacher
and priest, hav been in partnership too
long with the money kings for the poor
people's welfare, and to-day I call upon all
working people, Ask for your rights, and

see to it that you get them. But do not be
so foolish as to destroy property, or let
those you love suffer in the least by any
reckless act of yours. In closing, I wish
to thank THE TRUTH SEEKER and all the
defenders of liberty for the noble work of
the past, and may the day soon dawn
when justice will receive its just reward.
Very truly,
R. R. JoNEs.

Hav Sacred History at the Fair.
MoUNDs JUNe., ILL., July 18, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: While the Sunday-opening
aspects of the Columbian Exposition are
peing referred to occasionally, it seems
strange that Sabbatarians are overlooking
their opportunity to devote the day to an
illustration of the sacred history of the
world, as : The happy condition of its
earlier inhabitants; the untimely diversion of - eating apples, with its appalling
effects; the subsequent deluge; the ingenious device for saving samples of - thE>
original stock; the divine interposition of
the "great physician," whereby the fearful effects of apple-eating were (provisionally) s1ispended; the heroic and persistent
efforts of individuals to carry out the divine and beautiful plan for man's redemption, together with proofs qf its simplicity
and' effectivness-although stoutly resisted
by such stupid heads as Bruno, Servetus,
Democritus, Galileo, and Copernicus.
A special department should be asked
for and a special fund demanded for providing the means of illustration~which
should be on the grandest conceivable
scale-and such sacred artists· as Joseph
Cook and Talmage should be at once made
directors.
It must be confe~sed that the genesis of
the world is a little difficult of display in
Jackson park, but with the Lord's aid old
Joshua had the sun arrested, and the
making of a world like oursjs a slight matter if the same God can be enlisted-and
surely the efficacy of prayer has not
"ceasted," as the girl said of the rain. It
is true a beautiful ripe June would be best
for spectacular effect in the apple episode,
and it would be well to set some in the
greenhouse, and some outdoors, to prolong the occasion. Rev.- Mr. Tll.lmage's
experience in the . Holy Land will enable
him to provide a treat, and a surprise to
the crowd, by means of a Chicago waif
secreted in the bull-rushes. Government.
aid could be secured, now that this is a
''Christian nation," and Prof. Joseph
Cook could open communication with
visitors to bring samples of living animals,
whereby a veritable Noah's ark may be
put afloat, and also found after the
"great delusion" with every member safe
aboard.
I take a good deal of satisfaction in advance, at observing the antics of a walking
fish of the South Pacific, which possesses
the power to thrust the eyes out of their
sockets, enabling it to look before with
one eye and behind with the other, earning for himself the name "stare:about."
Although no special mention is made
of the behavior of this little fellow in the
ark, I dare say he furnished great diversion to his compagnons de voyage. Out
of respect for the brilliant professional
gentlemen whose names are suggested to
our Christian friends as managers and
commissioners for "Sabbath display," no
more incidents in the beautiful history
will be alluded to; but I hope the splendid
opportunity to overthrow Infidelity, and
establish the Sublime Religion of Jesus,
will not be overlooked and passed by.
J AS. H. CRAIN.

I~structiv Debate.
RoGERs, ARK., June 31, 1892."
MR. EDIToR: There was recently held
here a five days' debate, of two sessions
each day, of two hours each session
between Rev. J. N. Hall, of Fulton:
Ky., and J. E. Remsburg, of Oak Mills,
Kan. The first proposition was: "The
Bible is an inspired. revelation from
God." Mr. Hall affirmed and Mr. Remsburg denied.
The second proposition
was: "The Christ of theology is a myth,
and the four gospels which purport to giv
a record of his life -and teachings are unworthy of credit." Mr. Remsburg affirms
and Mr. Hall denies.
The discussion on tl:te part of Mr. Hall
was conducted in a dishonest, unfair, and
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not even in a gentlemanly manner. Mr.
Hall is a good talker, and has good command of language; is well informed; but
he never}ailed to misrepresent the position
of his opponent from one to four times in
every speecli. He never failed to notice
all argument adduced by his opponent
which he could twist or distort in any possible manner to make it mean something
different from what the plain reading incHeated; and all argument that would not
in any possible manner admit of twisting
or distorting he would pass over in silence..
As an instance of this kind of argument
I will mention one. Mr. Hall in trying
to prove that the account given in Genesis
of the creation harmonized with geology,
·said "day" in that account did n6t mean a
space of twenty-four hours of time, but
meant " a period or an indefinit length of
time." Mr. Remsburg quoted the commandment whi'Ch says, " Remember the
Sabbath day to keep it holy. For in six
clays the Lord created the heavens and
earth/' etc. Mr. Hall justified God in all
the cruelties ascribed to him in the Old
Testament in his dealing with the people
of that age, thus adl;llitting that God could
not, or would not, furnish any better plan
than engaging in wars of extermination;
and thus putting himself on a level with
the most b1·utal savages; and because Mr.
Remsburg could not receive this a.s a true
delineation of God's character he called
him a blasphemer. The question is, Who
was the blasphemer in this case?
When Mr. Hall came to the second proposition in the discussion, he justified
God in the crime of seduction, thus admitting that God could furnish no better
plan. of salvation than indulgence in the
crime of seduction. Now, may we not
reasonably infer from this kind of reasoning that it is on account of this kind of
immoral teaching that so many of the
. clergy indulge in this overshadowing
business with · other men's Wives and
daughters?
At the opening of each session of Mr.
Hall's part of the discussion he thought it
necessary to ask the blessing and help of
God, that he might do· all things dee'Elntly
and in order (thlis admitting that he could
~ot be honest, fair, and gentlemanly without the help of his God), then through the
entire discussion proved by his dishonesty
and unfairness that his God could not, or
would not, help him to do all things
decently and in order. After Mr. Remsburg proving his superiority in honesty,
fairness, and c8urte,sy, without the assistance of Mr. Hall's God, I will state how he
treated the right of Mr. Remsburg to close
his part of the discussion. Mr. Hall, with
the aid of the necktie fraternity, without
request or permission, had the audacity to
close the debate with prayer, and in that
prayer had the impudence to ask his God
to assist him in converting Mr. Remsburg
and his friend, so that they would accept
th_e immoral teaching of his God.
Wishing you success in spreading the
truth, I a~ yoms for truth,
E. H. D:

A Preacher Vanquished.
FLAT CREEK, L.A., July 3, 292.
MR. EDIToR: My aged friend James
Bird, of Atlanta, Winn parish, La., is a
veritable walking library. He is a Vol.taire living in obscurity, as he never
writes anything for publication to let himself be known away from home. He is
very ·learned in language, history, and
natural sciences. He is one of the most
brilliant and entertaining conversationalists that it was ever my good fortune to
meet. Because he is intellectually in advance of his neighbors, and because he
knows more than they do, they call him an
Infidel. In regard to origin and destiny
he is Agnostic, and modest enough to say,
"I don't 'know." But they are gnostic.
They think they know, because, as the
Indian convert said, "The preacher tell
me so." Some years ago a new preacher
came to his village and heard that Mr..
Bird was an Infidel. On Saturday night
he went to see Mr. Bird and entreated
Mr. Bird to go and hear him' preach, saying, "If you will come out and hear me
preach perhaps I can convert you." Perhaps he had read about how the famoas
chatterer Dr. Talmage knocked down his
men of straw, and was green enough to
believe that he could knock down a real,

living Infidel. Mr. Bird :{lromised him
that he would go. So on Sunday he went
to church and seated himself immediately
in front of the pulpit, where the minister
could hav a full swing at him. The minister preached a sermon of the Talmagian
order against the great unknown (to him)
which he called Infidelity. He said that
the Infidels were not sincere in their professions; that they did believe, but were
not honest enough to acknowledge it.
When he concluded the services he
stepped down out of the pulpit and extended his hand to Mr. Bird, saying, "I
hope you are not offended with me."
"Oh, no," replied Mr. Bird, "not at all.
The like of that does not disturb my
equanimity in· the least. I hav been hearing the like of that until I hav become
used to it." Now; there happened to be
a man present that day named James
Dove, who was partially paralyzed and
had to use crutches, and had to be assisted
in mounting his horse. The preacher saw
Mr. Dove helped upon his horse and
went to him. Laying his hand upon Mr.
Dove's thigh, he said: "Oh, my poor afflicted brother, I am very sorry for you
indeed. If I had the power to heal your
infirmities, I would most gladly do so."
Then was Mr. Bird's opportunity and he
used it. He said: "You hav no faith or
you could heal him. You are no more a
believer than I am. If you believed the
gospel which you preach you would hav
the power to heal him." He then commenced to quote the last twelve verses of
the gospel according to Mark. The
preacher knew what · was coming and
started to his horse. By the time Mr.
Bird was done quoting his scripture the
preacher was on his horse and out of hearing distance, and a crowd of people were
standing there, some laughing and others
looking amazed. This story is no :fiction.
It is 'a real occurrence, as narrated to me
by M1·. Bird. And it appears to me that
the story is worthy of a place in the columns of the grand old TRUTH SEEKER~
Tertullian said: "We oppose to them
[the heretics] this step above all others, of
not admitting them to any discussion of
the scriptures. If in these lie their resources, it ought to be clearly seen to
whom belongs the possession of the scriptures, that none may be admitted to the
use thereof who has no title at all to the
privilege" (Prescription Against Heretics,
c. 15).
The Catholic church took the Bible away
from the people, but Protestantism gave it
back to them, and the Bible is the sharpest weapon that we hav to fight Christianity with. No Freethinker who is worthy
of the name~wiH run from a preacher; but
will stand his ground with the Bible in
one hand and the torch of reason in the
other, and make the other fellow do the
running.
P. F. SIIUM.AKER.

Prohibition and Liver Disease.
CLIMAX, MINN., July 10, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: In your issue of June 25th
appears an article headed, "Prohibition
Party Principles." In this article the
writer attacks every man and woman that
belongs to the Prohibition. party as persons that are afflicted with a diseased liver,
and says the gall is thrown into the blood
in place of into the right channels and this
derangement of the system causes the Prohibitionists to look upon the supreme bench
of the courts as monstrous devils dealing
out vengeance for money. This, .I suppose, applies to the antimonopoly plank,
or to the plank that says that all appointments for all civil offices chiefly
clerical in their duties should be based
upon qualification, and not upon party
service. These are the only demands in
the Prohibitionist platform that this awful
remark can apply to, and how appropriate
·it may be I shall leave to the reader to decide.
And if it should happen to be the case
that Mr. Heald, the writer of the mentioned article, should hav a few neighbors
that are affected with liver disease and are
Prohibitionists, I do not think the principles of the party should be held responRible.
·
Now, after Mr. Heald has described the
awful condition of the health of a Prohibitio.u.ist and described how his reasons are
affected, he goes on and says, "Little is
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the wonder he sees in the use of innocent smiling countenance. When she wa
wine a dreadful griffin with open jaws done, or ought to hav been, I turned upon
ready to swallow the world at ·a gulp." her like a Rocky motmtain grizzly bear
Since Mr. Heald thinks that the Prohi- upon its prey. And, Mr. Editor, although
bition party is a wolf attacking the Jamb I say it, you OUI!ht to hav been a mou,se
''innocent wine," we will hav to look at in the crack, so to speak, and heard the
what they say. The first plank says: Gilmanian thunder roar and rumble and
'' The Prohibition party declares that the crash and reverberate through the house
manufacture of and sale of alcoholic -as Paine said, "Like thunder througli
beverages shall be made public crimes and the sky, and in the distance far away
punished as such." And in another place waken the slumbering ages!" I confess I
they declare against the saloon. Now, I never talked so plain-heartedly to a
do not want to say that I believe the first woman on that subject before. When I
plank is perfect, as it looks to me to be too became disgusted with her and did not
restrictiv; but I am free to say that it is want to listen to any more such fresh, flat,
the best plank that ever has been in any and insipid talk, I got up and buttoned
political national platform on this subject. up my overcoat. Then I looked. her in
I think that what the Prohibition party the face and said: " 'Thou shalt be overwants to abolish is the abusiv use of in- shadowed by the Bpirit of the highest, and
toxicating drink, and the only question is he shall come upon thee and thou shalt
how to get at the evil. We all know that conceive and bear a son.' Then, said I,
the distiller and the saloonkeeper are in God almighty left the tln·one of the unithe business for the profit or money that verse, over which he was supposed to be
there is in the business. They are in the presiding with unerring wisdom, and came
business for no other reason. I will take down on tltis little insignificant eightit for granted that Mr. Heald will agree thousand-mile e11rth and got the Virgin
with me that the drinking habit is a bad Mary in a family way! God almighty
habit and is the cause of lots of suffering committed debauchery with a young lady
and depravity, crime and corruption, engaged to be married! There's where
and it is plain to see that every person you get your Jesus Christ from! There's
that forms a drinking habit becomes a where you get your savior of the world
source of profit to the distiller and to the from! There's the man whose innocent
saloonkeeper, and for this reason it be- blood you expect is going to wash away
comes the business for . a certain class of the black sin of billions of people. And
the community to get every youth to form a belief in that debauchery, as Paine said,
the drinking habit and become a source of is. called faith in the Lord and savior
revenue to the whisky trust for his life- Jesus Christ! God came down here and
time, ·and according to this principle the adulterized with the Virgin Mary, and
saloon and liquor interest of the country she conceived and bore a son. Good
are organized. I believe that this is a night! Shut the door! Bats!" And ont
dangerous element for society to be con- of that house :I: went, and hav not been
troled by, and therefore I think that peo- into it since after saying all that.
A while after that I locked horns with a
ple should come together and agree upon
some popular plan to suppress the saloon man and gave him all he wanted in a few
traffic. This gentle expression of '' inno- minutes. I felt inspir.ed to talk to him,
cent wine" is all right for music to the for I knew my listeners, who were my
ear, but apply it to the saloon element of nephews, wanted me to. I am doing my
the city of New York with the Tammany duty with my tongue, at any rate.
I think, sometimes, THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Tiger at its back and the gentle lamb becomes a stinging serpent; and any other if possible, grows better and better with
city will stand the same comparison as to each succeeding i~sue. I might attempt
to name some of its ablest correspondents.
the saloon element.
Now, Mr. Heald has told us all about· But it is of no use, for I should hav ·to
what the Prohibitionists think and also the name them all. There is not, in my
reason why they think so, so will you opinion, another such .p&per, being supplease tell us the benefit that we get from ported by such a corps of able correspondthe saloon, how many great men the sa- ents, on this terrestrial ball called the
loon has produced, and how it is a bless- earth.
As I talk a great deal on religion I
ing to society? In fact, tell us all that
you-think about the saloon and the liquor want stern facts with which to deal.· And
traffic-and not so much what you think I want you to add a note to the bottom of
about the Prohibitionists, as under such a this letter (if you print it, and I really.
discussion Prohibition should be the sub- hope you will do me that honor) and tell
me, as near as you know, how many millject and not the Prohibitionists.
Now, before closing allow me to make a ions of people hav been burnt at the
business suggestion to Mr. Heald, if he stake and otherwise tortured and put to
believes his own statement to be true that death in the name of Christ and religion
all Prohibitionists suff~r· from disease of ·by the Catholics. I hav read an estimate
the liver. Get the exclusiv control of of three millions, and one of three htmsome of the best patent medicins for disease dred millions. Now, which is it? Or is
of the liver and commence to cure all the it neither? Please acquaint me with the
Prohibitionists of their ailments. There fact in that case.
I dreamed night before last of being in
were four years ago 246,406 voters in the
party. These, with all their families, New York city. But I did not call on 'l'HE
would giv you a fine lot of customers, and TRUTH SEEKER. I dreamed thesamenight
with good profit on ·the medicin your of receiving a visit from Colonel Ingerfortune and fame would be made and you soll right here in my house. Anu of
will die as a benefactor to your race. You shaking hands with him? Well, I guess
would also get the praise and aid of the so!
whisky manufacturers and dealers, and
Yours for liberty in the fullest sense of
also of the two good old parties.
the word,
H. H. GILMAN.
ANDREW STEENERSON.
[Estimates differ, according as records
vary, or as different investigators ascribe
a given. war to religious or to secular causes.
Lively Debates on Religion.
Victor Hugo accuses the Christian
sects of having killed by torture and war
FORT FAIRFIELD, ME., July 11, E.M. 292.
MR. EDIToR: It seems very strange to ninety million. Another reckoning by a
me not to write a letter for THE TRUTH competent authority is as follows: "It is
SEEKER once in a while, or now for more estimated that over one million persons
than·a year, especially when I am dealing perished during the early Arian schism,
such sledgehammer blows at Christianity, one million in the Carthaginian struggle,
so called, in all its fearful and horrid seven million during the Saracen slaug-hforms as I am now doing almost every day. ter in Spain, five million during the eight
I want the members of THE TRUTH SEEKER Crusades, two million of . Saxons and
family to understand that I am handling Scandinavians, one million in the wars
that hydra-headed, triple-headed mon- against the Netherlands, Albigenses,
ster without gloves. I had a red-hot dis- Waldenses, and Huguenots; and one huncussion here one evening last winter with dred million during the Justinian wars,
the wife of a neighbor, and in her house saying nothing of minor conflicts, secret
too. She asked me a few questions, which murders, and the extermination of from
I answered in my usual Radical style, and twenty to thirty million Peruvians and
then she piled it to me hot and heavy, Mexicans. The great and good king
thick and fast. I folded my arms, bent Charlemagne baptized and beheaded four
forward ·a little, rounded up my· broad thousand five hundred Germans in a
shoulders, and sat there and took it with a single day,"-ED. T. S.]
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(j'AiZdrsn' s (S ornsr.
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WrxoN, l(all
R·iver, Mass., to whom all Oommun~ca
tions for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is begit;ming to lgwer,
Comes a pause in the day·~ occupatiOns ,
That is known as the Children s Hour.

Across the Atlantic.
Over the Trackless fofain.-Oelebrating
the Glorio~ts Fourth on 8hipboard.-A
Pronession of Icebergs.-A Fine Lecture.-Burial at Sea.
"Water, water everywhere and not a
drop to drink." The great blue-green
billows dancing, dashing, splashing. on
every side, leaping, rolling, ~mb~mg,
present a beautiful and entrancmg srght.
The ship plunges onward amid the huge
water-gllints and rolls and rocks with the
waves as though they were playfellows.
All who possess sea legs hav put them on
to-day, and yet they go reeling ~nd
staggering like drunken me~-swaymg
from side to side with the motwn of the
ship.
What a wonderful expanse of water!
But the captain knows the path like a book.
I think I never before had so much respect and admiration for Americus V espucci, Columbus, John Cabot, and the
early navigators as since I began this sea
voyage. How brave they were to undertake such a journey over seas with which
they were not acquainted-over the
trackless main, where no paths had been
made, in crafts so rudely and clumsily
built that we wonder they could ever accomplish the results they did.
Of course, being the anniven;ary of our
national holiday, our dinner must be
appropriate to the occasion. Below is the
memt, and you will perceive it to be somewhat mixed, politically and otherwise:
MENU.
SOUP.
A la Cleveland.
A la Harrison.
FISH.
California shark, Yankee sauce.
Baked bluefish, Behring Sea sauce.
ENTREE.
Fillets of beef, a la J. G. Blaine.
Cutlets, a let Dave Hill.
Compote of pigeon, a la Dave Campbell.
ROAST.
Beef of America, tiger sauce.
Mary's little lamb, ala Yankee Doodle.
BOILED.
Chicken and smoked Cincinnati.
Ladies' delight, America.
Leg of pork, ala Bismarck.
VEGETABLES.
Asparagus from Oyeter bay.
String beans from Alaska.
Green peas from Charleston.
Long Island potatoes.
Potatoes from away clown South.
SWEETS.
Pudding, Republican.
Pudding, Democratic.
Prohibition pie.
McKinley jellies.
Souffles, a la Stevenson.
Taffy for the Alliance.
Peaches, a la Whitelaw Reid.
Hail Columbia cream.
Strawberries.
Nuts.
Oranges.
Apples.
Raisins.
Tea.
Coffee.
Ice water.
It was announced in the afternoon that
there would be an observance of the day
after dinner in the large dining-hall, and,
on the tables being cleared, as many as the
room could comfortably contain were in
the seats, while others filled the space in
the saloon above.
The following program was presented, Rev. W. W. Landrum, of Virginia, presiding in a very
felicitous manner: ·
HYMN.-America.-By the Company.
EssAY.-America the Oldest Country in
the Worlcl.-Miss I. Wilbour, Washington, D. C.
The Empire State.-Rev. Geo. F. Nelson,
New York city.
Women of America.-l\fiss Susan H.
Wixon, Fall River, M:ass.
SoNG.-Heaven Upon Earth.-Mr. Gustav
Porges, New York.
America's Open Gates.-Rev. S. H. Lee,
Springfield, MaaR.
America As It Ought to Be. -Mr. W. Martin Jones, Rochester, N. Y.
ORIGINAL POEM.-Flag of the Free.-Mrs.
H. C. Ralston, Washington, D. C.
Where America Was Born.-Rev. Dr.
Steele, Philadelphia, Pa.
RHYME COMPOSED FOR THE OCCASION.Bugle Call.-By the Company.

Star-Spangled Banner.-By the Company.! ropes and blocks p~t in readiness, and the
PRAYER.-Rev. Dr. Wilkinson, Chicago.
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As this is a British ship, some one pro- of a magnificent cemetery, nearly three
posed three cheers for her majesty, Queen miles in depth. I was greatly distressed
Victoria and then three more cheers for at some remarks, overheard this morning,
the "'all~nt commander of the City of by some thoughtless persons. "Ah, inRom:, Captain Young, which were given deed, a death, then we shall hav .a new
with a will. It seemed very odd to me to sensation !-somethi:~+g to put m our
be mixed up in a celebration of Inde- diaries!" and, speaking of the burial, one
pendence Day out in mid-ocean, with inquired, ''What time will the performance
clergymen and politicians; of the former take place?" Let us charitably hope that
profession there are fifteen on board, but no friend of theirs will ever· be the chief
I stood it very well, and my remarks were factor in such a "performance."
received with much apparent-favor. There
The woman whose cold remains hav gone
is no knowing, however, what might hav down to the bottom of the sea was the
been the consequence had my heretical mother of two little children, as well as
The baby of
notions been widely known on board the a prospectiv mother.
ship. They might hav thought it better eighteen months cried piteously for its
to hav thrown me overboard as a Jonah dead mamma, as well as the older child of
rather than to hav invited me to take part six years, who keenly realizes its loss.
in a Fourth of July performance.
This evening a concert was held in the
I am informed that there are upward of main saloon for the benefit of the little
eleven hundred human beings on board. ones and a handsome sum was realized.
What a cargo ! The appointments of the I wa~ requested to be one of the collectors,
ship are fine, with piano, organ, library, and everyone responded liberally except
smging birds, and growing vines, so that one gruff old Dutchman, a minister.
one would hardly think he was on the sea, "Hum," said he, "I'll giv my contribuwere it not for the sometimes rough-and- tion to the purser!" " Cannot you trust
tumble of the ship as she strikes the roll- an American woman?" ''Hoo, boo," he
grumbled, "I remember thatJ udas carried
ing billows.
the money-bag." '' But Judas was a man,
July 5.We are off the Grand Banks of New- not an American woman ; we could expect
fOlmdland, about eleven hundred miles nothing different from him, as his work
from Sandy Hook. Suddenly the word was fore-ordained."
was passed around-"An iceberg! An
Later, he came stumbling along and
iceberg!" Ail rushed to the rail, or as put a silver half dollar in my hands, and
near as tbey could get to it. Sure enough, then walked off with the air of a benevothere appeared against the horizon a most lent prince of the realm.
magnificent sight. It stood like some
July 7.haif-rnined marble palace, towered and
Another death occurred last eventurreted, carved and rounded, white and ing. A feeble baby closed its little
clear against the sky. It was about five eyes in everlasting sleep, and this morning
miles distant, and the hight was supposed its emaciated casket of clay was lowered
to be two hundred feet out of water. An into the remorseless sea with the same
iceberg is supposed to hav four times its ceremonies as the day before. Down it
outer bight under water, so this one must went· the waters closed over it; the ship
hav measured in the neighborhood of sailed on, leaving the dead behind it.
eight hundred feet. Pretty soon another
Perhaps it is not surprising that in a
iceberg was discerned.
This had the company of eleven hundred human beform of a cone, with a projection near ings, as are on this ship, there should be
its top, and was large and handsome. By an occasional death, but it is a sad and
and by, another iceberg came in sight. solemn event anywhere, far more so in
This had the shape of an old Gothic tem- the middle of the ocean.
ple with curves and annexes. Such a
Dr. Murray gave another exceedingly
glorious spectacle I never ·expect to see interesting lecture this evening on the
agam. This was only four miles away, phenomena of the ocean. He was introand we could see the fringe of icicles upon duced by ·w. Martin Jones, Esq., of
it, shining in the sun, and at times glisten- Rochester, N. Y., who presided in a very
ing like many-colored jewels. In my happy manner. The lecture was replete
schooldays I remember of curiouslY. fol- with information.
lowing the proportions of the ice bergs
I hav just been made ·acquainted with
pictured there, but I did not then expect Mr. John Barry, a member of Parliament,
to ever behold .a real one with my own a genial gentleman, proprietor of the
eyes. But of icebergs there seems to be Kirkcaldy floor-cloth and linoleum :factono end to-clay, for we hav seen no less ries.
than five, some of them of huge, and all of
There are four hundred and eighty-six
them of beautiful, proportions, We hav first cabin passengers. They comprise an
seen only two vessels to-day, probably intellectual company-teachers, profesfishing craft. The sun shone clear, the
sors in colleges, lawyers, editors, physiskies were fair and the waters of the Atcians, poets, musicians, and others. The
lantic blue and foaming.
time passes pleasantly, but I shall be glad
"Am I sea-sick?" you inquire. Not at to step on dry land once more.
all. I do not know what it means yet, but
This afternoon Dr. Murray treated the
may before the voyage is over. I see, ship's company to another interesting talk
however, that some are less fortunate and on the composition of the ocean. It is
suffer much from the dreaded mal de mer.
rarely that passengers on shipboard hav
I think if they would come on deck, and
the pleasure of listening to three disget a breath of the pure and invigorating courses by so able and so distinguished a
air, instead of remaining in their poky,
scholar upon matters of interest and inclark state-rooms, they would feel much
struction. We all appreciate certainly the
better.
great favor. I asked the, doctor if he
This evening, July 5th, there was a would kindly state his opinion as to the
lecture in the main saloon by Dr. John
probable age of the earth. He replied,
1\Iurray, LL.D., F.R.S.., a member of
"It is very, very old," and his eyes
the Challenger exploration party. The
twinkled as they seemed to add, "Much
subject of his discourse was "Ocean Curolder than some of these divines do think."
rents," and proved exceedingly interDr. Murray is accompanied by his lovely
esting.
wife and a charming little girl babe, whose
J~tly 6.name is Margaret Pitcairn Murray.
A very sad and pathetic event occurred
Mr. Jones has taken pictures of several
to-clay, A woman in the steerage died of the company on board to-day; among
yesterday after a brief illness, and was others, the pictures of the two little girls,
buried to-day between 3 and 4 o'clock. Lizzie and Maggie Gould, whose mamma
The body was incased in a rude box, made was buried in the ocean the other day.
by the ship's carpenter. There were holes We brought them from the steeuge on
in it and a weight was put in that it might deck and away forward to the bow of the
sink the more readily. It was covered ship, where the "kodak" man caught
with the American ensign, as she was an them instantaneously.
American citizen, and laid upon an improThe children in the steerage are, as a
vised bier. The gangway was opened, rule, bright and interesting, and I hav

taken much pleasure chatting with them.
We were coming along toward the coast
of Ireland, although not in sight of land,
when at sunset our eyes were delighted
with a beautiful rainbow spanning the
horizon and gleaming upon the watersindeed a lovely bow of promis.
SusAN H. WrxoN.
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the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
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question of the Christians as to what he proposes instead of Christianity, the religion of
sword and flame. Paper. 25c.

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to
the New York Observer's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution_, b:y R. G. Ingersoll;_)Qgether with A Roman vatholic Canard,
by I'Y. H. Burr. Paper, 15c.

Limitations of Toleration, A Discussior:
between CoL R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederic R.
Coudert, and Ex-Governnt; Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10c.

Orthodoxy, A Lecture. .Pap~r, 10c, l
Civil8 Rights Speech. With Speech of
Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10c.

Opening Speech to the Jury: In the suit
of the D. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W. 1J. Tel. Co., 1886.
Paper, 10 cents.

~imes

Against Criminals. Price, 10c.
A Lay Sermon. On the Labor Question.
Paper, 5c.

Stage and the Pulpit. An Interview on
their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on the
Trial of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholic
Church, etc. Paper, 3c.

Ingersoll on McGlynn. Paper, 3c,
Bihle Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
Ingersoll Catechised. Paper, 3c.
file Truth of History. Paper, 3c.
Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board,
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Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.
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50 cents.

Liberty in Literature.
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Ingersoll,

Testimonial to

Walt Whitman. By ltobt. G. IngersolL An
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1890 With Portrait of Whitman. " et 11" rmt.
wrmtths on the brows of the living." Price,
pap<·r, 25c.; cloth. 50c.

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST
PROVING

Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Century before, and Peter and Paul died
before the Christian Era.
Full index, 446pp.,

I

$1.50.
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Books by S. P. Putnam.

Jt ews of t'hs Weslt.

'1ooks by Helen H. Gardenet

THE STORY HOUR.
For Children and Youth.
By Miss Susan H. Wixon, Conductor 'of tf,e
Children's Corner in the New York
Truth Seeker.
Small Quarto-lOxS inches-nearly Three Hundred p~ges. Illuminated Covers. Sixty-six FullSage illustrations, with Twenty-five Smaller
nes.
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A SPECIAL Catholic celebration of Columbus and his discovery will be held at
New York October 12th.
LAV, streams from Mt. Etna are ad-'
on th~ villages around, notwithstanding contmual prayer by the inhabitants.
vanci~g

THE Turkish embassador at London has
expressed great indignation at the abuse
of Mohammedan worshipers by Christians
at Liverpool.

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its

Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
lJniver~ology. Price1 20 cents.

Waifs and Wandermgs, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first pag_e to last with the living spint of today."-[.Tohn Swinton's Paper.

Golden Throne, .A. Romance.

" The au-

thor certainly has genius. The divine
creative spark is withm him. The book is
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read ' Golden Throne.' "
-[Ini{Elrfloll. Price, $1.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

A conversation in

rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.
.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand ~ and other
Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents.

Adami and. Heva.

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis legend-1s shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 cents.·

My Religions Experience. Price, 25 cente,
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette Place, New York.

John E. Rems~urg'~ Hooks,

l''alse Claims.

Revised and EnlaNetl.

As a Missionary Document it is unexcelled
Among the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburg are: The Church and Morality; Crimi·
nal Statistics, showing the creeds of the
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
Uivilization; the Church and Science; th'
Church and Learning; the Church ana Lib·
ertyi~the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the vvoman's Rights Movement; the Temper..
ance Reform; the Church ·and the Republic
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and Vicer:

Sanctioned by Scriptureh· Falsehood and Deception;
Cheating; T eft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars ol
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; In·
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to Children· Cruelty to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemper!tnce;
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idwcy;
Obscenity. Price, single copies~ 25 cents; 6
copies, $i. Special discount on 1arge quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best ctnd

most thorough work ever written on the Sabbath from a rational ;point of view. Lar!l'e anC:
handsome print. Pnce, 25 cents; six cop1es, $1.

Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline
of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; Washington
an Unbeliever,.; Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine
and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

l'lwmas Paine.

Tells the Story of the

Author-Hero's life, delin.eates the l.ea(\ingtrai~s
of his character and gemus, and vmd10ates lns
name from the aspersions cast. upon it. 'l'ributes to Paine's character are g1ven from more
than one hundred noted persons of Euro12e and
America many of them written expressly for
this worlc. Second editioni 160 pages, pnnted
on fine tinted paper, neat y bot>..:>d, and con•
tainimr a handsome steel vortra.it of PaiD·•

• ••1Lll,

't'o.J

t_:(_,,; ~.:..

1'he Apostle of Liberty. An address de.

liverea in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
lOcents.

Advancement of Science.
By Prof. John Tyndall.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

TALMAGE had such a pleasant visit with
the czar that he declal·es he believes that
the Russian Bystem has been ''monstrously
misrepresented."
THE Jews in Moscow hav now about all
been ejected, and are massed near the
frontier unable to cross because of the
German guard against cholera. This disease will probably ravage them.
SUPERINTENDENT PRATT of the Carlisle
Indian school says that the Catholic
church hires members of Congress to
attack the national schools, and that it
·supports a lobby at·Washington and seeks
to control politics.
G. CuRTis, of the Smithsonian Institute,
official meteorologist to the government
rain-making expedition, says: "'rhe experiments hav utterly failed to demonstrate that <xplosicns can develop a
storm or produce a measurable rain."
ON the 24th ult. the bishop at Brussels,
Belgium, blessed a banner for an AntiSocialist League in the cathedral. Later,
while Anti-Socialists were holding a meeting in a hall, Socialists pushed in and de~
stroyed the blessed banner.
AT St. Petersburg there has been a
miraculous discovery of an image of the
Virgin in the foundation of a chm:ch being built on the spot where Czar Alexander II. was killed. The Virgin revealed
the presence of the image to an old woman
in a dream.
THE two-hundredth anniversary, on the
29th ult., of the hangingofRebeccaNourse
for witchcraft was commemorated at Salem,
Mass. A monument was dedicated to the
forty men and women who testified to
Rebecca Nourse's innocence, thereby risking death at the hands of the clergy and
fanatics.
IN a letter denying that he permitted
nuns to make collections through the government departments, Grover Cleveland
writes: "I know Cardinal Gibbons and
know him to be a good citizen and -firstrate American, and that his kindness of
heart and toleration are in striking contrast with the fierce intolerance and
vicious malignity which disgrace some
who claim to be Protestants."
ON the 29th ult. Congressman Thos.
Watson, of Georgia, declared in the House
that Congressmen continually appeared on
the floor drunk and incoherent. His
charge was res..entful!,y opposed. He was
backed by Jerry Simpson, a fellowmember of the People's partv. Watson
said: "Because ten of the People's party
are powerless in the grasp of your tyrannical majority, you want to make me a
scapegoat or a martyr."
ONE of the pamphlets issued by the
Protestants of Ulster province, Ireland,
preparatory to the war with Catholics
which would follow Home Rule, says on
the Ulster troops and theiJ: necessary
training: "We must hav no Bull Runs;
better to wait for months till our soldiers
shall hav acquired disciplin than incur
such a danger. We must not begin serious work with a scl·atch army, although
Wll should hav nothing but a scratch army
to fight."
BERKMAN, who attempted to assassinate
Frick, says: "I believe in liberty and
justice. I hav only been in your country
five years, but I know its Constitution.
Who ever livs up to it? Does the capitalist considel." that the workingman is his
equal? Every rich man is a traitor to his
country. What work did Frick ever do
to giv him the right to hold in his hands
the happiness of thousands of workmen?
I believe tha,t every man is king and that
every tyrant should die. "
THE appeal of the Catholics of Manitoba
to the British privy council to compel the
Manitoban government to maintain their
separate schools has been dismissed. The
Catholics will not submit, but will petition the Dominion government to ask the
British House of Commons for an amendment to the Manitoba constitution continuing the separate schools. This move,
says a di~patch, "it is feared will open up
old feuds of race and religion in Canada
and may lead to most serious trouble.
Canada now faces a tremendous difficulty.
Co:Qtroversies less bitter hav led to civil
wars."
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Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

Bruno Pamphlet No. 1. Contributors:
G. J. Holyoake, Thos. Davidson, T. B . .Wakeman,
Karl Blind, Lydia R. Chase. 15 cents. Ten
copies for $1 ..

Bruno Pamphlet No. 2. Contributors :
R. G. Inger11oll, Thos. Davidson T. B. Wakeman,
G.J. Holyoake, etal. 15cents. Ten copies for $1.

The Bruno Monument. A fine engraving

printed on extra heavy enameled paper, 10x12
mches, for framing; put up in pasteboard tubes
for marling. 20 cents. Ten copies for $1.50.

OF

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents;

gersoll.

THE most noteworthy thing about
Jehovah and his Decalog is this: He, as
the Bible shows, broke every "conrmandment" in it save one. That one was,
Thou shalt hav no other God before me.
Through all his slaughter and lust and
lying .he always retained a good opinion of
hiniself, and kept at least one item of his
Decalog intact by never bowing his knee
to any other God.
He could endure
Rahab and Ruth; he could favor incestuous Lot and gory David; but he could not
stand Ashtaroth or Baal.-.Saladin in God

origin of matter and force. This is merely
saying that as yet we are ignorant of the
first 'cause of all existence; but, having
resolved so many of the acts of God into
intelligible processes of nature, does not
analogy suggest that what is still unknown
may yet be discovere·d by the advancing
mind and unceasing investigation of man?

Post-Office News Co., 93 Adams, Chicago.
G E Wilson 312 ;:;tate st., and Bren-Robt. 0. Adams,
. W:no Bros.: 204 Wabash ave., C~cago.
of the importance of Friendship
Chas. W. Curry, 183 Madi:Wn st., C~cago. The Mvth of the Great Delu!fe• By in THINK
the education of men.
James M:. McCann. 15 cents. Ten COJ?res, $1. It
Chas. Macdonald, 55 Washington, Chicago.
is the most complete and overwhelnimg refutaH. C. Monroe & Co., Indianapolis.
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
A. C. Katt, Fort W~y.ne.

AOOOUNT

N OT:jiiNG is more sacred, or can be more
sacred, than the well-being of man.- In-

Every Woman Should Read It forms, and we only refer back to God the
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.

POPES AND Tf{ell.l DOINGS
Vicars of. Christ and Vicegerents of God.

and His Book.
Ey Helel') H. Gal"del')el" .
· IN earlier ages, the mysteries of life
One of ~Her Brightest, Wittiest, and were conveniently referred to God; but,
now, we s·ee the laws of nature satisfactoStrongest Lectures Against
rily explaining all the facts of existing
the Bible.

Idaho.

A. Erwin, Murray..

Gsms of ~'Aought.

He that hath love and judgment too
Sees more than any other do.

It will make a man honest; it will make
him a hero; it will make him a saint. It
is the state of the just dealing with the
just, the magnanimous with the magnanimous, the sincere Wlth the sincere, man
with man. · . . . All the abuses which
are the object of reform with the philanthropist, the statesman, and the housekeeper are unconsciously amended in the
intercourse of Friends.-Thoreau.
NoT as the humble and submissiv slave
of a supernatural master, nor as the helpless toy in the hands of heavenly powers,
but as a proud and free son of nature,
understanding her laws and knowing how
to turn them to his own use, does the
creature of modern civilization, the Freethinker, appear; being no longer, as
Brookes called him, that "unhallowed
medhrm between angel and beast," but the
incarnation of the mightiest effort of
nature. Though on the one hand he partakes of all the weaknesses and imperfections of his animal nature and origin, on
the other he is raised up above this nature
of his and becomes the ruler of the world,
by virtue of the enhanced powers of his
highly-developed nervous system.-Buch-

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
IIIS CHA.ItACTER AND DOCTRINEQ.
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief. •

Bv VISOOUNTAMBERLEY.
Wcw.llt!J

Clot.lt.

THE NEW SPELLINGS.
English spelling Is the worst In the world MIJ.
lions of dollars arc wasted each year In the writing
and printing of useless letters. Tbe education of our
children Is retarded and the progress of our people
is hampered b:&: our cumbrous, illogical, misleading

~~l:ft~~fdem~n31~hao:,a;:~~ofT\:': l'ri:~~~c~n a~lf::8~~

logical Association has recommended the following
RULES FOR NEW SPELLINGS jor immediate use, and a.
resolution has been introduced in Congress, instructIng the Public Printer to conform to them In all printIng for the government:
1. Drop UE at the end of words like dialogue catalogue, etc., where the preceding vowel is short. Thus
spell demagog, epilog, synagog, etc.
2. Drop fum! E In such words as definite, Infinite,
favorite, etc., where the preceding vowel Is short.

Th~ ~~~h0/J'.Ss~E v~e;'if!Js ~}1g'i[~M~~~.s~~ e~~tte,

cigarette, etc. Thus spell clgaret, roset, epau?et, vedet, gazet, etc.
4. Drop final ME In words like programme. Thus
spey_ P6gf~':· P~rir;u; tiia:or'if.:'·uke phantom, telegraph, phrase, etc. Thus spell alfabet, paragraf, llloa.

otyli~~~~~flt~~~ofro-r {~e dlfthongs JE and "'when
thefu have the sound of tbat letter. Thus spell eolian,
est ~itdl;~h~':;u~~b~~~.;'y ~,:>J~fel~· ,:';h;g:U:cieetgf
~~Tei~~cfa1?ffnt~li [~~r~~~~~~~ that you write,
8

'l'HE SABBATH.
By M. FARRINGTON.

A Thorough Exarn·i•>,ation and Rej:
c:f,tation o.f the Claims o.f the
Sabbatarians.
Price,

10 cents.

The Sunday Question.
A HISTJRICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW.
WITH .REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
L:1 !lEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
Price,

15 ccuts

J/1a-teriaZism:
Its History ttnA Its Injt':(;enoe
Upon Soc·iety.
By .DR. Lours BuarrNER, Author of "Force and
.
l'IIatter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.

Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll ner.
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before
THE worthlessness of earthly life is inthe New York legislature May 9,1888. Price, 4
culcated with a distinctness which seems
cents.
intended as an encouragement to the
~---LIQUOR DRINKING---Dwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan indirect suicide of monastic asceticism:
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
yet the same moralists who bewail this Commended, Defended, and
cents.
Enjoined by the Bible.
God in the Constitution. By Robert G. earth as a vale of tears take the liveliest
Ingersoll. One of the· best papers Colonel In- interest in the prolongation of human life,
10 cent
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness and court popularity by indorsing every By E. C. WALKER.
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for$1. measure tending to promote the progress
What Would Fellow. the Effacement of of sanitary reform. The inevitable result Apocryphal New Testament
Christianity~ By George Jacob Holy- of such inconsistencies is a moral conTHEr GO.SP:9L.S,
oaks. This is a most valnable contribution to fusion resembling the bewilderment of the
Freethonght literature. Bound in paper with gnests invited to the banquet of Rueckert's
Episties 1 etc,, Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
good likeness of author. Price, 10cents. Twelve
Hakim Baba, who urged his visitors to inand not Included in the New Testament.
copies for $1.
dulge in wine, but thrashed them fearfully
$1.
Life and Career of Charles Bradlaugh. if they showed any signs of intoxication. P.::ice, By George Jacob Holyoa.ke. With go oct likeness
From
the
chaos
of
conflicting
theoretical
of Mr. Bradlangh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies
for $1.
and practical lessons our children, by the
What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H. aid of experience, somehow manage to
By JFR.UVCES '\VBIGHT.
L. Green, editor of the Freethinker's Magazine. ~<volve a moral compromise code of their
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents own; but what a waste of time could be Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
per dozen.
saved, how many hours of doubt, perGreek philosopher, and the author.
Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas plexity, and repentance could be obviated
75 cents.
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in by a system of ethics inculcating precept~ Price,
New York city. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for in harmony with the laws of nature and
50 cents.
the facts of actual life!-P1·oj. Felix
Standing Up for Jesus; or what the ed- Oswald.

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS

itor of the Freethinkers' Magazine thinks of
him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for
50 CP ts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Force a11d t\atter;
o:a,
./11
Princrples of the Natural Order of ''the llniverse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.

BY PRoFEssoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
.Ju,~.:.;~NTB:

Foro.J and Matter,
The Fitness of Things ir•
Immortality of l\'Iatter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Force, ll:lan,
.infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thon!{ht,
l\'Iotion,
ConsciOusness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
ImmntabilityofNatnral Innate Ideas)..
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
.The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
a
of the Earth,
l'llC'rality, ..
Original Generation,
Con c l n dJ.n g Observo.
Secular Generation,
tions.
Price. $1.150. Address THE TRUTH SEEK.I!llt.

BIBLE IN INDIA

WE, miserable Frenchmen, who boast of
-HINDOO ORIGINhaving recovered some small part of our
senses, in what a horrid sink of stupid Of Hebrew al')d CF).l"istial') Rev
elatiol').
barbarism were we immersed! Not a
parliament, not a presidia! court, but was By Lours JacoLLro·r.
.Price, $2.
occupied in trying sorcerers; not a great
jurisconsult, who did not write memorials
on possessions by the devil. France resounded with the cries of imbecil creatures
whom the judges, after making them believe that they had danced round a calA HISTORY OF ALL
dron, tortured and put to death without
The
Women
Who Figure in the Bible.
pity, in horrible torments. 'Catholics and
Protestants were alike infected with this
-llYabsurd f!'nd frightf_ul superstition; the pre- AN UNGODLY WoMAN OF THE NrNETEEN'rH CENT·
URY.
text bemg, that 1n one of the Christian
~·5 cents.
Cloth, gospels, it is said that disciples were sent
to cast out devils. It was a sacred duty to
SISTER LUCY
put girls to the torture, in order to make
them confess that they had lain with
-ANDSatan, and that they had fallen in love
with him in the form of a goat. All the
particulars of the meetings of the girls
with this goat were detailed in th!l trials of
the unfortunate individuals. They were
AS t:O Mf'I/11 H!JLL CONVENT.
burnt at last, whether they confessed or
denied; and France was one vast theater of
And
a Few Words on Auricular Confession,
judicial carnage.- Voltaire.

Godly Women· of the Bible

Her Awful Disclosures

·mce,

-

-

-

-

-

10 cento.

5J..l

j;):tbara.Z J(] eatings.
These notices are for the benefit of Lib
erals who may. be visiting the places
wnere these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought SoJieties can hav their gatherings advertised here free by forwarding the necessary informatifJn.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N. Y.,

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.

Libert1/ ill
Literature.

'
Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
$3.25-in English or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.

Science in Stm'Y; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and Spousie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth,lji2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumos~eparate, flex~ble cloth, 50
cents .Per volumej ~ted Line edition, suitable
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

Testimonial
'fo· Walt Whitman.

Sexual Physiology for. the Young.

250

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

BY

The Newark Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to

Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League Hari, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religions and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.
·

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED IN

lllothm·'s Manual.

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ•
ation
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Platform free. Henry Rowlex. secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 25
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts-., at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. (The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

With a Portrait of

Whitman.

on the Laoor ~nestion.
NATHANIEL VAUGHAN~ The;,Works
Conventional Lies of Our Civillzatiom

Meets ~emi-monthly\first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARms HEIGHTON, Sec.

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

Elizur Wright Secular Union

An independent and respectable study of char.
acter in. the law of circumstance sucli as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
>resentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Dhristianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.

Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Aililt"P••

'I "1"'P.

'1' 1

HT'l'H FfKF'.Kl".'R

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club

Mrs~ Besant's WorKs~
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300 pp., $1.

'Eoys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.,

some and Interesting Book, Without Superstition for Children and Youth. The Onl;v Freethiiikers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address ·THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Candle From Under
The Bushel
(Mark iv, 21); or,
1,306 ~uestions to the Clergy:
And.for the Consideration of Others.

Instructive, Interesting, and Laughable.
Price,

The Ohio Liberal Society,

Liberal Association of Baltimore
Meets at the Lyceum Hall1 404 East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon au 2:30 o'clock.

BY WILLIAM HART.
50 cents.

Kenne~y's

Meets. ·everf. Sunday at 2~9 .P.M. ~t ¥nights of
Honor Hal . Bay street. VIsitors mVIted. J .. JL
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Damel
Bowen, Sec.

Of CincinnatibO., meets every Sunday evening
at 7:30P.M. in onglas Hall, N. W. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
irom abroad welcomed. ANDREW Hooo, Sec.

Me~ iCaI

THE

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full n.djustecl
to heat, colrl, and position, beautiful double sunk

cases, $17; 3-ounM coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $23.

Takes hold in this order :

Bowels,·
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to
be out.

•

D.OXBlJH.Y, JJIASI!Io

Grac~e ..\nwrieai~

WatcbeNo~

8Ilverme caRe, 7 Jewels, $6; 11 Jewels, $7 50; 1!;
jewels, $9; ditto, adjusted, $11. In fiuel' cases,
add as above.
Ladies' Auu;rican Gold "'atcJ•es.-AlJ
latest styles. in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels,
$15; 11 jewels, $16 50; 15 jewels, $23; 14 camt solid
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases. from $5 to $100 more.
All wat.ches sent with written guarantee, ke11t
in order 1 year, and ttfter that time cleaned for $1
ancl retnrneil free.
Stuulr.ies.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, anrl $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, ll!2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80; table spoone,
$3 60, knives, $1 75: forks, $1.75; all for $6. Soli<t
silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvenir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50, $2 to $3.
'J'he Colonel Iugerson.-Tea., $2.50 ;orn.uge
$2.75; sugar, $3; gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extr~
heavy teas, $3. Etched :
"The Time to be Happy is Now,"
50 cPuts extra,
The Torch or· Reason B:ulge, soliil gold
enn.meled in 5 colors, small pim, $2, $2 75, and
$3 50. With dinmonds, $5, $8. L>trge, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, $15, $20, $30.
Dialllonds. 20 per cent.. below market price.
Send for price liKts, cn.rds in colors n.nrl gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prepaid (except knives an<l forlts) and cash refunded at option. Watch cleai1erl $1. and returned free.
OT'rO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Til.

WAT:eR OF< LIF<:e
Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with por-

Is Doing Wonders in Curing tbe Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. H. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesbarrt. Pa.

trait, 30c.

Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
should be. Paper, 25c.

Besant·Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesu~ of Nazareth a Historical Character. and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette p1ace, New York.

0iscover y SCIENCE

You know whether you need it or
not.
br, every druggist, and manufactured by
GHOST OF ST. JOHNS. Sold
DoNALD KENNEDY,
B!J M. B.A.JJOOOK. Price, 15 eta.

TIIE BEST!

carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

Monte Vista Cal., me(!t ever:y; Snn9-ay.at 2 P.M. in
their hall. The public cordially mvited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.

.

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh, 5c.

The Roeder Secular Union

Philosophical and Social So•
ciety,
·

out the means by which the working classes may
rai.Je themselves from their present state oflow
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignit:v, and independence, and which is also capable of entirely removing, in cours·e of time, the
other principill social evils. By M. G. H. toe.

cal to the Welfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

.A.pples of Gold. And Other Stories for

Liberal Club,

An Address to an Unknown Lady Reader. Historical Review of the Legal Positionoof Women.
The Emancipation of Woman. The Passive Prostitution of Women. The Active Prostitution of
Men. The Execution of Men. Love and Jealousy.
Morality. Marriage. Adultery. DivorcA. Is
Marriage a Contract? Hanging a Woman. Relig.
ion. The Economic Independence of Woman
Liberty and the Revolution the Allies of Woman
Paper, 50c. Address THE TRUTH SEEKEH.

Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing

laugh. 5c.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club

Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwaukee, meet• every Snud.a.y evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A. B. SEVERANCE, President.

THE SEXUAL RELATIONS.
BY KARL HEINZEN, the famous German Radical Editor.

The Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi- more.
_Re!;"ular

Meets everY Sunday at 2 P.M. in G;rand Arm__y .Hall,
lliain street Walla Walla, Washmgton. Smence
Lectnres.-Free Discl!!lsions.-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, v;tlnable
library is at the service of members and fnends.
0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

Po'Pirlation Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Edited by Charles Bradlaugh and Annie Besant.
25c.

Bradlaugh. 5c.

Of Los Angeles.., Cal., meets semi-monthly.:-. first
and third Sunaays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at .l:"arr's
Hall. EverybodY invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. McWlLL!AMs, Rec. Sec.

Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'vl)-t,ij;s haJJ, cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street. .Isitmg LIDerals
invited. J P. RICHARDSON, President; M. IsAAc,
Secretary.

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the

-AND-

In best filled golil case. open-fnce, dust-proof, $26;
Why Do Men Starve 1 By Chas. Brad- hinged
case, $28 to $30; lmntinJ<. $31 to $35; 11

The West End Progressive Lib·
eral Union

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,

A Compend of the

Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange. B:v J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth." Paper, 25c.

Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holycake. 5c.
·

Port Angeles Secular Union

Meets every Smiday at Knights of J..l!-l:!or H~ll,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. VIsitmg Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRis, Pres.
IsAAc S. LEE, Sec.
_

Economic Equities.

The Rights of Women

Povert;r, : Its E:ffects on the Political dial, and all modern improvements; guarante<'IZ
Condition of the People. By Charles d perfPct timer. Price, in silvcrine dust-proof

Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectnresa song~,
and select reading. Discussion invite on ·all
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec;

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club

By Max Nordan. CoNTENTs-Moue, Tekel
· Upharsini The Religions, Monarchic, and
Aristocrati<;~Poli tical.._Economical, 1\'\atrimonial,
and ll'lisceuaneous .Lies; Closin~ Harmony.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
cloth $1.00.
The Imperial Council of Vienna prohibited the
Jale of this book in Austria, and conftsca.ted all
~opics of it they could find.

Large or Small Families 1 On which Side

Hdds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
•n·eatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
"Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RicE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CJURLEs SHEA, Sec.

of 128 pages. 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Paper, 25 cents ; cloth, liO cents.

A NOVEL.

Chicago Secular Union

Hand-Book of Jlealth Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable·reference pamphlet

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Pl:"i•st a.l").d .M..a.l").o

Comprising "Advice

to a .Wife on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially Dnriu!r Pregnancy, LabOI',
and Suckling," and" Advwe to a llfotlier on thn
Management of Her Children in Infancy ana
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volnme, 528 pages, $1.

PHILADELPHIA, P A.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,

Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10 :30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allie'l
Subjects; ninth year. Subscription, with premium, 50 cents per year. Spemmen copies free
on application.

VS. RELIGION,

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville. Vn.

A BOOK FOF< MEN.

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By '.1'. C. WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LltTLt FOLJ{S.
By MRS. E . .D. S'LEN.Fl!J.R.
Boa.rds.

40oents.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents. treating
on that health-destroying and life-consumin'l'
weakness of men as the result of Youthful errors
and excesses. 'l'he book sets forth an INl!TOEL
CURE, which iP a medidnA t.o be applied externally (the only remndy of n1e I<ma In existence).
Yon will feel imp_roved the tirst day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Early Decay, Weaknesses1 Lost Manhoodt-.etc., are fully_restored.
aduress,
Dr>. ROB'T P. FELLOWS,
Vineland,·N. J.
And ea.y yoU saw this in THE TRUTH 8EEKEB.
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THE TBUTH SEEKEB LIBBABY.
Issued lJionthlyo

Subscription
No.

price,

18 per annum.

BOOKS ISSiJEJJ.

Prfoe.

1. The Truth Seeker AnnuaJ and Freethink9rs' Almanac,1891....... ...... .•..... .. ..
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener... . .. ..... ..... ....... ..... ...... ..
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... . . . . . .
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· A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like. it has ever be.
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be published. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of .Q_utting the book in the reach of all.
At twice the price U would have been a cheap book. A.!:.tist Heston as a portrait-painter and de
signer is a wonderful successhand we judge from our oWn. feelings that nearly every Liberal in
A.:illerica will desire a copy oft is most wonderful volume.-[Freethi:iikers' Magazine.

· Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to P!OVe the uttei
falsity of the church's professions and the hYJ?ocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christ1anity and the church that has ever been put in th&
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
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Facts.

ietterP. written during a visit of ten weeks in
Europe.~o. Givin~ some account of the International Freethmkers' Congress held at Brlissels, to which Mr. Bennett was a delegate-l..fol!owed by a descr:!ption of what he saw in J!<ng.
land, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone are worth the price of the
nook. With a steel-plate portrait of the author
850 pages. $1.50.

file Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treating upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, ineluilin~rAllah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesus Christ, the Virgm Mary, and the Bible.
.ro the latter 230 pages are devoted, showing
that book to be a very inferior production for
.a. first-class God .•833large pages. Paper covers.
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BIBLE MORALS.
Twenty Crimes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAN BuREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
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D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

A TRUTH SEEKER

AROUND
THE WORLD.
J<'our Large Volumes,
With a steel-plate engraving of the author in
Volume I, and each volume containing
forty to fifty ip.nstrations.
By D. Itt. BENNETT,

Latlil eilitor of THE TRUTH SEEKER).. author of
"A Truth Seeker in Eur()pe~' "uods and
Reli_gions of Ancient and Mouern Times,"
"The World's Sages, Thmkers, and
Reformers," "Champions of the
Church," etc., etc., etc.
Handsomely bound, red cloth, $6.50; in leather,
red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the circumstances under which this work was written.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death, and which contai!Jil an account
of his world-lamented death and ourial. Mr.
Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-day life
of all nations i" laid before the reader bv one
who has visited them a.nd beheld them with his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freethought in the various countries
he visited, and the morality of soccalled pagan
nations is contrasted with the morality of Christian countries, much to the detriment of the
latter. The work is a
Freethinker's History of the World,
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN
EUROPE" should be in ever,v: Liberal's library.
Besides its intr;insic worth, It is a memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
known-of one who ranks with Voltaire and
Paine in the force and clearness of his writings.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER'y
28 La.fayette place, N. •
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What Objections to

Christianity~

A dis-

cussion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. l\iair,
divided into the following theses: 1. Chlistianlty is neither new nor original, being borrowe<l
or copied from much older systems of religion.
~. Miracles and supernatural achievements have
been as fully and truly. ascribed to other teach·
ers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 3. The
atory of Jesus and his mission in the world is
unhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$1.50. ~
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Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
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It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime
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figures, and names. It is a powerfill and pathetic book.

J.1£. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap:.
50c.; clo., 75c.
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»ist~ussion.
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neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.
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Hostility to Religion.
A Western Unitarian paper has the courtesy to
acknowledge the receipt of Robert Adams's "Travels
in Faith," and the good sense to commend it. But
· the writer closes as follows : "And it is more to
be commended because it is entirely free from the
hostility to- religion which characterizes so niany of
THE TRUTH SEEKER publications."
This criticism is natural enough. The Unitarians
do not want the preaching trade broken up any
more than. do their Presbyterian brethren. But
they should not be angry if all do not agree with
them, nor should they expect less than hostility for
their superstition from Freethinkers. When Captain
Adams wrote his book he was not the pronounced
Infidel he has since become, but neverthele2s his
account of his travel from tradition to reason is
valuable as a means of leading others along the
same path. What he writes now is quite as hostil
to religion as any work published from this office.
That THE TRUTH SEEKER is hostil to religion we
admit. And in taking that attitude we maintain
that· we are right. Supernatural religion is a superstition. It has no foundation in fact-none
at all. Christianity is but one form of supernatural
religion, and we oppose it because it is not true,
and because it has done and is doing an almost infinit amount of harm in the world. So far as any
human being knows, or can know, there is no such
being in the universe as the Christian deity ; no
such localities as heaven and hell ; and the stories it
puts'forth as to the creation of the world, and the
plan of "redemption " or " salvation " of man, are
equally .false. There never was a man born- of a
virgin and there never will be. There never was a
miracle performed and there never will be. There
never was a man who descended into hell, stayed
there three days, and then rose to heaven via the
earth, and there never will be. If Jesus . Christ
ever lived he was a human being and not the son
·'of a God. He never brought a dead m~n to life,
nor can his own -death effect any change in the destination of any other man's soul-if any man has

a soul. The whole scheme is an ingenious swindle
by the priests, beginning with the medicin-man of
the savages and finding its fullest development in
the pope of Rome. It is absolutely and utterly
and wholly unprovable in any way, shape, or manner ; and all the priests of all the religions in the world
hav ne.ver been able to demonstrate a single affirmation they make regarding future states of existence and the means by which man shall enjoy or
regret them. On the other hand, so far as their
tales relate to knowable things they hav been
proved to be false. Their theology has been riddled a thousand times ; their · Bible is known to be
untrue, and their creeds but the vaporings of men
dPluded and desirous of deluding others.
Why, then, should not men who see these things
be hostil to the men who propagate them 1
In the past Christianity, which our Unitarian
friend the enemy means by "religion," has done
incalculable harm in the world mentally and physically. It has prevented man from advancing in
knowledge of his environments, it has turned .him
from studying things which would benefit him to
brooding over fancies having no foundation in fact,
and kept him in ignorance and slavery. It has always
opposed freedom of thought and action, claimed to
hav authority over man from some supernatural
being, and used every means at its command to force
him to do that non-existent being's will-which, interpreted, has ever been the priest's will. Further
than that, religion has influenced the church to
torture him, to kill him, to enslave him, and to
make of him a brute as well as a victim. The
church, influenced by religion, has committed the
most horrible atrocities of which history has any
record. It has also deceived men, persuaded them
to act against their own best interests, and aided
the strong to oppress the weak, by proclaiming
subjection to rulers to be God's will. The church
never looks forward, but always backward, and
cries to its victims, keep back! keep back! The
church has been the ally of all infamous despots,
the mainstay of barbarous civilizationfl, and the
activ repressor of all attempts to gain more liberty.
There, is no science it has not opposed, no important
achievement of man which it has not characterized
as "thwarting the will of God," and it never, in all
its centuries of dishonor and crime, was the first to
seek the betterment of the human race. In all
good works it has lagged behind, crying hold on!
It has killed the pioneers of liberty, of science, and
in whatever country it has had power it has made
the world a cemetery or an intellectual slave-pen.
In former times it killed where it could not repress;
now, it represses because it cannot kill.
These things being so, is there even one good
reason why all men, instead of only the Freethinkers, should not be hostil to religion~

Our President's Slip.
!tis very well to celebrate the 21st of October as
the four-hundredth anniversary of the discovery of
America, but there is no particular reason why our
pious Presbyterian president should command the
people to go to church on that occasion, or why
they should " express their gratitude to divine
providence for the devout faith of the discoverer
and for the divine care and guidance which has directed our history and so abundantly blessed our
people." It is not the province of Mr. Harrison,
or any other politician clothed with a little brief
authority, to tell the people what they shall do on
that or any other holiday.
Divine providence, that is, the Christian Providence or God, had little to do with the discovery·
of this country. It would hav been much more

nearly in keeping with the facts of history to hav
commanded thanks to be given to Allah, the Mohammedan God, for it was the followers of the
false prophet who advanced the science of mathematics and astronomy to the point of determining
the shape of the earth, and it was from the writings of their astronomers and philosophers that the
mariners of Genoa conceived the idea that a ship
sailing westward across the Atlantic would circumnavigate the globe and fetch up at the East Indies.
While the Mohammedans were elaborating their
theories and advancing human knowledge the
Christians were so benighted as to care nothing for
the matter, giving their attention to image-worship,
transubstantiation, the merits of the saints,
miracles, shrine-cures, and kindred nonsense. And
when Columbus, through the writings of Averroes,
an Arabian philosopher and physician, and an acquaintance with Toscanelli, the Florentine astronomer, became convinced that the Mohammedans
were right and endeavored to demonstrate the theory, the Christians, who may be supposed to hav
had the ear of their God-our Divine Providence
of the present-unanimously condemned him.
Furthermore, when he sought. to interest powerful
rulers in his proposed attempt the ecclesiastics opposed him by pointing out to the princes the irreligious tendency of his theory, its heretical origin,
and they offered as proof the Pentateuch, the
·Psalms, the Prophecies, the Gospels, the Epistles,
and the writings of the "Fathers "-Saint Chrysostom, Saint Augustine, Saint Jerome, Saint Gregory,
Saint Basil, Saint Ambrose, and other prominent
noodles. Moreover, Columbus had no devout faith
that he would discover anything. He sought to
take cargoes to India without breaking bulk, and
he thought when he did find land that he had
reached the eastern coast of Asia; and he died in
that belief. There was no guidance to his project
from any divinity, but if any god is to get the
credit of the affair it should be Allah.
These are things doubtless which our worthy
Presbyterian president does not know, as they are
not usually· taught in Sunday-schools. But there
is one thing that a!> president he should know; that
it is none of his constitutional business to issue
religious proclamations commanding the people to
thank his God for anything. They may hav other
gods which they prefer to worship, or possibly
~hey may prefer to worship none at all.

And Yol', too, Brutus.
An admirable satire upon Christian missionary
effort, perhaps unintentional, is this editorial in the
Sun. It is headed "The Evidences of Religion:"
"We shall tolerate no humbug in the howling dervishes who hav come here from Egypt to convert us all
to the religion of the Prophet. When they present us
with the evidences of Islamism, in order to prove the
divine origin of that faith, we shall examin these evidences with instruments of precision under the light of
modern criticism, according to the laws of reason guided
by the revelations of science in a spirit of equity for the
s(tke of kuth. They shall hav justice at our hands, but
we must warn them against trying to indulge in any nonsense. We tell them' that we cannot accept Mohammedanism without satisfying evidences of its truth.
"For example, they promis to gi~ evidence of the
truth of their religion by working miracles lmder its influence. Here is a thought that commands our attention. We stand still for a moment when it is presented.
They are ready to eat burning charcoal, chew and swallow
glaEs, swallow swords, dance on naked swords, and perform other such wonders through the power of Allah,
whose aid they invoke in prayer. We freely a~it that
these things appear to be extraordinary in their nature,
aud that even very good Christians may be justified in
giving heed to them.
''We dismit~s at once the SU.<"(gestion that the devil has
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anything to do with these performances of the dervishes
from Egypt who are in New York.
"Two important questions "now arise. The first of
them is would the performance of these amazing deeds
by the dervishes be proof positiv of the t~uth ~f their religion, or of Allah's connivance with theu des1.re to turn
us all into Mohammedans? We are not prepared to say
that it would· but we must add that we hav not time just
now to take 'up a question that might be debated for
weeks without being settled.
·
.
'' The other question, which can be settled without
very much trouble, is this : Do the d,ervishes really aJ!d
truly perform miracles through prayer? :s;ere we hav a
·proposition to offer. We propose that their d~eds a~d
their methods shall be investi""ated during their stay rn
New York, properly and fa~ly investigated, with_out
prejudice or prepossession. We suggest the appointment of a committee of investigation, made up of competent citizens who shall prepare a report upon their consumption of burning charcoal and cold glass, their swallowing of swords, dancing with bare feet on naked sw:ords,
and their other deeds that hav the appearance of berng at
least preternatural. The committee shou_ld be ~ompo?ed
of believers in different creeds, men of sCience, rncluding
both chemists and physiologists, representativs of Tammany logicians theologians, lawyers, thaumaturgists,
mug~mps; Wall street operators, and religious editors..
We hav in our eye about twenty men and women who.
would constitute a befitting committee; but we prefer
not to giv names at present. We would prefer that th~
Rev. Dr. Briggs would be chosen as an expounder of the
higher criticism, that Col. Robert G. Ingers~ll would
stand for Agnosticism, Brother Talmage for log1~, Larry
Godkin for mugwumpery, Mr. James ?. Archibald for
the walking delegates, and so on until the requisit nmnber of committeemen were selected. The committee
would examin the neck of the sword swallower, the feet
of the sword dancer, the mouths of the burning charcoal
eaters and glass consumers; they would also examin the
swords, the charcoal, and all the paraphernalia of the
performers, and then giv us a correct account of the results of the performances.
"These picturesque Egyptian dervishes or priests who
hav come here to propagate the Mohammedan religion,
who profess to perform wonders as evidence of the truth
of that religion, who pray five times daily under the rule
of the one hundred and one beads, who wear the fez, the
green turban, the yellow robe, and the sandals, must be
brought under the American system of inspection, and
their work must also be inspected.
''It is a serious thing for them to ask us to giv up our
religion and adopt theirs. They must justify their pretensions before we giv heed to their appeals."

13. 1892.

Supposing the Mohammedan journal of Cairo proposed all these things, wouldn't its readers think
that unless the missionaries submitted to the tests
in good faith they themselvs had little faith in their
savior and his promises!
The Mohammedan journal, believing in the divine
right of all Mohammedans to run all things
religious as they please, might add that "these
picturesque American Methodists or missionaries
who hav come here to propagate the Christian religion, who profess to perform wonders as evidence
of the truth of that religion, who pray morning
and night and at meals, who wear plug hats, black
coats, white chokers, and high-legged boots, must
be brought under the Egyptian system of inspection, and their works must also be inspected."
Supposing the journal, which naturally made things
so by saying them, should say all this, and then giv
as a reason, that "it is a serious thing for them,"
meaning the American missionaries, "to ask us to giv
up our religion and adopt theirs. They must justify
their pretensions before we giv heed to their
appeals," what would the missionaries say!
Wouldn't they write back to the societies which
sent them, saying that the Mohammedans, who had
no better religion than the one the missionaries
taught, and in fact very nearly the same in substance but with prophets and priests named differently, no better substantiated, and just as full of
absurdities and errors and preposterous and impossible claims, were a most impudent· people and
veritable. Infidels, doomed to everlasting perdition.
-and serve them right~ Why, of course they
would.
Our readers will put us under obligations if
they will kindly send us the names and addresses of all the Freethinkers they know, that we
may send out sample copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER
with a view to inducing new subscriptions. And if
present subscribers will speak a good word for us
occasionally to their friends we will thank them
heartily. Our list needs extending, and the people
need the paper.

How would that read if turned around~ Supposing some Mohammedan paper of Cairo should
The World's Fair.
begin an able editorial this way: "We shall tolerate
Unless the law is changed at the next session of
no humbug in the shouting Methodists who hav Congress the probabilities are that the World's
come here from the United States to convert us all Fair will be closed on Sundays. The appropriation
to the religion of Jesus. When they present us bill, modified to one-half the original demand-or
with the evidences of Christianity, in order to prove $2,500,000-has been passed with the Sundaythe divine origin of that faith, we shall examin closing clause retained. This amount, together with
these evidences with instruments of precision under other comparativly small sums, "upon condition
the light of modern criticism, according to the laws that the said exposition shall not be opened to the
of reason guided by the revelations of science in a public on the first day of the week, commonly
spirit of equity for the sake of truth," etc., etc. called Smi.day," and if the appropriation is accepted
And then, supposing the paper !Vent on to say that by the World's Columbian Exposition, which is an
while the shouting Methodist missionaries should Illinois corporation, the World's Columbian Comhav justice they must not indulge "in any nonsense, mission, which is a body created by Congress, is
nor try to make assertions go for proof. For ex- directed to make such rules as shall require the
ample, suppose the Mohammedan journal warned closing of the Exposition on Sunday.
them that miracles unsubstantiated wouldn't go ;
This is an outrage upon the rights of American
. that the promises of Jesus that true believers should citizens, for in tbis piece of religious legislation
drink deadly poison, handle · serpents, remove Congress has violated the Constitution, which formountains with a word; and so on, should be actu- bids it to recognize one religion above another.
ally performed and not merely alleged to be capa- By voting Sunday to be the "Lord's day,"
ble of performance; and the organization of a com- Congress has practically established the Christian
mittee proposed, to consist of prominent sheiks, religion. But if it had established Judaism by
khatibs, imans, muezzins, and kains from the recognizing Saturday as the Sabbath what a howl
seventy and odd sects of Mohammedanism, to settle would hav gone up from every Christian pulpit in
the question whether the missionaries really could the country.
drink deadly poison, handle serpents, remove mountConsidering this . action and its final effect, the
ains, cure diseases by kissing glass cases containing Times says: "As the matter stands the Sundayold ·bones, and by prayer and faith. This com- closing requirement appears as virtually a bold atmittee would, of course, make a report upon the tempt to exercise the authority of the national govamount of deadly poison drank, the number of ernment to forbid the opening of the Fair by a
rattlesnakes, tarantulas, vipers, scorpions, asps, state corporation on the first day of the week, on
adders, etc., handled; how many real devils were which the receipts would probably exceed those of
actually cast out, and the number of new languages any other two days, and come largely from those
learned instantly, as well as the number of dead who would otherwise contribute nothing. The
men raised and sick cured by kissing glass cases managers can get rid of the restriction by refusing
and by prayer. The committee also would investi- to accept the funds, and it might be a profitable
gate the stomachs of the poison drinkers, the thing to do. It is by no means certain that the
wounds of the snake-bitten ones, the devils cast out, Sunday-closing restriction could be enforced by the
the sick cured, diagnosing their cases both before government. Suppose the $2,500,000 is taken and
· and after, analyze the glass case, the old bone, and expended upon the buildings and other prepara~xamm all the para:phernaFa of the performers. . tions for t4e )fair and t4at th13 s-overnment ~oe~ o:q.
1

and completes its exhibit and provides for the award
of prizes, medals, etc., and then when the time
comes for opening the gates the eommission should .
d~cide that they might be kept open seven days in
the week. What could be done about it~ Could
the government recover its money, or by any
process of law compel the shutting up of the Fair
grminds ~l'
It may be that Congress will reconsider its
action, or that the Fair managers will refuse tbe
money on the terms imposed, but each possibility
is highly improbable. But the closing· of the Fair
is not the worst part of the bad business. That is,
that Congress has violated the Constitution by
recognizing the holy day of a religious sect and
thereby practically established that reli~ion.

Priests in

th~

Saddle.

The chaplain of the United States Senate, himself an unconstitutional officer, taking stolen money
for a useless office, writes jubilantly of the Congressional vote to close the World's Fair on Sunday, and incidentally utters this crow of triumph:
"During the debate you might hav imagined yourself
in a general council or assembly, or synod or conference,
so pronounced was one Senator aft&r another. The debate had in it the earnestness which springs from conviction and conscience toward God, the perennial
fountain of all true eloquence. Say not that the former
days were better than these, for the. Congress of tlie
United States never numbered abler, truer, nobler men
than fill the chambers to-day! And never more surely
than now would avowed hostility to God, his day and
word and house and kingdom, remand a public servant to
private life."
It appears, however, that the chaplain has overdrawn the picture of the real piety of the Senate.
Senator Peffer bluntly said that the talk of the
Senate was "only hypocrisy," and the World corroborated. him in these words :
"The key of the whole matter lies right there. Congress is dealing with this question in a spirit of the most
arrant hypocrisy. There are men there who sincerely
believe it would be wrong to open the Fair on Sunday,
and whose vote to forbid it will be conscientiously given.
But the great majority of the members of both houses
hav no such scruples. They do not themselvs observe
Sunday as a Sabbath. They hav no hesitation in doing
what they please on that day. But they think that a
loud profession of Sabbatarian views will commend them
to constituents, and they are willing to embarrass the
Fair and rob it of its best service to the multitude for
the sake of falsely impressing constituents with their
piety."
The New York Evening Post said the same
thing:
"Senator Quay as the champion of morality and religion in this country is an impressiv figure. Under his
pious leadership, and yielding to the convincing scripture
texts which his daily study of the Bible enabled him to
bring forward, the Senate voted that the appropriation
for the World's Fair should be made only on condition
that the gates be closed on Sunday. It was ideally fitting that this hypocritical piece of legislation should hav
been fathered by the man whom the religious press of
the country has freely denounced as a stench in the nostrils of honest men. While keyed up to such an unwonted pitch of virtue, the Senate also voted that no
liquor should be sold on the gro1rnds of the Fair. This
was really sublime in men who were at that moment
standing above a restaurant which their votes and patronage keep alive, and in which all kinds of liquors are on
sale, a full price-list of wines being officially published.
We hav heard of cynical politicians 'pandering to the
better elements of society,' but -if any Senator thinks to
strengthen himself politically by such open thrusting of
the tongue into the cheek while posing as a severe moralist, he must be counting upon an extraordinary number
of hypocrits among his constituency."
There is one sentence in the chaplain's letter to
which particular attention should be paid-:hat is,
that those officers who oppose Christianity will be
promptly retired to private life. The church is
mounted on a very high horse indeed when her
mouthpieces can afford to speak so plainly. It
mea.' s that the preachers hav gone into politics for
the benefit of their religion, and propose to dictate in legislation. At present they possess the
power, because they are organized, and it will be a
matter of no little interest to Freethinkers to
watch when they will stop. They may attempt to
revive the old statute, still in force in the District of
Columbia we believe, punishing a blasphemer with
qeath for }lis t4ird offense !
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Death of John C. Bundy.

acquaintance, yet one of the warmest friends Free- sented with religious fervor. He is a very good
thought ever had. . In appearance he had the con- speaker, considering that he has had to make his
ventional look of a minister, and his white choker own way and educate himself. :S:e will make his
and quiet ways sometimes led casual acquaintances mark, I guess, for he :has the courage of his convictions and the ardor of youth; He treated me in
at ho.tels to sympathize with him over the advent of a gentlemanly manner, is somewhat Liberal, and
the Infidels into the town. That was John Downes, accepts by no means the strait-jacket of orthoof Steubenville, Ohio, who died July 26th, aged doxy. He kicks over the traces now and then in
·
seventy-seven. Mr. Downes was one of the victims good manly fashion.
The main subject of the discussion was the
of the grip epidemic of last fall, and has since suffered with bronchial trouble. On Sunday a stroke divinity of the Bible, and the audience showed an
intense interest in the question. Mr. St. John Skinof paralysis brought the end of life. The weekly ner presided. The time was equally divided. A wide
Star records that he was "one of the best men who field was passed over, and there was no anger on
ever lived in Steubenville," and that his "whole life either side, and it is believed that a great gain has
was marked by its purity and ·generosity., No been made for the Liberal cause. When both sides
better nor kinder father ever lived. He was the can be fairly presented there is no fear of the
very soul of honor ·and was a man of such gentle- result.
Rosalia always givs a rousing welcome. William
ness that to know him was to admire and like him.
Fish, A. Dorsey, P. Proff, Sam Avery, Whalen and
He had only the benefit of a limited school educa- Ferguson, of Plaza, and others make up our host.
tion, yet he had improved himself sp by self-culture There is no lack of friendly support. The labors
that he was recognized and esteemed as one of the of the campaign are mingled with jolly companionbest-read and most intelligent men in the city. He ship. On Sunday I enjoyed the hospitable home
was an Agnostic in religious matters, and upon .this of Mr. and Mrs. Baldwin. The harvests round
subject he held very decided views and was a fre- about Rosalia are not quite so good as last year,
but on the whole the outlook is cheerful. Ros&J.ia •
' quent and valued contributor to a number of
has a bright look ahead.
periodicals. Charity for others governed his whole
I pass through Spokane on my way to Davenport.
life, and he was always the same good, pure, and I find some stanch Liberals here to shake hands
generous man." To his memory.we pay a tribute with-Dr., Cary, Mr. McQuarrie, and others.
New York's Museums Open on Sundays.
of respect and affection, for we knew him well. The Spokane is pretty dull now. Hard times are starThe park commissioners hav voted the Museum world has lost another man who was striving to ing people in the face. But there are too many
resources for Spokane to be a failure. It is a
of Natural History sufficient additional funds to improve it.
handsome city. Its business buildings are among
keep the building open Sunday afternoons. ·With
the finest I hav seen.
the evening openings this will make that institution
Davenport spreads its ample fields before me, and
here also I find the way is onward. I giv three
of more value than ever· to the public.
lectures in the new schoolhouse, and the audience
The Museum of Art has had its doors open on
increases although it is a busy time and farmers
Sunday afternoons for several months, and more
News ~nd Notes.
are getting down to work lively. There are prosvisitors pass the turnstiles on that day than in all
The orthodox made quite a kick at Pullman. It pects of a fine harvest in this section.
the other days of the week added together.
was proposed that the band should play at the lecture.
Davenport grows. New buildings hav teen put
From this final victory for the right both Sabba- Immediately the church threatened to withdraw all up since I was here. The schoolhouse makes a
tarians and Secularists can learn something. The support of the musical fraternity if this unhallowed splendid appearance on the hill and adds to the atfirst, that old Puritan notions are no longer omnip- proceeding was allowed. The Liberals promptly tractions of the town.
replied that every dollar taken away by the.
My old friend Colonel Robins on has died since I
otent and that religion must ultimately yield to bigotry of pious boycotters they would replace
was here. He was a decided Liberal, a man of
common sense. The Secularists can learn that by another. So the boys played without fear of learning and eloquence. I miss his genial welcome.
though defeated often their ideas will finally pre- the thunders of the church. The music was excelH. L. Wilson is right on hand for the work.
vail because of their inherent justice. This Sunday lent, and rolled Free thought on to victory. A large We could not do without him in Davenport.
.
I am, as usual, at the home of the Seldes, and here
opening is now a fact, because it is the right thing, audience was present at the Opera House, and it
a thing the people want, and because the agitation responded enthusiastically to Liberal ideas. The the hours pass merrily by. After the lecture we
beginning of the work at Pullman is auspicious. I come home in the glorious starlight, the "grays"
was begun in a way to command a hearing from
enjoyed on this occasion the hospitality of Mr. &.nd speeding rapidly along, and the squirrel and tho
the managers and to receive the aid of the gre:;~,t Mrs. Ben Booth. They are ardent in the cause,
coon do :flit in the obscure rays. . Mrs. Seide
daily papers. Persistence accomplishes much, but and aid with generous devotion. It was a pleasure spreads an ample lunch, and the hospitality of this
doing a thing properly helps it along, too.
to meet with those who are so hopeful of the pioneer home makes happy the midnight hour.
people's advent, and strike against every wrong We sleep to our hearts' content, and arise not for
The (}J~ristian .Advocate says : "The work of that oppresses humanity. I was delighted with the the day's duties until the sun is far up in the blue
Christian missionaries in Africa is obstructed by the breezy Western spirit of Pullman. It is alive with heavens.
They hav been having quite a battle in the
inhabitants of Christian countries who will sell opium progress. I like the Palouse country all round.
or rum to the Africans for a money profit. Some Its glowing wheat fields, its broad, beautiful schools here, about Bible-reading, prayers, etc.
sceneries, its gorgeous sunlight, its stalwart people,
of those in Boston who send hundreds of thousands giv hope and courage-::..-make one look forward. It Henry Seide was expelled because of his Liberal
views and determination to stand by his rights.
of gallons of rum to Africa are devout-appeariD.g is a brilliant, enchanting picture that . greets the After much patience and courageous work, Freeattendants, we are informed, at the house of God. eye in this glorious summer weather.
thought has proved triumphant, and the schools are
I must thank Mr. W. W. Taylor, Dr. Webb, the now conducted in a secular fashion. So much for
Morally they are not above, and may be below, the
Ross brothers, Mr. St. Lawrence, Mr. Clemgard, pluck.
most mercenary slave-traders."
Mr. Hubbard, Mr. Drinkwater, and others for their
The Woman's Christian Temperance Union, in its
Prof. L. J. Bertrand, of Paris, has been consider- earnest efforts in this campaign. They had to convention here a few days ago, passed a very sinrustle in order to overcome the orthodox resistance, gular resolution, ameng others-namely, that they
ing the relic business, and finds that if the Romish but they scored a handsome victory. Mr. St. Law- would not ride or walk on Sunday. They are unco
church authorities are right, the original saints were renee, whom I met several years ago at Goldendale, holy indeed. How are they going to church if they
fearfully and wonderfully made. "We hav," he is leader of the band here. Like Homer, he is do not walk or ride~ Will they roll, or tumble, or
says, " seven heads of St. Ann, twenty-one fingers blind but has a genius for the melodious art. Mr. creep, or leap ~ How will they get there ? Or will
of St. John, twenty-five portraits of the Virgin by Clemgard has had a varied experience in the church they stay at home and sleep all day~
Mr. and Mrs. Feese, Mr. Wiis, Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
St. Luke, thirty skeletons of St. Pancras, such a and out of it. He has just written a book on the
heap' of nails that a baggage train could not carry myths and prophecies of religion, which presents Ramm, add their hospitalities to the occasion. Mrs.
quite an array of facts from ancient history to show Greenshields furnishes beautiful :flowers for the
them, such an enormous number of true pieces of the unreal foundation of orthodoxy. I hav found platform, and on Thursday I visit her pleasa;nt
the true cross that the Bois de Boulogne could at Pullman a notable company of Freethinkers. home six miles from Davenport, where the gerual
scarcely giv as much wood. With the stones which With the encouragement received here and at spirit of Liberalism prevails. Mr. and Mrs. J. 0.
received the tear and the chalk on which fell the Palouse City, with Moscow and other places open- Putnam and the bright little children I am glad to
drop of milk, we might e~sily build a new Vatican, ing for the future, I feel sure that this magnificent see. Dr. Jacobs, Chas. Blake, and Chas. Garber
and with. the scattered bones of any saint, we could country will never rest under the shadow of are present from Reard.on, and.want m? to come to
their town the next t1me, whiCh I. will do. Mr.
rebuild the skeletons of an army'of giants." It was orthodoxy.
We hav a great time at Rosalia, the best meetings and Mrs. Whittaker come ejghteen miles each night
one of the wrists of this same St. Ann that the we hav ever had in this lively town, where I never to the lecture. P. Jensen, S. Neilson, Geo. Spiva,
knaves of the Romish church brought from Rome spend a dull day. As luck would hav it a young Martha Karl, Mrs. Muehl, P. Johnson, Andy Pettifor the adoration of the superstitious Catholics of minister, Rev. Mr. Hanes, a "Dutchman," as he grew Walsh, formerly of Colville, and others, make
this city, and which, they alleged, performed several termed himself, was ready for debate, and we had up the splendid Liberal host of Davenport and
medical miracles.
. it for three nights, and the hall was crowded to its vicinity. I can report progress of this outpost.
utmost capacity. My opponent is an earnest young I had to reach it four years ago by wagon, a jourwoodchopper, he said, but the ney of forty-two miles from Spokane. Now the
Freethinkers who hav attended the congresses fellow, recently
spirit of the Lord called hi!lJ. to the ministry of the iron horse thunders along, and a hund.J.:ed homes
of the American Secular Union and other gather- Baptist church. He did better than some older
are shining in the place of one. .
·
ings of the elect will no doubt recall one who was heads would hav done. He confessed his inability
SAMUEL P. PuTNAllf.
always with us, though by no means poor. An old to answer all my arguments. In fact, he did not
.At Seide's, Davenport, Wash., July 29, 1892.
gentleman, looking like a middle-aged onlj, so un- debate in regular fashion, but devoted most of his
SEND for free catalog of our books.
~btrusiv that it required some time to make his time to exhortation. He met the cold facts pre-

Mr. John C. Bundy, of the Religio-Rhilosophical
Journal, died on August 6th at his home in Chicago. Though he has been in poor health for a
long time, his last illness was brief, and his death is
a surprise.
In his conduct toward THE TRUTH SEEKER and its
Founder Mr. Bundy has made several errors of the
head, the latest being the institution of a· libel suit
for several thousand dollars. Although we could
not see how he could torture the language used
by Mr. Wettstein into libelous meaning, and
were confident that no jury would agree with him,
we can forgiv the bringing of the suit a thousand
times easier than his treatment of Mr. Bennett
while the latter was suffering in prison, the victim
of a religious conspiracy. That attack we never
did forget nor forgiv.
As his life was pleasant and he had friends who
loved him and whom he loved, death to him when
only in his prime seems a mistake of nature. He
fought the world's battle as best he saw, and when
the grave closes the errors men make may ·well be
forgotten. To his wife and friends we extend sympathy in their sudden affiiction and sincerely hope
it will be accepted in the spirit offered.
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has been ever activ in the past and will be activ forWhat Caused a "First Cause" To Create the to those existing in nature, and amply sufficient to ever in the future.
Universe Six Thousand But Not Six Quad- cause to spring into existence miraculously,
Which, then, I ask, is the more reasonable-that a
from preexisting nothing, an infinit universe.·
rillion Years Ago 1
"first cause," of which we know absolutely nothing,
The axiomatic predication of science that time is
eternal, alone proves beyond cavil and equivocation
that there is no "God," no "beginning," no "designer," and no "first cause;" and the absence of
these supernatural and prenatural agencies, of
course., establishes the fact that the universe is eternal in its abstract existence and possesses in its
aggregated form all the potencies to cause, create,
and evolve all. the innumerablt'l phenomena in existence now, in the past, or which may exist in the
future.
It will be cheerfully conceded by the Materialist
(who, as a result of his close and analytical research,
is compelled to deny the hoary, but still popular,
phantasmagoria which hav in the past been
invented to account for cosmic existence) that such
existence in its majestic grandeur and infinitude, as
revealed by astronomy, is, indeed, incomprehensible,
awe-inspiring, bewildering, mysterious, and absolutely beyond human solution; yet it must be conceded that its existence-unlike that of a God-is
a self-evident fact, a reality beyond cavil and dispute, and which, in turn, proves that such existence,
:in its elementary form, or in the form of its constituents, is eternal; !urthermore, that of the two
propositions, it is far more reasonable to affirm the
eternity of the known than of the unknown.
Cosmic existence requires no proof. · It is selfevident-here and there and everywhere. (It is not
my aim nor desire to argue with the ultra-scientist
who has reasoned all abstract being out of existence
except as he complacently creates it in his muddled
brain.) All endowed with ordinary senses can perceive it, and this universal conception of the existing material universe should alone be absolute and
sufficient proof to all the world, that such existence,
in its atomic aggregation, is eternal, never was
caused, never began, and hence never needed a
God to create, a cause to cause, or a designer to
design it.
There is only one definit and correct answer to
the Theist's favorit taunt, "Whence came it~ " and
that is: "It ne?Jer came/ it is eternal/"
It exists. This simple fact. absolutely proves its
eternal existence. To insist that the universe at
one time did not exist implies the absurdity th'l.t
nothing-after being and remaining nothing during
all the ages of beginningless time prior to the
assumed "beginning "-suddenly produced from
itself or from nothing an infinit universe! But
nothing is nothing and destined always to remain
nothing. It possesses no powers, attributes, potencies, etc., to produce, even during eternity, a
universe or mouse. If then at any time in the
past nothing had been in existence~or rather
nothing had existed-nothing, of course, would
exist now.
On the contrary: we know absolutely nothing
about a God. No two original thinkers, theologians,
or idealists, hav the same ideas concerning such a
being or power, and all definitions of such a thing
or creature, as entertained by various nations, sects,.
or tribes, vary as humanity itself. Profi:lssor Swing
says: "Our heavenly father is in the morning
star and in the laughter of a child," but when
analyzed this sentiment would constitute him an
Atheist. These conceptions generally embody
animals, grotesque monstrosities, human beings,
both nude and (in fear of Anthony Comstock) those
modestly draped in mantle and. trousers! Of late
the champions of the "new school of theology,"
realizing the absurdity of an anthropomorphic
conception of a God, proclaimed the existence of a
vague, "spiritual," ·aerial, larger, and more diffused
being or power, who or which-though not invested
with flesh and blood, as the God of Moses-is still
supposed to be endowed with attributes to think,
eyes to see, ears to hear (though, not having uttered
a word since "he " last spoke to the inspired men
of old, it is feared "he " has lost his powers of
speech), and otherwise resembling man. Still, not
having beenrevealed to the strong2st lenses of our
scientists when sweeping through boundless space,
nor his anatomy having been on the dissecting
table, I fear the God of the "new school" is simply
on a par with the Hottentot's or Choctaw Indian's.
All attempts to solve the problem of existe'nce by
postulating a "God," "creator," or "first cause,"
must and will ever remain efforts of childish reaso~ing and. a lamentable failure. It positivly explams nothmg_ and only infinitly complicates the
mystery. It Simply divests the visible all of and
invests an invisible nothing with, potencies' and
powers to cause all phenomena.
·
A "first cause," or God, implies an infinit somethin~-of which,_ howev~r, we know absolutely
nothmg-possessmg attributes and powers superior

It implies that such "first cause," or "God," prior
to the (imagin~ry) "beginning" was n~t cause, but
eternally inactiv, latent, non-productiv, m an ab,solute condition of negation, etc., and that such cause
during all the infinit cycles of ages precedin~
such "beginning" did not cause or produce a sohtary effect.
It implies that after being eternally inactiv and
cause of absolutely nothing, during all the ages of
beginningless time, "he" or it did, suddenly and
miraculously, so stupendously change "his" or its
characteristics as to create a universe!
And, last but not least, it presents to thinking
men and women the following grotesque proposition : The universe exists, consequently a "God"
or "first cause" must hav preceded it. This
"first cause " is eternal, never was created and
never needed a "creator." Six thousand years ago,
according to Bible chronology, this "first cause" or
" God" caused "the universe. No other causes
existed with or beside it prior to that time. It was
the "beginning" of the "heavens and earth." Until
then ~'it" or "he" alone monopolized all space and
all time. During all the ages of bPginninglsss
time "it" or "he" did not cause a solitary thingnot a world, sun, moon, star, or even a single atom.
Eternal darkness reigned here and there and everywhere.
This is a correct statement of affairs existing
during the eternity preceding six thousand years
ago, when the universe, according to the Christian
and Jewish mJthology, began.
But now the question naturally arises to the
thinking mind: What caused the "first cause,"
after an eternity of non-activity, to create the universe~
Here certainly is a magnificent, imposing
effect (if true). The Theist's " God," or " first
cause," certainly didn't cau~e it, for what these
would or could not do or cause to be done during
the vast eternity preceding this (imaginary) creation, they, of course, would or could never do.
This "first cause " is supposed to be omniscient,
omnipresent, and unchangeable, consequently what
this "God" could or would not do during the
eternity preceding the "beginning," "he," of
course, would never do.
What, then, in the name of reason, caused the
universe, or what caused the "first cause," or
"God," to create it after an eternity of non-existence! There is no effect without a cause. But
during an eternity all existing causes had refused,
or declined, or been unable to produce the universe;
what, then, I ask, was the cm!se which caused the
"first cause" or " God" suddPnly to create it six
thousand but not six quadrillion of years ago~ If
there existed no causes or conditions outside of the
Theist's "God," then, of course, this "God" having, in "his" superlativ wisdom, deemed it best
not to create it during all eternity, and being unchangeable, the creativ act would never hav been
consummated. But if there were other causes in
existence which prompt.ed or caused this " God" to
do that which, without such agencies, "he" would
not hav done, then, by this concession. the Theist's
" God" is instantly stripped of "his" divine attributes, ceases to be the true "creator" and designer,
as other causes are revealed, existing exterior, anterior, and superior to "him,"· and which really
preceded the Theist first cause.
Thus we see that all arguments predicating a
"first cause," a "God," a" creation" or "beginning,"
do not only not explain but infinitly mystify existing problems; and that the only rational conception
of nature is the eternal existence of all matterwhich is force-and which, possessing within itself
all the necessary attributes of self-existence and
self-formation (not creation), needs no " creator "
or "first cause" to aid it in its evolution to highest
forms.
Existing now, absolutely proves that in its elementary form it has always existed, so always will
exist. Furthermore, assuming harmony and order
now, and . evolving worlds, suns, systems, trees,
flowers, and men, proves it has ever evolved such
forms, and that consequently in the dim vista of
eternity (time going back :forever and ever and matter existing likewise forever and ever) there never
was a first world, first sun, first tree, or first man,
but all such phenomena are but repetitions of similar phenomena having been evolved forever.
Because it is plain that any particular first w:orld,
sun, or system, would again imply an eternity of
time preceding its formation, when it created
nothing, which, if true, would absolutely hav prevented such first world at any time. It is either
eternal standstill or eternal activity. Both cannot
be true.
Being activ to-day proves the universe
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can exist uncaused, and then from nothing create an
infinit universe (without crowding itself out!), or
that the universe which we all alike behold in august splendor-self-evident and real, conti~ually
struggling to evolve into sun, world, flower, or
man-is self-existent and eternal~
Rochelle, Ill.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.

Shall the World's Fair Be Open on Sunday 1
NEw YoRK, July 15, 1892.
A. E. GAMMAGE, EsQ., My .Dear Sir: You ask my
views on the subject of opening the World's Fair
on Sunday.
1. There are two reasons given in the Bible for
"keeping" the Sabbath. The first is that God
having made the world in six days and rested on
the seventh, therefore, man shall rest on the
seventh. We know that this is not true. We now
know, if we know anything, that God did not make
the world in six days and rest on the seventh. It
will not do to say that he made the world in six
"periods" and rested on the seventh. This would
be no argument in favor of keeping the Sabbath.
2. The second reason given in the Bible for
keeping the Sabbath is that God had brought out
the Jews from Egypt. If thif:\ is the real reason, it
applies to no people except the Jews. It certainly
could not hav been expected that the Egyptians
would think a day sacred for that reason. The
reason given applied only to the Jewish people, and
if that be the real reason, then the Sabbath is for
-the Jews and for no others.
3. There is another point. The day that was
made sacred, according to the Bible, was Saturday,
and not the day we keep. Th~re is nothing in t e
Old or New Testament to show that God ever
changed the day, and there is no warrant to be
found in the "sacred scriptures" for keeping the
day we call Sunday. The day we keep was kept by
pagans long before the Jewish people were released
from Egypt. It was a day sacred to the sun-not
sacred in the sense that people were not to enjoy
themselvs, but sacred in the sense that on that day
they were to enjoy themselvs. That day was n.
festival, not a penitentiary.
This worship of Sunday is of modern growth. It
seems to hav reached its bight in Scotland, then in
England, and from England it was brought by the
Pilgrims and Puritans to the New World. It ·is a
relic of asceticism-of the idea that man can please
God by making himself miserable. The Jews at
one time kept the Sabbath so strictly that if anyone, by accident, fell down, he would not rise until
after sunset. On Sunday they built no fires in
their houses-they shivered and thanked God.
They ate cold victuals with pious gratitude, and
longed with all their hearts for the next day.
At one time in Scotland it was discussed whether
it was right to rescue drowning men on Sunday.
The most pious took the ground that they should
not be rescued; that the drowning was God's
punishment for the violation of the day, and that
man should not endeavor to rescue his fellow-man
from the judgment of God.
.
The question now is whether here, in this
country, in this nineteenth century, the World's
Fair shall be closed on Sunday.
Admit, for. the sake of argument, that the day is
absolutely sacred-ought the Fair to be closed~
What will be the effect cf looking upon great pictures or statues, of seeing the wonderful machines
that man has invented~ Will the tendency be to
degrade or elevate, to demoralize or enlighten~
If looking at these pictures, at these statues, at
these machines, enlarges the mind, educates the
brain, cultivates the tastes, certainly there can 'be·
no objection to opening the Fair on Sunday, no
matter how sacred the day is. Can anyone conceive of a better way to keep Sunday-admitting
the day to be sacred-than to develop the brain and
civilize the heart~
From this it follows that whether the day is
sacred or not the Fair should be open.
There will be m .. ny thousands of people in
Chicago. They must do something on Sunday.
They will not remain in their rooms and read
Baxter's "Call to the Unconverted," ,neither will
they attend church. They must do something, and
it is impossible to conceive of a better thing for
them to do than to examin and study the triumphs ·
of genius. Even the most devout will hardly
object to looking at the wprld about us on Sunday,
at the undulating fields, the green and spreading
trees, the rivers, and clouds. Neither will they
think it wrong on Sunday night to gaze on heaven's
dome inlaid with stars. And yet all things are
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from the same source. Nature works through
man, and the great painting and the great statue
are and hav been as naturally produced as rivers
and trees and stars.
Of course the idea that one day is better than
another is in:fi.nitly absurd, that a space of time can
be called "holy," or that man is under any more
obligations one day than another, to do good, to
love mercy and to increase the happiness of his
fellow-man.
All things that man ought to do on any day of the
week, certainly can be done on Sun~ay without sin.
The ~hole matter may be summed up in this: It is
never right ·' o do wrong, and it is n: ver wrong to
do right.
.
Most people imagin that Sunday should be kept
sacred by not doing anything on that day for the
good of man, but by devoting your entire time to
the worship of God-that is to say, in doing something for God. There is nothing a man can do for
God, as God needs nothing; but there are many
things we can do for our fellow-men, because many
of them are in constant need.
All days should be for the good of man, and that
ilay in which the most people are really happy is
the best day.
Yours very truly, .
R. G. INGERSOLL.
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Father Tom for fetching dhrink that a-way in his out that people said, and says he: "Misther
pocket, as if there wasn't lashins in the house; so Maguire," says he, "what answer do you make to
says he: "¥1-sther Maguire," says he, "I'd hav you the heretics when they quote them passidges agin
to comprehmd the differ betuxt an inwitation to thransubstantiation out ov the Fathers~" says he,
"Why," says his riv'rence, "as there should be
dirlner from the succissor of Saint Pether, and from
a common nagur ova Prodesan squireen that maybe no sich passidges I make myself mighty aisy about
hasn't liquor enough in his cupboard to wet more them; but if you want to know how I dispose ov
nor his own heretical whistle. That may be the them," says he, "just repate one ov them, and I'll
way wid them that you wisit in Leithrim," says he, show· you how to catapomphericate it in two
"and in Roscommon ; and I'd let you know the shakes."
differ in .the prisint case," says he, "only that you're · "Why, then," says the pope, "myself disremema champiOn ov the church and. entitled to laniency. bers the partic'lar passidges they allidge out ov
So," says he, "as the liquor's come, let it stay. And them ould felleys," s&ys he, "though sure enough
in throth I'm curis myself," says he, getting mighty they're more numerous nor edifying-so we'll jist
·soft when he found the delightful smell of the suppose that a heretic was to find sich a saying as
putteen, "in inwestigating the composition ov distilled this in Austin : ' Every sensible man knows that
liquors_; it's a branch ov natural philosophy," says thransubstantiation is a lie;' or this out of Terh.e, taking up. the bottle and putting it to his blessed tullian or Plutarch: 'The bishop ov Room is a
~ose. ~ ! my dear, the very first snuff he got ov common imposther :' now tell me, could you answer
~t, he cned o?~• the dear man, "Blessed Vargin, but himT"
"As easy as kiss," says his riv'rence. " In the
·It has the diVIne smell!" and crossed himself and
the bottle half a dozen times running.
first, we're to understand that the expression 'every
"Well, sure enough, it's the blessed liquor now," sinsible man' signifies simply, 'Every man that
says his riv'rence, "and so there can be no harm judges by his nath'ral sinses ;' and we all know
anyway in mixing a dandy of punch; and," says he, that nobody folleying them seven deludhers could
stirring up the materi'l wid his goolden muddler- ever :find out the mysthery that's in it, if somebody
for everything at the pope's table, to the very schrew didn't come in to his assistance wid an Bighth
for drawing the corks, was ov vergin goold-" if I sinse, which is the only sinse to be depended on,
Father Tom and the Pope;
might make bould," says he, "to spake on so deep being the sinse of the church. So that, regarding
oR, A NIGHT AT THE VATICAN.
.a subjic afore your holiness, I think it 'ud considher- the first quotation which your holiness has supably fhacilitate the inwestigation ov its chemisthry posed, it makes clane for us, and tee-totally agin
BY REV. FRANCIS MAHONY (Father Prout),
As related by Mr. Michael Heffernan, Master of the and phwarmaceutics if you'd jist thry the laste sup the heretics."
"That's the explanation sure enough," says his
National School at Tallymactaggart, in the county of in life ov it inwardly."
Leitrim, to a friend, during his official visit to Dub·
"Well, then, suppose I do make the same expiri- holiness; "and now.what div you say to my being
·
lin, for the purpose of studying political economy, in ment," says the pope, in a much more condescinding a common imposther~"
the spring of 1838. ·
way nor you'd hav expected-and wid that he mixes
"Faix, I think," says his riv'rence, "wid all subWhen his riv'rence was in Room, ov coorse the a real stiff facer.
mi sion to the betther judgment ov the learned Fapope axed him to take pot-look wid him. More be
"Now, your holiness," says Father Tom, "this ther that your holiness has quoted, he'd hav been a .
token, it was on a Friday; but for all that, there bein' the first time you ever dispensed them chym- trifle nearer the truth if he had said that the bishop
was plenty of mate; for the pope gave himself an icals," says he, "I'll jist make bould to lay down one ov Room is the grand imposther and top-sawyer in
absolution from the fast on account ov the great rule of orthography," says he, "for conwhotinding that line over us all."
"What do you mane~" says the pope, getting
company that was in it-at laste so I'm tould. them, secundum mortem."
·
Howandiver, there's no fast on the dhrink, anyhow
"What's that~, says the pope.
quite red in the face.
"What would I mane," says his riv'rence, as
-glory be to God !-and so, as they wor sitting,
" Put in the sperits :first," says his riv'rence,
afther dinner, taking their sup together, says "and then put in the sugar; and remimber, every con1bosed as a docthe1· ov physic, "but that your .
the pope, says he, "Thomaus "-for the pope, you dhrop ov wather you pu"t in after that spoils the holibess is at the head ov all them-troth I'd a'most ·•
forgot I wasn't a bishop myself," says he (the de- •
know, spakes that way, all as one ov uz- punch."
"Thomaus a lanna," says he, "I'm tould you welt
"Glory be to God!" says the pope, not minding ludher was going to say, at the head of all ~tz)
them English heretics out ov the face."
a word Father Tom was saying. "I never knewn " that has the gift ov laying on hands. For sure,"
"You may say that," says his riv'rence to him ~hat dhrink was afore," says he. "It bates the says he, "imposther and imposithir is all one, so
again. "Be my sowl," says he, "if I put your Lachrymalchrystal out ov the face !" says he-" it's you're only to understand manuum, and the job is
holiness under the table, you won't be the first necthar itself, it is, so it is!" says he, wiping his done. Awouich l" says he, "if any heretic 'ucl go
for to cast up such a passidge as that agin me, I'd
pope I floored."·
epistolical mouth wid the cuff ov his coat.
Well, his holiness laughed like to split; for, you
"'Pon my secret honor," says his riv'rence, "I'm soon giv him a lesson in the p'lit.e art ov cutting a
know, Pope was the great Prodesan that Father Tom raally glad to see your holiness set so much to your stick to welt his own back wid."
"'Pon my epostolical word," says the pope, .
put down upon purgathory; and ov coorse they satiswhaction; especially," says he, "as, for fear ov
knewn all the ins and outs ov the conthravarsy at accidents, I tuck the liberty ov fetching the fellow "you've cleared up them two pints in a most satis- ·
Room. "Faix, Thomaus," says he, smiling across ov that small vesshel," says he, "in my other coat whacthery manner."
«You see," says his riv'rence-by this time they
the table at him mighty agreeable, "it's no lie what pocket. So devil a fear ov our running dhry till
wor mixing their third tumblel'-" the writings ov
they tell me, that yourself is the pleasant man over the butt-end of the evening, any how," says he.
the dhrop ov good liquor."
"Dhraw your stool in to the :fire, Misther Ma- them Fathers is to be thrated wid great veneration;
" Would you like to thry ~, says his riv'rence.
guire," says the pope, "for faix," says he, "I'm bent and it 'ud be the bight ov presumption in anyone
"Sure, and amn't I thrying all I can?" says the on analyzing the metaphwysics of this phinomenon. to sit down to interpret them widout providing
pope. "Sorra betther bottle ov wine's betuxt this Come; man alive, clear off," says he, "you're not himself wid a geu.teel assortment ov the best figures
ov rhetoric, sich as mettonymy, hyperbol, cattyand Salamancha nor's there fornenst you on the dhrinking at all."
table; it's raal Lachrymalchrystal, every spudh ov
"Is it dhrink '?" says his riv'rence; "begorra, chraysis, . prolipsis, mettylipsis, superbaton, polly~
it."
your holiness," says he, '• I'd dhrink wid you till syndreton, hustheron}?rotheron, prosodypeia and the
like in ordher that he may never be at a loss for
"It's martial could," says Father Tom.
the cows 'ud be coming home in the morning."
"Well, man alive," says the pope, "sure and
So wid that they tackled to, to the second fugee shuitable sintiments when he comes to their highFor unless we thrate them
here's the best ov good claret in the cut decan- apiece, and fell into larned .discourse. But it's flown passidges.
ther."
time for me now to be off to too lecthir at the Fathers libe1·ally to a handsome allowance ov .
"Not maning to make little ov the claret, your boord. Oh, my sorra light upon you, Docther thropes and :figures, they'd set up heres;t at oust,
,
holiness," says his riv'rence, "I would pre:fir some Whateley, wid your · pili tical econimy and your so they would."
"It's thrue for you," says the pope; "the figures
hot wather and sugar, wid a glass ov spirits through hydherastatics! What the dioul use has a poor
..
it, if convanient."
hedgemaster like me wid sich deep larning as is of spache is the pillars ov the church."
"Bedad," says his ri7'rence, "I dunna what we'd .
" Hand me over the bottle of brandy," says the only fit for the likes ov them two that I left over
pope to his head butler," and fetch up the materi'ls," their second tumbler~ Howandiver, wishing I was do widout them at all." .
"Which one do you pre:fir t" says the pope; "that
says he.
like them in regard ov the sup ov dhrink, anyhow,
"Ah, then, your holiness," says his riv'rence, I must brake off my narration for the prisent; but is" says he, "which figure of spache do you :find
mighty eager, "maybe you'd hav a dhrop ov the when I see you again, l'll tell you how Father Tom m.'ost usefulest when you're hard set 1"
"Metaphour's very good," says his riv'rence,
nativ in your cellar! Sure it's all one throuble," made a hare ov the pope that evening, in theology
"and so's mettonymy-and I've known prosodypeia .
says he, "and, troth, I dunna how it is, but brandy and the cube root.
always plays the puck wid my inthrails."
Well, the lecthir's over, and I'm kilt out and out. stand to me at a pinch mighty well-but for a con"'Pon my conscience, then," says the -pope, "it's My bitther curse upon the man that invinted the stancy, superbaton's the figure for my ·money.
very sorry I am, Misther Maguire," says he, "that same boord! I thought oust I'd fadom the say ov Divil be in me," saJs he, "but I'd prove blackwhite
it isn't in my power to plase you; for I'm sure and throuble; and that was when I got through £rae- as fast as a horse 'ud thro"t wid only a good stock
.
certain that there's not as much whisky in Room tions at ould Mat Kavanagh's school, .in Firdra- ov superbaton."
"Faix," says the pope, wid a sly look, "you'd
this blessed minit as 'ud blind the eye ov a midge." more-God be good to poor Mat's sowl, though he"Well, in troth, your holiness," says Father Tom, did deny the cause the day he suffered! but it's need to hav it backed, I judge, wid a small taste o~ J
"I knew:n there was no use in axing; only," says he, fluxions itself we're set to bottom now, sink or shwim! assurance."
"Well now, jist for that word," says his riv'rence,
"I didn't know how ~lse to exqueeze the liberty I May I never die if my head isn't as throughother
tuck," says he, "of bringing a small taste," says he, as anything wid their ordinals and cardinals-and, "I'll prove it wido"?-t aither on? o~ other. Bla~k,"
"of the real stuff," says he, hauling out an imperi'l. begob, it's all nothing to the econimy lecthir that I says he "is one thmg and white IS another thmg.
quart bottle out. ov his coat-pocket; "that never hav to go to at two o'clock. Howandiver, I musn't You d~n't conthravene that? But everything is
seen th9 face of a gager," says he, sitting it down on forget that we left his riv'rence and his holiness aither one thing or another thing; I defy the
the table fornenst the pope; "and if you'll jist sitting fornenst one another in the parlor ov the apostle Paul to g~t over that dilemma. ~~11, if
anything be one thmg, well ~nd_g~od,; but 1f I_t be
thry the full ov a thimble ov it, and it doesn't rise Vatican, jist afther mixing their second tumbler.
t'he cockles ov your holiness's heart, why, then, my
When they ha<} got well down into the same, they another thing, then it's plam it Isn t both thmgf:l,
name," says he, "isn't Tom Maguire." And wid fell, as I was telling you, into larned discourse. and so can't be two things-nobody can deny that.
that he outs wid the cork.
For, you see, the pope was curious to find out But what can't be two things must be one thingWell, the pope at :first was going to,get vexed at whether Father Tom was· the great theologi~n .all ergo, whether it's one thing or another thing it's all
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one. But black is one thing and white is another 'ud be the biggest lie: to my mind," says he, "the we could, to a large extent, hold the balance of
thing-ergo, black and white is all one. Quod erat one appears to be about as big a bounce as the power between the two political parties, and compel
them by legitimate means to a proper recognition
other."
demonsthrandum."
"Why, then, you poor simpleton," says his of our rights as Freethinkers.
"Stop a bit," says the pope; "I can't althegither
Our coworker, Samuel P. Putnam, has under
giv in to your second minor-no, your second riv'rence, "don't you persave that forbye the advanmajor," says he, and he stopped. ,"F~x, then," tage the gandher 'ud hav in the length ov his neck, taken the arduous task of organizing such a
says he, getting confused, "I don t nghtly re- it 'ud be next to onpossible for the turkey-cock U;nion among the Freethinkers of America, and I
mimber where it was exactly that I thought I seen lying that a-way to see what he was about, by rason can assure him that he has my hearty sympathy
the :flaw in your premises. Howsomdiver," says he, ov his djollars and other accouthrements hanging and cooperation in such it movement. As affau·s
"I don't deny that it's a good conclusion, and one back over his eyes? The one about as big a bounce in this republic are brought to such a state by the
that 'ud be ov materi'l service to the church if it as the other! 0 you misfortunate crethur! if you interference of the ecclesiastical machines, it is
had ever learned your ABC in theology, you'd hav time that every · Freethinker rouse himself into
was dhrawn wid a little more distinctivness."
"I'll make it as plain as the nose on your holiness's known that there's a differ betuxt them two lies so the activity and vigor of life, and giv his aid in
face, by superbaton," says his riv'rence. "~y great that, bedad, I wouldn't wondher if it 'ud make this matter.
adversary says black is not another color, that IS, a balance ov five years in purgathory to the sowl · The time has now come upon us when we must
white~ Now that's jist a parallel passidge wid the that 'ud be in it. Ay, and if it wasn't that the seek that union which givs strength and means.
one out of Tartullian that me and Hayes smashed church is too liberal entirely, so she is, it 'ud cost
Realizing the splendid results accomplished by
the heretics on in Clarendon sthreet--' This is my his heirs and succissors betther nor teri pounds to the Freethought party in England, France, and
body-that is, the figure ov my body.' That's a hav him out as soon as the other. Get along, man, other parts of Europe, chiefly the result of organisuperbaton, and we showed that it ou~htn't to be and take half a year at dogmatical theology; go and zation, we hav every reason to believe that beneread that way at all, but this way: 'This figure of read your Dens, you poor dunce, you!"
ficial results will follow a like movement in the
my body is my body.' Jist so wid my adversary:s
"Raally.". says the pope, "you're making the United States. There are hundreds of thousands
proposition: it mustn't be understood the way It heretic's shoes too hot to hould me. I wondher of Freethinkers in our land, and could they only be
reads, by no manner of manes; but it's to be taken how the Prodesans can stand afore you at all."
organized, we could then dictate instead of being .
this way: 'black'-that is, white, is not another
"Don't think to delude me," says his riv'rence; dictated to. Freethinkers, let ~our presence and
color-green, if you like, or orange, by dad, for "don't think to back out ov your challenge now," support be felt upon this occasion, and do not foranything I care, for my case is proved .. •Black'- says he, "but come to the scratch like a man, if you get the meeting in Chicago on Sunday, the 4th of
·that is, 'white,' lave out the 'that,' by smnalayphy, are a man, and answer me my question. What's September, of which further announcement will be
and you hav the conclusion, 'Black is white,' or by the rason, now, that Julius Cresar and the Vargin made.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
convarsion, •White is black."'
Mary was born upon the one day ?-answer me
The International Freethougbt Congress.
"It's as clear as mud," says the pope.
that, if you wouldn't be hissed off the platform."
"Begad," says his riv'rence, "I'm in great humor
FREETHINKERS OJ;' THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA,
Well, my dear, the pope couldn't answer it, and
for disputin' to-night. I wisht your ·holiness was a he had to acknowledge himself sacked. Then he Friends: The Freethinkers' International Congress
heretic for two minutes," says he, "till you'd see axed his riv'rence to tell him the rason himself; and will take place at Madrid, Oct. 12-19, 1892.
the flaking I'd giv you!"
The general council of the International FederaFather Tom communicated it to him in Latin.
"Well, then, for the fun of the thing suppose me But as this is a very deep question, I never h'ard tion has the honor of inviting you to contribute to
my namesake, if you like," says the pope, laughing, what the answer was, except that I'm tould it was the success of this Congress by youx moral and
"though, by Jaymany," says he, " he's not one so mysterious it made the pope's hair stand on material participation.
that I take much pride out ov."
end:
This invitation is addressed to all Freethought
"Very good-divil a betther joke ever I had,"
But there's two o'clock, and I'll be late for the societies, whether connected or not with the Intersays his riv'rence. " Come, then, Misther Pope," lecthir.
national Federation ; to Freethinkers not belonging
says he, "hould up that purty face ov yours,
to any particular society; to economic, philosophical,
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
and answer me this question: Which 'ud be the
and scientific societies ; to societies for the pro]j>abiggest lie, if I said I seen a turkey-cock lying on
gation of Secularism and anticlericalism, and, in
the broad ov his back, and picking the stars out ov A Freethought Federation To Be Organized. general, to all partisans of liberty of conscience.
the sky, or· if I was to say that I seen a gandher in
How much is implied in that simple phrase,
The Congress coincides in date with the grand
the same intherestin' posture, raycreatin' himself "to think freely!" How apparently boundless is festivities at Madrid in commemoration of the diswid similar astronomical expiriments? Answer me its scope! There are few words in the whole range covery of America by Christopher Columbus, 1492.
that, you ould swaddler !" says he.
of the human vocabulary which hav power to stir the
The committee of organization is composed· of
" How durst you call me a swaddler, sir ?" says deepest emotions of the human heart like that one Messrs. D. Antonio Machado, professor of the Unithe pope, forgetting, the dear man, the part that word "freedom" and its kindred appellations. versity of Madrid; Visconde de Torres-Solanot,
he was acting.
What deeds of heroism hav been performed at the publisher and capitalist;. Jose Amoros, engineer;
" Don't think for to bully me!" says his riv'rence; magic sound of its name! And what an infinity Odon de Buen, professor of the University of Bar"I always daar to spake the truth, and it's well of suffering hav men endured in all ages, in order celona; Francesco Rispa, ancient member of Cortes;
known that you're nothing but a swaddling ould to secure for themselvs and others one small modi- Francesco Ruiz, typograph; Felix Navarro, archisinner ov a saint," says he, never letting on to per- cum of human liberty,
tect; Antonio Rolden, doctor of medicin; Fernandez
save that his holiness had forgot what they were
Much attention has of late years been paid to the Morales, provincial deputy of Madrid; Raimundo
agreed on.
claims of Freethought, and a numerous class of F. Duranol, capitalist; Manuel Matoses, author;
"By all that's good," says the pope, "l often persons hav been included under the term "Free- Nicholas Salmeron y Garcia, mechanic; Enrique
h'ard ov the imperance ov you Irish afore," says he, thinkers" who are of various shades of opinion, Can talapiedra, engine9r; Ramon Chies, alderman
"but I never expected to be called a saint in my from sentimental Deism to matter-of-fact Atheism. of Madrid; Fernando Logano (Demofilo), pubown house either by Irishman or Hottentot. I'll And these, though they hav agreed in one thing- lisher at Madrid.
till you what, Misther Maguire," says he, "if you viz., the necessity of destroying superstition-still
Our Spanish friends propose the following procan't keep a civil tongue in your head, you had hav exhibited but very little tendency toward gram:
betther be walkin' off wid yourself; for I beg lave union among themselvs for any practical reformI.-PRINCIPLES.
to giv you to understand that .it won't be for the atory purposes. Freethought is no new thing; it
1. The Christian ideal and the modern ideal;
good ov your health if you call me by sich an out- has existed in all ages, even as we understand it-- their reciprocal opposition.
probrious epithet again," says he.
viz., the right to question the dogmatic teaching!'
2. The opposition of Christianity and Catholi"Oh, indeed! then things is come to a purty of an arrogant priesthood. Freethought existed cism.
pass," says his riv'rence (the dear funny soul that in Greece, Egypt, and Rome, though scarcely ever
3. Incompatibility of Catholicism with modern life:
he ever was!), "when the likes of you compares one as a recognized right.
(a) with science; (b) with positiv morality; (c) with
of the Maguires ov Tempo wid a wild Ingine!
We hav at present the right to Freethought a republican state, and the latter with constitutional
Why, man alive, the Maguires was kings ov Ferma- passivly conceded, if not practically recognized ; monarchy; (d) with the new social organization: the
nagh three thousand years afore your grandfather, and if Freethinkers are wise, they will utilize to the foolishness ofthe pretension of the compatibility of
that was the first ov your breed that ever wore highest the vantage already gained. But, upon Catholicism with Socialism; (e) with art; (f) with
shoes and stockings" (I'm bound to say, in justice the question of organization the mass of Free- economic life.
to the poor Prodesan, that this was all spoken by thinkers appear somewhat apathetic; it is the few
4. The most efficient and rapid means of punhis riv'rence by way of a figure of apache), "was alone who are activ.
·fying modern life from the poisonous virus of
sint his majesty's arrand to cultivate the friendship
The events that hav recently occurred in our Catholicism: (a) through conscience: by secular eduof Prince Lee Boo in Botteney Bay! 0 Bryan dear," land are of such a nature that they should be cation; (b) through politics: by separation of church
says he, letting on to cry, "if you were alive to hear sufficient in themselvs to rouse the energy and en- and state, suppression of the theocratic despotism
a boddagh Sassenagh like this casting up his conn- thusiasm of even the most indifferent Freethinker.
on the Philippi island, and of religious missions in
they to one ov the name ov Maguire! "
The fusion of all classes of religious fanatics has general; (c) through the sociallife: by the suppres- ·
"In the name of God," says_ the pope, very succeeded in securing the sanction of Congress to sion of the sacerdotal character and the monastic
solemniously, "what is the maning ov all this at all, close the gates of the World's Exposition upon the institutions; (d) through'public admini!'ltration: by
at all?'~ says he.
first day of the week. Not only hav we had to con- secularization .of all institutes of. charity, instruc"Sure," says his riv'rence, whispering to him tend with the united efforts of the Sabbatarians in tion, and correction, and all military and civil insti- .
across the table, "sure you know ·we're acting a oftr own country, but we hav had to· strive against tutions which are dependent upon the state, the
conthrawarsy, and you tuck the part ov the Prodesan what little influence the religionists of Europe hav province, or the commune; (e) through the acts of
champion. You wouldn't be angry wid me, I'm been able to exercise upon our legislativ bodies ; civil law : by secUlarization of the civil authorities.
sure, for sarving out the heretic to the best ov my for even the musty old bench of bishops in the
I I . - HISTORY;
ability."
British House of Lords hav had the audacity to5. History of the emancipation of conscience.
"Oh, begad I had forgot," says the pope, the petition our legislature recommending that the Part taken herein by the French Freemasonry: ··
good-natured ould crethur; "sure enough you were gates of the Fair shall be closed on Sunday.
mission accomplished by the Masonic order.
only taking your part, as a good Milesian Catholic
In order to meet this effectivly, and to check the
6. Evolution of Freethoughtin Spain: (a). before
ought, agin the heretic Sassenagh. Well," says he, inroads made upon the liberties of the people by the Arabs; (b) during the reign of the .t\.rabs; (c) .
"fire away now, and I'll put up wid as many con- the clerical party, we now propose to organize a during the Middle Ages; d during the last centthrovarsial compliments as you plase to pay me."
Freethought Federation in America for 'political ury; (e) during the present epoch.
.
..
"Well, then, answer me my question, you sancti- purposes ; and it is to be hoped that every well7. Obstacles produced by the ·false science .of.·
monious ould dandy," says his riv'rence.
meaning Freethinker will come forward and assist. theology against positiv science. The council of
"In troth, then," says the pope, "I dunna which
By an effectiv union of all Freethought voters, Lisbon. Junto of Salamanca.
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8. Influence of the discovery of America on the
emancipation of thought. _ The Puritans ; the
United States of America; Mexico and its laws of
reform ; the republics of Central and South America.
·
· III.-ORGANIZATION. .
9. Exposition of the situation of each land relativ to Freethought. Statistics of the clerical and
Freethought forces.
10. The Universal Federation of Freethinkers.
Discussion of its laws.
11. Federation of the Spanish-American Freethinkers. Methods of organization and of commanding public recognition.
The above proceedings being finished, the general council proposes the following three questions
for discussion :
1. Freethought and the social organization of
the future.
·
2. Influence of dogmas on the march of biologic
and geologic problems.
· 3. Mysticism and the perturbations of the nervous
system.
·
The general council appeals to the devotion and
international spiri~ of Freethinkers in hope that all
nations will be represented at the· Congress at
Madrid, the success of which is partly assured by
the presence of a considerable number of brethren
from Spain and Portugal. Already hav the Federation of Freethinkers of France and that of Belgium
agreed to send a number of representativs to Spain.
· Directors: Napoleon Navez, engineer, con-espondent for Italy; Emile Gorissen, architect, correspondent for Portugal; Leon Furnemont, advocate,
con-espondent for Spain; Gustave Nelson, member
of tpe general council and correspondent for the
United States and Canada.
Memoirs, essays, and contributions will be received by Mr. Leon Furnemont, lawyer, treasurer
International Freethought Association, con-espondent for Spain, 61 rue de la Putterie, Brussels, Belgium.
Send adhesions to tl::e Congress, individuals or
groups, to Mr. E. Gorissen, secretary, rue de
Progres, Scharbeck-Brussels, Belgium.

The Cause in Washington.
Thanks to the indefatigable efforts of our esteemed and most efficient president, Dr. D. M.
Angus, of Tacoma, there is a revival of interest
among the Liberals of our state, and a general
awakening to the necessity of activ, persistent work
to secure the repeal of our present infamous revenue
law, which exempts church property from taxation
up to $5,000, and fully exempts all church property used for denominational schools, hospitals,
orphan asylums, homes for the indigent, etc., etc.,
if "wholly or in part sustained by charity."
As soon as the necessary funds are received the
Washington Secular Union will issue _ten thousand
small pamphlets on " Taxation of Church Property," and hav them judiciously distributed throughout the state to educate the people on this great
question and inspire them to action, that the
monstrous wrong be righted.
TACOMA SECULAR ·UNION.
The Tacoma Secular Union has removed to its
new hall, 1,117 Tacoma avenue, and held a meeting
there on Tuesday, July 19th. A number of new
members were added to the roll. The society is now
an established success, and is exerdsing considerable influence in imfarting courage to the weakly
ones to rally to our standard, while the consideration
and social respect in which its members are held
force our Christian friends to recognize it as a
power for good.
The new hall is nearly· twice as large as the
Wheeler Hall (our previous place of meeting), and
has the additional advantage of a splendid dancing
floor, convenient large anterooms, and a very fine
piano. Now our lady members enliven our meetings with sweet melodies and play accompaniments
to our singers.
.
·
Our regular Tuesday evening meetings each week
increase alike in the numbers in attendance and in
interest.
Tuesday, July 26th, we gave our first social
and ball. All were surprised and delighted at its
perfect success. It really far exceeded the hopes
and expectations of the most sanguin. The program of exercises preceding the ball was really
excellent. Music by the Tacoma Zither Club. Address by the president. Recitation, "Helping
Mother," by young Miss Freda Wilde (very ably
delivet;.ed, her :first effort in public ; she gave evidence of possessing oratorical and dramatic .ability
of high ord!'Jr). ·Songs, duets, trios, etc.
The,Scotch. songs by the deserved popular favorit,.~_()l;>er,t Howden, and the. recital of ".St. Peter"
by that truly wonderful little child of genius, Stella

Langdon, electrified and entranced the audience.
The dancing was kept up un'til 12:30 A.M. The
music was superb and received high and welldeserved encomiums.
Sociability "is the strength and dependence of the
church; realizing this, the Tacoma Secular Union
are doing all possible to cultivate sociability and
fraternity to make Liberals of the city better acquainted, so they will feel greater personal interest
in each other's welfare, and mere acquaintance ripen
into real friendship. The socials and ball will be
repeated every month.
SUNDAY EVENING LECTURES AT GERMANIA HALL.
The interest and attendance continues unabated.
Last Sunday night, July 31st, the subject was,
"Wrongs To Be Righted," and we had a very large
audience-the most enthusiastic of the whole
course.
A minister of the Methodist Episcopal church on
Sunday morning, July 17th, declared from his
pulpit that "the Infidels of Tacoma attempted to
get up a series of lectures, and, by dint of a large
amount of advertising and great exertion, they succeeded in getting nearly one hundred persons to
their first lecture; but each succeeding Sunday
there was a rapid decrease in attendance and last
Sunday they could only muster eleven persons, so
they gave up in hopeless despair." That minister
really tried to liv up to the Bible teaching-Rom.
iii, 7-lying for the glory of God. Yet as ministers
now claim that when in Genesis it says a day it
really ,does not mean a day, but more than a thousand years, under that method of interpretation
the eleven persons would mean eleven hundred,
and so the minister spoke much nearer the truth
than is usual with him when in the pulpit.
A Campbellite minister proposed to discuss. with
me the claim of the divine inspiration of the scriptures, but at the last moment crawled out-claimed
the Ministerial Alliance of Tacoma would not permit him to hold discussion on that subject. Some
of his church folks seem to hav worried him a good
deal over his failure to meet the Infidel lecturer
and in public refute him, since he declared he could
do it so easily. He "would fire just two texts of the
blessed Bible at him and that would effectually
silence him." He sought our ex-president, Mr.
Eber Pierce, and offered to lecture two or three
nights to the Tacoma Secular Union, provided we
would pay hall-rent, 1.1.dvertising, and all expenses.
He felt assured we should reject such a silly proposition, since if we wished to hear him we could attend his church any Sunday and save all expenditure except of our time and patience.
But we accepted, making the only condition that
he should remain on the platform after _his lecture
and listen to my review of what he had said. He
agreed and we engaged the hall, but knowing the
tricks of the trade, I sent him a written memorandum
of agreement, just exactly as he had asked for, but
he refused to sign. He said he would lecture, but
would not stop to hear any reply that might be
made. He said the Ministerial Alliance would not
permit him, but they had sent. for Clark Braden, a
man who had defeated and silenced all t4e leading
Infidel lecturers, the principal millisters of the Adventists, and many leading orthodox ministers. He
was a man of -wonderful fearlessness and never
hesitated to throw mud if provoked.
Alas ! for poor old dying Christianity when its
only hope and champion is the poor creature
Skunk Braden.
Truly, the Bible description of the ministers of
Tacoma is literally and exactly fulfilled. "His
watchmen are blind; they are all ignorant; they
are all dum,b dogs; they cannot bark; sleeping,
lying down, loving to slumber. Yea, they are
greedy dogs which can never hav enough and they
are shepherds that cannot understand; they all
look to their own way, every one for his gain,
from his quarter" (!sa. lvi, 10, 11).
C. B. REYNOLDs, Sec._ Wash. Secular Union.
Fremont, Wash.
1

--------~~--------

Bible Readings.

'Q. Does his reputed father set us a brilliant example in this matter~
A. "But God said unto him, Thou fool, this
night thy soul shall be required of thee" (Luke xii,
20).
Q. Did the "man after God's own hea1·t," the
"sweet singer of Israel," the prophet who "spake
as he was moved by the Holy Ghost," pay any attention to this precept~
A. "The fool hath said in his heart, There is no
God" (Ps. xiv, 1; liii, 1). "Understand, ye
brutish among the people, and ye fools, when will
ye be wise" (Ps. xciv, 8) ~
'SO. 4.-0N ABSTAINING FROM FOOLISHNESS.
Q. What was the opinion of the greatest king of
God's chosen people concerning fools~
A. "A brutish man knoweth not, neither doth a
fool understand" (Ps. xcii, 6).
Q. What did the wisest man that God ever made
think of fools~
A. "A prating fool shall fall" (Prov. x, 9, 10).
"It is as sport to a fool to do mischief" (Prov. x, 23 ).
"A fool layeth open his folly" (Prov. xiii, 16).
"The fool rageth, and is confident" (Prov. xiv, 16).
"A fool despiseth his father's instruction" (Prov.
xv, 5). "Let a bear robbed of her whelps meet a
man, rather than a fool in his folly" (Prov. xvii, 12).
"A fool hath no _delight in understanding" (Prov.
xviii, 2).
"A fool's mouth· is his destruction"
(Prov. xviii, 7). "The fool walketh in darkness "
(Eccl. ii, 14). "A fool's voice is known by a multitude of words" (Eccl. v, 3).
"Wisdom is too
high for a fool " (Prov. xxiv, 7). "The lips of a
fool will swallow up himself" (Eccl. x, 12). "The
instruction of fools is folly" (Prov. xvi, 22).
Q. To whom do the above inspired remarks of
the good and wise men apply~
A. "0, foolish Galatians, who hath bewitched
you~" (Gal. iii, 1).
"For we ourselvs also were
sometimes foolish" (Titus iii, 3). " We are fools
for Christ's sake" (1 Cor. iv, 10). "As a fool re·ceive me.
I speak as it were foolishly.
I speak as a fool" (2 Cor. ii, 16, 17, 23).
''I am become a fool" (2 Cor. xii, 11). " 1'he
prophet is a fool, the spiritual man is mad "
(Hosea ix, 7). "He [God] leadeth counselors away
spoiled, and maketh the fudges fools" (Job xii, 17).
"Anger resteth in the bosom of fools" (Eccl. vii, 9).
" God is angry with the wicked every day" (Ps.
vii, 11).
A. H. DARROW.
Phcenix, A. J.~, July 17, 1892.
c

Boycott the Churches and Saloons.
The liquor-dealers and the church people seem to
feel pretty sure that they are victorious in their
united labors to hav the World's Fair closed on
Sunday. But there is· one thing the people can do
who are compelled to keep out of the great exhibi·
tion on Sunday-they can, and should, boycott both
institutions-that is, visit neither the church or the
saloon. The theaters will be open, and as yet, we.
hav not learned that they are so selfish that they
are not willing to stand a fair competition with the
Fair.
H. L. GREEN.

"Pushed By Unseen

Hand~."

From the Boston T1·avele1·.

Helen H. Gardener has recently taken a leading
place among Amer;can writers, a place well earned
by her "A Thoughtless Yes" and "Is This Your
Son, My Lord~" Her latest volume, one of short
stories, issued by the Commonwealth Company,
New York, must add to her already enviable reputation. These stories hav the marks of a brilliant
genius, they are original in style and design, and
are a new thing in literature. Realistic in the
extreme, they are at the same time delightfully
artistic.
From the Philadelphia Jnq!l'irer.

These tales illustrate strange influences that
shape human action and yet seem to lie outside of
the actor. "An Echo from Shilo" has a Spiritualistic atmosphere. "A Hall of Heredity" pictures
the working out, in a promising son, of prenatal influences. The tales are strange, and Dr. Spitzka,
the brain specialist, writes that two of the stories
deal with curious things usually observed only by
specialists in the field of heredity. Such experiences
confirm the belief that man is by no means a free
agent.

NO. 3-0N EVIL SPEAKING.
Question. What fearful ·denunciation did the
blessed redeemer pronounce against those who
should· apply the word fool to another~
Answer. "Whosoever shall say, Thou fool, shall
be in danger of hell-fire" (Matt. v, 22).
Q. How well did his most illustrious apostle
guard his own tongue in this respect~
A. "Thou fool, that which thou sowest is not
Lectnres and Meetings.
quickened except it die" (1 Cor. xv, 36)!
Q. Did Jesus himself abstain fJom using this 8. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Chicago, ill .... Sept. 4, 11
Eau Claire and
language which he forbade~
vicinity, Wis.Aug.24-29
A. "Ye fools, and blind" (Matt. xxiii, 17, 19;
Some dates are not filletl. Those along the line who
Luke xi, 40). "Then he [Jesus] said unto them, 0
fools, and slow of heart to believe all that the desire lectures will please write S. P. Putnam, Palouse
City, Wash.
prophets hav spoken" (Luke xxiv, 25).

THE TRUTH SEEKER. AUGUST

~etters of f]iriends.

person who-. has made some progress in
mathematics to tell me that he believes
all the book called the Bible, I am willing
to admit that it astonishes me. I cannot
think he tells the truth. Christianity was
a fraud to start with, and lies had to be
told to start it, and it seems that those
who advocate it hav no hesitancy in looking you in the face and telling you lie after lie, following the footprints of those
who commenced the busineBB. So I do
not believe that a man or woman with
good common sense can believe the absurdities of Christianity. So I cannot believe that a man who is a church-member
has benefited the world as much as one
who has said the Bible is immoral.
M. BARTLETT.

13. i892.

treat everybody well if they do me, and if
they do not b·eat me well I will let them
alone. I am thirty-one years old. I am
the mother of five children. I always tell
them the truth when they ask me anything.
I will sure send them to free schools. I
am disgusted with religion, and so is my
husband. Our religion is to pay for all
we get, and to hav plenty, and to liv to the
laws of our g-overnment.
Well, I will close by sending my best
wishes to all free truth seekers. Excuse
bad writing and spelling, for religion is
the cause. I hope all the girls will follow
MARY R. BEAUVAIS.
me.

Buy Liberal Literature Instead of Pay·
ing Pew-Rent.
RIDGEWAY, N.Y., July 4, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find check
for $9, for which send the Bible Picture
Book, etc., as inclosed list.
I hav decided to help keep the torches
of our Liberal papers alive and circulate
Liberal matter, instead of paying pewrent in even as Liberal a church as the
Universalists'-who hav a church here.
And I hav years ago been an activ member servin"' the -Niagara Association as
Ridicule Is a Proper W capon A.gainst
thek standh:g clerk for twelve to fifteen
the Like of Christianity.
years, and until I resigned because I had
DENVER, CoL., July 22, 1892.
evoluted above and beyond them.
Onr Pictnr11 Books Not Bad Enough to
MR. EDITOR: I notice a communication
Yours,
GEo. L. PRATT.
Snit Cltristians. in your paper of July 2d, signed M. B. S.,
ELSINoRE, CAL., July 20, 1892.
objecting to the caricatures of THE TRUTH
Effect of Closing the Fair.
Mn. EDITOR: The Pict01ial Bible re- SEEKER on the grounds that they "repel
NEw BRITAIN, July 28, 1892.
ceived, and I must say it is ''great." It is and disgust those who are not thoroughly
M11. EDITOR : My -brother and myself going the round of Elsinore and doing a weaned from religious notions." No
had circulated two petitions to hav the whole lot of missi<-nary work. I think, doubt these same followers of a "halfWorld's Columbia Exposition open on though, that Heston knocks all the breed God " who are filled with infinit disSundays, and had about one hundred sig- romance out of his angels by rolling up gust at your shockingly sacrilegious illusnatures when Congress passed the law their sleeves, and God is robbed of his b·ations of his "Holy Nibs's " actions,
which made all of our efforts of no avail. holy character by looldng too much like could hav stood side by side with Moses
At first we were disappomted. But when Moses. - As the old Demom:at of Kentucky and unblushingly witnessed their God's
we reflect, we know that it was always the once complained of Petroleum V. Nasby's obscene display of his "back parts" to
nature of Christians to be proscriptiv and Democracy, I think I can see that Heston his obedient servant. To them the book
tyrannical, and it was necessary before is doing religion more harm than good, of Ruth in all probability lays down a
they could evolute for them to-show that although I must admit his illustrations are most excellent example for all young
they aze the same now as they were in the more chaste than those of illustrated widows to emulate, and the holy conduct
Dark Ages. The only reason they do not Bibles. I remember some of the great of the daughters of Lot conveys to them
resort to torture now is, they hav battles between God's troops and those of a spirit of godliness and obedience. No,
finally made the discovery that they lose Satan, which Dore ill11strated so profusely my friends, there must be no compromise.
in numbers by- doing so. And if they for "Paradise Lost," where the angels ·The very nature of the strife renders it
were not so obtuse to reason they would rode winged horses, but I hav failed to impossible. We are en!!'aged in a battle
know that by their tyrannical action in find a single one of Heston's jackasses for that which our god (Reason) tells us is
closing the Fair they hav aroused a spirit sporting a pair of wings. While this is a noble principle and a grand truth. The
of investigation regarding days set apart perhaps more -to nature, still it iR hardly survival of the fittest can alone attest the
for worship that will cause many of their fair; as a mule is half-horse he should, at result. No weapon can be too severe
own adherents to leave their religion for least, hav one wing. Dore used to always with which to stifle error and falsehood.
something which does not try to make leave his male and female angels naked, Our fight is for a noble and philanthropic
laws to compel others to forego the pleas- while I notice Heston clothes his. This cause and the more bitter the medicin
ure and instruction of this the greatest of fact, I th,ink, injures the sale of the book the more permanent will be the cure in
World's Fairs. Their evolution to Lib- amongst Christians at this place; perhaps the end.
erality is slow, and I regret it; but sure, elsewhere, too. It may be, too, if HesStrong and sincere are the sympathies
and I am glad of it.
GEo. F. ELLIOTT.
ton's angels and Gods, etc , were to expose which flow from our hearts to the poor
their persons as Dore's do, our efficient wretches whose feet hav never trod the
postal authorities would be so well pleased bright and beautiful path of Truth, those
Goo1I Philosophy.
with his works that they would pass them whose intellectual faculties are stagnant
KmKSYILLE, Mo., July 18, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: We find that there are through the mails free or at reduced rates. and their' life blighted by imbibing indicranks in the Liberal ranks as well as in the As they are, they certainly lack the gestible priestly messes of mythological
churches; as evidenced by the communica- genuinness of religion and you can hardly lies, but we cannot afford to dilute oul"
tion from G. R. Schoch, which you pub- blame church people for refusing to sanc- medicin with conservatism. It had better
lish-and pass without comment, for it tion them or for banishing them from the be made stronger than otherwise. A conservativ stand never gained a victory, and
deserves none, and these remarl!s may be boys and girls of religious families.
Tliere are a lot of other reasons why the a compromise between what our Reason
considered as a waste of time on my part
book is likely to be unpopular in Christian tells us is right and wrong has never been
and a waste of space on yours.
Diversity of opinion is a law or order of families which I would like to mention, effecblal or productiv of good. If I am
F. H. HEALD.
not correct in the above (to me selfnature. People hav ,always differed and but space forbids.
evident) propositions I would regard it as
always will. I find you publish articles
a kindness in some reader of THE TRUTH
advArse to your honeRt convictions. This
Realistic Letter.
SEEKER to put me on the right track. I
is Liberality. Difference of opinion leads
PHENIX, Amz., July 18, 1892.
to investigation, and investigation to the
MR. EDIToR: I will write you ·a few regard a conservativ stand as proof
acquirement of knowledge; hence, as a words, as my husband has been taking positiv of a lack of sincerity in the prinmeans of investigation, let us hear all sides your papers for some time, and Ilike them ciple in question, or else pure cowardice.
of any question of interest. We are not best of all books. 1\:Iy mother and father To those Liberals who would spread their
perfect beings, or posseBBed of all knowl- were Catholics. They raised me in that principles broadcast in the land and stand
edge, and perhaps it is best that it is so. church. They were poor farmers, so they by their honest convictions I say, RadicalIf it were possible for man to know all, had no money to send me to a Catholic ism is your only hope. You must destroy
or reach a state of absolute perfection, he school, and our priest forbade me to go to darkness with light, eradicate error with
would hav reached a state of inactivity, a a free school. They claimed aU I needed truth. Ridicule is ofttimes a good and
state of death. Eternal progression would to learn was my prayers and to work, so I effectiv weapon.
Let the good work go on. "A little
be preferable to eternal perfection. It is lived a slave to my religion until I was
proper to discuss all subjects in a proper sixteen years old. I did feel so bad that I more grape," Mr. Editor.
Ever yours for Freethought and Libmanner through a Liberal paper, otherwise could not write letters like other girls. I
FRANK LEARY.
it would not be Liberal.
left my mother, and went to make ·my eralism,
Fraternally,
WILLIAM HART.
home with a good lady. She had good
Ingersoll Should Be Nominated.
learning. She was a midwife. So she
Thinks That No One Can Really Be· learned me all that she could when she
ATLANTA, GA., July 24, 1892.
lieve the Bible.
was at home. ThiA lady never did belong
MR. EDITOR: In speaking of R. G. Into any church. , But she was loved by all gersoll as a possible candidate for the
BUFFALO VALLEY, TENN., July 12, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I hav waited for some time, who knew her. Well, every minute that presidency, J. F. Clancy remarks, in his
hoping to get some new subscribers, but I was· not at work I had a book in my letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 23d:
my efforts are futil. I hav loaned my pa- hands. Well, I was happy then, for I was "Is it possible to elect R. G. Ingersoll
per to some of my neighbors, and they free. When I quit my church my rela- president of the United States? And if
tions were all mad at me for a while. But not, what is the use of talking?" I, for
read it with much interest.
I feel satisfied that if men and women -I was brave, and earned my own living, one, think there is not only room for talk
would read and investigate, the old ortho- and kept myself out of their way. So they but room for action, for I hav heard R. "G.
dox notions about the Bible and Bible all loved me and wanted me to save my Ingersoll mentioned as candidate for the
God would disappear from the earth. I soul. I would laugh at them and tell presidency scores of times in the last three
verily believe that no good man or woman them I had never sinned or been wicked. years in as many as half a dozen states,
- with even a moderate share of Nature's I learned to do all kinds of work that a and by those who were orthodox and exgift, common sens~, can believe the ab- woman needs to know. Here is my relig- pressed themselvs as being strictly opposed
surd things in that book called the Bible. ion: to help anyone that is in need or sick to the colonel's anti-orthodox accomplishIt seems to me that it must be a matter of or hungry or helpless. I hav always been ments, while they admired him as a man
honesty and dishonesty. I am willing to able to do kind favors, or to giv good ad- and believed he would, if elected president,
believe that a very ignorant person; who vice to my friends. Most people called me perform his official duties with a sense of
cannot read nor write, might believe the a faith doctor. I did not like that name,. honor and justice impossible to any other
story as it has been told them; but for a but I never said anything about it. I do man, and that it would not be long (in their

belief) before he would be a candidate for
the presidency, and that he should hav
their vote.
Only a - few weeks ago I
handed a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER to a
g~ntleman and requested him to take it
home and read it. He looked at it a few
moments and handed the paper back with
the remark that he was a Baptist and did
not believe in such nonsense, but if
Colonel Ingersoll ever ran for president
he should vote for him. The situation is
this: there are so many parties in the field
that laymen are expecting the Liberals to
nominate a ticket sooner or later, and will
be surprised if the Liberals fail to do so.
And as politics stands to-day it matters not
to you or me which party, Democrat or
Republican, is in power, as the situation
would remain unrhanged.
Therefore,
this is the time for action. We do not
need to make an appropriation for a campaign, but each Liberal could afford to
send $1 Jor the -expense of printing and _
receive in return as many tickets as he
thought he could cause to be used on
electi@n day. I realize it is not PI'obable,
although it might be possible, for us to
elect our man, for all we know; but there
is one thing certain, our man would
receive votes enough to bring us into
such p'rominence that either party in
another campaign might be willing to slip
a plank into their platform for our benefit
for the sake of our votes. The only thingto be considered is this, W oul~l such a
demonstration benefit our cause to that
extent that we would not be imposing-_
upon the feelings of a candidate to ask him
to enter into a candidacywith certain defeat
staring him in the face?
Wishing the good old paper success, I
With you for liberty,
am,
C. E. MooRE,
Philosophical Thoughts On Religion.
Pnovo CITY, UTAH, June 29, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $4-$3 for
subscription for 1892, and $1 for the Bible
Picture Book.
I like the paper-" Letters of Friends,"
and the pictures. If Christianity's religion is a humbug and an imposition, there
cannot be too much ridicule, burlesque,
jokes, fun, or pictures made about it, not
too much blasphemy against it. It might
ha.v originally been invented to make the
human animal bette!", and perhaps, with
all its Inquisitions and bloodsheds, the
world might hav been worse without
this eternal scaring with hell and promising of heaven. If all Christians proved
to be good, and all unbelievers bad absolutely (as Christians and priests are trying hard to mnke it appear), then we
surely know. But we hav discovered that
man can be just as honest, moral, and
happy without believing God, applestealing, Jonah, son of Ghost, Sabbath, and
praying, etc.
I hav. been investigating, reading,
:writing, and discussing religions, ever
since young; been initiated in several;
but as for me, I do not find spirit in it. I
hav proved almost all, and now hold fast
to the best, and only reliable, so simple
and comprehensible a fool need not err in
it. Yet I hav sympathy and like for Christians, as some mean well, are sincere, and
better in it. But again, some, in spite of
their talk, to love enemies, meekness of
Christ, retu~n good· for bad, and happily enduring persecution, prove at every
turn to be disagreeable, spiting, petty,
trifling, and angry with anyone who differs. They believe they are the majority
and we ought to be decent enough not to
dispute them. I say, forgiv them, for
they think they are doing good. Christians are gradually turning to common
sense. Though man must hav a little
hobby, little foolishness, some kind of
stimulant, and there is some intoxication
in preaching and screaming for Jesus. It
becomes second nature to some. They
see the beauty in it, but not the disorder,
nonsense, and contradictions. It is a
cloak, a sign of recognition in that fraternity. But how glorious it would be if
all could agree upon the common law of
morality.
Yours,
A. SwARD.
The Latest Christian Lie.
SAMOTH, ILL:, July 4, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : The recent controversy
evoked from the clergy's ignominious
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attempt to suppress free speech on the
Telegram's commendable course in publishingColonelingersoll's famous" Christmas Sermon," stirred up the stagnant
sentinels upon the watch-tower of Zion,
and as a result, the air echoed with their
holy' howls,
The 'editor of the St. Louis Daily
Chronicle, I suppose, is a fanatic of the
first water. The portrait of Lambert, the
champion of Catholicism, appeared in his
organ, and furthermore the News apprises
its numerous readers that Mr. Lambert
had coerced America's Infidel orator to
recant and accept his doctrin of damnation,
This editor in his enthusiasm told all
but the truth, which the following correspondence will reveal:

men," still these simple but well-meaning
people continue to sound their trumpet
and pray on the street corners,. though
their attention has been· called to the sixth
chapter of Matthew. But they are not
doing much harm, if any. It is very seldom that anyone stops to listen to them.
Though Liberalism is growing, there is a
Methodist and also a Baptist church, and
two or three saloons, doing what they can
to obstruct the progress of knowledge and
civilization. There are several schools
here, and in one of them there is only one
scholar who believes in Clu.-istianity. The
children t.ook TRUTH SEEKERS and Liberal
tracts to school until the teacher told
them not to bring any more. The Liberals
hav a meeting every Sunday evening in the
Opera House and we expect Mrs. Reynolds
to come and ~ecture for us before long.
A government reserve of three 'thousand
acres adjoining the town of Port Angeles
has been opened for settlement. Some of
it has been surveyed into lots a hundred
feet by a hundred and forty.
Each
settler can hold one lot by living on it,
but will eventually hav to pay the government for the expense of surveying it.
Several thousands hav taken homes in this
reserve. Still there is room for many
more. I would like to hav Liberals come.
But they should hav money enough to
liv on for a while, as this place is overrun
with workingmen.
Yours for truth and justice,
FRANK MoRSE.

SAMoTH, ILL,, May 16, 1892.
CoL, RoBERT INGERSOLL: Please pardon
the presumption I assume in addressing
you, but the purport that prompts this
inquiry I regard as of paramount importance to me, as well as to the public.
What I refer to is an item that appeared
recently in the columns of the St. Louis
Daily Chronicle, informing its innumerable readers that Father Lambert has
compelled the ''great Agnostic" to change
his convictions and believe in a literal
''helL" · A score or more of my' intimate
friends hav importuned me to write you
whether the report contained any accuracy
or foundation in fact.
Certainly I can never arrive at the conclusion that you hav doffed your head to
the dogma of eternal punishment, which
was born of barbarism on one hand, and
the "obscene chatter of baboons" on the
other, and which loots life of love and
jewels of iufinit joy,
Radical Views in Finance.
Hoping this rilwor~ afloat like flotsam
SEATTLE, WAsli., July 12, 1892.
and jetsam on the wild sea of newspaper
MR. EDITOR: Please publish this clipp;racy, is contemptibly false, I shall anxiously await your reply to quash it.
ping on. the infamy of our Congress
1'hanking you in advance for the favor, in demonetizing silver-one of .the most
I am, with great respect,
infamous pieces of legislation that was
Yours affectionately,
ever passed by the American Congress;
CHAS. D. McBRIDE (aged 22).
one that has caused more suffering, crime,
Below I append a verbatim copy of Mr. and misery than all other bills combined.
Baker's rejoinder, which ought to cru~h It ought to be wiped, out, and John Sherall the orthodox falsehoods in their in- man with it, the most infamous man in
cipiency:
Congress to-c.lay. If you think it will do
to show the American people the morality
NEw YoRK, N.Y., May 18, 1892.
CHAs. D. McBRIDE, EsQ., Dear Sir: of our Congressmen, I should like to hav
Colonellngersollis absent from the city, but you do f'O.
I can answer for him that there is no truth
The clipping speaks for itself.
whatever, nor foundation in truth, in the
I am a free-silver man and a Greenridiculous report that he has renounced
his long-held views against orthodox backer as far as such currency is needed
Christianity or weakens the slightest in to carry on the business of the country,
his abhorrence of the damnable doctrin and in favor of the government loaning
of eternal punishment.
direct to the people. The same security
On the contrary, as his days grow, his
views, so long held and proclaimed, de., pen that the national banks require is good for
the government. It does not require a
and strengthen,
Thanking. you for your kind letter, I middle-man to distribute the money of the
am, Yours truly, I, N. BAKER, Sec'y.
government among its creditors. The
Colonel Ingersoll, we' infer, prefers national banks pay one per cent interest to
Buckley's " cold stones of Agnosticism" the government and collect fifteen per
instead of his calorific liquid lake of brim- cent from the people for the me of it.
stone, where Beelzebub of late is com- The gold bugs and the national bankers
pelled to wear an overcoat to protect his contract the currency so as to get a larger
imperial majesty from the inclement rate of interest for the use of government money. I fully indorse the St.
weather.
Ycurs for the religion of reason and the Louis platform, with the exception of
tariff.for revenue only. I cannot go that.
" test of truth,"
Yours fraternally,
W. BURRITT.
REv. CHAS. D. McBRIDE.
THE SEYD BR~ERY.
The News republishes the affidavit of
Mr. Frederick A. Luckenbach, that deA Fine Place-Even the Children Are tails his talk with Ernst Seyd in 1874, in
which he was to]d by Mr. Seyd explicitly
Infidels.
that he was sent to this country in 18721873 by the governor of the Bank of EngPoRT ANGELES, WAsH., July 12, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5, for land and German bankers to secure the
which please send the following books: demonetization of silver, and that he
brought with him £100,000 to be used for
Bible Picture Book, "Pushed By Un- the purpose, which he spent on Congressseen Hands," " Infidel Death-Beds," men; and that he had authority to draw
and ''Crimes of Preachers." The rest to for £100,000 or as much more as might be
·
be applied to my subscription· to THE needed to accomplish the result.
The reason the News does this is that
TRUTH SEEKEB. I would send for more
the Associated Press-headquarters at Chibooks but the Raymond Brothers are cago-declined to send it over the wires as
going to stock their news-store with Associated Press news. It is more eviLiberal literature and I can get what I dence of the hundreds that hav lately ocwant from them,· I hope all the Liberals curred to prove that the Associated Press
here will patronize the Raymond Broth- as now managed is in the grip of the gold
power and that it will not aid in scattering
ers.
any information that will prove injurious
The· churches hav trusted ·almost too to it. No more important document or
much to Jesus to pay it all for them. The news item has been secured for the public
Congregationalist church is without a in many months than this is. Here is an
affidavit of an eminently respectable resipreacher. The Catholic church has been dent of Denver, a gentleman largely acsold to the county and is now used as a guainted with prominent commercial peocourt house. The Salvation Army consists ple in the East, who has lived many years
of two women and four or five men, and in New York and Pennsylvania, detailing
though Jesus, according to the sixth with clearness a conversation with Mr.
Seyd under his own roof, by whose death
chapter of Matthew, said, "Be ye r.ot as the
seal of secresy is removed, in which he
the hypocrits are, for they sound a trumpet gave particulars of his visit to the United
before them and love to stand praying on States to corrupt its Congress with ·British
the corners of the streets to be seen of and German gold that silver might be de-

monetized, and how well he succeeded.
If such an item against the silver men had

been supplied the Associated PresR would
hav flashed it to every corner of the country
that the silver men might be confounded.
Comment upon such unmitigated partisanship is unnecessary.
It is not improbable that the News may
again publish the affidavit. It should be
circulated. If the Associated Press puts
up the bars in front of the only channel
that reaches all the country it is the duty
of silver men to commence distributing
the document themselvs. They should
make it their religious duty to mail the
News containing_ it-every copy-to their
friends in the East, marking it, so that
they may learn some of the infamies of the
conspiracy by which silver was demonetized.

Money Again.
FLAT C;REEK, LA., June 27, E.M. 292.
MR. EDITOR, Dear Sir: In your issue of
May 28th I find a letter from another
financial Solomon (in his own estimation),
in whichhe essays to answer Colonel Ingersoll's utterances on the money problem
with ipse dixits of authority, epithets,
and abuse, instead of arguments. His
article has the ring of a young <iock just
beginning to crow. Mr. 0. I. Jones certainly lacks experience in the arena of
debate, or he would not come blustering
into the ring with such an incautious, selfconfident air and assault the world's
champion in polemics. In his estimation,
Colonel Ingersoll is an ignoramus, a child,
and a dogmatist, and he thought to lmock
the colonel out of the ring with a few
hard words and borrowed ·ipse di:iits.
Colonel Ingersoll is the deep!'st and clearest thinker and the greatest omtor that
the worlcl ever .Produced. He could giv
more real facts about money in an hour
than 1\fr. Jones ever knew. Yet because
he is Agnostic and modest enough to
say, "I don't know,"· Mr. Jones charges
him with ignorance. Mr. Jones thinks
that he know.s. If he attracts the attention of the colonel at all it will only be to
provoke a smile. I hav acquired the reputation here of being a first-class debater.
When I was young and inexperienced as
Mr. Jones appeRrs to bel would quote the
ipso dixits of authority in debate, but I
learned by experience that we could never
settle a mooted question by quoting the
·ipse iUxits of authority upon it. On the
tariff· question anu the money question we
could pile up the ipse d,ix-its of aut-hority
mountain-high on both sides, and tl:.e size
of the piles woulcl just depend upon the
diligence of the parties in hunting up the
ipse dixits. Very few words are required
to exp1·ess a fact, but many words are
needed to talk around a fact., or to cover
up and conceal a fact. So the bulk of argume~ts and ip8e dixits are to be found
on the side of an issue which is opposed
to facts. Now, if Mr. Jones was expressing his own individual thoughts, I would
not assume the task of answering him,
but the thoughts which he is defending
are the children of some other brain,
which a political party (young and inexperienced as Mr. Jones appears to be) has
adopted and is trying to induce the rest of
us to help support,
Mr. Jones quotes from the grand old
Grecian philosopher, A1istotle, the senten.ce, " Money is the creation of law."
Now, I cannot answer or criticise Aristotle,
because I do not know whether he meant
by the word "law" a statute law or a law
of nature. I do not know_ what kind of
money he meant, nor how it was made.
He quotes J euly Tiffony as saying in
his "Constitutional Law:" "There is
legally no such thing as gold or silver
money or paper money. Money is the
sovereign authority impressed on that
which is capable of taking and retaining the impression.
The value is in
the stamp and not in the metal or
material." Now, if Ti:ffony is right, the
United States cannot make money, because
we hav no sovereign authority in this
country to impress on anything. I hav
never seen any sovereignty, and do not
know how it looks, and if I were to see its
impression on a coin, I might take it to
be a panther's track. There is not much
sovereignty left now anywhere outside of
Russia. As we hav been sending shiploads
of provisions to feed the famished Russians, perhaps Russia will be neighborly
enough to send us a shipload of sovereignty

to make money of by impressing it upon
our old clothes or upon chips of gutta
percha. Why does it take a larger plate
of silver than of gold to receive and retain the impression of a dollar's worth of
sovereign authority? Cannot sovereign
authority be condensed so that a dollar's
worth of it can be impressed upon a
nickel? It seems to me, as Russia now
has a monopoly of sovereign authority,
that she ought to furnish the rest of the
world with money. /
What kind of money can be based
upon the credit of the nation except the
nation's promises to pay? If a nation
iBEiues more promises than it is able to re_
deem, it will not be good money. The
words ''dollar " anu ''cent " express a
concrete idea, the same as the words
''bushel" and ''pint." Our Congress
has made the word dollar mean 25.8 grains
of gold or 412! grains of silver. The
words "ten dollars" mean 258 grains of
gold or 4,125 grains of silver. The words
"dollar" and "cent " when abstracted
from coined metal hav no meaning. Congress has never provided that a certain ,
quantity of paper shall be called a dollar,
and it never has attempted to fix the value
of a dollar by prescribing how much wheat,
corn, cotton, butter, or cheese shall be
given in exchange for a dollar. The value
of a dollar compared to other kinds of
property is just what the man who has the
dollar can get in exchange for it. A dollar
will buy more corn, wheat, or meat in
Kansas than in New York. It will buy
more dry goods in New York than in
Kansas. The dollar has only a relativ
value, and comparell to any .other species of
property its value is different at different
times and places. Gold and silver being of
uniform quality and of small bulk and
weight, their value is more uniform than
that of any other kind of property.
What would be the result of increasing
the circulating medium to $50 pe1· capita'!
Answer. It would take $2 to buy as much of
any other kind of property as $1 will buy
now. It would double or triple the money
price, in dollars, of all kinds of property
without increasing its real value. It
would double or triple the wages of labor
as expressed in dollars, but the laborer's
wages would buy no more of the necessaries and comforts of life then, than now.
It would rob the creditor class of from
one-half to two-thiras of their wealth and
giv it to the debtors. Contraction of the
currency has been robbing the debtor
class and giving to the creditors for the
last twenty-five years. It is now time to
turn the scale the other way, in the interest of justice, but expansion should come
as slowly as the contraction did.
It seems to me that the People's party
has drawn its inspiration on the money
problem from "Rational Communism," a
book published by the Truth Seeker Company. The author of that book was a
deep thinker and a clear and strong writer,
and I can only take issue with him in the
financial part of his scheme. Without a
specie basis for money I am not able to
think how we could determin the value of
a paper money unit or a note of exchange.
This is the vital point in any legal-tender
paper money scheme. What will we measure the value of a paper dollar with? I hav
never seen this question answered by any
Greenbacker or fiat-moneyiter, and until
it is answered I cannot be a fiater. I do
not believe that Communism can ever succeed where money is used.
I learned
from Prescott's "Conquest of Peru" that
the Peruvians had made Communism a
grand suocess without the use of money,
and I hav been told that the Mormons
made it a grand success without money.
Under a system of private ownership of
property we cannot do without money.
Communism cannot succeed with it.
The intrinsic or bullion value of the
metal in coin is the only measure of mqney
value which we hav or can hav. Paper
money w1thout a specie basis would act
like a kite without a tail. Some men may
know how to measure the value of an impression of sovereignty, but in regard to
that I am Agnostic. I should guess the
value of an impression of sovereignty was
a plus quantity to humbuggers, and a
min1us quantity to honest people who earn
thek living.
P. F. SHUMAKER.
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Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Across the Atlantic.
Land in Sight.-Customs Officials.Bonnie Scotland.-A .Splend·id I-Iotel.
-17!e Gathed1·al and the .Nec?·opolis.Bi?·thplace of Robert Burns.
After eight clays on the water, even with
pleasant company round and abo1.1t, one
begins to weary of water-north, south,
east, and west-and longs for dry earth
and green grass.
On the evening of July 9th, when it was
announced that land would be in sight on
the morrow, everyone became jubilant.
A,s if to add to the general happiness, a
rainbow, just before sunset, arched the
sky and touched with its brilliant hands
the shimmering sea. Seemingly, in anticipation of the incoming joy of the morning, it would add its crown and benediction on the voyage.
About 3 A.M. there was great running to
and fro on the deck, rolling of baggage,
and altogether too much racket to enable
anyone to· sleep well, After a while I decided to dress and investigate the source
of the confusion. Coming from my room
and looking out of the port, I clapped my
hands and exclaimed, "Land, oh, land!"
Yes, there it was, the bald, bold, rugged,
beautiful coast of Ireland, "ould Ireland."
What odd, strange scenery! Rough, fantastic, rocky shores, with here and there a
lighthouse to warn mariners off the dangerous rocks and shoals. By and by are
noted neat, cultivated :fields and lowly
cottages cuddled here and there.
The sun came up in splendor, but at 5
o'clock in the morning, while the skies
grow glorious with the luminous sun, we
remember it is abont midnight in Massachusetts and her sister states, and dear
friends at home are fast asleep in the
darkness, with only the stars shining down
upon them.
At Moville a tender came and took off
some passengers, but -we went on to
Greenock.
Oh, how green and fresh the earth is as
we go on, and how charming the coast
range of Scotland-for "Auld Scotiu" is
in sight. Land of Wallace, Edwin Ruthven, Helen Mar, Bruce, and Bannockburn, that I hav seen in dreams, now in
reality before my eyes. Ah, Scottish
chieftains, ye are gone, but your glory
and renown survive. Bagpipes and oatcakes, globe flowers, crowberry, primttla
jarinosa, haloscia8 Scot'icum, pink and
white heather, how ye mingle your scents
on the breezy morning air-in imagination now, but soon I shall see you face to
face.
Irregular Scotland, with a mainland
from Dunnet head in the north to the
Mull of Galloway in the south, only
about two hundred and eighty miles, yet
so indented in sea-coast that its total extent is a good three thousand miles.
Here, in old C11,ledonia, once lived the
ancient tribes of savage shepherds and
hunters of Celtic origin. Mysterious
Druids, yet a brave and hardy people,
whose old legends delight the heart and
mind of the reader. They fought the
Roman invaders manfully and well, and
will be brave defenders as long as the
thistle and the rose grow and bloom.
Yonder is Ailsa Craig looming up out of
the sea like a proud and haughty giant.
A dispute arose among the passengers as
to its name, and the deck-stewards were
appealed to, Daniel and Richard Watson.
Daniel, who is a Scotchman, said it was
"Ailsa Craig, and nobody else!" Richard said (Richard is an Irishman): "I've
sailed the Spanish main, and all the seas
over and over again, I've been shipwrecked yonder, and I'll tell ye, that is
Paddy's Milestone, and I know it!"
Finally the question was settled by a
jolly Englishman, who said it was Ailsa
Craig all the world over to Scotchmen,
but the Irish believe it to be the place
where St. Patrick banished all the snakes
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of Ireland, and they always stop to do it
honor, hence it is called "Paddy's Milestone."
·
We steamed up the frith of Clyde to
Greenock, where all our tnmks were examined . by the officials of the customhouse.
Such a time you never saw. Such hunting for trunks!
Such hurlyburly and
buzzing of tongues! Such running hither
and thither! Such anxious faces, open
mouths, and staring eyes! Such pompous
officers, ordering and pulling over nightgowns, pocket-handkerchiefs, and stockings.
What were they looking for? you inquire.
Prohibited goods, and these are cigars,
spirits (alcoholic), and song folios. Well,
itwas a queer experience. Some trunks
were overhauled unmercifully, while
others were only opened and the cover
slammed down without any examination
whatever, while the excited owner was left
to strap, tie, and buckle as best he could.
The agony was all over in a half hour and
the perspiring travelers started on their
way to Greenock in the steam-cars. The
cars are quite different from our American
system, as you are aware, and it seemed
very odJ to be shut up in a compartment
with six others, but the doors were not
locked, as was formerly the rule,
The scenery all the way up the Clyde is
lovely and romantic.
Arrived at Glasgow we were glad to find
rest and refreshment at the Caledonian
Central Hotel, said to be the finest in the
kingdom. It is, indeed, as elegant as the
most fastidious could ask for. I would
like to describe it, but hav not time.
Glasgow is a wonderful city whose
streets cross at.right angles. Evel"ywhere
are parks, gardens, terraces, statues, and
many fine buildings. The drinking water
is the best in the world, and is brought
from Loch Katrine. They build iron
ships here, and there are many machine
shops and mills for chemicals, the largest
works being those.of St. Bollix-covering
sixteen acres, and said to be the largest in
the world. The best Turkey red dyes are
made here.
Besides, there are glassworks and mills. Glasgow is a wide-awake,'
stirring city, and is said to hav a population of eight hundred thousand.
It was founded away back in antiquitysome placing it about the year 580-by a
son of the king of Cumbria whose name
was Ke;utigern, but his teacher, St.
Servan, called him Mongah, which in
Celtic means ''Beloved Friend." There
are so many lovely legends and good
deeds connected with his name that we
must believe he merited the title. The
common people were charmed with him,
but, like all who try to do good and liv
according to their ideas of right, he suffered persecution by the Cumbrian king
and others.
.
In 1638, the world-famous assembly
of Presbyterians met here, and they boldly
denounced and abjured Episcopacy,
hurrahing for Presbyterianism forever.
In 1690, "good William and Mary" conferred a charter upon Glasgow giving the
people the right to elect their own magistrates.
Among . other things that we must
remember of Glasgow is that it raised a
regiment of a thousand men and fitted out
fourteen privateers to aid the American
Revolution.
Of course you want me to tell you about
the famous cathedral. It stands on the
highest ground in Glasgow. One has a
:fine view of the winding river Clyde, its
valleys and green meadows; the great
factories, shops, residences;· Dum barton
rock, Paisley and A.rgyleshire mountains,
and by the water the great wall of the
quays, fifteen thousand feet long.
The cathedral is Gothic in style, and a
tablet at its entrance announces that
George Baillie, a member of the faculty
of procurateurs in Glasgow, gave his large
fortune to endow "Baillie's Institution"
for promoting the intellectual culture of
operativs in Glasgow, for free public
libraries, reading-rooms, and unsectarian
schools. I do not 15elieve George Baillie
was much of a Presbyterian, do you?
An official in a gorgeous red vest, red
stripes on black pants, gold band on hat,
and abundance of dignity, waved our
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party into the musty, dim, and dusty old
relic of ancient days. This cathedral was
founded in. the year 1136, and it is a marvel
that so much of it is still in a fine state of
preservation. The architecture and the
noble columns are beautiful, impressiv,
imposing, and do credit to the old des;igners. There are dingy old crypts that
were once used for church services as well
as burial-places of high dignitaries by the
Ca,tholics, but the zealous reformers
destroyed all that they thought savored of
idolatry, mutilating the images and destraying the fine carvings.
Bible stories are pictured in the
stained-glass windows, some of these
windows being thirty feet high. They
were made in Munich-the windows,
I mean--'and as you walk along, the eyes
of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and other
patriarchs and prophets seem to follow you
all the way at every turn and corner. The
old sexton is very jolly, and keeps his
courage and yours up by telling many
quaint legends as you pass through the
gloomy corridors and basements that hold
the dead. There are :figures in marble
and bronze, old battle-flags, remains of an
old altar, and many antiques. Here is
imaged the great seal of Scotland· that the
old man describes as follows: "This is
"The :fish that never swam,
The bell that never rang,
The bird that never flew,
The tree that never grew,"
ending with, "Let Glasgow flourish by
the p 1·eaching of the word. Amen."
Truly, I was glad to get out of the
twilight of the cathedral into the pure air
again. But it is a magnificent building to
look upon, and that is about all it is good
for in these days.
Behind it is the Necropolis, three hundred feet in hight, well :filled with marble
monuments and granit tablets from top to
bottom. Very conspicuous is the statue
to John Knox and a marble shaft on which
is inscribed, "There lieth he who never
feared the face of man, who oft was
threatened with dag and dagger, yet hath
ended his days in peace and honor."
The Necropolis is reached by a bridge
called the "Bridge of Sighs," because
the mourners go over it to reach the
burial-place of their dead. It is certainly
the most beautiful spot for the purpose my
eyes ever beheld.
BIRTHPLACE oF BURNS.
We boarded the train at Glasgow for
Ayr and the ride is through charming and
picturesque scenery: Every house in
Scotland has chimney pots, or '' jennys,"
as they call them, upon the chimneys; at
least, I observe them upon every house I
hav yet seen. And such a country for
sheep! On all sides are noticed the blackfaced Highland sheep, browsing contentedly, unthinking, poor things, of the
murd'rous hand upraised to strike them
down. It was a pleasant ride to Ayr, and
a two-miles drive in a wagonet brought
us to the little thatched cottage where
Robbie Burns first saw the light. Such a
quaint old house, "clay biggin," and so
full of stirring heart-memories. Here the
poet was born, and in this low-roofed
dwelling he lived for seven years. The
same old dresser is there yet, and a few of
the dishes that his mother used. There is
the old fireplace, and yonder in that
niche is the spot where the bed stood on
which he slept. A bed is there yet, but it
is not the original Burns bed. One of our
party somewhat irreverently lifted the
tow mattress, when out flew a small army
of moths which caused a general shaking
of American garments. Mementoes bearing the poet's name and picture of the
home are sold here now, and the lady in
attendance has as much as she can do to
wait on the eager customers. Leaving the
house, we go a little way to "auld kirk
Alloway," ivy-covered and slowly passing
· to decay. It seems as if the very witches,
"ghaists, and ow lets " are there yet that
Tam O'Shanter's ima,ginativ eye saw the
night of his eventful ride. The old sexton
. with crape on his left arm recited the
poem with fine fervor, and as he pointed
; to the window of the kirk where Tam is
i supposed to hav peeped in upon the
, witches and hastened on in fear· and
! agony of terror, he raised his voice, and.,
: really, one could almost see the auld gray
. mare leaping along the road minus "her
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ain gray tail." A little way on the Burns
monument stands, amid a garden abloom
with gay flowers and glossy green shrubbery. We gathered some daisies from the
grave of the father of Burns, and the sexton said two ni~ces were also buried there.
"I laid them in!" said he; "I laid them
in!"
·
The "bonnie Doon" flows along close
by, and as I wandered musingly on its
banks, my heart went away to the poet
who could write:
Ye banks and braes o' bonny Doon,
How can ye bloom sae fresh and fair?
How can ye chant, ye little birds,
And I sae weary fu' o' care?
Thou'lt break my heart, thou warbling
bird,
That wanton'st through the flowery
thorn,
Thou mind'st me of departed joys,
Departed never to return.
Right over there are the "brigs of Ayr."
You remember the "auld brig" was
built in the thirteenth century, and I half
expect to see the "genius of the stream "
arise before me, as I survey the lovely
panoramaA venerable chief advanced in years;
His hoary head with water-lilies crowned.
The seasons as Burns depicted them
stand out in splendor, and
Next followed Courage with his martial
stride,
Benevolence, with mild, benignant air.

. . . . . . . .

Last, white-rob'd Peace, crowned with a
hazel wreath,
To rustic agriculture did bequeath
The broken instruments of death.
Regretfully "we turned from these scenes,
more than ever in love with the people's
poet.
No one has touched the human heart
like Burns. He sang to the poor; he sang
to the people everywhere. Like a bird he
sang because he had to, and the misty
hills, the v_alleys, the skies, the people,
were all an inspiration to his quick brain.
The song was in his heart, and it burst
forth in such marvelous strains as must
ever echo down the aisles of time. The
mother of Burns, she who gave her son the
melodious gift, comes before my mind.
I see her bonny Scotch face, aglow with
love and pride, her fond eyes kindling
with delight as she listened to the poetic
utterances of her boy-her boy always.
But she has gone; bonnie Jean has gone;
Highland Mary has gone; the poet,. the
sweet singer, has gone-but they made this
spot in Ayr sacred forevermore, where
many a pilgrim will e'er delight to linger.
The "presbytery of Ayr" has long
since forgiven him· for saying:
Thy strong right hand, Lord, mak' it
bare upo' their heads,
Lord, weigl:l it down, and dinna spare,
For their misdeeds.
Reclining on the banks of bonny Doon,
and surveying the glorious landscape, I
said,'' I do not wonder Burns so touched the
human heart with his melodies." · He was
in touch with humanity, and the world is
better because he lived, loved, and wrote.
SusAN H. WrxoN.
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A FEw days ago a free fight occurred in
the Methodist church at Mahogany, 0.
THE pla_net Mars has been unusually
near the earth, but we hav failed to find
traces of inhabitatits.
JULIUS WISE, hanged at Lexington
S.C., for murder, joined the church ar:.
hour before execution.
T~MAGE says: "I judged from his
questwns that the czar is more interested
in religion than in politics."
BISMA-RCK says that the clericals are at
their old work of trying to undermine
German unity. They can make better
terms for themselvs with a disunited than
with a united Germany.
DouBTERS assert that the miraculous
finding of an imago of the Virgin in the
foundation of a chttrch at St. Petersburg
was a cheat got up to quicken zeal in behalf of the church-building fund.
IT has tran8pired that the riots at Tashkend were due not wholly to cholera and
superstitious antipathy to medical measur. s, but partly to religious excitement
caused by the governor's interfering with
rites in the mosques.
AT the shrine of St. Anne de Beaupre,
Canada, twenty-five . thousand pilgrims
hav gathere<'l to celebrate the translation
of the relic of the Virgin Mary's mother,.
which lately wrought such wonderful cures
in New York, to the cathedral of Thaumaturgus.
AT Kleinweisch, Germany, on the 7th,
lightning struck a church and killed two
men and rendered thirty unconscious for
an hour. A second bolt followed, knocking the bell from the tower, tearing open
the roof, and paralyzing the pastor and
four boys.
CAL WooD, executed for murder at
Clinton prison, N. Y., on the 2d, devoted
the whole of his time for his last few days
to reading the Bible, getting many portions by heart. His last words were: ''God
remember me in heaven. Gcd help. God
help. God remember me. Lord remember. God help. God rem"-HERBERT SPENCER writes of Russia: '' ~iy
hope is that the intensified despotism of
late years, displayed by these measures
against the Jews, as in other ways, leading as it does to the accumulation of various explosiv forces, will end in a catastrophe which will break up into half a
dozen kingdoms this great barbarian
empire."
AT Ayacucho, Peru, Agent Penzotti of
the American Bible Society was allowed
to display six boxes of Bibles for sale several hours, but presently resentment appeared, and in a few days his house was
entered and his stock of .Bibles burnt, he
fleeing and narrowly escaping with his
life. Catholic disfavor of the lay use of
Bibles was the cause.
CHOLERA is ravaging the cities of Russia,
nearly all of which are without drainage.
Physicians hav sometimes advised drainage, but their power was too slight to
cause them to be heeded, the churcli and
the state monopolizing all prtlstige and
influence. A dispatch says: "Practically
no sanitary measures are enfu·:ced to stay
the progress of the disease."
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GEoRGE THOMPSON, the negro Christ of
St. Louis.._ says: "I am the 'ren Commandments. i am the whole word of God.
The Bible in print is not to be read aright.
No one can read it right unless he becomes
my followe:. The Bible in print is only increased darkneFs to the reader. I will do
away with nature. Everybody that rejects
my teaching shall sicken and die. They
who accept it shall hav life eternal."
HERR MosT says of Berkman, who attemptPd to assas~inate Frick: "He joined
a small group of ultra-Nihilists, who
called themselvs Autonomists. There were
only eight or nine of them; and their
lOcents.
theory was that every man was the source,
'lwelve Tracts. Scientific and Theolog- center and justification of any action he
ical. 20 cents.
chose perform, without further responsibility to any other being. Every man
was a law unto himself, aud their one rule
was to do just as they wished."
AcTION will be taken against O'Mara,
chief of the Pittsburgh police, and Layton, chief of the police of Lung Branch,
By Prof. John Tyndall.
N. J., on the charge of illegally imprisonWith Portrait. Biographical f- ketch, and Articles
ing and then abducting a Lung Branch
on Prayer.
baker named Mollick, suspected of comPa1 er, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 oents.
plicity in ~he attempted assassin~tion of
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.
Frick. It 1s charged that they refused to
let him see coum;el or be brought before
REVELkTIONS OF ANTICHRIST a justice. Each of these d_enials of the
rioohts of habeas corpus enta1ls severe punPROVING
ishment as does their carrying of him
.Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the R~ign of to Penn~ylvauia, which will be held kidna.pping. It is said that measures quite
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Century before, and Peter and Paul died
Russian in their despotism hav often been
against ~~rghl.Bts in Chirago
before th~ ~gps~!a.n Er,a.,
• pract.iced
and other pla~es:
,$1.50.
.Full index, 446pp.,
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Hygiene of tlte Brain all(l tlte Cure ot
Nervousness. By l\L L. Holbrook,

.

M.D. Price, ],y mail, :Ill 50. " Get tllis book ant!
read it, for it. "!JounrlH in pr:wtical valuable
knowledgc."-lCllicago Inter-0\lea.u.

.

Principal Woi'ks : Gods and Other Lect.

tires ; Ghosts ann Other Lectlites • Some ]\>listakes of Moses ; Interviews on Tal::Uage • What
li'Ius~ We D.o ~o Be l:lav .. ,l? Blasphemy; Crimes
Agamst Crmnnals. 1141 1 ages. In one val., hall
calf, $5.

'Prose Poems and Selections. From his

Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
calf, $4.p0; halt mor., $5; turkey mar., $7.50:
tree calf, $9.

Eating for Strcngtlt. By 1\i. L. Holbrook,

1\LD. l'rice, hr Jn:.il, $1. "I am dcligbted wit/.•
it."-[H. 13. Bttkvr, M.D., Secretary l\lichignn
State lloard of lleellth.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code of
Dircctic,u~;

fo1• avnLlin.g 1nost of the l:>~tins nnd
Dangers of Uhilfll""·rii1g. By M. L. Holbrook,
JU.D. l'riee, hy 111~d1, $1. "A work whoHe excellence ~nrJ)<tSHl's <r'!t' power to conlmend."-

[New York Evauiu~; lLniJ.;

Liver Com}Jlaiut, ~Iental Uyspeps1a, antl
Headache : 'rlwir Cure by Home •rreatGods, Humboldt, Thoma.• Paine, Individuality,

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The
Heretics and Heresies. Paper,

5()c.

Gh~sts and Ot~er Lecture~.

fncluding

Lil:)el'ty of Ma:u, 'Woman, and Child; The Declara~IOI\ of Iiidepehdence; . About Farming in
lllinms; Speech Nomin.atiUg JBJmes G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; 1'11e Gtant Banquet • A
TBribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Paslt Ri'ses
efore Me Like a Dream; and A Tt bute to
Ebon C.Jngersoll. Paper, lillc.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some

1\~:i~takes of Moses; Free Schools~ The PolitiCiano; Man and Woman; The rentateuen;
Monday, 'fuesda,y, Wednesday, Thursday, He
Made the Rtars Also, Friday, l:laturday, Let Us
Make ~an.\.Sunday, The Necessi~y for a Gootl
Memory, ·.t·he Garden, The Fall, Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Fa}~h in Filth, the Heorews,
The .Plagues, The Flu;:ht, Confess and Avoid,
lnsp1red Slavery, Marmage, War, Religions Lib·
erty; Conclusion. Paper, Me.
_,
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on TaJ,mage. Being Six Inter-

VIews Wlth the Famous Orator on Six Sermons
by ~he Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage, of Brooklyn., to
which is added A Talmagian Catechism. Paper.
llOc.; cloth, .~:l.

Blasphemy. · Argument by R. G. Ingersoll
in tbe Tnal of C. B. Reynolds, at Mornstowu.
N. J.tl Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.

What ltlust We Do to Be Saved ~

Annly~, E

the so-galled gospels of Matthew,' Mark, Lnl«
and John, and devotes a chapter each to tl.
Catholic~ Episcopalians, Methodi~ts, Presb;.
terians, Ji.vangelical Alliance, and answers tfle
question of the Christians as to what he pre
poses instead of Christianity, the religion 01
sword and flame. Paper, 25c.

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to
the New York Observer's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution;, b:l' R. G. Inger·
salt;,.. together with A Roman uatholic Canard.
by VI'. H. Burr. Paper, 15c.

Limitations of Toleration. A DiscussioL
between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Han. Frederic R
Coudert, and Ex-Govern'>> Stewart L. Wood·
ford. Paper, !Oc.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, 10c. ~.
Civil0 Rights Speech. With Speech of
Han. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10c.

Opening ·speech to the Jnry: In the su.it
of the 13. liM. Tel. Co. va. W. U. Tel. Co., 1886
Paper, l!l cents.
,

';rimes A.gainst Criminals. Price, 1Oc.
A. Lay Sermon. On the Labor Question.
Pa9er, 5c.

ment. Dy M. L. Holln·ook, l\LD. l'rice, hy
mail, $1. "Hear ling tltis hook I curotlmyRefl
after several doet.urs hacl failed. "-['1'. U. Unrtis,

u.s.A.

The Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.

B. Duffey author of " \Vlat Women Should
Know," ' No ~ex i11 Eclueatiou," etc. Pric~, by
mnil, >1;1. Mrs. t:hurles Brewster Portland, 1\le.,
writ''": "Had I po:<seslierl this book ten year~
agq i.t would ll'Jde snverl me ten yettrs of inv~thrhstn, ant! 1. should lmve been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."

Youth: Its Care autl Culture. By J.

1\[ortimcr Granville. $1. 'l'o this has been
antlcd a paper by thu t charmin!f English
writer, Grace Gre<:mvoo<l, on the 'Physical
Education of >L Girl," "'"l a J_:mpcr on the
"Dress of Girls." ltH rc·tllil pncc is $1.

•ralks to .lUy ]>atien1s. By Mrs. R. B.
Gleason M.D. A Pract.ical Handbool> for the
1\Iaid, \Vifc and i\1 other: with IL bmmtifnl Plwtogntphic hn·trait nf the A,nthor. Price\ hy
mail. i\11.50. "We wish thu uh<LJJter,' Oonfirlmitial to Jvlothers,' mi!;'ht ho ]lUblished as a tr"ct
and sent to every mother in the land."-[Harper's New llfonthly l\Iagll~ine.

'l'he Detter Way. An Appeal to Men in

behalf of Human Cnlturu through a wiser parentage. l'y A. E. Newton. Price, by mail
u It contains information anrl wurnini
that are urgently necdcd."-(Christian Union.

25 m~nt~.

Sl)xual Physi,)iogy. A Scientific and Popular Expositl<JI!. of tho Fundamental Problems
in ~)ociology By H. '1'. '.l'rall, 1\I.D. Price, by
'l'l1\; work has rar>icliypassed through
f<>rty editions, and the c[~miLncl is const!Lntly
increasing. No such complete and v:tluable
work has ever before been issued.
1111il, $2.

Fruit antl llrea1l. A Natural and Scien-

tific Diet. By Gust>w Rchli<'ke;ysen. TransliLted from the German, l>y l\I. L. Holbrook,
1\I.D. In <Ltldit.ionnlso it contains a Complete
and Radical ('nrc for Int.,mperance, by tho Use
of a Vegilt.a]>lu anrl Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napwr, l<'.Jl.S. 250. pages. Price, $1.
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From the Cradle

to. the. School. B~ Jlcrti1a 1\'Ieyer. 'l'he Rights
of Ch1lrlren. ~l:> Jlcru"rt Spencer. The Goverl~mcnt of C.Julc!!:cu. · Hy J\'I. L. Holbrook M.D.
Pnce hy mail,
cloth, 1!!1. 1·It is
a book worthy w no rarikect with the best tlmt
has ever Leen written concerning the training
of children."-[l3azar.

Vegetarianism tlte Radical Cnre for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.

Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should he quietly
given ~a every drinker. "-(Herald of Health.

Stage and the Pulpit. An Interview on

:Wuscle-neating; or, Home Gymnastics
for Sick antl Well. By C. Kemm,

[ngersoll on McGlynn. Paper, 3c.
Bible Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
Ingersoll Catechised. Paper, 3c.
rhe Truth of History. Paper, 3c.
Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board

Jlarriage antl Parentage, in their Sanitary

their Com]Jarative 1\Ierits, and Opinions on the
Trial of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholic
Church, etc. Paper, 3c.

beveled, gilt edges, 50c.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.
inches, heavy plate paper, 50c.

Photograph (Cabinet) of R. G.

22x2r

Ingerso~,

50 cents.

Liberty in Literature.

Testimonial tu

Walt Whitman. By Roht G. Tnrrersoll. A1.
Address D6livered in Philadelphi"'t Oet 21.'
1890. With Portrait of Whitman. " et us vni
wreaths on the brows of the living." Prtc<·.
paper, 25c.; cloth. 50c.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM
AND TREATMENT

OF

MEDIOMANIA.

By R. F. MARVIN, M.D.

POPES AHD

Tl{~lll

Oloth, 50 cents.

DOJHGS.

ACCOUNT OF

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Essay on Miracles.
By DA VlD HUME.
Price.

manager <>f the gymnasium of Rega. 80 cents.

:mcl Physiological ltclations, and in their bearinc: on the prorlncing- of children of fin~r health
an<l greahr ability. ilYl\L L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
The 8cieJitllic A-merican says: "Books on this
subject arc usually written \)y 'cranks,' bnt this
L; mdic:tlly <lifferent: it is scientific, sober,
cL•an, and worthy of conscientious consideration Ly every .possible parent, and particularly
by the young.
,

l'he niet .jure. The Relations of Food
anrl Dl'in \1 to Health, Disease, Cure. By '1'. L.
NieholslliLD., editor London Hl<rald. of Health.
Price, c oth, 50 C(~nts.

~Iedical

Hillt.S on the Protection and Man·
agement of the Singing Voice. By

ao cts.

Lenox Brown, F.RO.S. 20th thousand.

Deep Breathing • or Lung Gymnastics.

Pnce, cloth, 50 cenls. )\irs, Horace Mann writea:
"Every hook yon ~;>rmt Is pure gold and deserves wiU.e circula.tton."

How to Strengtlten the Memory.
L. Holbrook, l\l.D. $1.

By :M.

! Pltysician's Sermon to Young Men. By

Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. R. A..
PrQctor, the well-known English astronomer
says of it: .. 'l'hrongh false delicacy lads ana
youths are left to fall into trouble, and not a !81
have th3ir prospects of a healthy happy life al
solutely rumed. The little book hefore us is in·
tended to be 1mt into the hands of young men
by- fathers who are unwilling or incapable oa
discha,rging a father's duty in this respect· ana
as not one father in ten is, we believe, read.y w
do what is right by his boys himself, it is well
that such :t bo,)k as this should be available. I I
it bread by a.ll who Rbould read it, its sale will
be conntefl by hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail, postpaid
for $2. Rhould anyone desire them liy the 1fh
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by cn1·
respondence.
al'""Catalogucs Free..A'll
By mail on receipt ojp1·ir:f!.
~ld.d~rec~<

THE TRUTH .SE:EH I'
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THE TRD'l"H SEEKER, AUGUST
This Your.Son, My Lord?" both being
in the line of reformatory work for tlie
benefit of women. There' are, however,
some things in the older work. hapJ?ilY
Unless otherwise specified, all publica- missed in this, but the author still pamts
tions noticed he1·e can be had of THE man a little more demoniacally strong and
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, .at the price woman a little more saintly weak than
named.
either sex really is. However, it is a
novelist's privilege to e_xaggerate and draw
characters that never did exist, and we
H. L. Green has printed as a tract suppose it is art.
Colonel Ingersoll's speech .at the dinner of
The book is dedicated to her husband, a
t-he Unitarian Club. Price, 6 cents; ten man whose amiability and goodness;ought
copies for a half dollar.
to incline her to draw less severe IndiCtments of the masonlin sex, and is prefaced
Number 21 of THE TRUTH SEEKER LI- by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, who believes ~o
BRARY is a "History of Religions," b':ing strongly that women are e.qual to men m
a condensed statement of the Vltrious all qualities that she som':trmes forgets to
religious foolishnesses of the world. and recognize the fact that If they were they
bow the idiotio beliefs arose. ~t I~ by would not be the victims she says they are,
Elizabeth E. Evans, and the pnce Is 25 nor the playtliings and supporters of priest
cents.
and church; nor would woman allow her
affection and goodness to be taken advanThose having cash to invli•t in mortgage ta""e of by men to make her suffer ~o
11nd not knowing how to secure themselvs cr~elly. However, Mrs. Stanton's preface
fully or to intelligently weigh up t~e safety sets forth the purpose of the book so
of the investment'will find considerable plainly and sympathetically that w.e .Print
aid in "A Treatise on Mortgage Invest- it entire; and not only as an expositiOn of
ments," by E!'lward ~- Da_rrow, 2~1 Hen- the story but as well because it reveals the
nepin ave., Mmneapohs, Mmn. Pnce, $1. thoughts of a woman whose opinion · is
eaR"erly sought:
Religious mugwumps will, perhaps, like
"In the following story the writer shows
"Not on Calvary," being "A La:v;naD:'s us what poverty and dependence are in
Plea for Meditation on the TemptatiOn Ill their revolting outward aspects, as well as
the Wilderness." It is an excuse for in their crippling effects on all the tender
God to those who are deteriiiined to be serrtiments o{ the human soul. Whilst the
Christians, but who cannot see why,_ if he many suffer for want of the decencies of
is all-love and all-powerful, there IS suf- life, the few hav no knowledge of such
fering for the world. The pamphlet is conditions.
very neatly gotten up. Price, 35 cents.
" They require the poor to keep clean,
where water by landlords is considered a
"Merry Tales of the Monks," published luxury; to keep their garments whole
byJordan Brothers, Philadelphia, is an where they hav naught but rags to stitch
imitation of the Heptameron and Decame- together, twice and thrice worn threadron and a rather poor one, as many of bare.· The improvidence of the ·poor as a
the 'tales are rather stupid and the morals valid excuse for ignorance, poverty. and
educed not worth the labor of reading, vice, is as inadequate as is the providence
much less writing, them. The wit is also of the rich, for their virtue, luxury, and
absent in many cases, and the presence power. The artificial conditions of society
of the Comstock law on the statute books are based on false theories of goV€'jl"nment,
prevents them from being broad enough religion, and morals, and not upon the
to be naughty. Price, 50 cents.
decrees of a God.
"In this little volume we hav a picture,
Four new works just put into the Hum- too, of what the world would call a happy
boldt Library are, "Glimpses of Nature" family, in which ·a naturally strong, honest
(double number, 30 cents), by D. R. An- woman is shriveled into a mere echo of
drew Wilson, F.R.S.E.; "Flowers, Fruits, her husband, and the popular sentiment of
The
and Leaves," illustrated, by Sir John the class to which she belongs.
Lubbock, F.R.S., LL.D. (double nUIIiber, daughter having been educattJd in a college
30 cents); "Studies in Pessimism," by with young men, and tasted of the tree of
Arthur Schopenhauer, 15 cents; and "Mod- knowledge, and, like the god~, knowing
ern Science and the Science of the Fut- good and. evil, can no longer square her
ure " by Edward Carpenter, 15 cents. life by opinions she has outgrown; hence
Th~ books in this Library are all admira- with her parents there is friction, struggle,
ble and useful, and are extremely low in open revolt, though conscientious and
respectful withal.
price.
"Three girls belonging to different
There is not much of the sea flavor to classes in society; each illustrates the false
W. Clark Russell'slatest work, "A Strang:e philosophy on which woman's character is
Elopement," !l'nd tho~e who. ha-: rea~ p.Is based, and each in a different way, in the
other sea stones and liked. him f?r wnti?g supreme moment of her life, shows the
them will feel somewhat disappointed With necessity of self-reliance and self-support.
"As the wrongs of society can be more
. the new one. But it shows tlie hand of
the skilled novelist, with fertil imagina- deeply impressed on a large class of
tion and will amuse for an evening, though readers in the form of fiction than by
his ~dmirers must regret that he writes no essays, sermons, or the facts of science, I
more yarns like "The Wreck of the Gros- hail with pleasure all such attempts by the
venor," "A Sailor's Sweetheart," etc., young writers of our day. The slave has
yarns with pictures of sea life never ex- had his novelist and poet, the farmer his,
celled. Price, $1.
Published by Mc- the victims of ignorance ·and poverty
theirs, but up to this time the refinements
Millan & Co.
of cruelty suffered by intelligent," educated
"Pushed by Unseen Hands," by Helen women, hav never been painted in glowGardener, is a collection of short stories ing colors, so that the living picture could
written to show the influence of heredity be seen and understood. It is easy to
upon the race. Incidentally she has made rouse attention to the grosser forms of
tliem the best of her fictional writings, and suffering and injustice, but the humiliaall her friends will desire them upon their tions of spirit are not so easily described
book-shelves.
Dr. Spitzka commends and apprec;ated.
"A class of earnest reformers hav, for
them as possessing great scientific value,
arid Don Piatt thinks them " rare fiction. " the last fifty years, in the press, the pulpit,
Both criti<'s are right, and the reader can, and on the platform, with essays, speeches,
as the author suggest~, cleterrnir> the value and constitutional arguments before
and quality of the message for him from legislativ assemblies, demanded the comthe mental outlook from which_ he ap- plAte emancipation of woman from the
political, religious, and social bondage she
proaches it. Price, $1.
'
now endures; but as yet few see clearly
the need of largt>r freedom, and tlie many
Moncure D. Conway's Life of Thomas maintain a stolid indifference to the dePaine is now for sale at this office. The mand.
two large volumes are handsomely printed,
"I hav long waited and watched for
of about 500 pa_ges each, and the first some woman to arise to do for her sex
contains a portrait of Paine. The work what Mrs. Stowe did for tlie black race in
is entitled to a more extended review 'Uncle Tom's Cabin,' a book that did
tlian we can giv it in these brief notices of more to rouse the national conscience than
books, and will receive it shortly, but in all the glowing appeals and constitutional
the mean time we may say that this Life is arguments that agitated our people during
the only one at all approaching complete- half a century. If, from an objectiv point
ness andofsoundauthorityas a biography. of view, a writer could thus eloquently
Every Freethiriker should hav it for his portray the sorrows of a subject race, how
own information and to answer the aimual· much more graphically should some
slanders ·upon Paine. It rariks with Par- woman describe the degradation of sex.
ton's Life of Voltaire, which is paying its
"In Helen Gardener's stories, I see the
author a very high but deserved compli- promis, in the near future, of such a work
ment. From this time on there will be of fiction, that shall paint the awful facts
but one Life of Paine, as tliis includes all of woman's position in living colors that
that is in the others, and much more. It all must see and feel. The civil and canon
is a scholarly and judicial record, written law, state and church alike, make the
in an excl>\edingly plea.Pant style, by a mothers of the race a helpless, ostracized
writer in close sympathy with the subject class, pariahs of a corrupt civilization. In
of the memoir. Price, $5.
view of woman's multiplied wrongs, my
heart oft echoes the Russian poet who
"Pray You, Sir, Whose Daughter?" is $id: 'God has forgotten where he hid the
Helen Gardener's latest addition to the key to woman's emancipation.' Those
literature of the century, and may be who know the sad facts of woman'~:~ life, so
considered a companion book to "Is carefully veiled from society at large, will

I}u"bZi oa:cioris.
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not consider the pictures _in this story
overdrawn.
"The shallow and ~houghtlesf! may
know nothing of tlieir existence- while the
helpless victims, not being able to trace
the cause of their misery, are in no position
to state tlieir wron!?s themselvs.
"Nevertheless ail the author describes
in this sad story, and worse still, is realized in every-day life, and the dark
shadows dim the slmshine in every household.
" The apathy of the uublic to the
wrongs of woman is clearly seen a~ this
hour, in propositions now undel' comnderation in the legislatnrf' of NAW York.
Though two infamous bills hav .been laid
before select committees, one to legalize
prostitntion, and one to lower the age of
consent, the pp,ople hav bPen alike ignorant and indifferent to these measur€s.
When it was proposed to take a fragment
of Central park for a race-course, a great
public meeting of protest was called at
once, and hundreds of men hastened to
Albany to defeat the measure.
"But tlie proposed invasion of the personal rights of woman, and the wholesale
desecration of childhood, has scarce ereated a ripple on the surface of society.
The many do not know what laws their
rulers are making, and th~ few do not
care, so long as they do not feel the iron
teeth of the law in their own flesh. Not
one father in the House or Senate would
willingly hav his wife, sister, or daughter
subject to these infamous bills proposed
for the daughters of the people. Alas!
for the de!!Tadation of sex, even in this
republic. When one may barter away all
that is precious to pure and innocent
childhood at the age of ten years, yon
mav as well talk of a girl's safety with
wild beasts in the tangle.i forests of Africa,
as in the present civilizations of England
and America, the leading nations of the
globe.
"Some critics say that everyone knows
and condemns these facts in our social life,
and we do not need fiction to intensify thf'
public disgust. Others say, Why call
the attention of the young and innocent
to the existence of evils they should never
know? The majority of people do not
watch legislativ proceedings.
"To keep our sons and daughters innocent, we must warn them of the dangers
that beset their path on every side.
"Ignorance under no circumstances
insures safety. Honor protected by
knowledge, is safer than innocence protected by ignorance.
"A few brave women are laboring to-·
day to secure for their less capable, less
thoughtful, less imaginativ sist€rs a recognition of a true womanhood based on
individual rights. There is just one
remedy for the social complications based
on sex, and that is equality for woman in
every relation in life.
"Men must learn to :respect her as an
equal factor in civilization, and she must
learn to-respect herself as mother of the
race. Womanhood is the great primal
fact of her existence; marriage and maternity, its-incidents.
"This story shows that the very traits of
character which society (whose opinions
are made and modified by men) considers
most important and charming in woman to
insure her success in social life, are the
very traits that ultimately lead to her
failure.
''Self-effacement, self-distrust, dependence and desire to please, compliance, deference to the judgment and will of
another, are what make young women, in
the opinion of these believers in sex domination, most agreeable; but these ale
the very traits that lead to her ruin.
''The danger of such training is well
illustrated in the sad end of Ettie Berton.
When the trials and temptations of life
come, then each one mu~t decide for herself, and hold in ht>r own hands the reins
of action. Educated women of the passing generation chafe under the old order
of things, but, like Mrs. Foster in the
present volume, are not strong enough to
swim upstream. But girls like Gertrude,
who in the college curriculum hav measured their powers, and capacities with
strong young men and found themselvs
their equals, hav outgrown this superstition of divinely ordained sex domination. The divine rights of kings, nobles,
popes, and bishops hav long been questioned, and now that of sex is under con-·
sideration and from the signs of the times,
with all other forms of class and caste, it
is destined soon to ~ass away."
The price of the book is 50 cents in paper covers and $1 in cloth.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith~
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADA1i1S.
Being the story of his· menta.! journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Prioe, paper, 25 cents; oloth, 75 oents.
Addre~~s 'l'BE 'l'BU'l'H BEEKEB.

Force a11d ~at~er;
o~,

l

Princrples of the Natural Order of 'the {fniverse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY PnoFESson LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
v'u...,'l'ENTB :

Fo'"" and Matter
Immortality of Matter,
Immortality_of For00,
mfinity of Matter,
Value of Matter,

The Fitness of 'l'hings in
Nature (Teleology),
Man,
Brain and Mind,
'l'hou!l"ht,
~Iotion,
Consc10usness,
Form,
• Seat of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas,~.
Laws,
'.Che Idea of ~:tad,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
·
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brntos
Periorls of the Creation "l!'ree Will,
of the Earth,
l\1C'rulity,
Oridnal Generation,
Con c ln d'i"n g Obsox v"'
Secula1· Generation,
tions. -Price. lll1.50. Address THE TRU'rTr RJ<;~:r, ~:;t

A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library

-

p U L.p I T ' P E W '
and c R A D L -E •
:Sy Helel) H. Gardel)er'.
One of Her Brightest, ·wittiest, anc
8t1·ongest Lectures Against
the Bible.·
·

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT
The :Myth of the Great Deluge.

By

James M. McCann. I5 cents. Ten coJ?ies, $1. It
is the most complete and overwhelmmg refutation of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. To read it is to
be astonished at the possibilities of religions
credulity.-T. B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.
A. B. Bradford. It oug)lt to meet with a very
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.
•

The Evolution of the Devil.

By Henry

Frank, the inrlependent preacher of "New York
city. The mo>t learnefl, accurate, scientific,
and philosophical analysis of his satanic majesty ever published. The book contains 66
pages, is beautifully bound, with likeness of
author on title-page. . Price, 25 cents; five
copies for $1.

Ingersoll's Address before the New York
Unitarian Club. The first time in the
history c f the world that a Christian association ever invited a· noted Infirlel to lecture
before them. The lecture is a grand one, and
was received bv the cluh with continuous applause from be ginning to enrl. Tlw pamr>h et contains I2 pages, beautifully printed.
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

:Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before

the New York legislature May 9, I888. Price, 4
cents.

Dwight L. Moody.

An interview by Susan

H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
cents.

God in the Constitution. By Robert G.

Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with liken~ss
of author. Price, IO cents. Twelve copies for $I.

What Would Follow the Effacement of
Christianity~ By George Jacob Holyoake. This is a most valuable contribn tion to
Freethought literature. Bonnrl in paprr with
goodlikenessofauthor. Price,IOcents. Twelve
copies for $I.

Life and Career of Charles Bradlaugb.
By George Jacob Holyoake. With good liken~ss
of Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies
for $1.

What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.

L. Green, editor of the Freetninlcer's Mauazine.
A good missionary document. Price, I5 cents
per dozen.
·

Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in
New York city. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for
50 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or what the ed-

itor of the Freet"-inlcers' Mauazine thinks of
him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for
50 CP ts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York

CONVALESCENT
•
- •
The time between a severe sickness and com
plete recoverY. is o~e that needs the most careft~l :tt
tention especially m regard to food. Any phys1c1an
will tell you that

ALEiND BEEF
'':E"E~·~'<>NXZE:I:>''

is the only mild stimulant, com hi ned with a per
feet food kno\Vn that makes blood nucl lPllf:cl
and builds up the sygtem bv its easily dtv,c~liv
and assimilative qualitit:s. For sale by drugg-ist
Send for descriptive circular.

ALE & BEEF CO., 267 W. 17th St., New York.

t"iMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
IDS CHAHACTER AND DOCTRINE".
From the "Analysis of Heligious Belief.
Bv VISCOUNT AMBER:kEY.
Cloth,
50 cents,

527

Gems of ~hoTZght.

'Libert~ ill
Literature.

J.D. SqaVJ's Boo~s.

THE sense of death is most in apprehension.
-Shalcspere.
THE ideas of God in the Bible are human conceptions.-Robt. 0. Adams.
GoD is made the author of sin in all
Testimonial
systems except in that of the Atheists.Voltaire.
Walt Whitman.
THE ages most noted for ·religious enthusiasm . .
were notoriously immoraL-Benton.
BY
To discuss the true principles of morality, men hav no need of theology, revela- ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.
tion, or of God.-'-DeHolbach.
THE orthodox Chrietian church e,rivs AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
dogma the :first and morality the second
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
place in the order of its teachings.-.ilfodOCT. 21, 1890.
ern Thuug ht.
THERE are only two things in which the With a Portrait of Whitman.
false professors of all religions hav agreed;
AUTHORIZED EDITION.
to persecute all other sects, and to plunder
their own.-Oolton.
Paver, 25 cents ; cloth; M eents.

·ro

'l'he Bible-What Is IU 25o.
Studies in Theology. _lOc.
Liberalism. fie.
ArldrARR THE TRUTH SEEKER

IT appears to me one of the most immoral dogmas ever advanced that a man
must believe anything without evidence
to prove it,-B, Russel.
I
I Alii influenced at the present time by
c~iventional Lies of Our Civilizati01r.
Home Talk and Medical Commiln The
far higher considerations and by a nobler Plain
By Max Nordan. . CoNTENTs-Mcne, Tekel
· Sense. In one handsome 12mo volum€
Upharsin;
The Religious, J\'[onarchic, ancl
idea of duty than I ever was when I held
of ne:trly 1,000 pages, fully illustrated. Oloth,
AristocraticiPolitical,)£conomical, Matrimonial,
the evangelical belief.-George Eliot.
$3.25-Jn· English or German. A new cheap
and Miscel aneous Lies; Closing_ Harmony
edition at only $1.50.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c..
THROUGH a lar15e part of human history Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
cloth,.. $1.00.
The .Iinperial Council of Vienna prohibited the
the intensely religious ages hav not been
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
.3ale
of this book in Anstria, and c;pnfiscated all
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ijl2.00, postage
distinguished for Eocial purity, truthprepaid; 5 volnmes~eparate, flexrble cloth\ 50 ~opies of it they could find.
telling, honesty, or jtlstice.-M. J. Savage.
cents .r>er volume; ued Line edition, snitaole Economic Equities. A Compend of the
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volnme.
Ntttnral Laws of Industrial Production and Ex·
To quanel with one who honestly thinks Sexual Physiology for the Young. 250
change. By J. K. Ingalls, author of .. Social
differently from ourselvs, would be no less
Wealth."
Paper, 25c.
pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. (The fifth
unreasonable than to be angry with him
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
Fruits of Philosophy, A Treatise on the
Population Q.nestion. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton
for having features unlike our own.- Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to
Edited by Charles Bradlaugh andAnnieBesani
Profess01' 'Lawrence.
Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
25c.
·
·
Subjects; ninth year. Subscription, with preminm, 50 cents per year. Spemmen copies free Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointin;
RELIGION is impure and morality ignoble
on application.
out the means by which tho working classe" nut)
when recompense is the leading principle.
ra.i.Je themselves from their present state of lm1
Manual, Comp1ising "Advice
. . . The theory of vicariOus atone- Mother's
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dig
to a W1fe on the Management ol: Her Own
nit)', and independence, anrl which is also capa
ment destroys personal responsibility, the
Health, especially During Pregnancy, Labor,
ble of entirely removing\in <•mn·se of time, th•.
and Suckling," and" Advwe to a Mother on th~
most essential element of moral character.
other principa.J. social cvirs. lJy lVI. G. H. tOe.
Mana,gement of Her Children in Infancy and
-Anon.
Large or Small Families 1 On which Side
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volnme, 528 pages, $1.
Lies the Balance of Comfort? lly Austin Holy
I COULD never. divide myself from any U:and·Book of Health Hints and Ready
oake. 5c.
man upon a difference of opinion, or be
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
Povert;v: : Its Effects on the Political
of 128 pages. 25 cents. ·
angry with his judgment for not agreeing
Condition of the People. By Charles
with me in that from which perhaps,
Address
•rHE TRUTH SEEKER
Bradlaugh. 5c.
withm a few days, I should dissent myWhy Do :Men Starve~ By Chas. Bradself.- Thomas Brown.

Dt. E. B. Foote's Works.

<\Yorks on the Laoor ~uestion. NATHANI[L VAUGHAN'

laugh. 5c.

SUSAN? WIXON'S BOOKS.

Priest al')d Mal').

A NO VEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the" Iliad of the East," cite., etc.
An independent and respectable study of char
ll!_Cter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamerl to
own as her first novel.· . • . A more vigorous
'lresentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and· consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
1 vol., extra cloth, bevelerl, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'I .1E TRUTH SEEKER

THE BEST:
THE

' Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, colrl, and posit.ion, beautiful double sunk
dial, and aU modern improvements; yua1·anteea
a perfect time1·. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17\• 3-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $2.1.
In best filed gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26;
hinged case, $28 to $30; huntin.f>:, $31 to $35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2
more.
Re~nlar Grade Alllerican WatciJC"•Ri!verme ca.se, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7 50; 15
jewels, $9; ditto, adjusted, $11. In finer cases,
add as above.
Ladies' Alllerican Gold WatclJeSo-All
latest styles, in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels,
$15 ~ 11 jewels, $16 50; 15 jewels, $23; 14 carat solid
gola, $10 more. Heavier, more ela.borate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written gua.rantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and retnrned free.
Sundries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple. plated tea.spoons, $1.80j, t!Lble spoon,sJ
$3 50, kmves, $1.75: forks, $1.75; au for $6. Soh a
silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvenir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50i$2 to $3.
The Colonel Ingerso l.-Tea, $2.50 ;ornnge
$2.75; sugar, il!3;__gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extr~
!Jeavy t.ea.~, $8. Etched:
"The Time to be HapP1J is Bow,"
50 cPnts extra.
'J'he Torch of Reason Badge, solid gold
8na.me1Pd in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2 75, an•l
$3.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, $15, $20, $30.
DiaDlonds, 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of'
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods Pl'Ppaia (except knives and fork•) and cash refunded atop.
tion. W a.tcb cleaned $1. and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.

file Land Question. Large Estates InimiSucH theories as predestination and.
cal to tho \velfarc of the People. By Charles
election hav been, from :first to last, fruitBradlaugh. 5c.
ful sources of immorality. . . . There
Labor's Prayer, By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
never was a doctrin broached that seemed
Addres• 'J'HE TRUTH SEEKER.
so sure to breed moral pestilence as the
doctrin of salvation by faith alone.- Chadwick.
THoSE who only behave themselvs on
earth in order that they may be rewarded
a thousandfold in heaven, act like Jews
lending rumley at usury. "The pious,"
says Borne, ''look at heaven as a court,
and look down with contempt on all those
who hav not the entry, like themselvs. "~
Buchner.
HE who says that animals are .m:ere unchangeable machines, shews that he has
never observed any of them. If they are
only machines, the most super:ficill.l observation of the smallest among them proves
that these machines observe, compare
and judge, or, in other words, that they
possess all the faculties of reason.- All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300 pp., $1.
Pouchet.
MEN nowhere, east or west, liv yet a Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
"B"oys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
nat•trallife, round which the vine clings,
W AT .Eo~ OF< LIF<:e
and which the elm willingly shadows. The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand·
some and Interesting Book, Without SuperstiIs Doin.g Wonders in Curin.g .the Sick.
Men .
need not only to be spirittion for Children and Youth. The Only Freeualized, but natu1·alized, on the soil of
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever 1ssned.
earth. Who shall conceive what kind of
No. 34 Sputh Main street, Wilkesbarro. Pa.
66 fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large Law of Population. Paper, 15o.; with pol"
type,
heavy,
toned
paper,
broad
margins,
illusroof the heavens might extend over him,
trait, 80c.
trated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
what seasons minister to him, and what
Marriage, As it was, as it is, and as it
Address
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
CO.
should be. Paper, 25c.
employment dignify his life! , . . The
. winds should be his breath, the seasons
Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazahis moods, and he should impart of his
500 orders for books within the
reth a Historical Character, and the Influence I specially want
next three months.
serenity to Nature herself.'- Thoreau.
of Christianity. Price, 25c.

Mrs. Besant' s Wor~s.

"WHY"

FROM BUDDHISTIC SACRED LITERATURE.
MAY wisdom be always with us.Buddhistic Scriptures, Inscription in
Temple of Na.khon Vat.
IN performing good deeds I reduce suffering.-Ibid, Buddkaghosa's Parables.
WHATEVER I understand to be right I
desire to practice.-Ibid, Rock Inscriptions of Aroka.
To do wrong knowingly and then refuse to confess it, is double guilt.-Ib-id,
P1·atimoksha.
LET us now unite in righteousness,
cherishing good, living in gentleness.Ibid, Tmvels of Fa-hien.
HAFPY will be the world when all sentient creatures shallliv in tranquillity.Ibid, Fo-sho-hing-tsan-king.
THE fool who sees his own folly is wise
so far; the fool who takes his folly for
wisdom, is a solid fool.-Ibid, Dhamma.f
pad a.

Kenned~'s

Addreas THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

MediC aI 0iS CO Ye f~ SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
Takes hold in this order :

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,

Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,

D:&iving everything before it that ought to
be out.·

You know whether you need it or
not.
Sold by every drnggist, and manufactured by

D 0 N ~olxRu.fv~Jlfi~. E D y'

Friends will please send stamp for cir~nlars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

A ROOK FOR 1\/TRN.

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Price," 10 centsTHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LlTTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E. D •. 6·LENF'1iJR.
Boa.rds.

40oents.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents. treating
on that health-destroying and life-consnminll'
weakness of men as the resnlt of ~onthfnl errors
and excesses. The book sets fortn an ~IDEL
CURE 1 which iP a medi£'in" to bE applied externally (~he only remany of ~ne nna ln existence).
Yon will feel improved the !irst day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Earl;y Decay, Weaknesees1 Lost Manhood,..etc.hare fully restored.
aduress,
Du. RuB'l' P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. J.
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Spiritualism ·Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By John R. Kelso, A.M.

12mo, clotlt, U .00.

Creed of Christendom.

J\.N INSPIRED LO'l'.
r-·
But lhey also hav erred through ;vine, and through strong drin~ a1:e out of the way; the priest and the
~- prophet hav erred through strong drmk, they are swallowed up of wme, they are out of the way through
k_ strong drink; they err in vision, they stumble in judgment.-Isaiah xxviii, 7.

Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure,
By W. R. GREG.
Oom:tllete in I vol., 12mo, 399JlJl,, $1.50.

A NEW AND IMPORTANT BOOK.

FREfTH INK f RS' PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.
~~

SB<>WING

T.IIE ABSURDITY AND UNTllUTHFULc
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S: CLAillt
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI·
CENT INSTITUTION, ANDREVEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
CHURCH AND

WITH

CITATIONS

CONTRASTED WIT!:

-As-

FACTORS IN HlJMAN EVOLUTION,
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IUustratioJlS.

COPIOUS

HIGHER CRITICISM INi!,THEOLOGY ~ RfLIGION
ANCIENT MYTHS AND MIRACLES,
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Price, cloth, $1; paper, 60 cents.

By THOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.
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UNSEEN HANDS.
•• ••

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.

DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTO:N.
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE DESIGNER.
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The illustrations are classified as follows:

lllrepresent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
I
"
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
8
"
6
Sabbath Laws.
1<1
Children and the Church.
lO
Woman and the Chu.rch.
lj
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies in Natu.ral History.
J
The Bible and Science.
:!5
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
1
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
4
The Lord and H;is Works.
II
Prayer.
10
The Creeds.
J
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent Sam:ples of Christianity's Work.
5
"
Missionaries.

1

"
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4
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1
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6
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The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resnik
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Chu.rch.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
Persecutions of the .Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
.
Miscellaneous.

CONTENTS:

Sf{ORT
STORitS.

Preface. -An Echo·
from Shilo.-Old
Safety-Valva's Las~
Run.-How Mary
Alice Was Converted.
-A Hall of Heredity.
-" Th~tt Reminds Me
Of"-.- His Mother's Boy.-Mr. Walka-Leg Adams "Meets
Up With" a Tartar.Onyx and Gold.-In
Deep Water.-A ·
Prison Puzzle.

HELEN H. GARDENER.

(I

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
fore appeared in this country, and it is very dou.btfnl if another one like it will ever again be Fu!J..
lished. We must give the Tru.th Seeker Company the credit of p}ltting the book in the reach o all
At twice the price i\ would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de..
signer is a wonderful success~ and we ju.dge from ou.r own feelings that nearly every Liberal in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volu.me.-[Freethi:iikers' Magazine.

Address

iu l>BJ>er: S1 In cloth.

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithfnl and noble work for the cause of right and tru.th. Bu.t the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hu.ndred p·ages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illu.stratious, and secondly as texts to P!-"OVe the u.tter
falsi&y of the church's professions and the hYJ?Ocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in the
b&llds of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

Price, board covers, $2 ;

clot~,

$2.SO.
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CHARL[S BRADLAUGH.
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~~With

Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."

Photoll'raph of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild in his lap, a delicate little sou.venir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at home, may be had at this otlice for
pfty cents,

Brain and the Bible
;conffict Between Mental Science and TheologJ '
lir EDGAR C. ;BEALL.

George Jacob Holyoake.
Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great Eng.
lish Secularist by the Father of Secularism.

Prefft(le by B. G. INGERSOLL.
Unanswerable.

Price,

1~

cents, Ten copies, $1 1
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Q!!i!le·

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
New York, Saturday, August

20,
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Principal Works: Gods and Other Lect.
urea ; Ghosts and Other Lectures; Some Mistakes of l\foses ; Interviews on Talmage ; What
Must We Do to Be Saved? Blasphemy; Crimes
Against Criminals. 1141 pages. In one vol.", ha1f
calf, $5.

"Prose Poems and Selections. From his

Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
calf, $4.50; halt mor., $5; turkey mor., $7.50;
tree calf~.._$9.

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The

Gods 1 Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
and Heresies. Paper, 50c.

Here~ics

Ghosts and Other Lectnres. fucluding

Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence; About Farming in
illinois; Speech Nominating Ja:mes G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet ; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before Me Like a Dream; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50c.

some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some

!I'Iistakes of Moses·'wFree Schools;,_, The Politiciano; 1\'Ian and
oman; The .eentateucil.;
~Ionday, '.fuesday_, Wednesday, Thursday, He
~fa,le the Rtar~ Also, Friday, Saturday, Let Us
i'llake Mant.Sunday, The Necessity for a Good
1\femory, 'J.·he Garden, The Fall, Dampness,
B-LCcbus tmd Babel, Faith in Filth, the Helirews,
The Plagues, The Fli¥ht, Confess and Avoirl,
Inspired Slavery, Marnage, War, Religious Liberty; Conclusion. Paper, I\Oc. .
e

Interviews on Talmage, Being Six Inter-

views with the Famous Orator on -Six Sermons
by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage, of Brook!Yn, to
which is addedA Talmagian Catechism. !'aper,
50c.; cloth, .., .:.

Blasphemy. Argument by R. G. Ingersoll
in tbe Tnal of C. B. Reynolds, at Mornstown,
N.J.~ Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50C.

What Mnst We Do to Be Saved~ Analyzes

the so-called gos_pels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Catholics Episcopalians, Methodists, Presbyterians, Evangelical Alliance, and answers the
question of the Christians as to what he preposes instead of Christianity, the religion of
sword and flame. Paper, 25c.

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

the New York Observer's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution... by R. G. Ingersoll;,.,_tqgether with A Roman uatholic Canard,
by''". H. Burr. Paper,15c.

Limitations of Toleration. A Discussior:
between Col. U. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederic It.
Coudert, and Ex-Govern,..-.; Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10C.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, 10c. e
Civil"'Rights Speech. With Speech of
Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper,10C.

Opening Speech to the Jury: In the suit
of the "B. & M. Tel. Co. VQ. W. 11. Tel. Co., 1886.
Paper, 10 cents.
•

Crimes Against Criminals. Price, 1Oc.
A Lay Sermon. On the Labor Question.
Paper, 5c.

ORTHODOX OBSTINACY-THE DANGERS OF FEMININE FANATICISM·

or

MY RELIGIOUS EXPE- HISTORY RELIGIONS.
I Putna~n. I RIfNcf
Accoun;:~:he
I A Condensed

By s. P.

Being the st~ of his re!ijlious life and mental
iourneyings. Written in h1s happiest andmost
brilliant way, and is the best of iill his splendid
works. Price, 25 eents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Pocket

Theology~

By VOLTAIRE.
•rerse, witty, and sarcastic d~finitions of J4f'Q•
loirlca1 i~rms. Price,~ ~~1!~ · __
·

Results of Scien-

tific Research and Philosophjca/ Research.
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

R.oaring Lion on the. Track.
Btl M. BA.BOOOK.
Price, ·.· -

.
10 cents.

Pulpi~.

An

ID;~rview

on

their Comparative Ments, and Opmwns on the
Trial of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholic
Church, etc. Paper, 8c.

Ingersoll on McGlynn. Paper, 3c.
Bible Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
Ingersoll Catechised. Paper, 3c.
The Truth of History. Paper, 3c.
Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board,

WAS

CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
A judicial consideration of the question1and the
decision against the scriptures and the Cnristian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

.Sy S<Iizabetl)_ 5<. S<Val)S•

Stage and the.

beveled, gilt. edges, 50c.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.

22x28

inches, heavy plate paper, 50C.

Photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll,
50 cents.

Liberty in Literature.

Testimonial to

Walt Whitman. By Robt. G. Ingersoll. Au
Address Dulivered in Philadelphiat Oct. 21,
1890. With Portrait of Whitman. " ct us put
wreaths on the brows of the living." Prtee,
paper, 2.'\c.; cloth. 50c.

Essay on Miracles. HEATHENS OF THE HEATH.
By DA VJD HUME.

}:?adical :Ron)al)ce.
B:v WK. MoDOl'll'IELL.

500 "DP·• paper, 80 cents.
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Oo M. BENNETT'$ WORKS.

JUST ·oUT!

ADDRESS THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFIOE. 0

.\Truth Seek~r Around tho World. Four

A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

large volll'ne,. With steel-plute ene:raving of
the author in Vol. I, and ~ach volume 1llustrated
with forty-seven crits. Handsomely bound ;.,
red cloth, $6 50,
..

rhe World's Sages, 'l'hinkers, and Re"
formers.
1,0'7o pages, Svo.
Cloth

Old Testament Stories

$3.00; leath8!', :);4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.'

fhe Champiom> of the -Cimrcb; Their
Crimes and Pe!'Secntions- 8vo, 1;119
pages.
gilt edges,

$-!

.
50.

t'he Gods and Religions of Ancient l}nd
Modern Times. Two volumes; Written

in prison. In cloth, $8.00 per volume, or $5.00
for the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in m 0 .•
.rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
I»

~rom

Behind the Bars. A series oflettera

written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.

i. Truth Seeker In :EuroJle. A series of

iettere written during a vis1t of ten weeks in
Europe. eo Givinl;l" some account of the International Freethmkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was o. delegate-l..followed by a description of what he saw in .l!;ng.
land, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone are worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
850 pages. $1.50.

ttxposure
by

~he

Facts.~

J.l.idicule.
HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament~A Page of Text to Each Picture.

1

ndaism, Christianity, and Mohammedan•
lsm examined historiCally and critically.

400 Pages. 200

(tis thought to be the most damaging exhibit
of Christianity that has appeared. 500 large
>)ages. Price, $1.50.
·

Fun ....Page
Pictures.

the Humphrey-Bennett Diseussion.

CONTENTS:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants;.
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of •
Prophets,
Jonah the Trutnful Sai!or.

Boards, illu:nrlna-ted covers, S 1; clo-th, gil-t side s"taDI.p, S 1.50.

..Add•ress THE TRDTH SEEKER 00.

BIBLE MORALS.
Twenty Orinws and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAN BUREN DENSLow, LL.D. Price, 15 cents.

By J. E. REMSBURG. Price, 25 cents.

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

A TRUTH SEEKER

AROUND
THE WORLD.
Four Large Volumes,
With a steel-plate engraving of the author in
Volume I, and each volume containing
forty to fifty illustrations.
By D. Ino BENNETT,

Late editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,__ anthor of
"A Truth Seeker in Europe " " u-ods and
Religions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
"The World's Sages, Thmkers, and
Reformers," "Champions of the
Church," etc., etc., etc.
Handsomely bound, red cloth, $6.50; in leather,
red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the circnmstances under which this work was written.
The last words penned by the great an thor were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death, and which contains an acconnt
of his world-lamented death and bnrial. Mr.
Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-day life
of all nations is laid before the reader by one
who has visited them and beheld them with his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freethought in the various countries
he visited, and the morality of so-called pagan
nations is contrasted with the morality of Christian countries, mnch to the detriment of the
latter. The work is a

Fruits of Philosophy.
POPULATION QUESTION.
By DB. KNOWLToN. Edited by CJIABLEB BBA.DLAUGH and ANNIE BESANT. 25 Oents.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the .New 1'estament.
B.v PRoF F W. NEWMAN.
Prioe. 25 cents.

Semitic Gods and the Bible.. Treat-

ing upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, in~luding_Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesus Christ, the Virgm Mary, and the Bible.
.ro the latter 230 pages are devoted, showing
that book to be a very inferior production for
lt first-class God .• 333Iarge pages. Paper covers.
dO cents; cloth, $1.

CRIMES OF PREACHERS
.In the
United States
and
Canada
from 1876 to 1883.

8ennett and Cyrus RomUlus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper,

e

110 cents. 1

iVhat Objections to

Christianity~

A dis-

cussion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. Mair,
<livided into the following theses: 1. Christiantty is neither new nor original, being borrowe<l
or copied from much older systems of religion.
:. Miracles and supernatural achievements have
been as fully and truly. ascribed to other teachers and founders of religion as to J esns. s. The
atory of Jesus and his mission in the world is
unh1storical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$1.50. <t
('

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
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Christianity's Effects Upon Health and
ical Science.

Med~

In an article published not long ago, entitled
"Rationalism Lengthening Our Lives," we briefly
surveyed the achievements of Science jn advancing
human health and longevity. We ~ill now giv a
short history of what Christianity has done in the
same field.
;Both the Jewish and the Christian religion inculcated that disease is an infliction by God or by
Satan. 'Of disease sent by Jehovah we hav instances in the epidemic that destroyed fourteen
thousand seven hundred Israelites, and was arrested
only by the high priest Aaron ; the pestilence sent
in retribution of David's wicked numbering of the
people, which killed seventy thousand and was
stayed by burnt-offerings; the plague with which
Jehovah menaces sinners, and the one described in
Revelation. See also Num. xi, 33, and xvi, 41-50.
Such diseases, too, as the leprosy of Miriam and
Uzziah, the boils of Job, the dysentery of Jehoram,
the withered hand of Jeroboam, the illness of Asa,
and many others, are ascribed to the vengeance of
God or to the malignity of the devil and his spirits.
In the New Testament we find examples like the
woman who was "bound by Satan," the fever which
was treated by rebuke, the person whom" the devil
ofttimes casteth into the fire," and others.
The belief in a numerous and ever-present legion
· of devils was fostered by the notion that the gods
whom the heathen had worshiped were demons.
As during the early centuries the worshipers of the
pagan gods were in continual warfare with the
Christians, it was conceived that the gods of these
misbelievers were enlisted in the warfare also, and it
grew a settled habit with Christians to consider almost every physical or other ill as the work of
these impious spirits. The declaration of St. Paul
that the gods of the heathen were demons (1 Cor.
x, 20) was a corner-stone of the theory. The leaders of the early church fortified the belief. Origen
said: "It is demons which produce Jamin, unfruitf\llness, corruptiotu; of the a.ir, vestile~~ef:l i
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they hover continually in clouds in the lo~er at- zeal never exceeded by the enlightened benefactors
mosphere and are attracted by the blood and in- of the human race. For a period of fifteen huncense which the heathen offer to them as gods." dred years the ecclesiastic history of Europe is the
St. Augustine wrote: "All diseases of Christians history of a systematic war against the interests of
are ascribed to the demons ; .chiefly do they tor- the human body; the 'mortification of the flesh'
ment fresh-baptized Christians, yea, even the guilt- was enjoined as a cardinal duty of a true believer;
less, new-born infants." Tertullian insists that health-giving· recreations were suppressed, while
a malevolent angel is in constant attendance upon health-destroying vices were encouraged by the exevery person. Gregory of Nazianzen affirms that ample of the clergy; domestic hygiene was utterly
physical pains are the work of evil spirits; he in- neglected, and the founders of some twenty-four
forms us that the laying on of consecrated hands different monastic orders vied in the invention of
will effect a cure, but that there is no efficacy in new penances and system1;1.tic outrages upon the
medicin. St. Nilus and St. Gregory of Tours dilate health of the poor convent-slaves. - Their diet was
on the sinfulness of employing medicin instead of confined to the coarsest a.nd often most loathsome
the intercession of saints.. The church fathers in food; they were subjected to weekly bleedings, to
general reprobated the doctrin, Which had been profitli'\SS hardships and deprivations; their sleep
broached by the Greeks, that disease arises from was broken night after night ; fasting was carried
natural,agenQies and may be cured by them, and to a length which often avenged itself in permanent
condemned as useless and sinful a resort to physi- insanity ; and their only compensation for a daily
cians and surgeons rather than to supernatural repetition of health-destroying afflictions was the
means.
permission to indulge in spiritual vagaries and
Besides, unusual and uncomprehended events, spirituous poisons ; the same bigots who grudged
such as the appearance of comets and falling· stars, their followers a night of unbroken rest or a mouthand earthquakes, were held on scriptural authority ful of digestible food indulged them in quantities
to be "signs and wonders" sent as foretokens of di- of alcoholic beveragf s that would hav staggered
vine chastisement. Consequently, such signs having the conscience of a modern beer-swiller. . The
appeared, the calamities which next occurred were bodily health of a community was held so utterly
inevitably looked upon as supernatural visitations. below the attention of a Christian magistrate that
The church not only discouraged investigation every large city became a hotbed of contagious
into the remedies of disease, but encouraged habits diseases; small-pox and scrofula became pandemic
of living which produced it. It denounced all care disorders ; the pestilence of the black death ravfor the health or for life as this-worldliness, and aged Europe from end to end-nay, instead of
treason to the other and only excellent world. It trying to remove the cause of the evil, the wretched
derived its maxims from scripture.
"Take no victims were advised to seek relief in prayer and
thought for your life, what ye shall eat or what ye self-torture, and a philosopher uttering a word of
shall drink, nor yet for your body, what ye shall protest against such illusions would hav risked to
put on." "Bodily exercise profiteth but little., hav his tongue torn out by the roots and his body
"There is nothing from without a man that, enter- consigned to the flames of the stake."
ing him, can defile him." One of the unhealthful
Under this ecclesiastical regime the human frame
customs was that of seclusion in small and un- became infested with a multitude of corruptions.
ventilated cells of monasteries. Another was the Scrofula and consumption attained a prevalence
avoidance of e-xercise by many of the dwellers in and virulence which modern science is but comthese establishments. Fastings, often undergone mencing to abate. Infants, and youth, and young
by the feeble and the ill, constituted another persons before their prime, were mowed down so
health-destroying practice. The neglect of cleanli- almost inevitably that it seemed as if the life-term
ness, too, was a cardinal virtue among the pious. of human beings should be reckoned as equal but
St. Jerome and the Breviary of the Roman church, with that of dogs and cats. Death reaped his prosays Prof. Andrew D. White, "dwell with unction digious harvests equally by individual diseases and
on the fact that St. Hilarion lived his whole life by epidemics. Of the extent and deadliness of
in utter physical uncleanness ; St. Athamisius these latter, the epidemics, we modern dwellers
glorifies St. Anthony because he had never washed under the wings of Science cannot easily form a
his feet; St. Abraham's most striking evidence of conception. In the fourteenth century the black
holiness was that for fifty years he washed neither death swept off twenty-five millions in Europe;
his hands nor his feet ; St. Sylvia never washed any half the population of E:Q.gland perished. In the
part of her body save her fingers; St. Euphraxia seventeenth century the great plague exterminated
belonged to a convent in which the nuns religiously a large part of the inhabitants of Christendom. In
abstained from bathing; St. Mary, of Egypt, was the eighteenth century an unusually severe pestieminent for her filthiness; St. Simon Stylites was lence made away with multitudes in southern
in this respect unspeakable-the only thing that Europe.
The dreadful ravages of cholera at
can be said is, that he lived in ordure and stench periods nigher the present are near examples.
intolerable to his visitors. The Lives of the Saints
Throughout these long periods the clergy sued wells with complacency on the statement that when ceeded in keeping possession of the credit of being
sundry Eastern monks showed a disposition to the only averters of these calamities. Every cathewash themselvs, the almighty manifested his dis- dral or abbey, and nearly every parish church,
pleasure by drying up a neighboring stream until owned some fetich which was given out to possess
the bath which it had supplied was destroyed." curativ properties. This was sometimes a relic of
Says Professor Oswald: " The deadliest blow to Christ, or of the Virgin or other personage conthe cause of health was struck by the anti-natural nected with divine beings, or a relic of a saint.
fanaticism ofthe Middle Ages, tb.eworld-hating infat- Again, it was a miraculously produced object, such
nation of the maniacs who depreciated every secular as a picture, statue, etc. The ordinary parapherblessing as a curse in· disguise, and despised their nalia of church worship, too, were vouched to be
own bodies as they despised nature, life, and earth. surpassing remedies of illness. Prayers and cereThe disciples of the world-renouncing messiah monies were likewise ranked high as curativs.
actually welcomed disease as a sign of divine favor, This notion, like all the others, was bottomed on
they gloried in decrepitude and deformity, and pro- texts from that source of half our modern ills, the
mot~d the w<:>rk Qf ge~en~!'!!!tiQD with a ver~~YtlriPg - Bible, ~'If ~ny JD.Ml iB !lick !lilUQUS" you, let hilt\

call for the 'elders of the church, and let them pray
over him, anointing him with oil in the name of the
Lord." "And the prayer of faith shall c1;1re the
sick, and the Lord shall raise him up." From
the traffic upon these fetiches the ecclesiastics d~
rived an immense revenue, and waxed greater and
greater in power to keep . down the scientific
inquirers who feebly attempted expostUlation.
Lands, money, and privileges flowed in -upon
them without measure. Especially did great pestilences provide.them with rich harvests, The whole
evolution of modern history, remarks Professor
White, not only ecclesiastical but civil, has been
largely affected by the wealth transferred to the
clergy at such periods. It was noted that after the
great plague in the fourteenth century, the black
death, had passed, an immensely increased prop ortion of the landed and personal property of every
European country was in the hands of the church;
well did a great ecclesiastic remark that "pestilences
are the harvests of the ministers of God."
Among the various means of placating the
offended God who had inflicted some malady, processions bearing images of divine personages or
saints are to be mentioned. At the present writing
these ceremonies, with the various others, are being
employed by sufferers from typhus and cholera in
Russia, and from volcanic eruption in Italy. In the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries fear of the prevailing plagues drove multitudes to form great
processions, the members of which scourged their
bodies as they went, hence taking the name of
flagellants. These mad creatures trooped everywhither over the lands, flogging, praying, shrieking psalms, and dancing. Pretenders to divinity
continually arose in their ranks, and the resulting
sects fell upon each other tooth and nail, Many of
these bands of maniacs fell into licentious orgies.
Europe was like nothing but one vast madhouse.
Occasionally some plague was found to proceed
not from a principal supernatural power but from
a lesser one, as a saint, In 1680 the church authorities at Rome luckily found out that the pest
then prevailing was due to St. Sebastian's resentment at having had no statue set up to him ; such a
monument being erected, the plague subsided,
Sometimes ridiculous scrapes were got into by
the ecclesiastics in their applications both to the
heavenly and to the infernal powers. At Rome, in
1522, to stay the plague then raging they decided
upon the astounding recourse of a sacrifice to devils.
They reasoned, first, that the present plague bore the
earmarks of those sent by demons and not by ~od;
second, that Rome had b~en the home of the chie~ of
the pagan gods who cons.tituted these demons; third,
that as the great amphitheater at Rome had ~een
the chosen resort of these dem~n gods a sacr1fi~e
offe~ed to them th~re would be ~ely to re~ch the~
not1ce, and ~ot rmprobably nnght mollify therr
w?unded feelillgs. Pursuantly~ an ?x decorate~
With garlands was sole~nly sacrificed ill the ·amphitheater after the anment heathen custom. The
plague continuing, the churchmen became scared as
they reflected on what they had done, and nervously
ordered no . end of expiatory processions and ceremonies to propitiate God, the Virgin, and the
saints, who had doubtless become infuriated at this
application to their rivals.
Limitations of space compel us to continue to
our next issue this account of some of the goodly
effects of that very valuable, profitable, ·and praiseworthy institution, Christianity.

Errors in the Bible.
The Ohristian Intelligencer prints this dogmatic
misstatement:
"What is gained by reiterating that there are errors in
the scriptures, and that there is in them a mighty h~man
agency? If the persons making these declarations are
really biblical scholars they know, or ought to know
...wwo
..__t the errors which posBI"bly, we may even say presum-:
'
ably, exist, are very few in number, and of decidedly
inferior ~porta.nce, that do not affect a single moral pre~'
cept or a single doctrinal statement of revelation."
. This is about the worst exhibiti~n of ignorance
or dishonesty that we hav seen lately.
It is admitted by all Christian scholars that the
,SCrtpt.Ur6S
. ate full.. 9f. err. O;!."f\l, 1}le many
. .. revjs1.·0."5
... .

they hav undergone indisp~tably p~:ove this. And
instead of being few in nuinbe~,. they are so
numerons that no one knows precisely how many
there are. First we heard of twenty thousand
different readings,. then of thirty-two thousand,
then ·of fifty thousand, till, in the collation of the
manuscripts for Griesbach's edition, as many as
one· hundred and fifty thousand were discovered.
Professor Michaelis, in his Introduction to the New
Testament, said, "No one will deny that the early
Christians, who differed from the ruling church,
havalt~r.ed the-·New Testament in numerous examples according to their peculiar tenets!' "And
so much so,'' says the Rev, Mr. Nolan, in his
"Inquiry," page 400, "that little confidence can be
placed. iri any edition!' The Rev, T. H. Horne,
in the second volume of his·" Introduction to the
Scriptures," admits tbat "all manuscripts, the most
ancient not excepted, hav erasures and corrections."
The Rev. ·Mr. Pope, in his treatis on the "Miraculous Conception," affirms that "the Cambridge and
the Alexandrian manuscripts swarm: with corruptiona and interpolations," We hav the authority of
Origen that Celsus charged· the early-fathers with
having three or four different readings for the same
text, or, as he expressed it, "they hav altered the
gospel three 12r four different times, as if they were
drunk, and, when pressed by their adversaries, recurred to that reading which best suited their purpose." Du Pin informs us that "there is a great
discrepancy between the copies, which must be attributed either to the negligence of the scribes or
to the audacious perversion of others, or to those
.who correct: the text by arbitrary additions or omissions, who oftentime hav put in and left out as
;they thought it most convenient!' Du Pin adds to
·this, "It cannot be said that no fault has crept into
the scriptures by the negligence or inadvertency of
the transcribers, or even by the boldness of those
.who hav ventured to strike out, add, or change
some words which they thought necessary to he
, omitted, added, or changed." Mr. James, librarian
, of the University of Oxford, in his work on the
:"Corruption of the Scriptures," on page 372, says:
. "Let us .pass a step or two further and inquire
whether they hav not corrupted the Bible in like
•sort, or worse, rather, if it be possible, to a degree
. of·· impiety beyond the degrees of comparison, and
:yet 80 plainly to be proved against papists, as he
·that hath but one eye to see shall plainly discover
;it, and thence be induced to suspect the abomina: tion of desolation spoken of by Daniel the prophet,
:sitting in the holy place and admiring himself
·above the holy of holies. He shall observe infinit
varieties, contrarieties, and contradictions and op:positions between two Bibles, set forth by two
ipopes within two years, both commanded to be read,
as are mentioned in the briefs. You shall see the
!popes breathe bot and cold, say and unsay the same
:thing twice, and in fine they hav truly verified the
;Bible, to be a nose of wax, plied and wrought into
;f shion fo r th e1r
· own a d van t age. A· s h arne 1·t 1s
·
1a
:that any Christian should presume to add or take
laway aught from the word· of God. Yet oh, in·t o1erably · f rand, not any simple Christian or layman,
.but the bishop of Ronie, chief pastor of the church,
· d ge of all controversies, whose lips should
sole JU
preserve k nowledge, and his tongue speak no deceit,
hath audaciously presumed to add and take away
whole sentences, to change words .of the holy writ
into a clear contrary meaning-to make, as it were,
white black and black white." The Rev. Mr.
'Cooper, in his "Tracts," page 521, expressly says,
''Were a Socinian to make a new translation, he
would translate under the guidance of his Socinian
?pini.on~, and properly." The Rev. Dr. Campbell,
ill h1s mtroduction to hie "Translation of the
Scriptures," makes some remarks about Beza, who
published the edition of the Greek Testament from
which our English version is taken: "Here we hav
a man," says he, "who, in effect, acknowledges that
he wo'uld not hav. translated some things in the
way he ·has done if he would not thereby strike a
severe blow against his adversaries or ward off a
blow which an adversary might aim against him."
. And. if these. eri:ors, 0 ! different readings, do •not
. l _ch.ange~~. why a;re . there sQ :rp.any.
m ak
. e d oc t nri~

i

Protestant sects, and why do 'the Catholics require
the Bible to be expounded only by their "learned"
men-men who know what the chu~ch wants to
hav taught' As for the moral precepts, they are
not the result of any revelation, but of human experience ; and they are not peculiar to the scriptures,
but were formulated centuries before we had the
Bible. It has been well said that the good in the
Bible is not original, and what is original is not
good.

Mr. J. D. Shaw's Error. ·
In THE TRUTH SEEKER recently a correspondent
living in Texas criticised the people of some towns
in that state quite severely, giving instances of
what he considered their depravity; and applied
harsh names to the perpetrators.
We should not refer to this, as our own correspondents hav rebuked him sufficiently, if reb~ke
be necessary, except that our greatly valued contemporary, Mr. J. D. Shaw, has seen fit to hold
THE TRUTH SEEKER itself responsible for the sentiments expressed, and to indulge in some unworthy
language.
. And we refer to it now only to ask Mr. Shaw if
he considers his conduct fair~ If the case were
reversed, what would he say to us 1
It may be that this is a good opportunity to say,
thqugh until we saw the current Independent Pulpit
we had supposed our readers possessed the good
sense to discern it, that each writer for THE TRUTH
SEEKER is solely responsible for the opinions he or
she expresses. As a matter of fact, the Editor
firids that he can entirely agree wit!). very few of
them. But, for all he can say, that may be his
misfortune and not that of the writers. A Freethought paper edited on the lines of one man's experience and knowledge would be rather narrow,
however broad the man might think himself. It
certainly would not be a Freethought paper.

One Congressman Who Knows His Mind.
During the debate over the World's Fair appropriation two weeks ago, we wrote to Amos J. Cum_mings, who was opposing the gift, urging him to
work for Sunday opening in connection with the
appropriation. He replied:
"HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVS U.S. }
"WASHINGToN, D. C., Aug. 8, 1892.
"DEAR Srn:; ,Certainly, the Fair ought to be open on
Sundays, whether the government makes any appropriation or not. That is the one day in the week in which
workingmen and their wives and children can visit the
Fair without losing time. I did everything I could to
hav Congress allow the Fair to be open on Sunday, but
·was beaten by more than two to one. At all events the
decision should hav been left to those in charg:e of the
Fair. Sunday closing has undoubtedly robbed the Fair
of $3,000,000 receipts, and for whose benefit? Men who
ought to know say for the benefit of the liquor saloons
and theaters, which are always open on Sunday in Chicago.
Yours truly,
AMos J. CUMMINGS.
"MR. E. M. MACDONALD, N.Y."
The most utopian Utopian that we hav heard of
lately is the Rev. L. A. Banks, of Boston.
In a
lecture delivered at Round Lake the other day he
attacked and conquered the poverty problem in
one paragraph: "The five largest Protestant denominations," said the lecturer, "can stop every
legalized dram-shop in either Boston or New York
if they will only try to attend to their business on a'
strictly business basis, as the dram-shops do. Let
them keep open all day and late into the night,
and offer light and music and fellowship to all
comers-not to the pewholders alone, but to those
who are too poor to own a pew. Pew rent has got
to go if you are to save the souls of the
tenement-house poor. I am tired of the cant of
the saying 'saving souls.' The church had better
undertake to save men and women, as well as souls.
The churches should not only be free, but' there
should be free entertainments, to which the poor
should hav as hearty an invitation as regular
attendants. There should be a sort of employment
bureau attached to each church, so that when a
member got out of employment the preacher might
appeal for him." He closed with these words: "If
I had been brought up in the tenement districts, as
so_:many of my :peol?le were, I would hav c~r~ed th~
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Christian God that could hav so neglected me."
When the Rev. Mr. Banks knows more he will
know that sentimental charity will never remedy
the social evils of to-day, and he will also know that
the church is founded upon a religion which tE~1whes
the poor and the rich that whatever they hav,
whether nothing or much, is given them by the
Lord, and that to rebel against the divisions· of
men into beggars and millionaires, rulers and
ruled, is to strive against God.

-these present a panorama of infinit meaning and SEEKER and has sold a large quantity of books, In
wonder. On these bold and ba1Ten hills the mighti- a quiet but very effectiv manner he has made Freeest force of civilization- thunders its _music, and thought .a power. His wife is the daughter of
man's grim warrior surpasses the gods with his H.on. J, L. _Wright, of Rochester, Minn., a wellvictorious arm. Mr. Thomas, who runs the engin known Freethinker and reformer, and who has
of the Bimetallic, invited me to take a view with stood frankly by his colors in the Minnesota legishim while at his post. It requires the alert brain lature, an honest .politician. So Mr. -and Mrs.
here. How the terrific machinery that could crush Stevens and the three bright children are for Freea thousand at a blow, responds to the most delicate thought first, last, and all the time.
touch. The shaft is_ thirteen hundred feet deep;
C. W. Berry is a veteran comrade from old New
out of this, in eight minutes and a half a hundred Hampshire, and we fraternize at once. He has
miners are taken in_ squads of sixteen by the swift been upon this coast since 1849, and wonderful exmachinery. This beats Jonah and the whale. The periences he has had and could many a tale unfold.
biggest fish-god ever made couldn't land a Over thirty years ago he camped on the Missoula,
hundred at that rate.
They pile forth volumi- and he has seen this country grow from a wildernously. You might almost imagin they were shot ness to a spacious city. He could hav been a
from a cannon's mouth.
millionaire if he had half tried; but he was too
News and Notes.
I did not find Granite dull at all the three davs generous. No one ever wanted a dollar from Bill
After Washington comes Montana, a stretch of I stayed there. I did find it little bit monoto- Berry but he got it. He was sheriff of Missoula
nearly a thousand miles, with magnificent mount- nous going to church on Sunday morning, but as I county by a large majority. He is now assessor.
ains and plains, almost a continent in the vastness had not been to church for a long time I rather en- It is no use for anybody to run against him. He
and variety of its resources. I leave Spokane on joyed the curiosity of the thing. It was a good is bound to be elected. "Honest Bill Berry, the
Friday evening, July 29th,\ and Saturday morning. deal like examining ancient specimens. I did packer," is the name by which he is known all over
reach Drummond, on the main line of the Northern wonder how people could listen with an air . of western Montana. His word is as good as his
Pacific. I change cars at this point, and go south solemnity to such by-gone tales. The subject of bond, and the people know it. He is absolutely
twenty-eight miles to Phillipsburg. This is one of the sermon was "The Unity of the Church." As impartial and just in all his official transactions, and
the oldest towns in the state, a mining center years Christians hav killed about nine million Chris- a Liberal with every fiber of his being.
before the railroad was built. It lias about three tians during the last thousand years it does not
L. F. Keim is on our list. Mrs. Keim is a memthousand inhabitants, and it makes a lively and look as if one could rejoice much in the unity of the ber of the Christian church, but I found her a
picturesque appearance. Round about ·it roll up church. However; the minister fixed it up all right; genial friend and enjoyed the kindly hospitality of
volumes of smoke from the mighty factories that the differences did not amount to much after all.
her home. Mr. Keim has been brave enough to
pour forth the glittering metal. The-mountains
Talking of "specimens," the Bimetallic Company tackle the clergyman and to bring him -even into
tower above thousands of feet. Up these mount- h.av just lifted a piece of ore weighing about thirty- the courts of law and compel him to pay fines for
ains I must climb four miles, until I reach a hight five hundred pounds, of ruby silver, etc., which is his misbehavior. This is a good thing for the comof eight thousand feet, and there is Granite, the to be sent to the World's Fair. There is more munity. The clergyman must be a law-abiding citiend of my journey. It is a stupendous mount, and civilization in that one mass of ore than in all the zen, even if he is the "Lord's embassador." Mr.
a glorious one. The grade is excellent, and we theologies of the past. I hav a piece of that silver Keim pursues the' even tenor of his way as city
travel with comparativ ease. The prospect extends rock, by the kindness of Mr. Thomas, and_ I shall police, while the minister is about to be put upon the
for a hundred miles away, with a hundred shining keep it as long as I liv in remembrance of ·Gran- "retired list."
peaks in every variety of form, and blue sweeps ite.
Hon. J. T. Phillips, a Grand Army comrade, inof plain between, and glittering depths of canyon
I cannot put upon the list the names of all the troduced me at the first lecture with ringing words;
in the mellow sunshine that beneath the clear friends I met at this place, for there is quite a and he stands by the :flag of Freedom as in the
skies rolls its measureless splendor. Up and up company. With those already named are, Ben days of storm and battle.
I climb and wind around while new and brilliant Bowling, M. Moore, Dan Calder, J. F. Duncan, ·D.
John Copp, another New Hampshire boy, gave
scenes extend until at last the city of Granite, right L. Sutton, John O'Neill, E. Mitchell, August Wilt- me a .real Yankee welcome. He drove me over to
against the precipitous crags, hangs on for dear life scho, etc. Granite numbers about three thousand. Fort Missoula, four- miles out, where I witnessed
as if every moment it would tumble into the enor- The majority of the people are Liberals. A half a the retreat and guard mount and heard the martial
mous abysses beneath. Here are the biggest mills in dozen churches, however, confront the eye. Granite strains,_and the old war times came back with vivid
the state, the largest machineries. Here is a cos- peak towers above all, and from its summit an im- remembrance. Lieutenant McMartin, officer of the
mopolitan people drifted from all parts of the mense view unfolds in dazzling magnificence.
day, gave us a. handsome welcome and showed us
world, and the mountain-sides heave with tumultI must thank all my friends here for their genial over the fort, which has a beautiful location and is
and generous support, and I am glad that I acted one of the finest posts in the country. Saturday
uous industry.
When I read Alexander E. Klain's article a few on Klein's suggestion and made this a point on my Copp takes me over to Bonner, where is located
months since in THE TRUTH SEEKER it struck me present trip. Amid these tremendous forms of one of the largest saw-mills in the state. About
then that this would be a good place to venture ; nature and imperial forces of man, amid these peo- thirty-five million feet is the output per year.
that in this lofty citadel I might unfurl the :flag of ple, alert, intelligent, of various nationality, work- There is a large sash and door factory connected
Freethought. I was not mistaken. I was well re- ers with hand and brain, in these lofty regions, the with the mill. Bonner is a busy little burg. We
warded for my plunge into this far and unknown highest almost where humanity has pitched its reach it from Missoula by Hell Gate canyon. It is
territory. I ·found wide-awake supporters and camps of fire and steam, here Freethought finds a seven miles distant. We pass by De Long's
splendid audiences. I gave two lectures, Sunday splendid outlook. . With the silver streams of ranch, snugly located at the foot of Mount Jumbo.
and Monday evenings, in the Miners' Union Hall. wealth from these rocky chambers shines the De Long is a Liberal. So is Bandman, after a
The Miners' Union is very strong here, having a genius of liberty.
fashion-the once world-famous actor, the brilliant
membership of nearly one thousand. It owns a
From Granite I travel to Missoula, about the Hamlet and Shylock, who has a ranch near Bonner.
handsome property, and the hall in which I spoke brightest and handsomest city in Montana, I guess. :He is one of the most eccentric men on this Western
is one of the largest in the state. These were the It claims about six thousand .population. It has continent: He is smart as chain 'lightning and
first Freethought lectures in Granite, and the wel- elegant business blocks and hotels, quite as com- fully as irregular in his :flashes of genius. He is
come was all that I could desire. Mr. Klein acted modious and elegant as in Chicago or New York. Radical to his heart's core, but he has a vein of
as chairman of the meetings. Thomas McGowan, Almost all the wealth thus displayed has been made misanthropy and the way he scores people someS. E. Carr, E. W. Thomas, B. Lindsay, and others in this country itself. The city has not been built times is terrific. He is well worth knowing, howwere not afraid to be counted on the platform. up by outside capital. The agricultural resources ever, for he is a brainy man with a remarkable
Most of the Liberal cohor-0 are young men, who of Missoula county are extensiv. Fruits grow career.
Dr. H. H. Hanson, one of the leading physicians
hav already had a varied experience of life. Alex. abundantly, and all kinds of grain. Bitter Root
Klein was born in Hungary, left home when only valley is seventy miles long and is the finest valley of the city, is on our list with a generous contribueleven years of age, and has since made his own in the state. A branch railroad from Missoula runs tion ; also Mayor Higgins, Sheriff Huston, and E.
way in the world. He traveled over a considerable up this valley fifty miles, and beautiful villages and . W. Phillips. Hunt puts our banner on the outpart of Europe, especially Switzerland, came to this farms are along its course. Frenchtown valley is ward walls. Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Ferguson I am
country when sixteen years old, found himself in toward the north, twenty-five miles in extent. pleased to meet. Mr. Ferguson I knew twenty
New York without acquaintance, not knowing the Further north, touching upon the British line,· is years ago when I was at North Platte, Neb., a
·
Unitarian clergyman; J. H. B. Foster, Ed. Wilson,
language, and with just twelve cents iri his pocket. Flathead valley.
Missoula is on the bosom of a wide and lovely Wm. Neill, H. C. McLeod, Palmer of Flathead
But he forged ahead, and compelled fortune to
smile upon him. He is only twenty-three years old plain, through which :flow and unite the Bitter valley, and dozens of others I could name who hav
now with a great enthusiasm for Freethought and Root and Missoula rivers. Around the plain and joined in this campaign and liberally assisted.
Time has passed quickly among these hospitable
Ref~rm, with a glorious hatred of king and priest, valleys is a vast circle of mountains of infinit
beauty and grandeur in the gorgeous summer days. people of Missoula. There is true Western enterand a whole-hearted devotion to progress.
E. W. Thomas has had many adventures by land Nowhere in the world are there more delightful prise here. .Missoula has a promising future. It
is in the center of some of the best farming lands
and sea of a novel and thrilling character, and is prospects.
There is a large Liberal element in Missoula. in the state. The mineral resources of this country
still young. He has learned Freethought directly
from nature and humanity. S. S. Carr is a veteran The lectures were givep_ in the Opera House, and are yet to be developed, but undoubtedly they are
-a forty-niner-but the spirit of early times does were generously supported by the leading citizens. great" I believe that Freethought will hold its
not desert him. He looks forward and not back- On Sunday evening there was a splendid attend- own as wealth and population increase. I shall
ward. These are the kind of men we meet gener- ance. This is the first Freethought movement ~n not forget Missoula, nor the host of friends I hav
ally in mining camps-men of travel-'-of observa- the place and was made a pronounced success. met amidst its beautiful surroundings.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
tion, of practical ability, who hav fought and won Hereafter Missoula will be.in the .front rank. The
by natural force. A mining camp has plenty of wor~ers here are stalwart Liberals. They are not
interest and change. The great mills; the superb afraid to be known and to do their - level best. A.
MRs. MATTIE KREKEL begins her fall lecturing tour in
engins, big and monstrous, yet polished as a lady's M. Stevens is _the first with whom I became ac- September, in Nebraska. She wishes to devote the
ring without a particle of dust on. the gleaming quainted by corr.espondence. An article of his in months of September, October, and November to work
surf~ce, the ponderous wheel_ rolling round _like a. THE TRUT:H SEEKER attracted my attention and in- in that state and in Knnsas and Iowa, afterward going
planet, and the sha't sweeping with lightning1p<:e ducfld me to pitch my tents toward Missoula, and .to Texas for the next- three months. Those desiring to
Mr. Stevens had hear her may address her at 605 Maple street, Rockbrilliance and power ; the swarthy work~rs ~ommg I am glad I obeyed the ''call."
and going by the hundredsi n the gloom and light fiUeen or twenty n~w subscribers to. THE TRur:a: ford, m.

Jn the West.
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Father Tom and the Pope;
OR, A NIGHT AT THE VATICAN.
BY REv. FRANCIS MAHONY

(Father Prout),

As related by Mr. Michael Heffernan, Master of the
·National f::3chool at Tallymacta~gart, in the county of
Leitrim, to a friend, during his official visit to Dub·
lin, for the purpose of studying political economy, in
the spriD.g of 1838.
[CONCLUDED.]

God be wid the time when I went to the classical
seminary ov Firdramore! when I'd bring my sod o'
turf undher my arm, and sit down on my shnug
bos"s o' straw, wid my back to the masther and my
shins to the · fire, and score my sums in Dives'
denominations or the double rule o' three, or play
fox and geese wid purty Jane Cruise that sat next
me, as plisantly as the day was long, widout anyone
so much as saying, "Mikey Heffernan, what's that
you're about ?"-for ever since I was in the one lodge
wid poor ould Mat I had my own way in his school
as free as ever I had in my mother's shebeen. God
be wid them days, I say again, for its althered times
wid me, I judge, since I got under Carlisle and
Whateley. Sich sthrictness! sich ordher! sich
dhrilling, and lecthiring, and tuthoring as they do
get on wid! I wisht to gracious the one-half of
their rules and rigilations was sunk in the say.
And they're getting so sthrict, too, about having
fair play for the heretic childher! We're to hav no
more schools in the chapels, nor masses in the
schools. Oh, by this and by that it'll never do at
all! The ould plan was twenty times betther; and,
for my own part, if it wasn't that the clargy support
them in· a manner, and the grant's a thing not
easily done widout these hard times; I'd see if I
couldn't get a sheltered spot nigh-hand the chapel,
and set up agin on the good ould principle: and
faix, I think our metropolitan 'ud stand to me, for
I know that his motto was ever and always, that
"Ignorance is the true mother ov piety."
But I'm running away from my narrativ entiJ:ely,
so I am. "You'll plase to ordher up the housekeeper," says Father Tom to the pope, "wid a pint
ov sweet mil:c in a skillet, and the bulk ov her fist
ov · butther, along wid a dust ov soft sugar in
a saucer,. and I'll show you the way of producing a
decoction that, I'll be boURd, will hunt the thirst
out ov every nook and corner in your holiness's
blessed carcidge."
The pope ordhered up the ingredients, and they
were brought in by the head butler.
"That'll not do at all," says his riv'rence; "the
ingredients won't combine in true proportion unless
ye do as I bid yez. Send up the housekeeper," says
he, "for a faymale hand is ondispinsably necessary
.to produce the adaption ov the particles and the
concurrence of the corpuscles, widout which you
might boil till morning and never fetch the curds
off ov it."
·
Well, the pope whispered to his head butler, and
by and by up there comes an ould fagot ov a
Oaillean, that was enough to frighten a horse from
his oats.
"Don't thry for to desave me," says his riv'rence,
"for it's no use, I tell yez. Send up the housekeeper,
I bid yez: I seen her presarving gooseberries in the
panthry as I came up: she has eyes as black as a
sloe," says he, ''and cheeks like the rose in June;
and sorra taste of this celestial mixthir shall cross
the lips ov man or mortial this blessed night till
she 'stirs the same up wid her own delicate little
, finger."
"Misther Maguire," says the pope, "it's very unproper to spake that. way ov my housekeeper: I
won't. allow it."
"Honor bright, your holiness," says his riv'rence,
laying his hand on his heart.
••Oh, by this and by that, Misther Maguire," says
the ·pope, '·'I'll hav none of your insiniwations: I
don't care who sees my whole household," says he;
"I don't care if all the faymales undher my roof
was paraded down the high street of Room," says
he.
· "Oh, it's plain to be seen how little you care who
sees them,'~ says his riv'rence. "You're afeared,
now, if I war to see your housekeeper, that I'd say
she was too handsome."
.. ·"No, I'm not!" says the pope; "I don't care who
sees her," says he. "Anthony," says he to the head
butler, "bid Eliza throw her apron over her head,
and come up ·here." Wasn't that stout in the
blessed man 'I Well, my dear, up she came, stepping like a three-year-old and blushing like the
brake o' day; for th~mgh her apron was thrown
over her head as she came forrid, till you could
barely see the tip ov her chin-more be token there
was a. lovely dimple in it, as I've been tould-yet
she let it shlip a bit to one side, by chanc~ like,' jist
as she got fornenst the fire, and if she wouldn't hav
given his riv'rence a shot if he hadn't been a priest,
t's no matther.
"Now, my dear," says he, "you must take that

skillet, and hould it over the fire till the milk comes
to a blood-hate; and the way you'll know that will
be by stirring it oust or twice wid the little finger
nv your right hand, afore you put in the butther :
not that I misdoubt," says he, "but that the same
finger's fairer nor the whitest milk that ever came
from the tit."
"None of your deludhering talk to the young
woman, sir," says the pope, mighty stern. "Stir
the posset as he bids you, Eliza,, and then be off wid
yourself," says he.
"I beg your holiness's pardon ten thousand
times," says his riv'rence; "I'm sure I meant nothing onproper; I hope I'm uncapable of any sich
dirilection of my duty," says he. "But, marciful
Saver!" he cried out, jumping up on a suddent,
"look behind you, your holiness-I'm blest but the
room's on fire!"
Sure enough the candle fell down that minit and
was near setting fire to the windy-curtains, and
there was some bustle, as you may suppose, getting
things to rights. And now I hav to tell you ov a
raally onpleasant occurrence. If I was a Prodesan
that was in it, I'd say that, while the pope's back
was turned, Father Tom made free wid the two lips
ov Miss Eliza; but, upon my conscience, I belave
it was a mere mistake that his holiness fell into on
account of his being an ould m·an, and not having
aither his eyesight or his hearing very parfect. At
any rate it can't be denied but that he had a
shtrong imprission that sich was the case ; for he
wheeled about as quick as thought-it was jist as
his riv'rence was sitting down-and charged him
wid the offinse plain and plump. "Is it kissing my
housekeeper before my face you are, you villain 1"
says he. ''Go down out o' this," says he to Miss
Eliza ; " and do you be packing off wid you," he
says to Father Tom, "for it's not safe to hav the
likes ov you in a house where there's temptation in
your way."
"Is it me?" says his riv'rence; "why what would
your holiness be at, at all? Sure I wasn't doing ho
sich thing."
"Would you hav me doubt the evidence ov
my sinsesT" says the pope; "would you hav me
doubt the testimony ov my eyes and ears~" says he.
"Indeed I would so," says his riv'rence, "if they
pretend to hav informed your holiness ov any sich
foolishness."
"Why," says the pope, "I seen you afther kissing Eliza as plain as I see the nose on your face ; I
heard the smack you gave her as plain as ever I
heard thundher." ·
"And how do you know whether you see the nose
on my face or not!" says his riv'rence; "and how
do you know whether what you thought was thundher, was thundher at all! Them operations of
the sinses," says he, "comprises only particular
corporayal emotions, connected wid sartin confused
perciptions called sinsations, and isn't to be
depended upon at all. If we were to follow them
blind guides, we might jist as well turn heretics at
oust. 'Pon my secret word, your holiness, it's
naither charitable nor orthodox ov you to set up the
testimony ov your eyes and ears agin the characther
ov a clergyman. And now, see how aisy it is to explain all them phwenomena that perplexed you. I
ris and went over beside the young woman because
the skillet was boiling over, to help her to·save the
dhrop ov liquor that was in it; and as for the noise
you heard, my dear man, it was naither more nor
less nor myself dhrawing · the cork out ov this
blissid bottle."
"Don't offer to thrape that upon me!" says the.
pope; "here's the cork in the bottle still, as tight
as a wedge."
"I beg your pardon," says his riv'rence, "that's
not the cork at all," says he; "I dhrew the cork a
good two minits ago, and it's very purly spitted on
the end ov this blessid cork-shcrew at this prisint
moment; howandiver you can't see it, because it's
only its raal prisence that's in it. But that outward
appearance that you call cork," says he, "is nothing
but the outward spacies and external qualities of the
cortical nathur. Them's nothing but the accidents
of the cork that you're looking at and handling;
but, as I tould you afore, the real cork's dhrew, and
is here prisint on the end ov this nate little insthrument, and it. was the noise I made in dhrawing it
that you mistook for the sound ov the ·pogue."
You know there was no conthravening what he
said ; and the pope couldn't openly deny it. Howandiver he thried to pick a hole in it in this way.
"Granting," says he, " that there is the differ you
say betwixt the reality ov the cork and them cortical accidents, and that it's quite possible as you allidge, that· the thrue cork is really prisint on the
end ov the shcrew, while the accidents keep the
mouth ov the bottle stopped-still," says he, "I
Cl~n't undherstand, though willing to acquit you,
how _the dhrawing ov the real cork, that's onpalpable

and widout accidents, could produce the accident
ov that sinsible explosion I heard jist now."
"All I can say," says his riv'rence, "is that I'm
sinsible it was a real accident, anyhow."
"Ay," says the pope, "the kiss you gave Eliza,
you mane."
"No," says his riv'rence, "but the report that I
made."
·
·"I don't doubt you," says the pope.
"No cork could be dhrew with less noise," says
his riv'rence.
"It would be hard for anything to be less nor
nothing, barring algebra," says the pope.
·
"I can prove to the conthrary," says his riv'rence.
"This glass ov whisky is less nor that tumbler ov
punch, and that tumbler of punch is nothing to this
jug ov scaltheen."
"Do you judge by superficial misure or by the
liquid contents?" says the pope.
.
"Don't stop me betwixt my premisses and my
condusion," says his riv'rence; ''ergo, this glass ov
whisky is less nor nothing; and for that raison I
see no harm in life in adding it to the contents ov
the jug, just by way ov a frostnail."
"Adding what's less nor nothing," says the pope,
"is subtraction according to algebra; so here goes
to make the l"llle good," says he, filling his tumbler
wid the blessed stuff, and sitting down at the table,
for the anger didn't stay two minits on him, the
good-hearted ould sowl.
"Two minuses makes one plus," says his riv'rence,
as ready as you plase, "and that'll account for the
increased daycrement I mane to take the liberty of
producing in the same mixed quantity," says he,
follying his holiness's epistolical example.
"By all that's good," says t~e pope, "that's the
best stuff I ever tasted ; you call it a mixed quantity, but I say it's prime."
"Since it's ov the first ordher, then," says his
riv'rence, "we'll hav the less deffeequilty in reducing
it to a simple equation."
"You'll hav no fractions at my side anyhow,"
says the pope. "Faix, I'm afeard," says he, "it's
only too aisy ov solution our sum is like to be."
"Never fear for that," says his riv'rence, "I've a
good stock of surds here in the bottle ; for I tell
you it will take us a long time to exthract the root
ov·it, at the rate we're going on."
"What makes you call the blessid quart an irrational quantity?" says the ~ope.
"Because it's too much for one, and too little for
two," says his riv'rence.
"Clear it ov its coe~cient, and we'll thry," says
the pope.
" Hand me over the exponent, then," says his
riv'rence..
"What's that?" says the pope.
"The schrew, to be sure," says his riv'rence.
"What for?" says the pope.
'
"To dhraw the cork," says his riv'rence.
"cure the cork's dhrew," says the pope.
"But the sperits can't get out on account of the
accidents that's stuck in the neck ov the bottle,"
says his riv'rence.
"Accidents ought to be passable to sperit,'' says
the pope, " and that n;takes me suspect that the
reality ov the cotk's in afther all."
"That's a barony-masia," says his riv'rence, "and
Tm not bound to answer it. But the fact is, that
it's the ~ccidents ov the sperits·too that's in it, and
the reality's passed out through the cortical spacies
as you say; for, you may hav observed, we've both
been in rale good sperits ever since the cork was
dhrawn, and where else would the real sperits come
from if they wouldn't come out of the-bottle?"
"Well, then," says the pope, "since we've got the
reality, there's no use troubling ourselvs wid the
accidents."
"Oh, begad," says his riv'rence, "the accidents is
very essential too ; for a man may be in the best oy
good sperits, as far as his immaterial part goes, and
yet need the accidental qualities ov good liquor to
hunt the sinsible thirst out ovhim." So he dhraws
the cork in earnest, and sets about brewing the
other skillet ov scaltheen / but faix, he had to get
up the ingredients this time by the hands ov ould
Moll~;. though devil a taste of her little finger he'd
let w1din a yard ov the same decoction.
But, my dear, here's the Freeman's Journal, and
we'll see what's the news afore we finish the residuary proceedings ov their two holinesses.

Hurroo, my darlings !-didn't I tell you- it 'ud
never do ? Success to bould John Tuam and the
ould siminary ov Firdramore ! Oh, more power to
your grace every day you rise, 'tis you that has
broken their boord into shivers under your feet!
Sure, and isn't it a proud day for Ireland, this
blessed feast ov the chair ov Saint Pether! Isn't
Carlisle and Whately smashed to pieces, and their
whole college of swaddling teachers knocked into
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smidhereens~ John Tuam, your sowl, has tuck his ter at the chapel door; when a lump ova hare ran head's like to split-so it is!
Oh, my! oh, my!pasthoral staff in his hand and heathen them out across the road ; so I gev the whilloo, and knowing u bplsch !-ach !"
ov Connaught as fast as ever Pathrick druve the that she'd take the rise ov the hill, I made over the
Well, his riv'rence never thought it worth his
sarpints into Clew bay. Poor ould Mat Kavanagh, ditch and up through Mullaghcashel as hard as I while to make him an answer; but, when he seen how
if he was alive this day, 'tis he would be the happy could pelt, still keeping her in view, but afore I had ungratefully he was used, afther all his throuble in
man. - "My curse upon their g'ographie~ and gone a perch, Spring seen her, and away the two making the evening agreeable to the ould man, he
Bibles," he used to say; "where's the use ov per- went like the wind, up Drumrewy, and down called Spring, and put the butt-end ov the second
plexing the poor childer wid what we don't undher- Cloqneen, and over the river, widout his being able bottle into his pocket, and left the house widout
stand ourselvs ~" No use at all, in troth, and so I oust to turn her. Well, I run on till I come to the once wishing "Good-night, an' plaisant dhrames to
said from the first myself. Well, thank God ·and Diffagher, and through it I went, for the wather you;" and, in troth, not one ov them axed him to
his grace, we'll hav no more thrigonomethry nor was low and I didn't mind being wet shod, and out lave them a lock ov his hair.
scripther in Connaught. We'll hould our lodges on the other side, where I got up on a ditch, and
That's the story as I heard it tould; but myself
every Saturday night as we used to, wid our chair- seen such a coarse as I'll be bound to say was never doesn't b'lieve over one-half of it. Howandiver,
man behind the masther's desk, and we'll hear our seen afore or since. If Spring turned that hare when all's done, it's a shame, so it is, that he's not
mass every Sunday morning wid the blessed priest oust that day, he turned her fifty times, up and a bishop this blessed day and hour: for, next to
shtanding afore the same. Glory be to God! I've down, back and for'ard; throughout and about. At the goiant of St. Jarlath's, he's out and out the
done wid their lecthirs-they may all go and be last he 11m her right into the big quarry hole in cleverest fellow ov the whole jing-bang.
d--d wid their consuption and production. I'm Mullaghbawn, and when I went up to look for her
off to Tallymactaggartbefore daylight in the morn- fud, there I found him shtretched on his side, not
The Mecklenburg Declaration of Independence.
ing, where I'll thry whether a sod or two o' turf able to stir a foot, and the hare lying about an inch
There was a meeting at Charlotte, Mecklenburg
can't consume a cartload ov heresy, and whether a afore his nose as dead as a door-nail, and divil a
weekly meeting ov the lodge can't produce a new mark of a tooth upon her. Eh, Spring, isn't that county, N.C., May 31, 1775, which passed twenty
thayory ov rillts. But afore I take my lave ov you, thrue ~" says he. Jist at that minit the clock resolutions of a revolutionary character, but conI may as well finish my story about Father Tom shtruck twelve, and, before you could say thrap- taining no language paralleling the Declaration of
that I hear is coming up to whale the heretics in sticks, Spring had the plateful of mate consaled. July 4, 1776. These resolutions were printed in
Adam and Eve during the lint.
"Now," says his riv'rence, "hand me over my the South Carolina Gazette of June 13, 1775. On
the 30th of June Governor Martin transmitted a
The pope-and indeed it ill becomes a good pound, for I've won my bet fairly."
Catholic to say anything agin him-no more would
"You'll excuse me," says the pope, pocketing his copy to the secretary of state of London, saying :
I, only that his riv'rence was in it-but you see the money, "for we put the clock half an hour back,
The minutes of the council held at this place the other
fact ov it is that the pope was as envious as ever he out ov compliment to your riv'rince," says he, day will make the impotence of 15overnment here as apcould be, at seeing himself sacked right and left by "and it was Sathurday morning afore he came up parent to_your lordship as anythmg I can set before you.
. . . The resolves of the committee of Mecklenburg,
Father Tom, and bate out ov the face, the way he at all."
·
which your lordship will find in the inclosed newspaper,
wafl, on every science and subjec' that was started.
"Well, it's no matther," says his riv'rence, put- surpass all the.horrid and treasonable publications that
So, not to be outdone altogether, he says to his riv'- ting back his pound-note in his pocket-book, " only," the inflammatory spirits of the continent hav yet produced.
rence, "You're a man that's fond ov the brute craya- says he, ''it's hardly fair to expect a brute baste to . . . A copy of these resolves was sent off, I am informed, by express to the congress at Philadelphia as
tion, I hear, Misther Maguire~"
be so well skilled in the science of chronology."
soon as they were passed.
"I don't deny it," says his riv'rence; "I've dogs
In troth his riv'rince was badly used in the sanie
The governor was rightly informed that a copy
that I'm willing to run agin any man's, ay, or to bet, for· he won it clever; and, indeed, I'm afeared
match them agin any other dogs in the world for the shabby way he was thrated had some effect in of the resolves was sent by express to the Congress
at Philadelphia. Furthermore, the resolutions of
genteel education and polite manners," says he.
putting it into his mind to do what he did. "Will
"I'll hould you a pound," says the pope, " that your holiness take· a blast ov -the pipe~" says he, May 31, 177 5, similar to those adopted in other
colonies, were printed (in part at least) in several
I've a quadrhuped' in my possession that's a wiser dhrawing out his dhudeen.
,
Northern newspapers of that period.
baste nor any dog in your kennel."
"I never smoke," says the pope, "but I havn't
Whatever impression may hav been made upon
· "Done," says his riv'rence, and they staked the the least objection to the smell of the tobaccay."
Congressmen by these resolutions, it does not apmoney. "What can this larned quadrhuped of
"0h, you had betther take a dhraw," says his pear to hav been enduring. In June, 1819, John
yours do ~, says his riv'rence.
riv'rince; "it'll relish the drink, that 'ud be too Adams was dumfounded to see in the Essex,
"It's my mule," says the pope, " and, if you were luscious entirely widout something to flavor it."
Mass., Register an article entitled the "Raleigh
to offer her golden oats and clover off the meadows
"I had thoughts," said the pope, wid the laste Register Declaration of Independence," embodying
ov paradise, sorra taste ov aither she'd let pass her sign ov a hiccup on him, "ov getting up a broiled
five resolutions purporting to hav been adopted at
teeth till the first mass is over every Sunday or holi- bone for the same purpose."
Charlotte, N. C., May 20, 1775, the first three of
day in the year."
which were as follows:
"Well,"
says
his
riv'rence,
"a
broiled
bone
'ud
"Well, and what 'ud you say if I showed you a
Resolved, That whoever directly or indirectly in any
baste ov mine," says his riv'rence, "that, instead ov do n"o manner ov harm at this prisint time; but a
form or manner countenanced the unchartered and
fasting till first mass is over only, fasts out the smoke," says he, "'ud flavor both the divil and the way,
dangerous invasion of our rights, as claimed by Great
dhrink."
whole four-and-twenty hours ov every Wednesday
. "What sort ov tobaccay is it that's in it~" says Britain, is an enemy to this country, to America, and to
and Friday in the week as reg'lar as a Christian ~"
the inherent and inalienable rights of man.
the pope.
Resolved, That we, the citizens of Mecklenburg
"Oh, be asy, Master Maguire," says the pope.
"Baal nagnr-hed," says his riv'rence; "a very county, do hereby dissolve the political bands which
"You don't believe me, don't you~" says his
hav connected us to the mother country, and hereby abriv'rencli; "very well, I'll soon show you wh~ther mild and salubrious spacies of the philosophic solve ourselvs from all allegiance to the Brit'ish Crown,
weed."
or no," and he put his knuckles in his mouth, and
and abjure all political connection, contract, or associa"Then, I don't care if I do take a dhraw," says tion with that nation, who hav wantonly trampled on
gev a whistle that made the pope stop his fingers
our right and liberties and inhumanly shed the blood of
in his ears. The aycho, my dear, was hardly done the pope. Then Father Tom held the coal himseli American
patriots at Lexington.
till
his
holiness
had
the
pipe
lit;
and
they
sat
widplaying with the cobwebs in the cornish when the·
Resolved, That we do hei:eby declare ourselvs a jrec
out
saying
anything
worth
mentioning
£or
about
door flies. open, and in jumps Spring. The pope
and independent people; are, and of right ought to be
a sovereign and sell-governing association, under the
happened to be sitting next the door, betuxt him five minits.
At last the pope says to his riv'rence, "I dunna control of no power, other than that of our God and the
and his riv'rence, and, may I never die, if he didn't
what
gev me this plaguyhiccup," says he. "Dhrink general government of the Congress; to the mainteclear him, thriple crown and all, at ORe spang.
about,"
says he. "Begorra," he says, "I think I'm nance of which independence we solemnly pledge to
" God's presence he about us!" says the pope,
each other our mutual cooperation, our lives, ou1· fortthinking it was an evil spirit come to fly away with getting merrier nor's good for me. Sing us a song, unes, and our most sacred hono1·.
him for the lie he had tould in regard ov his mule your riv'rence," says he.
The italicised words reoccur in the Declaration
Father Tom then sung him Monatagrenoge and
(for it. was nothing more nor a trick tha~ co~sisted
of July 4, 1776. The word "inherent" was
the
Bunch
o'
Rushes,
and
he
was
mighty
well
in grazing the brute's teeth): but,· seemg It was
stricken out of the original draft of .the Declaration.
only one ov the grandest beauties ov a greyhound pleased wid both, keeping time wid his hands, and The words "British crown," and" are and of right
joining
in
in
the
choruses
when
his
hiccup
'ud
let
· that he'd ever laid his epistolical eyes on, he soon
ought to be," were inserted by amendment made in
recovered ov his fright, and began to pat him, him. At last, my dear, he opens the lower buttons Congress, being taken from a resolution of June
ov
his
waistcoat,
and
the
top
one
ov
his
waistband,
while Father Tom riz and went to the sideboard,
7th, offered by Richard Henry Lee.
w.here he cut a slice ov pork, a slice ov beef, a slice and calls to Masther Anthony to lift up one ov the
"How is it possible," said John Adams in his
windys.
"I
dunn11
what's
wrong
wid
me,
at
all,
at
ov mutton, and a slice ov salmon, and put them all
letter to Thomas Jefferson, "that this paper should
on a plate thegither. "Here, Spring, _my man," all," says he; "I'm martial sick."
hav been concealed from me to this day~ Had it
"I thrust," says his riv'rence, "the pasthrey that been communicated to me in the time of it, I know, if
says he, sitting the plate down afore him on t~e
hearthstone, "here's your supper for you this yon ate at dinner hasn't disagreed wid your holi- you do not, that it would hav been printed in every
blessed Friday night." Not a word more he said ness's stomach."
Whig newspaper upon this continent. You know
"0h, my! oh!" says the pope, "what's this at that if I had possessed it I would hav made the
nor what I tell you; and:, you may believe it or not,
but it's the blessed truth that the dog, afther jist all?" gasping for breath, and as pale as a sheet, hall of Congress echo and re-echo with it iifteen
tasting the salmon, and spitting it on~ agin? l~fted wid a could sweat bursting out over his forehead, (fourteen) months before your Declaration of
his nose out ov the plate, and stood With his Jaws and the palms ov his hands spread out to catch the Independence."
"0h, my! oh, my!" says he, "fetch me a
wathering, and his tail wagging, looking up in his air.
Jefferson in reply, July 9, 1819, said:
riv'rence's face, as much as to say, " Giv me your ab- basin! Don't spake to me. Oh!-oh !-blood
And you seem to think it genuin. I believe. it
solution, till I hide them temptations out ov my alive! Oh, my head, my head, hould my head!- spurious, I deem it to be a very unjustifiable quiz, like.
oh
1--:-nbh
!-I'm
poisoned-ach
!"
sight."
that of the volcano so minutely related to us as having
"There's a dog that knows his duty," says his • "It was them plagny pasthries," says his riv'rence. broken out in North Carolina some half-dozen years ago.
riv'rence; "there's a baste that knows how to con- "Hould his head hard," says he, "and clap a wet . . . It appeals to an original book, which is burnt, to
Mr. Alexander, who is dead, to a joint letter from Casduct himself aither in the parlor or the field. You cloth over his ti_mples. If you could only thry well, Hughes and Hooper (members of the Congress of·
another
dhraw
ov
the
pipe,
your
holiness,
it
'ud
set
think him a good dog, looking at him here; but I
1775) all dead, to a CON sent to the dead Caswell, and
·
another sent to Dr. Williamson, now probably dead,
wisht you seen him on the side ov Slieve-an'-Eirin! you to rights in no time."
"Carry me to bed," says the pope, "and never whose memory did not recollect, in the history ho has
Be my soul, you'd say the hill was-running away
written of North Carolina (1812) this gigantic step of the
from undher him. 0 I wisht you had been wid let me see that wild Irish priest ag'in. I'm poisoned County of Mecklenburg. Horry, too, is silent in his
by
his
manes-nbplsch
!-ach
!-ach!
He
dined
me," says he, never letting on to· see the dog at all,
history of (Gen.) Marion, whose scene of action was the
"one day last Lint, that I was coming from mass. wid Cardinal Wayld yesterday," says he, "and he's country bordering_on Mecklenburg. Ramsay, 1\farshall,
Spring was near a qua:ter o~ a m~e bel:J,ind me, for bribed him to take me off. Send for a confissor," Jones, Girardin, Wirt, historians of the adjacent states,
all silent. When Mr. (Patrick) Henry's resolutions, far
the childher was delaymg him Wid bread and but- says he, "for my latther end's approaching. My
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short of independence, flew like lightning through every only be necessary to hav good, honest, clean hands ass<?paper, and kindled both sides of the Atlantic, this flaming ciated in the management of such a movement to make It
declaration of the same date, of the independence of one that would eventually be profitable as well as satisMecklenburg County of NoPth Carolina, absolving it factory to the Liberal mind. You had an opportunity to
from British allegiance and abjuring all political connec- see how inevitable it is that New York will erelorg take
tion with that nation, although sent to Congress, too, is in all of Westchester county, especially that part of it in
never heard of. It is not known even a twelve month the region of the Paine farm. You aJso know that the
after, when a similar proposition is first made in that overflow from New York is filling up Westchester
body. Armed with this bold example, would not you hav count:y... and that an acre of ground cannot be purchased
·
addressed our timid brethren in peals of thunder on their there t.nat will not rapidly increase in value.
Now, if a joint st<?ck company, or a ~iberal syndicate,
tardy fears? Would not every advocate of independence
hav rung the glories of Mecklenbur~ County in North or call it what you hke, could by tbe Issuance of shares
Carolina in the ears of the doubting Dwkinson and others, secure this property, that portion of it in the immediate
neighborhood of the old house could be .rese!"ved f_or
who hung so heavily on us?
Liberal headquarters, and as a historiCal relic,
Six weeks later, August 21st, John Adams ex- permanent
and the balance of the farm could be cut into lots and
pressed his disbelief in the authenticity of the sold for a sufficient sum to fully indemnify everyone
holding the shares. I would pled~e myself to take $100
resolutions, saying, "Haud credo."
If Jefferson or Adams had ever known of the worth of shares. Perhaps we mignt do better. I really
think that, aside from any pecuniary advantage that
presentations to Congress of the resolution of May might
be derived from such an undertaking, it would be
31, 1775, the fact was forgotten in 1819. It was a grand thing with which to advance Liberalism throughE. B. FoOTE, SR.
not till 1838 that an old newspaper was discovered out the United States.
by Peter Force, of Washington, containing a part
The only way to carry out Dr. Foote's noble sugof the resolutions. Afterward the complete gestion is to invite subscriptions to this Thomas
records were procured by George Bancroft from Paine Association. As soon as $5,000 are subthe British archives, and were published in scribed a meeting will be called in New York city
Wheeler's History of North Carolina in 1851.
for organization. Dr. Foote, Sr., subscribes $100.
I exploded the authenticity of the resolutions of I will subscribe $100. Who comes next 1
May 20, 1775, in the New York Sun, July 4, 1882;
SAMUEL p. PUTNAM.
and four years afterward I was pleased to find that
President Welling of Columbian University, D. C.,
Congress and The Fair.
had made a more elaborate exposure of the fabricaThe Chicago exhibition is generally admitted to
tion in the North American Review for April, 187 4.
For seventeen years past this mythical declara- deserve the aid recently voted by Congress. No
tion of independence has been celebrated in North other place of public instruction is considered
Carolina. Senators Bayard, Pendleton, and D. B. worthy of such aid. No other place of instruction
has so good a right to keep open every Sunday for
Hill hav made speeches at the anniversaries.
Historian Bancroft has dodged the question of the public good.
When Congress tries to tell people how they
the Mecklenburg Declaration of Independence, but
now Mr. Conway in his "Life of Thomas Paine" ought to spend Sunday, it assumes a great deal
accep':s it as probably genuin. A year ago, in the more power than is granted by the Constitution of
Open Court, he attempted to account for Jefferson'& the United States. That instrument limits the
non-recognition of the paper in 1819 by his "feeble powers of our Federal government so closely to namemory" and "jealousy concerning the p~ternity" tional concerns and secular interests, that whatof the Declaration of 1776. "Feeble memory" in- ever legislation on this subject is needed ought to
deed! How about the memory of John Adams~ be passed at Springfield, Ill. But is any really
And why should Jefferson feel jealous of the pater- necessary! The American citizen is perfectly comnity of an instrument the authorship of which he petent to decide for himself on what days he will
visit the World's Fair; and no one else has any
had never yet claimed?
Mr Conway surmises that the resolutions of May right to interfere. Those who do not choose to go
31, 1775, were the tempered· expressions of the on Sunday hav no more right to prevent other
"absolute Declaration of Independence" after the people from doing so than people who do not smoke
"receipt of the tidings from Lexington." The hav a right to stop the use of cigarets, as was
bloodshed at Lexington is recited in the second reso- recently attempted in 1\fassachusetts. The question
lution of May 20th. And when it is remembered that is not whether smoking cigarets is a good habit ;
May 20th, Old Style, which was not yet obsolete in the but whether it is so bad a one as to justify passing
The real question about the
colony of North Carolina, was May 31st, New Style, a law against it.
t]le mystery of the two dates is solved, and the tes- World's Fair is not whether it is the best place to
timony of Captain Jack in December, 1819, that he visit on Sunday, but whether it is so very wicked a
was the bearer of the proceedings of May, 1775, to place as to justify laws and regulations against it.
the Congress at Philadelphia in J nne, 177 5, is The people who hav the best right to be heard are
easily understood. He and all the other witnesses those who want to go, and especially those metestified to a single meeting in May, 177 5, when chanics, servants, and laborers who cannot go on
ce>:tain resolutions were adopted, which resolutions other days. If there are as many people ready and
we now know were printed in the South Carolina ·anxious to go on Sunday, there is really just as
Gazette of June 13th, were transmitted to London by much reason for opening it then as on Monday. If
Go.vernor Martin and conveyed to the Congress at it is to be closed on Sunday, out of respect for religion, it ought to be closed on Saturday also; for
:Philadelphia by Captain Jack.
But the people of North Carolina will doubtless the respect with which a religion is treated ought
eontinue to celebrate the mythical event, just as all not to depend merely on the number of its adherents.
Christendom celebrates the birth and death of Jesus, If the Bible has any voice in the matter, it is in
although it is quite certain that he was not born on favor of Saturday rather than Sunday. Those who
the 25th of December,. and could not hav been cruci- wish to hav Christianity remain loved and honored,
cannot afford to hav her cause identified with that
ned on the great passover day of the Jews.
Washington, .D. 0., Aug. 6,1892. W. H. BuRR.. of merely arbitrary prohibitions, which many of our
most religious people would gladly violate without
the slightest scruple. No day can be sanctified by
The Paine Farm Something Worth Thinking the sacrifice of innocent liberty. F. M. HoLLAND.

About.
The Paine farm is for sale. The house in which
Thomas :Paine 1ived during his later years, and in
which he died, and near which is the monument
erected to his memory, can be secured by the Liberals of this country. Ought they not to do this~
If they cannot purchase the whole farm, they might
purchase that part of it upon which the buildings
stand. The land is constantly increasing in value.
In order that the opportunity now presented
may be thoroughly ·understood, I will make public
the following communication from Dr. E. B.
Foote, Sr.:
120 LEXINGTON AVE., NEw YoRK, June 22, 1892.
DEAR PUTNAM: I hav a letter from Mr. See this morning which you may regard as important. As it is brief,
I will communicate it word for word :
NEw RocHELLE, N. Y., June 20, 1892.
Dn. E. B. FooTE, Dear Si1·: I now take the liberty to inform you
as per request that the 11arties who held the option on my farm
when you an.d your frieni:l called. hav failed to take it, so I am now
free to offer 1t to ~u or anyone elqe that may desire 1t. I remain,
Tltomas Paine P arm.
Yours truly,
WESLEY SEE.

I wish you would talk with moneyed men in the Liberal ranks and see if we coulcl not create a Thomas
Paine Park Association with shares, say at $10 or
$20 each, that might be taken by Liberals all over the
country according to the means of each, and in this way
raise a fund for purchasing the Paine farm. It would

Our London Letter.
The bishop of Lincoln's case has once more
been settled, this time by the judicial committee of
the privy council, who hav at length come to a decision on that most momentous question, as some
of the religious newspapers are pleased to term it.
I hav read two columns of the printed report of the
judgment, and hav no doubt that ·it is a monument
of profundity, but I cannot make out which side
has gained the case, though I hav been informed
that it is a victory for both parties, and therefore
extremely satisfac.tory.
To the unsophisticated
unbeliever, however, it does not seem a matter of
great importance whether a parson adds more
water to the wine than is already there, or whether
he drinks the rinsings of the chalice; it seems merely
a matter of taste, or rather a want of taste; and
although I understand to a true believer these apparently childish trivialiti~s are matters of great
mystical import, to an outsider it is more after the
nature of a rather dull comedy.
It has been a fine harvest to the ecclesiastical
lawyers, who must hav made some thousands of
pounds out of the transaction, to their great joy and
the glory of God. If the Christian deity is anything

like what he is represented, he must hav had a very
anxious time of it while the judgment was pending,
and it would be interesting to know his opinion of
the wind-up of the case. No doubt his friend
Talmage could tell us, but he has been lately so
mixed up with a much more important being in the
autocrat of the Russias that it will be some considerable time before he will condescend to hav
anything to do with either God or man. . He
was so well in:fiated With what is called spiritual
pride before his visit to Russia that one would hav
thought there was no room for anything more, but
he has managed to take in such a stock of temporal
pride in addition that it would not be suprising to
hear that he had before long shared the fate of the
frog in the fable. It will be as much as one steamer
can carry to take him back to his admirers, and will
be a good strain on that; his friends will need charter a whole :fleet for him.
The Parliamentary elections hav come and gone.
Many candidates hav been elected who scarcely expected it, and others who looked upon their election as a· dead certainty hav been rejected. The
state is on the verge of ruin and the church in imminent danger. We shall be insulted by· every foreign nation, and be quickly wiped off the face of the
earth. On the other hand, we shall be more prosperous than ever ; the strength of the church will
increase ; we shall be feared and respected by all
other powers, all poverty will cease out of the
land, and we shall be speedily in the midst of the
millennium. It is a beautiful arrangement and takes
place at every general election, in print, and unfortunately stpps the e, whichever party is in
power. The only appreciable difference is to the
parties who patriotically :fleece the unfortunate taxpayers to the best of their ability, and it matters
but little to the country who happens to be in office. I often wonder what the result would be if,
say, fifty avowed Freethinkers were to become members. Certainly those who hav sat in the House
hav not done much good for the cause, but perhaps
there might be more strength in a greater number,
and we might expect to see all religious or antireligious opinion placed upon a fair basis. Unfortunately, avowed Freethought still meets with a
greater or lesser amount of obloquy, and it is not
always safe to openly proclaim one's opinion, but
men whose positions are well assured surely need
not be ashamed of what they bE)lieve to be right.
The centenary celebration of Shelley's birth at
Horslau does not appear to hav been a great success, many of those invited to do honors to the
memory of the poet making excuses for their absence. His time is not yet come, and he will, like
Shakspere, be better appreciated by future generations than by those nearer to his own time. Those
who admire the rhymesters of the present day can
scarcely be expected to be great admirers of such a
poet as Shelley, for they are quite incapable of
comprehending his genius.
J. D. ·

Items of Foreign News Interesting to Freethinkers.
The French Freethought journals call upon their
subscribers to throw their votes at the coming
elections for such candidates only as will represent
Secularism. ·
Spanish-American Freethinkers to the number of
503 hav organized at Buenos Ayres and joined the
Spanish Freethought Federation.
Mr. Chies y
Lozano was elected delegate to the International ·
Convention.
The yearly Congress of Swedish Freethinkers
will take place in the U. S. Hall, Sunday, August
14th.
The Congress will be opened by an
address by 1\fr. Lennstrand: "What does Free~
thought Offer in Place of Christianity~"

El Liberal, the leading Mexican Freethough t
paper, published at Zacatecas, has succeeded in
waking up Mexican Liberals. Several local societiee
are formed, and delegates will be sent to the Inter~
national Congress.
The orthodox party in Germany is jubilant.
During the past year the number of baptisms performed has increased from ten per cent to fourteen
per cent. Orthodoxy must hav entered its second
childhood It does not take much to make it laugh.
George Brandes, Ph.D., private dount .at the
University of Copenhagen, Denmark, .an outspoken
Atheist and the foremost litterateur of the present
time, a man whose works hav been translated into
all civilized languages, has been made to suffer again
on account of his philosophical belief. The bigoted
government's willing tool, the minister of educa-
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tion, Mr. Goos (ought to be Goose), has, contrary
to the wishes of the University faculty and the students, nominated a dount Palludan as professor
of ethics, a position he is not able to fill with credit
to the University. But Mr. Palludan is an orthodox Christian, while our late teacher, Professor
Brandes, is not.
Colonel Ingersoll's speech at Walt Whitman's
funeral has been translated into several European
secular papers. The first Freethought paper to reproduce .same was Fritankaren, edited by our
friend, Victor E. Lennstrand, the Swedish Freethought martyr.
The Freethought association at Sundbyberg,
Sweden, has ceased to exist. The reason, we suppose, is the usual one: internal disagreement owing
to petty jealousies and personal hobbies. When
will Freethinkers get common sense enough to see
that union against our common foe is imperativly
demanded'?
·
Speaking of the World's Fair Sunday-closing
clause our foreign contemporariesask: "What are
the American Freethinkers doing'?" They are kicking, but they don't kick in concert. Friends, we
must organize. Send your name and contribution
to Mr. Samuel Putnam. The American Secular
Union is dead; let us hav a Freethinkers' Union.
There is a Freethought hurricane pa'ssing across
Spain. ~ociety after society is formed, and every
number of Las .Dominicales contains at least half a
column of new individual adherents.
The latest
adhesion worth special mention is that of the Reimblican UDion of Central Spain, numbering over two
thousand. Freethinkers of the United States, let
us, too, organize.
According to the official statistics of the English
government in India, there are in that country from
forty to sixty million people who liv on the edge
of the grave of famin, and during the last twelve
years at least eighteen million people in the same
country hav died from starvation. This is the way
Mr. Jehovah answers the prayer fctr daily bread ;
this is the realization of 1 Pet. v, 7.
At the German Freethought Congress held at
Hamburg, June 11th-13th. Professor Buchner was
reelected president, and Dr. Specht, Messrs.
Barenklan, Heberlein, and Sonn were elected as
directors. Tr e constitution was remodeled and a
social plank put in the society's platform. Mrs.
Henrich-Wilhelmi was elected to represent the German Freethinkers at the International Congress at
Madrid.
According to the prison statistics of 1891 of the
province of Ontario, British America, for the receipt
of which we are indebted to a Canadian Freethinker, there were in the prisons of Ontario 10,433
persons. Of these 3, 744 belonged to the Catholic
church, 3,134 to the Church of England, 1,413
were Methodists, 1,368 Presbyterians, 770 divided
among other Christian sects. Of Freethinkers
there was none. Let us judge the tree by its fruit.
Mrs. Hedwig Henrich-Wilhelmi, the well-known
German-American Freethought lecturer, who has
been absent from this country three years, is about
to return. As our readers remember, she has in
that time been imprisoned in Germany for blasphemy. October 12th she will open her lecture
travels in the United States by delivering the oration at the Columbus celebration held at Boston by
the Boston Turner society. Mrs. Wilhelmi is an·
excellent speaker, and those of our friends who
understand German we advise to attend her lEr.tures
whenever they hav a chance.
The great Vienna (Austria) Neue Freie Presse and
the well-known author Adolf Wilbrandt, hav been
indicted for blasphemy. Mr. Wilbrandt has written
:a novel, "Hermann Isinger," for the Neue Freie
Presse, and it contains a poem setting forth the
:present naturalistic teachings and comparing them
with those found in the Bible. Although the
author did not draw any conclusions from the
contrary teachings of these two systems but
merely stated the facts, the effect of such
an "Atheistic" examination of Bible truths was
deemed dangerous by the minister of justice. Soon
the t.ime will arrive, no doubt, when Bible-reading
will be prohibited on the same grounds.
In a recent issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER we mentioned that the Freethinkers of Belgium had had
their annual Congress. Since then our friend Mr.
Furnemont has sent us the minutes of the Congress.
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From these we gather the following information:
During the last six years the number of societies
has increased from 34 to 123.• In 1886 there were
4,300 Freethinkers; now the number has increased
to 11,800. (.A.ll these are activ Freethinkers.) The
next Congress will be held at Liege. Messrs.
Furnemont, Sons, Vandervelde, Sluys, Thirion, and
Maes were elected delegates to the International
Freethought Congress. Liberty of conscience,
universal suffrage, SecuJarization of state institutions, and an activ propaganda are the main planks
in the association's platform for this year.
The French Freethought Federation held its
general Congress April17, 1892, at rue de Jussieu,
salle de l'Ermitage. April 19, 1891, the Federation consisted of 145 auxiliary societies .and 130 individual members. April 17, 1892, it consisted
of 196 auxiliary societies and 237 individual members. The receipts of the Federation amounted to
2,423.20 francs, the expenses (no salaries given to
any office), to 1,951.90 francs. The "Pence fund"
(.Denier) amounted to 722.15 francs. (The .Denier
is the French literature fund.) Mr. Salva was
elected president; Mr. Pasquier, general secretary.
The meeting was closed with cheers for the Republic and Freethought. It was resolved to publish a new organ for the Federation, La France
Anticlericale, Mr. Joanne Magdelaine to be its
editor. We hope soon to see this new paper on
our table.

Our Politicians as Theologians.
Our political schemers do not seem to be very well
posted in theological matters. If they would study
up a little before posing for the religious vote, they
would not make such spectacles of themselvs. St.
Matthew Quay, the immaculate, did not know
whether the "Sabbath" was Saturday or Sunday;
and now comes another one of the fine political
bosses, " Me Too " Platt, and declares that he will
" decline to talk politics on Sunday, for the reason
that the seventh day ought to be reserved for
something else." From which the natural inference is tll,at the distinguished statesman thinks Sunday is the last instead of the first day of the week.
I propose a fund for the " Religious Education of
Politicians."
E. C. WALKER.

Olden Myths.

1892.
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also from among the horns of the unicorn." So
you see we hav Bible proof of the story!
One day David was hunting, and Satan, in the
form· of a stag, came, and David shot an arrow at
him, but could not kill him. This all the more
astonished him because once in a fight with the
Philistines he had transfixed eight hundred men
with one arrow-a pretty long arrow that. Now,
when Ishbibenob, who was of the sons· of the giants,
knew this, he said, "David has slain my brother
Goliath, now he is in my power." So he came and
chained him, cast him down, and laid a wine-press
upon him, that he might crush him and squeeze all
the blood out Qf him: ; but God softened the earth
beneath him, so that it yielded to his body and he
was uninjured. He says in Psalms, "Thou shalt
make room enough under me for to go." As he
lay under the press he saw a dove fly by, and said,
"0 that I had wings as a dove, that I might flee
away and be at rest." This wine-press tale is not
equal to the :fiery furnace story of the Bible, so why
call it impossible'?
When David's life was run out, the angel of
Death came to fetch his soul. But David spent all
his time reading the law. The angel watched for
his lips to cease moving, for he might not interrupt
him in this sacred work.
David made no pause, so the angel went back of
the house and shook one of the trees violently.
David noticed no leaf stirred on any other tree, so
he shut up his book and put up a ladder and
climbed the tree to see what was there. The angel
took away the ladder and David knew it not, so
fell and broke his neck and died. His son Solomon knew not what to do, as it was the Sabbath,
and the body of his father lay exposed to the sun
and the dogs, and he dared not profane the Sabbath by removing it; so he sent to the rabbis, who
said : " Cast the body of a beast before the dogs,
and place bread or a boy upon thy father and bury
him." The tale does not say if the boy was also
buried-but we will hope not.
David had such a beautiful voice that when he
sang the praise of God, the birds came from all
quarters to listen, and the mountains and hills
were moved at his notes. He could sing with a
voice as loud as the most deafening peal of thunder, or warble as sweet as the most tuneful nightingale. David desired to be tempted, that he might
prove how strong he could be under temptation, so
he was shown Uriah's wife.
Fair, too fair, pale, statue-like she stands,
Veiled only by her golden hair,
And by her marble hands.
David of course fell, tore off his purple robe, cast
aside his golden crown, and wept forty days and
nights. His tears fell so abundantly that every
now and then l:e plunged a cup into them and
drank it off. Finally Gabriel came and told him
his adultery was pardoned. David lifted his tearful face and said: "What will Uriah say to me oil
the day of resurrection'?" Gabriel answ~red,
"The Lord will giv him so great an inheritance in
paradise that he will not hav the heart to reproach
thee." It is so even to this day. We are promised
future bliss in lieu of wrongs done us here and
now. And promises now avail no more than they
did in David's time. .A.ll these old myths were
once believed just as people now believe the Bible
and the Koran.
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.

THE TRUTH SEEKER publishes a book called "Legends of the Patriarchs and Prophets," by the
Rev. S. Baring-Gould.
I think if THE TRUTH
SEEKER readers knew how full of interest these
legends are, the book .would hav a great run.
These old tales are just as true as the Adam and
Eve story, or that of the big fish, and many of
them hav been just as earnestly believed. I will
select some of the stories about David, the man
after God's own heart. Some of the legends say
David had no soul for fourteen years because he
was uncircumcised, and others claim he was born
circumcised.
He was very small, and Samuel poured oil on his
head and anointed him and he soon grew as tall as
Saul, who was head and shoulders over any man
in Israel. ·
David was gifted with the evil eye, and was able
to giv leprosy by turning a malignant glance upon
any man. He cast one upon Joab-"Let there
not fail from the house of J oab one that hath an
The Kansas Freethinkers' .Association
issue or is a leper." Rather a dangerous gift for a
Will
hold their third annual convention at Ottawa,
passionate, red-headed man like David ! The rabbis
believed David was the first man to call down the Kan., September 9th to 14th. John E. Remsrain, hail, and tempest upon his enemies.by praying. burg and other good speakers will preach the gosHe saw his son in hell and cried out, "0, my son pel of truth.
. .A.ll Freethinkers and Liberal societies are invited
Absalom ! My son, my son Absalom ! Would to
God I had died for thee ! 0 Absalom, my son, to attend and aid in the good work of teaching
my son t" Thus calling Absalom by his name or reason instead of faith. Clergy and Christians are
relationship seven times, and as in hell there are especially invited to attend.
The Freethinkers will hav the use of Forest park,
seven mansions and each cry released him from one
of these divisions, he escaped through the love of his which has all the advantages of beauty, comfort,
father, which drew him up out of misery. David and convenience for the ente1·tainment of visitors.
President, C. K. LEvERING,
was desirous of building a ·temple to the Lord.
.
Burlington, Kan.
God would not allow it because he was a man of
Secretary, L. D. WHITE,
blood. When young he ·pastured his father's
Halstead, Kan.
sheep. He came one day upon a rhinoceros (unicorn) asleep and thought it was a mountain, so
.Authorship of Isis Unveiled.
drove his sheep up its back and fed them on the
My open letter to Dr. Alexander- Wilder concerngrass which grew thereon. Presently the rhinoceros
awoke and stood up, and then David's head touched ing "Isis Unveiled" was sent to him privately many
the sky. He was filled with terror, and vowed that if weeks before it appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER. Dr.
God would save his life and bring him safely to the Wilder is silent, but if he should ever venture to
ground, he would build to the Lord a temple, the speak I am quite sure that he would not say he bedimensions of the horn of the beast, a hundred lieved the book was written by Madam Blavatsky:'
W. R. Bunn.
cubits. The Lord sent a lion, and when the uniWashin,qton, . .D. 0., Aug. 6, 1892.
corn saw the lion, he lay down, and David and the
sheep descended, and David took the lion by the
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free
beard and smote and slew him. Psalms says, "Save
on
application.
me from the lion's mouth; thou hast heard me
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There are more churches in ·this part of .ure in reading the letters from different
the country than schools, and hundreds parts of the world, such as Putnam's
of schoolhouses are used every Su!lday "News and Notes." Oh, how splendidly
for churches, and we are taxed to keep he writes and what descriptiv powers he
The Road of Peace and the Road of them up. I hope to liv to see the day has! I do wish him success in his labors.
Hell and Blazes.
when school buildings are not used for And his brothers I love to follow in their
travels-especially my countryman, StandWASHINGTON, D. C., July 26, 1892.
church purposes.
ring. I hope he will see .that his letters
MR. EDITOR: We got hold of your paper.
JESSER. JoHNSoN.
Well, good day.
are read and appreciated by his fellowaccidentally, and let us assure you that we
countrymen in this country as well as in
are not a bit sorry for it. On the contrary,
Kansas Freethinkers.
England. Although I hav been in this
as soon as we commenced to peruse its
HALSTEAD, RAN., Aug. 1, 1892.
country over fifty years, I hav not forpages, full of beautiful thoughts and words
MR. EDIToR: About a year ago an ef- gotten my nativ land. Yes, it is a beautiof wisdom, we were inspired by it, and we
fort was made by a few earnest workers to ful land if superstition was swept away
want to be taken into your army of Freeform an organization of the Liberals of from it. As it is in this country, so it is
thinkers by subscribing for your good, honKansas with the purpose of holding yearly there. But I am so glad that many are
est paper and help you to seek the truth---,
or semi-annual meetings.
getting their mental eyes opened there as
not for us, for we are confident that we
Two meetings of two days each hav been
hav already found the truth, but for those
well as here, and I do hope they will keep
held-one in Topeka in March, 1891, and
us well posted on the great work in which
who are too near-sighted to distinguish
in Ottawa the following September.
the road of freedom and tranquillity from
they are engaged.
Good speeches and large, attentiv audiWell, friends, I am still in Palo, and
the road of hell and blazes.
ences gave evidence of· the deep interest
With good wishes for Freethougbt and
alone, almost-that is, in regard to fighting
taken and promis of future success.
fraternity, we remain respectfully,
superstition. But I am not discouraged,
The object of this society is to oppose
A.M. ANDB.
for I can hold my own with any of them
the power of the church which by its inyet, if I am over seventy-one years. I
fluence on legislation has established laws
wish that I could get some to take the
·Lectures Appreciated.
that encroach upon our sacred rights and
paper. Then we could talk together and
PALoUSE, WASH., July 26, 1892.
threaten the safety of our boasted secular
MR. EDITOR: Having a few moments of government by forming a union of church understand better what we are talking
about. But when there is but one who
leisure, I thought a good way to imp~·ove and state.
takes a Freethought paper, how niuch do
them was to drop a few lines tb your valuThe objects and efforts of the socl.ety
able paper regarding the two late lectures will also be to work to promote science, the other people know about it? And
held here by two worthy speakers on truth, and -reason, and to eliminate the there are but a very few people that care
Liberality and Morality, Samuel P. ignorance, superstition, and blind faith very much about reading, anyway. They
Putnam and W. S. Bell, of Oakland, Cal. that now prevail, and . to protect against seem to think they know enough now, and
They both met with much success, and legal interference with the rights of the it takes an effort to inform the mind and
were greeted with a hearty welcome and individual to think, speak, write, and print store it with knowledge, and but a very
few will take the trouble to get it. I never
a firm grasp from the hands of the Lib- whatever his conscience dictates.
spent one whole day in a common school
erals of Palouse. Their speeches were
The· association will meet about the first
filled with logic, wit, and humor. Their week in September-either in Ottawa or in my life, But oh, what should I do if I
ability as speakers on Liberal questions Topeka. The expenses of the convention could not read? But I was determined to
grants them a high standing in the ranks must be met by contritutions from people learn, so I did.
I must close, hoping tlris will find the
of modern oratory. They both leave who are interested in the growth of FreePalouse with the hearty grasp of friend- thought and Liberalism. Any person friends all well and prospering.
JOHN STRATFORD.
ship from friends and Infidels waiting who believes in these principles can betheir return.
JOE BINNARD.
come a member by sending their name to
Columbus's Real Motiv.
the secretary, who earnestly solicits attenCHAPIN HoME, N.Y., Aug. 1,1892.
A Challenge.
tion and correspondence in regard to the
MR. EDITOR: I was somewhat amused
subject.
NAuvoo, ILL., July 27, 1892.
Due notice as to time and place of hold- this morning in reading in the World
MR. EDITOR: Now, I want a favor-that
newspaper the presumption of the old
is providing that you can understand my ing the next meeting will be given.
fool Leo XIII., pope, who assumes in his
LILLIE D. WHITE, Secretary.
bad language and lack of gmmmar.
letter that Columbus discovered this contiWhat I want is about one J. R. Perry.
nent by the grace of God. He says to
Talmage on Paine.
He seems to know something about a world
call the Indian race to Christianity was
after this one. Now, lam an inquirer after
CHALENDER, Amz., July 3, 1892.
truth. If Mr. Perry, or any other man,
.MR. EDITOR: In Dr. Talmage's sermon without doubt the mission and the work of
woman, or child will answer me four ques- dated July 12, 1892, I notice a statement the church; and further says he prays to
tions correctly, I will pay $100. The about the writings of Thomas Paine that the queen of heaven to assist the enterquestions are: What was my mother's is false. These are the ·words: "Tom prise and to direct his course. When the
mother's name in full before marriage, Paine worked against that book (the old hypocrit knowfi! full well that it was
and her husband's name? Also, when my Bible) as though he received large wages ambition, gain, love of power, that led
father and mother died? I only want the and was inspired by the very powers of him on. That it was to bring Christianity
month and year. Now, on my part, I will darkness, confessing that all the time he to a people that he did not know to exist,
deposit with Mr. Charles Bolton, who is a was writing he did not hav the Bible any- is' a lie of the old pope's invention and deception.
Spiritualist and very responsible, or any where near him."
History asserts that Columbus was edother good man, the money and the
I hav read Dr. Talmage's sermons for
answers in a sealed envelope, with power many years and with much interest, and in ucated in science-geometry, astronomy.
to compare the answers with the record. many respects admire his teachings, and He entered upon a seafaring life at the
If correct, he gets the money; if not, I will cannot think that he meant to lie about so age of fourteen. He married the daughbe among the doubters.
good and great a man as Thomas Paine ter of an old Italian seaman, from whose
I hav taken your paper now over seven- must hav been to write such books as journals and charts he received instructeen years.
"The Crisis," "Rights of Man," etc. I tions which emibled bini to conceive the
Yours for truth and knowledge,
hav no copy of the "Age of Reason" by grand design of finding India in the west.
w. H. FULTON.
me now and may not be able to quote the·· His proposal was rejected by the most
exact words as given in the beginning of learned men of his time in Spain. Finally
the second part of this book, but in sub- Queen Isabella wa.s persuaded to listen to
A Thoroughgoing Old Freethinker.
his request, and finally an agreement was
stance it is this:
DoRCHESTER, NEB., July 30, .1892.
entered into that of all the countries
"You
will
see
that
I
hav
provided
myMR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $1.52-$1 for
which he should discover he was torethe new Bible Picture Book, fifty-two self with a Bible." He also states that
ceive one-tenth part of the profits. He
cents for two or three copies of the ''Sec- he regrets to say that he finds the Bible a
much worse book than he .thought it was sailed from Palos, in Spain, Friday, Aug.
ular Marriage and Funeral Ritual."
3, 1492, which according to the superstiKeep the good work going, as it is when he ·wrote the former part of the
tion of the age was an unlucky day.
"Age
of
Reason.
"
There
being
.
many
needed. Freethinkers never needed to
When he was almost reduced to the nework together at any time more than they references to the Bible in both chapter
cessity of abandoning the enterprise,
do at the present time. Keep the comic and verse all through the second edition
early one morning, Friday, October 12th
pictures and Watson Heston to help keep of this book, that would be almost conclu(another unlucky day), land was seen,
THE TRUTH SEEKER bright; I am over siv proof that he must hav had a Bible at
which proved to be Guanahana, one· of
hand.
I
.am
rather
inclined
t€1
think
that
seventy years of age, and when I am dead
the Bahama islands. They landed. The
and buried neither myself nor wife want Dr. Talmage has not read the " Age. of
shore was covered with people. This
Reason."
If
so,
it
may
hav
been
a
long
to hav any of the church mummery over
island Columbus named San Salvador.
our remains. Oh, how it makes the time since and he perhaps has forgotten.
Now for the pope to say, and to deceive
I
wish
he
would
read
it
again
and
not
gospel-pilots snort to hav me showing THE
and hoodwink the people to believe, that
make
false
statements
·about
and
endanger
TRUTH SEEKER pictures when I get it out
it was to plant Christianity or the Chrisof the office. We were surprised a few the reputation of our honored dead whose
tian religion, is the greatest humbug ever
days ago, and agreeably so, to receive a d'eeds shine to-day from o'er the distant
invented by Mother Church.
visit from J. Gilbert, of Friend, Neb., and hilltops of enlightened reason no less
Yourstruly,
S. R. THoRNE.
his amiable wife, who also brought along brilliantly than do the later writings and
dramatic
speeches
of
our
much-esteemed
a Freethinker from Geneva, Neb., James
C. A. NICHOLS. •
Chafes Under Sunday Restrictions.
Bell. All the Freethinkers should unite · Dr. Talmage.
and try and visit one another as often as
NEw BRITAIN, CoNN., Aug. 4, 1892.
From an English Freethinker.
possible. Mr. Gilbert's father is dead,
. MR. EDITOR: I hav been here but four
PALo, IA., Aug. 2,' 292.
and it makes the preachers and holy
months this time, having returned in April
MR. EDITOR: With your permission, I to my nativ state after an absence of
joss-keepers almost faint to read what is
on the tombstone. Will try and hav Mr. will say a few words to the friends of THE twenty years, during which time I was in
Gilbert send it to THE TRUTH SEEKER, as TRUTH SEEKER and about the cause it ad- California and Oregon. And although I
vocates. I will say that I take great pleas- love the home of my birth, and many of
I cannot now repeat it.

~etters

of (_Friends.

the people, I think I see many things to
criticise. There are no theaters open
her.e on Sunday, or balloon ascensions.
And when some young men went into the
fields where no one need be troubled by
their shouts while playing baseball, they
were hunted out by secular officers instigated by the intolerance of the Christian
religion. And yet, although all of these
amusements were common in the summertime on the Pacific coast, I could not perceive the people were a bit more immoral
there than here.
I hav sent you only one order for books,
and you discounted it ·on account of- a
mistake of mine. I did not expect or desire you to do that, and shall insist on
your taking the full price of your books.
They are all worth it, and some are worth
man.y times the price, and although I
work for what I get, I can afford to pay
the r13gular price, because I do not go to
church or help support the minister,
except in an indirect way, because the
churches are free from tax.
Of course I miss all of that freedom
that allowed all kinds of harmless amusement on Sunday. They hav not stopped
the Sunday paper here yet, but if they do
I will buy· my reading at wholesale of you
and keep a stock of it on hand which has
been printed in a more liberal state.
I would say that THE TRUTH SEEKER
seems to be growing better all of the time,
if that did not imply that it was not as
good as it could he all of the time. I was
very. much pleased with the article from
D. Priestly, about David. Priestly has
many more just as good. Please send
''Pushed by Unseen Hands" and '' Strike
of a Sex."
GEo. F. ELLIOTT.
Tl1e Other Side.
CLINT, TEx., July 9, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I am a subscriber to your
paper and hav been trying to increase its
circulation, believing that you were seeking to find and publish the truth in all
t'hings in your line. But when I read in
the last copy received (July 2d, page 427)
a communication without signature, dated
Texas, February 22d, I was filled with
disappointment, disgust, and indignation.
I had long ago abandoned the idea of an
orthodox hell, but when I meet with a piece
of pure malice, falsehood, gangrened hatred, and cowardice like this, I hav to go
back to orthodoxy to find a fitting place
for the man who would write, and the man
who (pretending to hav reached a high
moral plane above the fogs of prejudice,
bigotry, and hatred) would publish such
things for decent people to read.
This cowardly, skulking reptil of a
correspondent spews his venom out, not
upon a few individuals, but upon a population of millions, the average of whose
intelligence, virtue, courage, and patriotism will equal that of any other people
on the globe. Hear the vile, lying wretch
as he vents his devilish nature upon a
whole population for, in all probability,
having been kicked out of respectable
society as a tramp and a dead-beat: "If
the editor knew as much of the accursed
people of this sunny Southland as the
writer he would be surprised at any subscribers at all," and then, after writing
several slanders-one of them too dirty for
print-says: "I might go on ad infinitum
multiplying cases of superstition, hypocrisy, intolerance, and duplicity indicating
the low mental state of the mass of the
Anglo-Saxons in this corner of the earth."
And you publish these vile wholesale
slanders upon a vast population from an
anonymous correspondent, contrary to
newspaper usage, or, having his name and
place of writing you withhold both in
order to screen him from punishment,
thereby indorsing and approving the
whole thing.
And this is a specimen of your truthseeking and your desire to supplant the
old superstitions of Christianity with the
more intelligent, elevating, humanizing influences of modern Liberalism!
Now, I should be glad if you would publish this letter in your next issue, and if
you hav any defense to make for arrogating all virtue and intelligence to your
New Yorks and Chicagos and classing the
three million of Texas among the lowest
and vilest of the vile, please let us hav it.
s. G. ETHERIDGE,
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The church has made the laws, and pays ments and the false teachings of the
Deatlt of a Noble Liberal Woman.
a
premium to breecl thieves, prostitutes, chlirch to create ideal homes and foster
YoRKSHIRE, N.Y., Aug. 2, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Some of your readers may bhnd, deaf, and dumb human creatures. filial affections. But what has been their
remember a small band of Freethinkers in Many who read this letter may not believe reward? Governments hav taken their
Yorkshire, N.Y. For ten years, more or this to be true, but in this state we hav a husbands and sons from them, compelling
less, they worked together in an effort to state industrial school for girls, a reform them to go to war and kill each other for
substitute more rational teachings in school for boys, a blind school, and a deaf mere difference of opinion or belief; and
place .of the popular theology; and from and·dumb school for mutes, all supported when rendered destitute thereby, and pertime to time eminent speakers from the by the taxpayers at large. Any parents haplil made widows, if i:J.ot dep1ived of all
Secularist and Spiritualist ranks hav 'been . who can prove their girl is a prostitute can ·their sons, they are left to struggle on as
called, when quite large numbers would hav her sent to this school arid kept there best they can government only caring for
assemble and afterward discuss and until she is twenty-ori.e years of age; the wives of ~fficers in high rank.
taught the church creed, ''Jesus paid ·it
I shall ever remember one such widow
many times approve.
One of the oldest and earliest in the all;" and when the girls leave the institu- during the last war, who had returned to
work died nearly three years· ago-the tion they find they hav been deceived, at her two coffins and the emaciated form of
gifted and· brilliant speaker of the group once break down and go to keeping fashion- her oldest son, who pointed at the coffins,
has been called to a wider field-and now able houses of ill fame. The boys are kept saying: "Mother, here I am, but there
we hav to announce the loss of another until they are twenty-one years old, filled ar~ James and John!" Talk about
with church lies and slush, learned all the patriotism to that mother! Even with the
most valued member.
Mrs. D. H. Clough-the name has been science of chemistry and the flexibility of stoicism of the Grecian matron who told
for years on your subscription list-died all kinds of metals, and are warranted to her son to bring back his shield or be
in Fredonia, N. Y., on the morning of go through a safe in four hours providing borne home on it, it but shows the barJuly 26th, aged fifty years. She had they are let alone. The reason is that when barism of governments not wise and
passed through a serious illness of several they go to anyone for employment and say humane enough to see and know that war
months at her home in Yorkshire; had that they are reform-school graduates, not of itself-the killing of one another-never
seemed to somewhat recuperate, and un-· one of the hypocrits in a hundred will giv did or can make a right. It only destroys
der the advice .of her physician was in- them employment. Bread must be had, life and property and weakens the ties of
duced to try change of scene. She went and they become gentlemanly burglars, love and of home, and tramps are mostly
to the home of a favorit sister, where af- while the sky-pilots bewail the crimes made up of discharged and poorly paid
ter a stay of one month she most peacefully from the cowards' barricade, when they soldiers.
havbeenthecauseof all the woes. Now,
Womenarenotrebellingsomuchagainst
breathed her.Iast.
She was a woman of mar ked character, of it costs from $500 to $1,000 for each one marriage, or true mating, as against raisa vigorous_.physique, and activ mentality. of these victims to graduate from these ing large families that the state may take
She possessed executiv talent to a large schools. No one can get there unless they from them, under various pretenses, and
degree, which insured success to what- hav the record of the thief or prostitute, punish and kill, without the mothers
ever she undertook. A most thorough which is positiv proof of my position in having the power of shielding them from
housewife and skilled in the art of cookery, this matter. The church is master of a penalties for crimes which they know are
she delighted, with ·her kind husband, to show where rotten apples take the prize; often the results of women having no voice
dispense generous hospitalities in their sound ones are nowhere. I tried to get in. making the laws under which they must
capacious .home, which has been many this letter published by the local papers liv and abide.
No act, however good, is of mo:r:al value
times open for lectures, afterward supple- here, but not one editor dare swing the
mented by bountiful repasts and social article, and one of them declared no paper when done from coercion or from fear.
entertainment. The keen rhetoric of would dare to publish such an article in No one is made better in his nature by
Remsburg and the logic of Watts filled this free nation. He did not know there restraint or punishment, though dangerous
her with enthusiasm; and herself was was one paper in this country that took no persons must be caged as ar·e ferocious
always ready to defend any cause she stock in sin, salvation, or blue beetle!j. animals, but all true goodness must come
might espouse, however unpopular, gener- W puld they learn the victims of church from freedom of the mind and its voluntary
ally to the discomfiture of an opponent. deceit to be students of nature, which says acts and expressions, or progress is imNo child ever called her mother, but. she that the whole Christian doctrin is a lie on possible. There needs to .be a change in
really gave of an abundant mother-nature its face, that each man and woman must love-making more in accm:dance with
to a number of children who in some way pay for their own transgression, I would nature. The female should lead in this law
lacked for parental care. A foster- not complain; but that is not their game; of attraction and selection, and no tie
should ever bind only so long as they both
daughter for eight impressible years un- te allow the truth 1.o be told.
Hoping
you
will
giv
.this
a
place
in
THE
shall
love, not shall liv, for this has proved
der her roof, in intimate and loving companionship, livs to pay tribute in a beauti- TRUTH SEEKER, with the inclosed letter, I a failure and is a libel on human nature.
Your obedient servant,
It is true that many who marry are often
ful and growing womanhood. On the 27th remain,
W. E. LEONARD.
like the heathen in his blind devotion,
of July the body of our friend in its 'burial
and find they hav been bowing down, not
casket, and followed by groups of.friends,
PoRT HURoN, July 9, 1891.
to
a divinity, but to stocks and stones; and
was borne from the railway station and
To THE HoN. JoHN Mc!LLAIN AND CoMplaced in the flower-garlanded home. MON CoUNCIL oF THE CITY oF PoRT HURoN when such realize then· mistake-which
Loving hands had been at wol'k and no Gentlemen: It has been charged for th~ they cannot retract-the best they can do
past one hundred years by every two-cent
traces of loneliness or neglect were visible. Prohibition preacher that' Infidels and is to get divorced and try to do better next
Open house for all was kept until after Freethinkers fill the jails, poorhouses time, or let that experience be enough in
But separation
the hour, when, in the midst of a throng of lunatic asylums, and prisons, and to test the matrimonial line.
sorrowful faces, a simple service of organ-· this matter I must respectfully ask that should not be made in anger or in haste,
music and reading was conducted by the your honorable body instruct the police but more deliberately than when uniting
judge, H. J. Robeson Esq., to ask every at first. It would be better if more reason
friends, when we bore her to the grave.
person who is charged with crime to state
Heartfelt sympathy is extended on every what church they belong to. A record is and deep thought were bestowed bef~re
hand to the husband in his broken home kept of where they come from, how much marriage than so much bitter repentance
while her memory will long be fragrant money they hav, whether married or afterward.
But the true ideal life will only be
among the many who knew and loved her. single, bnt what church they were reared
attained. by a state of perfect liberty bein is relig;iously: omitted.
.
OLIVE DALEY SHERMAN.
In all smcenty I would respectfully ask tween the sexes to choose their mates and
that you start the list with the arrest of to select them wisely as well as to love
the deacon of the Prohibition church on
Rejected Communication.
them dearly. As it takes several generaLapeer avenue, and call it tally No. 1.
tions to outgrow antenatal conditions or
Yours
with
great
respec~,~roviding
you
PoRT HURoN, MICH., Aug. 2, 1892.
wrongs inherited from birth, educatio.n
W. E. LEoNARD.
MR. EDITOR: We hav a large number of grant my request,
P. S.-J esus Christ was crucified betwixt must begin with the child in its infancy.
Liberals, but they hesitate about telling
two thieves, but the record does not state to
The hope and progress of the race lies
their honest thoughts in regard to Chris- what church they belonged in their day and
tian hypocrisy, for the reason that the generation; hence, the custom established in the power of the mind to idealize, as
church is in the majority, hence it is then has been continued unto this date. I this is the faculty that most distinguishes
man from the brute. Without this the
Yours,
W. E. L.
popular to float with the current. A sky- want it reversed.
world would possess neither loveliness nor
pilot came here some days ago and stated
poetic beauty. From the natural and
in a public address that Infidels and the
loving union of the sexes flows the pnre
ungodly filled the prisons, jails, asylums,
Divorce.
river of life, which should not be
and penitentiaries, hence were a burden
obstructed in its course so as to make it
LETCHER, CAL., June 25, 292.
on Christian people. I at once denounced
MR. EDIToR: I hav seen the symposium overflow into cesspools of iniquity and
it as a falsehood, and wrote the inclosed
letter to the common council, which it was on divorce in the San Francisco Examiner impurity.
Woman's work and testimony are needed
unanimously voted by the solons should I hav carefuily read these sayings of th~
be thrown .in the waste-basket, and this seven wise men of our time on this leading in this matter of divorce and marriage
·
L. HuTCIDNSON.
appears on the records of the city of Port subject and factor of civilization, but no relations.
Huron, Mich. Alderman Taylor, a bigot word was given by a woman on what really
of the orthodox style, tried to prevent the concerns her the most:
letter from being read at all, but did not
W. C. Morrow, author, givs the best Reasons for Thinking the Soul Immortal.
MILES CITY, MoNT., July 27, 1892.
succeed.
view of the causes and tendencies of
MR. EDITOR: We see the farmer go
The danger of this church business is divorces, which is the striving of the heart
that they profess to make people better, and affections for their natural birthright forth in the morning to plow, and after
when in truth and in fa9t they are doing of freedom, which woman more than man the ground is properly tilled, we see him
tl;teir best to make strife, trouble, and con- has been cheated out of for a mess of sow the wheat, which, when ripe, is cut,
fusion. The moment any person asks t0 pottage-.a subterfuge of laws and customs threshed, and made into flour, from which
hav them prove their assertions, he is styled which hav intimidated and enslaved her are made bread, pies, and cakes for his
a crank; they will say, "The Lord never body and soul. Women, from the strong (man's) use to .sustain life. We see two
intended to hav such a record kept of the love of home and children, hav done all trees in an orchard that yield two kinds
criminal class."
they could under the despotisms of govern- of fruit, and man grafts a slip off one on
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the other and as a result a third kind of
fruit is produced. Likewise, also, flowers' fragrance is pleasing to the nostrils.
We notice that in their wild state a similarity of form and general make-up exists
among horses and cows. Man uses hors~s
to transport his burdens, to ease and facilitate his labor, and, on account of different
requirements, has bred seve,ral styles of
horses. He desires milk, butter, cheese,
and beef, so he keeps cows, and as one kind
produces richer milk but less beef than
another, he has by breeding produced
desirable variety. We take into consideration that unless man made use of these
things they would be useless and their ex.
istence unreasonable. We notice .that we
liv in a progressiv age. New inventions
are constantly being made. We call them
new, while in reality there is nothing new
upon which our eye for the first time rests.
I think it unreasonable to suppose that an
individual made the world, as we would
naturally desire to .know where he was
when he made the world and of what it
was made. Instead of that theory, we
will say. that what is, always was, and
always Will be. That change takes place,
but total. destruction never. Under a
theory of that kind birth and death would
not be. Our bodies are ·placed in the
ground and go to form gases, liquids, and
to sustain and continue vegetable life. But
while we are considering reasonable things,
let us stop and see what we are ourselvs.
The Bible says God is everywhere. Man
is, or has been, or will be, in every place·
bl!lt what is man? Man is a power unsee~
but universal. Man's body is simply a
mechanical principle used to assist-what?
God! In my estimation the small voice
that comes in with a warning when we do
wrong, that causes us to contemplate our
ill~advised deeds with misery, is a part of
the unseen force that rules the universe.
. I think the Bible is worthy of study, as
it contains some logical features ; while
yet again we can by comparison see what
education and science are doing for the
human race.
I say all Christians are cowards, and in
the face of the fact that my mother is a
Christian. Many people get offended when
I say they are cowards if Christians and
when I say five-tenths of the ministe;s are
fools and the other five-tenths are liars.
Dr. Talmage preaches because his sermons
are cabled abroad and published far and
wide. He loves notoriety, he desh·es publicity; he obtains both.
The Bible says : "Resist not evil."
Why? If you were sure your neighbor
would do you no injury, if your neighbor
was sure you were not going to injure
him, if :rp.utnal respect of the Golden Rule
existed, there would be no necessity for a
resistance of evil.
The Catholic doctrin has done more to
retard civiliz~ttion and insnare the ignorant than any other one thing on earth.
It is religion that aids divorce suits, that
corrupts politics, that helps the cause of
rum, that retards education, that. fills
asylums, that assists crime, and sends
money to the heathen while want, crime,
misery, and ignorance are fostered before
our eyes.
It is reaso~able to suppose that all
things are created for a purpose, useful,
wise, complete. Although a person who
faints knows nothing while in the faint it
seems unreasonable to suppose that this
supreme power in man should perish with
the departure of our breath. When we see a
cow or horse dead, we would not suppose
they were to hav future life, as their field
of usefulness is done when they are unavailable.
It seems strange that God should sanction a defiled marital relation, should encourage drunkenness and debauchery,
should attribute all sin to women, and
should at all times place them in a questionable light.
I am not a believer in an individual
.God, in heaven, or in hell except we make
it; but, while I am not able to define it, I
believe our existence is as indestructible
as the materials with which we are surrounded.
Do unto others as you would be done
by, and by careful elimination of evil receive the commendation of your own
judgment and the respect and admiration
of your fellow-men.
E. R. AVERILL,
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its peacefulness, its garniture of trees, its with its carvings, dusty, moldy, timeslopes of grass. How deep the shadow stained, tells its pitiful story.
Adjoining the once magnificent castle is
which it throws at noon over the garden at
its feet where the children play! How the old abbey, founded in 1128. Darnley
Edited by Mms SusAN H. WIXoN, .!(all
grand when giant bulk and towery crown and Rizzio, besides other eminent persons
River, Mass., to whom all Commun~ca
are buried here. "The roof is gone and
~ions for this Corner should be sent.
blacken against sunset!"
In the old part of the city are old, old the glad sunlight pours its streaming gold
"Between the dark and the daylight.
houses, from six to eleven stories l:tigh, in upon the old ruin, that in its decay is
When the night is beginning to lower,
. and the paths leading to them are '¥ery, picturesque in the extreme. Yet the blur
Comes a pause in the da,y's occn~ations
That is known as the Uhildren s Hour."
very narrow, most of them. The old of superstition is over it, and one can aldrawbridges are still here, though not most hear and see the abject moans of
Across the Atlantic.
much in use now, but it seems odd to see submission and tears that bewailed its own
the "closes " and " wynds" that we hav subjection to idols unyielding and relentF 1·om Glasgow to Edinburgh.-Scottish
read about. On the east of Grass market less as death.
Scenery.-Stirling Castle.-Edinburgh
are the Salisbury crags, five hundred and
and its Castles.-Ancient Abbeys.We went from Edinburgh to Melrose.
forty-seven feet above the sea. Arthur's We slept in the little hotel next the abbey
Condition oj Women.
Seat, of which you hav read, rises clear itself. I shall never forget my room overWe left the beautiful Central Hotel in
and bold eight hlmdred and twenty-two looking the old ruin, with its cherry furGlasgow on the 12th of July, and the ride
feet
in the air. A beautiful valley, part of nishings and pale-green hangings. In the
in the cars was through a charmingly pictit a park with flowers and shrubbery, lies night I looked out on the gray arches
THE C STLE.
uresque country, past Dumbarton castle,
bUilt on a rock 560 feet high, where Will- Behind its gloomy walls is the path do-wn between the old and new Edinburgh. The where the grass and flowers were growing,
iam Wallace was once a prisoner, and which old King James V. used to go when city is full of interest on every side, but the roof of the old structure all gone, and
many fields arrayed in living green, in he visited his people disguised as an ordi- the first place I visited was the old Edin- where the jackdaws make their home.
which we observed women hoeing and nary citizen. What fun he must hav had burgh castle, the Castrwn P.uellarttm of · Almost under my window, which was
weeding. They als6 were working in the playing subject instead of king, and berat- olden times, so called because the daugh- open, were the old graves of the dead and
hay-field. We also passed through Bal- ing himself, as well as getting at the opin- ters of the Pictish kings lived there before gone. Bethia said, "Won't their ghosts
lach. Yourememberthatsong, "Braeso' ions of others! He was known on those marriage. How lofty it is, built on a high, cl)me in at. the window?" I wished they
Balloch "-well we saw the very "braes" occasions as " Ballangeich. " He, as well precipitous rock, over four hundred feet would, but neve:r. a ghost made its apin the olcl Scottish town. At Balloch pier as James II., was born in this time-worn, high. Imagin a wonderful mass of gray, pearance. The next day we went inside
basaltic rock, crowned by a stone build- the romantic old place, beautiful in its
we embarked on tbe little sl!eamer that ivy-covered ruin.
A splendid view of the country below is ing, 300 feet wide and 350 feet long. It is crumbling decay, with its . arches and
plies the waters of Loch Lomond. The
wooded knolis and rich valleys, the blue afforded from the battlements of Stirling thought to hav been founded about the peaks, its vaulted chambers, tombs, and
mists on the precipitous mountains, the castle, and of the river Forth in its wind- year 617, and has been the scene of secret winding staircase. It h!J,s an arched
rich deep shades of green seen nowhere ings, three hundred feet below, the river romance, diplomacy, captivities, sieges, Gothic aisle fifty feet long and sixty feet
else 'as in Scotland, make a vivid and irQ.- of which the guide said, ''If you follow it as love, and crime. It is not to be wondered high. A white dove sat on one of the
the crow flies, it is five miles to the sea, at that Scott and others could write and minarets as we entered and looked at us
pressiv picture.
The mountain streams hav cut deep but measured by its course, it is nineteen poets sing amid such romantic surround- curiously. There is the spot where the
gorges as they coursed clown the sides of miles!" From this point of view one can ings. It has been held by the English and heart of Robert Bruce was buried, and the
the hills that the clouds kiss so lovingly, look upon the scenes of twelve battle- Scotch in various times in its strange his- earl of Douglass. There are statues of
and the velvety green is spongy and fields of the past, one of William Wallace's tory. Here is pointed out the place where DavidT., and Matilda, his wife, .and nobody
mossy. Deep recesses, thick forests, and encounters, and Bannockburn, where the Dundee climbed to hold a conference with knows whom else. There are quaint and
abrupt angles seem fitting abodes of sprites brave ·Bruce achieved Scotland's inde- the duke of Gordon one time, when he curious carvings, legends written in stone
was going to raise the Highland laddies to that none can read. A great east window
ancl wizards, and as we thought of the old pendence in 1314.
stories as told by Scott in his novels, sudI shal{ never, never forget the panorama help King James II. You remember the that must hav been a marvel of beauty in
denly we come to the spot where Rob Roy spread before my delighted eyes. Roderick song "Bonnie Dundee:"
its day, still remains. The nave is 258 feet
was kept a prisoner.
Dhu's reply to James came forcibly to my Dundee he is mounted, he rides up the long by 79 feet in breadth. There are
street,
At Rowardennan one may stop if .he mind as I stood there:
Freemasons' symbols here and there, as
The bells they ring bMkward, the drums in other old abbeys, and what these myswishes and ascend the mountain, Ben Saxon, from yonder mountain high,_
they are beat;
Lomond, hight 3,192 feet. But wt~ went I marked thee send delighted eye
But the provost, deuce it! said, ... Just tic brethren had to do with Catholicism is
on to Inversnaid. We ride six miles in Far to the south and east, where lay,
more than I can tell, for these architecte'en let him be,
·
coaches through the loveliest Highland Extended in succession gay,
For the town is well rid of that de'il o' ural ruins were built by Catholics in the
Deep, waving- fields, and pastures green,
scenery. Occasionally we pass the homes With
Dundee."
days of their power.
gentle slopes and groves between.
of the peasantry. Poor abodes they are.
The difference between an abbey and a
All true, and it is a sweet picture, from But Dundee rode onward, with the words:
In some instances the stable is attached to
"If there's lords in the Southland, there's cathedral, I should say, is that the one is
which
one
hates
to
turn
away.
the house, and the cows can put their
chiefs in the North;
occupied by monks and nuns, while the
I shuddered on entering the stone dun- There
are wild, dunnie wassals, three other is the place of worship simply.
heads through an opening and lick the
geon
where
Rob
Roy
was
once
confined,
thousand
times
three,
faces of the human sleepers in the next
and the little room where Queen Mary Will cry, "Hey for the bonnets o' Bonnie
Melrose abbey, when new, must hav
apartment. Heather bells and other wild
Dundee!"
was at one time held a prisoner. Stirling
been a splendid piece of work, whose buildflowers adorn the mountain and wayI was much interested in the apartment ers and decorators knew their business
side, and present a lovely effect in the castle was her favorithome. I stepped into
the Douglass room, as it is called, for here called Queen Mary's room, where was born well. Now time is busy with its destrucmingling of their gay colors.
We dismount and sail on Loch Katrine, the earl of Douglass met James II., and James II. In the old crown room is the tion, and after seven hundred and more
after a hmch at the little hotel on the under promis of safe-conduct, too, but in crown she wore and the regalia of Scot- years it is time for it to die, with all its
a passion of anger James stabbed him and land-a crown, scepter, and sword of fading superstitions.
shore.
his
nobles finished the murder, and then state. These regalia were recovered by
From Melrose we drove to AbbotsThe steamer that hurries us along
through w!ld and striking scr;mes, that threw his dead body to the ground below Walter Scott in 1818, after they had been ford, the home of Walter Scott, as you
know. It is now a museum of relics and
Scott has already made familiar to our from the one small window in the room. lost for over a hundred years.
In the open court a company of soldiers curiosities. It is owned by his greateyes, is called Rob Roy- a fit~ing name, for The grounds are now filled with flowers
we pass the spot where he hved, and also and are called "the Douglass garden." were drilling, and the castle is now u.sed granddaughter, who keeps some of the
Stirling castle is full of interest, but is now for barracks.
apartments as nearly as possible as the
the birthplace of Helen McGregor.
We looked upon the house where Hume great novelist and poet left them. The
High up in glorious majesty are the peaks used as a barracks for soldiers. In the old
of old Ben Venue and Ben A'an. In a churchyard of Grayfriars I found an wrote the history of England, and near by library of twenty thousand volumes still
short time we come to Ellen's isle, a sweet, epitaph on an old sun-dial, curiously is the house where Burns slept the first remains, and I sat in the old chair that he
night he was in Edinburgh. We stopped used, but there was no time to gather inromantic place, where one would like to appropriate. It said,
I ma11k time; dostthou?
a moment or two in St. Giles's church, and spiration, although I looked out upon the
tarry longer than an hour. It is a bower
I am a shadow; so art thou.
saw where Darnley sat when Knox river Tweed from the same windows from
of green with pink heather and wild Scotch
EDINBURGH.
preached a sermon against the rulers of which he looked.
roses all over it. Again we land and ride
At length we are "within a mile of the kingdom designating them as "women
From Abbotsford we drove to Drythrough gorgeous scenery till we come to
the Trossachs Hotel. After a brief rest Edinboro' town" -classic Edinboro'-and and boys;" and looked up at the old bell burgh abbey, near the entrance of which
we mOlmt the coaches again, always by a few minutej! brings us into $e city that tolled two hours when our Lincoln we stopped and bought bread and cheese
ladder, and away we go for a long ride itself, which stands out prominently, for a died, and two hours also when Garfield and milk of a Scotch woman who was
part of it is built upon a high and solid passed away.
baking "scones " by an open fire. She
through the Trossach country.
Edinburgh is proud of its old castles, and four others, her family, all lived in
· How can I describe the Trossachs? I rock four hundred and forty-three feet:
and no one should leave the city without a the one room, with bare floor, and beds
cannot. Words are incomplete to show above sea level.
We are at the Royal Hotel, Princess visit to them.
built in the side of the wall. But she was
you the vivid picture presented all the
Old Holyrood is a wonderful pile with happy and did -not wish to come to
way through that ten miles of mystic, mag- street, nearly opposit the imposing monunificent scenery that Scott has immortal- ment of Sir Walter Scott. The monument which are connected many stirring events America. Sir Walter Sco.tt is buried at
is a wonder of peaks and pinnacles, of of Scottish history. It was here that the entrance of the abbey, or rather his
ized in the "Lady of the Lake."
Yonder is the pass of Bealach-nam-bo, Gothic architecture, and contains a life- Queen Mary contracted that foolish mar- body is, but· he livs immortal in his
or Cattle pass, and over there the Goblin's like and life-size statue of Sir Walter and riage with Lord Darnley, and we were works.
But that strange old stone abbey-what
shown the stone staircase up which the
cave Ben Venu, Ben A'an, and Craigmore his faithful dog.
How lovely is this Princess street. conspirators went to murder Rizzio, a place! arched, chiseled, with winding
are ~ sight all along as we go. A little
way on is the place where Fitz-James lost Alexander Smith has written of it: "The and the room where he was murdered ways and Gothic peaks. We registered our
his "gallant gray" horse. ScronArmailite puppets of the busy, many-colored hour clinging to Mary for protection. Here names in the "chapter-house," a dim,
rises eleven hundred and fifty good feet move about on its pavement, while across Mary was later married to Bothwell, and damp place, partly underground, whose
in the air, and we ride over the brig o' the ravine time has piled up the old town, here were held the stormy interviews with hollow echoes startle me even now as- I
Turk, where "the headmost horseman ridge upon ridge, gray as a rocky coast, John Knox, who upbraided herfor being a recall them. Not far away is the dark,
washed and worn by the foam of centuries; Catholic and made her cry by his rough low dungeon, with the hole in the wall
rode alone."
where refractory monks, as was told us,
The remains of an old fort is pointed out, peaked and jagged by gable and roof; speech.
I was greatly interested in Mary's apart- were punished by placing the hands in the
and just opposit is " Samson's pudding windowed from basement to cope; the
stone" a huge boulder, standing directly whole surmOlmted by St. Giles's airy ments, whose walls are hung with faded cavity and having them kept there by an
upon'the tiptop of the hill. How came it crown. The new is there looking at the tapestries of three hundred years ago, de- irdn wedge. No doubt there were chamthere? Tradition says, Samson of Bible old. Two times are brought face to face lineating the fall of Phaeton. There is a bers of horrors in the old piace ·aforestrength threw it there one morning be- and yet are separated bya thousand years. portrait of Mary at eighteen, and another time where many a heretic has suffered
fore he had had his porridge! You can The castle, too, looks down upon the city, of Queen Elizabeth, and Henry VID. tortures untold in history.
as if out of another world, stern, with all The old state bed upon which she slept,
I am glad the roof .in many places has
believe it or not, just as you fancy.

(jAiZdren' s {jornsr.

Landrick Mead, over there, this was
the muster-place of the Clan Alpine, and
an admirable place· it is, too. Riding on
a short distance, we see Coilantogle ford,
the spot of the combat between FitzJ ames and Roderick Dhu. How I wish
I could go into detail here, but time and
space fail me.
We reached the. cleanly town of Callender a little after 3 P.M., quite chilled, for
the wind blows free and chilly in the
Trossachs.
From there we rode to Stirling, and
stopped to see its famous castle, situated
all the way up a steep hill. We saw the old
church where John Knox once preached,
the municipal building with a bronze
statue of William Wallace in a niche in
front, and then we were at
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disappeared and we can see the blue sky
overhead.
The cemetery is old and curious, with
many stone coffins here and there. The
grass grows green over the old graves, the
ivy creeps along the walls, flowers:flourish, and ari old yew tree, said to lbe seven
hundred yea.rs of age, still is green and
flourishing.
· Oh, I mus~ tell you-of a beautiful drive
to the new frith of Firth bridge before we
left Edinbmgh, that cost $12,000,000-the
bridge I mean. We rode past Lord Rosenberry's estate, twenty-five miles one w~ty
by twelve the other. The contrast between the lofty and lowly is great. There
is no chance for one to rise here. The
soil is rich; the shades of the green earth
are the most beautiful I hav ever seen; I
never looked upon lovelier roses than
those that grow in Scotland. But, amid
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
the beauties and wealth that Nature has
spread with lavish hand, there is poverty
and distress amid thes.e romantic crags
Introduction OJ'
and hills, these sloping fields and
ROBER.T G. INGERSOLL.
moors. Here I hav seen women working
in the fields, in the hot sun, all day for a
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
shilling; working in shops a week for
Tne Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
seven shillings; working in hotels for $75
a year. I hav seen women here bearing.
burdens on their backs, fastened to their
bodies and their foreheads by a leathern
strap-aged women, whose wrinkled faces
tell plaintivly of woes they do not utter.
It is said· that fifteen men own nearly .i Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
the whole of Scotland, and hence the poor
:Price. cloth. $1 : Pa-Per, 50 cents.
must be always poor. It is not pleasant
to note these conditions. I am sorry they
exist. But I like the romantic and picturesque country. I like the hearty Scotch
nature, their love of education; and :the
fact that they laid the foundation for a
A NE"W" NOVEL.
common-school system as early as 1695 Price, cloth, $1.
I
Paper, 50 cents.
should not be forgotten.
But, there is no place like America,
even to the Scotch. And I shall always
think of the expression of the old ScotchSHO~T STO~I:e.S.
man, "America! ah, America is God's
Paper, 50 cents.
own country!" -This was his highest comPrice, .cloth, $1.
pliment, arid meant much; but he should
hav said, "It is the people's country!"
SusAN H. WIXON.
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Life of· Tnomas Paine,
WITil A.

History of His Literary, Political, and Religious
Career in America, France, and England.
BY MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY,
Author of "Omitted (Jhapters of History Disclosed in the Life and Papers of Edmund
Randolpll," "George Washington
and Mount Vern on," "Washington's Rnle• of Civility." etc.

To Which is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cobbett,
No.real biography of Paine has ever appeared.
The so-called Lives of Paine have been mainly
the controversial work of pamphleteers, turning
chiefly on his religious heresies. Paine :was in
his fifty-eighth year before he published anything concerning religion, and before that time
he had acted an imp9rtant part in revolutionary
movements in the United States, England, and
France. But in the religious conflict initrated
by him, his political services and military career
hav been but inadequately considered. A certain
historical ostracism has buried in the archives
of various countries a large mass of documents
containing records of paramount interest and
importance. 1\ir. Conway has person~lly searched
such records, in Europe and Arnerrca, and has
nbtained from these fresh light, not only on
Paine, but on various e ' inent figures in American and European history :with :whom he was
associated. A large amount of unpublished corre§pondence has- oe.;n included in the volumes.
.Mr. Conway says in his Preface: "In the laborious work of searching out the real Paine I hav
found a general appreciation of its importance,
and it will be seen in the following p~tg:es that
generous assistance has been rendered by English clergymen, by official Persons in Europe and
America, by pers ns of all beliefs and no beliefs.
In no instance have I been impeded by any prejudice, religious or _political. The curators of
archiveB, private collectors, owners of important
documents bearing on the subject, have welcomed my effort to bring the truth to light."
Two vols., royal oct., gilt top, portraits, $5.
. Address.
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THE EVOLUTION
OF

THE DEVIL!
By HENRY FRANK.
Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress.

}.'rice, 25 cents. Five copies, $1.
. A<l.dre.se. 'r:~ TR~H SEEKER,

CONI.'ENTS:
A. Splendid Judge of a Woman-The Lady of the
Club-Under Protest-For the Prosecution-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler HouRe
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our AncestorsFlorence Campbell's Fate-My Patient's Fate.
· Price, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,
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Jt ews of the Wselt. Superstition in All Ages.
THE Homestead strike has been settled
by the Carnegie Co. granting most of the
men's demands.
·

:SY J:eAN

..M.:B.SLI:B~,

A

ZoLA is collecting material for a novel
on the pilgrimages to the miracle-working
shrine of Lourdes.
THE Goodland Artificial Rain Co. made
a failure of its attempt to produce rain at
·Council Grove, Kan.
VIOLENCE at a switchmen's strike at
Buffalo, N. Y., has necessitated the presence of two militia regiments.
IN Iowa, Roman Catholic members of
the _Knights.of Pythl;as are agitated over
havrng received notice of excommunication if they do not quit that society.
BisHoP HEALY has sent the school
board of Por.tland. Me., a le~ter, ap1·opo8
of .the erection of a parochtal school, in
whiCh he says that "morality without religion is not to be expected. "
A R~;oRT from.Sing Sing prison, N.Y.,
says: The convrcts read novels or books
on religion. It is rare that any one of
them reads technical works which would
be of benefit to him afterward."

Books .by S. P. Putnam.

IN Germany, those who testified against
Buschoff, the Jew who was tried and
acquitted on a charge of murdering Christian .childre~ to use their blood in rel~gious
sacnfices, will be prosecuted for perJury.
A LoNDON dispatch says: "The British
public is just now shuddering at the horrible shadow of cholera which is spreading
over all Europe. Unless this disease is
checked it means America in time."

AMoNG the attendants at the Festival of
St. Anne at her shrine in Canada are hundreds of diseased persons who hav journeyed thither, many from remote localities,
to be cured by the relic of the Virgin
Mary's mother.
AT ·Austrabad, Persia, Mohammedan
priests hav been preaching that the cholera
is due to liquor-drinking. Mobs gathered The New God. Price, 10 cents.
before the churches and proceeded to The Problem of the Universe, and Its
liquor-shops and wrecked them, until they
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolo!lr! Price 20 cents.
were suppressed by troops.
Waifs and wanderings, A New American Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
THE miuister of the Peruvian governcents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
ment at Washington has been asked by
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
Missionary Penzotti, of the American
first pag.e to last with the living spirit of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.
Bible Society, for compensation to the
Golden
Throne, A Romance. " The auextent of $530 for Bibles and other
thor certainly has ~enius. The divine
property destroyed by the Catholic popucreative spark is :withm him. The book is
filled :with manly thou_ghts expressed in
lace of Ayacucho, Peru.
manly words-the transcr1pt of a manly mind

Every Liberal should read ' Golden ThroJle ',;
A MISSIONARY complains that the church
-[Ingersoll. Price, $1.
·
at Mashoupa, Africa, has fallen to ruins, Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation in
because the Kaffirs when asked to repair it
rh;yme between th!l Ninetyenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
waxed wroth and said that God. might
it is shown there is much in harmony between
mend his own house. One old man who
them. Price.10 cents.
received a blanket for· attending services Adami and Heva. A poetic version of
said when the dole was stopped, "No more
the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
blanket, no more hallelujah."
which its superiority to the mutilated copy-

AT Rome on the 7th Clerical associations
marched in procession to the Pinciana
By Prof. John Tyndall.
gardens to place a wreath on a bust of
Liberals bearing national
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles Columbus.
flags tried to place themselvs at their
on Prayer.
head. A fight ensued, in which the antiPaper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 C!lnts.
clericals shouted for Garibaldi and
Address and Portrait only. 69 pp., 10 cents.
Giordano Bruno, and the Clericals for
their religion and pope.
The bust was
REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST upset. Police quelled the affray.

the Genesis le!lend-rs shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb: His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 cents.

My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
·
;
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PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM

ANn TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.
HAROLD FREDERIC, the distinguished
writer
on
international
matters,
says
that
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
BY B. F. M}BVIN. M.D.
Cloth, W centP.
the Protestant attack on the Catholic misTiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Centsion of Uganda was prearranged. ''Bishop
ury before, and Peter and Paul died
before the Christian Era.
Tucker," he says, "returned to England
solely and avowedly to raise money and
$1.50.
Full, index 446pp.,
men for the task of 'knocking out' the
AOOOUNT OF
Catholic missions of Uganda.
Bishop
Vicars
of
Christ
and Vicegerents of God.
Tucker at a conference at Hatfield House,
B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WOR1H and
at the foreign office and elsewherE>, to
Paver, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
FOR SALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OF:B'ICE.
those in authority talked of nothing but
Essays and Lectures. Embracing Inii1
the nece~sity of combating the influence
ence of Christianity on Civilization; Chri
Send 'I'W"enty•five Cents
of the Catholics in the Nyanza region, and
tianity andl\'Iaterialism; What Literalism offt.
FOR
made clear to his hearers that he viewed
in Place of Christianity; Scientific iiiaterialisn
Woman; Spiritualism from a 1\Iaterial~stJ
the contingency of using force to this end MADHOUSES AND ABUSE OF LUNATICS
· Standpomt; Paine the Political and J(ehgwn
with entJ.re complacency."
.
And get the Plain Dealer-a Liberal weekly
Heformerf· J\i11tcrialism and Crime; Will th
pa-per-free for six months.
Comingl\' an Worship God? Crimes and Crn<-1
Address
ELMINA D. SLENKER,
THE cholera in Russia is increasing in
ties of Christianity; the Authorit~ of the Bib!<:
Snowville, Va.
violence. In the region of the Caucasus
Freeth ought Judged by Its Frmts; Our Idea
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.
alone there hav been fifty thousand deaths
Influence of Christianity upon Civiliza in .the last thirty days. Dead bodies lie
A Woril proulng Christianity a
tion. 25 cents.
unburied for days1 spreading the disease.
Fiction. Most Startdng Reue/a.
As there is such Imperfect sanitation to
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
tions of the Nineteenth Oenturt/.
• Sena .lddress for Prospectu< to
Wltat Liberalism Offers in Place o: check the cholera's progress, it is expected
to kill vast multitudes before abating. ORIENTAL PUBLISHING 00 •• P.O. Box 446. Philad;lohia, fa.
Chlistianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism; Its Meaning an( Moscow is without sewers, each house
having its own cesspool. That city· has
To :Il~yulate the
Tendency. 10 cents.
been deserted by those having means.
STOMACH, LIVER
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand J arosslaff, on the .Volga, gets its water
.~ND BOWELS, TAKE
point. 10 cents.
.
from the river just below the discharge of
Paine the Political and Religious Re· a sewer from a hospital. Medical men
RIQUl.h
PANnv
S T ABULES.
former. 10 cents.
once secretly ordered the remedy of this
Woman: Her I>ast and Present:. Hei evil, but tl;te government interposed and
prevented them. St. Petersburg sanitary
Rigltts and Wrongs. 10 cents.
TREATEDFREE
PosltheiJ'CURED with l"f'::inspectors beginning their work are findMatelialism and Clime. 10 cents.
tablo Remedil's. Have C\lred
many thousand cases called
Will tlte Coming Man Worship God 1 ing the interiors of palatial-looking houses
hopeless. From first dose
to be in .the condition of pigsties. The
10 cents.
~f~W~oY~P~~~~~.ir~i;;::;o~~d.an~i06n,t~s
t~;N:~~~~~~~-~;i;~~
deaths from cholera throughout Russia on
.rwelve .Tracts. Scientific and Theolog- .the
. raculqus cures sent FREE. 10 DAYS TREATMENT FREE by
7th
alone
were
reported
at·2,177
.
mail.
DR.
H.
H.
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&
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Specialists,
ATLANTA, GA,
. icaJ. ~cents. ·
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a valuable treatis on this subject, allows himself in a style closely resembling the who hav fallen very low up to its level;
his prejudices and business prepossessions extant biographical dictionaries and cyclo- that is the best it can do.
to influence him in decrying what others pedias, followed by comments by Mr.
"If you aspll-e to anything beyond, you
hav found to be exceedingly helpful. But Roberts. There never was any need are safer, better off, outside than you are
l:nless otherwise specified, all publica- notwithstanding this the book is one of therefore of introducing spirits, and we in the church. Its whole tendency and
tions noticed here can be had of THE much worth, and we recommend it to any- notice the book as purely the work of hu- teaching will be to check, to intercept,
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the p1·ice one suffering from lung troubles. The p~ice man brains.
your efforts, and hold yoii to its own level
named.
($2) is a little high, but one used to paymg
We agree with the statement in the for its own benefit in keeping you in it;
doctor's bills will in the end find it low.
prospectus of this work: "Christianity is service-using you for its own support,
·either a great deception, deliberately and in diverting you from any purpose
" The Moral Teachings of Science," by
The usual complement of good things, practiced upon the unsuspecting mind, or or power of thwarting it in pursuing its
Arabella B. Buckley, is No. 169 of the
Humboldt Library of Science. Price, say the publishers, is to be found in the a divinely inspired religion as is claimed established church work.
July number of Ow-rent Literatttre1 in 'bY its teachers; that Jesus Christ is either
"The church is but a trap to inveigle, or
15 cents.
spite of the fact that the season dnves what he is claimed to be, or a mythical a sponge to absorb, the moral force of
Those interested in "Delsartean Phys- most of the magazines into the realm of character who is being held up before the .best people into its support, blind
ical Culture," should send 25 cents fiction. It will be seen that the scientific the world as the savior, but whose exist- them to its faults and defects, and prevent
for a new pamphlet by that title, writ- department has demanded more space ence has no foundation in fact. If it is true, them from discovering its designs of keepten by Carrica Le Favre, published by than usual and offers an enticing array of that .Tesus Christ is a real entity, enough ing the moral force of society as much as
Fowler & Wells. It states the principles interesting things for those who are prac- unquestionable evidence of his earthly life possible under its control-to prevent any
of the Delsarte school of training and givs tically inclined, among which are to be and teachings should be extant to dispel further development or exercise of it than
found articles upon the curiosities of the any doubts that might arise in the mind. can be used for its own aggrandizement
the method of applying them.
Depths of the Sea, the wonderful build- If on the other hand, it can be shown that and the advancement of its own lower,
Watts & Co., of London, hav issued for in~s of Chicago, The Little Men and no such person lived at the time he was selfish interest and designs.
"Keep aloof from the church. Turn
the Agnostic Propagandist Press Com- Gmnts of theW orld as measm·ed in inches, represented to hav lived, that the teachmittee the article contributed to the cur- and so on. The sportsman will be de- ings brought down to us, claimed to be your attention to science, to the advanced
lighted
with
the
account
of
the
Jew
fish,
a
his, belonged to other times and related to thoughts of thinkers outside of the church;
rent Agnostic Annual by Professor
Huxley.' It deals with the "Possibilities gamey monster of the Pacific coast, while other characters, that the rites, cere- the proscribed higher class 'of critics,
lovers
of
art
will
note
with
pleasure
the
and Impossibilities" of thaumaturgy, or
monies, creeds, and doctrins pertaining students of ethics, of the social philosoaccount of the discovery of the tomb of to Christianity, were formulated by t.he phy, the educators of the world, that are
miracle-working. Price, 10 cents.
Aristotle. These are but a tithe of the priesthood for self-aggrandizement, what far in advance of the church theology.
The Warfare of Science papers, byDr. articles of the month which appeal to the intelligent mind can longer doubt that
"They are the class that hav led the
Andrew D. White, are continued in the taste of the general reader, or the person Christianity is a monstrous delusion in- world forward, compelling the church to
who
wishes
to
keep
pace
with
the
latest
August Populm· Science .llfonthly with a
stead of a divinely inspired religion!" reluctantly fall in line with the public
chapter on Geography, in which are phases of research and thought.
And if all the statements in the book are 'sentiment which they· create-not to progiven the various mythological and theotrue (we hav not verified them) Mr. Rob- mote, but to retard their beneficent work.
"Bits of Inspiration from the Bible " is erts, with the help of Mr. Bliss, has made
logical ideas concerning the form of the
"Church organizations and morals hav
a
pamphlet
of
sixteen
pages,
published
by
earth and the proper moue of representing
out a good case against the prevailing-re- always been a bulwark in the pathway of
H.
T.
Knight,
of
Milan,
Mo.
The
followit that hav prevailed in ancient and
ligion. The book is bristling with points, freethought; organized obstructionists
ing letter tells all about it : "Editor of deals with a wide range of s'nbjects, and and persistent opponents to any greater
medieval times.
THE TRUTH SEEKER: You remember I told quotes extensivly from well-known au- light or higher truth than it has seen
S ..J. Matthews, of Pine Bluff, Ark., has you that I had agreed. to pay to the thors. It is a compilation of not a little proper to dole out to the people.
published a 10-cent pamphlet with this church $15 when the preachPr would read value, and though lacking originality, will
"This is true of all churches, all reli~
title: "No Safety, but Dire Danger, in scripture forty-five minutes to his congre- greatly aid the investigator into the origin ious sects and organizations, let theu
Being a Christian." It is a somewhat gation-myself to select same. Well, the of Christianity and show him where the theories or pretenses to the contrary be
rugged but forcible refutation of the committee said nothing suited them bet- early Christians found the niytbs and rites what they may. Eschew the .church, if
"safest side" argument of the Christian ter; so terms wer~ agreed upon, and in which they adopted and relabeled, and you bav aspirations to be anything more
debaters, and ought to be dressed up and order to make matters as convenient as which the Western world now knows as than the average church-member in your
pcssible for the reverend I got such verses Christianity. The price of the book· is personal character or in usefulness to soprinted with fewer errors.
printed in pamphlet form as I desired $1.50.
ciety."
No. 9 of the Social Science Library is, that his audience and himself should beAs stated in our advertising columns,
Yesterday one of
"Horace Greeley, Farmer, Editor, So- come familiar with.
Our opinion of the chapters composing the price of this new book is $1 in cloth;
cialist," by Charles Sotheran. It is a that same soliciting committee told me Mr. Thomas Ellwood Longshore's new paper, 50 cents.
gossipy attempt to make all the reformers they did not want that nasty book of work, "T.he Higher Criticism in Theof some forty years ago who hav since mine. Guess he thought it was obllcene, ology and Religion." has been already exacquired eminence in the literary world to but it isn't; it would be barred from the pressed by the publication of many of
CHEAP EDITION.
hav been Socialists. It ought to be inter- mails if it were, and Tyner says it is ad- them in THE TRUTH SEEKER at various
esting reading for lVh·. Dana, of the Sun, missible as mail matter. Every verse but t:Unes. They are scholarly and erudite
and others of his Brook Farm confreres the last one is from the Bible, see ?"
articles, conveying a great deal of inforwho stillliv. Price, 35 cents.
mation, and are exceedingly well calculated
"God's Image in Man," by Henry for those Christians of an inquiring turn
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
The American Psychical Society now Wood, published by Lee & Shepard, but who shrink from such strong meat as
publish a quarterly called the Psychical Boston, is a book that probably few of our the " Age of Reason," or Heston's pict- Being the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Review, devoted to developing interest readers will care for. "It consists," we ures. Mr. Longshore is an evoluted
in and giving the outcome of the society's allow t~e publishers to tell us-for a glance Quaker, possessing the traditional gentlePrice, paper, 25 cants; cloth, 75 cents.
work, which bears about the same relation shows It to be a work which our anti- ness of that sect, of broad mind and studi~,.fi,.A•• 'T'~ TRnT9 Rlllll\1{11"1>.
to Spiritualism that "Free Religion " once metaphysical bias inclines us to consider ous bent. He has read extensivly the
bore to Freethought-a sort of kid-glove o~ not sufficient value to r~a.d-" of graphic critical works of the Rational school of
and swallowtail investigation of Spiritual- piCtures of advanced rehgwus thought in ~heology, thought deeply as to their bearistic phenomena which results chiefly in prose form, but of poetic quality. It is I~g on curre,nt theology, and formulated
amusing the investigators.
Men who a series of visions through the intuition his conclusiOns, as well as given the
already believe in "souls" and "another rather than an argument. It separates grounds for them, in this book. The full
life" will be apt to find evidence of them. the external and dogmatic from what is title, which is an index to its contents, is
The different "The Higher Criticism in Theology and
Single numbers of the Review are $1; internal and intrinsic.
modes of divine revelation, the univer- Religion Contrasted with Ancient Myths
$3 per annum. Published in Boston.
sality of law, race solidarity, evolution, and Miracles as Factors in Human EvoluShort Stories for September contains and the present great transition from the tion." To which he has appended
eighteen tales, and all of them good read- ~ld to ~he uew in spiritual and metaphys· "Other Essays on Reform," and we hav
ing, though perhaps the most noteworthy Ica~ sc~ence are presented with a glow published them in a handsome volume of
are-"The Farm G:U·l," selected as the whiCh Is thoroughly unconventional." In over five hundred pages.
winner of a monthly prize offered by the other and plainer words it is the visionary
The subjects dealt with are: The Old
Current Literature Publishing Company; guesswork of one inclined to mysticism Testament. The New Testament. The
and
metaphysics,
whose
instincts
hav
been
" His First Case and Last," a dramatic
Revised New Testament. What Is Restory by Sidney Grundy; "Love in Nif- perverted by Christianity. Price, $1.
ligion? Our Lord and Sa vi or J esns
fon," by K. T. Takahashi, an extremely
Christ. Salvation by Christ; "the Christ"
"The
Infallibility
of
the
Bible
"
was
quaint and interesting love story by a
Interpreted. Father, Son, and Holy
.Tapanese author; "A Delicate Position," wri~ten a!Jd published by .T. H. Pratt, of Ghost. Who Made God? Our Lord God.
Sprmg
Hill,
Kan
,
for
gratuitous
distribuone of Halevy'sgraceful and pretty stories;
The Human Soul. Immortality of Man.
"Short Creek Dave's Conversion " a tion, but we would recommend those send- What Shall We Do to Be Saved? What Is
ing
for
it
to
inclose
a
stamp.
Mr.
Pratt
Western dialect sketch by the well-k~own
Spirit? Divine Revelations. Religions
Dan Quin; and in the famous story series, thus explains his reasons-whjch are sound Fai~h: Our "Holy" Faith.. Our Holy
indeedfor
printing
it:
"So
long
as
man
a stirring old-fashioned tale called "The
Rehg:ton. Origin of Our Religion. Ghost- Be Thyself. 10c.
is made to believe that he has a word of ology. Christian Idolatry. Fear of the
Floating Beacon." Price, 25 cents.
No Finality. Spiritualism
God, he accepts its data, though opposed Gods. Philosophy and Superstition. A Christianity
Superior. 10o.
Those who want to dive deep into the to r~ason and co;mmon sense; but the most Chr~stian's Creed. Morality, Religion, Common-Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
abstract abstruseness of political economy b~D;Ighted rea4Ily see that any witness Ethi~s. Education; Prohibition 1>8. An10c.
should send a dollar for Clinton Roose- g~vmg contr~dictory testimony impeaches archism. Peace and War. Sociology- Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.
himself,
and
Is,
therefor:-,
not
to
be
relied
velt's book, "The Science of Government
10c.
N ati'?nalism. Thoughts on Death.
Founded on Natural Law." Mr. Roose- upon. If tp.is _!llleg:ed word of God, upon
It IS unnecessary for us to describe the Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
cross-exammahon,
1s
found
to
be
plainly
velt is a Fellow of the American Associstyle or epitomize the matter, as our Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.
ation for the Advancement of Science, as contradictory, what conclusion can a sane readers know these from their own read25c.
·
man
~rrive
at,
except
that
such
alleged
well as a lawyer of attainments, and is
. ing. Mr. H. L. Green has termed the Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
wo.rd
Is
not
the
pu:e
word
of
any
infallible
one of the intellectual and heretical land$1.50.
work "a storehouse of religious informa~
marks of New York, and also a thorn in bemg? And this Is why I issue this little tion, a perfect. digest of past theology, of Gotl Proposed for Our National Constitupamphlet:
To
endeavor
to
show'lhat
the
the side of Trinity church trustees, who
gods and savwrs, of faiths and Chnstian
tion. 10c.
bold the lands which he says belong to the book known as the 'Protestant Bible ' - idolatry, showing us clearly the difference {~reconcilable Records.
Genesis and
King
.Tames'
veroion-by
its
own
internal
Jans heirs. In this work Mr. Roosevelt
between a reasonable philosophy and orGeology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40o.
has laid down what he conceives to be evidenc!'l clearly impeaches itself; and that ~~odox ~uperstition. In fact," he adds, Is Darwin Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
right principles and developed a scheme such ~Ible, . therefore, is NOT 'the word'
there Is to be found in this volume a
of application. It also contains a diagram o.f an mfallibl!d God, by plenary inspira- short and valuable treatis upon nearly ls Spiritualism True~ 10c.
of political science similar in form to tiOn or otherWise. And further that such every question connected in the remotest )[an's True Saviors. 10c.
those Mr. Wakeman produces occasionally ~ook is not reliable as a word' of author- degree with the superstitious religions of Ortlwdoxy False, Since Spiritualism is
Ity."
True. 10c.
after Comte and Andrews.
the present or past ages. Every Freethinker will welcome the volume as a Pocasset. Tragedy. Legitirnate Fruit of
Those of our readers who recollect the
Christianity. lOc.
"The Hygienic Treatment of Consump- weekly spirit communications from ancient bright harbinger of sound Freethought
Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
tion," by M. L. Holbrook, is a useful worthies and unworthies which appeared doctrins."
$1 25.
We should like to reprint a great deal
book for all suffering from that terrible in .T. M. Roberts's Spiritualistic journal
Radical Rhymes.
With Author's Porscourge. His main idea is for patients to j}find and j}fatter, possess a food idea of froiD: the book, as in its new form it strikes
trait. $1.25.
gradually enlarge che11t and lungs by living the c'?nte~ts of ~ book calle "Antiquity us ~th added force, but will restrain the Sermon froni. Sltakspere's Text. 10c.
out of doors~ under. proper COJ:lditicins, and Unv~ile~, published by th!J Oriental desue to this characterization of the
Soul of Things. Psychometric Repay due ana intelligent a.ttention to food Publisbmg Company of Philadelphia church:
Hearches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
"The church is as certainly corrupt as
and clothing. In our opinion, there is no Mr. Roberts received them throuD'h me:
J\L F. Denton.) Per vol., $1.50.
question as to his being right on the out-of- dium .Tames M. Bliss, if our memo~y fails the world, but it is a corruption of a more '"hat Is Right~ lOc.
doors prescription, however he may be as to not. The form is the purported introduc- refin~d and subtle order, which generates
Was He~ .Jesus in 19th Century
the diet he recommends. On this latter tion of himself bJ:" some spirit, Apollonius a pnd~ and sense of self-righteousness W~at
I urht. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.
eubjecthe1 li:k:eDr. Buckley-, whoalsowrote or Zoroaster, for msmuce, who desc;ribE.Jfi that will not submit to criticism or'dis- Wuo !J.r~ {Jhristians ~ 10c.
paragement, T4e churc~ ·:w.a;y- hel:p tltot:Je

Jfew ]')u"bZicrztions.

Travels in ·Faith.

Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.

M4flls~ ~ml ~~lJ'.r!'J e~ga.
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20,
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Gsms of q!{hoTZght. I Libert~ ill
Literature.

J.D. Sha~'s Books.

NINE-TENTHS of existing books are nonsense, and the clever books are the refutation of that nonsense.:--D'Israeli.

No limits need be placed upon man's
mental progress, nor need any barriers be
raised to stop his researches.-Robt. G.

Testimonial

Adams.

Walt

RELIGION has no necessary connection
whatever with morality. A person may be
moral without being religious, and the
reverse is true that a person may be religious without being moral.-Modern

BY

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Thought.

To promote the increase of natural
knowledge and to for";;a;rd th~ application AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
of scientific methods o~ mvestigation to all
PHILADELPHIA, P A.,
the problems of life, in the convictio~ that
OCT. 21, 1890.
there is no alleviation for the suffenng of
mankind except veracity of thought and
of action' and the resolute facing of the With a Portrait of Whitman.
world as 'it is when the garment of makeAUTHORIZED EDITION.
believe, by which pious hands hav hidden
Paper
2t cents ; cloth, 511 cents,
its uglierfeatures, is stripped off.-Huxley

(Statement of his aims in. life).

The Bible--What Is It~ 25c.
Studies in TliCology. 10c.
Liberalism. 5c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

-

IN respect to religion · and the healing
art, all nations are still in a state of barbal"ism. In the most civilized countries
the priest is still but a Powwow, and the
physician a Great Medicin. Consider the
deference which is everywhere paid to a
doctor's opinion. Nothing more strikingly betrays the credulity of mankind
than medicin Quackery is a thing universal and universally successful. In this
case it becomes literally true that no
imposition is too great for the credulity of
men. Priests and physicians should never
look one another in the face. • • •
When.the one comes the other goes. They
could not come together without laughter,
or a significant silence.-Th01·eatt.

~~YI~fks on the Laoor ~uestion~.- .

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
.
'
Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sen~e. In one handsome 12mo volume
of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrateil. Cloth,
$3.25-in English or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.
Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and flponsie, the Troublesome
Monk!JY· 5 volumes m one, cloth, ~2.00, poRtage,
prepa1d;
volumes..!lepar~te, :flepple ·cl<l~h, 50
cents
per5 volume·
J.ted L1ne edit10n, smtable ·
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.
.
Sexual PhysiOlogy .,._or. th e y·oun,. ~ 250
pages, illu~,tra~ed a~d clothc,J;>ound. ( he fifth
volume of SClence m Story. ) 50 cents.
Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to
Hyg;iene, S~xual and Social S~iey;tce, an~ allied
SUbJects;
mnthper
year.
Wl,th P,remium
50 cents
year.Subscnption,
Spee1men cop1es
free
on application.
· ·
"Ad .
Mother's Manual. Compnsmg
.VIce
to a Wife on. the Mai!agement of Her Own
Health, espeClally Dunn!? Pregnancy, Labor,
and Sucklfug," and" Ad~ce to ll- Motl:er on th~
Map.ageme:q~ of Her. Children m Infancy ana
Childhood; 2 books lll 1 vol~e, 528 pages, $ 1·
Hand-Book of Health Hmts and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
Address
'rHE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Conventional Lies of Our Civilizatio:Jr.
!!.v Max Nordan. CoNTENTs-Mene, Tekel
Up,harsin ·. The.. Religious, .Monarch~c, a,nd
Afistocrail~J~PolitlCal,)!)conomlCaJ,.'VI:atnmomal,.
and M1scew1neous .u1es; Clpsm~. ,Harmony.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, Peoples e!llt10n, 50 c.;
¥g~hrJ~~~ial Council of Vienna prohibited the
sale of this ·book in Austria, and confiscated all
copies of it they conld find.
Economi"c Equities
of E
the
.
•· · A
. · · Compend
..
Natural Laws of Industr1al Product10n flfld .xchange.
J. K. Ingalls, author of Soe1al
Wealth." By
Paper,25c,·
.
Fruits Of Philosophy. A Treatise on the
p
t'
Q
t'
B
D
Ch
K
lt n.
1
1
E~~~f~~h~;l~s <jfr'adllugt'and~imi~fl':sa~t.
25c.
Poverty.
.• Its Cause, and Cure. • Pointing
ou,t the means bywhlCh th.e workmg classes may
raJ.Se themselves from the1r present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignity, and i_ndependen<;le, aJ?.d which is al~o callable of entrrely removmg.\In course of t1me, the
other principal social evils. By M. G. H. 10c.
Large or Small Families ~ On which Side
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoake. 5c.
Poverty : Its Effects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.
Why Do Men Starve 7 By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
I'he Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimical to the 'Welfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh.. 5c.
.Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Address 'J'HE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE proof of the Christian religion
taken from prophecy, has no foundation.
Whoever will Pxamin without prejudice
the oracles pretended to be divine, will
find only an ambiguous, unintelligible,
absurd, and unconnected jargon, entirely
unworthy of a God who intended to display
his presciences, and to instruct his people
with regard to future events. There does not
exist in the Holy Scriptures a single prophecy sufficiently precise to be literally applied to Jesus Christ. To convince :yourself
of this truth, ask the most learned of our
doctors, which are the formal prophecies,
wherein theyhav the happiness to discover
the Messiah? You will then perceive, that
it is only by the aid of forced explanations,
figures, parables, and mystical interpretations, by which they are enabled to bring
forward anything sensible and applicable
to the God made man whom they tell us to
adore.-D'Holbach.
WHEN we come to consider how short a
period has been occupied by the development of the civilization of mankind, as
compared with ·prehistoric periods, and
to what a very small portion of the earth's
surface this development extends; when
we further bear in mind what vast horizons
are being opened up on all sides by the
advance of science, knowledge, and industry; when we remember how much
we still retain in our refined life of the
crude tendencies and instincts of our barbarous past, and how the savage ''struggle
for existence " handed down to us from
animal life still rages as bad as ever,
though in a modified shape, we feel com- All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
~2mo, 300 pp., $1.
pelled to admit that our civilization is still
altogether in its infancy, and that we hav Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
as yet traversed but a small portion of the
'B'oys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
path marked out for uB. -Buchner.
TJte Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand.
some and Interesting Book1 Without SuperstiTHERE are professions which ne~essarily
tion for Children and Youth. The Only Freerender the soul pitiless-that of the soldier,
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
the butcher, the officer of justice, and the
66 fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with pol"
type,
heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrait, 30c.
jailor; and all trades which are founded
trated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Marriage. As it wits, as it is, and as it
on.the annoyance of others. The officer,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER DO.
should be. Paper, 25c.
the soldier, the jailor. for example, are
Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
only happy in making others miserable.
Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of NazaIt is true, they are necessary against malereth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
factors, and so far useful to society, but
~
of a thousand men of the kind, there is
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
·
. 28 Lafa~ette place, New Yor'k.
not one who acts fr'om the motiv of the
public good, or who even reflects that it is

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

:Mrs. Besant' s Wor~s.

J

Ke n·n e y,

tJ~~l~~ ff~~rdthe! ~~e:~o;fe ti:!i:;~~~~: Me~~·
caI
U
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they hav made. them suffer, and the money
which they hav got by it. Whoever has
been able to descend to the subaltern detail of the bar-whoever has only heard
lawyers reason familiarly among themselvs, and applaud themselvs for the misaries of their clients-must hav a very
poor opinion of human nature. There are
more frightful professions still, which are
however canvas@ed for like a canonship.
There are some [t~e clerical] which cha~ge
an honest man mto a rogue, and which
accustom him to lie in spite of himself to
deceive almost without perceiving it,' to
.put a blind before the eyes of others, to .,
:prostrat~ h:i;nsel! by the ~terest and van..
Ity of his situat.wn, .and With?ut .;remorse
to plunge mank.:~d I:Ptl? l'ltttpld lJlillduess:

,_. VoUa.iro,
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You knotiJ whether you need it or
not.
Sold by every drugi!st, a.nd manufactured by

D0 NA L

D K E N N E D Y,
aoxuvaY, DIA8M,
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Pri•st illl)d Mal).

A NOVEL.
By FREDERIKA l\IACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.
An independent and respectable study of char.
acter in. the law of circumstance sucli as even
George Eliot might not have been ash'!-med to
own as her first novel. . . . A more ngorous
'lresentment of the mischievous nature of modem
Dhristianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'L'IE TRUTH SEEKER.

'I'IIE BEST!
THE

' Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, cold, and position, beautiful double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; rJ>J,aranteea
a perfect timer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17' B-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $28.
In best filled gold case, OIJen-face, dust-proof, $26;
hinged case, $28 to $30; hunting. $31 to $35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2
more.
.Ke!fular Gra~e America•~ Watche"·~
S1lvenne case, 7 Jewels, $6; 11 Jewels, $7.50; 1.,
jewels, $·9; ditto, adjusted, $11. In finer cases,
add as above .
Ladle"' An:terican Gold WatcJw"•-All
latest styles, in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels.
$15;, 11 jewels, $16 50; 15 jewels, $28; 14 carat solid
gola, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases. from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Snndrie.,.-Lower grade nickel watches, ~~;r;,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80j table spoons,
$360, knives,$1.75; forks, $1.75; Mlfor$6. Solid
silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souv~nir spoons, $1 $1.25, $1.50i$2 to $3.
•J•beColonel Ingerso I.-Tea,$2.50;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3;_giltbowls, 50 cents more. Extrll.
heavy teas, $3. Etched:
" The Time to be Happy is ~ow,''
50 cents extra.
•rite Torch of Kea.,on Badge, solid gold,
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2 75, and
$3.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, $15, $20, $30.
Diamond"~ 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prepata (except knives and forks) and cash refunded atoption. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.

W AT:e~ OP. LIP.:e
Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesbarn, Pa..

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

A ROOT< FOR MEN.

oB, THE

Con fll cf befween Reason an d SupersfJ'fJ'on •
By 'I'. c. WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa..
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

.

Dnvmg everything before It that ought to
be out.

vs RELIGION J

NATHANifL VAUGHAN~

LITTLE LESSONS FOR.

LITTLt FOLJ{S.
By MRS. E. D, S/JPJVF'ER.
Boards,

4001111~·

Sent sealed to any address for IO cents, treat.ing
on that health-destroying and life-consnmin.<r
weakness of men as the result of youthfnl errors
and excesses. The book sets forth an ]Nli'IUEL
CURE, which i~ a medi~inE> to9 bs appheP, externally (the only remPdy of tne gma In existence).
You will feel imp_roved the first day, benefited
every day, until all'signs of Earlx Decay, Weaknesses Lost Manhood~-.etc.hare fuU~stored.
Aduress,
D.n. RuB'T P .. .!fELLOW~
Vmeland, N.J.
~cUIIY:you:Sa.W thjs;ip 'l'l!E 'l'llP'Hl SJ;:J;J_!:lc~
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THE TRUTH SEEKER UBRARY.
Issued Monthly.

-·::.:.::::?_-:__ __

Subscription price, $3 per annum.

-==:- -

No.

•

BOOKS ISSUEIJ.

Prtoe.

1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinkers' Almanac, 1891 ..... :. . . . .. •• . ..• •• . . . .
25
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener... . ....•. .•.... ... ... .•.•... .••.• ••
50
a. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.. . . . . . . . • 25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett..................................
25
5. Christian Absnrditi~s. John Peok........
20
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic;n on Voltaire ........ · 10
7. The Crisis............... • .... .. .. .. .. .. ....
40
8. Sabbath Breaking................. .... ..•.
25
9. Travels in Faith. · R. 0. Adams.... .... .. ..
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller.. . .
25
11. My Ue!igious Experience. S. P. Putnam.
25
12. The Higher Criticism in Theology and
Relig-ion.· T. E. Longshore·............ ..
50
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote ...... ..
25
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. lliust'd.
40
15. Was Christ OrucifiedY AustinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, und Cradle. Helen H. Gar10
dener ..................................... ..
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ...... .
25
18. A wfnl Disclosures of Maria Monk .... ..
50
19. Pocket 1'heologv. Voltaire ........ ; .... .
25
20. Pushed by Unseen H'ands. H. H. Gardener.......................................
50
21. History of Ueligion. E. E. Evans.......
20

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the year. Single copies of each
book sent upon rece1pt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

-Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By John R~ Kelso, A.M.
12mo, cloth, $1.00.

Creed of Christendom.
A

MAL 0 D 0 R 0 US

*

**

•: IF *•
•

f)INOERELY INTERES'IED LN

YOU ARE

**
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Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure,

EX PER I MEN T.

By W. R. GREG.
Oomt.lete in 1 vol .• 12mo, 899J>p., &t.rlO.

FRf fTHINKf RS' PICT0RIAL Tf XT-B00K.
I

:THE OAUBE OF

SH€\WING

~WOMAN

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTil UTHFUL•
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, ANDREVEALING THE ABUSES
OF
A
UNION OF
OHUROH AND
.;TATE.

HASTEN TO REAIJ

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.
By GEORGE N.

("THE UNCLE

MILLE~.

TOM'S CABIN OF WOMAN'S

185

SLAVERY.") •

The best men and women of England and America are
It
fairly heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
entirely its own and will give yon
triliy wonderful
a sensation such as yon never had before.
book.

I

WITH

Futi..Page
lUustratioJlS.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS Of-

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

n 1

oAN THrs
llE SO •

AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL~
ARS

Address THE TBUTR SEEKER Co.

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?

The illustrations are classified as follows:

-OR-

Curious Revelations From the
Life of a Trance Medium.
By MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD,
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. llin&
trated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of LincolL
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.150.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette place;N. Y.

•

A NEW AND IMPORTANT BOOK.

IJESIGNS BY WATSON HESTO:N,
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE IJESIGNER.

THE

HIGH[R CRITICISM IN THfOLOGY ~ RfLIGION
CONTRASTED WITI:

16represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
B
"
The Church Robbing the People.
8
"
Thanksgiving.
6
· Sabbath Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
lO
Woman and the Church.
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies in Natural History.
J
The Bible and Science.
:5
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
1
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
4
The Lord and His Works.
2
Prayer.
10
The Creeds.
1
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent SamJ.>les of Christianity's Wo~
5
" · Missionaries.
1
"
The Lord's Instruments.
25
Bible Doctrines and Their Hesullll
1
The Church and Slavery.
2
Priests and Politics.
4
Ireland and the Church.
2
Church's Idea of Civilization.
1
The Uses of the Cross.
4
Unkind Reflections on the Churoh.
9
Persecutions of the Church.
12
Some Allegories.
8
Heaven.
6
Hell.
' 7
" ·
Miscellaneons.

o3

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
fore appeared in this countrY, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of P.!ltting the book in the reach of all
At twice the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de..
signer is a wonderful successhand we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal in
America will desire a copy oft is most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethonght, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. Dut the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p~ove the utter
falsity of the church's professions and the hYJ?ocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in the
bands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

:Price, board covers, $2 ; clot})., $2.80.

ANCIENT MYTHS AND MIRACLES,
-As-

F'A(;TORS IN HUMAN EVOLUTION.
-lND-

OTHE<R :e.S.S..AV.S IN RE<P.ORM.

By 7HOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.

Price eloth, $1; paper, 60 cents.

~~With

Daughter's Babe Upon Brain and the Bible)
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theolog1.
His Knees."

Photo~raJ?h ·of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchlld m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom's g!'eatest
champion at home, may be. bad at this o:llice for
ftfty cents.

By EDGAR 0. BEALL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
Unanswerable.

Price, $1.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.

I

J'

Yol. 19.

No. 35· {PUBLISHED WE~KLY}

New York, Saturday, August 27, i892. {2s LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 Per Year.

SOUND MINDS NEED NO SENSELESS TOYS.

HISTORY O[JHE BIBLE. HISTORY
A Popular .Account of the Formation and Development of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? ·The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
·
Paver.llO cents; cloth. 75 cents.

INFIDELI
tt
DEATH. cs.w.:~oT:e.
BEDS.
**

I

I

--o--

**

otRELIGIONS. MYI ~ELIGIOUSI EXPE- Life ofsT~~B~~~EDPaine,
BEING

A Condensed Account of the Results of Scientific Research and Philosophical Research.

By :elizabet}). B. BVal)S•
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

WAS

By

s.

P.

RI[[ NlJr [[I

P.utnaJn.

. Being.the sto_IT pf hi~ relijl"ionslife and mental
Jonrneymgs. Wntten m h1s happiest· and most
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

P\at~er;

Force alld
o~,

CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
A ,indicia! consideration of the question.and the
decision against the scriptures and the Christian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEU.

Bein,g true accounts of the .Passing away of the
followmg p.ersons, thus refntmg the many Chris- A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library.
tian s.landers upon them and others:
·
Lord·Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle;
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Bronssais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
TWhomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
illiam Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Oondorcet~Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert....._Danton, Charles varwin,
Erasmus Darwin, velambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
By Helel) H. Garc:lel'\el".
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetins, Henry Heth- One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
erington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake. Victor Hugo,
Strongest Lectures Against
Hnme, J"Ittr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Mealier,
James Mill, John Stuart Mill, Muabean, Robert
the Bible.
Owen,,;r'homas Paine, Conrtlandt Palmer)..Rabelais, winwood Reade, Madame Roland, ueorge Every Woman Should Read It
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spil10za, Strans..s,1 .Tohn
Tolan$k Vanim, Voln~, Voltaire, James watson,
~
and
.
John watts, TholllllJj Woolston.
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price.•.25 c.enta.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

_

,f

Principles of the Natural Order of the Uni'
verse, with a System of Morality
•
Based Thereon.
BY PROFESSOR LUD:wiG BUCHNER, M.D.
,..-v...,.·.rENTS:

Foro.. and Matter,
The Fitness of Things ir·
Immortality of l\'Iatter, Nature (Teleology},
Immortality_of For~.,, ' l\Tan, .
.infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind;
Value of Matter,
Thon&"ht, ·
Motion,
Conscwnsness,
Fonn,
Seat of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas)..
Laws,
.
The Idea 'of uod,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance.
Laws,
·
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation "Free Will,
of the Earth,
ii'J.C'r,,lity,
Original Generation,
Conclud..ing Observa.
Secular Generation,
tions.
Price. 11!1.50. Address THE TRUTH SE.E.K..Iili

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
IDS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINE".
From the "Analysis· of Religions Belief. •

Bv VISOOTJNT ..AMBERLEY.
50 cents

WITH A

History of His Literary, Political, and Religious
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or disease. Catholic and Protestant theologians
and ecclesiastics raged equally in the work of detecting and executing the unfortunate suspects.
Women were tortured and killed by the thousands,
and with them occasionally men and children.
"The bishops' palaces of south Germany-became
shambles." In Germany during one century alone
there were executed victims to the number of over
one hundred thousand.
Among the meth~ds by which the witches produced their pestilence!'!, the church presently discover2d, was that of smearing city walls and pavements with a magic ointment that bred these.
diseases. A typical case of the detection and execution of doers of these deeds is one which occurred
at Milan, Italy, and we will giv an account of it,
for which we are indebted to the Popular Science
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Christianity's Effects Upon Health and Medical Science.
We will conclude our account of the relations between the Christian religion and the health and life
of the human race.
Early in the. Middle Ages a dreadful outgrowth
upon this doctrin of the supernatural production of

" That city was ihen under the· control of Spain, and
its authorities having received from the Spanish government notice that certain personR suspected of witchcraft
had recently left Madrid, and had perhaps gone to Milan
to anoint the walls, this communication was dwelt upon
in the pulpits as another evidence of that satanic malice
which the church alone had the means of resisting, and
the people were thus excited and put upon the alert. One
morning, in the year 1630, an old woman, looking out of
her window, saw a man walking along the street and
wiping his fingers upon the wall ; she immediately called
the attention of another old womau, and they agreed that
this man must be one of the diabolical anointers. It was
perfectly evident to a person under ·ordinary conditions
that this unfortunate man was simply trying to remove
from his fingers the ink gathered while writing from the
ink-horn which he carried in his girdle ; but this explanation was too simple to satisfy those who first observed
him or those who afterward tried him: a mob was raised
and be was thrown into prison. :Being tortured, he at

~::! ~~: j~~o:n:n~ :~~!r~ ::~~:S:~e~u;h:tt;:~~:!::

wall, and on being again submitted to torture utterly beyond endurance, he confessed everything which was sug~
gested to him; and on being tortured again and again to
giv the names of his accomplices, he accused, at hazard,
the first people of the city whom he thought of. These,
disease made its appearance. This was the notion being arrested and tortured beyond endurance, confessed
that Satan used human emissaries in his generation and implicated a still greater number, until members of
of disease, and that these emissaries were Jews and the foremost families were included in the charge. Again
witches.
and again all these unfortunates were tortured beyond
As to the Jews, it was believed that they accom- endurance. Under paganism the rule regarding torture
had been that it should not be carried beyond endurance;
plished their infernal designs by means of poison- and we therefore find Cicero ridiculing it as a mean.e of
ing, and spreading pestilence. Throughout conti- detecting crime, because a stalwart criminal of strong
nental Europe there arose a furious persecution of nerves might resist it and go free, while s physically
these people. The putting of them to death was delicate man, though innocent, would be forced to confess. Hence it was that under paganism a limit was imoften acc ompanied with torture. Burning to death posed
to the torture which could be administered; but
was common. At the time of the black death when Christianity had become predominant throughout
twelve thousand Jews were massacred in Bavaria. Europe, torture was developed with a cruelty never before
The rue Brulee in Strasburg remains as a monu- known. The theological doctrin of 'excepted cases'
ment t~ the burning of two thousand Jews in it on was evolved-these 'excepted cases' being heresy and
witchcraft; for by a very simple and natural process of
an accusation of poisoning the wells and caus- · theological reasoning it was held that Satan would giv
ing the plague of 1348. At the royal castle of supernatural st.rength to his special devotees-that is, to
Chinon, near Tours, a great trench was dug and heretics and witches; and therefore, that in dealing with
filled with blazing wood, and in a single day one them there should be no limits to the torture. The result
hundred and sixty Jews were burnt therein.
was in this particular case, as in tens of thousands be"
sides, that the accused confessed everything which could
The persecution of tlie witches fo:r causing be suggested to them, and often in the delirium of their
disease began about in the twelfth century. It agony confessed far more than all that the zeal of the
gained growth dur~g the thirteenth Cell;tury, when prosecutors could suggest. Finally, a great number of
persecution in general was quickened by Innocent worthy p€\ople were sentenced to the most cruel death
III., who then instituted the Inquisition and issued which could be invented. The records of their trials and
deaths are frightful. The treatis which in recent years
the first appeal to princes to employ their power has first brought to light in connected form an authentic
for the suppression of heresy. In 1484 the doctrin, account of the proceedings in this affair, and which givs
and its resulting persecution, received a tremendous at the end engravings of the accused submitting to hornimpetus from the great bull of Pope Innocent VIII. ble tortures on their way to the stake and at the place of
execution itself, is one of the most fearful monuments of
This bull irretrievably committed the church to theological reasoning and human folly.
the doctrin that witches are a great cause of disease,
"To cap the cliniax, after a poor apothecary had been
storms, and various ills which afflict manki~d. tortured into a confession that he had made the magic
This bull, like the other utterances of both ointment, and had been put to death with the most exchurches afterward, based its declaration on the quisit refinements of torture, his family were obliged to
take another name, and were driven out from the city;
biblical text, "Thou shalt not suffer a witch to liv." his house was torn down, and on its site was erected • The
The bull was followed by a frantic orus'ade against House of Infamy,' which remained on this spot until,
witches held to be guilty of producing ill weather toward the end of the eighteenth century, a party of

•
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young radicals, probably influenced by the reading of
Beccaria, sallied forth one night and leveled this pious
monument to the ground."
While such notions on the cause of disease prevailed, and medical men who would fain inquire
into its true origin were persecuted by the ecclesiastics, either by genuin believers as dealers with
Satan or by jealous ones as rivals for the people's
patronage, it may easily be conceived how sweeping
were the devastations that the unstayed plagues
effected. In some regions nine out of ten perished,
and in others the total population was exterminated.
This state of things prevailed for centuries. In
Spain sanitary measures were considered both useless and impious till the invasion of the Freethinking Napoleon at the opening of this century. He
suppressed the Inquisition and instituted hygienic
customs, but at his expulsion the Inquisition was
revived and sanitation resuppressed, and at this
day health measures are in many districts but beginning to supplant superstitious supplications and
ceremonies. "The most sober accounts of travelers
in the Spanish peninsula until a recent period are
sometimes irresistibly comic in their pictures of
people insisting on maintaining arrangements
more filthy than would be permitted in an American backwoods camp, while taking enormous pains
to stop the pestilence by bell-ringings, processions,
and new dresses bestowed upon.the local Madonna."
In England as in the ·continental countries sani-·
tation was totally ignored. The English dwelling
was pervaded by a filthiness beyond description.
The floor of the ordinary cottage· was of earth ; this
was strewn with hay or rushes ; into this layer
dropped offal and all filth; from time to time fresh
hay or rp.shes were overlaid, and the whole mass
was allowed to ferment and generate miasma.
Some physicians advised the reform of this and
other deleterious practices ; Caius, Mead, and
Pringle made themselvs especially notable in urging it; but ecclesiastics still obstinately maintained
the theological theories of disease in the place that
should h~tv been occupied by the medical, and
mummery continued the resource of the multitude.
In 1665 the innumerable minor pestilences were
s~;wceeded by the great plague of Londo·', which
destroyed over a hundred thousand lives. This,
like othe1.s, was considered a visitation of divine
vengeance for "the prophaning of the Sabbath."
To show that epidemics were used as agents of divine retribution passages were adduced from Numbers, Psalms, Zechariah, and Revelation. One of
the most dismal incidents of the plague, and one
that illustrates the way in which it was looked on,
was that of a fanatic who paraded the streets naked
with a pan of fiery coals on his head, proclaiming
woe to the city and its destruction in forty days,
after the manner of Jonah at Nineveh.
The jail-fever was among the most dreadful of
the plagues in England. The jails were small ; the
occupants; in those days when crime was rampant
and when imprisonment for d3bt was practiced,
were myriad; there was no ventilation, sewera.ge,
or disinfection. The result was that jail-fever was
never idle among those confined, and a person imprisoned in those days stood a greater chance of
actually losing his life than one condemned to
execution by a court does now. This jail-fever at
about every court session infected the judges and
officials and spread abroad. At the Black Assize at
Oxford in 1577 the chief baron, the sheriff, and
three hundred men died within· forty hours. A
single Scotch regiment on being infected by some
prisoners lost no fewer than two hundred men.
The church dealt with this state of things by de-

vising ·new forms of prayer for prisoners, particularly one to be placed in the Irish Prayer Book.
The same view of pestilence, says Prof. A. D.
White, "had also its fulf course in Calvinistic Scotland-the only difference being that, while in
Roman Catholic countries relief was sought by
fetiches, gifts, processions, exorcisms, and works of
expiation, promoted by priests ; in Scotland, after
the- Reformation, it was sought in fast-days established by Presbyterian elders. Accounts of the
filthiness of Scotch cities and villages, as well as of
ordinary dwellings, down to a period well within
this century, seem monstrous. All that in these
days is·swept into the sewers, was in those allowed
to remain around the houses or thrown into the
streets. The old theological theory that •vain is
the hand of man,' checked scientific thought and
paralyzed sanitary endeavor.
The result was
natural: between the thirteenth and seventeenth
centuries thirty notable epidemics swept the country, and some of them carried off multitudes; but
as a rule thes~ never sugge~ted sanitary improvement; they were called 'visitations,' attributed to
divine wrath against human sin, and the work of
the authorities was to announce the particular. sin
concerned, and to declaim against it. Amazing
theories were thus propounded-theories which
led to spasms of severity ; and, in some of these,
offenses generally punished much less severely were
visited with death. Every pulpit interpreted the
ways of God to man in such seasons so as rather to
increase than to diminish the pestilence. The effect
of thus seeking supernatural causes rather than
natur~l may be seen in such facts as the death by
plague of one-fourth of the whole population of the
city of Perth in a single year of the fifteenth
century; oth101r towns suffering similarly both then
and afterward. Here and there, physicians more
wisely inspired endeavored to push sanitary measures, and in 1585 attempts were made to clean the
streets of Edinburg},l, but the chroniclers tell us
that 'magistrates and ministers gave no heed.'
One sort of calamity, indeed, came in as a mercythe great fires which swept through the cities,
clearing and cleaning them. Though the town
council of Edinburgh declared the noted fire of 1700
'a fearful rebuke of God,' it was observed that,
after it had done its work, disease and death were
greatly din:llnished."
In the Protestant colonies of America the same
views 6n pestilence were held and the same remedies resorted to. The same discouragement of the
medical art continued, and witches were executed
for causing diseases as in the mother countries.
The great Puritan divine, Increase Mather, tells us
in his "Wonders of the Invisible World,'' published
at Boston in 1693, that
"plagues are some of those woes, with wlJich the Divil
troubles us. It is said of the Israelites, in 1 Cor. 10. 10:
They were dost1·oyod of the destroye1·. That is, they had
the Plague among them. 'Tis the DestroyeJ, or the
Divil, that scatters Plagues about the World: Pestilential
· and Contagious Diseases, 'tis the Dive!, who do's oftentimes Invade us with them. 'Tis no uneasy thing, for
the Dive!, to impregnate the Air about us, with such
Malignant Salts, as meeting with the Salt of our Microcosm, shall immediately cast us into that Fermentation
and Putrefaction, which will utterly desolve All the
Vital Tyes within us; Ev'-!! as an Aqua Fortifl, made with
a conjunction of Nitre and Vitriol, Corrodes what it
seizes upon. And when the Dive! has raised those Arsenical Fumes, which become Venomous Quivers full of
Terrible Arrows, how easily can he shoot the deleterious
• Miasms into those Juices or Bowels of Mens Bodies,
which will soon Enflame them with a Mortal Fi1·e!
Hence come such Plagues, as that Beesome of Destruction which within our memory swept away such a throng
of people from o.ne English City in one Visitation: and
hence those Infectious Feavers, which are but so many
Disg\used Plagues among us, Causing Epidemical pesolations" (pp: 17 and 18).
On pages 134 and 135 he givs instances where
" some long Bow'd down under such a spirit of Infirmity
Marvelously Recovered upon the
Death of the Witches,'' and where "one patient
was bro-ught unto. death's door and so remained
until 'the witch was taken and carried away by the
constable, when he began at once to recover and
was soon well." It is amusing to find the Puritans,
while attributing the plague among themselvs to
uevils and witches, ascribing the same afi.iiction

among the Indians to a quite clfferent cause-a divine plan foz< clearing New England for the bearers
of the true belief. Johnson's "Hist<;>ry of New
England,'' published in 1654, informs us that
"by this means Christ . .
not only made
room for His people to plant, but also tamed the
hard and cruel hearts of those barbarous Indians,
insomuch that half a handful of His people landing
not long after in Plymouth Plantation, found little
resistance."
Space fails us for the rehear~;;al even of a thousandth part of the grotesque, or tragic, or piteous
aspects of the long reign of the church over the
human belief as to disease. Perhaps the most pathetic side of it all is that on which we view the
struggles, thwartings, bitter disappointments, and
often torture and death, of the scores of thousands
of investigators. In every age men appeared here
and there who essayed to ascertain the truth in the
matter, and would hav saved countless lives then,
and incalculably advanced our .state of health today. But their endeavors were harassed, their
spirits broken, and their lives extinguished by
Christianity, the Infamy of Infamies.

A Brilliant Misstater of' Facts.
Speaking religio-politically, the New York Sw~ is
making an ass of itself, as instance this, in reply to
a query if it i_s true that the chl!-irmen of both political parties are Catl:.olics, board at the same hotel,
and confess to the same priest :
"Whether Messrs. Carter and Harrity stop at the same
hotel and confess to .the same priest are questions that we
cannot answer, because we do not know; but we believe
they are both Catholics, and we are glad of it. We should
be still more glad if we were perfect-ly sure that in all
cases their religion would govern their acts, for then we
should be certain that nothing improper or anti-American
would be done by either of them in his management of
the canvass."
Either the Sun has become converted to the idea
of a union of church and state, or it willfully misstates facts. The ..Catholic church is plainly and
avowedly working for such union, as industriously
as are the Gad-in-the-Constitution party and the
Sabbath Union, which latter organizations hav succeeded in partially accomplishing it, by inducing
Congress to legislate in religious matters. Cardinal
Gibbons helped them along. Whether or not a
union-of church and state is proper depends upon
the point from which it is viewed. It certainly is
anti-American according to the notions of the
founders of this republic, though the Puritan colonists l::elieved in it.
A particular anti-American scheme of the Catholics, a detail merely of the greater one, is the
sectarianizing of the public schools. The church
makes no secret of its intention here. And it is
only three weeks ago that Archbishop Ireland told
the Rev. L. H. Morey, a Presbyterian clergyman of
Stillwater, Minn., that he considered the public
schools as constituted to be godless, and said that
religious elements should be introduced into them.
This is a report of a part of the interview between
the two ecclesiastics.
The Rev. Mr. Morey is
talking:
''I again suggested that committees of all religious denominations meet and formulate a ritual to be used as a
text-book, containing religious instructions that would not
be objectionable to any sect and that no persons of good
·
morals could object to.
"He objected on the ground that I would not confess
to the Catholic idea, admitting that what Catholics wanted
was the teaching of the Catholic religion in the schools.
He cited an instance in which the state legislated in a
matter of religion, requiring the observance of the Sabbath, and remarked that the state did not do that for the
sake of religion, but to require the observance of Sunday
as a day of rest.
'' He then said: 'Why not legislate immediately in
that way in the matter of the public schools?' Claiming
that by such a plan the state would immediately arrange
religion, I objected to the SabbathasnotbE!ing a parallel,
the Sabbath being common to both Catholics and Protestants, but 1hat th~ Catholic religion which he was advancing in his plans was not common to both Catholics
and P.rotestants.
'' The archbishop frnnkly admitted th~t the Protestant's
co1~science had good reason to be offended when sisters
of charity were introduced into the Central Public School
buildings and placed over Protestant children. I asked
if I might infer from that that the garb of the ~isters of
charity had a teaching force. 'fhis he pmctically admitted .

•

"The archbishop is an astute and plausible talker; but
as I said to him, his plan involves the impossible condition of putting religious instruction by the state in
schools, which is contrary to the laws and conditions of
the state.
"I suggested that this plan was one that could stand
only on its merits, and in the eye of the law this religious
element robbed it of all merit. He seemed confident
:that some compromise would be arrived at by which the
difficulties would be met. I gained from him the information that his efforts are by no means considered at an
end."
If that scheme of Mr. Ireland's, as outlined by
Mr. Morey, is not improper and _anti-American, then
we hav studied the Constitution, history, and traditions of this country for naught.
In saying these things, it is evident that the. Sun
is playing to the political galleries, filled with Catholics, as well as the advertising Catholic publicthe reading Catholic public being too limited to
consider-for in the same issue we find this:
" 'It is not a small task to find out how the matter of
the universe was made. The task is hard. '-President
Prescott's Address before tile Amm--ioan Association for
the Advancement of Science.
"Indeed it is. It is a task infinitly beyond the power
of the human mind. Time spent at the task is wasted.
Any man who undertakes the task endangers his reason.
The task is not within the compass of science."

If the Sun were the orthodox journal it J.\,fephistophileanly pretends to be it would hav said that
science had no task at all before it in such a search,
as the task is accomplished by just saying " God
created it." The Presbyterians add, and they but
voice the position of all orthodox Christians, "out
of nothing." Evidently ~he Sun does not believe
the Bible or the explanation of the church. In this
it is closer in touch with the sentiment of the century than in maintaining that Catholicism is no foe
of Americanism, as Americanism is exhibited in the
existence and laws and spirit of the great North
American republic.
But then, what won't politicians do and say,
whatever they think!

The Chicago Meeting.
The meeting at Chicago for which Mr. Putnam
has issued a call will b~ held at Madison Hall, 146
West Madison street, on Sunday, September 4th.
All the Liberals in Chicago and the rest of the
country are .invited to attend. There will be conferences during the day and lectures in the evening.
The object of the meeting, as stated in ihe. call,
is to put Freethought work upon a practical basis
and thereby do something. The Sabbath Union,
commanding as it does the aid of the churches, is
encroaching too much upon the liberties of the
people. The cowardice of the politicians which
induces them to vote against their own principles
must be overcome by showing them that there is
another side to these religious legislativ questions.
From United States Senator to municipal officer
they must be liberated from their bonds. 'l'he
National Reform Association which is seeking
direct re1igious legislation must be opposed vigorously and persistently. Whenever and wherever
any sect 9r religious institution, or Christianity in
general, seeks any favors from the governmentmoney or land or laws-the Liberals should be on
hand to fight for the American principle of separation of church and state practically as well as
theor ~ tically.
This is the defensiv work. The aggressiv work
is to induce the repeal of. Sunday laws, blasphemy
laws, and laws exempting church property from
taxation. These are the most important, but
added to them the other demands of Liberalism
can be worked upon. As the Investigator says,
Mr. Putnam "voices the situation and strikes the
keynote of reform in his call." There is danger
real and near from ecclesiasticism.
Something
should l::e done to ward it off and redeem the
nation from the disgrace of retrograding. The era
of Puritanism, or ecclesiasticism in government, has
once been passed by the nation, and it would be
absurd and criminally foolish for the people to allow
its revival. The sentiment of the nation is unquestionably opposed to it, and if some method can be
devised by which the people can make themselvs
hearu in the matter politicians will quit " working
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_the religious racket" and legislate with some common sense."
\
It is to accomplish some of these things that the
"Fr!'lethought Federation of America" is proposed,

Proof Called For.
The Rev. J. M. Buckley, of the Christian Advo'cate, attributes these words to Benjamin Franklin
as " said " to Thomas Paine : " I would advise you
not to attempt to unchain the tiger, but to burn
this piece before it is seen by any other person.
If men -are so wicked with religion, what would
they be without it 7" If Mr. Buckley desires to retain what reputation he has as a student he will
now prove his assertion.
·
In the same editorial, on "Benjamin Franklin's
Religion," Mr. Buckley makes strenuous effort to
be fair and makes some statements worth recording
outside of a Methodist paper. Observing that one
of his brethren publishes the statement that "in
the earlier part of his life Dr. Franklin acknowledged himself to be skeptical in religion, but later
in life he became a firm believer in divine revelation," he says: "It would be a delight to confirm
rather than invalidate these words, but if by divine
revelation is meant the divine origin by a special
revelation of the Old and New Testament, we are
certain that they will not bear investigation. Benjamin Franklin became a deeply religious man and
a believer in a personal God, a devout Deist, and a
man of prayer, but not a believer in the supernatural origin of Christianity. Through the greater
part of his life he was 'latitudinarian.' On March
9, 1790, a few weeks before his death, he wrote to
Dr. Stiles his opinion upon this subject: 'As to
Jesus of Nazareth, my opinion of whom you particularly desire, I think the system of morals and his
religion as he left them to us the best the world
ever saw, or is likely to see; but I apprehend it has
received various corrupting changes ; and I hav,
with most of the present Dissenters in England,
some doubts as to his divinity. There is no sufficient reason to believe that he ever went any further."
Of the phrase "sacred writings," meaning the
Bible, used by Franklin in a speech, Mr. Buckley
says that "his opinion was that they were the result of the blended wisdom and spiritual meditations of devout men," and not a supernatural revelation. Mr. Buckley adds: ," Let him be placed,
then, where_ he -can be maintained. Christianity
does not need even the massiv intellect of a Franklin."
And along with these statements he prints as
true a tale not only improbable but which has over
and over again been shown to be absolutely false!
B)lt let him try to prove his assertion.

your subscribers, with any suggestion that from your
practical standpoint you may deem best, I think enough
subscribers for the above object can be secured to fully
guarantee the work and all the expense connected thereYours truly,
HENRY BIRD,
with.
"144 Belleville ave., Newark, N.J."
If we could sell a thousand copies of this picture
at fifty cents each, we could get a return of the
cost of the work, tubing, and postage. The picture
would be twenty-four inches in hight, and proportionately wide, printed in five colors.
But if there _are enough friends wanting the
work to subscribe two hundred dollars we will get
the chromo made, and depend upon sales for the
balance. Mr, Bird heads the list with fifty and we
shall acknowledge other subscriptions with pleasure.- These pictures are great educators, and the
wider their distribution in varied and attractiv forms
the better for Freethought.

What Time Does.
The Christian cl;turch has for some decades possessed quite a reputation for stealing the fame of
dead great men and trying to gain credit to itself
therefor, but who would suppose that it could
make so bold a burglarious effort as to appropriate
Percy Bysshe Shelley! If a young man who knew
Shelley only by reputation as a wondrous poet
should walk into the parish church of Horsham,
England, and look upon the memorial tablet just
placed therein, he would at once conclude that the
poet was in his life a devout believer in that church's
dogmas. And the preacher would never undeceive
him.
The colossal impudence of putting this tablet in
the church so astonishes the New York Sun that it
says: ,; It is not worth while to make any comment upon the news from England that a memorial tablet has been placed upon the wall of a
grand old church, the parish church of Horsham,
in honor of the poet Shelley, who was denounced
all through his life as a godless enemy of- the faith,
and who was deprived of the custody of his own
children by the court of chancery because of the alleged wickedness of his religious opinions. In
view of Shelley's memorial tablet in the parish
church of Horsham, what may not Col. Robert G.
Ingersoll look forward to ?"
We should say that with Darwin in Westminster
abbey, and Shelley memorialized in a grand old
church in Horsham, Colonellngersoll can confidently
look forward to peing sainted.
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the .church's influence will "drift" or drive a hundred thousand more workingmen out of the "fold."
The church is digging its own grave as fast as it
can.
~

It is reported that the following slightly sarcastic report was made by a committee of the
municipal council of Milwaukee on a petition to hav
the theaters of the city closed on Sunday: "Your
standing committee on ordinances, to whom was
referred an ordinance to close Sunday theaters, respectfully report that they hav given the matter
careful consideration and find that some people
work seven days in the week, some six days and
rest one. Some work one day and rest six. Your
committee regard it as a self-evident proposition
that those who merit the greatest consideration
from the state are those who work the most, other
things being equal. Your committee further finds
that 'one man esteemeth one day above another;
another man esteemeth every day ali)re. Let
every man be fully persuaded in his own mind. ·
And again: 'He that regardeth the day regardeth
it unto the Lord; and he that regardeth not the
day to the Lord doth not regard it.' Your committee respectfully recommends that said petition
be laid on the table."
This is the latest "ghost story" which the
people of the nineteenth century, who are supposed
to know something, are asked to believe: A little
girl of ten years was painfully an:d helplessly .
paralyzed. One day, nearly two y~ars ago, she
asked her mother to read from the Bible, and .the
reading converted her. A few days ago she said she
was going to die, and her little sister took up the
Bible to read to her, opening at Matthew ninth chapter, fourth to sixth verses: "And Jesus knowing their
thoughts said, Wherefore think ye evil in your
hearts 7 For whether it is easier to say, Thy sins
be forgiven thee: or to say, Arise and walk 7 ~ut
that ye may know that the son of man hath power
on earth to. forgiv sins (then saith he to .the sick of
the palsy), Arise, take up thy bed and go unto tliine
_house.'' Then she felt a strange sensation creeping
over her, and she straightway got out of bed, and
is now almost well.
The little girl's name is
Mertenia A. Underhill, the location is at Redding.
She was treated by Dr. Ernest Smith, of Redding
Centre, and the story is sent to the Sun by a Danbury correspondent-all but the Sun being in Connecticut. Dangerous occupations command high
wages, and the reporter who stretched his imagination to the extent required iu writing up this story
ought t~ receive great money. The churches of
Redding and Danbury might well pass the
contribution-box for his benefit.

A Chicago correspondent of the World of this
city reports that Vice-President Higginbotham said
that if Congress did not repeal the SunC:ay-closing
act, the gates would be kept open on Sunday anyhow. We hope this is true. There is one thing
certain, that the managers of the Fair are not going
When the shocks of earthquake were felt in
to
lose the three millions of dollars an open Fair
An Attractiv Proposal.
California
some time ago the inhabitants of a few
would bring them if they can help it. This time,
We hav received the following communication and
naturally
became frightened. A daily paper
places
as we hav previously remarked, Mammon is on the
proposition from a valued friend of Freethought :
thus
describes
one
scene occurring at a hotel: Last
side of Righteousness-and may both win!
evening th" women of the hotel declined to sleep
"EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: The engraving on
first page in your issue of July 86th, 'Consternation
The Banner of Light thus describes our new in the third story and demanded quarters on the
Among the Reptils,' is very suggestiv and impressiv. Bible Picture Book: "Commencing with Genesis, second floor. This gave Ira Doolittle, the proprieWould :it not be a good idea to hav a chromo, or some
other kind of picture, taken, size not less than 20 x 24 all the leading events,· commands, and teachings tor, a chanc~ to make a lit,tle speech. Addressing his
inches, of this, and, if a success, perhaps several other capable of having their inconsistencies shown by wife, who led the rebellion, Mr. Doolittle said:
pictures of equally striking subjects?
the artist's skill, are made the subjects of pen and " Why, I hav known you forty-five years, and you
"The time has come when all Freethinkers, and all pencil. A glance at any one of them will convey hav always professed to be and hw_always been, as
those opposed to bigotry and superstition, should be
far as I know, a Christian, like myself. If you ever
proud to show their hands, and champion this ' Real more impressiv and enduring views of the ridicudid a wrong act, you havmore than atoned for it by
lousness
of
supposing
the
crudities
therein
conRock of Ages,' and I know no better way than by adorning our walls with works of art indicativ of the trend of tained entitled to the worship and reverence of living with me all these years, and yet you are afraid
our mind. Such pictures, whether of Bacchus or Of mankind than scores of pages of argument. There of a blanked earthquake. And you, girls! You go
Bruno, become object-lessons to all thinking persons, are two hundred full-page engravings, and the to church three or four times a day, and say the
and if got up at a reasonable figure, would make
Lord is yours, and that you are his, and that he will
fitting presents, at any time, for our friends, and be liv- same number -of letter-press."
after you, a~d all that, but here you are
look
ing examples of truth to bequeath to our children and
Rev. T. Hanlon, D.D., of Pennington Seminary, a-crying because you are afraid of a double blanked,
posterity.
''This giant, this unconquerable ' rock of ages,' the re- made the following frank admission in addressing little measly earthquake. Now, I hav been a Chrissult of an age of science, might be made a companion the great world's triennial conference of Methodists tian all my life, and I hav been in this blank compicture to the defenseless infantil representation of the recently held at Omaha: " The laboring clallses are munity a quarter of a century, trying to make men
unscientific, and hence superstitious and bigoted, past.
' Wide Awake ' and 'Fast Asleep ' are similar repre- drifting away from the church. Our church is better. If the Lord wants to kill me off with a
made up of women to a large extent. The men are blanked earthquake, why, let him do it. Now, then,
sentations of two subjects I happen to hav.
''I hav no idea what the cost of carrying out such a drifting away from it." The laboring classes are you can take the blanked second floor, including, my
suggestion would be, but to show that I am in earnest finding out that the church is their worst enemy, room. I'll go up stairs and sleep, and the blanked
and would like to become possessed of at least one en- that it is a vampire sucking their blood and at the earthquake may come or stay as it double blanked
larged picture of the above, I hereby agree to contribute
fifty dollars ($50) if a sufficient number of others are same time refusing them needed recreation and en- pleases." Then Mr. Doolittle climbed the stairs,
equally interested in carrying out the above suggestion; joyment on the only day of the week at their dis- and, as he said this morning, "slept the sleep of the
and if you, Mr. Editor, will -please state this matter to posal. The closing of the World's Fair through righteous."
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Finance.
"Money is a medium of exchange." It is not
necessary that it should hav an intrinsic value or a
value within itself. The less it has the better.
And it should also be irredeemable. Every time it
buys a bushel of wheat, potatoes, or beans . it r~
deems itself, and this is all the redemptiOn It
needs. Anything that has a value becom~s a c?mmodity, and all commodities fluctuate m pnce,
therefore money should be made out of a material
that has the least value possible. When gold was
discovered in Australia and California, Austria
and most of the Gennan states demonetized it, and
it was not until the Comstock lode and other silver
mines were discovered that it was remonetized,
and then silver became "the victim." It has been
argued that gold wa_,s the best material on which to
base the value of money, because it was less liable
to fluctuate than any other. Such is not the fact, as
the above citation from history proves. While
paper possesses this quality, if not based ~n a metallic money, it is clearly shown that the ~Iscovery
of mor~ gold has a tendency to cause It t~ decrease in value, while .becoming scarce causes It to
increase in value, and then it must be remembered
that the very fact that it is being used as money
givs it a fictitious value or it becomes more valuable on that account than it would otherwise. be.
Now, paper is free from all of these objPctions because it takes so little of it comparativly for the
purpose of money, and the resources are bou_ndl~ss,
so it is the least liable to fluctuate of anythmg Imaginable. Money should hav no market value. It
should always be at par, then there would be no
such thing as speculating on the money market.
Cattle, slaves, shells, beads, wampum, sticks, gold,
silver, iron, copper, paper, and leather hav all been
used as money. This government uses five of th~
above-mentioned materials as money, viz., paper,
copper, nickel, silver, and gold. The Hudson Bay
Company used sticks as money in their trading
with the Indians. One stick represented an otter
skin, one a deer skin, and one a skunk skin, and so
on. And the Hudson Bay Company would receive
the same sticks back for guns, ammunition, and supplies; and it was only wberu the Hudson Bay Company was not known that their sticks did not answer all the purposes of money or a ·medium of exchange: In the year 1850 the Fire Marine Insuranae bank of Milwaukee had in circulation in
the Western country $3,000,000 of their own issue.
"and its credit really rested upon George Smith, of
Chicago, and Alexander Mitchell, of Milwaukee,"
~nd it was considered the best of money in that
Western country, notwithstanding there were grave
doubts whether it had a right to exist. Why, at
one time Missouri state paper and Louisi~na state
paper were five per cent above par. Now, this goes
to prove a precedent, and it will not do to cite this
country or any other at a time when the very existence of this country was threatened.
.
Paper is the best material of which to make
money, because it is cheapest and most convenient
and less liable to fluctuate, but some object on account of trading with foreign nations. We hav always been an exporting nation since the foundation of our government and always expect to be.
We export more and more each year and import
less and less, so the balance of trade is greatly in
our favor. And besides, if you wish to travel in a
foreign country you -exchange our money for the
money of the government you wish to travel in.
If it be silver or gold the exchange is made according to the weight and their measure of value,
while if it be paper it is made at par. Nations hav
no way of measuring paper money and as long as
the stability of the government that is under consideration is secure it passes at par with the exchanges of other nations.
It is the fiat of government that makes a piece
of anyth1ng money. You would not be obligedto
take ten pounds of gold for a debt of $1, but you
would be obliged to take 412i" grains of silver with
the American "buzzard," or government stamp, on
it, notwithstanding it has only eighty cents' worth
of silver in it ; the balance is fiat ; and if the government can make you take the least bit of fiat in
"your'n," why can it not make you take it all in
fiat! And why need you object as long as it passes
" dollar for dollar~" Venice issued papE:r money that
was never redeemed for over six hundred years.
Queen Catherine of Russia was reduced to such strajts
that she called her counselors together to devise
means to raise more money. They advised her to borrow it of her nobles. She said, "No, I will not do
it. If I do, I and my people become their slaves ;
but if I issue my own money, they become my
slaves."
Here is an apt illustration in regard to our own
situation.
This _government and its people hav

become slaves to the money power, or plutocrats,
and our would-be statesmen would do well to take
a lesson from the ancient Catherine of Russia.
France in the Franco-Prussian war, agreed to
pay Ger~any $1,000,000,000, and she immediately
issued $500 000 000 in irredeemable paper currency,
which enabled her to set her thirty million inhabitants to work; and as labor is wealth, she was
enabled to pay Germany the $1,000,000,000 indemnity money before it was due and come to the rescue of the Earrings of England, which prevented a
panic throughout the civilized world, and which
also caused her to retain her supremacy as the
most prosperous nation in the world. It is said
the threatened failure of the Barring Brothers sunk
values about $26,000,000 in this country, while it
is also said that it only took $4,000,000 to prevent
that failure. Yet the government of England was
powerless, the same as our government was in 1873,
and would be again if a panic should occur, unless
she changes her financial system. Some may dispute but that this government controls its financial
policy; it ought to, but the facts are, it does not.
Several years ago, when the greenback issue was so
prominently before our national legislature, the
bankers of this country and England combined,
and succeeded in taking the control of the currency
out of the bands of the government, and placing it
in their own, and hence this government is powerless to come to the rescue in a panic, if one was
imminent. The Hazzard circular of England to
the bankers of this country said, " Oppose the issue
of a legal-tender paper money, because we cannot
control it." Echo answered through Beuell, secretary of the National Bankers' Association of this
country," Try and induce the agricult.ural and religious press especially to oppose the issue of an
irredeemable paper money, and also see your
member of Congress and enlist his sympathies ; it
will never do to allow such to become a law, because
we cannot control it." Such, in substance, is what
they said, and now the question is, hav the bankers
been running money matters in the interest of the
people or themselvs ~ Let the mortgaged homes
both in the cities and country answer.
Over
nine million of the same, it seems to us, answer loud
enough so anyone that ·cannot hear that could not
hear Gabriel's horn toot.
The capitalists h v boasted that thera are five
men in this country who, if they were to act in concert, could paralyze business between two suns. If
government has lost control of the commercial
business of this country to that extent, is it not
time to wind up her affairs, and turn it over foot
and dragoons to an oligarchy-which she has done
in fact but not in name~
Any government that does not provide enough
of a circulating medium to do the business of its
people, in the language of our. forefathers, ought
not to exist. Think of it leaving its citizens to the
mercy of the bankers and capitalists who control
the finances of their country, and who thrive on
"the misery and grow fat on the despair " of its people.· This government is growing poorer at the rate
of $9,000,000 a day, or for the three hundred and
thirteen working days in a year, $2,817,000,000. Figures will not lie ; and all you hav to do to prove it,
is to take the three million workingmen that are out
of employment and allow them $1.50 per day and
board themselvs, and their employer the same as
profit ($1.50 per day) on their labor, and you hav the
enormous amount above stated, which would make
enough to pay the appropriations of the $1,000,000,000 Congress, the national debt, and leave it so
those three million families could liv in comfort
and ease besides, without taxing the rest of the
people a cent. It is a shame that a free sovereign
people will be ruled by prejudice, hatred, and animosity to the extent that they will aid and abet
such a nefarious scheme as making dear mon~y,
which is in favor of the rich, instead of aiding and
helping by their vote to make a cheap money, which
is in the interest of the poor and well-deserving.
It should be borne in mind labor is wealth ; and
would it not be well for us to follow the example of
France~ Issue enough money, irredeemable, to set
our sixty odd million people to work, and then all
would be prosperous and happy. J. W. ABBOTT.

W. S. Bell Coming Eastward.
At Palouse I had an excellent time. The Freethinkers of that city are i:mmerous and liberal in
word and deed. I was met at the cars by a group
of them who gave me a healthy welcome to the city.
Mr. Robert Pfaendtner took me to hishome, where
I enjoyed the generous hospitality of his family for
three days. I inade the acquaintance of many good
Freethinkers, viz., Messrs. R. J. Anderson, W. L.
Farnsworth, M. Foster, H. D. Harkness, et al. My
audiences were large and enthusiastic; Palouse

will always remain a' green spot in my memory.
My next engagement was a long way off in
Idaho and I was almost a day and night getting
there. But a twenty-four hours' ride on the cars is
not as unpleasant as a twenty-four miles' ride"on an
alkali desert. The monotony of alkali dust and
heat was greatly modified by the cheerful company
of Mr. E. C. Blanchard, his wife and her father.
And it requires a great <leal of cheerfulness to overcome such unpleasant manifestat~ons of divine
providence. They are the mystenous way_s and
means instituted by the inscrutable to punfy us.
I cannot say how far the. divine economy was
a success in my case. I can, however, say with a
good conscience that I was both tried and fried,
and almo.st melted, by the fervent heat. However,
we all reached Emmett after our twenty-four miles'
ride in safety. After some cooling drinks the long
ride was a thing of the past. My three lectures
were well received by large audiences. Mr. S. P.
Putnam has been here some years ago. Mr: James
Wardwell was the pioneer of Freethought in this
place. His death, which occurred a year and a half
ago, was a hard blow to our cause here. His
daughter, Miss Elsie Wardwell Hays, a young lady
of more than ordinary talents and tastes, is one of
the mainstays of the cause now. Mr. E. C. Blanchard is a worker of no common character. He holds
Freethought dear, and is willing to take hold and
do what he can. I am under great obligations to
him for his hearty cooperation. Every town can
hav Liberal lecturers if they hav o:i:J.ly one such a
worker as E. C. Blanchard.
My next ride was a long one, namely from Emmett to Caldwell over the same twenty-four miles of
alkali dust and heat, and then an eighteen hours'
ride to Morgan,. Utah. I stop only one night here.
The weather was hot, and the evening moonlight,
hence I had few to hear me. Some who call themselvs Liberal did not turn out. The next day an
hour's ride brought me to Echo and at a time when
the people-mostly Freethinkers-were ha~ng a
picnic in the grove. I was soon conveyed thither,
and among the cheerful greetings was the sight of
a large barrel full of water, and thirty-five pounds
of srigar, and a half a box of lemons well squeezed,
and a huge piece of ice. At 5 o'rlock in the
afternoon the barrel was empty.
At 1 o'clock we had a spread-and it was a
spread of good things. Fried spring chicken, roast
goose, and ice cream are among the most memorable delicacies tliat I freely ventured to hide. The
day was spent in sports, and as the pleasure-seekers
were too tired at night to attend a lecture, it was
postponed till next night, when we had a good audience. The heat was, however, against us. It is
hard to get people into a hall in the evening during
the "heated term." We hav some splendid Liberals here: Mr. Wm. Hazelton, Mr. Wm. Fay, Mr.
E. C. Masse, Mr. Alexander Fife, and others who
do not show ·up when the roll is called.
My next lectures were at Scofield, Utah. The
Mormons did not. turn out in great numbers to
hear me. ·More of them ventured into the schoolhouse the second night.
I met a number of out-and-out Freethinkers here,
namely-Messrs. M. P. Braffett, T. Lloyd, J. M.
Morris, D. Wright, S. J. Harkner, T. J. Lewis, and
Mr. McDougal. The schoolhouse was full, and
great interest was manifested, but I could not get
the subscribers I was after.
At Salida my effort was almost. a faibre. The
people of the town are not interested in Freethought, or in fact in any kind of. thought;
they are digging for the dollar, and find it
pretty hard to dig it up. Even some of those
who sail under the banner of Freethought do not
think it necessary or important to hav Liberal lectures. I found Mr. Otis White, Mr. H. Murray, and
Mr. R. ·wheeler genuin Liberals and gentlemen of
generous hearts.
I gave one lecture at Canyon City, Col., which
came very near being a failure. The cares of this
world, the People's party, and general indifference
combined against me. Even the Salvation Army in
the street close by had a larger crowd. I could not
hear the felicitous verse of their songs, but in
Kansas I heard them sing, " There are no flies on
Jesus." Of course this is consolatory to those
whose lives are made wretched by the pestiferous
attachment of this piece of the handiwork of God.
There are a few good Freethinkers at Canyon
City. The most marked are Mr. John Locke, Mr. G.
T. Conway, Mr. Geo. Towers, Mr. J. C. Agard, and
Mr. Orange Smith. There are others whose names
I did not take, whose Liberality is well known.
I shall remain in Denver, Col., until late in Septeml:er. Those wishing to make arrangements for
lectures can address me in care of J. C. Dana,
librarian.
W. S. BELL.
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liv again, and his life shall be measured by the
Funeral .Address.
Nor would we turn our churches (we say our
churches advisedly, as we are taxed to support
Delivered by John R. Charlesworth at the funeral of services he has rendered to the world.
Thought does not die, though one brain be them) into dance-houses, but into lecture-halls,
William F. Schade on behalf of the Pittsburgh Secu.
lar Society, June 20, 1892.
shattered; music does not die, though one instru.- where. love, not fear, would be held forth as the
MY FRIENDS: We meet here to-day with heavy ment be broken; love does not die, though one's highest incentiv to honorable and virtuous conduct.
hearts, ·with hearts heavy with sympathy for those heartstrings be rent, and no great thinker dies so
Nor must hospitals go. Hospitals, even for aniwhose sorrows we now reverently share.
long as his thought reechoes down the ages. This mals, were built, even in "heathen" lands, before
We meet here to take the last look upon the face is the only immortality of which our friend ever the churches had gathered fagots wher~with to burn
of our friend who now lies wrapped in quiet sleep. dreamed. He had no hope, no thoughts, for dissentients from their creeds. Nor dare to assert,
We meet here to pay the last tribute of affection the future, but lived only for the present. His reverend sir, that all of these were built by Chrisand to perform the last act of love to the remains of chief interests were for the concerns of this life; tianity. They were built and are supported by
him who soon must mingle with the dust.
and living without hypocrisy, he could die without men and women of every shade of belief and disThe life of man seems but the shadow of a cloud fear. It would be useless for me to attempt to belief from Catholic to Atheist, and all are taxed
passing before the noonday sun, and every hour speak of his life, as that will be performed by those for their maintenance. And permit me to inquire
misspent therein is forever lost. Therefore we who knew him better. I hav known him but a· whether, when the contribution box is passed in
should ever strive to perform deeds of kindness as short time, though in that brief period I hav learned the churches and religious charities are solicited in
we are passing along toward the sunset of our to love him. I loved him while living, and I shall the street, store, and dwelling, the Infidel is
lives, that it may be said by those who come after love his memory now that he is dead.
"skipped," or his alms refused¥
us that the world has been made brighter, better,
And now, into the arms of nature, our universal
Nor can we "bear in mind that all orphans'
and happier for our having lived in it.
mother and our final home, we are about to consign homes must go."
Our life seems but a swallow's flight across a him, forever past the trials of life, forever free from
What of Girard- College and its noble founder
lighted hall. The swallow flieth in from the dark- the tears of sorrow and of p~n.
-a college reared and endowed by an Infidel and
ness, tarrieth awhile in the light, and thereafter
Rest, friend, forever in thy windowless tomb, stolen by the Christian churches~
flieth out again into the darkness beyond. And so under the blue canopy of sky, beneath the sunlight,
Nor must all elevating associations go, unless,
for a moment seems the life of man in our sight, for the moonlight, and the starlight. Sleep forever indeed, to hold truth above price and sacrifice for
out of the darkness of the womb, into the darkness amid the warbling of birds, amid the grass and it wealth, social position, and, if needs be, life itself,
of the grave, man passes across his narrow strip of flowers.
Sleep, in summer's golden dawn, in indicates so groveling a disposition as to disqualify
life. Two vast eternities stretch, ocean-like, upon autumn's chilling frost, and winter's shroud of for association with pure and lofty souls. Does it
either side of the island of his individual exist- snow.
become Christianity, with its blood-stained hands,
ence, a~d through the darkness that enshrouds
Sleep, sweet sleep; rest, eternal rest, where dust to point the finger of scorn at such~
them no human eye has ever pierced.
You ask, "Are you ready to burn your mother's
knows no awaking and where repose dreams of no
What went before us and what will come after future. Again, peace, quiet, rest, and a long, for- Bible, or do you believe in iU" No, we will not
us can only be regarded as two black ·and im- ever farewell.
burn it. We cherish all the truth it contains as
penetrable curtains that hang down at the two exdearly as any-we fear, more than most Christians.
tremities of human life, curtains which no living
But we know it is full of errors, moral, scientific,
.An .Antique Experiment.
hand has ever yet drawn aside. Hundreds of genand
historical, and we cannot indorse error or falseDraper, in his "Conflict," etc., states that science
erations hav stood before them anxiously peering had made great ·advances in a century or two be- hood even when found in" mother's Bible."
into the darkness. But at best, they could only fore Christ, and that many great discoveries had
B. W.L.
giv a vague guess as to what lies behind. Poets been made or were on the eve of being made· when
Heaven and Hell.
and philosophers hav painted these curtains with that mysterious eclipse of the human intellect,
their dreams, but as beautiful as the pictures may called "Dark Ages," intervened, and much was lost
1.-HEAVEN.-WHERE IS IT?
seem when viewed from a distance, we find them and all postponed. A small steam-engin had been
The ancients believed that the heavens consisted
to be nothing but a mirage as we more closely ap- made by Hero, a hundred years before Christ, such of crystalline, icy, or glassy vaults, and that the
proach them, which sinks and dwindles into noth- as we now call a reaction engin. " That a piece of fixed stars were luminous wafers riveted upon these
ingness before our earnest and scrutinizing gaze.
amber, when rubbed, will attract and then repel crystalline vaults.
Religions hav claimed to cast light upon this light bodies, was a fact known six hundred years
"The idea of a crystalline vault of heaven was
mystery, but the darkness has only served as a before Christ. It remained an isolated, un<'ultivated handed down to the Middle Ages by the fathers of
screen upon which the magic-lantern of faith hath fact, a mere trifle, until six hundred years after the church, who believed the firmament to consist
thrown strange figures, fanciful resemblances of Christ," says Draper. Seeing that so many won- of from seven to ten gla~sy strata incasing one
human life upon earth.
derful discoveries had been ruade, it is assuming another like the different coatings of an onion"
We encounter superstition at the very dawn of much for us to assert that nothing more was known (Humboldt's Cosmos, vol. iii, page 125).
our existence, even in soft childhood's unsuspecting of electricity and magnetism. All the learning of
Here ~s an explanation of the heavens, the third
hour, ere we hw learned to lisp our mother's sacred ages was lost in the destruction of a few ancient heaven, and the seventh heaven spoken of in the
name. We meet it, and are influenced by it,.more libraries, with a few accidental but happy excep- Bible.
or less, all along the uncertain path of our lives to tions. There is a reference in Philo, who wrote
Now science has dissolved these icy vaults and
the grave.
about A.D. 1, to the magnet, which has been gener- turned the so-called fixed stars loose. and set them
The present is a mystery, the past a dream, and ally overlooked by learned authors. It is exceed- revolving in space around each other and around
the future a doubt; but in a few short years we ingly curious.
common centers of gravity, and holding them in
ourselvs shall hav unraveled the enigma of death,
In volume 3, Bohn's edition, page 4 70, he says : place with the force of gravitation instead of the
and shall join the endless procession to the shores of "Just as they say that the wire is attracted by the theological rivets.
that great ocean of eternity, o'er whose dark waters magnet." In volume i, page 42, is another referWhere is heaven now 7 Echo answers, Where!
no voyao-er's bark is ever seen returning, and where ence made to illustrate his subject. He says:
2..:_HELL.-;-WHAT IS IT?
they wh~ hav crossed, even if they do exist, are for- "For imitations always fall short of the originals.
The
hell
idea
had its origin in the hot springs,
bidden by backward look or sign to divulge the And these works fashioned from models must be
the
volcaE.oes,
and
the internal heat of the earth.
secrets of the grave.
inferior, as being more removed from the original.
The hot springs in the environs of Carthage led
Various faiths hav been presented to man, but And the stone which is called magnet is subject to a
the best aE.d truest faith that has ever been known like deterioration. For any iron ring which touches· Bishop Patricius to the correct view of the cause
upon our globe is that faith represented by a little it is held by it as firmly as possible ; but another, of the higher or lower temperature of the bubbling
When on trial before the proconsul
child holding its father b;y the hand; and we may which only touches that ring,-is held less firmly. waters.
only know the measure of our parent's love for us And the third ring hangs from the second, and the Julius, Patricius set forth his theory of the central
heat "which causes the fiery eruptions of Etna and
by the love we bear our children.
fourth from the third, and the fifth from tlie fourth,
Beyond nature we cannot see, above nature'we and so one from another in a long chain, being all Vesuvius and communicates more and more heat to
cannot rise, and below nature we cannot fall. held together by one attractiv power, but still· not the springs in proportion as they hav a deeper
origin."
.
All nature is tending toward a final doom. all in the same degree," etc., etc.
With
the
learned
bishop,
Plato's
Pyriphlegethon
The great clock of time, whose seconds tick centHere, then, is proof positiv that so much was
uries, whose minutes are ages, and whose hours known about magnetism to the general public at was the hell of sinners (Humboldt's Cosmos, vol. v,
pages 188, 189).
are eternities, is slowly running down.
Each that early day.
The reference is a mere obiter
The word hell means hidden, concealed, co-vered
second its pendulum stops nearer the center of dictum.. The publication now of the extract will,
up
; so that hell-fire is a reality, a scientific fact.
eternal rest, until the whole of nature shall be re- it is to be hoped, relieve i'l; from_ the obscurity it
And priestcraft has used it as a scarecrow to frighten
turned to the primeval state from whence it has has reposed in.
CLARKE IRVINE.
money out of the weak-minded, credulous, and
emerged.
Oregon, Mo.
superstitious class of humanity, 'and made it a
One by one our friends are lying down to sleep,
----------~---------grand
success.
P. F. SHUMAKER.
to sleep the last long sleep of death. This kind
Mother's Bible.
.Flat Greek, La.
father, loving husband, devoted and generous
If Christianity is a fraud and the Bible a fable burn
---------4~------friend, has gone.
your Bibles. Turn your churches into dance-houses.
.A
Scientific
Definition of the Human Soul.
ChristianHy's.
products.
Bear
in
mind
Do
away
with
Let us not think of him as we see him now, but think
that
all
hospitals
must
go.
There
are
none
save
those
Dedicated
to
Judge
L T. Richa1·dson, president of the
of him as we used to know him. Let us forget his
by
Christianity.
Bea:r
in
mind
all
orphans'
homes
Liberal Association of Texas.
built
faults, for none of us are faultless, whil_e the best, must go. All elevating associations must go; all asyThe soul is an idealistic scin laeca of oriental
the most fitting tribute we can pay to h1s memory lums for the blind and the insane; all reformatories must
origin,
that haunts the human mind by reflex halAre
you
ready
to
burn
go.
Christianity
built
them.
is to try to emulate his .virtues.
.
·
lucination. And at that peculiar change called
'True to his convictions in life, he remamed stead- your mother's Bible, or do you believe in it?-frfoody.
Mr. Moody, we will accommodate ·you in as far death, the soul returns to the mysterious realm of
fast to them until death. He was a lover of all
humanity, and showed his love for them by accord- as we are able, but we would not burn our own phantasmagoria as the physical body returns to the
ing to all men the same rights and privileges ~e Bible though we esteem it in the main fabulous, for material regions of nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen, and
demanded for himself. He used reason for hts it contains many truths and high moral precepts, carbon. The undeveloped mind of man through
guide wherever knowledge had not found the path. and all truth is precious in the eyes of truth seek- fancy sees the human soul beyond the malignant
He ever strove to leave the record of some kind ers; besides, it is very interesting as forming a mountains of mundane misery, in the eternal skies
action upon the various mile-posts of his life, and it part of the evolutionary history of humanity in its of infinit hope, creep from the curious crucible of
is these deeds we should cherish in our hearts in emergence from barbarism and its progress toward immortal desire, in the transcendental work~hop of
order to perpetuate his memory.• In this that higl). and glorious civilization which so-called design, where liv the sup·ernatural gods and
ghosts of cause and effect, who sit on the incom.
sense only may it_ be said that our dead shall religion retards but cannot stay.
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prehensible th~·one of superstition, playing high
dice with chance and fate for the r ossession of the
magic lever of the imaginary engin that propels
by atropine faith the miJ:aculous machinery of the
religio-metaphysical world.
R. M. TENCH."

[ could be triumphant here, notwithstanding the was born in the bosom of the Congregational
somber array of churches.
churchofNewEnglandand became a Liberal almost
~ne of the divines here, president of the college, 'without knowing.
She taught the Bible class in the
advrsed the young men to let the Infidel books orthodox Sunday-school, but she was so true to the
alone. "Don't read them, boys," said ~e. "Don't Bible and expounded it in such a common-sense
read them. Why, I read Thomas Pame when I way that the deacons declared her a heretic. Thus
was a young man, and I havn't got over its influ- by natural evolution she reached the philosophy of
ence yet." That is it. Thomas Paine goes march- Freethought.
n
ing on (Ven in the mind of a Presbyterian clergyMr. James Geddes, of D:lavan, is another of our
man. He hasn't "got over it yet," and I guess he stanch Liberals in this part of t.he country. He
never will so long as he has a grain of sense. If has done a great deal to advance Liberalism. At
Paine has such an effect in that stubborn head, Delavan he has secured the services of Jamieson,
News and Notes.
think what power he must possess in the universal Mrs. Freeman, Mrs. Rrekel, and through these adAfter two days' and two nights' travel through world.
vocates of our cause a great gain has been made.
the shining valleys of Montana, the Bad Lands of
I lectured on Saturday evening and Sunday after- Mr. and Mrs. Geddes were present at all the lectDakota with their wondrous desolations-through
noon and evening. I find many new friends. Mr. ures at Mapleton and aided materially in their sucthe br~ad :fields, the golden grain tumbling into
Allen Johnson is one of our stanch supporters. A cess. J, H. Hussey, Mr. and Mrs. Scott, Byron
innumerable billows-the twin cities of Minnesota
serious accident, the breaking of his leg, prevented Mitchell, who introduced me at the lectures, Chas.
in the sunny air extend their glittering palaces of
his attendance, but he does not haul down his Lat.eaurell, the 1\icGregors, Mr. Haskins, George
industry.
flag. I visited him at his home, an ample farm Phelps. Charles E. Williams, Ed. Gilmore, and
From Minneapolis my journey extends southabout four miles from Albert Lea. A pleasant George Gilmore, and all the Gilmores, even to the
ward to Albert Lea, a city of about four thousand
inhabitants, and the luminous harvest about it is hour was passed with this sturdy comrade and the smallest-a host of them-and baby Williams, who
glassed with brilliant lakes. It is a lovely com~try. hospitable table was spread by Mrs.J ohnson with Lib- attended all the lectures, grandchild of M. A. GilThe eye wanders over varied prospects, entrrely eral heart and hand. Mr. Johnson's brother, Samuel more, who will certainly take the front rank when
different from the vast plains and mountains of the J. Johnson, is also a veteran Freethinker and aids we hav burnt the last campfire-all these, youth
farther West. Mingling with the golden expanses the work. H. G. Day, editor of the county Stan- and age, happy cbildrPn and gray-haired men, hav
of wheat are the magnificent cornfields, acre after dard, is a vigorous reformer, independent in poli- made our campaign at Mapleton a lively and a brillacre, rolling like a verdant ocean.. Thick ~re~n tics and religion. H. Loomis, A. H. l\IcMJllan, A. iant one, with morning's promis amid the harvest
groves checker the level scenes. ~mD:esota rs m Crouch, Dr. Street, Mr. Ashe and family, Henry lights and shades.
I shall'come back again to these :fields of bright
its glory. The land seems to be alive wrth we~th; Paine, J. C. Frost, F. A. Barlow, Mr. and Mrs.
every inch is bursting into bloom of some kind. Charles A. Dill, C. vV. Wilkerson, ex-mayor; J. H. and cheerful labors. Minnesota does not make any
There are no desolate places. There is continuous Slocum, Henry Nelson, and others are among t.he halt in the line of progress. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM;
anilnation. The sky is clear as a diamond, and Freethinkers of this place and vicinity.
Monday afternoon I move on to 1\iapleton, about
the earth responds with a thousand contrasting
Notice.
beauties. It ii!! like a bridal procession-the march twenty miles from Albert Lea. I giv three lectures
here
and
meet
with
a
favorable
reception.
On
the
of the jubilant hours-and the jingling of the maSamuel P. Putnam will lecture at Madison Hall,
:first evening, however, there was a bit of disturbchines is like the merry music of a holiday.
·
Chicago,
on Sunday, September 4th, on "LiberalCapt. E. K. Pickett and his _son, Victo: G. Pick~tt, ance. Some valiant young Christian flung a rotten
meet me at the train, and dnve to their charmmg egg and then "scooted." No doubt he has won a Political Organization;" addresses also by John R.
home, about two miles from the city, where I find a· harp and will sing with heavenly fervor, "I am Charlesworth, " Organization of Freethought Fedhappy repose. _TJ::e trees, the green grass, the a soldier of the cross." After this escapade, how- eration." All who wish to cooperate will please
waters, the gorgeous :fields, the beautiful sky, make ever, all was perfectly quiet.
I had good audiences at Mapleton and the cam- send their names to Samuel P. Putnam, Chicago,,
the world a paradise, and the storm of battle is·
paign will be continued. Many could not be pres- Ill.; general delivery.
forgotten.
Capt. E. K. Pickett is a. war-horse indeed. He ent on accoU1lt of the rush of work. "After harhas kept up the conflict for over thirty years. He vest" is the time for this country. The woods· are
A Political Suggestion.
was a born Freethinker, although his father was of full of Liberals, as they say, _and when all are present
the
churches
would
seem
to
be
in
the
minority.
To THE EnrTOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hope
the straitest sect of the Baptists, and would fain
M. A. Gilmore is our chief support at this point. you will pardon me for a few lines of political sugmake his son a follower of the lamb, by the foreordination of God. But Thomas Paine's "Age of He owns about eight hundred acres of land here, and gestion. I hav been a Republican ever since the
Reason " was too much for the orthodox faith. At the Christians cannot boycott him very well. He can rebels fired upon Fort Sumter in April, 1861, and
an early day the latter disappeared.
. afford to exercise the privilege of saying what he was one of the boys who marched under the orders
Freeborn county was a wild country when Captam thinks. He would do it anyway, for he believes in of General Grant southward in an effort to put
Pickett :first immigrated, about the beginning of the Freethought with every :fiber of his being. He has down the late Rebellion, and was made a cripple for
war. He has witnessed a wonderful tnmsformation. been a " rustler" ever since he was a boy. He life by a gunshot wound at Fort Donelson ; so you
He was a comrade in the Grand Army of the Union, went to Pike's peak when he was about sixteen, see it must be no light or trifling reason I hav for
and he means· to keep our flag the flag of the free roughed it among the mines; then he made his changing party affiliations.
During the past few years I hav been gradually
always ! His experience has been a varied and way to Montana, Nevada, and Utah, and won his
interesting one in the history of this great North- "stake." He has been in this state about twenty- growing disgusted with some things that now go
two years. His wife came from the bosom of the under the name of Republicanism, and think it time
west.
Mormon
church-a Liberal by the light of nature to call a halt as to some things that hav been done,
Victor G. Pickett, his son, who is about to enter
Twelve children hav been born of this and as to other things that are likely to be done in
the State University, has inherited his father's in- itself.
·
.
dependence, and is an earnest defender and sup- happy marriage, ten of whom are now living. Mr. the same line of procedure.
A Presbyterian elder for president; another zealporter of Freethought.
I enjoyed this Secular Gilmore is already a grandfather, although he is
home, in the bosom of nature, where one could en- not quite so elderly as myself. How we are sweep- ous churchman, a Sunday-school superintendent, for
joy the flowing hours amid the sunshine, and with ing into old age. I don't like it. I am having a postmaster-general, who put $100,000 into the
the recollections of the past kindle hope for the jolly time in this numerous family circle. I am campaign fund, and who is using all his influence
welcomed with the genuin hospitality of the border. with church people and politicians toward increas,
future.
Milton Pickett, whose tragic fate in the burning I am made to feel at home, and the days pass ing his power and authority over the press of the
-of the Tribune building at Minneapolis created a pleasantly, while the bloom and glory of summer country so as to giv him authority to throw out of
thrill of grief and sympathy throughout the entire stretches far as eye can .see, and the glorious winds the· mails any Freethought or so-called Infidel
community, in which he was well known and be- are sweeping through the trees and bring luxurious paper he may choose, without hearing or trial or
notice-a censorship of the press equal in tyranny to
loved, was the son of Captain Pickett. Milton was coolness.
A hundred horses are browsing over these broad the empire of Russia; the prosecution and ima child of brightest promis. He possessed a rare.
literary capacity, and was rising to eminence in his lands-uronchos from the far West, mainly from prisonment of good men for the publication, in
They are pretty wild. I witnessed the propPr language, of ilnportant facts, and the exprofession. His young life went out amid scenes Idaho.
of terrific suffering, but his memory is cherished. lassoing of a couple of these and taming to the pression of honest opinions; 'a churchman for
With the noble ardor of genius he devoted himself halter. They rush furiously at first and you would secretary of the,navy, and another for secretary of
think they never would be caught, but they finally war, and the more frequent than usual appointto human progress.
succumb
to man's superior intelligence and bend ments of chaplains in the army and navy, and in
In the darkness shines
their proud heads to the yoke. Mr. Gilmore kindly legislativ assemblies and political conventions; and
•
The light
invited me to mount a newly broken broncbo, but I the fact that the secretaries of war and the navy
That never was on sea or shore,
declined. I did not care for any ground and lofty hav an unclerstandmg, as I am informed, whereby a
The consecration and the poet's dream.
tumbling. It is a pleasure, however, to watch these board of a cArtain church must approve recommenAlbert. Lea is quite an orthodox place, at least in splendid animals in wild freedom sweeping along dations for chaplaincies in the army and navy ; the
appearance, for there are eighteen churches here, be- like the untamed billows of the sea.
annual appropriations of public money for sectarian
sides the Presbyterian_ college, which is quite an
I hav met strenuous allies here who hav kept our schools among the Indians and elsewhere ; the reilnposing structure, but has not a large number of flag floating for many a year. Mr. 0. P. Smith,. of cent amendment to the World's Fair appropriation
students.
The churches are not generally well Mankato, is pretty well known for his sturdy resist- bill requiring that great national enterprise to be
:filled. As a matter of fact, there is a large propor- ance to the church. He formerly lived at Janes- closed on Sunday, to please church people and
tion of Freethinkers in and about Albert Lea. I ville, Minn., and at Alma City. It was at the latter pander to prejudice-that same amendment having
happened to strike it in the busy season, and this . place that the church forced the fight upon him, been offered by a notoriously COJ,"rupt politician of
was not favoral:le to a numerous attendance. The and he had to stand by his colors. The church the Republican party, and adopted by a Republican
farmers must do their work while the sun shines began with eighty members.
Mr. Smith was Senate; the Sunday legislation in almost every state
whatever happens. But some of them came, and almost alone, but when he left Alma City the church where that G. 0. P. of God and morality(?) has
from a distance of twelve and :fifteen miles. The had only eight members left, and Mr. Smith did power; the frequent proclamations of the president
audiences I addressed were most appreciativ, and the largest business of anyone in the place. Mr. fixing days of thanksgiving and prayer and praise;
the interest aroused was of so general a nature that Smith does not propose to giv up the contest, for the pandering by the Republicans in my own state
it was determined to continue the work-to organ- he realizes the enormous power of the church, to the German Lutherans on the question of comize-and at the earliest possible moment I hope to especially in politics, and that it is a lifelong battle pulsory education, going back on what they had
renew the campaign. I am sure that Freethought against its pretensions. Mrs. Smith, like myself,
previously done and known was right when they
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t'Ae West.
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did it-all go .to show a steady and gradual drifting toward a unio~ of church and state1 which is
forbidden by our Constitution, and declared against
in the Declaration of Independence.
I therefore suggest that we do not again vote the
Republican ticket until such time as that party sees
fit to again return to original principles of equal
rights to all; equal justice to all and special privileges to none; free speech and absolute free press.
These rights are all guaranteed by the Constitution,
and should be enforced for the people, instead of
being abridged or prohibited.
JOHN S. GRrrM.
Vienna, fll.

Chestnuts.
Mr. H. L. Hastings has issued a little pamphlet
entitled "Nuts for Skeptics to Crack." The last
one is that old chestnut with an eggshell on . it,
"Where did the first hen come from Y" According
to his story, two young girls in Montreal were ridiculed for reading the Bible by a young man who
had just returned from Paris, where he had graduated and become skeptical. The girls asked him
which was first, the first chicken or the first egg. If
he said the hen was first, they wanted to know how
there could be a hen that was not hatched from
an egg, and if he said the egg was first, they were
anxious to ascertain how there could be a hen-egg
that was not laid by a hen. When, at last, this
young man gave it up, these little girls, out of the
plenitude of their wisdom and knowledge, told him
solemnly that God produced the first hen or the first
egg. Apparently this young man, without stopping
to inquire how these little girls came to know so
much, went away instructed and satisfied. "Out of
the mouths of babes and sucklings," etc. It is a
wonder some of these smart little girls do not hav
theological professorships in our universities.
Let us see. I am asked this question, and I tell
these wise little girls that the egg was first. Then
they tell me that God produced that first egg. I
say, All right, God has laid an egg. Then this is
not a hen-egg; it is a God-egg. Now, understand,
we do not accept evolution. "Like produces like."
.A. God-egg, when incubated, ought to produce a
God or at least an angel.
That will never do. The original first hen-egg
must hav been laid by a hen.. That is why we call
it a hen-egg, because it came from a hen. If it
came from a God or a goose, it would be a God or a
goose egg. So I concluded to stay by the proposition that the first hen laid the :first egg. Then,
when I am asked what produced the first hen, I
say, You hav no right to ask that question. When
I say the first I mean the first. The first hen is invisible, omnipotent, omnipresent, uncreated, without body or parts, and the first rooster crew to
awaken the slumbering universe before the morning
stars commenced their synchronous anthems.
But the little girls may speak blasphemously against
my hen and say it is merely a creature of my imagination. All right, my dears; you draw on your
or your parson's imagination for your Gods. I
draw on mine for the original spring chickens.
But my theory has the advantage. The e!Cistence
of a hen accounts for the existence of eggs. The
exis~ence of a God does not.
The learned Dr. John Barclay, who wrote before
some of the most striking discoveries in paleQlltology had been made, said: "It will not be easy
on any principles exclusiv of the vital to answer
·these questions. What was the origin of the first
egg, or what was the origin of the first bird 1 For
where is the egg that came not from a bird, and
where is the bird that came not from an egg7 To
the mere Materialist who excludes every species of
vitality but that of the organism, this problem is
nearly as embarrassing as that of the origin of the
universe itself."
It is now known that birds were preceded by
numerous species of ornithosaurs or bird-reptils,
some of them with so many bird characteristics
and with so many reptil characteristics that
naturalists are unable to classify them as either
bird or rep til. We know that feathers are modified scales and birds are modified reptils and there
never was a first bird. How beautifully theology
accounts for the origin of that which never existed!
, The pursuit of ghosts and Gods is a weary chase.
Mrs. Waisbrooker published an inspirational pamphlet some years ago in which her spirit control appealed to embodied people to help the spirits to
eliminate the God idea from the world. Think of
it ! Little spooks chasing the big one! Why
should we join in the chase any more than we
should be anxious to help Don Quixote fight the
windmill7
D. PRIESTLY.
Milwaukee, Ore.
•

Death of M:rs. Rose.
J. M. Wheeler writes in the London Freethinker:
Mrs. Ernestine Louise Rose, who expired at Brighton
on August 4th (Shelley's centenary), had far exceeded the common lot of years ; yet her death will
be felt with a pang by many an old Freethinker both
here and in America. She was no common woman.
The daughter of a Jewish rabbi, born at Pierterkof, Poland, Jan. 13, 1810, she early in life
evinced her independence by questioning her father
on points of religion he found difficult to answer.
At the age of seventeen. she went to Berlin and
interviewed the king of Prussia on the right of
Jews to remain in the city. She was in Paris during
the revolution of 1830, and throughout life was a
strong republican. She came to London as a
teacher of languages, embraced the views of Robert
Owen, and was encouraged by him to propagate
then;J. in public. In 1834 she presided at the formation of a society of Owenite reformers called the
Association of All Classes of All Nations, without
distinction of sect, sex, party, condition, or color.
She was a life-long advocate of woman's emancipation. During her residence in England she married
Mr. W. E. Rose, a Freethinking follower of Owen.
In May, 1836, they went to the United States,
where Mrs. Rose devoted herself to the propaganda
of Freethought, woman's rights,. and the abolition
of elavery. She lectured gratuitously in all parts,
even in the Southern states, where she was once
threatened with tar and feathers. "Your divine
institution of slavery," she said to her threateners,
. "makes you so lazy-a task like that will do you
good; set to work and do it." In 1838 she sent
the first petition to the New York legislature to giv
married women the right to hold real estate in their
own names. Her eloquence and courage. made- her
known throughout the states. With her friend,
Mrs. Staunton, she inaugurated theW oman's Rights
movement. About 1870, owing to declining health,
she returned to London, where she but occasionally
spokP, as at Owen's centenary, May, 1871, and at
the conference of Liberal thinkers at South place
in 1876, where she urged the necessity of a bold
attack on religion. Mrs. Rose lived and died an
Atheist. She was never afraid of the name. Only
about six weeks ago she gave me· a copy of her "Defense of Atheism," and said she had nothing to alter.
She passed away quite unconsciously. In accordance with her wish she was buried beside her husband at Highgate cemetery, close to the graves of
Austin Holyoake, James Thomson, Mrs. Waynbam,
and Mrs. J. Martineau. Mr. Holyoake officiated,
reading a special notice of Mrs. Rose written for
the occasion. Mrs. Allinson, wife of Dr. Allinson
and niece of Mrs. Rose; Mrs. Bonner, Mr. Truelove, 1\frs. Foote, Mrs. and Mr. Wheeler, Mr. and
Miss Trevillion, Mrs. Robertson, Mr. Marsh, Miss
E. Holyoake, and other Freethinkers were present.

A Proposed Children's Journal.
MY DEAR TRUTH SEEKER FRIENDS: I hav been
urged for years and years to start a Liberal paper
for the young, and of late many hav insisted I
should do so, and promised to help in the way of
getting subscribers and furnishing communications
for it.
It seems a daring venture to attempt such a work
on no means at all. But we-Mr. Graves and I hav concluded to try it, as we hav a press and a
little type and, we hope, lots of friends.
Now, I trust that all who can will send at least
twenty-five cents for six months' subscription. We
must begin with the children if we hope to Liberalize the world. It is easier to teach truth at first
than to unlearn errors and then do it.
The Little Freethinker was born August 9th,
and, I think, only needs to be seen to be appreciated and loved.
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
Snowville, Va.
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11. .A. man who can explain how a son can be his
own father.
12. An ordained minister who can preach a sermon without telling a lie.
13. An ordained minister who can tell a truth
about Infidelity.
.
14. .A. preacher w"i-)o knows what Infidelity is.
Or the alternativ of the above requirements is an
educated God with a good memory to inspire a
new Bible.
P. F. SHUMAKER. ;

The Kansas Freethinkers' Association
Will hold their third annual convention at Ottawa,
Kan., September 9th to 14th. John E. Remsburg and other good speakers will preach the gospel of truth.
All Freethinkers and Liberal societies are invited
to attend and aid in the good work of teaching
reason instead of faith. Clergy and Christians are
especially invited to attend.
The Freethinkers will hav the use of Forest park,
which has all the advantages of beauty, comfort,
and convenience for the entertainment of visitors.
President, C. K. LEVERING,
·
Burlington, Kan.
Secretary, L. D. WHITE,
Halstead, Kan.

The Paine Park.
WASHINGTON, Aug. 20, 1892.
I will take $100 of stock in Paine park.
w. H. BURR.
JOBSTOWN,· N. J., Aug. 20, 1892.
I will take one if not more shares of stock in the
pul'chase of the Paine farm at New Rochelle, N. Y.
I think it a grand movement, and should be pushed
along so as to make sure of it.·
Yours,
s. R. WETHERILL.

Our Children's Editor Welcomed to London.
SalarUn in the Agnostic Jottrnal.

Miss Susan H. Wixon, of. "The Children's Corner" of the New York TRUTH SEEKER, and author of
"All in a Lifetime," is at present in this country.
We had, the other evening, a pleasing and interesting interview with her. She has the shrewdness
and wide-awakeness of her countrywomen, but undefaced by the " tall" manners which we hav more
than once observe:l among the Janet& of the New
World. She is no frivolous jlaneur, but has earnestness and soul in her ; and we were glad to meet her
and receive her gratulations from our Freethought
brother, E. M. Macdonald, of New York.

One of Helen Gardener's New Books.
From the Baltimo1·e American.

The Commonwealth Company, of New York, hav
just published Helen H. Gardener's new book of
short stories called "Pushed by Unseen Hands."
As a writer of such stories, the author has already
achieved quite an enviable reputation, and there is
every indication of a wealth of material from which
the field of fiction is to be enriched by many charming results of her genius. The t3rseness of expression, the delicacy of humor, and clever dramatic ability that hav characterized some of her earlier efforts,
are equally striking in this later work, which quickens the reader's thoughts toward a · channel of
science yearly receiving more and more attention.
From the Kansas City, Mo., Times.

"Pushed By Unseen Hands" is a collection of
stories by Helen H. Gardener, and serves to again
bring that popular writer into prominence as a
writer of the short story. The only subordination
of her reputation in this class of literature was the
remarkable success of her novel, "Is This Your
Son, My Lord~, Another long story is in preparation, and if it should meet with the success won by
The Great Demands of the Age.
this, it is probable that this author will be more
Some things which the church needs to show up lastingly remembered by her vigorous long stories
to save the faith and perpetuate her power:
than by her really more finished and more satis1. .A. God who will answer'prayer.
factory short ones. The collection under consider2. ·.A. man whose prayers some God will answer.
ation includes ten stories, all tending to show the
3 . .A. living God who has been killed.
power behind the dramatic throne of modern con4. .A. living soul which once animated a body now ventional domestic and . public life. Helen Gardead;
dener is the most fearless motiv fictionist of these
5 . .A. believer of the gospel of Jesus. (See Matt. times and has given time, thought, and revelation
xvii, 20; Luke xvii, 6; Mark xvi, 17-20.)
to some phases of society hitherto clothed. If she
6. .A. man who can answer Colonel Ingersoll.
could point out the remedies as effectivly as she
7 . .A. man who can tell who wrote the sacred can diagnose the various cases her work would rescriptures.
form the social world. But all her writings al'e
8 . .A. man who knows what the scriptures mean.
wholesome and pro:fital:le reading for advanced
9. .A. man who can so interpret the scriptures as . thinkers and workers. Inasmuch as the characters,
to make the Bible harmonize with itself.
scenes, and plots are all secondary to her motivs
10. .A. man who can explain how a virgin can be I1 a better idea may be obtained from her own words
a mother.
than from several reviews.
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A Sister Freethinker.
Sr. PAUL, MINN., J nne 6, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed is $1, for which my
husband would like you to send the Bible
Picture Book. He says he wants that to
read in, instead of going to church on
Sunday. He has made a Liberal of me.
I am sure I do not regret it. THE TRUTH
SEEKER is a very interesting paper. I always read it, and enjoy it. l\fRS. GRUE.
Believes in Devils.
NEwARK, N. J., July 31, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: A reverend sky-pilot of
Newark thinks the Rev. Mr. Crow is
dangerous because he preaches that the
God he worships is not in partnership with
the old fellow called sometimes the Christian devil. Well, I will admit that there is
danger, for if Mr. Crow succeeds in convincin!f the Rev. Mr. Brady's congregation
that there is no devil, then the gentleman
would hav to look around for another job.
Perhaps he could get on the Pinkerton
force. He says that any man who does
not believe in a devil is ignorant. Yes, I
agree with the gentleman, for I know
there are a great many Christian devils
who are mean enough to rob hen-roosts.
Respectfully,
W. W. MoRRIS.

only agree as to the facts, there would be little need of argument. For instance, in
THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 16th Mr. F.
H. Marsh makes a brief statement of the
history of the Bank of Venice. If his
facts are correct we must believe that the
ancient bank did business " for more than
five hundred years" without any other
capital than a printing-press and a supply
of fiat paper! All that may be true,
though it scarcely seems credible and it is
not according to my knowledge and belief.
Will Mr. Marsh be so kind as to furnish us
through THE TBUTH SEEKER with a bill of
particulars, together with his authmity for
the same? 1 would take pleasure in being
convinced as to his facts.
P. D.
Why People Murder.
AsToRIA, ORE., July 31, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: The books received, and
am well pleased with them. · The " Old
Testament Stories Illustrated " is rich.
Long liv Heston, and may his shadow
never grow less.
I had a narrow escape from conversion
to Christianity. It was in this wise: I
went to hear the exercises at the Methodist
church on children's day. They had some
nice things, and some good things, and
otherwise. One little girl (the one that
came so near converting me) spoke of the
attempt to kill Russell Sage, and said the
would-be assassin was a Freethinker, and
that was the reason he did that, as he had
nothing to fear in the next world. She
cited this·as an awful example for all to
keep clear of all Freethought and Freethinkers. Awful, was it notr But she
failed to tell us what caused. Wilson, a
Methodist, to kill Mamie Walsh at Milwaukee, Ore., and then talk of going to
heaven. If he goes there, I do not want
to. I want to go to some place else, if
there is any place tc go after death except
as everything else goes. There is birth,
life, death, and decay in all things alike.
Yours for liberty,
W. D. l\fcCuRDY.

A. First-Class Way to Spread Free·
thought and Help The·Truth Seeker.
OAKLAND, CAL., Aug. 7, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I hav been trying for a
long time to get some subscribers to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, but so far hav failed.
However, I got one man to promis to take
one a week if I could get a newsdealer to
keep them, so last Sunday I went to the
nearest dealer and told him to get two
copies, and the other man would take one
at ten cents a week and to keep the other
in plain view so that the pictures could be
seen, and at the end of a week if it was
not sold I would take it and pay ten cents
Secret Societies.
for it. He agreed to the proposition.
MIDDLEFffiLD, ILL., Aug. 11, 1892.
Hoping it will be of some help to you and
MR. EDITOR: I will send you a duplicate
the cause of Freethought, I remain,
letter of one I just sent to the editor of
Yours fo:r; truth,
FRANK BuTLER.
the
(}hristian
Conservator (United
Brethren in Christ) in regard to the
Pleasant.
churches exterminating all secret organiBIG FLAT, ARK., J nne 13, 1892.
zations.
M. H. WILLFONG.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $7, for which
EDITOR CHRISTIAN CoNSERVAToR, Dayrenew my subscription, and send the ton, 0., Mr. Editor: I see in your paper
Bible Picture Book and others named.
of August 3d you condemn all secret orders
I was looking for another subscriber }Jut and class them with the Knights of Labor,
will wait no longer. I hope by another Mafia, and all alike. That shows what prejyear to be able to enlarge THE TRUTH udice can do. Now, I belong to no secret
order, and never did, except to one and I
SEEKER list on this range; al~o that I will always regretted belonging to it. It was
be able to meet THE TRUTH SEEKER friends the Good Templars. But I think I can giv
at the Fair at Chicago in 1893. Thanking unbiased judgment between all. I hav
you for the prompt and regular manner read the by-laws and constitutions of
THE TRUTH SEEKER has come to me for most of the secret orders. Some I conand some I sanction. One I know
the last four years nearly, and for the im- demn
is as far ahead of any church in its charity
provements you hav bestowed on the paper; to its widows and orphans as day is of
hoping to remain a subscriber till I pass night. That is the Order of United
over to see old baldhead "Eliger," I re- Workmen.
Now be honest and tell me what church
main,
givs at the death of the husbancl and faOne of THE TRUTH SEEKER boys,
ther the sum of $2,000 to the widow and
E. E. ADAMS, M.D.
orphans. If you are not a fanatic you
surely can giv credit where credit is due.
Organize or Be Conquered.
As I hav said, I belong to no secret
order, and I never expect to, for I am
PITTSBURGH, PA., Aug. 13, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I saw your picture on the sixty years old. ·Now, if I would say, as
first page of THE TRUTH SEEKER August you hav, I condemn all churches because
I do not like one or two churches, you
13th, and that shows plainly where we are would s~£y I was an Infidel, and ought to
drifting. The priest has his knife at our be burnt at the stake, as thousands hav
throat and is only waiting fora little more been because they did not believe as you
power from our pious Congress when the do.
As for the Knights of Labor, l\fafia, Anblood will begin to run again. Is it not
archists, and all such. murdering cuttime that we Freethinkers of this country throats, I am eternally down on them.. But
wonld organize so that we could defend I can giv justice where it is due. You say
our rights at the ballot-box? We will all secret orders should be exterminated,
hav no rights in this country if we do not and I think that if you had the power you
wakeup soon; they will all be gone. The would say the same of. all religions-" Exterminate all except my relig1on."
·
priest and preacher are taking a heavy
Where did you get any better right to
hand in our politics, and now is the time your belief than I or any other to om· beto put a stopper on them, or the battle of lief?
M. H. WILLFONG.
freedom will hav to be fought over again
Hav Lectures.
in thispriest-riddencountry soon. I think
the churches hav gone quite far enough
MISSOULA, MoNT., Aug. 4, 1892.
now, and without organization we cannot
MR. EDITOR: We at Missoula hav had
stop them.
DELMONT JONES.
Mr. S. P. Putnam with us for a week.
Most of the time has been spent visiting
Wants a Statement in Finance Substan- and seeing some of our pleasant valley.
tiated.
He gave three lectures-one on Saturday
CASTANA, IA., Aug. 10, 1892.
night, one Sunday afternoon, and one
M11. EDITOII: While I like to read the Sunday evening. llfr. Putnam is a very
clashing of opinions in your ''Letters of forcible speaker and handles his subject
Friends," the clashing of facts is not so well.
The one on the " Demands of
much to my liking. Perhaps if we could Liberalism" ought to be delivered in
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every town in America, especially in these
times when the church is so activ in -ingrafting church laws on this already too
much lawed country. Justice is choked
to death with too much law. Mr. Putnam's
lecture on "Freethought and Morality"
could be delivered in the most orthodox
community without causing a ripple. We
had out a large audience, about equally
divided between ladies and gentlemen, a
large number of whom were believers
of some Christian creed. He was able
to hold the house so you could scarcely
hear a ruft!e, only when they were so
well pleased there was an encore. Mr.
Putnam has done a fine thing for us
here-has put many a one thinking; has
sold a good many Freethought books and
·brought our papers to the notice of many
more. Liberals all along the line could
do a grand work in coining out and raising
a little money for a good lecture to open
people's eyes and stave off the coupling
of church and state a few more years and
make this a much smoother world to liv in
than it was in the day of John Calvin.
And if you do think of having a lecture,
let me recommend Mr. Putnam's "Demands of Liberalism," and '' Freethought
and Morality."
A. M. STEVENS.
The Truth on Sunday.
Aug. 10, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: A few thoughts struck n:ie
in relation tq closing the gates on Sunday
at the World's Fair. To call it Sunday is
to set our wisdom before the wisdom of
God, and to giv that glory to a pagan idol.
The ancient Saxons called it Sunday because upon it they worshiped the sun. As
the Sabbath of the Jews is of divine institution according to the Bible, where does
the Sunday come in? I find no record of
it in the New Testament, but find in history that the emperor of Rome, Constantine, in the year 306 ordered that the
heathen worship to the sun should be obsr>rved by Christians, and called the first
day of the week Slmday. What reasonable man can justify Constantine for keeping that day as a holy day? What right
had he to order the day to be observed as
holy? The clergy of the present day
know full well that it is a humbug and
that ·there is no divine authority for it.
The superstition among the ministers ~nd
people is astonishing. But there is great
advancement in knowledge. People begin to reason, and THE TRUTH SEEKER,
with other papers of the same truths, are
''turning the world upside down."
·
The other evening a young man said to
me: "I was brought up a Catholic, but I
don't believe as 'Catholics do-that the
priests must not marry, and that t.here is a
hell to punish a body. My reason teaches
me different. It is all superstition. The
whole family jumped on me at once. If
I had been a wild beast they could not
hav been more ferocious." He said:" "I
believe in Robert Ingersoll. He suits
me. My opinion and his agree." So you
see, THE TRUTH SEEKER and kindred
spirits are doing a mighty sight of good in
the cause of reason and common sense.
I see it is stated in the books that an
"Infidel" is an unbeliever in Christianity,
one with want of faith, etc. Well, on the
same standpoint, are there not Infidels
who believe the contrary? It appears that
Infidelity is nothing but a belief of a thing,
which every man has a 1ight to express
and exercise for himself without being
stigmatized as a miscreant.
Vvhen the last stain of paganism is removed tl;le world will see a Christianity
which will be primally .a life of purity
rather than a creed embodying speculations about the lmlmowable.
s. R. THORNE.

went to Mary and IQ.ade his proposition to
her, she seemed to hesitate about taking
what he proposed. She said to· him:
" How can this be?" and then he said,
"The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee,"
etc. Then he went farther to bribe her
by specious promises in saying, "Thy son
shall be heir of the throne .of his father
David, and he shall reign over the house
of Jacob forever, and to his kingdom there
shall be no end." Who ever heard of
Jesus inheriting the throne of David or
being a king among the Jews or reigning
over the house of Jacob for an hour?
By these specious promises Mary was influenced to consent to the proposition, and
said unto him, ''Be it unto me as thou
hast said " (Luke i, 28). The whole resulted in the birth, if the Testament be
true, of a bastard God and a bastard man.
And this child was put to death, as the
Jews thought, for the crime of assuming
to be God, as directed by God himself in
Dent. xiii, as follows: "If there arise
among you a· prophet [flo not all the
churches hold that Jesus was a prophet?],
a worker of wonders [do not all hold
him to hav .been such?], and" if what
he said should prove true, and yet if
he shall say, Come, let us worship some
God near at hand, or afar off, that
did not bring thee up out of the land
of Egypt, thou shalt surely kill him.
Thus the Jews put the man to death for
claiming to be God in saying, "Ye shall
honor me even as ye honor the father, for
I and the father are one, fur I am in the
father and the father in me." The
Jews say, he, being a man, claimed to
be God and for this reason they crucified him, according to John, who
says the Jews said, We hav a law,
and by that law he ought to die. This
was the only law for such a case in the
Old Testament, and everybody reading
the New Testament knows that he was
born out of wedlock and therefore was
illegitimate, and yet he was taken up and
made an offering for the sin of the whole
world. As I am so blind as not to be able
to write myself, I hope some of your
writers will take up this subject and giv it
a thorough ventilation. A. B. RICKARD.

Jehovah .A.ssanlteth One of His Churches.
ATLANTA, GA., Aug. 10,"1892.
MR. EDITOR: The following question
was suggested by a little incident that
. occurred in this pious city lately: Is the
Christian iconoclastic
deity turning
Atheistical?
On Sunday evening, July 31st, a cloud
arose in the west and came directly toward
this city. Its approach was watched with
·much interest, as summer showers are
among our chief delights. As it appr.oached
it gathered reinforcements from every
quarter. It soon became apparent that
the heavenly hosts were prepared for an
engagement. General Jehovah in command, the bombardment was squarely
commenced on this pious city of seventyfour churches.
The . destruction· of
property, the booming of heavy guns and
many of them, and rattle of heaven's flying
artillery, would hav brought the blush of
shame to the cheeks of a Sherman, John-·
son, or McPherson. The com bat deepened,
the heavens darkened. The contest l;etween darkness and ePratic flashes to a
close observer was about an even thing.
This city, like all well-regulated cities,
has several theaters.
The unequaled
artists for several months past had drawn
largely upon the public. This caused a
diminution in the churches and aroused
the jealousy and indignation of the priesthood to such an extent that they opened a
tirade against these vestibules of perdition,
but failed to close them, or reduce their
patronage to any perceptible degree.
God an Adulterer.
They next invoked aid of the authorities,
DENVER, CoL., July 21, 1892.
and had special police, and secret spies to
MR. EDITOR: I hav often wondered that watch for some overt act by which they
you or some of your writers had not elab- might close down on them with the strong
orated the doctrin of the nativity of Jesus, arm of law. The plays were in keeping
for I hav often thought it curious that with those who patronized them-cultured
God should say to the Jews, " Thou shalt and refined-and no star kicked above the
not commit adultery," and then do it him- mark prescribed by law.
self: for nothing is clearer than that he
The storm king raged on this eventful
perpetrated that when he begat Jesus, by night. Not a theater was disturbed, not a
Joseph's wife, making the whole Christian saloon interfered with, not a gambling
church hang upon an act and fact of be- hell or diving hole molested. A Baptist
getting an illegitimate child. And thus it church with its assembled crowd, heads
depends upon bastardy for its validity. bowed in solemn reverence and adoration
When the angel, the messenger of God, to him who

"THE. TRUTH SEEKER,
Rides upon the stormy skies
.,
And calms the roaring seas,
had its tall spire knocked into kindling,
and a dozen or more of its devoted inmates knocked unconscious in one round.
The Bible-pounder who failed to get
enough of the electric fluid to make him
sensible, not being educated in the law of
cause and effect, could only console his
superstitious admirers by the old-time
saying, ''His ways are mysterious, and
past finding out."
W. S. D.

A Reverie at the Grave of My .Brother.
LoRDSBURG, CAL., Aug. 15, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Another wrinkle has been
written on the brow 0f time. Scarce hav
the echoes ceased tho~e exulting strains
which ushered our brother's advent when
the air grows heavy with the sounds <?f
lamentation. In the springtime of his
infancy he sported joyously-amid the gush
of song-birds and the fulness of flowers;
in the golden summertime of his youth he
may hav dallied with delusiv doctrins arid
dreams; but the autumn of manhood arid
frost of age stole upon him with stern
vicissitudes, and long and faithfully he
buffeted the billows of fanaticism, until at
last, after reaching his seventy-ninth milepost, the winter of old age with many sorrows pierced his tired heart and bade it
cease to throb forevermore.
Prone in his windowless tomb we lay
our brother to sleep his last sleep, while
the low, measured moan of the Pacific and
the wild wailing of the northern blast
blend with the voice of the night to chant
his requiem. Olenclied in his pulseless
grasp he bears away what none can smnmon back,-a severed cycle of the life, the
mind, the deeds, the destinies of all the
living. Forth from their cerements start
specters of the bygone years to greet him
at his coming within that dread domain
where he has gone.
They stand like
sentinels to guard its secrets till the day of
doom. Not wisely said the moralist, ''The
past is but a point," for what seems thus
to the gross sense of man is a vast land of
shadowless stillness. Unfathomable wonders (may) lie concealed behind its dusky
veil waiting forever the grand event of
nature's dissolution. No mortal eye can
penetrate its mysteries, no mortal tongue
evoke the spirit from its vasty deep. With
Titan grasp thought venture;:~ to essay it,
but in vain. With vacillating splendor
fancy gilds its vestibule, yet pierces not
beyond. 'rhere . the wrecks of empire
float sullenly along the stream of time.
There the crumbling raiments that human
hands hav planned lie moldering in ;dim
and dread magnificence.
There the designs and undertakings,
the struggles and achievements, of unnumbered generatiOns are scattered far
and wide in ·broken fragments. There the
mean and the mighty, the oppressed and
the ()ppressor, sleep together. There congregate those giant souls beneath whose
tread the globe still rings, whose exodus
from earth convulsed the nation with a
grand funeral wail, and the myriad multitudes who died and left no sign. There
dwell the countless millions of the buried
dead, from those who trod this orb when
first it sprang from evolution, and those
who filled the intervening vastness of the
ages, even to those who yester-eve gazed
with dying eyes on the setting sun. · There
Ruin broods mournfully above the faded
grandeur of Assyria, the pomp of Pericles,
the scepter of Seleucus, and tha broken
law of the. Mithridates. There the shade
of Cresar grimly stalks along, and the
Corsican stands forevermore aloof in the
tremendous solitude of his incommunicable soul.
No music floats from David's tuneless
lyre. No song escapes from the sealed
lips of Miriam (or our brother). No timbrels ring athwart the somber sea of
Egypt. All is 'the hush of dense, impenetrable silence. Yet not alone to earth and
man is liinited the abstruse abyss.
'
Through the long sweep of ages and
vast reach of space uncounted systems hav
sprung. f9rth and flourished and decayed.
With all their teeming life and high inte1-.
ligence, some loftier, some lower-than the
race of man, they hav departed. Comets
hav flamed through their appointed paths
and meteors hav blazed, then sunk in the

immeasurable void extinct and rayless.
And so may we.
·•
A cosmoplastic Atheist,
MELL. ·
General Review of the Outlook of the
Times.
Aug. 16, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: There are many ways by
which we can judge of the public senti·
ment and views of those with whom we
come in contact, but there is no bettar
way than by personal interviews and conversation by which we get the real belief
or opinions of anyo~e we may chance to
engage in conversation. If straws show
which way the wind blows, I am. sure that
the breezes of education and general
literature are fast driving from our midst
the belief in a Molilaic monstrosity or personal deity of s11Ch attributes and innate
qualities as described in the Bible. 1 feel
free to say, that in my journey over the
states, I find but a small proportion of the
business men who believe in the Bible as a
divine book, or i~ the vital teaching there
written, although- many of them rather
·favor the church and Sunday-schools for
wife and children, believing them to be of
good moral teachings. Yet they take but
little stock in Genesis as teaching the
creation of all things-Mother Eve's unhappy interview with the devil, the fall of
man, salvation of the soul, hell, heaven,
or the need of a savior, or prayer to deity
to reni.ind him of his duty to man. The
prevailing opinion seems to. be that we
were forced into this world without any
wish of our own, are being forced through
it r~gardless of anything that we can do,
and will :finally be forced out of it without
our advice or desire in the matter. They
seem to think the laws of force and effect
are the same in all cases, and bring the s.ame
reaults. The prevailing religion seems
to be that the better we do while here,
the better will be the result both here and
hereafter. But few seem to dread the
future, and most can see no tracks of a
"cloven foot" imprinted in their pathway.
Free education, to my mind, is the arch
stone that holds together the great structure of all moral worth, for when man is
educated the mind is elevated and the
animal is generally subdued. Intelligence
does not wish to kill or wound the· person
of another, and as we gather instruction
from the leaves of human knowledge, our
enmity, revenge, malice, and other real
enemies of naturiiJ man,. depart from us
and tbe better attributes of our nature take
their place.
While I am but fifty-five years of age,
yet I cannot help but seE) the great advance in society since I was a yout.h. No
longer is it considered cowardly not to
resent an insult, but rather the insulter is
the one lowered in the estimation of his
companions. With the more enlightened
wars an,d individual quarrels are in disfavor, and looked upon as relics of barbarism.
· It is a misnomer to call om·selvs civilized
when we hav not yet passed the quaternary
stake of h_uman civility. Religions of all
.kinds hav held the world fast to dogmatical beliefs in such manner that those of an
investigating mind were driven to silence.
Skepticism and disbelief, the only causes
that can secure a higher intelligence, hav
been stifled by priestly hands.
We hav nothing as Liber ..ls or Freethinkers to fear, as the sky of advancement is cloudless before us : but the forebodings of. clerical storms can be seen in
the desire to destroy the public schools.
The wily prelates of superstition well
know that intelligence cannot be enslaved
and brought under control of a few usurpers of human rights, and therefore the
teachers of truth and evidence must be
destroyed, that ignorance may continue to
hold sway over the land, and that the
people may be made to pay tribute to
priest and king.
The eyes of the public are getting
opened and their voices cry out for free
education. Our public schools hav come
to stay, and must not be s,ectarianized or
made to teach anything but known truths,
such as can be demonstrated by science.
Let each parent stuff the cavities of the
brains of their children with such myths
as they may thamselvs believe, but let
the schools be kept pure and under the
prptection of the state. Such is the prevailing opinion of the great majority of
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the citizens of this state, and only for the
constant labor of the churches, who are in
the minority, to use the school to foster
their damnable creeds would we need
fear the destiny of a future age.
A. D. SwAN.
David.
. YPSILANTI, MICH., June 6, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: You hav so 'many able
correspondents that it seems superfluous
for me to try to add anything that would
be either useful or interesting to the
readE>rs of your valuable paper. Still,
such circumstances sometimes overtake
us that it seems ltlmost impossible to
hold our peace. ·A few days ago a gospel
windmill, who also was a Sunday-school
superintendent, was urging his hearers to
a closer study of the Bible, a more thorough examination of its men and women,
and he selected as especially worthy of
this consideration David of the Old, and
Paul of the New, Testament. It seems
to me that a man who would invite or
provoke an examination should be very
careful of the material he selected for
such purpose-, especially if he wished to
improve either the head or the heart, but
"God's ways. are mysterious," and so are
the ways of some men, and we ought to be
thankful that "we are not as other men
are."
Having been born of Christian orthodox
parents, and obliged not only to study the
Bible, but also theWestminster Confession
of Faith, together with its catechisms, a
church-member for twenty-five years and
occupying also the place of Sunday-school
superintendent, I was not entirely ignorant
of the characters of the above-named
worthies. I thought it would be a good
thing to take his advice, so taking David
for a starter, I very soon found myself-!
am sorry to say-in bad company. In
1 Sam. xx, 2, we find him and his band of
vagabonds that he had collected hovering
around Nahal's sheepyard, and finally
demanding that he and his men be allowed
to feed upon their carcasses, claiming as
a reason that instead of molesting either
the shepherds or their flocks, he had
faithfully guarded them. Now, so far .as
I can Jearn, Nahal had not solicited his
help to guard either his men or his flocks,
no doubt thinking himself fully competent
to manage his·own affairs in that regard,
consequently he refused to comply with
the request either to feed him or his men
with the best of his flocks. This refusal
seemed to raise the ire of the favorit son
of the most high, and he immediately prepared to wipe out of existence this churlish
Nahal. (Read the account in 1 Sam. xxv.)
But this was not so to be. It so happened
that thissameNabal had a beautiful wife (of
course David knew nothing of this), who in
the mean time had been informed of the no~
ble warrior's threat. Womanlike, she
took measures to ward off the blow, ordering the servants to bring out the mules,
while she loaded them down with the best
the house afforded, and started off for his
offended majesty.
Of course she succeeded in :finding him, made ample apology; and presented her gifts. Read ·the
reply of this noble man (1 Sam xxv,
32-35). Whether it was the presents or the
beautiful Atligail herself that caused his
wrath to subside is a question. At all
events, in a few days "God smote Nahal
that he died," and she became his wife.
Colonel Ingersoll say!l it was a case. that
should hav been examined by the grand
jury. It was the same Lord that smote
both Nahal and later on Uriah, and for
precisely the same purpose-viz., that the
man after his own heart could get the
beautiful Bathsheba as he had Nahal's
wife. (See 2 Sam. xi.)
Following this wonderful character, we
find him encamped in front of J erusa.lem
(2 Sam. v, 8). And David said, "Whosoever getteth up to the gutter and smiteth
the J ebusites and the lame and the blind,
that are hated of David's soul, shall be
made chief and captain." It was not
enough that these unfortunates were lame
and blind, which ought to hav insured
their safety, but he must offer a premium
to hav their throats cut, for they were
hated of David's soul. What a soul he
must hav had. Again we :find this same
wonderful character delivering up to be
hanged seven of Saul's sons, which must
hav been his own brothers-in-law, as an

offering to the Lord. (See 2 Sam. xxi.)
It seems to hav been a very common diversion of David's God to visit the iniquities of the fathers upon their children,
and he was just the man to do it. He enjoyed it. This man of God could say, " I
hav been young and am now old, yet hav
never seen the righteous forsaken, nor his
seed begging bread." If jle had spent
less time in watching after other men's
wives, even when bathing, the results
might hav been different.
As we "swing around the circle "-as
President Johnson used to say-we come
to another beautiful woman, Bathsheba,
the wife of Uriah the Hittite. It seems to
hav been as natural for this man of God
to gravitate toward other men's beautiful
wives, as it was for the two spies to gravitate toward the house of Rahab the harlot (Josh. ii, 1). This beautiful woman
he first debauched, and then murdered
her husband that he might add to his
already overstocked harem. As no other
house would fill the bill for the spies, so
nothing but other men's wives would
satisfy our divine hero. Is it at all strange
that such a man could compose and write
Psalm cix, which for fiendishness has
never been equaled, neither could it be
excelled by the foulest fiend of hell? Yet
this same man'ssaylligs are oftener quoted
upon funeral occasions than almost all
others, which I regard as an insult to all
concerned. Christians tell us that he repented. Suppose he did, he ought to.
But that did not restore the life of Nahal
or Uriah. It did not restore the life of
the seven sons of Saul, which he had sacrificed to the Lord, who accepted them. It
did not make him a clean man, by his
own acknowledgment in Psalm xxxvili. It
did not deter him from taking "the beautiful Abishag to wife. Such as he should
hav taken a back seat by himself, and forever held his peace, but instead of this
his acts seem to hav rendered him immortal, for one of his biographers says,
"David did right in the sight of the Lord
all his days, except in the matter of Uriah
the Hittite." Then he did right in putting his prisoners taken in battle under
" saws and harrows of iron," and cremating them in brick-kilns, etc. He did
right in murdering "men, women, and
children, lest they tell on us" (1 Sam.
xxiii, 11). He diCI right in sacrificing the
seven sons of. Saul to the Lord, who were
the natural aspirants to the throne he had
usurped ; of course he did, for the Lord
accepted, and stayed the fainins. He did
right in penning Psalm cix.
He did
right in cutting the throats of the lame ana
blind Jebusites, because his soul hated
them. Nevertheless he could sometimes
tell the truth.. He acknowledged that he
was conceived in sin, and brought forth
in iniquity, that he went astray as soon as
born-he might hav added that he held
his own in that respect through life. He
could dance before the Lord in a semi-nude
state, and meekly receive the sarcastic
rebuke of his wife Michal, but she, not
knowing the mind of the spirit, was
doomed to die childless-but being a
shrewd woman, managed afterward to
hav children all the same. She bad probably taken lessons from her liege lord in
that respect. God forbid that we should
find fault with this man of God for dancing in a nude state before the Lord, lest
we should receive the rebuke of some oi
our D.D. 's who for the glory of God
think it incumbent upon them to witness
similar Ecenes by the opposit sex. Were
we inclined to thiuk that a morbid desire
had anything to do in inspiring these
gentlemen to behold beauty unadorned,
as she first came from· the hand of her
creator before she thought proper to
utilize the leaves of the fig-trees, we should
"lay our hand upon our mouth, and our
mouth in the dust, and cry, Guilty and
unclean, God be merciful to us, miserable
sinners." In the former case the Lord's
anointed danced before the women, in
the latter case the women danced before
the men of God, making honors easy.
Let us be thankful that as it was in the
former case, so it was in the latter, all in
the interest of morality and the greater
glory of God. While we reverently bow
our heads that it was the will of the creator to land this wonderful character upon
the shores of time, let us hope that it will
never be necessary to duplicate him.
JAS. P. DICKINSON.
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!'Jdited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
Rwer, .Mass., to whom all Gommunicaions for this Co1·ner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Across the Atlantic.
"l'rie?'?'ie England."-York JJiinstm·.Sights and Sounds in Antwe?p.-B?·ussells.-J'he TVier·tz JJiuseum.
York, in England, is a fine old city, with
massiv Roman walls. fur it was once a
great Roman station with an imperial
palace and a Roman tribunal. Yon remember your school histories and about
the wars of the Roses, the house of York
and house of Lancaster. Well, here is the
very grounrl of York, and here hav
tramped the Roman legions. You remember, too, Isaac of York in the story of
'Ivanhoe," and how the Jews in this
place were killed in 1490- two thousand
massacred at one time. For what cause?
Ah, yonder old cathedral might tell a
bloody story. It took two hundred years
to build this majestic pile of stone and
mortar, with its arches and towers. Indeed, it is a wonderful piece of architecture, fo1mded in 1171 and finished in 1400.
Its great pillars and windows of stained
glass-one window being seventy-five feet
in bight and thirty fe•t broad-are impressiv to most people. I admire their beauty,
especially the Rose window and the one
known as the "Five Sisters," whose history, or the history of the five, is told by
Dickens in "Nicholas Nickle by" (if yon
recollect the si.xth chapter). This window
is six hundred years olcl. Stories of Bible
people-angels, saints, etc.-are told in
the windows whose mellow light is very
beautiful.
It would take too much time to describe
this monster minster, but I . was silly
enough to go there on Sunday to a religious service, and caught a cold that stays
by me yet, which I shall take as a warning
to keep out of such places in the future.
In different parts of the old building are
statues of various church dignitaries finely
sculptured in marble, ·some in recumbent
positions, with clasped hands and solemn
visage; one especially I il.oted with two
little marble angels at the head and three
at his feet: Another effigy of an admiral
took my attention, an excellent man in his
time, I judge, who died loved ancl lamented, for there were two young and
winged cherubs at his feet, in marble,
with handkerchiefs applied to their eyeR.
It was so ludicrous that I laugberl till the
tears fell from my own eyes, but I did not
wipe them with a marble motwhoir, however.
The chapter-house of this ma"nificent
cathedral is said to be the most p~rfect of
Gothic architecture in the world. It is octagon in shape, and there is no exact knowledge as to its designers. It is thought to
hav been builtin the year 1200, but the carvings upon the columns are rather sinanlar
not to say absurd and unchaste. Ther~
are carved monks making gJ.'imaces, repnlsiv old monks embracing beautiful
girls, while nuns and others are represented grinning and giggling at them.
Seven squares of this octagon-shaped
apartment are ornamented with elegant
stained glass, while the eighth octagon
forms the entrance_, the vestibule to it
being in the form of a Freemason's square.
In the basement are remains of Roman
and Norman ·workmanship, gloomy recesses that may hav been chmgeons, and
probably were, where honest men hav
wasted away and dierl of stRrvation. We
were told that our company was the only
one in twenty years permitted to go all
over the sacred edifice on the "holy Sabbath." The fee did it. Did the church
ever refuse one?
Among the relics that stand for superstition we noted the solid silver crosier
that Queen Catharine, widow of Charles
II., gave to her confessor. It is wrought
in priestly designs and is seven feet long.
We saw an old communion-plate five hundred years old, and the great chair in
which the Saxon kings were crowned.
Richard III. sat in this chair, and so clid

James I. The great Saxon drinking horn
of Ulphus is here. Old Ulphus drank wine
from it, and gave all his vast estatE's to the
church, and presented the horn as the
title-deed. That is one of the ways by
which the church gets a hold of property.
Another strange old place is the ruin of
St. Leonard's, not far from the minster,
interestillg as having been founded by
Athelstane the Saxon. Here are vaults
and stone coffins and them!\S for many
meditations. St. Mary's abbey, with its
tumbling walls and its old Norman arch,
still shows what a power was Catholicism
in the other time when the church held its
awful sway over the minds of men.
I walked on the old walls of the town,
and was happy in the thought of the progress of the race.
We visited the remains of the old palace
where once dwelt 1\fary of England. The
foundations and some of the walls are intact, bnt the place is used at present as an
asylum and school for deaf mutes. It
being Sunday, the pupils were out for a
holiday, so we missed seeing them, but we
walked through the building and saw some
of their handiwork. A handsome statue
of Wilberforce at the entrance seemed to
say it was a good use for a palace, but the
inmates are not creditable to the inhabitants who produce these sorrowful results
of error and ignorance.
Here in York we had candles to light us
to bed. They keep the doors of the public parlors closed in the public hotels here.
We innocently asked if there was no other
public parlor than the small reception
room. The housekeeper replied by saying to a servant, "George, open the royal
drawing-room," whereupon ''George"
produced a key nearly as large as the key
of the Bastile, and throwing open a door
waved us into the room. A maid that
looked for all the world like the "Little
Marchioness" in Dickens, scrambled
upon the table and lighted the chandelier,
the globes of which were as big as buckets. She and "George " evidently expected we would be dazed by the magnificence, and pointed to the picture of the
prince of Wales on the waY, but as we
saw nothing superior to American drawingrooms, we were silent. York is known as
the first place in England where Christmas was kept by King A:cthur, in the year
500. New York in America was named
for Old York in England.
·From York we journeyed to Lincoln,
and there was another old cathedral to
visit, but as we were about tired of such
old concerns, with the smell of age upon
them, we strolled about town for a couple
of hours, bought a lunch of fruit and
cake, und then went on to Harwich, a
quaint old town, wJ,ere we wandered along
the railroail track and the shore, gathering
fossil shells and curious flint nodules.
At Parkeston we had a sumptuous repast, finely served, and then we went on
board the Colchester, a packet ship, and
embarked for Antwerp: The next morning we ;voke on the Scheidt river. Officials came on board and examined our
luggage, and t.hen our party took-a drive
around town. Our carriages numbered
thirty-seven in line, and of course the nativs were agape at the unusual spectacle.
One of our number carried an American
flag fastened to a cane.
Occasionally the old flag was recognized,
and one man took off his hat, and told his
ftllows in good English that it was the
"Fourth of July," and that "Mr. July
was a bigger man than St. Patrick !"
Antwerp is a fine old city, with parks and
public squares, bl'autifnl statues and
fountains. Onr carriages were somewhat
the worse for wear, the horses rickety, and
the drivers all talked Flemish. Nevertheless, the parade was imposing.
The docks of the city are fine, and include the two docks built by Napoleon I.
when be made the place one of his naval
arsenals, and the piles of merchandise
here show that Antwerp is still doing a
large commercial bm-inPss.
There are two big cathedrals in Antwerp
and others of lesser size. One has a aarden at its entrance, where the Calvar; is
represented. Here, in life-size marble
irnageP, is represented the life of Christ,
striking events in religious history, etc.
Here are J esuses, Marys, d0nkeys, Judas,
and the other Apostles, including Peter
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and a barnyard fowl, a babe in a manger,
Joseph, and all the rest. The whole is
picturesque, but I do not think I appreciate
the holy part of it-but I remember there
was a fee attached to the exhibition.
The other cathedral contains Rubens's
splendid pictures of the Elevation and the
Descent from the Cross, and also the
Annunciation.
Before. these paintings
could be unveiled for us, there was, 'of
course, the usual fee, but then we heard ·
the musical chimes of the bells in the
tower, we heard the priests chant a Latin
prayer, saw the tall candles lighted, and
then the pictures.
I confess I was more interested in the
f<tct that the great painter emp'loyed his
own family as models for the "holy
family "-his beautiful first wife representing Mary, the mother of J esns; his
second wife, children, and his mother all
<>oming into the pictures. In the "Place
V erte " there is a fine statue of Rubens,
and the street where ·he died bears his
name.
The dogs of Antwerp are utilized by being put in harness and made to draw
carts. It was a funny sight to see them
('lrawing their carts as orderly as if they
were little horses. Big dogs and little
ones, black, yellow, and spotted, all are
made to work in Antwerp. I did not like
to see some of them pulling quite too
heavy burdens and panting for wearinesR,
and I thought our American dogs are aristocrats compared with them.
I saw, too, women harnessed to carts
along with dogE<, and women trundling
wheelbarrowfl. Their hard, stolid faces,
rough, peaked shoes and coarse clothes
betokened a hard lot indeed. I saw only
a few women wearing bonnets, but nearly
all went bareheadEd. We saw the same
sights in Brussells, women with the ~rand
of toil and degradation upon them. Here
the social evil is licensed, woman is debased, resorting to the most revolting
practices to earn the bread ~he eats·
manhood is lowered, and-Catholicis~
reigns. Splendid cathedrals and abject
poverty, wealth and licentiousness, religion, ignorance, and poverty--they walk
here side by side.
There was a funeral going on in the cathedral of St. Gudule in BrussellA, when
:we went there. An officer had died, and
the hearse was profusely .decorated with
bright flowers, while inside the chnr;h
priests chanted, and many candles lighted
the dim old building. Old, grizzled
women sat about the corners telling their
beads, while the s1m struggled in faintly
through the ·rich stained glass. But the
invisible writer had marked the columns,
sculptures, and carv:(ngs all over with the
words, "pain, privation, submission, superstition, bigotry, intolerance, and ignorance." He who sees can read.
We saw the palace of the king, but did
not see the king. Plenty of soldiers
marching to and fro remindPd us of the
old field of Waterloo, not far away, and
we repeated,
''There was a sound of .revelry by night
When Belgium's capital had gathered ther~
Her beauty and her chivalry."
Later, we stood in the hall of the Hotel
de Ville, where the ball. is said to hav
been held the night of the battle-a beautiful room that I wish I had time to describe, as well as the lovely old Gobelin
tapestries of the other rooms in the building.
If you ever go to BrussPlls do not miss
seeing the Wiertz gallery of paintings.
Wiertz hated Bonaparte, and he has shown
his hatred in the most horrible pictures of
that wonderful hero, who hPlieved in himself rather than in gods and demons,
and who said, "I shR.Il liv up to my destiny and cannot go beyond it."
SusAN H. WrxoN.
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1. HERBERT SPENCE-:-::
life anit .Personal
characteristics; hi,; viPw.< on enuc,twn; ·his
religious opinions. By JI:IR. DANIEL 1)-REENLEAF
T!IOMI'SON.
2. CHARLES ROBEitT DARWIN: His ancestry,
life, ann personal characteristics. By JoHN W.
OIIADWICK.
.
3. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
How suns aud worlds come into being. Did the
material universe ever have a beginning 1 By
GABRE"r P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology; How the world grew_; By Dn. LEWIS
G. J .L.'iES.
.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
docs lif.e begin; 'fhe problem of spontaneous
generatwn. By WILLIAM PoT·rs.
6. EVOLU'fiON OF ANill'l:AL .LIF~; 'rhe !Jvi·
deuces from geology, geograi!_hlcal distnbutwn,
.and comparative zoology. Hy ltossiTER HAYMOND, Ph.D.
7 THE DESCENT OF MAN: Relation of man
·to the brute creation; his ancestral line; <l"gra.tion of human life on the planet. By E. D.
CorE,Ph.D.
.
~ EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the
· nerxous system: the nature of mind. By RoBT.
G. ECCLEs, M.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitive man;
growth of the family, city, .and state:. develqpmeut of the domest1c relat~ons; marr1age. By
JAMES A. SKILTON.
,
,o. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of religious beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By Z.
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALR. How altruism
P.rows out of egoism; the proper balance. By
DR. LEwis G. JANEs.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a, from geology;
b, from morphology; c, from em]:>ryology; a,
from metamorphosis; e, from rudimentary organs; f, from geographical distri.:mtion; g,
from discovered links; h~ from artificial breeding; i, from reversion; K, from mimicry. By
NELSON C. PABSHA=.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REV. JOHN w. CHADWICK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relation
of the doctrine to prevailing philosophical systems. By STARR HoYT NICHoLs.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING cmLIZATION. Plans for social
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REv.
MINoT J. SAVAGE.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By Dn. LEwrs
G. JANES.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
BY SYLVAN DREY.
18. THE RELATmTY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception; sight, sound, taste;
smell, feeling; the doctrine of the Unknowable.
By RoBERT G. EccLEs, M.D.
.
19. A STUDY OF 1\IATTER AND MOTION. An
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9..uotations from many authorities. By RoN. A.
N. ADAMS . .J
20. PRIMITIVE MAN. Man as revealed by archeological studies; evidences of man's antiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic races;
the ages of bronze and iron; cave men ana
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound builders~
primitive implements and tools; proofs or
man's natural evolution. By Z. SIDNEY Saru:rsoN.
21. GROWTH OF THE 1\'!ARRIAGE RELATION.
Marriage a primitive institution; its earlier
forms; no evidence of original promiscuity; ex. ogamy and endogamy; group-marriage; polyg-.
yny, polyandry, and monogamy· marrtage by
capture; monogamy the highest form of therelation; divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
contract; its regulation by the state. By C.
STANILAND WAKE.
.
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
of political institutions;..the patriarchal family;
the tribe and clan. By JOliN A. TAYLOR.
23. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
statute law and ,iudge-made law.;. the conversion
of customs into law. By PROF . .tl.UFUS SHELDON.
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RoBERT G. EccLES, M.D.
25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. The
necessity for arms and armor under the struggle for existence. By JOHN C. KIMBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS,
development of the human hand.; the earliest
use of rmplements and tools. By JAMEs A. SKILTON.
zr. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
'fhe definition of wages; economic characteristics of the wage system; wages the outgrowth
of slavery; origin and development of the
wages system. By PRoF. GEo. GuNToN.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN CIVILIZATION. The beginnings of education; earl¥
methods in Eg;ypt 1 Persia, China~ Greece anu
Rome: e1,1,rly Uhr1stian ideas or education;
Catholic anil Protestant views; the common
school system. By Miss CAROLINE B. LE ltow.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORl\I. I.
The Theological Method. By REv. JoHN CHADWICK.
30. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORl\L II.
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM PoTTs.
31. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. III.
. The Anarchistic Method. By HUGH 0. l'ENTE·
COaT.
32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. IV.
The Scientific Method. By DANIEL GREEN·
LEAF THOMPSON.
33. ABA GRAY: His Life and Work. By ~s.
MARY TREAT.
34. EDWARD LmNGSTON YOUMANS. The
JI:Ian and his Work. By PRoF. JoliN FISKE.
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JY ews of the Week.
A SWITCHMEN's strike at Buffalo, N. Y.,
accompanied by burning of cars and other
violence, has necessitated the presence
there of three thousand militia. ·
THE Homestead, Pa., strike, which was
once thought ended by a compromise, is
still on, and frict,ion between the strikers
and the soldiers occure continually.
AT Constantinople five hundred deaths
from cholera occur daily. Mohammedan
zealots are aiding in the spread of the pestilence by the strict observance of their
funeral rites.
TALMAGE is in Eng-land preaching to
monster audiences. At a meeting in the
Birmingham town hall eight thousand
were present and three thousand rose and
asked for prayers.
FoR several weeks the farmers of Prince
Edward Island prayed for rain. Their
prayers hav been answered by the falling of
ruinous floods of rain for the last four
dnys. Now they are praying for it to stop.

IN Tennessee, miners who struck against
convict labor and used violence were atI'rice, cloth, $1.; paper, 50 cents.
tacked by troops. The strikers captured
Colonel Anderson and held him as a hosThe Trade -Bu;p;p!iea at-Special Discounts.
tage undAr threat of death. Fresh troops
arrived and made captiv one hundreil citizens as hostages, and threatened to fire on
the houses, whereupon the strikers released Anderson. Some lives hav been lost.
IN Russia. the daily average of new
A FI'Lscinating· Story of Radical Truths on cases of cholera is over eight thousand,
and of deaths over four thousand. 1\:IiliReligion and Social Matters.
tary measures hav been found necessary
~ce. cloth. ilil: oaoer, 50 cents
in many cases to suppress popular outbreaks due to the superstition against
sanitation. Thirty persons hav been ar,rested for the murder of Dr. Moltchano:ff,
whose body was beaten into an unrecognizable form.
A NE"W NOVEL.
CATHOLICS are circulating the story that
Paper; 50 cents. while Father M:ollinger, of Pittsburgh,
Price, cloth, $1.
Pa., was in the sanctuary two days before
his death it was flooded witb supernatural
light and a white-robed figure appeared
and announced itself as St. Anthony, informing Mallinger that he would die in
.SHORT .STOR.I:e.S.
two days. Though well at the time, the
priest prepared for his death, which ocPaper, 50 cents.
Price, cloth, $1.
curred as predicted.
ON the 16th a terrible storm fell upon
Nijni Novgorod, Russia, wrecking the
crowded cholera hospital and many other
buildings. The inhabitants were completely disheartened by this after their
CON'l'ENTS:
pn~ceding disasters. Some fled, and those
A Splendid Judge of a Woman-The Lady of th
who remain hav thronged about the
Club-Under Protest-For the ProseC"Ution-/
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler Ron>
shrines and churches praying for the
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our Ancestors
mercy of heaven. The storm is said by
Florence Campbell's Fate-My Patient's Fate.
them to show the determination of the
Price, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1.
Lord to destroy their city for its wickedAdrlre•"
'J'HF. 'I'"RTI'I'll R"Rl<'."R""FR r.(l
ness.
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

IS THIS YDUB SOB. MY LORD l

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?

EDV.'IN N.
BEECHER,
Rolicitnr of Patent~. 1\'IARTON, Hartfnrrl county, Cor<'<
Small fees ; vn lid
patents wit" broail
claims; letters of
inquiry promptly
answered.
For FREE pamphlet, PATFNT LAWS,
address Commissioner of Patents,
Washington, D. C.
been informed by o'd inventors and expatentee!!.! who employ this solicitor,
skilfui.-THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Superstition in All Ages.
M.Eo.SLI:e~,

:SY J:e.AN
A

Christianity and Exposed the
Falseness
ofthatRe-

of
Pr
ba.d. Pae
r;..er, 501-.a;~~~
cents;
.~loth, $1. L~~~~~~~~~~
.Add=ess THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

Books by S. P. Putnam.

PUSHED BY UNSEEN HANDS.

A THOUGHTLESS . YES:

PLACARDS against Christian missionaries
continue to be posted in China. One
reads: "Let us unite together and forbid the establishment of the Jesus religion church, and prohibit the foreign
devil from entering our territory. Now
By Prof. John Tyndall.
let us apprehend all strangers among us
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles who do not worship our gods, foi: they are
on Prayer.
kidnappers, and when so apprehended let
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
us punish them ourselvs and not send
Address and Portrait only. 69 pp., 10 cents.
them to the authorities. We, the people
of the city and of the surrounding coundo hereby with one heart and voice
REVELATIONS O.Ji, ANTICHRIST try,
resolve that we will seek out the members
of the 'Heavenly Home religion' and the
PROVING
Jesus. Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of ' Jesus ' religion. If any be found to say
that the foreign religions are good, let us
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Centbind him up, beat him, and push him into
ury before, and Peter and l'a.u I died
the deep water."
before the Christian Era.

Advancement of Science.

Full, index 446Pp.,

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S

$1.50.

WORK~

FOR SALE AT THE TRU'.rH SEEKER OFFICE.
Essays ami Lectures. Embracing Infh.

ence of Chri~tianity on Civilizatioa ; Chri,
tianity and 1\Laterialism; WhatLitera1ism oft"c1·
in Place of Christianity; Scientific l\.i.aterialisn,
Woman; Spiritualism from a 1\Iaterialisti
Standpomt; Paine the Political ancl Religion
·neformerf· Materialism ancl Crime; Will tL
Coming l\ an Worship God1 Crimes and Crn, ,
ties of Christianity; the Authority: of the Bibl<
Freethought Judged by Its Frmts; Our Iclen
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

In1luence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
What Liberalism Offers in Place o
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism; Its :Meaning an(
Tendency. 10 cents.
·
Spiritualism from a :Materialistic Stand·
point. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religious Re,
former. 10 cents.
Woman: Her l'ast and Present: Hm
Uigllts ami Wrongs. 10 cents,
~~aterialisnt and Crime. 10 cents.
Will tJJC Cmning :Man Worsbizl God l
· 10 cents.

fweliVe Tracts. Scientific aml Theologicu.!. 20 cents.

IN the New York state supreme court on
the 9th a wealthy man of New York city
named Robt. Moses was tried on an appeal
from the decision of Justice Wisner, of
Warwick, N.Y., by which he was fined $5
for fishing in a private pond on Sunday.
Justice CUllen decided: "That the lake
. where the defendant fished was private
property and that he had the privilege of
fishing in it is conceded. It is not shown
that he created any commotion or disorder
or that his acts attracted or were witnessed
by any person other than the complainant
or disturbed the peace. On these facts
the defendant contends that he was guilty
of no offense; that under the authority of
The People vs. Denin, 35 Hun., 327, to
constitute the crime the act must disturh
the repose of this community. We think
not. Section 265 of the penal code prohibits 'all shooting, hunting, or fishing,
playing, horse-racing, ~ambling,_ or other
public sports. exercises, pastunes, or
shows.' It will thus be seen that while
not only public sports, exercises, and pastimes are forbidden, all shooting, huntmg,
and fishing, etc., are inhibited. The validity of such legislation cannot be questioned in this state. 'rhe question of how
far these restrictions should he carried is
for the legisiatnre, not for the courts.
.Judgment, and conviction appealed from
affirmed."

The New God• Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolo~~' Price1 20 cents.
.

Waifs and wandermgs, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first pnge to last with tlie living spirit of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.

Golden Throne, A Uomance.

" The au-

thor certainly has ~enins. The divine
creative spark is withm him. The book is
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
"1anly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read 'Golden Throne.'"
-. Iugereoll. Price. $1.

lngersolJ and Jesus.

A conversation in

rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean lleformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Pl"ice. 10 cents.

A.dami an1I Heva.

A poetio version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its snperiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis legend-1s shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb : His Life. A Freeth ought Romance. Price. 35 cents.

My Religious Experience, Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette Place, New York.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIBITUALISM
ANn

TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.

By R. F. \l•JlVTN, M.D.

Cloth. 50 cents.
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Agents for The Truth Seeker.
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News Depot, 2003 2d ave., Birmingham.
Loeb & Loeb, Montgomery.

1ohn ~. Hemsburts Books.

Arizon.a.

J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.

California.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Ball & McCarter, 117 W. 1st, Los Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
Angeles.
·
· MaxNewsStand.102N. Main,LosAngeles.
.r. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearney~st.,
San Fr!tncisco.
~ ·'<:;/'
Thos. W. Baker, Selma.
~
L. R. Titus, 237 South 4th st., San J ose1! P
Canada.

P. C. Allen, 35 King st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
Thos. l\fo:ffatt, Orillia, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
.Tohn McKenna, SO Yonge st., Toronto.
R. J. Moffat, Sea Island, Tulu Island, B. 0.
Colorado.

.T. C. Richey. 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
C. Smith & Son, 385 Larimer st., Denver.
Stanchfield & Co .. 2n0 Union ave., Pueblo.
Harbottle & Co., Ralida.
Florida,

,Jas. Doug-las, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
A. J. Gardner, Kissimmee.
Idaho.

A. Erwin, Murray.

IJiinohie

Post-Office News Co .. 93 Adams, Chicago.
G. E. Wilson, 312 State st., and :Srent.ano Bros., 204 Waba•h ave., Chicago.
Chas. W. Curry, 183 Madison st., Ch~cago.
Chas. Macdonald, 55 Washington, ChiCago.
. ..:c· •.

Indiana.

H. C. Monroe & Co., IndianapoliP.
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
A. C. Katt, Fort Wayne.
Lollisiana.

Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New 0 rleans.
Al. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne, New Orlean!',
lJ(assacbusctts.

Colby & Rich. 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
A. 1\:t. Driscoll, 78! Front st., Worce~ter.
Johnson Bros, 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
Micbiga.n.

S D Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
B·ak~r & Holton, 87 Woodward av., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
Mini•esot.a.

E. P. Parcher, 8 3rd st., So. Minneapolis.
Missouri.

Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. LouiP.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.

:r.

Nebraska.

.

M. Wiley, P. 0. News Depot, York.
Ne'v York.

. Valuable

Revised and En.la.:Med.

,. alse Claims.

As a Missionary Document it is unexceiled
Among the subJects considered by Mr. Remsburg are: The Church and Morliliw: Criminal Statistics, showin!'( the creeds of tlH·
pri,;oners in the penitentmries; the Church o:m!
Civilization; the Church and Science; th•
Church and Learning; the Church and L1l
erty; the Church and the Antislavery lidorm
the Woman's Rights Movement; the :1 enJJl<.r
ancd Reform; the Church and the I.epu!Jlic
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

ilibl{l Morals.

Twenty Crimes and Yice1

Sanctioned by Scripture·h Falsehood and De·
ception; Cheating; T eft and robLtry;
A'lnltery and Prost1tution; Murder; Wars o 1
Gon1nest and Extermination; Despotism; In·
toler mce and Persecution;· Inju,tice t<
Womm; Unkindness to Children; Crnelt_y t<
Animals; Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance;
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and htiocy;
Obscenity. Pric~, sit;~gle copies 25 cents; .6
copies, $1. Specui.l discount on iarge cuantl·
ties.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best a.nd
r.1ost thorough work ever written on the tial
bath from a rational _Point of view. Lar~" H•
hanrlsome print. Prwe, 25 cents; six copws, d1

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: Decline

rhomu~

Tells the Story of the

of Faith; Protestant Intolerance;, Washington
an Unbelieveri Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine
and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents:
bouni\, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

Paine.

Anth·.Jr- Hero's life, delineates the leading trait~
of his character and genius, and vindicate". his
n till~ frorn the aspersions cast uoon it 'J ributes to Pnine'e character are give1l from mor~
than one hundred noted persons of EuroQe and
Arueric·>, many of the;n1 written expresRly fo~
this 'Vorl< Second ed1tloni 160 pages, prwti'C
m fi 1e tinted paper, neat y bou.'<l, and con.
r.aini t.z a handsome steel pQrt.rn.it '>f Pail> '

THERE are many who believe not only
that religion is not necessary to morality,
but that it has been and is a positiv hindrance to it.-Modern Thought.
IN my short experience of human life,
the outward obstacles, if there were any
such, hav not been living men, but the institutions of the dead.-Thoreau .
PEOPLE who are eager for reforms are
apt to develop tmpleasant traits, but it
is only becausA they hav to fight against
opposition and ignorance. When they
are dead and the world is reaping the
reward of their bravery and constancy, it
no longer laughs, but makes statues of
them, and praises the~ and thanks them
in every way it can.-tsarah Jewett.
THE Agnostic takes the ground that
human exp<'~rience is the basis of morality.
Consequently, it is of no importance who
wrote the g-ospels, or who vouched or
vouohes for the genuinness of the miracle!'.
In his scheme of life these things are
utterly unimportant. He is satisfied that
"the miraculous" is the impossible. He
knows that the witnesses were wholly incapable of examining the questions involved, that credulity had possession of
their minds, that "the miraculous" was
expected. that it was their daily food.Ingersoll.
IN these equivocal oracles, whose meaning it is impossible to penAtrate, we find
nothing but the language of intoxication,
fanaticism, and delirium. When we fancy
we hav found something intelligible, it iA
easy to P.erceivA that the prophets intended
to speak of events that took place in their
own age, or of pflrsonages who ha.d preceded them. It is thus that our doctors
apply gratuitously to Christ prophecies, or
narrative of what happened, respecting
David, Solomon, Cyrus, etc. Jesus himself has not been more happy in his predictions than his predecessors. In the
gospel he announces to his disciples in the
roost formal manner, the destruction of
the world and the last judgment as events
that were at hand, and which must take
place before the existing generation had
passed away. Yet the world still endures,
and appears in no danger of finishing .. D'Holbach.

IT is considered a waste of words to
attack the Calvinistic doctrin of endless
punishment. for it may fairly be claimed
that no intelligent person now believes it.
True, many profess to believe it, and some
even think they believe it; but. judg-ed by
accepted rules of evidence, their belief is
disProved. . . . Genuin belief is evidencecl not only by action. but also by a
consistent application of the theory
espoused. But the doctrin of eternal
damnation is never applied within the
circle of the believer's acquaintance; it
only does for strangers and heathen, or
possibly, like Artemas Ward, for one's
wife's relations. Tn all cases where sympathy is aroused, it is denied or evaded.
Oluo.
A lady. brought up in this creed, professJohn Jacques, Akron.
edly held to it, until a favorit son, a wild,
N Hexter, 342 Superior st., Cleveland.
wayward boy, swam across a stream to rob
J · R Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
an orchard, and, heing chased by the
B·. Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., ~ortsmou~.
owner, was drowned in mid-stream, with
Larwood Day&Co., 259 Super10r,Clevel d ..
Its Causes al)d ~suits.
profane curses on his lips. Her creed sent
Alf. WaT;en Co, 217 Central ave, Cincinnati.
Thos. Goddard, Box 235 Huron.
By W. S. BELL. Pape::, :!.2mo, 25 et~ him to hPJ]; but the loving mother's heart
abolished the creed, and she ceased to be a
Standard News Co., 14 W. Tuscst, Canton.
Ore~;.~n.
Calvinist..-Robt. C. Adams.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
EVEN when an authentic miracle is perW. E. Jones, 291 Alder st., Portland.
formed, it in fact proves nothing; for
W Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
scripture tells· yon, in a great variety of
Reply to New York Jll~sr'!Je'l'.
H~ndley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
places, that imP?"tors may perform mirG. Thornton, Palace Hotel.Block, Heppner
Ey R. G. INGE>~h:07~L,
Pennsylvania.
ncleEt, and that If any man, after having
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIO CJ.}j AHf)
Dr.J.H.Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden,Phila.
performed them. should proclaim another
Price,
1e
cents.
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., PhUa.
God than that ofthe .Tilws, he ought to be
Atoned to death. It is requisit therefore,
J A Kirk, DuBois.
H He.Yne, lOth and Market sts., Phila.
that the doctrin should be confirmed by
R." Staley, Wood and 4th ave., Pittsburgh.
Abridge~! the miracles, and the miracles by the docFulton Bros., McKeesport.
trin. Even this however is not sufficient.
The passageB unfit lor f:11nily reading
Rhode Island •.
As impostors may preach a very correct
PapPr,l!O ceats: cloth, 50 cents.
H Carr 947 High st., Providence.
and pure morality, the better to deceive,
J." H. J.'Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
and it is admitted that impostors, like the
Ten.nessee.
magicians of Pharaoh, may perform mirCHEAP EDITION.
W. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry, Nashville.
acles; it is in nddition necessary, that these
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga. .
miracles should hav been announced by
Rich Bros. &Mills, 229 N. Cherry, Nashville
prophecies. Tn.order to be convinced of
·.rex as.
the truth of these prophecies, it is necesH. Hover, Denison.
sary that they should hav been heard
L. Andruss, Denison.
IlY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADA1IS
clearly announced, and sePn really accomT. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
Being the story of his menta.! journey from plished. It is necessary to possess perE. H. Andrae, 346~ Main st., Dallas.
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
fectly the language in which they are preG. W. Baldwin, Houston.
Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
served. It ;s not sufficient even, that you
E. L.l\ferrill, Independent Pulpit, Waco.
1TUt.h.
are a witness of their miraculous fulfillment;
l~t'IPA"" 'I'H1il TRUTR RlllF.Kir.ll.
C. H. Parsons, 164 S. Main, Salt Lake City.
for you may be deceived by false appearMargette Bros.! 76 Main st., ~alt Lake City.
ances. It is necessary that the miracle
Washington Territory.
and prophecy .should be verified on oath
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
hv the heads of tl:J.e nation; and even after
J. C. Nathan, 104 S. 2nd st., Seattle.
all this there will be doubters. For it is
''PEPTONIZED,.
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
possible for. a nation to be interested in
·
West Virginia.
the forgery of a prophecy or a miracle;
INVALIDS,
News Store, 123 3rd st., Parkersburg.
and when interest mixes with the transFor
CONVALESCENTS,
England.
fLondon.
action, you may consider the whole affair
NURSING MOTHERS.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st.,
as worth nothing. If a predicted miracle
Supplies
complete
nutrition.
Agreeable
to
the
mo>t
0. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
be not aR pnblic and as well verified as an
delicate palate. The OtJly liqmd jre-dzffesteti Food
Australia.
eclipse that is announced in the almanac,
Tonic on the market.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, S;ydney, N.S. W.
be assured that it is nothing better than a
Phy~lcians
Prescribe
it.
Your
Dru~gist
Sells
11.
New .Zealana.
ju!!"glAr's trick or an old woman's ta.le.A. D. Willis, Wanganui.
ALE & BEEF CO., 267 W. 17th St., New York. - Voltaire.

Brentano Bros., 5th ave. & 18th st., N. Y.
· Burnton &Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
The Apostle of Liberty• .an aadress de.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts.
liv~r<·<l in Paine Hall, before the N. E. FreeR. W. Turner, 349. 4th ave., New York.
thin]" rH' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price,
Abramowitz Bros,, 72 Canal st., New York.
10P.f•n+~
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
L. ,Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts.
New York News Co., 20BeekmanJilt., N.Y.
----144,---S. J. King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
R C. Weidman, 126 State st., Ro~hester.
Moral, Theological, Historical, and Speculativ•
E. J. Nieuwland, 10th ave. and 151th st.
Propositions.
Anderson & Co., 704 Sth ave.
S. M. Bernhard, 119 E. 104th st.
Harlem Book Co., Boulevard Hotel, 124th
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lioly Bible
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Hygiene of tlw Brain an:l the Cure of
Nervousness. By l\L L. Holbrook,
M.D. J;>rice, by nutil, $1 50. " Get this book and
read it\ for it abounds in practical valuable
knowleuge."-[Chicttgo Inter-Ocean.

Eating for Strength.

Bl M:. L. Holbrook,

:M.D. PriceJlY mail, $1. 'I am delighted with
it."-[H. B. J:Sa.ker, JH.D., Secretary 1\lichigan
State Board of Health.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code of
Directions for avoiding most of the Pains anu

Dangers of Childbearing. By lli. L. Holbrook,
M.D. J;>rice, by mail, $1. "A work whose ex-

cellence sm~asses oetr power to commend.". [New York Evening l\luil.;

-,iver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsia, and
Headache: Tlieir Cure by Home 'l'reatme:p.t. By III. L .. Holb:rool<, MD. Price, l>y
mall, $1. "Heading th1s book I cured my•elf
after se_veral doctors had failed. "-l'l'. C. Curtis,
U.S.A.

'he Relations of tile Sexes.

By Mrs. E.

B. Duffer author of " What Women Should
Know," ' No Sex in Educ>ttion," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles Brewster1 Portland, li'Ie.,
writes: "Had I possessed this ~o>ook ten years
ago it would h'1<0 saved me ten years of inv>tlirlism, and!. should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."

toutlt: Its Care an<l Culture. By J.

Mortimer Granville. $1. To this has been
added a paper by that charmin~ EngJiHh
writer, . Grace Greepwood, on the 'Physic:tl
Educatwn of a Gul," ann a pal5tr on the
"Dress of Girls." lts retail prwe is $I.

ralks to My Patients.

By Mrs. R. B.

Gleason M.D. A Practical Handbook for the
Maid, Wife\..and Mother: with a beautiful Photographic rortrait of the Author. Price, by
mail 1 $1.50. "We wish the chanter,' Gon:fLlential to Mothers,' might be J;>nbfished as a tract
and sent to every mothn m the land."-[Harper's New Monthly 1\:Iaga~Cine.

Tlle Better Way. An Appeal to l\fen in

behalf of Human Culture tllrol!gh a wiser parentage. Bv A. E. Newton. Price, by muil,
cents. "lt contains information and warning
that are urgently needcd."-[Ohristiu.n Union.

il5

Sexual Pllysiology. A Scientific and Popular ExpositiO!t of the Fundamental Problems
in Sociology. By R. T. Trail, M.D. Price, hy
mail, $2. '!.'hi~ work lias rapidly passed through
forty e$litions, and the demand is constantly
mcreasmg. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scien_.
tific Diet. By Gustav Schli~ke;y:sen. Translated from the German, by M. L. Holbrook,
l\LD. In addition also it· contains a Complete
and Radical Cure for Intem]2erance, by the Use
of a Veg~table and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.

Three Books in One.

From the Cradle

to the School. By Bertha 1\>Ieyer. The Rights
of Children. By Herbert Sgencer. The Govel"l).tnent of Qhifd!"en. Byl\1. L. Holbrook 1M.D.
. cloth, $1. • It is
PrJCe1 by ma1l, · ,
a booB: worthy to oe ra:riJred with the best that
has ever been written concerning the training
of children."-[Bazar.

Vegetarianism tile Radical Cure for Intemperance.· By Harriet P. Fowler.
Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should be quietly
given to every drinker."-[Herald of Health.

Muscle-Beating; o;.1 Home Gymnastics
for Sick and nell. By C. Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.

Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
a.nd Physiological ltelations, and in their bearing on the producing of children of finer health
a~d great~r ability. lly Ill. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
'!.he Sctentll!o American says: "Books on this
subject are usually written oy 'cranks,' but this
is radically different : it is scientific, sober,
olean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every .possible parent, and particularly
by the young.

l'he Diet \Jure. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Disease, Cure. By_T. L.
Ni9holsl M.D., editor London Herala of HeaUh.
Pnce, c oth. !50 cents.
•

Medical Hints on tile Protection and Man•
agement of tile Singing Voice. ·By
·Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 2oth thousand. 30' eta.

Deep Breathing; or Lung Gymnastics.
Pnce, cloth, 50 cents. IYirs. Horace Mann writeil:
"Every book you J?rint is pure gold and de. serves wide circulatiOn."

How to Strengthen tile Memory.
L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.

By M.

l Physician's Sermon to Young Men. By

Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. R A.
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer
says of it: "Through false delicacy lads and
youths a~e left to fall into trouble, and not a f~
have thmr prospect§ of a healthy happy life v.\.
solntely rnmed. The little book before us is in·
tended to be .PUt into the hands of young men
by fathers whq are 11nwillip.g or incapable u•
discha.rgmg a father's duty m this respect; ano
a.s not on!'l fapher in ten is, we believe, ready .T' •
do what 1s nght by his boys himself, it is well
~h!l-t such a book as this should be available. If
1t Iii read by all who should read it, its sale will
be c9unted .bY" hundreds of thousands."· 'J'h"
publisher Will send 10 copies by mail. postJ'lairl,
for $2. Should anyone dr.sire them ]jy the JOf<
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by cnr··
respondence.
P""Catalogues Free..A:IJ

By mail on receipt of price.
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1;;:tberal

Jt1 eetings.

These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
wnere these societies are located. Local
Secular·_ Unions and F'reethought So.Jieties can hav their ga~herings advertised here jree by forwarding the necessary information.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.,

J

Libert~

The Newark Liberal League

Brooklyn Philosophical Assoei•
ation ·
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Platform free. Henry RowlEl.l'• seliretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:i
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:80 p;M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hp,nd at cheap rates.

The Secular Society of .Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly,first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABms HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
· R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

:Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal <Jlub
Holds mtletings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles ·Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:8Q P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
and select reading. Discussion invited on BJi
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

J.D. Sha~J's-Boo~s.

ill

Literature.
·Testimonial
'ft Walt Whitman.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

Meets every Sunda,y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal Leagt!e Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor..Market
at.,Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

BY

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED IN
PHILADELPHIA., P A.,
OCT. 21, 189().
,.,.th a
u.1
Portrait of Whitman.

The Bible-What Is IU 25c.
Studies in Theology. lOc.
Liberalism. Gc.

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

A.ldrnsR THE TRUTH SEEKER

Paver, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
I

~tw~rks on the laoor ~uestion7.
•-~

'

of nearly 1,.000 pages, fully illustrateil. Cloth.
$8.25-iu .llinglish or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth,l)l2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumes~eparate, flexible cloth, 50
cents per volume; ited Line edition, suitable
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. (The fifth
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to
Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Subjects; ninth year. Subscription, with premium, 50 cents per year. Specimen copies free
on application.

Mother's Manual.

Comprising ''Advice

to a Wife on the Management of Her Own
Health, e~pecially During Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," and" Advice to a Mother on th~
Manl).gement of Her· Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, iU-

'-

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER

Aristocratic~Political,_.Economical, Matrimonial,

and Miscellaneous Lies; Closing_ Harmony.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
cloth $1.00.
The Imperial Council Of Vienna prohibited the
3ale of this book in Austria, and confiscated all
copies of' it they could find.

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

NtLtural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange. By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth." Paper,25c.

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the

Population Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Edited by Charles Bradlaugh andAnnieBesant.
out the means by which the working classes may
ra.\.Je themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignity, and independence, and which is also capable of entirely removing.\ in course of time, the
other principill social evils. By M. G. H. tOe.

Large or Small Families ~ On which Side

Bradlaugh. 5c.

laugh. 5c.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

By Chas. Brad-

l'he Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi-

cal to the 'Welfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

£abor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Mrs. Besant's Wor~s.

The Walla Walla Liberal <Jlub .

The Boeder Secular Union
Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
ffreatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal <Jlub All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

The .Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League
Meets eve,y Sunday at 2:80 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Hall. Bay street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Liberal <Jlub,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwauke~meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 o'clock.
A. .u. SEVERANCE, President.

Philqsophical and Social So·
ciety,
Monte Vista~Cal., meet every Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. ·~·he public cordil!lly invited. W. S.
.
FELT.Sec.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of CincinnatibO., meets eve!-YJ3unday evening
at 7:30P.M. in ouglas Hall 1 N. W. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW Hooo, Sec.

A NOVEL.
By FREDERIKA IVIACDONAl..D,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," ate., etc.
An independent and respectable study of char
acter in the law of circumstance such as e1•en
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first noveL . . . A more vigorous
'lresentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'UIE TRUTH SEEKER

THE BEST!
THE

' Otto Wettstein" WATCH.

l2mo, 800 pp., $1.

In best filled gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26;
hinged case, $28 to $30; hunting, $31 to $85; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2
more.
He!f1tlar Grade American Watcl•es.Silverme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7 50; 15
jewels, $9; ditto, adjusted, $11. In finer cases,
add as above.
Ladies' American G.oJd Watches.-All
latest styles. in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels.
$15; 11 Jewels, $16 50; 15 jewels, $28; 14 camt solid
g9ld, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases. from $5 to $100 more.
~II watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundries•.:....Lower grade nickel watcheR, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $~;
best trip~e-plated t:aspoonR, $1.80;, t!J-ble spoon_s.
$3 60, kmves, $1.75, fork•, $1.75; au for $6. Sobel
silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvenir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50, $2 to $3.
.
'rhe Colonel IngersoJl.-Tea, $2.50 ;orange,
$2.75: sugar, $3; gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extr~t
heavy teas, $3. Etched :
"The Time to be IIappy is lVow,"
50 cents extra; ·
'rite Torch of Beason Badge, solid go!tl,
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2. 75, an c1
$3.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$19,_ $15, $20, $80.
viamonds, 20 per cent. below marl,et price.
Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of'
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods P1'epaia (except knives and f'orkR) and cash refunded atoption. Watch cleaned $1. and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.

.A.pples of Gold. And Other Stories for
l:foys.and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1.25.

W.AT.e~

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand.

some and Interesting Book1 Without 'Superstition for Children and Youth. The Oni:yFreethinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c. ;·with porshould be. Paper, 25c.

Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a His tori cal Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Addreas THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place. New York.

Kenne~y's
Me~ iCaI 0iS cove ry SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
·
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville. Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN.

OR, THE

Takes hold in this order :

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything:before it)hat ought to
.

llteets at the Lyceum Hall 404 East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon at1 2:80 o'clock.

You know whether you need it or
not.

GHOST OF. ST. JOHNS.

Sold bz. every drug![!st, and'manufactured by

QuNALD KENNEDY,...
"ROXDUBYo JBASI!lo

Oflll LIF-.9

Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street. Wilkesbarn. Pa.

trait, 30c.

Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
Besaut-Hatchar1l Debate. Between Annie

Liberal Association of Baltimore be out.

Bv II· li.AIJQOO/C. .:t'rioe. l5 ots.

Priest al").d Mal")..

25C.

Poverty: Its Cause and ·Cure. Pointing

Why Do Men Starve ~

Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Gralid Arll!s Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectures.-Free DiscnsRions.-Original and Selected Readings and PoeiUB. . A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
0. :B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'vat its hall~ cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street.
isiting Lioerals
invited. J P. RICHARDSoN, President; M. IsAAc,
Secretary.

,

Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin HolyPerfected new model, 16 jewels, full adjustecl
Hand·Book of Health Hints a~d Ready
oake. 5c.
heat, cold, and position, beautiful double sunk
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet Povert;v: : Its Effects on the Political to
dial, and all modern improvements; onm·antPPa
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
a
pm:tect
Price, in silverine dust-proof'
Condition of the People. By Charles cases, $17: timer.
3-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $28.

Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthly~ first
and· third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at rarr's
Hall. Everybofu>" invited. ~B. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,

NATHANifL VAUGHAN~

Conventional Lies of Our Civilizatiorn
Plain. Home Talk and Medical Commor.. The
:!1Y Max Nordan. CoNTENTB-Mene, Tekel
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
Upharsin; The Religious, Monarchic, and

The West End Progressive Liberal Union

Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1001 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, Pres.
IsAAc 8. LEE, Sec.
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Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. 'VIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

·LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LlTTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E. D. SLEN.Flj]R.
411oents.

Bo&rds,

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents. treat,iug
on that health-d~:stroying and lif'e-consumin'!'
weakness of men as the reRnlt of ~outhf'ul errors
and excesses. The book setA fortu an INFlDEL
CURE, which iP a medi<'int- t.<) bG applied externally (the only rem,.ny of me .lima in existence).
You will feel jmproved the tirst day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Earl;y Decay, Weak·
nesses1 Lost Manhoodt-.etc.,...are fulluestored.
· aduress,
Dn. RvB'T P . .I!'ELLOWS,
Vineland, N.J.
Anc:I:eay you saw this in THE TBUTR Sxr:KEB.
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Issued Monthly.

__ .

13 per annum:~

BOOKS ISSUED.

Prtoe.

1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethink- ·
25
flrs' Almanao,1891...... .•. ... . ........ ...
2. Men, Womeu, and Gods. Helen H. Gar.
dener... . . . ..... ...... ...... ...... .......
50
3. Age of Reas'on. Thomas Paine.. . . . . . . • .
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett ................ •-•·· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
5. Christian Absurditi(ls. John Peck........
20
6. Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire-.•...... · --~10'
7. The Crisis............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4ll
8. Sabbath Breaking ................ , .... ....
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. 0. Adams............
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller_.. . .
25
11. My Religious Ex"{lerience. S. P. Putnam. · 21;.
12. The Higher CritiCism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore..............
50
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote........
25
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. illust'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? Aus.tinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener .............................. -......... · 10
17. Bib!~ Morals. John ;E. Re.msburg .... .. .
25
18. Awful Disclosures of Mana Monk......
50
19. Pocket Theologv. Voltaire..............
25
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener.......................................
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21. History of Religion. E. E. Evans..... . .
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OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during tll.e ¥ear. Single copies'· of . eaoh
· book sent upon receipt of prioe.
· ··
··
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Spiritualism Sustained •.
FIVE LECTURES.
By .John H. Kelso, A.M.
12mo, clot), •1 00.

ANOTHER CASE O"F EVANGELICAL LYlNG.
And this shall be a sign unto thee from the Lord, that the Lor~ will do this _thing that he hath spoken: Behold,
. I will bring again the shadow of the degrees, which is gone down m the sun d~~ of Ahaz, ten degrees backward.
So the sun returned ten degrees, by which degrees, it was gone down.-lsa. xxxvm, 7, 8.
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.SINCERELY INTERES'IED IN
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Christendom~

Creed of

Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure.
Oom~.>lete

By W. R. GREG .
in 1 vol., 1~mo, liYIJl>t>.. 11.50.
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THE OAUSE OF

SHe>WING

~WOMAN

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTB OTHFUL;
NESS OF THE CHURCH'E CLAIM
TO BE A DlVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, AND R*VEALING THE ABUSJ:S
OF
A
UNION O:F
CHURCH AND
_TATE.

HASTEN TO READ

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.
·By GEORGE N. MILLER.

("THE UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN

OF WOMAN'S

'.rhe best men and women of England and America are
It
fairly heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
entirely its own and will give you
truly wonderful
a sensation such as you never had before.
book.
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Price, postpaid, 25 cents.
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TO. MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT Of
THE ARTIST.

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?

JJESIGNS BY WATSON HESTfJlV,
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE DESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified aa follows:
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Curious Revelations From the
Life of a Trance Medium.
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By MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.

4
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Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. illustrated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of LincolL
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.50.
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Sam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and '.rhomas Paine,
Studies m Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedans"

2 represent Sam"{lles of Christianity's WorlL.

5
1
25
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1
2
4

2
1

4
9
12
3
6
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MissiOnaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and ']'heir r~esulil
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilizatiou.
The Cses of the Cros".
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
Persecutions of-the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous:

.

'

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever b~
fpre appeared in thts country, and it is very doubtful if an,other one. like it will ever again b6 ptib..
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of p]Ittmg the book in the reach of aU '
At twice the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and a~·
signer is a wonderful successhand we judge from our own feelir.gs that nearly every Lii.>er<Ll in~erica will desire a copy oft is most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.

A NEW AND IMPORTANT BOOK.

THE

HIGH[R CRITICISM IN THfOLOGY ~ RfLIGION
CONTRASTED WITI;

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his gen~vs to
Freethought, and has done faithfal and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred p&ges of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and se_condly as texts to P!'OVe tho uttot
falsity of the church's "professions ancl the hypocrisy of those who uphold them Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in th61
bands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

Price, board covers, $2 ; cloti:\,, $2.SO.

ANCIENT MYTBS AND JJII.RACLES,

#.ddFe,.., Tbe 'rr1!It&!l
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FACTORS IN IIUMAN lWOI.llTION.
-ANI-

OTHeR e.S.S.A V.S IN RBF<ORM.
By 1HOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.

Price cloth, 11; paper, 60 cents.

"With Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."
Photo~ravh of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at home, may be had at this office for
fifty cents.

l

Brain and the Bible

l

Conflict BP.tween Mental Science and TheologJ· ·
By EDGAR C. BEALL·;

Preface dY R. G. INGERSOLL.
Unanswerable.

l'rioe, $1.

A. Journal of Freethought and Reform.

.KLY} New York, Saturday, September 3, 1892. {2s LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 Per Year.
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THE NIGHTMARE OF THE AGES-WHY THE "INFIDEL" NEVER GOES BACK TO CHRISTIANITY.

HISToRY Drl-HE BIBLE. HISTORY
o~E~~=

otRELIGIONS. MYI ~ELIGIOUSI EXPELife ofSTrh~B~·~~EDPaine,
N

A Popular Account
Formation and DeBEING
velopment of the Canon.
__
A Condensed Account of the Results of ScienBy BRONSON D. KEELER.
tific Research and Philosophical Research.
-CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Boolts Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 110 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

I

Sy

Etlizabet~

Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

WAS
CHRIST

INFIDELI
DEATH. G.w.:~oTe.
BEDS.
**
**

--0--

Bein_g true accounts of the _Passing away of the
followmg persons, thus refutmg the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
. .
LordAmberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz,Anthony Collins, Auguste Ci>mte, Condorcet-~-,.Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert,_Danton, Charles uarwin,
Erasmus Darwin, uelambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, G~Qrg!)__Eliot,Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Gariualdi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, .Grote,- Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, Victor Hp_go,
Hume, Lrttr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier 1
James Mill, John Stuart Mill, M~rabeau, Roben
Owen Thomas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer Rabalais, Winwood ·Reade, Madame Roland, Geor_ge
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Bpinoza, Strauss John
Tolan~ Vanim,.Voln~, Voltaire, James Watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
·
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THElTRUTH BEEKER.
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By s. P. PutnaJD.
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Being the sto_g of his relijl"ious life and mental
journeyings. Written in hrs happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Force al\d
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WITH A

History of His Literary, Political, and Religious
Career in America, France, and England.
BY MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY,
Author of " Omitted Oha_pters of History Disclosed in the Life and Papers of E<lmund
Randolpll," "George Washington
and Mount Vernon,"" Washington's RuleR of Civility." etc.

To Which Is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cobbett.

"11

No real biogra_phy of Paine has ever appeared.
The so-called Lrves of Paine have been mainly
the controversial work of pamphleteers, turning
chiefly on his religious heresies. Paine was in
his fifty-eighth year before he publishecl any.
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
BY PBoFEBBoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
thing concerning religion, and before that time
he had acted an im1!9rtant part in revolutionary
A judicial consideration of the question:a~d the
v'u ...;:'I'ENTS :
movements in the United Rtates, Englancl, and
decision against the scriptures and the Cnristian
Foroil and Matter
The Fitness of Things i11 France. But in the religious conflict initiated
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
by him, his political services and military careAr
THE TRUTH SEEKEU.
· Immortality_of Forc:-~, Man,
hav been but inaclequately considered. A certain
infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
historical ostracism has buried in the archives
Value of Matter,
Thoul'{ht,
of various countries a large masR of clocuments
ConsciOusness,
containing records of paramount interest and
A New Number of The_ Truth Seek.er Library. Motion,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
imnortance. Mr. Conway has _personally searched
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas.>.
such recorcls, in Europe and America, and has
Laws,
The Idea of u-od,
c·bta.ined from these fresh light, not only on
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Paine, but on var;ous e ''inent figures in AmeriLaws,
Vital Force,
can ancl European history with whom he was
The Heavens, ,
The Soul of Brutes
associated. A large amount of unpublished corPeriods of the Creation Free Will,
ref!ponclence has bePn includecl in the volumes.
of the Earth,
l'l'l.0rality,
Mr. Conway says in his Preface: "In the laboriOriginal Generation,
ConcludJng Observo. . ous work of searching out the real Paine I hav
tions. ·
SecUlar Generation,
found a general appreciation of its importance,
Sy Helel) H. Gardel)er'.
and it will be seen in the .following Pltl!es that
Price, $1.50. Address THE TRUTH Sl!!EK.l<J.tt
generous assistance has been rendered by Eng{)ne of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
lish clergymen, by official nersons in Europe and
Strongest Lectures .Against
America, by pers ns of all beliefs and no beliefs.
In no instance have !been imperlecl by any prejuthe Bible.
dice, religious or political. The curators of
archive~. private collectors. owners of important
Evt)ry Woman Shou'ld Read It
HIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINE"'.
documents heR-ring on the subject. ha-ve weland
'From the "Analysis of Religious Belief. •
comed my effort to bring the truth to light."
Bv VIBOOiJNT .AMBERLEY.
Two vols., royal oct., gilt top, portraits, $5.
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
50 oenw
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

CRUCIFIED?

Princtples of the Natural Order of ''the (lniverse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
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0, M. BENNETT'~ WORKS.

JUST OUT!

,

.ADDRESS

THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFIOE. •

.~Truth Seeker Around the.World. Four
large volumes. With steel-plate en~;~:raving of
the. author in Vol. I, and aach volume rllustrated
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound ;._
red cloth, $6.50,
·
·

A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

Flte World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers.
1,075 pages, Svo.
Cloth
·$3·00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.'

l'he Champions of the Church; Their
{)rimes and Persecutions. Svo. 1,1Hl
pages.
,
gilt edges, $4:50.

rhe Gods and Relig•ions of Ancient and
:Modern Times. Two volumes. Written

iu prison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00
f0r the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in m(}.
rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
e

·From Behind the Bars. A series of lettem
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $t.50

A. Truth Seeker in :Europe. A series of
letter?, written during a visrt of ten weeks \u
Europe. • Givin~ some account of the Inter.
national Freethmkers' Congress held at Brns.
sels, to which Mr. Bennett was a delegate.:..fol.
lowed by a description of what he saw in J;;ng.
land, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone are worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author
850 pages. $t.50.

€;;tposure
by

1'he Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treat.

1i. idicule,

big upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, in~lttding' Allah, JehQ..vah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesu9 Dhrist, the Virgm 1\'Iaq, and the Bible.
ro the latter 280 pages are uevoted, showing
that book to be a -very inferior production for
a, first-class God. 0 333large pages. Paper covers.
80cents; cloth, $L

Facts.

fudaism, Christianity, and Mohammedan·
!sm examined histoncally and critically.

By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

(tis thou~ht to be the most damaging exhibit
of Christlf!-nity that has appeared. 500 J.arv,~
{)ages. Price, $t.fi(J.

FuJt ...Page

l'lle Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

Pictures.

CONTENTS:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Barak

8ennett·Teed Discussion. Between D. M.

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of llle Prophets,
Jonah the Trutliful Sailor.

l3ennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus tbe
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper.

30 cents.

Twenty Crimes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scriptu;re.

Anci&nt Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Exodus.
By V.A:N BUREN DENSLow, LL.D.

Price. t5 cents.

BY J. E. REMSBURG. Price, 25 cents.

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

A TRUTH.SEEKER

AROUND THE WORLD.
l<'our Large Volumes,
With a steel-plate engraving of the author in
Volume I, and each volume containing
forty to fifty illustrations. ·
By D.

:rtt. BENNETT,

Late editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER).. author of
"A Truth Seeker in Eur()pe " "uods and ·
Reli~ions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
"~'he World's Sages, Thmkers, and
Reformers," "Champions of the
Church," etc.~ etc., etc.
Handsomely bound, red cloth, $6.50; in leather,
red edges, $9.50; in morocco. gilt edges, $t0.50.
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the circumstances under which this work was written.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death, &nd which contains an account
of his world-lamented death and burial. Mr.
Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different Peoples of
· the many places he visited. The every-day life
of· all nations is laid before the reader bv one
who has visited them and beheld them with his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freethought in the various countries
he visited, and the morality of so-called pagan
nations is contrasted with the morality of Christian countries, much to the detriment of the
latter. The work is a
Freethinker's History of the World.
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN
EUROPE" should be in every Liberal's library
Besides its intrinsic worth, it is a memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
known-of one who ranks with Voltaire and
Paine in the force and clearness of his writings.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, N.Y.

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.

Fruits of Philosophy.
POPULATION QUESTION.
By DB. KNowr,ToN. Edited by OHABLES BRADLAUGH a.nd ANNIE BEBA.NT. 25 eents

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
By PRoF. F. W. NEWlllAN.
Price, 25 cents.

CRIMES OF PREACHERS
In the
United States
and
Canada
from 1876 to 1883.

ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIKNITY.
Price, cloth. 50 cents.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
By REv. G. T. Fox. M.A.
Price, t5 cents.
Addresa this office.

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United

States Circuit Court upon the charge of depositing_ prohibited matter in the mail. Thi~ g1 vc~
a full history of this celebrated case &nd show~
what monstrous injustice was perpetrated upo~
}!r. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 ct.s

')eacon Skidmore's Letters. Firsli Dea-

~on of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving man)
~hurch incidents and his evolution from Chris
tianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; clot·h
75 cents.
·

rhe Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
in the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistl•
of Bennett the Apostle to the · TruthseekLrt
Cloth, $t.
·

.

Fhe First Epistle of Bennett the Apostlt
to the Truth Seekers. 10 -cents.
·

By

'·

Open Letter to Samuel Co~gate. ~.0 ceDtl
An Hour with the Devil. 10 ce::::. ·

uU. E. Billings.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Thomas Paine's Works.

.A

ST~I:KB

Millionaires Agajnst Mjners
-ORBy HENRY D. LLoYD.

Age of Reason. Pap., :&5c. ;
6 copies for $t ; clo. 50e.

Pap., 40c.; clo., 75e.

Apostle of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) B1
J. E. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap:
50c.; clo., 75c.

Common Sense. Written iL
t776. 15c.
,
Crisis. Written During Am.
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Svo. 800 I'P·.

clo., $2; leather, $4;
jril t edges $4.50.

morocc•.

Life of. By J. E. Remsburf..
Port. Pap""~Oc.
Life of. vv ith Remarks o1.o
Comte and Rousseau. By C
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., witl.
portrait, 60c.

Life of.

were starved into actual slavery.

·

Age of Reason and Examina·
tion of the Prophecie~.

Great Works.

PI"" This book tells how the Spring Valley miners

With Explanaton

Observations. By G. Vale. Po;
trait. $t.

It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime.
It deals not with theories but with facts,
figures, and names. It is a .POWerful and pathetic book.
264 pages. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Tne Oroer. of Cre.ation.
THE

CONFLICT BETWEEN GENESIS AND GEOLOGY.
A Cm;rnovERBY BETWEEN THE
HoN. W. E. Gr-ADSTONE,
PRoF. MAx MULLER,
PROF. T. H. RU.liLEY,
!VI. REVILLE, '
E. LYNN LINTON.
:L2mo, 17S pp.; 'Paper, 50 ctj(.; cloth, 75 ots.

paper, 22x28, $t.

Political and Religions Rt·
former. By B. F. Underwood. toe.
Political Works: "Oommm:
Sense," u Crisis " "Rights
1\fan." $t.50.
'

o1

Rights of Man. Answer to
Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Testimonials to His Merits.

RrLIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THAN

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.
Price,

tO cents.

Compiled bl· J. N. Moreau. tOe.

The Clergyman's Victims.

Theological Works: "Age of

A. LIBERAL STORY.

'Vindication of. Reply toN. Y.

.By MRs. E. J. BALL.
I

.

•

~

~~ice,

Reason,""Examinl!ctionofProphecies," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port. $1.50.

Observer. By R. G. Ingersoll. tOe.

25 cents.

O:P

THE STORY OF. SPRING VALLEY.

Lithograph of. Heavy plate

.A SUMMARY OF

A dis-

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.

"By their fruits
shallye know them!
Do men gather
grapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles?"

Price. 25 cents.

Christianity~

cussion between D. !VI. Bennett a.nd G. IlL Mair,
divided into the followin_g theses: t. Christi&ntty is neither new nor orrginal, being borrowe<1
~r copied from much older systems of religion.
~ Miracles and supernatural achievements have
)een as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teach·
ers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 3. The
atory of Jesus and his mission in the world is
unhrstorical; it is not corroborated by contempomneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair de.
nies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$t.50..
('

Address THE TRVTH SEEKER CO.

Pyramid ot Cizeh.
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What Objections to

Boards, illuDJ.ina-ted covers, S 1; clo-th, gil-t side s-taDJ.p, S 1 .50.

BIBLE MORALS.

A

debate on Christi&nity and Infidelity between
'rhis
book has had a very large sale, and is a splendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.
•

D. M. Bennett and R67. G. H. Humphrey.

~ee'ke:r OoDJ.pany.ti

Answers to Christian

~uestions

And Arguments.
B;v D. M. l'lllNNETT.

Paper, 146 pp, ;« (;f;•

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
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About That Sunday Closing of the Fair.
With the exception of the regular Protestant religious press and people and a few unintelligent sheets
and fanatics like the Mail a11d Express and its editor,
Cong1·ess nnas few to commend its hypocritical
vote. The general sentiment of the country is that
the Fair should be open every Sunday of the six
months of its continuance, and it is by no means certain that the directors will not keep it open, either
through a repeal of the closing clause in the law
making the appropriation, or in denance of it. On
this point, the Herald of this city advises Chicago
tq "mandamus herself," and the Morning Advertiser says:
"It is proposed by some of the people in Chicago who
are interested in the World's Fair to go to the courts and
secure a perpetual right to keep the Fair open on Sundays. This ·is a proper procedure-one which will put
an end, we hope, to the annoying controversy. Of
course the Fair should be kept open on Sunday. And
it will be."
It i~ too early yet to say that the· Fair will be
kept open, but the Christians are somewhat afraid
of it, as the Christian Herald, Detroit, Mich., a
paper in touch ~ith the Sabbatarian fanatics and
the Gad-in-the-Constitution party, makes this significant confession:
"There is much reason to believe that theW orld's Fair
commission will seek the repeal of the S~nday-closing
amendment just passed by Congress. There is not much
danger that such effort will be successful, as the majority
in both houses was a substantial one. But after the
presidential election is over, and the fate of members
settled as to their seats in the succeeding Congress, there
may be less care in voting, and a repeal might be
carried."
The last sentence in this paragraph is, says the
Advent Herald, a frank acknowledgment that the
Sunday zealots "know that what has been done by
Congressmen has been prompted by the basest
motivs-fear that they may lose their positions, if
they acted differently; and when that quostion is
settled, they will vote with less care."
The Sabbath Recorder, a Seventh-Day Baptist

paper, sees clearly the iniquity of religious legislation by Congress and condemns it in these words:
'' Now that Congress has passed the bill appropriating
a large surq of money to the Cqlumbian Exposition on
condition that the gates be closed on Sunday, we hav admitted into our national government the principle of
legislation in religious matters, and the principle of religious freedom is set back more than four hundred
years. We need not now be surprised at anything in this
line."
. And, notwithstanding Cardinal Gibbons approves
a Sunday law, some of the Catholic journals condemn the proposed closing. The Catholic Mirror
says:
"To close the art and non-mechanical departments on
Sunday, which is the only day on which so many thousands will hav an opportunity to visit them, would be an
injustice and shame.
"Sabbatarian bigotry, however, is as bli~d as bigotry
in the other forms. Surprising is it that those who are
thus acting with the idea of keeping the Sabbath holy, do
not see that the course they insist upon will be the very
one to embitter thousands against Christianity and religion. Deprived of their. rights in this way, they will
see in the system which forces this wrong upon them,
something odious and intolerable.
"Sunday closing, as we hav already pointed out, will
do infinit moral harm to many visitors to Chicago; for,
not being permitted to go to the Fair,. they will visit
The saloons and evil resorts will be
worse places.
crowded with persons in search of amusement, and in the
low dives of the city a saturnalia of wickedness will reign.
"The blunder on the part of Congress is to be regretted,
and all the more, since it was not made from the impulse
of principle. The members simply had not t.he courage
to resist the pressure of the fanatical element which
urge.d the Sunday closing, and in yielding must hav
done so with a secret feeling of shame for their own want of
moral fortitude."
The Washington Post, through one of its editorial writers, deals with the matter in these
sensible words:
"The recent Senatorial phase of the irrepressible conflict over the Sunday question, while it did not solve the
great problem of this country, is nevertheless valuable.
It not only shows how incongruously a religious rider may
be placed upon a purely worldly appropriation bill, but
is fresh evidence of the fact that s€'ldom may a discussion
of the Sunday question be had without some of the participants showing a lamentable lack of preparation, without issues of the most diverse kind being interjected into
the debate, and without somebody evincing a spirit which
several centuries of Sunday observance should in all
reason hav eliminated from his personality.
'~There certainly ought to be some means evolved of
solving the rather un-American situation enunciated in
the question, Shall 63,000,000 people be compelled to do
any particular thing merely because 10,000,000 or 20, 000,000 say they think it ought to be done? Ifl was not one
of those 10,000,000 inclined to the orthodox observance of
Sunday, perhaps I might not generalize in this way.
But that I favor such an observance, though perhaps in
no iron-clad way, even with a backing of 9,999,999 others,
is no more reason for interfering with the rights and
opinions of the other 53,000,000 inhabitants of the United
States, than that I should endeavor to compel everybody
else to smoke.a pipe because nicotine has a pleasant effect
upon my nerves. Nobody's opinion was ever really
changed by an appeal to fear or prejudice; the stake, no
matter by whom employed, was never a very efficacious
means .of increasing church-membership.
"Would it not be practicable t<.> hold in this country a
convention on the Sunday question? The Senate of the
United States is hardly qualified to decide a I"eligious
controversy, and the country must look elsewhere for a
settlement. Why not hav a body representing every
phase of thought on the subject, where the voice of labor,
of the employers, of the pulpit, of the congregation, of
the press, of the reading public; in fact, of every class in
the community, may be heard on equal ter:ms and with
equal patience? The subjects to be discussed might include such questions as these: How did orthodoxy of the
years 33-50 regard the position of Jesus Christ and his
apostles on the Sabbath question? Was the first Sunday
legislation a partnership of organized Christianity with
paganism? Why should American citizens of the nineteenth century be bound by politico-religious legislation
of the seventeenth century in England? Has the insistence on ~n ~dherence to pr!Wtices two hnndred ye~rfl old
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resulted in a consistent observance of the spirit or the
letter of Sunday laws by those who would hav government interfere in mat.ters of conscience? Is there any
material difference between the man of means drinking
ice-water on Sunday after his return from church, and
the ice-man visiting a museum after he has delivered the
ice?
" The brewers and saloon men are delighted at the
action of Congress in requiring the Exposition to be
closed on Sunday, and if necessary they would raise a
big amount of cash to hav that pernicious piece of legislation enacted. They know that the hordes of people, if
debarred from the inspection of exhibits, would seek
solace and amusement in the bar-rooms-which wiU not
be closed on Sundays-and augment the revenues of the
proprietors by many thousands of dollars. The sporting
fraternity, also, advocates the proposition from the
same spirit of self-interest that actuates whisky men."
The Spiritualists, as might be expected, are on
the side of liberty. The Banner of Light and the
Progressiv Thinker hav vigorously condemned the
principle of Sabbatarianism, and the Better Way
now adds:
"CongreBB has given the World's Fair $2,500,000 to pay
for keeping its gates closed on Slmday. This is done to
favor orthodox Christianity, the controling element in
this cOlmtry at present, but by no means in the majority
as Sabbatarians. Scientists, Liberals, Freethinkers, and
other progressiv people are ignored in the matter, not to
mention the demand of the entire laboring classes who
create the capital which enables Congress to make this
appropriation. The church ancl state are apparently in
very close commlmion at present."
Speaking for the laboring men, and against the
Pennsylvania Senator who urged the Sunday-closing
clause of the appropriation bill upon Congress, the
Indianapolis News speaks most sharply of all :
"The moralist has food for thought in the amendment
to the World's Fair bill offered by' Senator Quay, closing
thj Fair on Sundays. The whole labor world has asked
and is asking that the Fair be open on Sundays. Organized labor everywhere in concert has adopted resolutions
urging it; everywhere it is signing petitions asking it.
The labor world is made up of those who are confined at
their task from early morning till late at night. They
hav no opportlmity to visit a picture gallery, to use a
rPading-room, except Sun(!.ay, when such use becomes to
them the truest rest, t.he greatest help. Their earnings
at the best are not so great as to permit large savings.
Those of them who shall be able to amass sufficient
means to see the Fair, cannot make the sight a long one;
they must crowd into a few days what the more fortunate
may giv weeks to. To deprive those people of an opportlmity to see this vast museum, this great art gallery and
educational institution on Sunday: to shut them up to
the city of Chicago to crowd its hot streets and to find
diversion in hot theaters and saloons,-with the hundreds
of acres of the world's wonder in Jackson park walled in,
and they walled out, a sin and wickedness for them to
look at and enjoy on that day,-is a refinement of cruelty,
a sublimity of idiocy, a lunacy of judgment-morals run
mad.
"The man who proposes this is Matthew Stanley Quay;
a man leprous with political corruption; a freebooter in
public affairs, whose soiled palms hav directed the debauchery of the people's business; a man 'whose occupancy of the once august place of United States Senator
will be written on the page of history as the sign of the
triumph of the modern and altogether rotten system of
'bossism,' which, in theee days of the American republic,
arose to beslime its methods and degrade its aims; a man,
who, in intellect, character, and views of life, would not
hav been considered worthy to be doorkeeper in the
house that held Clay and Webster, that held Chase and
Slunner. The moralist has, indeed, food for thought in
the spectacle of this figure rising to protect the Sabbath!
"And against what is he protecting it? The liberty of
men and women to see the world's epitome of progress, and
to be made better and broader by the sight; to behold a
world's assembly of the beautiful, the useful, the ingenious; to be educated and enlightened. And upon
whatgrOlmd does he do it? Upon hisowninnatepurity, it
must be assumed. The fundamental law of this land
prohibits, and rightly prohibits, the establishment of any
religion, as well that which keeps Friday as a holy day
as that which keeps Saturday or Sunday. So it is difficult to see upon what this proposition is based, or why it
is sound. The World's Fair stands upon precisely the
s~me. ~Olln4 th!~ot tbe re~di:pg-roow of ~ public libmr~
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stands, or a public art gallery. All over the land bigotry
has been finally driven from its guard of the doors of
these places, and they are now open and recog~iz_ed as
giving to the cause of good morals and right livmg, a
valuable adj1mct to the labor of the church in this beha.If.
We protest a"'ainst the Senate's action in the name of the
toiling millio~s of this land, in the name of justice,_ enlightenment and progress and urge all who oppose It to
t
*
"
continue their
protest. It ' is a protest for liberty.
The News forgets, when it speaks of the museums
as adjuncts to the labor of the church in behalf of
morality, that the evangelical church has always
opposed the Sunday opening of these institutions,
and that it is the church that has done the very
thing against which the News directs its philippic.
The i3abbatarian fanatics are legitimate children of
the church, that church which an Adventist journal
truthfully charges with "making unjust laws to attain its purposes," and of which it says: "It does
not hesitate to use moral compulsion to obtain legai
action to effect injustice and to obtain the enactment of more extended statutes in the same line.
It does not hesitate to use the illegal and lmchristian boycott to further its purposes. It does not
hesitate to influence Congress by fraudulent and repeated petitions, and to attempt to intimidate the
repr13sentativs of the people." How can such a
church labor effectivly in behalf of morality!
The Ame~·ican Sentinel, always sound on the question of church and state separation, says sarcastically:
"Now that the chmches and the saloons hav united in
the support of the Sundayinstitution, as they hav done in
securing the Sunday closing of the World's Fair, we may
expect to see its sacredness(?), such as it is, increased at
a tremendous pace. Of course Sunday has only s\1Ch
sacredness as man has given it, but what it lacks in quality its friends hav always endeavored to make up in
quantity, and now reenforced by the Chicago saloonkeepers they ought to be able to whitewash the ancient
pagan holiday more effectivly than ever."
To which it adds, seriously:
"Now that the government of the United States has
invaded the domain of religious controversy it will dominate it· inasmuch as it has assumed jurisdiction to settle
religio~s questions by act of Congress and by supreme
comt decision it will surely never yield that jmiscliction.
When Constantine had made Rome 'Christian' it was
only natural that he should seek an authoritativ definition
of Christianity; and when the council of Nicea had given
that definition in the shape of the creed which it adopted,
nothing was more natural than that the emperor should
req;uire his subjects to subscribe to it. The government
of the United States has entered upon the same ~I
course. The Supreme Court has declared the nation to be
Christian. Congress has already taken sides ~n a religious
controversy, and to be consistent must not the government use all the power at its command to enforce that
decision and to uphold the Sunday-Sabbath cause which
it has espoused? A United States Senator has well said,
'Th~ domain which government invades it dominates;
the jurisdiction it takes it keeps.' . This is true whatever
the domain or the jurisdiction; and it always has been
true."
To these protests and condemnations we are glad
to add that of the officers of the American Secular
Union, even though unofficially expressed, and of a
large body of the workingmen of Chicago. The
Chicago Times of the 17th ult. has this report
among its local news items:
.
"An organized movement against the closing of
the World's Fair on Sunday assumed definit shape
at a largely attended meeting held last night at Aurora Turn Halle, 3()4 Milwaukee avenue. It was the
first of a series of meetings to be held in various parts of
the city on the same subject, intended to inaugurate a
wide-spread movement throughout the country in favor
of permitting· the working classes to enjoy the pleasures
and benefits of the Exposition on the only day of the
week when such a privilege is possible for them. The
following resolutions, drawn up and read by Judge
Charles B. Waite, president of the American Secular
Union, were unanimously adopted amid great. applause:
" 'WHEREAS; The late action of Congress relativ to
closing the gates of the World's Fair on S1mclay is inconsistentwith the principle of individual liberty of conscience
upon which our government was founded, and may be
looked upon as a direct movement in favor of the 1mion
of church and state; therefore be it
'''Resolved, That it is the duty of every good citizen to
do everything in his power to hav the late action of Congress in reference to Sunday closing reve;sed.
" 'Resolved, That the people are requested to hold
meetings all over the country and pass resolutions requesting and instructin~ their representativs in CongreEs
to vote for the repeal of the Sunday-closing· condition in
the World's Fair appropriation.'
.
.
.
"In addition to the adoptwn of the resolutions steps
were taken to circulate petitions throughout the country
praying Congress to revoke :the Sunday-closing concli-

tions attached to the recent appropriation of $2,500,000."
"The meeting was presided over by Henry Schurz and
J. W. Herman was selected as secretary. Speeches were
made by Attorney John F. Geeting, Judge C. B. Waite,
A. F. Ballenger, secretary of the National Religious
Liberty Association, and others. Mr. Geeting, who is
vice-president of the Secular Union, made an address
dealingwith the legal aspects of the question. He declared
that the action of Congress in assmning to change a World's
Fair to a Sabbatarian Fair was in conflict with the Constitution, which declared that Congress should pass no
act either sanctioning or abridging the exercise of any
form of worship. This view had always been sustained
in om treaties with foreign powers, notably those with
Tripoli, Algiers, Japan, and China. All these treaties
e:s:pressly stipulate that this government would not interf,,re with any form of worship consistent with personal
liberty. A few clergymen, illiberal and misinformed,
had taken it upon themselvs to close the gates of the Fair
on Sunday and to deny the best kind of education to the
children of the poor. This was the first time that religious bigotry had prev<1iled against the Constitution. The
people owed it to themselvs to awake and protest against
this great wrong committed in the name of the church.
"Judge Waite said that 1mtil now the fanatics had
failed to obtain recognition in Congress. The chmch
had been content to rely upon its own merits, but now
the wiseacres of the church had come forward and said;
'We want a little religious legislation.'
"About sixty years ago the fanatics had a bill introduced in Congress prohibiting the carrying of the mails
on S1mday. Judge Story; the greatest jurist of the tiine,
said that such an act would be a gross violation of the
Constitution, which did not recognize any specific day as
Sunday. The bill was promptly pigeonholed in the
committee Toom. The present action of Congress was
equally 1mconstitntional. Judge Waite took especial
pleasure in 'roasting' editor Shepard, of New York, and
was loudly applauded at the close.
"The chairman read a note of regret from Washington
Hesing, who was unable to be present. J. W. Herman
made an address in German, and was followed by A. F.
Ballenger, who is a church-member, and argued against
Sunday closing from a Christian standpoint. He said
that diflerent creeds and religions observed different
days of rest and Congress had no right to discriminate
between them. If the World's Fair was closed Sunclay it would drive the crowds to the saloons and other
sinful resorts. The World's Fair would be the g1·eatest
moral and religious instructor ever enjoyed in Chicago.
To close it on Sunday would be a crime against God and
humanity."
There is no argument necessary as to the rightfulness of an open Sunday for the Fair. The
question has resolved itself into one solely of which
shall win-the American people or the church.
There are about twenty million direct church supporters in the country, of whom, perhaps, one-half
desire the Puritan Sunday revived. About fiftyfive millions do not want it. Owing to compact
organizations and aggressiv influence the church
party is victorious in the first skirmish through the
cowardly hypocrisy of our legislators.
Whether
that victory can be reversed is now the question.
The Liberals of the country can do a great deal
in the matter, and the way will presently be pointed
out. When Congress meets in December it must
be made to feel the real sentiment of the people.

It has been reported from Rome that the congregation of rites has decided not to make a saint
out of Columbus, because it has been satisfactorily
shown to them that he kept a mistress. But didn't
Columbus hav divine guidance in his life~ Certainly the Catholics hav been telling us so.

to bear in favor of closi11g, and it is time that the
Spiritualists and Liberalists show what they can .
do."
The Catholic Review says, "Better is ignorance
than Infidelity," and warns parents against se:ridrng
their children to schools where Catholicism is not
taught. Just the kind of school the Review desires
may be learned from· this : " ' The fear of the Lord
is the begrnning of wisdom,' says the Bible, all'd
the system of education that is based on that axiom
is approved by the Catholic church."
Our readers will put us under obligations if they
will kindly send us the names and addresses of all
the Freethinkers they know, that we may send out
sample copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER with a view to
inducing new subscriptions. And if present subscribers will speak a good word for us occasionally
to theii· friends we will thank them heartily. Om
list needs extending, and the people need the paper.
Rev. C. H. Spurgeon, the eminent English divrne,
says that,, "as soon as a man loses his religion, he
wants to know who Cain's wife was." That is a
pertrnent query truly, and one not yet satisfactorily
answered. A somewhat less eminent person, however, says that the difference between the man
losing and gettirig religion is that the latter, as
soon as he is converted, wants to know who Cam's
wife is, and whether she is visiting the campmeeting.
A fellow-townsman of Mr. Bird's, Mr. W. W.
Morris, writes regarding the proposed chromos:
"I think Brother Bird is right about 'The Rock
of Ages,' and I will take a few dollars' worth of
them to giv to my friends. Bird is a trump, and I
do hope Freethinkers of means will subscribe."
The matter is left with our readers; if a sufficient
part of the money to pay the cost of making and
mailing the colored pictures is subscribed we will
complete the work as suggested by Mr. Bird.
We hope that all our readers will study A. B.
Bradford's "Plea for Organization " in this issue.
He givs his reasons for his conclusions compactly
and with force. Freethinkers ought to do a great
deal more than they are doing to spread their views
and help the cause of freedom, and we are convinced
of their willingness to do it when they find some
practical way. 1\-Ir. Bradford's views are worthy of
careful consideration; and if. anyone else has anything to say on the same subject our columns are
open. If he is wrong, he says, he wishes to be set
right ; and if right, he hopes to see the Freethinkers
work in a manner worthy of their cause,
The Buffalo Christian Advocate observes that
the " Catholic Review thinks at the present rate at
which converts are coming in the church it will be a
hundred thousand years before America becomes
Catholic," and the Buffalo Catholic Union and
Times unkindly but truthfully adds this: "But
how about America becoming Protestant? If
things keep on as they are and the spirit of unbelief
continues to honeycomb the sects, it won't be long
before there will be nothing left of Protestantism
to take in anything." With all of which we agree,
except that the Review placed the limit too low.
Rationalism,· instead of any one sectarianism, is
bound finally to win in this country.

The Christian Advocate prints this idiotic sentence, written by Dr. Buckley: "The only antidote to credulity and superstition is faith." It occurs to us that the most foolishly credulous perOur good friend Colby, of the Banner of Light,
sons in the worlcl are those superstitious ones who
hav "faith" that religious dogmas are based on is on the warpath, his tomahawk drawn for gore of
the reddest kind. Read: "The man and woman
facts.
who dips his and her pen in the gall of bitterness
The Buffalo Evening 1'imes reports : "A minisand voices a wail because of the rapid advance of
ter in New Jersey has refused to preach any more
modern Spiritualism and the credence given to
until the balance due on his salary has been paid
mediums among all classes of people, will find their
him. He offers salvation for revenue only." Deearthly lives curtailed sooner than they expected,
prive all the ministers of this country of their salaas the sword of the spirit is sharper than ever.
I-ies-let them earn their living and do preaching
We aver that the medical instruments of the spiritovertime-and see how long Christianity would be
worlcl will be sustained in spite of the antagonism
taught l
of certain people who profess to be Spiritualists."
Mrs. Isabella Beecher Hooker, one of the lady It seems to us, however, that there is a good deal
managers of the World's Fair, recently addressed of the theological spirit about this utterance. "God
the Spiritualists at Cassadaga in favor of opening will kill our enemies." "The spirits will kill our
.
.
.
It on Sunday. In closmg she said : "The full enemies." Pretty much alike, these sentences
. strength of the orthodox churches has been brought sound.
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country, ramble in the fields and woods, skim over better than a pair of angel's wings for fun. I don't
the waters with boat or ship, or even ride in the think I should hav dared venture it if Monroe had
horse-cars, which roll along multitudinously from not taken me under his muscular guidance. He
point to point, and so great are the crowds that was used to it and I passed the ordeal safely: You
they even climb into the windows or mount the see, you mount about a hundred feet in air on a
roof in order to secure a transit. Everybody wants wooden tower.
Here the toboggan is fixed in a
to be out of doors on Sunday. The church bells rolling slide. Y-ou mount the toboggan for the first
hav a melancholy sound even for the pious Chris- time, as I did, with a trembling heart. You plant
tian. He had rather hie away to pastures new than your feet firmly against the front, grasp the rope,
listen to the "old, old story."
and press inward, so as not to fall or burn your
I did not hav so large a crowd as I wished or hands in the swift descent. An almost perpenexpected, but it was . enthusiastic, and there was dicular tumble is right before you. It seems like a
quite a sprinkling of church people there. The plunge into eternity. I hold my breath and wait
subject of the lecture was "Shall the World's Fair for coming events, poised in mid-.air. It moves, it
Be Open on Sundays 1" There was evidently a starts. I feel the thrill of life. Off I go, like the
good deal of interest in the matter pro and con. bound of a wild horse, and down I sweep, swifter
At the close of the lecture a breezy discussion of than the wind, down, down, and then I strike the
half an hour sprang up. One gentleman-a minis- water and shoot like a dolphin a hundred feet away
ter, I guess,· and somewhat Libe1·al in his theology, over its sparkling surface and then roll off into the
for he admitted that the Fair ought to be open on glorious bosom of the waters without any regard to
Sunday, and that the Christian religion was simply appearances. It is &}:lsolutely delightful. Everylove to God and love to man-still declared that body enjoys it. Men and women, boys and girls,
I had cast slurs on Christians and "blasphemed" take the plunge, and there is constant excitement.
Lieutenant Totten, of prophetic fame, is still God. He said that no one dared to aver himself an And this on Sunday, too. Think of that. It
Atheist. Upon this about half the audience arose would be a good thing if the clergymen would
hanging around New Haven presaging dire calamiand affirmed the awful name as belonging to them- "toboggan." They would preach better sermons
ties. He claims now to hav found the key to the selvs. I did not raise t4e question in my lecture. I after such a" slide from grace." Crowds of people
book of Daniel, and still insists that this world has merely affirmed that if God existed he had no au- are here at White Bear lake and all sorts of amusejust entered upon the last seven years of its exist- thority in this government merely as God. It is ments are going on, but without anything disence: He declines, however, to appoint " a day or citizenship that givs one the right to vote, not orderly. The theaters are open in St. Paul on
an hour" for the millennium. With respect to the divinity. There is no recognition of divinity in the Sunday, but alas, the churches hav forbid baseball
playing in Minneapolis on the "holy day."
pestilence of cholera now raging, the lieutenant Constitution.
I am proud to aver that I am an Atheist,and I believe
The battle goes on with alternating victory, but ·
advises extreme vigilance. His warning is: "Enter that Atheism is the only logical outcome of human in the end the churches will be swept from the deck.
into thy parts and close thy gates ab:ut thee until thought and investigation. Science excludes God These magnificent excursions of tens of thousands
the indignation is past." He says that the most as thoroughly as it excludes the supernatural. In of people on the "L01·d's day " into the beautiful
severe part of the " troublous times, in the future fact, I do not see how any man of common sense can country, with music and sports, are a potent factor
concerns non-Anglo-Saxon peoples, and particularly be anything else but an Atheist. I am just as posi- in the destruction of the hell and damnation of the
whatsoever was included in the geographical limits tiv of Atheism as I am of my own existence. I hav old theologies.
I also visited the famous Minnehaha falls. No
no doubts whatever. However, I do not quarrel
of the four ancient empires, Babylon, Persia,
with any man about a belief in God. It is a lux- wonder that poets hav sung about this musical and
Greece, and Rome. Nevertheless he expects that ury, like a taste for limburger cheese .or macaroni. majestic cataract. It is simply entrancing. The
Israel, meaning England and America especially, Let one make the most of it, and chew the cud waters flow over in one effulgent mass, without
will be punished in some measure and chastened of sweet and bitter fancy. To me it is nothing but break, a white wave of melodious brilliance from
for past blindness. The lieutenant is only another dry husks, a relic of the savagery of mankind. An- crest to base, leaping from lake to glen. A gentle
good man gone wrong through taking too seriously other gentleman who admitted that I was correct and beautiful mist flows forth, radiating among the
in saying that the word God was no"t in the Con- embowering trees, and falling upon the g.ray rocks,
a volume which was evidently written as a joke.
stitution affirmed positivly that the words " divine and gemming them with verdant spray of flower
providence" were in the preamble.. I denied this, and moss. From the foot of the cataract the waThe Tacoma .Daily Ledger of the 16th ult. but not having the Constitution with me I could ters roll in winding rapidity through green and
reports the offering of a graceful tribute to C. B. not convince him of his error. He affirmed that in golden shadows into the abysses of the :forest.
Thus this brief summer's pageant passes, with
Reynolds, who reached his sixtieth birthday on the preamble were the words," to secure the blessings
of divine providence." The fathers of the repub- man and nature to make it a season of delight. My
August 9th. The members of the Tacoma Secular
lic were not fools enough to make any such asser- old friend, Chas. Lownd, is still ready as ever to
Union; knowing his habits, bought a fine silver tions. The words are, "to secure the blessings of aid the cause of Freethought. He is a generous
water service and had this written upon it: "Pre- liberty," almost the exact opposit. "Divine provi- comrade .. I was pleased to meet with Mr. and
sented to C. B. Reynolds on his sixtieth birthday dence" does not mean liberty; it means slavery. Mrs. C. Cox, of Vancouver, B. C., who are for the
by the Tacoma Secular Union. Reason, Right, and If our forefathers had trusted in "divine provi- present residing in Minneapolis. They are genuin
Liberals. Mrs. Cox was secretary of the Liberal
Truth." The presentation speech was made by Dr. dence" we never should hav had this republic.
society of Vancouver, which has done such grand
Only
five
minutes
was
allowed
each
speaker
and
D. M. Angus .. A visitor to the Union, who writes
the debate took quite ~ lively turn. Leroy BeiTier, work since its formation, and of which Mr. and
the report, adds : "Mr. Reynolds-the old man who was chairman of the meeting, kept the Chris- Mrs. Cox.are efficient members, and wherever they
eloquent, as I call him-who is never at a loss for tians as much as possible to the real issue. Ttie go these friends are ready to help with heart and
words to express himself, was upon this occasion matter at issue was not one's individual idea of hand. Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Bennett I must thank
speechless, but the tears that filled his eyes, the Christianity, but organized Christianity, defined by for their kind hospitality while in Minneapolis.
trembling of his hands, spoke more eloquently of human history, and a power committed to the de- Mr. Bennett is a pioneer, and a stalwart Liberal.
deep feeling than any words could hav done. He struction of human liberty. I did not make any Mr. Leroy Berrier, whose communications to THE
issue with spiritual Christianity, whatever that may TRUTH SEERER and other papers are well known, I
was also the recipient of many flowers, his fondness
be, but with political Christianity, the curse of the must congratulate, for he has married since I was
for them being well known. After an evening of ages. Mr. Maddock, Mr. Macomber, and ·Mr. here a beautiful and intelligent Liberal woman, a
poetry and song, and with the best wishes from Edwards sharply sustained our side of the ques- daughter of our good friend and com1·ade of Neone and all, the meeting adjourned to a convenient tion. The audience was quite responsiv to the koma, Ill.
Mr. Chas. Ostrom, who has been in the· front
ice cream parlor, one enthusiastic member thinking points made on both sides. But when I made the
the event had not yet had full justice done it, and closing reply some of the Christians took to their ranks of Liberalism for years, a~d Mr. and Mrs. C.
S. Bennett gave me also a welcome to their Freeinsisting on furnishing refreshments for all present." heels. Why could they not stay and hear both
thought fireside. John Maddock is the same bright
sides 1
It must hav been a great occasion.
Good reports of the lecture were published in philosopher whose belief in fate only makes him
the Minneapolis papers and the agitation of this work the harder for human progress; for is it not
question will go on. There will be something red- fate that makes progress, and is it not fate that
hot before the World's Fair is over. The church foreordains we must help make that progress; and,
has won a costly victory. With its own bigotry it in the profound words of the poet, are we not
has inflicted upon itself a deadly wound. As an "fated to be free 1" Silas G. Cooper is a royal
enemy of the church I could not ask it to giv a worker. He givs both money and time to aid the
News and Notes.
greater vantage-point of fight. It has forced the lecture. Much of its success is due to his strenuous
St. Paul and Minneapolis, the twin cities of the issue. It will find that it has made a terrific mis- efforts. These are the kind of Liberals that will
Northwest, in this glowing summer weather pre- take. The feeling aroused against the churches is make victory for our cause. S. C. Todd is another
sent a magnificent spectacle to the wandering eye intense, and outside of Congress Liberalism is soldier in activ service. A. S. Edwards is a trueof the Secular Pilgrim, and he has no desire for any twice as strong as it was before that stupid and blue reformer, and Louis Nash, editor of St. Paul
celestial region. The. days are simply gorgeous, cowardly restriction was made. A sword has been 7'rades a11cl Labo?· Bulletin/ James McElvey;
with now and then vast panoplies of cloud, splendid put into our hands and we'll use it. To win its vVm. Rodger, old time friends and allies, of St. Paul.
depths of sky, glittering pavilions of sunset, and point the church has allied itself with the lowest John Monroe is always ready to be counted.
jubilant dawns over measureless fields of har- elements of human society and it must bear the Frank Greaves; McGregor; Macomber, who watches
vest. The rivers flow along, the lakes gleam like shame.
the stars and is as radical as nature herself, and
jewels, the cataracts foam and thunder, and the
I find many friends at Minneapolis and St. Paul many others I could count upon the roll. Fortymighty mills day and night mingle their song with and the time passes pleasantly by. John Monroe, six names were signed to the call for the Freeth ought
nature's carnival. There is life on every side. of St. Paul, always ready to do his level best and Federation. J os. A. Greenhill, of Clinton, Ia.,
Summer and autumn seem to meet with rival glories. make things agreeable, introduced me to a "new. sends me forty-four names. Albert Lea aud MaIt is not, however, quite so good for Freethought sensation," for which I am thankful. St. Paul is pleton giv thirty-five names. This shows that the
meetings, for people at this season of the 7ear ahead o:f the world in one thing at least and that is Freethought Federation is just what is needed at
do not like to be hedged in with four walls, not even the "toboggan "-not the ice toboggan, but the the present juncture. Stalwart Liberals are ready
the walls of a church. They like to go out into the water toboggan. It is hugely exhilarating. It is for political action.
SAJ\IUEL P. PuTNAM.

Massachusetts is at present enjoying a revival of
Puritan Sabbatarianism, and the blessing of having
such laws by which to wreak vengeance on the
neighbor who displeases you is again shown. A
Lake Pleasant correspondent writes to the Banner
of Light that "on account of complaint being made
through spite of a few on the grounds, to the authorities of the town of Montague, that the state
Sunday law was not being complied with at the camp,
a deputy sheriff and constable served a notice on
every medium not to hold a seance or giv private
sittings on Sunday, the 21st ult., under · the penalty of arre~t and fine!" It is to the credit of some
of the mediums and storekeepers that they again
broke the law, though not as yet molested for it.
The Banner of Light calls upon Judge Dailey,
who has just been elected president of the Lake
Pleasant Association, to "attend to their highhanded usurpation at once."
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Mr. Conway on Junius.
A long foot-note in Mr. Conway's" Lif? of ThoJ:?as
Paine" concerning myself and the Jumus questi~n
requires my notice. Every point of argument m
the note has been repeatedly refuted and ·now I
proceed to demolish them once more. He says :
Mr. W. H. BUl'r maintains that Paine wrote in the
English Orisis (1775) under the name of '' qasca. ". As
Oasca's articles beai· intrinsic eviden~eo of bemg W~I~ten
in London the theory supposes Pame to have VISited
England ir: that year. But besides the _facts that Rush
had an interview with Paine near the middle of March,
and Franklin in October, the accounts of Aikin, preserved
in Philadelphia, show payments to Paine in May, July,
and August, 1775. As M:t<. BUl'r's fUl'ther theory, that
Paine wrote the letters of Junius, rests largely on ~he
jdentification with Oasca, it wght be left to fall mth
disproof of the latter.
Answer: Paine was undoubtedly in Philadelphia
in March, and had an interview with Dr. Rush; but
there is no proof that he met Franklin in October.
What Paine said in Crisis, No. III, is this: "In
October, 1775, Dr. Franklinproposed giving me such
materials as were in his hands toward completing
a history of the present tranSI.\ctions." . That. pr~
posal I claim was not made at an "mtemew.
The two men were in continual correspondence,
most of the time being separated by the ocean. On
March 4, 1775, Paine wrote from Philadelphia to
Franklin in London as follows :
Your countenancing me has obtained for me many
friends and much reputation, fer which please accept
my sincere thanks. I have been applied to by several
gentlemen to instruct their sons on very advantageous
terms to myself, and a printer and bo?~seller, a man
of reputation and property, Robert Aikm, has lately
attempted a magazine, but having little or no tUl'n that way
himself, he has applied to me for assistance. He had not
above six hundred subscribers when I first assisted him.
We now have upward of fifteen hundred and daily increasing. I have not entered into terms with him. This
is only. the second number. The first I was not concerned m.
The first number of the Pennsylvania Magazine
was January. Paine tells Franklin that be was not
concerned in that. And yet in the first number
there appeared several anonymous contributions
which were undoubtedly written by Paine-to wit:
one on surveying, signed "P," another on a new
electric machine, signed "Atlanticus," a third on
the utility of magazines, without signature; and it
is suppcsed that he may have written a brief "Introduction to the Pennsylvania Magazine," dated
January 24th.
The February number, which Paine says he was
concerned in, has three articles believed to have·
been written by him, one signed "Atlanticus,"
another "Esop," and a third an unsigned poem.
The March number has three ·articles signed
"Atlanticus," two of them being poems.
In the April number I find but one probable
contribution by Paine, namely" Cupid and Hymen,"
by" Esop."
During all the rest of the year I discover only
two contributions by Paine, both poems, by "Atlanticus," and both in the July number.
None of these anonymous contributions after the
March number required the presence of the- writer
in Philadelphia. And the same is true of any other
communication that Mr. Conway or anyone else can
identify as the production of Paine.
The theory that Paine was the paid editor of the
Pennsylvania Magazine is untenable for the following reasons :
1. The work of editing was next to nothing, the
only article of an editorial nature being a brief introduction to the first number, which Paine says
he was not concerned in.
2. What, then, was the "assistance " he began to
render after the first number? Was it not probably canvassing for subscribers? With that kind
of assistance the number was increased more than
nine hundred in one month.
For that work
Paine would be entitled to commission, even before
entering into terms with Aikin; and as late as
March 4th, when he sends to Franklin the second
number, and the time has come for printing the
third, he has not yet entered into terms for the assistance he has begun to render.
3. The entries in Aikin's account book of payments to Paine in May, July, and August do not
prove that Paine was present to receive them.
4. That his contributions were gratuitous was in
keeping with all his other literary performances, it
being an unswerving principle with him to take no
pay for and make no profit from his literary work.
5. Whatever engagement he may have made with
Aikin after March 4th, his sudden departure from
this country before the middle of April was a thing
he would strive to keep as secret as possible, and
if, as was quite likely, Robert Aikin was a Scotch
tory, Paine would have had the strongest motive to
hoodwink him with the understanding that he
would soon return and attend to his work in
person.

The identity of. Casca with Paine was discovered
by me in October 1880 when I first saw an American reprint of the C;isis of 1775. Four day~
later, as I was examining Sherwin's "Life of Paine
in the Congressional Library, I came to a note concerning an edition of Paine's Political Works published in England in 1796 in which the first number of Paine's Crisis was a reprint of "A Crisis
Extraordinary," signed "American C. S." (Common
Sense), the first publication of which was in London, August 9,1775, signed "Casca." The biographer Sherwin was puzzled, saying : "It could not
have been written by Paine, and its insertion in the
edition published by Eaton can only be attributed
to the ignorapce of the person who furnished him
the copy."
But I was still more astonished to find penciled
·on the margin of the same page this note: "lt is
by Paine, but does not belong to the Crisis."
That penciled note I soon discovers~ was made
by Librarian Spofford. He had no doubt that
Casca was Paine, though he had never thought of
identifying either writer with Junius. This identification by the learned librarian of Congress who
was yet unwilling to believe that Paine was J ~nius,
ought to have weight with those who rely more on
authority than on their own judgment.
. Paine's departure from America, in March or
April, 1775, I apprehend, was not to write articles
for the (English) Crisis, but to procure saltpeter,
gunpowder, and munitions of war for the impending revolution. In Octob~r, 1775, General Washington's army, near Boston, had not five rounds of
powder, and dared not advance one step against
General Howe. In December, Franklin sent a
letter to M. Dumas, in France, by a Mr. Storey,
inclosing £100 to defray expenses in procuring a
shipment of small arms, ammunition, and saltpeter.
Previously, Charles Biddle was sent to France to
procure munitions of war, and in January, 1776, he
returned with a cargo of saltpeter. Hence I infer
that Paine, first of all, went on a like mission in
March or April, 1775, and returned about the end
of the ye&.r, having secured a supply of war materials, and ready to put to press his "Common
Sense." And I now challenge the discovery of
evidence that he was in America during the greater
part of the year 1775.
Junius, in his "Dedication to the English Nation,"
said: "The remedy will soon be in your power. If
Junius lives you shall often be reminded of it."
Did he not fulfill that promise three years later,
when, as "Casca," he fomented revolution in both
England and America; and when again, from 1776
to 1782, as "Common Sense," he helped to achieve
the independence of this country 1. All three writers
were anonymous, all three did their literary work
avowedly without pay or profit.
The internal evidence of the identity of Casca
with Junius is even stronger than that of Paine
with Junius. Their style was varied to suit the
circumstances. Junius wielded a Damascus blade;
Casca a butcher's cleav~r; Common Sense a broadsword. There is no fact to be found incompatible
with"tbe identity of the three.
Another of Mr. Conway's objections to the PaineJ unius theory is as follows:
DUl'ing the period of Junius's Letters (Jan. 21, 1769, to
Jan. 21, 1772) Paine was occupied with his laborious
duties as exciseman at Lewes, and with the tobacco mill
from which he vainly tried to extort a living for himself
and wif-e, and her mother. Before that period there was
no time at which Paine could have commanded the
leisUl'e or opportunities necessary to master the political
and official details known to Junius.
Answer : For two years before the date of the
first Junius letter, as now appears from his secret
letter to ex-Premier Grenville, Oct. 20, 1768, the
same writer, under various other signatures, had
been agitating the public. The" Letters of Junius"
aggregate about three hundred book pages; his
"Miscellaneous Letters" not so much. The period
covered is more than five years. Only a few of the
letters were elaborated and the average work was
about one hundred and thirty pages a year.
Paine had nothing to do with the tobacco mill
before 1770, or more likely 1771, when he married
the daughter of the deceased tobacconist Ollive,
and helped the widow and daughter carry on the
business, which was presumably small.
His duties as exciseman did not occupy half his
time, and from the time of his first discharge as
exciseman at Alford in 1765 until he reentered the
service at Lewes in 1768 his only employment seems
to have been as assistant teacher in London. And
Paine himself says: "I seldom passed five minutes
of my life, however circumstanced, in which I did
not acquire some knowledge."
Though stationed at Lewes he spent much of his
time in London. He passed the whole winter of
1772-1773, says Mr. Conway, trying to influence
members of Parliament in favor of the cam~e of the
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[excisemen. And in a letter to his supet:ior officer,
dated March 24, 177 4, he says: "I was m London
almost all ~ast winter': (17~~-1774). Furth~~mm:e,
we have ~vidence of his bemg much of the time m
L~n?on ~n 1769 and subsequently. In 1813, Mrs.
O_hVIa Wilmot Serr~s attempted t~ prove that her
pwus. uncle, Dr. Wilmot, was _Jumus.
She says
t~at m.176~ he frequen~ly resided a~ the house of
his b7other-m-law Captam Payne, With ~h~m an
Amencan named Fretla~d was on terms _of mtimacy.
Fretland had concern~ m the "\Yest Indies a~d frequently_ sent to Dr. Wilmot va:rwus productiOns of
that clim~te. Her uncle W~mot had · a serva:nt
named MI~dle~on, and Captam Payne ha~ ~ Wife
spoken of mddferently by the name of Ohvia and
Olive,_ su~gestive of Miss Olive, who was married
to Fame m 17_71.
.
.
.
Now, the pnvate l_etters_of Jumus. to his pl:bhsher
Woodfall, first pubhshe? m 1812,_disclosed t? Mrs.
Serres two naJ?eS by whiCh the prmter was direct~d
to addr~s~ his ~nknown, corr~spondent, to Wit:
"Mr. Wilham Middleton (Pnv. Let. No. 3, July
15, 1769), and_" ~r. John Fre~ley, at _the same coffeehouse, where It IS absolutely Impossible I should be
known" (Nos. 3 ~nd 27). This _coinciden~e ~f
names, together With some mysteriOus entries m
her uncle's not~book in which the wo_rd "Ju-s"
oc~urs several tiJ?es, caused her to be!Ieve that _Dr.
Wilmot was J umus. But now the eVIdhence :pomts
to !'hom~s Paine!. the m?agerness of !f ose blOgraphies pnor . to his commg to America render the
ga:ps more Important than the facts. How long
Fame was a privateersman we do not know; and the
fact that he ';~~ an . expert seaman and was called
"commodore Imphes that much of the unknown
gaps in his life was spent on the ocean, whereby he
m~y have ~cquired a ". mo~erate i~dependence,"
Without whiCh, says Jumus m a private letter to
Woodfall, "no man can be happy nor even honest."
I J?Y~elf hav_e _not the least ?oubt that. such was
Fames condit10n from the trme he qmt the sea.
Hence his ability to write without pay or profit.
Mr. Conway further argues that Paine could not
have been· Junius, because:
He declares that he had no interest in politics, which
he regarded as a species of "jockey-ship."
Answer: The" Political Works" of Paine, incomplete, make two large volumes; the "Theological,"
one small one. The "Letters of Junius" are political. But both writers were avowed non-partisan,
and what Paine stigmatized as "jockey-ship" was
partisan politics.
The next. objection of Mr. Conway is as follows:
How any one can read a page of Junius and then one
of Paine, and suppose them from the same pen, appears to
me inconceivable.
Answer: Which one of all the writers suspected
to be Junius approaches him so nearly in style as
Thomas Paine? Said Lord Brougham in 1839 or
1840, never dreaming that Paine was Junius: "His
style was a model of terseness and force. In this
respect he comes nearer to our own remarkable
Junius, than any ~own writer in the English
tongue." And Dr. Denslow in his "Modern Thinkers," 1880, speaking of Paine's letter to Washington, 1796, says : "It is so identical in style with
portions of Junius that we cite parallel passages
for comparison, though the unhesitating conviction
that Paine wrote Junius will better result from the
use of hundreds of passages than of two or three."
Did Mr. Conway expect to find in Paine's writings a literal repetition of the language of Junius,
who had promised, if he lived, to come again, and
yet that his secret should die with him? In
"Junius Unmasked," 1872, a multitude of passages
from Junius and Paine are paralleled, to show similarity of style, sentiment, opinion, conduct, and
character. These parallels number more than three
hundred, and in the two or three instances where a
difference in opinion appears, we have happily from
Paine himself the proof of a change of views after.
1772.
Twice only do I find any allusion by Paine to
Junius. In Casca's "Epistle to Lord Mansfield,"
177 5, he uses the expression, "galling Junius;" and
in an anonymous tract entitled "Prospects on the
War," 1787, detected five years later to be by Paine,
he speaks of "the brilliant-pen of Junius,'' whi~h
"in the plenitude of its rage, might be said to give
elegance to bitterness." " The. generous rage of
Junius" is an expression found in that writer's
private note to his publisher, first brought to light
in 1812.
And now Mr. Conway has discovered and published in his book a letter from Paine to an apostate friend in 1795, never intended for another's
eye, in which scathing epistle "the generous rage
of Junius" reappears "giving elegance to bitterness."
La~tly, to prove that Paine was not Junius, Mr.
Conway says:
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The reader need only refer to the facts. of his J!fe beTurn now to Junius's public letter No. 42, dated
A Plea For Organization.
fore coming to .America to acquit him of untruth m say- Jan. 30, 1771, and yo11 will find the whole affair
I hav never had the pleasure of meeting Mr.
ing that he had published nothing in England, and that
discussed in the same spirit that it iR treated by Charlesworth since his advent among us, b•t I hav
the cause of .America made him an author.
"Common Sense" seven years later.
The two
Answer: Did Junius publish his own letters~ passages are paralleled in "Junius Unmasked," followed him, with much interest, in his lecturing .
Woodfall and others who printed them_never knew and in reverting to the subject I have unexpectedly tours as they hav been reported in the columns of
the aut:P.or. And Junius says: "I did not exp~ct found .in the private letter of Junius to his pub- THE TRUTH SEEKER. He seems to· be the only one
more than the life of a newspaper." Nor did Paille lisher strong presumptive evidence that on Tues- of our admirable corps of lecturers who has the cor~
himself publish "The Case of the Officers of Ex- day, Feb. 5, 1771, Junius heard Alderman Saunders rect view on the question of organizing the Freecise." This is admitted by Mr. Conway, who speak in the House of Commons the words quoted thought senti'Tient in every locality where there are
enough intelligent people to keep up a weekly or.
naively tells us that the printing. of four thousand by Common Sense in Crisis, No. VII.
monthly
meeting.
copies by William Lee of Lewes ill 1772 was not a
The affair at Port Egmont is further discussed
Among the Freethinkers, and also among the
publication (!) because "it was a document sub- by Junius in two letters signed "Vindex," a part
mitted to Parliament but never sold." Further- of the first one being suppressed by the publisher Spiritualists, who are all Freethinkers, are many
more, Mr. Conway says that "the song on Wolfe and a.s too violent ; but the suppressed portion has re- people who were once members of the church, and
who., before they could be called "brother," and
other poetical pieces, though known. to t~e He~d cently been brought to light in manuscript. It
strong Club in Lewes, were first prillted ill Phila- reflects severely upon the king, characterizing his take the sacrament of allegiance to Jesus and the
priesthood, had to lie down upon the bed of Prodelphia." The fact is that Paine's Od~ on General surrender of the rights and honor of the crown of
Wolfe was composed in 1775 at Sandwich, and was England as "magnitudo iuj'amice," and the king crustes and hav themselvs fitted to the creed.
After that, they were allowed to think as much as
soon after published in the Gentleman's Magazine himself Jl.S a "stigmatized coward."
they pleased, provided they did not go beyond the
set to music and became a popular song.
And here also I find that W oodfall apologized to prescribed limits. The etymologists tell us that
In regard' to the cause of America making Paine "Vindex" for the suppression, directing his letter
an author, that cause crops out, from first to last in to "Mr. John Fretley" (Priv; Let. No. 33, Feb. 21, the word "kirk," or church, is derived from the
Greek word kuklos, which means a circle, and
the Junius letters, even in the earliest of the mis- 1771, note by W oodfall).
indicates the orbit, or track, upon which the
cellaneous ones, and is the principal theme of
The Spanish outrage was discussed by Junius thoughts of the preacher and the people on ~he
Cas ca.
under five or six other signatures, namely" Do- subject of religion must move, and not fly off, ~Ike
I have skipped and reserved for a finale Mac- mitian," "Philo-Junius," "Vindex," et·al.
a tangent, into space. Persons who ~ad millds
aulay's summary of the facts discoverable concernThe House of Lords had exclud~d the public, ap- capable of expanding at all, and which did expand,
ing the personality of Junius, quoted by Mr. Con- parently in consequence of a ludicrous roport in the
felt the pressure of the environment, and, driven
way. Only three of the five alleged facts need no- Public Advertiser, Dec. 7, 1770, of Lord North's
by a sense of self-:respect, revolted, b:roke away
tice, to wit: That he was acquainted with the tech- loose and droll style of oratory, by Domitian. (See
from their surroundillgs ; and the consCiousness of
nical forms of the secretary of state's office; also Misc. Let. 79, 80, and 81, all by the same writer,
freedom and of growth was so delightful, that they
with the business of the war office; and that he at- .who was Junius.)·
resolved they never would allow the weight of a
tended the debates in the House of Lords and
Thanks to Mr. Conway for causing me to dis- feather to be placed upon their intellects again.
took notes of speeches.
cover the important fact that on Feb. 5, 1771, the When they graduate out of the A B C's of LiberAnswer: Whatever Junius may have known of speech of ·Admiral Saunders was listened to by alism and become independent Radicals-that is,
the business of the departments of government, it Junius, who reappeared in America as" Common men who are not satisfied with surface appearances,
is a common error that he was so intimately associ- Sense."
W. H. BuRR.
buf think down to the 1·oots of questions, so that
ated or connected therewith as to be able to acWashington, .D. 0.
they can giv reasons for their opinions-the require much knowledge of state affair~. Junius in
membrance of the old bont.. 'tge of the church makes
his seventh letter said, "I am a plaill unlettered
them afraid of joining any 1! reethought society l~st
man," but nobody believed him. A little later, in a
they suffer their individuality of character to be mTwelve
Commandments.
private letter to the printer, which was published
v~ded, and in some shape or other to be bound.
by mistake, he speaks of his "rank and fortune,"
(SUBJECT TO REVISION AS MAN ADVANCES)
As to the means of advancing the Freethought
ma 1ifestly ironical. A year later he opened a se1. Reward not hypocrisy. Encourage not the dis- cause, there are three kinds, answering to the three
cret correspondence with John Wilkes. From honest. Turn from your society those who are able degrees of comparison-good, better, best.
these letters, first published in 1812, it appears how to help suffering humanity and refuse to do so.
(a) The first is lecturing, where the speaker
difficUlt it was for Junius to get information. He Vote for no man for any office who has knowingly meets his audience and delivers one or two adsays:
wronged the living or the dead.
dresses, and the ·next day takes the train to fulfill
I speak from a recess which no human ~uriosity can
2. When you are in church ask the minister any another engagement of the same kind. He sows a
penetrate. No man writes under so many disadvap.tages question that you do not understand. If he cannot handful or two of good seed on the ground, but he
as I do. I cannot consult the l_earned; I ca~not directly solve the mysteries of the unknown, then you will has no time to stay and harrow it in, and
ask the opinions of my acquamtance, and ill the newssee 'that the knowledge of the finite is ahnost infi- so it is in danger of being picked up by the
papers I am never assisted.
nitly limited, and that after all there is a doubt as to blackbirds, crows, and sparrows which everywhere
No wonder that the late James Parton, in gather- his having a supernatural call to preach.
abound. It is always the case, however, that more
ing material for a life of Franklin and becom~ng
3. That every religion that is fearful of examina- or less seed falls on good ground and takes root,
familiar with the lives of the men whom Jumus tion shall be regarded as an unsafe guide. All doc- grows, and yields some kind of 11 harvest. Lectu:descanted upon, "discovered that he knew them trins shall be carefully examined ; the good shall be ing, therefore, like prospecting in a new _country, IS
not; that he was not within th_e circle of the well preserved and that which shocks the brain and an indispensable and a most excellent thillg.
informed." Mr. Parton might have learned as heart shall be thrown away.
(b) The press. This ·is comparativly a cheaper
much from the private letters of Junius to John
4. Never try to cross a river till you come to it. and much more powerful agent for the diffusion of
Wilkes ; and the fact is further confirmed ~y the One world at a time has proved to be all that mal1 knowledge on any subject of reform. ~han the le?tmore recent discovery of secret letters of Junms to can attend to, and while your Christian friends talk ure. But it presupposes both the ab%hty and des%r_e
ex-Premier Grenville, in one of which he says: "Until of what the church has done, advise them to hold in of the people to read what the press has to communi~
you are a minister, I must not permit myself to sweet recollection the burning of Servetus, the sen- cate. These two requisits being prese~t, the pre.ss
think of the honor of being known to you;" and tence of Galileo, the horrible death of Bruno, and has found a fulcrum for its lever and illCreases Ita
begs -him " to m~e allowance~ for .a man .wh?, the terrible outrage perpetrated on the Quakers by power of disseminating thought a thousandfold.
writes absolutely without matenals or illstructiOl!-. the Puritans by cutting their tongues out for God's The pr2ss has this great advantage over the lecturer:
This was three months before the signature Junius sake in 1600, etc.
the latter, by attacking the religion of a ~earer, m~y
appeared. And when the Junius series was co~~
5. Try the efficacy of prayer by breaking for one provoke him into oppugnancy and c~mmi~al; while
pleted he wrote to Lord Chatham,_ " ~ost secret, moment the chain of cause and effect in order to the former lays the same argument ill pnnt before
saying, "Retired and u~nown, _h-ve,ill the shade prove that nature has a master, and a God will its reader, who, if he does get angry an,d throw
and have only a speculative ambitiOn.
appear, that you may beg o~ him to liberate th~se down the paper or the tract, :Will, when h~ coo~s off,
But now I hear the objector say: "How is it pos- poor little infants placed ill hell by John CalVIn, take it up again and read It, because his pnde of
sible that the lowlv exciseman' of Lewes could have and insist that he may show us where Ingersoll consistency is not touched. I remember a Southern
attended debates i~ Parliament~" I answer : "We and Paine are wrong.
slaveholder and postmaster, ,in 1838, who by accihave his own word for it that he did." In Crisis,
6. Believe about God only what God says to you, dent met with a stray copy of Garrison's Liberator
No. VII, " Common Sense " says :
and if you ever see God, ask him why he allowed in the mail he was opening, and, on reading it from
I remember the late Admiral Saunders declaring in the Ingersoll to intellectually swamp all of his ministers. curiosity and finding himself condemned by the
Hollile of Commons, and that in the time of r;>eace, that
7. That a man shall be rated at his true worth editor as a man stealer, threw the paper on the floor
the city of Madrid laid in ~shes was not a suffiCient ato~e
ment for the Spaniards takmg oft' the rudder of an Enghsh not b)" what he believes, or by the clothes he wears, and stamped on it with holy _indi~ation-for he
was a devout Christian. He picked It up and read
or by what he claims to be, but by what he does.
sloop-of-war.
8. That to drive the devil out of any man into it again and his wrath boiled over a second time.
Turn to Junius's private letter No. 29, dated your neighbor's hogs, is an injustice to your neigh- But such was the force of the eternal truth with
Jan. 31, 1771, and you read:
which Garrison sharpened his arrow that in a day
bor, and a damage and cruelty to dumb brutes.
w~ hear that the ministry intend to move for opening
9. Be temperate in all things; do not get the or two this man became convinced, and ultimately
both Houses of Parliament on Tuesday next, in the usual delirium tremens and fancy that you see a beast brought all his slaves to the North an? emanci~ated
manner, being desirous that the ~ation sho'!lld be exactly
informed of their whole. conduct m the busmess of Falk- rise up out of the sea with seven heads and ten them. The press, therefore, does a bigger bus~_ess
in the work of enlightenment than the liVIng
horns, as John claimed to hav seen.
·
land island.
10. If you ever see a man ia hell calling for a speaker.
Again, in a postscript to same letter, written
(c) But he who organizes a permanent society of
drop of water, giv him a barrelful no matter how
" next day:"
many times he has not been born again.
wise and zealous Freethinkers _does more to help
• We hear that the ministry intend to move that no
11. Do not put a witch to death, because the idea the cause than either or both the other agents comgentleman may be refused admittance into either House
on Tuesday next. . . . If they were to do otherwise of immortality was born there, and you db not bined. Let me giv some reasons for saying so : .
In making an effort ~o change a wrong p~bhc
it would raise and justify suspicions very disadvantageous know how soon you may be one.
to their own reputation and to the king's honor.
12. As it seems to be the nature of man to do sentiment in a country like ours, where the will of
Wh~t was the cause of that tremendous agita- unto others as others do unto him, if you hav the the people is the law of the land, the very first
tion ~ It was " the Spaniards taking off the rud- first pull set a good example; then if one smite you thing to be done is to raise money. A reformer
der of an English sloop-ofwar" in Port Egmont, on the right cheek, you may be liable to convince cannot budge out of his tracks without money. He
cannot write a letter, or print a tract, or get canWest .Falkland island, between Keppel and Saun- him that you are some kin to John L. Sullivan.
dles for a night meeting in a schoolhouse without
ders islands.
•
Lawrence, Kan.
ALEXANDER RosE.

!
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more or less money ; and there is no other: way
under heaven, and among men, whereby money can
be raised s~atedly and in sufficient quantities, except by organization. This was proved and illustrated in the great struggle to abolish the system
of-American slavery. That movement began about
1830, when the entire church, except a handful of
Quakers, Covenanters, and Seceders ; all the colleges; the two political parties; the president of
the United States; the two Houses of Congress;
and the national and state judiciary, were all the servil tools of the slave power, and deadly opposed to
emancipation. The fundamental doctrin of the
laws of the slave states, acquiesced in by all the rest
in the Union, was that the slave was an article of
property, not a person at all, but a thing, a chattel,
destitute of all right either to himself, his labor,
or his wife and children. This col ossa] crime against
humanity and the republic was pronounced to be a
Bible institution, and the church was its bulwark
of defense.
The Abolitionists, all of whom, in 1830, could hav
been put into a common-sized meeting-ho"Jse, with
plenty of room tb spare, issued a declaration of
moral war against this system as a stupendous
crime, as well as a blunder, and demanded the immediate and unconditional emancipation of the
slaves. This doctrin and sentiment they organized
into a society of living men and women, and
pledged themselvs never to giv up the struggle
until the slaves and the nation both became free,
and the national :flag had restored to it the original
meaning which the founders of the republic gave to
it when it was :first unfurled. Endowed with so
much common sense as to see that an end, a purpose, could not be reached by devoutly waiting for
a miracle to be performed in its behalf, but only by
the activ use of means, the :first thing the Abolition. ists did after their declaration of war was to choose•
a committee of ways and means to provide the
funds for a long campaign. To send out lecturers
to arouse the public attention ; to support a press,
in order to expound and defend their views; to
organize local societies, and hold regular meetings,
wherever there was a prospect of finding listenersthese were their program; and to carry it out required money. This money had to come out of
their own pockets, and it found its way into the
treasuries of the local societies in the shape of small
contributions; but it came weekly or. monthly, and
therefore it was steady in its supply, and a fund to
be relied on. These men and women, without resentment, suffered personal indignities and outrages
innumerable, for thirty years. By this time they
had so increased in numbers, and so permeated the
mind and conscience of the people with light upon
the subject, that when our insane brethren of the
South :fired upon Fort Sumter, the loyal people of the
North .:flew to their arms, defeated the armies of the
rebellion, and President Lincoln, in 1863, ·signed
the proclamation which abolished slavery, and
saved the Union and the republic.
But the antislavery struggle, colossal as it was in
its proportions, and far-reaching in its results, was a
mere trifle when compared to the movement now on
foot all over the civilized world to deliver mankind
from the bondage of religious superstition. The
slave, when he became astronomer enough to know
that the constellation called the Dipper which revolved every twenty-four hours round the north
star, hung, like a chandelier, over a land of freedom,
from which, if he could only set his foot upon it,
our fugitiv slave law could not drag him back into
bondage, needed no one to arouse within him the
latent love of liberty. It was constantly burning on
the altar of his heart, either as a dangerous :flame,
or only smouldering in its ashes; and all the
Aboliti?nists had to do was to giv him a map, and
make him understand that if, traveling at night,
he would keep his eye fixed upon that star, it would
not be long before he w~uld find his chains drop·
ping from his limbs and himself feeling that at
last, and forever, he was a free man.
But in the case of the slaves of superstition whom
we now wish to free, the bondage is one of the
mind, and not of the person. They hug the chains
of this most degrading bondage to their bosoms,
and spurn, with reproachful epithets, those who
would enlighten and redeem them. It is our object and herculean task to create within them a
desire to be free ; and this can only be done by
that electric spark which is produced by the friction
of mind with mind when the contact is made
eith~r _through the medium of the ear, listening .t~
the livmg speaker, or of the eye, reading a printed
argument.
Now, the best service we can render our enslaved
7eligiou~ ~rethren ~ust take this form of organiz~ng somet1es, _runnmg _up beacon-lights and keepmg them blazmg, trustmg to the force of truth for
ultimate results. An organization undertaking to

accomplish a great work which will consume a long
period of time and effort, cannot depend on the
spasmodic liberality produced by eloquent speeches
at great conventions, nor on the occasional gifts of
a few hundred dollars by rich men here and there.
Af! deep and navigable rivers are formed, not by the
summer freshets which sometimes overflow the
country and soon disappear, but from the rills and
streamlets which constantly run down the sides of
mountains whose tops drain the clouds of their
moisture, and combine and form the river, so it is the
dimes and quarters, and even the pennies, which
are regularly and constantly being contributed that
must fill our treasury with dollars. A we1lthy man
often gets himself gazetted as a benevolent Christian by the gift of a thousand dollars to send missionaries to the heathens, but his gift is a mere
drop in the bucket when compared to the millions
of money annually contributed all over the land for
that purpose in the shape of dimes, quarters, and
half dollars that never would, or could, be collected
except by local organizations. It would be a waste
of time for an agent to go around personally in a
neighborhood gathering up such small contributions.
They must be brought by the _contributors themselva to the regular meetings of the society and
placed in the treasury.
The Catholic church in this country is the poorest of all our sects for its numbers. Its great success in building churches in a country where the
state in its Constitution and laws ignores the very
existence of any church or religion was a new revelation to the pope and propaganda at Rome, where
the belief had always been that the main business
of the state was to support the church by money.
This has been, and still is, the European doctrin
and practice. The American idea adopted by the
Catholics by necessity shows that more money can
be raised for church purposes through voluntary
contributions from the common people by systematic giving than by depending on grants from
the public treasury; and that the very habit of
weekly and statedly giving creates an interest, and
even an enthusiasm, in the giver that can be relied upon. The other sects, in number more than
a hundred, are all organized bodies; and by the
same methods raise their millions of money every
year; and but for their organization would soon
disintegrate and disappear altogether.
The Freethinkers hav wealth, a deep faith in
what they believe, and plenty of intelligence. So
hav the Spiritualists. They hav numbers too.
But each body is an unorganized mob, hamstrung,
imbecil, and the contempt of the church, because
their excessiv and ridiculous individualism will not
allow them to cooperate by organization and thus
enable them to raise money. Every project we
Fre"thinkers hav ever undertaken has stalled in the
mud, or breaks down like an overloaded wagon,
~ecause the idea never seems to hav entered our
heads that the horses need oats to giv them
strength to pull, and that the screeching of the
wheel is the cry of the axles for grease.
The only exception to this criticism that I remember is the Pittsburgh Society of Radicals.
They show what can be done by organization.
Many years ago they struck up a light in one of the
darkest caves of superstition to be found in the
whole country, and hav never let it go out for a
single hour. There is not what you may call a rich
man among them; but their rostrum is kept occupied; they hav no debts to pay, and their treasury is never e:tnpty. By their earnestness in supporting the cause they hav made Freethought to
be respectable and respected in that city remarkable for its bigotry and its crimes.
The same may be said of the Pittsburgh Spiritualists. They keep up their weekly meetings through
the season, and by the perennial :flow of dimes
and dollars into their treasury, secured to them by
organization, their platform is occupied by the
ablest lecturers, who never lack interested and interesting audiences.
The wisdom of the ancients gave the world a
military maxim which is equally good in the moral
_warfare between right and wrong, and the intellectual warfar-e between truth and error. It was
Fas est ab hoste do ceri-that is, it is right and
lawful to take hints and learn good methods of attack and defense from the enemy. Thus, when one
nation invented arms of precision all the rest followed the example. Now we are at war with the
church, not with the persons composing it, but
with it as an incorporated body. It is an army of
occupation, completely organized, and has plenty
of money, which is the sinews of war. -It is of:ficered by able men who hav their rank and file
completely drilled and disciplined. But the Radicals, by the course they pursue, seem to hav stricken
out the wordjas from the maxim I hav quoted and
substituted nefas, thus making it read that it is

not right to learn anything from the enemy.
They seem so afraid if we organize upon a platform for the free discussion of the questions at
issue between us and the church that it will be the
first step toward a creed, and so they prefer the
unorganized way of attempting to do what only
an organization can accomplish, and therefore they
do nothing effectivly.
Our annual meetings hav no representativ character, and, therefore, but little force, because they
hav no constituency, being made up mainly of those
who hav purchased life memberships; and we hav
no constituency and no money to do anything
with because we hav no organization.
I digress a moment to say that the power of a
constituency was shown by the vote of Congress in
the closing hours of its late session in giving two
millions and a half of money to the Chicago Exposition on the condition that its doors should be shut
on Sunday. A more irreligious set of men, as the
chaplains of both houses will testify, never sat in
the Capitol, but they know how widecspread the
Sabbatarian doctrin of the church is, and as they
are nearly all (of the House of Representativs)
asking their constituencies to reelect them to the
next Congress, they propitiate the church and indorse the fundamental doctrin by which it either
stands or falls, by requiring as a condition of their
grant that the doors of the World's Fair shall be
closed against the world's people on Sunday.
But, returning from this digression, suppose the
Freethinkers had a thousand local societies scattered
over the country, all ably womaned and manned, the
secretary of each sending up beforehand to the
national secretary its report of work done during the
past year in its local sphere, and its delegate bearing its regular contributionstothenational treasury.
And suppose at the annual meeting the national
secretary would read his report, made up in part of
the cullings of interest taken from the local reports
and giving the general condition and prospects of
the movement, to be followed by addresses and
discussions pertinent to the occasion, our yearly
meetings would awaken interest, rouse enthusiasm,
and become more consequential to our purposes.
It would marshal our forces before the world ; for
the fact is visible to everyone who has eyes that in
the theater of human affairs where stubborn realities
are to be dealt with,' nothing can be clone, .
either in the way of business or benevc.lence,
from the building and working of a railroad or
iron factory down to religious tract distribution
in a village, without organization and cooperation.
The church in this country to-day is shaken from
center to circumference by Freethought, which is
incarnated in the persons of thousands upon thousands who are known as Radicals or Spiritualists.
Yet the census-takers could not get either of these
classes to stand up long enough to be counted;
and hence their ignoble place in the census of 1890,
at the very tail-end of all the big and little sects
that hav any opinions on the subject of religion.
While I blush with shame and indignation in
writing this sentence I feel that the Freethinking
classes are themselvs to blame. If in their disintegrated condition they exert such influence upon
the church, how that influence would be increased
a hundredfold if they would organize their forces.
Then consider another advantage which organization would giv. There are many business men
who in their secret convictions are real Freethinkers,
having no faith in the church as a soul-saving
machine, but they are Freethinkers after the order
of Saint Nicodemus, who, it will be remembered,
came to Jesus by night, because he was afraid or
ashamed to recognize him in the daytime and before
the world. V\<nen such a man has a private interview with one of our kind, it is interesting to see
how clear-cut and positiv his opinions are and how
:flaming is his zeal. I hav not fingers enough on
both hands if multiplied by two to number within
the circle of my acquaintance such persons as these.
But they never giv a cent to the cause of Radicalism,
nor take a paper which advocates it. They would
not patronize even a wishy-washy, goody-goody
" Liberal " paper ; and as for THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and its illustrations of scriptural texts and scenes,
they would as soon introduce an open-mouthed
rattlesnake into their houses as it.
Neither do
they know, except by hearsay, what is going on in
the world of reform. They take a religious paper,
pay pew-rent in the leading fashionable church, and
their children go to the Sunday-school, and take
part in all festivals for raising money for church
purposes. The reason for all this astounding inconsistency is that they are business men, and hav
families to support, and the best way of doing this
is by milking the chu;rch cow ; and the competition
among the merchants for patronage is so great,
they are afraid that, if the abovesaid cow finds out
they are not orthodox, and don't go to church, she
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will get angry and kick over the pail, and their
·children will get no milk.
That they are mistaken in this cowardly policy I
am surf); for I know merchants who, while respectful to the opinions of others, are outspoken in their
own Freethcught sentiments and convictions and
yet hav more and better customers than those who
sell their principles and their manhood with their
dry-goods and groceries. The reason is, they are
single-hearted men, and who do not try to serve
two masters at the same time. They are honest,
qttid pro quo men, and sell good articles at a fair
price, and are known to do so. We may set it
down as a maxim in the world of trade that, unless
prevented by unnatural and unjust tariff laws,
every man will buy where he can buy cheapest, and
sell where he can do so to the best advantage. No
one will patronize a merchant and pay a higher
price for his goods than he can get them for elsewhere of the same quality because the merchant is
his o:r his wife's uncle or cousin and goes every
Sunday to the same church. The law of nature
which creates and regulates trade, or the exchange of
commodities between nations, and individual producers, will compel men to trade on business principles alone, irrespectiv of religious opinions.
Now, if a Freethought organization were established in a given town, it would in due time attract attention as a place where questions on religion could be asked, and free speech allowed to
all comers. After a while a business man would
step in, and seeing and hearing nothing to disgust,
and everything to attract, might accept the invitation to join in the discussion of the religious subject. When he comes again he may bring his wife
and daughters ; and then the other fearful Nicodemuses, seeing that no one by attending such
meetings loses caste in society and the confidence
of the public, would become courageous enough to
contribute to the cause which has delivered them
from bondage and made them self-respecting freemen.
It is said, in a bitterly reproachful way, by the
enemies of our movement, that Freethinkers are
a cold-blooded, selfish set, and hav no real sentiment of pity in their hearts. for those they affect
to call the miserable victims of the church superstition, and will do no persistent labor and practice no self-denial for their enlightenment; that it
is this hard and icy indifference which prevents
them from organizing and cooperating, as all other
benevolent people do who believe there is a large
class of their fellow-men actually suffering and
needing relief. It is charged that in our papers
and on our platforms we simply delight in showing
up the shortcomings of the clergy and the ridiculousness of their creeds, but hav no intents and
purposes to do anything practically to open the
eyes of their honest and ignorant dupes, in the
only way a large number of people can do anything specific and of importance.
Although this may not be a fair criticism, appearances seem to justify it when we compare the magnitude of the work to be done with the poor methods we hav heretofore used in carrying out our
purposes.
Or am I mistaken~
Are the Freethinkers a class of people who gained their title to
the name only after a long, secret, anll terrible
struggle with the church superstition, and who are
so glad at their victory that they hav never entertained the thought of putting themselvs to any
trouble in inciting and then helping others in the
church to do the same thing, but hav adopted the
policy of cowardice and selfishness expressed in the
cry, "Sauve qui peut!" which, being paraphrased,
means, Every man for himself and the devil take
the hindmost 1 Is it true that the clergy are all
hypocrits, and the church people such imbecils that
they cannot discern the difference between· truth
and .error, but are beyond the reach of our endeavors, and can only be redeemed by the slow
process of evolution, which, in the wideness and
generality of its sweep, excuses all individual
effort?
I tell such persons that while there are a large
number of skeptics in the church, because the
loaves and fishes of office and position in society
are there, you may find thousands more in the
rural districts and villages who honestly believe
what they preaoh and profess, and consider such
belief necessary to salvation. All men know that
they must die, and around that inevitable event,
and jumping-off place into the dark future, the
hopes and fears engendered by the religious sentiment continually circle, making it to all thinking
people one of the most serious and interesting subjects in the world. Every Freethinker who left the
church, especially if he had been a clergyman,
parted with personal friends who would almost go
crazy with grief if they did not believe that before
he died, in answer to their earnest praJiers, he
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would be brought back again to the fold as a lost
sheep. One could not see the tears of affection
filling the eyes of such people without secretly
cursing the insidious serpent of superstition which
has coiled itself around their souls, and from which
it is impossible to deliver them except by establishing near them beacon-lights that will flash their
rays upon the darkness of their minds, and peradventure enlighten and deliver them from bondage.
Now, as Mr. Charlesworth has made a favorable
beginning at the capital of one of the best states
in the Union, intersected with railroads and other
facilities of travel and intercourse, and· whose
people are intelligent, I would like, and I do expect,
to see him prove the possibility of a state and
county organization of Freethinkers raising money
plentifully and spending it wisely in concentrating
their efforts upon a limited space of territory, so
that they amount to something, instead of spreading them so thinly over the whole United States
that they result in the summing up to little or
nothing. A farmer who spreads a wagon-load of
manure over a whole acre of groun.d will see no
results in harvest time, even if he looks for them
with a microscope. But if he puts the fertilizer in
one corner of his acre, and keeps the harrow and
the hoe vigorously a-going among the plants all
summer, he will see and rejoice in the consequenQes
of such sound common sense.
A. B. BRADFORD.
· Enon Valley, Pa.,.Aug. 1, 1892.

Freedom.
Oh! where is that land of Freedom
I've oft heard sung by men?
I saw it once in my dreaming,
And sought it oft since then;
But steered my bark to every shore
And found them still in slavery sore.
Methought I saw a golden shore
Where all are just and free;
Where right is might and goodness reigns,
And the weak can fearless be.
But everywhere I've turned my eye
I hear the fettered nations cry.
On many a E<trand the people stand
And smg of Liberty.
But I see the chains about their necks,
Their blind eyes cannot see;
And I see th' outstretched sword above,
But see not freedom, right, or love.
For I seek the shore where comes not war,
And ne'er a cannon's heard;
And all are unrestrained and free
In action, thought, and word,
Where man can think each his own way,
And all he thinks in freedom say.
J\fethought I heard a whispered word:
"Your search will futil be,
For there's no nation on the earth
Has yet true liberty.
But in th' near future men will stand
In Freedom, true, and pure, and grand!"
H. KrnKE SwANN.

Sixteenth Annual Congress of The American
Secular Union.
The sixteenth annual congress of the American
Secular Union will be held at Chicago, October 23d,
24th, and 25th.
. This society was organized in Philadelphia, July
4, 1876, to oppose the encroachments of the
National Reform Association upon religious liberty.
The action of Congress in closing the World's
Fair on Sundays, at the dictation .of a Christian
minority, demonstrates that the existence of an activ
Secular society is a necessity. It also shows how
much may be done by thorough organization.
That the Exposition has been ordered closed in
accordance with the demand of the people no one
pretends. It has been done by an inferior faction
in spite of the people's protest.
It is a legend in this republic that government
derives its just powers from the consent of the
governed.
This principle underlies the very existence of the
republic.
Through its practical acceptance the United
States of America has become the ideal of the
world. It represents no king, no priest, no religion, but the people only.
The National Reform Association, the American
Sabbath Association, and the Prohibition party,
combining with other less prominent organizations, hav ignored the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States by
declaring that God, and not the people, is the immediate Pource of all political power, thus indorsing the fundamental pri:rciple of a theocracy. In
accordance with this claim they hav succeeded in
securing governmental recognition of what they
claim as "God's day."
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Not only hav they captured the executiv, but the
judiciary. 'l'he Supreme Court has been induced to
decide in favor of the proposed theocracy by declaring that "this is a Christian nation."
Accordingly, the people who are not acting in
accordance with the Christianity which is recognized by the authorities, are fined and imprisoned,
their property confiscated, and although the vast
majority believe in freedom of speech. and press,
and in religious liberty, yet so undisciplined are
the loyal forces that no combined resistance is
made to this unconstitutional invasion of individual
rights.
We hope that every Secularist who can do so,
whether Liberal or Christian, will attend the cong1·ess, October 23d. We desire especially that the
lecturers should be l)resent.
At the coming cc nventio11 the advisability of
holding an International Congress in 1893 will be
considered.
The board is merely representativ
and can go no farther than the members of the
organization enable it to go. It is the members, .
then, and not the board that must decide that
question.
As the dedication of the Columbian Exposition
immediately precedes the congress, the reduced rates
on the railroads at that time will enable Liberals
throughout the count~·y to attend. Trusting that
advantage will be taken of this oppnrtunity, we
extend to you, one and all, a cordial invitation to
be present, and aid us with your wisdom and advice
in outlining the future work and policy of the organization.
CHARLES B. ·wAITE,
President Am. Secular Union.
Chicago, Aug. 22, 1892.

The l{ansas Freethinl{ers' Association
Will hold their third annual convention at Ottawa,
Kan., September 9th to 14th.
John E. Remsburg and other good speakers will preach the gospel of truth.
All Freethinkers and Liberal societies are invited
to attend and aid in the good work of teaching
reason instead of faith. Clergy and Christians are
especially invited to attend.
The Freethinkers will hav the use of Forest park,
which has all the advantages of beauty, comfort,
and convenience for the entertainment of visitors.
President, C. K. LEVERING,
Burlington, Kan.
Secretary, L. D. WHITE,
Halstead, Kan.

Lectures and Meetings.
THE Annual Convention of the Canadian Secular Union
will be held on Saturday and Sunday, September 10 and
11, 1892, when it is hoped that a full attendance of delegates will be present.
ON Sunday evening, September 4th, the Chicago Secular Union will open its free Sunday· evening lecture.
course at Lincoln Hall, 68 Adams street (near State
street). Subject of the evening, "Is This a Secular or
a Christian Government?" H. C. Bennett and others
will speak. The public is invited.
'
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments for October and
November:
Boston, Mass ...... Oct.
2 Scofield, Utah .... Nov. 1,2
Cincinnati, 0...... "
9 Reno, Nev.......... "
G, 7
GoldenPond,Ky. " 14-17 Bishop Creek and
Chicago, Ill....... . "
23 Round Valley, Cal "
9-14
Bartley, Neb....... " 2G, 27 Independence,Cal " 17-20
Denver, Col.. ...... "
30 Stockton, Cal...... "
27

"Pushed By Unseen Hands."
F1·orn the Arena.

Like everything written by this gifted lady's pen these
stories will stimulate thought, enlarge sympathy, and
make the reader more tolerant and charitable.
F1·orn the Cm-rim· Dove.

From the translucent pen of Helen Gardener. We predict for it an immense sale. Helen Gardener is an advanced thinker, and the secret of her power is that she
comes in touch mth the ''soul of things," and plays upon
those subtle chords that find a responsiv echo in human
hearts. Humanity, in its struggle for "universal mental
liberty," hails this author as a Harbinger of the New Dispensation, and her pen will be mightier than the sword
in solving the momentous problems that agitate the
nations at the present time.
The Deacon's Hat.
For twenty odd years the deacon had worn
That sugar-loaf hat, and the lining was torn
From picking out pennies after going the rounds;
It was suffering now from a dozen sore wounds.
But the deacon swore-as deacons doWith an "I do vum!" and "I tell yew!"
'' That rim is too good to be thrown away.
Who knows?-! may want a halo some fine day."
SEND for catalog of our 1)ublications.
on application.

Sent free

But I must stop. For what little I said
ordering idQl& and their paraphernalia ~f
gold and jewels. In this case the record IB in my last I was pounced upon by the politimperfect, and written by the priests them- ical economists in various letters, and I
selva. Indeed, we do not know that any must say that I "never suffered so much
From the City of Churches.
such event happened at all. The matter is from a daddy auld " as I did from them.
OMAHA, NEB., Aug. 15, 1892.
treated in our book, "Old Testament The principal object they seemed to hav
MR. EDITOR: J. E. Remsburg lectured Showing the Need of Abolishing Heaven Stories Comically Illustrated," as well as 'in view was to hav me acknowledge them
two nights last week in the orthodox and
smarter than Robert Ingersoll. I could
as Well as Hell.
circumstances permit.-ED. T. S.]
pious city of Omaha, Neb. "Sunday and
not see it in that light, though I enjoyed
NATIONAL SoLDIERs' HoME, Wis., l
An Industrious Missionary.
the World's Fair" was the subject of his
their letters, and I now heartily wish them
Aug. 1, 292.
j
·_long life an·d prosperity; and may the
lecture August 11th, and "False Claim~ "
DETROIT, MICH., Aug. 14, 1892.
If heaven is such a "dead sure thing"
August 12th. The Liberals in "the C1ty
MR. EDIToR: In your TRUTH SEEKER grand old TRUTH SEEKER long outliv us
And everlasting peace can bring
of Churches" who heard "False Claims "
of August 13th you ask for names of all .and still grow in popularity and inTo any murderer's breast,
were very much pleased; many pronouncFreethinkers that you may send them fluence.
Yours for true freedom,
Why should he not in glory sing:
ing it as good as anything of Ingersoll's.
sample TRUTH SEEKERS. Well, I do your
RoBERT MILLER.
"I'm here at last, 0 heavenly king!
F. J. GRIFFEN.
bidding for a few, and will say that I use
To hell with all the rest!"
my TRUTH SEEKERS as fast as they come
What monster would not acquiesce?
Christianity vs. Spiritualism.
An Appreciator.
for mi~sionary work, carrying them with
Why make his vicious pleasures less
NEWARK
VALLEY, N.Y., Aug. 6, 1892.
CHAPIN HoME, N.Y., Aug. 1, 1892.
me every week when I start out on :MonBefore his time to swing?
MR. EDITOR: Christians of all denomiMR. EDITOR: It is not for me to touch
day.
I
show
them
to
my
customers,
et
al.
He's sure of Jesus's kind caress,
nations -believe in and teach the existence
upon any passage of scripture to make an:yAlso I leave them at the hotels and depots,
Believes in him who'll sinners bless;
of disembodied spirits, conscious, livthing more plain than you do so well m
and often put them in the Woman's Chris·
For him 'tis just the thing.
ing, immaterial spirits; capable of enjoyTHE TRUTH SEEKER.
tian Temperance Union wall-baskets for
Let all who st ive to quench God's hell
ing happiness, suffering misery and tortThe idea of Heston in his caricatures is
the perusal of any who . chance to '' read
Arise, and storm God's heaven as well,
ure. They also believe in angels created
admirable. He hits the nail square on the
as
they
fly."
I
hav
given
the
name
and
And then we'll hav a rest.
from the foundation of the world; capable
head every time. It must kill prejudice
address of THE TRUTH SEEKER to many
But while their Gods bar reason out,
and superstition if people will but think
who wish a copy, and I suppose you hav of visiting the earth, flying through space.
A future life remains in doubt,
and let reason take possession of the mind.
already received the names of some of And many, if not the majority, of ChrisThough Science strives its best.
I am inclined to praise some good things.
them as subscribers. For a truth, you tians believe. in guardian angels, that acNELSON HUNT.
That article on "Worship," by ~Irs.
know not what VRst numbers there are in company and guard each individual They
Charlotte Robin~on, is capital. I read it
Freethinkers Can Get No Hall.
Michigan who are now thinking for them- also helieve and teach that a part of God,
over twice. It is food for those who are
selva a,ncl are really full-fledged Free- or God's spirit, when we are converted
SARcoxiE, Mo., Aug. 15, 1892.
from sin unto righteousness, or from total
hungry for the truth as it is in nature.
MR. EDITOR: We are pretty badly priest- thinkers, but are 1·ather careful about exdepravity to be one of God's elect, enters
"8. R. THORNE.
ridden in Sarcoxie. We hav about eight- pressing themselvs lmless to others of
into our hearts, indeed pervades our
Liberal
views.
een hundred of a population here and we
whole
system. The Christian Bible teachE-s
Down With Christ and Other Bigots.
I let my light shine wherever I go, and
hav five churches. Yet we hav quite a
spiritual phenomena from Genesis to
TAcoMA, WASH., Aug. 13, 1892.
number of Freethought people among rather seek the opportimity of talking on
Revelation, and yet they will deride modMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for back these churches. But they meet with no the subject, and that iu a way to please and
ern Spiritualism and say all manner of
numbers of the hit-'em-from-the-shoulder encouragement. Tl?-ey hav been reading not to antagonize my listeners.
evil things about it, call it the works of
Respectfully"your~;,
A.
D.
SwAN.
TRUTH SEEKER.
Freethought works of mine. I let one
the devil, and witchcraft, and everything
I am one of the Freethought subscribers, man hav my TRUTH SEEKER to read, who
that is bad.
When, in fact, modern
God and His Vagai·ies.
and sometimes indulge in the luxury of was a very strong Presbyterian. AfterSpiritism when looked upon from an unNEWARK,
N.J.,
Aug.
7,
1892.
seeking the truth-that is why I take THE ward we had a controversy on slavery beMR. EDITon: Mr. Servi~s's lecture on biased standpoint seems more reasonable
TRUTH SEEKER.
ing a command of God. He said he never
"A
Trip to the Moon " caused me to re- and consistent, less objectionable in many
There is quite a Liberal element here in knew that was in the Bible before. We
points. It is pl·ogressiv in its theory. Its
Tacoma. Our organization is about one want to get a Freethought lecturer here. flect and ask the question, Why did not
leaders, and indeed a great majority of
hundred strong and still a-coJ;ning, and But the trouble will be to get a hall. God inform his children about the planets,
Spiritualists,· recognize the law of evolu.
their
distance
from
each
other,
their
rotaMr. Reynolds (bless his little heart) is ever They will not let us into any house. If
tion, while Christian Spiritualists seem to
working for justice and reason.
you hav any plan to suggest please let us tions, and each planet's diameter; and
place us en rapport with the inhabitants be iron-clad-no progress after death.
Yours to down old Christ and all other know.
If one is so unfortunate as to go to hell,
As you proposed to send sample copies, of those worlds instead of placing us so
bigots,
JoHN BRA...'INAN.
hell is his doom. Nothing .left him but
I hav twenty-six names here on the next distant? When I look up and see those
to sizzle and fry, groan and gnash his.
beautiful
stars,
it
makes
me
feel
lonely
Those Who Won't Learn Cannot Im· page for you to send them to.
and despondent to think I cannot take a teeth. And on the other hand, if one is so
prOVf'.
J. W. RICHARDSON.
trip ·to some of them while I am in the lucky as to get his litt~e soul into heaven,
MoUNT PLEASANT, UTAH, Aug. 9,1892.
Opening of a Liber.al Hall.
flesh.
· nothing to do but just shufll.e up and
MR. EDIToR: I want you to giv thanks
down before the great white throne and
HAMBURG,
TA.,
Aug.
13,
1892.
The
Christians
tell
us,
God
is
everyto Watson Hestcn for his good Bible pictmake polite bows to him that sitteth
MR.
EDITOR:
This
evening,
John
E.
where,
and
nowhere
in
particnlar.
If
ures. They speak the real truth of the
thereon, and sing Sunday-school Psalms,
Remsburg,
of
Atchison,
Kan.,
had
the
that
is
so,
he
never
stops
long
in
one
Bible God. I delight in showing them to
and amid the din and clatter, if one can
honor
of
delivering
the
first
lecture
in
the
place,
and
he
can't
be
very
large
or
he
all people.
But I find that real, true
get a chance, tell God what a nice fellow
priest-ridden Christians do not care to new, magnificent Lyceum Liberal Hall. would fill up all spare room.
he is that he didn't send us all to the
His
suhject
was
"Thomas
Paine,"
which
God
might
hav
told
us
when
he
made
look at them but once. It seems to me
other place. So far as I am concerned,
that most Christians resemble a man who he handled in his characteristic masterly Adam out of mud whether he covered the I would get" homesick in a week. If I
and
eloquent
manner.
We
hope
to
hav
mudhill
up
in
sand
and
then
took
to
the
has made a bad bargain-he sticks to it all
may be allowed to choose between the
the closer, because he is too proud to own him with us often. A. S. Bailey, one of water as crocodiles do and waited till the two, giv me modern Spiritualism every
the
earnest
Liberal
workers
of
Shenansun
hat<'
heel
the.
old
rascal
out.
up to a bad bargain. In fact, he does not
E. W. CoUNCILMAN.
Christians tell us God is the father of time.
want to learn, and consequently cannot doah, Pa., introduced the speaker of the
evening in a few well-chosen words, and everything. That includes the jackass.
improve. '
N. P. NEILSoN.
Bible Blunders.
spoke in glowing terms of the liberality And as there is no cause without effect, the
of Mr. Fred. W. Toedt, who has erected father of two-legged asses could not hav
BROOKLYN, N.Y., July 2, 1892.
A Minister and One of Our Pictures.
the hall for the advancement of Liberal- been created without a father, so the faMR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1
WoRCESTER, MAss., July 13,1892.
ism and Spiritualism in this part of Iowa. ther is Nature. But the Christian asks, for the best and the cheapest brain-food
MR. EDITOR: I inclose an account of a Charles Cowles is always ready to con- Who created Nature? Scientit;~ts answer, in the world, that is, the tree of knowledge,
sermon preached by a young man, Walter tribute to the pleasure of occasions of 1his Nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen THE TRUT:EJ: SEEKER. I am a Hebrew,
Vrooma:ra, brother of the regular minister kind by furnishing music free. Liberals are the source of all life.
.like Jesus the son of God, but not such a
in one of our largest orthodox churches. are always ready to accord a hearty welRespectfully,
W. W. MoRRIS.
liar as he was. I am thirty-five years of
In his discourse he called attention to the come tolecturers who havleft the ~inking
age, and up to last year my brain-food
picture in THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 21st. ship of orthodoxy.
A .Man· Who Was Pounced On.
Among them are
was only the Bible and the Talmud. But
He described the picture fully, and said Wm. S. Golden, S. D. Thompson, Wade
CHARLEVOIX, Ju]y 10, 1892.
I find out that it wae only poison. The
that it was the truth. He advertised it Sperry, D. R. Thompson, John Molchoir,
MR. EDITOR: Th,e grand old TRUTH self-contradictions from Jesus himself
largely, and I was glad I had a lot of the Chas. Sproul, and Gus Wagner.
SEEKER has been my companion for will prove the falseness of it. In Matt. :;r,
papers to giv the. congregation. He said
Yours for Liberalism, E. T. DALBEY.
these many years, and I hope it will co:q- 16, 18, he said: "Think not that I c.ome
many better things than were reported. It
tinue to be so for the. balance of my clays. to destroy the law or the prophets.. I am
was a better discourse than I ever expected
Why Priests Wanted Gol<l Images.
It may be but a notion of mine, bnt I not come to .destroy but to fulfill. For
to hear from an orthodox pulpit. I hav
LoNGFORD, KAN., Aug. 24, 1892.
think the paper has contmuecl to improve verily I say unto you, till heaven and earth
talked with this young man, and I think he
MR. EDITOR: I know you can explain ever since I first began to read it. One pass, one jot or one tittle shall in no wise
will be one of us in the future, if he is not matters very well to ignorant people,
of the greatest improvements has been the pass from the law till all be fulfilled." He
already.
W. B. CLARK.
therefore I will ask you for some informa- pictures. 'fhey touch a spot in the gray said (x, 34, 35): "Think not that I am come
tion. If I understand the Bible right, matter of the brain that could. never be to send peace on earth. I am not come to
An Indelicate Practice of the Church. Moses was ordered by God to tell the reached by words. No other paper that it send peace but a sword. For I come to
children of Israel to get all the jewels of has evel· been my lot to read treats so set a man at variance against his father,
LoRDSBUJ.G, C.AL., Aug. 6, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: At a church fair in the city the .Egyptians, with which they ran off. many different subjects from so many dif- and the daughter against her mother, and
of Buffalo, N. Y., six beautiful young But whether he (the God) ordered him also ferent standpoints. The problem of life the daughter-in-law against her motherladies were used as a medium of makmg to get a calf made by Aaron is not quite both here and hereafter; the system of in-law." Eph. vi, 2: "Honor thy father
money. When the curtain rose these six clear to me; but I think it was made to government and the system of no govern- and mother, which is the first commandyoung ladies stood in line, and placarded get all the gold in one lump. I see God ment; the single tax, the graduated tax, ment, with promis that it may be well .
"You may kiss me for a quarter of a dol- got angry-but whether because the calf the tax for revenue only, and the tax for with thee and thou mayest be long on the
lar." Now,whatiwantisto getthename was made, or was not big enough, I do the protection of American industries; earth." Heb. iv, 9: "There remained,
of the church and the name of the pastor. not understand. If you know, please let the value and the no value of money therefore, a rest 'to the people of God."
I want to fire it at my psalm-singing us know it through your paper.
-the different sides of these, and Chapter x: "For. he that is entered into
R. BERGER.
friends. Will you please send me the inmany other subjects, hav been made quite his rest, he also hath ceased from his own
[It is uncertain what was the motiv of clear to the different writers, but to the work asGoddidfrom his." Matt. xxvii,46:
formation?
How would six ladies at a church fair Aaron in directing the making of a gPlden many readers of the common h,erd they "And about the ninth hour Jesus cried
do for a frontispiece for your paper, with calf. Certainly we know that desire to ap- seem but fine theories that will not in all with a loud voice, saying, Eli, Eli-; lama
a saloon bummer or two slobbering over propriate the valuables to their own private cases stand their common-sense, every- sabacthani; 1hat is to say,. My God, my
use has often been the end of priests in day, practical tests. ·
their faces?
God, why hast thou forsaken me ?" St.
If there is any difference between that
and the harlot, I cannot tell where the
difference comes in.
JOHN STEVENS.
[Will some reader in or by Buffalo
oblige?-ED. T. S.]

57i
John xvii, 1: " These words spake Jesus
and lifted up· his eyes to heaven and said,
Father, the hour is come. Glorify thy
son that thy son also may glorify thee.''
Verse 5: ''And now, 0 father, glorify thou
me with thine own self and with the glory
which· I had with thee before the world
was."
So from these five contradictions we can
see thatJesus was a big liar. And about the
unabridged lies in Moses's Bible-you can
see them in the first five words: "In the
beginning God created the heaven and the
earth." How did he come? From where
clid he come? How did he make a world
from nothing? Are there any witnesses
that it is true? No, sir, nothing of the
kind.
Who is t)lat gentleman, God ?
What had he done before? Who is his
frtther? Who is his mother? How old is
he? What is he-male or female? married
or single? Nobody knows.
What interest hav we when we deny the
existence of a deity? what benefit hav we
poor mortals when we deny God so? is the
question from all the orthodox. But
are not the tyrannies exercised in his
name, and the slavery of men who groan
under priests, enough cause to speak?
CHAS. ENOWITZ.

A Noble Character Depicted.
DoDGEVILLE, Wm., Aug. 17, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: My father being a subscriber to, and enthusiastic upholder and
believer in the work of, your paper, since
its first issue or nearly so, and knowing
that he would appreciate having a notice
in your columns, I write you the facts as
regards his death on Aug. 12, 1892.
F. ·J. Schell was born in Baden, county
Eberbach, town Balybach, Germany,
Aug. 19, 1827. Being early imbued with
the love of liberty and freedom, he joined
in the 1848 revolution, at .. the conclusion
of which he was court-martialed and sentenced to be §.hot. The sentence was
finally commuted to life imprisonment,
five years of which he served in solitary
confinement. He was reprieved in 1854;
came to America, locating in Wisconsin,
when he married and set up .his home at
Prairie du Chien. Mr. Schell was a born
patriot, and lover of liberty, moral, mental, and physical; and when the life of his
adopted country was endangered he was
early found among its most brave and
willing def!;)nders, enlisting 'in Company
D, 33d Wisconsin Infantry, in 1862. Discharged in ·1863 on account of illness, he
again enlisted in 1864, and served until the
close of the war. He was an enthusiastic
I. 0. 0. F. and G. A. R. member, always
activ ill behalf of temperance, morality,
and education. He was an exemplary
husband and father. His happy, joyous
nature made this life to him worth living.
His love of children, flowers, and nature's
works was intense. Seemingly he had
within him a spring of gladness, peace,
and good will for all the brotherhood of
man. His love of truth, and fearlessness
to say and do what his conscience told him
was right, and his irreproachable character,
are well known to all who knew him.
This originality of thought and activ mind,"
with his constant reading of all classes of
literature, made him the best-informed
man I ever had the pleasure to meet.
During his long illness, the nature of
which (stricture of pyloric orifice) caused
him to die of starvation, knowing that it
meant death, he was ever cheerful, seeking
to comfort his family, often saying that
death is as natural as life-" Though I
would like to liv, my time has come, and
I desire you all to bear it as I do." His
last requests were given as unconcernedly
as though he were going on a short jour. ney to return again. Death held no terrors for him .. 'His last words were of comfort for his family, saying: "Don't
worry or grieve. Everything is all· right,
all right." D'jring as he lived, free from ail
superstitions, an honorable and respected
man. His remains were laid away with
the honors of the G. A. R. and I. 0. 0. F.
lodges, not only hy his sorrowing family
but by the whole community. The business houses of the city all were closed
during the ceremonies. F. W. ScHELL.

scribers, I take the liberty of asking you
to kindly giv the readers of your valuable
paper a~ idea of what Theosophy is. I
am partly in the dark myself as to the
dogmas or creeds or what not that Theosophy teaches, and I hav asked some of the
learned theologians in this city for an explanation of it, and they also seem to be
behind the age as to the meaning of this
new religion.
I am just tickled to death with the reading and pictures in THE TRUTH SEEK"EB.
Watson Heston's name should he written
with a red-hot poker on every church
d()or and schoolhouse from Maine to
Oregon as one of the greatest reformers of
the nineteenth century.
This is a pretty Liberal city. One can
sell goods, hold a prize-fight, or go to
church on Sunday, j~J.st as he chooses.
The churches hav a very slim attendance on the Lord's day, and when
the contribution-box is 'passed around it
looks sick with the few nickels scattered
here and there on its bottom.
The time is not far distant when the
clergy of this locality will hav to hoe corn
or do something more honorable to win
bread than distributing those old fables of
the Bible.
How is it that your lecturing bureau
has never sent a man to stir up Freethought
in Nebraska? I presume that you hav
heard that Freethought is a settled fact
here and you think it more importanf to
send your anti-pulpiteers into darkest .Africa or where they still liv and think in
'' dug-outs."
I hav been a Freethinker now for five
years, and cannot see any reason why I
should turn back and believe those old
stories about Christ dying to save sinners,
etc.
Respectfully yours,
J. A. R.
[The word " Theosophist" means, by its
etymology, "wise in respect to God." It
has until late years been vaguely applied
to religious teachers and writers who hav
professed by meditation and divine illumination te hav arrived at unusual
knowledge of divine things.· The term
is nearly synonymous with ''mystic."
Recently, however, the term has been
brought into prominence as the designa_tion of a class of the above-described persons who hav adopted many of the leading
tenets of Buddhism with little change.
The Buddhistic creed, contained in many
of the books that we publish, will afford
you a fair idea of the Theosophic. Or_ we
can send "What Is Theosophy?" by W.
R. Old, for 35 cents. We may append
here a summary of certain Theosophic
points by Alex. Old, F. T. S.:
The conventional view is that life began
with birth;
The Theosophic view is that life is a continuance of a preceding career.
.
The conventional view is that life is a
probation determining the quality of
eternity;
The "Theosophic view is that life is a
stage in an evolutionary career.
The conventional view is that life has
the character deity decreed to it;
.
The Theosophic view is that life is the
strict Tesult of prior conduct.
The conventional view is that life is the
scene mainly of action;
The Theosophic view is that life is the
scene also of retribution.
The conventional view is that life is never
to be repeated;
The Theosophic view is that life is to be
repeated indefinitly.-ED. T. S.]

]further", when a Christian man's children are born he feels but little assured
that they are going to be saved in preference to somebody else's.
Where is there an intelligent human
that is happy when he or she knows that
the most of their neighbors are going to
an eternal hell? It would daily grieve me
if I knew my old hound was going there.
3. There are many that suffer death
more than a dozen times with va1ious afflictions and diseases, and were such unfortunate people all Freethinkers many
would then no doubt shorten their misery
by a quadruple dose of morphine or
chloroform. But a believer of the Bible
is by that book strictly forbidden this
privilege.
4. As Freethinkers are in the minority,
they suffer under partial laws passed by
the religious power.
5. All fears of bloodshed through religion would cease.
·
But first we should determin whether
the Bible is God's word or simply the
work of human beings. Any unprejudiced, competent reasoner can easily determin this by reading Paine's "Age of
Reason." There are many men of great
intellect who no doubt are sincere in
their belief that the Bible is God's word,
but they cannot fairly reason on the subject. They are taught to believe this from
childhood, and as a rule what is taught a
child as to religion it will believe, no matter how absurd.
Now, when we read the truth to a believer, he cannot look at it as the truth for
fear he commits a sin while considering
such the truth, therefore the so-called
Christian has his mind, as a rule, fully
made up that all that can be said against the
Bible is a pack of lies. I know this from
experience. I hav- been a Christian,
and hav attended church and prayermeeting regularly. I was then glad to
tell ·my experience to the brothers and
sisters, and I was happy because Christ
loved me and I him, and I would see
him in heaven, because the Bible read to
that effect. I even thought that God was
my guide through life. As I am totally
blind I put great trust in him. I well remember when Rev. B. K. Thrower, of
Eureka Springs, Ark., about seven years
ago said to me: "Brother Loomiller,
how is it that you can navigat,e among
these hills alone without any eyes?'' I
said: "I do what little I can and trust
in God to do the balance, and he never
fails." I was sincere, but since I hav become a Freethinker I trust only in my
skill and long cane, and I now get along
just as well as when trusting in God.
Is it not strange that believers charge
the unbelievers with misconstruing the
scriptures? When you look at the Baptists, Catholics, and Universalists, how
strangely they contradict one another ~nd
charge one another with misconstruing
the Bible. Cer_tainly some one is misconstruing.
Not lorig ago I heard a Christian say,
"The Bible means just what it says." I
called his attention to a passage in the
Bible which I knew would not read to suit
him. He said then, "Oh, that means
something else." It is strange that that
which reads to suit a believer means what
it says, and that which does not read to
suit him means different from what it says.
This is evidently according to each believer's doctrin.
J. C. LooMILLER.

Reasons for Fighting Christianity.

LmERTY, ILL., Aug. 21, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I will giv the following
reasons for increasing Freethought:
1. 'rhere are millions of dollars annually
donated to maintain religion. This is
mostly paid by the middle and poor class
of people, and many of them do, or will, .
need the same to buy necessary food.
-These people no doubt feel it their duty
to donate, in order to procure a home in
heaven after they hav died.
2. To rid many of the horrible feeling
that is caused by believing their loved
ones are, or will be, in eternal torture.
According to the Bible a majority of its
believers will be lost.
A believer's argument is, if they do right
What Theosophy Is.
they will not be lost.. But such is not
logic, when we daily witness that the maScHUYLER, NEB., July 26, 1892.
l\IB. EDITOB: Be4J,g one of your sub- jority violate the Bible's commandments.

Interesting Miscellany.
NEw YoBK, Aug. 8, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I am a traveling salesman
(jewelry) and generally go South. I endeavor to take advantage of the unjust law
throughout the South which imposes a
heavy tax in almost every town on pedtUers,
drummers, and salesmen. At some places
it is $50 a day for a license to sell. Naturally, such an enormous tax frightens
away all salesmen.
I take the risk,
however, ·of paying no fee-make some
money, but occasionally am arrested and
put in jail. At one place I was obliged to
sweep and repair the public streets for
thirty days. Think over it, ye rabid Republicans, forced to work under arrest for
one whole month for simply selling jewelry
where the license (tariff) amounted to
absolute "protection" for the local mer-

chants, but was prohibitory for me. Freedom to "trade as well as freedom to t-hink,
without any restrictions, is my belief. (If
Mr. Ingersoll can, I would like him to
explain how I might consistently belong to
the Republican party.)
My early training was as a Roman Catholic, but traveling, observation, and Freethought conversations with Mr. George
1\f. Davenport and other 'Materialists hav
changed my early belief in the supernatural.
The confessional I detest.
Ecclesiastical forms, rituals, and genuflexions are now meaningless to me. Fear
of purgatory, hell, of the devil, or an
imaginary God, no longer haunts my waking hours. Oh, the glory of my freedom
from those base delusions! How happy I
am now! To lead a useful life, doing no
harm to anybody, but elevating self and
others, is my daily endeavor.
While walking along Twelfth street in
Philadelphia I stumbled into the large
hall of the Sunday Breakfast Association.
Their plan of Christian charity is to collect
several hundred tramps in the hall. The ·
clergy and "rescuers" then dole out coffee
and rolls to the unfortunates, and preach
"at" them, telling the rich Christians up
in the galle1ies of the great good they are
doing. To my mind, such charity is outrageous-a crime, a blasphemy of their
God!
From practical experience I hav found
that the Young l\:fen's Christian Association is simply a mercenary institution.
Everything in the way of "advantages,"
even "salvation," has to be paid for by
the misled youths.
The great Century Dictionary has something in our favor. The word "morality"
is thus defined: "The practice of moral
duti-es, regarded as apart from and not
based upon vital religious principle." Religion is being very rapidly discarded as
"elegant, costly, and useless," and not
.moral. Even children now put Santa Claus
and God in the same hole-one being as
"holy " as the other.
Rev. Dr. Talmage says (page 209), "If
you want to destroy a young man's morals,
take away his Bible." The definition in
the Century Dictionary overthrows the
assertion of Talmage, and with reason,
too. This reverend ranter advises the extirpation of Mormonism by a military
expedition. "Anything shorter than bayonets and anything softer than bullets will
never do the work," he says (page 25).
He thinks such barbarous means are just,
so long as the ends are reached. In the
recent political conventions of the two
antiquated parties the Mormon delegates
had the same standing as the gentile
delegates (one-half vote for each), showing that the 1\formon persecution has
ended at last. Talmage says (page 201)
the Infidels' banners are inscribed: '' No
God! No Christ! No punishment [after
death, of course]! No restraints [against
morality, of course]! Down with the
Bible! Do as you please [provided others
are unharmed, of course]!" And very
proper banners they are:
Where are
better?
A relativ of mine is a student at the
Manhattan College. It is a Catholic seminary, presided over by semi-priests who
wear a Mother Hubbard black gown, high
hat, "white wings" around the neck, lead
a monastic life, and call themselvs
"brothers." These zealous scarecrows
are completely under the thumb of their
superior, the bishop, but hav at least one
privilege-that of using snuff. One day
the teacher of mathematics in this school
inadvertently reminded the young men
that mathematical problems must be
solved and the results absolutely proved
to be correct, unlike matters in theology,
which are "swallowed whole."
I obtained a copy of "The Holy Bible
Abridged," through THE TRUTH SEEKER
office, and read it through, although some
of the filthy chapters almost took my
breath away. Catholics, you k11ow, are
advised by their clergymen not to read the
Bible, lest incorrect interpretations be
made; but the obscenity of the scriptures
is shockingly plain, and a child could not
misunderstand the indecent parts. Upon
comparing a Catholic with a Protestant
Bible I find them substantially the same.
But I hav no use for either, except as
relics of superstition.
R. Y. BAcH.
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"Detween the dark and the daylight.
When the night iR beginning to lower,
Comes a "[lanse in the dav's occn~ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

Across the Atlantic.
PariB.-Palace of St. Cloud, VcrBailles.
-The Hippod1·ome.-The 11fo7·gue.The French People.-Fce8.-The Social Evil.- Wine-Drinking.
We were a gay party leaving Brussells,
full of fun and frolic, by the night train.
Laughter, jest, and 1·epm·tee . filled the
moments as we sped on to Paris. But by
and by the anecdote died away, the
smiles grew dim, and the seven in our
compartment car hlmg their heads with
drooping eyelids, and presently a short,
snappish spore was the only sound that
broke the stillneRs of the aiJ: aside from
the rattling, bumping car.
Along .toward midnight the welcome
words by one of our number, "We are
almost there," roused the company, who
gathered themselvs and their gripsacks
speedily together.
A strange place at midnight! Were you
ever there? Then you know how it is
yourself. But a friend was at the station
to meet us, and soon we wel·e being
whirled away to the Hotel Central. It was
oclcl to see the streets of Paris brilliantly
lighted at midnight: shops open, people
sauntering leisurely along, or seated at little tables on the sidewalks Ripping wine
with the utmost nonchalance. Flowers,
cnniagcs, music, pleasure, all mingling
lightly together.
Gay, volatil, beautiful, delightful Paris!
Historicrtl, bloody, tragic Paris! How
many stories are woven in the tapestries
of your records!
So much has been told of Paris that
nothing new can be said of it. But it was
charming to be riding clown the Champs
Elysees, of which we had heard so much,
to see that great ~quure, the place de la
Concorde, and the old palace of the Bourlwns. In the middle of the square are
magnificent fountains, with round basins,
fifty feet in diameter. '.rhe great central
fountain stands upon the very spot where
once stood the guillotine, marking such
scenes of blood aml cl(jstruction as make
us recoil in horror. Twenty-eight hunched victims fell here bfmeath the bloody
ax. Louis XVI., Marie Antoinette, Charlotte Corclay, and all who incurred the dis· pleasure of Robespierre, and finally
Robespierre himself.
Think of sixty poor creatures murdered
in this way in a single clay! Will these
lovely fountains, flowing, glistening in the
sunlight ever wash away the rivers of
blood that hav run here? No, there is
not water enough in f.he whole world to do
it.
The pacha of Egypt sent a present of an
obelisk to Louis Philippe, and that stands
here near the fountain. They say it
weighed five hundred thousand pounds,
allCl it cost $40,000 to get it in its present
position. The feal·ful transactions of the
11.1st connected with French history rise
constaatly before the mind.
Here is the site of the famous prison,
the Bastille, the key of which was sent
to George Washington by Thomas Paine,
and now hangs in a glass case in the home
at Mount Vernon. The old place of
cruelties and horrors, whose history has
chilled our blood, is gone, and in the wide
RC[Uare there now stands the figure of Liberty, and the stones that composed the
dnngeons of the prison were used in the
construction of the bridge De la ConcOI·de. The last historical act in this
place was the burning of the throne of
Louis Philippe in 1848. Would that every
throne coulll be thus destroyed. ""te
!)£1used in the place V en dome to note the
r;tatue of the great Napoleon on the top of
rtn immense column. The railing around
it was hung with wreaths of flowers,
placed there by relativs and friends of the
old soldiers of the Grand Army.
The Tuilleries, and the Louvre-but
how ·can I describe the beautiful Louvre?
Such a collection of statuary, spacious

galleries, anterooms, Pvery niche and oorner filled and crowded with splendid specimens of the finest art.
The "grand gallery," as it is called, is
said to be a quarter of a mile long, and
here you can look upon the works of
Titian, Rembrandt, Raphael, Quintin
Matsys, Murillo, Vandyke, Albert Durer,
and a host of other famous artists. Here
you can see the original Venus of Milo in
all its beauty and simplicity. One can
but feel that he is in a sort of painter's
paraclise in the galleries of the Louvre.
No body visiting Paris will fail to visit
the tomb of the first Napoleon. It is a
magnificent mausoleum, the grandeur of
which must be seen to be realized. In his
will he desired to be buried on the banks
of the river Seine, in the midst of the
French people he loved so well, and the
wish was fulfilled. There his remaint:J
rest in state, at the church of the Invnlicles, though little he cared for churches
and their paraphernalia. The light falls
from the cupola in a peculiar manner
through the colored glass, so as to giv.
the effect of a wonderfully mellow flash of
glory.
The crypt containing the body of the
great hero is twenty feet below a marble railing, and the sarcophagus is a block of red
porphyry that came from Finland. The
marble work, the carving and decorations
of the tomb, cost $1,800,000 in gold. The
glass of the windows is of a pale, bluish
color, ancl givs the effect of twilight.
One clay we rode out to the palace of Su.
Cloud, the palace identified with the history of the great Napoleon. Our way out
was· through that extensiv park, the Bois de
Boulogne, comprising three thousand seven
hundred acres.
Such a lovely place !woods, walks, shaded footpaths, winding
streams, and rustic bridges.
It was once frequented by footpads,
robbers, assassins, and the like, and was
the place where duels were fought. Our
driver informed us that only the week
before a duel was fought there, and one
of the duelists, an instructor in the school
of Technology, was killed. So foolish, at
times, will some men be. We drove past
one of the residences of the great money·
king, Baron Rothschild, a man affected
with the ailment of too much wealth-a
disease not contagious, however.
The old part of the palace is in a state
of ruin (St. Cloud), and few will ever
look upon it again, for its total demolition
is to be accomplished in a few days. In
this palace Napoleon was married to
Maria Louise in 1810, and here, too, he
had lived with Josephine when she was
his beloved wife. We were shown through
beautiful saloons, still splendid in decorativ art, paintings, and carvings.
The Council of Five Hundred that held
meetings here in 1799 was dispersed by
Napoleon. Louis XIV. and Louis XVI.
lived occasionally in this palace, and it
was here that Henry III. was- assassinated
by the mo.nk. Beautifully frescoed are
the ceilings with pictures of the gods and
goddesses of heathen mythology, ancl rare
inlaid tables, cabinets, mirrors, and
bronzes are displayed in the different
apartments.
Our party made a group for a picture at
the request of an itinerant photographer,
who "took us" at the entrance to the
garden in the rear of the palace.
Talk about palaces! The one at Versailles in magnificence certainly exceeds
all others, and it is not to be wondered at
that Louis XIV. was called the "extravagant monarch." Prodigality and lavish
expenditure shows on every side.
Why, the exhibition of fine statuary
and rare paintings is something marvelous, room upon room opening into each
other, all supplied with the most lavish
abundance of art and decorativ ingenuity.
Each hall has a name, as the saloon of
l\iars, Mercury, Venus, Apollo, etc. The
grandest one of all is the Great Gallery of
Louis XIV., gorgeous in its regal magnificence. Then there is a great ha;ll two
hundred and thirty feet long, one side
completely formed of mirrors, and the
arched ceilings representing allegory and
realities in colors by the most celebrated
artists.
Another grand room is the bedchamber
ofLouisXIV.-whoseportrait, bytheway,
is in nearly every room in the palace.
There stands his massiv bedstead-but
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"lmeasy lies the head that wears a crown,"
and many a humble cottager bas had far
sweeter sleep than he whose he~d once
pressed the downy pillows of that gilded
bedstead. Everything is lovely in this
palace. Here, also, is the ldng's gamblingroom, and also the king's chapel, and here
Louis XVI. and Marie Antoinette were
marrieda hundred and twenty-two years
ago. In the center of the court is shown
the window from which this unfortunate
queen came and addressed the mob, imploring the people to wait and be patient.
Her apartments are still preserved, and
the little staircase by which she descended
to make her escape with trembling limbs
and beating heart. .
I should tell you about the statuary
in the great halls and corridors. Among
the effigies of cleacl kings and queens, ·
princes and bishops, I noticed a small cast
of the head of Mirabeau, and another of
Rousseau, and stopped a moment to think
of them and their now inanimate dust.
The gardens of the palace, or parks, are
on a scale of grandeur in keeping with the
rest. The large park is forty miles in extent, the smaller one twelve miles, and
both containing fountains, flowers, walks,
groves, and lakelets, more princely than
my pen can tell.
Of course we inspected Napoleon's state
carriages-everybody does. They are as
grand as gold and art can make them,
but they did remind me of circus chariots
more than aught else. I fear me it is
true that I hav no great respect for royalty as it was, or royalty as it is.
The clay I went to Versailles I was so
unfortunate as to lose my little notebook,
with all my dates and memoranda. A
courier came riding furiously to our carriage to say in French that a book had
been found and would be retm·ned by the
police.
Did I see Paris by gaslight? Oh, yes,
and only in that way can one obtain an
idea of its extent. It is a beautiful and
fascinating sight. And did I go into the
great churches? Oh, yes; and noted in
the "jewel church " the foolish expenditure of money in the stained glass of the
fourteenth century, the art of making
which is lost to moclern times.
The pictured old Apostles had real gems
in the hems of their garments, but I noted
outside hungry-looking men with hooks
pulling over the refuse heaps and carefully
preserving every bit of bread and meat.
They wouldn't let me or anyone else
walk on the tesselated pavement of their
old church for fear we would wear it out.
In the Notre Dame church, the little
niches near the outer door were all·worn
smooth by the beggars who sit there to
solicit alms. Inside, an old woman had a
dish of "holy water" to touch which she
charged a penny. I prefer clean water to
the dirty "holy aqua," so I only laughed
as I passed by, and the old lady muttered
an anathema, but it did not hurt me. Dim
old corridors, stained-glass windows,
statuary, impossible monuments, Gothic
arches and carvings, musty" smells, marble
floors, deluded creatures here and there
crossing themselvs and repeating prayers;
transep~s, pictured saints and holy virgii:J.s,
beggars, and unholy visitors tramping
about, and a marble man with his head in
his hand, and that is the church of the
Notre Dame.
Sunday morning I visited the Louvre
gallery, and in the evening the hippodrome. The performance was pleasing,
and was witnessed by about ten thousand
people. Sunday is a holiday in Paris.
Most of the stores are. open and everyone
enjoys himself as he pleases, Everything
is quiet and orderly, no rowdyism, no disorder, no disturbances.
I am quite
charmed with the Paris Slmclay.
I looked in at the morgue one day. I
almost wish I hadn't, for the dead faces
there haunt me. There were eight dead
bodies awaiting identification-five men
and three women. A curious gathering of
men, women, and children were peering
through the plate glass windows that
separated the dead from the living. The
dead had met death in some violent
manner, and are usually kept three days
for identification; if no one claims them,
then they are buried. ,/Jne was the face of
an aged lady with gray curls clustering
about her face; another was that of a
. young man in the bloom of youth. The

look upon the faces of all was that of peace,
except one that appeared at war with himself and everybody.
Not a day passes, I was told, that a body
was not brought in-the result of suicide
or murder, or from some natural unknown
cause.
The French people are gay, goodnatured, happy, and seem to take life
easily. The business of the day begins
about noon and continues late. When
Parisians sleep I know not. They are
lovers of art, music, poetry, painting, and
evidences'bf this are on every hand.
But you should not come to Paris unless
you come with a pocket full of francs and
centimes to pass out in fees. If you are
assisted from a carriage the hand is held
out for a few centimes. Children will follow a carriage in the suburbs for miles
begging for pennies. It is fees in hotels
for the slightest service. Fees, fees, everywhere! For every little act of politeness
you are expected to pay. In America, it
would be regarded as an insult to offer pay
for an answer to a question. Not so in
France. There is the greatest wealth and
the extreme of poverty.
The social evil is licensed, and women
bear the marks of its degradation. The
condition of woman is not to be envied in
any country where she is regarded as a
chattel to be bought and sold.
Everybody drinks wine, and the excuse
is that the water of the Seine is polluted;
but the wine is not palatable, nt least it
was not to ;me. Although wine is drank
as freely as water, strange to say, I saw no
one the worse for liquor.
SuSAN H. WrxoN.
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THE Vatican has asked the British gave
ernment to punish Captain Legard, the
leader of the Protestant forces who massacred the Catholics in Uganda, Africa.
MoRMONS are proselyting activly in England. Dissenters are trying to stop them.
The London county council has refused
the dissenters' petition to forbid the Mormons' open-air meetings.
LAsT Sunday at Mayo, Fla., Bee Dixon
and Thos. Calhoun m,et• on their way to
church and talked on an old quarrel, and
it was settled by Dixon shooting Calhoun
dead as they were entering the church
door.
GERMaNY has been infected by the
:SY JBAN .M.BSLIEtR,
cholera from Russia. There are thousands
of cases, and the plague is spreading A
despite all endeavors. It has also entered
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France and Belgium. Two cases hav got
into England.
IN England the struggle over the boy
Harry Gossage, who although of Catholic
Introduction by
parentage was placed in a Protestant institution and disposed of to a Protestant
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farmer, is still going on. It has already
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cost £50,000 in legal expenses.
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THE authorities of the United States,
and of many of the states, are taking measures to exclude tht;l cholera, and to combat it if it enters. Its entrance would
inflict a crushing blow to trade, cost a vast
amount of money, and half ruin the
World's Fair.
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fluencing of elections. The constituents of
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John Morley are to hold a prayer-meeting
.
: to pray for his reelection to Parliament.
As Morley is well known to be an Agnostic,
the opposing party, the Torie~, are making
F
fun of the affair.
WITH the Catholic exhibit at the World's
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Fair, the holding of a Catholic congress
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Paper, 50 cents. at Chicago at the time of the Fair, and the
assemblage at the same time of many conventions of Catholic organizations, '' the
Catholic element of this country," says a
Catholic paper, "is very apt to make an
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impression in the Lake City."
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Tmn Tennessee and Homestead strikes
are still on. The Buffalo strike has failed
and the troops hav withdrawn. The rising
with violence by workingmen, and necessity for troops, in three places simultaneously, is occasioning remarks among observers of labor history, some of whom
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B• F • un
creative .spark is witlnn him. The book is
U.It-.n.'-' to the shrine of Ste. Anne de Beaupre, in
filled w1th manly thon~hts expressed in
FOR lilALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
Canada, and blessed three times with her
manly words-the transcr1pt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read' Golden Throne.'"
Essays 'and Lect~res. E.m~ra~ing I¥fi~1 relic. At the third ble~Ssing, Catholic pa-[IngerRoll.
Price, $1.
ence of Christiam~y on ClVlhi"mtlDI!; Ch~1"
pers report, his leg, which had always been Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation in
tianity and 1\iaterialism; What Lrterallsm ofter·
crooked, straightened out, and he walked
in Place of Christianity; Scientific l\'Iaterialism
rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
unaided.
Woman; Spiritualism frqn;t a Materi!'ljsti
Infidel and the Galilean Heformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
Standpomt; Paine the Polit1eal and Rehgwn
THE health authorities of New York
them. Price. 10 cents.
Reformer- l\Tttterialism and Crime; Will th
Comin~tl.Vfan Worship God? Crimes and Cruel
city are making frequent raids on the Adami and Heva. A poetic version of
ties of Christianity; the Authority of the Bible
venders' wagons of the Russian and Polish
the. Ingian sto~y pf the Garden of Eden in
Freeth ought Judged by Its Frmts; Our Idea
whwh 1ts superwnty to the mutilated copyJews on the east side. These Jews are
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.
the Genesis leG:.end_:is shown. Price 10 cents
Inlluence of Christianity upon Civinza very particular that their meat is ldlled in Gottlieb: His Life. A Freethought Ro~
the kosher manner-i. c , the manner premance. Price, 35 cents.
tion. 25 cents.
scribed by their religion-but take the My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15· cents.
rest of their food in a condition that is exFor all of the above address
What Liberalism Offers in Place 0 tremely unhealthy. They eat green or
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Christianity. 10 cents.
28 Laflfvette place, New York.
decayed fmit and rotten eggs. Their
Scientific Materialism; Its Meaning an( practices if unchecked would breed an
TelHlency. 10 cents.
Ppidemic that would spread over the city.
Spiritualism ti·om a Materialistic Stand
IN Russia the reported new cases of
point. 10 cents.
cholera on the 21st numbered 61 891;
Paine the Political and Religious Re· deaths, 3,313. On the 24th the cases
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.
former. 10 cents.
.
were 5, 679; deaths about half. On the
Woman: Her Past and Present: Her 25th, cases 6,322; deaths half. The cases By B. F. MARVIN. M.D.
Cloth, 50 cents.
Rigltts and Wrongs. 10 cents.
reported are but a fraction of those that
actually occur. At 1\fanapol a superstiMaterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God l tious prejudicA against medical remedies POPES AHD Tl{tllj DOIHGS.
caused a mob to destroy a hospital pharto cents.
ACCOUNT OF
.l'welve Tracts. Scientifi.c and Theolog- macy. Soldiers were called. Two hundred rioters and twenty soldiers were dis·ical. 20 cents.
Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
abled. The troops were overpowered,
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
and the mob burnt a village and killed
several Jews, whose heterodoxy they accused of causing the plague. The riot
.A .work prouing Ch~istlanity a
spread, and on the third day was put down
FICtiOn. Most Startlmg Reue/aonly by a large military force. Such distlons of the Nineteenth Century.
orders are becoming common over large
• Send Address for Prospectus to
areas. The country is tending toward
ORIENTAL PUBLISHING CO •• P.O. Box 446, Philadelphia, Fa.
lawlessness and savagery. At midnight
on a recent elate six maidens, led by two
widows, dragged a plow around the village
To Rpgulate the
of Uili, while a third widow bore the
STOMACH, LIVER
Holy Image before them. The line thus
AND BOWELS, TAKE:
drawn cannot, it is believed, be crossed by
RI PANS TA8 ULE8.
i!!l cholera or cattle plague.
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Agents for The Truth Seeker.
Alaba.m.a,

News Depot, 2003 2d ave., Birmingham.
Loeb & Loeb, Montgomery.

fo~n ~. Rems~urg's.Books.
ORTHODOXY in science is almost as much,
a matter of authority as it is in religion.-

ArizOl'lRe

J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.

Prof. Wm. James.

California.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
.
Ball & McCarter, 117 W. 1st, Los Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
Angeles.
Max News Stand, 102 N. Main,LosAngeles.
J. C. Scott 22 Third st., San Francisco.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
San Frlillcisco.
Thos. W. Baker, Selma.
L. R. Titus, 237 South 4th st., San Jose.

NEvER has there been a more universal
empire than that of the devil. What has
dethroned him?-Reason.- Voltai1·e.
WE do not take possession of our ideas
but are possessed by them.
They master us and· force us into the
arena,
Where, like gladiators, we must fight for

them.-Heine.

Canada.

THERE is no occasion for alarm lest
changes should come before the. way is
prepared for them. Conservative may
console themselvs with Carlyle's wise remark: "The old skin never falls off till a
new· one has formed 1mder it. "-Lydia

P. C. Allen, 35 King st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
John McKenna, SO Yonge st., Toronto.
R. J. Moffat, Sea Island, Tulu Island, B.C.

JJfw·ia Ohild.

Colorado,

J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
C. Smith & Son, 385 Larimer st., Denver.
Stanchfield & Co., 200 Union ave., Prieblo.
Harbottle & Co., Ralida.

~ alse

EVERY schoolboy knows to-day that the
heaven is no blue vault suspended over
the earth, with holes in it through which
the :fiery sphere of the universe gleams in
the shape of sun and stars, but that, in
looking at it we are gazing into an incommensurable and almost empty space without end, the vast desert of which is interrupted only by single stars or groups of
stars, few in number and infinitly far between, and in which e. g.· our own solar
system, despite its gigantic extent, appears as a mere ·clot in the infinitude of
space. Therefore, if the religious theory
of the universe teaches us that after the
conclusion of our earthly career we are
destined to "go to heaven," astronomical
science informs us on the contrary that we
are already in this dreamed-of heaven
surrounded in the far distance by count:
less worlds and world-systems similar to
our earth or our solar system.- Buchner.
I WAS inlpressed by the quiet religious
atmosphere of the place [a church]. It
was a great cave in the midst of a city.·
and what were the alt~rs and the t.insel but
the sparl}:ling stalaetites, into which you
entered m a moment, and where the still
atmo~phere and the somber light disposed
t o serwus an d profit abl e· th ough t. S uch a
cave _at hand, which you can enter any
da,y, Is worth a thousand of ·our cbnrches
which are open only Sundays,-hardly
1ong enough for an airing, -and then filled
with a bustling congregation,~a church
where the priest is the least part where
yo~ do your own preaching, wh~re the
umverse preaches to you and can be heard.
I am not sure but this Catholic reliO'ion
would be an admirable one if the p;iest
were quite omitted. I think that.I mi2:ht
~
go to church myself sometimes some
lJfonda;IJ, if I lived in a city where. there
was such a one to go to. In Concorc·l, t.o
be sure, we do not need such. Our forests· are such· a ·church, far grander a.nd
more sacred.· . . . I thi'nk of 1·ts vo.llle
«
not only to religion,. but to philosophy
and to poetry;. besides a readin"'-room to
hav a thinkinf5-Xbom. in. every ;I·tyl. .p'erchance the ~me ~l com~ ·when every
house even :Will hav not only-its sleepino-. rooms, and dining-room, and- talkin:;.roollL....or__parlor, but ·i.ts- thinking-roo~
.
aI so, and the arch Itects will put .it.. into
their plans. Let it be furnished and orna- men ted with whatever conduces to·serious
- · and creativ thought.- Thoreau.
·

Claims. Revised and Enlare:ed
A.B a :111issionaq Document it is UI1exciill.ed.
Atnong the subJects considered by Mr. Remsbtirg are: The Church and l't'Iorality; Crimi~
nal Statistics, showing the creeds of the
Florida.
/
prison
e. rs in the penitentiaries; the Church fillll
J as. Douglas, 46 E. Bay:St., Jacksonville.
Uiviliz >tion; the Church and Science; th'
A. J. Gardner, Kissimmee.
Ohurch and Learning; the Church and L!IJ
Idaho,
crty\· tile Church and the Antislavery l:leform:
tile ;v,)man's Rights !Hovement; the Temj)~r·
A. Erwin, Murray.
ance
Reform; the Church and the Republic
Illinois.
Price, IO cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.
Post-Office News Co.,.,. 93 Adams, Chicago.
G. E. Wilson; 312 ;:;tate st., and ;Bren- Bible Morals. Twenty Crinles and Vice£·
Sanctioned by Scripture; Falsehood and JJetanp Bios. 204 Wabash ave·., Chicago.
ce:ption; Cheating; Theft and Robberyj
Chas. W. Curr'y, 183 Madison st., Cb:!cago.
AQultery and Prostitution; l't'Iurder; Wr.rs 01
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; In·
Chas. Macdonald, 55 Washington, Chicago.
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Indiana.
Wo.man; Unkindness to !Jhildren-i Cr~telt.Y to
H. C. Monroe & Co., II;tdianapolis.
Ammals· Human Sacnfices; uanmllalism;
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
Witchcr~ft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemper;tnce;
Poverty and Vagrancy; fgnorance and lcliocy;
A. C. Katt, Fort Wayne.
Obsceti.ity. Price, single copies, 25 cents; .6
Louisiana.
copies,
$1. Special discount on large ouantiGeo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
ties.
Al. J. Dwyer, 226Baronne, New Orleans.
Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best .,nd
Massachusetts.
most thorough work ~ver written· on the SalColby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
bath from a rational point of view. Largb an.
A.M. Driscoll, 78! Fro~t st., Worce~ter.
handsome print. Price, 25 cents; six cop1es, $1.
Johnson Bros., 5 N. Mam st., Fall River.
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline
Michigan.
of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; :Washing~nn
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
an Uilbelieve~ J~ff~rso\' nn Unbeliever; l'aw;
Baker & Holton, 87 Woodward av., Detroit.
ancl Wesley; uhnstian Sabbath. Each 5 cent«.
bound, pnper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents. ·
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
Mitl.tl.esota.
Paine. Tells the Story of the
E. P. Parcher, 8 3rd st., So. Minneapolis. fhomas
Author-Hero's life. delin.eates the l.eac\ing- traJtH
lliisso••ri.
of his character and gemus, and vmdicatcs Ius
Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
n:cme from the aspersions cast noon it. 'lributes to I' nine's character are dve1~ from nwro
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
than
one hundred noteu persons ofE<uorc and
Nebraska.
Amede·1,
many of the.IIJ written expressly for
.r. M. Wiley, P.Ne0. News Depot, York.
thi'
work.
Second edition, 160 pages, pnut,·C
York.
Ol\ fj.nc tinted paper, neatly boll.:<l, ap.d e,on•
Brentano Bros., 5th ave. & 18th st., N.Y.
taimncr a handsome steel p0rt.rn.1t <>f Paw '
Burnton &Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & C:rrand sts.
The Apostle of Hberty, An aa.dress ae-_
livered in Paine Hall, before the N. E. FreeR. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
thinkers' Convention, January 29. 1884. Price,
Abramowitz Bros, 72 Canal st., New York.
10 cents.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House~ New York.
.r. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts.
New York News Co-:.~.20Beekmanst., N.Y.
S. J. Kin~, 179 So. .t'earl st., Albany.
- - - - 1 4 44b---R C. Weidman. 126 State st., Rochester.
Moriil, Theological, Historical, a:nd Specu/ativ
E. J. Nieuwland, 10th ave. anc1157th st.
Propositions.
Anderson & Co. , 704 8th ave.
"1-ico,
15 cent·
S. M. Bernhard, 119 E. 104th st.
'Harlem Book Co., Boulevard Hotel, 124th - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - st. and Lexington ave.
AN OUTLINE OF THE

Self-LontradiGtions of the B~bh

Ohio,

.Tohn Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 342 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
B Woods 319 Chillicothe st., Portsmouth.
L~rwood,'Day&Co., 259 Superior, Clevel'd.
Alf. Warren do., 217 Central ave, Cincinnati.
Thos. Gocldara, Box 235, Huron.
Standard News Co., 14 W. Tuscst, Canton.
•

Orel{on,

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
W. E. Jones, 291 Alder st., Portland.
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
G. Thornton, Palace Hotel.Block, Heppner
Penns}':lvanta.

Dr.J. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden, Phila.
Georg~ Longford,. 22 Richmond st.: Phila.
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
H. Heyne, 10th and Market sts., Phila.
R. Staley, Wood and 4th ave., Pittsburgh.
Fulton Bros., McKeesport.
Rltodc Island.

H. Carr 947 High st. Providence.
J. H. J.'Reilly, 413 IDgh st., Providence.
Tennessee.

W. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry, Nashville.
n. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
Rich Bros. &Mills, 229 N. Cherry, Nashville
'.rexas.

H.
L.
T.
E.
G.

Hover, Denison.
Anclruss, Denison.
Theo. Colwick, Norse.
H. Andrae, 346;\- Main st., Dallas.
W. Baldwin, Houston.
E. L. Merrill, Independent Pulpit, Waco.
.

tJtah.

C. H. Parsons, 164 S. Main, Salt Lake City.
MargettsBros., 76Mainst., Salt Lake City.
Washin~ton

Territory,

Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
J. C. Nathan, 104 S. 2nd st., Seattle.
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
West Virginia.

News Store, 123 3rd st., Parkersburg.
England.
fLondon.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st.,
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
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Its Causes al)d Results.-
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By W. S. BELL.

Pa]._ne \.Tl"l-·lf,:Ill•cat_-e•c.l.,
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Holy Bible Abridged.
· The passages unfit lor family reading
Paper. ~0 ccTits; cloth. 50 cents.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.

BY CAPT. ROBERT c. ADAIJ:S
Being the story of his mental journer from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
·
Price. P&per. 25 centA: cloth. 75 cent!<.

THE EVOLUTION
OF

THE DE V JL !
By HENRY FRANK,
Lecturer of the Society;:of Human ProgresF.

Australia.

W Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N.S.W.
Ne-w Zealanil.

A. D. Willis,,Wanganui.

Va:Iuable Books o:o

Price. 25 cents. Five copies, $l.
AddresslTHE TRUTH SEEKER.
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H~gie11e,

.
fDod a11d
Diet,
f\arriage
a11d
Pare11tage,

ttc.

Hygiene of the Brain and the Cure ot'
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. "Get this book and
read it\ for it abounds in practical valuable
lmowleuge."-[0hicago Inter-Ocean.
Eating for Strength. B~ M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price,_jly mail, $1. 'I nm delighted with
it."-[H. B. .!:Saker, M.D., Secretary l't'lichigan
State Board of Health.
Parturition Without Pain. A Code of
Directions for avoiding most of the Pains and
Dangers of Childbearing. By b1. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellence s1u_passes mw _power to commend.'~
[New York Evroinr; l\iaiL;
·Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsi~ and
Headache : Their Cure by Home 'J.;reatment. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, by
mnJ.l, $1. " Reading this book I cured myself
after several doctors had failed.''-[T. C. Curtis,
U.S.A.
The Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.
B. Duffert.author of "What Women Should
Know," ' 1~0 Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles Brewster! Portland, Me.,
writes: "Had I possessed this wok ten years
ago it would hq,;oe saved me ten years of invalidism, and 1. should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."
Youth: Its Care and Culture. By J.
Mortimer Granville. $1. To this has been

~~tt~~. ~r~~~e&r~Jn;ggj, c;~rfhi:!f. :J1~l~~i

Education of a Girl," and a J?aper -on the
"Dress of Girls.'' lts retail pr10e is $1.
Talks to My Patients. By Mrs. · R. B.
Glenson
M.b.
Practical
Handbook
forPhothe
Maid,
Wife\...
andAMother:
with
a beautiful
tographic .t'ortrait of the Author. PricP, uy
mail $1.50. "We wish the chapter,' Oonfiuential to Mothers,' might be J?ublished as a tract
m theland."-[Harand
every mother
per'ssent
NewtoMonthly
Magazine.
The Better Way. An Appeal to Men in
behalf of Human Culture throygh a wiser parentage. Bv A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,
25 cents. "lt contains information and warning
that are urgently needed."-[Christian Union.
Sexual Physiolog{• A Scientific and Popular Expositim'l o the Fundamental Problems
in Sociolo_gy. By R. T. Trail, l't'I.D. Price. by
mail, $2. Thidworkhasrapidlypassedthrough
· forty editions, an.d the demand is constantly
· increasing. No such complete and valuable
· work has ever before been issued.
Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scientific Diet. By Gustav Schlicke;ysen. Translated from the German, by M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and Radical Cure for Intem:2erance, by the Use
of a Vegetable and Fruit Diet. By Chas. o.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.
Three Books in One. From the Cradle
to the Sohool. BLBertha Meyer. The Rights
., of Children. By Herbert Spencer. The Gov.:.:>ernmeut of C.hi!dJ:en. 13yM.L. Holbrook\M.J?.
Pnce by mall,
·
cloth, 11!1. ·It Is
a boolr worthy to oe ranked with the best that
has ever been written concerning the training
of children."-[Bazar.
Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
· temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.
FoR a century or two, Gospel-forging
Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should P.!l quietly
seems to hav been a flourishing branch of
given to every diinker."-[Herald of .tlealth.
industry. Th_e world of pious credulity Muscle-Beating;
Home Gymnastics
wasflo<?decl With vast numbers of Gospels
for Sick and nell. By C. Kemm,
·and Epistles, to one of the latter of which
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.
was actually forged the name of ChriRt Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
hilll$elf! Tb,is mass of literature became,
s.nd Physiological Helations, and in their bearby and by, rather bulky and unwieldy; 80
ing_ on the producing of children of finer health
about the year 3Z7 A.D. a council of 318
andgreaterability. .ByM.L.Holbrook,M.D. $1.
The Saientit!a American says: "Books on this
bishops wa.s convt>ned atNice to determin
subject are usually written by 'cranks,' but this
intrw alia, which among the host of Gos:
is radically different: it is scientific, sober,
clean, and worthy of conscientious considera1
d E ·
pes an
pistles should be declared cation.by every possible parent, and particularly
noni~al and whit::h should be rejected as
by the young."
spurwus-to decide which books were di- The Diet Cnre. The Relations of Food
vine and which of human origin· and as
and Drink to Health, Disease, Cure. Bv T. L.
far as I hav been able to look I·n' to w'hat
Nicholsil't'l.D., editor London Hera!uof Health.
Price. c oth, 50 cents.·.. .
:
remains of the Apocryphal New Testamep.t.; Medical Hints on the Protection and Man•
they seem to hav set down the madil.est· agement of the Singing Voice. By
and wildest tracts as the work of Almighty i Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts.
; God aucl-the sanest and mo~t me!itori?mi ' Deep Breathing; or Lung Gymnastics.
as the work of Man. That Imperial samt,
Pnce, cloth, 50 cents. l't'Irs. Horace Mann writeil:
the Emperor Constantine presided- over! "Every .book; yon J?rint is pure gold and dethe. colUiCil,,and the firs~.thing; of-course;.' serves wide 01rculatwn."
which the !Hshopsdid w.as .to engage'in·a How to Stre~then the .Memory. By M.
ge:neral, bztter, J;J,:ru!L:reonmma:to# qtta.~:i:e1: l Ip:ol?r?ok;
$1. t y
among themselvs, just by way.'o-f.fili1b..ii;;,.,:;.. ·
· ysz,c1an s . er.~on o . oung Men. By
th t th
th a· · 1
f '-h ""'~
Dr: W. Pratt. Prwe, 25 cents. Prof. R .A.
.ad ~.o!lvwJ:.:%.,.. e Ismn.es. o .,-~> e meek
Proctor,.the well-kno~ English astronomer~
all! .
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These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
wnere these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought So:;ieties can hav their gatherings advertised here jree by forwarding the neeessary information.

Testimonial
Walt Whitman.
BY

--The Newark Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED IN
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

The Bible-What Is It 1 25c.
Studies in Theology. lOc.
Liberalism. 5c.

Brooklyn Philosophical Assoei·
ation
With. a Portrait of Whitman.
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, K D., at 3 P.M. every
Snnd~h· J;.ectnres followed by discussion. Platform ree. Henry Rowl1l, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, . Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 25
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on reliltons and social ~nestions.
Able speakers interest t e audience. N. .-Truth
Seeker publications-always on hand at cheap rates.

The Secular Society ot Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthlyjfrst and third Sundays, at
2 P.l!l:., at the town all. All friends of- human
cultivation are invited. MARIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator are soJ.i(l_ited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers· from· -abroad
are welcome.

Jtlilwauk.ee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds m~etiYts every Sunday evenin1 at 216
Grand ave. <i{;aternity Hall). Leotnre allowed
by debates.·
e public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every SnndaL at 7:30 P.M. in Maodonal<l's
Hall in Port Ange es, Wash. Lecture':! songiT
and select readinTI. Di.scussion invite on a
subjects. Liberal itorature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib•
eraI Union

AUTHORIZED EDITION.
Paver, 25 cents

~

cloth.

0(1

Adi!rP."" THF. '!'RUTH SEEKEF
cents

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.

;,Works on the Laoor ~uestion, _.
~

Conventional Lies of Our Civilizatiorn
Plain Home Talk and Medical Corumor. The
J1y l\'lax Nordan.
CoNTENTS-Mane, Tekel~
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volumE
Upharsin; The Religions, MonlU'chic, ana
of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrateiJ. Cloth.
$3.25-m English or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, :jl2 00, poHtage
prepaid; 5 volumes~eparate_, flexible cloth, 50
cents _:per volumei .tted Line edition, suitable
for holiday pres ems; $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

25(;

pages, illustrated and cloth-bounq. (The fift],
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
Dr. Foote's Health M:ontllly. Devoted to
Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, an<1 allied·
Subjects; ninth year. Subscription, with premium, 50 cents per year. Specrmen copies free
on application.

Mother's Manual.

Comprising ''Advice

to a W1fe on the 1\Ianagement of Her Own
Health, especially ·Durin!( Pregmmcy, L::bm·,
and Suckling," and" Advrce to a 1\Iotlier ou th"
Mann,gement of Her Children in Infancy nnii
Childhood;" 2 books in1 volume, 528 pages, ~l.

AiistocraticiPolitical,_Economic:iJ, .~\atrimonial,
and Miscel an eons Lies; Closing Harmony.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
cloth $1.00.
'fhe Imperial Council of Vienna prohibit~d the
;ale of this book in Austria, and confiscated all
~opics of it they could find.

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange. By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth." Paper, 25c.

Address

·rHE TRUTH SEEKER

THE BEST!

out the means by which the working classes may
rai.Je themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignitr, and independence, and which is also capable of entirely removing.., in course of time, the
other prinoipa.l social evus. By l\L G. H. JOe.

Large or Small Families ~ On which Side

Bra ella ugh. 5o.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

fhe Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimical to the 'W elfn-re of the People. By Charles
Bradlangh. 5c.

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Mrs. Besant's

Wor~s.

The Roeder Secular Union

Gver•y Sunday at 11 A.M. at its hall cor.
Conf. avenue and 9th street. Visiting Liberals
invi ed. J P. RIOHARDSON, President; M. ISAAC,
Secretary.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

Liberal Club,

Philosophical and
ciety,

~ocial

All in

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of Cinoinn~tib0., meets every Sunday avenin~
at 7:30P.M. m ouglas Hall, N. W. cor. of 6th an
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions; Strangers
Irom abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec.

..

'

Liberal Association ot Baltimore
Meets at the Lyceum Hallt 4114 East Baltimore st.,
every Sund·ay afternoon ·a 2:30 o'clock.
-

~f!OST
t. rJ

OF ST. JOliNS.

_¥.· J!9.9fJOK,

l:'flP{l· ~~ OWl!,

a:

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
In best filed gold case, open-face. dust-proof, $21i;
hinged case, $28 to $30; hunting:, $31 to $35; 14
carat. solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, ~2
In ore.
Regular Grade .-hnerican 'Vatcbes.Silvertne case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7 50; 15
jewels, !1!9; ditto, adjusted, $11. In finer cases,
add as above. ·
J,adit s' American Gold Watclles.-All
latest styles. in plush cases; best fillei!, 7 jewels,
$15 ·i 11 jewels, $16 50; 15 jewels, $23; l4 carat solid
gol< , $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases. from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Snndrles.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80!· table spoon•,
$3 60, knives, $1 75: fork•, $1 75; a 1 for $6 Solid
silv.er Rpoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver ROUVPnir spoons, $1. $1.25, $1.50 ill2 to $3.
·
'.l'he Colonellngersoil.-Tea, $2.50 ;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3; g-ilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extr:t
heaYy teas, $3. Etched:

50 cents extra.
The •rorch of Reason Badge, solid gold
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, 1!12 75, ani!
$3 50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, $15,$20, $30.
Diamondsj 20 per cent. below market pr\ce.
Send for price ists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prepaid (except knives and forb) and cash refunded atoption. Watch cleaned $1. and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.

Lifetime. ·A Liberal Romance.

12mo, 300

pp~.

$1.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
"B"oys and Girls. 12lllo, 388 pp., $1.25.

WATBR O:t=o LI:t=oB

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand·
sdhle and Interesting Book, Without Superstition for Children and Youth. The Onl¥Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever rssued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Is Doing Wonders iu Curing the Sick.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with pol".

Kenne~y's

should be. Paper, 25c.
Besant and Rev. A. Hatohard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Me~ical Discover~ SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for cirl'nlars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville. Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN.

OR, THE

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys, .
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything:before it that ought to
be out.

Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street. Wilkes barr,. Pa..

trait, 30c.

Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie

·sc;- Takes hold in this order :

Monte Vis taTCal., meet eve'Ji Sunday at· 2 P~M.· in
their hall.
he pnblio cor ·ally invited. W. S.
FELT, Seo.
·

THE

" T11e Time to be HaPpy is Now,"

Meets ever[ Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Kn1.hts of
Honor Hal , Ba!, street. Visitors invite . J. A.
Turner, Pres.; as. Douglas, VioecPres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.
.
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwanke~-meets every Sund~ evening at 7:80 o'clock.
A. . SEVERANCE, Presi ent.
•

An independent and respectable study of char.
aoter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. • . . A more ;igorous
':>resentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desirecl.-[Westminster Review.

_Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing

Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Leotnres, discussions, reading and poems. The
llrea.test freedom accorded to ·all. Our motto,
Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RrcE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.
•

Meet~

.A NO VEL.
By FREDERlKA ll'IACDONAI,D,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'IJIE TRUTH SEEKER

PoJ?nlation Question. By Dr. Chas. l{nowlton.
Edited by Charles Bradlaugh and Annie Besant.
250.

laugh. oc.

The Walla "\Valla I,iberal Club

Liberal Association ot Austin,.
Tex.,

Pr'ie•t al')d .M..al').

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the

Why Do Men Starve Z By Chas. Brad-

Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
I"eotnres.-Free Disoussions.-Original and Seleoted Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
librar0, is at the service of members and friel}ds .
. !l. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec. _

lli:eets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. VisitinhLiberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, es.
IsAAc S. LEE, Sec.
·

NATHANIEL VAUGHAN~

the Balance of Comfort? By Austin IIolyPet·fected new model, 16 jewels, full ntljltRted
lland·Book of Health Hints and Ready· Lies
oake. 5c.
to heat, cold, and position, beautiful double >tmk
Recipes. A valuable reference pampl:l0t Poverty : Its Effects on the Political dial,
and all modern improvements; anarantfeQ.
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
a pe>:rect timer. Price, in silverine dust.pr •. ur
Condition of the People. By Charles oases,
$17'\ 3-ounce coin silver, $22; 4·onnce, $:•8.

Of Los Angeles, C~tl., meets semi-monthlyp first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at arr's
Hall. EveryboW invited. li1Rs. R. M. BERRA.
Pres.; J. H. Mc ILLIAMS, Rec. Seo.

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club

575

Liberfil ill
Literature.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at Gerlllan M~sonic Temple, 2,20 E. 15j;h st.. L.ectnres and
drscnsswns. The public cordially mVIted.

Meets every Snnd:JI afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League H , 177 Halsey st., cor..Market
st., Newark, N. J.- Lectnr~s and discussiOns on
religions and social questrons. Seats free· and
everybody welcome.

1892.

1

'l,~
.Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.,
~

SEPTEMBER 8.

·

You know whether you need it or
not.
tpold bz. ever.v drng@st, and"mannfactnred by

DoNALD KENNEDY,
. ROXBURY, MASI!il.

Conflict between Reason and

SuperstitioP.~

By T. C. 'VIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

-LJTTLt FOLI{S.
. By MRS. E. D. SLE.N'FTiJR.
Boa.rds,

40cents.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents. treating
on that health-d straying and life-oonsumin~
weakness of men as the result of (Outhfnl error•
and excesses. The book set• fortn an IN"FJ:DBL
CURE, which· iP a medil'in<> t.') be applied externally (the only rem,i\y :1f me .tnna In 'existence).
Yon will feel imp_roved the tirst day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Earlx Decay, Weaknesees1 .Lost Manhood~eto.).,are fnlluestored.
ad ... ress,
Dn. RuB'T P . .!fELLOWS,
Vineland, N. J.
And sa.y you sa.w Uris in 'l'UE TR'IJTB 8x£1UIB.

THE TROTH SEEKER, SEPTEMBER 3.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY.
watel" and tlzel"e is none, and
theil". to'!!{ue jailetk fo,. thirst ·
I the Lol"d wi II he'!r them, I
tlze Eord of Israel wt'll. not
forsake thern. · · 11 11
I will open rivers in lzi_gk
place~ and founfains in the

m/dsf of

the valless ~

I w/Jl!

make the wilderness a pool .
of walier, and tlze dr.!f land
spr/ngs of walier. ''
. 111
. l
= " I satan,
XLI. 17,181 ~- • i

Issued IU:onthlyo

Subscription price,
No.

18 per annum.

BOOKS ISSUEJJ.

Prtoe.

1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinkers' Almanac, 1891................ .. . . . . . •

25

2. Men, Women. and Gods. Helen H. Gardener... .•..... ...•..........••.. ...•••..
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.. .. . . . . . .
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett ................................. .
5. Christian AbsurditiE~s. John Peck......•.
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on Voltaire .•......
7. The Crisis..... . . . . . . . . . . . ................ ..
8. Sabbath Breaking .........................·.
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams .......... ..
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller ... .
11. My Religious Exverience. 8. P. Putnam.
12. The Higher Criticism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore ............. .
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W: Foote ...... ..
14. Rights of llfan. Thomas Paine. Illust'd.
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
16: Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen: H. Gardener ...................................... .
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ...... .
18. Awful Disclosures of Maria· Monk ..... .
19. Pocket Theologv. Voltaire ............. .
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener.......................................
21. History of Religion. E. E. Evans..... . .

50
25
25
20
10

40
25
25
25

25
50
25

40
10
10
25
50
25
50
20

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during· the rear. Single copies of each
book sent upon receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By John H. Kelso, A.IU:.

12mo, cloth,

$1 00.

Creed of Christendom.
AN INDIVIDUAL WHO WOULD MAKE IT WARM lmR THE AUTHOR OF THE ABOVE
TEXT.

Its Foundation Contraated with Its Superstructure.
By W. B. GREG.
llom 11lete in l vol.• 12mo, S99Jill•• •1.5o.

***

•: IF ••
•

YOU ARE

***

.SINCERELY INTERES'IED IN

fRf [ THINKf RS' PICT0BIAL Tf XT- B00K~
(

THE OAUSE OF

''7

SHOWING

~WOMAN

THE .AllSURDITY AND UNTB UTHFlJLo
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, ANDRE-VEALING THE .AllUSilS
OF .A
UNION OF
CHURCH AND
.;TATE.

HASTEN TO REA.JJ

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.
By GEORGE N. MILLER,

("THE

UNCLE. TOM'S

CABIN

OF

WOMAN'S

SLAVERY.")

The best men and women of England and America are
It
fairly heaping praises upon this
has:a fascination
truly wonderful
· entirely its own and will give yon
a sensation such as you never had before.
book.

1

WITH

Jllustratioqs.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS

Of

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

-----OAN THIS 0
I
BE SO

Fun...Page

185

•

AND

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS

Address THE ·TRUTH BEEKER Co.

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT 01-

WAS ABRAHAM liNCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

Curious Revelations From the
Life of a Trance Medium.
By MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. illus.
tmted with Engravings, and Frontispiece of LincolL
fJ"Om Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.50.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette place, N.Y.

THE ARTIST.

JJESIGNS BY WATSON HEST'J:N,
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE JJESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
18represent Uncle Sam and the Priests. "'
2
"
The Church Robbing the People.
8
"
Thanksgiving.
6
Sabbath Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
:lO
Woman and the Chnrch.
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies in Natural History.
t
The Bible and Science.
:5
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
1
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Boheme.
4
The Lord and His Works.
2
Prayer.
10
The Creeds.
1
Christians and Mohammedans.

1
25
1

2

4
2

1
4

9
12

3
6
7

"

The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their ltesnlllt
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Poll tics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
·
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of Il_Utting the book in the reach o all
At twice the price H would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de..
signer is a wonderful successl !J-nd we judge from our own feelirrgs that nearly every Liberal in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-,-[Freethinkers' Magazine.

fnb-

A NEW AND IMPORTANT BOOK.

THE

HIGHER CRITICISM IN THfOLOGY ~ RfLIGION
•

CONTRASTED WITI:

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p)."ove the utter
falsity of the church's professions and the hroocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in the
·bands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

Price, board covers, $2 ; clot})., $2.SO.

ANCLEBT MYTHS AND MIRACLES,

Add:reu The TA"uth s-lkem.

-As-

"FAUTORS IN HUMAN EVOLUTION,
-AND-

OTHEt:R EtSS.AYS IN :REt:PO:RM.

~~With

Daughter's Babe Upon Brain and -the Bible
Conflict Between Mental Science and TheologJ.
His Knees."

Photo~raJ;>h
~randchild m

By 7HOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.

2 represent SamJ;>les of Christianity's Work.
5
"
MissiOnaries.

Price cloth, $1; paper, 60 cents.

of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at home, may be had at this office for
fifty cents.

By EnGAB C. BEALL.

Preface .-y B. Cil. INGERSOLL.
Unanswerable.

Price. $1.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform:
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'THE DOOM OF PRIESTCRAFT.

ot

HtsroRY OfTHE BIBLE. HISTORY RELIGIONS. MY ~EUGIOUS EXPE- Life ;rT~~B;~;Dpaine,
o~E~~=-

A Popular Account
Formation and De.
velopment of the Canon.
· By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew "Canon. The New Tes·
tament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent1 The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Boolts· Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretic.s, _ The. Christian .Canon.
Paper, 110 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

I

**
**

INFIDELI
Sy
DEATH- G. W. :POOT:e.
BEDS.
**
**

--o--

Bein_g true accounts of the _Passing away of the
followmg persons, thus refutm_g the many Christian slanaers i:n:iori them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thonias Buckle, Lord BYJ;on, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz Anthony Collins, Auguste Conite, Condorcet.~.,.Robert
Oooper,_ D'Alembert~Danton, Charles uarwin,
Erasmus Darwin, uelambre, Denis Diderot,
EtienneDolet, Georg!) Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hath•
erington 1 Hobbes, AustiJJ Holyoake, Victor Hu_go,
Hume, Littr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Masher,
James Mill,-,JOhn Stuart Mill, Mirabeau, Robert
Owen....,.Thomas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer.o.Rabec
lais, vvinwood Reade, Madame Roland, ueorge
Band, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus~ John
Tolan$UVanim, Vohl~ Voltaire, James vvatson,
John vvatts, Thomas.Woolston,
l'rice;"25 cents.
Address
.
THE TllVTH SEE!UJR.

BEING

•
A Condensed Account of the Results of Scientific Research and Philosophical Research.
Sy

:elizabet~

:e. :eval)s.

Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

WAS
.CHR1ST

" •
CRUCIFIED?
•

_By AUSTIN BIERBOWER,
A judicial consideration oftne question:and the
decision against the scriptures and the Cnristian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEH.

A New Number of The Tr.uth Seeker Library.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLI;.
Sy Helel) H. Gar"del)er".
Onfl of Her Brightest, Wittiest,
-Strongest .L~ctur({s .Again&t
· the Bible.,'_' . ·

and

Evei'X Woman Should Read It
·and
!{~ow He:.: Enemies and Her Friends.
!':rice, 10 cents, A4df~s~ thl3 office.

I

By s. P. PutnaJD.

I RI[ NrIJ [I[
[

Being the st<?IT of his relijl'ious life and mental
journeyinga. Written in his happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best Qf all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address ·
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Force aqd P\atter;
o:c.,

BY MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY,
Author of "Omitted Chapters of History Disclosed in the Life and Papers of Edmund
Randolpll," "George Washington
andMountVernon,""Washington's Rnles of Civility." etc.

To Which Is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cobbett •

-' (;

Priric1ples of the Natural Order of '~he (lni
verse, with a_ System of Morality
·
Based Thereon.
BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
'"'v...,.·1'ENTS :

FoL.."tl and Matter,
-The Fitness of Things ir
lnlmortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality of For~~. Man,
infinity of l\!atter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou~ht,
Motion,
ConsciOusness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas.o.
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
Universality. of Natural Personal Continuance
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation 'Free Will,
of the Earth,
llh'rality,
Original Genera~ion,
Co,ncludJng Observ•
Secular GeneratiOn',·
twns.
Price, $1.1;(). Address THE TRUTH Sl!!EKl!al

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF]ESUS.
IDS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINE".
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief."
Bv VISOOUNT AMBERLE1~
Cloth

WITH A

History of His Literary, Political, and Religious
Career in America, France, and England.

No real biography of Paine has ever appeared.
The so-called Lives of Paine have been mainly
the controversial work of pamphleteers, turning
chiefly on his religious heresres. Paine was in
his fifty-eighth year before he published anything concerning religion, and before that time
he had acted an imQ()rtant part in revolutionary
movements in the United States, England, ani!
France. But in the reli_gious conflict initiated
by him, his political services and military career
hav been but inaclequatelv considered. A certain
historical ostracism has buried in the archives
of various countries a large mass of clocuments
containing records of paramount interest ana
importance. llfr. Conway has _personally searched
such records, in Europe and America, and has
r btained from these fresh light, not only on
Paine, but on various e inent figures in American and European history with whom he was
associated. A large amount Of unpublished corre§pondence has been included in the volumes.
Mr. Conway says in his Preface: "In the laborious work of searching out the real Paine I hav
found a. general appreciation of its importance,
and it will be seen in the following pages that
generous assistance has been rendered by English clergvmen, by official Persons in Europe and
America, by pars ns of all beliefs and no beliefs.
In no instance have !been impeded by any prejudice, religious or political. The curators of
archives, private collectors, owners of important
documents- bearing on the subject, have welcomed my effort to bring the truth to light."
Two vols., royal oct., gilt top, portraits, $5.
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li Truth Seeker Around theWorld. Four
large volumes. With steel-plate engraving of
the au thor in Vol. I, and aach volume illustrated
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l'he World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers.
1,075 pages, Svo.
Cloth
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The Champions of the Church; Their
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pages.
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From Behind the Bars. A series of letters
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $t.50.

A. Truth Seeker in :Enrov.e. A series of
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ietterP. written during a vis1t of ten weeks in
Europe. e Givin\l" some account of the International .Freethmkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which 1\'Ir. Bennett was It delegate.:.,followed by a descr~ption of wha.t he saw in .l!;ngland, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
(rom Rome alone are worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait. of the author.
850 pages. $t.50.
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fhe Semitic Gods and the Bible. ·Treating upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, indudingAllah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
JesmJ Uhrist, the Virgm Mary, and the Bible.
ro the latter· 230 pages are devoted, showing
that book to be a very inferior production for
a, first-class God. ,888large pages. Paper covers.
60 cents; cloth, $1.
,,
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The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
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Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
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Ruth and· Boaz,
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BIBLE MORALS.
TWenty Crimes and Vices
· .:~anctioned by Scripture.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Exodus.
By Vl l l BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.

Price, t5 cents.

By J. E. REMSBURG. Price, 25 cents.

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

A TRUTH SEEKER

.AROUND THE WORLD.
Four Large Volum.es.

~-With'
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a steel-plate

engraving of the author in
Vnlnme I; and each volume containing
· · · · forty to fifty illustrations.
By Do l'llo BENNE'rT,

Late editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,_, author of
"A Truth Seeker in Eur()pe " "uods and
.
Religions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
"·The World's Sages, T!i1nkers", and
Reformers," "Champions of the
Church," etc., etc., etc.
Handsomely bound, red cloth, 1!!6.50; in leather,
.re\'I..Eidll:ea, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $t0.50.
, "Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the circ"ilmstances under :which this work was written.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death, and which contains an account
of his world-lamented death and burial. Mr.
'Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different-peoples of
the many _Places he visited. The every-day life
of all natwns is laid before the reader by one
who has visited them and beheld them with his
own eyes.. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freethought in the various countries
he visited, and the morality of so-called l'a;gan
nations is contrasted with the morality of Uhristian countries, much to the detriment of the
latter. The work is a
Freethinker's History of the World.
This work and "A TRUTH. SEEKER IN
EUROPE" should be in ever;~: Literal's library.
Besides its intrinsic worth, 1t is a memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
known-.-of one who ranks with Voltaire and
?aine. in the force and clea.rness of his writings.
--·Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER'y
28 Lafayette place, N. .
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States Circuit Court upon the charge of depos.
iting prohibited matter in the mail. Thi• g1vee
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north, has always been managed in ·a decent and orderly
manner and has never conflicted with any church service, although performances and services hav frequently
been concurrent; and
''WHEREAS, Certain persons who are eager and anxious
to advance sectarian interests and to destroy the liberty
of the citizens by wresting the laws to sectarian advantages hav succeeded in procuring the authorities to make
a violent and unlawful raid on the Marlowe Theater;
therefore, be it
"Resolved, By the citizens of Englewcod in mass
meeting assembled, under the auspices of the National
Religious Liberty Association, while neither approving
nor disapproving the policy or impolicy of keeping the
theater open on Sunday or any other day; that we unanimously condemn any effort to unite church and state
by the enforcing of laws that tend to ·deprive any citizen
of his liberty fu order"to advance the inte:rest of any sect
or denomination, and :we earnestly protest against the
action of the authorities of the city in closing the Marlowe Theatre or any other lawful enterprise at the dictates and behest of any religious or uureligious body, believing, as we do, that such action is in violation of every
principle upon which the republic is founded and is a
grave danger to' the people's rights."

Ballenger, "but not tl::e kind of a Christian that
invokes a policeman's club to his assistance in converting the world. Compulsion is not the spirit of
Christ. It is the result of the union of church and
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
state. Matters are approaching a grave crisis when
E. M. MACDONALD,
Editor.
a church can dominate the civil power, and call out
C. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager.
a platoon of police to enforce the edicts of the soPUBLISHED BY
called Christians. If the Baptist church in Englewood can close up this place it can close up your
'/HE TRU'IH SEEKER COMPANY.
place, and it would be just as consistent if they
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE. NEW YORK.
would call out the police and close up all other
Entered at the Post..O(flce at New Yorlc, N. Y., as Second-class Mail
·
Matter.
·
churches and compel everybody in Englewood to
worship at the Baptist church. It would come to
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
pass that the church having the strongest pull with
Address all Communications to 1HE 1R UTE.
the police department would hav the biggest con~EEKER OOMPANY.
Make all Drafts, Ohecks,
gregation.
I tell you, my hearers, that eternal
Post-office and Express Money Orders payable to
vigilance is the price of liberty."
OHARLE~ P. _SOMERB Y.
Mr. Jones, who is well known to the Freethinkers
of
the West, having spoken at several Secular conSATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 10, 1892.
ventions, put these plain words before his hearers:
" The question is simply whether the civil power
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Single subscription in advance ....................~ .......... $3 00
When these had been vociferously adopted, he should be dominated by the religious power. The
One subscription two years, in advance .................. 5 00 read· another, with which the audience also agreed: question concerned not only Englewood, but the
Two new subscribers .............................................. 5 00
"A mass meeting of the citizens of Englewood bearing whole people of the United States. The action of
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance .......................................................... 5 00 in mind the policy -of the American republic that there the Englewood fanatics is indorsed by neither civil
shall be a perpetual separation of church and state look nor divine law. Jesus Christ was the author cf
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remittance ....................................................... 7 00 with a1arm upon the tendency of the times in seeking Freethought and religious liberty. It was the
legislation to advance merely religious interests; thereOne subscription with three new subscribers, in one
master who said : 'If any man hear my words and
remittance....................................................... 8 50 fore be it
believe
not I condemn him not.' If Christ had
"Resolved, That we protest against the act of ConOne subscription with four new subscribers, in one
been
fashioned
after the Englewood fanatics, he
gress
providing
for
the
closing
of
the
World's
Fair
on
remittance ....................................................... 10 00
Sunday and we urge that such act in so far as it relates to would hav called for a squad of police and clubbed
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
Sunday be repealed."
his enemies into subjection. Th'e churches are
with one remittance.
Then, says the Chicago Times, "there was music claiming everything, and are responsible for nothin the air for two hours, and had Mayor Washburne ing. They don't pay a cent of taxes, but want to
Sabbatarianism Rampant.
and Chief of Police McClaughry been present they run things generally. You men whose property
The importance of having a purely secular organiwould hav learned that the people of Englewood they are seeking to destroy hav to help pay the
zation which can and will take practical steps to
are not in favor of the city administration propping taxes which these people avoid. The church annuoppose the Sabbatarians is emphasized by the
up the Baptist or any other church with clubs."'
ally filches $500,000 from the federal government
moveip.ent now begun in Chicago by the Young
The speakers of the evening were two Seventh for. the alleged support of denominational Indian
Men's Christian Assodation to close the theaters on
Day Adventists, the Rev. A. F. Ballenger and the schools. The church does not contribute a cent in
Sunday evenings. The fight has been begun in
Rev. A. T. Jc;mes. Mr. Ballenger said that he had taxes in support of the government, yet it has bullEnglewood, a suburban part of Chicago, and a popbeen sent to Englewood under the information dozed Congress into closing the World's Fair on
ular summer resort, and the theater attacked is the
that the Marlowe Theater managers were persecut- Sunday. I am a Christian and a preacher, but,
Marlowe. The Englewood Call says that "from
ing the Baptist church. When he looked over the thank God, not. that narrow kind of a Christian.
the agitation of the question of opening this theater
ground he found the shoe was upon the other foot. Christ said, 'Render unto Cresar the things that are
will spring a movement for the suppression of SunHe said he had never witnessed a more flagrant ex- Cresar's, and unto God the things that are God's.'
day theatrical performances all over the city. The
ample of church bigotry and intolerance than is These modern religious bigots want to render unto
plans are already laid and many prominent people
being manifested in Englewood and backed up by a Cresar the things that are God's, and unto God
are enlisted in the cause. It will be inaugurated by
mayor and chief of police who were too cowardly the things that are Cresar's. If you don't rise up
the emphatically expressed sentiment of all the
to close Garfield park ra~e-track. It was the old, and resist such fanaticism the church will overthrow
churches, and a united and systematic movement
old story of religious bigotry which compassed the civil liberty and erect upon its ruins another
will then be caiTied on." And the Englewood Eye,
death of Christ, which stoned Stephen, which cast Inquisition."
the organ of the closing . faction, says " the moveThe Sunday laws of Illinois impose a fine not exthe early martyrs to the· wild beasts, which mainment is being er ~ered into by the churches and
tained the Inquisition, which caused a Protestant ceeding twenty-five dollars for " violating " Sunday,
Young· Men's Christian Association all over the city
judge to sentence Michael Servetus to be burnt at and of course the police are empowered to prevent
to close every Sunday theater in Chicago. Six
the stake, which prompted the Boston magistrates as well as punish these violations. And Illinois has
days in the week is enough for business and playin Governor Endicott's time to hang three always been regarded as a liberal state. In his
house employees and actors ought to hav a rest one
"heretics" and sentenced two Quaker women to be speecP. opposing the Sunday-closing ~lause of the.
day in seven the same as other folks."
publicly whipped and driven from the colony. It Sundry civil bill appropriation for the Fair, Senator
It seems that the bigots hav been emboldened by
was the same religious bigotry that burnt the Palmer supposed he was stating the truth in saying
their temporary victory in the World's Fair matter
Salem witches. It was the same religious intoler- that " we do not-- affect in the West to keep the
and are going on from bad to worse. The leader
ance which drove Roger Williams from home in the Christian Sabbath, as it is termed, according to the
in this movement is a sect which boasts that it
dead of winter to take shelter with Massasoit, the ancient ideas that prevail in some portions of the
never persec~tes, and that it has alway~ been in
Indian chief, and caused that red "heretic" to ex- Union. The state of Illinois," he said, "has never
favor of separation of church and state-the Bapclaim: "What a God hav the English that they assumed to require the actual observance of any of
tists! So far their only opponents are the Seventh
persecute each other so!" It was the same kind of the Sabbaths, either the Jewish or the Christian
Day Adventists, through their organization known
religious bigotry which sent- three honest farmers Sabbath. The people ~f lllinois, so far as I know
as the National Religious Liberty Association.
of 'rennessee to jail a few weeks ago for observing their opinions, and they are best expre'Ssed in their
Sunday before last both parties held meetings, the
. the seventh day of the week as a day of rest and statutes, treat the observance of the Sabbath as a
anti-closers using the condemned Marlowe ·Opera
worki,ng on Sunday. It was the same religious personal duty to be determined by each individual
Rouse. Fifteen hundred people attended. The
bigotry which threatens to close .the World's Fair for himself." But the Senator will now be compresiding officer was Dr. Champlain, who, after a
on Sunday. ·It was time to rl.se and repel such pelled to correct his opinion, at le~tst so far as the
few preliminary remarks, read the following resotyranny. It .is this bigotry and intolerance that Christian portion of the population q,ffect it.
lutions:
the National Religious Liberty Association is fightWe do not believe this attempt n~ainst personal
"WHEREAS The Marlowe Theater built, openedand
ing.
It
is
an
attempted
union
of
church
and
liberty
would hav been made had not Congress
operated ajte;· the annexation of ;Lake to Chicago and
before the erection of the church adjoining it on the state. "I am a Christian," concluded the Rev. Dr. voted to close the Fair on Sunday The motiv is
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~illiness of the Christians in getting up. these lies is of a closed Fair Sundays should organize, meetings
something remarkable, but the expectatio~ that should not only be-held in Chicago, but in country
districts, and resolutions be forwarded to the proper
anyone will believ~ them is more so.
·
authorities. If an expression of the thinking
Cardinal Gibbonshas ordered his clergy to go people is fairly had Congress may repeal the con.
·
through their performances in their churches on dition for Sunday closing of the World's Fair.
October 21st in celebration of the discovery of The question is more important than may be sU:pAmerica four hundred years ago. Some of the posed.
The Sunday persecutions in Tennessee
cardinal's reasons for the church celebration are would be extended elsewhere if the Sabbatarians
that "the glory of the discoverer is our glory"- hav their way."
meaning the Catholic church-and that "be was
The pope bas appointed Archbishop Ireland as
born and reared in the Catholic faith, which is
illumined by his virtlte." A question not unkindly Catholic commissioner to theW orld's Fair, and it is
cause something may be done to stay the flood of
Sabbatarian intolerance which is sweeping over the put to the cardinal is bow this latter assertion tal- proposed to bav a "Catholic church exhibit," which
lies with the refusal of the Catholic church to make proposition l~ads a writer in a Western religiousland. If this is not done, it looks as though the
a saint of Columbus for the reat>on that "our dis- but an:ticatbolic-journal to make this suggestion
Seventh Day folks will all soon be in jail for working
on Sunday and the Freethinkers outlawed for coverer" kept a mistress?.
as to some of the things to be shown : The
various
holy coats, all of which the Catholic church
heresy.
The report of the organization and proceedings
bas
declared
to be the veritable coat worn by
of the Freethougbt Federation of America will
Crush the Monster !
Christ.
An
exhibition
of the historic Inquisition,
appear next week, this issue going to press too
The folly of Freethinkers trusting priests in any early for it in detail. A dis.patcb from Chicago to the with the secret tribunal in session ; the procession
relation or manner has been forcibly shown again daily press of this city says under date of the 5th : ~f the Auto-cld-fe, with the victim's robes painted
by a domestic episode in Montreal, as told by the "The Freetbougbt Federation of America bas been with flames, and the various instruments of torture
daily press. Michael Et~ier is a lawyer of promi- formally organized here. Two hundred persons which they bav so skilfully applied to Jews and herenence in Montreal. He married a very beautiful were present at the mee~ing which perfected the tics. A carefully tabulated statement of the numand pious girl. Like hundreds of the prominent organization. ']'be object is to resist the inter- ber of those who hav suffered the loss of property
Frenchmen in Canada he is a Freethinker, but fprence of the church in all matters "pertaining to or life, or both, for refusing to · accept the doctrins
. thought like other deluded men that religion might government-federal, state, or municipal.
The of the Catholic church, would also be a great benebe "good for women." His wife took a leading national headquarters of the association will be in fit to the modern collector of church statistics; and
place in her social sphere, and became connected this city -qntil after the World's Fair. One of the finally, a true inside picture of convent life, as it
with the Society of St. Vincent de Paul, the specific objects of the Federation is to bav Congress bas been, and is now practiced in the Catholic
Society of the Sacred Heart, the Society of the repeal the recent enactment requiring the Fair to church. These are some of the things, the
Infants of Mary, and a number of fashionable be closed on Sunday."
journal adds, we would be glad to see in the CathoFrench religious and social societies.
.
lic church exhibit, but even after these suggestions,
Among the bills passed by Congress at its late we fear that our modest wish will not be gratified.
. " Father " Guihot is a handsome priest of the
Sulpician order. He was appointed to one of the session was one relating to police laws and Why, we leave our readers to decide for themselvs.
oldest churches of Montreal, where Mme. Ethier ordinances for the District of Columbia. The fifth
At a meeting of Christians held in Hanover
worshiped. He conducted a special class for ladies, section of the law was this: " That it shall not be
and was also at the head of many religious organ- lawful for any person or persons to curse, swear, or county, Va., a few days ago, these resolutions were
in any passed:
izations and charities, and his endeavors for the make use of any profane language
"Resolved, That with God's help, this shall remain a
advancement of the church were always assisted by street, avenue, public space, square, road, or highChristian
community.
way,
or
at
any
railroad
depot
or
steamboat
landing
the ladies, with whom he was in constant connec"Resolved, That we will tolerate no Mormonism in our
tion. One of the most prominent members of his within the District of Columbia, or at any place
midst."
class. was Mme1 Ethil)r, as she was ·also one of his wherefrom the same may be beard, in· any such
The meeting was called and the resolutions
most valued assistants in his parish work. He also street, avenue, alley, public square, road, highway, adopted because a few Mormons bad settled in the
visited her at her home, and so confiding was her or in any such depot, railroad cars, or on board any county. There was no pretense that they were
husband that he and the priest became intimate steamboat, under a penalty of not exceeding $20 polygamists, no1· that they were bad citizens. It
friends.
for each and every such offense." At the next
was enough that they believed in Mormonism, which
The denouement came a few days ago. Father term perhaps Congress will kindly establish a rediffers from Cb1istiani ty in being more biblical
Guihot late in June went on a holiday to France. ligion for us. The Constitution of the United
than the evangelical church. After the resolutions
Last week Mr. Ethier saw a letter addressed to his States seems to bav no restraint upon the religious
bad been put a motion was carried that the body
wife in Father Guihot's handwriting. Unsuspect- members.
act as an escort to accompany the Mormons to the
ingly he read it, and was amazed at the lover-like
borders of the county. The Mormon elders bid in
A
frightful
occurrence
is
reported
from
Megan
tic,
tone assumed by the priest to his wife. His susa tobacco-bouse, but were found and promptly
picions aroused, he went to his wife's writing-desk, Canada, as follows: On July 9th, a woman there
escort~d to the county border, and having promised
while
in
labor
became
insensible,
and
it
was
thought
and there discovered a package of several score of
that they would not again enter the county, were
letters written to Mme. Ethier by Father Guihot. by those in the bouse with her and by neighbors
permitted to leave. Thomas Jefferson took credit
They proved beyond a doubt the relations that had calling that she was dead. The child was not. born.
to himself once for having accomplished the disA
priest
who
was
immediately
sent
for
arrived
existed for the past seven years between the couple.
within half an hour after the woman became uncon- establishment. of the church in Virginia. It seems
The letters which Mr. Ethier found were of a most
scious. On learning the trouble be ordered one to bav been practically reestablished by mob-law..
jncriminating character. They referred openly to
of the woman's neighbors to open her body in
the relations between the woman and her priest
A resident of this city went fishing up in one of
order
that be might baptize the child if it were still
In all of them the fondest expressions of endearthe Hudson river counties on Sunday this summer,
alive.
The
man
was
given
a
razor
and
did
as
diment were used, and some were of the most
and was arrested and con.victed. He appealed, but
scandalous nature, and mentioned several other rected by the priest. N9t much blood flowed, it
the conviction bas been affirmed. An indignant
was
stated,
at
the
first
cut,
but
from
subsequent
leading French ladies. The correspondence was
fisherman writes to the Sttn, condemning the decicutting
much
blood
flowed.
The
child
was
found
illustrated by free-hand drawings that are indealive, for it moved. Its bead and shoulders ap- sion of .the court in this case, and proposes to conscribable.
tribute to a fund to test the constitutionality of the
The discovery of his wife's unfaithfulness drove peared in view, and the priest sprinkled water upon
law
prohibiting fishing on Sunday. "There must
The child was then rethe husband almost out of his mind. He s~:mght it in ordinary baptism.
be," be says, "five thousand men in the state who
placed.
The
burial
of
the
bodies
of
both
mother
his wife and"bade her leave the house. She went
and child took place the next morning. That is sympathize with the man who fished on Sunday,
at once, and took refuge in a convent.
nineteenth-century
civilization in a Roman Catholic and I, as one of them, will contribute a dollar to a
It is the old, old story overagain. The priest is
fund to test the· right of the state to stigmatize a
country!
a serpent in every relation of life ; and the Methodman as a criminal for fishing on Sunday. If the.
ist ministers are not much better.
The United Labor and Liberal societies of Chi- court of !ast resort says the law is constitutional,
Ecrasez l'.Infdme!
cago bav wisely determined not. to abandon the then I submit, that it will be .time for some Demostruggle for an open Fair next year.
Several cratic community to ele<;~t a member of .the legislaThe San Francisco Chronicle prints this fairy meetings bav been held and more are proposed. ture pledged to secure the repeal of a law so unfair
tale. The incident is alleged to bav occurred in One of the committee having the matter in charge to the masses." The law objected to by this man
Denver, August 23d : " Last mgbt during a said to a Times reporter : "It is· our intention to is one of the pettiest of the Sabbatarian limitations,
thunder-storm Gutleif Myers, an Infidel, stood on keep this question before the public by frequent and around New York is broken by thousands
the street corner with several friends commenting meetings. The Sabbatarians bav been tl:orougbly every week from April .to November. It ..would
upon the electric currents. Looking skyward, be organized, and though in a minority bav made also be broken in the winter if the weather per-·
exclaimed : 'There is no God ; this fear is all folly !' much noise; they bav signed petitions early and mitted. But the people who break it giv no heed
He .bad h,ardly uttered the last word when a bolt of often, and, I understand, in some localities had to its injustice, and the churches t'srannize over.
lightning struck him on the bead, and a few mo- more names than the entire population; but now it them because of their heedlessness. Our wrat}lful
ments l~ter his de~d body WM c~trried home." The is time for Ql.lf sidE:l to dt.> some work, the oppQE!ers disci:plef? of :(~a,ak W p,ltoJ! ~;JlW'\lld:~o to. the fountain1

of course to close the theaters that churches and the
contribU:tion-boxes may be filled. The Christian bigots never realize that though they debar visitors to
the Fair from all amusements they will not be able
to drive them into the. churches. That much of
personal choice will still remain to them.
It givs us great pleasure to congratulate ·the·
Seventh Day Adventists upon their energy in fighting the battle of freedom. In political matters they
stand squarely upon the Freetbougbt platf orm, and
though they and the Freethinkers can never join
ranks we trust that by both working for the same
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head of the wrong and attack the religion which practically a dead letter ever since the revolution of hovers not aroll'lld this genial fireside. Here with
July, 1830, but they are yet unrepealed; and were age and youth, the evening and the dawn of life,
makes men bigots.
a sudden wave of clericalism to pass over France, both glorious with hope in summer's gorgeous
A Western paper prints this concerning one well it is not by any means unlikely that steps would weather; the groves musical; thB fields glittering,
kno.wn for his own worth ,as well as through his be taken to inhibit the carrying on of any kind of the cows wandering over ample pastures, the great
stacks shining like gold, the bright new machinery
father's popularity among Freethinkers: "George trade, commerce, or handicraft on Sunday through- rolling and thundering, the huge sheaves plunging
Remsburg, a young man living at Oak Mills, near out the length and breadth of ] ranee, and b coin- in, and the soft grain flowing forth like a cataract, the
Atchison, Kansas, has been attracting considerable pel the railway companies to run a minimum of patient horses sturdily moving around the ·appointed
attention lately by his researches in the state for trains, and agricultural laborers to abstain from track, the shouts of workers, the gay laugh· and
prehistoric remains. He has found eleven mounds hoeing out a weed or turning a sod in their fields, flash of children amid the tumult of toil-all these
on the high bluffs along the Missouri river, from and keep all Paris in the house on Sunday. It is beautiful sights and sounds of healthful human
life made the days pass dreamily along and I rewhich he has taken one complete skeleton and a great but another proof that the people hav to enjoy libjoiced in this "large margin of leisure" along the
many relics of the aboriginal races. ~n excavating erty in spite of the church; never with its consent. verge of battle and struggle.
·
a mound near Leavenworth recently he discovered
Friday and Saturday I spe:p.t in the city with Mr.
a large number of charred human bones. He also
and Mrs. L. S. Stone. Mrs. Stone was born in
About the Large Colored Picture.
the ranks of liberty. Her father was a German
found a stone oven in which- the dead were unBILLINGS, MONT., Aug. 26, 1892.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEB"ER, Sir: I am a common laborer, Freethinker, and she has inherited the bright spirit
doubtedly cremated.
The ancient Maya tribes
but
will add $10 to Mr. Bird's Picture Fund.
of her ancestry, and is thoroughly a woman of the
offered human sacrifices, and archroologists say the
GEORGE RussELL.
future. .Mr. Stone accepts Freethought in the
remains are those of that extinct race. Remsburg,
mystical light of Spiritual faith, but the glory of
CmoAGo, ILL., Aug. 28, 1892.
although but twenty-three years of age, is writing a
this world is not lost in the dream of any other.
EDITOR
TRUTH
SEEKER:
Inclosed
find
$1,
for
which
book, which is entitled, 'Prehistoric Man m
J::,. A. Doolittle, one of the leading lawyers of Eau
send the Bible Picture Book. You may put me on your
Kansas.'"
books for $5 worth of Rock of Ages when you get them Claire, Captain Sherman, Carl_ Kammeyer, Mrs. M.
S. Swift, Mrs. F. Hubbel, R. A. Stall, J. F. Case,
A Florida corresponde~t of the.London Agnostic out. Send them C. 0. D. I get your paper every Satur- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Reinhard, Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
day of the P. 0. News Company, this city. There are
Journal sharply criticises some faults of Americans, over two hundred thousand Freethinkers in this city, but Hogan, Mrs. S. C. Case, Rudolph Walters, formerly
of Springfield, Ill., are among the friends I meet at
and as an illustration tells a pretty good story : they do not take much interest in spreading the light.
I am a ~eretic, and my better half is an Infidel; so you this point who are ready to stand by the Liberal flag.
"The Sunday laws are outrageous. Saloons are
NOTES OF FREETHOUGHT FEDERATION.
supposed to close, but they nearly all break the law know the Bible Picture Book will be welcome in our
Up to date I hav received five hundred and sixty
house.
B. A. SHAw.
(as in England many do); but this is practically
names for the· Freeth ought Federation, and this
winked at, and the saloonkeepers are in a manner
Paine Farm Stock.
before the first meeting has been held. It will not
blackmailed by being periodically arrested and James A.· Greenhill, Clinton, Iowa ............................ $50 take long to enroll ten thousand names.· M. P.
Braffet, of Scofield, Utah, sends twenty-four names,
fined; but no real attempt is made to stop the
and writes : " It is certainly the time for the Libertraffic-the fines help the taxes so, don't you see'?
als of this country to organize politically." W. F.
A man was fined $200 for selling ten cents' worth
Kelley, of Springfield, Ill., writes: "You hav my
of butter on Sunday. I was recently in the comfullest consent, and I hope we may be able to acNews and Notes.
pany of the attorney-general of a Northern state,
complish something for that liberty which we ought
I had a fine time at Eau Claire. The lectures, to possess, but do not." Geo. B. Tyler, o_f Ocala,
who laughed at the above._ 'Oh, that is nothing,'
said he; 'in the city where I liv it was, till recently, however, were not so successful as l hoped for. It Fla., writes : "We will never hav our rights re~
illegal to play music on Sunday, to smoke a cigar w.as a bad time of the year. It was in the midst of spected until we are felt at the ballot-box." C. F.
"thrashing.'' There was a strike on also among
in the street, etc. A man asked me to defend him the mill hands, and they were leaving town by the Bergman, of San Francisco, writes : "The importance of such a movement should hav been considon the latter charge ; there was no defense ; he hundreds. Then the circus came along, and who ered and acted upon long ago. As a consequeace
admitted the smoking, and was fined $5 and costs. can contend with a circus~ So my audiences on we find the Wanamaker and kindred bigots enI was so incensed that I conferred with my friends, Friday and Saturday evenings were "fit, though throned to govern the nation." Franklin Steiner,
and we prevailed on a beer-garden proprietor to few.'' I did not lecture on Sunday evening be- of Des Moines, writes : "I hav read with satisfacemploy a Sunday band, and gave notice to the cause it was expected that Unitarian clergymen tion your call for a new Freethought association.
would occupy the pulpit. Yes, I lectured in a pulpolice. The bandsmen and saloonkeeper were ar- pit, a good, nice, broad pulpit, the pulpit of the The church is the greatest enemy of political as well
as religious liberty."
Mrs. Ella Tomlinson, of
rested, and each fined $5 and costs. But listen to Unitarian church of Eau Claire. I must thank Mr.
Butler, Ind., sends thirty-eight names. James A.
the sequel. On the following Sunday seven law- L. A. Doolittle and the trustees and members of Greenhill, of Clinton, Ia., sends another list with
yers, of whom I was one, visited every church in this church for their kindness and liberality in al- one hundred and sixty names. He writes: "I went
the city and' (slapping his knee and laughing lowing the free use of the building for my lectures. to Mount Pleasant park yesterday, and the presiboisterously) ' arrested every damned organist! Although I might say some things that the Unita- dent, J. s, Loveland, took right hold and we got
rians would not indorse, still they were willing to the names of most that were on the ground." Our
Well,i he continued1 'there was a great scandal.
giv a fair chance to the "open and avowed Infidel." Spiritualist allies are not behind in this new moveThe judge called me into his room, and begged me
I had a delightfUl vacation, however, with Mark ment. . Dr. J. M. Endicott, of Oakdale, Cal., sends
to withdraw the charges; but I insisted on his con- Sherman and his family on the farm about two over one hundred names. With such workers as
victing the whole batch, and he had to do it!'"
miles out of town. I arrived on Monday evening, Greenhill and Endicott it will not take long to
and as I was disappointed about arrangements for muster one hundred thousand.
The following
, The Editor of the Children's Corner in henillie"t- lectures at neighboring places, I had several days strikes the key-note :
ter from Paris last week drew quite a pretty pict- for rest, and I enjoyed them to the utmost. Mark
W · NTAGH, N. Y., Aug. 31, 1892.
Sherman is an Infidel by the eternal decrees of
~fR. S. P. PUTNAM, Dear Sir: Your call to the Liberure of a Parisian Sunday, and makes one long for nature. It was in his blood and brain. He was
als of America to meet at Chicago on Sunday+. September
such predominance of common sense in the United such an out and out unbeliever that when he read 4th for the purpose of organizing the ".t!"reethought
States. But for all its freedom, Sunday is enjoyed the record of his own birth in the family Bible he Federation of America," meets with my hearty approval.
Recent legislation h!ls s~own that any demand which t~e
in France against the will of the clergy, and every could scarcely accept it. There is so much fiction clericals may make Is likely to be granted by our legisParisian of them all is a legal criminal. France has in the Bible it might extend even to the genealog- lators. Our liberties are no longer secure. Constitutional guarantees, once considered sacred, are disreher Sunday laws, dating hack to the sixth century, ical tree. His father tore out the record and Mark garded. Our protests and remonstrances are unheeded.
placed it where he could hav more confidence in its Our just demands are treated with contempt. Surely the
when every man, free or enslaved, nativ or stranger,
veracity. There is some logic in this, for there
for action has arrived. Complete and thorough
was commanded to refrain from working on the really are so many fibs in the Bible that when you time
organization as a political force seems the one thing
first day of the week, and disobedience was pun- come to the truth itself it is such a surprise that needful. Without organization we cannot hope to acished by fine and flogging. And to the debauched you can hardly recognize it. Mark Sherman has complish practical results. Backed by a well-organized
political force our protests and demands wo1,1ld be
Francis I. France owes equally severe edicts for the never kept anything back. He spnaks right out, heeded. Let us all unite in such an organization as is
preservation of the "Lord's day." These stringent and his Infidelity is well known in this country. proposed and do our utmost to stay the tide of religious
usurpation which seems ready to overwhelm us. In such
laws were not repealed until after the great French But the ministers declare, " Oh, what a good Chris- a party as it is proposed to organize, disputes about partian he would make," for he owes no man any- ticular beliefs or disbeliefs would be out of place. The
Revolution. Napoleon was a statesman, not a thing, is ready to help, and has a happy home.
one great object of maintaining our rights and liberties
priest. But on the return of the Bourbons in 1814 The churches would like to hav him on their roll, should engage the first attention of each and every memthe restored king combined with the clergy to re- for his way of living is all right. It is. his unbelief ber. In the Freethought Federation of ~erica let
there be but one ism-Liberal-ism. Let Liberals .of
establish the old Sabbatarian regulati-ons. By a that is so terrible.
ever.v school unite for mutual protection.. Let no ~pecial
Mr.
Samuel
Sherman,
the
father
of'
Mark
Sherlaw of Nov:. 18, 1814, the exercise of all trades and
ism be introduced to produce mternal strife and discord.
need to use all our strength against the common
industries was prohibited on Sundays, and on all man, is eighty-eight years old apd is .still bright as We
a dollar. He is a stanch Freethinker, and believes, enemy. We cannot afford to fritter away any of it in infestivals recognized by the state. Shopkeepers
strife.
but does not profess to know, that there is some ternal
I think I can safely assure you that the L!bera~s of this
were forbidden to take down their shutters ; port- truth in Spiritualism, and that we may liv in the
section will be with you heart and hand 1n this moveers and stallkeepers were not allowed either to carry beyond. But he thoroughly enjoys this world, ment. All of them that I hav spoken with giv ~s
goods in the street or set up their booths in public has lived a busy and prosperous life, and the remi- surance of earnest support. I intend to see every Liberal hereabouts as soon as I can, and urge all to send
places; and severe restrictions were laid on wagon- niscences of his long career are deeply interesting. their names and contribute some of the" sinews of war,"
He
sent
three
sons
into
the
war,
Mark
Sherman,
for I am aware that this latter item is ~ssential. As so_on
ers and carters who transported merchandise on
as any contributions are obtained, I wm forward mth
the Sabbath. Labor was tabooed both in factories Captain Sherman, and one other Slon not now liv- my
own. Hope to send something in a few days.
ing. He believes in· our flag, but he wishes to
and in fields, and in 1822 two day-laborers were make it the flag of liberty, and i.s ·on the roll of
Yours respectfully,
· B. B. JACKSON.
prosecuted and convicted· at Chateau-Thierry for the Freethought Feqeration.
With such assurances of support from all parts
having been found at work in their master's vineMrs. Sherman and all the bright, robust children of the country, it is evident that the hour has come
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
yard on a Sunday. These laws, however, hav been are Freethinkers. The shadow of superstition for Liberal politics.
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The Genesis of' Religion.
While there are many forms of religion, each of
which is claimed to be the only true one, there are
hardly any real logical reasons for believing that all
are not the more cr less elaborated offsprings of
the first crude ideas of a deity, and those first ideas
must hav been formed many ages prior to the earliest times treated of in the Bible.
Although the Hebrew and Septuagint texts of the
Bible state that man was placed on the earth only
about six to eight thousands of years ago, geological
research has brought to light quite tangible proofs
that man has been on the earth many times the
length of the perio~ according to the Bible.
While we are smiling at the absurdities of early
religions we must not forget that less than five
hundred of years ago most people believed, absolutely, the earth to be :flat; then, again, while we
are, perhaps, laughing at the older belief that the
{:larth is :flat and resting on the back of an
elephant, resting on the back of a tortoise
-resting on what ?-we must also bear in mind,
that as the ancients pro'bably believed the tortoise
to be broad enough to rest on the ait sufficiently to
hold up the elephant that supported the earth, it is
also quite possible that some of the religions still
believed in may hav somewhat of a tortoise-~e
foundation.
In treating of the probable genesis of deistic religions I shall, for the sake of brevity, make use of
the word "effects" as embracing, individually or
collectivly, the cmovements of the sun, moon, and
stars ; the formation, collection, and discharges of
the clouds ; the increase and decrease of the thermBl properties of the atmosphere, with the attending changes in the appearance of nature ; the different velocities and pranks of the winds; the rise
and fall of the tides ; eclipses, comets, waterspouts,
volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, and other phenomena of nature.
I shall also make use of {he term "early man" to
designate the very early inhabitants of. the eart:Q.,
among whom religion no doubt was born.
At first the effects were only passingly noticed by
the early man, but as they were forced to his notice
at more or less frequent intervals he must hav given
them more and more thought and gradually t..ried
to think out the cause of the effects.
The early man could not conceive the sun as
being a burning mass about ninety-five millions of
miles away from, and about fourteen hundred thousands of times more · bulky than, the earth; nor
could he conceive any of the seemingly small
twinkling stars as being larger and farther away
from the earth than the sun is, but regarded the
sun as a small disk of very powerful light; guided
in its course by some invisible power; and his conception of the other effects was in a similar. vein.
The early man laid himself to sleep, awoke and
found that he was still at the same place he had
laid himself to sleep the evening before, and- yet he
had vivid recollections of having had intercourse
with some· fellow-beings and perhaps of having
traveled quite a distance since the time he had
gone to sleep, and yet on awakening found that he
had not moved away from his sleeping-place. This
confused him somewhat. He also had dreams of
associating and having intercourse with fellowbeings who, he knew, were no longer among the living; this also. confused him and caused him to
think not a little and to finally arrive at the conclusion that the beings he saw while asleep were real
people but akin to what are sometimes termed
"ghosts."
Seeing that no inanimate thing moved from place
to place of its own accord but that human aid was
required to make it, and aided by the outcome of
his th9ughts .concerning his dreams, the early man
soon determined that the effects were caused and
controled by invisible human beings.
Seeing or feeling the differences in the qualities
and quantities of the effects, the early man concluded that the invisible human beings were of more
or less gigantic forms, in proportion to the effects
controled. This aroused more or less of the awe
o1 the early man, and, as he was benefited by some,
and in some way injured by others, he reasoned
that some of the causes of the effects were good and
the others evil beings. These causes were gradually appealed to to increase or diminish their
effects according to the wishes or supposed welfare
of the early man.
At first the causes were only appealed to for a
desired result, but soon the empirical knowledge
possessed by the early mcin taught him that, as human beings were generally pleased to hav tempting
viands (such as they were) presented to them, and
a.s the qauses of the effects were believed to be more
or less gigantic human beings in spirit form, it was
also believed that offerings of food would hav the
same effect on the causes ~ts on early man, and so,

naturally enough, offerings of foods were made to
the causes before or while being appealed to for an
increase or diminution of their effects.
Gradually a difference in the manner of appealing and making offerings was resorted to to conform
to the supposed natures and attributes of the
ca'l,lses.
Later on the belief in a dwelling-place for the
causes took root and developed in to the belief in the
existence of separate abodes for good or evil causes,
and as sunshine was so agreeable and darkness so
repulsiv to the early man, he, quite naturally, believed the abode of the good causes to be always
bright and the environments always joyful, while
the abode of the evil causes was believed to be in
continual darkness and the seat of all misery.
As early man was divided into tribes and as
each tribe was ruled by a chief, it was quite natural
to reason that the different tribes of causes were
also ruled by different chiefs whose subjects acted
.according to their wishes. But why spirit beings,
any more than human beings, should want to be in
continual darkness, was rather puzzling until early
man saw the results of two men coveting the chiefship of a tribe, and then early man believed that at
first all the causes dwelt in the abode of continual
light and joyousness under the rule of one cause
whose twin-brother wanted to become the chief. The
brothers disputed each other's claims, and the other
causes espoused the claims of one or the otp.er, and
finally massed under the respectiv desired. chiefs to
decide the question of supremacy. The vanquished
causes were hurled by the victors into continual
darkness and misery to be there ruled by the will
of the would-be usurper. Thereafter the different
tribes of causes did all in their power to make the
inhabitants of the earth either good or bad so that
when they died their spirits (breath) would go to
swell the numbers of the followers of either the
chi9f of good or chief of evil caus~s.
These ideas gradually became more elaborate and
also brought about the discontinuance of the appealing and offering of sacrifices to individual causes
only to be directed to the chiefs. Soon the early
man reasoned, and acted accordingly, that by keeping the more powerful chief of good continually
pleased he would prevent the machinations and
ambitions of the chief of evil from becoming very
effectiv and thus trend more toward the spiritual
well-being of early man than by making appeals
and offering sacrifices equally to the chiefs of the
good and evil causes.
These beliefs became more and .more popular,
but without being systematized, until relativly wise
men taught the more recent early man to worship
only the chief of good according to certain forms.
The teachings of these early relativly wise men
were quite dogmatic, rather more ethical than
religious, and often more cruel than just; but they
laid the foundation for the different religions that
hav come to us in the teachings of Moses, Mohammed, Buddha, Confucius, and Christ, as taught and
written by themselvs or disciples, and all of them
agreeing on at )east one thing, the living up to,
which marks the genesis of the true religion and
forms the keystone of the rainbow of life: 1 mean.Do unto others as you would be done by.
EDWIN HoME.'
-----------

P. F. Shumaker On Money.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of August 13th Mr. Shumaker says: "Without a specie basis for money I
am not able to think how we could determin the
value of a paper imit or note of exchange. . . .
What will we measure the value of a paper dollar with 1"
I make the above a text for a few remarks.
The idea that a money exists, or ever did, or ever
can, that has in the material of which it is composed an intrmsic value equal to the money units
called for on its face, is an idea founded in prejudice and error; it is an impossibility in the nature
of things. It is a financial superstition come down
to us from the ages of despotism, barbarism, and
ignorance, which the people as a body hav not yet
been able to outgrow.
How is the intrinsic value of any and of every
thing in the world determined ? By the price it
will bring, other things being equal, in the markets
Of the world for use in the arts and sciences. Is
not this an incontrovertible proposition? Now
then, to find the intrinsic value of gold and silver we
must know what they would be worth in the markets of • the world if there were no demands for
them for coinage into money; and which in a reasonable view of the case would not be over onefourth of their present nominal value. So the gold
dollar of to-day has twenty-five cents of intrinsic value and seventy-five cents of flat value;
and yet it has no more purchasing or debt-paying
power than a full legal-tender paper dollar. They

are both given for value received, for a dollar's
worth of labor or the products of labor. Labor is
the only true measure of the value of any products
of labor. The relativ value of all products, other
circumstances being equal, depends on their relativ
volumes, and, money is no · exception to. this rule.
Money can be kept at a uniform volume, say so
much per capita of the population. That would
make the relativ value of money to the whole aggregate of products uniform, but not to the particulars,
which would be likely to vary in volume.
When money is plenty prices are high, except interest. When money is scarce prices are low, except interest. But interest for the use of money is
wrong, and will sooner or later crush any people in
the world. The laboring people of the United
States to-day are carrying the enormous burdens of
nine millions of mortages and thirty billions of
interest-bearing debt; and unless this burden is
taken off their shoulders it will crush them into the
earth. Remember that labor creates all wealth, and
pays all taxes, and all interests, and all profits.
But let us go back to the gold and paper dollars.
The tax-payers hav to pay one hundred cents for
the material to make a gold dollar, which after it is
made contains only twenty-five cents of intrinsic
value and seventy-five cents of fiat value, whilst for
the material of a paper dollar they pay not over one
cent, and which when made contains one hundred
cents of fiat value. Quite a difference in the cost of
two dollars which hav the same purchasing and
debt-paying power. And now in proof of the superiority ()f the full legal-tender paper dollar I will
refer to the republic of Venice, which issued an in:fl.ated currency of paper credits for value received,
not redeemable in any other money, making them a
full legal tender for all debts, public and private.
These credits always stood at a premium above gold
and silver in the money market for more than six
hundred years until the system was arbitrarily
abolished by Napoleon when he conquered the
country. What better evidence than this, after a
successful trial of six hundred years, of the superiority of the full legal-tender paper dollar given for
value received, and ~acked up by the whole wealth
and power of the nation? I think I hav answered
Mr. Shumaker's questions beyond controversy and
proved the superiority of a full legal-tender paper
money over any other yet invented.
No country has any just right to impose on the
people an interest-bearing debt, and there is never
any reasonable or just excuse for doing it. The
money of a nation should always be represented by
the debt of the nation, which should never be
interest-bearing. And it should be a -nrisdemeanor
for any individual or corporation to take interest
for the use of money.
F. H. MARSH.
Globe Village, Mass.

The Story of Colonel Ingersoll's Eventful
Life Retold.
T. 0. Oraw.tm·a in

the

Inaia-:'apolis Journat.

~o.L Robe~t ~-. Ingersoll IS one of the _most
striking and mdi~dual men among the pro~me~t
people of the Umted States. He has now lived m
New York nearly t_en years, and is oftener~ eard of in
the courts than m the lecture-room or m the field
of politics, where he used to be so conspicuous a
figure.
The colonel has gone through a wide
range of experience and has come to the conclusion
that there is more to interest him in the practice of
his profession than there is to be found in the field
of politics. Politics he has almost dropped. He
occasionally appears as a lecturer and continues as
of old to occupy his position of a bold and advanced
Freethinker.
I asked him, during a recent call, if he had
modified in any way his views concerning religion.
Was he, with ripening years, as earnest an opponent
of orthodoxy as when he first began~ His reply to
this was most emphatic, although I shall not pretend to quote his language. He said that he was
more of an enemy to-day to every form of so-called
orthodox religion as a combination of "meekness
and 'maligmincy."

1

I hav seen Colonel Ingersoll a great many times
during the last fifteen years, and I hav never seen
him so adverse to public compliment and so anxious,
in plain words, to keep out of the newspapers as
now. In my talk with him I said something about
writing a sketch, and he said, with evident shrinking, that no man's life should be written until he
was dead. "Who can know anything about any
man!" said he. ".Who can understand the motivs
that control him~ What man understands himsell!" He then went on to say, with a funny
twinkle in his eye, that there were just two things
in the world very hard to bear.· One was to be
hated by the public and the other was to be loved

places. . He has all that he can do and is generally
One of the strongest and best things that :t hay
recogmzed as one of the foremost nien of his time witnessed in the colonel's career occurred at a sup~·
as a w~ter, as a. public speaker, and as a lawyer. per given by an uptown club in New York several
There IS no lecturer in the field to-day who draws years ago. Around the table there were gathered
such vast audiences. When I was in Chicago last actors, authors, newspaper men, dramatic writers,
fall the colonel was announced to lecture in the and clubmen. Colonel Ingersoll was one of the .
great auditorium. This · audience-chamber will honored guests of the club. It was the habit of
hold some seven thousand people. Every seat was this club at the dinners thus given to hav a. special
filled. During the two hours ·he talked no one subject for discuss~on. This night the subject was:
moved except to applaud or to laugh, and such was "Is Marriage a Failure 1" The tone of the talk was
the magic charm of his eloquence that no one left commonplace, vulgar, inane, almost idiotic. One'
during the two hours, and he could hav held the guest after another made some commonplace attempt
audience for two hours longer had he so willed.
to be witty at the expense of the institute of marHe learned in Washington that there .was not riage. In the Inidst of this talk the colonel's turn
very much real difference between the two parties came, and I hav never seen a more triumphant disw~en t~eY: came together at the national capital. play of the influence of serious and dignified treatHI~ m~ mteres~ to-day in politics is owing to his ment of what is the most serious and dignified
belief m protectiOn, although he said the cause of thing in life. It was like a cool wind displacing an
protegtion would be very much stronger if the atmosphere of malaria. The colonel, with a brush
manufacturers were not " such hogs." He believes of his hand, waved aside the idle talk of the moment
in protection because it builds up diversified in- and said that the man who says that marriage is a
~ustries, and.in his opinion givs greater opportuni- failure has never stood with his hand locked in the
ties for th~ development and employment of skilred loyal grasp of a wife and mother at the side of a
Colonel Ingersoll made his first appearance in brains. In speaking of the field of politics and of child's grave. The tribute which followed to marthe field of national politics in the conve~tion of politicians he said: "Popularity and statesman- riage, to love and its duties, was so eloquent, so
1876•.in Cincinnati. It was his eloquent tribute to ship in politics consist in having a good-sized convincing, and so touching that. there was hardly
Mr. Blaine in that convention which gave him his swill-trough. The longer the trough and the more a dry eye in the room when he finished. His speech
national reputation. He was already well known in swill, the greater the statesman. His popularity put an end to the discussion. The colonel is by
the West as one of the most effectiv speakers on the ceases and his statesmanship disappears with the nature a loyal enthusiast. He is a firm friend, and
stump and one of its coming lawyers. His pictur- trough!" He thought a swill-trough would be a does not understand friendship clouded by personal
esque imagery, his power as an orator, as displayed most appropriate monument at the head of the interest. Hie devotion to his family is one of the
then attracted wide attention. A number of his grave of a politician in these days. He then went most marked traits of his nature.
As he comes to be better understood, there is
Western speeches were then reproduced, and made on to talk in a more serious vein by saying that the
profound impressions on account of the real char- respect of everyone followed the man who fought less misrepresentation of his attitude before the
acter of his eloquence. His soldier's dream, called for some principle. "The man who fights for a world. People hav come to believe that he is sin"A Vision of War," is one of the most eloquent principle, let it be protection, honest money, hon- cere in his disbelief and are not disposed to quarrel
est elections, or whatever it may be, is respected if with him about it. I asked him if he did not find a
things in the language.
It was soon after the convention of 1876 that he goes down. He has got something, but the great deal of change in public sentiment in the last
Colonellngersoll came to Washington and joined his man who fights for mere office, for mere position,_ few years upon the subject, in the directions ·of
brother, who had already a fine legal practice in the and fails to get it, goes down and disappears. He greater tolerance of the views of Freethinkers. To
national capital. The two brothers were thoroughly has no trough, no supply for it, consequently he is this··he gave the most decided affirmativ. People
hav greatly changed in the last fifty years, he
devoted to each other. They worked together as lost." .
While the colonel may be cynical .in the fif'ld of thought. "If they had not," said he, "I .could not
two brothers should. The death of E. C. Ingersoll
was a great blow to the colonel. The field of poli- politics and skeptical in the field of ' religion, in liv. "
He finds, however, that the clergymen are as untics proved a very disappointing one during the what relates to the comfort and happiness of those
·campaign of 1876. The colonel was very activ. about him he is anything but that. When he relenting as ever, and from them he receives no
He was in great demand by the campaign com- lived in Washington he kept an open house. His concessions. In speaking of this he said: ''There
mittees, and spoke very often with great force and hospitality was of the most genial Western West. is such a vein of snobbery that runs all through the
effect. Yet he found after Hayes was inaugurated He found this hospitality tremendously abused. existing systems of religion." No one, in his judgThe tribes of cranks who flourish in Washington ment, was so snobbish as a servant standing up for
that there could be no recognition of those services.
He held that if the party managers could ·afford swarmed into his house until he was obliged to the importance of his master. The JllOre important
to use his services during the campaign they could practically shut it up to guard himself against the the master the greater the snobbishness. So what
afford after the campaign to recognize him: His horde of crackbrained visitors. One night, during must be the feeling of the serv-ant toward a Freefriends proposed his name for the Inission to Berlin. one of his Sunday evening receptions, Dr. Mary thinker who has criticised the master which he
Mr. Hayes said that he could not shock the relig- Walker came to the door and insisted on coming in. regards as infinit 1
A recent caller upon Colonel Ingersoll said:
ious people of the country by appointing him to any The servant did not know what to do. Dr. Mary
place. The colonel never asked for anything. He was dressed in a full suit of broadcloth and carried "You are too critical. Why, I believe you would
was always too proud and high-spirited for that. a high hat. The colonel came himself to settle the even criticise the Lord's prayer."
"It i~:~ a subject for criticism," said the colonel.
If he had been offered the Berlin mission he would difficulty. He said to Dr. Walker: "I never yet
•· In what way1" .was asked.
hav declined it. He gave his services free and closed my door in the face of any human being, and
"In the phrase 'lead us not into temptation,'"
willingly, and when this objection was brought to I do not say that my doors now close in your face.
him he ceased for the time to take very much inter- Dressed as you are you cannot come in here. If was the reply. "It is an insult to the power to
est in politics, and devoted himself to his law busi- you care to come back in the habiliments of your whom it is addressed to suppose that he should
Would
ness as before. In the Garfield campaign he was sex you are welcome," It is needless to say that want to lead anyone into temptation.
it not be more respectful to say, 'lead us from
:again invited to take part in the canvass. He good- the doctor went away angry.
It is in the household that the colonel is seen a~ temptation 1' "
maturedly complied. He was more activ even in
The colonel is a great believer in a man's having
this campaign than in the preceding one. Garfield his very best. His wife is as keenly interested in
was elected. The man whom he had nominated at life and in the mental occupation of her husband as sincere convictions. , Some time ago a would-be
Cincinnati in !876 with so much eloquence was he can be·. The atruosphere of the house is the lecturer called upon him for advice as to how he
made secretary of state. Mr. Windom, a personal happiest conceivable. A spirit of kindness rules should succeed in the lecture field. The colonel
friend, was made secretary of th:> treasury. Colonel everywhere. The colonel is devoted to his family, asked him if he had any special subject in hand.
Ingersoll at that time occupied a high seat in the in- and his life is as pure and clean on the private side The visitor replied no; he had come to the colonel
for a subject. The latter replied that the only adterior counsels of the administration. He was con- as the most severe critic could demand.
One day in Washington a lady called at the col- vice he had to giv to any man before going into any
stantly consulted by the. makers of the cabinet, and
was very close to Garfield and to Mr. Blaine. I re- onel's house for the purpose of converting him to the field of literature or the like would be, first, to hav
member during the uncertain period when Mr. Blaine cause of religion. She represented some missionary something to say ; second, to believe what he said
was in the Senate and had not yet told the public society. She came into the hall of the house, trem- sincerely, and third, to say it in as simple a manner
that he would go into Garfield's cabinet, that I sent bling at her own audacity in invading the household as possible.
The colonel has made, perhaps, the greatest numa note up to Colonel Ingersoll asking him when he of this great Freethinker. The colonel was called
thought Mr. Blaine would resign from the Senate and she explained, with trembling voice, the object ber of admirers and the fewest enelnies in his lectand come out. I hav his autograph reply, in which of her visit. She expected to be overwhelmed with ures upon "The Family." His lecture on "The
he said: "Mr. Blaine, I think, will not let g.O the rude and sarcastic laughter, but she met only the Liberty of Man,. Woman, and Child" has had, per"
tail of one eel until he has a firm grip on the next. polite and smiling good nature of the colonel. He haps, the widest circulation of any of his writings.
said: "I feel complimented, but let's not make the A friend of the colonel related an incident which is
-R.G.I."
Colonel Ingersoll received no recognition at the matter too serious. I'm just going out to dinner. suggested by the topic of this lecture. He said that
hands of this administration, made up almost en- Won't you come out to dine with us, and you may he and the colonel were once walking through the
tirely of his personal friends. The reason given hav an opportunity there of saying what you want Union railway station at Pittsburgh to change a train.
was the same. The religious people of the country to me." She accepted. The colonel introduced the On their way through the station they met a man
were too strong, and while his services were very lady to the Ingersoll family, who were prepared for and his family coming in the opposit direction.
highly appreciated, and they would always be glad everything always, and who showed nothing but The man had his hands in his pockets and was
to hav thefu in any campaign, yet the road was not cordiality to the Inissionary, who was a real lady, smoking a comfortable cigar very much at his ease.
clear to giv him any great office. I never heard the and who came there animated by a high purpose. Behind him came his wife carrying a baby, weighed
colonel make any complaint. He kept on his even This lady came to the Ingersoll house, and made down with bundles and with a second child dragcourse, devoting himself after this entirely to his several attempts to convince the colonel of the ging at her skirts. The man caught sight of Colonel
law practice and the lecture field. He could with error of his ways. In the end she was so affected Ingersoll, and then darted back and picked up one
difficulty be brought to indorse even an application by the atmosphere of kindness and content in the of the children and all the bundles. His wife then
house that she came to the colonel at last and turned and stopped Colonel Ingersoll. She said~
for office.
It was not long after this that he came to New begged his pardon for attempting to convert him, "Colonel Ingersoll, I want to thank you for your
. York, where he found his talen~ as a lawyer and saying that she believed that he was in practice a lecture on the liberty of man, woman, and child.
My husband was very much impressed by ip, and he
a jurist more highly appreciated than anyw)lere much better Christian than she.
is trying to do his best to be thoughtful. Your
~lse. His Jines hav fallen now into most pleasant

by it. If you are hated you are constantly misrepresented, lied about, and persecuted in a thousand ways which malignancy alone can devise. If
you are loved, then people come. and walk all over
you and use up all your valuable time for nothing.
The ideal thing was to be ignored by the public
and to be to it an object of indifference.
In speaking of the public, he told the old story
of the man who owned the ass and a dog. He was
vlways beating the ass and petting the dog. The
ass did all the work and served his master faithfully
and could not understand why the dog was always
the object of his most affectionate. regard. He
thought it all out one day, and observed that wh:m
his master came home the dog flew at him with
joyous barks of welcome, and jumped up in his lap
as he sat down. The ass thought he would demonstrate his affection in the same way, and so came
braying at his master upon his return one day and
jumped up on his lap about the same way the affectionate public runs at one of its favorits~ and with
about the same happy result.
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presence here in this station just suggested to him
this division of labor which he has just assumed."
The colonel smiled and passed on. It was one of the
many thousand and one incidents in his life-the
coming in contact with people who like his humanity, his gentle disposition, and his thoughtful re. gard for others. He has a passionate desire for
everyone to be comfortable, contented. I hav
beard him say over and over again : "Everyone
has a right to be happy, and he is swindled out of
his rights when he is unhappy."
I think that much of his batred of religious forms
and orthodox methods comes from an ultrapuritanical training given him by his Vermont ancestors. He is a natural-born rebel against pre-·
scribed methods for doing anything unless those
methods appeal. to his common sense. . He is an
extreme believer in equal rights, and as freely accords the right of criticism to the clergymen who
oppose his views as he does in turn demand on
his own part the privilege of criticising them. It
is one of his lines of thought that if religion is
strong it cannot be weakened by criticism.
He does not believe in the Parkhurst system of
reforming society. I shall not quote any of his
language upon the subject, because he is rather
averse to criticising clergymen to the public, upon
the theory that his view of 'this class is considered
· by many . prejudiced. He considers, however,
l'arkhurst's method a wrong one and one that has
done more to poison the minds of the youth
throughout the country than any one thing that has
occurred during the century. The name of Parkhurst is associated in the minds of nearly everyone
more with what was sought to be destroyed than by
the pprpose which is supposed to hav actuated his
conduct.
·
The colonel is nearly always at work. He
possesses m<?numental industry and an extraordinary capacity for mastering a case. His mind works
with lightning-like rapidity. He seems to see all
around a:1d through a question at the same time.
He cuts short long-winded clients by anticipating in
the briefest possible moment what they wish to say.
He is slightly impatient with those who seek to
waste his time. He is a wide reader of the best
literature of this country and of Europe, and is to~ay a student.
.
His powers of satire coupled with a colder disposition would make him very unpopular, but his
satire is shaded by a kindly humor that softens the
shaft. He has such a keen appreciation of the
ludicrous, such a hatred of posing, that he soon
brings opposing counsel who are anything but simple and natural down to this earth. One day he
was arguing a case in Chicago against a very pompous attorney, who from the time he entered the
court-room until he left it always played along the
line of a prescribed part. He never made a natural
move. In the course of his argp.ment before the
jury the Chicago lawyer laid out, with great show
of theatrical display, fifteen sheets of paper in a row.
Upon each sheet of paper was a massiv point which
he argued for the jury, then formally laid the sheet
aside. As he progressed down this row of points,
laid out in his elaborate fashion, the colonel, who
was then much younger than he is now, was seized
with a wicked idea. He possessed himself of fifteen
sheets of blank paper, and, when it came his turn
to answer the fifteen-puint lawyer, he walked up to
the table in front of the jury, laid out his fifteen
blank. sheets with as great a solemnity and as much
preparation as his opponent had employed. "Now,"
said the colonel, "I will address myself to the fifteen points made by the learned counsel who preceded me." He then picked up the first sheet,
which was blank. He addressed his remarks to the
point contained thereon, which was just nothing at
all. He went through with the fifteen sheets in
this same way, calling the attention of the foreman
of the jury gravely to each blank sheet of paper.
This witty fashion of saying to the jury that counsel who preceded him had said nothing which had
any real bearing on the case, was so effectiv that it
convulsed everyone, and carried the case without
any real serious argument.
Colonel Ingersoll is a very proud, high-spirited,
kind-hearted man. ·He loves the beautiful things of
life. For music, for art, for literature, he is an enthusiast. He is always ready to help a beginner in
any _walk in life which leads upward. He is 'always
findmg some person oi talent and genius. His introductions and his help hav contributed to the success of many.

-------------------

The Declaration of Independence.
Had Jefferson never claimed to be author of the
Declaration of Independence as he did in his private
journal and in letters to friends, there is proof conclusiv that he did so in the Remonstrance of the
House of .Burgesses of Virginia, in May, 187 4, written

10. 1d92.

by Jefferson. It got by some means into circulation in England, in a very short time, where it
attracted quite a sensatio;n. Let anyone compare
the original Declaration as presented to Congress
and this Remonstrance and he will say, " If J efferson is not the author of the Declaration it was
stolen from the Remonstrance, which contains the
Declaratwn and .much more." Of whole sections
the exact language. is identical.
HoLT.

Freethinker Virginie Mauvais.
Speeches were
delivered by various Freethinkers. ·

Liberals and the World's Fair.

T.he August number of Bulletin Mensuel has two
supplements, one containing formulas of. testaments and the registration of same, the other a call
for money to the Literary Fund. The French
Freethinkers hav tested and found out the great
amount of good' resulting by distributions of
pamphlets.

American Freethinkers should draw from the late
action of Congress regarding the World's Fair
some important facts regarding the present state ?f
theology and the condition of Freethought. Those
of us who think that the time is past when we are
under obligation to fight Christianity should acknowledge their mistake. When anyone says that
the church does not and cannot influence the government, let him look at the action of the late
Congress. Last of all we should consider our own
strength, and what we can do if organized. Unless
we unite we are impotent, so far as any good work
is concerned. The church knows our weakness.
While we slumber the theological prowl about .seeking to devour our liberties. There is no question
whatever as to the fact that the majority of the people wanted the Fair open on Sunday; if put to a
popular vote we think it would hav been carried by
a greater majority than any other measure that has
come up before the American people. Why did the
church exercise so much influence and the Liberals
so little~ The answer is plain-they are organized, . we are not. The church can claim no
glory in its late victory. Such success will sooner
or later bring disaster. By fair and honorable
means they knew they would never be successful
in inducing the board of directors to concede their
demand; they therefore took to boycotting. They
said, "We will ruin the World's Fair unless its
managers get down on their knees and do honor to
Christian bigotry." The clergy, the proprietors of
saloons, ga~bling hells, and houses of ill fame,
united and accomplished their object, and in the
end will divide the profits of Sunday traffic. The
church may deny this, but it is true for all their
denial.
Liberals! Awake from your apathy. Organize
in every city, town,' or village, where there are
enough of you to form a society. Let us revive the
at present defunct American Secular Union, and if
it is dead past all resurrection let us form another.
Let our motto be, No union of church and state;
no compromise with superstition ; no peace to our
enemies till they acknowledge our rights.
Des JJfoines, Ia.
FRANKLIN STEINER.

I t.~ms of ]'oreign News Interesting to Freethinkers.
At the "Festival of Youth" held at Rheims on
July lOth over three thousand persons took part.
Since the appearance of our last "Items" sixteen new Freethought societies hav been formed
in Spain.

Secretaries of the various state· Secular societies
will confer a f~vor upon the writer of these
"Items" by sending to Gustave Nelson, Groghan,
N.Y., the number of local Unions, and of members
of the same. The statistics are.to be presented at
Madrid at the coming congress.

At the annual congress of Swedish Freethinkers
it was p:roposed to secure Mr. Lennstrand's services
by paying him a yearly salary. As matters hav
been our friend has not lived on' the fat of the land.
As yet we hav not received the minutes of the congress; hence do not know whether the proposal was
carried or not.
Mrs: Annie Besant will probably soon be joined
by Mr. Henry V. Berghell, the Swedis:P, exile, at
present speaker for a Unitarian church in this
country. In a letter to the Fritankaren he states
that he is studying Theosophy, and believes that in
that mystic faith he can find a peace which all other
beliefs and unbeliefs hav failed to furnish him.
Freethinkers in Austria do not intend to submit
to clerical dictation as regards the education of
their children. Several lawsuits are pending before courts owing to the determination of ecclesiastics to teach a religion to the children of Freethought parents, in direct opposition to the wishes
of the latter, and the public-school law of April 20,
1882.
We are pleased to inform our readers· that the
leader of the Austrian Freethinkers, ex-priest and
editor of .Der Lichtfreund, has so far recovered
from his attack of meningitis, the sequel of influenza, as to be able to edit his paper and giv his
weekly lectures at Vienna. Our friend has several
times been subjected to the charitable persecutions
of the orthodox, but never yet has he lowered ·the
banner.
In French Freethought papers a writer signing
himself "J. M." proposes that the names of the
months be changed. It is ·proposals of this and
similar kinds which work havoc in our lines. They
do but harm, partly by causing discussions, partly
by occupying space in our journals. They sE>t
brother against brother and make the church.
laugh. Personal hobbies, which do not benefit
Freethought, hav no place in our papers or societies; they direct our attention away from what is
really important.

The Freethought demonstration held on July 3d
Le Comite d'Etude Morales, the president of which
at Louvain, Belgium, was attended by. over two
is M. Jean Paul Cee, is growing. It forms now
thousand persons.
a part of both the French and Belgian Freethought
Mr. Austin Bierbower's article, "Was Christ Federations. The latest work of this Committee on
Crucified~, has been translated into Swedish and Moral Laws is the preparation of speeches to be
used on secular occasions, as adoption of children,
appears in the F1·iti.inkaren.
marriages, and funerals. These speeches, which
Frederick VQn Bodenstedt, the brilliant Free- hav been adopted by the above-named Freethought
thinker and author of the Mirza Schaffy songs, died Federations, are published in the committee's circular of May 22, 1892. ~n.y'orie who reads the
at Wiesbaden, Germany, on April 18th.
French language can secur~ a cppy of same by adIf the cholera epidemic does not interfere, the dressing Gustave Nelson, Groghan, N. Y., who is a
congress at Madrid will be a decided success. The corresponding member of the committee.
United States will be represented by our friend Mr.
Leon Furnemont.
On June 5th the Freethinkers of Charleroi, Belgium,
held their annual "Children's Festival."
May 29th there was unveiled at Faytlez-Manage
a monument in honor of the Belgian Freethinker The festival, which was of the same pattern as our
and social reformer, Abel Wart. Over two thou- Sunday-school picnies, only more rational, was
largely attended. About one hundred and fifty
sand persons were present.
children. took part in the procession. There was
During the last four years 1,657,000 crowns hav music, singing, speaking, and a general good time.
been collected in Norway for foreign missions. Not It would be very advantageous~ to Freethought
one cent was gathered in to be applied to educating here in the United States if we paid more attention
to the growing-up generation. It is not enough to
the people on religious questions ..
attack Christianity by argument, we must endeavor
On June 30th Miss Virginie Mauvais was buried to cut off the supply of the church, and that is the
at Nancy. She devoted her whole life, her vast growing-u:p generation. If we leave it alone, it will
fortune, to the education of the youth of. Nancy and either be gobbled up by the church, or, what is
·
to the erection of different secular institutions in equally bad, become indifferent.
the same city. The mayor, aldermen, and fifty
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free
thousand people followed the hearse which contained the remains of what once constituted the on application.
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Finance.
Under the heading above I hav just read an article from Mr. J. W. Abbott to which I wish to make.
a few remarks and criticism.
·
"Money is a medium of exchange." True.
" It is not necessary that it should hav an intrinsic
value or a value within itself. The less it has the
better. And it should be irredeemable."
I do not giv myself out as a finaU:cier, but with a
~ttl~ common sense one can pick a plenty of flaws
m his many, to me, senseless assertions and averments.
. If fig:m·es do not lie, they do not prove anything
either, If not supported with good arguments arid
facts.
·
Money as a m~dium of exchange is wanted, not
only between neighbors, man and man of the same
nation, but for use the world over. That money
should hav in itself no intrinsic value seems to me
fallacious. It would not suit me, or Mr. Abbott hims~lf, I should judge, after he gave it a little reflect10n. For example, I hav saved and wish to store
some of my labor for future use. If I hav received
pay for my labor in wheat or potatoes or any other
product, then I wish to exchange it for gold or
silver or jewelry-into anything that will· not perish
soon, and what everybody wishes and desires to
hay. Now, in case of fire, what would become of
my saved paper, the best Bank of England notes,
as well as his fiat money~ Where could it be found~
Gold arid silver could be searched for a:lld picked
up again with little loss if any. Therefore I de"
sire money that has intrinsic value.
Paper is a great commodity, and most necessary
for our transactions in commerce, but it is only
taken when it. comes from solid men or houses.
Paper money is· preferred to coin just as long as it
can, when wanted, be redeemed in coin, and no
longer. Irredeemable paper money would pass as
long as the issuer of it could force it, and would be
entirely worthless as a medium of exchange with
other nations.
Mr. Abbott says: " It is ·the fiat of the governt th t ak th ·
f
men
a m es e piece 0 anything money. You
would not be obliged to tak~ ten pounds of gold
for a debt of a dollar, but you would be obliged to
take
a silver dollar worth only eighty
cents." But I ask: . Who would not t~e even
1
f
t
f
on y one- our h o a pound of gold in preference to
his fiat dollar of eighty cents? Who but a fool~
It is its il).trinsic value that makes the difference
and its desirableness.
Mr. Abb ott says paper is the least liable to
fluctuate of anything imaginable. It has been in the
memory of our own age found that this is untrue.
The Confederacy had plenty of paper; the more it
•t
use d th e l ess I s value became; and what is it worth
now~ ·Venice was in its time immensely rich and
wealthy, as England is now, and its banknotes
were preferred to coin, the same as is the case
with the notes of the Bank of England, but it
had gold and silver for their redemption. Russia's
notes were redeemable in copper and were a
hindrance in commerce, as I .read, ana were simply
forced fiat money. Rational beings do not want
irrede.emable paper money.
· That this republican government has made
vicious laws all in favor of banks, railroads, and
monopolies in general, for the rich, is only too true.
It cannot be denied it was done because it was and
is in the interest of themselvs, the legislators, so to
do.
People hav the voting power, but are too ignorant yet to use it with profit. Abolish all and
every kind of taxes with the exception of two. Let
all expenses of the state, county, and city be raised
from the land value only; all improvements be
freed. The general government should raise all
its revenues simply and solely from a graduated
income tax. This, in my view, woul.d take an
immense burden from the poor and middle class
' and put it where it belongs, on the rich, on those
able to pay, on the most protected and favored
classes. But besides this, as long as the people in
general are willingly bujlding costly, but worse
than useless, churches by the thousands, and labor
to sustain an army of parasites of priests and ministers, there is no hope for betterment. All I can do
is to fall in with Puck and cry, "What fools these
mortals be!"
FREDERICK KoEZLY.
New Yorlc, Aug. 27, 1892.

Senators at Prayer.
The United States Senate at prayer presents a
study for the curious who love to inquire into the
peculiarities, whimsicalities, and absurdities of the
great. · Promptly when the clock indicates the hour
of noon, the vice-president and the chaplain enter
the Senate ; the lattsr ascends to the stand of the
.:presiding officer, standing below him, givs• one rap

with the gavel, and then the prayer proceeds with
a good _deal of . suggestion of lip-service. Mr.
Morton IS all emmently respectableolooking man.
It would_ be an impossibility for him to commit an
act of mdecorum, says the Louisville CourierJournal.
He would make an admirable lord
mayor of London. His attitude is that of devo"
tion without any degree of humility.
Of the
Senators, Messrs. Palmer, Hawley Paddock and
Gibson, of Louisiana, throw all th~ devotion' and
humility into the service that the taw allows.
One continually expects to hear an unctuous
amen fro~ each one of them at any moment during
Allithe serVIRces.
Sawyer, Morrill, Sherman, Frye,
son; ansom, Vest, Vance, Cameron, and Butler
are careless and unconcerned and somewhat bored.
Hoar and Dawes rise. Washburn keeps his seat
a;nd yawns visibly, if not audibly, two or three
tunes before the final amen; Brice also keeps his
seat, but bends his head on his hand Methodist
probation fa_shion. Stanford, too, keeps his seat
for the suffiCient reason that he is very weak in his
pins, he having No. 5legs and No. 12 trunk. His"
cock is the most bored man in the Senate when the
devotional exercises are under way. He glances
around the chamber, scans the galleries, and seems
to be completely exhausted. With an immense
stomach for biscuit, a big head for thought, and a
powerful frame for action Hiscock was born lazy
and has never grown out of it.
But for that he would hav been spe'aker of the
House in 1881, and but for that he would hav been
a big man in the Senate. As for his colleague, Hill,
he is not in it at the hour of prayer. He remains
in the cloakroom until the Senate is ready for business. · Quay, doubtless through associations with
Wanamaker, has learned to assume an easy if not
graceful attit!lde-a happy medium between humility and carelessness. It is notable that the Senate never fills up till after the chaplain yields· the
chair to the vice-president.

was that some of this majority threw themselvs
helplessly in the lap of the church, declarinG" that
it was "not wise legislation" to resist the religious
element of our land, thus virtually advertising that
whatever a majority of the religionists of the
country demand, they can hav. And with this invitation, the churches will not be slow l.n putting in
their demands.
True,. what Congress has done so f~r, pertains
only to _the Fair, regulating the action of the people'
only with reference to that. But with this as a
beginning, how long before a Sunday law, properly
so call~d, for all the people in all places, for which
there IS now such a deafening clamor, will be
secured~

Two of' Our New Books.
From the Kansas City Times.

Thomas Ellwood Longshore's '·Higher Criticism
in Theology and Religion Compared with Ancient
Myths and Miracles as Factors in Human Evolution," consists of the calm and clear opinions of
a "reformed Quaker, who at the age of eighty years
has announced to the world his final conclusions
about some questions which hav agitated and perplexed mankind since the early morn of civilization."
The various chapters giv- ample evidence of the
great learning, balanced mind, and profound reasoning of the aged author. Among the subjects
treated are "The Old and New Testaments"
"What is Religion~" "The Soul and Immortality:"
"Idolatry and Fear," "Morality and Ethics,"
"Education," "Sociology," and "Thoughts on
Death."
The book comprises a vast fund of information
concerning theologies of the past and present, and
is written in a manner apt to attract and hold the
attention of all minds endowed with a love of
intelligent investigation.· Regarding the institution
under whose guidance man has stumbled through
the ages, Mr. Longshore says: "The church is
Dedicated to Engraving on Title-page of "The Truth as certainly corrupt as the world, but it is a corruption. of a refined and subtle order, which generSeeker " August 7th.
Science! We hail thee! No better friend has man.
ates pride and a sense of self-righteousness that
Savior of the race, unheralded, unsung,
will not submit to criticism or disparagement. It
Thou, the "rock of ages," wert ere worlds began.
may help those who hav fallen very low up to its
Always right, though oft cajoled by wrong.
own level; that is the best it can do. If you aspire
Science! Jewel fair! Thou art the king of kings;
to anything beyond you are safer, better off outside
We know thou art, no matter what thy name.
The casinos yields to thee, the scepter flings,
t.han you are in the church. Turn your attention
And plumes thee victor in the vast domain.
to science, to the advanced thoughts of thinkers
Science! Thou Alpha and Omega art! To thee
outside the church; the prescribed higher class of
E'en sky and sea, the vast and great unknown,
Their secrets yield. Thou hast the key.
critics, students of ethics, of social philosophy, the
Humanity, posterity, will never thee disown.
educators of the world, that are far in advance of
Science! Thou handmaid fair! We thee adore!
the church theology." [New York, Truth Seeker
We bow to thee alone, our only hope.
Publishing Company.
As time rolls on, we love thee more and more.
Friend thou ai·t, more dear than priest or pope.
Science! Crucible of all! 'Tis true that thy fair name
Has been assailed. By bigots crushed to earth
The Kansas Freethinkers' Association
Thou risest up more valiant, and with wider fame:
Will hold their third annual convention at Ottawa;
It still rolls on, this "rock " of priceless worth.
Science! Thou all in all! E'en must it be
Kan., September 9th to 14th. John E. RemsIn the great realm of fact thou stand'st secure.
burg and other good speakers will preach the gosTl!Y citadel is safe, without dogma or decreepel of truth.
Defenseless, yet fortified by all that can endure.
All Freethinkers and Liberal societies are invited
~Newark, N. J.
HENRY BIRD.
to attend and aid in the good work of teaching
reason instead of faith. Clergy and Christians a1·e
About What " The Truth Seeker"· Said.
especially invited to attend.
F1·om tne .Aavent Re·view.
The Freethinkers will hav the use of Forest park,
What of it? This is the question which some
ask concerning the late action of Congress in favor which has all the advantages of beauty, comfort,
of cl01:;ing the World's Fair on Sunday. If Con- and convenience for the entertainment of visitors.
President, C. K. LEVERING,
gress thinks best that the Fair be closed on SunBurlington, Kan.
day, what of it? What is there particularly signifSecretary, L. D. WmTE,
icant about that~
·
Halstead, Kan.
The significance of that act is just this: that Congress has now committed itself to · eligious legislation. The Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia
Lectures and Meetings.
was closeq on S_unday, but that was the act of the
managers, who had a right to so conduct it if they
SA141JEL P. PUTNAM will lecture at Masonic Hall, Ellenchose, just as the managers of the coming World's ville, N.Y., September 22d; evening subject, "Modern
.Fair would hav a right to do so if they saw fit.
Thought in the Churches."
But in 1876 there was no action of Congress in
the matter. Then why not leave the matter on the
THE Annual Convention of the Canadian Secular Union
present occasion to the commissioners who hav will be held on Saturday and Sunday, September 10 and
charge of the Fair~. There is where it should hav 11, 1892, when it is hoped that a full attendance of delebeen left.
But no ; certain Sunday zealots saw gates will be present.
here too good an opportunity to be let slip, to
E. H. HEYwOOD writes: "There will be a special concommit the nation to the fatal work of religious
legislation ; and so Congress itself must act in the vention of the New England Labor Reform League in
Boston Sunday and Monday, September 25th and 26th
matter.
In this they hav succeeded. And so far as the day and evening. Due attention will be given to fre~
influence of this action is concerned, it does not speech, the tongue and pen of our faith. Hav the lewd
matter what course events may take. It would not knaves and fools who now jail Harman anything to say
matter if the commissiorr should refuse the money for the foul crime they are guilty of?"
on the condition offered, and open the Fair on SunS. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments for October and
day ; it would not matter if the next Congress
should release the managers from the condition of November~>
2 Sco:fiel~,~ Utah.... Nov. 1, 2
Sunday-closing. The fact would still remain that Boston, Mass ...... Oct.
6, 7
9 Reno, ~ev .......... "
Congress had declared it13elf competent to legislate Cincinnati, 0...... "
Golden Pond, Ky. " 14-17 Bishop Creek and
on religious questions; and with this as a precedent, Chicago,
9-14
ill. .. .... . "
23 Round Valley, Cal "
they will be called on to do more of it.
Bartley, Neb ....... " 26, 27 Independence,Cal " 17-20
27
30 Stockton, Cal...... "
The most stupid part of the whole proceeding Denver, Col........ "
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The Indecent Bible.
LINCOLN, ILL., Aug. 22, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER for
August 20th the text illustrated by the
cut on the last page is certainly calculated
to make a decent man hold his breath. I
~ant every reader to get down his "Holy
Queer" and turn to Isa. xxxvi, 12, and
then to prove the value of iteration on
holy truths, turn to 2 Kings xviii, 27.
'£his is fully as much as anyone can stand
at one time, hence I will not at present
giv any more references.
Yours truly,
JoHN BusHEL.

by a celebrated New York divine, delivered in England, my attention was particularly called to these words: "
_
and you shall see God's hands striking the
keys and God's foot trampling the pedals
in the great oratorio of the ages."
What a narrow-minded, belittled idea
of an almighty, ali-wise, and all-powerful
God; of a being who called into existence
the almost infinit host of heavenly bodies,
placed them in their proper places and
made laws governing them, so there is no
· failure in their movements but they
swing on and on through their tremendous paths! Think of a God who always
existed, and created this heavenly host,
playing with his "hands and feet" for the
amusement of a few ilelect!)d human beings.
If man could picture a ·God that was
really above himself and one who didn't
hav all of the human attributes, bad as
well as good, it would do well enough to
tell us his plans, etc. But man never has
been able to do so and never will. Man is
the highest being we know, so God is
pictured likewise.
· A man who believes in a God who
stopped the sun in his orbit (?) simply to
giv a chosen people more daylight to
fiirish killing their enemies, and one who
would make it likewise go backward
simply as a sign for a sick king, can well
talk about a God playing with his ''hands
and feet." Giv us more nineteenthcentury enlightenment and fewer ancient
ideas.
C. C. WooDWARD.

An Oldtime Friend.
HARBoUR, ARK., Aug. 22, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I wish to say that I was
a subscriber to the grand old Investigator for twelve years, and thought no
one but Messrs. Mendum und Seaver
could conduct a Freethought paper,
and friend Bennett started a little
seven-by-nine monthly paper in Illinois,
and sent me a copy, No.1, Vol. I; and as
the Invest'igator was well established, I
would support his sheet, and the first
number was full of good reading matter.
I concluded Bennett was the very man to
run a Liberal journal. But, bless your
life, how easy it is for a man to be mistaken. The way I look at the matter now,
the present TRUTH SEEKER family are the
very men to conduct a first-class paper.
I circulate my papers to anyone that
Affair With a Catholic Lady.
will read them. I leave one at the barberNEwARK, N. J., Aug. 28, 1892.
shop and at the news-st_and.
MR. EDITOR: Four years ago I visited
J. H. HASLAM.
Roselle, N. J, conversing with a Catholic
lady on Father McGlynn's excommunicaA Man Who Is Worse Than a Heathen. tion from the church. She remarked, "I
NEW HAVEN, CoNN., Aug. 22, 1892.
feel troubled; for the reverend gentleman
MR. EDITOR: I am one of those fools christened three of my children, and some(according to the Bible) "that say in their times I think I will hav them rechrishearts," etc., and hav, as Faust says, "no tened." I then said: ''My mother had
lingering fear of hell or devil," and, I may all her children christened but me. I was
add, no God either. This has caused the youngest of six children, and she
some of my religions friends to consider failed to hav me christened. And I was
me worse than a heathen. But of course I glad that I was the favored one, for I did
/ do not mind that. I will tell you of one not believe in baptism." I told her there
answer a Christian gave me the other day was no hell or purgatory to plmish us after
that made me smile. On my inquiring death; that if we committed crimes we
whether he had read any works of Voltaire, were punished; for that moment we were
Paine, or Ingersoll, he exclaimed, "No, in hell, and if we were honest, industrious,
no! I never saw them and I don't want and virtuous,. our conscience was at peace
to!" "Why?" I asked. "I am afraid I and that was our heaven. And I said that
might be convinced by their logic and those rewards and punishments were pure,
- reasoning and l;>elieve the same you do, unadulterated shams, and that those
and I won't do it!" Just think of it! A priestly fakirs could not get a living from
man admitting that his belief was based intelligent, educated people-that they
upon nothing and then afraid of getting were kept alive wholly by simple, ignohis eyes open! What such people don't rant, superstitious mortals who did not
]ru.ow would fill a big book. Every week hav the capacity or courage to think for
I pass my copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER themselvs. And it is only a lack of forearound to my friends, and I hope it will sight, prudence, and reason for any perset some of them, yes, all, on the right son not to exercise their brains and do
track,
S. HALLBERG.
their own thinking. I bid this lady good
afternoon. About three weeks ago I vis~
Labor Should Be the Measure of Money. ited Roselle again and met and talked
GILRoY, CAL., Aug. 11, 1892.
with the same lady. What a change had
MR. EDITOR: I am a reader of what I taken place since last we met. She
consider your valuable paper and a sym- laughed when I entered h~r door. She
pathizer with the Independent party move- had thought of me many times, and the
ment. After reading P. F. Shumaker's last time she conversed with Father Wisearticle on money in the issue of THE man-if my memory serves me-the priest
TRUTH SEEKER of August 13th I think by was speaking of the torments of hell and
making a suggestion, and what to my mind this woman had the courage to tell this
seems to be an answer to his question, priestly father, "I don't believe in hell."
"What will we mea~ure the value of the He 1eplied, "Then you can't be a Cathopaper dollar with?". I may be the means lic." And she has never been to church
of adding another to our common cause.
since. I remarked, "1\fy good woman,
"What will we measure the value of a you are free," and handed her a Freepaper dollar with?" It seems to me, from thought paper.
W. W. MoRRIS.
the different articles published on the
money question in THE TRUTH SEEKER
Syllogisms on Money.
from time to time, that the word ''money"
CooK, NEB., Aug. 15, 1892.
has no definit meaning but that it is
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of August
wealth or represents wealth, depending
13th, I see my old friend of Flat Creek,
on whether it be "intrinsic " or "fiat" La., P. F. Shumaker, in his article
money. It is generally conceded to be "Money Again," asks this question: "What
a true proposition that all wealth or value will we measure the value of a paper dolis the product of labor. Hence it seems lar with?" It appears he has never seen
to my mind that whatever form of money an answer to this question, and conse" we hav, labor is one of the principal factors. quently is unable to see where the value
Hence a unit of labor could be taken as a comes in. I wish to answer only this
unit of measure for money.
question, leaving the rest with Mr. Jones,
Yours for humanity, S. P. D:A.LEY.
who is abundantly able to attend to it.
What will we measure the value of a
dollar with? Answer: With law. Proof:
SANTA CLARA, CAL., Aug. 10,1892.
I owe my friend Shumaker a debt of $5.
MR. EmTOR: Happening to pick up a I make a tender of $5 lawful money. My
paper the other day containillg a sermon friend refuses the tender on the ground

God As an Organist.

that it is neither gold nor silver. He goes from my earliest boyhood being willinQ; to
before the judge with this plea. The accept any belief or creed unsupported by
judge rules the debt paid by the tender evidence. In my youth I read the Bible
and assesses the cost of the trial on my until I became disgusted with its contrafriend, as a punishment for his igno- dictions, absurdities, and obscenity, and
rance, or perhaps worse-his resistance of hav wasted little time on the "sacred" volthe "sovereign authority," vested in the ume since.
The action of Congress in voting to giv
law which places the $5 of legal value
upon the material substance of the tender a large sum of the people's money to the '
whether it be gold, paper, silver, or any World's Fair on a condition which will, if
other substance capable of receiving the accepted, deprive a part of the people of ·
impress of the almightiness of this gov- those rights declared by the Declaration
of Independence to be ''inalienable," .and
ernment.
If gold and silver are money, then the guaranteed to every citizen by the Constitution, deserves the severest condemlaw is unnecessary; .
But the law is necessary to make money; nation of every fair-minded man. It is
Therefore gold and silver are not money. an insult to the memory of those noble
Nothing can be created a medium of patriots w hot declared that all men are
exchange except by force of custom or created free and equal. It is an everlaststatute law;
ing blot on the record of the last Congress,
Money is a medium of exchange;
and should consign the memory of every
. Therefore money is created a medium man who voted "Aye" to well-merited conof exchange by the force of custom or tempt. Nm· is the shame and disgrace at
statute law.
all mitigated by the fact th~t this action
A c~stom or statute law is the law of the was largely hypocritical; the average
larid.
Congressman caring about as much for
Money is created such by the force o~ Sunday observance as a "yaller" dog.
custom or statute law;
They were cajoled into taking this step
Therefore money is created by the law ·by the howling of an army of frantic
of the land.
priests under the impression that it would
Laws cannot create matter;
in some way inure to their personal beneMoney is created by law;
fit. I would not be surprised if .it should
Therefore money is not matter.
turn out that· there had been brought to
I hope my friend Shumaker will get his bear the force of an undercurrent which
eyes opened to the fact that matter is not had its fountain-head in certain interests
money, and I think he will from the way which Sunday closing would be sure to
he has softened down since his answers to promote. Should the Fair be closed on
my questions some months ago.
Sunday you may chronicle the fact that it
w. P. BROOKS, M.D. has prevented one man 'from going there.
If I stay at home I hav my liberty. If I
Preachers Recommend Prayer But Don't go to the Fair my liberty is abridged; I
am an unwilling victim of that same spirit
Practice It.
of priestcraft, bigotry, and intolerance
INDUSTRY, KAN., Aug. 19, 1892.
which,
when it had the power, held its iron
MR. EDIToR: The new Bible Picture
Book and "Travels in Faith" came to heel on the necks of a large part of the
hand-the other day; and in reply will say human race, bringing every man to the
they are the most interesting and truthful fold or the rack, crushing out every budbooks I ever read. The Bible Picture ding ray of light, and keeping the world
Book, especially, is not only interesting in utter darkness more than a thousand
and instructiv but very comic indeed. It. years. I am seventy-two years old, hav
truly shows up the foolishness of believing never worn the yoke of church dictation
·
in the Old Testament as an inspired book, and never will.
Inclosed I send $1 for the Bible Picture
let alone reason and common sense.
NELSON LEWIS.
Every reasonable and truthful person Book.
throughout the civilized world ought to
send and get the new Bible Picture Book,
'l'he Truth on Calvin.
as it will open his intellectual eyes as they
NAuvoo, ILL., Aug. 11, 1892.
were never opened before; and after they
MR. EDITOR: By the influence of a
hav pondered over it carefully, lend it to former historiography the theologian John
their benighted Christian fi•iends for care- Calvin is usually taken for the ecclesiastical
ful perusal, as ~t will certainly be an eye- reformer of the French-speaking people,
opener to them, unless they are past especially in Switzerland, for the beneredemption. May you be successful in factor of the smaJI republic of Geneva, and
selling thousands upon thousands of them for a man full of light. But this is a threefor the good. of humanity, is my prayer.
fold mistake, as the modern developments
I will also state in brief what little faith and discoveries from the Geneva archivesand trust and regard the preachers hav for made byGali:ffe prove the contrary. John
their so-called God. A United Brethren Calvin has not been the ecclesiastical repreacher here in our village told us former of the Ftench speaking people in
some time ago in his sermon that if we Geneva. Nor has he been Geneva's beneonly would hav more faith and trust in factor, but rather her tyrant. He, finally,
God, God certainly would ·stand by us and has not been a man full of light, but
assist us in everything that we truly stood rather he has changed the spiritual slavery
in need of. And a few days after he made of. popery into slavery to his own mind.
that assertion, an Infidel life insurance This shall be proved by the following hisagent came along, and he got his life torical facts:
·
insured for several thousand dollars.
The reformation of the church had been Therefore, you can readily see that he has introduced two years before Calvin's
more faith and trust in man (if he is an
arrival at Geneva. It was Anton FromaInfidel) than he has in his God, whom he
nent who brought Zwingles's doctrin to
preaches to the people to put their faith
Geneva. Then Calvin, prosecuted by the
and trust in. But then, I never saw or
French government for his doctrins, took
heard of one preacher that practices all he
refuge in Geneva, and from that -city he
preaches. They imagin they are all
tried to influence the inhabitants of France
"smart Alecks " and can lie and deceive
·by propagating the doctrin that God had
the people for the honor and glory of their
elected only a few persons to salvation and
little God.
·
had determined the rest of mankind to
And we also hav a very portly and Godeternal damnation.
His followers at
fearing sky-pilot in our village who
Geneva- the" French refugees- were
preaches for the evangelical flock, by the
blindly devoted to him and became the
name of V ennum. And to show to the
strongest party at Geneva.
They
world what regard this God-fearing man
oppressed the Liberal party by all means,
has for Sunday-he gets up a very enthusiand gave to their opponents the nickname,
astic picnic with a brass band on the holy
"Libertins." They executed one of their
Sabbath day and goes out to an Infidel's
chief opponents, the syndic John Philipp,
grove to serve his little old God, and in
under false accusations.
Now, Calvin
·order to deceive he pulls the wool over the
spared no means to further strengthen his
people's eyes and calls it "the children's
spiritual tyranny. He got a rich salary of
day" for the Sunday-school.
six thousand francs, free dwelling and
But then, "great is the mystery of godfurniture, free wood and provisions, and
liness."
J. B. WrsE.
the right "to make laws in order tci rule
the people." Instantly he organized a sysChafing Under Sunday Tyranny.
tem of espionage by which he was awa,re of
FAIRPORT, N.Y., Aug. 17, 1892.
not only the deeds but even the. thoughts·
MR. EDITOR: I was a born heretic, never of Geneva's illhabitants, He who inji:ired.
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him was accused as an injurer of God, and
was sentenced to kneel down in a public
place clothed only with a shirt and holding
a taper in his hand, and confess' publicly
that he had done wrong. Among those
punished were the officer; Peter Ameautt,
and· the printer, Dubois. Six French
Calvinists who had resisted the voting in
favor of Calvin were beheaded. From 1541
to 1546, during the influence of Calvin on
the city government of Geneva, 76
persons were ejected from the city, 800
to 900 imprisoned, and 58 executed. Children to be baptized could receive no other
than Biole names. Music and dancing
were forbidden; so was the theater.
Saloons were tried to be suppressed. Immorality increased from year to year. But
those persons who adopted Calvin's system
were not punished, and those persons who
had left their wives in France were allowed
to take another wife· at Geneva. In his
sermons Calvin called his adversaries
brutes, beasts, dogs, wolves; and one day
he said there had to be erected two
gallowses to hang thereon 700 or 800 young
Genevans. He punished 33 persons for
their belief's sake. Jack Gruet, who was
only suspected of having written a pamphlet
'against the Geneva preachers, was beheaded. J e;rome Bolser was driven away
for heresy. And how Michael Servetus, a
Spanish physician who had fled from the
Inquisition, was sentenced by Calvin to·be
· cremated, is a historical fact too well
known to need further mention.
GEo. ALEx. RITTER.

evil. As to how· many great men the
saloon produces, that is rot, and needs
no answer. A great many great men, in
fact the majority of great men, were and
are at the present day users of alcoholic
beverages. Whether they are products of
the saloon or not, it takes a better logician than I to say~ I will say in conclusion that I am temperance from a hygienic
standpoint. I think a man is better off
without any unnatural stimulating drinks,
such as whisky, ·brandy, beer, wine, tea,
and coffee. But because I think so should
I prohibit those that do not.agree with me
from doing as they please in those matters? Out with such narrow-minded
bigots.
ALBERT SANDBERG.

A Smart Fighter.

MAYSTON, TENN., Aug. 12, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Tennessee has some queer
laws; . the registration laws for instance.
Every man .in order to vote must hav a
registration certificate and also a poll-tax
receipt, and show them to the judges of
election when he passes in his ballot.
In common with most other men, I
thought it might be a cunning thing 'to
vote, so I went to the office to register. I
announced my name and one of the registrars said, "Hold up your right hand and
be sworn." And I said bluntly, "I won't
do it. What ! I swear-swear to be
registered? r never heard of such a
thing."
One of them then explained that there
were certain questions to be answered and
they held that each one must be sworn to
Prohibitionists Are Religionists, and answer them truly. I offered to affirm,
Prohibition Is Despo~ism.
under the pains and penalties of perjury,
NUNACH, CAL., Aug. 19;1892;
to answer truly any proper questions that
MR. EDITOR : I would like to not ex- they saw fit_ to ask. But in doing so. I
actly reply to an article in THE TRUTH would not take off my hat or hold up my
SEEKER of August 6th, headed " Prohibi- hand-if I happened to, be standing I
tion and Liver Disease," but rather make would stand and if I was sitting I would
a few observations on the same. Mr. stay sot. That I was a man and would
Steenerson seems to be rather huffy about play no monkey tricks at all.
the Prohibition party being accused of
I expect if a chain of lightning had
having gangrene of the liver, and he wants drawn a train of circumstances through
Mr. Heald to tell the readers of THE the room; those two men would not hav
TRUTH SEEKER what good we get from the been so utterly dumfounded.
saloon, how many great men the saloon · The copy of the law they had-a little
has produced, and how it is a bl~ssing to pamphlet-did not say anything about afsociety. Before going further into the firming, and they requested a week for
subject, permit me to digress a little from meditation and advice. The next Saturthe main issue. I take it for granted that day I called again and they said· they had
Mr. Steenerson is, if not an out-and-out learned that I could affirm but must do so
Freethinker, at least a Liberal-minded in the words of the oath. I told them that
man. Now, I hav met many Prohibition- was a distinction without any differenceists in the course of my life, but I may that it was those " So help you God"
truthfully say I never met a Prohibition-' words that I desired to avoid, and would
ist that was not a Christian. It seems to neither swear or affirm with those words.
me. if Mr. Steenerson would study up the
The result was they made out my cersubject, or just let him read the Prohibi- tificate and wrote across the face of it,
tion platform through carefully, he ought '' The registrars disagree." Then I had
to see that there is a nigger in the woodpile to take the certificate to the county regissome place. The platform commences tration commissioners for them to "apthis way: "The Prohibition party in na- prove" or ''disapprove." They informed
tional convention assembled, acknowledg- me that the commissioners would meet
ing almighty God as the source of all true Monday A.M., August 1st, to pass on all
government, and his law as the standard , disagreed certificates, and would leave mine
to which all human enactments must con- at the store of D. P. Henderson & Co.,
form, to secure the blessings of "-what? where I could get it in the afternoon. It
I will tell you-oi Sunday laws; press was called for Monday, Tuesday, Wednescensorship; ditto post-office; the Bible day, and telephoned for twice Thursday,
in the public schools, where the teachers the day of the election. No certificate
would probably require a religious quali- and no reply to telephone.
fic!l.tion in order to teach the young idea
Sunday after the election I wrote to the
how to shoot, etc. Further comment on county commission the following letter;
the above preamble to the Prohibition
MAYSTON, TENN., Aug. 7, 1892.
platform is unnecessary. Every thoughtMR. W. G. M. THoMAs, Dear Sir: I
ful m11-n ought to see that the liquor busi- would be pleased to know what disposition
ness which they (the Prohibitionists) pre- you hav made of my registration certifitend to make their main issue is only a cate. It was.called for at the store of D.
cloak to hide their wicked designs on the P. Henderson Monday afternoon, Tuesliberties of the people.
It is not the day afternoon, and Wednesday. You were
telephoned about it twice Thursday. No
drinking of alcoholic beverages which certificate and no reply. I am not
they want to prohibit so much as liberty pleased. You had a right to approve or
of conscience. I thank, not God, but the disapprove it, but you had no right to
intelligence of the majority of the Ameri- suppress it.
"So help you God." What god? The
can people, that the Prohibition party is
Brahman's, the Buddhist's, the Mohammore liable to die of gangrene of the medan, the Mormon, the Scandinavian?
livQr than to dictate to the free-born peo- The one-headed monster of the Jews, the
ple of this country what they shall eat and double-headed monstrosity of the Romans,
or the triple-headed monstrous monstrosdrink and think.
Now, to get back to the beginning, Mr. ity of the Christians? Perchance one of
the one thousand gods of the Grecians?
Steenerson wants to know how many great
" So help you God." Whose. god? I
men the saloon has produced, also how it havn't any. Your god? I.don't k.D.ow anyis a blessing to society. Now, I think Mr. thing about your god. Their god? Each
Steenerson is flying wide of the mark, like one pretends to a different god and they
some Christian debaters.
Mr. Heald all lie so infamously that I don't believe
never claimed it was a blessing to society. any of their gods would ''·help me " tell
the truth. Has the state got a God? Not
Houses of prostit1,1tion are hardly con- so far as I am informed. But if the
sidered so either, I believe, yet a great sta~ has a good healthy God let the state
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we may know that he can help us tell the
truth-or else let the state go out of the
God business.
.
"So help you God." The fact is, I am a
man and I can tell the truth without the
help of any God or any other man. And
I don't believe the state has any right to
jump a God onto anyone as a religious test
of citizenship.
•
All the Gods we hav ever had any account of. hav been purely imaginary,
ideals, and for the most part the most horrible conceptio:ras that the imaginations of
barbarous men could conceive of.
To-day there are about eighty thousand
preachers - pampered paupers- in the
United States, each one striving to make
out the devil (whatever that may mean) to
be a more horrible monster than any of
the others can-more horrible than any of
the million preachers-paupers-that hav
gone before hav made him out to be; and
yet they say their God made him, governs,
guides, and controls him. That makes
their Ged a devilish sight worse than the·
devil. Go to, now, I will none of them.
Where is my certificate?
L. L. GooDWIN.
Later, .Aug. 13, 1892.-Hurrah for our
side! To-day, nine days after the election, I hav received from the county
registration commission my "disagreed"
registration certificate, "approved" by the
county commission. Although too late to
use, it givs me great satisfaction in this:
My persistence has compelled the commission to decide that Freethinkers hav
rights of conscience as much to be respected as those of the devotees of superstition. They decide that a Freethinker
may affirm without taking off his hat, holding up his hand, or going through any
other sleight-of-hand performance. They
decide that a manly man need not be a
monkey unless he chooses.
This country has twenty-one voting districts and the one I liv in is the only one
where the registrars hav required everyone to swear. I boast the proud distinction of being the only voter in this
district that has registered without either
swearing or affirming. I do not believe
they will play monkey-monk with me at
the next registration. By the way, they
hav learned something about the Gods
that they had not thought of before.
The friends will please note my new
post-office.
L. L. GooDWIN.
·

A Protest Against Narrowness.
GILLESPIEVILLE, 0., Aug. 14, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: We call ourselvs truth
seekers, and it seems some of us think we
hav found this Eldorado and are not very
·particular whether others find it or not.
We advocate Freethought; we are willing
everyone shall think as he pleases, hav his.
own independent ideas, so long as he keeps
them to himself. Just .think any think
you like so long as you do not thlnk out
loud. To enter our charmed circle you
must believe as we do; put no faith in
Gods, devils, Holy Ghosts, saviors, or immortality; for if you do you are a fool;
and as we are all wisdom personified, and
are sure beyond a doubt that we are on the
right track, we want no fools in our company.
Are we truth seekers who are struggling to better humanity, to trample
ignorance, superstition, and bigotry underfoot-struggling to. find a light that no
mortal has ever yet been able to discover?
Are we going to pattern after and make
our standard of honor that of our foe, the
church? Are we going to clothe ourselvs
in bigotry and superciliousness, and close
our doors to all save Agnostics? Are we
going to spend our lives, our fortunes, our
energies, in hurling anathemas at the
head of our detested foe, and in the end
become imitators? In short, a second
sect of Puritans? They dissented from the
ChUl"ch of England, came to America that
they might hav freedom of thought and
speech; but it was for them only. Woe
unto those who differed.
They were
witches, fiends, and devils. Some of us
are in favor of excluding Spiritualists from
our societies. Can we do this and still
claim the title of Freethought for our
society? Some of us, I fear, hav queer
and limited ideas of liberty and freedom.
What I understand by a Freethought
society is one where everyone is at liberty
to air his ideas, be he Deist, Atheist,
Spiritualist, or what not.
We should respect each other's opinions.
No two are exactly similar, aDd olle is just
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only by comparing our ideas can we become· enlightened. As regards the Bible,
no one who has carefully perused it can
believe it aught but a jumble of errors and
falsehoods. For it we ask no tolerance,
but for the belief in God and immortality
we would at least implore patience. Not
that we believe in either. We hold them
at most to be but shadowy 1!1Yths, conceived by fanciful, imaginary minds, yet
we cannot contradict them.
We know
naught of what is beyond the ·shadows.
And we will go so far as to say, that person
has never yet been born, nor never will be,
who would not rejoice to hav immortality
proved true. Some say, One world at a
time. That is a very sensible ~dea. Get
all you can out of this life, for you hav no
assurance of another. But sometimes the
pleasures of this world pall On us, our
sweets turn tq Dead sea fruit, and we
feign would think of another life where
the sorrows and sufferings and sins of this
imperfect one hav no part. When we are
supremely happy we would hav the life
beyond in our fanciful imagination just ,ItS
this is, but when we exchange this verdant,
Hower-strewn path for the winding, intricate one of thorns and thistles-and this
every mortal does, for sorrow is the
heritage' of humanity, for "into each life
some rain must fall "-it is then we conjure up different scenes for the future. It
is not the belief in immortality or in a
supreme being that corrupts and enslaves
humanity, but the numberless mediators
between man and this imaginary being.
Then we would say, Believe in a God if
you will, believe iu i=ortality if it lends
you any assistance, but in the name of
common sense, do your own thinking. .If
your God must be propitiated with prayers,
pray, then, yourself, and do not hire some
lying Christian hypocrit to do it for you.
Thomas Paine believed in a God and immortality. Paine is to the Freethinker
what Jesus Christ is to the Christian.
Christ is claimed to be the founder of the
Christian religion, though there are serious
doubts on the subject, but we J;llay safely
claim the hero of the Anierican Revolution
as the founder of l<'reethought in America.
In the Old World there were others before
him, but on the American continent the
name of Thomas Paine stands out in bold
relief as the nrst who po~sessed the dauntless courage, the nrmness of principle, and
the magnanimity of spirit to publicly denounce a set of impostors, fiends, and holy
hypocrits, and expose their frauds and impositions to the world. With his grand and
magnanimous mind he rent the veil of
superstition asunder that for centuries and
centuries hung over humanity like a pall.
He let into this vast temple of darkness a
light like the r11-ys of the sun at noonday.
He· gave holy hypocrisy, superstition, and
ignorance a blow which will eventually
annihilat« them. Thomas Paine, with his
torch of reason, did more for humanity
than all the Gods, Ghosts, and saviors that
ever disgraced and polluted the world by
their presence.
We Freethinkers claim to be followers
of the teaching of Thomas Paine. We
pretend to fashion our ideas and principles
after his, but how different are we who
would exclude another from the light of
reason and common sense merely because
his ideas do not in every detail agree with
our own, because he has not advanced into
the light quite so far (or mayhap, for
aught we know, farther). I repeat, how
different are our narrow, pusillanimous,
arrogant minds, our poor little shriveledup souls (if we hav llny), from the noble,
grand, and chivalrous man whoee sympathy went out to all humanity. I fear
some of us are like the Christians we so
justly malign; people who liv in glass
houses should not throw stones. We are
good examples of the followers of Christ,
who do not follow his teachings at all, but
a code ofla ws suitable to their own narrow,
supercilious minds, and label it "Christianity " as we label ours Freethought.
"A house divided against itself can never
stand," and so long as we wrangle over
'our little differences of opinion we never
will succeed. The emancipation of the
human race is our aim. Surely our cause
is great enough, grand enough, and just
enough to call forth the best of our sympathies, energies, and talents.
lb1UUS6.4
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Edited by 1\:'flss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the d~'s occupations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

Across the Atlantic.
To London via Dieppe.-S·ights of London.-.The Tower and its Dungeons.Emblems of RoyaU!f.-1Vestminsl6!'
Abbey.-The 011Jslal Palace.-Houses
of Pm·iimnent.-Hampton Conrt Palace.- TVind;,tn· t:U-~·Uc.-Ke·w Ga1·dens.
-Death
Noble lH:mn::m.--G'rave of
Cicorgr: _f~·u,©,f.-SIIw!s o.f London.C/i,(u:Uo/!JJfi(Z I!~siifltfimM. :_An American arntllli'UifW.'S Liberalify.-Bunhill
CcmBti1rlJ.

After parting with ail our francs and
centimes in Paris, because they do not
like to take French money in England,
and becA.use, also, it is impossible to keep
It, we left in evening train for London, by
way of Dieppe.
For a long distance, as we sped along,
the bright light of Eiffel tower shed its
b1-illiant rays upon us. It was nearly
midnight when we reached Rauen, the
door of our compartment was unlocked,
and we were told we could hav refreshments. I asked for a glass of lemonade" lemon squash," it is called here. Well,
some sort of vile comP,otmd was brought
to the compartment. "How much is it?"
I .inquired. "Sixpence." "What is the
stuff?'' I asked farther. '' Lager. " The
train moved as I handed the glass and
sixpence to the man; there was a tingling
smash, a sound of broken glass, an emphatic exclamation, and we were quickly
. out of sight.
It was between 12 and 1 when we reached
Dieppe, and immediately we went on
board the little ''tub," or packet. Finding
our beds, 'which were simply wide shelves
cushioned, we "turned in," as the sailors
say, with our clothes on. "If you can
cross the English channel without being
sick you can go anywhere on tbe water,"
said a friend.
Well, we accomplished the feat, but we
were weak and dizzy in the morning, from
bad air, for our party were all piled in one
room. We were awakened at Newhaven
by a rough voice, "Tickets, ticketsshow your tickets." We fumbled in our
pockets and reticules, and on producing
the requisit bits of paper, the man said,
''Four and sixpence, if you please, miss."
·"What for?" "Why, for going firstclass, when yer only had a second-class
ticket." "But we are a party. We do
travel first-class-don'tyou know?" "Oh,
yes-that's all right."
On deck we were subjected to the scrutiny
of the customs officials, or our luggage was,
and after much delay we boarded a train
and started for London, thirty-seven
miles distant, without any breakfast.
Faint, tired, and hungry we were when
we arrived at Victoria station, but after
we found our London home, at 37 Bedford place, and had some breakfast, we
felt like ourselvs again.
London! busy, bustling, rushing, stirring London-how can I describe it? How
can anyone?
It is a world in itself.
"Well, it does beat all!" said an old gentleman, standing in Piccadilly circus and
watching the great tide of humanity as
it swayed and surged and swept along
like the ocean waves. You watch the people .as they swarm in the busy parts of
London, this way and that, in and out,
here and there, until you are dizzy, and
you wonder where· they all come from,
where they all go, where they sleep and
where they eat. You feel the multiplied
heart-beats of the populace, the moving,
surging sea o~ men and women, and you
know that underneath this strong, strange,
billowy mass there are chords of love and
tenderness, hopes and fears, joys and
beartaches, toil, trial, and trouble-ah,
so much,· so much.
It seems so strange to be here amid
the localities and spots that hav made
history so full and strange ; to be in the
very streets and roads that .Dickens made

so plain in the years gone by; to see old f abbey. One day I went with others to
N ewgate prison, Chancery lane, Charing visit this great Gothic pile of stone. Well,
Cross, Cheapside, Threadneedle street ; it is beautiful, with its arched and lofty
and when you get into that part of Hoi- ceilings, its armorial bearings and· carvborn christened "High "-"IghOborn," ings, masses of exquisit traceries, ornaas the cabbies pronounce it-you involun- mented panels and pillars, stained glass
tarily recall Hood's "Lost Heir," and and dimly lighted aisles. But, honestly,
you can understand the precise situation, I do not see why Americans should go
and realize just how the heir did get lost, into such rhapsodies over Westminster
''all along of following a monkey and an abbey as some do.
I don't see' the
organ," for an old organ-grinder with a sense of it. Of course the roY.al dust
monkey stands on yonder corner, with the is buried here, but the. same is now no
children dancing around him.
different from that of the hirelings who
You can see almost everything under did the most menial service for the kings
the sun in London; and for a penny you an!l queens of England, not a bit. The
can ride to almost anywhere.
"Poet's Corner" ·interested me most of
Everybody visits the Tower of London, all. There I stood with reverence and
for history has made us familiar with it respect. Here is the bust of Dryden,
years ago. It was fotmded in the time of the medallion portrait of "rare Ben
Cresar, and from that day it has been a Janson," a statue of Campbell a~d Ad~i
most striking figure.
Instead of one son. Herew~ were, on every Bide, With
great tower, the structure contains thirteen reminders of poets, authors, actors, mutowers and covers over thirteen acres.
sicians, a bright array indeed. We looked
My heart · ached as I looked up at the in vain for a tablet of Byron, but his
"Traitor's Gate," and at length passed countrymen hav refused him a place among
into the Beauchamp Tower, where many a their honored dead.
state prisoner has been kept in durance
The bust of Burns smiled upon us, and
vile. In the White Tower I stood in the Shakspere, great and grand like a king,
cell where Sir Walter Ralei""h lived or towered over all. A modest slab marks
staid, rather, for twelve Y"a~s. and bere the resting-place of Robert Browning,
wrote the "History of theW orld."
though his wish was to be buried alongside
In front of this cell in the area is where of his own beloved Elizabeth Barrett. In
the head of Essex was severed from his a conspicuous niche is the marble bust of
body.
· our own Longfellow, and an inscription
We stood in the little narrow cell where tells that it was placed there by English
Sir Thomas Moore was once imprisoned admirers of the American poet,
Some
with not a ray of light, and not far away friend had that morning left on the
is the deep, dark dungeon, totally dark, shelf beneath the bust a lovely bouquet of
where the four hundred were at one time sweet peas, mignonet, and ferns. It so
crowded to die by inches. This dreadful chanced that I carried that day some roses
dungeon was called "Little Ease " and and forget~me-nots, and I added them to
when a prisoner died here it was sa,id that the flowers already near the imaged marble
"he had died by the hand of God."
of our honored poet.
Here was where Sir Thomas Wise was
It was a gala evening when I visited the
confined, and it is said, with what truth 1 Crystal Palace, and I thought when there
know not, that a cat brought him a pigeon what a pleasure 'it would be to hav you all
every day, and this kept him from starva- with me. What a time we would hav
tion. He managed to come from this wandering over the lovely terraced park
dungeon alive, and afterward adopted and inspecting the magnifinent palace of
the figure of a cat for his coat-of-arms. glass. 'There was an organ concert that
Not far from this subterranean hole was evening, illuminations, and fireworks.
what was known as the "torture cham- You can form some idea of the magnitude
ber," and we fancied almost that we of the place when I tell you there were no
heard the groans of the victims as they less than twenty thousand people upon the
were subjected to horrors too revolting to grounds and nobody was crowded. The
believe. Blood seems to be dripping born colored lights made it like fairyland, as
the wall, and oh, how glad 1 was to emerge they glimmered and glittered among tbe
from the gloomy place. We next visited trees and playing fountains. I ~d seen
the "Bloody Tower," and entered the Paris by gaslight, and it was wond rful,
room over the entrance gate, where the but the illuminated Crystal Palace and
little princes were smothered by order of grounds I hav not seen surpassed.
their cruel uncle, Richard 111. Blood,
London is rich in its parks and open
·blood seemed everywhere and at every step. spaces, in pure water, in clean streets, and
Here, a little outside, was designated thus, for all its grime and smoke, for all
the spct where Anne Boleyn was executed its crowded thoroughfares and its six
in 1536. And as soon as the dread deed millions of people, it is a healthy and
was accomplished, a gun was fired from attractiv city.
the ramparts of the tower to announce to
I omitted to say that in my visit toW esther brutal husband that all was over. He minster abbey I failed to find in the Poet's
was hunting at the time in Epping forest, Corner any reference whatever to the poet
and the next morning ffiarried Jane Sey- Chatterton, although I had been told that
mour. And here, too, was where Lady his remains were taken from the pauper's
Jane Grey laid ·hEr head upon the execu- grave in Shoe lane and buried there. It
·
The "marvelous boy," as
tioner's b lock, SaYing
simply, "I pray is not so.
Wordsworth
called
him, he who was made
you, sir, dispatch me qu.ickly." She was
the victim of "Bloody 1\{ary,"
to represent the type of suffering and unHere, too, was enacted the scene of the requited genius by Alfred de Vigny in one
tragedy of the countess of Salisbury, of his finest dramas, and to whom Keats
seventy years old. She would not put her dedicated his "Endymion," has no place of
head upon the block. "I am no traitor," honor. that I could find in Westminster.
she said, and though sho struggled for Poor Chatterton, dying of starvation. in a
her life, her murderers dragged her by garret, b'ut brave and proud to the last, he
her gray hair, and held her till the ax had valued neither the praise nor censure of
done its work, and the tYI·annical brute, the multitude. He said,
Henry VIII., had satisfied his thirst for
What I think right I ever will pursue,
her best blood.
And leave you liberty to do so, too.
We had but lately seen Henry Irving
And no doubt it is the
and Ellen Terry .in the play of " Henry
Narrow notions,
VIII." at the Royal Lyceum Theater, and
Notions which disgrace
with all the enormities and sins of that
The boasted reason of the human race,
sensual reprobate fresh in mind, I could that kept the name of Chatterton from the
not omit passing censure upon the deeds list of honor in the old abbey. Yet, as I
he· did while in the body.
told you before, the dust of royalty is here,
The emblems of royalty, all of gold and and the effigies of kings and queens in
precious jewels, are kept in a glass case in marble are on every side. Looking upon
the Tower, a perfect blaze of glitter and the statue of Queen Elizabeth, in pointed
gay display. Better, far better, to melt bodice and high ruff, I was reminded of
the gold and sell the gems and feed the her wor4s in her last days. She sat routpoor, the wretched, miserable dependants, tering: "M01·tua sed non sepulta "who stay and fester in the reeking abodes "Dead, but not buried-tired of being a
of London.
queen, and tired, so tired of life." It is
I can only devote a brief space to the not so fine to be a queen, after all, alplaces and sights I see, for to particularize l though Victoria appears to hav an easy
would take many pages.
enough time, and is apparently greatly
All of you hav heard of W~l}tminster beloved by her people.

The houses of Parliament are always an
attraction.
The new palace of Westminster is a splendid piece of architecture.
It has eleven hundred rooms, one hundred
_staircases, and two miles of corridors
Think of it! The lord' chancellor's seat i~
called t.he "woolsack," because stuffed
with wool, and only the lord chancellor
must sit upon it.
In the eighteen niches and at either end
of the room of the House of Lords are
statues of those brave fellows, the barons who made King John grant .the
famous Magna Charta;. The lower house,
or House of Commons, is not as magnificent as the House of Lords, but still does
very well.
There is a gallery for strangers and
ladies, but the one for the latter has a
screen of iron bars, nobody knows for
what reason, unless they thought the
ladies might jump over and take part in
some of the debates unless held l;>ack by
iron. To me it is emblematical of the
subjection in which many would retain
women if they could. But the star of
woman is in the ascendant, and bolts and
bars are being melted in the sun of enlightenment and justice.
I had the pleasure of listening the othe~
evening, at a temperance meeting which
was presided over by Canon 'Leigh, to a
member of Parliament who has recently
been elected as a. representativ of the
working people, himself a miner.
One is constantly impressed with the
vastness of London. But then the city
dates away back to the first century. It
was taken by the Romans tmder Claudius,
and evidences of the conquest still remain
-old Roman coins hav here been found,
and remnants of the old Roman walls still
survive the changes wrought by time.
Boadicea, brave woman, led the Britons,
who took the city in A.D. 61, and burnt it.
For more than a thousand years London
has been famous, and so it will always be .
At this season, Londoners are out of
town, but still the city seem& crowded.
At popular places one can hardly make his
way through the jostling crowds.
A
strangely busy place is London at all seasons.
You hav read of the "palladiums of
English liberty." They are said to be
found in the four inns of court-Inner
Temple, Middle Temple, Lincoln's and
Gray's Inns. The great tribunals called
justice are held here; then there are other
courts, as that of the common 'pleas, probate and divorce courts, a,nd poor debtors'
court, etc. How much justice is dealt out
here is more than I can say.
The Bank of England is called ''The
Old Lady of Threadneedle street." You
may hav some idea of its size when I tell
you it covers over nearly four acres, and
employs over a thousand persons.
One day I drove out to Hampton Court
palace-the gift of poor Cardinal W alsey to
Henry VIII. Jane Seymour lived here
and Catharine Howard, as wives of Henry,
and here the old wretch married his sixth
wife, Catharine Parr .. Charles II. was at
this place at the time of the plague in London. It is a delightful place, t.he great
rooms filled with paintings, some fine and
others mediocre.
In ~he great Gothic hall, which W alsey
designed and Henry VIII. finished when
Anne Boleyn was qneen, was enacted, in
1718, Shakspere's great play of '' Henry
VIII." Here is his portrait, W alsey's,
Queen Elizabeth's, and those of other notables.
The gardens are not less but more
attractiv than the old palace. Here is the
great grape-vine, over a hundred years
old aud loaded with grapes of the Hamburg variety. These are all for the queen,
and neither love nor money can purchase
one till after she has had the first taste.
Here is the "maze," an intricate and
oddly designed hedge-walk, the hedge
seven feet high, and if you do not mind
instructions you are sure to be lost amid
its intricacies. The views and lakes and
walks in all directions at Hampton are
lovely indeed ; but I clo not care to liv
always amid its attractions, howevel'!
Another day was spent at Windsor
castle-not as the guest of the queen, you
know, for she is now at Osborne. It is an
old stone bu.ilding, just like the pictures
you hav seen of it. Cromwell used to liv
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The state apal-trii.e~ts' are ·aiways parts according to the population. The
to visitors, but they are repetitions "slums "-appropriate term-reek with
of similar ones seen before, with some the horrors of ignorance and filth. I hav
been into the Whitechapel district and
variations.
One can look at the stables too, but marked the phases of life there. One
we hav finer horses in America than Sunday morning I went into "Petticoat
these royal bPasts. The "home park," ·Lane." I wish you had been with me.
so called, at Windsor contains only about This is the quarter given up to the Jews,
five hundred acres, but the view across it and on Sunday they are out with all the
is fine; so also is the view from the round wares you can think of. Such a babel of
tower of the castle. England pays big voices! Such a crowded thoroughfare!
Such faces! Oh! everything for salesums to support its royal family.
In the afternoon of_ the day we were at old clothes and new ones; silver watches
Windsor we drove out to Stoke Pogie, the for a shilling, trousers for a penny-such
little country churchyard where Thomas - as they are-bottles, knives, spoons, files,
Gray1 the poet, lies bur.ied. The day was saws, and second-hand pipes for smokers!
pleasant and we wandered at our pleasure Bonnets, stovepipes, beads, jackets, ale
about the old place, leaned over the tomb and beer, worn-o11t shoes, and dirty stockof Gray, where he lies buried with his ings! Well, it was a sight. Thieves and
mother and sister, and sat under the yew pickpockets, fried fish and raw fish,
tree's shade of .which he speaks in the cakes ·and old harness, dolls and don"Elegy." This tree, which has grown to keys, hams and suspenders, shoestrings
an enormous size, is 'more than s·even hun- and tarts! Well, it.was greaton a Sun], y
dred years old. We pulled some of the morning. A man offered a pocket·
bark for a memento, and then went into handkerchief, crying, "Only a penny,
the old-fashioned chm:ch and took a seat in !lla'ani, only a penny!" It looked like my
the private roo~ where the family of own handkerchief, and sure enough mine
William Penn, in the old days, was accus- was missing, but when my pocket was
tomed to occupy. Sculptured skulls were picked is more than I can telL I was
on the walls, and many strange devices, wise, however, to leave my watch and
but I did not feel at all religious, and I pocketbook in my room, or my loss might
suspect the old sexton was shocked at my hav been greater.
As an offset to the vices of London,
worldly remarks.
It was quiet out there in the church- charitable and helpful institutions hav
yard; the folks there hav to be quiet. The arisen on every side. The "People's
birds sang as they flitted overhead ; there Palace," right in the very heart of misery,
wPre wide spaces, grass, and flowers ; the is a glorious undertaking and is doing
sky was blue, and we were out of the Lon- vast good. Another is Dr. Barnardo's
don smoke. I enjoyed the, scene and the system of home!3 for homeless children,
starting twenty-two years ago with one or·
hour.
Nobody will omit seeing the Kew gar- two children, and now. grown to the numdens. I was forcibly reminded of Chat- ber of three thousand children who are
terton's allusions to them as I walked cared for, taught trades and made into
amid the profusion of flowers and trees in good citizens.. It was a great pleasure to
that lovely spot. I suppose these are the go over the central institution of Dr.
finest botanical gardens in the whole Barnardo's, here in London, and· see the
world. There is a collection of plants children rescued from sin and shame.
Of course, drink is the great curse of
from every part of the world. The exotics in the great palm house are wonderful -London as elsewhere, but there are workto look upon. The great winter-garden is ers for temperance and sobriety, trying to
very attractiv, and besides the numerous show the people how to liv healthfully and
conservatories, there are three detached. truly. A meeting at Hackney was very
buildings called the Museum of· Economic enjoyable. It was a reception to Mr. W.
Botany. Among the flower-beds are some Jennings Demorest and Madam Demoof the old-fashioned flowers arranged af- rest~ of New York. Mr. Demorest, who is
ter the style of our grandmothers' gar- a millionaire, offers silver, gold, and
dens. It is all free to the public, and diamond medals to the best declaimers of
many people roam about the extensiv temperance speeches. As there is nothing sectarian abou,t the matter, our Freegrounds every day.
When I left home a gentleman in Bos- thought temperance societies should enton asked me to take a book to Mrs. gage in 'this contest. Mr. Demorest and
Ernestine L. Rose as a present from him. his handsome wife are doing grand work
On reaching London I found that Mrs. among the youth of the world, having
Rose was lying very near to death in distributed twenty-_three thousand medals
Brighton, and unable .to see anyone except in America alone, and are ready to respond
her physician and nurse. A few days af- to calls from the uttermost parts of the
ter she died. The funeral was private and earth.
When one has lei~ure, if he ever does
only brief remar)rs were made at the
grave, I went out to Highgate, the ceme- find it in London, he can visit Bunhill
tery where she lies buried, reaching the graveyard and see the last resting-place of
spot just after the at_te'ndants had departed. that tired pilgrim, John B1myan, old
The grave had not been filled in and I Isaac Watts, the hymn-maker, and Daniel
look~d down upon the casket that held all De Foe, who has delighted the hearts of
that was mortal of a brave and talented quite as many, if not more, with his Rob
lady, one who in her life was true to truth Crusoe, than the verse-maker with his reand who struck many valiant blows at the ligious rhymes. In the same cemetery
tyrant, Superstition. Near by the ashes there lies "Dame Mary Page, Relict"
of Austin Holyoake repose, and a few (who would be a relict?) "of Sir Gregory
steps OIJ.Ward is the . plain, unpretentious Page, Bart. She departed this life March
grf!-ve of George Eliot. This simple in- 11, 1728, in the fifty-sixth year of her age.
In sixty-seven months she was tapped
scription marks the spot:
sixty-six times; had taken away two hun"Of those immortal dead who liv again
minds made· better by their presence." dred and forty gallons of water withmit
ever repining at her case or ever fearing
Here lies the body
of
·
the operation." Was not this a wonder"GEORGE ELIOT"
ful relic(t)?
~
· (MARY ANN dRoss).
Across the street from this burial-place
:Born 22d November, 1819, .
is the grave of John wesley and his 'lifeDied 22d December, 1880.
sized monument. "The World Is My
We must·allcome to this, and well it is Parish"- is the simple inscription upon it,
ifwe can say at last, "We, leave the- and just back · of it is the little chapel
wd'rld· somewhat better thali we found it.,; where he used to preach, with the house
W,e turned :.;el]lctantly away after taking where' he lived in the same yard. But
a handful of the _English clay :from the I hav wr~tten enough for this time. Good
grave of Mrs. Rose to carry to America. night.
S. H. W.
We did not see her living, but were the
last to 1ook upon- her body at Highgate
cemetery. We .. _paS!3ed - the grave of
Michael· Faraday as we went. There are
few:>trees at Highgate, and· it 1s not so
lo'Yely there as in our American cemeteries.
By Prof. John Tyndall.
Qn~oldire~near a grave-cost,the owner
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and -Articles
ofthe"ldt £500 to hav it remain there.
··
-on Prayer,
Pe~h.q;s -nowhere :iu the world is there
Paper,-12!no, 105 pp., 25 cents.
so much vice_ and, crime as in London, ri.nd
AdcU'eBe ll<Ud l'ortrll<lt ouly, 69 VV·• lO cents,
yet. it- may P,ot b() wor~:~~ _tht~~Il ill otber
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ED'W1N N.
BEECHER,
Solicitor of Patents, MABroN.Hartc
ford county, CoNN.
JoHN G. WmT:riER is dying.
Small fees ; valid
patents wit" broad
BERLINERS are agitating for repeal of
claims; letters of
inquiry promptly the law which permits only five hours'
answered.
. work on Sunday.
For FREE pamphlet, PATENT LAWS
THE directors of the World's Fair are
address Commissioner of Patents, considering postponement for a year on
Washington. D. C. account of the cholera in Europe.
u~ o d inventors and exemploy this solicitor, . GLADSToNE's refilling the post of Master
SEEKER.
of the Royal Buckhounds is disapproved
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Superstition in All Ages.
SV JEt.AN MEtSLIEtR,

by many who condemn the chase as cruelty.
TALMAGE preached in London last Sunday on Noah's ark. This craft, he said,
, was of just the size of the Teutonic,
,Majestic, City of Paris, and City of New
York combined.
-··

.

ON Sedan day, the German holiday to
celebrate a victory over the French, the
religions ceremonies in Germany were
limited to services petitioning God to withdraw the cholera.
CHOLERA has narrowly been prevented
from catching in New York city. Three
steamers carrying cases of it hav been detected, and are being detained in the
Lower Quarantine.
THE board of health of Hamburg, German;y, has traced the infection of that city
to a Russian immigrant camp, from which
refuse water got into the river Elbe, near
the Hamburg waterworks.
- ·

A

Books by S. P. Putnam.

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its

Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolo~ Price: 20 cents.

Waifs and wandermgs, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, .cloth, $1.00; P.aper,. 50
cents. "A IJrose epic of the war, nch With
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first pag_e to last with the living spint of today."-[John Swinton's PaPer.

Golden Throne, A Romance.

" The au-

thor certainly has ~enius. The divine_
creative spark is withm him. The book is
filled with manly thou,ghts expressed in
manly words-the transcnpt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read 'Golden Throne.' '
-[lngerRoll. Price, $1.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

A conversation in

rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shoWJ! there is much in harmony between
them. Pnce. 10 cents.

Adaini and Heva.

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis Ie~rep.d-Is shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb: His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 85 cents.

My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette Place. New York.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM
AND

TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.

By B. F. MABVIN, M.D.

Cloth, 50 cents.

POPES AHD "T'I{tllj DOJHGS.
AOOOUNT OF

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

yl

ANTIQUITUNVEILED.

A Work proulng Christianity a
Fiction. Most Startling Reuela
tions of the Nineteenth Century
Send Address for Prospectus to
ORIENTAL PUBLISHING 00., P.O. Box 446, Philadelphia, Pa.

To Br(Julate the
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THE Standard, founded by Henry
George, has suspended. It gave up the
?,h?st, says M:r. Post, its last owner,
simply because the men who had been
contributing money for 1t got tired of putting up."
CHOLERA continues to ravage Russia. A
soldier in the Russian army has written to
a friend in Boston: "The people are
carried away with a frenzy of superstition
and go about from town to town bearing
huge cros~es. aloft and singing a~ they
march, behevmg that such ceremomes will
drive the plague away."
AT Monticello, N.Y., Joseph Heidt has
been convicted of killing his uncle, George
Marke:r-t. Joseph and his father believed
George to practice witchcraft and by this
means to hav killed their cattle and harmed
them otherwise. Joseph asked him to remove the spell, and hard words passed
whereupon he killed the uncle.
'
BERLIN Socialists are placardin"" walls
with posters ridiculing the anti-~holera
directions of the authorities. One reads:
"How can the proletariat of Berlin, living
as t~ey do from hand to mouth, obey the
-official orders? How can they eat nourishing food? _ How can they boil water?
Food and fuel cost money. The workingmen are on. the verge of starvation, and
hav not the money to spare."
A WRITER from the Eastern countries
through which the cholera passed into
Russia says: ''In Persia no panic prevails,
for the people look upon the epidemic as a
visitation from God, and, with the calm
indifference which characterizes the Orientals, bury their dead with a callousness
that would lead a stranger to conclude that
they were without hearts. No attention is
paid in Persia to sanitary laws."
TALTON HALL was hanged at Wise Court
House, Va., on the 2d, for murder. He
was said to hav committed ninety-nine
murders, and certainly had perpetrated
half that number. A dispatch describing
his prison-life says: "He joined the Catholic churr.h, and he always received the
preachers who came to see him. Still he
was bitter against bis enemies, and he said
that if executed, several of them would pay
the penalty of his death. "
THE mayor of bb~rammergau, Switzerland, writes that no one there will go to
Chicago to produce the Passion Play. He
says: "More than two hundred and fifty
years ago our ancestors solemnly pledged
themselvs to produce the Passion Play
every ten years in grateful remembrance'
of their having been spared from the pest
then raging, and this vow was always faithfully kept by us. Nothing is further from
our thoughts than instituting productions
of the Passion Play besides those given
every ten years."
LIEUTENANT ToTTEN has made over his
property to his wife, in a document containing the clause, "should I apparently
disappear." Asked what this means, he
said: "The time will come when you will
hear of some person, it may be in your
own family, who has gone, and no trace
can be found of them. You will wonder,
and the first you know some other person
in some other family will also be missing.
Disappearances wil-l become common, and
no one can explain them. You will see
crowds of people flocking about the
churches and asking themselvs what is
happening, but they cannot explain the
mystery. It is mostly the fulfillment of
the propheciel3 th~t are la,id dowg ip, t4~
Bibl(3,"
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Agents for The Truth Seeker.
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News Depot, 2003 2d ave., Birmingham.
Loeb & Loeb, Montgomery.

fohn ·E. Rems~urg'~ Books.

A LARGE mass of error is easily embalmed and perpetuated by a little truth.
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J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.

-Mackay.
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J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Ball & McCarter, 117 W. 1st, Los Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
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J C Scott 22 Third st., San Francisco.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearney :st.,
San Francisco.
Thos. W. Baker, Selma.
L. R. Titus, 237 South 4th st., San Jose.

No one e'er could comprehend
How soul and body so completely blend,
Together hold, as 'ne'er to part, while
they
Torment each other throughout the livelong day.
-Goethe.
IT is always those who incur the grav!llilt
suspicion of having no soul at all who kick
up the biggest fuss about their soul and
make the biggest rustling among the Bible
leaves in order that it may be "saved."-
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Chas. W. Curr'y, 183 Marlison st., Cb4cago.
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Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
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Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New OrleanE'.
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MEN (as all philosophers of antiquity
hav said) made God in their own image:
which is the reason why the first Anaxagoras as ancient as Orpheus, expresses him- Hygiene of the Brain and the Cure of
Nervousness. By M. L; Holbrook,
self thus in his verses: ''If the birds figM.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. " Get ~his book and
~alse Claims. Revised and EnlaNed. ured to themselvs a (Jod, he would hav
read it\ for it abounds in practical valuable
As a Missionary Document it is mw~~clled
knowleage. "-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.
Among the subJects considered by,l\Ir. Re_m~· wings; that of horses :vould run with four
burg are: The Church and Morality; Cpml· legs."- V(lltai1·e.
Eating
for Strength. B!, M. L. Holbrook,
nal Statistics, shqwin~ ~he creeds of the
M.D. Price by mail, $1. 'I am delight!Jd ')Vith
prisoners in. the pemtent1anes; the Qhurch and
IF
Christians habitually looked at themit."-[H.
B. 'Baker, M.D., Secretary MIChigan
Civilization; the Church and Scwnce; th~ selva, and at the followers of foreign reState Board of Health.
Church and Learnincr· the Church and Lib·
erty· the Church ando the Antislavery Reform; ligions, from the same point of view, there Parturition Without Pain. A Code of
the \Voman's RiEhts :Movement; the TemJ>~r· would be much less exultation ovei: their
Directions for avoiding most of the Pains and
ance -Reform; the Church and the Republic. own
Dangers of Childbearing. By M. L. Holbrook,
superiority. If the Koran declared
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.
M.D.
Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose exthat God said to Mohammed: " Smite
cellence snr_passes O>tr _power to collllllend. "Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and Vices Amalek. Destroy utterly all that they
[New
York
Evooing lliail.;
Sanctioned by Scripture·h Falsehood and Deception· Cheating; T eft and Robberyj hav, and spare them not; but slay man Liver Complaint, .Mental Dyspepsii!t and
Adultery and Prostit~tioq; Murder; .Wars 01 woman, infant and suckling," the text
Headache: Their Cure by·Home TreatConquest and Extermmat~on; DesP.oti~m; Inment. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, by
tolerance and Persecutwn; InJustiCe to would doubtless hav been quoted thoumail, $1. . "Reading this book I cured myself
Woman; Unkindness to phildren_.i Crytelty to sands of times by theologians, to prove
after
several doctors had failed."-[T. C. Curtis,
Animals· Human Sacnfices; vanmbalism; the cruelty of Moslems, and the improbaU.S.A.
Witchcr~ft; Slavery; Polygamy; IntemJ>er~tnce;
bility
that
such
a
command
came
by
DiPoverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
rhe Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.
Obscenity. Price, single copies~ 25 cents; .6 vine inspiration.-LydiaMaria Child.
B. Duffev author of "What Women Should
copies, ifi1. Special discount on large quantiKnow," ''No Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
ties.
THE presence of the devil in theology
mail, $1. llirs. Charles· Brewster1 Portla-nd, Me.,
writes: "Had I po8sessed this Book ten years
Sabbath-Breaking.; This is the best and has been a frequent cause of confusion and
ago it would h~t>e saved me ten years of inmost thorough. work eyer written on the Sab~ perplexity, which has ever kept the pot of
validism, and 1. shonld have been the mother of
bath from a ratwnal_Pomt of vww.. Larr;e anc. disputation boiling with seething intenhealthy instead of sickly children."
handsome print. Prwe, 25 cents; SIX copies, $1.
sity. If the devil was God, then who was
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline' God? Rip Van Winkle's perplexity after Youth: Its Care and Culture. By J.
lllortim~r Granville. $1. To this has been
of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; :Washin;~on twenty years of sleep, as to " Who the
added a paper by that chal'min!f English
an Unbeliever· Jefferson an Unbeliever; I ame
writer,
Grace Greenwood,- on the 'Physical
devil
am
I?"
is
no
more
bewildering.
If
and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
Edncation of a Girl," anrl a ~aper on the
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.
God was the creator, and his sway was
"Dress of Girls." lts retail PriCe is $1.
Thomas Paine. Tells the Story of. the universal, his power omnipotent and his Talks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. B.
Author-Hero's life, delin.eates the ~eadj.ng traits omnipresence over all, then where was
Gleason 1\Lb. A Practical Handbook for the
of his character and genms, and vmdi_cates J_11s. there room for the devil in the material or
l\Iaid, \Vife\-.and Mother: vl'ith a beautiful Phonctme from the aspersions cast. unon. It. 'Tnb- .. spiritual world? Among the primitiv
tographic
J:'ortrait of the Author. Price, by
utes to Paine's character are giveil from more
mail $1.50. " We wish the chapter, ' Confidenthan one hundred noted per~ons of EuroJ!e a!ld' theologians this metaphysical problem did.
tial
to
Mothers,'
might be ~ublished as a tract.
America many of them wntten expressly fot . not awaken any disturbance; The dictum
and sent to everY mother m the land."-[Harthis worlr. Second edition~ 160 pages, prmtPd ·:
per's
New
Monthly
Magazine.
on fine tinted Jlaper, neatly bmL~<l, ap.d c_on•: of authority was sufficient. The council
ta.in\ng a handsome steel f'Ortrrut <>f Paw ' . had declared that Satan existed, and was The Better Way. An Appeal to Men in
behalf of Human Culture through a wiser parthe corypheus of hell, leading all his
entage. Bv A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,
The Apostle of Liberty. An address de.· hosts against God and his earthly chil.25 cents. "lt contains information and warning
liverea in Paine lj:all, before the N. E. F,ee- ' dren. This was sufficient. If no one
that
are urgently neecled."-[Christian Union.
thinkers' ConventiOn, January 29. 1884. Pnce,.
could answer the ethical and metaphysical Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Pop10 CP.ntR.
problem this strange antagonism: between
ular Exposit\ol!l of the Fnndamental Problems
two great gods gave rise to, it was enough
in Sociology. By R. T. 'l'rall, M.D. Price, by
mail,
$2. 'l'h\s work has rapidly passed through
i that there was a lesson to learn, no matter
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
whether true or false, whether consistent
increasing. No such complete and valuable
or confused, · and there were a plenty
- - - - 1 4 4,.---work has ever before been issued.
Moriil, Theological, Historical, and Speculative of e!tger shallow-patefl which speedily Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scienadopted it for their mental furniture. As
tific Diet. By Gustav Schli~ke;)'sen. Trans-·
Propositions.
lated from the German, by M. L. Holbrook,
i'rioo,
·
15 cents . Miss F. P. Cobbe saya: "It was some satisM.D.
In addition also it contains a Complete
faction, at least, to be sure that the earth
a~d Radical Cure for Int~mp~rance, by the Use
rested on an elephant, and the elephant
of a Veg!ltable and Frmt Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.
AN OUTLINE OF THE
on a tortoise, even though nobody could
conjecture on what the tortoise might Three Books in One. From the Cradle
to the School. B;y:_Bertha. Meyer. The Rights
stand." But notwithstanding t.his comof Children. By Herbert SpJJncer. The Govplacent acquiescence on the part of the
ernment of Children. By 1'11. L. Holbrook 1 M.D.
primitiv Christians, this same question
cloth, $1. ' It is
Price by mail, ·
a book worthy to oe ranked with the best that
has come up ever and anon before the
has ever be_en written concerning the training
courts of common-sense, and demanded an
Its Causes al)d ~esults.
of children."-[Bazar. ·
answer.-Henry Frank.
Vegetarianism
the Radical Cure for In·
By W: S. BELL. Pape::.-, ~2mo, 25 ct'l.
NoT only is man's existence on the
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.
Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should be quietly
earth limited in time, but so also is his
given to every drinker."-[Herald of Health.
distribution in proportion to the Pxtent of
the earth's surface, of which only a com- Muscle-Beating; ~!: Home Gymnastics
for Sick and well. By C. Kemm,
parativly small part may be turned into
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.
Reply to New York )i':lser~.
fairly comfortable dwelling-places. By
far the greatest part of the earth's smface Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
Sy ~. G. ING:e~~,)J..L.
and Physiological HelatioilS, and in their bearconsists of deserts of water, sand, and ice.
With "A ROMAN CATHQLIO CANARD.''
ing on the producing of children of finer health
Two-thiri!s of it are covered with water,
and greater ability. Hyl\L L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
Price, 15 cents.
and of the remaining third some parts
'l'he Scientillc American says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by' cranks,' bnt this
only are suited for men to dwell in. Even
is radically different: it is scientiftc, sober,
these sts a rule cannot be inhabited withclean, and worthy of conscientious consideraout toilsome cultivation and a permanent
tion by every possible parent, and particularly
by the young.'
ruinous
struggle
against
unfavorable
nat·The passages unfit for family reading.
ural conclitions·and against hunger, disease The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food
Paper, llO cents; cloth, 50 cents.
and Drink to Health, Disease, Cure. By_T. L.
climate, wild beasts, etc. Why should"s~
Nichols! M.D., editor London Herala of Health.
many wasted sunbeams brood daily over
Price, c oth. 50 cents.
CHEAP EDITION.
the huge sandy solitudes of Africa, while Medical Hints on the Protection and Man•
the poor .and miserable men of the Polar
agement of the Singing Voice. By
reg-ions are pining away in semi-darkness
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts.
and everlasting cold? Why should there Deep Breathing; or Lung Gymnastics.
Price, cloth, 50 cents. lVirs. Horace ~!ann writei!:
be !'lrouth in one place, and inundations
"Every book you ~rint is pure gold and dein another? why famin in one andsuperserves wide circulatiOn."
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
abunclance in another? why fertilH:v here,
· Being the story of his mental journey from ancl barrenness there? Why should frost How to Strengthen the Memory. By M.
i
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
rain, vermin, the scorching heat of th~ il Physician's Sermon to Young Men. By
Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
~sun and1 other similar agencies·· destroy
Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. R. A.
& ,.<l,.aoo 'T'l'fli' 'l'llTT'l'l'f l'l'Wollll{llfR
whatever man, struggling for dear life
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer1
says of it: "Through false delicacy lads anQ
imagina t}J.at he has wrmig from the ele:
youths are left to fail into trouble, and not a f~
ments
h:v
gigantic
exertions
and
superhave their prospects of a healthy happy life a\.
THE EVOLUTION
humAn efforts? Must not he be actually
solutely rumed. The little book before us is in·
tended
to be J>Ut into the hands of young men
OF
bereft of his senses who aeriously contends
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable 04
,that the earth haR been fitted up by an alldischarging a father's duty in this respect; ana
wise and all-merciful providence as a beas not one father in ten is, we believe, ready r.o
do what is right by his boys himself, it is well
coming dwelling-place for man? Only by
that
such a book as this should be available. If
the uttermost exertion of hia pbysical·and
it iii read by all who should read it, its sale will
By HENRY FRANK,
.mental faculties is man <'nahleil to eke out
be counted by hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail. postpaid,
a bare existence on earth. ieopfLrdfzed all
Lecture:t of the Society of Human Progress.
for $2. Should anyone desire them by the 100
the while hv thmtsftnds of dangers. And
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by cor·
respondence.
·
these faculties of his were not bestowed on
llr.Catalogues Free...Af!
him by a benevolent creator, but are the
Price. 25 cents. Five copies, $1.
By mail on receipt of price.
final result of a· slow and toilsome evoAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER.
lution by natural means.-Buchner.

Self-[ontra~iGtions of ·the B!ble.

fRfNCH R[VOLUTION,

Paine Virirlicatec1

Holy Bible Abridged.

;Travels in Faith.

THE DEVIL!

Alddrt~~l'

'!'HE '!'RUTH SEEKF.R.
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These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
wnere these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought SoJieties can hav their gatherings advertised here jree by forwarding the neeessaru information.

Libert~

iJl .

Literature.
Testimonial
To Walt Whitman.

.Manhattan Liberal Club, N. Y.,
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220E.15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.
·-

BY

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

-·-

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sund~ afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League H , 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
reilgious and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

The Bible-What Is IU 25o.
Studies in Theology. 10o.
Liberalism. 5c.

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ· With a Portrait of Whitman.
ation
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sundal. Lectures followed by discussion. Pl:.tform ree. Henry Rowl"N, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, . Y.

AUTHORIZED EDITION.
Paver, 25 cents

~

cloth;

5()

Arldmee THE TRUTH SEEKEII
cents.

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.

Philadelphia Liberal League 25
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Han; Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on relilftous and sociallluestions.
Able speakers interest t e audience. N. .-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

NATHANifl VAUGHAN~

~~wo_rks on tho .laoor ~uestion..

.
..
'
The Co'i:.ventional Lies of Our Civilizati~rr.
Plam Home Talk and Medical Common
By Max Nordau. CoNTENTs-Mene Tekel
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
Upharsin; The Religions, Monarchic, and
of nearly 1,000 _pages, fully illustrated. · Cloth,
$3.25-m English or German. A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthlyhfirst and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town all. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARms HEIGHTON, Sec.

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and f'!ponsie, the Troublesome
Monk~v. 5 volumes m one, cloth, lj!2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumes~epar~te, flep):>le cloph, 50
cents .IJer volume· .tted Lme editiOn, smtable
for holiday presents, $1.00 per voltime.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10·30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Investtgator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Sexual _Physiology for the Youn •

illu~,traped

250

(~he fifth

pages,
al).d cloth-);>ound.
volume of Smence m Story. ) 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to
Hyg;iene, S~xual and Social S<;im;we, an!l- allied
S~oJects; nmth year. Subscnptwn, WI.th P.rennum 50 cents per year. SpeCimen copies free
on application.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday eveninf at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 Wes Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

........1
J.!LOtlter's liLanua •

0· ompnsmg
· ·
"Ad '
VICe

to a Wife on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially During Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," and" Ad-:Ice to 1J- Mother on th"'
Management of Her. Children m Infancy ana
Childhood;" 2 books mt volume, 528 pages, $1.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club

.A.fistocratic~Political,)<;conomica}, .'Vtatrimonial,

and Miscellaneous Lies; Clpsmg_ .Harmony.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, Peoples editiOn, 50 c.;
!f~!hrJ~~~ial Council of Vienna ·prohibited the
sale of this book in Austria, and confiscated all
copies of it they could find.

Economi"c Equ1•t1•es •

A Compand of the

.
.
Natural Laws of Industrial ProductiOn '\Pel E.xW!~f~:" l';,fe·r,I~5/ng~, author of Social

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the
p

ul t·

Q

t•

B

D

Ch

lt

K

EdfteJ'~~~li~il~til~ailllug~·and~ni~fl':s~~:

25c.

Port Angeles Secular Union

Address

ou,t the means by~hich th.e workmg classes ,may
ra.1>.1e themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort dignitv, and independence, and which is also ca!)able' of entirely removing\ in course of time, the
other principal social evils. By 11'1. G. H. toe.
Large
or Small Families ~ On which
Side
.
.
~~J::~:h~~alance of Comfort? By Austm Holy-

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Bradlaugh. 5c.

laugh. r,c.

.SUSAN WIXON'S. BOOKS.

The West End Progressive Lib·
eral Union
.

Starve~

·

By Ohas. Brad-

rite Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi~
cal to the \Velfare of the I'eople. By Charles
Bradlangh. 5c.

Labor's Prayer. By Ohas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Addre~•

Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthlyp first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at arr's
Hall. EveryboW invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. Mo ILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER.

Mrs. Besant's Works.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club

Arm/c

Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand
Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington.
cience
JJectures.-Free DiscusBions.-Original and SeIected Readings aiid Poems. A large, valuable
librarC: is at the service of members and friends.
• :B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Secular Union

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visitinr; Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARms, res.
IsAAO S. LEE, Sec.

12mo, 300 pp., $1.

"B"oys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
some and Interesting Book1 Without Superstitionkfor Children and Yomh. The Onl;yFreethin ers' Children's Story-book e\'llr Issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Th., .Tacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

Law of Population. Paper, 15o.; with portrait, 30c.

.

In best filled gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26;
hinged case, $28 to $30; hunting. $31 to $35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works; $2
more.
Re!fular Grade AIUerican Watches,_
Silverme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
jewels, $9; ditto, adjusted, $11. In finer cases,
add as above.
.
Ladies' AIUerican Gold Watcbeso-All
latest stj-les. in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels,
$15 ~ 11 Jewels, $16.50; 15 jewels, $23~ 14 carat solid
gala, $10 more. Heavier, more ela-borate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sun<lries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
.$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80; table spoons,
$3.60, knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; all for $6. Solid
silver spoons. $1.50 per ouncet· solid silver souv•nir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50i$2 o $3.
'.l'heColonel Ingerso I.-Tea,$2.50;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3; gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extr!i.
heavy teas, $3. Etched:

should be. Paper, 25c.

Kenne~y's
Me~ iCa! UiS COve ry SCIENCE VS. RELIGION;

Fraternity .Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, MilwauIre~ meetR every Sund~ evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A. . SEVERANCE, Presi ent.

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Driving everything before it that ought to
be out.

· You know whether you need it or
not.

Sold qy every drugfl!st, a.nd-manufactured by

DONALD KENNED-Y,
BOXBVBlr~

ItiASM.

A BOOK FOR MEN.

By T. C. 'VIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.

I

.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELllfiNA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside -Skin,

.

Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, WilkesbalTt!, Pa..

OR, THE

Takes hold in this order :

.

O:I=o LIPEt

.

Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Addreas THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Liberai Club,

<~cleveland S'ecular Union

"Otto Wettstein" W!TCH.

Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.

Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie

Meets evei{ Sunday at 2:80 P.M. at Kni!.hts of
Honor Ha . BaJ: street. Visitors invite . J A.
Turner, Pres.; as. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.
.

Meets every Sunday at 8 P.M. 1_ in J:!.oom 208 City
Hall_, for -lectures and fre~ discussiOn on science
religion, and social questions. Able sp~aker~
w ill interest the audience. -A. SEE, Pres.; J. RoBENBURG_, Sec., 425 Lake street.

THE

W.ATEt~

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand~

Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'vat its hall cor.
Con~ avenue and 9th street. _isiting Liberals'
in vi ed. J P. Rm~ARDSoN, President; M. IsAAo,
Secretary.

Meets at the Lyceum Hallt 404 East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon a 2:30 o'clock..

THE BEST!

Apples of Gold. And Other StOries for

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,

Liberal Association of Balthnore

1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'I.HE TRUTH SEEKER.

" The Time· to be Happy is Row,"

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club

·The· Ohio Liberal Society,

An inde!)endent and respectable study of char.
acter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
"'>resentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Dhristianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.

50 cents extra.
'.l'be Torch of Reason Badge, solid gold
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2.75, and
:jl3.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$1 0, $15, $20, $80.
· DiaiUonds~ 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prepaid. (except knives and forks) and cash refunded atoption. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Til.

Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
[freatest. freedom accorded to all. Onr motto,
Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Of Cincinnatib0., meets every Sunday evenina
at 7:30P.M. in ouglas Hall, N. W. cor. of 6th an
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
tram abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec.

.A NO VEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

.

Poverty.• Its Cause. and Cure. • Pointing

Why Do Men

1\feets every Sundar; at 7:3Q P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Ange es, Wash. Lecture'a son~
and select readinTI. Discussion invite on
subjects. Liberal iterature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

Monte VistaTCai., meet eve1i Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall.
he public cor ially invited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.

Priest &l)d Mal).

Perf~cted, new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
Hand-Book of Health Hints and Ready
to heat, cold, and position, beautiful double sunk.
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet Povertr, : Its Effects on the Political dial, and all modern improvements; guaranteed.
a perfect timer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
Condition of the People. By Charles cases,
$17: 3-onnce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $23.

Holds m~eti':lfts ever{, Sunday eveninlf at 216
Grand ave. ( raterni y Hall). Lecture allowed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Philosophical and Social So·
ciety,

591

10, 1892.

_

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LJTTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E. D. fiLE.NF1!1.R • .
Boards,

4ooenw.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents, treating
on that health-dtstroying and life-consnmin~
weakness of men as the result of youthful errors
and excesses. The book sets forth an ~ll'lD"EL
CURE which iP a medi<'in.- to bs applied ext-ernally (the only rem~<ly of tne .ouna tn existence).
You will feel imp_roved the first day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Earl;y Decay, Weaknesees1 Lost Manhoodt-.etc.l-.are fully restored.
·
aduress,
Dn. RvB'T P. FELLOWS,
·
Vineland, N. J.
And sa.y you~s~w. this in THE TRU'IB SEEltli:B.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY

I

Issued Monthly.

(

Subscription price, · $3 per annum.
No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Prtce.
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinkers' Almanac, 1891...... . • • • • • • • . • • . . • . . . .
25
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener... . . . .... .. ..... ..... .. ...•. .. ... ..
50
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... . . . . . .
25
t. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett..................................
25
5. Christian Absurdities .. John Peck........
20
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on Voltaire........
10
7. The Crisis..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40
8. Sabbath Breaking. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. ..
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams ............ · 25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller.. . .
25
11. llfy Religious Ex-perience. S. P. Putnam.
25
12. The Higher Critrcism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore ............. .
50
.13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote ...... ..
25
14. Rights of li'Ian. Thomas Paine. Illust'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, !lnd Cradle. Helen H. Gardener .................................... ..
10
17. Dible Morals. John E. Remsburg ..... ..
25
18. Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk .... ..
50
19. Pocket Theologv. Voltaire ............. .
25
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener.......................................
50
21. Hi> tory of Religion. E. E. Evans .. .. ..
20
OTHER NUMBERS JN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscriuers will receive all the books
issued during the year. Single copies of each
book sent upon recerpt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By Jobu H. Uclso, A.ru.
12mo. clotl1 n 00.

Creed of Christendoni.

AN UNRELIABLE SORT OF A':' GOD.
Who gave Jacob for a spoil, and Israel to the robbers? did not the Lord he against 11hom we hav sinned?
for they would not walk in his wa,ys, neither were they obedient unto his law.-Is~. xlii, 24.

Ita Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructurb
By W. R. GREG.
C' on JJl.t• in 1 voJ .• Hmo. 899pp .. IJJ.~n

•

*·*

••• IF •••

~INOERELY INTERES'IED

YOU ARE

IN

•••

•

THE OAUSE OF

fHftTHINKfRS'

PICTOR IAL TfXT-B00Ka
I

SHOWING

~WOMAN

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTR UTHFUL•
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, AND RHVEALING THE ABUSES
· OF
A
UNION OF
CHURCH AND
dTATE.

HASTEN TO READ

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.
By GEORGE No MILLER.

("THE UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN

OF

WOMAN'S

SLAVERY.")

185

The best men and women of England and Americ~ are
It
fairly heaping praises upon this
has a fascination
truly wonderful
entirely its own and will give you
'\look.
a. sensation such as you never · had before.

OAN THIS
BE SO

p I

BEND AND
BEE

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

WITH

Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. lllm.
trated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of LincolL
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.50.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette place, N. y

CITATIONS

0~

AND

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT Of
THE ARTIST.

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
By MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD,

COPIOUS

OPINIONS OF SCHOL"'
ARS·

Address THE TRt;TH SEEKEB Co.

CuriOUS Revelatipns From the
Life of a Trance Medium.

lUustratio11 s.

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

! I

-OR-

Fun. . Page

IJESIGNS BY WATSON HEST')])I.
WITH PORTRAIT OJ!'
THE IJESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
~6 represent Un~le

i
!

S

i4
:lO

f3

4

e

~5

'

i
4
2
lO
t

"
"•

"·

Sam and the Priests.
The Church Robbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children and the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies m Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
1'he Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedans,

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's WorlL
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A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has·ever be.
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of I>_utting the book in the reach of all
At twice the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter ancl de..
signer is a wonderful successhand we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal in
A.fuerica will desire a copy oft is most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.

A NEW AND IMPORTANT BOOK.

THE

HIGHER CRITICISM IN THfULOGY ~ RfLIGION
C JNTRASTED WIT!;

ANCIENT MYTHS AND MIRACLES,

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to .
Freethought, and has done faithfal and noble work for the cause of right and truth. Dut the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. 1There are nearly two hundred pages of reading.:
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p~ove the uttet
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in the
bands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
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Price cloth, 11; paper, 60 cents..

"With Daughter's Babe Upon· Brain and· the Bible
. His .Knees.,, . .
Conflict B~tween Mental Scienc~ and Thedl~gt
Photo~raJ?h of · Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild m his lap, a, deli.cate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at home, may be ha,d a,t this office for
fifty cents.

13y EDGAB C. BEALL.

Preface oy B. G. INGERSOLL.
Unanswerable.

l'rioe, $1,
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HOW THEY BRING THE LORD TO , TERMS IN MEXICO.

HISTORf Of:JHE BIBLE. HISTORY
A Popular Account of the Formation and Development__
of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
-CoNTENTs: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Boolts Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, GO cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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A Condensed Account of the Results of Scientific Research and Philo~ophical Criticism.

Sy Etlizabet~ 9. 9\lal)S•
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
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By s. P.

Putna~n.

journeyings. Written in h1s happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
wor-ks. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
A judicial consideration of the questionla:q.d the
decision against the scriptures &nd the Cnristian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEU.

Bein_g true accounts of the _Passing away of the
f9llowmg persons, thus refutm_g the many Chris- A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library.
tian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Ba;yle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Olifford, Anacharsis Clootz\Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet-t...Rooert
(Jooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Oharles varwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Sy Helel) H. Gardel)er'.
Etienne Dolet, Georg!) Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
.Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helveti1).s, Henry Heth- On.6 of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
erington, Hobbes, Austm Holyoake. Victor Hugo,
Strongest Lectures .Against
Hume, L1ttr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Mealier,
.
the Bible.
James Mill, John Stuart Mill, Mirabeau, Robert
Owen....,_Thomas Paine, ·Courtlandt ·Palmer).. Rabalais, vvinwood Reade, Madame Roland, ueorge Every ·woman Should Read It
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus~ Jolin
and
Toland. Vanim,VolnlllC, Voltaire, James vvatson,
jfohn Watts, Thomas Woolston. · ·
1\.!lOW Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, ~ cepj;~,
Address
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Principles of the Natural Order of ··the (lni·
verse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY I'BoFEsson LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
.•./ui,.'I'ENTS :

Foi't!tl and Matter,
The Fitness of Things h·
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of For<''!, Man,
infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
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Motion,
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Form,
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1MBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
. HIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINE".
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief. •
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BY MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY,
Author of " Omitted Chapters of History Dis
closed in the Life and Papers of Edmund
Randolpl).," "George Washington
andMountVernon,""Washington's Rnles of Civility ." etc.

To Which Is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cobbett
No real biography of Paine has ever appeared.
The so-called Ltves of Paine have been mainly
the controversial work of pamphleteers, turning
chiefly on his religious heresws. Paine was in
his fifty-eighth year before he published anYthing concerning religion, and before that time
he had acted an im1!9rtant part in revolutionary
movements in the United States, England, and
France. But in the religious conflict initiated
by him, his political services and military career
b av been but inadequately considered. A certain
historical ostracism has buried in the archives
of vnrious countries a large mass of documents
containing records of paramount interest and
importance. Mr. Conway has _personally searched
such records, in Europe and America, and has
n btained from these fresh light, not only on
Paine, but on various wr•inent figures in American and European history with whom he was
associated. A large amount of unpublished corra§pondence has been included in the volumes.
Mr. Conway says in his Preface: "In the laborious work of searching out the real Paine I hav
found a general appreciation of its importance,
and it will be seen in the following pages that
generous assistance has been rendered by English clergymen, by official persons in Europe and
America, by pers ns of all beliefs and no oeliefs.
In no instance have I been impeded by any prejudice, religious or political. The curators of
archives, private collectors. owners of important
documents bearing on the subject. have welcomed my effort to bring the t1·uth to light."
Two vols., roy~~;l oct., gilt top, portraits, $5.
Address
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A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

large volumes. With steel-plate enfi(raving of
the author in Vol. I, and each volume illustrated
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound i·o
red cloth, $6.501

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

rhe World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re"
formers.
1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth
$8 00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.'

rhe Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes l!nd Persecutions- Svo, 1,11!1
~filfe:dges, $4:50:
.
f'he Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written

ill prison. In cloth, $8.00 per volume, or $5 00
f0r the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in nio..
l"occo, gilt edges, $8.00.
•

t'rom Behind the Bars. A series ofletters
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $t.50.

! Truth Seeker in Europe. A series of

£-~posure

ietterp, written during a visill of ten weeks in
Europe. 4ir Givin~ some account of the International Freethmkers' Congress held at Brnssels, to which Mr. Bennett was a delegate.:, followed by a descrtption of what he saw in .l!;ngland, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone 1\<!,"e worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
850 p~ges. $t.50.
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rite Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treating upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, in-

Facts.

Jl_idicule.

~luding Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Jean;, Christ, the Virgm l\faq, and the Bible.
latter 230 pages are uevoted, showing
that book to be a very inferior production fm·
a.first-class God. 0 333large pages. Paper covers.
80cents; cloth, $L ~10
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By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
-Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

fudaism, Christianity, and Mohammedanlsm examined historically and critically.

400 Pages. 200

{tis thou~ht to be the most damaging exhibit
of Christranity that bas appeared. 500 larg11
pages. Price. $t.50.
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Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.

Bennett and Cyr·us Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and ]larth. Paper,
30 cents. 1"

What Objections to

Christianity~

Twenty Ori1nes · and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, t5 cents.

By J. E. REMSBURG. Price, 25 cents.

D. M . .BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

Fruits of Philosophy.

A TRUTH SEEKER

AROUND THE WORLD.
J<'onr Large Volnmes,
With a steel-plate engraving of the author in
Volume I, and each volume containing
forty to fifty illustrations.
By D. M. BENNETT,

Lotte editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,_ author of
"A Truth Seeker in Europe " "uods and
Religions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
"The World's Sages, Thmkers, and
Reformers." "Champions of the
Church." etc., etc., etc.
Handsomely bound. red cloth, $6.50; in leather,
red edges, $9.50: in morocco, gilt edges, $t0.50.
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the circumstances under which this work was written.
Tbe last. words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death, and which contains an account
of his world-lamented death and burial. Mr.
Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-day life
of all nations is laid before the reader by one
who has visited the;u and beheld them with his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freetbought in the various countries
he visited, and the morality of so-called j:lagan
nations is contr~ated with the mora.lity of Christian countries, much to the detriment of the
latter, The work is a
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KlTOWLTON. Edited by CHARLEs BBADLAUGH a.nd ANNIE BEBANT.. 25 cents.
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church incidents and his evolution from Chris·
tianity to Liberalism. Paper, !)() cents; clot.h
75 cents.
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nr This book tells how the Spring Valley miners
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THE STORY. OF SPRING VALLEY.

Tbis work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN
EUROPE" should be in ever-:r Lil:-eral's library.
Besides its intrinsic worth, rt is a. memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
known-of ·one who ranks with Voltaire and
Paine in the force and clearness of his writings.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER,_
28 Lafayette place, N. x.
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States Circuit Court upon the charge of depos·
iting_ prohibited matter in the mail. Thii grv€s
a full history of this celebrated case, and show~
what monstrous injustice was perpetrated upon
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts
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unhrstorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$t.50. ~
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the mountains, and shall be exalted above the hills;
and all nations shall flow unto it.' The general
truth here taught is not far to se.ek. 'Mountains'
and 'hills' in scripture signify the greater and
smaller kingdoms of the earth. ' The mountain
of the Lord's house' means the church; and to 'be
established in the top' of the one and ·,exalted
above ' the other indicate that the nations shall be
the support and defense of the c~urch. Kings becoming 'nursing fathers' and queens ' nursing
mothers' refer to the sustaining care which nations
shall exercise over the church, and ' serve' signifies
the ministry of the nations in providing for her
material wants.
The essential truth of these
prophecies is, the true state will hav a wise reference
to the church's interests in all her legislativ, executiv,
and judicial proceedings.
The expenses of the
chu1·ch in carrying on her public aggressiv work it
meets in whole or in part out of the" public treasury.
Thus the church is protected and exalted by the
state.
"3. Accm·ding to ·the scriptures, the church and
the state will exist in friendly recognition and cooperation.
"Because the state is distinct from the church it
does not follow that it is divorced froll). her. The
Christian family is a divine institution. It is independent of the church, and yet it exists in friendly
recognition and cooperation with her. The church
will recognize the good offices of the Christian
state, and the true state will formally acknowledge
its obligation to serve the church. They may
swear the same covenant bqnd, in which are embodied the duties which each in its sphere owes to
the king of kings. The nation and church of Israel
seem to hav sworn the same bond at Sinai. The
church of the British Isles and the three kingdoms
-Scotland, England, and Ireland-swore the
same covenant in 1643, ' the solemn league and
covenant.' Our nation is under as much obligation
to acknowledge the Lord Jesus Ghrist in her constitution as the church is in her creed."
This platform of principles stops short of being
practical treason in only that its advocates cannot
use force to make it law. But it is a distinct
declaration that the Sabbatarians desire a solid
union of church and state, with the state subordinate, and but a nursing father to the church-that
is, a father looking solely to the welfare of his
child and abnegating his own individuality. Mr.
Foster drew up this platform immediately after the
Congressional vote on the World's Fair as a further
program and guide for his party.
Freethinkers should take notice, and act accordingly.

We call attention to these principles of'the National Reform Association, commonly called the
Gad-in-the-Constitution party, set forth by the Rev.
J. M. Foster, one of· the most prominent of the Sabbatarians of the country, in the Christian Statesman of August 13th. They set forth that party's
idea of the relation of church and state:
"1. According to the scriptures church and state
are mutually separate and independent divine institutions.
"The church's sphere is the conscience and the
heart. She deals with matters of belief. The
moral law is both a civil and an ecclesiastical code.
In the former sense the state is its keeper; in the
latter, the church. It is the state's duty to suppress open idolatry, as Asa did in Judah; it is the
church's privilege to enforce the worship of the
true God within her pale. It belongs to the state
to punish · blasphemy, to the church to sanctify
God's holy name. It belongs to the state to prohibit all public Sabbath desecration; it is obligatory upon the church to consecrate the day to God.
Cholera and Christianity.
The state must crush polygamy and banish speedy
The pest of cholera has reached our shores from
and easy . divorce and prohibit the ' social evil.' plague-stricken Hamburg, and dozens of ships are
The church teaches husbands to love their wives- quarantined in the lower bay, while their immigrant
wives to obey their husbands. The state punishes passengexs are taken ashore and fumigated.
the external act of covetousness; the church strikes
The scourge is being dealt with in an intelligent
it down in the heart with the sword of the spint. and practical way, and there seems to be no danger
The .church and state are mutually separat'e and in- that it will reach land. But it is, to an unbeliever
dependent provinces of Christ's dominion, each sub- in divine providence, not a little satisfactory to see
ject in its sphere to the mediatorial throne.
. how completely the believers in the Lord· and his
"2. According to the script~t1·es, the state. in its watchful care rely upon sanitary measures to check
sphere exists for the sake of, and in the interest of its spread instead of upon prayer and faith. 'Vhile
the church.
they are always iterating and reiterating that the
"Not to mention the fact that Christ is 'head Lord looks after his own, that he always knows
over all things to his church,' it is expressly asserted, what is good for man, and saying when death does
'kings shall be thy nursing fathers, and their come that it answers JehoiVah's inscrutable purqueens thy nursing mothers;' 'the nation and king- pose, and is all for the best, these good Christians
dom that will not serve thee shall perish; yea,.those look to disinfecting processes; cremation of choleranations shall be utterly wasted;' 'the mountain of infected clothes and corpses, and quarantine of
the Lord's hoqse ahall be esta.blishe4 in the toll of eX:JIOSed persons, to s~ve them froP.l ~ cli.lamity

which if it did strike them they would claim to be of
the Lord's sending and therefore beneficent. Even
our pious president did not depend upon his Lord
in this case, but hurriedly called a cabinet meeting
and issued a proclamation quarantining incoming
steerage passengers for twenty days. The Christians of to-day hav mighty little faith in theix
Almighty Jehovah.
The religious. press also forgets to tell the people
to depend on the Lord to ·stay the pestilence.
They say that we shall probably escape it ; bul;
their reasons are not what one might ex:pect from
such devout and God-fearing and God-depending
folks as religious editors. Instead of looking to
escape through the goodness of God, or the virtues
of the Virgin 1\hry, or the divine beseechment of
Jesus, they think we shall escape because " it is
getting l~te in the season, cool weather has already
set in, and we are fully organized to prevent its
introduction and spread.'' So it seems that cool
weather and sanitation, in their opinion, are more
potent than the Lord, for of course he sends the
plague or it wouldn't be here. If it does not come
in they will say the Lord stopped it, or that the
health officers' efforts, under the blessing of God,
prevented it. But if it had reached these shores
in midsummer, and had spread over the country, it
would, on the other hand, hav shown that the
cholera bacillus is, in hot weather, more powerful
than Jehovah, or that he desired his chosen people
to be affiicted by it. And in this case it is to be
noted that God's chosen people are the dirtiest
ones. So it strongly appears that the Christian
appeal to and trust in sanitation instead of prayer,
is, while being all-praiseworthy from the Infidel
view, somewhat inconsistent with the professions
of the betievers.
The attitude of the Christians is in marked contrast with that assumed by them when they knew
less but were better Christians than now; the value
and sincerity of a Christian being measured by the
amount he believes, the faith he has in God, and
the corresponding lack of reliance in himself. As
we pointed out in some timely editorials a few
weeks since, the Christian, when he really was a
Christian, believed that the Lord sent epidemics to punish Sabbath-breakers, blasphemers, and
deniers of his Godship. The Christians of to-day
do not believe such things_:that is, no intelligent
man does-but they still profess to believe that he
did in Bible times, such as the epidemic that destroyed fourteen thousand seven hundred Israelites,
and was arrested only by the high priest Aaron ;
the pestilence sent in retributio~ of David's wicked
numbering of the people; the plague with which
Jehovah menaces sinners, and the one described
in Rwelation. These they believe in because they
are said to hay occurred long ago ; they do not
think such things possible now, as they hav learned
something. Yet they hold that God is the same
yesterday, to-day, and forever. They also profess
to believe that he answers prayer. 'Vhy, then, do
they not pray to him instead of quarantining tho
stricken persons!
The treatment of this epidemic shows that faith
is fast giving way to knowledge. The medicin
men find fewer and fewer followers, and their incantations are laughed at. When Congressman Kilgore, of Texas, stood up in the House of Representativs and said that he had known a drouth to be
concluded by a special prayer-meeting on .the subject of rain,'.he created much mirth among his fellowmembers. And any religious idiot who should
propose prayer as a prophylactic, even, for cholera
would be the scorn and butt of ridicule of the
whole country,
The :religigu,s i<Uota kn<>w th.if:l
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and wisely refrain from making such exhibitio~ of there is no possibility of their being embezzled, it is
a healthy state of affairs and is already compelling
themselvs ..
banks to use honest servants. A few years of
The Religious Cashier.
honest dealing with the· people will restore confiThe business of banking has reached such vast dence and bring back into circulation millions of
proportions that it is the motiv-power and financial money which is now in hiding from these religious
heart of the nation. It draws the streams of money cashiers.
into its steel vaults at evening, and in the morning
Our Brutal Ancestors.
throws therri out through all the arteries of trade
The Twentieth Century says: "P,uritanism in
with regular puls~ttions. Its power to draw back
worthy
the next evening depends upon the confidence the the days of its vigorous life was
financial public hav in its security for their wealth. of respect on account of the sincerity with which it
The latest inventions in time-locks, air-tight strove to realize its ideal theocracy."
That is to say, hanging heretics and witches and
doors, and bars and bolts-the latest, best, and
whipping
the bare backs of women are acts to be
hardest quality of steel and all the elements of protection against fire and burglars-must be secured respected because the perpetrators were sincere in
by the bank which hopes to succeed and hold the the belief that they were doing the "Lord " a serconfidence of its patrons, else their money will be vice.
On the same principle the Catholic church should
intrusted to other banks. Let the least breath of
insecurity be whispered and how quickly the depos- be eulogized for killing millions of people. Philip
itors will withdraw their money to another bank. the Second was remarkably sincere in his religious
Reforms in banking are continually" being made, and fanaticism. Torquemada, also, was a most sincere
new devices for protection are constantly being Christian-really pious, and believed he was doing
invented,_ displayed, and paraded before the people his victims a real service in killing them so that the
who deposit money as inducements for their confi- Lord could get their souls. But, for our part, we
dence. The greatest reform, however, which has could never respect the men who murdered for
been made in banking during the present century opinion's sake, nor the spirit animating them.
Puritanism as understood was never worthy of
is taking place now and will do much to restore the
confidence of the public in banks generally. Hon- anything but horror and disgust, and the Puritans
esty of the custodians of the funds intrusted to religiously were a lot of human beasts. We should
their care is •of vastly more importance in success- as soon think qf respecting a pugilist as a Puritan.
fully establishing and holding confidence than steel
vaults or time-locks, and to establish and hold this _ The Democrats of Pittsburgh, Pa., hav made one
confidence of honest purpose, it was thought for a of their campaign issues the repeal of the Sunday
1ong time that one of the most necessary precau- law of the state.
tions of safety, as well as a sure means of gaining
the public confidence, was to place behind the
counter a man proficient in leading the prayermeeting. The Sunday-school superintendent was
prized as a cashier. The people seemed to prefer
that their inoney was in his keeping. If he could
pray long and fervently on Sunday. he would secure large deposits for his bank. If there was a
rival bank in the same town, the leading banking
institution was the one whose cashier was leader
of the prayer-meeting. If he could look very pious
and make his face long and solemn on " the holy
Sabbath," he was a general favorit during the unholy week-days. The minister would recommend
him to the innocent flock, and if he was possessed
of a round, fhll, corpulent body and gold spectacles
so much the more confidence was imposed in him.
A favorit with the preacher he was a favorit with
the people. But "a change has come over the spirit
of our dream ;" there has been a great awakening
from the dream of security, until vast amounts of
money hav been locked in safety-deposit boxes.
The people hav been robbed by these pious hypocrits and frauds-millions hav been stolen and
squandered by them-until it has become necessary
to dismiss the religiously inclined cashier and
servant of trust from the banks. Public confidence
in him has become utterly destroyed, and not without good reasons. It is now looked upon as a suspicious circumstance for a cashier to pray. A bn.nk
can hardly do business if its cashier is superintendent of a Sunday-school. The people are not
inclined to trust him with their money, and this
state of affairs has well-nigh ruined the business in
places. Their lack of confidence is fully confirmed
by the records of bank crimes. Fully nine out of
every ten embezzlements, forgeries, and robberies
hav been committed by very pious ones, by the
ones who hav made the longest and loudest supplications and the leaders of the church and Sundayschool.
At first this was a matter of great surprise, and
the ·newspaper which made a "scoop" over its
contemporaries would call attention in doubleleaded headlines to the fact that the absconding or
defaulting cashier was a leader of the church or a
superintendent of the Sunday-school; but now it
simply says, in effect, "He wore the usual garb of
piety, and was an activ leader in - - - church."
It is no longer a matter of surprise, but it would
now be a surprise if the absconder did not wear
the cloth of-sanctity. While it is true that immense
~uws ~~ore

locked up iu sft.ftlt;r-de:por;it Vtltults where

The supreme court of North Carolina will not
hear arguments hereafter on Mondays. The object
of this regulation is to keep the lawyers from having to travel on Sunday to reach the city in time
for .their cases on Monday.
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The San Francisco Wasp adds this to our information concerning the "agent" of the 'Frisco
counterpart of Comstock's society: "The father of
the girl seduced by the secretary of the Society
for the Furtherance of Vice, Bennett, took a shot at
the rapscallion the other night in Oakland and happily missed him. It may be asked why the failure
of the irate parent's pistol to do its duty should be
regarded as a fortunate occurrence, when such a
shining mark as Secretary Bennett. was the target.
It is always a lucky mischance, however, when the
bullet flies wide of its preferred destination, and
thus stops th~ coroner from interfering in a job
that properly belongs to the hangman." Of the
same loathsome subject the Star says: "If the
people of this state had a healthy moral sentiment
on the subject, Bennett would not be shot, but he
would be lashed from one end of the state to the
other, and then back again. His vice-society associates, having whitewashed him and still retaining
him as secretary, are accessories to his crimes, the
common belief, according to the Oakland Times,
being that he knows too much to permit of any
other course by them than that adopted."
It was one of the dreams of the Freethinkers of
this city a few years ago, when Science Hall was
leased and used as a Liberal headquarters, to hav a
theater where science and morality should be
taught through stage representations. The dream
is to be partially realized through the labors of
Garrett P. Serviss, for many years night editor of
the Sw~, and known as one of the most accomplished astronomers of the country. The daily
papers announce his retirement from journalism to
devote his time to the development of the Urania
Scientific Theater. Recently Mr. Serviss illustrated
by means of a stereopticon a lecture called "A Trip
to the Moon," and another, " From Chaos to Man,"
and the great success which greeted the productions here demonstrated to the satisfaction of the
persons who had their money invested that such
an undertaking was profitable, besides serving a
great educational purpose.
Negotiations were
therefore opened with Mr. Serviss with a view to
securing his permanent services in the establishment and managem·ent of the new scheme. Mr.
Serviss has made arrangements to take hold of the
work, and soon the theater will be allied to the
Liberal press in disseminating_ scientific facts.

The marriage of Mr. Charles Vernon Webb to
Miss Luna E. Monroe occurred on the 4th inst.
Miss Monroe is the daughter of the late Dr. J. R.
Monroe, editor of the Ironclad Age, of Indianapolis,
Indiana, and inherits much of the genius and wit
that made her father so much admired and famous.
She was activly engaged with her father in his
work during his lifetime, and his friends and
patrons will remember the many articles from her
pen that appeared from time to time in his paper.
Mr. and Mrs. Webb will liv in Pittsburgh. The
Chicago has long borne the reputation of being
Ironclad Age will in future be conducted by 1\frs. a godless city, given over to worldliness, and
Power, another daughter of the late J. R. Monroe. hustling for business rather th11n salvation. It has
churches, of course, within its somewhat extensiv
The Chicago Herald is alive to the importance
boundaries, but with the exception of the Roman
of keeping the World's Fair open on Sundays, and
Catholic sect, the congregations are small. These
is circulating petitions calling upon Congress to
facts,
apparent even to a casual visitor, led the
repeal the Sunday-closing clause in the appropriaTimes
of that city recently to institute a little retion bill passed at the last session. The Herald
ligious census of its own, and what it found
says it "knows that if the Fair is closed on Sunday
such closing will operate as a great handicap upon seems to shock it. The church of Christ, it declares, has lost ground, and is about seventy-five
millions of workmen and their families, who will
yea.rs
behind the rest of the country. In one
thus be deprived of the privilege of visiting the Exward,
with
over thirty thousand inhabitants, there
position." And the Herald also "believe§ that the
were
but
two
hundred communicants ; in another,
overwhelming sentiment of American citizenship is
with
forty-one
thousand
population, only six hundred
in favor of making the Fair in its broadest sense
and
fifty
communicants.
Commenting upon these
what it will purport to be, a World's Fair; and
figures
one
preacher
admitted
: "Chicago has less
that in order that it may be this in truth there
than
half
the
average
American
percentage for
must be no puritanical prescription of the observ-.
church-members.
She
is
about seventyevangelical
ance of any particular day as the Sabbath."
five years behind the country at large in this
The United States Senate is a very religious and respect. One of the most alarming features of the
temperate body, as everybody knows, says the case is that, as an almost invariable rule, the ProtPhiladelphi~ Telegraph, and therefore it would estant churches are numerous in proportion to the
never do to insinuate that all the Senators who wealth found in their vicinage." In contrast with
voted for Sunday closing of the Fair were not per- this poor showing of the evangelicals is the gain of
fectly sincere, nor that there was the least hypocrisy the Roman Catholics. The :I'imes says that this
in the vote for the liquor Prohibition amendment, church "is growing with extraordinary rapidity,.
which was afterward knocked out. The fact that and Chicago is to-day, perhaps, the greatest Roman
the Senate has on occasions held sessions and Catholic city in the world. Rome itself has but
worked on Sunday ~ust not be allowed to count fifty-four parishes, while Chicago has ninety, and
against this assumption of virtue, as such sessions the Catholic population of Chicago is greater by one
hav always been a continuation of the legislativ hundred and fifty thousand than the entire populaday of Saturday. The fact that a large number of tion oJ the Italian capital. Within five years fifty thouthem do sometimes hav: quiet little dinner parties sand Poles hav made Chicago their home, and they
on Sundays and that they get "biling " drunk on hav been added to the membership of the Catholic
Sundays and on other days in the week, it would church." The Times is very much alarmed because
not be ch!l!rittJJble tQ mentiou i:p, this counection.
the J>rotel'?tP~ntl'l IDPtl;;e such 111 :poor f1h9win6'l and
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'frantically calls upon them to do something. The
chances are, l::owever, that· Chicago will go on about
as she has been going and nothing particular will
happen because of it. The only thing in the figures
which need alarm patri.ots is that Catholicism has
increased to such an extent that it controls the city.
When the _House was in committee of the whole
on the state of the. Union, having in consideration
the civil Sunday bill, the Hon. William A. McKeighan, of Iowa, opposed the World's Fair appropriation, paying particular attention to the cl!i.ssical argument of the Hon. Mr. Brosius; who favored the grant. Incidentally Mr. McKeighan
pointed a moral on honesty with this sto;ry about
Colonel Ingersoll. "I was much diverted by the
remarks of the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr.
Brosius]. The interesting recital of the sun kissing
the hills (and things) was beautiful. He related to
us the way in which Pericles caused the people of
Athens to submit to exorbitant taxation by a cunning appeal to their pridf;l. His remarks brought
to my mind an incident of my war experience. It
was my fortune to be a member of the Eleventh
illinois Cavalry during the late unpleasantness. It
was told of Colonel Ingersoll that when on a certain occasion the chaplain was found in possession
of a fine horse to which he had no good title, in
law or morals, the colonel took him to task about it.
The chaplain said : ' ·why, colonel, Christ stole an
ass on which to ride into Jerusalem.' 'But,' said
the colonel, 'you are not Christ, that horse is not
an ass, and we are not going to Jerusalem; and I
advis~ you to take the animal.back and restore him to
his owner.' This House is not Pericles, we are not
representing the people of Athens, this appropriation is not for a public building. The greatest glory
of our government should be that every dollar
taken from the people by taxation should be applied to the legitimateexpens~s of the government."
Mr. McKeighan forgot to say whether the chaplain
profited by the colonel's rebuke or not. But, at
any rate, until the church expels that chaplain, if
he be alive now, it ought to be a little careful what
it says about the great Agnostic.

Jn

t1t.s West.

News and Notes.
The Freeth ought Federation of America has been
formed. Over one thousand members hav now been
enrolled. Every seat in Madison Hall was occupied on Sunday afternoon and evening, September
4th. The proceedings were harmonious. There is
no doubt as to the necessity of political action. The
only question is, as to methods. The methods outlined in the call are in the main adopted. I gave
my lecture on -"Liberal Political Organization."
This will be published and circulated. Its suggestions met with the approval of the conference.
I made my call without consultation with anyone,
on the spur of the moment, aroused by the
infamous action of Congress. The wide and
splendid response to this call f:rom all over the
country shows that the same indigna·tion at injustice pervades the Libel'al ranks, and the same determination to overthrow the wrong.
With the stalwart band of one thousand Liberals
already organized we shall go on to make one of
the greatest and most powerful Freethought societies ~n the world. The object of this association is
to intensify and make more successful every other
organization and instrumentality now in existence
devoted to the same ends.
The constitution and resolutions adopted will no
doubt meet with the support of every Liberal.
Mr. Charlesworth at the evening session gave a
brilliant lecture on "The Philosophy of Secularism."
This is the first time I hav listened to our eloquent
comrade. ·He is alimirably fitted for the work to
which he has been chosen. He has youth, energy,
hope, thorough knowledge of our principles; he is
a keen thinker; an able, graceful, and winning
speaker. The audience was intensely interested in
his exposition of constructiv Freethought and he
was cheered to the echo. Knowing as I do· the
difficulties of the Liberal work-that we are on the
frontier line and it needs peculiar talents to succetld,
since we cannot follow old paths but m::J.st be
making new ones continually, and new exigencies
are ever pressing upon us-I feel that in Mr.
Charlesworth we· hav a man of insight, of courage,
of determination, of loyalty, of eloquence, who will
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be an invaluable aid to Liberalism and who has before him a career of noble se1:vice. The Liberal
field .needs such men, for every day the mission of
Freethought broadens and de3pens.
Letters to the conference were read· from Gustave
Nelson, who givs a cordial welcome into the ranks
of the International Federation; J. Spencer Ellis
from across the line; John Maddock ; Otto W ettste~n; C. Beal, ex-president of Oregon Secular
Un~on; J. Henry Schroeder, now president of that
Umon; C. F. Burgman, president San Francisco
Secular Union, and others. Hundreds of letters
were received from all over the country indorsing
the movement, giving assurance of material aid,
and promising that thousands of names will be
added to the roll.
Now for work. The issue is right before us-the
op~ning of th.e World's Fair on Sunday. This is
all-Important. We can succeed, I believe, but we
~ust bend every energy to the conflict. Congress
1~ now the battle-ground. I shall make Washington
my headquarters during the coming session and devote my time to the repeal of the Sunday-closing
act. It is necessary to be upon· tlie ground and
watch every movement of the enemy. It will require
constant vigilance and hard work. I believe that
three-fourths of the American people are in favor of
opening the World's Fair on Sunday. Their voice
must be heard in the halls of legislation and be
victorious.
We intend to hav the greatest Freeth ought mass
convention ever held in this country on the first
Sunday after the opening of the Fair. We shall
hav headquarters open every d!!oy, with a readingroom, books, papers, etc., and a cordial welcome
will be given to every Freethinker. Then will come
the Interna.tional Congress · of · Liberals. The
Federations of the Old World will join hands with
the Federation of the New. A bright and glorious
advance is befm·e us, and success is assured.
.
.
SAMUEL P. PUTNA~
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that although it was Mr. Foote it was not the great
Barrington Foote, so well known to lovers of the
stage.
Nor is it only ]·reethinkers who are thus mixed
up. Our negro opponent, Celestine Edwards, has
just invented a periodical called Lum.
An old
lady, particularly anxious to buy a copy, tried several
news-agents to that end. One of them assured her
that she must hav made some mistake .in the matter; that there was no such name as Lum, but
that there was a Luck and that must be the paper she wanted. Satisfied in a way, she went home
full of information as to the latest horse-racing tips
which she found in her Sporting Luck/ but for
the life of her she cannot make out how such a
journal can be called a Christian Evidence paper,
or how a Christian preacher can find it in his conscience to put in so much wickedness and so little
theology. Last Sunday night I was asked if I had
seen the newspaper "by a party of the name of
Lux." "And of such is the kingdom of heaven!''
Your TRUTH SEEKER pictures continue to attract
people to the books~op. Unfortunately they do
not buy, but they read all they can get at for
nothing. Youngsters bring each other and explain the pictures the one to the other and enjoy a
hearty laugh. Parsons look as sour as vinegar and
women seem likely to go into hysterics. To make
matters more, pleasant, the proprietors hav had some
big show-bills of their tracts painted in bright,
showy colors and hav startled the good Christians out
of their wits by displaying "God in a Box," "Was
Jesus Insane 1" and " The Wickedness of God " for
a penny each. Folks hav evidently can-ied the blasphemy far and wide, and visitors come to see us
as they might go to see the cathedral. "Look, there
it is: •God in a Box.' Isn't it awful? How could
God get in a box ~ Let's buy one." Sometimes
-we are told we ought to be locked up, that the windows ought to be smashed, the shop shut up, and
goodness only knows what else.
Our enemies are beginning to · find that Mrs.
Besant, in embracing Theosophy, has not become a
English Notes.
DEAR TRUTHSEEKERS: It is so long since I wrote Christian. Of course they are glad that she has
you that I am almost ashamed to make a fresh start. left us, but they are equally mad that she has not
Every consecutiv number of THE TmJTH SEEKER joined them/ therefore Theosophy is not the
comes as a silent witness of my inconstancy. heaven-sent blessing it was at first considered to
Well, the fault lies rather with the superabundance be by these blood-washed sinners.
During the past few weeks I hav had most cheerof work than with laziness. During the past
six months Secularism has jumped like a frog ing evidences of. the revival of Freeth ought energies
in these parts and kept me very busy. It ought, in this antiquated England of ours. Rochdale, a
all the same, to engross the attention of twenty Lancashire town, in which the ancient _stocks are
still to be seen in close proximity to the large and
bishops instead of a paltry one.
I am glad to read that you are catching hold of venerable parish church, had fallen fast asleep.
the same fever in the States and that Brothers Put- One day she beth<;mght herself to waken a little;
nam and Charlesworth· are going to lick you into and she awoke. From that time her spacious town
shape. If the advice of an old stager is worth any- hall square rang with the voice of Freethought
thing, you will back them up in their struggle and orators, and already the red stand which we borrow
help them in every possible way. Isolated branches from our Socialistic friends is the great center of
are •like isolated teeth, good in their way, but not attraction whenever it is placed in position. Rochthe best possible. Union and combination are the dale has a fine hall-once a chapel, like so many of
secrets of success in social life. Every Freethinker our meeting-places-which must seat close on a
in every town and village should be gathered up thousand persons; and it has been decided to try
into his own branch of the society ; every town in and revive in the coming winter its departed glory.
every county should be federated into a county The wonder is why such lively citadels hav been alfederation; every county federation be joined, as lowed to die out. Secularism is undoubteclly on
such, to each other into a state union, and ·the the increase, but Secular activity is not so in due
whole of the states should combine into a great proportion; and yet the churches are not making
United States National Secular Society. Why not~ headway. I think it must be that Freethought
Americans hav enough g1-it in them to do it if they doctrins hav so far penetrated society that the
like. When they are thus united the national members of the nation hav almost unconsciously
society secretary will need only to communicate adopted om· program. Witness the thousands upon
with the secretaries of the state societies ; these in thousands who regularly go away for the week's
their turn will set in motion the whole of the end (Saturday to Monday) and who disport themcounty federations in their states; the counties will selva beside the broad ocean withqut ever thinking
show the way to the towns, and the towns Will to enter a church or chapel! Our workingmen's
hurry up the individual members. Thus your clubs hav their theatrical or musical· entertainSecular organization would be as complete as . that ments, or even dances, in winter. Our Secular halls
hav lectures or social evenings. Our churches are
of the German army.
At headquarters in England there is no sign of giving .semi-secular services under the· name of
disturbance and the general work of the society is "Pleasant Sunday Afternoons,'' and Christians may
running smoothly along. Mr. G. W. Foote, our break the whole Decalog so long as they retain ·
president, was in Manchester a week or two since, church-membership and pay their blackjacks.
looking fairly well and hopeful, though consider- What shall the harvest be~
So important has the work become that ordinary
ably pulled down by his recent illness. The post
writing
is out of the question and we hav been
of president of the National Secular Society is no
sinecure, though entirely unpaid and even costly to compelled to issue a small local paper to keep the
its holder. Mr. Charles Watts was here, too, look- districts well informed. The first number is very
ing as bonny as ever and full of that quiet fun incomplete, because it takes secretaries a long
which ever characterizes him. Heaford was here while to wake up; but I think one Freethought
not long since and speaks highly of the improved Messenge1· will soon be as important to our northprospects of Secularism in the places he has visited. country Englishmen as THE TRUTH SEEKER is to the
I hav been amused lately with some innocent United States of America. Yours fraternally,
Manchester, Aug. 20, 1892.
SAM STANDRING.
mistakes made by the dear Ch1-istians in Manchester.
One good gentleman called in at our
The Chromo.
bookshop in Oxford street to see whether the FreeKANsAs OrTY, KAN., Sept. 7, 1892.
thinlcer was edited by Mr. Foote the barrister. Of
TRUTH- SEEKER Co.: If you will hav the chromo or
course it was not, but the good fellow made a purreferred to in last week's TRUTH SEEKER made,
chase to see what it was all about. A lady in our city lithograph
I will take two copies at 50 cents each. I hav no doubt
has a photograph of the president on her drawing- as to your ability to sell several thons!lnd copies, if it is
T. J. TANNER, 1905 N. 6th st.
room whatnot, and a friend was surprised to -find well executed.
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d entertainments every Sunday evening dur- [ does not believe." Franklin declared: "That
.
.
religion which depends upon the !'!tate for its supResolved, Tha:t this Federa!ion shall invi~e the Inter- port is for that reason a bad· religion." When it
national Federatwn of Freethmk.ers to hold I~s next <;Jonoved to amend the Virginia Bill of Rights b
" ;r
Ch. · t, J ""
.Y
gress in the United States at Chicago under Its auspices, was m
and this Federation assures them a hearty welcome.
inserting the words • esus
riB
euerson, m
his correspondence, reports" that the amendment
This concluded the w~rk of the present c~nf er- was defeated by a large majority. There is no
ence, and after a few. brief speeches had bee_n made Bible or church in the Declaration of Independence,
by . members and fnends of the ,Federatwn,
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The Freethought Federation of America.
The call issued by S. P. Putnam to the Freethinkers of America to meet together in Chicago on
Sunday, September 4th, was responded to by Freethinkers from several different states. Delegates
from Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, and Illinois were present,
and manifested throughout the entire meeting an
interest in the proceedings that spoke well for the
future success of the Federation.
The writer (John R. Charlesworth) was elected
as chairman of the meeting, and opened the conference by ari address setting forth the reasons for
which they were called together. Mr. Putnam was
then introQ.uced and delivered the thrilling address
upon the subject at issue found following this
report, and which will be printed and circulated as
a campaign document. A considerable portion of
the afternoon was occupied in addresses and music,
when eventually the meeting settled down to official
work. The constitution, whroh had been previously prepared, was then read, and, after a 'somewhat lengthy debate, with a few alterations and
additions,. was unanimously :::dopted by those
present. This concluded the work for the afternoon, and the conference adjourned until· the
evening session.
·
Promptly at 7:30 the conference reconvened, th_e
writer again occupying the chair. The :first business to be transacted was the election of officers to
caiTY on the administration of the new Federation,
when the following were unanimously elected:
President, S. P. Putnam, of California.
Vice-Presidents, H. Coons, of Lexington, Til.; N.
F. Griswold, of Meriden, Conn.; Samuel Silverman,
of Cincinnati, 0.
Secretary, John R. Charlesworth, of New York
city.
Treasurer, Geo. L. Robertson, 345 W. Randolph
street, Chicago.
.
The names of the officers-elect were received with
marked appreciation and enthusiasm, which plainly
evinced the confidence placed in them by the Freethinkers present, and I might venture to add by
Freethinkers throughout the .country. The conference also authorized the board of directors,
which consists.of the president, two vice-presidents,
secretary; and treasurer, to select a list of vicepresidents representativ of the several states.
The president-elect then assumed the chair and
· presided over the meeting. He made another short
address upon tliis occasion in which he asserted his
intention of doing the utmost that lay in his power
to make this Federation a voting power in the
United States, whereby it should become a factor
in the political life of our country.
The writer
also thanked the conference for the honor conferred
upon him by placing him in such a responsible
position as the secretaryship offered. He promised
to do the utmost the situation would allow, and to
show by his future efforts in the Freeth ought movement that the confidence imposed in him had not
been misplaced. The following resolutions were
then read and unanimously adopted :
Resolved, That in the opinion of this conference, the
recent act of Congress in closing the World's Fair on Sunday is a dangerous and startling violation of the principles of this government. It is absolutely unconstitutional and should therefore be regarded null and void in
1!!-W, for itis based upon a recognition of this government
as a Christian government, and such recognition is beyond the power of Congress to assert. For in the treaty
with Tripoli (the same being set forth in the Constitution of
the United States) it was officially affirmed by George
Washington as the supreme law of the land, "'!'hat in no
sense whatsoever is this government founded upon the
Christian religion." Thus making the act of Congress in
closing the Fair on Sunday revolutionary in its very
nature. A usurpation of individual rights, it is destructiv
of liberty and justice, and is the most obnoxious kind of
class legislation. It is a crime against the workingmen
of this country, and which favors only vice, ignorance,
disease, and ecclesiastical tyranny, and we therefore demand its repeal.
Resolved, That the recent attempt of the mayor of
Chicago and the police force to close the Marlowe Theater on Sundays by unlawful measures deserves the
strongest condemnation1 and we denounce all those engaged in such criminal mterference with the rights of the
people as unworthy of the political suppor.t of all Freethinkers.
Resolved, That the attempt to unite the parochial
schools with the public schools, in such manner as to ~n
troduce religious instruction and exercises of any kind
into the latter, is a dangerous infringement upon our seculal' system. of education and should be opposed by all
Freethinkers; and that candidates of parties in favor of
such a union should not receive the support of the members of this Federation.
Resolved, That under the auspices of this Federation
arrangements shall be made for a grand mass meeting to
be held in Chicago on the first Sunday after the opening
of the World's Fair; also to arrange for Freethought
headquarters in Chicago, to be opened every day during
the continuance of the Fair for the welcome of Freethinkers from abroad, and for Freethought lectures,
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dred and four names; Mrs. Sarah G. Fox, of LeOne hundred .' W · I · Fox' of
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f or th e new F ed tJra wn, sp en I success t o b e
achieved in so short a time, and we urge all Free. k ers t o sen d In
· th err
· names t o me, WI"th as
thm
many others as they can secure, as early as possible.
With good work and assistance of this description,
we shall soon be able to muster a roll of one hundred thousand names or more. and think what a
voting power that wiil become w'hen centered upon
the object of securing Freeth ought political reforma tory measures. We hav as yet solicited no funds
of any kind for this work beyond the collections
taken up at the meeting. Remember that no initiation fee is asked, nor are any assessments to be
placed upon the members; it is to be supported by
purely voluntary contributions. Up to the present
we hav borne all the expenses ourselvs, more than
half of whichhav not yet been met. We therefore solicit any subscription, however small, to assist us in
defraying the expenses we hav incurred. All donations should be forwarded to the treasurer, Geo. L.
Robertson, 345 W. Randolph street, Chicago, Ill.;
and all business communications names for membership, etc., be sent to me at' Chicago to the
same address, which is the headquarters of the
Federation for the time being. In· sending names
for membership care should be taken to send postoffice address.
JoHN' R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec Freethought Federation of America
·
·

Liberal Political Organization.
The power of the state is universal. It is upon
every man, woman, and child. We are born into
the state, and cannot escape its authority. We do
not choose to be citizens. We are citizens, whether
we will it or not. We can stand outside every
other institution of human society, but we cannot
stand outside the state.
Being thus by necessity in and of the state, selfrespect compels us to see that the administration
of its authority should be absolutely just.
The state, as George Washington says, "is not
persuasion, but force." It is not advice; it is compulsion. It is not reason. It is not eloquence.
It is the sword. It is the organized physical force
of human society. It is an enormous power. In
the freest nation in the world it is capable of vast
tyranny. It must be constantly watched. Like
fire, it is a dangerous servant and fearful master.
It cannot be left for one moment to irresponsible
action. "Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty."
So long as the state exists, no matter how wise or
good the people, there is peril to individual rights.
The state, as Thomas Paine says, "is a necessary
evil." It is made necessary by the existence of a
greater evil-namely, crime. When crime ceases
the state must cease as a logical consequence of
human progress.
The state therefore being physical power, infinite
and ~n?I'mous i~ its action, how supremely important It IS t~at this power be confined to its legitimate functiOn-namely, the suppression of crime.
If allowed to go beyond that function it must be for
universal economical or business purposes only,
and never for any moral or religious purposes.
This is the formative idea of the American republic, as set forth in the Declaration of Independence and the ~onstitution. Washington officially
affirmed that "m no sense whatsoever is this government founded upon the Christian religion." Jefferson said: "lt is wicked and tyrannical to compel any man to support a religion in which he
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not m this matter a;p:p~ale. o reason, o consCience,
to argument, to CIVIlizatiOn, but to brutal force.
Only by the brutal forc,e of !1' corrupted state could
the g~tes of the Worlds ~a1r be ~lo~ed o~ Sunday.
Th1s act has arous~d umversal mdignatwn. T_he
church has. shown Its~lf to be at heart a Wild
?east, a furwus despotism, and not a moral. and
mtellectual power. _T~~ c~urch has declared Itself
~o be the enemy of mvihzatwn. It has forced. the
Issue. It h~s unfurled the bla?k flag of _barbari.sm.
What a crime has been c?mmitted, a criJ?~ agamst
the workmg people of thiS country.. ~~hons are
now. shr~t out from. the nobles~ exhibitiOn of art
and I~dn~try that th~s century will produce.
. ~t. IS _right at . the~ v~ry doors-~he products of
mvihzatwn, the msp1rat~ons of ge~ms, a world of
beau~y, a world of dehght, a mrracle. almost . of
~ovelmess and gran~eur. One J?~st see Itt? realize
Its marvelous magmficence. MilliOns of toilers are
in dark and J?iserable te~ement houses. They want
to. get out mto fresh air; t.he;y want to _see somet~g ; t~ey want to hav~ a glimpse of higher and
nooler ~hmgs b?yond theiJ" povert;y and s~rugglessometh~g to giv~ them ~ope, a httle ~ambow h~e
of promise to therr laboriOus days. Right here m
this mighty and beautiful city of Chicago is a
paradise beyond all that poet has ever dreamed ;
here humanity is pouring out its most precious
treasures ; here nature reveals its myriad wonders of land and sea; here is the song of tiiumph, -the triumph of labor itself; here is the glory
of human effort, the victory of the ages, the victory
of man over brute force, the grandest, the most
animating spectacle that has ever adorned and
glorified the pathway of human progress, and yet
the church, with fierce, ambitious hand, with the
scowl of a tyrant, Fith the leer of a hypocrite, with
the crouch of a coward, bolts and bars the g'ttes of
this beautiful paradise, and says to the hungry and
eager millions, Go to the slums, go to the dens of
vice, stay in your heated and crowded homes, drink
in disease with every breath, live in torture, live in
misery. On our holy Sabbath day you must be
imprisoned, for fear that our finances might suffer,
that we might not receive your paltry shillings.
Such is the attitude of tl:e church to-day. It is a
cursed, inhuman despot, and I hate it, I detest it
with every fiber of my being.
We must meet this power at the ballot-box. We
have petitioned, we have remonstrated. It is useless. We must vote for Liberal principlel.'1, or they
will be destroyed. The greatest of all conflicts for
human liberty must take place in this American
republic. It is either the surrender of our government to the Christian churches, and bloodshed and
honor for the next ten centuries, or it is universal
justice, universal peace, and universal liberty. But
reason, persuasion only, will not win the day; there
must be also the power of millions of votes.
A long, hard conflict is before us-a conflict that
will last a century. "These are the times that try
men's souls" as in the great days of the Revolution.
We want no sunshine patriots, but stalwart soldiers,
who will stand by the flag no matter how many
defeats are suffered.
In combining for political action we still recognize the manifold nature of th~ Liberal movement.
It is intellectual, moral, scientific; philosophical,
economical, industrial, and social. It is all that
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concerns human nature, human history, and human
advancement.
.
Liberal organization must be manifold. No one
organization, national or otherwise, can express all
that Liberalism means. There. must be many organizations, local, state, and national organizations.
Every organization should be absolutely independent in itself. It should have its own law of being,
its own methods. Liberal organization should not
be a machinery, but a life.
As the territory narrows, the work broadens; as
the territory broadens, the work in purpose is
limited. That is, a national organization cannot be
so comprehensive in its designs as a local organization. The national organization must adopt one
line of effort, and forego others. It cannot be
thoroqghly intellectual, moral, economical, and political at the same time in action. If it chooses to
be political it must be that alone. Only by concentration, by limitation of aim can there be intensity
and success of action.
The local organization can embrace in its work
all that concerns human life. It can and should
discuss every question of living interest, be it literary, scientific, philosophical, economical, historical,
or social. There is no subject-matter of human
thought and experience but what a local organization can deal with.
It is for univ!)rsal inquiry.
Everything is welcome. Individuality has full
play. But when we come to the state organization
there must be some limitation. The state organization must confine itself at least to political and
economical questions.
It cannot take into active
conf'ideration in its organized efforts purely literary,
scien ific, philosophical, or historical questions.
When we come to the national organization there
must be a still further differentiation and limitation.
In fact, the differentiation extends so far that there
are three national organizations instead of one today, and all are necessary.
Tne American Secular Union is organized mainly
for legal and legislative work, which is always important.
The Union was never organized for
purely political action. It could not be made an
active political body. But there are always questions to be brought before legislatures and before
courts, questions of far-reaching importance, and
to presAnt these questions fairly and reach a just
decision is a work that demands constant attention.
The freedom of the mails and freedom of speech
and press, is a question of such immense significance that a separate organization, the National
Defense Association, is needed for that. There
never was greater danger in this direction than at
the present time, and there must be a special body
to meet the peculiar and dangerous tactics of the

p~ogress? It is the dream of my life, as of many a
L~beral throug~out the country, that opportunities
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roots wide and deep. Our principles are eternal
principles, always living, always glorious, as necesnnght so · combme in the pregnant years that are. sary ten thousand years hence as to-day. I honestly
before us that a man like Ingersoll of world-wide believe that we are entering upon the greatest conpopularity, might bear our standard' and be elected flict of the ages; that our civilization is at stake,
to the presidency of the United States. This is all that man has acquired in the past. I believe
no~ beyond the possibilities of the political world, that never were vaster despotic forces in play than
whiCh never was so surcharged with upheaving now. I believe that Liberty was never more subtly
and creative forces as now. Vast changes con- or more potently assailed.
I believe that the
front us, and revolutions are hurrying on. When church? realizing both its weakness and strength, is
was there ever a better opportunity to take our prepanng for an enormous struggle. I believe that
stand upon eternal principles ~ When was ever other forces, forces of wealth, forces of monopoly,
more need of a radical party, of a true American power in the hands of a few, all these will combine
party~ a party co~servative of the original purpose to put upon man's brain and man's body the most
of this gre~t natwn, a party of liberty, of justice, far-reaching and. irresistible tyranny that has ever
of human rights 1
existed. It is useless to shut our eyes to the imWhy should we be any longer under the despo- pending crisis.
tism of the partisan lash'? Why should we belong
Are we, then, pioneers in the ranks of fi;eedom?
t<? and obey a ~arty as our master'? Why sho:.1ld Are we to say in this world's con:flict, every man for
we not be supenor to party, and use the party, and himself and the devil take the hindmost~ If so, in
not let the party use us 1
the end the devil will not only take the hindmost
I ~ope that Ingersoll will some day be elected but every one of us, for is there a greater devil in
president of the United States ; not that the office the universe than the church itself~
would honor him, but that he would honor the
What shall be the method of cooperation '?
o~ce ~th his genius, his eloquence, his honesty,
First of all, cooperate. The old adage is, if you
hi~ umversal h?manity, his sympathy with every
want a hare-soup, you must first catch your hare.
toiler upon this planet, his heroic devotion to .We intend to act on this common-s2nse principle.
liberty, h~s brave and generous spirit so thoroughly Knowledge is power, and the first thing to know
cosmopolitan and so . genuinely American. Has it in Liberal political action is upon whom we can decome to thi~ that we cannot elect a great man pend. Who are Liberals. Who will stand fire.
to the prestdency, that politics must be mere Before we summon to fight we must summon to
expediency and commonplace,. a dull routine, ·council. It is no use to make a campaign until we
where only the orthodox horse can .tread the have enlisted the soldiers, and numbered them.
?verlast~g roun~? Are we to have no grandeur We must act according to our material, but what
m Amencan politics, no fresh inspirations, no material will Liberalism in this country give for
splendid possibilities '? Is there to be nothing political action'?
but _the "party hack," the "public crib," the
This is the first thing to do, to make our combi-.
'.'spoils of office," the "bar-room politician," the
nation-to find out how many radical Liberal voters
"boss," the "political pull," the "machine" the
. " the " availaf::le candidate'?" Is one 'to be there are in the republic.
"nng,
This is the first object of the Freethought
remanded out of politics because he is too brillFederation-th.e
enrollment of the genuine Liberal
iant, too sincere, too much of a man and not a
puppet'? Are brains at a discount, and "brass" voters of this country.
Let me define the genuine Liberal voter. Let
the only currency 1 Is "gall" successful and genius
defeated! Is politics only barter and sale, and the me say what is expected of members of 'the Federalongest purse the arbiter of our destinies? Is it tion now to be organized.
I do not mean separate political action, the nomiuseless to cast a vote for what is absolutely right'?
nation
of candidates in opposition to other parties.
Is there not courage enough to be in a minority'?
That
is
a thing of the hereafter. That is a matter
Must we go with the crowd 1 I don't believe it.
I don't believe the American people are going to of evolution. I do not mean that they who join
the bad. I don't believe that churches impreg- the Freeth ought Federation must quit their present
nated with the barbarism· of the past will rule our party affiliations. Work through other parties if
country. I don't believe that cowards and hypo- possible, and hold the balance of power. · Endeavor
crites will carry the day. I don't believe that to put the Demands of Liberalism in their platfools will win, although they do live and move and forms. If this cannot be done, then there must
For this we wait
have their being in the halls of Congress. One live eventually be separate action.
the
logic
of
events.
man is better than a million fools, and some day
e~emy.
What I mean by a genuine Liberal voter, and
The Freethough't Jrederation is not to take the the fools will go to the wall.
One thing or the other must be done, either to what is expected of every memher of the Freeplace of these useful. organizations already established but to advance upon a new line made abso- surrender politics to the mean, the miserable, and thought Federation, is always to refuse to vote for
lutely necessary by the recent action of Congress. the bigoted; or to make them resplendent with the the candidate of his party if that. candidate is
known by his record to be in opposition to the
Hitherto there has been no effort to make Liberal- glorious principles of pure liberty and justice.
No one will question but that some time or other Demands of Liberalism. This is the test. A Liberal
ism a voting power. It has not been thought necessary. It has been hoped that by education, by Liberalism must be a matter of practical politics, who votes for a candidate in declared opposition to
agitation, by petitions, by appeals to courts, our that the ballot must be used, that there must be a a Secular government is not a genuine Liberal,
rights mig]:lt be maintained; We have trusted that Freethought party. Other instrumentalities will be You might just as well expect a genuine free-trader
politicians had honor and courage. We have been thoroughly used, the press, the platform, argument, to vote for a tariff candidate, or a genuine protecdisappointed. We have found the majority of them persuasion, but the ballot must finally be the appeal. tionist to vote for a free-trader. What are a man's
Our principles will never fully triumph except by political principles worth if he votes for a man who
to be fools, hypocrites, and cowards. We must
organized
politics. Liberalism must be something is in direct antagonism to them 1 A principle that
change these politicians. We must put true in en
in their place. We can only do this by the .ballot. more than moral power, it must be something more we are not willing to vote for is no principle at all.
The Christian churches have forced this issue. than intellectual enlightenment; it must be a A principle that we can put off and on is not worth
We must take our position and :fling our banner voting force. As well say that a man should act even as much as the clothes we wear. Liberal'ism
upon the political field, and we must some day suc- without his body as to say that.Liberalism must be is not merely an opinion. It is a principle ·deep
ceed, or it is as certain as that the su:il. shines in the only an unorganized influence. It must be an in- and broad as humanity itself. We cannot be false
fluence undoubtedly. Art, poetry, eloquence, phi- to it. We must maintain it. It ·is infinitely more
heavens that this republic will be destroyed.
We organize for one supreme purpose, as the losophy, science, will minister to its ultimate grand than a question of tariff or revenue. It is a quesantislavery party organized for one supreme pur~ victory. But there must be a political victory also. tion of eternal right or wrong. It is a matter of
·
pose. We organize for the total separati~n of The tremendous power of the ballot must be used human progress or of retrogression.
Every man must judge for himself. We do not
church and state. All other issues are subordinate. for Liberalism or it will be used against it.
The sooner we begin the marshaling of our forces purpose to form an iron-clad association. We do
Until this is accomplished there is no solid foundation for any other reform through political action. the better. How long are we to wait'? Already not purpose to use the part.y whip. · There is no
No social and industrial question can be settled Congress and the Supreme Court and the president- party whip, no compulsion. We come together by
We act harmoniously
except by a free, Secular government. Let the all branches of government-judicial, legislative, the laws of attraction.
through
a
common
judgment.
We don't want
and
executive,
have
pronounced
this
a
Christian
govchurch remain as an influence if it can, but destroy
ernment. Was there ever a greater danger, or was tools and machines in our party. ·we want thinkevery particle of its political authority.
If you have brains, use
By concentrating on this one issue and making there ever a more fitting opportunity to :fling our ing, independent men.
them; use them constantly in all the affairs of
this the line of battle constantly, there is no doubt banner to the breeze 1
· There is, therefore, no question about the neces- politics. Don't be superstitious in politics any
that Liberalism will eventually win the day in
American politics. In the unrolling of tremendous sity of a political organization at the present time. more than in religion, and don't submit to authorevents, in the changing and destroying of old As well stop to argue whether you shall strike a ity in politics any more than in religion. Don't be
parties, the new Liberal party may be able to. com- blow when the assassin's dagger is at your throat. the slave of any organization, not even of a Freemand the situation, and with its own candidates We must strike. The only question is, how to thought organization. Don't do any1.hing because
others tell you to do it, but because your own
sweep the field. Why not ~ Do we not represent strike the most effectually.
I don't believe in rash action. I don't believe in reason is the prompter. I don't want a hundred
the grandest ideas of the American republic~ Are
we not the true Constitutional party, the true Re- rushing forward like a mob. I believe in calm, thousand voters to vote as I might tell them to vote,
publican and Democratic party, the People's party, steady, persistent action. I believe in studying the but I want to enroll a hundred thousand thoughttoo ? If we sband firm upon our principles, like situation, making the best use of all opportunities. ful, investigating, clear-headed, and courageous
the old guard at Waterloo, shall we not become the I h,elieve in organizing a campaign, not for this year, voters, who will vote fairly and squarely for their
center of the mighty battle, and shall we not:. by nor for next year, but for a hundred years to come. own best conviction every time .. Such a host of
our decisive action, turn the tide for liberty and Our party must be a growth; it must throw its voters would be a tremendous power. These voters
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would one day become the commanding influence
in this republic.
I do not see how any genuine Liberal ~an vo~e.for
the candidate of any party who, in h1s politiCal
action, has been the ally of the church. Here
the line must be sharply drawn. I affirm that
every member of Congress -who voted to close the
World's Fair on Sunday should be put upon the
black-list, and every Liberal i;n th~ co~nti-y should
do all in his power to defeat h1s reelectwn, and ~he
Freethought Federation sho~ld _do the_ same With
its organized power. How IS 1t J?OSSible for a
genuine Liberal to support a can_d1~ate who has
voted to violate our rights~ As 1t IS now we are
absolutely helpless. What do the politicians _care
for our petitions, our remonstrances, our resolutiOns,
our mass meetings~ These are not backed up by
votes. But let the votes be there and the politicians
will take heed .. Some men are so constituted that
the only way to make them resp~ct you is to knock
them down. Politicians are bmlt that way-most
of them.· Let us knock them down by thousands
of Liberal votes and they will respect us. Otherwise they will obey the bidding of the church.
I propose hereafter to vote for a Lib~ral e~~ry
chance I get. I propose to be a Liberal m pohtics
first, last, and all the time. I propose to call every
official to strict account, and if he sides with the ecclesiastics in their attempt to unite church and
state I shall do all I can against him and shall urge
Liberals to do the same, without regard to party
lines, and the Freeth ought Federation is. organized
to make this policy tremendously e:f!ective by c?operation. If a hundred thousand Liberals do th1s
the church power will receive a fatal blow. Take
for instance the recent action of Mayor Washburn
in the attempt to close a theater on Sunday night
by police force. I say that in view of this action
no genuine Liberal can ever vote for Mayor Washburn for any office whatever. He has disgraced the
high position he holds. He has shown himself to
be the paltry tool of the church. Through his official power he has committed a high-banded ~ut
rage against liberty. If he did it honestly he 1_s a
fool ; if not, then he is a coward and a hypocrite.
Would Mayor Washburn have committed this infamous and criminal act if he had known that there
were Liberal voters in Chicago who would relentlessly
combat him at the polls for his despotic action~
Certainly not. He cringed to the church for the votes
of the church. He violated law ; he violated rights;
he struck a blow at liberty to win the political support of the churches. There is no questio;n about
this. What is our duty in the matter as Liberals~
To do our level best to see that such official is defeated if his party dares to put him in nomination
again ; and to make our protest against such highhanded proceedings available, we must organize and
act as an army of Liberals, and make our protest
universal, and not merely individual. Congress
would not have voted two to one to close the
World's Fair if a solid mass of one hundred thousand Liberals had confronted them, not simply to
petition, but to hurl their political power against
them if they were thus disloyal to the Constitution.
The Farmers' Alliance would never have voted
unanimously in favor of closing theW orld's Fair on
Sunday if Liberalism had been organized as a voting power. We are browbeaten on every side,
treated as if we had no rights that any party was
bound to respect, and yet we quietly submit and
go on voting with the powers that be, trusting that
political liberty will be won by some blind chance,
instead of by our own courage and devotion.
"Who would be free themselves must strike the
blow."
Understand, we do not vote against a man on
account of his religious opinions. We do not vote
against a man because he is a Christian ; that is not
the point at all. It is not a religious war upon
which we are entering. It is altogether another
matter. I do not vote against any man on account
of his religion.
I vote against him purely and
solely on account of his political acts. I vote
against him because he votes to take away my
liberty. I vote against him because he uses his
official power to abolish the Declaration of Independence, and make null and void the Constitution.
We ask no candidate about his belief. That is not
our concern. We want his political record. That
is our concern, and by his political record we
approve or condemn. We are organizing to defend
human rights, not to attack or maintain any creed
whatsoever. I want no political support for my
creed. I simply want liberty, and I want every
man and woman, too, to have the same liberty.
The first thin·g then to do is to enroll, to find
out how many Liberals in this country will openly
stand upon the platform of the Demands of Liberalism, the Declaration of Independence, and the Con-
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stitution of the United States. I believe that there
are one hundred thousand stalwart Liberal voters
in our land to-day. To combine these into one
grand cooperative force is the object of the ~rea
thought Federation. Such a union would g1ve a
wonderful strength to Liberalism. It is an absolute
necessity that we do this, an~ when we have create,d
this splendid companions~1p up?n t~e world s
political field, after years of exp.er1ence m the ~ast
and inevitable conflict before us, more radical
methods than any outlined at present may be
wisely and harmoniously adopted. The career of
the Liberal political party in the future cannot be
marked by the keenest-sighted statesmen. Its
work will be "the long result of time." We cannot
tell what will be best to do four years hence. But
what is best to be done now is evident-to rally the
grand army of freedom, to strike hands, to stand
together.
. .
We not only thus create a splendid compamonship, but we bring into play outside ?f purely
political action an enormous instrut:?ent~.hty f~r the
education of the people. EducatiOn IS radically
necessary.
The masses of the people of this
country are profoundly ignorant.
They do not
understand the principles of secular government.
They do not understand the position of. the church.
·They do not see the danger that exi~ts. They do
not know when their own rights are vwlated. Take
the Sunday question. How very few understand it.
How very few know the origi~ of the Christia~ Sa~
bath-that it has :qot the shghtest foundatiOn m
the Bible. What Dogberries our Congressmen are
on this question. Two to one of them must be
writ down as asses. Every word said in favor of
closing the World's Fair was bosh, based on
absolute ignorance of Christian history. . ~ am
amazed and disgusted to find that the maJOrity ?f
our representatives at Washington are such dunces.
How great the need of education among the p~ople
when Congress itself presents such a mass of Ignorance. We must vote and we must teach through
the Freethought Federation. We must spread information. We must get people to read and think.
If we have this enrollment of one hundred thousand
Liberals, "V6 have an instrumentality by which we
can distribute millions of copies of Freetbought
documents all over ihe land. In conjunction with
voting, this process of education must be carried
on, and to this purpose mainly the funds of the
Federation will be devoted.
Our common school system is in danger. In one
county in the state of Illinois the superintendent
of schools was elected by Catholic votes with the
express understanding that in Catholic districts
the parochial schools be allowed to take t?e place
of the public schools, and the teachers m these
schools receive certificates and be paid as teachers
in the public schools.
Here is a deadly blow
against our system of universal ·education connived
in by a candidate of the popular party in order to
win office. Against such a candidate the vote of
every Liberal should be cast. If we do not meet
this issue our common schools will be abolished by
the cowardice of the old political organizations.
The method adopted by the National Liberal
League of auxiliary societies has proved to be us~
less. These societies in nine cases out of ten die
and are a drag upon active work. What is wanted
is individual membership. One live man is better
than a thousand defunct societies. A combination
of societies is too much after the old orthodox
style. It takes hell-fire to give such complicated
machinery any kind of a go. Take hell-fire away
and all the magnificent organization of the Catholic
church would be of no avail.
We want in Freeth ought a combination of individuals. It is to the individual reason that we
constantly appeal. · It is individual support that
we desire. The individual is always alive. The
society is too often a corpse. The plan of fees and
assessments, except in mutual benefit societies, has
proved a complete failure. Abolish fees and assessments and depend upon voluntary contributions.
Every Liberal who is. willing to be counted as such
and signs the constitution in good faith is a weicame member and a voting member, whether he
pays or not. We don't judge a man by his pocketbook, but by his courage and devotion.
There is no question but that every member will
do the best he can to supply the " sinews of war "
when the time comes. It is left for everyone to
judge for himself what he shall contribute.
I think everybody will admit that if we enroll
one hundred thousand Liberals in 'bhis country who
are willing to vote Liberalism, we have in that very
enrollment itself created a gigantic power for the
triumph of Secular principles.
The enrollment is the beginning, not the end.
The end is a vast Liberal party, a glorious republic

free from church domination, social and industrial
progress by the genius of Liberty. S. P. PuTNAM.

The Freethought Federation of America.
CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS.
PREAMBLE.

Realizing that the safety of republican institutions is imperiled, the advance of civilization impeded, and the most sacred rights of man. infringed,
by the least interference of the state m matters
religious, as instanced by the recent act of Congress
in closing the W odd's Fair on Sunday, we hereby
organize the Freethought Federation of America to
help. secure throughout the United States a practical
compliance with the principles involved iu the
Demands of Liberalism.
CONSTITUTION.

Article L
This organization shall be known as the Freethought Federation of America.

Article IL
(A) The general object shall be to effect a total
separation of church and state.
(B) As specific objects, in order to accomplish
the general object, we indorse the Demands of
Liberalism, as follows:
1. We demand that churches· and other ecclesiastical
property shall be no longer exempt from taxation.
2. We demand that the employment of chaplains in
Congress, in state legislatures, in the navy and militia,
and in prisons, asylums, and all other institutions supported by public money, shall be discontinued.
3. We demand that all public appropriations for educational and charitable institutions of a sectarian character
shall cease.
4. We demand that all religious services now sustained
bythe government shall be abolished; and especially that
the use of the Bible in the public schools, whether
ostensibly as a text-book or avowedly as a book of
religious worship, shall be prohibited.
5. We demand that the appointment, by the president
of the United States or by the governors of the various
states, of all religious festivals and fasts shall wholly
cease.
.
6. We demand that the judicial oath in the courts and
in all other departments of the government shall be
abolished, and that simple affirmation under the pains
and penalties of perjury shall be established in its stead.
7. We demaad that all laws directly or indirectly enforcing the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath shall be
repealed.
8. We demand that all laws looking to the enforcement
of "Christian" morality shall be abrogated, and that all
laws shall be conformed to the requirements of natural
morality, equal rights, and impartial liberty.
9. We demand that not only in the Constitutions of
the United States and of the several states, but also in
the practical administration of the same, no privilege or
advantage shall be conceded to Christianity or any other
special religion; that our entire political system shall be
founded and administered on a purely secular basis; and
that whatever changes shall prove necessary to this end
shall be consistently, unflinchingly, and promptly made.

Article IIL-Mode (Jf Work.
The means to be employed in order to secure
compliance with the foregoing demands shall be,
lectures, conventions, and agitation through the
rostrum and press.
Article IV.·
Candidates may be nominated, if thought advisable, at any time upon the platform of the
Federation. If no candidates are nominated the
candidates of all other parties are to be questi~ned
and their position ascertained, and if in opposition
to the dema;nds of o~r movement, the political
power of th1s FederatiOn shall be used against
thein wherever available.

Article V.
This Federation will not necessarily be opposed to
present political parties. Members of all parties
can become members of this Federation, provided
they. endeavor to make the Demands of Liberalism
a part of the platform of the party to which they
belong and refuse to vote for candidates who are
opposed to these demands.
'

Article VL
All persons indorsing the Demands of Liberalism
and ~esirous of propagating the principles involved
therem may become members of this Federation
by signing the constitution, or sending their names
to the secretary for that purpose.

Article VIL
All members shall be allowed to vote by mail or
ot?erwise UJ?On all questions affecting the work of
th1s Federatwn, the same to be submitted to them
by the secretary immediately after the board of
directors hav taken action thereon.

Article VIIL-Officers.
'l'he officers of this Federation shall consist of a
president, two or more vice-presidents, a secretary, '
and treasurer.
The president two first vicepresidents, the secretary, and tr~asurer shall constitute a board of directors, who shall be intrusted
with the general management and control of the
Federation.
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A?·tiole IX-Election of Ojficen
church will claim all of Paine's great works, and "in 1 priestr:, in the hope that wiser counsels might pre- ·
The officers shall be elected annually, and shall time Ingersoll's too. He said Ingersoll was an vail at some future date.
hold office until their successors are elected. All arrant coward and. the greatest literary pirate that
After Dr. Rizallearned that persecution was rife
elections shall be by ballot.
ever lived; that all his works of any note were stolen and that a price had been put on his head' he deand dressed over to suit the occasion. His denun- cided to settle down in Hong Kong and practice
Article _X.
The duties of officers shall be those generally ciation of Liberalism, and Freethinkers and Spirit- his profession (that of an oculist), at which he
pertaining to those of president, secretary, treasurer, ualists as obscenists, free-lovers, drunkards, liars, became a specialist in France a few years ago. He
adulterers, etc., was diabolical in the extreme, but did so, and rented professional quarters in D'Aguilar
and board of directors.
applauded to the echo, like the pugilist who knocks street. A few months passed in this way, when he
Article XL
All moneys contributed to the funds of the Fed- his opponent down. Ingersoll, Underwood, Put- was rejoiced to hear that the new governor-general
eration s~all be used for .practical campaign pur- nam, nor any of our workers escaped his viperous of the Philippines had issued a decree pardoning
poses and for the distribution of Freethought attacks, and to the people of the church that knew the Rizal family, recalling them and their friends
nothing to the contrary it had a tremendous effect from banishment, and restoring to them the proppolitical literature.
to build up a detestation for the Liberals. I hav erty so ruthlessly seized by his predecessor. All
Article XIL
No change shall be made in this constitution ex- traveled for many years in the lecture work, but was carried out as ordained, with the exception
cept by a two-thirds vote of the members present hav never met Braden's equal for demonish, un- that young Rizal preferred to remain in Hong
at any regular meeting called by the board of principled scavengering. He can do a thousand Kong with his aged parents, whom he supported
directors, notice of such change to be given three times more injluy to our Freethought cause since their flight from the bloodthirsty priests of
than a hundred men like Talmage or Field, and Manilla. After a while the boycott of the Telegraph
months previously.
to
meet him in debate would be about like driving was also· suspended, and many of Rizal's friends
Signed this 4th day of September, E.M. 292.
a polecat out of your chicken-house with a pole. wrote him that there could be no doubt that the
S. P. PuTNAlll, President.
You would wish you hadn't.
new governor-general was a very liberal-minded
JOHN R. CHARLEswonTH, Secretary.
Braden would seem to belong to that class of man and that it would, therefore, be safe for him to
G. L. RoBERTSON, Treasurer.
animals often referred to, as I can't see what they return to Manilla, and endeavor to put the business
were made for. He is the John Sullivan gladiator connected with the family estates in order. But he
News from the Northwest.
of the church, unconquerable because he chooses hesitated to return, though his heart yearned for
Since my last letter of some two months ago I weapons no decent man would touch. He is yet another glimpse of hifl nativ hills and vales, and he
hav been " firing my wad " in the great North and in the prime of life and is everywhere present at a wrote his friends positiv refusals to listen or attach
state of Washington, which will some day be one moment's call, and his mouth is a gatling gun filled credence to their assertions. He even activly took
of the greatest states of the Union. I gave four with filth and froth. The church indorses him, the up a scheme for transferring a whole section of the
lectures at Cathlamet; three at Skamokawa; one at people feed and pay him, and he is their spy and nativ population of Luzon to Borneo, where they
the New Era, Ore., camp-meeting; three at Olympic picket-guard, and loves Jesus, and eats his body hoped to liv in peace and security from monastic
Hall, Seattle; four at Snoqualmie Falls; five at an,d drinks his blood, "allee samee as Melican man," rapacity. This plan, as we reported a few weeks
Gillman in Odd Fellows' Hall; four at Black Dia- and no doubt expects two crowns and a double ago, was on the eve of accomplishment. This became
mond in city hall; and in most cases had crowded harp when he gets "over there, over there." I find known to the authol"ities, who it now appears were
houses. The Liberals and Freethinkers, Spiritual- very few people; especially young men, in the great "lying low" to trap the one man whom they feared
ists, etc., always gave me a most hearty reception and West, that believe in the Bible or much of the because he was regarded as a patriot of the first
supported me well in my lectures on radical science; creeds. Another hundred years and most of the order, and they therefore conceived a desperate
evolution, etc. !make no arrangements ahead, hav civilized world will look at the Bible and the dogmas plot to get him into their clutches. The governorno promised pa.y, make no long j\.1mps, stay a week in of the church about as we do at the Egyptian general was approached by the archbishop and prea place, and am well paid. My lectures are of the mummies and laugh at the nonsense and silly relig- vailed on to address Dr. Rizal through the Spanish
most Liberal kind. I hire and pay for my own ious belief of their early progenitors. Science and consul in this colony and assure him of his deep
halls, stay at the best hotels, and hav nothing to the free schools and evolution will, in time, remove regret for the tyranny to which his family had been
complain of. Christians generally come out to my all the clanking chains which superstition has subjected and, further, that he, the governor-general,
lectures, but 111:e poor pay, as their loose change riveted on poor ignorant humanity.
would not only be glad to hear of such a brillgoes into the rapacious maw of their idol, the
Seattle, Wash..
PROF. D. C. SEYMOUR.
ia:n.t scholar returning to his nativ land but was dechurch. I had the felicitous plea~ure of hearing
sirous of interviewing him personally in the hope
and meeting W. S. Bell here in Seattle. He takes
that, as a result of their parleying, some reforms
Persecution
of
a
}"reethinker
by
the
Priests
the world easy, is not afraid of the devil nor a warm
for the amelioration of the sad condition of the
of Manilla.
abode "over there." Brother Bell is a fine lecturer
masses might be aiTived at. Th!l consul duly perand a most agreeable gentleman, with a fund of
Fmmtl!eHonaKongDaily.Telegmpho!"Jnly21st.
formed (and we believe in good faith) his part of
stories that no doubt would eclipse our lamented
Since the dark days when the all-powerful priest- the program and succeeded in getting Dr. Rizal off
" honest old Abe." I saw Rev. Clark Braden ad- hood of Spain instituted the foul system of bloody to Manilla a fortnight ago in the steamship Don
vertised to speak here not long ago in the Methodist persecution held up to execration in all ages as the Juan, prior to which he furnished him with a free
church, so, as I had never met the "gintleman in Inquisition it is doubtful whether a more fiendish passport by order of the governor-general. No
black," and had seen· Heston's scenter or essence- plot and a more dastardly outrage was ever con- sooner did the Don Juan arrive in Manilla than a
peddler, I concluded to take in the show and see ceived by the long-robed followers of the Virgin swarm of detectivs ca:ne on board and searched
the animal. I found the church, which ·is a mag- Mary than was consummated in Manilla just ten Rizal's baggage and person as though he were a
nificent one, filled to the doors, but no animal in the days ago. As far as we can gather-and our dangerous p::::litical offender for whom the authoripulpit, as! was early: I soon noticed a very peculiar- sources of information are exceptionally reliable, ties wert!' on the qtd vive. But he was allowed to
looking man flitting about here and there, talking though not abundant-the facts of the case are as land and later the governor-general's private secrein quite a pompous way with different ones in the follows:
tary called on him to express his excellency's regrets
audience. His very peculiar way and looks caused
About two years ago a large number of Spanish that he should hav been subjected to such indignime to size him from a phrenological standpoint as subjects, nativs of the Philippines, including a ties, and assured him that the mighty priestridden
follows: a short, thickset man about like Putnam gentleman named Dr. J. Rizal, incurred the dis- autocrat would. be pleased to grant him audience at
or Reynolds, with his hair parted in the middle and pleasure of the "powers that be" (composed of the once. Somewhat pleased at the compliment paid
roached up on each side full two inches, evidently archbishop of Manilla and his army of black-gowned, him by so august a personage, the unsuspecting
to piece himself out as near to a man in hight as black-hearted satellites) in the Philippines owing doctor said he could not believe for a moment such
possible; a very square, full forehead, showing fine to the publication of some pamphlets, of which he a kind-hearted magnate as the governor-general had
memory and good imitativ power ; head very broad was author, in Paris and Brussels, exposing from a proved himself to be could be guilty of such duplicfrom ear to ear and from eye to eye, and very high Freethinker's point of view the evils prevailing in ity as many might suspect when they saw the rein the crown or region of self-esteem and firmness, the Philippines, which the le111·ned writer traced, ception he got as soon as the steamer dropped anwith a mouth, chin, and spread of jaw like a bull- and conclusivly proved were chargeable, to the chor in the port. He then, without further molesta.
dog; very large language and use of words-such a priesthood. As soon as young Rizal had published tion, went off to Government House and wa-s
cast of head would giv a man much boldness and his pamphlets he set out for home in the Philip- received most hospitably by the general commandferocity, egotism, and a great amount of persever- pines, taking with him, as it is alleged, a goodly num- ing the forces and the governor.· A long conversaance, and much fighting qualities, that would stoop ber of copies for distribution amongst his relativs tion ensued in which the two Herods expressed
to anything to beat his opponent. He would l: av , and friends. One of these pamp?lets fell ~nto the considerable interest in the welfare of the masses
very little prinoiple, and neither charity or mercy, h~nd~ o~ a holy father, ":ho too~ ~t to the bishop of and it was arranged that Dr. Rizal should call the
love or kindness. I concluded he had a good deal his distnct, and thence It "got mto the hands of next day for the purpose of expressing in private
of influence somewhere but I could not for the life the archbishop. At once a convention of prominent his views on reforms in general. The conference
of me place him or tell his business or profession, members of the church was held in Manilla at was duly held next day and the doctor invited to a
but presently he stepped into the rostrum and was which it was ~ecided to pros~cute the Rizal family, seance on the following clay. He went, little thinkintro:Iuced as the great Rev. Clark Braden-the confiscate their property (which was worth £50,000 ing of the dangerous nature of the net which had
religious bulldog of modern times, should hav been at least), exile them, and drive all ~heir followers out been so skilfullyspread to catch him. Hardly had
added.
He declared he had been imported to of the land. As soon as young Rizallearned that a he taken his seat in the drawing-room, to await
Tacoma to meet the arrant coward, as he termed secret ukase had been issued with the sanction of there the pleasure of the governor-general to see
him, C. B. Reynolds, who had thrown down the the civil authorities he fled t? Hong Kong with his him, when a number of soldiers under command of
challenge to meet him (Reynolds) to all the ortho- aged mother and father, fearmg ~hat they would ~e a lieutenant and corporal entered the room, took
dox ministers of that city, .but that they knew he put to death-probably be pOisoned. That his him prisoner, and drove him off to a fortress, where
knew the history and black record of every Infidel conjecture was well founded proved true beyond he is now a close prisoner.
lecturer in the field for he had met and whipped the shadow of a doubt, for he was soon pained to
them all and showed up their miserable record. His hear that the priests, backed by the milit111·y authorLectures aud Meetings.
verbosit; was wonderful, and memory of_ dates, ities, _were ins~itutin? vicio~s and unrelenti~g perS.
P.
PUTNAM's
lecture appointments for October and
events, history, etc., was as fine as I ever hstened secutwns agamst his. relativs and large crrcle ?f
to. He indorsed all of Thomas Paine's works up friends, and later on It became known that therr November:
2 Scofield, Utah.... Nov. 1, 2
to the "Age of Reason," but gave us the startling in- villages had been destroyed (as report~d at ~he Boston, :Mass ...... Oct.
9 Reno, Nev.......... "
6, 7
fonnation that they were all written while Paine was time in these columns) and dozens of his relativs Cincinnati, 0 ...... "
Golden Pond, Ky. " 14-17 Bishop Creek and
a Quaker preacher, except the last, which was ex~e.d t? the most unhealthy a?d barren part ?f t~e Chicago,
Til........ "
23 Ronnel Valley, Cal '' 9-14
-written after Paine had become a drunken. vaga- Philippmes. He therefore. did all_ that ~ay m his Bartley, Neb ....... " 26, 27 Independence, Cal " 17-20
bond and an Infidel; thus in a few years morE! the power to expose the brutality and Illegality of the Denver, Col........ "
30 1 Stockton, Cal...... "
27
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would be worth while to expose Mr. Mills
if the world gets too small to hold both of ance, and the token of the victory gained
to the same audience, for their sakes
by
liberty
over
despotism
by
another;
for
us. But just now why should we hav
only, but he is not worth space in THE
strife among ourselvs in the face of such both which testimonials of your friendship
TRUTH SEEKER. He is too cheap a blatherand
regard
I
pray
you
accept
my
sincere
Accuses the Christians of Carrying Off an enemy as orthodoxy?
thanks. :fu this great subjectoftriumphfor skite.-ED. T. S.]
Please
send
the
"Freethinkers'
PictoOur Money.
the New World, and humanityin general,
rial Text-Book," etc., as below.
Says Ingersoll Should Shnn Politics.
OcEAN PARK, WASH., Aug. 20, 1892.
it will never be forgotten how conspicuous
E.
c.
vAN
DALSEM.
Du BoiS, P A., Sept. 2, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I will inclose $5-$2 on
a part you bore, and how much luster you
MR. EDIToR: It must be almost three
my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER Let the States Vote to Open Their Ex~ reflect on a country in which you made
years since my fii'St and only letter apand the other $3 for three of those fifte
the first displays of your character.'"
hibits at the Fair.
peared in THE TRUTH SEEKER's "LetterR
picture-books,
the "Old Testament
MRs. SARAH ANN VAN BLARco:r.r.
BRAYToN, N.Y., Aug. 26, 1892.
from Friends." Many changes hav taken
Stories." Send two of them to my address
MR. EDIToR: I understand that great
and one to the friend's address inclosed. excitement and strife is going on through- All Who Laugh at This Will Get Four place since that time, which caused the
writer of this letter to drop out, as it were,
Years' Punishment.
Maybe I will work off some more out the country concerning the opening
NEw YoRK, Aug. 3, 1892.
from the ranks of men, women, and chilpicture-books. I hav had lots of fun with or shutting of the World's Fair on SunMR. EDITOR: I inclose a rare specimen dren.
d!y book. I would not take $10 for mine day. It is probable that nearly every one
of religious bigotry. I think it is worth
if I could not get another one. Oh, dear,
Freedom of thought is not nor never
of the states will hav a department of its
publishing in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
I wish I could get all the books I want.
has been tolerated in this neck of woods.
own to deposit its nice articles for exhibiRespectfully yours,
L. LEREIN.
But money is so hard to get. I think it
You hav not many subscribers in this part
tion. Now here I will say, let each state
This pr!£yer was found in the year of of Pennsylvania, but those of us who emhas dropped through the bottom of some control its own department, and, by popuplace, or the Christian people h~v gathered lar vote (the majority ruling), say whether Our Lord 135. It was sent from the pope braced the idea of Voltaire, Paine, and
it all up to pave a new street m heaven. they will open or shut their doors on Sun- to Emperor Charles, when he was going lastly, Ingersoll, of New York, are as deinto battle, for safety. And they who shall
Do not forget to send the Picture Books
day. These are American principles de- repeat this or hav it about them shall termined to stand up for that principle toas soon as possible.
vised to us in the Constitution that our never die a sudden death, be drowned, nor day as ever the above gentlemen could
Yours ever truly in the cause of jUS"
be imprisoned. Nor shall they fall into
fathers dearly bought with their own the hands of their enemies, nor ever be be. We are not all gifted like the elotice,
R. J. BuTTs.
blood to leave behind for their precious overpowered in any battle. Bein~ read quent New Yorker, eith,er as rega~;ds eduoffspring to enjoy freely under the shade over a woman in labor, she shall oe in- cation or other necessary qualities to be
Prompt for Organization.
of Liberty's tree. I would let all foreign stantly delivered, and when the child is taken into consideration; but one thing
BLACK RrvEF, MrcH., Aug. 21, 1892.
born place this prayer on its right side we hav got is the real manhood to stand
M:n. EDITOR : I saw in THE · TRUTH nations control their departments as they and the child shall rise up and thank you. for our rights as American citizens.
may
think
best,
by
opening
or
shutting
SEEKER of the 6th inst. a communication
And he who shall write this prayer from
And allow me the liberty of saying that
by S. P. Putnam on organizing a political their doors or nat on Sunday, and that house to house shall be blessed by the although Pope Bob is right in a great
Freethought party, and as I hav not his will show to the world that we are free in Lord, and he or she who· shall laugh at many of his ideas, he is wrong_ in some.
prayer shall suffer four years' punishaddress I thought I would send to you to deed and in principle as well as in. name, this
ment, and who wear this prayer shall hav Ingersoll's politics should not be discussed
hav my name sent to him as a member of and not as Pat said of us--" A pretty free three clays' warning· before. death.
through Freethought papers. He is a
the Freethought Federation of America. country this where the dogs are let loose
PRAYER.
Republican-may he be one till Democand
the
stones
tied
fast
"-I
myself
mean,
0 Adorable Savior dying on the cross racy has erased the bloody shirt from its
I am with the Liberal party in the~r defor my sins~ 0 Holy Cross of Christ, hav
mands for justice and fairness in the Con- the priests let in and the people shut out.
mercy on me, an unworthy sinner! 0 H C gigantic bosom. Neither of these parties
AsA W. BRAYTON.
stitution of the United States. I say, tax
of Ch, guide me in all good truth, and cares for him. He is not wanted durin·g a
the churches as you would any other indisave me from an unproviqed death! Cru- campaign unless willing to stand upon a
About God.
vidual land- or property-holder. And I
cified Jesus of Nazareth, giv me grace Calvinistic creed which he has tried in a
MAYSToN, TENN., Ang. 14, 1892.
am against a union of church and state.
MR. EDIToR: Here is t.he finest poem in that the wicked enemy may keep off me, weak and feeble way to denounce since a
I cannot go to Chicago, but will use my the American language. I make the claim now and forever. Amen.
In honor of J C in this Sacred Person boy on his mother's knee. Why, then,
best endeavors for Liberalism.
because it contains more truth and less and Merciful Death; in honor of Resur- should our leader (we recognize him as
In closing this letter I must say, long poetry than any other production:
rection and godlike ascension thrmtgh such) be asked through the press to go
may the good TRUTH SEEKER wave as the
which he desires to bring us to Salvation. upon either stage or pulpit to speak for
A TOUGH QUESTION ANSWERED.
light of liberty to mankind. I will try and
True as I was Circumcised on New Year's Harrison? He is not a Harrison man, and
The millions. toil in shop and soil
day as the three angels brought forth the
get you some subscribers to my best of all
To drive away financial ruin,
offerings; true as on the third day has a free and acknowledged right to try
ALONZO CHAPELLE.
papers.
The few well clad and always gladHe ascended·into Heaven and will save me and elect some one who will be what he
Oh, what is God a-doing?
from my enemies, visible and invisible, claims-an American first, last, and always.
If Men Would Only Read.
now and forever. Amen.
'Mid want and pain in bone and brain.
When we as working-men and -women tr'y
Aug. 25, 1892.
Into thy hand, Lord, I offer m_y spirit. to illumin the great Agnostic's pathway,
Our livelihood pursuing,
MR. EDITOR: Myself and wife like the
Jesus
hav
mercy
on
me,
Mary
and
Joseph,
Where losses rain, and small the gainpaper. We hav it all_to ourselvs, as the
pray for me, particularly at the hour of we simply show ourselvs to be lamentably
Oh, what is God a-doing?
lacking in even common sense. Who
my death. Amen.
most of my neighbors belong to the meetknows Ingersoll's business better than
Where fathers fail and mothers wail,
ing and would think that it was a great sin
O'er fates beyond enduring;
Indignant at Clerical Misrepresentation. Ingersoll? Answer will at once come from
to be caught with THE TRUTH SEEKER in
The rich oppress with dire distressevery real Freethinker to the effect that
SAN FRANCisco, CAL., Aug. 24, 1892.
their house. I express my opinion freely
Oh, what is God a-doing?
MR. EDITOR: It is about time that I Robert certainly has not forgotten himand everywhere. I must giv my neighThe cyclone rash, the railroad smashshould let you know that I still liv. Yes, self yet, especially when he reads the
bors credit for their kindness toward me.
A country feels their ruin,
I am trying to exist by mining beach North .American Review which contains
I find by talking with a great many of
Demolished homes and broken bonessands.
Your paper I read with deep "Thomas Paine" by that "bold, bad
them that they do not know what they beOh, what is God a-doing?
pleasure in my tent on the lonely seashore. man "-as the puny and pussy-cat Methlieve. If you could get them to read they
The seals of pestilence are broke,
odists call "Our Bob."
What could I do without it?
would not be so easily gulled by the
And peopled cities wail its stroke,
Respectfully submitted by
I hav just come to the city, and read in
preachers, but as a class the farmers read
Death his hell-broth brewing;
to-day's paper a sermon preached by that
RoBT. REAY.
but little. I long since discarded the
Before it fall the great and small,
fanatical, inconsistent, and untruthful
wooden plow. I see nothing but cruelty
In every walk gaunt famin stalksman, B. Fay Mills. The article is worthy A Sister of an Activ, Inquiring Mind.
and injustice in all mankind being cursed
Oh, what (in --1) is God a-doing?
of your consideration from the fact that
because one man sinned, or in one man
EDoM, TEx., Aug. 28, 1892.
The tornado's shock, the sunken rock
Mills makes assertions relativ to Hume,
dying for other men's sins. It is strange
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a reader of
With wrecks old ocean strewing;
Paine, Voltaire, and Ingersoll which your excellent journal, THE TRUTH
to me that men of brain and education
And then on land on every hand,
should be refuted. The article speaks for SEEKER, but a very short time, but many
should believe such stuff at this day when
In battle's roar, a thousand moreitself.
Oh, what (- - - !) is God a-doing?
men are allowed to think and express their
useful lessons hav I learned during
But, dear TRUTH SEEKER, what puzzles that short time. I now belong to
thoughts.
C. F. TINGLE.
A devil bold, so we are told,
me is this: How did Mr. Mills, or any several secret societies, and I hav always
Does all this fearful ruin,
Advice on the Best Policy to Adopt.
other man, ascertain the character of God been a Liberal, always thirsting after the
And God has planned it to his hand,
-that is, if such a being ever existed? truth of mental developments-moral deSAN CARLOs, ARIZ., Aug. 5, 1892.
And that's what God is doing.
You will see by the article that Mr. Mills velopments, physical developments, social
MR. EDITOR : Some one of your patrons
L. L. GooDWIN.
admits that God is entirely ignorant of the developments, economical developments,
mildly objects to the illustrations in your
Lafayette, Not Paine.
paper. I like them, and think that while
commission of a sinful act until men and and religious developments. I hav bewomen expose their acts to him (God). longed to two different churches, and now
they may repel one in a hundred people,
BuFFALo, N. Y., Sept. 3, 1892.
upon the whole they will do vastly more
MR. EDITOR: I write this in hopes to see What a God he must be!
hold a letter of membership in the latter.
The truest utterance which he makes is I never hav been satisfied with any regood than harm. Who, when he is aware you lay before your readers the correction
of it, wants a religion so open to ridicule of a very important mistake, made in your that "ministers are of no use but to stir ligious creed or doctrin or religious rules.
as that of the Bible? And many believ- excellent paper of September 3d, page 572, up the people."
I indorse one about as much as I do the
By illustration he speaks of a woman other. I read all kinds of ethics and
ers hav become skeptical when shown the as to the key of the Bastile, which was
sent by General Lafayette to General who, he says, appealed to God, and adds other doctrins. They all sound strange to
weakness of their God.
that God could do nothing for this woman me. There is something wrong someThe copy of " Old Te&tament Stories Washington.
We read in Mack's "Lafayette," by but what she could do for herself. If this where. I do not think any one church
illustrated " I obtained of you has done
good service here for almost two months, Ebenezer Mack, page 235, as follows: is true, of what benefit is God to anyone? has got the theory right. I am not
and now I hav sent it on 11 mission to Ar- "With a letter to General Washington, When, oh, when will people realize that partial in my religious views, therefore "
kansas, to enlighten the dull Methodists March 17, 1790, in which he stated some of the Bible is an imposition, and its ex- accept the truth wherever I find it, rethese difficulties, what had been accom- pounders are fools or knaves and only jecting the part I think is false. I believe
of that region.
Later I see some subscriber wants you plished, and what was hoped for, Lafay- preach it that they may liv in ease, while there was and is a God. I believe there
to stop sending THE TRUTH SEEKER to his ette transmitted a key and a drawing of the their dupes sweat and toil to support them was a Jesus Ohrist, one of the best men
address for the reason, if I comprehend Bastile. 'Giv me leave,' he said, 'my and liv in poverty and want?
that ever did or ever willliv on the earth,
him corr~ctly, that he wants a strictly dear general, to present you with a picture
Time will not permit me to say more at and I think he 11nd his disciples were very
Atheistical publication; while I am going of the Bastile a few days after I had present. My only hope is that ColonE)l liberal, for the disciples sold their houses
to drop the Ironclad Age for the reason ordered its demolition, with a main key of Ingersoll will refute the lies uttered by and l11nd and had all things in common,
that it is getting moJ·e Materialistic, if the fortress of despotism. It is a tribute this false prophet, B. Fay Mills.
and put or appointed men to wai·t on the
possible, than it was when the old editor which I owe as a son to my adopted father,
Yours for truth,
W:r.r. PATTERSON.
women and children to see that none went
died, and it displays no patience toward as an aid-de-camp to my general, as a
[The rantings of B. }fay Mills, pro- lacking. Men were appointed over comour allies-the Spiritualists and other ists missionary of liberty to its patriarch.'
fessional revivalist, are not worth consider- panies of fifties and hundreds. Jesus was
not Christians. We need all the help we
''General Washington acknowledged the ing. His remarks about Paine, Hume, a typical Moses, for in Moses's day we see
can get to down Jehovah, and after we receipt of these trophies Aug. 21, 1780: 'I and Voltaire, are the regulation lies, the same just law and government that we
accomplish that much-desired end, we hav received,' he said, 'your affectionate proved to be lies a thousand times, 'and see in the dispensation taught by Christ
can turn our guns on the Spiritualists, et al, letter of the 17th of March by one convey- what he says of Ingersoll is claptrap. It and his disciples, for they taught reform,

· ~sttsrs of P,ri.snds.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
liberal reform, a just government for and
by the plain and common people. But
Romanism coveted the people's land, and
wrenched the just laws and governments
f~om out of their hands, and so priests,
kings, lords,. and · usurpers hav reigned
ever since, to the destruction of justice
and humanity and Liberalism. We hav
bowed and are still bound to bow the knee
to heathenish rules in what is termed free
America, in serving· the Lord on the first
day of the week instead of the seventh.
And if my voice from the Sunny Southland of Texas mll do any good in keeping the World's Fair open on the first
day of the week, Sunday,. then send
it up to headquarters, for it is sanctioned by a majority in this land. For
women hav a right to think and speak their
sentiments in America, for God has endowed them with intellectuals, the same as
he did man; and our forefathers knew this
and inserted into the platform of government in the ea~ly days of American law the
plank of universal suffrage. It does not
read, men's and boys' suffrage; it says,
universal suffrage. From this we infer
it meant woman's rights to think, speak,
act, and vote on universal issues. Now, if
I am wrong will some of our friends on
the other side of the question please prove
up their point? 'b'or I am seeking the
truth, so let us hav it, my friends. It will
be greatly appreciated by us Liberalminded, Freethinking Socialists.
Yours for reform,
MRs. GEoRGIA E. SHAw.
Information on That Fiat Bank.
CooK, NEB., Aug. 29, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : I see in your issue of
Augnst 27th one "P. D.," of Castana,
Ia., wants proof concerning the Bank of
Venice. I hope this will satisfy not only
Mr. "P. D.," but all other inquirers after
truth. I giv facts from Stephen Colwell's
digest of fourteen authorities. It proves:
First, That there was a National Bank of
Venice founded on a loan of two million
ducats spent by the state in 1171, and the
bank existed within the memory of living
men, a period of six hundred and twentysix years, during which time it was gradually enlarged over seven hundred per cent.
Second, That A. D. 1423 it was modified
by laws to prevent 'fluctuation.
Third, That the four per cent interest
previously paid was abolished.
Fourth, That all ·promis of reimbursement, other than transfer of credit receipts,
was abolished also. .
Fifth, That the nation " took the coin
of its loans one tim~ for all" in the nation's bank, giving a credit receipt only.
Sixth, Tha~ no coin was kept as a specie
basis of credit, or for strengthening the
nation. It was immediately paid out.
Seventh, That no p1·omis was made to
pay coin after 1423 for nearly four hundred years of its continuance.
Eighth, That this "fiat," orlegal credit,
was that in which all coins were expressed,
the fixed standard of payment, and thus
the money of account; specie being for
retail coin or export commodity and legal
tender at twenty per cent discount.
Ninth, That the premium fixed by law
of twenty per cent premi:lm over the
Venetian gold ducat, so celebrated for its
fineness in export, was a real supE\riority
of legal money of account over the commodity of gold, and even gold money.
Tenth, That it was not dependent on
any promis of convertibility or redemption in gold, as no claim for any gold was
acknowledged in the national bank.
Eleventh, That it continued for nearly
four hundred years with all these extraordinary attributes, producing no financial
panics and no opposition; but on the contrary grew until it exceeded the money
per capita of any nation in Europe, ancient or modern, and was the pride of
Venice, the envy of Europe (Shylock).
Twelfth, That it only fell when Napoleon
·conquered Venice, when it had reached
an issue exceeding $16,000,000 of government credit or money for two hundred
thousand people.
Thirteenth, That Napoleon could not
and did not find one single ducat in· its
vaults, as there had never been a pretense
of any; that he would hav taken gold if it
was there, is clear, and thus hav been
strengthened to further enslave Venice.
FoUrteenth, That the interest alone
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saved to the people on each million ducats
was $6,250,000,000,000 at four per cent for
four hundred years, savings-bank interest.
These facts mean something.
They
amount to much more than calling us
" cranks," " crazy fia tis ts," " calamity
howlers," and all the other hard names
that are heaped upon us by those who are
unable to answer our arguments.
Respectfully,
W. P. BRooKs.
Noble Ideas.
WAco, TEx., Aug. 30, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I hav been a reader of
your interesting journal for·. months and
thank you for the benefit and instru~tion
you are the means of giving through
your publications and advertised books.
We, in Texas, feel the burden of "protection and salvation;" and are beginning to appreciate the great political
and Liberal revolution now· progressing
here to rid this state of sumptuary laws
and business depression induced by unscrupulous politicians and religiou!3 fanatics. Liberal books make honest and
fearless thinkers, and these are our
best and most useful and progressiv citizens, to whom the world must ever look for
direction and hope.
.
I want the various books named in the
inclosed list. Send me by express, C. 0.
D., about one hundred, to add to my
library of Liberal reading for the benefit of my little family and many friends,
whose leisure hours may not be wasted
listening
to Sunday
orations
on
"how to be saved:" A broader idea
of life, a greater love and faith in
the infinit, is the better religion
the world needs How much happier
and better is he who believes in the facts
and infinit possibilities of nature's laws
and!o forces. Earnest thought and noble
aspiration in the attainment of knowledge,
bereftpf superstitious awe and dread, are
essential to ethical culture and independent intellectual advancement. Interest in
phenomena, in all life and all growth, all
evolution and progress, tends to improve the
mind and heart and keep them ever alert
for the reception of new ideas and new
faets. The constant change and evident
force and development in all matter and
all life reveal new wonders and new beauties here and inspire us with greater hope
and greater faith in the hereafter.
"Christian mythology " and the religious
superstition of olden time still has its
influence; but- the world is growing wiser
and better, and we can how rejoice without fear of chain or fagot that we liv in
this age of progress and reason. And as
rises the glorious Texas sun, casting his
first beams of golden light over the great
green prairie, dispelling its mists and
changing its dews into glistening gems, and
forcing reverence and admiration for the
great panorama, so shall skepticism and
science dispel the gloom of old theology
and claim the allegiance of the world's
better and wiser generations. And then,
you, "ye good and faithful servants,"
enter thou into the joy of thy benefactions. One great worker in this cause I
admire and honor-the thoughtful, the
fearless, the great-hearted Ingersoll. May
he long liv to see the good he has done
in teaching men how to reason and think,
and how to liv and love. As his life has
brought the world to reverence and honor
the memory and genius of the immortal
Paine, so his own epitaph will bring to his
name and to his cause the love admiration, and gratitude of every continent. .
I am no writer, but my heart is with
you.
J. P. HoDGE.
Rejected Communication.
.

NEw ORLEANS, LA., Aug. 24, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I send you an article which
a fdend of mine wrote as an answer to
the article of Mons. Janssens in the
k£orning Star of the 4th and 11th of June.
In the city where we are we could not get
a paper to publish it, after trying every
one. I told him there were several Liberal newspapers up North and West that
I thought would publish it, and he asked
me which one I considered best. My
an13wer was that for me I thought THE
TRUTH SEEKER was the best. I therefore
send you a copy of it, hoping that you will
find a .Place in your valuable columns to
publish it, and oblige a Freethinker of

1", 1898.

aos

the school of the great and Liberal-minded thing wrong in keeping the distressed ·
widow, in extending the hand of fellowman of the world, Robert Ingersoll.
ship to a brother in need and beinO"
Respectfully,
LEoNCE LEONARD.
charitable to the orphans, I ~ant to kno~
~EAR Sn~: Arti.cles condemning Pyth- it.
Respectfully,
- L. M. T.
Iamsm published m the Mo1·ning_ Stw· of
June 4th and 11th by his grace MonseignThe Creation.
eur Janssens, came to my notice to-day.
NEw YoRK, Sept. 4, 1892.
As the articles hav remained unanswered
MR. EDIToR: The character, .endowpermit me to use your valuable column~
to reply. His grace asserts that Pythians ment, and history of Adam are v:ery interare under the ban of the church because esting subjects for reflection to the whole
they will not hand their ritual over to be race of man. And because the memorial
inspected and dissected as decreed by the
third plenary council of Baltimore and of Adam is b~;ief and obscure, it is more
council No. 247, because they hav a prel- desired that information should be had
ate and prayers which hav a tendency to on the subject of Bible history.
weaken the faith of man, as it substitutes
Creation-this term properly signifies a
the religion of man for the revealed re- production of something out of nothing. A
li!rlon of Christ. These reasons are very learned monk, Calmet, in his "Critical
pfausible, and would hav been listened to
with downcast eyes by the people of the Dictionary of the Bible," says, "There is
fifteenth century, or when our forefathers no word which accurately expresses ab- •
went to war with a club for a weapon and solute creation out of nothing."
a turtle-shell for a breastplate ; but in this
Now, who is to know who wrote the
age when science has made such strides first book of Moses, called Genesis, comwhen the mysteries of the deep are n~
longer a closed book to man, when the mencing, "In the beginning?" When
firmament which the ancient-a believed was that? It remains a mystery, like
was the abode of the Gods has been so many other things related in the Bible.
thoroughly investigated by the telescope
When Moses was forty years old he
-~ this. ag~ of · science, the beams of
which glide mto every hamlet holding murdered an Egyptian and buried hini in
Education by the hand, before ~hom su- the sand, and fearing detection ran away
perstition, ghosts, and hobgoblins disap- and became a fugitiv from justice. Now,
pear, man needs no longer fawn and Moses being a murderer, can it be true
cringe with Jesuitical mien before a priest that God would employ him· to do God's
nor need his free thoughts be the mean~ will?
of sending him to the stocks, the. thumbIt appears to me, in reading the first
screws, and other vile means of torture
constructed to crush Freethought and in~ part of Exodus, that another person, not
vented by the faith of whrch his grace Moses, wrote the book, for it relates what
Monseigneur Janssens is the highest dig- Moses did. Moses lived one hundred and
nitary in this state. Can his grace show twenty years, according to the account of
me in any portion of the scriptures where
Christ forbade secret societies? If he did him in Dent. xxxiv, and was buried in a
not say so, why should his grace and valley, "But no man knoweth of his sepulthree hundred ecclesiastics hav a right to cher unto this day." Very singular, that.
dictate on the same to man? Where can Also, the fellow 'Yho wrote the history
his gr.ace show me in the scriptures any told a lie when he said, "There was none
order for a secret society to turn over to like unto Moses, whom the Lord knew
his excellency the pope their rituals so
that they be rewritten and doctored to face to face." It will do well for the curisuit their special· purposes? And if the ous to read part of Ex. xxxm, 11:
scriptures do not say so, why? Again, I "And the Lord spake unto Moses face to
ask1 why should three hundred ecclesi- face, as a man speaketh unto his friend."
astiCs, no matter how sanctified. be better In the twentieth verse of the same chapjudges of what is right than three hundred thousand free-born Americans-men ter: "And he said, Thou canst not see
born under the stars and stripes with that my face, for there shall no man see my
great luminary Freedom shedding its face and liv." There is a place: "Thou
rays around them ; men who sent science shalt stand upon a rock: I will cover thee
and education to every little hut, and who with my hand; and I will take away my
gave to man-man the image of his maker
-a right to use his brains? Can his grace hand, and thou shalt see my back parts,
tell me that the children of Freedom are but my face shall not be seen." What
not as good judges of right or wrong as humbug for a man with a rational mind to
any set of men no matte1· how anointed believe.
they might be? Then his grace says that
Will not some of your able correspondno secret society should hav a prelate, one
ents
enlighten me on the following quesnot anointed and made such by the grace
of God. I ask the gentleman, why should tions: "And God said, Let us make man
one who has been rubbed with oil and in our image after our likeness. So God
ashes and who has· staid three years in a created man in his own image. In the imseminary learning only one thing, and age of God created he him." Now, I dethat orthodoxy, be more worthy to say
grace than the father of a family? Is it sire to be informed, Who was God talking
only those who hav a certificate to that to at that time? And which was created
effect who can ask God to send down his first, the serpent or Adam?
blessing upon any body of men? Is God,
In reviewing the history of Adam there
the great, the good God, so narrow-minded are a few things that demand particular
as to say to St. Peter, "Close the door,
Pete, there is a prayer comin?, up from a notice. The formation of Adam is introman who is not in the business, 'when that duced in the creation to lead readers of
prayer comes from the heart of the one the Bible to reflect upon its truth. God
who says it, when every word is felt? But said, first, "in our image;" second, "acwhen a priest is offimating does God say cording to our likeness." The1·e seemed
unto Peter, "Open quick the door-one to be two ideas. First, "in our image "?four ~ellows is sending up a prayer," and
1mmedmtely do the angels grab up their in our similitude-does not that refer to
harps and begin playing when that priest his fignre?
is saying that prayer unfeelingly-he is too
And again: " The Lord God formed
much in the business to feel it-and trying man of the dust of the ground, and
to hurry matters up to get through with breathed into his lJ,ostrils the breath of
the job?
life, and man became a living soul."
I now reach the portion where his grace
says that secret societies hav a -tendency Now, I want to know: How could Adam
to weaken revealed religion.
(Is the sin, when it was the~ breath or spirit· of
decree of a body of priests and their God that gave life? Could a just God imorders inspiration?) Does his grace mean part sin into an image he had formed? It
to say that the religion which says, " Do is said one must partake of poison to be
unto others what you want done unto you;"
the religion that has the halo of love inoculated with it.
Adam was innocent; had no experience.
around it· the religion of home, of the
fireside: the religion which tells a father He was a dummy; was not capable of doto love his wife and children, can be out- ing wrong, and could not in the nature of
shone by any system that he has to thrust t.hings, for he possessed the spirit of his
upon us?
creator, and knew not sin. If it is otherI hav now covered the question of his
grace, and will say to my brother Pythians wise, then I must conclude that God inthat if they follow the teachings of tended that Adam should fall, and he
Pythianism they will surely enter the prepared the way.
Why was there any restriction placed on
kingdom of heaven, if there is any, all
Rome notwithstanding. I feel that if by Adam that God knew Adam could not
following the precepts of Pythianism I will keep?
In my opinion (which some folks think
be damned I would certainly prefer going
to see the pyrotechnics a Pythian than be is not worth much), I think the account
given a harp with the proviso that I should of the creation of the world and the fall of
not think, that I should be as my fore- man is one of the greatest humbug£ of the
fathers were in the days of the Inquisition. age.
How strange it is that superstition will
Let his grace look over our Declarations of
Principles, which is an opPn book to every- hang on to mankind. Yet it is not strange
one, and he will see that Pythianism is either, for what is in~tilled into the youthbrotherly love, a mansion of goodness ful breast is likely to remain, unless Reaerected upon the pillars of friendship, son makes the mind clear.
Yours truly,
S. R. THORNE.
charity, and benevolence. Ifthere is any0
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Honr."

Across the Atlantic.
Through the Slums.-Salvation .Army
and Its ·work.- Wage- 1Vorkers. .Annie Besant.-The Old Flag.~Gooti
bye to London.
I told you about "Petticoat Lane" on
• Sunday. On Monday it is no better, but
worse. It was a wet, sloppy morning
when, in company with two ladies, I went
that way again, away out in the Whitechapel district, the peddlers and fishmongers on every side, through the dense
and motley crowd of humanity, into the
byways and dark passageways of London.
Here one sees misery and wretchedness in
their every aspect.
Children, pallid,
squalid, pinched; women, haggard, fierce,
and determined; others, weak-willed,
trembling, tottering; men wit4 the look
of rapacity, greed, cruelty, gleaming from
their eyes-" fib for treasons, stratagems,
and spoils"-anything for money. Poor,
wrecked, unfortunate human beings of all
nationalities here congregate and liv-no,
simply stay. There is no real life here.
The clark, low places where they creep in,
crowd promiscuously together, and learn
to call it home, how shall I describe them?
I cannot.
We went along Haribury street and
through numerous little back alleys and
turnings till we came to the workshops of
the Salvation Army. Here were brawny,
stalwart men who hav become reduced in
circumstances and, having nowhere else to
go, come here to find work for ·food and
lodging. Nine or ten different trades are
carried on, such as carpentering, matweaving, painting, polishing, cabinetmaking, tambourine-making, etc.
One bright young fellow in the cabinet
department I questioned: "What brought
you here?" "Hunger! I was out of
work, obliged to pawn my tools for foodat last I came here." It was very pitiable.
Many hav seen better days. One yolmg
man had been a drawing-master in a
college and was graduated from a prominent college. His pictures showed decided
talent. My sister purchased one of his
pictures, and we bought tambourines also.
These men work here ti11 a better chance
offers somewhere else. I think I told you
in a former letter of the shelter for men
connected with the Army, where nearly
three hundred men find a place to sleep at
a nominal sum. There is also a woman's
shelter, where, every night, three hundred
and more women find a place to lay their
weary heads. One part was set aside for
the women who had babies with them.
Fourpence a night givs them a roof over
their heads. "And do you mean to say
that these women hav no homes?" I asked.
"No homes whatever." "And what do
they do during the day?" "They stand
around the streets-some sell matches,
lavender, fruit, or beg from passers-by."
Later I saw some of these women, whose
pale, sharponed features, wide eyes, and
hungry look made my heart ache, standing
out in the pitiless rain as they were. No
home on earth. And yet the duke of
Westminster, the duke of Bedford, and
others whose yearly incomea swell to mi11ions, pass these flesh and blood relativs
-for we are all one family-heedless of
their cries and pleadings. I must say that
in caring for these wretched beings the
Salvation Army, as distasteful as some of
its methods are, is doing good work
among the poor and lowly.
Society is much at fault. The wageworkers, an army in themselvs, do not receive a fair equivalent for their toil. Men
work for a whole week for twenty shi11ings,
about $5, and support a family out of that.
Policemen are paid from ·twenty-three
shillings to thirty-three and thirty-eight
shillings per week. W auld not our policemen in America grumble some at such
pay as that?
Horse-car conductors get five and sixpence a day, $1.37, and work from 7 A.M, to

lOP.M. All grades of work, so far as my inquiries hav been, are poorly paid, compared
with American prices. And women are
paid worse than men. They do the most
menial work for the smallest compensation-washing doorsteps, scrubbing here
and thl)re for barely enough to keep body
and soul together.
You hav heard of the Aerated Bread
Companies and their restam:ants. They
are met with frequently in London. In
these restaurants bread, cakes, milk,
coffee, and tea are flll·nished at very low
rates, and they are exceedingly well patronized, so that the corporations realize
forty per cent per annum. But what are
the wages of the young girls who wait on
customers in these places? I wi11 tell you:
They receive eight shillings per week up
to fourteen or fifteen shi11ings as the maximum--and pay for their food and lodging
out of that! No wonder poverty and
misery abound, and the streets throng
with girls offering themselvs as sacrifices
to the demon of lust, compelled to a life
of shame by hunger and cold. I hav stood
breathless almost and watched at midnight the barefact;d, open plying of a calling that should make hnmanity blush
with shame &ndindignation. CivilizatiQn!
Enlightenment! I had almost said there
is none, only a low, immoral, beast.Jy groveling amid the smoke and fires of lascivious desires and uncontroled passions.
8unday, Augu8t 218t.This mmning I made a pleasant call
upon that sincere enthusiast, and most
lovely lady, Annie Besant. A drive of
four or five miles out into the COlmtry,
called St. John's Wood, brought me to
the place where she livs, in a community
of twelve-workers as earnest as herself,
no doubt. Over the gateway the words
"Theosophical Socie1y " in gilt letters
announce the fact that here may lle folmcl
the headquarters of 'fheosophy in London. My friend and I were uRhered into
the library, and in a few minutes Mrs.
Besant entered.
Gentle, unassuming,
earnest, with deep thought written all
over her fair face and looking from her
beautiful eyes, one is immediately inspired
with her sincerity and the truthfulness of
her motivs in whatever cause she espouses.
Mrs. Besant has had a varied experience
and a wonderful one. She is to be esteemed for Iter candor and allegiance to
truth in whatever form it appears to her,
admired for her bravery under many trying positions, and loved for her own
womanly -self.
Madam Blavatsky's portrait is prominent in the rooms, and the mystic insignia
of the Orientals appear on the walls and
about the apartments. Mrs. Besant took
us into the hall where meetings are held
every Thursday.
To-day decorators
were busy embellishing the hall with
pictures exemplifying the ancient religions. There was an air of mystery to the
uninitiated about the premises, but it was
not unpleasant. :Mrs. Besant expects to
visit America in early autumn on a lecture
tour, when her hosts of friends there will
bEl happy to see her again.
Mr. George Mellen, of Fall River,
called this afternoon, and as he left he
espied the silken folds of the clear old
American flag in the hallway. "Ah,"
said he, "letmG walk under the flag again,"
and turning back he stood a moment under its protecting folds. Tue loveliest
piece of bunting in the world is that same
precious flag of ours. It is respected,
too, by Englishmen as by every other
nationality. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Sprague, of 1\ialclen, left London to-day
for Germany. They are charming acquaintances, introduced by Mr. Mellen,
whom to know is to 'greatly admire and
respect.
Somebody asks me about buying goods in
London, and the prices. Well, some
things are cheap, cheaper than in America;
as woolens, especially gentlemen's apparel.
Some grades of gloves are low-priced, and
linens are cheap, but as a rille, American
prices compare very favorably, and I
woulcl not advise people to spend much
money here. Americans are unwise to
leave much money here for article~ to be
obtained at home for reasonable prices.
Counting your expenses and the everlasting
fees demanded of you, one pays dearly for
every purchase made.
Keep the money in circulation in your

own country, ladies and gentlemen, and
patronize home industries.
I hav just seen two copies of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and heard a remark that it is the
best Liberal paper in the world.
The
price for it is just double what it is at
home.
I expect to leave London on the morrow,
and before I go, you will want to know
where I hav made my home for the last
four weeks.
It is. here in Bedford place, No. 37.
" Columbia Mansions" is the attractiv
name of the two connected houses that
attract many Americ!J,n travelers. Madam
Azulay, herself, is a very attractiv lady,
and is always happy if her guests are comfortable, and if they are not so it is usually their own fault.
This place offers
special inducements, as it is convenient to
ne!.trly all the public and popular resorts
in London, and yet is so quiet that one
might easily fancy himself quite in the
colmtry. People meet here not only from
the United States, but from nearly all parts
of the world.
Captain Baker and his
charming wife, from In'dia; Mr. Edward
Alquerin, from Brazil, and Mr. Turner
from the isle of Wight. From the United
States, a host of charming people make
every day most . interesting, as Miss
l\farion Grant, from distant Oregon; Mr.
Robert Adams, of Fall River; Miss Ellen
Mosman, from Maine; Mrs. Alice Pitts,
from Boston, who is now on her way to
her home; Mrs. Rose and her bright boy,
Albert, from Dallas, Texas, and her sister,
Mrs. Burton, and son, Waldo, from New
Orleans,
I must tell you a little incident concerning Mr. Alquerin, mentioned above. He
brought with hrm from Brazil a red ceclftr
chest-box, they call it here-and be
wanted to dispose of it. As he did not
find a purchaser, he gave it away. I thi;k
he felt sad when he learned that I would
hav bought it had I known, and perhaps
he would hav presented i.t to me hatl he
known. No doubt he will always regret
the fate that kept Brazilian cedar in England rather than in America. I am sure I
shall
I almost hate to leave London after all
It has been very pleasant to me here, and
I hav seen much of its life, its people, and
its places of interest, of which there are
many. I hav told you briefly of some
special points of interest, but hav been
obliged to leave much unwritten, to be
recalled at future times. London will
always be a green. and lovely spot in my
memory.
I should tell you that in London here I
hav made my home in Bedford place,
Russel square. The Columbia l\fansions
are kept by 1\iadam Azulay, and American
strangers are macle very welcome here.
"Make yourself at home, be happy,"
says the handsome ancl accomplished
madam, ''and thus you make me happy;"
hence she always has a houseful of Americans at Nos. 37 and38.
My last evening in London was a very
pleasant one, as a happy company indoors
at the Mansions can testify.
Capt. Edward Baker, superintendent
of the pearl fishf'ries, ancl correspondent
of the Mnclras Jfail, entertained us in a
brilliant manner, but I could not induce
him to tell how I may smuggle a few pearls
into the States should I visit India at
some future time.
SUSAN H. WIXON.
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PARIS reports fifty to one hundred cases
of cholera daily, and twenty-five to fifty
deaths.
DANIEL
DouGHERTY,
"the Silvertongued Orator," of Philadelphia, died on
the 5th. ·
·
JOHN L. SULLIVAN was beaten by Corbett at New Orleans on the 7th. The
cause was an extraordinary slowness,
which prevented his bitting o1· warding.
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PosTPONEMENT of the dedication of the
World's Fair (Ocb. 21, 1R!J2), and perhaps of the Fair itself, on account of the
cholera, is being more and more talked of
by the directors.
THE bouse of Dr. Bartlett, an American
missionary in Konia, Asia Miuor, has
been burnt. He bad refused to promis
not to hold religious exercises or instruct
nativ children on the premises.
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HAMBURG, Germany, is being devastated
by the cholem. Most persons able to
leave hav departed, and dispatches describe the place as "a city of the dead and
dying."
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incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first page to last with the living spirit of toHarrison or the "Force" bill.
day."-[John Swinton's Paper.
IT is proclaimed by the New York Golden Throne, A Romance. " The author certainly has I$"Snius. The divine
health officers that that city has not had a
creative sparli is withm him. The book is
single case of cholera, the disease having
filled with m:tnly thou_ghts expressed in
so far successfully been kept in the ships
manly words-the transcFrpt of a manly min<l.
Every Liberal should read' Golden Throne.'"
in the harbor. The cases of cholera once
-[IngerRoll.
Price, $1.
said to hav occurred in the city are deIngersoll and Jesus. A conversation in
clared to bav been but ·disorders resemrhyme between the Nineteenth Century
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them. Price, 10 cents.
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the Genesis le~end-rs shown. Price, 10 cents.
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A COMMUNICATION from India says: ''All
the conditions invite pestilence. Boards
EDWIN N.
of health are almost unknown and a saniBEECHER,
tary engineer would starve to death if he
Solicitor of Patent~, l\:IARTON,Hartrelied on his profession for a livelihood.
ford county, CoNN.
Among the inhabitants, to whom life is
Small fees · valid
too frequently mere existence, there is a
patents with broad
claims; letters of
fatalistic disregard of death and the cholinquiry promptly
era is considered a natural. agency for deanswered.
creasing the overcrowd£d population.
For FREE pamphlet, PATENT LAWS
The religion of the country even is opaddress Commisposed to innovation and the change of consioner of Patents,
Washington, D. C.
ditions which hav existed for centuries."
1uLul·J.UvLL uy o' d inventors and ex..
It is in' this country that the cholera nP.:r1A·nNlrl uveu
p~tentee~ who employ this solicitor,
started, thenc:; spreading through Russia
Skllful.-THE TRUTH SEEKER.
and other countries equally dominated by
religion and devoid of Freethougbt and
science, till it has' reached and menaces
even the more Rationalized nations.

PHILOSOPHY · OF SPIRITUALISM

THE cholera ·continues His ravages in
Russia. It is thought that in the last two
years influenza, typhus, mid cholera together hav killed a million persons.
This amount is far in excess of the official
returns, which are primarily incomplete, and in addition are not desired by
the government to show a great mortality.
There is an under-supply of doctors to
combat the cholera, owing to fear of
the superstitious inhabitants on the part of
physicians and medical students. The following disratch dE:scribes an occurrence
which may be taken as a sample of the
many ways in which the highly Christian
but utterly knowledgeless populace spread
·the disease: "At Sainara a Volga steamer
had been pressed into service for the removal to a place of burial of the accumulated corpses of several previous days.
When it was about to leave the wharf a
frantic crowd of peasants· came scurrying
out from the highways and byways of the
town. Bearing down upon the guard of
police on the pier, the enraged fanatics
hurled them into the stream and then
rushed aboard the boat in search of the
corpses, ranged upon the lower decks in
tiers. Then the lifeless forms of the departed were raised into sitting positions
and numerous fantastic performances
were gone through, with tbe object of
'resuscitation.' A much more ghastly
scene could hardly be dreamed of. The
eyelids were pushed back, the lips forced
open, and all sorts of 'old woman's' supposed life-elixirs were forced down throats
of the dead. Meanwhile women knelt
around upon the de.ck praying loudly for
the restoration of life to the inanimate
forms,· invoking every saint in the cah·ndar and indulging in the most melancholy
lament for the victims of witchcraft, as
their superstition impelled them to oonsicll:lr the corpflel),"
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J. C. Scott 22 Third st., San Francisco.
I praise with electric voice,
THE
EVOLUTION
Estate of S. 0. Blake, 503 Kearney· st.,
For I do not see one imperfection in the
OF
universe,
San Francisco.
And I do not see one cause or result
Thos. W. Baker, Selma.·
L. R. Titus, 237 South 4th st., San Jose.
lamentable at last in the universe.
Canada.
-Walt Whitman.
P. C. Allen, 35 King st., Toronto.
EvEN
if
nothing
worse than wasted
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
By HENRY FRA.NK,
mental effort could be laid to the charge of
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont..
Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress.
theology, that alone ought to be sufficient
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
to banish it from the earth, as one of the
John McKenna, 80 Yonge st., Toronto.
worst enemies of mankind. What a vast Be Thyself. lOc.
R. J. Moftat, Sea Island, Tuluisland, B.C.
Colorado.
Price. 25 cents. Five cqpies, $1.
amount of labor and lea.rning has been ex- Christianity No Finality. Spiritualism
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J. C. Richey:, 207 Harriso!l ave., Leadville.
pended, as uselessly as emptying shallow
Superior. toe.
C Smith & Son 385 Lanmer st., Denver.
puddles into sieves.-Lydia:Jfaria Child. Common-Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
Stanchfield & C~ .• 200 Union ave., Pueblo.
toe.
IT is well to recall tllat the only office of
Harbottle & Co., Ralida.
in the Light of Modern Science.
Florida.
the Devil is to inspire fear and terror, and Deluge
tOe.
Jas. Douglas, 46 ~-;Bay st., Jacksonville.
thus
to
cover
the
world
with
tlle
gloom
----144---..;..._
A. J. Gardner, Kissrmmee.
of superstition and ignorance. The Devil Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. lOc.
Idaho.
Moral, Theological, Historical, cmd SpeculatiVt was, therefore, ever the priest's right Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.
A Erwin, Murray.
25c.
Propositions.
bower. The Devil and the priest hav
·
Illinois.
Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
>nco,
t5 cent>
always
been
arm-locked
in
the
struggle
of
Post-Office News Co.J.. 93 Adams, Chicago.
$t.50.
the church against progress and enlighten- Go1l
G. E. Wilson, 312 ;:;tate st., and ;BrenProposed for Our National Constitu·
ment.-Henry
Frank.
Brentano Bros.,204 Waba•h ave., Chicago.
AN OUTLINE OF THE
tion. lOc.
· Chas. W. Curry, iSS Madison st., C~cago.
JUDGED in the court of reason and Irreconcilable Records.
Genesis and
Chas. Macdonald, 55 W aslrington,. Chicago.
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.
according to the accessible evidence of
·
Indiana.
history, regarded in the light of the new Is Darwin Right 1 Origin of Man. $1.
H. C, Monroe & Co., Indianapolis.
science of comparativ religion, Christian- Is Spiritualism True ~ lOc.
Wm. E. Farr, South Bend.
ity is no exceptional faith. Its claims of Man's True Saviors •. lOc.
A. C. KEJ.tt, Fort Wayne.
Its
Causes
al)d
~suits.
supernatural origin and attestation by
Lonisiana.
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
miracle are unfounded and irrational. Orthodoxy False, Since Sph·itualism is
By
W.
S.
BELL.
Pape:::,
~2mo,
25
ct~
Tr·ue. lOc.
Al. J. Dwyer, 226Baronne, New Orleans.
Like all the other religions of the world,
Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of
Massachusetts.
it is a human institution, a natural growth Pocasset
Ch1·istianity. toe.
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
out of preexisting conditions, the product
Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
A M. Driscoll 78~ Front st., Worcester.
of our Father, MAN.-Lewis Janes.
$t25.
J~~on Bros.: 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
Michigan.
With Author's PorI Do not trouble tlle gods; but no father Radical Rltymes.
Reply
to
New
York
)bse7"!'e1'.
trait. $t.25.
S D Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
had ever premature gray hairs for me; to
Ey :R. G. INGEi.l'-·~-~~LL.
B;m~r & Holton, 87 Woodward av., Detroit.
no mother hav I brought shame; no man in Sermon from Shakspere's Text. lOc.
Herman Reif, 94 ~ratiot ave., Detroit.
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIO CANAF..D.'
the world can say I ever turned my back Soul of Things. Psychometric ReM•n••esota.
searches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
upon him as a friend, or as a foe either; if
Price, te cents.
E. P. Parcher, 8 3rd st.,_So. Minneapolis.
:M. F. Denton.) Per vol., $t.50.
he preferred me in that capacity; I never
Missouri.
swindled mortal man, though many a Wllat Is RighU 10c.
. Philip Roeder 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
mortal man has swindled me; no woman What Was He~ Jesus in 19tb Century
E. T. Jett, so2 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lh;ht. raner, $t; cloth, $t.25.
in all the world can point to me as the
Nebraska.
Tlle passages unfit lor family reading.
author of her ruin; and no child and no Who are Christians 1 lOc.
J. M. Wiley, P. 0. ~ews Depot, York.
Paper, llO cents; cloth, 50 cents.
New- l'orlr.
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kitten but loves me. But I blaspheme
Brentano Bros., 5th ave. & 18th st., N.Y.
the gods and ridicule their priests, and,
Bnrnton &Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
therefore, I hav to go to sheol.-Ealadin
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts.
in God and His Book.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
To me, the success of Mormonism is no
Abramowitz Bros, 72 Canal st., New York.
evidence of its truth, because it has sucH. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
ceeded only with the tmperstitious. It has
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
FOR 1892. Price, 25 cents.
been recruited from communities brutal- Possibilities and Impossibilities,
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts.
ized by other forms of superstition. To
New York News Co., 20Beekmanli!t., N.Y.
T. H. HUXLEY, M.A., LL.D.
me, the success of Mohammed does not The Growth of Agnosticism,
S. J. Kin~, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
R. BITHELL, B.S.• Ph.D.
tend to show that he was rig-ht-for the Early Verses,
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester.
reason that he triumphed only over the
E. J. Niemwland, lOth ave. and 157th st.
The Late CoNSTANCE NADEN.
ignorant, over the superstitious. The Sundays and Holydays,
Anderson & Co., 704 8th ave.
SA.lliUEL LAING.
same is true of the Catholic church. Its Ecclesiasticism,
S. M. Bernhard, 119 E. 104th st..
seeds were planted in darkness. It was
Harlem Book Co., Boulevard Hotel, 124th
.ALFRED MoMERIE, M.A., LL.D.
accepted by the credulous, by men incapa- Christ a Religious Creation, ·
st. and Lexington ave.
F. J. GoULD.
Ollio.
ble of reasoning upon such questions.- After Many Years: A Poem,
. John Jacques, Akron.
Ingersoll to Cardinal Manning.
w.
B. McTAGGART.
N Hexter 342 Superior st., Cleveland.
The Activities.of Agnosticism,
NOT only form, mind, and speech show
AMoS WATER!\.
J.R. Haw'ley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
Religion Without Superstition,
the
method
of
Evolution,
but
morals
may
B Woods 319 Chillicothe st., Portsmouth.
CHARLES WAT'rfl.
be traced upward from the emotions of Mr. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,
L~rwood,'Day&Co., 259 Superior\ Cl~vel'~.
animals and by observation of savage races
H. J. HARDWICKE, F.R.C.6.
Alf. WanenCo, 217 Central ave, Cmcmnat1.
Poem,
of men. Agassiz says that dogs hav some- The Land of Death: A
Thos. Goddard, Box 235, Huron.
SALADIN (W. STEWART Ross).
thing very like a conscience. Animals show The Triumph of Rationalism,
Standard News Co., 14 W. Tuscst, Canton.
OregOJl•
FREDERICK l\1I1 LER.
love and sympathy. Moral sense has been
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
developed by the perception of what is An Agnostic Homily,
HoN.
C. K •. TUCKERMAN.
~ alse Claims. Revised and Enlarged. serviceable; and intuitions of right and
W. E. Jones, 291 Alder st., Portland.
As a Missionaq Document it is nnexciilled wrong, which we call conscience, are in- Eternal Life: A Poem, GEORGE HENRY J11A.RTIN.
W. W edeken, Portland, Ore.
Among the subJects considered by- Mr. RemsHandley & Kelly, 150 1st st., Portland.
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burg are: The Church and l.Vlorality; Crimi- herited from ancestors, and are the result
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
nal Statistics, showing the creeds of the of their experience. Therefore we may
G. Thornton, Palace Hotel_Block, Heppner
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the
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and
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th~
Dr.J.H.Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden,P~a.
Chnrch and Learning; the Church and Lib· late, and may believe that in the future
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Price, tO cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.
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R.' Staley,'Wood and 4th ave., Pittsburgh.
BtJ M. BABOOOK.
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10 cents.
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Te1111.essee.
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W. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry, Nashville.
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Texas.
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L. Andruss, Denison.
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T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
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)J.andsome print. Price, 25 cents; six copws, $t.
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E. L. Merrill, Independent Pulpit, Waco. Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline stand that the aim and object of all human
t!l.ah.
effort must not be the contempt, but the
PriM.
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of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; :Washing~on
C. H. Parsons, 164 S. Main, Salt Lake City.
an Unbcliever;_j Jeff~rson an Unbehever; Pame knowledge, control, and utilization of
Margette Bros., 76 Main st., Salt Lake City.
and Wesley; vhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; Nature. Toward this the whole thought
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.
Waslliugtou Territory.
and working of civilized mankind are
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
rhomas Paine. Tells the Story of the actually tending at the present day. In
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J. C. Nathan.,. 104 S. 2nd st., Seattle.
of his character and g~nms, and vmdi.cates l_ns faith, which has sprung from Oriental
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
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Libert~

These notic~s are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
wn,ere these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought BoJieties can hav their gatherings advertised. here jree by forwarding the neeessary information.

iq

'testimonial
fo Walt Whitman.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

nY

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

"'

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Snnaan, afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League Ha , 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
at., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religions and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

Brooklyn Philosophical A.ssoei•
With.
at ion
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d titreet, Brooklyn, E; D., at 8 P.M. every
Snnda.h. Lectures followed by discussion. Platform ree. Henry Row!~, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, . Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 21i
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on relilltons and social ~nestions.
Able speakers interest t e audience. N. .-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthlyhfirst and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town all. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TBUTH.BEEKER and InvesttQ"ator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets. every Sunday evening at 7.:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street
Lectures and debates; Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds mlleti~s ever{, Sunday eveninl at 216
Grand ave. ( raterni y Hall). Lecture allowed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Bunda~ at 7:80 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Ange es, Wash. Lectnre':i song~
and select · readiniT Discussion invite on a
subjects. Liberal "terature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Oar. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib•
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthlyp first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at arr's
Hall. Ever:y:bo~ invited. MRS. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. Me ILLIAMs, Rec. Sec.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectures.-Free Discnssions.~Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
librara is at the service of members and friends.
. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The ft.oeder Secular Union
Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
!P\eatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J, W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club
Meets ever£; Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Mains reet, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visitinr; Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARms, res.
ISA.A.c S. LEE, Sec.

Liberal A.sfi!ociation of Austin,
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A..M.'vat its hallb cor.
Conf avenue and 9th street. _isiting Li erals
invi ed. J P. RICHARDSON, President; M. ISA.A.C,
Secretary.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League
Meets evelf. Sunday at 2:80 P.M. at Kni!hts of
Honor Ha , Bai street. Visitors invite . J A.
Turner, Pres.; as. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Liberal Club,

.

Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwanevery Sund~ evening at 7:30 o'clock.
. SEVERANCE, Presi ent.

ke~meetR

A.

Philosophical and Social So•
ciety,
Monte VistaTCal., meet eve~ Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall.
he public cor ·ally invited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.
·

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of Cincinnati 0., meets everYJnnday avenin~
at 7:80P.M. in bouglas Hall{N. . cor. of 6th an
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec.

Liberal Association of Baltimoi'e

a

Portrait

of

The Bible-What Is It~ 25c.
Studies in Theology. 10c.
Liberalism. 5o.

Whitman.
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AUTHORIZED EDITION.
Paper, 25 cents : cioth, 00 cents

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.

NATHANifL VAUGHAN·~
Pri••t &l)d Mal).

.A NO VEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the" Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

Afistocraii\)~Political,.Econonlical, 'Vtatrimonial
and Miscellaneous Lies; Closintl. Harmcmy. ·
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.
An inde12endent and respectable study of char.
cloth., $1.00.
Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
The llllperial Council of Vienna prohibitHl thr· acter in the law of circnm.~tance such as even
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome ;ale
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
of
this
book
in
Austria,
and
confiscated
a!'
Monkey. 5 volUliles in one, cloth, iJ\2.00, postage ~opies of it they could find.
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
prepaid; 5 volumes~eparate, flexible cloth, 50
1resentment of the mischievous nature of modern
cents Jler volume; ~ted Line edition, suitable Economic Equities. .A Compend of the Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.
Natural Laws of Industrial Production aml Ex· form, need not be desired.-CWestminster Review.
change. By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Soci:lJ
Sexual Physiology for the Young. 25li
Wealth." Paper, 25c.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
pages, illustrated and cloth-bound .. (The fifth
Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on thE:
Address.
'L'IE TRUTH SEEKER
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 ce.nts.
Po:pulation
Question.
By
Dr.
Chas.
Knowlton
Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted io
Edited
by
Charles
Bradlaugh
andAnnieBesant.
Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied·
25c. .
.
Subjects; ninth year. Subscription, with preTHE BEST!
mium, 50 cents per year.· Specimen copies free Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointin~
on application.
out the means by which the working classes ma)
THE
rai..Je themselves from their present state of low
Mother's Manual. Comprising "Advice "wages
and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dig
to a Wife on the Management of Rer Own
nitv, and independence, and which is also capa
Health, especially Durin!( Pregnancy, Labm·,
ble· of entirely removing_., in com·se of time, thr
and Suckling," and 'ioAdVIce to a Mother on tho
other principal social evus. By M. G. H. toe.
Man~gement of Her Children in Infancy and
Large or Small Families ~ On which Side
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, !fl.
Lies the Balance of Comfort? Dy Austin HolyPerfected new model, 16 jewels, full aajusted
lland·Book of Health Hints and Ready
oake. 5c.
to heat, col~, and position, beautiful double sunk
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet PovertY. : Its EJI'ects on the Political dial,
and all modern improvements; gua1·anteea
of 128 pages, 25 cents.
.
a p~rfPct tlmm·. Price, in silverine dust-proof
Condition of the People. By Charles cases,
$17: 8-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $23.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER
Dradlaugh. 5c.
In best filled gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26;
Why Do Men Starve ~ By Chas. Brad- hinged case, $28 to $30; hunting. $31 to $35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2
laugh. oc.
more.
fhe Laud Ouestion. Large Estates InimiRe~ular Grade ADlerican Watcl•e"•cal to the 'Welfare of the People. Dy Charles Silverme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7 50; 15
Dradlaugh. 5c.
jewels, $9; ditto, adjusted, $11. In finer cases,
as above.
Labor's Prayer, By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5o. add
Ladic"' Atnerican Gold Watcbe"•-All
l11test Rtyles. in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
$15; 11 jewels, $16 50; 15 jewels, $23; 14 carat solid
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
aiamond-set cases;from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written gua.rantee, kept
in order 1 yea.r, and after that time cleaned for $1
and retnrned free.
Sun<lric"•-Lower graae nickel watches, $5,
$4, ana $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2·
hcHt trip\e-plated tea,spoons, !1!1.80; table spoons:
$8 60, kmves, $1 75; forks, $1.75; aU for $6. Solid
silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvHlir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50, $2 to $3.
'J'Ite Colonel I~tger,.oiJ.-Tea, $2.50 ;orange,
$2 75; sugar, !1!3; gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extrll.
heavy tenR, $3. Etched:
"TILe Time to be Happy is :Now,"
50 cAnts extra.
'J'Ile Torcll of Rea,.on Badge, solid gold
enn.melPa in 5 colorA, small pins, $2, $2.75, ani!
$3 50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
!1!10, $15,$20, !1!30.
DiaDlon<1" 20 per cent. below market price
Send for price 1ists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prevail% (except knives ana forks) and cash refunded atoption. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
12mo, aoo pp., $1.

of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustraterl. Cloth,
$8.25-In English or German.· A new cheap
edition at only $1.50.

' Otto Wettstein"· WATCH.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Mrs. Besant's WorKs.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
lfoys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand·

some and Interesting Book1 Without Superstition for Children and Youth.
The Onl:y Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Law of Population. Paper, 15o.; with pol"
shouldoe. Paper, 25c.

Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on .Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Kennedy's
Medical Dis cove ry SCIENCE vs. RELIGION,
Takes hold in this order :

Bow-els,
Liver,
Kidneys,

Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,

Cleveland Secular Union

·You know whether you need it or
not.
Sold bz,every druggist, a.nd·manufaotured by

DuNALD KENNEDY,
UOXJIVBY, 111A88.

I" Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesbarn, Pa..

trait, 30c.

Marriage, As it was, as it is, and as it
Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie

Driving everything before it that ought to
be out.

Meets every Sunday at 8 P.M., in Room 208 City
Hall, for lecture• and free discussion on science,
religion, and social questions. Able speakers
will interest the audience. A. BEE, Pres.; J, lloSENlltJRG, S!lo,.
I;al!:e street,

,Works on the Laoor ~uestion.

C~iventional Lies of Our Civilizatimr,
Plain Home Talk and Medical Common The
Jiv Max Nordau. CoNTENTs-1\'Iene, 'rekel
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
Upharsin · The Religions, Monarchic, anrl
I

Meets at the Lyceum Hallt 404 East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon a 2:30 o'clock.

'*'
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Literature.
I

Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.,

:1.,, 1892.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va .

A BOOK FOR MEN

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. '\VIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRU'rH SEEKER CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR·

LlTTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E. D. SLENFT!JR.
Boa.rds.

40 oente

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents, treating
on that health-destroying and life-consumin~
weakness of men as the result of :vouthfni errors
and excesses. The book sets forth an INFIDEL
CURE which i~ a medi<'in9 w bs applied externally (the only remPily of tne ltma tn existence).
Yon will feel improved the first day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Earl;y Decay, Weaknesses1 Lost Manhoodl-.etc.~-.are fully restored.
aduress,
D~ RvB'T P. FELLOWS.
Vineland, N.J.
.:._And 8&Y yOU saw:_this in THE TBUTH 8EE!tll:!l.
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[GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT. THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY.
Issued MonthJy.

The Myth of the Great Delus-e.

By

James l'II. McCann. 15 cents. Ten co~:nes, $~. It
is the most complete and overwhelmmg refutation of the Bible Story of the Deluge tha~ I\J.avte
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. 'l'o re'!d I~ I.s o
be astonished at the possibilities of rehgwus
credulity.-'1'. B. Wakeman. 1\fr. ~IcCann's dynamite bomb has blown the fallacy t9 atoms.A. B. Bradford. It ought to meet wrth a very
large sale.-0. P. Farrell.
.

The Evolution of the Devil.

By Henry

Frank, the independent preacher of N'lw Y_ork
city. The most learned, accn.rate, sc~entifi~,
and philosophical analysis of his satam~ maJesty ever published. The book Cflntams 6~
pages is beautifully bound, with likeness . of
autho~ on title-page. Price, 25 cents; five
copies for $1.

Ingersoll's Adtlress before the _New. York
Unitarian Club. The first t1me m the

history f the world that 11 Ch:.;istian association ever invite<! n noted Infidel to lecture
before them. 'l'he lecture i~ a graniJ. one. and
w•s received bv the club with contu~uous applause from be ginning to en,(\. 'I he .Pamph et contains 12 pa~,res, beautifully prmted.
!'rice. 6 cents; ten cop1es. 50 cents.

Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
on Uoscoe Conkling. Delivered be!ore
the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Pnce, 4
cents.

Dwigllt L. Moody.

An interview by Susan

H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
cents.

God in the Consti.tution. By Robert G.

oake. This is a most valuab1e cqntnbutwn. to
l!'reethonght literature. Bound m paper wrth
good likeness of author. Price, to cents. Twelve
copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

per annum.

No.
BOOKS ISSUEJJ.
Prtce.
1. 'rhe Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinksrs · Almanac, 1891 .................. , .. . . .
25
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener... . . ...... ...... ..... .. .... ... ... ..
50
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine... . . . . . . •
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett..................................
25
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck........
20
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on Voltaire........
10
7. The Crisis. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40
8. Sabbath Breaking................. ...•. ...
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams ......•... :.
2<>
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller.. . .
25
11. My Religious Experience. !:l. P. Putnam.
25
12. The Higher Criticism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore..............
r,o
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote........
25
14. Rights of Man. 'l'homas Paine. lllust'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, und Cradle. Helen H. Gardener.......................................
10
17. Dible Morals. John E. Remsburg.......
25
18. Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk.... . •
50
19. Pocket Theologv. Voltaire .... ,.........
25
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener .......................... :............
~o
21. History of Religion. E. E. Evans.......
20
OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the fear. Single copies of each
book sent upon receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.

Ingersoll. One of the best papers <;Jolop.el Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover wrt4llkeness
of author. ·Price, 10 cents. 'l'welve copies for$1.

What Woultl FoHow the Eftacement of
Christianity~ By George Jac<?b ~oly

$a

Subscription price,

By .John U. Kelso, A.lli.
12nlo. clot! <1 00.

Creed of Christendon1.
Its FPundatiPn CPntrasted wl~h Its Superstructure

By W. R. GHEG.
Uoml>l&te in 1 vol.. llimo, SY!Jpv.• suo.

FRftTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BUOK~
SHCIWING
THE AllSURDITY AND UNTB UTHFUL·
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, AND R111VEALING THE ABUSllS
OF
A
UNION OF
CHURCH AND
iiTATE,

CHIPS FROM AN ATJ:i'IHGHTY WORKSHOP.
I form the light., and create darkness : I make peace, and create evil: I
the Lord do all theEe things.-Isa. xlv, 7.

185
WITH
-OF-

lllustratioJl$.

COPIOUS

CITATIONS

.(;;'

FACTS~
HISTORY~
STATISTICS~

CHARLtS BRAULAUGH.
-BY-

AND

Gillor'ge Jacob Holyoake.

OPINIONS OF SCHOL"'
ARS

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great Eng.
lish Secularist by the Father of Secularism.
fon copies, $1,

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT Of
THE ARTIST.

:DESIGNS BY WATSON HESTQlJI
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE IJESIGNER.

Address this Office.

A .NEW AND IMPORTANJ' BOOK,

THE

The illustrations are classifted as follows:

HIGH[R CRITICISM IN THfOLOGY ~ R[LIGION
CONTRASTED WITt:

ANCIENT MYTHS AND MIRA"OLES,
-AS-

FACTORS IN HUMAN EVOLUTION,
-ANB-

OTHeR E<S.S..A YS IN RB:F<ORM..
By 7HOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.

Fun . . Page

Price cloth, $1: paper, 60 cents.

WAS ABRAHAM .LINCOLN

A SPIRITUALIST?

:ill represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
8
"
The Church Robbing the People.
"
Thanksgiving.
8
6
Sabbath Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
:10
Woman and the Church.
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
4
Studies in Natural History.
I
The Bible and Science.
:15
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
1
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
.
4
The Lord and His Works.
2
Prayer.
lO
The Creeds.
.t
Christians and Mohammedans.

By MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. llius
trated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.~0.

5
1

25

1

2
4
2

1

4
9

12

3
6
'l

u

"

Missionaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their HesulN.
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Churob.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous .

A most extraordinary publication. We ventUle the assertion that nothing like it has ever be.
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be fuh.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of p_utting the book in the reach o all
At twice the price i~ would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de.
signer is a wonderful successhand we judge from our OWll feelings that nearly every Liberal in
America will desire a copy of t is most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p~·ove the utter
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in the
band!! of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

-on-

Curious Revelations From the
Life of a Trance Medium.

2 represent SamJ?les of Christianity's Work.

$2.SO~

Price, board covers, $2 ; clot}),

~~With

Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."

PhotograJ?h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom's g!'eatest
champion ~thorne, may be ll~J.d ~t this office for

fifty geuts.

Brain and the Bible.J
Conflict 8P.tween Mental Science and Theolog1.
By

EDGAR

C.

BEALL.

Preface lt)y R. 6. lNGERSOLL.
U11r.nswera.ble.

ll'rioe, 181.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 19. N0.39. {~UBLISHED WE~KLY} NewYork, Saturday, Septemb_er 24,

~892. {28LA.FAYETTEPL.} $J.OO Per Year.
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PAf\1\0E. BUT NO

p~~RE5S.~

A COMPARISON OF DOCTRIN-THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ANIMATE AND THE INANIMATE.

HISTORY

D[!Hi BIBLE. IDSTORY otRELIGIONS. MY ~ELIGIOUS

A Popular Account of the Formation and DeBEING
velopment of the Canon.
A Condensed Account of the Results of Scientific Research and Philosophical Criticism.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
·
Paper, GO cents; cloth, 75 cents.
CoNTENTS:

INFIDEL
DEATHBEDS.

!

Sy Etlizabet~ }3t. Etval").s.
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

WAS

~

CHRIST
Sy

G. W. :POOTEt.

**
**

--o--

Being true accounts of the passing away of the
f 9llowing persons, thus refutm_g the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle; Lord BYron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Olootz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Oomte, Condorcet~Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert Danton, Charles J.Jarwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Georg!) Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Ggdwin, Goethe, Grote.• Helvetius, Henry Hethenngton1 Hobbes, Austm Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hume,Littr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier1
J ames Mill, ~ohn Stuart Mill, Muabea.u, Roberu
0 wen Thomas Paille, Oourtlandt Palmer Rabalais, Winwood Reade, Madame Roland, George
Band, Schiller, Shelley, Bpinoza, Straus~ John
';!:olan~ Vaniru, Voln~ Voltaire, James watson,
~ohn watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

•

•

•

CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER,

I

By s. P. Putnam.

EXPE-

I RIrNrIJ r[

I

[

iourneyings. Written in his happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Force af\d /'\atter;
v;

'1
on,
1
Principles of the Naturol Order of the
verse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.

Uni~

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

WITH A

History of His L1terary, Political, and Religious
Being the sto_nr of his relipous life and mental
Career in America, France, and England.

BY l'll,oFEsson LUDWIG BUCHNER, JY'c.D.
A judicial consideration of the questionl&l}d the
..tu.iit'ENTS :
decision against the scriptures a.nd the Cnristian ·
Fo:c-..e and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in
tradition. Price, 10 cents.. Address
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
THE 'rRUTH BEEKElt.
Immortality_of Forc:-'l, :Man,
mfinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou~ht,
Motion,
Consmousness,
A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library. Form,
S~at of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas.o.
Laws,
The Idea of u-od,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
Tho Heavens,
The Soul of Brutu~
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
l\lc-rality,
Original Generation,
Conclud:rng OI>Herv"
SecUlar Generation,
tions.
Sy Helel"). H. Gardel").er.
Price, $1.50. Address THE TRUTH SE.l<: 1\. KH

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures .Against
the Bible.

Life ofTh;;~~EDPaine,

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JE3US
illS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINE'-'.
From the "Analysis of Religious Bc,ief.•

BvVISOOUYTAMBERLEY.
Cloth-

1!0 CtUiiR.

BY MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY,
Author of " Omitted Chapters of History Disclosed in the Life and Paners of Edmund
Randolpll," "George Washington
and Mount Vernon,"" Washington's ltnle• of Civility." etc.

To Which Is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cobbett.
No real biographY of Paine has ever appeared.
The so-called Lives of Paine have been mainly
the controversial work of pamphleteers, turning
chiefly on his religious heresies. Paine was in
his fifty-eighth year before he published· anything concerning religion, and before that time
he had acted an iml!grtant r>art in revolutionar:y
movements in the Unit.eq States, E_ngl!J-n.d, and
France. But in the religious conflict mitiated
by him, his political services and military career
bav been but ina<;lequatel~ cop.sid~red. A cer~ain
historical ostracism has uuned m the arch1ves
of various countries a large mass o.f documents
containing records of paramount Interest and
importance. 1\Ir. Conway has_person~lly searched
such records, in Europe and Amenca, and has
nbtained from these fresh light, not only on
Paine, but on various e ' inent figures in American and European history with whom he was
associated. A large amount of unpublished correspondence has be"n included in the volumes.
Mr. Conway says in his Preface: "In the laborious work of searching out the real Paine I hav
found a &'eneral appreciation of its importance,
and it Will be seen in the following pages that
generous assistance has been rendered by English clergymen, by official per~ons in Europe .and
America, by pers ns of all beliefs and no beliefs.
In no instance have !been impeded by any prejudice, religious or _political. The c~rators of
archives, private collectors, owners of Important
documents bearing on the subject, have welcomed my effort to bring the truth to light."
Two vols., royal oct., gilt top, portraits, $5.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

"l'HE-TRUTH ·SEEKER~ SEPTEMBER 24. 1.892.
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0" M. BENNETT'$ WORKS.

JUST OUT·I

ADDRESS THE TRUTH SEEKER 0l!'l!'IOE. •

\.i

i\ Truth Seeker Around theWol'ld. Four
large volumes. With. steel-plate en~raving of
the author iu Vol. I, and aach volume 1llustrateu
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound ;.,.
rod cloth, i!lfi.GO,
·

A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

·l'he Worltl's Sages, Thinkers, and Re"
formers.
1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.1i0.'

1'1te Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes. qnd Persecutions. Svo" 1.1Hl
pages.
·
•
gilt edges, $4:50.

l'he Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. TWo volumes. Written

in prison. In cloth, $8.00 per volume, or $5 00
for the two volumes; in leathe1•, $7.00; in ni(}.
rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
e

From Behind tlte Bars. A series oflettera
Written in pl"ison. Over 700 pages. Price, $t.li0.

A. Truth Seeker in Eul'ope. A series of

£.1tposure

ietterP. written during a vis1t of ten weeks in
Europe. lor Givin~ some account of the International Froethmkers' Congress held at Bmssels, to which IIIr. Benneit was a delegate.:.,fol.
lowed by a tlescri_ption of-what he saw in Eng.
land, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
!rom Rome nlone are worth the price of the
book.· With 11 steel-plate portrait of. the author.
fl50 !)ages. $t.5().

rhe Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treating upon the Gods of the Semitic natiom, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesu~ Christ, the VirgJ.n Mru.·y, and the Bible.
To the lat.ter 230 pages are devoted, showing
. that book to he a very inferior production for
a first-cla~s God. 0 833large pages. Paper covers.
60 cents; cloth, $1. ;:,
t;

:Facts.

1\idicute.
HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

futlaism, Christianity, and Moltammedau.
lsm examinecl histonoally and critically.

400 Pages. 200

Fun-Page
Pictures.

(tis thought to be the most damaging exhibit
of Christianity that has appeared. 500 lar~e

vages. Plice, $1.50.

L'he Humpltrey-Bennett :mscussion.

CONTENTS:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac· and His "Sister,"
One of. Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses, · Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson .the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shalf Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
SofTie Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards, illundna"ted covers, S 1; cloth, gil-t side s"taiU.p, S 1.50.

Add1•ess THE 'L1RVTH SEEKER CO.

BIBLE MORALS.

Pyrai!Jid ot qizeh·' CRIMES
Annient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Na.r-

Pwenty Crimes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture.

rative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.

Price, t5 centcl.

By J. E. REMSBURG. Price, 25 cents.

Fruits of Philosophy .

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

A TRUTH SEEKER

POPULATION QUESTION.
By DR. KNoWLTON. Edited by 0RABLES BRAD·
LAUGH a.nd ANNIE BESANT. 25 oents.

AROUND
THE WORLD.
Four Large Volumes,

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.

With a steel-plate engraving of the author in
Volume I, and each volume containing
forty to fifty illustrations.

Examination of the Morals and Histu1·y
·
of the New Testament.
By l'Rol!'. F. W. NEWllUN.
Price. ~5 ceuts.

By D. l'fl.. BENNET'.I',

Late editor of Tmr. TRUTH SEEKERJ.. author of
"A Truth Beeker in Eurgpe " "uods and
Reli_gions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
"The World's Sages, Thlnkers, and
Reformers," "Champions of the
Church," etc., etc., etc.
Handsomely bound, red cloth, 1!16.50; in leather,
red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $t0.50.
Readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER know the circumstances under which this work was written.
The last words penned by the great author were
for the fourth volume, which was nearly completed at his death, and which contains an account
of his world-lamented death and burial. Mr.
Bennett was a patient and faithful chronicler of
the habits and customs of the different peoples of
the many places he visited. The every-day life
of all nations is laid before the reader bv one
who has visited them and beheld them with his
own eyes. Particular attention is paid to the
progress of Freethought in the various countries
he visited, and the morality of eo-called pagan
nations is contrasted with the morality of Christian countries, much to the detriment of the
latter. The work is a
Freethinker's History of the World.
This work and "A TRUTH BEEKER IN
EUROPE " should be in every Liberal's library.
Besides its intrinsic worth, 1t is a. memento of
one of the greatest Freethinkers the world has
known-of one who ranks with Voltaire and
Paine in the force and clearness of his writings.
Address

Thomas

In the
United States
and
Canada
from 1876 to 1883.

Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R 'l'ced. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper,
aocents.••
WJtat Objections to Christianity~ A discussion between D. M. Bennett and G. III. Mair,
ilivided into the following theses: 1. Christiantty is neither new nor original, heing borrowe•l
or copied from much older systems of religion.
~- 1\Iiraclcs and supernatural achievements have
l>eeu as fully and trul:y_ a~cribed to other teachers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 8. The
atory of ,Jesus and his mission iu the world is
unhtstorical; it is not corroborated by contemporane.Qus history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. 'l'his is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$t.5(). (9
••

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge of devos .
. iting_ prohibited matter in the mail. Thiil g1veo
· a full history of this celebrated case, and show~
what monstrous injustice was perpetrated upon
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 ots.
Oeacon Skidmore's Letters. Firsli Dea,
con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
church incidents and his evolution from Chris
tianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth
75 cents.

l'Jte Book of Ch1·onicles of tlte Pilgrims
in the Land of Yahweh: also the Epi.stlfl

"By their f"n1its
shall ye knowthem!
Do men gather
grapes of thorns,
or !lgs of thistles?"

Price. 25 cents.

llennett.=-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.

of Bennett the Apostle to the Tru thseekers.
Cloth, $t.

The Fh·st Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to tlte TriJtlt Seekers. 10 -cents.

•

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO

Works.

Open Letter to Samuel C01gate. :'.0 oen~
\n TJour with the Devil. 10 oe::::. ·
A

ST~IK.e

Millionaires

O:P

Agah~t M1ner~

-OR-

THE STORY . OF SPRING VALLEY.
By HENRY D. LLOYD.

Age of Reason. Pap., :&5o. :
6 copies for $t; do. 50c.

P'"" This book tells how the Spring Valley miners
were starved into actual slavery.

Pap., 40c,; clo., 75c.

It is the story of a monstrous and inhuman crime.
It deals not with theories but with facts,
figures, and names. It is a _powerful and pathetic book.

Age of Reason and Examina·
tion of t~te Proplteciel!t.
Apostle of Political and Re·
ligious Liberty. (Life.) B"\
J. E. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap~
50c,; clo., 75c.
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common-sense decision is simply to confine ourselvs of plants produced but to perish, and the immense
to the affirmation of a universe, for we hav daily majority of the young of animals fornied but to- die.
The Design Argument.
evidence of it and know that it is here; as for any A thousand are born where one livs; where one
.
"ST. Loms, Mo., Aug. 8, 1892.
creating, designing, self-existent God, he is dis- attains perfection a thousand are wretched miscrea"EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Dear ~ir: Judging
proved by the very argument by which it is tions. What shall we say of this stupendous prodfrom a reasonable standpoint, there are evidences of the
attempted to prove his existence.
igality of waste~ What should we say of a like
existence of an intelligent creator.
Second. Another argument establishes that if waste in a man! If we say that success in nature
"Being an Agnostic, and at the same time an investigator and seeker of the truth, I submit the following for such a God did exist, he could not be a beneficent is the work of a man-like intelligent being, why not
your digestion and explanation:
God, such as the Christians posit. What effrontery say that failure in nature is the work of a man-like
"In: searching througl!out the dominion of nature, we.
is
it that talks about the mercy and goodness of a idiot 1
are confronted with innumerable cases, both in plant and
Again. Many animals hav what are called puranimal life, where there must hav been at some time prior nature in which all animals devour ·animals, in
which
every
mouth
is
a
slaughter-house
and
every
poseless
orga:p.s-some rudimentary and never deto their creation or existence a thinking something, and
where they could not hav been the result of accidental stomach a tomb! "Observe," said the minister to veloped sufficiently for use, others· suppressed and
arrangement or adaptability. In the flower is found his son, "with what beneficent design is the crane degenerated, others aimless and inactiv, others .
a substance called honey, upon which substance the
humming-bird subsists. The flower can exist without so fashioned, in legs, bill, and feet, as to catch fish positivly injurious to their possessors. What kind
the presence of the humming-bird, but the flower is with ease and provide its means of subsistence." of design is this ~ Why do some animals, like the
necessary for the existence of the humming-bird. Does "Yes," replied the boy, "I think I see the bene:fi- dugong, hav tusks that never cut through the gums?
or does not this peculiar arrangement in nature reveal to cence of God, at least so far as the crane is con- Why has the guinea-pig teeth that are shed before
us the existence of forethought, and a carefully con- cerned, but don't you think the arrangement a little it is born~ Why has the whale teeth that it never
ceived plan by which all life is furnished with the requitough on the fish~" What about that wonderful uses~ Why has man in his eye a remnant of the
site upon which it exists?
J. 0LEND111NING, JR.
adaptation of means to ends, that exquisitly con- membrana nictitans, or third eyelid of birds and
" St. Louis, Mo."
Freethinkers trying to convert Christians find trived mechanism, by which the cancer fastens and reptils, not of the slightest use ·to the human being?
that one of the arguments most difficult to remove feeds upon ·the body of the loving and beautiful Why has man that useless organ, the vermiform
appendix~
Evolution shows us that these are
from t.he minds of the latter, and the one affording girl?
Third.
Let
us
ask
another
question.
If,
when
remnants
of
a former state which once served a
theii- religion its most substantial support, is the
we
perceive
results
similar
to
those
that
might
be
purpose,
and
are
not yet eliininated from succeedabove argument, that there is a design in nature
due
to
a
wise
man,
we
conclude
that
they
hav
been
ing
forms
of
life.
Theology requires us to believe
evidencing an intelligent personal creator. Even
produced
by
a
being
similar
to
a
wise
man,
then,
that
a
God
of
omniscience
made all these animals
some who hav rejected the Christian revelation still
halt as Deists, and though denying Jehovah affirm when we see results similar to those that might be just as they are now.
But of the creatures that hav got here at last
a superintending, beneficent personal god. But the due to an idiot, shall we not conclude that they hav
argument from design has been totally exploded in been produced by an idiot? Proceedings such as if after all the eons of slow striving at production,
a dozen different ways. It is well that Freethinkers seen in a man would be pronounced idiotic, may be of those that hav survived the frightful carnage of
should familiarize themselvs with its refutations seen to constitute almost the. whole workings of life on life in which thousands perish and one esnature. We will mention a few.
capes, of the organs on these creatures which are
for use against Christian neighbors.
An
egregious
slowness
of
process
is
found
to
hav
not
rudimentary, or degenerated, or aimless, or
First. The design argument vitiates itself, by
characterized
the
production
of
things
as
they
are.
hurtful.:_of
the organs, that is, that now perform
necessitating an infinit series of designers;
Examination
of
our
globe
by
geologists
reveals
that
functions,
in
a manner mainly helpful, not one is
When· the child who was told that •' God made
everything," asked, "Who made God ~" there was all present forms of vegetable and animal life hav perfectly adapted to its environment and performs
asked a question sufficient to silence every Christian. been produced not by a single decisiv act but its function perfectly. The eye, upon which
This question has never been answered. It can through a series of changing forms by a process ex- Christians lavish so much adiniration, is an exnot be answered. After hearing it once every tending over millions of years. "Suppose," says tremely imperfect instrument. The number of
Christian should close his mouth in silence and Colonel Ingersoll, "that upon some island we persons seen with eye-glasses and other devices to
never be heard to speak on design agai'b. No should find a man a million years of age, and sup- aid vision shows how easily the organ is disordered.
fu1·ther a~·gUJneJlt ahculd be required. Consider it. pose that we should find him in the possession of a In mechanical copstrnctio:p. it is inferior to the
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cheapest optical instrument ill the market. The
ear is as imperfect as the eye. In the structure of
the external ear, and attached to it, are ten muscles
all in a rudimentary condition and all absolutely
useless. Indeed, all of the ear visible to the eye,
except a small shell-shaped depression immediately
around the opening, is completely useless. For
what purpose was this mass of useless material
formed.7 To get frozen, is the only answer we can
think of just now. The internal construction of
the ear, testifies Professor Garrison, is quite as
faulty as that of the eye. Hardly has a child got its
first set of teeth when they hav to be removed to
make room for the next, which are called the "permanent" set. How permanent, probably many
readers know. As a matter of fact, the dentist furnishes the only permanent and reliable set we ever
hav. In the throat we find the tonsils, which serve
no earthly use but to get in:fl.amed. Every bit of
food and. drop of liquid on its way to the stomach
must pass over the opening of the trachea, or
windpipe. Thus the life is endangered every time
a mouthful of food or drink is swallowed. Sometimes the result is merely the spasmodic coughing we may notice in ourselvs every day caused
by the entrance of small crumbs or drops of
water. Sometimes the person is choked to death.
Space will not permit mention of the misconstruction of the great organs of the trunk, and of
the whole body.
Fourth. But, finally, there is this argument, irresistible and conclusiv, which supersedes and
renders unnecessary all the preceding. We simply
deny design. Subserviency, fitness, is one thing.
Design is another. The subserviency we admit; the
design we deny. When two organs or functions
are so constituted that one assists in the working
of the other, we hav subserviency. Design is this
with the addition of something else-the addition
of the fact that this subserviency was antecedently
set up as an end by some intelligent being. A
thing done is not necessarily a thing dt>signed to be
done. When design is affirmed of an action, it
must be shown that the agent in that action had
the result in view at the beginning of the action.
The fact that things exist as they now are proves
simply-that things exist as they now are. Unless
we can first examin the volitions of some being at
the beginning of the course of nature, and discover
that he had in view the present constitution of
things, we hav no means of guessing whether
this constitution came about by negligence of his,
or through mistake, or in direct oppof>ition to his
wishes, or that there is such a being. All that can
be said of present nature is that it is ; to an affirmation of its design the first datum, that a being had
it in view, is utterly lacking. All that can be said
of the bees that our inquirer speaks of, is, that they
exist; we do not know that they were desired, and
therefore do not know that they ·were designed.
They find honey now, and use it, and so exist; if
the honey had not chanced to be present, they would
not find it to use and consequently would not exist;
science informs us that there were immeasurable
eras wherein there was no honey and they did not
exist.
The fact that any object is constituted in a
highly complicated manner does not tend to prove
that it was designed. The reason why we believe
on finding a watch that it was designed is not, as
has been commonly held, its complication and
co-adaptation. The reason why we believe it had a
designer is solely that we hav had a previous experience of such mechanisms being designed by men.
Experience is in this as in everything else our
only source of knowledge; and as to the contemplation of the present order of the universe by any
preexisting being, experience is totally lacking.
The judgment, says Hume, which infers a designing
cause from adjustments adapted to effect an end
rests wholly upon experience; and as we hav no
experience of W@rld-making, we havno right in such
a case to infer a world-maker.
There still linger in our habits of thinking remains
of that old egotism of considering ourselvs the end
of all creation, and so seeing design in all the processes that hav led up to the production of us and

the establishment of our sovereignty over cr~ation.
But this is unfounded; it would hav suitednature
about as well, as far as we can see, to produce an
intelligent elephant, or an intelligent cat, as man, an
intelligent ape; and in that case the intelligent elephant or cat would hav looked back and ,egotistically
discovered the same designs to produce and exalt
him that we discover now. Of life there is in the
world very little. Nearly all matter is inorganic.
Inorganic matter has for inconceivable time been
worked and reworked by that energy inherent in
matter which both Christians and Freethinkers
recognize, they under the name of God, and we under the name of Force. Among the endlessly varied
combinations and recombinations of matter some
combinations hav become highly concatenated.
Such masses of matter exhibit a lengthened concatenation of varieties of matter and of combination
each of which varieties or divisions in ~ts workings
has a bearing upon all the others. This concatenation of forms of· matter we call organisms, life.
Such a concatenation does not necessarily carry
in itself an implication of a previous design.
Of such combination there is very little ; it is
not marvelous that .the endless permutations
of inorganic matter hav produced some ; instead of wondering th'at there is any, we may
just as reasonably and profitably wonder that
there is not more.
And fro~ tl?.ese concatenations of forms and activities we are no more .to
infer design than we are to infer, when a ma:r't
taking a blind backward step overthrows some obje~t which falling causes the successiv fall of a long
row or concatenation of objects which chanced to
be behind him, that that man designed that concatenation-that chain of causes and effects.
The manner in which complicated organisms are
produced from simple beginnings, priest-hated evolution fully shows. This subject, evolution, we
strongly urge our correspondent to read up. Without so doing, he perhaps will not be able, after all
that we hav said, to see clearly how without an overruling intelligence there could hav come about all the
cases of suitedness, which has in the past been
called design, which we see about us daily in animal
and plant life. We hav not room for an exposition
For our friend's immediate
of the topic here.
satisfaction we will remark simply, that present
living organisms possess those organs and functions that preserve life only because the organisms
which did not possess such organs and functions
failed in the competition for existence, and consequently cannot be present. Whatever is here possesses all that is necessary to enable it to be here,
otherwise it could not be here. God did not purposely endow a living organism with its useful
functions; to the exact contrary, he (better, Nature)
created this and nine hundred and ninety-nine other
organisms, and the others all chanced to be without
the useful functions and perished, and this lucky
one of the thousand had them and lived. The bees
adverted to in our questioner's letter seek that food
which best suits them and in the places which are
most facil to them not by heavenly providence but
because those bees which by chance vary from the
type and are born with an instinct to seek it
wrongly do not liv to perpetuate their unprofitable
constitution. As to the :flowers, it is beginning to
be perceived by botanists with more or less clearness that those which secrete honey are thereby
propagated by the insects which that honey attracts,
those creatures diffusing the seeds as they :fly away;
while those :flowers without honey either hav
perished or hav developed some other means of continuing their species. Beasts of prey that haunt
deserts hav desert-like colors not because a God
thus furnished them but because of all the animals who hav ever undertaken to hunt in deserts
those of contrasted colors hav failed and consequently forsaken such places. The Lord did not
obligingly furnish the polar bear with his snowy fur
so favorable for hunting, but such dark-firrred
bears as originally were about the pole starved to
death and only the white remained. Similarly of the
black Hindoostan bear. No creator instructed
scarlet-plumaged birds to build covered or concealed
nests ; nature took the method-a littl(l :ro\l:p.d-

about, it is true, and a tri:fl.e cruel-of having killed
off all those who did not chance to hav a fancy
to do so. The tiger has ve:rtical markings like the·
lines of the grass. and bamboos through which it
creeps upon its victims, put we fear that many a
differently colored one must hav made, just as he
was expiring from starvation, very inappreciativ
remarks upon the method by which the creator
chose to secure the correct striping on his prosperous brothers. But our space is filled. For the detail of this subject of evolution, which is highly
interesting, and necessary in argumentation with
Christians, we recommend our present correspondent, an(!. others, to consult our book catalog for such
works as Darwin's "Origin of Species" and "Sexual Selection," Robert C. Adams's "Evolution,"
Buchner's "Force and Matt£r" (chapters xii to xiv),
and if the reader is disposed for technical and
elaborate works, Haeckel's "History of Creation"
and Spencer's "Biology." .
To recapitulate: (1) The design argument vitiates
itself by necessitating an infinit series of designers;
(2) if there be a designing deity he cannot be
beneficent ; (3) if there be one he cannot be wise,
for (a) his processes are egregiously slow; (b) they
are egregiously wasteful; (c) they are often purposeless, and (d) they hav produced at the present
day wretchedly imperfect mechanisms; (4) finally,
subserviency must be distinguished from design: the
interaction of any two objects whatever fu the
universe may be said to show a certain fitness,
or suitability, in each for the other, and indeed'if
they did not possess it the action could not hav
taken place; but we must not select from all the
rest the class of interactions in animal and pl8Jlt
life, and assert that these demonstrate a thing
which the rest do not, viz., an intent on the part of
an intelligent overruler to produce them; the impulse to do so springs from our egotistic, selfglorifying disposition to regard ourselvs and our
like as the objects of all nature's workings; and
all these subserviencies are fully explaii:J.ed without a
God by evolution.

Radical Changes Proposed.
Mr. R. B. Westbrook, D.D., announces that he
will, in Chicago, October 23d, as advertised by the
board, propose the following amendment to ·the
constitution of "this society." What "this society" is he does not tell us, but from the fact that
his proposed changes are printed directly following
a resolution adopted by the board of directors of
the American Secular Union we infer he means
that society. These are the changes offered for
consideration :
"Article ffi, paragraph 1, to be .amended SO as to
read: ''The equitable taxation of church property by the
public authorities, as other property is taxed, to raise
revenue for the common protection and defense.'
''Paragraph 2, of the same article, to amend by striking out all after the words 'public schools,' and add
'whether in the form of Bible reading, the offering of
prayers or the singing of hymns or songs of a sectarian
character.' It is not intended hereby to prohibit the
teaching of the pure principles of morality and practical
ethics, as this can be done without religious exercises or
sectarian dogma.
.
"Paragraph 4 of the same article to be amended by
adding 'and to secure this end we are in favor of a XVI
amendm~nt to the Constitution of the United States,
substantmlly as recommended by the National ·League
for the Protection of American Institutions.'
"Strike out paragraphs 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 of Article III
(not because they are not important, but because we
think it best to direct all our energies at present to the
three great subjects of church taxation, religious exercises in the state schools, and Sunday laws).
"Article V. After the word 'membership' add 'but all
life members shall be subject to the approv~l of the board,
and also all annual members. All persons entitled to vote
at an annual Congress, shall be permitted to vote by
proxy, under rules to be established by the board.'
"Strike out the word 'corresponding' before the word
'secretary' in Article IX, and use the word ' secretary'
instead of the plural form in the heading in the article.
"Strike out the whole of Article XII and Article XIII
-dispensing entirely with auxiliary societies."
The constitution now proposed to be amended is
the one written principally by Dr. Westbrook and
adopted at the Portsmouth congress in 1~89. The
ex-president of the Union is very energetic in the
draftin~ of constitutions, and it is to be regretted
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society is potent, and society generally is in favor railway mendicants-these utterly useless, and, to
of hypocrisy. It won't do to express your honest put it most charitably, "blind leaders of the blind,"
thoughts amidst these elegant festi,ities,
bav actually dared to defy the great masses, to vioW. H. Burr, however, has the coura •e of bis C'Oll late the Constitution, and proclaim an ecclesiastical
victions, and it was a great pleasure tS spend 1t day ~:>lavery.
.
with him and enjoy his frank hospitality. l\Ir Burr
Is it not time for a new departure! Is there no
is a philosopher and scholar and has searched all life left in the Liberals of this land! Are they
the dark places of human history, and has ably dis- going to keep on paying and ·supin~ly submitting~
cussed literary and scientific problems. He is not They· must no longer be satisfied with pleadings
afraid of facts whichever way they point. He has and petitions. They must also work and vote-not
a healthful outlook upon the evil as well as the to tax and enslave even the Christians, but-to free
good that is in the universe, and, like myself, does mankind. A politician will fear one hundred ornot believe with the poet that "whatever is, is ganized votes more than a ten-thousand petition.
right." He cannot find "God" any more than I Since the Christians hav dared to invoke the pocan, and therefore man must be his own providence. litical power, we should accept their challenge,
Mr. and Mrs. BmT are Liberal but not dogmatic meet them on their own field, and defeat them.
believers in Spiritualism. They hav seen much to We can enlist not only the stalwart Liberals in this
convince themselvs, but realize that each one's own fight, but the Spiritualists, the great body of
experience must be the source of faith.
German voters, and a large element of the nothingMr. Burr kindly devoted himself to making me arians. Mark my words, from now on the day of
acquainted with Washington during my few hours' the dictatorial deadhead is doomed. His decline
stay. I had not visited Washington since the war, may be gradual but decline he will, and that work
and I found great changes. Among other places can only be done by the Freethought Federation.
we went to the Soldiers' Home, This is a lovely
I hav requested President Putnam to go to
domoin, and when I get worn and battered and Washington, open up quarters, and remain th1·ough
can't do any more fighting in the Freethought the entire session, if necefilsary, working for the
ranks, I suppose I can linger here and rest. I repeal of this odious act, thoroughly believing that
would like it, if it were not for the strict rules and the Liberals of the entire country will aid in keepregulations. I must get up at a certain hour- ing him there if they thoroughly believe that
eat my -meals at a certain time, and go to bed ac- something will be done.
cording to order. It is a good deal like prison life,
Who is better equipped for this service than the
although surroundings are most elegant and beauti- man who has lectured in nearly every state, town,
ful. If one could be left at perfect liberty it would and city in this country 1 Who has thousands of
be a delightful home indeed after the storms of personal friends among the Freethinkers ~ Who
life. Mr. Burr and myself sat by the noble statue knows of their desires and is thoroughly in touch
of General Scott, and here spreads before you with the great army of progress 1 The brave,
one of the grandest prospects in the world. You brilliant, indefatigable worker, who has carried
Owing probably to the detention of ships and can look for milefil · away. The Potomac rolls the flag of freedom from coast to coast, S. P.
fumigation of mails at the quarantine station of its ample stream ; the woods and hill~ dotted Putnam.
The secretaryship with Charlesworth will be no
this city, Miss Wixon's letter from Across the with homes stretch beyond ; the great city lies at
sinecure.
He is thoroughly in earnest, full of
Atlantic has not reached us this week. Thanks to your feet, swathed in summer's splendid garb. The
monument adorns the glowing scene with lofty energy and enthusiasm, and is a natural orator.
the progress of medicaf and sanitary science, the finger jeweled by the noonday beams. One can He is destined to become the -Bradlaugh of America.
threatened cholera epidemic has been averted, and dream here of the glorious republic, for in this Of the vice-presidents I will not speak until the
in a short time things will go on as before.
list is completed.
gorgeous panorama lies its history and its hope.
As treasurer no more accurate or honest man
I hav had glimpses only of Washington in this
The Lutherans of lllinois hav declared their in- short sojourn. I must thank 1\ir. and Mrs. Burr could be selected than Geo. L. Robertson. He is
a Liberal who has been tried and never found
tention to support the Democratic party of the for their kindly reception.
There is to be a great conflict here this winter wanting when the good of the cause demanded.
state because the Republicans refused to repeal the
law making private schools subject to state inspec- on the World's Fair Sunday question. More than He is a bright, activ, intelligent business man,
brave· enough to stand for his convictions and gention and giving state officers the power to forbid ever do I feel the necessity of meeting the issue at
this point. It is of the first importance to change erous enough to support an unpopular cause. · Some
attendance upon such as do not meet the state ed- the vote of Congress. I believe it can be done. I of our Liberal friends may remember him at the
ucational requirements. The Lutherans hav church believe that a great Liberal influence can be exerted Pittsburgh Congress, though he is strikingly modschools of a poor sort, and the law injures them.
by proper effort. There never was such a contest est. A lady asked there who " that good-looking
on our hands, so far-reaching in its results. It is a young man was." Besides being a wonderful linguist,
question of the deepest principle. This is one of he is lately blossoming out as an orator. He was
the crises of American history, that is to determin put up as an independent candidate for alderman
the character of this government for ages to come. in his ward, and with only a three days' canv&ss
If we win, we win a victory whose fruits can never polled a surprisingly large vote. His word is as
News and Notes.
be lost. . It is a question not simply of govern- good as his bond, and his bond is as good as gold.
·What a difference between Chicago and Washing- ment, but of civilization. Shall we hav the high- Do not fail to send him your contribution-make
ton.
Chicago is all bu1:1iness. Its streets are est, the best, the noblest civilization-a civilization it the size of your indignation-to 345 W. Rantremendously crowded. Everybody is doing some- for all humanity, or shall we hav that which is only dolph street, Chicago, Ill. A dollar from each
thing. Its buildings rise, massiv, built for use and for the benefit of the few! Shall the hope and happi- Liberal of the land will accomplish vast results
under this new movement. Now is the time to
not fo;r beauty. · The tide of life rushes along like a ness of man be simply what the church permits 1
send it.
E. A. STEVENS.
SAMUEL p. PUTNAM.
catp.nict and there seems to be no check, not even
at midnight's solemn hour.
The Freethought Federation.
In Washington it is like the broad, placid flow of
A Birthday Letter From an Agnostic Mother
When friend Putnam first wrote me in reference
the Potomac itself. Washington is a vast country
to Her Son.
town. It does not hav the air of business, but of to this Federation I was not favorably impressed
We
thought
of
you
a great deal on Sunday, and
rural prosperity. Its streets and avenues stretch with the project.
away in picturesque quietude. The great Capitol
Later, when a more complete outline was pub- our thoughts often took the form of speech. You
looms up in soft magnificence against the glowing lished, I realized that he had really grasped the know our love for you would make us wish you
sky, and the tall monument-a shaft of splendor- situation and that there could be no doubt that the every possible good. If we could compel fate to
seems. to pierce the d~me as we lift our eyes along Federati~n would find a hearty response and sub- giv you a happy and prosperous life she would be
stantial support from the Freethinkers of the en- compelled to produce her best gifts for you, but
its glittering surface.
that cannot be ; we hav done the best for you that
Washington is a place for retirement, except tire country.
This issue has been forced upon Liberals by we could. Now I say of you as David said of
. when Congress meets, and then it is a place to
study human nature in its headlong rush for the brutal tyranny of these Christian bigots. For Jahveh, "This right hand and his holy arm hav gottheir demand that the toilers of this land should ten him the victory." That is your chance. Lean
power. .
Washington is not and will not be a literary be denied a Sunday at the World's Fair is nothing on common sense and reason, not on the strength
center. Poets and journalists will not throng as short of brutality, proving the barbarous intoler- of anyone, God or man. You hav a good share of
in New York, for here is not. the original life of ance of ecclesiaticism even in this latter part of the common sense and a strong will. Make them work
together. Make them take good care of your body.
man, but the mimic life rather of fashionable .boasted nineteenth century.
Their action is an insult to the civilized world. For if that is not in good condition you cannot hav
society and politics. Washington, however, will be
a great educational center. Vast universities will For every nation has been invited to participate, the best in life, unless you take up with the Chrisbe erected-mainly, however, for the support of old- only to be met by this insolent artifice of narrow- tian doctrin of the value of suffering and with
: time methods and ideas. · The Methodists are to minded religious cranks and a contemptible, cow- "Rejoice in the dealings of a triune God." Paul
expend $10,000,000 for- a university.
Other ardly Congress. To complete this infamy they hav said, "Keep the body under." I say, "Keep the
denominations are working in the same direction. committed forgery and perjury, and verily made body up." And to do so keep bad habits under,
The Catholics hav already erected a magnificent tpe "graveyards yawn." This atrocity was ac- even to your beloved tobacco. I am a little afraid
structure. It towers like a grand old castle of the complished through conceit and arrogance and of that for you lest it make a chain in time that
past. To me it~ has a threatening aspect, as if in marks a crisis necessary for the new departure may hamper your movements and leave you no
its solid masonry were enshrined the superstition of the Freethought hosts. Truly the deadheads longer a free man. There! such•are my sentiments
.and tyranny of the Dark Ages. These institutions of society hav become its dictators. These organi- on your entrance into your twenty-first year. You
are b~coming the buttress of th~ churches, and in zations which pay no taxes to maintain the state; must pardon my sermon. You know most boys
the battle of the future will be tremendous forces who annually defraud the people of hundreds of get two a Sunday. If you get one a year you must
millions ; who liv through begging, bulldozing, and not complain, and please do not think your mothe:upon the side of ancient wrong:
There are· many Liberals in W ai!hington, but illegal lottery schemes ; the free-lunch fiends of the an old nuisance if she is solicitous for your welfare
.Aug. 21, 1892.
M. E. A.
very few come to· the. front.
In Washington, domestic poultry-yards; the free-pass or half-fare

that his great zeal for work has been hitherto confined to these verbal efforts.
With these exceptions the changes are unimportant where not unnecessary. There can be no
harrq. in retaining all the demands of Liberalism in
the constitution, though emphasis should at this
time be placed upon the phases Dr. Westbrook
enumerates. Two changes, however, are for the
worse. The proposed change in regard to schools
is evidently for the purpose of allowing the Union
to commit itself to the Unitariil.n Manual of Morals,
published under Mr. Westbrook's direction. The
part of paragraph 2 which he proposes to leave
demands " the total discontinuance of religious instruction and worship in the public schools." The
clause he proposes to add limits this discontinuance. to Bible reading, prayers, and sectarian songs.
The paragraph is better without the addition.
The recommendation that the Union should
indorse the constitutional amendment proposed by
the National League is foolish or knavish. That
League is a Protestant organization working for
the political interests of Protestantism as against
Romanism. The Secular Union is organized to
oppose both of these sects. To take sides with one
is to surrenderto it. Such indorsement would commit the Union to Protestant political demands.
The proposition to abolish auxiliary societies destroys the very basis of the Union, and makes it a
new organization. If that is the desire of the
Liberals, then it should be done. If not, not.
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Thomas Paine on Free Trade.

In No. VII of the Crisis, written Nov. 21,
1778, are these sentences : "The commerce of
America is perfectly free, and ever will be so."
"Trade flourishes best wheri it is free, and it is
weak policy to fetter it." The author of "Rights
of Man" says in part second, chapter v : "In
all my publications, where the matter would admit, I hav been an advocate for commerce, because
I am a friend to its effects. It is a pacific system,
operating to unite mankind by rendering nations, as
well as individuals, useful to each other." "I· commerce were permitted to act to the universal extent
it is capable of, it would .extirpate the syst;m of
war, and produce a revolution in the uncivilized
state of government~." "Whatever has a tendency
to promote the civil intercourse of nations, by an
exchange of benefits, is a subject as worthy of
philosophy as of politics. Commerce is no other
than the traffic of two persons multiplied on a scale
of numbers; and by the same rule that nature
intended the intercourse of two, she intended that
of alL For this purpose she has distributed the
materials of manufactures and commerce in various
and distant parts of a nation and of the world; and
as they cannot be procured by war so cheaply or
expeditiously as by commerce, she has rendered the
latter the means of extirpating the former." "The
prosperity of any commercial nation is regulated
by the prosperity of the rest ; if they are poor, she
cannot be rich." " There can be no such thing as
a nation flourishing alone in commerce; she can
only participate ; and the destruction of it in any
part must necessarily affect alL" "The idea of
having navies for the protection of commerce is
delusiv; it is putting the means of destruction
for the means of protection. Commerce needs no
other protection than the reciprocal interest which
every nation feels in supporting it ; it is common
stock, it exists by a balance of advantages to all."
Fully to understand how much Paine meant by
these words, we must remember that, after his return from France to America, he was an activ member of the party which raised his friendE', Jefferson
and Mon•·oe, to the presidency, and which was
trying then, as it is now, to. hav commerce "perfectly free" in America, "to unite mankind by
rendering nations useful to each other," and "to
promote the civil intercourse of nations by an exchange of benefits." He embittered his slanderers
by the vigor with which he resisted all schemes to
fetter trade, and to· destroy commerce under pretense of protecting it. He . stood firmly with the
Democrats against protectionists ; and nothing else
would hav been consistent for the man who said,
"My country is the world, and my religion is to do
good."'
Franklin thought like Paine about free trade;
and the question whether they were right or wrong
· is one to be decided, not by political prejudices,
but by acknowledged facts. The best proof of a
right is capacity to exercise it without wronging
anyone. How capable we are of trading freely
with other nations appears from the fact that our
exports during the year ending with last J nne
were worth more than $1,000,000,000. Besides
great quantities of farm products, we 'sold in foreign countries nearly $30,000,000 worth of steel
and iron wares, including locomotive valued at
$1,700,000, and $12,000,000 worth of leather and
leather goods. We had competed even more successfully against foreign manufacturers twelve
months before. The July number of the Forum
givs a list by a Republican Senator of countries
where "nearly every article we can produce for
export" is now sold "at prices much below
those asked by European competitors." Mr. Blaine
stated two years ago in the North American Review that our makers of firearms, agricultural
machinery, tools of various kinds, boots and shoes,
furniture, pianos, organs, and jewelry, were "selling their productions iii Canada against the competition of the world;" and this is still the case.
The American manufacturer undersells his rivals
so easily that there ·is no particular need of protecting him against them. The great need is that
he should hav full liberty to . produce better
and cheaper goods.
This is even more for our
benefit than his. He may be satisfied with small
sales at high prices, in a home-market, protected
against foreign competition by a tariff and domestic
competition by a trust ; but this system makes too
little demand for labor and too great cost of living
for our people's tood. Let him make larger sales,
abroad as well as at home, and he might employ
more workmen,· at even better wages, supply his
fellow-citizens at lower prices, and still find his
business worth carrying on.
It is no use to say that we are prevented from
exporting by our high wages. They are highest in

industries which, as just mentioned, export largely.
Our farmer undersells Europeans at their own
doors, despite their cheap labor. Russia pays low
wages, exports little, and cannot even save herself
from famin. England has higher wages and does
more exporting than any other country in· Europe.
Australia has very high wages, eight-hour laws,
cheap goods, low tariffs, and large exports. Labor
is paid low in Russia and India, because it is ineffi:
cient. It is paid higher here and in Australia, because it is worth all it costs. Mr. Blaine said,
in 1881, "Undoubtedly the inequalities in the
wages of English and American operativs are more
than neutralized by the greater efficiency of the
latter and their longer hours of labor." A statistician, who was working under his direction, found
that the annual value of goods produced by American mechanics was twice as great as that produced
by English mechanics, though the numb.er of men
was about the same. We hav high wages becausewe hav very efficient men. Can they not hold their
own in fair competition against the inefficient!
What really does put unnecessary obstacles in
the way of America's competing with other
countries ought to be plain -enough to those who
remember what a fall in price was caused by lowering the duties on refined sugar and putting raw
sugar on the free list. It was proposed at the
same time to take hides off of that list, but the
manufacturers said that boots and shoes could not
be made at high wages and sold at low prices unless hides were left free of duty. Our- cotton mills
would be much less prosperous if they had to pay
duties on all their cotton. It is right and just to
let the worker on cotton or leather goods get his raw
materials aR cheap as he can. Is it not equally just
to let the worker on woolen and iron goods hav
equal liberty? Start a woolen mill in any foreign
country whose manufacturers are worth talking
about and you can hav wool duty-free, however
high the tariff may be otherwise. Did we achieve
political independence in order to deprive the
American manufacturer of freedClm which he could
enjoy in Canada, or Austria, or Ireland T Many of
the leading manufacturers in New England are
asking for free wool, and whether they are going to
hav it will be determined at the next election.
Then we shall also hav a chance to decide whether
there is to be any such reduction in duties on iron
ore and coal as is desired by hundreds of manufacturers, including an ex-governor of Massachusetts.
He is still a Republican, but he does not like his
party's tariff. Other leading manufacture1·s, like
Farquhar in Pennsylvania, Harter in Ohio, and
Sargent in New Haven, Conn., declare that with
free raw materials they could sell agricultural implements and various kinds of hardware much more
cheaply at home, undersell foreigners everywhere
abroad, pay higher wages, and employ more men.
Our present tariff hinders their doing this by raising the price, n_ot only of their raw materials, but of
their tools and machinery, and also of all the glass,
lumber, brick, lime, nails, screws, iron beams, and
other articles which they use in keeping up their
buildings. This last class of taxes, with those
upon tools and machines, are imposed upon
farmers as well as manufacturers, and are burdens
upon all our industries. The only difference is that
the manufacturer is better compensated than other
producers, so that, as was acknowledged four years
ago in the circular sent out by the Republican
League of the United States, they "were getting
practically the sole benefit, or at least the most
directly important benefits, of the tariff laws."
This circular, of which a copy lies before me, was
sent confidentially to the manufacturers, .and they
replied by contributing so liberally as to get their
candidate elected and their protection increased.
Protecting a manufacturer means laying such
duties on foreign goods likely to compete with his
as enable him to charge higher prices without being
undersold. These higher prices are paid by Americans who are engaged in other industries· where
they hav to use his goods in order to produce
the~s.
Their industries are made more costly and
less profitable by the protection given to his. His
gain is their loss. Protecting any of our industries
necessarily injures others. Most manufacturers
gain more than they lose, and other producers lose
as much, or more, than they gain. The manufacturer's gain comes, as we hav seen, in the form of
large profits and small sales, which is the operativ:'s
loss. The former loses by all the duties put on for
the benefit of makers of his tools, twine, wire, machines, wagons, clothing, and furniture, while he
gains nothing, in most cases, by the tariff. There
would be ·a slight gain to him if the Republicans
could win such a victory this fall as would embolden them to carry out Secretary Rusk's plan of
taxing hides, but he might lose more on boots and
shoes than he gained on hides; and the operativs

in the shoeshops would find wages decline as sales
fell off, owing to the increased difficulty of competition in Canada and the growing determination of
Americans to make old shoes last longer rather
than pay the new prices. Another res~t of a Republican victory would probably be such an increase
of the duty on tin-plate as would enlarge the profits
.of half-a-dozen American manufacturers and cripple
twelve hundred canning factories, some of which
hav had to discharge half their hands since this tax
was made a heavy burden by the McKinley tariff.
This measure, like all other protectiv systems, was
intended to check importation. Imports, however,
are paid for by exports, and if, for instance, we were
allowed to get more coal and lumber from Canada,
she would be ab,le to buy more, not only of our
cornmeal, flour, and salt pork, but of our boots
and shoes, tools, agricultural implements, sewingmachines, steel rails, locomotive, and other American
goods which she is accustomed to purcha~e. ·
We voters will soon hav a chanc.e to say at the
polls whether our right to buy at its real value
whatever we need to help us carry on our honest
business should be taken away in order to enable
any manufacturer, however wealthy already, to
make the largest possible profits in the way which
leads to the least possible amount of employment
for American labor. Now is the time to follow
Thomas Paine's principles and do our part "to
unite mankind by rendering nations useful to e'!Lch
other."
F. M. HoLLAND.

Christian Endeavor.
The Youn.g People's Society of Christian Endeavor has attracted attention by its great convention held in New York; and those who are outside
the churches were surprised to learn that this organization, now. only ten years old, comprises one
million two hundred thousand members, or with the
Epworth Society of the Methodist Church, a similar organization, numbers ·about two millions. The
Freethinkers, who hav struggled unsuccessfully for
half a century to found a society that would cohere
and augment, stand aghast at this prodigious
growth, and they may study with interest the cause
and method of this phenomenal development.
In the last quarter of a century the progress of
modern thought has sapped the vitality of evangelical religion. The blood 9f Jesus has ceased to
move the emotions, and hell has lost its terrors. It
was found that conversions upon the old method
of conviction of sin and atonement through the
blood had almost ceased and very few young people
were joining the church. The growing facilities
for amusement proved to be means of depleting the
prayer-meetings, and the rinks and dancing-rooms
were becoming powerful rivals of the church. The
serious problem of how to save the institution by
securing the young people, without whom it must
soon decay, confronted the ministers and exercised
their greatest ingenuity. Social gatherings, ''tea
fights," fairs, and picnics were tried, but they were
tame affairs compared to worldly entertainments
and most people preferred their fun without any
religion in it. In this crisis, a wise minister, Mr.
Clark, hit upon a method of enlisting the young
people in church work which was just adapted to
the current intelligence and temperament and has
proved an immense success. For the time being it
has saved the church and given it a new lease of
power.
Being in a seashore village this summer, where
the society was in full swing, I resolved to study
the institution and try to learn the secret of its
power. I procured its constitution, got some of
the girls to take me to two of the meetings, and
inviting the. gentlemanly pastor to sail in the yacht
Xiphias, I was favored with his exposition of the
subject.
.
.
Two fpatures of the society largely account for
its growth. The first is its obligatory nature,
which appeals strongly to persons of tender conscience and fastens a yoke upon them. · The vital
point in the constit~tion is Article VII:
THE PRAYER-MEETING.

1, All the activ members shall be present at every

meeting, unless detained by some absolute necessity,
and each activ member shall take some part, however
slight, in every meeting. To the above all the activ
members shall pledge themselvs, understanding by absolute necessity, some reason for .absence which can conscientiously be given to their master, Jesus Christ.
Once a month a consecration-meeting is held.
It is expected that if anyone is obliged to be absent

from this meeting he will send a request to be excused by
some one who attends.
. A lookout committee hunts him up if he fails, and
If any activ member of the society is absent and unexcused from three consecutiv monthly meetings, such a one
ceases to be a member of the society, and his name shall
be stricken from the list of members,
.
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These sentences are italicized and are evidently the fittest, and all we Freethinkers hav to do is to and would hav been of more service outside the
considered crucial.
peg away with our ideas and let results take care of Parliament house, where he was not afraid to
The following is the pledge required of activ themselvs. As we spread truth-seekers we shhll announce his beliefs. He has now another and a
members (also italicized):
create truth-finders.
·RoBERT C. ADAMS.
bigger chance of showing his powers, and it is to
Montreal;- Sept. 4, 1892~
_be
hoped may redeem- his character. Fortunately
Tr~sti_~g in the ~ord Jesus Christ . fo~ strength, I
.. - , .
promiS lhm that I Will strive to do whatever he would
for himself and his constituents, and the. people
like to hav me do; that I will make it the rule of my life Authorship of the Declaration of Independence. generally, Labouchere has not been appointed to
to pray and ~ead the Bible every day; and to support my
Mr. Holt ought to hav read "Junius Unmasked" an office, though he writes on the subje.ct as though
own church m every way, especially by attending all her
regular Sunday and midweek services unless prevented before claiming that there isprbof conclusiv in the he had been somewhat annoyed in being left out in
by .some reason ~hich I can conscien'tiously giv to my Re;monstrance of the Virginia House of Burgesses, the ~old. As an independent-minded man he may
saVIor; an~ that JU.st so far as I know how, throughout wntten by Jefferson in 1774; that he was ·the au- posSibly hav done good service as a minister of
my whole life, I will endeavor to lead a Christian life
As an activ member I promis to be true to all my duties, ~hor of the Declaration of- Independence. There state, but then he must hav trodden severely on
!'<> bt; present at, ~n4 to take some part, aside from sing- IS no .such Declaration _in the paper of 1774, for the the corns of Gladstone; who is not in power what
~g, m every Chnstmn Endeavor prayer-meeting, unless suffiment reason that neither Jefferson nor any he is outside, and that would not hav done.
Somehmdered by some reason that I can conscientiously giv other statesman thought of Independence until how there seems a depressing influence in Parliato my Lord and master. If obliged to be absent from the
ment, and thooe who promis so much if they are
mon~hly consecratiop.-meeti;ng of the society, I will, if after _the first b!oodshed at Lexington in 1775.
possible, send a verse of scnpture to be read in response Nor did Jeffers?n s paper of 1774 contain the germs granted permission to enter fall far short of executo my name at the roll-call. Signed-·-.
of the DeclaratiOn any more than did the writings tion when admitted. It is a pity such a man as
The second feature that accounts for success is of John and Samuel Adams,- ·Franklin Otis and John Burns should hav allowed himself to be led
' had,' per'-· away by the clerical party, but he may see the ·
_ c nson. 'A thousand men in America
the policy oi employing every member of the soci- Diki
h_aps,
expressed.
the
cardinal
doctrin
of equal error of his ways and reform.
e~y in ~ official capacity. There is a president,
Tl:e Romish church is growing bold here; within ·
VICe-presid€nt, corresponding secretary, recording nghts, ~nd multitud~~ had protested against the
usurpatwns
of
the
Bnt1sh
Parliament.
_.
a
few
days an archbis~op has been appointed in
secretary, treasurer, and there are unlimited comThe grievances recited in the Declaration of England and another in Scotland. A little more
mitte.es. Th_ose named are: Lookout, prayermeetmg, somal, Sunday-school, calling; music, mis- Independence are but verbal repetitions of the same foothold and an. effort will be made to establish
sionary, flower, temperance, relief, and good litera- contained in earlier papers. I hav paralleled eleven that creed as the state religion, and then the
ture. Thus each one is made to feel that he has a consecutiv counts in the· indictment of the Decla- Protestant party will come running to the Freeuseful sphere. The pastor seemed. to place almost ration of 1776 with an equal consecutiv number in thinkers to help them against the common enemy ;
more stress upon this feature, but admitted that a "Declaration of the Causes and Necessity of but their prayers will scarcely be answered, as the
the obligato~y clauses were also a strong incentiv. Taking up ·Arms," prepared by Mr. Dickinson one rival sects will do more good to the commonwealth
The meetmg_s that I attended were composed of year earlier, and the expressions agree almost ver~ by fighting the question out between themselvs;
about twenty grrls and three boys, aged from fourteen batin_~, differing on~y in their qrder. And again, I and when both parties are exhausted by the strugto twenty five-mostly about fifteen to seventeen- fin? ill a report wntten by Jefferson in July, 1775, gle, Freethought will seize the opportunity to crush
and the pastor. A young lady presided; hymns, one or beillg a reply to 9, conciliatory proposition of Lord the evil power of all the clerics. Secular power is
two verses, were frequently sung; psalms were recited North, the same eleven complaints. The fact was bad for religious people, :who would be much better
in unison; ejaculatory prayers were uttered, often ~hat they were familiar to everybody, and in draw~ employed in contemplating the beauties of the new
only a sentence; verses of the Bible or wise pas- illg up the Declaration of Independence they had Jerusalem than interfering in mundane matters,
though they will never be al::le to see it until com.
.
_
sages from modern authors .were read, and brief to be enumerated as before. _
pelled, as they are so anxious to make "the best of
Nor
is
it
at
all
surprising
that
th\':l
Declarati-On
of
comments were sometimes made. No one spoke
over a minute, except the pastor, and all took some ~ 776 should repeat certain expressions of Jefferson both worlds," which is, to say the least of it, exceedpart. The girls sat while speaking, but the boys ill 177 4 and 177 5. He who drafted :the instrument ingly greedy.
Clergy fees are becoming a sore point, and certain
aros~ to pray and ~me young man gave a good old- never intended to claim its authorship, any more
amusing exposures are from time to time made
than
that
of
the
Letters
of
Junius.
fashioned three-mmute prayer. The subjects of
The introduction to Jefferson's paper of 1774 is in the papers. One curate at £150 per annum
the two meetings were " Christian Heroism " and
analyzed
in "Junius Umnasked." In: the three was .appointed to a berth worth £220, and as
" The Christian Death,'' and the main tenor of the
soon as he took. over the job had a little bill of
ejaculatory remarks. and prayers was, "May I be great requisits of_ style, precision,- unity, and
strength,
where
Paine
is
perfect,
Jefferson
is
de~ £139 presented for fees, which he had to pay befaithful," "May I be a heroic Christian like Daniel,"
fore he had his first year's salary, and also spent
" May I hav courage to speak a word for Jesus," fectiv; and in the fourth, harmony, he fails alto£50 in repairs to his house, so he found himself
gether.
·
"May I be thankful," "Let me liv so that I shall
Mr. Holt's statement that Jefferson claimed to yonsiderably on the wrong side of the ledger durbe ready to die."
·
ing his first year of office. I cannot think why he
This organization shows a wise perception of be the author of the Declaration in his private
did not try the power of prayer, and get some
journal
and
letters
to
friends
is
misleading.
J
efferhuman nature and was a canny move on the part of
ravens or fishelil, or something of that sort, to supson
studiously
evaded
the
claim·
until
the
age
of
the ministers. The employment interests and :flatply the deficit. But then parsons are only to tell
ters. The yoke of bondage controls. - Those sub- eighty, when Paine had been dead fourteen yel).rs.
their hearers how much efficacy there is in prayer
Fo:r;
many
years
after
·the
Declaration
of
Indeject to it naturally seek to enforce its grasp upon
-and collections-and can scarcely be expected to
pendence
its
authorship
was
a
matter
of
conjecture.
the necks of others. Wisely, no doctrins are introbelieve it themselvs, and precious few of them do.
duced. The object as given in the constitution is In October, 1802, whel). Jefferson was president and
I was talking to a young man to-day who is shortly
Paine
was
on
his
way
back
to
America
iii
a
national
in these words: "Its object shall be to promote an
going in for a curacy. He told me he was just now
ship,
the
editor_of
the
New
York
Gazette
said:·
earnest Christian life among its members, to inhaving a good fling and inknded having one final
Mr. Jefferson was one of a committee of five indeed
crease their mutual acquaintance, and to make them
spree next week, before he went up to the bishops.
more useful in the service of God." But there are and after they had jointly drawn up the instrhment it I am informed that this is a common thing, and it
was
given
by
Congress
to
a_
oerta~n ;person, who, above
enemies at work in the fold. Worldliness creeps in all others, the Democrats· would d1slike to hear had cor- shows how full these aspirants for the good work
to enliven the meetings and I hav heard of one rected the writings of Mr. Jefferson, for revision and are ofthe holy spirit, with which they hav to deplace where, after the pastor leaves, the benches amendment, and it was from this peroon it received clare they are imbued when entering into office,
are cleared away and a ·dance succeeds the prayers. the ELEGANT DRESS it now appea1"f! in.
But priests ar3 only now just what they hav always
Common sense also rebels, and the mothers and
The italics and small capitals are the editor's been, the black sheep of the community, and if we
elder sisters are getting up in arms against the own. He was mistaken, as we now know, in. regard do happen to hear of a priest who is a decent liver,
compulsion that enforces the attendance of the to the joint authorship and subsequent revision. his praises are sung most highly, which only goes
girls at so many meetings and afilicts their morbid And the "elegant dress" of the instrument was in to show how rare they are.
J. D.
consciences if they stay away.
the original draft by Thomas Paine, which underI undertook this investigation to see if I could went much mutilation by the Congress.
Infidel Death-Beds.
get any suggestions for Liberal organization. The
I dismiss the subject with the following. quota• From the MiOr Continent.
compulsory feature is in such direct opposition to tion from Colonel Ingersoll:
.
..
Almost every person is familiar with the awful
Rational principles that it cannot be considered, but
9ertain it .is.that Jefferson coul.d not hav written any- Infidel. <;leath-bed scenes as depicted from the orthothe second feature undoubtedly contains a useful thing so strikmg, so -comprehensiv, so clear, so convinc- dox pulpit, and so long and often hav they been
lesson. The employment of the members is the ing, and so faultless in rhetoric and rhythm.
described that we take it as a matter of course that
BURR.
surest means of interesting and holding them toInfidels always die in fear ·of everlasting puniShge~her. From this part of the constitution Liberal
ment which they could not be brought to see until
Our London Letter.
societies may well copy.
their sin had become unpardonable. On the other
The new Parliament is now complete, all· the hand Christians-good orthodox Christians-hav
While Freethinkers may well regret the strength
that this society lends to that organized ecclesias- spoils of office hav been distributed, and_ work is always been supposed to die with the smile of peace
tical tyranny known as the church of Christ, it is en- going to commence, but not this year. Although on their countenance. The author of this little
couraging to see in it the evidence of the decay of during the elections we were told that many reforms book (price twenty-five cents) has gathered such
dogmatic belief and the substitution of theistic and would hav to be initiated without delay, and bad facts as were obtainable on the death-bed scenes of
humanitarian ideas as the enthusiastic emotions in la'Ys already passed must be speedily repealed, it is Infidels of all ages, and if he has presented only
the religious life. · This progress is all in the direc- now discovered that they can wait to an indefinit facts, as he claims to hw done, we must believe that
tion of Rationalism, and if we shall not witness the period, but when the new m~mbers do settle down -Infidels hav, as a rule, died as they lived, at peace
destruction of the church, we shall see it influenced to their work they will do wonders and make -the with all mankind, and fearing not the future. And
by modern thought so as to be less the vehicle of electors stare. With such _a number of Agnostics come to think of it, why should they not' If
supernatural belief or the instrument of enforcing now on the side of the. majority we ought to see they llav been honest in their convictions through
some result favorable to_ freedom of thought and life their death should be peaceful.
clerical power.
With growing education and intelligence the opinion, but while they h_av as leader such a firm
Christian Endeavor prayer-meeting will be deemed believer in the "word," they will be able t9 do
"Pushed By Unseen Hands."
too inane to satisfy desire, and it will become a little or nothing, and we may. hav to wait for what
From the Denver Republican.
. . , .All are suggestiv on various lines of thought,
literary society and social club with only a prayer we want for some time yet, and the priests will hav
to bless it, just as the sacred concert that was held a further lease of power .to ,wprk mischief. . We had as this writer's stories usually are.
in the hotel parlor Sunday afternoon with piano, great hope of John Morley, but he is simply an
From the Iowa State Reutster.
violin, mandolin, and guitar, was saved by a hymn echo of his chief and does not ·mean to allow his
This list of most beautiful stories is full of nature, paat its close. Nature works things out in her own opinions on religious matters to_ affec-t his Parlia- thos, patriotism, and a little humor. A better collection
way, through natural selection and the ·survival of mentary ambition. So far he has been a failure, was never published.
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spirit which inspired Paine to write that sente~ce
is alive to-day; it has never been thoroughly ex~m
guished, but slumbering, and now the smoldermg
embers, left by the generations now gone, sh~ be
fanned into a burning, living flame that shall kmd~e
The Freethought Federation of America.
enthusiasm within the breasts of the people m
[Headquarters 345 West Randolph street, Chicago, ill behalf of the sacred cause of liberty.
S. P. Putnam, president; John R. Charlesworth, secreThe church has ruled long enough.. The priests
tary; George L. Robertson, treasurer.]
and the parasites of society must be taught to keep
The work of the new Federation has already com- their hands from off the political life of our country.
menced. Activ preparations are being made for a The church party is too arrogant; they must never
temporary location of the president at Washington be allowed to put back the hand of our freedom:s
during the next session of Congress, from whence clock to the time of the Middle Ages. That this
he will conduct an activ and ·aggressiv movement may ultimately come about, unless we are eager
against the closing of the World's Fair on Sun- and activ enough to resist it, is almost an absolute
day.
certainty for while Roman Catholicism is on a deTo secure the repeal of this infamous act must cline in ~any parts of Europe, it is on a gradual inbe the main object for Freethinkers to work upon, crease in the United States, though at present not
and we must know no rest until such end is accom- to any alarming extent, owing chiefly to the fact
plished. The ecclesiastical machines hav now that hundreds of thousands of ignorant Roman
thrown down the gage of battle, and it becomes Catholics are yearly flocking to our ports from all
our bounden duty to take it up. You hav those at parts of Europe. Arriving here, they take l?a~t in
the head of this Federation who are in earnest and American political life, not avowedly as Amencan
eager for the fray. But remember,.that this fight, citizens but slaves of Rome, having already swom
which must be carried on in our legislativ assem- their allegiance to the pope, and will follow his bidblies, cannot be maintained without your support. ding in preference to a conformity with the statuI know you do not desire any martyrs. I know tory laws of the land.
that the Freethinkers are willing to bear their share
Our chief concern now .must be to cast aside
of _the bur?en, and now that we hav a pl~n of cam-· party politics, and cast our vo~e for that candidate
prugn outlined for future work, we can. With a good who promises to go farthest with us upon the platconscience solicit the support of our fnends.
form we shall prese!ft. This is a movement that
The Federation is no longer a supposition; it is every Freethinker could and should indorse ; then
now an actual fact, and has already a larger member- . do not hesitate Jonger-send in your names for
ship than has ever been reached by an organization. membership, and whatever donation you can propof its kind in America. Judging from the letters erly afford.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
of congratulation that hav been poured in upon me,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
the Freethinkers of America were ready for such a
345 W: Randolph st., Chicago, Ill.
movement. The opportunity to utilize the political
power placed at their disposal, in a direction from
which beneficial results to us, as Freethinkers, shall
The Secular Union Congress.
accrue, has now been put before them, and if it is
The hall in which the sixteenth annual Congress
your concern to see our party obtain their rights
of the American Secular Union will be held is the
and privileges as citizens of this republic, you will
not fail to seize the present occasion and weld our old "Forum," located on Washington boulevard,
forces into one solid body, bent upon the determi- corner of Sangamon street.
This should be a representativ congress. Every
nation to carry on the warfare against pious poliauxiliary
should send a full del:gation. Every antics, and through the instrumentality of the ballotbox drive from our halls of legislation those who, nual and life member should attend. Every honorfor party considerations, yielded to the dictation of ary vice-president should come as a representativ of
his or her state. Everyone opposed to this repubthe church.
lic
being converted into a theocracy should take
First we must secure the repeal of the late measthis
opportunity to protest by his presence against
ure enacted by Congress,· closing the World's Fair
on Sunday. Next comes the grand mass meeting it.
Every lecturer should be present. All are invited.
of Freethinkers to be held in Chicago on the first
The following speakers will make addresses at
Sunday after the opening of the World's Fair,
the
Congress: Dr. R. B. Westbrook, ex-president of
followed by the congress of the International
Federation of Freethinkers, and last, but not least, the American Secular Union; John E. Remsburg;
comes the permanent location of Freethought head- the Rev. Alonzo T. Jones, editor of the American
quarters in Chicago during the continuance of the Sentinel/ Judge C. B. Waite; P. J. O'Shea; Judge
Fair. This must be done, even before the others. John W. Tindall, editorial staff of Inter-Ocean/
Freethought must be represented at the Fair, and Horace C. Bennett, president Chicago Secular
what method could be employed for our representa- Union; John F. Geeting, and Mrs. M.A. Freeman.
Other speakers are yet to be heard from and will
tion to greater advantage than having an open
be
announced•later.
place for our brethren from abroad to come to, where
The Congress will cost money.
Secularists
they can meet with friends whose thought is in
understand
this.
Let
each
contribute
at
once and
beating with their own, and where they can be
shown to advantage the generosity and hospitality as generously as he can afford to toward defraying
the expenses.
of American Freethinkers ?
The present board has not been extravagant in
I hav already forwarded an official letter to the
its disbursements or importunate in its demands.
representativ of the International Federation of
It has left the matter of finances largely to the conFreethinkers, to be read at the congress in Madrid,
sciences of Liberals.
inclosing a copy of the resolution passed at the late
The board was created solely by the organization
conference, to invite them to the United States.
it represents. It came into its present position
The president and myself hav arranged for an activ through no action of its own. It does not care to
propaganda during the coming winter season, and continue its existence one moment longer than its
we hav every reason to believe that before our next creators desire it to. But it asks, as some small
regular meeting our membership will hav increased remuneration for its services, that the Liberals of
tenfold.·
the country will enable it to make by the success of
But let me impress upon you this one fact, we this Congress a splendid protest against ecclesiascannot accomplish the above work unless we receive tical encroachments upon the people's liberties. It
the undivided support of the Freethought party. asks that they will permit it to practically demonRemember the officers are to be paid no regular strate that there is a grand Secular army organized
salary, but are entirely dependent upon the lecture as a political power having for the basis of its work
field for their support. In view of this, then, let the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
me urge once again the pressing r.ecessity for your
The American Secular Union was organized for a
help, your support, your encouragement. The fight specific purpose. It should retain its name. It
is forced upon us, and we take it up gladly, in order should continue its work. Liberals hav paid their
to show the world that Free thought is not a passing money into its treasury, taken out life-memberships
fancy, nor even a sportiv jest, but that instead it is with the understanding that its continued existence
a deep-rooted conviction, which if properly taught was an assured fact. Were its work done it could
will so influence the coming generations as to lead triumphantly disorganize. But its work is not
them to a higher and nobler state of human pro- done.
gression. We love the conflict, and are armed fully
Let every lover of 1.iberty attend the Congress at
for the fray, imbued with desire to free mankind Chicago, October 23d, 24th, and 25th, determined
from the shackles and the chains of superstition and that the best shall be done for the Secular cause.
tyranny.
And tha.t this Congress may be an honor to the
Think of those noble words uttered by the im- organization, let each send at once his or her remortal Paine, "If there must be war, let it be in mittance to M. Reiman, treasurer, 4,325 Drexel
my day, so that my children may hav peace."
boulevard, Chicago, Ill.
MRs. M. A. FREEMAN,
Friends, Freethinkers, and comrades, that same
Cor. Sec. American Secular Union.
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Canadian Secular Union.
ANNUAL CONVENTION, 1892.
On Saturday evening, Sept. 10, 1892, a large
number of delegates assembled at Science Hall soon
after 7 o'clock. As they arrived, those who were
strangers were introduced to each other, the greetings being especially warm in some cases. Mr.
Allen Pringle, whose name has been so often and so
prominently before the public, was re.cei~ed with
particular marks of respect and adm1ratwn ; and
Mr. Wm. Algie was the recipient of many good
wishes from his numerous admirers.
At a little after half-past 8 o'clock the secretary
moved that Mr. Algie take the chair, and this was
seconded and carried unanimously.
Mr. Algie said he regretted the absence of the
president, but he was glad to say that Captain
Adams had not deserted them entirely, but had
sent his annual address, which he procee~ed to read,
as follows:
FELLOW-MEMBERS OF THE CANADIAN SECULAR UNION: I
regret that my greeting to you this yea~ must be by written
instead of by spoken words. At the time of your convention I expect to be nearing the mountains of British Columbia; but I shall be with you in thought, and shall
earnestly wish that the outcome of your convention may·
be the quickening of individual zeal and the adoption of
measures that will tend to the more rapid spread of Secularism in Canada.
The central idea of Secularism is attention to this world,
on the ground that it is the only world that we know anything about. Attention is the synonym for remedy.
When an evil is perceived, the spontaneous remark of
everyone is-that affair needs attention. If the people
of Toronto want their city to excel all others in attractivness and comfort they must attend to Toronto rather
than to Timbuctoo; and if we want the world to grow
better we must think of earth rather than of heaven.
There is no greater enemy of progress than ~e religion
which teaches people, who hav come to liv seventy
years in a place, that tlley bav ''no abiding city " there,
that their abode is cursed, that they must not try to improve
it, but should liv in self-denial, hoping for "a city yet to
come," "a home beyond the skies." Secularism tells
people that it is worth while to be happy even for seventy
years, and that they should do the best for themselvs and
their neighbors with the means at hand, no matter
whether there is another life or not. If men gave up yearning for heaven and set to work in good earnest to improve the condition of mankind, through the knowledge
of. nature's laws and wise application of her forces, possibly life in time would become so prolonged that men
would cease to consider the question of future existence
as "the chief concern of mortals here below." This is
what our Union aims at-to teach the importance of
attention to a known earth, rather than to an unknown
heaven, to uphold the motto, "One world at a time,"
and to instruct people that the ills of life are to be cured
by natural means not by supernatural remedies. Instead of saying "Earth has no sorrows that heaven can
not heal," we would say, "Eru·th evils can be cured by
earth knowledge." Ignorance is the source of all evil,
and as man becomes master of nature's forces he will
~ain control of his own destiny. It is in man that walketh to direct his steps, and the sooner he learns that rio
heavenly helper nor earthly counselor can insure his
welfare, but that with best foot forward and right arm
ready he must make his own way, the sooner will his path
be plain and his progress be assured.
Of my own fulfilment of the duties of the presidential
office during the past year I hav little to say. There
seems to be no official duty to perform, although there is
unlimited scope for individual effort. I hav felt it a duty
and pleasure to try to sustain Secular Thought, which has
been so ably and satisfactorily conducted by our friend
Mr. Ellis, and at present this is the only organized effort
that the Union has in hand. The Secular societies, outside of Toronto, organized through the zealous labors of
Mr. Watts, hav not as a rule continued a vigorous existence, and the lack of men and means has prevented any
systematic propagandist oratorical efforts outside of the
societies.
For three years past, acting in the name of the Secular
Union, I hav made It my personal work to secure liberty
of affirmation and the abolition of religious tests throughout Canada. I am glad to report that a bill has been mtroduced in the Dominion Parliament by Sir John
Thompson, and is expected to become a law at the next
session, which secures all that can be desired; that is, the
option of choosing to affirm without being obliged to
declare one's religious opinions, the exact wording being,
"If a person called or desiring to giv evidence, objects
or refuses to take an oath, or is objected to as incompetent to take an oath, such person may make the following affirmation: 'I solemnly affirm that the evidence to
be given by me shall be the truth, the whole t;ruth, and
nothing but the truth.' And upon the person making
such solemn affirmation, his evidence shall be taken and
hav the same effect as if taken under oath."
Another section of the bill providel:l that, "If a person
required or desiring to make an.affldavit or deposition in
a proceeding, or on an occasion whereon or touching a
matter respecting which an oath is required or is lawful,
whether on taking office or otherwise, refuses or is unwilling to be sworn," such person shall be permitted to
affirm.
When this law is passed, we shall make a vigorous
effort to get the obnoxious oaths laws of the Province of
Quebec changed, a work which I hav prosecuted unsuccessfully for several years; the cause being considered so
hopeless that it has been impossible to find a member of
the legislature who would consent to present the bill that
has been prepared with the able assistance of Mr. Max
Goldstein, of Montreal.
]'or the progress made in the Dominion Parliament we
are indebted to Sir Donald A. Smith and Mr. Robert
Sedwick, Q. C., deputy minister of justice, as well as to
the Hon. Sir John Thompson, all of whom hav shown an
enlightened appreciation of the question and a cheerful
readiness to act.
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Although this has been a personal effort, I hav made it
as ~resident .of the Union, and if it is finally successful I
desll'e that It shall be considered as the work of the
Canadian Secular Union.
There are obviously two methods by which opinions
may l;!e promulgated, speaking and writing. The platform and the press are the means of public instruction
and it is very desirable that the Secular Union should
make greater use of both. A missionary of this society
ought to go to every town and village in Canada, giv
addresses in halls, schoolhouses, barns, or in the open
air, and in each place find if possible one or more persons
who would be accredited representativs of Secularism.
Through these persons a systematic circulation of Liberal
literature could be maintained, and in two or three years
all Canada would become familiar with the ideas of
Rationalism. In addition to the circulation of SecularThought, which is our first duty, a publication committee
could select suitable tracts and books to distribute by
sale or gift.
Christianity finds no difficulty in procuring enthusiastic
evangelists to spread its dogmas, and it would seem that
the grand ideas o~ Secularism might inspire an equal devotion and find an advocate who would devote his life to
their prom'tllgation. If a suitable person' should offer to
undertake this mission I believe the Liberal thinkers of
Canada would provide the means for his support. It
seems to me that the Union should make a special effort
to secure a traveling secretary or agent who would giv
his whole time to the work of lecturing and spreading
literature at large throughout the Dominion. By his
efforts the circulation of Secular Thought might be so
increased that it would become self-sustaining, and the
funds now voluntarily contributed, could be used for
other branches of the missionary work. ·
I believe it is a question of men rather than of means,
and that the money will be forthcoming to support one
who would show the zeal and capacity for this work.
The good results of the propagandist work done by Mr.
Charles Watts in Canada are the warrant for continued
efforts in that direction; and apart from the consideration of securing a local lecturer for the Toronto Secular
Society, I wish that the Union might at this convention
resolve to seek the services of a lecturer at large.
During three years I hav had the honor of holding the
office of president. I am both willing and gratified to
serve the Union as long as desired, but there are others
meriting the honor, who perhaps would_ bring new methods and increased usefulness, and I shall be pleased if
the convention appoints such a person to succeed me.
The work in which we are engaged is one that should
arouse the enthusiasm of every lover of humanity. The
principles of nltturalism which form the basis of the Secular philosophy are the 8"roundwork of all constructiv
effort. The object of all Improvement is the perfection
of man and the final goal is happiness. The great means
to secure this is liberty. Freedom of thought, of speech,
and action is essential to man's best development. As a
society and as individuals we must oppose every encroachment of church or state upon personal liberty.
The demands of Secularism should be kept in view and
insisted upon on every occasion; and we need to remember that onr respronsibility as individuals is not relieved
by the resolutions of a convention, but that the duty of
personal effort remains, and that above all other power
for influence is the earnest, sincere utterance of man to
man.
RoBERT C. ADAMS.
Montreal, Sept. 4, 1892.
At the conclusion of the address the chairman
called upon the secretary for his report.
The secretary then gave a short report of the
work done by the Union during the past year.
The bill for allowing affirmations, introduced into
P~trliament through the agency of their president,
had been withdrawn, on the promis of the government to introduce the substance of the bill as a
clause in the general .act to be passed next year.
This would no doubt satisfactorily terminate that
struggle. Among the work done by the committee,
the work o 11ddressing and mailing the pamphlet
written by MI-. Allen Pringle, the entire expense of
which had been borne by a stanch friend of Freethought, was by no means a 'small matter. The
committee appointed at the last convention to carry
out the proposition to organize, if possible, a burial
society, had done some work in the way of drafting
a constitution and rules, of which a report wculd
be presented by the secretary of the committee tomorrow. The work of the Union during the year
had not been very heavy, but if Secular Thought
:were placed on a satisfactory basis, no doubt their
energies would find some larger fields in the future.
The local Toronto Secular Society had carried on
its work successfully on the whole, notwithstanding
the difficulties in which i'; had been placed by the
sudden withdrawal of Mr. Watts. Although no
lecturer had been engaged, the Sunday evening
meetings had been continued, though they could
hardly be termed successful; but the debating
club was proving very successful, and a series of
socials had enabled the society to close the season
with a fair balftnce-sheet. There was plenty of
work ahead, indeed, for orthodoxy was yet able to
lay a heavy hand upon its opponents, as nearly a
dozen cases which had occurred during the past
year, in which pressure had been brought to bear
to cause the discharge of Freethought employees,
very clearly showed. The gratifying result of the
street-car struggle last January, in which over ten
thousand voters cast their ballots in favor of a free
Sunday, should nerve them to renewed exertion, in
the future, until they carried it to a successful
ISSUe.
The secretary read letters from Charles Watts,
0
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Arthur B. Moss, E. B. Foote, Sr., Franklin Steiner,
W. G. Hay, R. Fraser, J. H. Stewart, Charles Etler,
John Helm, D. A. Blodgett, and E. M. Macdonald.
~n the conclusion of the reading of letters the
cham:~1an called for nominations for the special
committees to arrange the work of the convention
at the Sunday meetings, and the. following committees were appointed:
On resolutions-Messrs. Allen Pringle, Geo.
Caldback, A. Earsman, J. S. Ellis, F. Armstrong,
and Wm. Algie. ·
On Seeular Thought-Messrs. Kendal, Hodgins,
Groom, Taylor, Dixon, and Dr. Rollins.
After some remarks from the chair"man the convention adjourned till Sunilay A.M.,
SUNDAY MORNING.
At 9 A.M. on Sunday morning the committees assembled, and proceeded to business, and at about
half-past 10 tM chairman took the chair and called
the convention to order, announcing the first business to be the election of officers.
By unanimous votes thE) retiring president, secretary, and treasurer were reelected; and after
numerous nominations, the following gentlemen were
elected . on the executiv committee:
Messrs.
George Martin, Montreal; E. Duval, Hamilton; A.
Roe, Wingham; J. Lockie, Waterloo; W. Macdonnell, Lindsay ; J. Taylor, J. A. Risser, F.
Armstrong, and E. J. Kendal, Toronto. Messrs.
·Algie and Hoi!gins, who had been nominated,
offered to serve whenever called on as far as they
were able to do so.
·
The secretary then reported the following resolutions from the committee on resolutions, and
they were put from the chair:
Resolved, That the thanks of the convention be tendered to Capt. Robt. C. Adams for his activ exertions in
spreading Liberal principles, and more especially for his
efforts to secure the passage in Parliament of a bill toremove the legal disabilities under which Freethinkers hav
hitherto labored, by giving liberty of affirmation and
abolishing religious tests. (Carried unanimously.)
Resolved, That the Canadian Secular Union tenders
fraternal greetings to the American Secular Union, and
expresses its entire concurrence in the work of that Union
in the great efforts hitherto made, as well as those contemplated, for the purpose of keeping open the Chicago
Exposition on Sunday, and pledges ita utmost exertions
to the ,same end. (Carried unanimously.)
Resolved, That the Union regards with feelings of satisfaction and encouragement the great progress made by
the National Secular Society of England, under the
presidency of Mr. G. W. Foote, and with the able assistance
of Mr. Charles Watts and other lecturers; and earnestly
hopes that the exertions now being made to secure a permanent home for the headquarters of Freethought in the
metropolis, where the name of the late great leader of
our cause, Charles Bradlaugh, may be honorably enshrined and perpetuated, will be crowned with success.
(Carried unanimously.)
Resolved, That the Canadian Secular Union.congratulates the Liberals of Manitoba on the distinct gain which
has been made in the direction of freedom from priestly
control as the result of the recent struggles; and trusts
that they will be nerved to still greater efforts, until, in
the near future, education, one of the most Important
departments of the national life, shall be made completely free and secular. (Carried unanimously.)
SUNDAY AFTERNOON.
The chairman called the convention to order soon
after 2 o'clock, and, introducing the subject of
Semtlar Thought, called upon Mr. John Taylor to
report.
Mr. Taylor presented a statement of the details
of receipts and expenses on Seeular Thought account for the year from Sept. 1, 1891, to Aug. 31,
1892.
The secretary then gave some further details of
finances, and also estimates for the future, to show
the convention the actual condition of affairs; and
he referred to the letter of their Port Hope friend as
showing what it was necessary for the convention
to do in order to relieve him from further trouble
and anxiety for the next year. The paper was being
carried on by him at some financial loss and a sacrifice of all his available time, and he asked the convention to shoulder only a portion of the financial
burden. After considerable discussion a sufficient
amount was subscribed to put the paper out of
debt.
Mr. Allen Pringle then· presented an address he
had prepared.
When this had been read Mr.
Denton reported for the committee appointed on
the matter of the formation of a sick and burial
society. He said that in consequence of the many
failures of the schemes in the way of assessment
societies, the government had determined to oppose
the formation of any new ones. for some time, and
nothing could be done. The committee had formulated a constitution, however, and he thought from
what the minister had said, it would be possible to
bring it to a successful issue before the next convention.
The convention concluded Sunday evening with a
large gathering at the Academy of Music.
Mr.
William Algie occupied the chair and explained to
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the audience the purpose of the Union. They
wanted, he said, the entire removal of civil disabilities, and he was glad to say that this was
rapidly approaching accomplishment, for the government had undertaken to introduce clauses into the
general act to be brought forward next session, allowing affirmation and abolishing religious tests in
the cases of those who objected to taking the oath.
Then they wanted to hav the public rchool education entirely free from religious teachings of all
kinds; and they wanted all tax exemptions abolished.
If there were any exemptions they should be in the
case of the property of the widow and the fatherless, not in those of rich churches, which were
generally well able to pay their legitimate taxation.
He was glad to see that some of the churches in
Toronto had determined to pay their fair share of
taxation. Another object they had in view was to
bring about an absolutely free Sunday. He was
not, however, an extremist. Some people talked
about the Parisian Sunday. How many of them
knew what the Parisian Sunday is~ He could tell
them that the Parisian Sunday was not a thing to
be afraid of.
The Parisian workman enjoys his
Sunday, and its effect was undoubtedly very beneficial. He then announced that the first meeting of
the Toronto Secular Society Debating Club for
this season would be held on Sunday next, September 18th, at 3 P.M., at Science Hall. ·Mr. B. F.
Underwood delivered the closing address on "The
Known, the Unknown, and the Unknowable."

Two Bad Boys.
A humorous incident occurred recently at one
of the leading Catholic churches of Brooklyn which
caused great mei·riment to those that were within
earshot. An old Irishwoman in a black hood and a
wrap had just risen frpm in front of a confessionbox, where she had held a long conference with G.
Almighty through the "howly confessor," and
crossing herself with stupid devotion, gave a religious sigh of relief and started to go out. On
her way she encountered a life-sized image of the
Virgin Mary. She halted, and making a graceful
courtesy, finally fell upon her knees, and bowing
devotedly, addressed the "howly ould woman"
thusly: "Howly mother o' God, how glad I am ·
to see yees. We hav had a heap o' throuble in our
lives. I've jist bin tell;n' yer father-in-law, God, a
divil of a story to ·aise me mind, through howly
Father O'Toole. 0 howly mother, you had the
boy, Jesus Christ, who was crucified. An' I had
the fine boy, Patrick, who was hung. 0 howly
mother, phat bad luck we've had wid our boys.
Oh, murdher !"

---------.---------Lectures and Meetings.

S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments for October and
November:
Boston, Mass ...... Oct.
2 Scofiel~./. Utah.... Nov. 1, 2
6, 7
9 Reno, .Nev.......... "
Cincinnati, 0...... "
Golden Pond, Ky. " 14-17 Bishop Creek and
Chicago, Til. . .. .. . . "
23 Round Valley, Cal " 9-14
Bartley, Neb ....... " 20; 27 Independence, Cal '' 17-20
27
Denver, Col ......... "
30 Stockton, Cal...... "

JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH will commence a lecture tour
through the statea to California in October. He will go
by way of the Northern Pacific and return by a southern
route. Liberals along the line desiring lectures, etc.,
should address him at 345 W. Randolph street, Chicago,
lll. Geo. Longford, secretary of the Friendship Liberal
League, writes : "On Sunday, October 2d, Mr. Charlesworth will lecture for Friendship Liberal League,
Philadelphia, Broad and Wood streets, ·at 2:30 and 7:30
P.M. Liberals throughout the vicinity are cordially invited to participate with us ,in these intellectual treats."
S. P. PuTNAM will lecture Saturday and Sunday next,
September 24th and 25th, at Meriden, Conn. It is hoped
that all Liberals in the vicinity will attend. In announcing his visit the Meriden Daily Journal says: "S. P.
Putnam, ex-president of the American Secular Union,
who is to deliver three Freethought lectures in Pacific
Assembly Hall, September 24th and 25th, has been at
work for a few weeks organizing a new party, to be
known as ' The Freethought Federation of America.' It
is not arrayed in opposition to the old political parties,
but the intention is to vote only for those who favor that
part of the platform regarding the Demands of Liberalism. Mr. Putnam's direct object in organizing his
forces at present is to affect the action of Congress in refusing to hav the World's Fair open on Sunday. Some
time ago he had five hundred names of those prominent
in the movement, and his aim will be to make the list so
large that the call will be bound to be a powerful factor
in influencing the opening of the· World's Fair on Sunday. All who heard Mr. Putnam when he lectured in
Meriden last winter found him an interesting speaker,
and it is on account of pleasant associations formed in
this city that he decided to return here again. His first
lecture will be Saturday evening, September ·24th, and
he will deliver two lectures the following Sunday afternoon and evening. A general invitation is extended the
public to be present."
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Solomon's

Song Licentious, and •God
Limited to the .Jews.
CrmYSTovAL, ARiz., Sept. 2, 1892.
MR. EDlTOR : Heston with his inimitable
cartoons has cost me the price of a " holy
Bihle." How can I get even -with him?
His object-lessons are priceless jew_els
amid a world of rubbish.
I reread that Poem of Passion in the
"good old book " yBsterday called Song
of Solomon, and am now more amazed
than ever that so licentious a publication
could ever hav passed muster with the
bigots of King James's version of the socalled "holy scriptures."
Mr. Editor, can you or anyone else
show anywhere in the Bible that Jehovah
ever claimed to be other than the God of
theJews? He constantlyreiterates, "For
I am the Lord thy God," and refers in
terms of disrespect to the other gods who
were his contemporaries. Will some of
the sanctified please answer this question?
0. F. THORNTO:s'.
Plea for the Unitarians.
SAN Crr.mA, CAL., Aug. 6, 1892.
Mn. EDITOR: In your issue of July 30th,
in the frontispiece, the Unitarians are
represented among the orthodox frauds.
Now, would it not be policy not to interfere with the Unitarians? They are certainly the most liberal of any people who
profess belief in a hereafter-in fact, so
closely allied to the Agnostics practically
that there is hardly any difference.
l
think if we c(,uld rid the world of all
religious orders but the Unitarians the
curse of religious intolerance, to all intents
and purposes, would be banished from the
earth.
They certainly serve as a stepping-stone
from orthodoxy to Freethought, and the
advanced ideas they advocate serve to
draw large numbers of thinking young
men and women from the orthodox fold
who would otherwise remain there for
society's sake if nothing else. They deny
the doctrins of original sin, infant damnation, and blood atonement, which act is
hru;nanizing, at least. And half a loaf is
better than no bread. We ought to be
thankful.
JoHN A. STEVENS.
Advises Circulating Petitions.
UKIAH, CAL., Aug. 26, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Finding a form of counterpetition to the commissioners of the
World's Fair in one number of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, I cut it out and put it in shape
for signers, and from the success I am
meeting it has occurred to me that California should at once be furnished with
forms of this petition, scattered throughout the uifferent counties of the state like
autumn leaves, that they may lodge in
hands who hav an interest in having the
Fair conducted on rational and secular
principles-not only for the interest and
benefit of the inhabitants of the United
States but for the interest and benefit of
all the countries throughout the length
and breadth of· civilization. Therefore,
if it has not already been done, I
would suggest the scattering of these petitions tbTOughout the state; By a little
timely industry no doubt some twenty
thousand or more names may be obtained
jnst ••s well as not. Had I the petitions I
would t,lke the responsibility of distribution in Mendocino county.
THoS. R. McCoWEN.

into the effect of tariff we find that we bav
no paper but what is so tainted with one
side's or the other's politics that when we
read we cannot decide which is correct.
Tariff for revenue I think right. But if
we could get a few articles through THE
T!iUTH SEEKER showing both sides, I
think it would do much good. And it
also might help the paper if you were to
come out and giv both sides of so important a question as the tariff. I know it
The Use of the Pictures.
would be a little out of your line, but it
SAN JosE, CAL., Aug. 31, 1892.
would be quite an advertisement to say,
Mn. EDITOR: On account of changes in "Take THE TRUTH SEEKER; it has no pobuilding 85 South 1st street, J.hav moved litical ax to grind, and you will get the
to Masonic Temple, No. 119 South 2d truth on both sides."
street, San Jose, where we shall cop.tinue,
DELMONT JoNEs, SR.
through the aid of your valuable paper,
THE TRUTH SEEKER, to get Christians
Tl1e Fair Gates Mnst Be Open.
away from the devil and nearer Christ.
L~XINGTON, KY., Sept. 5, 1892.
I also receive subscriptions to, and sell
Mn. EDITOR: Who advances civilizaand Pirculate, all the Liberal and scientific
books anJ papers that the hand of provi- tion? Is it the fierce, cruel, and wealthy
dence may point this way. To mal\e the pious woman, who is so sublime in her
Liberal news-stand a fixed star in this ignorant rage for spurious and dangerous
priestridden valley of Santa Clara will fill reform that she is called a person of
splendid abilities, who ought to vote and
the measure of my ambition plumbfull.
To advance the cause of Freethought, hold office, her wisdom being so great
the establishment of a Liberal news-stand that she thinks she can remodel the laws
in every city would do more good than and Constitution?
How heathenish, also, is the temper of
any other lever that could be rigged, because it reaches thousands who would never those who would strangle the noble prohear a Free thought lecture nor read a Lib- gressiv zeal of the people with a cord of reeral book. But a liberal display of THE ligious fanaticism, forgetting that the
TRUTH SEEKER with those holy pictures to Wat Tylers are not all dead; that the
the front on the most popular thorough- sacredness of human ·rights is the ruling
fares of our cities will fetch those blood- thought in the minds of the masses-though
stained seekers after truth (the Christians) they will not resort to violence to do good,
every time. Since I opened my news· but will conquer by might of overpowerstand one year ago I hav seen many of the ing numbers. Who shall fasten the gates
"dyed in the wool" take their notebooks of the World's Fair against the power of
and write down the texts under the car- public sentiment? Those who do so will
toons in TEE TRUTH SEEKER, no doubt hear a crash. which will tesound through
for the purpose of consulting the Holy the universe. Does it advance civilizaQueer to see if they were correct. By this tion to shut your ears. to that powerful
they are led very quietly on to investiga- and holy throb of the great heart of the
tion, and the preacher begins to hav woild, which is all the world livs on?
trouble with some of his sheep.
· You will not carry a pistol, my friend,
but you will lift that ponderous gate from
Fraternally,
L. R. TITUS.
its binges, proving the demands of the
soul for liberty. Could any good-natured
The Church and Its Vile Allies.
policeman take umbrage at proceedings
NEw HARTFORD, lA., Sept. 5, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : So far this year I hav so natural-the grand joke of the world
for all ages?
failed to get my new subscriber, but I
And think how pure a literature should
shall keep trying. I will send $5 in this
be to prove that we are civilized. Men
for two years for myself; and if I get a
new one, and cannot get two, will chip in and women who hav sense enough to kill
a musketo should condemn the book of
$2 50 more for another year.
I want to help raise a fund next year to Esther, which Luther wished to throw
send our preacher, Watson Heston, on a into the Elbe, the most indecent contrifiUmmer vacation. His illustrated sermons bution to the world's literature which is
ALHAZA.
are better than all the sermons that known.
pictures, which we will issue if enough
funds to pay the expenses are subscribed.
If this first venture is successful we will
issue colored editions of other pictures.
This perhaps will meet your wishes. As
to the girl represented in the advertisement of "Crimes of Preachers," she wears
her hair (with a little exaggeration) in a
fashion prevailing at the time of the picture's designing.-ED. T. S.]

hav been preached by Christian pulpitpounders. Heston's sermons put people
to thinking; the pulpit-pounders put people to sleep. The latter are a benefit to
overworked people, but their hell and
hallelujah pap is getting played out to the
extent that we cannot sleep as of yore,
thus the good they do is fast passing
away.
I think it is time Liberals organized as a
political party, for since the bootlegge:rs,
gamblers, pickpockets, and prostitutes hav
gone in with the Chr.istians, we are in
danger of all the oldtime Christian persecutions. The church has been most successful when most corrupt, and knowing
this they hav drawn the above elements to
them. Horace Boies, our present governor of Iowa, said in one of his speeches
last year that if he was defeated the
preachers and bootleggers wonld defeat
him. Well, the preachers and bootleggers
roared and ranted, and we were fool
enough to bet our money Boies ~ould
be knocked out. Iowa had more intelliMore Pictures Wanted.
gence than we thought and we were gloriPAw PAw, ILL., Sept. 3, 1892.
fied that the fool and his money parted.
MR. EDITOR: Could you furnish extra All states are not like Iowa, thongh, so it
pictures of THE TRUTH SEEKER after we is well that we organize. 1\'IEL PIEJlCE.
receive t.he paper, and if so what would
they cost per one hundred? I think you We Already Giv Both Sitles of This and
Every Other Question. _
could sell thousands of them if people
PITTSBURGH, P A., Sept. 8, 1892.
knew they could get them. Save the
1\fn. EDITOR : I hav been thinking for
plate or type, and after people receive the
paper let them say how many pictures some time of asking you through your
they want. Then you would know how valuable paper to giv us some pointers on
the tariff. I hav always been a Republican,
many to strike off and mail.
What does that picture represent where voting that ticket, thinking it right, and
the girl is kneeling before the priest-! thinking by doing so that it was keeping
up the wages of the workingmen, but I,
mean the ball on her head?
with thousands of others, hav begun to
With respect,
U. R. PATCHEN.
[You probably saw in our editorial col- think that we are only helping the capitalumns last week a notice of a colored edi- ist and not benefiting the public and
tion of one of the most admired of our ourselvs. And when we come to study

The Nobility of the Freethonght Canse.
PoTTER, Ann:., Sept. 5, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I desire to ask the following question: Why is it that our TRUTH
SEEKER brethren do not more thoroughly
organize? It seems to me that our cause
ought to awaken a more earnest spirit, a
more widespread impulse, than appears to
prevail at present. What is the task before us? It is to obtain liberty and freedom of conscience for every woman, man,
and child, and to abolish superstition with
the force of reason, thereby imparting
more happiness, more brotherly love and
kindness, to the human family. This being
the case, is there any cause that more
justly deserves our best effort? Many Freethinkers fail to realize the importance,
the greatness and honor, of that task.
Our noble standard-bearers of our cause,
although hated now by rome, are deetined
to be loved and honored by all, like the
abolishers of slavery, now loved by those
who once hated them. Freethought is
bound to stand on the top round of the
ladder in time-or at least, that is my
judgment. Freethougbt in this country,
I am pleased to say, is steadily advancing.
Great improvement has been made in the
last five years; and if we were to organize,
in my judgment the tide would tm:n in
our favor most rapidly. Brethren, let us
organize whenever and wherever we can.
Let every one of us take, read, and distribute Freethought literature all we can,
and do ours~lvs justice, and sooner or
later the victory is ours. Ignorance and
superstition are monsters to deal with, but
they are bound to succumb to reason and
intelligence. It is true we are not promised eternal happiness at the right hand
of God for our work, but we are promised
something better-that is, happiness now.

Jehovah's company is not very desirable
to decent people, unless he has changed
since the days of Moses and the prophets.
Many of yoa hav advantages we do not
possess. We liv here in the mountains
fifty miles from railroads, with ·no good
chance for lectures.
Yours for an endless march on their
lines,
J. R. PERRY.
The

Fair

Snmlays.-People's Party
Principles.
FoNDULAC, Wis., Ang. 20, 1892.'
MR. EDIToR: If I go to the Fair at Chicago and the door is closed on Sunday, I
shall then of necessity go to One-Eyed
Mike's saloon where the doors are open at
all hours and the cancan, led by Mother
Rahab, commences at 3 P.l\1. and runs all
night. I would much rather go there than
go and hear Rev. Mr. Talmage discuss the
quel;ltion of total depravity. I hope Heston will make a picture of the Senate as
they looked and appeared when they declared this country was a Christian country,
by refusing to donate money unless the
doors were closed on Sunday. That beats
Mother Rahab, for she let General Jo11hua's
spies in. on Sunday.
.
Now another strike at Buffalo, "all in
consequence of Cullom'samendmenttothe
Reagan bill," which fixed the fare and
freight on all railways, which would hav
dealt justly by the people and railways,
and thereby prevented the great combines
of railway and Congressional millionaires.
Now, the only way out is to elect Weaver,
the People's candidate. Then we will tax
incomes and level the people; fix the fare
and freight on railroads; elect Senators,
postmasters, etc., and increase the money
to $75 pm· capita, all i~sued by the government and made a full legal tender for all
debts, public and private.
Inclosed find $13.10 for appended list of
books.
I also send some names and
addresses for sample copies.
Yours truly,
DE-W. C. PRIEST.
Religion and Cholera.
ANACORTES, WAsH., Sept. 1, 1892.
Mn. EDITOR: To-day in this far distant
point in our country I read that the
cholera bas reached New York, and one
Spaulding, assistant secretary, informs us
that he will do all he can to avert it, but if
divine providence has decreed that we will
hav it we will hav it anyway:
Secretary Spaulding says that if it is the
will of divine providence that the cholera
should enter the United States, it will be
inwossible to keep it out.
l::iecretary Spaulding is an impious fool.
If we must accept his dictum, we might as
well resign ourselvs to the inevitable and
quit wasting our substance trying to
thwart the divine will, which will be done,
notwithstanding the laudable exertions of
Mr. Spaulding to delay its execution as
long as possible. If the almighty should
eventually surmount the barriers which
Mr. Spaulding has had the temerity to
interpose in his way, and fasten the
scourge upon us, that timely utterance of
that gentleman will hav completely
absolved him, in the eyes of his countrymen, of all responsibility; Indeed, his
strenuous exertions to turn the almighty
from his fell purpose will assuredly, in
time, be recognized and rewarded by a
!Fateful and guileful public. Secrett~ry
Spaulding is a blasphemous ass. His remark was as void of common sense as the
drivel of an idiot. He belongs to a class of
canting hypocrits who would blame their
sins on God if they could, a class which
constitutes a worse foe to piety than all
the Atheists and Agnostics in Christendom.
The president should hav the fool's mouth
stuffed speechless with old rags, before he
has a chance to further discredit the nation
which he represents in his present official
capacity.- Walla Walla Daily Spectatm·.
The cholera livs by superstition. It
starts in Arabia and Persia by superstitious
Moslems or Mohammedans, who lug rotten
corpses, a year or two dead, to Mecca so
they can get the benefits of being in the
Holy City. And when it spreads in its
devastating course across the world and
enters America a superstitious fool in
Washington says if divine providence has
decreed it we will hav it anyway. "Divine
providence" is having more fun in Hamburg than a tiger in a children's nursery
just now.
Is not Secretary Spaulding
doing wrong to take precautions against
"divine providence?" Won't it only
make D. P. 1he madder when it does get
in with its chastening rod known as
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cholera bacterium? Bah! Isn't it sickening? That is a sample of the Holy John
and Hypocrit Harrison administration. A
set of canting thieves! Dump them out
and put in their places a set of woolyheaded, thick-lipped,- long-heeled plantation darkies, who can "wuk some cunjeh"
on the cholera, or "hoodoo" it with the
"left hind foot of a rabbit killed in a
niggah graveyahd in de light ob de moon."
The Mohammedan who starts the cholera
says "it is the will of Allah!" And
Assistant-Secretary Spaulding says "if it is
decreed by divine providence it will come."
At last advices he reports it about "nip
and tuck" between himself and D.P. I
will never vote for Hypocrit Harrison nor
Hypocrit Cleveland.
GEo. WILsoN.

ness. Reason is the result of thought and
. experience.
Thought is a secretion of
the brain, which affects the nervous system, and causes those feelings that giv
warning of what is right or wrong. Experience and the impressions received
through the senses enlighten man to correct his understanding. Action is the law
of life, and happiness is its aim. Happiness is within the law, and the pursuit of
it determins the will. If a man understood the law that is within him he would
there find a code of ethics more suitable to
him as a man, more conduciv to his happiness, and better adapted to his social
condition than any that has yet governed
his kind.
CHAS. ENOWITZ.

The Sunday-School in the Schoolhouse.

24,

I.89l!a.

"Secondly, Resolved, That we as an
organized Sunday-school tender
our
thanks to the district for the use of the
schoolhouse. during the past two years.
"Thirdly, Resolved, That we. also tender our thanks to the majority of the
electors for the hearty suppQrt of our
organization and principles, and the
privilege which they granted us of occupying the building on the Sabbath for an
indefin;it period.
"l!'ourtbly, Resolved, That whereas for
a time it will be necessary to hold our
meetings on the property of private individuals, an invitation to attend is extended
to all, as the meetings are public and for
the good of the public."
After these were read, a motion was
made and seconded that they be adopted.
It was put to a vote and carried.
The next business was to decide upon
a place in which to hold our meetings, as
no less than five hav been offered. The
motion was made and seconded that we
-accept the offer of Mr. Wm. Evans of
his store building as being most suitable
and convenient. The motion was carried.
A vote of thanks was then tendered to
Mr. Evans and the others for their kind
offers. Motion was made and carried
that the minutes of this meeting be published.
(Signed) LEORA S. WARING, Secretary.

DEUSTER, Wrs., Aug. 14, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed clippings
BRooKLYN, N.Y., Aug. 29, 1892.
from our county paper. And I wish you
MR. EDIToR: I will take as my text would inform me whether the SundayEccles. iii, 20, 21: "All go unto one place: school could as easy as t.his be made to
all are of the dust and all turn to dust vacate the schoolhouse in any district.
again: who knoweth the spirit of man that My brotlier G. H. was chairman of the
goeth upward and the spirit of the beast meeting, and he and I were the only ones
that goeth downward to the earth?" We that did the talking, and we two talked
understand by an immortal soul a spirit them out.
that inhabits the body of man, and which,
:{: wish I could do more for the cause,
Christian Cb~ats.
on the dissolution of the body, continues or 01tr cause, but I hav had the worst
SAN ANToNio, TEx., July 11, 1892.
to exist forever, be conscious of its exist- luck of any man on earth. In five years
MR. EDITOR: That old Latin proverb to
ence, and hav a perfect recollection of all my crop has not paid the expenses, and.
the effect that " the world wishes to be
it passed through in connection with the being heavily in debt it makes me scratch
swindled or humbugged," etc., has shown
body while on earth. If man possesses to keep up. And the worst is, no crop
itself in a queer way in this city lately
such a soul or spirit it must be independ- worth gathering this year. But my courwhen it was announced in one of our great
ent of life, and either must hav existed in age does not fail me. J. W. KRUSCHKE.
religious dailies that a Christianized
a conscious state before it entered the
CRANBERRY CENTER SUNDAY-SCHOOL.
Jewish rabbi from the far backwoods of
body, or was called into existence by the
At the annual meeting of the School Asiatic India was in the city to gather
creator for the special purpose of inhabit- District No. 7, of Necedah, after the
souls (not "shekels") to Jesus-in fact,
ing a particular body. What are the char- usual business had been attended to, the
with the stupendous idea to Christianize
chairman,
G.
H.
Kruschke,
arose
and
said
acteristics by which man is distinguished
that, as there was no more business to the Jews! The following was intended as
as a soul-possessing animal from a soulless come before the meeting, he had some rea draw-card for his work here:
animal?
Consciousness, reason, and a marks to make about .the Cranberry CenTEN LOST TRIBES.
knowledge of good and evil_are the qual- ter Union Sunday-school, which had for
Elder John Sergi us of the Church of
ities that distinguish man from the brute, two years past held weekly meetings on St. Thomas the Apostle, in southeastern
and they are therefore claimed to be the the Sabbath in the schoolhouse. He India, who is making a tour of the United
stated that one hour's Sabbath-school cor-.
in the interest of a fund to further
properties of the soul.
rupted the children's morals more than a States
At what time and in what manner does wetk's teaching in the common schools the evangelization of the Jews of that
preached at the Travis park Meththe soul enter the flesh? It cannot be that could counteract. All necessary teaching · country,
odist Episcopal church last night. He
the father and mother by the act of pro- was contained in the text-books of tbe day claims that the Jews in that portion of
creation call the soul into existence, as school. Little stories ta..ught the children India which is his nativ home are the deall the morals they needed. At school
they furnish the quick seed which develops they were taught only the real, in fact only scendants of the long-lost ten ·tribes of
by the operation of nature's law. A spirit those things which their faculties taught Israel and that he himself belongs to ·the
is a thing which is not in nature and can them they could see and grasp. Chil- tribe of God, the sixth son of Israel, bettPr known to Bible-readers as Jacob. '£he
not be called into existence by a law of dren's minds should not be poisoned by dialect of his people, he says, is the an-.
such
things
as
he
had
heard
taught
at
the
nature.
cient Hebrew. The church, of which be
Sabbath-school, such as, "What do you
According to the orthodox doctrin the suppose those two creatures in shining gar- has been twenty-six years an elder, he
soul is breathed into existence in the flesh ments of cast-steel were?" and the answer, refers to as Israelitish orthodox Chrisby a special act of the creator. At. what ''Angels." He was interrupted by cries tian, and claims that in customs, practices, and doctrins they strictly follow the
time and in what manner is this miracle of, "Dry up! dry up!" etc. At last order Apostles and the early church. His
.
was
restor(ld
long
enough
for
a
motion
to
performed? Does the soul exist in the
church, he says, was founded by St.
be made, testing the feelings of the disembryo, or does it come into the fetus trict in this matter. The chairman at first Thomas, who visited India in A.D. 45, and
who was put to death ·in A.D. 55. Five
with the first breath of life?
refused to place the motion before the years later, it is claimed, Bishop Timothy
Who will answer these questions?
house, but at last was prevailed upon to visited India and ordained seven elders of
The soul must certainly be in the body do so, and the majority were in favor of the church, from which time to the present
when the child is born, and remain in an the Sunday-school remaining in the an unbroken line of succession has been
schoolhouse.
·
kept. They hav three orders in their
unconscious state until man becomes a
The following morning G. H. Kruschke ministry-deacons, elders, and bishopsthinking animal. It cannot be denied that" advertised that he would deliver a lecture
the qualities on which we base our belief in upon the subject of Atheism in the school- to the second of which he belongs. '!'hey
practice infant baptism exclusivly, except
an immortal soul-reason and knowledge of house on July 16th, at 2 o'clock-the usual in case of converts from non-orthodox
hour
at
which
the
Sunday-school
has
good and evil-are vastly different at differchurches. The mode is always sprinkling.
ent stages of life. They develop with the been in session. In face of the above They observe the Christian Sabbath and
facts, although the majority of the elect- the sacrament of the Lord's supper. Upon
body. They are strong when the body is ors had authorized the use of the schoolstrong and vigorous, and they decay with house by the Sunday-school, the superin- entering their synagog- they remove their
sandals, wash their feet, and then engage
the body and are weak when the body is tendent decided that although the most in divine worship.
prominent
were
prepared
to
fight
for
their
enfeebled with sickness or age. • They
While Elder Hergius and the church to
are mentally great or small according to rights, it would be better to call a special which he belongs accept Jesus Christ as
meeting of the Sunda:y:-school to act upon
the organism which acts them. They may the matter. Below will be found the sec- the real messiah and believe that he fulfilled all prophecy concerning the spiritbecome dormant through sickness, or retary's report of the meeting:
ual messiah, yet his people are daily lookThe meeting was called to order by the ing for the appearance of a temporal
from injuries sustained by the mechanism.
They may become apparently extinct in superintendent, who, by her opening ad- messiah who shall gather the Jews from
man throughout his natural life. And yet dress, stated the business for which the all parts of the world and lead them to the
meeting had been called. She first stated
at the extermination of the body a soul or the business which was brought before Holy Land. Already seventy thousand
a spirit issues forth from it with restored the meeting was whether we should or not of his tribe hav been converted and he is
here to raise funds to aid in the converconsciousness, and a perfect knowledge of giv up holding our meetings in the school- sion of the rest, among whom there is a
all things which affected the ·living man, house in accordance with the urgent de- great field for evangelical work.
though he was unconscious of them at the mands of the Atheistic element of the
In personal appearance Elder Sergius
district. After some debate, it was detime they happened! I pause for an answer cided by a unanimous vote to remove our bears some resemblance to the Hebrews
with whom Americans are familiar. He
to this question.
·
Sabbath-school to other quarters.
A was a Nazarite from birth until a short
Has man an immortal soul? Man is a motion was made and carried that a com- t]me ago, when some mischievous Americreature of this world-a part of the mittee be appointed to draw up a set of can boys trimmed his long hair, which
created ; animated with the spirit that resolutions with regard to our change of hung far below his shoulders. He has a
location.
pervades all nature and governed by nat- . The four members; the superintendent; very heav_y beard and his hair still hangs
ure's unrivaled and unchangeable law. Mrs. W. L. McGow, the secretary; L. S. in great abundance over his broad shoulders. He is a learned man, speaking seven
What is not in nature is not in him. The Waring; Mrs. James Bassett, and Mrs. or eight foreign languages. He also speaks
finite is the limit of man's knowledge, and William Evans drew up the following English tolerably well. His letters of
.
we cannot go beyond it. The law of nat- resolutions:
''.Resolved, That although before the recommendation are written in Sanscrit.
ure is sufficient for all things in nature; Sunday-school was organized, permission He will probably preach here another
it leads everything to its destiny, each ac- was granted by the electors to use the night this week.
We, as the great "unwashed by faith,"
cording to its kind. It directs the seed schoolhouse for public meetings of a good
to become a plant or a tree-an apple-tree rrioral charll.cter, lj.nd the majority declared may hav a smile when we see persons in
or a pear-tree, according to its kind. In their willingness to hav the Sunday-school these United States, the inhabitants of
remain in the building, yet as two families
the lower animals, it is guided by instinct; hav objected to its use for. such purposes, which are enlightened people generally,
in man instinct is enlightened by reason, we deem it best to select some other place so taken in by such frauds as the
''Reverend Sergus, or Sergius, of India,"
which directs him in the pursuit of happi- in which to continue our meetings.
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whose "letters of recommendation are
in Sanscrit."
The easily beguiled reporter or interviewer of the reverend ex-rabbi may
be able to tell what Sanscrit is. But if a
convel"ted Jew travels with such trash as
that, it may be palatable as an oddity, but
for the thinking man it is an absurditymore than that, an imposition: and a willfully practiced fraud. Sanscrit was the
classical language of the ancient Hindoos.
The language is dead and the once great
Hindoo race almost extinct. The letters
may as well contain a bill of fare of
"Cana's wedding feast" and we would
not know any better.
A fraud or an impostor in ordinary life
is despicable enough, but a religious hypocrit such as this Rev. Sergius! He claims
~o be an "ex-rabbi," not an ex-Jew only;
the latter becoming a convert is at least
somewhat rational, but a rabbi converted! It is a moral impossibilityjudged by the l\fosaic law in such cases
made and provided. He is not respected
by those with whom he wishes to mingle,
but only regarded as a curious specimen
of crankism for or with a special modus
of begging like the meek and lowly
Nazarene; while he is looked upon by
Jews generally as a charlatan or mountebank and swindler.
As a proof, or at least a hint, that your
correspondent is not fal' from the truth I
herewith giv an extract from the San
Antonio !A,qht of the 28th of June last:
The following is taken from the .American Israelite of June 23d and concerns a
gentleman now in this city:
'' 'The famous rabbi, llev. John Sergus,
of the Jewish Christian church, India, will
lecture at St. John's church, corner of
Twent~-fifth and Broadway, this evening
at 8 o clock. He will appear in ancient
Mosaic costume, and will giv thrilling
accounts of the black Jews-wild people
living in trees~ marriage in India, fire and
devil worship, etc.
He will also sing
several songs in Samaritan, Syriac, and
Hindoo languages, and giv examples of
oratory in the ancient Hebrew tongue.'
"We quote the above from the Galveston
News as a sample of what we poor Jews
hav to suffer. Sergus, the 'famous rabbi,'
was a simple, unpretending tramp living
on Jewish charity until he wore it out. He
then took up conversion to Christianity as
a trade, and has been Jiving on the fat of
the land ever since. As Barnum said,
people like to be humbugged.
People
who liv by their wits know this and profit
by their knowledge. '!'hey style their victims 'suckers,' and your shrewd Jewish
vagabond knows that of all 'suckers' the
pious Christian who believes the conversion
of all Jews to Christology is a necessary
forerunner of the millennium is the
'rankest '-ergo, the most easily 'bled.'
We trust our readers will excuse the slang,
but we can hardly speak of men in Mr.
Sergus's profession without using its
technical terms.
We cannot see any
reason for getting excited about things of
this kind. If Uhristian congregations insist on being 'stood up,' we can do no
more than to warn thPm, and then let
them do as they please."
The reverend tramp found that the
harvest was not what had been anticipated,
for when the plate was passed during the
"performance" in one of the "houses of
God " the '' house " became suddenly
empty, and the empty seats refused to
come down with the expected filthy lucre.
The reverend Asiatic son of the lost ten
tribes of Israel will no doubt spread the
report of the great depravity of our
beautiful city of the Alamo.
'' Truth is mighty and will prevail."
I am watching the San Antonio river
How by, its swift bluish waters carrying
on its bosom large lumps of the longgrowingwatergrass as it is being cut loose
further above; ffowing down to the gulf,
and then, according to eternal laws of nature, again to form the primitiv atoms for isles
and continents in millions of years to come;
opposit a forest-clad island with beautiful
shade-trees from whence come the shoutings of merrymaking children. "I sit here
dreaming, yet awake. I can see mentally
what Heine must hav beheld when he
wrote his "Ode to the Forest:"
Ye hills and dales and valleys,
0 beauteous forest green!
1\'l"y heart and soul do rally,
ln solitude unseen.
Nature cares nothing for t.he fanatical
or mythological Sabbath, or the Constantinian Dice Soli. Eternity knows no day,
month, or year; it is not for .humanity to
grasp, it is infinit, HERMAN BREUSING.
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Be Thyself. 10c.
Christianity No Finality. Spiritualism
Superior. 10c.
Common-Sense Thougllts on the Dible.
10c.
Deluge in tlte Light of Modern Science.
10c.
Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.
25e.
Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
$1.50.
God Proposed for Our National Constitu·
tion. lOc.
Irreconcilable Records.
Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.
Is Darwin Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
Is Spiritualism True 1 lOc.
Man's True Saviors. lOc.
Ortlwdoxy False, Since Spiritualism is
Tl"ue. lOc.
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitiraate Fruit of
Chi·istianity. 10c.
R:ulical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
$1 25.
Ratlit~a] Rl1ymes.
With Author's Portrait. $1 25.
Sermon from Sliaksl>erc's Text. 10c.
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WANAMAKER has completed his toul' of
the Cape May churches as an evangelistic
exhorter.
A NEW series of United States postagestamps, the engravings representing
scenes in Columbus's life, is to be issued.
THE participators in the anti-missionary
riots about Shen See, China, hav been
punished. Several French priests had been
injured.
IN Saxony on a recent night, the government issued orders forbidding all who
had not paid their taxes from attending a
public ball.
WELSH religious newspapers are abusing
Professor HuXley for repulsing a preacher
who thrust himself on him in the street and
insisted on converting him.
ON the 8th Anna Louise Robinson, priestess of the Lockport, Mo., Spiritualist society, performed the marriage ceremony
of Wm. Scott and Lena Doty.
THE cornerstone of a Columbus monument was laid at New York city on the
16th. The mayor was not able to assist,
but Archbishop Corrigan was present in
the seat of honor and blessed the stone.
IN Russia on too 7th during service in a
Greek Catholic church a Roman Catholic
who fanatically hated the Greek church
attempted to blow up the building with a
bomb, but succeeded only in blowing himself to pieces.
THE government Qtficial Gazette of
Corea contained the following among its
late news: ",July 27th-The board of ceremony asks that an officer of the third rank
be sent to Yong Sang at the river to pray
again for rain."
JoE BLANKINSHiP, of Monroe county,
Tenn., who has been a religious fanatic
twelve years, last Sunday tried to persuade
his wife to let him llrucify her for the sins
of the cholera sufferers, whereat he was
taken into custody.
THIS advertisement appeared in a late
Birmingham, Eng., DaUy Post: "New
Religion.-Young gentleman is founding
a new religion, which is sure to become
popnlar, and desires a lady of means to
assist him in the work. Address--"

A Thorough Examination and Refutation o.f the Olairns o.f the.
Sabbatarians.
10 cents.

Price,

The Sunday Question.
A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL ItEVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.

IJy GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.

Price,

15 cents

Its HistoT'Y anA Its Infl':.tenoe
Upon Society.

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
By DR. LoUis BUCHNER, Author of "Force and
Universolo~t~: Price, 20 cents.
~Ia tter," etc.
Waifs
and wanderings, A New AmeriTranslated from the German.
can
Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first page to last with the living spirit of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.
Golden Throne, A Romance. '' The author certainly has ~enius. The divine
creative sparli is withm him. The book is
----LIQUOR DRINKING--filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Commended, Def'ended, and
Every Liberal should read' Golden Throne.'"
-[In~terRo!l. Price, $1.
Enjoined by the Bible.
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation in
10 cents
J3y E. C. WALKER.
rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown. there is much in harmony between
them. Price. 10 cents.
Adami and Heva. A poetic version of
the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
THE< GOSFE<LS,
which its superiorit:y to the mutilated copyEpistles, e~c,, Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
the Genesis le!Iend-Is shown. Price, 10 cents
and no\ Included In the New Testament.
Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Ro~
?"ice,
$1.
mance. Price, 35 cents.
· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette Place. New York.

Apocryphal New Testament.

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
By 1F2ANCES WRTGH'r.

Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosophr!fo, and the author.
75 cents
Price .
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Truth Seeker.
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THE Woman's Christian Temperance
Union has petitioned Comstock not to
allow the nude statue of Diana from the
tower of Madison Square Garden, New
York, to be forwarded to Chicago to be
placed on the Agricultural Building at the
The Myth of the Great Deluge. By World's Fair.
\fames 1\'L 1\IcOann. 15 cents. Ten covies, $1. It
IS the most complete and overwhelmmg refutaIN Brooklyn, N. Y., two Italians ention of the DiLle Story of the Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. F. UncterwoocL 'l'o read it is to gaged in a shooting affray over the posbe astonished at the possibilities of religious session of a statue of St. Rosalia. They
credulity.-'!'. B. Wakeman. 1\ir. 1\'IcCann's dynamite bol\lb has blown the fallacy to atoms.- wished it as a charm against cholera as
A. B. Bradford. It oug)lt to meet with a v~ry St. Rosalia once banished that dise'ase
large sale.-0. P. Farrell.
from Italy, and it cannot enter a building
The Evolution of the Devil. By Henry containing her picture.
Frank, the independent preacher of New York
THE British and Protestant forces who
city. The mo;t learnetl, accurate, scientific,
and philosophical analyeis of his satanic maj- conquered their Catholic rivals in Uganda
esty ever published. The book contains 66 Africa, hav divided it into seven districts'
pages, is beautifully bound, with likeness of
author on title-page. Price, 25 cents; five giving the Mohammedans two, the Oath~
olics only one, and keeping fonr themcopies for $1.
Ingersoll's Address before the New York selva. Even in their allotted portion the
Unitarian Club. The first time in the Catholics are not allowed to proselyte.
history • f the world that " Christian associaBISHOP HoRsTMANN, of Ohio, writin"' on
AS ·~~ f.."."'/11 H!JLL CONVENT"
tion ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture
FOR 1892. Price, 21} cents.
before them. '£he lecture is a grand one, and the dedication of the Fair, rejci.ces
And a F'w Words on Auricular Confes~lon
Possibilities and Impossibilities,
·
was received bv the club with continuous ap- that" as Catholics our Holy Father, Leo
plause from be ginning to end. The pamT. H. HuxLEY, M.A., LL.D
The Growth of Agnosticism.
·
r>h et contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. XIII., calls on us to make the day one of
special pmise and thanksgiving to almighty
!'rice, 6 cents; ten copie•. 50 cents.
R. BITHEIL, B.S .• Ph.D.
Early Verses,
God,
for
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infinit
mercy
in
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on
Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
The Late CoNSTANCE NADEN.
Sundays and Holydays,
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before Columbus to the successfnl accomplishSAMUEL LAING.
the New York legislature l'rfay 9, 1888. PI·ice, 4 ment of hiE' almost superhuman underEcclesiasticism,
taking."
cents.
. •
ALFRED llfoMERIE, M.A., LL.D
Dwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan
Chnst a Religious Creation,
·
IN the City of 1\fexico a sister of the
SV JE<.A.N M:eSLIBR,
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30 Conception convent discovered in the conF.J. GoULD.
After !\'I any Years: A Poem,
cents.
ventual archives information that $3 000W. B. 1\'IcTAGGART.
. . .
God in tl1e Constitution. By Robert G. 000 in _gold hf!-d been buried by the m~th~r A
The Activii>Ies of Agnosticism,
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In- superiOr durmg the war with the French
·
W'
AMOS WATERS.
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
Relig10n rthout Superstition,
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for$1. Excavation for the money was be!ntn un:
CHARLES WAT'rs.
1\'Ir. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,
What Would Follow the Effacement of der the supervision of priests, bnt PresiH. J. HARDWICKE, F.R.C.S.
Christianity 1 By George Jacob Holy- dent Diaz heR!'d of it and took control of
Th e L an d of Death: A Poem, ·
oake. ThiA is a most valuable contribution to the work, and finding the money devoted
SALADIN (W. STEWART Ross),
.
ThG Trmmph of Rationalism,
Freethought literature. Bound in paper with it to the state treasury.
•
good likeness of author. Price, 10cents. 1\velve
FREDERICK JI1II.LER·
An Agnostic Homily,
copies for $1.
CHOLERA has entered New York city
HoN.
C. K. TUCKERMAN.
and
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The
number
ife and Career of Charles Bradlaugh.
Eternal!Life: A I>oem,
By George .Jacob Holyoake. With good likeness of pest-ships held before New York harGEORGE HENRY MARTIN.
of lHr. BI·adlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies bor is continually being augmented. In
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for $1.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
E~rope no more immigrants will be
What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H. shipped for New York at present. Spain
L. Green, editor of the Freetl!inker's Magazine. and Portugal hav declared a quarantine
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
against New York. Passengers between of
per dozen.
Canada
the United States will be ex- P r estIngersoll's Great Address on Thomas amined, and
and mails will be disinfected.
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in
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New York city. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for
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Price.
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:1ents;
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him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for but exceptionally dishonest land of Russia .?loth, $1. L~~~~~~~~~~
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Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.
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1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life and ,Personal
characteristics ; his views on educatwn ; his
religious opinions. By MR. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His ancestrr,
life, and personal characteristics. By JoHN w.
CHADWICK.
a. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
material universe ever have a beginning 'I By
GARRET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology; How the world grew. By DR. LEWIS
G.JANES.
.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
cloes life begin; The problem of spontaneoua
generation. By WILLIAM PorTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE; The evi.
dences from gllology, geogra12.hical distribution,
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MaNn,Ph.D.
.
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; duration of hum~tn life on the planet. By E. D.
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·
~-EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the
nervous system: the nature of mind. By RoBT.
G. EccLEs, M.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitive man;
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JAMES A. SKILTON.
'('
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SIDNEY SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism
grows out of egoism; the proper balance. By
DR. LEWIS G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a,fromgeology;
b, from morphology; o, from embryology; d,
from metamorphosis; e, from rudimentary organs; f, from geograpnical distrioution; g,
from discovered links; h~ from artificial breeding; i, from reversion; .K, from mimicry. By
NELSON C. p ABSHALL.
18. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REv. JOHN W. CHADWICK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relatidll
of the doctrine to_prevailing philosophical systems. By STARR HoYT NrcHoLs.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
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]}fiNOT J. S.A V.AGE.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES.
'
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
By SYLVAN DBEY.
18. THE RELATffiTY OF KNOWLEDGE. 'l'he
nature of sense-perception; sight, sound, taste,
smell, feeling; the doctrine of the Unknowable.
By RoBERT G. EccLEs, M.D.
19. A STUDY OF MATTER AND MO'riON. An
excellent digest of a much vexed question, with
g_uotatious from many authorities. By HaN. A.
N. ADAMS.<.)
,
!!(). PRIMITIVE MAN. Man as revealed by archeological studies; evidences of man's antiquity· geological periods; man's appearance
in the p'liocene; paleolithic and neolithic races:
the ages of bronze and iron; cave men and
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound builders;,
primitive implements and tools; proofs or
man's natural evolution. By Z. SIDNEY SAMPsoN.
21. GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
Marriage a ,l!rimitive institution; its ea.rlier
forms; no evrdence of original promiscuity; exogamy and endogamy; group.marriage; polKgyny, polyandry, and monogamy· marriage l:iy
capture; monogam:y the l1ighest form of the relation; divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
contract; its regulation by the state. By C.
BTANILAND WAKE.
.
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
of political institutions;,.the patriarchal family;
the tribe and clan. By .JOHN A. TAYLOR.
28. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
statute law and judge-macle law.;. the conversion
of customs into law. By PROF . .t>UFUS SHELDON.
24. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCIENCE. Supernatural ideas of disease; fetichism in medicine; the beginnings of medical science. By
RoBER!! G. ECCLES, M.D.
25: EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. The
necessity for arms and armor under the struggle for existence. By JoHN C. KIMBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS,
development of the human han4; the earliest
use of Implements and tools. By" .AMEs A. SKILTON.
27. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The definition of wages; economic characteristics of the wag;e system; wages the outgrowth
of slavery; origin and development of the
wages sys<em. By PROF. GEO. GUNTON.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN CJIVILIZATION. The beginnings of education; early
methods in Egypt, Persia, China Greece. and
Rome: early Ohristian ideas of education;
Catholic and Protestant views; the common
school system. By Miss CaROLINE B. LE Row.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. I.
The Theological Method. By REV. JoHN CHADWICK.
80. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. II.
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM POTTS.
81. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. III.
The Anarchistic Method. By HUGH 0. PENTE·
COST.
82. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. IV.
The Scientific Method. By DANIEL GREENLEAF THOMPSON.
38. ASA GRAY: His Life and Work. By MRs.
MARY TREAT.
84: EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUMANS. The
Man and his Work. By PROF. JoHN FISKE.
IJ3F" Each Number, Ten Cents . ...A£11 :.. . , Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO ..
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PROVING
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
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OF
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.Frank.
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MoRALITY may be defined as the law of an
eqnal mutual respect for general as well as
private human rights, which law itself has
for its object to provide the largest amount
of human happiJ;less. Whatever disturbs
----144---or undermines this happiness and this reMortil, Theological, Historical, and Speculativ~ spect is evil; whatever promotes them is
good.-Buchner.
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15 cents
THE intercourse of the sexes, I hav
?rico,
dreamed, is incredibly beautiful, too fair
to be remembered. I hav had thoughts
AN OUTLINE OF THE
about it, but they are among the most
fleeting and irrecovera]:>le in my experience. It is strange that men will talk of
miracles, revelation,. inspiration, and the
like, as things· past, while love remains.7'horea1t.
Its Causes al)d ~suits.
IT is thus evident that many of the miBy W. S. BELL. PapK·, ~2mo, 25 ct<l. raculous events in the gospel narrative hav
their parallel in similar relations concerning
the religious teachers or alleged incarnate
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nected with the stories of many other
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alleged incarnations of God besides Jesus
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planation in a primitiv solar mythology._Lewis Janes.
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ticable Jesus and moonstruck Paul? Before the manger of Bethlehem had been
heard of Hipparchus, Erasthones, Aristotle, and Ptolemy had mooted and discussed the rotundity of the earth. The
towns of Assyria were built of brick two
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and medicin long before your New Testament, Mr. J. Smith, had been cobbled up
and foisted upon the wor1d.-.8aladin in
God and His Book.
CoNscmNTrousNEss and reverence fol'
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Ealse Claims. Revised and :Enlarlred. conscientious and humane people wh·o
As a Missionary Document it is unexcelled would be uneasy for days, if they had
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burg are: The Church and Morlility; Crimi- change, or uttered an equivocation, who,
nal Statistics, showing the creeds of the
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and nevertheless, could not be milch impressed
Civilization; the Church and Science; the by the most solemn ceremonies of the
Church and Learning; the Church ana Lib·
erty\· the Church and the Antislavery lteform; church, or excited by the most fervent
the ~oman's Rights Movement; the Temper- preaching. On the other hand, I hav
ance Reform; the Church and the Republic. known extremely_ devotional people, who
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wept over the Bible, and could not liv
Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and Vices happily without frequent worship who
Sanctioned by Scripture·h Falsehood and Deception; Cheating; T eft and Robbery· nevertheless abused animals, and' dealt
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars oi hardly with the poor, without being
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; In· troubled by any degree of the remorse
tolerance and· Persecution; Injustice to they would hav felt, if they had fallen
Woman; Unldndness to Children· Cruelty to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; asleep for the night without uttering a
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; prayer. John Newton was a memorable
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; example to tbe point. He wrote in strains
Obscenity. Price, single copies~ 25 cents; 6
copies, $1. Specia.l discount on 1arge quanti- of the most affectiDg piety, spent much of
ties.
his time in reading of Christ, and praying
Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best and to him, and thankfully recorded "sweet
most thorough work tver written on the Sab- seasons of communion with God," while
bath from a rational point of view. Lar!(e and
handsome print. Pnce, 25 cents; six copies, $1. he was carrying on the slave-trade on the
coast of Africa. Extreme results of a
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline similar nature occur in Italy, where deof Faith; Protestant Intolerance; Washington votional feelings are very strong, and
an Unbelieve~ .Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine
and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; moral principles generally flexible. Hired
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.
assassins will not kill their victims with a
rhomas Paine. Tells the Story of the dagger whose handle is in the form of a
Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits cross. A ferocious bandit, who for a long
of his character and genius, and vindicates his
name from the aspersions cast npon it. Trib- time had rendered himself formidable to
utes to Paine's character are givell from more t~e police~ was at last taken by means of
than one hundred noted persons of Euro!)e and his own piety. It was discovered that he
America many of them written expressly feu · had made a vow to do injury to no cieatthis wor\r, Seconcl edition1 160 pages, prmtNl
on fine tinted paper, neat1y bou.'<l, and con• ure on Saturday; which the church had
taini.Iur a handsome steel portrait of Pain<' taught him was the bh·thday of the Virgin
Mary. They attacked him on that day,
The Apostle of Liberty. An aadress de. and as he offered no resistance, he was
livere<l in T'aine Hall, before the N. E. Free- taken and executed; dying with ~:_ '.)1:ayer
thinkers' Lvt!Yention, January 29, 18&1. Price,
on his lips.-Lydia Maria Child. •
lOccnts.

THE DEVIL!

Self-ContradiGtions of tbe mnle.

fR~NCH RfVOLUTION.

Paine Vi11rlicateo

Holy Bible Abridged.

Jo~n

KHerns~urt~ Books,

Valuable

Books

.on

H~gie11e,

Food a11d
Diet,
?\arriage
a11d
Pareqtage,
(tc.
llygiene of the Brain and the Cure of
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. "Get tliis book and
read it\ for it abounds in practical valua.ble
knowleuge."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Eating for Strength. Bl. M. L. Holbrook,
llf.D. PriceJ>y mail, $1. 'I am delighted with
it."-[H. B. Jjaker, li1.D., Secretary Michigan
State Board of Hea.lth.

Parturition Without Pain. A. Code of
Directions for· avoiding most of the Pains and
Dangers of Childbearing. By III. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellence SU!])asses mu power to commend."[New York Evaningl\iail.;

Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspeps1~ and
Headache : Their Cure by Home Treat-

ment. By III. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, by
mail, $1. "Reading this book I cured my>;elf
after severa.l doctors had failed."-[T. C. Curtis,
U.S.A.

rhe Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.
B. Duffer author of "What Women Shonld
Know," • No Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. l'IIrs. Charles Brewsterl Portland, Me.,
writes: "Had I possessed this eook ten years
ago it wonld h11ve saved me ten years of invalidism, and I should have been the mother of
hea.lthy insteacl of sickly children."

'[outh: Its Care and Ci:Ilture. By J.
Mortimer Granville. $1. To this has been
aclded a paper by that charminll: English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physica.l
Education of a Girl," ana a ~;>aper on the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail pnce is $1.

ralks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. B.

Gleason M.D. A Practica.l Hanclbook for the
l'IIaid, W'ife~nd :Mother: with a beautiful Photographic .l:'ortrait of the Author. Price\ by
mail $1.50. "We wish the chapter, • Confiuential to Mothers,' might be ~;>ublished as a tract
and sent to every mother m the land."-[Harper's New Monthly Magazine.

The Better Way. An Appeal to Men in
beha.lf of Human Cnlture throygh a. wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,
25 cents. "It contains information and warning
that are urgently needed."-[Christian Union.
~exual

Physiology.· A. Scientific and Pop-

.ular Expositjo~ of the Fundamenta.l Problelllil
in Sociology. By R. T .. Trail, M.D. Price, by
mail, $2. Thi.s work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.

Zruit and Bread. A Natural 1Uld Scien-

tific Diet. By Gustav Schli~ke).'Sen. Translated from the German, by M. L. Holbrook,
l'II.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and RadicaL Cure for Intemi>erance, by the Use
of a. Veg_!ltable and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pa.ges. Price, $1.

Three Books in One.

From the Cradle

to the School. B:I'_Bertha Meyer. The Rights
of Chilclreu. By Herbert SI>_encer. The Gover~ment of Qhi!d);_en. . Ey M. b. Holbrook\ M.D.
Pnce by mail,
·
cloth, $1. • It is
a book worthy w oe ranked with the best that
has ever been written concerning the training
of children."-[Bazar.

Vegetarianism the Radieal Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.

Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It shonld be quietly
given to every drinker."-[Herald of Hea.lth.

Muscle-Beating; or, Home Gymnastics
for Sick and Well. By 0. Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.

Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
a.nd Ph;y:siological ltelations, and in their bearing on the producing: of children of finer health
and greatgr ability . .ByM. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
1'he Sctentil!c .American sa.ys: "Books on this
subject are usually written 15y • cranks,' but this
is radically different: it is scientific, sober,
clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particnlarly
·by the young.'

l'he Diet Cure. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Disease Cure. By_T. L.
Nicholsi M.D., editor London Herala o.r Health.
Price, c oth, 50 cents.

Medical Hints on the Protection and Man•
agement of the Singing Voice. By
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts.

Deep Breathing; or Lung Gymnastics.
Pnce, cloth, 50 cents. Mrs. Horace ~ann writeil:
"Every book you ~;>rint is pure gold and deserves wide circnlatwn."

How to Strengthen the Memory.
L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.

·

By M.

l Physician's Sermon to Young Men: By

Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof R. A.
Proctor, the well-known English astro'nomerl
says of it: " Through fa.lse delicacy lads ano
youths are left to fall in to trouble, and not a f€1(
have their prospects of a healthy happy life al
solutely rmned. ';l'he little book before us is in·
tended to be put mto the hands of young men
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable o•
discharging a father's duty in this respect; ana
as not Ollj3 father in ten is, We believe, ready T~l
do what IS right by his boys himself, it is well
~h!lot such a. book a.s this should be available. If
It Ii read by all who shonld read it, its sa.le will
be counted by hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail, postpaid.
for $2. Shonld anyone desire them by the 100
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by cor·
respondence.
Pl'"'Cata.lognes Free.-«1

By mail on receipt ojprice.
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~IoeralJi1eetings.These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
wn,ere these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought SoJieties can hav their gatherings advertised here jree by forwarding the necessary information.
.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.,

Libert~

The Newark Liberal League

~4.

'1892.

ill

Testimonial
Walt Whitman.

'fo

BY

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.
~

ADDRESS DELIVERED IN
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

The Bible-What Is IU 25c.
Studies in Theology. lOc.
Liberalism. 5c.
~
AililT'PRR 'T'HR '!'RUTH SEEKER

Brooklyn Philosophical Assoei·
With a Portrait of Whitman.
·
ation
Meets at' Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat•
form free. Henry Rowl~y, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League· 21'i
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

The Secular Society·of Kent, 0.,
Meets lienii-monthly\first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MA.nms HEIGHTON, Sec ..

Eliznr Wright Secular .Union
Of Alliance 0., meets. the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:80 A.M..Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every. Sunday evening at 7:80 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street,
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds mlletin__gs evecy Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraterni~y H~). L~Jct'!ll'e followed
by debates. The public cordially mVIted.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:3() P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures~ song~l
and select reading. Discussion invitea on all
~nbjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib•
eral Union

AUTHORIZED EDITION.
Paper, 25 cents : cioth, DO cen·•s

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
•

I

<\Yo_rks on the laoor' ijuestion.
-

\IQ

NATHANIEL VAUGHAN~
Priest &l)d Mal).
I

• H
e Talk a d ...-edical Co mo·- The Conventional Lies of Our Civilizatiou.
PiaIll
om
n .I!L
lll
..
h Max Nordan. CoNTENTs-Mcne, Tekel
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
Upharsin; The Re]!gions, 1\'Ionarchic, and
of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illnstratetl. Cloth,
Aristocrati(l~Political,)£conomical, 1\~atrimonial,
$8.25-m English or German. A new cheap
and Miscellaneous Lies; Closin.:. Harmony
edition at only $1.50.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's editiop., 50 c.:
Science in Storr; or, f?ammy Tubbs, the
~h~hrJ~e~ial Council of Vienna prohibit&d the
Boy Doctor, and f'!ponsw, the Troublesome ;ale of tliis book in Austria, and confiscated all
Monk~y. 5 volumes m one, cloth, lj!2.00, postage
3 opies of it they could find.
prepru.d; 5 volumes...!!eparate, fleXlble cloth, 50 .,
• E •t•
A 0
d f th
cents per volume· ued Line edition suitable economiC qui Ies.
ompen o
e
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.'
Natural Laws of Industrial Production, B;pd E.xSexual Physiology for the Young• . 25U
~~:!If~·, ~~/e·r ~cingalls, author of SoCial
pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. (The fifth F •t · f Ph'l '
·h
A T
·
th
volnmeof"ScienceinStory.") 50 cents.
rm So.
I os.op y_.
reatise on e
'
H
alth
....thl
D
ted
t
Povulatwn
Qnestwn.
By
Dr.
Chas.
Knowlton.
Dr. F.oot e s e
.I!LO~
Y~
evo
. o
Edited by Charles Bradlangh and Annie Besant.
Hygwne, Sexual and Somal SCience, and alhed
25c
Subjects; ninth year. Snbscri,Ption, with pre- p · t
1 C ·
d C
p · t'
Jninm, 50 cents per year. Spemmen copies free
over Y: ts aus~ an
ur~.
om mg
on application.
ou_t the means by whiCh th,e workmgclasses may
.
h
'
,...
1·
0
·
·
·"Ad
·
ra.:ue·themselves
from
their
present
state
of low
M o t. er s .I!Lanua •
ompr1smg
V1Ct
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dig. to a. Wlfe on. the Man,agement ol' Her- Om
nit)',and independenqe, a~d which is al~o mq:>aHealth, e~pemally Dunn!( Pregnancy, LaboL
ble of entirely remoVIng, m course of trme, the
and Suckling," and "Ado;:Ice to~ Mother on tlv
other principal social evils. By l'II. G. H. toe.
Man~gement of Her Children m Infancy anc L
S
ll F
ill' o 0 n w hi.ch S'd
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, 11:1
a~ge or ma
am ~s •
1 e
Han d • Book of Health Hints and Re-ath
L1es the Balance of Comfort? By Anstm Holy1 •
oake. 5c.
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphl0t Poverty : Its Ell'ects on the Political
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
Condition of the People. By Charles
Address
'rHE TRUTH SEEKER
Bradlangh. 5c.
Why Do .Men Starve ~ By Chas. Bradlaugh. be.
rile Laud Ouestion. Large Estates.Inimicd to the 'Welfare of the People. By Charles
DracUaugh. 5c.
O:.ahor's Pmyer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
.A.ddl'es• 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Of Los Angeles, C&.l., meets se1ni-monthly-h first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at rarr's
Hall. Everyboi!Y. invited. Mns. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

Mrs. Besant's WorKs.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets eTery Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. ~cience
JJectures.-Free Discnssions.-Ori_ginal and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
libr,ary is s.t the service of members and friends.
0. 13. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Secular Union
Of Roeder ·wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
ffreatest freelom accorded to all. Our motto,
Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RroE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vioe-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Seo.

Fort Worth. Tex., Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. RABBIS, Pres.
Isuo s. LEE, Sec.

Liberal Asl'!ociation of Austin,
Tex.,
Meete every Sunday at 11 A.M . ..,.at its hall oar.
Oong avenue and 9th street. visiting Liberals
invited. J P. RICHARDSoN, President; M. Isuo,
Secretary.

The .Tacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

All in a Lifetime.
12mo, 800 pp., $1.

Kenne~y's

Liberal Club,

Philosophical and Social So•
ciety,
Monte VistaJ;111-l., meet ever.Jl. Sunday at 2l'.M. in
their hall. Tne public cordially invited. W. S.
FELT, Seo.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
.Of CinoinnatibO., meets everLSnnday evening
at 7:30P.M. in ouglas Hal!t N. W. oor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and mscnssions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Seo.

Liberal Association of Baltimore
Meets at the Lyceum Hall1 404 East Baltimore st.,
every B1;!.Ilday a,fternoon au 2:30 o'olook.

Cieveland Seculai" Union
Meets every Sunday at 8 P.M., in Room 208 City
Hall, for lectures and free discussion on science,
l'eligion, and social questions.. Able speakers
will interest the audience. A. Slilll:, :Prea.; J, RoliiDf.BlJ»!t, Sjl~,", ~ • ~ke street.

A Liberal Romance.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
1Joys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
The Story_ Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting Book1 Without 'Superstition for Children and Yonuh. The OnlfFree
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Meets every Sunday at 2:30 ·P.M. at Knights of
Honor Hall, Bay street. Visitors invited. J A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Seo.
·
.
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwanke~meetR every Snnd.ay evening at 7:3() o'olook.
A. n. E\EVEBANOE, President.

t:S23

Literature.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

Meets every Snnda,y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal Leagne Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
atilNewark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
re gions and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.
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Me~ icaI

Dis cove ry

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys, .
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to
be out.

You know whether you need it or
not.
Sold bz. every drngl!:!st, and manufactured by

• DoNALD KENNEDY,
UOXD1JBY, lUASIIIo

.

An independent and respectable study of char
acter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
)resentment of the mischievous na~nre of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
1 val., extra cloth, 'Beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1 00.
A<ldress
'1 HE TRUTH SEEKER

THE BEST!
THE

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH .
Perfected new mo<lPl, 16 jewelH, full adinste< I
to heHt, col~. and posit.ion, beautiful donhle sun!<
clial, nncl nil modern improvements; (l>ta1'antee.d
a pe1:re.ct timer. Pri.ce, ~n •ilverine dust-proof
ca•e.s, $17; 3-ounce com silver, $22; 4-onnce, $2~
In best filled gold case. open-face, dust-proof, $26i
hingecl case, $28 to $30; hunting, $31 to $35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2
more.
· Regular Grade .\.merican Watcltcs.Rilverine caRe, 7 jewelA, $6; 11 jewel•, $7 50; 15
iPwPIR, !1<9; ilitto, adjusted, $11. In finer cases,
add as above.
Ladi.,s' American (;told Watclles.-All
1~ teAt stvles. ih pluRh cases; best fillP<l, 7 jewels,
$15: 11 iewelA, $16 50; 15 jewels, $23; 14 carat solid
~?nlil, $10 more.
Heavier, more elaborate, and
cliamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All wutches sent with written guarantee, kept
in orcler 1 year, a.nd after that time cleaned for $1
anrl retnrnecl free.
Sundries.-Lower gracle nickel watches, $5,
>!14, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, >!12;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80: to.ble spoons,
$3 60, knives, $1 75: forks, $1.75; all for $6. Soli a
silver Hpoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver sonv~uir Apoom, $1, $1.25, $1.50,_ $2 to $8.
'l'lte Colonel Ingersoii.-Tea, $2.50 ;orange,
$2 75; sugar, >118; gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extr11.
heavy t.ea.R, $3 Etchecl:
"The Time to be Happy is Row,"
50 cPnts extra.
'rile 'l'orcb of Reason Badge, solicl gold
PnomelPcl in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2 75, anrl
$3 50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, !\!15, $20, ill80.
. !liamondsl20 per cent. below ma.rket price.
At·Tl(] for price ists, cards in colors and gold of
ba•ll?e, tracts, etc., free. All goods prepaid (except kniVCH ana fork•) ana Cash refundea ltt option. Watch cleaned $1, ana retnrnecl free.
OTTO WETTS'l'EI.:\, Rochelle, Til.

Is Doing Wonderl!l in Curing the Sick.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with portrait, SOc.
Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
should be. Paper, 25c.
Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
Besaut ana Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
ll8 Lafayette place, New York.

SCIENCE

vs.
on,

Takes hold in this order :

A NOVEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

RELIGION,

Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesbarrti, Pa.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within thE:
next three months.
Friends will please send.§]!}mp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN

TJIE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents .

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E. D. SLE.NFliJR.
Bo&rds,

.tooen~.

Sent sealed to any. address for 10 cents, treating
on that health-destroying and life-consnmin~
weakness of men as the result of ~h·outhfnl errors
and excesses. The book sets fort an INl!'ID'EL
CURE, which iP a. m11di~ine ~.o be applied externally (the only rem•"lV of tne ll:lllU In existence).
Yon will fAel imp!oved the lirst day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Earl;y Decay, Weaknesses1 :Lost Manhood~--,etc. hare fully restored.
..a.dc~ress,
Dn. RvB'T P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. J.
And BlloY yon s&w .. this in TRE TBU'IH BEEKE!l..

~~"
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THE- TRUTH SEEKER LIBBABY.
Issued Monthly.
Subscription price, $9 per annum.

---

No.

BOOKS ISSUED.

Prtce . .

1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink1lrs' Almanac, 1891 .. ;... ...... ....... .....
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar.
dener... .................................
a. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... .. .. ..
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett ................................. .
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck....... .
6. Victor Hugo's Orathm on Voltaire ....... .
7. The Crisis..... . .. .. .. . .. . ................. .
8. Sabbath Breaking ....................... ..
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams ........... .
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller ... .
11. My Religious Ex:verience. B. P. Putnam.
12. The Higher Criticism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore ............ ..
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote ...... ..
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. lliust'd.
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gar-

25
50
25
25
20
10
40
25
25
2.~

25
50

25
40
10

10
25
50

~f£\~r:M:;;ralii.' ·
':Iii: 'Re~~iitii-i:i:::::::
18. Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk ....••
19. Pocket Theologv. Voltaire ..... ,_,.,.. ......
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H . .1:1. Gardener.......................................
21. History of Religion. E. E. Evans..... ..

:r·ai:.ii

17.

25

50
20

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the ;rear. Single copies of each
book sent upon receipt of price.
Address ~HE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By John R. Kelso, A.M.
12mo, cloth. U 00.

Creed of Christendom.

A TEXT THAT FITS THE CLERGY.
Yea they are greedy dogs which can never hav enough, aud they are shepherds that cannot understand:
they alllo'ok to their own way, every one for his gain, for his quarter.-Isa. lvi, 11.

Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure,
ByW. R. GREG.
Coml>lflte in 1 voL. 12Jno, Sllllpp~, •1.50.
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INTERES'IED LN
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A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be Fublished. We must give the Truth Beeker Company the credit of p11tting the book in the reach o all
At twice the price H would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de.
signer is a wonderful successt !Lnd we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal in
A:inerica will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
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Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to P!-'OVe the uttet
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is' one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in the
bands of Freethinkers.-J:Boston Investigator.
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festivities " which take place next week, and in visions for so long a period. Not the least absurd and personal approach is of the greatest importance in
re~hing the unbelieving or disbelieving heart. It is by
which ·the church plays such a clamorous part, to objection advanced was that should a ship even the spirit and life that the devoted Christian can most
again remind our Christian friends that Christianity succeed in reaching the extremity of India, she surely influence his Infidel neighbor.
"A minister happened, in his summer vacation, to
had nothing to do with discovering America, either could never get back again, for the rotundity of the
as the mainspring of Columbus's action or inspirer globe would present a kind of mountain, up which come into contact with an Infidel family. He did · not
shun them, or show any consciousness of fear of leprous
of his thought.
it would be impossible for her to sail with the most infection. He was his own natural self, associating with
The knowledge which led Columbus to attempt favorable wind.
them freely in the various diversions of a summer boardinghis voyage was obtained by pagans and MohamThe church, therefore, was never won to his house, never intruding his opinions on religious subjects,
medans.
He undertook the expedition for one- views at all. Ferdinand was a calculating king, or directly or indirectly attacking theirs. After an assoeighth of the profits and the title of high admiral who sought to extend his empire; Isabella was led ciation of two weeks, he found he had won their personal
confidence, and when he held a service in a neighboring
and viceroy of the countries he might discover. He to invest in the enterprise by her confessor, who church on Sunday, as many of them as could go atalso believed that he could take cargoes to India was a friend to Columbus. The venture was under- tended and listened intently to his sermon. He had
cheaper by discovering an all-water route.
taken for profit by them and some private parties. every reason to believe that he had made a deep impresColumbus labored with various courts for eighteen The church discouraged the enterprise, and proved sion upon them, and yet he never had a word of arguyears before he succeeded in getting a patron. The by the saints and the Bible and the fathers that the ment with them. They first lear.ned to know and respect him by personal contact, and out of his simprincipal opponents of his scheme were the theo- scheme was a failure from the start. Considering ple unostentatious religious life came an influence
logians. When he was before the board of con- these facts, therefore, the noisy part the ecclesi- mo~e potent than a whole volume of argument.
ference appointed to discuss the question with him, astics are taking in the celebration is unwarranted Here was a minister, they said, who believed what he
said aud said only what he believed, who was broadat the sessions in St. Stephen's convent at Sala- by facts, and is out of place.
minded and large-hearted, a liviRg epistle. They commanca, he was at the very threshold of the displained that others misunderstood and misrepresented
Unsuccessful Bigotry.
cussion assailed with citations from the Bible and
them· but they felt that they could freely trust him.
the works of the early fathers of the church, which
About a year ago the pious ones of Newark, N. What the end will be we cannot tell; but certainly a
were thought incompatible with his -theory; doc- J., imported a fellow called Captain Wishart from very favorable beginning has been made, and God's
trinal points were mixed up with philosophical dis- Pittsburgh to form a "Law and Order League " to grace can accomplish wonders when it operates through
obedient and intelligent instruments.
cussions, and even a mathematical demonstration enforce New Jersey's Puritanical Sunday law, of
"Disbelievers should be approached sympathetically,
was allowed no truth if it appeared to clash with a which he was to be the director-general. Great not doo-matically or polemically. The persuasion of a
text of scripture or a commentary of one of the things were expected of ·the captain. When he genial ~pirit, manifested in a true, devoted Christia.n
fathers. The arguments of these fathers against arrived he visited the different churches and told life is more powerful than two-edged swords of logic
tho~gh wielded by the most skilf~l hands.. T.he o~d fable
the pagans who asserted the sphericity of the earth the spellbound congregations how he had redeemed of the sun and the wind has admuable pomt m th1s case.
were revived. The possibility of the existence of Pittsburgh from the lowest depths of vice. The The harder thewind blew the closer the traveler drew his
the antipodes was disputed on the authority of captain and the league laid elaborate plans for the cloak about him; but when the sun beamed upon him in
Lactantius · and St. Augustine, those two great redemption of Newark. Sunday was to be made a genial, generous warmth, he quickly flung his cloak
aside."
luminaries of what has been called the golden age day of Puritanical severity.
Let us explain to the Independent.
But Newark is a queer town. It is chockfull of
of ecclesiastical learning.
"Is there anyone so
The reason that Infidels, even if only fairly well
foolish," asks Lactantius, "as to believe that there Christianity and deviltry, in the same persons, with
read,
commonly force Christians to the wall in a deare antipodes with their feet opposit to ours; p~o~ the deviltry a little ahead. They are willing enough
bate
is
because they hav facts on their side. A
ple who walk with their heels upward and their to be counted as Christians, most of them, but they
Christian
who has only the grace of God to sustain
heads hanging down 1 That there is a part of the want their beer also. So somehow the plans of the
him
has
poor
backing.
world in which all things are topsy-t'.!lrvy, where "Law and Order" Anarchists went astray. A great
But
the
striking
part of the Independent'e edithe trees grow with their branch~s downward, and many s:peechel! were made, but the Sunday concerts
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ity has civilized the world, of c6urse it has employed
Christian laws and doctrins, for if it has followed
other than Christian teachings, we must look to
other sources for our civilization. Now, if our
civilization is not based on a foundation of Christian doctrins it cannot be said that Christianity has
built our civilization any more than a religion without a foundation of Christian doctrins could be
called Christianity. To the" extent thais Christian
doctrins hav been dropped from that faith's fo ..ni..ation that faith is not Christian. To the uxtent that
Christian doctrins are not recognize·l in our civilization we are in advance of Christianity.
" If Christianity has civilized tho world, perhaps
some good Christian scholar can account for the
disgraceful history of the faith. Perhaps some one
will tell us the me11.ning of Christian power in the
dark ages, when the dungeon a11d the torturechamber were the altars of Christ. Perhaps some
Christian will dare to drown the gror.ns of a tortured unbeliever with that weak and miserable falsehood: 'Christianity has civilized the world.'"
If the Sabbatarians finally are defeated on this
question of Sunday opening they wi11 find that they
hav lost more than a day; and if th<'Y win they will
be
remembered with ire by a good mltny millions of
The Chicago Fair.
people. It is a losing battle for tl1em whichever
Some person in the employ of the Sabbatarian
way it goes.
fanatics has sent the Pious One's newspaper some
--------~~-------figures pretending to show the number of people
.!nother World's Fair PetitJon.
who hav petitioned for the closing of the World's
The new phase which the questi0u of opening
Fair on Sundays. The total is given as something
or
closing the World's Fair on Sunday has as_
over twenty-five millions. As usual, the number
sumed
necessitates action tending to influence anis made up by counting the religious folks four or
other
body
of authorities. Until the Sabbatarians
five times. For instance, it is claimed that from
Pennsylvania fifteen millions hav so petitioned. found their hypocritical Congressior al allies the
This result is obtained because societies alleged to matter was in the hands of the Worlds Columbian
represent that number of citizens hav met within Commission and the local authorities. The vote of
the borders of the state and adopted closing resoCongress tacking a Sunday-closing dause to the
lutions. In this way the fanatics hav counted all the
appropriation
bill now makes it impnrativ to get
members of a sect whether they liv in Pennsylvania
down
on
our
knees
to our rulers wlto hav so misor not, and then gone into some other state and
counted them again. As a matter of cold fact, the represented the people by their actio11.
actual number of signatures obtained is but a little
On the last page of this issue of T:ru: TRUTH
over three hundred thousand.
SEEKER will be found a petition suite,l to the emerThis actual result of the canvass the churches
gency. We beseech every reader of this paper to
hav made for names cannot be very encouraging.
cut it out, attach it to a sheet of p'lper, and pro-.
Stupendous efforts hav been made and the machinery of the church .has been used freely. It cure signatures. When filled, send them to the
ought not, under the circumstances, with almost address given. Mr. Putnam will see ibat they are
every evangelical preacher as an agffilt, to hav been properly presented to Congress, bacJ..ed by the
difficult to hav obtained millions of signatures, earnest words of our ablest orators.
were the people on that siile. As it is, the meager
Do not delay, and do not let the cause lag. The
showing proves what we hav all along said, that
next few months will tell the story, and daring that
though the synods and presbyteries and assemblies
·period no Freethink~r should be inactiv. In adand conferences may vote to close, the people themselva are not of that way of thinking. The official ut- dition to the petition personal letters to Senators
terances do not represent the constituencies, and and representativs will do a great deal of g.'oa.
such figuring as the Sabbath Union is doing is to
the last degree dishonest. And furthermore, the
.An Old Notoriety-Seeker.
Sabbath Union knows it.
A convention of Women Suffragists, whi1 lt apOn the other hand, mainly through· the efforts of pears to hav conducted its proceedings with un ;1sual
T:ru: TRUTH SEEKER, the Liberals hav sent in seventy- privacy at Washington, D. C., September 21st, has
eight thousand names. Considering the opportu- furnished to the press a report, authenticate1l by
nities Gf both sides, this number is mq,st signifi- the signatures of Anna M. Parker, president, and
cant. It shows the public sentiment, when a few Elizabeth Powers, secretary, representing that fifty
organized workers can cope so well with the trained delegates from twenty-eight states, under the c~1ll
army of the church. It will not surprise us if in the of april 26th by the Victoria League, hav nominat<',l
campaign for the coming Congress we beat the for president of the United States Mrs. Victorin
church folks out of sight.
Woodhull-Martin, of New York and London, and
We do not. believe that the Fair is yet closed. for vice-president Mrs. Mary L. Stowe, of Californin.
The Chicago people, managers of the Fair included,
The Washington Post prints the stunning report,
are sti:flly determined to hav it open. One of them, ending with the following resolution:
a Mr. Laffiin, represented as a prominent and
"Resolved, That by the united efforts of the women
wealthy citizen, talked to a Worlil reporter thus, voters of this nation we will.drive Anarchy, crime, inwhile in this city lately: "Congress or no Congress, sanity, and drunkenness from our midst by our humaniwe will open the World's Fair on Sunday. Govern- tarian efforts, backed by the ballot."
ment or no government, we will keep the World's
Why is free love omitted in the resolution 7
Fair open on Sunday. They hav made restrictions, Woodhull (sic) ana Claflin's Journal, i:p. 1881, deit is true. The restrictions didn't exist when we nounced Pantarchic Free Love as "the most
captured the Fair, and so they will not hold in the immeasurable infamy that ever formed a plaguecourts."
spot in the temple of humanity." And in a recent
The action of the Sabbatarians has aroused much republication of Theodore Tilton's Biography of
activ opposition not only to their particular hobby Mrs. Woodhull, entitled, "Victoria C. Woodhull's
but extending to religion itself. One of the latest Life Sketches," one of the amendments is the subwriters on this subject has this severe criticism of stitution of "finance and a new version of the
the pretensions of the church: "We are taught that Bible" for "free love and the pantarchy." The
Chriatia:nity h~s (li~e(l t4e world. !f Christian- latter phrase is as Mr. Tilton wrote it ip, l8'(l. i the
torial is its insolence and patronizing tone. One
would think that Infidels were some rare species of
the race, set apart and rather "leprous," and therefore dangerous to visit, but who might be subdued
by kindness, like a beast, when kicks and blows
failed. Such writing is unworthy of even the Inilepenilent, mercenary as it is in its character. It
may please the rabble of churchmen, but it must
disgust the person of intelligence who reads also
the leading periodicals of the day, in which the
brighte~t writers are the Infidels, and who mingles
with the activ world, wherein the most brilliant
inventors and sturdiest business men are Freethinkers.
No Infidel in the world denies that there are
honest preachers-honestly deluded; it is the religion that is false. And to imply that it is only
necessary for a minister to real:ly believe what he
preaches to make that religion appear true to Infidels is to write for fools to read. We do not believe that the Independent's estimate of its subscribers' mental capacity is accurate.
Where is this Infidel family which the minister
buncoed so easily 7

1892o
amendment is credited to the Tor< nto Mail, twentyone years ago, in the new and expurgated edition,
which was evidently prepared by Mrs. WoodhullMartin herself as a p~eliminary cal'tpaign document,
issued from this city in April last.
In these later years Mrs. W oo.lhull is as great a
notoriety-seeker through misrep1 csentations of S.
P. Andrews as she was in form<'r years through
borrowing some of his ideas to startle the world
with. Which shows that she is the same humbug
still.

.A Plague from Providence.
The followi.Iig is from the Nnfal, South Africa,
JJ[erC'Il1'y, and is a condensed report of a discussion
in the ~L'ransvaal Volksraails over the proposition of
the Care government that all South African states
should take measures to destroy the eggs of the
loQusts, to prevent the spread of the plague:
"Mr. Wolmarans said locusts we10 Q. plague, and it was
the worl\ of the almighty. He COllRidered it useless to
:fight agninst them.
"Tho chairman said no harm w0uld be done if the different g-overnments corresponded about this matter,
"Mr. Boos said that.he did not think it right to :fight
against the plague sent by the supreme power. He
should not feel justified to instru\lt government to take
any measure to destroy locusts.
"Mr. Leclerq spoke in the samo strain.
"Mt. De Beet said he only co1•sidereditrightfo;r every
man to protect his property.
"M·,, Lucas Myer took a pradical view of the matter.
Every< ne knew that years ago the country was infested
with Wl•lves, jackals, and other wild animals; thousands
of theeo animals had been kill~d, with the result that the
country was now comparath ly free from them. Why
should locusts not be destroyed? They do just as much
harm as the animals referred to, and perhaps more.
"Mr. Labuschagne said tl1at men had no right to destroy locusts.
The Bible taught them that it was a
visitation for punishment from the almighty in olden
times; an] men had no ri~ ht to :fight against the"m.
"The chairman closed the discussion, and asked for
proposals.
"The following was brought forward by Messrs. Wolmarans an.l Boos: 'To authorize the executiv to correspond with the different governments in South Africa,
but to fix two or three days all over the country to devote
to prayers, humbly aPking the almighty not to bring this
visitation C'Ver them for some time to come. To send a
copy of this to the d ·.fferent states in South Africa, asking
them to join in their prayers.'
"Messrs. Van d€'rMerwe and Beukes were not willing
to grant the requt!Bt of the e:x:ecutiv, ail this plague of
locust.s can)e to them from: supreme power."
It appears 1uat at least some of the Boers of
South Africa are boors indeed!
For the Chromo.
OcALA, FLA., Sept. 24, 1892.
EDITOR TRliTH BEEKER: You can put me down for $5
wort-h of the Rock of Ages, hoping the. same will come
out in good t;!nason.
Yours truly,
GEo. B. TYLER.

Lectures and Meetings.
S. P. 1m tUM'S lecture appointments for October and
Novomher:
2 Scofield, Utah.... Nov. 21,
Boston, Mnes ...... Oct.
Cinoim111.ti, 0...... "
9 Reno, Nev.......... "
6, 7
Golden P.oud, Ky. " 14-17 Bishop Creek and
Chicag,l, 111.. ...... "
23 Round Valley,Cal " 9-14
Bartley, Neb ...... , " 26, 27 Independence,Cal " 17-20
De1wer, Col. ....... , 30
Stockton, Cal ...... "
27
Tim J\fanhattan ;Liberal Club will begin its regular
course of weekly meetings on Friday evening, October
7th, with a lecture by Mr. S. P. Putnam on "Je.ffersonian
Demo.11·acy."

llunrr 0. PENTECOST will lecture for the Newark Liberall·t'ltgue, Sunday, October 2d, at the League Hall,
MP.rket.and Halsey streets, at 3 o'clock. Subject: "The
Bmd y-Crowe Dehate About the Devil."
'l'nE Ohio LibC1ral Society will resume its public meetingf OJl Sunday evening, October 9th. The society will
hol.1' regular Sunday evening meetings in Douglass Hall,
nq thwest corner Sixth and Walnut streets, at 7:20P.M.
Tr•.v f••llomug ate the lecturers and their subjects for
0 :"tohlr: 9th, Samuel P. Putnam, "Freethought and
J\Lil!Llity;" 16th, Dr. J.D. Buck, "Karma and Reincarn'l tien ·:' 23<1, Dr. David de Beck, ''The Development of
th' ]<}ye as lllustrating Evolution;" 30th, Rev. E. P.
Fo) >k>J, editor Golden Rule, "What is tlie Sphere of
Gt• verument?"

----------------Catehlng a Plagiarist.

From tne Atlanta Oonstftution.

"IIore," said tho assistant editor, "is some blank verse
sent in fur rnblication. It begins: 'Blessed are the meroifn I, fl>r they s!Jall obtain mercy. Blessed are the
1'001 , , --·-

"-l!:nough!" exclaimed the editor. "Theyknowingersoll'P Wl'itin.~ in n. snowstorm. Throw it in the w~J~ste•
basket~ a-nQ. I'll show the rascal up,"
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ing the Fair on Sundays. These three hundred with courage, and inspires us with the hope of ultiand fifteen thousand are really all who are in favor mate success. It is impossible for us to remain
of closing; only so many church-members hav silent and inactiv when we witness the stealthy
taken the trouble to publicly put themselvs on march of superstition.
News and Notes.
record. As a matter of fact Congress has been
Defenders of the faith hav usurped the throne
L.- K. Washburn broke the ground for Free- bulldozed by this small minority of Christians. I of truth, and golden crowns sit lightly upon the
thought at Ellenville, N. Y., and through his intro- hav no doubt the vast majority of Christians are in brows of those whose feet are hard pressing upon
duction I had the pleasure of continuing the work favor of Sunday opening if only they had the cour- the prostrate form of humanity. The blessing of
in this pleasant mountain region. I could not, age to say so. Of course Colonel Shepard has the
the gods rests upon them, until the curse of man
however, see all the glory• of it, for although I went sublime effrontery out of these 315,000 individual redeems the evils that the gods hav done, till vioa day in advance the rains and the mists descended signatures to figure 25,000,000 in favor of closing.
lence expends itself, dishonesty is dethroned, and
and the vast and picturesque sceneries could not How does he get this number? Simply by the overthrows that upon which it rests. Among the
be witnessed. I could only behold dark outlines resolutions of organized bodies. This is an abso- letters received are some that are very encouraging,
of the huge hills and imagin what might be in the lutely false method. It wouldn't do to elect a presi- and manifest the extreme delight with which the
sunny weather, when skies are blue. Ellenville is dent in that way. If so, even Colonel Shepard inauguration of the Federation was hailed.
a place where city people. throng in the summer. might hav a chance, for 100,000 votes might be
John C. Sprong, of Chicago, writes a pleasing letIt is quite orthodox; has seven churches to about made so many millions. The only way to find one's ter, inclosing a list of thirteen names for memberfour thousand inhabitants, but there is a pretty real sentiment is by his individual vote. The voice ship. If every Freethinker would but do likewise,
good unde:current of Li~erali_sm, and it flashes merely of an organization is simply worthless in a we should soon be established as a powerful factor
forth occasiOnally. EllenVIlle IS a healthful place. matter of this kind, as it would be worthless in the in American political life, so powerful, indeed, that
It is not at all up in the line of making angels. election of a president. Colonel Shepard credits the church itself would quake and tremble upon its
Some of the people here liv to be over one hundred 15,000,000 to Pennsylvania, 4,000,000 to Ohio, very foundations.
years old. The father of my Freethought comrade, 4,000,000 to Michigan-more than twice the iilhabitThe following is also a fac-simile of many that I
Isaac A. Coon, the first one to meet me at the sta- ants that these states contain. What kind of a hav received:
tion --died at the age of one hundred and nine years. republic should we hav if Christians had charge of
NEw YoRK CrTY, Sept. 16, 1892.
Alo~g with Mr. Coon to greet me on my arrival the ballot-box? A more preposterous system of MR. J. R. CHA.RLESWoRTH,
Dea1· Si1·: Having read in
was John T. De Witt, through whom the arrange- getting at the voice of the people was never ex- THE TRUTH BEEKER fully the accounts of call, address,
ments were made for my lecture. Washburn, from ploited than this of Colonel Shepard. No despot- and constitution of the Freethought Federation ?f
America, I desire to be enrolled as a member. I will
the tone of De Witt's correspondence, expected to ism in the world would be like it, if once estab- send
a donation to the treasurer in a few days.
meet a very energetic young man, but to his sur- lished. Is it by such lying and hypocrisy that the
E. J. KnmALL.
prise he found a very energetic old man, and WO:t;l- World's Fair is to ~be closed on Sunday~315,000
Jos. Schaffer, of Philadelphia, writes as follows:
derfully energetic indeed for his . years. He IS individual signatures swelled into 25,000,000 by a
MR. JoHN R. CHA.RLEswoRTH, Dea1· Liberal Sir: I beg
eighty years of age; but has the vivacity and hope mere stroke of the pen? What an autocrat Col- leave to pass in my name to be placed on the roll of the
Freethought Federation of America. It is hardly
of youth. He is a Freethinker, and has been for onel Shepard would make.
necessary here to express my dearest hopes for the ultiover three-quarters of a century. That is a fill:e
In talking with one of the leading lawyers of mate success of this organization, for if the Liberals
record. He is still ardently progressiv. By his Ellenville, N: Y., he told me that in an interview generally would but wake up to a realization of the danefforts in spite of the stormy weather, the lecture with two New York Congressmen who voted for gers with which we are threatened, there might be
on " Modern Thought in the Churches" was a suc- the Sunday closing, these representative of the peo- twenty-five thousand names enrolled here in our city. I
cess. A good audience w:as pr?sent, and an ~ppr~ ple declared that they were not at all in favor of partake a great deal of Mr. S. P. _Putnam's enth~siasm
this matter, and cannot see how It would be so ffi%cult
ciativ one. I hope to strike this place next trme m closing on Christian ground, for they were not in
to raise the one hundred thousand members which he
bright summer weather, and I am s~e of a large Christians themselvs, but voted for it on grounds speaks about. I think that this rec~nt act of _Con~e~s is
audience with the aid of the sturdy Liberal element of "morality." No wonder that these Congress- sufficient to put every liberty-loVIng Amencan Citizen
that is here. John H. Divine introduced me, and men made themselvs the laughing-stock of their on their guard. Our CongreBBmen are American Esaus,
only some degrees worse. Esau sold his birthright, but
a good divine he is, by regular apostolic successio~, own constituency. I can see some reason why a Congress sold their own birthright and bartered aW!LY
I guess. He is seventy-eight years old, next I? Christian might vote for Sunday closing on relig- that of every American citizen. Men who would so VIOline with De Witt for the century goal.
He Is ious grounds, but for a non-Christian to vote for it late their trust in defiance of the Constitution of the
quite in demand as~ speaker in . this section, both on " moral" grounds is absolutely astounding. United States, are traitorous scoundrels, and the sooner
we can find some means of removing such cowardly inon politics and religiOn. As he IS a far~er he al~o The force of idiotcy could no farther go. Think cumbents the· better. Allow me the honor to be enrolled.
givs popular discourses at the county farr. Up _m of it, the great World's Fair, the grandest exposi- I will enlist for the full term of my natural life.
Yours very truly,
J os. ScHAFFER.
his region-Sullivan county-they wanted t~ build tion of industry, art, human history, human progPhiladelphia, Pa.
a Methodist church and he generously contributed ress of this century, this to be closed to millions
P.S.-Will render all assistance, financially, thaj-~ S~n.
to its erection but 'after it was built the dominies of working people, to every poor man, woman, and
failed to get' an audience, and therefore friend child in the land, on " moral" grounds. It makes
It is such words of encouragement as the above
Divine was summoned to the help of the Lord. It one sick to think that our Congressmen are such that show us distinctly that we hav struck the right
was announced that he would preach, and preach fools. There was never a greater exhibition of vein and we intend to follow. Our motto is, " Onhe did, a good Secular sermon, a:nd the .building bigotry, hypocrisy, lying,. self-abaseme~t, s~ultifi ward still onward, and ever onward." We will folwas crowded to its utmost capacity. It Is seldom cation, folly, and brutal blindness than m this vote low the vein to its end, until the foundations are
that a Freethinker is obliged to do double duty. of Congress. It makes one hang his h"ead in shame securely built for the righteous evolution of society.
Oftentimes he is called upon to pay money for the for his country's sake, that its legislators are such With truth on our side we hav nothing to fear, but
support of churches, but not often calle~ upon to relics of barbarism.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
everything to hope for, to liv for, and to work for.
preach in order to keep the church alive. But
Truth fears not the most searching inquiry and
John H. Divine did this in his Liberal way. He
The Freethought Federation of America.
craves not for reverence or credit. Its impassiv
was willing even to preach, but he did not giv any
[Headquarters, 345 West Randolph street, Chicago, ill. soul heeds not the scorn of fools nor the perversion
theology with his preaching. It was probably one S. P. Putnam president; John R. Charlesworth, secre- of knaves; neither does it take into consideration
of the best sermons that a Christian pulpit ever tary; George L. Robertson, treasurer.]
the terrors of priestly dupes. Before this letter
gave forth. Dr. M. C. Derby, J. H. W~stfall, M.
Since my last letter was sent to press I hav _been reaches our readers I shall hav addressed an official
Deponai, and others are among the Liberals of favored with letters from valued and trusted friends letter to the presidentiar candidates of the DemoEllenville who are willing to stand up and be of our cause, congratulating us upon the great_ suc- cratic, Republican, and People's parties_ to _ascertain
counted. They are all prominent citizens of the cess that has crowned our efforts to orgamze a the position they occupy upon the prmmples and
place, and hav for years-so;me of t~em over half Freethought political party in the United States. objects of our Federation.
I wo~d therefore
a century-been id~ntified With t~e mterests and All these letters agree with us in the necessity for advise every Freethinker who may desrre to use the
progress of Ellenville. By orgaruzed effort Free- a definit national agitation, which shall tlrr_o~ the ballot-box in the direction most advantageous to
thought can stand at the front.
.
churches upon their defense, and by gi~g a Freethought not to prom~s his support ~o a?-y
In its record of events the New York T~mes greater publicity to our principles and our obJects, political party until sue~ trme as I shall receive
says:
increase the number of our adherents.
the answers to my inquiries. Remember, FreeTHE GOOD COLONEL SHEPARD REJOICES.
The religious press already re?ognizes the pow:er thinkers, the suffrage is the best wea~on we possess
A meeting under the direction of the American Sa:t>- to which the Federation may aspire, and even attam, against the enemies of truth, and it IB the one we
bath Union was held last night in_ the Calvary Bap~IBt in our efforts. They are :riow on the alert. Every must use.
Those politicians who hav trampled
church Fifty-seventh street and SIXth avenue, to z:atify
the action of Congress in closing the gates of the Chicago movement of ours is watched with increasing inter- upon our rights, those ;politicians w~o fo: the sake
Fair on Sundays. About two Jiundred and_ fifty persons est. The enemy with which we hav to deal is alive, of favors and gain hav sold the liberties of _the
were present. Col. Elliott F. Shepardyresided.
.
powerful and rich; their Jorces are well organized American people, who hav ignored the C~n_stitu
The program included hymns, reading of the script- and ours 'scattered, yet, if we can but obtain a plenti- tional 1-ights and privileges of our fellow-mtize_ns,
ures prayer and addresses by Colonel Shepard, the Rev.
Dr. 'R. S. 'MacArthur, the Rev. F .. C. _Igleha:r;t, and ful supply of the mt;tnition~ of ~ar, we ~ill car:y on must be taught a lasting lesson at the pollmg
JoHN R. CHARLESWO~TH,
others The work of the Sabbath Umon m sending out the campaign with mcreasmg VIgor agamst priestly stations.
petitio~s asking that the Fair be closed on Sundays was power, bigotry, and intolerance. We must m~et
Sec. Freethought Federation of Amenca.
commended by the speakers. Dr. Charles _IJ. Thompson them on their own grounds. As Mohammed srud,
345 W: Randolph st., Chicago, Ill.
said the American Sabbath came over with the Mayflower and it looked to him now as if it had come to stay. "If the mountain will not come to us, we will go
Science and Its Usefulness.
"B~t I beg you to remember," added the speaker, to the mountain," and if the priestly party will not
From Meehan's Monthly.
•• that the lock has not yet been turned on the ga tea, nor meet us upon equal terms on t;he pl~tform, if they
People often ask what is the lli}e of the_ abstract studi~s
the key thrown away. I hav been in the West and know still insist upon using corrupt and dishonest methscientific men and women often mdulge m. The reply Is
what vast efforts are being made to secure a reversal_of
the decree closing the Fair on Sundays. We must umte ods to reach their selfish ends, then we must carry you must first discover a new truth before_ you can tell
and continue to work in order to prevent the success of on the war into their own camp, and force the con- whether you can make any value of it. The val}lD:ble
discovery that the b~ack rot can be_prevented from ~Jur
their unrighteous plans."
flict.
ing grapes by inclosmg the bunch m a p_aper bag IB the
The
principles
that
pervade
this
Federation
and
After all their efforts it seems that those who are
direct result of scientific studies. W)len It was f<?und that
in favor of closing the Fair on Sundays could only which spur us on in the work are, first, to secure a the rot was caused by a fungus growmg from a little seed
or spore which, floating through the a~osph~re, attac!Ies
gather two hundred an~ fi~ty in ~ew York city. state of society wherein every man and wom~n itself
to the grape berry, it was the e~siest thing to think
It is to this pitiable nnnonty that Congress has shall stand equal before the law; we ask no spemal of putting bags over the bunch early m the season so that
favors,
we
simply
demand
that
justice
shall
be
done
succumbed. According to the confession of the
the spore couldn't get there. Hll!ldreds of th?usand~ of
Mail and Express, the chief organ ofbig?ted idiotcy, to all, justice to ourselvs and others. And secondly, dollars hav been saved to the cultivator by this baggmg
there are only three hundred a:n~ fi~teen thousand it is the desire for further conquests and extended of grapes which would hav been totally lost but for the
labors of scientific men.
individual signatures to the petitiOn m favor of clos- freedom to the Freethought party that fills us
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Infidels and Charity.
AN OPEN LETTER TO A MINISTER.

REv. J. L. Sooy, D.D., .Rev. Sir: It was my fortune on Sunday evening, July lOth, to listen to
part of your sermon delivered at the Union
meeting of the Des Moines churches at the Central
Christian church. .A.s to the manner of your discourse, I do not hesitate to say that it was both
able and eloquent, as·well as a complete statement
of your side of the case. But on the other hand,
ministers, when they have occasion to refer to Freethought and Freethinkers, make no pretension to
fairness or justice, and your address partook of
its full share of this well-known clerical quality.
You made wholly uncalled-for and inaccurate asser,
tions of Freethinkers, both living and dead. You
placed them in false positions; you made unfair demands of them; ·you accused them of not doing
what, from their circumstances .and surroundings,
they could not possibly have done. You misconstrued certain facts, which gave a false color to
the point at issue, and unless your audience were
acquainted with the other side of the question they
would go away holding erroneous ideas. I question
no man's motives, and impugn no one's sincerity,
but upon a consideration of your utterances upon
the relation of unbelievers to charity, I decided to
address you a few lines in criticism thereof.
When entering upon the conclusion of your discourse, you said, substantially, this: "Let us now
consider the world of philanthropy: who built our
charitable institutions 1 Did Infidels? No: Christians have built them. Did a Tom Paine establish
an insane asylum? No: he was too selfish. Did
Voltaire ever give any aid toward establishing a hospital1 No: he was too mean. Did a Hume or a
Gibbon ever do anything of the kind? No: they
were too cold."
Your error, reverencl sir, consists in your assuming that institutions of charity are the outgrowth of
Christianity, an error into which the clergy are
prone to fall. You should remember that the desire to relieve human suffering springs from that
faculty in man which makes it odious for him to
witness his fellow-man in trouble when it is in his
power to render him aid. This sympathy of man
for man exists in the brea 1ts of all civilized beings.
Charitable institutions sprang from the action of
this noble sentiment, and they have existed in all
countries, Christian and pagan.
They did not
have their origin with Christianity, but existed prior
to it, by many centuries. Three hundred years before the time of Christ, .A.soka, a Buddhistic monarch, ordered hospitals to be established in every
town. Max Miiller says: "Contrast the modern
English beggar and the ancient Buddhist. Now we
punish the beggar by law, then the man who did
not give was considered impious, and a heretic, and
the beggar was regularly protected and honored.
Buddhism and charity are synonyrn.ous.
The brother lived upon the charity of lay supporters.
Charity is the very soul of Buddhism." Lecky says
in his " History Qf European Morals," Vol. II, " No
lunatic asylums existed 1"n Christian Europe tilt
the fifteenth century. The Mohammedans in this
form of charity preceded the uhristians." R.
Basworth Smith in· his "lVIohammed and the Mohammedans" gives evidence against your claim as
follows: "No Christian need be sorry to learn, or
backward to acknowledge, that, contrary to what is
usually supposed, two of these noble institutions
[hospitals and asylums] owe their origin and early
spread, not to his own religion, but to the great
heart of humanity which beats in two other of the
greatest religious in the world." In the Roman empire every city was possessed of au independent
revenue with which to purchase food for the poor
(see Gibbon, Vol. I, page 140).
Christianity for fourteen hundred years did not
build asylums for its fe'eble-miuded, but regarded the unfortunates as being possessed of au
evil spirit. Instead of treating them after the kind
and humane manner of the Greeks and Mohammedans, religious fanaticism joined with ignorance of
the true cause of insanity, and the demented
creatures were tortured, imprisoned, and burnt.
The ablest men in the church were believers in this
doctrine. (See Andrew D. White in the Popular
Science Monthly for February, 1879.) Yet in the
face of these facts, the clergy of to-day have the
audacity to stand in their pulpits and declare that
insane asylums are the outgrowth of Christian
civilization! These facts are easily attainable, and
it is a matter of surprise to me that you have never
heard of them.
However, your mistake did not end here. You will
certainly adinit that if institutions of charity have
then been established by the devotees of all religious, Christians who have established similar ones
are entitled to no especial credit for so doing.
Neither could their religion be called the cause for
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an action which it is the nature of all to perform.
But you made a vigorous onslaught upon Infidels
for not erecting and supporting such institutions,
while you unnecessarily lauded Christians. First
you should ask yourself the question, How many
institutions of charity did the church establish in
the €arly and even the later days of its existence~
We have already seen that it did not build au insane asylum for a thousand years after it had all
the power and wealth of Europe placed at its commaud. According to the Rev. Dr. Gregory, the
Christians did not even build churches until the
third century, after they were taken under the protection of Constantine ("History of the Church,"
Vol. I, p. 108). Before this they held their meetings
in private houses (see Mosheim, Cent. I, Sec. 37).
You should ask yourself the further question, What
has been the history of the condition of Freeth ought?
Has it had the same advantages accorded to
it that Christianity has~ Did it h,ave, or has
it, governmental support? Have Freethinkers always been even permitted to express their convictions without being subject to persecution or ostracism? Honesty will compel you to answer in the
negative. Infidelity has ever been the bugbear of
the church. Its advocates have been considered
greater crixninals than murderers or thieves. They
have been persecuted, fined, imprisoned, and had
their civil rights denied them on account of their
belief. Within the last few years these weapons
have been wrested from the hands· of the clergy,
and to-day they have substituted slander of their
opponent. They try to injure his business and
social position. Many unbelievers who live in orthodox communities are compelled for the sake of
a living to keep closed mouths, for .the venomtongued orthodox slanderer is ever ready to smirch
the good name of, and injure in any possible way, a
person known to be au Infidel. Considering these
facts, do you not candidly believe that they have
not as au organization been in a position to found
institutions of charity, or to build colleges or halls~
In England to-day a bequest for the purpose of
propagating Freethought is illegal and cannot
stand. Many wills appropriating money for this
purpose have been set aside. There oo Infidel organization cannot hold property in its own name.
In this country, if money is left for that purpose,
Christians will plot .to steal possession of the
money, and divert it from the object intended.
Take the case of Girard College and Lick Observatory for instance. Stephen Girard, au Infidel, left
a large fortune to found a school for orphans, with
the proviso that no religion should be taught in
the institution, and that no minister should enter
it. The old philanthropist well knew the insinuating and grasping nature of the clergy-that if permitted to exercise any influence over it whatever,
they would soon control it in the interest of the
church. We know that he was correct. Religion
is to·day taught in Girard College in violation of
the will of its founder and the decision of the supreme court sustaining it.
In regard to Lick Observatory, founded by the
same man whose generosity caused Paine Hall in
Boston to be built, the case is identical. Christian
trustees now control this in the interests of Christianity, and once when some Freethinkers applied
for the use of its hall for a lecture, they were refused. These two instances reflect the moral principle of those who make their living preaching
Christianity, and prove the well-,kuowu fact that the
church will disobey, evade, and oppose any law,
however just, if it conflicts with its interests.
But since, reverend sir, you seem to be unaware
of the fact that some of the world's greatest philaut~opists have been uubel:ievers in your religion, it
g1ves me great pleasure to give you a few names
and circumst~uces which I hope will so enlighten
you that you will not fall into similar error again.
Freethought, with all odds against it, can show a
record in philanthropy of which it may well be
proud:
·
Robert Owen was au Infidel, yet his whole life
was ·devoted to charitable work. When his mills
were stopped in 1806, on 'Recount of President
J effersou's "Embargo .A.ct" cutting off commerce
between thi~:r country and England, this liberal and
unselfish man paid .out £70,000 to his men rather
than see them suffer for want of work. Stephen
Girard, besides the $6,000,000 he left for the establishment of a college, gave during his lifetime and
at his death the following: $30,000 to the Pennsylvania Hospital; $20,000 to the Deaf and
Dumb Asylum; $10,000 to the Orphan Asylum;
$10,000 to the Lancaster schools; $10,000 to provide the poor of Philadelphia with free fuel·
$10,000 to aid distressed sea captains; $20,000 to th;
Pennsylvania Masonic lodge for the relief of poor
members ; $500,000 to the city of Philadelphia for
city improvements; $300,000 to the state of Penn-

sylvania for her canals. When the government was
impoverished, in 1814, and needed money to carry
on the war, Girard immediately furnished it with
$5,000,000; In 1793 and 1797, when Philadelphia
was affiicted. with the yellow fever scourge, but
twelve persons in the entire city could be induced
to nurse the sick and bury the dead, as it meant
almost certain death to anyone who would undertake it. $tepheu Girara was one of these. He
gathered up the sick and the dying from all parts
of the city, superintended the hospital, and in many
cases helped bury the dead.· Yet this· man, who
left his great mercantile business for mouths to
perform these acts of mercy, was au Infidel. His
favorite author was the man whom you so affectionately hate, Voltaire, and his ships were named after
the most celebrated French Infidels. James Smithsou, founder of the Smiihsonian Institute, was au
unbeliever in evangelical Christianity, as was also
Peter Cooper, founder of the Cooper Institute, New
York. John Redmon, another Infidel, gave $400,000 to support free beds in the hospitals of Boston,
Peter Brigham $3,000,000 to establish hospitals in
the same city. James Lick gave over a million
dollars for scientific and benevolent purposes. .A..
T. Lilly, au avowed Infidel to your religion, built,
at fl. cost of $30,000, a school at Northampton,
Mass., wherein to teach women science without
superstition, besides many other donations for
educational purposes.
He also established in
Florence, Mass., a free public library costing $13,000.
.A. Mr. Wade, of Cleveland, 0., at his death, two
years ago, left thousands of dollars to local chari.table institutions, and also a fund to be used to
propagate Freethought. I well remember a glowing eulogy of Mr. Wade in the Lutheran Observer
in which his geue._rosity was highly spoken of, but
the fact that he was an Infidel concealed. I beg
leave to inform you that the Freethinkers of Belgium have an orphan asylum in which children of
their belief are reared up, and that the National
··Secular Society of England for over thirty years
has had a special benevolent fund out of which aid
is given to Freethinkers who cannot help themselves.
All unbelievers help support institutions already in
existence and give according to their means to new
ones. I have only given you remarkable instances.
I might give you many more did space permit.
You carr see, though, reverend sir. that your attack
upon Infidels for not caring for their fellow-men in
distress is wholly unjustifiable, and is simply a
ministerial claptrap argu~eut. Will you be candid
enough to admit it? I would remind you that
Voltaire's acts of charity won for him the praise of
a Christian like Lord Brougham.
Hume and
Gibbon lived and died poor men, and you exhibited
a very narrow spirit in referring to them as you did.
But a short time ago Colonel Ingersoll gave a lecture the proceeds of which were given to a family in
destitute circumstances. He charged nothing for
the lecture and paid for several tickets himself.
Did ever your Talmage, Sam Jones, or Joseph Cook
do anything of the kind? If they have, information
of the fact has failed to reach your humble servant.
.A.s a matter of course, you had to indulge in the
clerical stock-in-trade slanders against Thomas
Paine. You say he was selfish. The man who
spent his whole life working for human liberty,
and gave his whole year's salary to start a subscrip.tiou for buying clothes for the American army, was
selfish, was he ? Are Methodist preachers affected
.with this kind of selfishness? If you know of one
who ever lived in poverty and gavehis year's salary
toward any object unless for his own benefit, you
will inform the world of the greatest theological
curio in existence. I suppose Thomas Paine was
selfish when he donated the copyright of "Common
Sense" to the country, merely for the good it
would do, when he might have made a handsome
fortune by its profits. He was certainly a grasping, penurious man when he refused to copyright
the Orisis, after being offered £1,000 to do so.
He surely cared only for his own life and interests
when he defended the right of the king to be spared
from the guillotiu9, when in consequence only a
mistake of the jailer saved himself from a similar
fate. Thomas Paine was one of the most purely
unselfish men that ever lived, and I can only account for your statement by supposing that you
are wholly unacquainted with the history of his
life. If you will read his biography by Moncure
D. Conway, just published, you will find him proved
to be a much greater man than his most ardent admirers hitherto claimed him to liave been. What a
contrast in the spirit of Thomas Paine and a former
Des Moines minister, who would only debate with
a prominent Freethought lecturer for a guarantee
of $500 for six nights, paid in advance. Compare
his position upon the subject of American independence with that of the founder t>f your church !
Paine, the fearless, uncompromising advocate of
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and oppression of all others. And I base this opment of an order of architects unsurpassed by
assertion on what I believe to be purely scientific none.
But to these claims for doings of good none can
principles underlying and influencing all human
actions.
Self-interest or selfishness, and its de- .be added. They stand alone, shining out as stars
velopment into pure egoism, which I claim is the from an else clouded evening sky. Let us giv the
highest plane of civilization, depends largely upon Scarlet Lady her dues, her record otherwise is more
restricting the "devil opportunity." And I claim than sufficient to condemn her.
·what servil'es did she render to learning and
(excuse my apparent egotism; I use the personal
pronoun, as I wish to involve none other with my general enlightenment? Her learning was false
utterances) that government is the personification and bad. AnJ tbe road of true science she illuminated with tbe light from .Auto-dd-fis, paved with
of the "devil opportunity."
il'lstruments of torture, and hedged with the prisThou set'st the wolf where he, the lamb, may get;
oner's chain. Yet not in this way only did she reWhoever plots the sin thou 'pointest the season;
And in thy shady cell, where none may spy him,
tard the progress of civilization: . In the church,
Sits Sin to seize the souls that wander by him.
clothed in the garb of monk or priest, we find, with
Is it practicable to liv in society without govern- a few exceptions, every man whom nature had enment? If by government you mean society, order, dowed with superior mental faculties. Here they
law, I not only say it is impracticable, but impos- lived, here they died, doing the race no good, not
sible. But if you mean government as it is and even bequeathing to it in the persons of descendalways has been, I affirm that it is not only practi- ants the mental powers they themselvs possessed.
The Essence of Government Sovereignty.
cable; but the only possible way of realizing liberty, Who can measure the evil done the world by the
I really do not know what is meant by Anarchy. If it equality, and fraternity in their highest and happiest institution of celibacy~
means living in. society without any government I cannot reality. It seems our correspondent, who has seen
We cannot in an article like this enter upon a
understand how that is practicable. .If I had not lived in
regions unsettled and seen the very foundations of em- "the very foundation of empire laid," believes that thorough discussion of the various evils due to the
pire laid-seen a small community without law taking "a small community" can so liv, for he has seen church, their destructiv effects upon the progress of
up homes on public lands for years undisturbed by out- one such, "without law, taking up homes on public civilization. We will confine ourselvs to one spesiders, and witnessed its growth from perfect liberty, lands, for years undisturbed by outsiders, and wit- cific evil, one le~t untouched by most historians.and
equalityf etc., up to conditions that now prevail at New
York, , too, might believe in Anarchy (if that is nessed its growth from perfect liberty, equality, other writers, and yet one which more plainly than
Anarchy). We had to organize and get up some kind of etc., up to conditions that now prevail at New York any other shows the evil character of the medieval
rule to prevent robbery and oppression. It was forced and vicinity." But difficulty arose, and they were church.
on us, and right here where I liv the Missouri river often "forced to organize and get up some kind of rule,"
According to the most reliable statistics the popthrows thousands of acres open to occupancy, no owners, and the people near by begin to fight about pos- and they followed the custom of their sires and ulation of England was at about the year 1100 not
quite two million inhabitants. Let us divide the
session and kill each other.· Humanity must grow into government was the result.
something- very .different from what it is before people
Charles Lamb humorously tells us the origin of time between then and now into eight periods and
can liv without law and rulers. For suppose ninety- roast pig. One was discovered in the ruins after we find an increase of 10, 10, 10, 25, 30, 25, 64, and
, nine hundredths of us capable of living in Anarchy, the
one man by his ruffian cQnduct forces us to either do vio- the conflagration of a farmer's home, and the taste for the last ninety years 180 per cent.
Now, remembering that during the first four centlence to him or appeal to some ruler. I know how happy was so extremely nice that the loss of his home was
people liv when all are poor and industrious, and hav not considered, and realizing no other way of uries there were no great calamities ; that the Engequal chances. I saw that, and then I saw the same commu- obtaining the savory morsel, he reared another lish kings and statesmen were better than their
nity in ten years divided off into millionaires and wealthy home and pig and repeated the conflagration. And
contemporaries; that soil, climate, and national
and miserable poor. I know the millionaires become so
by monopolizing opportunities, such as lands, streets, the secret getting. abroad, other homes were con- character remained the same-remembering all
cars, ferry, telegraphs, railroads, etc. Where I liv the sumed, until the wealth of the kingdom was this, how can we account for the small increase of
best of wood is delivered on cars at $1.50 per cord, and threatened with extinction. Happily, some genius population except by the circumstance that capital
carried to Omaha, one htmdred miles north, and sold at averted the disaster by discovering or inventing a increased so slowly that each generation had the
$15 to $18·. Yet none but the persons "in the ring" can
get a cord delivered. This is done without law, and worse process of roasting pig without burning down a greatest difficulty in maintaining the proper numwould be done if there· were no laws. Law rule is bad farmer's home. Whenever a community can realize ber of offspring~ Under such circumstances, living
enough, as it is. " The love of money is the root of all their indivi<41al strength and power and refuse to in ignorance, working hard, subjected to hunger,
evil."
be dominated by any higher power, they may con- exposure, and cold, few were the young that could
The above letter from a friend and contributor tinue to "liv in liberty, equality, etc." He says, "l survive, few the m~n and women that passed their
to THE TRUTH SEEKER being typical of many received, know happy people liv where all are poor and fiftieth year.
I hav thought many readers would be interested in industrious and hav equal chances." Cannot he
But religious edifices increased in number and
its discussion. I do not intend to discuss what realize that the change he saw into "millionaires grandeur. Millions upon millions of dollars were
Anarchy is. The sweetness of a rose or sharpness and miserably poor" was due to what "he terms spent in their construction. But what good did
of its thorn depends not on its name. Still, as "the foundation of empire~" T like that word; it they do, what commodity did they yield for the susmy coiTespondent had read an article of mine conveys a good idea of. what gov-ernment realJ.y is. tenance of life 1 None.
wherein !·had acknowledged the name as represent- And cannot he realize that the monopoly of the
And during these four centuries the church abing my line of. thought, I will say that to me natural opportunities arising from the use of lands stracted from useful labor at least one-fourth of the
Anarchy means just what its etymology indicates: and money are due to the license of government~ population and at least one-third of the time which
An, without; m·chy, chief, ruler, governor-a state People "begin to fight about possession and kill ought to hav been devoted to p.roduction. Saint's
without an e·stablished government. But the real each other" even as they fight to escape a burning .day followed saint's day, and every saint needed
difficulty lies in defining t~e definition. What is building. It is all owing to the unnatural condition money, and every one go~ it too. These days were
government~
Most of our Liberal writers con- which the existence of government imposes. Can enforced, and if the sum paid was not large enough
tend that if· you corner the Anarchist you will find not he see that " persons in the ring " do not act imaginary offenses were invented and the desired
that he really believes in government after all; "without law," but are enabled to so act by taking contribution was taken in with interest.
hence the value of a true definition. Chambers's advantage of the laws, or by "standing in" with
One of the most imposing edifices in England is
Encyclopedia says: "It is the essence of every the officials who are supposed to execute the laws~ the cathedral of York. It took money to build it,
government that it shall represent the supreme Cannot he see that it is not "the love of money" and money to maintain the scores of clergy occu.power or sovereignty of the state, and thus it shall but the desire to rule, which the acquisition of pied in its daily service, and this implies an extenbe capable of subjecting every other will in the money enables men to do, that is the real "root siv annual revenue raised from the industry and
community, whether it be that of an individual or a of all evil~" This and the d"esire to escape the savings of the people. How the money was raised
body of individuals, to its own. In the power which degradation of poverty forces men into the flood to a few examples will explain. In 1352 Archbishop
government possesses of controling every other will catch the rising tide that leads to fortune.
Thoresby issued a brief to all abbots, barons, colis implied the power of protecting every separate
leges, officials, deans, parsons, vicars, etc., within
Omitted~ all the voyage of their lives
will from being needlessly or wrongfully controled
his province, "requiring and exhorting them to ask
Is bouna in shallows and in miseries.
by any other will or number of wills, the will of the
But when the order of liberty is known and the and demand alms and charitable benevolence of the
government always excepted, With a view to the law of equal freedom recognized, then shall cease
people, for the use of so noble a stone house and so
exercisQ of this latter power, government possesses
laudable a structure." In 1361 the same archThe low, dull strife that makes men mad,
a right which, politically, is also unlimited-the
bishop granted an indulgence of forty days to all
The tug for wealth and power,
right, namely, of inquiry into the relations between
benefactors to the new choir. Pope Innocent VI.
The passions and the cares that wither life,
And wastEi its little hour.
citizen and citizen." This is a good definition of
granted an indulgence of two and a quarter !ears'
what government is, was, and ever must be, an irrerelaxation. In 1366 Pope Urban V. granted mdulA. L. BALLOU.
Buffalo, N. Y.
gence for one year to benefactors. What success
sponsible, supreme power. As the above authority
says, "lt is implied in the idea of government that
followed
the wire-pulling of the clergy one ca~
The Medieval Church.
imagin by reading the following examples taken
it shall be politically responsible. to no human
A HISTORICAL STUDY.
power." This is the personal will which I deny
from one of the volumes published by the Surtee
(The material for this paper is drawn chiefly f:com Eng- Society:
exists except in name and imagination, but
which, like the sovereign God or "devil," or both, lish, Dutch, German, and French sources.-G. N.)
1495 Thomas Lord Scrape of llfasham. Six beThere is a predisposition among Freethinkers to quests. of capital and yearly sums for masses in various
"brought death into the world, and all our woe."
Eliminate this "will," and; whatever we may hav, regard the church of the Middle Ages as an embod- places.
1493. John Beseby, merchant, York. Considerable
government, I claim, will no longer exist. But to iment of everything evil, to paint it in a color of
bequest
of money for his funeral x:ites, and for the hire of
the average Liberal a voluntary organization of deepest black. But the church was not then, nor a chantry priest for a year " to smg for my soul, my faindividuals for mutual aid and protection is simply has it ever been, wholly a curse, for had this been ther's and mother's, and for Mr. Beverley's soul with
another form of government. And so we find the the case, had there been no mitigating circum- whom I was apprenticed, and all Christian souls," on conname government, ·like the name Anarchy, may stances, society would hav broken down under its· dition that the said priest shall " with his vestment upon
him go.to my grav~,and say De Projundis, and cast holy
stand for anything. But the idea as implied in burden.
water on my grave.
.
.The church was democratic in some respects. It
government, which may "inquire into the relations
1494. Agnes llfaners, widow, York. Fifteen houses
in
York
to
the
church
of
St.
Margaret,
on
condition of a
between citizen and citizen," and "be capable of was she who made the birth and subsequent
mass to be said every Sunday.
subjecting every other will in the community to its growth of a middle class possible. It was the perpetual
1496. John Bone, merchant, Doncaster-divides his
own," I claim as not only unnecessary, but impossi- church who crushed the excessiv individuality of whole estate into three parts. The first to be "given in
ble of performance except that it be in the interest the feudal baron. And it was she who, by her good use for the well of my soul;" the second part to his
of some person or class of persons, to the robbery calls for cathedrals, abbeys, etc., caused the devel- wife; and the third to his son.
independence ; Wesley, the Tory, speaking against
the Americans, writing against them, and hobnobbing with Dr. Samuel Johnson and other bitter
foes of the colonies ! (See " Life and Times of
John Wesley," by Rev. L. Tyerman, Vol. III, pages
185-195. London· edition.) Another thing, reverend sir. If I were to stand upon a platform and
refer to the author of Methodism as" Jack" Wesley, you would, to say the least, think me rude,
vulgar, and without the instincts of a gentleman.
If you continue to speak of the author-hero of the
Revolu'ion as" Tom" Paine, you must not be surprised if some time in your life you find people who
hold the same opinion of yourself as you would of
them under similar circumstances. In the interests
of truth, and of justice to ail, whether Christian or
Infidel, I am,
Respectfully yours,
Des Moines, Ia.
FRANKLIN STEINER.
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to enforce the laws which favor it, but to extend it
to offices not yet under its regulations, all which he
has had full power and opportunity to do. He also
agreed to use his influence for repealing the law
setting a limit of four years to tenure of office. ·
This last promis has been left unfulfilled. He
has allowed the laws forbidding the levy of contributions upon government officials, and excluding
them from offensiv partisanship, to be violated with
impunity; and he has refused, despite repeated solicitations, to make any general extension of the principles of civil service reform. Those principles were
applied by him to about a thousand offices, mostly in
the Indian bureau; but he has declined to extend
them to postmasters of the fmu·th class, to great numbers of clerks in that department, and also to the
employees of the census bureau, whose value depended largely on its being carried on independently of all partisan objects and political influence.
Officials of the highest ability and efficiency, including the postmasters of Boston and New York and
holders of important places, hav been removed in
order to reward activ politicians ; and similar injustice, it may be added, has been done to many
deserving women. He still retains a postmastergeneral who has acknowledged, as may be seen in
the September Forum, that he owes his place to
his having raised more than $200,000 for the campaign fund, besides $10,000 which he paid out of
his own pocket. One of the first results of W anamaker's appointment was that circulars were sent by
his private secretary, Mr. Cushing, to Mr. Foulke,
Mr. Cleveland, and other men iB.terested in civil service, asking in behalf of a member of the cabinet, why
this reform was so much criticised, and "Why
should not both parties abandon their insincere
professions of reform, and hav the patriotism to
go back to the old system~" Mr. Wanamaker afterward denied any knowledge of this letter to
Mr. Foulke; and the latter then asked Mr. Cushing,
who was present, "On behalf of what cabinet officer was it that you were making those inquiries!"
"That has nothing to do with it," interposed Wanamaker; but Mr. Foulke persisted in asking who
the cabinet officer was in whose behalf the inquiries
were made; and Mr. Cushing answered, "I was
making them in my own way, and the• officer for
whom I was making them happened to be the
postmaster-general." This same official refused to
reappoint a postmaster who was recommended by
most of the patrons of the office, as well as by a
Republican representativ of the district in Congress, and added, ".So long as there is a. Republican, who is able and willing to take the place, I
will :z!ot reappoint a Democrat." How well President Harrison agrees with these sentiments may be
judged from the fact that he has secured his renomination by packing the convention with office-holders,
of whom a hundred and forty were delegates, while
some two thousand others were activ in his behalf.
I see nothing in Mr. Harrison's long letter of acceptance to permit me to hope that he will behave
differently if he has another term, and if I had no
other reason for voting against him, I should feel
bound to do so in order to punish his betraya:l of
Harrison and Wanamaker.
the principles of purity and independence in poliWe all know how bad it is for the intelligence tics.
F. M. HoLLAND.
and honesty of our people to hav clergymen forced
From a Swedi$h Freethought Leader.
to speak and think as the sect dictates; but there
is a very similar danger in the case of one hundred
STOCKHOLM, SwEDEN, .A.ug. 30, 1892.
and sixty-five thousand office-holders, and some
MR. E. M. MAcDONALD, JJeat· Friend: Yours at
half a million of other Americans closely connected hand, and I am glad to see and know myself rewith them. No sect nor party has a right to say, membered by you.
"You must think as I do, if you want to earn your
The Utilitarian movement, headed by Lennstrand
daily bread." The main difference is that sects do and Utiliska Samfundet, has had, I am sorry to acthis wickedness with their own money, but parties knowledge, after the deliverance of Lennstrand
do it with the people's money, which is collected in from his last prison at Langholmen by the king's
taxation for public ends. The people has a right grace in May, 1890, rather a retrograde than a proto say that the $60,000,000 which it pays its serv- gressiv tendency, occasioned here; as everywhere at
ants annually shall be used entirely for the public the beginning of Freethought movements, by total
benefit, in getting the best possible service, but not want of funds and practical organization to meet
for the private emolument of individuals who make and cope with the persecutions and hindrances laid
a profession of politics, and who, in many well- in the way by the powerful and wealthy bigoted
known instances in both parties, are notoriously Christian adversaries.
corrupt. This is so important that if anyone were
.A. great many unnecessary and deplorable persoto tell me that he wishes to giv his vote to the nal differences and troubles between the leaders
candidate likely to do the most for civil service re- themselvs and the members of Utiliska Samfundet
form, without regard to any other issues, I should in Stockholm, and other disadvantageous circumsay nothing to him, but what I wish also to say stances, hav contributed to retard and slacken the
particularly to everyone who likes to hav women interest outside of the society and the devotedness
hold office, namely this, look at Harrison's record! within. .A. large part of the best and ablest of the
.A.t the meeting of the Massachusetts Reform members hav absented themselvs from the society
Club at Young's Hotel, in Boston, Saturday even- in Stockholm; the continual variances and personal
ing, September lOth, Hon. William Dudley ]·oulke, conflicts hold the thinking and reflecting aloof
a member of the National Civil Service Reform com- awaiting better times. This stage must hav its
mittee, said he had supported Harrison in 1888 be- turn, as everywhere has been the case, before concause he promised that" fitness, and not party service, cord and harmony can be established by experience
shall be the essential and discriminating test, and and mutual forbearance.
fidelity and efficiency the only sure tenure of office."
By the public report of the congress at StockHarrison had said, "I am an advocate of civil holm of the Utiliska Samfundet, the 14th of Auservice reform," and had pledged himself not only gust, branches in Stockholm, Eskilstuna, Soder1487. John Oarre, merchant, York, to be buried in
church of St. Sampson, York. Twelve legacies of money
and goods to clergy and others concerned in his burial;
£7 to poor people " as soon as I am dead, without any
tarrying for my soul and my friends' souls." A gold ring
with a diamond to "hang about the neck of the image of
our Lady that stands above our Lady altar in the minster
where they sing our Lady mass;" and a second ring with
a ruby and turquoise to hang "about our Lord's neck
that is in the arms of the said image of our Lady." Bequests of money to all priests in the city and suburbs
who may say masses for the souls of himself and wife.
Bequests of capital sums to the fabric of the minster, and
several monasteries and churches. A few secular legacies e. g. £24 to be divided among 15 " poor maidens
well disposed to marriage, every maiden £2. :· Th~ re~i
due of his estate his executors are to apply m their diScretion in procuring masses to be said " for my soul, our
father's and mother's souls, and all Christ:tan souls."
(Revd. James Raine, Testamenta Eboracensia, II. 27.)
Not satisfied by this, the clergy encroached upon
all space available for building purposes. We must
remember that the cities of that time were each surrounded by a wall and bastions, and that safety was
to be found only within these fortifications. Still
what do we find~ Spacious gardens, sumptuous
edifices, churches, graveyards, monasteries, hospitals (not in the present sense of this term), wherever we look on a city map. The population proper
we find crowded into narrow, tortuous lanes formed
by tall, overhanging timber houses. No provisions
made for pure air, for wholesome drinking water;
hence the numerous epidemics, the deadly fevers,
the destructiv fires. Selfish and ostentatious, then
as now, the clergy, by its spirit of tyranny and its
opposition to education, is to be blamed for most
of the avoidable calamities which mankind is subjected to.
The industries were insignificant, except those
whose work could be used by the clergy. The
trade, at home as well as abroad, was in the hands
of foreigners. Agriculture existed but in name.
I can do no better than close this brief article
with an extract from Mr. Rogers's essay on " Medieval Agriculture," as it shows better than anything
else what are the results of clerical supremacy:
The dwelling of the peasant "was built of the
coarsest material, most frequently of wattles
daubed with mud or clay. Bricks appear never to
hav been used.
The offering of a candle
at the shrine of a saint was a rational tribute because it was a choice personal enjoyment. Few
persons could then afford to break the curfew.
Scurvy, in its most virulent forms, and
leprosy, modified perhaps by the climate, were common disorders, for the people lived on salt meat
half the year; and not only were they without potatoes, but they do not appear to hav had other
roots which are now in common use, as carrots and
parsnips. Onions and cabbage appear to hav been
the only esculent vegetables. Spices were quite
out of reach ; sugar _a very costly luxury; bees very
rare ; cloth was coarse and dear ; linen was very
costly, so much so that sheets were often the subjscts of ostentatious doles, and at this time and
centuries afterward were devised by will."
GusTAVE NELSON.

lelje, Gefle, and Skutskura we1'e the only ones that
now remain. .A.Il the others are discontinued or
not heard about. Although this is not encouraging
and promising, our adversaries may be sure that
where Freethought once has been awakened and
has raised its banner it can never be entirely annihilated. It will revive with redoubled energy, forcing its way and keeping its banner waving upon the
air higher than ever.
.A. very encouraging testimony of what the Freethought movement has brought about in Sweden is
the "glad tidings " that the king has ordered the
archbishop Sundberg and Bishop Ullman, and the
two theological professors of Upsala University,
Bring and Non·by, to revise the old ecclesiastical
handbook of the established church, and the l'esult
of this kingly commission to these four worthies of
the "Black Guards " has been that they hav been
forced by science, Freethought, and common sense
to alter in this handbook the words, " descended to
hell," to, "descended to the realm of death." Accordingly the Christians' hell is forever abolished
by the church of Sweden, his majesty the devil dethroned, and the ministers of the state church forbidden to utter any more from the pulpits the
name of this potentate. This is indeed " tidings of glad news " to every Freethinker all over
the globe, at which they will rejoice.
Forward my well-wishings to all the folks of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and other American friends, and receive yourself my very best.
From your old but depressed fellow-campaigner,
sincerely your brother and· friend,
OTTO THOMSON.

Items of Foreign News IHteresting to Freethinkers.
The foreign society which was the first to petition for Sunday closing of the World's Fair, was
the Swedish lodge of Tempeliers.
Nineteen Spanish-American republics hav witnessed a revival and organization of Freethought.
They will all send representativs to the International Congress at Madrid.
Thirty-seven new Freethought societies hav been
formed in Spain during the last three weeks, and
each and all of them has joined the National
as well as the International Federation of Freethinkers.
To defray the expenses of sending delegates to
the International Freethought Congress at Madrid,
the various Belgian Freethought societies are giving each an entertainment. The Belgian Freethinkers are made of the right material
Prof. Hector Denis, the Belgian Freethinker, and
member of the general"committee of the International Freethought Federation, has been elected
provost of the University of Brussells, and the
Atheist Elisee Reclus is to fill the chair of geography.
The bishop of Brixen, Tyrol, has issued an order to the mountain guides in his diocese to the ef- ·
feet that they are not to accompany tourists on
their mountain ascensions on Sundays and holidays
unless they hav previously attended mass. Of
course no more accidents will henceforward happen.
Owing to the lack of organization among Freethinkers of the United States, we will not send a
representativ to Madrid.
Mr. Leon Furnemont,
upon our request, has promised to represent us.
No country on the globe contains as many Freethinkers as does ours, nor does any other equal us
in indifference. Brethren, we must organize. Let
us cea'!3e our petty quarrels, and show the world
that we too are alive.
"Force and Matter," by Prof. Dr. L. Biichner,
president of the German Freethought Association,
has reached the seventeenth edition in Germany.
The sixth French edition of the same work is out
of print. It has been translated into all European
languages except Russian, and in Asia it can be
read in the Arabic and Japanese languages. We
hav read the book and can heartily commend it to
the attention of American Freethinkers.
We are the recipient of Journal de Charleroi,
edited by our friend and colaborer Jules des Essarts. We call especial attention to this, as the
journal, a daily paper, contains in full the Appeal
to Freethinkers issued by the general council of
the International Federation of Freethinkers, and
likewise the program of the Congress.
What
American daily or weekly secular paper would dare
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to publish these! THE TRUTH SEEKER, as the silver ~nd jewels over all things and gave the fruits
American organ for the Federation, will in its next of thell' labor upon that marvelous soil of Hindoonumber contain a translation of the Appeal.
stan to their rulers for these things, which they
mostly hoarded underground, themselvs living
In October, 1868, the Freethinkers of Vienna wretchedly on top of it. And now even the great
erganized under the leadership of the editor of mass of mankind are led as by a hook in the nose
J)er Lichtfreund, Edward Schwella. The society because of their false opinion that money is a thing
met at first several times each week, but for the of. value and is the thing they handle instead of
last few years its meetings hav been held every bemg something else represented by the thing.
Sunday evening. Freethinkers are not recognized Subtract our confidence from the thing and no peras a religious body, according to the constitution son would hav it. Confidence, trust, credit, are conof Dec. 21, 1867, and hence were required-and trovertible terms. Hid or hoarded, the things are
are yet-to pay a tax of two marks for each meet- not even money signs, being such only while at
ing held. A movement has now been started to w_ork. And the only work they can do is to adjust
bring about the abolition of this tax, on the ground differences between services and services, or between
that the lectures, which are strictly scientific, are their products, which is the same. Now, to declare
expressions of "worship at home," Science being by law or custom that gold, or any other thing,
the goddess.
bonds and the like, is the only money, is to violate
----------------~the very being of this great artery of communicaThe Oregon State. Union.
tion. It is equal to declaring that no vehicle shall
To THE MEMBERS oF THE OREGON STATE SECULAR be lawful but wheelbarrows that run on golden
UNION, G'reeting: Through the advice of a few of wheels, and no contracts for carriage shall be enour members and the approval of others, I hav, with forced by law unless the carrying be done by them.
the consent of Mr. D. C. Stewart, member of the ex- We know that a thousand other kinds of vehicles
ecutiv board, concluded to change· the time and would be used in protest against your folly, as there
_place of the convening of our next convention to are so many other representativs of money used in
some suitable time during the next session of our spite of our laws. Let the natural money be used
untrammeled and there can be no more danger of
legislature.
I deem it unnecessary to mention the advantages overissues than there is danger of overissues of
to be gained by this change, because I think they wheelbarrows or other vehicles. Declare that but
one kind of barrow is lawful and on the least quesare apparent to all.
I therefore announce that the next convention of tion arising all other kinds would be thrown
the Oregon State Secular Union will be held at aside till confidence returns. The analogy holds
Salem, Ore., either on the first or second Satur- throughout.
The Topolobampo colony of Sinaloa has just
day, Sunday, and Monday of the session of the
completed near half a million dollars' worth of publegisla tm·e.
Due announcement will be given of the place of lic works of the most valuable and substantial
meeting as soon as proper arrangements are made, character, and not one cent of debt has been made.
also of the time agreed upon. I ask the coopera- In THE TRUTH SEEKER of New York, June 11th, A.
tion of all Secularists, and especially those residing Butterfield givs a statement of the works done, and
in Salem and vicinity, to make this meeting a suc- says: "We hav demonstrated the fallacy of gold
cess, and that through it we may gain recognition and silver coin as the only medium of exchange, for
and secure the taxation of church property and all this has been done on a basis of service for service. All the debts of the individual colonists are
possibly others of our just demands.
I hav also been requested to appoint a time and settled by the credit and debit plan as lined out by
place of meeting at Portland so that those of us Clarke Irvine in THE TRUTH SEEKER, the general
who attend the exposition may enjoy a reunion. accountant 8\:lttling in the clearing-house style all
I therefore appoint Sunday, October 9th, at 2 o'clock the accounts." .
Governments are the great creditors and debtors
P.M., at 49t First street, the meeting to be continnowadays. We, the people, i. e., government, owe
ued during the pleasure of those attending.
This meeting will· be preliminary to the conven- our employees all the revenues, that is, services to
tion. I therefore respectfully recommend the dis- their amount, and they owe us services in.return to
cussion of ways and means to make the convention just the same amount. Instead of settling this
mighty sum by a simple sign, our agent, governa grand success.
The last congress voted $500 for this year's work. ment, either hires gold to be dug or borrows of
There hav been to date no pledges made toward private individuals and taxes us for the cost. It is
this except from a few soon after our last con- virtually as though two parties owed each other an
vention to meet a deficiency. I would therefore equal sum and borrowed the money to pay it..
CLARKE IRVINE.
ask all to pledge their mite as soon as convenient,
so that your executiv board may know how much
they may depend on to defray expenses of the conBible Reading.
vention.
NO. 5.-0N THE SIN AND CRIME OF USURY.
I hav appointed Mr. D. C. Steward, Forest
Ques. What is usury .'R
Grove, secretary, vice Mrs. Todd, who has virtually
Ans. ~< Usury, as employed in our version of the
resigned, whom you will please notify of the
Bible, means only interest. When our translation
amount of your subscriptions.
was made, the word usury had not assumed the
Yours for the cause, J. HENRY ScHROEDER,
sense which it now has" (Am.. Tract Soc.'s Bib.
Pres. Ore. State Sec. Union.
Diet., 1859).
A rago, Coos co., Ore., Sep,t. 15, 1892.
" The school divines hav branded the practice of
taking interest as contrary to divine law, and the
The Real Money.
canon law proscribes the taking even the least inEach piece of money is nothing but a little crease for the loan of money as mortal sin "
clearing-house sign moving about to balance differ- (Blackstone).
" Whatever is received above the principal lent,
ences that arise in the exchange of services. For
as labor creates all commodities, at bottom all or the capital that was given, whether it be money
the business of the world is but a trade of service or anything else that may be purchased or estifor service. We use a vehicle of some kind to carry mated in money-is usury" (Catechism of Council
the commodities and we use a money sign to convey of Trent).
Q. Did God forbid his people to take usury or
the difference between the values of the things
carried and make the transactions even. If this interest from a brother~
A. " If thou lend money to any of my people
sign is accepted by the creditor or seller only because of a value supposed to be in its material, it is that is poor by thee, thou shalt not be to him as a
not taken as money, but as a commodity. If it is usurer, neither shalt thou lay upon him usury"
taken because of the confidence or trust the receiver (Ex. xxii, 25).
Q. Did he also forbid taking interest from stranhas in it that the community will also take it from
him at the same value, it is then circulating as a gers~
A. "If thy brother be waxen poor, and fallen in
money sign. Money is, then, credit in circulation,
represented by signs impressed on metal or paper, decay with thee ; then thou shalt relieve him: yea,
or by any other signs as agreed upon. The heaviest though he be a stranger, or a sojourner ; that he
monetary transactions al'e done. by the clearing- may ~iv with thee. Take thou no usury of him, or
house stamp. Confidence or credit is the creature increase : but fear thy God ; that thy brother may
of opinion. When we reflect upon it, the whole liv with thee. Thou shalt not giv him thy money
artificial world has been created by opinion, and upon usury, nor lend him thy victuals for increase "
men are savage or civilized bee~use of their opinions. (Lev. xxv, 35-37).
Q. Is this prohibition concerning the taking of
In the opinion of the wild Africans beads were the
most valuable things in the world, and for centuries increase for the use of articles lent, made more emthey loaded European ~hips with gold-dust and phatic!
A. " Thou shalt not lend to thy brother upon usivory for beads, thus compelling the merchants of
towns on their coasts to use beads for money signs. ury ; usury of money, usury of victuals, usury of
And for ages the stupid Hindoos prized gold and anything that is lent upon usury " (De.ut. xxiii, 19).

Q. Did the Jews regard the prohibition as binding upon them ~
A. " Then I consulted with myself, and I rebuked the nobles, and the rulers, and said unto
them, Ye exact usury, every one of his brother.
And I set a great assembly against them. And I
said unto them,
will ye even sell your
brethren~
. . . Then held they their peace
and found nothing to answer" (Neh. v, 8, 9).
Q. Did the pious and lovely David think that
obedience to this command, not to receive interest
on money, was essential to salvation ~
A. "Lord, who shall abide in thy tabernacle 1
Who shall dwell in thy holy hill ~ . . . He
that putteth not out his money to usury, nor taketh
a reward against the innocent" (Ps. xv, 1-5).
Q. Did Solomon, the wise man of God, consider
interest-money as illegitimate gain ~
· A. "He that by usury and unjust gain increaseth his substance, he shall gather it for him that
will pity the poor " (Prov. xxviii, 8).
Q. Did the prophet Jeremiah congratulate himself upon his freedom from the iniquity above described~

A. "I hav neither lent on usury, nor hav men
lent to me on usury" (Jer. xv, 10).
Q. What was the prophet Ezekiel's opinion of
the practice of interest-taking~
A. "He that hath not given forth upon usury,
neither hath taken any increase, that hath withdrawn his hand from iniquity
. hath walked
in my statutes
. he is just, he shall surely
liv, saith the Lord God. . . . And he that
hath given forth upon usury, and hath
ta~-~n increase
he shall not liv" (Ezek.
XVIll, 8-13).
Q. Hath the Lord, therefore, any people left in
these days~
A. If so, they are very poor. Their indigence
probably conceals them.
Q. What species of property does the Lord
claim!
.
A. "The earth is the Lord's, and the fttlMss
thereof" (Ps. xxiv, 1; 1 Cor. x, 26).
·
Q. Concerning that portion of his possessions
which he allows man to use, does he require an account~

A. "If therefore ye hav not been faithful in the
unrighteous mammon, who will commit to your trust
the true riches7" (Luke xvi, 11, 12).
Q. What amount of usury does the Lord require7
A. " Concerning the tithe of the herd, or of the
flock, or of whatsoever passeth under the rod, the
tenth shall be holy unto the Lord" (Lev. xxvii, 32).
Q. What does he wish us to do with this interestmoney~

A. "Bring all the tithes into the storehouse, that
there may be meat in mine house, saith the Lord of
hosts" (Mal. iii, 10).
Q. Does he really claim it as his~
A. "Ye hav robbed me
m tithes and
offerings " (Mal. iii, 8).
Q. Is Jesus, also, a usurer, like his father7
A. "Thou oughtest therefore to hav put my
money to the exchangers, and then at my coming I
should hav received mine own with usury" (Mat.
xxv, 27).
Q. Is more than usury required in the gospel
dispensation ?
A. "From him that hath not shall be taken away
even that which he hath" (Matt. xxv, 29).
Q. What, then, is the normal fate of the believer~

A. " Let the extortioner catch all that he hath"
(Ps. cix, 11).
·
Q. Who are the true believers !
A. "Blessed be ye poor: for yours is the kingdom of God " (Luke vi, 20).
Q. But, will God be there 1
A. " Nor thieves, nor covetous
nor
extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom of God "
(1 Cor. vi, 10). The Bible God will hav . to :abdicate.
Q. From whom were God's people allowed to
take usury~
A. "Unto a stranger [foreigner] thou mayest
lend upon usury" (Deut. xxiii, 20). They might
also giv or sell bad meat to foreigners (Deut.
xiv, 21).
Q. Were these same foreigners regarded as
friends or enemies 1
A. "But of the cities of these people, which
the Lord thy God doth giv thee for an inheritance, thou shalt save alive nothing that breathetb,
but thou shalt utterly destroy them·" (Deut. xx,
16, 17).
Q. Does Jehovah, then, in taking tithes or
usury from his servants, treat them like friends or
enemies T
A. H. DARROW.
Phcenix, Ariz.
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~etters of f}iriends.
Criticisms.
HAMMONTON, N. J., Aug. 30, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2 for
another two-thirds term of the pleasure of
readin"" your most excellent paper. The
'' Lett;rs of Friends" are very interesting,
as also are the editorials. By these we
may learn of what is going on in certain
directions.
"News and Notes" is excellent.
Of the friends on money,
Severance, of California, has the prime
article.
D. K. W OLLISON.

A Proselyter.
REEDLEY, CAL., Sept. 4, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed subscription to your most estimable paper.
I liv in a would-be Christian community.
However there are a few Freethinkers
here who' never had had the opportunity
of reading THE TRUTH SEEKER u~til I gave
them a few copies which I received from
my grandfather, F. D. Shelde~; al~o "O.ld
Testament Stories Dlustrated, which smts
them exactly. My subscription will be
the only one to Freethought. literature in
this community.
I hope m the near
future to be able to send you several new
&ubscribers. I will as soon as possible
order several of your books, among which
will be the "Freethinkers' Pictorial TextBook."
F. P. SouTH.

Would Make the Best of This World.
CALVERT, TEx., Sept. 12, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1.50, for
which send the Bible Picture Book in
cloth. I hav been trying to get you a
few subscribers, but it is "no go." The
church has our town by the throat. Still,
some of the members come round every
week to get my TRUTH SEEKER, One of
the goody-goody preachers came round
while I was from home and read two or
three papers through. I hope it did him
some good. We hav plenty of Liberals
here, but they take no interest in Freethought. Thanking you for the prompt and
regular manner THE TRUTH SEEKER has
come to me tlie last year, hoping to remain
a subscriber till I pass over to the saints in
Abraham's bosom, I remain,
Yours to learn how to liv and make the
best of this world and not to save the immortal soul hereafter,
C. S. BAINUM.

Serene Glose of a Wise Life.
NEw YoRK, Sept. 16, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Nathan D. Reed, ofSurrey,
N. H;, died August 5th, aged ninety-two.
Having visited this uncle annually for
some years past, and being present at his
death I felt it right to publish some truthful r~marks concerning him, and block
any claim of priest or devil. I quote:
"Mr. Reed's views on religious questions were somewhat peculiar. He believed life to be what we ourselvs make it;
that it is our business to improve things in
this world; to enjoy life, not to find fault
with it. He expressed thanks for life in
this beautiful world; he had no knowledge
nor fear of any other.· He begged not for
money, for he could not feel him_self .a
criminal. He believed. men as mse hv
to-Jay as ever lived before. He did not
regard ancient oracles as binding thought
and reason. He neither affirmed nor denied anything outside his own consciousness," etc.
The great majority of folks in that
region are still benighted in the shadow
of the old, old superstition, and the few
.Freethinkers fear to become free-speakers.
However the obituary was published in
the Kee~e, N. H., Sentinel and in the
Cold River (Alstead) Journal. But the
latter, by way of atonement, inse~ted in its
next issue a Tahnage sermon entrre. ·
L. G. REED.

to be truth shall be promulgated and exempted from immediate and public criticism. The first man that objects shows
his green eyes.
Question: Why is it none of our excellent writers speak of the terribly depressing, distorting, deforming consequences of living in that prayerful-tearful
state of "giving the heart to God"of the awful evils of that mental excite.
ment called religion? I happen to liv
intimately associated with it, and certainly
nothing can more utterly destroy a highpoised and happy equanimity of soul.
I am enc01iraged with "Letters of
Friends," and in sixty more years it would
be nice to see worshipers begin to secrete
themselvs in small groups to worship.
Now, I expect to see the "one hundred
thousand Liberal voters " immediately
join the "Freethought Federation of
America." No war, but tlie right in the
end must win at the polls. J. W. BELL.

good men love. and honor. May his
shadow never grow less.
Whyare these things so? Because hate,
superstition hypocrisy, bigotry, deceit,
blind zeal, ;rejudice from early tuiti?n,
prevent many persons from commg
out and declaring openly tlieir convictions.
From all accounts, it is known, THE
TRUTH SEEKER is opening the eyes of the
blind, giving strength to the weak, fortitude and encouragement to tlie doubtful.
May it go on and prosper.
.
Perhaps I may be giving you too much
matter to print. When I begin to think
about the mind of man, freedom of
thought, independence of will, the ignorance of people, I do not know when to
stop.
S. R. THORNE.

A

Resist Christian Tyranny.
CRooKSToN, MINN., Sept. 5, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5. 05,
for which please send me THE TRUTH .
SEEKER for one year more. Life is too
shor.t to be withoutit (THE TRUTH SEEKER).
For the balance send books as follows :
"Age of Reason," "The Crisis," "Rights
of Man," and last but not least, "Old
Testament Stories Comically Illustrated."
Heston's illustration of tlie western Kansas man in your issue of September 3d is
a "Jim dandy." I believe Heston knocks
out more superstition than any other
living man.
We expect Remsburg here this month.
If a Freethought Federation is organized as per call of S. P. Putnam, all Freethinkers here will join. It is time we
organize and put a stop to religious
hypocrisy in politics, Congress, and legislature. It certainly is not business to
recognize God or religion in any of these
three branches so long as we are a republic. I believe that without ·Freethinkers a
republic cannot exist. If that be true,
then £or us to be indolent is treason to our
country. The pious Christians of to-day
would burn a Freethinker at the stake if
they had the power under the law. to do
so, and if we do not look out they will
soon hav the laws to suit them. If all
Freethinkers were united it would be a
power. If we fall short of the Christians
in number, we would gain on them in
intelligence, so I think we, could more
than hold them level.
Wishing the Truth Seeker Company unbOlmded success, and also the workers in
the Liberal cause, I am,
Yours for justice and liberty,
ELIAS STEWNERSON.

A Sprightly Miscellany.
RoEDER, WAsH., Aug. 15, 292.
MR. EDIToR: It givs a throb of joy to
see " our Put" dashing over the rocks
''To the Liberals of America."
Mrs. Freeman says, " Due notice has
been given that an effort will be made to
revise t!Ie constitution."
Inasmuch as·
preachers hav Ten Commandments, we
may Jlav Ten Demands, and I suggest the
following for No. 10: Nothing claiming

1> ··ll.~'ei~.

Pleasing Enthusiasm.
NEw YoRK, Sept, 18, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I hav read with pleasure
in your crisp paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Notes of Travel by one of your able correspondents. It is not known who was
the first inventor of letter-writing. All
agree that it is an admirable and great art.
To paint speech and speak to the eyes,
and by tracing out characters in different
forms to giv color and body to thought, is
truly a great art. Some learned men giv
the honor to Abraham, others to 1\foses,
others to the Phenicians, others to the
Egyptians. It is all conjecture. Can any
man know? An art, it is said, is the
power of doing something not taught by
nature. There is so much envy and
jealousy in the world with a certain class
of people that it is not prudent to praise
another that is worthy of praise for fear
of receiving their enmity. But I am free
to confess to be delighted with those people who hav brains to put their thoughts
in writing. One of such is your correspondent that writes the articles, "Across
the Atlantic." The shrewd notice of
events attracting the attention of the
writer, the account of the visit through
the cities of London and Paris, call for
more than a passing .notice-indicating a
level head.
Well, it is pleasant to know that a Freethinker is one of an independent mind
and can giv a reason for the hope that is
in him without fear or favor. One of this
kind is· our Robert G. Ingersoll. I say
''ours," for he is the champion of equal
rights, liberty, love, and justice, that all

Good-Hearted Girl
Wrong.

Brought Up

ToLBERT, TEx , Sept. 13, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: For some time I hav been
reading your paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and as I see many letters from its readers
I thought perhaps you would like to
hav the opinion of one from the Lone Star
state. Are you indeed a "truth seeker,"
or one who sees only the dark side of life?
I hav read your brilliant editorials with
tears blinding my eyes and a sad heart to
see to what use you hav put the talents
intrusted to you. 'Tis said a woman does
not reason but arrives at conclusions by
instinct. If so, tlien I say he who writes
the most scathing misrepresentation of
facts is in some way a disappointed, worldweary man whose soul is longing for "the
peace that passeth understanding." I can
but giv you my earnest sympathy, for man
is but human and in every walk of life you
will find a brother whose feet. hav led him
astray. In the church, business, society,
everywhere, seek not to find the faults
around you, but look deep down in the
hearts of your brothers and see the good
therein. Hav you a wife, mother, or tiny
babe, and can YOll find no purity from
God's own thrpne shining in their eyes?
Your influence is not only on your own
hereafter but that of others. Instead of
winning one soul you are trying by every
means to damn for time and eternity all
you can. Do not think I am not acquainted with "Freethinkers," for I hav
two uncles who are weary of God, weary
of life; earth has its cares, and for them
the future is a dark abyss. Last September I stood by the bedside of my dying
sister. She was just seventeen years old,
a bud of rare fragrance. Hers had been a
life of promis. But when she heard the
summons she gave up all tliat life had
promised. Perfectly conscious when the
kiss of death was given, there was such a
look of overjoyed surprise in her sweet
eyes as they saw beyond, that were an the
world to think the love of Christ a myth
that gaze alone would convince me He
was with her. My earnest prayer is that
He who took her gently in his arms as she
fell asleep may soften your heart and giv
you the assurance of his never-dying,
never-ending love, in this and the life to
come. As ever,
Your well-wisher in all that is good,
MILLIE MARIE ScoTT.

substance of the . soul, when taken by
itself? Of what material does it consist~
Where is the seat of its thoughts? How is
it to see, or hear, or how to touch? And
then, of what use is it, or how can it avail,
if it has not these faculties? Where, too,
is its residence, and what vast multitudes
of these souls and spirits must there be
after the lapse of so many ages? But all
these are the mere figments of childish
ravings, and of that mortality which is so
anxious never to cease to exist. It is a
similar piece of vanity, too, to preserve the
bodies of men; just the prorriis that he will
come to life again, which was made by
Democritus, who, however, never has come
to life again himself. Out upon it! What
downright madness is it to suppose that
life is to recommence after death! or indeed, what repose are we to enjoy when
we hav been once born, if the soul is to
retain its con~ciousness in heaven, and the
shades of the dead in the infernal regions?
This pleasing delusion, and this credulity,
quite cancel that chief good of human
nature, death, and, as it were, double the
misery of him who is about to die, by
anxiety as to what is to happen him after
it. And, indeed, if life really is a. good,
to whom can it be so to hav once lived?
How much more easy, then, and how much
devoid of all doubts, is it for each of us to
put his trust in himself, and guided by
our knowledge 0f what our state has been
before birth, to assume that after death it
will be the same."
H. W. NELSON.

Program of· the Coming Conflict.

TuRNER, ORE., Sept. 15, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Whatever else one may or
may not do, one can think, and hav ideas,
"without money and without price," and
I am pleased with the idea of that Chicago
meeting, and I do sincerely hope the Freethought Federation may be a success. It
appears to me that, sooner or later, Freethinkers must become organized politically. Their interests are mostly in that
direction, and the tendency is surely that
way. Churchanity is little else but a political party, and is surely trying to destroy American freedom.
"The laboring classes are drifting away
from the church." ·Of com·se they are.
The church is their enemy, Always has
been. Always must be. The church must
ally herself with the money power, with
monopoly. This means danger to freedom, and the laboring classes are finding
this out. Hence the drifting. As education and consequent intelligence increase
this tendency to drifting away will increase; and our next conflict, of either
ballots or bullets, will be between the
money power and the church, and we the
people. And this conflict is not so far off
as some may think. I hav lived through
one and can more readily discern the
signs of the one now coming. And we
should be ready. And we should understand the situation. Party has nothing to
do with it. Let us stand on principles
only. The points appear to me. to be:
Personal and mental liberty. Absolute
freedom of trade. Taxation of the rental
value of natural opportunities to labor
only. Government control of transportation and communication. Fiat paper
An Ancient Roman on the Soul.
money, irredeemable, an absolute legal
HousToN, TEx., Sept. 5, 1892.
tender, with no "exception clause," isMR. EDITOR: I send the following re- sued by the United StatQs government
flections on the soul from the writings of only, and in volume sufficient to transact
C. Pliny Secundus: "After burial come business.
the different quiddities as to the existence
These propositions appear plain to me,
of the manes (soul). All men, after their and to cover the whole ground. If our
last day, return to what they were before people will study them, and understand
the.first; and after death there is no more them, laying aside party prejudice and
sensation left in the body or in the soul preconceived opinion, I believe they will
than was before birth.
But this same agree with me. Our cause is political, and
vanity of ours extends even to the future, should be handled accordingly.
and lyingly fashions to itself a:ra existence
The "truths of religion" would then,
even in the very moments which belong to to a great extent, be brought squarely bedeath itself: at one time it has conferred fore the people, and the wily priest would
upon us the immortality of the soul; at be compelled to " stand up for Jesus."
another transmigration; and at another it The "coward's castle" will not be so
has given sensation ~o the shades below, available against the political "stump,"
and paid divine honors to the departed and ecclesiastical bigotry could be fought
spirit, thus making a kind of deity of him to better advantage. The large majority
who has but just ceased to be a man. As of the people are not inclined to churchif, indeed, the mode. of breathing with anity anyway, and the drifting process
man was in any way different from that of will be accelerated. Let us get into the
other animals, and as if there were not political "swim."
F. S. MATTESON,
many other animals to be found whose
life is longer than that of man and yet for
Piercing 'l'ltrtists at a Christian.
whom no one ever presaged anything of a
PATCJ::!: GRoVE, Wis., July 7, 1892.
like immortality. For what is the actual
To THE EDI•roR OF THE BLooMINGTON

'rHE TRUTH SEEKER, OCTOBER0''1, 1.892.
Record:· In my early days I read much
including the four gospels, some texts 'of
which are brought vividly to mind in
reading your recent Notes from Patch
Grov:e, in which you say, under the name
of "Weary Walker," that that place was
once noted for its "cursed doctrins of
Freethought., Atheisin, and kindred religions." Among the texts remember~d
are these : " Do unto others as you would
others should do unto you." "If a man
smite thee on the right cheek turn to him
the other also." "Ye hav heard it said
that it was written of old, an eye for. an
eye and a tooth for a tooth; but I say
unto you, resist not evil." "Do good to
those who hat.e you and despitefully use
you." •' Love your enemies," etc., ·etc.
Christians are in the habit of quoting these texts to show their system of
religion is better than any other. Are
they in any wise its standard? If they
are, you, as measured by such standard, can hardly expect yourself to pa.ss
as a pure, unadulterated Christian-not the
24 4-5 grains of gold, !J-10 pure metal,· to
the dollar, no, no!
The love you hav
shown your enemies is of a kind that was
shown by the Holy Inquisitors, not saturated by a quintessence of a heavenly distillation. So far from you Iesisting not
evil, you hav struck out at those who
never in any wise offended you, going out
of your course to do so. Will you be
good enough to ex·,lain how this is returning good for evil? No, measured by these
texts you cannot claim to be a Christian.
Do yon wish to be taken for one?
Webster writes it down that one who
· assumes to be what he is not, a false character, is an impostor, and there are
those who are malignant enough to call
you such. But I do not, rather ascribing
your faux 1Ja8 to a lapse of your
memory. Yes, you perhaps forgot in
your fervid zeal that you should " love
your enemies," " do good to those who
hate you." Alas, how very unkind was
your treaeherous memory!
But if this hypothesis is incorrect, and
you did not forget these texts as inferred,
meaning to strike the enemies of Christianity a blow when occasion offered, and
claim still to be a Christian, then a new
apparition comes to view.
It is every
man's natural right in this free land to be
a hypocrit if he wants to be, and in fact
every man ought to choose to be a hypocrit before being an impostor; bigoted
zeal every time before false pretenses.
There is olie phase of this matter that
embarrasses me, to .wit: These people,
whose opinions you pronounce "cursed,"
are not in the newspaper business, hence
when attacked hav no means of defense.
Your courage must not .be questioned by
me, yet some less charitably disposed persons may in their .warm wrath say no one
but a coward would attack people who
are by his methods defenseless.
What f. pity you should hav forgotten to
love your enemies instead of hitting them.
But it only strengthens the views of any
such, if there are any, to learn you assume a fictitious name as a correspondent
of your paper. You want the saying said,
yet are afraid to be responsible for it.
If Freethinkers, etc., are cursed, will
you be pleased to tell us when, where, and
by whom they were cursed? Some people
suppose that only to the bishop of Rome
has been delegated the proper authority
to do this cursing business. If it has been
done properly and you know it, giv us
the particulars, but be very careful not to
assume to do yourself any of this divine
love-your-enemies cursing. It might prove
to be a boomerang and return to hit the
head of the curser-and you would be
open to the charge of being a usu1-per,
taking from Cresar the things which belong unto Cresar of Rome, pouring out
your vials of dynamite love-your-enemies
on the defenseless heads of people who can
make no direct reply.
It will be a ve'}:y sad dilemma in the
end if it prove no cursing has been done
as against the aforesaid religious views.
It again exposes you to the charge of exaggerating for the good of the holy cause,
which, if Paul is correct, you are not
allowed to do. He says: "And if the
truth abound through my lie, wherefore
am I also adjudged as a sinner?" So, my'
dear sir, you cannot lie for the good cause;

•

and you know, or ought to know, the
fate the same authority dishes out to alJ
'' drunkards, liars, usurers," etc.
Freethought cursed, indeed! It is owing to the fact that thought is free in all
religious matters that you, sir, are enabled
to select from all that which meets your
views, or nonconforming with a popular
and all-powerful creed would make you
liable to be burnt at the stake or broken
on the wheel.
Ay, thought is free, in commerce, in art,
in invention, as well as in religion, never
more to be bound to the altar of the
priest or the chariot-wheels of the king. •
One more text before we part: "Judge
not lest ye be judged."
And now, Christian or hypocrit, bigot
or impostor, I hav smitten thee on thy
right cheek, turn the other also, and if I
fail to smite it with my best regards, believe me to be no exponentof
FREETHOUGHT.

If He Were God.
CHICAGo, ILL., Sept. 10, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I submit an account of
what I wo.uld do if I was God:
1. I'd come down here and attend to my
own business, in the. following order, to
wit:
2. I'd cut off all religious preachers'
heads, place them in their hands so that
their souls could l:jee what fools they are
making of themselvs.
3. I'd wipe out the pope and Congress,
by all means.
4. I'd keep the World's Fair open for
three hundred and sixty days and nights,
and whip every opponent.
5. I'd giv the devil such a kick that he
would be totally annihilated.
6. I'd destroy every railroad on earth,
and furnish everybody with an air-ship.
7. I'd destroy everything that is known
as money and giv everybody my "word"
free of charge.
8. I'd destroy every saloon in Chicago.
No-I might not do this, because there
might not be enou'gh of buildings leit
standing.
9. I'd destroy every church on earth
and take the materials to build levees
along the Mississippi river below New
Orleans.
10. I'd turn the current of th~ Mississippi river into the gutters of New Orleans
and keep them clean.
11. I'd demonstrate how the average
financially successful man gets rich and
to own most of this world by getting property and money, rightly or wrongly, in
this wise: The methods, like all religious
doctrins, not to be questioned. Once possessed of money and property, how he insidiously makes it known. How some one
else comes around to get some. He gets a
little, then he owes. Then three, four, or
five times as much is taken from him to
pay up. Then how he is sent into the cold
world stamped as a rascal.
12. I'd cremate the czar of Russia and
send his soul into the mines of Siberia for
five hundred million years to come.
13. I'd destroy every manner of food
and make it so that people would not
need to eat, if it was only to beat the
wheat and corn future speculators.
14. The ground on which the churches
stood I would gather together and turn
into a grand picnic ground, adorned with
all the beauties of nature, where all would
hav access without tipping waiters.
15. I'd make such a big muscular fellow
to fight John L. Sullivan that Sullivan'd
back out for once; (I learn that this has
been done since I wrote the above.)
16. I'd make my son Jesus Christ come
back to earth to tell the people to stop ·
making a fool of him and of themselvs.
17. I wouldn't let people get sick and
occupy hospitals. I'd make them all well,
and turn the hospitals into delightful cottages.
18. I'd turn the convents into concert
halls and turn the darling sisters out to
get darling hubbiefl.
19. I'd put salt in the sugar trust, steel
in the lead trust, and water into the ale
trust.
20. I'd teach people to treat one
another humanely as the best mode of preventing cruelty to animals.
'
21. I'd prove to mothers-in-law that

they must teach their daughters the duties
of married life, and not of fashion, if they
want them to be happy wives.
22. When I'd get through with my
business I'd go about my business, and
leave everybody to attend to his own business.
23. But, before going about my business, I'd pull down old Columbus, Georgie
Washington, old Abe Lincoln, U. S.
Grant, and lots of other fellows like them,
with Tom Paine, from. their present
hunting-grounds, to come down here and
run this earth in my absence, with Bob
Ingersoll at the head to decide all religious misapprehensions.
24. 1£ I had time I'd take the good old
queen of England down in the ocean just
to show her how weak the foundation of
her kingdom, or queendom, is!
25. I'd make so many little Carnegie
works that there'd be no use of striking,
outside of striking the iron while it's hot.
26. I wouldn't allow the publication of
a single newspaper unless it published the
whole truth. I wouldn't do this at once,
because there might not be any published
at all. I'd do this piecemeal.
27. I'd burn that book called the Bible,
and I'd write one, nice and clean, with
only nice things in it, and call it "The
Book of Nature."
28. I'd swap my name of God for that of
"Everybody's Friend."
29. I'd take my wife, the blessed Virgin
Mary, to Chicago. I'd hav her start a
"World's kindergarten" sort of affair, to
teach other wives economy in hats,
dresses, sealskins, and such stuff.
30. I'd take up New Orleans and throw
her into Lake Michigan, right in front of
Chicago, just to see if I couldn't wake her
up and make her catch a little of Chicago's
hustling, go-ahead, stop-at-nothing sort of
a way. Just as a trial, don't you know?
31. I'd make all the "nigg'llrs" white,
and all the professional politicians black.
32. I'd make Adam and Eve come back
and giv religion the lie about the famous
garden!
The only thing or result I might fear is
that there would be too much truth exposed at one pop. But, I'd do all· these
things, and more as I'd think of them.
JOSEPH ]\fAILLE.

A Persecuted Freethinker.
VERA CRuz, IND., Sept. 20, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: In this country of religious
humdrum and commotion of fanatics I
hav but recently discovered THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I am happy to say that I can
heartily accord with its general tone.
I hav learned by sad experience during
my work as public-school teacher, and
since, that the world is deplorably
wrapped in superstition and , aggressiv
error. Woe unto him who dares to assail
it. But now, since there seems to be concerted action, I take courage .anew, with
some hope that I may do some good in
dispelling error and wrong from the
human family.
Among my Christian neighbors and
friends (?) I hav not only been left
severely alone but debarred from influence.
Now, with so much wrong, suppressed
aspirations, and convictions for unrestrained intellectual freedom, I fancy myself well qualified as a pioneer campaigner.
With such pent-up zeal for Freethought,
for truth vs. error, for freedom from
mental bondage, and to vindicate myself
and others from the wiles and persecutions
of superstition and bigotry, I launch forth
into the midst of the arena of Freethought
federation. I will not stop to portray the
grief and wrong I hav euffered socially,
politically, and pecuniarily, at the hands
of orthodox fanatics. Ground clown, altogether crushed, misrepresented, refused
a hearing in the press in altogether Christian communities, my emotions certainly
need congenial ventilation.
I therefore say again, count me with
you as an anxious colaborer in the realm
of free investigation and congenial, reciprocal criticism.
The more I investigate Bible morals the
more groveling and absurd they appear to
me.
And right here let me say that so many
candid, well-meaning people think or say
they believe in those queer ancient doc-
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trins because they never investigated them,
but rather these absurd theories, perverted
religions, hav been impregnated into the
very bones from youth up and by degrees.
No human intellect could swallow the
monstrosity at"once, or even a considerable portion of it, but they do it by degrees
when the minds are yet weak. You know
-"The droppings of the sanctuary," and
always with the warning, "If you do not
believe you will be damned." Thus the
stigma on the intellect is perpetrated and
perpetuated. We are led to cry out in
earnest, 0 that men may become thinkers
instead of believers!
This reminds me of the wondel'ful
physical phenomena which may be performed by constant practice. All the performances of legerdemain, which present
to the eye something which we know is
impossible, might be recorded in a book
just as they appear to the eye, handed
down to uneducated tribes and nations of
future generations, with now and then a
dictum, "He that believeth not sh'l.ll be
damned ""-what an orthodox set those fellows would be.
Before we accept an opinion from the
ancients or anybody else about "God,"
"devil," "religion," or "heaven and
hell," let us use our utmost reason.
Now for a few points in which we hav
used candid, honest thoughts, our conclusion, and our reward.
God, being omniscient, knowing man
would disobey and violate his law, still
created him, surrounded with the opportunity ancl created with the capacity to
transgress.
After the "fall," endless
punishment, eternal loss,' was the result
pronounced, unless a savior could be
found, which they say was fo1md. We
will examin that point directly. Now, the
eternal punishment for finite transgression,
and that too from the creator to the
creature he had made himself, with every
lock of hair on his head and every thought
and will in his mind, to do just as he did
do when he ate the "apple," seemed to
me too tyrannical for any God of respectability or justice, to say nothing of mercy.·
(About that time I might hav been a good
Universalist.) Thanks, brother Universalists, for that much light!
Now for the "plan of salvation." You
know it is a bloody affair. The idea of a
God accepting blood of an innocent person
to atone for the guilty or to appease his
wrath against creatures he had made himself, is too heinous to contemplate.
No wonder that with such ruinous, perverted doctrin Christians hav been and still
are continually cutting other Christians'
throats, and are torturing each other and
other people who take the liberty to reject
their " blessed gospel. "
But time and space forbid to enumerate
the fallacies ; they are not in pairs like
"the animals which Noah took i~to the
vessel," but by the hundred.
One more. You know Moses told his
soldiers to kill all the boy babies, and all
the women that had, etc., and keep the
maidens, virgin maidens, for themselvs.
You know Moses was the man of God.
If any credulous persons, who hav not
thoroughly examined the record, doubt
these barba:rous details being authentic,
let them feel at liberty to call on me and
I will point them out in the book which
they hav considered the holy word of
God.
What thoughts I may hav of a deity or
spirit of providence must be nobler,
juster, truer, than I can hav of the one
delineated by orthodoxy.
Brethren ! I hav been persecuted for
truth's sake.
Hav yon any work for me in advancing
Freethought, and the principles of truth
as we can understand it? No matter if
we differ, let us shake hands of genuin
friendship over all our differences. Not
one drop of blood shall be shed or one
persecution perpetrated on account of
religion. How much better than the
Christians we must be.
I am of no good to thrive among the
orthodox as a litera~y man.
I am too
prone to tell the truth, as I understand it.
You know that won't do.
I wish to make an honest living by an
honest calling. If you know of a place, I
will migrate or travel.
Fraternally,
J. J. M. MILLER.
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunicalions for this Corner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da,.:y's occnr.ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

Across the Atlantic.
Good-bye to London. - Stratjo?·d-onAvon.-An Old. Feudal Castle,-The
Warwick Vase.-Kenilw01·th.-A Medieval Oity.-A Bit of .Itoman History.
-On the Way to Windermere.-How
One Gentleman became "Engaged."
Monday, Aug. 22, 1892.We were up early this morning ready
to say good-bye to London, to its art,
its treasures, its busy people, and its grime
.and smoke.
Some of the boarders at the Mansions
thought enough of us to come down in
their dressing-gowns to kiss us good-bye
and wish us a pleasant journey, among
whom were Mrs. Leslie and "Emmeline,"
Mrs. Mason, and a few others.
Our trunks were sent on to Glasgow,
and we boarded the train for Stratford, a
place we could not omit visiting upon any
account, But such a quaint, old-fashioned
place it is! It was with a feeling akin to
awe that we left the train at Stratford
and stepped upon the soil that had been
pressed by the feet of the greatest poet
of any time. We were soon in the house
in Henley street where Shakspere was
born, they say. The old house is braced
and plastered here and there to keep it
intact as possible. It is now the property
of England,
We stood in the old kitchen where the
poet, as boy and man, has stood. Here
his father and mother were wont to sit
and talk over village matters. We went
above to the room where he first saw the
light, a low-roofed apartment, the walls
of which present the most remarkable autograi'h album in the world; among others
are some very distinguished names-Sir
Walter Scott, Byron, Edmund Kean, and
others, A young gentleman in our company whipped up a piece of the fastdecaying wood from the floor and handed
me a part of it. I would not speak of
the act of vandalism. Words cannot express my emotion as I stood bare-headed
in that room where he who sounded the
whole range of human thought and feeling
was born. I recalled the words of one
who, in my opinion, stands next to the
great poet of humanity in the use of the
wonderful gift of language. Colonel Ingersoll, in his appreciativ sentiments regarding Shakspere, says of him : '' He
knew all crimes and all regrets, all
virtues and their rewards. He heard all
the applause and curses of the world, and
on his heart had fallen all the noons and
nights of failure and success. He sat beneath the bo-tree's contemplativ ·shade,
wrapped in Buddha's mighty thought,
and dreamed all dreams that light has
wrought from dust and dew and stored
within the poppy's subtle blood. He was
an intellectual ocean, whose waves touched
all the shores of thought and within which
was the inverted sky; an ocean toward
which all rivers ran and from which now
the isles and continents of thought receive
their dew and rain." It was a sublime
moment.
We drove out to the cottage of Anne
Hathaway, in which one little room is
said to be the same as when the immortal
bard of Avon sat there in the wide chim~
ney corner and wooed the woman whose
name afterward became linked with his
own. It is a good many years since then,
and there may be some question as to the
identity of this room and the old chambers above; but the old, thatched, lowroofed house, low ceilings, quaint cupboards, and the general air of age seem to
warrant the truth of the assertions made.
The building has had several additions,
and the Anne Hathaway room is now occupied by an aged lady, who claims to be
a lineal descendant of Shakspere's wife.
After drinking from the old well a draught
of cool and sparkling water, the day and
hour being emphasized by quotations
eloquently given by Mr. Elias Brookings,
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we entered ·our carriage, and drove to the
old church wherein reposes the dust of
the most remarkable child of genius that
this world ever knew. As we were driv~g
away from the cottage a lad came runnmg
up with a little bouquet from the flowergarden in front of the house, which we
promised to keep in memory of the occasion.
The chmch is on the banks of the Avon,
a sweet, secluded spot, exquisit and romantic. Here in the church, as in several
of the dwellingS, can be seen the quaint
architecture of the sixteenth and seventeenth centmies.
Two rows of elm trees shade the long
path leading to the church door. There
are some odd old carvings in the chmch;
particularly I noted one of a scolding wife
with a gag in her month, and the face of her
husband represented close at hand laughing in great glee at her appearance. A
railing keeps the tourist from coming too
near the spot where lies the dust of the
immortal dead, but he may look upon the
sacred place, and above it see the marble bust of him whose thoughts of life and
death can never die. The "Seven Ages
of Man" are pictured in. the stained-glass
window of the old church. "Why, that is
not literal," I said, observing some strange
signs upon the window.
"Well, ye
know," said the gray-haired sexton, "we
couldn't hav the 'Seven Ages of Man ' in
the chmch without applying a scriptural
meaning to the whole of it !" So the
Seven Ages must be turned and twisted
to suit ecclesiastical taste. " Alas ! poor
Yorick!"
We reclined on the banks of the beautiful Avon as it wandered slowly past in
quiet, dreaming splendor, and watched the
clouds floating overhead in the wondrous
sea of blue. The graves of the dead were
all around us, the living walked by the
riverside, the lowing cattle browsed in
the meadows opposit, and the sleepy old
town seemed resting beneath a benediction, We went on to the grammar school
where Shakspere did receive a little
school education, but the old building was
being repaired, and we were not permitted
to go to school that day. We had lunch
at the "Golden Lion," a hall built on the
spot where the famous inn' stood which
was so oft frequented by the "bard of
Avon." The walls were decorated with
mottoes and well-chosen selections from
his plays.
· How strange it seemed to be walking
among the scenes and over the same
ground, seeing the same hills, vales, sky,
and river, that his eyes had looked upon!
Reluctantly we tmned from them and
started for a drive of ten or twelve miles
through the lovely country of Warwickshire, much of it owned by Lord Spencer,
who, by the way, is called "the best landlord in England." We stopped at Warwick, a lovely old town on the banks of
the Avon .river, Richard Neville Warwick, the "King-maker," "the fighting
earl," as he was called, once lived here,
and was the founder of the town. But
this brave and independent man was killed
in the battle of Barnet, more than four
hundred years ago, and in accordance
with the barbarism of his age his body
was exposed naked to the elements for
three days. Close to the leaping, dancing,
dashing river is Warwick castle, one of
the finest old feudal establishments in
the kingdom. The roadway leading to it
is cut through the solid rock for a hundred yards, and its cool winding way, the
high walls adorned with sweeping, feathery ferns, flowers, and mosses, makes one
of the most delightful rambles in the
world. The castle is now inhabited by;
Earl and Lady Warwick, who, for a fee:
permit strangers to view the state apartments. A guide conducted us through
the various rooms and we were shown the
beautiful mosaics, tapestries, armor, brica-brac, inlaid tables, paintings of royal
personages by Vandyke, Rubens, and
other distinguished artists. In the
drawing-room was piled a cord of woodbig sticks and forelogs for the capacious
fireplace. This is in keeping with the customs of the olden time, but it appeared
queer enough to our American eyes to see
so much wood in so handsome a room.
One of the towers of this castle was built
in the fourteenth century, and another

tower is still older, it is said. A pretty
scene was the bubbling, babbling river in
the rear of the castle, as it came through
green meadows, dashing over the rocks,
the shadows of the big trees on its edges
lying caressingly upon its dark, cool face.
It was a most fascinating spot, and leaning
from the wide window we recalled the
stories of · the old English knight, old
Guy of Warwick. He courted Phillis, or
Phelis, !1B the story goes, and a gallant
lover was he. But Phelis demanded some
brave deed to test his love for her before
she would listen to hls suit. He loved her
and was afraid of nothing. A knight in
those days must fight a battle and kill
men to be distinguished, and Guy fought
the Saracens and killed the doughty Coldran, and Elmage, also the king of Tyre
and the soldan too. He rescued Blanche
of Germany, the daughter of the emperor,
and was exposed to many dangers. After
these exploits Phelis consented to marry
him, andfollowingthe marriage, which was
celebrated with great eclat, he accomplished more daring feats than ever, such
as slaying the giant Amerant, and the
Danish giant Colbrand. Giants were as
straws in his strong hands.
It is interesting to read Drayton's
"Polyolbion," who tells there all about
this "Jack the Giant-killer." It is told,
with how much exaggeration I know not,
that he slew a boar of passing might at
Windsor, and on Dunsmore heath he slew
the dun cow of Dunsmore, a dreadful,
vicious creature that was the terror of the
whole country. In addition, it is told,
he slew in Northumberland a fierce
winged dragon as ''black as any coal. "
It had, they say, paws like a lion, and a
hide which no sword could penetrate.
Guy did so many bold and unique deeds
that the praise of them quite turned his
head, and he became a hermit and went
and lived in the woods. Phelis did not go
after her giant-killing husband, but when
hungry he would go home for something
to eat; at which times she did not seem to
recognize him. On his death-bed, however, he sent her his ring and desired her
to come to him. She· went and remained
with him to the last like a . true and devoted wife.
The romantic legends of Sir Guy are
evidently of Anglo- Norman or1g1n.
Shakspere refers to Guy and to Colbrand
in the play of ''King John," and also makes
similar reference in " Henry VIII."
The old town of Warwick was founded
in the year 50, and its castle in the year
916. Some of its walls are ten feet in
thickness-truly its inmates might "laugh
a siege to scorn." Below " C::eaar's
tower" ·are the dark ·and chill dungeons
where prisoners were once kept fu "durance vile."
I wish I could tell you in detail all about
the magnificent furnishings of the various
apartments in this grand old castle, but it
would take too much space. The grounds
are very lovely and a profusion of flowers
are on every side. There is a portcullis
in one of the walls and a bridge across a
moat, beyond which is the greenhouse.
Here is the famous Warwick vase which
was found at the bottom of a lake near
Tivoli by Sir Wm. Hamilton, who was at
the time embassador at the court of Naples. It is of white marble, of exquisit
Grecian design, and can hold one hundred
and thirty-six gallons. Its handles are
carved vine branches, from which run tendrils, grapes, and leaves in marble. A
panther skin, head and claws, are represented on its outward surface, and above
are heads of satyrs, ivy wreaths, the vineclad spear of Bacchus, and the crooked
staff of the augurs. The vase is said to be
older than the castle.
Peacocks and guinea fowls quite tame
wander over the lovely lawns, and although I was warned to " keep off the
grass," I crossed it and picked up pretty
peacock feathers, and Bethia found a quill
of a pea-hen and gave it to me for a pen to
write these letters with.
A five miles' drive from Warwick castle
and we are at the old ruin of Kenilworth,
made famous by Sir Walter Scott in his
novel, ''Kenilworth." This ancient ruin,
once covering seven acres, was founded by
Geoffrey de Clinton, treasurer of Henry I.
Old "John of Gaunt, time-honored Lancaster," once had his home here. So,

also, did his son Bolingbroke and Henry

IV..
It was a great place for kings. Henry
III. gave it to the earl of Leicester, and
while the Jack Cade rebellion was going
on Henry VI. was glad to find shelter
here. That deformed monster, Richard
III., dwelt here and held high carnival in
its stately halls. Harry VII. and licentious Harry VIII. held high carnival
within its ivy-covered walls. It was a
prison-house for Edward II.· Queen
Elizabeth gave it to her lover ·and favorit
Dudley, and it was on July 9, 1575, that
the great jete was held here which Scott
has so vividly described.
Once. a grand, an imposing structure,
now it has fallen into crumbling, broken
fragments, the ivy still clinging, clasping,
and clutching. its stones with tenacious
tendrils, as if it would stay the hand of death
and decay. The Gallery tower and Mortimer's tower are now but totteling ruins.
Here is the avenue through which Queen
Elizabeth and Dudley rode in jewels and
splendor, followed by a stately· cavalcade
lighted by two h1mdred waxen torches,
We can see the remains of the great festiv
hall, one hundred feet long and fifty broad,
and the "strong tower," which is the
"l\fervyn's tower " of the story into
which the ill-fated Amy Robsart was
thrust while expecting a visit from Leicester during the revels of that g1·eat visit.
The "pleasance" is still shown as the
place where the queen met poor Amy.
Here in this castle she, Amy, was kept a
prisoner, but it was at Cummoor place she
met her death, Richard Varney, the hireling, dropping the trap-door by which
she fell into an abyss and was killed while
running to meet her h11sband.
Visitors throng the ruins of Kenilworth,
and artists are very busy here and there
sketching the picturesque arches and
broken oriel windows, but there is little to
see but the sad work Change has made.
Flowers are blooming by the roadside,
and a vender sells pictures of the -old
place, and photographs of the unhappy
Amy Robsart.
We lounged about
on the grassy, unkempt lawn, bought
some views, plucked a rose and pinks unbeknown to the keeper, gathered some
pansies in memory of Amy Robsart, and
reflected on the instability of all things
earthly. Miss Lawson came along and
said: "You can get a nice cup of tea over
yonder for a penny. Come, I'll show you
the way." So we went along together,
Mr. Robert Adams following close along,
and in a cosy upper room of a centuryold house we had tea, and bread and butter, which we were qu.ietly enjoying when
our guide came hurrying up, saying,
"The carriage is waiting; we must hurry
or we will not catch the train for Birmingham." We arrived at the latter place just
at dusk, walked up the street, and through
an old graveyard to the elegant Grand
Hotel, where we were glad to partake of
an excellent dinner.
Birmingham is a fine business city,
where almost every necessary article is
manufactured. It is the birthplace of
steel-pen-making. Several establishments,
among them the renowned Joseph Gillott,
Perry & Co., and others, still carry on
the business. The weekly average of production of steel pens here is said to be one
hundred and sixty thousand gross,
using from sixteen to eighteen tons of
steel, of which eight tons appear in the
pens, the remainder being simply waste in
the process of making.
Birmingham has been the home of such
men as Matthew Boulton andJames Watt;
Henry Clay, the inventor of papier-mil.che;
Francis Eginton, who invented processes
for reproducing pictures and for painting
on glass; Murdock, who invented lighting
by gas, and who was ahead of Stephenson
in the invention of the locomotiv, besides
many other notable characters. In such a
lively, wide-awake city there can be little
cringing to priestly power, and it was no
surprise to learn that there was no old
abbey or cathedral in its limits, the earliest reference to a church in its annals being in the year 1285, when, it is recorded,
"William Bassley placed himself in
the church of Birmingham, and acknowledged himself a robber!" Would that all
robbers in our time would be so conscientious,
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Just about a hundred years ago <some "Quite right, sir, quite right--so he did,
zealous Christians distinguished them- so he did!"
selva here by raising a mob and attacking
They are very polite in Chester and say
the "Jacobins" who commemorated the "thank you" for everything. We lunched
anniversary of the French Revolution by in a little restaurant, but the quality of
a dinner party. The mob attacked and the food was not equal to its price. We
burnt the houses of the dissenters, remarked the same, at which the proamong them the house of Dr. Joseph prietor said smilingly, "Thank you;" and
Priestly, who fled to London, and from when we declared, "We will never come
thence to the United States, where he here again," he bowed even more politely,
died in 1804.
and said again, "Thank yon."
There is not so much superstition in
In the afternoon of this day (August
Birmingham as in some places, and I 23d) we left Chester for Windermere.
would hav been pleased to hav remained The ride was through a fine country, but
longer, but was obliged to leave on the the homes in some districts were plain and
poor.
We stopped a few minutes at
following day.
Our next halting-place was Chester, in Preston, and our guide, Mr. A." Godfrey,
Wales, an old town seeming to hav stopped bought newspapers and chocolates for the
all progress in some portions about three company. "How did yon know girls
hundred years ago. Such old dry oddities liked chocolate?" we inquired. "Oh, I
of houses, projecting over the streets with read it once in a magazine, and then I
tiny panes of glass and curious inscrip- observe they eat it more than anything
tions carved on their old crossbeams. else," was the reply. As we rode along,
Chester is the only town in Great Britain we got lovely views of the Cumberland
that has kept the foundation lines of the mountains and a bit of the Irish sea, with
Roman walls intact. These -walls inclpse plenty of green meadows, and browsing
the city, and are two miles in circuit. sheep on the hillsides.
We 1·ode in our own special cars, locked
The Romans erected these walls in the
year 61.
In 73 Marins, king of the in of cpurse, as is the English custom.
Britons, extended the walls, and in 607 the Every car was mar ked " Engaged." A
Britons were defeated beneath them. Al- roguish young lady detached one of these
fred the Great's daughter rebuilt them in "Engaged" papers and cautiously pinned
907. In 1399 Henry of Lancaster mustered the same to the coat of a bright but
his troops under the walls, and in 1645 serious-looking young gentleman, who
Parliamentary forces made a breach in walked about the car unconscious of the
them, and a tower marks the spot where tag attached to his coat, to the great
King Charles I. stood in that year and amusement of the others who occupied the
SusAN H. Wrx:oN.
saw his army defeated on Rowton moor compartment~
about four miles distant. We walked on
the walls the entire two miles, saw the re- " Home Again From a Foreign Shore."
mains of an old Roman bath, and the old
The editor of the Children's Corner
mill on the river Dee, the miller of which arrived safely home in good health from a
was the hero of the song, "The Miller of delightful European trip on the 5th of
the Dee "-whose miller's cap was better September. A large pile of accumulated
than a crown, who envied nobody, no not correspondence-contributions to the Corhe, and he thanked the river Dee. There is ner, etc.-awaited her arrival. After one
a legend that the original old miller would or more sketches of foreign travel and
not sell any corn to Cromwell, for which sight-seeing, the columns .of the Corner
offense the unenvious miller was put to will be given again to its correspondents
death. Many a one has been hanged for and friends who hav so patiently followed
less cause in the superstitious times of the its editor in her wanderings. All letters
past. But the river Dee runs on, the best and articles on hand to be published in
of salmon find their beds in its clear wa- their order.-ED. C. C.
ters, and another miller grinds corn in
the ancient mill. We passed the "Wishing steps," where it is said if one walks
up and down the eighteen steps seven times
without breathing, wishing all the time,
he will be sure to obtain his wish. None
of our party, of which there were thirtyeight, tried the experiment.
Near the end of the wall is the Chester
cathedral, founded in the year 200, and in
the year 800 it was used as a retreat against
the Danish invasion. It is an ancient
structure, and its antique wood-carving is
worth inspection, though some of it is not
very modest. Under the building is the
crypt, and the dark, damp cells make one
shudder to recall what may hav once
taken place there. Attached is the e-cclesiastical court-room in which George
Marsh, a Protes~nt minister, was tried in
1554, for heresy, by the bishop of Chester,
who sentenced him to be burnt for the
offense: The seats of the judges and the Be Thyself. lOc.
Christianity No Finality. Spiritualism
heretic are still preserved. 0 religion,
Superior. 10c.
what demons thou hast made ! What Common-Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
10c.
·
crimes thou hast committed!
Chester has an old grammar school Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.
10c.
founded by Henry VIII. The scholars Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. lOc.
, are sleepy, and the teaching is nearly of Geologist and Radical. .By J. H. Powell.
the age in which the school was built.
25c.
The river. Dee runs almost around the Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
$1.50.
town, and the space inclosed by the walls God Proposed for Our National Constitumarks a pedect parallelogram.
When
tion. lOc.
the place was a Roman station it was called Irreconcilable · Records.
Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.
Deva Castra, but the Saxons called it
Legecester. The two principal streets Is Darwin Rigltt ~ Origin of Man. $1.
cross each other and the dwellings project Is Spiritualism True 7 lOc.
over them in a strange, odd fashion. The Man's True Saviors. lOc.
''rows" are queer little streets, and the Ortltodoxy False, Since Spiritualism is
True. lOc.
stores are queer, too, and prices high. It
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of
was sad to see the little huts where the
Christianity. 10c.
very poor liv. I thought the abodes were Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
$1.25.
houses for cattle till told different. BegWith Author's Porgars were plenty and squalor and Radical Rhymes~
trait. $1.25.
wretcb,edness apparent.
Sermon from Shakspere's Text. lOc~
A niil.n accompanied us in our walk on Soul of Things. Psychometric Rethe walls, and his evident desire to please· searches, etc. 3 vols. <Yol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
1\'I. F. Denton.) Per vol., $1.50.
was quite amusing. To all our assertions
he would raise his cane and say, "Quite Wltat Is Right ~ lOc.
Was He~ Jesus in 19tb Century
right! Quite right!" One of our party Wltat
Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.
said, "George Washington came her!) Who are Christians ~ lOc.
once and planted a bean, did he not?"
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Jtews of tAe Weelt.
INDIANS about Oklahoma are
dancing.
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The Agnostic Annual
FOR 1892. Price, 25 cents.

Possibilities and Impossibilities,
T. H. HUXLEY, M.A., LL.D.
FRANCE has celebrated the one-hundredth The Growth of Agnosticism,
anniversary of the proclamation of its reR. BITHELL, B.S .• Ph.D.
E ar Iy Verses,
public.
The Late CoNSTANCE NADEN.
AT Kirkintilloch, Scotland, a man has Sundays and Holydays,
SAMUEL LAING.
been fined ten shillings for playing a bag- Ecclesiasticism,
ALFRED MoMERIE, M.A., LL.D.
pipe on Stmday.
Christ a Religious Creation,
F.J. GoULD.
THE largest shoe factory in Burlington, After Many Years: A Poem,
N. J., has been destroyed by a fire set by
.
.
w.
B. McTAGGART.
The ActiVlities of Agnosticism,
a religious crank.
AMos WATERS.
CATHOLIC congregations in Prussia are Religion Without Superstition,
CHARLES
WATTR.
increasing in much greater proportion
Mr. Gladstone and Supernaturalism,
than the population.
H. J. HARDWICKE, F.R.C.S.
The Land of Death: A Poem,
BERKMANN, the attempted assassin of
SALADIN (W. STEWART Ross).
Frick, has been sentenced to twenty-two The Triumph of Rationalism,
FREDERICK MnLER.
years' imprisonment.
An Agnostic Homily,
HoN. C. K. TUCKERMAN.
THE pope has approved Cardinal Gib· Eternal Life: A Poem,
GEORGE HENRY MARTIN.
bons's plan for an exhibition of Catholic
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
schools at the World's Fair.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

THE pope has received ten large boxes of
money_from the ecclesiastical province of
New York as presents for his annual
jubilee.
THE Russian government is bankrupt,
and is unable to borrow from Jew
financiers because of its persecution of
their race.
IN Pennsylvania law-courts relativs of
Fathe:t: Mallinger are contesting possession
of his property with the Catholic church,
to whom he willed it.
ANoTHER holy relic of St. Anne has
arrived at New York and will be used, like
the other, to make miraculous cures. It
is a piece of bone from her arm.

EDWIN N.
BEECHER,
Solicitor of Patents, M.ABTON.Hartford county, CoNN.
Small fees · valid
patents witi, broad
claims; letters of
inquiry promptly
answered.
For FREE pamphlet, PATENT LAWS
address Commis
sioner of Patents,
Washington, D. C.
lulUnueu uy o'dinventors and exp_eJne;ucEIU p>a~~ill-~13e!!, who employ this solicitor,
TRUTH SEEKER.

PRoFEssoR McCooK, of Hartford, Conn.,
has investigated the number of purchasable
voters in twenty towns of his state, and
estimates them at sixteen per cent.
CATHOLTOs continue to complain that·
the Protestant Indian commissioner Morgan '' is doing his best to destroy the
Catholic missions among the Indian!!."
IT is said in Germany that the repeal of
the law exclnding Jesuits has been
promised the Catholic members of the
Reichstag in return for their support of
government measures.
THE Frankfort, Germany, Zeitung says:
"The rapid development of the material
power of the United States menaces the
continuation of the economic and intellectual supremacy of Europe."
l\iissLAISY, a schoolteacher at Cleveland,
0., whose admiration of the Catholic
church has long displeased her Protestant
parents, has disappeared, and it is feared
that she h~s entered a convent.

ALE AND BEEF
''PEPTONIZED ..

For

~

-INVALIDS,

CONVALESCENTS,
NURSING MOTHERS.

Supplies complete nutrition. A~reeable to the most
delicate palate. The only Iiqutdpre-dzguted Food

TALMAGE has returned, and says of his Tonic on the market.
interview with the czar: "We talked like
Physicians Prescribe it. Your Drungist Sells it.
brothers-discussed religion and politics.
I found the czar bright, cheerful, emo- ALE & BEEF CO., 267 W. 17th St., New York.
tional, sympathetic, and most intellectual."

DROPSY

TREATEDFREE

PodUfely <JURED with Vt~tr•
THE strict Sunday law which has. been
table Remedies. Have cured
in operation in Germany since July 1st
many thousand cases called
From 1\rst dose
has provoked such resentment that it will symptoms rapidly disappear. and hopeless.
in ten days at least two·thirds
all symptoms are removed. BOOK of testimonials o( mi·
be repealed. This will deter the govern- of
cures sent FREE. 10 DAYS TREATMENT FREE by
ment from giving to the legislature another rac~lous
mall. DR. H. H. GRRRN & SONS, Specialists. ATLANTA. GA.
paternalistic law, for the punishment of
To :J.trgulato tho
habitual drunkards.
STOMACH, LIVER
NEAR Bordeaux, France, a peasant who
AND BOWELS, TAKE
suffered from what he thought was a
RIPANS
TABULES.
foreign substance in his stomach was told
ROt.D n,;r uurrcurliii.~L
by a clairvoyant that he was a:ffiicted with
an evil eye cast on him by Madam Fort, a
reputed witch, whereupon he killed the
Fort woman.
THE acting land commissioner at Seattle,
Wash., has rejected the applications of
two men who wished to file claims of land
which they had named "Holy Moses"
and "Jumping Jesus," but offers to enter
the claims under any names that are not
blasphemous.
PAPAL examinations hav confirmed the
virtues of, and established the authenticity
of the miracles attributed to, Bianchi, the
Barnabite; Baldinecci, the Jesuit; Matella,
also a Jesuit, and Leopold of Gaichis, the
Franciscan, which four persons will accordingly be made saints.
APOLLON!US OF TY ANA.
ANTIQUITY UNVEILED, a work giving the true
A SUPERSTITIOUS Japanese was told that
a human liver eaten raw would cure his Ol'igin of Christianity-The Christian Scriptures
mother's blindness. He would hav killed traced to their source and proved to have been
his child to procure one, but was disarmed derived from the written Gospels and teachings of
by the infant's smiles and his wife's plead- ancient sun worship. This volume contains the
ings. Finally his wife offered herself, and greatest and most important revelations of our time
and no student should be without it. A perusal of
helped him strangle her to death.

THE German Kolni.~che Zeitung prints
extracts from a widely circulated Catholic
schoolbook which show that the work contains legends of three saints murdered by
Jews in the Middle Ages to obtain their
blood for use in religious rites1 accompanied by a footnote declaring tnat Jews
still continue the practice.

its contents will make apparent the necessity for
what is termed the higher criticism of the Bible,
a topic that is causing so much agitation at present.
625 Pages, Cloth and Gilt. Price, $r .so. Postage,
12 cents. Agents Wanted.

Oriental Publishing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
P. 0. Box 446.
I"Ol' Sate b;y Pl'lnelpat aooksetlel'So
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Agents for 'l'he Truth Seekel·.
Alabama.

News Depot, 2003 2d ave .• Birmingham.
Loeb & Loeb, Montgomery.
Arizollae

J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.

California.

-.1

;r-E.

Clark, Los Angeles.
·
Ball & McCarter, 117 W. 1st, Los Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
~Angeles.

Max NewsStand, 102 N. Main,LosA.ng!'lles.
.T. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
San Francisco.
Thos. W. Baker, Selma.
L. R. Titus, 237 South 4th st., San Jose.
Canada.

P. C. Allen, 35 Ring st., Toronto.
•Tames Foster, Weiland, Ont. ·
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont..
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
.Tohn McKenna, SO Yonge st., Toronto.
R. J. Moftat, Sea Island, Tulu Island, B.C.

Travels in Faith.
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Being the story of his menta.! jo_urney from
orthocioxy to Rationalism.
Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Addreee THE TRUTH BEEKER.

THE EVOLUTION
OF

THE DEVIL!
By HENRY FRANK,
Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress.

Colorado.

J. C. Richey, 207 Harriso~ ave., Leadville.
C Smith & Son 385 Lanmer st., Denver.
Stanchfield & C~., 200 Union ave., Pueblo.
Harbottle & Co., Ralida.
Florida.

Jas. Dong-Jas, 46 E. ;Bay st., Jacksonville.
A. J. Gardner, Kissimmee.
Idaho.

A. Erwin, Murray..

.

lJhDOUio

Post-Office News Co,, 93 Adams, Chicago.
fl.. E. Wilson, 312 State st., and ;BrenBrentano Bros. 204 Wabash ave., Chicago.
Cbas. W. Curry, 183 Mailisonst., Ch~cago.
Chas. Macdonald, 55~ashington, Chicago.

Price. 25 cents. Five co_pies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Self-Contradictions of the Bible.

Jron-Clad Age, Indjanapolis.
A. C. Katt,. Fort Wayne.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

Louisiana.

Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
AI. J. Dwyer, 226Baronne, New Orleans.
Massachusetts.

Colby & Rich. 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
A. :M. DriFcoll, 78~ Front st., Worce~ter.
Johnson Bros., 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
Michigan.

S.D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
.
Baker & Holton 87 Wood ward av., DetrOit.
Herman Reif, 9'4 ~ratiot ave., Detroit.
M1uneso1.a.

E. P. Parcher, 8 3_rd st.,_So. Minneapolis,
MJssourJ.

Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.

Its Causes af\d Results. ·
By W. E>. BELL.

Pape::-, ~2mo, 25 ct.,,

Ne'v York.

Brentano Bros., 5th ave. & 18th st., N.Y.
Burnton &Co., 92l"ourth ave., NewYork.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
Abramowitz Bros, 72 Canal st., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
T.J .•Tonas, Astor Honse, New York.
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts.
New York News Co., 20Beekman~t., N.Y.
S. J. King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
R 0. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester.
E. J. Nieuwland, 10th ave. and 157th st.
Anderson & Co., 704 Sth ave.
S. M. Bernhard, 119 E. 104th st.
Harlem Book Co., Boulevard Hotel, 124th
st. and Lexington ave.

Paine Virulicateo
Reply to New York

:Sy R. G.

)b~e~.

ING:e~~OLL.

With "A R01tiAN CATHOLIC CANA.R:D. ''
Price, 1o cents.

The passages unfit lor family reading.
Paper, 30 cents; cloth,liOcents.

John E. Rems~urg's Book~.

Ohio.

John Jacques, Akron.
N Hexter 342 Superior st., Cleveland.
J.' R. Haw'ley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
B Woods 319 Chillicothe st., Portsmouth.
T.J~rwood 'Day&Co., 259 Superior,Clevel'd.
Alf. War;en do, 217 Central ave, Cincinnati.
Thos. Goddard, Box 235, Huron.
Standard News Co., 14 W. Tuscst, Canton.
Oregon.

Peunsylvania.

Dr .•T. H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden, Phila,
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila.
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
H Heyne 10th and Market sts., Phila.
Staiey, 'wood and 4th ave., Pittsburgh.
Fulton Bros., McKeesport.

R.'

Rhode Island.

H Carr !!47 High st., Providence.
J.'H. J.'Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
'.rcnncssec.

W. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry, Nashville.
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
Rich Bros. &Mills, 220N.Cherry, Nashville
Texas.

H. Hover, Denison.
L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
E. H. Andrae, 346~ Main st., Dallas.
G. W. Baldwin, Houston.
E. L. Merrill, Independent Pulpit, Waco.
Uta'•·

.

C. H. Parsons, 164 S. Main, Salt Lake City.
Margetts Bros., 76 Main st., Salt Lake City.
Washin~ton

'l'erritory.

Stine Bros., Walia Walia.
J. C. Nathan, 104 S. 2nd st., Seattle.
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
West Virginia.

News Store, 123 3rd st., Parkersburg.
England.
rLondon.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st.,
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.

~ alse

Claims. Revised and Enlar!Zed
As a Missionaq• Document it is unexc81led
Among the subJects considered by: lVIr. Remsburg are: The Church and Morality; Crimi·
nal Statistics, showing the creeds of tl1c
IJrisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church am!
Civilization; the Church and Science; th•
Church and Learning; the Church and Liu
erty·\ the Church and the Antislavery Reform:
the :V oman's Rights l\Iovement; the Temjlet··
ance RefOl'm; the Church and the Republic
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.
Bible lllorals. Twenty Crimes and Vice~
Sanctioned by Scripture; Falsehood and Deception; Cheating; Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prost<tution; lVIurder; Wars oi
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; In·
tolemnce and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; Cannibahsm;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemper'i-nce;
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Price, single copies, 25 cents; 6
copies, $1. Special discount on large quantities.
Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best and
most thorough work· "ver written on the Satbath from a rational point of view. Lar!(e an~
handsome print. Price, 25 cents; six cop1es, $1.
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline
of Faith: Protestant Intolerance; Washington
an Uubelieve~ Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine
and Wesley; tJhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz.,40cents.
rltomas Paine. Tells the Story of the
Author-l'Iero's life, delineates the leading traits
of his character and genius, and vindicates his
nrtme from the aspersions cast unon it. Tributes to P nine's character are give1~ from more
tlmn one hundred.notod pet·wns of Europe and
America many of them written expressly for
this work. Second editioni 160 pages, prmted
on fine tinted _papet·, neat y bou.:-<1, and con•
taininl'! a handsome steel pQ.l'trR,it <>f Pai.rl.'

Australia.

W. Willis,715 Haymarket, Sydney, N.S. W.
New- Zealand.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

Lukretius Uarus,
THE race must be guided by intelligence, must be free to investigate, and
must hav the courage and the candor not
only to state whRt is known, but to cheerfully admit the limitations of the mind.-

Ingersoll.
THE hypothesis of crl'ation cannot for a
moment be entertained by natural science.
The ever-recurring attempt at effecting a
compromise between revelation_ and
knowledge is a useless playing with ideas.

Tile Apostle of Liberty. An address de.
liverea in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freei8~~~~· Convention, January 29, lSSl. Price.

Valuable Books o:o

H~giel\e,

Food al\d
Diet,
1\arriage
al\d

P~rel\tage,

-0. Taschenbe?·g.
NATURE presents but ·a single chain of
cognate phenomena, unbroken by any insuperable gaps. By her own powei'whether in one fashion or in another-she
brought forth the first materials and forms
of life; by her own power she caused these
to develop further and fnrther.-Buchner.

Lydia llfaria Child.
ALL the authors of Benares and Siam
agree, that men lived an infinity of ages
before they had the sense to make laws,
and they prove it by an unanswerable argument, which is, that even at present,
when all the world piques itself upon having sense, we hav not yet found the mean·s
of making a score of Jaws passably good.
THERE is not one life of animals and
another of plants, but their existences are
similar in nature.
The same " vital
force" acts within each, and is seen at
work also in the mineral kingdom, forming crystals and combining- various
elements into one form. As all material
things are now supposed to be the variations
of one original substance, so all the forms
of matter are the results of one force
manifested in different ways. Thus we
come to the unity of all nature. From the
original existence of moving matter, the
laws of Evolution construct the varied
universe.-Robt. U. Adams.
SEN:b us common sense, 0 God, and
keep thy " only begotten son" to thyself,
and make a kirk and mill of him. Will
you only do this, Lord God, and you and
I will be friends forever.
Will you not
expose this redemption sham and enjoin
upon man to gird up his loins and redeem
himself? For Godsake turn his eyes away
from that well-meaning rustic who may or
ma:v not hav been crucified some two thousand years ago. Direct man to rely upon
righteousness and love and high endeavor
to redeem himself from crime and sorrow
and man's inhumanity to man. Will you
do this?-E"aladin in God and "Hi.~ Book.
EvERY human bein~ grows up inside a
of custom, whiCh enfolds it as the
swathing-clothes enfold the infant. The
sacredcustoms of one's early home, how
fixed and immutable they appear to the
child ! It surely thinks that all the world
in all t:i.nies has proceeded on the same lines
which bound its tiny life. It regards a
breach of these rules (some of them, at
least) as a wild step in the dark, leading
to unknown dangers. The elders hav
always said (and, indeed, it seems only
reasonable) that bv this time of day everything has been so thoroughly worked over,
that the best methoils of ordering our lifefood, dress, domestic practices, social habits-hav long ago bePn determined. Bnt if
so, why these divergences in the simplest
and most obvious matters? And then one
thing after another givs way The sacred,
world-wide customs in which we are bred
turn out to be only the practices of a small
or narrow caste or class; or they prove to
be confined to a verv limited locality, and
m11st be left behind when we set ont on
our travels; or they belong to the tenets
of a feeble sect; or they are just the
products of one age in history and no
she~tth

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
W. E. jones, 291 Alder st., Portland.
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
Handley & Hoos, 150 1st st., Portland.
G. Thornton, Palace Hotel Block, Heppner

NATURE does all things by intuition and
without the interference of the gods.-

- Vnltai1·e.

Holy Bible .Abridged.

Nebraska.

.T. M. Wiley, P. 0. News Depot, York.

Gems of q:hought.

ALAs, what millions of men hav been
thus employed [on theology] in all coun- - - - 1 4 <;J4b---tries, ever since the world began! What
Moriil, Theological, Historical, and Speculative a blooming paradise would the whole
Propositions.
earth be, i{the same amount of intellect,
15 cents labor, and zeal, had been expended on
::>rioo,
science, agrieulture, and the· arts!-

fRfNCH RfVULUTION,

lnfllaua.

1, .!d92.

other.-Anon.

FROM BUDDHISTIC SACRED LITERATURE.
WHAT profit, then, in iniquity?-

Buddha.

DISGUSTEDwithall evil deeds.-8abhiya-

sutta (v. 22).

As men sow, thus shall they reap.-1'a-

chwang-yan-king-lun (ser. 57).
THE evildoer writhes both in this life and
in the next.-Dhammapadu (v. 17),
WHEN a person does evil he lights the
fire by which he himself is burnt.-

.Mulamuli.

YoUR evil words and deeds work ill to
yourself. ...:...Fo -'sho- hing- tsan-'king 1(v.
,
- .
.
.
2 047),

ttc.

Hygiene of the Brain and tile Cnre of
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
lVI.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. " Get ~his book and
read it, for it Jtbonnds in practtcal valuable
knowledge."-(Chicago Inter-Ocean.
Eating for Strength. B;y M. L. Holbrook,
1\I.D. Price,J>y mail, $1. 'I am delighted with
it."-[H. B. .J5aker, lll.D., Socretn.ry .Michigan
State Board of Health.
Parturition 'Witltont Pain. A Code of
Directions for a voiding most of the Pains and
Dangers of Childbenring. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellenc!l suwaRs~s o;;u· .P'?wer to commend."[New York Evoomv,J,"ail.,
Liver Complain~ .lllental Dyspepst~ and
Headache : T!Hlir Cure by Home Treatment. By 1\I. L. Holbrook, lVI.D. Price, by
mail, $1. "Reading this book I cured myself
after several doctors had failed."-[T. C. Curtis,

.

U&~

Tlte Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.
B. Duffev1 • author of " What Women Should
Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
Know," ''J.~o
mail, $1. lVIrs. Charles Brewster1 Portland, Me.,
writes: "Had I po'lsessed this uook ten years
ago it would h•.ve s"'ved me ten years of invalidism, and l should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."
Youtlt: Its Care and Culture. By J.
llfortimer Granville. $1. To this has been
added a paper by that charmin!f English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical
Education of a Girl," ancl a vaper on the
"Dress of Girls." lts retail pnce is $1.
l'alks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. B.
Gleason M.b. A Practical Handbook for the
l\Iaid, Wife~and l\Iother: with a beautiful Photographic .t'ortrait of the Author. Price, by
mail $1.50. "\Ve wish the chapter,' Confidential to Mothers,' might be J?nblished as a tract
and sent to every mother m the land."-[Harper's New Monthly l\Ia.gazine.
'fhe Better Way. An Appeal to Men in
behalf of Human Culture through a wiser parentage. Bv A. E. Newton. :Price, by mail,
il5 cents. "1t contains information and warning
that are urgently needed."-[Christian Union.
Sexnal Pllysiologl. A Scientific and Popular Expositiol! o the Fundamental Problems
in Sociolo_gy. By H.'T. Trall, M.D. Price, by
mail, $2. This work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valuablE>
work has ever before been issued.
Fruit and Breatl. A Natural and Scientific Diet. By Gustav Schli<>ke;ysen. Translated from the German, by M. L. Holbrook,
lll.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
·and Radical Cure for Int.em:Qerance, by the Use
of .a Veg_!ltable and Fruit Diet. By Chas, 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.
'rln·ee Books in One. From the Cradle
to the School. By_Bertb.a lVIeyer. The Rights
of· Children. Bl Herbert· Sll_encer. The Government of Chi.d!·en. lhlVI. L. Holbrook 1M.D.
Price by mail, cloth, $1. ·It is
a boolr worthy to ne ranked with the best that
.) has ever been written concerning the training
of children. ''-[Bazar.
Vegetarianism the Radical Cnre for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.
Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should be quietly
given to every diinker."-[Herald of Health.
Mnscle·Beating.t ~!: Home Gymnastics
for Sick ann ll' ell. By C. Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rega, 30 cents.
:tlarriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
and Phy:siological Helations, and in their benring on the producing of children of finer health
and great~r ability. HyM. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
The Scleutlt!c American says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by' cranks,' but this
is radically different : it is scientific, sober,
clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly
by the young.'
l'lle Diet \Jnre. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Disease, Cure. By_ T. L.
Nichols l\1.D., editor London .Hm·aza Of Health.
Price, c1oth, 'iO cents.
ltledical Hints on the Protection and Man·
agement of the Singing Voice. By
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts.
Deep Breatlting; or, Lung Gymnastics.
Pt'lce, cloth, 50 cents. lVIrs. Horace 1\Iannwriteli!:
"Ever;• book you vrint is pure gold and deserves wide circulatiOn."
How to Strengthen the Memory. By M.
L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
l Physician's Sermon to Yonng Men.~ By
Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. R. A.
Proctor, the well-known English. astronomerJ
says of it: " Through false delicacy lads ana
youths are 1eft to fail into trouble, and not a foc
have their prospects of a healthy happy life a\.
solutely: rumed. The little book before us is in·
tended to be put. into the handR of' young men
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable o•
discharging tt father's duty in this respect; anu
as·not one father in ten is, we believe, ready T·"
do what is right by his boys himself, it is wei!
that such It book as this should be available. 1I
it ii read by n.ll who should read it, ip~ sale will
be counted by hundreds of thousands." 'J'Jw
publisher will send 10 copies by mail. postpaid,
for $2. Should any:one desire them by the 101
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by cor·
respondence.
PI""Catalogues Free..,m

By mail on receipt of price.
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J(] eetings.

· These notices are for the benefit of Lib·
erals who may be visiting the places
wn.ere these socie.ties are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought SoJieties can hav their gatherings advertised here jree by forwarding the nee·
essary information.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.,

J

Libert'/ ='ill
Literature.
Testimonial
To Walt Whitman.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at Ger.
man Masonic TempleJ 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The pnolic cordially invited.

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Snnda.Y afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st.,Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religions and s.ocial questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

1, 1892.

BY

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.
AN ADDRESS

DEL.1. iiER:E:-'
PHILADELPHIA, P A.,
OCT. 21, .1890.

The Bible-Wltat Is It~ 25o.
Studies in Tlteology. lOo.
Liberalism. 5o.

Brooklyn Philosophical Assoei·
·
ation
With a Portrait of Whitman.
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
Sout,h 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat.
form free. Henry Rowl!l~. secretary, 108 Cum.
berland street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 21i
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30P.M. for lectures and
free discussion~ on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARrus HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elilllli.r Wright Secular 'Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sun.
days of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to TRE TRUTH SEEKER and Invest!,.
uator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

.,

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

p

&per, 25 CEints ~ cloth, 00 cents.

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.

Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

.Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds m8eti~ every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave.
raternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates.
he public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular 'Union

of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrated. Clqth,
$3.25-m English or German. A new cheap
edition at onlv $1.50.
·

Science in SMry; o:r, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and Sponsi<o the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, :J!2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volnmes...!leparate, flexible cloth, 50
cents _per volume; .Lted Line edition, suitable
for holiday presenus, $1.00 per volume.
.

Sexnal Physiology for the Yonng.

250

an

The West End Progressive Lib•
eral 'Union

ol

Aristocratig~Political,.Economical, 1\ltatrim,onial,

and Misceuaneons Lies;

Closing_ Harmony.

12m o, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;

c1oth., $1.00. .
The .tmjlerial Council of Vienna prohibited the
3ale of this book in Austria, and confiscated all
~opies of it they could find.

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Ex. change. By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth." Paper,25c.

Poverty: Its Canse and Cure. Pointing

THE BEST!

on application.

Mother's l\lannal.

Comprising "Advice

to a Wile on the Management ol' :Her Own
Health, ·especially Durin!l' Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," and'' Advwe to a Mother on th8
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1·

out the means by which the working classes may
rai..1e themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dig.
nitr, and independence, and which is also capable of entirely removing\ in course of time, the
other principal social evils. By M. G. H. toe .

Large or Small Families ~ On which Side

Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holy.
Rand-Booli: of Health Hints and Ready
oake. 5c.
.
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet Povert;v: : Its Etrects on the Political
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
Condition of the People. By Charles
Address

'rHE TRUTH S.EEKER

Bradlangh. 5c.

Why Do Men Starve 1 By Chas. Brad·
laugh. 5c.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Flte Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi·
cal to f. he 'Welfare of the I'eople. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

i.abor's Prayer, By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5o.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Mrs. Hesant' s Wor~s.

The Roeder Secular 'Union

Fort Worth,· Tex., Liberal Club

Meets every Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Knights of
Honor HalL Ba~ street. Visitors invited. J A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Liberal Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwan.
kee, meet• every Snndax evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A.. B. SEVERANCE, President.
;

Philosophical and Social So•
ciety,
Monte Vista,_Cal., meet every Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. The public cordially invited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of Cincinnati 0., meets ever:Ll3nnday evening
at 7:30P.M. in bong las Hall, N. W. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangel'S
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec.

Liberal Association of Baltimore
Meets at the Lyceum Hall 1 4M East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon au 2:30 o'clock.

Cleveland Secular 'Uuiou
Meets every Sunday at 8 P.M., in Room .208 City

An independent and respectable study of char
acter in the law of circnms~ance such as eveL
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
>resentment of the mischievous nauure of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desi}'ed.-[Westminster Review.

lD1nm, 50 ·cents per year. SpeCimen copws free

Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school·house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
ffreatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
'J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

The .Tacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

A NOVEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the. East," ·3tc., etc.

Dr. Foote's Health }lonthly. Devoted to

The Walla Walla Liberal Club

Meets every· Sunday at 11 A.M.'vat its hall, cor.
Ooug avenue and 9th street. .isiting Lioerals
invited. J P. RICHARDSON, President; M. ISAAC,
Se!Jretal'Y·
·

Mal') •

1 val., extra cloth, bevelcrl, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Andress
'I ,qB TRUTH SEEKER

Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main street Wall a Walla, Washington. Science
JJectnres.,-Free Discnssions.-,Original and Se.
lected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the. service of members and friends.
O.l'l. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,

lU').c:l

Population Question. By Dr. Ohas. Knowlton.
Edited by Charles Bradlangh and Annie Besant.
25c.

Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthly~ first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock·P.M. at .t'arr's
Hall. EverybodX invited. Mns. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

~feets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
16M Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Lib.
emls invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRrS,l'res.
IsAAc S. LEE, Sec.

Priest

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. (The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

'-

Meets every Sunday at 7 :39 P.M. in Jlbcdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
and select reading_. Discussion invited on
subjects. Liberalliteratme distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

._..

NATHANIEL VAUGHAN~

Conventional Lies of Onr Civilizatiotr.
Plain Home Talk and Medical Common The
;llv Max Nordan. CoNTENTs-Mene, Tekel
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
Upharsin; The Religions, Monarchic, and

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
St!bjects; ninth year. Subscription, wi,th P.re.

Chicago Secular Union

~~Works on the laoor ·ijuestion..

Adcl~ess 'l'HE ·TRUTH SEEKER

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300 pp., $1.

THE

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, col~]. and position, beautiful double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; au.m·anteed
a pe1:rect timer. Price, in silverine dnst.proof
cases, $17·\ B-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $23.
In best filed gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26;
hinged case, $28 to. $30; hunting, $31 to $35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2
more.
He,ular Gra<le American Watcl•es.Silverme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7 50; 15
jewels, $9; ditto, adinsted, $11. In finer cases,
add as above.
La<lies' American Gold Watche,.o-All
latest st_Yles. in plmh cas.es; best filled, 7 jewels,
$15: 11 Jewels, $16 50; 15 Jewels, $23; 14 carat solid
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
dinmond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All wat.ches sent with written guarantee, kept
in m·der 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $.1
and returned free.
Sundries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1: best razor, $2;
best trip\e-plated tea.spoons, $1.80: table spoons.
$3 60, kmves, $1 75; forks, $1.75; all for $6. Solid
silyer spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver sonv.·
~.mr spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50,$2 to $3.
'I'he Colonel Jngersod.-Tea, $2.50 ;orange
$2.75; sugar, !113; gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extr~
heavy teas, $3. Etched :
":J:he Time to be Happy is .Now,"
50 cents extra.
'I'he 'I'orch of Reason Badge, solid golcl
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2.75, anri
$3 50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, $15,$20, $30.
Diamonds, 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price li~ts, .cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods p1·epaia (ex.
Ci!Pt knives and forks) and cash refunded atop.
tlon. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
13'oys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.

WAT:eR 01=< LI:F<:e

The ~tory Honr. An Exceptionally Hand·

some and Interesting Book, Without Snperstition1 for Children and Youth. The Only Free·
thirurers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illns·
trated covers : 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Law of Population. Paper, 15o.; .with portrait, 30c.

Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
should be. Paper, 25c.

.

· Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Naza.
reth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Kennedy's
MediC ai 0iS COve ry SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
Takes hold in this order :

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to
be out.

You know whether you need it or
not.

Hall, for lectures and free discussion on science, Sold b.r, every drug@st, and manufactured by
relig;ion, and social questions. Able speakers
DoNALD KENNEDY,
willmterest the audience. A. SEE, Pres.; J. Ro.ftOXDVBYo MASSo
BENBUBG, Sec., 4.25 L ake street.

Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkes barn, Pa.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please seWfl~~P for circulars and
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN.

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
Hy T, C. 'VIDDICOMHE,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKEU CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LlTTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E. D. SLE.NFl!JR.
Boards,

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents. t.reating
on that health-d~stroying and life.consnming
weakness of men as the re~ult of 'h·outhful errors
nnd excesses. The book set• fort an IN'FIDEL
CURE, which iP a mP.dit'in~ t.') be applied externally (the only rem<>ily of tne J<lllO Ill existence).
Yon will feel impJ:oved the tirst day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Earl;y Decay, Weaknesses1 Lost Manhood~-.etc., are fnlly restored.
ad11ress,
D~. ROR'T P. FELLOWS,
Vinela1;1d, N.J.
And ea:y :vou saw this in THE TRUTH I:!EEXU.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY

I

Issued MonthJy.

Subscription price,

$3 per annum. •

No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Prtce.
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinkllrs' Almanac, 1891........................
25
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener... . .. .... .. ..... ...... .. ... .. ......
50
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... . . . . . .
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett ............... j ................. ,
25
5. Christian Absurdities. ohn Peck....... .
20
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on Voltaire ....... ,
10
7. The Crisis..... . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .'.......... .
40
8. Sabbath Breaking ....................... ..
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams ......•.....
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller ....
25
11. My Religious Ex:perience. S. P. Putnam.
25
12. The Higher CritiCism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore ............. .
50
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote ....... .
25
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. lliust'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit., Pew, und Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ...................................... .
10
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ....... .
25
18. Awful Disclosures of 1\'Iaria Monk ..... .
50
19. Pocket TheologY. Voltaire ............. .
25
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener.......................................
50
21. History of Religion. E. E. Evans.......
20
OTHER NUMBERS lN PREPARATION.
Yearl:l' subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the :year. Single copies of each
book sent upon receipt of price.
Address THE FJ;RUTH SEEKER 00.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By John B. Kelso, Aol.Uo
ll!mo, clot I!. ~ 1.00.

THE LIGHT OF ISRAEL.
Thy sun shall no more go down; neither shall thy moon withdraw itself: for the Lord shall be thine everlasting
light, and the days of thy mourning shall be ended.-Isa. lx, 20.

Brain and the Bible uWith Daughter's Babe Upon
Conflict 8P.tween Mental Science and Theolog}.
By EDGAR C. BEALL.

Preface .-y B. G. INGERSOLL
Price,IU.

Unanswerable.

His Knees.,

PhotograJ?h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchlld m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and l!'reedom's greatest
champion at home, may be had at this office for
fifty cents.

Advancement of Science.
By Prof. John Tyndall.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

When this petition is filled address it. to the Freethought Federation of America, 345 West .Randolph street,
Chica,qo, Ill. For blanks for furthm· use send request to same address.

THE SABBATH.
By M. FARRINGTON.

A Thorough .Examination and .Refutation of the Claims of the
Sabbatarians. ·
10 cents.

Price,

The Sunday Question.
A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL r!EVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.

B?J GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
15 cents

Price,

Ji1atsriaZism:

------~-------------------------

Petition to Congress to Open the Gates of the -world's
Columbian Exposition ·on Sundays.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States, in Congress Assembled:
We, the undersigned, citizens of the United States, do hereby respectfully pray and memorialize your Honorable
Body to repeal that portion of the Act entitled "An Act to aid in carrying out the Act of Congress, approved April
25, 1890, entitled 'An Act to provide for celebrating the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America by
.the holding of an International Exposition in the City of Chicago '"-approved August 5, 1892, which reads as
follows: "That it is hereby declared that all appropriations herein made for, or pertaining to the World's Columbian
Exposition, are made upon the condition that the said Expof?ition shall not be opened to the public on the first day of
the week, commonly called Sunday; and if the said appropriations be accepted by the corporation of the State of
Illinois, known as the World's Columbian Exposition, upon that condition, it shall be, and it is hereby, made the duty
of the World's Columbian Commission, created by the Act of Congress of April twenty-fifth,, eighteen hundred and
ninety, to make such rules or modifications of the rules of said corporation as shall require the closing of the
Exposition on the said first day of the week, commonly called Sunday."
Also, to repeal that portion of the Act entitled, "An Act making appropriations for the sundry civil expenses of
the Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, and for other purposes "-approved August 5, 1892, which
reads as follows :
"And it is hereby declared that all appropriations herein made for, or pertaining to the World's Columbian
Exposition, are made upon the condition that the 3aid Exposition shall not be opened to the public on the first day of
the week, commonly called Sunday; and if the said appropriations be accepted by the corporation of the State of
Illinois, known as the World's Columbian Exposition,. upon that condition, it shall be, and it is hereby, made the duty
of the World's Columbian Commission, created by Act of Congress of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
ninety, to make such rules or modifications of the rules of said corporation as shall require the closing of the
Exposition on the said first day of the week, commonly called .Sunday."
We ask the repeal of these portions of these laws for the following reasons:
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
resort when no moral amusements are available.
3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Chicago, who have given of their means to make the Fair possible,
tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors
to the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands.
4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Chicago, but of
the whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to
attend can do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question
of human relations and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you ought to decide is that of the
public welfare.
5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
receipts.
6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the
tendency would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble
and varied in its pleasures and instructions, the more difficult it will be to change its character, the less danger there
is that employers will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toil. With choice of
Sunday occupation restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, thCl average workingman would choose to keep
on laboring.
7. Finally: Opening the W odd's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it
will benefit the Fair itself, the people of Chicago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity, individual education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country.

1

Name.

Its Histm·y anil Its Infl<;,te?tUJe
Upon Society.
By DB. Lours BucHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.

Bible 1 emperaqce.
----LIQUOR DRINKING~--

Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.
10 cents.
By E. c. wALKEB.

Apocryphal New Testament.
THS GOSPeLS,
Epistles, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
an'd not Included In thG Nvw Testament,
Price,

$1.

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
By FRANCES WRIGHT.

Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosopher, and the author.
75 cents.

Price,

BIBLE IN INDIA.
-HINDOO ORIGIN-

Of Hebrew al"\c:I ca-.ristial"\ :Revelatiol"\•
Price, $2.

By LOUIS JAOOLLIOT.

Godly Women of the Bible.
A HISTORY OF ALL

The Women Who Figure in the Bible.
-BY-

A:N UNGODLY WoMAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENT·
URY.
7'5 cents.
Cloth, -

SISTER LUCY
-AND-

Her Awful Disclosures
AS :;-'.:; I.XIW H/Jl.L CONVENT.

T011Jn.

State.

And a !':w Words on Auricular Confession.
?ricE>.

10 centa.

A Journal · of Freeth ought and Reform.
Vol. 1 9· No. 4 1 • {PUBLISHED WE}.;KLY.}. New York, Saturday, October 8, 1892. {28LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 Per Year.

THE SEVEN

HISTORY Ofl·HE BIBLE. HISTORY
A Popular Account of
the Formation and DeBEING
velopment of the Canon.
__
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
-CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. Tbe New Teatament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper,GO cents; cloth, 75 cents.

LAST

otRELIGIONS. MYI ~ELIGIOUSI EXPElt'fe ;nhoB~·~~EDP. aine
f cf

Sy Sliza:betl"i S, SVZll"'\S..
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

WAS
0

•

•

CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER,

--o--

'flll!l 'fBV'l'J! SJJJ:IllQlB.

RI N

By s. p, Putna:an.

BEING

A Condensed Account of the Results of Scientific Research and Philosophical Criticism.

CHRIST

Being true accounts of the ;passing away of the
following persons, thus refntmg the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Bronssais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord BYron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anaoharsis Clootz,Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet.t...Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert._Danton, Charles varwin,
Erasmus Darwin, velambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Georg!J Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Heth!lrington1 Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, Victor HnJro,
Hum.e, Littr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean llfesller
Jamffs Mill, John Stuart 1\fill, llflrabean, :Roben1
Owen....._Thomas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer.._Rabe! ais, winwood Reade, Madame Roland, ueorge
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus~ John
· 'roland, Vanim, Voln~ Voltaire, James watsqn,
John Watts, Thomas Woolston.
l'rioe, ~ ceu~~. · ·· ~ddress

PLAGUES.

A judicial consideration of thE' qnestionJand ~he
decision against the scriptures &nd the Cnrist1an
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEU.

A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
Sy Helel"'\ H. Gar'c:lel"'\er'.

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Kuow Her Enemies and Her Friendfl,
fricll, lO OllDtll· M!lrll~~ ~lliP oftice.

I

Being the st<rur of his relipons life and mental
ionrneyings. Written in his happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

rorce al\d
o:a,

1\at~er;

PBoFEBSoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
...,u•.f'.l'ENTS :

Foi'tie and Matter,
The Fitness of Things ir
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of For<'~, Man,
Infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thon~ht,
Motion,
ConsciOusness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
ImmutabilityofNatnral Innate Ideas.._
.
Laws,
.
The Idea of uod,
.
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
Tbe Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
lllerality,
Original Generation,
Con c In dTn g Obsorv"
Seclilar Generation,
tiona. Price, $1.1SO. Address THE TRUTH SI!l.EJlliH

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
illS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINE!;!.
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief,"
•
Bv VIBOOUNT .AMJJEJfLEY.

Olott , • • • • •

'

BY MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY,
Author of " Omitted Ohapters of History Disclosed in the Life and PaiJers of Edmund
Randolp)l," "Georgo Washington
·
and Mount Vern on,"" Washington's Rnle• of Civility." etc.

To Which Is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cobbett,

,·,,

Principles of the Natural Order of 'the llni
verse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
~y

WITH A

History of His Ltterary, Political, and Religious
Career in America, France, and England.

liP O!ll}~.

No real biography of Paine has ever appeared.
The so-called Lives of Paine have been mainly
the controver8ial work of pamphleteers, turning
chiefly on his religious heresies. Paine was in
his nfty-eighth year before he published anything concer:Qing religion, and before that time
he had acted an im119rtant part in revolutionary
movements in the United States, England, and
France. But in the religions conflict initiated
by him, his political services and military career
hav been but inadequately considered. A certain
historical ostracism has buried in the archives
of various countries a large mass of documents
containing records of paramount interest and
importance. Mr. Conway hasyersonally searched
such records, in Europe and America, and has
, btained from these fresh light, not only on
Paine, but on various e inent figures in American and European history with whom he was
associated. A large amount of unpublished corre!lpondence has be~>n included in the volumes.
Mr. Conway says in his Preface: "In the laborious work of searching out the real Paine I hav
found a ~eneral appreciation of its importance,
and it will be seen in the following pages that
generous assista.nce has been rendered by English clergymen, by official Persons in Europe and
America, oy pers ns of all beliefs and no beliefs
In no instance have I been impeded by any preju.
dice, religious or _political. The curators of
archives, private collectors, owners of important
documents bearing on tbe subject, have welcomed my effort to bring the truth to light."
Two vols., roy~l oot., gilt top, portreits, $6.

4ddreaa
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The· Or~er of Creation.

JUST OUT!

A NEW ·BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

THE

CONFLICT BErWEEN GENESIS AND GEOLOGY.

Old. Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

A Co!>IROVERSY BETWEEN THE
RoN. W. E. GT.AnsToNE,
PRoF. MAx MULLER
PROF. T. H. RUli.:LEY,
M. REYILLE,
•
E. LYNN LINTON.
12mo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 70 cts.

R~LIGION

OF HUMANITY.

BETTER THAN

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.
10 cents.

Price,

~l<posure

Answers to ·Ehristian

~uestions

And Arguments.
Bv D. III. JlttNNl'TT.

Facts.

flidicule.

Paper, 146 pp., 25 olJo

Oa M. BENNETT'[) WORKS.
0

ADDRESS THE TRUTH BEEKER OFFIOE. •

A Trutlt Seeker Arouml the World. Four
large volumes. With steel-plate en~J,J;aving of
the authorin Vol. I, and each volume illustrated
with forty-seven cut.q. Handsomely bound i.~
red cloth, $6.60,

HESTON.

Fun ...Page
Pictures.

400 Pages. 200

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testam~nt-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

rhe World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers.
1,076 pages, Svo.
Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt e\lges, $4.50.

The Champions of the Chnrch; Their
Crimes J!nd Penecutions. Svo" 1,11!1

CONTENTS:I
Jacob and Esau,
-Joseph the Man of Dreams,
•
Holy Moses,
Balaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Boards,

illu:~ninated

Barak

Jephthah and His:Human=Sacrifice,;
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

covers, $1; cloth, gUt side

sta:~np,

$1.50.

Address THE TRDTH SEEKER CO.

Works.

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT. Thoma_s
The Mvth of the Great Delnge.

By

James M.l\'IcCann. 15 cents. Ten coJ?ies, $1. It
is the most complete and overwhelmmg refutation of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. ]'. Underwood. 'l'o read it is to
be astonished at the possibilities of religiou8
credulity.-'I'. B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.A. B. Bradforil. It ou&~t to meet with a very
large sale.-C. P. Farreu.

The Evolntion of tlte Devil.

Age of Reason. Pap.,

~5c.:

6 copies for $1; clo., 50c.

By Henry

Written

m

Crisis. Written During Am.
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Great Works.
c~o., $3;
~J:ilt edges

Svo. 800 pp.•

leather, $4; moroccu,
$4.50:

Life of. By J. E. Remsburg.
Port. PaP;t,.~oc.

•

Life of.

with Remarks ol!.

Life of.

With Explanatory

Comte ·and Rousseau. By 0.
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.

Observations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $1.

Lithograph of. Heavy plate

the New York legislature May 9,1888. Price,4·
cents.

· paper, 22X28,

~L

Political aml Religious R(:.·
former. By B. F. Under-

.Dwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan

wood. 10c.

H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
cents.

Political Works : "Common
Sens~(

God in the Constitution. By Robert G.

l\1an.

"Crisis," "Rights
$1.50.

of

Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for$1.

Rights of Man. Answer to

What Would Follow the Effacement of
Cltristianity ~ By George Jacob Holy-

Testimonials to His Merits.

Burke's Attack on French Hevolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. 10c.

Tlteological Works: "Age of

oake. This is a moRt valuable contribution to
Freethought literature. Bound in paper with
good likeness of author. Price,10cents. Twelve
copies for $1.

Reason,""ExaminationofP"roJ?h. ecies," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port. $1.50.

"Vindication off. Reply toN. Y.

Life and Career of Charles Bradlaugh.
B'f: George Jacob Holvoake. With good likeness
o Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies
for $1.

Observer. By R. G. Ingersoll. 10c.

.&.4dress The Truth

~eeke::ro Co:~npo;uy.

What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.

L. Green, editor of the Freethinleer's Magazine.
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
per dozen.

Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in
New York city. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for
50 cents.
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of the dispatch one hundred and thirty-five deaths pitiate their deity and thus escape choler~ and it
had been reported. Dr. Gregg, the royal sani- never occurred to them that they were actuaily
tary commissioner for Bengal, in a report on the inviting the epidemic by feasting in this · mad
.
conditions prevailing in the neighborhood of fashion.
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
When the cholera reached Russia it found lying
Benares, stated that everything favored the spread
E. M. MAcDoNALD,
Editor. of the disease. Over the whole of the affected area open and ready to its ravages a populace as help.C. P. SoME~BY,
Business Manager. it was found that tanks of various shapes had been less under Christian misbeliefs and mispractices as
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rounded
these tanks, the surfaces of which were al- the world the condition of the Russians, writes of
Enterea at the Post-01floe at New Yorle, N. Y., as Secona-class Mat!
Matter.
most completely covered with thick, decaying water- their lack of self-help and dependence on the superplants. Between and around the houses were nar- natural:
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row 1anes, bordered by deep, uneven drains in
"This helpless inability or unconquerable repugnance
Address all Communications to 'IHE 'IRUTB which :filth collected. The substances, under the to duly shape the means to the end proposed, this deep
SEEKER OOMPANY. JJ£ake all Drafts, Gh~cks, influence . of .the hot sun, ·quickly decomposed. conviction that., the first step taken, everything else may
Post-office and Express Money Orders payable to Wlierever the people living in houses in the neigh- be safely left to God or to chance, is manifest in every act
of individuals, societies, and representative of the nation.
CHARLES P. SOMERB Y.
borhood of these. tanks had used the water there
It strikes us with quite as much force in Siberi~ as in
the .cholera made its appeamnce. The tanks were Moscow, and testifies to Russian nationality as ~oudly in
SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 8, 1892. also the sources from which the milkmen obtained Archangelsk as in Kieff. Startling disclosures were pubwater for their cows, and it .is more than probable lished by two respectable doctors concerning the hospital
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that they diluted the milk they sold with the same of the Russian Sisters of Mercy in Odessa, of which they
were the consulting physicians. 'Patients are received,'
Single subscription in advance ............................... $3 00 water. These practices were upheld by ancient
we are told, 'mainly in order that they should die. They
One subscription two years, in advance .................. 5 00 custom, and by that arch fortifier of all custom
are kept.in narrow, moist, stinking cells, are treat~d in
TWo new subscribers.............................................. 5 00
however absurd or harmful, religion. Medical the name of mercy with a degree of cruelty that outstrips
.One subscription with one new subscriber, in onerethe limits of the probable; they are fed with loathsome
mittance .......................................................... 5 00 counsel was disregarded in favor of sacerdotal food, are made to wait, eight hours for 'their ..medicine,
drivel.
One su~scription with two new subscribers, in one
which are prepared in the kitchen along with the meals,
rennttance ....................•.... :............................. 7 00
From this part of India the disease seems to hav being for economy's sake compounded with water instead
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
spread into Central Asia and Asia Minor by means of spirits; and put up in match-boxes and cig-aiet-boxes;
remittance ....................................................... ·8· 50
of the religious pilgrimages to Mershed in Persia. paralytics are purged with enemas, and sufferers·from
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
It
is possible, however, that the propagatic,n of the typhus put in strait-waistcoats. Since the arrival of. the
remittance ....................................................... lO 00
new superioress from St. Petersburg a new method of
infection was accomplished by the pilgrimage to treatment has been superadded, and now patients are
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.
Mecca instead. On the pilgrimages to this latter healed by charms, spells, and magic11l formulas.' . . .
place a traveler returned from those parts writes to This mixture of religious faith and presumptuous hope
lies at the root of most of the crimes and avoidable acthe Sun:
Religion ·and Cholera.
cidents of which a large part of contemporary Russian
"Every year, as is well known, 'soon after the lunar history is composed. It is rank Malebrancheism in the
Religion is responsible for the present prevalence
month of Ramadan, caravans of faithful Mussulmans set sphere of ethics: a belief that mere mortals are but the
of cholera. It is responsible for the lives that hav out from all parts of the Eastern world to perform the
been lost, the illnesses endured, the misery, the pilgrimage to Mecca, and anyone traveling in the Levant occasions of all their so-called acts, which are realiy' performed by God, or fate, the sole efficient cause, who can
fear, the stoppage of trade, the destitution, the de- at the present time would be apt to see many of these· shape and form them as he pleases.. 'Man may walk, but
tention in Europe of woUld-be i;mmigrants, the pilgrims already on the way. After a round of religious it is God who leads him,' is a·Russian proverb."
expense of quarantine, and an endless list of. simi- ceremonies at Mecca the proceedings culminate in a
sacrifici~Ll feast called the Great Beiram, upon which
The same writer has. just favored- us, through
lar evils. It is responsil?le for the calamities which occasion every pilgrim is admonished to make a sacrifice
the
London Fortnightly .Review, with more inforthe disease may still inflict, before another twelve of a live sheep. Save a few inconsiderable parts reserved
mation.
The one impossible thing to do with the
months hav passed; among othe~ discommodities, as perquisite and consumed, the carcasses of these sheep,
Russian,
says
Lanin, is to make him clean. . The
to
the
number
of
many
thousands,
and
the
blood
which
the Columbian Ex:position may hav to be put offflows from the altar in sluices, are left to putrefy and Russian people are very malleable in the hands of
to religion this must be charged.
fester under the torrid Arabian sun, offering the best pos- the czar and the clergy-to use the national expresFor the cholera arises each time in certain dis- sible condition!'! for the generation and development of
sion, can be twisted into a ram's horn. A raw peastricts of India, especially about the delta of the the cholera germs, which are then, by the returning pilant may be suddenly transformed into a brave
grims,
carried
into
the
uttermost
parts
of
the
Mohammedan
Ganges, where the prevailing religion has to the
soldier, a pious priest, or a dangerous conspirator,
world."
present day suppressed science so that its own misUnder the domination of· their religion, Persians but nothing short of a miracle will make him clean.
teachings might :flourish ; the disease is thence disFew hav any use for the washwoman. This is true
seminated by the annual religious pilgrimages to and Turks resort to extraordinary behavior in the
not only of the very poor.. Of an inmate of one of
the holy cities such as Hurdwar in India, Bokha~a hope of warding off the dread epidemic. In Persia
the gigantic apartment houses of St. Petersburg,
in Central Asia, Mershed in Persia, and Mecca in the nativs weep, wail, and gnash their teeth. In
who was a man of property, the Novae Vremya
Arab\a ; in these ..countries it spreads quickly and Turkey incessant prayers go up to the Prophet, imcasually remarked : "He never has his linen washed.
extensivly for lack of the sanitary measures which ploring him to prese:ve his faithful followers from
Whenever he puts on a shirt he puts it on for
religion has ever forbidden .to be taught; from the terrible scourge. A strange ceremony was seen
good,
and he wears it until it drops in shreds off his
hence it this year entered Russia, a country where in Mershed the other day. A horse, covered with
back."
!1' Christian populace has equally exalted priests' a tiger s~n, was led out in.to the principal street
As for sanitary preparation against cholera, the
mumm\lries and ignored physicians' prophylactics, and all the Persians in the city gathered round him.
Russian
peasants would look upon this as a profane
and through Rassia it reaches us who by a wiser From the tiger skin hung countless amulets, and
interference
with providence. The origin of this
negiect of supernaturalism and regard for fact h~v the animal was otherwise curiously caparisoned. A
belief
is
to
be
found in the fact that the priests
lad of sixteen years was mounted on the horse, and,
deserved better things.
regard
it
as
a
profane
interference with themselvs,
Thus to those never-ending, abominable world- after a black :flag had been placed in his hands, the
certain
to
decrease
the
sales of their own anti, curses of Brithmanism and Buddhism, Mohammed- great crowd moved in procession around the marketcholera
remedies
of
prayers
and spells. It is said
anism and Christianity, is due all our misery under place, at the head being three young girls, who
that
the
Russians
explain
the outbreak of the
were .dressed in red trousers and black jackets,
this hideous scourge.
cholera
as
the
result
of
machinations
of English
The first intimation in America of an outbre~tk shouting "Ali Houssem! Ali Houssem!" to which enemies, who went visiting the famin districts l~st
of cholera. this year in the breeding-place of the the throng replied with loud prayers, lamentations, year, and under the pretense of distributing alms
disease in India came on April 22d in the shape of and self-flagellation. .After a while the procession to the hungry, bribed Russian physicians to work
a cable dispatch from Calcutta. In this message it broke up and the crowd went home and, gathering this spell upon the people. The proper preventivs
was announced that on the preceding day one hun- a supply of provisions, such as bread, mutton, butto use against cholera are the prayers of priests and
dred and eighty cases of the disease had been ter, eggs, etc., took it down to the riverside and
the counter spells of lasses plowing in the dead of
reported in Benares and that it had b~en raging spent the remainder of the day there feasting,
the night. Sanitary precautions are not legitimate.
there in the shape of a virulent epidemic for some weeping, wailing, and pounding theiJ' breasts with
4nothe:r diftlculty _in.. the way_ of l!~tnitatio:n is the
titue, ln the twe:nty.four h.ours p:re(ledin~ the :tUing the4' cleJl.ch!'ld fista. Their QJl.e a.hn _w~~os to :vro-
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expense of it. It has been calculated by experts
that "the sanitation of a peasant's hut would cost
seven rubles (about $3.75), and no Russian peasant
would think of sparing such a sum for the purpose.
In describing the things which Russians eat and
drink, Mr. Lanin says that it requires great caution
to keep within limits of decency of language and
yet giv an adequate notion of the subject. The
foreign visitors to St. Petersburg or Moscow who
stroll down "Glutton's Row" will see men and
women, boys and girls, devouring hideous messes
which would be speedily destroyed by the sanitary
officers of other countries. So much for the food
.of the poor. But it is said that the manner of preparing food in "first-class" bakeries and butcher's
shops would not bear relation in plain English.
Thus, it is said that in t.he preparation of the exquisit jams by the most renowned Russian confectioners the seeds are separated from currants,
gooseberries, etc., not by means of a mechanical
apparatus, but by the application of human lips,
poor women being employed to do the work. T.he
f:wts as to the preparation of the national drink,
quass, are of the same sort. The water is said to be
no better. No city or hamlet in Russia has drinking water pure enough to meet the requirements of
the most tolerant sanitary engineer in more Western countries. In Bakhu, where the cholera found
favorable soil, a semi-official Russian journal says
that "in many yards stand artificial ponds filled
with water carried thither in jars. In this water
the inhabitants are wont to perform their daily ablutions, bathing every day. They also use it to
wash their fruits and commodities, besides which
they drink it." In a scientific treatis by Dr. Kolokoloff on the waters of St. Petersburg, it is said
that one of the' rivers of the capital receives daily
from the city one-seventh of its own bulk in impurities.
·
The dwellings of the Russian people are in a
fearful state of uncleanliness and misery. Even in
the most magnificent apartment houses of the Russian capital the tenant who is paying $3,000 a year
for his flat knows that under his marble staircase a whole family is hidden away in one room
and living in a manner which must endanger his
own health. In the tenements of the poor in parts
of Russia the distance from floor to ceiling is
sometimes not more than three feet, so that the
occupants must crawl in upon all-~ours to the rags
upon which they lie. Disease is greatly on the increase. Diphtheria in particular has become a.
regular periodical epidemic, the proportion of
deaths from this disease to the number of persons
attacked being in 1888 greater than in the most.
malignant cholera known in the nation.
From this God-beloved land of Russia the cholera entered Hamburg, Germany, which it has so
fearfully ravaged. This city of Hamburg contains
a less propo.rtion of Freethought and Rationalism,
and a greater one of Christianity, than most other
localities in the nation. Its people liv in close and
foul quarters. They hav studied no text-books of
hygiene, but are familiar with the catechism. A
dispatch from that city on a recent Sunday says:
" The church services were attended by about every,
decently dressed person in the city. The churches could
not hold the throngs, and hundreds of persons stood before the church doors, or under the church windows,
listening to the prayers for the abatement of the plague.''
Now the dread disease is at our own doors. No
community can be safe while there remains on the
same globe another community that really believes
and practices religion.

the congress declares that, " following the many
declarations of the holy see, particularly of Pius
IX. of blessed memory and our present gloriously
reigning. holy father, and abiding with the directiqn
of our episcopate and the third plenary council of
Baltimore, we see in the training of Catholic parochial schools the only means effectivly to preserve
and protect faith and morality, and we declare
school without religion, in its nature and as experience teaches, dangerous. It is this sad experience
to which the demoralization of society to a great
extent is due." And the resolutions further call
upon "all our Catholic fellow-citizens to giv their
votes only to such candidates as take a correct
stand on the school question.".
In a speech by Priest Heinen are these words :
"The church alone is the proper institution to take
charge of the education of children. Nor is the
right n.nd province of the church, in this respect,
limited to only religious education. A religious
test must also be applied to secular education,
which is worse than worthless if it is not inspired
by religion. I claim, therefore, that there is only
one school worthy of the name, and that is the parochial school. If we expect that our schools shall
hav the desired influence on the minds of our young
people, then religiouS' instruction can never be considered a mere secondary affair, but it must, on the
contrary, be placed far above secular instruction
of any kind. Don't let us be unnatural sons and
daughters; don't let us hasten the death of our
mother tongues. If that language [German], so
dear to us, is to die, then let its death be natural.
For the present let us remember that this language
is not dead yet, but is, on the contrary, very much
alive. We demand that this language be taught
in our parochial schools. What the heroes of the
German Ultramontane party hav done in the old
country we hope to be able to accomplish in this
country-in this alleged free land of America. I
therefore now propose three cheers for the parochial schools, and especially for the German parochial schools."
There is no need of comment on these sentiments.
They are distinctly antagonistic to American principles, and if carried out would make an alien religious government paramount to our state and
national governments. The ·holders of them are bad
citizens.

Some Outrageous Religious Legislation.
A neighbor in Newark, N. J., Mr. John W. Ogden,
calls our attention to some laws of New York state
hitherto ~verlooked by the Liberals. They might
be fitly described as progressiv stealing. The first
reads:
"CHAPTER

191.

SESSION LAWS OF NEW YORK,

1889.

" An Act to Limit the amount of property to be held by
Corporations organized for other than BuRineRs purposes. Approved by the Governor, April 25, 1889.
Passed, three-fifths being present.
"The people of the state of New York, represented in Senate anil Assembly, do enact as follows:
" § 1. Any Religious, educ11tional, literary, sci~>ntific,
benevolent. or charitable corporation, or corporation orga:Q.ized for hospital, infirmary, or other than Business
purposes, may take and hol•l property not exceeding in
value Two Million Dollars, or the yearly income derived
from which shall not exceed One Hundred Thousand
Dollars, notwithstanding the provision of any special or
general Act heretofore passed or certificate of incorporation affecting such corporations. In computing the value
of such property, no increase in value arising otherwise
than from improvements made thereon, shall be taken
into account.
" § 2. This Act shall not affect the right of any such
corporation to take and hold property exceeding in value
the amount specified in section one of this Act, provided
German Catholics Bad Citizens.
such right is conferred upon such corporation by Special
The German Catholics last week held a congress Statute.
"§ 2. This Act shall take effect immediately."
in Newark, N. J., which was notable for the bold
The second improves on this by a million dollars :
expression of treasonable sentiment by the priestly
"CHAPTER 497. SESSION LAWS OF NEW YORK, 1890.
speakers who addressed the people. The church,
by them, was repeatedly put ahead of the govern- "An Act to amend Chapter One Hundred and Ninetyone of the Laws of Eighteen Hundred and Eightyment, and they declared their allegiance to it in
nine, entitled: An Act to Limit the amount of propthese words: "We approve what St. Peter aperty to be held by corporations organized for other
proves ; we recommend what he recommends; we
than Business purposes. Approved by the Governor,
June 4, 1890. Passed, three-fifths being present.
condemn what he condemns, and we tolerate what
"The people of the State of New York, represented in
he tolerates."
Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:
On the school question particularly do the utter"§ 1. Section one, of Chapter one hundred and ninety·
~DQtl§ df}sene ~~Jtt(l:U.tiOl!· . lzt the resolutions a•lopted one, of t4e !J~w& of ]jighteen hundred ~ud Eighty-~ne

1

entitled an Act t? Limit th:e amount of property to be
held by corporatiOns orgamzed for other than Business
purposes, is hereby amended so as to read as follows:.
"§ 1. Any Religious, educational, literary, scientific
benevolent, or charitable corporation, or corpora:
tion organized for hospital, infirmary, or other than
Business purposes, 'may ta1te and hold property not ex.
ceeding in value Three Million Dollars, or the yearly
income derived from which shall not exceed Two Hun.
dred and Fifty Thousand Dollars, notwithstanding the
provisions of any special or general act heretofore passed
or certificate of incorporation affecting such corporations:
In computing the value of such property, no increase in
value arising otherwise than from improvements made
thereon, shall be taken into account.'
"§ 2. This Act shall take effect immediately."
The third caps the climax of legalized robbery:
''CHAPTER

553.

SESSION LAWS OF NEW YORK,

1890.

"An Act to amend Chapter One Hundred and Ninety.
one of the Laws of Eighteen Hundred and Eighty.
nine, entitled an Act to Limit the amount of property
to be held by corporations organizeq fol' other than
Business purposes, and relating to such corporations. Approved by the Governor, June 7, 1890.
Passed, three-fifths being present.
"'l'he People of the Stu.te of Now York, represented in
Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:
"§ 1. Chapter One Hundred and Ninety-one vf the
Laws of Eighteen Hundred and Eighty-nine, entitled An
Act to Limit the amount of property to be held by corporations organized for other than business purposes, is
hereby amended so as to read as follows:
"§ 1. Any Religious, educational, Bible, Missionary,
Tract, literary, 1<cientific, benevolent, ur charitable corporation, or corporation organized for the enforcement
of laws relating to children or anirnals, or for hospital,
infirmary, or olber than bminess purposes, may take and
hold in its own right, or in trust, for any purpose comprised in the objects of its 'incorporation, property not
rxceeding in value Three Million Dollars, or the yearly
inc0me derived from which shall not ''xceed Two Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollars, notwithstunding the
provisions of any special or general 1 ct hen;tofore
passed, or certificate of incorporation affecting such l>orporations. In computing the vulue of sucb. property no
increase in valne arising otherwise thun f10m improvements made thereon shall be taken into account. The
personal estate of such corporations shall be exempt
from taxation, and the provisions of chapter four hundred and eighty-three of the laws of eighteen hm1dred
and eighty-five, entitled 'An Act to tax gifts, legacieH
and collateral inheritances in certain cases ' and the acts
amendatory thereto, shall not apply thereto nor to any
gifts to any such corporation by grant, bequest, or otherwise; provided, however, that this provision shall not
apply to any moneyed or stock corporation deriving an
income or profit frorn the capital or otherwise, or to
any corporation which has the right to make dividends
or to distribute p1·ojits or assets among its rnernbers.
"§ 2. This Act shall not affect the right of any such
corporation to take and hold propnty exceeding in value
the amount specifi<'d in section one of this Act, provided
such right is conferred upon such corporation by Special
Statute; 'nor affect any statute by which its real estate
is exempt from taxation.'
"§ 3. This Act shall tnke efft>ct immediately."
This last amendment is sublime in il s impudently aggressiv r1 bbery of the taxpayers. By its
provisions the Society for the Prevention of ·Cruelty
to Children and the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to animals escape taxation. All the private
hospitals, which charge high rates for patients, escape; and, in this cit.y, it exempts tl1e Bible House
Society owning a whole block, from which it de1ives
thousands of dollars annually in rentals of t'tores
and offices ; it lets out the Tract Society in Nassau
street, which also reaps thousands of dollars revenue from rent of its stores and offices ; it exempts
the Young Men's Christian Association building at
1'wenty-third street and Fourth avenue, a large
portion of which is likewise rented for large sums,
and it deprives the state of the revenue h<•retofore
collected from legacies left to benevolent societies
-societies usually beJ1evolent only to their officers!
It is a colossal religious steal as it is, and it can and
will be used to exempt dozens of buildings a•ti.
thousands of dollars' worth of personal property
now ·paying taxes, thereby adding to the burdeils of
the producing property, already taxed to what
seems the utmost limit.
Both political parties are responsible 1or this gigantic theft. Tht• city Democrats voted for it for
its benefit to the Catholic church; the country
Democrats and Republicans because it aids the
Protestants. That the religious people asked for
such an immense favor shows how strong they consider thems~lvs to be in politics. Never, since Puritanict\11 times, hav the churche~ wi~Jd(;ld sucll: ~
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influence in state politic!:! as now, and never before
in the history of the ~ountry hav they pulled so
strong a wire in national legislation.
It is impossible to tell at present w:hat this law
will cost New York taxpayers. Already in the
sLate over one hundred millions of ch~rch and religious property are exempt from taxation, and this
will add an indefinit sum. Religious corpora.tions
will acquire vast amounts of realty, hold them without paying taxes, and reap the enormous profits of
their speculation, only, to rdnvest and repeat the
operation. The possibilities are almost limitless,
and there can be but ore result if churches take advantage of them-confiscation of such property by
the state.
The Baptists of Rev. Mr. McArthur's church in
this city recently held a "meeting to ratify the
action of Congr6ss in reference to closing the
World's Fair on Sundays and to offer thanks to
God for his overruling providence in the final
settling of this important question." It is well that
the Baptists see fit to "rntify" Congressional
action; otherwise it might not be law.
The people of the Mosquito reservation, S. A.,
still believe in black art and necromancy, and hav
laws punishing magicians. A short time ago Judge
Thomas, of Blue fields, sentenced a man to pay a fine
of $100 or go to prison for a year because a witness testified that he had seen the man, after taking
a drink, knock a man down like dead, and on blowing
some liquor from his mouth over the seeming dead
man, he revived. The victim of this judicial medievalism said that the only reason the judge condemned him was because he was poor and his
accuser rich, and ~his is probably true, for it seems
impossible that a judge c~mld really believe such
evidence true.
A few weeks since we printed a. Catholic complaint that the French Freethinkers hav usurped
the church rite of baptism, and made it a civil
ceremony. At the same time we said that it was
probably not the Freethinkers but the Positivists
who used the rite. It seems, however, to be a political rite more than a religious one, as the formula
runs this way: " Do you undertake the moral and
physical guardianship of this child ~ Do you
promis to make him a good citizen and be a second
family to him T" On receiving an affirmativ answer
the celebrant will say : "In the name of the great
principles of the. French Revolution, I declare this
child to be under the guardianship of Citoyen A
and Citoyenne B." The form~la was invented by
M. Rochefort several years ago and the town of St.
Denis appears to be the only place where the cere-

thinking women of the country add their views and and is equally ready. for freedom's greater battle
record their votes. Send them to the World, New yet to come. Also, Mr. and Mrs. Feris, Mr. John
Morse, Mr. and Mrs. Hale, and others, formed our
York city.·
pioneer corps. Mr. E. S. Todd and E. W. Parker
The Methodist ministers of this city, at one of were present from Marion, and I was glad to meet
their weekly meeting~;~ recently, discussed the ques- these comrades, who will no doubt be of excellent
tion of eternal damnation. The general opinion of service.
Our Spiritualist friends under the lead of Mr.
the old-time preachers was that damnation is eternal,
H. W. Hale are doing good work here .helping on
while the younger ones thought it is not. The old the era of humanity.
fellows admitted that it was disagreeable for them
The Meriden Press, just started, is a vigorous
to hav to preach so horrible a doctrin to their con- reform journal, and means progress.
I must thank the members of the Turn Verein for
gregations ; but, they said, it was not for them to
say what doctrins they should or should not preach, the beautiful music which they furnished.
In the home of Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Griswold I
so long as those doctrins were the teachings of
found the true Freethought hospitality, and I enChrist. They wanted no . whitewashing of the joyed the campaign with its varying defeats and
word of God. A very young minister said he successes.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
preached the doctrin of eternal damnation for the
Oregon and the Proposed Sunday Law.
wicked because it was the t"aching of his church,
Oregon
is one of the few states in which Sunday
but he preached itjust as seldom as he could, and
laws
hav
not
become very burdensome yet. The
when he had he took pains not to go much into
details. He had not faith in eternal damnation Sunday-closing act which closes the doors of all
legitimate business houses except drugstores is all
himself, as applied to all sinners. "We on earth," the Sunday law now on the statute books. But the
he said, "whc are-civilized, look upon it as one of Women's Christian Temperance Union is going to
the cardinal principles of our civilization that in make a desperate effort to get a rigid Sunday law
punishing evil-doers we take into consideration their through the next legislature, and it had $10,000 to
responsibility for their evil-doing. That such a back it as ]ong ago as last April. Now, if ail
earnest effort is not made to prevent it they will
principle embodies justice and mercy none will
get that law. I propose this: Let us canvass the
deny. I believe that in preaching eternal damnation state thoroughly and circulate petitions against it
to the wicked, which means all who hav sinned, and asking for the repeal of the present closing
including infants, heathens, and the unfortunate law. Let us form clubs in every town and every
poor of our great cities, who never hear the gospel, schoolhouse, and all these clubs resolve against the
we make two skeptics to one convert. It is strange present and the proposed law. Let us gather these
to me that, while we are always ready to find inter- petitions and resolutions together and hav them
presented to the next legislature by a good lobbypretations for other teachings of scripture which ist. Let us call a convention to meet in Salem
will put them in harmony with our idea of God, we one week after the legislature meets and try and
refuse to take anything but the literal meaning of come to Salem in such numbers and with such
these passages in regard to infant damnation.". enthusiasm as will impress those solons with the
When the Methodists begin to advance there is idea that all Oregon is opposed to Sunday law and
hope that the Christian world may some time enter- in earnest. This can be done by speakers going
all over the state and organizing committees and
tain civilized notions!
furnishing them with petitions to circulate. The

mony occurs._---------~An effort is being made to release Mr. Harman
on a writ of habeas corpus, though on what grounds
it is to be argued he does not state. In his last
letter f: ·'' m prison, dated September 4th, the imprisoned- editor writes cheerfully. He is allowed
to see an occasional visitor, and receives such letters as are approved by the chaplain of the prison.
He concludes his grateful acknowledgment of favors
received by saying: " Quite a number of books and
papers hav been sent me, but'in most cases I know
not whom to thank, as the name of the donor is not
giveJi. I would suggest that those wishing to send
me anything by mail had better inclose a stamp for
return of letter if rejected, and for notice that the
book or other article is not admissible, if such
should be the case. As a general direction I would
say, don't send me daily papers, nor anything very
radical in tendency."
~--~-----------
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Twelve out of thirteen of the board of women
managers of the exhibit of the state of New
York for the World's Fair hav protested against
the action of Congress in deciding to close
the Fair on Sunday. It would be interesting, says
the World of this city, to know how women generally regard this matter-whether the twelve are
alone in their opinion, or whether the women of the
country stand as twelve to one in favor of opening
the Fair every day of the week. The World has
therefore opened its columns to a discussion .of the
matter by women, and we suggest that othe Free-
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News and Notes.
It seemed at first as if "providence·" was against
me on Saturday night, September 24th, when I
lectured at Meriden, for just at the hour of gathering it thundered and lightened and the rain poured;
and as a consequence only a. few were present.
But th~ Turner Singers' Band helped us nobly, and
inspired us, notwithstanding the storm, to keep the
line of battle. A larger number were out on Sunday afternoon, and on Sunday evening a very good
audience greeted me, and there is encouragement
for the future. A goodly company, twenty-three in
all, joined the Freethought Federation, and these
will make a nucleus for work hereafter. Hitherto
Mr. N. F. Griswold has had to take the responsibility. It is hoped that others will now come to
his aid.
Outwardly Meriden is quite an orthodox pl-ace.
They are the representativs of wealth and fashion,
and are numerous. Yet there is a popular Liberal
element. The reform party is here and doing
good work, and the ·drift is to larger and better
ideas. Meriden is a model New England city. It
is a manufacturing center and is alive with business. It has many elegant structures, beautiful
private residences, gardens, and lawns. On Sunday morning with Mr. and Mrs. Griswold I had a
delightful drive, viewing from lofty hills the magnificent scenery. Meriden is encircled with splendid hights, and from these the city can be viewed
in its picturesque variety-the massiv mills; the
dwelling-houses from the little cottage to the superb mansion; the state reform school on a noble ele,vation, a group of beautiful buildings towering
;above the trees; the J!eW ~ospital, a commodious
and attractiv place which the women of Meriden
hav recently purchased and devoted to its present
uses. Beyond the crowded· valley. and wooded
hights adorned with luxurious homes West moun~
ain lifts its forehead to the sky-the first point,
it is said, to be seen by the sailors as they voyage
landward over the sea, which is eighteen miles distant. Prosperity is to be seen on every side, but
here as elsewhere, in the midst of this apparent
progress, are the battling forces of riches and poverty.
I was pleased to meet my veteran comrade, A. M.
Dignam, who is a generous contributor to our
cause. He was a sol~er under the flag of the Union,

committees can send in the petitions to the central
committee when all hav signed who will, and also
such funds as they can raise to help defray printing,
postage, and other expenses. The committees, too,
can help agitate for the convention. The sporting
men, speed-track men, and baseball clubs, for instance, can be stirred up, for their interests are to
be attacked. The theaters, and other amusements,
too, will help along substantially no doubt.
If the work is pushed on these lines we can undoubtedly defeat the proposed despotism. But
something must be done and done with vim and
determination or they will fasten this unholy
ordinance upon the people of Oregon.
When has a Sunday law ever been repealed T
Let us keep it from being enacted. I will try and
be in Portland by the middle of October. It is not
worth while trying to do very much until after the
presidential election, for now that absorbs the
attention of the public to the exclusion of everything else except prizefights.
Let us make the time between the election and
the convening of the legislature a time of enthusiastic work.
HENRY ADDIS. ·

Lectures and Meetings.
S. P. l'UT&AM's lecture appointments for October and
Novoml•er:
Cincim111.ti, O...... Oct.
9 Reno, Nev.......... Nov. 6, 7
Gohlen Poud, Ky. " 14-17 Bishop Creek and
Chieago, lll........ "
23 Round Valley, Cal " 9-14
Bartley, Neb ....... " 26, 27 Independence, Cal '' 17-20
27
Stockton, Cal...... "
De1•ver, Col.. ...... " 30
Scofield, Utah.... Nov. 21,
THE Manhattan Liberal Club lectures for Ocwber are
as follows. The Club meets at 220 E. 15th sfreet:
October 7th, "Jeffersonian Democracy," Samuel P.
Putnam.
,
October 14th, "The Heaven and Hell of Politics,' Vol·
tairine de Cleyre.
October 21st, "The Persistence and Utility of Fiction,"
Van Buren Denslow.
October 28th, "The Free-Banking Solution of the Currency Problem," Widden Graham.
W. F. JAMIESoN is expecting to attend the Secular
Congress at Chicago. For lectures address him at
Mosca, Col.
THE next meeting of the Syrian Society will be held at
the house of William McLaury, M.D., 244 W. 42d street,
on Thursday, Oct. 6th, at 8 P.M.
The -bath Day.
The religious painter who embellishes fences and sheds
with scriptural sayings painted on a farmer's fence in
western Massachusetts the injunction: "Remember the
Sabbath day to keep it holy." Along came some Peck's
bad boy, who easily changed it to: "Remember the bath
day to keep it holy."
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The Kansas Freethinkers' Convention.
We are indebted to Lucifer for the following
report of the third annu"'.l convention of' the Kansas
Freethinkers' Association held at Ottawa, September 9th to 14th. Mrs. Etta Semple presided.
Saturday evening Mr. A. Rose, of Lawrence, occupied the platform, presenting arguments to tear
down Bible superstition. A heavy rain kept the
people at home, a very small audience being present.
Sunday afternoon J. E. Remsburg gave a strong
address on the Sunday question, and in the evening lectured on " False Claims." A large audience
was in attendance, which he held by r is eloquence.
Monday forenoon was spent in business session,
arid short talks by nearly all present on the subject
of" Right Over Duty," being thoroughly handled.
Monday afternoon Lois W aisbrooker lectured to
women on "Perfect Motherhood."
After her
le~ture the audience, with one accord, asked ·a repetition of this able lecture.
The request was
granted. Mrs. Hodge, of Ottawa, followed with a
paper on the "Theory of Christian Science."
·Monday evening L. D. White, secretary, read a
lec,ture on" Woman's Dangerous Friends," wherein
she showed thfl fact that woman has many enemies among hf'r pretended or so-called friends, the
church being the worst enemy of all. Her appeal
fqr Moses Harman, now in prison, was well received.
Tuesday morning was devoted to passing resolutions and electing officers.
The resolutions
adopted are as follows :
WHEREAS, the so-called Christian Sabbath has_ no
foundation in nature nor in the inherent needs of man,
nor even in the authority which the prevailing sects
called Christian claim for it, therefore:
Reimlved, That its enforced observance as a holy day is
in direct violation of our natural, inherent rights, and that
the closing of the World's Fair on th t day is not only an
act of tyranny against the citizens of this republic, but
an insult to the citizens of other nations, and presents a
spectacle to the civilized world inviting contempt and
ridicule.
Resolved, That we indignantly protest against all religious or govf'rnmental control in the realm of thought,
discussion, and peaceable propaganda, as an unwarrantable interference with our liberties and a bar across the
path of progress; that,
WHEREAS, It is considered a crime not to giv warning
when a contagious disease makes its appearance, that
prvper precautions may be taken to prevent its spread
among the people; and
WHEREAS, We considei· it equally criminal not to giv
warning, and in languag-e that the people can understand,
when a moral disease, one which involves the physical
life-center of the race, makes its appearance; and,
WHEREAS, Moses Harman, of Topeka, Kan., editor of
Lucifer, the Light-Bearer, is now undergoing sentence in
Kansas state prison for having given such warning,
placing it in the hands of the people through the only
channel at his command; therefore,
Resolved, 'fhat any law which tends to prevent the full
and free discussion of whatever pertains to the physical
and moral welfare and happiness of the people is in direct
violation of our natural and inherent rights, and we
earnestly urge the individual and united efforts of all lovers of liberty to secure the abrog-ation of all such laws
now upon our statute books and to see to it that no more
are passed.
Resolved, That the incarceration of Moses Harman demands the indignant protest of all progressiv men and
women as unjust, invasiv,- and tyrannical, as worthy of
Torquemada, or the theocratic government of the Dark
Ages.
Resolved, That in the imprisonment or" a man whose
integrity and personal moral worth hav never been questi~ned by his most persistent persecutors, this while
thieves, murderers, and moral lepers who subscribe to
and sustain the rule of the church as she acts through the
state, are at liberty, we see foreshadowed, not only
our own fate, hut the fate of all who dare to oppose the
superstitions of the past as embodied in the church of
to-day, provided the church gains the power she seeks
which she is sure to do unless all Liberals are awake and
activ.
·The following officers were elected: president,
Mr. Mayberry, of Burlingame, Kan.; vice-president,
S. W. Day, of Ottawa, Kan. ; secretary, Etta Semple, of . Ottawa, Kan. ; treasurer, M. Semple, of
Ottawa, Kan. Letters were read from Prof. J. H.
Cook, "Diana," E. W. Chamberlain, H. Harman,
V oltairine de Cleyre, Annie E. Parkhurst, Ida Ballou
Governor Robinson, and Dr. A. C. Williams.
vote of thanks was tendered the Ottawa Republican
for the report it gave of the convention.
Tuesday evening Lois Waisbrooker spoke to a
large audience, combining her two lectures, "The
Lessons of_ the Present Hour" and "Perfect
Motherhood."
·
Sunday afternoon, in response to an appeal from
· the vice-president to consider ways and means of
continuing the association on a solid basis, J. E.
Remsburg gave some encouraging and practical
ideas on the advantages and utility of organization, of which the members were not slow in taking
advantage. Money enough to defray expenses of
the next annual convention was pledg2d, thus removing the :financial responsibility from one or two
members who hav heretofore carried it, and insuring life and strength to the association.
Mrs.
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Semple, who writes the report, concludes: "Pleas-!
Faet Less Prevalent Than Fietion.
ant acquaintan~es were made and renewed, and all
The old saying made_ it " stranger :'-doubtwent_home feehng_ encouraged to come next year, ful in the minds of some, while the above statement
working together m a comiD;o? cause for truth, and can be questio;ned by no intelligent observer. . How
to oppose error and superstitiOn."
it has come to pass tl:at fiction is the more popular,.that error still has the upper hand of truth, may be
one of the unsolved problems of our age. That it
Waiting for the Coming Change.
is so, however, is seen and lamented by all good _
'Twas once the man who marshaled mig-hty armies,
Freethinkers and scientists ; nevertheless consoled ·
Who held a viselike grip on all mankind,
by seeing errors receding and facts gaining. In our
Who ruled by sword with valor's muscle wielded
age of wonderful material progress it is gratifying ·
The world and all its wealth and all its mind.
to see the mental and moral element likewise
The despot dared to speak in voice of thunder
advancing. This being the climax of all that is
His mandates. to the masses 'neath command,
good,
it is humiliating to see it in the rear, exhilaratAnd dared to niarch into the thick of battle
ing to see it moving to the front. Readers are exWith unsheathed sword puissant in his hand.
horted to remember that this is due to our honor-·· 'Twas then that chivalry elected rulers,
able workers-writers, readers, and lecturers. In
And monarchy paraded undisguised;
the domain of Freethought there should be no
But now 'tis said the people choose their leaders,
And statecraft as high justice stands revised.
"deadheads."
The truths we learn shoul::l be
taught
to
others.
If appreciated, they will be disWe question not the purpose of t:Pe people, ·
seminated.
Neither reason, philanthropy, selfAs spoken by the patriots years agone,
When in the Western world was planned a nation
respect, nor respect for our fellows, can afford to
Where noblemen and kings should not be born.
let them lie dead. Truth, when rightly handled, is
powerful and will prevail. Besides, the Latin sayBut still we question what the years are bringing;
We see proud monarchy regaled in lies,
ir.g should be veri:fi~d, " Qui docet elicit "-he that .
And legislation and her legislators
teaches learns. Our only way to enjoy truth, to
The tools of crafty despots in disguise.
make it liv in us and us liv in it, is to use it, to
And now truth-speaking men can gain no station
spread it.
To aid in making or unmaking laws. How often are we told by precept and example to
The raptores, the cormorants. of traffic, .
let Christians alone, nor incur the displeasure ofnomi- ·
Hold common manhood cringing in their claws.
nal believers in the Bible. Folly will it be said to
The banker, the high priest of things financial,
incur the boycott of customers by disclosing yamExacts his usnry in tithes of gold,
doubts on religion. To say that you do not· know
And men bow down in worship to the dollar,
God, that you even entertain a doubt of his existence
And gold is god-herpriest the king of old.
or wisdom, is dreadful. ~t once discretion becomes.'Twas armies once that were the slaves of despots.
the better part of valor, and a virtual consent to
'Tis labor's army now, the slaves of those
radical error, assumption, and superstition results.
Who lobby through the laws of trade and money,
Instead of doing what ought to be done for
Far from the battle's front and safe from blows.
truth and reason, the compromising party is really
Far back along the paths of shipwrecked nations,
doing all that religion could ask. In the days ·of
Their record this one simple story tells:
Christ, as the Testament has it, evil spirits only'Tis how the wealthy few gain all possessions
Until the frantic downlrod mass rebels.
asked to be let alone-all that the old slaveholders
asked, all Jeff Davis and secession asked, and about
As tower up the millions now fast piling
all churches are DOW asking. Simply stop thinking,
Within the coffers of the cunning crew,
To speak of sovereign people seems ironic
talking, lecturing, writing, and publishing, letting
When bribes can buy a law to please the few.
priestcraft alone, and we hav peace; agitate in behalf
of truth and we hav war. Then comes the
I wait to see a change that fast is coming,
I wait to see the wealthy stronger grow,
intolerance of superstition to spike the cannons.
I wait to see the down trod mass uprising
Wholly unable to stand fire, of which the cowardice
To civilization's final overthrow. of error is conscious, the dernier resort is brute
force-the tar-and-feather argument of slavery. the
When slaves are made of men whose narrow reason
ls bound by superstitious fetters strong,
revival of the Inquisition. Dreadful as once these
Whose minds are groping in untutored darkness,
were, they are no longer so.
Blind to the rights that to all men belong,
But let us spend a few minutes on facts and When these are ground upon by heel of despot
fiction.
Uprisings may be weak, at last extreme.
Is it not a fact that matter, in its ever-changing
Long they forbear and fear and hope and tremble,
form, has always been and ever must be~ The imIntoxicate, hope on, submit, and dream.
possibilit-y of annihilating it has again and again,
But when intelligence beneath oppression
time out of mind, been demonstrated.
Is harder pressed, for a brief time she lies
The fiction is that in the beginning God created ·
Quiescent and obeys her lord and leader,
it from nothing. Before this beginning this unAnd strives by honesty in peace to rise.
changing God had been in eternity, the only possiBut as the pressure on some strong explosiv
ble existence, seeing nothing, knowing nothing,
Increases, so intelligence must be
doing nothing. Nothing to see, nothing. to know,
Beneath a despot pressure fast approaching
nothing to do. Without variableness or the
A point where every atom must be free.
shadow of turning this God took a notion to create
A moment in the eons of oppression,
first
the matter of our little world out of nothing,
From peace to chaos, civilization's knell,
then the sun and moon to rule it out of nothing,
Down falls accumulated wealth of ages
Into the caldron of a self-made hell.
and having a good bit of nothing left over, an infinit universe of suns and planets ! This is the :fiction
We walk beside a sea whose wavf's are growling,
prevailing over the solid science of facts.
But dashing harmless on a gilded strand,
We walk above a crater only rumbling,
At the same time he formed Adam out of dust,
Safe seems the shore, secure the solid land.
found him finally lonesome, put him to sleep, took
out one of his ribs, and made l:.im a wife. Then
Around the world are little strikes recurring,
comes one variety of his sn~J,kes and induces the
All vain are labor's throes of pain to right
The wrong accumulated in past ages
silly woman to eat an apple to gain knowledge, _
By cunning craft made virtue in o~r sight.
that she might know good from evil. - Had Paul
been there to hav her learn of her husband at home,·
How brave is he, the lordly law-upholder!
He who upb.olds a ln.w to make him slave!
it might not hav been that
Hark to his pratings of our mighty nation!
In Adam's fall
His pen is mighty and his speech is brave.
We sinned all.
He swears to execute al(tyrant orders
Then come their sons, Cain and Abel, the one a
That knaves hav purchased with the idol gold·
meat-eat~r, the o~her a vegetarian .. Abel brought •
He talks of i:J?-dependence when his language,
'
the firstlings of his herds, murdered them outright1 Yea, and his very manhood, has been sold.
offered their warm blood a sweet-smelling savor to ..
And this is business; let the fool dare utter
his God; Cain came on with his vegetables and
An honest, n;t~~;nly though't urged not by gain,
fruits, an_ insult to his blood-loving God, and was
Contempt, der1s10n, scorn, becomes his portion·
Without his plot a man is deemed insane.
'
cursed and exiled to the land of Nod. There, howhe was consoled by courtship, marriage, and
ever,
But still I wait to see a change fast coming
a large family of children. Where and how the
I wait to sf'e the wealthy stronger grow·'
I wait to see the down trod mass uprising '
wife and the prolific mother got there is another
To civilization's final overthrow.
unsolved problem.
Still, :fiction being- the most
Cathlamet, Wash.
Dn. BoYNTON.
popular, at once it prevails over all stubborn facts.
Here we hav no more than the beginning, the
.A B_ O's, of the absurd _and demoralizing :tictions.
A Sweeping Challenge.
runnmg thJ;ough the -tediOus booksbound into one
Nearly all, if not all, of the writings of the so- big volume, called the Bible, sent broadcast into
called fathers of the church, and most of the Latin our civilized world under the- outrageous fiction of
?lassies, were fabricated after the revival of learning being God-inspired.
Go carefully and patiently_
m the fourteenth century.
ANTICHRIST.
through the whole domain of science in search of a .
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single fact to sustain the book, and a fiat failure
results. On the contrary, every science, and ever~
fact in every science, protests against the silly, obscene, and bldody volume. ·
The leading command in the Christian's Testament, "-Go ye into all the world, and preach the
gospel to every creature, that he that believeth and
is baptized shall be saved, and he that believeth not
shall be damned," is the floodgate of the_ Christ fiction. To teach that the human intellect can believe
according to its wishes, and then bribe it with the
offer of eternal life to believe a tissue of silly false:
hoods, is to start an epidemic of insanity against all
W. PERKINS.
philosophy.
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three nights and was then puked up upon dry land, patients died of cholera. And now, of late, since
or upon any land, or at all. I do not believe the the cholera bacillus has been detected and isolated,
saloon ever produced any great men. Neither do it has been demonstrated that the approach of
I believe the Prohibition party ever produced any sulphuric acid annihilates it.
The beverage is
·great men, and I hav never met any great men who made by taking twenty drops of dilute sulphuric
hav helped produce the Prohibition party. I do acid to four ounces of water with lemons and sugar
believe the saloon has ruined great men, because I ad libitum. Our government published in 1875 a
hav seen the fact with my own eyes, and I believe Report on cholera visitations.- Executiv Doc. No. 95,
t~at the same people who compose the Prohibi- first page, 17, has a thorough report of some experitiOn party now hav been the means of taking ments demonstrating the certainty of the acid as a
spirituous liquors out of grocery and drug stores remedy and prophylactic. A:lso it givs a formula for·
and calling into existence the saloon business. It making the sulphur acid lemonade, same as hereinrequires no faith to believe this, because I hav seen before given.
~t all. If the saloon is a curse to society, as I know
If this is so, one may ask why it is not better
It to be, and the Prohibition party is the direct known. But anyone who has made a study of such
Party Principles.
cause of the saloon, then who should answer the things will not be astonished. For instance, the
In A,ugust Mr. Steenerson called me to account indictment'? The present components of the Pro- free use of lemons in small-pox renders that disease
for some statements made in an article entitled, hibition party. are proud to claim the honor of almost harmless. It was that which saved Voltaire's
"Prohibition Party Principles," and asked me to fa~h.ering al_l the laws made against (~) ihe use of life when abandoned to die by all the eminent doctors
point out some of the great men produced by the spmtuous hquors. That these identical laws made- of Paris attending him. · Then -came one who said
saloons.
the saloon business possible-because profitable- it was too late, but he would "try anyhow." It
My friend must pardon me for not being able to requires no grain of faith to believe. Not even a took sixty quarts of lemonade to save h~m, said
agree with him, and also for failing to make my rational Prohibitionist will deny it. - I do not believe Voltaire afterward.
meaning plain. I do not believe the saloons pro- the members of the party in general realize the
Over twenty years ago, Dr. Moore, of Ironton,
duce any great men, but I do believe the Prohibi- mischief they hav been and are working, but I believe 0., rediscovered this remedy, went out in the midst
tion ideas of taxes, revenues, etc., produce the the powers behind their throne to be those manu- of a great epidemic of small-pox, feeding lemons to
saloons-that is, make it possible for saloons to facturers of spirituous and malt liquors who are hundreds of patients; in the worst cases never
exist. I look upon a Prohibitionist as a variety of financially interested in keeping the price of liquor losing one. He published widecast his discovery.
orthodox;- ready to cut off the head and tear out high enough to insure the financial prosperity of Yet who knows anything about it~ Some few doctors
the bowels of him who differs in belief, and to the the saloon. Scientifically demonstrated, it requires hav got hold of it and use it with unfailing success,
same class and kind of people we owe all the taxes, a disordered organism to believe and acknowledge but the mass never heard of it, or shrug their
licenses, and revenue imposed upon the sale of in convention assembled that "almighty God is the shoulders at "an old woman's remedy."
That
spirits. This taxation I believe to be the cause of source of all true government." That is the old, most splendid example of American literature, a
the social evil produced by the saloon. The saloon played-out political doctrin of kings, emperors, and true .classic, Parton's "Life of Voltaire," givs an
is bad because it is made a means of sociability, and absolute monarchs. That is the source from which account of Voltaire's case.
HoLT.
treating is the means of leading young people into they get their authority to behead their subjects at
Religion and Revenue.
the habit of drinking. Take off the taxes of various pleasure. That is the source from which Christian
kinds and we know that whisky would be so cheap religion always received its authority to place imThe priest intimidates the poor, and on their
that no retail liquor business could be carried on believers upon the rack and sacrifice innocence on mites he grows fat. He flatters the rich, and with ·
with any hope of profit. There would be no saloon. the altar of bigotry. That is the source of author- their gifts builds grand temples and pretty parson~
Liquor would be almost as cheap as water (and ity under which the Israelites murdered the peo- ages. While pretending to honor poverty, he never
cheaper than water is in some parts of our state), ple of whole cities and debauched thousands says, Enough.
therefore when we drank liquor it would only be of pure maidens; and that is the authority which
It is estimated that in Mexico the chmches pos\ when we wanted it. The old confirmed glutton has bathed the world in blood time after time. sess fully one-half of the real property ; and in
would soon drink himself to death, perhaps, but the By God we hav suffered enough~ and the average Spain, Italy, and some other Christian lands, as
young man who has not acquired the habit would American citizen and voter whose liver and heart great or greater proportion may be in clerical co'nnot be required to refuse the sociability of a friend and gall and mind are in a healthful state of activ trol.
or a dozen friends in order to keep sober. Two operation does not recognize any such authority in
Look up and down our own richest avenues and
glasses of liquor would be worth .001, one mill, one- our government. He recognizes a majority vote of see at short distances apart gorgeous temples in
tenth of a cent, and the "good fellow" would his fellow-citizens and that alone.
which to worship a god so poor as not to hav had a
If Jehovah, the Jewish God represented in mass place to ·Jay his head. And the priests of these
hardly feel justified in "blowing in" one-tenth of a
cent to show his sociability. The amount "blown convention by the Prohibition party, is to take a temples, as they do in all Christendom, exercise an
in" would show his meanness if anything. There- hand in our national politics it is time for Free- oppressiv influence on our civil government. They
fore he would take a drink of water without asking t~kers to think freely. Follow his history back build the most costly structures in the most desirahis friend to join him. There are many things a few thousand years. You can easily follow it by ble places, and then order the community to exempt
stated which I believe, but there are many more the trail of blood left by the wars and murders them from taxation to pay for paving, flagging, and
which I do not believe. I hav read many books of authorized and ordered by him. You can· follow lighting their borders, .and protecting them generscience and many books of facts. When I read and his trail by the crimes committed in his name, by ally; Consequently taxes on all o ·her property are
find demonstrated a scientific fact I believe it, but the smell of human flesh roasted at the stake and higher; and every person who pays tax or rent, or
whe~ I read of a miracle pedormed two or three thou- on the altar to appease his anger, and by the mur- buys the necessaries of life, is forced to contribute
sand years ago by faith and recited by a writer who ders of innocent babes which hav been committed to support to the priest. Yet some folks, in face of
does not sign his own name, or who signs the name please his vanity. My friend Mr. Steenerson may this fact, consider themselvs free. Besides this
of a second or third party who was deceased at the think I am too radical, butldonotlike the idea of pro- great public favor, the poor believers hand in their
time, and who says ot' the demise and burial of the hibiting, and I do not like the result of the work of weekly if not daily mites; and the rich often, after
said deceased, ·' And no man knoweth of the place these cranks who recognize no other authority than a lifelong- support of stylish theological mansions
of his burial even unto this d.1y," I Cttn hardly be- that monster of monsters who rules only by super- here, bequeath vast sums to purchase the best seats
lieve the story, for rettsons which are app:trent, al- stition and ignorance, murder, famin, scourge, and in some mansion in the skies. By so doing they
F. H. HEALD.
though the story itself m;ty be clothed in such Prohibition.
may wrong their children, but it pleases their God,
saves them from a hell, and builds another church
beautiful language as t.o almost produce the rustle
A Sure Cholera Preventiv.
of angels' wings. I believe that two and two are
on the next corner.
Nearly all Christian C:.enominations of any note
four, because by demonstration it proves to be so,
When we learn that a certain infallible preventiv
and it takes no portion of faith to prove it. I do of Asiatic cholera has been in use for sixty years. succeed in getting money. Only those lill:e the
not believe that the genealogy of Joseph makes a obscurely at first, and later quite prominently, it Universalists, that try to run a church without a
proper pedigree with which to prove Jesus Christ astonishes us that wider publicity has never been hell attachment, fail; which proves that multitudes
is a descend 1nt of the house of David. If it is true given to it. One great cause of the neglect of it is still are superstitious cowards, and that most of the
that he is the son of the Holy Ghost instead of the the large number of remedies published, and enormous revenue is obtained through fear.
Now the man who, after church attendance for
son of the aforesaid Joseph, there is no scientific another is the favor given to certain formulas by
fact to bear out such a proposition; and in order to different medical schools: The remedy and pre- years at an annual cost of fifty·dollars less or more,
believe such a statement it is necessary to plaster ventiv referred to here is sulphuric acid diluted becomes convinced that the church is a fraud
it over with faith to such a degree that what little and made into a kind of lemonade. Sixty years whether the priest knows it or not ; that it is both
truth there is in it is covered out of sight. Being ago it had been observed that men working in absurd and expensiv to hire anybody to pray to the
compelled to doubt his "inspired " genealogy, sulphur mines were exempt from cholera, although clouds, and stops payment therefor, does not feel a
compels me to wonder which part of the inspired people were dying all around them of the said necessity of immediately devoting the _fifty dollars
history, if any, is correct. I do not believe that plague. Some years later experiments were made to hire some one to knock out the priest. For a
any God or family of gods created the world in six by single practitioners with marked success in the while at least he enjoys his freedom quietly, andredays, because the stratified rocks of the earth's use of sulphur fumes on cholera patients. When cuperates his purse if not boycotted. Then he will
crust plainly indicat,e th11t the earth was millions of it became quite certain that it is the acid of the sul- patronize some Liberal literature at say one-fourth
years in process of formation. I do believe that phur which was the efficient remedy and preventiv, of his old church tax. Such a man very rarely beto produ;·e vegetable growth requires sunshine; experiments were made on a large scale. Some queaths any sum to build Ant~chris~ian hall_s. Yet
therefore I cannot believe that God made the grass thirty-five years ago, many crucial and most cruel is he more generous than a behever m goblms, for
one day and the sun and :rp_oon and stars the next tests were made. Thus, although morally certain he is not governed by fear. It is gratifying to know
afternoon. It is not because I do not want to be- that this acid was a sure preventiv and remedy if that persons of this class are rapidly increasing in
lieve, but it is because it is impossible for it to be taken in time, yet in the same cholera hospitals pa- numbers, in courage, in generosity, without fear of
true. My faith is not strong enough to dispute tients on one side of the floor were treated with a hell. Hell is the best card ever played for raising
demonstrated truth. I believe and know by seeing the acid, on the other according to custom by the revenue; but Freethinkers do not depend on it for
with my own eyes that the throat of a whale is use of other medicins. Also in communities where their existence.
But there is now another and a larger class of
not large enough to admit a whole live man into the cholera appeared similar experiments were made
the stomach. Therefore I find it impossible to with the acid as a preventiv. To some, and these free thinkers, or rather free actors, to be consider~d.
brace up my faith to that extent necessary to con- most exposed, it was given, while others were neg- Thousands of young persons, after attendmg
vince me that a whale swallowed Jonahoand that he lected. N-ever in a single instance did the acid fail, church and Sunday-school for a few years, influwandered around in his belly for three days and while thousands all arouiid and am on~ the favored enced by liberal surroundings, become emancipated
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from slavish fear and break away from the priest.
Few of this class read the Bible enough to know
the cruelties and immoralities there attributed to its
God, or enough of history to learn the past horrid
character of the Christian church, and to be prepared to combat the priest. They enjoy the pr~
cious freedom of belief without knowing its cost or
value. They know little of the tyranny exercised
by the church for centuries over the minds of men
-rack, dungeon, fagot, ever ready to stop a here~y
on the earth from going. round the sun. There IS
nothing so effectiv to demolish the priest of to-day
as the portraiture of the priest of the past.
Many of the mo~t influential men of our Revolution were unbelievers. They had been party to a
little church history themselvs, and were familiar
with it. Most of the colonists had but just escaped
from persecution ; and as the believers were of
many denominations, the unbelievers like Jefferson
were able to keep their Gou out of the C?~s~itu
tion. We owe our present freedom to the diVISIOns
and animosities among Christians themselvs. But
now in this latitude at least, seeing their God and
theU.: devil, and their revenue, in peril of annihilation through free examination, Protestants . and
Catholics, with even some Jewish rabbis, are now
plainly showing a disposition to act in concert for
the reestablishment of church domination.
History, so far as it goes, is a record of human
experiences ; and the young Liberal should study it
to be better prepared to resist the priestly conspiracy. He will there learn that human progress .has
not been an unbroken ascfnt. At many a time and
place has a little torch of freedom been lighted and
after burning hopefully for a brief season been suddenly extinguished by an avalanche of fanatical bigotry. Many a cry for liberty has been silenced in
blood. Human passions are as they ever were ;
and like causes bring forth like effects.
Granted that we are more intelligent than any
who hav gone before. In her brightest days Greece
was as much in advance of other nations as this
country is in advance of others to-day; and could
any cultured Greek then hav imagined it possible
that his glorious country would ever be reduced to
its present degraded condition? Are we conscious
of the extent of superstition and bigotry still in the
world? Without going to Asia or Africa, look at
the peoples of Europe. · Are they not governed by
pope, czar, and emperor through their superstition
and bigotry? The monarchs and bishops each
claim divine appointment and stand united against
individual liberty. They hav never yet fully acknowledged the French republic; and when, on the
next European war, that republic is destroyed, the
American may not feel quite so sure of the endlessness of his own liberty.
The study of maR in his earliest conditions is very
interesting. The book of geology is ·being gradually opened, revealing him as living in caves, cutting
up and skinning his game with sharpened flint
stones, and lodging amidst the refuse. · Then he is
found making scratches on tree and stone-his first
attempts at drawing. In process of time he tries to
record unusual events by suggestiv characters.
And thus ages pass along.
Primitiv man, in his innocent savagery, imagins a
god or a demon in every object; and he gradually
evolves a vague system of supernatural powers.
Not till he learns more of things natural does he
lose faith in the unnatural. Superstition and fear
constitute his entire being ; and even now, through
heredity, most persons are more or less subject to
their baneful influences.
In early times each branch of the human races
conceived a god or deity patterned after its own
chiefs. Instead of a god making man in his image,
barbarous man makes a god in his image. Many
such gods hav been made. In process of time, a lot
of Arabs, in their excessiv egotism, constructed a
god which they proclaimed was above all other gods
and could lick 'em all out. Arabian and Jewish
chronicles record many of this lord-god's exploits,
and tell of his spoils and his revenue.
The primitiv man should not be blamed. To him
a volcano is proof o'f a hell; an earthquake indicates his god's wrath. But the willfully ignorant
man of to-day, who through fear still fattens the
priest, should be ashamed. Some allowance may
be given the Catholic; but the Protestant, who
claims the right to examin the Bible stories and the
assumptions of the priest ; who claims the right of
private judgment ; and then neglects to exercise
such rights, and continues to hire a priest to stand
between him and his god's wrath, is unworthy of the
degree of liberty which this country affords. But
the priest praises his piety and collects the revenue.
He who takes no interest in the conditions and
habits of man in times past ; no thought of his
struggles for existence ; his slow progress in

knowledge; his perplexity in regard .to every phenomenon ; his contentions with the elements and
with enemies ; his fear of some terrible god and his
readiness to sacrifice his life for the god, cannot
half appreciate his own more happy condition.
On reading a History of Devils and Demonology,
I am moved to parodize in manner following:
Should you ask me why I ponder
On the life of man primeval?
Why I linger in past ages,
Ages slowly bringing changes,
1\laking man a trifle wiser
As the cycles of time go by?
From the records I should answer,
That the freedom of the present,
Freedom from the priest and propl1et,
All the knowledge, art, and science,
Tell the story of the races,
Tell the gains of generations,
Tell the sum of evolution.
Remembm our pro~.enitors,
How they struggled with the delllons,
With the demo11s, the hobgoblins,
In the boundless past so full of myth;
How they peopled mount and woodland.
Vale and 11oodland, with weird phantoms;
Saw in lightning's lurid flashes .
An angry God hurling vengeance,
Heard its voice in thunders frightful,
Felt its power in plague and tempest,
Held in thrall < f superstition;
How fol~owed blind tho priest. nnd seer,
Loyal to him who threatened them,
Kissing the hand that plundered them,
Believing him who sat enthroned
A power divine, to be obeyed.
H,>w god':! and priests commanded them
To be as slaves or suffer death.
Oh, I rize the good evolved in timeThe progress made by humankind:
God with two o's! giv it the praise,
Not rriestly prayers wrougl1t it for us,
Nor victtm's blood bought it for us,
Nor gods, nor heave1rs, sent it to us:
It comes with mar: s of toil upon it,
With marks of toil and strife upon it,
The outcome of all ages in it,
Evolution w1itten on it.
L. G. REED.

.A.n Open J..etter to Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.
0Ass CrrY, MICH., Sept. 9, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Having taken your paper for some time,
and having never impo~ed upon you my opinion, I now
ask you one favor: Inclosed find article written by T.
St.rickland Fisk, "An Open Letter to Col. Robert G.
Ingersoll." If you will cause the same to be published
in your valuable old TRUTH SEEKER you will confer a
favor on
D. P. DENNING, M.D.
DEAR SrR: This great American republic is to-day
engaged in the most important political warfare
ever waged by the subjects of this or any nation in
the history of the world. A wru:fare by the wealthproducing, non-wealth-owning class, against the
non-producing but wealth-owning class. A war
for right and justice against injustice and wrong.
After more than thirty years _of dictation and rule
by the political faction to which you ascribe allegiance, we find this a nation of millionaires and mendicants. We see that at least one-half of all the
wealth of this nation is exempt from taxation, and
the burden of supporting this government is heaped
upon the labor, the productiv industry, the
bone and muscle, of the land. At the close of this
thirty years, we see on the one hand :five million
American paupers and nine million mortgaged
homes, while on the other hand, clothed in white
linen and pearls, is an army of eighty thousand
millionaires. In fact, we hav to-day a nation of the
millionaires, by the millionaires, and for the millionaires. Why this complete perversion from that
which the beloved Lincoln desired this nation to
be? It seems to me this should be the allimportant problem, just at this crisis, for every
American patriot who has love for humanity and
sympathy for the oppressed.
My dear sir, I believe it was at Indianapolis, Ind.,
in the campaign of 1876, in one of the most eloquent speeches, in some respects, that ever fell from
the lips of man, that you gave utterance to
these words: "I hav a dream that prisons will not
always curse the earth; that the shadow of the
gallows will not always fall on the land; that the
withered hand of want will not always be stretched
out for charity; that finally wisdom will sit in the
legislature, justice in the courts, charity will occupy all the pulpits, and that :finally the world will
be controled by liberty and love, by justice and
charity." A more sublime hope never originated
from the brain of any philanthropist. In that same
speech you also made use of these words: "Probably no subject in the world is less generally understood than that of money." This is emphatically
true when you reach the great masses of the Republican party, who hav been misled and deceived
by the twaddle, sophistry, and rot of political
speeches during the campaign. Continuing you
said: "We are told that the government can create
money. This I deny. The government produces
nothing. It is precisely the same way with an in-
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dividual as it is with the government. I say that
ll,e cannot make something out of nothing. The
United States government cannot make money..
If you go to buy a bush-el of wheat, and you get
. 'fiat' money, the man can say, 'I will take $1 in
gold for that wheat, but I want $5 if you pay me
in "fiat" money.' Then if Congress says you must
fix the price of wheat, it must fix the price of making a speech in a lawsuit ; it must fix the price of
every article or else it cannot make its money. If
this government has the power to make money, why
should it collect taxes from us? Why don't they
make it and let us alone~ If the government can
make money, how much can it make? How will
I get my share? The other day I told the principal gentleman on that side, whenever you can successfully palm off on a man a bill of fare for a a dinner, I shall believe in your doctrin; and when I can
satisfy the pangs of hunger by a cook-book I shall
join your party." No worse sophistry was ever
uttered upon a political stump. As witnesses in
support of this assertion, I will cite Jefferson,
Jackson, Webster, Thaddeus Stephens, and Abraham Lincoln. I also refer you to the decision of
the United States Supreme Court•upon this question. And when the grand and gallant Weaver,
the second Wen dell Phillips in American slavery
to-day, proves to the thousands and thousands who
listen to him daily that we hav $400,000,000 less
of legal-tender currency in circulation to-day than
we had twenty-seven years ago, and declares that
"we hav not money enough in this country," then
it is that some weasel-faced, pin-headed country
town lawyer, or Republican newspaper editor, will
quote this from your sixteen-year-old speeches,
and imagin that he is setting the world on fire with
his political wisdom. I hav known several Republican Congressmen to quote or steal pages of these
old speeches of yours, and the Republican country
town papers would publish it, word for word, giving
to their dear readers the great learning and wisdom
of Congressman So and So upon the great questions
of finance. I state these facts, my dear sir, to remind you of the gross wrong and the great amount
of mischief you hav caused in the ranks of the silly
and weak-minded Republican voters of this great
nation.
A few days prior to the Omaha convention the
public press reported Judge Gresham as having
remarked that should b,e get the nomination he expected Colonel Ingersoll would take the stump in
his behalf, or words to that effect. The empire
plutocracy shook and trembled from one end of
this continent to the other; in fact, the shock
reached Lombard street, London, causing the old
Jewish faces of the Rothschilds to quiver and turn
pale at the thought that such a cannonade of holy
truth and eloquence was likely to turn upon their
unholy forts and arsenals of the stolen millions of
the people's wealth. But when the electric flash
conveyed the news that the judge had declined to
enter the great conflict this unholy plutocratic
band of brigands sobbed a sigh of relief.
My dear sir, not less than twenty million souls
from the intelligent ranks of the tillers and toilers
of this great republic would rejoice to see th~t
powerful eloquence of truth from your great brain
and tongue shoot into the ranks of plutocracy in
their behalf, during the present conflict.
One
great speech in behalf of toiling humanity from the
world's greatest living orator, from him who has
said so many beautiful things concerning the farm,
the home, the family, and the "liberty of man,
woman, and child," would come, just at this crisis,
almost as a revelation from the great beyond. It
would go forth as a chentb and seraph on
tireless wings, baptizing as with holy fire the best
heart, conscience, and brain' of sixty million of souls.
It would go out as a cloud by day and pillar of :fire
by night, directing and leading the toiling millions
into the great highway of prosperity, honor, and
glory.
In the name of all that is dear and sacred in our
national republic; in the name of her millions and
millions who suffer and toil under the dreary yoke
of debt and despair; in the name of all her soldiers
North and in the name of all her soldiers South
whose sufferings no language can portray; and in
the nrune and by the virtue of a blessed union of
the "blue and the gray," the sight and thought of
which brings tears of eternal joy to the sparkling
eyes of loving humanity, I beg of you to make one
plea in support of the sacred principles set forth in
that second Declaration of Independence called the
Omaha platform. One plea for what you know to
be just and right, one plea for the election of those
great commoners, those advocates of equal rights,
those champions of good government, those unstained and spotless leaders, Gen. James B. Weaver
and James G. Field. Do this, and I venture the
assertion that, if elected, General Weaver and
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cabinet will not treat you as did the Christian
and godly plutocratic administrations of R. B.
Hayes and James A. Garfield. Do this, and the
sons of toil and the lovers of freedom, in generations yet to be, will revere your memory as they
will th.e memory of him who said: "The world is
my country, and to do good is my religion." Very
sincerely and respectfully yours,
Waseca, Minn.
T. STRICKLAND FrsK.

The Freethought Federation of America.
[Headquarters, 345 West Randolph street, Chicago, Ill.
S. P. Putna~ president; John R. Charlesworth, secretary; George J.J. Robertson, treasurer.] ·
Every age is necessarily one of transition, and
that ours is preeminently such may be safely admitted, but moreover it is an age of compromise, it
is an age of mental and moral dishonesty. On
every hand we find that criminal misdeeds are the
surest passports to worldly achievements. :But as
all reforms hav been won slowly, as each new
movement inaugurated for bettering the condition
of humanity started out at first with a few, . and
was opposed bJ: the many, and as in course of time
a few more willlng hearts are found to rally round its
standard, until at length the whole community accepts it, and it becomes universally adopted, may we
not hope that with the inauguration of the Federation there has been commenced a movement that
shall bring in a new era in political freedom ~ At
least I hav great and increasing hopes that this will
be the inevitable result of our efforts, and we shall
leave nothing Ul'done that will tend to make it
such. On Sunday last I gave two lectures in Philadelphia before the Friendship Liberal League,
where I was greeted by a magnificent audience of at
least six hundred people, at the conclusion of which
I was approached by several Freethinkers who
expressed hearty sympathy for the movement, and
wished us every success. One friend assured me
that within the next month he would forward me a
list of two hundJ.·ed names for membership in the
Federation, and all of whom would be voters, at the
same time promising to help us financially to the
extent of his power. In addition to this I hav
received the following letter from a friend in Iowa:
FoRT MADISON, !A., Sept. 25, 1892.
JNo. R. CHARLESWORTH, Sec. F. F. A.-Dear Sir: Inclosed please find $1 in interest of the Federation. I
heartily approve of the organization, and will always be
ready to giv it my support. I am well acquainted with
S. P. Putnam and consider him just the man to head the
"procession/• and shall be pleased to contribute to a
fund to keep him in Washington as proposed in THE
TRUTH SEEKER. Shall be in Cliicago next month, and will
try to see you at headquarters. I am fully in sympathy
with your article, also Mr. E. A. Stevens in TRUTH
SEEKER, and as I am getting to be along in life, I wish to
be identified with "every good work and word for Freethought."
Fraternally yours,
J. R. TEWKSBURY.
The following is also another one received from a
tried ·and kusted friend, and it speaks out in
language that cannot be misunderstood. It also
expresses ·fully the sentiments of many others who
hav written to me upon the subject whose letters
we cannot publish for want of space:
CANTON, KAN., Sept. 24, 1892.
MR. JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH, Chicago, Ill., Dear Sir:
Allow me to COngJ:atuJate you upon the organization of
the Freethonght Federation of America and request that
you enroll my name among the faithful.
I hav been an Infidel and Freethinker, lo! these many
years, but this is the first organization, in my judgment,
that has laid its foundations in such a manner that a
superstructure equal to the object sought may be erected
thereon. All other organizations of Freethinkers, so far as
I havbeen acquainted with them, hav either had a narrow
and sectarian creed or had systems of dues, fees, and
assessments attached thereto so as to make it burdensome for a poor man to belong to them. These things, I
believehdeter many Liberals from joining these organizations w o would be willing to join such a one as this and
would be able to do many a thing to help the cause along
in ways that cost no money, and most of them will s.:iv
something now and then when they would not feel like
obligating themselvs for any stated amount to be paid
regularly.
Please send me some constitutions and by-laws, and
also some copies of yours and Mr. Putnam's articles as
they appear in THE TRUTH SEEKER of September 17th, if
you hav them. I think I can enroll quite a number of
names here, and when I return them I will see what I
can do to help you out financially.
With best wishes for the success of the undertaking, I
CHAB. D. HILLABOLD.
remain,
Yours truly,
The foregoing letters hav the true ring of Freethought about them. They are earnest and ardent
in the sentiments expressed and will speak for
themselvs to the Freethinkers of the country without any further comment from me.
J. C. Teeter, of Demorest, Ga., sends us a very
encouraging letter, and wishes to be enrolled as a
member of the Federation. F. D. Rexford, of
Centralia, Ill., also writes approving of the Federation imd wishing it success.
I hav noticed recently in the Freethought press
several articles written upon the organization of
this Federation, in which the writer iml>utes base
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an.d sinister motivs to us for engaging ourselvs in
this undertaking. Such wicked insinuations could
only emanate from an evil brain. They certainly
cannot be the legitimate outcome of an earnest desire to bring about a more rapid advancement of
Freeth ought principles, and it is certainly to ·be
regrett~d that the writer has taken upon himself
the fruitless task of trying to destroy the advantage
w_e hav already gained. The Federati_on antagomzes n? one. It was organized to accomplish a work
upon lines that had never been laid down by any
other organization. However, feeling satisfied that
the Federation has· the moral sympathy of the
great mass of Freethinkers throughout t'~e country,
we shall still persevere in the work we hav outlined
to perform, entirely unmindful of such puny attacks,
which could only be actuated by selfishness and
jealousy. We are Freethinkers, and as such we
claim the absolute right to organize and establish
any movement that we see fit, provided such movement shall be deemed an advantage to the cause,
and mo_re especia~ly whe~ we witness that there is
a pressmg necessity for It.
According to the promis in my last letter, I hav
addressed to the presidential candidates at the
forthcoming election an . official letter asking them
for the~r particul~r views r~specting the principles
and obJects of this FederatiOn. As yet I hav only
recei~ed one. repl:y, and th~t on~ from President
Harrison, whiCh Will be pubhshed m my next letter.
I preferred to let it lay over this week in order to
giv other candidates an opportunity to reply to my
letter, thereby publishing them altogether. I shall
also endeavor to find out, if it is possible, the names
of those representativ:s in the House of Congress
and the particular districts they represent, who
voted in favor of closing the Fair on Sundays, so
that Freethought voters may know just who are
enemies of liberty, and may use all the political
power they possess against them, should they be
candidates for reelection at the forthcoming election.
Freethinkers are frequently charged with having
no bond of union, and in illustration we are pointed
tp the obvious disinclination to union among many
of them. On rare occasions, however, when some
object sufficiently powerful and attractiv stirs them
up they can be united enough ; and right here I
maintain we hav an object preeminently so, that is
sufficient to dJ.·aw into a united band even the most
indifferent and apathetic Freethinkers among us.
We must not forget that political preferment already begins to rest upon the creeds of candidates,
who may erelong be powerless before the bigots'
beck. Christianity and corruption would then hold
high carnival in this American republic. Even if
the enemies of truth were not already banded togather it would still be our duty to diffuse our
principles and attack their error by well-sustained
efforts and with that unflinching persevera•Jce
which must secure success. And remember that
upon success depends everything. Remember this
and be assured in organization, in numbers, and in
knowledge lies our only security against the church
party and the inroads they are making upon the
constitutional liberties of the American people.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
345 W. Randolph st., Chicago, Ill.

Politics.
My father was a Democrat, and I thought that I
was too, and never took the time or trouble to study
politics until the Southern states seceded and the
war commenced. Then I thought before I went to
war and made widows and orphans of my countrymen's wives and children I wanted to be sure that
I was on the right side, so that I could fight with
nn approving conscience.
When I commenced investigating politics I soon
learned that I was not, and could not be, what was
called a Democr~tt. I discovered that the so-called
democratic party was a fraud, sham, and delusion;
that it was plutocracy wearing the name of democracy, to catch the votes of ignorant and unsuspecting patriots. I hav not :voted a so-called Democratic ticket since 1860, and that was the first vote
that I evrr cast.
I tried to work with the Republicans after the
war, but I soon learned that there was no place for
an honest, conscientious· man in politics; that a
free thinker, who had opinions of his own and honestly expressed them, could not get anywhere in
politics.
I would not wallow in the political cesspool and
soil my clothes for the sake of sharing the spoils of
office.
So I hav held aloof from politics. But I hav
been an onlooker, watching the antics and pranks
of the politicians. I hav seen how the rival polit-

ical parties use decoys to draw the people, and
whips to drive them, into their lines.
I hav always approved the platforms of the Republican party, and haY been voting the Republican ticket, but now I am on the stand-off. The
ecclesiastics hav brought religion into politics.
The Catholic church now has the Democratic party
under its thumb, and the party dare not kick or try
to squirm out. Tammany . controls. the so-called
Democratic party and the Catholic hierarchy controis Tammany. The Pmtestant ecclesiastics now
hav the Republican party bridled and saddled and
are riding it. Lincoln, Grant, and Garfield, the
three best and strongest men that the Republicans
ever elected to the presidency, were Secularists,
and I voted for each of them. Now the American
Reform Associat:on has got in its work on the Bepublican purty and caused it t.o make a president of
a Presbyterian elder, and he has appointed a hypocritical Sunday-school teacher to the postmastergeneralship, and the Republican United States
Senate has committed itself to religious legislation
in violation of the national Constitution. I voted
for Mr. Harrison four years ago because I reooarded
him as the least of two evils, but I will not do it
again.
· On the tariff question I was a student of Henry
Clay and Horace Greeley. I believe the protectiv
system has done much good, and might do good
yet. But I hav learned that the manufacturing
capitalists and others pursuing theprotected industries will not divide profits with labor. They keep
all of the profits derived from the protectiv tariff
in their own pockets, and until they adopt the oystern of cooperation and share profits with labor I
will not vote for a protectiv tariff any more.
I believe, with Thomas Clio Rickman, that " all
associations, religious or political, are inimical to
liberty, and effectual barriers to progress." And,·
as Colonel Ingersoll says, I want to hold the titledeeds in fee simple to myself. I belong to nothing
except myself and my family. But if we Freethinkers do not surrender or suspend some part of
our liberties and individualities, for the sake of organization in resisting the encroachments of ecclesiasticism upon our liberties, we are going to lose
all. If the Freethinkers will organize for united
action in politics and make the ecclesiastics take
their own medicin I will go with them.
All of the other Infidels known to me in this
country are holding on to the tail of the sham Democracy's kite with the tenacity of a Louisiana
snapping-turtle, and it is very doubtful if they can
be induced to turn loose. They are just as devoted
and firmly attached to the sham Democracy as a
Catholic is to the Antichrist which falsely wears the
label of Christ. They are Infidels, but not Freethinkers or Liberals. A man who will cleave to a
party name without investigating the principles
and purposes of the party·wearing the name is just
as badly off as a man who will cleave to the name
Christian without investigating the creed or the
basis of the creed of a sect wearing the name of
Christian.
·
I expect to go with the Federation of Freethinkers into politics.
P. F. SHUMAKER.
Flat Oreek, La., Sept. 20, 292.
·Two Items of News.
F1·cm a Californ-ia Pape1·.

DENVER, CAL., Aug. 23, 1892.
Last night during a thunderstorm Gutleif Myers, an
Infidel, stood on the street corner with several friends
commenting upon the electric currents. Looking skyward, he exclaimed: '' There is no God; this fear is all
folly."
He had hardly uttered the last word when a bolt of
lightning struck him on the head, and in a few moments
later his dead body was carried home.
From the Lea·venworlh, Kan., Evening Stanam·a.

The Standard recently reproduced an item going the
rounds of the press that Gutleif 1\fyers, a Denver unbeliever, was killed by a bolt of lightning while uttering
the words, "There is no God." A Leavenworth citizen
clipped this item from the Standard and sent it to Prof.
Wilbert E. Louis, manager of the Denver .Music and
Drama who replied that no such name appears in any
of the Denver directories, that he has inquired of many
prominent citizens and officials and all express the conviction that no such event ever happened there in the past
or is likely to occur in the future.
Tlw Lord Not Go01l Backing.
In a Western town a small number of zealous people
decided to put up a Young l\'Ien's Christian Association
building. A committee was appointed. and they sent for
a contractor to undertake the work. When he came, the
first thing he did was to inquire, in a very worldly and
matter-of-fact sort of way, into the financial resources of
the organization. The president replied: "Never fear,
sir· we are sure of funds; the Lord is on our side."
" That is all very well," replied the contractor t "but I
want some one that I can send the sheriff after If necessary."

•
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Thinks Pictures a Good Weapon.
ELMIRA, N. Y., Sept. 20, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I hav no time to write long
letters. Mr. Henry Bird has forcefully
expressed my sentiments and desires in his
good, sensible proposition to bring out a
large illustration of "Consternation
Among the Reptils." Yes, Freethinkers
can, with this "Real Rock of Ages,"
strike terror and death into the dens of
Christianity's reptils, and this weapon of
onslaught should be placed at their command. I heartily indorse the proposition,
and herewith agree to contribute $2 for
the purpose. A most useful lesson and
one that will be remembered.
L. DEWITT GRISWOLD.
The Bible Is Like Scandinavian Fish
Stories.
CmcAGo, ILL., Sept. 24, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : I am a Swedish man, and
I do not care who knows it. I read your
paper every week, and I like to read it. I
especially like the pictures. I think that
Mr. Watson Heston takes pretty good
photographs. I think he is a Swedish
man by his name. I read lots of English
books, good and bad, but the Bible is the
worst for me to understand. It sounds too
much like some of the Scandinavian fish
stories to snit me. I think if all the stories it tells about J esns Christ are true he
was a bigger man than Mr. Jim Blaine or
my friend Mr. Jonson the mind-reader,
and he was a Swede.
. I do not like the way some of the church
people treat the Swedish man. My experience has been a ba.d one. When I came
to this country I could talk no English and
could not understand much, and went to
work for a farmer up in Wisconsin for my
board. He took me to church Sundays,
and prayed just like a hypocrit, and I felt
uneasy all the time. And sure enough he
shut me out of my pay in the spring. He
said, "You don't understand the contract." I said, "No "-but now I do, and
understand his prayers too.
I work for an Irishman now. His name
is Mr. Jim Cummings, Esq. He is a good
man. He is no kin of that bad Jim Cummings that robbed so many men in Missouri. He says he was at one time in the
church of Rome but he does not hav any
use for it now. I think he can be a good
man anyhow.
I hope yon will put this letter in your
paper for the Swedish men to read. I
will quit you this time, hoping you will
vote the right ticket.
ABE GousoRT.
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lowered and hid away as unfit to be kissed
by the breeze of heaven, and another, the
flag of the Seven-hilled City, raised to float
in its place. Is it not true? Yes, too
true. By that tyrannical act has the Congress of the United States heaped ignominy upon our country and insulted every
patriot and lover of liberty. To make the.
act a perfect charter of diabolism, the
president sanctions the movement, thereby
disgracing and belittling us in the eyes of
every republic on the earth. 0 shades of
ye departed heroes of the past, how are
your fair children ostracized and your
memories dishonored! Truth has ever
been like an oasis on the great arid desert
of Sahara.
The election will soon be here, and it
behooves every patriot to look well to his
ballot before casting it. Vote for no man
or set of men who hav been instrumental
in that insult to our flag. He who thinks
more of party than of country is not fit to
be dressed in the garb of citizenship, and
he or they who prefer creed and dogma to
freedom and liberty are not entitled to the
votes of free women and men.
G. H. l\fiLLER.

Wl10 Will Answer~
OAKDALE, CAL., Sept. 20, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: As a sincere inquirer after
truth, ·permit me to ask preachers and
priests, who profess to know so much, the
following questions. By answering them
they will not only confer a great favor on
me, but they will prove to others that
they do know something:
Was space created? If so, who created
it? Where did he remain while creating
it? Was time created? If so, at what
time was it created? If space and time
were not created, are they not eternal?
If they existed before the creator, is the
creator eternal?
Is God omnipotent? If so, why does he
not subdue the devil and his angels? If
God is omniscient does he need to hold
counsel with any other god? If God is
omnipresent, why do preachers ask him to
come down and dwell in their midst while
they worship him? If the Holy Ghost is
omnipresent, why do they, the preachers,
ask the spirit to enter into the hearts of
sinners and convert them? Why send
missionaries out to the heathen if the
spirit is there already?
What is the distinction between souJ,
spirit, mind, conscience, and will? Are
they not all life? And if life is extinct,
are they not all extinct? What is the
distinction between the soul, spirit, mind,
conscience, and will of man and of the
lower order of animals?
If the Holy Spirit proceeds eternally
Frectllinkers Must 'Rouse.
from God, is it not his son? And if the
Sept. 16, 1892.
Holy Spirit is the father of Christ, is not
MR. EDIToR: I fear the great majority of Christ the grandson of God? If Christ
progressionists, writers and speakers, are was really God, could he die? If Christ
too apt to forget the herculean task which was not God, could mere man make
has been given them. They underrate atonement for sin? If God is unthe numbers and abilities of that mighty changeable, why pray to him? Will he
host of Superstition's following. Too often not do his will at any rate? If God is
has defeat come to the flag of truth by pleased with Christian worship, why does
the underrating of the enemy and the he permit lightning to strike the houses of
overrating of onrselvs. Agnostics, Mate- worship? If preachers are his.agents sent
rialists, and Spiritualists, hav yon one into the world, why do they differ so much
champion, one devotee, in the CongreBB of in their creeds? If they are his agents,
the nation? Is there one Thomas Paine why did all the preachers North take one
to espouse the cause of liberty for human- side of the question and all the preachers
ity; one Lincoln in whose soul is kindled South take the other side of the question
the fire of charity for all; one Smnner in the late Rebellion? If they are his inwho dared express himself on the side of spired agents endowed with superior wisthe goddess of Freedom and her fair chil- dom, how does it come that they do not
dren? No, not one.
know any more than other people about
The Congress of t.he United States has the future?
placed the heel of dogmatism on the
If heaven is above us, where is it? Is
Declaration of American Independence. the Chinese' heaven above them, the
The hand of creed·has torn the Constitu- Russians' heaven above them, and the
tion from the statutes of the nation, whilst American heaven above Ame.icans? If
the flag that Jasper perished to save is heaven is far up, is it not very cold up
trailed in the dust. Has not the Congress there? If there is a New Jerusalem up
of the United States brought into promi- there why cannot we see it through the
nence, and thereby declared, that we, the great telescopes?
American people, must observe and comHas a spirit form, color, weight, or
ply with the wish of the Roman church- density? If so, what form is it? Is the
that monstrosity of crime that is the syn- soul of a man larger than the soul of a
onym of evil and opposes every good?
baby? Is it not a great punishment to do
I blush for shame as I read that part of nothing but play a harp for millions of
the history of my country which refers to years?
the acts of the last Congress. The flag of
When these questions are answered I
St. Constantine floating from the dome of shall ask some more. S. B. McCoRMICK.
the great building wherein are to congreSilly and Tyrannical Sunday Laws.
gate the multitudes who will be in attendanceatthe coming celebration! Yes, every
BRooKLYN, N.Y., Sept. 24; 1892.
seventh day the stars and stripes must be
MR. EDIToR: "Our father which art in

heaven" and the editor of the New York
World hav decreed that I shall take no
part in the discussion of the question of
closing the World's Fair on Sunday now
going on in the columns of the World (for
women only). Of course "our father" knew
this when he decided that I should be It
boy, but the editor probably did not think
of me at all. I readily forgiv them both,
not on the "Thy will be done" plan,
but because-first I am all things considered, really glad' that
am a boy; and
second; I think it only right that the
women should occasionally be given a
chance to be heard. Besides, we hav
THE TRUTH SEEKER, with all its readers,
deeply interested in this question, in
whatever form and by whichever sex presented. The last contribution to the
lVo1·ld discussion is froi:n a woman who,
according to the editor's preliminary remarks, ''takes high ground against the
would-be Sabbath-breaker." She says in
part: "Obedience to God's command in
the past has made us a great people. If
we refuse to recognize this agency of our
~ational prosperity, we are denying God,
and depriving ourselvs of what all history,
as well as our faith, combine to regard as
an essential element of growth, indeed, of
any permanent existence."
Well, well, well! This is pretty high,
isn't it? I think it's about seventeen or
eighteen degrees too high for me, but if
we could by any means get hold of it and
pull it down, it would mean something
like this: "Because a very small portion
of us hav endeavored, with poor success,
to obey a very few of the supposed com. mands of a supposed commander we
hav become a great people." Now, we are
conscious of being more or less great as a
people, but many of us had heretofore·
supposed that the get-np-an.d-getness of
our composition had more to do with this
result than obedience or disobedience to
God's commands. We think so yet.
Query: If we are a great people because
of semi-obedience to a few supposed commands, such as we could easily keep without inconvenience to ourselvs, what might
we as a people expect had we striven to
keep all the silly and tyrannical commands
supposed to hav been given by the al-.
mighty? Answer: To be simply ''out
of sight."
Now, if by opening the gates of the
Fair on the holy Sabbath we refuse to
recognize this agency, etc., what will follow? We will deprive onrselvs of an essential element of national growth (in
grace, not knowledge) and endanger our
prospects of permanent existence.
If the permanent existence refers to anqther than earthly existence, many of
us who are destined by the lmchangeable
plans of a merciful father to eternal torment will not object to a modification of
the permanent part of the program. If,
however, she refers to our existence here,
we hav little fear that the opening or closing of the Fair on Sunday will either
lengthen or shorten our career, as
a people or as individuals. The lady
says in conclusion, "There are other
reasons of worldly policy against
the Sabbath opening,'" but for some
reasons she fails to mention any. It
is not likely that she had in mind reasons similar to those of rnmsellers and
other disreputable business men of Chicago. She is probably honest, but too
prejudiced by false religions ideas to see
clearly what is apparent to the real truth
seeker.
The peculiar and encouraging feature of
the Wo1·ld discussion is that, notwithstanding the tendency of the fair Rex to be
governed by prejudice and sentiment,
only two hav thus far voted in favor of
closing, while up to date five hav voted
against it.
G. W. CASE.
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No Free 'l'rade.
Sept. 17, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: In your paper of Sept. 3,
1892, in "Interesting Miscellany," by
F. Y. Bach, he very justly condemnfl the
local or state laws of a tax for the privilege
of soliciting trade or disposing of any
legitimate article of merchandise in any
section of the country; but when he asserts, "I endeavor to take advantage of
that unjust law," knowing when he is
doing so that he is violating a legitimate
ordinance (it being an unjust one does not

ju~tif,v

him), he places himself precisely
where any criminal does that allows himself to perpetrate a crime, liable to· the
penalty of indiscretion. He casts reflections on " ye rabid Republicans" for
penalties he incurred himself for knowingly
violating a law which he is pleased to
term, in brackets, a " tariff;" but where
application of the term of tariff has the
least reference to his case, or to a local
state or municipal tax or license ordinance, does not come within the comprehension of a Republican, or his knowledge
of what a tariff is. That will hav to be left
to the apprehensiv hallucination of a
highly imaginary Democrat, to settle with
himself, and when he is fully persuaded
in his own mind, it will hav about as much
foundation in reality as an orthodox has
knowledge of a future state of existence,
which is but an illusion. When he asserts
that the tax is "absolute ·protection for
the local merchant," it is an illusion far
exc.elling the others mentioned.
His appeal for 1\Ir. Ing!)isoll to explain
how he might belong to the Republican
party is too simple to require the talent
of an Ingersoll to make a reply to.
If yon are in favor of the prosperity of
the country, the only source of prosperity
is through the labor. Yon givemployment
to the mechanic and laborer and it will
insure brisk and prosperous results; whenever . the working people are in demand
everything is on the upward march; deprive them of what should be their inherited rights (labor), depression will be
the result; supply the demands of the
country with foreign manufactured articles, then our home manufacturer and
mechanic are rendered idle, which would
be the result of free trade. A high protectiv tariff is the only thing that will
insure lively and prosperous times. It not
only givs employment to the laborer of
this country, but it taxes the inventiv
genius likewise to produce machinery
whereby more facilities are invented to
increase the production, thus cheapening
the cost of manufacturing; and the result
is that we produce every article that we
make under a protectiv ta:r.iff for less
money than it ever was furnished at under ·
free trade. To illustrate the above protectiv tariff argument I will refer yon to
one article first produced in this country
under the highest protectiv tariff we ever
had, that of 1842. The article is railroad
iron. Previous to that date all the iron
we had for that purpose was imported, at
a cost of over $100 per ton; that tariff imposed a high rate of duties upon it; starting up rolling mills at home, giving employment to a large number of our working people, thus causing prosperity. The
price of the iron was :reduced to $35 p.er
ton.
When that tariff was :repealed in 1846
our rolling mills were broken up, and the
price of railroad iron was do'ubled and
remained so until our war tariff was
enacted; and we are now producing steel
rails for about $30 per ton. This is the·
way a high protectiv tariff increases the
price of articles produced under it. There
is no article that we produce under a protectiv tariff that is not furnished to the
consumer at a less figure than it was ever
under free trade. After the manufacturhJg becomes thoroughly established it
may be a little higher before the facto~ies
get in good working order. Our tin trade
promises to be one of the most extensiv
industries in the country, and it is advancing very rapidly toward that desirable·
end; then we will make a better article
and at a lower price than under imports.
First and early youthful impressions
are very apt to be firmly rooted in the
brain. Mr. Bach acknowledges that by·
his early belief in the Roman Catholic religion he was imbued with faith in all
rituals of that profession; Mr. George M.
Davenport was successful in removing
the cataract that obscured his vision on
that subject. It is a pity it had not extended further and inspired him " to
prove all things, and hold fast to thatwhich
·is good." I think his free trade illusion
would hav about as solid a foundation as
did his religions illusion.
As to his inquiry of Mr. Jrigersoli, "!would like him to explain how I might
consistently belong to the' Republican
party," .if what is herewith presented
does not answer that question, I shall hav
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to locate him afte ~.the manner of Thoma
Paine in_ the .Crisis No. 5, addresse
to Gen. Srr Wm. Howe; "To argue with
a man who has renounced the use and authority of reason, and whose philosophy
consists in holding humanity in contempt,
is like administering medicin to ·he dead
or endeavoring to convert an Atheist b;
scripture."
Free trade defined is: Supply our markets with all we need, produced by pauper
labor of Europe, thus throwing our mechanic and laborer out of employment,
thereby ~p.aking paupers of them and
bring ruin upon the country.
'
·
G. W. GoRUM.
A Plea for Organization,
Moso.A, CoL., Sept. 22, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: There are many valuable
thoug!J.ts in that article by Brother Bradford published in THE TRUTH SEEKER
September 3d, and I think he has most
admirably stated why organization among
Liberals, both Materialists and Spiritualis_ts, has be~, up to the present time,
a failure : " The consciousness of Freedom and of growth was so delightful, that
they resolved they never would allow the
weight of a feather to be placed upon
their intellects again."
That is it in a few words, and he clinches
it when he says: "The remembrance of
the old bondage of the church makes them
afraid of joining any Freethought society,
lest they suffer their individuality of
character to be invaded and in some shape
or other to be. bound."
He might hav added that among Liberals there is a chronic aversion to work
for the common good. For this reason
no ''missionary" enterprise has ever been
successful among them, and the very
word " missionary" is almost as hateful to
them as the word "orthodox;'' which is
little better than " hell."
There a.re thousands of Liberals who
are among the noblest, and deeply do they
feel, as Mr-. Bradford pithily expresses it,
that physical slavery, compared with
mental bondage, was a ''mere trifle "" compared with the movement now on
foot all over the civilized world to deliver
mankind from the bondage of religious
·

supersti~ion."

How earnestly such men as Bradford
yearn to see the hosts of superstition lay
down their arms of opposition at the feet
of Freethought!
I believe I am justified, after a whole
generation of acquaintanceship, in saying
that the grandest, greatest, broadestminded people· born on this planet are
your thoroughgoing Freethinkers. Their
philosophy makes them large and humanitarian. But ..the flad fact is that other
thousands hold Freethought in one hand
and an apology in the other! They are a
clog to the success of. the movement.
·Last winter I circulated several thousand printed circulars describing these
pseudo-Liberals, a few paragraphs from
which I submit:
You may be sure I hav no mocking,
bitter word for poor Liberals, men and
women ·barely able to eke out a mere living~ I hav found they do more, as a rule,
for our cause, in proportion to their
means, than the very rich. Still, some
wealthy· Freethinkers are proving themselva genuin Liberals, good as gold,
true as steel. We hav some splendid men
and women who are opulent. Hall it not
.been for them, Liberalism would not hav
prospered as it has. Yet a generation
shows that our principles hav only fairly
taken root.
Mr. Standring, an English Secularist,
says the "rank and file of our party are
decidedly poor." But he adds, and let
us mark it, "They are most laudably
generous. "
" When will our middle
classes," he says, "learn to be as selfsacrificing in the cause of truth as our
poorer brethren are?"
Well and pointedly writes Mr. Ernest
Mendum, the young publisher of the
Boston Investigator: "A Freethinker
ought to be proud of his freedom, and
ought to do all he can to make others free.
If Liberals worked and gave for their
cause as Christians do for Christianity,
every town and city would hav its Freethought hall, and we would hav scores
of Liberal papers published and supported in tlle United States, instead of
having half a dozen half-supported. N •m,
we believe that mental freedom is not
going to be possessed by the great mass
of the American people without work by
somebody. It is going to take money to
liberate men and women from the slavery

of ;reli~ion as it took money to free the
negro trom the slavery of avarice."
I do not see how anyone enjoying the
benefits of Liberalism can be indifferent
to its spread, yet· it is sadly true that
there are too many of this class. As Mr.
Eugene M. Macdonald pertinently remarked, " To be frank, we rather like
Miss DeCleyre's chastisement of those
Liberals who, for one reason or another
giv annually more cash to the churche~
than to Liberalism. Of course, we recognize that a man has a right to spend
his money as he pleases, but we submit
that if it pleases a man more to help the
church than to aid Freetll~;Jught, he is
more a Christian than a Freethinker."
"Apathy .
prevails in too many
places."
Can we ever fully appreciate the blessings of liberty unless w.e employ our own
freedom to free others? We ought to do
as much for our cause as orthodox Christians are doing for theirs;. as much in
proportion to our numbers and means to
rescue Christians from religious follies as
the Christians are doing to convert the
" heathen."
Once in a while you will meet with a
Liberal so wrapped up in self as to say,
"Let them get out of the theological
prison as I did." Well, how did he get
out? Was it by his own transcendent
genius? Or was it because men and
women of mind and courage and conscience generations ago, and down to the
present hour, thought, spoke, struggled,
sacrific!)d, suffered, that this class might
enjoy mental and physical freedom? A
poor return they make for this glorious
liberty. Is there no more to do? Are all
the batHes won? Is there no more mental
bondage? Are there no slaves of superstition left? How hav such apathetic Liberals paid their debt?
Some of my friends may think I will
offend some by 'rrlY plainness of speech.
Shall I flinch in telling Liberals the truth
while I never shrank from uttering my
thought, when occasion demanded, in the
presence ·of Christians? What! displease
Liberals who can be cowed by Christians!
Liberals who fear that an honest, manly
expression will break them up in business!
Lukewarms! do-nothings! I would not
waste a two-cent postage stamp on a whole
gross of them! This letter is not sent,
knowingly, to such a limp, backboneless
species, who liv in daily dread of having
their Liberalism found out! Ostrichlike
Liberals~ who bury their heads in the
sand ana imagin Christians do not see
th!)m! No, no, I ask no favor from this
class. They are out of.the church to save
pew-rent, and their neighbors know it.
They lend a helping hand to nobody for
the advancement of their principles. I
hav more hope of converting ten orthodox
Christians than one vapid Liberal.
The niggardness of a large number of
so-called Liberals has done Liberalism
more harm than all the sermons fired at it.
To this add moral cowardice and you complete the picture of this best cause "betrayed in the house of its friends." The
world is coming to find them out, and to
estiml).te them at their true value (which
is not much), and Liberals are establishing an unenviable reputation for illiberality, proving themselvs a penurious,
grasping, selfish, sordid set, who shout,
"One world at a time!" and do scarcely a
blessed thing for it-not a tithe as much
as the folks that believe in two, or more.
If it should be thought by anyone that my
assertions are not according to the facts,
let him carefully peruse what two veteran
publishers hav had to say, one a Spiritualist, the other a Materialist:
"The late J. P. l\iendum of the Investigator, on one occasion recited editorially
his experience in publishing a Freethought paper, and remarked that while
many liked to read, few cared to pay for
the privilege. 'There hav been Ecores of
low-priced Liberal papers published within
the last fifty years,' he said, ' and there
were Freethinkers enough to giv them a
liberal support Did they do it? No.
The Investigator is the only paper that
has struggled for fifty years, and stilllivs.'
Then he proceeded to show some Wisconsin correspondent, who said tlle only objection made to his paper out there was its
price-' too high '-that that is the very
excuse men make when they do not care
to help along a cause, but want others to
support what they get tlle benefit of. 'So·
long as good, paying subscribers are willing to ,urnish them gratis with books
and papers,' he sai:d, 'they will not put
out their own means to buy either.'
"Yielding to this oft-repeated objection, the price of the Investigator, he
says, was reduced, hut the act did notresult in the hearty support expected. Such,
at the time of making_it, was the criticism
of that veteran Freethought editor.
What shall be said of certain Spiritualists
who copy this action of the Liberals, so
called, who, while boasting that they number by the millions, and while proving as
eager as ev~r to peruse weekly the tlloroughly prepared pages of the Banner, decline to send in their subscriptions to it,
borrow rather than buy it for reading,
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and practice every scheme·of evasion possible to invent in order to get rid of supporting the paper on which they steadily
rely, and whose disappearance they would
unquestionably regret? If they want a
paper like the Banner, it is their duty to
support it. "-Banner of Light.
That the same thing is true to-day is
corroborated by the present editor of the
Boston Investigatm·, L. K. Washburn:
"The words of our lamented publisher,
which are quoted approvingly by our
Spiritualistic contemporary, are just as
true and applicable now as when they were
first published in ·these columns."
I was impelled also to remark:
If you do not do anything for your
cause you will soon be out of love with it.
Those who giv nothing year after year to
support their principles, which ought to
be dearer than life, lose the habit of giving, which is the prime secret of c.hurch
success. We ought to giv, not through
fear of God, but love for humanity. Is it
possible that we Liberals, in spite of the
word "liberal," will be obliged to confess
to Christians, after all, that the fear of
God, as an incentiv to benevolent deeds
is more potent than love for principle~
and our fellow-man?
Now, if Liberals are ten times as numerous as Christians, as estimated by our
friend Judge Westbrook (and they are,
according to this pattern, described by
me last winter); and, as A. B. Bradford
says, "Where the will of the people is the
law of the land, the very first thing to be
done is to raise money. A reformer can
not budge out of his tracks without
money. He cannot write a letter, or print
a tract, or get candles for a night meeting
in a schoolliouse without more or less
money"-if this is all true (and who can
successfully deny it?) the Liberal political
organization is dead before it is born!
If we must hav ·an organization for the
advancement of Liberalism, why not join
our efforts with the Secular Union at Chicago, officered by as stanch Liberals as
breathe? Do you not know that Mrs. M.
A. Freeman, its secretary, is one of the
best workers, if not the best, in the
Liberal ranks? Furnish the Secular
Union money, without which no organization can succeed, and it will show the
world its splendid fighting qualities, "war
to the knife, and the knife to the hilt,"
I will save the rest which I hav to say
for another letter.
W. F. JAMIESON.
Finance,
Sept. 25, 1892.
MR. EDiToR: Frederick Koezly attempts a reply to my article on finance,
and as to how far he has succeed.ed I am
very willing to leave our readers to decide,
but as I opened this. discussion I hav a
right to close. He agrees with me that
figures will not lie when backed up " with
good arguments and facts." I said on the
authority of Porter, the census-taker, that
there are nine million mortgaged homes.
Now let us apply "good arguments and
facts " to this . case. Does anyone before
they are applied realize the " facts ?'~ The
facts are that there are just five million
over two-thirds of the inhabitants of this
country under mortgage. "What, and
only nine million mortgaged homes, with
sixty-five million people?" Well, let us
see.
All calculations are made on the basis of
an average of five to the family the head
of which is mortgaged. What does this
mean? It means that forty-five million
people's homes are in jeopardy. And yet
Mr. Koezly, while admitting that all legislation of late years has been in favor of the
rich, wants to continue the very foundation on which the whole fabric rests, viz.,
a money that is valuable, so they .can
hoard it and corner it so we Western
farmers hav to pay six to thirty per Qent
for the use of it. This is like trying to
root up an old stump by sitting on it.
Now let us examin his argument against
paper money. He says, " In case of fire
what would become of my saved paper ?"
In most cases banks hav fireproof vaults.
Then, they generally hav the banks insured in several companies. Then you
hold them responsible for your money.
And besides, it is the law that if a bill gets
destroyed, just by having the number of
the bill and where issued you can get a
new bill struck for less than the trouble of
removing the debris and hunting around
in the ashes for a melted conglomeration
of .copper, silver, gold, and iron, which
tlle banker would claim the right to, and
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as you would not be able to prove yout
property you would be left out in the cold.
Paper money is much more convenient
than metal, and most persons feel insulted
if a banker pays them even twenty or
thirty dollars in silver and gold. No one
but a miser would prefer hard money.
Talk about money burning up-how
many ever had any money burnt up ? It
is safe to say, not one in a million. Otherwise, paper will last a lifetime, or for all
time if you want to hoard it. But it would
be an argument in its favor if it did not, as
that has been the ruination of our country
-its hoarding money and refusing to loan
it except at a ruinous rate of interest.
" Money is a medium of exchange" and
not a medium to hoard, and its value is not
within itself as money, but what it will
purchase.
Mr. Koezly confounds the meaning of
paper as a commodity and as money. Paper as a commodity is very cheap and very
regular in price. As money it depends on
the government stamp as to how much it is
worth. And the very small amount of paper that is used as money would not enhance the value, and hence it is less liable
to fluctuate than any other material. He
also talks as though people would not
take it if they were not forced to, when the
people much prefer it. And the people at
large never ask for its redemption, not
even those that advocate a redeemable paper. It is only a few money-mongers who
make a speculation out of the transaction
that ever ask for it.
He cites the Confederate money as fluctuating. It is not the word thah he should
hav used. He should hav used the word
"depreciating " instead. And it is not
fair to cite a government that ceases to
exist.
He admits that paper is good just as long
as what is back of it is good. Now, this is
considered among tlle wealthiest nations
on earth; and it is, in resources; and it is
safe to say its existence as a government is
perpetual, and this is a sovereign government by the consent of the people and not
by "force." Now, its paper is perfectly
good, and much preferred by its own people, and when it comes to foreign nations
our money does not circulate there any
more than theirs does here ; and as long as
our government's paper is good ·they will
exchange their money for it, for the simple
reason that they can exchange it back to
us at par and there is no danger as to its
permanency when it has the whole people
to back it. No paper ever (in speaking of
paper as money) becomes worthless until
that which is back of it refuses to receive
it. It may depreciate in time of war by a
government's constant defeat, but in time
of peace and permanency the!l'e is no reason why it should not remain at par.
My authority for saying that Venice issued paper money that was never redeemed
for over six: hundred years, and speaking
of Catherine of Russia issuing her own
money, is Senator Stanford, of California,
and much more authority that I used in
my first article, and I also drew largely
from W. S. Morgan, a historian.
Now, as I believe I hav answered all of
the important points that were raised by
Mr. Koezly, and hav not attempted to
bring in any new arguments, he will be
satisfied to allow this to close the discussion on our part and giv others a chance.
Now, in closing, I claim to hav shown
tllat an irredeemable paper money worked
successfully in Russia, in this country
through a company or companies, in Venice, and in France. And while I believe
that an irredeemable paper money is best,
yet after all, the great point to be attained
is to hav enough of· some kind to keep the
bees in the hive of industry employed and
so that no one will hav to go half clothed,
half starved, or sell their manhood or womanhood for bread.
My views are not exactly in accord with
those of any party in existence, and although the People's party comes near to
them, I am not in love with my party so
that I swallow with avidity anythin"' its
advocates may say whether right" or
wrong, nor am I bound to any creed either political or religions.
I did not think it worth while to raise
an argument on what I said about ten
pounds of gold. I was only showing by
that point that we did not hav to recognize anything as money unless it had
the fiat of the government stamp on it.
JOliN W. ABBOTT.
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Jt ews of t'As Weelt.
TALMAGE says: "l'he czar is one of the
grandest men I ever met."
A RELTC of St. Anne is reported to be
working miraculous cures at Oswego,

N.Y.
CATHOLICS are pushing their schemes of
usurping the most prominent places in all
the Columbus celebtations.
AT Harmon ville, Pa., Wm. l~ock in a
typhoid fever delirium cut his child's
throat believing that God had commanded
its sacrifice.
HoRACE BRoADHURST, a fruit-g-rower of
Bucks county, Pa., has been fined $50 for
gathering peaches on Sunday. The complainant was a jealous neighbor.

Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.

SoME newspapers are printing that
Wanamaker·use!l the Grand Army gathering at Wasbhgton to boom a hymnbook compiled by himself and sold in
his interest. His agents distributed to
the veterans a prospectus of ''Living
Hymns: a Casket of Song Gems, by Hon.
John Wanamaker." These prospectuses
were inclosed in envelopes imprinted,
«To the P! stmaster ---'," containing
also a circular beginning, ":Dear Postmaster," as if originally inte•tded to be sent
to the postmasters of the country.
RENAN, the famous French phi'ologist
Christianity No Finality. Spiritualism and author, died on the 2d. When young
Superior. 10c.
he studied for a priest, hut reported to
Common-Sense Thoughts on the Bible. his supelior at l::lt. Sulpice one day,
10c.
''Fa the~ I hav doubts." The ans'l'. er
Deluge in the Light of Modern Science. was, " wait a\\hile and pray." Two
IOc.
months latet he announcetl, "Fa! her, I
Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. lOc.
hav pr:ay!'d, and I believe &till less," and
Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell. abandoned ~acerdotal studiPB. After a
25c.
while he wrote a" Life of Jesus" and other
Geology. Past and Future of our Planet. Antichristian works which caused the
$1.50.
clergy to procure his dismis~al from the
God Proposed for Our National Constitu- post of professor of Hebrew in tlte College
tion. 10c.
of France.
Irreconcilable Records.
Genesis and
ALDERMAN KNILL WaS candidate for
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.
lord mayor of London. His being a CathIs Darwin Right 1 Origin of Man. $1.
olic rnised opposition. To questions pubIs Spiritualism True 1 lOc.
licly put he declar6d that be would not
appoint a Church of England clergyman
Man's True Saviors. lOc.
Orthodoxy False, Since Spiritualism is his own chaplain, but would appoint one
chaplain to the office of lord mayor; and
True. lOc.
Pocasset Ti"agedy. Legitimate Fruit of that he would not attend Church of England services on the customary and reChristianity. 10c.
Radical Discourses on Religions Subjects. quired occasions, but would appoint a
substitute to do so. At. the election in
$1.25.
Radical Rhymes.
With Author's Por- Guildhall he was elected amid commotion
trait. $1.25.
and.cri<'s of "No popery!" and "We clon't
want a disguised papist!"
Sermon from Shakspcre's Text. lOc.
Soul of Things. Psychometric ReEDITOR LYoNs of the St. Joseph A rnerisearches, etc. 3 vols. (VoL I by Wm. and Eliz. can on opening an anti-Catholic lecture
1\I. F. Denton.) Per val., $1.50.
at Cheyenne, Wyo., on the 25th ult. laid
What Is Rig1lt 1 lOc.
two revolvers on bis desk and stated that
What Was He 1 Jesus in 19th Century he was prepared to defend himself. After
T ight. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.
·
he had talked n.n hour amid interruptions
Who are Christians 1 lOc.
the turmoil grew so that he bad to request
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
the ushers and police to clear the hall.
These officials tried but failed. Lyons
then started for the door escOI'ted by an
armed body-guard who bad been kept in
hiding. Policeman Nolan attempted to
lb Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure
take Lyons's revolvers, when a melee enBy W. R. 01\EO.
sued in which thirty shots were fired and
Oomuleta in 1 vol.. 12Jno. 391ton•• 1Jl.50.
a knife was used. Several were wounded,
some probably fatally. Lyons and his
guard reached his hotel in safely. He
has been arrested, and taken to Fort Hussel for safekeeping from the Catholic mob,
By IJA VIIJ HUME.
which is growing and threatens trouble.
l'rioe.
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By 7HOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?

THE cholera in Europ,l is abating.
Professor Koch, of Germany, says that it
will revi ''e in Hamburg in the spring unless the authorities procure pure water.

SISTER MAXIMA, of the Agram convent
in Austria, was a victim of religious
mania, declaring- herself the greatest sinner in the world. A few d11ys ago she
lliANNA SERIES.
1 Original Manna for" God's Chosen."........ 5 took poison, la\ down before a sacred im8 New Life of David. Chas. Brarllaugh........ 5 age, and died.
4 Why I was Excommunicated. Barnard. ..... 20
5 200 Questions Without An~w~rs ..... :. ·:...... 5
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6 Dialogue between a Chrrst1an 1\IIsswnary
and a Chinese Mandarin.................... 10 has appearecl on a window of a Catholic
7 Queries Submitted to the ~el\ch. of Bishops
church at St. Paul, Minn., from some unby a Weak but Zealous Chrrstian .......... 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy- 5 known cause. Cathol c pupersare spreadoake...... ...... .. .... ....... ...... ..... .. . ... 5 ing the declaration that its origin was
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. :QracUaugh.. ... . . 5 miraculous. Several invalids hav been
10 A ]'ew Words about the Devil.:... . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 cured by touching or looking at it.
n New Life of Jacob.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer, Austin Ho!:;oake ..... IO
A DENVER, Col., young man promi~ed
18 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. nolyoake .. 10
·14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H ......... 10 his pastor to accept the belief in the divin15 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity.. A. H.... 10
16 'I'welve Apostles. Charles 13radlaugh........ 5 ity ,,f Christ if Gladstone would express
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bracliaugh....... 5 confidence i•• that tenet. To a note Glad18 What Did Jesus .•.reach? C. Bradlaugh.... . . 5 stone replied: "All I write, and all I
19 New Life of Abi·aham. Chas. Bradlaugh.... 5 think, and all I hope, is based upon the
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh.... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ...... 10 divinity of our Lord, the one !'entral hope
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will send of our poor, waywa1 d race. W. E. Gl,ld$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth stone."
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
IN all the Cath('lic churches of Illinois a
pastoral letter has been read directing
voters to procure repeal of the Edwards
compulsory educatit·n law. It says:
''The teaching of religion is a necessary
accompaniment of secular education in
order that the school may not turn out an
inferior sort of men, and mere Materialists, Secularists, and the indifferentists
must always be inferior."

Be Thyself. lOo.
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Curious Revelations ·From the
Life of a Trance Medium.
By MRS, NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
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CHARLES BRAOLAUGH.
-BYGeorge Jacob Holyoake.
Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great English Secularist by the Father of Secularism.
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No. 4.
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Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolo~U: Price1 20 cents.
·

No. G.

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breE,Jzy from
first pag_e to last with the living spirit of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.

No, 7.

thor certainly has ~enins. The divine
creative spark is withm him. The book is
filled with manly thon_ghts expressed in
manly words-the transcnpt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read ' Golden Throne.'"
-[Ini{_~Roll. Price, $1.
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rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the .Galilean Reformer, wherein
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them. Price, 10 cents.
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ic:>-1 and other Batura! phenomena. By
Richard A. Proctor, F.R.A.S.
Forms of Water in C'louds and Rivers,
lee and Glaciers. (1g illustrations). By
John Tyndall, F.R.S.
Physics and Politics:· An application
of the principles of Natural Science to
Political Society. By Walter Bagehot,
author of "The English Constitution.''
1\'Ian's Place in Nature, (with numerous
illustrations). By . Thomas H. Huxley,
F.R.s..
•
Education, Intellectual, Moral, and
. Physical. By Herbert Spencer.
Town Geology. With Appendix on
Coral and Coral Reefs. By Rev. Charles
Kingsley.
The Conservation of Energy, (with
numerous illustrations). By Balfour Stew·
art, LL.D.·
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Hygiene of the Brain and the Cnre of
Nervonsness. By M. L. Holbrook .
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read it\ for it abounds iu practical valuable
knowleage."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Eating for Strength. By M. L. Holbrook,

M.D. Price by mail, $1. "I am delighted with
it."-[H. B. ':Baker, !Yf.D., Secretary Michigan
State Board of Health.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code of

Directions for avoiding most of the Pains and
Dangers of Childbeuring. Dy M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellence sriDJasses o~n· power to commend."[New YorkEvroingl\inil.;

Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspeps1~ and
lleadacbe: Their Cure by Home Treat..

ment. By l\I. L. Holbrook, l\I.D. Price, by
mail, $1. "Reading this book I cured myRelf
after several doctors had failed."-fT. C. Curtis,
U.S.A.

The Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.
B. Dnffert.anthor of "What Women Should
Know," ' .No Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles Brewster1 Portland,l\1e,
writes: "Had I possessed this ~ook ten years
ago it would h'1?e saved me ten years of invlilidism, and J. should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."

Youtli: Its Care and Culture. By J.

1\Iortimer Granville. $1. To this has been
added a paper by that charmin!f English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical
Education of a Girl," ancl a J,Japer on the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail pnce is $1.

Talks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. B.

Gleason M.D. A Practical Handbook for the
Maid, 'Wife,_.,and ltiother: with a beautiful Photographic rortrait of the Author. Price~ Ly
mail $1.50. "We wish the chaJ?ter, 'Confiuential to 1\Iothers,' might bo J?Ublished as a tract
and sent to every mother 111 tho la.nd."-[H"r·
• per's New l\Ionthly l\Iagazine.

Tlie Better Way. An Appeal to Men in

behalf of Human Culture throngh a wiser pa,rentage. Dy A. E. Newton. Price, by mnil,
25 ceuts. "It contains information and warning
that are urgently nceded."-[Chrbtian Uni011.

Sexual Physiology, A Scientific anJ Pop-

ular Expositiol!.·of the Fundamental Proble1m
in Sociology. By R 'l'. 'l'rall, M.D. Price, by
mail, $2. 'l'his work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scien·

tifio Diet. By Gustav Schlickeysen. Tramlated from the German, by III. L. Holbrook,
M.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and Radical Cure for Int.eml)erancc, by the Use
of a Vegi)table and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Pl'icc, u.

Three Books in One.

From the Cradle

to the School. B)T_Bertha ltfeyer. The llig!Jts
of Chilrlren. Bv Herbert Svencer. The Government of Chifili'cn. TlvM. L. Holbrook 1IIi. D.
Price by mail, cloth, 11!1. ·It is
a book worthy to oe ratike<t with the best that
) has ever been written concerning the training
of children."-[llazar.

Vegetarianism tlte Radical Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.

.Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should he quietly
given ~o every diinker."-[Herald of Health.

Muscle-Beating; or, Home Gymnastics
for Sick ami Well. By C. Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.
~larriage

ami Parentage, in their Sanitary

a.nd Ph)'siological lteJations, and in their bearing on the prodncin·• of children of finer health
and greahr ability. ]3y l\I. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
1'he Scte11Utta American says: "Books on this
subject are usually written Oy 'cranks,' but this
is radicilly different: it is scientific, sober,
clean, an<l worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly
by tho young.'

The Diet

~Jure,

The Relations of Food

and Drink to He!Llth, DiHcase. Cure. Dy T. L.
Ni<;hols] iVl.D , C<litor London IIemld of 1/ealtlt.
Pnce, c oth, '\0 cents.

Medical Hints ou the Protection and Man·
agement of the Singing Voice. By
Lenox Brown, F.RC.S. 20th thousand.

Deep Breathing; or Lung

30 cts.
Gymnastic~.

Prwe, cloth, 50 cents. IIirs. Horace 1\'Iann write•:
"Even' boo!~ yon J?rint is pure gold and deserves wide mrcnlatwn."

How to Strengthen the Memory. By l\1.
L. Holbrook, 1\f.D. $1.
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l Physician's Sermon to Young Men. J1y

Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents.
Prof. R. A.
Proctor, the well-known English astronorn~r
says of it: "~'hrongh false delicacy lads a1u.11
youths are left to fall into trouble, and not a {Of
have their prospects of a healthy happy life nl
solntely rnmed. The little book before us bin·
tended to be put into the hands of yonn!! m~n
by fathers who are unwilling or incapalJJe u•
disch:trgin~ a father's duty in this respect; ana
as nut one rather in ten is, we believe, read• T"
do what is right by his boys himself, it is we!!
that such a book as this should be available. If
it ii read by all who should read it, its snle will
be counted by hnnclreds of thousands." The
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Revised and Enlar2ed

Claims.

As a Missionarr Docnment it is unexcelled
Among the snbJ ects considered by Mr. Berns·
burg are: '.rhe Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showin15: · the creeds of the
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
Civilization; the Church and Science; th'
Church and Learning; the Church ana Lib
erty\· the Church and the Antislavery Reform:
the N"oman's Rights Movament; the Temperance Reform; the Church and the Republic
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Uble Morals.

Twenty Crimes and ViceE

Sanctioned by Scripture·h Falsehood and De.
ception; Cheating; T eft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars ol
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; In·
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to ChildreJ}_; Cruelty to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; uannibalism;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance;
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Price, single copies, 25 cents; 6
copies, 11!1. Special discount on large quantities.
Sabbath-Breaking~

This is the best and

most thorough work t~ver written on the Sabbath from a rational ;point of view. Lar~e and
handsome print. Pnce, 25 cents; six cop1es, $1.

[mage Breaker.

Six Lectures: Decline

rhomas Paine.

Tells the Story of the

of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; Washington
an Uubelieve!A Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine
and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

Author-l'Iero's life, delineates the leading traits
of his character and genius, and vindicates his
name from the aspersions cast noon it. Tributes to Paine's character are given from more
than one hundred noted persons of Europe and
Amerioa many of them written expressly for
this work. Second editioB1 160 pages, pnnted
on fine tinted _paper, neatly bott.:-<1, and con•
tainim; a handsome steel portrait of Paint•

The Apostle of Liberty. An aadress <teo

liverea in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, Ja.nua.ry 29, lS&!. Prioe,
lOcents.

TBE vulgar imagin God to be a king,
who holds his seat of justice in his conrt.
Tender hearts represent him as a father
who takes care of his children. The Enge
attributes to him no human affection. He
acknowledgPs a necessary eternal power
which animates all nature, and resigns himself to it.- Vnltai1·e .
TBE onlv security for public liberty is
the absolute and unqualified freedom of
thought. and expression, confining penal
consequences to acts only which are detrimental to the welfare of sociPty. How
does the proscription of a man in any way
for obnoxious opinions differ from the
most glaring tyranny?-Horace Greeley.
As a general thing, Christians hav manifested very little kindness, or candor, in
their est.imate of ot.her religions; but the
narkest blot on their historv is their treatmentoftheJews. • • . "That the crucifixion occurred there was the fault of ver:v
few of the people. . . . The Christian
fat.hers themselvs admit that the Jews were
not aware of persecutin!! t.he Son of Goil;
hecansl'l both ChriRt ani! his apostles sedulously concealed his divinity. But . . .
the fathers were accustomed to sPealr
of all Jews, in all parts of the world.
as "murderers of Christ;" and thPy were
ever:vwhere hated and persecuted. For
nearly two thonsand years has this
rancorous hostility been perpetuated.
t-houg-h it rests on such 11n unjust and
irrational foundation.
And men who
hranded all the Jews as outcasts. who
plundered and slaug-htered them, for an
offense committed by a Rmall number of
their very remote ancestnrs, WPre acc11stomed to quote, as their Rtandarcl, the
prayer which JeRus offered for tholile who
were the immediate canse of his death:
"Father, forgiv them; for they know not
what thPy do. "-Lydia Maria Child.
.ARE there renlly no natural boundaries~
Has not our life anvwhere been founded
on reason and neceRsity. but only OD
arbitrary customs? What is more important t.han food, yet. in what human matter
are there more arbitrarv diverg-encPs of
nractice? The Scotch Hi!!hlander flourishes on oatmeal, whi<'h the English Sheffield iron-worker would rather starve than
Pat; the fat snail which. the Roman comitry
ge!ltleman once so prized now crawls unmolE>sted in Rn!!lish or American gardens;
rabbits are tabooed in German:v; frog-s are
unspPakn.hle in England; sauerkraut is detested in France; manv races and ga!lg-s of
people are quite certA.in thev would die if
deprivei! of meat; ot.hers think spirits of
some kind a nPceRsity, while to others
n.!!"ain both of these are an abomination.
EvPry district has its local practices in
food, and the peasants look with thP
!!reateQt Fmspicion on anv new dish and
can rarely he indnced to adopt it. Thongb
it hAs bePn abundantly proved that manv
of the fungi are exceJlent Patin!!, such iR
the force of cust.om that the mushroom
alone iR ever publicly reco!!Dized, while
cnriousl.v eno11gh it is said that in some
other countrifls where the claims of other
aga.rics are R.Jlowed the mw<hroom itsPif is
not nsed. Finally. I feel mvself-and the
e-entle reader probahly feels the samethat I would rather die than subsist on insects, such is the dPPp-seated disgust we
Pxperience toward this class of food. Yet
it is. notorious that many races of respectnhll'l people adopt diet of this sort.Anon.
,
THF. colors of flowers, the teleologist is
wont to say, exist to delig-ht the eyes of
man. But how long did flowers blossom
without being Aeen by a human eye, and
how many al'e there that bloom at this dav
in inal'cessible spots, or at the bottom of
t.he ocean where no eye hut that of the
niver can li!!ht 11pon them? Moreover, it
iR in evidence that fully one-half of all the
plants in creation Possess no beautiful,
many-colored blossoms; and Darwin, by
his investi!!ations, arrived at the remarkable conclusion that flowers as a rule are
only gaily-colored in order to attract the
insects which aid their fertilization, while
those flowers which are ferti.lizPd by the
wind are never bright-colored. Therefore
no flower would be endowed with a beautiful color. if such color were not beneficial
to the flower itself and had not been
evolved, by wav of predilection. in the
strng!!le for existence. This calls to our
mind the fact that very many flowers are
so badly contrived that the cond;tio 8ine
qua non of their fertility. i. e., the union
of pollen and ovule, is either prevented:or
rendered difficult in every possible way.
and that their propa!!Btion is rendered
PoRsible b:v mere fortnitonR circumst.ances,
snch aR rain, wind, insects, etc. Why is
t-his? There are so many aimless or nseless Parts and orga.ns in the" veg-etable
wor.lil, that the famous botanist,'Schleiilen,
w;as lE'd to say: "The boldest imacination
is paralyzed in the end, in seeking-'any
definit conception of. dE'sign in the manifold forms and ·configuration o(plants."-

Buchner,

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
P1·ice, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
The Traae Suppztea at Special ]Jtscoun~.

IS THIS YOUR SOH. MY LORD 1
A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
Pnce. cloth. ll!1 : PB-Per, 50 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A

NE"W NOVEL.
I
Paper, 50 cents.

Price, cloth, $1.

PUSHED BY UHSEEH HANDS.
SHORT STORI:eS.
Price, cloth, $1.

I

Paper, 50 cents.

A TH0ITGHTLESS YES

I

CONTENTS:
.\.Splendid Judge of a Woman-The Lady of the
Ulub-Under Protest-For the Prose<.''lltion-A
nusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
lllystery-The Time-Lock of Our AncestorsF'.orence Campbell's Fate-l\Iy Patient's Fate.
\ 1~.-lrnal

Price, paper. 50 cents: cloth, $1.
T'l=T~ ,..nnrrT-T ~li'.li'T\"P:R

f10~

L K. Washburn's Works.
Snn~ay

and the Sabbatll,

"A law regn-

latmg human conduct on the Sabbath is an impertinence." Price, 10 cents .

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

Tlte Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

a mini• ter's praving God to kill wasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deit;y to undertake a
crusade of one against the <..:olorado beutle !"
Price, 10 cent~.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spi~·itualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
I>nce, 5 cents.

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS
FOR lilALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

Essays and Lectures. Embracing Infiu

ence of Christianity on Civilization ; Chris
tianity and Materialism; What Literalism oil"el'
in Place of Christianity; Scientific Materialism
Woman; Spiritualism from a l\[aterialisti
Standpomt; Paine the Political and Religion
lteformer; l\faterialism and Crime; Will th
Coming lY1an Worship God1 Crimes and C1·m I
ties of Christianity; the Authority of the Bihlc
Freeth ought Judged by Its Frmts; Our Idea
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

In1luence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
What Liberalism O:ffers in Place 6"
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism; Its Meaning. an(
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand·
point. 10 cents.
·
Paine tlte Political and Religious Re·
former. 10 cents.
· ·
Woman: Her Past and Present: Jim
Rigllts and Wrongs. 10cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents,
Will tlte Coming Man . Worship God t
10ccnts.

I'"!velve Tracts. Scientific and Theolog·
lCaJ. lro !lcJltB,
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Lttl'1rature

· These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
wnere these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought SoJieties can hav their gatherings advertised here free by forwarding the necessary information.

Manhattan Liberal .Club, N.Y.,

•

~

To

Testimonial
Walt Whitman.

Meets every Friday eveni!J£, at 3 o'clock, at German M~sonic TempleJ 2flO E.15j;h st.. L,ectures and
discussions. The pnohc cordially mVIted.

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sund:JI afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League H , 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
at. Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
rellgious and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

•

BY

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.
• .,.? ADDRESS
<U,

DE'-··"'"'RE-. IN
....... ,...,
·
PHILADELPHIA, P A.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

The Bible-What Is It~ 25c.
Studies in Theology. 10c.
Liberalism. 5c.

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ·
With a Portrait of Whitman.
·
ation
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Platform free. Henry Rowle_~. secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn,"· Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 25
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social qnestioM.
Able speakers interest the audience; N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications a! ways on hand at cheap rates.

The Secular Society of Kent,:o.,
Meets l!emi-monthly\first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MAiuus HEIG IITON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Seeular:Union 1
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. FTee discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE T~UTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.. if,

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street,
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club
Holds m~etings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures, songR,
and select reading, Discussion invited on all
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRsE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Libg
eral Union

AUTHORIZED EDITION•

-

Paver, 25 cents l cloth, 50 cents.

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
r

~~Works on the Laoor ~uestion.
·.:;st

NATHANI[L ~AU.GHANl
\.

I

Conventional Lies of Our CivilizatioJn;
Plain Home Talk and Medical Common The
By 1\'Iax Nordan. CoNTENTs-Mene, Tekel
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
Upharsin; The Reli_gious, Monarchic, and
of nearly J..OOO pages, fully illustrate(!. Cloth,
$8.25-m .l!inglish or German. A new cheap
edition at onlv $1.50.

Science in SMt'Y;

o~,

Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and Spons1~;. the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ~2-00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumes~eparate, flex1ble cloth, 50
cents _:per volume; !ted Line edition, suitable
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

AristocraticJPolitical.,_Economical, '1'\atrimonial,
and Miscellaneous Lies; Clpsing. .Harmony.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, Peoples edition, 50 c.;
cloth $1.00.
The Imperial Council of Vienna prohibited the
aale of this book in Austria, and confiscated all
~opies of it they could find.

Economic Equities. A Oompend of the
Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange. J.;!.v J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Sexual Physiology for the Young. 250
Wealth." raper, 25c.
pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. (The 1ifth
Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
Po-pulation Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to
Edited by Charles Bradlangh and Annie Besant.
Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Subjects; ninth year. Subscription, with premium, 50 cents per year. Specimen copies free
on application.

Mother's Manual.

Comprising "Advice

to a Wife on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially During Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suclding," and" Advice to a Mother on thP
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, 11'1.

'-

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER

out the means by which the working classes may
raL1e thelllBelves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignity,andindependence, and which is also caiJable of entirelyremoving.\in course of time, the
other principal social evils. By M. G. H. 10c.

Large

OI'

Small Families ~ On which Side

Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwauke~ meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 o'clock.
A . .J:S. SEVERANCE, President.

Philosophical and Social So·
ciety,
Monte Vistah.Cal., meet every Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. ·J.·he public cordially invited. W. S.
.FELT, Sec.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of Cincinnati 0., meets ever:r_Sunday evening
at 7:80P.M. in bong las Hall, N. w. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW Hooo, Sec.

Liberal Association of Baltilll«_)re
Meets at the Lyceum Hall1 4<» East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon·M 2:30 o'clock.

Cleveland Secular Union

Meet~ every Sunday at 8 P.M., in Room 208 City

THE

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

be.

carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2

rhe Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi- more.
Relflllar (;rade American WatcJ•es.cal to the \Velfare of the People. By (Jharles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

.Labor's Prayer. By Ohas. Bradlangh.

oc.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Mrs, Besant's Wor~s,

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club

Liberal Club,

THE BEST!

best tilled gold case, open-face, dust-proof: $26;
By Ohas. Brad- 1n
hinged case, $28 to $30; hunting, $31 to $35; 14

The Roeder Secular Union

Meets everY Sunday at 2 :30 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Hall. Ba;r street. Visitors .invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'L'IE TRUTH SEEKER.

cases, $17· 8-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce $23

Bradlaugh. 5c.

Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-home.
Lectures. discussions, reading and poems. The
~treatest freeJom accorded to all.
Our motto, ·
"Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J: W. BELL. Vice-Pres.: CHARLES SHEA, Sec.
·

The .Jacksonville, J<'la., Liberal
League

An independent and respectable study of char.
acter in the law of circnm•tance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
'lresentment of the mischievous nature of"modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westininster Review.

Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoake. 5c.

laugh.

The Walla Walla Liberal Clul•

Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M. at its hallJ cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street. Visiting Liuerals
invited. J P. RICHARDSON, President; 1\I. IsAAC,
Secretary.

.A NO VEL.
By FREDERIKA 1\IACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

25c.

Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing

Wily Do .Men Starve ~

Meets every Sunday at 2 P.llr. in Grand Army Hall,
Main street. Walla Walla, Washington. l:lcience
JJectures.-Free Discussions.-Original and Selected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of memllers and friends.
(J. :B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

Liberal Association of Austin,
Tex.,

Priest al:').d Mal:')..

Hand-Book of Health Hints and Ready
Perfected new model, 16 jewels, .!'nil ndjusted
heat, cold, and position, beautiful double sunk
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet Povert>: : Its E:lfects on the Political to
dial,
and all modern improvements; gnaranteet%
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
Condition of the People. By Oharles a perfect timer. Price, in silverine dust-proof

Of Los Angeles; Cal., meets semi-monthly~ first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at rarr's
Hall. EveryboQ.x invited. 1\'lRs. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

1\feets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
16<» l\fain street, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, Pres.
ISAAC S. LEE, Sec.

A.-JnrPRs 'I'ITF. TRUTH SEEKER

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 800 pp., $1.

Silverme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7 50· 15
jewels, $9; ditto, adjusted, $11. In finer ca8es,
add as above.
Ladies' American Gold Watcl•eso-AU
latest styles, in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels
$15 \ 11 jewels, $16 50; 15 jewels, $23; 14 carat solid
g()la, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases. from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written gunrantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80: table spoons.
$8 60, knives, $1 75; forks, $1.75; all for $6. Solid
silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvenir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50i$2 to $8.
The CoJonellu~erso 1.-Tea, $2.50 ;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3; giJtbowls, 50 cents more. Extr&
heavy tea-s, $3. Etched:
" The Time to be Happy is lVow,"
50 cents extra.
'J'he Torch of Reason Badge, solid goJ(J
euameleq m ,5 colors, small pins, $2, $2.75, and
$8.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, $15, $20, $80.
Diamo1~dsj.20 per cent. below market price.
Send for pnce Ists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, ~racts, etc., free .. All goods :Prepata (except kmves and forb) and cash refunded atoption. Watch cleaned $1. and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
"lfoys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand·

some and Interesting Book, Without "Superstition for Children and Youth. The Oul¥ Free·
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 full-page illusti'ations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with pol"
trait, SOc.

Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
should be. Paper, 25c.

Besaut-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie

Besant and Bev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Addreas THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Kennedy's
Medic aI Dis cove ry SCIENCE
Takes hold in this order :

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,

Driving everything before it that ought to
be out..

You know
not.

whetl~er

you .need it or

Hall, for lectures and fr13e discussion on science, Sold b~ every drug(!st, a.nd manufactured by
religion, and social questions. Able speakers
DoNALP KENNEDY,
will interest the audience. A. BEE, Pres.; J. Ro- .
.
ROXDVRY, JYIAS8o .
pl!l•tJBG, Sec., ~ .L l!o!>e street.

Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.
Write for IJamph!et to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkes barn, Pa..

vs. RELIGION,

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and

wm:..

ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN.

OR.- THE

Conflict between Reason and Supersflflon.
By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa..
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LlTTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E. D. SLEJ:iTFER.
:Boards,

Sent sealed to any address for 10 ceuts. treating
on that health-d~stroying and life-consuminqweakness of men as the result of hyonthful errors
a!ill_~cesses. The book sat~ fort an INFIDEL
CUBE which iP a medi~ine w be applied externeJ!y (the only remP<ly of tne .tnna in existence).
You Will feel improved the lirst day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Ear~ Decay, Weak·
nesses1 Lost Ma.nhood~etc.~are f y restor~d.
Aduress,
Dn. RuB'T • FELLOWfi,
Vineland, N. "·
And su you saw~ ibis in 'l'BB TlltJTII BBJCD:B.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY
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I

Issued Monthly.

Subscription price, $3 per annum.
BOOKS ISS·UED.
Prtce.
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and-Freethinkers' Almanac, 1891.. .......,.... ...... •. ....
25
2. Men, Women. and Gods • .11elen H. Gardener ................. ~.......... ........
50
3 Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... . . .. ..
25
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett..................................
25
5. Christian AJ::surdit~ea. John Pflck........
20
6. Victor Hugo s OratHm on Voltaire........
10
7. The Crisis .•... ,............................
40
8 Sabbath Breakmg.... ...... .... ... ........
25
9: Travels i.n Faith. R. 0. Adams .. , ... ;.....
25
10 The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller.. ..
25
11. My Religious Ex:perience. S. P. Putnam.
25
12: The Higher CritiCism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore..............
50
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. J!'oote........
25
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Palne .. Illust'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustmBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener............................... .......
10
17 Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg.......
25
18. Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk......
50
19: Pocket Theologv. Voltaire..............
25
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener.......................................
50
21. Hiotory of Religion. E. E. Evans.......
20
OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearl:y: subscriLers will receive all the books
issued during the year. Si_ngle copies Of each
book sent upon receipt of pnce.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By John H. Kelso, A.It:l.

12mo, olotl1, 11.00.

ISAIAH'S DESCRIPTION OF THE "PRINCE OF PEACE."
And I will tread clown the people in mine anger, and make them drunk in my fury, and I will bring down
their strength to the earth.-Isa. lxiii, 6.

Brain and the Bible
Conflict 8P.tween Mental Science and Theolog}.
By EDGAR

c. BEALL.

Preface -.yR. G. INGERSOLJ,.
Price, $1.

Una.nswera.ble.

~~With

Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."

Ph:>tograph of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild in his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at horne, ruay L& bad at this office for
tifty cents.

Advancement of Science.
By Prof. John Tyndall.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
onPrayt~r.

Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

'fHE SABBATH.
By M. FARRINGTON.

A Thorough .Examination anil .Refutation of the Olaims of the
Sabbatarians.
10 cents.

Price,

The Sunday Question.
A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL ftEVIEW·,
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR,
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
15 cents

Price,

When this petition is filled address it to the Freethmtght Federation of America, 345 West Randolph street,
Chicago, Ill. For blanks for further ttse send request to same address.

Petition to Congress to Operl tl'le Gates of the -world's
Colu1nbian Exposition on Sundays.

Ji1atsriaZism:
Its History anil Its Injl':..wnce
Upon Society.
By DR. LoUis BucHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from ·the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States, in Congress Assembled:
We, the undersigned, citizens of the United States, do hereby respectfully pray and memorialize your Honorable
Body to repeal that portion of the Act entitled "An Act to aid in carrying out the Act of Congress, approved April
25, 1890, entitled 'An Act to provide for celebrating the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America by
the holding of an International Exposition in the City of Chicago' "-approved August 5, 1892, which reads as
follows: "That it is hereby declared that all appropriations herein made for, or pertaining to the World's Columbian
Exposition, are made upon the condition that the said Exposition shall not be opened to the public on the first day of
the week, commonly called Sunday; and if the said appropriations be accepted by the corporation of the State of
Illinois, known as the World's Columbian Exposition, upon that condition, it shall be, and it is hereby, made the duty
of the World's Columbian Commission, created by the Act of Congress of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
ninety, to make such rules or modifications of the rules of said corporation as shall require the closing of the
Exposition on the said first day of the week, commonly called Sunday."
Also, to repeal that portion of the Act entitled, "An Act making appropriations for the sundry civil expenses of
the Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, and for other purposes "-approved August 5, 1892, which
reads as follows :
"And it is hereby declared that all appropriations herein made for, or pertaining to the World's Columbian
Exposition, are made upon the condition that the said Exposition shall not be opened to the public on the first day of
the week, commonly called Sunday; and if the said appropriations be accepted by the corporation of the State of
Illinois, known as theW orld's Columbian Exposition, upon that condition, it shall be, and it is hereby, made the duty
of the World's Columbian Commission, created by Act of Congress of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
ninety, to make such rules or modifications of the rules of said corporation as shall require the closing of the
Exposition on the said first day of the week, commonly called Sunday."
We ask the repeal of these portions of these laws for the following reasons:
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
2. That public morality may be snbserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
resort when no moral amusements are available.
3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Chicago, who have given of their means to make the Fair possible,
tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors
to the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands.
4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not o:ply of Chicago, but of
the whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to
attend can do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question
of human relations and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you ought to decide is that of the
public welfare.
.
5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting' a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
receipts.
6. To the oujection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the
tendency would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble
and varied in its pleasures and instructions, the more difficult it will be to change its character, the less danger there
is that employers will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toiL With choice of
Sunday occupation restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the average workingman would choose to keep
on laboring.
.
7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it
will benefit the Fair itself, the people of Chicago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity, individual education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country.
}5
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not giv the name of any person who was civil law of what the majority please to term heresy,
frequency and severity which characterize these
disturbed.
The testimony introduced proved that than does this state's attorney.
persecutions, the Adventists say, indicate that they
W.
S.
Lowry
had been seen at one time cutting
"While the Constitution guarantees to him the
are not accidental manifestations of personal malfirewood,
and
at
another,
loading
wood
on
a
wagon,
right
to keep Saturday," says the attorney, yet, "he
ice, but that they point to a deep-rooted determinaon
Sunday;
that
J.
Moon
had
been
see:ri
on
one
ocmust
bow to the laws " that are " thrown around
tion to crush out a dissc:inting minority.
The cases which they cite are those of the Ten- casion cutting sprouts from his field on Sunday; the holy Sabbath, as we believe it and hold it."
The state's attorney was correct in his statement
nessee Adventists who hav been imprisoned for not that J. H 1 Dortch had been seen, on one Sunday
observing Sunday. Our readers hav been informed only, plowing strawberries; and that James Stemm to the jury that it was a que.stion that he presumed
of. these outrages from time to time as they oc- had followed his ordinaiJf and, common vocations they would" not hav any difficulty in coming to a
curred, but the story in summary is one that rouses on Sunday, no definit work on any definit Sunday decision upon," as the jury in none of the four cases
an~w our indignation. As the Adventists them- being proved agai:i::tst him. Besides, in several. in- remained out over twelve riiinutes before returning
selva say, it revives the memories of the religious per- stances their fields were not along any public road, a verdict of" guilty." (One case was dismissed for
secutions of the Dark Ages. The facts are thus told and consequently a man could not be seen workillg · lack of evidence.)
in them, as the evidence proved, unless some one
On refusing to pay their fines, these four men
by them:
"chanced
to
pass
that
way."
were
lodged in jail, June 3d, where they remained
At Paris, Tenn., July 18, 1892, four Christian
Each
one
of
the
accused,
when
brought
to
trial,
from
forty-five to fifty-three days each.
The
men had been lying in jail since June 3, 1892, for
the crime of following their "common avocations on made a short statement of his position, and sub- sheriff, Mr. Blackmore, a kind-hearted man, was
Sunday: by working on the farm, plowing, hoeing," mitted his case to the jury. · As an illustration of loth to take them to jail, and remarked to the judge
etc. The term of one having expired, the other the defense of the accused, the statement of W. S. that the convicted were conscientious in the matter,
three, after having lain in jail forty-four days, were Lowry, whose case was heard first, is here appended: to which the judge replied, "Let them educate their
Monday, July 18th, marched through the streets in ~"I would like to say ~ the jury, that, as has been consciences by the laws of Tennessee." This statecompany with some colored criminals, and put to stated, I am a Seventh Day Adventist. I observe the ment is strangely out of harmony with the conseventh day of the week as the Sabbath. I read my stitution which the judge is sworn to uphold, which
work shoveling on the public highway. All three
Bible, and my convictions on the Bible are that the says, "No human authority can in any case whatwere men .of families, one fifty-five and another seventh day of the week is the Sabbath, which comes on ever control or interfere with the rights of consixty-two years of age.
Saturday. I observe that day the best I know how.
As to the character of these men who were thus Then I claim the God-given right to six days of labor. I science," and that "no preference shall ever be
hav a wife and four chjldren, and it takes my labor six given by law to any religious establishment or
imprisoned and driven through . the cc,unty-seat .of
days to make a living. I go about my work quietly, do mode of worship."
their county in the chain-gang, let the prosecuting not make any unnecessary noise, but do my work as
Their reasons for going to jail in preference to
attorney in the case, Mr. A. W. Lewis, answer. In quietly as possible. It has been provell by the testimony
11 ·
his argument before the court, May 27th, ~eferring of~. fitch and M:r. Cox, who liv around me, that they paying fines and costs are stated in the fo ow1ilg
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to their prosecution, he made the following statement :
" It is to be regretted because of the fact that otherwise [aside from their observing the seventh day as the
Sabbath, and working on -their farms on Sunday] they
are good citizens."
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extract from a letter received from J. H. Dortch,
one of the defendants :
"We did not pay our :flli.es and costs, which amounted
to about $25 each, because we considered them unjust;
and besides, if we had paid them and returned to our
work, we would hav been re-arrested, and thus compelled to spend all the little property we own in paying
fines."
The prisoners were allowed twenty-five cents a
day for each day's imprisonment, in payment of
fines and costs. Not satisfied with this punishment,
the. prosecution, after a diligent search among
obsolete statutes and decisions, finally arrived at
the conclusion that the county jail was the county
workhouse, and consequently, on the morning . of
July 18th, three of them were marched through the
streets of Paris in company with three colored
criminals, and compelled to labor at shoveling on
the streets.
Another proof that this is a religious persecution,
directed against the observance of the seventh-day
Sabbath, is the fact that violations of the Sunday
law on the part of others are passed unnoticed.
Wh!1e these four men were under confinement, the
l'~si-Intelligencer, the official paper of Henry
co.nty, contained the following annomicement of a
8untlay excursion from Paris to Hollow Rock :
"On Sunday next there will be a basket picnic at
Hollow Rock. The P. T. & A. railway will giv an excursion rate of fifty cents for the round trip from Paris.
The train leaves Paris at 9:45A.M., and returning, leaves
Hollow Rock at 5 P.M."
The train carrying these Sunday picnickers passed
within less than a hundred feet of the cell containing the four Seventh Day Adventists in prison for
quiet farm work done on Sunday. A letter dated
"Paris Jail, Paris, Tenn., July 15th,'' written by J.
Moon, one of the imprisoned men, to his brother,
Allen Moon, Washington, D. C., presents the same
fact-i. e., that these parties are victims of an
odious discrimination in the matter of enforcing
the Sunday law, as the following extract from the
letter will show :
"While I am writing to you, it being Sunday, there is
a train-load of workmen passing in the streets, not thirty
feet from the jail, going out to work; and they hav done

so every Sunday since we hav been here, and it apparently does not disturb anyone. But if a poor Adventist takes his hoe out in his field and labors on Sunday, it
disturbs the people for miles around."
Surely "justice standeth afar off; for truth is
fallen in the streets, and equity cannot enter."
These cases are not the first convictions of the
kind under the Tennessee statute. In 1886, W. H.
Parker, another Seventh Day Adventist, spent
seventy-four days in the same jail for Sunday work.
At the same time James Stemm, one of the four
men recently imprisoned, and William Dortch,
father of the J. H. Dortch recently impris~ned,
spent three months in the same jail for doing farm
wo~k on Sunday; and in 1890, R. M. King, of
Obwn · county, whose case was carried to the
United States Supreme Court, but suddenly terminated by the death of the defendant, was fined
$75 and costs by the same judge (W. H. Swiggart)
for performing his usual farm work on Sunday.
These persecutions, instead of destroying themselvs
by their own venom, hav steadily increased in frequency and severity; and it now rests with the
pe~ple of :ennessee to decide whether they will so
adJust therr laws as to make such persecutions
impossible, or allow this outrage on the inalienable
rights of industrious citizens to go on.
These persecutions, it will be noted, are of Christians by_ C~ristians. It is the old story over again;
the Christians of the nineteenth century hav not
lost the characteristics of those of the seventeenth.
Ay, from the time of Constant~ne to the present
day, the Christians have been relentless persecutors, and hav endeavored by one means or
another to crush all differences of opinion in matters of faith. Catholic~ hav persecuted Protestants;
Protestants hav pursued Catholics ; Lutherans
hav hunted Anabaptists ; Episcopalians hav burnt
.Puritans; Puri~a~s (Congregationalists) hav hanged
Quakers; . CalVInists hav tortured Unitarians, and
now all the orthodox Protestant sects unite in the
attempt to crush out a weak little sect of Seventh
Day Ad:v:eutmt!il.· A.nd about the only ones who

protest against the infamous work, aside from the
victims themselvs~ are the Infidels. We hav seen
but two condemnations of such work from religious sources-one from the Church Bulletin, Baptist, which says:
"Let us be careful how we let in the camel's nose of
religious legislation, lest tp.e brut~ tlrowd his buiky form
in and occupy the whole shop. If the law by which tliese
men ~re legally imprisoned be a righteous law, then
may any state, nation, or country set up a religious creed
and enforce it; then France treated properly the Huguenots; Russia the Jews; and early New England and Virginia the Baptists and Quakers. Protestant America had
better be careful how she lays foundations for other men
to build upon. Rome has as good a right to build in her
way as we hav in our way."
·And the other is this from the Independent, which
sometimes forgets to be a real Christian organ :
"We hav again and again, during the last few years,
had occasion to express our profound indignation at the
administration of Tennessetl iaw as !itJpiiet1 to i'idniti tlotintryfarmers belonging to the Seventh Day Adventist body,
who, after having carefully kept the Sabbath o;n. the seventh day of the week, worked in their fields on the first
day of the week. This prosecution has been renewed,
and three men of families, one fifty-five and another
sixty7two year~ of age, were convicted, and hav, during
the summer and autmnn, been working out their fine,
being set to work with criminals at shoveling on the
common highway. They refused to pay their fine; declaring that it w&s unjust, and that they were liable to be
arrested again as soon a8 they were released. We hav
said before, and we say again, that this is bad law, bad
morals; and bad religion. ''
Looking over the field from early tl.mes; and
noting the few splendid exceptions; there can be
but one conclueioh regarding Christians, which is
that their. religion makes them cruel persecutors.
Ever since Christianity came to be a political power,
early in the fourth century, it has shown the
same illiberal, intolerant, and exacting spirit. It
has been unwilling that any other creed should liv,
and the powerful sects hav persecuted the weaker
ones within its own fold. So far as it has had the
power, the Protestant church has been as bad in
this as the Catholic. But a:> the world has progressed not a little during the past three centuries,
this progress has exercised a very modifying iniiuence upon the newer sect, and persecutions for
blasphemy and violations of Sunday laws now take
the place of the gallows, the stake, and the torture
cha1nber.
·
But Christianity must bear the infamy of the
little persecutions no less than of the greater.
We earnestly h>in with the Seventh Day Adventists
in asking all lovers of liberty to work heartily in
educating the people of 'rannessee out of their
barbaric condition.

Some Tennysonian Gems.
The late Lord Alfred Tennyson wrote some :fine
verses in his day, and one of the finest is this:
"Be mine a philosopher's life, . . .
Far off from the clamor of liars belied in the hubbub of
lies;
,
From the long-necked geese of the world that are ever
hiesing dispraise
Because their natures are little. . . . •l
There are other equally striking versefi in that
wonderful poem " Maud,·~ and here are two from
his good-natured reply to "A Spiteful Letter:"
"0 faded leaf, isn't fame as brief?
What room is here for a hater?
Yet the yellow leaf hates the greener leaf
For it ha11gs one moment later.
'
"Greater than !-isn't tl1at your cry?
· And I shallliv to see it.
Well, if it be so, so it is, you know·
And if it be so-so be it!"
'

And here is an "Afterthought:"
"Ah, God! ~he petty fools of rhyme,
That shriek and sweat in petty wars
Before the stony face of Time
And looked at by th~ silent ~tars·,
"They hate each other for a song,
And do their little best to bite
That pinch their brothers in the'throng
And scratch the very dead for spite;~
''And strive to make an inch of room
For their sweet selvs, and camiot hear
The sullen Lethe rolling down
On them and theirs, and all things here.

1892"
"And I too tall<, and lose the touoh
I talk of. Surely, after all,
The noblest answer unto such
Is kindly silence when they bawl."

Open the World's Fair Gates.
:Liberals and all people whd are opposed to the
closing of the World's Fair on Sunday should bestir themselvs to prevent the uncalled-for intederc
ence. Heston's cartooi;t in ·THE TRUTH SEEKER of
October 1st is immense, and started an idea which
as it seems to the writer, will meet with generai
approval. It is to reduce the center-piece in size,
and set appropriate mottoes around it, as here
shown:
TH.E WORLn•s FAIR
CLOSED ON SUNDAYS.
.EJNLIGiiT.ENED AMERICA RULE:IJ BY BEER,
13ISttOPS1 A:ND :lltt!lrE:RY.

THE PEOPLE ASK FOR KNOWLEDGE : THEY
ARE GIVEN RUM AND RELIGION.
then, after adding other suitable matter, to print
th~:~ whole in leaflet form and scatter it broadcast
over the land. Invite all who oppose the Sunday
closing to send funds to be used in printing these
leaflets. Supply every subscriber to the fund with
as many as he or she wants for distribution. Ask
for larger contributions to pay for printing in large
quantities for general circulation.
Let these
picture-protests be seen everywhere, till every
cle}'g'yman blushes to see himself fraternizing· so
lovingly with the saloonkeeper, and even the legislator becomes ashamed of his asiniil. hypocrisy.
It is not to be supposed that a blush can rise to a
saloonkeeper's face; but without the countenance
and aid of the priest, his efforts to close the gates
of the World's Fair would not be formidable.
What say you, Mr. Macdonald, and what say the
friends of knowledge, art, and science, to this
leaflet p1rth f
E. B. B.
[We say to the above1 Yes l a thousand times
yes! It is just what ought to be done, fi:nd what
we are willing and anxious to do, if the means
are placed in our power. Every Congressman
should hat the leailet, as well as every World's
Fair commissioner1 national and local, and every:.
body else who opposes the opening of the Fair.
They should be sent out with the petitions, inclosed
in letters, and given away till the country is whit~
with them. And we will do it if our !rieli!ds will
furnish the funds. The leaflets should be sent 0d
before Congress meets, as well as during the ~Sr
sion, and if the Fair is closed Chicago should be'
flooded with them. It is a great picture, and with
the printed facts to go with it cannot fail to
make a strong impression.-En. T. S.l

J. E. Remsburg has already delivered over one
hundred lectures advocating the opening of the
World's Fair on Sunday.' Since this question came
before the public he has visited every state and
te1Titory in the Union except Montana, Nevada~
and Alaska. He says that notwithstanding th6]
successful efforts of the Clergy to make Congress
believe that the people want the Fair closed, if an
honest expression of public sentiment could be obtained, it would be. QYerwhelmingly in favm· of
_ Su.nda;r o~enin~.
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Another Christian Lie Nailed.
The following was in the Saints' Herald:
''PUTNAM AND THE ' TRUTH SEEKER.'
"Brother Joseph C. Clapp, mentioned by Mr. Putnam
in THEl· TRUTH SEEKER as the 'Mormon' that met him at
Tulare City, Cal., last fall, sta.tes in regard to the matter
under date of March 25th as follows:
"The statement that' you read in THE TRUTH SEEKER
is without a foundation in truth. I was not challenged
by a Mr. Putnam (Infidel) to debate; and did not say as
an excuse that l was under a two months' engagement to
,
work for the Alliance.
"I will here giv facts as Brother Joseph Clark and Sr.
Twaddle, who were both present, will te~tify.
·
"I was at the meeting where a Mr. Putnam, a representativ of THE TRUTH ~EEKER, abused Christianity for
nearly an hour and a half; and at the close I was called
by many voices to the stand to reply, which I did in a
speech of f~rty minutes, and if ~ am allowed to judge by
the expresswns of the large audience my reply was satisfactory.
"I told the gentleman there and then I was ready to
• break a la:1ce' with him, as over five hundred people
could testify. · I had no other engagement, and never had
an engagement that took me from my duty as an elder of the
chruch for an hour. It is true I hav lectured a few times
on political economy, aud hav made many friends' and
had many places thrown open for preaching that otherwise would hav been closed against us by reason of it.
While you are having cold winds and storms over there,
we are having b~;autiful summer weather. All kinds of
vegetables in abundance; no frost, no cold wind; all nature is smiling; but many of the people are frowning on
account of hard tiDies."
A letter of inquiry was sent to THE TRUTH SEEKER
by a latter-day sinner :
"Los NIETos, CAL., June 19, 1892.
"EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Dear Sir: The in-.
closed clipping is taken from ~he fjaints' Herald of April
23, 1892. It is a Latter-day Saint paper published at
Samoni, Decatur county, ·Ia. In a manner it explains
itself. What Mr. Putnam had to say about his meeting
with Mr. Clark wiU be found in THE TRurH SEEKER of
Dec. 19, 1891. Please insert clipping in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, so that it will be brought to Mr. Putnam's notice and oblige Mr. Carmichael, a IJatter-day Saint of
this place, and
Yours truly,
ELMER HoLLOWAY,
·
"A Latter-day Sinner."
In view of the above inquiry S. P. Putnam wrote
to B. G. Parker, of Tulare, California, and received
this reply:
"TULARE, CAL., Sept, 11, 1892.
"MR. S. P. PuTNAM, Dear Friend and Brother: Your
letter of inquiry of the 3d inst. is at hand and contents
noted.
"I hav seen Mr. Mansky, Mr. Forbes, Mr. Mackey,
and others who were at the lecture. They say, as they
understood it, you proposed to debate the question with
Mr. Clapp. His reply was that he had engagements for
the next two months with the Farmers' Alliance, but in
the future he would cross lances with you with pleasure.
Some of the friends went to see Mr. Clapp, put found he
had ju<:>t left for the Sandwich islands. His wife says he
may return, and he m~ty send for his family. So ends the
-debate, for the present at least.
B. G. PARKER."
It will be seen that Mr. Putnam's statement was
<eorrect, and that Mr. Clapp did decline to debate,
for the reason mentioned. Mr. Putnam is always
ready at any time convenient for each to discuss
religious questions 'with the Latter-day Saint Elder
Clapp, or any other.
.
.

News and Notes.
I journey to Boston by way of New Hampshire,
and through the sunny golden atmosphere, the hills
glimmering in the blue and the woods just putting
on _the gorgeous garniture of autumn. In a dreamy
\)tate of inind I voyage alongside my birthplace,
which I had not seen for over a quarter of a century.
There was the old meeting-house on the hill, white
and silent like a corpse, and not a stir of life near it.
The ancient horse-sheds had a dilapidated look, but
they were the same shadowy structures as on the
Sabbath noons of yore, when I was waiting for the
•sermon to b~gin. It seems an age since I listened
from th~ lips' of my own father to discourses. o:p.
hell-fire that shook me with. terror. I would not
:go back to those dreary days again.
What a
1b;light that orthodoxy was on the childhood, even
:amidst the beauty and grandeur of nature so charm!ng on every side.
.
Boston welcomes with intellectual hospitality.
The Investigator, the Paine l\femorial, Washburn
and Mendum, are· here, and Sunday afternoon a
fin~ audience greets the speaker.
Boston grows
more magnificent every time I visit it. The parks,
the streets, the avenues, are ablaze with improvemerits.
· Among my hearers was C. Fannie ~yn, well
known for her strenuous labors and unflinching

spirit. Also on the platform was our veteran comrade, seventy-five years of age, Mrs. Lucy A. Colman, and after my lecture she made a few eloquent
remarks, which stirred us with oldtime memories.
At the home of the Tiltons it was a privilege to
listen to our friend's reminiscences of the mighty
battles for antislavery, the toil day and night, the
wide and far journeyings, the rugged aspects presented of human nature, the varying fortunes, the
hope and the victory. What an epic it is of human
progress;__what a story of darkness and of light, of
marvelous transformation.
Dr. Noyes has just returned from his trip. He
has looked upon the Old world with the eyes of
Freethought and brings back a splendid picture to
the mind's eye of its manifold presentments. After
Boston comes New York, " another morn risen on
mid-noon." Boston has indeed the quietude and
amplitude and the splendor of the glorious afternoon; but New York has the morning's brilliance
and bustle-everything is rushing on ; it seems as if
each one were just awake and on the move for
business.
I lecture before the Liberal Club, and enjoy like
a cold sea-bath the fl.ood 0f criticism ready to fl.ow
at a moment's notice when the speaker has ended.
It is delightful to watch the varying current of discussion. The WfJ-Y that " hobbies" dance along is
eXhilarati.pg ~
Old friends are here: Dr. ·Gunn; Dr. Weeks;
Lawyer Chamberlain; Wakeman, ample in body
and brain ; Foote, alert and at the front ; John R.
Charlesworth, among our " captains of il).dustry,"
and many others. All hail to the Liberal Club. It
is a school of humanity.
I am .at Larchmont again, the trees jeweled
with the sparkling sea and preparing. for autumn's
gorgeous holiday. What a carnival of colors will
capture all the hills and dales !
With Dr. Foote, Sr., I look again upon the Paine
farm and dream of the time when it shall be a park
-and the house on the hill preserve an illustrious
memory. E:or the benefit of those inquiring I will
say that the original Paine farm consisted of three
hundred acres. Portions hav been sold off, and
one \:tundred and eighteen acres remain. The
Paine house is two Iniles from the station. New
Rochelle is one of the wealthiest suburbs of New
York. Its population has· doubled within the last
ten years. Four miles from the Paine farm is Pelham park, which one of these days will be ·the
largest and most magnificent park of the New
World. It contains one thousand seven hundred
acres,-wood and field, and the scenery of land and
water is most attractiv. The drift of the population of New York is toward. the Paine farm, and
undoubtedly in a few years part3 of it, near the
monument, will b3 crowded with elegant residences.
·It is not decided yet whether the Paine farm can be
bought for the purpose suggested in· TBE TRUTH
SEEKER. An effort will be made, however, to secure a portion of this farm as a memorial to Paine,
who found a home here after a life of such extraordinary activity.
The reports of John R. Charlesworth sh_ow that
the Liberals of this country-the masses of themare heartily in favor of the Freethought Federation.
It has come to stay. It occupies an entirely new
field. It is in oppositio_n to no other Liberal organization. So far as I am concerned, I propose
to fight the churches. I had no other idea when I
helped to form the Freethought Federation. I did
not expect to be attacked by Liberals ·for doing
what had not been done before; I supposed that
one had the privilege to do all he could for the Liberal cause, especially when the work is so great and
the field so broad. I did not know there was a
monopoly of the movement; that we must go in
certain ruts, and be orthodox and conservativ, or
be damned. Has it come to this, .that there is a
ch~ch in Liberalism, a creed, a priesthood~
Has
it come to this, that we must obey "the powers that
be ~" Well, I am radical to the core, and if I and
a dozen others think that we can organize and do
something for Freethought that nobody else is doing I guess we hav a right . to do so. I guess if a
thousand or ten thousand or one hundred thousand Liberals want to enroll their names for freedom, they hav a tight to do so.
I am not going to quarrel with Liberals ; I am
not going to reply to any personal abuse; I am not
going to engage in a newspaper controversy with
those who should be supporters of the F~deration.
The Federation will do its work. It is ready to cooperate with any other org!l.nization that.is devoted
to the same purpose. There is plenty of room.
A half-dozen organizations could be kept busy
opposing the encroachments of the ·church. The
danger is vast and imininent and we cannot hav
too great a combinatio·n of forces.
Time will settle things better than. wordy dis-

putes. The Liberals of this country are independent thinkers. They will follow no man. They are
not like a fl.ock of sheep. They can and do act for
themselvs.
The membership of the Federation is constantly
increasing. From all parts of the country there
are encouraging reports. Act]_uainted as I am with
thousands of Liberals from the Atlantic to the ·Paci~c, I know that many of them are ready for political action. It seems to me that an organization
of this kind can exist without strife among Liberals. Let each choose his own method without
see~g; to destroy the methods chosen by oth~rs.
This will be the policy of the Freethought Federation. It will attend strictly to business-namely,
the business of grappling with the churches, and
taking ~heir clutch from the fair life of this repub~
lie. If those who should support attack us they
will hav the fight all to themselvs. We shall com- '
bat the churches still, and there will be no retreat
on the part of the Federation.
SAMUEL p. PUTNAM.

Lectures and :Meetings.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH's lecture appointments are:
Columbus, O ...... Oc.t.
231 Columbu~ 0 ...... Nov.
6
GiJ!.espieville, 0.. " 24, 25 Cincinnati, 0 ...... "
13
Alliance, 0 ......... "
30 Centralia, ill....... " 16, 17
Debate at Angola,
· 1
Ind ...... :... Oct. 31, Nov. 1 1
. SAMUEL P. PUTNAM will lecture at Rochelle, m:, Olltober 20th; subject, "The Bible and Modern Thought."
Rochelle is the home of Otto Wettstein, who holds the
torch of reason in ~he face of superstition. It is hoped
that all Liberals in the vicinity of Rochelle will make a
grand rally on this occasion.
S. P. l'UTNAM's lecture appointments for October and
Noveml)er:
Golden Poud,Ky.Oct.14-17 Reno, Nev.......... Nov. 6, 7
Chicago, lll. ...... . •• · 23 Bishop Creek and
Bartley, Neb ....... " 26, 27 Round Valley, Cal " 9-14
Independence,Cal " 17-20
Deliver, Col........ " 30
Scofield, Utah.... Nov. 21, Stockton, Cal ...... "
27
TBE Manhattan Liberal Club lectures for Octuber are
as follows. The Club meets at 220 E. 15th stJ.'eet:
October 14th, "The Heaven and Hell of Politics,"Volta.irine de Cleyre.
October 21st, "The Persistence and Utility of Fiction,"
Van Buren Denslow.
October 28th, "The Free-Banking Solution of the Currency Problem," Widden Graham.
THE Boston Investigator says : "Promptly at 3 o'clock
Mr. Wm. D. Rockwood called the first meeting of the_
Ingersoll Secular Society for the seaeon to order. After
a few opening-n1marks, in which he spoke of the urgent
need of Freethinkers to support the cause they profess to
love, he introduced to the audience a lecturer who needs
no introduction to the Boston Liberals, Samuel P. Putnam. Mr. Putnam is a literary artist, a magnificent
word-painter, and his lecture was a splendid heroic landscape in language. His subject was 'The Bible and.
·Modern Thought.' He criticised the orthodox dogma of
the Bible's divinity, showing that to maintain the integrity of this dogma it was necessary to establish four
'propositions; its genuinness; its autl.Jenticity; its inspira"
tion, and its infallibility, neither of w.Q.ich l;te Q.ec1f!.;re4
could be done. The lecturer claimed ,that before i~
could be proved that the Bible is the word of God it is
necessary to prove that there is a God. He quoted Sir
William Hamilton to the effect that God is unthinkable.
He is simply an object of faith. He said: 'Theology
does not explain the universe. We know nothing of the
origin of things.' He sketched the history of the Bible,
and showed how from two tables of stone in the time of
Solomon it had grown to its present shape, which it assumed at the council of Trent. He (•.riticised severely
the teachings of Jesus and said he wanted no religion that
pronounced a benediction on,poverty. The lecture was
filled with good points and the lecturer was most heartily
applauded. Mr. Putnam is full of enthusiasm for the
Freethought cause, and believes that, with the help of.
the Secular press, Congress can be induced to reverse its
vote closing the gates of the World's Fair on Sundays.
He says he shall work for the next year to influence public
sentiment in favor of Sunday opening. Mrs. Lucy N.
Colman, the veteran reformer, sat on the platform, and
after the lecture made a short address, in which she declared that the priest was more the enemy of the poor ·
man thazi was the capitalist. At the close of the meeting
Mrs. Colman held a reception on the platform, every~
body being anxious to take her hand and hear a word
from her lips."

-------.---------Kissed His Own Head.

I recently ca.me across a little history of St. Denis, the
patron saint of France. This history was not a burlesque,
but was evidently written in good faith by a man named
Sa.muel Ireland. The saint, it will be remembered was
beheaded, after which he walked from Rheims to Paris.
This miracle Mr. Ireland emphasizes in the following
striking way. He says: "During this and other peregrinations of the good St. Denis, he carried his head under his arm. He took as much care of it as if it were to
him the most precious thing in the world, and frequently
he would sit down by the roadside, and taking his head
in both hands lift it to his lips and kiss it with much
affection."-X.
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John Stuart Mill was a man of such high moral
the new-fashioned and milk-and-water heterodox
Christianity for gradually accepting_ Thomas PRi:ne's character and purity that Mr. Gladstone was accusTo TBE EDIToR oF THE TRANSCRIPT : May an anxious heresies of a hundred years ago, while they contmue tomed to call him the Saint of Rationalism. Yet·
inquirer hav a little space in some early issue of your ad- to cling to their fetich-which they ~till profess. to Mill was an unbeliever in Christi~ity. ·He said,
mirable paper to submit to the early attention and judg- believe--in a vague sort of way, seemg that Prune referring to the Christians' God, that it was imposment of Boston's great lecturer the following "specu- logically repudiated the Bible altogether as God's sible to adore such a being without a frightful· dislativ census of the population of hell?"
Do these "returns," which I take from the New York word, a.s well as other alleged holy books T Why tortion of the standard of right and wrong. And
again he said : "I will call no. being good who is
Sun, ta.lly with his, or are they too small?
not throw the Bible overboard altogether!
In round numbers the earth has a population of 1,300,But to return to Mr. Joseph Cool's orthodox not what I mean when I apply that epithet to my
000 000 of which 300,000,000 are professed Christians, hell. " J. Y.'s " figures are based on the present fellow-creatures; and if such a being can sentence
the' other 1 000,000,000 being Mohammedans, Buddhists,
Jews and heathen. The whole race was condemned to estimated population of the earth, and · that of me to hell for not so calling hiin, to hell I will go."
etern'al punishment for the sin of Adam. This Wa!! the fall course does not include infants who die directly If belief is necessary to salvation-and the Bible
of man from which there was and is no redemption save after birth so that to the number of the damned says, "He that believeth and is baptized shall be
through the death of Christ. Biblical chronology- givs he should hav added the millions of babies whom saved ; but he that believeth not shall be damned"
the earth a period of about 6,000 years. From Adam's
time to Christ was 4,000 years, during which period no the Christian's God has permitted to draw but a -"-if belief is a sine qua non-then John Stuart
human souls were saved. The population may then hav few breaths on earth before consigning them to Mill did goto hell, and is there now.
aTeraged 1,000,000,000. Three generations, or 300,000,000, eternal torments in hell, and whose brief existence
Harriet Martineau must also be counted with the
pass away in each century. Forty centuries, therefore, in this sinful world would seem to hav served the doomed in hell. She proclaimed her unbelief up to
consigned 120,060,000,000 of men to eternal fire, and, for
all we know, they are there now. In 1,900 years that hav sole purpose of qualifying them for becoming vic- the time of her death, yet judged by her life she
was better deserving of heaven than thousands of
elapsed since the birth of Christ 57,000,000,000 l!lo~e of tims of the divine wrath.
human-beings hav lived and died. If all the Chnstians,
Of the professed Christians that are saved, "J. Y." believers who base their salvation on the vicarious
nominal and real who hav ever lived on the face of the
sacrifice of a divine redeemer.
earth hav been ~aved ·they will not number more than puts the number as low as 1,800,000,000, or ten
Prof. William Kingdon Clifford went down to
per
cent
of
all
the
Christians,
in
name,
who
~av
18,000,000,000. Now, 'if we deduct this latter number
from the grand total of 177,000,000,000, we find 159,000,- ever lived since the time of Christ, numbermg hell in 1879, if the Bible is true. He was a skeptic
000 000 of souls who are suffering the torments of hell 18,000,000,000. This is a very liberal percentage, of the most -pronounced type, as the following utfire', as against the 18,000,000,000 who hav escaped. But and
an estimate of one per cent, or 180,000,000, terance of his will show: "How well and nobly sothis is not the whole truth.
would
seein to be even more than some Christian ever .a man shall hav worked for his fellows, he
Nobody believes that more than ten per cent of the
professed Christians are . saved. Calvinists sa:y that sects would be willing to concede. An article on must end-according to the popular legend-by
the elect are few. If this IB a .fact, heaven contams but New England Puritans, in Blackwood: s Magazine being either the eternal sycophant of a celestial
1.SOO,OOO,OOO against a population in hell of 175,000,for December last, speaking of their theology says: despot, or the eternal victim of a celestial execu000,000!
.
Perhaps the above is a grim piece of satire ou the " Beyond the little circle of the elect and privileged tioner. If this horrible story be true, the noblest
popular belief, and it is horrible enough to make one's was· a living hell of foredoomed horrors and de- thing left for us is to " curse God and die." And
hair stand on end. But what if it be true? As one who
yet Clifford's career, though brief, was marked by
cannot call himself anything else than a poor miserable spair. The most just living of the heathen, who the highest personal qualities and virtues.
walked
straight
according
to
their
lights,
had
nothsinner before that all-survf'ying eye that looketh not on
Ralph Waldo Emerson rejected so-called reve8J.ed
the outward appearance, but seeth the heart, and Mr. ing of course to hope for beyond some tempering
Joseph Cook's, I would like to know of that erudite and of the penal fires, and even the innocent childre_n religion and must therefore be counted with the
tender-hearted gentleman and God almighty's confiden- who died in infancy paid the heavy penalty of theJ.r unsaved; yet who needs to be reminded of his pure
tial friend, if the chance of my not being saved and not
burning eterna.lly, and that of my wife and my children, is fathers' sins. Although their immediate progeni-., and noble qualities of heart and intellect 1
George Eliot was an unbeliever in Christianity,
only as 18 to 175-h?r rather, .to come nearer to the figures, tors had been among the redeemed, they might
as 18 to 1, 7501 woe, woe!
J. Y.
still be answerable for the sin of Adam, and be the though not an aggressiv one, and she must keep
victims of the seductiv sophistries of the wily ser- Harriet Martineau company in the bottomless pit.
COMMENTS ON THE FOREGOING, REJECTED BY THE pent."
But George Eliot was a queen· among women and
TRANSCRIPT.
The divine edictr " Depart from me, ye cursed, whose heart was filled with gentleness and love and
To THE EDIToR oF THE TRANSCRIPT : What food into everlasting fire," has been a source of satisfac- generosity, and whose aim was the welfare of
for thought is contained in "J. Y.'s" letter. And tion and self-congratulation to each one of the humanity.
when one contemplates the possibility of there numberless Christian sects, as applying to every
David Hume, philosopher and historian, whom
being-according to "J. Y..'s" computation-175,- sect except itself, and as providing its own chosen Professor Huxley styles "the most acute thinker of
000,000,000 of souls burning in hell, it is, as he few with an exclusiv heaven. So that my estimate the eighteenth century," was an uncompromising
says, "horrible enough to make one's hair stand .of one per cent does not seem to be unreasonable. enemy of orthodoxy, and in his "Natural History
on end;" and when one further reflects that of the
Referring to the hymns of the Puritans, the arti- of Religion" he has shown that religion has its
1,300,000,000 of human beings living in the wo:rld cle in Blackwood: s says : " These advanced Calrin- roots in the "ignorance .and stupidity of mankind."
at the present time, all but a fraction of them are ists seem to hav agreed with the cynical Rochefou- All who knew him testified to his high personal
doomed to swell the ever-increasing population of cauld in thinking that seeing the pain of our character, his benevolence of heart, and his integGod's eternal penal establishment; and that mill- . friends givs piquancy to our pleasures. The poet rity of life.
Dr. Adam Smith, author of the
ions of beings yet unborn will hav to share a like indulges himself with a foretaste of the joys of the "Wealth of Nations," wrote of him: "I hav always
fate-when we dwell on this, the subject becomes saved, representing them as gloating over the ago- considered him, both in his lifetime and since his
of such stupendous and awful import to the human nies of the lost. A smgle stanza in that vein will death, as approaching as nearly to the idea of a
race that, if the doctrin of eternal pp.nishment be suffice:
perfectly wise and virtuous man as perhaps the
true, ~ other questions sink into utter insignififrailty
of human nature will permit." And thi.s
" The pious father had much rather
cance. Therefore, as one who gropes about in the
great and good man has been sentenced by ChrisHis graceless son should lie
dark in search of a small ray of light, I should like
In hell with devils for aJl his evils,
tianity to everlasting agonies in hell.
Burning eternally."
to giv expression to some of the meditations that
Charles Bradlaugh, who died a martyr to the
"J. Y.'s " " census " of the population of hell has
It was quite a common thllig for Christian saints cause of civil and religious liberty, was one of
brought forth.
.
and divines to declare that the tortures of the nature's noblemen, an earnest seeker after truth, a
It is true that " adn.nced " Christians are getting damned will enhance the joys of the elect. Dr. sympathetic, justice-loving, manly ,man, of whom
ashamed of. their old dogmas and are retiring hell Isaac Watts in his hymns was wont to dwell with Mr. Moncure D. Conway says: "In the course of a
from their creeds. Not too much hell, but just complacent satisfaction on the dead hosts that had long personal acquaintance with him, duriDg which
hell enough, seems to be the new idea. But so long gone down to hell. He sings :
I witnessed some of his most trying experiences, I
as Mr. Joseph Cook believes in the Bible, he is
found in Bradlaugh a womanly tenderness. He
My thoughts on awful subjects dwell,
entirely consistent in preaching the doctrin of everDamnation and the dead.
was an affectionate husband, a kind father, a faithlasting hell. If all the world and his wife are going
And again:
·
ful friend, and most scrupulously polite to all who
headlong to perdition, then we ought to hav the
treated him as what'he was-a gentleman at heart."
Hopeless immortals! how they scream and shiver,
truth told to us.
While devils push them to the pit wide yawning,
Yet Bradlaugh was a lifelong unbeliever in, and an
Wesley and Whitfield believed in the old-fashioned
Hideous and gloomy to re.ceive them hgadlong
aggressiv opponent of, the tenets of the Christian
Down to the center.
fire-and-brimstone hell, and proclaimed the awful
religion and of all other forms of superstition, and
truth from the highways and by-ways. They were
And in another sacred lyric he positivly delights he died as he had lived-an avowed Atheist; so
believers in the Bible, and were honest in their in picturing the countless lost ones that the devils that, if the Bible is true, he ia now roasting in hell.
belief. And so was the late Mr. ~purgeon. Not hav "pushed down to the center" of the pit:
And so one might go on, extending the list ina year ago, he and a devoted following of Baptist
definitly, if space permitted, and such names as
There endless crowds of sinners lie,
brethren signed a manifesto declaring that the
And darkness makes their chains.
Giordano Bruno, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Thomas·
Tortured with keen despair they cry,
Bible is .the word of God from beginning to end ;
Jefferson,
Benjamin Franklin, Prof. John W.
Yet wait for fiercer pains.
that reverence for the New Testament, accompanied
Draper,
the
poet Shelley, and a host of others
Not all their anguish and their blood
by skepticisnt as to the Old, is absurd; that the
readily suggest themselvs.
For their old ~t atones,
two must stand or fall together ; that ClJ.rist's ver~
Nor the compassiOn of a God
If such exalted natures and resplendent i:p.tellects
diet concerning Moses and all the prophets should
Shall hearken to their groans..
as these hav been doomed by a so-called loving and
· be taken in preference to higher criticism, and also
And numbered with these legions in hell are-if merciful God to spend all eternity in hell, the
" the hopeless perdition of all who reject the savior the Bible and orthodoxy be true-some of the no- question arises, Of what kind of characters is the
according to the words of the Lord in Matt. xxv, blest, wise_st, and purest spirits that hav walked. Christian's heaven largely composed? Who are
46, 'These shall go away into eternal punishment.' " this earth. Let us mention a few of them : the fortunate few who, robed in garments of spotAnd now we hav Archdeacon Denison and other Charles Darwin, whose memory all men delight· to less white and with crowns upon their heads, march
evangelicals in England who hav just signed a honor, and of whom Grant Allen in a tribute to the on floors of jasper and amid the gates of emerald,
manifesto guaranteeing the infallibility of the Bible. great thinker says: " Of Darwin's pure and ex- sapphire, jacinth, and other gems; forever twang
No juggling with the letter and spirit of the script- alted moral n~ture no Englishman of the present their. harps of gold and sing their selfish songs of
ure for them. The Bible means just what it says, generation can trust himself to speak with becom- praise around the throne of white? Who are they!
and says what it means; whereas the "advanced" ing consideration.
'an intellect which When on earth some' of them were the vilest, most
Christians, by a process seemingly satisfactory to had no superior ' was wedded to a ' character even abandoned and degraded of mortals ; monsters in
themselvs, find that they need not believe the letter nobler than the intellect.' " But Darwin renounced human shape; murderers, cutthroats, seducers, in, of the Bible-that is, what it really says ; but must Christianity, and at the last avowed himself an Ag- human persecutors and oppressors, and the worst
accept the spirit-that, is, something it does not nostic, and he has his part in "the lake which burn- class of criminals; men who, while on earth, outsay. But every earnest thinker will ask, What war- eth with fire and brimstone : which is· the second raged every moral precept and principle ; men
rant hav these Bible reconcilers and harmonizers of death."
whose lives hav been so notoriously bad that so-

Hr. Joseph Cook and His Precious Hell.
From the Boston ·Eventnu Transcript, Feb. 20, 1892.
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ciety, for its own protection, has been forced to rid
itself of such enemies to its welfare by shutting
them up in prisons, and in many cases by summarily
taking away that life that they themselvs had forfeited. But nearly all of those criminals were
orthodox believers, and thE) gallows has served as a
bridge over which the murderer has traveled· to
everlasting bliss, while viewing the soul of his viQtim hopelessly lost in the dark and seething waters
below. Let us take one example from thousands
of such cases. The other day a man was hanged in
England for the murder, under circumstances of
peculiar atrocity, of a young woman whom he had
previously criminally deflowered. After his deathsentence he professed to hav found the consolations
of religion and spent the remainder of his time in
singing hymns and writing letters to his relativs
and friends telling them of the salvation he had
found and how sure he felt of going to heaven, for
had he not the divine assurance that though his.
sins were as scarlet they should be made whiter
than snow! Then this model candidate for a mansion in the skies would giv them a sermon, telling
them.- how they were to liv and what they were to
do in order to meet him in heaven!_ Perchance,
unless he had committed his horrible crime, he
would hav been numbered with the lost; and if his
relativs would make sure of meeting him in heaven,
perhaps they might better attain their purpose by
outraging and murdering somebody, too. Thus,
eternal bliss in heaven is the reward of the greatest
crime a man can commit against human society.
Not a word of pity for his murdered victim had
this merciless wretch. · Not a w,ord of regret for
having blasted and cut off a young life when budding womanhood gave promis of a career of usefulness, of honored maternity, and of a ripe old age
when loving children and grandchildren should
tenderly make easy the pathway to the grave. No
word of concern as to the eternal fate of the victim
of his cruel stroke, and whom, for aught he knew
or cared, he may hav plunged into the lake of everlasting fire. No, it is all self, self, self!
And if such as he wear the crowns and play the
golden harps, what decent m~n or woman or innocent ~hild would care to spend eternity in such infamous company ! And what a vile place such a
heaven must be.
Ye saints of the Lord, ye ransomed of God,
Ye Christians, ye orthodox few.l.
Imagin·a life in this kingdom of u-od,
If the Bible is true!
DANA HERBERT MARSHALL.
.Dorche$ter, Mass.

15, t.B92.
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was imprisoned, with Lillian Harman, by Kansas
At one of them I took up the imprisonment of
bigots, followed Mr. Heywood.
Bennett, Harman, and Heywood, and others, and
Jay Chaapel then read the ~ollowing resolutions:. discussed the vulgarity, obscenity, and barbarous
1. Resolved, That, since labor is the source of wealth tyranny _of a society and a misnamed civilization
and tp.e_true basis of exchange, a.lJ interference with, or that sustains antl tolerates such iniquities. -I did
re~trlCtions on,_ trade are blows at production, tending to that for the especial benefit, at that hour, of this
cnpple enterpnse and rob service of its earnings.
Philadelphia woman, who is the daughter of a de2. Resolved, That effort to remove duties on raw materials and free the necessaries of life from class taxes is a ceased judge, an old Abolitionist.
step toward opportunity and reciprocity.' wherein governIt is sadly astonishing how m~:~_,ny persons thereme~t helps labor and business chiefly ny getting out of are that know nothing of the cruelty inflicted by
~h~~ way; th;at as the main industry encouraged by tariff the Comstock statutes in the name of purity. I
1s the electiOn of a protectiv president " so the pretense
t
that labor '?an be helped by gover11ment control of land, mee Jpany persons of wealth and intelligence who
~oney, :r;aih~ays, telegraphs, or any other protectiv hav all their time for reading and study who never
mter~st, 1s kin of the. cohesiv power of public plunder heard of Harman, Heywood, or Bennett:
sust~ed by_ compulBlv. ~axation and serves to enlarge
The meeting was a success in many ways and
the chief busmess of politics-stealing according to law.
1 tt
d
.3. Re.solved, That while property risked in productiv many e ers were receive from persons regretting
enterpnse always helps labor, power to extort tribute in that they could not be at the convention.
~e form of. rent, interest, dividends, or prdfits-plot for
John: E. Russell, ex-Congressman, free-trader,
mcr~ase mt~out ~o:rk-de_:vice to get something for and one of the best speakers in New England,
nothitlg-capltal:-Is alway~ :uitentional and us~lly actual wrote : "I feel honored by your request to speak
theft; so the obJeCt of this League now, as hi the past
twenty-three years of its work, is the abolition of usury at the Labor Reform League on some of the conby repeal of all power to get wealth otherwise than by ditions of labor, but I cannot now say if it will be
actual personal service.
·
"bl
I
b · t t th
d
f
· al
4. Resolved, That since credit restriction which makes possl e.
am su JeC 0
e or er 0 the natwn
interest on money possible, is one of the m'ain means of Democratic committee. I hav been absent so much
labor's subjection, we second most heartily the Demo- lately that I could not .see you and congratulate
cratic party motion to repeal the prohibitory ten per cent you on your freedom. How much you must entax on ~tate ~a.nk issues and gladly help to put that great joy this beautiful weather !"
pro.tect1v sw.mdle, the national bank monopoly, with·
Hon. Geo. M. Stearns, writing from Nantasket,
tariff fraud, m course of ultimate extinction.
5. ·Resolved, That as possession of land in usufruct, Mass., said : " Thanks for invitation to address
.~nur!J of t~e s_?iler's mE;Jans of subsistence, like air and the meeting of your League. If possible I shall be
hght 1B the malienable nght of -every human being, we glad to be present and listen to those who can dis~eek the hnmedi~te. death of the parent of rent, property cuss the subJ" ects more intelligently than I could."
m l_and, and we mBlst that tenure of ownership sha.ll remam where natural equity places it, in the cost of hnJ. Wesley Pratt, of West Hanover, Mass., wrote :
provements; that the land-tax craze is an old device to "l should be glad to. be with you at the convenprom~te economic robbery and assure honesty by tion, but consumption of purse prevents, but across
legalized equality in stealing.
th · t
·
I ill
6. Resolved, That ·while associativ thrift is always
em ervemng space w· be with you in spirit.
serviceable, so-called organized labor, founded on monop- No manufacturer dares to employ me. 'Scab, Anoly of pretended skill, is effort to limit honest purpose; archist, free lover, and crank,' are the pet names
is war upon the.poor, which makes the non-unionist, the hurled after me; all of which I gratefully accept.
"s~ab," freedom's martyr, an object of deserved sym- I cannot if I would, and I would not if I could, be
pathy, an exponent of fruitful order, and moves all dis·mterested observers to assert and maintain the chief otherwise. I do not understand why I am out of
guarantee of progress, hnpulse to acquire and hnpart jail. The town of Hanover has not taxed me in
knowledge.
·
three years. I propose as a sentiment, the Grand
7. Resolved, That as at Homestead state bayonets ac- Old Party, otherwise the G. 0. P."-mayits shadow
complished what Pinkerton rilles failed to do, iron- and
coal-workers should now face the fact that intrusiv ·grow small by degrees and beautifully less until it
violence has no more right to regulate wages.tha.n to hn- ceases to exist."
pose rent, interest, or tariff extortion; that armed
L. V. Pinney, former editor of the Winsted, Conn.,
tyranny to collect dividends and trades union conspiracy Press, wrote a long, scholarly letter., along with
against service are alike hostil to natural freedom wherein
things beneficently do themselvs in the common hn- many others which you hav no room for.
pulse to liv and let liv.
JAY CHAAPEL.
8. Resolved, That in the decease of Arad H.- Wood,
ex-president of the League; of J. H. Swain, L. S. Putnam, and S. C. Fay, we lose members whose steadfast Biographies of Prominent Foreign Freedevotion to right and tireless activity in many fields of
thinkers.
progress consecrate their names in the memory of all
The New England Labor Reform League.
In the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER there hav
lovers of freedom, and their work remains an hnperishfrom time to time appeared short biographical
He who steals from a private person ends his days in able power in advancing order,
9. Resolved,- That since the discovery and proclama- sketches of prominent foreign Freethinkers, and it
chains and fetters; but he who steals from the public ends
tion of truth is indispensable to progress, freedom of
them in gold and purple.-Oato.
conscience, speech, press, and the mails is the soul of is the intention of the writer to introduce to the
The New England Labor Reform League held. a civil order; and the imprisonment of Moses Harman for readers of this journal such of our foreign friends
two days' special convention in Commercial Hall, words uttered in printed debate is an outrage on citizen as hav, through their work for Freethought, earned
right, resented by all intelligent observers, which should a repu~ation which extends beyond the borders. of
694 Washington street, Boston, September 25th and doom
the persons and party instigating it to utter extinc- their nativ state. The more intimate connection
26th.
John Orvis, an old Brook Farm labor tion.
which has been brought about between Freethinkers
reformer, was made president; Jay Chaapel, of New
Haven, secretary; committee on resolutions, Will~
In the afternoon and evening increased audiences of this country and those of foreign lands by the
iam J. Melvin, J. W. Harris, Josephine S. Tilton, E. assembled and various types of mind gave voice in acceseio~ of the Freethought Federation of America
H .. Heywood, and .Jay Chaapel; committee on respectful but earnest tones to their ideas touching to the International Federation of Freethinkers
finance, C. L. Swartz and Josephine S. Tilton.
the resolutions, and the many problems that so agi- p1akes it still more interesting to Americans to
know something about the life and achievements of
This League originated in Worcester, Mass., in .tate the political, religious, and social world.
September, 1867, under the name of the Labor Re·Mrs. M. H. Merrifield, Mrs. Martha Avery, Mrs. our foreign friends. Let us follow the maxim of
form League, taking its present name in Boston in Lydia M. Warner, E. C. Walker, Geo. James, Jay the immortal Thomas Paine, "The world is my
·January, 1869.
Chaapel, Rev. D. W .. P. Bliss, and E. H. Heywood country," and remember that above all we are
The opening address, in 1867, was made by Amasa spoke on the resolutions. Mrs. Avery and the Rev. Freethinkers, and as such must regard a FreeWalker, of North Brookfield, Mass., a professor in Mr. Bliss were the only ones that took issue with thinker, no matter what his nationality is, as a
Amherst College and a Republican member of Con~ them. Mrs. Averyis an effectivspeaker, with broad friend and brother.
O. CILWA, THE FRENCH INGERSOLL.
gress from the Worcester district. Since that time and scholarly attainments, arid not much afraid, if
In the foremost rank , of French Freethinkers
many vigorous and illustrious minds hav voiced any, to speak her thought. She made a vigorous
their thoughts from that always free platform.
plea for Socialism in opposition to Anarchy. The stands C. Cilwa (Clemetshaw), who was born Sept.
On taking the chair that bright September Sun- Rev. Mr. Bliss, of the Episcopal church, a fine- 14, 1866, at Suttoa Valence, near Maidstone, in
day morning Mr. Orvis, whose seventy-six years seem appearing, rapid-speaking,· middle-aged man, dif~ England. Mr. Cilwa, Sr., being an ardent disto hav touched him very gently, so far as appear- ·fered radically with the resolutions and sent several ciple of Voltaire, while his wife was a member of
ances signify, said it stirred him with youthful emo- mental bombshells into the Republican and Demo- some Christian sect, it is to be supposed that
tions to again appear and preside over an audience crat camps, advising pe.ople to vote for the People's religious controversies were the order of the day ;
devoted to freedom of speech and where all, Of party; opposed individualism and said we were at any rate the young Cilwa had several difficulties
whatever sex, color, or opinion, could freely discuss not yet readyfor the Socialistic party; talked of with his parents caused by religion. Getting tired
any and all questions they deemed of use to the faith and the l!!overeignty of God, etc. Jay Chaapel of this, he followed the advice of the American
happiness and progress of the race.
followed Mr. Bliss, taking decided issue with him, Freethinker, the late Horace Greeley, and went
Mr. Heywood was the acting, moving spirit of the especially so far as the fatherhood of God was con- West and landed, at the age of thirteen years, in
convention. His health and vigor has improved cerned, and attempted to prove that the beginning New York, where he remained for two years.
During this time he acquired some knowledge of
greatly since the infernal fangs of a vicious and vul- of all tyranny was in the belief of a God.
gar government released him from prison last May.
Monday many of the same speakers again gave the French language, and in March, 1881, he reHe was the first speaker, and spoke with oldtime voice to the laboring question, trades unions, etc., turned across the ocean and went to Paris, where
fire and logic, somewhat at length, against the idea etc. Many people were present who ha.d never be- he secured employment in the United States legathat we need any authority. The American people fore been in a Radical meeting. One woman from tion, remaining there until May, 1885. Our pious
need to come to a realizing sense of what tru:th and Philadelphia; belonging to the church, with a very vice-president, Morton, who at that time was our
justice are. What is particularly needed at this time, intelligent and cultivated mind, dropped in to listen embassador, evidently did not know what Freehe saidJ with a smile but with great emphasis, is at some radical sentiment touching the Comstock thought monster he sheltered. After leaving the
three fimerals-first that of the Republican party,. law and its tyrannous workings. She said to me legation our friend entered a commercial house in
second that of the Democratic party, and third after the meeting that she did not know whether it Paris, where he is yet employed. Still, the duties
was her duty to leave the hall or remain. She, how- he has here are not sufficient to keep him quiet.
that of the government itself.
·
E. C. Walker, formerly of Valley FalJ,s, Kan., now ever, remained, and came again at the succeeding While yet a mere youth, and following his natural
inclinations, he· associated himself with Parisian
of Boston, who for following his own sense of right sessions.
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Freethinkers, and became a member of the grlilup interest. This touches the common heart. Chris- pious admonition, "We ought to obey God rather
Garibaldi of the AnticlericalLeague. His eloquence· tian and non-Christian alike realize and ~pplaud tha;n_ man," indulge in devotional and religious exand ardor in the cause won him numerous adherents, the beauty of the action. This is the essence of ermse§ and read or repeat the Lord's prayer during
·
as his amiability and unselfishness gathered for him the Liberal philosophy; this is its morality, its the sessions of school.
The board of directors of the Washington Secu.
a host of friends and admirers. He soon became hope; and in the presence of death, in the shadow
prominent in local circles, and was elected presi- of grief, it givs us courage and faithfulness. We lar Union hav received complaints in regard to
dent of the League and delegate of the literary cannot make death other than it is, but we do not se~en dll!erent teachers . in the city schools of
department of the League for the Propag11tion fear it. We will meet it with the blessings of Tacoma. The secretary promptly wrote each of
the law-breaking teachers, the principal of the sevof Republicanism (White Masonry). At present human sympatl:y to shine amidst its sorrow. .
he is delegate for the Brotherhood of Freethinkers
Mr. Putnam said: Our friend has passed away. eral schools where the offense was committed and
of ward VII of Paris, of the Society for the Propa- We cannot recall her to our living circle. But the the city superintendent of schools. The latte~ is a
gation of Cremation, of the Society Light, and one flowers of memory shall be radiant over her grave. miserable no-account fanatic and panders to the
religious element in hope to obtain political preferof the founders of the circle of Friends of :ru blic Love shall not perish.
Secular Education, and its present vice-president.
.A.lllife is one. The life in the farthest star is ment. He had the audacity to demand that the
But not alone by speech and action does he work not different from the life that is in this world. We secretary of the Washington Secular· Union make
for our grand cause; his con~ributions to the are all bound together. We come from the same all communications with the city teachers through
.
Freethought press are numerous. Besides being fountain. We flow to the same sea. The same sun him.
founder and editor of Le IJanton (1888), now La is over us. .The same warmth and glow are in heart
The following item I clip from the .Seattle Telegraph under date of September 27th :
Raison, he is a regular contributor to L'Echo, of and brain.
Romilly; Le Libre Pensuer, of Angers; La'
We are ignorant of what is beyond. But death
TAOOM.\ NEws.-At to-day's meeting of the Ministerial
Semaine .A.nti-ulericale, of Paris, and several is not a chasm-it is not a miracle. It is nature's Alliance, a committee of four was appointed to take into
newspapers. He is also the·au'thor of a Republican course. It is an evobtion, it is an unfolding-and consideration the laws·of the state relating to Christianalmanac, in which the names of saints are replaced what we do of good and beautiful abides. We giv ity. The movement is made in response to the demand of
the Secularists that the Lord's prayer be not said in the
by those of heroes and martyrs of Freethought. an inheritance to huillanity. The harvest is gath- public
schools. The committee·of clergymen will look
The almanac, which was first published in 1887, has ered; the fruit blooms.
up the law to see if this is legal.
since run through five editions. In the same year
Farewell, dear friend, wife and mother, noble
The clergy will doubtless make a determined
he was elected delegate of twelve French societies and true. Not with fear and. trembling, not with
·
effort
to defeat the provisions of the constitution,
to represent them at the International Freethought cringing heart and blinded brain, but with fearless
Congress at London. In 1889, when the Congress reason, we giv the benediction at t.hy grave. but the Washington Secular Union is fully prepared
was held at Paris, he, asrepresentativ of six groups, Over thee shall grow the flowers. The sunshine to enforce obedience to the just, wise, and equitable
took an activ part. April 20. 1890, he was elected shall fall upon thy rest. Thy virtues will not be provision of the law, and proposes to compel these
"law and order people " to themselvs comply with
a member of the central committee of the French forgotten.
the law.
But we need the activ cooperation of
Freethought Federation and headed the ticket
No failure; the fruition sweet
every
Liberal
of the state, not to incur any -responwith Pasquir, the latter being elected president of
Was in thy life and in thy task;
sibility or expense, but to watch the schools of their
There was a glory none can speak,
the Federation. In 1891 Cilwa became a member
district and in every case of any violation to
Which death shall evermore unmask.
of Comite D'etudes Morales, and at a recent meetimmediately notify the secretary of the Washington
ing he was appointed _one of the delegates to repThe crown is with thee, though unseen,
Secular Union, giving the name of the offending
resent Parisian Freethinkers at the International
In faithful service day by day;
.
schoolteacher, name of the schoolhouse, or its numThe seed is planted and from thence
Freethought Congress at Madrid. He is also a
Thy rose shall bloom to perfect ray.
ber, and names of the school officers of the district.
translator from both the English and Spanish
LECTURES AT TACOMA.
languages, the evidences of which are to be found
The body was taken to the cemetery at Westboro,
We are in the fifth month of our regular Sunin several excellent translations, among which we ~ass. 1 where two of her children are already burwill but mention articles and lectures by Col. R. G. Ied. The casket was covered with flowers, and in day evening lectures at Germania Hall and the
interest is admirably sustained in spite of election
Ingersoll and Mr. Foote, president of the English the midst was wreathed the word " Mother."
Secular Union. We cannot close this article with a
To our brave comrade W. B. Clark, and to his excitement, exposition, theater, and other attracbetter wish than the one that our friends in France children in this sad hour, we tender the sympathies tions. The attendanye keeps over seven hundred
may yet for many years be benefited by his work of many friends and the honor and regard of his at the lowest, and the most earnest interest is
manifested alike in the lectures and in the asking
for the cause. .A.nd for ourselvs, we hope to meet fellow-Liberals.
and
answering of questions after each lecture. At
him and his at the next International Congress, to
the regular Tuesday evening meetings of the
be held at Chicago in 1893, and that he in person
The Cause in Washington.
Tacoma Secular Union our attendance runs from
will see to it that we receive La Raison more regAttention,
Liberals of the state of Washington ! forty to seventy-one full third, and sometinles one
ularly than we hav of late.
GusTAVE NELSON.
"Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty." Watch full half, ladies. The society weekly meetings are
the teachers of your public schools !
held at Macaulay Hall, 1,117 Tacoma avenue .
In :Memory of a Liberal.
.
We
hav
a
subtle,
persistent,
and
unscrupulous
Last Tuesday evening we· gltve our third monthly
Mrs. Abbie · J. Clark, wife of W. B. Clark, of
Worcester, Mass., died on Saturday, October 1st, foe to contend with. Christians. are great sticklers literary social and ball. The following is a copy of
at the age of forty-four years. She was born at for the letter and spirit of the law so long as it can the program: Our worthy president, who is deterNorthfield, Mass. Her parents were of the Unita- be used to promote their schemes of self-aggrll.nd- mined never to miss an opportunity of inlpressing
rian faith, and from this gentle creed she passed izement, but when the law or any provision of the the lessons of Secularism, had printed on the prointo the clear light of advanced Freethbught. She constitution in the least conflicts with their inter- gram, under the title of the society, "Church and
has constantly been in sympathy with her husband, ests they do not hesitate to wantonly disregard it, state must and shall be separated:"
LITERARY PROGRAM.
who has been one of the most radical and fearless and even teach its violation.
The Washington Secular Union," after long, ardu- Piano solo ...................................... La Petite Robinson.·
workers for Freethought. Mr. Clark has never
"Ship at Sea" ............... Miss Freddo. Wilde.
concealed his convictions. As a prominent busi- ous labor, forced the state superintendent of public .Recitation,
Song ............................................. Mr. Robert Howden.
instruction
to
seek
the
opinion
and
decision
of
the
'ness man in a somewhat orthodox community he
Reading ........................................... Mrs. M. B. Brooks.
has openly avowed his Liberal belief, even though state attorney-general as to the right of teachers to Duet, "Fly Away, Birdling." ... Mrs. Robinson and Mrs.
Angus.
by so doing he might suffer loss. Mrs. Clark has hold devotional or religious exercises, to repeat or
"The Dead Doll. " ...... Little Stella Langdon
ever been with her husband in his unflinching ad- recite or sing the so-called Lord's prayer, or to read Recitation,
Recitation, "Woman's Wrongs." ... Mrs. 0. S. Robinson:
texts
of.
the
Bible
or
to
inlpart
any
:r:eligious
instrucvocacy of unpopular ideas, and calmly in the truth
Reading ........ :........................_... Mr. Jas. H. Tillotson.
and light of this noble living she has met the tion in connection with school work.
Duet, "~Would That My Love. " ... Mrs. Angus ~nd Mrs.
So early as June 19, 1890, Superintendent Bryan
Robmson.
·
·
inevitable doom, not with fear but with courage
Recitation,
"Morning
Mter
the
B1tll.
"
........
Little
Stella·
announced
:
".The
supreme
cqurts.
of
other
states
and beautiful resignation. She leaves behind, with
Langdon.
·
her husband, three children, Walter, Mabel, and where the provisions of the constitution and law
DANCE
PRClGRAM.
Gladys, and a large circle of friends, by whom her are similar to ours, hav decided "that religious exer- Waltz. Lancers. Polka. Comas. Quadrille. Waltz.
Schottische. Newport. Waltz Quadrille. Polka.
memory will be deeply cherished, In proof of her cises cannot be conducted in connection with school
Lancers. Waltz.
devotion to human liberty and progress, in her last work, even to the repeating of the Lord's prayer."
Early in October, 1891, the state superintendent
moments she . left bequests to the Freethought
At our regular Tuesday evening meetings busi~
journal~, TH~ TRUTH . SEEKER, Investigator, the of public instruction wrote to the attorney-general lless is dispatched with all possible expedition a.nd
Freeth~nkers
Magazme, and the Independent o_f the state for hi~ o~cial decision on these ques- foll.ow~d by music, songs, duets, quartets, readings,
Pulpit. . Both Mr. and Mrs. Clark hi.tv always been .twns.. The followmg IS an extract from his opinion: remtatwns, and debates of questions of interest.
generous supporters of the cause, and hav given
HoN. '!t· B. BRY~. State Superintendent of Public We hav a dramatic class, and our first pieces for
freely to advance its work.
InstructiOn, Ol~PI.a, Wash., Dear Sir: I am in receipt public performance are under rehearsal. ·
The funeral services were held at the residence of y9ur COIIlJ;llUlllC~tion of recent .date submitt.ing for my
TAXATION OF OHUROH PROPERTY. '
official conBiderati~n the followmg inquiry : " Can a
of Mr. Clark, 45 Park street, Worcester, on Tuesday te!l'<lher
Multifarious duties hav prevente¢1 the earlier
e!Dpl~yed m the common schools of this state,
afternoon, October 4th. In accordance with the ·~thout VIclation. of .any law of the state, or any provis- completion of the pamphlet, the" Taxed and the Unwishes of Mrs. Clark no clergyman was· present1 Ion o~ the constltut~on, condnct devotional or religious taxed," ·showing the injustice- of all exemptions
and there were no religious services of any kind. exerCIBes at the openmg of the school day, or during any from taxation of church property ; but it is now
of the school day, as preecribe<! by law, by the singIt was a Secular service conducted by H. L. Green :part
mg of hymns or. other .sacred muBic or by ree.ding pas- nearly ready for the printer, and an edition of ten
and Samuel P. Putnam. Mr. Green came all the sages f:t:om the Bible, mthou.t comment, or by repeating . thousand copies will be judiciously distributed
way from Buffalo to do honor to the memory of one or causmg to be repeated, Without comment, what is us- ;throughout the state to educate the people on this
who has been so true to the duties of human life, ually known as the Lord's prayer ?"
'.great question. ·
~eo. ~. Art. IX, of our constitution says : "All schools
who has been a wife, mother, friend, and neighbor ~amtamed
or supported, wholly or in part, by the pub~ , Our . indefat~gable president, Dr. D. M. Angus,
in the inspiring atmosphere of liberty and reform. lie funds, shall be forevet• free from sectarian control or ,has wntten pnvate letters to every candidate for·
Mr. Green spoke of the trua value of life-that it influence." If tho whole vocabulary of the English lan- i the state legi~lature and ascertained· just where
was not in any creed, in any church, in any Bible guage were exhausted it would be difficult to frame an ,they stand, arid 2,610 avowed Liberals, and all
expression which would indicate: on the part of the peoit was in humanity itself. It was in good deeds: ~le
of the s~ate more c~early and emphatically an inten- ·others who can be influenced or express themselvs
It was in love and friendship for one another. It tion to abolish everything which had even the slightest favorably to the cessation: of the exemptions of
was in helpfulness, in kindness and generosity. It taint of sectarianism from the public iiChools.
<lhurch property from taxation:, will be asked, for
was in mental freedom, in earnestness of purpose
Yet in spite of this opinion of the highest law the cause of justice and Liberalism, to lay aside
in dev.otion to truth itself. The story of the good officer of the state, in the city of Tacoma· and I their party affiliations, at least so far as to quietly
Samanta~, as told by Jesus, was one of universal fear in some other places, . the teachers, with ·the . -vote only for those candidates for our state leg'isla-
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kind of a state union of Freethinkers. What do you scapes will woo the mind from the day of iudgthink of it? I shall send you in some names very soon, ment and the contribution-box.
and shall call attention to your organization in our local
"One look at a landscape by Corot .w.~l make the
papers. We hav a good number of Liberals in this
section and more throughout the state, but we hav no average Chicago church-member. forget the last
means of knowing each other. I want some of your sermon he heard. Besides, after looking at the
literatt;ITe as soon as published, as I wish to distribute it wonderful machinery on the ground, the poor
here and in other parts of the state. Let me know the
cost of the literature, as you cannot send it out free. I workman who toils all the week will be in danger
of putting inventors above parsons, and may think
GEo. B. TYLER.
remain,
Yours truly,
P. F. Garret, ~f ·Uvalde, Tex., sends us the fol- a good manufactory will help a town more than a
poor pulpit.
lowing encouraging letter:
"By all meanR let the Fair be closed on Sunday
·
Uv-"L...,"" EX., Sept. 26, 1892.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
. bC. Freethought Fed- so that faith an mperstition can flourish. Giv the
eration of America, Chicago, ill., Dear Sir: There are world over to c eds and in a few years there will
several Liberals here in Uvalde and its vicinity. I wish be no fairs beer se there will be nothing to show.
to do what I can for the Freethought Federation. Is
"That is the JOSpel according to the Shepard.
there any printing, like headings over lists of signatures
of members, copies of constitution, resolutions, etc., As a matter ol· fact, Congress, in its cowardice, de11do the liberately violated the Constituti9n in order to
which you can supply me with? If not I r
best I can by making manuscript copies
necessary curry favor with these hidebound bigots. The
documents.
Please reply with as little delay as pos
le, and I will members of Congress who voted for the Sundaysend you list of names for membership and subscriptions. closing provision did so in open violation of the
Yours for truth, · P. F. GARRETT, by M.A. H.
Constitution and against the best interests of the
Again we are favored with such assistance as is masses.
found below :
"Why, it is a notorious' fact that more than half
WATSoN, MINN;, Oct. 4·, 1892.
the signatures to the petitions were literally forged.
MR. JoHN R. .CHARLESWORTH, Sec. Freethought Feder- Every man, woman, and child whose name had ever
ation of America, Dear Sir: I hav not time nor perhaps
the ability .to write as I feel regarding the recent move of appeared on the church rolls were made to appear
Freethinkers
in organizing the Freethought Federation as signers. Thousands and thousands of them
------~-----------The Freethought
Federation of America.
of America. It is a timely move in the right direction. were dead, and most of th0se who are still living
[Headquarters, 345 West Randolph street, Chicago, ill. I will be with you ·in spirit and financially. Inclosed are wishing they were dead.
S. P. Putnam, president; ·John R. Charlesworth, secre- find check for $5 for the use of the Federation. Our
"If the d octrin of these people is correct, people
village is small-full of churches-but also of Freethinktary; George L. Robertson, treasurer.]
ers. You will hav more applications for membership having pictures in their houses should cover them
On Sunday afternoon last I lectured before the soon. Send me what campaign literature you can spare, up {•n Sunday. '.L'he women should put their old
Liberal League of Newark, N. J., to a very fair ·a few petitions for opening the World's Fair. Please ac- clothes on statues. Musical instruments should be
audience. There are many pleasant memories for cept my name as a member of the Freethought Federa- made dumb.
OLE EIDEM.
tion of America.
Yours for freed<!)m,
me attached to this thriving J er.sey town. It was
"According to their belief God is a constant
In
addition
to
these,
we
tender
our sincere
the scene of my first conquest upon the Freeviolator ol the Sabbath, for on Sunday the sun will
thanks
to
those
friends
who
hav
written
me
sendthought" platform in the United States. It was here
shine, the grass will grow, the brooks will sing, the
that I held my first debate in public, with a Roman ing in a list of names and tendering financial assist- -birds will warble, the flowers will burst into blosance,
but
whose
letters
we
cannot
publish
for
want
Catholic; it was here that my first friendships andsom. Surely that shows that God is not a Chrisof space.
.
.
associations were formed.
tian or he would hav stopped all this activity of
We
hav
now
several
thouss,nd
copies
of
our
'ConAccording to my promis, I append here below
nature on the Sabbath.
the letter I hav received from President Har- stitution printed with blanks attached for signa"He would hav covered the sun with a tarpaulin
tures.
These
are
now
ready
for
distribution
and
rison, in answer to my queries respe-cting his views
and
cut the clouds square on that day. I want to
upon the principles of our Federation. In my let- may be had upon application to me .. Within the know what the Sunday,closing people hav to offer
next
two
weeks
we
shall
also
hav
ready
a
quantity
ter to the president I stated that our ·chief objects
as a substitute for the beautiful creations of art, of
were "to secure a total and complete separation of of campaign literature whiph we desire to distribute science, and of genius, which may be seen by the
wherever
possible.
I
would
also
request
that
our
church and state;" also that we asked for no party
friends throughout the country would cut out the working-people at the World's Fair on Sunday.
favors or privileges, but that our only desire was to see
" Do the priests and parsons offer any better
heading
for petitioning Congress to open the gates
our legislativ enactments carried out upon Ameriattractions
1 Will the churches contain any such
can principles and metho'ds, and in strict accordance of the World's Fair on Sunda.ys, to be found on exhibits of the marvelous creations of man, and of
the
last
page
of
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER,
and
when
<lOmwith the Constitution of the United States. The
pleted to forward the same to me as early as pos- the tangible evidences of the world's onward march
following is the reply.
from bat barism to the highest degree of intelligence
sible, to enable me to pr·pare them for President
and brotherhood of man 1 I fail to hear a reply.
ExEOUTIV MANSION, WASHINGTON, D. C., Sept. 29, 1892.
Put~am to present them to Congress at the next
"Colonel Shepard tells us that he is making
JoHN R. CHARLESwORTH, EsQ., New York City, My
sessiOn.
Dear Sir: The president directs me to acknowledge the
arrangements to ship poor people and workingmen
The session opens at the beginning of January;
receipt of your letter of the 25th instant, and to say upon
the subject of which you write, both the Republican and, to giv me ample time to get them in proper from the East to the World's Fair in trainload lots
platform adopted at Minneapolis and t)le president's let- shape, they should be sent to me at least one month at a dollar or so apiece. Such a proposition is an
insult to the poor and an insult to humanity.
ter of acceptance recently published, speak explicitly,
.
and if he were to write further upon the subject he could previous.
"From what I can learn, they will be shipped
With the printing we hav had done, and other
not say anything ilifferent or adilitional to what he has
like cattle and fed like brutes. The trip will be a
E. W. HALSTED,
already said. Very truly yours,
work which we hav been compelled to perform, it
privation and hardship from beginning to end.
Private Secretary.
has involved us in a considerable outlay, which we
The suffering the people who are carried by Colonel
are
unable
to
bear
ourselvs.
I
therefore
appeal
to
Up to the time of writing I hav received nothing
Shepard must endure is fearful to contemplate.
whatever from the other candidates, and although every Freethinker who desires us to carry on this
"Yet he proposes tliis and denies the right of
there is nothing definit in the president's answer, work successfully, who may wish to see the Fair the workingman and his wife and children to visit
yet he is the only one who has deigned to notice opened on the first day of the week, to help us the Fair on Sunday and spend the day in learning
us .at all; if I should receive anything from the financially and send a donation to the treasurer.
the noblest object-lessons in the world."
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
other candidates, their letters shall immediately be
It was evident, adds the Sun report.•r, that
Sec. Freethought 'Federation of America.
published in these columns.
Colonel Ingersoll's opinion of Colonel Shepard had
Chicago, Ill.
'.(he Federation is marching along with a rapid
been acquirerl by more than casual observation.
------------------growth. Every day I receive a batch of names
One of the stories told of the editor illustrates
Colonel
Ingersoll
Tallrs
to
Chicago
Reporters.
from some enthusiastic friend to add to our already
Colonel Ingersoll's contempt of Shepard. At a
From. the lJaily Papm·s of October 9th.
large and increasing membership which plainly
social event in New York recently a prominent
Col.
Robert
G.
Ingersoll
arrived
in
Chicago
yesshow that we hav not been extravagant in our exsociety man escorted Mrs. Shepard to dinner.
pectations. Among the letters that I hav received terday and is at the. Grand Pacific. The lecturer Colonel Shepard followed with another lady. As
is accompanied by his wife, and daughter, Miss
since my last report is the following from A. G.
Maud Ingersoll. Colonel Ingersoll does not agree the party entered the dining-room Mrs. Shepard's
BriggR, of Lamine, Mo. :
with that other well-known New York colonel, Elliott escort stopped to introduce her to a friend, saying:
LAMINE, Mo., Oct. 4, 1892.
F.
Shepard, in the matter of opening the World's "Mrs. Blank, let me introduce Mrs. Elliott F.
MR.· JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH, Dear Sir: I see through
Fair
on Sunday. The latter colonel has come to ·Shepard." Before the usual salutations could be
THE TRUTH SEEKER tl;lere is a Liberal political organi"zation called the Freethought Federation of America, Chicago to giv thanks on account of the action of exchanged Colonel Shepard, who was close behind,
which I heartily indorse. Colonel Ingersoll has said too. Congress in this regard. Colonel Ingersoll is here craned his neck between them and added: "Formuch.thought, too much knowledge, for the church to
merly Miss Vanderbilt, Mrs. Blank."
regrasp the sword of power, and I believe that this Free- for the first time to deliver his new lecture on
When asked about the outcome of the political
thought organization, if conducted right, is all that will Voltaire. Colonel Ingersoll, however, has some
save us, for the church is fast coming into power, and positiv ideas about the merits and demerits of the coil. test in November he said: "Some men vote one
unless we call a halt we are forever lost. I will herein interference of Congress with the Sunday question, way and bet another way. Some men believe one
giv you my name with two others for membership of the and emphatically expresses himself when his opinion way and prophesy another. I cannot look into the
Freethought Federation of America, all good substantial
of the action of. Congress is· solicited. He said:
future and anticipate the result. I believe the
Liberals.
Yours with respect,
A. J'. BRIGGS,
D. M. BRIGGS,
"Col. Elliott F. Shepard is one of the biggest Republicans ought to win. Sometimes what ought
D. w. BRIGGS.
fools on earth. His influence in favor of the Sun- to happen does happen."
All of Lamine, Cooper co., Mo.
When asked about Judge Gresham, Ingersoll's
We will as soon as possible donate something to the day closing of the World's Fair doesn't amount to
a snap of the finger. His braying cuts no figm:e close friend, and his determination to vote for
cause.
Cleveland, all the orator could be induced to say
Also the following from a stanch and stalwart in such an important controversy.
"You
didn't
know,
did
you,
that
I
hav
been
conwas:
"I do not know what Judge Gresham intends
Freethinker in Ocala, Fla.:
verted by Colonel Shepard's prayers! Just hear doing. He is a high-minded and honorable man,
OcALA, FLA., Sept. 24, 1892.
me talk! Of course the Fair is the enemy of the and what he has done he believes to be right." It
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH, 345 West Randolph str!;Jet,
church,
and the church ought to hav it closed every is impossible to enthuse Colonel Ingersoll in
Chicago, Dl. Dear Sir: From the report of the proceedpolitical topics.
He does not follow the " ice
ings of the Federation in Chicago, September 4th, I was day as well as on Sunday.
highly gratified. It will stimulate all true lovers of liberty
''People looking at the Apollo Belvedere will be wagon" and its driver with any degree of earnestt9 renewed exertion. !In THE TRUTH SEEKER for April18, in danger of forgetting Abraham and Joshua. ness, but says he is going to vote for Harrison
1991, you can see a short notice of John E. Remsburg
speak1ng in Florida. I made arrangements for the lect- Those who look at the Venus de Milo will cease for because the Republican party .is better than the
ure in Ocala, and hav been thinking of gettfug up som~ a moment to be a part of hell. Beautiful land- Democratic party.
tore who .are earnestly in favor of or pledged to
vote and work for equal rights for all and especial
privileges for none.
,
The distribution of so large a number of pamphlets will occasion a great deal of hard work, and
the expense for postage will be considerable. Will
all members examin their certificates, and if in arrears for dues, promptly remit' All who can help in
this great and good work by contribution to the
free pamphlet fund are requested to send money to
Dr~ D. M. Angus, president Washington Secular
Union, 759 E street, Tacoma, Wash.
C. B. REYNOLDS,
Sec. Washington Secular Union.
P.S.-I hav just received word that the Tacoma
Ministerial Alliance are about to make united and
determined efforts· to override or set aside the
opm10n of Attorney-General Jones, and fight
through the .courts for the right-as they falsely
term it-to hav. the scholars instructed in religious
duties and to repeat the so-called Lord's prayer at
opening of school.
We hav the constitution, the. law, reason, right,
and justice on our side and will hold ourselvs prepared for any and all attacks of the enemy.
. C. B. R.
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knell to freedo'm, a long, long farewell.
But our cause Willliv and prosper and its
adherents become as pumerous as the
sands on the seashore if our Liberal friends
What We Demand.
will just come out of their shells. And we
think the closing of the World's Fair (or
NAuvoo, !LL., Sept. 30, 1892.
rather the extreme probability of it)
MR. EDITOR: In this country religious
brought some of us out at a faster pace
opinion is free and entire religious equality
than a "snail's gallop." We thought the
is the rule of the land. So long as the laws
Christian cause declining, did we not?
of morality and public decency are not viOld veterans are always better than raw
olated the World's Fair at Chicago must
troops-more wary, not so bold and certain
remai~ open on Sundays.
of success. They hav taught. us they were
GEo. ALEx. RITTER.
not born yesterday, if we were. If we hav
idled, rested on our oars, or paddled along
Tell the People How to Vote.
in the shady nooks, they hav not. They
MoNUMENT, ORE., Sept. 26, 292.
A. Death in a Distant Clime.
hav scored every ava)Jable point for the
MR. EDITOR: Please inform S. P. Putmaster (more censistent if they said
nam that it would .be better for our coun- PoRT oF SPAIN, TRINIDAD, Sept. 23, 1892.
masters). But we need not criticise their
MR. EDIToR: I hav to record the death
try and its people if the Freethought Fedmode of warfare; we had better emulate it.
eration should teach our people for whom of a co-wo:r;ker-my brother, Joaquin dos.
Patience and perseveranc~:~ are a necessity
to. vote in coming elections than it is for Santos, a subscriber to THE TRUTH
in our cause. They hav practically closed
the churches to succeed in destroying lib- SEEKER. He died .in the prime of life,
the World's Fair in our faces.
That
erty and murdering justice. Doubtless being only thirty-two years of age, and to
proves they are neither dead Iior dying.
there are thousands of others like myself the last moment he held the views which
We are just about as well equipped to
that hav a vote but know not how to use he strongly and unflinchingly advocated.
fight the church as the Americans were to
it conducivly to freedom and justice tem- He died fully conscious, and neither the
·fight the British. All the power is on one
fear of hell nor the reward of heaven
pered with mercy.
HENRY BURSTow.
side; nor can we boast of having all the
marred his peaceful and tranquil death.
Christians Being Lectured Into Better
valor. Some hav donned their armor and
Although a strong advocate of an un·
Ways.
are arrayed l.n battle, but unless they
popular cause, his death was a nine days'
receive a speedy reinforcement•the flower
GmnoN, NEB., Oct. 3, 1892.
wonder, more so on account of there being
of our little army will perish.
MR. EDIToR: The Liberals of Gibbon a burial without ecclesiastical rites.
We hav no accommodations, straggling
hav just had one of those seasons which Thousands followed his remains to the
help to make life worth living and in place of interment, and many were the
over the world unorganized, without
which we hav had our " spiritual strength words of sympathy expressed and conviceither buildings or funds.
We appear
like the meek and lowly Jesus, who took
renewed," so to speak, and also in which tion that it would be difficult to iind
the seed of Freethought has been liberally another like him, one whose life was so
no thought for the morrow. Why do we
scattered, plowed deeply into the soil of devoted to the cause of suffering humanity.
not organize and then emulate the Chrisbigotry, and where, if perchance there is
Send me a cabinet photograph of Colonel
tians, so far as their example is good, an..d
a particle of the generativ functions of Ingersoll; an.other of the colonel with
hav fairs, festivals, Pte. ? Our lecturers
must be weary of poor accommodations and
reason left, it will spring into life and babe on his knee, a copy of D'Holbach's
relieve· the accursed monotony of theo- "System of Nature," and Tom Paine's
indifferent receptions. Our cause should
be as dear to us as the Christians' is to
logical barrenness. To Mrs. Mattie P. Great Works in morocco. The balance
Krekel we award our thanks, and to her you will kindly accept as a donation to help
them, and we never find them off duty.
Mimy of us are not outspoketl, and; to tell
belongs the glory of whatever results may THE TRUTH SEEKER along.
Shows the Need for .Action.
follow. She gave, to full houses, three
EMANUEL DOS SANTOS.
the plain, unvarnished truth, we are either
GILLESPmVILLE, 0., Sept. 21, 1892.
lectures that were enjoyed by our people
afraid or ashamed to own our cause.
MR. EDITOR : As my former letter was
witli strict attention, apparently appreWe were talking with a Liberal recently
God Has Gone .Abroad.
not consigned to the waste-basket, I would who said he did not believe the Bible or in
ciated by the masses, and with an ominous
VANCfOUVER, WAsH., Sept. 25, 1892.
silence tolerated by the Christians. Mrs.
MR. EDIToR: I re~eived the " Freethink- like to again communicate with my TRUTH religion; but, then, he added, it was con.Krekel is doing a good and promising ers' ·Pictorial Textbook " all right, and SEEKER friends, if you hav a vacant corner sidered so much more respectable to belong
work. Her blows are not charged with think it excellent. My position is such and I do not crowd my friends.
to the church. The "gods" for bid that
I wish, in the name of liberty, freedom, we ever get longing for Christian respect·
iconoclastic thunder, but her fateful argu- that I c.ome in contact with people of
ments are so tempered with fairness and nearly all religious beliefs and professions, and humanity, to thank Putnam, Charles- ability. ·For our part, we would not conthe spirit of peace and so full of invincible and I circulate the book pretty freely. worth, and others, for taking their stand sent to help mother such honors . for a
truth that the theological f, ·rtJ;ess is under- Some condemn it, others think it top se- for the right, for upholding the cause of kingdom. We do not object to the epithet
mined before the enemy's presence is de- vere ; but nearly all of them, even some freedom and downtrodden humanity. "Infidel "-we could. even stand the name
tected. May her calls be many and the professed believers in religious institu- Perhaps it may encourage them in their "pagan" without wincing much-but we
sphere of her influence be greatly enlarged, tions, admit that it tells the exact truth. mighty struggle to know that even one, would object loudly to " Christian," or
is our earnest prayer.
C. PuTNAM.
Some of my Christian friends tell me that however humble, is watching their career "h:}rpocrit," and "hypocrit" is the name
I am kindling God's anger by reading such with a zealous eye, sympathizing with for those who conceal their vie:ws. There
literature, and that he is liable to call me every success and deploring every failure. are others who fear to show themselvs in
Is .About to Confute a Preacher.
to account for it at any moment. I tell " Thank all the powers that be," we hav their true colors lest they injure their busiINDusTRY, KAN., Sept. 26, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find the them I hope he will make himself manifest some warriors equal to an emergency and ness. Well, we do not believe in selling
sum of twenty cents, for which send me to me in some way so that I can call him capable of restoring order out of .chaos. all we hav and giving it away, as did the
two copies of the pamphlet, " False to account for turni:1g a deaf ear to all the The Freethought Federation of America! Jewish God. Money is a very comfortable
Claims," by J. E. Remsburg, as we hav a prayers and supplications that hav been of- What a free, true ring it has. To coining thiDgto hav(we wish we had plenty). It is
sky-pilot by the name of H. B. Vennum in fered up to him for the last eighteen hun- generations it will sound as sweet as not to be disparaged. To be well clad and
our village that has been telling the people dred -years, but I fear he has gone abroad the name of home and mother. Its suc- hav a well-filled purse givs one more ease,
in his sermons for some time that Infidel- for his health. I sought very diligently cess means liberty and freedom and all dignity, and self-possession,. than all the
ity has never done any good in the world, for him for over a year and spent quite a the rights that huillankind hold dear; its grace of God that can be stuff~d into you.
and I want to giv him one to read to in- large sum of money in the search. The failure means slavery, dungeons, and We do ·not believe our business is en·
dangered by being loyal and true. Respect
form him that he is sadly misrepresenting more I shouted " Hallelujah !" and the clanking chains.
0 friends, I implore you, awaken from willincrease instead of diminishing.
Infidelity. And if after reading the pam- harder I prayed the deafer God got. I
Then let us be loyal and true, striving
phlet he does not recant in the presence of gave up the search in despair about ten your apathetic sleep, come out of the
his congregation what he has said about months ago, and I think it would be quite dreainland of repose, and face the realities to emulate the example set us by the noble
Infidelity, then I shall certainly expose a surprise, not only to me but God him- of our position! Can you not, like the men and women of our cause. Let us
him as a willful falsifier. But then, they self, if he should appear on the scene at war-horse, scent the blood and danger assist instead of retarding their progress,
think they hav a sacred right to lie about the present time. I hav been a victim of from afar? "Can you not lift the veil of so that the banner of light, liberty, and
Infidelity, or anything else that is not in the g:i:eed, selfishness, superstition, and futurity for a moment and read on the freedom may wave over our land.
HERRISSA MARm CRYDER.
harmony with their way of thinking. To persecutions of the church bigots. They page of coming years?" Can you not beprove my assertions, look up the sacred threw out a very tempting bait. I bit and hold the thin, subtle net, whose every
Notes on Spiritualism.
scriptures where God in olden time inspired caught the contagion. But the germ of silken thread is as strong tts an iron band,
CoLUMBUS, RAN., Sept. 25, 1892,
men·to lie and deceive for the honor and the disease has been entirely eradicated closing around us? Just stretch your
MR. EDITOR: For seventeen years I hav
glory of his cause. Therefore for inspired from my system externally, internally, and imagination to the closing oftlie net. The
lying see 2 Thess. ii, 11, 12 ; Rom. iii, 7 ; eternally. Now I propose to do what little fiendish, remorseless grip of the church read the pro and con of Spiritualism in
Ezek. xiv, 9; Jer. xv, 18; Jer. iv, 10; I can to drive the hydra-headed monster will close round our necks; we will be Tmii TRUTH SEEKER and refrained from
beggars, slaves, and outcasts.
expressing in public the many impressions
F. J. AFFHAUSER.
Jer. xx, 7; 2 Chron. xviii, 22; 1 Kings from the universe.
Perhaps, friends, you think the bigots, made thereby. Warren Chase published
xxii, 22-24.
J. B. WISE.
Catholics Stealing. the Credit of Colum· tyrants, and fiends all dead or out of exist- his "Forty Years in Spiritualism," and I
bus.
ence, because we are journeying in the could now write, if able, forty-four years of
Wanted.
NEw YoRK, Sept. 25, 1892.
nineteenth century and call ourselvs en- my thoughts and experience.
For thirty
ILION, N. Y., Sept. 27, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Next month, October 12th, lightened, emancipated from barbarism. years-from 1848 to 1878-I read a vast
MR. EDITOR : Having had the valuable
opportunity to read your paper for about the four-hundredth anniversary of the dis- If you hav these illusions dispel them im- amount of Spiritualistic matter in_ books
one year, and having been an Agnostic covery of America wiU be celebrated in all mediately. We are almost persuaded that and papers, beginning with A. J. Davis's
myself for a number of years, and an out- parts of the world. All citizens of the nature has reversed her operations in their "Nature's Divine Revelations." I sat in
spoken one at that, I am consequently on United States hav reason to rejoice on that ·favor. Mayhap they hav been with Hag- and sang to many "spirit circles" East and
the black list of the Christian hypocrits in occasion, because that discovery opened up gard's "She" through the regenerating West in many places, and had many happy
t~ vicinity, and the consequences of this, this great and glorious country to the op- fire in the bowels of the earth. Anyway, times with mediums and lecturers, male
we know they liv. They are like Colonel and female. I gave somE) of the first lect·
agliih, are often very trying, But we pressed and downtrodden of all nations.
It is curious to note the efforts which Ingersoll's Christian lies, they come up ures in the Mississippi valley. I was often
surely that this is pure Christisntty
and is in lovely accordance with the Chris- Rome is making to turn the celebration with the grass and like ugly weeds choke persecuted and in danger of my person
from Christian believers in that immortian deity's record and also the records of into a Roman Catholic pageant. The pope the choicest flowers.
Let church and state unite and we will tality I was then trying to prove and conhis followers. And for my part I could (the old fool) writes an encyclical. The
stand it very easily hitherto, although I bishops write pastoral letters. The Roman httv a summerland, but not the kind the firm to them. In one Baptist church in
am an employee, and so far dependent on press catches up the cry that Columbus Spiritualists tell us of. It will be a death- Massachusetts where :I; l!ad been invited tQ

~etters

of.'Jirisniis.

these hateful and persecuting Pharisees.
It has often been my sincere wish to find
an employer who was a Liberal, and now,
as this place is getting very disagreeable
on account of my Liberal views, and the
controversies these naturally create, I
thought I would try to write your paper
and ask if some one kindly can and will
send me the address of any merchant tailor who may be favorable to the Freethought cause or a supporter of it. I would
then beg leave to advertise in your paper
for a situation as custom cutter. I hav the
very best recommendations as to ability,
sobriety, etc.
N. NELSON LUND.

to

lffiow

was a Roman Catholic ; that the discovery
of this country was prompted by religion,
and an attempt has been made to put Columbus's name on the church calendar of
saints.
Not wishing to undervalue the haracter
of Columbus or to depreciate his great undertaking, we dissent from his sanctit~ and
his zeal for the spread of the holy cllurch.
· The church in those days managed to get
its fingers into almost everything that was
going on, as it tries to do to-day, but, in
the light of his~ory, we must conclude that
Columbus had other and more personal
motivs to urge him on than zeal for the
spread of the church and the conversion of
pagans. Justin Winsor, of Harvard College, in his History of Columbus says that
although Columbus was a ·great man, far
in advance of his age, he does not appear
to hav been a very good Christian, though
he may hav been a Roman· Catholic, if we
may judge by a few facts recorded in history. Concerning Columbus's reputed
zeal for the extension of the church, it is
curious to find that no priest accompanied
him on his first voyage. Columbus was
evidently a high-spirited adventurer, ambitious for distinction and gold.
That the discoverer of America was a
man of advanced ideas, and that he possessed the courage to carry out a perilous
undertaking, and deserves all honor for the
success of the effort, although that success
was very different from what he had anticipated-for this all Americans join in the
praise and glory with which the world covers his great name. But the effort to make
him out a Roman saint, actuated solely by
zeal for the conversion of the heathen and
for the spread of the holy church, is so ridiculous that it causes one to smile at the
presumption of the old fool at Rome and
his. satellites in America. S. R. THoRNE.
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lecture, in March, 1854, my hat was kicked
outdoors and the mob spirit arose and I
was in danger. I lost many dollars, present and prospectiv, in various ways, .because I was a Spiritualist. I gave many
lectures, wrote many articles, held several
discussions-all "without money or price,"
with a sincere desire to know and propagate the truth. I saw much and various
phenomena, most of which I could not
explain then without the spirit hypothe'sis,
but can now-i. e., I can for myself explain much of it without the spirit
hypothesis. In all this time a shadow of
doubt as to the source of all I saw followed
me; and as I studied m~n and nature-the
human brain and nature snbjectivly and
objectivly-and their relations, I at last
was compelled to believe that continued
individual life beyond the body, up in the
air, was a scientific impossibility. I admit
the genuin phenomena, but wait for time·
and further knowledge to giv me explanations compatible with nature's program.
S~ch is my present attitude and mental
status. But I havlost none of my humanity and love of truth thereby.
Some one sent me the Better Way of
August 20th. Under the heading, ''Notes
From Onset Bay," I quote Mr. F. A.
Wiggin as saying, "Animals hav a dual
existence as well as man: and that .man
will hav his pet dog, cat, or horse in the
spirit sphere! This companionship will,
however, only exist in the lower sphere,
and there is evolution in spirit as well as
in .material life." This is an important
statement, which confirms my convictions
for years that if human spirits, as individuals, ascend to liv in higher spheres, then
all animals must and will, from the highest
to the lowest; and, as plants and animals
are closely related and interdependent, all
indiyidual plants, trees, flowers, all fauna
and flora, will graduate into the second
'sphere. This is the inevitable conclusion
from spirit hypothesis and premises. The
highest animals hav as much, and often
more, soul, spirit, or mind, than many
~ions of the lowest human type. This
is one of the chief factors of my skepticism.
It proves that we are now in all the spirit
world we shall ever see; or it proves too
much-ergo, it proves nothing.
So it
looks to me. Again, Mr. Wiggin says,
" The animal spirit having served its purpose" cannot ascend to the "celestial
sphere." I would ask, If the dog, cat, or
horse spirits can get up from earth one
sphere, why can they not go up to the
"celestial sphere?" They were necessary
in . the s.econd spliere to enjoy their own
life and gratify man, their companion and
associate. But he, man, will not suffer in
'parting with his pets, for he leaves behind
that part of his spiritual-brain, mind.that was related to and gratified by the
animals, like a rising balloon casting off
- too· much weight to prevent its rising.
The human spirits go onward and upward
from the " celestial " to the " angelic
sphere " •' through progression". and "are
the equal of any God in the universe"i. e._, as there are no Gods that I know of,
the ''angelic spirits •: are equal to nothing.
OntheirupwardflighttowhereShakspere's
"airy nothing" has a "local habitation "
and a name" they hav metamorphosed from
something to nothing. Leading Spiritualists say that a spirit has the form of the
material man, but Mr. Wiggin leaves off
the back: and lower head and body-the
animal parts-in his spiritual ascent up to
the higher spheres. I can imagin how a
"celestial or angelic" spirit would appear
when it came down and was ''materialized" to be recognized by its. mundane
friends and relativs: the back and lower
(animal) head and body gone, and'onlythe
upper body-front and upper .brain to be
se~nl Perhaps, as the spirit comes down
through· the animal sphere it will be
greeted by its lonely and mourning pets
and take on, or take back, in some unexplained way, the parts of its head and body
it has left behind.
Truly, Mi. Wig¢n is the most spiritual,
the. mo&t knowing, far-seeing and highseeing, the most wonderful man and
logician I ever heard or read of. But I
may be too stupid and incredulous to comprehe~d him.

"

Agan, it seems he believes in'' gods," or
else he would not say that ''angelic spirits"
"are equal to any God in the universe."'
How ls.rge his universe is I know not~ but

has he traversed it, to see and know all the
gods there may be in it? If so, he must
be omniscient, omnipresent, infinit, and
can tell me where and what the spirit
world-the summerland-is. A. J. Davis
ohce located it in the Milky Way, if I remember.
Professor Hare, I believe,
located it sixty miles above the earth.
Longfellow says it" swings like an atmosphere around the earth." So I think, if it
swings anywhere.
_ Again I ask you, all~wise and far-seeing
F. A. Wiggin, If those pet animal spirits
hav the capacity to go up to the next
sphere above earth-life and maintain their
identity and in.dividuality, why can they
not accompany their human spirits, who
pet them, up to the "celestial" sphere?
Why cannot the dog spirit write on slates,
move planchets, move hands to write, and
materialize? Do the dog, cat, and horse
spirits remain eternally in the next sphere
above this?
Ar~ they then still carnivorous? Do they chase, worry, and devour
the mouse, rabbit, and squirrel spirits?
Or can they subsist on nothing?
Again, Mr. Wiggin, I ask you if the process of materialization is a mechanical or"
chemical process. A spirit is matter in its
most refined, invisible state, so all Spiritualists believe. Is that matter condensed,
like the gases, or changed to coarser or
tangible visible form, or is it the same
matter that composed the body the spirit
once occupied? But you know (?) that
is absurd and impossible. Or is the beholder only hypnotized by the spirit or
some power?
If a spirit is so superior to a brain,
nervous system, and body, why can it not
write on a slate on the outside and untouched by the medium or any human
organism? If human contact with· the
slate be necessary, then how do you know
that the writing is not all the result -of incarnate and mundane agencies, the same
as Edison's wonderful phonograph reproduces the voices, tones, of· living actors
thousands of miles away? But theories
come thicker and faster, and I must stop.
Science must, in time, confirm or refute
the spirit hypothesis independent of human
credulity, skepticism, feelings, or desires.
Spiritualism has done much good and
was a great step in human progress; but it
has done very little for humanity that A.
J. Davis used to tell us the spirits could
and would do. He used to picture the
great congress of f'pil·its 1tp in the air with
Dr. Franklin us leader. They seemed to
look down upon the diseased, oppressed,
and enslaved, and, we were told, were soon
to bringus mortals great relief and emancipation.
Well, I am of but little account, and will
stop.
J. H. CooK.
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a different day, requiring them to observe
it as a religious duty, and they are as
zealously attached to their faith, and hav
as full assurance that it descended to them
from an infallible source, as the Christians
with their rights and ceremonies. Con~
gress shall pass no law establishing a religion. So says our Constitution. In this
outrage upon a free institution, made sacred by patriots and statesmen in a long
and sangnin conflict, struggling with "all
the power and zeal of an oppre'3sed and
liberty-loving people, who turned the iron
yoke of despotism-and declared themselvs
free from the tyrannical rule of the British
government, which under the immediate
guidance of the Protestant church ignominiously trampled upon every right of
her infant America, now tge serpent reappears upon the grounds of the World's
Fair. A sacred day has been set up. And
to our shame this act of intolerance comes
from the American Congress.
And this has been done without a single
Bible passage to show that either Christ
or his immediate followers in any way indicated that this day should be observed.
The charge made by the Jews against
Christ was, that he was a Sabbath-breaker.
But this so-called Christian Sabbath was
first observed in Christendom from an
edict passed by the emperor Constantine
in the fourth century ordering its observance, and was borrowed from the pngan
religion, being the Day of the Sun, or
Sunday.
Constantine, being the first
Christian emperor, and of pagan extraction, thought by this order he would
reconcile paganism and Christianity. It
was a stroke of political policy, and very
materially strengthened ·Christianity.
And when we state that this same emperor
caused the death of ·seven of his near
relativs, and otherwise most freely wet
his sword in fraternal blood, we only state
a historical fact. So much for the sacredness of this unbiblical day.
And so much for the wisdom and patriotism of the American Congress, donating
$2,500,000 of the people's money as a
bribe to .the World's Fair commissioners,
that they may close their gates on Sunday,
and favor a special religion, thereby withholding from the gate receipts double the
amount of their subsidy, forcing an acceptance of the Christian religion upon all
other religious adherents and all unbelievers, giving financial aid not only to the
churches but to theaters and to drinking
and gambling hells, drawing from the
pockets of the poor who hav only this one
day of rest or leisure in which to view the
grand display of art brought together for
the purpose of elevating, refining, and
harmonizing the views and tastes of the
vast human family.
It is alarming to
consider the power and influence of this
dominant religion, which has drawn its
The Alarming Attitude of the Church.
mantle of divine protection over such an
SALIDA, CoL., Sept. 24, 1892.
MR. , EDIToR: The letters you publish august body of men as constitute the
from different parts of the world are vain- American :congress, who, having violated
able contributions. They giv a general .their moral, patriotic, and Constitutional
idea of the progress of Freethought, and obligations by crawling and cringing to
the feeling of the churches also. They the power of priestcraft, filching from
are not only a source of useful informa- the hard earnings of the poor, adding
tion, but a consolation in giving us to more filthy lucre to their ill-gotten gains,
know that a spirit of freedom exists, which doffing hats to the winning smiles of the
cannot be induced to cower in the presence autocratic money gamblers, slabbering
of the dominant faith and intolerant re- the blind voters at election times, drink
slop from the swilltub of superstiligion.
I wish to add a word of encouragement tion in order to ride the waves of public
to the Freethinkers' Federation lately put credulity and maintain political supremacy,
into motion by Mr. Putnam and other thereby uniting church and state.
Then, as the text suggests, why should
great luminaries, whose beacon~lights hav
illuminated the Pacific states, and made it not all true and independent voters who
possible for the ·craft that bears the weal .hav fairly considered the history of the
of human destiny to steer clear of reef and past, and learned the present by what has
shoal, and make its mooring in a free and gone before, organize for political action
independent sea. There is need for sc- and for self-defense, and guard the state
tion, owing to the attitude of the Christian. from the· encroachment of the church, as
churches, and the political influences they well as from the grasping hands of the
wield, which has been so plainly indicated money-sharks? Protect each and all rQthrough the action of Congress in passing a ligions in their legitimate rights, but do
lawthat will compel the people coming from not extend such rights so far as to infringe
all parts of the world to .observe certain upon or impair the rights of others. Take
religious forms while visiting at the Expo- the Golden ·Rule as the maxim, and then
sition in 1893; causing its gates to be there will be no lo-ws enacted in favor of
closed on Sunday; establishing a religion special religions. Protect the believer in
in plain vioiation of the Constitution, and his belief, and gage the unbeliever by the
in the face of an earnest protest from one- ·same measure. This is all we ask. Tyrants
half of our own citizens; fixing a religious only ask more. Place no gag reins upon
standard whereby all other religious ad- the people in order to draw them into the
herentsmust be governed, who outnumber religious harness and subjugate their menChristianity ten to one, and who are equally tality.
All of the religionists' worry and rant
interested in the World's Exhibit, while
each of their religions has fixed as sacred and scolding to Lforce down Secular or
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skeptical literature; all of their efforts
(which are a power in the land) put forward to stamp out free inquiry, are so
much weight thrown upon mental liberty.
By their fruits ye shall know them. What
are the fruits of Christian teaching upon
this all-important question, religion?
Educated as they are, what do they know?
Absolutely nothing but what has been
forced upon them. Only one side is permitted to be seen, and that not full or
fair. They are scared, dogged, belabored
into a belief, without facts, without investigation, and left without a knowledge
that the truth has been turned up to view
-the truth, that which they hav paid to
know, and know not, but hav the assurance that they do know. And they are
satisfied it is sufficient, and sacrifice upon
the altar of credulity the highest and most
ennobling principle of their nature, the
highest manhood of man. So the people
move on, forced by the blighting wind
of superstition, being driven like a herd of
swine before the dominant churches, and
intolerant religion, which comes ruShing
with furious force and biting all opponents in its path. There is no free inquiry
as to the truth or· falsehood of its claims.
I appeal to the intelligence of all fairminded persons if this 'is not strictly true
of our Christian teaching and early education which shapes the rising man, bending the twig which distorts the adult body.
We are a great nation. We think that we
are greater and more wise than we are.
And as a matter of fact our morals are no
better than, and often not so good as, those
of supposed much lower peoples. It is
appalling to note the ignorance and bias of
the Christian world upon this all-absorbing
question, religion. Why is it so? It is
because Christianity everywhere condemns all teaching or literature not in
h11.rmony with its own mystic views, using
epithets the most bitter against all doubters and all skeptical literature. The truth
receives the first and most scourging denunciations. It is the sharp points of
truth which create such consternation in
the Christian ranks. Truth cuts deeply
and is to. be dreaded.
We want no Gods in the Constitution.
And surely we should not receive them
with favor into our laws, not warranted
by the Constitution. History everywhere
warns us to beware of and guard against
the approach of the Gods toward statecraft. Gods hav never understood the
true needs of men. They may be very
useful in administering spiritual consolation to the sisters, but they hav never
made a success in administering a republican form of government. A ruler in the
skies, leaving all of his affairs in the hands
of a few. agents, professing much . and
knowing little-this is church and state,
and always has been.
The money power of our government
has grown to be a monster. The cobweb
spun over the people by shrewd and wily
politicians has reduced the larger part of
our citizens to serfs, and raised a small
part to immense nabobs, who stand in
with all of our legislation, turning large
sums of money over to unscrupulous politicians, who will ride into office upon the
oil coatings of their tongues, by which
billions hav \).njustly passed from the many
into the hands of the few.
This is a
tremendous and dangerous influence upon
liberty. But it will be lost in obscurity
when compared with the blighting evil of
a supernatural religion. when it becomes
fully established at the head of our government. Supported as it is, and as it
always has been, by the ignorant and excitable mass, who blindly pay their money
to be led or driven, mental liberty would
soon be wiped out. And then to doubt
the infallibility of God's vic"egerents, who
would head all public business, would be
a capital state crime. The serpent of old
is gradually coiling its cunning and
deadly form around American politicq. It
has already encircled the national capital,
.and struck its poison"fangs into American
legislation. Fellow-Liberals, what little
I can do, and BO long as I liv (and this is
the great object of my life), I shall ever
contmue to do by placing obstructions in
the path of superstition, which is the dogmas and absurdities of the Christian religion, endeavoring to force intolerant authority: upon the people of this country.
Keep 1t out· of state affairs and it is not to
be feared. Reason will demolish it. But
if it gets a solid hold upon the government,
we are gone.
H. MURRAY,
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e 'biZ~rsn' s eornsr.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXo:N, .F_'all
River, .Mass., to whom all Oommunwations for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is begil;ming to l9wer,
Comes a pause in the da_y ~ occu~at10ns ,
That is known as the Children s Hour ..

A True Story.
In little Daisy's dimpled band two bright, new
pennies shone;
One was for Rob (at school just then), the other
Daisy's own.
While waiting· Rob's return, she rolled both treasures round the floor,
When suddenly they disappeared, and one was
seen no more.
.
"Poor Daisy, is your penny lost?' was asked m
accents kind;
.. It's
"Why, no, mine's here!" she quickly said.
Rob's I cannot find."

Across the Atlantic.
Homeward Bound. - Getting Under
Way.-Predicting a Stormy Passage.
_:_Amusements on Shipboard.- In
Sight of Land.-A Pretty Legend.
On the evening of August 24th we left
the smiling little village of Keswick f?r
Glasgow, en rotde for home and nativ
land.
At Penrith a part of our company lefb
us to go to Liverpool to return to America
by the Cunard line.
·
At 9 P.M. we were at Carlisle, where we
had a stop of eight minutes. After that
we settled down to sleep or our reflections.
In our compartment were Mr. E. Brookings, Mr. Robert Adams,. Mr. A. Godfre_y,
Mr. Cooley, Mrs. and Miss Emerson, Miss
Grace Brackett, Miss Fay, Miss Mahoney,
Mrs. Bethia M. Wixon, and your correspondent. Miss Fay kindly offered the use
of her cornerforanap, but, being already
in the Children's Corner of THE TRpTH
SEEKER, her generous offer was declined
with thanks.
Miss Fay is an artist of unusual talent, as
was shown later in the views she took of
the "sleeping beauties" in the car.
About midnight we were glad to hear
human voices and to see the gleaming
lights of Glasgow.
.
We found comfortable quarters agam at
the Central Station Hotel, and the next
afternoon August 25th, we rode down to
Greenock' in the train, where a lighter
took us off with a crowd of passengers to
the steamship City of Rome. There was
the usual scampering, running, bustling,
and general confusion attendant upon getting under way. After finding our luggage
we had dinner, and were tired enough to
immediately snek our bed in room 103.
Next morning we were nearing the Irish
coast, the waters were rough and the ship
was saucy.
At Moville we halted to -:_take on more
passengers, and several of our party would
hav been delighted to hav gone ashore and
taken a ride in an Irish jaunting-car, but
the purser did not think it advisable, so
we had to be content to simply look at the
rock-bound "Emerald isle."
On Sunday, "divine service" (" surface " one lady called it) was held below
in the dining-hall, but I noticed that in the
prayers there wasn't a word said for t_he
crowd in the steerage and second cabm,
nor for the president of the United States.
I knew, however, that they'd get along
just as well. I went down on the lower
deck and had a good time listening to the
singing of the steerage girls. There were
fifty-seven clergymen on board, and the
sailors predicted a stormy voyage.
"We
always hav nawsty weather when we
carry so many o' them fellers, and there's
enough here to sink the ship,"·said one of
the bold sailor boys. As it was, we had a
thick fog a good part of the way. "They
fetched it," said the old sailor; " they're
in it all tho time-you needn't tell me."
We had two very e:djoyable concerts on
board ship, in which sevoral ladies and
gentlemen took part-~iss ~vely~ Stre~t,
of Toronto, Can.; Miss Smclau, Miss
Condit, Mr. Wood, Professor Porter, Col.
E. C. James, of New York city; Rev. J.
McEwan, Rev. W. W. Landrum, of Richmond, Va.; Mrs. H. N. Ralston, of Washington, D. C.; Professor . Webster, and
others.
· Colonel James recited "The Wreck of

the Prairie Bell," and some of the good, '
pious brethren and sisters took exceptions
to "such a fellow as Jim Bluclsoe" being
held up as a type of a noble man simply for
doing his duty, o.nd remarked that he had
too many wives for one thing. " How
about that wise old man, Solomon_, who is
reputed to hav had some seven hundred,
besides three hundred questionable attachments ?" was asked. There followed
an <ominous silence. "Well," said one,
"good <Leeds can't take anybody to heaven, or bad ones to-t' other place!"
"No ? What then ?" " Only belief on
the Lord Jesus Christ-on his atoning
blood-can save sinners!" A snicker followed tlris announcement, and" somebody
sneeringly said, '• Too thin!"
One day when we were nearing land, a
clergyman on board, speaking of his little
children, said, "I can hardly wait, I wnnt
to see them so. I could crunch their
bones in my ecstasy!" "Pretty depp
love !" was remarked by one uear by.
" Yes," said the -genial minister, " but
there is one I love more." "And who is
that, pray ?" I questioned. " My wife,"
wa~ the unexpected reply.
" I supposed
you would say ' the Lor<l J. C.,' " said I.
"Wdl-well-now-that is quite a different kind of love; you know!" "Yes, I
thought HO," I replied, laughing, and wondering how much of all the nonsense iu
the world is due to ignorance, and how
much to folly. 'Said ~hakspere, "Ignorance is the curse of God, knowledge the
wing with which we fly to heaven." I
thought of all my eyes had looked upon
over on the other side, of the great cathedrals and the ruined abbeys, of the labor
represented there, the toil, the struggle,
the sweat, the agony, the pain and distress-and for what? Well did Shelley
say: "Religion makes demons on earth,
puts men in hell, and peoples heaven with
slaves."
And yet the old superstitions are still
promulgated, still fastened upon the people. Will it ever be different ? Will the
people ever see the truth as it is, and be
wise enqugh to put error in the place
where it bel •.mgs ? It is hard to break the
bands of an ignorant faith, and even when
they are broken, the old fabric, like the
ruined abbeys of the old countries, is
clung to and admired for the make, the
architecturE', if for nothing else.
It is to be hoped that in the time t0 come
people will stop taking the ipse dixits of
those who know no more than .themselvs,
let reason work, and see that "science is
the sum of all we know, religion the sum
of·all we do not know."
It was 11 happy hour when we steamed in
sight of our own beloved land, "sweet
land of liberty," on September lat. Everybody was jubilant, until the news of
the terrible ravages of the cholera came to
our ear~. We were all well and could go
t.> our homes, but we felt sorry for those
on the plague-ships in the harbor of New
York.
We were glad to see our nativ shore again,
and it seemed to us we knew the heartleap of joy and reverence that Columbus
experienced when he knelt and kissed the
green earth.
The next day was Sunday, and in company with friends we visited Riverside
park; the tomb of General Grant; Washington bridge, a marvel of construction
across the Harlem 'river, and its equal we
did not see over yonder in all our travels;
the art museum in the Central park, and
otller places of interest, which led us to
conclude that there are very many beautiful objects of interest in our own country
which it does not do to overlook. Besides all,
THE LAND IS FREE.
From end to end, from cliff to lake, 'tis
f1ee;
Free as the torrents are that leap our
rocks,
Or plow our valleys without asking
leave,
Or, as the hills that wear their caps of
snow
In very presence of the regal sun.
I think I hav not mentioned to you that
I had a very interesting interview with
i' Saladin " in London. He is an earnest
gentleman, of noble aims and large heart.
I am quite. convinced he is doing much
good in the cause of human rights. I
also saw l\lr. J. S. Dryden, a scholarly
gentleman whose aim is for the advance-
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ment of scientific truth. I regret exceedingly that I did not see Mr. Foote, of th~
Freethinker, but as he is one of the busiest of the busy, writing, lecturing, publishing, his time is entirely full.
One thing, there are very few idlers
across the Atlantic. Everyone is busy,
and one gets into the rush and bustle himself without being aware of it.
Well is it, perhaps, that this rushing,
bustlmg life of ours does not continue on
forever.
There is a pretty legend that in a certain
lake in Munster, Ireland, there are two
islands. Into the first, it is said, death
could never come, but age, sick:qess, weariness of life, and paroxysms of fearful su_ffering were all known there, and they did
their own work till the inhabitants, finally
tired of their immortality, learned to look
upon the opposit island as a haven of
repose, and presently they launch their
barks upon its gloomy waters-they
touched its shore and they were at rest.
So it seems to me, after all the pain and
struagle sorrows and shadows, of life, the
isla;d of perpetual rest must be the rosecrown of life.
SusAN H. WIXoN.
N. B.-You might want to know if we
did hav serious weather as predicted.
The fog was the worst and most dangerous and all put their trust (ministers, too)
and their lives into the keeping of the
gallant commander, Captain Young, on
the top deck, and the engineer belowstairs.
Then we had a few heretics on board,
notably Colonel James, who is a warm
admirer of Colonelingersoll; Dr. McLane,
of Detroit, who carried for reading matter
Conway's "Life of Paine," an admirable
work of great value. I had the pleasure
of reading it on the ocean, and feel that it
cannot be too highly praised. So, with
these gentlemen and a few others on board
as ballast we managed to steer clear of
rocks and dangerous shoals, escape the
cholera and quarantine, and reach our
homes in safet.y.
S. H. W.

CQrrespondence. _
EXTRACT FROM A LETTER.
Geraldine and Portia are sitting- at the
table reading_your beautiful books. Geraldine is reading "All In a Lifetime," and
Portia is reading "The Story Hour."
Both are particularly interested, and
Geraldine is anxious I should read .them.
Indeed, I intend taking that pleasure tomorrow. Mr Broadbelt is only too glad
to buy the books from the Truth Seeker
Company. He tries to help the good
cause all he can. He finds the greatest
pleasure reading "The Fall and Rise of
Empires," by Volney, and he just read
''Life of Th0mas Paine," by Conway. He
heard Conway speak the same evening he
heard Oolonel Ingersoll.
Portia and Geraldine are well and send
their very best love to you and sister.
Mr. Broadbelt sends his kindest regards
and well wishes to you and your sister. I
will write you again soon.
JANEL. BROADBELT.
GoLDTHWAITE, '1'Ex., July 18, 1892.
DEAR M1ss WIXoN : I take the opportunity of dropping you a few lines to let you
know that this is my second attempt to
write to the Corner. I hav read a great
many letters in the Corner. I am not going to Rchool at present, for the free
school is out ; and I was very sorry. The
local board of schqol trustees met Friday
and selected teachers for the next term of
the public free school, to begin about
Sept. 1, 1892. Six teachers hav been employed f0r the t'nsuing year, as follows:
J.· M. Skinner, plindpal; Miss Mary
Horton, firf!t assistunt; Miss Mary Graves,
second assistant; MiRs Lula Janes, third
assistant; Miss lola Bryce, fourth assistant; Miss Lily Grant, primary department. Well, that is about all I know
about the school.
Well, it is very dry here. We havn't
had any rain since about the last of June.
But the cotton lr10ks very well so far.
Well, I will close, hoping to see this in
print. Your Liberal friend,
RosA McPHERsoN.
ARCH BEACH, June 22, 1892.
Miss SusAN WixoN, My Very ICind
Friend: I was pleased to see my letter in
the Corner, and it is with much pleasure
that I write again.
We liv in a canyon. It is a pretty place.
Our house is surrounded by tall mountains. The ocean is ohly half a mile away,
and we hav fine times in summer bathing
and hunting shells. In summer there are
always lots of campers on the beach.
Everything looks green and pretty now,
but most of the wild flowers are gone. I
am going to send you one that I pressed.
I hav a cute httle sparrow-hawk. My.

brother found it when it was very small
and gave it to me. 1 gave it young birds
to eat. He said birds were mo:;tly what it
lived on. I know you will think 1 am cruel
to kill one bird for another, bq.t the birds
are so numerous that they eat all our fruit
up and we hav to kill them anyway. I
named him Ned, and every time .t call him
Ned he knows what I mean. But ·the
young birds are getting grown.now and I
can't find anything to feed him with. If
you or any of the readers of the Corner
know what sparrow-hawks eat besides meat
I would be very glad to hear. ·
W etl,' my letter is getting pretty long.
Hoping you will always pro~:~per, !.am,
Ever your little friend,
CHARLOTTE THURSTON.
[Thanks fer wild flowers.-ED. C. C.]

1NG~RSOLL'S

WORl\S

ONLY AUTHtlRIZED EDITIONS

Principal Works: GOds and Other Lectures ; Ghosts and Other Lectures ; Some Mistakes of Moses ; Interviews on Talmage; '\Jhat
Must We Do to Be Saved? Blasnhemy; Cnmes
Against Criminals. '1141 r:.ages. In one vol., halt
calf, $5.
·

Prose Poems and Selections. From his
Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
calf, $4.50; halt mor., $5; turkey mor., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The

Gods Humboldt, Thomas Paille, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.; cloth, $I.

Gltosts and Other Lectures. [ncluding
Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child;,.,The Declaration of Independence; About ~·arming in
Illinois; Speech Nominating James G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet ; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before Me Like a Dream ; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 51)0. ; cloth, $1.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Soine
l\Iis takes of Moses; Free Schools\... The Po).itici,;,n•; Man and Woman; The rentateucJl;
Monday, 'l'uesday:, Wednesday, Thursday, He
i\Iade the Rtar3 Also, Friday, Saturday, Let Us
11-Iake Man.~.Sunday, The Necessi~y for a Good
Memory, The Garden, The Fall, Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews,
The Plagues, The Fli!!ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery, Jlfarnage, War,Religious Liberty; Conclusion. Paper, 1\0c. ; cloth, $1.

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Interviews with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons
by the Rev. 'r. Dewitt Talmage, of Brooklyn, to
which is added A Talmagian Catechism. :Paper.
50C.; plain cloth, $U25; do. gilt tops extra, $I.50.

Blasphemy. Arguinent by R G. Ingersoll
in tbe Trial of C. B. Reynolds, at Mornstown,
N.J. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.

What Must We D"o to Be Saved 7 Analyzes
the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Catholic!!.~ Episcopalians, Methodists, Presbyterians, .!!. vangelical Alliance, and answers the
question of the Christians as to what he proposes instead of Christianity, the religion of
swor<i and flame. Paper, 2.5c.

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

the New York Observer's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution). by R. G. Ingersolt;..,.tqgether with A Roman uatholio Canard,
by \1'. H. Burr. Paper, 15c.

Limitations of Toleration. A Discussio:r:
between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Ron. Frederic R.
Coudert, and Ex-Govern'"' Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10c.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, .lOc.
Civil Rights Speech. With Speech of
Ron. Freaerick Douglass. Paper, lOc.

Opening Speech to the Jury: In the suit

of the ]3. li, M. 'l'el. Co. v•. W. 'U. Tel. Co .. 18R6.
·¥9.Der, lO cents. •

-Jrimes Against Criminals. Price, lllc.

!i Lay Sermon. On the Labor Question.
Paper, 5c.

.

·

Stage and the Pulpit. An Interview on
their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on the·
Trial of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholic,
Church, etc. Pnper, ac ..

Ingersoll on McGlynn. Paper, 3o.
Bible Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
Ingersoll Catechised. Paper, 3o.
The Truth of History. Paper, 3o.
Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board, :
beveled, gilt edges, 50c.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.

22x28

inches, heavy plate paper. 50c.

Photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll,
50 cents.

Liberty in Literature.

Testimonial tu

Walt Whitman. By Robt. G. ln!!"ersoll. Au
Address D&livered in Philadelphiat Oct. 21,
1890. With Portrait of Whitman. .. et U8 vu1
wreaths on the brows of the livinJl." Prue,
paper, 25c."; cloth, 50o.
·
·
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BooksbyS.P.Putnam. Jtews of the Wsslt.
TENNYSON died on the 6th.
AT the tenth annual convention of Faith
Curists one hundred persons testified to
having been cured by faith.
NOTWITHSTANDING the dissatisfaction eX"
pressed with the strict Sunday law in
Germany, the emperor is determined to
maintain it.
·
A GREAT pilgrimage to Argenteuil,
France, has been made, to venerate a
tunic worn by Christ, similar to the Holy
CoaL of Treves.

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolo~t~, Price, 20 cents.
Waifs and wanderings, A New American Story. Price, cloth, $1.00;' paper, 50
cents. "A I>rose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
1lret page to last with the living spint of today."-:J.John Swinton's Paper.
.Qolden Throne, A Romance. "The author certainly has ~enius. The divine
creative spar!!: is withm him. The book is
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read' Golden Tlirone.'"
-[Inger~oll. Price, $1.
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation in
rh:yip.e between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Refortner, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
·
them. Price, 10 cents.
Adami and Heva. A poetic version of
the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its snperiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis lel£end-rs shown. Price, 10 cents.
Gottlieb : His Life. , A Freethought Romance.. Price, 35 cents.
Jtly Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette place, New York.

Superstition in All Ages.

THE right to compound and sell the
medicins by which, with the aid of prayer
Father Mollinger worked miraculous cures:
is being contested in Pennsylvania lawcourts.
MILDRED BRoWN, a thirteen-year-ol<l
negress, was hanged at Spartanburg. S. C.
for murdering a child because its fathe;
reproved her. Her last words were: "I'm
going home to die. "
MARKS JACOJlS and Gussie Jacobs, of
New Yo;:k, were married by an alderman.
Recently the husband insisted on a second
marriage ceremony by a rabbi, and because his wife refused left her.

T~IE London Times says: "Cholera is
doing j~st w ha.t it has always done formerly
:creepmg qmetly onward and sowing the
,autumnal seeds in new ground over a wide
area, which will burst forth luxuriantly
with the advent of summer."
·
MoNSEIGNEUR PF.RSICo, who was madfl
secretary of the Catholic propaganda, will
probably be cardinalized. He won the
pope's favor by effecting the arrangement
by which the Catholic schools of Savannah,
Ga., became a part of the public school
system of that city.

IT is said by public observers that India
has "no more right to send us cholera
than to send us a piratical fleet to devastate our coast cities," that nations "should
be compelled to keep clean," and that
they should be made " to pay dearly for
the spread of epidemic diseases, as was
England for the depredati<,ns of the Alabama."
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IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON•CLAD SERIES.

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlanglt ............ .
2 Sacnlar Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake .... .
4 In:fluence of Christianity on Civilization.
Underwood ................................. 2
7 Buddhist Nihilism. · Prof. Max Mueller ..... _
. 8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ...... 1
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall .. 1
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ................ 1
11 Philoso~h.Y of Spiritualism. Marvin ........ 5
12 Tyndall s Belfast Inaugural and Portrait... 2
13 Essay on Miracles. David Hume ............ 1
14 Land Question. Charles Bradlangh ........ .
15 Were· Adam and Eve Our First Parents?
Charles Bradlaugh ........... , ............ .
16 Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlangh .. .
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlangh ..... 1
19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoalie ..... .
20 Sn~J:s~ition. Displaye_d, with a Letter of
William Pitt. AnHtm Holyoake .......... .
·21 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts ... .
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts ....... .
23 The Christian Deit;y. Charles Watts ....... .
24 l\'Ioral Value of the Bible. Charles Watts .. .
25 Freethoullht and Mod. Progress. Watts ... .
26 Christiamt;y: Its Nature and Influence on
Civilrzatron. Charles Watts............... 5
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Hojyoake.... 5
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe ?
30 Phft~~~~h~gvg~:larisi.ll: · · ·aiiari88
g
38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh ......... ~ 5
40 Lord's Prayer. Charles Bradla11gh.......... 5
39 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H ..... 10
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. C. Watts.. 5
43 Chri.stian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts 5
44 Lo!l;IC of Death: or, Why Should the Atheist
:E ear to Die? By G. J. Holyoake .......... 1!0
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Condition of the PeoPle..Charles Bradlangh ...

waii8::

MANNA SERIES.
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Colonel l{elso's Works.

l'he Bible Analyzed. Cloth, octavo, 833
pages, $3.
Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
Tlte Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo,
138 pages, 50c.
Spiritualism Sustained.
0~ 12m<},
245 pages, $1. .
Unherse
$1.

Allal,-.

1 Originall.\Ianna for "God's Chosen." . . . . . . . . 5
Pro &hd Con of
3 New Life of David. C)las. Bntdlaugh.. .. .. . .
4 Wh~ I was Excommnmcated. Barnard...... 25
5 200 l,lnestions Without Answers .............. .
6 Dialo&ne between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese :Mandarin..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian .......... 1
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy- ~
oake............ ; ............................. " Have We a Supernatural, Inspired. Mir&O9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh... .• . . "
ulous Religion?
10 A Few Words about the Devil................. "'
llNewLifeofJacob............................ "'
12 Daniel, the Dreameri Austin Holyoake ..... 1"
13 Specimen of the Bib e: Esther. Holyoake.. 1~·
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H.. . . . . . . . 1"
15 Ludicrous ASpects of Christianity. A. H .... 1"
16 'l'welve Apostles. Charles Br11dlangh........ "'
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? 0. Bradlangh ....... 1<
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlangh.... .. 1<
19 New Life of Abraham. Chl4'3. Bradlangh.... 1<
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlangh..... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. · Holyoake. Per doz ...... 10 Bv R. F. MARVrN. M.D.
Oloth. 50 cents.
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will send
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
EDWINN.
BEECHER,
Solicitor of Patents, MARtoN.Rartford county, CoNs.
Small fees; valid
patents wit~ broad
claims; letters of
inquiry promptly
answered.
For FREE pamphlet, PATENT LA WB
address Commis
sioner of Patents,
Washington, D. C.
~e hav Deen
o'dinventors and expenencqd pf!tentee~ who employ this solicitor,
that he IS slnlfnl.-THE: TRUTH SEEKER.

Supernatural Religion.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIBITUALISM

Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.

GERMANS of Jersey City are indignant
at scandalous attacks by a clergyman on
their Sunday meeting's of their Turn
Verein. He says: "It is on account of
their loyalty to the Master that Americans hav been so prosperous. We hav no
Every body wants and needs Kid Gloves,and
wars. Plagues never visit our shores. God
may well have a stylish and well made pair
has blessed us, and we should not allow
as not. These are the salient points.
Sabbath-b:reaking customs to obtain a
foothold here."
LEo XIII. has issued an encyclical say.ing: "We hav to deplore th~ establishm«:mt of schools f<'r the training of the Be Thyself. lOc.
mind and the study of the arts in which Christianity No Finality. Spiritualism
the name of God is not mentioned or is
Superior. 10c.
.
I MAKE THESE KIND OF
vituperated. We hav to deplore the license Common-Sense Thoughts on tlte Bible.
KID CLOVES.
-daily growing bolder-of laying every10c. ·
thing whatsoever before the populace by Deluge in the Light of Mo~ern Science.
means of publication, of raising every sort . 10c.
of cry o:ffensiv to God and the church."
Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. lOc.
and Radical. By J. H. Powell.
STEPHEN MAYBELL and his wife, both of Geologist
25c.
whom are generals of the Army of Heaven Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
at Hand, hav begun establishing a branch
$1.50.
•
of that organization in New York. They God Proposed for Our National Constitu·
are from San Francisco, where they
!i\3. Size for cirtion. lOc.
or small newspaper
marri.~d themselvs on a theater stage beIrreconcilable
Records.
Genesis
and
~aves you money and
fore five thousand people. '!hey wear
money printing for
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.
1
blue military uniforms.
They purpose
- ··' - ' - ' - - - ·
Fnl printed in.
Is
Darwin
Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
Send stamp for
to ''turn the world upside down" and rehresses, type,
of
Is
Spiritualism
True
~
lOc.
form it by carrying religion into politics,
Man's True Saviors. lOc.
and by fighting if necessary.
m.,enLu.,,nt,o~o~.~~~!?ff;;nt.
, Orthodoxy False, Since Spiritualism is
MoNSEIGNEUR HIRTH repeats his descripTrue, lOc.
tions of the persecution of Roman Catholics Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of
in Uganda last winter. Catholic converts
Christianity. 10c.
are being maltreated and murdered, Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
Hirth says, and the outrages against them
$1.25.
multiply from day to day. King Mwanga, Radical Rhymes.
With Author's Porwho was replaced on his throne after givtrait. $1.25.
ing up the Catholic faith, is relentless in . Sermon f1·om Shakspere's Text. lOc.
his persecution of his coreligionists. A Soul of Things. Psychometric . Re-·
Catholic caravan of fugitivs, Hirth says,
searches, etc. 3 vols. <Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
l\'I. F. Denton.) Per vol., $1.50.
was attacked just before he wrote, the men
were dispersed, and the women were· What Is Riglit~ lOc.
"'PEPTONIZED..
carried o:ff.
What Was He~ Jesus in 19th Century
Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.
INVALIDS,.
THE following notice has appeared in a Who are Christians 1 lOc.
For CONVALESCENTS,
number of London papers: "All true
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
NURSING MOTHERS.
Protestants who object to a declared Roman Catholic, owing allegiance to the
Supplies complete nutrition. Af?:reeable to the most
rlelicate palate. The only liqutdpre-digested Food
pope of Rome, being lord mayor of
Tonic 011 tha market.
London, are invited to communicate with
Physicians Prescribe ft. Your Dru~glst Sells ft.
·Jts Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure.
Beaufoy Moore; King's Bench Walk, Temple." The call issued by Moore means
ALE & BEEF CO., 287 W. 17th St., New York.
BY W. R. GREG.
that the Protestantshav declared a religious
Oomvlete in 1 vol.. 12'11lo. SIIIID'P .• •uo.
war on the new lord mayor. Tt means
Xo R~rtulate ·tlte
also that if this. conrse is persisted in there
STOMACH, LIVER
will he a riot on November 9th, when the
.ANo.BOWELS, TAKE
new lord mayor goes in state through the
By .DA VI.D HUME.
principal streets of the city and into the
RIPANS TABULES.
eastern.end of the metropolis.
BOLD BX ~JtiJGGX!~'r..
1.9cen-.·
Prioe.

About Kid Gloves.

. •'lloth, $1. L~~~~~~~~~~
Arubiss THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

THE STORY HOUR,
For (Jhildren and Youth.
By Miss Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of the

Children's Corner in the New York ·
Truth Seeker.
Small Qnarto-10x8 inches-near!:~' Three Hm:dred p!).ges. !!lumina ted Covers. i:lixty-six FnllI>age Illustrations, with Twenty-five Smaller
Ones.
CONTENTS:
Preface; Lazy Dick; o.r~ The Life of a Doll; An
Anl(el Unawares; may;,.,.Ten Little Warting.
Mards; The Doctor's .t1orse; True Politeness; A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgiving· Grandfather's Pocketbook; Meddlesome Molly;. A
Sad Mistake; Inside an Engine Honse·1 vur
Children; Cressbr6ok Cottage; Ezekiel s Silver Spoon; Odds and Ends-A New Year's
Story; Miss Brown's Valentine.; What Stephen's Owl was Stuffed With; John; Neighbor Bri_ghtside· Miss Marie Gold's Party;
Cousin John's Philosophy; J enn:\C'.s Question;
Katy's Answer; Alone in an Unfurnishea
Honse; Blackey; Breaking the Meeting;. Our
Susie; A Funny Fellow~How He was uured
of Practical Joking; What the Fern Said;
Dot; A Wedge of Uold; Her Birthday· PostOffice Jack; Aunt Avis; I Can Because I Will.
Price, $1.00.
Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the 1.\Iorals and History
of the New Testament.
Bv PRoF.

THE annual pilgrimages to the miraclewo.rking shrine of Lourdes, France, are
bemg prepared. Thirteen special railway
trains hav been chartered.

:15. i~9:4 •.

Tl' W. NEWMAN

Pri""·

2~

oentP.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
11tJ M. BABOOOK. Price, 15 ots.

W"ANTED.
Anyone having Liberal tracts. or newspai>ers,
or books, they do no~ care to keep, will confer a
favor upon Elmina by sendmg them to her, especially TRUTH SEEKERS of a late datet· good novels too will be welcome to my Free ibrary for
Poor Women. Address
ELMINA DRAltE BLENKER
Snowville, Pulaski Co., Ya. '

Perfect Fitting,
The Latest Styles,
The Most Durable,
Convenient Fasteners

ALE AND BEEF
~

Creed of Christendom.

_Essay on Miracles.
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CHEAP EDITION.

Agents for The Truth Seeker:.
Alaba:ana.

News Depot, 2003 2d ave., Birmingham.
Loeb & Loeb, Montgomery.
Arizona.

J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.

California.

J. E. Clark, Los .Angeles.
Ball & McCarter, 117 W. 1st, Los .Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
.Angeles.
Max NewsStand.102 N. Ma.in,Los.Angeles.
J. C. Sco~ 22 Third st., San Francisco.
Estate of ts. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
San Francisco.
Thos. W. Baker, Selma.
L. R. Titus, 237 South 4th st., San Jose.
Canada.

P. C. Allen, 35 King st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
John McKenna, 80 Yonge st., Toronto.
R. J. Moftat, Sea Island, Tuln Island, B. C.

Travels in Faith.
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to RationaJism.
l'rice, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents •
Aildre•11 THE TBUTF.I' REEKER.

THE EVOLUTION
OF

THE DEVIL!
By HENRY FRANK,
Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress.

Col orade.

J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
Q. Smith & Son, 385 Larimer st., Denver.
Stanchfield & Co., 200'Union ave., Pueblo.
Harbottle & Co., Ralida.
.

Florida.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st.,. Jacksonville.
A. J. Gardner, Kissimmee.
Idaho.

A. Erwin, Murray.

-

Illinois.

Post-Office News Co., 93 Adams, Chicago.
G. E. Wilson, 312 State st., and BrenBrentano Bros.,204 Wabash ave., Chicago.
Chas. W. Curry, 183 Madison st., Chicago.
Chas. Macdonald, 55 Washington, Chicago.

-;j...
Iron-Clad Age, Indjanapolis.
.Indiana.

Louisiana.

Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
Al. J. Dwyer~26Baronne, New Orleans.
1uassachnsetts.

~

Colby k Rich. 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
A.M. Driscoll, 78! Front st., Worcester.
Johnson Bros., 5 N. Main st., Fall River.!
Mlchiga.n.

·

S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Baker & Holton, 87 Woodwardav., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
Minnesota.

E. P. Parcher, 8 3rd st., So. Minneapolis.
Missouri.

.

Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis,
.

Nebraska.

J. M. Wiley, P. 0. News Depot, York.
NeW' York.

·

Brentano Bros., 5th ave. & 18th st., N. Y.
Bnrnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
H. Adler, coi. Essex & Grand sts.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.'
Abramowitz Bros,. 72 Canal st., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
L. Jonas, Astor Honse1 New York.
,T. H. Russell, Fulton & N assan sts.
New York News Co., 20Beekmanilt., N.Y.
S. J. King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
'E. C. Weidman. 126 State st., Rochester.
E .•T. Nienw1and, lOth ave. and 157th st.
Anderson& Co., 704 8th ave.
S. M. Bernhard, 119 E. 104th st.
Harlem Book Co., Boulevard Hotel, 124th
st. and Lexington ave.
.

Self-Contradi~ions ·of · the Bible.
)

- - - - 1 4<;;4.1,----Moral, Theological, Historical, IV1d Speculative
Propositions.
15 cents
l?r:ioo,
AN OUTLINE OF THE

fRfNCH RfVOLUTION.

A. C. Katt, Fort Wayne.
~·

l'rice, 25 cents. Five OQpies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Its Causes al"\d

By W.

~.

BELL.

~suits.

Paper, :!2mo, 25 ct'l.

Paine Vi11rlicateo
Reply to New York }bser?JeT.

.By

~.

G.

INGS~.t;;;~LL.

With "A ROMAN CATHOLIG CANARD. •
Price, 15 cents.

~oly_

Bible Abridged.

The passages unfit lor family reading.
Paper, 80 cents; cloth,IIO cents.

John E~ Rems~urg's Books,

John J acqnes, AkrQll.
N. Hexter, 342 Superior st., Cleveland.
•T. R. Hawley, 164 Vine~st., Cincinnati.
B. Woods, 319 Chillicothe st., Portsmouth.
Larwood, Day&Co .• 259Snperio!',Clevel'd.
Alf. WauenCo, 217Centralave, Cincinnati.
Thos. Goddard, Box· 235, Huron.
Standard News Co., 14 W. Tnsc st, Canton.
Ore~ron.

Pennsylvania.

.

Dr.J.H.Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden,Phila.
George Longford, 22 Richinond st., Phila.
J. A. Kirk, Dn Bois.
l{, Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila.
R. Staley, Wood and 4th ave., Pittsburgh.
Fulton Bros., McKeesport.
Rhode Island.

H. Carr, 947.High st., Providence.
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
Tennessee.

W. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry, Nashville.
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
Rich Bros. &Mills, 229 N. Cherry, Nashville
Texas.

H. Hover, Denison.
L. Andrnss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
E. H . .Andrae, 346! Main st., Dallas.
G. W. Baldwin, Houston.
E. L. Merrill, Independent Pulpit, Waco.
. Utah.

C. H. Parsons, 164 S. Main, Salt Lake City.
MargettsBros., 76Mainst., Salt Lake City.
Washington Territory.

Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
J. C. Nathan_, 104 S. 2nd st., Seattle.
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fre~ont.
West Virginia.

N·ews Store, 123 3rd st., Parkersburg.
Englan~.
fLondon.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson s Court, Fleet st.,
0. 8tocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool

~alse

Revised and Enlarlled

Claims.

As a :Missionary Document it is unexc81Ied.
Among the snbJ ellts considered boy: Mr. Remsburg are: The Church and Morlility; Criminal Statistics, showin?; the creeds of the
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and
Civilization; the Church and Science; th~
Church and Learning; the Church ana Lib·
ertyi,jhe Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the woman's Rights Movement; the Temperance Reform; the Church and the Republic.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per doze,n.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and Vices

Sanctioned by Scripture·h Falsehood and Deception; Cheating; T eft and Robbery•
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars ol
Conquest and Extermin&tion; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman; Unkindness to Children_; Crnelt,Y to
Animals; Human Sacrifices; vannibal1sm;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance;
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Price, single copies 25 centB; 6
cppies, $1. Special discount on large Quantities.
,-,

Sabbath-Breaking_ This is the best ..nd
most thorough work ..ver written on the Sabbath from a rational ,Point of view. Lar!(e and
handsome print. Pnce, 25 cents; six cop1es, $1.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: Decline

Thomas Paine.

Tells the Story of the

of Faith; Protestant Intolerance~ Washington
an Unbelieve:.;.; Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine
and Wesley; vhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.

Author-liero's life, delineates theleaaingtraits
of his character and genius, and vindicates his
name from the aspersions cast upon it. Tributes to Paine's character are given from more
than one hundred noted persons of Europe and
America many of them written expressly for
this work. Second editiOB~ 160 pages, prmteli'
on fine tinted paper, neatly bott:-d, and conta.inine a handsome steel portrait of Pa.iJI"

A.nstralla.

W, Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N.S. W.
New- Zealando

A. D. Willis, Wa.nganni.

1~98.

Gems of q;hought. Books by Helen H. Gardener.
DARE to be true; nothing can need a
lie,-Herbert.
·
No man can possess knowledge of every
kind, but everyone ought to learn what
pertains to his dnty.-Conjucius.

0, sm, the truth! is't in t.he skies,
Or in the grass, or in this heart of ours?
But 0, the truth, 'the truth!
-George·Meredith.
lNDIVIDlTALS who are true to tJ:leir own
convictions are always helping the public
conscience to rise to a higher plane.Lydia Maria Child.
·
THE church still talks about ''evidence,"
about "reason," about " freedom of conscience " and the •' liberty of speech," and
yet denounces those who ask for evidence,
who appeal to reason, and who honestly
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
express their thoughts. -Ingersoll.
THE gre11.ter part of what my neighbors
call good I believe in my soul to be bad,
and if I repent of anything, it is very
Introduction by
likely to be my good behavior. What
ROBERT
G. INGERSOLL.
demon possessed me that I behaved so well?
Yon may say the wiseRt thing yon can,
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
old man,-yon who hav lived seventy
The TrarZe SupplterZ at SpeC'lal JJtscount3.
years, not without honor of a kind,-·1
hear an irresistible v.oice which invites me
away from all that. One generation
abandons the enterprises of another like
stranded vessels.- Thoreau.
SoCIAL unrest is a sign that the ma~ses
in civilized countries are thinking for
themselvs and wo:r.rking out their redemp- A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
tion from ignorance and torpor. UniPrice. cloth. $1 : l1a:tler, 50 cents.
-versal suffrage and free education are
mighty agencies which are turning the
world upside down, but· in the long run
they make for progresR. Social unrest is
not an unmixed evil. It has its good side.
Tt is an indication, not of disease, but of
life, activity, and mental development on
A. NE"W NOVEL.
the pa.rt of working communities. It is a Price, cloth, $1.
I
Paper, 50 cents
more hopeful sig-n of the times than that
Rtolid content with the hard conditions of
life which denotes social paralysis and
death. If it be an age of unrest, it iR also
an age of progress. There could not be
:SHO~T STORI:e.S.
one without the other. -New York
Price, cloth, $1.
I
Paper, 50 cents.
Tribune.
ONLY lately a book has been published
triving- a detail of excellent provender of
the kind we habitually overlook-nastY
morsels of caterpillars and beetles, and s'o
forth. And, indeed, when one comes·to·
CONTENTS:
think of it, what can it be but prejudice
which causes one to eat the periwinkle I.SplendidJndgeof a Woman-The Lady of the
Club-Under.
Protest-For
the Proseootion-A
and rejAct the land snail, or to prize the ·Rusty Link in the Chain-The
Boler House
lively prawn and proscribe the cheerful
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our AncestorsFlorence Campbell's Fate-My Patient's Fate.
grasshopper? Why do we sit on chairs
instead of on the floor, as the Japanese do,
Price, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1.
or on cushions like t.he Turks? It is custom, and perhaps it snits with our other
customs. The more we look into our life
and consider the immense variety of habit
in every department of it-even under
conditions to all appearances exactly similar-the more are we impressed by the ab- ·Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law resulating human conduct on the Sabbath is an 1msence of 11.ny serious necessity in tlie
pertinence." Price, 10 cents .
·forms we ourselvs are accuRtomed to.
Each race, each class, each section of the The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
population, . each unit even, vaunts its
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
own habits of life R.B superior to the rest, as
broken-down opinions." Price, l(J cents.
the only. true and lelritimate forms, antl The .F!loli~hnes~ of Prayer. "Think of
peoples and classes will go to war with each
a mm1•ter s praymg God to kill grasshoppers,
or tr;Vng to induce the Deity to undertake a
other in their assertion of their own specr~sade of one against the Colorado beetle I"
cial bPlief and practiCeS, but the question
Pnce, 10 con til.
that rather presses upon the ingemionsand
inquiring mind is whether any of us hav Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
get bold of much true life at alL-Anon. Spi:.;itualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact 7

Men, Women and Gods.

IS THIS YOUR SOB, MY LORD 1

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?

PUSHED BY UHSEEB HANDS.
A

THOUGHTLESS YES.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Obf6o

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
W. E. Jones, 291 Alder st., Portland.
W. Wedeken Portland, Ore.
Handley & Hoos, 150 1st st., Portland.
G. Thornton, Palace Hotel Block, Heppner

15!1

The .Apostle of LibeN• An address deo
liverea in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Price.
lOcents.

l'nce, 5 cents.

MEN hav a poor eye for the truest heroes
round about them in their own day; their
hero-worship ifl concern!'d chiefly with the
past. Emerson said of Webster, at the
time of tbe Fncitiv Slave law, when Garrison and Phillips and Parker and Whittier were waging their great fight: "He
knows the heroes of 1771), but cannot see
those nf 1851 when he meets them in the
street." However severe this view of
Webster may be, the same is true of a
thousand thousand men. It is as common
to-day as it waR in Christ's time and before
Christ's time, for men who busy themselvs
in painting the tombs of the prophets to
be just as busy ·in stoning the prophets
sent unto their own generation. Carlyle
himself, the greatest of all our heroworshipers, whose name rushes to our
lips at the very mention of heroes and
heroism, had but a poor eye and ear for
the heroic figures and voices of his own
epoch. He never caught Mazzini's vision,
he hardly understood what Mazzini was
about in the world, even when he had him
for his neighbor and went in and out with
him day by day. There had been no considerable exhihition of heroism in E:p.gland, according to his vision, for two centuries-no real body of heroes since the
Puritans. It may well be doubted
whether, had he b!'en the contemporaTy
of Cromwell or of Luther, whom he celebrated so well, he would not hav been
found their enemy and counted them
malcontents, busybodies, and disorderly
fellows.-New EnglandJMagazine.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane 7 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S

WOt\..n.~

AT THE TRUTH SEEKER Ol!'l!'IUE.
Essays and Lectures. Embracing Influ
FuR SALE

ence of Christianity on Civilization ; Chris.
tianity and li'Iaterialism; What Literalism offen
in Place of Christianity; Scientific Materi1tlism.
Woman ; Spiritualism from a Materialisti1
Standpomt; Paine the Political and Ueligiou
Reformer· Materialism and Crime; Will tlu
ComingMan Worship God? Crimes and CrnC'l
ties of Christianity; the Authority of the :Bible
Freethought Judged by Its FrUits; Our Idu~t
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

Influence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tion. 25 cents. ·
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
What Liberalism Offers in Place 0:
Chl'istianity. 10 cents.
·
Scientific Materialililm; Its Meaning an(
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand•
point. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religious Re•
former. 10 cents.
Woman: Her Past and Present: Het
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God f
10cents.

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theological. 20 cents.
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j;)Ioeral

Ji1 eetings.

These notices are for the bene~t of Liberals who may be visiting t e places
wn,ere these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought SoJieties can hav their gatherings advertised here jree by forioarding the neeessary information.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N. Y .,

Libert~·

The Newark Liberal League

iq

Literature.
Testimonial
To Walt Whitman.

Meets every Friday evening, at 3 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st. Lect1lres and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

Meets every Sundafl. afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal 'League Ha , 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st. Newark, N. J. ·Lectures and discussions on
rellgions and social questions. Seats free ltnd
everybody welcome.

6'i'J.

BY

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.
AN ADDRESS

DEL.LII"ERE..-

Pl;ITLADELPHIA, :PA.,
OCT. 21, 1890..

The Bible-What Is IU 25c.
Studies in Theology. 10c.
Liberalism.
5c.
...

Brooklyn Philosophical Assoei•
With a Portrait of Whitman.
ation'
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Snndah. Lectures followed by discussion. Pla.tform ree. Henry Rowl~, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, . Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:i
Meets every Sunday in Indus trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on relilf:ons and social ':hnestions.
Able speakers interest t e audience. N. .-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

The Secular Society of Kent,:o.,
Meets semi-monthlyhfirst and third Snndays,~at
2 P.M., at the town all. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. M.utms HEIGHToN, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of ea.oh month at Independent Church, at
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on 8JJ. Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Invest'!R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.
gator are solicited. ·

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
.Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
.are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis•• Liberal Club
Holds meeti~s every Sunday eveninl at 216
Grand ave. ( raternity Hall). Lecture allowed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Paper,

an

The West End Progressive Lib•
eral Union

cloth, 50 cents,

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works. <Works on the laoor ~ue~tion. NATHANI[L VAUGHAN~
,

"

•,$

.

I

Plain Home Talk and Medical Commor. The Conventional Lies of Our Civilizatiotr.
!l.Y Ma;x Nordau. CoNTENTs-Mane, Tekel
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volum€
Upharsm; The Religions, Monarchic, and
of nearly 1,000 pages, fnlly illnstratetl. Cloth,
$3.25-in English or German. A new cheap
edition at onlv $1.50.

Science in Story; or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and Sponslt the Troublesome
Monk!JY· 5 volumes in one, cloth, "'2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volnmes...!leparate, flexible cloth~ 50
cents J>er volume· ~ted Line edition, snitaole
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

25(;

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. <The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Subjects; ninth year. Subscription, with preminm, 50 cents per year. Spemmen copies free
on application.

Mother's Manual.

.Comprising "Advice

to a Wife on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially Durin~ Pregnancy, Labm,
and Suckling," and •• Advice to a Mother on thP
Man~gement of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, if'L

Hand·Book ·of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
'-

Meets every Sundar, at 7:3Q P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Ange es Wash. Lectures songs
and. select readin[ 'Discussion invited. on
subjects. Liberal 'teratnre distributed free.
FRANK MoRsE, Cor. Sec.

25 cents ;

Address

'rHE TRUTH SEEKER

Aristocratig~Political~,.Economical,

'1'\atrim.onial,
and Misceuaneons Lies: Closin!l. Harmony.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
¥g~hi~p\~ial Council of Vienna prohibitbd the
1 f tli' b k · A
·
;a e o
IS oo m nstna, and confiscated all
30pies of it they could find.

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

N~ttnral Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange. By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth." Paper, 25c.

Fruits of Philosophy.• A Treatise on the

Po:pnlation Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowltm:i..
Edited by Cliarles Bradlangh andAnnieBesant.
25c.

Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing

out the means by which the working classes may
rabe themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignit 11, and independence, and which is also capable of entirely removing.\ in course of time, the
other principal social evils. By M. G. H. 10c.

Lar;!;'e or Small Families 1 On which Side
Lies the Balance of Comfort? lly Austin Holy5
oake. c.
Bradlangh_ 5c.

laugh.

~c.

l'he Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimical to the 'Welfare of the People. By Charles
. Bradlangh. 5c.

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Addre~s

Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthlyp first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at arr's
Hall. Eve:ry:bo~ invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. Me ILLIAli'!S, Rec. Sec.
·

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Mrs. Besant's WorKs.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets eTery Sunday at 2 P.M. in G;rand Armic_Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. 01ence
Lectnres.-Free Discnssions.-Original and Be·1ected Readings and Poems. A large, valuable
li brarO: is at the service of members and friends.
. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Secular Union
Of Roeder Wash., meets every· first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
lfreatest free;lom accorded to all. Our motto,
Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Fort Wortb, Tex., Liberal Club
Meets' every Sunday at Knights of :J:.~tbor H~ll,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. VIsitin~ Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRIS, res.
Isuo S. LEE, Sec.

Liberal Asl'lociation of Austin,
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.lli:.'vat its hall cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street.
isiting Liberals
invited. J P. RICHARDSON, President; M. Isuo,
Secretary.
'

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League
Meets everr, Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Ha , BaJ street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; as. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec. •

Liberal Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwanke~ meets every Sun(].~ evening at 7:30 o'clock.
. SEVERANCE, Presi ent.
.

A.

Phiiosophical and Social So•
ciety,
Monte Vista~al., meet eve'Ji Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall.
e public cor ·ally invited. W. B.
FELT, Sec.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of Cincinnatib0., meets evervnnday eveninlJ:
at 1;;0 P.M. in onglas Hall, N. . cor. of 6th an
Wa ut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec.

Liberal Association of Baltimore
M eets at the Lyceum Hallt 404 East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon a 2:80 o'clock.

Cl.evel.and Secul.ar Union
eets every Sunday at 8 P.M., in Room 208 City
all, for lectures and free discussion on science,
reli~on, and social. questions. Able speakers
will nterlliiHhe audience. A. SEE, Pres.; J. Roll8liiJI11M, Seo., '-illS ... &ke street.

A NOVEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the" Iliad of the East," etc., etc.
An independent and respectable study of char·
acter in the law of circumstance such as eveL
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
':>resentment of the mischievous na~nre of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westininster Review.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'IJIE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE BESTI
'THE

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, cold, and position, beautiful· double sunk

Povertr, : Its E:ll'ects on the Political dinJ., and all modern improvements; 1}1~aranteea
a perfect timer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
Condition of the People. By Charles cases,
$17" 3-onnce coin silver, $22; 4-onnce, $28.
Why Do Men Starve 1 · By Chas. Brad-

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Priest al"\d .M.al"\•

.All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance,
12mo, 300 pp., $1.

In best ruled gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26;
hinged case, $28 to $30; hunting_, $31 to $35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2
more.
Rel;'lllar Grade co\.:anerican Watcbes.Silvenne case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
jewels, $9; ditto, adjusted, $11. In finer cases,
add as above.
Ladies' A:anerican- Gold Watcbeso-All
latest styles, in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels
$15 ~ 11 jewels, $16.50; 1(> jewels, $28; 14 carat solid
gala, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written ·guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundries.-Lower !:trade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1: best razor, $2;
best trip~e- plated teaspoons, $1.80: table spoons,
$3.60, kmves, $1.75: forks, $1.75; all for $6. Solid
silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvenir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50i$2 to $3 .
Tbe Colonel Ingeno I.-Tea, $2.50 ·orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3u;rilt bowls, 50 cents more: Extra.
heavy teas, $3. Etched :
" The Time to be HapP'IJ is :Now,"
50 cents extra.
Tbe Torcb of Reason Badge, solid gold
pnameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2.75, and
$3.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, $15, $20, $30.
Dia01ouds\ 20 per cent. below market price
Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prepaia (except knives and forks) and cash refunded atop.
tion. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
l:ioys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.

-

WAT:e~

The Story Jlour. An Exceptionally Hand.
some and Interesting Book, Without Superstition for Children and Youth. The Onl¥ Free.
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued;
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
AddreBs THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

1

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with pol'"
should be. Paper, 25c.
Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Kennedfs
MediC ai DiS COve ry SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Drivin&" everything before it that ought to

b e out.

You know whether you need it or
n ot.

sold by every drngs:!st, and mannfa.otured by

KENNEDY,
• DONALD
.
&OXB1JRY. 1UAS8o

Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesbarr 1~o Pa..

trait, 80c.

Marriage. As it was, as it is, and -as it
Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie

Takes hold in this order :

OP. LIP.S

Is Doing Wonders in Curing tbe Sick.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN.

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By '.1'. C. WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LlTTLt. FOLI{S.
By MRS. E. D. SLEJ:ITFER.
Beards.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents, treating
on that health-d~stroying and life-consuming
weakness of men as the result of youthful errors
and excesses. The book sets forth an INl!'IDll:L
CURE, which iP a medi<'in(' t.o bt; applied externally (the only remAily of ~ne Jnna 1n existence).
Yon will feel imp_roved the ttrst day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Early Decay, Weaknesses1 Lost Manhoodhetc."are fully restored.
address,
D.n. RvB'T P. FELLOWft
Vin&land, N. ~.
And suo you s&w. &bill in 'l'Ba TBtml 8JmKu,.

6'72

THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY.
Issued Monthly.

Subscription price,

13 per annum.

No.
.
BOOKS ISSuED.
Prtce
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethink·
ers' Almanao,l89\....... .. ... . ........ ...
25
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener... . ................................
50
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... . . . . . .
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett .................. ·'··............
25
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck........
20
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on'Voltaire........
10
7. The Crisis............... .. ............. ....
40
8. Sabbath Breaking................. ........
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams.:..........
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller.. ..
25
11. My Religions Exl'erience. S. P. Putnam.
25
12. The Higher Criticism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore..............
50
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote........
25
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Illnst'd.
40
1fi. Was Christ Crucified? AnstinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, nnd Cradle. Helen H. Gardener.......................................
10
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg.......
25
18. A wfnl Disclosures of Maria Monk......
50
19. Pocket Theologv. Voltaire..............
25
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener.......................................
50
21. History of Religion. E. E. Evans..... ..
20
OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the rear. Single copies of each
book sent upon receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By .Jobn R. Kel,.o, A.M.

12mo, olotll, $1.00.

AN ALMIGHTY FOOT.
Thus saith the Lord, The heaven is my throne, and the earth is my footstool: where is the house that ye build
unto me? and where is the place of my rest?-Isa. lxvi, 1.

Brain · and the Bible uWith Oa~ghter's B~beUpon·
Conflict 8P.tween Mental Science and TheologJ.
By EDGAB C. BEALL.

Preface -'YR. G. INGERSOLJ,.
Price. lU.

Unanswerable.

H1s Knees.

·

Advancement of Science.

·

By Prof. John Tyndall.

PhotograJ?h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his •
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
America's greatest orator and l!'reedom's greatest.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
champion at home, may b6 had at this office for
tifty cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

When this petition is filled address it to the Freethought Federation of
Ohica.qo, Ill. For blanks for further use send request to same address.

America~

THE SABBATH.
By M. FARRINGTON.

A Thorough Exami,,ation anii Rej:
utation of the Claims of the
Sabbatarians.
_Pric_e,- - - - - - 1 - 0 c e - n t s .

· The Sunday Question •
A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL ~EVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
B?J GEORGE W. BRO.WN, M.D.
Price,

15 cents

345 West Randolph street,

~------------------------------------

Petition to Congress to Open the Gates of the -world's
Ool~mbian Exposit~on on Sundays.

J(J atsriaZism:
It$ Histm•y anil Its Injl':,(,e'ttwe

Upon Society.
By DR. Loms BucHNER, Author of "Force and
1\'latter," etc.
Translated from the Germa.n.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.

To the Senate and House of Representatives of' the United States, in Congress Assembled:
We, the undersigned, citizens of the United States, do hereby respectfully pray and memorialize your Honorable
Body to repeal that portion of the Act entitled "An Act to aid in carrying out the Act of Congress, approved April
25, 1890, entitled 'An Act to provide for celebrating the four hundredth anniyersary of the discovery of America by
the holding of an International Exposition in the City of Chicago' "-approved August 5, 1892, which reads as
follows: "That it is hereby declared that all appropriations herein made for, or pertaining to the World's Columbian
Exposition, are made upon the condition that the said Exposition shall not be opened to the public on the first day of
the week, commonly called Sunday; and if the said appropriations be accepted by the corporation of the State of
Illinois, known as the World's Columbian Exposition, upon that condition, it shall be, and it is hereby, made the duty
of the World's Columbian Commission, created by the· Act of Congress of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
ninety, to make such rules or modifications of the rules of said corporation as shall require 'the closing of the
Exposition on the said first day of the week, commonly called Sunday."
·
Also, to repeal that portion of the Act entitled, "An Act making approprl.ations for the sundry civil expenses of
the Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, and for other purposes "-approved August 5, 1892, which
reads as follows :
"And it is' hereby declared that all appropriations herein made for, or pertaining to the World's Columbian
Exposition, are made upon the condition that the said Exposition shall not be opened to the public on the first day of
the week, commonly called Sunday; and if the said appropriations be accepted by the corporation of the State of
Illinois, known as the World's Columbian Exposition, upon that condition, it shall be, and it is hereby, made-the d,uty
of the World's Columbian Commission, created by Act of Congress of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
ninety, to make such rules or modifications of the rules of said corporation as shall require the closing of the
Exposition on the said first day of the week, commonly called Sunday."
We ask the repeal of these portions of these laws for the following reasons:
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
resort when no moral amusements are available.
.
3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Chicago, who have given of their means to make the Fair· possible,
tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors
to the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands.
4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Chicago, but of
the whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to
attend can do so ; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question
of human relations and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you ought to decide is that of the
public welfare.
5 It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much ·larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
receipts.
6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fa1r will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the
tendency would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble
and varied in its pleasures and instructions, the more difficult it will be to change its character, the less danger there
is, that employers will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toil. With choice ·of
Sunday occupation restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the average workingman would choose to keep
on laboring.
.
7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it
will benefit the Fair itself, the people of Chicago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity, individual education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country.

Name.

Town.

State.
I.

r emperaf\Ce.

Bible

---'-----LIQUOR DRINKING----

Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.
By E.

c. wALKER.

10 cents

Apocryphal New Testament.
THE> GO.S:P:eL.S,
Epistles, etc., AttrlbuJed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and not Included In the New Testament.
Price,

$1.

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
By FRANCES WRIGHT.

Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosopher, and the author.
75 cents.

Price,

BIBLE IN INDIA.
-HINDOO ORIGIN-

Of Hebrew al')d Cl).ris~ial')
elatiol'). -

~ev

Price, $2.

By Lours JACOLLIOT.

Godly Women of the Bible.
A HISTORY OF ALL

The Women Who Figure in the Bible.
-BY-

fu; UNGODLY WOMAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENT·
URY.

Cloth,

-

.-

75 cents.

SISTER LUCY
-AND-

Her Awful Disclosures
AS 'ffO §JtlW HIJ!..L CONVENT.
-· And a Fow Words on Auricular Confession.
Frice.

10 cents.

Vol. 19.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
No. 43-iPUBLISHED WE~KLY.}'. New York, Saturday, October 22, 1892. {28 LA.FA.YETTE PL.} $3.00 Per Year.
(

·:::::._SMELLING iNSIDE 0
PRIVATE LETT£

THE PIOUS MEDDLER AND WHAT OUGRT TO HAPPEN TO HIM.

HISTORY OFTHE BIBLE. HISTORY
A Popular Account of
the Formation and DevelopmentBEING
of the Canon.·
__
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
-CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal The
Heretioa. The Christia.n Ca.non.
·
Paver,llO cents; cloth, 75 cents.

otRELIGIONS.
MY ~ELIGIOUS EXPE- L·l~e. oflh~u~·~;Dpaine
~
Rl·fNCf.
I By s.

BEING

A Condensed Account of the Results of Scientific Research and Philosophical Criticism.

Sy

Sli.zabet~

S. Sval"\&•

Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

WAS

CHRIST

•

•

•

CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.

--oBein_g true accounts of the ;passing away of the
folloWing persons, thus refntmg the many Christia.n slanders upon them and others:
LordAmberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giorda.no Brnno, Henry
Thomas· Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz,Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet.t...Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert Danton,. Charles· varwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Georg~ Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isa.ac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetins, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hnme, Littr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Mealier,
James Mill, .John Stuart Mill, Mirabe&ii, Robert
Owen.,...Thoma,s Paine, Conrtlandt Palmer. Rabalais, ITinwood Reade, Ma.dame Roland, Geor_ge
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza., Straus.!!. John
Toland. Vanin1, Voln~ Voltaire, James watson,
Jo.hn Watts, Tho:ma.s Woolston.
Price. lili cents.
Address
' •

TliE TBU'TH BE:u:&B.

A judicial consideration of the qnestion~a~d the
decision against the scriptures and the Cnristian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TBUTH SEEKER.

A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library.

PUL.PIT, PEW,
and CRAD--E.
Sy Helel"\ H. Gardel"\er.
One of Her Brightest,

Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures .Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
l'rioe, 10 OeDt.l. Addreli thil oftloe.

p.

Putnam.

·I

WITH A

Being the sto.nr of his relifdonslife and mental
jonrneyings. Written in his happiest a.nd most
brilliant way, and is the best of 8.ll his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TBUTH SEEKER.

force al\d
o~.

~atter;
Yr)

Princtples of the Natural Order of '~he Uni-.
verse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY l'B.oFEBBoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.

I

History of His Ltterary, Political, and ReNgious
Career in America, France, and England.

BY MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY,
Author of "Omitted (Jhapters of History Disclosed in the Life and Papers of Edm nnd
Randolp):t," "George Washington
and Mount Vernon,"" Wash. ington's Rnles of Civiii ty ." etc.
'
To Which Is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cobbett.

No real biography of Paine has ever appeared.
The so-called Lives of Paine have been mainly
the controversial work of pamphleteers, turning
chiefly on his religions heresies. P. aine was in
his fifty-eighth year before he published anything concerning religion, and before that time
he had acted an imQ~rtant part in revolntionar:y
v'ui~TS:
movements in the United l:ltates, England, and
Fv-.roe and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in France. But in the reli_gions conflict initiated
by him, his political serviCes and military career
Immortality of Matter, Na.tnre (Teleology),
hav been but inadeqnatel:v considered. A certain
Immortality_of Force, Ma.n,
histories.! ostracism has buried in the archives
Brain and Mind,
.infinity of Matter,
of various countries a large mass ~f documents
Value of Ma.tter,
Thonl';ht,
conta.ining records of paramount mterest and
Motion,
COnscwnsness,
importance. Mr. Conway has .Jlersonally searched
Form,
Seat of the SoUl,
such records. in Europe and America, and has
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas.o.
, ·btained from these fresh light, not only on
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
Paine, but on various e inent figures in AmeriUniversality of Natural Personal Continuance,
can and European history with whom he was
Laws,
· Vital Force,
a,ssociated. A large amount of unpublished corThe He&vens,
The Soul of Brntes
has beAn included in the volumes.
refjpondence
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
· Mr. Conway says in his Preface.: "In the laboriof the Earth,
·
M0rality,
ous
work
of
searching out the real Paine I hav
Original Generati(ln, Con c In d.'tn g Observa.·
found a 111eneral appreciation of its importance,
SecUlar Generation,
tiona.
a.nd it will be seen iii the following pages that
Price. $1.150. Address THE TRUTH SEEKJ!lli
generous assistance has been rendered by English clergymen, by official· persons in Europe and
America, by pers ns of all beliefs and no beliefs
In no instance have I been impeded by any prejudice religioUII or _politica.l. The cn.rators of
arch'ives, private collectors. owners of lJI!.llOrtant
HIS CHARACTER AND DOOTRINEiil.
documents bearing_ on the subject, have welcomed my effort to bring the trnth to light."
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief. •
Two voli., royal oct., gilt top, portraits, $11.
Bv VTSOOUNT AHBEBLEY.
Address
THE TRUTH SElilDB 00.
Cllnth.
• • • •
•
110 Ollllta.

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.

674

:::

The Or~er of Creation.

- - J U S T OUT!

TH:Z

A ·NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

CONFLIUf BErWEEN GENFEIS: AND GFAILOGY.

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

A COi.UB0V:ZRSY BETWEEN THE
RoN.
E. Gr-A.DSTONE,
PRoP. MAx MUI.I:.En,
PiloF. T. H. RuJU.EY,
M. REVILLE,
E. LYNN Lll'ITON.
12mo,17S pp.; paper,IIO cts.; cloth, 76ota.

w.

RCLIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THA·N,

E'":'ERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.
10 cents.

Price,

€.1tposure

Answers to Christian

And Arguq1ents.

by

Bv D. M. :fllllNNll\TT.

Facts.

1\idicule•.

400 Pages. 200

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Di,inel',
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of ·Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Full-Page
1
Pictures.

$8.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

Barak

.fephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
·
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT. Thomas. Paine7s w·orks.
The Mvth . of the Great Deln!fe. By
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The Opportunity in Washington.
The trouble over the teaching of religion in the
public schools in Washington, to which Mr. Reynolds alluded last week, will not be settled very
easily, and will probably lead to a determined
effort on the part of the Christians to change the
constitution of the state.
The Seattle Postlntelligencer and the '.\.'acoma .Daily News furnish
further information regarding the matter, and it
appears that the Secular Union has already accomplished much good. The following from the News
is very interesting:
"At one building in the city a teacher who had been
in the habit of openin~ her school with the Lord's prayer
ceased the practice but continued to read to her school
from a child's book of Bible stories printed in words of
one or two syllables, and she also continued to sing a
simple hymn, the most sectarian clause of which was:
" 'Guide us, 0 hPavenly father.'
"This .came to the ears of the Secular Union and a
second notification was sent yesterday to the young lady
inforzning her that she must cease the use of these in
school upon pain of dismissal. She was also summoned
to appear before Superintendent Roberts and submit the
hymn and Bible stories to inspection, lest they might con•
tain some taint of sectarianism.
"Now the teachers wonder what they will do when
they come to those lessons printed in the readers prescribed by the state law which contain religions references and Bible quotations; they wonder if in the city
course of study containing this clause, ' Memorize
mottoes, proverbs, and l!ltanzas such as will tend to refine
and ennoble the thoughts,' they may not hav recourse to.
the proverbs of Solomon and the grand moral precepts of
the Bible. They are beginning to wonder if, inasmuch
as they are supposed to teach morals, they may not
refer occasionally to the Ten Commandments. They
want to know how they are going to carry out this provision of the course of study without reference to the
teachings of the Bible.
'' ' Manners and morals.'-Instruct pupils in love for
others, respect and· reverence, obedience, gratitude,
honesty, courage, patriotism, honor, reputation, character, self-control, etc., by means of stories, illnstrativ
examples, memory-gems, and maxims. Manners in society, at church, at places of amusement, in stpres and
public places, in traveling, in borrowing. Respecting
tights of others, to respect property rights of others, in-.
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juring, dofacing, or destroying property, grounds, etc.
Against evil-speaking, profanity, vulgar conversation,

etc.
"They are seriously considering whether or not it
would be proper to sing the national hymn, 'America,'
buause of.the words,
"Protect us by thy znight
Great God our king."
11
The natural conclusion is, if it is sectarian to read
Bible stories written in simple language Without purpose
of influencing childish beliefs, it must be sectarian to
mention the word God in school
"Said one teacher to. a News reporter: 1 I presume it
will he necessary to let the child grow up in utter ignorance of the existence of a God, a Bible, or a religion, for
fear that its beliefs may be directed into some sectarian
channel. We must perznit our children to reach that
painful stage of Secularism of the woman in Arkan.sas
who, when told that J esns died to save sinners, exclaimed:
'Laws me, ye don't say so! Didn't know he was sick.'
And all for fear the child may be influenced in _its religions beliefs. I want to know if the ignorant and superstitions are not·the blindest sectarians.· I want to know
if Mr. Reynolds's knowledge of the Bible and the Lord's
prayer ever hurt him any. I wonder if he would ever
hav become the thorough Infidel that he is .if he bad
never studied the Bible. I wonder if he does not find
that the blindest and most 1mquestioning followers of
any faith are those who hav learned the least about it. If
that is so, then why does he try to prevent the youth of
the country from studyin~ the Bible?'"
The News backs its reporter with this editorial:
"The trouble rail:led over the mention of the name of
God in the public schools, which is related in this issue
of the News, certainly shows a spirit of narrowness which
is unbecoming in those who boast extreme Liberality.
How the children in our schools can be injured by the
reading to them of such stories as that of the prodigal
son, it is hard to see. Reverence is one of those qualities
in which the child of the present day is too lacking,' and
that which inspires him with a love of the good, the true,
and the beautiful is religions in the highest sense. There
is no better literature, looked at from that standpoint
alone, than parts of the Bible, and no purer lessons are
taught tl1an those which the parables of Christ inculcate.
This is not a question of religion but of common sense."
The Post-Intelligencer says:
"Reynolds clauns the honor of having connived to
slip the antisectarian · clause into the Constitution. He
has sent notices to the public-school teachers, warning
them not· to open. the school day ~th the Lord's p~ayer
or readings from the Bible. One teacher, who refused
to obey the Agnostic's order, was summoned; to hav the
hymns and Bible readings, thought to hav some shade of
sectarianism, inspected by the superintendent of schools.
Reynolds claims to be liberal in his views. He is now
publicly arraigned for being narrow-minded, inasmuch
1
as he objects to children reading simple Bible stories
or singing hymns, which beget reverence and good
cpnduct."
A special dispatch to the same paper also says
t.hat the minister of the state thi.llks the constitution is alt'ogether too unsectarian, and adds :
.
" Apostles of ' Bob' Ingersoll in this state are to be
subjected to a systematic attack by orthodoxy. The
trouble has been precipitated by the clause in the state
constitution which in substance declares that no public
school or other public institution shall receive any state
fn":nds if religions exercises of any kind whatsoever are
perznitted. A Beattie Agnostic, C. B. Reynolds, claims
the honor of having slippt>d this clause into the constitution at a late hour during .a rush of business, pending the
final adoption of the constitution by the constitutional
convention. Members of that convention who now repent of their action favoring the Reynolds' clause say
-they understood it was intended simply to prevent state
funds going to sectarian and parochial schools. Also
that they considered its object was to defeat any attempt
to secure state funds-in supporting Roman Catholic institutions.
"The Rev. Mr. Cherington, of the first Methodist
church, says the clause has prevented the legislature
from securing a chaplain, or the state penitentiaries or
insane asylums from employing a zninister of the gospel.
Besides, and this is the most importa~t question now agita.ting the Ministerial Alliance here, the so-called Reynolds' clause prevents prayer being offered or the using
of the Bible l.n the ppblic schools of the state.
"For months Mr. Reynolde:haa, been.very_activ.in de-

nouncing the scriptures as untrue and denying any evidence that Christ ever lived. His denials of the truth of
biblical statements hav been very bold. From time to
time local Protestant ministers hav taken notice of his attacks on the Bible and orthodoxy. This only served to
giv Mr. Reynolds more opportunity to apply Mr. Ingersoll's a~:gnments.
'' The Ministerial Alliance has finally decided to test
the strength and meaning of the Reynolds clause of the
constitution, and if necessary, arrange to alter it so that
religions services in public institutions will not deprive
them of public funds. All of the presiding elders of the
Methodist conferences will pass upon the matter.
"The Agnostics are also arrayed against any interpretation of the constitution allowing public institutions to
conduct religions exercises. · They will also oppos!l any
constitutional amendments. The Catholic clergy take no
in~erest in the matter, because they say no matter what
is done, their church will not be benefited. All action
in this direction they say will be adverse so far as the
Catholic church is concerned.
"It is said the so-called Reynolds clause is the only
one of the kind to be found in all the state constitutions
of the United States."
The comments of these papers would be amusing
if it were not so serious a matter. The very best
_argument against the continued use of religions
pooks and phrases and songs is the fact that these
editors, because 'bf similar early training, cannot
see that the reading of a book as an authority is
bound to make the children think that it is different
from other books. Teaching that there is a "Great
God, our king," forces the youngsters to believe
that there is an authority somewhere higher than
parent or government. Of course the teachers explain that the authority, or God, is a big Person
who made the world, as we "know from the Bible."
Any story read from that book, then, appeals to
the child with additional force. That is why the
religions people hav worked so hard to hav the
school reading-books contain so many biblical and
religious selections. They desire to warp the minds
of the young.
Religion is a matter which should be left entirely
to the individual. The state has no right to teach
it even in the shadowiest of shadowy ways. If the
pious teachers of Washington desire to conduct infant revivals let them start Sunday-schools. · They
are paid by the state to do public work, not to exploit their particular religious hobbies.
The Secular Union has undertaken a great and
useful work. We hope there will be no falter~ng,
and that every Washington Liberal will sustain it
to the extent of his power. Washington canbecome the banner state for Freethought if. the fight
is waged persistently. The law as interpreted is on
the right side, there are thousands of Freethinkers
in the state, and many of the prominent officials are
men of breadth. of mind. The Liberals then
. should hold up the hands of the Union for all they
are worth.

God.
There are many things found in the scriptures
which look inharmonious and impossible, and when
a test is applied to demonstrate their truthfulness
the result is not satisfactory. The Bible teaches
that Jehovah is all-wise; that he knew everything
from the beginning, how everything would be before he maae it; that' he is absolutely all-powerful,
thus having the ability to crea,te everything just as
he wished; and further that he is all-merciful, as
well as omnipresent. The question, how to harmonize these. different attributes, staggers one's
understanding.
If we believe that God bas both in:finit wisdom
and infinit power we must believe he. created
everything to his liking and should accept of creation as we find it. But we fail to see where his
mercy appears.
If an earthly father loves his

676
children, certainly' our heavenly father should love
us more. As only he has the ~oreknowledge and
power to create us perfect and shield us from danger, something an earthly parent cannot do, we
certainly can expect nothing but mercy. Yet we
see the world filled with sorrow and death on every
hand. Yes, say our pulpiteers, but this is caused
by our own sinfulness and disobedience to God. But
did not God make us, and did he from his infinit
store of knowledge forget to make us perfect, and
leave open one possibility by which we could fall~
What would be thought of an earthly parent who,
after taking his innocent child aloft in the
house, should leave open a trap-door through
which it could fall to destruction~ saying nothing
of eternal destruction~
Would not such a parent be censured as careless and unthoughtful~
It is said that God counts the very hairs of our
head; but does he protect them~ A falling sparrow escapes not .his notice; but does he keep one
from falling ~ While he shows wisdom and mercy
in creating the wolf with strength and fleetness to
catch and devour the innocent lamb from the flock
for a morning repast, does he show much infinit
mercy in protecting the lamb~
We are told that we must not question the ways
of deity or dictate what he should do, or how do it,
but aGcept of everything in the Bible as inspired,
and ask no questions. But as the Bibleis full of
obscurities, and as God has endowed us with an
inquiring mind, how can we help but question its
authenticity and seek whether it is possible to
know God in his purity that we may love him the
more~

If we should accept of the plan of redemption,
and that God aimed to make us perfect and we hav
since fallen of our own free wi}l, we should say
that God was not much of a judge of perfection
(for perfection could not hav fallen), that he was
not omnipotent, that he had not the foreknowledge
to see what our condition would be, or that he was
not merciful. What earthly parent with the same
attributes ascribed to Jehovah would or could be
mean enough to bring children into the world to
suffer~ ' Were we God with all the greatness of his
constitution, not one tear would be seen on an
innocent cheek.
Do we not belittle the deity when we teach the
plan of salvation 1 ])o we not show our poor
opinion of God and show how little he thinks of us,
when wE! assert that his infinit anger could be appeased only by the shedding of blood and the sacrifice of human life? It is said that God made the
sacrifice through the death of his own son, in human form (and then condemned the Jews for killing him). If this be true God is not so much to
blame, for if he erred- in allowing us to sin, was it
but just that he should die, if death was necessary
to repair his mistake~ Certainly God could not
blame man for what the devil had done, when,
seemingly, his satanic majesty had nearly equal
power with God, and .overturned his good. intentions by leading his "perfect" children astray and
so angered God that he must wreak out his vengeance on man. Why did not God kill the devil as
the sacrifice~
In reading the scriptures there seems but one
choice in the matter: if we accept of the Bible as
true, ·we must accept of Jehovah as a brute and one
beneath our love or admiration; or we must dispense with the notion of any God at all.
It is no wonder men sin and are licentious if
born of a being that devours its own, with parental
disgrace stamped on its young, and instructed from
youth to believe that another can pay the penalty
of our own 'misdemeanors. Belief that God has
failed to do as well as he might hav done (when
there were three of him, or them, to do it), that he
has made us with evil natures and then will condemn us to everlasting punishment for following
the instincts of those natures-the story is nauseating to human reason and has a ruinous ·effect on
humanity; is a hindrance to civilization and a curse
upon the name of Nature.
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never wearies of pra1smg the Russian despot.
There is a strong affinity between the two, and be-There is great indignation amot>-g the pious and
tween the two cau:ses which they represent. Colscience-hating populace of Three Rivers, Quebec,
onel Ingersoll has frequently c~nnected Jehovah
at Mr. Nicholas Smith, the UnitQd States consul.
and his hell with the czar and his Siberia.
This indignation was excited by that cause so certain to wake the ire of true Christians-an attempt
A London letter to the New York Times, after
to benefit them. Mr. Smith, not being 1·aised in drawing an appalling picture of the imminent wars
their parochial schools and therefore not looking either revolutionary or international, reflects thus:
for defense against cholera to ecclesiastics in- "While the nations are thus sullenly pondering,
stead of to sanitationists, expressed his' notions hand on hilt, whether to strike down their own
in a letter to the board of health, which reads in rulers or draw the sword on one another, one
part:would think from reading the inside pages of the
" As I hav before reported, the collection of vital London papers that the chief question now in this
statistics has been discontinued in Three Rivers, the do- best of worlds was whether the Grindelwald conminion and provincial governments being at variance as ference be held yearly or once in three years. The
to which of them should pay for the service. The pettiness of the quarrel-the maximum cost could not exceed Times must hav printed over a hundred columns of
correspondence on this momentous subject with its al$25 per annum-assures its continuance.
" The town is built on a sandy peninsula of slight ele- lied topics, and I suppose it would be hard to find in
vation, and as there are few sewers and no gutters, there all the files of periodical literature such another combeing no paved streets, it is almost wholly dependent
pendium of bigotry, vanity, incapacity, and general
upon the immediate thirst of the soil for drainage.
''Of its two thousand houses, fifteen hundred at least woodenheaded blatancy as these clerical writers
are cottages of not more thim three rooms each, without hav managed to get together. Certainly there has
yards, and banked up to the_ window sills with sand.
been no other such proof in our generation that the
"Seven persons and a pig, which is made to feel at pulpit no longer gets its share of brains and perhome, constitute the average family.
"For six months of the year the necessity of economiz- sonal worth, and is hopelessly out of running with
ing heat is so great that a draft of fresh air is rarely all other intellectual, civilizing forces of our time."
This is well reflected and boldly said, and if more
admitted to their rooms.
" Soap, as a detergent, is practically unknown, and a persons everywhere had the like penetration to disthrifty housewife would as soon think of tearing the cern real worth or worthlessness, and the same
boards from her house for fuel as of bathing her offspring
outspokenness, the worst class of impostors that
in winter.
"If emaciation and pallor can be accepted as the the world has ever suffered under would be ousted
evidences of innutrition, a large proportion of the people and disgraced.
_.
go to bed hungry every night in the year.
we
gave
considerable
space last week to the per"Now, the best thing known concerning cholera is
.that its favorit subjects are those who from poverty are secutions of the Adventists of Tennessee by their
badly fed, and who from sloth neg-lect their persons and fellow-Christians. The evil work is not yet over.
liv in dirty, ill-drained, and badly ventilated houses.
A letter from one of the persecuted Adventists to
"Yet, notwithstanding the unhealthy conditions l hav
described, and the presence of the cholera at their gates, his church organ, from Springfield, Tenn., relates:
the authorities of Three Rivers are only now beginning "There were eighteen men and boys summoned
to move. It has seemed next to impossible for them to from this neighborhood to appear before the grand
realize that if the city .was to be protected from the jury at Paris for the purpose of ascertaining who
plague it was they and not the clergy who were to be the had been at work on Sunday. The attorney-general
means of saving it.
''The long habit of attributing the pestilence to divine was in the grand jury room all day, and questioned
wrath, and looking to the church for deliverance, ap- the witnl]lsses very closely. He asked nearly every
peared to hold them in its fatal spell. But the bishop, a witness if they saw John Dortch at work on Sunreally great man, who practically rules the community, day, and eveEJ. asked some of 'our brethren what
intiinated to them that eternal vigilance is the price of kind of meeting we had the night after I went home
safety, in time as well as in eternity, and that in emergencies like the present, action is prayer, and they hav from jail, and if I advised our brethren to be
faithful, regardless of the law. Said he wanted to
gone distrustfully to work~
"With the usual sagacity, however, of municipal get the leaders. The attorney-general asked them
bodies, they hav begun by setting gangs of men to dig- if they saw any of the sisters at work, and what
ging in the streets, turning over earth that for two hunthey were doing. I guess he thinks he will be as
dred years has been saturated with slops, so that if by
good
as his word. He told C. P. Bollman he was
any l'hance the citizens escape the cholera in October,
going to prosecute every man, woman, and child
they may die of typhus inN ovember.
"A board of health has been appointed, but like every- till this thing was stopped."· An editorial paragraph
thing else in Three Rivers, it requires eternities of time in the same paper adds: " Latest information is
and space to mov:e in,. and long before it settles down to
business the nimble.little bacillus may leap the quarantine that some six of our brethren are again indicted.
And the inquiry is even beginning to be-raised what
and revel in our vitals."
the women are doing in their houses on Sunday.
From the above we obtain an interesting glimpse
As usual, it is only observers of -the seventh day who
not only of what we hav to expect ·of the Catholic
are molested. Brethren are not only summoned to
provinces of Canada in helping to exclude the chol~
testify against brethren, but even children are
era from our continent, but __ also of their general
summoned to testify against their own parents.
sloth and incompetence. Such has been the charThus the work takes on a deeper shade of outrage
acter of society in every country under Catholic
and disgrace all the while." As no one but an Adcontrol.
ventist is molested for laboring on Sunday, the
And the reception of the true counsels in this case
conclusion is irresistible that the prosecutions are
was such as the like advice has ever met in relig- religious persecutions.
ious lands. The various bodies of the authorities
met and denounced Consul Smith's letter. Ther:;,
A proposal has been made to the British public
is talk of requesting the Dominion government to . that it subscribe· four thousand pounds for purdemand his recall. His consulate was twice _as- chasing a tomb at Jerusalem alleged to be that of
saulted by mobs who smashed its windows, and is Christ.' The spot, the petitioners recite, is that "lynow guarded by the poli,;~e. Certainly, smashed ing outside the Damascus Gate at Jerusalem, which is
windows are an encouragjng modification of the commonly known as 'Gordon's Tomb,' from the
oldtime smashed bones or burnt flesh. But withal, fact that General Gordon, among many others who
perhaps the cholera will be allowed· to enter upon hav made a special study of· the question, believed
us.
it to be the actual sepulcher of our Lord. This
question of identity is one of the deepest interest,
Talmage in describing his interview with the and although all archeologists are not agreed, and
czar says: "When I said to the emperor, 'Your in the existing state. of our knowledge a complete
people, to all appearances, are the most religious solution of it cannot perhaps be looked for, the
people I ever saw,' he repli~d: 'You ought to see probability that this tomb may be the Holy Sepulthem in the country districts, in order to und-er- cher renders it very desirable that it should be prestand their complete devotion. In our cities there served from destruction or desecration. . . · . The
are more things, to divert the attention of our popu- following gentlemen, in addition to many others,
lation from the observance of sacred. duties than in without committing themselvs to any confident
the rural districts.' " The Brooklyn buffoon opinion. as to the identity of this tomb, with the
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Holy Sepulcher, hav expressed their cordial approval of the purchase of the site, and in many
cases hav already subscribed to the fund." Here
follow the signatures of the arcnbishop of Canterbury, the· bishops of Salisbury, Rochester, Ripon,
and Cashel, and others. But real scholars in Eastern
•antiquities emphatically declare that this tomb can
not hav been Christ's, its structure and symbols denoting 'an origin in the twelfth century. One person remarks that if four thousand pounds is to be
given for these worthless acres on such representations wily speculators will be seeming options on
all the likely tombs in Palestine, and working them
off at fancy prices on susceptible Britishers. This
is true enough. And already too many millions of
money hav been squandered on bogus relics, bogus
miracles, and bogus revelations. Would that our
children of forty years and upward could some time
reach adultness.
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Christian influence, was so void of humanity or of any as we do the great Astronomer Copernicus. We
noble purpose or sentiment, that its lesson to u>< rejoice in the discovery of our half of the world.
amounts to a fearful admonition to stand up solid But there is no good reason for the enonnous exagainst the further extension of that Church and tent and expense of this Columbian furor. It is
State in our "Republic to~aa·y. Now that is just being overdone in the religious and financial interwhat is not being done! Not only the Church, ests of the parties we hav named and who do not
but the Churches, and their allied plutocracy, are_ deserve well · of this country. For if the Papacy
making us do honor to this "UAristian Navigator," and Plutocratic Monopolies camiot be rep-ressed,
as if a demigod or a saint', or at least a ·worthy the days of our republic are already practically
man. The Romanists are parading their " paro- numbered ; the name may be continued, the reality
chial" children and "Catholic societies" as against is gone i01·ever I
the children of the Common Schools and our civic
There is but one way out of these dangers. The
societies, and telling us, as their Pope is now tell- Freethought elements Ol!-t of which, by the aid of
ing the Liberals of France, "Wait a little and the ·Paine, Jefferson, Franklin, and Washington, our
Republics of the world will be ours ; we are going Republi~ was born, must be 'revived and brought to
to run them henceforth!''
the front. All of the Liberal, Secular, and Patriotic
The chief spokesman of t~is Columbian Apo- Societies must become integrated by meeting in
tAeosis is our brilliant exponent -of Orthodoxy and one Congress with the common purpose of resistMo':wpoly, Chauncey M. Depew. But brilliancy of- ing. the aggressions of Theological Bigotry and
ten makes a dangerous adviser in serious matters. superstition upon the people, and for the eduDr. Depew amusingly, but no doubt truthfully, cation· of the people so as to make that resistance
. told the Nineteenth Century Club (see his report effectiv.
of this address near the end of his book of published
The officers of the American Secular Union hav
The following story was last week sent from
speeches) th!tt- he believed his orthodoxy because done well, therefore, in calling a general Secular
Chicago to the papers of this city :
his "mother told him so" when he was a little boy Congress to meet at OAiea!Jo on the 23d inst. to
"CHICAGO, Oct. 12th: Brother Maurelian, secretary at Peekskill. That what he believes about Colum- commence anew this work of Liberal, Secular
and manager of the Catholic Educational Exhibit, and bus rests on about the same historical authority is integration. The Libera] organizations of the
Colonel Ingersoll were brought into unpleasant contact at shown by his recent speeches, of which take this United States hav become divided and lessened in
the Grand Pacific Hotel last Saturday. Brother Maurel- clipping from to-day's New York Sun as a speci- effectivness, for the evident reason that every
ian has felt keenly the treatment he received at the harrds men:
Liberal feels a delight in freedom from every re~
of Colonel Ingersoll.
If there is anything which I detest more than another, it is that straint of organization, and only regards a nueleut~
"In explaining the manner in which he was made the spirit of incredulous historical inquirY which doubts everything as· necessary for a call to any necessary practical
a modern spirit, which destroys all likeness of the heroes which
object of Colonel Ingersoll's levity, Brother Maurelian in
hav been the liJspiration of heroism through all these centmies. action. Many such associations exist in this Coun_
said to-day that when he asked the hotel clerk if Bishop -Dr. Depew.
It has attacked successivly William Tell, Pocahontas, try, notably the American Secular Union q.bove.Spalding had arrived he received an affirmativ reply, acand Christopher Columbus. There is no length to which named, of which Ex-Judge 0. B. Waite is the presi"
companied by the statement that the bishop would be its audacity will not go. Dr. Depew may hav noticed, dent, and Mrs. M. A. Freeman is secretary; a~so
engaged until after 12 o'clock.
however, that up to date there has been no marked de- the Freethought Federation, of which Mr. Samuel
" 'I then requested that my card be sent,' Brother preciation in Columbus stock.
P. Putnam is presideut and John E.- Charl~swortb,
Maurelian said, ' asking at what hour an interview would
All of which means that" a lie well stuck to is as is secretary. These h~tv their headguarte;rs in Chibe convenient. The colored boy returned and informed good as the truth," and may be a great deal better
cago, from whence the new integratioll. should
me that the bishop was in room 33 and that he desired -for stock purposes.
Even"" Columbus stock'' emanate through the Oongress whi~h ha.s bee~
me to call at once.
:r;nay rise, under this theological method of ortho- called, and in which every society ii). the countr.Y
" 'On entering room 33 I found a number of persons..
One of the gentlemen arose, and after mutual greeting, doxy, for a time. But then people will read "The which has any tendency tow11rd Freethol!ght shoul4
I asked if Bishop Spalding was in the room, to which he Real Character of Christopher Columbus," in the be represeuted. There are s-uch so~ietj,es j,n every
October Arena, and the other recently published city and nearly every large town in every st~;tte, and
replied:
Columbian lives and documents, every one of which, now they should make their e~istence li:now;n by
"'No, sir, Bishop Spalding is not here.'
" 'I then remarked that there must hav been a mis- particularly the life by Mr. Jus tin Winsor, goes writing to some of the o:f:)icers at C)licago above'l'he independence and multip~icity of
take, for I was told that Bishop Spalding awaited me in far to sustain that article ; and then the morn- named.
room 33. This same gentleman, without giving me a ing after his champagne· dinner of Columbian these societ~es, if they can mee.t on,ce a · year i;n 1,1
moment's time to excuse myself and leave, then continued: oratory will be too dismal for even Dr. Depew's common congress, may be an adv:;tntage. · ;For i:t;t" ' "But I am a bishop-I am a pope-I am Col. Robert nursery theology and romance to relieve. How stance, those.who wish to organize Secular societie.s
Ingersoll. Don't you see the danger into which you hav can we help feeling that the man who thus publicly to ta.ke the place of the churche.s c,an find their
disavows his allegiance to truth has naturally drifted field in the Amedc~;tn Secular 'Pniou. Those wh,o
fallen?"
" 'This was said in a loud tone, with all the emphasis into the profession of the " cap and bells" before wish to e~pref;!s the4" Liberalisn;t by indivj.dual act\on,
and sarcasm possible, {Lnd it naturally provoked a laugh the lords of " plutocratic vested interests~" especially :iu politics., will find Mr. P-utnaw's '' F;re.eat my expense among the ladies and gentlemen present. Doubtless he is happy there. But he will not giv thought Federation" t)le thing. Those w)lo wisp
I felt that, even with such a deliberate and gross inRult, the American people the lesson of this hour-he to oppose "Comstoc:Ji:ism '' and m1,1.intain S,eeu,la.r, as
coming, as it did, from persons so very pretentious of cannot. Let everyone ask in the first place: Who against &etariarJ, administration of the laws Will
elega~ce, culture, and refinement, I should be RUI?erior is to get any gobd out of this Columbian Apotheosis
to the occasion, and always act the gentleman. I simply and Columbian Fair~ For whom are the United support the Defense Associ~,ttion u:t;tder Dr. ~· B.
marle the remark that I tnlsted they would excuse the States and the people thereof, including the city of Foote in New York. Those who wish to further
stupid mistake made at t.he ci:ffice in directing me to room New York-i. e., Tammany Hall-putting up all education by discussion and literature, will promote
the Liberal Clubs, as they exist at New York,
33 and politely bowed myself out.
this money~ Evidently for tlw Papaey, the Sab- Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Eoston, Chicago, Milwau~''The insult offered to me personally and through me
to those I represent and their cause is perfectly iu keep- batarians, and tAe Railroads/ There is no other kee, etc., etc. Now, the point and the lesson of
ing with the ridicule, the blasphemy, and the extrava- practical unity of result or profit in it. The Pope to-day is that, great and good as all of this multigant and gratuitous twaddle which, in his lectures, Col- and the Romanists come to the front as the origi- plicity may be, and every Liberal may well belong
onel Ingersoll has for years heaped indiscriminately upon nators and patrons of America and of the whole to every one of these societies, there must be one
the church and upon every denomination of Christians.'" affair! Their Political and social prestige, if not point of unity-of integration, in one Annual
.supremacy, is to become the dominant fact by their Congress for the common defense of Secular
We will wager a two-cent marble against
taking this leading position. Uncle Sam is simply government, institutionR, and education.
"Brother" Maurelian's head (to make the odds an underling who pays the money. The orthodox
That Congress for this year meets at Chicago,
even) that he is an untruthful person. Any Lit- Sabbath Protestants are next to be made happy, October 23d, as above stated, which is also about.
eral having this ill-mannered story brought to his because they can close the Columbian Fair on Sun- the time of the opening preparations of the World's
attention can deny that Colonel Ingersoll ever day! And Dr. Depew and his Railroads are sure Fair itself. That Congress must begin its work by
to be supremely happy-for there are "millions in insisting upon the opening of that Fair on Sundays,
greeted the priest in any such manner.
it" to them! But where do the three-quarters of and by sturdy opposition to the Religious influthe American people (forty-five millions) who are ences, Romanist and Protestant, which this CoColumbus and Liberal Integration.
not Romanists, nor orthodox Protestants, nor lumbianism has already been used to foster. Then
Blessed be Columbus! For to him we owe not Railroaders (except as passengers) come in~
and there the work of separating the church and
only the discovery of America, but this holiday
Certainly "we are Americans all!" But ·when state must be begun again. Let every friend of
which givs us Liberals (and me in particular) time Webster so said, he meant citizens of these United Freethought and of a Secular Republic be there in
and chance to say what his careers mean to the States whose patriotic Secular political cooperation person or by his representativ, or by his cash.
Freethinking people of America·.
is their safety and wealth, beeause it k~pt us free
T. B. WAKEMAN.
Note the word eareers/.for there were tw<;> of and independent of Foreign and Papal domination.
them: Onll as an explorer,. under the influence of But.the Americanism that extends from the North
Science and the desire to know ; and another Pole to Terra del Fuego is as impalpable as an aid
Nothing New Under tile Snn.
career as a churchman, under the influence of Pope or a defense, and as valueless, as the Aurora
·
A recent note in THE TRUTH SEEKER says: "In
and King, during which he devastated the Islands Borealis. But suppose we go around the globe inhe discovered by fire, sword, slavery, and cruelty steari of from Pole to Pole, and say, We are all in- England prayer is about to be tried for what is
unspeakable-and joined in t~e sordi~ hunt f?r habitants of the world, and this is "the World's perhaps a new purpose, the influencing of elec- .
gold with falsehood so unb~us}:nn?" th~t 1t e:'en dis- Fair" at Chicago! As citizens of the world we hav tions."
It is not new; for be it known that for several
gusted his employers, whom their disappomtment no common interest at Chicago, and to take things
subjected him to a part of the punishment he de- away out there and then pay to go there to see years past, here in the favored city of Ithaca, right
them "on a rush," is not good economy, nor will it ·under the droppings of Cornell University, the
served for his crimes to others.
It is only this first career, as a bold Navigato_r enable us to see them to any advantage. Better go Women's Christian Temperance Union on the adand persevering Discoverer, that enables any Amen- to see things worth seeing where they are, or in vent of every election day when a Prohibition ticket
can with a particle of humanity in . his nature to more convenient places where they can be and was in the field hav held an all-day prayer-meeting
~egard with sympathy or even patience the glo~ifi often are collected to be studied at leisure. This to iml'ortune God to take a hand in the election on
cation that is now being made over and about hrm. Columbus business is a waste of good time and the side of Prohibition ; and the tn~th must .be
·
said he has rarely taken a hand, and hquor contmFor his second caree:r;, as a "Qhild of th~ Church" money.
' fl
f
F
Of course we honor the great Navigator Columbus . ues. to ow ree1Y·
ACT.
and Agent of the State of his time, and under their
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. OCTOBER 22,
An English Secularist Meeting.

[Mr. Charles Watts sends us the following account o~ one
of his meetings in the Birmingham town hall, wntten
by the Weekly Mercury's "Own Visitor," with th!'l request to publish. It will amuse if not instruct his fnends
in this country.]
The meeting was preceded by an hour's organ recital, and at a quarter to 7 Mr. Perkins was
knocking off some singularly jolly and jiggy composition, which may hav been nominally sacred~ b~t
which certainly sounded secular, if not Atheistic.
The open doors and the pealing organ attracted a
large concourse of people, most of whom were apparently casual passers-by, with nothing better to do.
The audience was estimated at two thousand five
hundred, and this was probably very near the mark.
Most of the men kept their hats on, and many were
reading the Sunday papers, not the pious examples
of Lord's-day literature, but such as giv especial
prominence to racing, foot-ball, and prize-fightiil.g.
There was much conversation anent Sullivan and
Corbett, and one enthusiast, whose entire outfit
would hav been dear at tenpence, was heard to say
that he would gladly hav given a tenner to see the
"mill." Another gave to an eager audience the details of a fight in a railway carriage running between
Birmingham and Leamington, and mournfully detailed. how he was compelled to pay for a broken
window.
"Cost me ten bob to see only two
rounds," he sighed. But the music ceased, and Mr.
Charles Watts appeared, accompanied by Mr.
Daniel Baker. The readers folded up their
hebdomadal illuminators, and greeted the Baskerville Hall celebrities with hearty applause. The
sporting fraternity were deeply anxious to become
acquainted with the "Religion of the Future," being,
perhaps, already deeply imbued with the Religion
of the Present and the Past. Mr. Baker assumed
the chair, and opened the proceedings with a neat
expository speech, concluding with a very orthodox
announcement as to the collection. "We shall take
up the offertory before the lecture," said Mr; Baker,
"because there might be a stampede immediately
afterward, and the rush might be inconvenient to
-ahem-such of our friends who may be disposed
to aid the good work. And now, gentlemen, let
me suggest to you the advisability of sitting
uncovered, if you please." The Secularist Mrecenas
sat down, and the gentlemen in the pit took off
their hats. Mr. Watts came forward, coughed, and
took a drink, while the audience again applaudedand having thus cleared his throat and strengthened his heart, launched boldly into the discourse,
which Mr. Baker had ea.rnestly recommended the
audience to " mark, learn, and inwardly digeflt "-affirming that their reward would be sure
and certain, and that the new religion woUld make
them freer, bettet·, nobler, happier. .
Mr. Watts, the missionary of the National Secular Society, is a cultured, comfortable Englishman, of genial manner, portly of mien, rosy of complexion, of softened angles, of rounded curves, of
insinuating addres~, a practiced speaker, an admirable tactican, an able debater. He stands about
five feet ten in his boots. His fighting weight is
about thirteen stone. He looks like a church-goer
and psalm-singer, with serious views on .Apostolic
Succession and the Divine Right of Kings. He
might pass for a prosperous churchwarden, and
would carry the coppers" with dignity, although,
like Capulet Sampson, he might decline to catTy
coals. He conducted his attack on Christianity
with artful strategy, bearing in mind the possible
succeptibilities of his audience. His method proceeds by a circumbendibus. Not direct assault,
but rather an undermining. He does not brain
you with an .Atheistic club, but rather attempts to
upset your moral constitution by pleasant injections
of morphia. He said that his tenets were misrepresented, that it was difficult to speak of religion
without giving offense ; that reckless statements
were made both by believers and unbelievers. , The
religions of the past and present were neither all
good nor all bad. Everything that had emanated
from the mentality of the human race was worthy
of consideration. Orthodoxy could be improved
upon. The Bible itself, fron;t time to time, had
been improved by human reason. The believers in
orthodoxy eiToneously thought· that they alone
could liv noble live.s and die happy deaths. Evolution had destroyed this principle. Goodness, as
defined by the highest intellect, had no connection
with any right or doctrin. .Here Mr. Watts quoted
the definitions of Max MiiUer and others-and alluded to Tom Paine as the greatest thinker of the
nineteenth century. New truths were shunned because they were new. Theology was only accepted
because it was fashionable. People put their thinking out to be done for them.
What had Christianity done T It had prevailed
for two thousand years. Century after century

men had knelt before the cross, and yet what triumphant iniquity! The savior was there, but where
was salvation! The advance of mankind was not
the advance of theology, but an advance in the conception of justice. Christianity had pessessed eveq
advantage. It had the command of armies, the
control of the ·people, the best assistance of t!Cie;nce
and art. And with all this, it had completely failed
to regenerate the world. It was a religious creed,
and not of deed. We required a religion more in
accordance with the genius of the nineteenth
century. Thousands, both in and out of the church,
could not accept the creeds of our forefathers.
Now was the time to separate the truth from the
error. The old religion could not satisfy the mental
aspirations of to-day. The best members of society
were without religion of any kind, wandering without a guide, unable to believe the teachings of
orthodoxy. The speaker then proposed to base a
satisfactoryTeligion on reason, sciei\ce, and morality.
These terms were defined and expounded at length,
with much illustration and a wealth of quotation
from Bishop Butler, Chillingworth, and the
'' judicious" Hooker. Reason must be guided by
experience and lighted with the oil of wisdom.
The emotions must be recognized as useful. · Orthodoxy relied on credulity, allied with fear. He
did not deny the existence of a supreme judge, nor
the immortality of the soul. It was impossible .to
deny that which no man could know. He did not
deny the truth of the Bible. It was the error of the
Bible he fought against. No one could dogmatize
as to the future life, if any. The parsons professed
to know all about it, and yet the clergy were notoriously ignorant of the present life. John Bright,
speaking of a clergyman, once said : " It is odd
that a man who knows so little of this world can
tell us so much about the Iiext." Was it not better
to lead noble lives in this world, without worrying
ourselvs about a possible next f This life, at any
rate, was real, and ifwe did the right thing in this
world we should hav good credentials for the next,
if there be any. "One world at a time," said Colonel
Ingersoll "is enough for most people; too much for
many." Let us realize the fulness of the light we
already hav. There was a wond~rful change 'of
opinion during the last two hundred years. Only
thirty years ago, during the visitation of cholera,
the people relied on fast-days and prayermeetings four times a week.
Now they relied
on science. .A deputation of Scotch clergymen
asked Lord Palmerston to appoint a fast-day,
a day of general penitence. " Better go home and
look after the drains and whitewash the walls.
Don't bother God to do for you what you can
do for yourselvs," replied the great man. That was
the proper view. Science is the modern providence. The parsons had forgotten the whitewash.
Parsons of to-day who wished to escape the ravages of the electric fluid prefeiTed the lightningconductor to any amount of prayer. .And notwithstanding the grandeurs of the celestial city,
they clung to life as long as they could. This earth
was a howling wilderness, and the joys of heaven
were ineffable. But heaven was a long way off.
" 'Tis distance lends enchantment to the view."
The clergy professed to know all about morality.
They said it was God's will. But so very many
wills were ascribed to God ! If they looked in the
Bible they would find that murder and adultery had'
been sanctioned by God. We could not accept intuition as a conscience. It was merely a mental
condition, and differed not only in individuals, but
also in the same individual under different circ'hmstances. The most conscientious people had done
the worst things, had committed the most infamous
crimes in history. Look at the Piedmont murders,
the massacre of St. Bartholomew's day, and the
Crusades. The morality of orthodoxy was a poor
thing; mostly put away with the Sunday clothes.
Was there no i.rqmorality, no injustice, on the weekd:;J.ys, nay, on every day in the week! How about
death! Whatever we think true will be a comfort
to us. Why such a horror of death! Because in
the morning of life theology had disclosed a scene
of· never-ending pain. The old religion professed
to teach how to die. The new taught how to liv.
If you know how to liv you would know how to die.
Now was the time to make up your mind. Delay
was dangerous. Religious people said that to die
happy you must hold this or that creed. This was
rank blasphemy. Each clung to his own little
sect, and rejected the other ninety and nine. He
went one better, and rejected the whole hundred.
Suppose there were a great judge of all the earth.
What would be his test' Creed' No, but conduct. Did they think that such a being would ask
poor mortals whether they had been Methodists, or
Quakers, or Roman Catholics, or Mormons, or Particular Baptists, or Baptists who were not very particular! No. Such a being would ask if you were true to
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yourselvs, and therefore, true to others; if you were
faithful to the light within you ; if you lived so that
the world had no just cause to upbraid your memory. Concluding, the lecturer affirmed that the religion of Christ could not be fo~nd in the world,
although much orthodox churchism and ecclesiastical despotism. Parsons were always running
down human nature, which was supposed to be
''born in sin." He agreed with Whittier, who said
''In human nature, still, I find more good than ill,';
and with the bard who said, "Whatra piece of work
is man." Mr. Watts concluded quite in the religious revivalist style with a brilliant emotional peroration, which may hav been modeled on the sermon conclusions of his clerical father. The lecture
was well received, and the audience rapturously applauded the finish, wherein Mr. Watts stated that
he hoped to leave the world better when he was
gone. To what extent his absence will benefit the
world is somewhat uncertain, but the people heartily agreed with him.
Mr. Baker again addressed the crowd, which
punctually executed the expected stampede, shying like nervous horses at the collecting-boxes
held at the doors for the encouragement of late
comers or enthusiasts who wished to contribute
twice. The Secularists are said to chuckle over
their success in obtaining the town hall (by kind
permission of the mayor), and they boast that witll
increasing education their supporters be<;ome more
and more numerous. , The platform and orchestra
were occupied by well-dressed people, many of them
women and children, whose appeat·ance would hav
done no discredit to a conference of bishops, and
whose conduct was conventionally perfect, save for
one eccentric individual, who showed his approval
by continually shaking his head, as if surprised to
find how little there was in it. The meeting was
in many respects highly suggestiv, and gave rise to
the consideration of strange possibilities of which,
when I reached home, I saw a long vista, vaguely
visible in the clouds emanating from the judicious
hookah.

The Columbian Ode.
So it is not enough that. success be endangered
by the bigots' demand that the coming Fair be
closed on all Sun's days~ We are asked to sing a
Columbian ode besprinkled with .Adam, crosses,
angels, and gods. Miss Monroe's poetic gilt evidently
has been warped and naiTowed in the conventional
Sunday-school.
.A very little history informs us that Columbus
himself entertained the idea that India's eastern
shore could be reached by sailing westward ; that
the priests held this theory to be contrary to revelation and church teaching ; that the priest-ridden
governments successivly fr9m Genoa to Portugal
piously repulsed his appeal for aid. The Spanish
court at first refused to aid the scheme; but on
soon learning that the. rich, beautiful city of
Granada had fallen into its hands, and that the
Moors were entirely conquered, then it was that,
venturing to ignore the priests, Columbus, whose
"hope grows sere while all the angels wait" (what
on earth are angels, anyhow!), -was called back,
and "a woman fair brings him a jeweled key, and
lo ! a world is free."
And no~ comes the ubiquitous priest in 1892
and claims Columbia as a find and prize of the
cross of his Christ; and his offensiv shadow is all
over the adopted cde. Even "Italy, in fair hues
blazoned, bids thee win the kingdom of the soul."
If the papacy is not here meant, what else in logic
can be!
The invaders of this hemisphere carried the cross,
the priest, the sword. Were the Mexicans made
free by the builders of the Inquisition! Were the
nativs anywhere made free~ Let their mutilated,
plundered remains answer. This Christian ode is
consistently selfish and heartless. It has some
forty lines pertaining to the aborigines, but not
one word of sympathy. They are made to say,
"Who dares profane our God's wild reign we
torture and trap and slay." Why not! Does the
Christian do less when his home is invaded by
heretic or by a brother believer 1 .And is the Mosaic God less cruel or more civilized than the god of
the Mohawk?
The ode kindly informs us that Columbia was
"left by the years s~e with God till man grew wise
enough to be sped into the West by the breath of
God;" and till "lo ! God stoops from his supernal
spheres and bares the glory of his face." Now, if
this does not mean that Columbia is God's face,
what on earth can it mean? This may explain the
lines, ".For lo! the living God doth bare his arm;
no more he makes his home of clouds and gloom."
Now his face and arm at least are in sight.
We are informed also of " Columbia ! men beheld
thee rise a goddess from the misty sea," and as "a
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lady of joy, sent from the skies." This is a. little
misty as to whether she came up or came down.
"And the purpose of God was fulfilled." What
insight into the nowhere!
If. God was kept out of the Constitution, he succeeded l.n getting himself thickly spread on this
ode. And Columbia is invoked to sail '~On! to
God's time-veiled strand," wherever that is; and get
stranded at last.
·
Our light-weight poet soars so far away into
the misty realms of gods and angels as to lose all
sight and remembrance of Columbus. Now, how
ean any honest umpire award· the honors and
damages between these parties ~ Certain it is they
acted inharmoniously, and that brave, patient Colmil.bus passed his last days ·in Christian chains.
Liberals can honor the memory of Columbus, and
be glad that the Christian's God is now not quite
so powerful in the torture business as he or it was
in 1492.
L. G. REED.

the line confirmed by habit emanating from those this "sovereignty," which of itself would work for
who believed they could see this divinity. This is righteousness. And he would feed this" something" illustrated by those who claim that religion, true or on this ''unearned weliJ.th" in exchange for such
~alse, should be inculcated because it "brings up services. He says: "This uneai"ned wealth arises
the young in the way they should go." And here out of the presence of the people. A man buys a
is a thought I wish to impress upon those Libei·als bit of ground for $100, suppose-a body of navigo.who deny this in religion yet adhere to it in politics. ble water is on one side, a great town grows up
For instance, we hav men declaring that they. care on the other-the bit of ground is soon valued at
nothing how the monetary value of gold became millions of dollars." Now it is not supposed that
established so .long as it is here ·arid working so the bit of ground has of itself any more value than
satisfactorily to them. They will not entertain when purchased. It is because the locality has beany idea that it has a basis in superstition, in igtio- come so desirable for residence or manufacturing
ranee .and falsehood, and that it underlies many if purposes that men can be found to giv thus much
not all the evils of political society. Let· a man money. But whence comes the value! Is it
who has, by years of patient investigation and really from the "presence of the people," or from
research, ascertained the facts, declare what the the fact that the owner is holding it out of use!
true value of gold is according to his computation Would it be any different to suppose that a boat,
and he is denounced at once as a madman. Yet for instance, worth to-day a few dollars, might be a
what is in this gold that it should be' so honored thousand to-morrow, because the necessity for its
and preferred~ I tell you, friends, it is supersti- use might induce a man to offer that amount for it f
tion confirmed by· habit, and, like every otlier A careful study of the foundation principles, I besuperstition, it is bound to work us woe. I cannot lieve, will convince our friend that it is not
Letters to Workingmen.
blame the man whose surroundings enable him to the people, but this " something" called sovUNEARNED INCREMENT.
What I hav endeavored to do, the one impor- unconsciously reap the benefits ·arising from this ereignty, this license granted men, that enables-intant object of these letters; is to impress the idea fictitious value. We are surprised that one who is dividuals and corporations to grasp and hold out of
that government is a myth and all the so-called making a financial success should bother himself use and .for speculativ purposes these natural opfunctions of government are simply the actions of about the currency. It is said with much truth portunities. He will discover that all real wealth
men toward and in obedience to the supposed will that "necessity is the mother of invention;" and it arises from labor and that free competition would
of this imaginary thing. A falsehood as a basis is also true that the cause and cure of poverty must soon demonstrate that such increase as he describes
of action will tend to demoralize unless intelligence emanate from the lower walks of life. The lowest has no real existence, and that services now m.ooutgrow the superstition. We hav seen this in re- cannot think, the highest ha.v no cause to think. nopofued would be rendered at cost, and from tb.e
ligion, where the actions of men were endeavor- Our well-fed theologians and after dinner orators cost would be eliminated the fat salaries of cou;nting to conform to. a central and supreme will. In- giv us the rounded periods, the poetry of thought, less officials. Under free competition reci)?rocity
telligence has to a very large degree overcome the but the real truth seeker shall find the meat of the would soon become the law of the i;ndi:viduaJs.
tendency to this evil. Very few intelligent minds cocoanut in the work of the student who "burns The only title to property would be occupan.~y a;n<l
really believe in asupreme deity even while allow- the midnight oil." Liberty with such is a principle use.
The reason our So0ialistic friends so inveigh
ing their habits to conform to the ideas and seeking and not a word to conjure with. But in descanting
upon
the
priestcraft
of
habit,
I
am
wandering
against
competition is the same t.hat troubled the
to perpetuate them in their children by instructing
.
economists mentioned. They cannot conceive oif
them in what they doubt themselvs to be a reality; from the subject of my story.
The monetary value of gold which is denied all other conditions than such as h~v develo)?ed unde;r
and while acknowledging the doubt seeming to think
other
wealth, like the fictitious value paraded under. government. And free competition is simp~y @the falsehood essential to the moral action of the
the
name
that heads my· essay is the result of, possible und~r government--what . th~ .state does
child. As though morality was dependent upon a
falsehood. It is allowing habits of thought to grounding in habit a superstition, a false idea, until not mon_opolize she farms o.u.t to ~ndiYJ.duaJ.s an<il
; corporatiOns.. T~e greenbacker clea;rly sees t~~~;t
crowd out intelligent reason that causes men to do it has the appearance of truth.
A Liberal writer and valued correspondent writes: the gold god lB his enemy and he ;6.ghts to a;nni,h;i.this. It is allowing superstition to dominate the
mind to the exclusion of right principle. ".The truth " It has long puzzled economists how poverty, mis- l~te it~ but the gov~rnment god he ho)?eB to ma_ke
ery and discontent increase as wealth increases. I his fnend. The Liberal as clearly sees that re~Ig
shall make men free" has been sung in the interests
believe .it is solely because of the increase of this ion's God is an enemy and would rid the human min<il
of the greatest of falsehoods. But the saying in
unearned wealth and its maldistribution. What is of its presence. But the government god he hopes
itself is 'false. It is not the truth but the doubt of
it? It consists of the values created by new op- to make his friend. But, friends., all gods a.re the
what has been accepted as the truth, the investigaportunities or. added to original ones-opportuni- enemies of man and none can be made. his friend.
tion of the merits of every assertion--this and this
ties of making money in brief. Lands, mines, Gods and slavery are synonymous. L1berty must
only is essential to mental liberty. Accepting a truth
fisheries, and the like are original ones. Transpor- down them all. The g_overnment g~d may be tl1e
Without doubt and investigation is the very essence
tation, including mail, telegraph, and express service, last to fall. But not till then can liberty hope to
of mental slavj:lry. Accept no man's truth but
the monetary service, the lighting and watering reign.
A. L. BALLOU.
your own, and even then some grains of doubt
and car service of cities, are examples'of new ones."
Buffalo, N. Y.
should mingle with your faith. The trouble is, we
----------~---------regard it so much easier to allow other~ to do our Now, while this is perfectly true, arid under eco- The Authority of Uongress to Close the
World's Fair on Sunday.
thinking, to 13olve our problems. It Is so much nmnie freedom might develop a slight advantage arid
giv rise to a small economic rent, there is a factor
easier to follow the blazoned path of others than to
which our liberal writer fails to recognize, but
The first question that strikes the observer is,
hav one of our own. It is so pleasant to be assured
which distorts this unearned increase, making it as- Wherefrom does Congress derive the authority to
of safety if we but conform to the teachings_ of
sume such gigantic proport:lons that men are justi- order the closing~ Who or what is Congress~ To
others. It is easier to follow precept and example
fied in denying its existence. And this factor is the ordinary mind Congress is absolutely nothing
than to think out and act out our own. But believe
government, or more properly, ·legislation. And else than· an aggregate of men delegated by the
:me, friends, that which shall make us free is to break
here is where the economists are puzzled. They several .states of the Union, through the votes of
·.the chains of habit. To shape our actions on lines
cannot conceive of any other conditions than those certain individuals, to represent the latter in a con.of our own thoughts. And remember all true inwhich hav developed under government, They al- vention commonly known as "Congress."
westigation depends upon doubt. To get religion
ways begin their investigations with the premis,
Congressmen, therefore, though arrogating to
we are told we must believe beforehand, and to get
"Government is and of necessity must be" and by themselvs an autocratic pride and apparent czarthe true idea of the functions of the government we
"government" is understood "sovereign authority." like manner, are nothing more nor less than pure
must believe beforehand in the existence of, not
The above writer farther says, "The mail service and simple servants of the people. Would the
God, but sovereignty. If we can only discern the
luckily developed before the age of bonds and master of a house permit his servant to close the
divinity that surrounds the priest and the Bible; if
shares, else it too would be administered by corpo- house against his will~ That Congress has the
we can only look upon them as holy, as sancti~ed;
rations." The fact is that the mail service was power to appropriate money to further exhibit the
charge all evil actions to the man, all good actions
monopolized in the start by the government. While progress made by the United States and to invite
to the office; submit to all his rulings because
yet government was simply the reign of a chief it by participation the nations of the world, no one
"power is given him of God," we may hav "Christ was a function of great importance and is generally will deny. But that the people should be told by
in. the heart," and be candidates for heaven, even ·recognized to-day as a feature indispensable to its servants, We will return you lilome of the money
though we do not subscr.i:be to any written creeds.
government. But if our writer should post him- you hav contributed to the support of our governIn like manner we can look upon the officer of
self in regard to the expenses entailed upon the ment, to further the interests of our World's Fair,
the government as a representativ of that immacu- people by the government administration of the provided you close that Fair on Sundays, is the
late idea; w~ can believe that there is somethin~ mail service-not only this, but the dangerous bight of preposterous propositions and the most
about the written laws of men that partakes of character of this supreme monopoly, making it a contemptible evidence of Congressional effrontery
another something called sovereignty or supreme vehicle to farther the aims of puritans or politicians, that is equaled only by churchianity. I deposit my
authority ; that a respect and consideration should establishing a censorship as obnoxious as danger- money in a bank. The bank agrees to pay my
be accorded to the office that is denied to the in ous-he· might qualify his assertion, "Every family check if I do something totally disconnected with
dividual man; that the rulings of the officer is made better off by the cheap facilities of the the contract of depositee and depositor. What gall!
.should be obeyed even if reason tells us that it is mail service." And if he would thoroughly con- Congress has appropriated the people's money, and
·wrong, because our refusal would be rebellion sider the conditions which would prevail under while Congr!3SS is compelled to return that money
:against this something behind or above the man. economic freedom 'fhere no supreme authority for purposes of public improvements-and the
·watson Heston has ludicrously illustrated the idea could license men to do that which inherent equal- World's Fair partakes of that character-still Conby surrounding the hideous features of the brute ity and natural justice would forbid, he might be gress can find no Constitutional authority to annex
.with the aureola of divinity. Our pugilist, sneak- brought to believe that the mail service, as well as such a saintly provision to shut out thousands besides
thief, and wrecker of virtue to-day, shines forth every other service, would be performed at cost, the writer from visiting the genuin wonder of the
to-morrow in the uniform of a policeman and
enabling him to mallre the above assertion with world-the World's Fair.
There thou might'st behold the great image of authority. more truth and better understanding. He would
The directors in charge run no risk in keeping
I say, if we can but discern the divinity "that doth reduce all service to cost, such as is monopolized the gates open on Sundays. It is a question of the
hedge the king" we may be a good governmental- by individuals or Mrporations, by giving govern- people, by the people, and for the people, and not
ist, although we may not "follow the fife and drum ment the contract. He ignores the fact that gov- fizzles in the shape of churchianities and horrors
of some party;" or, if we cannot real>ly discern it, ernment, as it is, is composed of individuals and known as coffee-houses, saloons, beerhouses, and
It is proper that
we may allow our thoughts and actions to follow corporations. He is thinking of this "something," other dives of prostitution.
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Liberals, Freethinkers, and the Freethought Federation of America should adopt vigorous means to
compel the opening on Sundays. However, as the
proviso is a Constitutional. question, the matter
should be tested in the courts, and by all means
hav it decided by the Supreme Court of the United
States. In so far as I am concerned I shall do all
JosEPH MAILLE.
I can.
Chicago, fll., Oct. 2, 1892.

The Freethought Federation of America.
[Headquarters, 345 W~st Randolph street, Chicago, Ill.
S. P. Putnam, president; John R. Charlesworth, secretary; George L. Robertson, treasurer.]
The present century has been an eventful one . in
many of the civilized parts of our globe. In it
nations hav grown and flourished, revolution after
revolution has taken place-revolutions by physical
force and revolutions of the mind-everywhere and
on every hand we see change, constant change;
and, with the dawn of the coming century, it is not
at all improbable that we shall witness the rise of a
new era, wherein man shall be free from the customs and practices that hav cramped his surroundings to such an extent that progress beyond a given
point in his intellectual development and improvement has been rendered impossible.
I say that this is not at all improbable, because
the present age appears to be the fulcrum or the
tUTiling-point upon which are pending the future
destinies of the human race.
And who knows but what by combination of
effort we may attain to such hights of success that
erelong the whole face of society shall be changed ~
Great and lasting reforms hav been won by movements which at first started out with a smaller following than we hav to-day.
It is with pleasure, though, that I can truly
state that the Federation is destined to become a
gigantic success. Each day a large number of letters are pouring upon us Gontaining lists of names
for membership and financial assistance. Each
day adds some n~w soldiers of freedom to the
glorious cause of human liberty.
The following speaks conclusivly that the Freethinkers were eager to see such a movement inaugurated and will gladly avail themselvs of each
and every opportunity to use their political powers
in favor of Freethought:
NUNACH, CAL., Oct. 1, 1892.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH, Sec. Freethought Federation
of America, Dear Sir: We saw the call for aFreethonght
Federation of America published in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Would say we are heartily in favor of such an organization and will put our principles to a practical test when it
comes to voting in November. Yon will find inclosed $1
as a help to defray necessary expenses, etc. We will
probably send in some more names in future, when we
hav time to talk it up among the people. ·
Yours truly,
H. SANDBERG,
ALBERT SANDBERG.
Again, the note following this shows that not
only will the avowed Freethinkers use the suffrage
with us, but all who recognize the injustice of religious legislation :
·
ARKANsAs CITY, RAN., Sept. 19, 1892.
JoHN R. CHARLEswoRTH, Chicago, Ill., Dear Sir: I
want my name enrolled among the members of the Freethought Federation of America. I am with _yon heart
and soul.
C. H. RoGERS,
Pastor All So'!lls Unitarian Parish.
Michael Johnson, of Vale, Ore., sends us a list
of five names for membership, and D. Millard, of
Leonidas, Mich., writes as follows :
LEoNIDAs, MicH., Sept. 23, 1892.
MR. J. R. CHARLEswoRTH, Dear Sir: I herewith send
in my name as a member of the Freethonght Federation,
together with P. 0. order of $1 as a donation, and hoping
in time to ~ugment. that. amount by $10, if not by $100,
and meet With you m Chicago next year. Yon will please
send me such publications as the association may hav to
spare, as .I intend to spread and encourage Freethought
in this vicinity as far as is within my power.
Yours for human advancement,
D. Ml:Lr.ARD.
Geo. P. Dreisbach, of Glen City, Pa., an earnest
and willing Freethinker, sends me a very nice letter
full of praise and encouragement, at the· same time
inclosing $1 to help along the Federation.
From inquiries that I hav made respecting the
publication of the names of those Congressmen
who voted in favor of closing the World's Fair on
Sundays I find that it is impossible to discover
just who they are and where they are from, many
of the Congressmen themselvs exhibiting a large
degree of cowardice in the matter, being afraid lest
their action should be made known to their constituents. It is stated that one of them asked
whether or not their action would be made public,
and, as far as I can learn, no record whatever has
been taken of the individual votes cast.
Many of our friends hav written to me asking if
we hav a platform or a national ticket in the field
at the forthcoming election, stating that if we had
they would vote the straight ticket and get others to
vote for it also, regardless of party politics. Others

hav written asking for instructions how to vote at
this election. In answer to them and for the convenience of others who may contemplate writing
me upon the same subject I can only say, that every
Freethinker must be guided solely by the exigencies
his particular district presents. We hav no ticket
nor any platform to present to the people o~her
than our Nine Demands, embodying the principle
of the separation of church and state.
I realize more and more the pressing necessity
for each and every Freethought voter to utilize the
suffrage in a way most beneficial to our cause.
Therefore I would advise those who are willing
so to do to propound the following questions to
each candidate for office in the pending elect~ons..
1. Are you in favor of opening the Worlds Farr
on Sunday?
2. Are you in favor of taxing church property
upon an equality with other property 1
3. Are you in favor of maintaining our secular
schools system, and to keep them entirely free from
religious influences?
And if the candidate for Congress be one who
is seeking reelection, then the following question
should be put to him pointedly:
4. Were you in your place when Congress voted
upon the closing of the World's Fair on Sunday!
If yes, did you vote in favor of such closing?
This last question is an important one and should
be put to them by all means. And then giv your political favors according to the answers you receive
from the candidates.
If the Federation keeps on increasing at its present rapid rate, we may be enabled ere another four
years hav passed to draw up and formulate a platform of our own. ·Anyway, we shall know our
strength by that time and be able to compute upon
our chances of success.
Send on your names, and do not forget your donations. We are engaged in the noble fight for
human freedom. We are fighting against those
priestly knaves who reach forth with greedy grasp
over men's heads trying in vain to subdue the light
of glory streaming forth from the giant intellect
of a loftier humanity, sparkling and glinlmering
through the darkness of evils that were.
JoHN R. CHARLESWoRTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
Chicago, Ill.
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Bradlaugh Birthday Celebrations.
We hav just been celebrating in London and the
provinces the birthday anniversary of ow: late great
Freethought leader, Chas. Bradlaugh. In London,
the first of these celebrations was held at the South
Place Institute on Monday, September 26th; the
second at the Hall of Science on September 28th;
while a service in commemoration of Mr. Bradlaugh's. birthday was held in Birmingham on the
26th.
At the South Place meeting a bust, which is to be
placed upon Mr. Bradlaugh's grave at Woking, was
on view. Of this, Mr. Robertson, -editor of the
National Reformer, who presided at this meeting,
said: "The bust, I should explain, had to be executed by Mr. Verheyden, whom I · am glad to see
present to-night (applause), solely from photographs,
a drawback the importance of which can be best
appreciated by artists. He has nevertheless sueceeded in making a striking likeness-the best. I
think, of the attempts to reproduce Mr. Bradlaugh's head in statuary. The South Place meeting
was in every way a success. The hall was crowded
in every part with admirers of the late Mr. Bradlaugh, and many came from a great distance, such
as Manchester, Southampton, Ipswich, Readine, and
oth er provincial towns, to mark their respect and
admiration for the great dead. Mrs. Bradlaugh
Bonner, the daughter of the great Freethought hero,
was on the platform, and among the speakers were
Mr. George Jacob Holyoake; Mr. J. H. Levy (a gentleman who formerly contributed articles to the
National Reformer over the signature of "D.");
Mr. Dadabbai Naoroji, M.P.; Miss Colenso (daugh. h
t er of the l a t e B IS op Colenso); Mr. Bonnerjee, who
like Mr. Naoroji, spoke on behalf of Mr. Brad~
laugh's Indian admirers; Mr. Geo.. Standring; Mrs.
Annie Besant; Dr. Drysdale, and Mr. Robert
Forder.
The second London meeting was in connection
with the National Secular Society and took the form
of a concert and dance in addition to speech-making.
A.
..t1.t this meeting the speakers were Mr. Geo. Wm;
Foote (president of the National Secular Society),
Mr. Geo. Jacob Holyoake, Mr. Touzeau Parris, Mr.
Arthur B. Moss, Mr. Geo. Standring, Mr. Robert
F d
d
or er, an Mr. Chas. Watts. This meeting, though
not so numerously attended as the one at South
Place, was a very successful gathering and brought
together a host of people who had been associated
with Mr. Bradlaugh in his Freethought labors for
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many years. It is in~eresting to note the _marked
change that charactenzes the press to-day m dealing with the ~haracter of Mr. Bradlaugh.
.
Ye~s ago It ~as the custom o~ leader-wnters in
certam popular JOUrnals to descnbe Mr. Bradlaugh
as a "demagog." Towa:d the close of his
~are~r, ~owe.ver, the same wnte~s .b~ga~ to recognize
m him a WISe and prudent politician.
It was not
~- B~ad_laug~, however, that changed, but th~
JOUTil~~tlC scn?es.
Religious wnters also were wont to call Mr.
Bradlaugh "a mere Iconoclast," and "a preacher of
barren negations ;" but now the great Freethought
orator and ~efo:mer is dead t_hey re.c~gnize in him a
~an who did his best to pun~y. religwn. of ~ome of
Its grossest errors and superstitiOns. Time, mdeed,
is the gre!l't aven~er of most wrongs: in a few years .
a new estimate Will be f,)rmed by the masses of the
character and career of the late Chas. Bradlaugh.
In the eloquent words of Mrs. Besant, "In times
to come when people look back. over the centuries
to the struggles of to-day they will see the figure of
C~as. Bradlaugh stand out, grown gre!l'ter still by
distance, as men ~eal"Il;ed to measure hi~ better as
one who helped m his day and gen.eratwn as few
could d~, and the mem?ry o~ whose hfe of duty ~~d
self-sacnfice was enshnned· m the hearts of men.
ARTHUR B. Moss.

A Firm Freethinker.
On Saturday, Oct. 8, 1892, Mrs. Sophia Galpin
breathed her last at he.r home, No.1 Yeaton avenue,
in this city. Mrs. Galpin had been a fearful sufferer for over a year from kidney and heart trouble.
During the writer's connection with the Secular
Union she and her husband were regular attendants
and Mrs. Galpin was an activ participant in all its
social entertainments.
Her husband, Thomas
Galpin, is of THE TRUTH SEEKER family and one of
the firmest Freethinkers of this city. There are
few who, at a time of bereavement, possess the
moral hardihood to withstand the proffered blandishments of the chm·ch, as well as the entreaties of
relativs and friends who protest against having a
"heathenish funeral." To his everlasting credit,
Mr. Galpin remained firm to his determination that
the presence of no priest or preacher should desecrate his wife's funeral, provided he could prevail
on some Freethinker to officiate.
During his wife's illness he had employed an
Irish Catholic nurse, who, knowing that Mrs. Galpin had been brought up in Romish superstitions,
worked upon her distracted mind and body to -allow
a priest to see her. When Mr. Galpin learned this,
he politely but firmly informed the priest there
would ''not be a dollar in it for him," and, of
course, his pious interest for the preservation of
her immortal soul ceased instanter.
'
When I learned of this outrage of the priestly
vampires, I consented to assist him in his resolve
and make the funeral address the following day.
The night before, I had listened to Colonel
Ingersoll's inimitable arraignment of the Romish
church and his impassioned eulogy of Voltaire.
How true even of the nineteenth century! His
ringing words graphically described the attitude
of the church, not only then, but through all time.
Permit me to quote:
Now and then a man of genius, of sense, of intellectual
honesty, has appeared. Such men hav denounced the
superstitions of their day. They hav pitied the multitude. 'l:o see priests devour the -substance of the people
-priests who made begging one of the learned professions
-filled them with loathing and contempt. These men
were honest enough to tell their thoughts, brave enough
to speak the truth. Then they were denounced, tried,
tortured1 killed by rack or flame. But some escaped the
fury of tne fiends who loved their enemies and died naturally in their beds. It would not do for the church to
admit that they died peacefully. That would show 'that
religion was not essential at the last moment. Superstition gets its power from the terror of death. It would
not do to hav the common people understand that a man
could deny the Bible, refuse to kiss the cross, contend
that humanity was greater than Christ and then die as
sweetly as Torquemada died after pouring lead into the
ears of an honest man; or as calmly- as Calvin after he
. had bnr~t. Serv~tus;. or as peacefully as King David
after adVIsmg, With his last breath, one son to assassinate
another.
·
The church has taken great pjrins to show that the last
moments of all Infidels (that Christians did not succeed
in burning) were infinitly wretched and despairing. It
was alleged that words could not paint the horrors that
were endured by a dying Infidel. Every good Christian
was eXpected to, and generally did, believe these accountlil. They hav been told and retold in every pulpit
of the world. Protestant ministers hav repeated the lies
invented by Catholic priests, and Catholics-by a kind
of theological comity-hav sworn to the lies told by the
Protestants. Upon this point they hav always stood
together, and will as long as the same falsehood can be
used by both. Upon the death-bed subject the clergy
grow eloquent. When describing the shndderings and,
shrieks .of the dying unbeliever their eyes glitter with
delight. It is a festival. They are no longer men. They
become hyen~s. They dig open ~aves.. They dev~ur
the dead. It IB a banquet. Unsatisfied still, they pamt
the terrors of hell. They gaze :at the souls of the Infi-
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dels writhing in the coils of the worm that never dies.
They s~e them in. :flames.-in oceans of fir.e-~n gulfs of
pain-In abysses of despOJ.r. They shout With Joy. They
applaud. It is an Auto-dd-fe presided over by God.
Then coming to the approach of Voltaire's death,
the matchless orator said :
T~ward the last of May, 1778, it was whispered in
Paris that Voltail-e was dying. Upon the fences of expectation ga~h;ered the u_nclean birds of superstition impatiently wa1tmg for theu prey.
So, too, in Chicago, the vultures had good reasons to try and capture the heretical Mrs. Galpin:
Her husband is the owner of considerable property,
and it doubtless appeared an unpardonable sin to
the priestly pirates that they could not secure a
large slice of it.
.
.A.s Mr. Galpin concluded to hav the address I
delivered printed entire for circulation among his
friends and acquaintances, I do not wish to burden your columns with it. .A.t Mr. Galpin's express
request, I alluded to the attempt of the priest to
invade the Freethinker's home, by the following
words: "We cannot but pity those who would
attempt to turn the last moments of such a life into
a time of anguish or mental torture. When in
intellectual and physical vigor-when free from
bodily pains or pangs-that ·is the time, if any, to
devote to calmly reasoning out what our profession
of faith or belief might be. We may then be able
to distinguish fact from fancy, and by the illumination of the torch of reason disperse the clouds
that darken our path to the altar of truth. Then
only are we able ·to giv such matters our best
thought. Is it human, is it civilized, to conjure up
before the feverish brain of one already in the mental delirium of death, the tortures to which orthodoxy would assign every heretic~ Is it likely that
unbiased reason will then hold sway~ The hereafter is a momentous question, but one about
which the most learned know as little as the most
ignorant. .A.ny meddlesome interference at such
times deserves our strongest condemnation."
Ohicago, Itl.
· E. .A.. STEVENs.

Our London Letter.
The pilgriniage to Lourdes has, according to the
account given by its promoter, been quite a success,
the niunber of pilgrims having been greatly in excess of those in previous years. lt has also caused
an animated discussion in some of the English
newspapers, some of the letters being of a very entertaining nature. Those writers who hav taken a
common-sense view of the alleged miracles hav met
with considerable abuse at the hands of devout believers, the whole of the latter, however, being apparently unable to prove that any miracle ·has
taken place, though as usual there is plenty of
hearsay eviqence. One individual, who was considered important enough to be interviewed by a
newspaper man, and asserts that he is of a very skep.ticalnature, which seems rather a doubtful acquisition
in an avowed papist, givs his account of the affair, and
while not having witnes~ed any ~acle himself,
was told that they had occurred repeatedly, and
was consequently cured of his very mild skepticism,
and returned a devout believer, which is not greatly
surprising. He argued that as miracles were common enough centuries ago, there is no reason why
they c~uld not occur at the present day, which is
no doubt logical enough, but as there are some a
little more skeptical than himself, who very much
question any such thing as a miracle ever having
taken place, the skeptical Catholic will scarcely convince anyone but himself that the miraculous ever
takes place at Lourdes. .A.t the same time I can
not understand how anyone accepting stories of
miracles in past times can doubt those of the prese;il.t, as one is quite as likely to be true as the other ;
but professing Christians, particularly members of
the Protesta:p.t sects, are the most illogical beings in
existence.
Even in Protestant Germany it does· not seem
·safe to ridicule Romish miracles and pilgrimages to
so-called relics, as the publisher and author of a
pamphlet making fun of the "Holy Coat of Treves "
hav found to thei,r cost-the former having 'been
sentenc~d to three and the latter to six weeks' imprisonment. This is not a pleasant thing for the
persons in question, but it is one more proof that
ridicule is a more potent weapon than argument
with which to attack superstition.
The statement recently made by the archdeacon
. of Babylon and Jerusalem that he has discovered the
sources of the rivers Euphrates and Tigris and,
more important than this, that he has seen with his
own eyes the veritable ark of Noah on Mount
Ararat, has not caught on with the'religious press.
.A. good outspoken lie of such magnitude is rather
. too much to take in at the present time. The dis. covery should hav beep. inade and pub11shed earlier
in the century, when it would most probably hav

gained considerable credence. The only people
who can swallow such a tale now would be the
members of the "Christian Evidence Society," and
they are ignorant enough to believe anything in
this ljne. · ·
Matters are somewhat lively at Spurgeon's tabernacle.. In this particular inst.ance the Holy Ghost,
who is supposed to . settle such difficulties, is apparently standing one side for the present to let
the congregation fight it out among themselvs. I
believe it is rather a good situation for a sky-pilot, the
ei~J.Oluii\ents being pretty heavy, and consequently
there are several applicants for the job, sections of
the congregation favoring their own particula.r
fancy. There are four candidates, the brother and
son of the late apostle, and two .A.mericans-Dr.
Pierson and 1\[oody the evangelist. The son and
the doctor appear to be the favorits at present,
and it has been proposed that the best way to settle
the matter is for these two to run it as a joint concern, but then they would only get half-pay each,
which causes another hitch. It has been prayerfully submitted to the Lord, but as each party claim
to hav him on their side, it looks as if a settlement
will hav to be arrived at in some secular manner.· I
should suggest a friendly toss-up for it, but not
being a supporter of the cause, I fear such a simple
solution would not be accepted.
J. D.
The Future and the Past.
The heart is like a river
Wherein two currents :flowOne to the future leading,
One to the long ago.
On both· the banks are roses,
On both the sun is cast,
But the current which is smoothest
Flows ever to the past.
Upon ebbing river
Our thoughts like vessels goSome- to future sailing,
'
Some to the long agoBrin(?:ing in their returning
Relics we dearly prize,
Brought from those distant islands
Bound by youth's' sunny skies.
the past remaineth
Shut in the heart for ayeStrange we are never willing
·To say to the past good-bye.
The future is a shadow,
A cloud whose golden sheen
Makes every cloud look golden
That's in the distance seen.
The past so fnll of pleasure,
A rainbow bright whose bow
Connects the present moments
With those of long ago. .
A bridge WA oft are croRsing,
Passing the friends of old
With faces fair and youthful
And hair as bright as gold.
Strange that the gold must vanish, .,
And of the sunny hair
Strange that the silver spinneth
. Nets for the old to wear. ·
Strange that the wrinkleR trample
Out the young face's bloom
Like shadows tbat in evening
Over bright pictures come.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
CHAS. ENoWITz.
Stran~:e

Intrinsic Value.
The error of those who assert that money pieces
·must hav int.rinsic value· arises from ·the mistake
made by them in confounding such pieces with the
real money. This is a common error with respect
to some other things as well as with money. For
example, it is customary to speak of deeds to land
as titles. Lawyers, who are trained to accuracy of
speech on all matt~rs professi<;>nal, rarely make
such a mistake as to papers. They call deeds, etc.,
evidences of title. So as to the money signs or
evidences. Very many things are used as money
signs, and anything that the public will accept as
such answers the purpose. Must the thing hav
intrinsic value? In one sense, Yes; in another,
No. To explain: Thers is no such thing in the
universe as intrinsic value, aside from our belief.
Opinion makes us regard one thing as precious,
another as worthless. . Shakspere truly said,
"Naught is worth, but as 'tis valued." Surely no
one can dispute this. The money sign mnst hav
this opinion as to its worth, else it can never be
used as such. In our country every persoiJ.,. will
accept a $10 bank bill as rea~ily as a $10 gol?
piece. Why? Because of our faith, trust, or credit
in the paper, which is at least equal to the same
confidence had in gold or diamonds. Intrinsic
value, due solely to opinion, then, rests in the paper
as much as in the gold, silver, or nickel.
Therefore, irredeemable paper made by our government a legal tender has the same int:J.~sic v~ue
as gold or silver, etc. _An~ t:uly that opmwn whiCh
givs the paper. that mtrmsic vall!e. has ~ better
basis in common sense than our oprm()n of ItS" value
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given to gold and silver. It would prolong this to
go into that.
But I will end this by saying that good paper
money evidence has the same intrinsic value that
gold, silver, or anything else has-that even bread
would be worthless if we all believed it to be so ;
that belief is trust or credit in, and that money is a
form of confidence or credit put into circulation
and represented or evidenced by the money signs
and that there is no possible or conceivable service
as money that can be done by metal coins which
cannot be done just as well (or even better) by good
paper evidences. Make paper the sole lawful tender
and it operates just exactly as does gold when so
made-one· dollar being ever one hundred cents, no
matter how much over-issued.
. .A.nd speaking of intrinsic value in the sense in
which the expression is used, meanl.ng a substantial
value for use, the substance paper has more of it
than has gold. Were it seriously proposed to the
enlightened world whether gold and silver should
be totally· abolished, or paper of all kinds, the
response must come almost unanimously, "Leave
us the use of paper." Hence, even as a substance
for use paper has the greater value. Yes, I agree
with Mr. Koezly, your correspondent, money signs
must hav intrinsic value, and paper has it, above all
other kinds.
CLARKE IRVINE.

A Stupendous Political Change Proposed.
The church is digging its own grave, and Comstock, Harrison, and Wanamaker are hacking away
at its throat. Awake, 0 Liberals, and be ready to
bury the rotten old thing by electing R. G. Ingersoll .as president, and T. W. Braidwood, of Vineland, N. J., for vice-president. One-half of 'the
churchmen will vote with you, for they may be sure
that they will hav two honest men at the head of
the government, and each one can cast in his vote
without others knowing whom he votes for; and if
they are elected there will be such a change in the
government in one year that each one, whether
Christian or Infidel, will be glad he voted-for them ;
and if you fail in electing them you will show your
strength and prepare the way for something better
at a future election~
'J. HAcKER.

Vineland, N. J.

Lectures and Meetings.
W. S. BELL lectures in Denver, Col., November 13th,
before the Rocky Mountain Social Club. His address at
the above date will be 2,419 15th street, Denver, Col.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association has resumed
its meetings on Sunday afternoons, at 3 o'clock, at
Fraternity Rooms, Bedford avenue and South Second
street.
MR. C. B. REYNOLDS will during the fight in Washington be found at 420 North L street, Tacoma, to which
place the headquarters of the Washington Secular Union
hav been removed by order of the board of directors.·
THE Manhattun Liberal Club lectures for Octl.lber are
as follows. The Club meets at 220 E. 15th st-reet:
October 21st, "The Persistence and Utility of Fiction,"
Van Buren Denslow.
October 28th," The Free-Banking Solution of the Cur·
rency Problem," Widden Graham.
8. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments for October and
November:
Chicago, Ill........ Oct.
23 Bishop Creek and
Bart.Le;\', Neb ....... " 26, 27 RoundValley,Cal.Nov. 9-14
Independence,Cal " 17-20
Denver. Col........ " 30
Scofield, Utah.... Nov. 21, Stockton, Cal...... "
27
Reno, Nev..........
6, 7

JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH'S lecture appointments are:
23. Me;no~oni~~is.D~c.
1
GUlespieville, 0..
24, 25 NeilsVIlle, w Is.... •
2, 3
Alliance, 0 ......... "
30 Crookston, Minn. " 14, 15
Columbus, 0 ...... Nov.
6 Jamestown, Minn " 18, 19
Cincinnati, 0 ...... "
13 Rosalia, Wash ..... " 28, 29
Centralia, ill....... " 16, 17 Seattle, Wash..... .Tan. 14, 15
Chicago, lll.. ....... " 27-30 El Monte, Cal..... Feb. 27, 28
Liberals along the line of the Northern Pacific desiring
lectures should address him at 345 W. Randolph street,
Chicago.
C<:Jlum~?us.• O ...... O~t.

"Pushed by Unseen Hands."
From the HartJora, Conn., Times.

Helen Gardener is the author of a number of popular
books which hav attracted a good deal of attention and
awakened a good deal of thought. She has also lectured
on social and moral topicR, and is somewhat widely known
as a reformer-but one of a quiet and rather original
kind. Ten stories are included in this little volume, no
one of which is like any other in this or in any other
book. The unusual, abrupt and unexpectesi endings
come like the slamming of a door, which in a sort compels the one concerned to find a way out, either by getting
the door open, or by tr.ying a. window. That is to say,
the tales are not ''loaded" with a ''moral " all written
out so plainly that the blind almost can see it. The meaning of each story is wrapped up in the nature of the suggestiv occurrences related-if, indeed, there is any especial significance, which is not the case with every story, as
for example the droll and unique little account of "Mr.
Walk-a-leg Adams." . . .•

~etters

of (jiriends.

An Indelicate Practice of the Church.
EL P ABo, TEx., Oct. 1, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Regarding youx inquiry as
to the location of the chuxch in which the
kissing-bee and its attendant row occurred,
"the Chicago Herald may be quoted: "A
:lively row is in progress at Burns, a little
i;own about twenty miles from Buffalo,
;growing out of a new money~raising
:scheme introduced at a church soCial held
m-.the Lutheran chuxch parlors there. "
ANNAL. MooRE.

This Paper Is the Heavy Artillery.
NEw YoRK, Oct. 1, 1892.
MR. EDITOR : My letter printed in your
paper of to-day contained the sentence,
"He begged not for mercy, for he could
not feel himself a criminal" It is regrettable that the word "money" was substituted for that of "mercy," which makes
nonsense of an admirable sentiment.
Thank you for granting me a little space
occasionally. Youx paper is the heavy ar.tillery in the battle with priestcraft. At
•every discharge a breach is made in some
•ecclesiastical fortress, exposing a nest of
jlies.
L. G. REED.

'll'he Dead Brother Set a Good Example.
STEUBENVILLE, 0., Oct. 1, 189.2.
MR. EDIToR: I send you a clipping from
the daily paper of this place of the death of
one of the friends of Freethought. Some
of oux very goody people when they saw
it held up their hands in holy horror as
they always do when one of nature's
noblemen dies if he does not belong· to the
church. They cannot get it into their
small minds that a man can be good outside of the chuxch. Oh, no, you must believe. But then, I am saying more than I
intended to say, but will just say I miss
him very much. Many pleasant houxs hav
I spent with him.
_
Hoping the cause he so nobly defended
will triumph, I remain truly yours,
JOHN PHILLIPSON.

':The Campaign Against " Howlers " and
"Chicken-Eaters."
PoMEROY, 0., Sept. 28, 1892.

::MB. EDIToR: I did try to get· a 'sub!l«ll'iher or two but failed. There are only
1two Peal Liberals here that are not afraid
rto spesik out in public. There are others
rt;hat w'illl agree with us in conversation,
· ibut the mome;nt I ask them to take a Lib.aral paper or help to hav a lecture from
:!lome Freethinker they then back out,
afraid of the Methodist howlers and their
:iilk. I was .speaking to one of them re-cently llib001t ,a, chicken-eater. He warned
'ine not t0 do i!O .again or they (the church~
members} would .disown me. I am now
-a Liberal nigh seven years and hope to be
for the future. I can truly say that Freethought has made a man of me. When I
was a Christian I was alwoys in hot water,
but God and son had to wash my sins away.
From now on I will spread THE TRUTH
SEEKER, after reading it myself, in every
business house in town. I hav a four
years' collection to distribute.
I am for liberty and humanity,
HENRY HAR'.rENBAOH.

Up, Yeomen!
MEmms, TEx., Oct. 5, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: THE TRUTH BEEKER of
'October 1st has gladsome news, the retuxn of· Miss S. H. Wixon. While well ap.Preciated in Europe, she has indeed been
]ost to the little Cornerites at home.
'There'is no woman in America that holds
·the affections of as many bright, truthful,
.little boys and girls as Miss Wixon, and
may their glad welcome echo throughout
·the land deep and long. And ere the echo
:slumbers let us up and battle with those
;petitions now· and forever. Up, yeomen,
and gather our forces! Our name is
]egion. Up and on till this land is freed
from J a'ck Shepard's and Wanamaker's
gangs of imbecile! Yes, on to the battle,
:fill the petitions for a repeal! If they heed
not, giv influence at the polls till they beg
;for quarter!. Repudiate the gift which
ll'obs us of oux birthright! I am one who
-will giv a dollar and share that glory with
:a million more to place 'the Columbian
~xhibition beyond the necessity .of ac-

cepting the gift of Congress so ~ontempt not benefiting the public and ourl!lelvs/'
Mr. Jonel! has made IL good l!ltart, inasibly withheld. With seventy-eight names
much &s he hall begun to think for himto the petition,
. UNCLE JACK.
self. Keep on, my dear sir; freedom is
Pleasing Liberal Sister.
born of Freethought. Protection is but
BEEBE, Sept, 19, 1892.
one of the methods by which the thoughtMR. EDITOR : I hav just received oux less wealth-producer is mulcted of the
DeclP ration of Independence contained in products of his labor. These methods are
youx paper. It is a glorious move. To numbered by the thousands, and are
do efficient work here in getting names sanctioned by professed Christians as
for the "Federation" I ·must hav them morally right, and by a Christian governunderstand what the call is for, so please ment as legally legitimate; and it· is
send me at least six copies of this number. considered no wrong to cheat, steal, or
I hav already a very few dollars promised defraud, even to the extent of causing
for the Federation. My husband and son millions of our fellow-men to suffer povWill be on that list of honor as soon as erty, misery, and death, if these things be
they return from abroad, which will be in done according to the last act of Congress.
about two weeks.
Productiv labor is the only producer of
In Article VI of the constitution of the wealth. Means has, to be taken from the
Federation it says, ''All persons," etc. ; products of the productiv laborer to pay
does that mean to include our sex? Prob- all needful labor and expense of governably not, as we are not voters, although ment, all of which is legitimate and
there never were more faithful workers right.
than the few who comprise that number,
All idle millionaire monopolists, probut we are so glad to help that even to tected manufacturers, idle weak-brained
stand in the background of a cause so no- dudes, and gay butterflies of fashion hav
ble is a happiness to us Liberal mothers.
to be supported by the productiv laborer.
Yours for Liberty, MRs. ED. ABBEY.
All unnecessary labor; the salaries of
P.S.-The twenty-five cents extra is for useless government officials, and all un.
the·papers, ~ contributl.on.
necessary expense of government is a tax
upon productiv labor which has to be paid
A True Friend of Humanity's Cause.
out of the products of the productiv
BoULDER, CoL., Sept. 27, 1892.
laborer; all of which is nothing less than
MR. EDIToR: Some time since I sent you legal robbery. Nothing is given in retuxn
two names ·as subscribers to THE TRUTH for such a tax, consequently the world is
BEEKER. They both keep public houses, no better off for it. The person who pays
and I think it would be very useful to hav the tax is made that much the poorer for
them get the papers before the public. it, and the person who receives the benefit
Inclosed find $6 for two more subscribers. of it is made that much richer, nothing
The two latter 11ames I pay for myself as more.
a present to the parties in gratitude to
A protectiv tariff is a bit of political
them for paying their medical bills. I thimblerig that beats. the footpad all
think if you had one thousand subscribers hollow. A tariff is a taxupoil the products
that had done no bett.er than I hav you of labor which compels the productiv
would now hav at least ten or fifteen thou- laborer to pay to the beneficiary of the
sand, or in that proportion, and if you tax a certain amoi.mt that never was prowould suggest the latter to them it could duced; that is, it a,mounts to about that.
be very easily done. The way I do is to For after the wealth which the article conwork it in on trades, or a present for favors tains has been produced, a fictitious value
done. The paper does not cost more than is added which must be paid out of the
a box of fair cigars, and I think will do far wealth which labor has produced, and
more good. I am a lover of the weed my- which is paid to a person who has produced
self. There are a thousand and one ways nothing. This beats the footpad, because
to work it. One is, when I b.1ard with a the robber has had the robbery made
man long I generally manage to get him legal.
to take the paper for part pay, and so on.
How can a tax benefit labor, when labor
Success to you, and may your shadow has to pay it?
never grow less. Youxs, L. Z. ·CoMAN.
Let us keep on thinking for ourselvs.
We hav only started on the road to freePush tile Petition.
dom when we hav mastered the tariff.
question. I am for free thought,' free
ScHUYLER, NEB., Oct. 8, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of ·speech, .free trade, free land, free men,
A. A. 0RCOTT.
October 1st I notice that you ask the and free women.
r~aders of this paper to cut out a petition
A Noble Schoolteacher.
for opening the World's Fair and attach
CoDoRus, PA., Oct. 2, E.M. 292.
it to a sheet of paper and procure signaMR. EDIToR: I enjoy THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tuxes. I think you will be surprised to
find that a petition for the same purpose as I liv in such a hot-bed ,of an orthodox
the one you mention in THE TRUTH church community that ·I cannot at presSEEKER has been handed around this city ent secure any subscrib.ers. However, I
over one month ago, which I noticed was shall endeavor to bring up my family in
largely signed by the citizens oi this lo- the paths of science and truth by giving
cality. ·It is needless to say that I signed them only chaste and sound literature to
it with both hands. The petition referred read.
'' To do good is my religion." I keep
to I understand was got up and started on
its course of good by the World-Herald all days as near alike ·as I deem safe in
this church-, clergy-, and priest-fettered
Printing Company, of Omaha, Neb.
The wild and woolly West is filled with country. Thus far I hav not been momillions of broad -minded Freethinkers lested, but some of the very pious hav intiwho will not tolerate the closing of the mated that a dose of God-1n-the-ConstiWorld's Fair on Sunday;. you may bet tution law might do me good. The only
thing that keeps them back is, they can
your last dollar on it.
The World-Herald Printing Company find no flaw in my character as regards
may hav got the idea of starting said my dealings with my fellow-men.
I commenced teaching last week in the
petition from THE TRUTH SEEKER; but it
matters not, the good work is progressing, same room I occupied last term. As I
and if the World's Fair is not open on Sun- told you last winter, I refused to read the
day to admit the miners and cowboys they· Bible in my school. I taught without the
Bible and made a complete success,
will make Rome howl.
J. A. R.
every patron of the district requesting the
[The Chicago Herald also circulates a
directors to secure my services for this
petition, and perhaps other papers do so.
term. At a meeting of the school board
Ouxs is different from the others and we
prior to the beginning of the term I so far
hope it will be pushed, because it is the
influenced the board that they passed a
Freethought petition.-ED. T. S.]
resolution gl.ving the teachers the liberty
to use the Bible or not.
Freedom .in Trade and Everytlling.
As we hav positivly no truthful knowlRUTLAND, VT., Sept. 25, 1892.
edge of any other world than the one we
MR. EDIToR: Mr. Delmont Jones, Sr., now occupy, and are only sure of the life
asks for some pointers on the tariff. He· we now enjoy, let us as Liberals fully en.says: "I hav always been a Republican, joy this life. Nature, which brought us
voting that ticket, thinking it right, and into existence, will provide for oux demise
thinking by doing so that I was keeping and hereafter, no matter what that hereup the wage11 of workingmen, but I, with after may be.
thousands of others, hav begun to think
Keep THE TRUTH BEEKER on a 11trictly
that we are only helping the capitalist and Liberal basis; abuse no one; keep in the

path of truth .. I am a subject of evolution. Long ago I wal!l a Methodist and
tried very hard to obtain'what WILl! called·
the '' Holy Ghost, ' 1 but failed completely,
because I was' then, as I am still, a seeker
after truth. Bei.Iig a good speaker, I wll.s
induced by the clergy to thoroughly study
the Bible, which I did with the aid bf
Bible helps and commentaries. Instead tlf
becoming a sky-pilot I became a· U niversa1ist, then drifted into the Unitarian faith 1
and one more turn of the wheel of evolu•
tion made me a follower of Thomas ·Paine,
I hav never been ashamed of Universalism
or Unitarianism, but cannot say as much
of Methodism, for there was I taught to
worship a God with whom I never became
acquainted enough to be social.
If I should visit the chuxch's (World's)
fair at Chicago next summer, I hope that
some provision will be made by the Liberals so that I can enjoy myself on Sunday, for I can find no enjoyment in such
brothels as churches and saloons.
Maybe the members of Congress jn this
grand and glorious country of ours will
see the unconstitutionality of the work
done by the last session and recol:lsider
the matter and giv us a free World's Fair
for all nations and religions and thus save
the honor of the United States of America.
Talk about inspiration. I believe that
Mr. Heston is inspired in the work he
does. Nature has inspired him. May he
long giv us pictorial truth.
J. W. lt'. CoPENHEVER.

A Spirit Communication Impugned.
MARCELINE, Mo., Sept. 25, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: On page 185 of "Nature's
Divine Revelations," by Andrew Jackson
Davis, Galen, the supposed or alleged
spirit control, says, speaking of -the satellites· of Jupiter: "This planet having
four satellites, which are three less than
the number of Satuxn's," etc. This is bad
astronomy, coming as it does from the
spirit of a Roman scientist who has been a
resident of "the other side" for some sixteen centuries!
From my daily paper I see that Professor Barnard has discovered a fifth satellite
of Jupiter's. Why did Galen overlook
.the two moons of Mars? He says nothing
about them, but if Andrew Jackson Davis
had had his cataleptic fit after Professor
Hall had p1ade the discovery we would
probably hav seen it embodied in "Nature's Divine Revelations." Now, Galen,
old boy, there is no excuse for those
errors, for you descant learnedly concerning all the other moons belonging to our
sister wor Ids.
Will W. H. Buxr please rise and ex-;
plain, and tell us of just one little fact,
one scientific fact, which we did not know
before being told by supposed spirits?
Rev. Minot J. Savage in the ReligioPhilosophical · Journal thinks that it
must hav been almost an archangel who
was the control of Davis when he gave
this work to the world, ditto other leaders
in the Spiritualistic fold. I mention Mr.
Buxr's name for the reason that I saw an
article by him in THE TRUTH BEEKER
about a year ago in which he quotes from
"Natuxe'sDivine Revelations" something
regarding our own satellite, and I imagin he considers that work reliable.
As the work of a diseased brain, what is
the difference between it and the "Book
of Mormon?" Veritas Liberabit Vos.
Respectfully,
E. ;o. HicKs.

Why He Will Not Vote With the Peo.
pie's Party .
NUNACH, CAL., Sept. 22, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Emboldened by the appearance in yonr columns of my views regarding the Prohibition party, I would. like
to tell the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
why I will not vote the People's party
ticket the coming election. I am a young
farmer just starting in to pioneer it on a
piece of Uncle Sam's domain and a~ fully
aware of the needs of reform in the
laborers' field, and the farmers' in particular, yet t will not vote the party's ticket
which is pledged to better our condition ..
As is well known, the real founder and I
mainstay of the People's party is the .
Farmers' Alliance, a body laboring for the·
temporal betterment of their own condi- .
tion, who yet think it neceesary to hav aa .
one of their officerl!l a chaplain, who opell..l..
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and closes their meetings with prayer. I
Political organization as outlined by pecting the 11ame zeal and financial sup-~study them," said he, "and hurl back at
think the main reason of the farmers' hard Mr. Putnam_ an~ others is possible, and an port. But even he, with his fiery denunci- you some of tho3e rooks." Well, that's
l~t is their ignorance, for which they are absolute nucess1ty. Let some leader ·or ations of church and tyrants, could not right. So I gave him some TRl rTH SEEKERS,
not to blame, not having the ad vantages of existing society, after getting up our De- command the Bllbmission and support of Volney's "Ruins," aud some Ingersolltheir ci.ty brethren. The " honest farmer mands and having them published, secure thnLiberals as he had formerly controled ism. We hav: met _aud argued several
vote·~ has become a_ maxim in politics. I at each post- office at least one Freethinker's church-goers.
times since, but so far I hav had no need
think it should be changed to the " darned name and mail a copy of these to each one
Christians will giv a minister a fine salary to call on a physician to hav my wounds.
fool farmer vote." That the Prohibitionists in the country districts. Also call for to stand in the pulpit Sunday after Sun- bandaged owing to the rock-hurling.
should draw most of theif votes from the names through the press, which has al- day repeating his story-~he old, old story At our last little meeting at his house he·
country, which certainly does not experi-. ready been done. Let all members sign a -with the monotony of a parrot. The told me he thought the only thing that.
ence the evils of drink as much as. the pledge to vote as the central organization "love of Jesus" and the "blood of the could convert me was the Bible; as far as.
cities, seems strange, to say the least. Yet directs, or for candidates only who will lamb" are like wine to them, the older his influence waa concerned he gave it up ..
the reason is not far away, either. The support our demands. Each member the better. But you cannot feed Infidels I assured him that it was more that•
farmers, as I said before, not having the should take a Freethought paper, and on that kind of stuff. Even the gifted immoral book than anything else whick
advantages of city people, are far more agree to work for the Federation by se~ Ingersoll h!Ls another occupation besides caused me to shake off the yoke of menta.l
gullible, and it is a very easy matter for curing as many members as pos_sible. lecturing to earn a living. He knows that slavery, and I was sure that if he would
the sky-pilots to persuade them that they Then the whole orga-nization may be ma- an Infidel will not pay to hear anything study it carefully it would hav the same>
are righteous in the sight of God in nipulated through the press so as to se- that neither informs nor amuses; that is ilft'ect upon him. My friend has .marked
voting the Prohibition ticket. The Pro- cure our ·rights politically. ·If the Liber- only a stale repetition of what he himself off several publications of THE TRUTH
hibition party having failed to make als are in earnest they will do this witl10ut already knows, for, unlike tile Christian, SEEKER which he will send for later on.
the advance that the National Reform delay, and ft,w can realize the amount of he does not need -his faith renewed at inSeveral gentlemen here are endeavoring
Association, for instance, would-like to see religious legislation we can defeat.
tervals. · The thought of tyi}lg to some to organize a Freethought society, Mr.
it make, its leaders hav turned their faces
But there is another phase of organi- written creed, what so.ne printed book Jos. Maille, a prominent lawyer, is taking
to fresher fields and greener pastures, and zation, that has been much discussed, which may advocate, or walking in the submissiv much interest in the move, which, I hope,
lo and behold! the ever-verdant farmer is a deeper subject to understand, but not column to hear some person who knows no will soon be c1·owned with success; only I
comes to the rescue. I claim that the men so vitally important. Mr. Bradford and more about it than they do themselvs tell regret very much that owing to my conthat are leading and controling the others advocate local societies as a means them what they should think and do, is fining position I am unable to take an acFarmers' Alliance and People's party of Freethought propaganda. Such I be- like putting fetters on the brain and clip- tiv part therein; nevertheless I am working for our cause on the quiet, and I hav
movements are the same set that hav tried lieve is the basis of the Secular Union, and ping tbe wing-feathers of thought.
Political organization is practical and already the names of four others who hav
to get God into the Constitution for the has been tried for many years. So, also,
last ten years. They dodge about the we hav the Brotherhood. of Moralists, and ·necessary, but the mental-social organi- promised to join.
The organization of the Freethought
bush considerably, those fellows, and a the Patriotic Sons of America, and so on. zation of Freethought tO correspond with
superficial observer would hardly think These societies are possible in large cities . the organization of the church is, and al- Federation of America is a proper step in
anything was wrong. These God-in-the- where people naturally and without much ways will be, ·a failure. What does the right direction; Messrs. Putnam and
Constitution fellows follow the Jesuit trouble congregate together. ~ut in the "Universal Mental Liberty" mean? Charlesworth deserve much praise. I
maxim, ''The end justifies the means." rural districts, where will be found a very That we are to huddle together like sheep shall send my name to the secretary within
Bemg an ex-member of the Farmers' large per cent of our element, such socie- and be herded together on the mount- a few days, accompanied with a small
Alliance, or rather a member in bad ties are not practicable, and I fear that the ains of thought and hav no individuality, volunta.ry initiation fee. It is the duty of
standing-not having paid my dues since intellect of the Liberals now engaged in only the numerical value of our noses? every honest and liberal-minded person to
finding out the pious leaning of the body seeking some way to a closer social organi . Not much. It means that each one has encourage these gentlemen and offer their
- I am not at liberty to divulge any of zation of Freethinkers will not be re- climbed alone, with great exertion, the 1!-Bsistance morally and financially. We
their secret work, but I can saythis much, warded, and in expressing my thoughts hills toward the realm of truth, and that must not submit to a union of church and
that a member to join must take an oath upon the subject per invitation, I beg each employs no guides. It means that state. It is high time to let the priestwe, though our hoofs are split, are not a ridden servants of the people know that
that he believes in a supreme being; at the leave to take the unpopular side.
gramnivor0us lot.
J. T. ToWNLEY.
such a union is contrary to the Constitusame time he is asslll:ed that his religious
•I ain very sorry to think that the Sun's
tion of the United States, that in this free:
belief shall not be interfered with (taking
country we will not submit to the dictait for gr~nted that he has one), when, by view of Freethought societies is nearly
tion of the church, that the church must.
Pleasant Chat.
taking the above oath, his religious belief .correct even for large cities. It cannot
not form a state within a state in order to
has already been interfered with. The be otherwise. It requires faith to bind
NEw ORLEANS, LA., Sept. 30, 1892.
force their unjust and tyrannical rulings
Farmers' Alliance convention at Ocala, people together and make them. stay, and
MR.
EDIToR:
Inclosed
find
stamps
for
;Fla., a year ago, unanimously favored the since this article is known to Atheists and which please send Paine's "Age of Rea- upon the people. Priestcraft will only
closing of the World's. Fair on Sunday. Agnostics only by its absence, the conse- son," with which I shall try to enlighten then weaken, when the masses hav been
Think of it, ye clodhoppers who hav quence is obvious. Spiritualists and Ad- my orthodox friends, just as I am doing enlightened on the rights of nature and of
man.
brushed the hayseeds out of your hair and ventists are already well organized.
now with my old TRUTH SEEKERS, which
'!'he church should be treated as any
allowed the gray matter some exercise.
But the assertions that we are_ a cold- I hav now received for about two years,
The female-suffrage plank of the People's blooded set will not do.· We are not fool- not as a direct subscriber, but through one other private institution, be taxed and
party pla,tform, like. that of the Prohibi- ish enough to make martyrs of ourselvs of your agents, delivered by_ the carrier pay its p1·o rata for the benefit and protion party, was put in for what purpose? that others may believe as we do; neither each Monday. For several months past tection it receives in return; an.l if its
You say, To givwomen the same chance as ~re we c.o~tinually pouring. our doctrin I am supplying the two barber shops situ- members are unable to thus uphold it and
men-perfect equality and so forth.
I mto unwilli~g ears, becau.se ~e do_not care ated to the right and left of the Magnolia prevent it from destruction, why, let it
say not. It was put in for the express to hav theirs ah~rays rmgmg In_ ours .. street car station (at which place I am burst and the sooner the better and more
purpose of getting voters from the re- Rene~ we are sa1d ~o care nothing for starter) with my old TRUTH SEEKERS free beneficial for all mankind, Therefore, to
ligious ranks. And right here let me say mankmd. I suppose 1f we had our sh~ps of charge, and I ~tend to continue doing accomplish this, we must organize. FreeI cannot understand why so many gifted everywhere and held forth weekly w1th
in future although I found them to be thinkers, fall in line and join the FreeLiberals like Mr. Putnam and others wish open arms and a pint of ~oly _water, ~sking· :~rribly disftgured in the beginning and thought Federation of America.
If you will hav the " Rock of Ages "
the women to vote.
The women that all to come and cast t~exr d1m~s With us, the cartoons torn to pieces. I now find
want to vote claim an equal amount of we would be called philanthro~nsts. If we them better preserved and only a little chromos made, one of them shall surely
gray matter with the men, I believe. I would.starve the body and mmd to fe~d worse-looking-from handling, w.l;len Ire- ornament the walls of my humble but
wlll not urgue on this point, but it seems the soul, and take the food from our . ~hil- place the old one with another on Saturday. happy home, for my better half is also an
to me that the very fact that the member- dren to feed some filthy, superstitious Occasionally the barbers inform me that admirer of this great and noble teacher of
ship of our churches is composed of two- Russians, or p_ay some missio~ary tci teach the last paper has not yet been returned, 80 liberty and humanity, the friend, of all
thirds women speaks rather against their the crazy derVIsh or other bemghted fanate or the other of their customers has mankind-Ingersoll.
Speaking of Ingersoll, some three months
having as much of thnt destroyer of super- ics t~e hea~thful and refreshing P_ri_nciples ~~ked permission to take it along that he
stition and priestcraft, viz., reason, as of ;r,1beralism, ~e would be considered as may show it to a friend, or take it home to ago my neighbors, a young couple, bemen. To a religious person: duty to God lovmg all mankind and would dazzle the be able to read it undistlll:bed. So you came the happy parents of a bouncing
is higher than 2-uty to man, and I think that :world, as the church has done. But such see, gradually, slowly but surely, is the boy; two weeks later he was brought to
most women wouldvote with the Women's ~s not our propagand~, and I_ am glad of light of truth and reason throwing its church, had some oil poured on him
Christian Temperance Union, which goes 1t. V:Ve seek to convmce no one. that we rays into the darkest corners of super- (whether coal oil, sweet oil, or St. Jacob's
the Prohibitionists one better and declares are nght, exce~t by way _of· seekmg after stition, and the day will come when Oil, I don't know), and was given the name
that not God but Jesus Christ is the head ~uth. T~ere IB no exm~ement, no r~st- gods and prayers, priests and their tern- John Leo-!Jeo in honor of the man with
of all government. Reason being essential ling of_ Wln~s! JlO. r~shmg tog~ther of plea, will be considered as relics of our su- a three-story hat in-Rome. "Well," said
to break from the fetters of superstition, I tremb_lmg ~pxr1ts seekmg protectiOn from perstitious forefathers. But these theo- I to my wife, " competition is the life of
think the very fact of there being women some 1magmary foe.
logians hav spread so inany books and trade, and if ever we shall become the
happy parents of another boy, I move we
in the Freethinkers' ranks conclusivly
There is an element in the mental publications in ever so many languages all
proves that these women hav more brains make-np of the Freethinker that is opposed over the world concerning their "relig- call him Robert Ingersoll, in honor of
than their sisters whom they hav left be~ to martyrdom. He sympathizes with all ious truths," and hav .forced them upon that noble man who has won respect, love,
hind.
But what would the Liberal mankind, v.ith birds and beasts, but he is the people, assisted by fanatical and and admiration all over the continent,
woman's vote amou-nt to in a presidential not altogether in favor of dying for them, tyrannical rulers, that it takes time-yes, whose name will liv in the hearts of the
election. It would cut about the same especially man, who is expected to know and very much at that-patience, and per- people when popes will be but relics of "
figure that the Prohibition party's vote enough to need no one to· die to teach him severance to enlighten the masses on their super• itious age." All those in favor o:t
otion will please say Aye, aye~
does at present. These are a few straws a truth. But let some follower of Jesus folly, to teach them that to do their own this
contr
,~ry-; the ayes hav it by thQ
which show which way the wind blows. I be found torturing a dumb beast, or ill thinking and reasoning is no longer consound-so ordered.
could pick up many more straws which treating some castaway child, and a heavy sidered a crime.
Yours for light, more light,
are all going in. the same direction, but hand is often laid against his ear, either
Lately I hav had a few discussions with
ERWIN AUFFURTH.
these will suffice at present.
mentally or physically. The only senti- a young Protestant schoolteacher, a very
ALBERT SANDBERG.
ment common to Freethi11kers is sym- pleasant gentleman. I like him because he
P.S.-Inclosed also find clipping of
pathy.
never los<'B his self-control, no matter ''Labor Department" of the Daily City
Freethought Organization.
I hav often thought of Hugh 0. "Pente- how much we differ. He admits he re- Item, this city, in regard to the injustice
CouNoiL, IDA., Sept. 16, 1892.
cost's words of resignation, as he left his spects Fr(lethinkers becauRe he finds them of the closing of the World's Fair on SunMR. EDIToR: The question of organi- post as a leader of the Freethought ranks. to be honest and sincere, although he can day. It affords me much pleasure to be
zation is being discussed on all sides and Having left the ministry accustomed to not share their views; but I hav some informed that members of several labor
all see the necessity of the same, but: as fine organization, plenty of cash in the hopes he will turn out all right some fut- organizations will hav my communication
yet there has been but little accomplished, contribution-box, and, tlj.ousands of zeal- ure day, for he is willing to investigate read at their next regular monthly meetand we should look into the reasons of this ous fanatics eager to follow a brilliant and study. He asked me for a few copies ing with the intention of having resolu-E. A,
failure.
'leader, he entered the Liberal ranks ex- .of THE TRUTH SEEKER, "so that I may tions passed accordingly. J
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A>r Quincy, lll., parochial school children were shut out of the public school
parade.
CATHOLICS in England are pleased at the
convPrsion of Lord Donington, a Protestant, to Catholicism.
AT Chicago on the 7th six thousand per~
sons met to offer thanks~ving that Congress had closed the Fair ;:;undays.
1\foNSEIGNEu:RS Satolli and O'Connell,
papal delegates, hav left Rome for the
United States to consider the school
problem.
THE Russian ~overnment has forbidden
Jews giving their children names identified
with the Christian :religion, such as Matthew, Mark, Paul, etc.
DuRING a storm at Casein~ del Pero,
Italy, lightning struck a church and
injured five persons, two fatally, among
them being the chaplain and his assistant.
~ outbreak of the me-ssiah craze among
the Indians is feared, as they hold to the
promis that the messiah should appear
after two springs, which would be next
spring.
IN· Muskegon, Mich., Protestants are
indignant at the gift of $200 to St. Mary's
Catholic church by John Moon, a Republican candidate for Congress, with the
promis of much more if he is elected.
A CURE of Les Aubiers. France, ~>stab
lished a sort of clerical table d'hote for
those wishing to take communion, who
had to dine and pay. Three young women
who were reJused _communion because
they did not dine appealed to the courts
and obtained damages~
AT the German Catholic congress at
Newark~.. N. J., Monseigneur Schroeder
said: "The robbery of the _pope was a
robbery of God! It was a horrible sacrilege! At the head of our demands there is
and always will be this-the restoration of
the temporal power of the pope."
THE pope, on account of his new friendship with the French j:!;overnment, does
not wish to see an increase in the army· of
France's enemy, Germany. Consequently
the Catholic wing in the German parliament will obstruct military bills until
bought oft' by concessions to its church.
THE latest of the miraculous cures re·
ported as occurring at the shrine of St.
Anne de Beaupre, Canada, is that of
Daniel O'Brien. He was helpless from
rheumatism, but while he was praying
before the holy relic his infirmity disappeared and he threw down his crutches
and walked off a whole man.
·rN an Indiana law-court Mrs. John
Clarke pleaded that she was but partly the
cause of a black eye which her husband
exhibited as her work. She had, she
alleged, got on a chair to pray to God to
removf' John, and in a gesticulation her
fingers merely grazed his face. " I know,"
said she, "that the Lord smote him
through the cracks of my fingers."
THE election of the Roman Catholic,
Knill, as lord mayor of London, has
stirred up sectarian animosity throughout
England. At the opening of a church
congress at· Folkestone the archbishop of
Canterbury and scores of bishops and
clergymen of the Established church came
out in their robes and marched to the
various churches. To the end of this procession a crowd of Low Church people, a.a
adverse to ritualistic High Churchisni as
to Catholicism, attached themselvs, with a
banner picturing Latimer and Ridley
burning at the stake, and the words, "No
popery. Withstand idolatry, priestcraft,
and ritualism." In a struggle to lower the
banner it was torn to shreds.
SECRETARY l!'osTER of the American
state department has written Cardinal
Rampolla-atRome: "Most Eminent Sir-!
am directed bythe presidentof_the United
States to express to your Eminence his
very deep satisfaction on learning of the
warm interest which His Holiness, -Pope
Leo XIII., takes in the approaching
Columbian Exposition at Chicago. . . .
The. intimate association of the Holy See
with the Columbian enterprise and its results has so linked the memory of Rome
and her pontiffs with the vast achievement
of Ch1istopher Columbus and his comrades
and competitors in the work of discovery
and colonization and exerted so marked
an influence on the destinies and progress
of the New World they revealed, that an
exhibit such as, by the president's direction, I hav the honor to suggest could not
fail to be among the most noteworthy contributions to this international celebration
of the four-hundredth anniversary of the
discovery. By cooperating to this end
His Holiness will manifest for our countrya regard which will be highly appreciated,
not only by the managers of the Exposition ·
but by the American people at large."
'
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47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Condition of the People. Charles Bradlaugh... 5
MANNA SERIES•

t Original Manna for" God's Chosen."........ 5
8 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh........ 5
4 Wh;~el was Excommunicated. Barnata...... 20
5 200 t,lnestions Without Answers..... . . . . . . . . . . 5
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarin .................... to
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian .......... to
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy- 5
oake.......................................... 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh ....... 5
tO A Few Words about the Devil................. · 5
n New Life of Jacob.......... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
t2 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Ho:l;y:oake ..... to
t3 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake .. to
t4 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H ......... tO
t~ Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A.. H .... to
t6 Twelve-Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh........ 5
t7 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh....... 5
t8 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh...... 5
t9 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh.. .. 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh.. .. 5
2t A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ...... to
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will send
$1.t0 worth for $t; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth
for $3, and $tO worth for $5.
_

'fhe New God. Price, 10 cents.
l'he Problem of the Universe, and Its
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolo~a.: Price1 20 cents.

Waifs and wandermgs, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $t.oo; paper, 50
cents. "A JlroBe epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first pag_e to last with the living spint of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.

Holden Throne, A Romance.

"The au-

thor certainly has ~enius. The divine
creative sparli is within him. The book is
filled with manly thou_ghts expressed in
manly w,ords-the transcrtpt of a manly mind.
Every Ltberal should read' Golden Tlirone.'"
-[Inger~ all. Prioe, $t.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

A conversation in

rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, to cents.

Adami and Heva.

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its ,superiority to the mut~ated copythe Genests lel!_end-ts shown. Pnce, to cents.

Hot1lieb : His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 cents.

;tty Rl'ligious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., '
28 Lafavette place, New York.

Su~erstition in All Ages.-

Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.

Be Thyself; 10c.
Christianity No Finality.
Superior. tOe.

Spiritualism

Common-Sense Thoughts on the lliblc.
tOe.

Deluge in the Light of Modern Science.

THE STORY HOUR.

tOe.

Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. lOc.
Geologist and RadicaL By_J. H. Powell.
25c.

.

.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
$t.50.

God Proposed for Our National Constitu·
tion. lOc.
.
Irreconcilable Records.
Genesis anC:
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

Is Darwin Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
Is Spiritualism True ~ lOc.
'Man's True Saviors. ioc.
Orthodoxy False, Since Spiritualism h
True. lOc.
Pocasset 'l'ragedy. Legitimate Fruit oJ
Christianity. tOe.

-

Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects,
$t.25.

Radical Rhymes.
trait. $t.25.

With Author's Por-

Sermon from Shakspere's Text. lOc.
Soul of -Things.. Psychometric Researches, etc. 8 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
1\'I. F. Denton.) Per val., $t.50.

Wltat Is Right 7 lOe.
What. Was Ile7 Jesus in 19tb Century
Light. Paner, $t; cloth, $t.25.

Who are Chril'ltians 7 lOc.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Creed of Christendom.
Its Foundation ContraSted with Its' Superstructure.
By W. R. GREG.
Oomvlete in 1 val.. 12mo, 391111P., IU.50.

Essay on Miracles.
By. DAVID HUME.
Price.

10cenu..

For Children and Youth.
By Miss Susan H. Wixon, Conductor of tile
Children's Corner in the New York
Truth Seeker,
Small Quarto-tox8 inches-neartv Three Huudred p!!,ges. Illuminated Covers. 8ixty-six Fnll!lage Illustrations, with Twenty-five Smaller
Oa. ... ~

,

CONTENTS:Preface; Lazy })ick; or The Life of a Do~· An
An~el Unawares; Mayi,.._Ten Little Watting.
Matds; The Doctor's norse; True Politeness; A Bumble-Bee's Thanksgivingj,Grand·father's Pocketbook; Meddlesome ll'lOlly· A
Sag Mistake; Inside an Engine House· Our
Children; Cressbrook Cottage; Ezekiel1s Silver Spoon; Odds and Ends-A New Year's
Story; Miss Brown's Valentine_; What Stephen's Owl was Stuffed With; John; Neighbor pri_ghtside· .Miss Marie Gold's Party;
CousmJohn'sPhtlosophy; Jenn:Ls Questionl
Katy's Answer; Alone in an Unfurnisheu
Ho~se; Blackey; Breaking_the Meeting;. Our
Suste; A Funny Fellow-How He was unred
of Practical Joking; What the Fern Said;
Dot; A Wedge of Gold; Her Birthdayi· PostOffice Jack; AuntAvis; ICanBecause Will.
Price·, $1.00.
Address,
'
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

RELIGION NOT

HISTORY~

Examination' of the Morals a.nd History
of the New Testament.
Rv'Pllo" ll' W llflr.WMAN

Prin<>. 2~ n1>nt.•.

W"ANTED.
Anyone having Liberaf tracts. or newspa!)ers,
or books, they- d\) not. care to keeJ>,. will confer a
favgr upon Elmma by sendmg them to her, espeetally<J;RUTH SEEKERS of alate date· lil:OOd novels too will be welcome to my Free Ltbrary for
Poor Women. Address
·
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER
Snowville, Pulaski Co., Va.
.

:L'Q ..J.~;~·trut""fj uu1

STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS, TAKE

RIPANS TABULES.
SOL» B1i
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.
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FR[fTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL. TfXT-BOOK.
,
SH<'WING

!rBE .ABSURDITY .AND UNTil UTHFULo
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, AND RH-VEALING THE ABUSHS
OF
A
UNION OJ!
CHURCH AND
.-TATE.

COPIOUS

HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND
OF

OPINIONS SCHOL..
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT Of
THE ARTIST.·
JJESIGNS BY WATSON HESTOb
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE JJESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
2 represent
5
"
1
"
25
1
2

4

2

1
4
9
12

a
6

7

SamJ;>ies of Christianity's Wor!L
Misswnaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resnltll
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
. Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some .Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell. • ~
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
fore appeared in th~s connt;ry, and it is very doubtful if an_oth·er one. like it will fiVer again be pub.
· lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of p_nttmg the book m the reach of all.
A.t twice the price U would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de..
signer is wonderful success~ and we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freetliliikers' Magazine.

a

Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to

Freethonght, and has done faithfnl and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the Pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred p&ges of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p):"ove the uttei
falsity: of the church's professions and the hYJ;Jocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in the
hands of Freethinkers.-[Bost!Jn Irivestigator.

Pricze, board covers, $.2 ;

olot~,

$.2.SOe

'»1:)

Food a11d
Diet,
.?\arriage
Pare11tage;

ttc.

llygiene of the Brain an1l the Cure «>
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook
M.D. l'ricc, by mail, $1 50. " Get this hook au
rea<l it, for it ttbound.:; in practical vaiuab•
knowledge."-[Chicago Inter-Oc~an.

Eating for Strength. By M. L. Holbrook
:!vi.D. Price by mail, $1. "I am clelightecl wit
it."-rH .. B. Baker, l'iLD., Secretary illichiga,
State Boar<l of Health.

Parturition Witltout Pain. A Code u

Direction.~ for avoiding moot of the Pains au
Dangers of Uhildbouring. lly lti. L. Holbroo:
M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whoHe '"
cellence snl'pa><se.:; oHr _power to coiUlllend.''
[New York Evening lLail.,
Liver Complain~ Mental Dyspeps1~ a••·

Headacltc : 'I neir Cure by Home Trea1

ment. By M. J,. Holbrooli, JII.D. I'rke, I
mail, $1. "Reading thi.:; book I cured my•eJ
after several doct,rs hall f:tiled."-[T. C. Curtio
U.S.A.

The Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E
B. Dnffer1Tauthor of "What Women Shonk
Kn9w," ' .NO Sex in Education," etc. Pl'ice, b~
mail, $1. Mrs. Uhurles Brew.. ter Portland,llfe
writes: "Had I possessed this 1oook ten year,
ago it would h~de s:wed me ten years of h1
valiclism, and' . .:;hould have been the mother o
healthy instead of sickly children."

Youth: Its Care and Culture. By J

Mortimer Granville. ;H. To this has hee1
added a paper . by that clutrmin!f Engli,]
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physic,,
Education o~ a Girl," nni! a vape.r on th,
"Dress of Grrls." 1ts retail prwe· IS $1.

Talks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. })
Gleason M.D. A Pructicnl H!lil<lbook for tb.
Maid, W'ife,___and lliothcr: with" benutiful Ph"
tographic rortrait of the Author Price b
mail $150. "We wbh tho C'itapt.r, 'Uonfirlm;
tial to Mothers,' might hu pnhlislied as a trac
and sent to every motlll r I" th" land."-(Har
per's New .1\Ionthly j)iag><>.ine.

The Better Way. An Appeal to Men h

behalf of Human Cnltnr" tilrolJ~h a wiser paJ·

entage. Bv A. E. Newton !'rice, by mai;
.25 cents. HIt conta.ins infornw ti<,n antl warniu.L
that are urgently needed. "-l Christian Union.

Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Pop

nlar ExpositlOR of the Fundament."! Problem
in Sociology By H. T. Tr:tll, l\l.D. Price, b1
mail, $~. T'his work has rapidly passed throng:!
forty editiom, and the demand is' dmstantly
increasing. No such complete aml valuablr
work has ever before been i.:;sued.

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scien-

** *

**• IF *••
*•·*

YOU ARE

SINCERELY IN'l'ERE8'1ED _IN

~WOMAN
BASTEN TO RE.IlD

THE STRIKE OF A SEX ..
OF WOMAN'S

SLAVERY.")

It
The best men and women of England and America are
has a fascination
fairly heaping praises upon this
entirely its own and will give yon
truly wonderful
s sensation such as yon never had before.
book.

I

CAN TdiS
BE SO

Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should he quieti'
given ~o every drinker. "-[Herald of Ile:tlth. ·

Muscle-Beating; '!.!! Home Gymnastic>
for 8ick and well. By C. Kemm.
llarriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
»nd Physiologicalltelations, and in their J.,.,,,r
in({ on the prodncinl£ of children of tint·r h~altl
anugreabr ability. llyl\L L. Holbrook,li'I.D. $1
The Sctentit!o .American says:·"Books on thi"
subject are usually written by • cranks,' lmt tld,
is radically different: it is scientific, sobe1.
clean, and worthy of conscientious consid~ra
tiou by every possible parent, and particulurb
by the young."
·

Tlte Diet \Jure. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health Disease, Cure. By T. L
Nicholsl M..D , editor London Herald o.f Jlealtlt.
Price. c oth. 'iO cents.

p

Price, postpaid, 25 cents.

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet p, Fowler.

manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cent;

By GEORGE N, MILLER.

TOM'S CABIN

From the Cradl<=

to the School. By_Bertha l\'Ieyer. The Right,
of Chilclren. Bt,: Herbert Sllimcer. The Government of ChLilien. Tl:v M. L. Holbrook\ l\L D
Price by mail, ·
cloth, $1. ·It i>
a book worthy oo oe ranked with the best that
) has ever been written concerning the training
of children."-rBazar.

THE O.A USE OF

('• THE UNCLE

tific Diet. By Gustav Schlickeysen. Trans.
lated from the German, hy M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and Radical Cure for IntcmjJerailcc, hv the Use
of a Veg~tablo and Fruit Diet. By ·chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.ll.S. 250 pages. Price, $1

Tltrce Books in One.

Medical Hints on tlte Protection and Man.
agement of the Singing Voice. By
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Oo.

WAS ABRAHAM liNCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

CuriOUS Revelations From the
Life of a Trance Medium.
By MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. lllmtrated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoh,
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $l.b0;
paper, 75 cents.
•
~HE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 La-fayette place, N. Y.

Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand

30 cts

Deep Breatlting • or Lung Gymna!':lics.
Price, cloth, 50 cents. Mrs. Horace. Manu write2
"Even• book you J?rint is pure golu a11u deserves "wide circulatwn."

By M.

How to Strengtlten tlte Memory.
L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.

...,

l Physician's Sermon to Young l'rlen. By
Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. H. A
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer
says of it: " 'l'hrongh false delicacy lads anc
youths are left to fall into trouble, and not a fe<
have th9ir prospects of a healthy happy life a~
solntely rumed. The little book before us is in
tended to be _put into the hands of youn-g mE>J
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable <
discharging a father's duty in this respect; an·
as not one father in ten i<, we belieYe, ready'
do what is right by his boys himself, it is wei
that such a book as this should be available. J
it ia read by all who shonlcl read it, its sale wi l
be counted by hundreds of thousands." 'fJ,.
publisher will send 10 copies by mail, postpai ·
for $2 Should anvone desire them by the Ill
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by COl
respondence.
ur-Catalognes Free...MJ

By mail on receipt of price.

~d&ru•
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Each Number, Ten Uents.

The Modern Science Essayist
Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.

a11d

CITATIONS !JI·

FACTS~

:16represent Unrue Sam and the Priests.
S
"
The Church Robbing the People.
a
"
Thanksgiving.
6
Sabbatli Laws.
l4
Children and the Church.
lO
Woman and the Church.
6
The Church and Thomas Paine.
(
Studies in Natural History.
I
The Bible and Science.
l5
"
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
!
" ·
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
"
The Atonement Scheme.
4
The Lord and His W arks.
S
Prayer."
10
The CreE>ds.
t
Christians and Mohammedans.

Books

l:f~giene,
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1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life and ;person(tl
characteristics ; his views on edncatwn ; his
religions opinions. By l\1B. DANIEL GBEENLEAll"
Tuom>SON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DAR\VI;N: His ancestrr,
life, and personal characteristics. By JoHN w•
CHADWICK.
,
s. SOLAR AND PLANET.A,RY EYOLU~ON:
How suns a~d worlds come mto beip.g .. Did the
materialumverse ever have'a begmmng 1 By
GARRET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EA.RTH: Thestoryof
geology; How the world grew. By DB. LEWIII
G. JANES.
.
5 EVOJ,UTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
docs life begin; The problem of spontaneona
generation. B~· WILLIAM PoTTS.
6 EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE; The evi.
·deuces from geology, geograJJ.hicaldistribntion,
and comparative zoology. .By RossrrEB RAY·
MOND, Pli.D.
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line;· dura.tion of human life on the planet. By E.· D.
CoPE, Ph.D.
'!.EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the
nervous system: the nature of mind. By RoBT.
G. EccLEs, M.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOQIETY. Primitive man;
growth of the family, CitY1 .and state:. develqpment of the domestic relations; marriage. BY
JAMES A. SlrtLTON.
>('
,0. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of r~
ligions beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By Z.
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism
grows out of egoism; the proper balance. By
DB. L~WIS G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a,fromgeology:;
b, from morpholog_y; c, from embryology; d,
from metamorphosis; e, from rudimentary organs; f, from geographical diHtriontion; g,
from discovered links; ll~ from artificial breeding; i, from reversion; K, from mimicry. By
NELSON C. PARSHALL.
18. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REV. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relation
of the doctrine to_prevailing philosophical systems. By STARR HoYT NICHOLS.
•
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
CO~UNG CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REV.
MINOT J. SAVAGE.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By DB. LEWIB
G. JANES.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
By SYLVAN DBEY.
18. THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception; sight, Hound, taste,
smell, feeling; the doctrine of the Unknowable.
By RoBERT G. EccLES, M.D.
19. A STUDY OF MATTER AND MOTION. An
excellent digest of a much vexed question, with
g_notations from many authorities. By Ho:N. A.
N. ADAMs . .J
*
._
l!O. PRIMITIVE ~N. M11n as revealed by archeological studies; eVIdences of man's antiquity; geological pepo!'la: man's (tPJ?earance
in the pliocene; paleolithiC and neolitllJC races:
the ages of bronze and iron; cave men and
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound buildersi.
primitive implements and tools; proofs or
man's natural evolution. By Z. SIDNEY SAMPSON.
21. GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
Marriage a J!rimitive institution; its earlier
forms; no eVIdence of original promiscuity; exogamy and endogamy; gronP-marria~~; polygyny, polyandry, and monogamy· marriage by
capture· monogamy the highest form of therelation; 'divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
contract; its regulation by the state. By C.
STANILAND WAKE.
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
of political institutions;.. the patriarchal family;
the tribe and clan. By JOHN A. TAYLOR.
23. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
statute law and jndge-made law;_ the conversion
of customs into law. By PRoF. huFus SHELDON.
24. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCIENCE. Supernatural ideas of disease; fetichism in medicine; the beginning_s of medical science. By
RoBERT G. ECCLES, M.D.
25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. The
necessity for arms and armor under the struggle _for existence. By JoHN C. KIMBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS,
develovment of the human hand.; the earliest
use of Implements and tools. ByJAMEBA. Sxu,.
TON.
Z'l. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The definition of wages; economic characteristics of the wage system; wagt·s the outgrowth
of slavery; origin and development of the
wages system. By PROF. GJW. GUNTON.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN OIVILIZATION. The beginnings 'of education; early
methods in Egypt 1 J:ersia, China~ Greece,.and
Rome: early Chnstian Ideas or edncauon;
Catholic and Protestant views; the common
school system. By Miss CAROLINE B. LE Row.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFOR:tlf. I.
The Theological Method.· By REV. JoHN CHADWICK.
.
80. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. II.
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
81. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. ill.
The Anarchistic Method. By HuoH 0. PENTEcosT.
82. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. IV.
The Scientific Method. By DANIEL GREENLEAF THOMPSON.
33. ASA GRAY: His Life and Work. By Mns.
MARY TREAT.
84. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOJ]MANS. The
Man and his Work. By PROF. JoHN FisKE.
JF" Each Number, Ten Cents . ...:a _
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
118 Lafa>·~tte nlnoe, New York.
EDWIN N.
BEEUBER,
Jicit<'r of Patents, MAliTON.Jlartforrl connty, Co~""·
Small fees; Y&lid
patents wit" broad
claims; letters of
inquiry promptly

Agents for The Truth Seeker.

CHEAP EDITION.

Alal>aJnao

News Dfll>(>t. 2003 2d ave .• Birmingham.
Loeb & Loeb, Montgomery.
Arizona.

J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.

Travels in Faith.

Gems of ~AougAt. Books 6yHelen H. Gardenet.
WE should never believe evil of anyone
without positiv proof.-~hinese Author.

BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
MENTAL resistance to change is as strong
Being the story of his menta.! journey from
orthodoxy to Ra.tiona.lism.
as the principle of inertia in mechanical
science.-Lydia
lria1'ia Child.
!'rice, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
TRUE happiness consists in the most
disinterested and impartial ·action of the
mind and in the practice of all the social
THE EVOLUTION
duties.- Aristotle.
OF
IF mankind could be got to act up to
this last principle [not to say that one
canada.
knows what one is aware he does not
P. C. Allen, 35 ·King st., Toronto.
know] in every relation of life, a reforms"
.Tames Foster, Weiland, Ont.
,tion would be effected such as the world
By HENRY FRANK.
Thos Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
has not yet seen: an approximation to the
Lecturer of the Society of Huma.n Progress.
R. vi. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
millennium, such as no supernaturalistic
.Tohn McKenna, 80 Yonge At., Toronto.
religion has ever yet succeeded, or seems
R. J. Moftat, Sea Island1 Tulu Island, B. C.
likely ever to succeed, in effecting.ColoraCIOo
!'rice, 25 cents. Five cq_l!ies, $1.
Huxley.
;r, C. Richey. 207 Harrison ave .. Leadville.
Address THE TRU'l'H SEEKER.
C Smith & Son 385 Larimer st., Denver.
I soMETIMES despair of getting anythingStanchfield & C~ .. 200 Union ave., Pueblo.
quite simple and honest done in this world
Harbottle & Co., Ralida.
by the help of men. They would hav to
Flo.. ida.
be passed through a powerful press first,
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
to squeeze their old notions out of them,
- - - ' - - - 1 4 <'~4L---
A. J. Gardner, Kissimmee.
so that they would not soon get upon their
,
·
Idaho.
Moral, Theological, Historical, ,'l.nd Speculative legs again, and then there would be some
A. Erwin, Murray.
Propositions.
one in the company with a maggot in his
Illinois.
15 cents head, hatched from an egg deposited there
Post-Office News Co .. 93 Adams, Chicago.
nobody khows when, for not even fire kills
(} E Wilson 312 State st., anQ Brenthese things, and you would hav lost your
B~en~no Bros.',204 Waba"h ave., Chicago.
AN OUTLINE OF THE
labor. Nevertheless, we will not forget
Cbas. W. Curry, 183 Mac1i~on st., O~cago.
that some Egyptian wheat was handed
Chas. Macdonald, 55 Washmgton, Chicago.
r"""J''': ••.
lniliRlllJo
dowLJ. to us by a mummy. -Thoreau.
Jron-('lad Age, Inc1janapolis.
MAN is wont to look upon himself as the
A. C. Katt, Fort Wayne.
,_,._#
Louisiana.
culminating point of creation, and to conGeo. Rills, 11 Decatur st.,. New Orleans.
sider the earth, with all that livs and moves
Its Causes al').d Results.
AI.J. Dwyer, 226Baronne, NewOrleans.
therein, as created by a beneficent power
By W. S. BELL. Paper, ~2mo, 25 ct>!. for his use and dwellinl!. A glance at the
Ma ..sach~•,.etts.
Oolby /IT: Rich. 9 Bo!lworth st., Boston.
_
history of the earth and the geographical
A. M. Driscoll, 78!. Front st., Worce~ter.
distribution of the human race might
Johnson Bros., 5 N. Main st., Fall River.l
teach him rather more modesty. How
Michigan.
long did the earth exist without him! how
A '0 Moore Adrian. Box 465.
long did all the l;>eauties of sky and earth
Reply to New York )bse-N~er.
B~k~r&Holton 87Woodwardav., Detroit.
shine without there being a creature gifted
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
:ey :R,. G. ING:e~~QLL.
with reason to behold and admire them!
Minnesota.•
With "A ROMAN CATHOLIO CANARD. •
Why should all those €ndless pre-human
E.·P. Parcher, 8 3rd st.,_So. Minneapolis.
Price, 15 cents.
MissnurJ.
ages hav rolled away, if man were actuPhilip Roeder 322 Olive. st., St. Louis.
ally the be-aU and the end-all of creation?
E. T. Jett, so2 Olive st., St. Louis.
"Man," says Helmholtz. "is wont to
Neb.. aska..
measure the greatness and wisdom of the
J. M. Wiley, P. 0. News Depot, York.
Universe by the duration it promises to
The passages unfit lor family readin~.
Ne"' York.
his own race; but the past history of the
Paper,
30
cents;
cloth,
50
cents.
Brentano Bros., 5th ave. & 18th st., N.Y.
globe shows how brief a spell in its duraBumton &Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
tion is the existence of the human race."H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand stR.
Buchner .
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
Abramowitz Bros,, 72 Canal st., New York.
WHEN, by chance, a Christian minister,
H. Oolm, 320 West st., New York.
having a mind unwarped by theological
J.J. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
bias and a sublimer confidence in the sa.T. H. RuBBell, Fulton & Nassau sts.
credness of ·truth and the method of free
New York News Co .. 20 Beekman Rt., N.Y.
discussion than, unhappily, is usual, .dares
R. J. King, ·179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
to transgress the bounds of custom, and
1<1 Cl Weidman. 12fl State st., R-ochester.
givs to the public the plain-facts of history
:m: ,T.' Nieuwland, 10th ave. and 157th st.
and the :r;esults of the critical judgment of
Anderson & Co., 704 8th ave.
the best and most reverent scholars upon
S. M. Bernhard, 119 E. 104th st.
these topics [the origin of Christianity],
Harlem Book Co., Boulevard Hotel, 124th
be does but demonstrate by his experience
st. and Lexington ave.
that intellectual liberty is rarely possible
Ohio.
within sectarian boundaries, even though
.Tohn J acqueR, Akron.
the body with which he communes may
N Hexter 342 Superior st., Clevelancl.
be the most cultured and liberal of all the
•T.' R. Haw'ley, 1114 Vine"st., Cincinnati.
sectR- may assume indeed: to be no sect,
'B Woods ll19 Chillicothe st., PortRmouth.
but the church universal As far as the
T,~r-wood.'Dav&Oo .. mm Rnneriol'. Clevel'd.
enlightenment of the public is involved in
Alf. Wanen Co, 217 Central ave, Cincinnati.
the event, it does not seem to matter much
Thos. Godilard, Box 23ri. Huron.
whether th!'l voice of truth is ~ilenced by
Standard N ewe Co., 14 W. Tusc st, Canton.
the rack and thumb-screw, as of yore, or
Ore~nn.
by the friendly request of an assistant
R F. Hvland, .Corvallis.
bishop, aR at the present day. Silenced it
W. E. Jones, 291.Alder st., Portland.
l< alse Claims. Revised and Enlar2ed. is for the moment, and that effectually;
W Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
As a Missionary Document it is unexc8iled while in the ears of the eagerly waiting.
f{~nilley & Hoos, 150 1st Rt .. Portland.
Among the snbJ ects considered by: 1\'Ir. Rem~ people rings the old-time qnery, never
bnrg are: The Church and 1\'Iorility; Crimi- more forceful or pertinent than to-day,
G. Thornton, Palace Hotel Block, Heppner
nal
Statistics, showin!?l the creeds of the
l"ennsylvan i a.
Qrisoners in the penitentiaries; the Qhnrch and Why seek ye not, even of yourselvs, what
nr.J.H."Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden,P~a.
Uivilization; · the Church and Smence; tho is true?;-Lewis Jane8.
Church and Learning; the Church ana Lib·
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila.
ertyj_ the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
ALL the varying sects, a long while
J. A Kirk, DuBois.
the Woman's Rights l\'Iovement; the Temp~r
f{ Heyne 10th and Market sts., Phila.
ance Reform; the Church and the Bepnbhc. tolerated by the emperors, or concealed
Price,
10
cents
singly;
75
cents
per
dozen.
R.' Staiev, 'Wonrt and 4th ave., Pittsburgh.
from their observation, had no power to
Fulton Bros.", McKeesport.
Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and Vices persecute and proscribe each other, as
Rhode Island.
Sanctioned by Scriptnre·h Falsehood and De- they were all equally subject to the RoH Carr 947 High st., Providence.
ception · _ Cheating; T eft and Bobberyl·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars o man magistratPs. They possessed only
J.' H. J.'Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
Cm:~qnest and Extermination; Despotism; In- the powPr of disputing with each other.
Tenneflillliee.
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to When the magiRtrates prosecuted them,
W. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry, Nashville.
Woman; Unkindness to Children· Cruelty to they all claimed the rights of nature. They
Animals; Human Sacrifices; Cannibahsm;
n. P. HenderRon & Co., Chattanooga. .
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemper(tnce; said: Permit us to worship God in peace;
Rich Bros. &Mills, 229 N. Cherry, Nashville
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; do not Q.eprive us of +-be liberty you allow
Texas.
Obscenity. Price, single copies~ 25 cents; .6
copies, $1. Special discount on Jarge quanti- the Jews. All the different sects existing
H. Hover, Denison.
at present may hold the same language to
ties.
L. Andruss, Denison.
Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best ..nd those who oppress them. They mn.y say
T. Theo. Colwick, Nor~e.
most thorough work "ver written on the Sab- to the nations who hav granted privileges
E. H. Andrae, 34fl! Mam st., Dallas.
bath f'l'om a rational point of view. Larl<"e and to the Jews: Treat us as you treat these
G. W. Baldwin, Houston.
.
handsome print. Pnce, 25 cents; six copies, $1. sonR of Jacob; let us. like them, worship
E. L. Merrill, Independent Pulp2t, Waco. Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline God according to the dictates of conTTg..l,.
of Faith· Protestant Intolerance; Washington science. 01u opinion is not· more injuri0 H Parsons 164 S. Main, Salt Lake City.
an Uubefievet;J Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine ous to your state or realm than Judaism.
·Margetts Bro~., 76 Main st., Salt Lake City.
and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
You tolerate the enemies of Jesus Christ;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.
Wasbin'l:'ton Territory,
Atine Bros., Walla Walla.
l'homas Paine. Tells the Story of the tolera-te ul', thArefore, who adore Jesns
J. C. Nathan, 104 S. 2nd st., Seattle.
Anthor-l1ero's life, delin.eates the l.eacl.ingtrai~B Christ, and differ from yimrselvA only
of his cha.racter and g~nms, and vmdi_cates Ips upon subtle points of theology; do not
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
name from. the asperswns cast. U:OOD; It. Tn b- deprive yonrselvs of the services of useful
West Virginia.
·
ntes to P ame's character are giVen from more
than one hundred noted per~olls of Euro12e ap.d subjects. It is of consequence to you to
News Store, 123 3rd st., Parkersburg.
America many of the.lll wntten expressly for obtain their labor and skill in your manuEngland.
rLondon.
this work. Second editlOHi 160 pages, pnnted factures, your marine, and your agriWatts & Co., 17 Jolmson's Court, Fleet st.,
on fine tinted paper, neat Y bou~d, and c,on• "ulture, and it is of no consequence at all
tainimz a handsome steel portrrut "f Pall"·'
0. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
to :von that they hold a few art.icles of
Australia.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W. The Apostle of Liberty. An aaru:ess ae- faith different from your own. What you
liverea in Paine J:!:all, before the N E. Fz:ee- want is their work, and not their cate·
New- Zealand.
thinkers' Conventwn, January 29, l884. Pnoe. chism.- Voltaire.
A. D. Willis,}Wanganui
lOcents.
California.

.T. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Ball & McCarter. 117 W. 1st. Los Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
Angeles.
·
1\Iax News Stand. 102 N. Main,LosAngeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
San Francisco.
'rhos. W. Baker, Selma.
L. R. Titus, 237 South 4th st., San Jose.

THE DEVIL!

Self-ContradiGtions of the Bible.

fR[NCH RfVOLUTION~

Paine Vir1rlicateo

Holy Bible Abridged.

.fobn E. Rems~urg'~ Books.

New Edition, Revised and-Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper,

50

cents.

The Traae Su:p:p!tea at S:pecia! I>!scounts.

IS THIS YDUB SOB. MY LOBD 1
:\. Fascinating Story of Radical Truths or.
Religion and Social Matters.
Price, cloth. $1; pa-per, 50 cents-

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
D4UGHTER?
A
Price,~cloth,

NE'W NOVEL.
$1.

I

Paper, 50 cents

PUSHED BY UBSEEB HABDS.
SHORT 5TORI:e5.
Price, cloth, $1.

I

Paper, 50 cents.

! THOUGHTLESS YES.
CONTENTS:
A Splendid Judge of a Woman-The Lady of the
Club-Under Protest-For the Proseootion-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler Honse
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our AncestorsFlorence Campbell's Fate-1\Iy·Patient's Fa.te.
Price, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1.

L K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbatlt. "A law regulating hnma.n conduct on the Sabbath is an impertinence." Price, 10 cents .
The False Teaching of the Christian
Chnrch. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of
a mini•ter's praving God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Uolorado beetle!"
Price, 10 cents.
·
.
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a FacU
"Price, 5 cents.
·
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and tlte Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

B. ·F. UNDERWOOD'S WORn.~
FOR iilALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
and Lectures. Embracing Inilu
ence of Christianity on Civilization ; Uhris.
tiauity and Materialism; What Litcralisrn oJl'en
in Place of Christianity; Scientific lllateri:tlism
.Woman; Spiri~ualism frq~ a l\'Iateri!J-ljstil
Standpomt; Pame the PolitiCal and Rehgwu;
Heformeri 1\'Iaterialism and Crime; Will thr
Coming il-lan Worshi12 God? Crimes and Cruel
ties of Christianity; the Authorit~ of the Bible
Freethought Judged by Its Frmts; Our Idelll
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.
In:ducnce of Christianity upon Civiliza
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
What Liberalism Offers in Place «
Christianity. · 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism; Its Meaning an(
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stande
point. 10 cents. .
Paine the Political and Religions Re•
former. 10 cents.
Woman : Her Past and Present: Ret
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents..
Will the Coming Man Worship God f
10cents.
'l'welve Tracts. Scientific and Theolog·
ical. 20 cents.
E:s~ays

'.C:rtE TRUTH SEEKER. OCTOBER 22, 1.892.
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Jt1 estinga.

These notices are for the benefit of Liberals .who mrty be visiting the places
where these societies fire. located. Local
Secular tlnions and F'reethought SoJieties can hav their gatherings adtJertised here jree by forwarding the nec6ssaey information.

U:anhattan t.fberal Uub,

J

88?"

'

Libert? ill
Literature.
Testimonial

To Walt
N.Y.,

Meet~_every·Friday evenigg, at 3 o'clock, at German .M.aaonic Temple, 220E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The publio cordially invited.

BY

The Newark Liberal League.

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

M~ets every Sund~ aftemoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal LeagUe HI , 177 Halsey st. 1 cor. Market
st,, Newark, N. J.. ectutes aild d1scttssions on
rengi91ls a.nd social questions. Seats free and
everybody W!Jlcoine.

AN ADDRESS DEL..:\TERE.tPHILADELPHIA. P A;,
OCT. 21, tBOO.

The

Bible-What Is IU 25o.
Stndies in Tlteology. 10c.
Liberalism. 5c.

Brooklyn Philosophical Assoei•
With a- Portrait of Whitman.
ation
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Flailform free. Henry Rowl£ly, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2;i
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and '(:80 P liL for lectures and
free discussions on religiOn• &ud social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

The Secular. Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets 11emi-monthly\first and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town nall. All friends of human
cnltivation are invited. Mums HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of Alli,ancehO., meets the first and fourth Sundays of eac mgnth at Independent Church, at
10:80 A.M. Free d!!!ctts§i.on onJtll Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRU'i'!I I:IE:IlllO!lR and Investtuator are solicited.
R. G. SllflTH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street~
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroau
are welcome. ·

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds mt~etiJ:!g!! every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave. (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:80 P.M. in Macdonald's
Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures songs
and select reading_. Discussion invited on all
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRsE. Cor. Sec.

The West

~nd

Progressive Lib•

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

~

Paper, 211 cents : cloth, 50 cents.

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
I

Plain Home Talk and :Medical C~mmon
S ense. In one handsome 12mo volnme
of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
$3.26-Jn English or German. A new cheap
edition at onlv $1.50.
•
• S
S Clence
m
Mry'• or, S. ammy Tubb s, the
·Boy Doctor, and f'!poll8le the Troublesome
Monk!JY· 5 volumes m one, cloth, iJ!2.00, postage
prepru.d; 5 volumes separate, fleXIble cloth, 50
cents Jler volume· Red Line edition, suitable
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.
Sexnal Physiology for the Yonng.
250
pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. (The fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
Dr. Foote's Health Monthlt!c• Devoted to
·
S exu a1 an d soc1"al mence,
·
an d all"1ed
H ygJ.ene,
Subjects: ninth year. Subscription, with preiiliiiin oo cepts per year. Specimen copies free
on application.
.
Mother's Mannal
Comprisin~ cc Advice
•
to a W1fe on. the MaiJagement o Her Own
Health, e~pemally Dnnng Pre~ro-ancy, Labor,
and Sucklfug," and •• Ad~ce to '!-Mother on th~
Man~gement of Her Children m Infancy ana
Childhood·" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.
lland·Book of Health Hints and Ready
•
A al bl
f
hl t
ReCipes.
v na ere erence pamp 6
of 12S pages. 25 cents.
'Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

eral tJnfon

Of Los Angeles, Cal.; meets semi-monthly.:.. first
and third Sttndars, at 8 o'clock P.M. at rarr's
Hall. EvecyboQy invited. MRS. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

~li~rks on the Laoor ~uestion, .
\lil

.

NATHANifl VAUGHAN~
I

The Conventional Lies ofOnr Civilizatiorr.
!!7 Max Nordan. CoNTENTs-Mene, Tekel
Upharsin: The Religious, 1\fonarchic, and
Aristocrati~J~Political.._Economical, Matrimonial,
and Miscellaneous .Lies: Closing_ Harmony.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
cloth "$1 00
The Inlperial Council of Vienna prohibited the
aale of this book in Austria and confiscated all
nopies of it they conld find. '
"
• •
"
Economic Eqmttes. A Compend of the
Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange., By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth. Paper, 25c.
•
Frnits of Philosoph)'. A Treatise on the
Population Question. By Dr. Chas. :&:nowlton.
Edited
by Charles Bradlaugh andAnmeBesant.
25c.
t C
C
p · ·
Poverty: I s ans_e and nre.
omting
out the means by which the working classes may
raiae themselves from ~heir present stajfe o'f l9w
wages and ceaseless tml to one of comfort, dignity and independence and which is also capable
entirely removin'g in course of time the
other principal social evils. By M. G. H. toe.
L
S
ll F amilies
•
., 0
hi h S"d
ar~;e or ma
•
nw c
1 e
Lies the Balance of Comfort! By Austin Holyoake. 5c.
Poverty :. Its E:O.'ects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.
Why Do Men Starve t . By Chas. Bradlaugh. l'JC.
l'he Land Onestion. Large Estates Inimical to the 'Welfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.
·
Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Address TIIE TRUTH SEEKER.

of

Mrs. Besant's WorKs.

The Walla Walla Liberal Clnb
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in G;rand Army )!all,
Main stree~ Walla Walla,- Washington. Sctence
Lectures.-.l!·ree Discussions.-Ori_ginal and Selected Readings· and Poems. A large, valuable
library is at the service of members and friends.
(J. :8. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A .. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Secular UnioD
Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
l!reatest free.iom accorded to. all. Our motto,
"Universal Mental Liberty/' D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vic8-Pres.: CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at Knights of ~1!-J?or H~ll,
. 1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.M. V1s1tm_g LIDerals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HAitRIB, Pres.
ISAAC S. LEE, Sec.

Liberal Aslilociation of Austin,

·

Tex.,

Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M..._at its hall: cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street. visiting Lioerals
invited. J P. RIOlLUU>BoN, President; M. Is.uc,
Secretary.

The .Tacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League
Meets every Sunday at 2:30 P.M. at Knights of
Honor Hall, Bay street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Liberal Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwauke~ meets jlvery Sunday evening at 7:80 o'clock.
A. .H. SEVERANCE, President.

Philosophical and Social· So•
ciety,
Monte Vistat..Cal., meet every Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. -~·he public cordially invited. W. S.
FELT, Sec.

The Ohio Liberal Society, .
Of Cincinnati 0., meets evelYJlunday evening
at 7:30P.M. in bouglas Hall 1 N. W. cor. of 6th and
Walnut.sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
lrom abroad welcomed. ANDREW Hooo, Sec.

Liberal Association of Baltimore
Meets at the Lyceum Hall1 404 }llil!t Baltimore st.,
~very,Sunday afternoon at·2:80 o'clock.

Cleveland Secular Union
Meets eVery Sunday 11.t 8·P.M., in Room 208 City
Hall, for lectures ·and free discussion on science,
religion, and social questions. Able speakers
will interest the audience. A.· SEE, Pres.; J. RoelliNBURG; Seo., 4-*1 .... ake street.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 800 pp., $1.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
"Hoys and Girls. 12mo, 883 pp., $1.25.
The Story Honr. An Exceptionallv Hand·
some and Interesting Book1 Without "Superstitionkfor Children and Youth. The Onl:yFreethin ers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Bowels,
Liver,
·Kidn.eys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Drivinc everything before it that onght to
beont.

· Y em know whether you need it or
not.
·
Sold by every drngl!st, &nd manufactured bJT

DONALIJ KENNEDY.
KOXB11BYolU488.

A NOVEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., et~.
An independent and respectable study of char:acter in the law of circumstance such as ever..
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to·
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
"Jresentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
1 vol.; extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'lJIE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE BEST%
THE

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, cold, and position, beautiful double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; flUaran!eetJ:
a .Perfect ttmer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17: 3-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $28
In best filled gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26i
hinged case, $26 to $30; hunting, $31 to $35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2
more.
'
Re!fUlar Grade _>\.Dlerican Watcl•es.Silvenne case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50: 15
jewels, $9; ditto, adjusted, $11. In finer cases,
add as above.
Ladies' American Gold Watcbeso-All
latest styles. in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels~
$15 ~ 11 jewels,.$16 50: 15 jewels, $23; 14 carat soliu
go!a, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best :;azor, $2;
best triple-plated ten spoons, $1.80: table spoons,
$8.60, knives, $1 75: forks, $1.75; all for $6. Solid
silver spoons, $J.50 per ounce: solid silver souvenir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50,_ $2 to $8.
'J'lte Colonel Ingersod.-Tea, $2.50 ;orange,
$2.75: sugar, $8; gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extr11.
heavy ten.s, $3. Etched :
" Tl!e Ttme to t>e HaPP?J ts lVow,"
50 cents extra.
.
'J'he 'J'orclt of Reason Badge, solid gold
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2.75, and
$3 50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$1Q, $15, $20, $30. .
.uiaJDondsl20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price ists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prepaid: (except knives and forks) and cash refunded at op.
tion. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free .
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Til. .
WAT:e~

Law: ofPopnlation. Paper, 15c.; with po~
trait, 30c.
Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
should be. Paper, 25c.
Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesu8 of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
~Lafayette place, New York.

Kennedy's
Medic aI 0is cove ry SCIENCE
Takes hold in this order :

Priest al"\d Mal"\.

vs. RELIGION,

OP. LI:t=o:e

Is Doing Wonders In Curing tlte Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. M South Main street, Wilkesba.rre, Pa..

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T, C, WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, P&.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS. E. D. SLENF1i1R.
Boa.rds,

tocente.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents, treating
on that health-destroying and life-consuming
weakness of men as the result of vouthfnl errors
and excesses. The book set9 forth an IN"FIDl!:L
CURE, which iP a medi<'inP t-o be applied extern&lly (the only rem~>tiy of tne .ormu 1n existence).
Yon will feel imp]"oved the tlrst day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Early Decay, Weak·
nesses1 Lost Manhoodt-..et~a,are fully restored.
Aduress,
D.n. J:WB'T P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N.J.
And say you saw. Shis in THll: '1'Jwra BDII'lilB.

'R.

THE TRUTH SEEKER UBBlBY.
IU:~nt,hlyo

Issued

Subscription price, 13 per annum.
No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Prtoe.

1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethink.
srs' Almanac, 1':19\...... ...... ••..•.. •. ...
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Ga.rdener...........•............ .'...........
3. Age of Reason. Thoma.s Paine.... . . . • . . .
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett..................................
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck........
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on Voltaire........
7. The Crisis ..
s. Sabbath Breaking.......... . . . . . . . . ... . •. .
9. Travels in Faith. R. 0. Adams ...... ,.....
10. The Strike of a. Sex. Geo. N. Miller.. . .
11. My Religions Ex:{lerience. S. P. Pntna.m.
12. The Higher Criticism in Theology a.nd
Religion. T. E. Longshore.:............
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote........
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. lliust'd.
15. Was Christ Crucified? AnstinBierbower.
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Oradle. Helen H. Gar0..

•

•

•

• ••

•

•

• •

•

•••••••••••••• 0

0 0 0

25
50
25

25
20

10

40

25
25
25
25

50

25

40
10

KfWitrM~~ir~~J~~i~\a~r!D~~~t_:_:_:_:_:: · ~

19. Pocket TheologY. Voltaire..............
25
20. l'nshed.by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener.......................................
50
21. History of Religion. E. E. Evans.......
20
OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearl:y subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the ;rear. Single copies of each
book sent upon receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Spiritualism Rustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By John H. Kelso, AoiU:o

12mo, clotl1,

THE SABBATH.

• A BIBLICAL IDEA OF CRIME..

By M. FARRINGTON.

He that killeth an ox is as if he slew a man.-Isa. lxvi, 3.

Brain and the Bible
Conflict Between Mental Science and TheologJ

Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."

Advancement of Science.
By_ Prof. John Tyndall.

By EDGAB 0. BEALL.

Preface ·oy B. G~ INGEBSOLT.-.
Unanswerable.

~~With

Prioo.IU.

u oo.

Photo&'r&Ph of Oolonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild in his lap, a delicate little souvenir of With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
America's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at home, may be had at this office for
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
fifty cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., lO cents.

A Thorough .Examination ana Refutation ~f the Claims of the
Sabbatarians.
Price,

10 cents.

The Sunday Question.A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
E·:1 OEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.

Price,

15 cents

"When this petition is filled add~ess it to the Freethought Federation of America, 345 West Randolph st1:eet,
Chicago, Ill. For blanks for further use send request to same address.

Petition to Congress to Open the Gates of the 'World-'s
Columbian Exposition on Sundays.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States, in Congress Assembled:
We, the undersigned, citizens of the United States, do hereby respectfully pray and memorialize your Honorable
. Body to repeal that portion of the Act entitled "An Act to aid in carrying out the Act of Congress, approved April
25, 1890, entitled 'An Act to provide for celebrating the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America by
the holding of an International Exp0sition in the City of Chicago' "-approved August 5, 1892, which reads as
follows: "That it is hereby declared that all appropriations herein made for, or pertaining to the World's Columbian
Exposition, are made upon the condition that the said Exposition shall not be opened to the public pn the first day of
the week, commonly called Sunday;, and if the said appropriations be accepted by the corporation of the State of
Illinois, known as the World's Columbian Exposition, upon that condition, it shall be, and it is hereby, made the duty
of.the World's Columbian Commission, created by the Act of Congress of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
ninety, to make such rules or modifications of the ·rules of said corporation as shall require the closing of the
Exposition on the said first day of the week, commonly called Sunday."
Also, to repeal that portion of the Act entitled, "An Act making appropriations for the sundry civil expenses of
the Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, and for other purposes "-approved August 5, 1892, which
reads as follows :
.
"And it is hereby declared that all appropriations herein made for, or pertaining to the World's Columbian
Exposition, are made upon the condition that the said Exposition shall not be opened to the public on the first day of
t.he week, commonly called Sunday ; and if the said appropriations be accepted by the corporation of the State of
Tilinois, known as the World's Columbian Exposition, upon that condition, it shall be, and it is hereby, made the duty
of the World's Columbian Commission, created by Act of Congress of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
ninety, to make such rules or modifications of the rules of said corporation as shall require the closing of the
Exposition on the said first day of the week, commonly called Sunday."
We ask the repeal of these portions of these laws for the following reasons :
1. That the American principle of separation of church an!'i state may be maintained.
2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
resort when no moral amusements are available.
'3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Chicago, who have given of their means. to make the Fair possible,
tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors
to the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands.
4. For the public good~ The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Chicago, but of
the whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to
attend can do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day: This is a solely humanitarian question, a question
of human relations and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you ought to decide is that of the
public welfare. .
5 It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
receipts.
·
6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fall' will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the
tendency would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make ,Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble
and varied in its pleasures and in~tructions, the more difficult it will be to change _its character, the less danger there
is that employers will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toil. With choice of
Sunday occupation restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the average workingman would choose to keep
on laboring.
7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the k;eepers of immoral places, while it
will benefit the Fair itself, the people of Chicago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity, individu!Jl education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country.

Name.

Town.

State.

J/1 a,i;sria,Zism·:
Its History anil Its Inft-;u'!twe
Upon Society.
By Dn. Lorna BucHNER, Author of "Foroo and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.

Bible r emperal\Ce.
----LIQUOR DRINKING----

Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.

c. wALKEB.

By E.

10 cents.

Apocryphal New Testament.
THB GOSP:eLS,
Epistles, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and not Included In the Now Testament.
Price,

$1.

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
By FRANCES WRIGHT.

Embellished. with the portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosopher, and the author.
75 cents

Price,

BIBLE IN INDIA.
-HINDOO ORIGIN-

Of Hebrew al"\d Cl'\ristial"\
elatiol"\•

~ev

Price, $2.

By LoUis JAooLLIOT.

Godly Women of the Bible.
A HISTORY OF ALL

The Women Who Figure in the Bible.
AN

UNGODLY

WoMAN

-BYOF THE NINETEENTH 0ENT·

URY.

75 cents.

Cloth, -

SISTER LUCY
-AND-

Her Awful Disclosures
AS !,"C {'L.:~f H!Jl.L CONVENT;
And a Fow Words on Auricular Confession •
hice.

10 oenta.

A .Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 19. No. 44· {PUBLISHED Wl!lli.KLY.}

New York, Saturday, October 29, 1892.

28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00
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THE CLERGY'S IDEA OF LIBERTY-i.e., LIBERTY FOR THE CLERGY ONLY.

HISTORY O(JHE BIBLE. IDSTORY

ofRELIGIONS. MYI ~EUGIOUSI RIEEXPELife oTT~~D;~~Paine,
N(" E

A Popular Account of the Formation and DeBEING
velopment of the Canon.
__
A Condensed Account of. the Results Of Scien-::
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
tific Research and Philosophical Criticism.
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were .the Fathers
Compet0nt! The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper.llO cents; cloth, 75 cents.

I

.By

:eiiza.bet~

**

~
Bein_g true accounts of the ;pas~ing away of the
f9llowmg persons, thus refntmg the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
LordAmberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Ba.:yle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Bronssais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Olootz Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, CondorcetbRobert
. ECooper, D'Alempert..._.D anton, Charles
_arwin,
rasmns Darw:tn, .ue1ambre, Den1s D1derot,
Etienne Dolet, Georg!) Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, ·Grote~ Helvetins, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austm Holyoake, Victor Hn_go,
Hnme, Littr~ Harriet Martineau~ Jean MeslieJ.i1
Jamlis Mill, John Stuart Mill, Mirabeau, Rober);
Owen Thomas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer Rabalais, Winwood Reade, Madame ,Roland, Geor_ge
Sand, Schiller, S_helley, Spinoza, Straus!!. John
Toland. Vaninl, Volnel", Voltaire, James watson,
·John Watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 115 oents.
Address
'l'BE TBUTH SEEKER.

:eval'\&• ·

Paper, 2ll ceii.ts; cloth, 50 cents.

WAS

~

CHRIST

INFIDELI
DEATH- G.w.:~oT:e.
BEDS.
**

:e.

•

•

•

CRUCIFIED?
By. AUSTIN BIERBOWER,
A judicial consideration of the question1 a~d the
decision against the scriptures a.nd the Cnristian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A New .Number of The Truth Seeker Library.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
.By Helel'\ H. Gardel'\el".
One of Her ·Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
• Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Prioe, 10 oents. A.ddreel this omoe:-

By s. P.

.

htnam.

lJ

I

WIT.Il A

History of His Ltterary, Political, and Religious
Career in America, France, and England.
Being the lito.nr of his re~ons life and mental

iOurneyings. Written in hiS happiest and most
brilliant way, and is .the best of iiJl his splendid
BY MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY,
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
Author of " Omitted Cha.Pters of History DisTHE TRUTH SEEKER.
closed in the Life and Pa~s of Edmund
Randolpi:J.,I' " George Washington
andMonntVernon," "Washington's Rnles of Civility," etc.
To Which Is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cob&ett.

Force al\d

~atter;

o:a,
.I11
Pr.inctples of the Natural Order of 'the Qni·
verse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY l'RoFEsson LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
.JvRTENTB:

Fo:n:.e and Matter,
The Fitness of Things h
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of ForC.'l, Man,
mfinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Ma.tter,
Thonf{ht,
Motion,
ConsCiousness,
Form,
·
Seat of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas.>.
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
'!'he Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Fr~e Will,
of the Earth,
llic-rality,
Original Generation, Concl nd:fng Observ•·
tiona.
SecUlar Generation,
Price, IIIU50. Address THE TRUTH SEE.K..I!lli

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
illS CHARACTER AND DOOTBINE~.
From the "Analysis of Religions Belief.~
~VIBOOu.NTAMBERLEY.

Oloth-

-

-

-

- . -

150 cenr.s.

No real biogra;phy of Paine has ever appeared.
The so-called Lives of Paine have been mainly
the controversial work of pamphleteers, turning
chiefly on his religions heresies. Paine was in
his fifty-eighth year before he published anything concerning religion, and before that time
he had acted an imQgrtant part in revolntionar:y
movements in the United States, England, and
France. But in the reli_gions con11ict initiated
by him, his political services and military career
hav been but inadequately considered. A certain
historical ostracism has buried in the archives
of various countries a large mass of documents
containing records of paramount interest and
importance. Mr- Conway has ])Brsonally searched
such records, in Europe and America, and has
obtained from tl).ese fresh light, not only on
Paine, but on vartons e ninent figures in American and European history with whom he was
associated. A large amount of unpublished correl!pondence has been included in the volumes.
Mr- Conway says in his Preface: "In the laborious work of searching out the real Paine Ihav
found a f{eneral appreciation of its importance,
a.nd it Will be seen in the following pa,ges that
generous assistance has been rendered by English clergymen, by official persons in Europe and
.America, by pers na of all beliefs and no beliefs
In no instance have I been impeded by any prejudice, religious or _political. The curators of
archives, private collectors, owners of important
documents bearing on the subject, have welcomed my effort to bring thetrutb to liglllt."
Two vola., royal oct-, gilt top, poriraits, $6.
Addre&ll
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

.. THE ':l'RUTH SEIDKER, OCTOBER

690

29.~

1~92.

The Or~er of Creation.

JUST OUT!

A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

CONFLI!IT BmEEN. GENm AND GEOLOGY.

Old Testament Stories
. Coffiically Illustrated.

A CoNTBCiiVERSY BETWEEN THE
HoN. W. E. Gr.ADsToNE,
PRoF. MAx MUI.LEB,
PRoF. T. H. HUXLEY,
M. REVILLE,
E. LYNN LINTON.
12m.o, 178pp.; paper,liOcts.; o1Qth,75eta.

RCLIGION OF HUMANITY
QETTER THAN

E:'ERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.
10 cents.

Price,

·£l<posure

Answers to Christian

~nestions

'·And Arguments.
Bv D. M. :PlllNNETT.

Facts.

1\idicule.

0. M. BENNETT'S WORKS.
·

40 0 Pages. 200

Fun ...Page
Pictures.

Jdcob and Esau,
Joseph the Man. of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Balaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz, ·
Unstable as Water, God Sha/1 Not Excel,
'
David, God's Favorite,Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Trutnful Sailor. •

Boards, illu:rninated covers, $1; cloth, gilt side sta:rnp, $1 .50.

Address THE ':l.'RUTH SEEKER 00.
9

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT. ·Thomas Pairte s Works.
The Myth of the Great Deln!fe•

50c.; clo., 75o.

·

Common Sense. Written in
1776. 15c.
Crisis. Written During .Am.
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

Great Works.

ln_gersoll's Address before the New York
Unitarian Club. The first time in the

c~o., $3;
~t edges

Svo. 800 pp.•

leather, $4;
$4.50.

morocct.,

Life of. By J. E. Remsburg.
Port. Pap..,JOc.
Life of. with Remarks oil

history • f the world that a Christian association ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture
before them. The lecture is a grand one, and
wao received bv the club with continuous ap..
plause from be ginning to end. The pam!2hlet contains 12 pa~es, beautifully printed.
Price, 61)ents; ten cop1es, 50 cents.
.
.

Comte and Rousseau. By C.
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.
Life of. ~ With Exolanatory
Observations. By G. "ale. Portrait. $1.

Memorial Oration b:y Colonel Ingersoll
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before

Lithograph of. Heavy plate

the New York legislature May 9,1888. Price,4
cents.

paper, 22x2S, $1.

Political and Religions Re•
former. By B. F. Underwood. 10c.
Political Works: "Common

Dwight L. Moody. .An interviewl?y Susan

· H; Wixon. Price,· 5 cents. Ten copies -for 30
cents.

Sens~,''

God in the Constitution. By Robert G.

Man.

"Crisis," "Rights · of
$1.50.

Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for$1.

Rights of Man. .Answer to

What Would Follow the Etlacement of
Christianity 1 By George Jacob Holy-

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. lOc.
Theological Works : "Age of

Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

oake. This is a most valuable cqntribntion. to
Freethonght literature. Bound m paper W1th
good likeness of author. Price, 10cents. Twelve
copies for $1.

Reason,"" Examination ofProJ,>hecies," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port. $1.50.

"Vindication of. ReplytoN. Y.

Life and Career of Charles Bradlangh.

Br
George Jacob Holyoake. With good likeness
o Mr. Bradlangh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies

Observer. ByR. G. Ingersoll. 10c.
~eeke::t" Co:rnpany:

·

What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.

BIBLE

Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in Twenty
New York city. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for
50 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or what the ed-

itor of the Fr.eethtnleers' Mauaztne thinks of
him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for
50 c1> ts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
2S Lafayette place, New York.

MORALS~

Crimes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture• .

By MRS. E. J. BALL.

Price, 25 cents.

pages.
gilt edges, $4:-50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written

in prison. In cloth, $8.00 per volume, or $5.00
for the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in mO.
rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
v

From Behind the Bars. A series ofletters
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.

A. Truth Seeker in Europe. A series of

letters written during a vis1t of ten weeki in
Europe. w Givintl' some account of the Inter.
national Freeth1nkers' Congress held at Brns·
sels, to which Mr. Bennett was a delegate· followed by a description of what he SJ!W in Eng.
land, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
t'rom Rome ·alone are worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
850 pages. $1.50.

fhe Semitic Gods and the Bibl_,. Treating upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, in-

AOOOUNT 01'

debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
This
book has had a very large sale, and is a_s_plendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Chrilltian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.
•

D. M. Bennett and R67. G. H. Humphrey.

Sennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.

Sennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper,

ao cents . .,.

What Objections to Christianity t A dis-

cussion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. Mair,
divided into the following theses: 1. Christiantty is neither new nor original, being borrowe<l
or copied from much older systems of religion.
e. Miracles and supernatural achievements have
been as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teach·
ers and founders of religion as ·to J esns. 8. The
atocy of Jesus and his mission in the world is
IUlhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair de·
nias. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$1.50. ~
r

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge of deJ,>OS·
iting_ p~ohibited matter in the mail. Thill g1vea
a full history of this celebrated case1 and shows
what monstrous injustice was perpe~rated upon
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.
Oeacon Skidmore's Letters. Fir81i Dea,..
con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
church incidents and his evolution from Chris~~a~~fs.to Liberaliszn.c P~per, 50 _cen~s_;~loth,

The Book of Chr{)nicles of the Pilgrims
in the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistle
of Bennett the Apostle to the Truthseekers.
Cloth, $1.

.

The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to the Truth Seekers. lO ilents.
~)

,..

Open Letter to Samuel Co.rgate. 10 oenUI.
An Hour with the Devil. 10 ce:c:.~.

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.

Pyramid of Cizeh_.

A SUMMARY OF
ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.

Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Nar·
ra.tive in Genesis and Exodus.

l'BOVING
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
Tiberins, but a Jesus was Hanged a Century before, and Peter and Paul died
before the Christian· Era..
Fnll, index 446pp.,
$1.50.

The Clergyman's Victims. Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
.A LIBERAL ST. OR Y.

DOINGS~

POPES AHD 1'ft£lll

BY J. E. RElll:sBUBG. Price, 25 cents.

Price, .cloth, 50 cents.

,

$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

Age of Reason. · Pap., ~c.;
6 copies for $1; clo. 50c.
Age of Reason and. Examina- · Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedan•
lsm examined histoncally and critically.
tion of the Prophecie&•.
It is thon~ht to be the most damaging exhibit
Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
·
of Christ1anity that has appeared. 600 larg9
Apostle of Political and Re•
page-s. Price, $1.00.
ligionsLiberty. (Life.) By the ·Humphrey-Bennett . Discussion. A
J.lll. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap.,

By Henry

L. Green, editor of the Freethtnleer's Maoaztne.
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
per dozen.

lhe World's Sages, Thinker!!, and Re·
formers.
1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth,

To the latter

Frank, the independent preacher of New YorK
city. The most learned, accurate, scientific,
and philosophical analysis of his satanic majesty ever published. The book contains 66
pages, is beautifully bound, with likeness of
author on title-page. Price, 25 cents; five
copies for $1.

for $1.

large volumes. With steel-plate en~rraving of
the author in Vol. I, and each volume illustrated
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound it>.
red cloth, 11!6.50,

cluding Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesnso Christ, the Virgm Mary, and the Bible.
230 pages are devoted, showing
that book to be a very inferior production for
s. first-class. God. ,888large pages. Paper covers.
60cents; cloth,$!. -.,
0

By

James :M. McCann. 15 cents. Ten COJ,lles, $1. It
is the·most complete and overwhelming refutation of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. To read jt is to
be astonished at the possibilities of religions
crednlit_y.-T. B .. Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.A. 13. Bradford. It ought to meet with a very
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.
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Cholera and Christianity.
We are not through with our conflict with the
'cholera yet. The statement is a melancholy one to
:make, but let the truth be told. Perhaps the rav: ages of the dreadful monster over the three great
:.regions of Asia, Europe, and America are but be; ginning. In previous cases of the epidemic its
, germs hav often lain dormant over winter and in: flicted in the next spring and summer destruction
·exceeding that of the preceding year. The recent
· cholera news from abroad means that seed is being
1sown over a vast area in central Europe ready for
:a death harvest in 1893. The news from Grodno
·.means that western Russia right up to the Prus1sian border and beyond is infected ; the news from
Odessa means that the seed 'is sown in the Black
sea littoral and the Danubian provinces; the news
from Buda-Pesth means that the isolation of Galicia
was an utter failure, and that Austria and Hungary
are involved, while the news from Spandau means
that the waterways from Berlin to the river Oder
a;re infected. Scattered cases of the disease in the
Netherlands tell the same tale. If precedent is of
any value, all those districts and also Poland and
France will break out into a blaze in 1893.
The very dispatches that bring us intelligence of
the temporary diminution of the plague also contain passages that unconsciously convey assurance
of its revival. We mean such as this sentence in a
message froJll Hamburg, Germany : " Services of
thanksgiving to God in the churches were attended
by half the respectably dressed persons in the city."
For where the disease is to such an extent as this
action indicates attributed to God, there is slight
chance that sufficient attention will be paid its true
cause to effect 'its stay.
Everywhere we find religion .the propagator of
·i;he cholera and Rationalism its ~dversary. · In
·each land we find other-worldliness the cholera's
:friend and fosterer, and this-worldliness its opposer
:and barricader.
•
Attention was lately called to what seemed the
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curious fact that the famous cholera years in India Hall Caine, who describes the situation of the
consisted of every twelfth one, viz., 1756, 1768, 1780, desolate people when the shadow of the new calam1792, 1804, 1816, 1828, 1840, 1852, 1864, 1876, ity first fell on them. We giv two pictures which
1888. It was soon made known that this fact is he draws of scenes in one of the larger Polish
due to the religious festivals held at Hurdwar, in towns:
Hindostan, every twelfth year. In that year upward
"I visited one of the prayer-houses on Saturday mornof three million pilgrims visit the town, who, when the ing. No Christian, and perhaps no Jew who knows the
celebration is ended, carry with them the germs of Jews' worship only by what may be seen at the g1·eat
synagogs of London and Berlin, with their touching,
cholera and spread it everywhere. These festivals beautiful, and inspiring services, can hav more than the
are held in the years preceding the great outbreaks remotest idea of the wild scene in one of these Polish
of cholera.
prayer-houses when the great death has terrified the
From Persia come truly dreadful reports of what worshipers. The room was small, perhaps :fifteen feet
scienceless and superstitious ignorance has done in square, and some eighty men and boys were crowded
into it. In the middle there was a deal table with the
permitting the disease to destroy unopposed whole tora stretched over it. Three or four men stood about
populations· of men, women, and children.· The the table, and one of them was reading aloud. The rest
Persians seem unable to discover that pilgrimages of the worshipers were not listening, but each was prayto holy places and prayers before holy shrines do ing from his own prayer-book in varying tones. Most
not put a stop to the plague.. They began this of them were standing, and many were twisting and bowing
and stooping as they cried.and sang or even shouted and
sort of thing when the cholera broke out among sbpeked. A few were sitting and mumbling by the wall,
them a year ago; they are keeping it up yet, while with their books on their knees and their beads on their
the pest has never st9pped its ravages.
At hands. One old man in the corner with lii.s face to the
least a quarter of a million of them hav fallen be- wall was beating his forehead against the bricks, clapping
fore the destroyer' within a year ; and for months his hands, throwing out his arms, turning up his face,
and casting it down again. The Babel was terrible. The
past tens of thousands of corpses l:av lain unburied atmosphere was sickening to western eyes. '!'here was
in cities and villages. T.he shah has :tied from his no solemnity in this worship, but much that was fanatical
capital, and the great people hav sought refuge in and almost barbaric. It was a wild crying out, an imthe moulltaiils, where they still hav not escaped the portunate appealing to God, a sort of tearing down of
heavenly mercy as if by force. I describe the scene as
enemy. The scenes of misery in many places, as I saw it, not as an illustration of any form of ordinary
described by writers on. the spot, are frightful. Jewish worship even among the least· enlightened and
A dispatch to the News from Paris says : " The most 'orthodox' of Hebrew devotees, but as an exam•
French consul at Teheran reports that cholera cases ple of the lengths to which the solemn and stately cerein Persia hav always proved fatal in a single day. monials.of Israel can go under the terrifying influence
of the Shadow of the Great Death."
The governor and the government hav fled, and a
And this scene he beheld at the Catholic service
whole regiment of soldiers has deserted. The dirt
and the stench from the unburied dead, he says, are in the same town:
"The church was crowded, and the congregation
frightful. The consul had to bake his own bread.
Pilgrimages were resorted to as a means of getting trailed out through tho open porch into the churchyard
rid of the scourge, the pilgrims, however, dying on and against the walls as far as to the shrine on the eastern end and round again to the western door. Old men
the road. The French consul at Tauris, where five and women who were late lay under the open windows,
hundred person,s died daily, lost his sister, a daugh- with their sticks and crutches stretched out beside them.
ter, and his son's tutor." Another informant, a The rest outside were all on their knees, following the
returned traveler, predicts that the cholera will service as it proceeded within, clasping their hands, making the sign of the cross, giving the responses, and joinspread more extensivly in Persia· than it has done, ing in the singing .. The service was almost over before
and work much greater destruction, " for the reason the easing of the crush near the door enabled me to push
that th~ people oppose no intelligent obstacle to into the in~erior as far as to the inner door. A prayer
the progress of the pestilence. They believe in was being said, asking for the cessation of the plague that
prayer as the chief remedy, but do nothing to help was near at hand. It was said in Polish, and only the
substance was made known to me, but its effect on the
themselvs. They are unclean in their habits and congregation was a thing that required no interpreter.
surroundings, they eat rotten fruit, and drink water From porch to chancel they bent forward on their faces
in which the bodies of the victims of cholera hav with their foreheads as near to the earth as their close
crowding would permit, and then they began to sing. I
been washed for burial."
Coming to Russia, we find the populace who hav hav never heard such singing. There was no organ, and
if there was a choir its voices were lost in the deep swell
so long assisted their czar and priests to smother of the melancholy wail that rose from the people. When
free thought and science, reaping a bitter harvest we came out again into the open sunshine the lame with
from this sowing. Such of the Russians as are left their crutches, the sick, the infirm, and the overflow
alive, emerging heart-shaken and distracted from congregation were lying prone on the ground around the
that hideous train of terrors-famin, influenza, ty- church, singing in voices that were like groans to a tune
that was like a moan."
phus, and cholera ; racked by landowners and
.After this picture of the application of the priestscared by priests; tyrannized by local authorities or
misguided people to an imaginary source ·of their
exiled by the czar, present a spectacle of the effects
affliction, note what Mr. Caine has to report as to
of centuries of genuin Christianity that is nothing
its true origin:
less than terrific. A dispatch says: "The in"The usual health of the town is bad. The sanitation
grained fatalism of the Orthodox peasantry who
is horrible, and in nearly every courtyard there is an
regard as impious any attempts to avert evils or- open cesspool for h0usehold refuse, upon which the indained by heaven, and their equally ingrained filth- fants and young children play. Round the town there
iness of habits and surroundings, would render the is a waste of marshy land that breeds a plentiful and unsituation almost a hopeless one to handle, even if failing autumn crop of ague and low fever."
We will next touch upon Spain, the country that
there were pienty of able doctors assisted by enlightened officials.. But with these both non- is of all those in Europe most dominated by Roman
Catholicism. Over the larger part of this land Freeexistent, the outlook is blackness itself."
Tidings from Poland are as dismal as from other thought dare not raise its head, science lies dorparts of the Russian empire. The Great Death has mant, and naught is known but the priest and his
been there, and the people hav fallen down before dictations. Dr. W. T. Van Vredenburgh, of the
him like the trees of a forest before the breath of a medical board of the New York Life Insurance
tornado. The. first chapter of the story is told in Company, visited this land in 1885 for the purpose
an article in the London Times from the pen of of studying the cholera then prevalent. He spent
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several months in Madrid,· Toledo, Aranjuez, and
Valencia, and subsequently made an official report
to the United States government touching the
causes and effects of the disease. He said a few
days ago that had the measures of the New York
health officers prevailed in Spain at the time of the
outbreak of the disease i~s progress would hav been
checked, if not wholly abated. .A.s it was he found
in Spain all the predisposing causes of cholera,
especially those of environment, existing to such a
marked degree that his surprise was that the epidemic was not much worse. The doctor continued:
"Rules that govern the health of people of other countries are strangely absent in Spain. In most villages,
towns, and cities, the lanes and streets, public and private, are made the receptacles for excremental pollution.
This fact, together with the uncleanliness and overcrowded condition of the lower classes, the imperfect
drainage and sewerage, the proximity of cesspools and
sewers to wells and other sources of water supply, and
the use of contaminated water for drinking and other
purposes, are the most potent factors in the distribution
of the poison of cholera as I found it in Spain. All of
these predisposing causes, both personal and environing,
may exist and be favorable to the development of other
of the so-called ' dirt diseases,' such as typhoid fever and
diphtheria, as they are to the development of cholera;
but these previously existing conditione cannot of themselva cause or produce cholera.
"I am of opinion that the ravages of cholera in Spain
were due to three canses, one of whieh or all of which
may yet result in spreading the epidemic on this continent. These causes were excrement-polluted earth,
excrement-polluted air, and excrement-polluted water. I
found sheets and other bedclothing on which cholerastricken persons had reclined exposed for days on lawns
and. fences, the wind distributing far and wide poison
that had come from the bodies of the patients. In Toledo, in two instances that I recall, the bedding and furniture of patients who had died of cholera were bought
by second-hand dealers, put into their shops, and offered
for sale, each of these shops thus becoming new foci
from which the cholera spread.
"Another frequent source of propagation of the bacilli
in Spain is the porous material of which the two sets of
reservoirs,. drains, and water supplies are built. I am
told this condition does not exist to any marked degree
in New York, but in Spain the reservoirs are· so imperfectly const:ructed that the liquid contents of the cesspools
easily escapes into the surrounding subsoil, and thence
into the adjoining water supply."
As to America, the first thing that strikes us is
that it is very doubtful that the Columbus Exposi-.
tion, upon which so many hearts are fixed, can be
held in 1893. Even if it is not, it will still be impossible, probably, to keep the plague out of ou:r
country. Holy Russia has sent New·York city a
batch of the_ kind of humanity that she produces, in
the shape of hordes of Russian Hebrews of the
lowest type who hive filthily in a certain east side
district and present a perpetual menace to the
health of the whole city. The Jewish Messenger
calls attention to "the Ghetto of New York, due
wholly to the enormous increase in Russian immigration," and reminds us that it was there the
typhus fever broke out last spring. It then speaks
in this way:
'' To-day the danger signal is raised again. May God
avert the epidemic from our city; but if the cholera
makes its appearance, where will it take firmer root than
in the crowded tenements and unsightly purlieus of the
east side downtown, where Jews of Russian and Polish
nationality predominate in the mass of mongrel population which has drifted to our shores of late years ? The
situation is perilous for the immediate future. The flame
can burst forth at any moment. As long as we permit a
Ghetto, with all its surroundings and peculiarities, the
element of danger is there. If we endure a Russian
atmosphere in our city, we cannot be surprised at the
consequences. "
When will the last foul curse that follows in
religion's train hav passed and its shadow hav lifted
from a miserable race 1

"Brother" Maurelian an Incorrect Reporter.
Colonel Ingersoll has written the foll'owing letter
to the Sun regarding Priest Maurelian's distorted
account of his accidental interview with the great
Agnostic:
"To THE EDITOR OF THE Sun, Sir: My attenti~n has
been called to the grievance of ' Brother' Maurelian
who seems to think that he was badly treated by me at
the Grand Pacific Hotel.
''The account given by 'Brother ' Maurelian, as published in the Sun, is not quite correct as to the language
used by me, and as to my manner toward him, it is altog~ther wrong.

"A card was presented to me on Saturday, the 8th of
the month, at room 33, Grand Pacific Hotel, and on this
card was either 'Brother Maurelian' or 'Father Maurelian'-I think 'Father Maurelian.' I told the waiter
bringing it to show the gentleman up. In a little ~hile
'Brother ' Maurelian appeared and asked for ,B1shop
Spalding. Of course I instantly saw that a mistake had
been made, and the situation struck me as having in it at
least a spark of humor. Think of a Catholic 'Brother'
calling .at my room for Bishop Spalding! And so I said
to the • Brother' pleasantly as it was, or is, possible for
·me to Bay anything, 'Bishop Spalding is not here; but
I am a bislwp, and I hav been called a pope, although I
am not. My name is Ingersoll, and now you see the
danger into which you hav fallen.'
" The gentleman excused himself, and I said, ' It is
not your fault; it was a mistake at the office/ bade him
good morning as politely as I could, and wished him
good luck.
''That is the extent of the insult. I never treated anyone better in my life. My tone was perfectly kind, and
while I was saying what I did, I looked as pleasantly as I
could at the reverend 'Brotlfer,' it never occurring to
me that he could take the slightest exception to what was
being said. Unconsciously I paid him the compliment
of taking it for granted that he had sufficient perception
to know that all was said without the slightest intention
of wounding his pride or shocking his religious convictions or sentiments.
"I do not attack persons. I do not denounce Catholics, but Catholicism. I do not deride Protestants, b~t
I do attack their creeds.
" There are thousands and thousandl;l of good men who
believe the Bible,_and when I attack the dogma of inspiration I am not attacking them. This is a distinction
that many fail to make. I hate no one because he is a
Catholic, I hate no one because he believes what I think
are superstitions. I hav no prejudice against any human
being based on color, race, or creed, but with every
drop of my blood I hate the superstitions that enslave
the mind and seek to giv to organized credulity the control of this world.
" 'Brother' Maurelian, filled with ' the charity that
thinketh no evil,' allowed himself to feel insulted_ by
words of pleasantry and kindness, but I hope that some
time he will forgiv himself. Hoping that you will hav
the kindness to publish this statement, I remain yours
sincerely,
R. G. INGERSOLL.
"New York, Oct. 19, 1892.''

Sectarians Embroiling a Nation.
Our readers are aware of the late precious doings
of the antagonist sects of Protestantism and Catholicism in the country of Uganda, Africa.
Now
that the Protestants in England · hav succeeded in
instigating the butchery of several hundred Catholic men, women, and children, and in planting the
seeds of a rancorous enmity whose end none can
see, they are thrown into disappointment by the
statement of Captain Lugard that the British
government must abandon the land. The Protestants, he says, could not withstand the attacks of
the more numerous and better-armed Catholics,
who are represented as eager to avenge the wrongs
that they hav suffered at the hands of the former.
Should the government get out bag and baggage,
it is said Monsignor Hirth, in ~he interest of the
Roman Catholic church, would at once hoist the
French flag and declare a French protectorate.
.
Meanwhile, this Monsignor Hirth, who is the
head of the Catholic missions in Uganda, is urging
the French government to demand redress for the
injuries inflicted on its . colonists.
He has also
written a letter to the board of French-African missions, in which he says that the position of the
Catholic missionaries in the Victoria Nyanza district
is heart-rending. The persecutions against them
are as violent as ever, in spite of the treaties made
in April, which should afford . them protection.
Thousands of Catholics, the monsignor adds, are
destined to die or hav already been killed. The
British are trying to protect them, but confess that
they are powerless.
Monsignor Hirth, in his
letter, describes the torture inflicted upon Princess
Sara to induce her to abjure Catholicism. He says
the king abjur~d the faith and was again placed
upon his throne. He then join.ed in the persecutions of the Catholics but allowed Princess Sara to
rejoin them. The Catholics recently started out of
the district, taking with them three hundred women.
Before they had proceeded far the caravan was attacked and captured by Protestants, who abducted
all the women. An attempt was made to recapture
them, but only a. few were recovered.
Thew hole course of Christian conduct in Uganda
is well summarized by the New York Sun thus:

"A people who were prosperous and happy before missionaries went among them came to be divided into religious factio~s." The Protestants were taught that
Catholics were idolators. The Catholics were taught
that Protestants were Antichristian. Religious differ- .
ences were carried into politics, each faction seeking to
grasp the best offices and the greatest power. Mohammedans and the unconverted sought to reap advantage
from the bitter strife, and drove out both Christian
parties. Plenty of powder and ball, brought up from
the coast, reinstated the Christians, who, having vanquished the common enemy, fell upon one another.
Then Lugard's machine-gun mowed down -the Catholics
and brought about a,great Protestant victory. Now,
with bitter hatred rankling in the breasts of nativs once
brothers and united, and with the country impoverished
by years of civil war, Engl8Jld talks of shaking the dust of
Uganda off her feet, and Lugard says the land is not
worth keeping. The bigotry and criminal mismanagement that hav brought such woes upon Uganda are a
scandal of which the last has not ye·t been heard."
We desire all beholders of th~ scene above described to reflect that such has ever been the result of
the people's giving their earnest and undivided attention to Christianity. This .condition was that of all
the European countries during the many centuries
preceding the rise of Infidelity and Science a few
generations ago. It is prevented from being the
condition of Europe and America to-day only by
the persistent efforts of scientists and Freethinkers
and all who are disposed to ignore vagaries as to
another world and attend to this.
And these
countries are ready at any moment to. slip back
into that old condition of superstition and embroilment; the majority in them are bent in that direction and will carry the nations back at the first relaxation of the Rationalists' counter-strain; that
they may not do so these few Rationalists must
look to it that their efforts never cease.

Christian Doctrins Killing

Folks~

We continually hear of the occurrence, in various
parts of the country, of cases of ill persons being
placed in the hands of Christian Scientists, and dying under their treatment, when the services of
physicians would hav saved certainly a part of their
number. The two latest instanc-es are as follows :
In Toronto, Ont., Robert J. McCausland, a
prominent citizen, falling ill submitted himself to
two Christian Scientists, Charles Longheed and
John Stewart. He died, and they were arraigned
in court, but acquitted on the ground that he had
voluntarily committed the treatment of his case to
them.
At Boston on the lOth a gasoline stove in the
sitting-room of the Cate family so exhausted the
air of oxygen that it became unfit to breathe and
the family began to stifle. When the wife and
three children had become unconscious, Mr. Cate's
mother, whom the fumes had not subdued, repaired
to the factory where her son was employed and
notified him that his wife and children were "in
belief," a term used by Christian Scientists to convey the idea that a person imagins himself to be
ill. Mr. Cate immediately accompanied his mother
to his home. To use his own words, "I found my
family in belief, and immediately proceeded to
demonstrate with them according. to the tea.ching
of the Christian Science.'' While he was trying by
faith to bring his wife and children back to consciousness his aged mother fell under the influences
of the stifling atmosphere·. Carrying her into another room, Mr. Cate sought to "demonstrate "
with her. He had just begun to see signs of improvement on the part of his patient, when he became "in belief " himself and lost consciousness.
The whole family was in this state and probably
would hav died but for the fortunate appearance of
a grocer's clerk, who entered the house on his daily
rounds. The clerk dragged all the unconscious sufferers into the open air. Four physicians answered
the call and applied restorativs and succeeded in
bringing back to life all the members of the
stricken family except the four-year-old boy. This
boy had been trained by his father to place entire
belief in Christian Science, and when the little fellow was gasping for almost his last breath the
father, who was ::.till firin in opinion that the young
life could be saved, bent dqwn and whispered in
the boy's ear: "Is there an.y sensatio:a in matter?'
The answer came faintly: "No; all is mind."
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Then the boy died-" passed on," as Mr. Cate expressed it. · Oate has been ·a believer in Christian
Science eighteen months, and has thrown away
fifty-two bottles of medicin.
We. may subjoin to these a case not of Faith
Cure but resembling that as being one of superstition as to the nature of disease. In Pickens
county, South Carolina, a young white man named
Bolling was a sufferer froUJ. kidney disease, and he
alleged that his illness was caused by his having
been bewitched. Consequently a "witch doctor"
was called in, and he alleges that he found Bolling
suffering from the spells of a witch. ·He makes the
statement, which is believed in the neighborhood,·
that he removed several frogs and lizards from the
patient. After Bolling had died and been buried,·
the excitement grew so that the coroner had at last·
reports decided to exhume the body and hold an
inquest. Bolling's friends grimly await the re13ult,
vowing vengeance on the witch if she or he can be
detected.
The~e cases of superstition in regard to disease
should be utilized bypeople as aids in representing
to their· imagination the times of a few centuries
ago, when the like occurrences were not, as now,
scattered, but were invariable in all cases of illness.
Now Freethought has secured in some degree a
hearing which has resulted in the discrediting of
these superstitions to the extent that they are put
into practice only here and there; but two or three
centuries ago they passed unchalle:r;tged and were
practiced universally. It should be reflected that
these crazy and injurious practices are as ready to
spread into general observance now as ever, should
the discouraging influence of Freethought criticism
· be suspended. And therefor~ we J?USt never relax
our endeavors against them and their parent Christianity.
That acute cosmopolitan observer, Max O'Rell,
in his latest book, "English Pharisees and French
Crocodiles," remarks: " There is no place for the
poor at the banquet- of life in England. For them,
beer and the Bible.
They take beer." The
English will not open their museums on Sunday,
says this satirist, but "meanwhile. the London taverns remain open, which proves that _the
English bigots consider gin and beer more powerful moral stimulants than the masterpieces of great
artists."
From a Lon:don dispatch to the Catholic Press
Association ~e reproduce the following unagreeable
intelligence: "The church has won for itself more
than toleration in England. It has on many points
the cooperation and aid of the official machinery of
the government. There is, indeed, among what are
left of the bigoted Protestants of the old school a
co~stant, but unsuccessful agitation about the payments annually made out of the treasury, or the
local taxes, to Catholic schools and colleges, to
priests and nuns, and the treasurers of Catholic institutions. . . . The Catholic soldiers in the
barracks of London are marched to mass on Sundays at the nearest Catholic church. It counts as
a parade, and if they fail to appear in their places
at mass they are liable to punishment."
It is remarked by a Tribune reviewer that the
Italian scientist Lombroso in hi.s late wor~ on
Genius fails to ·distinguish insanity from eccentricity, and indeed it would be easy to deduce from
his book the false conclusion that everybody who
differed in any impor£ant particular from all the
rest of the community must be insane. "That, indeed," continues the Tribune reviewer, "has to all
practical intents been the theory of the masses
during long per_iods of the world's history. The
people hav·usually resembled the sheep of Pan urge,
and those superior men who exhibited marked individuality, who insisted on living their own lives,
whose perceptiv and imaginativ faculties exceeded
those of the common-herd, hav been regarded with
dislike and suspicion, and either dubbed ·insane or
charged with the practice of sorcery and magic."
As disgusting as any piece of business going on
in this ill-devised world just at_ present is the
coercing o( the British Parliament l)y Christian

bigots into intruding missi~naries and religion
upon foreign peoples by force. On one instance of
this the English National Observer very :fitly says :
"It is nonsensical that a set of powers should be
able to bully any empire whatsoever into Christianity; and if the Chinese authorities chose to forbid
the Exeter Hall propaganda, it could not be any
part of Lord Salisbury's duty to interfere, except
for the protection of the lives and property of
British subjects. We are prepared to go further,
and declare that so long as the missionary zeal is a
source of danger and difficulty to our traders, the
zealots must be induced to imitate the Irishman
who drew in his horns and took a back seat. The
missionaries must retreat." At present, to please.
bullying bishops and fsed corkbrained theological
graduates, taxes' wrung from a starving people
must be spent, and brave and useful men be
slaughtered, to force a truthief;ls religion upon people whose own faiths were hoary in age and majestic
in dominion ages before Christianity, their own degenerate offspring, was born.
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infant might be saved. The president of the Presbyterian college where he was located was horrified
at the- hint of such a thing, that there could be any
salvation for an unbaptized child, and he roundly
denounced Mr. Foster for heresy. Who woula think
that to-day a president of a college would teach
that unbaptized infants are damned~ It was a
real pleitsure to meet these Liberal and progressiv
people of Cincinnati, men and women· of culture, of
brave spirit, of advanced thought. I must especially thank Mr. and Mrs. Dunbar, of the Gibson
House, for their cordial entertainment and splendid
Liberal spirit and deed; Dr. Wilson, cutting to the heart of Christianity with the scalpel of a
physician; Warren, at the "Old Bookstore;" Ward,
pFesident of the society, and many others-a crowd
of them. I was glad to meet with such a bright
and inspiring outlook for future achievement.
·
I leave Cincinnati on Tuesday afternoon and
speed my way to Louisville the same ev~ning and
spend an hour or two along its brilliant streets.
But I hav to hie away on the early morning train
on Wednesday, and until late in the afternoon travel
through the somewhat fantastic and brilliant scenes
of Kentucky. The colors of the variegated forest
mingle with the dull gray of vast acres of corn;
the houses appear of a curious make, with chimneys
on the outside and rambling porticoes, and a kind of
" careless desolation" in the yards and fields, as if
the people took things in a free and easy fashion.
Yet withal the sceneries were lovely and the dwellNews and Notes.
ings homelike, the women pretty and stately~ and
the men of a stalwart appearance.
I don't think any ancient pilgrim, even with the
In the golden evening light with rolling volumes
help of angels and the Holy Ghost ·and the seven- of smoke Paducah stretches its handsome array.
leagued boots, ever traveled a greater space or There is a big political demonstration here. The
covered more territory than my Secular body did Democrats are out in full force with music and
going from the Liberal Club of New Yor]): Friday banners and torches and Cleveland hats. There is
night to the Ohio Liberal Society' of Cincinnati a large mass-meeting addressed by Senator BlackSunday night. I traverse nine different states and burn. I like the Senator. He is a first-rate
the District of Columbia. I leave the Empire city speaker. He made some good points. He talks
Saturday afternoon, glide over the resplendent right on without many flourishes of oratory. He
Hudson, sweep ·through New Jersey to the Quaker keeps the attention. There was an alarm of fire in
metropolis, fly by Baltimore, and reach the gleam- the midst of his discourse, but no one that I could
ing Capitol an hour before midnight.
Then see left the crowd. This is a pretty good test of a
through Alexandria the train thunders on. When man's mastery of his audience. Blackburn has a
morning gilds the sky it climbs the mountains of rich, strong voice, skilfully used. He has clear-cut,
West Virginia, _and at noon plunges into the valley somewhat severe features, and makes a fine imof the Ohio, and with sunset's sheen reverberates pression with his stately figure. He is a born
along Kentucky's shore, and just at dark reaches Squtherner, and the heart that beat beneath the
the cavernous deeps of the Grand Union station of gray flashes forth. I understand that the Senator
Cincinnati, Ga. E. Light, the Infidel torchbearer, voted to open the World's Fair on Sunday, and is
Andrew Hogg, and Samuel Silverman make my far therefore a Liberal statesman and worthy of the
wanderings end with a glorious handshake. The position he occupies. I didn't indorse all he said,
Gibson givs a royal welcome. I had rather be at but I liked his ma:rily fashion of talking.
the Gibson than in any heavenly mansion. Mr.
I leave Paducah on this Thursday morning,
Dunbar, of this magnificent hotel, is a stanch October 13th. It takes two hours on the slow
Liberal, and his hospitality is freely given. After train to -reach Murray, forty-six miles distant. At
an hour's rest I reach the hall of the Liberal society, Murray I am still twenty-one miles from Golden
which is crowded to its utmost capacity with a most Pond, my place of destination, toward which I hav
appreciativ audience, and I discourse on "Free- been drifting for the last two days. Golden Pond
thought and Morality." The subject is thrown is a little bit of a village between the Tennessee and
open for debate, and various ideas are elucidated Cumberland rivers. I . must hire a team to get
relevant to the lecture.
The audience remains there, or walk. A team is rather an expensiv .
until the very close, near 10 o'clock, and shows that luxury for a Liberal lecturer, but I conclude that I
interest in this vast question is unabated. It was had rather foot the bill than the road. My pocketa keen and earnest discussion.
book can stand the strain better than my back.
The Ohio Liberal Society is in better condition Ingersoll says, spend your last dollar like a king,
than ever. This first meeting of the season was and I did this time and had a carriage all to myself,
most auspiciouf!. The membership is increasing, though perhaps if I could hav drafted an ass and
and the funds are not lacking. Contributions are the foal of an ass, as did Jesus, I might hav
generous. This society is organized on a broad mounted them. As it was, however, I had to put
basis. It welcomes debate •On any subject. It givs on more style than the son of God.
everyone a chance to speak who has something to
I had a lovely drive through the oak forests,
say. Its platform is wide as the universe. It is alongside the tobacco and corn fields, the quaint
destined to be a great power in this community. farmhouses, the school with its happy children, and
Its leaders are· unflinching ·but comprehensiv in the graveyard in the depths of the wood ; the gypsy
camp, with its mystical and grotesque appearaDce;
their methods.
I was pleased to meet among our allies here Mr. the rough descent to the river-the broad Tennesand Mrs. E. P. Foster, editors of the Golden Eule, see, with its green islands and beautiful shores.
a radical reform paper. Mr. Foster was once a The crossing of the ferry was quite enchanting.
clergyman, and a most successful one : but he was Far up and down shone the limpid stream ],ike a
altogether too humanitarian to suit the deacons. He vast mirror from horizon to horizon, set between
had a class for the study of political economy in splendid banks painted by autumn's trembling. but
his church parlors, and large numbers of working- deft and glowing hand. _
Over the river, through the delicious woods and
people attended. A grand and noble work was being accomplished, but what did the rich Christians winding ways, the quick steeds take me to Golden
say~ Why, that the carpets were being injured by Pond, ornamented with flags, a cosy hamlet that
these people and it was too bad. Mr. Foster, in breathes of ancient romance. In the stately dwellhis earnest endeavor to aid the world, especially to ing of Bogard I find refreshment and rest. I find
ennoble labor, couldn't help seeing the humb1;1g of there is a debate on hand. Mr. Hall, who debated
Christianity, and he determined to .be an independ- with Mr. Remsburg, is to be here to-morrow.
ent man, and his wife, emancipated with himself, The people are aroused. Christians and Infidels
They will most of them
determined to be an independent woman. And are coming from afar.
now, free from the shackles of the church, they are bring tent.s and provisions with them and camp
doing a great service for labor reform. But they out. The battle will last three days. It looksrealize that labor can only be dignified and clothed as if I should hav a lively tale to tell next week.
with its noblest rights and possibilities by the Never before has a Freethoughtlecturer penetrated
power of Freethought. It is curious to note that these remote scenes, and they are wondering what
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
the first swerving of Mr. foster from strict ortho- kind of a mortal he is.
Golden Pond, Ky.
doxy was on the point that possibly an unbaptized
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The Decline of Bibliolatry.*

My memory, unfortunately, carries me back to
the fourth decade of the nineteenth century, when
the evangelical flood had a little abated and the
tops of certain mountains were soon to appear,
chiefly in the neighborhood of Oxford; but when,
nevertheless, bibliolatry was rampant; when church
and chapel alike proclaimed, as the oracles ·of God,
the crude assumptions of the worst informed and,
in natural sequence, tile most presumptuously bigoted, of all theological schools.
In accordance with promises made on my behalf,
but certainly without my authorization, I was very
early taken to hear " sermons in the vulgar tongue."
And vulgar enough often was the tongue in which
some preacher, ignorant alike of literature, of
history, of science, and even of theology, outside
that patronized by his own narrow school, poured
forth, from the safe intrenchment of the pulpit, invectivs against those who deviated from his notion
of orthodoxy. From dark allusions to "skeptics "
and "infidels," I became aware of the existence of
people who trusted in carnal reason; who audaciously doubted that the world was made in six
natural days, or that the deluge was universal ;
perhaps even went so far as to question the literal
accuracy of the story of Eve's temptation, or of
Balaam's ass ; and, from the horror of the tones in
which they were mentioned, I should hav been justified in drawing the conclusion that these rash men
belonged to the criminal classes. At the same
time, those who were more directly responsible for
providing me with the knowle!ige essential to the
right guidance of life (and who sincerely desired to
do so), imagined that they were discharging that
most sacred duty by impressing upon my childish
mind the necessity, on pain of reprobation in this
world and damnation in the next, of accepting, in
the strict and literal sense, every statement contained in the Protestant Bible. I was told to believe, and I did 'believe, that doubt about a,ny of
them was a sin, not less reprehensible than a moral
delict. I suppose that out of a thousand of my
contemporaries, nine hundred at least had their
minds systematically warped and poisoned, in the
name of the god of truth, by like disciplin. I am
sure that even a score of years later, those who vente
ured to question the exact historical.accuracy of
any part of the Old Testament and a fortiori of the
Gospels, had to expect a pitiless shower of verbal
missils, to say nothing of the other disagreeable
consequences which visit those who, in any way,
ru~ ~ounter to that chaos of prejudices called public
oprmon.
My recollections of this time hav recently been
revived by the perusal of a remarkable document
(Declaration on the Truth of Holy Scripture. The
Times, Dec. 18, 1891), signed by a;s many as
thirty-eight out of the twenty odd thousand clergymen of the Established church. It" does not appear
that the signataries are officiallY. accredited spokesmen of the ecclesiastical corporation to which they
belong ; but I feel bound to take their word for it,
· that ·they are "stewards of the Lord, who hav
received the Holy Ghost," and therefore to accept
~his. memorial as evidence that, though the evangel.
Icalism of :iny early days may be deposed from its
place of :powe~, though so . m~ny of the colleagues
of the thirty-eight even repudiate the title of Protes~nts? yet _the green bay tree of bibliolatry flourishes
as It did sixty years ago. And, as in those good
old times, whoso refuses to offer incense to the idol
is held to be guilty of " a dishonor to God " imperiling his salvation.
'
It is to the credit of the perspicacity of the memorialists that they discern the real nature of the
controverted question of the age. They are awake
to the. unquestionable fact that, if scripture has
been discovered " not to be worthy of unquestioning belief," faith "in the supernatural itself" is so
far, underniined. And I may congratulate m;self
up~n, such weighty confirmation of an opinion in
which I hav had the fortune to anticipate them.
But whether it is more to the credit of the courage,
than to the intelligence, of. the thirty-eight that
they should go on to proclaim that the canonical scriptures of the Old and New Testaments
" declare incontrovertibly the actual historical truth
in all records, both of past events a~d ol the delivery of predictions to be thereafter fulfilled," must
be left to the coming generation to decide.
· The i?terest. which attaches to this singular document will, I thi~k? be based by most thinking men,
not upon what It Is, but upon that of which it is a
sign. It is-an open secret that the memorial is put
forth as a counterblast to a manifestation of opinion
of a contrary charact~r, on the part of certain mem*From the Prolo~to "Essays upon some Controverted
~estions," by T. H. Huxley, F.R.S. New York: D.·
Appleton & Co., 1892.

hers of the same ecclesiastical body, who therefore
hav, as I suppose, an equal right to declare themselva " stewards of the Lord and recipients of the
Holy Ghost.'' In fact, the stream of tendency
toward naturalism, the course of which I hav
briefly traced; has, of late years, flowed so strongly,
that even the churches. hav begun, I dare not say
to drift, but at any rate, ·to swing at their moorings.
Within the pale of the Anglican establishment, I
venture to doubt, whether, at this moment, there
are as many thorough-going defenders of "plenary
inspiration " as there were timid questioners of that
doctrin half a century ago. Commentaries, sane~
tioned by the highest authority, giv up the "actual
historical truth " of the cosmogonical and diluvial narrativs. University professors of deservedly
high repute accept the critical decision that the
Hexateuch is a compilation, in which the share of
Moses, either as author or as editor; is not quite
so clearly dewonstrable as it might be; highly
placed divines tell us that the pre-Abrahamic
scripture narrativs may be ignored; that the book
of Daniel may be regarded as a patriotic romance
of the second century B.C.; that the words of the
writer of the fourth gospel are not always to be
distinguished from those which he puts into the
mouth of Jesus. Conservativ but conscientious
revisers decide that whole passages, some of
dogmatic and some of ethical importance, are interpolations. An uneasy sense of the weakness of the
dogma of biblical infallibility seems to be at the
bottom of a prevailing tendency once more to substitute the authority of the " church" for that of
the Bible. In my old age it has happened to me
to be taken to task for regarding Christianity as a
"religion of a book" as gravely as, in my youth, I
should hav been reprehended for doubting that
proposition. It is a no less interesting symptom
that the state church seems more and more anxious to
repudiate ~1 complic~ty with tlie principles of the
Protestant ReformatiOn and to call itself "AngloCatholic." Inspiration, deprived of its old intelligible sense, is watered down into a mystification.
T~e scriptures are, indeed, inspired; but they contam a wholly undefined and indefinable "human
element ;" and this unfortunate intruder is converted into a sort of biblical whipping-boy. What?oever scientific investigations, historical or physICal, prove to be erroneous,. the "human element "
bears the blame-; while the divine inspiration of
such statements as by their nature are out of reach
of proof or disproof, is still asserted with all the
vigor inspired by conscious safety from attack.
Though the proposal to treat the Bible " like any
other book," which caused so much scandal forty
years ago,_ may not yet be generally accepted, and
though Bishop Colenso's criticisms may still lie,
formally, under ecclesiastical ban, yet the church
has not wholly turned a deaf ear to the voice of
the scientific tempter ; and many a coy divine
while "crying I will ne1er consent," has consented
to the proposals of that scientific critici8m. which
the memorialists renounce and denounce.
·A humble layman, to whom it would seem the
bight of presumption to assume even the unconsidere~ dignit~ of a "steward of science," may well
find this confhct of appnrently equal ecclesiastical
a~thorities perplexing-suggestiv, indeed, of the
wisdom of postponing attention to either until the
question of precedence between them is settled.
J\nd this course will probably appear the more adVIsable, the more closely the fundamental positio.i.L
of the memorialists is examined.
"No opinion of the fact or form of divine revelation, found~d on~ literary criticism [and I suppose I
ma! add histoncal qr physical criticismJ of the
scnptures themselvs, can be admitted to interfere
with the traditionary testimony of the church,
when that has been once ascertained and verified
by appeal to an~iq~ity" (Declaration, article x).
Grant that It Is " the traditionary testimony of
the church" which guarantees the canonicity of
each and all of the books of the Old and New
Tes.t~ents. Grant lllso that canonicity means in~~b~I~Y; yet, ac~ording to the thirty-eight, this
traditiOnary testnnony" has to be "ascertained
an_d verified by ap:peal to antiquity." But '' ascertamment an~ verification " are purely intellectual
proces~es, which must be conducted according to
the s_tnct rules of scientific investigation, or be selfconVJ,cted of worthlessness. Moreover, before we
can set about the appeal to "antiquity," the exact
sens~ ~f that usefully vague term must be defined
by Similar means. "Antiquity" may include any
number of centuries, great or small· and whether
" an t'Iqm'tY" IS
. t o comprise the council
' of Trent or
to stop a little beyond that of Nicrea or come t~ an
end in the time of Irenreus, or in that of Justin
Martyr, are knotty questions which can be decided
if at all, only by those critical methods which th~
signataries treat so cavalierly. And yet the d,e-
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cision of these questions is fundamental, for as the
limits of the canoni<lal scriptures vary,· so may the
dogmas deduced from them require modification.
Christianity is one thing, if the fourth gospel, the
epistle to the Hebrews, the pastoral epistles, and
the Apocalypse are canonical and (by the hypothesis) infallibly true; and another thing, if they
are not. As I hav already said, whoso defines the
canon defines the creed.
Now it is quite certain with respect to some of
·these books, such as the Apocalypse and the epistle
to the Hebrews, that the Eastern and the Western
church differed in opinion for centuries ; and yet
neither the one branch nor the other can hav considered its judgment infallible, since they eventually
agreed to a transaction, by which each gave up its
objection to the book patronized by the other.
Moreover, the " fathers " argue (in a more or less
rational manner) about the canonicity of this or
that book, and are by no means above producing
evidence, internal and external, in ·favor of the
opinions they advocate. In fact, imperfect as their
conceptions of scientific method may be; they not
infrequently used it to the best of their ability.
Thus it would appear that though science,_ like
nature, may be driven out with a fork, ecclesiastical
or other, yet she surely comes back again. The
appeal to "antiquity" is, in fact, an appeal to
science, first, to define what antiquity is; secondly,
to determin what "antiquity," so defined, says
about canonicity ; thirdly, to prove that canonicity
means infallibility. And when science, largely in
the s'hape of the abhorred "criticism," has done
this, and has shown that " antiquity" used her
own methods, however clumsily and imperfectly,
she naturally· turns upon the appealers to "antiquity," and demands that they· should show cause
why, in these days, science should not resume the
work they did so imperfectly, and carry it out
e:fficienUy.
But no such cause can be shown. If" antiquity"
permitted Eusebius, Origen, Tertullian; Irenteus; to
argue for the reception of this book into the canon
and the rejection gf that, upon rational grounds,
"antiquity" admitted the whole principle of modern
criticism. If Irenreus produces ridiculous reasons
for limiting the gospels to four, it was open to anyone else to produce good reasons (if he had them)
for cutting them down to three, or increasing them
to five. If the Eastern branch of the church had a
right to reject the Apocalypse and accept the epistle
to the Hebrews, and the Western an equal right to
accept the Apocalypse and reject the epistle, down
to the fourth century, any other branch would hav
an equal right, on cause shown, to reject both, or, as
the Catholic ch-q.rch afterward actually did, to accept
both.
Thus I cannot but think that the thirty-eight are
hoist with their oWn. petard. Their "appeal to antiquity" turns out to be nothing but a roundabout
way of appealing to the tribunal the jurisdiction of
which they affect to deny. Having rested the
•world of Christian supernaturalism on the elephant
of biblical infallibility, and furnished the elephant
with standing-grottnd on the tortoise of " antiquity," they, like their famous llindoo analog;
hav been content 1 to look no further; and hav
thereby been spared the horror of discoverin-g t)lat
the tortoise rests on a grievously fragil construction, to a great extent the work of that very intellectual operation which they anathematize and repudiate.
Moreover, there is another point to· be- considered. It is of course true that a Christian church
(whether the Christian church, or not, depends on
the connotation of the definit article) existed before the Christian scriptures ; and that the infallibility of these depends upon the infallibility of the
judgment of the persons who selected the books,
of which they are composed, out of the mass of
literature current among the early Christians. The
logical acumen of Augustine showed him tliat the
authority of the gospel he preached must rest on
that of the cl!urch to which he belonged. • But it
is no less true that the Hebrew and the Septuagint
versions of most, if not all,. of the Old Testament
books existed before the birth of Jesus of Nazareth ;
and that their divine authority is presupposed by,
and therefore can hardly depend' upon, the religious body constituted by his. disciples. As everybody knows, the very conception of a " Christ " is
purely Jewish. The validity of the argument from
the Messianic prophecies vanishes .unless their infallible authority is granted;· and, as a matter of
fact, whether we turn to the gospels, the epistles,
or the writings of the early apologists, the J ew.ish

* Ego vero evangelio non crederem, ni~i eccleSire Catbolicre me commoveret auctoritas. Contra Epistolam
Manichrei cap. v. (I would not, indeed, believe the gospel unless the !l.Uthority of the Qatholic chmch' directed
~e), •
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scriptures are re~o~nized as the highest court of
appeal of the Chnstian.
The proposal to cite Christian "antiquity" as a
witness to the infallibility of the Old Testament,
when it!'! own claims to authority vanish, if certain
propos~tions containe_d in the Old Testament are
erro~eous, hardly satisfies the requirements of lay
logic. It is _as if a claimant to be sole legatee, under another kind of testament, should offer his assertioJ1 as sufficient evidence of the validity of the
will. Arid, even were not such a circular, or rather
rotatory, argument, that the infallibility of the Bible
is testified by the infallible church, whose infalli-bility is testified by the infallible Bible, too absurd
for serious consideration, it remains permissible to
ask, Where and whe~ the church, during the period
of its infallibility, as limited by Anglican dogmatic
necessities, has officially decreed the "actual his, ~orical truth of all records" in the Old Testament?
Was Augustine heretical when he denied the actual
historical truth of the record of the creation!
Father Suarez, standing on later Roman tradition,
may hav a right to declare that he was; but it does
not lie in the mouth of those who limit their appeal
to that e¥"1Y "antiquity," in which Augustine played
so great a part, to sayso.
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hav come about by evolution. The first chapter of naturalists.· The magistrate · who listens with de(}enesis teaches the successiv origin-firstly, of all vout. attention to the precept, "Thou ·shalt not sufthe plants; secondly, of all the aquatic and aerial fer
witch to liv," on Sunday, on Monday disanimals; thirdly, of all the terrestrial animals misses, as intrinsically absurd, a charge of bewitchwhich now exist-during distinct intervals of time; ing a cow brought against some old woman ; the·
modern scie}\ce teaches that, throughout all the.dura- superintendent of a lunatic asylum who substituted
tion of an immensely long past, so far as we hav exorcism for rational modes of treatment would
any adequate knowledge of it (that is, as far back hav· but a short tenure of office; even parish clerks
as the Silurian epoch), plants, aquatic, aerial,.and doubt ,the utility of prayers for rain, so long as the
terrestrial ~nimals hav coexisted; that the earliest wind is in the east ; and an outbreak of pestilence
known are unlike those which at present exist ; and sends .men not to the churches, .but to the drains.
that the· modern species hav come into existence as In spite of prayers fo.r the success of our arms and
the last terms of a series, the members of which hay Te JJeums .for victory, orir real faith is in big batappeared one after another.. Thus, far from affirm~ talions and keeping our powder dry ; in knowledge
ing the account in Genesis, the results of inodern of the science of warfare;. in energy, courage, and
scienc~; so far as they go, are in principle, as in disciplin. In these, as in q,ll other practical affairs,
we act on the aphorism " Laborar.e est orare" (To
detail, hopelessly discordant with it ..
Yet, if the pretensions to infallibility thus set up, labor is to. pray); we admit that intelligent work is
not by the ancient ;Hebrew writings themselvs, but . the only acceptable worship ; and that, whether
by the ecclesiastical champions and friends from there be a supernature or not, our business is with
T. H. HUXLEY.
whom they may well pray to be delivered, thus nature.
·shatter themselvs against the rock of natural
Was Paine a Preacher 1
knowledge, in respect of the . two most important
of all events, the origin of things and:the palingeneWas Thomas Paine in his youth a preacher T
sis of terrestrial life, what historical. credit dare Mr. Conway, in his" Life of Paine," says:
any serious thinker attach to the narrativs of the . There is a tradition at Sandwich that he collected a
fabrication of Eve, of the fall, of the commerce be- congregation in his room in the market-place,. and
Among the watchers of the course of the world tween. the Jlene Elohim and the daughters of men; preached to them '' ns an Independent or a Methodist."
of thought, some view with delight and some with which lie between the creational and the diluvial
The only authority for the "tradition" is a lying
horror the recrudescence of supernaturalism which legends? . And, if these are to lose all historical government clerk named George Chambers, who
manifests itself among us, in shapes ranged along worth, what becomes of the infallibility of those under the assumed name of "Francis Oldys, A.M.
the whole :flight o~ steps, which, in this case, sep- who, according to the later scriptures, havaccepted of the University of· Pennsylvania," wrote the
arates the sublime from the ridiculous-from Neo- them, argued from them, and staked far-reaching "Life of Thomas Paine" (sic) with a review of his
Catholicism ·and inner-light mysticism, at the top, dogmatic conclusions upon _their historical ac- writings, particularly of "Rights of Man." This
to unclean things, not worthy .of mention in the curacy?
.
false and libelous biography was published in 1792,
same breath, at the bottom. In my poor opinion,
It is the merest ostrich policy for contemporary in London, and the author was paid £500 for his
the importance of these manifestations is often ecclesiasticism to try to hide its HexateuGhal head wicked work. Mr. Conway has repeated the words
overestimated.
The extant forms of supernatural- -in the. hope that the inseparable connection of its of Oldys almost verbatim. Oldys meant to disparism hav deep roots in human nature, an.d will un- body .with pre-Abrahamic legends may be over- age Paine by making him a. preacher. Mr. Condoubtedly die hard; but, in these latter days, they looked. The question will still· be asked, If the way; who evoluted out of Methodism .and became
hav to cope with an enemy whose full strength is first nine chapters of the Pentateuch are unhistor- a Unitarian clergyman, seems· glad to find a protoonly just beginning to be put out, and whose forces, ical, how is the historic~;tl accuracy of the remainder type in Thomas Paine and accepts the allegation
gathering strength year by year, are hemming them to be guaranteed? What more intrinsic claim has of Oldys with gusto.
round on every side. This enemy is science, in .the the story of the Exodus, than .that of the deluge,
According to Oldys, as repeated by Mr. Conway,
acceptation of systematized natural knowledge, to belieH . If God .did not walk in t~e garden Paine applied in 1767 to Mr. Noble, principal of
which, during the l!i.st two centuries, has extended of Eden, how can .we be · assured that he spoke· the academy; in which P~;~.ine had been employed as
those methods of investigation, the worth of which from Sinai?
usher, for a certificate of qualifications as .a candiis confirmed by daily appeal to nature, to every reIn some other of the following essays (IX, X, date for ordination by the bishop of London, but
gion in which the supernatural has hitherto been XI, XII, XIV, XV) I hav endeavored to show that was told that being only an English scholar, he
recognized.
.
sober and well-founded physical and literary criti- could not be recommended.. Mr. Conway adds:
When scientific historical criticism reduced the cism plays no less havoc with the doctrin that the
Oldys says that Paine without regUlar orders preached
annals of heroic Greece and of regal Rome to the ·canonical scriptures of the New Testament "de-.. in Moorfields and elsewhere in England, "as he was
level of fables; when the unity of authorship of the clare incontrovertibly the actual historical truth in urged by his necessities or directed· by his spirit." AlIliad was successfully ~ssailed by scientific literary all records." We are told that the gospels contain though Paine's friendly biographers hav omitted this
preaching episode, it is too creditable to Paine's standing
criticism; when scientific physical criticism, after a true revelation of the spiritual world-a propo- with the teacher with whom he had served a year [Mr.
exploding the geocentric theory of the universe, sition which, in one sense of the word "spiritual," Noble~ at Goodman Fields, in 1766], for Oldys to hav inand reducing the solar system itself to one of mill- Ishouldnotthinkitnecessarytodispute. But, when ventea.it. !tis droll to think that the Church of Engions of . groups of like cosmic specks, circling, at it is taken to signify- that everything we are told land should ever hav had an offer of Thomas Paine's ~er.
k · · fall' vices. The Quakerism in which he had been nurtured
unimaginable distances from one another, through about the world of spirits in these boo s IS m
1- had never been .formally adopted by him, and it offered
infi.nit. space, showed the Supernaturalistic theories bly true; that We are bound to accept the. demonol- DO opportunities for the impulse to preach which Se<'mS
oi the dhration of the earth and of life upon it to ogy which constitutes an inseparable part of their to mark a phase in the life of every activ English brain.
be as inadequate as those ~f its relativ .dimensions· teaching; and to profe~s belief in a supernaturalMr. Conway may believe that Paine at twentyand importance had been__;it needed no prophetic ism as gros!! as that of any primitiv people-it is two years of age preached at Sandwich, and eight
gift to see that, sociner.or later, the Jewish and the ·at any rate permissible to ask why? Science may years later "in Moorfi.elds and in various populous
early Christian records would be treated in the be unable to define the limits of possibility, -but it places in.England," as Oldys declar~s, but I do not,
same manner; that the authorship of the Hexa- cannot escape. from the moral obligation to weigh for the following reasons:
teuch and of the gospels would be as severely the evidence in favor of any all.eged wonderful
Why hav all the later biographers of Paine
tested; and that the evidence in favor of the ve- occurrence; and I hav endeavored to show that the omitted to mention this preaching episode~ Oldys
;racity. of ma~y of the ·statements found in the evidence for the Gadarene mjracle is altogether was the first to tell the story, and one hundred
scriptures would hav to be strong indeed, if they worthless. We hav simply three, partially discrep- years later Mr. Conway repeats it, unsupported by
were to be opposed to the conclusions of physical ant, versions of. a story, about the primitiv form, further evidence save the following :flimsy fragment
science. In.point of fact, so far as I can discover, the origin, and the authority for which we know quoted from Notes and Queries, Dec. 29, 1866,
no one competent to judge of the evidential strength absolutely nothing. But the evidence in favor of purporting to come from one Weedon of Glynde:
of these conclusions ventures now to say that the the Gadarene miracle is as good as that for any
Old John Berry, the late Colonel Hays's.servaut, toltl
biblical accounts of the creation and of the deluge ot~er. · ..
.
me he knew Paine very well when he was at Dover-had
are true in the natural sense of the words of the
Elsewh~re I hav pointed out that it is utterly be- heard him preach there-thought him a staymaker by
narrativs. The mqst the modern:reconciler ventures side the mark to declaim against these conclusions trade.
'
ripon is to affirm that some quite different sense on th~ ground of their asserted tendency to de:
Paine worked as a staymaker at Dover nearly a
way be put. upon the words; and that this non- prive mankind of the consolations of the Christian year, whence he removed to Sandwich and there
na:;rtral sense may, with a little trouble, be manipu- faith, and to destroy the foundations of mo;rality; set up as a master staymaker. At Sandwich (not
·lated into some sort of non-contradiction of scien- still less to brand them with the question-begging, at Dover) Oldys says "it is certain that he practifi.c truth.
'
,
vit"!lperativ appellation of "Infidelity." The point ticed other arts," and he adds: "There is a tradiMy purpose, in the essay (XVI) which treats of is not whether they are wicked; but whether, from tioil that in his lodgings he collected a congregathe narrativ of the deluge, was to prove, by physical the point of .view of scientific method, they are ir- tion, to whom he preached as an· Independent or
criticism, that no such .i=rvnet _as that described ever refragably true. If they are, they will be accepted Methodist."
took place ; to exhibit the untrustworthy ~hara·cter in time, .whether they are wicked or · n~t wick~d.
Wh!tt kind of theology could Paine hav preached 1
·of the narrativ demonstrated by lit~rary criticism; Nature, so far as we hav been able to attam any m- He tells us in his ''Age of Reason," that at the age
and finally, to account fo;r its origin, by producing sightintoherways,reckslittleaboutconsolation,and of seven or eight years he rejected the doctrin of
a form of those ancient legends of pagan Chaldea, makes for righteousness by very roundabou.t paths. the atom,ment; "making God almighty act like a
from whiG)l the biblical compilation is manifestly And, at any. rate, whatever may be possible for passionate man that killed his son when he could
derived.' I hav yet to learn that the main propo- other people, it is becoming less and less possible not revenge himself in any' other way." And in
sitions of this essay can· be serio~sly challenged.
for the man who puts his faith in scientific methods 1776 when John Adams rallied him upon his grave
In the es'says (II, III) on the narrativ,of the ofascert~iningtrut~,andis.accustomedtoh~~;vth~t argument in"Common Sense" to provefromthe
creation, I hav endeavored to controvert the as- faith justified by daily expenence, to be, consmously Old Testament that monarchy was unlawful in the
sertion that modern science supports, either _the false to his principle~ an:r.matter. But th~ n~m- sight of God, Paine replied: " The Old Testament 1
interpretation. put upon .it by Mr. Gladstone, or ber of such men, driven mto the use of scientific I do not believe in the Old Testament."
any :ii:tterpretation whiQh · is compatible with the methods of ~quiry _and ~aught· to. trust them, b;y
Paine was doubtless baptized and confirmed in
general sense of the narrativ, quite apart from par- their educati_on,. their _dally profe?swnal _and b~si- the Church of England. He could therefore conticular details. The first ~hapter of Genesis ness needs, IS mcreasmg and will contm.ually m- sistently call himself a Christian. But when at
teaches the supernatural creation of the present, crease. The phraseology of supernaturalism may eight years of age he rejected the doctrin of the
forms of life; modern science teachEis that they
on men's lips, but in practice th'ey are ~ttonement he probably became a Deist !tnd so re-
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The Freethonght Federation of America. . Gleaner, and with which he is doing a grand work.
mained during all his life. His Deism, it is true,
years,
did not di1fer from Theodore Parker's Theism; but
·
f
t over eighty-three
· t'
R
[Headquarters 845 West Randolph street, Chicago, ill He is an aged Freethinker,
e.
would Deistical preaching by a youth of twenty-two S. P. Putnam president; John R. Charlesworth, secre- and is in possessiOn 6 a oy pnn mg-press.
picks o~t little ~leanin~s from Freethought papers,
hav been tolerated in England one hundred and tary; George. L. Robertson, treasurer.]
The bitterness of the countless conflicting sects and interspersmg scnptural ~exts . a~d mottoes,
thirty-three years ago?·
Thomas Rickman was a most devoted friend of in the United States that are contending for prefer- he distributes them among his ne1ghbors. One
Paine. He knew him at Lewes from 1768 to 1774; ence and power, the ill will, the discord and enmity copy is devoted to the interest of tne Federation,
he set some of Paine's songs to music; he named of pious Christians toward each other, are not only and he is doing his utmost to push our cause al9ng
his first-born son Thomas Paine; he was a book- a great calamity to themselvs but also to the co~- in his district. This kind of help is valuable to us
seller in London in 1792 and Paine abode at his munity at large, who are compelled to be passiV indeed and will accomplish a good work. Would
house· in 1811 he had ~tten a "Life of Paine," onlookers to their frequent squabbles and im- that e;ery Freethinker who had _such opportunities
.
which 'he published in 1819 ; in it nothing is said broglios. In the coming political struggle the would go and do likewise.
Charles F. Blackburn, of Seattle, Wash., writes,
about Paine's preaching at Sandwich or anywhere church, as usual, has declared itself on the side of
else. Furthermore Rickman says that Paine "was the money power-the power which organized it and in response to my request; that he will be pleased
The to arrange for a course of lectures in that city, and
no public speaker."
. which supports it for its own protection.
Laboring to prove that Paine was a devout Chns~ masses are but as chessmen in the hands of these assures me that we can rely upon his .help in behalf
powers, who forever play a winning game into each of the Federation.
tian Mr. Conway again says :
What he used to preach at Dover and Sandwich ?annot other's hands. In' the midst of this it is time for · And thus the good work goes on. The buglenow be known. His ignorance of Greek a_nd La~, the Freethought to assert itself, for. Freethought is the call to freedom has been sounded, and our soldiers
scholastic "humanities" had prevented his becommg a l!!oul's life-blood and the very pulse-beat of our are ready to fall in line. Liberty has been threatclergyman, and introdu'ced him to humanities o~ another
To restrict reason and to fetter ened by the "whited sepulchers" of the church,
kind. His mission was t~en. amon:g the po_or and I~orant. civilization.
Sixteen years later he IS m Philadelphia attendinK_ the thought is to wage war with nature and to oppose and on· every hand comes the assurance of assistEnglish church in which he had been confirmed. There the best interests of the human race. Thought ance to fight in its defense. Faith refuses to set
were many Deists in that church whose laws then as must be free; it must never be confined within a the judgment and imagination of man free, hence
now were sufficiently liberal to include them.
fashionable cage, for to do so would be to eclipse we must force it. No compromise can be effected
Mr. Conway has drawn on his imagination for the light that illuminates our social life.
between faith and reason. We must bring out the
Paine's attending the English church in PhiladelOn Sunday, the 16th inst., I lectured once more human intellect from among the d;,;y bones of the
phia. The churchmen of that city were r~nker in the <?J1.hodoi, priest-ridden, and church-cursed past, into the broad, open, free, and glorious suntories than the Quakers to whom an . unsigned city of Pittsburgh. Here it is a crime to sell a light of nature and truth. ·
epistle was addressed by the author of "Common glass of milk to a thirsty traveler on the so-called
We hav still a slight deficit in our treasury and
Sense." The Rev. Dr. William Smith, president of S~~obbath day.
Here, instead of having Sunday once more I appeal to our friends to send us what
the University of Pennsylvania, a churchman and a bright, open, and free, it is a day of pious gloom' financial help they can. JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Scotch tory, undertook to answer "Common Sense," and oppression, controled by priestly monopoly for
• Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
signing himself "Cato." Paine replied, signing himthe sole purpose of self-aggrandizement. Every
Chicago, I_l_l·-------<1----self "Forester." "Cato," having a bad case and be- day do I realize more and more the absolute necesing no match for his adversary, resorted to personal sity for political action upon the part of Free.. Liberals, Vote Toge~her..
. ..
abuse. The evoluted Quaker-churchman was not thinkers; every day do I realize that the Federation
I hav JUSt read S. P. Putnam s article m_ THE
at a loss how to handle such an antagonist. He was a pressing requirement and, as many of our' TRU:T~ SEEKER .. of _Se~~embe: 17th ~>n "LI~eral
said:
friends hav declared, "supplies a long-felt want." Political Organ~atwn. . It IS a s~bJect _w~ICh I
Remember, thou hast thrown me the glove, Cato, and I was pleased indeed to meet our gallant little hav turned over m my mmd many times Withm the
either thee or I must tire. I fear not the field of fair debate, but thou hast stepped aside and made it personal. band of Freethought heroes in.· Pittsburgh once last te;n year~. I hav often re?r~tted that men w:ho
Thou hast tauntingly called m11 by name, and if I cease more. We hav some old Freethought veterans in are ~Ib~ral m_ regard to reh~I?n are as clanmsh
1o hunt thee from every lane and lurking hole of mis- this city, many of whom hav promised me their in- and Il-Liberal m reg~d to politics .as th~y can po~
chief, and bring thee not a trembling culprit before the dividual support in the work we hav undertaken. I sibly be. If. such_Liberal~ ~ould _mvestigate pollpublic bar, then brand me with reproach by naming me
was greeted by a good audience, and I was pleased tics as they mvesti~ate religwn,_ Lil::erals could acin the list of your confederates.
. , Frequent instances of this style of ·invectiy are to see many new faces among them-a good sign complish much Without formmg. a PS:ty. __Unfound in the Letters of Junius. Addressing Lord of progress. Several of the audience took blanks· fortunately those who are lead_e:s m antrreligwus
for petitioning Congress to open the World's Fair moveme1_1ts are mere. sh€ep politically, and foll~w a
Mansfield, he said :
Sunday, thereby aiding us all they can in that leader Without knowmg why.
.
At the intercession ot three of your countrymen, you
I hav no doubt that the newly orgamzed Freehav bailed a man, who, I presume, is also a Scotchman, direction.
l would add right here that I hav a few thousand thought Federation will do som~ good, but I ·think
and whom the Lord Mayor of London had refused to
bail . . . I affirm in contradiction to YOU, LORD blank petitions on hand at this time which may be. more good . could be accomphshe~ t~rough the
CHIEF JusTICE MANsFmLD, that, bv the laws of England had upon application to me. No answers hav yet efforts of Liber~ papers. But few Liberals ~an
he was not bailable. If ever Mr. Eyre should be brought
tO trial, we shall hear what You hav to say for Yourself; been received by us from the other political candi- attend the meetmgs of a Freethought Federati?n,
and I pledge myself, before God and my country, in dates for the presidency, consequently nothing can while all can read Freet~ought papers; ~~d I thmk
proper time and place, to make good my charge against be said concerning them. For fear they should if ~ains were taken to dis:p~l the suJ?erstltwus fe~rs
you.
not hav received my letters, I will address them which hove: around po~tiCal parties, much could
To David Garrick, only a few days l!Lter, Junius once more upon the subject;· and should they re- be accomplished, and Liberals could make themaddressed, through his publisher, W oodfall, this ply their letters will be published at once, so that selvs felt in .politics as a class.. It would be us_eless ·
private note:
Freethinkers may judge in what direction to use to put candidates of our own m the field ; but if we
I am very. eXactly informed of your impertinent inqui- the suffrage.
would stick togethe_r we could often carry the balance
ries, and of the information you so busily sent to RichThe Federation is still rushing forward.. It has of power, and candidates would need our votes and
mond, and with what triumph and exultation it was re- found universal favor in the eyes of the great mass yield to orir demands in order to obtain tp.em.
ceived. I knew every particular of it the next day.
I would adyise, therefore, that every Libera~ vote
Now mark me, vagabond. Keep to your pantomimes, or of Freethinkers. The niass of correspondence that
be assured you shall. hear of it. Meddle no more, thou I hav received during the past two weeks ,has been for such candidates only as are known to be Liberal
busy informer. It is in my power to make you curse the almost overwhelming. Every day a long list of in their view~ irrespe~tiv of p~r~y; I am no party
hour in which you dared to interfere with Junius.
names are sent and added to our roll of member- man, and thmk as httle of Jmmng a party as I
Garrick having been told in confidence by Wood- ship. The financial support-which wemusthav, if should ofjoining a church, but I hav ~lwaystried
fall that Junius would write no more, straightway we are to accomplish anything-has been very satis- to l~arn the antecedents of the candidates _of all
sent the information to the king at Richmond ; and factory, and a statement of our standing in that parties and then I hav voted for those I considered
this caused Junius to break his resolution.
direction will be published in my next report. As the best.
.
,
Mr. Eyre, on the day preceding Junius's challenge an illustration of the truth of these statements I
Next election will be a good time to show our
to Lord Mansfield, surrendered himself at the Old append the following letter from an enthusiastic preference. The government is ;now in the h~ds
Bailey, pleaded guilty of stealing (he could not do friend in the far Western state ol California :
·
of a pack of pious hypocrits, who, if _they are allowed
otherwise, having been detected in the act, with the
to retain the government another four years, will
,
P:inRKINs, CAL., Oct. 7,'1892.
goods upon him), and was sentenced to be transmake strenuous effort~. to oblige us to go to .church
MR.
JoHN
R.
CHABLESWORTH,
Dear
Sir:
Please
set
my
ported. He was an Englishman, related by mar- name down a member of the Freethought Federation
and Sunday-school. It is high time that their
riage to . Scotchmen, and was bailed by three of America. I hav sent $4 to pay G. L. Robertson, treascareer was· cut off. The pious Wanamaker, whpse
Scotchmen.
urer.
Yours truly,
OWEN THoMAs DAVlB.
corruption fund elected Harrison, has used his pest
The controversy between "Cato " and "Forester"
Another friend, from the Puritanical state of endeavors to put an end to Liberal literature"
resulted in ousting President Smith from the uni- Pennsylvania, writes as follows:
Like most pious people, he can swallow a camel and.
versity and driving him from Philadelphia. Four
choke at a gnat. · He admits the Bible in the mails,
McKEEsPORT,
P
A.,
Oct.
11,
1892.
years later that same university conferred on
J. R. CHARLESWORTH : Put my name upon the list of but would, if he could, exclude evei-ything that conThomas Paine the degree of master of arts.
membership without fail. The Freethinkers of this
It is no disgrace to hav been a youthful preacher, country should not let this grand opportunity go by de- tradicts that obscene book Look at our hypo-.
but the alleged preaching of Thomas Paine seems fault. I say ~and because it is one of the greatest1 and critical Senate. While weak-minded, but oft wellprol?erly engmeered will accomplish more good for Libto me unsupported by evidence and incompatible era.lis~ than any other organization in existence. Also $1 meaning, people spend their time in church ou
Sundays, most of our Senators lie in bed to sleep
with the known facts of his life. "Forester " in as a rmte for expenses.
Yours respectfully,
off
a drunk or debauch; but when a. handful of
1776 professed to be a member of the Church of
JAMES FULToN.
England, and Junius in 1771 claimed to be "a
Texas also comes to the front, and when it Christians petition to close theWorld's Fair on ·Su:n.~.
Christian upon the most sincere conviction-a finds our liberties in danger is not fo~nd wanting days those hypocrits accommodate them because
true and hearty Christian, in substance, not in cere- in any effort to defend them, as may be instanced .the church is organized and the rascals want their
votes. I wrote to · our Congressman and likewise
.
.
mony;" but he was careful to add that he could by the following :
to our Senator in regard to the proposed outrage,
not agree with the " reverend lords, the bishops, or
MARsHALL, TEx., Oct. 19, 1892.
Mn. J. R. CHARLESWORTH, Dear f>ir: Inclosed please of closing the World's Fair on Sundays. . Our
with the head of the church [George III.], that
find $1 toward defraying expense · in the Federation. Congressman, Thomas J. Geary, answered my.
prayers are morality, or that kneeling is religion."
You may enro~ me as a member. Long liv the Free- letter like a gentleman; and I would advise ,all
Many years ago Mr. Conway stepped down from thought Federation.
I am, respectfully yours,
Liberals living in my district (the first Congresthe pulpit; he has since declared that Christianity
.
M. H. GOLDOWSKY.
sional district of California) to vote for Thomas ;J..
is down. I do not believe it is, and I discredit the
N. Chaddock, of Cuero, Tex., writes ·me an en- Geary. Mr. Felton, our Senator, wrote in a differtradition that Thomas Paine was ever a preacher.
couraging letter upon the Federation, inclosing a ent strain. He thought the World's Fair oug~t to_
W. H. Bunn.
copy of a little leaflet which he has named the be closed on Sundays to please ·th.e Christiana who

..
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bad petitioned to that effect. He must hav been
informed at that time that many of those petitions
were mere frauds, which contained many names
but very few signatures ; and since less than onethird of the population of the United States are
Christians·, and perhaps not more than h~f of
these want the World's Fair closed on Sundays, it
must hav occurred to these worthy Senators, who
are perhaps better· known on account of drunkenness than sense, that it would be an outrage on the
people at large to close theWorld's Fair on Sundays
for the sake of pleasing a handful of Christians, and
that to meddle with religion in any way is out of
their jurisdiction. But, as I hnv said before, that
honorable (?) body knew that the Christians are organized, and although they belong to different
political parties, when the church has anything at
stake they vote in a body.
.
If Liberals ever want to accomplish anything
politically they should do li~e Christian folks; they
must forego party affiliations when their real interests are at stake; they must vote for candidates
who favor their interests, and sit down on those
who favor the church. Liberals are numerous·
enough to accomplish something if they will only
unite on things that concern them. It is impossible that people who do their own thinking can all
think alike. As no two persons liv in the same
circumstances ; hav the same constitutions phys:..
ically and mentally; hav the same amount of education and the same facts to reason from, so no
two persons can think alike. While all may be sincere, their opinions must necessarily vary greatly;
but on one thing we can all agree-we all know
that the church is our common enemy, and that
to obtain ·our rights we must strangle that hydraheaded monster.
Applying this to our present situation, we all
know that· our present, administration favors the
church, we likewise know that no favors were
shown the church under Cleveland's administration. Let us be consistent then; let us prefer
principle to party affiliations; let us unite on one
point and vote for Cleveland. RoBERT GuNTimR.
Eureka, Gal., Oct. 2, 1892.

Biographies of Foreign Freethinkers.
ERNESTE RENAN.
Joseph Erneste Renan, the philosopher, the
poet, the historian; the Freethinker, of world-wide
reputatiml, is dead. He died at Paris, Oct. 2, 1892,
of congestion of the lungs, complicated with
valvular disease of the heart.
Renan was born at Treguir, Cotes-du-Nord, Brittany, France, on Feb. 27, 1823. Treguir is a small,
sleepy place, the inhabitants of which know but
little of the outside world and care less; their whole
interest centers in the old minster and the welfare
of 'the good-~~tured, ignorant, and pious fathers
· ·attached -to same.
The shadow of the· church
darkens the whole village. A priest is a god in disguise. Hence no wonder that the parenps of Renan
destined. him to become a priest.
The "good
fathers," as Renan calls them in the autiobiography
of his youth;·· taught him all he knew, and apart
' from ~a tin and lives of saints this knowledge was
but scant. ·Finding they could teach him no more,
they sent him to Paris, where, after the close of his
clltssic8J. studies, he was placed in the seminary ~f
St. Sulpice to complete his theological course.
Here he showed a remarkable aptitude in the study
of philosophy, and of Latin, Hebrew, Syriac, and
Arabic languages. . But alas for the church, the
keen intellect and moral courage were too strong to
be fastened down by the chains of dogmatism and
superstition, and on the eve of his consecration he
abandoned tlie church forever.
In 1847 he won the Volney medal for a work
upon the Semitic languages. In 1851 he was attached to the department of manuscript in the·
National Library, and five years later was elected a
member of . the .Academia des Inscriptions in the
place of -M. Augustin Thierry. In 1860 he went on
a mission to Syria, and three years later published
his "Life· of. Jesus." This work excited the
vehement antagonism of the French clergy, which
brought· about 'his dismissal from the professorship
of Hebrew, to which he had been appointed in 1862.
The minister of public instruction endeavored to
atone for this dismissal by giving Renan an office in
the Imperial Library; Renan, however; refuse'd to
accept the appointment.
M. Renan became a member of the French
Academy on June 13, 187$. In 1880 he delivered
in London a series of lectures on "The Influence
of the Institutions, Thought, and Culture of Rome
on Christianity and the Development of the Catholie Church." During this visit he also delivered at
the Royal Institution a lecture on Marcus.Aurelius.
Among his. voluminous writings we will mention

but a few besides thos_e above named and Auch only
as may be of interest to others than the scholar:
" Studies in Religious History " "Spinoza "Philo.
sophical Dialogs and Fragmen'ts." The :,History
of Christianity" is too voluminous-seven volumes
-and is besides inaccurate, a fault. which is found
in all of his .A.ntichristian writings. Renan was
too much•of a poet. He allowed his imagi.J;)ation
to get the best of him. Take his "Life of Jesus"
-it is but an exquisit poem, with Ch:cist, a perfect
man, as hero. On the life of Jesus Renan is as
much of an authority as Milton on heaven, or
Dante on hell. He evidently saw the truth, but
recollections from youth, the teachings of childhood,. the fear of causing too in: tense pain to his
readers, maybe even a faint belief in Christ-who
can tell ?-made him shrink back from telling the
whole. truth. There is, outside of the Bible no
credible evi?enc? that Jesus ever lived; he i~ no
more of a h1stoncal character than is Buddha or
Chrishna. Renan was a man of seeming contradictions. You think you hav his opinion and he
flies away. You read one page of his works, he is
a Deist; on another, a skeptic ; on again another,
a true Freethinker. As a man Renan is a Deist, as
a historian a skeptic, as a philosopher a Freethinker. Renan's "Life of Jesus" is a historical
romance, Strauss's "Life of Jesus" a history.
A portrait of Renan in our possession shows him
to be a mali of rotund form, not unlike a well-kept
Catholic priest. His lips are sensual, and on them
plays a satirical smile, cutting yet amiable.
On October 7th he was buried from the College
de France. The services were secular, and in the
great hall of the university the minister of state,
the municipal body of Paris, scientists and students,
paid the last homage to a man whom the world
long ago had recognized as a prince of thought' and
learning. A military guard of honor accompanied
the remains of the illustrious Freethinker through
the crowd-lined streets to the cemetery, and soon
the earth covered the greatest Frenchman that our
century has produced.
GusTAVE NELSON.

At a Radical Reception. -
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If only the Indian summer of human life were so
beautiful we would long to reach it. With love to
all who bear me in remembrance, I am, dear TRUTH
SEEKER, .yours to help as far as able,Syracuse, N. Y., Oct., 292. Lucy N. CoLMAN.

The Trinity Explained.
In the Pres~yterian creed we read: "There are
three persons in the godhead, the Father, Son,
and Holy Ghost; and these three are one God, the
same in substance, equal in power and in glory."
A few days ago I called to see an old friend who
used to be deacon in the church with which I was
identified for sixteen years. "How is it," said he,
"that you hav drifted away from the faith of our
fathers and from the creed of the church, and
renounced everything that is sacred 1 Why, I hear
that you don't believe in the trinity of the godhead
any more. I am surprised that a man of your
abiljty would admit that he did not believe such a
grand truth !" "You should not blame me for not
believing what I cannot understand," I said. "I was
never able to understand how three persons could
make one God." "Why, that is very easy. A child
can understand that," said he. "You see, it is like
this. There is the Father, and the Son, and the
Holy Ghost. Can't you understand that 1" said he.
" They are one, having one and the same head.
It is as easy as the multiplication table. T.hree
times ·one are three. Three Gods with one head
make the Holy Trinity." "Then if I understand
your interpretation correctly," l said, "the mystery
is like tbis--" "There is no mystery about it any
more than there is about the fact that three times
one is three," he interj~cted. "Can't you understand that three times one is three?" "Yes, I
understand that to be a scientific and demonstrable
proposition. But I cannot understand how three
times three make one." "Can't you understand
that one time one will make one~" "Yes," I replied. "Then can't you see that three times one
will make one? One time three is three, and three
times one is three. Three bodies and one ·
head; that is the glorious trinity," said he. "Then
if I understand you correctly it is like this: three
times one is three, and three times three is one."
"That is it exactly," he interjected. "Well, that
does not coincide with the cardinal principles of
science," I said. "Then science is wrong," heretorted. "The holy Bible is true and right. If
science don't agree with the Bible it should be corrected.· Science must be made to agree with the
Bible. We can't make the Bible agree with
science," said he. "The efforts of great men to
make the Bible and science agree hav made a
world of trouble. It can't be done until they begin right, and correct the errors in science." I
said, "Let us waive further investigation, and talk
about turkeys, or anything that we can understand."
SERENO E. Tonn.

Home again, and as is my wont, I seat myself to
talk awhile with the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER!
They are my friends-friends whom I love most,
and with whom I like most to be in correspondence.
Three months ago I left home, earlier than otherwise I would hav done, to be present on the eightyfifth birthday of my long-time friend, Mrs. Lucy Mi
Tilton, a genuin reformer of the most pronounced
type. Her daughters Flora and Josephine (doubly
reformers) wrote me that they had some fifty persons on their list of invitations to greet their
mother with good wishe,s for the future. of her
already advanced age, and earnest hopes for
another decade of useful life. Being one of that
number, I found myself at their hospitable and
Orange, N. J:
beautiful home in dear old Boston, where I am
always welcomed by these excellent and heroic
women, as though I were indeed their mother. On
Lectures and Meetings.
the day of the reception I met reformers of every
THE
N
ewiuk
Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, corner
shade of thinking, all agreeing in this sentiment:
of Market street. Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock, Octo"The government in spite of the Constitution is run
ber 30th, Henry Rowley, of Brooklyn, will lecture.
on purely Qhristian wheels, and none other than a Subject: "Has Man a Soul?"
Christian need apply, be his accomplishments ever
so good." Several of these persons had tasted the
THE Manhattan Liberal Club lectures for October are
sweets of prison fare for conscience's sake. Alas! I as follows. The Club meets at 220 E. 15th st.reet:
often ask myself if I hav not been remiss in the
October 28th," The Free-Banking Solution of the Curworld's work that as yet I hav never been impris- rency Problem," Widden Graham.
oned, while people that ar~ better than I am are still
shut up as criminals, whose whole lives hav been · S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments for October and
work for the good of suffering humanity. I met November:
30 Bishop Creek and
daughters of our lamented friend, dear Elizur Denver. Col.. ...... Oct.
Wright; some of the grandchildren of Richard Scofield, Utah .... Nov. 1, 2 Round Valley,Cal.Nov. 9-14
Reno, Nev.......... ''
6, 7 Independence,Cal " 17-20
Hildreth, of antislavery renown, and men known as
Stockton, Cal...... "
27
labor reformers, some Anarchists, Nationalists, and
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH's lecture appointments are:
Socialists-all earnest thinkers and doers, as they
30 Neilsville, Wis .... Dec. 2, 3
understand duty.
Mr. Putnam was not early Alliance, O ......... Oct.
6 Crookston, Minn. " 14, 15
enough for the birthday, but when he came he Columbus, 0 ...... Nov.
0 ...... "
13 Jamestown, Minn " 18, 19
gave us all new hopes by his marvelous courage and Cincinnati,
Centralia, Til.. ..... " 16, 17 Rosalia, Wash..... " 28, .29
enthusiasm.
Chicago, III.. ....... " 27-30 Seattle, Wash ..... Jan. 14, 15
1 ElMonte, Cal..... Feb.27, 28
Voltairine de Cleyre spoke well in the hall dad- Menomonie, Wis.Dec.
icated to freedom of thought and repeated her
Liberals along the line of theNorthern Pacific desiring
" Bastard Born " as none but an artist could. I lectures. should address him at 345 W. Randolph street,
went to Wellesley to the home of the late William Chicago.
Denton; never hav I seen a more beautiful home.
.Mrs. Denton is a woman worthy to bear the name;
Not Obliged to Believe Everything.
and four sons all thoroughly .A.ntichristian; tneir
From the Pall Mall Gazette.
work (all naturalists) is very fine indeed. I alil.
The dean of Norwich in a recent speech told this story
glad to know this family and to hold them as to illustrate the new criticism as it appears among the
middle classes. A worthy timber merchant announced
among my dearest friends.
that he was relieved to find that he need not believe
I wish I could giv your readers who hav never literally the various passages in the Bible which he had
seen New England in its autumnal beauty an idea always proved to be impossible. Being pressed to name
of it. The Berkshire hills hav put on the most one of these passages, he mentioned the ark. It was, he
gorgeous colors-every shade of green, and then the understooq, 450 feet long, 70 feet broad, and 45 feet
high, and was filled with live animals. He was convinced,
orange and the reds seem to vie with each other in thereforet that the Israelites could not hav carried it
brilliancy and glory.
about wit.n them for forty years!
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Wants Ingersoll for the People's Party.
CRooKSToN, MINN., Oct. 12, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: You hav advertised for
names an'd addresses in order to send out
sample copies. I hav been trying for
weeks to get time enough to work out a
list for you, but work is so rushing that so
far I hav failed. In two or three weeks
from now the busy time will be mostly
over, and then I will send yon hundreds
of names, as I hav got plenty of them.
With. your permission, Mr. Editor, J.
will at this time not only thank Mr. T.
Strickland Fisk for his op{m letter to R.
G. Ingersoll in the last issue of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, but I will join with the
writer in asking the foremost Infidel in
our land to make a plea for what he terms
"the sacred principles set forth in that
second Declaration of Independence,
called the Omaha platform." And whim I
in this way subscribe to the open letter of
Mr. T. Strickland Fisk and beg of our beloved Liberal friend R. G. Ingersoll to
make a plea for those principles and for
our respected leaders, James B. Weaver
and James G. Field, I am safe in saying
that I voice the sentiment of all Liberals
up here in this !!Teat Northwest. The
eloquent letter of Mr. Fisk will be echoed
back fr<'m the bottom of the very heart of
every Liberal in this mortgage-ridden
country, and with irresistible force it will
sound: Make a plea, Mr. Ingersoll!
Yours "for freedom ar>d right,
OLE E. HAGAN.

Thinks Christians Sharper Financiers.
CoRN:wALL, InA., Sept. 19, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I enjoy reading THE
TRUTH SEEKER better than any other paper I take, more especially the "Letters
from Friends," so I will undertake to
write a few lines for that part. The reason I hav not written before is because I
am too busy trying to pav for- my home.
I hope some day to aid financially to the
Freethought cause. I believe one reason
Freethinkers do not organize and battle
for the right more is bec.ause they lack
the means: I am inclined to think Christians are the best financiers-at least,
when thl'y are combined. See how much
they make from their festivals, concertR,
etc. And on the Fourth of July they beg
the best location and sell ice cream,
lemonade, etc., for the benefit of some
church.
I hav two TRUTH SEEKER pictures pasted
on cloth and tacked on trees, one entitled
"The Real Rock of Ages," the other "A
Man Who Would Make It Hot for the
Author of the Above Text." Lots of
people stop to look at them. Heretofore
they hav been taken dow11 by Christians,
()r perhaps by Infidels who fancied them.
At this coming election I mean to ascertain who among our nominees are Secular
and vote for them rflgardless of party. I
hav already found Mr. W. J. McConnell,
nominee for governor, to be a true Secularist.
·
Will you please answer these questions:
Has Robert Dale Owen a son who is a
preacher in the Christian church? Has
Mr. R. G. Ingersoll a son, and how old is
he?
A. L. :McFARLANE.
[We do not know of any son of Robert
Dale Owen who is a preacher. If any
reBder does, we· shall be pleased to print
the fact. Colonel Ingersoll has never had
a son.-En. T. S.]

Nominate Ingersoll.
VINELAND, N.J., Oct. 11, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Liberals, awake, arise,
work! Be in earnest! If possible, save
your country from utter wreck and ruin!
The $seals in Congress who toady to the
rotten Cltttteh for office hav voted to giv
two 9it1d a httH million dollars to the Chicsgo li'Mr, provided it close on Sunday.
The government has no-legal right to giv
one farthing of the people's money for
such a purpose, whether it is closed or
open on Sunday, and a stop should be put
to it at once before the money leaves the
treasury. By making that gift Congress
united our glorious secular government
with the rotten church, and put · the
church over the government, and every
honest paper tn the nation should protest

against it and stop the gift. Let all Liberal papers unite and nominate Col. R. G.
Ingersoll for president, and T. W. Braidwood, of Vineland, N: J., for vicepresident. All Liberals could vote for
them, because they are two honest men.
The millions of Spiritualists would vote
for them, or the most of them. And
there are thousands of churchmen who,
though they may not agree with them
in religious matters, would vote for
them because they know they are honest. Liberals hav never shown their
strength, and if they will nominate these
men they will be astonished at the results.
And if they should fail to elect them, they
will show their strength, call attention to
their papers, and prepare the way for
something better at the future election.
Now actin earnest and save your nation.
J. HACKER.
P.S.-Let all Liberal papers publish this
at once.
J. H.

Metltodists Helping Us Against Cath·
olics.
ST. Loms, Mo., Oct. 13, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find aclippingfrom
yesterday's St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
It seems that the Methodists are awakening to the fact that it is their duty as
American citizens to take a decided stand
in favor of free schoole against the aggression of the Romish church.
Respectfully,
T. H. GERDES,
CATHOLICISM DENOUNCED.
Sterling, Ill., Oct. 11, 1892.-Roman
Catholicism, in connection with_the system
of public schools, received a vigorous
scoring at the hands of the Methodist
ministers in session. here at the Rock river
conference, which includes Chicago. The
subject came up in the form of a report
frem the committee on education, which
was adopted as follows:
"The American public schools are in
danger. The danger is occasioned by the
very thing that Washington said would
not be toll'rated-foreign interference.
Against this interference we. emphatically
protest. Firmly believing that the pope
and the bishops are criminals against
some of the best things in human life, we
stoutly affirm that the Roman policy in
America should be put in quarantine.
Compulsory education is a civil necessity
in this country. We must protect ourselvs
from the tide of ignorance and prejudice
rolling in upon us from Roman Catholic
Europe or perish in the threatened devastation. Wherever the Latin church
flourishes her people are criminally kept
in ignorance, and the state is wickedly
denied its independence. She says:
" 'If the pope demands it, the authority
of the state must be braved, human affections must be disregarded, life must be
sacrificed.'
"Therefore, reaffirming our thorough
confidence in the public school system,
"Resolved, That we as a church stand'
opposed to any encroachment from any·
quarter that would lessen the influence or
diminish the vigor of this most eBBential
factor in our national well-being."

A Heartfelt Utterance.
BRooKLYN, N.Y., Oct. 11, 1892.
1\IR. EDITOR: I take the liberty to send
you these lines, which I hope you will
kindly insert among the columns of your
valuable paper, omitting anything you
may not approve of. I am not a bigot,
but am liberal in my views, and try to do
what I can for the cause of right; but,
with few exceptions, ·am met with defeat.
Those who agree with me in my views are
afraid to express themselvs openly, being
held in fear by the church and loss of
business or position. I hav lost employment by not joining the church. I hav_lost
friends by not joining the church. Friendship, I believe, is confidence extended
from one to another. At this period, it is
a mockery. The outside appearance belies the innermost thought, which is generally avarice, deceit, and selfishness.
Good sense is the best friend a man can
hav in an emergency.
I always try to do the best I can ~nd
urge others to do the same, but with little
success. I hav relativs who are jealous of
me, but who are so-called Christians, and
who should not sin, according to the rules
of the church and the laws of their God.
When I try to do anything for the cause
of right, I am lied about and trampled
upon, but to my face they are full of
sanctimm;dous friendship.
At this period of the century, corrupti~n before purity is the leading feature,
with but few exceptions. I think if there

could be clubs established in cities and
country towns with me~ of education and
intellect at their head, it would do much
toward advancing Liberalism and exterminating popery and hypocritical Christianity.
I hav a relation who is a Freethinker,
and who is a credit to the community in
which he livs. He is a subscriber for THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and has been for many
years, and will be until death, I hope.
Occasionally I receive copies of it from
him. At present it is impossible for ;me
to subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER
annually; but I will do soatthefirst opportunity.
If you will inform me whether you approve ·of my way of thinking or not, I will
be grateful to you for the same.
FRANCIS LINCOLN PHILLIPS.
.

Science.
VERA CRuz, IND., Oct. 7, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Nature delights in astonishing her wondering devotees.
In science is a genu:in, example of reciprocity. No truer friend has ever stood
by the philosopher, the chemist, the botanist, the physiologist, tht' geologist; and
even the mathematician delights to drink at
her deep, at her unerring fountain.
He who is master of a science will find
and know that in its elementary details
there is rich food for the mind of youth,
for its normal growth, for its safeguard
against vice, and especially for its healthy,
holy growth and understanding of truth as
it exists.
There is a vast difference between the
minds developed by the unfolding of nature's laws and those developed, or rather
dwarfed, by fable and fiction. The earth
is no longer flat. Grass no longer grows
without a gleam of sunshine, nor do the
vines blossom before the sun was "made."
The rains do not issue from '' the windows
of heaven."
YeE', the beautiful and wonderful truths
revealed by nature's .unerring laws are a
sublime study, and mankind is endowed
with reason to understand them.
We are led to cry out in earnest, O.that
men might cease to develop in the minds
of youth a thirst for fiction! Truth is
wonderful, even more so than fiction! ·
.If the precious hours of youth are occupied with learning thoughts of the real
things around us, their causes and effects,
we are able not only to discover the great
errors of former times but will be able to
a void many disasters, diseases, and deaths.
He will hav a fairer, better understanding
of the divine. The eruption of Vesuvius
and the fate of Pompeii are no longer. fire
rained from heaven by the vengeance of
God, as at Sodom and Gomorrah, but are
causes in nature which the intelligent can
understand. The pestilential ravages of
King David's time are no longer a destruction of the innocent masses by the hand of
offended deity to punish the pride of the
king; but are causes in nature which may
be not only understood but successfully
batt.led against. Thus we may learn to
cease to accuse deity of producing fire,
famin, pestilence, floods, disease, and
destruction; .and if we choose to iip.personate the infinit power we will ascribe
attributes of honor instead of dishonor.
Friends of truth! honest truth seekers!
everywhere the wide world over, I earnestly admonish yoJI to help us redeem the
human family from the errors under the
name of religion which degrade us.
Those who teach that ''man, the crown
of God's noblest work," was· created perfect, and still declare that a large portion
of mankind is destined to be· an everlasting failure,' are neither consistent, nor
respectful to their all-wise creator. They
get their opinion from ancient tyrants.
0 that they may study the truths as -revealed by nature and cease to form their
opinion of man's great destiny from ancient fables.
These fabulous errors hav even defiled
our text-books, from Webster's Unabridged to .the first prime~ in some
schools. A man who can hold a high professorship in our schools must be· able and
willing to make a long prayer, closing
with atoning merits of the ''blood of J csus
Christ."
No wonder it became proverbial that
''Where Nature has one secret. revealed,
she has a thousand c,mcealed."

Whatever permanent, abiding, useful
knowledge we may be able to disseminate
will bear the test Of the unalterable laws
of nature. Not so in theology. They had·
to bring meat,· it was said, '' that it might
be burnt to go up into the nostrils of the
Lord to appease his wrath."_ Now they
only hav to bring the almighty dollar that
the preacher· may get a fat living without
work. Thus we might continue to illuEltrate the changes in theology~ Not so in
Science!
J. J. M. MILLER,

An Evening Among the Heathen Rag.
ing Furiously.
NEw YoRK, Oct. 3, 1892.
MR. EniToR : All the deluded fools are
not dead yet.
A friend last Sunday evening invited me
to visit the Salvation Army (another fool)
and see a performance of its members.
On arriving at the church door we found
one of th~ sisters holding out a basket for
admittance fee. On taking our seats, soon
the platform was occupied by about twenty
half-grown boys and girls, with a few older
women. The leader was a la Talmagefull of "gab," as that mountebank is.
The performance commenced with a circle
of girls with hands joined in one another.
One of the sisters led in prayer, then there
were singing and exhortation, men and
women ·clapping their hands and shouting
Amen, Glory to God, Hallelujah, etc. It
put me in mind of when, sixty years ago,
the writer attended the Methodist meet. ings held in the old Forsyth street church
in New York city. At the latter part of
the meeting the leader appealed to the audience for funds. She had to pay $225 a
month for the room,· and it was difficult to
raise the amount. She said : " I don't expect to be paid here. My reward is there"
-=-pointing up with her finger, with an extended arm, making an attitude on one
toe. One of the sisters went round
through the audience to gather up the
pennies. One of the young men exhorted, with "the serpent in the wilderness" and "what God and Moses did to
bring the children of Israel to the promised land of milk and honey "-saying that
Jesus was the serpent and he would bring
them all to the promised land. It was evident the young fellow was ignorant of the
truths in the "Age of Reason," for he wandered over the whole ground without an
idea of what he was saying.
It is astonishing what ignorance, superstition, and bigotry are manifested with·
the majority of people, having the mind
filled with the thoughts of other men.
How can it be otherwise when they hav
been taught to believe a fable.? Let them
read the "Age of Reason" Without prejudice and they will find their illusion to.
vanish like smoke, and scatter like chaff
before the wind. All it wants is Freethought.
One of the young men in his prayer
called upon Jesus so lustily to d;rive the
devjl out, they all began to shout,
"Amen!" "Do so, . Lord!" amid much
confusion. What tomfoolery! If they
had ever·read the Bible with understanding they would hav been staggered by
what is said in !sa. xlv, 7: "I formed the
light and created darkness. I make peace
and create evil. I, the Lord, do all these
things." Here are implied two propositions: 1. God, a supreme intelligence; 2.
God, the original cause of all things.
Reason declares that prayer could not
alter 'the decrees of God, and it occurs to
my mind the foolishness of the Chmese,
when. they burn paper saturated 'with
some liquor to drive the devil away, or for
the Roman Catholic to pray to the Virgin
Mary for her to intercede to her son Jesus
Christ to liberate the f11-ithful from the
tortures of purgatory, ·is all nonsense.
The devil atill holds his own, and will hold
it to the end of time. Should he be a
personal devil, .how are they to drive him
out? What humbug!
S. R. THo:&NE.

A Freethinking Town.
GLENN's FERRY, InA., Oct. 5, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: This is one of the very few
communities that the churches hav never
succeeded in getting within their grasp.
The strict church-members here can
nearly be counted on one's fingers, and I
believe that I can truthfully say that over
half of the voting population are Freethinkers in many different. stages. Both
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the Protestant and Catholic churches hav
made desperate efforts to establish a fol1 · g here but hav only partially sueowmd d The Catholics. by the usual
•
_.
cee e ·
. methods of dances,. s~ppers, and gJ.v~orbe-damn~d subscnptions,
hav raised
enough money to build a very small
church, surmounted by a very large
·· d
which J'udaing by its size
woo en cross,
. • . .,.
.
'
Christ, with the assistance of Simo~,
would never hav been able_ to carry to his
own crucifixion. The "holy father"
comes up from Ogden every pay.day regh
confession of the faithful
u1arly, ears .
.
.
·'
does the absolutwn act, receues hi.s fee for
same, and departs on the next tram torepeat the same routine the next time the
boys get their money. The opposition
hh
not been able yet to build a
ch urc
av
.
house to the Lord, but hold forth In the
taxpayers' schoolhouse whenever they can
succeed in getting some one to do their
exhorting free-which you know is not
often. The man of God who has been administering to their spiritual wants oc. casionally has just been suspended by his
church in Shoshone three hundred and
sixty-five days for undue familiarity with
one of the sisters of his flock. 'J. he parson who -was sent to relieve him made a
proposition to .his flock here that if they
would go in with Shoshone and pay him
five hundred a year, he wo:uld throw in
three weeks' revh;-al service free as a
premium, but so far they hav not been
able to take him up, and I am afraid they
will lose the chromo.
The new Federation is just the thing we
hav been wiShing for, and I am confident
that Idaho will furnish her share of its
members. We will take the advice given
at the German Catholic congress recently
and vote for those only who will work to
our own interests. The sentiment here
against Sunday closing of the Fair is
nearly unanimous. Last spring, when we
circltlated a petition to that effect, it was
signed by nine-tenths of the men in the
town.
I inclose following an editorial from the
Salt Lake Tribune, brought forth by the
expressions used at the congress referred
to above. Coming as it does from the
daily paper having the largest circulation
between· Denver and San Francisco, I
think it has the right ring ,and will ·open
up the eyeR of all true Americans to the
danger that lies in wait for them if they
let the church get in power.
CHAs. C. JANNEY.

I

structhtg voters of this land how to vote
than he w~uld thi~k <?f ~eclaring open
treason agamst our mstitutwns.
The resolution against !!ecre~ societies is
a harmless one, except m this, that the
men who .passed those resolutions ought
to remember that there is nothing in our
secret societies which is any more secret
than are the ~ouncils of tli.e high priests
of tho Catholic church; and, further, that
the members of secret societies in this
country outrmmber, two to one, the adherents or communicants of any one
church.
. There i~ not very much in the resolutwns theroselvs, e:x;cept a !llenace. We
counsel the Catholic archbishops of the
country-the archbishops and cardinalsto caution their zealous priests not to precipitate that ·sort of ro~nace upon this
c~untry often, because ~f they do there
will be so~e new questions_ to sett~e by
the Aroencan people, and they will be
settled in a very prompt and efficacious
manner.

Interesting Experience of a Former
Adventist.

ADDISoN, VT., Oct. 15, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: We are much pleased to
get THE TRUTH SEEKER. We think by its
many correspondents we will be greatly
edified. We will pass it on among our
neighbors, hoping others -may become
interested in seeking for truth, aiding you.
We-think if friend Heston had thought to
portray a fourth party, that league together to sit astride of the fence laughing
at all others, hoping to go with the biggest
crowd, boasting that they are not the
party that can be easily deceived, refusing
to help any, the picture ·alone would be
worth the_ whole year's subscription.
People here are so afraid· of chaff that it
is very hard to get them to winnow for
wheat. Yet slow beginnings often giv the
best results.
With your permission, I will cast roy
pennyworth of mind into the great treasury of reasoning for truth to encourage
every truth seeker. Twenty years since,
I was one of the most zealous Second
Adventists that could be found, taking the
whole Bible in a natural sense just as we
read common history.
Now you can
iroagin how many absurd things I hav believed, said, and done. Do you ask how I
came to giv up all I once believed Christian worship, to please God, for a home in
heaven?' lt was in this wise: This town
became a regular battle-field of lhe Advent
denomination against all older voices of
GO SLow.
~ teaching;
calling from every quarter
Some resolutions of a German Catholic earnest seekers of prophecy and the most
convention were telegraphed from New talented ·speakers in the Advent realm;
Jersey, the burden of which is the indorse- showing up every class of temperament,
roent of parochial schools, the determina- nature, disposition, or spirit in fighting to
tion of the convention to· resist any at- prove Advent belief the only truth betempt on the part of the state to infringe
by any law the right of education, the de- gotten-of God. Then I began to see their
nunciation of secret societies, and a call hate toward every other voice of teaching;
upon-Catholics to giv their votes only to and the hate of every other denomination
such candidates as take the _Catholic stand acted back toward the Advent voice. I
on the school question.
saw, too, that not one thing proved true
We beg to say to· those gentlemen and to
1
bin h
all adherents of that faith in the United that any of the c ergy were teac
g t e
States that it is a very dangerous thing for human f!unily, and that they often put
them and their church when they go to new patches of ideas over old rents, trying
instructing voters or counseling voters 'to hide mistakes or disappointments. I
how to vote and what officers shall be and then said, I will exaroin the scriptures for
shall not be voted for. If they try that roy own edification, to learn, if possible,
very much there will two _things happen:
the first will be the gathering of a Inighty the cause of all such hate, confusion, and
anticatholic party; the second will. be a disappointment; and soon found, to roy
schism in the Catholic church itself in utter astonishment, that the common
America, for the great majority of Catho- reading of the Bible is ~o more or no less
lies in this country will stand no dictation than the history of all men's beliefs, sayas to how they shall vote. The sentiment ings and doings, failures and disappointof this country is that Catholics shall hav
jlJSt as many parochial schools_ as they roents, written out by men who hav: sll
please to establish, but the sentimentis so proved that theyhav not yet arrived at the
strong ~nd sensitiv regarding our free t'rue knowledge of God or creation.
schools that any creed, n6 matter how Priests and clergy hav made· what they
strong, that dares to try in the least to
d G d hi h · nl
trench upon the system will find itilelf in claim to be the wor of o ' w c IB o y
a more uncomfortable position than it the worJs of scheming device, held up to
ever dreamed of being in. That. is one th~ world by the roost bigoted classes
question which the American people North until the great darkening of minds itself
and South are united upon. It lB the one elnits light. -I learned by roy research
question which the American people will that evolution of times, conditions, sayings
bear no tampering with, for it has be·
come one of the foundation-stones of our and doings, now necessitates an entire
repu.blic, one of the defenses which the change- of ideas, sayings and doings,
people will uphold, if necessary, by ap- among every class of teaching from the
pealing tO the last resort possible to na- very least unto the greatest. The protioWhenBisroarck:baD.ishiidfroroGerroany fessing classes hav for ages judged the
some bigot~ who belonged to the Catholic world's people in wickedness, never even
church, he.-expressed deep sympathy for dreaming that the time would come when
the United States, where those men pro- the world's people must judge the-professjlosed to go. Some of -those same men·. ing classes. When I essayed to tell'these
.nust hav been in control of this conven- things- to the ·clergy of different denolninon in New Jersey.,.. b.ecause no.nativ-born
.
CathEJlic, no Catholic born in this country, nations, all 'with one accord said to, roe,
would ariy more get lip -~d propose in- '"A.way with any· new i,deas, for we know
·

"f\;r;:··.

1

of a surety that our own voice of teachings
hath all truth." Yet such strong assertions
did not prove it a fact. The clergy and
their followers pronounced roe insane or
possessed with the devil, advising roe to
leave off reading the Bible if it would not
allow all roy · ideas to harmonize with
popular Christian teachings of. past and
present ages; this proving to me that all
the clergy are as set against giving any
attention to passages of scripture which
are not in their common use, to try to
prove their own ideas true, as they are
against examining respectfully Thomas
Paine's "Age of Reason."
Just here; perhaps, it would be well torelate a little experience that happened seventeen years since. A friend of Inine by chance
borrowed the "Age of Reason," to be returned in four or five days, liB the owner
feared to trust it long in others' care. I
was aSked to read some parts of the book
to see for myself whether its ideas were so
very absurd as the clergy and the press
had made them appear. I answered that
I would like to see some of Thomas Paine's
ideas direct from him. An Adventist lady
sat by hearing our conversation, and in a
few minutes she began to groan until she
went into a fit, I not knowing I was the
cause until she came to. ·Fastening her
eyes on roe showing the roost malignant
hate, so that those who were called in to
aid. questioned to learn what could hav
caused such looks' of extreme hate, she
said I was not a fit person to be in society
or hav the· care of roy family, because I
had studied the Bible until I had turned
that upside down, then to cap the climax
expressed roy willingness to read the godless book called "Age of Reason." My
neighbors, church people, and the clergy
immediately coincided with the woman,
making roe a hissing and a by-word, while
before this I was respected in common
with other people. My family circle became angry and ashamed of me, calling
roe every sort of low names, because I
accepted ideas so unpopular. The church
people advised roy falnily to use strategy
to attract roy attention from .any more
study'that did not agree with theirs-they
thus unconsciously aiding roe in roy
research for a reasonable explanation of
the human family's present condition,
thus proving roy best friends in spite of
their intentions to hinder roy progress.
Through the order of nature's laws every
class and kind will be shown up in their
own true light. In passing through this
ordeal none can hide what they truly are.
Now I wish to kindly ask all who call
theroselvs truth seekers, Is it the best of
wisdom to keep on talking and acting back
toward the clergy and church people just
as they all do toward truth seekers?
There certainly is no spirit of kindness
shown by doing thus. It is not doing as we
would be done l:Jy-which is a very good
marin{, wherever it came from. Will not
plain truth, actually Shown by the laws of
nature in a spirit of kindness, do more to
remove bigotry and untrue belief than all
the fiery thrusts of contempt? Unprofitable words do not reason from effect back
to cause.
In the cartoon the journeying truth
seeker rider is well represented as having
a happy, cheerful, kind smile upon his
face, his eyes beaming with intelligence,
his ears listening to every sound, as he
looks out upon the broad e;l(panse, reading
truth out of the great book of nature,
which will not deceive, lie, or be governed
by the natural desires of covetous men.
What kind of animals would best represent
the spirit and words of opposition in this
age? I think the old book calls them
rams, butting to let each other know they
are firmly in opposition to each other,
neither getting ahead of the other, wearing their heads out for naught but to show
their own folly.
I send you an example of BOID~ thrusts
between a popular clergyman and the
·editor of the Utica Saturday Globe:
JONES AND THE INFIDELS.
Rev. Sam Jones, the expounder of muscular Christianity, preached in New York
Sunday.and made out Infidels as destitute
of common Sjlnse. The members of this
class hav prided theroselvs on their intellectual attainments, and through knowledge they assert, hav lost faith in the
truths of Christianity.
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Mr. Jones states" revealedreligionfinds
its exponents in honest men and women.
As for Infidelity, there is nothing to it but
its dirty mouth. Wash that out and the
nonsense vanishes. But Ingersoll· is the
only sensible Infidel yet resurrected. He
receives $500 a night for airing the nonsense, but the fools who pay $1 to hear
him are the greatest ninnies of the generation. These small-souled creatures are
the laughing-stock of sensible people and
are the first to run from any danger, real
or fancied. Only silly Infidels would sit
at the feet of this pot-bellied defamer."
This talk hardly becomes a minister.
In his eagerness to impale Ingersollisro
the Rev. Mr. Jones resorts to 'billingsgate
that weakens his case and that reflects on
Christianity more than it does on Infidelity.
There are coroparativly few who
claim to be Infidels. Indeed .they are as
one to a thousand of those who accept the
teachings of revealed religion. Even those
who gather at Ingersoll's bidding are
_attracted chiefly because of his eloquence
and humor. As a rule his auditors care
little what he preaches so long as they can
sit within the spell of his eloquence. He ·
arouses but does not instruct. Consesequentlyne does not make converts. To
say that his hearers are fools is -about as
absurd a declaration as could be put fort4.
In fact they are quite as intelligent and
well-behaved and respectable as those
found in the congregations where Sledgehammer Jones is tolerated.
Would these men stop long enough to
read the whole book which they profess to
hav such respect for, they would readily
see that in other ages like this the world's
people, or those who were called no people,
received the voice of truth gladly long before those who professed to be God's
chosen people.
May the above words help to dry the
tears of the good Texas girl, who has truly
a kind spirit. I would say to her: It is
plainly to be seen that your dear dead sister's spirit remains with you, which is an
animating, trustful spirit, and with you
her spirit will enter heaven when you hav
sought truth carefully enough to learn
where heaven is. The old book explains
that the kingdom of heaven cometh not
with observation; is as a little leaven, or a
grain of mustard seed sown. This does
not represent a heaven away off up in the
sky, as the clergy teach. Yet it is above
the knowledge, principality, and powers
of men, who know not that heaven is a
sphere of conditions where there are
gentleness, iove, patience, and forbearing
with one another, leading and being led
into higher cultivation of knowledge and
activity. For illustration, Thomas Paine,
though long dead. is now activly aiding
the people and being aided into higher
spheres of knowledge -than he could attain
until many took hold to carry on the work
which he left in the roost feeble, despised
infancy. His reasoning spirit remained
here among the people, waiting for nature's laws to develop its manhood
strength through other men.
The old
book explains that a spirit is no such kind
of a thing as the clergy hav imagined and
taught. To, illustrate this, I will tell you
about a Baptist deacon here who died last
week, having on his face a peaceful, happy,
resigned look. The minister said such
a ~ook was proof that his dead brother was
a roan of God and that his spirit had now
entered upon that which was before unknown to him. This deacon's spirit, or
energizing ligh£ of Inind, when he was in
health was to possess broad lands, hav a
nice home, educate his children, and pay
largely to supply a Ininister to tell every_
body how to be !?Ood, godly, and do justice to all. But did the minister do his
work in a way to pay the deacon for his
support? While the deacon's large spirit
of energy caused him to constantly overwork until he lost nerve force-which is
properly termed consumption of nerve;
the will power givs up, causing the peculiar ,
look or expression of countenance according to natural law, and early death is the
result. Nearly all consuroptiv people hav
the same look just before and at death,
whether they ever belonged to a church
or not. So it is no more proof that such
dying ones know God than it was proof
that the sun went around the earth because
it had that appearance and all men but
Galileo said it must be so. Yet they had
to giv it up, just as the churches will be
obliged to giv up their course of light.
MRs. S. W. SMITH,
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Rapple. Every time I go over there the
children hav some weed or root fixed uP
for me to eat. I tell them they will get
poisoned some time, but they don't seem
Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall to mind.
I hav a Maltese kitten. She is very
River, Mass., to whom all Communicatame. Her fur is as glossy and soft as silk.
tions for this Corner should be sent.
Well, fearing my letter will go to the
waste-basket, I will close.
"Between the dark and the daylight.
Your Liberal friend,
When the night is beginning to lower,
·
CoRA LAN.El.
Comes a pause in the day's occupations

eAiZdren' s

That is known as the Children's Hour."

Luck and Labor.
Luck, weakly~wishing, idly lingers
For favoring fortune yet to smile!
Labor, at work with busy fingers,
Depend• upon himself the while.
Luck lies abed in dreams to number
The coins of future riches vast I
Labor, arising from his slumber,
Earns pence that grow to pounds at last.
- Luck ever sighs a,;d says in sadness,
" Why does my ship come never in?"
Labor, all lightsome, sings in gladness,
" I'm sure success in time to win!"
Luck comes to poverty and sorrow,
To vain regret and lasting shame;
Labor has ne'er to beg or borrow,
And gains at length each qherished aim.
-GoWen Days.

Christopher Columbus.
On Friday, October 21st, there occurred
a great demonRtration in honor of Christopher Columbus, the alleged discoverer
of America, in which many civic societies
and the schoolchildren of America took
part.
The truth compels the statement that
Columbus did not discover America. The
continent was known to the Scandinavians
a thousand years ago, and Columbus made
use of their prev:lously obtained knowledge in his voyages, to his own interest
and advantage.
·
He was also aided by his wife and the
charts of her father. He himself was a
great falsifier, and practiced piracy upon
the high seas. He was the first to establish slavery'in America. But he was not
worse, perhaps, than the times in_ which
he lived.
He had great perseverance,
strong resolution, and no doubt many
good qualities. That he was a Catholic is
neither here nor_ there. Catholicism was
the prevailing religion, and the faith in
which he was educated. On the whole, in
reviewing his life and character, it is not
thought that he deserves the great homage
paid him. He was a fair sort of sailor,
- fond of adventure, and made some good
voyages, achieving success under great
disadvantages.
S. H. W.

Correspondence.
MEMPms, TEx., Oct. 4, 1892.
Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN: Welcome, welcome home! We hav appreciated you in
Europe. But oh, how we miss you at
home! May the echoee of gladness reach
you from all the Cornerites. We note
your return in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
October 1st.
iliEN MULKS,
LAURA MULKS, U.J.
MANHATTAN, MoNT.• July 21, 1892.
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: This is the first
time I ever wrote to the Corner. I am
nine years old, but do not go to school because it is too far to walk. and I hav no
horse to ride. I read the Children's Corner and I think it is the most interesting
part in the paper.
Well, for fear of taking too much room
I will close, hoping this will escape the
waste-basket.
Your Liberal friend,
ARCH GRAHAM.
BRoNSTON, KY., June 2!l. 1892.
DEAR l\'hss WIXoN: This iR my first letter to THE TRUTH SEEKER and I hope you
will print it, for I want to surprise my
papa and I wish to show it to my little orthodox friends.
I am very fond of reading the children~s
letters.
My papa and mamma are Freethinkers,
and, so far as I hav learned, I am a Fre·ethinker, too. We don't attend Sundayschool, but we go to school and love to
study our schoolbooks. ·
Your little Freethinker,
MATTIE STIGALL.
BALDWIN, Mo., .Tuly 8, 1892.
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: This is my first attempt at writing to the Corner. My papa
takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I love to
read the Corner and look at the pictureR.
I am eleven years old and go to school.
I study history, spelling, geography,
grammar, arithmetic, and singing.
We are the only American family in the
neighborhood. The others are all Germans, Our nearest neighbor's name is

is a. Christian, and it is something like
Russia-the more religion, the more poverty and misery.
.
.
The school I hav been attendmg th1s
spring opened in the morning with prayer.
It was very trying to me. I would often
look around and wonder if the children
were insane to bow their heads. before
empty air and never think how they were
duped. Poor things! They cannot help
it, though, for their parents are as superstitious as they are, and were taught it
from infancy to manhood and womanhood.
I hope we will be able to secure the opening of the World's Fair on Sunday. It
would certainly be a great victory over the
church.
I wish to see more letters in the Corner
than of late. Our letters are few, but
good-much better than children's letters
in orthodox papers. Letters written by
girls and boys up in thair teens in the
paper I take are not as good as those of
Liberals of ten and twelve. Thus we see,
as a rule, Liberals are better educated arid
hav sounder views than religious children.
Yours for mental liberty,
MYRTlE MARTIN.

PENACooK, N. H., Sept. 1, 1892.
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: I wish to send you
greeting and '1\-elcome home to our loved
and lovely shores. That you are rested
and in good health is the best wish I hav
for you, and that you will again take up
the pen in your own good way to help rid
this far from free country of creeds, and
legislation in the interest of tl;lem.
Mr. Chaapel is here with us, and we
wished to hav a word of love and good
cheer waiting for you when you come.
He is a friend we found through letters
in THE TRUTH SEEKER. We like him much,
and his whole aim seems to be for OUl'
cause. Perhaps he may be a little in advance, but we need all the advance
NEwPoRT, KY., June 28, 1892.
guardt~ we hav ever had or shall hav.
Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN: It rather gratiWe wish you were here with us this sunny
fied
my
old
heart to see my homely letter
morn.
That you will come some time is the wish in the Children's Corner. I recollect the
corner of my father's house I was sitting
of
Yo:ur friend, MRs. ETTA MARDEN.
in, away back yonder, perhaps in about
1823. There had been a session of PresTURNER, ORE., July_2l, 1892.
DEA"R Mrss WIXoN AND LITTLE FRIENDs: byterian preachers at my father's. The
I thought !would write and tell you about little old church-house close by was small.
our pets. We hav two pretty puppies. They used our house, so after the session
One I call Knight of Snowdon, James several preachers staid all night. Several
Fitz .Tames, after the knight of Snowdon in of our neighbors were in to sit until bed"Lady of the Lake," by Sir Walter Scott. time. I recollect neighbor Bus, who was
One we call Timothy Skittlebones Inger- a Baptist, a great talker, especially on resoll, becal'lse he is always on top· with his ligion. I wfll remark furthermore he was
argument. I think mamma made a mis- one of two of our neighbors who took a
take in calling him Ingersoll, as she sold newspaper. He styled his paper the Philathe pup to a Methodist man. There was no delphia Gazette. But to my subject. I
celebration here Fourth of July, but the was ruways afraid of preachers, they had
young people sent rip twelve little bal- such long faces; they seemed to make my
loons, some rockets, and burnt some mother miserable when they were around,
Roman candles, shot fire-crackers, and so her otherwise kind face looked to me
to be out of order. So I sat in a corner
fired the anvil about sixteen times.
Mamma says, tell the young people that while these divines talked. One, a slenshe has a white rat with reo eyes. She der, sandy-haired man, had been to the
Holy Land. He stood up in front of the
calls him Jesus Redeye.
I hav a pet hen that will sit in the ham- old-style fireplace and recounted his jourmock and swing. I call her Dolly. We ney-what he saw. And if I recollect well,
also hav a big dog which says his prayers. he said he saw the remains of the ark on
HQw many of the young people who Mt. Ararat. Nobody seemed to doubt his
write to the Corner are members of the history. I really thought it was all true.
Young Men's Freethought TE)Jllper- Yet I hav often heard lawyers and poliance Society? I am for one; -The church ticians, even yet to our times, to prove
people of Turner are building another what they say affirm it "as true as holy
church here now right on the other side- writ," and say '' God knows I tell the
of the street from our place, and they tell truth." Some eighteen years ago I aske,l
our present governor to put his witness on
papa they are doing it for his benefit.
Well, as my letter is too long I will just the stand. This in Kentucky then was
ask what has become of Lores L. Good- thought shocking blasphemy.
win and his cat. Respectfully yours,
GEo. SMITH.
KATIE D. MATTESON.
P.S.-In my next I want to tell how it
was I knew so little geography and history
RoGERs, ARK., July 28, 1892.
at the age of seven or eight years old. So,
DEAR l\Irss WIXoN: This is my first let- as one stamp will carry two communicater to the-Corner. I am fifteen years old, tions to the Corner, I will relate my story
and I like to read THE TRUTH SEEKER, now. My father was unlettered. l\Iy
especially the Children's Corner. I hav mother could read the Bible. I was the
been going to the Rogers Academy. It is eldest child. They were very anxious I
run by the Congregational church. It is should get an education. So they sent me
vacation now. They had chapel exercise to school very young, to a Scotch Presbyevery morning before school. School will terian schoolmaster. All teachers in those
commence again in September.
The days were "masters.;, At least, this one
academy has a musical department. I was. He had a dunce-block, a cat-o'-ninetook lessons on the piano about three tails, school rules pasted on a board. I
years ago, and I take lessons on the violin saw he intended that this cat-o'-nine-tails
now. T. L. Rickaby, professor of the and dunce-block should some day learn us
musical department, organized a junior to read. So I rebelled, could not be permilitary band last October, a year ago. suaded to go to school. Presents, sugar
It is getting along finely. I play the solo on my biscuit, a nice little basket, a
bo cornet. Profes~or Rickaby is away mother's love and my father's too, were
during vacation. I take his place in his of no avail. 'I could not go. This settled
string quartet while he is gone, and I my schooling. I never went to school a
am a member of his brass quartet. When day afterward, willingly. My father kept
the professor is at home he has an orches- a very popular country tavern on one of
tra of sixteen, composed of his music stu- the most traveled roads in this state. I
dents. There was a debate here com· was activ in waiting on our travelers-a
mencing the 24th of May; between John good hostler, got the praise of many
E. Remsburg and J. H. Hall, lasting five travelers. This was the best means I had
days and five evenings. It was the big- of learning some useful things.
G. S.
gest thing that has ever happened to this
town. It has done more to civilize this
town than ·all the sermons that hav ever
been preached here. With best wishes to
the Corner, I remain,
Your Liberal friend,
U!dies write foJ
FRANK H. McGAUGHAY.
our 11/ustrateo
Catalogue
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ALTUs,:OKLA., July 24, 1892.
STAMPING
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: From the town of
PATTERNS,
Vernon I came in February to Greer
(largest in the
county, for the ownership of which the
world,) showUnited States and Texas are having a coning about
test, still undecided:- Greer is a beautiful
8000 of the
county when everything is green.; but this
most beautiful
summer a drouth has devastatea a part of
designs ever
northwest Tex&s and the Indian Territory.
produced, with
Many of the people hav no wells, and in
price -list of
that <'ase one well supports a whole comEmbroidery Materials. Send 8 cts. to pay
munity; and when there is a long dry
postage
and
mention
this
paper.
spell the well givs out and thus we suffer
CUNNING & CO., 248 Race St.. Cincinnati, Q.
very much.
Many homes are mortgaged, and· so you
see, although we hR.v a beautiful and fertil
Xo B"gttZate the
county, very few are able to sustain their
STOMACH, LIVER
families and homes as they should be.
AND BOWELS, TAKE
I know of no avowed Liberal in the
RIPANS
TABULES.
county besides myself. Nearly everyone
SOLD BY DBUGG!sT..
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By Miss Susan H. ·wixon, Conductor of the
Children's Corner in the New York
Truth Seeker.
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Story; Miss Brown's Valentine..; What Stephen's Owl was Stuffed With; .John; Neigh_
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Cousin John's Philosophy; Jenny's Question:
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Books by S. P. Putnam.

The New Gqd. Price, 10 cents,
The Problem of the Universe~ and Its

Scientific Solution, with some Cr1ticisms of
Universolo~ PriceJ 20 cents.

W.aifs and Wandermgs, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A IJrose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first pag_e to last with the living spir1t of today. "-[John Swinton's Paper.

Golden Throne, A Romance.

" The au-

thor certainly has 11enins. The divine
creative spark is withm him. The book is
filled with manly thon_ghts~ expressed in
manly words-the transcnpt 01 a manly mind.
Every Liberal shonld read ' Golden Throne.'"
-llni{ElrRoll. Price, $1.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

A conversation in

rh;y:m.e between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

Adami and Heva.

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
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Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 cents.
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A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothin_g like it has ever be.
fore appeared .in this countrY, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of I>._ntting the book in the reach of all
At twice the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter ann de.
signer is a, wonderful success~ and we jndi<e from our own feelir:gs that nearly every Lilleral in
America will desire a, copy of tnis most wonderful volnme.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethonght, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pict..
ures do not make up the whole of this volnmt1. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, &nd secondly as texts to prove the nttet
falsity: of the church's professions and the h;'Pocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Chriatianity and the church that has ever been put.in the
bands of Fl."eethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
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WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
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Life of a Trance Medium.
By MRS. NETIIE COLBURN MAYNARD.
·.rogether with Portraits, Letters,' and Poems. Illustrated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.M;
paper~ 75 cents.
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Jtsws of t:ho Wsslt. Prof. Wm~ Denton's Books.
THE wife of President Harrison died on
the 25th.
THE Vatican has asked the Italian government to protect the pilgrims to the
papal jubilee from injury by A.ntichristian mobs.
.
· ON Columbian day collections were
taken in all Methodist churches for the
great Methodist University to be erected
at Washington in rivalry of the Catholic.
Sm EDWIN ARNOLD wm probably miss
the poet-laureateship of England because
of the suspicion of heresy that has attached
to him since his praise of oriental religions.
THE manager of the Thalia Theater,
New York, who has been giving performances Sunday nightsh was notified to
stop. Ho informed t e police that he
would mQ.ke a test case by keeping open
last Sunday. He was arrested during the
play, which ~as stopped.
THE church of St. James, at San Francisco, has secured a piece of cloth from a
garment of the Apostle James, and a lock
of his hair. The pastor, Father Lynch,
says that he obtained the relics from the
authorities at Rome, and that they are
fully authenticated and there is Llo doubt
as to their genninness.
IN a convention of Catholic societies at
Newark, N. J., to arrange a Columbus
parade on the 21st, a motion had been
made to allow the carrying of any flag if
an American flag .were before it, when
Ex-.Alderman John Drudder rose and said,
"We should hav the papal flag first. We
are Catholics first and Americans afterward."
AT Buffalo, N.Y., on the 16th, Leonora
Wagenor died of typhoid fever. She had
been attended by faith curists, who prayed
over her for three weeks. They and the
girl's parents forcihly ejected City Physician Barber from the house and the girl
had no medical attendance. The girl's
parents and the faith curists will be indicted.
THE Parisian suburb of St. Denis has
fallen into the hands of Socialistic and
Atheistic revolutionists.
Recently the
town councillors at the city hall, after the
singing of the "Marseillaise," administered civil baptism to several infants in
the name of'' humanity, "thus ''snatching
them from the influence of the church."
The sponsors engaged, in case of the
death of the parents, to rear the children
in the principles of "liberty, equality, and
fraternity. "
THE pope has issued an encyclical commending especial use of the rosary of
Mary during October. After recounting
the affiictions of mankind, he says:
"Therefore, to appease the anger of His
Divine Majesty, to bring a convenable
remedy to the evils of which the world
suffers, nothing is more efficacious than
the pious and persevering office of prayer,
united with zeal and action of a Christian
life. This double result appears to be
gained · particularly by the Rosary of
Mary. lts origin, well known, illuminated by superb monuments, and which
We hav often recalled Ourself, attests its
admirable efficacy."
TALMAGE continues to talk about the
excellences of Russia, such as "the superb
kindness written all over the faces of emperor and empress and crown prince."
He wishes all to join "in the execration of
that too prevalent opinion that a tyrant is on the throne of Russia." He
asserts that "the most slandered and systematically lied about nation on earth is
Russia, aud that no ruler ever lived more
for the elevation of his people in education and morals and religion than .Alexander III. So I put all the three prayers together: God save the president of the
United States! God save the queen of
England! God save the emperor and empress of Russia!"
IN reply to the invitation of United
States Secretary of State Foster, Leo XIII.
dispatched Monsignor Satolli to Washing7
ton with a letter from Cardinal Rampolla,
the papal secretary of state, signifying an
intention to be represented at the Fair by
. an exhibition of Columbus relics. The
latter remarks that "His Holiness has
many reasons to entertain special regard for the United States government on account of the liberty which is
enjoyed in the said States by the Catholic
church." Monsignor Satolli was accompanied from New York to Washington by
Richard Kerens, member of the national
Republican committee from Missouri, who
along with member Manley from Maine has
charge of gathering in the Irish-American
vote. Satolli was received with great consideration by Secretary of State Foster,
who expressed the president's anxiety to
see the legate and his disappointment at
being absented by the illness of his wife.
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Thos. Goddara, Box 235 Huron.
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THE EVOLUTION
OF

THE DEVIL!

THERE can at this day be no scientific
doubt that life obeys no special or exceptional laws, and that it does not stand outside the influence of inorganic forces, but
must rather be regarded as the result_ vf a
definit interaction of chemical and physical forces or a peculiarly complicated
mechanical group of motions, for the explanation of which none but the usual and
known forces of nature can and need be
called in.-Buchner.
IT is remarkable how easily and insensibly we fall into a particular route, and
make a beaten track for ourselvs. I had not
lived there [at Walden] a week before my
feet wore a path from my door to the pondside; and though it is five or six years
since I..trod it, it is still quite distinct. It
is true, I fear that others may hav fallen
into it, and so helpell to keep it open. The
surface of the earth is soft and impressible
by the feet of men; and so with the paths
which the mind travels. How worn and
dusty, then, must be the highways of the
world, how deep the ruts of tradition and
conformity!- Thoreau.
THE proofs of the theory of Evolution
extend over the whole realm of nature.
'rhe most pro~ent of these is the apparent connection of all forms of animal
life, such as would exist if each order of
life had grown out of the order below it.
The. stn?ents of .nature are continually
finding illtermediate forms, or ''missing
links," between the established classes of
tp.e animal kingdom. As a tree from a
smgle stem spreads out into numerous
branches and twigs, so life appears to
manifest i~self in a series of forms, each
closely allied to the other, or with such
strong resemblances that relationship appears certain.-Robert 0. Adams.
AGNOSTICISM, in fact, is not a creed, but
a method, the essence of which lies in the
rigorou!! ai?plic~tion of a single principle.
That prillCiple IB of great antiquity; it is
as old as Socrates; as old as the writer
who said, " Try all things, hold fast by
that which is good;" it is the foundation
of the Reformation, which sin1ply illustrated the axiom that every man should be
able to giv a reason for the faith that is in
~; it is the great principle of Descartes;
It IS the fundamental axiom of modern
science. Positivly the principle may be expressed: In matters of the intellect follow
your reason as far as it will take you with-.
out re~ard to any other consideration. And
negativly: In matters of the intellect do
not pretend that conclusions are certain
which are not demonstrated or demonstrable. That I take to be the Agnostic faith
which if a man keep whole and undefiled h~
shall not be ashamed to look the univ~rse
in the face, whatever tho future may hav in
store for him.-Huxley.
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Sun~ay and the Sabbath. "A law regulatmg human conduct on the Sabbath is an Im, pertinence." Price, IO cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, IO cents.

The .F~oli~hnes~ of Prayer. "Think of
a mim~ter s p_ray:mg God to kill grasshoppers,
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Spi~itualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
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Was. Jesus Insane 7 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
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ence of Christianity on Civilization ; Chris.
tianity and Materialism; What Literalism offen
in Place of Christianity; Scientific Materialism;
Woman; SI!iritualism from a Materialistie
Standpomt; Paine the Political and Religiouo:
Reformer· Materialism and Crime; Will the
Coming Man Worship God? Crimea and Cruelties of Christianity; the Authorit~ of the Bible;
F reethought Judged by Its Frmta; Onr Ideat
of God 800 pp., paper, 60 cents.
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1:;;:loeraZ Jf1 eetings •
These notices arejor the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the .places
wn,ere these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Preethought ,So:Jieties . can hav their gatherings advertised here jree by forwarding the neeessar11 information.
Manhattan I.iberal Club, N.Y.,

J

Libert~ ill
.

~

:Literature.
Testimonial
To Walt Whitman.

Meets every Friday evening, at 3 o'clock, at Germim Masonic Templeb 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The pn lie cordially invited.

BY

The Newark Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Meets every Sund:JI afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League H , 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st.,Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religions and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.
·

AN ADDRESS DEL...VERE-:PHILADELPHIA, P A.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

'l'he Bible-What Is IU 25c.
Studies in Theology, 10c.
lJberalism. 5o.
0
, .Address THE TRUTH SEEKBB.

Brooklyn Philosophical Assooi•
With a Portrait of Whitman.
ation
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street,. Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M. every
Bund&h. Lectures followed by discussion. Platform ree, Henry Rowl~, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, . Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:1 ·
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and ·7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on relilfons and social 'bnestioi:J.s.
Able speakers interest t e audience. N. .-Truth
Beeker publications always on h&nd at cheap rates.

The

S~cular

Society of Kent, 0.,

Meets aemi-monthlyhfirst and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town all. All friends of human
cnltivation are invited. MA:Rros HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:80 A;M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Invest!gatw are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dea.rborn Hall, 181 West Ma.dison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
a.re welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds m<leti~r every Sunday evenii:J.1 at 216
Grand ave.
raternity Hall). Lecture allowed
by debates.
he public cordially invited.

,Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Snnda.L at 7:39 P.M. in Macdonald s
Hall in Port Ange es, Wash. Lectures songll
and select readinfr Discussion invited on a
subjects. Liberal "terature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib•
eral Union ·

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Paper, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

Dr E. B. Foote's Works. ~ Jiorks on the Laoor ~nestionr
i

!

Plain Home ·Talk and Medical Common
..___
l
S ense. In ·one =dsome 12mo vo ume
of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
$3.25-lll English or German. A new cheap
edition at onlv $1.50.
.
Science in Story; or, f?ammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and f:lponsie- the Troublesome
Moi:J.k!lY· 5 volumes m one, cloth, ~2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumes separate, :flexible cloth 50
cents per volume· Red Line edition, snitable
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.
Sexual Physiology for the Young. 250
pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. ('l'he fifth
volumeof"ScienceinStory.") 50 cents.
Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to
Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
S-qbjects; ninth year. Subscription, wi,th preIlllum, 50 cents per year. Specrmen copies free
on application.
Mother's Manual
Comprising • • Advice
•M
·
to a W1fe on. the aiJ&gement of Her Own
Health, e~pec1ally Dunn~ Pregg.ancy, Labor,
and Sncklii:J.g," and "Ad'("lce to ';\Mother on th~
Management of Her Children m Infancy ann
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.
Hand-Book of Health Hints and Ready
. •
A al bl
f
. hl ~
R empes.
v ua ere erence pamp e.
of 128 pages. 25 oents.
'Address
THE TBUTH SEEKER

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Of Los Angeles, CaJ., meets semi-monthlyp first
and third Sundays, at. 8 o'clock P.M. at arr's
Hall. Everybo~ invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. Mo ILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

•Jj

NAl HANIEL ~AUG HAN~.

I

The Conventional Lies of Our Civilizatiorr.
!!.Y Max Nordan. CoNTENTs-Mene, Tekel
Upharsin; The Religions, Monarchic and
Aiistocrati\)~Political,)£conomical, Matrinionial,
and Misceuaneons Lies; Closing_ Harmony.
12mo, 364 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
~g~hiJ~e~ial Cov.ncil ~f Yienna prohibited the
sale of this· book m .b.nstna, and confiscated all
copies of it they conld iind
•
• •
•
EconomiC Eqmttes. A Compend of the
Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange., By J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
We.alth. Pal!er, 25c.
•
Frmts·of Philosophy. A Treatise on the
Po:pnlation Question. By Dr. Chas. ~nowlton.
~ted by Charles Bradlangh and Anme Besant.
p ·
C
C
. .
overty: Its ause ·and ure. Pomting
ou.t the means by which th.e working classes may
r&lfle themselves from ~heir present state of lpw
wages and ceaseless tmlto one of comfort, dignity,and i.ndependen<;e, av-d which is also capable of entirely removmg m course of time the
other principal social e~. By M. G. H. 10c.
L
S
ll F ill' <> 0 n whic
· h S"d
ar~;e or ma . am es •
1 e
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoake. 5c.
Pover~ : Its Etrects on the Politicai
Condition of the People. By Charles
Bradlangh. .5c.
Why Do Men Starve ~ By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
rhe Land Question. Large Estates Inimical to the "welfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlangh. 5c.
Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
,Address THE TBUTH SEEKER.

Mrs. B'esant' s Wor~s.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets eorery Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Arm:r Hall,
Main stree~ Walia Walia, Washington. Science
Lectures.- ree Discnssions.-Orifninal and Selected Readings and Poems. A arge, valuable
libra.rC: is a.t the service of members and friends.
. B. REYNOLDs, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Secular Union
Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and th'ird
Sunday in the month, at the Rneder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
lfreatest freeJom accorded to all. Our motto,
UniversaJ.. Mental Liberty." D. E. RroE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Seo.

Liberal AsHociation of Austin,
Tex.,
M~ets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'vat its hallb cor.
Conr, avenue and 9th street.
isiting Li erals
invi ed. J P. RroHA.RnsoN, President; M. IsAAo,
Secretary.

The .Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League
Meets ev~ Sunday at 2:30 P.M. a.t Knights of
Honor H , BaJ street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; as. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Sec.

Liberal Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwanke~ meets every Sund.':fe evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A. . SEVERANCE, Pres! ent.
.

Philosophical and Social So•
ciety,
Monte Vista~al., meet eveg: Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall.
e public oor ·ally invited. W. B.
FELT, Seo.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of Cincinnatib0., meets everyWBnnday evei:J.in!
at 7:30P.M. in onglas Hall, N. . cor. of 6th an
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec.

Liberal Association of Baltimore
Meets at the Lyceum Hallt 404 East Baltimore st.,
llvery Sunday afternoon a 2:30 o'clock.

Cleveland Seculai· Union
~eets

every Sunday at 8 P.M., in Room 208 City
all, for lectures and free discussion on science,
relili(ion, a.nd social questions. Able speakers
willmterest the audience. A. BEE, Pres.; J. RoBUM, Seo., 425 Lake street,

Priest 'a.l"\d M•l"\·

A NOVEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
An thor of the" Iliad of the East," etc., etc.
An indep_endent and respectable study of character in the la;w of circumstance such as eveL
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
')resentment ofthemischievons na,;nre of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[W estminster Review.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'!HE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE BESTI
THE

' Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected\ new model, 16 jewels, full agjnsted
tq heat, cola, and posi~ion, beautiful double sunk
dial, and all modern Improvements· guaranteea
a perfect timer. Price, in silverin'e dust-proof
cases, $1~i 3-onnce coin silver, $22· 4-onnce $23
In best fiued gold case, open-face, dust-proal $26 •
hinged ca.se, $23 to $30; hnntin_g, $31 to $35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works $2
more.
'
.Regulal' Gl'af!,e A.IDel'ican Watches.~rlvenne .ca~e, 7 Jevyels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
. Jewels, $9, ditoo, adjusted, $11. In iiner cases ·
add as above.
'
Ladies' A;:anel'ican Gold Watches.-All
latest s~yles! m plush cases; best filled 7 jewels
$15 ~ 11 Jewe s, $16.50; 15 jewels, $23· 14 ~arat solid
gala, $10 more. Heavier, more ~laborate and
diamond-set cases, fr_om $5 po $100 more.
'
. All watches sent With written guarantee, kept·
m order 1 year, and after that_time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundl'ies.-Lower grade nickel watches 1!15
$4, anq $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor' $2:
best tnp~e-plated teaspoons, $1.80· table sp~ons'
$Jl.60, kmves, $1.75; forks, $1.75; ail for $6. Solid
silyer spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver sonve~f spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50 $2 to $3.
,
:I he Colonel Ingenoil.-Tea $2 50 ·orange
$2.75; sugar, $3;_gilt bowls, 50 cent~ m~re: Extr~
heavy teas, $3. Etched ·
" The Time to be Hapw ts Bow "
50 cents extra.
'
'J'he To!'ch of Reason Badge, solid gold
enameleq m .5 colors, small pins, $2, $2. 75, and
$3.50. W1th diamonds, $5, $8. Large $5 $6 $7 50
$10, $15, $20, $30.
.
• • •
Dia::ano~clsi.20 per cen~. below· market price.
Send for pnce 1sts, cards In colors and gold of
badge, practs, etc., free. All goods pre:Pata (exC!Jpt kmves and forks) and cash refunded at op.
twn. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
0

•

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club
Meets ever{; Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall,
1604 Mains reet, at 10 o'clock A.M. Visitin~ Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRis, res.
IsAAo B. LEE, Sec.

703

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300 pp., $1.

A.pples of Gold. And Other Stories for
1foys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
The Story ilour•. An Exceptionally Hand·.
some and Interesting Book1 Without Superstition for Children and Yom;h. The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 fnl1-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with pol"'
type, heavy, toned paper, broad ma.rgins, illus- . trait, BOo.
trated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
sb.onld be. Paper, 25c.
Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie
Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of N azareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Kennedy's
Medic aI · Dis cove ry SCIENCE
Takes hold in: this order :

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin 1
Outside Sktn,
Driv:ing everything before it that ought to
be out.

You know whether you need it or
not.

sold bz.every drng(!st, and manufactured by

•DONALIJ KENNEDY,
UOXBlJBY, MA.SS.

vs. RELIGION,

W.AT:e~ O:F< LI:F<:e
Is Doing Wonden in Curing the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY
J:io. 84 South Main street, Wilkesbarre, PS.:

"WHY"
I specia.lly want 500 orders for books within the
next three montha.
Friends will please send stamp for circnlars and

WHY.

ELMINA DRAKE SLENlrnR,
Snowville, Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN.

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By To

c. WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.

THE TBUTH SEEKER CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLJ{S.
By MRB. E. D. BL~NFER.
Boards,

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents, treating
on that health-destroying and life-consuming
weakness of men as the resnlt of yonthfnl errors
and excesses. The book sets forth an IN"FIDli:L
CURE, which iP a mediC'ine to b6 applied externally (the only remll<iy of one JUila 1n existence).
Yon will feel inlproved the :tlrst day, benafind
every day, until all signs of Ea.r~ Decay, Weaknesses1 Lost Mai:J.hoodl.-.etc.~-.are f y re~t.Pred. ·
aduress,
D.n. RvB'T . FELLOWS.
Vineland. :W. l".
And s&:V yon saw this in TBB TBtml 8Billlam.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY.
Issued Monthly•.

PROPHE:SYUNC

Subscription price,

~
~

·DQN·E HERE.
·~-:c-

-'LSO
~·WEEPIN<!
7

:.~

=

o4NO

LAMENT INC ~

~~~~e...~~~~~~~~-~

BV
JERRY MIAH.

M6-

18 per annum.

No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Prtce
1. The Truth Seeker Annual a,nd Freethink·
ers' Ahna,nac, 1891...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener... .. ...... ...... ..... ............ ..
50
8. Age of Reason. Thom&s Paine.,,. . . . . . . .
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett..................................
25
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck........
20
6. Victor Hugo's Oraticm on Volta,ire........
10
7. The Crisis............... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
40
8.- Sabbath Breaking .... :............ ..... ...
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams............
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller.....
25
11. My Religions Ex:perience. S. P. Putnam.
25
12. The Higher Criticism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore..............
50
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote........
25
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. llinst'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? AnstinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener.......................................
10
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg.......
25
18. A wfnl Disclosures of Maria Monk.... . .
50
19. Pocket Theologv. Voltaire..............
25
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener.......................................
50
21. History of Religion. E. E. Evans.......
20
OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Year!~ subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the :year. Single copies of each
book sent upon receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

NO TRUST.=

Spiritualism Sustained.
By

JERRY GOETH INTO THE PROPHET BUSINESS.
And the word of the Lord came unto me the second time, saying, What seest thou ? And I said, I see a
<t!~efulln<; pot; and the face thereof is toward the north. -Jere. i, 13.

Jlrain and the Bible.
.Conflict Bi!tween Mental Science and TheologJ.
"By EDGAB C. BEALL.

Preface _.y R. G. INGERSOLl••
Price, $1.

Unanswerable.

~~With

Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."

Photogr&J;Jh of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at home, may be had at this oftice for
fifty cents.

Advancement of Science.

FIVE LECTURES.
Jobn~n. Kelso, A,M.
12mo, cloth, 1 00. ·

*

THE SABBATH.
By M. FARRIN.GTON,

A Thorough Examination anil Refutation of the Claims of the
. Sabbatarians.
Price,

10 cents.

By Prof. John Tyndall.

The Sunday Question .

With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
onPrayer.
·
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only. 69 pp., 10 cents.

A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
Bv GEORGE W: BROWN, M.D.
Price,

15 cents

'1'17'
'
.11.1. a,teria,Zism:

"When this petition is filled address it to the Freethought Federation of America, 345 West Randolph street,
Chicago, Ill. For blanks for further ~tse send request to same address.

Petition to. Congress to Open the Gates of the "World's
Columbian Exposition on Sundays.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States, in Congress Assemb1ed:

TO'/JJn.

State.

By DB. LoUis BucHNER, Author of ""Force ani.t
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.

·

We, the undersigned, citizens of the United States, do hereby respectfully pray and memorialize your Honorable
Body to repeal that portion of the Act entitled "An Act to aid in carrying out the Act of Congress, approved April
.25 1890, entitled 'An Act to provide for celebrating the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America by
-th~ holding of an International Exposition in the City of Chicago' "-approved August 5, 1892, which reads as
;follows: "That it is hereby declared that all appropriations herein made for, or pertaining to the World's Columbian
:Exposition, are made upon the condition that the said Exposition shall not be opened to the public on the first day of
the week, commonly called Sunday; and if the said appropriations be accepted by the corporation of the State of
Illinois, known as the World's Columbian. Exposition, upon that condition, it shall be, and it is hereby, made the duty
of the World's Columbian Commission, created by the Act of Congress of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
ninety, to make such rules or modifications of the rules of said corporation as shall require the closing of the
Exposition on the said first day of the week, commonly called Sunday."
Also, to repeal that portion of the Act entitled, "An Act making appropriations for the sundry civil expenses of
the Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, and for other purposes "-approved August 5, 1892, which
reads as follows :
"And it is hereby declared that all appropriations herein made for, or pertaining to the World's Columbian
Exposition, are made upon the condition that the said Exposition shaJ.l not be opened to the public on the first day of
the week, commonly called Sunday; and if the said appropriations be accepted by the corporation of the State of
lllinois, known as the W_orld's Col~m~ian Exposition, upon that condition, it s~all be, and it is hereby, made the duty
of the World's Columbian CommiSSIOn, created by Act of Congress of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
ninety, to make such rules or modifications of the rules of said corporation as shall require the closip.g of the
Exposition on the said first day of the week, commonly called Sunday."
We ask the repeal of these portions of these laws for the following reasons:
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
2. 'l'hat public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
resort when no moral amusements are available.
3. As a matter of justice als? ~o the pe_ople of Chicago, who h~ve given of their :m,eans ~o make the Fair possible,
tens of thousands of whom can VlSit the Fatr only on a general holiday; and as a matter of Justice also to the visitors
to the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands.
4. For the public good: The opening of th~ F~ on Sunday w!ll be for the benefit not only of Chicago, but of
the whole country. The rights of no one are mfnnged, the happmess of no one disturbed. Those who wish to
attend can do so ; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question
. 0 f human relations and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you ought to decide is that of the
·public welfare.
·
5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
Teceipts.
6. To the objection that Sund~y opening of the ~air will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the
tendency wou~d be exactly the ~pposite: The more bea:utiful !ou. make Sunday, the more attractive, the more nobltl
and varied in Its pleasures and mstructwns, the more difficult It will be to change its character, the less danger there
is that employers will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toil. With choice of
Sunday occupation restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the average workingman would choose to keep
on laboring.
.
7: Finally: Ope~g the World's Fair ?n Sunday will. ~arm no one but. the keepers of immoral places, while it
will benefit the Fatr Itself, the people of Chicago, and the VlSitors to the Fatr, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity, individual education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country.

·Name.

Its History anil Its Injl':..te'J'We
Upon Society.

Bible 1emperal\Ce.
----LIQUOR DRINKING-'----

Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.

c. wALKER.

By E.

10 cents.

Apocryphal New. Testament.
TH.9 GO.SP:eL.S,
Epistles, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and not Included In the New Testament.
Price,

$1.

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
By FRANCES WRIGHT.

Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosopher, and the author.
75 cents.

Price,

BIBLE IN -INDIA.

-HINDOO ORIGIN•
Of Hebrew al"\c:I C::i~ristial"\ ~ev..
elatiol"\•
Price, $2.

By Lours JAOOLLIOT.

Godly Women of the Bible.
A HISTORY OF ALL

The Women Who Figure in the ·Bible.
-BY-

A:N UNGODLY WOMAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENT•
UBY.

-

Cloth, -

75 cents.

SISTER LUCY
-AND-

Her Awful Disclosures
AS '!;0 fll'lrtl H!JLL CONVENT.

And a Fow Words on Auricular Confession.
?rice,

'"

10 cents.

A Journal of Freethought and Reformr

Life of Thomas Paine,
WITH A

History of His L!ferary, Political, and Religious
Career in America, France, and England.
BY MONCUHE DANIEL CONWAY,
Author of "Omitted Ohapters of History Disclosed in the Life and· Papers of Edmund
Handolph," "George Washington
and Mount Vernou,"" WWlhington 's Rnles of Civility." etc.

To Which Is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cobbett.
No real biography of Paine has ever appeared.
The so-called L1ves of Paine have been mainly
the controversial work of pamphleteers, turning
chiefly on his religions heresws. Paine was in
his fifty-eighth year before he published anything concerning religion, and before that time
he had acted an imiJortant part in revolutionary
movements in the United States, England, and
France. But in the religious conflict initiated
by him, his political services and military career
hav been but inadequately considered. A certain
historical ostracism has buried in the archives
of various countries a large mass of documents
containing records of paramount interest and
importance. Mr. Conway has personally searcheC.
such records, in Europe and America, and has
n btained from these fresh Jig ht, not only on
Paine; but on various e • inent figures in American :md European history willh whom he was
associated. A large amount ef unpublished corre§pondence has been included in the volumes.
M.r. Conway says in his Preface: "In the laborious work of searching out the real Paine I hav
found a general appreciation of its importance,
and it will be seen in the following pages that
generous assistance has been rendered by English clergvmen, by official persons in Europe and
America, by pers ns of all beliefs and no beliefs
In no instance have I been impeded by any prejudice, religion~ or _political. The ourators of
archives, private collectors, owners of im.portant
documents bearing on the subject, have welcomed my effort to bring the truth to light."
Two vols., royal oot., gilt top, portraits, $5.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

INFIDEL~
DEATHBEDS.

u

.

cs.w.:~oT:e.
**
**

-·-a--

Being true accounts of the ;passing away of the
following persons, t!:tus refutmg the many Christian slanders upon them and other.s:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord BYron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet,.._Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles varwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austm Holyoake, Victor Hu_go,
Hume, L1ttr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Mesller,
James Mill, John Stuart l'rlill, Mirabeau, Robert
Owen...,.Thomas Paine, Courtlandt PalmerJ..Rabelais, winwood Reade, Madame Roland, ueorge
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus~ John
Toland. Vanim, VolnEl.~ Voltaire, James watson,
.Tohn Watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEE'KER.

Force

a11d~ 1'\atter;
o~,

.!·~,

Principles of the Nat:Jral Order of the llniverse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
vu. .1'!'ENTS

:

Fo:coo and Matter,

The Fitness of 'fhings ir·
Immortality of 1\'[attcr, Nature (Teleology),
Immm·tality_of For!'~, !\Ian,
infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
'fhonl'{ht,
Value of Matter, ·
Motion,
Conscwusness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
ImmutabilityofNatural Innate Ideas;.
Laws,
.
The Idea of uqd,
· Universality of Natural Personal Contmuance.
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation 'Free Will,
of the Earth,
1\'tcru,lity,
Original Generation,
Con c 1u d_i'n g Obsel"V.,
Secular Genemtion,
tiona.
Price, 1111.50- Address THE TRU'fH SICE.K..i<af

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
B:VPnol!'. F. w. NEWMAN.
Price. 2fi cents.

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
HIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINE~.
From the "Analysis of Religions Belief.~

BvVmOOUNTAMBERLEY.
<Jlotib,

•

" .110 oenw•.

A PERTINENT QUESTION.-IS IT NOT ABOUT TIME THE LIVING QUIT BEING RULED BY THE DEAD?

W1 YRELIGIOUS

l

By s. p, Putnam.

I

EXPE-

A .New Number of The Truth Seeker Library.

WAS

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
RIE NCEI

.Being the sto.!}' of his relitsions life and mental
jonrneyings. Written in h1s happ1es~ aTidmo)lt
brilliant WI!-Y• and is the best of iiJl h1s splendid
works. Prwe, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

:Sy Hele~ H. Garde~er.

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.

Every:Woman Should Read It

Essay dn Miracles.
'By DAVID HUME.

and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friend!!,
l'rloe, 10 oents. Addrel!s this oftioe.

CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER
A judicial consideratiop of th<~ qnestionJa~Jd phe
decision against the scnptures a.nd the Cnnst1an
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE· TRUTH SEEKEll~

HEATHENS OF THE HEATH.
Radical
B:r Wx.

lilo:OOMNZLL-

'Rol'Y}a~ae.

soopp.,

p~por, ~o oOJlta;

.

THE TRUTH SEEKER. NOVEM.:BER 5,

6

Tne Oroer of Creation.

JUST OUT!

A NEW BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

THE

CONFLI(IT BEI'WEEN GENFBIS AND GEOLOflY.

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

A COJ!i:i:ROVERBY llETWEEN THE
HoN. W. E. Gr,ADSTONE,
PRoF. MAX lltULLER,
PRoF. T. H. HU:&:LEY,
M. REVILLE,
E. LYNN LINTON.
12mo, 178 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 eta.
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Political Platforms.
The· following are the parts of the platforms of
the four political parties of the greatest interest
to Liberals. The differences on other points are
so generally known, being reiterated weekly by the
various party journals, that it is not necessary to
print them:
REPUBLIOAN PLANK ON '' FRE"E SPEEOH AND RELIGIOUS
LIBERTY."
.
"We declare anew our devotion to liberty of thought
and conscience, of speech and press, and approve all
ag-encies and instrumentalities which contribute to the
education of the land; but, while insisting upon the fullest measure of religious liberty, we are opposed to any
union of church and state."
DEMOORATIO PLANK ON EDUOATION.
"Popular education being the only safe basis of popular suffrage, we recommend to the several states most liberal appropriations for the public schools. Free common schools are the nursery of good government, and
they hav always received the fostering care of the Democratic party, which favors every means of increasing intelligence. Freedom of education, being an essential of
civil and religious liberty, as well as a necessity of the
development of intelligence, must not be interfered with
under any pretext whatever. We are opposed to state
interference with parental rights and 1·ights of conscience
in the education of children as an infring~meot of the
fundamental Democratic dootrin, that the largest individual liberty consistent with the rights of others insures
the highest type of American citizenship and the best
government."
PROHIBITION PREAMBLE AND THREE PLANKS.
"The Prohibition party, in national convention assembled, acknowledging almighty God as the source of
all true go_vernment and his law as the standard to which
human enactments must conform to secure the. blessings
of peace and prosperitY,, presents the following declaration of principles:
"2. No citizens should be denied the right to vote on
account of sex, and e"qual labor should receive equal
wages without regard to sex.
"9. All men should be protected by law iE. their right
to one day of rest in seven. .
"12. We stand unequivocally to the Americali public
school and opposed to any appropriation of public-moneys
to sectarian schools. We declare that 0nly by united
support of snob common schools, taught in• the English
la..t!.{tl>tg"P, !ll\, we b·>p'l to h~>oome H·n~ r!)m!lin ll bomo~eue•"l" !l.tt•l ll.Lt>ll<J<ll•"li ptJtJple."

PREAMBLE OF THE PEOPLE'S PARTY PLATFORM.
of truth in regard to their church.
This is a
"Assembled upon the one hundred and sixteenth an- "History of Pedagogy," by one Compayre, whom
niversary of the Declaration of Independence, the Peo- they call "a French Atheist." They term the book,
pie's party of America, in their first national convention
invoking upon their uction the blessing of Almight; as they do all works that cont11in a tenth part of
God, puts forth, in the name and on behalf of the people the truth on Catholicism, "luridly bigoted." They
of this country, the following preamble and declaration say that it is " especially severe on the J esui,ts."
of principles."
It was translated by Professor Payne; of the UniIt will be noticed that while the Prohibition versity of Michigan, and is highly esteemed by
platform is particularly pious, the People's party teachers. The fight against this book will probably
platform is a little so, and that neither of the old be carried on in connection with the attack that
parties considers it necessary to mention God. The is being made on Swinton's "Outlines of the
phraseology of the Republican plank is, however, ·world's History." This was commenced a few
a little curious, for analyzed, it means that in the days ago, and was started by the Columbia, a Germinds of the framers a union pf church and state man Catholic paper. The book has been in use
might someway aid religious liberty. Of course in the schools seventeen years, and was recently
such an assumption is preposterous.
superseded by Myers's History. This was objected
The Democratic plank is meant to c&tch foreign to on the ground .that in its account of the sale of
sectarian voters, such as the German Lutherans indulgences by Leo X. in the sixteenth century it
and Catholics, who maintain that the state has no did a gr~at wrong to Catholics. By comparison, it
right to supervise.their parochial schools.
was then discovered that Swinton's History made
1
The Prohibition plank directly antagonizes this, fully as unqualified statements. The matter was
foreign element, though the preamble is just as taken up by Vicar-General Zeininger, and Will result
directly opposed t.o a Secular government, and its in a hot fight.
ninth plank is an indorsement of Sunday laws.
In Detroit, Mich.,. the Catholics come to light
The best thing about the Prohibitionists is that just now in the inglorious position of the under
they are fair enough to want to allow the women to dog., The board of education of that city has just
vote.
adopted a resolution, after a :fierce fight, practically
There is no reference to education or religious excluding Catholics from teaching in the Detroit
liberty in the People's party platform, except that, public schools. It provides that no one shall be
in the preamble. Like the Prohibitionist party, eligible as a teacher who bas not obtained all his or
however, the People's party is dominated by her 'education in the public schools and who is not
pietists, except in a few localities. Here in New a graduate of some public high school. The OathYork the leaders are heretics, and in Kansas many olic clergy of the city hav presented a sharp remonF1·eethinkers are identified with it.
strance against this action.
The committee on
teachers of the board of education replied that if
any religious discrimination has been shown it has
The Catholic War Upon Our Schools.
,been
on the part of the Catholic clergy of this
Throughout the Union Catholics are pushing
diocese
in refusing the sacrament to pupils who
their warfare upon our public schools.' In soie
attended
the public schools and to parents who percases they hav conquered and absorbed them, while
mitted
such
attendance.
in others the contest is still on.
Thus
goes
on the ill and wearisome warfare.
One of the battle-grounds is Wisconsin. Here
Th~
oppo!'!itiojl
which the Catholics find brought
the Catholics at present stand victorious, in so far
agamst
them
1s
nowhere
of the sort that they should
that they hav, as we hav before informed onr readers, secured the repeal" of the Bennett law, which be met witli It is Protestant; it should be ln:fiby requiring all children to attend schools wherein dei. Their follies are but countered with other
English was taught, interfered with the practice of follies of equal egregiousness, and neither side
Catholics and Lutherans of teaching religion in learns. One side reviles Henry VIII.; the other
the German language in their private schools. vituperates Philip II. The one rakes up the scanTheir supremacy, however, it seems is not long dals about· Martin Luther; the other holds up
to remain undisputed, as a late dispatch reads horrified hands over the doings of Bloody Mary.
One batch of addleheads wants the Bible in the
thus:
schools;
another, the catechism. Neither party is
"MILwAUKEE, Wis., Oct. 23, 1892.-Strenuous efforts are being made to revive the Bennett law issue willing to do justice to, the other; or to Freein the coming campaign. As matters stand it is some- thought aside from them both. It is not in the
what doubtful which party is responsible for the re- nature of Christianity to breed parties inclining
vival. Many of the Republican editors and the poli- toward justice. Freethought and science only are
ticians who believed in Hoard's doctrin are averse to
allowing the matter to go ·by default. They are backed capable of bringing forth equity and weal. The
up in this by a considerable number of Republican methods of Freethought and science only can be
voters who are opposed to wholly abandoning the stand used against these school-destroying Catholics with
taken two years ago. The result of this feeling has been abiding success.
that the Democrats hav been supplied with material
which warrants them in asserting that the Republicans
Brainless Catholics.
hav merely cast aside the Bennett law idea for the time
The picture of the Virgin Mary and the Christbeing and that should they again obtain contr\)1 of the
state a compulsory education Jaw would immediately be child which :niraculously appeared on a window of
passed. As a result it is said the Lutherans are going the Catholic church at Canton, Minn., has become
over to the Demoora.tio standard. The Republican leaders, headed by John C. Spooner, candidate for governor, far more of an attraction to the faithful than ever.
hav solemnly pledged that the Bennett law matter will The reason of this is a second miracle produced in
never again be brought up by the Republican party in connection with it, which clinches the pr~of of its
this state, and point to the foot that John C. Koch, one supernatural origin. This miracle consists in a
of the leaders of the Lutherans in the state, is the Repub- transferral of the picture to a new pane of glass.
publioan candidate for lieuteJj.a.nt-governor. But the
Democrats hav got the Bennett law ghost resurrooted Recently it was decided to remove the old glass.
to some extent, .and it ·::;worrying the politicians not a This glass, when viewed from any other poin~
than the ground, was perfectly plain. 'When relittle." ·
In Milwaukee the Catholics are also engaged in moved it was merely an ordinary pane of glass. A
a movement to eject from the normal school a text- new pane was procured from the stock of a glazier
lwp!; wlpell dll!!ll'~-'~-' to eoulltiu n tu,J•l wnrd or two and placed in th{l sash. '!'he woment it wa.s in
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place a loud shout went up from the crowd of p,eople below. There was the same picture that had
appeared ill the other glass. The form of the
Virgin, with the infant Jesus in her arms, was
plainly discernible. · "Nothing short of a bull from
the Vatican," says a dispatch, "would now convince
the people of Canton that they are not daily viewing a miracle."
Professor Herrman, the legerdemainist, has had a
word to say on this miraculous picture. He says
he has examined many reputed· miracles, and this
differs in no particular from hundreds of others.
The professor asserts that some chemist is trifling
with the good faith of the people of Canton. He
claims that it is nothing extraordinary to produce a
face in a pane of glass and that the trick was old
thirty years ago. ·" Giv me two hours to prepare
my chemicals," says the professor, "name the picture of anyone to be produced, and allow me five
minutes at a pane of glass, and I will wager that
after my presence the picture will come and go for
weeks in .phosphorescent gleams by night and in
rich colors by day. Any tyro in chemistry can produce the same result."
It is unpleasant to think that this country is fast
filling with the sort of human creatures who giv
credence to a gross hocus-pocus trick like the above.
It is disquieting to reflect that we are surrounded
by legions of persons with head-pieces capable of
no better work than acceptance of such tomfool impositions.
A republic depends upon the sensibleness and right action of its masses; sorry
must be the sense and far amiss the action of the
wights who credit this humbug. The conduct of
government and of all the functions of society "requires the soundest and broadest intellect procurable, and pacific and right-directed feelings; how
lacking are the intellects of these miracle-believers,
and how adverse to society their fanatical, priestperverted feelings, it is alarming to consider. The
public weal, and even the every-day concerns of
private life, indispensably demand men sage, broad,
informed, cautious, uncredulous, in mind, and
amicable and tolerant in disposition; to these high
necessities the Catholics bring brains tiny, deludaable, cramp, unopen, set, unpliable, and hearts
brimmed by jealous priests with animosity toward
every person believing elsewise than themselvs.
These pinhead-brained and misdispositioned creatures swarm· on every hand ; each wields as powerful a .ballot as one of us and is ready to level as
deadly a rifle in war. Uncheering reflection!

15, 189~.

I inclose a d~llar to help the good work. Let the spirit
of enthusiasm be stirred until Christian~t~shall be dumfounded; let t:6.ere be a ~nowstorm of ndm~le tba~ shall
make it a cold time for bigotry .. Let the vo1ce of _hberty
be raised until the demon of mtolerance_ shall be confused and routed. I ha\'" but one suggestlbn to make,
which, however, may not suit a wiser preference. It
would somewhat mar the paraphrase, but I thought the
truth would be more direct. It is to transpose the Latin
inscription so as to read 'Vox dei vox asinus.' Nor would
it be inconsistent with the other inscription, for if the ass
be God and rum and 1·eligion his emissaries, how greater
the shame for the Christian to claini his 'faith is well
founded.'
Yours truly,
C. PUTNAM."
"TuRNER, ORE., Oct. 21, 1892.
"Mu. EDITOR: Permit me to second the motion of
'E. B. B.' The idea is 'immense.' I tbjnk that I suggested in a letter not long ago that facsimile medaJs be
made in lealher ' and scattere.i broadcast over the land.'
Either plan will do, and I will bily all I can afford. to.
Let me suggest additio.hiil ' mottoes,' to wit: ' Punch and
Prayers,' 'Holiness ancl Whisky Straight.'
"The cartoon of 'How Ch1·istiaus Desert Faith' is
another 'immense ' take-off. In fact, THE TRUTH SEEKER
illustrations are 'immense' generally, and teach more
with one look than columns of reading can do.
"Respectfully yours,
T. S. MATTESON."
We will therefore prepare the pamphlet in such
shape that it can be supplied for local use at a very
small price, and ask for contributions to enable us
to do national wotk with it. The city of Chicago
alone ought to use a httndred thousand copies.

I

Colonel Ingersoll on Renan and Voltaire.
Colonel Ingersoll's recent appearance on the
platform and in the press will furnish our readers
two rare treats. The paper on Renan, extracts
from which we reprint on another page,· is a
generous tribute to one of philosophy's cheeriest
w:iters. And next week we shall print the colonel's
new lecture on Voltaire. The report of the lecture
is furnished us by the author himseif; and so far as
it goes, is accurate, It is; howevei', not entirely
complete, for it is the intention of Mr. Ingersoll to
say a great deal more about the "greatest man of
the eighteenth century," and Mr. C. P. Farrell will
publish it in a book. But what we shall publish is
all that can be had till that good time arrives. _

We extend to Samos Parsons sincerest sympathy
in the loss of his wife, who died October 16th. She
had filled out her days, being ninety-one years old,
but this long companionship makes the loss the
harder to bear. Mr. Parsons himself is one of the
kindliest of workers in our cause, and his generous
The "Lea~her Medal" for Our Congressmen. benefactions are well remembered by all the Free,
In response to our appeal for help in ·circulating thought editors.
an immense number of little pamphlets with opinions concerning Sunday opening of the World's
A needle of truth found in the haystack of pulFair we hav received the following encouragement: pitic utterance should not fail of record. Rev.
Andrew Douglas, of Arbroath, Scotland, recently
"CRoOKSToN, MINN., Oct. 19, 1892.
"MY DEAR MACDONALD: Heston's cartoon on the clos- said: " Teetotalism is a Mohammedan and not a
ing of the World's Fail· on Sunday is the hit of the season. Christian virtue, and they who desire it to be a uniI hav vainly tried to find words to fittingly characte1·ize
this the most infamous outrage that an American Con- versal rule of society are presumptuously claimgress has ever perpetrated against the liberties of the ing to be superior to Christ, who wisely encourao-ed
0
people. What I hav failed to do with my tongue and pen the social propensities of his brethren."
Heston has clone with his pencil. A million of them
should be printed.
J. E. RJ<MSBURG."
We are glad to see in the New York World, from
" TuRNER, ORE., Oct. 6, 1892.
day to day, as voters on the opening of the World's
"MR. EDIToR: The 'Leather Medal' is grand. It not
only 'takes the cake,' but the whole bake-shop. Get them Fair on Sunday, the names of many ladies who are on
out embossed, in colors. They can be sold by thousands. our own subscription list. It indicates an interest in
They will be an unanswerable argument. Ten millions the matter sufficient to induce the performance of
of the picture, same as in THE TRUTH SEEKER, should be so~elabor. Everything, no matter how slight, helps
printed and scattered broadcast. I want some.
to mfluence public opinion, and this as well as other
" In THE TRUTH SEEKER of a week or so ago I see a
proposition that the opening or closing of the World's e~pressions will be urged upon Congress when tte
t1m~ comes to argue for the repeal of the SundayFair be put to a vote of the people.
"I differ; no man, or combination of men, has any right closmg clau~e of the appropriation.
whatever to close the F~ir on· Sunday. Everyone has a
right to go in or out on Sunday, if they choose, same as
When the Rev. pr. TJ1omas, of Chicago, went on
any other day. It is a natttral right. It exists not by
vptes, but by nature. No one has any right to vote on it.. his summer :vacation to the woods of Wisconsin he
I_~ the_ Fair is shut up on any day, it will simply be by killed some deer out of season.
The Chicago staff
force. The. people may acquiesce, but it will be force correspondent of the Forest and Stream has
all the same. This is the true ground. Let us accept no criticised the reverend law-breaker from week. to
other. · To do so is to surrender a principle of liberty.
in that journal until he has professed h"
No religious person or body of persons has the least right week
"ll"
!S
to aJ:!.y consideration whatever. It is none of their busi- Wl mgness to pay the fine, though like most other
ness.. Le~ -them stan~ aside.
F. S. l\fATTESON."
professions of doctors of divinity it ·has so far bee~
mere
vanity and wind, as the psalmist h~th it.
·
"GmBoN, NEB., Oct. 18, 1892.
" Mn. EDITOR : By all means-if the means are forth- But another reverend sportsman, living in this city,
coming-hav the leaflets suggested by E. B. B. printed. has not escaped so easily.
The Rev. Thomas

Dixon, a mighty pulpit reprover .of .other people's
sins, recently ~ent down to Staten 1sl~nd and. s~ot
thirty-one 1·ob1i1S: Tha game constable _saw h1iil;
arrested hiiil, and a country justice fined him $5
each for the birds, and confiscated them for his
·
,
own use. It seems to us that these reverend
gentlemen ought to respect the laws m:>re or talk
less.

/n ths Wsst.
News and Notes.

:t hav had a vatied expedence this tri1j-frorn the
cross toads of 1Centucky to the magnificence of the
Columbian Exposition. Golden is a little bit of a
place, rtnd you would think thrtt no more than a
corporal's guard could be got together in this remote country town. But we had big audiences,
and on Sundrty the lnrge tobacco warehouse of
the Bogard Bros., the only "meeting-house" in
the place, was crowded to its utmost capacity.
From far and near the Christians and the Infidels
flocked to the scene of debate. Professor Hall was
not on hand Fridrty morning and so I opened the dis~
cussion with rt lecture on "The Bible and Modern
Thought.;' On Saturday my opponent appeared;
having like myself found great difficulty in journeyl.ng to this point where the sound of the locomotiv
will probably never be hE)ard in the march of civilizrttion.
"'vVe arranged £or a four hours' debate each day,
Saturday and Sunday. Professor Hall's main proposition was the divine inspiration of the Bible, which
.he defended with the usual atgutnents. He had a
string of thirty or forty propositions which he himself admitted wete merely suppositions; based on
the assumed existence of God. As he did hot
prove ot undei-take to prove the existeilc€l of a God.
his "suppositions~· wete not arguments. Evety
theologian knows that there are dnly two possibie
ways to prove a divine revelation-namely, by
miracles or by prophecy. Professor Hall never
touched the question of miracles, and only
at the very last moment did he make any
reference to prophecy. So I really had nothing
to which I might reply. All his arguments
simply went to show that the Bible was a unique.
and remarkable literature. This is admitted, but
that does not demonstrate a "divine revelation." I
absolutely provedon the other hand that whatever
excellences the Bible did possess it could not come
from God~that is; from an infinitly perfect being,
for it makes out tha,t God is an imperfect beihg;
an ignorant being, a ci'uei being cap'lble of the
most atrocious acts. It is needless to refer to my
"proof-texts/' for every Liberal student knows
them. I cannot go into the ::::-articulars of our
four hours' debate, the pro and con of
oui' varl.ous arglilpeiits; but . the gist is in
the points noted. If the Bible is divinely ittspired it must teach noble and lofty ideas of God
throughout, and by miracle or prophecy giv to
man what the human reason cannot possibly attain.
As no mii'acle or prophecy is proved, and as the
Bible does teach degrading ideas of God, it can only
be an imperfect human production, with more or
less flashes of g'ettius and streaks of goodness to
rdieve the infernal darlmess of itl!l barbarous pano·
rama. So stood the debate at the end of the first
day. On Sunday I made the affirmation that th~
morality of Freethought was superi0r to that of the
Christian religion. I showed that Freethought
teaches self-respect, self-reliance, universal brotherhood, an(l hope and progress for the human race
here and now, and abolishes fear of the hereafter,
the horrors of eternal hell, while it depends for
moral motiv on the spirit of humanity itself. On
the other hand. the Christian religion teaches total
depravity, vicarious atonement, "lay your deadly
doing down," salvation by belief and not by con~
duct. It teaches a sectarian brotherhood, not uni·
versal brotherhood, and proclaims the savage and
false doctrin of hell-fire. The standard of Freethought is universal human welfare, the standard
of the Christian religion is the authority of. a book
crowded with ignorance and superstition. Freethought teaches human rights; the. Christian .relig~
ion teaches tyranny and the constant violation-of
human rights, as instanced by the exemption of
church property from taxation, and the closing of
the World's Fair on Sunday, and the persecution
of Seventh Day Adventists ander our flag. .
.
Pr_ofessor Hall replied to these arguments by
nffirming that the Christian religion was the so:urc.e
of every art, of every discovery, of every invention, of'
every reform, in th.e history of the world. However,_
the feebleness of his argument was proved by the
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fact that he was compelled in reply to my exposition
of the philosophy of Freeth ought to resort to the oldtime trick of slandering illustrious Infidels-Paine,
Ingersoll, Bradlaugh, and Bennett. I was obliged
to brand each statement that he made as a lie. I
do not know whether ProfeRsor Hall knew that he
was giving utterance to a lie. I guess he didn't.
His Christian. education is at fault. I don't believe he would hav said what he did say if he had
absolutely known the truth. But it is pretty difficult for a theologian to see straight. Its method
givs an infernal twist to his mental vision. It is
like a disease. · He is the victim of a condition. I
can't giv more of the debate. It was the· event of
the season in the Cumberland country. Nothing
of the kind had ever occurred before in this quiet
and peaceable domain. No Infidel lecturer had
before unfurled the flag. The Christians hav had
their say for a century or more, and this was the
first time that the other side ever put in an appearance. It was like a miracle in the eyes of some to
see one criticise the Bible like other books, a'nd
condemn its God. I really think that it was expected that I should be struck by lightning.
My opponent, Professor Hall, ... is· a skillful debater, and knows how to make his points. He
knows what to dodge and what to meet. He is of
course a special pleader. He plays to a certain extent on the ignorance and prejudice of his audience.
He has a vein of comedy which takes the place of
argument. He is a jokist and wins the applause of
groundlings. On the whole, however, he does as
well for the Christian religion as anyone that I
ever met. He is well posted; has evidently made
a study of the question, and marshals his array of
arguments quite effectivly. He is a good lawyer for
his side.
The report of the deb te will probably be put in
a pamphlet form, ~dite l by C. D. McKinney, a
prominent lawyer of t.oadiz, Ky., and I think that
he w1ll giv an impartial history.
There are some stanch Liberals at Golden Pond.
Although they are in a minority, they hold their
own. There is no church at Golden Pond, and it
is one of the most orderly communities anywhere
around.
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just in time for the St. Louis train and hav to is to be no quarrel among ourselvs, and there will
scramble for it.
be freedom and harmony.
I a:m thus on hand after an all-night ride for my
I hav enjoyed the Congress. I hav had three
app~m~ment at Springfield, Ill. Here I meet with days of splendid companionship-hav met many
gratifymg success. I lecture in the court-house . . friends. I ean't name them all. Their names will
The audience is a fine one, and the discourse on be seen in the report elsewhere. I was glad to
the Bible and the World's Fair Sunday opening is meet Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Jamieson, who hav so
well received. Over fifty names were signed to long been in our ranks. Tuesday evening we ·
the Federation. This makes nearly two hundred gathered around the hospitable table of Judge and
names taken at Cincinnati, Golden Pond, etc., for Mrs. Waite, at Hotel.Holland. Judge Waite has
the Federation. Springfield is a magnificent city. built an elegant block within a short distance of
~rs. J_. F. Maisenbacher gave me a drive through the Fair grounds at Hyde park, and it promises to
Its delightful avenues, with my friend, Miss Helen be one of the most popular resorts ·of the city. I
Celler. Elegant houses and beautiful trees make like Judge Waite. He has a level head and uncharming views.
·
derstands the principles of Secularism. His pro_Mr. and Mrs. Maisenbacher and family are stanch posed a~endment of the Sunday clause was just
Liberals, and I enjoyed the hospitality of their the thing and places the Union on right ground.
attractiv home. Miss Helen Celler also gave cor- Hitherto it has occupied a false and weak position.
dial welcome and aid.
Mr. W. F. Kelley intro~ Judge West brook, I understand, forwarded to the
duced me at the lecture. He is activ in the cause Congress an elaborate argument in favor of closing
and_ is ready to lend a hand. I was glad to meet the World's Fair on Sunday.
agam comrade Walters, of Eau Claire, Wis.; also
We are ·now upon a straight Secular platform.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker, Mr. Smith and son,. old Mr. Wakeman's amendments unfold new possibilifriends on THE TRUTH SEEKER roll. Well, I cannot giv ties. In fact, we might say there has been a revothe names of all I met here. I intend to renew the lution, but it came quietly and most effectivly.
I am glad to meet again this side the Rockies A.
campaign at the earliest possible moment. There
is a splendid promis in this capital of the great T. Jones, of the American Sentinel. He gave a
magnificent address last night and fairly captured
state of Illinois.
Again I hav to take the midnight train, and the audience. He has complete mastery of his subthrough the darkling hours sweep on to Chicago. jecl. I want to call attention· to his great book,
Here the world is all agog. A vast and brilliant "'fhe Two Republics." Every Liberal should read
scene opens upon me, such as seldom greets the this book. As a history of church usurpation in
eye of the Pilgrim in gorgeous East or golden West. old Rome and new America, it cannot be surpassed.
I was quite surprised to find that Dr. Greer, one
An infinity of colors is here deftly woven together
in wondrous array-flags and pennons and streamers of the elected vice-presidents of the Union, was an
of all nations floating in harmonious splendor, old campaigner with me in Utah, when I first struck
miles and miles of blazing effulgence. Oceans of that biblical country. We traveled for miles tomusic entrance, filling the air from a thousand in- gether over the mountains, eight thousand feet
struments, while numberless troops-children and high, to Tintie, where I got ahead of all the
men in gay uniforms~march to the inspiring churches and gave a Freethought lecture before
strains. The superb bloorri. of all the centuries the voice of a priest was heard in that lofty region.
flashes its radiant glory in the streets of marvelous It was too high for hell-fire to reach it. I shall
never forget that trip, and I was simply taken
Chicago.
.
I must, however, leave this animating scene and aback when I found that Dr. Greer, of Chipursue my journey· to Rochelle, where Wettstein is cag,), was my genial and sturdy companion of that
waiting for me, and here, around his genial fireside, mountainous journey, almost to the skies. The
we renew old memories. Otto does not grow old a doCtor has had a hard fight with the ecclesiastics,
The Bogard Brothers-Z. T. Bogard and W. A. bit, and he wages the warfare valiantly against the but like myself he has not lost in weight. We are
Bogard-are the original Infidels of this section ; gods and the gods are fleeing. The torch of reason still ready for another campaign.
but they are thoroughly respected by their Chris- prevails:
·
It was a pleasure to meet Mrs. Monroe and
tian neighbors, and are not boyr.otted on account
"Baby" Uonroe, wife and daughter of our famous
of their opinions. The firm of Bogard & Rhodes
Rochelle is an orthodox place, and I don't hav a Dr. J. R Monroe, and the spir~t of the noble dead
does the largest business at this point. Ur. E. W. large audience, but I hav an appreciativ one, and is in the- inheritors of his renown: They carry onRhodes is on the Liberal side, although he has had I enjov meeting. these friends, who come, some of ward the light of reason, and glory of liberty.
to suffer on account of his unflinching attitude. them, ten or fifteen miles to attend the lecture.
My next notes will be written from the bosom of
But he is true blue whatever may happen. I wish There are Jas. Smith and Elmer Smith, and John the Rockies.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
there were more Freethought ladies in this com- Yetter and wife, of Stewart, and Ur. and Mrs.
munity, for with their assistance a splendid prog- Hazleton, of Kings, and Frank Praetz and son, and
Lectures and Meetings.
ress could be made. I hope Ur. Rhodes will others, who make a generous rally. Rochelle looks
THE
Newark
Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, corner
persuade some gentle lady to unite in this noble to the dawn. The man with the badge-pin carries
of Market street.-Sunday afternoon, November 6th, at
cause. I enjoyed the hospitality of Ur. and Mrs. the day.
3 o'clock, Van Buren Denslow, of New York, on "ProWettstein and PJ.yself take the early train Friday
Z. T. Bogard. In their large house the generous
tection and Wages. "
·,table was spread for all alike-the believer and the for Chicago. We meet Mrs. Wettstein and friends,
unbeliever.
and. as by good fortune tickets are furnished for
S. P. PUTN'AM's lecture appointments for Ootober and
Mr. and Urs. A. Schram, F. M. Oakley, Joseph the dedication exercises and away we go with the Novemher:
Mayes, W. S. Crass, the McWaters Brothers, are vast crowd to the greatest building on earth, with Reno, Nev .......... Nov. 6, 71 Independence, Cal.,
Nov. 17-20
:among our supporters here. Col. Bart vVood in- an area of forty-four acres. This was the first time Bishop Creek and
27
traduced me at the lecture. Everything went off I had visited the Fair grounds. A marvel of beauty Round Valley, Cal. '' 9-14 Stockton, Cal.. .... "
pleasantly, but Golden Pond will not soon forget and grandeur bursts upon me. The immense buildTHE Manhattnn Liberal Club lectures for October are
the excitement of the occasion.
The waves of ings, with wonderful columns and roofs and aS" follows. The Club meets at 220 E. 15th st.reet:
thought are rolling on.
.
domes, present a scene of. unrivaled magnifiNovember 4th, "The Coming Party," T. B. Wakeman.
Golden Pond presents a beautiful appearance at cence. It is a sublime and amazing spf)ctacle,
November 11th, "The True Liberty in Marriage,"
this season of the year. The fields and woods and. the mighty crown of man's long career. The Ruth Dennis.
November 18th, "The Spirit of Islam," A. L. Rawson.
gentle declivities stretch away in quiet and pictur- main hall of the manufacturers' building covers
November 25th, "The Prohibition Craze and Its Reesque effulgence.
The autumn colors decorate ten acres, one roof swinging over it all. Be- sults,"
Henry Nichols.
the varied scenes. I shall long remember Golden neat!b. this vast expanse two hundred thousand
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH's lecture appointments are:
Pond and my friends here, and the battle for Free- people are gathered. Like a bank of glittering
thought.
.
roses on one side of the hall shines the chorus, Columbus, 0 ...... Nov.
6 Granite, Mont..... Dec.25, 26
13 Missoula, Mont... " 27, 28
· On Monday I go to Cadiz, Ky., where I lecture in..· five thousand people in one mass, from whence Cincinnati, 0 ...... "
Ill....... " 16, 17 Rosalia, Wash..... " 29-31
the evening at the courtroom. I hav a good au- . ~elod~es roll like _sweet and lof~y t_hunders. The Centralia,
Chicago, Ill ......... " 27-30 Reardon, Wash ... Jan. 10-12
dience, qut no ladies are present. It is pioneer · Imposmg ceJ.·.emomes of the dedwatwn ar~ ca~tght Menomonie, Wis.Dec.
1 Seattle, Wash..... " 14, 15
2, 3 Merced, Cal.. ...... Feb. 19, 20
work at Cadiz, but some of the best people of the . by the ey(' a~d not by the ear, ~~d the mmd IS al- Neilsville, Wis.... "
27
place are Freethinkers, and it is hoped that in the ; m~st overwhelmed by the prodigiOus and accu~u Crookston, Minn. " 14, 51 Savannah, Cal..... "
future I may continue and bring out the latent . latm~ spl~ndo.1~ of sound an~ color, the swaymg Jamestown, Minn " 18, 19 El Monte, Cal..... " J?S, 29
Liberals along the.line of the Northern Pacific Q.esiring
elements of progress in this handsome rural town, mult~tudes of J~yous and exmted people. In the
lectures
should address him at 345 W. Randolph street,
the county-seat of Trig county, and one of the· evemn~, outflamm~ the sta~s, the fireworks g~m the
prettiest places in the state. The peo"ple that I · s_ky With " sweepmg glones and long t~ams of Chicago.
met here are most cordial and intelligent, and ad- . hght." So passes the great gala day of Chwago.
"MR. EDITOH: The Ohio Liberal Society would like to
·vanced thought will always find a welcome.
On Saturday morning the first one I greet is hav Miss Voltairine de Cleyre deliver a lecture in CincinI am up at 3 o'clock Tuesday morning, and im : Fr~nklin Steiner, our brave young worker of Des nati, but, as she is liltationed at Philadelphia, the cost of a
the darkness, with the lustrous morning star shill!- : Mou~es.. I was glad to meet our youthful and en- lecture would be more than the society could well afford.
ing above, I take coach twelve miles away to the: ·~ thusrastw comrade. He has plenty of fire and en- If any societies along the route would engage Miss de
Ciey1·e for lectures we could then obl;ain her services at
railroad station. From here I go to Princeton, Ky. i ergy for the great work of Freethought.
less cost, as the railroad fare would be less. If any soI am sorry that I do not hav time to stop off and · Sunday, Monday, and Tt~esday are the ~ays of cieties between here and Philadelphia care to hav a lectsee Liberal friends-Mr. Eldred, Mr. Culett, and· the Congress of the Amencan Secular Umon. A ure from Miss de Cleyre the undersigned would be
others. I arrive at Paducah, and find that my : good Congress has been held. Fellowship prevails. ~bliged if they would notify him as soon as possible.
trunk is left far behind and I mu,;t telegraph and!.: 1\fisapprehensions hav been removed. There is a ANDREW Hooo, Secretary, 215 West Seventh street, Cinhunt it up. I am thus compelled to go to d. Lours:, better understanding than ever before: There has cinnati, 0."
oy way of Fulton, Ky., at extra expense and time. : been a change of front and there will be better
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free
I hav to take a mixed train to Fulton: and the di:~ · work. In fact, things hav been straightened out
tance, fifty miles, is traversed in six hours. I am J, and we can all go ahead with lively hope. There on application.
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Ernest Renan.•
Blessed are those
Whose blood and judgment are so well co-mingled
That they are not a. pipe for fortune's finger
To sound what stop she please.
Ernest Renan is dead. Another source of light;
another force of civilization; another charming
personality; another brave soul, graceful in
thought, generous in deed; a sculptor in speech, a
colorist in words-clothing all in the poetry born
of a delightful union of heart and brain-has passed
to the realm of rest.
Reared under the influences of Catholicism,
educated for the priesthood, yet by reason of his
natural genius, he began to think. Forces that
utterly subjugate and enslave the mind of medioc. rity sometimes rouse to thought and action the
superior soul.
Renan began to think-a dangerous thing for a
Catholic to do. Thought leads to doubt, doubt to
investigation, investigation to truth-the enemy of
all superstition.
He lifted the Catholic extinguisher from the
light and flame of reason. He found that his mental vision was improved. He read the scriptures
for himself, examined them as he did other books
not claiming to be inspired. He found the same
mistakes, the same prejudices, the same miraculous
impossibilities in the book attributed to God that
he found in those known to have been written l;>y
men.
Into the path of reason, or rather into tb.e highway, Renan was led by Henriette, his sister, to
whom he pays a tribute that has the perfume of a
perfect flower.
"I was," writes Renan, "brought up by women
and priests, and therein lies the whole explanation
of my good qualities and of my defects." In most
that he wrote is the tenderness of woman, only now
and then a little touch of the priest showing itself,
mostly in a reluctance to spoil the ivy by tearing
down some prison built by superstition.
In spite of the heartless " scheme " of things he
still found it in his heart to say, " When God shall
be complete, he will be just," at the same time saying that " nothing proves to us that there exists in
the world a central consciousness-a soul of the
univers~and nothing proves the contrary." So,
whatever was the verdict of his brain, his heart
asked for immortality. He wanted his dream, and
he was willing that others should have theirs. Such
is the wish and will of all great souls.
He knew the church thoroughly and anticipated
what would finally be written about him by churchmen: " Having some experience of ecclesiastical
writers I can sketch out in advance the way my
biography will be written in Spanish in some Catholic review of Santa Fe in the year 2,000. Heavens!
how black I shall be ! I shall be so all the more,
because the church when she feels that she is lost
will end with malice. She will bite like a mad
dog."
The time has arrived when Jesus must become a
myth or a man. The idea that he was the infinite
God must be abandoned by all who are not religiously insane. Those who have given up the claim
that he was God, insist that he was divinely
appointed and illuminated; that he was a perfect
man-the highest possible type of the human race,
and consequently, a perfect example for all the
world.
As time goes on, as men get wider or grander or
more complex ideas of life, as the intellectual horizon broadens, the idea that Christ was perfect may
be modified.
The New Testament seems to describe several individuals under the same name, or at least one individual who passed through several stages or
phases of religious development. Christ is described as a devout Jew, as one who endeavored to
comply in all respects with the old law. Many sayings are attributed to him consistent with this idea.
He certain!! was a Hebrew in belief and feeling
when he srud "Swear not by Heaven because it is
God's throne, nor by earth for it is his footstool; nor by Jerusalem, for it is his holy city."
These reasons were in exact accordance with the
mythology of the Jews. God was regarded simply
as an enormous man, as one who walked in the garden in the cool of the evening, as one who ha.d met
man face to face, who h11.d conve1·sed with Moses
fo_r forty days ~pon Mount Sinai, as a great king,
With a throne m the heavens, using the earth to
rest his feet upon, and regarding Jerusalem as his
holy city.
Then we find plenty of evidence that he wished
• Extraote from a. paper in the North American Re·
view for November. The Review containing the article
complete will be sent for 50 cents.

to reform the religion of the Jews; to fulfill the law,
not to abrogate it. Then there is still another
change: he has ceased his efforts to reform that religion and has become a destroyer. He holds the
temple in contempt and repudiates the idea that
Jerusalem is the holy city. He concludes that it is
unnecessary to go to some mountain or some building to worship or to find God, and insists that the
heart is the true temple, that ceremonies are useless,
that all pomp and pride and show are needless, and
that it is enough to worship God under heaven's
dome, in spirit and in truth.

.

.

We know now-if we know anything-that Jesus
was mistaken about the coming of the end, and we
know now that he was greatly controled in his
ideas of life by tbat mistake. Believing that the
end was near, he_ said, " Take no thought for the
morrow, what ye shall eat or what ye shall drink or
wherewithal ye shall be clothed." It was in view
of the destruction of the world tbat he called th~
attention of his disciple!:! to the lily that toiled not
and yet excelled Solomon in the glory of its raiment.
Havirig made this mistake, having acted upon it,
certainly we cannot now say that he was perfect in
knowledge~
.
He is regarded by many millions as the impersonation of patience, of forbearance, of meekness
and mercy, and yet,· according" to the account, he
said many extremely bitter words, and threatened
eternal pain.
We also know, if the account be true, that he
cl"aimed to have supernatural power, to work
miracles, to cure the blind and to raise the dead, and
we know that he did nothing of the kind. So if the
writers of the New Testament tell the .truth as to
what Christ claim~d, it is absl!rd to say that he was
a perfect man. If honest, he was deceived, and
those who are deceived are not perfect.
There is nothing in the New Testament, so far as
we know, that touches. o:ri the duties of nation to
I).ation, or of nation to its citizens; nothing of
human liberty ; not one word about education ;
not tl;te faintest hint that there is i!uch a thing as
science; nothing calculated to stimulate industry,
commerce, or invention ; not one word in favor of
art, of music or anything calculated to feed or
clothe the body, nothing to develop the brain of
man.
Renan, in spite of his education, regarded Christ
as a man, and did the best he could to account for
the miracles that had been attributed to him, for
the legends that had gathered about his name, and
the impossibilities connected with his career, and
also tried to account for the origin or birth of these
miracles, of these legends, of these myths, including the resurrection and ascension. I am not
satisfied with all the conclusions he reached or with
all the paths he traveled. The refraction of light
caused by passing through a woman's tears is
hardly a sufficient foundation for a belief in so
miraculous a miracle as the bodily ascension of
Jesus Christ.
There is another thing attributed to Christ that
seems to me conclusive evidence against the claim
of perfection. Christ is reported to have said that
all sins could be forgiven except the sin against the
Holy Ghost. This sin, however; is not defined.
Although Christ died for the whole world, that
through him all might be saved, there is this ·one
terrible exception: Th -::re is no salvation for those
who have sinned, or who may hereafter sin, against
the Holy Ghost. Thousands of persons are now in
asylums, having lost their rJ3ason because of their
fear that they had committed this unknown, this
undefined, this unpardonable sin.
It is said that a Roman emperor went through a
form of publishing his laws or proclamations, posting
them so high on pillars that they could not be read,
and then took the lives of those who ignorantly
violated these unknown laws. He was regarded as
a tyrant, as a murderer. And yet, what shall we
say of one who declared that the sin against the
Holy Ghost was the only one that could not be forgiven, and. t~en left an ignorant world to guess
what that sm 1s? Undoubtedly this horror is an interpolation.
There is something like it in the Old Testament.
It is asserted by Christians that the Ten Commandments are the foundation of all law and of all
civilization, and you will find lawyers insisting that
the Mosaic code was the first information that man
received on the subject of law; that befo.r~ that
time the world was withoqt any knowledge of justice or mercy. If this be true the Jews had no
di~e laws, no real instruction on any legal subject
until the Ten Commandments were given. Conseq,uently, befo~e that time there had been proclaimed or published no law againi!t the worship of
other gods or of idols. Moses had been qn Mo~t

Sinai talking with Jehovah. At the .end of the
dialogue he received the tables of stone and started
down .the mountain for the purpose of imparting
this information to his followers.
When he
reached the camp he heard music. He saw people
dancing, and he found th!tt in his absence Aaron
and the rest of the people had cast a molten calf
which they were then worshiping. This so enraged
Moses that he broke the tables of stone and made
preparations for the punishment of the Jews. Remember that they knew nothing about this law,
and, according to the modern Christian claims,
could not have known that it was wrong to melt gold
and silver and mold it in the form of a calf. And
yet Mose~ killed about thirty thousand of these
people for having violated a law of which they had
never heard ; a law known only to one man and
one God.. Nothing could be more unjust, more
ferocious, than this ; und yet it can hardly be said
to exceed in cruelty the announcement that a
certain sin was unpardonable and then failure to
define the sin. Possibly, to inquire what the sin is,
is the sin.
· Renan regards Jesus as a man, and his work gets
its value from the fact that it is written from a
human standpoint;• At the same time, consciously
or unconsciously, or maybe for the purpose of
sprinkling a little holy water on the heat of religious
indignation, he now and then seems to speak of him
as more than human, or as having accomplished
something that man could not.
He asserts that "the gospels are in part legendary; that they contain many things not true ; that
they are full of miracles and of the supernatural."
At the same time he insists tl:at these legends,
these miracles, these supernatural things do not
affect the truth of the probable things contained in
these writings. He sees and sees clearly, that there
is no evidence that Matthew, or Mark, or Luke, or
John wrote the books attributed to them ; that, as
a matter of fact, the mere title of "according to
Matthew;"" according to Mark," shows that they
were written by others who claimed them to be in
accordance with the stories that had been told by
Matthew or by Mark. So Renan takes the ground
that the gospel of Luke is founded on anterior documents and "is the work of a man who selected,
pruned, and combined, and that the same man
wrote the Acts of the Apostles and in the same
way."
.
The gospels were certainly written long after the
events described, and Renan finds the reason for
this in the -fact that the Christians believed that the
world was about to end; that, consequently, there
was no need of composing books·; it was only
necessary for them to preserve in their hearts during the .little margin of time that remained a lively
image of him whom they. soon expected to meet in
the clouds. For this reason the gospels themselves
had but little authority for one hundred and fifty
years, the Christians relying on oral traditions.
Renan shows that there was not the slightest
scruple about inserting additions in the gospels,
variously combining them, and in completing some
by taking parts from ethers; that the books passed
from hand to hand, and that each one transcribed
in the margin of his copy the words and parables
he had fountl elsewhere which touched him; that it
was not until human tradition became weakened
that the text bearing the names of the Apostles became authoritative.
In the gospel of John you will find the metaphysics of the church. There you find the second
birth. There you find the doctrine of the aton/ment clearly set forth. There you find that God died
for the whole world, and that whosoever believeth
not in him is to be damned. There is nothing of
tho kind in Matthew. Matthew makes Christ say·
thv.L, if you will forgive others, God will forgive
yo::t. The gospel " according to Mark " is the
samo. So is the gospel " according to · Luke."
l'here is nothing about salvation through belief,
nothbg about the atonement. In Mark, in the
1st e~;apter, the Apostles are told to go into all the
world and preach the gospel, with the statement
that whoever believed and was baptized should be
saved, and whoever failed to believe should be
damned. But we now know that that is an interpolation. Consequently, Matthew, Mark, and Luke
never had the faintest conception of the " Christian
religion." They knew nothing of the atonement,
nothing of salvation by faith-nothing. So that,
if a man had read only Matthew, Mark, and Luke,
and had strictly followed what he found, he would
have found himself, after death, in perdition.
Renan finds that certain portions of the gospel
" according to John " were added later ; that the
entire twenty-first chapter is an interpolation ; also
that many places bear the traces of erasures and
corrections. So he says that it would be " impos--
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sible for anyone to compose a life of Jesus, with any
meaning in it, from the discourses which John
attributes to hi:m, and he holds that this gospel of
John is full of preaching, Christ demonstrating
himself; full of argumentation, full of stage effect,
devoid of simplicity, with long arguments after
each miracle, stiff and awkward discourses, the tone
of which ·is often false and unequal." He also insists that there are evidently "artificial portions,
variations like that of a musician improvising on a
given theme." ·
In spite of all this, Renan, willing ~o soothe the
prejudice of his time, takes the ground that the
four canonical gospels are authentic, that they date
from the first century, that the authors were,
generally spe~king, those to whom they are attributed ; but he insists that their historic value is
very diverse. This is a backhanded stroke. Admitting, first, that they are authentic; second, that
they were written about the end of the first century ; third, that they are not of equal value, disposes, so far as he is concerned, of the dogma of
inspiration.
One is at a loss to understand why fou:r gospels
should have been written. .A.s a matter of fact there
can be only one true account of any Occurrence, or
of any number of occurrences. Now, it must be
taken for granted, that an inspired account is true.
Why then should there be four inspired accounts 1
It may be answered that all were not to write the
entire story. To this the reply is that all attempted
to cover substantially the same ground.
·
Many years ago the early fathers thought it
necessary to say why there were four inspired books,
and some of them sstid, because there were four
cardinal directions and the gospels fitted the north,
south, east, and west. Others said that there were
four principal wl.nds-a gospel for each wind.
They might have added that some animals have four
legs.
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account, according to Renan, "always implies creBut there is another point in connection with
dulity or imposture "-probably both.
this matter: If Christ was God, then the Jews
It does not seem possible to me that Christ could not have killed him without his consent; and
claimed for himself what the Testament claims for according to the orthodox creed, if he had not been
him. These claims were made by admirers, by sacrificed, the whole world would have suffered
followers, by missionaries.
eternal pain. Nothing can exceed the meanness
When the early Christians went to Rome they of the prejudice of Christians against the Jewish
found plenty of demigods. It was hard to set aside people. They should not be held responsible for
the religion of a demigod by telling the story of a their savage ancestors, or for their belief that J eman from Nazareth. These missionaries, not to be hovah was an intelligent and merciful God, superior
outdone in ancestry, insisted-and this was after to all other gods. Even Christians do not wish to
the gospel " according to St. John" had been be held responsible for the Inquisition, for the Torwritten-that Christ was the son of God. Matthew quemadas and the John Calvina, for the witchbelieved that he was the son of David, and the burners ard the Quaker-whippers, for the slavemessiah, and gave the genealogy of Joseph, his traders and child-stealers, the most of whom were
f~tther, to support that claim.
believers in our "glorious gospel," and many of
In the time of Christ no one imagined that he whom had been born the second time.
was of divine origin. This was an aftergrowth.
Renan did much to civilize the Christians by tellIn order to place themselves on an equality with ing the truth in a charming and convincing way
pagans they started the claim of divinity, and also about the "People of Israel." Both sides are
took the second step requisite in that country: greatly indebted to him : one he has ably defended,
First, a god for his father, and second, a virgin for and the other greatly enlightened.
his mother. This was the pagan combination of
Having done what good he could in giving what
gre11tness, and the Christians added to this that he believed was light to his fellowmen, he had no
Christ was God.
fear of becoming a victim of God's wrath, and so he
. It is hard to agree with the conclusion reached laughingly said: "For my part I imagine that if
by Renan, that Christ formed and jntended to form the eternal in his severity we;re to send me to hell
a church. Such evidence, it seems to me, is hard I should succeed in escaping from it. I would
to find in the Testament. Christ seemed to satisfy send up to my creator a supplication that would
himself, according to the Testament, with a few make him smile. The course of reasoning by which
statements, some of them exceedingly wise and I would prove to him that it was through his fault
tender, some utterly impracticable and some in- that I was damned would be so subtle that he
tolerant.
would find some difficulty in replying. The fate
If we accept the conclusions reached by Renan which would suit me best is purgatory...c....a charming
we will throw away, the legends without founda- place, where many delightful romances begun on
tion; the miraculous legends ; and everything in- earth must be uontinued."
Such cheerfulness, such good philosophy, with
consistent with what we know of nature. Very little will be left-a few sayings to be found among cap and bells, such banter and blasphemy, such
those attributed to Confucius, to Buddha, to sound and solid sense drive to madness the priest
Krishna, to Epictetus, to Zeno, and to many ·others. who thinks the curse of Rome can fright the world.
Some of these sayings are full of wisdom, full of How the snake of superstition writhes when he
kindness, and others rush to such extremes that finds that his fangs have lost their poison.
Renan reached the conclusion that the gospels
He was one of the gentlest of men-one of the
they touch the borders of insanity. When struck
are neither biographies after the manner of Sueon one cheek to turn the other, is really joining a fairest in discussion, dissenting from the views of
tonius nor :fictitious· legends in the style of Philosconspiracy to secure the triumph of brutality. To others with modesty, presenting his own with clear"
tratus, but that they are legend ry biographies like
agree not to resist evil is to become an accomplice ness and candor. His mental manners were excelthe legends of the saints, the lives of Pl •tinus and
of all injustice. We must .not take from industry, lent. He was not positive as to the "unknowable."
Isidore, in which historical truth and the desire to
from patriotism, from virtue, the right of self· He said "perhaps." He knew that. knowledge is
present models of virtue are combined in various
good if it increases the happiness of man; and he
defense.
degrees; that they are "inexact;" that they "confelt that superstition is the assassin of liberty and
tain numerous- errors and discordances." So he
It had been contended for many years that no one civilization. He lived a life of cheerfulness, of intakes the ground that twenty or thirty years after
could pass judgment on the veracity of the script- dustry, devoted to the welfare of mankind. He
Christ his reputation had greatly increased, that
ures who did not understand Hebrew. This posi- was a seeker of happiness by the highway of the
" legends had begun to gather about him like
tion was perfectly absurd. No man needs to be a natural, a destroyer of the dogmas of mental declouds," that "death added to his perfection, freestudent of Hebrew to know that the shadow on the formity, a worshiper of Liberty and the Ideal. .A.s
ing him from all defects in the eyes of those who
dial did not go back several degrees to convince a he lived, he 'died-hopeful and serene-and now,
had loved him, that his followers wrested the
petty king that a boil was not to be fatal. Renan, standing i:J?. imagination by his grave, we ask: Will
prophecies so that they might fit him. They said,
however, filled the requirement. He was an excel- the night be eternal1 The brain says, Perhaps ;
'he is the messiah.' The messiah was to do certain lent Hebrew scholar. This was a fortunate circum- while the heart hopes for the Dawn.
things ; therefore Jesus did certain things. Then
•
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
stance, because it answered a very old objection.
an account would be given of the doing." All of
The founder of Christianity was, for his own sake,
which of course shows that there can be maintained taken from the divine pedestal and allowed to stand
The .American Secular Union Congress.
no theory of inspiration.
like other men on the earth, to be judged by what
From among the hundreds of thousands of
he said and did, by his theories, by his philosophy, visitors who crowded Chicago, as it never was before,
Renan reaches the conclusion, proving every step by his spirit.
to attend the dedicatory exercises of the World's
that he takes, that the four principal documentsNo matter whether Renan came to a correct con- Fair, some twenty-five Freethinkers remained to
that is to say, the four gospels-are in "flagrant clusion or not, his work did a vast deal of good. attend the Sixteenth Annual Congress of the Americontradiction one with another." He attacks, and He convinced many that implicit reliance could not can Secular Union, several expressing their regrets
with perfect success, the miracles of the:;scriptures, be placed upon the gospels, that the gospels them- that when railroad fares had been so favorable a
and upon this subject says: "Observation, which selves are •.of unequal worth ; that they were de- greater gathering had not been drawn together.
has never once been falsified, teaches us that mira- formed by ignorance and falsehood, or, at least, by
The "Old Forum" was the appointed place of
cles never happen, but in times and countries in mistake; that if they wished to save the reput~>tion meeting, but how unlike the Forum of the days of
which they are believed and before persons disposed of Christ they must not rely wholly on the gospels, the Chicago Secular Union's triumphs. Then it
to believe them. No miracle ever occurred in the or on what is found in the New Testament, but had been repainted. The aisles were carpeted, the
presence of men capable of testing its miraculous they must go farther and examine all legends touch- permanent seats were cushioned, a paid quartet
character." He further takes the ground that no ing him. Not only so, but they must throw away were accompanied by the peals of an organ, and
contemporary miracle will bear inquiry, and that the miraculous, the impossible, and the absurd.
over the central arch was suspended a cross, surconsequently it is probable that the miracles of
mounted by an American flag. Now the builJing
~o~-ntiquity which have been performed in popular
He did another great service, not only to Jews, is barren and bare. The seats hav been removed
gatherings would be shown to be simple illusion, but to Christendom, by writing the history of " The and it is now usually rented for indoor baseball
were i~ possible to criticise them in detail. In the People of Israel." Christians for many centuries games and dances of a not very exclusiv class.
name of universal experience he banishes miracles have persecuted the Jews. They have charged
It was a lovely October morn, clear but cool, S;mfrom history.
These were brave things to do, them with the greatest conceivable c~:ime-with day, the 23d, when President C. B. Waite called ihe
things that will bear good fruit. .A.s long as men having crucified an infinite God. This absurdity Congress to order and delivered the following adbeUeve in miracles, past or present, they remain has hardened the hearts of men and poisoned the dress:
the prey of superstition. The Catholic is taught minds of children. The persecution of the Jews is
To-day we are an astonished people. Knowing that
that miracles were performed anciently not only, the meanest, the most senseless and cruel page in
government was founded upon tile prinoiples oi. civil
but that they are still being performed. This is history. Every civilized Christian should feel on our
and religious liberty, we rested quictlv under the clamor
consistent inconsistency.
Protestants teach a his cheeks the red spots of shame as he reads the for religious legislation, not believing for a moment that
double doctrine: That miracles used to be per- wretched and infamous story. The flame of this Congress would yield to such demands. Now we awake
formed, that the laws of nature used to be violated, prejudice is fanned and fed in the Sunday-schools from our lethargy to find a union of church and state
already inaugurated, and all branches of the governbut that no miracle is performed now. No Prot- of our day, and the orthodox minister points ment
fully committed to the requirements of a religious
estant will admit that any miracle was performed proudly to the atrocities perpetrated against the hierarchy.
The character of this religio-political despotism which
by the Catholic church.
Otherwise, Protestants Jews by the barbarians of Russia as evidences of
could not be justified in leaving a church with whom the truth of the inspired scriptures. In every is to take the place of our free institutions has not yet
been fully developed-the particulars are not all arranged.
the God of miracles dwelt. So every Protestant wound God puts a tongue to proclaim the truth of It has not yet been determined which of the two grand
has to adopt two kinds of reasoning: that the- laws his book.
divisions of the church shall in the first instance repreIf the charge that the Jews killed God were true, sent the Christian religion, much less hav the subsequent
of Nature used to be violated and that miracles used
to be performed, but that f?ince the apostolic age it is hardly reasonable to hold those who are now struggles for precedence in the favored party itself been
and provided for. That is in case it should
Nature has had her way and the Lord has allowed living responsible for what their ancestors did anticipated
be the Protestant party. If it should be the Catholic
nearly
nineteen
centuries
ago.
facts to exist and to hold the :field. ·.A. ·supernatural
party, there would not, perhaps, be much discUBilion,
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But these questions will soon arise, and their decision ment of the movement, all had some good elements
will be forced upon the government.
about them.
Mr Wakeman preferred that the name should
Lack of. space precludes our giving more of the be ch~nged, and gave. an elaborate defi~itio~ ~ro~
address. It was well received.
a scientific standpoillt of the word
rebgwn,
B. F. Underwood moved that the president be which word, he regretted, however,_ would be very
authorized to appoint a committee on cred.enti:Us, a obnoxious to Freethinkers. He behaved the states
committee on resolutions, and one on nomillatwns. should be organized after th~ :man~er they_ hav reH. C. Bennett moved to strike out all but ~hat cently done in Ohio, explaillillg ill deta~ ~hat
portion. relating to the committee on credentials, might be accomplished by such state orgamzatwns
which was passed.
.
under proper leadership. Mr. Wake_man thought
The chairman appointed as such committee Dr. good material for lecturers and ~rgamzers could_ be
Greer, Geo. Borst, Alfred Schaffner, G. Sharpl~ss, found in every state and almost ill every large mty.
all of Chicago ; and G. W. De~enbaugh, of BriDI- However, there ought to be some check; such lectfield, Ind. This committee was illstructed to report urers should receive the indorsement of an exat the afternoon session.
amining board, so that it should be shown they
The president thought that was a good time for were qualified intellectually and morally to go out
the secretary to read the annual report.
.
in the field and labor. The question would be
The report had very little progress t~ poill.t out, asked as we had no money, how we were going to
merely that a meeting had been held ill Chicag~, enga~e in all this. The way to accomplish that
and that the secretary had written numerous arti- was to forage on the enemy. That was what Mr.
cles and letters ; that the president had prot~sted Putnam had been doing for years and he, Mr.
against the prohibition, by Congress,_ of the dehvery Putnam, looked as though he had done pretty w~ll.
of ice in the District of Columbia on Sunday.
[Laughter, in which the rotund Putnam heartily
There was a very foolish allusion to leaving her
joined.] By foraging on the enemy the Morm~ns
enemies to be ground out exceedingly fine by the
had become a power. Among them, when a saillt
gods, or something to that effect,. and t?en she was commissioned to go out and convert the gentendered her resignation-with a strmg to It.
tiles, he had to pull up stakes and light out. He
After these flights of rhetoric and lack of results had to take his chances, and they were scarcely
the Congress seemed anxious to adjourn to 2:30P.M., ever known to fail. Neither did the early Apostles
as many had to wear their overcoats, the atmosphere hav any fat salary behind them, but their ideas had
being so chilly.
grown apace. We must do the same if we are to
At 3 P.M. the credentials committee confessed that succeed.
, they were unable to report, nor would they be until
It was evident from Mr: Wakeman's remarks that
next day.
a good deal of changes were necessary to make the
H. C. Bennett moved that the committee should American Secular Union, as now constituted, meet
report at the commencement of the even~ng session, his approbation, and his address was listened to
which motion was accepted, and the sesswn devoted with marked attention and frequently applauded.
Horace C. Bennett, president of the Chicago Secto speeches.
John F. Geeting's topic was the "Field of Free- ular Union, one of the few persons of prominence
thought." He reviewed the history of the_ Secular left in that society, almost regretted that he had preSociety from its incipiency to the present time, and pared a speech, as he felt inclined to further elaborate
showed how it had " steadily advanced in spite of the ideas of the previous speaker. His address, on
opposition and discouragements." Mr. Geeting " The Responsibility of the American Secular Union,"
made a plea against the use of the Bible or any was:
form of religious worship in the public schools.
The American Secular .Union is to-day the organizaHe said: "By the use of the Bible and forms of tion of all others which advocates and demands the total
religious worship in the public schools children are divorcement from the affairs of the state of the affairs of
religion. It has no other creed, no other platform, no
taught not how to think but what to think."
other aim.
"Thaddeus of Warsaw," or Thaddeus of New
Had the condition of things which it demands, which
York, ex-president of the National Liberal League, it asserts, existed, it is very doubtful if history's pages
would be blotted and blurred as they are by the severe
made a strong appeal for a reconstruction or cruelty
and blind fanatic revenge which has characterresurrection of the Union, while advocating the ized the conduct of all religious wars.
adoption of his amendment made at the PhiladelAny form of religion, whether Buddhistic, J~wish,
phia session. Mr. Wakeman tool a:s his text Christian or other, would hardly carry on war With anColonel Ingersoll's remarks on "0rgamzed Credu- other Ch;istian or pagan nation without the aid of the
secular government.
lity," pointing out that all this World's Fair furore,
Any union of religion with the secular government as
all this Columbus demonstration, had b"een captured a part and parcel of it if history is correct, becomes a
by organized ignorance for the perpetuation of i-ts terrible power of intolerance and persecution. The inkiud. It had secured the religious sentiment of the fluences of priestcraft and the superstitions created by
nearly every form of religion, when united with the secpeople and through that practically the government ular government, hav impelled the ruling power to obey
of this country. By the power of organization, the and carry out the behests and decrees of the church upon
church, representing only one-third of the people, nonconformists and unbelievers to a degree of cruelty,
forces upon the country a stupendous stupidity. even to the deathfortrivialoffenses, which we of this day
and generation cannot realize.
Think of that in a country established by a WashThe Inquisition, with its terrible cruelties, together
ington, a Jefferson, or a Paine. Under the leader- with all forms of punishment for nonconformists and unship of the founders of this government the gods believers, the remnants and shadow of which hav even
had been dismissed from politics. The late reached this age, would hardly hav occurred were it not
the union of church and state.
decision of the Supreme Court on the question of forThe
cruelties of persecution by one religious sect of
opening the World's Fair on Sunday-like the another, by believers of one form of religion of another,
Dred Scott case decision-is one of fearful fore- would hardly hav existed without the aid of the secular
boding. By that decision superstition has been government.
Divorce church from state absolutely and in every renaturalized. That decision will be the mother of gard.
Let intelligence, reason, and the human attrinumerous offspring, and that before long. It is butes unprejudiced and unbiased by superstition and
practically the end of individual rights.
fanaticism, control governments, and religious questions
there be a trinity or a unity, whether there be a
Since credulity is so powerfully intrenched we whether
personal God or a spiritual God, whether it be necessary
must organize intelligeuce. The Secular Union is to be sprinkled or immersed in order to be born again,
not broad enough as a basis for human social life. or indeed, whether it be necessary to be born again,
We must organize similarly to the Secular societies would be a difference between the opinion of individuals,
wars, persecutions, and cruelties such as hav dimmed
of England, the Positivists of France, or the Frie and
the pages of the history of the human race would hav
Gemeinde of Germany. We must organize not never occurred.
only to enforce our political demands, but become
I hold that religion in its true sense is that within us
a practical substitute for the church. By our which stimulates and generates aspirations for the nobler,
better, and the purer. Religion in its proper sense is
neglect of the social life of man, the church has the
man's private property, and his mode of worship or noncaptured the crowd. We must arrange to attend worship is between him and the Unknowable, the Unthe funerals of members-not permit them to be fathomable Mystery.
When religiOn takes upon itself a form and adopts a
buried like dogs, which the church would do if not
whether it be Buddhistic, Jewish, Christian, or
within their fold; make marriage a secular, not a creed,
other, and forms an alliance with the government of the
religious institution, and make our local societies land to perpetuate and promote itself, then it becomes obthe means of philosophy, of social life, and all noxious, then it loses its true quality of nri~ht, in using
human relations where modern science and modern the tangible to enforce a false life into the mtangible or
spiritual.
intellect can cater to the requirements of man.
Totally divorce your church from your state; then and
To do this many organizations, many integra- not till then will you hav religious liberty in place ·of
tions, are necessary. On the one hand is the offensiv religious authority. The weakness of the church
its appeal to the secular government to enforce its
Secular Union, on the other the Federation of is
theories and its beliefs; its strength would be greater if
America, headed by Mr. Putnam, who might be it followed only the glorious teachings of men like
compared to the gallant knights of old. Then again Socratest of Jesus, and of Theodore Parker.
The mission of the Secular Union is a grand one. Let
to guard against sectarianism in our laws· is the
establish its demands and it would then help alike the
National Defense Association, of which Dr. Foote it
cause of religion in its true sense and the cause of humanis president. All these were essential to the develop- ity in its broadest sense.

1892.
The Secular Union is charged with the responsibility
more than is any other institution. in the lnnd, of pro:
claiming the truth which will d<? away with wars, persecutions, bloodshedd_ing, and_gnefs and sorrows o.f this·
kind in every particular. Wars cannot. be earned on
without the aid of government; persecutiOns hav always
had its sanction.
,
I charge the Liberals, Seculars, and Freethmkers who
asse·mble in this Congress, to bury forever personal
stiife and past animosities, and organize with true Chiistians true. Jews and true men and women everywhere
to co~test for a' secular government in its true sense:
Two-thirds of the people in this country, if the subject
is properly brought to their attention).. in my _judgment,
are in favor of the Nine Demands of 1::lecnlansm, and if
this organization fails to bring its princiJ?les, its ideas,
its aims, and its objects before the Am!Jrican people it
is lacking either in ability or the sense of Its grave responsibilities. In the light of th~ recent act of C<?ngress,
which is in effect a secular assist.mce to God almighty to
keep his day holy, greater reRponsibilities are ~mposed
on thi2 organization. Will it accept them and discharge
the duty and function it has assumed? The answer will
be your action.
SUNDAY EVENING SESSION.

After a song by Miss Love, B. F. Underwood
lectured on "State Secularization." He was followed by a Mr. Tindall, of the Inter-Ocean, on the
Sunday newspaper. Mrs. Freeman occupied the
rest of the evening, her lecture being " Religion in
the Republic."
MONDAY'S SESSION.

The committee on credentials made the following. report:
.
Members and delegates entitled to vote: T. B.
Wakeman, Society of Humanity, New York; S. P.
Putnam, New York Liberal Club; J. W. Harrington,
J. F. Lawrence, Cincinnati Secular Society; Richard
Spencer, Dayton, 0., Secular Union; Geo. Borst, Alfred Schaffner,JehuBarr, Mrs. Ames, H. C. Bennett,
Chicago Secular Union; Franklin Steiner, Des
Moines, Ia.
Charter members: B. F. Underwood, Chicago.
Life members: E. A. Stevens; Jas. A. Greenhill ; G. A. F. de Lespinasse, Mrs. de Lespinasse,
Orange City, Ia.; John Hoog, Brayton, Ia.; Juliet
H. Severance. C. B. Wai'e, J. H. Greer, Mrs. M.A.
Freeman, and. A. M. Freeman, Chicago, ill.; D. A.
Blodgett, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Annual members: M. Reiman; S. G. Sharpless;
S. W. Devenbaugh, Brimfield, Ind.; Otto Wettstein,
Rochelle, Ill.; John F. Geeting, and W. J. Adams,
Chicago, lll.; Alfred E. Doyle, Dayton Secular
Union; LeRoy Dutton;· W. F. Jamieson and Mrs.
W. F. Jamieson; G. Benson, Bucyrus, 0.; J. W.
Hosmer, Jamesville, Minn.; AndrewWillard and B.
Thorpe, Beaver Dam, Wis.; Mrs. Caroline Piper,
Chicago, Ill.
·
The above report was then adopted.
A request was made that a committee on resolutions be appointed. The chair announced as
such committee: B. F. Underwood, T. B. Wakeman, J. F. Geeting, Mrs. Ames, Geo. Borst.
On motion of T. B. W akeme,n it was decided that
the election of officers should take place at the afternoon session.
As the treasurer did not appear with his report
an auditing committee were selected to see to his
accounts.
On motion of S. P. Putnam the committee on
resolutions were instructed to report at the afternoon session, or not later than the evening.
Letters were read from Chas. Watts, Will S.
Andres, Ernest Mendum, L. K. Washburn, R. B.
Westbrook.
The chair introduced a gentleman who had
painted a sketch of Franklin's garret, where, according to his theory, Washington and Jefferson
assembled to write the Declaration of Independence. And the artist desired to paint a large picture for the Union if they felt like indorsing the
idea. The chair appointed Horace C. Bennett, as a
person of artistic culture, to look into the matter
and report.
The chair brought up the question of ·constitutil,mal amendments, and introduced his proposition
as first ·in order, which was: "The repeal of all
laws enforcing the observance of Sunday as the
Sabbath."
Judge Waite stated at length his reasons for this
change.
John F. Geeting opposed the amendment on the
ground that it would result in compelling the laborers to work on Sunday.
Horace C. Bennett proposed to add the words
"as a religious institution."
T. B. Wakeman proposed a lengthy amendment
to the amendment.
After a lively debate participated in by Messrs.
Geeting, T. B. Wakeman, H. C. Bennett, Harrington, and Dr. Severance the amendment as proposed
by C. B. Waite was adopted.
Next in order were the amendments proposed by
T. B. Wakeman, published in THE TRUTH SEEKER
shortly after the congress at Philadelphia.
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a;uy 11ther than a united front to bigotry and supersti- their. credit, so that, when released, they would hav
tiOn. In a fraternal spirit we should discuss the best something with which to start life anew. If they
m_ode of con_ducting the campaign, and carry on the work had families, during such confinement it should be
~1th .~uch yig?r and ten~city of purpose as must ·result
m reestabhshmg the anCient landmarks and restoring to placed at their disposal instead of being handed
our beloved land the principles of civil and religions over to monopolists, who, by this means, grind the
liberty.
working classes so low that it seems that soon their
Resolved, That ·we heartily recognize the fact that
some religious societies and many clergymen throughout only chance for existence will be in the penitenthe country are taking a stand for civil and religious tiaries. The above is scarcely an outline of the
freedom. The Seventh Day Adventists especially form subject, which was handled with the doctor's wella s~r?ng bulwark of liberty against the encroachme,nts of known vigorous style and evoked consider!'l.ble
religwus tyranny. The American Secular Union will applause.
ARTICLE VII.
hav no quarrel with any organization whose purpose is
James K. Abbott followed on "The Saviors of
As it reads now, except after "lecturers" adll "or the total separation of church and state. It will cowork
ao-ents," and after "general objects of the Union" add with all Liberal societies and associations for a secular the World," which, though well written, was a little
government, devoting its whole energies to the overthrow too lengthy for an evening discourse.
'f'or any special objects."
of the common enemy.
ARTICLE IX.
Rev. Alonzo T. Jones spoke on" The Captivity
Resolved, That the persecution of the Seventh Day
After "full list of auxiliary" add "arid of cooperativ
A~ventists in Ten;ness~Ei and other states, where they are of the Republic," his speech being about the most
and federation societies and indivi.duals."
ARTICLE XII.-LOCAL AUXIulARY AND OTHER SOCIETIES AND tned,_ fined, and _Impnsone~, and sent to ~he chain-gang practical of the Congress, proving by public docufor simply obeymg the Bible aml workmg quietly on ments and speeches that the assassins of liberty
STATE ORGANIZATIONS.
1. As it now reads on page seven, and on paooe eight in- Sunday, is a disgrace to the civilization of this country were working insidiously to overthrow religious
all;d demands ~he most earnest e:fforts oLt the part of th~
··
"'
sert this:
2. Auxiliary or federativ societies must agree with this Liberals of this country to repeal those unjust laws u:r;tder freedom. Mr. Jones is perhaps the best authority
on this subject, as he is devoting his life and talents
Union and its congress in regard to state Secularization, which religious liberty is so cruelly violated.
but mfty also ex: tend the principle of Secularization, if· Resolved, 'rhat whi~e t~is Un}on. is OJ?posed to any to this cause.
they desire, to moral, philosophical, educational, and Sabbath or Sunday leglf•latwn which mterferes with perOn motion, the Congress then adjourned till 2
social purposes, including the general conduct of life, or sonal or religious liberty it leaves as outsi,le its special
P.M.
Tuesday.
province
any
restriction
of
the
time
of
labor
by
general
to any other lawful purposes, and will hav their constituTUESDAY AFTERNOON.
tions and proceedings adapted to their general wants and law, but these restrictions should be to limit the number
local objects. All such societies shall be absolutely inde- of hours per day or days per week of labor, without re:
Rev. A. T. Jones gave an exhaustiv and logical
pendent in the administration of their affairs. The effect gard to the rest of the community, or any theological or
discourse on ecclesi·1stical encroachments, his theme
of their charters sha:Il be simply to unite them in cordial religious considerations whatsoever.,
Resolved, That the persecution ef Moses Harman and being "Recent National Measures Uniting Church
fellowship and the efficient cooperation of the freest kind
with this Union and its congress and its local cooperativ Ezra H. Heywood for violation of the so-called Com- and State." He commenced his address with a plea
societies. Neither shall this Union or its congress be stock laws is an outrage against human rights, ao-ainst a
responsible for the acts or utterances of any local or just freedom of the mails and freedom of th: press. for freedom of thought and speech, and quoted the
crooperativ societies, or of any state organization, or of 'rhese men are martyrs to the cause of human liberty. Bible as authority for the statement that every man
They hav committed no crime; hav simply discussed so- has a right to believe as he pleases. Mr. Jones
any individual whatever.
For the purpose of increasing and organizing in the cial questions of supreme importance in their own way then went into an exhaustiv review of the United
several states of the United States local and cooperativ with due respect to the rights of all, and their imprisonsocieties the board of directors is hereby authorized and ment is a violation of the fundamental principles of a sec- States Supreme·Court decision in the Trinity church
directed to aid the formation of such societies by _spe- ular government. These persecutions, equally with that case. Among other things he said: "The Supreme
cial efforts in the several states and to unite them under of D. M. Bennett, are the result of ecclesiastical tyranny Court by its decision in this case makes every man
proper officers into .state organizations for the purpose and bigotry.
in the United States religious, and not only religof the Union and as supporters of the congress, and which
Dr. Greer mov·ed the resolutions be adopted as ious but Christian."
societies may hav other and further objects as above
The speaker was especially severe on Catholics,
stated. .ITo secure and further such state organizations in read.
Mr. Ge~ ting moved to st,rike out 'all that p~rtion claiming that they had manipulated matters so that
each state the board is empowered to appoint lecturers
and organizers in each state. But after the state organi- of the resolutions relating to the Comstock law, as their appropriation had been increased each year
zations are effected they and their local societies shall be it had nothing to do with Secularism.
and now amounted to more than twice as much as
independent in all respects as above· provided in this
That was the signal for Juliet H. Severance to all the other denominations collectivly. The arguarticle.
swing a club at the conservativs with telling effect, ment was closed by an arraignment of the laws of
ARTICLE xm.
After the word "constitution" add "and any state fed~ which brought down the house, and she was ably Tennessee, whereby Seventh Day Adventists are
erativ or coopeiativ society accepted by the congress."
seconded by W. F. Jamieson, who compared the persecuted for the sake of their religion.
These supplementary .resolutions were presented
E. A. Stevens remarked that when the Congress work of Comstock with that of the Inquisition.
had nothing else to do, it very industriously went The resolutions were then adopted with but two and adopted :
to work to chmge the constitution. Attempts for dissenting votes.
Resolved, That whereas the World's Fair will be an
The election of officers being next in order the
years had been made to enlist the lecturers to work
exposition of the world's arts, industries, and progress,
chair
called
for
nominations.
for the organization, but up to the present time
the greatest possible opportunity should be given the
Judge C. B. Waite was proposed for president, public to attend the same, and, as Sunday by circumthese efforts had been utterly futil. The lecturers
would go where it paid them to go, regardless of and no other nominations were made. Mrs. lVI. A. stance is generally observed as a day of rest and recreation, that on Sunday, of all days, the Fair should be
the American Secular Union. He did not think Freeman was the only nominee for secretary. For open, with machinery in full operation, that the people,
treasurer,
Otto
Wettstein
was
the
solitary
nominee,
these amendments would prove of any more imand especially the working people, and their families may
so that a motion was made to elect theru by viva hav the full benefit of the same.
portance.
That the late action of Congress in regard to the closing
The time for (he noon recess having arrived, ac- voce vote, which was done.
of the World's Fair on Sundays is wholly in opposition
For
vice-presidents
the
following
were
nominated:
tion on the amendments was postponed.
the traditions of the country and not consistent with a
Dr. Juliet H. Severance, Dr. G. A. F. de Lespinasse, to
AFTERNOON SESSION.
democratic government, but that such provision, being
Another lengthy ·discussion and explanation H. C. Bennett, T. B. Wakeman, W. F. Jamieson, Dr. beyond the delegated powers of Congress, is inopcrntiv
followed, some fearing that outside societies might Greer, - - Lawrence. Of this number Juliet H. and void.
That the practice of ecclesiastical bodies speculating in
attempt to capture the Congress. ;However, Mr. Severance received thirty-one votes; Dr. de Les- real estate and at the same time refusing the payment of
pinasse
twenty-three;
Dr.
Greer
twenty-two,
and
Wakeman's amendments were finally adopted
taxes is a vicious one, and.we recommend that all laws
T. B. Wakeman the same, and were declared for taxation of church property should be enforced, and
unanimously.
Dr. de Lespinasse's amendment, that life mem- elected. At the suggestion of Mr. Wakeman, the in all cases· where there is no provision made for the same
we recommend the passage of statutes providing for the
bership certificates shall be $10 instead of $25, delegates and members were requested to nominate equitable taxation of church property.
persons from whom the board might select viceThat the practice of appropriating public funds to the
came up for discussion.
Mr. Geeting was opposed, but was willing that a presidents for the several states and organizers. A aid of sectarian institutions should be prohibited, and
that we especially denounce the action of the Cook
$10 life certificate should be good for fifteen years. flood of names followed and the Congress adjourned county
commissioners for misappropriating this year
This created some considerable rueiTiment at Mr. after inviting Mr. Severance to lecture in the even- $45,000 to sectarian schools, the same being in violation
Geeting's expense, but Dr. de Lespinasse's amend- ing, as he had not been put on the program.
of the state constitution and in conflict with the decision
MONDAY EVENING.
of the Illinois supreme court.
ment was adopted, with the further amendment of
That we favor the free public-school system and beThis, as usual with evening sessions, was devoted
T. B. Wakeman that each certificate should be subto speaking. The speakers advertised were James lieve that the state should guarantee to each chiid a secuject to the approval of the Congress.
lar education free from all religious creeds, leaving the
The chairruan of the corumittee on resolutions K Abbott, John E. Remsburg, and Rev. Alonzo T. question of belief and unbeli~f to the conscience of each
Jones.
As
Mr.
Remsburg
did
not
put
in
an
apindividual. We also recommend manual training to be
not having made his appearance since his appointment, T. B. ·wakeman called upon S. P. Putnam pearance Dr. Juliet H. Severance was, by vote of made a part of our public-school system.
The
to read the resolutions he had prepared for the the Congress, invited to take his place.
TUESDAY EVENING.
doctor's
speech
was
one
of
the
best,
if
not
the
best,
committee :
W. F. Jamieson occupied the rostrum on "The
Resolved, That the religious conspiracy for the union of the occasion, and dealt with one-sided efforts of
of church and state in this republic having achieved its some so-called Liberals, who were Liberal only on Church the Thinker·s E!lemy." The discourse was
He dealt
first triumph, an issue of universal importance is now one point and il-Liberal on others, as shown by their erudite, philosophical, and conclusiv.
presented to the Liberals of this country. In the case of boycotting of people who are in advance of them. largely with the persecutions by the church of the
the Trinit.ychurch of New York vs. the United States the In her estimation Liberals should become all-around leaders of intellectual progress.
Supreme Uourt of the United States by another Dred
P. J. O'Shea gave a short, sharp, crisp exterupoScott decision has laid the i'oundation for ecclesias- reformers. She dealt with the laws of propagation,
raneous
address on "Secular Progress," which was
showing
that
there
should
be
as
much
thought
and
ti,•al legislation by deciding in effect that the Christian
religion is a national institut.ion. The loO'ical outcome consideration given to the laws of heredity and highly appreciated.
of the decisiOn is that disbelievers in the Christian relig- natural selection as was given to the raising of
On motion of John F. Geeting a resolution of
ion may hav no rights which believers are bound torecondolence was instructed to be sent to President
cattle.
If
the
taint
of
heredity
was
accepted
as
to
spect. Against this decision the American Secular
Union unflinchingly protests and will do everything in cattle, how much more important when applied to Harrison expressing the sympathy of the Union
its power to reverse this decision by action of the people. the human race. The children of the criminals with him in his bereavement. Dr. Severance opResolved, That the late vote of Congress to close the
posed the resolution, but it was adopted by a
World's Fair on Sunday is revolutionary, unconstitu- should be surrounded by proper environments or majority vote.
there
was
no
possibility
of
lessening
the
causes
of
tional, and most dangerous to civil liberty, and is a crime
Reeolutions of thanks were accorded the press
Crime being largely the consequence of
against the working people, who can only visit the crime.
World's Fair on Sunday. For the first time during the heredity, criminals should be treated more as for generous treatment and to Miss P. A. Love for
hundred years of the existence of this republic hav the diseased persons and placed in scientific asylums; her vocal and instrumental selections.
supporters of Sabbath legislation received the aid of the
President Waite was gratified that the spirit of
national government. 'rhey hav demanded that the and, while it was eminently proper that such persword may be-drawn to enforce conformity to observances sons should labor for their own maintenance during harmony which he had invoked in his opening adwhich when supported only·by persuasion are fast falling confinement, they or their families should be bene- dress had been maintained throughout their deinto oblivion. 'l'he age of religious persecution has not fited with the results of their industry. Every cent liberations, and then he declared the Congress adyet passed. We stand to-day faoing a great •revolution.
'.['he work is too momentous to permit Liberals to present above the cost of their living should be placed to journed.
ARTICLE I.-THE CONGRESS NON-PARTISAN.

The American Secular Union (Congress) islstrictly nonpartisan and non-partisan both in religion and politics, but
. will use any and all honorable means to secure its objects
as abov~ stated. It is not, and will not be, either publicly or privatel;r committed to the advancement of any
system of religiOus belief or disbelief, but honestly welcomes all societies or persons of whatever faith or party
to its deliberations and memberships on the basis of "no
union of church and state." 'rhe word "Secular" is
here used in the broadest sense as applied to the state and
state Secularization, and not to any system of religion
or philosophy, or politics.
'
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of P,riends.

In For Legislation.
SmNAw, MICH., Oct. 15, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: You do not hear from me
v~ry often, but if you are going to legislate as proposed by Mr. Putnam the Hero,
count me one for life.
Send me a catalog of your publications.
Yours for liberty of man, woman, and
child.
IsADoRE GoULETH.

A New Worker.
NoRWALK, CoNN., Oct. 5, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Having come to the conclusion that there is a great deal of work
in the field of Liberaliem to be done, I
hav resolved to go into that field as a lecturer. My terms will be very reasonable,
and I will giv one, or a dozen lectures on
various subjects, just as people desire.
JAMEs E. LARMEs, JR.
If All Would Vote Honestly Ingersoll

Would .Be President.
SAN DIEGo, CAL., Sept. 22, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2.50 in
payment or your very interesting paper.
Ot all the grand wggestions I hav read in
THE TRUTH SEEKER, the one proposing
Colonel Ingersoll for prebident uf this
great country eclipses everything else.
If Ingersoll would run for the honor, and
every honest, intt•lligent man of 'thi"
country would vote as his own conscience
dictates, Robert Ingersoll would be our
prt:sident.
HEHMAN WELISCH.

Makes His (,hristian Friends Ashamed.
CoLFAX, WASH., Oct. 7, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Please inclosed find $1, for
which plettse send me one more copy of
the "Old Testament Stories," and oblige.
Everyone that sees my book wants to burrow it or buy one. I think it is the finest
book ever publil:lhed, and I would nut do
without it f,r ~25, though some of my
Bible backfriends thiuk it is a shame to
hav a book on my cuuuter of that kind. I
a.m trying to get some more books, but
mll at some other time. With best wishes
to all,
GEo. W. HuLL.

in their conventions. I would like to see spirit of peace and so full of invincible
truth that the' Christians' fortress is uiiS. P. Putnam's opinion and others'.
'
.
dermined before the enemy's presence IS
You,rs truly,
0. J. LoVELL.
detected.
J. B. WisE.

An Ex-Catholic Incites Us.
CmcAGo, ILL., Oct. 16, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: The people in this world
are not as they ought to be, and why is it?
Because they fail to investigate and learn
the truth, for when a man or woman becomes an investigator and a truth seeker
they know what ought to be done to better
humanity. They also know their duty
toward their fellow-beings. I came from
strong Roman Catholic stock, and thought
it was my duty to pray and love the almighty God. As much as I prayed to the
unknowing God, I now feel it my duty to
oppose such teaching, as taught to me
from childhood.
I am twenty-fiye years of age. When
sixteen I went out in the wide world to
make my living the best I knew how, and
through experience I learned the truth for
the good of uthei's as well as myself, and
became a Freethinker. :For years I hav
taken your so noble TRUTH SEEKER, ajournal that no Liberal should be v.ithout. It
has grand ideas and advocates goo«j. common serse.
. Being in San Francisco of late years, I
hav had the pleasure uf meeting our grand
Freethought lecturer, Mr .. Putnam, here,
to start the Freetnought Federation, of
which I became a member. lt is the duty
of every good and honest Liberal t" organize. Only through a good and strong
organization will we gain our liberty to
uphultl and advocate .l!'reethought. Christianity is nothing more than a strong organization, and see where it is to-day. Do
nut be too slow, Liberals. Organize at
once before it is too late. Our cause iR a
grand and noble one, one that will ba
~>ooner or later for the best of all humanity.
WILLIAM LEliiPERLE.

Lectures That Make the Preachers Hide.

INDUSTRY, RAN., Oct. 21, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: The Liberal,; of Industry
and the surroundmg country hav j nst had
one of those seasons which help to make
life worth living, and in wh ch we hav bad
our intellectual strength renewed, and
also in which the seed uf Freethought has
been liberally .cattered, plowed deeply into
Literature for Norwegians and Danes. the soil of prejudice and bigotry, where,
SAN FRANCisco, CAL., Oct. 4, 18U2.
if perchance there is a particle of tiLe
MR. EDITOR: l ~il:lh to contribute to the generativ functions of reason left, it will
Literature Fund.
Instead uf sending spring into life and relieve the accursed
money I hav sent you thr"ugh the mail monotony of theological barrenness. To
one hundred copies of my two anti-Catholic Mrs. Judge Krekel, of Kansas City, Mo.,
poems, "Romerkirkens Soiler Vakle" and we award our thanks, and to her belongs
" Giordano Bruno." They are in my the glory of whatever results may follow.
nativ language, the Norwegian, which is She gave, to full houses, three lectur•~s
identical with the Danish. As there are a that were enjoyed by our people with
great number of educated Norwegians and strict attention, apparently appreciated by
Danes in New York, I suppose that these tha masses, and with an ominous silence
poems will find a ready market. They are tolerated by the so-called Christians.
sold in San Francisco for five cents apiece. Mrs. Judge Krekel is doing a good and
I leave it to yourself to make the price in promising work for humanity. She givs
New York.
an opportunity to the clergy, or any beYour sister in Freethought and science liever in the Christian religion, to reply
and universal progress,
to her facts, but nary one could we get to
MRS. ANDREA LINDAL.
reply to her assertions. We had sent spe[Our Norwegian and Danish readers cial invitations to Rev. Mr. Vennum and
will please take notice and act accordingly. Rev. Mr. Smith to attend her course of
-ED. T. S.]
lectures, and said they would also hav an
opportunity to challenge her for debate or
Attend to Money, Not Tariff.
make any replies they wished to, but
neither one of the reverends attended
JOHNSONBURG, p A., Oct. 23, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: The communication from in order to deny her assertions. The Rev.
Henry Burton in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Mr. Vennum is. a very portly and a bold,
October 15th asking the Freethought Fed- God-fearing preacher in our village, and
eration to teach the people how to vote is when he is in the coward's refuge on Sunvery timely. As I understand the ques- days he has the cheek (he calls it the
tion, the solution is not in high tariff, boldness of God) to lie and misrepresent
free trade, or reciprocity. The difference the Freethinkers. But when Mrs. Judge
in wages is not controled that way, but by Krekel was here lecturing he was very
the amount of money in the country, as is silent on Infidelity and went around on
conclusi.vly proved by English manu- the streets looking sickly and downtrodfacturers paying more than the same class den, reminding you more of a dog with
of employers pay in high-protected Ger- his tail cut off, and no doubt murmuring
many. If a man has not studied the finan- to himself and saying, "Is it possible that
cial condition of different countries he I, with the assistance of God almighty, J.
would be liable to be misled to think that Christ, Holy Ghost & Co., cannot hav the
But courage and boldness to defend my blessed
8 high tariff would increase wages.
so good an authority as R. G. Horr said master's cause when the enemy apin the New York Tribune of October 5th proaches?" To be honest he woald hav to
that the advocates of '' the protectiv policy say, "No, I do not." Therefore I can
do not nor never did claim that the high truly recommend Mrs. Judge Krekel to
tariff increased wages." For me, I should anyone wishing Freethought lectures, as
like the privilege of voting for a Liberal her blows are not charged with iconoevery time, but some of them are not clastic thunder, but her fateful arguments
enough politicians to get the nominations are so tempered with fairness and the

Religion and Immorality Iland in Hand.
BliRNETT, TEX., Oct. 13, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Another striking evidence
of the moral influence of religion has come
to light here these days.
A young man, W. C. Wright, express
agent here, and secretary of the Presbyterian .church Sunday-school, was yesterday arraigned before the district court of
Burnett county, charged with the se~uc
tion of a young lady-one of the prettiest,
brightest, and best pupils of the Sun_dayschoolclass. The seduction was committed
under repeated promises of marriage and
other persuasiv allurements. Huving accomplished his pious object, and placed the
young lady in a condition in which it became impossible for her to hide the effects
of his religious influences, he positivly refused to marry her, and went so far as to voluntarily present himself before the grand
jury, who were then formulating an indictment against him, and stated to them that
they might indict him, but that under no
circumstances would he marry her, except, possibly, to save himself from the
penitentiary; and even then he would not
liv with her an hour. Reloved brothers
and sisters, these are the benign results of
religion, church, and Sunday-school
teachings! Let us pray!-that thousands
ann thousands more of such fascinating
and pious'frands may meet with their just
rewards, as this young man did.
The case ·was opened in court yesterday,
and, true to his assertions, when hA saw
tbat the evidence produced became all too
convincing, this venomous young Snndayschool secretary offered to marry his victim. But the court objected on the
ground that the offer was not made in
good faith, ancl the young lady rejected
his offer with scorn; and after the case
had been argued by defense and prosecution and submitted to the jury, tbe jury,
after about two hours' deliberation,
brought in a verdict of guilty, with a sentence of four years in the penitentiary.
The above is a case in which the perpetrator meets with his just reward; but how
many thousands of such cases happen
daily of which the public never becomes
aware, where the victim of such religious
influences is cast on society with her soul
and life poisoned forever, to contaminate
and render wretched the lives of those
with whom she comes in contact.
Yours for better things,
·
C. H. GoETZ.

Who Will Answer?
OAKDALE, CAL., Oct. 14, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I hav not received any
answers to my questions yet. Perhaps
the preachers are waiting till I get all my
questions on file .. I hav been going to
church for seventy years to get the informn,tiondesired, but the hundreds of preachers I hav heard hav all failed to giv me
any insight into the future. I am in
earnest. I wish to ask a question about
original sin:
Is original sin a physical" or a moral
malady? If it is physical-that i@, if we
inherit it, like scrofula or any other disease, why cannot physicians prescribe a
remedy, something like sarsaparilla root?
If it is a soul malady we cannot inherit it,
for we do not get our souls through ordinary generation. Is not the orthodox
creed that souls are emanations from
God, and that they are given some time
after life commences? If so, how can
Adam's sin contaminate them? If it is a
physical malady, and brought death, why
do animals die? Did they eat apples also?
Why do vegetables die? Can they eat apples?
How many creeds are there all .deduced from the scriptures? Answer:
About one thousand (see Buck's Theological Dictionary). Are these creeds all
true? They must be if the scriptures are
the word of God. Are these creeds suitable for an enlightened people? Who
made them? Were not the authors as ignorant as our North American Indians?
Would we allow our North American
Indians to make creeds for us? What did.
the writers of the Bible know about mod-

ern science? Did they not liv by plunder
or by begging? Did not Joshua plunde~
and kill the same kind of heathen that we
are now trying to convert by missionary·
labor? Had, not the heathen subdued by
Joshua souls as well as modern heathen?
If so, why make such ado about saving
souls now? Had not the Apostles all things
common? Were they not Communists? Did they not require that people
should sell their lands aud put the proceeds into a common fund? Did they not
go barefoot, and liv on fisl).? Were such
people fit to make creeds for us? Were
not the prophets just· as idle and ae ignorant? Were they fit to formulate creeds
for this enlightened generation?
Could three million of people, with
their cattle, cross the Red sea in one
night? Did they liv on. manna? What
became of the milk of their herds?
Where did the rams' skins a.nd goats'
skins come from that were used about the
tabernacle? Where did the fine flour
come from used in sacrifice? What were
the heathen Philistines doing with a building tbe roof of which would hold three
thousand people? Where did the lumber
come from? How could such a building
~tand on two pillars, not more than ten
feet apart? Were not Job, David, and
Solomon Agnostics? Did not they all
doubt a future existence? Who a11thorized church councils to decide what was
and what was not the word of God? Did
they not rule out nearly one-third of the
scriptures? Let preachers answer.
S. B. McCoRMICK.

Features of Freeth ought Warfare.
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Oct. 16, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I am heartily in accord
with the Federation of Liberals, and they
will oblige me by putting my name down
as a member.
If anyone will take the trouble to look
over the files of THE TRUTH SEEKER they
will find that I hav been graRping at every
straw for years on which to base an argument in that direction. I hav long since
made up my mind I would not vote for a
bigot if I knew it. Mr. Putnam and those
that inaugurated the movement hav drawn
the line jm;t where it should be drawn,
viz., to vote for no bigot for office. While
all Christians are not bigots, it so happens
that all bigots are Christians. How often
do you see a little squeaky-voiced fellow in
your vicinity shoved forward for office
who only has a thimbleful of brains in the
back part of his head and the only thing
that he has to ·recommend him is his
bigotry and his being an activ churchmember. I find by experience that as a
general thing it is very easy to defeat such
a class for a nomination, and if you do not
find it out until they are nominated, it is
quite easy to beat them at the polls. At
least, such has been my experience. If
you will recall my efforts in THE TRUTH
SEEKER in this direction you will find they
are quite numerous, and it so happened
that only one that I made a fight on succeeded in running the gauntlet, and he
fell behind the rest of the ticket half, or
five hundred votes. The great secret in
doing effectiv work is to be straightforward, and if you are suffering any injustice come out orally and personally and
let it be known; and by all meaus let your
own class know it, becau~e among t)lem
you can do the most effectiv work anq you
can always reach them through the·
Liberal press. When I came to Kansas
and insisted on preaching the gospel of
truth the bigots boasted I would not be
allowed to succeed financially, and by
playing a very fine game. of treachery and
confidence through false friends succeeded
in injuring me to some extent. But I kept
up a constant fire on them, telling friend
and foe alike, until all fair-minded people
watched the movement and found out I
was right, and the foes. knowing that they
were closely watched, dare not aid the
conspiracy, and while they are calling on
the "rocks and hills to cover them," as it
were, comparativly speaking I am growing rich. But I hav more pride in retaining my manhood than in all else. But
even from a financial standpoint I gained
more than I lost in being frugal and not
losing a moment's time that could be used
to good advantage. So I hav great confidence in the justice of humanity.

1892.
One of the greatest iDjustices that
Liberals will hav to liv down is the
partiality shown by the local press and
politicians in catering to the church. If
you are not publicly known to be a Liberal
you are treated all right, but if you are
you are entirely ignored by both. Now,
what we want is to giv both to understand
that as long as they insist on showing such
partialicy they netJd not expect our support. I ask, Is it fair, because such an
orator as Ingersoll honestly differs with the
church, tllat for that reason his party should
not recognize him? When will the Liberals
stand on. their manhood and insist, when
they hav a bright intellect in their midst,
that they be heard on all subjects pertaining to human ~appiness? Liberals, how
long are you gomg to treat the church as a
poor old, childish, decrepit person t:hat is
in its dotage and is to be petted, pitied,
and humo1·ed? Has it not outlived its
usefulness?
JoHN W. ABBoTT,

Of freedom and science now hear the sometimes, even, when the annuities bechurch prate
came due, above par.
Of a f?stering lo;e instead of its hate.
The Russian paper money was redeem0 Galileo! 0 Bruno! your terrible fate
able in copper coiD, and was not wanted.
Tells how 'twas centuries ago.
It drove silver out of its course, and conGone ilare the Apostles, but the world is. tradicts Mr. Abbott's "working success. st 1 here,
With no frightful sign of its end drawing fully."
near;
France in 1790 issued paper money up
And we hav more freedom and more of to 45,578 millions, which in the short
good cheer,
space of six years, in 1796, it was found
Much more common sense and far less necessary to redeem thirty for one franc.
of fear,
It did n~t work well, Mr. Abbott, although
Than they had centuries ago.
France lB a rich nation and its existence
L~ G. REED.
was in ~o danger at all at any time; but
everyth1ng can be overdone.
Finance Once More.
. With Mr. Abbott's last paragraph I am
NEw YoRK, Oct. 9, 1892.
m
accord. I also am not owned by any
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Abbott writes: "Frederick Koezly attempts a reply to my arti- party, politicll.l or religious. I do my own
cle on finance, and as to how far he suc- thinking and reasoning. I am a great adceeded I am very willing to leave our mirer o_f Mr. R. G. Ingersoll, as all good
readers to decide, but as I opened this dis- Freethmkers are, but am sorry that he
cussion I hav a right to close." If, as he advocates the Republican party. This
says, he was very willing to leave it to our party started with the holy principle to
readers to decide, why not stop there and restrict slavery, and if possible to abolish
make a reply from me unnecessary ? this evil. It has done that work. Since
" But as I opened this discussion I hav a then, step by step, it has become a centralright to close!" To this I object,' for the ized power and tyranny. It has helped
reason that I do not undei'stand on what the bankers, tho railroad kings, the manuhe ft~unds his so-called " right" to close facturers. It made them millionairPB
through viciously taxing all others for
abruptly; maybe precedent or custom,
their benefit. What right has a governbutthe~e I do not recognize binding me,
not hav1ng agreed to them as a condition· ment to lend money, currency, to bankbesides, it seems to me unfair and unrea~ ers to enable them to make double interest
sonahle that a mari should hav the first and on their money ? And for years and years
they hav had about fifty millions, more or
also last word or say in a controversv.
Mr. Abbott has figures given by Porter les?, on deposit without interest to pay.
the unreliable census-taker, about th~ Is 1t a wonder thPy all grow millionaires?
last man I shouhl trust without proofs. A The rich grow richer and tbe poor poorer!
politician or demagog can use figures to Where does the common pl'ople come in?
To be taxed only! Cursed be such a govshow almost any side he wants by adding
or leaving out certain cr;mditions of fa,ts. ernment! Vote these rascals out!
Yours for equal liberty and progress,
Tt seems to me he uses them when he has
FREDERICK KoEzLY.
no arguments and good reasons for his

listened and heard nothing. One morning at the breakfast table your aunt confessed ·she had heard something that was
unusual, but could not make out what it
was, but saw no ghosts, it was so dark.
She said, 'I am determined to find out.'
After a few nights of watching the rain.
and wiDd began to blow. She heard a
rumbling noise, and to find out the location she listened for a long time. The
noise became louder by spells. The candle was out; all was darkness. She was
all of a tremor. As she had seen nothing,
she ventured to find where the noise was.
Thinking she had located the place, she
waited for the morning to appear. Then
she went on an examination, and found
-what do you think? A piece of a shingle
loose in the roof. That convinced me how
I was deceived.
Never after that was
any ghost seen or noise heard in the house
while we lived in it."
Su~h was grandma's experience with
ghosts.
The World Is Growing Better.
In after years as I grew up to manhood,
NEw YoRK, Oct. 21, 1892.
I went to Sunday-school, and was traiDed
MR. EDIToR: THE TRUTH SEEKER, the
up in the Calvinistic creed. Yet I thought
"Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book,"
it strange that God should decree and seTaylor's "Diegesis," etc., obtained at
lect some of his Christians to be saved
your publication office, are truly refreshand some to be dawned. It worried me
ing and iDspiring to all who dare exercise
a great deal. Was I one of them ? And
the 'faculty of reason. Some years ago I
I was very strict in my beht~.vior and
invested a sum of money in a church spire
religious conduct, and read th11 Bible
in Fifty-seventh street. Since then I hav
from Genesis to Bevelation. As I rt:ad,
felt like kicking both myself and the priest.
light began to dawn on my mind. I heThe former I can kick privately. Will you
gan to reason with myself and compare
kindly allow me, through THE TRUTH
things together. Soon I found out that
SEEKER, to publicly kick the latter with a
my knowledge was nothing but superstifew facts iD rhyme, as follows:
tion of the B1ble; thttt those prophets and
CENTURIES AGO.
seers were but men who through dreams
The Apostles announced, ''The time is at
and visions in the night had seen nothing
hand"more than what I had experienced in
All the world to be burnt, as divinely
dreams. Many such visions origmate in
planned;
physical causes--disordered nerves and
The sheep to be blessed, and the goats to cause, to muddle his hearers' minds as
be danined:
indigestion, or other bodily ailments: Yet
But the cock still crows, and the mount- they cannot follow and know of his fi~u·es
the inner eyes in sleep ur trance do someA Ghost Story.
whether
these
are
correct
and
true
or
not.
· ains yet Rtand,
times see realities.
NEw
YoRK,
Oct.
9,
1892.
As they did centuries ago.
:M.r. Abbott and I are not far apart iD
I could nut see any inspiration in the
MR. EDITOR: Thinking a ghost story
The stars come and g-o in beauty as bright what he strives at, but differ in the
Bible, as some say there is, but plenty of
would
be
interesting
to
the
young
people
method
and
best
means
to
attain
it;
I
am
The sun is as warm, the moon is all right:
Gladdening the earth with their life and also for plenty of money, and paper of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I thought to relate rapin, and murdPr, and slaughter of the
light
money too, but not irredeemable. As I it. When I was a boy about Aeven years iunocentR. Should men read the Bible
As they did centuries ago.
said before, paper money is preferred to of age Grandmother Thorne lived at carefully, they would cume uut Fr<:ethinkers, and no more he gulled by prtlates
The rain falls the same, enriching the coin just as long HB it can be redeemed Flushing, L. I. During the war of the
Revolution she experienced great hard- who make a living by deceiving. These
in coin when wanted, and no longer.
ground;
The grass grows as green; the trees are as
It seems to me sheer short-sightedness ships while her husband was with the cormorants that dwell in fiction present
sound;
to conside1' and talk about money without rebel army. The family had but little the most fair side of the picture, but never
And life is as sweet to the beast, I'll be
any regard of our commerce wit-h other sympathy from the Tory party that was the reverse, keeping the pec,ple who
bo1md,
nations. The whole civilized world recoo-- quartered on the inhabitants of the villa""e scarcely read the Biule iD <:xtreme ignoAs 'twas centuries ago.
nizes gold and silver as precious metals and suffered much frcm the insults of th~ rance of its true contents.
The world may be old, but to us it is new·
What is the Nicene creed which these
and
uses these for coinage as its medium soldiers. One day an Indian girl came to
Time was when its joys were grasped by
vampires
profess to govern mankind by
the
house
in
great
distress,
seeking
proin
trade,
wise
or
otherwise.
I
do
not
see
the few:
It is much better :iww for gentile or Jew that we can change it even if it be wron"" tection from the assaults of the soldiers. bnt a paraphrase of that creed which was
· Than 'twas centuries ago.
therein, but this has not yet been proved She died in the house. It became the made at the first general council of Nice,
village talk that the girl had been foully and drawn up at the second generu,l counThe fear of the priest is now passing to be so.
away;
Mr. Abbott writes: "It is the law that dealt with. And as I was fond to hear cil of Constantinople in the year 381?
And though we still feel his oppressiv if a bill gets destroyed, just by having the grandmother repeat the story of the Revo- The creed was oarried by a majority vote,
sway,
number of the bill and where issued you lution, l would take my little bench and and admitted into the church as a barrier
The condition of man is much bettor tocan
get a new bill." I would like to ex- sit alongside of gractdma, lean my head . against Arius and his followers. Now,
day
amin Mr. Abbott if he knows the num- on her lap, look up in her face, and say where is your inspiration or God in the
Than 'twas 'centuries ago.
bers of his bills and where issued. I hav "Gran d rna, tell me all about the poor' Constitution ? Ariu ~ was a presbyter of
Paul taught that woman to man is a slave·
Indian girl and the ghost that you had tlle church of Alexandria about 315, who
The church followed Paul-the fanaticai never looked after these, and I do not be- seen." "Well, sit still and listen." I maintained that the son of God was totally
lieve that on'l in a thousand knows the
knaveWhich doomed many a wife to an early ,number. Bosh! Mr. Abbott again: "No remember being full of superstition, and distinct from the father, and that the
grave:
paper ever becomes worthless until that what grandma related was law and gospel. Holy Ghost was not God. The Ariana
But woman is rising and getting more which is back of it refuses to receive it."
"One dark night," she said, "it rained were condemned for having an opinion of
brave
the
lightning flashed, and the thunde; their own and expelled from the comTo receive it how? and for what? That is
Than she was centuries ago,
the question, Mr. Abbott. Answer it- was loud, and broke as if the heaven's munion of the church, but became the
Religion and force, not loftier brains
how to receive it? He will say, for taxes high masonry was crumbling. Retiring neighboring religion, especially in the
Hav degraded woman in marital pain~·
and custom duties; but would that be that night to bed, I saw the spirit of tlle East. In 1G3l Arianism was again revived
But the time is at hand to cast off the
enough money for him? Answer it, how to Indian girl pass right before me all in in the West by Servetus. For his opinion
chains
receive it? By irredeemable paper? You white. I was so frightened I could not he was burnt at the 3take by the influence
Forged for her centuries ago.
could get nothing else but other paper sleep, and lay listening and heard stran""e of John Calvin, Oct. 27, 1553. His daring
~t used to be thought the priest stood bemoney
in return, to make it a swap. I noises. Next morning I told your au~t to hav a mind of his own and expressing
iore
Beckey what I had seen and heard. Your an opinion caused his death. He sent
Some almighty God and made up the want coin for it when I need the latter.
score:·
In the time of our civil war the govern- aunt Beckey said it was all imagination. three questions to Calvin-on the divinity
Now the priest knows less, the people ment was forced to issue more paper She did not believe iD ghosts. I did. A of Christ, un regeneration, and on the
much more,
This so enraged
money than it wished. 'J he money kings few nights after, there was more noises in necessity of baptism.
Than they did centuries ago.
became distrustful of its redemption, and the garret. The rougher the night grew Calvin that he was bent on revenge, and
Though this world for the saints is not thereby it depreciated so that a gold dol- the noise was the greater, and I could hea;. cited forty heretical errors, that Servetus's
He was
good enough,
lar bought two and a half paper dollars. something walking around. Next morn- enemies proved against him.
They hav one far worse, with a God angry No one ever doubted a continuance of ex- ing I said: 'Not another ni""ht will I condemned to be burnt. It is reported
and gruff,
that the wind prevented the flames from
For all who dispute their blasphemous istence of the Northern government· sleep in the house. I know it is haunted
reaching
his body for two long hours.
there
was
simply
overmuch
issued
of
it.
'
by
the
Indian
girl.'
Your
aunt
Beckey
stuff
<;Joncocted centuries ago.
Mr. Abbott cites Porter, Stamford, and said: 'I will sleep in the room and see if And this is Christianity. Reflect, consider, and then speak your mind.
The church against freedom forever has Morgan as his authorities. I pre.fer an I can see the ghost. [There was no man
The same would be enacted to-day if
encyclopedia. Venice, so oft mentioned in the house at the time.] I am not afraid.
stood;
Anathemas and racks line its goblin road· it is said in 1156, 1480, and 1510 forced It is all nonsense to be afraid of any- the Roman Catholic church had the power.
And the time is at hand to drop the fal~e contributions upori its citizens, giving thiDg.' 'Oh, yes, you don't believe in For you know she says she is infallible,
load
them in return perpetual annuities at cer- anything! Doesn't the Bible say, They and claims the power now she always
Carried centuries ago.
tain rates per cent. Those from 1156 came out of the graves, and walked about possessed, temporal and spiritual. There
Reason and science are now in the van·
were, however, extinguished in the six- the city, and appeared unto many? And is to be a great time in this country with
'l'he priest to stifle them does all that he teenth century. The other loans were why not the Indian girl?' 'Bah, I don't that Jesuitical order, snch as there never
can·
But it d~esn't work now, the Freethinke~ consolidated and evPntually became the believe any such thin;.;, even if the Bible was seen and never will be again. A little
BanJ,r of Venice. Here we hav a good says so.' ' Well, I know it was a ghost I more power, then comes the end.
to damn,
R. THORNE,
reason why such money Was at par, and saw.' For several nights Aunt Beokey
As it did centuries ago.

s.
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Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.
1. HERBERT. SPE!\CEJ;l: His life and yer~on~
ch~ractel"istlCs; Ins news on educ~ttwn, his
religious opinions. By MR. DANIEL GREENLEAF
rrnol\IPSON •

2.

CHADWICK.

hlse Claims. Revised and Enlarged
As a Missiouarr Document it is unexc8lled
Among the subJects considered byliMr. R~m~
burg are: 'l'he Church and 1\Iora ty; 0nminal St~tti;;tics showin~ the creeds of the
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Qhurch and
Civilization; the Church and Smeucei· t.h~
Church and Learning; the Church nne Lib·
erty· the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the \Voman's Rights 1\'Iovement; the Temp~r
ance Reform; the Church and the Repubhc.
Price, 10 cents singly; 7'5 cents per dozen.
Bible :Uorals. Twenty Crimes and Vices
s,nctionecl by Scripture; Falsehood and Deception· Clienting; Theft and Rob beryl·
Adultery anrl P~ostitntion; Murder; .Wars o
Conquest and Extcrminat\on; DesP.oti~m; Intolerance an.d Persecutim_I; InJUStiCe to
Wo.mau; Unkindness to 9.Jnldreni Cr:uelty t?
Ammals; Human Sacnficcs; Caumbahsm,
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygnmy; Iutemperl)-nce;
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Price, single copies) 25 cents; _6
copies, i!li. Special discount on arge quantiti~
•
Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best and
most thorough work ever written on the Satbath from a rational point of view. Laq;e and
handsome print. Price, 25 cents; six copies, $1.
Image Brealrer. Six Lectures: Decline
of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; :washiug~on
au Unbeliever{ ,Jefferson au Unbeliever; Pame
and Wesley; Christi"n Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.
l'homas Paine. Tells the Story of the
Author-l'Icro's life. tlclin,eutes the leaL\ing traits
of his character and g~rnus, and vmch.catt;s l.ns
name from the aspers10us cast. unon. It. fnLutes to Paine's character are giVm} from more
than one lmndr eel ,noted pcr~ous of Europe apd
America ronny of the.111 wntten expressly fo~
this wor\c Second echtwnj 160 pages, prmte-d
on fine tinted paper, neat y hott.;<l, apcl c,on•
tainimr a handsome steel po1·trnJt of PaWl\
u ....... ~. •"

The Apostle of Liberty. An aadress de.
livered in Paine H•ill, before the N. E. F~ee
thinkers' Convention, January 29, 1884. Pnce,
1()

N•nt.~

Books by S. P. ·putnam.

•

CHARLES ROBERT DAR!VI;N: His ancestrr,
life, and personal charactenstics. By JoHN W.
.

3. ROLAR AND PLANET.A,RY EJOLU~ION:
How suns and worlds come mto be1p.g .. Did the
matcri:.l universe ever have a begmmng? By
GaRRET r. SERVISS.
4 EVOI UTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
· geolog~·; How the world grew. By DR. LEWIS
G. JA..'{ES.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLJi) UFE; How
does life begin; The problem of spontaneoua
generation. By WILLIAM Po·r··rs.
s. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL ;LIFJi); 1'he !JTI•
deuces from geology, geogra)2hical distnbutwn.
and comparative zoology. Hy RossiTER RAY•
MOND, Ph.D.
7 THE DESCENT OF MAN: Relation of man
·to the brute creation; his ancestral line; duration of human life on the planet. By E. D.
CorE, Ph.D.
~ EVOLUTION OF l'IIIND: The mind and the
·nervous system: the nature of mind. By RoBT.
G. EccLES, l'ILD.
..
9 EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitive man;
·growth of the family, city, and state: develQPment of the domestiC relations; marriage. .BY
JAMES A. SKILTON.
""
,o. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of religious beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By z.
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
11 EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism
· grows out of egoism; the proper balance. By
DR. LEWIS G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a, from geology;
b, from morphology; c,. from empryology; d,
from metamorphosis; e, from rudimentary organs; f, from geographical distri.mtion; g,
from discovered lin¥:e; h~ from artifj.ci!'l breeding; i, from reverswn; K, from mimicry. By
NELSON C. PARSHALL.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REv. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
14 PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relation
of the doctrine to_llrevailing philosophical systems. By STARR HoYT NICHOLS.
15 THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REv.
MINOT J. SAVAGE.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOHOPHY. By DB. LEwis
G. JANES.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HER-BERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
By SYLVAN DREY.
18. THE R-ELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. 'I'he
nature of sense-perception; sight, souurl, taste,
smell, feeling; the doctrine of the Unknowable.
By lloBER'r G. EccLEs, M.D.
19 A STUDY OF MATTER AND MOTION. An
excellent digest of a much ve:x;e<i question, with
g_uotations from many authonties. By HoN. A.
N. ADAMs . ..)
C..
20. PRIMITIVE l\fAN. l\fan as revealed by archeological studies; evidences of man's antiquity; geological pe!io<ls; man's !'PI?earance
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic races:
the ages of bronze and iron; cave me.n and
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound "Qmldersi.
primitive implements and too1s; proofs oi
man's natural evolution. By Z. SIDNEY HaMPsoN.
21. GROWTH OF THE l\fARRIAGE RELATION.
Marriage a .IJrimitive institution; its earlier
forms; no evrdcnce of original promiscuity; exogamy and endogamy; grOUP-marriage; polyg.
yuy, polyandry, and monogamy; marnage by
capture; monogamy the highest form of t.he relation; divorce and divorce laws; marnage a
contract; its regulation by the state. By C.
STANILA.ND WAKE.
22 EVOLUTION OF THE STATE .. The growi(h
political imtitutions;,.the patriarchal family;
the tribe and clan. By JOHN A. TAYLOR.
23. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
statute law and judge-made law; the conversion
of customs into law. By PRoF. HUI!'US SHELDON.
24. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCIENCE. Supernatural ideas of disease; fetichism in medicine; the beginnings of medical science. By
RoBERT G. EccLES, M.D.
25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. The
necessity for arms uud armor under the struggle for existence. By JorrN C. KIMBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS
development of the human hand.; the earliest
use of Implements and tools. By JAMES A. HKILTON.
27. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The definition of wages; economic churncteristics of the wage system; wag0s the outgrowth
of slavery; origin and development of the
wages system. By PRo~·. GEo. GUNTON.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN C!IVILIZA'I'ION. The beginnings of education; earlv
methods in Egypt, Persia, China~ Greece, anil
Rome: early Uhnstiau ideas or educr.tion;
Catholic and Protestant views; the common
school system. By l'IIrss CAROLINE B. LE How.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORI\I. I.
The 'l'heological:M:ethod. By REv. JoHN CHADWICK.
. 30. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORJ\.L II.
The f::locialistic Method. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
31. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. III.
The Anarchistic Method. By HuGn 0. PENTEcosT.
32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. IV.
The Scientific Method. By DANIEL GREENLEAF THOMPSON.
33. ASA GRAY: His Life and Work. By MRS.
MaRY TREAT.
34. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUlVIANS. The
Man and his Work. By PRoF. J orrN FISKE.
E
b
C
ll:lr 'ach Num er, Ten ents . ....a Address THE TRU'l'H SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.
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The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universologx, Price3 20 cents.
Waifs and Wandermgs, A New American Story. Price, clotl.I, $1.00; P.aper,. 50
cents. "A nrose evic of the war, nch With
incident and dramatic power; bree7.x from
first pag_e to last with the living spirit of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.
Golden Throne, A Roma~ICe. "The. ~uthor certainly has genms. The di vme
creative spark is within him. The book _is
filled with manly thou.ghts 7• expressed. IU
manly wprds-the transcnr;t or a manly mm~;
Every Liberal sl!ould read Golden Throne.
-[Ingersoll. Pnce, $1.
•
.
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversatiOn m
rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the G~tlilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price. tO cents.
Atlami and Heva. A poetic version of
the Inclian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis legend-Is shown. Price, 10 cents.
Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 cents.
My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER C0 .,
28 Lafavette Place. New York.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in ·Faith.
u~ern atu ral ReI igi0n
~:· 0~0::::~"',=.,

s

Pre and Con of
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Have We a Supernatural, Inspired. Mirao
ulous Religion?
bl' JE E. GUILD.

Paper. 20 cents; clotn, 80 centa

hom

orthodoxy to Rationalism.

Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address 'rBl!l TBU'l'B BEEKEB.

eclipse was a sign from God.
RAILROAD men hav chosen the opening
of the World's Fair as a time for a strike.
PRoFESSOR SMITH, of the Lane Theological Seminary at Cincinnati, has been
arraigned for heresy.
CoRBETT and his company were arrested
on the 23d ult. at Cincinnati for giving
theatrical performances on Sunday.
THE Socialist mayor of St. Denis,
France. has ordered that clergy shall not
accompany funeral processions clad in
their surplices.
THE German press has awakened to the
fact that an attempt to tamper with the
universal suffrage system of the empire
has been manifest of late in high places.
CHAS. EMMONS, who has long been insane on religion, on the 23d nit. took possession of a pulpit at Springfield, Mass.,
and with a revolver held it fifteen hours.
WILLIAM MoRRIS is objpcted to as poetlaureate <>f England because Socialist,
Swinburne because licentious in poetry,
Sir Edwin Arnold because suspected of
being an Infidel.
MEDALS hav been conferred by the pope
upon several members of the Irish brigade
who fought for the temporal rights of the
papacy against Victor
Emanuel's Sardinian army at Spoleto, Custelfedardo, and
Ancona.
OwiNG to the loss of a bequest of $150,000 which was conditional on Sunday
closing, and to a general deficiency of
finances, the New York Art Museum will
probably resume the custom of closing
Sundays.

J. E. WHITE on the 23d ult. attempted
to giv tho first of a series of anti-Catholic
lectures at Muscatine, Ia. The audience
became so tumultuous that he was forced
to desist. The chief of police escorted
him to his hotel.
M. RrnoT, minister of foreign affairs of
France, has requested the French mission
to present claims for damages to Great
Britain in behalf of the Catholic priests in
Uganda, who sustained injury at the hands
o{ Captain Lugard and the Protestants.
AN imposing celebration in honor of
Martin Luther was held on the 31st ult.
at Wittenberg, Germany. The emperor
presided. All Protestant natrons of Europe sent official representativs. Luther
relics were exhibited. Catholics are disquieted by the emperor's connection witP,it.
PAUL SAVVALLE, a Montreal journalist,
bas brought a suit for a queer cause
against Jules Tardive!, a journalist of
Q~uebec.
Tardive! accused Savvalle of
being a Methodist and editing a Huguenot
paper. The plaintiff avers that he is a
Catholic and seeks a legal vindication and
$200 damages.
A CERTAIN communi tv of Aztecs in :i\fexc
ico had been in hostility to the government because of official interference with
their religion, and taxes. Twelve hundred
soldiers attacked their village and killed
every male. The Aztecs when informed
of the expected assault had answered,
"G@d is with us and we shall not be
taken."
HERR LIEBKNECHT, the famous Socialist,
now in France, said a few days ago that
the German Socialists are strongly opposed to the German milit:;try law ; that
Germany is ·dying of militarism; that
the German army is really directed
against the Socialists, and that the Socialist party in Germany '\\ill gain 1,000,000
votes in the next election.
THE Russian government h11s recently
demanded that the Belgian authorities, in
issuing passports to persons intending to
visit Russia, shall state therein the religion of the bearer. If Belgium complies
with the demand, Belgian Jews will be
treated to many indignities if they visit
Russia. If she refuses, no Belgian passport will be accepted in Russia, and consequently no Belgians can enter that conntry, though the Russian demaud is aimPd
solely at Hebrews.
FREETHINKING France is carrying her
contempt of religious ceremonies to extremes.
Civic funerals are everywhere
the order of the day. The deputy mayor
of Verdun has gained notoriety by the
laconic simplicity with which he recently
committed to earth the remains of a
fellow-citizen. Stepping to the side of the
coffin by the open grave, he uncovered his
head and facing the assembled mourners,
said: "Citizen 1\for:i, in the name of the
law, we bury you." Then the gravediggers did their work.

Principal W01·ks: Gods and Other Lect.
ures; Ghosts an<l Other Lectures; Some Mis.
takes of l'IIoses ; Interviews on Talmage; What
Must We Do to Be S>wecl? BlasPhemy; Crimes
Against Criminals. 11411 ages. In one vol., half
calf, $5.
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Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50 ; half
calf, $4.50; halt mor., $5; turkey mor., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.
Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The
Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.; cloth, $1.
Ghosts and Other Lectures. fncluding
Liberty of Man, '\Yoman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence; About Farming in
Illinois; Speecli Nominating Jnmes G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet; A
Ttibute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The .Past llises
Before l\fe Like a Dream; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 51lc. ; cloth, $1.
some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some
Mistakes of Moses; Free Schools;._, The Politician•; Man and Woman; The .l:'entateur.ii;
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l\hde the Rtar." Also, Friday, i:laturday, Let Us
1\Iake l'IIan Sunday, The Necessity for a Good
Memory, The Garden, The Fall, Dampness,
B:techus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the'Helirews,
The Plagues, The FliJ>ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery, Marnage, War, Religious Liberty;' Conclusion. Paper, 1\0c.; cloth, $1.
fnterviews on Talmage. Being Six Interviews with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons
by the Hev. T. Dewitt 'I'almage, of Brookl_yn, to
which is added A Talmagian Catechism. Paper.
50c.; plam cloth, $1.25; do. gilt tops extra, $1.50.
Blasphemy. Argument by R. G. Ingersoll
in tbe Trial of C. B. Heyuolds, at M:ornstown,
N.J. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.
What :Must We Do to Be Saved~ Analyzes
the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Catholics Episcopalians, Methodi~ts, PI'esbyterians, Evan!i""elical Alliance, and answers the
question of t e Christians as to what he proposes instead of Christianity, the religion of
sword and flame. Paper. 25c.
rhomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to
the New York Oliserver's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Hevolution~ by R. G. Ingersoll;,.,_together with A Roman Uatholic Canard,
by'". H. Burr. Paper, 15c.
Limitations of Toleration. A Discussior:
between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederic R
Coudert, and Ex-Govern,n Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, tOe.
Ort!10doxy. A Lectn.re. Paper, 10c,
Civil Rights Speech. With Speech of
Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, !Oc.
Opening Speech to the Jury: In the suit
of the B. & M. Tel. Co. VQ. W. 1J. Tel. Co .• 1886.
Pa.per, lO cents.
'J'ri:mes Against Criminals. Price, JOe.
A. Lay Sermon. On the r,abor Question.
Paper, 5c.
Stage and the Pulpit. An Interview on
their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on the
1'rial of the Chicago Anarchists, the Catholio
Church, etc. Pte per, 3c.
Ingersoll on :UcGlynn. Paper, 3c.
Bible Idolatry. Paper, 3c.
Ingersoll Catechised. Paper, 3c.
The Truth of History. Paper, 3c.
Life. A Prose Poem. In color, on board,
beveled, gilt edges, 50c.
Litl!ogratlll . of R. G. Ingersoll.
22x28
inches, heavy plate paper, 50c.
Photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll,
50 cents.
Liberty in Literature. Testimonial to
Walt Whitman. By Hobt. G. Ingersoll. An
Address D6livered in Philadelphiat Oct. 21,
1890. With Portrait of Whitman. " et lJS put
wreaths on the brows of the living." Prue,
paper, 25c.; cloth. 50c.
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)Iygiene of the Brain and the Cure oJ
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,

M.D. PriceJJy mail, $1. "I am delighted witL
it.''-[H. B . .uaker, lvt.D., Secretary hlichigan
State Board of Health.
·

Parturition Without Pain. A Code of

Directions for a voiding most of the Pains ano
Dangers of Childbearing. By hi. L. Holbrook
h1.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellence sm·passes oHr power to commend."[New York Evroing 1\iail.:

Liver Comlllaint, .Mental Dys}lepsl~ and
lleadaclle: Their Cure by' Home Treat·

ment. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, b,
mail, $1. " Heading this book I cured myseJJ
after sever&! doctors had failed."-[T. C. Curtis,
U.S.A.

The Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.
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Eating for 8trengtlt. By M. L. Holbrook,

-AND

SamJ?les of Christianity's Worl'L
Misswnaries.
The Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Resullit
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The O'ses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
IIell.
Miscellaneous.

..

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
fore appeared in this countn-, and it: is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of Il_Utting the book in the reach o all
A.t twice the price it would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de..
~igner is a wonderful success~ and we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.

Fub-

Mr. Heston deserves to he called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utte1
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of .those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in the
b.ands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

:Price, board covers, $2 ; clot})., $2-.SO.

WAS ABRAHAM liNCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

n. Duffer author of "What Women Should
Know," ' No Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. ~[:ts. Uharles Brewsterl Portland, hie.,
writes: "Had I po3sessed thb ooolr ten years
ago it would ho.;e saved me ten years of invalidism, and J. should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."
-

Youth: Its Care aml Culture. By J.

Mortimer Granville. $h To this has been
added a paper by that charmin!J English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the • Physical
EduGation of a Girl," ani! a J?aper on the
"Dress of Girls." lts retail pnce is $1.

Talks to lily Patients, By Mrs. R. B.

Gleason M.D. A Practical Handbook for thf
hiaid, Wife,___and !\Iother: with" beautiful Pho.
tographic .1Jortrait of the Author. Price\ hJ
mail $1.50. "We wish the chalJter,' Confictential to lYiothcrs,' might be J?nblished as a tract
and sent to every mother 1n the land."-[Har.
per's New Monthly Magazine.

Together with Portraits, Letters, anq Poems. illustrated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.bO;
paper, 75 cents.
THE TRUTII SEEKER CO., 28~Lafayette Place, N. Y.

.A NEW .AND IMPORTANT BOOK.
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Superior. 10c.
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Geologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell;
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Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.
$1.50.

God Proposed for Our National Constitu··
tion, 10c.
Irreconcilable Records.
Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

Is Darwin Rigllt ~ Origin of Man. $1.
Is Spiritualism 'l'rue ~ 10c.
lllan's True Saviors. 10c.
Orthodoxy False, Since S}liritualism is
True. 10c.
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of
Christianity. toe. •

R:ulical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
$1.25.

Radical Rltymes.

With Author's Por-

trait. $1.25.

Sermon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
Soul of Things. Psychometric Re-

searches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
M. F. Denton.) Per vol., $1.50.

Wltat Is Right~ 10c.
Wl1at Was lie~ Jesus in 19tb Century
Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

Who are Christians 1 10c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Tlle Better Way. An Appeal to Men ii1
behalf of Human Culture thro11gh a wiser paJ·.
entage. Bv A. E. Newton. Price, by nwiJ
25 cents. "lt cont>tins information and wnruill•
that are urgently necdcd."-[Christian Union.
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Washington,
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Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1
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Three Books in One.

From the Cradle

to the School. By l3ertha Meyer. The night&
of Children. By Herbert Spencer. The Government of Children. 13y M. L. Holbrook1~t.D.
Price by mail, ·
·
cloth, $1. ·It is
a book worthy to ne ratilrcd with the best that
'has ever been written concerning the training
· of children.''-[Bazar.
·

Vegetarianism tl1e Ra!lical Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.

Curious Revelations From the .Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should he Q.Uietly
given to every drinker.''-[Herald of llcalth.
Life of a Trance Medium.
Muscle-Beating; !!,I,;, Home Gymnastics
By MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD,

Prof. Wm. Denton's Books.,

Food a11d
Diet,
1\arriage

:M.D. Price, by mail, $1 50. "Get this book and
read it\ for it abounds in· practical valuabl£
knowleuge."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.
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Su~erstition in All Ages~
EY J:e.A.N .M.Eo.SLI:eR,
A

for Sick and nell. By C. Kemm,

manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.

Marriage aml Parentage, in:' their Sanitary

a,nd Physiological Helations, and in their ben ring on the producing: of children of tiner hcultl1
and great~r ability. llyl\1[. L. Holbrook, i\I.D. $1.
The 8cientili.c Ame1·ican says: "Dooks on this
snLject~re usually written by' crttnks,' but thio
is radically different: it i.~ scientific, soLei,
clean, and worthy of conscientious consid.,rntion by every possible parent, and particularly
by the young."

flle Diet l)ure. The Relations of Food

HIGHfR CRITICISM IN THfOLOGY ~ RfLIGION
CONTRASTED WIT!:

ANCIENT MYTHS AND MIRACLES,
-As-

FACTORS IN HUMAN EVOLUTION,
-AND-
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Price· cloth, $1; paper, 60 cents.

and Drink to Health, Disease, Cure. By_1'. L.
Nicholsl hi. D., editor London Herala of Jlealth.
Price, c oth, '50 cents.

of
Medical Iliuts on the Protection and Man- Pr
agement of tlle Singing Voice. By foood. PaLenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 ct,.
Deep Breathing; or Lung Gymnas1i!~s. r; er. 501-.. -~~~\,._'
Pnce, cloth, 50 cents. llirs. Horace lHmm write.:
"Every book you J?rint is pure gold and d~ cents;
serves Wide circulatwn.''
.:loth, $1. L~==~~~~~~~~
How to Strengthen the Memory. By l\1. .A.dd:ess THE THUTH SEEKER COMPANY.
L· IIolbrook, lli.D. $1.

-.

l Physician's Sermon to Young l!len. B:y

Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents.· Prof. R. A.
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer.
says of it: "Through false delicacy lads anc
youths are left to fail into trouble, and not a f{){
have th3ir prospects of a healthy happy life n\
solutely rumed. The little boo.k lwf.ore us is in:
tended to be put into tho l;lands of youn~ men
by fathers who are unwilling or incapaole u·
disch-1rging a father's duty in this respect-; an•
as not one father in teu is, we believe, ready r.o
do what is right by his boys himself, it is wei'
that such a book as this should be available. J.t
i1 Llread by all who should read it, its snle wil
be counted by hundreds of thousands.'' Th<
publisher will send 10 copies by mail. postpaid.
for $2. Should anyone desire them by the 10:1
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by cor·
respondence.
ll:lrCatalogues Free.-41
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'flte Teachings of Seeularism Comt)arell
with Ortho<lox; Chri ~tianity. 96 pages.
Price, 23 cents.

Secularism : Is It Founded on Re~son,
and Is It Sufficient 1o l'lleet the l~ eed3
of Dlankind Z Debate between t1e Ed-

itor of the Halifax Evening lllail and Charles
Watts. With Prefatory Lett<Ors by Georg-3 Jacob Holyoake and Col<>nel Ingersoll, and an
Introduction by Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, ·
25 cents.

A Reply to Father Lambert's "Tactics
of Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
· IJ!Jristianity : Its Origin, Nature, and
Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 cents.
The Horrors of the French Revolution:
'fheir Causes. 24 parres. Price, 10 cents.
Secularism : Destrnctiv aml Constructiv.
22

pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.

Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne, New Orleans.

Bible Dlorality. Its Teachings Shown. ta

Colby & Rich. 9 Bosworth st., Boston. ·
A. M. DriPcoll, 78~ Fro~t st., Worce~ter.
Johnson Bros., 5 N. Mam st., Fall River.

Agnosticism and Christian Theism :
Which Is the Jl[ore Reasonable 1 24

M assacllusettiOo

.Michigan.

S D Moore Adnan. Box 465.
B~k~r & Holton, 87 Wo.odwardav., D~troit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detrmt.
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E. P. Parcher, 8 3rd st.,_So. Minneapolis.
ITiisso ur~e

Philip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. ~onis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Loms.
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J. M. Wiley, P. 0. News Depot, York.
Ne- York.

Be Contradictory and Defective us an Ethical
Guill e. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.

pages. Price, 10 cents.

·

Evolution and Special Creation. 10 cents.
Saints and Sinners-Which1 24 pages i~
cover. Price, 10 cents.

The Superstition of the Christiaq Sun·
day : A Plea for Liberty and J nstice.
26

pages. Price, 10 cents.

Tlte Glory of Unbelief. 22 pages in cover.
Price, 10 cents.

~ature

aml the Supernatural; or, Belief
aml Knowledge. 24 pages. Price, 10

cents.

The American Secular Union ; Its Ne·
cessity aml the Justice of Its Nine De·
mands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert

IT is still necessary to batter away at tl?-e
old and foolish superRtition of the DeVIl.
The l)ev:il a·ad hell are the two all-sufficient
corner-stones of the Christian theological
superstructure .. Urush and crumble these
rockR of oifor,se, and the entire system of
medievalism and barbarian anthropomorphism, "it.h it.'l tyrant God and jts
demon Devil, will soon be leveled w1th
the age's common sense.-Henry Prank.
WHILE sincere and earnest individuals
raise the sta.ndaril of their own times, the
ago~>, improved by their efforts, educ~tes
other individuals, who, being thus raised
to a higher point of view, can command a
more exten1led viBion than their predecessors. By obedience to a law within themselva, above the existing laws of society,
such individuals help to raise the moral
standard of succeeding ages to a plane
still more elevat~>.d, By this mutual action
and reaction between the public and
privnte conscience, the world is slowly
rolled onward toward its long-promised
Golden Age. It is a glorious privilege to
help it forward, even the hundredth part
of an inch. It is a fearful reRponsibility
to retard it, even ahair's breadth.-Lydia

THE DEVIL!

Self -Contranlctions of the

B!~la.

fR[NCH RfVOLUTION,

Paine Viilflicateo

Holy Bible Abridged.

Roarin~ Lion on the Track.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, ·women and Gods.
Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
The Traae SuppZiea at Special 1Jiscaunt8.

IS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1
A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
Pnce. cloth. $1 ; :oa-Per. 50 oents.

MMia Child.

THE rise, progress, and triumph of
Christianity constitute indeed one of the
most remarkable phenomenf\ in the world's
history. We cannot wonder that an uncritical people, reg-arding it superficially,
hav seen in it evidences of supernatural
intervention and the working of a greater
than human power. A careful study of
the dev~>lopment of other relie-ions, however, will illustrate the truth that the
rapiil growth of Christianity, though indeed rema1kable, is not an entirely
unique phenomenon in history. The
spread of Buddhism was even more rapid,
not only in its nativ India, but also
among peoples alien of race, unlike. civilization, and different religion. It still
numbers more adherents than all the
sects of Christendom combined.
In
later times, the ~rrowth of Mohammedanism during the lifetime of its founder far
surpa10sed the progress made by Christianity in the earlier years of its existence.

Brentano Bros., 5th ave. & 18th st., N. Y.
Burnton &Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York,
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts.
G. Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., Ne";. York.
Theological Presumption : An Open LetAbramowitz Bros, 72 Canal st., New York.
ter to the Rev. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, N. S
In t'his letter the following subjects are dealt
H Cohn 320 West st., New York.
with:
1. Why Do the Clergy Avoid Debate? 2
L, Jona; Astor House, New York.
The Position of Agnosticism Toward ChrisJ · H Ru~sell Fulton & N assan sts.
tianity. 8. Freethought and :M:en of Science.
4. The Difference Between Facts and OJ?inions.
New.York N~ws Co., 20 Beekman st., N.Y.
5. Christ and Heroism. 6. Christialllty and -Louis Janes.
S. J. Kin~, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
Slavery. 16 pages. PriceJJ cents.
E C Weidman 126 State st., Rochester.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
THE nebulal' hypothesis, su~rgested by
28 Lafayette pl., New York.
E: J.' Nienwland, lOth ave. and 157th st.
Sweden borg-, Buffon, and Kant, and sysAnderson & Co., 704 8th ave.
.
tematized by Herschel and La Place, asS M Bernhard, 119 E. 104th st.
sumes the former existence of a vaporous
Harl~m Book Co., Boulevard Hotel, 124th
THE EVOLUTION
matter, extending beyond the orbit of the
st. and Lexington ~~;ve.
OF
farthest p]A.net, which by rotation graduOlliOe
allv ~rained solidity, throwing off rings
John J acqnes, Akron.
which broke up into planets and moons,
N. Hexter, 342 Snpe~or st., qlev:elan~.
the central mass forming the present sun.
J R Hawley 164 Vme st., Cmcmnati,
The existin~r solar svstem is satisfactorily
B Woods 319 Chillicothe st., Portsmouth.
By
HENRY
FRANK.
oocounted for by this theory, which is now
L~rwood,'Day &Co., 259 Superior\ Cl~vel' ~.
generally accepted by learned men as the
Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress.
Alf. Warren Co, 217 Central ave, Cmcmnati,
beAt explanation of t.he universe. All the
Thos. Goddard, Box 235, Huron.
other systemA of stars are supposed to hav
Standard News Co., 14 W. Tusc st, Canton.
Prioe. 25 cents. Five copies, $1.
Oreg:~n.
orii!'inated in the same manner, The
B F Hyland, Corvallis.
earth being thus accounted for as the
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
W. E. Jones, 291 Alder st., Portland.
result of a nA.tnral proce~, the evolutioni~t
W Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
E<ees that aU formA of life 11pon it may hav
H~ndley & Hoos, 150 1st st., Portland.
developed from the simplest ceH-form of
G Thornton Palace Hotel Block, Heppner
matter, for he can trace an almost con'
'Pennt!lylvania.
tinuonA evolution from tllfl pla.nt ceU nn1
4
.<;4.1,----Dr J H Rhodes 722 Spring Garden,Phila.
wal'd, thrm1gh aU the grailes of ve~retable
G~rge ';r,ongfo~d, .22 Richmond st., Phila, Moral, Theological, Historical, f'ind Speculative and animal life, to the highest developJ A. Krrk, Du Bms.
Propositions.
•
ment-man. thnR establishin~r t.he 1mity
Fi Heyne lOth and Market sts., Phila.
~co,
15 cents
and connection of all nature.-R. C. .A dam&.
R · Staley 'wood and 4th ave., Pittsburgh.
I HAV dPalt somewhat coniouAly, ani!
F.;uton B;os., McKeesport.
AN OUTLINE OF THE
Rl1ode I10Jand.
with thP ile!!ree of r~>Anect they Aeem to
H Carr 947 High st., Providence.
mf'l'it, With such writ.ings of yours. 0
J.'H. J:'Rei!ly, 413 High st., Providence.
Lori!, as hav comA down to us tbl'one-b th~>
Tenucssee.
meilinm of the "holy men of Goil" yon
W B Fisher 84 N. Cherry, Nashville.
w~>re ~ood enoue-h to inspire. It wnuld
D.'P. ·Hender~on & Co., Chattano~ga. .
not, however, be jm<t and flAfPrential to
Rich Bros. & Mills, 229 N. Cherry, Nashville
vm1 to pafls ovPr in Ail~>ncA what vnn yourIts Causes a11d Results.
Texas.
~plf hav writ.tPn, Without tronblini any
H. Hover, Denis<;m.
By W. S, BELL. Papel', ~2mo, 25 ct'l.' holy ol' unholv man whatAver. First,
L. Andrnss, D~DJJ!on.
t.hPre iR the DecA.log. You wrote that, on
T. Theo. ColwiCk, Nor~e.
two tables of RtonA, with your finger, or
E. H. Andrae, 34fi~ Mam st., Dallas.
yonr toA, without trm1hling- to emplov an
G. W. Baldwin, Houston.
.
amannensi" of any kinil. All I hav got to
E. L. Merl'ill, TndepenilP.!"t Pulp~t, Waco.
Rav a.hont the Oomma.nilmPnts, 0 Lol'd, iR
Reply to New York JlJ.!!er'!JeT.
W. J. Locke, San Antomo.
that I J:.av hroken nPar]y the whole tP.n of
TTtah ..
Sy ~. G. ING:e~~~!:rL.
thPm, a.nd T do not know of anvhoily wl10
C H Parsons 164 S. Main, Salt Lake City,
With "A ROMAN CA'l'HOLIO o.t.}lJ,RD."
has not. Ynn, ymHRAlf, ns I onulr'l nrove
:1.\-Iargetts Bro~., 76 Mai.n st., Salt Lake City.
Price, 1G cents.
from vonr Book. hR.v hrok~n them all RA.ve
Wa10hin:non 'lrerritory.
on~>: t.ba+, one i .., "Thnn sha1tha,v no ot.hflr
Stine Bros., Walia Wall a.
~rodR beforo me." The next time T find
J C Nathan, 104 S. 2nc1 Bt., Seattle.
ynn, or ;ro111' son-I n11ver know which iR
c'. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
which--wrHing was w'hen you "s+.oonad
West Vir1;iu.ia.
The paosagcs unfit i•n· f::.mily readiag.
d"wn nnCJ. WT•lff'l on thA !!'rOUnd" (.Tohn
News Store, 123 3rd f.'t., Parkersburg.
Papfot·. ~0 cenl!.l:: c:!oth. 50 cents,
viii, 8): hut what von wrote )las not bAEl'!i.
Engl;a.:nd..
rLondon.
preser.,..erl. and, like much AlRP. that has
Watts & Co., 17 JohnBon'R Court, Fleet st.,
hAAn written, it. was, PArndventu.re, not
0. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall :Road, Liverpool,
wol'th pl'er.eninE!; and tbe fil'Rt eight
Anstralia.
VAl'RPA of tl:lo f'ie-bth chantpr of .Tohn, in
7\ Willi~. 71:; TI,,,.. _,wild ~v"n11v, V <::! W
w'hi,..n "t}liA wri~illrr of"vonrR·;~ ,.,f~>l'l'Ail.to.
"in ''f' ~ • • I a. ltd
R~ M RA TUJO(Jii.
~"''""' + ,.,, Q..,nrimu1 -St7Trlflin in Rnrl
t\ o WilliR. wllni!'S\nni
l'rwe.
anri TTi.o n,nk.

B.

Books by Helen H. Gardener.

-Thoreau.

P. C. Allen, 35 King st., •rm·onto.-

J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison a·vEJ., Leadville.
C Smith & Son 385 I,ar!mer st., Denver.
Stanchfield & c:).' 200 union liVe.' Pueblo.
Harbottle & Co., Ralida.

~AougAt.

MAGISTRATRS, cultivators, and priests,
should alike contribute o the expenses of
the state, because all alike belong to the
state.- Voltaire.
BY closing the eyes and slumbering,
and ·consenting to be deceived. by ~ho'!s,
men establish and confirm their daily life
of routine and habit everywhere, which
still is built on purely illusory foundations.

Arizona.

J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.

James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Out.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., :S:nmilton, Ont.
John McKenna 80 Yongll ,.t., Toronto.
R. J. Moftat, S~a Island, Tulu Island, B.C.

Gems of

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A

NE'W [NOVEL.

Price, cloth, $1.

I

Paper, 50 cents.

PUSHED BY UBSEEB HANDS.
SHO~T STO~IeS.

;price, cloth

Psper. 50

A THOUGHTLESS YES.
CONTENTS:
A Splendid Judge of a Woman-The Lady of the
Club-Under Protest-For the Proseootion-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our AncestorsFlorence Campbell's Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Address

Price, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1,
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

L K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A law regu-

lating human condnct on the Sabbath is an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Cl1ris1ian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Ait:cles of
the Christian chur.ch are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

a mini•ter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle I"
Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 cents. .
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.
FOR lilALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
Essays and Lectures. Embracing Influ·

ence of Christia,nit:i on Ci vili~atio~ ; Chris.
tianity and l\'Ia~eqali~m; wttat ~rtcrahs~ o!fe~
in Place of Chrrstramty; Screntrfio 1\'Iaterral~sll).
Woman; Spiritualism from a Material]stl(
Standpomt; Paine the Political and Religwu;
Heformerj. Materialism and Crime; Will thr
Cominglhan Worshii> God? Crimes and Crue1
ties of Christianity; the Authority of the Bible:
Freeth ought Judged by Its Frmts; Our lde!l!
of God aoo pp., paper, 60 cents.

Influence of Christianity upon Civllizar
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
W1tat Liberalism Offers in Place of
Christianity. lO,~en ts.
Scientific Materialism; Its Meaning ani
Tendency. 10 cents. ·
Spiritualism from Materialistic Stand•
point. 10 cents. •
Paine tile Politic:il and Religious Re•
former. 10 cents~
Woman : Her Past· and Present: Ret
Rights and Wrongs. lOcents.
~aterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
I
Will the Coming Man Worship God

a

10 cents.
•'"·r!n~ Trnets.
tel~l

~ Cel)rJS,

Scieutmc ~md Theolog-
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'J:;toeraZ J(J eetings.
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These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
wnere these societies are located. Local
Secular· Unions and. Freethought So•ieties can hav their gatherings ad~ertised here free by forwarding the neeessary information.
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l.b t .
t er ~ lll
Literature.

Testimonial
Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y., fo Walt Whitman.

Meets every Friday eveniW., at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 2!lO • 15~h st.. L_ectures and
.discussions. The publlc cordially mv1ted.

BY

The Newark Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Meets every Sundall. afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League Ha , 1'1'7 Halsey st., cor. Market
at Newark, N. J. Lectures and d1scussions on
re.llgious and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.
.

AN ADDRESS DELL"'VERE,PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

The

Bible-What Is IU 25c.
Studies in Theology. lOc.
JJberalism. 5c.
'
~ il-'~""- ~~~ "T'T!n'l'lT REEKF.ll

Brooklyn Philosophical Associ•
atiou
Witll a Portrait of
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
Sout-h 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D.{ at 8 P.M. every
sundab. Lectures followed l!Y d scnssion. Platform rlle. Henry Howl~, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brooklyn, . Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 25 ·
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:80 PM. for lectures and
free discussions on relilf:ous and social '1uestions.
Able speakers interest t e audience. N. .-Truth
Seeker publications always on ha,nd at cheap rates.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets 11emi-monthlyhfirst and third Sundays, at
2 P.M~. at the town all. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARIUs HEIGHTON, Sec.

Elizur Wright Seeular:Union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth !Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on 8ll. Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and InvestiR. G. SMITH, Cor. Bee.
gator are solicited.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison streea
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroa
are welcome.
Mil~aukee,

Wis.,

Lib~ral

Club

Holds meetinlts ever£; Sunday eveninl at 216
Grand ave. ~raterni y Hall). Lecture allowed
by debates.
he public cordially invited.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Bunda~ at 7:81l P.M. in Macdonald s
Hall in Port Ange es, Wash. Lectnre':f son~
and select readinTI." Discussion invite on
subjects. Liberal "terature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

The-West End Progressive Lib·
eral Union

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Pa.per,

25

cents ; cloth, 50

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.

Plal·n Home Talk and Medical C~rumm
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volunu
of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrate<]. Cloth
$8.25-m English or German. A new chea}:
edition at onlv $1.50.
Science in Story; or, Ss,mm.y Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and SponSl• the Troublesom<
Monkey. 6 volumes in one, cloth, ij!2.00, y,ostag,
prepaid; 5 volumes~eparate, fie:nble c oth\ 51
cents _per volume; ued Line edition, suitaol<
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.
Sexual Physiology for the Youn~.
25l;
pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. ( he fifth
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
onthly. Devoted to
Dr. Foote 's Health ....
JIL
· Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
B-qbjects; ninth year. Subscription, wiph prenuum, 50 cents per year. Specrmen cop1es free
on application.
..-other's ,...annal. Comprising "Ad'"ce
JIL
JIL
·' •
to a Wife on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially Durin!'( Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling;" and" AdVlce to a Mother on thf·
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, il'lRand-Book. of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
'"'
Addres.s
THE TRUTH SEEKER

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthlyp first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at arr's
Hall. Everybo~ invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. Me ILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

~(Works on the Laoor ~uestion.. ,

The Co~ventional Lies of Our Civilizatlorr.
:Jiv !flax Nordan. CoNTENTs-Mcne, Tekel
Upharsin; The Religious, Monarchic, nnd
Aristocrati<;~Political,__Economieal, 'Vtatriii">onial,
and Miscellaneous Lies; Closin5 Harmony.
12mo, 864 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
~g?rJ~e~al Council of Vienna prohibit~d the
aale of this-book in Austria, and confiscated all
copies of it they could find.
Economi'c Eqtti'ti'es. A Compend of the
Natural Laws of Industrial Production ancl ExW:~lf~: lfa/ei·?~5c~galls, author of "Social
Fruits of Phi'losophy. A Treat1·se on the
Po:pulation Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Edited by Charles Bradlaugh andAnnieBesant.
25c.
Poverty •. Its Cause ·and Cure. Pointing
out the means by which the working classes may
rai..Je themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignitv,andindependence, and which is also callable'of entirely removing~ in course of time, the
other princip8.1 socia~ evils. By !II. G. H. lOc.
Large or Small Families 1 On which Side
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoake. 50.
PovertY. : Its Eft'ects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.
Why Do Men Starve 1 By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Tile Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimical to the "welfare of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.
£abor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 5c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

..

Mrs. Besant's WorKs.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
I .. ectures.-Free Discussions.-Orifsinal and Selected Readings and Poems. A arge, V!tluable
librar6, is a.t the service of members and fnends.
• B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Secular Union
Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
lfreatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club
Meets everl Sunday at Knights of ~\tqor H~ll,
1604 Mains reet, at 10 o'clock A.M. V1s1tmr; L1berals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARRis, res.
!sue S. LEE, Sec.

Liberal As!ilociation of Austin,
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'v\tt. i~s hal.J.b cor.
Oong avenue and 9th street. .1s1tmg L1 erals
invited. J p, RICHARDsoN, Pres1dent; M. IsAAC,
Secretary.

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League
Meets ever[ Sunday at 2:81l P.M. at K.nfhts of
Honor HM , BaJ street. Visitors invite . J. A·
Turner, Pres.; as. Douglas, V10e-Pres.; Damel
Bowen, Sec.

Liberal Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwaukee meets every Sund~ evening at 7:30 o'clock.
A. B. SEvERANCE, Presi ent.

Philosophical and Social So•
ciety,
Monte VistaTCal., me!lt eve~ Sun9-ay.at 2 P.M. in
their hall.
he publi.o cor ally mvxted. W. S.
FELT, Sec.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of Cincinnati 0., meets ever~Bunday evenin!
at 7:30P.M. in bouglas Hall, N. . cor. of 6th an
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec.

Liberal Association of Baltimore
:Meets at the Lyceum Hallt 4M East Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon a 2:80 o'clock.

Cleveland Secular Union
Meets every Sunday a.t 8 P.M., in Room 208 City
Hall, for lectures and free d1scussion on science,
~eligion, and social questions.
Able speakers
will interest the a.udtence. A: SEE, Pres.: J. RoRlllNBnoo. Sec.• 4:a5 ake street.

ill

in a Lifetime.
12mo, 300 pp., $1.

A Liberal Romance.

NATHANifL

VAUGHAN'

Priest a.l)d Mal).

A NOVEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.
An independent and respectable study of char.
o.cter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ash~med to
own as her first novel. . . . A more ngorous
>resentment of the mischievous na~ure of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consis.tent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
1 val., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'UIE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE BEST%
THE

' Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, col~\. and position, beautiful double sunk
dial, and aU modern improvements; (11~aranteed
a perfect ti•m.er. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17!· 3-ounce coin s.ilver, $22; 4-ounce, $23.
In best filed gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $26
hinged case, $28 to $30; hunting, $31 to $&~; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2
more.
Ke!fUiar Grade ADlerican Watcbes.Silverme ease, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, ~7 50; 15
jewels, $9; ditto, adjmted, r$11; ditto, 17 jewel8
$15. J n finer cases. add as above.
'
Ladies' ADlerican Gold Watcbeso-All
latest styles! in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels,
$14; 11 jewe s, $15 50; 15 jewels, $20; 14 carat solid
g()ld, $10 more. Heavier. more elaborate and
diamond-set cases. from $5 to $100 more.
'
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Snndries.-Lower grade nickel watches $5
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor,' $2:
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80· table spoons.:
$3.60, kmves, $1.75; forks, $1.75; ail for $6. Solid
silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvenir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50~ $2 to 1!13.
'.l'be Colo..el IngersOJJ.-Tea, $2.50 ;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $8; gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extra.
heavy teas, $8. Etched:
" Th.e Time to lie HapPlJ is JVow,"
50 cents extra..
'.l'be Torch of Keaso11 Badge, solid gold
enameleq in .5 colors, small IJins, $2, $2.75, and
$3.50. W1th dtamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, $15, $20, $80.
DlaDlondst 20 per cent. below market price
Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tmcts, etc., free. All goods prepaid (except knives and forlcs) and cash refunded at op.
tion. Watch cleaned $1. and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
lfoys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
W.ATBR OF< LIF<B
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand·
Ill Doing Wonders in Cnrlng the Sick.
some and Interesting Book, Without Supersti-.
tion for Children and Youth. The Onl¥ Free.
Write for IJamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever 1ssued.
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesbarre, Pa..
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with POI"
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrait, 30c.
trated covers ; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
should be. Paper, 25c.
Besaut-Hatchar<l Debate. Between Annie
Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Naza- I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
reth a Historical Ch~tracter, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
• Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
WHY.
28 Lafayette plac\3, New York.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

"WHY"

Kennedy's
MediCal 0iS COve ry SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,

Takes hold

in

this order :

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys, ·
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to
be out.

You know whether you need it or

not.
Rold by every druggist. and manufaf'tured by

•DONALD

KENNEDY.

te•I'\HI·II1<,

""·"'""·

A BOOK FOR MEN

OR, THE

Conflict between Reason and Superstition.
By T, C, 'VIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRU'fH SEEKER CO.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LJTTLt FOLI{S.
By MR..S. E. ]), li"LE.NFER.
B<>ards,

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents. treating
on that health-dcstroring and life-consuminl!
weakness of men as the result of youthful errors
and excesses. Th6 boojr ~ets forth an ~~IDBL
CURE which i~ a mAdwml' t.o be applied externally (the <July remA<lV of tne Jtma 1n existence).
You will fAel impJOVed the tirst day, benefited
every day, until aU signs of Ea:rl;r De011y, WeaknAs•es Lost Manhood ...etc .._are fully restored.
· Ad rMs
Dt<. RuB'T P FF.U.OWR.
.
nn ..laud. !\. J
· \n<i oa.v von .,... this in TI!V TRfTTil i<ll'F:l<l;!l.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY •.
Issued Monthly.

Subscription

price,

13 per annum.

No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Prtoe.
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinkers' Almanac, 1891... .•. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener... . . . ...... ...• .•.. .. . . ...•.. ...•..
50
a. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... . . . . . . . 25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett ..............•........... • ... • .. ,
25
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck........
20
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic,n on Voltaire........
10
7; The Crisis.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . ...... • •.. .. .. .. ..
40
B. Sabbath Breaking..........................
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams............
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N: Miller.....
25
11· My Religious Ex"{lerience. S. P. Putnam.
25
12. The Higher Crit1cism in Theology .and
Religion. T. E. Longshore..............
liO
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote........
25
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. lllust'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener.......................................
10
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg.......
25
18. Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk......
50
19. Pocket Theolog,·. Voltaire..............
25
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gari!ener................. ......................
liO
21. History of Religion. E. E. Evans..... . .
20
OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the· ¥ear. Single copies· of each
book sent upon rece1pt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By John R. Kelso, A.M.
12mo, cloth, U oo.

JERRY ACCUSETH HIS GOD OF DECEPTION.
Then said I, Ah, Lord God! surely thou hast greatly deceived this people and J.3rusalem, saying, Ye shall hav
peace; whereas the sword reacheth unto the soul.-Jer. iv, 10.

Brain and the Bible.
Conflict 8P.tween Mental Science and TheologJ
By EDGAR C. BEALL.

Preface _,y R. G• INGERSOLl....
Unanswerable.

Price, $1.

~~With

Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."

Photo!!"raJ;>h of Colonel Ingersoll, With his
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at home, may be had at this office for
fifty cents.

A~vancement

of Science.

By Prof. John Tyndall.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

'fHE SABBATH.
By M. FARRINGTON.

A Thorough Examination anil .Refzttation o.f the Claims of the
Sabbatm·ians.
Price.

10 q\lnts.

The Sunday Question.
1\ HISTORICAL -AND CRITICAL flEVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.IJ.
15 cents.
Price,

When this petition is filled address it to the Freethought Federation of America, 345 West .Randolph street,
Chicago, Ill. For blanks for [urthe1· use send request to same address.

---------------------------------------

Petition to Congress to Open the Gates of the "World's
Colt~.mbian Exposition on Su11days.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States, in Congress Assembled:
We, the undersigned, citizens of the United States, do hereby respectfully pray and memorialize your Honorable
Body to repeal that portion of the Act entitled "An Act to aid in carrying out the Act of Congress, approved A-pril
25 1890, entitled 'An Act to provide for celebrating the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America by
th~ holding of an International Exposition in the City of Chicago' "-approved August 5, 1892, which reads as
follows: "That it is hereby declared that all appropriations herein made for, or pertaining to the World's Columbian
Exposition, are made upon the condition t?at the s~id Exposit~o~ shall not be opened to the public ?n the first day of
the week, commonly called Sunday; and If the said appropnat10ns be accepted by the ·corporatiOn of the State of
Illinois, known as the World's Columbian Exposition, upon that condition, it shall be, and it is.hereby, made the duty
of the World's Columbian Commission, created by the Act of Congress of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
ninety, to make such rules or modifications of the rules of said corporation as shall require the closing of the
Exposition on the said first day of the week, commonly called Sunday."
A.lso, to repeal that portion of the Act entitled, "An Act making appropriations for the sundry civil expenses of
the Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, and for other purposes "-approved August 5, 1892, which
reads as follows :
"And it is hereby declared that all appropriations herein made for, or pertaining to the World's Columbian
Exposition, are made npon the condition that the 3aid Exposition shall not be opened to the public on the first day of
the week, commonly called Sunday; and if the said appropriations be .accepted by the corporation of the State of
Illinois, known as the World's Columbian Exposition, upon that condition, it shall be, and it is hereby, made the duty
of the World's Columbian Commission, created by Act of Congress of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
ninety, to make such rules or modifications of the rules of said corporation as shall require the closing of the
Exposition on the said first day of the week, commonly called Sunday."
We ask the repeal of these portions of these laws for the following reasons:
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
resort when no moral amusements are available.
3. A"B a matter of justice also to the people of Chicago, who have given of their means .to make the Fair possible,
tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors
to the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands.
4. For the public good: The opening of th? F~ir on Sunday w~ be for the bene?t not only of Chicago, but of
the whole country. The nghts of no one are mfringed, the happmess of no one disturbed. Those who wish to
attend can do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is solely humanitarian question, a question
of human relations and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you ought to decide is that of the
public welfare.
5 It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
receipts.
6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the
tendency would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble
and varied in its pleasures !).nd inf:\tructions, the more difficult it will be to change its character, the less danger. there
is that employers will everhave the power to transfer itfrqm itspresent position to the days of toil. With choice of
Sunday occupation restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the average workingman would choose to keep
on laboring.
.
.
7. Finally: Ope~ing the W o~ld's Fair _on Sunday will_ ~arm no one but. the keepers of immoral places, while it
will benefit the Farr Itse~f, the pe?ple of ~hicago, and the VISitors to the Farr, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity, individual educatiOn, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country.
.

a

Name.

Towr•.

State.

Ji1ateriaZism:
·Its History antl Its Inft':.,tence
Upon Society.
By DR. Lours BUCIINER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.

·------

Bible Temperan·ce.
----.-LIQUOR DRINKING - · - - -

Commended, Defencbd, and
Enjoined by the Bible.
10 cents

By E. C. WALKER.

f/pocryphal New Testament.
THe GO.SF:S.L.S,
Epistles, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and not Included In tho New Testament,
Price,

$1.

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
By 1FH\!.Jl.NCES WKIGH'I'o

Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
. Greek philosopher, and the author.
75 cents.

l'rice,

BIBLE IN INDIA.
-HINDOO ORIGIN-- ,

Of' Hebrew al').d Cl).ristial'). ~ev·
elatiOl').•
Price, $2.

By Lours JAcoLLioT.

Godly Women of the Bible.
A HISTORY OF ALL

The Women Who Figure in the Bible.
-BY-

AJ.; UNGODLY WoMAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENT·

URY.

Cloth,

75 cents.

-

SISTER LUCY
-AND-

Her- Awful Disclosures
AS 7/0 f]L:,"F/1 Hf.JU CONVENT.
And a Fow Words on Auricular Confisslon'
"i?rioe,

~

-

-

•

•

·

10 oonts.

A Journal of Freeth ought and Reform.
Vol. 19. No. 46. {PUBLISHED WE.ii1KLl.}·New York, Saturday, November 12, 1892. {2s LA.FA.YETI~ PL.f $J.OO Per Year.

A~.. CATHOLIC

VIEW OF IT.
A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library;

**
**

INFIDEL'
DEATH- cs.w.:~oT:e.
BEDS. ·
**
--o--

**

Bein_g true accounts of the yas5ing away of the
followrng persons, thus refutmg the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Heney
Thomas Buckle, Lord BYron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz, Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet,._Robert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles varwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Aoethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington."1Iobbes, Austm Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hume, L1ttr~ Harriet Martineau; Jean li-Ieslier1
James Mill, John Stuart Mill, Mirabe&n, Rober'
Owen Thomas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer Rabalais, Winwood Reade, Madame Roland, George
Band, Schiller, Shelley, Bpinoza, Straus~ Jolin
Tolan.!h Vaniru, Voln~ Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
. Address
THE TBUTH BER«.EB.

A ·sHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
llEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development of the Canon.

force a11d t\atter;-· PULPIT, PEW,

on.
~<~)
Princtples of the Natural Order of the llniverse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY PRoFEssoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
•.lu£1'PENTS!

Foi'ml and Matter,
The Fitness of Things i:n
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Force, Man, .
.
infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou&"ht,
Motion,
Conscwusness,
Form,
, Seat of the Soul,
Immutability of Natural Innate IdeasJ..
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation lfreo Will,
of the Earth,
ll-10mlity,
Original Generation,
Concludlng Observa.
Secular Generation,
tions.
Price. $1.00. Address THE TllU'l'H BEEKKtl

WITH A

and CRADLE.
:Sy Helel) H. Garclel)er.

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Shoula Read It
and

Know Her Enemies and Her Friends,
Price, to cents. Address this oftioe.

WAS

CRUCIFIED?

MY_ RfLIGIOUS fXPf1. By s. P. Putnam. J

RlfNC£.

Being the story of his reli~ious life and-mental
jonrneyings. Writ~en in his happies~ and mo.st
brilliant way, and 1• the beat of all his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
·
.
. . THE TRUTH BEEKEB.

By AUSTIN BIERBOWER
A judicial consideration of the questionJand the
decision against the scriptures and the Cnristian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TBUTH SEEKER

A

HISTORY Of' RELIGIONS.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Oanon. The New Test&ment. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apocryphal, The
HeretiCII. The Christia~ Oanon.

l'a.per. 50 cents, cloth, 75 oe11ta.

!IEilfG

Essay on iw;Hracles.
•

By

DA Vl.[) .[fUME.
•

1J

•

II

Life of Tnomas Paine,

'A Condfnsed Account of the Results of Scien-.
ftfic Research and Philosophical Criticism.

Jay

19Iizabetl\ :e. :eva!'\••

l'aper, 26 ceuts; cloth, ao ceuts.

History of His Ltferary, Political, and Religious
Career in America, France, and England.
BY MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY,
Author of " Omitted Uha_pters of History Disclosed in the Life and Papers of Edmund
Randolp)l," "George Washington
and.M.ount Vernon,"" Washington's Rnles of Civility." etc.
To Which Is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cob6ett.
No real biography of ,paine has ever appeared.
The so-called Lives of Paine have been mainly
the controversial work of pamphleteers, turning
chiefly on his religious heresies. Paine was in
his fifty-eighth year before he published anything concerning religion, and before that time
he had acted an im119rtant part in revolutionary
movements in the United States, England, and
France. But in the religious conflict initiated
by him, his political services and military career
hav been but inadequatelY considered. A certain
historical ostracism has buried in the archives
of various countries a large mass of documents
containing records of paramount interest and
importance. Mr. Conway has _personally searcheli
such records, in Europe and America, and has
, -btained from these fresh light, not only on
Paine, but on var;ous e inent figures in American and European history with whom he was
associated. A large &J1lOUnt Hf Jlllpublished correenondence has bePn meluded m the volumes.
l\fr. Conway says in his Preface: "In the laborious work of searehing out the real Paine 1 hav
fount'! a g£meral appreciation of its importance,
and it will be seen in the following pg,ges that
generou< aesistance has been ren<lered by Engli•h c'ergvnten, bv offie•al r>er•ons in Europe and
Amerka, ·by pers · n• of all bPliefs and no beliefs
In noi,RtanP.e have IbPen impelled by any preju•lice, religion• or politicaL The curators of
archive•, private collectors, owners of iwportant
•locuments be•• ring <I> th~ sul•ieet, have welcoined my effort to l>ring the truth to light."
Two vola., royal oct., gilt top, portraits, $5.
''l·•~···•o

T'Ql>"T'IH''l'R 'IF.FI{li'll110.

HEATHENS OF THE HEATH.
Raclfcal Ron"\al'\oe.
Br W11. MQDo!iU!BLII. SOQQP,. P!liP@f, 511 ®lltl!.
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The Oruer of Creation.

JUST OUT!

A NEW BIBLE

PICTURE~BOOK.

TilE

CONFLIUf BErWEEN GENFSIS AND GEOLOBY.

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

----~~---------------------

A Co:&:rROVERBY BETWEEN TilE
HoN. W. E. Gr.ADSTONE,
PRoF. MAx 11~l1LLEII,
l'BoF, T. H. Run.EY,
M. REVILLE,
E. LYNN LINToN.
1imo, 1711 pp.; paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75cts.

RCLIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THAN

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.
10 cents,

Price,

AnswerS . to Christian ~oestions

ttpvsure

'.'And Arguments.

by

B:v D. M.

Facts.

l\idicule.

:BlllNNJI1TT.

Paper, 146 pp., 25 oil

Oa M. B£NN£TT8 WORKS.
ADDRESS THE

TRUTJI BEEXEB

OFFIOE.

A. Truth Seeker Around the World.

By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture •.

400 Pages. 200

Fun ....Page
Pictures.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re.
formers.
1,075 pages, Svo.
Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Champions· of the Church; Their
Crimes. qnd Persecutions. Svo. l.ll!i

CONTENTS:
Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
• The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of N,oah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Barqk

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boat,
Unstable ds Water, God Shall Not Excel,
• David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories frotrl the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor. "

Boards, illu:ndnated covers, $1; cloth, gilt side sta:rnp, 81 .50.

.Add'ress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT. Thomas Pairte~s Works.
· The Mvth -of the Great Deluge.

By

James.M:. McCann. 15 cents. Ten COJ;>ies, $1. It
is the most complete and overwhelming refutation of the Bible Story of the Deluge tha~ I \J.ave
ever read.-B. F. Underwoqd. . '.!'o re11-d I~ I.s to
be astonished at the possibilities of religwus
credulity.-~·. B. Wakeman. ~r. McCann's dynamite bomb has blown the fallacy tq atoms.A. B. Bradford. It oug)lt to meet wrth a very
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.

The Evolution of the Devil.

Four

large volumes. With steel-plate en~aving of
the authorin Vol. I, and Qach volume illustrated
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound i:1>
red cloth, $6.50,

Age of Reason. Pap., :&5c. ;
6 copies for $1;

clo.~ 50c.

Age of Reason anu Examina·
tion of the Prophecies..
Pap . ..,40c.; clo., 75c.

By Henry

morocc~>,

history f the world that a Christian association ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture
before them. 'rhe lecture is a grand one, and
was received bv tha club with continuous applause from be ginning to end. 'lhe pam)2hlet contains 12 paf.(es, beautifully printed.
!'rice, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

Life of. ny J. E. Remsbur&"
Port. l'ap..,.~Oc.
Life of. with Remarks ol&

Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
on Roscoe Conkling-. Delivered before

Observations. By G. Vale. Portrait. $1.

Lithograph of. Heavy plate

Dwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan

Political and Religious R.:.·
former. By B. F. Under-

Comte and Rousseau. By C.
Blanchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrait, 60c.

Life of.

With Explanatory

paper. 22X28, $1.

wood. 10c.

Political Works: "Common

God in the Constitution. By Robert G.

written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.5().

1. Truth Seeker in Europe. A series oi
ietters written during a visft of ten weeks in
Europe. Givipg some account of the International Freethinkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was a. delegate.).followed by a. description of what he saw in J!;ng.
land, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
t'rom Rome alone are worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
850 pages. $1.150.

rhe Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treat.

ing upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, ineluding Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesu~ Christ, the Virgm Mary, and the Bible.
.ro the latter 280 pages are devoted, showing·
that book to be a very inferior production for
a. first-class God.•saalarge pages. Paper covers.
60 cents; cloth, $1. "

fudaism, Christianity, and Mohammedanism examined histoncally and critically,

It is thou~ht to be the most damaging exhibit
of Christianity that has appeared. liOO larg~~
llages. Price, $1.00.

Sennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.

Svo. 800 pp.•

clo., $3; · leather, $4;
!lilt edges.;..$4.50.

H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
cents.

hom Behind the Bars. A series ofletters

Common Sense. Written in
1776. 15c.
Crisis. Written During Am.
Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.

the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 4
cents ..

iu prison. In cloth, $8.00 per volume, or $5.00
for the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in m0n
.rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

rne Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

Great Works.

Ingersoll's Address before the .New: York
Unitarian Club, The first time 1n the

l'he Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written

Apostle of Political and Re~
ligiousLiberty. (Life.) By

J . .E. Remsburg. Portrait. Pap .•
50e.; clo., 75c.

Frank, the independent preacher of N~w York
city. The mobt learne<t, acc~rate, sci.entifi<;l.
and philosophical analysis of his satamc maJesty ever published. The book contains 66
pages, is beautifully bound,, with likeness of
author on title-page. Prrce, 25 cents; five
copies for $1.

P!Lzes.
gilt edges, $4:W. .

Sens~,''

Man.

"Crisis," "Rights
$1.50.

of

A

debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
D. M. Bennett and &7. G. H. Humphrey. This
book has had a very large· sale, and is a s_plendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.

Sennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper;
aocents. r.
What Objections to Christianity~ A dlscussion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. Mair,
divided into the following theses: 1. Christiantty is neither new nor original, being borrowe<:l
or copied from much older systems of religion
~- Miracles and supernatural achievements have
ileen as fully and trulY. ascribed to other teachers and founders of religion as to Jesus. a. The
atory of Jesus and his mission in the world is
anhistorical;· it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denies. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$1.15().

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the Un.lted
States Circuit Court upon the charge of depositing pt:ohibited matter in the mail. Thii gives
a full history of this celebrated case, and Rhows
what monstrous injustice was perpetrated upon
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for$1.

Rights of Man. Answer to

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.

What Would FoHow the Effacement of
Christianity~ By George Jacob Holy-

Testimonials to His Merits.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. Firsu Dea-

Burke's Attack on French Revolution. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
·
Compiled by J. N. Moreau. 10c

cake This is a most valuable contribution to
Freethought literature. Bound in paper with
good likeness of author. Price,10cents. Twelve
copies for $1.

Theological Works: "Age of

Life and Career of Charles Bradlaugh.

"Vindication of. Reply toN. Y.

Reason,"" Examination of ProJ;>hecies," etc., with Life of Pame
and steel port. $1.50.

By George Jacob Holyoake. With good likeness
o! Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies
for $1.

O!iserver. By R. G. Ing~rsoll. 10c.

A.c:ldress The Truth ~eeke::ro CoJD.pauy:

What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.

L. Green, editor of the Freethinlcer's Magazir'te;
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
per dozen.

BIBLE MORALS.

Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in Twenty
·New York city. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for
50 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or what the ed-

itor of the Freethinlcers' Magazine thinks of
him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for
50 c~.> ts. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Crimes a_nd Vices
Sanctioned by Sc'riptu're.

POP!S AHD Tf{£l{l DOJHGS.
ACCOUNT 01!'

A SUMMARY OF

ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.
Price. cloth. 50 cents.

Paver, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Anoient Egyptian Oiviliza,tion and Hebrew Nar·
r&tive in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 cents.

The Clergyman's Victims. Priestly Celibacy Exposed •. Pocket
A LIBERAL SZ OR Y.

!3i' 111Bs•• E. J BALJ<.;

Price, 25 cents.

·

By BEV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Addres11 this oftloe.

Price, 15 oentfl.

The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
in the Land of Yahweh: aJso the Epistlo
of Br.nnett the Apostle to the Truthseehrr
Cloth, $1.

The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to the Truth Seekers. 10 {Jents.
Open Letter to Samuel Coigate. !.0 ceDl:t..
An Hour with the Devill. 10 ce:c:....

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.

Bv J. E. REMSBURG. Price, 25 cents.

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.

con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
church incidents and his evolution from Chri.•·
tianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth
75 cents.
·

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST
PBOVING
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Oenturs:before, and Peter and Paul died
before the Christian Era.
$1.50.
Full, index 446Pll.,

T heoiQgy. Fruits of Philosophy.

By VOLTAIRE.

POPULATION QUESTION.

Terse, wuty, and sarcastic d3finitions of tlu>o
loldcal terms. f+ice, ~ cenw.

By DB. KNoWLToN. Edited by 0HABLE8 BBAD•
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Christianity Persecuting the Jews.
Among the contemporary events which stow the
vilenE)ss of the Christian ~eligion, none is more
striking than the persecution of the Jews. This
detestable work has been in progress for
centuries, and continues in full operation to-day.
For the whole line of outrage and horror the Christian religion is responsible. The baseless legend
that some Hebrews once executed a son of God is
answerable for the whole of the abominable train of
cruelty and suffering. The belief in this legend
has, in the words of Colonel Ingersoll in his article
"Renan," " hardened the hearts o~ men and poisoned
the minds of children.
· The flame of this
prejudice is fanned and fed in the Sunday-schools
of our day," and the animosity will continue to be
bred until the New Testament is definitivly consigned to its suiting 'shelf of nurse-tales and lies.
The country in which this great abuse is most
flagrant at present is Russia. This is the most unmixedly Christian land, and hence it is the one
which most exhibits those calamities and wrongs
which Christianity invariably begets. Of the Russian persecution a Hebrew paper says: "The persecution of millions of inoffensiv people in the most
ba~barous manner has now been proceeding for
years, a persecution which has no parallel in history, beside which the incidents of fanatical ou~
bursts in the Middle Ages disappear as insignificant,
and which surpasses in refined cruelty the holocausts of the· Crusades." Perhaps it is not true
that the present atrocities surpf!>SS in direness those
of the Middle Ages. One cannot take a glance into
the history of those times without lighting on antiJewish ferocities each of which in turn seems
'' the bloodiest shame,
The wildest savag'ry, the vilest stroke,
That ever wall-ey'd wrath, or staring rage,
Presented to the tears of soft remorse."
Still, the present outrages are not vastly milder.
The Jews under Russian dominion aggregate
the huge number of five n:illions. These people hav for some time been forbidden to leave what
is called the Pale of Settlement in western and
.southwestern Russia, ~l:ti.f? 4ist#9t 90mprises the
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governments of Wilna, Volhynia, Grodno, Kovno,
Minsk,_ Podoisk, Yekaterinoslav, Poltava, TshElrnigoff, and under restrictions, portions of Kieff,
Vitebsk, and Mohileff.. Extensiv as .the Pale of
Settlement seems, it is too narrow for the Jews,
who are seldom tillers of the soil, who are debarred from many vocations open to Christians,
and are compelled to -enroll themselvs in merchant
guilds or trade corporations that exist only i;n cities
and large towns. Owing to the excessiv competition w_ith one another to which they are thus subjected, it would be extremely difficult under any
circumstances to earn a livelihood.
One thing that renders the condition of the
Jews intolerable is the fact that they are
burdened with exceptional taxes. Besides paying the imposts levied on their Chnstian· compatriots, E. B. Lanin goes on to recite, the Jews are
victims of a special system of taxation from which
Christians are exempt. Under the so-called ''box
tax," for example, a fixed sum is collected for every
animal, fowl, and bird killed for food according to
the Jewish rites (kosher); moreover, for every
pound· of that same meat, and for every one of those
identical fowls, an additional sum is exacted when
this food is sold. In addition to this there is a
candle tax, the proceeds of which are applied
nominally to the denominational schools, with which
the Hebrews would gladly dispense if they were
permitted to avail themselvs of the ordinary educational establishments for whose maintenance they
help to provide. Besides the extra tributes thus
far mentioned the Jews hav to pay a certain percentage-from which Christians are exempt-on
the rent they receive for their houses and shops,
and on the income accruing from the sale of wine
in public houses .. They are also subjected to a
special annual tax on distilleries, breweries, and
divers sorts of factories, and for the· permission to
set up as cattle-bre~ders. Finally a fixed percentage is levied on all money left by deceased. Jews,
and a fine has to be paid for authorization to wear
Hebrew apparel. In a word, the purpose and effect
of this anti-Semitic legislation is; first, to pen the
Jews up in the cities and large towns of the Pale
of Settlement, and then to starve them to death.
How nearly success is attained is attested by a
Russian statistician, who, writing of the government
of Grodno, says that frequently one house, · consisting of three or four rooms, lodges as many a~:~
twelve families, and that sometimes whole families
liv on three-quarters of a pound of bread, one salt
herring, and a few onions per day. In the government of Kovno there are families that never break
their fast till night, and then only if the breadwinner has managed to find work.
The New York Sun givs intelligence of a despicable oppression. At one time, university graduates
of the highest standard, men who had taken a doctor's or master's degree, were entitled to pass beyond
the Pale of Settlement. Under Alexander II.
Jewish families submitted to astonishing privations
in order that thei:u brightest children might benefit
by the privilege just named. Eight or ten years
ago the number of Jewish pupils in the higher educational establishments of the empire was forty'eight in every ten thousand souls, while the number
of Christian pupils was only twenty-two in every
ten thousand of population. Then ensued a series
of restrictions intended to cut off Hebrews from
the loophole of escape from oppression which
higher education had previously offered. In June,
1885, the present czar decreed that the number of
Jews admitted to the Technological Institute at
Kharkoff should be limited to ten per cent of the
whole number of students. Nine months later he
0

forbade the admission of any Jew to the Veterinary
Institute in the same city. In 1886 it was enacted
that the number of Jews should not exceed ten per
cent of the whole number of students in the universities within the Pale, five per cent in other provincial universities, and three per cent in those of
Moscow and St. Petersburg. Finally, in July,
1887, the same rule was applied to all gymnasia or
grammar schools.
The measure described above, of penning the
Jews in the Pale, is now being superseded by a
still crueler one. This is the infliction of such
·abuses in the Pale itself as shall drive them from
Russian tElrritory altogether. Within - the Pale
such harryings and outrages hav been heaped upon
them that large numbers hav been driven 'out to
adjoining countries or to America, and all must be
eventually.
·.
Lately the Russian imperial council ordered that
the teacMrs of the Jewish synagog schools be supplanted by instructors who would continue to teach
the Hebrew religion but who would be under the
guidance of the Greek Catholic state church. This
measure, which has the appearance of being due to
a desire to improve the Jewish schools, really aims
~t their complete suppression. "Specious proposals of this character," says an observer, "are
merely a thinly veiled persecution of the worst
description."
Not long ago the minister of the interior discovered some more old laws which ha.d long been
in desuetude.' He dug them up-and ordered their
immediate and strict enforcement. These laws forbid Jews to acquire real estate, by purchase or by
lease, in the nine western provinces of the empire.
Under the disregard of these. laws that has prevailed for years, thousands of Jews hav acquired
lands and houses. Their deeds and leases are now
officially declared null and void, and they are being
forcibly expelled from their homes, without compensation. · In nearly every case the victim is
forced, under pain of the knout, to sign a paper
declaring that he givs up his place voluntarily.
Various other instances of persecution we will
record here in the words of the original dispatches:
"The Berlin correspondent of the Time8 has received
a telegram from St. Petersburg stating that the synagog
there has been closed by the government for the reason
that such an edifice is an anomaly in a city where Jews
are not entitled to settle."
"All the army surgeons of the Jewish race who decline
to be converted to the orthodox faith are to be dismissed."
"The Novoye Vremya is highly pleased because a new
oppressiv measure has been devised against the Jews.
In order to raise the especial taxes which are imposed
upon them and the· 1means to provide for their poor
brethren who are expelled from the interior, the Jews
of the towns where they are allowed to liv hold meetings
for the purpose of taxing themselvs each according to his
means. They elect their officers and employees to dispense the funds which they raise in this manner. The
ministry of the interior has now issued an order that
such Jewish meetings should be held under the supervision and control of the government officials, and that
the moneys, collected or subscribed at these gatherings
should be deposited in the general communal treasuries
of the respectiv towns and distributed according to consideration of the communal assemblies."
" Sometimes the outrages against the rights of property are accompanied by shocking outrages of moral
feelings. A certain Mr. D~my, a landlord in Besarabia,
has been at law for ten years with the Jewish Chinsh
people of Kopreshty about the piece of land upon which .
their houses and synagog are built. The synagog,
pending the decision, was, as a matter of course, in the
possession of the defendants. But in the §ummer of
1890, on the eve of the approaching Jewish holidays,
Mr. Deroy persuad~d the police inspector, Luchinsky, to
take possession in his name of the Jewish houses of
prayer, and Luchinsky, knowing well that with Jews
anything can be done with impunity, proceeded to carry
out his friend's request. He arrived at Kopreshty, en-
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tered the synagog, took possession of all the sacred rolls,
and sent them in a cart to the police station. Mr. Demy
was then installed in possession of the Jewish house of
prayer, and he immediately drove into it a herd of pigs,
which remained there all day and the following night."
"One instance~ of the intolerance of the czarina is
given. Her majesty, in company with the czar, some
time ago inspected the troops forming the garrison at
Moscow. It is customary on such occasions to giv the
soldiers a holiday after the inspection is concluded. The
officer·s of the various regiments were instructed that no
Jewish soldiers must be present at the inspection. At
the particular request of the czarina the Jews were confined to their barracks. In informing them of the reason
why they were not permitted to join their fellow-soldiers
their officers told them that Jews were offensiv to her
majesty, who wished to be spared the sight of them."
"Under a revival of an ancient Sunday law the police
hav begun either arresting or blackmailing such Israelites as dare to appear in the marketplaces of the Pale
on Sunday. This Sunday prohibition, which often
brings about terrible riots with the usual accompaniment
of Jewish lives lost and Jewish shops and houses plundered and burnt, is one of the most characteristic features of the anti-Jewish laws. The Hebrews, of course,
religiously abstain from labor on Saturday. It was considered by Ignatieff an extremely smart trick to forbid:
them to do business on Sunday as well. In its essence,
this meant that the Jews could only hav five earning days
against other people's seven. Although there are laws
on the books prohibiting Christian labor or business on
Sunday, they are a complete dead letter. Everytra~eler
in Russia knows that Sunday in the markets and busmess
streets.differs in no respect from any other day, save that
there are no Jews about. Havingremaihedidle on Saturday for their own Sabbath, they are compelled to observe
Sunday for the Christian Sabbath-the while the Christian himself works or barters from morning j;ill night,
and the marketplaces are filled as well with Tartars,
gypsies, and Persians, whom no one molests."
The chief instigator in these oppressions is M.
Pobiedonostseff, the chief procurator of the holy
synod, or state minister of public worship. This
man is an extreme religious fanatic. Everything is ascribed to the ascendency which he
exert1 over the mind of the czar. When the present reign began he became a trusted adviser; then,
little by little, the power behind the throne. He
grew to guide the czar in the selection of new mi~
isters and officials and in-the distribution of honors
and of rebukes until the whole official world of
St. Peter~burg dreaded him and fawned upon him
as Paris did in its time before the " Gray Cardinal."
To-day the enormous power which he wields is
exerted through these eager official sycophants who
owe their places to him and scramble over one another in tl:teir haste to carry out his most faintly hinted
desire to rob or slay dissenting religionists, and as
well through direct personal contact wit.h the czar.
This godly villain makes other sects than the ;[ews
suffer. The Jews are only one among many unhappy denominations and classes whom Pobiedonostseff is mercilessly driving to despair, ruin, and
exile. Says a European correspondent of the New
York Times:
" This theory of serving God with falsehood, with
theft, with shameless treachery, with wholesale persecution, has in other times possessed the brains of great and
good men of our own western races. But these men hav
all been dead three or four hundred years. Russia and
M. Pobiedonostseff hav only just reached the point where
Europe stood when Columbus discovered America."
A rapid increase in the mortality of the Jews
has resulted from their being penned in overclese
quarters. Consumption, a disease from which they
had been remarkably exempt, is mowing down
multitudes. '
The Russian populace outrage the Jews at will
upon any pretext or no pretext. Children and
rowdies pull the sufferers' beards in the streets and
if resistance is made a mob attacks the Hebrew
quarter and burns and kills. An inroad by the
cholera, or any other calamity, is followed by
a raid on the misbelievers whose sin has drawn
down God's wrath.
Space fails us for detailing how, in the words of
one European writer, "dull incompetency, ignoble
·greed, semi-civilized vanity, and stark-mad fanaticism, confusedly struggling together for evil, hav
produced this savage spectacle at which humanity
revolts."
Says Colonel Ingersoll : " The persecution of the
Jews is the meail.est, the most senseless and cruel
page in history. Every civilized Christian should
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Chiefly to 'enlighten our friend C. B. Reynolds,
feel on his cheeks the red spots of shame as he
we
hav on several occasions pointed out that the
reads the wretched and infamous story."
National League for the Protection of American ·
A. Change in The Truth Seeker's Business. Institutions is no organiZation for Liberals to supMr. Charles P. Somerby having retired from. The port, for the reason that it is a Protestant scheme
to pu,t into our national Constitutio:p. a c!ause proTruth Seeker Company and ceased to hav any confessedly in favor of separation of church and state,
nection with the paper or business, our subscribers
but really in favor of ~tnsectarian Protestantism.
and business friends are requested to make their The proposed amendment reads :
remittances payable to the undersigned.
"No state shall pass any law respecting an establishIt. is unnecessary to say that with the change in ment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof,
business management there will be no change in the or use its property or credit, or any money raised by
taxation, or authorize either to be used, for the purpose
aggressiv Freethought policy of the paper. On the of founding, maintaining, or aiding, by appropriation,
contrary the work will be pushed more vigorously payment for services, expenses or otherwise, any church,
than ever, and I hope with still greater success. religious denomination, or religious society, or any institution, society, or undertaking, which is wholly, or in
Wbatever improvements can be made in the paper part, under sectarian or ecclesiastical control."
will be attempted, and I trust that THE TRUTH
This is wholly inadequate. We hav seen in the
SEEKER's many friends and correspondents will gird administration of Girard College how easy it is to
up their loins anew for a fight to the end against e.vade any such general provision against " sectasuperstition and the "organized credulity" which rian " or " ecclesiastical" control of public instituis seeking to mentally enslave .the people of the tions. There are a great many religious bigots,
working hard for their cause, who are not sectacountry and to dedicate to a revivified ecclesirians or ecclesiastics. It is easy to evade legal
astical tyranny one-seventh of our time. Our provisions in such cases. What we really need is
American secular government. never more than now a prohibition against applying public funds to the
needed activ defenders, since courts and Congress support of any institution not owned and managed
hav practically allied the state to a church which by the state and a further prohibition against perin the rapid breaking up of its creeds ende_avors to mitting any religious exercises to be conducted
sel.ze the government in order to preserve its therein. - The Nine Demands express the Liberal
forms. THE TRUTH SEEKER will never retreat, but position on these questions a thousand times better
than the ·proposed constitutional amendment of
go on better and stronger than ever in the manful
the National League for the Protection of American
war for freedom of thought and against religious Institutions, whose secretary once personally intyranny.
formed us that the League could not possibly go
·In taking the business established so many. years to the limit set by the American Secular Union. In
ago by D. M. Bennett, and with which I hav ever other words, he was against the union of the state
been connected, I ~av necessarily assumed a very and the Catholic church but thought that morality
considerable burden of debt. That I may meet and other essentials of good citizenship would be
best conserved by the government extending some
these obligations successfully, I ask every friend
aid to unsectarian Protestant institutions.
and reader to be especially prompt in renewing
Mr. Richard B. Westbrook, D.D., is not a very
subscriptions, and I venture to urge them to also gooq exponent of Liberal political principles.
aid by sending a new subscriber or by purchasing
some of the many splendid books published by
The Coming Conflict.
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I beg to cordially thank all
George Parsons Lathrc-p, an American writer of
friends fur their support and encouragement in some note, who was recently converted to Catholithe past-support and encouragement without cism, is convinced that the Yankee mind is "ripe
which THE TRUTH SEEKER never could hav suc- for conversl.on to that religion." "It is groping for
ceeded-and to solicit an even more cordial con- a truth it recognizes dimly," and which, according
to his new belief, can be found nowhere outside of
tinuance, if that be possible.. Our door opens
"the true church," to which he himself now belongs.
inward easily, ang a warm greeting is assured Hence he predicts that in the next century "we
every Liberal in the country. Come in and see shall see a tidal wave of conversion sweeping millus.
E. M. MACDONALD,
ions of our countrymen into the Catholic church."
What will happen as the result of the present
EDITOR AND MANAGER OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.
theological revolution the wisest of men cannot
A. Card to the Patrons of The Truth Seeker. foresee. It is obvious, however, thinks the New
-I hav disposed of my interest in the Truth York Sun, that the- interest in the subject of reSeeker Company and ceased to be its business man- ligion was never before so great and general as
now. Men may be changing 'their religious views
ager.
and
giving up their former religious beliefs, but
I hope the many pleasant friendships formed
they
-are
not casting aside religion. The religious
during the past nine years will be continued notsentiment,
says the Sun, continues as strong as
withstanding this severance of business relations.
ever,
and
it
demands an outlet to worship. In
I take this opportunity to thank the generous
further
comment
upon Mr. Lathrop's prediction
subscribers and patrons of THE TRUTH SEEKER for
the
same
paper
remarks:
their cordial support.
Sincerely,
C. P. SoMERBY.

Mr. Westbrook's Queer Attitude.
In a paper prepared for the Secular Union congress, not read there but since printed in the Investigator, Mr. R. B. Westbrook, ex-president, advises the Liberals not to work for .the opening of
the World's Fair, but to strive for the repeal of
"improper" Sunday lavs, the taxation of church
property ; to oppose Bible-reading in the schools,
and "last, but not least," to "join the National
League for the Protection of American Institutions." Mr. Westbrook, D.D., evidently is still a
D.D., and would rather tilt at windmills and chase
rainbows than come down to practical business
whereof there are some hopes of success. He is a
Liberal "in the future." He wants to repeal Sunday laws in general, but enforce them in particulars. It is a queer position for
ex-president of
the Secular Union to take.

an

"The tendency seem:s to be toward a division into two
great parties, the one retaining the sentiment of Christianity only, and rejecting the dogmas of theology entirely,
·and the other venerating and defending the dogmatic
authority of the church. Protestantism seems to tend
toward a more complete denial of any and all authority
over the individual judgment and conscience, and Roman
Catholicism is more determined in its assertion of such
authority as God's representativ on earth. Between
these two lines the religious battles of the next century
are likely to be fought, with results which wiser heads
than Mr. Lathrop's might hesitate to predict or even to
guess."
This speculation, that those Protestants and
Catholics who remain fully Christian will presently
unite against their common enemy, is not unfrequently made. It is to be hoped that a long time
may p~ ss before such a coalition is seen. Freethought obtains now only because of the disunion
in the camp of the enemy. Let the great divisions
of Christianity combine and bitter will become the
Freethinker's fari.
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All danger of such a catastrophe might be
·averted-very nearly all the Christians in the land
might be Rationalized-by Infidels' thrusting, upon
each and every one of them a plentiful supply of
Freeth9ught literature. But this is not being
done. Most Freethinkers do nothing toward it.
Some of them are opulent, but their fortunes are
not devoted. to this work. To our shame be it said,
we hav not won our present liberlies by our own
sweat a:r~d blood, but are indebted for them to the
chance .circumstance of our enemies' dissensions.
We will hope that these dissensions may continue;
we do not know that they will.

~n my l~st week's pilgrimage I hav left behind found on the continent. I had a good audience,
Chicago With its wondrous revelations of man's however, and intelligence and liberality will eventprogress.. Fro~ Chicago to Denver, throng~ night ually prevail in this community. There are open
?'nd day, IS a _swift and delightful passage. Denver and avowed Freethinkers here who don't propose to
m the . lovehest of days sits queen-like on its surr~nder, and the women are not by any means
mount~m throne, and never did it present a more joined to the church-Mr. and Mrs. R. E. George
?'ttractiv face. The atmosphere is diamond-like in and the children ; Henry Lang ; J. Fletcher, ~ho
Its effulgence, and it seems to penetrate one like introduced me at the lecture, who has the courage
the effiuen.ce of wine itself. Denver is a gay capital. of his convictions though the orthodox threaten a
People enJOY themselvs here. The streets present boycott; Mr. Hopp, a Liberal Spiritualist whose
a~ elegant appearance.
Splendid business blocks hospitable home welcomes the Secularist; Henry
nval those of New York and Chicago.
Burton; W. P. Webb; Charles W. Hodgkin, and
The Woman's Christian Temperance Union is W. H. Gartside. Stockville, twenty-five miles ·
flooding the city. Nearly four hundred delegates away, sends a good delegation-Frank M. Hall and
are present. It makes quite an imposing assembly. wife, John Delate, etc. I should like to hav gone
T~ere a~e _eloquent and bright-looking women in to Stockville if time permitted, for I understand I
The World's Fair Leaflet.
this Chnstmn crusade, and some of Liberal ideas. should find a warm welcome from the Liberals of
The subjoined letter is something to the point: If t?ese reformers would forego the " God in the that place. In the future I niay be able to do so.
I hav to take the midnight train in order io
Constitution,': an_d not try to make men good by
"MINNEAPOLis, MINN., Oct. 28, 1892.
"EDITOR T;smH SEEKER~ Inclosed you will find $1, for force of law, It might be that their earnestness and meet my further appointments. I enjoyed my
which send to my address one copy of Dr. Foote's enthusiasm would benefit the world. ·As it is, the short stay in Bartley even if the Methodists are so
'Handbook of Health Hints and Ready Recipes.' The. old crusade_ may be repeated over again, and blood mean. These are growing small by degrees and
balance you can apply on printing leaflets with cartoon and revolutiOn follow. All is not gold that glitters. beautifully less. They tried to build a sectarian
on as suggested by 'E. B. B.,' in THE TRUTH SEEKER These ladies make a fine appearance, ·but the college here, but at present it is a somewhat melancholy ruin. The funds are lacking.
October 15th. If you do not print them use it where it shadow of despotism lurks in their lively parade.
The country in the vicinity of Bartley is excelwill do good. Am well pleased with the way· paper is
In the hospitable home of Mr. and Mrs. Truss
edited.
Yours for justice and liberty,
the w,orld of philosophy unfolds, and everything is lent~ The harvests of this year hav been equal to
'' CHAS. LOWND."
discussed from politics to religion. I always get a any on record. ~here is constant improvement, fine
The leaflet is now being prepared, and will be mental ·re_vival with friend Truss. He keeps up weather and fine soil. The worst crop yet produced are the Methodist elders.
.
.
printed shortly. We shall be glad to send them with the trmes around the whole circle of science.
am
writing
these
notes
on
board
1rain
Monday,
I
out for 25 cents per dozen and $1.50 per hundred. Friend Varian also joins in with his stores of October 31st, and just as I complete them we are
enormous reading upon every subject. It is better than consulting a library to "interview" Truss plunging through the Royal gorge, and the mighty
New Pamphlets.
and Varian. We talk till midnight sometimes, but rocks overhang on every side in wil<l, fantastic
We hav printed for M~. Franklin Steiner in a take no note of the flying hours. We hav a bird's- shapes and massiv ranks. The river leaps along as if trying to escape the rocky prisonhouse. It
neat little 5-cent pamphlet his open letter to the . eye view of the universe in these glowing discus- seems as if the train would rush against the presions
and
"take
a
tilt"
with
nearly
every
problem
Rev. J. L. Sooy, D.D., of Des Moines. It shows
that has tormented and inspired the human heart cipitous battlements. Then the frowning barriers
that the oft-repeated Christian statement that Inand brain for ages and probably will for ages to open, and into vast abysses we dash. Winding
fidels do not contribute to nor found charities is a come. The goal of final solution will never be from the gorge we pass into the immense mountain
scenery, and higher and higher we climb into the
falsehood. The pamphlet, is called "Infidels and reached.
land
of wonders. Near and far the mountains lift
Charity," and ought to be widely circulated.
Politics are buzzing and humming and roaring their noble forms.. Dark gray, dark blue, white and
We hav also printed, for Mr. W. H. Burr, his re- along with tremendous velocity in the "Silver glitteting, they shine in endless battalions. We
cent article on "Junius, Casca, Common Sense, state." Our friend Z. Shed is making some mas- cannot count them ; like huge monsters they seem
and Thomas Paine." It sets forth Mr. Burr's terful speeches for the People's party. I find that to hedge us in from all .the outer world. As we
many Liberals are in this movement as leaders. and
views regarding these persons in answer to a foot- candidates. Charles Roth, however, is running for rush along men and brilliant forms appear. We
note in Moncure D. Conway's Life of Paine. the aasembly on the Republican ticket. I hope he look into enormous vistas, with walls of silver and
gold, as if some great city.were built in the bosom
Price 5 cents.
will be elected, for he will do service for the Lib- of the sky. Near by are pretty farmhouses, herds
eral cause wherever he is. This is a good year, I of cattle, human life in contrast with the pathless
New Editions.
guess, for Liberals. Amidst the manifold agita- world beyond.
Two pamphlets which keep the printers busy on tions and changes of the campaign, I believe some
The evening radiance soon shines over the varied
landscape. Then with the darkening scene flare
new editions are John E. Remsburg's "False true men will get to the front.
It was too bad after the glorious weather of Fri- the great lights of Leadville, that wonderful hive
Claims " of Christianity, · and the "Holy Bible
day and Saturday that it should rain on Sunday of industry, where giant forces wrest from the earth
Abridged." The editions this time are in hand- morning. It was a melancholy rain, and in the afits hard-won treasures. Beyond Leadville in the
some pape~ covers. Price, 10 cents for "False ternoon it turned into a more melancholy snow- moonlight and starlight flooding the innumerable
Claims,'' and 25 cents for "Bible Abridged."
storm, and the walking was simply horrible, and of bowlders and awful crags and chasms, the swift
course !did not hav a very large audience in the engin winds through the canyon of the Grand
evening. It was quite a disappointment, but I had river where the wildest and most sublime eceneries
to make the best of it. It is about three years sweep upon the vision almost with the rapidity of
since I was in Denver and I was pleased to meet a cataract.. Then the lights of Glenwood Springs
old friends again, and new ones too-Fred War- flash upon the view. Plunging onw~d through
ren, H. E. Hurlburt, Mr. and Mrs. Nesbitt, Frank the darkness of midnight in the early morn we
News and Notes.
I am speeding along through the glorious Colo- Leavy, T. B. Chandler, and others. Quite a num- reach the Castle Gate, where nature it seems has
rado mountains. The first snowstorm of the sea- ber added their names to the Federation. I was huddled her "raw recruits" of the olden time in
son has appeared, and the multitudinous hills are enabled to meet the fortunes of war with good grotesque array, and l'elics of gigantic conflict lie
shining like silver, while .the green and golden cheer. Sunday afternoon I enjoyed the hospitality round the blasted towers. Thence we come into
plains sweep away into the luminous distance. The of Mrs. Charles Roth; and around the festiv board Pleasant valley, when the sun through the white
lofty peaks with blazing masses on their crest meet the darkening skies were forgotten. Mr. and Mrs. clouds and s'himmering flgkes makes beautiful the'
the shining sky. · It is a lovely day after the storm, John G. Jenkins and family are always in the ranks mingling hills and valleys. Here I finish these notes.
and scenes of vast magnificence open upon the to help. Although I struck Denver at an unfort- I ,hav never written in such a gorgeous room beview. The sun marches through the radiant clouds, unate time, religion, politics, rain and snow, and fore, in such a big house, with such big halls on
and flings a soft and brilliant light over the fields mud being in full sway, yet the genial and gener- every side. I hav had the Rocky mountains for its
and .:rolling mists, and woods decked with feathery ous welcome made amends for the lack of popular pillars, the blue sky for' its dome, the changing
clouds for drapery, and stream and plain for its
white;' and the glittering streams, and then it bursts success, and I hope on, hope ever.
I was pleased to meet with M. F. Everett, of fretted floor, and pictures such as mortal hand
forth along some blue expanse with intolerable
s);>lendor.
Through the ever-changing pictures Glenwood Springs, a stanch Liberal, on the roll of never painted on its ever-varying walls-shifting
thunders the burnished iron horse, flinging back the THE TRUTH SEEKER. He invites me to Glenwood and melting from gloom to beauty as the magic car
glory of the sun, rejoicing in its fiery life, a.nd Springs. I expect to make an appointme~t there moves on. What is more magic than this car which
spreading forth its gorgeous pennon , of smoke. some day, together with Aspen and other places in man himself has made, that follows . the circling
Away we go, as if on a fairy journey. Now we this part of Colorado, where there is a large Free- cloud with such sure swiftness, climbing high, and
pass the Castle Rock towering in ancient grandeur, thought element. I was privileged also to make like an eagle flight scaling the rocky barrier, racing
a mighty ruin from the immemorial years, while at the acquaintance of :j\ir. and Mr!'. Clayton, Liberal with the bounding cataract between mighty walls,
its feet is the handsome modern city, the new and Spiritualists, ready to stand by facts and not be and almost like a winged creature springing forth
the old in charming contrast. A wonderful pano- blinded by fraud. In their home shines the genial from the mountains into the broad and beaming
rama unfolds, exquisit in beauty, bold in desola- atmosphere of Freethought along with gleams of valley, onward, onward, through day and night?
tion, marvelous in form, weird in suggestion, fasci- immortality, whose glory is still the puzzle of mod- What a magic car this is, more wonderful than poet
dreamed of a thousand years ago. It annihilates
nating in ,sublimity.
Thought pursues its far ern science.
I dropped off one night, Thursday, on my way to time and space, and I hope it will annihilate God
flight, and dreams seem like realities. It is a glorious moment of existence. A divine elation is in the Denver, at J3artleY._, Neb., where I gave a lecture at too with its glorious motion and splendor.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAMmind, for nature, with its superb appareling, seems the schoolhouse. The Methodists are trying to
--------~.--------run
this
place
to
suit
themselvs
..
They
wouldn't
to be our slave and not ou:r master.
How Mucll Good There Is in Prayer.
It is exhilarating thus to journey on and on, and let the hall which they happen to control for love or
Two drunken men got into a boat to cross a river.
for the time being exult in the supremacy of men- money, and we werQ obliged to meet in the school- They rowed all night and could not reach shore. Then
tal life. We know that nature is our master and house and now they threaten to arrest the janitor they thought they had drifted out to sea, and one of them
fell to praying. At last one of them began to get sober
that we must mingle with the dust; but not less for opening the doors. They seem ·to think they and
he said, ''Wait a minute." Then he went to the bow
inspiring is the magnificent world of earth and sky own the whole place. They don't even allow other of the boat and climbed out,' and said to. his companion,
that crowds its illimitable gloriea on our enchanted Christian sects the use of the hall. A more narrow- "You needn't pray any more, Bill; we forgot when we
minded set of ecclesiastical stupidities is not to be got in last night to loose this boat,"
vision.
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stands Voltaire, whose memory we are honoring tonight. .
The infidels of one age have often been the auVoltaire! a name that excites the admiration of
reoled saints of the next.
men, the malignity of priests: Pronounce th~t
The destroyers of the old are the creators of the name in the presence of a clergyman, and you will
new.
find that you have made a declaration of war. ProAs time sweeps on the old passes away and the nounce that name, and from the face of the priest
new in its turn becomes old.
the mask of meekness will fall, and from the mouth
There is in the intellectual world, as in the phys- of forgiveness will pour a Niagara of vituperation
ical, decay and growth, and ever by the grave of and calumny. And yet Voltaire was the greatest
buried age stand youth and joy.
man of his Century, and did more to free the hu-The history of intellectual progress is written in man race than any other of the sons of men. ·
the lives of infidels.
On Sunday, the 21st of November, 1694, a babe
Political rights have been preserved by traitors; was born; a babe exceedingly frail, whose breath
the liberty of mind by heretics.
hesitated about remaining. This babe became the
To attack the king was treason; to dispute the greatest man of the 18th Century.
priest was blasphemy.
When Voltaire came to this" great stage of fools,"
For many centuries the sword and cross were his country had been christianized-not civilizedallies. Together they attacked the rights of man. for about fourteen hundred years. For a thouThey defended each other.
sand years the religion of peace and good will had
The throne and altar were twins-two vultures been supreme. The laws had been given by chrisfrom the same egg.
tian kings, and sanctioned by "wise and holy men."
James I. said : "No bishop, no king." He
Under the benign reign of universal love, every
might have added: No cross no crown. The King court had its chamber of torture, and every priest
owned the bodies of men; the priest, the souls. relied on the thumb-screw and rack.
·One lived on taxes collected by force, the other on
Such had been the success of the blessed gospel
alms collected by fear-both robbers, both beg- that every science was an outcast.
.
gars.
To speak your honest thoughts, to teach your
These robbers and these beggars controled two fellow-.men, to investigate for yourself, to .seek the
worlds. The king mude laws, the priest made truth, these were all crimes, and the "holy-mother
creeds. Both obtained their authority from God, church" pursued the criminals with sword and
both were the agents of the infinite.
flame.
With bowed backs the people carried the burdens
The believers in a God of love-an infinite father
of one, and witit. wonder's open mouth received the -punished hundreds of offenses with torture and
dogmas of the other. .
death. Suspected persons were tortured to make
If the people aspired to be free, they were them confess. Convicted persons were tortured to
crushed by the king, and every priest was a Herod, make them give the names of their accomplices·.
who slaughtered the children of the brain.
Under the leadership of the Church, cruelty had
The king ruled by force, the priest by fear, and become the only reforming power.
both by both.
In this blessed year 1694 all authors were at the
The king said to the people: " God made you mercy of king and priest. The mast of them were
peasants, and He made me king : He made you to cast into prisons, impoverished by fines and costs,
labor, and me to enjoy; He made rags and hovels exiled or executed.
for you, robes and palaces for me. He made you
The little time that hangmen could snatch from
to obey, and me to command. Such is the justice professional duties was occupied in burning books.
of God."
The courts of justice were traps, in which the inAnd the priest said: " God made you ignorant
and vile ; He made me holy and wise; you are the nocent were caught. The judges were almost as
sheep, I am the shepherd ; your fleeces belong to malicious and cruel as though they had been
me. If you do not obey me here, God will punish bishops or saints. There was no trial by jury, and
you now and torment you forever in another world. the rules of evidence allowed the conviction of the
supposed criminal by the proof of suspicion or hearSuch is the mercy of God.
"You must not reason. Reason is a rebel. You say.
The witnesses, being liable to be tortured, genermust not contradict-contradiction is born of egotism ; you must believe. He that has ears to hear ally told what the judges wished to hear.
The supernatural and the miraculous controled
let him hear. Heaven is a question of ears."
Fortunately for us, there have been traitors and the world. Everything was explained, but nothing
there have been heretics, blasphemers,. thinkers, in- was understood. The Church was at the head.
vestigators, lovers of liberty, men of genius who The sick bought from monks little amulets of conhave given their lives to better the condition· of secrated paper. They did not send for a doctor,
but for a priest, and the priest sold the diseased
their fellow-men.
These little
It may be well enough here to ask the question : and the dying these magical amulets.
pieces of paper with the help of some saint would
"What is g~eatness 1" .
A great man adds to the sum of knowledge, ex- .cure ·diseases of every kind. If you would put one
tends the horizon of thought, releases souls from in a cradle, it would keep the child from being bethe Bastile of fear, crosses unknown and mysteri- witched. If you would put one in the barn, the
ous seas, gives new ·islands and new continents to rats would not eat your corn. If you would keep
the domain of thought, new constellations to the one in the house, evil spirits would not enter your
firmament of mind. A great man does not seek ~oors, and if you .buried them in the fields, you
applause or place; he seeks for truth; he seeks the would have good weather, the frost would be delayed,
road to happiness, and what he asceDtains he gives rain would come when needed, and abundant crops
would bless your labor. The Church insisted that
to others.
A great man throws pearls before swine, and all diseases could be cured in the name of God, and
the swine are sometimes changed to men. If the that these cures could be, effected by prayers, exorgreat had always kept their pearls, vast multitudes cism, by touching bones of saints, pieces of the
true cross ; by being sprinkled with holy -water or
'would be barbarians now.
A great man is a torch in the darkness, a beacon with sanctified salt, or touched with magical oil.
In that day the dead saints were the best physiin superstition's night, an inspiration and a prophcians; St. Valentine cured the epilepsy; St. Gerecy.
.
Greatness is not the gift of majorities; it cannot vasius was exceedingly good for rheumatism; St.
be thrust upon any man; men cannot give it to an- Michael for cancer ; St. Judas for coughs and colds;
other; they can give place and power, but not St. Ovidius restored the hearing; St. Sebastian was
good for the bites of snakes and the stings of poigreatness.
The place does not make the man, nor the sonous insects ; St. Apollonia for toothache ; St.
Clara for any trouble with the eyes ; and St.
scepter the king. Greatness is from within.
The great men are the heroes who have freed Hubert for hydrophobia. It was known that docthe bodies of men ; they are the philosophers and tors reduced the revenue of the Church; that was
thinkers who have given liberty to the soul; they enough-science was the enemy of religion.
are the poets who have transfigured the common
The Church thought that the air was filled with
and filled the lives of many millions with love and devils; that every sinner was a kind of a tenement
song.
.
house inhabited by evil spirits; that angels were on
They are the artists who have covered the bare one side of men and evil spirits on the other, and
walls of weary life with the triumphs of genius.
that God would, when the subscriptions and donaThey are the heroes who have slain the monsters tions justified the effort, drive the evil spirits from
of ignorance and fear, who have outgazed the the field.
·
Gorgon and driven the cruel gods from their
Satan had power over the air ; consequently he
thrones.
controled the frost, the mildew, the lightning and
They are the inventors, the discoverers, the great the flood; and the principal business of the Church
mechanics, the kings of the useful who have civil- was with bells, and holy water, and incense, and
ized this world.
·
'
crosses, to defeat the machinations of that prince of
At the head of this heroic army, foremost of all, the power of the air.

Voltaire.

Great reliance was placed upon the bells ; they
were sprinkled with holy water, and their clangor
cleared the air of imps and fiends. And the bells.
also protected the people from storms and lightning. In that day the Church used to anathematize insects. Suits were commenced against rats,
and judgment rendered. Every monastery had its
master magician, who sold incense and salt and
tapers, and consecrated palms and relics.. Every
science was regarded as an enemy ; every fact held
the creed of the Church in scorn. Investigators
were regarded as dangerous ; thinkers were traitors,
and the Church exerted its vast power to prevent
the intellectual progress of man.
There was no real liberty, no real education, no
real philosophy, no real science-nothing but
credulity and superstition. The world was under
the control of Satan and the Church.
The Church firmly believed in the existence of
witches and devils and fiends. In this way the
Church had every enemy within her power. It
simply had to charge him with being a wizard, of
holding communications with devils, and the ignorant mob were ready to tear .him to pieces. So
prevalent was this belief, this belief in the supernatural, that the poor people were finally driven to
make the best possible terms they could with the
spirit of evil. This frightful doctrine filled every
friend with suspicion of his friend; it made the
husband denounce the wife, children their parents,
parents their children. It destroyed the amenities
of humanity; it did away with justice in the courts;
it broke the bond of friendship ; it filled with
poison the golden cup of life; it turned earth into
a very perdition peopled with abominable, malicious
and hideous fiends. Such was the result of a belief
in the supernatural;. such wa~ the result of giving
up the evidence of our own senses and relying upon
dreams, visions, and fears. Such was the result of
the attack upon the human reason; such the result of
depending on the imagination, on the supernatural;
such the result of living in this world for another;
of depending on priests instead of upon ourselves.
The Protestants vied with Catholics; Luther stood
side by side with the priests he had deserted in promoting this belief in devils and fears.
To the
Catholic every Protestant was possessed by a devil ;
to the Protestant every Catholic was the home of a
fiend. All order in regular succession of causes
and effects was known no more ; the natural
ceased to exist; the learned and the ignorant were
on a level. The priest was caught in the net he
had spread for the peasant, and Christendom became a vast madhouse, with the insane for keepers.
When Voltaire was born the Church ruled and
owned France. It was a period of almost universal
corruption. The priests were mostly libertines, the
judges <:ruel and venal. The royal palace was a
house of prostitution. The nobles were heartless,
proud, al'rogant, and cruel to the last degree. The
common people were treated as beasts. It took
the Church a thousand years to bring about this
happy condition of things.
·
The seeds of the Revolution unconsciously were
being scattered by every noble and by every priest.
They were germinating slowly in the hearts of the
wretched; they were being watered by the tears of
agony; blows began to bear interest. There was a
faint longing for blood. Workmen, blackened by
the sun, bowed by labor, deformed by want, looked
at the white throats of scornful ladies and thought
about cutting them.
In those days witnesses were cross-examined with
instruments of torture ; the Church was the arsenal
of superstition ; miracles, relics, angels, and devils
were as common as lies.
'
In order to appreciate a great man we mus(know
his surroundings. We must understand the scope
of the drama in which he played-the part he acted,
and we must also know his audience.
In Englai;!d George I. was disporting with the
Maypole and Elephant, and then George II., jealous
and choleric, hating the English and their language,
making, however, an excellent image or idol before
whom the English were glad to bow-snobbery
triumphant-the criminal code getting bloodier
every day-223 offenses punishable with deaththe prisons filled and the scaffolds crowded-efforts
on every hand to repress the ambition of men to
be men-the Church relying on superstition and
ceremony to make men good-and the ·State dependent on the whip, the rope and ax to make men
patriotic.
In Spain, the Inquisition in full control-all the
instruments of torture used to prevent the development of the mind. Spain, that had driven out the
Jews, that is to say, her talent; that had driven out
the Moors ; that is to say, her taste and her industry, was still endeavoring by all religious means to
reduce the land to the imbecility of the true faith.
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In Portugal they were burning women and children for having eaten meat on a holy day, and this
to please the most merciful God. , .
In Italy, the nation prostrate covered with swarms
of cardinals and bishops and priests and monks and
nuns and every representative of holy sloth. The
Inquisition there also-while hands tha£_ were
clasped in prayer or stretched for alms, grasped with
eagerness and joy the lever of the rack, or gathered
fagots for the holy flame.
In Germany, they were burning women and children charged with having made a compact with the
enemy of man.
And in our own fair land, persecuting Quakers_,
stealing men and women from another shore, stealing children from their mother's breasts, and paying labor with the cruel lash.
Superstition ruled the world!
There is but one use for law, but one excuse for
government-the preservation of liberty-to give
to each man his own, to secure to the farmer what
he produces from the soil, to the mechanic what he
invents and makes, to the artist what he creates, to
the thinker the right to express his thoughts.
Liberty is the breath of progress.
In France the people were the sport of a king:s
caprice. Everywhere was the shadow of the Bastile. It fell upon the sunniest field, upon the happiest home. With the king walked the headsman;
back of the throne was the chamber of torture. The
Church appealed. to the rack, and Faith relied on
the fagot. Science was an outcast, and Philosophy,
so-called, was the pander of superstition.
Nobles and priests were sacred. Peasants were
vermin. Idleness sat at the banquet, and Industry
gathered the crumbs and the crusts.
Voltaire. was of the people. In the language of
that day, he had no ancestors. His real name was
Francois Marie Arouet. His mother was Marguerite d'Aumard. This mother died when he was
seven years of age. He had an elder brother,
Armand, who was a devotee, very religious and exceedingly disagreeable. This brother used to present offerings to the Chlirch, hoping to make
amends for the unbelief of his brother. So far as
we know, none of his ancestors were literary peo·
·
ple.
The Arouets had never written a line. The
Abbe de Chaulieu was his godfather, and, although
an abbe, was a Deist who cared nothing about religion except in connection with his salary. Voltaire's father wanted to make a lawyer of him, but
he had no taste for law. At the age of ten he entered the college of Louis Le Grand.- This was a
Jesuit school, and here he remained for seven years,
leaving at seventeen, and never attending any other
school. According to-Voltaire, he learned nothing
at this school but a little Greek, a good deal of
Latin and a vast amount of nonsense. .
In this college of Louis Le Grand they did !lOt
teach geography, history, mathematics, or any science. This was a Catholic institution, controled by
Jesuits. In that day the religion was defended,
was protected or supported by the State. Behind
the entire creed were the bayonet, the ax, the
wheel, the fagot and the torture chamber.
' While Voltaire was attending the college of
Louis Le Grande tl;le soldiers of the king were
hunting Protestants in the mountains of Cevennes
for magistrates to hang on gibbets, to put to torture, to break on the wheel, or to burn at tl;le stake.
At seventeen Voltaire determined to devote his
life to lit :rature. The father said, speaking of his
two sons Armand and Francois, " I have a pair of
fools for sons, one in verse and the other in prose."
In 1713 Voltaire, in a small way,. became a diplomat. He -went ·to The Hague attached to . the
French minister, and there he fell in love. The
girl's mother objected. Voltaire sent his clothes
to the young lady that she might v~sit him. Everything was discovered and he was dismissed. To
this girl he wrote a letter, and in it you will find
the keynote of Voltaire : "Do not expose yourself to the fury of your mother. You know what
she is capable of. You have experienced it too
well. Dissemble ; it is your only chance. Tell her
that you have forgotten me, that you hate me; then
after telling her, love me all the mor.e."
On account of this episode Voltaire was formally
disinherited by his father. The father procured
an order of arrest and gave his son the choice of
going to prison or beyond the seas. He finally
consented to become a lawyer, and says: "I have
already been a week at work in .the office of a solicitor learning the trade of a pettifogger."
About this time he competed for a prize, writing
a poem on the King's generosity :in building the
new choir in the cathedral Notre Dame. He did
not win it. After being with the solicitor a little
while, he hated the law, began to write poetry and
the outlines of tragedy. Great questions were then
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agitating the public mind, questions that throw a hypocrite with a virtuous imagination, a gentleman
flood of light upon that epoch.
who electioneered with the king's mistress that he_
' In 1552, Dr. Bains took into ·his head to sus- might be made a bishop. He became acquainted
t~n a number ?f propositions touching predestina- with Chesterfield-all manners, no man; with
tiOn to the preJudice of the doctrine of free will. Thomson, author of "The Seasons," who loved to
The Cordelian monks select_ed seventy-six of the see the sun rise in bed and visit the country in
prop~sitions and denounced them to the ·Pope as town; with Swift, whose poisoned arrows were
heretical, and from the Pope obtained ·what was then festering in the flesh of Mr. Bull-Swift, as
called a Bull. This Bull contained a doubtful pas- wicked as he was witty, and as heartless as he was
sage, the meaning of which was depel).dent upon humorous-with Swift, a dean and a devil; with
the position of a comma. The friends of Dr. Congreve, whom Addison thought superior to
Bains wrote to Rome to find where the comma Shakespeare, and who never wrote but one great
ought to be placed. Rome, busy with other· mat- line, "The cathedral looking tranquillity."
ters, sent as an answer a copy of the Bull in which
"Voltaire began to think, to doubt, to inquire. He
the doubtful sentence was left without any comma. studied the history of the Church and of the Creed.
So the dispute continued.
He found that the religion of his time rested on
Then, there was the great controversy between the usurpation of the scriptures-the infallibility
the J ansenists and Molinists. Molini was a Span- of the Church-the dreams of insane hermits-the
ish Jesuit, who sustained the doctrine of free will absurdities of the Fathers-the mistakes and falsewith a subtlety of his own, "m::m's will is free, b 1t hoods of saints-the hysteria of nuns-the cunning
God S€es exactly h-:;w he will use iL." 'lhe Presby- of priests and the stupidity of the people. He
terians of our country are still wrestli.1.g with tuis found that the Emperor Constantine, who lifted
important absurdity.
Christianity into power, murdered his wife Fausta
Jansenius was a French Jesuit who carried the and his eldest son Crispus, the same year that he
doctrine of predestination to the extreme, 'sserting convened the Council of Nice, to decide whether
that God commands things that are impossible, Christ was a man or the Son of God. The Council
and that Christ did not die for all.
decided, in the year 325, that Christ was consubIn 1641 the Je!3uits obtained a Bu]J. condemning stantial with the Father. He found that the Church
five propositions of Jansenius. The Jansenists was indebted to a husband who assassinated his
thereupon denied that the five propositions-or wife-a father who murdered his son for settling
any of them-were found in the works of Jansenius. the vexed question of t-he divinity of the Savior.
This question of J a'nsenism anu Molinism occu- He found that Theodosius called a council at Conpied France for about two hundred years.
stantinople in 381, by which it was decided that the
In Voltaire's time the question had finally dwin- Holy Ghost proceeded from the Father-that
dled down to whether the :five propositions con- Theodosius, the younger, assembled a council at
demned by the Papal Bull were in fact in the Ephesus in 431, that declared the Virgin Mary to
works of Jansenius. The Jansenists proved that be the mother of God-that the Emperor Marcian
the five propositions were not in his book, because called another council at Chalcedon in 451, that dea niece of Pascal had a diseased eye cured l;>y the cided that Christ had two wills-that Pognatius
application of a thorn from the crown of ctrrist.
called anotherib. 680, that declared that Christ had
The Bull Unigenitus was launched in 1713, and two natures to go with his two wills-and that in
then all the prisons were filled with Jansenists. 127 4, at the Council of Lyons .the important fact
This great question of predestination and free will, was found that the Holy Ghost "proceeded," not
of free moral age·:cy and accountability, and being only from the Father, but also from the Son at the
saved by the grace of God, and damned for the same time.
glory of God, hav3 occupied the mind of what we
So, it took about 1,300 years to find out a few
call the civilized world for many centuries. .All things that had been revealed by an infinite God to
these questions were argued pro and con through his infallible Church.
Switzerland; all of them in Holland for centuries;
Voltaire found that this insane creed had filled
in Scotland and England and New England, and the world with cruelty and fear. He found that
millions of people are ~?till busy harmonizing fore- vestments were more sacred than virtues-that
ordination and free will, ~ecessity and morality, images and crosses-pieces of old bones and bits
predestination and accountability.
of wood were more precious than the rights and
Louis XIV. having died, the Regent took pos- lives of men, and that the keepers of these relics
session, and then the prisons were opened. The were the enemies of the human race.
Regent called for a list of all persons then in the
With all the energy of his nature-with every
prisons sent there at the will of the King. He faculty of his mind-he attacked this " Triumphant
found that, as to many prisoners, nobody knew Beast."
any cause why they had been in prison, They had
Voltaire was the apostle of common sense_. He
been forgotten. Many of the prisoners did not knew· that there could have been no primitive or
know themselves, and could not guess why they first language from which all other languages had
had been arrested. One Italian had been in the been formed. He knew that every language had
Bastile thirty-three· years without ever knowing been influ.enced by the surroundings of the people.
why. On his arrival in Paris, thirty-three years He knew that the language of snow and ice was
before, he was arrested and sent to prison. He had not the language of palm and flower. He knew
grown old. He had survived his family and friends. also that there had been no miracle in language.
When the rest were liberated he asked to remain He knew that it was imposBible that the story of
where he was, and he lived there the rest of his life. the Tower of Babel should be true. That every~
The old prisoners were pardoned; but in a little thing in the whole world had been natural. He
was the enemy of alchemy, not only in language
while their places were taken by new ones.
At this time Voltaire was not interested in the but in scien"Ce. One passage from him is enough
great world-knew very· little of reli:giun or of to show his philosophy in this regard. He says : ·
government. He was busy writing poetry, busy "To transmute iron into gold, two things are necthinking of comedies and tragedies. He was full essary. First, the annihilation of the iron ; second,
the creation of gold."
of life. All his fancies were winged, like moths.
Voltaire gave us the philosophy of history.
He was charged with having written some cutting
Voltaire was a man of humor, of good nature, of
epigrams. He was exiled to Tull<!, three hundred
miles away. From this pl.ace he wrote in the true cheerfulness. He despised with all his heart the
vein-" I am·at a chateau, a place that would be the philosophy of Calvin, the creed of the somber, of the
most agreeable in the world if I had not been severe, of the unnatural. He pitied those who
exiled to it, and where there is nothing wanting for needed the aid of religion to be honest, to be cheermy perfect happiness except the liberty of leaving. ful. He had the courage to enjoy the present and
It would be delicious to remain, if I only were al- the philosophy to bear what the future might
bring. And yet for more than a hundred and fifty
lowed to go."
At last the exile was allowed to return. Again years the christian world has fought this man and
he was arrested; this ti111e sent to the Bastile, maligned his memory. , In every christian pulpit
where he remained for nearly a year. While in his name has been pronounced with scorn, and
prison he changed his name from Francois Marie every pulpit has been an arsenal of slander. He is
Arouet to Voltaire, and by that name he has since one man of whom no orthodox minister has ever told
the truth. He has been denounced equally by Cathbeen known.
Voltaire, as full of life as summer is full of blos- olics and Protestants.
Priests and ministers, bishops and exhorters, pr~
som, giving his ideas upon all subjects at the expense of prince and king, was exiled to England. siding elders and popes have filled the world with
From sunny France he took his way to the mists slanders, with calumnies about Voltaire. I am
and fogs of Albion. He became acquainted with amazed that ministers will no_t or cannot tell the
the highest and the best in Britain. He met Pope, truth about an enemy of the Church. As a matter
a most wonderful verbal mechanic, a maker of of fact, for more than one thousand years, almost
artificial flowers, yei:y much like natural ones, ex- every pulpit has been a mint in which slanders were
cept that they lack perfume and· the seeds of aug-· coined.
He fought with every weapon that genius could
gestion. He made the acquaintance of Young, who
wrote the "Night Thoughts 1" Young, a :fine old devise or use. He was the greatest of all carica.-
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turists, and he used this wonderful gift without
mercy. For pure crystallized wit, he had no equal.
The art of flattery was carried by him to the bight
of an exact science. He knew and practiced every
subterfuge. He fought the army of hypocrisy and
pretense, the army of faith and falsehood.
·
Voltaire was annoyed by the meaner and baser
spirits of his time, by the cringers imd crawlers, by
the fawners and pretenders, by those who wished
to gain the favor of priests, the patronage of nobles.
Sometimes he allowed himself to be annoyed by
these scorpions; sometimes he attacked them. And,
but for these attacks, long ago they would have
been forgotten. In the amber of his genius Voltaire preserved these insects, these tarantulas,
these scorpions.
It is fashionable to say that he was not profound.
This is because he was not stupid. In the presence
of absurdity he laughed, and was called irreverent.
He ·thought God would not damn even a priest
forever-this was regarded as blasphemy. He endeavored to prevent Christians from murdering eacb
other, and did what he could to civilize the disciples of Christ. Had he founded a sect, obtained
control of some country, and burnt a few hereti·cs
at slow fires, he would have won the admiration,
respect and love of the Christian world. Had he
only pretended to believe all the fables of antiquity,
had he mumbled Latin prayers, counted beads,
crossed himself, devoured now and then the flesh of
God, and carried fagots to the feet of Philosophy
in the name of Christ, he might have been in
Heaven this moment, enjoymg a sight of the
damned.
If he had only adopted the creed of his timeif he had asserted tbat a God of infinite power and
mercy had created millions and billions of human
beings to suffer e ernal pain, and all for the sake of
his glorious justic~-that he had given his power
of attorney to a cunning and crutl Italian pope,
authorizing him to E<ave the soul of his mistress and
send lionest wives to hell-if he had given to the
nostrils of this God the odor of burning flt-sh-the
incense of the fagot-if .he had filled his ears with
the shrieks of the tortured-the music of the rack,
he would now be known as Saint Voltaire.
For many years this restless man filled Europe
with the ·product of his brain. Essa,ys, epigr ms,
epics, comedies, tragedies, histories, poems. novds,
representing every phase and every faculty of the
human mind. At the same time engrossed in business, full of speculation, making money like ·a
millionaire, busy with the gosE<ip of courts, and
even with the scandals of priests. At the same time
alive to all the discoveries of science and the theories
of philosophers, and in this Babel never forgetting
for one moment to assail the monster·of superstition. . Sleeping and waking he hated the Church.
With the eyes of Argus he watched, and with the
arms of Briareus he struck. · For sixty years he
waged continuous and unrelenting war, sometimes
in the open field, sometimes striking from the
hedges of opportunity-taking care during all this
time to remain independent of all men. He was in
the highest sense successful.
He lived like a
prince, · became one of the powers of Europe, and
in him, for the first time, literature was crowned.
It has been claimed by the Christian critics ·that
Voltaire was irreverent; that he examined sacred
things without solemnity; that he refused to remove his shoes in the presence of the Burning
Bush ; that he smiled at the Geology of Moses, the
astronomical ideas of Joshua, and that the
biography of Jonah filled him with laughter. They
say that these stories, these sacred impossibilities,
these inspired Jalsehoods, should be read and
studied with a believing mind in humbleness of
spirit; that they should be e~amined prayerfully,
asking God at the same time to give us strength to
triumph over·the conclusions of our reason. These
critics imagine that a falsehood can be old enough
to be venerable, and that to stand covered in its
presence ·is the act of an irreverent scoffer. Voltaire approached the mythology of the Jews precisely as he did the mythology of the Greeks and
Romans, or the mythology of the Chinese or the
Iroquois Indians. There is nothing in this world
too sacred to be investigated, to be understood.
The philosopher does not hide. Secresy is not the
friend of truth. No man should be reverent at the
expense of his reason. Nothing should be worshiped until the reason has been convinced that it
is worthy of worship.
Against all miracles, against all holy superstition,
against sacred mistakes, he shot the arrows of ridicule.
These arrows, winged by fancy, sharpened by
wit, poisoned by truth, always reached the center.
It is claimed by many that anything, the 15est and
holiest, can be ridiculed. As a matter of fact, he

who attempt!!! to ridicule the truth ridicule!!! himself.
He becomes the food of his own laugB.ter.
The mind of man is many-sided. Truth must be,
and is, willing to be tested in every way, tested by
all the senses.
But in what way can the absurdity of the "real
presence" be answered, except by banter, by raillery,
by ridicule, by persiflage T How are you going to
convince a man who believes that, when he swallows
the sacred wafer, he has eaten the entire Trinity,
and that a priest drinking a drop of wine has. devoured the Infinite! How are you to reason With a
man who believes that, if any of the sacred wafers
are left over, they should be put in a secure place,
so that mice should not eat God T
What effect will logic have upon a religious gentleman who firmly believes that a God of infinite
compassion sent two bears to tear thirty- or forty
children in pieces for laughing at a ba:ld-headed
prophet!
How are such people to be answered T How ca.n
they be brought to a sense of their absurdity1
They must feel in their :flesh the arrows of ridicule.
So Voltaire has been called a mocker.
What did he mock 1 He mocked kings that were
unjust ; kings who cared nothing for the sufferings
of their subjects. He mocked the titled fools of
his day. He mocked the corruption of courts; the
meanness, the tyranny and the brutality of judges.
He mocked the absurd and cruel laws, the barbarous customs. He mocked popes and cardinals and
bishops and priests,, and all the hypocrites on the
earth. He mocked historians who filled their books
with lies and philosophers who defended supersti
tion. He mocked the haters ~f liberty, the persecutors of their fellowmen He moeked the arrogance, the l'ruelty, the impudence and unspeakable
basene~;s of his time.
·
He haj! been blamed because he used the weapon
of ridicule.
Hyp0crisy has always hated laughter, and always
will Absurdity dettsts humor, and stupidity, despises wit. Voltaire was the master of riclicule.
He ridiculed the absurd. the impossible. He ridiculed tbe mythologies and the miracl s. the stupid
lives and hes of the saints. He found pretense and
mendacity crowned by credulity. He found the ig
norant 'tlany controled by the cunning and cruel
He found the historian, saturated with
few.
superstition, filling his volumes with the details of
the impossible, and he found the scientists satisfied
with ''they say."
Voltaire had the instinct of the probable. He
knew the law of average, the sea level; he had the
idea of proportion, and so he ridiculed the mental
monstrosities and deformities-the non sequiturs
-of his day. Aristotle said women had more teeth
than men. This was repeated again and again by
the Catholic· scientists of the Eighteenth Century.
Voltaire counted the teeth. The rest were satisfied with "they say."
Voltaire, in spite of his surroundings, in spite of
almost universal tyranny and oppression, was a believer in God and in what he was pleased to call
the religion of Nature. He attacked the creed of
his time because it was dishonorable to his God.
He thought of the Deity as a father, as the fountain
of justice, intelligence, and mercy, and the creed of
the Catholic Church made him a monster of cruelty
and stupidity. He attacked the Bible with all the
weapons at,his command. He assailed its geology,
its astronomy, its ideas of justice, its laws and customs, its absurd and useless miracles, its foolish
wonders, its ignorance on rut subjects, its insane
prophecies, its cruel. threats and its extravagant
promises.
At the same time he praised the God of nature,
the God who gives us rain and light, and food and
:flowers, and health and happiness-he who fills the
world with youth and beauty.
Attacked on every side, he fought with every
weapon that wit, logic, reason, scorn, contempt,
laughter, pathos and indignation could sharpen,
form, devise or use. He often apologized, and the
apology was an insult. He often recanted, and the
recantation was a thousand times worse than the
thing recanted. He took it back by giving more.
In the name of eulogy he :flayed his victim. In his
praise there was poison. He often advanced by
retreating, and asserted by retraction.
He did not intend to give priests the satisfaction
of seeing him burn or suffer. Upon this very point
of recanting he wrote:
" They say I must retract. Very willingly. I
will dec!are that Pascal is always right. That if St.
Luke and St. Mark contradict one another, it is
only another proof of the truth of religion to those
who know how to understand such things ; and
that another lovely proof of religion is that it is
unintelligible. I will even avow that all priests are
gentle and disinterested; that Jesuits are. honest

people; that monks a~e neith_er proud nor given to
intrigue, and that their od~r II!! agreeable; that the
Holy Inquisition is the trmmph of humanity and·
toler~nce. In a word, I will say all that may be
desired of me, provided they leave me in repose,
and will not persecute a man who has done harm
to none."
He gave the best years of his wondrous life to
succor the oppressed, to shield the defenseless, to
reverse in~amous decrees, to rescue the innocent,
to reform the laws of France, to do away with
torture, to soften the hearts of priests, to enlighten
judges, to instruct kings, to civilize the people, and
to banish from the heart of man the love and lust
of war.
You may think that I have said too much; that
I have placed this man too high. Let me tell you
what Goethe, the great German, said of this man:
"If you wish depth, .g.enius, imagination, taste,
reason, sensibility, philosophy, elevation, originality, nature, intelfect, fancy, rectitude, facility,
:flexibility. precision, art, abundance, variety, fertility,
warmth, magic, charm, grace, force, an eagle sweep
of vision, vast understanding, instruction rich, tone
excellent, urbanity, suavity, delicacy, correctness,
purity, cleanness, eloquence, harmony, brilliancy_,
rapidity, gaiety, pathos, sublimity and universality,
perfection indeed, behold Voltaire."
Even Carlyle, that old Scotch terrier, with the
growl of a grizzly bear, who attacked shams, as I have
sometimes thought, because he hated rivals, was
forced to admit that Voltaire gave the death stab
to modern superstition.
It is the duty of every ~an to destroy the superstitions of his time, and yet there are thousands of
men and women, fathers and mothers, who repudiate
with their whole hearts the creeds of superstition, and
still allow their children to be taught these lies.
They allow their imaginations .to be poisoned with
the dogma of eternal pain. They allow arrogant
an. I ignorant parsons, meek and foolish teachers,
to sow the seeds of barbarism in the minds of th~;ir
children-seeds that will fill their lives with fear
and pain
Nothing can be, more important to a
human being than to be free and to live without
fear.
It is far better to be a mortal free man than an
immortal slave.
Fathers and mothers should do their utmost to
make their c-hildren free. They should teach them
to doubt, to investigate, to inquire, and every father
and mothe;r should know that by the cradle of every
child, as by the cradle of the infant Hercules, crawls
the serpent of superstition.
At that time it was contended by the believers in
God that the plan, or the scheme of nature, was not
cruel; that the lower was sacrificed for the benefit
of the higher; that while life lived upon life, while
animals lived upon each other, and while inan was
the king or sovereign of all, still the higher lived
upon the lower. Consequently, a lower life was
sacrificed that higher life may exist. This reasoning satisfied many. Yet there were thousands that
could not see why the lower should be sacrificed,
or why ali joy should be born of pain. But, since
the construction of the microscope, since man has
been allowed to look toward the infinitely small, as
well as toward the infinitely great, he finds that our
fathers were mistaken when they laid down the
proposition that only the lower life was sacrificed
for the sake of the higher.
Now, we find that the lives of all visible animals
are liable to be, and in countless cases are, destroyed by a far lower life; that man himself is destroyed by the microbes, the bacilli, the in finites-,
imal. We find that for the sake of preserving the
yellow-fever germs millions and millions have died,
and that whole nations have been decimated for the
sake of the little beast that gives us the cholera.
We have also found that there are animals, call
them what you please, that live on t4e substance of
the human heart,_ others that prefer the lungs,
others again so delicate in thsir palate that they
insist on devouring the optic nerve, and when they
have destroyed the sight of one eye have sense
enough to bore through the cartilage of the nose
to attack the other. Thus we find the other side
of this proposition. At first sight the lower seemed
to be sacrificed for the sake of the higher, but on
closer inspection the highest are sacrificed for the
sake of the lowest.
He was a believer in the optimism of Pope'-" All
partial evil, universal good." This is a very fine
philosophy for the 'fortunate. It suits the rich. It
is :flattering to kings and priests. It sounds well.
It is a fine stone to throw at a beggar. It enables
you to bear with great fortitud~ the misfortunes of
others.
·.
It is not the philosophy for those who suft'erfoJ; industry clothed in rags, for patriotism in
p1;ison,. for honesty in want, or for virtuous out-
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casts. It is a philosophy of a class, of a few, and
of the few who are fortunate; and, when misfortune
overtakes them, this philosophy fades and withers.
In 1775 came the earthquake at Lisbon. This
frightful. disaster became an immense interrogation.
The optimist was compelled to ask, "What was my
God doing'? Why did the Universal Father crush
to shapelessness thousands of his poor children~
even at the moment when they were upon their
knees returning thanks to him~"
What could be done with this horror 1 If earthquake there must be, why did it not occur in some
uninhabited desert, on some wide waste of sea'?
This frightful fact changed the theology of Voltaire.
He became convinced that this is not the best possible of all worlds.
He became convinced that
evil is evil here, now, and forever.
HIS HUMANITY-JEAN CALAS.
Toulouse was a favored town. It was rich in
relics. The people were as ignorant as wooden
images, but they had in their possession the dried
bodies of seven apostles-the bones of many of the
infants slain by Herod-part of a, dress of the
Virgin Mary, and lots of skulls and skeletons of
the infallible idiots known as saints.
In this city the people celebrated every year with
great joy two holy events: The expulsion of the
Huguenots, and the blessed massacre of St. Bartholomew.
The citizens of Toulouse had been
educated and civilized by the church.
.A few Protestants, mild because in the minority,
lived among these jackals and tigers.
One of these Protestants- was Jean Calas-a
small dealer in dry goods. For forty y~ars he had
been in this business, and his ch~racter was without a stain. He was honest, kind and agreeable.
He had a wife and six children-four sons ana two
daughters. One of the sons became a Catholic.
The eldest son, Marc .Antoine, disliked his father's
business and studied law. He could not be allowed
to practice unless he bec<tme a Catholic. He tried
to get his license by concealing that he was a Protestant. He was discovered-grew morose. Finally
he became discouraged and committed suicide, by
hanging lp.mself one evening in his father's store.
The bigots of Toulouse started the story that his
parents had killed him to prevent his becoming a
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Catholic.
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
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[Headquarters, 345 West Randelph street, Chicago, ill.
S. P. Putnam, presidtmt; John R. Charlesworth, secretary; George L. Robertson, treasurer._]
By the time this letter appears in print the excitement of the general public concerning the
recent elections, the turmoil of party strife, the
anxiety of ballot-stuffers, the importance of ward
heelers, will be things of the past, for four more
years at least, and I trust that at the polls every
man calling himself a Freethinker has used his
ballot in a direction to assist the Freethought
movement and to let the devotees of faith realize
that we hav a natural and just right to hav our
opinions respected, and that we do not mean to
hav them thrust aside and disregarded with impunity. .A true Freethinker must be a just thinker,
for Freethought in its most essential characteristic
is just thought. Freethought does not consist of
. mere skepticism in regard to religious dogmas, but
it consists of thinking freely upon all subjects; and
ta- think . freely, man must divest his mind of all
prejudice. He should be just as ready to abandon
a conclusion when he perceives it to be false as he
is to accept a new truth, however it may clash with
his pre'rious convictions: Neither should he accept
any statement merely upon authority, for the authority of a church, a college, or a creed does not and
cannot add a feather's weight to the authority of a
truth. .All our authority is but human, and the
human mind cannot expand beyond its surroundings.
Man can only think about what he knows, and he
can only know what he learns. Thus climate and
circumstances are the great schoolmasters of the
human race. It is these that hav taught us that
''it is our emotions and our affections that make
life sweet, and to liv, to act, and to do so that our
lives may become everlasting monuments of respect
to those that come after us."
On Sunday, October 30th, I gave two lectures in
Old .Alliance, 0., in the Independent church. Both
lectures were given to large audiences, and in the evening the church was well-nigh filled. .A good discussion followed the last lecture, brought on by a sharp
criticism thereof by a loc~l physician. The good
doctor is an excellent talker, but, douptless through
a life-long study of physics, it is hard for him to break
away from anything even pertaining to the name.
Consequently his discourse savored too mu.ch ofmetafhysios, the arguments of which hav been exploded

again and again. On the whole, however, the audience was thoroughly and deeply interested in the
discussion, which always adds a little excitement to
the meeting after a long lecture of an hour or more.
I was very pleased to meet again our old friends,
Mr. and Mrs. D. JV. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. R. G.
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. J. Fitzpatrick, and many others
of the host of Freethinkers that reside within this
little Ohio town a~d vicinity. Our friends hav assured me of a hearty welcome on my return from
the Pacific coast.
Several members of the church and others among
the audience took blank petitions to Congress on
the World's Fair, also copies of our constitution,
'Yith planks for signatures of those desirous of becoming members of the Federation. I part from
these friends in search of pastures new, to carry on
the war of intellect with renewed vigor and greater
determination. In common parlance, the Federation is having, just now, what would be called a
boom. It is sweeping forward with a mighty rush,
and I can truly say that it has exceeded our anticipations in regard to its growth.
Letters of praise, congratulation, and cheer still
continue to pour iJ1 upon me. From the far Western
slopes of the Pacific to the broad, sweeping coast of
the .Atlantic, from the frosts and snows of the
North, the vine-clad hills and blossoms of the sunny
South, tliese letters come. So that, together with
my lectures and the dil!!tances I must travel to fill
my appointments, with the mass of accumulated
correspondence I find upon my return, I am .continuously kept busy. Therefore I must ask our friends
to pardon me upon this account for any delay in
answering their letters. The following is one received from the young and thriving state of Idaho:

we take otherwise, before sounding them, so tpat . if we
could get a list of all it would work a revolutiOn m our
midst.
L. L. GooDwiN.

SHosHoNE.), IDA., Sept. 27, 1892.
MR. J<YHN R. CHARLESWORTH, uhicago, m., Dear Sir:
Pleased find inclosed $2 to be used by the Freethought
Federation, and kindly enroll me as a meml:ler of the
order, and I hope this new star of Freethought will become a glorious sun that will either Liberalize the church
or cause its votaries to slink behind their shrines and hide
in sliame.
Respectfully yours,
J. C. McMURRIN.
.Also the letter appended below from an aged but
stalwart couple-of Freethinkers in Rochester, N.Y.:
,
RocHESTER, N.Y., Oct.. 24, 1892.
MR. JoHN R. CHARLESWoRTH, Secretary Freethought
Federation, Dear &1·: Inclosed please find a money
order on Wells, Fargo & Co. for $2 for the benefit of the
Freethought Federation, $1 of which I send and the
other $1 my wife sends. We both wish we could do
more to help the cause. We take a number of Freethought and Liberal papers and as soon as we hav read
them they are sent to friends where we think they will
be acceptable in· all parts of the country, North, South,
·East, and West, and with many they hav done good and
been fully appreciated. ;But helping a little now and
then financially is all the aid I can giv now, or at any
time, as I am prevented from going to see anyone or
attending any meeting, lecture, or anything on account
of being offiicted from-a stroke of paralysis I was taken
with in August, 1890, bl. which I lost the use of my left
side and limbs and hav1t not nor am likely to hav it. So I
cannot go anywhere. Having still the use of my right
side and limbs, I go out on a machine called achirocycle,
which I operate with my right arm and guide with my
right foot. Being thus affiicted is a very great denial to
my fe8lings, and my wife is denied the pleasure of going much anywhere, as she has to help me a great deal as
far as her strength will permit. On account of our
opinions and no relatiqns near us, we are to a great extent out of the world. We hav one son whose home at
present is in Lead, S. Dak., to whom we send papers
regularly. So on the whole we are rather lonesome.
I intend to vote on the 8th of November the People's
ticket, and perhaps it will be the last time, as a few days
after I will be seventy-nine, and my wife is very near the
same age. As long as we liv we will help a little · financially as much as we are able, but, our means being
limited, cannot do a great deal.
With our best wishes in the cause of humanity, we are,
Yours sincerely, FRANCIS S. AND RuTH BRETTELL.
P.S.-We will endeavor to get some names to the petition and then forward it to you.
F. S. B.

.And again the letter given below will show conclusivly that the Federation bas been received with
universal favor, as this is a fac-simile o~ many
others:
MILAN, Mo., Oct.17, 1892.
MR. J. R. CHARLESWORTH, Chicago, m., Dear Sir: I
herewith hand you names of some Liberals who desire
to be enrolled among the members of the Federation. It
does seem to me that you hav struck the keynote, and
every thinker I hav mentioned the matter to is in harmony with it. They think when the secretary of an Infidel association can compel the president of the United
States to define his position on the Nine Demands, that
the morn breaketh.
Fraternally,
H. T. KNIGHT.

.Again, from Tennessee, in the genial climate of
the South, comes a note· of en'louragement:
·
MAYsToN, TENN., Oct. 23, 1892}
(Suburb of Chattanooga). ·
JoHN R. 'CHARLESWORTH, 345 West Randolph street,
Chicago, Ill., Dear !Sir: Inclosed find petition for opening 'the Columbian l!'air on Sunday. If I had time I
could get several thousand signers in Chattanooga and
suburbs. These names are from persons working in the
factory of D. M. Steward & Co; Only two or three that I
asked hesitated about signing.
That Freethought Federation of America is just the
right thing at the right time. Let us crowd it. Our only
hope is to make ourselvs felt in the political field. There
the weak-kneed ones can exert their power and help to
brace up those who hav stood the brunt of the battle till
almost overcome. All hail the n~w move. It comes like
a cool breeze to the brow of the fever patient.
Please send me blanks for signatures to the Federation.
I think :{ can get quite a list. I am acquainted with a
large number scattered around the city. I want to giv
each one a blank and hav them get as many as they can.
I will then take a copy of the lists and forward them to
·
you.
I am sure that if we could get the name!! of all Liberally
inclined we would be a majority. There are so many
come to me privately and talk, that are afraid to speak
their sentimenta publicly, and many men are Liberal that

".Aunt" Elmina has also favored us with a letter
of congratulation, and sends a request for blank
petitions to Congress, promising to assist us .as far
as possible in our attempt to repeal that infamous
amendment.
The Quaker City has also contributed her quota
to our cause, and Ernest Platz addresses us with a
very nice letter, inclosing $1 to help us along.
Jos. M. Lydon also sends us the following:
HARRISVILLE, 0., Oct. 25, 1892.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH, Chicag<>, Ill.: I herewith
send my name as a member of the Freethought Federation, together with a post-office money order for $1 as a
donation, hoping to· help our noble cause and to down
that infamous, licentious-written book called the Bible,
written only by hypocrits like the priests of the present
day.
If there is any spare literature at any time send a little
occasionally. I will be always willing to do my share. I
hav been a Liberal twenty years and only taken THE
TRUTH SEEKER lately.
I hav several of the best bJoks of the best writers-Ingersoll, Buchner, and Meslier.
Jos. l\L LYDoN.
.Another of Idaho's noble sons steps boldly to
the front, and sends us the following letter, bespeaking his enthusiasm in the sacred cause of
liberty:
GLENNS FERRY, IDA., Oct. 27, 1892.
J. R. CHARLESWORTH, Sec. F. F. of A., Dear S~r: I
send you eleven names (including my own) of ardent
Freethinkers who wish to become members of the young
Federation. That is right ! Fight them in the legislation halls. I think we hav struek the right thing at last,
and wish the Federation success.
Inclosed find express order for $2, one for myself and
one for James Stout.
CHAs. C. JANNEY.

Such letters as these cannot be misunderstood in
their meaning and purport, and should be sufficient
to show indeed " that the morn really breaketh."
.And although that morn may be some distance
from us to-day, yet by firm resolves, by a determination of purpose, by a combination of effort among
all Liberal thinkers, we can hasten its approach,
the approach of ·the day of man's triumph, of man's
freedom from the chains of superstition and tyranny.
Let us all unite to feed this ever-increasing,
·growing, and prosperous country the "daily bread"
of knowle?ge instead of superstition, and soon the
bigots shall be made -to _quail before the gladiators
of this " order of merit."
Let .us all unite and teach men to rely upon the
law alive and beautiful which works within- and
around us. .All me:ij must be believers . in it, or
else the word " justice" would hav no meaning.
Friends, keep up the good fight; strike at the iron
while it is still hot, and keep up the fitriking that
it may never ·grow cool. Send in your names for
membership, and above all remember to send us a
subscription to help ns push the cause along.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of .America.

Lectures and Meetings.
S. P. PuTNAM's lecture appointments:
Round Valley, Cal., ........................................ Nov. 9-14
Independence, Cal......................................... " 17-20
Stockton, Cal................................................ : "
27
THE Manhattan Liberal Club lectures for November are
as follows. The Club meets at 220 E. 15th st.reet:
November 11th, "The True Liberty in Marriage,"
Ruth Dennis.
November 18th, "The Spirit of Islam," A. L. Rawson.
November 25th, "The Prohibition Craze and Its Results," Henry Nichole.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH'S lecture appointmenU! are:
Cincinnati, O ...... Nov. 13 Missoula, Mont ... Dec.27, 28
Centralia, ill....... " 16, 17 Rosalia, Wash..... " 29-81
Chicago, Ill ......... " 27-30 Reardon, Wash ... Jan. 10-12
Menomonie, Wis.Dec.
1 Seattle, Wash..... " 14, 15
Neilsville, Wis.... "
2, 3 Merced, Cal........ Feb. 19, 20
Crookston, Minn. " 14, 51 Savannah, Cal..... "
27
Jamestown, Minn " 18, 19 El Monte, Cal..... " 28, 29
Granite, Mont..... D·ec.25, 26
Liberals along the line of the Northern Pacific desiring
lectures should address him at 345 W. ~!l!ldolph street1
Chicago,
·- ·
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~etters

of (jiriends.

The World's Fair Medal ~oing.
GUTHRm CENTER, IA., Oct. 19, 1892.
MR.. EDITOR: I will take some of the
~racts with the picture of the "leather
medal." Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER.
E. B. RIGLER.
On the Presidential Candidates.
NEw CAMBRIA, RAN., Oct. 19, 292.
MR. EDITOR: I think Secretary Charlesworth is pursuing a wrong course in writing to the candidates of the various parties for president-at least, as far as they
hav a record on legislativ or executiv
matters. There is this harm in it, the
Liberal voter might be governed by their
reply, instead of the record, which all candidates should be tested by, and if found
guilty we should know them not, because
"they hav been weighed in the balance
and found wanting," and that of itself is
harm enough. Now let us be honest and
impartial and make no statements further
than the records will bear us out in regard to any of the candidates for the
above office. General Weaver was a legislator for a good many years in the
national House of Congress, and in all
that time there is nothing to show that he
favored any of the Ccmstock laws or any
other of the measures that were brought
forward from time to time by the bigots.
Under President Cleveland's administration ~there were no laws passed by the
bigots, although they worked as zealously
to that end as any other time, nor were
there any convictions under the Comstock
law for him to exercise the pardoning
power on. But how was it under President Harrison's administration? It was
as if hell had broken loose again. Persecution and prosecution became rife under
the Comstock law, and Reid, Harman,
Heywood, et al, were imprisoned, and although President Harrison was petitioned
and prayed to he was as "silent as the
hills" or "dumb as an oyster." Then he
signed the bill to close the World's Fair
on Sunday. Now can any Liberal vote
for him unless he is determined to vote for
him right vr wrong? Can anything he
has a mind to say or write blot out his
damnable record on the subject that all
Liberals should be interested in? Mr.
Secretary, count on me to vote against .all
candidates, from president and Congressman down to state Senator and representativ, that had anything to do, or will hav
anything to do,· with electing a United
States Senator that voted for closing tho
World's Fair on Sunday, or voted for the
passage of the Comstock law or any other
measure that was calculated to abridge ~he
freedom of speech, press, and mails.
JOHN W. ABBO'rT.
News from a Co-operativ Colony.
ToPOLOBAMPo, SINALoA; MEx.,}
Sept. 29, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Since my letter of June
11th was published in your columns, I hav
received twenty-three letters from inquiring friends, and I wish to say that
since that date much permanent work has
been done. Water was turned into our
big ditch July 3d, and bas been pouring
through ever since, and if we could hav
controled the whole volume we could hav
let through ten times as much.
The
rainfall was very light, as usual, and grass
very short. Many horses and ca I tie died
before the rain came to start feed, but
where we turned the water on our lands
the grass is three and four feet high, and
our stock is as fat and sleek as anyone would
wish to see. The boat landed us fifty-one
tons of wire, and we marle forty-two miles
of four-wire fence, and cut fourteen miles
of lateral ditch, and our people hav begun farming, and I think the prospects
are good. We are to reorganize in February, and I would say to friends, Don't
be in haste about rushing down here till
after the organization takes place, for we
are living in temporary houses, with our
food mostly shipped from the north. The
flooding has made gnats and musketoes
more disagreeable than all the plagues of
Egypt. I hear no more about our lumber
that was coming from Qregon. No work
is being done on the railroad yet, or anywhere else at present. We all feel like
p.king a. rest. The health of all our peo-

ple is good and has been fo.r the last eil?ht
months. I be1ieve there are about nme
thousand colonists that hav joined, but
only about one thousand hav ever been
down here, and there are only about three
hundred ·and fifty all told here now.
Many hav gone back for their families
since the ditch has been completed, and
just before, and it is said that at least five
hundred, if not a thousand, will come here
this fall. Several hav written me for
our paper that is printed here. It is $1 a
year,ca•h or credits. Now,ifpartieswanting it 11ill send $1 to THE TRUTH SEEKER,
I will send them the paper for one year
and pay for it in credits. I find it very
difficult to get greenbacks here to send to
THE TRUTH SEEKER. There is no chance
to sell our ditch scrip yet, ndr will there
be till the people begin to flock in from
the north.
A. BuTTERFIELD.
-~·
A Convert Givs His Experience.
BEEBE, ARK., Oct. 25, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: As the experience of a
new-born Liberalist may hav its efiect to
relieve some other Christ-ridden being, 1
would like to giv mine. My father was a
Thomas Paine follower,· and he being a
smart, intelligent man, I sometimes asked
myself the question why this could be. In
his library he le1 t the Life of Paine, which
I tried to read, but my mother, who was
a devout Christian, delltroyed the ·book fo-.:
fear tllflt her son might be led to follow
_the father, as she thought, to hell. Ofte~
I thought, Oh, how cruel the decree that
my mother would go to heaven and look
down into that burning lake and brhold
the husband she loved so well. But being
admonished that this lake should be my
portion forever if I did not seek salvation
through Jesus Christ, I went to Christ in
prayer with all my sins heaped in my
brain. I laid my case humbly before his
majesty and asked for that gift, that holy
something, which the preacher and the
Testament told me .would -send me to that
eternal bliss where the joys of heaven
would be so great that I would not even
bav time to look with pity upon that
writhing father who had failtJd to receive
the holy pardon. But alas, poor me!
after years of faith, prayer, and belief
that Christ was God I found myself just
wherei started-lost, damned, and ruined.
I saw men who testifie<l with great pomp
that Jesus had·shown himself to them by
pardoning their sins, and they knew they
were the children of Christ. The brethren took them by the hand and blessed
them and called them brother. I knew
these men. I heard them lie. I saw them
cheat,' curse, get drunk, rob the poor
widow, and persecute the Infidel because
he did not .follow this example, and still
they are acknowledged Christians. I
called a halt. I began to think. I began
to realize that I had let some one else do
my thinking. I began to investigate. I
thought, What a strange · God ·to hav
himself murdered and that transaction
held up as a beacon-light for man to follow or be damned. I read the Testament
and found that its writers did not agree
either in the death or xesurrection of this
God, Son, and Holy Ghost. Being a lawyer, I looked for preponderance of testimony. But I found the evidence I got
would not be admissible in man's court.
A.nd yet it claimed to come from God.
Well, I struck a light whit~h I hope others may find. A lady friend, ·one of your
subscribers, handed me a large bundle of
TRUTH SEEKERS and a copy of 'l'homas
Paine's "Age of Reason." This did the
work. I am converted, and I stand ready
to do my part to help to lift my fellowman out of the mud of superstition. Long
liv THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER to wave its banner
of human liberty and reason.
G. B. WYATT.

pow~r, and
who therefore had every opportumty and
inducement to construct and modify the
story to suit their interest (lond ambition.
A book which has no positiv or even
plausible evidence to sustain it, and which
very few who profess to believe and trust
in it can giv their reasons for believing in,
farther than that they hav always been so
taught and hav never given the evidence
·for its truth or untruth the candid and
nnprejudiced study and thought itlil great
importance requires and should receive,
and without proof take for granted what
the priest and church say. I think if God
intended our eternal salvation to depend
on our acceptance of certain facts, he
would make their demonstration and
meaning so positiv and clear we would hav
no doubt or mistakes, and not leave us
alone to these musty records full of contradictionsand which no one clearly under:
stands and but small part of the world
believes. Are they to be eternally punished for t.heir honest unbelief, :as are
those who never heard of it?
I cannot believe such a mixture of goodness and wickedness, crjlelty, vulgarity,
and absurd nonsense, was inspired by or
emanated from a God of infinit wi&dom
and goodness. And is it not blasphemous
t~ claim that such a being was the author
of so enormous a delusion and fraud?
Where in all C'\].rrent literature can be
found such absurd and indecent reading's
as are found in it? For a few examples
note the following:
Gen. ii,21; ix, 21-26; xvi,4-6; xxxviii; vi,
6; xx, 2; xix, tl, 20-38; xvii; .xxx, l-10; iii,
xvi. Isa. xxxvi, 12; iii, 17. · Ex. xxii, 1620. Num. xxv; xv, 32-3'i; v, 30, 31; xxxi,
13-35. Lev. xv, 16-33; xxvi, 28, 29; xxv,
45, 46. Job xl, 17. Judges xix. 2
Sam. xi, 13; xvi. Ruth i, 3; iv. 2 Kings
iviii, 27; 1 Kings xi, 3. Hosea xiii, 16.
Ezek. xxiii. 1 Tim. ii, 11, 12. Eph. v, 2224. 2 Peter ii, 5-8. Luke i, 35-41; xii,
27-29; xiii, 28, 29. Mark i, 13-34; xvi, 16.
Etc., etc.
How intelligent people can read such
nonsense and vile trash as is found in the
larger part of the Old Testament and
much of the New aud call it God's word,
and honestly and thoughtfully believe it
to be so, is a problem in metaphysics difficult to Bolve. I would rather say: "0
God (if there be one), I am a weak, ignorant creature groping in spiritual darkness.
Teach and-lead me by nature's light in the
way of truth, in the path of true goodness.
Gladly and truly would I endeavor to follow it."
TRUTH SEEKER.

rtr. oled the world's wealth and

An Examination of the Bible.
Oct. 25, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I cannot believe- to be
God's word a book full of legends and
myths, which professes to come from ages
nineteen hundred to six thousand years·
back, most of them ages of ignorance
barbarism, and superstition.
~ stor;
which was not in printed or written form
accessible to ·all, but almost entirely in the
hands and control of a wicked and powerful priesthood, who through and by it con-

mental tricksters, willing to mix a sentim<'ntal element with the gravest and most
critical of human affitirs. If religion can .
lord it over such a place for one day, it
can ft•r seven; so that the next national
purchase may be a box of thumb-screws.
T~e neX;t immigrants who· come to stay
will be mtolerant serpents, undermining
and poisoning our liberties, so sacred to us
bought long ago with tears, blood, strife'
and agonizing struggle. Americans; ar~
you awake? Will you permit this?
Those who fear the- desecration of the
Sabbath (though the greatest injury to it
would follow a childish closing of gates on
that day), let them go home Saturday
night. As the Quaker observed when he
was serenaded with "Sweet Home," " Go
to thy home, thee art not wanted he"re."
Mr. Breckenridge has earned an enviable
reputation by opposing the violation of a
great principle. A noble statesman and
philosopher he appears to be, knowing
that a foreign, flimsy idea, mixed with
that of a secular and real government, has
a teudency to weaken and destroy.
ALHAZA.

Points on Prohibition.
CLIMAX, MINN., Oct. 15, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: In your paper of September lOth appears an article from Albert
Sandberg, in which he. says that I seem
to be rather huffy about the Prohibition
party being accused of having g-angrene
of the liver. I think Mr. Sandberg is a
little off the line here, as it was not the
party that was accused, but it was the
Prohibitionist, and as accusing the Prohibitionist would be a little personal, but
accusing the party would not, I answered the article.· As for my being a
Freethinker, I can say I believe I am, and
would like to be so in the widest sense
of the word. If I understand the word,
·"Freethinker" right, it is a person who
does not take authority, but reasons and
thinks for himself on all subjects. Any
person can be a Freethinker on one subject and be a bigot on other subjects. A
man can be a Freethinker in religion and
a bigot in politics or on the customs of
.society, or vice versa. If anyone attacks
a Prohibitionist because he is a Prohibitionist I believe I will take issue; but if
you attack the Prohibition party because
they hav too much religion, I will say
you are right. I do not think it is good
logic to criticise Baptists or Methodists
because they are Prohibitioni!!ts. I think
this is one of their virtues. But I think
they can be very successfully criticised for
their religious bigotry.
Now, I do not want to be understood
Sabbath at the Fair.
that I think that legal Prohibition is the
LEXINGToN, KY., Oct. 21, 1892.
perfellt way of regulating the liquor
MR. EDITOR: WithregardtotheWorld's traffic, but I do believe it is a 'great
:Fair I hav only to remark that, although deal better than the present license sysits design is chiefly an exhibition con- tem that makes it a money-making businected with science and the fine arts. the ness for the individual and the municigreatest attention will be paid to the pality to create criminals and drunkards.
wishes of persons attending. Even the I will admit that there is a little despotism
Chinese will hri.v their preferences. As in the Prohibition law, but I think it is a
Dickens remarks of a showman, I would smaller and less felt despotism than· we
say of them, "that being afore the cur- now hav under the abusiv uses and practain" for some time, they must appreciate tices of the liquor traffic and the organized
the delicious religious quality pertaining capital that the whisky men are using to
to "Melican" human nature. But the suppress law and order and the will of the
most ardent· Christians ought to be aware people for the purpose of increasing the
of the fact that even religious zeal must s~le and the profit on their goods. Mr.
be kept within bounds, or it. will de- Sm1dberg says he has never met a Progenerate into fanaticism;> and then the hibitionist that was not a Christian. This
most strict idea of snaity, as well as may all be; and may be the case in Cali·
sanctity, should pervade the World's fornia, although I canpot see why it
Fair, even on SundAy. How delight- should be so. Here in this country it is
ful, also, will_ be- the divine odor of not that way, although the majority of
peace and quiet observable there on every the party are Christians the same as any
day of the week. Being a locality where other political party.
North- Dakota,
decency and elegance will prevail, it is to 'which I can stand in my window and look
be pref:jumed that persons imbued with over to, has constitutional Prohibition,
the spirit of true piety would find the very and there is no more religion there than
air ·of the place congenial to their most in any of the whisky states, and I do
exalted feelings, their most holy medita- not think near so much.· I can sit in
tions. Christ will be there upon canvas, my window to-day, which is ·Sunday, and
splendid music will discourse in touching count the smoke of five different steam
tones melodies causing us t.1 pant for a threshers, running in full blast. The peomusical heaven where we will meet ple there will rather save their grain than
Mozart, Handel,- and Hadyn. Probably go to worship. They are Freethinkers
the articles exhibited will be suggestiv of enough for this.
this world rather than the next, and ConSince I hav had this on my shelf I see
gressmen are likely to be reminded of the an answer to me from Mr. Heald, and I
truism that a true statesman is expected to can say that we are very much of the
keep· the interests of state at all times same opinion, as he also thinks the saloon
distinctly in view. Closing the gates on is a curse to society, and we only seem to
Sunday will therefore expose them to the differ in the mode of getting rid of it. He
imputation of being hypocrits, and senti- seems to think that removing alllicen&Q
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and making the -sale free to everyone
would do this. I cannot look at it in this
way, as it would not remove the profit for
the dealer, and we know by experience
that people will do almost anything for the
profit or gain if it be legal. The only way
to remove the profit to the individual is
to make it a national monopoly and sell
and manufacture it only by salaried officers
appointed by the federal government or
elected by the people.
Mr. Heald winds up by saying that
"Mr. Steenerson may tl;link I am too radical," and So forth. This, however, is not
the case at all; but I think you are a little
intolerant by ~thinking another class of"
reformers are. affected with liver disease
because they do not agree with you. I
would ascribe intolerance to gall in the
blood rather than Prohibition. This word
Prohibition may not sound .well to you,
but it is, however, t-he fact that we prohibit !J. good many things that are bad for
both the individual and society; and the
abusiv use of whisky should be classed
among these evils. When yo a say ·you
do not like the work of these cranks who·
recognize no other authority than the
monster of monsters, who rules only by
superstition, ignorance, murder, power,.
scourge, and Prohibition, I will perfectly
agree with you if you remove the last
word, "Prohibition," and put "whisky"
instead, as whisky and Romanism are
generally close friends, and in fact drunkenness can be successfully defended by
many parts of the scripture.
Yours for Freethought,
ANDREW STEENERSON.

0 blesse~ shadows! who so kind as youSo :patient, humble, generous, and good?
Obedient to the sun and ever true'
Your presence beautifies the ioughest
road,
Lends to the sternest rock a tender grace
And throws a charm upon the meanest
place.
.

0 blessed lights that make · the shadows
sweet,

.Th~t make the world so exqUiRitly fair!

Life Is more full when lights and shadows
meet
·
Than in the midnight gloom or noonday
glare,
~
And human hearts hav little tenderness
Till grief and joy hav met in fond caress.
CHARLES ENOWITZ.

The Savage Notions of Christians.
NEw YoRK, N.Y., Nov. 1, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Riding down Fourth avenue recently a tall, sober-looking man got
on the car and sat llown near me. He had
hardly got his seat when he took from his
pocket the following slip:

I beseecP. you even as you are reading
this, to be reconcilelll;l.llto God.
People say they !lon't believe in excitement. But look at the great excitement
that prevails just now. And if you got
only half as much excited about your
soul's salvation, the world would say yon
were getting into "too great a state!"
How Satan is blindfolding the people 1
But don't be deceived, reader. Don't be
afrain of getting excited about your soul.
It will be terribly exoiting for you to go
to hell, for there you must go 1j you hav
not got Christ-if you are not converted
to God. Then don't tarry. Let others
get excited about the election or whatever
they like-'' Make your calling and election
sure." Take the lost sinner's place, and
claim~ the lost sinner's Savior. While
others are crying up this one or that one,
and wondering who's to be the man, let
the language of your soul be-" The Man
Christ Jesus for me."
''My heart is fixed, eternal GodFixed on Thee;
,
And II1Y eternal choice is madeCHRIST FOR J\ffi."
.
Reaching across the.lap of a lady between US he handed it roe Without a word.
I took it and read it. I now send it to
you. Perhaps you will print it as a sample of what is going on every day in .many
places. Many Christians and those who
are not Christians, but Liberals, tell us the
Radicals are too severe in their denunciations of religion, which, they say, is very
much changed and improved. Hell, they
tell us, has been given up. Most people
say Christ was only a good man, and
what is the use of quarreling about these
points? It is true hell has been given up
by intelligent people, but not by the
great masses. And Christ, instead of being a leader and reformer, ·is still a means
of salvation. So 1ong as this is so, and
so long as .tracts like this are peddled
everywhere, there will be destructiv work
for somebody to do.. When this sort of
thing is really given up, then we may disband and go to building up something
new and better.
JAMEs CHANDLER.

"i'31

gave us when we asked them when they began to teach us Christianity; "Why sailor
men and Port Jackson men did not honor
God and the Bible as they did." They
told us not to pay any attention to what
such persons said, because they were 1 like
the gentiles of old, unbelievers. Our
minds were quieted for a time, and in all
earnestness and sincerity we strove to put
into practice what we willingly believed
were God's commands. But by and by
we were still more disturbed and mysti~
fled by P~tkeha ministers of religion who
came amongst us telling us that while the
Bible was true, the interpretation put upon
its contents by our missionaries was quite
wrong. The Roman Catholics told us
they alone knew the correct interpretation,
and that unless we joined them our souls
"":Ol}ld be lost. The Bf!'ptists followed; who
ndwuled· our presenting our children to
Christ in baptism, and told us that as we
had not been immersed we wore not baptized Christians at all. Then came the
Presbyterians, who said that the office of
a bishop was unscriptural, and that in submitting to be confirmed by Bishop Selwyn
we had gone through a meaningless cere~
mony. Lastly came the Plymouth Brethren, who told us that Christ never instituted a visible church or ministry at all,
but that everybody ought to be his own
minister and make his own creed.
Besides the confusion in our minds
caused by the godless example of the
majority of Pake.has, and the contradictory teaching given by ministers of religion,
we were puzzled by the behavior of the
government, which; while professing to be
bound by the moral law contained in the
Bible, did not hesitate, when we became
powerless, to break solemn promises made
to us when we were more nnme1·ous and
strong than the Pakehas. Great was our
surprise when the Parliament, composed
not of ignorant, low-born men, but of
~akeha gentlemen, and Professing Christrans, put the Bible out of the. schools and
:Vhile directing _the teachers to dilig~ntly
Instruct the children of New Zealand in
all kinds of knowledge, told them on no
account to teach them anything about the
Christian religion, anything about God
and his laws. My heathen master taught
me to fear and reverence the unseen
powers, and my pnxents taught me to
order every action of my life in o111edience
to the will of the Atuas, who would punish
me if I <iJffended them. But my children
are not taught now in the schools of this
Clu:istian c~mutry_ to reverence any being
above a policeman, or to fear any judge of
their actions above an R M.
I think when the bishop of Christchurch
asked us the other day the question I hav
already referred to we might fairly hav
asked him to tell us first., •' Why the fire
of faith burns so low among his own people?" We might hav quoted apt words
from that book which English people want
everyone but themselvs to take for their
rule of life and reverence~as the word of
the living God, "Physician heal thyself."
~ do not think the bishop had then seen the
following statement reported in the daily
newspapers. as having been made at a
public meeting by one of the most learned
and most eloquent of the clergy: "He
could not att.empt to prove the existence
of God, because he knew no more of him
than did the pope, or the bishop of Christchurch, or anyone else in the world."
Can Ignorant Maoris be blamed for lukewarmness in the service of a God whose
existence o:1e of his ordained ministers
tells them no man in Christendom can
prove? I sometimes think, sir, that my
children would hav had a better chance of
developing into honorable men and women,
and would hav had a better prospect of
happiness when the time comes for them
to enter the unseen world and meet their
maker. if, like the first Maori king (Potatau), I had refused to make an open profession of your. Pakeha religion till as he
said," "you had settled amongst yo~rselvs
what your religion really is." Better, I
think, the real belief in the unseen spiritual world, which sustained my forefathers,
than the make-believe which the Pakeha·
people hav asked us to substitute for it.
Yours, etc.,
TANGATA MAoRI.
Otautahi, Sept. 13, 18!32.

THE GREAT ELECTION DAY. .WHO'S TO BE
THE MAN?
. The whole place is in an uproar! Nothmg but canvassing and election speeches!
What excitement! What a great adoi
And soon it will be voting day· and then
the excitement will reach its hight. Meanwhile the cry is "Who is to be the~ man?"
:\nd, stra~ge to tel!, that was~ just the cry
In a certain great mty many hundred years
ago. It was voting day in Jerusalem.
What! you say, you did not know there was
any voting day there? Oh, but there
was. And what crowds and what excitement there was then! You could hav
numbered the people by the thousandsaye, by the tens of thousands. It was
election day; and there never had been a
day like it before; nor has there been a·
Incitement' to Patriotism and Freedom. day like it since. The governor of the
BRooKLYN, N.Y., Oct. 27, 1892:
city presided at the meeting, and took the
. MR. EmToR: Inclosed please find my vote of the people as to whether . they
subscription and money for a new sub- were for Barabbas or Christ-Barabbas the
mu~deter, or Christ, Jesus, the Lord and
scmber.
SaviOr of lost sinners.
I hav long looked upon THE TRUTH
"wHo'S TO BE THE MAN."
SEEKER as the only truly independent paThat was the question. And it was· one
per in the United States, one that dare soon to be settled. "Who are you for?"
Christianity in New Zealand.
advocate unpopular truth and defend the said the governor. "Are you for Christ?"
NEW ZEALAND, Oct. 25, 1892.
"No," they cried out at once, "away
human family against those wild animals, with this man, and release unto us BarabMR. EDIToR: The inclosed cutting is a
the priest and politician. Therewith I bas." Their choice is made; Their vote is letter that appeared in one of our morning
send a few thoughts on the subject of the recorded. They hav elected Barabbas. papers during the week. I send it in hope
World's Fair being closed on Sunday. They won't hav Christ. They will hav you will publish it in order to let your
Fellow-countrymen, when we look upon anybody but him. They will rather hav readers know the opinion of
murderer though he be. And
that picture, then upon this: When our Barabbas,
what is to be done with Christ? "Away .AN INTELLIGENT MAORI ON CHRISTIANITY.
forefathers were struggling for redress of with Him; crucify Him." And so BarabTo the Editor of the P1·ess, Sir: You
grievances and were forced to revolt at the bas, the people's man, is set free; Christ, published a few days ago the account of
tyranny of the mother country, a man by the rejected on~ is led forth and nailed what took place at a meeting- of Maoris
the name of Thomas Paine appeared upon to the cross on uolgotha's Hill, and hung convened by the bishop of Christchurch.
up between heaven and earth, as if un- I was present at the me<'ting, and wish
·the scene, who was the first to advocate a worthy of a place in either! But God has you to giv me an opportunity of answering
total separation from the English govern- not forgotten that terrible deed-the one of the questions put to us by the
ment and her ·church, firmly believing murder of His own Son. Ah! no. And bishop-namely, "Why is the fire of
that a republic could be erected and last there is a day coming when the world Christian faith so low amongst the Maori
for all time upon the foundation of man's shall hav to stand before .God, and tell Him people in my diocese?" I will tell you
what they did with His son. And J6rnsa- what I think is the reason. We Maoris
self-government. He laid upon the altar lem's governor shall hav to say what he are confused and bewildered in our minds
of his ambition all he had-his voice, his did with Christ. And YOU, reader, shall by the extra01·dinary way in which you
pen, his. life, fortune, and sacred honor. hav to answer the question~" lVhat hav Pakehus treat your religion. Nobody
He lived to see the establishment of his you done withGhrist?" "What!" you say, amongst you seems to be sure whether .it
dearest object in life, a free and independ- "mef" YEs, You. The question before means anything or nothing. At the bidyou is the very same one Pilate asked: ding of the early missionaries we substient government. He refused offices of "What shall I do then with Jesus which tuted wh~t they told us was a TRllE relighonor or emolument. Therefore, dear is called Christ?" Hav you received ion for that of our forefathers, which they
fellow-countrymen, .we must endeavor the Him, or hav yott rljected Himf Re~ called FALSE. ~ We accepted the book conbest we can, without fear or favor, to member that this is the question God has taining the history and precepts of ·the
promote free thought, free speech, free in store for you. On .the great day that is " True Religion " as being really the
coming, God will not ask, '• Whom did you word of God binding upon us his creat· press, and free religion, to the end that vote for in this election?" or "What ures. We offered daily, morning and
mankind may attain Universal Mental party did you sympathize with?" or evening, worship in every pah and village
Liberty.
This, when enlightened by "Who was· your favorit?" but he will throughout New Zealand. We kept the
reason a.nd intelligence, will eventually, as ask, " What hav yottdone with my Son?" seventh day holy, abstaining from every
we believe, rid the world of superstition, You need not say, "I'll be. neutral; I'll kind of work out of respect to the divine
neither receive nor reject him." Pilate command, and for the same reason we
priestcraft, and theology, and introduce tried
that but failed. There was no mid- abolished slavery and polygamy, though
the system of nature which has reference dle ground. It was simply
by doing so we completely disorganized
·on~y to humanity, knowledge, science.
our social system and reduced our gentry
CHRIST OR THE WORLD-WIDOH?
And that is the question with you, to poverty, and inflicted much pain on
Bound to no party, to no sect confined;
those who were forced to sever one of the
This world our home, our brethren all reader.
Does the world think any more of tenderest ties of human relationship.
mankind.
now than 1800 years ago? 0, no. Just when we weTe beginning to tmin up
Love truth, do good, bnjustand fairwithall, Christ
Go int,l that company there, and say, our children to know and to obey God as
Exalt the right though every ism fall.
"Let us hav a little talk about Christ;'' manifested in Jesus Christ, Pakehas came
The word "Pakeha" is the Maori for
We deal with fac_ts, not fi.ctjon; with and they say, "Away with Him; we don't in great numbers to this country. They
want to hear about Him; we'll talk of any- visited our villages, and appeared very "white man."
earth, not heaven.
Freethought has made great headway
Ministers of the gospel of Christl Dear thing, anybody, but Him." The vote cf friendly, but we noticed that they did not
Congressmen and~ politicians of America! the world is still the same. God says, pay the same respect to the Bible as we in New Zealand during the past two years,
"Seek first the Kingdom of God." But novices did. They never held any daily
Do not you think you hav amused the the people say, "No, we must see this public worship, unless a clergyman was the latent enthusiasm having been aroused
world long enough playing the farce of election over first. Mr. So-and· So is to be present to conduct it. They ridiculed our by activ propagandist work carried on by
the live jacka.ss kicking the dead lion? the Man, and he must be. put in." God st.rict notions about Sabbath-keeping and M:r. W. W. Collins, one of the late Charles
Drop tiJ.e curtain; assume a virtue if you says Christ is to be the Man, and He is to about the wrongfulness of drunkenness Bradlaugh's vice-presidents and an authounchastity, and they gave us gener- rized lecturer of the National Secular Sohav it not; practice the morals of human· be first; and the world virtually says and
He must be second this time. What ter- ally to understand that all Pakehas but ciety o£ England. Since Mr .. ~Collins left,
ity and qUit lying for Christ's sake ..
rible folly! Reader, you may be a voter, the clergy and a few fanatics held that the Mr. Wallace Nelson, another able and
although possibly you are not. But no people might do just what they liked, as
Sunlight and shadow play upon the hills
-:A-nd chase each other on the restless matter. In the midst of all this noise I long as they kept out of the grip of the eloquent speaker, has occupied our platask, Are you born again? Is your soul law; that the only being we need fear was form with most excellent results. I should
waves,
Seem~g to follow but their own sweet saved? If not, what will this great ado the policeman, and the only book we need be most happy to send you occasionally a
profit ~u if God were to say, "Thou read, mark, learn, and obey the precepts report of the progress of our movement,
wills,
,l"et to the powers above them faithfUl fool, THIS NIGHT thy soul shall be re- of was the statute book. On seeking an if you think it would prove of interest to
quired of thee!" What then? "Ah! lost explanation from our missionary friends
slavesFRANCIS J. Qur:NN,
Reflecting every changing cloud with ease, forever," you would cry; "and I might of the plain contradiction between their your readers.
Secretary Christchurch Freethought
Stirred by a leaf, and dancing with the hav been saved had I taken God's plan statements and those of their countrymen,·
and iOt CHRIST :first!" Then, reader, we received the same answer which they Association,
breeze,
"
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~lviZarsn' s ~orner.
Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da,y's occuEations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

Little Things.
A traveler through a dusty road
Strewed acorns on the lea,
And one took root and sprouted up,
And grew into a tree.
Love sought its shade at evening time
To breathe its earthly vows,
And age was pleased,in heats of noon,
To basi< beneath its boughs;
The dormouse loved its dangling twigs,
The bird sweet music bore;
It stood a glory in its place,
A blessing evermore!
A little spring had lost its way
Amid the grass and fern;
A passing stranger scooped a well,
Where weary men might turn;
He walled it in, and hung with care
A la<Ue at the brink;
He thought not of the deed he did.
But judged that toil might drink.
He passed again, and lo! the well,
By summers never dried,
Had cooled ten thousand parching tongues,
And saved a life beside.
A dreamer dropped a random thought.
'Twas old, and yet was new;
A simple fancy of the brain,
But strong in being true;
It shone upon a genial mind,
Anello! its light became
A lamp of life, a beacon ray,
A monitory flame.
The thought was small, its issue great.
A watch-fire on the hill,
It sheds its radiance far adown,
And cheers the valley still!
A nomeless man amid a crowd
That thronged the daily mart
Let fall a word of hope and love,
Unstudied from the heart;
A whisper on the tumult thrown,
A transitory breath,
It rajsed a brother from the dust,
It saved a soul from death.
-lrJacTcay.

Three Hundred Years Hence.
"Tell us again, teaclier, of those queer
people who lived so many years ago."
"What, something more about them?
Well, well, you are quite right; they were
queer people and no mistake. Now, the
ancestors of these people had a great many
gods---"
"What were these gods, teacher?"
" They were never anything, my child,
but the imaginations of their lmcultivated.
intellects. Now, these gods were of different kinds; some were men, sonie
women, and others the lower animals, just
according to the fancy of the people. But
each tribe, as a rule, had a particular god
·of its own, although some tribes, or nations,
as they called them, had many gods, big
and little."
"But what were these gods to be for?"
" Of that I will tell you some other
time. What will amuse you most now,
I think, will be the fable of the last god,
and that god was worshiped by people
even in this part of our planet, many, many
years ago. The story runs: that this god
was a great and powerful man to whom
nothing was impossible, who wa,s never
born but always was. He was supposed
to liv up in the clouds, in a place called
'heaven,' and had a host of 'angels' with
him. These 'angels' were like men and
women, only they had wings, were dressed
all in white and wore crowns of gold on
their ' heads. The chief occupation of
these 'angels' was to play on harps and
sing songs praising this God, day and
night. Heaven was supposed to be a most
beautiful place, and paved with gold. Although this place was supposed to be the
abode of every perfection, yet there
seems to havbeeneven there discord. The
fable goes, that there was one angel who
wa!!l not content, but desired to be a god
himself. He gathered together other
angels who thought as he .did, and they
fought the other angels, but were defeated and banished to a place called hell.
Now this hell was said to be the very opposit of heaven, being a place of horrible
torture, where one burnt iu fire and brimstone for ever and ever. The angels who
were banished to this place were then
called devils, and the chief was named
Satan. Hell was supposed to be in the.
center of this planet; but as this planet

was IJot supposed to hav been in existence tlien it iii a mistake on the part
of the story-tellers. It is llaid that then
peace dwelt in heaven, and God said, 'I
will make a world,' a planet. So he
started to make this planet, with earth,
trees, rivers, and everything, including
the sun and the moon, and as the people
who invented this fable did not know any
better they said that he made our sister
planet~ at the same time. Now, it took
this God, to whom nothing was supposed
to be impossible, just six days to do all
this. And then, although he is said to be
all-powerful, he was tired and rested one
day, and was very pleased, it is said, with
his work.
"Now my children, what do you think
he was 'supposed to hav made all this
with?"
''It's all so funny, teacher, . th9.t we'll
giv it up."
"Well, out of nothing!"
This caused such a peal of laughter that
it was some time before the venerable
teacher could continue the story.
"Then, it is said, this God decided to
make one man to liv on this planet, and
so, taking a little earth-just a handfulhe made a full-grown man, and this man
~as the exact image of God, although, of
course, not as powerful, but just like men
of to-day. So you see by this how this
God of theirs was only a creature of their
imagination. They could only thi~k of
him as like unto themselvs. Their total
ignorance of the different characteristics
of men is also portrayed in this part of the
legend. This man was called Adam and
placed in a large and beautiful garden
called Eden, and it is a very strange fact
that some believed so fedently in this
improbable story that only as far back as
three hundred years they tried to discover
its exact location. The next thing that this
God is said to hav done was to call all the
animals to Adam and he named them.
You will easily see the absurdity of this.
In the first place, how unreasonable to
imagin such an assemblage-rats and cats
in peaceful company with wolves and alligators, and so we might go on; but I must
not weary you with my digressions but
continue. Of course Adam was alone, in
so far as he had no other animal of his
species for company; so God decided to
giv him a companion, aud it was brought
about this way: God had now ceased to
make things out of nothing-his stock of
nothingness was evidently used up-so he
caused Adam to fall into a deep sleep and
during this sle-ep God came down and
taking a rib out of Adam's side made a
full-grown woman. Why this God, whom,
as I hav told you, they believed to be allpowepful and able to make this planet out
of nothing, should go to all this trouble
the story-tellers fail to enlighten us."
"But, teacher, don't be hard on them,
they had no light to spare," exclaimed a
bright five-year-old citizen.
''True, true, my child, and that reminds
me that we must stop this tale now and get
some light ourselvs. We must not waste
too much of our time on such foolish
stories, for as much as we may laugh at
them there is a serious side to it, for those
of our ancestors who believed all this were
made miserable by it, and our glorious religion of science had a hard struggle to
uproot the superstition. But there is a
lot more to tell and maybe we can find
some time again."
. THoMAS RoGERs,

Correspondence.
RocKVILLE, IA., Aug. 7, 1892.
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: I thought I would
write to the Corner for the second time.
I would like for the little girls and hoys
to write to me.
I am ten years old. The grass is green.
I guess I will stop for this time.
From your Freethinker,
RosE ALICE CARLToN.

of the corn last spring and mowed ~rett;y
near all of the clover hay. I do thmk It
must be more fun to be an Infidel than a
Christian for the latter cannot dance nor
hav any fun on the "L9rd'~ day," S~n
day. I must close and help sister get dinner, but will write again.
INEZ E. P.
· Yours sincerely,
PITTSBURGH, PA., Aug. 14, 1892.
Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN AND THE CoRNERITEs: Seeing that communications to the
Corner are rather scarce, I thought! wo!lld
make my debut. I hav begun to thmk
that interest in the Corner has fallen off a
litt16, because the_ older members hav
ceased to write· the ymmger ones must
bear the burden.
I liv in a rather
orthodox town where the Law and Order
Society would 'like to run- thing's to suit
itself. Last winter they thought they
would stop the Sunday newspapers; but
they were left, because, while the papers
are still issued, the "Society" _has slunk
"out of sight." I hav been takmg a f~ur
years' course at our high scJ:wol, ·of whiCh
I hav completed two years. I hav not
yet decided what profesl;!ion I shall take
up, but I think I coni?- profit_ by 11: course
in chemistry or electrical engmeermg. .
Several months ago there appeared m
the Corner columns a suggestion that a
sort of a history club be organized. I
would suggest that our organ be the Corner, and that any member wishing _to.
send questions should send them to Miss
Wixon, who shall decide which shall be
accepted. I would like to hear f!Om~ suggestions in regard to the orgamzat:wn of
such a club, as I think it would be both
interesting and instructiv.
I hope we
can carry out our scheme this time, but
to do so successfully the cooperation of
all is necessary. A short glance at the
columns of other children's papers shows
'that they hav some such amusement, and we
must not be behindhand. So, to set the
baU rolling, I will sen~ a short list. of
questions on general history.
Hopmg
this plan finds favor with the readers of
the Corner, I remain,
Yours,
JAS. S. DoUTHITT.
1. What is meant by sacred history?
Profane history?
2. What is the earliest authentic date in
the history ofthe world?
3. Into what three general divisions
has history been divided? What event
marks each?
4. When, where, and by whom were
cannon first used?
5. Who was Rameses II.? and why was
he famous?
6. Who were the Phoonicians?
[The above is a very good idea, and we
would like more similar historical questions. Readers of the Corner will please
look up the answers to the questions, and
send them to the editor of the Corner,
when they will be printed and the names
also of those who get them correctly.
Since our return from Europe the Corner
has been somewhat disarranged, and one
package of letters and communications
designed for this department seems to hav
disappeared entirely after mailing. If it
does not come to light those who hav sent
articles and letters will understand that
they hav somehow gone astray in the
post-office buildi~gs. We will take this
occasion to thank all our friends who hav
kindly sent flowers, letters, telegrams,
and many good wishes on our safe return
from overseas.-ED. C. C.]
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ARTHUR B. l'IOSS,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution,
With preface by
J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of FreethinTcer.
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE
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Why Should the Atheist Fear to Die ?

By J. G. HoLYOAKE.
Price, 5 cents
DANBURY, NEB., Nov. 1, 1892.
DEAR Mrss WixoN: This is my second
CHEAP EDITION.
letter to the Corner. Week before last
there was not one single letter in the Corner. My little and only brother was so
sick last week that we did not think he
would liv. We all felt so bad we could
hardly stand it. He is better now, but
has not walked for over a week. I hav
two pets, a bird and kitten; their names Boing . : : :
are Ted and Nellie. I wish more boys
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
would write to the Corner. I like to read
their letters so well. I can help my father
Price, paper, 2li cents; cloth, 75 cents.
do lots of his farmwork. I dragged lots
Mdress 'lBlll 'l'Bl;J'l'H SQKliiB.

iobn E. Hemsnurg's Books.

I< alse Claims. Revised and Enlametl,
As a Missionary Document it is unexc81l.ed.
Among the subJects considered by._l\'Il'. Re.m~
burg are: The Church and Morality;, Crumnal Statistics, · showin~ ~he creeds of the
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Qhurch an<]
Civilization; the !Jhurch and SCiencei· t.h~
Church and Learmng; the Qhurch anc .Lib·
erty· the Church and the Antislavery Refonn;
the \Voman's Rights Movement; the Temp~r
ance Reform; the Church and the Repubhc.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.
Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture · Falsehood and Deception· Cheating· T11eft and Robbery;
Adultery and Prostitl1tioJ!; Murder; .Wars 01
Conquest and Extermmat~on; DesP.ot1~m; In.
tolera-nce an_d Persecutwp; InJustiCe to
Woman; Unkindness to !]h1ldrenA Cr)lelt,Y to
Animals· Human Sacrifices; uanmbahsm;
Witchcr~ft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemper(tnce;
Poverty and V~gran(\Y: lgnora_nce and ldio~y;
Obscenity PriCe, smgle copies, 25 cents, .6
copies, $1: Special discount on large quanti,-,
ties.
Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best a.nd
most thorough_ work "yer written on the Sabbath from a ratwnal pomt of view .. Lar~e anJ
handsome print. Price, 25 cents;. s1x copies, $1.
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: D~cline
of Faith; Protestant Intolerance~:Washmg~on
an Unbeliever· Jefferson an Unbenever; Pame
and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.
rhomas Paine. Tells the Story_ of, t~e
Author-l'Iero's life, delin.eates the l.eadj.ng traits
of his character and g~nms, and vmdi_cates l;l1s
name from the aspersiOns cast. upon. 1t. Tributes to Paine's character are g1ve~ from more
than one hundred noted persons of Europe and
America many of the.ll! written expressly fo!'
this work Second editioBi 160 pages, priDted
on fine tinted paper, neat y bou.:-:d, and c_on•
taining a handsome steel portraat Qf ~alJl '
v•vv ..... ,

i v ..... l-u~i.>·

The Apostle of Liberty.. An address de.
livered in Paine J:!:all, before the N. E. F:.:eethinkers' Conventwn, January 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.

Boolrs by S. P. Putnam.

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolo~ Price1 20 cents.
.
Waifs and wandermgs, A New American Story. Price, .cloth, $1.00; P.aper, .t5h0
cents. "A prose epiC of the war, rich WI
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first pag_e to last with the living spirit of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.
.
Golden Throne, A Roma~ce. " The_ ~n
thor certainly has ~emus. The diVIJ!e
creative spark is within him. The book .1s
filled with manly thoughts expressed m
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read' Golden Throne.'"
-[IngerRoll. Price, $1.
.
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation m
rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.
Adami and Heva. A poetic version ~f
the- Indian story of the Garden of Eden m
which its superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis lefiepd-Is shown. Price, 10 cents.
Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethonght Romance. Price, 35 cents.
My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Traveis in Faith.
Pre and Con of
,~":":::,::" "= Supernatural Religion.

Have We a Supernatural, Inspired. Mirao.
ulous Religion?
1

ls;r E. J:. Gl1II.D. Paper, 20 cents; clotn, ao oenu.
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fRHTHINHRSJ PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.
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SB~WING

'l'BE ABSURDITY AND UNTBUTBFUL·

NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIMTO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, AND R:R-VEALING THE AllUSF.S
OF A UNION OF
ORUROH AND
;;TATE.

185
WITH

Full-Page
JUustratioqs.

COPIOUS

CITA_TIONS

m-

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL"
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT 01
THE ARTIST.
lJESIGNS BY WATSON HESTfJlV
WITH PORTRAIT OF
- THE .DESIGNER.

The illustrations are classified aa follows:
I& represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
I
"
The Church Robbing the People.
I
''
Thanksgiving.
&
Sabbath Laws.
14
Children and the Church.
:10
Woman and the Church. .
The Church- and Thomas Paine.
6
4
Studies in Natural History.
I
The Bible and Science.
l5
"
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
l
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
4
The Atonement Scheme.
4
The Lord and His W orkB.
Prayer.
I
10
The Creeds.
1
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent SamJ?les· of' Christianity's Work.
5
"
Misswnaries.
"
The Lord's Instruments.
25
Bible Doctrines and Their Resulll
1
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
2
Ireland and the Church. ·
4
Church's Idea of Civilization.
2
1
The Uses of the Cross.
4
Unkind Reflections on the Churob.
_9
Persecutions of the Church.
12
Some Allegories.
-8
Heaven.
6
Hell.
'l'
llfiseellaneous. ·
1

.]{e'Ws of the Wselt.
/

A PILGRIMAGE of British Catholics to
Rome has been arranged for February.
THE church congregations of Long
island and Staten island, N. Y., hav been
praying for rain for a month.

7~3

Superstition in All Ages.
BY JE-AN ME-SLIE-R-,
A

THE German emperor's baby daughter
has been baptized with water brought, as in
the case of the baptism of the other imperial
princes, from the river Jordan.
THE people of Germany and France are
so burdened with military expenses, and
harried with fear of war, that a general
melancholy prevails, especially in the former nation.
EMPEROR WILLIAM has ordered that a
medal commemorating the Luther festival
be struck. Catholic papers say that the
expense of the medal should fall solely on
the Protestants.
AT the Luther celebration William II.
drank of the Reformer'~;~ cup, and spoke on
"the good and beautiful that God almighty
procured fo:t: us when he gave us the
evangelical church."
NoRAH FoRD died at Red Bank, N.J.,
on the 4th, from an operation performed
to hide the result of criminal intercomse.
She said: "Ed. Woodward and I were to
hav been married before now, but he was
a Protestant and I'a Catholic."

EDWIN N.
BEECHER,
Solicitor of Patents, MARION,Hartford county, CoNN.
Small fees · valid
patents with broad
claims; letters of
inquiry promptly

THE pope has granted a dispensation for
the marriage of Princess Marie, a Protestant, daughter of the duke of Edinburgh, to
Crown-prince Ferdinand of Ronmania, a
Catholic. He requires that the children
shall be baptized and educated as CaiDwlics.
A NEw YoRK court of appeals has confirmed the judgment of a lower court refusing $400 damages claimed by a German
excursion cluli> against a steamboat company for failing to take the club on an
excursion. The courts held that a contract
to be carried out on Sunday is void.

ART NEEDLEWORK.

to hav gone Democratic. Indiana seems
to hav done likewise. The Democracy
has been successful with its candidates for
other offices almost everywhere. The
People's party won little if anything.

Buy a Pair of my lncomparab!e

ladies write 101

our 11/ustratea
Catalogue 01
ON the 31st ult. Dr. G. W. Kelly, a
STAMPING
prominent physician of Louisville, Ky.,
PATTERNS,
threw his daughter into a well to drown
(largest in the
A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be. her and shot his sister-in-law. He had for
world,) showfore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of' })__utting the book in the reach of all some time been in a nervous excitement,
about
ing
At twice the price ii would have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de. and had hinted at killing his relativs
8000 of the
9igner is a wonderful successl and we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal in to deliver them from this sin-cursed
most beautiful
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
world.
designs eve1
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
produced, with
Freethought, and· has done faithf:ll and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictAT our going to press the presidPncy isprice-list ol
ures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the uttei claimed by the Democrats and but faintly Embroidery Materials. Send 8 cts. to pay
falsity of the church's professions and the hYJ?ocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the disputed by the Republicans. Wisconsin postage and mention this p!!per.
book is one of the best weapons against Christ1anity and the church that has ever been put in the and Illinois, formerly _Republican, appear CUNNING & CO., 248 Rate St., Cincinnati, o.
bands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.
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WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

DEJIWORATIC campaign speeches hav contained some accusations of bigotry against
the Republican party, such as this by J.
Solomon, editor of the New York Heb'!'ew
Standard: "Who arrests a man for selling a three-cent collar-button on Sunday?
The Republican party. Who prevents you
from drinking a glass of beer on Sunday
when you want to? The Republicanparty."

CuriOUS Revelations From the
Life of a Trance Medium •.

THE Chinese in this country hav steadily
refused to obey the law passed a half-year
ago requiring them to register and pro"l'i_de
photographs of themselvs. The San FranBy MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD,
cisco Chinese papei: says: "If the Chinese
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. Illus- Registration act is enforced n'pon Chinese
trated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln resident in America, China will insist that
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.~0; Americans resident in China shall register
and wear tags, under penalty of imprisonpaper, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER C~ .. 28-Lafayette place, N. Y. ment and expulsion, according to the
American system."

KID GLOVES

__ .. Which do not rip .... _

They last longer and
better than· any other.
buy some other
UU
other gloves will not wear
as long and give as mnch satisfaction.

nnN' T

~ .. d 2 c(•nt stamp for book

Lvcry pair gnarauteell.

.JfJ.'I!J

r.

H

About Gloves."

Est.1Llished 11:162.

l!UTCH!:VSON. Johnstown, N. Y.

AN English paper says that the hopes

*

of the Old World were placed on Amer-

**

•: IF •••

YOU ARE

***

~INCERELY

INTERESXED LN

THE OAUSE OF

~WOMAN,~
HASTEN TO RE.AJJ

THE STRIKE OF A SEX.
By GEORGE No MILLER.

("THE UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN

OF WOMAN'S

SLAVERY.'.)

It
The best men and women of England and America are
has & fascination
fairly heaping praises l.lPon this
entirely its own and will give you
truly wonderful
&
sensation sucg as you never had before.
book.

I

Best Made

OAN THIS
BE SO

p

Price. po1tp&id, »6 eent1.

SEND AND
BEE

! I

· ,Addres11 To 'l'Btrix SEEKER Oo.

ica but ''what men see, instead, looking
ac;oss the Atlantic, is a host of millionaires, exceeding in number and riches
anything the world has ever known
before a ready-made proletariat in the
great ~ities rivaling the lowest slums of
the Old World, and a standing bitterness
between employers and men. for which
there 'is no parallel elsewhere1 and which
under the slightest friction WIU flame up
into a ferocious civil war."

ALE AND BEEF

THE election at Columbus, 0., was one
''PEPTONIZED'"
of unprecedented excitement, owing to
INVALIDS,
the fact that sectarian issues were involved.
Catholic and anti-Catholic animosities enFor
CONVALESCENTS,
gaged press, pulpit, and people. The fa?t
NURSING MOTHERS.
that Foley and Kelley, two Democratic
complete nu!rillon. Ag-reeable to the most
candidates were Catholics, caused a :fight Supplies
delicate palate. The only liquidjre·di'gested Food
against th~ir election to be made by Prot- Tonic on thtt market.
estants. A secret distribution was made
Physicians Prescribe it. Your DruQgist Sells it.
to Catholic voters of a twenty-four-page
pamphlet exposing the purpose~ of a no- ALE & BEEF CO., 267 W. 17th St., New York.
popery soci~ty_ calle<'!- ~e ~merwan P:z:o:L'o .lt•·rrntate the
tectiv AssoCiatiOn, with Its r~tl!al and a l~st
STOMACH, LIVER
of prominent Protestant citizens as Its
AND BOWELS, TAKE
members. Fear is felt that the social and
business rupturell which hav begun will
RIPANS TABULESu

~

exte:ud.

taCJLJJ !!Y

lUtiJ·~~!.I'I:K'..,

THE TRUT.f1

Agents for The Trnth Seeker.
Alaba:rna.

~EEKER,

IT is the office of prudence to._ avoid
l>eing injured if possible, but after an injury has been received a regard for our
own tranquillity will preserve us from a
desire for revenge.-Democritus(400n.o.).

Arizona.

· J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.
California.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Ball & McCarter, 117 W. 1st, Los Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
Angeles.
'
Max NewsStand, 102 N. Main,LosAng~les.
J. C. Scott 22 Third st., San Francisco.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st.,
San Francisco.
Thos. W. Baker, Selma.
L. R. Titus, ~37 South 4th st., San Jose.

THIS degraded belief [in the devill ~s
still found in the almost gleeful pulpit
picturings of physical agonies as especially
attending the deathbeds of Infidels-as
Voltairn and Paine-and its fearful result
is found in the degree to which priesthoods are still able to paralyze the
common-sense and heart of the masses; by
the barbaric ceremonials with which they
are permitted to snnonnd death, and the
arrogant line drawn between unworthy
goats and credulous sheep, by "consecrated" grounds.-.11-Ioncure Conway.

Canada.

Colorado.

J. C. Richey, 207 Harriso~ ave., Leadville.
C Smith & Son 385 Lanmer st., Denver.
Stanchfield & C~ .• 200 Union ave., Pueblo.
Harbottle & Co., Salida.
Florida.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
A. J. Gardner, Kissimmee.
Idaho.

A Erwin, Murray.
'

Illinois.-

Post-Office News Co.J... 93 Adams, Chicago.
G. E. Wilson, 312 t~tate st., and ;srenBrentano Bros.,204 Wabash ave., C~cago.
Chas. W. Curry, 183 Madi~on st., Ch~cago.
Chas. Macdonald, 55 Washington, ·Chicago.
Indiana.

Iron-Clad Age, Indianapolis.
A. C. Katt, Fort Wayne.
Louisiana..

Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
AI. J. Dwyer, 226Baronne, New Orleans.
ru:assaellusetts.

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
A M. Driscoll 78~ Front st., Worcester.
J~hn~on Bros.; 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
ru:iclligan.

S D Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
B~~r& Holton; 87Woodwardav., D~troit.
Herman Reif, 94 9"ratiot ave., DetrOit.
lliillllCSOta •

E. P. Parcher, 8 3rd st., So. Minneapolis.
Missouri.

Philip Roeder 322 Olive st., St: Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Nebrasl<.a.

J. M. Wiley, P. 0. News Depot, York.
Ne'v York.

·

Brentano Bros., 5th ave. & 18th st., N. Y.
Burnton &Co., 92 Fo.urth ave., New York.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
Abramowitz Bros, 72 Canal st., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J H Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts.
New.York News Co:t.20Beekmanst., N.Y.
S J Kin~ 179 So. .t'earl st., Albany.
E. 0. Wei;Ll;an, 126 State st., Rochester.
E. J. Nieuwland, lOth ave. and 157th st.
Anderson & Co., 704 8th ave.
S. M. Bernhard, 119 E. 104th st.
Harlem Book Co., Boulevard Hotel, 124th
st. and Lexington ave.

189~.

Gems of ~'Aoug'At. Books by Helen H. Gardener.

11/orks of Charles Watts.

News Depot, 2003 2d ave., Birmingham.
Loeb & Loeb, Montgomery.

P. C. Allen, 35 King st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
John l'rfcKenna, 80 Ypnge st., Toronto.
R. J. Moftat, Sea Island, Tuluisland, B.C.
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'l'he Teac1lings of Secularism Compared
with Orthodox Christianity. 9G pages.
Price, 23 cents.

.

Secularism : Is It Foumletl on Reason,
aiHl Is It Sufficient to ltleet the Needs
of Mankind Z Debate between tle Editor of the Halifax Evening ],Jail and Charles
Watts. With Prefator;r Letters by George Jacob Holyoake an<'l Co,onel Ingersoll,- and an
Introduction by Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages,
25 cents.

MERE theological tenets may do much
and prolonged mi~chief. The abstract idea
that Matter was the origin of Evil has produced an immense amonnt of physical and
moral disease in the world. Thousands and
thousands hav starved and lacerated their
bodies, and stifled the kindliest emotions
of human nature, in ·consequence of it.
For centuries, it changed.the entire social
system, by banishing a very large proportion of men and women into convents.
The influence of it to this day infects o~
ideas of love and marriage.- .Lydia Maria
Child.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by

ROBERT G.

L.~GERSOLL.

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

The Trade Su:p:plf.ed at Special IJf.scount8• .
A. Reply to Father Lambert's "'l,'actics
of Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
4Jin·istianity: Its Origin, Nature, and
Influence. 32 pages. ·Price, 15 cents.
T11e Horrors of the French Revolution :
THERE are a thousand hackingo at the
Theil; Causes. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Secularism : Destrnctiv an<l Constructiv. branches of evil to one who is striking at
the root, and it. may be that he who be- A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
"Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown. t<J stows the largest amount of time and
Religion and .Social Matters.
Be Co~tradictory and Defective as an EthicaJ money on the needy is doing the most by
Price. cloth, $1 ; pa.per, 50 cents.
Guide. 2·1 pages. Price, 10 cents.
his mode of life to produce that misery
Agnosticism and Christian Theism : which he strives in vain to relieve. It Is
Wl1icli Is the More Reasonable Z 24 the pious slave-breeder devoting the propages. Price, 10 cents.
ceeds of every tenth slave to buy a SunEvolution and Special Creation. 10 cents. day's libE:Jrty for the rest. Some sh.ow
Saints and Sinners-Which! 24 pages i:r:. their kindness to the poor by employmg
cover. Price, 10-cents.
A NE"W NOVEL.
them in their kitchens. W o.uld they not
The Superstition of the Christian Sun- be kinder if they employed . themselvs :Price,:cloth, $1.
I
· Paper, 50 cents.
day : A Plea for Liberty and Justice. there ! -Thoreau.
·

IS THIS YOUR SOH. MY LORD 1

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?

25 Dages.

Price, 10 cents.

The Glory of Unbelief. 22 pages in cover.
Price, 10 cent.s.

Nature and tlw Supernatural; or, Belief
an<l Knowledge. 24 pages. Price, 10
cents.

Tile American Secular Union; Its Ne·
cessity and the Justice of Its Nine De·
mands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert
G. Ingersoll.) 82 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.

Theological Presumption : An Open Letter to the Rev. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, N. S

In £his letter the following subjects arc dealt
with: 1. Why Do the Clerg;v Avoid Debate? 2
The Position of Agnostictsm Towu.rd Christianity. 8. Freethonght and Men of Science.
4. The Difference Between Facte and OJ!inions.
5. Christ and Heroism. 6. Christiamty and
Slavery. 16 p~s. Price~ cents.
Addres~
~'HE TRUT.t1 SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette pl., New York.

THE EVOLUTION

Ohio.

OF

John Jacques, Akron.
N Hexter, 342 Superior st., Cleveland.
J: R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
B Woods 319 Chillicothe st., Portsmouth.
L~rwood 'Day&Co., 259Superior,Clevel'd.
Alf. War;en Co, 217 Central ave, Cincinnati.
Thos. Goddard, Box 235, Huron.
Standard News Co., 14 W. Tuscst, Canton.

THE DEVIL!

THEoLoGIANs, or pretended politicians,
cry-" Religion is destroyed, the government is lost, if yon print certain truths
or certain paradoxes. Never attempt to
think, till yon hav demanded permission
from a monk or an officer. It is against
good order· for a man to think for himself.
See into what horrible decay the liberty
of the press brought England and Holland. It is true that they possess the commerce of the whole world, and that England is victorious on sea and land; but it
is merely a false greatness, a false opulence: they hasten with long strides to
their ruin. An enlightened peop'e cannot
subsist." . . . In general, we hav as
natural a right to make use of our pen as
our language, at our perils, risk, and fortnne. I know many books which fatigue,
but I know of none which hav done real
evil._:_ Voltai1·e. ·

HISTORY is full of illustrations proving
that wherever this barbaric and diabolical
theologv has held sway, it has cast its
gloom of despair over every household;
By HENRY FRANK.
ushered in the new-born child with a cloud
of glooll!y Prophecy; overshadowed every
Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress.
church with its vampire wing-s of terror;
filled the creeds with most damnable
untruths, born of its own untruth, the
·
Oregon.
Price, 25 'cents. Five copies, $1.
father of all lies; poisoned the cup of
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
nourishment which the daily toiler presses
W. E. Jones, 291 Alder st., Portland.
to his lipA, and crowded the Atmosphere
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
of the whole world with such hosts of
Handley & Hoos, 150 1st st., Portland.
imaginary beings, plying their instruG. Thornton, J;>alace Hotel:B~ock, Heppner
Pennsylvania.
ments of everlasting torturfl, as to hav
----1 44,----"'
Dr.J.H.Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden,P~a.
driven one-half the world insane through
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila. Moral, Theological, Historical, r;.nd Speculative fear, and the other half insane through
J A. Kirk, DuBois.
imaginary powers, bv which they prePropositions.
Ji Heyne, 10th and Market sts., Phila.
moo,
15 cents. sumed to conquer and -control these imR.' Staley, Wood and 4th ave., Pittsburgh.
palpable substances; resulting in the esFulton Bros., McKeesport.
tablishment of the most pretentious and
Uhode Island.
AN OUTLINE OF THE
presumptuous hiArarchy-a veritable inH. Carr 947 High st., Providence.
carnation of diabolical propensities-which
J. H. J.'Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
has ever been permitted to burden and
'I'ennessee.
curse the globe.-Henry Frank.
W. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry, Nashville.
D P Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
Sm WILLIAM THoMsoN has suggested
Rich 'Bros. & Mills, 229 N. Cherry, Nashville
that life originated on the earth from
.Its
Causes
al")d
Results.
'I'exas.
germ<~ contained in meteoric stones that
H. Hover, Denis<;>n.
By W. S. BELL. Paper, ~2mo, 25 ctFl. fell from inhabited planets. But this idea
L. Andrnss, Demson.
has not received much support. Haeckel
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
and manv others maintain that the first
E. H. Andrae, 346k Main .st., Dallas.
fm-ms of ·life came by spontaneous genera.
G. W. Baldwin, Houston..
tion. Jnst as we Aee crystals form themF,. L. Merrill, Independent Pulp~t, Waco.
selvs to-<'lay. so by a process, chemical
Reply to New York )bser'!J€T.
W. J. Locke, San Antonio.
·
and Plectrical. the atoms of cR.rbon comlTtal>,
l3y J.=<:.. G. ING:B!;,l.f.;OL.-L.
bined into the ~peck of protoplrtsm or
C. H. Parsons, 164 S. Main, Salt Lake C~ty.
"primitiv slime," which constitutes the
With "A ROMAN C.A.THOLIO OANA.RD;"
Margetts Bros., 761\Iain st., Salt Lake City.
lowest living form-the Moneran. No
Price, 1e cents.
Washin~t.on ,...,erritory.
one claims that organized beings hav
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
arisen spontaneously; it is only in the case
J. C. Nathan, 104 S .. 2nd st., Seattle.
of 1\fonera-" Rtrnctnreless organisms
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5, Fremont.
without organs "-that spontaneous gen·
West Virginia.
The passages unfit i.i!r .family reading"
Aration is assumed to hav occurred at the
News Store, 123 3rd st., Parkersburg.
Paper. !lO cents: cloth, 50 centso
first beginning of organic life upon the
England.
fLondon.
earth. If the wholA development of life
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet st.,
and thA formation of intricate organs pro0. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
ceed withont supernatural aid, why should
Australia.
we assume that this principle, so contrary·
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N.S. W.
to all observed action of nature, must hav
NeW" Zealand.
B11 M. BABOOOK.
acted to prodnctl this simple beginning of
A. D. Will.is, W!Wganui.
Price,
10 cents. life in .the Moneran?- Robt. C. Adams,

Self-Contradictions of the

B~ble.

fRfNCH RfVOLUTION,

Paine Virirlicateo

Holy Bible Abridged.

Roaring Lion on the Track.

PUSHED BY UNSEEN HANDS.
SHORT STORI:eS.
I
Pap~r, 5o cents.

Price, cloth, $1.

A THOUGHTLESS YES.
CON'l'ENTS:
A Splendid Judg_e of a Woman-The Lady of the
Club-Under Protest-Ji'or the Proseoution-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler Honse
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our AncestorsFlorence Campbell's Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Addresd

Price, paper, 50 cents: cloth. $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER f:O.

L K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A law regu-

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Cltristian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

a mini•ter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undl)rtake a
crusade of one against the Uolorado beetle!"
Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.

·

·

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane Z Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

.B. F. UNDERWOOD'S W()RKS
FOR !i!ALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

Essays and Lectures. · Embracing Influ
ence of Christianity on Ci vilizatioJ! ; Chris.
tianity and lVIaterialism; What L!l:.crahsn;~ offen
in Place of Chriitianity; Scientific lVIaterl;IL~sll):
Woman i Spiripnalism frq:qt a Maten!J-l~sttc
Standpmnt; Pame ·the Politwal and Reltglm~
Uuformer· Materialism and Crime; Will the
Comingll-fan Worshi!l God? Crimes and Cptel
ties of Christianity; the Authority: of the Btble;
Freeth ought Judged by Its Frmts; Our Ideal
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

Inftuence of Christianity upon Civillza
tion. 25 cents.
·
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents. ·
What Liberalism Oft'ers in Place o(
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific )laterialism; Its Meaning an(
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand•
point. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religions Re•
former. 10 cents.
Woman : ·Her Past and Present: Het
Rigllts and Wrongs. 10cents.
.[aterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God I
10 cents.

rwelYe Tracts. Scieuti1ic and Theolog1oaJ. 20 cents.

...-
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1;-)'J.osraZ Ji1sstings •·
These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
wnere these societies are located. Local
Secular. Unions and J!lreethought So•ieties can hav their gatherings ad~ertised here jree by forwarding the neessa1'1} information.

anhattan Liberal Club, N. Y.,

J

L.b t - .
t er 'l tq
Literature.
Testimonial
Tc;, Walt

Meets every Friday eveniW,, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Templeb ~ . 15);h st.. L.ectures and
discussions. The ptl lie cordially mVlted.

BY

The Newark Liberal League

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.

Meets every SundaJ. afternoon at 8 o'clock, at
Liberal League Ha , 1'1'7 Halsey st. 1 cor. Market
at Newark, N. ·J. Lectures and discussions on
reilgious and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

tU1 ADDRESS DEl.u.1'EREr"
PHILADELPHIA. PA.,
OCT. 21, 1890.

fhe Bible-What Is It~ 25o.
Studies in Theology. lOo.
~ .iberalism. 5c.

Brooklyn Philosophical Assoei·
ation
With a Portrait of Whitman.
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M. every
Sunda.h. .Lectures followed by discussion. Platform ree. Henry Rowl~, secretary, 108 Cumberland street, Brpoklyn, . Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 21i
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on reli~ous and social ~uestions.
Able speakers interest t e audience. N. .-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.

of nearly 1,.000 pages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
$8.25-in _.,nglish or German. A riew cheap
edition at onlv $1.50.

Science in SMry; o:r, f?amm.y Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and f!ponsle. the Troublesome
Monk!JY· 5 volumes m one, cloth, ijl2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumes separate, flexible cloth\ 50
cents Jler volume· Red Line edition, suitaole
for holiday presents, $1.00 per Volume.

Sexual Physiology for the Young

Holds mtJeti~r ever[, Sunday eveninl at 216
Grand ave.
raterni y Hall); Lecture allowed
by debates.
he public cor~ally invited.
.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Bunda!; at 7:8Q P.M. in Macdonald s
Hall in· Port Ange es, Wash. Lecture'a songi/
and select ~eadin[ Discus~ion. invite. on a
subjects. Liberal terature dlStributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib•
eral Union

and Miscellaneous .Lies; Closing_ Harmony.
12mo, 864 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.;
¥h~hrJ~e~ial Council of Vienna prohil>it~d the
3 ale of this book in Austria, and confiscated all
"opies of it they could find.
°

•

• •

EconomiC Eqmttes.

A C
a f the
ompen o

Natural Laws of Industrial Production ~pd E.xchanf:e. By J. K. Ingalls, author of SoCial
Weal h." Pal!er, 25c.
.

250

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the

·
·
Sexu a1 and soci'al sCience,
an d all'w d
H•yg1ene,

Povulation Question. By Dr. Chas. }\:nowlton.
Edited by Cliarles Bradlaugh and Anme Besant.
250

Subjects; ninth year. Subscription, with preruium 50 cents per year. SpeCimen copies free
on application.

Mother's . Manual•

Comprising "Advice

tO" a W1fe on. the Ma11agement of Her Own
Health, espeCially Durm(l' Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," and •• Ad~ce to II- Motl).er on th~
Management of Her Children m Infancy ana
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

Mllwankee, Wis., Liberal Club

Aristocrati\)~Political,_Economical, .'VI:atlimonial,

pa es, illustrated and cloth-bound. (The fifth
voTume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to

Chicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Fort Dearborn· Hall, 181 West Madison_street
Lectures and debates. Strangers· from abroad
are welcome.

~~works on the laoor ~uestion. _,

Plain Home Talk and Medical C~rumo" The Co-:.ventional Lies of Our Civilizati~tr.
"'
Jiy Max Nordan. CoNTENTs-Mene, Tekel
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume ,Upharsin; The Religious, Monarchic, and

Elizur Wright Secular :union
Of Alliance 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investtgator are solicited.
R. G. S:MrrH, Cor. Sec.

101

Paper, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets 11emi-monthlyhfirst and third Sundays, at
2 P.M., at the town all. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

p

·

overty:

It C
d C
p · t'
S ause an
ure.
om mg

on.t the means by )Vhich th_e working classes may
raJJJe thelllSelves-from their presept state of lpw
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignit'' and independence and which is also capable.of entirely removing in course of time, the
other principal social evils. By M. G. H. 10c.

L ru;~e or SmaII F am1'I'1es o• 0 n whi~hS'd
1 e

'-

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Bradlaugh. 5c.

.

Why Do Men Starve 7 By Chas. Bradlaugh. oc.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

l'he Land Ouestion. Large Estates Inimi-

cal to the 'Welfare Qf the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

.Labor's Prayer.. By Chas. BracUaugh. 5c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Mrs. Besant's WorKs.

The Walla Walla I.iberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in G;rand Army .Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washmgton. SCience
Lectures.-Free Discussions.-Original and Selected Readings an(!. Poems. A large, V!tluable
librarO: is a.t the serviCe of members and fnends.
'
• 1'3. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Roeder Secular Union

Fort Wortla. Tex., Liberal Club
Meets everfu Sunday a~ Knights of 1"11-l?or H~ll,
1604 Main s reet, at 10 o clock A.M. VIsitm~ Liberals invited to attend. ·CoL. A. HARRIS, res.
!BAA.o 8. LEE, Sec.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for

Liberal Asfilociation of Austin,
Tex.,

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300 pp., $1.

some ana Interesting Book 1 Without Superstition for Children and Youth. The Onl:yFree•
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 ftill-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy; toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKim CO.

The .Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League

Kenne~y's

Liberal Club,

Law of Population. Paper, 15o.; with porshould be. Paper, 25c.

Me~ icaI

Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette plac\3, New York.

Dis cove ry SCIENCE vs.

Takes hold in this order :

RELIGION,

.
._, Cleveland Secular Union
You know whethe'l:. you need it or
Me~ts
'ev~ry
Sunday a.t 8 P.M., in ~oom 20S City not.
Hall for lectures and free discussiOn on science,
.

LITTLt _FOLJ{S.

IQIINBUB&, Seo., ~

Boa.rds,

reli~ion, ·and social. questions. Able speakers
willmterllBt the audience. A. SEE, Pres.; J. Ro&ke stre•t.

1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'IHE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE BEST%
THE

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
In best filled gold case, open:face, dust-proof, $2£;
hinged case, $28 to $30; hunting, $81 to $85; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2
more.
Re!fUlar Grade _.\.merican Watches,_
Silverme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7 50; 15
Jewel~ $9; ditto, ad.insted. $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. m finer cases. add as above .
Ladies' American Gold Watcheso-All
Jat.est styles. in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels,
$14; 11 jewels, $15 50; 15 jewels, $20; 14 carat solid
gold, $10 more. -Heavier. more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases. from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Suudries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80· table spoons
$3.60, knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; ail for $6. Solid
silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvenir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50, $2 to $3.
'J'lte Colonel IIr•ersoll.-Tea, $2.50 ;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3; gilt"bowls, 50 cents more. Extra.
heavy teas, $3- Etched :
_

I

be out,

·

Sold by every drugi!st, andEmaNnuNfactEureDd byy
I) 0 N A L D K
,
BOXB11BY, lUA.SSo

be

Happy is Bow,"

Wlite for pamphlet to .J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 Sonth Main street, Wilkesbarr~, Pa..

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
·
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
·
Snowville, Va.

A BOOK FOR MEN

OR, THE

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin,
Outside Skin,
Driving everything before it that ought to

Meets at the Lyceu:m Hallt 404 Eaet Baltimore st.,
every Sunday afternoon a 2:30 o'clock.

An independent and respectable study of char.
acter in the law of circumRtance such as evec
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . • A more vigorous
>resentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity, in its 11:1ost honest apd consistent
form, need not be desrred.-[Westnnnster ReVIew.

trait, 30c.

Mal'riage. As it was, as it is, and as it

Conflict between Reason and_ Superstition.

Liberal Associati9n of Baltimore

A NOVEL.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliaq of the East," etc., etc.

Is Doing Wonders in Curing tile Sick,

Besant-Hatcllard Debate. Between Annie

Meets everr Sunday at 2:3p .P.M. ~t ~!.hts of
Honor Ha , Bai street. VIsito_rs mVIte . J ..A.
Turner, Pres.; as. Douglas, V10e-Pres.; Darnel
Bowen, Sec.

Of Oincinnatib0., meets ever~unday evenina
at ·7:30P.M. in ouglas Hall 1 N. . cor. of 6th an
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
Jrom abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Sec.

Priest al'\d Mal'\•

W..AT:SR OJ=o LIJ=o:e

'Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.

Meets every Sunday at 11 A.M.'v~t. i);s hal.J.b cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street. .Isitmg LI erals
invited. J P. RroHA.BDBON, President; M. !suo,
Secretary.

The Ohio Liberal Society,

NATHANI[L VAUGHAN~

" The Time to

Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Gran!'! avenue, Mjlwaukee meets every Sun~'te evenmg at '1:80 o clock.
A. B. SEVERANOE, Presi ent.

'l'lHT'f'li ('!'Jil'F.Kll!ll

50 cents extra.
'J'Ite 'J'orcb of Reason Badge, solid gold
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2.75, and
$3.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, $15, $20, $30.
Diamoudsj 20 per -cent. below market pnce.
Send for price ists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prePaid (except knives and forks) and cash refunded atOPtion. Watch cleaned $1. and returned free.
QTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.

Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poems. The
!freatest freeJom accorded to all. Our motto,
• Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RroE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sec.

Monte Vista Cal., meet ever;fi Sunday at 2 P.M. in
their hall. The public cor ·ally invited. W. 8.
FELT, Sec.

& rl •l-oee ~TTl>

new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
Hand:Book of Health Hints and Ready
~~k~~h~ ~alance of Comfort? By Austm Holy- toPerfected
heat, coli!, and position, beautiful double sunk
0
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet Pover~ : Its E:ll'ects on the Political dial, and all modern improvements; guarantee a
a perfect ·timer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
of l28pages. 25 cents.
Condition of the People. By Charles cases,
$17· 3-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $23.

Of Los Angeles, C&l., ·meets semi-monthlyp first
and ·third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at arr's
Hall.• Everybodv invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA,
Pres.; J. H. MoVVILLIAMS, Rec. Sec.

Philosophical and Social So·
·
· ciety,

735

By T, C. WIDDICOMBE,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

•

LITTLE LESSONS FOR
By MRS, E. D. SLENKl!JR,
tooenw.

Sent sealed to any address for 10 cents, treatil g
on that health-destroying and life-consumin•o
weakness of men as the re8ult of youthful erro· s
and excesses. The book sets forth an lNl'ffi'F'T"
CURE, which iP a medil'in" to b6 applied externally (the only rem Any of tne .~~:ma In existence).
You will feel improved the first day, benefited
every day, until all signs of Earlv Decay, Weaknesses1 Lost Manhood~-,etc. hare fully restored.
aduress,
Dn. RuB'T P. FELLOWS.
Vineia.nd, N. 1'.
And su you s&w 'his in TKE TBUTH 8BmrEB.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY.
Issued Monthly.

Sttbscription

price,

$8 per an(lum.

No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Prtoe.
1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink!lrs' Almanac, lll9t........ _... .. .... . .. .. .
25
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener... .................................
50
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.. .. .. .. ..
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett.................................. -25
5. Christian Absurditil'a. John Peck........
20
6. Victor Hugo's Oratic.n on Voltaire........
10
7. The Crisis............... ...................
40
8. Sabbath Breaking................. .... ....
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams .. .. .... .. .
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N, Miller.. . .
25
11. My Religious Ex:perience. S. P. Putnam.
25
12. The Higher CritlCism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore..............
50
13. _Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote........
25
14. Rights of l\'lan. Thomas Paine. Illust'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, tnd Cradle. ·Helen H. Gardener ................ _.......... -.. . .. .. .. .
10
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg.......
25
18. Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk......
50
19. Pocket Theolog,·. Voltaire..............
25
20. Pushed by Unse~n Hands. H. H. Gardener ... _................... _. -..... -.. .. .. .
50
21. History of Religion. E. E. Evans.......
20
OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the year. Single copies of each
book sent upon recerpt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,
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Spiritualism. Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By John H. Kelso, AolU.
12mo, cloth u.oo.

ING~RSOLL'S
DID JERRY HAV AN ATTACK OF THE CHOLERA?-Jere. iv, 19.

Brain and the Bible. HWith Daughter:s Babe Upon
Conflict 8P.tween Mental Science and TheologJ
By

EDGAR

C.

BEALL.

Preta.ce oy R. G. INGERSOL.....
Price,

Unanswerable.

~1.

His Knees."
PhotograJ?h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champion at home, may l:e had at this office for
fifty cents.

WORKS

ONLY A.UTHUBIZED EDU'IONS

Advancement of Science.
By Prof. John Tyndall.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

When tMs petition is filled address it to the Freethoitgltt Federation of America, 345 West .Randolph street'
Ghica.qo, Ill. For blanks for further use send request to sarne address·.

--------------------------------

Petition to Congress to Open.the Gates of the
Columbian Exposition on Sundays.

'World~s

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States, in Congress .Assembled:
We, the undersigned, citizens of the United States, do hereby respectfully pray and memorialize your Honorable
Body to repeal that portion of the Act entitled "An Act to aid in carrying out the Act of Congres~, approved April
25, 1890, entitled 'An Act to provide for celebrating the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America by
the holding of an International Exposition in the City of Chicago' "-approved August 5, 1892, which reads as
follows: "That it is hereby declared that all appropriations herein made for, or pertaining to the World's Columbian
Exposition, are made upon the condition that the said Exposition shall not be opened to the public on the first day of
the week, commonly called Sunday; and if the said appropriations be accepted by the corporation of the State of
lllinois, known as the World's Columbian Exposition, upon that condition, it shall be, and it is hereby, made the duty
of the World's Columbian Commission, created by the Act of Congress of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
ninety, to make such rules or modifications of the rules of said corporation as shall require the closing of the
Exposition on the said first clay of the week, commonly called Sunday."
Also, to repeal that portion of the Act entitled, "An Act making appropriations for the sundry civil expenses of
the Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, and for other purposes "-approved August 5, 1892, which
reads as follows :
"And it is hereby cleclarecl that all appropriations herein made for, or pertaining to the World's Columbian
Exposition, are made upon the condition that the said Exposition shall not be opened to the public on the first day of
·the week, commonly called Sunday; ancl if the said appropriations be accepted by the corporation of the State of
Illinois, known as the \Vorlcl's Columbian Exposition, upon that condition, it shall be, and it is hereby, made the duty
of the ·world's Columbian Commission, created by Act of Congress of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred ancl
ninety, to make such rules or modifications of the rules of said corporation as shall require the closing of the
Exposition on the said first day of the week, commonly called Sunday."
We ask the repeal of these portions of these laws for the following reasons:
1. That the American principle of separation of church ancl state may be maintained.
2. That public morality may be subservecl by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
resort when no moral amusements are available.
3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Chicago, who have given of their means to make the Fair possible,
tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors
to the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands.
4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Chicago, but of
the whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to
attend can clo so; t]lose who do not can otherwise spend the .day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question
of human relations ancl human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you ought to clecicle is that of the
public welfare.
.
5 It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
receipts.
6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the
tendency would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble
and varied in its pl~asures aucl instructions, the more ~cult !t will be to c~~nge its character, the less danger there
is that employers Will ever have the power to transfer It from Its present positiOn to the days of toil. With choice of
Sunday occupation restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the average workingman would choose to keep
on laboring.
7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it
will benefit the Fair itse~f, the people of Chicago, ancl the visitors to the Fair, thereby conduci'ng to municipal prosperity, individual eclucatwn, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country.

Name.

TO'IJJro.

State.

Principal Works: Gods and Other Lect.

ures ; Ghosts and Other Lectures ; Some l\'Iis·
·takes of l\Ioses ; Interviews on Tahnage ; What
1\'Iust We Do to Be Saved? Blas_phemy; Crimes
A!pinst Criminals. 1141 pages. In one vol., hal1
calf, $5.

Prose Poems and Selections. From his
Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
calf, $4-50; halt mor., $5; turkey mbr., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.

Gods and Other Lectnres. Comprising The

Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50c.; cloth, $I.

Ghosts -and Other Lectnres. lncluding

Liberty of 1\fan, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence; About Farming in
Illinois; Speech Nominating Ja:mes G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before Me Like a Dream; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50c. ; cloth, $1. -

Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents:- Some

J\Hstakes of Moses; Free Schools·'p The Politician•; Man and Woman; The entateuM;
J\fonday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He
l\fade the Rtars Also, Friday, Saturday, Let Us
Make Man~Sunday, The Necessity for a Good
Memory, ·J:he Garden The Fall. Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews,
The Plagues, The Fli~ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery, Marnage, War, Religious Liberty; Conclusion. Paper, 50c.; cloth, $1.

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter-

views with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons
by the Rev. T. Dewjtt Talmage 1 of Brooklyn, to
which is added A Talmagian CMechism.
Paper.
5Uc.; plam cloth, $1.25; do. "ilt tops extra, 1.50.

*

Blasphemy. A.rgument by R. G. Ingersoll
in tbe Tnal of C. B. Reynolds, at Mornstr wn,
N.J. Paper,25c.; cloth,50c.

What ltlust We Do to Be Saved~ Analyzes

the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Catholic~ Episcopalians, Methodists, Presbyterians, J!;Vangelical Alliance, and answers the
question of the Christians as to what he proposes instead of Christianity, the religion of
sword and flame. Paper, 250.

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

the New York Ooserver's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution.., bl:' R. G. Ingerdsoll;,.together with A Roman uatbolic Canar •
by vv. H. Burr. Paper,15c.

·Limitations of Toleration. A Disoussior.:
between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederic ~
Coudert, and Ex-Governl\l' Stewart L. Woo •
ford. Paper, 1oc.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, 10o.
Civil Rights Speech. With Speech of
Hon. Freaerick Douglass. Paper, 10c.

Opening Speech to tb(l Jury : In the suit
of the }3. & M. Tel. Oo. ""· W. U. Tel. Co .. 1886.
l'a.ver, 10 cents.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
IJIJ M. BAJJOOOK. l"rioe, 16 ofil.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. I g. No. 47· {PUBLISHED WEEKLl.} New York, Saturday, November 19, 1892. {2s LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 Per Year.

A
UNCLE

INFIDEL
DEATHBEDS.

!

SUGGESTION TO THE CH:URCI-J: BRAGGARTS.

SAM: "Look here! Before you fellows make too much noise you had better whitewash your records!"

force al\d 1\atter;
:Sy

G. W. POOT:e.

--o--

Bein_g true accounts of the ;passing away of the
folloWing persons, thus refutmg the many Christian slanders. upon them and others:
Lord Amber ley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord B~on, Richard Carlisle,·
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Clootz\Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet,}woert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles .uarwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, Georg_e Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austm Holyoake, Victor H11_go,
Hume, LittrEt> Harriet Mllrj;ineau, Jean Meslier1
James Mill, John Stuart Mill, M1rabeau, Rober•
Owen Thomaa Paine, Conrtlandt Palmer Rabalais, Winwood Reade, Madame Roland, George
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus~ John
Tolanfu Vanim, Voln~ Voltaire, James watson,
John watts, Thomas Woolston.
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEUB.

~·)

on,
Principles of the Natural Order of the Uni~
verse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER,li'LD.
vuSTENTS:
Fo:roo and Matter,
The Fitness ofThinll's in
Immortality of. Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Force, Man,
fufinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou~ht,
Motion,
ConsciOusness,
Form,
Seat of the Soill,
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas,_
Laws,
The Idea of l:tod,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
l\ic-rality,
Original Generation, Con cl u d'i:n g ObservaSecular Generation,
tiona. · Price. $l.IJO. Address THE TRUTH SEE.Kllli

A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library.

PULPIT, PEW,
and

c RA D L E

Life of T~omas Paine,
WITH A

•

:Sy Helel'\ H. Gardef\er.

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures .Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.

History of His Literary, Political, and Religious Career
In America, France, and England.
BY MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY,
Author of "Omitted Uhapters of History Disclosed in the Life and Par>ers of Edmund
RandolpQ.," "George Washington
and Mount Vernon,"" Washington's Rnles of Civility," etc.
To Which Is added. a Sketch of Paine by William Cobbett.

No real biography of Paine has ever appeared.
The so-called L1ves of Paine have been mainly
the controversial work of pamphleteers, turning
chiefly on his religious heresws. Paine was in
his fifty-eighth year before he published anything concerning religion, and before that time
Prioe. 10 cents. Address this offioe.
he had acted an im~rtant part in revolutionary
movements in the United States, England, and
France. But in the reli_gious conflict initiated
by him, his political serviCes an.d military care!"r
~ hav
been but inadequately cons1dered. A certam
historical ostracism has buried in the archives
of
various
a large mass o.f documents
• containing countries
•
records of paramount mterest and
importance. Mr. Conway has .Personally searched
such records, in Europe and America, and b&S
obtained from these fre~h light, not. only op
Paine but on various emment figures m Amencan and European history with whoxp he was
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER
associated. A large amount of UnJ!Ubli8hed corhas bl)en i_ncluded in ~pe volumes ..
A judicial consideration of the question1a!]d the re!lpondence
l\1r Conway says m hiB Preface: In the labondecision against the scriptures and the Cnristian ons work of searching ont the real Paine I hav
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
A SHORT
found a l{eneral appreciation of its importance,
By s. p. Putnam.
I
and it Will be seen in the following pages that
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
generons assistance has been rendered by English clergymen, by officia.l "Del'!lons in EuroPt~.and
America,
bypers.,ns of all beliefs and no l>eliefs
A
In no instance have I been impeded by any prejuBeing the sto..!'Y of his relijdous life and menta.!
llli:ING
Jolll'lleyings. Written in hiS happiest and most
dice, religious or _political. The ou..rators of
A Popnlar Account of the Formation and Development brilliant wa:v,.and is the best of iill his splendid
archiTes,. private collectors, owners of Important
documents bearinlil" on the subject, have welof the Canon,
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
comed my effort to bring the truth to light."
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Two vols., roya.l oct., gilt top, portraits, $6.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
liEING
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
A Condensed Account of the Results of Scientific Research
CONTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Tesand Philosophical Criticism.
tament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
:Sy
:Sliz;abet~ :e. :eva!\&•
OompeteJJt.? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture,
~adfoal ~Cn)&l')CJe•
1
Boois Which are Now Oallea Apocrypha.!, 'l'he
' Bg D.A VID HUMJiJ.
D:v W& MoDo:RJIIBLL. SI)Opp., paper, 50 oqtll.
l'aper, .25 cents; cloth, ISO cents.
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
l'rioe. • • • •
l'a.per, GO cents; cloth, 76 oents,

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.

WAS

CHRIST

CRUCIFIED?

MY RELIGIOUS EXPE-

l

•

I RIE NCE

HISTORY 0~, RELIGIONS.

Essay on Miracles.

HEATHENS OF THE HEATH.

; ··'!_<'•·..- - - .•

THE TRUTH SEEKER. NOVEMBER 19, 1892.

The Order of Creation.

JUST OUTI

A NEW BIBLE PICTU-RE-BOOK.

CONFLIIIT BKrWEEN GENF.SIS AND GEOLOGY.

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

A CoN-rReVEBSY llETWEEN TIIE
HoN. W. E. Gr.ADSTONE,
PBoF. MAx lnULLEB,
PBoF. T. H. HuXLEY,
M. REVILLlil, •
E. LYNN LINTON.
lllm.o, 178 pp.; paper,ISO cts.; cloth, 76ets.

R[LIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THAN.

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.
lOcents.

Price,

£.1<posure

Answers to Christian

~uestions

, And Arguments.
B:v D. M. BlllNNETT.

Facts.

ltidicule.

0. M.

Paper, 146 pp., 25 otr

BENNETT8 WORKS.

ADDRESS TIIE TRUTH SEEXEl!. OFFICE.

A. Truth Seeker Around the World. Four

_By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Full ....Page
Pictures.

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
Tile Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Barak

.Address THE TRVTH SEEKER 00.
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$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.'

FO~

In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends
Liberals shoUld remember that good Books make
lasting impressions, and please as well every day
in the :year. A Liberal book in tthe right hand8
often changes the views of several persons.
We have _quite a number of books appropriately
bound for Hol!,,ay purchasers, and we will pack
them carefu1l;y so they can_go any distance in the
mail. The following are all good books for the
purpose.

THt •• • HOLIDA1S.
•

pages.
gilt edges, $4:150.

l'he Gods and Religions of A.ncient and
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written
iu :r--ison. In cloth, $8.00 per volume, or $5.00
for the two volumes; in leather, $7.00;-in m()o
.rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

!?rom Behind the Bars. A. series of letters
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.

l Truth Seeker in Enrope. A series of

Boards, illu:rnina-ted covers, 81; clo-th, gil-t side s-taDJ.p, ·81 .50.

••

rhe World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re"
formers.
1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth.

l'he Champions of the Church; Their
· Crinies ·and Persecutions- Svo" ·l,llrl

CONTENTS~:

Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
·
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

large volumes. With steel-plate. engraving of
the authorin Vol. I, and oach volume illustrated
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound j-,
red cloth, $6.50,
·

iettere written during a viint of ten weeks in
Europe. Giving some account. of the Inter·
national Freethinkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Benneit was a delegate_, followed by a description of what he saw in J!;ngland, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
l'rom Rome alone are worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
850 pages. $1.50.
·

rhe Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treat.

ing upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, in~luding Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the, Holy Ghost,
.fesu!J Christ, the Virgm Mary, and the Bible.
:ro the latter 230 pages are devotecl, showing
that book to be a very inferior production for
a. first-class God. 0 888large ·pages. Paper covers.
60cents; cloth, $1. -

fudaism, Christianity, and Mohammedan·
Ism examined histoncally and critically.

· lt is thought to be the most damaging exhibit
ef_ ChristitJ.nity that has appeared. 500 laigll
pe.ges. Price, $1.00.

!'Jle Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A

debate on Christiariity and Infidelity between
D.l\I. Bennett and R&7. G. H. HnmP.hrey. This
book has had a very large sale, and is a s_plendid
work fo1· Freethinkers to loan to Christian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.

Sennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.
The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in
cloth, with gold lettering and side stamp,
for $2.50. In plain boards, $2.

Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated,
in cloth, with gold l" ttering and side
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1.

Around the World, by D. M. Bennett.. 4 volumes, reel cloth covers, $6. 50.

he World's Sr:~ges, Thinkers, and Reformers. 1,075 pages. Svo. Cloth, $3;
leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Champions of the Church: Their Crimes
and Persecutions. Svo. 1,119 pages, gilt
edges, $4.50.

he Gods and Rel1gions of Ancient and Modern
Times. Two volumes. Written in
Prison. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in morocco, gilt eclges, $8.

Ingersoll's

Prose

Poems and

Selections.

From his Writings ancl Sayings. Silk
cloth, $2.50; half calf, $4.50; half mor.,
$5; turkey mor., $7 50; tree calf, $9.

Ingersoll's Principal Works: Gods and Other
Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures;
Some Mi"takes of Moses; Interviews on
Talmage; What Must We Do to Be Saved?
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals.
1,141 pages. In one vGl., half calf, $5.

A Prose Poem.

Life.

Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper.
30cents. ..-

In color, on

board, beveled, gilt edges, 50 ceats.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.

What ObJ~ctions to Christianity 7 A dls·

22x28

~~s~ion ])etween D. M. ;Bennett and G. M. Mair,
div1ded mto the followm_g theses: 1. Christiantty is J!eith.er new nor or1gina.l, being bor:roweoi
or cop1ed from much older systems of religion
~- Miracles and supernatural achievements have
been as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teachers and founders of religion as to Jesus. a. The
3tory- of Jesus and his mission in the world is
IUlhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denias. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
$1.50.

inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.

photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll.
50 cents.

Bible Myths and Their Parallels in Other
Religions. Gilt top, marbled cover,
$5; in cloth, $2 50.

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon.

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United

Gilt stamp. $1.25.

A" In A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon.
The Story Hour.

States Circuit Court upon the charge of depos·
iting_ prohibited matter in.the mail. Thiil g1veg
a full history of this celebrated case1·and shows
what monstrous injustice was perpetrated upon
Mr. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

$1.

An Exceptionally Hand-

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cts.

some and Interesting Book, Without Superstition, for Children and Youth The
Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book
ever issued. 66 fnll-page illustrations
and 25 smaller; large type, heavy, ton·ed
paper, bro.acl margins, illustrated covers;
4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.

conway's Life of Paine.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. Firsu Dea.

con of ~iol). Hill Bapti~t chnrc~, giving many
church mmdents and his evolutwn from Chris·
tianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; clotti75 cents.

The Book of Chl'onicles of the Pilgrims
in the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistlo

Two large hand-

of Bmnett the Apostle to the Truthseekerr
Cloth, $1.

some volumes. The best and only complete Life of Paine. Half calf, $10; in
cloth, $5.

parton' s Life of Voltaire.

The Fh·st Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to the Truth Seekers. 10 {Ients.

Of which the

same can be said as of Conway's Life of
Paine. Half calf, $10; in cloth, $6. ·

1Jiiir For Other Books. See the Advertisements, or Send to Us for

a .Free

Open Letter to Samuel Corgate. ~0 ceDtt
An Hour with the Devil!. 10 ce:c-. ·

Catalogue.~

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, Ne'v York,
h

I
RELIGION

PROVING
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
Tiberi us, but a Jesus was Hanged a Century before, and Peter and Paul died
before the Christian Era.
Full, index 446pp.,
$1.50.

NOT HISTORY.

Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
;!?rice, 25 cents.

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
HIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRINEQ,
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief. •

Bv VISOOUNT AMJ3..ERLEY.
150 ce:nu.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIBITUALISM Fruits of Philosophy.
Alm

TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.

By lL F. M~m. M.D.

Cloth, 50 oeptl.

Br

POPULATION QUESTION.
Pn. KNoWLToN. Edited by OHABLES
1!!\UI!!B a.nd Al'll!I'Ql :Q:{Il!!qT.

25 cents.

Bll~·

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Entered. a' ehe Post-Otllce at New Yorl:, N.
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any Freethinker 'vho is not a regular subscriber.

The Religion of the Pig and the Devils.
In China there are being distributed gratuitously
large numbers of pamphlets assailing Christianity.
These works, says one advertisement of them, "are
got up in styles to suit all tastes; :iiJ. the most
scholarly classical and in the familiar mandarin
colloquial; in poetry and prose; with illustrations.
and without." The expense of their production is
borne by private individuals and associations. Of
· one pamphlet alone no fewer than eight hundred
thousand copies hav been disbursed.
They are
sent off by huge boatloads. We will confess that
such liberality in the dissemination of Antichristian
literature makes our mouth water a little. Would
that the Freethinkers of the United States would
scatter Infidel works by the eight hundred thousand and the boatload. These Chinese booklets
incite to massacre of the Christians:
" However many the devils are they must and shall be
utterly exterminated." "Haste to sweep away the heresy
and exterminate the devils." ''Ten thousand arrows and
a thousand swords would not expiate their crimes."
This latter sentence is a perfectly accurate statement. However, as to killing believers in Christ,
we cannot, while admitting them to be pernicious
creatures, wish to see them treated in this sort.
· It would be better to civilize them.
One of the books says of the Christians :
"They wish to come to China to build devil churches
and practice the devil religion. China has fallen into the
foul snare, and, having failed to raise -any barrier, the
devil rulers dispatch a crowd of. devil priests to work
upon the people's feelings."
Yes, rUlers-one must resist the temptation to
say devil rulers-at the solicitation of ecclesiastics
hav long made it a practice to send priests to other
nations, and soldiers to force the people into conversion if they balk at the priests' arguments.
There is cause £or indignation here.
"At times they say that Christ the Pig was transformed
from the essence or spirit of the Supreme Ruler; at
other times that He is His Son."
We felicitate the Mongolian intellect upon this
concise arid not unclear exposition of a Christian
tenet. Certainly no .Caucasian has ever got any
nearer to a satisfactory conception bf just what is
meant by that piece of literRtur(l p.bout "Un-'ee Ill-

Mexico.
It is instructiv to scrutinize the condition of any
country wherein Christianity has enjoyed thorough
pr.evalence for a long time. Such a survey yields
us unchallengeable evidence of the effect of that re.ligion when not checked and antidoted by other
influences. Mexico is such a land. Up to the
rise of Infidelity there in the last few decades
.Christianity had for many generations permeated
and governed the whole of the people's life. The
results of this rule are beheld in these observations
by the late historian Bancroft :
"As we penetrate the country we are more and more
struck with the phenomenon of a republic without a people.. There is no middle class. The aristocracy are the
nati~n. The low are very low; they are poor, ignorant,
servil, and debased, with neither the hear nor the hope
ever to attempt to better their condition.
hav never
before witnessed such squalid misery and so much of it.
It surpasses Europe, and with this difference: In Europe
t~e miserable know they are miserable, here they do not.
S1t at the door of your hotel and you will see pass by as
in a procession of the accursed, the withered, the 'deformed, the lame, and the blind, deep in debasement
th?4' humanity well-nigh hidden in their dingy, dirt;
rarment, form bent and eyes cast down, as if the light of
heaven and the eyes of man were equally painful, hunchbacks and dwarfs, little filthy mothers with little filthy
babes, the former but fourteen years old, and grizzly
men and women, with tanned and wrinkled skins bent
double and hobbling on canes and crutches. Int~ such
pits of deep abasement does man thrust hill fellow-man
in the name of civilization. Infinitly happier and better
off were the people of this plateau before ever a European saw it."
We will amend Mr. Bancroft by making his sentence read, "Infinitly happier and better off were
the people of this plateau before ever a Christian
saw it," and by saying that "into such pits of deep
abasement does man thrust his fellow-man" in the
cause, not of civilization, but of Christianity.
European civilization does not work such results.
Christianity does, invariably. European civilization
taken by itself has is a few late years vastly benefited
Mexico and every land where it has operated dissociated from religion.

The rrables Turned.
The Paris Univers laments that since the French
government has undertaken the superintendence of
the schoois and transferred the teaching of youth
from the hands of the Sisters and Christian
Brothers to those of lay teachers, a great change
has shown itself among the young in many
districts. The respect they formerly had for religion has vanished ; and, ." as in the case of all lightheaded youths, their former love has become a
hatred, and, braggart-like, shows itself by acts of
insolence. .Our admirable Sisters," continues the
Univers, "cannot even escape the insults of the
laicist youth, who, not content with despising their
religious character, do not even grant ·them the
respect due to their weakness and dignity as women.
It is only a few days since one of the Sisters of La
Providence was passing along the Rue de la Parme,
Dunkirk, when three young ruffians, named Emile
Kersemacher, aged sixteen years; Jules Gazet and
Auguste V erguin, catching her by the arms shook
her violently and addressed her in most vulgar
terms. A gentleman named V andendrieche, who
was passing, seeing the assault, became quite indignant and immediately went to the Sister's aid; he
was knocked down by the young ruffians, who beat
him so badly that he lay unconscious arid covered
with blood until the police arrived and succored
him, at the same time succeeding in arresting the
rowdies." On this news the Roman Catholic
Freernan's Journal, of New York, cries out, "This

iij indeed

stran~e

re!Lding from Catholic

Fr~ce,
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and the godless schools stand acc01:.:c.t.able for it.'
Certainly we ourselvs do not approve of acts of
violence such as those above described. It is regrettable that ruffians will attach themselvs to every
cause when it reaches a certain degree of popularity, a good cause equally with a bad. But when
such misbehaviors do occur, it at least is less de. pressing when we can reflect that the victims of
them are impostors and robbers than when, as in
former ages, we :find as sufferers the noble and
the true.

America's Rank A.s a Christian Land.
Goldwin Smith, the Canadian observer and
writer of note, indites about religion in America as
- follows : "I hav lived both in a Canadian city and
in a country town of the United States. I am
much mistaken if society and life are not fully as
religious there, under the free system, as they are
in England under tbat of a state church. Unquestionably there is far more respect for religion than
there is in France, where, as Lord Selborne reminds
us, the church is still established, but where, in a
Librarie Anti-Clericale, the most hideous blasphemy is openly sold." Mr .. Smith says that "the
very aspect of an American town or village, with
its spires and steeples 'pointing to heaven,' though
perhaps not tapering with consummate grace, proclaims the community religious."
This is but too true. The first glance at each of
our towns does only too certainly reveal by its upperched cross, or spire, or other insignia of the
house of the Religion of Sorrow, that healthy,
natural pagan joy and freedom are not to be found
within its melancholy pale. One relieving instance
of the contrary has lately blessed the people of
New York city. Diana, free and brave goddess of
the Greeks, forms tlie subject of a gilded :figure recently exalted high over the edifices in the heart of
New York, on the turret of the beautiful Madison
Square Gq.rden. Could other pagan deities be thus
represented about the city there might arise some
hope of a superseding of the lugubrious ChristiPn
creed and its emblems of suffering. The pious
folk fear as much, and hav already expressed themselva scandalized by the :figure of Diana.
Our Canadian observer continues: "While the
choice of a religion is absolutely free, while no man
while a candidate for anything is asked to what
church he belongs, while members of .the same
family belong to different churches without domestic friction, to be entirely without a religion is
to incur, with most people, a shade of social suspiCIOn. In no reputable society would anything
offensiv to religious feeling be endured. All this
is spontaneous and has the strength of spontaneity,
while the religion of the peasantry in an English
country parish is not so certainly spontaneous.''
O'ertrue description!

How Nations Become Chlistian.
· The Jewish Ticlings predicts that within ten
years Sunday services will be held in the American
synagogs. It says that the Jewish people of this
country want to keep Sunday as a religious day,
and that " the delay in its universal adoption is due
almost entirely to the rabbis-all of whom are not
as progressiv and up-to-the-times as they might be.''
Here we hav a good example of a particular religion coercing lesser bodies into gradual adoption
of its ceremonial, by wrongful use of the power of
the state. When the Jews hav kept their own
Sabbath, Saturday, they are then compelled by our
church-and-state to keep that of the religion which
chances to be the most influential in the nation,
Christianity. They cannot afford such protracted
inactivity, and hence little by little they enter upon
conformity with the reEgion of the despotizers.
It is in ways like this that the adherence of total
nations to Christianity has been produced in the
past. Preachers cite such unanimity as proving
the reasonableness of their creed. But that creed
was not voluntarily adopted by the judgment of
the people; it obtained the backing of the state,
and by this means, in the lapse of generations, imperceptibly infused itself into opinion and observance. There are many Jews in this country, many
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Our readers are particularly requested ·not to
Seventh Day Protestants, and some adherents of
every great religion on the globe-Confucianism, send orders for THE TRUTH SEEKER and the books·
Buddhism, Brahmanism, Mohammedanism. Be- advertised by The Truth Seeker Company to anysides, there are the Rationalists. It is a shame
one but the Company or the undersigned.
that all these should be bayoneted into rendering
E. M. MACDONALD.
an unwilling veneration to that faith which happens
for the moment to be the most powerful.
Fourteen members of the Seventh Day Advent
church at Springville, Tenn., hav been indicted for
The Bible.
Sunday labor. Trial on this charge means convicThe New York Sun says:
tion and possibly a .term in the chain-gang. Thus
"The popular reverence for the Bible is strong, and it do Christians show their love for one another.
extends to every copy of the printed Book, and includes
even those who reject the supernaturru authority of
The Rev. WalterS. Rudolph, of Denver, Presbyscripture. At least so far as the exhibition of outward
terian,
has been haled before his presbytery charged
and formal respect is concerned, they aTe all of one mind.
The various Bible societies are careful to put copies of with repudiating the dogma of eternal punishment.
the scriptures in the reading-rooms ·and bedrooms of In his defense he admitted his guilt, but held that
hotels and upon all ships and steamers. They are never
defaced. The most fiippant treat the Holy Bible with such a tenet "is :not vital to religion." When it
instinctiv and distinct.iv respect. Roysterers do not tear comes right down to the bedrock of theology it
out its leaves to light their cigars. The lewd do not dis- will be found that nothing is "vital" to religion exfigure its pages. Gamblers on Mississippi steamers will cept a preacher's salary.
gravely and carefully put away the Bible before using a
table on which it lies. The Bible is treated as a book
As showing the desire of the people of this city
apart from all other books, even by men who reject its
for
a reputable and pleasurable Sunday resort,
divine authority altogether. They look upon any misuse
of the printed volume as in bad taste, and there is among the Sunday attendance at the Metropolitan Museum
the usually thoughtless and profane a superstitious feel- of Art may be taken. From January 3d to October
ing which prevents them from doing injury to it. No 23d of this year 234,638 visitors were registered by
matter where a Bible is put, it may be assumed that it the turnstiles. On the single Sunday, April 3d,
will be safe f:rom ill usage. "
there were 17,000 visitors. The average Sunday
The above is mainly true, and that it is so is an
attendance was more than 5,450.
unfortunate thing. Respect should be paid to that
which is worthy, and withheld from that which is
On pages 744 and 745 of this paper readers will
not. The Bible is not worthy of respect; it has be pleased to see matter denouncing the Sunday
done more harm to man than any million other closing of the World's Fair, which will at once be
books in the world put together; it can receive reprinted in pamphlet form, with the pictures on .
treatment of especial reverence from no really the covers. The pamphlet we shall send out at the
knowing man who at the same time reverences the rates of one dozen for 25 cents, or one hundred for
good of his race. We ourselvs do not treat the $1.50. True Liberals, procure and distribute these
Bible "as a book apart from all other books." We protests against the damnable outrage!
use its pages to Eght cigars far sooner than the
leaves of loved Ingersoll or gold-precious Spencer.
We pubEsh this week the remainder of Colonel
Which, we suppose, will confirm anew in the minds Ingersoll's lecture on Voltaire. Our report is acof the pious that good old doctrin that Infidels are curate, so far as it goes, and is a great deal fuller
lower than" the most flippant," "the lewd," "roy- than any other. It will not be pubEshed in book
starers," and "gamblers on Mississippi steamers." · form at present, as Colonel Ingersoll will add to it
and hav it printed by Mr. Farrell, of which we will
giv due notice We hav only a few extra copies of
To ind'uce new subscriptions and prompt renew- the issues containing it and those who order first
als on the part of our friends we make the follow- will get them. One copy of both issues 15 cents;
ing handsome premium offers:
three copies of both issues 30 cents, and larger
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one orders at the same rate of 5 cents per copy.
year ($3) and a cloth-bound copy of" Bible Myths"
($2.50).
We call attention to the advertisement of books.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one for the Holidays on the second page of this paper.
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- There are many beautiful things connected with the
Book " in cloth ($2. 50).
pagan festival in celebration of the returning sun,
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year which the Christians hav adapted to their own use
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" and called Christmas, chief of which is the kindly
in boards ($2).
remembrance of friends with presents, and nothing
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year can be more appropriate for such presents than
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic- books which instruct as well as please the eye. A
ally lllustrated "in cloth covers ($1.50).
Est of such works is what we hav made for the
For $3.50 we will send TirE TRUTH SEEKER one guidance ,of our readers.
year ($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically
Illustrated" in board covers ($1).
The Commercial A.clvertiser notes the fact that
For $3 we will send TnE TRUTH SEEKER one year " Colonel Shepard asserts that nearly four hundred
and 50 cents' worth of any Tracts or Pamphlets ad- thousand Rhode Islanders hav signed petitions devertised in these columns.
manding the closing of the Columbian Exhibition
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books on the Sunday." The Advertiser's only comment
which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceed- is that "Mr. Porter's census givs Rhode Island a
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can avail population of only 345,506.'' The Sentinel adds
themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our present that "everybody ought to understand by this time
readers will call the attention of their friends to that the number of inhabitants has nothing to do
the values offered.
with the number of petitioners for Sunday closing."
And the world will learn some time that the pious
New Editions.
ones pay the least regard of any to cold truth when
A new edition of William Hart's "Candle From they desire to "make a point." The lies they hav
Under the Bushel" is just fresh from the press and told about the number of petitioners for Sunday
is No. 23 of The Truth Seeker Library. In this closing are almost as numerous as the alleged petibook Mr. Hart asks the clergy just thirteen hun- tioners.
dred and six questions, not one of which the
preachers can answer satisfactorily. Price, 40 cents.
Mr. Putnam intends to return East shortly, and
make his headquarters for a time at Washington,
It i<J not improbable that Colonel I~gersoll will where he can best work for the Sunday opening of
soon lecture in this city. We hope New Yorkers the World's Fair. We are glad to see that he will
will giv him as great a reception as did the Chica- hav help in the matter. The Chicago people hav
goans. When he lectured at the Auditorium in that organized an association known as the "World's
city there was an audience of a thousand back of Fair Sunday-opening Association." Upon its adhim on the platform and six thousand in front.
visory committee are the following gentl~men :

Some Handsome Premiums.
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Col. James A. Sexton, postmaster of Chicago ;
Hempstead Washburne, mayor of Chicago; the
Rev. Minot J. Savage, of Boston; .the Ron. Frank
H~tton, of Washington; Samuel Gompers, of New
York, a leader in the labor movement ; the Right
Rev. Bishop Spalding, of Peoria, TIL, and the Rev.
Robert Collyer, of New York. Among its sympathizers, it is claimed, are His Eminence Cardinal
Gibbons; the Right Rev. Bishop Potter, of New
York; Mrs. John A. Logan; the Rev. David Swing;
the Most Rev. Archbishop Brennan, of Dallas,
Tex., and the Rev. J. T. Sunderland, of Ann Arbor, Mich. Its object will be to devise all ways
and means to induce Congress to revoke its recent
action and giv to the Fair an open Sunday. A
circular has just been issued setting forth the views ·
of the Association, and urging the people to hav
their representativs in Congress work for the repeal
of the Sunday-closing clause. There are almost too
many clergymen named in connection with this
organization for it to be very effectual. They
probably want an open Fair so they can preach
there to the people they cannot force into their
churches.
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Gate, and I gladly accepted his hospitality, and Col. Irish Smith, formerly of Oakland, Cal., and
found a goodly welcome at his home, where the many others of the Liberal people of this place and
frowning rocks on every side, like mighty castle vicinity giv me a cordial welcome. I had a larger
gates, indeed remind one of the vast sweep of ages audience than all the churches put together. I
and the tremendous conflicts on the field of time. feel at home in this mountain town where FreeHere are the remnants and ruins of immense thought by the devotion of its adherents has won a /
periods piled high around in strange and desolate position of power. Mr. John Sunderland and his
splendor. I Mr. Forrester has been all over Utah, family are in the ranks with the experience of age
in its wildest portions, where probably no other and the glorious promis of youtl;!..
human being has been before, and he has studied
Everything is hopeful here. The banners of
its formations with wonderful enthusiasm and ac- .Freethought :float with the sunshine and the blue
curacy. He has many fine specimens, and has for- hills and shining plains. Reno has excellent fawarded to the Smithsonian Institute a most valuable cilities for education. Its public schools are among
collection of fossils, etc. He is one of the most the best on the coast. The state unive1·sity is esexpert geologists on the coast, and it is most enter- tablished here, and is conducted in a most liberal
taining and instructiv to listen to his varied experi- manner. It has sixteen professors, able and enerences in this new and magnificent country, where getic in their chosen work. All departments of
some of the greatest discoveries are yet to be made, knowledge are available. Rooms are furnished .
whose antique treasures are among the most inter- free to those who hav to depend on themselvs, also
esting on the planet. I must thank both Mr. and a chance to labor so that one can earn a dollar or
Mrs. Forrester for the delightful day which! passed more per day. Thus the poorest boy can win a
at Castle Gate.
· first-class education if he will. Nevada can cerI am up early on Friday morn, before the sun tainly be proud of its liberal educational policy.
glints the lofty peaks about me, and hie away to
Without giving judgment as to the universal asSalt Lake. It is a lovely day, and the City of the pect of the question, I will say that for Nevada the
Saints presents its most enchanting appearance. free coinage of silver would be a vast blessing.
The temple shines as if Solomon himself were there Within a stone's throw of Reno are hills loaded with·
with his thousand wives. The angel Maroni towers ore which cannot at present be developed. If silver
and blows his trumpet as if the day of resurrection were monetized Nevada would double in population
were at hand. I hav time to see a few friends at and the hum of indastry be heard where now there
Salt Lake-Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Mason; Dr. and are only barren lands. Large numbers of miners
Mrs. Tibbetts; Rev. David Utter, one of the most would be employed. These facts are of interest to
genial of the cloth ; Alex. Rodgers, our sturdy Lib~ the political student, who certainly must study
News and Notes.
eral worker, and others. Since I was here the Rev. every question for the interest of the whole. It is
Conductor J. M. Morris was the first one of Fay Mills has passed by with his revival proceed- not simply a question of money, but of industry and
the Scofield "boys" to greet me in Pleasant Valley ings, and to cap the climax the fool mayor issued development and the prosperity of great sections of
at the junction. Although election fills the air in a proclamation to close all business places on one the country.
Utah with a sort of triangular contest, still there day in order that everybody might hav a chance to
I hav determined to return to Washington in
was a good attendance at the Freethoughtlectures, go to the anxious seat. I understand the mayor is December. I am sure the Liberals- will see the
especially on the last evening-Wednesday, N ovem-' an unbeliever, and how he could hav been so led necessity of this movement. The question of
ber 3d. This was concluded with a dance which astray from his official decorum I do not under- supreme importance before the country to-day is
was declared to be the best of the season. The stand. How the churches do bulldoze, and how that of opening the World's Fair on Sunday. It is
:flower and the chivalry of Scofield were present, quietly the people submit. The schools of San a question of far-reaching influence. The battleand the merry notes dissipated the mists of super- Jose, Cal, were closed for the same purpose. I ground is Washington. A great effort will be made
stition. I enjoyed my campaign this time equally think it about time for Liberals to do a little vigor- to change the vote of Congress, and Liberals must
with the first. I found the same royal welcome. ous kicking.
do their share ·iii a question which so vitally conThese mining camps and railroad towns are generFrom Salt Lake I speed on to Reno, Nev., where cerns them. I believe we can change the vote. It
ally on the front line of progress, and I never fear I arrive on Sunday noon, having been delayed is necessary to be with Congress and stay with
to go to the remotest point so long as there is several hours by an accident on the railroad. All Congress until the question is settled. This is
p~uck and energy to clear the way. Scofield is things are ready for a Sunday evening lecture, and what I intend to do, and I know there are enough
somewhat of a Mormon stronghold. The bishops the Opera House is well filled. Politics are running Liberals in the country to support the undertaking.
Besides the Congressional work I shall organize
lord it still, but their power is departing. Thought high as usual, and the People's party is in
is in the air and the Liberals of Scofield are not the van. However, our Liberal friends here as Sunday evening meetings. This under any circumafraid to speak right out with frontier emphasis. elsewhere are pretty evenly divided among the stances ought to be done. Liberalism should be an
The "wild beast " is in the Mormon missionaries Democrats, Republicans, and Third party. Of organized power at the political center of the repubstill, for in a recent discourse one of them declared course each one must decide for himself in this lic. Every Liberal can contribute something to
that ninety-nine out of every hundred of the eventful campaign, and the perfect party is by no this needed enterprise.
Meantime Mr. Charlesworth will lecture in
gentile youth were mentally and physically diseased. means in sight. We must be content with less
It is the same old priestly logic, the same old than half a loaf, even with a negativ benefit, in the Washington, Oregon, and Califm·nia this winter,
slander, the only defense of the church-the Infidel turmoil of the presidential strife. I must confess, where I am not to be. I hope the Liberals all
is bad. But the howls of superstition and bigotry however, to a longing desire to see Wanamaker, the along the coast will giv him a hearty welcome. He
will not keep the sun from shining, nor Freeth ought czar of the post-office, knocked out, whatever else will do them good with his enthusiasm and boundfrom its victory. I am in hopes that Scofield will may be accomplished. Whenever I see a bigot's less energy. Don't fail to arrange for lectures at
score a Liberal success in the election now at hand. head I want to hit it hard, no matter on whose side every possible point.
. At Reno, as elsewhere, a large number united
If not, the day is. coming when it will, and the it is.
church power receive its death-blow. When the
It is lovely weather now, and Reno and the plains with the Freethought Federation. Whatever may
hand of despotism is thus removed Utah will be- and hills round about shine with autumn luster. be the honest differences of opinion among Libcome one of the most brilliant stars in our national The Liberal friends at Reno are enthusiastic as erals, the Federation is now an assured success. I
constellation.
ever. I am now in the hospitable and elegant need not answer criticisms. Liberals will judge
M. P. Braffit is still at his post and lets no home of John Sunderland, where I am penciling for themselvs. There is no dictation. The Federoccasion pass by when he can help Freethought. these "News and Notes" with pictn:es and books ation now numbers over three thousand. Such an
Wright is on the same line, square to the front. all about me, a comfortable armchaJJ." for my ~eo array of Liberals cannot be ignored or destroyed.
Also Donaldson, Patterson, ~ewis, Dr. Cunning- ular body, the pleasant fire in the stove making The membership is constantly increasing. There
ham, Webb, Strang, Macdonald, Earl, and others. soft music, while outsi~e is the glittering sky,_ the will be ten thousand by May next. The attitude
Judge Harkness was off prospecting this time. du1l gold of the beautiful trees, and the radiant of the American Secular Union is the attitude of
Lloyd, however, was present, being on a gold hunt ground checkered ~th uncounted leaves. Th_ese the Federation ; there is no quarrel. Liberals can
before by the waters of the San Rafael, which is are happy surroundmgs, and I can ask for nothmg belong to both and find no discord. The Federation presses forward into an unoccupied field, that
one of the most curious portions of Utah, where as better on my varied journey.
yet the foot of man has scarcely trod. Scofield is
Since I was here last summer my old friend Har- is all.
The old work is still necessary, and the Union
in pretty lively trim, about one hundred and fifty man Wright has passed away-eighty-three years
carloads of coal being shipped every day. The of age. He passed away gently, with no fear, hav- must still be supported for that work which the
snows are beginning to come and the breath of ing been a true soldier in lifelong battle. He de- Federation does not propose to do. As Mr. Wakewinter is in the air. This is eight thousand feet sired that no clergyman should speak at his fu- man wisely puts it, the Federation, like theN ational
high, and the thermometer is sometimes 50° below neral, and his wishes were faithfully carried out. Defense Association, is not a faction, but a differzero. But it is healthy, and when the summer With simple ceremony he was taken to his eternal entiation made absolutely necessary by the new issues
·does come it is perfectly lovely. The hills are soft rest. No cloud of superstition hovered over the which confront it. It is in accordance with the
and shining and the atmosphere is sweet and cool. peaceful scene. In nature's bosom our friend has magnificent philosophy of Stephen Pearl An~rews,
So long .as the pioneer corps remains in Scofield found the goal of human life. Memory will cherish "Unity in Diversity." So far as the uruversal
our :flag will :fly to every breeze, rain or shine, and his virtues. Hope will throw its blessed beams Liberal movement is concerned there is harmony,
as there is harmony between the infantry, the
the " saints" will never hav any "rest " until, like over the solemn and beautiful silence.
the Arab, they" silently steal away." The glory of
Judge Young was the first to greet me on my artillery, and the cavalry, as they ad vance in varied
civilization is on their track, and they must "get." arrival-a worker with the "enthusiasm of human- battle line' upon the common enemy. All three
Thursday morning I leave Scofield refreshed ity," a brave and true Freethinker. Charles national organizations are necessary to the comwith the genial companionship, and bright and E. Jones is "deep in politics," but he does plete triumph of Secular principles.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
bracing mountain weather. R. Forrester, United not forget the deeper issues of universa~ freeStates inspector of mines in Utah, is my fellow- dam. I was introduced to Newlands, who Is makTime.
traveler with T. N. Donaltlson and others. As I ing a splendid run for Congress on the People's
Each moment is a bee that flies
had to' remain nearly all day at Pleasant Valley ticket-a man, I should judge, of broad a~d humaniWith unreturning wing,
jnnction, where there is nothing in particular to tarian views. Wald; Greer; Gilson; Wnght; FulGiving its honey to the wise
attract the attention of the stranger, Mr. Forrester ton ; Stanley; Hagerman and son; Mr. and Mrs.
And to the fool its sting.
invited me to spend the time with him at Castle F. M. Toler ; Mr. and Mrs. Tolly ; Mrs. Sloan;
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They went to Voltaire. He espoused their cause.
He took care of them, gave them the means to live,
and labored to annul the sentence that had been
pronounced against them for nine long and weary
years. He appealed to kings for money, to Catharine II. of Russia, and to hundreds of others. He
was successful. He said of this case: The Sirvens
were tried and condemned in two hours in January,
1762 and now in January, 1772, after ten years of
effort, they have been restore~ to their rights.
This was the .work of V oltarre. Why should the
worshipers of God hate the lovers of men?

On this frightful charge the father, mother, one
son, a servant, and one guest at their house, were
arrested.
The dead son was considered a martyr, the
church taking possession of the body.
This happened in 1761.
There was what was called a trial. There was no
evidence, not the slightest, except hearsay. All the
facts were in favor of the accused.
The united strength of the defendants could not
have done the deed.
THE ESPENASSE CASE.
Jean Calas was doomed to torture and to death
Espenasse
was
a Protestant, of good estate. In
upon the wheel. This was on the 9th of March,
17
40
he
received
into
his house a Protestant clergy1762, and the sentence was to be carried out the
man,
to
whom
he
gave
supper and lodging.
·
next day.
In a country where priests repeated the parable
On the morning of the lOth the father was taken
to the torture-room. The examiner and his assist- of the " Good Samaritan," this was a crime.
For this crime Espenasse was tried, convicted
ants were sworn on the cross to administer the
and
sentenced to the galleys for life.
torture according to the judgment of th~ Co~t. .
When he had been imprisoned for twenty-t~ee
They bound him by the wrists to an rron rmg m
the stone wall four feet from the ground, and his years his case came to the knowledge of Voltarre,
feet to another ring in the floor. Then they and he was, through the efforts of Voltaire, released
shortened the ropes and chains until every joint in and restored to his family.
This was the work of Voltaire. There is not time
his arms and legs was dislocated. The~ he was
to
tell of the case of General Lally, of the English
questioned. He declared that he was. m~ocent.
Then the ropes were again shortened until hfe flut- General Bing, of the niece of Corneille, of the J esuit Adam, of the writers, dramatists, actors, widows
tered in the torn body ; brit he remained firm.
and orphans, for whose benefit he gave his inThis was called the question ordinaire.
Again 'the magistrates exhorted the victim to fluence, his money and his time. But I will tell
·
confess, ':tnd again he refused, saying that there another case:
In
1765,
at
the
town
of
Abbeyville,
an old wooden
was nothing to confess.
cross on a bridge had been mutilated-whittled
Then came the question extraordinaire.
Into the mouth of the victim was placed a horn with a k..:ille-a terrible crime. Sticks, when crossholding three pints of water. In this way thirty ing each other, were far more sacred than flesh
pints of water were forced into the body of the and blood. Two young men were suspected, the
sufferer. The pain was beyond description, and Chevalier de la Barre and D'Etallonde. D'Etallonde
fled to Prussia and enlisted as a common soldier.
yet Jean Calas remained firm.
La Barre remained and stood his trial.
He was then carried to the scaffold in a tumbrel.
He was convicted without the slightest evidence,
He was bound to a wooden cross that lay on the
and
he and D'Etallonde were both sentenced:
scaffold. The executioner then took a bar of iron,
1st, to endure the torture, ordinary and extraorl::roke each leg and each arm in two places, striking
eleven blows in all. He was then left to die if he dinary ; 2nd, to have their tongues torn out by the
could. He lived for two hours, declaring his inno- roots with pincers of iron; 3d, to have their right
cence to the last. He was slow to die, and so the hands cut off at the door of the church, and 4th, to
executioner strangled him. Then his poor lacer- be bound to stakes by chains of iron and burnt to
ated, bleeding and broken body was chained to a death by a slow fire.
· "Forgive us our trespasses as we forgive those
stake and burnt.
All this was a spectacle-a festival for the who trespass against us."
Remembering this, the Judges mitigated the sensavages of Toulouse. What would they have done
tence
by providing that their heads should be cut
if their hearts had not been softened by the glad
tidings of great joy-peace on earth and good will off before their bodies were given to the flames.
The case was appealed to Paris; heard by a
to men?
But this was not all. The property of the family Court composed of twenty-five Judges, learned in
was confiscated; the son was released on condi- the law, and the judgment was confirmed.
The sentence was carried out on the first day of
tion that he become a Catholic ; the -servant if she
would enter a convent. The two daughters were July, 1766.
When Voltaire heard of this judicial infumy he
consigned to a convent, and the heart-broken
made up his mind to abandon France.. He wished
widow was allowed to wander where she would.
Voltaire heard of this case. In a moment his to leave forever a country where such cruelties were
·
soul was on fire. He took one of the sons under possible.
He
wrote
a
pamphlet,
giving
the
history
of
the
his roof. He wrote a history of the case. He corresponded with kings and queens, with chancellors case.
He ascertained the whereabouts of D'Etallonde,
and lawyers. If money was needed he advanced it.
For years he filled Europe with the echoes of the wrote in his behalf to the king of Prussia; got him
groans of Jean Calas. He succeeded. The hor- released from the Army; took him to his own house;
rible judgment was annulled-th~ poor victim de- kept him for a year and a half; saw that he was inclared innocent and thousands of dollars raised to structed in drawing, mathematics, engineering, and
had at last the happiness of seeing him a captain
supp,ort the mother and family.
of engineers in the army of Frederick the Great.
This was the work of Voltaire.
Such a man was Voltaire. He was the champion
THE BIRVEN FAMILY.
of the oppressed and the helpless. He was the
Sirven, a Protestant, lived in Languedoc with Cresar to whom the victims of Church and State aphis wife and three daughters. The housekeeper of pealed. He stood for the intellect and heart of his
the bishop wanted to make one of the daughters a time.
Catholic.
And yet for a hundred and fifty years those who
The law allowed the bishop to take the child of love their enemies have exhausted the vocabulary of
Protestants from their parents for the sake of its hate, the ingenuity of malice and mendacity, in
soul. This little girl was so taken and placed in a their efforts to save their stupid creeds from the
convent. She ran away and came back to her genius of Voltaire.
parents. Her poor little body was covered with
From a great bight he surveyed the world. His
the marks of the convent whip.
horizon was large. He had some vices-these he
" Suffer little children to come unto me."
shared in common with priests-his virtues were
The child was out of her mind-suddenly she his own.
disappeared, and a few days after her little body
He was in favor of universal education, of the dewas found in a well, three miles from home.
velopment of the brain. The church despised him.
The cry was raised that her folks had murdered He wished to put the knowledge of the whole world
her to keep her from becoming a Catholic.
within the reach of all. Every priest was his enemy.
This happened only a little way from the Chris- He wished to drive from the gate of Eden the
tian City of Toulouse while Jean Calas was in cherubim of superstition so that the children of
prison. The Sirvens knew that a trial would erid Adam might return and eat of the fruit of the tree
in conviction. They fled. In their absence they of know ledge. The church opposed this because. it
were convicted, their property confiscated, the had the fruit of the tree of ignorance for sale.
parents sentenced to die by the hangman, the
He was one of the foremost friends of the Encydaughters to be under the gallows during the ex- clopedia-of Diderot, and did all in his power to
ecution of their mother, and then to be exiled.
give information to all. So far as principles were
The family fled in the midst of winter; the concerned he was the greatest lawyer of his time.
married daughter gave birth to a child in the I do not mean tpat he knew the terms and decisions,
snows of the Alps ; the mother died, and, at last but that he clearly perceived not only what the law
reaching Switzerland, the father found himself should be, but the application and administration.
without means of support.
He understood the philosophy of evidence, the

difference between suspiCIOn and proof, between
belief and knowledge, and he did more to reform
the laws of the kingdom and the abuses at Courts
than all the lawyers and statesmen of his time.
At school, he read and studied the works of
Cicero-the lord of language-probably the greatest orator that has uttered speech, and the words
of the Roman remained in .his brain. He became,
in spite of the spirit of caste, a believer in the
equality of men. He said : " Men are born equal."
" Let us respect virtue and merit."
"Let us have it in the heart that men are equal."
He was an abolitionist-~he enemy of slavery in
all its forms. He did not think that the color of
one man gave him the right to steal from another
man on account of that man's color. He was the
friend of serf and peasant, and did what he could
to protect animals, wives and children from the
fury of those who loved their neighbors as themselves.
It was Voltaire who sowed the seeds of liberty in
the heart and brain of Franklin, of Jefferson and
Thomas Paine.
Puffendorf had taken the ground that slavery
was, in part, founded on contract.
Voltaire said : " Show me the contract, and if it is
signed by the party to be the slave, I may believe
you."
He thought it absurd that God should drown the
fathers, and then come and die for the children.
This is as good as the remark of Diderot : "If
Christ had the power to defend himself from the
Jews and refused to use it, he was guilty of suicide."
The flame of the fagot does not enlighten the
mind.
On being released from the Bastille the Regent
said: "Be prudent, and I will take care of you."
Voltaire replied : " I shall find it very good if your
Majesty should be pleased henceforth to charge
yourself with my board, but I beg your Royal
Highness not to trouble yourself further about my
lodgings."
Voltaire was not a saint. He was educated by
the Jesuits. He was never troubled about the
salvation of his soul. All the theological disputes
excited his laughter, the creeds his pity, and the
conduct of bigots his contempt. He was much
better than a saint.
Most of the christians in his day kept their religimi not for every-day use but for disaster, as
ships carry life-boats to. be used only in the stress
of storm.
Voltaire believed in the religion of humanity-of
good and generous deeds. For many centuries the
church had painted virtue so ugly, sour and cold,
that vice was regarded as beautiful. Voltaire taught
the beauty of the useful, the hatefulness and hideousness of superstition.
He was not the greatest of poets, or of dramatists, but he was the greatest man of his time, the
great~st friend of freedom and the deadliest foe of
superstition.
After the exile of twenty-seven years, occupying
during all that time a first place in the civilized
world, Voltaire returned to Paris. His journey
was a triumphal march. He was received as a
conqueror. The Academy, the Immortals, came to
meet him-a compliment that had never been paid
to royalty. His tragedy of " Irene " was performed. '
At the theater he was crowned with laurel, covered
with flowers ; he was intoxicated with perfume and
with incense of worship. He was the supreme
French poet, standing above them all. Among the ·
literary men of the wor-ld he stood first-a monarch
by the ·divine right of genius. There were three
mighty forces in France-the throne, the altar and
Voltaire.
The king was the enemy of Voltaire. The Court
could have nothing to do with him. The Church,
malign and moroseJ was waiting for her revenge,
and yet, such was the reputation of this man-such
the hold he had upon the people-that he became,
in spite of Throne, in spite of Church, the idol of
France.
All kinds of criminals except infidels, meet death
with reasonable serenity. As a rule, there is noth.ing in the death of a pirate to cast any discredit on
his profession. The murderer upon the scaffold,
with a priest on either side, smilingly exhorts the
multitude to n::eet him in heaven. The man who has
succeeded in making his home a hell, meets death
without a quiver, provided he has never expressed
any doubt as to the divinity of Christ, or the eternal "procession" of the Holy Ghost. The king
who has waged cruel and useless war, who has filled
countries with widows and fatherless children,
with the maimed and diseased, and who has succeeded in offering to the Moloch of ambition the
best and bravest of his subjects, dies like a saint.
All the believing kings are in heaven-all the
doubting philosophers in perdition. All the perse-
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Qutors sleep in peace, and the ashes of those who ure of man, appealed to reason, endeavored to es~
burnt their brothers sleep in consecrated ground. tablish universal toleration,.succored the indigent,
Libraries could hardly contain the names of the Chris~ and defended the oppressed.
tian wretches who have filled the world with violence
He demonstrated that the origin of all religions is
and qeath in defense of book and creed, and yet the same, the same mysteries-the same miracl~s
they all die the death of the righteous, and no -the same imposture-the same temples and cere· priest, no minister, describes the agony and fear, monies-the same kind of founders, apostles and
the remorse and horror .with which their guilty dupes-the same promises and threats-the same
souls were filled in the last moments of their lives. ~retense of goodness and forgiveness and the pracThese men have never doubted-they had never tiCe of the same persecution and murder. He
thought-they accepted the creed as they did the p~oved that religion made enemies-philosophy
fashion of their clothes. They were not infidels, fnends-and that the rites of Gods were the rights
they could not be-they had been baptized, they of man.
had not denied the divinity- of Christ-they had
These were his crimes. Such a man God would
partaken of the "last supper." They respected not suffer to die in peace. If allowed to meet
priests-they admitted that Christ had two natures death with a smile, others might follow his example,
and the same number of wills ; they admitted that until none would be left to light the holy fires of
the Holy Ghost had "proceeded," and that, ac- the auto da fe. It would not do for 80 great, 80
cording to the multiplication table of heaven, once successful an enemy of the Church, to die without
one is three, and three times one is one, and these leaving some shriek of fear, some shudder of rethings put pillows beneath their heads and covered morse, some ghastly prayer of chattered horror,
them with the drapery of peace.
uttered by lips covered with blood and foam.
Thus, while kings and priests did nothing worse
For many centuries the theologians have taught
than to make their fellows wretched, so long that an unbeliever-an infidel-one who spoke or
as they only butchered and burnt the innocent and wrote against their creeds, could not meet death
helpless, God would maintain the strictest neu- with composure; that in his last moments God
trality; but, when some honest man, some great would fill his conscience with the serpents of reand tender soul, expressed a doubt as to the truth morse.
of the Scriptures, or prayed to the wrong God, or
_For a thousand years the clergy have manufactto the right one-by the wrong name, then the real ured the facts to fit this theory-this infamous
God leaped like a wounded tiger upon his victim, conception of the duty of man and the justice of
and from his quivering :flesh tore his wretched soul. God.
·
There is no recorded instance where the upThe theologians have insisted that crimes against
lifted hand· of murder has been paralyzed-no men were, and are, as nothing compared with
truthful account in all the literature of the world crimes again-st God.
of the innocent child being shielded by . God.
Upon the death-bed subject the clergy grow elo. Thousands of crimes are being committed every quent. When describing the shudderings and
· day-men are this moment lying in wait for their shrieks of the dying unbeliever, their eyes glitter
human prey-wives are whipped and crushed, with delight.
driven to insanity and death-little children beg-;
It is a festival.
ging for mercy, lifting imploring, tear-filled eyes
They are no longer men. They become hyenas.
to the brutal faces of fathers and mothers-sweet They dig open graves. They devour the dead.
girls are deceived, lured, and outraged, but God has
It is a banquet.
no time to prevent these things-no time to defend
Unsatisfied still, they paint the terrors of Hell.
the good and protect the pure. He is too busy They gaze at the souls of the · infidels writhing in
numbering hairs and watchiJ:J:g sparrows; He the coils of the worm that never dies. They see
listens for blasphemy ; looks for persons who them in flames-in oceans of fire-in gulfs of pain
laugh at priests; examines baptismal registers; -in abysses of despair. They shout with joy.
watches professors in college who begin to doubt They applaud.
the geology of Moses and the astronomy of Joshua.
It is an auto da fe, presided over by God.
He does not particularly object to stealing, if you
But let us come back to Voltaire-to the dying
won't swear. A great many persons have fallen philosopher. He was an old man of eighty-four.
dead 'in the act of taking God's name in vain, but He had been surrounded by comforts, the luxuries
millions of men, women, and children have been of life. He was a man of great wealth, the richest
stolen from their homes and used as beasts of bur- writer that the world had known. Among the litden but no one engaged in this infamy has ever erary men of the earth he stood first. He was an
been touched by the wrathful hand of God.
intellectual monarch-one who had built his own
Now and. then a man of genius, of sense, of in- throne and had woven the purple of his own power.
tellectual honesty, has appeared. Such men have He was a man of genius. The Catholic God had
denounced the superstitions of their day. They allowed him the appearance of success. His last
have pitied the multitude. To see priests devour years were .filled with the intoxication of :flatterythe substance of the peaple-priests who made beg- of almost worship. He stood at the summit of
ging one of the learned professions-filled them his age.
with loathing and contempt. These men were,
The priests became anxious. They began to
honest enough to tell their thoughts, brave enough fear that God would forget, in a multiplicity of
to speak the truth. Then they were denounced, business, to make a terrible example of Voltaire.
tried, tortured, killed by rack or :flame. But some
Toward the last of May, 1778, it was whispered
escaped the fury of the fiends who loved their in Paris that Voltaire was dying. Upon the fences
enemies, and died naturally in their beds. It would of expectation gathered the unclean birds of aunot do for the Church to admit that they died perstition, impatiently waiting for their prey.
peacefully. That would show that religion was not
"Two days before his death, his nephew went to
essential at the last moment. Superstition gets its seek the Cure of Saint Sulpice and the Abbe
power from the terror of death. It would not do . Guatier, and brought them into his uncle's sick
to have the common people understand that chamber, who, being informed that they were there,
a man could deny the Bible-refuse to kiss the 'Ah, well!' said Voltaire, 'give him my compliments
cross-contend that Humanity was greater than and my thanks.' The Abbe spoke some word·> to
Christ, and then die as sweetly as Torquemada did him, exhorting him to patience.
The Cure of
. after pouring molten lead into the ears of an honest Saint Sulpice then came forward, having announced
nian ; or as calmly as Calvin after ne had burnt himself, and asked of Voltaire, elevating his voice,
Servetus; or as peacefully as King David after ad- if he acknowledged the divinity of our Lord Jesus
vising with his last breath one son to assassinate Christ. The sick man pushed one of his hands
another.
against the Cure's coif, shoving him back and cried,
The Church has taken great pains to show that turning abruptly to the other side, let me die in
the last moments of all Infidels (that Christians did peace. The Cure seemingly considered his person
not succeed in burning) were infinitely wretched and soiled and his coif dishonored by the touch of a
despairing. It was alleged that words could not philosopher. He made· the nurse give him a little
paint the horrors that were endured by a dyirig IIi- brushing and went out with the Abbe Guatier."
fidel. Every good Christian was expected to, and
He expired, says Wagniere1 on the 30th of May,
generally did, believe these accoun~s. They have 1778, at about a quarter-past eleven at night, with
been told and retold in every pulp1t of the world. the most perfect tranquillity. A few moments beProtestant ministers have repeated. tl;te lies invented fore his last breath he took the hand of Morand,
by Catholic priests, and Catholics, by a kind of his valet de chambre, who was watching by him,
'theological comity, have sworn to the lies told by pressed it, and said: "Adieu, my dear Morand, I
the Protestants. Up,on this point theyhave always am gone." These were his last words. Like a
stood together, and will as long as the same false- peaceful river with green and shaded banks he
hood can be used by both. · ·
_ :flowed without a murmur into the waveless sea,
Instead of doing these things, Voltaire willfully where life is rest.
·
closed his eyes to the light of the gospel, examined
From this death, so simple and serene, so kind,
the Bible for himself, advocated inteiJectualliberty, so philosophic and tender, so natural and peaceful;
struck from the brain the fetters of an arrogant from these words so utterly destitute of cant or
faith, assisted the weak, cried out against the tort- dramatic touch, all the frightful pictures, all the
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despairing utterances, have been drawn and made.
From these materials, and ftom these alone, or
rather, in spite of these facts, have been constructed
by priests and clergymen and their dupes all the
shameless lies about the death of this great and
wonderful man. A man, compared with whom all
of his calumniators, dead and living, were, and are,
but dust and vermin.
Let us be honest. Did all the priests of Rome
increase the mental wealth of man as much as
Bruno~ Did all the priests of France do as great
a work for the civilization of the world as Voltaire
or Diderot? Did all the ministers of Scotland add
as much to the sum of human knowledge as David
Hume 7 Have all the clergymen, monks, friars,
ministers, priests, bishops, cardinals and popes,
from the day ef Pentecost to the last election, done
as much for human liberty as Thomas Paine 7
What would the world be if infidels had never·
been!
The infidels have been the brave and thoughtful
men ; the :flower of all the world; the pioneers and
heralds of the blessed day of liberty and love; the
generous spirits of the unworthy past ; the seers
and prophets of our race; the great chivnlric souls,
proud victors on the battlefields of thought, the
creditors of all the years to be.
Why should it be taken for granted that the men
who devoted their lives to the liberation of their
fellow-men should have been hissed at in the hour
of death by the snSkes of conscience, while men
who defended slavery-practiced polygamy-justilled the stealing of babes from the breasts of
motl::ers, and lashed the naked back of unpaid labor,
are supposed to have passed smilingly from earth
to the embraces of the angels 7 Why should we
think that the_ brave thinkers, the investigators, the
honest men, must have left the crumbling shore of
time in dread and fear, while the instigators of the
massacre of St. Bartholomew; the inventors and
users of thumb-screws, of iron boots and racks; the
burners and tearers of human :flesh ; the stealers,
the whippers and the enslavers of men; the buyers
and beaters of maidens, mothers and babes ; the
founders of the Inquisition ; the makers of chains ;
the builders of dungeons ; the calumniators of the
living; the slanderers of the dead, and even the
murderers of Jesus Christ, all died in the .odor of
sanctity, with white, forgiven hands folded upon
the breasts of peace, while the destroyers of
prejudice, the apostles of humanity, the soldiers
of liberty, the breakers of fetters, the creators of
light, died surrounded by the fierce fiends of God!
In those days the philosophers-that is to say,
the thinkers, were not buried in holy ground. It
was feared that their principles might contaminate
the ashes of the just. And they also feared that
on the morning of the Resm:rection they might, in
a moment of confusion, slip into heaven. Some
were burnt, and their ashes scattered ; and the
bodies of some were thrown naked to beasts, and
others buried in unholy earth.
Voltaire knew the history of Adrienne Le Couvreur, a beautiful actress denied burial.
After all, we· do feel an interest in what is to become of our bodies. There is a modesty that
belongs to death. Upon this subject Voltaire was
infinitely sensitive. It was that he might be buried
that he went through. the farce of confession, of
absolution, and of the last sacrament. The priests
knew that he was not in earnest, and Voltaire knew
that they would not allow him to be buried in any
of the cemeteries of Paris.
His death was kept a secret. The Abbe Mignot
made arrangements for the burial at Romilli-onthe-Seine, more than 100 miles from Paris. On
Sunday evening, on the last day of May, 1778, the
body of Voltaire, clad in a dressing-gown, clothed
to resemble an invalid, posed to simulate life, was
placed in a carriage ; at its side, a servant, whose
business it was to keep it in position. To this
carriage were attached six horses, so that people
might think a great lord was going to his estates.
Another carriage followed, in which were a grand
nephew and two cousins of Voltaire. All night
they traveled, and on the following day arrived at
the courtyard of the Abbey. The necessary papers
were shown, the mass was performed in the presence
of the body, and Voltaire found burial. A few moments afterward, the Prior, who, " for charity had
given a little earth," received from his Bishop a
menacing letter forbidding the burial of Voltaire.
It was too late.
Voltaire was dead. The foundations of State and
Throne had been sapped. The people were becoming acquainted with the real kings and with the
actual priests. Unknown men born in misery and
want, men whose fathers and mothers had been
pavement for the rich, were rising toward the light,
and their shadowy faces were emerging from darkness. Labor and thought became friends. That
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is, the gutter and the attic fraternized. The monsters of the Night and the angels of the Dawnthe first thinking of revenge, and the others dreaming of equality, liberty and fraternity.
For four hundred years the Bastille had been the
outward symbol of oppression. Within its walls
the noblest had perished.
It was a perpetual
threat. It was the last, and often the first, argument of king and priest. Its dungeons, damp and
rayless, its massive towers, its secret cells, its instruments of torture, denied the existence of
God.
In 1789, on the 14th of July, the people, the
multitude, frenzied by suffering, stormed and captured the Bastille. The battle-cry was "Vive le
Voltaire."
In 1791 permission was given to place in the Pantheon the ashes of Voltaire. He had been buried
one hundred and ten miles from Paris. Buried by
stealth, he was to be removed by a nation. A
funeral procession of a hundred miles ; every village
with its :flags and arches in his honor; all the people anxious to honor the philosopher of Franc·~
the Savior of Calas-the Destroyer of Superstition.
On reaching Paris the great procession moved
along the Rue St. Antoine. Here it paused and for
one night upon the ruins of the Bastille rested the
body of Voltaire-rested in triumph, in gloryrested on fallen wall and broken arch, on crumbling
stone still damp with tears, on rusting chain and
bar and useless bolt-above the dungeons dark and
deep, where light had faded from the lives of men
and hope had died in breaking hearts.
The conqueror resting upon the conquered.
Throned upon the Bastille, the fallen fortress of
Night, the body of Voltaire, from whose brain had
issued the Dawn.
For a moment his ashes must have felt the Promethean fire, and the old smile must have illumined
once more the face of death.
The vast multitude bowed in reverence, hushed
with love and awe, heard these words uttered by a
priest: "God shall be avenged."
The grave of Voltaire was violated. 'lhe cry of
the priest in 1791, "God shall be avenged," was
bearing its fruit. Priests skulking in the shadows
with faces sinister as night, ghouls in the name of
the Gospel, desecrated the grave. They carried
away the ashes of Voltaire.
The tomb is empty. God is avenged.
The world is filled with his fame.
Man has conquered.
What cardinal, what bishop, what priest, raised
his voice for the rights of men! What ecclesiastic,
what nobleman, took the side of the oppressed-of
the peasant 1 Who denounced the frightful criminal
code-the torture of suspected persons 1 What
priest pleaded for the liberty of the citizen 1 What
bishop pitied the victims of the rack? Is there the
grave of a priest in France, on which a lover of liberty would now drop a :flower or a tear? Is there
a tomb holding the ashes of a saint from which
emerges one ray of light?
H there be another life-a day of judgment, no
God can afford to torture in another world the man
who abolished torture in this. If God be the keeper
of an eternal penitentiary, he should not imprison
there the men who broke the chains of slavery here.
He cannot afford to make eternal convicts of Franklin, Jefferson, Paine and Voltaire.
A perfect master of the French language, knowing all its moods, temes and declinations, in fact
a:p.d in: feeling-playing upon it as skillfully as
Paganini on his violin, finding expressi-on for every
thought and fancy, writing on the most serious
subjects with the gayety of a harlequin, plucking
jests from the crumbling mouth of death, graceful
as the waviilg of willows, dealing in double meanings that covered the asp with :flowers and :flattery
-master of satire and compliment-mingling them
often in the same line-always interested himself,
and therefore interesting others-handling thoughts,
questions, subjects as a juggler does balls, keeping
them in the air with perfect ease-dressing old
words in new meanings, charming, grotesque,
pathetic, mingling mirth with tears, wit and wisdom,
and sometimes wickedness, logic and laughter.
With a woman's instinct knowing the sensitiv nerves
-just where to touch-hating arrogance of place,
the stupidity of the solemn-snatching masks from
priest and king, knowing the springs of action and
ambition's end-perfectly familiar with the great
world-the intimate of kings and their favorites,
sympathizing with the oppressed and imprisoned,
with the unfortunate and poor, hating tyranny, despising superstition, and loving liberty with all his
heart. Such was Voltaire writing "<Edipus" at 17,
"Irene" at 83, and crowding between these two
tragedies the accomplishment of a thousand lives.
Vive le Voltaire!
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.

THE WORLD'S

FAIR

CLOSED on SUNDAYS!
ENLIGHTENED AMERICA RULED BY
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THE PEOPLE ASK KNOWLEDGE: THEY
ARE GIVEN

RUM

AND

RELIGION,

WHY THE

WORLD'S FAIR SHOULD
BE OPEN.
When addressing the Congressional committee
about theW orld's Fair, Director-General Davis told
them that the Fair ought certainly to be open on
Sunday. Colonel Davis declared, for one thing,
that the brewers and distillers would be willing to
pay a large bonus to hav the Fair gates closed on
Sunday, in anticipation of a heavy trade at the
liquor saloons throughout the city.
During the debate over the World's Fail· appropriation a few weeks ago, the editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER wrote to Amos J. Cummings, M. C., who was
opposing the gift, urging him to work for Sunday
opening in connection with the appropriation. He
replied:
HousE oF REPRESENTATIVS U.S. }
WASHINGTON, D. C., Aug. 8, 1892.
DEAR Srn: Certainly, the Fair ought to be o.>pen on
Sundays, whether the government makes any appropriation or not. That is the one day in the week in which
workin~en and their wives and children can visit the
Fair Without losing time. I did everything I could to
hav Congress allow the Fair to be open on Sunday, but
was beaten by more than two to one. At all events the
decision should hav bee11left to those in charge of the Fair.
Sunday closing has undoubtedly robbed the Fair of $3,000,000 receipts, and for whose benefit? Men who
ought to know say for the benefit of the liquor saloons
and theaters, which are always open on Sunday in Chicago.
Yours truly,
AMos J. CUMMINGS.
MR. E. M. MACDONALD, N. Y.
There has been a very persistent effort to ridicule
the idea that saloon-keepers and their like, and
worse, in Chicago, would be friendly to the closing
of the Exposition on Sunday, since it would force
the crowds of idle strangers into their doorseither front or rear. But such ridicule is very ill
timed in view of facts that are abundantly well
known as to the use that people shut out from the
Exposition made of their Sunday afternoons in
Philadelphia.-Bishop Potter of New York.
The brewers and saloon men are delighted at the
action of Congress in requiring the Exposition to
be closed on Sunday, and if necessary they would
raise a big amount of cash to have that pernicious
piece of legislation enacted. They know that the
hordes of people, if debarred from the inspection
of exhibits, would seek solace and amusement in
the bar-rooms-which will not be closed on Sundays-and augment the revenues of the proprietors
by many thousands of dollars. The sporting fraternity, also, advocates the proposition from the
same spirit of self-interest that actuates whisky
men.- Washington Post.

-·

and the church ought to have it closed every day
as well as on Sunday.
People looking at the Apollo Belvedere will be
in danger of forgetting Abraham and Joshua.
Those who look at the Venus de Milo will cease for
a moment to be a part of hell. Beautiful landscapes will woo the mind from the day of judgment
and the contribution-box.
One look at a landscape by Corot will make the
average Chicago church-member forget the last
sermon he heard. Besides, after looking at the
wonderful machinery on the ground, the poor workman who toils oll the week will be in danger of
putting inventors above parsons, and may think a
good manufactory will help a town more than a
poor pulpit.
By all means let the Fair be closed on Sunday
so that faith and superstition can :flourish. Give
the world over to creeds and in a few years there
will be no Fairs because there will be nothing to
show.
That is ·the gospel according to the Shepard.
As a matter of fact, Congress, in its cowardice, deliberately violated the Constitution in order to curry
favor with these hidebound bigots. The members
of Congress who voted for the Sunday-closing provision did so in open violation of the Constitution
and against the best interests of the masses.
Why, it is a notorious fact that more than half
the signatures to the petitions were literally forged.
Every man, woman, and child whose name had (ijver
appeared on the church rolls were made to appear
as signers. Thousands and thousands of them
were dead, and most of those who are still living
are wishing they were dead.
If the doctrine of these people is correct, people
having pictures in their houses should cover them
up on Sunday. The women should put their old
clothes on statues.
Musical instruments should
be made dumb.
According to their belief God is a constant violator of the Sabbath, for on Sunday the sun will
shine, the grass will grow, the brooks will sing, the
birds will warble, the :flowers will burst into blossom. Surely that shows that God is not a Christian or he would have stopped all this activity of
nature on the Sabbath.
He would have covered the sun with a tarpaulin and cut the clouds square on that day. I want
to know what the Sunday-closing people have to
offer as a substitute for the beautiful creations of
art, of science, and of genius, which may be seen
by the working-people at the World's Fair on
Sunday.
Do the priests and parsons offer any better
attractions ? Will the churches contain any such
exhibits of the marvelous creations of man, and of
the tangible evidences of the world's onward march
from barbarism to the highest degree of intelligence
and brotherhood of man? I fail to hear a reply.
Colonel Shepard denies the right of the workingman and his wife and children to visit the
Fair on Sunday and spend the day in learning the
noblest object-lessons in the world.- Colonel Inger-

soll.
It is proposed by some of. the people in Chicago
who are interested in the World's Fair to go to the
courts and secure a perpetual right to keep the
Fair open on Sundays. This is a proper procedure
-one which will put an end, we hope, to the
annoying controversy. Of course the Fair should
be kept open on Sunday. And it will be.-New

York Morning Advertiser.
Now that Congress has passed the bill appropriating a large sum of money to the Columbian Exposition on condition that the gates be closed on
Sunday, we have admitted into our national government the principle of legislation in religious matters,
and the principle of religious freedom is set back
more than four hundred years. We need not now
be surprised at anything in this line.-Sabbath Be-

corder (Seventh .Day Baptist).

Some of the Catholic journals condemn the proposed closing. The Catholic Mi1·ror says: "To
close the art and non-mechanical departments on
Sunday, which is the only day on which so many
thousands ~ill have an opportunity to visit them,
would be an injustice and shame. Sabbatarian
bigotry, however, is as blind as bigotry in the other
forms. Surprising is it that those who are thus
acting with the idea of keeping the Sabbath holy,
do not see that the course they insist upon will be
the very one to embitter thousands against Christianity and religion. Deprived of their rights in
this way, they will see in the system which forces
this wrong upon them, something odious and inOPINIONS UPON THE SUBJECT.
tolerable.
Sunday closing, as we have already
Of course the Fair is the enemy of the church, pointed out, will do infinite moral harm to many
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visitors to Chicago; for, not being permitted to go
to the Fair, they will visit worse places.
The
saloons and evil resorts will be crowded with persons in search of amusement, and in the low dives
of the city a saturnalia of wickedness will reign.
The blunder on the part of Congress is to be regretted, and all the more since it was not made
from the impulse of principle. The members
simply had not the courage to resist the pressure
of the fanatical element which urged the Sunday
closing, and in yielding must have done so with a
secret feeling of shame for their own want of moral
fortitude."
The moralist has food for thought in the amendment to the World's Fair bill offered by Senator
Quay, closing the Fair on Sundays. The whole
world has asked and is asking that the Fair be open
on Sundays. Organized labor everywhere in concert has adopted resolutions urging it; everywhere
it is signing petitions asking it. The labor world
is made up of those who are confined at their task
from early morning till late at night. They have
no opportunity to vi.sit a picture gallery, to use a
reading-room, except Sunday, when such use becomes to them the truest rest, the greatest help.
Their earnings at the best are not so great as to
permit large. savings. Those of them who shall be
able to amass sufficient means to see the Fair, can
not make the sight a long one; they must crowd
into a few days what the more fortunate may give
weeks to. To deprive those people of an opportunity to see this vast museum, this great gallery
and educational institution on Sunday; to shut
them up tp the city of Chicago to crowd its hot
streets and to find diversion in hot theaters and
saloons-with the hundreds of acres of the world's
wonder in Jackson park walled in, and they walled
out, a sin and wickedness for them to look at and
enjoy on that day-is a refinement of cruelty, a
sublimity of idiocy, a lunacy of judgment, morals
run mad.
The fundamental law of this
land prohibits, and rightly prohibits, the establishment of any rel~gion, as well that which keeps Friday as a holy day as that which keeps Saturday or
Sunday. So it is difficult to see upon what this
proposition is based, or why it is sound. The
World's Fair stands upon precisely the same ground
that the reading-room of a public library stands, or
a public art gallery. All over the land bigotry has
been finally driven from its guard of the doors of
these places, and they are now open and recognized
as giving to the cause of good morals and right
living a valuable adjunct to the labor of the church
in this behalf. We protest against the Senate's action in the name of the toiling millions of this land,
in the name of justice, enlightenment, and progress,
and urge all who oppose it to continue their protest. It is a protest for liberty.-hulianapolis

News.
Now that the government of the United States has
invaded the domain of religious controversy it will
dominate it; inasmuch as it has assumed jurisdiction to settle religious questions by act of Congress
and by Supreme Court decision it will surely never
yield that jurisdiction. When Constantine had
made Rome "Christian" it was only natural that he
should seek an authoritative definition of Christianity; and when the council of Nicea had given that
definition in the shape of the creed which it adopted,
nothing was more natural than that the emperor
should require his subjects to subscribe to it. The
government of the United States has entered upon
the same evil course. The Supreme Court has declared the nation to be Christian. Congress has
already taken sides in a religious controversy, and
to· be consistent must not the government use all
the power at its command to enforce that decision
and to uphold the Sunday-Sabbath cause which it
has espoused~ A United States Senator has well
said: " The domain which government invades it
dominates; the jurisdiction it takes it keeps."
This is true whatever the domain or the jurisdiction; and it always has been true.- The American

Sentinel (Seventh JJay Adventist).
Congress has no business to dictate how the
citizens of Chicago or the inhabitants of Illinois or
the people of any other state shall spend their Sunday. Whether the Columbian Exposition shall be
kept open or closed on that day is no concern of
the Senate or House at Washington. The Exposition was not got up by the nation and will not be
controled by the nation. Its organization and control are local. Its conduct should be left to local
hands. Whether it shall be closed one day in
seven is for its directors to say.-New York

Herald.
~here

would be the greatest injustice in closing
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the Fair on Sunday, because there are many thou-[ on one of the free days, it will not be on the peos~nds wh~ .c~n .vi~it it on no other day and whose pie's own day. It must be on one of the week's seenright to VISit It IS Just as good as that of anybody lar free days."-New York Evening Sun.
else. . The principle of right under a free govern--mentIS that no man's conscience shall give law to
The New York Board of Women Managers of the
any oth.er man. Strait-laced philanthropists, cranks, Exposition have voted 12 to 1 that it be open
P.rofesswnal canters, and dullards, as well as pious Sundays.
nch people, who have no need for recreation on
~unday, because they have all days in the week for
It, have managed to convince themselves that the
advocates of a reasonable Sunday are going to keep
open the gates of the Exposition unnecessarily and
force the poor people against their will into the inclosure. This country is not occupied by poor people who can be forced into anything by way of supposed pleasure. They will go to the Exposition
Sundays if they desire to do so and if the Exposition be open on Sundays. If it be open and they
do not want to go nobody is going to compel them.
But if they want to go the gates should be open,
and it ought to be considered whether they ought
not to be open free. -Minneapolis Times.
The Sabbatarians have made a great noise over
the length of their petitions to close the World's
Fair on Sundays, and . their method of counting
signatures; at least in Ohio and Michigan, has been
referred to by us. Others are now sharing the
opinion expressed that these Sabbatarians are a not
particularly honest lot. On the same subject the
Jackson, Mich., Industrial News says: "Long petitions for closing the World's Fair on Sundays have
lately been showered upon Col. John T. Dickinson,
secretary of the national commission. It begins to
look as though people who are clamoring to have
the gates closed on Sunday are stuffing the ballotboxes. It is considered somewhat peculiar that a
number of petitions from several states exceed the
total population as shown by the census of 1890.
The states in which the petitions seem to have been
padded out of all reason are Ohio and Michigan.
The tally-sheets in Secretary Dickinson's office show
that 4,053,425 citizens of Ohio have signed petitions. The census of 1890 gives Ohio a population
of 3,672,316. On the face of the returns it therefore appears that if every man, woman, and child in
that state had signed the Sunday-closing petitions,
the list would have been swelled nearly four hundred thousand votes. The returns from Michigan
are even worse than those from Ohio. Mr. Porter's
census-takers found 2,093,889 people in that state,
yet the petitions contain 4,050,518 names. This is
a sad commentary upc·n closing the Fair on account
of morality when Christian people will resort to
such measures."
The following, from the Evening Sun, applies as
pertinently to the World's Fair as to the Museum
of Art, concerning which it was written: "The man
excluded from the museum is pushed along the path
to the gin-mill. The story is older than Englishspeaking New York. King James I. of England
found that the new Puritan meddling with the old
Sunday games was sending his subjects to the alehouse. To-day, as for three centuries, Scotland, the
home of the Puritan Sabbath, has been the drunkenest country in Europe on that day. Society has not
the moral right to interdict both work and play.
That measure is the devil' a own device, and one that
he has hardly bettered in the whole range of his
ingenuity. It is said that the Museum has lost at
least one bequest through being open on Sunday.
Better that it never receive another bequest than
that the thousands who now find sweetness and light
within its walls be turned aside into the courses
that make for bitterness and gloom. More than
the single exhibition is put in issue; a principle is
at stake. If the funds be insufficient, as alleged, to
keep the Museum of Art open seven days in the
week, far better that it should be closed on Monday
or Friday or any other day than the one which
society has assigned for its highest usefulness by
prohibiting labor and providing leisure.
Those who do not care to use the museums on Sundays are willing to close them in the faces of those
who need and can use them only on that day. It
is the old story over again and ever new, of the
bear-pit closed, not because it gave pain to the
bear, but because it gave pleasure to the spectators. A landowner once cut down a tree that overshadowed the highway because wayfarers were wont
to repose themselves in its shade. He would have
been one to close art museums on Sundays out of
the identical motive, though he would have found
another plea, and would have suffered it to impose
on himself. . . . As a measure of moral evil,·
backed by the spirit that now unites the Union
League Club and the Philadelphia Gang for a common end, it recalls that other combination pilloried
to fame as the coalition of the Puritan and the
Blackleg.
If the museum is to be closed
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Lectures and Meetings.
S. P. PUTN"AM's lecture appointments:
Round Valley, Cal., ........................................ Nov. 9-14
Independence, Cal......................... . ...... ......... " 17-20
Stockton, Cal. .. ... .. . .. . . ... . .. .. . ... .. .. ... . .. . ... . ..... ... . "
27
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH's lecture appointments are:
Cincinnati, O ...... Nov. 13 Misso!llah.Mont ... D,~c.27, 28
Centralia, ill ....... " 16, 17 Rosaha, wash.....
29-31
Chicago, Ill ......... " 27-30 Spokane, Wash ... Jan.
1
Menomonie, Wis.Dec.
1 Reardon, Wash ... '' 16-12
Neilsville, Wis.... "
2, 3 Seattle~ Wash..... " 14, 15
Janesville, Minn. " 10, 11 1\fercea, Cal........ Feb. 19, 20
Crookston, Minn. " 14, 15 Savannah, Cal. .... "
27
Jamestown, Minn " 18, 19 El Monte, Cal..... " 28, 29
Granite, Mont..... " 25, 26
Liberals along the line of the Northern Pacific desiring
lectures should address him at 345 W. Randolph street,
Chicago.
PuBLIC lectures every Sunday at 4 o'clock P.M. at 15
East 59th street: November 20th, Dr. Ward's subject
will be "Adam's Ancestors, or Scientific Discoveries
Regarding Primi~iv Man."
THE Newark Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, corner
of Market street. -Sunday afternoon, November 19th, at
3 o'clock, T. B. Wakeman,.of New York, on "The Real
Origin and the True Value of Christianity."
THE Mazihattan Liberal Club lectures for November are
as follows. The Club meets at 220 E. 15th street:
November 18th, "The Spirit of Islam," A. L. Rawson.
November 25th, "The Prohibition Craze and Its Results," Henry Nichols.
--------~~--------

Some Apocryphal Remarks.
Ji'1·om the New York Herald.

ATTRffiUTED TO JONAH.
When down the whale's capacious maw
Poor Jonah took his flight,
Said he: "Lads, like this miracle,
I'm simply out of sig~tl"
WHAT DAN SAID.
Said Daniel from the royal cage:
"It's lying do'Yn I am;
But see, the ammals don't rage,
They know that I'm no lamb!"
SHADRAOli:, ALLEGED.
When Shadrach and the other two
Were from the furnace raked,
Quoth Shad.: "From this proud moment who
Shall say we're but half baked?"
AND MOSES, TOO.
And Moses, during Egypt's pest,
Once sprung, we're told with glee,
This most unkind and wicked jest:
"There are no flies on me!"
Little Blasphemies.
Jinks: "What's the reason your minister failed to
answer his new call?"
Filkins: "I believe it lacked the true metallic ring."
Mrs. Horton: "All sorts of people are allowed to enter heaven. How annoying."
Mrs. Goodun: "True; but I am afraid you will find it
very exclusiv."
·
Mrs. Ringley: "I see your church is going to send
away your minister for three month8, Isn't that a long
time?"
Mrs. Biugo: '• Yes. But we need the rest."
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~etters

of P,riends.

Good Propaganda in Neb1·aska.
MINDEN, NEB., Aug. 29, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2.80
for the Koran and one year's subscription
for THE TRUTH SEEKER. The last eight
copies of "Old Testament Stories Comically illustrated" received all right.
Yours respectfully,
C. W. GoFF.

From Under the Church Shadows.
Oct. 15, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I am in possession of one
of your pamphlets, and find it full to overflowing with grand truths and philosophical conclqsions, and as I am living almost
under the shadows of the spires of three
churQhes, and believe and contend that
religion is wholly a matter of education,
I consider the pamphlet an intellectual
feast. I very much regret that I am not
able to send for several of your publications, so I might be better prepared to
defend my convictions as often as I hav to
do it.
A READER,

Would Burn This Paper and Its Editor.
MELVIN VILLAGE, N. H., Oct. 16, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I am very much pleased
with your paper, and I hav been trying to
get subscribers for it, but hav not met
with any success. We are having a howling
revival here at pre8ent. Everybody here
is being converted, and the churches are
reaping a rich harvest. Some who hav
seen THE TRUTH SEEKER say that it ought
to be burnt and the editor with it, and the
majority of the people here are of the
lliiJlle mind, so you see it is hard work to
enlighten them, as they will not see the
light, but will.believe all that the ministers
tell them.
Wishing you every success, I remain,
Yours truly,
MRs. MARY A. HoRNE.

19, 1.892_

~s trip to Europe last week, and preached
his first ser~on at the church in Brooklyn. In his discourse he said: "In all
questions between the scientific explorer
and the inspired writer, the skeptics giv
the preference to the geologist. These
men-thesa spiders I will say-suck poison out of the sweetest flowers, and if
they can find some bad trait of character
in a man of God, these carrion crows caw
and flap their wings over the carcass. They
cannot understand how the whale swa].
lowed Jonah or the dumb ass spake. They
themselvs prove the thing possible by
their own utterance." He also said: "There
are enormous Presbyterians, or fierce
Baptists, or violent Methodists-they cut
the Bible to suit their creed. What do
they care about the religion of Jesus
Christ? I hav more admiration for a
man who goes forth with his fists to get
the championship than I hav for these
theological pugilists who make our theo.
logical magazines ring with their warcry."
Oiie will think Brother Talmage has run
foul of a snag since he has been absent.
He appears to hav no faith in anybody
but himself, the poor, self-conceited
mountebank. He should be indicted for
slander. He never will be any better until he reads " The Age of Reason " carefully. It is as much an inspired book as
the Bible-if not more so, for it has truth
YPSILANTI, MICH., Nov. 6, 1892,
MR. EDITOR: Last week we buried and common sense to back "it.
Farmer Green, who has been a constant
s. R. THORNE.
reader of your paper ever since I hav
taken it. He was an Atheist in good and
Summary of the Economic Situation.
regular standing, having qnite a Freethought library, which was thoroughly
CALISTOGA, CAL., Oct. 7, 1892.
read. He was able to tell why he was an
MR. EDITOR: I inclose a money order
Atheist. We hav been in the habit of ex- to renew my subscription and for the
changing books.
His experience and new Bible Picture Book. Times are so
mine through life having been very similar, hard I am sorry I cannot ,do more for the
there grew up a strong attachment be- cause. I believe the Freethought Federa. tween us. After he was aware that he was tion is a move in the right direction,
dying he sent for me. I hurried to his as we will never be respected until we
bedside. He smiled; reached out his hand show our power at the ballot-box. We
to mine, which he held for some time; may send petition after petition, only to
said he wanted to go, as it was all right. be dumped in the waste-baskets of OUr
His son-in-law told me he had been per- misrepresentative. We hav too long alfectly astonished at his calmness at the lowed ourselvs to be led by the nose and
thought of death. He had never ·mani- voted like a lot of sheep for the two old
fested the least anxiety or fear at its parties. We hav sent a lot of scheming
approach; was ready to meet -it, even politicians, corporation lawyers, bankers,
anxious to do so, although he believed and millionaires to Congress and our legisthat when he died he died entirely. He latures until they hav well-nigh fastened
formerly had been a church-member as the chains of perpetual slavery upon us.
well as myself.
He was a temperate, Our lands hav been stolen from us by cormoral man; a kind husband; an indulgent porations and foreign potentates; our
father, and an honest, industrious man. finances are controled by :shylocks and
So we go, one after another. So be it. bankers; our commerce is controled by
It's all right.
J. P. DICKINSON.
heartless monopolies and merciless syndicates, and our people are being fast reBarbarous Powwows.
duceel to a state of slavery and serfdom
but little above that of the paupers of EuSPRINGWATER, N.Y., Oct. 25, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to thank you for rope. The ballot-box is our only remedy,
your efforts in behalf of liberty, particu- and if the people will rise in their own inlarly in the agitation against Sunday terest they can sweep their oppressors
closing of the World's Fair. I wrote a from our land, and unless they do so soon
letter of protest to the World. I would it will be too late. I remain,
like to be enrolled as a member of the
Yours for liberty and reform,
Freethought Federation of America. In
R. F. GRIGSBY.
sentiment and heart I am a Liberal; reverses hav forbidden contribution to the
propaganda fund.
Liberals Go To (;burch Because There
I know all the persecutions attending Is No Other Place To Go To Sundays.
one who dares to be a Freethinker and
BoNNEY, MICH., Nov. 3, 1892.
feadessly giv utterance to the truth in an
MR. EDITOR: I hav not troubled you in
orthodox community. I chanced to fall some time, so will giv you a little news
into a meeting. of the Epworth League. from this place.
Bless me, I was carried back thirty years
Thore is a Baptist church here with
to backwoods schoolhouse meetings! I sixty five members, and of that number
was astonished to learn that the religious there are only sixteen males and two of
drivel of bygone years still had place. those are objects of charity. But still
One after another would rise and mumble they raise a salary of $300 and a donation
the old, old cant of "I feel the Lord has yearly for a sky-pilot. So you may well
blet;sed my soul," etc. Poor fools, or I
imagin that a good share of the church exshould say, deluded mortals! I attended
pense is kept up by non-members.
service twice and listened to a hell-fire,
There is enough of a Liberal element
God-and-devil sermon......:.how the "brazen
here to keep up a good strong organizaserpent was lifted up in the wilderness,"
tion if one could only be started. Mr. J.
etc. Why, the Methodist church in this T. Townley, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Ocvillage is fifty years behind the age. tober 22d,. states the difficulties very
Everybody so far met is under the ban of clearly of such organizations, especially in
orthodoxy. The dominie could not speak rural districts such as this. A good many
well of George Eliot" "because she sepa- Freethinkers go to church and take their
rated from a former husband by divorce." families because there is no other place to
He did admit her brilliancy of intellect.
go on Sundays.
GRACE L. p A"BKHURST,
I am the only one here at present who

Keep the good cause moving! I would
we hav in ours. And ma.ny times when I
am reading our paper I think how our that I could contribute, but am badly in
Yours,
W. W. AMES.
thoughts are alike. And I hope that some debt.
time I shall be able to meet all of my
[Indeed a big and silly lie,-ED. T. S.]
brothers and sisters. For I know there
will be no asses amongst them, such as I
A Freethinker's Serene Old Age.
see get to telling sometimes in our papers
BRAYTON, N. Y., Oct. 9, 1892.
about their souls. Oh, it makes me sick
MR. EDITOR: You will herein find $3 to
to read the twaddle!
renew my subscription for THE TRUTH
Your friend forever, H. B. RALEIGH.
SEEKER one year more. Perhaps this will
be the last, as my years now number
Describes Several Shops for Dealing in seventy-eight almost, and my eyes are
Unhealthful Spirit.
getting dim; but the cause that I hav kept
from my youth up is gaining. and growing
BucKLEY, WAsH., Oct. 8, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $8 for one better and plainer as time flits awayyear's subscription for myself and for two which will soon leave only a name behind
new subscribers.
For balance send me to tell our career through this mundane
sphere. But I feel prepared to go when
"The Age of Reason."
Here is not a fat place for black-coats, called for by the great god of Nature. I
but anyhow we hav three churches-one hav made my will, and got up my headMethodist, one Free Methodist, and one stones, and on them is my epitaph in these
Catholic-where the old superstition is words of my own composition:
dealt out to hungry souls. We also hav
This silent dust forever must
To mother earth be wed,
three saloons where those who are thirsty
The most sublime through endless time
can get what they wish for their body.
Remain in ashes dead.
I like Watson Heston's drawings in THE
To those who stay I here would say:
TRUTH SEEKER. I should like if he would
Giv little heed to bliss
draw out on one plate the old Jehovah;
In worlds t>f night "far out of sight,"
Jesus, Joseph's son, with brothers IUid disBut make the best of this.
ciples, and some of that time's aristocratic
AsA W. BRAYTON.
Jews. I should like to ·hav it framed, too.
Yours for freedom,
MARTIN GRAN.
The Tranquillity of Philosophers.

F1·om a Russian Friend.

MINNESOTA LAKE, MxNN., Oct. 8, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed a check of $5,
to pay for my paper, and two Picture
Books, as I want them to show my Christian friends what work we are doing and
make them try to think for themselvs as
books contain more than I can write. '
A few weeks ago .I had the pleasure to
hear in Mapleton Mr. Putnam, when I
bought a Bible Picture Book. Well, !hope
to see him again and hear his logic. All
that we want is an army of men to blow
the trumpet of progress and truth. I tell
you, friend, the people are getting more
Liberal. The churches are falling rapidly·
A Drop in the Good Bucket.
it does not take a very heavy push t~
RIDGWAY, N.Y., Nov. 7, 1892.
make them go.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find the
I hope to see the time when we will be
small contribution of fifty cents for print- able to lift our head in politics, and here
ing leaflets and picture "Beer, Bishops, is one sure vote for R. G. Ingersoll!
and Bribery," for which please send me
Yours for liberty,
E. S. GLICK.
some for distribution when printed. I
make some sacrifice to spare even this
An Activ Campaigner.
small sum, and deprive myself of the good
AUBURN, CAL., Oct. 19, 1892.
things the money would bring in the way
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of
of Freethought literature you hav to sell
that I wish to read. I hope others who October 8th, on page 649, appears an item
can spare more than I hav, or even less, from a Denver paper saying a man was
will be moved to do what they can to killed by lightning_ for saying there was
scatter the leaflets broadcast. I hope to no God. This is all a lie. No such thing
be able to contribute something more ever occurred. It was a lie got up by
hypocrite and sky-pilots. I saw the same
later on.
in another paper, and made it my business
Yours for freedom and t-ruth,
to investigate the matter, and found it all
GEo. L. PRATT.
P. S.-I send same amount by same mail a dirty lie.
We are still keeping up the war on superto the Freethought Federation.
stition. THE TRUTH SEEKER, with books
G.L.P.
and tracts, are passed around and sent by
mail. We hav sent copies of THE TRUTH
They Must Perish for Lack of Knowl·
SEEKER to Pennsylvania, Minnesota
edge.
Michigan, and to remote parts of Cali:
OTTAWA, RAN., Sept. 14, 1892.
fornia, and where men are not able to subMR. EDITOR: In vain hav I tried to get scribe for it I furnish them with an
just one subscriber. They are joined to occasional copy. We hav worked hard to
their idols and do not seem to know a guod get a new subscriber, but it is hard to do.
thing when they see it, and must perish
Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER and Heston.
for lack of knowledge which THE TRUTH
.
0. D. STORRS.
SEEKER would giv. But my skirts are
clear. I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER so
The Latest Christian Lie.
long that I should be very lonesome withDE RUYTER, N. Y., Oct. 29, 1892.
out it, and must take it on and on, forever
MR. EDITOR: I chanced to attend
perhaps.
The Liberal meeting is going on at church the other Sunday and heard the
Ottawa, but I hav been prevented from latest slander-on the noble Ingersoll. The
attending on account of the weather and elder was telling how all the scientists
sickness in my family. I hav heard there and Infidels even, were coming t~
was some disturbance, the · brethren acknowledge the existence of a supreme being, and said that even the great
probably uotliking such performances.
skeptic Bob Ingersoll had prayed to al.
SALEM FouTs.
mighty God. He went on to relate that
at the recent funeral of a little nephew
Our Family Is Smart-Let It Be Good. Ingersoll called on G,1d to heal the wounds
ANTRIM, N.H., Oct. 19, 1892.
he had made. None but the immediate
MR. EDITOR: I do not want to hav the family were present, but so unexpected a
friends of Freethought get jealous of one thing reached the outside world, and to a
another and go to quarreling over every- reporter who sought the colonel and asked
thing that one of the brothers or sisters why such a prayer, the great Infidel
says, for we are a great family of really placed a hand to his face and in a tragic
The Brooklyn Ninny.
good folks and I doubt mightily that there whisper said, "Notoriety!" What a big,
NEW YoRK, Oct. 5, 1892.
is another family that has got as many yet what a weak and silly, lie! Please
MR. EDITOR: I see by the report that
IIDlarl boys and girls in it on this globe as drop me a line about it.
the moUDtebank Talmage returned from

takes a Liberal paper. I hav been advised
not to talk my views on religious matters
for fear it would hurt my business. But I
told the party that gave me the kind ad·
vice that if any of my Christian customers
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did not wan~ to trade -with me on account
of my belief, or rather my unbelief, I
could not help it; for I am not going to
giv up principle for policy. So when they
tread on my toes they hear from me.
Inclosed please find an order for a few
of your publications and money for same.
I hav to-day sent my name to Mr.
Charlesworth as a member of the Federation, and hope Liberals will unite to defeat further religious legislation.
Yours for liberty,
H. w. GILLETT.
" Most Liberals Feel Good."
SToDDARD, NEB., Oct. 10, 1892.
MB. EDITOR: Believing that our cause
is the cause of enlightenment, and therefore the cause of humanity, I write to tell
you that we hav just been treated to two
lectures from Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, of
Kansas City, and feel better, stronger, and
prouder. Most Liberals feel good, but
they feel better after an intellectual feast;
they feel stronger after finding out how
many in a priest-ridden town really lean
to the side of Liberalism after all; and
they feel prouder since listening to Mrs.
Krekel, remembering that their ·mothers
were women.
Mrs. Krekel spoke on "The Evolution
of Morals," and showed conclusivly that
the path of progress had been by way of
Secularism and not by way of the church.
She is a nne reasoner, expressing herself
in a clear-cut, unmistakable manner, yet
glowing often into fervent eloquence
when depicting the wrongs that hav
blocked and are still blocking the way of
The people here are
human progress.
just now much absorbed in politics. The
money question is to them one of deep
interest, and they hav about seen through
that humbug the tariff. But, all things
considered, Mrs. Krekel's coming among
them was a success, and we 4ope to hav
her here again before very long. She has
just finished an extended trip on the Pacific coast, going up into British Columbia
even to talk to the miners; and she goes
from here to South Dakota, where she has
been asked to speak on many different
subjects, all bearing on Liberalism.
Most sincerely yours, EMILY BURTON.

.

Catholics.
NEwARK, N.J., Oct. 24, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: Kindly compare the truth
and a published lie. ·mstory brands this
banner a lie:
After them came five thousand boys out
of the various parochial schools, all well
drilled and all uniformed diversely from
the coats of the Manhattan College
mounted aides to the Zouave dress of St.
Peter's drum corps. Emblems were
plenty among the Catholic schoolboys,
and not the least striking was that of the
cross in which the Catholic protectory
lads marched around a banner inscribed:

i····· ··T·~··a~~~~~~~··a~~~:·········
; THE DEFENDER OF THE FAMILY
AND

CIVILIZER OF NATIONS.
...................................................
The inclosed truth, the Jesuits' oath,
should be published, as it might open the
eyes of blindly led Catholics and ignorant
Protesta.nts. Let this Catholic church get
Power, then good-bye TRUTH SEEKER.
Publish the truth if the heavens fall.
Very respectfully,
A FREETHINKER.
THE JESUITS' OATH.
I,--, now, in the presence of Almighty
G?d, the Blessed Virgin Maryi the Blessed
M1chael the Archangel the B essed John
thd Baptist, the Holy 'Apostles, St. Peter
hn St. Paul, and the saints and sacred
osts of heaven, and to you, my Ghostly
F&ther, do declare from my· heart, withmental reservation, that the Pope is
lBt's Vicar-General, and is the true and
on lY head of the Universal Church
~oughout the earth, and that, by virtue
0
• the k~ys an~ binding and loosing,
fven to his Holiness by Jesus Christ he
pa~ the power to depose heretical Kit'tgs,
Grmces, States, Commonwealths, and
hiovernments, all being illegal without
s sacred confirmation, and that thay
lllay be safely destroyed.
·
Tftjrdfore, to the utmost of my power,
1n W, • efend this doctrin and his Holiess s nghts and customs against all usurp~{!- of heretical o.r Protes~ant authority
~tsoever, especially agamst the nowPretended authority and church in Eng-

e'!!·

lahnd anddall its adherents, and opposing
t e sacre mother church of Borne
I do renounce and disown my all~giance
as due to any heretical King Prince or
an:y: S_tate ~amed ~rotestant, dr ·to any of
their mferwr magistrates or affairs. I do
further declare the doctrin of the Church
of England, of the Calvinists Huguenots
and other Protestants to. be damnable'
and those to be damned who will not
forsake the same.
I. do furth-er decl-are that I will help
.assiB~, and adyise all or any of his Holi:
ness s agents m any place wherever I be
~nd do the utmost to extirpate the here~
1cal Protest-ant doctrin, and to destroy all
t~eir pretended power, legal or othermse.
~ do fn!ther promis and declare, notmthstandmg that I am dispensed with to
assume my religion heretical for 'the
propagation· of the mother church's interest; to ·keep secret and private all
her agents' counsel, as they intrust me,
and not to divulge, directly or indirectly,
but execute all which shall be proposed
given in charge, or discovered unto me by
you, my Ghost.ly Father, or by any of this
convent.
In testimony whereof I take this most
holy and blessed sacrament of the EuchaJist, and witness the same further with my
hand and seal in the face of this holy convent.

I

Hav Inquisition Instruments at the Fair.
LAMPASAS, TEx., Oct. 10, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you my
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. Send
the Picture Book for the other $1. Allow
me to say a. few words to the friends in
the '' Letters of Friends " columns. In
regard to THE TRUTH SEEKER itself I will
say that it suits me to a T as it goes. I
find no fault with it, for I see no whipping the devil around the stump in it,
and there is no whipping the devil around
the stump in myself.
I always strike
square for the head of the nail and
hit hard. I would like, though, for
the friends to be a little more amicable
and allow one another to state their honest thoughts in a friendly, dispassionate
way, leaving out all harsh and cutting
words. I would never like to see the
church point her bloody finger at us and
sneer, "See how beautiful it is when
brethren dwell together in unity." We
know the church is very quick at pointing
oup the splinter in others' eyes, but the
beam in her own never worries her.
It appears to me that the Liberals of the
United States hav too many irons in the
fire-more than we can attend to. I am
glad that the discussion in regard to
starting a secret society has died out, and
this removes one evil. It appears to me
that the World's Fair ought to engage our
whole and undivided attention until finally
settled. Let us try and remove the stain
upon our country that our Congress has
placed upon it, in making this Fair a
narrow-minded Christian affair instead of
the grand l!'air that it was intended to be
-a Fair that would allow all religions to
stand on an equal footing before the world.
Congress, by giving preference to a Christian religion, has dragged our country in
the mud of the religious slough of strife
and hatred, and the people of other races
and religions can no more look to this
country as an impartial government in regard to religious matters.
Then, what are we, as Liberals, going to
exhibit? In the first place, I think, as
some others hav said, that a collection of
the toole that Christian love invented,
when the world's inventors had yet to be
born, would make a good showing. Could
we not hire that collection of some body's
in England for the occasion? It would
be an eye-opener before which even the
brazen church would stand ashamed. Hav
this collection in a room by itself ; the
room itself ornamented with such pictures
as Giordano Bruno at the stake; Galileo
on his knees ; Torquemada condemning
Jews and heretics to the stake, by Raulbach (said picture by itself caused a
mighty rumpus at its exhibition in Germany years ago). Then in comparison
let us exhibit a few scientific inventionsa phonograph, for instance. Seeing the
inventions of the Dark Ages, and comparing them with the modern improvements and the progress of the world at
present compared to the stagnation of
medieval times, ought surely to raise a
light in everybody that is capable of seeing. For seeing will convert where all

19, 1692.

argument would fail. To such an exhibi·
·
·
ti_?n, or somethmg srmilar, I would g~a~y
giV $10, about as much as I can ra1se m
my present condition and position. Will
not somebody break the ice in this direc.

74,

Vited criticisms on the topics discussed.
Mr. David Clymer, a prominent Christian, of Vigo, 0., immediately accepted
the challenge. ~·o use Mr. Clymer's own
slang expression, he "came to size up"
tion~
the man, born in England, educated in
k
·
me to as , Would_ It not be better Lcndon, a citizen of New York city, and
to asBist the Secular Umon rather than an experienced orator. We had previstart a new organization with the same ously given Mr. Clymer credit for having
'more mother-wit than to compromise himend in view ?
self in such a deplorable manner; but
My best respects to all the friends.
A s
verily there is no accounting for the
· OHUBERT.
lengths self-conceit will take one.
Dr. Evans, a Liberal, of Bichmondale,
What Clergyman Will Answed
0., was highly amused by acting as secWICHITA, RAN., Oct. 22, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I chanced to get a copy of ond to Mr. Clymer, administering the
smelling-salts when our Hercules ignoyour paper, and it recalls olden times.
When D. M. Bennett started to publish it miniously downed his antagonist, which
I was one of his subscribers. But it has occurred the first round. After considerbeen many years since I saw a copy. I able rubbing and encouragement, Dr.
hav been in the Rockies for twelve years, Evans succeeded in getting his man on
d
rt f th
·
his feet again, but he returned not so
an a pa o
at time at the altitude of
eternal snow. My nerves gave way, and valiantly as at the first onset. Another
I was forced to seek a lower level, hence engagement ensued, in which Mr. ClyI came to Wichita, where drunkenness, mer's helmet was thrown down, his visor
theology, and Prohibition reign supreme. displaced, his shield utterly crushed.
We hav been having a series of theological But his spirit was indomitable. He remeetings here, and being a stranger, I hav turned, woundea and bleeding,- to the
attended them. The clergy preach hell third attack; but the audience entered a
in its hottest form, and try thereby to protest, that Mr. Charlesworth should not
frighten men and women from tLeir evil annihilate his antagonist then and there.
The second night, when closing, Mr.
ways, but it does not work even here
among the ignorant. No, hell has lost its Charlesworth again invited criticism.
terror. Duri.Iig my attendance to theso Where was Mr. Clymer? The echoes
meetings I hav had some opportunities to answered, Where? I I was at last whispered
converse with the clergy and apply such around the room that a burnt child dreads
questions as these: Did you ever observe the fire. Mr. Clymer had learned somethat all so-called Infidels are temperate thing by experience the evening before,
men? Did it ever strike you that the and had wisely remained at home.
We hav for the last fortnight been enInfidel, if good, is of necessity the best
man in the world, because he is good for joying a few free exhibitions given by
the sake of right alone, without fear of our Christian friends. A Quaker sister,
punishment or hope of reward? Don't one of the Lord's chosen, arose in God's
you think it very fortunate that Mother sanctuary last Sabbath and maligned us in
Eve ate the apple and thus brought death a most unseemly manner. Now, if we
into the world and prevented an over- were a Christian we would retaliate, but
population? Do you realize that mankind being a Liberal, the fluid that flows in our
would hav covered the earth to the depth veins is not vitriol, but warm human
of forty-five miles had she not made this blood. We hav only the deepest pity
transgression? Are you aware of the fact for our deluded sister who is still bowthat you hav no good man or woman in ing down to idols in true heathen fashion,
your churches except those who were good still groping in the black darkness of
before they joined? Did anybody ever ignora:J.ce and superstition, surrounded
tell you that Th0mas Paine and Jesus by a halo of false modesty and questionChrist were identical, except Christ was able respectability.
put to death, while Paine only suffered
Others of the sweet sisters, whose pripersecution and was allowed to die a nat- vate lives will not bear too close scrutiny,
ural death, each being a reformer and hav expressed themselvs properly shocked
creating great revolutions in matters of by our stepping out of the ranks of con•
religion? Are you religious because your servatism and taking a stand for truth
parents were? Why don't you believe the and progression. They hav no reason to
world is square because your forefathers be either shocked or surprised. We
did? Does age prove the truth of an as- never belonged in their ranks. We were
sertion? Do you believe in witchcraft? never one of the Lord's chosen. We are
Your parents did. In your prayer do you not longing for . the respectability they
hope to influence an unchangeable God? value above sense and reason.
Do you truly believe that a God of . Now, ere we close, a word to you, my
injinit love will punish his creatures for TRUTH SEEKER friends, who hav so loyally
expressing their true convictions? Can supported our cause and assisted so cheeryou explain why a just man should suffer fully in our life-work. Permit us to say
eternal damnation? Do you know that with our pen what we failed to say with
a man must believe. according to evidence, our lips on the occasion of our meeting.
apparent or real ? Do you believe that Thank you for the honor of your presence,
God has caused me to propound these men, women, children, all. We were dequestions that he may hav the pleasure of lighted to see the young so well represented
damning me for it?
in our ranks. It shows a spirit of proBut they hav not given answers that gression. Let the r1smg . generation
were satisfactory. Hence I send them to adopt our principles, Then adieu to the
you, being confident that you are a world-renowned dogmas of superstition.
philosophic man, and perhaps can help
Especially are we proud of our Freeme out on them.
thought ladies who hav shown their QlirisIn conclusion, I will say that just as soon tian sisters they were not cowards and
as I become permanently located I will cringing slaves enfolded in a cloak of susend in my subscription for your paper. perstition and holy hypocrisy, fearing the
I remain,
Truly thine,
C. JoNES.
light of truth and reason to illumin their
pathway, lest it expose the tyrannies,
FreethoughtAgitation at Gillespieville, 0. frauds, and fallacies of which their holy,
inspired religion consists.
GILLESPIEVILLE; 0., Nov. 1, 1892.
We also wish to thank the trustees of the
MR.. EDIToR: At the G. A. B. Hall on
the 24th and 25th of October, 1892, the G. A. B. Hall. They showed themselvs
citizens of Gillespieville and vicinity had gentlemen, as well as men of sense and
the honor of being present at the Free- reason.
On the evening of our last entertainthought lectures delivered by John B.
Charlesworth, secretary of the Free- ment many of our friends came to us with
kindly offers of support and assistance.
thought Federation of America.
Mr. Charlesworth's discourses were: We thank them truly and will be happy to
First, " The Depressiv Influence of the accept their aid. Permit us to add, we
Bible on Morality;" second, "Life, solicit information through the mails on
Death, and Immortality." Many were un· the subject of Freethought. We wish to
able to procure seats, there being present learn of our friends. . Let me implore you,
Freethinkers, to fight ignorance, superbetween two and three hundred people.
Mr. Charlesworth is a fluent, eloquent stition, and bigotry till the last enemy
speaker; and for two hours, amid laughter disappears from our paths, and harmony,
and applause, held the undivided atten- truth, and reason take their place.
IIEBBISSA. 1\IA.Bm 0BYDBB,
tion of his audience.. When closing he in-
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"There is no doubt much truth in this
aRsertion," said Isabella somewhat indifferently. "But I look for the harmoEdited by Miss SuSAN H. WrxoN, Fall nizing of these schools. I believe that the
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- time is coming when· political text-books
tions for this Corner should be sent.
will be introduced into our public~
schools." "Of course that would be in"Between the dark and the daylight,
structiv," agreed Ethel.
"But which
When the night is be~ning to lower,
theory will be accepted first? Will the
Comes a pause in the da,y's occur.ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."
admirers of Carey and Bowen supply the
text-books? Or the works of Wayland and
Vanished.
Perry supply the schools? Or the disciples of Greeley and Thompson introBring flowers of bright and varied hueBring lilies fair and pansies too;
duce their theory? The very name poFor these sweet blossoms symbolize
litical economy is suggestiv of so much
Our vanished friend, so true and wise.
diversity of opinion as to debar it from all
With ivy green and eglantine
exact
sciences. It is based upon a theory
Her precious memory we entwine;
of a natural order, and the same trouble
With words of love that burn and breathe
We weave for her a laurel wreath.
visits it that plagues theology. The student is forever justifying the laws and
Softly, 0 summer sun &nd skies,
Caress the spot where low she lies;
customs of man to the result of natural
And gently may the evening breeze
law. Injustice is just as natural as justice.
Float far abroad her melodies.
Disease is just as natural as health. The
In sweet accord her minstnilsy
study of economy to be of any benefit
Was one with bird and flower and bee;
must discard its gods, its heroes, and pet
Her cheering songs to age and youth
theories. Its aim should be to study
Still palpitate with love and truth.
theories and be bound to none. The only
And though her voice is strangely hushed,
use for all authorities is to aid the mind
Her heart like rose in silence crushed,
Yet the bright influence of her ways
in the investigation. Reason should never
Sheds perfume sweet upon these days.
bow to 'great men.'" "We shall hav to
To her we cannot say farewell,
'agree to disagree,' " laughed Isabella.
For with us still she seems to dwell;
"The girls are collecting for a game of
In work and thought and tender word
tennis. Let's go and join them, Ethel."
Her spirit still is felt and heard.
Absorbed as they were in the fascinating
S.H. W.
game, political economy was soon forTalks on Political Economy.
gotten.
IDA BALLoU.
Ringing peals of girlish laughter, joyLegend.--(Continued.)
ous shouts from fresh young voices, and
breezy flutterings of muslin and lace, all
Said Seth: "Poor, blind Nature is alproclaimed the joyous news that a holiday ways repeating herself. Humility is safer
had been granted the pupils of Madam than luxurious high development, from
Hauton's seminary.
which there is a constant tendency to fall.
It was examination time, that trial A kind heart is a noble thing, benevowhich is so sure to precede the joyous lence being mostly imaginary, The most
weeks of a vacation, so dear to the pious people are the g-reatest abusers of the
heart of every pupil of every school. It poor. The pious and wealthy Mrs. Scald
was no less dear to these young ladies helps the indigent very little, but on conthan it is to the little struggler of a public dition that they believe in election and toschool. For it meant life-long freedom tal depravit.y. She takes a malicious in(from school disciplin anyway) ·to the terest in poor Mrs. Beck, believing all the
graduates. And the majority were going lies of her enemies, loving fiction better
to graduate.
than truth. She abuses without helping
Apart from the rest, and together as her, leaving that for Infidels and Spirituusual, strolled our two young friends, alists to do, then she will make her exit
Isabella and Ethel. They were to gradu- like a flying grasshopper. You know how
ate, and thoughts of the coming separation the dragon-fly will cause feeble insects to
made both girls thoughtful and sad. shriek with terror as he enters their humIsabella was the first to break the silence ble bower. Mrs. Beck is broken down
_as she said musingly and regretfully: "N~ with hard work, but Mrs. Scald insults
more talks on political economy. . Will her brutally because she has not a fine
you forget all that we hav said, and forget dress. Such rich ladies believe in women's
me too, Ethel ?"
rights, and wish to vote and hold office."
'' Forget each old, familiar face,
Let- me giv the news of the week. A
Each long-remembered spot?
robin's nest of young birds saved from
When these things are forgot by me,
injury by a judge. A good boy who fed
Then thou shalt be forgot!"
a starving horse. How much better than
quoted Ethel, reassuringly.
"I can coarse rudeness on the street. I, myself,
not forget you if we correspond as you rescued a poor butterfly in imminent
suggested." ''True," answered her friend, danger,
still in a sentimental mood, "But after
Freedom helps the mind, but not always
a while the correspondence will lag, and the heart. Oh, what shall reclaim the
finally cease altogether. Other friends greedy soul of luxury and cause us all to
will come with new and more diverting share what we hav with lone, suffering
conversation, until gradually all memories friends?
ALHAZA.
of our pleasant talks will fade away, and
P.S.-We will think of a brutal Chrislose themselvs in the hazy mist of things tian woman, and then of the beautiful
that were." Absorbed in her own con- adaptiv habits of a climbing plant, which
templativ thoughts, Isabella did not see the throws out a shoot where it is needed,
humorous twinkle in her friend's eye as thus displaying its taste for progress and
she bent attentivly over a rose bush. "I improvement. Though we are despised
think my memory will prove as faithful as for poverty, let us do all the good we can,
yours," she remarked slyly, "since your and liv on, patiently and hopefully. A.
attention is so likely to be claimed first."
"At least we might hav one more talk,
Grains of Gold.
and arrive at some conclusion, if possible,"
Rank and riches are chains of gold, but
said Isabella, beginning to look around
her and giving no sign of having heard still they are chains.
As tears soften the heart, so does rain
Ethel's remark, except a little hightened
color, " Let us go down to our old nook, soften the earth, that good may come.
Be always frank and true; spurn every
if it is not already occupied." Arriving at
their accustomed place and finding it va- kind of affectation and disguise. Hav the
cant, the two girls seated themselvs com- courage to confess your ignorance and
fortably, preparatory to opening the con- awkwardness, and confide your faults and
vers.ation. But Isabella did not seem in- follies to but few.
Too much reading and too much meditaclined to start it, and Ethel, growing impatient at the long silence, tapped her tion may produce the effect of a lamp invertetl, which is extinguished by the exfoot and said:
"We hav discussed the various princi- cess of the oil whose office it is to feed it.
Sympathy is a skittish and perverse
ples of this study, political economy, and
now the question presents itself as to its nymph; demand too much of her and she
practical utility. Is it really beneficial? givs nothing. When a soldier has lost his
Hav its authors established any truth that arm, if he were to go whining about the
can be demonstrated? Is it not in fact world lamenting over it, everyone would
something like the 'science of theol- despise him; but if he holds his tongue,
ogy' that divides itself _into 'schools of and carries his sleeve carelessly, all the
girl13 a:re in love with him. -Jean Ingelow,
thought?' "

-------------------

Wit undirected by benevolence generally. falls into personal satire, the keenest
instrument of unkindness. It is so easy to
laugh at the expense of our friends and
THE Freethinker Renan has rec~
neighbors-they furnish such ready mate- both at his public funeral and Rin '
honors second only to those paid Victe,
rials for our wit-that all the moral forces Hugo.
or
should be arrayed against the propensity,
GEo, H. BELL, the inventor, in reply t
and its earliest indications checked.
his wife's suit for divorce says that he d"d
n?t treat her unkindly, but she ridicul~d
Correspondence.
him when he prayed,
SHERMAN, MICH., Aug. 5, 1892.
LIEUTENANT ToTTEN says that the lat
Misa WrxoN AND CHILDREN. oF THE CoR- eclipse shows that "it behooves all wh e
NER, Dear Friends: I wonder if you hav call themselvs Christians to set the~
not forgotten ever hearing, or rather houses in order ere it is too late."
reading my name? I am afraid you hav,
REv. MATTHEW SMALL, of Edinburgh
so think it time for me to write and reInd., has denounced W. B. Owen schooi
mind you of my existence.
It is rairiing really hard this morning, superintendent~ . as an Infid~l, a~ in a
and I guess my father, who has gone buck- sermon asked ms congregatwn to cease
le berrying, wishes he had taken warning sending their children to the school,
from the dismal-looking clouds and reREv. MR. JoNESoN, a leading colored
mained at home.
preacher of New Jersey, before the elecThe huckleberries we hav here grow on tion issued a circular saying: '' Negroes
bushes that do not average over six inches look to your own interests. We should
in bight. They seem to be quite plentiful not vote like slaves, Hold out for $25 bethis year.
fore you vote."
I intended to write a letter to you last
THE proposal to hold a Catholic con.
winter to tell you about our pretty things.
You ought to see our cedar swamps g:r~ss at Leipzic ~as met ~he wild~st opp0 •
in winter. It is a si~ht well worth seeing sitwn from anti-Cathohc orgamzations
-the great green branches bent down A Protestant procession marching with
under their weight of snow, and every- banners denouncing the proposal was
thing seeming to be green and white, and attacked and the police had to interfere.
where the sun shines flecked with gold and
NoT only the next president but both
silver. Yes, it is all very pretty, but I do houses
of Congress will be Democratic
not like to liv in the cedar swamps, in win- The Democrats
carried states which wer~
ter at least; it is so dreary and lonesome. generally expected to be Republican, llB
Two years ago last winter I stayed three Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin. The
weeks in our " camp " and got very lone- People's party seems to hav carried Idaho
some though there was a crowd around Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado, and Nevada:
me all the time. One thing that can be
"THE gifts of God to our people during
seen almost anywhere here in winter, and
which probably most of you children from the past year," says President Harrison in
the North hav seen, is the ''snow caps." a proclamation, "hav been so abundant
We had no such things when in southern and so special that the spirit of devout
·Michigan, though. Snow caps are noth- thanksgiving awaits not a call, but only
ing more or less than snow piled high on the appointment of a day when it may hav
stumps and fence-posts. They looked a common expression." The president
funny enough to us when we first came accordingly appoints November 24th,
here. But, for all the pretty things to be
IN London the lord mayor's show, or
seen in winter, I think there are prettier procession at the inauguration of the
things in summer, for there is the multi- lord mayor, took place on the 9th with no
tude of flowers! And in summer you can other demonstration against Knill, the
go into the woods. We hav woods within Catholic installed, than hooting. The
twenty rods of our house one way, and Anti-popery Association had received from
within thirty another, and both east and the police a denial of their request to folwest there are woods in plain sight. ·Yet low
with cars representing Catholic methamongst our nearly five hundred acres of ods of converting heretics-Inquisition
land a good share of it is cleared.
scenes, Huguenot massacres, etc.
We hav a large barn, which is now
crammedfullofhay-i.e., th!') haymows are
THE pope has caused a report to be
-and one stable, and then we hav as much made to him of. the Chicago fetes, and the
more about three miles north of here on receptions to Monsignor Satolli, the papal
a place called the renting lot, of which delegate. He has been greatly pleased by
grandpa has the management. They think the honors rendered by America to his
we will hav three hundred bushels of representativ, and also with the speech of
wheat off about eleven acres of ground. Mr. Chauncey M. Depew, the prayer of
So from all this :you can see how nicely Monsignor Ireland, and the medal struck
things are flourishing around here. My by order of the committee on the occasion.
father has thirty-six acres of corn which is Referring to the event he said: "The
also looking very nicely. He raises a United States form a great people, to
great deal of corn which, before it gets whom the future belongs."
ripe enough to husk, he runs through a
AMoNG the causes to which the Repubcutting machine and puts into his silos,
from which he feeds it out to the cattle in lican defeat is imputed are protection;
wintt>r. It seems to me it must be first the "Force" bill; the new ballot laws by
cousin to that mixture so well liked by the which vote-buyers cannot insure the castDutch and which is called "sauerkrout." ing of the vote paid for; Reid's unpopularDo the cattle like ensilage? Well, if you ity with workingmen because he long
could see them eat it you would think so. "ratted" his printing office; the DemoBut perhaps you hav seen silos and cratic position for, and the Republican
ensilage, MiEs Wixon? Maybe some of the against, the right af Illinois and Wisconsin Catholics and Lutherans to send their
children hav not, though.
Well, I did intend to tell you about our children to private parochial schools in
butter, but will not this time as this letter which fOl·eign languages are used.
is getting rather long. Please permit me
IN Paris, at the office of the Carmanx
to subscribe myself, as ever,
Mining Co., where a strike is being desYour Freethinker friend,
perately waged, ·police found a bomb and
AURoRA SouTHWICK,
had a porter of the firm carry it to the
police station, where it exploded and
killed the p.>rter and four policem~n,
The whole people hav been excited into
indignation against Anarchism, and may
EDWIN N.
BEECHER,
overthrow the ministry, whom they ac-.
Solicitor of Patents, MARioN,Hart- cuse of overleniency to Anarchists of late.
ford county, CoNN. The Anarchists hav announced that they
Small fees · valid hav been quiet only because the warm
patents with broad
claims; letters of weather rendered their explosivs dan~er·
inquiry promptly ous to themselvs, but will do terrtble
answered.
things this winter.
For FREE pamphlet, PATENT LAWS
THE executiv committee of the New
address Commissioner of Patents, York Museum of Art has reported: "The
Washington, D. C. most obvious step in the direction of eo9nh·
We hav been informed by o!d inventors and ex- omy is to repeal the resolution whic
perienced patentee,li. who employ this solicitor,
authorized the opening of the museum ~n
that he is skilful.-".1"HE TRUTH BEEKER.
Sunday, and not open it on that day ~gad
until a suitable fund has been proVldtlf ·
The results of the experiment thus ar
A. NEW,VORK
hav been a loss of over four hundred and
BY
six annual members and the $4,060 we where
ARTHUR B. MOSS,
annually receiving from them. We av
lost the sympathy and favor of an unporf
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
tant portion of the public. We know 0
ENTITLED
large bequests that hav been revoked 0
account of oUr opening on Sunday, an f
we hav reason to apprehend the loss 0
others. This opening of the museum o~
Sunday may continue to prove of grea
With preface by
advantage to the general public, but so
J. IM. WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethinker.
far we hav received but little· to counter·
Price, $1. Order at once.
balance the pecuniary losses already sus·
tained."
Address .
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Jfsw I}tz"bZioations.
Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had of THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
"The Pilgrimage of a Pilgrim Eighty
Years," by John .Atwood, Boston, Mass.
This is a cloth-bound volume of over 200
pages. Religion and a thousand other as
extensiv themes are treated in a style
which we wish we were not obliged to call
rambling and eccentric. ,Its price, like
many a one of its passages, remains to
us a mystery.
Mrs. Carrica le Favre, a professor of
Delsartean physical culture, in an 86-page
book assumes to lead us on "The Royal
Road to Beauty, Health, and Higher Development.'' Vegetarianism appears to
her about the most expeditiv crutch, or
walking-stick, on this pleasing path.
Drugs and cosmetics fail of favor. New
York: Fowler & Wells. Price, 25 cents.
Lizzie Magie, a young lady whose name
is more or less known to Freethinkers, has

written a booklet entitled, ''My Betrothed,
and Other Poems." A frontispiece portrait of the author depicts a countenance
pretty, passionate, interested.
In the
poems, fancy's wilding sprays and sentiment's gentle-winding tendrils half hide
and half reveal trunks of philosophy's
stanch grain. Perhaps the price is 25cents;
perhaps it is more.

directions are given how to place the
organs of speech in position to produce
exact sounds, so that it is ·adapted
for training foreigners into an accurate enunciation of English. The pronouncing print would be just the type with
which to prepare simple books of conversation and reading matter. Mrs. Eliza B.
Burnz, the author of pronouncing print,
has been an excellent teacher of phonography and phonetics for twenty-two years,
before which she was a teacher of other
branches in public and private schools.
The devices employed in this new print
are shown in the following specimen:

Bnrnz' Pronounc;;ing Print
This new print i~ offered to the education~!
w <;;>rld for tti'e purpQse of
effecting t•NQ de~Irable
re~ults: First, tQ enable
children and illiterate
adults t~ acqtJire a knowledge _of English reading
in a shorter time. than is
now possible
mean.~
of ordinary primer~ or
reader~ ; second, ~o bring
1
about. a m·ore gener.al
and th9ruugh knowledge
of the,...eh3'1nentai:Y sound~
of our lafig1.1age.

bJ

" Short Talks on Character-building,"
by G. T. Howerton, contains many miscellaneous suggestions of value on the
conduct of life and the upbuilding of a robust mental and moral constitution. The
composition and preservation of character
certainly cannot receive too much attention. This work abounds with reference
to phrenology and physiognomy. We
regret that it contains a little nonsense,
viz., Christianity. New York: Fowler &
It is time for a renewal of that hig1.
Wells Co.
Pp. 228; profusely illus.; praise which we hav always accorded the
price, $1.
Popular Science Monthly. Its November number is filled with treatises as se"The Religion of Humanity: Phi- ductiv as a romance, as plain as a primer,
losophy of Life," is a small book written and as profound as the lowest mental subby J. Leon Benwell and published by H. soil that modern science furrows. The
L. Green. The author -cleverly analyzes titles of these articles read thus: "Eurareligion, and finally advocates these prin- sia," by Sara Jeannette Duncan. '' The
ciples: 1. The divinity of· humanity; 2. Natural or Scientific Method in EducaThe humanity of divinity; B. Personal tion," by Wesley Mills, M.A., M.D.
accountability to evolve the higher nature (illustrated). ''On Posture and Its Indifrom the lower; 4. The need of unceas- cations," by T. Lauder Brunton, F.R.S.
,ingly working to make all bad things good (illustrated). "The Problems of Comand all good things better; 5. The especial parativ Psychology," by Prof. Joseph
responsibility of the rich, high-placed, and Jastrow, Ph.D. "The Synthesis of Living Beings," by :M:. Armand Sabatier.
able. Price, 15 cents.
"Economical Trees," by Frederick Le
A first-class publishing house allying Roy Sargent (illustrated). " The Latest
itself with a third-class writer is the un- Arithmetical Prodigy," by M. Alfred
cheerful sight which now meets us. The Binet. "Reasoning Animals," by Allen
admirable Century Co. we find publishing Pringle. "Color iu Flowering Plants,"
the wabbly, wandering reasonings of Rev. by Alice Carter. "Modern Nervousness
Dr. Buckley, editor of the Christian Ad- and Its Cure," by Herr Dr. Bilsinger.
vocate, on "Faith Healing, Christian "The First German Papermaker," by
Science, and Kindred Phenomena," in- Eduard Grosse (illustrated). "Are BusicludingDreams, Somnambulism, Presenti- ness Profits too Large?" by J. B. :M:ann.
ments, Spiritualism, Apparitions, Astrol- "The Scientific Societies of Italy," by
ogy, Animal Magnetism, Witchcraft, Mind Dr. W. C. Cahall. "Sketch of Henry
Cure, etc. In the days when the clergy Walter Bates" (with portrait). Correwere in the joyous habit of suppressing the spondence: The Abandonment of Peniworks of ·an other explicators than them- kese, Hole or Roll? Editor's Table: Evoselva, perchance we should rather hav lution in Politics, Prevention of Cholera
read an ecclesiastic's theories on these Epidemics. Literary Notices. Popular
things than no one's, but just now we shall Miscellany. Notes. The treatis on "The
prefer the treatises of· our many modern Synthesis of Living Beings " starts off
scientific inquirers to those of a wooden- in this interesting way: "If it is true
headed old Methodist who starts out with that crude or dead matter and living matthe affirmation that Christ's cures of the . ter are not separated by any impassable
sick were genuinly miraculous. Pp. 300; gulf, it seems reasonable to think that the
resources of our laboratories, of which the
price, $1. 25.
power is increasing every day, will be
"The St~p-by-Step Primer, in Burnz' able at some tinle to prove themselvs capaPronouncing Print," is the title· of a new ble of producing living matter from mininst>:uction book in reading for children. eral. I propose to discuss the legitinlacy
It is issued by Burnz & Co., 24 Clinton of this hope." We will giv one more bit
place, New York. Price, 25 cents. The of an extract, this time from "Are Busiplan of teaching is unlike that of any book ness Profits 'roo Large?" As we print so
for children previously published. The much for the new labor doctrins and against
type is large and clear and the pictures are the established and conservativ system, we
numerous. Its use will insure cleai' and will this time like a good and faithful
correct pronunciation. The introduction truth seeker do -something toward restorsays: "The Step-by-Step Primer is so ing a fair balance by selecting a passage
arranged that a little child or a foreigner adverse to the former and favorable to
can learn to read from it easily, through the latter: "Attempts at cooperation
analogy and by the use of r~ason. The thus far hav generally shown a strong if
. pronunciation of each word IB ehown on not fatal tendency to failure because of
the printed face without at alt chanqinp the difficulty of commanding the requisit
the common spelling. It takes as a basis skill and faithfulness in management. Cothe Anglo-American alphabet of forty- operators are not willing to pay the price
two letters, or combinations of letters, for service which their business needs in
each of which denotes an elementary order to succeed: They always stand on
s'lund of the language. There are no the theory that the men who conduct
new letters, but the long vowel sounds are great enterprises get too much for doing
denoted by the marked letters found in the business and the operativs too little.
Webster's dictionary.
An unmarked In course of time, and usually not very
vowel letter always stands for the short long time, their schsme goes down. This
sound. When letters in a printed word is because in the nature of things no hired
are silent-that is, really useless-they are person on a salary of fixed amount will
put ill hair-line type. If a letter is per- all the time keep his wits alive and study
versely used, its true sound is indicated by into the small hours of the night devising
a small type placed below. By these de- ways and means to make money for other
vices the exact pronunciation of wo:rds is people. They propose in their constitumade apparent to the eye, while the spell- tion to take from capital and skill a poring remains unchanged." In this primer tion of the profit that has usually been ac-

corded to them and giv it to labor; but
after thousands of experiments during
forty or more years of good business in
this country there is hardly a single case
of such undoubted success as to warrant
the assertion that demonstration of feasibility has been attained. The combined
skill of all the cooperators in half a century has produced no concern of magnitude. The almost uniform failures seem
to prove that great management must hav
g·reat compensation, and in endeavoring
to get the skill withm~t the pay the cooperators' dream has come to naught."
This magazine is published at $5 a year,
or 50 cents a number.
B. 0. Fenton, of Bundysburg, 0., an
attentiv reader of Freethought literature,
sands us for publication the following
opinion on a certain book:
THE BffiLE ANALYZED.
' 1 Even if nothing worse than wast-ed
mental effort could be laid to the charge of
theology, that alone ought to be sufficient
to banish it from the earth as one of the
worst enemies of mankind" (Lydia M.
.
Child).
"There are no convocations in which
I feel greater interest than in those
striving to free the human mind from theological superstitinns" (Elizabeth C.
Stanton).
"Much dearer be the things which come
through hard distress" (Herbert Spencer).
These words of Mr. Spencer are in the
highest and broadest. sense applicable to
the production of the work under consideration, which was written among the
greatest disadvantages and lack of the
comforts of life ("The harder the conflict
the more glorious the victory," says
Paine), with the exalted hope of its being instrumental in freeing the minds of
many from the thralldom of superstition.
It is a handsomely bound volume of 821
pages, with a fine steel portrait of the
author-who sleeps bene.ath the quiet
stars that wheel in the boundless ocean
of space. Its object is to plainly show the
absurdness of divine inspiration. This is
so plainly done that all who read the work
with superstition's bandages removed
from their eyes cannot help realize the
undeniable fact that the Bible is a jumble
of contradictions and absurdities from
Genesis to Revelation, realizing the fact
that
"Errors like straws upon the surface
flow·
He who 'would search for pearls must dive
below."
He labored to widen the mental horizon
of man. His luminous mind was formed
of love for research, of comprehensiv observation, and of minute attention. The
demoralizing influence of Christianity is
without a parallel in the annals of history. Bronson 0. Keeler in his great
work, "A Short History of the Bible,"
well says: " The Bible did not form the
beliefs, the beliefs formed the Bible."
Let that never be forgotten. It is final,
all in all. The author, Col. John B.
Kelso, was not such a scriptarian or
Bible mythologist as Bishop Colenso,
whose works are turgid, tough, abstruse,
quite the reverse. Hear yc Aristotle:
"He who would be a leader must think as
wise people do, but apeak as common people do." Hume said: "A wise man proportions his belief to the evidence." In
answer to the question why he gave up
ChTistianity the great Danyin sai:1-,: "~t
is not supported by evidence.
This
work will greatly assist those that hav not
already learned that fact to a clearer rea~i
zation of Darwin's words. If Jesus Chr1Bt
ever lived and uttered the words, or any
part of the words, attributed to him in the
New Testament, I desire to know who has
kept those words and handed them do~
to the writers of the four gospels. For It
is a conceded fact that none of the gospels were written for at least eighty years
after he lived, if he ever lived. More
than a generation of years·(seventy) had
elapsed before a pen was raised to preserve what we now hear claimed by some,
desired by others, to be the real utterances and doings, etc., of Jesus Christ.
History is n~arly silent on ~his pe~son.
Notwithstanding that fact, priestcraft has
so thoroughly duped the huiUan race that
millions beheve in contravention to the
wise words of Hume and Darwin as given
above. The author, Mr. Kelso, was a
soldier in the late Rebellion and fought to
sustain the Union. He was also in former
years a Methodist minister. His eyes became opened to the errors of the. claim
that the Bible was inspired, and b_emg a;n
honest man he maintaint>d the views his
reason and conscience said were right,
with such a persistency of zeal ~nd versatility of skill that none can attribute anything but honesty in his aim und purpose.
All Freethinkers of every shade of
thought should own a copy of the hero's
work for sale at THE TRUTH BEEKER
office' at the price of $3.
" Shall those who liv by faith alone,
Whose lives float on in daily crime,
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Shall they by prayer for guilt atone,
And liv beyond the bounds of time?"
He says: "That which is true can bear
any amount of fair investigation." Certai~y, but the divine claim for the Bible
being false, it cannot stand when subjected to an impartial analysis. Therefore priestcraft's claim must and shall inevitably go down. This book is a weapon
in that direction.
BmLE STUDIES: Essays on Phallic Worship and Other Curious Rites and Customs. By J. M. Wheeler. London :
. Progressiv Publishing Co. Cloth; pp.
136; illus.; price, $1.
This is a scholarly and soundly reasoned
book. We recommend its purchase by all
who would read the Bible understandin~ly. It shows how largely phallic worship, or worship of the organs and acts
of generation, prevailed among the ancient
Jews and other peoples. Thus when read
in the lkht of this work many passages in
the Bible otherwise unintelligible, or
purposely_ obscured by shamed orthodox,
become comprehensible. A preface by
the author's friend Mr. G. W. Foote contains the following: "During the sixteen
years of my friend's collaboration with
me in many enterprises for the spread of
Freethought and the destruction of superstition, he has written a vast variety of
articles, all possessing distinctiv merit,
and some extremely valuable.
From
these he and I hav made the following selection. The articles included deal with
the Bible from a special standpoint; the
standpoint of an Evolutionist, who rea,ds
the Jewish scriptures in the light of anthropology, and finds infinit illustrations
in them of the sa.vage origin of religion.
Literary and scientific criticism of the Old
Testament hav their numerous votaries.
Mr. Wheeler's mind is given to a different
study of the older half of the Bible. He
is bent on showing what it really contains;
what religious ideas, rites, and customs
prevailed among the ancient Jews and find
expression in their ;:scriptnres. . . .
Many readers will be astonished at what
Mr. Wheeler tells them. We hav read the
Bible, they will say, and never saw these
things. That is because they read it
without knowledge, or· without attention.
Reading is not done with the eyes only,
but also with the brain; aud the same
sentences will make various impressions,
according as the brain is rich or poor in
facts· and principles." Further aid to an
understanding of what the book is will be
found in a glance over its chapter titles:
Phallic Worship Among the Jews, Circumcision, Moses at the Inn, The Brazen
Serpent, Reli_gion and Magic, Taboos,
Blood Rites, Scapegoats, Trial b;y Ordeal,
Bible Witchcraft, Saul's Spiritualist Seance
at Endor, Sacrifices~.- Passover, The Evolution of Jahveh, .Joshua and the Sun,
Hebrew Prophets, Old Testament Marriage, Song of Solomon, Sacred Seven.
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CONTENTA:

The Moral Sanction, Leslie Stepl:ten; Reverent
Ag_nosticism, Amos Waterv_ The Mother Nature:
A Poem, Gerald Masse:v:_; vogmatism iu Theology, Alfred Momerie; l::lermous ou tile Mount,
Samuel Laing; The C1t:y: of the Dead, W. Stewart
Ross (Saladin)· Ou the Duty of Honesty in Our
Convictions. C. E. Plumptre: Scient.ific iteligwn •
R. Bithell; The Blight of Superstition, Charles
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Clodc!; The DisapJ;>earance of the Nether World,
F. J. u-ould; Religious Ideas: 'fheir Origin and
Development, Frederick Millar!· Signals witb
Mars: A Poeni, G. H. Martin; 1V aterialism a.nd
Idealism Harmonized, ;Luciltn Armstrong.
•
Price, 25 cents.
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Works of Charles Watts.

Gems of ~'Aoug'At.

T H I RD

AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:

Thoreau.

Price, 25 cents.

Secularism : Is It Founded on Reason,
and Is It Sufficient to Meet the Needs
of Mankind~ Debate between t1e Ed·
itorof the Halifax Evening Mail and Charles
Watts. With Prefatory Letters by George Jacob Holyoake and Colonel Ingersoll, and an
Introduction by Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages,
25 cents.
·

A Reply to Father Lambert's "Tactics
of Infidels." 20 cents. Post free.
~hristianity: Its Origin, Nature, and
In1lnence. 32 pages. Price, 15 cents. .
The Horrors of"the French Revolution :
Their Causes. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Secularism : Destrnctiv and Constructiv.
22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.

"Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown to

Be Contradictory and Defective as an Ethical
Guide. 24 pages. Price; 10 cents.

Agnosticism and Christian Theism :
Which Is the More Reasonable Z 24
pages. Price, 10 cents.

Evolution and Special Creation. 10 cents.
Saints and Sinners-WhichZ 24 pages in.
cover. Price, 10 cents.

The Superstition of the C1tristian Sun·
day: A Plea for Liberty and Justice.
26 pages. Price, 10 cents.

The Glory of Unbelief. 22 pages in cover.
Price, 10 cents.

BEING A

IT [the belief in the devil] inspired every
imaginary species of fraud and imposition
on the part of cunning mountebanks, while
it darkened the vision of the less penetrating
multitude, and caused them to sink into
sullen submission to every spiritual autocrat who assumed to overpower and control them.-Henry Frank.
THE ~avage is" certain of those things
that cannot be known. He is acquainted
with origin and destiny, and knows everything except that which is useful. The
civilized man, having outgrown the ignorance, the arrogance, and the provincialism of savagery, abandons the vain search
for final causes, for the nature and origin
of thinga.-In.qersoll.
WHAT constitutes a state?
Not high-raised battlements or labored
mound;
Thick wall, or moated gate;

Ctmparlson of the Old and New Testament l!Iyths and IDracles with thOIIt
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,

No, men, high-minded men;
Men who their duties know,
But know their rig~~~ and knowing dare
maintain.-Sir william Jones.
EvoLUTION is manifest in speech and
human language. The origin of speech
dates Jroi:n the time of the development of
the organs of the throat. Animals hav the
power of communicating ideas to ·each
other, and we can observe the dawnings of
speech in their cries. Our domestic dogs
are descended from wolves and jackals,
and hav learned to bark in four or five distinct tones. In language we find the same
law of Evolution that governs physical
forms. There are rudimentary words and
letters-remains of ancestral forms; variations constantly occur, and a struggle for
existence goes on between words, and also
between various languages. The survival
of the fittest perhaps will be evidenced in
the future universalitv of the English

Hindoo Virgin and Child.

THE DEVIL!

THE sovereign is called a tyrant who
knows no laws but his caprice; who takes
----144
"§.
the proPerty of his subjects; and who
Moral, Theological, Historical, nnd Speculative afterward enlists them to go and take that
Propositions.
of his nei~hbors. We distinguish the
lt'rioo,
15 cents. tyranny of one and that of many. The
tyranny of several, is that of a body which
would invade the rights of other bodies,
AN OUTLINE OF THE
and which would exercise despotism by
favor of laws which it corrupts. Under
what tyranny should" you like best to liv?
Uncler none: but if I must choose, I should
less deteRt the tyranny of a single one than
that of many. A despot always has some
Its eauses al)ci Results.
good moments; an assemblage of despots,
By W. 8; BELL. Papi¥!', !2mo, 25 ct'!. never. If a tyrant does me an injustice, I
can disarm him through his mistress, his
confessor, or his page; but a compR.ny of
tvrants is inaccessible to all seductions.
When they are not unjust they are harsh,
and thev never dispense favors. If I hav
Reply to New York lbser?Jer.
bltt one.despot, I am atliberty to set myself against a wall when I see him pass, to
:Sy :R-. G. ING:e~~(;)LL.
prostrate myself, or to strike my forehead
With "A ROMAN C.A.THOL!O CANARD."
against the ground, according to the cusPrice, 1e cents.
tom of the country, but if there is a company of a hundred tyrants, I am liable to
repeat this ceremony a hundred times a
day, which is very tiresome to those who
hav not supple joints. If I hav a farm in
The passages unfit !iJr family reading.
the neighborhood of one of our lords, I
Paper, ao cent8l cloth, II() cents.
am crushed; if I complain against a relation of the relations of any one of our
lords, I am rnined. How must I act? I
fear that in this world we are reduced to
being either the anvil or the hammer;
happy at least is he who escapes this alBu M. BABOOOK.
10 cents. ternativ.- Voltaire.

fRfNCH RfVOLUTION,

Paine Viiiflicateo

Holy Bible Abridged.

Roaring Lion. on the Track.

CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING.
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

The worship of the "Holy Virgin," the "Queen of Heaven," the "Mother of God," etc., which has become one of
the grand features of Roman Catholicism, was a tenet of
faith for centuries before the virgin now adored was bom.
In India. they have worshiped for ages, Maha Dev£--The
Great Goddess-and have temples erected in honor of her.
Like her Roman counterpart she is the Goddess with a
thousand names. As Devaki, she is the mother ofVishnu
the Preserving god, in the form of Krishna.
"The gods'
invisible to mortal~," say~ the Vish?tU Purana, (p. soz)
"celebrated her praise contmuallyfrom the time that Vishnu
was contained in her person." She is represented in Moor's
Hz"ndu Pantheon, adorned with jewels, and the infant Saviour
at her breast.. BIBLE MYTHS shows that nearly all nations of
antiquity worshipped a Virgin Mother-Goddess.

m

Nature and the Supernatural; or, Belief tongue.-Robt. 0 . .Adams.
and Knowledge. 24 pages. Price, 10
LET us see what view was taken of the
cents.
claim that there is design in nature by the
The American Secular Union; Its Ne- unsophisticated mind of an adept of the
cessity and the Justice of Its Nine De- most Freethinking and most widely difmands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert fused religious system in the world, which
G. Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. is Buddhism. When a Christian missionTheological Presumption : An Open Let- ary said to the late king of Siam, Maha
ter to the Rev. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, N. S.
In ~is letter the following subjects are dealt Moughut, who himself wrote on theology,
with: I. Why Do the Clergy Avoid Debate? 2. that the Most High let fall the rain in
The Position of Agnostidsm Tow:trd Chris- order that men might cultivate their fields,
tianity. 8. Freethought and Men of Science. he answered: "But the rain falls irregu4. The :Difference Between Facts and O)ilinions.
5. Christ and Heroism. 6. Christiamty and larly; in some places there is too much of
Slavery. 16 p!l.gjl_s. Pric~ cents.
it, and in· others too little. A great part
Addres~
THE TRU.nt SEEKER CO.,
of it falls into the sea and on mountain
\l8 Lafayette pl., New York.
ranges.
Sometimes the water carries
away towns, while at other times there is
not even enough to make rice grow. Many
THE EVOLUTION
parts of the earth are utterly barren and
OF
unfitted for the support of human life."
Upon being told that God had created the
earth for man and man's good, he pointed
out that there were hidden reefs on which
ships foundered, and fiery mountains
By HENRY FRANK.
which only brought destruction on man.
Lecturer of the Society of Human Progress.
He spoke of diseases and epidemics, and
hearing that these were intended by God
to punish men for their sins, he replied
Price, 25 cents. Five Copies, $1.
that epidemics were caused by foul and
Addiess THE TRUTH BEEKER.
poisonous air, and that the rich could
escape from the punishment by leaving
the infected places.-Biichner.
'

Self-Contradictions of the Bible.

ED IT I 0 N.

BIBLE MYTHS,

[THE present] Sunday is the fit conclusion of an ill-spent week, and not the
fresh and brave beginning of a new one.-

4fhe Teachings of Secularism Compared
with Orthodox Christianity. 96 pages.

19• 1B92.

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages. Price, $2.50.
Sent

post-paid by the

TRUTH SEEKER.

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT. L K. Washburn's Works.
The Myth of the Great Deln~e.

By

James M. McCann. 15 cents. Ten co\nes, $1. It
is the most complete and overwhe!mmg refutation of the Bible Story of the Deluge that I have
ever read.-B. F. Underwood. To read it is to
be astonished at the possibilities of religious
credulity.-T. B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite oomb has blown the fallacy to atoms.A. B. Bradford. It oug)lt to meet with a very
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.

The Evolution of the Devll.

By Henry

Frank, the independent preacher of New York
city. The most learned, accurate, scientific,
and philosophical analysis of his satanic majesty ever published. The book contains 66
pages, is beautifully bound, with likeness of
author on title-page. Price, 25 cents; five
copies for $1.

Ingersoll's Address before the New York
Unitarian Clnb. The first time in the
history ,,f the world that a Christian association ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture
before them. The lecture is a grand one, and
was received bv the club with continuous aPplause from be ginning to end. The paml'hlet contains 12 pa\l"es, beautifully printed.
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
on Roscoe Conkling• Delivered before
the New York legislatbre May 9,1888. Price, 4
cents.

Dwight L. Moody.

Sunday and the Sabbath.

".A law

re~

lating human conduct on the Sabbll.th is an Impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

a mini•ter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle I"
Price, 10 cent$.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact t
Price, 5 cents.

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

POPES AND TfltJ{l DOINGS.
ACCOUNT OJ'

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
Po.per, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

An interview by Susan

H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 30
cents.

God in the Constitution. By Robert G.
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for$1.

Wb.at Would Follow the Etlacement of
Christianity~ By George Jacob Holyoake. This is a most valuab1e contribution to
Freethought literature. Bound in paper with
good likeness of author. Price, lOcents. Twelve
copies for $1.

Life and Career of Charles Bradlangh.
By George Jacob Holyoll.ke. With good likeness
of Mr. Bradlaugh. Price, 15 cents. Ten copies
for $1.

Wb.at Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.

L. Green, editor of the FreethtnTcer's Magazine.
A good missionary document. Price, 15 cents
per dozen.

Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in
New York city. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for

50 cents.

Standing Up for Jesns; or what the ed-

itor of the FreethinTcers' Magazine thinks of
him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for
50 <W ts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

BIBLE
MORALS.
Twenty Crimes and Vices·
Sanctioned by Scripture.
By J. ]ll. BEHBBUBG. Prioe, 25 oents.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Oivillz&tion and Hebrew No.r·
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
By Vg BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 cents.

Kennedy's
Medical Discover~
Takes hold in this order :

Bowels,
Liver,
Kidneys,
Inside Skin 1
Outside Sk1n,
Driving everything before it that ought to
be out.

You know wh6th6r you need ie or
not.
.
Sold by every drugfdst, o.nd mo.nnfo.ctured byy
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.
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~~: ~:} IDU8lons. By James Sully.

These notices are for the benefit of Liberals who may be visiting the places
wMre these societies are located. Local
Secular Unions and Freethought SoJieties can hav their gatherings advertised here jree by forwarding the necessary informati&n.

Manhattan Liberal Club, N. Y .,
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th st. Lectures and
discussions. The public cordially invited.

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunda,y afternoon at 3 o'clock, at
Liberal Lea.gue HaJ!, 1'17 Halsey st., cor. Market
st Newark, N. J. .t..ectures and discussions on
reilgious and social questions. Seats free a.nd
everybodY welcome.

Brooklyn Philosophical Assoei•
ation
Meets a.t Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and'
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.K. every
Bunda.y. LeotlU'es followed by discussion. Pllttform free. Henry RowlEl_;y, secretary, 108 Cum-.
berland street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2Ci
Meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:30 P.K. for lectures and
free discussions on religiou1 and social questions.
Able speakers interest the a.udience. N.H.-Trnth
Beeker publications always on ha.nd at cheap ra.tes.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,
Meets aemi-monthly\firsi and third Sundays, at
ll P.K., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. :MARIUS HEIGHToN, Bee.

No. 58.} The Origin of Species.} Two Double
No. 59.
By Charles Darwin.
Nos. ·

HUMBOLDT LIBRARY

No. 60. The Childhood of the World.
>Ill
Edward Clodd.

-oF-

No. 61. l\liscellaneous Essays. By Richard A.
Proctor.
.

POPULAR SCIENCE.
No. 1. Light Science for Leisure Hours

A series of familiar essays on astronom:
ic!'l and other Batura! phenomena. By
Richard A. Proctor, F.R.A.S.
No. 2. Forms of Water in Clouds and Rivers
Ice and Glsciers. (19 ill!u3trati<m.s). By
.John Tyndall, F.R.S.

No. 3. Physics and Politics. An application
of the principles of Natural Science to
Political Society. By Walter Bagehot,
author of "The English Constitution."
No. 4. Man's Place in Natnre, (will!. numermu
illustrati<m.s). By Thomas H. Huxley,
F.R.S.
No. 5. Ed uoation, Intellectual, Moral, and
Physical. By Herbert Spencer.
No. .6. Town Geology.
With Appendix on
Coral and Coral Reefs. By Rev. Charles
Kingsley.
No, 7. The Conservation of Energy, (with
numermuillustrati<m.s). By Balfour Stsw·
art, LL.D.
No. 8. The Study of Languages, brought back
to iLs true principles. By C. Marcel.
No. 9. The Data of Ethics. By Hebert Spencer.
No. 10. The Theory of Sound in its Relation
to Music, (numerous illustrati011.8), By
. Prof. Pietro Blssema..
"'
Ne. 11.} The Naturalist on the River Amazons. A record of 11 years of travel.
No. 12.
By Henry Walter Bates, F.L.S. (Nol
No. 13. Mind and Body. The theories oi their
relations. By Alex. Bain, LL.D.

Of Alliance 0., meets th.f) first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:80 A.K. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Investtaator are solicited.
R. G. BmTR, Cor. Bee.

Chicago Secular Union

No.17. Progress: Its Law and Cause. With
other disquisitions. By Herbert Spencer.

Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.IIL, a.t
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Ma.dison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

No. 18. Lessons in Eleotrloity, (sixty illustrati<m.s). By .John Tyndall, F.R.S.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club·
Holds mlletin~s every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave.
raternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates.
he public cordially invited.
·

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at .7..:89 P.K. in Ma.cdonaid's
Hall in Port Ail.geles, Wash. Lectures songs
·and select reading. Discussion invited on
subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE. Cor. Sec.

an

The West End Progressive Lib;.
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, Ca.l., meets semi-monthly~ first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock P.M. at rarr's
Hall. Everybo~ invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA.
Pres.; J. H ..Mc ILLLUIB, Reo. Bee.

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Arm_y Hall,
Main street Walla Walla, Washington. Science
Lectures.-Free DiscusBions.-Ori_ginal and Selected Readings and PoeiUB. A large, valuable
library is a.t the service of members and friends.·
0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

The Boeder Secular Union
Of Roeder Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading and poeiUB. The
lfrea.test freedom accorded to all Our motto,
. Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J, W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CRABLES SHEA, Bee.
'

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at K.irlghts of Labor Hall,
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock A.K. Visiting Liberals invited to attend.
CoL. A. HARms, Pres.
IsAAC 8. LEE, Bee.

Liberal AsHociation of Austin,
Tex.,
Meets every Sunday at 11 A.x....at its hallJ cor.
Cong avenue and 9th street. visiting Lioerals
invited. J .P •. RICIIABDSoN, President; M. ISAAC,
Secretary.
,

The Jacksonville, Fla., Liberal
League
Meets everY Sunday at 2:30 P.K. a.t Knights of
Honor Hall, Bay street. Visitors invited. J. A.
Turner, Pres.; Jas. Douglas, Vice-Pres.; Daniel
Bowen, Bee.

Liberal Club,
Fraternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue, Milwauke~meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
.l. ». SEVERANCE, President.

Philosophical and Social So•
_
ciety,
Monte VistaJ;lal., meet ever]' Sunday at 2 Ji.x. in
their hall ·xne publi.o cordially invited. W. B.
FELT, Bee.

The Ohio Liberal Society,
Of Cincinnati 0., meets ever:\'.Jiunday evening
a.t. 7:80 P.K. in bouglas HalltN· w. cor. of 6th and
Walnut sts. Lectures and discussions. Strangers
from abroad welcomed. ANDREW HoGG, Bee.

Liberal Association of Baltimore
Meets at the Ly~um Hall 1 404 E1111t Baltimore st.,
livery Sunday afternoon a~ 2:80 o'clock.

Cievel.and Secul.ar Union
Meets every Sunday a.t 8 P.M.i in Room l!08 City
Rail; for lectures and free discussion on science,
religion, and social questions. Able SPfl.akers
1Vill interest the a.udienoe•. A. B:m:s, Pres.; J. Bo~. Seo., till Lue street.·
·

No. 62, 'fie Religions of tlte Ancient World.
By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson, Univ. of Ox·
ford. (Double number).
No. 63. Progressive Morality. By Thomas
Fowler, LL.D., President of Corpus
Christi Coli., Orlord.
No. 64. The ·Distribution of Animals and
Plants. By A. Russell Wallace and W.
T. Thiselton Dyer.
No. 65. Conditions ofMental Development:
and other essays. By Wm. Kingdon
Clifford.
No. 66. Technical Education: and other essays.
By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
No. 67. The Black Death. An account of the
Great Pestilence of the lith Ceutury,
By J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
No. 68. Three Essays. By Herbert Spencer.
Special Number.
No. 69. Fetichism: A Contribution to Anthropo·
logy and tile History of Religion. By
Fritz SchultLe, Ph.D. Double number.
No. 70. Essays Speculative and Practical.
By Herbert Spencer.
No. 71. Anthropology. By Daniel Wilson, Ph.
D. With Appendix on Archroology. By
E. B. Tylor, F. R. S.
.
No. 72. The Dan..oing Mania of tlte MiddlE
Ages. By .J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
No. 73. Evolution in History, Language and
Science. Four Addresses delivered at
the London Crystal Palace School of Art,
Science and Literature.

sold separately).

No. 14. The Wonders of the Heavens, (thirtytwoillustrati<m.s). By Camille Flamm arion.
No. 15. Longevity. The means of prolonging
life after middle age. By .John Gardner,
M.D.
No. 16. The Origin of Species. By Thomas H.
Huxley, F.R.S.

Elizur Wright Secular Union

No. 19. Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. By Richard A. Proctor.
No. 20. The Romance of Astronomy. By R.
Kalley Miller, M.A.
No. 21. The Physical Basis of Life, with other
essays. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.

..

No. 22. Seeing and Thinking. By William
Kingdon Clifford, F.R.S.
.•
No. 23. Scientific Sophisms. A review of current theories concerning Atoms, Apes
and :Men. By Samuel Wainwright, D.D.
No. 24. Popular Scientific. Lectures, (illustra..
tea). By P.rof. H. Helmholtz.
No. 25. The Origin of Nations. By Prof. Geo.
Rawlinso~, Oxford University.
No. 26. The Evolutionist at Large. By Grant
Allen.
No. 27. Tile History of Landholding in Eng
land. By Joseph Fisher, F.l't.H.S.
No. 28. Fl_'shion in Deformity, as illustrated
m the customs of Barbarous and Civil·
izeil Races. (numerous illustrati<m.s). By
William Henry Flower, F.R.S.
No. 29. Facts and Fictions of Zoology (nu.
metous illustrations). By Andrew Wilson
Ph.D.
'
No. 30.} The Study of Words.
No. 31.
By Richard Chenevix Trench.
No. 82. Hereditary Traits and other Essays.
By Richard A. Proctor.
No. 83, Vignettes from Nature. By Grant
Allen.
No. 84. The Philesoplty of Style. By Herbert
Spencer.
No. 35. Oriental Religion.•. By .John C&ird
Pres. Univ. Glasgow, and Others.
'
No. 86. Lectures on Evolution, (Illustr¢ed).'
By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
No. 37. Six Lectures. on Light.
,By Prof . .John Tyndall.
No. 88.} tleologioal" Sketches.
No. 89.
Geikie, F.R.S.

(Illustrated!.

By Archibald

No. 40. The Evidence of Organic Evolution.
By Geerge .J. .Romanes, F.R.S.

•

No.4!.· Current Discussions in Science. By
W. M. Williams, F.C.S.
No. 42. History of the Science of Politics.
By Frederick Pollock.
No. 48. Darwin and Humboldt. By Prof.
Huxley, Prof. Agassiz, and others.

44.} The
Dawn of History.
of the British Museum,

No.
No. 45.

By c. F. :<~.aa.ry

'

No. 46. Th':' Diseases of Memory.
By Th.
, Rib?t· Translated from the French by
J. Fttzgerald, M.A.
No. 47. The Childhood of ReUgion.
Edward Clodd, F.R.A.S.

By

By

No. 48. Life in Nature. (IUustrated). By .James
Hinton.
No. (9. The Sun; its Constitution, it<~ Phenomena,
its Condition. By .Judge Nathan T. CarT,
Columbus, Ind.
No. 50,
No. 51.

} Money and the Mechanism of Exchange. By Prof. w. Stanley .Jevons,
. F.R.S.
No. 112. ~.e Diseases of the Will. By Th.
Ribot. ·Translated from the French by
.J. Fitzgerald.
No. 53. Animal Automatism, and other Essays,
By Prof. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.
No. 54. T"ne Birth and Growth of Myth. By
Clodd, F.R.A.S.

,......,.aM

. No. 55. The liloien-.•u" Basis of Morals, and
other Essays. By William Kingdon Cli~
ford, F.R.S.
·

No,
No,
No.
No.
No.

74. }The Descent of Man, and Selection in
75.
Relation to Sex. (Num.e•·ous Illustrations)
76.
By Charles Darwin. Nos. 74, 75, 76 a:re
77.
sing'-' No<.; No. 77. is a double No.
78. Historical Sketch of the Distribution of Land in England. By \Vii·
liam Lloyd Birkbeck, M.A.

The Bible-What Is IU 25c.
Studies in Theology. lOo.
• tiberalism.
5c.
(!!)

NATHANifL VAUGHANi
Prie•t ;u').d Mal')..

A NOVEL.
By FREDERIKA. MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.
An independent and respectable study of char•.
aoter in the law of circumRtance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . • . A more vigorous
:;1,res.enpm~nt 9ftJ;lemischievous nature of modern
yhnst1amty,m 1ts most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.

No. 79. Scientific Aspect of •orne Familiar
Things. By W. M. Williams.
No. 80. Charles Darwin. His Life and Work'
By Grant Allen. (Double number).
No. 81. The Mystery of Matter, and tile
Philosophy of Ignorance. Two Es·
says by .J, Allanson Picton.

1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'IRE TRUTH SEEKER.

No. 82. lllusions of the Senses: and other Es
says. By Richard A. Proctor.
No. 83. Profit-Sharing Between Capital and
Labor. Six Essays. By Sedley Taylor,

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.

M.A.

No. 84. Studies of Animated Nature, Four
Essays on Natural History. By W, S.
Dalla.s, F.L.S.
No. 85. The Essential Nature of Religion.
By .J. AllsnsoJ>. Picton.
No. 86. The llnseen Untverse, and the Philoso
PI?-Y of the Pure Sciences. By Prof. Wm,
Kingdon Clifford, F.R.S.
No. 87. The Morphine Habit. By Dr. B~Ball,
. of the Paris Faculty of Medicine.
No. 88. Science and Crime and other Essays.
By Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E.
No. 89. The Genesis of Science. By Herbert
Spencer.
No. 90. Notes on Earthquakes: with Fourteen
Miscellsneous Essays. By Richard A.
Proctor.
No. 91. The Rise of Universities. By S. S·
Laurie, LL.D. (Double number).
No. 92. The Formation of Vegetable Mould
througlt the Action of Earth
Worms. By Charles Darwin, LL.D.
F.R.S. (Double number).
No. 93. Scientific Methods of Capital Punishment. By J. Mount Bleyer, M.D.
(Spec1al number).
No. 94. TJte Factors of Organic Evolution.
By Herbert l?pencer.
No. 95. The Diseases of Personality. By Th
·Ribot. Translated from the French b;
.J. Fitzgerald, M.A.
No. 96. A Half-Century of Science. By Prof.
Thomas H. Huxley, and Grant Allen.
No. 97. The Pleasures of Life. By Sir .John
Lubbock, Bart.
No. 98. Cosmic Emotion: Also the Teachings of Science. By Williarn Kingdon
Clifford. (Special number.).
•
No. 99. Nature Stndieo, .~Sy Prof. F. R. Eaton
Lowe; Dr. Robert Brown, F.L.S.; Geo.
G. Chisholm, F.R.G.S., and .James Dal·
Iss, F.L.S.
No. 100. Science and Poetry, with other Essays. By Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E.
No. 101. 2Esthetios; Dreams and Association
of Ideas. By .Jas. Sully and Geo.
Croom Robertson.
No. 102. Ultimate Finance; A True Theory
;;{,!':,-operation. By William Nelson
No. 103. The Coming Slavery; The Sins of
Legislators; The Great Political
Superstition. By Herbert Spencer.
No. 104. Tropical Africa. By Henry Drum·
mond, F.R.S.
No. 105. Freedom in Science and Teaching.
By Ernst Haeckel, of the University of
Jena. With a Prefatory Note by Prof.
Huxley.
No. 106. Force and Energy. A Theory of
Dynamics. By Grant Allen.
No. 107. Ultimate Finance. A True Theory
B~ealth.
By William Nelson
No. 108. EngUsh, Past and l'resent. Part. I.
By -Richard Chenevix Trench, (Double
number).
No. 109. Encllsh, Past and Present. Part IL
By Richard Chenevix Trench. «;
No. 110. The Story of Creation. A Plain Account of Evolution.
Ry Edward
Clodd. (Double number).

.Single -numbers 15 cents; double numl-ers 80 cents in paper. In cloth, 75 cents. Where two
!lPllbl~ nTil!lbera P>fC bound tol{etberwith cloth cove.[!!, $1.W·
L·"
"Dl
·
41l4feall 'l'mil 'l'~V'l'~ SJ!ll'JQJR, ~ ,..a;v-ett~ + •1\Qtl, New York,

THE BEST!
:THE

Perfected\ new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, cola, and position, beautiful double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; guaranteed
a perfect timer. Pri_ce, ~n silverine dust- proof
cases, $!~i 8-ounce com silver, $22; 4-ounce, $28
In best n.ued gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $2£;
hinged ca.se, $28 to $30; huntin~g- 1 $81 to if!35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. N10kel works, $2
more.
Relflllar Grade _ll.Dlerican Watches.~ilvenne ca~e, 7 je'Yels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
Jewels:i:i $9; d1tto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. n finer cases. add as above.
Ladies' ADlerican Gold Watches.-All
latest st.yles. in plush ca~es; best filled, 7 jewels
$14; 11 Jewels, $15.50; 15 Jewels, $20; 14 carat solid
g9ld, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more
. All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
m order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundries.-Lower grade nickel watches $5
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor: $2:
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.30!J.· table spoons;
$.3.60, knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; a for $6. Bolin
silyer spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souve~lr spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50 $2 to $8.
I'he Colonel Ingerso'n.-Tea, $2 50 ·orange
$2.75; sugar, $3;__gilt bowls, 50 cents m~re: Extr~
hea.vy teas, $3. Etched :
.

"The Time to be Hap1YIJ is :Now,"

50 cents extra.
'I'he To~ch of Reason ~adge, solid gold
euameleq m .5 colors, small pms, $2, $2.75, and
$3.50. W1th diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
11!10, $15, $20, $30.
DiaJDondsi 20 per cent. below market prlce
Send for price ists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, practs, etc., free. All goods PrePaid (exC!JPt kmves and forkR) and cash refunded at optwn. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.

W.AT:e~

OF< LIF<:e

Is Doing Wonders in Clll'ing the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. M South Main street, Wilkesbara, Pa..

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for books within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va.

A BOOK FOR-MEN.

Bent sealed to any address for 10 cents, treating
on that health-destroying and life-consuming
weakness of men as the result of youthful errors
and excesses. The book sets forth an IN"FID"EL
CURE which iP a medi<'inE> t.Q b6 applied externally dhe only rem"nY of ~ne .ll:ma 1n existeiWe).
You will feel improved the !;lrst day, benefiied
every day, until all signs of Early Decay, Weaknesses1 Lost Manhood\..etc. hare fully restored.
Address,
D~. RuB'T P. FELLO~
VinelaJI.d. N.J•
AJ).d SP' :VO!l S&W tb.is in 'l'JPI TaoQ li!KD1QI.
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!~ew!!.~t~;.~~~~!.~!~!~rr~ Superstition in All Ages.
formers. The Biographies of three hun-

dred of the most distinguished teachers and
philosophers (who were not Christians)i from
the time of Menu to the present. By D.l\ . Bennett. 1,075. pages, Svo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

A LIBERAL 81:. OR Y.

Creed of Christendom.

of

Pr

Price

.25

'leuts.

Prtoe.

1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink.
ilrs' Almanac,1891....... ..... •. ..... .. ...
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Ga.rdener... . ...... .•.... ...... .•...•••..•. .•
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... . . . . . . .
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett..................................
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck........
6. Victor Hugo's Oraticm on Voltaire:-.......
7. The Orisis......... •• • • . .. • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . .
8. Sabbath Breaking..........................
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams............
10. The Strike of a. Sex. Geo. N. Miller.....
11. My Religious ExlJerience. B. P. Putnam.
12. The Higher Criticism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Long_shore. •. . . . . . . . . . . .
18. Infidel Death-beds. <t. W. Foote........
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. lliust'd.
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener.......................................
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg.......
18. Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk.... . •
19. Pocket Thaologv. Voltaire..............
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener.......................................
21. History of Religion. E. E. Evans.......

·

25

50
25

25
20

10
40
25
25
25
25

50
25

40
10
10
25

50
25

c e r, 50

Oomvlete in 1 voL, 12mo, S99Pv., 11.50.

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.

Pocket Theology.

. Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the year. Bingle copies of eaoh
book sent upon recmpt of price.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."

BY hoi'. F. W. NEWYIIAN•

13 per annum.

BOOKS ISSUED.

Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure,
By W. R. GREG.

Including The Age of Reason, Examination of
Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of Llandaff, Let- ~~With
ters to Mr. Erskine, Essay on Dreame, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of l'aine,
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, · Photo!!"r&lJh of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
$4.50.
America's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
Analysis of Religions Belief. An ex- champion at home, may be had at this office for
amination of the Creeds, Bites, and Sacred fifty cents.
writings of the World. By Viscount Amber ley,
son of the late Lord Jolin Russell1 twice Premier of England. Complete from the London
CHEAP EDITION.
edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.
The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth
Seeker Library." If a.ll are ordered together and
sent b¥ express hone dollar will be deducted from
the pnce of eac .

Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.

Issued Monthly.

Subscription price,

/Ia. d. Pa•

50

20

By VOLTAIRE.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.

Price, 25 cen ta.

8y 'MBS •• E. J BALL.

THE TRUTH SEEKER LIBBABY.
No.

The Clergyman's Victims.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full ac-

the reality of ilivine revelation. Decidedly the
most thorough and exhaustive work on the
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1.115 pages, Svo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gjlt edges, $5.50.

Price, cloth, 50 cents.

By REv. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Address this office.
Price, 15 cents.

sketches of prominent Christians. A companion book to" The World's· S!!ges," etc. By D. M.
Bennett. 8vo, 1,119 pages. Morocco, gilt edges.

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into

A SUMMARY OJ!'
ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.

The Champions of the Church; TIIeir
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical

count of all the f:Ods the nations of the earth
have worshiped, mcluding Jehovah, Satan, the
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chrish Virgin Mary1 and the
Bible. 835 pages, 8vo. vol. IT descrioes fully
all religious systems of the world, including
Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity;
the latter occupying 372_pag~s. being fully gone
into. 919 pages. By D. M. Bennett. Written in prison at Albany. In clot.h, $3 per volume, or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.

:aY JB.AN .M.:e.SLIB:R,

A

19.. 1892.

Ten~e,

witty, and sarcastic d3finitions of thPo
1oaico.l termo. Pri""· l1li centOJ.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.

Brain and the .Bible:

By John B. Kelso, A.DI.
12mo, cloth, $1.00.

Conflict Between Mental Science and TheologJ
By EDGAB

c. BEALL.

Preface ·-.,y R. G. INGERSOLL.
Price, $1.

Unanswerable.

ING~RSOLL'S

WORKS

ONLY AUTHORIZED BDITION!l

Travels in Faith. Advancement of Science.
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.

Being the story of his ment&l journey from
orthocioxy to Rationalism.
Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
• ~~"""" 'l'1nll TRTJ'I'Jl BEEKER

By Prof. John Tyndall.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

When this petition is filled address it to the Freethought Federation of America, 345 West Randolph street,
Chicago, Ill. For blanks for further use send request to same address.

--------------------------------------Petition to Congress to Open the Gates of the -world-'s
Columbian Exposition on Sundavs.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States, in Congress Assembled:
We, the undersigned, citizens of the United States, do hereby respectfully pray and memorialize your Honorable
Body to repeal that portion of the Act entitled "An Act to aid in carrying out the Act of Congress, approved April
25, 1890, entitled 'An Act to provide for celebrating the four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America by
the holding of an International Exposition in the City of Chicago "'-approved August 5, 1892, which reads as
follows: "That it is hereby declared that all appropriations herein made for, or pertaining to the World's Columbian
Exposition, are made upon the condition that the said Exposition shall not be opened to the public on the first day of
the week, commonly called Sunday; and if the said appropriations be accepted by the corporation of the State of
Illinois, known as the World's Columbian Exposition, upon that condition, it shall be, and it is hereby, made the duty
of the World's Columbian Commission, created by the Act of Congress of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
ninety, to make such rules or modifications of the rules of said corporation as shall require the closing of the
Exposition on the said first day of the week, commonly called Sunday."
Also, to repeal that portion of the Act entitled, "An Act making appropriations for the sundry civil expenses of
the Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, and for other purposes "-approved August 5, 1892, which
reads as follows :
"And it is hereby declared that all appropriations herein made for, or pertaining to the World's Columbian
Exposition, are made upon the condition that the Baid Exposition shall not be opened to the public on the first day of
the week, commonly called Sunday; and if the said appropriations be accepted by the corporation of the State of
Dlinois, known as the World's Columbian Exposition, upon that condition, it shall be, and it is hereby, made the duty
of the World's Columbian Commission, created by Act of Congress of April twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
ninety, to make such rules or modifications of the rules of said corporation as shall require the closing of the
Exposition on the said first day of the week, commonly called Sunday."
We ask the repeal of these portions of these laws for the following reasons:
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
resort when no moral amusements are available.
3. ·As a matter of justice also to the people of Chicago, who have given of their means to make the Fair possible,
tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday ; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors
to the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands.
4. For the public good: The opening of th~ F~ir on Sunday ~ be for the bene!it not only of Chicago, but of
the. whole country. The nghts of no one are mfrmged, the happmess of no one disturbed. Those who wish to
attend can do so ; · those who do not can otherwise spend the day.· This is a solely humanitarian question, a question
of human relations and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you ought to decide is that of the
public welfare.
5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
receipts.
.
6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the
tendency would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble
and varied in its pleasure~ and instructions, the more difficult it will be to change its character, the less danger there
is that employers will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toil. With choice of
Sunday occupation restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the average workingman would choose to keep
on laboring.
7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but. the keepers of immoral places, while it
will benefit the Fair itself, the people of Chicago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity, individual education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country.

Name.

Zown.

State.

l7incipal Works: Gods and Other Lect;.

ures ; Ghosts and Other Lectures ; Some Mistakes of lVIoses ; Interviews on Talmage; What
lVIust We Do to Be Saved? Bla•uhemy; Crimes
Against Criminals. 1141 pages. In one vol., half
calf, $5.

Prose Poems and Selections. From his
Writings and Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
calf, $4.50; half mor., $5; turkey mor., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The
Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper 'j()c. ; cloth, $1.

GhOsts and Other Lectures. fucluding

Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child; The Declaration of Independence; About Farming in
Illinois; Speech Nominating Ja:mes G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet ; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke; The Past Rises
Before Me Like a Dream; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper,liOo. ; cloth, $1.

Some .Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some

Mistakes of Moses· Free Schools• The Politician•; lVIan and 'Woman; The Pentateuch;
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He
Made the Rtars Also, Friday, Saturday, Let Us
lVIake Man~Sunday, The Necessity for a Good
Memory, The Garden, The Fall. Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Heore";'s,
The Plagues, The Fli~ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery, Marriage, War, Religious Lib·
erty; Conclusion. Paper, 50c.; cloth, $1.

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter-

views with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons
by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage of Brookl_yn, to
which is added A Talmagian Catechism. Paper.
50c.; plain cloth, $1.25; do. gilt tops extra, $UiO.

Blasphemy. Argument byR. G. Ingersoll
in tne Tnal of C. B. Reynolds, at Mornstown,
N.J• ., Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50o.
.

What Must We Do to Be Saved 7 Analyzes

the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Lukhe,
and John, and devotes a chapter each to t e
Catholic~ Episcopalians, Methodists, Presbhy·
terians, .lliVangelical Alliance, and answers t e
question of the Christians as to what he proposes instead of Christianity, the religion of
, sword and flame. Paper, 250.

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

the New York Observer's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution.._ by R. G. Inge~
soll;..to.gether with A Roman uatholic Canar •
by vv. H. Burr. Paper, 15c.

Limitations of Toleration. A Discussion

between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. FredeWric ~·
Coudert, and Ex-Govern"" Stewart L. oo ford. Paper, 10o.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, 10c.
Civil Rights Speech. With Speech of
Hon. Freaerick Douglass. Paper,10o.

.

•t

Opening Speech to the Jury: In the sm

of the 13. &; M. Tel. Co. va, W. 'U. Tel. Co .• 1886l'aper, 10 cents.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
Btl M. BABOOOK. l'rice. 115 otl.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform..
Vol. 19. No.48. {PUBLISHED WEE.KLt.} New York, Saturday,

~ovember 26, 1892. {2s L.AFA.IETTE PL.} $3.00

Per Year.

THE EMIGRANT QUESTION.-GATHERING SCUM FOR AMERICAN CHURCHES.

MY RELIGIOUS EXPE- HISTORY OFTHE BIBLE.
I
I RIfNCf
llEING

I

By S. p, Putnam,

Being the stqno- of his relij;rious life and mental
Orillilp'¥eyings. Written in his happiest and most
ant way, and is the best of iill his splendid
WQrks • Price, 25 cents. Address ·
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

t

rorce al'\d t\atter;
V:·J

oa,
Principles of the Natural
Order of the Uni~
v.erse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY PRoFEssoR LUDWIG BUCHNEB, M.D.
.Jvi./TENTS:
Fo:nre arid Matter,
The Fitness Of Things in
immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immortality_of Forc'3, Man,
,!i!.finity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Valne of Matter,
Thou!fht,
·
Motion,
ConsciOusness,
Form,
Seat of the Soi:tl,
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas).
Laws,
The Idea of t.:tod,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
1\iC'rality,
Original Generation,
Conclud:fng Observ&·
tiona.
·
SecUlar Generation,
Price, $1.150. Address THE TRUTH BEEltl!l.a

Essay on Miracles.
1
'

B11 D.A VID HUMJJJ,

lllioe.

•

•

•

•

10 .....

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.
By BBONSON D. KEELER.

CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
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true accounts of the ;passing away of the
folloWing persons, thus refutmg the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
LordAmberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Fra.ncois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord BYI:on, Richard Carlisle,
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Etienne Dolet, Georg!) Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta GS.ribaldi1 Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Gro~e, Helvetins, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austm Holyoake, Victor H]):_go,
Hume, Littr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier1
Jameil Mill, John Stuart Mill, Mirabean, Bohen;
Owen...,.Thomaa Paine, Courtlan_ dt Palmer,.Babelais, winwood Baade, Madame Boland, t.:teor_ge
Sand, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza, Straus~ John
Tolan~ Va.nim, Voln~U:. Voltaire, James watson,
John wa.tts, Thomu Woolston.
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and Mount Vernon,"" Washington's BnleR of Civility." etc.
To Which Is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cobbett
No real biography of Paine has ever appeared
The so-called Lives of Paine have been mainl)
the controversial work of pamphleteers, turninll
chiefly on his religious heresies. Paine was in
his fifty-eighth year before he published any
thing concerning religion, and before that time
he had acted an im129rtant part in revolutionary
movements in the United States, England, and
France. But in the religious conflict initiated
by him, his political services and military career
hav been but inadequately considered. A .certain
historical ostracism has buried in the archives
of various countries a large mass of documents
containing records of paramount interest and
importance. Mr. Conway has _personally searcheu
such records, in Europe and America, and has
obtained from these fresh light, not only on
Paine, but on various e·,,inent figures in American and European history with whom he was
associated. A large amount ef unpublished corre_spondence h&s been included in the volumes
Mr. Conway says in his Preface: "In the laborious work of searching out the real Paine I hav
found a !feneral appreciation of its importance
and it Will be seen in the following p11.ges that
generous assistance has been rendered by Eng.
lish clergymen, by official persons in Enrope and
America, by pers<'nB of all beliefs and no beliefs
In no instance have I been impeded by any preju.
dice, religious or _political. The curators of
archives, private collectors, owners of important
documents bearing on the subject, have welcomed my effort to bring the truth to light."
Two vols., royal oot., gilt top, portraits, $5.
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bringing him where stand all genuin reasoners are so much as apparent, or seeming. That to
who hav given the matter adequate attention.
which suggestions of design are apparent is not
You seem to us, dear sir, to hav fallen into error unsophisticated reason, but a compound of egoin the following way. In the first part of our tistic feeling with reason, the latter long perverted
" Design " article we· temporarily conceded a cer- by the theological atmosphere. Our human egotism
FOUNDED BY Do lll. BENNETT.
tain Chri:otian claim to be true, for the purpose of has ever been a weak victim of the temptation to
showing
that even if it were so it would not serve consider mari's welfare the chief end of some symE. M. MAcDONALD, - - - - - Editor and Manager.
Christians'
purposes, as it would necessitate an pathizing creator, and hence has influenced the
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YOBK.
infinit series of designers. In the latter part of intellect into believing in such a creator. Our egoNOVEMBER 26, 1892. our article we retracted that concession and pro- tism has always desired to see in nature's doings a
SATURDAY,
nounced the claim baseless. You hav given that purpose to sustain and comfort man-to see an aim
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Christian claim lodgment in your mind, but chanced at man's benefit in the fruiting of the plant and
Single subscription, in advance ................................ 83 00 to overlook its confutation. We will reproduce the usableness of the beast-and hence has seduced
One subscription two years, in advance ..•.• : •..•....••........ ::> 00
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One subscription with one new subscriber, m one remittance. ::> 00 first, the claim; read thus: "We find a watch and human spirit has ever revolted at viewing itself as
One subscripUon with two new subscribers, in one remittance ........................................................ ')' 00 we say: So curious and wonderful a thing must the child of harsh and unsolicitous earth to which
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remithav had a maker. We find the watchmaker and we it must finally return, and hence has persuaded
tance .•..•............. , ... .-................................. 8 :tO
say : So curious and wonderful a thing as man itself that it is the offspring of a loving Great
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittance ....................................................... .-1.0 oo must hav had a maker.
It is the wonder Soul who assuredly will not permit it to perish.
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
of the thing that . . . suggests the necessity of a
To the thorough Christian there are many results
remittance.
creator." The confutation, or denial, read thus: of design not merely apparent but unchallengeable;
Money should be sent by Express Company's "The fact that any object is constituted in a highly to the inquirer like yourself who has nearly reached
Money Order, Postal Order, Draft on New York, or complicated manner does not tend to prove . that the end of the path of knowledge there seem to
by Registered Letter, Address Communications and it was designed. The reason why we believe on linger some apparent, seeming, possible, or quasi
make Drajts, Checks, Post-Office and Express Money finding a watch that it was designed is not, as has results of design ; to one who has paid yet more
Orders payable to
.
E. M. MACDONALD.
been commonly held, its complication and co- attention to the matter there are not even ·apparent
28 Lafayette place, New York.
adaptation. The reason why we believe it had a ones.
You continue:
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our designer is solely that we hav had a previous ex"The finder [of the watch] says, 'There must hav been
readers if they -w-ill send us the na10e and address of perience of such mechanisms being designed by
a designer;' and no one disputes a proposition so ramen."
any Freethinker -w-ho is not a regular subscriber.
Thus, the fact that a thing is curious, or wonder- tiona!."
ful,
or highly complicated, or co-adapted, does not
If you mean, as we believe you do, that the finder
The Design Argument.
suggest
the
necessity
of
a
designer.
The
reason
should
infer a designer because the watch is com"CoNCORDIA, K.AN.
that
many
think
so
is,
they
hav
been
taught
thus
plex,
curious,
co-adapted, exhibits a subserviency of
"To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In the
last previous issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER, September by ecclesiastics. These persons hav always chosen numerous means to one end, we "dispute the propo24th, the following old chestnut is alluded to: 'All the whatever is complicated, or mysterious, to be cited sition" and declare it not "rational." Pretty much
works of nature indicate design; hence there must hav as instances of God's operations. They chose this everything fu the universe is as complex as a watch
been a designer; hence:._a.od.' The Editor amplifies
upon the time-worn argument anq does it full justice. class of objects because the real and natural cause when looked on from certain viewpoints. Many
Now, I beg to say that I am not one of the Jewish-God- was in these cases di:fficu1t of comprehension or un- vegetable growths and other objects are as curious
believers-not a God-believer at all, perhaps. Oft in my discovered. Hence they had an opportunity to as a watch and yet hav never suggested deyouthful days I hav tried to allure my Christian opponent assign as the cause a fictitious being crested by sign. The watch's parts being co-adapted does not
into this cause-and-effect argument to spring· that unan- their own imagination. Their object was to draw tend in. the least to show de3ign ; everything in
swerable query: 'Well, then, this God is a most magnificent effect-please explain the moving cause of his exist- fees for the exercise of their pretended influence the universe is co-adapted to everything else.
ence.' But after forty that argument became unsatis- over this pretended causer. Where knowledge And everything exhibits a subserviency to one end of
factory. Can we account for all the phenomena of nature, ends God begins. Many classes of phenomena that means numerous beyond the conception of the
and. the many apparent results of design (at least) on the once seemed complicate.d and obscure beyond hu- human intellect; the poise of a grain of sand on an
hypotheses of adaPtation and evolution? It may be that
man comprehension hav been explained and simpli- ant-hill in your dooryard is the result of an inconwe can-yet I doubt it.
'' The Editor alludes to the old, old story of the watch fied. As each of these classes has been explained ceivable number of past events, and of the simulta.found ticking in the road (made old because we hav all ecclesiastics hav withdrawn their claim that there neous operation on it of the gravitativ force of
listened to it from the pulpit many times). The finder was divine authorship of that one class, but hav every other grain on the earth, to say nothing of
says, 'There.must hav been a designer'-and no one still insisted on divine authorship of each as yet other forces; to the production of the exquisit
disputes a proposition so rational; the designer found, he
adds: 'And this grand and complex being, this watch- unexplained class. Astronomy, meteorology, and pattern of a crystal there go many more minutely
maker, must hav had a maker.' 'Yes, the maker is God.' disease hav successivly passed out of the nice arrangements than to the construction of a
'Well, who designed God?' The suppressed premia of region of mystery and hence of divine authorehip watch.
the enthymeme is patent and need not be repeated. My or superintendence. Eclipses and comets, lightThis custom of saying that we credit a watch
criticism (rather my difficulty) can be expressed briefly. nings and drouths, small-pox and cholera, hav with a designer because it is "wonderful," or
The inference is that, since having found God as. the
·ultimate architect. leaves the difficulty where we found it, ceased to evidence a designer or superintender. "complex," etc., is due to those unsuppressible
we may as well cancel that discovery also, since the new Now, biology, the science of life, and psychology, fallacy-mongers the theologians. When a person
cause is also an equally unaccountable effect. My diffi- the science of mind, are daily being developed in incautiously accepts this proposition he is started
culty is as follows: Where then shall we rest in the in· the same manner, and if the workings of life and on a wrong path that will lead him ma.ny a sad
quir}? If we stop at man, why do so? Why not stop at
mile astray.
Sorry are the tangles and scrapes
the watch, and ooy it is a mere adaptation of springs and mind seem to you so complex, or exceptionally co- in
which this start will involve seekers. It sends the
wheels-possibly a mere gradual evolution from some tiny adapted, or singular in ~tny way, that they must hav
crystal? When, however, one calls attention to there- originated otherwise than· from the operation of Christian along till he finds himself passing his unsu:lt of this fine complexity of mechanism, why may I not the simple elementary forces of the universe, then created God, when he abandons his straightforward
course and scurries. off across-lots till he has reached
be content to say, 'But, my dear sir, if this thing had a
designer, thenthe designer had one,' etc., and where shall we recommen d you to 1ook up the 1ate progress
·we stop? .No, no, let us be content to say, 'This ma- made in bringing them under natural law, and you that irresistibly seductiv individual; while forthchine. is the result of circumstances and has no maker.' will fi~d a call for a designer no longer. Darwin, · right reasoners like yourself are soon brought up
May it not be wiser to say, 'This watch must hav had a Spencer, Haeckel, Bain, Mill, and Buchner will aghast at such an undertaking as making a greeting, and paying such respects as even a decent
·designer; the maker must havhad-a. designer-and some- meet the purpose.
where the intelligence must be eternal?'-for, can we concivility requires, to an infinit succession of gods.
You say:
ceive of the origin of intelligence? Can we conceive of
The solution of the difficulty is here : The finder
its utter annihilation? If No to these, then we havmate''Can we account for all the phenomena of nature, and of a watch infers a designer not because it is
rial from which to formulate a very fair kind of a God.
the many apparent results of design (at least), on the "complex," etc., but because he has had experience
"B. R. ANDERSON."
hypotheses of adaptation and evolution? . . . I
of constructions very similar and always found them
·
Answering .the inquiry of so acute and alert a doubt it."
Our answer is, we can. In fact, there are no to hav been made by designers. To this may be
thinker is less a task than a pleasure. Another
11>ddecl the ancillary consideration, that he knows
ilanc~ or two at the subject will hl!>rdly fail of suggesti~RS 9f 4~!!J[Pl that, to the eye of reaaon,

Enterea a' the Post-Otllce at New Yorl:, N. Y., as Beoooll-cZas• MaU
Matter.
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of a purpose, viz., the registry of time, which would
motiv certain designers, men, to the making of such
an instrument. If this finder- be a person of ordinary information who has known of watches he
has then known other individuals of the very species
to which the watch belongs, and need make a leap
of inference but very slight. Ifhehas never heard of
watches but has had experience of other man-made
apparatuses he knows, though not the very same class,
or species, at least a class near enough, the genus
of human apparatuses in general, and need make a
leap of inference but little _longer. In this latter
case he recognizes in the watch metals and glass of
a quality which he has experienced only in the
works of men, and numeral characters which he
has experienced only in such works; and in addition he perceives the capacity of the instrument for
measuring time, a function which he knows would
naturally be desired and attempted to be secured
by men.
But a person who had had no experience of
human apparatuses, and metals and glass, and numerals, and of the measurement of time, would not
find in a watch evidences of an intelligent designer;
and with this flat denial we will leave the shades of
Butler and Paley to tussle.
"My difficulty is as follows: Where then shall we rest
in the inquiry?"
After affirming that the watch had a designer,
viz., man.
"If we stop at man, why do so?"
Because, while we know of classes of ·designed
objects bearing an analogy to the watch, and
therefore may draw the induction that the watch
was designed also, we know of no classes of designed objects bearing an analogy to man.
We will try still another form of presentation.
Experience has justified us in affirming thatAll instruments made of tempered metals and
refined glass, bearing notation, and measuring time,
were designed ;
. Now, this watch is made of tempered metals and
refined glass, bears notation, and measures time;
Hence, this watch was designed.
Now, you, Mr. Anderson, perhaps were on the
point of saying:
The capacity to use design is always conferred
by another designer ;
· A part of this watchmaker consists of the capacity to use design;
Hence, a part of this watchmaker is ·conferred
by another designer.
Here the major premia is an assumption, without· sanction from experience. It even involves
the supposition of a previously unheard-of factor;
viz., a designer of the intelligence of the human
race. It is a canon of logic not to attribute an effect to an agent specially conceived for the purpose
till the effect has unsuccessfully been attributsd in
turn to each " agent or agency already known to
exist, and seen to be sufficient to ac~ount for the
effect if its presence be admitted." How wide of
the mark, then, to attribute the production of
mind to a being conjured up for the purpose,
whose existence we hav never had any reason to
suspect-whom intuition, history, revelation, all
fail to disclose-rather than ascribe it to those
agents which we do know to exist, the elements or
forces of nature.
We will go yet farther and say that evolutionary
history proves man's faculty of design, with all his
• other· ment.al functions, to hav grown out of the
substances and forces of the natural universe.
"May it not be wiser to say, . . . intelligence
must be etei:nal?--for, can we conceive of the origin of
intelligence? Can we conceive of its utter annihilation?
If·No to these, then we hav material from which to
formulate a very fair kind of a God."
.
We should say that "No to these" would afford
grounds for supposing the eternal existence, if of
anything; then of a nondescript- something, but
hardly of a "very fair kind of a God." This is what
it would afford grounds for at the most, while much
more probably-but we will show that we, at least,
are not without a faculty of design, by sapiently
shunning an entrance, after already filling one
page -with this article, upon an argument ori the
Impossibility of the Inconceivable.

To the Friends of The Truth Seeker.
You are hereby appealed to on behalf of ~his
paper. We find ori taking charge of the "business
end" of THE TRUTH SEEKER that there are many
outstanding financial obligations whi~h need to be
canceled at once. We owe a good deal of money
to paper manufacturers, printers, and so forth, and
it troubles us.
We find also that there are many subscribers in
arrears, and while that wouldn't trouble us if our
bank account were fat, it does seriously incommode
us at present. We beg to ask them to send what
is due as soon as they possibly can. Two or three
dollars is not much to each one, but the aggregate
is a large sum, and we need it.
We also hope that every reader will take an interest in increasing the circulation of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and for that purpose we make a liberal
offer in an advertisement on the second page of this
issue. And we again call attention to the handsome premium offers of books sent in connection
with subscriptions. Ths paper ought to hav a much
greater circulation, as nothing helps the Liberal
cause along more than good reading which can be
handed around the neighborhood. We shall endeavor to make THE TRUTH SEEKER worthy of all
efforts in its behalf, and we hope thereby to increase the influence of Freethought, and make
mental liberty in 'this country something less like
a dream than it is at present.

·Some Handsome Premiums.
To induce new subscriptions and- prompt renewals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and a cloth-bound copy of" Bible Myths"
($2.50)~

For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and ''The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and a copy of '' Old Teste.ment Stories Comically lllustrated "in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER "one
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically
Illustrated" in board covers ($1).
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceedingly low price._ Old and new subscribers can avail
themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our present
readers will call the attention of their friends to
the values offered.
Our readers will be glad, to know that Prof.
Felix L. Oswald has agreed to furnish regular contributions for these columns. He will write concerning Science and Progress-short notes with
humorous comments, showing how far behind the
age the church has lagged. Professor Oswald has
published a great many books on hygiene and
travel, and is a regular contributor to the Popular

Science Monthly, International Review, North
American Review, the For111n, and Lippincott's
]J.[agazine. His "Bible of Nature" was written for
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and we also publish " The
Secret of the East," one of the liveliest attacks
Buddhistic asceticism, under the name of Christianity, ever sustained. Dr. Oswald is as epigrammatic
as Emerson, as spicy as 1\.fontaigne, as caustic as
Heine, and one of the most uncompromising Freethinkers in the country.
The Seattle .Post-Intelligencer reports: "The
Washington Secular Union, through its secretary,
C. B. Reynolds, a noted Freethinker, has sent to
this city confidential circulars asking votes for F.
T. Read. and Mr. Teat, Populist candidates for
supreme judge and attorney-general respectivly,
stating as a reason that they are avowed Freethink-

ers. This circular also advises members of the
organization to vote for Thomas Carroll, Democratic candidate for Congress, because of the
pledges he has made to the organizati<!n. . These
'circulars are manifolded on letterheads of the Union
and signed by Reynolds by order of the Washington Secular Union executiv committee, and in
addition to these recommendations instructions are
given voters to vote against any amendment to the
constitution." That seems to be doing on our side
about what the Catholics and Protestants are doing
on their side ; and, under the circumstances, considering the avowed purpose of the church folks in
Washington to repeal the constitutional provisions
under which the Bible is excluded froll!- the public
schools, seems to hav been about the righif thirig
to do.
The Freethinkers of France and Spain must still
bear the civic disabilities which the Christians hav
always attached to independence of thought. Recently at the assize court, Rheims, M. Vernouille,
member of a Freethought League, was fined five
hundred francs for refusing to take the oath as a
juryman in consequence of his non-belief in God.
At the evening sitting he was again called upon,
and again refused, and this time was fined one
thousand francs.
And the recent Freethought
congress at Madrid was .closed by order of the
government. M. le Lubez, who attended the congress as a delegate, writes to the National Reformer
that the :first two sessions of the congress were well
attended, and that the speeches were earnest and
able. Then he says: "The third seance was equally
a most brilliant one, but even more. full. But it
was our last there. The government sent written
notice that no further meeting should take place.
On the 15th I went to the bureau of the Conseil
!'organization, where I called each day, and was informed that at 12 noon that council would appear
at the door of the theater to protest. I went there
and found members who apologized to the delegates, who, they said, must be shocked at such a
reception-doors closed. I said: 'We are much
pleased with the reception which we hav received
from the Spanish people and from the delegates,
who hav spoken to us in fraternal terms worthy of
Freethinkers. As to ·the government, it has behaved as master, and fitly so (il a agi en ma'itre, et
bien agi). Vive le roi.' Being questioned, I said
that those who would hav a king should obey him.
The protests in the Liberal press were numerous.
I said I would· not protest against the laws of a
country not mine."
Vermont has a Sunday law upon her statute
books which can be drawn tighter than a mis~r's
purse-strings or through which a coach and four
can be driven, . according to the opinions of the
judge before whom an alleged offender may be
brought. It reads thus:
"Any person who between 12 o'clock Saturday night
and sunset on the following Sunday exercises any bnsi"
ness or employment except such only a.s works of
necessity and charity, or is present at a.ny public a.s•
sembly except such as is held for social and religions
worship and moral instruction, or travels, except from
necessity or charity, or visits from house to house, except from motivs of humanity or charity, or for moral il:r
religious edification, or holds or resorts to any ball or
dance, or uses or exercises any game, sport or play, or
resorts to any tavern, inn, or house of entertainment for
amusement or recreation, shall be fined not more than
two dollars."
An amendment to be brought before the next
legislature is to raise the fine to twenty dollars,
which will make the indefinitness of the statute
worse. A Liberal judge would rule most acts to be
of necessity, charity, or humanity, while a Vermont
Puritan would force everyone to go to church or stay
rigidly in the house. It is this leaving definitions
to the judges which makes these restrictiv acts
peculiarly infamous.
~------~.---~----

we hav a few sample page a of " The Freethink•
er's Pictorial Text-Book" which we will send to,
anyone who desires it. This book is now in the
fourth thousand, ap.d a new edition is on the press.
Sent promptly on receipt of $2 for board-covered
copies; ,$2.50 in cloth with gold side stamp. .'!Old
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Testament Stories Comically Illustrated" has been
in print but a few months, but the book-binders are
working on the third thousand. Each of these
. books is of the convincing order, because Christians ~annat get around the facts and arguments it
contains, supported as they are by pictures which
tell the story even to him who will not read. If
those of our friends who possess these books will
show them to their Liberal friends and mention
the large discount made on them when ordered
with THE TRu;H SEEKER for a year we think they
will hav no difficulty in getting a new subscriber.

th~ freight, and we go at freight speed, but not at
freight rates. It costs nearly ten cents a mile for
transportation.
I leave Reno early on Tuesday morning and by
way of Carson and Mound Station strike the
narrow-gage for Inyo. From Mound Station a
'":onderfully mountainous country is seen on every
s1de. Among the mountains and over broad plains
we take our way. The engin puffs leisurely along
and we stop an hour or so at each station, but
fortunately the stations are far apart in this thinly
inhabited land,, where the sage-brush triumphantly
reigns and the wild Indian still roves bedecked
with brilliant colors. It is election day and the
immense commotion throughout the republic only
givs oc:!asional signs along our arid journey. The
polling booth is sometimes at the depot; and no
beer can be· had for love or money to cool the
thirsty lip. I ~ann_ot vote-!l'n~ c~ld wat~r is the
only beverage m sight. This IS disfranchisement
in a double sense. There is not much sovereignty
·
m
spena·1ng e1ec t"10n d ay among b arren hill.s
and plains and still wate~. It is a lovely day,
however. The atmosphere 1s perfectly enchanting.
It shines like liquid gold .. and flows and streams
away over the vast sceneries as if Cleopatra's jewel
were melting in the radiance. The sky is like a
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"Gospel Swamp " is no more. I shall bav much
to say about Bishop and the friends I meet here, in
my next letter. It is one of the liveliest points on
the route.
Thursday morning, with John E. Jones, Jr., I
travel to Round valley. This valley is about five
miles long and from two to three miles wide. It
lies snugly at the foot of the mighty Sierras. Mt.
Tom, thirteen thousand feet high, towers over it in
majestic 8plendor, crowned with eternal s:r;tows.
For hundreds and hundreds of miles away roll the
enormous mountains to San Bernardino. In their
bosom are vast lakes, natural reservoirs-eight
thousand and ten thousand feet above the level of
the sea-and from these through springs in the
Attention is called to th~ list of Saladin's works
rocky clefts three beautiful rivulets flow into Round
(W. Stewart Ross's) advertised on page 760, a large
valley, while into Long valley, Owen's valley, etc,
consignment of which we hav just received from·
dash other perpetual streams from the chambers of
these everlasting hills.
England. Saladin is one of the most brilliant and
· Round Valley is one of the prettiest places in
sharpest writers in the Freethought ranks We
· t·
d
"G
d
dhi
B.
k,
California,
and to-day in the golden sunshine at the
can consmen 1ous1y recommen
o an
s oo ,,
home of John E. Jones it presen's a glittering
"'W_oman : Her. Glo~, Her Shame, and ,Her God,
scene of loveliness and grandeur. The house is
"D1d Jesus Chnst R1se From the Dead! "The Conbuilt on an elevation and from it the whole valley
fessional," and" Christianity and the Slave Trade," as
can be seen with its farmhouses, its groves, its
being books that every Freethinker can study and
:fidas, its wandering herds of cattle, flocks of sheep,
and bands of horses quietly feeding in the shining
use with advantage in his controversies with
pastures. It is like a picture of Arcadia, this gem
church-members. The others are of a more general ~~~:~~tl:~~;·pe~r:~m:~~-~:~~i:!:~· ~~~ ?n~ of a valley beneath the cloudless blue. Resplendent
literary character but each bears evidence that its joy the solitude and beautiful pictures as they with luminous cliffs and masses of snow, the mountauthor is a man of great genius wholly free from mingle in the vast extent, an.d. care not how indo- ains on every side lift their jeweled walls fromten
Christian superstition. It will please us greatly to lently the iron horse thunders forward. In the to thirteen thousand feet in hight. Here il!!
circulate them widely in this country.
afternoon we trail alongside an immense sheet:of nature's wildness, and human comfort and repose.
water, spread at the foot of the mountains. It is The whistle of the locomotivis never heard, nor the
Wealsocallattention to the advertisement of books named Lake Walker. It is thirty miles in extent. click of the telegraph. I could not get farther
for the holidays on page 766 of this paper. There Not a ripple is seen upon its surface. It is like away from the hum and clash of civilization and yet
glass. I understand the Indians own this lake, and more enjoy its delightful calm and leisure. While
are many beautiful things connected with the
the white man cannot fish in its placid depths, I look upon elevations where the foot of man has
pagan festival in celebration of the returning sun, which is something of an aggravation to those who never trod, where nature reigns in undisturbed
which the Christians hav adapted to their own use love the sport. In the evening about 8 o'clock we serenity and magnificence, near around me are
and called Christmas, .chief of which is the kindly roll into Bellville, a railroad town, with not enough books and pictures, art and culture, and the glory
·
remembrance of friends with presents, and nothing voters, however, to make a precinct-not ten voters;--- of Freethinking hUDianity.
My friend John E. Jones, 'Sr., now seventy years
can be more appropriate for such presents than and those who exercise the right of franchise hav
to go to Soda Springs, twelve miles away. . We of age, came here twenty-eight years ago. It was a
books which instruct as well as. please the eye: A get occasional telegraph dispatches .as to the re- wild col:mtry then. The Indians roamed over it
list of such works is what we hav made for the sult of the national election. I hear that Clevelari.d and claimed dominion. For three months Jones
"guidance of our readers.
has carried New York, New Jersey, Indiana,· a~d had not a particle of bread or meat or potatoes to
lllinois, and up to date I do not know whet}ier eat. He was obliged to liv on pine nuts and tasThe new Sunday laws in Gennany went partly these reports are true or not or who is elected boose. Tasboose is a kind of grass nut, or root.
into effect on July 1st, and do not appear to be president, but I feel that the country is safe whitt- The pine nuts are found on the. pine trees. These
ever happens, and if Cleveland goes in, there is one constituted the main food of the Indians at that
giving satisfaction. Their intention was to reduce sublime consolation, Wanamaker goes out. ~It time. In spite of all these difficulties and sufferthe hours of labor on Sunday to a minimum and .to looks as if a mighty political revolution has swept ings Jones remained in the valley until the period
secure a larger .church attendance of working peo- over the country. What it means I cannot really of prosperity came, and won a home where there is
ple, but the church authorities in Berlin are aheady tell. I hope it is for a diminution of church beauty and plenty. By his own energy he has
admitting that the laws hav not increased the num- power in politics. It looks somewhat that way. from small and rude beginnings built one of the
ber of Sunday worshipers, though they hav the It must be admitted by those who hav studied t)le best flour mills in the county. He has the latest
situation that the party in power by ita representa- improved machinery, with twenty-seven horse-power
numbl')r of Sunday tipplers.
tivs has been to a certain extent for ecclesiasti~al from the mountain stream which plunges by his
legislation.
I hope for something better in view of home, with thirty-seven feet fall. The Cambrian
The Leaflet advocating the Sunday opening of
these tremendous changes. We are break4J.g mills produce as fine a quality of flour as any in
the World's Fair ought to be scattered by the away from the old moorings, and the people are the country.
thousands. In December or January we shaH send in the process . of education. There never was a
Jones was formerly a Mormon missionary, inthem to Congressmen and to others who may be better time for Liberalism to assert its powers, .to tensely in earnest, thoronghly believing in the gosin:tluenced by argument. We need money to do fling its flag upon the political field. This is a pel of the Latter Day Saints, and traveling thouthis, and those who can afford to aid are requested noble opportunity for a~itation and enlightenment. sands of miles for the sake of winning converts to
to .do so. The price of the Leaflets is 25 cents per Parties' ties are sundered. There will be new for- the chur•ch and filling its treasury. In 1857 he
mations, new issues, new questions, a grander came from Wales to this eountry, and was in Utah
dozen,; $1.50 per hundred. Anyone who will qis- opening for progress.
for several years. When he experienced the inside
tributEl :five hundred or a thousand can obtain them
Wednesday morning I leave Bellville. Slowly we of Monnonism he did not like it and became a
at sp~cial rates.
climb and wind our way among the White mount- rebel. He was with the Morrisites in Weber valley
--------~~-------ains, which stretch to Mexico. It is a delightful and a cannon ball plowed its way between his legs,
Mrs: L. D. White, since ·the resignation of Lois journey, for splendid prospects open on every hand, but he escaped unhurt, while many were killed in
Waisbrooker in September, and during the im- constantly changing. The railroad twists and that short but terrific slaughter. From 1\ionnonprisonment of Moses Hannan, is acting as manager turns like the folds of a serpent. At one place the ism he passed into Libe~lism, and for years he has
tracks are only seventy feet apart and yet it is a been one of the most earnest and generous supand editor of Lucifer.
mile from one point to the other by rail. Mount porters of our cause, and through his efforts and
The Investigator calls Chauncey Depew "New Montgomery towers near by, thirteen thousand feet detennination I hav made this campaign in Inyo
York's foremost orator." Our Yankee friends high. From the bosom of the hills we creep into county, which promises to be so successful. I
the broad valley extending between the White lectured last evening in the schoolhouse at Round
ought to know by this time that Colonel Ingersoll
mountains and the Sierras. In the early afternoon Valley, and it was crowded to its utmost capacity.
livs in this town.
I arrive at Bishop. This is a town of about five hun- This is the first time Freethought has been given
dred· inhabitants, the largest in In yo county. It from the platfmm, and I must confess that I am
is in Owen's Valley. A fine agricultural county is surprised at the enthusiasm with ":hich it is reabout it. Bishop is six miles from the railroad. ceived. The :fires hav been smoldenng for a long
It was ,formerly called ".Gospel Swamp," from the time. New they blaze forth. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
Round Valley, Nov. 10, 1892.
fact that it was suppoii!ed that the churches had a
News and Notes.
kind of monopoly. The Methodists hav built an
. I.am in such a remote part of the world that I academy, and about two months ago there was a
A Good Memory.
must begin to write my "News and Notes" in sea- conference and Bishop Vincent was present, and as
F1'om the Ironclaa Age.
son, or I shall get left as I did at Golden Pond, no Freethought lecturer was ever jn this country,
Mr. E. M~ Macdonald is now the business manager of
and the readers .of THE TRUTH SEEKER will not know the clergy appeared to be in the swim. The BapTHE TRUTH SEEKER. Mr. Macdonald has very ably
my.whereabouts. The mails are rather uncertain tists hav also a church at Bishop. However, judg- edited this Freethought paper since the death of its
when one is off the line of railroads, and even the . ing by the reception I hav had so far, the Liberals f01mder, D. M. Bennett, and _there is no ~oubt t~at he
.. railroads are slow, for the trains run only three are in the :majority. I lectured in Spencer's Hall will prove equally; successful m the execution of his new
·~imes a week in this coUn.try. .It is a roundabout on Wednesday evening. It was nearly full, and duties, or rather 'his old ones, for if memory serves us
he was business manager for a number of year11
· journey from Reno, Nev., to Inyo county, Cal. my address, "The Demands of Liberalism," was right
prior to Mr. Bennett's death.
• . Bishop is 225 miles from Reno and Round Valley received with great approval. I hav found nois 16 miles from Bishop. It takes two . days to go where more enthusiastic supporters than here. I
Please renew your subscription and obtain ~
from Reno to Bishop. There is no .regular pas- lecture again on Friday and Sunday next and look
Jilen:ger train. The :passenger is simply attached to for crowded houses. Freethought ~ triUDiphant. other subscriber.
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endeavor in the mean time to make Rochdale more
of a heaveR than it was at present. (Applause.)
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS : When a man begins to Proceeding to giv his audience some idea of .the
plow his :field it is only the commencement of a church he sought to establish, Mr. Stead remarked
big work. The plowing, sowing, and a multitude that if they were going to hav a church that was to
of other performances hav to be gone through be- be a reality, they would hav to establish it wMre it
fore the harvest is reaped, but at harvest time the could be found when it was wanted. He thought
fruit of all the labor comes merrily with a hop, that a church whose representativs could not be
skip, and a jump, and all at once. It looks almost found by a postman was not a church that could
as though that is the program of Freethought be of great use to them. Where was there in all
work. We hav sown in sorrow, watching for the har- Rochdale a man who stood for the organized or unvest, and hoping almost against hope that our organized Christianity of the town-a man who, as
labor would be rewarded with success. Who does the mayor answered for all things municipal, could
not know tl!.e bitter disappointments the leaders of answer for all spiritual and altruistic work? He
our movement hav had to experience~ Beaten on reminded them that in order to carry out their simall sides by the purveyors of superstition, they hav ple, ordinary, every-day secular work of laying their
stuck to their guns whilst the faint-hearted hav drains, removing manure, supplying them with gas
said tho.t their labor was all in vain. Those who and other things, they needed a common center,
should hav joined in the struggle hav stood aloof and they also needed a man in the person of their
when trouble loomed in the distance. Others, less mayor who was responsible for seeing that that
cowardly, marched onward against the skirmishers work was properly carried out. But had they such
but remembered other engagements when they
a center for their religious work ! Or had they
discovered themselvs in force. A noble few were
some one to stand for them as the mayor stood for
stanch to their principles and fought all along the the town ! If they had in Rochdale they were
line, working with one hand £ t their daily toil and
wielding a sword in the other. ·rhanks to thi., more highly favored than those in other towns.
Some might say that the vicar of the parish was
self-denying few, Christianity bids fair to st.ccumb;
the natural person for such a position. In that
and its preparations to yield do not come from one
case let them hav the vicar, and let them ask the
side or two, but from all sides.
vicar to undertake the responsibility that lay upon
Anl how do they come! Well, in England it is
the church of Rochdale. But the vicar would be the
in this wise. The church ha.> hitherto po~ed as the
first to tell them that he had his own church and
doer of all crarity. Hospita1s, asylums, and
his own parish to look after, and that the burden
benevolent societies hav all been the offspring of
that great mother. If you would only believe of looking after the whole town would be too much
the priests and upholderS of the superstiti:m, not a for his shoulders. The collectiv evils of the town
good thing in the whole world but we hav to could only be met by the collectiv efforts of the
thimk the church for giving it to u >. One can whole Christian people, using that term to include
easily see what a strong wall this argument was to Atheists, who did. Christ's work now and again.
bJtter against. The thoughtl(ss, seeiog the clergy As an illustration, Mr. Stead remarked that there
so much mixed up in things, thought they were was no drain in the most miserable part of the
justified in their boasting; whilst the pooL' Secular- town but if stopped for twenty-four hours would
ist who disputed the point was yelled at as a put in motion the representativs of that part of the
maniac and hissed as an opponent to the well-being town, and they in turn had the power to use the
of the people. All that prejudice corud do was whole of the executiv forces of the administration
of the town, and even go to the extent of laying a
done in support d the powers ecclesiastical.
if th&t was needed, to get the drain unstopped.
rate,
Somehow or other, our views of the story are beBut
when
they had a drain stopped in· the moral
gmning to gain ground. 'l'he seed, sown so paand
spiritual
world there was no person to whom
tiently during the spring-time of our movement, lias
they
could
appeal
in the name of all organized
long shown evidence of life, and here and there
:fields of promising _corn hav dotted the country; efforts in the town. They ought to bring the same
bub where we least looked for it, corn has been common s·ense to bear ·on those great problems of
sown by other hands resultin<_5 in a rich harvest of carrying out their great altruistic work as they did
precious corn. Even now, Mr. Stead, of Pall Mall o:ri questions affecting municipal government. It
Gazette fame, is stumping the country endeavoring was only by collectiv action that they could hope
to secularize the institutions already referred to to be as successful with their spiritual work as they
above. The stanch supporter of the Salvation were with their secular undertakings. The mayor,
Army and of his holiness the pope of Rome is thus backed up by the law, represented "thou must,"
standing godfather to the Secularists._ 'lhe key- but a church, such as he proposed, which would
not3 of his new mission is a Civic church, the de- not depend on law but on conscience and common
tails of which scheme, as expounded in Rochdale, I sense, would represent "thou ought." (Hear,
hear.) The way he proposed they should begin
am about to giv you.
was that those who were in favor of such a church
Mr. Stead commenced an earnest and ab times being established, and were willing to assist it by
vigorous speech by remarking that the mayor had every means in their power, should send in their
not quite apprehended the message he wished t:) de- names, and afterward meet together to discuss the
liver that day. The spirit of the remarks was all lines on which they should carry out their object.
right, but he wished it to be distinctly understood For instance, there were in Rochdale certain
that he did not in the least limit his :field to Chns- agencies at work for the public .good. Fir~:~t and
tian men or Christian women. If they wished to foremost these agencies included the churches and
get Christ's work done in Rochdale they would hav chapels of the town, then came the municipal adto be a great deal more particular about the willing- ministration-the town council, the school board,
ness of the people that would help them than in the board of guardians, the members of which were
troubling themselvs as to whether those people giving time and labor in endeavoring to make hu·were connected with any denomination. And man life safe and existence tolerable in the towntherefore he did not appeal to those who were and then their great cooperativ and friendly societies
labeled Christians particularly, bat to everyon , and kindred institutions, all of whicb. might form
whether Atheist, Agnostic, or whatQver he might call amongst them what he should like to call "the
himself, who was willing to assist in doing Christ's representativ council of the civic church of Roch· work, but might not, perhaps, call it that.
dale." He did not think they would call it that,
What was aimed at, was that there should be a for in most towns they would call it anything but
church of Rochdale as clear and de:finit as there that. At Glasgow, a federalized association of that.
was a municipality of Rochdale, and that church charactlr, which formed about the most hopeful
should include amongst its members those who and promising experiment of the kind in the United
were willing to sacrifice more time, take more Kingdom, was called the Association for Improving
trouble, and spend more money if need be than the Condition of the People ; while others, as at
they had hitherto done to save their fellow-men. It Brighton, were called civic centers. Personally,
was immaterial whether it was through their mu- he should like, for the sake of historic and tradinicipality, their school boar~ their board of guard- tional continuity, to retain the word" church," but
ians, theJr cooperativ societies, or through any they might call the center what they liked. The
other institution that they sought· to do the work chairman of the federation would practically be the
required, so long as there was time and trouble taken civic bishop of the church.
in order to help somebod.y else. And when they did
As a matter of fact the whole idea of a "church"
that, and when they were willing to labor hard to has been tabooed by the reverend and other worpromote something in which they had no personal thies who attended the subsequent meeting. True,
gain, they would hav a right to reckon on those a society on these lines has. been formed. The
persons ·as members of the living church in the mayor has taken his place at the head; committees
town of Rochdale. (Applause.) He did not ask on various social questions hav been nominated;
them to join together in order that by helping and religious questions hav been excluded; and the
working for the object in view they would be satis- clergy hav had to climb down to take their place
fying themselvs that they would be saved in the amongst Atheists and heretics, admitting that Chrisnext world; he. asked them to leave that an open tianity has not been able to grasp the difficulties of
question-for the Lord would how his own-and modern life and seeking the improvement of
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society by purely secular views administered by a
purely secular body.
.
Mr. Stead is now one of the most famous religious ·
cranks of the day in England and Rochdale is a very
important town in the North of England. We
Secularists· are naturally elated that the clergy
should thus be brought to their knees and made to
acknowledge that their fetich religion has had its
day.
Yours fraternally,
Sur STANDRING.

Priest and Dupe.
Some years ago a member of Congress commenced
his maiden speech with the declaration that mankind is composed of two unequal classes-viz., the
humbuggers and the humbugged. It would be as
true and more specific to say that mankind is composed mainly of priests and. their dupes.
To say" the priest is the most usE> less thing on
earth " does not cover the case ; for he is the greatest evil on earth. All nations from time immemOrial hav been affiicted by his presence and pretensions. He is a natural product of ignorance and
credulity. In the most primitiv society, if some
one of more acute sight can see farther than others,
or with more sensitiv ear can sooner announce approaching · danger, or can discover the cause
and remedy of some fellow's stomach-ache, he
is at once made a medicin man or priest to propitiate unfriendly spirits. This medicin man may
really fancy that he has some influence with unseen forces, and therefore feel a responsibility.
The sense of responsibility induces dreams and
visions of and about spirit realms which he relates
from time to time to the credulous barbarians. He
gradually gains confidence and credence, and is
soon found holding familiar converse with some
great unseen spirit and receiving from it divine instructions.
But the revelations and commands made by different gods to prophets and priests at difterent
times and different places differ widely, in fact, disagree materially, in respect to things both seen and
unseen. The sunny god Qf the, Chinese, the abstract god of the Hindoo, and the dignified god of
the Greek, present striking contrasts to the cruel
God of the Jew and Christian, and the nearly-asbad god of the Mohammedan. These gods differ
in character as do the different races of mankind.
Each god is believed by its devotees to be an
almighty, an<l yet is despised by the devotees of all
others.
But though the gods differ, the. priest, from the
rising of the sun to the going down thereof
throughout all generations, is the same characteran almost universal human parasite riding his dupes
with spook spurs. And he claims this action to be
his divine right and duty.
Sometimes the functions of priest and chief are
combined in one person ; but when they are separate the chief or king is gener~ly subordinate to
the priest ; for the priest assumes and is.believed
to possess influence with supernatural powers to
send weal or woe. In ancient Egypt the priest
could and did cause a king to kill Jlimself to avert
something worse from the gods. The Bible givs
numerous instances of kings being dethroned .by or
playing second :fiddle to the priest. And since our
gospel of peace was revealed, the priest has been
generally superior to king when the functions are
not united as they now are in England, Russia,
China, etc. In 1077 Pope Gregory VII. excommunicated Henry IV., emperor of Germany, and
kept him standing· barefoot for three days and
nights outside the papal gates begging pardon.
A year or two ago a contention arose between the
king of Si~ and the Shinto high priest. . .The devotees sided with the priest, the king was banished,
and the priest took his place. And there is not a
monarch on earth to-day who could successfully
cope with the pope of Rome for supremacy~ These
facts go to show that superstitious people hav less
fear of visible than of imaginary, invisible powers.
That barbarians should reverence priest and
fetich seems natural enough; th!.'t educated folks
in this comparativly free land should remain subject to priest and charm is astonishing to one who
uses reason ; for facts and common sense tell them
that the prayers of all the priests on. earth combined never brought needed rain or averted a
deluge.
The priest is an obstacle to human improvement.
So long as he can make his dupes believe that their
God sends wars and plagues among men, ·they will
not do much to prevent them. So long as they believe human deformities to be the work of an overruling providence they will not know the true
causes. So long as they believe their days .to be
numbered, they will not learn why it is that even
here in the front rank of Christendom a majority
die young if not in infancy.
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The priest is expensiv and he is very numerous.
It is safe to say that in the United States alone he
numbers fully one hundred thousand.
Taking
$1000 as the average salary or income, we find the
sn~g annual sum of $100,000,000, exclusiv . of
presents' at entertainments, marriages, baptisms,
etc., and privilege of kissing brides, mothers, and
babies. And the dupes provide it all.
Without building roads, digging canals, or tanning hides, the priest gets good living. In Mosaic
times he had not ·only the best roasting pieces of
the fat lambs and veals, while only the poorer parts
were wasted on the altar, but he bagged the pelts
also (Lev. vii, 8).
.
.A.ll the way down through the centuries of ignorance, superstition, and misery the priest is represented as being in a kind of stall-fed condition.
Onr own historian Abbott, in his "History of the
· French Revolution,'' says that "at that time ninetenths of the peasant farmer's produce were exacted
by church and state." The peasants rebelledkilled somebody-and the priest has howled about
it ever since. Scott, in one of his novels, describes
a friar priest in time of BCRJ?city as having s~creted
in a wood preserve a larder well stocked wxth ale
and venisoJ... And during the present great famin
in Russia, where many thousands are perishing
from hunger, no intimation is given that any priest
is Josing flesh.
.
Noticing one day, in a market on upper Eighth
avenue, two order-baskets filled with turkeys,
chickens, and prime roasts," Good godfrey," I in~
quired, "where is all that a-going T" · ''To the Paulist
fathers," was the whispered reply. On the following Sunday the Paulists' dupes were instructed to
contribute to the fund for local missions.
As one on emerging from a lonely wood in which
the howl of a wolf has been heard breathes freer, so
will the dupe breathe more freely when he gets rid
of the parasitic priest with his spook spurs.
L. G. REED.

Kill the Bible by Ridicule.

and became a devil, and with the help of a snake
outwitted God and got all the human race away
from him and got them doomed to an endless hell.
They tell us that after God had finished his work
here on earth he looked upon it and pronounced it
very good, but in a little time he found man so imperfect that it repented God that he had made him,
and grieved him to the heart This shows that the
Bible God is only a man-made myth, for if he had
been a perfect being he would hav made a perfect
angel and a perfect man.
But enough for the ·present.
J. HACKER.
Vineland, N. J., Oct. 21, 1892.

The Clergy :Might Well Take It to Themselvs.
lt is related that in the canton of Berne, in
Switzarland, it had been customary, from time immemorial, to keep a bear at the public expense, and
the p::10ple had been taught to believe that if they
had not a bear they should all be undone. It happened some years ago that the bear tnen in being
was taken sick and died too suddenly to hav his
place immediately supplied with another: During
the interregnum the peopl9 discovered that the
corn grew and the vintage. flourished, and the sun
and moon continued to rise and set, and everything
went on as before, and taking courage from the
circumstances, they resolved not to keep any more
bears, for, said they, " a bear's a veiy voracious,
expensiv ani nal, and we were obliged to pull out his
claws lest he 'hould hurt the citizens."
The story of the bear of Berne· was related. in
some of the French newspapers at the time of the
flight of Louis XVI., and the application of it to
monarchy c:>uld not be niistaken in France ; but it
seems that •he aristocracy of Berne applied it to
themselvs, and hav since prohibited the reading of
Fr9ncti newspapers (Paine's Rights of Man, Part ii,
note).

Positivism in France.
From. the Popular. Science Monthly.

Most of our readers are probably aware that the
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : A
few weeks ago you published an ~ticle from a name "Positivism" was given by the French philoscorrespondent who disapproved of your Bible pict- opher, Aug1.1ste Comte, to a system of thought and
ures on the ground that ridicule was not .a life which he professed to hav founded on the unproper means to use. I ask the liberty to express mistakable teachings of science. According to his
view, the world had passed through the stages
a different opinion.
I believe that ridicule is as good·and proper in of intellectual childhood (theology) and adolescence
its place as the most candid argument, and hav (metaphysics,) and had entered upon its maturity,
never yet seen any other book that was open to or de- the distinguishing mark of which would be the acserved one-half as much ridicule as the Bible. It ceptance and systematic application of duly verified
is a man-made book; no god had· anything to do scientific truth. That Comtewas a powerful thinker,
with its inspiration, and most of it was written by with an altogether singular faculty for generalization, no one has ever been disposed to deny;
·very ignorant men.
Take for example the story that God brought and, although the scientific world in general has
the animals he had made to Adam to see what he stood.aloof from his system of thought as something
would call them; There were Adam and Eve but too finished and definitiv, and therefore too restrictwo days old ; had never had a mother; had never tiv, for such an em of intellectual growth and exheard a word spoken by human lips, and as far as pansion as the present, it has watched, not without
language was concerned could only grunt like a sympathy, the efforts of his avowed followers to uphold the claims of science to a controling voice in
couple of young pigs:
Think of an all-wise being bringing animals to human affairs, and to promote the higher intellectbe named to a man who could not speak a single ual and moral life of society by means of popular
lectures ·of a superior character. ·On· the other
word.
Laugh and grow fat
hand, Positivism has earned the hatred of the eccleWhene'er you read that,
siastical foes of modern thought by the absoluteness of its rejection of their claims and pretensions.
And m·ake other people laugh, too;
It is, therefore, an event of no ordinary importance
And perhaps yon may shame
Some
priest-ridden
·
· F ranee, th e man
And
teach·
her to think,dame
"Is it true?"
that the 1ead er of p os1"t"lVIsm
m
When she reads that old hUllabaloo,
whom Auguste Comte designated as his successor,
should hav been selected by the minister of public
That awful old hnllil.baloo.
I hav shamed scores of people out of the Bible, instruction to fill the newly created chair of the
and out of the church, by ridiculing the ridiculous general history of the sciences at the College de
passages of that old book,_ and am do~g the_ same France, the most distinguished educational institunow. I hav sold nine cop1es of your B1ble PICture tion in the country. The chair was created, it is
Book and should hav sold more if I had been able generally understood, with the express intention of
to· travel about the city. In selling it I recom- offering it to M. Lafitte; and when the appointmend it as the best book we hav, because it is kill- ment was made it was greeted with almost unaniing off the Bible, which ·is the worst book pub- mous approval by the press. Ecclesiastical journals,
lished.
like the Univers, of course objected, and the
There are thousands of people who can be ridi- minister of public instruction had to answer some
culed and shamed out of the~ errors when they interpellations in the legislature; but, on the whole,
could not be reasoned or argued out of them, the government had every reason to congratulate
therefore I say to you, go on with your pictures itself on the effect produced on the public inind.
and kill off the Bible as fast as you. can. . That Some of the comments of the Paris press are
book has done more harm in the world than all .indeed. very striking, showing a freedom in the ex.other books ever published. Eight words of the presaion of opinion to which in this country or in
Bible "Thou ahalt not auffer a witch to liv," England the public is scarcely accustomed. "In
caused seventy thousand honest old women and in- these days of mystical reaction," says one paper
nocent young girls to be hanged or burnt.as witches ·(La Justice), "it was a very suitable thing to take
when there never was a Witch on earth. The Bible strong ground for the Positiv and scientific spirit,
has caused some millions of the best people of and to proclaim in clear and lofty tones the one
their time to be put to death _by the n;tost excruciat- true religion, that which exalts the claims of humaning tortures men could dev1se. It 1s a m;an-made ity and of social dJlty." In defending his appoint.book written by ignorant men. Ec.ch wrxter gave ment in the senate, the minister of public instruc.. the Bible and its God a patch ofhis own character, tion, after 'dwelling upon the intellectual qualifi.caand their Godis a. very imperfect being... Tb,ey tell tiona of his nominee, paid the following tribute to
us he m~{Je an. a~ gel in heaven, but m.·~ li. ~ttl~ while. .his character: "Truly, if there is among us a
that angel rebelled a.i:ld was cast out mto the eil.rth modest man; a simple man, a man who has never
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courted notoriety, and who has reached his seventieth year without ever having asked anything of his
country, it is M. Lafitte ; and, for that reason this
modest and conscientious scholar, this savant,
whose whole life has been devoted to disinterested
study, a,ppeared to us to present the moral as well
as the intellectual characteristics necessary for the
high dignity of a professor in the College de
France." Again, speaking of Positivism as a system, he observed: "This Positivist doctrin, that
people talk about and that some execrate, is an extremely tolerant doctrin; you may say that tolerance lies at its very base. Its absolute rule is to
proceed by means of observation and experiment;
to limit its conClusions and affirmations to what is
revealed by these special scientific methods ;
and as regards what lies beyond verification, to
treat with respect every belief and every hypothesis.
Positivism is, therefore, from, the philosophical
point of view what the unsectarian, or lay state is
from the political point of view ; and I did not,
therefore, think that M. Lafitte's profession of this
doctrin should alarm or disturb men's consciences
in this country, or prevent me from nt>minating him
to a chair of which he was worthy."
These are notable words to hav been spoken by
a responsible minister in a country in which not
long ago ecclesiasticism was so powerful. It is not
necessary to hav adopted, or to approve of, the
peculiarities which mark Positivism in its intellectual and especially in its practical aspects, in order
to rejoice that its most eminent teacher should hav
an opportunity of exhibiting its broader principles
from the vantage-ground now afforded him, and of
thus challenging for them, more openly than ever
before, the criticism of the philosophical world.
As to the action of the French government, we can
only applaud the determination it shows to place
competently represented systems of thought upon
a footing of perfect equality.

Religious Impudence.
M. M. T1·umbull in the Open Court.

I once knew a dancing-master whose care it was
to explain to his pupils what was "etiquettical" in
a ball-room. He gave me many valuable hints in
deportment, and I try to observe them as
closely as I can. Lately I hav been reading a little
book which tells me what is and what is not "the
correct thing" to do in a great variety of social situations, but I hav not been able to find anything in
it on the subject of theological politeness; and this
is the more curious because a code of etiquet is
needed in the sectaLian world. Men who are too
well bred to intrude upon my private affairs, and
who literally do not care whether I go to bodily
ruin or not, will stop me on the street in amiable
anxiety about my soul, and tell me how to save it.
Is that politeness or presumption 1 In the language of the dancing-master, is it "etiquetticalT"
The reason why I ask . is that the point has lately
been raised in reference to the action of Professor
Huxley, who, careless of his own spiritual welfare, indignantly tore up a tract which a disburser ha~ded
himinBarmouth, in Wales. Itwasnotthegratmtous
impudence of the evangelist that irritated the professor so much as the accompanying question, "Hav
you got your soul saved~" The religious papers
are unanimously of opinion that Professor Hp.xley
was guilty of Agnostic rudeness in tearing up the
tract, and that the colporteur was theologically
polite in accosting him on the street, thrusting a
tl-act into his hand, and asking about his soul.
They do not allow that a man is entitled to privacy
in spiritual as well as in te:p1poral affairs ; and they
forget that an impertin~nce .offered . rec~essly,
whether it be taken as an msult or not, ~s an msultf
and that the man who offers it must expect rebuke.
Professor Huxley himself, describing the affair, and
referring to the question, "Hav you got your so~l
saved 1" says, "I hav sufficient respect for. genu~
religion to be revolted by blasphemous Impertinences, so I answered somewhat sternly, 'That is my
business.' And concluding the paper to be a tract,
a form of literature I do not affect, I tore it up and
threw it away. On reflection, I do not see what
other course I could properly hav taken." Many a
time I hav had a like experience; and once a holy
person, who was very well aware of my peculiar
views, accosted me and inquired about my soul.
He gave the question a pungent flavor by a little
pious vitriol administered in this agreeable. form :
"Your hair is a-getting white, and a-blossommg for
the grave ; and it's time for you to be a-thinking of
your soul." I think there ought to be a book on
religious etiquet.
M. M. TRUMBULL .
Darwinian Astronomy.
From the GalVeston IJailY News.

Perhaps all the civilized planets formerly had taiJ,s when
they were in their cometic or monkey state.
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The Freethought Federation of America.
[Headquarters, 345 West Randolph street, Chicago, Ill.
S. P. Putnam, president; John R. Charlesworth, secretary; George L. Robertson, treasurer.]
No political campaign in the history of the United
States could exceed the one through which we hav
just passed in the disgraceful exhibition of religious discord, religious rancor, and religious hatred.
Never hav the passions of the devotees of superstitious faith been aroused to a greater degree than
in the city of Columbus, 0., during the recent political contest.
Catholic has been cursing Protestant, and Protestant anathematizing Catholic.
Each sect has resorted to the most vile and desperate
schemes to secure political preference and to manipulate the avenues of government. The pulpit,
which has never been very clean, has been reduced
to the level of a common political pothouse and
turned into a veritable political hell. The bitterness and intensity· with which these opposing sects
conducted the struggle for supremacy stands as a
silent and significant witness of the farce of the
union of .the Christian church.
The first serious outbreak.commenced on the 21st
of October last, when the Roman Catholics turned
out a parade nearly fifteen thousand strong, to the
consternation of their enemies. It was the Columbian celebration services, and the vast array of
pomp and vanity on the part of the Catholic church
was, as the bishop himself declared, to show conclusivly the genuinness of the fealty of the Roman Catholic church to American institutions, and
the patriotism and loyalty of her subjects to. the
American government. But the boasted loylilty,
etc., of this ecclesiastico-political machine to the
United States is brought down lower than a comedy,
for in order to swell their numbers in the parade,
the Roman Catholic bishop had ordered the imposition-of a fine, in the sum of $5, upon each and
every one that should fail to take part therein.
The outcome of the religious feud now existing
in Columbus is that the secular government has
been called upon to interfere, in suit for slander
in the sum of $50,000, instituted by Father Eis, a
Roman Catholic prelate, against Rev. Mr. Van Pelt,
of the Methodist Episcopal church, and two other
prominent citizens of Columbus. It is expected
that a prolonged and bitter struggle will ensue, the
termination of which it is difficult to prognosticate
upon.
Since writing my last letter, I hav lectured once
more in the city of Columbus and also in Massillon.
My audiences were not very large in either place,
doubtless owing to political excitement. My second audience in the latter place was a considerable.
improvement upon the first, for the result of the
elections being known, public fervor had somewhat
abated and the people again took up their interest
in every-day life. My thanks are due· to Mr. and
Mrs. W. S. Moke, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hunt,
both of whom entertained me right nobly and
tried their utmost to make my stay among them
as pleasant as possible. Several names were
taken upon the lists of the Federation, and several
petitions to Congress are circulated through the
town to open the gates of the Fair. I hav never
entertained any serious thoughts that the Fair
would be closed on Sundays, notwithstanding the
closing clause passed by Congress ; and now the
following item clipped from the Ohio State Journal
fills me with greater hope than ever:
At the regular meeting of the World's Fair directors
this afternoon a resolution was passed favoring the opening of the World's Fair gates on Sunday, provided the
machinery be not run. The directors declare that as all
the nations of the earth hav been invited to attend the
Fair it would be highly discourteous and inhospitable
to inform them that they cannot do on Sunday what they
c"uld were they at home.
"The closing of the gates on Sunday," says the resolution, "means that thousands of artisaps and mechanics
to whom the exhibition will be of inestimable advantage
will not be able to attend it." The directors say: "We
are in favor of allowing eyery nation to hold within the
ground such religious services as it may desire on Sunday." They also think it desirable that the gates should
be open to allow visitors from different portions of the
Union to meet socially at their state buildmgs.
But still we must not relax our efforts to induce
Congress to repeal the clause, and hav these gates
opened by the statutory laws of the land. Let every
Freethinker do his utmost to assist President Putnam in his labors at Washington to this end.
Our numbers are still rapidly increasing. We
are already close upon the two thousand mark, and
with the names that President Putnam has secured,
it is probable that we hav passed it, and are on the
way to reach three thousand.
The Quaker city again sends a word of cheer
backed up and encouraged by financial aid.
lllinois once more contributes her quota, and
states what it desires to see done:
VmNNA, ILL., Oct. 26, 1892.
ME, JoHN R. CHA.nLEswoRTH, Dear Sir: We herewith

send you $2 for the cause of Ser.ularism vs. churchianity.
We want all done that can be done versus the present
administration, because _o~ its pandering to churches. _
We are in favor of giVIng the churches the protectwn:
that the Constitution guarantees to them, but no more.
JOHN s. CRUM,
B. STURDEVANT.
Texas also sends us a good word with promis of
assistance.
And Colorado, not wishing to be outdone, sends
us a letter of confidence in the new movement.
The letters I hav received show conclusivly that
the Federation has achieved a remarkable numerical
success. And we mean to push onward again until
our strength can be measured on a par with the
devotees of faith, and to bring the Federation to
such a pinnacle of success that it shall become a
factor in the political problems of the day. Higher
and higher we intend to climb-to carry our banner,
the banner of human liberty, far above the groundworks of the enemy, and to place it in a haven of
safety where it shall be free from the vicious
attacks of ignorance and credulity.
We hav had considerable printing done in the
form of constitutions, petitions, and Freethought
political campaign documents. This has of a necessity involved us in a little debt, which must be paid
before we can draw up other documents for the
press. So once more I appeal to every Freethinker
to send us a donation to assist in defraying expenses.
And now the usual period of thanksgiving is
drawing near, and the president of the United
States has issued his time-honored (¥) proclamation
to 'the people that ·they shall congregate in the
churches and chapels to pray and sing in praise for
the benefits and privileges conferred during the
past year.
Upon reviewing the history of our land for the
last twelve months we witness many incidents and
calamities that would seem to rather merit our
curses than our praise.
Let the Homestead
workers and Buffalo ·toilers speak out. For what
must they be thankful! Let us be thankful that,
even if Harrison did sign the bill to close the Fair
on Sundays, our chances are rapidly· increasing
toward securing the repeal of that law. Must we
be thankful that the Roman Catholic vote has
triumphed and succeeded in returning its candidate to power? Must we be thankful that Congress
has made an increased number of appropriations
out of public funds to institutions of a sectarian
character! But Freethinkers hav something to be
thankful for, and that is the organization of the
Federation; for by it we may be able ere another
four years hav passed to boldly declare our position
upon the political issues of the day and enforce a
stoppage of religious legislation. And, friends, this
is greatly needed, for, in addition to what I hav
stated in the beginning of this letter concerning the
approaching crisis in religious matters, certain
events hav come to light since the election that
fully corroborate my statements and should stir the
heart of every Freethinker to renewed earnestness
and vigor in this great fight for human liberty. An
encyclical is being distributed broadcast throughout the country, purporting to hav emanated from
the pope of Rome, wherein it is stated explicitly
that "subjects of every rank and condition in the
United States, and every individual who has taken
an oath of loyalty to the United States in any way
whatever, may be absolved from said oath, also
from all duty, fidelity, and obedience, on or about
September 5, 1893, at the convening of the Roman
Catholic congress at Chicago, Ill." Whether this
is authentic or not I cannot say, but still it is just
what Rome would do if she dared.
But our Federation is growing. Hope is now
our strength, and work the means by which we
mean to triumph. Success is the star that leads us
on to victory. Already I see its glimmering light
beckoning us on with renewed vigor and fresh
courage. The Federation is now placed beyond all
possible chance of failure, and we shall strive yet to
incr~ase its strength, that chur!}h rule and priestly
dommation shall hav no place in this fair land of
ours.
On Sunday last I lectured before the Ohio Liberal
Society of Cincinnati, where I was greeted by an
immense throng ; the hall was well-nigh filled
almost an hour before the time announced for the
lecture.
The Freethinkers in this Ohio city are doing a
grand and noble work, meeting with success after
success, and they hav received such a quota of that
that they dared not advertise my lecture for fear
of being compelled to turn too many people away.
George Light is still at the head and has been
elected its president, which brings to mind the
force of the first line in that hymn, "Lead, kindly
Light." Andrew Hogg is again its secretary, and

Messrs. Silverman and Allen hav charge of the
finances.
This society has conducted a vigorous campaign.
since its organization. It has accomplished grand
results, and it has a good balance of cash on hand
for future work. Our friends here gave me an
enthusiastic reception and expressed a wish that I
should visit them again immediately upon my
return from the coast.
Tuesday morning I leave the beautiful state of
Ohio behind me, with all its pleasant associations
and remembrances that hav formed during the past
yeur. Many valued friendships and lasting friends
hav been made. since my advent into this state and
I could scarcely leave without a tinge of regret.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.

Items of Foreign News Interesting to Free.
thinkers.
The French Freethought Federation will hold
its annual congress next month.
There is a movemen~ on foot tending to the formation of a Scandinavian Freethought Fed~ration,
compl'ising Denmark, Norway, and Sweden.

Las nominicales of September 30th announces
the adhesion in one week of fifty-eight new societies
to the International Freethought Federation.
The editor of the Danish Freethought journal,

Tank Sel9, has been indicted for publishing a
translation of Victor E. Lennstrand's article, "The
Ascension of Christ."
Henry V. Berghell; the ex-Unitarian lecturer and
Freethought exile, has left Minnesota for the Pacific coast, to engage in journalism, and, we may
presume, study Theosophy.
The pious Catholics of Eickel, Westphalia, hav
boycotted a certain Protestant brewer because at
the recent visit of the Catholic bishop he failed to
hoist the :flag on his brewery.
The Freethinkers of Vienna, Austria, celebrated
on October 1st the twenty-fourth anniversary of the
uninterrupted existence of their society. The success of this society is mainly due to, the efforts and
energy of our friend Edward Schwella.
A recent decision of the Russian holy synod declares that "married Hebrews who hav entered the
Greek Catholic church may, with the permission of
the bishop, marry another woman if wife No. 1 has
not been baptized in the only true faith."
" THE TRUTH SEEKER is the only American Freethought journal which represents the International
Freethought Federation in the United States and
Canada, and which contains a special column devoted to foreign news," says our contemporary Las
.J)ominicales, Madrid.
We hereby inform our readers that our supply of
publications from the Cometee d' Etudes Morales
is exhausted, but as soon as new ones arrive we will
notify. There are more French people reading
THE TRUTH SEEKER than we supposed. We hav
received twenty-three letters within eight days of
the publication of our notice.
If, as we expect, the cholera should show itself
next year here in the United States, we advise our
readers, upon the authority of Norddeutche Katholic, to use the following remedy: Take the ·Lord's
sacrament often, and then in penitent mind be
present daily at morning and forenoon mass, and
pray to Holy Joseph and Holy Rochus, the saints
preventing epidemics.
According to the Observatore Romano, the
official papal organ, the pope is not alone the
spiritual head of all Catholics, but is likewise their
infallible secular judge and monarch, whose decrees
stand above those of the state. The Scarlet· Lady
begins to show her horns. It behooves Freethinkers to organize. Send in your names and
coins to the Freethought Federation of America.

In Argenteuil, Trier, K6ln, and Rome there is
preserved the whole and genuin coat of Jesus.
The old genuin coat is to be put on exhibition in
Argenteuil ne:X:t year; while a new genuin coat
(now being made to order and 1.45 meters long)
will be shown in Trier, Aug. 10, 1893; as the only
genuin coat, which was brought by Charlemagne to
his sister, abbess of the Argenteuil cloister, from
the Holy Land. Whether the Koln and Rome only
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genuin coats will likewise be exhibited we cannot world. Is it any wonder that self-seeking supersti- party as the coming great party, but if it can help
tell at the time of this writing.
tion rules when truth keeps herself in a cor- get the idea of Secular government into .the heads
ner?.
of ·the people, all right. It will be a bad day when
We are the recipient of a Franco~German religSunday morning the streets were filled with not political lines are solely drawn on religious quesious sheet, called the Rose of .the Month. It is the most intelligent crowds, wending their way tions. If the Secular Union had been a success the
the organ of a Catholic Franco-German prayer so- through the rain to the various be-crossed Christ Federation of Freethought would not hav been
ciety, which sends its supplication to Our Lady of saloons to eat little cracker-Gods. As I was bound thought of, so the American Secular Union need
the Holiest of Hearts (Mamma Mary, we suppose). for a reading-room the rai~ began to be too gener- not complain, but come to time.
It contains the information that in 1876 there were ous for the good of my Sunday-go-to-meeting headJoHN PREscoTT GuiLD.
published in it 55,564 notices of thanks for prayers gear as I fronted one of these wide-open faithTyngsboro, Mass., Oct. 23.
answered by Mrs. Holy Ghost. . It is to be re- houses, and I dodged in to dodge out of the shower.
gretted that the paper does not giv the number of The inside fixings looked very fine, very foolish, and
Lectures and Meetings.
prayers not answered.
.
very ~ostly, while the people appeared very tired, ·.S. P. PuT&AM's lecture appointments:
very timid, and very troubled. If they were the Stockton, Cal.................................................... Nov. 27
In Saxony, Germany, the police are to. notify the children of God, he doesn't take so good care of his
nearest minister if a child has not been baptized. own as they do of him. The man in the monkey_JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH'S lecture appointments are:
In the same country there are being organized so- jacket at the bench of images and candles lighted to Chicago, TIL ....... Nov. 27-30 Rosalia, Wash ..... Dec. 29-31
cieties for young people which instruct them in the help the sun, went through many pantomimes, and Me.nomonie, Wis.Dec.
1 Spokane, Wash ... Jan.
1
2, 3 Palouse City, "... "
3~5
"near coming of Christ." There is: a union of the only cheerful sound was the uncertain voices of Neilsville, Wis.... "
state and church in Saxony. The way to prevent a hundred or two childreR singing something that Janesville, Minn. " 10, 11 Oregon State SecCrookston, Minn. " 14, 15 ularConve:ntion "
8
such a union here in the United States is to sub- I could not hear. Whilst there I saw one man beg Jamestown,
Minn " 18,19 Grass Valley, Cal.Feb. 2-3
scribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER and distribute the a pinch of snuff of another;man at prayer, sneeze, Granitet Mont..... " 25,26 Tucson, Ariz ...... Mar. 23-26
same among your many friends, to organize and and pass out, and whilst passing the doorkeeper, Missoula, Mont ... " 27, 28
Liberals along the line of the Northern Pacific desiring
join the F reethought Federation of America.
who was on one knee counting prayers on a string
of beads, he, the suppliant doorkeeper, made signs lectures should address him at 345 W. Randolph street,
At the recent Orientalist congress· Prof. Max to the passer, who had taken a chew off a plug, and Chicago ..
Muller, of Oxford, stated in a lecture .on the "Age he cut another piece, and the prayer, with a "God
W. F. JAMIESON now livs in his old home, Albion,
of Languages," that in the Jf'ar 2000 B.c. Sanscrit bless you!" tucked it between his teeth. I hav not· Mich., after an nbsence of eleven years. Here is a Methand Zend had reached their full development, that much opinion of tobacco, but doubtless it is as hap- odist college; with more than five hundred students. It
it has taken more than one thousand years for pifying and less harmful than anything else to be is a beautiful city, and a stronghold of religion. LiberFrench and Italian to differentiate to their present had in that Saint Noll's Museum.
als are so scarce there that he and his wife are boarding
status, and that at l~ast ten thousand years must
As I passed. on, I read on the bulletin of the with a Methodist family with the Methodist minister at
·h!J,v passed to cause the division of the old Aryan People's church that the pastor, Emory J. Haynes, the head of the table.
language into six languages: Ke!t, Teutonic, wculd preach on ""Who Will See God." Being
THE last Manhattan Liberal Club lecture for November
Slavonic, Greek, Latin, and Indo-Irariic. And yet curious to know, or rather to know how he thought is as follows. The Club meets at 220 E. 15th st.reet:
we are ·asked to believe in five thousand years and he knew, I entered and hearkened to the godly gabNovember .25th, ''The Prohibition Craze and Its Reble, which was to this purport:
a Babel tower.
sults," Henry Nichols.
"In the gospel credited to Mark, Jesus is repreOnly a few years ago Victor E. Lennstrand and sented to hav said, 'Blessed are the pure in heart,
The Ce'":tury When Christianity Reigned.
others were im-:~risoned and fined for speaking for they shall see God.' God is not to be seen by.
From Chauncey Depew's Columbian Exposition Aaa1·ess.
against Christia~ity, but times hav dhanged. On the eye, by the brain, by the intellect, but by the
Ahsolutisin in the state, and bigoted intolerance in the
Nov. 25, 1888, Mr. Lennstrand notified the mayor character, hence the expression, 'The pure in heart church, shackled popular unrest, and imprisoned
of the city of Lund that he wished! to deliver a shall see God.' We shall see God by being like him, thought and enterprise in the fifteenth century. Ths
lectur e. Permission was denied ~. not alone to Religion is the recognization of th~ relation of the divine right: of kings stamped out the faintest glimmer
revolt "'gainst tyranny; and the problems of science,
do this, but even to read passages :of ·the Bible. finite to the infinit. One may be moral and benevo- of
whetl;ler of the skies or of the earth, whether of astronMr. Lennstrand brought a suit agains~ the city, and lent without being religious. Philanthropy is all omy or geography, were solved or submerged by ecclesilast month the mayor was fined nine~y crowns and right so far as it goes, but it is not religion; it does astical decrees. 'I'he dungeon was ready for the philosodifferent aldermen sums varying from twenty to not work for the glory of God, which is the only pher who proclaimed the truths of the solar system, or
the navigator who would prove the sphericity of the earth.
eighty crowns. It took a long time for "JUStice to true aim. The pure in heart seek to see God that An
English Gladstone, or a French Gambetta, or a Gerassert herself, but she came at last. i The decision tht>y muy learn how to do good. It is from- those man Bismarck, or an Italian Garibaldi, or a Spanish Caswho hav seen God that hav come all our institu- telar, would hav been thought monsters, and their deaths
is decidedly a victory for Freethought.
at the stake; or on the scaffold, and under the anathemas
tions for· the benefit of Dian."
of the church, would hav received the .praise and approval
Politics in Germany is at the boiling-p<;>int. A
My commE)nt is, if it takes a good man to see of
kings and nobles, of priests and peoples. Reason had
new ()ulturkampf (battle between ~w6 kinds of God, then it was not the sight of God which made no -seat in spiritual or temporal realms. Punishment
intellectual development) is at hand. i The Liberal him a good man. The best institution there is for was tpe incentiv to patriotism, and piety was held pos·party is divided into factions, yet strqng enough to the benefit of man is the government of the United sible by torture. Confessions of faith extorted from the
victim on the rack were believed efficacious in
prevent t-he passage of the new anjn.y bill which. States as it was designed to be by those who left writhing
saving his soul from fires eternal beyond the grave. For
entails an additional yearly expens~ of over one God out to put man in. And those who are all that humanity to-day cherishes as its best heritage
million marks. . The government h~s _made ov(lr~ · making the most mischief in our godless govern- and choicest gifts, there was neither thought nor hope.
tures to the Catholic party, as its [vote secured ment, which they own is the best the sun ever
Let Them Figllt It Ont Tllemselvs.
means passage of the bill in quest~on.. But the shone upon, are the on!"s ·who are trying to put
F1·om the :New Yo1·1.; Sun.
church will not direct her minions. t0 vote for the God in the Constitution and shut man out of the
government measure unless certain concessions are World's Fair on God's qay, and out of everything . They were two muscular,. sun-browned sons of Erin
enjoying their schooners of mixed ale in a Third avenue
made, ~mong which are the readmittajnce of Jesuits but the penitentiary fot telling the truth at any liquor
saloon· after a hard day's toil. Their mortarto Germany, and parochial schools jwithout · state time.
spattered clothing and lime-eaten boots indicated that
In the afternoon some of the best-looking people their· calling was that of mason's helpers. 'I'bey were
supervision. We should not be sul]P:ise_d to see
the present emperor undertake a "pilgrimage to in Boston disregarded the weather to come to talking of walking delegates and the possibility of more
strikes in the building trades when a poke-bonneted
Canossa," and then alas for intellec,tual liberty in Paine Memorial and patiently listen to my painful Salvation
Army lassie entered the saloon and importuned
discourse on "God and the Bible " as displayed by its patrons to buy the TVar Ory, the army's official organ.
Germany.
i
Geo. H. Emerson, D.D.,: editor of the Universalist Approaching Pat and his friend, she thrust a paper be'!j
At the recent annual congress helq: in ~stockholm Christian Leader. The lecture is to be printed in tween the two and asked:
"Hav a War Ory, sir?"
by the Swedish Freethought Federation, only a the Boston Investigato;, and I will put it in book ·· Pat
put his half-drained schooner of mixed ale on the
few societies sent their represen~ativs, and in shape if desired, and repeat it-or any other lecture bar and inquired dryly, "War, is it? Who's the war betune?"
spite of the decided progress of Free~h?~ght senti- when called for-at a reasonable price.
I see there is a proposition for Freethinkers to ' "Between God and the devil, sir," promptly replied
ment in Sweden, we can but help n,otiCmg a conpaper-vendor.
siderable falling-off in that enthusia~m which per- ·buy the Paine farm and keep it as a memorial to .the
; "Sure, then, let them fight it out betune themselvs.
vaded the Federation during that t~e ,when our the Author-Hero of the Revolution and Morning I'll hav nothin' to do wid it," and Paddy resumed his ale
esteemed friend, Capt. Otto Thomson,;, wa.s member Star of the Age of Reason. Let them do so by all and his interrqpted conversation with his friend, and the
of the general committe~. Fritank~1·e.n h~s _now. means, and open a school on it where the young S. A. ,girl left the place with a full stock of the War Ory.
thirty-five hundred subscnber:s, and c~n pay Its own can get a decent education without haVing to go
In tile Front Rank of Liberal Jonmals.
·
way. A motion was made to guaran~ee Mr. Lenn- to a minhter mill, or seminary of superstition.
F1·om the Denison, Tex., Oazettem·.
Heston's medal for asinin Congressmen is imstrand a yearly salary. This we think is but right,
Mr. E ..M. Macdonald, who has, since the death of D.
for our friend, like Captain Thomson,(: has deposited mense. There should be an appropriation made to
M. Bennett, been the editor of 'l'HE TimTH SEEKER, the
on the altar of Freethought not aloJ:l:e his worldly furnish a leather one for each priest-guided and New
York J<'reethought journal, has become the business
saloon-ruled
misrepresentativ
who
voted
to
padgoods but even his time an~ heaf.th. ' S~edish
as well as editorial manager. 'lhis is the largest journal
Freethinkers cannot be too hberall to thell' two lock the World's Fair \:m Sunday. A people who of the kind published in America, and under the editorial
will stand such imposition as theirs ought to lose management of Mr. Macdonald commands an influence
apostles, Lennstrand and Thomson. i
·
second to no similar paper in the world.
.
their franchise and call themselvs cattle.
A..· Sunday in Bostoul
Petitions to Congress and to presidents regardWhere to Draw tile Line.
I had "a call to preach " in Bosto¥ last Sunday, ing matters of constitutional right of the people
.·.
. F1·om the Kansas City Times.
do
not
appear
to
me
to'
be
the
appropriate
measand like the man in the moon, went down at n.oon,
The prominent citizen walked out to his barn the other
on 'saturday, visited that emporiu$ of celestial ure. What hav we votes for but to speak what morning under an umbrella and said to his old darky
we
want,
and
if
we
cannot
elect
legislators
of
our
hostler:
literature the Banner of Light boolrstore at· the
" Well, Samson, aren't you praying for this rain to
back end of Bosworth street, and ; bought some own mind how· can we expect that any others will
stop?"
TRUTH SEEKERS. This was· the only place where I heed our request'! To be sure, in the Columbian
"No, indeed, sah, it's no use prayin'to de Lord to stop
could find them in the city; why are they not more show business there is not time to make a new de rain when de wind am in de east."
widely on sale at the news-stands?; , I am sure Congress, but the asses who violated the ConstituNo Patriarch Had a Chance.
there would be a demand for them: if they we:r;e tion to please the parsons should be made to know
From the Minneapolis Journal.
shown to the public. I find many ol<iJ. Freethinkers that it will be remembered at· the polls by others
··
.
No patriarch ever accused Noah of not knowing enough
who do not know that there is such ~ pape~ ,or that than churchmen.
I do not count on •the Oharlesworth-Putnam to go lil when it rained.
there e!er w:as a Freethought paper orsocietyin the
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east and west, to which the most diStant the repudiation of any other mode as pope, who claims to be the universal
extremes from all sides come together, and essentially invalid; the simultaneous per- bishop, the successor of Peter, the vicar
to which they look up as to a common formance of the act "of confirmation and of Christ, and the visible representativ of
center and eml>orium of faith." 2. The the act of baptism, which in the West almighty God upon earth. This system is
~Good!
Orthodox church in RUBBia, under the per- hav been separated; the anointing with the growth of ages, and has only reached
[PHILADELPHIA, PA., Nov. 14, 1892.
manent holy synod of St. Petersburg and oil in cases of dangerous illness, which its maturity in the Vatican council. The
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed .$1 to the czar, whose dominion now stretches in Rome has changed into extreme unction claim of the bishop of Rome to universal
be used in buying a crowbar to open the unbroken line acroBB the two continents of of the dying; infant communion, which dominion over the Christian church, and
door of the Chicago Exposition, if it Europe and Asia. The czar is the personal, the Latin church has not only abandoned, even over the temporal kingdoms professshould become necessary.
F. C. M.
as Constantinople is the local, center of but forbidden; the communion under two ing the Catholic faith, goes back to the
the whole Greek church, and he keeps a kinds; the use of leavened instead of un- days of Leo I. (440-461), and was renewed
We .A.re Happy to Hav Pleased.
lustful
eye on the city of the Bosphorus as leavened bread in the eucharist; the stand- from time to time, by Nicholas I., Gregory
YANKTON, S.D., Nov. 10, 1892.
his
future
capital, where at no distant day ing and eastward posture in prayer; the VII., Innocent. III., and Boniface VIII.
MR.- EDITOR: I would not do without
there
must
be a tremendous reckoning stricter separation of the sexes; the use of But this claim was always resisted by the
Tm: TRUTH SEEKER for anything. Keep
with
Mohammedanism.
3. The national the screen or veil before the altar, and the Greek church, which claimed equal rights
on sending ~t. It is more interesting every
church of the kingdom of Greece, which withdrawal of the performl\nce of the for the Eastern patriarchs, and by the
week. I think the pictures, or cartoons,
since 1833 is governed likewise by a per- mysteries from the eyes of the people. German emperors and other princes who
are fine.
M:lmToN Hnms.
manent holy synod, but leBB dependent The worship of the saints, relics, flat were jealous of their sovereignty. . The
A. True Helper.
upon the state than the Russian church. images, and the cross is carried as far as, papal syllabus of 1864 reasserted the most
The
Greek Catholic church is the oldest in or even farther than, in the Roman extravagant claims of the medieval papacy
DIVIDE, MoNT. • Oct. 28• 1892·
Christendom.\ She still occupies the sacred church, but statues, bas-reliefs, and cruci- and threatened the sovereignty of the
MB. EDIToR: Find inclosed $6.50. I hav territory of primitiv Christianity, a!ld fixes are forbidden. The ruder the art the state and the peace of modern society.
got you a new subscriber, the first one for claims most of the apostolic sees, as J ern- more intense is the superstition. In Rus- The Roman church accompanies its memme· and I hav been 8 subscriber to salem, .A.ntiocp, Ephesus. From the old sia especially, the veneration of pictures bers from the cradle to the g1·ave, receivT~ TRUTH SEEXJm since the time D. Greeks she inherited the language and is carried to the utmost extent, and takes in~ them into life by baptism, dismissing
M. Bennett was sent to prison for 19'elling: certain national traits of character, while the place of the Protestant veneration for them into the other world by extreme
"Cupid's Yokes "-ahoutsi::deen or seven- she incorporated into herself also much of the Bible. The picture with the lamp unction, and consecrating all their importeen years. I hav not seen 8 copy of my Jewish and Oriental piety. She produced burning before it is found and worshiped tant acts by the sacramental mysteries and
paper since last June one year. I hav the first Christian literature, apologies of in the corner (the sacred place) of every blessings. Its worship is the most elabonot been at Basin, and hav not asked to the Christian faith, refutations of heretics, room, in the street, over gateways, in rate eystem of ritualism, ll)lless we except
hav the address changed, but some one has commentaries of the Bible, sermons, offices, taverns, steamers, railway and the Greek and Russian service. It is
read it, so it will do some good. Will you homilies, and ascetic treatises. The great telegoraph stations, in the knapsack of chiefly addressed to the eye and the ear.
please send me catalog of TRUTH SEEKER majority of the early fathers, like the every soldier-not as a work of art, but as It draws all the-fine arts into its service.
books and tracts and oblige,
Apostles themselvs, used the Greek Ian- an emblem, a lesson of instruction, an aid Gothic cathedrals, altars, crucifixes, maYours respectfully, J. B. THOJI[SON.
guage. Polycarp, Ignatius, Clement of to devotion. In morals the Greek Catho- donnas, pictures, statues, and relics of
Alexandria;Origen, Eusebius, Athanasius, lics are behind even the Roman. In Rus- saints, rich decorations, solemn procesThe Pamphlets for Opening the Fair Basil, Gregory of Nazianzen, Gregory of sia there is a total divorce between relig- sions, operatic music, combine to lend
Sundays.
Ny888, Chrysostom, Cyril of Jerusalem, ion and morality. The towns are adorned their great attractions for the common
EL MoNTE, CAL., Oct. 30, 1SII2.
and Cyril of Alexandria, the first Christian with churches and convents; every public people and for cultured persons of prevailMR. EDIToR: Inclosed :find $3; tl.GQ l'p- emperors from Constantine the Great, to- event is celebrated by the building of a inc,r esthetic tastes, especially among the
ply to my subscription and $1.50 J.r the gether with a host of martyrs and con- church; every ho:use has an altar and Latin races. Catholic worship is the same
Member of Congress leaflets, and I will fessors, belol,lg to the Greek communion. sacred pictures; every child his gnardian all over the world, even in language, the
post them in every nook and corner. I She elaborated the ecumenical dogmas of angel and baptismal cross; a Russian fasts Latin being its sacred organ, and the verwill paste a few on the churchee' doors, as the trinity and Christology, and ruled the every Wednesday and Friday, prays early nacular being used only for sermons,
we hav three God-houses. Eye-openers first seven ecumenical councils, which were and late, regularly attends mass, confesses which are subordinate. Its throne is the
are those leaflets! I do not see why every all held in Constantinople or its.immediate his sins, pays devout respect to sacred altar, not the pulpit-which usually stands
Liberal does not contribute toward some- neighborhood (Nicrea, Chalcedon, Ephe- places and things, makes pilgrimages •to away off in a corner. It centers in the
thing that will be as effectiv as the Mem- sus). In doctrin and theology the Greek the tombs and shrines of saints, and has mass.-ED. T. S.]
ber of Congress picture leaflets. Heston church is substantially agreed with the the phrase Slava Bo_qa ("Glory to God")
is worth his weight in gold as a Liberal Roman, but upon the whole more simple continually on his lips. And yet even .the We Desire That Some One Answer This.
artist. Christians look at the pictures if and less developed, though in some re- priests are grossly intemperate, and public
VALE, MD., Nov. 4, 1892.
they will not read.
spects more subtle and metaphysical. The officials even to the highest dignitaries are
MR. EDIToR: While reading your bright
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
only serious doctrinal difference is that on open to bribery. Concerning the extent and pugnacious paper-some recent numW.H. BAKER.
the proceasion of the Holy Ghost. She of the canon of the scriptures the Eastern bers of which hav been kindly sent me by
adheres to the theology of the fathers, and ehurch stands midway between the Roman a Liberal friend of mine-I am forcibly reThe Greek and the Roman· Catholic ignores th,e succeeding scholastic theology and the Protestant view concerning the minded of the modern scientist who, it is
Churcb.
of the schoolmen, who completed the J ewis)l Apocrypha. The ''Orthodox Con- alleged, as the result of his investigations
SANDUSKY, 0., Oct. 20, 1892.
Roman sys~em. As to government, the fession" repeatedly quotes the Apocrypha into natural phenomena '' politely bows
MR. EDITOR: I would like you to ex- Greek chn;ch is a patriarchal oligarchy,. as authority, and the Synod of Jerusalem God out of his own universe." But the
plain in your next paper, in what respect .in distincti'Pn from the papal monarchy. mentions several Apocryphal books-the almighty does not receive even this
the Roman and Greek Catholic churches The episcopal hierarchy is retained, the Wisdom of Solomon, Judith, Tobit, the scant courtesy at the hands of some of
differ.
GEo. BAKER. . papacy rejected. The Vatican decrees of History of Bel and the Dragon, the His- your contributors, by whom he is un[Of the Greek Catholic church the full 1870 hav intensified the separation be- tory of Susannah, the Maccabees, and the ceremoniouSly hustled and even kicked
title is the Holy Oriental (or Eastern) tween the two churches. Centralization Wisdom of Sirach-as parts of the holy out of that same universe; and by the
Orthodox Catholic Apostolic church. is unknown in the East. The patriarchs scriptures. As to the circulation of the back door at that!
The words Holy Cathr.Jlic Apostolic are of Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, scriptures among the laity, it is not enNow, I am a lover of freedom, and a
derived from the Nicene creed, and are and J eru$8lem are equal in rights, though couraged, and certain portions, especially firm believer in free thought, free speech,
also claimed by the Roman church in an the :first has a primacy ·of honor. The of the Old Testament, are declaJ"ed to be free trade, free land, ·and free men; and
exclusiv sense.
Oriental or Eastern Eastern hierarchy resembles the Jewish unfit for general use. But the Greek when occasion seems to require it, am not
designates the origin and geographical type. Th~ Greek priest within the veil of church has never expressly forbidden the very much averse even to a free fight.
territory. The greatest streBII_ is laid on the sanctllary is concealed from the eyes reading of the Bible to the people, like the But I am also a lover of fair play, and I
the title Orthodox, and a special festival is of the peoi?le, but in social respects he is Roman; and the Orthodox church of Rus- want to see justice done to all sides. It
devoted to its celebration-viz., "Ortho- nearer the~ people than the Romish priest. sia has always had a popular version of the seems to me that in your iconoclastic zeal
doxy Sunday," at the beginning of Lent, He is all~;wed, even compelled, to marry Bible, first in the old Slavic, and now· in you illustrate the proneness of human
We turn now to the Roman nature to go to EXtremes; and that while
when a dramatic representation of the old once, bu~ ' forbidden to marry twice. modern.
ecumenical councils is given in the Celibacy:is confined to bishops and monks. Catholic church, which is that body of diligently and enthusiastically engaged
churches, and anathemas are pronounced Absolution is given only in the form of a Christians which acknowledges the author- in exterminating the tares of prejudice,
against heresies. The popular designs- prayer, ·~May the Lord absolve thee!" in- ity of the pope of Rome. It styles itself bigotry, superstition, misconception, and
tion Greek church, though not strictly stead of 'the positiv form, ""I absolve the Holy, Catholic, Apostolic, and mierepresentation with which the field of
correct, refers to the prevaili.ng national- thee." The confessional exists, but in a Roman church. It is the largest and human thought has been so thickly sown
ity and langnage in which most of its milder form, with less influence and abuse, most powerful denomination of Christians, by the arch-enemy-a work in which I
creeds, liturgies, and theological and as- than in Romanism. The laity are more numbering two hundred million souls, or heartily sympathize with you-you ani
cetic literature are composed and its wor- independent, and the Russian czar, like one-half of the Christian population in danger of uprooting the wheat also .
. ship mainly conducted.
The Greek the Byzantine emperor of old, is the head of the globe. The Roman church ill
For the little tin Gt)d of orthodoxy I hav
church embraces, however, also the Rus- of the church in his dominion. As to the scattered all over the world. The metro- but little sympathy or respect, and you
sian and other Slavonic nationalities. It Greek cultus, it is much like the Roman politan position of the city which for so might continue to batter away at him to
has its seat in western Asia and eastern Catholic, with the celebration of the sacri- many centuries had been the mistress of the end of the chapter without disconcertEurope, chiefly in Turkey, Greece, Russia, :fice of the maBB as its center, with an equal the world, Rome, and the supposed mar- ing me a particle or calling forth any reand some parts of Austria. The numerical and even greater neglect of the sermon, tyrdom of Peter and Paul, the Apostles, monstrance on my part. But when you
strength of the Greek church is estimated and is addreBSed more to the senses and after closing their labors there, together question the existence of the deity in
at one hundred millions. This church is imagination than to the intellect and the with the widespread belief that Christ any form, and even deny th~ possibility
divided into three great branches: 1. ·The : heart. It is strongly Oriental, unintelli- (Matt. xvi, 18) has instituted a perpetual of such existence-a denial by no means
Orthodox church in Turkey, under the gibly symbolical and mystical, and exceBB- primacy of the church in the person of easy to verify, by the way-it seems to me
patriarch of Constantinople, with the sub- ivly formalistic. The Greeks reject @rgans, Peter and his successors in office, supposed you are treading on hazardous) not to say
ordinate patriarchates of Alexandria, Jeru- musical instruments, and sculpture, and to be the bishops of Rome, are the chief untenable, ground, and hindering, if not
salem, and Antioch. Constantinople, the make leBS use of the fine arts in their causes of the rapid growth of that congre- imperiling, the very cause of truth and
city of the first Christian emperor (New churches than the Romanists; buttheyhav gation to the highest influence. It in- humanity you claim to hav most at heart.
Rome), though now in the bands of the even a more complicated system of ritual- herited the ambition, and prestige of
The arguments advanced by your paper
Turk, is still the natural center of the ism, with gorgeous display, semi-barbaric empire, and simply substituted the cross are not new to me. I hav frequently met
whole Greek church, and some hope . pomp, and endless changes of sacerdotal for the sword as the symbol of power. and combated them, with more or less
that it may become for the Eastern world, dress, crossings, gestures, genuflexions, The Roman church is an absolute mon- succeBB according to circumstances. For
at some future day, in Christian hands prostration11, washings, processions, which archy, which culminates in the pope. I hav read Infidel books, heard Inftdel
what Gregory Nazianzen eloquently de- 1 absorb the attention of the senses. The The people are excluded from all partici- lectures, and lectured and debated on
scribed it to be in the fourth century, I most characteristic features of the Greek pation even in temporal matters; they Freethought platforms, while Liberals of
"the eye of the world, the strongest by : worl!hiP> as distinct from the Roman, are: must obey the priests, as the priests must every shade of liberality and skepticism
sea and land, the bond of union between the threefold immersion in baptism, with obey their bishop, and the bishops the hav been among my intimate acquaint-
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imces.. I ha v found them, as. a rule, Liberal in nature as well as in name, fairminded and willing to discuss all topics
temperately and rationally. Wherefore I
bav no hesitation in asking your permiq..
sion to ca.U the attention of your ·readers
andcontributors, through the columns of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, to certain considerations which it seems to me are persistently overlooked by all whom I hav ever
known to argue this question on the negativ side.
The champions of Freethought, I hav
observed, never dread or avoid debate
with any defender of orthodoxy,. nor hav
they cause to fear aught from such an encounter. For orthodoxy is so burdened
with gross literalisms and perverted conceptions of God and his word, and so
honeycombed with /;lbsurdities, that it is
vulnerable in every part and invincible in
none. Hence an easy victory is assured
to Rationalism in every contest. But in
the name of that truth and human welfare
which I believe we all honestly seek and
desire, I ask you to discuss these vital
questions with me on the broad, firm
ground of unbiased reason and logical
common sense.
The existence of a supreme being may,
I think; be inferred and affirmed, if not
confirmed and established, by the threefold logic of nature, experience, and history, as well as by the deductions of pure
reason and reflection. Let us briefly
consider these in order.
We learn from daily experience, as well
as from the. teachings of science, that the
source and support of the teeming life
and activity with which this wonderful
planet of ours is filled to overflowing, lie
not in the compass of the globe itself,
but are lodged in another body, vastly
superior in size and power, and at-an immense distance from it. For we know that
if the sun should withdraw the light and
.heat of his rays for a season, all vegetable
and animal life would cease to exist on this
earth. Now, we know, also, that a singular unity of design runs through nature,
and that in all her endless combinations
the whole is usually mirrored in its parts,
which are often so many reproductions of
the whole on a smaller scale. It is this
unity that makes analogy possible.
·If the universe were self-derived, selfcentered, self~sustained, self-developed,
and self-governed-as is claimed-it seems
· logical to infer that, according to this law
of analogy in its construction, each planet,
being an epitome of the universe, would
contain within Hself everything needful
· to the maintenance and development of
its varied activities-that the vitally necessary properties of light and heat would
be self-derived. And so it might easily
hav been, for any reason we can allege to
the contrary. But nature has not so ordained it; but compels us, whether we
will or no, to "look up " to a higher
source for the origin of all our material
blessings and even of life itself. Is it so
irrational or illogical to infer that nature
herself may in turn look up to a source
above and· beyond herf!elf for the power
that sustains and the law that directs her
varied manifestations?
So much for the logic of nature, which
may be elabora~d indefinitly without
exhausting the subject. But I hav time
now only for the briefest hints.
When the skeptic has. satisfactorily reasoned God out of the universe, the next
thing he usually does-having lost his
heavenly father-is to throw himself into
the arms of Nature, ''the universal Mother
of us all," to seek in her embrace consola.' tion for his orphaned soul. This Nature
-which, by the way, is as pure an abstraction, as undemonstrable an entity, as
God himself-he not only personifies in
thought and speech, but wiconsciously
and instinctivly clothes with the ess~ntial
attributes of personality, e_. g. purpose
and motiv, intelligence and beneficence;
and these in a supreme degree-deifies
her, in short; thus setting up a feminin
god in the place of the masculin one he
has just deposed; and ·thereby adding
another to the long . list of evidences of
the indispensable necessity to the human
soiil of a deity of some sort to reverence
and adore. For if the Atheistical scientist
does not worshlp Nature in the true
sense, · then there is no such thi.ng as

worship in any sense. So much for the J man's inhumanity to man has made and
logic of human conduct, personal experi- still makes, countless tho~sands m~urn.
ence, and the irrepressible intuitions of May we not well ask, Of what substance
the human mind.
are we made that human nature could be
Tradition and: history add their con- capable of such inhuman horrors?
current testimony; for both declare that
For, consider, who were the tyrants who
in some form or other, as an influence or hav devastated the earth and made millau inspiration, God has never been absent ions groan under intolerable-burdens and
from human affairs since mankind began yet more intolerable. bondage? Were
to hav a history. In every land and they not men, born of women, of like pastongue God has been acknowledged in sions with ourselvs-very bone and flesh
some form and under some name or of our common humanity? And who were
other, benignant or terrible according to the priests who hav held the world in men_the character of his worshipers and the tal and spiritual bondage more abhorrent
idea they .were capable of forming of his. still, making merchandise not only of the
nature; but whether in a single or multi- bodies but of the souls of their victims, ple form, as a hideous monster or as ''the who were they but men-men, every
one altogether lovely," God is always mother's son of them? Whence hav origipresent, always supernatural, invisible, nated kingcraft and priestcraft, tyranny
all-powerful. What a colossal mistake Nat- and superstition, intolerance and bigotry,
ure has made if this universal craving of and all the foul brood of kindred evils
the human mind, sharedalikebyskepticand that hav wrought havoc in the earth since
believer, has no warrant for its existence, the first page of recorded history?
is wholly meaningless! And if so, what a Whence but from the bosom of muchhopeless anomaly it is, without parallel in vaunted humanity? You cannot overthe realm of phenomena!
draw or exaggerate the awful picture of
In an incipient pucker, the evolutionist human crime and cruelty. You may dip
sees not only the desire for an organ your brush in the blackest pitch that ever
hitherto unpossessed, but its potential ex- seethed and bubbled in the sulphurous
istence and the prophecy of its eventual depths of the lowest hell and it will be
attainment with a field for its use. In the none too dark to paint the dismal record.
And is it from this .reeking sink of corwell-developed yearning of the human
soul for the deity, the skeptic sees-only ruption that we are to look for saving,
baseless and useless superstition! But is purifying, redeeming influences to emahe logical?
nate? Can the same spring send forth
So much for the evidence of history and sweet and bitter waters? Do men gather
tradition. Let us turn now to the other grapes from thorns or figs from thistles?
side of the question arid see what we can I know there is another side to the pictmake of it. Granted, for the sake of ure. Human nature does not always preargument, that there is no God, and never sent itself to us in· such revolting guise.
was-that the supernatural has no exist- But experience shows us thut evil dwells
ence, and never could hav-what then? potentially even in the best of men-that
Why, we are at once- brought face to face the victims of one generation may be the
with a most awkward and startling di- oppressors of the next; and at all times
lemma that I wonder Freethinkers can so when we compare the number of the purepersistently overlook. Whatever service hearted, generous, fa4'-minded, gentle,
the devil or the deity may or may not hav enlightened people in the world with the
rendered ma,nkind, they hav certainly venal, mercenary, thoughtless, intoler~nt,
been most useful and indispensable scape- imbruted masses, and realize how hopegoats to bear ·the burden of humanity's lessly the former are in the minority, th0
superfluous sins. But what the dickens outlook is disheartening for the redempare we going to do for a substitute if tion of the race if it must be the unaided
neither the devil nor the deity be longer work of these alone. They are, indeed,
available, since they hav both been con- the salt of the earth; but is not a deal of
clusivly reasoned out of existence? Will salt needed to sweeten such a mass of cornot humanity hav to stagger under a ruption?
·
tremendous load of " original sin~" In
"In knowledge lies our hope of salvasuch case, original indeed, since there is tion," says the scientist. "Sweep away the
no devil to suggest or incite, and no God clouds of ignorance, superstition, and
to share the responsibility of the sin as the bigotry, and let in the. light of truth,"
creator of the sinner?
says the Liberal, "for the truth shall
When the skeptic has succeeded in de- make you free. Let men learn and obey
throning and annihilating God, the next the Jaws of nature, if they would lead
thing he usually does is to install man in truly human lives. In freedom and
the vacant place of the deposed deity. So rationality and intelligent obedience to
the next step to writing god with a small _q the laws of their being lies the hope of
seems to be naturally and inevitably to humanity." This, if I understand right,·
write Man with a big M. For you see, is the Freethinker's plan of salTation-imman is so bent on having a god of some measurably superior, it must be conkind, that sooner than go without one he fessed, to the so-called "gospel plan."
will deify himself. But I warn him, in the Law is his Lord and his Redeemer. And
name of history and experience, that he thus, again, after having ceremoniously
will find but sorry material there to make bowed the almighty out of the front door,
a god of. Can humanity contemplate or ignominiously kicked him out of the
without a blush. the blackened record of back door, man is constrained, after all,
its disgraceful past-for which it has now, to reinstate him under the majestic name
remember, only itself to blame? Is not of Law, the Lord of all things, who can
the first, last, and most persistent charac- never be dispensed with; for a universe
teristic of human nature that forces itself without a sovereign ruler is an inconceivupon our attention its inherent and in- able impossibility.
eradicable "cussedness "-to use no more
"All right," says the Atheist; "if you
opprobrious a term? Hav we not here in- will only abandon your absurd, impcssible
deed a worthy candidate for divine hon- personal God and worship Law and Reaora?
son as I do, I am with you. Our quarrel
The saddest of all sad thoughts, to my is ended, for we occupy precisely the
mind, is the reflection that the most griev- same platform." Wait a minute, brother
ous misery, the most awful and intoler- Atheist, let us first consider what is this
able agony, torture, grief, and despair, Law, natural or spiritual?-from which we
that much-suffering humanity has ever rightly or wrongly hope so much; and
endured, hav been the work not of !Wei- what warrant we hav for our expectation.
dent, not of wild and savage beasts, or of Law possesses, as we know, one, at
the insensate elements, but hav been the de- least, of the attributes of the almighty-it
liberate infliction of human hands-the is all-powerful. No law of nature can be
work of those who were of kindred flesh broken or annulled; none can even be
and blood to their writhing, quivering transgressed with impunity. It is also
victims. At the very thought of the omnipresent: wherever being or existence
atrocities that worse than savage men hav is, there also we find Law. And it is
in:6icted upon their fellow-beings, the likewise immutable: the laws of gravitaheart turns sick; with loathing; the recital tion, of magnetic attraction or repulsion,
of them chills the blood and makes the of growth and development, or of decay
flesh to creep, while. the sight of them and death, are "the same yesterday, towould caiise the sensitiv beholder to day, and forever."
swoon or die outright of concentrated
But is this all? Is Law simply a force?
hortor. No, not the malice of "the devil, and a blind force at that? Is there no
nor the vengeance of the almighty, but purpose in its workings? no certainty in

its effects, save the certainty of destruction to the tr!llll.sgressor? no benefit in itlil
requirements? Does it pursue its relentless course heedless of weal or woe, a hard,
inflexible, pitiless Necessity? Then is
our last state worse than the first; then is
freedom but a mocking delusion; for then
are we the victims of a. hopeless bondage
worse than Egyptian servitude. For the
worst human tyrant has his moments of
relenting, and may be induced now and
then to spare a victim; but when was inflexible, insensate Law ever known to
yield to tears or entreaties? If this be so,
then has Freethought but enhanced our
misery by arousing us to a realization of
our condition only to show uS its utter
hopelessness.
To be intelligible to our reason, Law
must bear the stamp of rationality, coherency, design; to enlist our interest it
must manifest a purpose, and that a
clearly beneficent one; to command our
allegiance it must be not only unerring,
but immutable and invincible. Now
when we hav got along so· far, when we
hav discovered unerring intelligence, undoubted beneficence, and invincible
power controling and directing the universe-without all of which it would be
speedily resolved into chaos-we need not
look much further to find and recognize
our God.
"But these are purely abstract qualities,
and do not necessarily imply a personal
deity," objects the Atheist.
True, my friend, but neither you nor
I nor anyone else ever knew wisdom, intelligence, knowledge, affection, or benevolence disassociated from a blling or personality of some sort. And having always found these qualities in their
imperfect or limited manifestations inseparably connected with an imperfect,
because finite, personality, we are logically justified-reasoning from the known
to the unknown~in assuming that the same
qualities in a perfect and infinit degree
can exist only in connection with a perfect
and infinit personality, which I call God,
For these three attributes of wisdom,
love, and power are all essential elements
of personality and when combined giv us
personality as the inevitable result.
To sum up: the universe bears throughout evidence of intelligent design and
adaptation-if not, it were a waste of time
for us to study its lq,ws; of beneficent
purpose-otherwise it were not to our advantage to obey its laws; and power to
operate-else were it idle to try to understand and obey laws that after all could
not. be enforced. Now, design invariably
implies a designer; intelligence cannot
exist apart from a being who is intelligent, or benevolence apart from
a being who is benevolent; and while we
often find great power associated with
inanimate things that are devoid of anything like personality, yet when intelligently controled and directed it implies a
powerful personality behind it.
How will it injure ma.nkind to look up
through the blinding mists and fogs of
their own folly and ignorance to an Infinit Wisdom that never errs, to permit
their hard, cold, selfish, merciless hearts
to be warmed, viyified, and humanized by
the sunshine of an Infinit Love that never
f~ileth, and to link the1r feeble efforts toward
well-doing with an Infinit Power ''mighty
to save," and that is able to subdue all
things to itself, even to the lowest depths
of the most thoroughly depraved human
heart?
.
This view of the question, I am well
aware, revives old problems, chief among
which is the presence of evil in a universe
oceated and controled by Perfect Wisdom
and Goodness, and the deliverance of the
race from its present deplorable condition, never so fully realized and deplored
as in this age of rational investigation.
For my own part, I see but one way out
of the dilemma-which I fully appreciate;
and I will be glad to discuss it later on
with anyone disposed to investigate the
subject. For the present, I hav said
enough, I hope, to prove that all the argument and all the logic are not on the
negativ side of the question at issue be:
tween us; and that one may entertain
firm convictions on the positiv side of
that question .without being necessarily a
bigot, a hypocrit, or a fool.
;
Yours for truth, progress, and humanity,
A. AUGUSTA CHAPMAN.
'
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for. this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da,;Y's occurations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

Old-Fashioned Games.
In pla.ying the following games, a syllable is addressed to each pla_yer by the reciter, and tbe one
to whom falls the last word is counted out, and
so on until all are "out," when some forfeit is
decreed each one, to bring them in again.
"Intery, mintery, cutery corn,
Apple-seed and apple-thorn;
Wire, brier, limber loclr,
Five mice in a flock,
Sit and sing by a springO-u-t spells out."
"Onery, twoery, hickory, Ann,
Fillason, follason, Nicholas John;
Queevy, quovy, Irish 1\far,y,
Stringalum, strangalum buck." ·
" Onery. twoery, ickery, see,
Huclrabone, cruckabone, tillabon-e-e;
Ram, pang. muski dam,
Stricldledum, straddledum, twenty-one."
"Ikkamy, clukkamy, aligar, mole,
Diclr slew alliga· stum;
Hikka, pukka, Peter's grin,
FitzWilliam."
"Onery, twoery, tickery, tee,
Alible, lacldble,lee;
First you pump the American line.
Rumbley, bumbley, twenty-nine."
" One's all, two's all, zick a zall zee,
Hurl-a,..moo,"crack-a-moo, peneral-e-e;
Pim, porn, mnFque don,
Strig-a,..lum, strag-a-lum, twenty-one."
"Eeny, meeny, kitie, ki-nan,
Who shall be the soldier's man;
To drive the horse, to beat the dntm;
Tell me when the enemies come;
O-u-t spells rottoma, bottoma, dish-cloth,
0-u-t spells out."
·
" Aner, mayna, dickery, click,
Delia dolia, dominick;
Hitecher, piteeher, dominicker,
Hi, pan, tusk."
" Crickety, craclrcty, too.
This is for you;
Wickery, mickery, lick,
Ickery, thickery dick"

Charming :Manne:rs.
Who does not recognize the charm and
beauty of good manners? They attract
and please, giving warmth, pleasure, ease,
and comfort to all. Like a sunrise in a
morning in M~y they diffuse light and
pleasure over the world. Good manners,
when not artificial and used to hide t~e
evil in people, express the gentle nature
of the individual, the qualities of honesty,
virtue, self-respect, kindness, and generosity.
Anger, animosity, gossip, scandal, selfishness, violent language, are all foreign
to good manners, and should never be indulged. Thoughtfulness for others, the
endeavors to make others happy and at
ease, are first steps to grace of manners.
In fact, the whole matter of fine manners
may be resolved into the doing unto
others as we would wish others to do to
us. The practice of this is always resultant in graceful manners, as
Politeness is to do and say
The kindest things in the kindest way.

-------Uorrespondence.

S. H. W.

ATcmsoN,KAN., Oct. 20, 1892.
1\!Iss SusAN H. WIXoN, Esteemed
Fr1end: I received your very kind and
welcome letter some time ago, and should
hav made an acknowledgment ere this,
but for the fact that I hav been too busy
to attend to my correspondence at all.
I thank you most heartily for the clay
from the grave of that brave-hearted
woman, Ernestine L. Rose. I shall always retain it as a memento of her busy
life in behalf of humanity. Mrs. Rose
should be honored by every Freethinker
in this world.
I extend to you my heartiest congratulations on your safe return home, and the
assurance that the Freethinkers of this
country gladly welcome you back to the
land of your birth-the land for which
you hav put forth your foremost efforts
Jn trying to help save her from the poisonous influences of priestcraft, and the
blighting curse of superst~ti~n. Your articles in the Corner, descr1bmg your voya~e across the ocean, and the wonderful
sights. in. the Old World, are read with
much interest. I hope you will publish
a book describing your tour.
Well, since I last wrote to you and the
Oornerites, we hav removed to the city of

Atchison. Although it was hard to giv
up the exhilarating conditions of country
life, yet we like our new home and surroundings very much, even much m?re
than we anticipated. Atchison is a piCturesque city located in the great Western
Bend of the Missouri river. It has a population of about twenty-three thousand.
It has electric lights, gas, city w!tter
works a paid fire department, three hnes
of st~eet railway, the largest lumber
yards in the United States, the largest
foundry and flouring mills in the state,
the largest drug house west of St. IJouis,
four large elevators, e~g~t banks, . six
large public school bmldmgs, besides
Mount St. ScholasticaAcademy, St. Benedict's College, St. Louis College, Midland
College, and a splendid commercial colle~e.

Atchison is the railroad center of Kansas. It has thirteen railroads. Seventyeight passenger trains arrive and depart
from its Union depot each twenty-four
hours. The wholesale merchants of Atchison in 1888 did a jobbing trade of over
$80,000,000. It is the onl_y city in Kansas
that manufactures vitrified pavmg brick.
Atchison has about fifteen churches, but
nevertheless it has many avowed Freethinkers. We are thinking of organizing
a Freethought society. I believe that if
some good Freethought lecturer would
come this way and giv several lectures,
the city would not hav use for so many
churches. I believe we could easily raise
the necessary funds to defray the expenses
of a lecture, and I think we could, by
proper advertising, insure a large audience.
I am working on the Daily Ch.arnpion.
It is a splendid newspaper, and is a credit
to Atchison (not because I am working
on it, but because it is edited by Lieut.Gov. A. J. Felt, one of the ablest men in
Kansas). Atchison has two other good
newspapers, the Globe and Patriot. Hon.
E. W. Howe; of the Globe, is a great
novelist. His ''Story of a Country Town"
is considered one of the best novels of the
age. Mr. Howe is a man of heavy build,
a well-developed head, and a smooth face,
which resembles that of Colonel Ingersoll
verymuch. Hehasatwinkleinhiseyewhich
foretells of the wit and genius of his fertil
brain. The witticisms that appear in his paper are quoted in papers all over the country. It is hard to pick up a paper without
finding something from the Atchison Globe.
Suffice to say, Mr. Howe is a Freethinker.
Mr. S. F. Stambaugh, of the Patriot, is a
smooth writer and an able journn.list. I
hav worked for him, and I consider him
one of the most genial men I ever met. I
know not what Mr. Stambaugh's religion
is, but he must be an ardent admirer of
Colonel Ingersoll, as he publishes a great
many quotations from the great orator.
To-morrow is Columbus day, and Atchison is anticipating one of the biggest
celebrations ever held in the city. The
schools will each render a splendid program, and thel'e will be speaking by good
orators and a grand procession. There
will also be various other demonstrations.
Atchison is the home of Hon. John J.
Ingalls, one of the ablest men in America.
He has just returned from a foreign tour,
and on his return home he was given a
grand reception in the elegant and spacious
parlors of the Byram Hotel, where hundreds of people assembled to welcome
their honored fellow-citizen to his home
again. Senator Ingalls is fondly attached
to Atchison. In a recent interview with
a Kansas City Star reporter, he said: "To
me Atchison is the dearest spot on earth.
Here I was married, here my children
hav been born, here my dead are buried,
and here I shall be buried when it comes
my time."
I am circulating a petition in this country to keep the gates of the World's Fair
open on Sunday. I am getting quite a
number of signers.
As this letter is getting rather lengthy,
I will write no moreatpresent. With best
wishes to you and my Corner friends, I
remain,
Sincerely,
GEORGE J. REMSBURG.
LEWISPORT, KY., Sept 20, 1892.
Miss S. H. WIXON: Thanks for your
letters learning us how to liv by showing
us the pitfalls of others away over the
ocean. I often say to my young friends
who hav no time to read ancient history,
"Subscribe for a live Freethought paper
or magazine and you will become learned
at your leisure; besides, you will feel you
are in the natural line with yourself."
A few days ago my little granddaughter
said, '' Grandpa, cool my 'tato." ''Who
gave you this potato?" "My sweet
mamma. She is n{)t mad." Now, this
baby is twenty-three months old. This
led me to think at what age I was when I
noticed that. my dear mother's face was
looking sad on Sunday when the Pr~>sby
terian preachers came around with their
long faces and doleful talk. Lydia's
mother does not get mad at her, nor does
she trouble herself about the cruel religion that my dear mother had, sixty or
more years ago, which made her miserable.
If we believe this religion we are bound to

be miserable. If we pretend to believe it
and do not, we are out of line with the
world as it should be. And every step
on the wrong road leads us away from the
right place.
These preachers seemed to think sadness
a virtue. But long years ago I learned that
money and good living were their principal virtues. I find that the fate
of rich Dives, who fared sumptuously
every day, does not prevent the clergy or
Christians generally from enjoying as
many comforts as they can get. Jesus
said, "Blessed are the poor." This is not
so much a consolation to the poor as it is
to the rich, who grind the poor to compete
individually with each other, and collectivly to be tyrannized over by the collectivity of the rich in church and state.
I said to a clergyman: "It seems to me
your class do not believe in equal human
liberty and comforts as essentially necessary to the happiness of all mankind."
He replied: "I believe in what you
don't." "What is that?" said I. "Free
will." "Why, my dear sir, you condemn
free thol!Kht and preach that free will is a
crime. What would the world be if every
fool or villain should hav his own way?
Freethought, with the privilege of expression, is education; education is civility."
I hope the coming children will not be
taught that it is the proper thing to die or
liv on the goodness of anybody, even
a Jesus. Truth is the only real satisfaction.
I just nursed our little Lydia to sleep by
singing, "0 baby!" Oh, how we do love
her! They say she was born wicked,
when she knowH nothing but love. And
fear-what a shame that we hav a class who
must preach a falsehood so cruel to fill
their pockets and cormorant stomachs!
Nature feeds all mankind on what they
eat, even falsehood. It seems to me that
many people are above or afraid of sym-

pathy as not manly. Not long ago I wa
con~ulted by a ~ich ~riend as to a little
busmess. I ad~sed h1m to leniency to h(
debto~. He B!tld. that was not business
Is !Jusmess a villam? If so, let us hav less
of 1t a~~:d more sympathy for man, woman,
and child.
GEoRGE SMITH
P.S.-My neighbor and Freethinker
friend, Mrs. Johnson, who lost a little
daughter seven years old about the time
you lost a niece, wants to know if you hav
another niece. This child was her only
daughter. She has one son older. She
seems to identify your niece and her child
together. She seems lonely. Write her
a letter or answer the same in the Children's Corner and oblige
MRs. JoHNSON,
[No other niece has come into the heart
and home of the editor of the Corner.
We miss little Susie from day to day. We
shall always miss her.
Her death
shattered many bright hopes and brilliant
expectations. Bu£ we love all children
for her dear sake, as well as for their own
worthiness. We assure Mrs. Johnson of
our tender sympathy in her bereavement.
We know what it is to see the vacant
chair, to listen in vain for the merry
prattle of a childish voice. Yet those who
die young escape many trials and many
heartaches. They are safe.-ED. C. C.]
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GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote t'o the. author: "You hav earned the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research~ of sound criticism, of cau~tic
humor, of sledgehamm,r vehemence, of scathing satire, of patnos and elo9.uence. It is one of
the heaviest iconoclastie broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God an<1 the Brble.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
'l.'he Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianity elevated the woman; it shrouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child." The object of Saladin's work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded. An English wdter said of it:
"Tbis cPrtainly rs one of the most marvelous books ever i•sued from the press. The authorities cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt-lettered. $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?
The evidence for the rr surrection is in this book carefully considered, and found wantin!f. It ought to convince every Christian of the untruthfulness of this alleged miracle, for
it rs certainly one of the best essays ever written on the subject.
In paper, 25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of the known facts upon this subject, proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. To which are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 30 cents. ·
·

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the verled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Eome of its subjects are: A Last Interview with a
llian of Genius; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Sala,..
din's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This boolr reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic historic verse, aglow _in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered. 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The tjtle poem is a st~ry of intense passion, .touchingly to.ld. ·The other twenty poeme
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thmker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passion and throbs with life.
·
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:;: one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of Saladin.
ln paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the gallows. Printed from manuscript in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Oourt
said: "This novel will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's lltory, 'Is
This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.
·
·

THE CONFESSIONAL.

.

Being an exposure of that infamous reli~ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; Lechery of the Confesswnal; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have .l!ostered Learning; Her Atte' pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndulgence; 'l.'he Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
.:
ln paper, 25 cents.
For aJl of these works a.ddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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Jfews of the Woelt.
CASES of cholera are still appearing in
Russia, France, and Holland,
A DREAM has caused Priest Kohn, of St.
Louis, to change to Methodism.
SPIRITUALIST SLADE has become insane. The doctors allege dissipation as the
cause.
PRoF. ANDREW D. WmTE, the American
minister to Russia, has been received by
the czar.
THE Black Death has appeared in Persia
and southwestern Russia in the tracks of
the cholera.
MARm SoURmoux, who witnessed the
first miraculous apparition at Lourdes,
France, in 1858, has died.
AT Chicago on the 20th Herman Seigler
killed his wife's parents. He says that
the Lord directed the deed,
AT the refusal of the Belgian parliament
tograntuniversalsuft'rage, mobs attempted
destruction of a royal palace.
CATHOLIOS resent the celebrations of
Luther, saying tb,at the chief motiv of
that personage in leaving and fighting the
church was his craving to marry.
THE neglect of the British cabinet to
attend the banquet of the Catholic lord
mayor Knill is attributed to a desire to
please the Nonconforming and Low church
people.
AT a woman's rights meeting in France
a lady said: "Everyone is talking of arbitration just now; but no one dreams of
naming the being who ought to be the supreme arbitrator-woman!"
A ool\IET is visible. It is disputed
whether it is nearing or receding from us.
It is possible that it may strike the earth.
If it even passes through the earth's atmosphere its gases will prove fatal to all
life.
PosTMASTER-GENERAL W ANAMAXER delivered a religious exhortation at New
York last week saying: "Blessed Bible!
Oh, how much may we find in this blessed
Book that will be helpful to us at every
moment."
·
AT Hennessy, Okl., Christian Scientists
said at a meetmg that if one had faith he
could pick up a rattlesnake without harm,
The next day a convert named .Southers
picked one up, was bit, refused medical
aid, and died.
THE Children's Society of England in a
report sa:ys that "the society's work has
rendered 1t clear that education, rank, and
practice of religious .rites are fully compatible with even fervor and devotion in
cruelty to children."
GEORGE H. BELL, the p1ou.s inventor,
in a reply to his wife's suit for divorce
says that when he proposed to refer their
inharmony to Rev. Dr. Boyd she cried,
"The church folks the devil! I will not
hav them meddling with m~ affairs."
IN Germany Catholics and Lutherans
are holding meetings demanding the expulsion of Professor Harnack from his
post of professor of theolog-y in the Berlin
University. He had written a pamphlet
denying and ridiculing the doctrin of the
immaculate conception.
IN Newark, N. J., Rev. Dr. Brady an11
Rev. Dr. Crowe are waging a verbal war
on each other in their pulpits. The quarrel
started over Moses. Dr. Brady calls Crowe
an Antichrist. He says: " If any man or
men want to see me privately. on an affair
of honor, my address is 28 Franklin street."
There are rumors of a duel.
IN the suit of an Alleghany county, N. Y.,
man for divorce, the principal charge is that
his wife taxed him with mentioningin prayer
only his children by a former marriage
and not hers, and as he did not deny it
ordered him to include the latter, and at
his refusal seized his hair with both hands
and pulled him to the floor and held him
till he prayed as bid,
PRESIDENT HARRISoN's Thanksgiving
proclamation says that God ''has stayed the
pestilence at our door he has awakened
a. deeper reverence f~r iaw; he has blessed
our schools and is bringing forward a
patriotic and God-fearing generation to
execute his great and benevolent designs
foro~ country; he has given us great increase in material wealth; he has given his
grace to the sorrowing."
THE Toledo superintendent of schools
recently made charges that the American Protectiv Association, through Dr.
Oott, board of education member, had
tried to compel him to dismiss Catholic
and Hebrew teachers, and had tried to
make the examination papers so that Catholica would not pass, however well
qualified. This brings the religious wsr
at Toledo to s focus, aRd the matter will
go into the criminal court.
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CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.
BYCAPT.ROBERTC.ADAMa
Being the story of his ment&l Journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.

Price, pa.per, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
A.<ldre•• TRill TRUTU Rl!llllltllll'l.

The Clergyman's Victims.
A LIBERAL 81. OR Y.
8y MBB.. E. J BALL.

Price. 25 cents.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothing_ like it has ever be.
fore appeared in this country, and it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever again be pub.
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of JLUtting the book in the reach of all
At twice the price i~ would. have been a cheap book. Artist Heston as a portrait-painter and de.
signer is a wonderful snccessl !J.nd we judge from our own feelings that nearly every Liberal in
America will desire a copy of tnis most wonderful volnme.-[Freethinkers' Magazine.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethonght, and has done faithful and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to p:rove the nttet
falsity of the church's professions a,nd the hY;Qocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogether the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put in the
bands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

Price, board covers, $2;
.&.ddreaa Thtt '.D.'II.Qa
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$2-.SO.
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By 7HOMAS ELLWOOD LONGSHORE.
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Price, cloth, $1; paper, 60 cents.
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DR. R. pI FELLOWS,

Curious Revelations -From the
rae HOTeD SPECIALIST~
Life of a Trance Medium.
By )\IRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD.

For JJt1en Only,

Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. illus- and liis remedies are of the best. The Doctor
trated with Engravings, and Frontispiece of Lincoln treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
from Carpenter's Portrait from life. Cloth, $1.60; and
excesses, causing Early J;>ecay, Loss of 1\Ianpaper, 75 cents.
hood, Wasting Discharges~ Vancocele, 1\Iental
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 281Lafa.yette place, N. Y. and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those afflicted and who are desirous of being
cured a booklet of some 38 pages will be sent to
their address for ten cents~ sealed in a flain
envelope, giving causes a.na Symptoms o the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important discovery-an Outward Application-a
positive cure, w1th evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N.J.
And say yon saw this advertisement 1n THE
TRUTH l::lEEKEB.
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal a Hnmani.
tarian, and a generous patron of the Freethought
press. He has many testimoniltls to the value of
his progressive and successful method of treatment, a.nd deserves patronage.-Freethouaht.
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Jfsw ]}u"bZioations.
Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had of THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
EssAYs UPoN SoME CoNTROVERTED QUEsTIONS. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
New York: Appleton & Co. Cloth; pp.
490; price, $2.
This volume is composed of articles reprinted from the two Engliith magazines,
the Nineteenth Century and the Fortnightly Review. In these pieces Professor Huxley has from time to time attacked
and exploded such of the false assertions
of Christians as he found attracting too
much the attention of the public and deceiving that o'ergullible body. As Huxley
s admittedly the most competent authority of the day in general physical science,
h1s championing of our Antichristian cause
has been very grateful to us and won him
high thanks. A few among the titles of
his articles are: "Mr. Glad!'tone and
Genesis," ''The Evolution of Theology,"
"Science and Morals," "Science· and
Pseudo-Science," ''Agnosticism," '' The
Value of Witness to the Miraculous,"
'Agnosticism and Christianity," "The
Lights of the Church and the Light of
Science," "Illustrations of Mr. Gladstone's Controversial Methods." The
volume will be found highly instructiv.
To many it will be, besides instructiv,
pleasing; it will be this to those who hav
leisure for diffuse treatment of subjects;
who hav had a certain grounding in
history and physical science; who like
their information at first hand, and who
are alive to the preciousness and charm of
that rare quality, cautiousness and nice
accuracy in assertion. To others, however, the volume will be less pleasing.
For the treatment is too detailed for those
who run in this dispatchful American
world to read; the sentences are long, the
words many, and the phrasing is often
technical when it could as easily hav been
popular.
Nevertheless, thanks to our
powerful champion! Behold him, for a
specimen, overtilting Superstition's slender hero Gladstone: "The first chapter
of Genesis teaches the supernatural creation of the present forms of life; modern
science teaches that they hav come about
by evolution. The first chapter of Genesis
teaches the successiv origin-firstly, of all
the plants, secondly of all the aquatic and
aerial animals, thirdly, of all the terrestrial
animals, which now exist-during distinct
intervals of time; modern science teaches
that, throughout all the duration of an immensely long past, so far as we hay any
adequate knowledge of it (that is as far.
back as the Silurian epoch), plants,
aquatic, aerial, and terrestrial animals hav
coexisted; that the earliest known are
unlike those which nt present exist; and
that the modern species hav come into exstance as the last terms of a series, the
members of which hav appeared one after
another. Thus, far from confirming the
account in Genesis, the results of modern
science, so far as they go, are in principle,
as in detail, hopelessly discordant with it."
HANDBOOK OF SOIENTJFIO AGNOSTICISM.
By Richard Bithell, B.Sc., Ph.D. London: Watts & Co. Cloth; pp 64; price,
$1..
The title of this book sufficiently explains its nature. We will add that its
merit is considerable. The author had
before written two books developing his
personal views on Agnosticism and kindred
topics, and eventually concluded that it
would fill a popular need to issue a work
embodying such views as are not merely
personal to himself but are held by the
generality of Agnostics. He says in his
preface:
"As the work was passing through the
press it was subjected to the revision of a
committee; and, as this committee was responsible to a large extent for the opinions
herein recorded, it has exercised its ril;"ht,
as well as discharged its duty, by ameuding sundry modes of expression, or by the
excision of passages which it thought
would not meet with the approval of Agnostics generally."
The first chapter is devoted to Definition
of Terms; the second to Vl1lgar Agnosticism; the third to Inchoate or PreScientific Agnosticism. This early history
of Agnosticism is interesting. The term
'Agnostic" is of very recent origin, but,
remarks Mr. Bithell, in the time of the
s~acious philosopher Locke, two centunes ago, we find "a phraseology coming
into use which clearly foreshadowed the
progress of the Agnostic idea. The word
itself was not used; still less did anyone
call himself by that name. As to the
scientific method of research adopted and
inculcated by modern Agnostics, it was not
so much as formulated till after the lapse
of many years.
. . John Locke relates how, when discoursing wit)l a few
fnends on some scientific subject, they
found themselvs quickly at a stand, by the
difficulties that arose on every side. After

we had for a while puzzled ourselvs, with- I him and the most wingy and sky-al!piring
out coming any nearer to a resolution of j flights of transcendental meditation. Bethose doubts that perplexed us, it came . sides his other writings, he kept a Journal
into my thoughts that we took a wrong from which gleanings hav been published
course, and that, before we set ourselvs under the titles of "Winter," "Spring,"
upon inquiries of that nature, it was 1 and "Summer." Now a new voh1me,
necessary to examin our own abilities, and "Autumn," has been added. It consists
see what objects our understandings were of observations of nature's ongoings as he
fitted or not fitted to deal with.' 'l'he re- marked them day by day, with which are
suit of this conviction upon Locke was the interspersed musings the loftiest an,d judgproduction of his celebrated 'Essay Con- menta the most piercing.
,
cerning Human Understanding,' wherein
Thoreau loves simpleness and veracity.
the limitations of the human faculties were We Freethinkers and AgnoF-tics all know
roughly outlined and very strongly in- how many loose habits of exaggerating, or
sisted on. Hume profited by this warning, asserting before proof, or speaking
and undertook an essay bearing almost the cant instead of our plain thought, must
same title ('An Inquiry Concerning Hu- be got rid of on the road from popular
man Understanding') as Locke's. In the Christianity and worldliness to the life of
section treating of the idea of Neces!lary the simple seeker of truth. So we symConnection we find him meeting with pathize with Thoreau's remark:
questio!l~ that. 'm~st forever escape o~r
"How much forbearance, aye~.sacrifice
most dihgent mqmry; facts that are m and loss, goes to every accomplishment!
the 'last degree mysterious and unintel- I am thinking by what long disciplin and
li¢-ble;' animal powers operating in such at what cost, a man learns to speak simply
a manner as is 'wholly beyond our com- at last."
prehension;' events effected by an energy
The perfecting of eelf, the upbuilding of
which is 'unknown and inconceivable.' one's own character, is to Thoreau of in. . . The result was a clearer percep- comparably greater value than the winning
tion of the limitations under which the hu- of the applause of worldlings. In this
man mind must necessarily work and a strain he says:
more definit tracing of the line between
"It is to be remembered thst by good
what we hav the power of knowing and deeds or words you encourage yourself,
what, from the very nature of the case, who always hav need to witness or hear
cannot possibly be known. This change them."
was brought about by the more diligent
Thoreau ever counsels to originality, to
study of the phenomena of consciousness, an utter disregard of the world's canons
a human faculty much talked about by all and customs. Of his incitements in this
sorts and conditions of men, but mostly direction this iA a sample:
with a very inadequate idea of its impor"Say the thing with which you labor.
tance or its functions." We must content It is a waste of time for the writer to use
ourselvs with mentioning merely the titles his talents merely. Be faithful to your
of Mr. Bithell's remaining chapters: genius. Write in the strain that interests
Scientific Agnosticism, Part li-The you moAt. Consult not the popular taste."
Fundamental Postulates of AgnosticismTo the moderatists and csgelings of orFeeling and Sensation, Consciousness, thodoxy, the truth-avoiders and truthKnowledge, Relativity, Belief, Faith; Part· hiders, our writer thunders thus:
III-The Agnostic Method and Its Appli"Preaching? lecturing? Who are ye
cations-Physical Science, Physiology, that ask for these things? What do you
Psychology, Metaphysics, History, The- want to hear, ye puling infants? A t.rumology.
·
pet sound that would train you up to
-manhood? or a nurse's lullaby? The
AUTUMN. From the Journal of Henry D. preachers and lecturers deal with
Thoreau. Edited by H. G. 0. Blake. men of straw~as they are men of straw
Boston: Houghton, Mifllin &Co. Cloth; themselvs.
why, a free-spoken men,
pp. 470; price, $1.50.
of sound lungs, cannot draw a long
Sundry of our readers hav perchance breath, without causing your rotten instidone us the honor to retain in their mem- tutions to come toppling down, by the
ories something of our late sketch of that vacuum he makes.
Your church is a
strange character, Henry Thoreau. He baby-house made of blocks, and· so of the
was, they may recall, a highly original in- state. It would be a relief to breathe one's
dividual. He was self-balanced and self- self occasionally, among men. Freedom
dependent. He scorned the traditionist of speech I It hath not entered into your
and the formulist, and fled far from con- hearts to conceive what these words mean.
vention and pretense. He loved equally The church, the state, the school, the
the observation of every-day nature about magazine, think they are liberal and free!
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THe •• •• HOLIDA1S.
The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in
cloth. with gold lettering and side stamp,
for $2.50. In plain boards. $2

Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated,
in cloth, with gold l• ttering and side
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1.

Around the World, by D. M. Bennett. 4 volumes, red cloth covers. $6.50.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers. 1,075 pages. Svo. Cloth, $3;
leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Champions of the Church: Their Crimes
and Persecutions. Svo. 1,119 pages, gilt
edges, $4.50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern
Times. Two volumes. Written in
Prison. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

Jngersolf s Prose . Poems and Selections.
From his Writings and Sayings. Silk
cloth, $2 50; half calf, $4.50; half mor.,
$5; turkey mor., $7.50; tree calf,· $9.

Jngerso/J' s Principal Works: Gods and Other
Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures;
Some Mistakes of Moses ; Interviews on
Talmage; What Must We Do to Be Saved?
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals.
1,141 pages. In one vol., half calf, $5.

1J6r For Other

Life.

It is the freedom of a prison yard. What
is it you tolerate, you church to-day?
Not truth, but a life-long hypocrisy, The
voice that goes up from the monthly concerts is not so brave and cheery as that
which rises from the frog-ponds of the
land. Look at your editors of· popular
magazines.
I hav dealt with two or
three of the most liberal of them. They
are afraid to print a whole sentence, a
sound sentence, a free-spoken sentence
We want to ~et 30,000 subscribers, and
will do anythmg to get them. They consuit the D.D. 's aud all the letters of the
alphabet, before printing a sentence."
A reflection out of the line of the foregoing, and which may seem empty enough
to some but will hit a chord in certain
ponderers, shall form our closing excerpt
from that fit Freethinker's ideal, Thoreau:
"Wonderful, wonderful is our· life, and
that of our companions.
That there
should be such a thing as a brute animal,
not human! that it should attain tp a sort
of society with our race! Think of cats,
for instance; they are neither Chinese nor
Tartars, they neither go to school, nor
read the 'l'estament. Yet how near they
come to doing so, how much they ar!)like
us who do so."
-We hail' with no little pleasure the Agnostic Annual for 1893, The Agnostic
Annual issues each autumn in London,
England, · from
the
neat-executing
printing-house of W. Stewart & Co. In
it every year a troop of the ablest
pioneers of progress strike vigorous blows
ahead at the huge front of the Unsolved
and Unascertained, while their axes fail
not of plentiful back-swings against the
drag and cumbrance of Christianity. The
table of contents this time sets •forth the
following tempting array: "The- Moral
Sanction," Leslie Stephen; "Reverent
Agnosticism," Amos Waters:
"The
Mother Nature: APoem," Gerald Massey;
"Dogmatism in Theology," Alfred Memerie, M.A., LL.D. ; "Sermons on the
Mount( Samuel Laing; "The City of the
Dead,' W. Stewart Ross (Saladin); "On
the Duty of Honesty in our Convictions,"
C.~E. Plumptre; "Scientific Religion," R.
Bithel, B.Sc., Ph~D.; "The Blight of
Superstition," Charles Watts; "Anthro
pology and Orthodoxy," Edward Clodd;
" The Disappearance of the Nether
World "F. J. Gould; "Religious Ideas
their OriginandDevelopment," Frederick
Mil.lar~r" Signals with Mars: A Poem,"
G, H. 1\'lartin; "Materialism and Idealism
Harmonized," Lucian Armstrong. In accordance with the use of the story-paper
publishers, we shall print here the first
twenty lines of the opening. article, by

I

In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends
Liberals should remember that good Books make
lasting impressions, and please as well every day
in the year. A Liberal book in the right
hands often changes the views of sev•
era.l _person.s.
We have _quite a number of books appronriately
bound for Holiday purchasers, and we Will pack
them ca.refullx so they can_go any distance in the
mail. The following are all good books for the
purpose.

A Prose Poem.

In color, on

board, beveled, gilt edges, 50 ceBts.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.

22x28

inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.

photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll.
50 cents.

Bible Myths and Their Parallels in Other
Religions. Gilt top, marbled cover,
$5; in cloth, $2. 50.

Apples of Gold, by Mis!'l Susan H. Wixon,
Gilt stamp. $1.25.

-A" In A Lifetime, by Misl! Wixon.
The Story Hour.

$1.

An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting Book, Without Superstition, for Children and Youth The
Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book
ever issued. 66 full-page illustrations
and 25 smaller; large type, heavy, toned
paper, broad margins, illustrated covers;
4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.

Conway's Life of Paine.

Two large hand-

some volumes. The best .and only complete Life of Paine. Half calf, $10; in
cloth, $5.

parton' s Life of Voltaire.

Of which the

same can be said as of Conway's Life of
Paine. Half calf, $10; in cloth, $6.

Books Bee the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogue . ..8!5iJ
Address·THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York,
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Leslie Stephen, so that interested readers
will purchase to continue " this fascinating romance" (no disrespect meant Mr.
Stephen): "The question is not unfrequently put to Utilitarians: What is the
ultimate sanction of your morality? Why,
in the last reeort, should. a man do good
rather than evil? And it is frequently put
with an air of triumph, as though it were
obvious that no satisfactory reply could
be made. I propose ·to say a word or two
upon this point, rather with a view to clearing the issues than to making any attempt
toward a complete answer. First of all,
I hold that there is,. potentially at least, a
science of ethicsi or that it is desirable to
treat ethical pro olema by scientific methods.
A science is in -this as in other
cases simply an organization of our knowledge, resulting in a systematic statement
of facts. This formation of a science is
pret>isely what has been attempted more
or less crudely by Utilitarians, and upon
more elaborate methods by Evolutionists.
Now, from this point of view, we hav to inquire what is in point of fact the general
formula, supposing such a formula to be discoverable, of the existing moral law, and of
the laws from which it has been developed?
What again, we hav to ask, is the nature
of the motiv11 which lead men to obey that
law so far as the~ do obey it; or to regard obedience to 1t with approval?" The
price of the Agnostic Annual is 25 cents.
A.NEW~WORK

J.D~ Sqa~'s Boo~s.

l'he Bible-What Is IU 25o.
Studies in Theology. 10o.
J.lberalism. 5c.

e

Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"

I

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law re~PIlating human conduct on the Sabbath is an Im1 pertinence." Price, 10 cents.
The False Teachin~ of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of

With preface by

J. !M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethtn7cer.
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
Btl M. B.A.BOOOK.
Price,

·.

to cents.

the Christian ch)lrch are thirtY-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

I

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact ~
l>rice, 5 cents.

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
1 Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

I

NATHANI[L~ VAUGHANt
'Prie•t &l)c:l .M.al).

A NO VEL.

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.
The Mvth of the Great Delnlfe•

By

James :M. McCann. 15 cents. Ten co\)Ies, $1. It
is the most complete and overwhelmlng refutation of the Bible Story of the Deluge tha.t I~ave
ever read.-B. F. Underwoqd, . '.!-'o read It 1.s to
be astonished at the poss1bilit1es of religiOus
crednlity.-T. B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has blown the fallacy to atoms,A. B. Bradford. It oug)lt to meet with a very
large sa.le.-C. P. Farrell.

The Evolution of the Devil.

By FREDERIKA. MA.QDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

A.n independent and-;;;;ctable study of char·
acter in the law of circumstance such as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own as her first novel. . . . A more vigorous
'!lresentment ofthemischiev<ms nature of modem
tlhriiltianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-i:Westminster Review.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12m.o, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'lHE TRUTH BEEKER.

By Henry

Frank, the independent preacher of NflW Yprk
city. The mqst learneq, ~~.CCU.rate, sC1.entifi<},
and philosoph1ca.l ana.lys1s of his satamc maJesty ever pub~shed. The bo9k cpntains 66
pages, is beavt1fully bound_, mth likeness of
author on title-page. Pnce, .25 cents; five
copies for $1.

Ingersoll's Address before the New York
Unitarian Club. The first tinle in the
history of the world that a Christian a.ssocia.tion ever invited a noted .Infidel to lecture
befora them. The lecture I.s a granq one, &nd
was received bv ths club mth contmuous ap.
plause from be ginning to end. The paml!hlet contains 12 pa11es, beautifully printed.
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered before

the New York legislavtllre May 9, 1SSS. Price, 4
cents.

Dwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan
H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for 80
cents.

God in the ConstitUtion. By Robert G.

Ingersoll. One of the best papers Qolopel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cuver mtl).likeness
of author. Price, 10 celits. Twelve cop1es for$1.

What Would Follow the Eftacement of
Christianity f By George Jacob ~oly
oake This is a most va.luab1e contributiOn to
Freethought literature. Bound in paper with
good likeness of author. Price,10cents. Twelve
copies for $1.

Life and Career of Charles Bradlangh.
B'{ George Jacob Holyoa.ke. With good likeness
0 Mr.Bradlaugh. Price,15 cents. Ten copies
for e1.

What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.
L. Greim, editor of the Freet1dn7cer's Mauazcne.

A. good missionary document. Price,!15 :cents
per dozen.

Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine, a.t the Ia.~ Paine oelebrati?n1 in

"Think of

a minioter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake &
crusade of one a.gainst the Uolorado beetle!"
Price, 10 centil.

.,

ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.

Address THE TBUTll 8EEKKB

.------------------------------

I

BY

ARTHUR B. BOSS,
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THE BEST%
Tim

"Otto Wettstein" W!TCH.
Perfected new· model, 16 jewels, full atljusted
to heat, cold, and position, beautiful double sunk
dia.l, and all modem improvements; ouaranteea
a verfect timer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cues, $17' 8-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $23.
In best fiil.ed gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $2€;
hinged ca.se, $28 to $80; huntinJ!:t $81 to 1(!35; lt
car&t, solid gold, $45 to iflliiO. NICkel works, $9
more.
Re!fUiar Grade American Watches.Bilvenne case 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.110; 15
jewels.,., $9; ditto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. J.n finer cues, add as above.
Ladie•' A.m~ican Gold Watche•·-All
latest·styles 1 in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels~
$14; 11 JeWe.tB, $15.110; 15 jewels, $20; 14 ca.rat solia
~9ld, $10 more.
Heavier, more ela.borate, and
diamond-set cases. from $5 to $100 more.
A.ll watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in .order 1 yea.r, &nd after that time cleaned for $1
&nd returned free.
l!lnndries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $8. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80j, table spoo~B~
$8.60, knives, $1.75; forks, $1.711; au for $6. Solia
silver spooni, $1.110 per ounce; solid silver souv•
enir spoons, $1, $1..25, $1.1101.$2 to $8.
The Colonel Iugenoilo-Tea,$2.110 ;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $8;_giltl>owls, 110 cents more. Extra.
heavy teas, $8. Etched :
" The Ttme to be Ha:P:Pfl {s .N()IJ),"

110

~~s.J!~:b. of Reason Bad~re, solid gold.
enameled in 5 colors, small pins,
$2.711, and .
$8.110. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.110,
$1!1.! $15, $20, $80.
viamond•t.20 per cent. below market price.
·Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. A.ll goods prepafa (except knives and forks) and cash refunded at op.
tion. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Til.

*2.

New York· city. Pnce, 6 cents; ten copws:lfor
110 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or what tJ;te editor of the FreetMnkers' Mauaztne t~nks of
him; Price, 4 centi; twenty-five copies for
110
® 1is. Address THE TBUTH BEEKER
·
28 Lafayette place, New Yor':k.

BIBLE MORALS.
Pwenty

Orl!mes I and.lfiYkes

· Sanottoned by :sortpture.
.Bf J, 1!MR11111SBt7BG. 'll'rlQII, ~ qe~ts.

WAT:e~

OP. LIPS

I• DoJnfl" Wenden In Cnrfnlr the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. M South Main street, Wllkesl>arn, Pa..

"WHY''
I specially want 500 orders for booki within the
next three montha.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and

··

WHY.

ELIIINA DRAKE BLENKERh.
Snowville,ty a.
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'THE ·TBUTH SEEKEB LIBBAB t
Issued Monthly.

Subscription price, 18 per annum.
No.

. BOOKS ISSUEIJ.

Prfce

1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinkera' Almanac, 1891.......... •• .. . . ... .. . ..
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar.
· dener... .................................
s. Age of Reason.· Thomas Paine.... .. .. . ..
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett..................................
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck........
6. Victor Hugo's Orati<:>n on Voltaire........
7. The Crisis..... .. . • .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . • . .. . . .. . ..
8. SabbathBreaking ....... , .. :...... ........
9. Travels in Faith; R. C. Adams...........
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller .. '"·
11. My Religious Ex{lerience. S. P. Putnam:
12. The Higher Criticism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore..............
18. Infidel De!l.th-beds. u-. W. Foote........
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. llinst'd
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower"
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gar~
dener.......................................
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg.......
18. ·Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk......
19. Pocket Theologv. Voltaire..............
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gar.
derier.......................................
21. History of Religion. E. E. Evans1. ... ..

50
25
25

20
10
40
25
25
25
25
50
25
40
10
10
25
50
25
50

20

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearl;r subscribers will receive all the books

issued during the fear. Single copies of each
book sent upon rece1pt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Ex&mination. of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.

By PROF. F. W. NEWMAN.

Prioe

2~

'l&nts.

THE SABBATH.
By M. FARRINGTON.

W.A.S JERRY DRUNK? .A. CONTRADICTORY JUMBLE OF NONSENSE.-Jer. iv, 23-27.

A Thorough Examination and Refutation of the Claims of the
Sabbatarians.

Col. R. G•.. Ingersoll's

Price,

BIBL·E MYT-HS;

IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,

AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS;

.At JJiorristown, N. J..
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and wjll be a model" for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legnl acu en is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Chri~tian persecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 cents.
Address
'I'RF. TRUTH REEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

BEING

Vomparlson of the Old and New Testament Myths and J!llracles with those
. of Heathen Nations of Antiquity, .
·
CpNSIDERING .ALSO TiiEm ORIGIN AND MEANING,
WITll NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

LIB.ERALUHYMN·BOOK

In ;vourmeetings, to make them lively and intereating. THE LIBEB.!L HYMN-Boox contains songs
by the best poets, ada~ted to well-known turoee
It iP hill.!!l:y recommended by Messrs. Wakeman
Par'Lon. Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker
and, inde9d,.by all who hav examined it. Prier
~-M!l!!:e;1 '!lu 'Ell,llTll! B~:g~ at.

10 cents,

Apocryphal New Testament.
THI:lo GOSPeLS,
Epistles, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and not Included In the New Testament.

[Heathen .lttustratioJt of the Temptatiun.]

$1.

Price,

The Bundehesh (a sac1·ed book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creati1ig the first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart;.to observe
the law; to be pure in their thoughts, pure in their speech,
pure in their actions." · But an evil demon came to them in
the form ofa Serpent, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
and gave them fruit of a wonderful tree, which imparted
immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts,
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Consequently they fel1, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
BIBLE MYTHS shows this to be the· origin of the Hebrew
story.

A. FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
By FRANCES WRIGHT.

Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosopher. and tbe author.
75 cents.

Price,

BIBLE IN INDIA.
-HINDOO ORIGIN-

Of Hebl"eW i5ll'\d ca~ristial'\ ~v
elatiOl'\·
By Lours

Price, $2.

JAOOLLIOT.

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages. Price, $2.60.
Sent post·paid by the

TRUTH

SEEKE~.

.An ex

BING, BROTHERS, BiNG.

DRINKING---

By_E. c. WALKER.

$4.50.

amination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
writings of the World. By Viscount Amberley,
son of the late Lord John Russell, twice Premier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.
.The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth
Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and
sent by express hone dollar will be deducted from
the pnce of eac .

1empera11ce.

Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and.
Modern Times. Vol. I gives. a full ac"

Analysis of Religious Belief.

Its History and Its Inftue'!IW6
Upon Society.

~---LIQUOR

sketches of rrominent Christians. .A com_panion book to' The World's Sages," etc. ByD.M.'
Bennett. 8vo, 1,119 pages. Morocco, gilt \')Oges

Includin·g The Age of Reason, Examination of
Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of Llandaff, Let.
ters to Mr. Erskine; Essay on Dreams, Lettet
to Camille Jordan, The. Religion of. Deism
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of
l\ian; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,.
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, Bvo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,

JYlatsriaZism:

B~ble

The Champions of tlte Church : Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical

The Great Works of Tlwmas Paine.

15 cents .

Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
· Paper, ll!mo, l5 ·cents.

dred of the most distinguished teachers and
philosophers (who were not Christians)l: from
the time of Menu to the present. By D.JV . Bennett. 1,075 pages, Bvo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
•

the reality of rlivine reYelation. Decidedly the
most thorough ancl exhaustive work on the
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F.
W. Newman, Emel"itns Professor of the London
University. 1.115 pages, Svo. In. cloth, $4;
leather, $5;·morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

Price,

By DJ". Lollls BucHNER, Author of "Foroe a.nd

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hun-

SU})ernatural Religion. An inquir;y into

A HISTORICAL AND. CRITICAL ftEVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.JJ.

A

The Truth Seeker Library.

count of all the !'Ods the nations of the earth
have worshiped, mcluding_Jehovah,-Satan, the
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chris!; Virgin Maryland the.
Bible. 83-'5 pages 8vo. · v ol. II descriJes fully
all religious systems of the world, including.
Judaism, 1\fohammedanism, and Christianity;
the-latter occupying 372 pag~s. being fully gone
into. !).19 pages. By D. M. Bennett. Writ-.
ten in prison at Albany. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for the two 'volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

_10 cents.

The Sunday Question.

·THIRD .. EDfTION.

ARGUMENT

Godly Women of the Bible.
A HISTORY OF ALL

Pocket Theology. Creed of Christendom.
By VOLTAIRE.
l'erse, witty, a.nd Sarcastic d.3finitiona o! thPO
lo<d,._,J t~l'llls. Pri""· 26 cents.

Br~in

and

t~e

Bible;

Confltcf 8fltween Mental Sctence atid 1.,.heo'o'n'J
By EDGAB

c. BEALL.

'

"

"·

Preface ·oy B. G. INGERSOLL.

•i.
.

Unanswerable,

Prioe,

lt1 Foundation Contruted with Its Super~tructure
By W. R. GREG.
Complete in 1 vol.. 12mo. 8911tln.. 81.50.

The Women Who Figure In the· Bible.
Iuf

UxeoDLY

p

wcents.

SISTER LUCY

(, J h .,.
n 11 " "
• 0
ynua,,

With Portrait, Biographical"Sketch, and Articles
.
on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo,l05 pp.,:25 cents.
Addrese:and Portrait only, 69 pp.,1o cents.

NmETEENTK OENTo

llltY.

Cloth, •

.Advancement of. Science. H"er
8y ro

-llYoF THE

Wo!IL\N

Aw·

r·:ui-'-'ANn~,·sclosures

AS, 'r/0 IJI!fl/1 HIJU ··CONVENT•.
And a fow Words-on Auricular Confession.

irioe.

·

25

lO oe~~ts.

A Journal ·of Freethought and Reform.

THE EMIGRATION QUESTION.c-ARRIVAL OF- THE- CHURCH RECRUITS IN THE UNITEDISTATES.
CoLUMBIA

TO

UNcLE SAM: "Whew!

That odor is poison to Liberty!

A SHORT

MY· RELIGIOUS EXPE- HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
l
I RIENCE.

Hadn't we better close the gates~··

Life of T~omas Paine,

WAS

WITH A

BEING

By

s. P.

Being the sto_n< of his relili(iouslife a.nd menta.l
lourneyings. Written in his ha.ppiest a.nd most
brillia.nt wa.y, a.nd is the best of a.ll his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Force al\d

CRUCIFIED?

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.

Pntnmn.

~atter;

-~·)

·
oa,
Principles
of the Natural
Order of the llni~
· rerse, with a System of Morality J
Based Thereon.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.

_._

CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testa.ment. The Ea.rly Controversies. The Books a.t
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fa.thers
Competent? The Fa.thers Quoted a.s Scripture
Boolis Which a.re Now Ca.llea Apocryphal. The
Heretics.· The Christia.n Ca.non.
Pa.per,IIO oents: cloth, '15 cents..

~NFIDELI
DEATH.
EDS.

A judicial consideration of the question1aJ!d the
decision a.ga.inst the scriptures a.nd the Cnristian
tra.dition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

BY MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY,
Author of "Omitted Cha.pters of History Disclosed in the Life a.nd Papers of Edmund
Ra.ndolpl1," "George Wa.shington
a.ndMountVernon,""Wa.shington's Rnles of Civility." etc.

To Which Is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cobbett.

A

No rea.l biogra.;phY of Pa.ine ha.s ever a.ppea.red.
The so-ca.lled Lives of Pa.ine have been ma.inb
the controversia.l work of pa.mphleteers, turnin11
chie1ly on his religious heresies. Paine wa.s in
his fifty-eighth yea.r before he published anything concerning religion, a.nd before tha.t time
he ha.d a.cted a.n imiJQrta.nt IJart in revolutiona.ry
BEING
movements in the United Sta.tes, England, a.nd
A Condensed Account of the Results of Scientific Research Fra.nce. But in the relijious conflict init1a.ted
by him, his politica.lserviCes a.nd milita.ry ca.reer
and Philosophical Criticism.
ha.v been but ina.dequa.tely considered. A certa.in
historica.l ostra.cism ha.s buried in the archives
By :Sii.zabet~ :e. :SVal)&o
of various countries a. la.rge ma.ss of documents
.conta.ining
records of pa.ra.mount interest a.nd
Pa.per, 25 cents;' cloth, 50 cents.
imiJorta.nce. Mr. Conwa.y ha.s _persona.lly sea.rched
such records, in Europe a.nd America., a.nd ha.s
obta.ined from these fresh light, not only on
A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library. Paine, but on va.rious eminent figures in Am.erioa.n a.nd Europea.n history with whom he wa.s
a.ssocia.ted. A la.rge &mount of un'{lublished corre.spondence has been included in the volumes.
Mr. Conwa.y says in his Prefa.oe: "In the la.borious work of sea.rching out the real Paine I ha.v
found a. ~enera.l a.pprecia.tion of its importance,
a.nd it Will l)e seen in the following pages tha.t
generous ass1sta.nce ha.s been rendered by English clergymen, by official persons in Euro-pe a.nd
America., by pers'•ns of a.ll beliefs a.nd no beliefs.
By Helel) H. Gar'del)er'.
In noinsta.nce ha.ve I been impeded by a.ny prejudice, religious or _politica.l. The cura.tors of
priva.te collectors, owners of important
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and a.rchives,
documents bearing on the subJect, ha.ve welStrongest Lectures Against
comed my effort to bring the truth to light." ·
the Bible,
Two vola., royal oct., gilt top, portra.its, $11.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
Every Woman Should Rea~ It

HISTORY Of RELIGIONS.
By
G. W. P.OOT:e.

**

BY PBonBBoB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
.Ju"'iTENTS :
..
Foltle and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of Ma.tter, Na.ture (Teleology),
--oImmorta.lity_of For<'~, Ma,n,
Beinjr true a.ccounts of the ,Passing awa.y of the
.W.finity of Matter,
Bra.in and Mind,
followmg_persons, thus refutmg the ma.ny ChrisValue of Matter,
Thou~ht,
tia.n sla.nders .upon them a.nd others: .
Motion,
Conscwusness,
LordAmberley, John Ba.skerville, Pierre Bayle,
Form,
Beat of the Boill,
Jeremy Bentha.m, Pa.ul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Imniuta.bility ofNa.tU.r8.1. Ilii:uite Idea.sJ.
Fra.ncois Broussa.is, Giorda.no Bruno, Henry
The Idea. of u-od,
La.ws,
Thoma.s Buckle, Locd Byron, Richard Ca.rlisle,
Universality of Na.tural Persona.! Continua.nce,
Willia.m Kingdon Clifford, Ana.cha.rsis Clootz,AnLa.ws;
··
·Vita.! Force,
·
tnony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet.tftobert
The Hea.vens, ·
The Soul of Brutes
Cooper, D'Alembert,:_Danton, Oharles -.ua.rwin,·
Periods of the Crea.tion Free Will,
Erasmus Da.rwin, .uela.mbre, Denis Diderot,
of the Ea.rth, . ..
.Morality,
. . .. · Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Grea.t,
Origina.l Genera.tion,
Con c 1u d:i'n g Obsern.· Ga.mbetta. Garibaldi, Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
BeoUla.r Genera.tion,
tiona.
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austm Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Prioe, SUO. Address THE TRUTH. BE.EK!ll.U..
Hum!), LI~trE), :Harriet Ma.rtJnea.u, Jea.n Meslier1
· Ja.mes Mill," olin Stuart Mill, Mira.bea.u, Raben
Owen Thoma.s Pa.ine, Courtlandt Pa.lmerJ.Rabela.is, Winwood Rea.de, Madame Rola.nd, ueorge
Ba.nd, Schiller, Shelley, Bpinoza., Btra.us~ Jolin
Tol!!.n.lt Va.nim, Voln~ Voltaire, James wa.tson,
Joh!l
na.tts, Thoma.s Woolston.
1
' By DAVID HUM.E.
Price, Z cents.
Address
THE TBUTB BEEUR.

Essay on Miracles.

By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.

History of His Literary, Political, and Religious Career
In America, France, and England.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

and
know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cents. Address this oftloe.

HEATHENS OF THE HEATH.
~adfcal ~Cl~al)ce.

By

w.. llloDOifli!BU..

801Jpp., pa.per, 50 cents.
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A NEW BIBLE

T~e

PICTURE~BOOK.

Old Testament Stories
Comical~y Illustrated.

Order of ·Creation.
THE.

-cONFLIIIT BErWEEN GENESIS AND GEOLOGY.
RoN. W.
PRoF. T.

A
E.

ColUROVERBY BETWEEN T!IE
Gr.A.DSTONE;
PRoF. MAx l\~ULLIJlR,

H. HU:iLEY,
M. REVILLE,
E. LYNN LINTON.

12m.o,178 pp.; paper, 50 eta.; cloth, 76ets.

RCLIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THAN

€.Jeposure

t.-posure

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.
Price,

Answers to Christian

Facts.

ltidicule.

10 cents.

~nestions

And Arguments.
Bv D. M.

By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

Paper, 1~ PP, $

:JllllNlOI'TT.

o~

THE

400 Pages. 200

LOGIC OF

Full-Page
Pictures.·

--<>B,Why Should the .Atheist Fear to Die ?
Sy J. G. HoLYOAKE.
Price, 5 cents

CONTENTS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures. and Work of Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisf s Great Ancestor,
A Queer Fpmily,
Isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The· Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon,

Jephthah and His Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Joriah the Truthful Sailor.

Barak

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIBITUALISM
ANn TREATMENT

OF MEDio.>MANIA.

By R. F. MARviN, M.D.·

Cloth, 50 cents.

.,\MBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.
HIS CHARACTER AND DOCTRTh"'EQ.
From the "Analysis of Religions Dtlief. •
JJv VISCOUNT AMBERLEY.

Boards, ilhuninat;ed covers, 81; clot;h, g'ilt; side s"ta:tnp, S 1 .50.

Address THE TRVTH SEEKER CO.
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<9E~MS AND -SUBSG~IPTDION BLANI\

Particular
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11>=-f~, C2.Aec-fJo aM-~ ~H~ e)-t-~e-zo, to 4)c- 'I#~C. -pa~ja.Ue.. to
E. M. MACDONALD •

SAII/IPLE COPIES FREE.
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Fill out the accompanying Subscription

Blank and forward

to

The. Truth Seeker, 28

Three months, (trial subscribers,) in advance,
$0.75
Oue St.J.bscription with two new subsc;ribers, in
Six
.
1.50
one remittance,
Single subscription, one year,
3.00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in
One subscription two years,
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Russia.
Russia is the most Christian nation of Europe
and she is also the most miserable one. Thus she
affords the Freethinker an excellent citation when
·he is met by Christians with the assertion that their
religion promotes civilization and well-being.
Every Christian making this assertion should be
pointedly informed that the nation most thoroughly
permeated with Christianity, and most devoid of
science and Freethought, is the most unprosperous,
backward, a.ffiicted, and woe-stricken.
That Russia is the most thoroughly Christian
country is not in doubt. Spain, Portugal, and Ireland are lands strong in the faith, but they do not
equal Russia's completeness of ·orthodoxy.
In
them there is a certain amount of Antichristian
speech and printing, and the doctrins of modern
science which make against religion are more or
less current; but in Russia there is no public expression of Infidelity, and science is practically nonexistent.
. One of the latest advices of misfortune from
Holy Russia is this printed in the London .IJaily
News:
" The general and steadily increasing commercial depre8Bion in Russia. adds extra gloom, writes our Odessa.
correspondent, to the darkening advent of winter in that
empire. The national grain export industry languishes.
One of the largest foreign houses engag~d in the export
of Russian grain announces its intention of suspending
further operations in that country. Within the last few
days eight firms in Odessa hav been gazetted bankrupts."
The cause of this business stagnation is partly
the expulsion of the Jews. Some of these were
financiers whose advances of cash kept industry
moving. Then, the expulsion angered the great
Jewish money-men not only .of Russia but of all
European countrieB, and they now refuse funds to
the czar's government and to all enterprises connectJ:ld therewith. This, we say, is part of the cause,
and another factor is the exhaustion resulting on
the famin and epidemics. We may go on to add
that the extraordinary dishonesty of Russian merchants has long been inducing foreigners to contemplate ceasing to deal with them.
Under the ruinous effects of the late famin and

epidemics, the peasantry, already behind with
their taxes, hav fallen into hopeless arrears. Such
taxes as are past can never be collected, and indeed
it is being found impossible to secure more than a
part of present levies, and this is accomplished
only by employing in many cases cruel inflictions
extending to the use of the knout and worse instruments of torture.
This diminution of tax receipts has resulted in a
great distress of the national treasury. A report
says:
"While M. Witte, with a sorely straitened exchequer
under his control, is striving to obtain a for~ign loan, the
value of the credit ruble is falling . . . Rns!!ia, whose
chronic afil.iction is a. depleted t-reasury, has decided to
raise the excise duty on brandy, tobacco, beer, petroleum,
and various other articles, while extra. taxes of several
kinds will be levie4 directly. The Russian peasants are
already taxed past the limit of endurance, and it is
doubtful if the government can devise Rny system which
will yield more revenue. . . . The Rnssian has not
shown much fimtncial aptitude. There has never been a
time when the empire was not entangled in debt."
This financial embarrassment of the government,
however, is productiv of one good effect. For
Russia, being the most of all nations under the
operation of the religion of pea:e, is consequently
the one most desirous of war, and her poverty is a
fortunate thing in that it compels her to restrain her
Christian blood thirst. A communication says:
''As the money from the tax will be wanted to increase
the army, it is just as well that it cannot be obtained. It
is conceded that if the huge empire of the czar had unlimited fina.noial resources the chances of an early war
would be greatly increased. The poverty of the czar's
exchequer has always hindered the march of the Russian
armies which, in the dreams of the Slav, are to some day
sweep around the earth. It takes money to fight the
Germans, or the Austrians, or the English, and the
deficit in Russian finances forces the czar's armies to lie
idle. The poverty of Russia is the salvation of Europe."
That these blessed poor who shall see the kingdom of God are thus by chance held off from their
less ferocious if less pious neighbors, is a thing for
which we are devoutly thankful. Their armies
aggregate about nine million men, or nearly twice
those of any other European nation. Yes, it is to
be hoped that these godly Muscovites who hav
each his guardian angel and baptismal cross, each
his altar and saints' pictures in his house, who fast
twice a week, pray every other hour, and hav the
exclamation "Glory to God" continually on their
lips, may by poverty or some other impediment
long be withheld from " sweeping around the
earth" with fire and sword.
Another evil is heralded by Count Tolatoi. This
personage, in the Russian Gazette, calls attention
to the continued miserable_ condition of the peasantry in regard to the necessaries of daily life.
He says that .famin again threatens the district in
which he resides. The rye harvest is as bad as it
was in 1891. Oats are an utter failure. There is a
complete dearth of material for fires. The people
are exhausted by last winter's miseries. The outlook, Count Tolstqi declares, is as black as possible.
To this we are oblig~d to add the calamity of
the cholera, which disease continues to ravage this
land of many priests and few physicians. Th~
ca,ses of this dread plague were last week 3,313 in
eighteen reported districts alone.
To the calendar of epidemics already endured in
succession by the Russians-viz., influenza or grip,
typhus, and cholera-a fourth seems. about to be
added in the shape of the Black Death. This diseaseis known to hav appeared near the borders of
Russia, and there seem.s no reason to suppose that
it will not enter that nation as the cholera has so
regularly been doing. The Black Death is the
most fatal of all epidemic diseases. . The mortality

varies from sixty to ninety per cent of those attacked, and occasionally every person affected dies.
Not only human beings suffer, but rats, cats, dogs,
cattle, and other animals become victims of the pestilence. Death sometimes take place in a. few
hours. Among the symptoms which hav contributed to its various designations are enlargement
and suppuration of glands and the formation-of carbuncles, whence the name "bubo-plague;" and
hemorrhagic spots and petechire under the skin, rendering'the body quite dark or black, whence the
origin of the phrase "Black Death." Like the
cholera and small- pox and several other
contagious diseases, it haunts the habitations
of the poor, the shiftless, and· the squalid.
This and its kindred plagues find the suiting conditions for their riot among t.he peoples who apply
holy water to their heads but no unholy :fluid to
the rest of their bodies, cleans3 their souls with
the blood of the Lamb but forget to clean their
houses and streets, are particular about getting the
right sort of communion wafers but careless as to
the freshness of their other eating, and make a
great to-do over the choice of their water of life
but stick not at sewage in the rest of their beverage. Under the Christian domination of a few
centuries back the Black Death frequently desolated
Europe. Once it swept off twj:lnty-five millions on
the Continent. In. 1664 it killed one-sixth of the
populace of London. In 1721 one-third of .the
population of Toulon, France, perished.
The
nations in which sanitation has in a measure supplanted sanctity hav of late escaped it.
However, it may with the aid of the Holy Land of the
Czar contrive to penetrate all of our nations with
the opening of the spring.
We will insert here a late incident in Russia
which is a ridiculous instance of the severity of the
press censorship. An Odessa shopkeeper hung in
his window this printed notice: "Umbrellas and
seasonable goods in great variety and at moderate
prices." He_ was arrested, and, under the laws
forbidding printed matter which has not been submitted to the government censor for approval,
sentenced to pay a fine of three roubles or undergo
three days' imprisonment.
~erhaps the most hopeless piece of news of all is
one communicated by Harold Frederic, the distinguished correspondent of the New York Times
and some Lon.don papers. This piece of news is
that the Russian government has resolved upon a
return to the extreme of superstitious barbarism
and despotism in which she labored prior to the
last half-century. It is·known that within the last
two generations the in:fiuence of a solitary Freethinker or · two, like the novelist Tourgeneff,
together with the penetration of some slight
glimmerings of Western light, hav induced certain
ameliorations of the condition of the people and
an appreciable relaxation of despotism. But now,
says Mr. Frederic, the whole of this work is to be
undone. These few faint steps of progress, taken
but desultorily, at the instance of a few persons
and against the wishes of the main part of the
prelates and aristocracy, are to be retraced. The
infectiv character even of a few germs of knowledge and liberty has alarmed ecclesiastic and
noble, and a desperate reaction has set in. Its
first step we are witnessing in the anti-Semite persecution. This reaction, Mr. Frederic goes on to say,
does not alone concern the Jews. The whole social structure is involved. Corporal punishment
has already been reestablished, and the old landlord magistrates once more exist. Other signs
equally grim point to the prevailing desire to "get
Russia back into her Asiatic shell." The whole
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tendency finds itself summarized in the words of
Aksakoff, "Para domoi," which mean, literally, "It
is time to go home." Mr. Frederic further translates them as meaning that "it was time to giv
over the pretense of opening Western Europe ;
that it was time to throw to the winds the effort to
appear civilized; that it was time to turn the
clock back again to the starting-point of Peter the
Great, to undo all that his German successors had
done in imitation of Occidental models, to frankly
relapse into Slavonic barbarism."
Every one of the evils noted above could be immediately removed by the application of the principles for which THE TRUTH SEEKER labors-free examination of religion and government, free investigation of science and all subjects of whatever
nature, and free speech upon them all.
It is to be kept in view that the abuses which are
seen at their extreme in Russia exist in greater or
less degree in all lands. They exist in this nation.
They would by the Christian and bigoted part of
our people quickly be brought to the Russian pitch
of monstrousness were it not for the counterendeavors of the votaries of science and Liberalism.
Imperativ, then, is our duty to work, uncea~?ingly
work.

To the Friends of The Truth Seeker.
We regret to hav to again appeal to you on behalf
of this paper. We find on taking charge of the "business end" of THE TRUTH SEEKER that there are many
outstanding financial obligations which need to be
canceled at once. We owe a good deal of money
to paper manufacturers, printers, a.nd so forth, and
it troubles us.
We find also that there are many subscribers in
arrears, and while that wouldn't trouble us if our
bank accmint were fat, it does seriously incommode
us at present. We beg to ask them to send what
is due as soon as they possibly ~an. Two or three
dollars is not_ much to each one, but the aggregate
is a large sum, and we need it.
We also hope that every reader will take an interest in increasing the circulation of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and for that purpose we make a liberal
offer in an advertisement on the second page of this
issue. And we again call attention to the handsome premium offers of books sent in connection
with subscriptions. The paper ought to hav a much
greater circulation, as nothing· helps the Liberal
cause along more than good reading which can be
handed around the neighborhood. We shall endeavor to make THE TRUTH SEEKER wcrthy of all
efforts in its behalf, and we hope thereby to increase the influence of Freethought, and make
mental liberty in this country something les~ like
a dream than it is at present.

How the Christians Uphold Liberty.
On the 14th ult. the police of t~s city haled
two women and fourteen men before a police
magistrate charged with having violated the Sunday law by sewing in a tailor shop on the Sunday
previous. They were discharged with "an admonitory lecture for having violated the Sabbath law."
These were all Hebrews who had observed Saturday.
A Methodist minister down in Maryland has had
a Seventh Day Adventist arrested for husking corn
on Sunday. The reason for this exhibition of
Christian love is that the Methodist has lost a num-ber of his congregation by the organization of an
Adventist church in his neighborhood.
The police of Austria are closing up the Methodist churches and missions, and when asked for the
reason of this restraint; answer that the Methodist
religion is not recognized in Austria. The courts
of appeal, when resorted to by these persecuted
people, declared that the meetings of the Method:
ists were too large to be tolerated under the right
of private worship. Baron Gautsch, the Austrian
minister of education, when appealed to, decided,
on the other hand, that the Methodist body was too
small to entitle it to state recognition.
And so it goes. Any Christian sect having the
power will suppress every other sect every time.

To Try for Justice.

Some, at least, of the people of Ohio are waking
up to the monstrous injustice perpetrated upon the
people by the selfish laws exempting the churches
from paying their honest debts to the state. We
say this because the Cleveland World reports that a
suit is about to be begun in Cuyahoga county courts
to test the constitutionality of this exemption law.
It will be in the form of a mandamus against the
county auditor to require him to place upon the
tax duplicate all real estate and chattel property
belonging to the religious corporations in the
county.
Like other states Ohio exempts church property
under a clause in her statutes providing that all
houses used exclusivly for public worship, with the_
grounds attached to them, and books and furniture
therein-in other words, the parsonage-shall be
exempt. But some lawyers to whom the matter
has been submitted by some taxpayers giv it as
their opinion-and in this they are undoubtedly right-that the exemption of church property
is in contravention of the part of section 3 of the
Bill of Rights, which provides "that no man shall be
compelled to attend, erect, or support any place of
worship or to maintain any ministry against his
consent, and that no preference shall be given bylaw
to any religious society or mode of worship." One
of these legal gentlemen said to a Cleveland World
reporter who spoke to him upon the subject: "The
result of exemption of church property from taxation is that every taxpayer in the county is compelled to pay for the support of the churches, beSoma Handsome Premiums.·
cause he must help to make up that portion of the
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renew- expense of government which is not assessed against
ala on the part of our friends we make the follow- the churehes." Another attorney said that the
ing handsome premium offers:
prohibition against any preference being given to
For $4.50 we will send THE TRU'I;H SEEKER one any religious society was clearly disregarded when
year ($3) and a cloth-bound copy of "Bible Myths" all religious societies were given a freedom from
($2.50).
. taxes which is not allowed to other s~cieties. "You
For $4.50 we~will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one might as well exempt the Masonic temple and
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- Knights of Pythias armory from taxation as a mat. Book" in cloth ($2.50).
ter of equity," he added. "If that were done,
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year however, there would be no constitutional objec($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" tion as there is in the case of churches."
in boards ($2).
In Cleveland there are over two hundred churches,
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year and the taxable valuation is roughly placed at ten
($3) and a copy of" Old Testament Stories Comic- millions. This would add about three hundred
ally illustrated" in cloth covers ($1.50).
thousand dollars to the revenue, and the movers in
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one the matter will claim that this is the amount the
year ($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically people are forced to contribute, in contravention of
illustrated" in board covers ($1).
the constitution, to support the churches.
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
This suit ought to be pushed vigorously, for it
which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceed- will be interesting to know how the courts will deingly low price. · Old and new subscribers can avail cide upon the claim which has been made cO.ntinuthemselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our _present ously by the Freethinkers that by church exempreaders will call the attention of their fnends to tion they are forced to help support institutions in
the values offered.
_wh"1ch th ey no t on1y d o not believe, but which they

regard as a positiv detriment to the welfare of
society. As Freethinkers are ·the best of citizens
and stanchest .supporters of the republic; this tax
imposition is peculiarly an outrage upon them.
Each religious sect has the consolation of knowing
that if it is robbed by f\nother sect, it also robs in
turn. But the Freethinkers are the prey of alL

The Doctors Disagree.
Bishop Potter is a doctor of divinity and so is
the Rev. James Buckley. In a recent issue of a
magazine Bishop Potter wrote:
"Let the Columbian Exposition proclaim by the hush
of all its varied traffic and machinery-no wheel turning,
no engin moving, no booth nor counter open to buyer
or seller, no sign nor sound of business through all its
long avenues, and, better st.ill, by its doors closed till
the morning hours of every Sunday are ended-that the
American people believe in a day of rest. But if there
be those who would later seek its precincts to look, it
may be, more closely at the handiwork of man, to study
the progress of the race in the story of its artistic and industrial and mechanical achievements, and to recognize
thus, it may easily be, in the study of such achievements, with Job, that 'there is a spirit in man, and that
the inspiration of the almighty giveth him understanding'
-that certainly can be no unworthy use of some h0urs
of our America's rest day."
In the latest Christian .Advocate the Methodist
doctor commented:
"This looks plausible; but we ask by what authority, if
his principle be true at all, does he propose to keep the
building closed till the morning hours of every SUllday
are ended? Why should the government or the managers of the Exposition presume to determin this point?
Shall the people be compelled to go to- church? or, if
they will not, shall they be kept shut out if such opening
as this be in harmony with the legal observance of the
American Sabbath? In the latter part of what is quoted
he givs up the whole argument so far as the workingman
is concerned. He is not to be permitted to see a wheel
turning or an engin moving; but the place is to be kept
open, we suppose, with a charge at the door and a retinue
of servants, in the afternoon, simply to allow this."
We agree with both of these distinguished doctors. We think the World's Fair should be kept
open, but we think that Mr. Buckley is the more logical. There is no better reason for keeping the
doors shut while the Christians are praying than
for keeping them shut all day. The churches
should not be considered a.t all in the matter. It
is none of their business. Let them open their
doors when they please and allow the Fair folks to
do the same. The preachers are not our masters,
though they think they are, and we must confess
with some show of reason owing to the superstitious pusillanimity of the populace.
The article of Mr. Richard B. Westbrook, D.D.,
in the Investigator commending the Congressional
Sunday closing of the World's Fair and urging
Liberals to. work for the Protestant amendment
against sectarian appropriations meets with the approval of the Christian Statesman, the organ of
the God-in-the-Constitution party. We congratulate the ex-president of the American Secular Union
upon having at last found a proper resting-place
among his frien_ds.
-~------~---------

Professor Briggs has been again on trial before
the authorities of his church, for heresy, with what
result is not known at this writing. On another
page we reprint a little tract called " The New Theology in the Nursery." This tract was printed by
the thousands and sent to every Presbyterian
clergyman in the country with the hope of influencing Presbyterian sentiment against Professor
Briggs. It is a satire by an "old school," or orthodox, churchman on the upholders of the new
theology which the higher criticism has produced.
Liberals can readily see fun in it, because it destroys the logic of the new theology as the new
theology destroys the basis of the old Pr(lsbyterian
creeds. And it shows, too, how the brethren conduct their family fights, for it was published anonymously and circulated stealthily.. It is supposed
to hav been written by a clergyman of the name of
Covington, though where he livs we do not know.
Our readers are particularly requested not to
send orders for THE TRUTH SEEKER and the ·books
advertised by The Truth Seeker Company to anyone but the Company or the undersigned.
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Republican county elected a Democratic assembly- paign :with all the poetic enthusiasm of a Welshman, who will help to send a Democratie Senator man who traces his ancestry back to immemorial
to Congress. I hope a better man than Fenton, years. Adam, I believe, was a Welshman, and the
the present Senator, will be elected. I understand Welsh language is the original language. I guess
News and Notes.
that Fenton voted to close the World's Fair on it is, for it is about the "rockiest" language I ever
It is gorgeous weather in this valley. There is Sunday with the flimsy pretext that it was for the struck; but for all that, it flows along like a catanot a cloud in the sky.
The atmosphere flows benefit of the working people. I rejoice, therefore, ract, with the music of a cataract, and its thunder,
warm and brilliant, and if I were a " saint" I might that such a fool Senator is to be unceremoniously too, at times. It has a marvelous power, and I do
believe that the mountains round about were the kicked out, as he deserves to be, and I hope for not wonder that the song and the eloquence of
very gates of heaven, so gloriously do they shine. better things.
Wales is so masterful that it can stir the heart
Rain and snow are in the East, but here it is like
Independence is a neat little ·town of perhaps like a trumpet with words that seem to :flow from
"eternal spring." Some day this valley will be a five hundred people, but it is quite lively and the infinit past, ancient as the oaks under ·which
garden of delight. An English syndicate has metropolitan. All sorts of characters are here druids performed their mystic rites and hailed the
bought up about four thousand acres of land, for from all parts of the world-men of varied experi- glorious sun with solemn and resounding melodies.
the purpose of colonization. A large number of ence, of intelligence, of grit, thoroughgoing rusI think I hav met every nationality while I hav
workmen are busy making ditches. There is plenty tlers who make their own way and ask no favors. traversed Inyo county. The Celtic imagination
of water in the mountains, and in no place in Cali- You couldn't find in San Francisco a better quality is here; and bluff John Bull; and the Yankee; and
fornia can irrigation be more successfully carried of life than in this mountain town. You meet men the Israelite, with an eye to business, yet with open
on. This is an excellent fruit section. Vineyards of the world, and not the staid and venerable popu- hand and unsuperstitious brain; the swarthy
and orchards will cover its bosom. It is a fine lation of a New England village, the majority of Mexican ; the gorgeous-colored aborigine; the
stock country. Large herds of cattle and bands of whom hav never been outside the precincts of their '' celestial;" the learned and solid German; the
horses are grazing in the ample pastures. Almost nativ stal:e. Almost all the men and women you child ·of "sunny France," and ·those who hav
every mineral is to be found in this country, and meet here hav been educated by travel. I couldn't listened to the winds and waves of the cold North
miners are constantly prospecting among the hav passed the time in a big city with more vivacity sea, or who first saw the light of day along the
hills, and new discoveries are made. When the than I did in this frontier village, where human shores of the Mediterranean. Besides these there
railroad is pushed through from Keeler to Mojava nature is presented in such interesting and check- are "the nativ sons of the golden West." Variety.
it will open this great valley to further prosperity. ered lights. Independence was nearly destroyed by is the spice of life and there is plenty of spice in
' A few years will make a wonderful change. It fire a few months since, but it has been rebuilt this remote region. It is a typical Western and
seems out of the world now ; but it is sure to be with remarkable rapidity and looks as prosperous Californian country. I like this bright and versa til
spanned by railroads and brought into connec- as ever. There was a little ripple of discussion at community.
tion with the markets of the East and West. It is my second lecture in this place. A young man by
I enjoyed a visit to the home of Captain Walters,
from four thousand to six thousand feet high in the the name of White Smith, who claims to be a uni- who once navigated the great Pacific, but finds
valley. There is but little snow during the winter vel·sal genius, a student of encyclopedic informa- here a gentle harbor amidst fruits and flowers
comparativly, and take it all in all the climate. is tion, who sits up until 4 o'clock in the morning where storms are scarcely ever felt. Miss Lena and
favorable to health as well as to wealth and prog- reading theology, philosophy, and history, who Miss Annie, his daughters, and his wife are stanch
ress. There is delightful fishing and hunting in knows more law than any judge and more medicin Freethinkers. His sister, seventy-three years of
the mountains. A hundred streams and lakes than any doctor, and at the same· time is a horny- age, has just come over from "Fatherland" and
sparkle there, fed by the everlasting snows, with handed granger "with the hayseed in his hair" seems to enjoy with a child's delight this new and
wild and beautiful scenery about, and peaks _,this enfant terrible, with notes of multitudinous wonderful land, so far away from the home where
that pierce the sky with blazing fronts, the array and "words of learned length and thundering she has lived for nearly three-quarters of a centloftiest upon the continent. In one point, simply sound," essayed to answer my lecture on "Free- ury.
Mr. and Mrs. Horton, Postmaster Blaisdell, A. J.
by wheeling about, thirteen lakes can be noted in thought and Morality." He occupied a whole halflimpid splendor contrasting with the precipitous hour, but never touched the subject presented. Shepley, Mr. and Mrs. Roberts, Thomas Williams,
He talked all around the subject with an essay J. N. Kellogg, Mr. Olds, of Round Valley and vicinity,
rocks.
.
On Friday, November 11th, my friend John E. evidently prepared beforehand without any refer- are among the friends who gave a generous welcome.
I was surprised to meet my old comrade of
Jones and myself started out on a tour through ence to my particular line of thought. He showed
this valley, and quite an extensiv campaign we hav a good deal of erudition, but no more logic than a southern California, H. L. Shang, who is up in
made of it. On Friday evening I lectured again at child. I could not get him to make a single dis- these mountains "prospecting." I hope he will
Bishop to a crowded house. On Saturday with tinction. He seemed . incapable of definitions. find "millions in it;" for Freethought will never
horse and buggy we went our way to Big Pine, The audience was evidently amused at the drift of suffer while Shang has a dollar to spare. I was
seventeen miles distant. It was a delightful jour- his remarks. It was trying to catch a point, but glad to meet him again, for we hav campaigned toney in the beautiful afternoon. I gave my address no points were made. Finally, as it was getting gether in sun and storm.
At Bishop I must count my allies by the scorein the schoolhouse, and every seat was occupied. late, Mr. Smith concluded, but desired another
Big Pine has a couple of hundred inhabitants and hour in which to finish his argument. Whether he Dr. J. S. McQueen; 0. H. Hill, "mine jolly landa good territory is about it. I found some activ will ever hav a chance to do so is a question, for lord;" John Clark; J. R. Brought; John Black ;
Freethinkers· here-Mr. Spencer and others-and according to the way he was going it would take Charles Levy; T. S. A. Conley; Attorney J. L.
enjoyed the occasion in every way. The people are until the final judgment for him to reach the real Lewis, who introduced me to the people of Bishop
hospitable and the Christians took things calmly. matter under debate. As a curiosity, however, his at my first lecture; A. J. Murphy, who, like
The Good Templars adjourned their regular meet- discourse was a great success. I was interested in Goldsmith's Traveler, has seen almost all the
ing to our benefit, for which favor I extend to the mass of learning he displayed, but the helter- world and spoken the speech of many a land ; E.
them my hearty thanks. There is i:wt much bigotry skelter manner in which it was poured forth W. Flannigan ; John Stoutenborough and family,
in this valley, even in the churches. The mountain reminds one of :Southey's description of "How who helped to gem the hours with music's happy
air is too exhilarating, the skies are too lovely, the water comes down at Lodore." The best way flight; Louis Minzinger; J. F. Jones, of ,Benton, on
and the sunshine to6 splendid to allow the spirit of for Smith to do is to quit reading, and classify his THE T_RUTH SEEKER list; J. E. Dunlap ; Dr. Chapman.
intoleration to prevail. There is a aeal of heresy knowledge. "ReadiNg," says Bacon, "makes a Well, I couldn't begin to mention them all, for
here even among the clergymen. One of them de- full man." But there is such a thing as too much about one hundred names are placed upon the roll
of the Federation. I must thank all these friends,
clared that the story of the garden of Eden was a fullness and hence intellectual dyspepsia.
On Thursday morning, November 11th, Jones so many that I cannot speak of them by name, for
myth, and smiled sarcastically at the narration of
Jonah and the whale. It was not worth while to and myself return to Bishop and giv two more their splendid welcome. I did not anticipate so
speak his convictions on that point. Rea!Jy I find lectures Thursday and Friday evenings to full popular an approval of Freethought. Evidently
but little opposition so far as the ideas of Free- houses, making ten.Jectures in all throughout this it has been in the air for some time, and now in
thought are concerned. The church, as usual, claims valley. It was orie of the best campaigns I hav this golden autumn weather when everything is so
them all-only Christianity is better, because it has ever made. Over two hundred names hav been auspicious, n·othing but splendor from vale to
something besides, namely, hell and heaven. That added to the roll of the Federation, and twenty mountain top, the intellectual life finds genial exis the main difference. Take away heaven and hell names to THE TRUTH SEEKER list, and quite a num- pression in harmony :with nature's most perfect
and the Christian religion might be a very decent ber of its veteran subscribers hav met me at various season.
The Rev. Mr. Logan was invited to speak at my
affair. It would then depend upon humanity, and points and given a hearty greeting and support.
Judge George M. Gill; P. W. Forbes, district lectures, but he declined to do so. There was
might succeed as a sociable institution.
Sunday morning we leave the bright little hamlet attorney; Sheriff John S. Gorman ; Wm. F. Mat- quite a call for him at the last meeting, but he only
of Big Pine with many good wishes of its residents, tack; Bertrand Rhine; J. C. Rorper; Postmaster rose to say that he would reply to my lectures on
and pursue our Pilgrim's way again to Bishop. J. J. Moore, and many others are among the friends Sunday evening and correct the impression I had
Sunday evening the hall is once more full, a greater at Independence whose gene1·ous hospitality made made. This was hardly fair, for I should hav no
number than before being present. I understand my visit most delightful. My labor was mingled chance to correct him, as undoubtedly he would
that none were present at the church meeting, and with the zest of intellectual companionship. Judge need correction however honest he might be in his
so the minister came to the Freethought lecture. Gill is a man of brave and noble spirit, who in de- criticisms of Freethought. I think the reverend
I never had a better audience-more appreciativ of spite of physical suffering maintains the splendid gentleman should hav met me face to face, then
courage of his convictions. He could only come both sides would hav been fairly presented. I
the points made for Liberal thought.
On Mond.ay Jones and I take a farther range and to the lectures by being brought in a chair. He should certainly hav staid and listened to my opgo by railroad fifty miles to Independence, . the cannot walk, but he was at all three of the lectures ponent and answered him if other engagements had
county seat of Inyo. · I lecture for three evenmgs at Independence, and he does not thank the not prevented. I guess the Rev. Mr. Logan thought
-Monday,· Tuesday and Wednesday-in the court- "Lord" at all for his affiictions. We must submit that" discretion was the better part of valor." Howhouse, and large audiences ar~ · present.. The to nature whether .natu:r;e is right or wrong-for ever, if he does not toe the mark in fair and square
Liberal element of Independence IS stalwart mdeed, we cannot help ourselvs-but to believe that a God, fashion I shall follow him in judgment through the
and our reception was all that heart could wish. of his own free will, having the power to do differ- press if not upon the platform. They say he is a
The officials of this county are broad-minded men. ently, thus curses humanity, is more than Judge pretty good sort of fellow, so I hope for an honest
Such a God would de- discussion.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
Although the· county is Republican by one hundred Gill is willing to do.
Bishop, Cal., Nov. 19, 1892.
an'd twenty majority, both organizations are repre- serve the detestation of every honest mind. I
sented, and the good Democrat is elected to office as admire Judge Gill for his "grit" and that the
weli as the good Republican. Party; ties are not very fearless brain can thus master the weakness of the
Please renew your subscription and obtain austrict, even in a presidential :year~ Politics are body.
other
subscriber.
My
comr(l.de
John
E.
Jones
enjoyed
this
camwonderfully·mixed all arourid,· I find. Even this
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It.ems of Foreign News Interesting to Free- determination who is not alone a stanch Free- the disreputable gang of parsons are the salt of the
'
thinker but also
an organizer and b usmess man. earth and if it were not for them earth would be a
thinkers.

pand~monium. All the men above mentioned were
According to the last census made inNew Zealand Such a' man the Swedish Freethinkers possessed in members of the Church of England as by law esthe
person
of
the
badly
treated
Freethought
martyr,
the number of Freethinkers is twenty-six thousand,
tablished, and are supported out of the taxes. When
.Capt. Otto Thomson.
·twenty thousand of whom are m!!le.
they hav served their terms of imprisonment or
been whitewashed they will in nearly every case be
The Episcopalian Litany Hymn
French Freethought societies to the number of
restored to favor and be regarded as martyrs by
two hundred and four belong to the International AS IT SHOULD BE SUNG BY AFRIDAY MORNING CONGREGATION their foolish congregations.
OF WOMEN.
Federation, and all were represented at the late
Bitterness of spirit is still prevailing at the
Savior, when we kneel to thee
congress.
Tabernacle, and the Spurgeon and Pierson factions
Through the lengthy litany,
are imbued with the Holy Ghost or the devil,
When we all pretend to pray,
Over two thousand persons accompanied the reThis is what we really say:
according to which party mak~s the accusation.
mains of Citizen Decamp to their final resting-place
" Look at Susie Sparker's dress,
This state of affairs ought to open the eyes of the
'Tis the old one turned, I guess."
in one of the graveyards of Montpell~er, Franc~.
worshipers of the dead idol, but is not likely to
"How
I
wish
that
Dr.
B
Speeches were made at the grave by vanous promimake them wiser ; they will only split and one party
Would get through the litany."
nent Freethinkers.
will open an opposition gospel-shop, and each of
Help we ask through nights and days,
them will deal only in the genuin unadulterated
While we're thinking of our "stays;"
Among the distinguished Freethinkers who sent
article, all for the glory of God. It is an amusing
When we all responses say,
telegrams of fraternal gr?etin~ to the cont?ress we
spectacle to Atheists, and does not tend to set them
What
we
whisper
is,
"0
May,
May!
must mention Dr. LudWig Buchner, president of
There's a man across the aisle.
longing to "repent and be converted."
J. D.
the German Freethought Federation and author
Had I better risk a smile?"
Fine old flirting there can be
of "Force and Matter."
·
While we say the litany.
Spilitualism.
A Danish Freethought paper of the "family
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: As no
Soon we all our sins confesspaper" order has seen the light of day in 13an FranThen's the time to smooth your dressman's opinion ever destroyed a fact or impaired the
cisco. Its name is Lanternen (the Lant~-rn), and
Next there comes the silent prayertruth, free discussion and the honest expression of
First-class
chance
for
maidens
fair
we wish it success. Price, $1 a year. It is ably
candid thoughts can do no harm nor work any inJust to peep at Tom or Dick,
edited by Mr. P. Freese.
jury to "eternal verities.'" Fair and open discusSurely not a naughty trick.
Yet we're glad as glad can be
sion is more beneficial to truth than to error, and
We are the recipient of Onallas (Independence),
When we're through the litany.
only those who realize the weakness of their
W.M.
a weekly Hungarian paper published at Hazleton,
cl :ims and the lack of evidence to sustain their asPa. We mention this only out of courtesy to our
sertions ever oppose investigation and debate. The
Our London Letter.
Hungarian subscrib~rs, as .t~e only th~g we can
truth is, and should be, the most fearless thing on
say about said paper1s that It _IS a Republican paper ·The "Agnostic Annual," edited by lLr. C. A. Watts, earth, for nothing can destroy it, and all attempts
with no Freethought tendenmes whatever.
and which you hav for sale, has made its tenth ap- so to do must invariably strengthen its standing and
pearance, and contains the usual high-class articles reveal its indestructibility. The most timid and
The French Freethought Federation held its on Agnosticism, by old and new writers, though all terror-stricken opponents of discussion are found
annual congress at Salle de l'Ermitage, 29 rue ~e of them are well-known names, and all are so excel~ among Christians; and religiop.s of all kinds not
Jussieu on Wednesday, November 20th. The mam lent that it is well-nigh impossible to make any par- only prefer the absence of debate but seek to enwork of the congress was the discussion and ticular selection in point of superiority. It is such force it. Spiritualism, un,like Christianity, is so
subsequent adoption of means whereby the political a welcome and first-class publication that it is a confident of its claims, because based upon pheinfluence of Freethought can be extended.
pity the editor cannot see his way to produce a nomena, that it invites investigation and discussion
monthly magazine on the same lines.
anywhere and at all times. Your impartial columns
The well-known Capucine, Father Aurelianus, is
The editor of the Revie'I!J of Reviews is the most hav given evidence of this fact for years, and many
driving devils out of Lohr-am-Main, Germany. The prominent faddi!lt of the present time, and though are the individual expressions pro and con that hav
reverend devil-chaser does not recall to the memory he appears to mean well, goes abou~ his work in been presented to your readers. The article by J.
of his congregation the fact that this city has an old such a remarkable manner that scarcely anyone H. Cook in your issue of October 15th is one inreputation for "casting out devils." In the year takes him seriously. He appears to want now to centiv that leads me to set the pen in motion to-day,
1628 alone fifty-two witches were burnt to death. pose as a modern messiah and entirely reorganize for, like him, I hav been a believer in Spiritualism,
Christianity; he does not see that the present sys- but am such no longer.
The notorious thief and bank-robber, George tem of religion is so utterly rotten that it must be
The origin of my belief was due to the incident of
Bidwell, who defrauded the Bank of England of swept away, and hiJ scheme of a modern church birth, the same as most religious convictions are es$5 000 000 is traveling over this country lecturing which will combine a theater and public house in tablished; for my parents were converts to Spiriton' th~ infl.~ence of Christianity on honesty in busi- each building, if ever initiated will scarcely hav ualism in my childhood days, and parents, as everyness. His lectures are given under the auspices of much of a run. He evidently sees that Atheists one knows, do much to mold the mind of their
the Young Men's Christian Association. Comment possess the greatest collectiv intelligence, and pro- progeny. Having the mind turned in that direcis unnecessary.
poses that they should combine with him in doing tion when young, led me for nearly thirty years to
"Christ's work," but the invitation is one scarcely cling to that wide-spread delusion that a dead man
To those of our German subscribers who enjoy to be accepted by Atheists, who can work more yields up an invisible something, endowed with
poetry we commend the .Freidenker .Almanach for effectually and effectivly than if they were handi- consciouslless, that time can never destroy.
the year 1893. It contains no less than fourteen capped wit.h Mr. Stead as a leader.
Observation, reading, and reflection hav driven
poems, besides innumerable quotations from the
Miss Marryat's work, "There Is No Death," has me out of that belief, and to-day I stand with that
poets distributed among the various articles. The caused considerable newspaper discussion. It large and growing class of people who believe that
best article is decidedly the one by C. Hermann is certainly a curious compilation of Spiritualistic the human mind is dependent on the physical body
Boppe, "Woman in the Republic of the Future."
stories, and only shows what utter supernatural for its existence, and the destruction of that body
nonsense an intelligent person can believe-though, means the annihilation of mind and consciousness.
According to Las IJominicales of October 16th, as she is a Roman Catholic to begin with, it is not It is useless to deny that mysterious phenomena
the latest number of that journal we hav received, very remarkable that she should go a step farther are common and prevalent, but hypnotism will
the international Freethought congress was a great and take in any absurdities that the mediums like explain nine-tenths of the genuin mysterious manisuccess. Three publie meetings were held at to tell her or show her.
festations credited to "spirits;" and no doubt
Theater Principe Alfonso, at the first of which
A certain Jesuit named Clark has made it his future discoveries will reveal causes for the other
there presided the venerable Antonio Machado; at business to attack Theosophy, and as a result has tenth without getting outside of visible and tangithe second, Mr. Leon Furnemont; at the third, the brought the foremost champion of that cult upon ble matter to find them.
well-known French journalist, Augusto Bourieret. him in the person of Mrs. Besant, and no stronger
Back of every mystery the Christian places God,
opponent could hav been put forward to confute and the Spiritualist locates a human spirit, but it
We are pleased to call the attention of our him. To the discomfiture of the Romish party she requires the imagination to see either one, and
Spanish-American friends to a new Liberal Spanish quoted fro n an authoritativ ~ork for children on credulity is essential to belief in both cases.
publication, El Pensamiento Oontemporaneo (Con- the torture of hell, and although this book is still
While Spiritualism makes 15reat claims, it has actemporaneous Thought). This publication, which sold by Roman Catholic booksellers, a Catholic is complish d mighty little, and the pri_cipal credit to
is edited by Antonio Llano, appears monthly, and so ignorant of its existence or so impudent as to which it is entitled rests on its oppositi~n to Chris· is on the same plan as the A1·ena or the North deny in a daily paper that such is the teaching of tian superstition and the effort to comfort sorrowAmerican Review. It is an excellent publication, his church-but a denial like this is perfectly allow- ing minds with a pleasant belief in another life
and contains articles from well-known writers like able, as all lies for the glory of the church are mer- where better conditions prevail than those now. enSt. George Mivart, Romanes, R. G. Ingersoll, Her- itorious. It, however, goes to show what these dured. But Spirilualism has never revealed a scibert Spencer, John Fiske, Felix Oswald, Professor people will do to gain converts and acquire power- entific fact or presented any knowjedge before
Sayee, Max Nordan, and others. Price, $3 a year. which they seem to be doing to a great extent in unknown to mortal man. It has never given us
this country ; in fact, we are being overrun with any information regarding the North pole or the
In a recent number of F1·itankaren Victor E. Jesuits, Jews, and destitute Germans; the refuse of interior of Africa, and only as men of fl.3sh and
Lennstrand sends out a call for financil.l help. He other countries are welcomed by the ruling powers blood hav pushed forward to make discov€nes has
states that if the necessary sum is not forthcoming with open arms.
anything been learned of either place. When that
_ he will hav to giv up his vocation as a lecturer.
A newspaper reader has taken the trouble to note great Spiritualist and prominent scientist, William
We hope that the money will come, though judging all the cases he has seen reported of the clergy who Denton, died en a remote island in the Pacific
from the situation of Freethought in Sweden at the hav committed various criminal and social oftenses, ocean, though Boston bas hundreds of mediums for
present time we think the call comes too late. The and has counted as many as 629 during one year ; spirit communication, not a word was known or
various unions belonging to the state Federation and it must be remembered that these are only such heard of his death until steamships, telegraph lines,
are getting ~eaker and ~eaker. In~ernal strife, as hav come under his notice casually and by no and ocean cables conveyed the news to his home in
petty jealousies, apathy, discontent with the work means represent every instance where a clergyman Massachusetts. Since his death was revealed by
of the central committee, all hav combined in making has made himself amenable to the law, or has man- such means, communications from his ''spirit " hav
organized Freethought in Sweden a shadow of its aged to square matters outside a police court; and been quite frequent; but why he could not reveal
former self. What is needed is a man of will and in face of these cases we are asked to believe that his de_ath in advance of the steamship and telegraph
0
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report of that event, still remains a mystery, if Spir- the forces of nature, and, as the blind forces which countenance of the African potentate is "beaming
itualism is true. Spiritualism never reveals any- create and destroy life hav no more regard for a with the evidence of a superb benevolence."
thing that somebody in the flesh doesn't know, and ma;n than a mouse now, it is absurdity · itself to
TRIUMPHS OF SCIENCE.
ri~ht here I want to make an important point. It claun that they will hav when the physical body is
.A.n Austrian chemist announces his discovery of
is a well-known fact that many people hav been destroyed, and existence, so far as we can see, has a process for constructing a barometer in the shape
buried alive while in a comatose condition resembling been exterminated.
of a picture, painted in colors (probably litmus
death. But how was this revealed 'l Did spirits
Reason has never discovered any object or pur- blue) "which upon the approach of rainy weather
tell us about it and warn the world against such pose for consciousness in man or beast, and what will cause clouds to appear over the mountains."
possibilities in the future~ No, never! and the life amounts to, viewed in any form or shape, .has ..,Oriental landscapes will hereafter pe painted in
way such discoveries were made was by disinterring al~ays, and does now, puzzle the most philosophical such a manner that when a cloud comes on Anthony
the dead. It has been estimated from such cases mmds. The only rational view of the so-called Comstock's brow the water-nymphs will all appear
revealed by accidental discovery, that one per- soul is found in the words of Zeno : "The soul of in bathing suits.
F. L. OswALD.
son in every five thousand meets the awful fate of man is a spark of the v.ital flame, the general vital
premature burial ; and yet "spirits'' hav never principle. Like heat it passes from one to another,
Found in a Mound Near Oak Mills, Kan.
mentioned such things or raised a warning voice. an~ is finally reabsorbed in the universal principle
Why? Because " spirits" hav no existence, in my from which it came. Hence we must not expect
Gewqe J. Remsburg tn ])ailv· Gnam:pton.
opinion, and that reason is the only satisfactory one annihilation but reunion ; and as the tired mfln
The writer, in company with J. King and C. .A..
that can be given ; for what spirit possessing hu- looks forw .ud to the insensibility of sleep, so the Bruner, of Oak Mills, explored another mound
man feeling and sympathy would see a living per- philosopher, weary of the world, should look for- about a mile south of that place yesterday. The
son entombed alive when by controling their me- ward to extinction." Exactly, and whether it is mound was located on the bend of a large bluff
dium they could reveal the fact and prevent the hoped or desired, mortal man will probably tevert overlooking the Missouri river and is as picturesque
occurrence! Among my acqunintances is a "spirit .to the unconscious elements from which he came.
a spot as can be found in Kansas. When the
medium" and a firm believer in Spiritualism ; yet
Los Angeles, Cal.
C. SEVlERANCE.
aborigines occupied the place the main channel of
this person is so terrified over the thought of being
the river lashed its muddy cmTent against the base
A. Nun, a Milkman, and a Monk.
buried· in a trance condition that sleepless nights
of the bluff, but it has since changed its course and
Translate.a.trom the German.
and awful worriment are the result; and a promis
is now about a quarter of a mile to the east. There
A nun sat in her quiet cell,
has been exacted from relative that a vital organ
is now a broad, e:andy bottom between the bluff and
For in her sphere it was thought well
shall be removed when death occurs before burial.
the river channel covered with a thick growth of
To do so, if she pleases.
What faith and confidence such people must hav
Them.ilkman brisk, on business bent,
willow and cottonwood timber.
Touched quick her latch and in he went,
in "spirit controls " and " spirit friends !" Some
Along the bottom next to the bluff the JYiissouri
· When she exclaimed, " My Jesus I"
months ago a medium died in a neighboring town,
Pacific railway winds its graceful curve. How weird
While she thus on her savior called,
and by her dying request her body was cremated to
and wonderful it seems to look around and note the
Some fellow 'neath the table crawled,
prevent the possibility of premature burial. What
great changes that hav occurred since the noble
With scarce a moment's warning.
do these facts show? They show that faith and
red man of the forest stood here upon this bank
"Go!" cried the nun, in fervent tone,
confiden.ce in spirits who promis to protect their
"amid the beneficent fruition of nature " and de"Go! leave me with my God alone;
I want no milk this morning."
medium, is about as strong as the Christian's faith
clared by his firm and resolute countenance that he
in God's power to answer prayer; for when the
was the rightful possessor of the soil.
Abashed, confused, the milkman stood,
cholera comes to our shores, as illustrated by HesOn the west side of the bluff is a small stream
For in his vision flashed a hood
Most monkishly serene.
ton; science is preferred to faith and prayer as a
flowing from the northwest. Another stream flowIn confidence he tells his wife,
protector. .A.gain I repeat that Spiritualism has
ing from the west unites with this one, and
"
Our Lord God looks, as true as life,
done mighty little for the world, and that little is
empties into the river. Old settlers say that a fine
Just like a Capuchin!"
embodied in its efforts to free the mind from orspring once flowed from beneath this bluff, but it
Gladdens, Pa.
M. L. TAUBER.
has of late years entirely disappeared. Just across
thodox teachings ; but " cold Materialism " has
the creek bottom directly opposit to this. bluff
done a similar work, and is entitled to just as much
Science and Progress.
another stupendous bluff rears its head. We
credit on that point. But which is doing the
A CENTENNIAL CLOCK.
most for humal).ity to-day, Spiritualism or Material.A. Genoese watchmaker has constructed a time- doubt if there is a loftier ascent in the state. The
ism ! I assert that Materialism is, for all scientific piece that will run for a month and show the hill slopes gradually from the creek-bed on the
discoveries to beJefit the world and improve con- progress of Columbus. from Port Palos to San north, and is at least a quarter of a mile stretch
ditions result from it, and Spiritualism finds little Salvador, the landing of the Spaniards, the dances from the base to the summit. On the east side
to do outside of leading people to sing the sweet of the nativs, and the return of the triumphant facing the river it is very abrupt. Leading all the
by and by and to meditate on the joys of an discoverers. The motions of the figures are said to way up this gradual slope on the north is an old
imaginary world that adorns the invisible regions be wonderfully life-like, but unless those dances trail over which many a beaded moccasin has glided
of space. It amounts to nothing only as an amuse- can be stopped on Sunday, the Chicago Sabbath to and from the hunting-grounds and neighboring
ment for leisure time, for there is neither profit or Association will probably confiscate the whole villages. On reaching the top of the hill this trail
leads off across the country in a southwesterly
benefit to be derived from Spiritual theories and apparatus.
·
direction. We found on the summit of this bluff a
the conflicting reports that come to us from soAMERICAN ENTERPRISE.
called spirit sources. Mediums excite curiosity
The editor of the New York campaign organ who small knoll on which nothing was growing except a
without gratifying it, and the more seances one persists in prefacing his organ music with daily ex- tuft of buffalo grass. This place was evidently
attends the sooner he will be disgusted with medi- tracts from scripture is now reaping the interna- used by the Indians as a lookout spot or signal
ums and mediumship ; and I giv it as my private tional fruits ol: his enterprise. .A.n English contem- station, for it is very high, and commands an excelopinion publicly expressed, that the fool and his porary hopes that the publishers of the pious lent view in all directions.
Having given a description of the surrounding
money are separated without a satisfactory equiva- periodical will soon add a premium of Sundaylent when he consults a medium to commune with school tracts, and a German reviewer fears that country, we will now proceed to describe the mound.
some Yankee rival of the ingenious editor will be-. Although it contained nothing of special value, it
the dead.
I speak from years of experience and not as a fore long offer to treat his subscribers to free is, nevertheless, interesting in itself, because it is
dissimilar to any mound heretofore explored in this
novice, fer trying to eat soup with a fork is a satis- baptism or a bottle of unction oil.
county. It is not a burial mound, such as those
WONDROUS DISCOVERIES.
factory proceeding compared with getting information of any kind from a spirit medium. Spirit.A. clerical sensation-monger not long ago claimed examined by the writer, on Owl creek, about a year
ualism is a mild form of superstition based on un- to hav identified the site of the earthly paradise ago, but is the ruins of an old lodge. The mound
accountable phenomena ; but it does not and can with some building lots in a southern suburb of St. was not very high, there being only a slight elevanot demonstrate the continuity of human conscious- Louis, Mo. (probably in the neighborhood of the tion of the ground. .A.t each corner was a large
ness after the destruction of the physical body. Carondelet distilleries), and added the information slab of yellow sandstone which was carried from
Prof. John Fiske declares that " such a belief has that within a month the whole country would dis- the base of the hill. These slabs formed an innever been one that could be maintained on scien- cuss his announcement. The only adequate reply closure of about twelve by fifteen feet. Several
tific grounds," aJ!d affirms his opinion that the be- was a dispatch from Edmondson county, Ky., where white oaks, one of them. measuring about eight
lief in a continuation of consciousness after death a geological investigator claimed to hav discovered inches in diameter, were growing in the inclosure.
We commenced excavating near the center, and
has visibly weakened during the present century the entrance of the orthodox hades.
after penetrating about seven inches of black loam
.among thinking people. There is no doubt of it,
FRENCH FREETIDNKERS.
and the tendency of the age where people do think
The French apostles of Rationalism hav evidently or soil, we struck a bed, or pit, of charcoal and
is to accept the idea that death ends all.
reached a stage of tolerance that enables them to burnt earth to a depth of about one foot. This
.If we Jay hopf:l and sentiment aside we find very connive at a good deal of mutual banter. When burnt substance was intermixed with fragments of
little that creates an idea of imm.ortal conscious- Renan published his "Life of St. Paul" Victor pottery, chips of flint, and bones of animals. We
ness; and knowing what a persistent and almost Hugo advised him to add a life of St. Peter and unearthed a piece of sandstone with grooves passing
invariable liar hope is, its testimony should be commend all his friends· to the mercy of the celestial through it. These grooves were about as large as a
taken like a politician's promis before election, janitor. "If Hugo ever gets into heaven," said lead pencil, and I think that this stone was used
and no attention paid to it. Fatalism is the only Renan, "his first impulse will be to compliment the for polishing arrow-shafts. We also found an un. rational belief in the world ; and we are the creat- Lord on his success in creating an author of his finished arrow-point and a very fine flint scraper.
This scraper is in the common type found at old
.urea. of blind fate from start to finish ..
talents."
village sites, being a flaked flint, wrought off at one
Whil~ evolution demonstrates the unfoldment of
THE AGE OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
consciousness and the development of intelligence,
The French-African expedition recently captured extremity to a convex edge. These scrapers were
there is nothing to show that the forces of nature the camping outfit of the king of Dahomey, and used in scraping hides, wood, etc.
The pit described above covered a space of
were ·ever working systematically for such results. among a large assortment of dirk-knives and grease" The purposeless play of events" constantly going pots were surprised to find a package of photo- three feet and four inches by five feet and seven
on in nature reveals no cause behind them but that graphs, representing the despot in full gala dress, inches. We made no excavations outside of this
of fate or inevitable necessity; and barring a few grasping an instrument resembling a meat-ax, pit, as our time was quite limited, but further exunexplained phenomena pointed .out by Spiritual- used, perhaps~ on the occasion of the festival when plorations will be arranged for at some future time.
. ists, there is nothing to show that nature has any 1,225 slaves were butchered in honor of the king's .A. great many arrow-points hav been picked ·up in
secret or invisible realms, where consciousness, birthday. If those portraits and a few autographs the fields near this place, and on the slope within
which is a product of tangible matt~r, exists in an could be distributed among the Brooklyn represent- close proximity of the mound there are the reimmortal state without a visible or tang\ble organi-. ative of Christian civilization, czar-worshiper mains of an old aboriginal workshop where the
za.tion. Life from start to finish is a contest with Talmage would probably inform the public that the patient, skilful hand of the aboriginal sculptor, or
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lapidary, wrought out these tiny little darts of nal Anthem that rings from star to star, and ravishes
death and destruction.
the eternities."*
Johnny: Mamma, is that out of the Bible 1
The New Theology in the Nursery.
Mrs. M. K.: Not exactly, dear; that is part of
Mrs. Martineau Kuenen (who has been attending the new doctrin of God. It is by Dr. Heavens. It
various inaugural and other addresses at Presby- doesn't repel me as much as the answer in the
terian seminaries and churches): Now, Johnny, as Catechism which you hav learned at Sundayit is raining to-day, you need not go out to Sunday- school.
Johnny: Is every word in the Bible true,
school at Dr. Westminster's church. I will giv you
mamma?
a lesson at home.
Mrs. M. K.: Oh, no, Johnny. One of the barJohnny: Mamma, shall I say my catechism?
Mrs. M. K.: I think not. You know they are riers to the Bible is the belief that it is all true. t
revising the Standards, and are going to let down But oBly the essentials are true.t
Johnny: Teacher says that the Bible is the word
the tender grass for the lambs of the :flock.* But
tell me, Johnny, what is it which teaches us how to of God, and that whatever the word of God says
must be true.
be saved, and about heaven and God 1
Mrs. M. K.: That is a ghost of modern EvangelJohnny : The Bible.
icalism to frighten children.§ God inspired only
Mrs. M. K.: Yes; but tnere is something else.
the concept. II
Johnny : I don't know of anything else.
Johnny : Is the concept the same thing aS a MetaMrs. M. K. : There is the Church, you know ; and
physical Category?
the Reason. t
Mrs. M. K. : I will hav to ask Professor Barkis
Johnny: Do you mean tb.e Presbyterian church,
about that. You see, he has been very much mismamma?
Mrs. M. K. : Well, not exactly. You see, the understood. But when you get older, you will
Presbyterian church sometimes disapproves of my learn all about such things.
Johnny: Mamma, what a wise man Moses must
good friend Professor Barkis. By church, I mean
hav been to hav written about the creation, and all
Institutional Christianity. t
those things in Exodus and Deuteronomy!
Johnny : Oh, I understand.
Mrs. M. K. : Moses didn't write those books.
Mrs. M. K.: You hav heard of Cardinal Newman, Johnny ; he was a representativ Christian, Those were written by Elohists and a number of
living in or near the world's metropolis; but he other men.
Johnny: Did not Moses write Exodus?
could not find God through the Bible, t striving
Mrs. M. K.: No, that was written by P and JE.~
never so hard, but he became a Roman Catholic and
found God in that way.
Moses may hav been the Redactor of part of the
Johnny: Then, if you can't find out how to be books.
saved, and can't find God in the Bible, you must beJohnny: What is a Redactor?
come a Roman Catholic ?
Mrs. M. K.: A Redactor is a man who puts books
Mrs. M. K.; Yes, it is a matter of temperament written by other men together, so as to pretend
and environment, which way to God men may that he wrote them himself.
pursue.t
Johnny : Next to Moses, I think Isaiah was one
Johnny: But suppose you can't find God in the of the best men in the Old Testament.
Bible or in the church, then what do you do?
Mrs. M. K. (laughing heartily): Which Isaiah do
Mrs. M. K.: I am glad you hav asked that ques- you mean?
tion, my child. You can find God through the
Johnny: I mean Isaiah the Prophet.
Reason, and become a representativ Christian.
Mrs. M. K.: Oh, you foolish boy; we don't
Johnny: What is the Reason, mamma?
know that Isaiah wrote half of .the book which
Mrs. M. K. : Oh, I don't know exactly. It em- bears his name.**
braces the Metaphysical Categories.§
Johnny: Teacher says that Jesus said that
Johnny: What are they, mamma 1
Moses wrote the Law, and that the Law was the
Mrs. M. K. : They are the Holy of Holies of same as the five books of Moses.
Nature,§ my dear son, and then we hav the ConMrs. M. K.: Oh, that is a circumstantial. Jesus
science and Religious Feeling.§
was speaking so as to suit himself to his hearers.
Johnny: Are they better than the Bible and the
Johnny: Is it right to say what is not true, so
church?
as to suit your teachings to your hearers!
Mrs. M. K. : The Bible is infallible, but the maMrs. M. K.: I hav told you, Johnny, that these
jority of ths Christian world would not assign a are circumstantials, not essentials.
higher place to representativ Christians who hav
Johnny: Then some of the circumstantials in
found God through the Bible.
•
the Bible are not true.
Johnny: Mamma, what kind of temperament and
Mrs. M. K.: It is not a pleasant task to point out
environment hav I got? Must I find God through the errors in the Sacred Scriptures. tt
the Bible! I think perhaps I had better find him
Johnny: I thought you said just now that it
through the Reason, if that is the Holy of Holies of was infallible.
Nature.
Mrs. M. K.: Only as a rule of faith and pra.ctice.
Mrs. M. K.: Never mind about that just now. It is not infallible when it contains fibs (laughing
Tell me, does your teacher at Sunday-school tell you to herself).
anything about God?
Johnny: What is faith, mamma?
Johnny : Oh, yes ; I know the answer to the
Mrs. M. K.: Oh, that is a· doctrinal question.
question in the catechism: "What is God?"
You must not ask me about dogma. Faith is beMrs. M. K. : But we need a new doctrin of God. II lief.
You know Professor Barkis tells us that God
Johnny: Then if the Bible is an infallible rule
is love. II I must ask your teacher to read his In- of belief, I ought to believe whatever it tells me.
augural Address.
Mrs. M. K.: Oh, no. That is a question for
Johnny : Does God love sin, mamma?
Christian Consciousness to decide.
Mrs. M. K. : I am not talking about that ; but
Johnny : Whose Christian Consciousness ?
listen to the new doctrin of God. I am surprised
Mrs. M. K.: Dear Professor Barkis's Christian
that your teacher should not hav seen it (reading). Consciousness.
"Irregularities, breaks, misfits, broken
Johnny : Mamma, tell me about Daniel in the
joints, deformities, mutilations, abortions, colli- lions' den.
sions, discords, imperfections all the way along and
Mrs. M. K.: Oh, Johnny, that is a circumstantial.
God back of it all, pushing on His way. . . . Professor Browning has shown that the book of
Ah, brethren, God's thoughts are not as our Daniel is full of untruths.
thoughts. His ways are not as our ways. The deJohnny: Is the story about Jonah and the whale
signs by which He works are not patterns for patent a circumstantial, too?
office purposes, not pieces of dilettante china decoMrs. M. K.: Of course. Everything in the Bible
rations, nor esthetic models of wax-work. . . . which is not a theophany, is a circumstantial.
Flaws? Yes;. but look at the Plan, massiv with
Johnny: Are the Psalms of King David thethe lines and curves of the Infinit and the Eternal. ophanies or circumstantials? ·
Frictions? Yes; but look· at the matchMrs. M. K.: Oh, you silly boy. Moses did not
less correlations of energy, the action and interactions of endlessly articulated forces that determin
*PROOF-TEXTS: Biblical Scholarship and Inspiration, by
the balancing of the dewdrops, and swing Jupiters Prof.
L. J. Evans (pp. 14, 15).
and suns and systems along their vast and mighty
t_PROOF-TEXTs: Inaugural Address by. Prof. C. A.
courses. Discords? Yes; but listen to the Eter- Br1ggs (p. 34.).
tlb.(p. 36).
§lb. (p. 35).
* PROOF-TEXTS : Report on Revision to the General
1: lb. (p. 32).
Assembly, 1891.
~PROOF-TEXTS: Introduction to the Literature of the
t PROOF-TEXTS : Inaugural Address by Prof. C. A. Old Testament by Prof. G. R. Driver. Edited by Professor Briggs (p. 20).
Briggs (pp. 24, f. f.).
t lb. (pp. 26, 28).
**PRooF-TEXTS: Inaugural Address by Prof. C. A.
§lb. (pp. 26, 28).
Briggs (p. 33).
liTh. (pp~ 46, 47, 48).
ttlb. (p.,34).

write the Pentateuch. David wrote only a few of
the Psalms. Isaiah did not write one-half of the
book which bears his name. Solomon did not
write Proverbs or Ecclesiastes. The names of the
mass of Old Testament authors are lost in oblivion.*
Johnny:· Why, "mamma, you are not leaving me
any Bible.
Mrs. M. K.: If that is destroying the Bible the
Bible is destroyed already.*
Johnny: Then read me something in the New
Testament. That is truer than the Old. Read to
me about the raising of Lazarus.
1\frs. M. K.: Let me see, that is in the Gospel according to St. John. Well, it is not yet quite settled that John did not write that, so I suppose I
may read it. But remember, Johnny, if it were
possible to resolve all the miracles of the Old Testament into extraordinary acts of Divine Providence, using the forces and forms of nature in
accordance with the laws of nature; and if we
could explain all the miracles of Jesus,
.
from His use of mind cure or hypnotism or any
other occult power-still I claim that nothing essential would be lost from the miracles of the Bible. t
Johnny: Were the Apostles hypnotized?
Mrs. M. K.: I hav not taken a brief t to tell you
about that.
Johnny: Was Adam a good man, mamma?
Mrs. M. K.: Yes. He was created sinless, but
was not possessed of that moral excellence which
comes only through disciplin and heavenly training.t
Johnny: The catechism says that he was created after the image of God.
Mrs. M. K.: Yes; but the Elohist had a very imperfect idea of God. As I ha'v told you, we need a
new doctrin of God.
Johnny: Was Adam as good as my papa 1
Mrs. M. K.: No; your papa, whose temptations
hav been a means of grace, has made his progress
by the curved lines of sin, not by the straight line
of obedience.§
Johnny: How did the prophets know so much
about the messiah, mamma!
Mrs. M. K.: Many of these predictions hav.been
reversed by history; and the .,great body of' the
messianic predictions has not only never been fulfilled, but cannot now be fulfilled, for the reason
that its own time is passed forever. II
Johnny: But Jesus Christ said they would be all
fulfilled, didn't He?
Mrs. M. K.: Yes, child; but God recalled his
decree.~

Johnny : Is recalling His decree, the same as
breaking His promis!
Mrs. M. K.: That is part of the "new doctrin of
God."
Johnny: I suppose that my little sister Jennie
looks down from heaven and wonders that we are
puzzled by all these things.
Mrs. M. K. : Hush, Johnny! Jennie is not in .
heaven. You are neglecting those vast periods of
time which elapse between death and judgment.**
Jennie is in the Middle State. It is a heavenly
university. tt
Johnny: Is that an essential or a circumstantial?
Mrs. M. K.: That is an essential. We don't go
at first to heaven or hell. We go to the Middle
State. The bugbear of a judgment immediately
after death should be banished from the world4t
· Johnny: Then Jesus did not die tp save us from
punishment.
Mrs. M. K.: Yes; but the whole race of Man is
redeemed.§§ Think of the heathen who hav never
heard of Christ. They would hav to be punished
for rejecting Him.
Johnny : Then I will spend my next allowance
on candy.
Mrs. M. K. : That will be enough for to-day._ I
must see about that Sunday-.achool teacher. I
think he must be a traditionalist.
Johnny : Mamma, if I don't giv any more money
for the redeemed heathen, I shall hav more to
spend on the Fourth of July.
Mrs. M. K. : To be sure, and I will take you to
see the fireworks ; but before that Professor
Barkis is going to blow the breastworks of traditionalism to atoms.~~ I will take you to that.
*PRooF-TEXTS: Inaugural Address by Prof.

(p. 33).

t lb., 2d Ed. (p. 95).
tlb. (p. 37).
§lb., 1st Ed. (p. 50).
II lb. (p. 38).
~lb. (p. 39).
.... lb. (pp. 53, 54).
ttlb., 2d Ed. (p. 109).
tt lb., 2d Ed. (p. 54).
. §§lb., 1st Ed. (P. 55),
nrb. (p. 41).
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Johnny: Mamma. Shall I put the Bible carefullY on the table again 1
.
Mrs. M. K. : Oh, no ; put it on the shelf with
those novels. The Bible as a book is paper, print,
and binding-'-nothing more.*
Johnny : Papa says he carried one in his pocket
all through the war.
·
Mrs. M. K. : What nonsense. It has no magical
virtue in it, and no halo inclosing it. It will not
stop a bullet any better than a mass-book. t Next
Sunday I will tell you all about the historical
errors in .the Bible. You mustn't go back to that
traditionalistic Sunday-school again. And now let
us go down and hear Dr. Madison Park preach on
the immorality of the patriarchs. It is sure to be
instructiv.
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the measure intended by the American Proteciiv is to flood the country with it. We can do it if
Association, but we hav hopes that out of the two you will help u;~, and without :your help ~e can d?
som~ good may be accomplished in . that direction. nothing. A fund will be reqmred to assist PresiAs~·· ilar measure is to be prepared and presented dent Putnam in his work at Washington, whence
to t e state legislature of Oregon, and I expre&s a he will shortly return from the Pacific coast; and
ferv nt wish that the other states will soon fall into I therefore appeal to our friends for that financial
lin .
·
help that we must hav to make our work sncc~s.s
i would also address a few words to the members ful. Then awake, Freethinkers, rouse ye and JOin
of · the Federation and all Freethinkers of every the glorious procession of freedom's sons and
shade of opinion throughout the country. Do not daughters, until the cry of Liberty shall resound
relax your efforts to assist in rthe opening of the in every church corridor, stifling the curses and
World's Fair on Sunday. Fro'in the letters I hav anathemas of her votaries; until the flag of freereceived during the past week, many are inclined dom shall be unfurled from every corner of our
to think that further activity in this direction is not fair land, and when the opinions of the superstineeded, in consequence of the action recently taken tions past shall no longer be forced upon us, but
by the board of directors. Remember, that the relegated to that obscurity and oblivion from which
opening of the Fair has by no means been they sprang.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
*PROOF-TEXTS: Inaugural Address by Prof. C. A. decided. The directors are handicapped by the
Sec. Freethonght Federation of America.
Briggs (p. 30).
late enactment of Congress, and cannot act in contlb. (p. 55)._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
traventi~n of the law, as declared by that body, unPublislter's Notes.
less such action could be declared unconstitutional
We hav a few sample copies of "The FreethinkThe Freethought Federation of America.
by the Supreme Court of the United States. As
[Headquarters, 345 West Randolph street, Chicago, TIL the law stands at present, the Fair will be closed on er's Pictorial Text-Book" which we will send to
anyone who desires it. This book is now in the
S. P. Putna~ president; John R. Charlesworth, secretary; George .LA. Robertson, treasurer.]
.
_ Sunday, and all our efforts must be directed upon fourth thousand, and a new edition is on the press.
The direct results of the continuous agitations of the attempt we shall make to induce Congress to Sent promptly on receipt of $2 for board-covered
Freethought and Freethinkers in general, are be- repeal the law, a law which they had no constitu- copies; $2.50 in cloth with gold side stamp. "Old
coming too apparent to escape unnoticed. On tional right to pass, despite the milk-and-water Testament Stories Comically Illustrated" has been
every hand ancient conditions of thought are trem- arguments of R. B. West brook, D.D., to the con- in print but a few months, but the book-binders are
bling upon the verge of dissolution. The old or- trary. Congress, as such, had no rights invested working on the third thousand. Each of the_se
thodox beliefs of our progenitors hav undergone in them to interfere with the opening or closing of books is of the convincing order, because Chnssuch radical changes that the orthodoxy of our day the Fair, nor hav they now, other than to take such tians cannot get around the facts and arguments it
is scarcely distinguishable from the heterodoxy of action as is necessary to retrieve themselvs and re- contains, supported as they are by pictures which
dress the evils they hav done. And even if the tell the story even to him who will not read. If
half a generation ago. Christianity is becoming
board of directors could act contrary to law, as those of our friends who possess these books will
· more and more secularized in order to meet the secdeclared by the House of Congress, and so open the show them to their Liberal friends and mention
ular requirements of the age, engendered by the
Fair, it would still be our duty to try and enforce the large discount made on them when ordered
progressiv temper of mankind. The gradual progthe repeal of the obnoxious closing clause, for the with THE TRUTH SEEKER for a year we think they
ress of secular institutions, even in connection with
sake ·of a national principle involved therein. will hav no difficulty in getting a new subscriber.
the church, may be distinctly traced from period to
Therefore I urge every member of the Federation
period, and as a result of the Freethought propato renew your exertions in this direction, circulate
We also call attention to the advertisement of books
ganda, our churches are compelled to cast aside
petitions wherever you can, secure all the signa- for the holidays on page 782 of this paper. There
much of their supernaturalistic doctrin, and confine
tures possible and send them to me addressed to are many beautiful things connected with the
themselvs to the secular and social subjects that
the headquarters of the Federation. If you hav pagan festival in celebration of the ret~rning sun,
are agitating the public mind. not sufficient blanks for that purpose, do not hesi- which the Christians hav adapted to therr own use
'fhese circumstances foster within our hearts a tate to address your applications to me for what you
and called Christmas, chief of which is the kindly
hope. for the future welfare of man, a future in which
may require. Every mail brings me a large batch
work shall be man's only worship-when work shall of such petitions, the signatures of which reach a remembrance of friends with presents, and nothing
take the place of prayer, and teaching that of preach- grand total of almost ten thousand. We still de- can be more appropriate for such presents than
books which instruct as well as please the eye. A
ing.
sire more, because we wish, by their aid, to show list of such works is what we hav made for the
We hav also great hopes that in the immediate Congress that in demanding the repeal of the
future, perhaps ere another year has passed away, closing clause we are acting in harmonious relation guidance of our readers.
our first Demand may become a law in one or more to the wishes of the people, unlike a minority, who
And attention is again called to the list of Salof the states in our republic.
happen to be powerful because they are organized adin's works advertised on page 780, a large
Two of our state assemblies, more especially, will against us. Since my last letter I hav lectured in
hav to discuss during the ensuing term the ques- Litchfield, Ill., chililfly through th,e efforts of D. consignment of which we hav just received from
tion of an equal taxation of church property with all M. Reynolds, who came down to Centralia to see England. Saladin is one of the most brilliant and
other property-viz., those of Ohio and Oregon .. me, and took me back with him for the express sharpest writers in the Free thought ranks. We
I hav received information from an authentic purpose of lecturing in that town. I was favored can conscientiously recommend" God and his Book,"
source that' within the next few months a measure with a very good audience, despite the short notice "Woman: Her Glory, Her Shame, and Her God,"
will be drafted and presented to the Ohio legislature of the lecture, and I hope to be with them again in "Did Jesus Christ Rise From the Dead?" " The Conupon this subject. The measure will be supported the spring. From here I went on to Springfield, fessional," and" Christianity and the Slave Trade," as
and backed up by the American Protectiv Associa- where I gave a lecture on Sunday, November 20th, being books that every Freethinker can study and
use with advantage in his controversies with
tion, which is a Protestant organization with an in the Universalist church.
The arrangements church-members. The others are of a more general
activ membership numbering thousands~ And we were made by Mrs. Helen Cellar, whose enthusiasm
hope that when such a measure shall be brought knows no bounds, and is ever ready to do her part literary character but each bears evidence that its
before the assembly every Freethinker will be in the grand cause of human liberty. There are author is a man of great genius wholly free from
on hand to do his share toward trying to make it a quite a. number of good and activ Freethinkers in Christian superstition. It will please us greatly to
law of the state. Write a pexsonalletter to the mem- this city, many of whom hav signed our constitu- circulate them widely in this country.
ber of your district urging him to vote in fav_or of tion and helped to swell the ever-increasing ranks
The Leaflet advocating the Sunday opening of
such a bill and lead him to understand that If he of the Federation. I was pleased to meet here with
the
World's Fair ought to be scattered by the
does not then you will comply with Article V of our Mr. and Mrs. Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. Walker, Mr. and
constitution, and will refuse to vote for him should Mrs. Waesenbacher, Mrs. Gray and Miss Gray, Mr. thousands. In December or January we shall send
he again be a candidate for reelection. This is Kusomcul, and several others. I urged upon them them to Congressmen and to others who may be
where the power of the Federati~n can be bro_ught the necessity of immediate organization, and it is influenced by argument. We need money to do
into useful operation and where It can make Itself very probable that an effectiv organization may this, and those who can afford to aid are requested
to do so. The price of the Leaflets is 25 cents per
felt. To show that this is not a mere hobby or soon be established here.
dozen; $1.50 per hundred. Anyone who will diseven a castle in the air to be destroyed by the first
Next day I arrived in Chicago, where a mass of
gust of wind that comes, I quote the following let- mail matter had accumulated which it occupied two tribute five hundred or a thousand can obtain them
ter from an enthusiastic worker in the Federation or three days' hard work to cope with. Among at special rates.
from Cleveland, 0.:
them were several complimentary communications
Lectures and Meetings.
CLEVELAND, 0., Nov. 19, 1892.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH's lecture appointments are:
MR. JoHN R. CHARLEsWoRTH, Sec. F. F. A., My D_ear and donations of our friends. First and foremost
Sir: Press-of work about election t~e. has left !fie little was Dr. E. B. Foote, of New York city, author of Janesville, Minn.Dec.10, 11 Palouse City, ...... Jan. 2, 3, 4
time to attend to Sunday opeuing petttions. I mclose a "Plain Home Talk" and· other medical works, Crookston, Minn. " 14, 15 Oregon State Secfew names which I hav picked up while at work about whose efforts in our cause are now well known to all Jamestown, Minn " 18, 19 ularConvention "
8
the court-house. You will notice that the last ~arne ~sthat Liberals. With the letter Dr. Foote sends us a Granite, Mont..... " 25,26 ForestGrove, Ore." 27-29
of a judge of our court of common pleas, who Is a Libe~·al
Missoula, Mont... " 27, 28 Silverton, ...... " " 30, 31
and Is willing to allow the fact to become known.. I m- check for $25 to help us· in our work. Dr. Rosalia, Wash..... " 29-31
"
...... " Feb.
1
tend forcing agitation of Sunday laws and taxatiOn of E. B. Foote, Jr., also sends us a nice letter, inclos- Spokane, Wash ... Jan.
1 Grass Valley, Cal. "
2-3
church property, the first by introduction of a bill tore- ing a check for $5. Besides these Dr. L. Z.
Tucson, Ariz ...... Mar. 23-26
peal all laws against Sunda:y a~use~ents, and the second Coman, of Boulder, Col., sends ns an order for $9,
Liberals along the line of the Northern Pacific desiring
by suit to contest the constituti<?nality of t~e law ex~mpt
ing church property from ~a.xat10n. In ~his ,;mv wip tr.}' and other donations hav been received this week as lectures should address him at 345 W. Randolph street,
to keep up a little " campaign of educat~on. I th1~ I follows: J. A. Mnnn, Idaho Springs, Col., $2.50; Chicago.
can relv upon one of our legislators to mtroduce bill to J. W. Miller, Idaho Springs, Col., $2.49; Wm.
AT the Liberal Club next Friday, Dec. 2, 1892repeal Sunday laws. It will be defeated, of course, but Case, Lafayette, Ind., $1 ; Lewis W elly, Nickerson, " Machinery the Main Cause of Progress," by Starr H.
not until I hav found an opportunity ~o g~t a few ideas
in print. I am advised by good con~ti~utiOnal lawy~rs Kan., $0.36; Wm. Raishleigh, Simmler, Cal., $1. Nichols.
that the law exempting church property ISm contravention Total for the week, $46.35.
(;burch Insurance.
of Bill of Rights. Local events hav made taxat•on quesIf such financial assistance will continue to. be
Elder Berry : "Joblots proposes to fill the church by
tions of much interest and time is ripe for ~tgitation.
· Three of m_y friends hav petition~ to .rel?eal Sun~ay given us we can assure our friends that the tr~st giving those who attend a policy covering any accident
closing condition, but they are slow m brmgmg them m. and confidence bestowed in us shall not be mis- during the service."
Dr. Thirdly : "How could one meet with an accident
One of them has over fifty signatures and the others hav placed. We hav a large quantity of Freethonght
in church?"
started.
ALBERT TALooT HoLMES.
campaign literature in the press and by such help
Elder Berry: "One might fall off the seat while he was
I niight say that the foregoing is independent of we shall soon hav it all in circulation, and our wish asleep,"
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To Keep Our Servants From Tyrannizing
Us.
MARioN, 0., Nov. 15, 1892.
ME. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $2 to
aBSist in defraying expenses in getting up
leaflets to pray our servants, the Congressmen of the United States, to do
justice to the majority of the people who
sent them there.
FRANK EvERLY.
We Are Outrivaled by Another Publisher,
viz., God.
!rusH RIPPLE, P A., -oct. 31, 1892.
ME. EDITOR: Some one no doubt has
told you to send your paper to our address. I will now ask you as a favor to
send no more.· We hav no use for anything of the kind. We can select our
own reading matter and pay for the same.
Send no more, as they are consumed by
fire as soon as they are received. We hav
the Word of GoD to go by; we will study
that for ourselt•s. Hoping to hear from
you no more,
MRS. STAFFORD.
[If Mrs. Stafford will not read, we can,
of course, do little to enlighten her. Perhaps however, as she gt•ows older she
williosesomeof her prejudice.-ED. T. S.]
Columbus.
GALVESTON, TEx., Nov. 15, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I read in the June Cent·ury
anarticlebyEmilioCastelaronChristopher
Columbus, which for Catholic impudence
beats God one. I will quote. He says:
"As we hav already seen, the Ultramontane school of Europe proposed to recognize the Columbian discovery as a miracle
and to enroll its author in the celestial
· t oph er
court. B u t the 1oves 0 f Ch riB
Columbus and Beatrice Enriquez Arana
disturb ed them in this purpose ' being
clearly unsanctified by the sacraments of
the ch ur Chand illegt"timate under the civil
laws. Scarce knowing how to extricate
themselvs from this untoward strait, they
married the long-dead lovers, who in their
. h
dt
b

~~~:t~a!e~~ta:~ ~~r~ey~~~:rth=~a.:f:~

husband an d Wl"fe. " 'T"18 t 0 b e h ope d they
will not make a saint out of him till after
his honeymoon.
We would rather miss a meal at any time
than our TRUTH SEEKER. We di11tribute
. ht an d .1eft . And my h usb an d
them r1g
never fails to dr1ve home a Freethought ·
wedge when opportunity offers. I hav no
Freethought woman acquaintances, so
"th h t
t I
.
you may know Wl
w a · zes
enJoy
your paper.
.
Wishing you success I am
'sARAB' E · W ILEY.
Yours t ru1y,
They Believe in Organization.
NoVELTY, CAL., Nov. 3, 1892.
ME. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1, for which
send to the inclosed address "Spiritualism
Sustained,'; by Colonel Kelso; $1 for THE
TRUTH SEEKER Literature Fund to print
Heston's cartoon on the World's Fair,
etc. (send me fifty or so when printed);
$5.50, with the inclosed letter, to John R.
Charlesworth.
Hoping to hear of greater success for
Freethought, I am,
Yours to down orthodoxy,
H. DANNENBRINK.
N oVELTYA. CAL., Nov. 3, E. a. 292.
MR. JoHNR. lJHABLESWORTH, Dear Sir:
We desire to be enrolled as members of
the Freethought Federation of America.
We sincerely hope the Federation may be
more successful than the old American
Secular Union, which since Stevenb's time
has accomplished nothing and is with no
hope for the future. We say, keep the
sectarian hands out of the treasury, both
state and national forever.
.
Inclosed find the following donations:
H. Dannenbrink, Novelty, Cal., $1; H.
Bridger, Novelty, Cal., $0.50; Simon Barcendun, Novelty, Cal., $1; A. Dannenbrink, Novelty, Cal., $1; P. Rostetter,
Novelty, Cal., $1; Barney Andrews,
Novelty, Cal., $1; A. E. Heggland, Coleridge, Cal., $1; R. Junkans, Novelty, Cal.,
H. DANNENBRINK.
$1.
H. BRIDGER.
SmoN BARCENDUN.
A. DANNENBRINK.
P. RosTETTER.
BARNEY ANDREws.
A. E. HEGGLAND.
;R. JUNKANs.

a.

~892.

reelected, voted against the :Sunday closing clause and promises to vote for its
repeal. W. J. White, Republican candi- ·
date for the 20th district, also elected, is a
Liberal, and, I am informed, promises to
vote for repeal.
The daiiy newspapers are made to sell
and religious people will not buy them un:
less they cater to church taste. Formation of a Liberal political party will force
attention to claims of Liberalism and
compel opposing parties to notice them if
Praise God for the Johnstown :floodPraise him for scenes of death and blood; only for the purpose of reply. The rule
Praise him who the thousands drowned
of bright advertisers is: "Talk about us.
And saved an image safe l.lnd sound.
We don't care whether you praise or damn
us, so long as our name is on your lips."
Praise.God when tidal waves do come;
Praise him for millions' damage done.
Talk leads to thought, rather than folPraise him when hurricanes do sweep
lows thought, so let us make them talk.
Swift destruction on the deep.
Recent sudden change of political opinion shows how much may be done by per.
Praise God for :floods in far Japan;
Praise him for desolation wan,
sistent educational tactics. Free thought
Praise him who crumbles mountains down can be made to sweep the country as did
And buries thousands 'neath the ground.
free trade if similar methods are employed,
Praise God for Dakota's drouth;
We must organize. Past Liberal organPraise him for :floods in the Sunny South. izations are almost inert. As an auxiliary
Praise him who sends the killing frost,
I would try secret Liberal societies, with
And for the Louisville holocaust.
mutual protectiv features and absolute
Praise God for pestilence and woe,
secresy of movement, both of which hav a
For railroad wreck and avalanche of snow. charm for most men.
Church News.
Praise him for preachers who 'neath
ALBERT TALCOTT HOLMES.
PH<ENlX, ARiz., Nov. 10, 1892.
church steeple
MR. EDIToR: Whilst passing through Teach delusion and rob the people.
Freedom Cost Tllis Son His Father.
New Mexico on my way to this town a few
Praise
God
for
war,
for
strife
and
pain,
AMESBURY, MAss., Nov. 8, 1892.
weeks since, I met on the train a gentleFor earthquake shock and tyrant's reign.
MR. EDITOR: Charles Lincoln Haskell,
man from Denver, who had formerly lived Praise him for gibbet, block, and prison pen,
who died in St. Louis, Mo., last Septemin Lincoln, Neb. It had been the home Then all will say a loud Amen!
ber, was a Liberal thinker, writer, and
of his youth; and, consequently, when his
mother died and left him a small sum of
speaker of more than ordinary power and
money, his inclination was to invest it During His Lifetime Is When His :Monu• influence.
there where he was known of everyone.
nient Should Be Erected.
Although but thirty years of age he had
passed through the valley and shadow of
She had been a "Christian" woman, and
NEw YoRK, N.Y., Nov. 9, 1892.
as she had also been a good mother this
ME. EDIToR:
religious experience, out into the clear
son grown had respected her convictions " Art is long, and time is :fleeting,
light of thought and knowledge. His father
and thus allowed himself to be led into
And our hearts like muftl.ed drums are was a minister of narrow orthodox views,
the fold. His inhedtance of e. few hunbeating
and used to caution his soil to read the
Funeral marches to the grave."
Bible more, and the scientific books, of
dred dollars he invested in a confectioner's stand. A short time thereafter one of
The man in my judgment who has done which he was so fond, less. Inconsequence,
more
to Liberalize and Secularize the he read the Bible more, but not the other
the props of the church appealed to
him for a contribution, and as he had no youthful mind of the Americans than any books less. The influence of his surroundready funds, offered to take his note for other person is Robert G. Ingersoll. To ings, howeyer, caused him to "get relig$ 50-probably representing a quarter of mark the epoch' in which this great man ion,'' which for a time he seemed.to enjoy.
his capital invested. The note came due, lived I think a monument should be Being still eager for knowledge, he purerected to him and to the age of Liberal- sued his readings, becoming familiar with
and as the young man could not meet it, ism in which he has lived. Of all the men
''Bible science" and the science of truth.
the church sold him out, broke up his who hav attacked the dogmas, fanatillism,
He went away to school soon afte:t: his conbusiness,
and
drove
him
forth
a
wanderer
and
superstitions
of
the
modern
churches,
to another state.
version, where he ha·d larger opportuniColonel Ingersoll stands forth as the ties for scientific research. The more he
A cut in your paper, where the priest is
.
k t f
shi
t th champion of champions: By the power read and thought the clearer it became to
pickmg the poe e 0 a wor per a
e of his genius and his eloquence he has him that science or the Bible must be
shrine, reminddetd me obfthethin'ci~etim~tl hh~re convinced hundreds of thousands of the false.
relate,
oMARYS.
me y PuTNAM
e VIC M.D.un- d oc t rms
. a dvocated b y the piOneers
.
. th e
self. as tol
m
It was a severe struggle, lasting several
'
cause of Liberalism. I am willing to con- months; but truth prevailed and the Bible
Discrepant Chapters of Genesis.
tribute $100 toward a bronze statue of was overthrown. He was free from suC
Robert G. Ingersoll to be erected in the perstition's thrall, and, realizing the value
STAMFORD, ONN., Nov. 15, 1892.
W hi gt
MR. EDITOR : Your correspondent of city of as n on.
of his new-found freedom, and the darkNovember 12th, Thomas Rogers, hits
The Greeks deemed it the greatest ness in which he had been groping, began
honor that could be paid to any man to activly to propagate the principles of
very forcibly .in many of his remarks in erect a statue to him.. during his lifetun" e.
reference to God's works as related in
Liberalism, hoping to undo the work he had
Gen. i-what an immense amount of realThe admirers of Ingersoll may be num- done in behalf of superstition. When his
ity he brought forth out of nothing. But bered by millions in the United States father heard of his son's changed views a
I think he is a little off on his man crea- alone, while in Europe there are immense stormy interview occurred, which ended
tion. On the sixth day " God said, Let numbers. His books hav been translated their cordial relations.
us make inan in our own image. In his into all modern languages.
They are
In 1886 he went to Worcester·, Mass.,
. g a silent work that will be felt for where, with ten others, he helped organize
own image made he him, male and female dom
centuries to come. The names of Ingermade he them." Nothing is mentioned soll and Paine will be felt and liv to the the Liberal Union, a society organized for
free discussion of all subjects. He freof what they were made of-whether of
nothing, '' a little earth," or anything remote ages. They are the American quently addressed the Ui:rion, always in a
else; therefore we maybe justified in com- patriots par excellence. When other men clear, forcible, and eloquent manner. He
ing to a conclusion from surrounding cir- whose names are now on every tongue are wrote many articles of merit for the Libcumstances that he took the remnants of lost and forgotten, the name of Ingersoll eral press, and had his life been spared,
nothing that were left after all other will be a household word, while his birth- would hav become one of the foremost
things were produced, amalgamated them day will be honored as Thomas Paine's Liberal advocates.
29th of January is now remembered
He was a true man, as all his friends
together, and from the combination pro- wherever the language in which he wrote
testify, with not a singlo moral blemish.
duced man. This would account for the
He died far away from home and Liberal
great diversity there is in human char- is spoken.
Let us hav a monument to Ingersoll, friends, and but little is known to the
acters; as there is not an animal, a reptil,
a bird, a fish, a plant, or an insect. but and let the great genius be present at its writer of his last days and death. Consome one of the human issue will typ- inauguration as was Professor Morse Sumption was the destroying disease. He
when his monument was unveiled in Cen- leaves a wife and many friends to regret
ify it.
As to the man made from the dust of the tral park.
WILsoN MACDONALD.
his untimely death.
MANLY A. BRIGHAM.
earth, the woman from his rib, the garUse Politics and Organization.
den of Eden, etc., this was none of the
CLEVELAND, 0., Nov. 15, 1892.
Which Was the Better Christfnn T
works of God. That account is in the
MR. EDIToR: I hav sent to Mr. CharlesGILLESPIEVILLE, 0., Nov. 1; 1892~
second chapter, and is attributed to the
worth about two hundred signatures for
MR. EDITOR: A circumstance occurred
Lord God, who appears to be a very difthe Sunday opening petition, including in our neighborhood which we wish to hav
ferent one from the personage presented
many professional men and prominent chronicled in your valuable paper. Rev.
in the tir~t chapter. When we read the
business men of tllls city. I hav additional
Lord God found there was no man to till petitions in circulation. I hav interviewed John Carper, of this county, on Saturday
the ground, we are led to wonder what candidates for Congress, and am happy to night, Oct. 15, 1892, stole a wagonload of
potatoes of V. Jones, this county, who is
became of the one made in God's own
say that two Cleveland men who will sit also a church~member. Jones, ·on the
image.
G. W. Gonmr.
in the House next spring hav promised to blessed holy Sabbath, let church and. all
vote for repeal of the obnoxious condi- go, and procuring two constables, started
Praise God From Whom-tion. Parts of this city are in two Con- to hunt up his potatoes. .He soon struck
RussELL, PA., Nov. 18, 1892.
gressional districts. Ron. L .. Johnson, a mule-team trail, the same that had been
MR. EDIToR: As God is the author of all present representativ and Democratic in his lot. He, or rather they, followed
tlllngs, evil as well as good, and in view of candidate from the 21st district, who was the mule-team trail to the. house.-of .. Rev,
Shame On the Sunday Despots.
NEw YoRK, Oct. 24, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: The narrow, contracted
minds of the board of. trustees and commissioners of the Central park museum
shown in their contemplating shutting up
the house on Sunday from the poor workinginan and his family, will be noted and
condemned by all Liberal and sensible
people on the globe. ·
As has been suggested by -a :number of
considerate men, if we are so scant of
funds, close the museum one day and
evening of the week and keep it open on
Sunday.
·
Where do those men get their power to
shut up the people's place of amusement
on a day on which the heathen celebrated
their god, the sun? Should these fanatics examin history they will find no cause
to deprive people of their enjoyment.
I can but notice the able caricature in
last week's TRUTH SEEKER by that able,
deep-tlllnking man Watson Heston.
Every time he plays it is a trump card and
wins the trick. Keep it up.
S. R. THORNE.

the calamities that hav occurred in the last
few years, I feel it our duty to ~raise him
for the eVil he has afflicted ue mth, hence
the following, which I think would J;tav
been appropriate to sing as the closmg
exercises of thanks service:
Praise God from whom all cyclones blow!
Praise him when rivers overflow.
Praise him who whirls down house and
steeple,
Who sinks the ship and drowns the people.

---.
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John Carper. He was, unfortunately, the
owner of a mule team, and what was more,
it was the only mule team in those parts,
so denial was out of the question. When
wanted, the holy brother was down upon
aU-fours, so t? speak, in church praying
Gaud to hav mercy on poor sinners and to_
enlighten the poor benighted Infidel.
Amen, say I. What we want is light.
When told he was wanted, he arose, shook
hands all around in old orthodox fashion,
confessed his guilt, came down to Jones's,
and settled by note for the potatoes. The
note was made to read : '' One day after
date I promis to pay V. Jones $10 for
potatoes I stolo of him." After signing
the note he shook hands all around and,
returned to the bosom of his family, again
to lead in prayer, and again to bemean
the Infidel.
Now, let us ask which of the· two selfrighteous brethren was living up to the
teachings of that God they both adore.
The meek and lowly Jesus said, "If thine
enemy smite thee on one cheek turn him
the other cheek al.;o." " If he take thy
cloak let him take thy coat also." Mr. V.
Jones, to hav been consistent with his
Bible, his creed, and his profession,
should hav hunted for his brother and
when found should hav given him another
load of potatoes, at least. On the other
hand, the reverend gentleman is justified
in his act by his Bible. Grand old Jacob
stole his brother's birthright, his father -inlaw's cattle, and his gods. The great God
taught Moses to teach the Israelites to
steal each one from his neighbor. "And
each one stole from his neighbor gold and
silver and brass." J esns said, '' Take no
thought of the morrow, what ye shall eat,
or what ye shall drink, or wherewithal
shall ye be clothed." Brother Carper
took no thought of the morrow. He was
laying up treasures "where the moth
doth not corrupt or the thief break through
and steal," and when "'tater-digg:i,n'"
time came he had none. And he had laid
his treasure up so high he could not reach
it. "And as Jesus and his disciples
passed through a field of corn, they
plucked the corn and ate thereof;" and as
Brother Carper passed through Brother
Jones's potato patch he plucked twenty
bushels intending to eat thereof. Which
was the better Christian?
No wonder the churches of the day are
so intolerant and wicked. They pattern
after the good (?) old patriarchs. . And
what were they? A set of lawless, licentious liars, thieves, murderers, and hypocrits. Show us one · patriarch who was
ordinarily good, and we will show you, by
the Bible's own showing, ten whose
records are as black as the walls of hell are
said to be. There is where the preachers
pattern.
When preachers come, if you're at home,
Then watch your wife and daughter;
For if J'OU don't, or if yon won't,
You'll soon find out you "oughter."
I am, for truth forever and forever,
JAMEs PoE CRYDER.

An Open Letter to a Cuban in Defense
of the United States.
CmNFUEGos, CUBA, Nov. 7, 1892.
SR. Du. ARTURo CUY.A.s, Dear Sir: I
hav just read in the Diario de la Marina,
of Oct. 29, 1892, the ridiculous communication of your funny fellow, K. Lendas,
an extract from which runs thus: "Los
Europeos en Nueva York siguen oyendo
con mucho divertimiento los grandiloquentes discursos con que los prohombres
de este pais se cuentum unos a otros las_
excelencios de su patria y su superioridad
sobre todas las naciones del mundo" (The
Europeans in New York continue to hear,
with diversion, the grandiloquent speeches
with which the citizens of this country re- count to one another the many excellences
of their country and its superiority over
all other nations of the world).
The great wonder is that such a fellow
as is K. Lendas can, in the form of a pen,
insinuate himself into the good right hand
o( a man who is so noble as is Sr. Du.
Arturo Cuyas.
It is fortunate for you, my dear sir, that
your K. Lendas writes for the Diario de
la Marina, for really he is often very
much at sea, and without a helm; t~ongh
sometimes he givs us Yankees such digs of
truth that it seems as though his helm

were not entirely gone. But when reflecting upon the source of neariy all of the
advancements of the nineteenth century
that are enjoyed by the people of "todas
las naciones del mundo," such ns the
steamship, by Fulton; the lightning-rod
and electricity,. by the Rationalist Franklin, the great Yankee philosopher, and
which the fanatics of '' todas las naciones
del mundo" erect upon the spires of their
churches to prevent their gods from
striking those edifices to ruins with their
lightning-strokes, thus showing that they
hav more co•fidence in the scientific invention of a Yankee "heretic" than in
~he~ gods; the cotton-gin, by Whitney;
md1a-rubber, by Goodyear; the revolver,
by Colt; the sewing-machine, by Howe;
the telegraph, by Morse; the reaping- and
mowing-maclrines, by McCormack; the
sleeping-car, by Pullman; the air-brake,
by Westinghouse; the corn-planter, by
Brown; the breech-loading gun, by Sharp;
the .metallic cartridge, by Burnside; the
electric light and phonograph, by Edison;
the telephone, by Bell; the steam fire~
engin, by an American at Cincinnati, 0.;
the revolving turret for ships of war and
fortifications, by Timby, an American,
eighteen years of age; the iron suspension
bridge, by Paine; the twist-drill, by
Morse; the printing press; street tramways; artificial teeth and the profession of
dentistry; the fountain pen; the typewriting machine; the steam dredgingmachine; the screw chucks for turning
lathes; artificial ice; the refrigerator; the
knitting-machine; the pin machine; the
·burglar· alarm; the fire- and burglar-proof
safe; the reversible pinion and barrel for
watches; the use of petroleum; celluloid;
the agricultural implements other than
those aforenamed; the solid iron tire; the
circular shears and all ot.her tinsmith's
machines; the stamping and spinning of
metals; the- universal spiral drill; the
double purchase nippers; the roller
flouring mill; the fish-joint for railways;
myriads of other useful inventions; Mormonism and Spiritualism, which, though
false foolishness, hav helped to drag the
duped slaves of "todas las naciones del
mundo "from the bogs of barbarous superstition or supernatm·alism, religious,
"spiritual" fanaticism, and slavery, the
generally sarcastic tone of said communication displays the fact that the vituperativ mind of K. Lendas is beset with the
same rotten, veno~ons envy.that prompted
the barbaa-ians of Europe to put Columbus
into chains, and permitted that great man
to die in the uttermost depths of misery,
in Valladolid; to cast the great Galileo
into prison; to burn Bruno a.t the stake.
And that, too, after those great men had
publicly done their great deeds of merit
and value!
This shows that K. Lendas would gladly
do with the United States of America and
the inventors as the Europeans did with
those great benefactors of the human
race. But if he and his envious pals be
disposed to try it, why, just hop on, K.,
the sled is ready, and the Yankee boys
who invented the above-named weapons
will soon giv you a valuable lesson as to
how to use them!
Just think of the battle of New Orleans,
Jan. 8, 1815, when Packenham, brotherin-law to the duke of Wellington, came
over with 15,000 of the flower of European soldiery, the very men who, five
months later, defeated the ablest of Ettropean generuls upon the field of Waterloo.
Those 15,000 British troops fought against
7,500 American backwoodsmen under the
command of the heroic American general
Andrew Jackson, and in that memorable
battle those Americans slew 2,600 of those
superb British troops and lost but six
Americans killed and seven wounded!
Yes; and tell K. to think of it, anQ. to, for
gracious sake, pull down his little clothes
-pull down his little vest!
Some Europeans hav even sought to rob
us of-our Baco:q,and our Shaksperel But.
when reminded of the fact that at the time
when those great men of genius lived and
wrote we were Britons, they quickly and
proudly surrendered to the truth -with a
tinge of envy, of course.
Gladly will we continue to elevate the
Europeans, and, with our great inventions
and examples, add to their comforts, convenienc"es, and standard of veritable merit,

But your funny fellow, K. Lendas, should
keep within the bounds of prudence and
of truth.
Respectfully yours,
A YANKEE BoY.

Greenbackism.
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Nov. 13, 292.
MR. EDIToR: Mr. Koezly wholly dissents from parliamentary rules that the
affirmativ has the right to close a discussion, and claims that such a right,
''maybe " established by "precedent or
custom," is not " binding" on him, and
yet he says "the whole civilized world
recognizes gold and silver" "as its medium in trade." "0 consistency, thou
art a jewel."
He says Porter is unreliable, in which
I agree with him, but the question is, in
what way?
Now, nobody is gullible
enough to believe but that Porter was
working in the interest of his party, and
that he would not overestimate the indebtedness of the country, but there is a
strong probability that he underestimated
it. And a vast majority of the people, if
we can judge from the recent electil,n,
believe that he did. . And the matter
stands thus-those who dissent from his
ligures are forced to conclude it was more,
and his friends dare not claim it was less
without virtually declaring Porter an
ene_my to his party, aud so the only difficulty in applying "good arguments and
facts" to them is, the indebtedness of the
country is underestimated. But taking
the figures as they are, I underestimated
the number of the people whose hcmes
are in jeopardy. To be exact, there are only
a little over sixty-three million people in the
United States, and allowing an average of
five to the· family the head of which is
mortgaged, makes forty-five million people whose homes are resting under indebtedness, and the "facts" are that
five-sevenths of the people's property is
under mortgage.
Mr. Koezly does not uriderst.and how
we can trade with other nations with an
irredeemable paper money. Now, if I
can get him to disabuse his mind that
gold and silver are used as a medium of exchange between nations, why, then, I
assume, it will be an easy task. Now,
the "facts" are that they are not used as
a medium of exchange With other nations
(a medium of exchange is money of some
kind). Nations make their exchanges on
commodities. It is true that they may
use gold and silver at their bullion value
more frequently than any other commodity,
but bullion in no sense is anything but a
commodity and a product, and it does not
follow, because this has been the custom
(which he detests), that any other product
or commodity would not answer the same
purpose. So please bear in mind that our
exchange with other nations is made with
a ~ommodity, no matter whether it be
gold, silver, wheat, potatoes, or beans.
Now, I hav already said that our exports far exceed our imports, so this
leaves a balance of trade in our favor; and
suppose for the sake of argument that
other nations would not consent to trade
with us only for the two commodities gold
and silver, as we would receive more gold
and silver bullion than we paid out we
wo~ld always hav enough on hand to meet
any emergency.
Mr. Koezly wants to know if I know the
number of my bills. No. The risks are
so small, having never lost any by fire or
otherWise, I never pay any attention to
the number or where issued.
But the
banks do.
He also takes exception to what I said
about money never becoming worthless
until what is back of it refuses to receive
it; and. I hav also said that it may depreciate in time of war by a government's constant defeat.
Then he cites how our
money depreciated in the darkest days of
the Rebellion. But let us search out the
cause. The first is as above stated; and
second, because the government depreciated its own money by placing the word
"except" on it, therefore it refused to
receive it on all occasions. And this I
claim had as much, if not more, to do with
depreciating it than our constant defeat
in the field, the same as, if I had given my
note and had been receiving some drawback and assigned two reasens why I
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would not receive it, it is very likely the
party would go to some loan company and
would submit to a greater shave than if I
had told him, " Your money will · be
ready for you promptly when due." The
facts are, the greenback was not a full
legal tender or irredeemable money.
They were only partially so. But does
anyone believe that we would hav had the
immense public debt if we had not made
any more debt than the two exceptions
.implied, viz., to -pay duties on imports
and the public debt, which might hav been
included in one exception, because the
soldiers received the greenback as pay,
the farmers received it for provisions and
supplies and so forth, the railroad received
it for transportation, and the manufactories received it for eqnipments, arms, ammunition, clothing, etc., and as we were
able to furnish almost all the munitions
of war, there ought to hav been very little
importing done or a very small public
debt? And in fact it was limall, and
returning to a specie basis is what made
the immense debt, strictly in accord with
the capitalistic " They would see to it
that there was an immense debt made out
of the war." They commenced by giving
Uncle Sam a right-hander called the resumption act, followed by another called
the credit-strengthening act, and then
followed it up with a left-bander known
as the demonetization of silver; or in other
words, they went to Uncle Sam and virtually said: "Uncle Sam, that money yon
hav been paying the soldiers, sailors,
farmers, and manufactories with is not
worth the paper it is written on. Now,
we will tell you what to do. You call that
money in and we will furnish you money
that you can rely on." So Uncle Sam
called it in and issued bonds, or gave his
note drawing from four to six per cent interest in the lawful money of the country,
and finally made it payable in coin, and
as this it was feared would not make Uncle
Sam's credit strong enough, finally agreed
to pay in gold. Now, Uncle Sam had
his pockets lined with his paper money, so
he dumped $1,808,300,000 in the stove
and burnt it up. Now, does it not look
as if they had got Uncle Sam on a terrible
spree, or they had talked to him until he
had become insane? To illustrate, what
would you think of a person that had an
immense amount of money and would
burn it up, notwithstanding ~hat it would
pay all kinds of debts that he might make
but two, and leave himself without a cent,
and be forced to issue his notes promising
to pay? Do you not think such a person
would be a fit subject for a lrui.atic ~~osylum?
So the very fact that the greenbacks were
not a full irredeemable paper, and finally
the good purpose they had performed
was destroyed by returning to a specie
basis, is what has caused the ruination of
our country.
He questions my authorities. But we
generally are willing to concede the latest
authorities are the most accurate. A man
that has the ability to write a history is to
that extent as good authority, as far as he
goes, as an encyclopedia. Senator Stanford-the very fact that he is a law- ·
maker compels him to be very accurate
in his statements. And I shall hav to insist my authorities are unimpeached. And
for Mr. Koezly to cite what took place in
a certain period of a country's history, is
not a denial of what took place at another
period of the same country's history. This
will apply to Russia as well as Venice.
If his statement in regard to France is not
a misprint it certainly was a case of overdoing a matter. The largest amount of
money in circulation during the Rebellion
would not exceed $2,000,000,000, while
he claims they had $45,000,000,000 and
more. The allusion I made to France
occurred right in our own time, and he
admits it worked successfully by admitting that it is a prosperous nn.tion. Now,
in summing up he has failed to sustain his
fire argument, and has not invalidated my
authorities by stating another case in the
same country's history showing the reverse, because I am very. willing to admit
the 15ame nations hav made mistakes.
Now, I suggest since the deadlock between the old parties is broken it is good
time for Liberals to do a little bushwhacking before the main Liberal army
enters the field.
JOHN W. ABlioTT,
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dog, set on by some cruel boy, and I am
sorry to say sometimes by girls and even
grown people who call it fun to see it
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall thus tortured. A cat, but more often a
River, .Mass., to whom all Communica- dog, with a tin can tied to its tail, running fl"ightened nearly to death, and
tions for this Cm·ner should be sent.
sometimes the can or string fastened in
the bushes or fence in some out-of-the-way
"Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
place, the animal dying a lingering and
Comes a lJanse in the d~y's occuf.'ations
terrible death from hunger, thirst, and exThat is known as the \.Jhildren s Hour."
posure. The patient cow kicked or hit
with the milking-stool, and for no cause,
Blackey.
by an ill-tempered man.
So old Blackey is dead, you sayThe overworked, too fast driven, halfDied in his stall last night;
starved
horse, beaten because unable to
His time had come and he couldn't stay
draw the heavy loads required by the un·
To see the morning light.
feeling master. Also the horse, driven or
Well, who was Blackey, you wonder?
hitched by the curbstone, quivering with
Who was he, anyway?
pain from the unnatural strain of the over·
Who was he, that we should ponder
Upon hisclifeless clay?
drawn check which holds the head so constantly and unnaturally high. The child
Only a horse! And that is all,
All that anyone:knew;
1·idiculed by schoolmates because shabbily
Only a horse that came at call,
dressed, lame, or deformed; yet needing·
Obedien t:and:true.
all the more love, sympathy, and encourFor eighteen years these streets he paced;
agf'ment. A poor, toil-worn, wearied, disYou must.hav seen him oftcouraged, and perhaps heartsick, sorrowWith stately trea.d the throng he faced,
ing man or woman looked down upon,
His head and eye aloft.
sneered at, or patronized by their more
Over the bridge a thousand times,
fortunate brothers and sisters. Oh, why
More or less, he has been;
Nor thought he of dollars or dimes,
will not people be more kind and cultivate
Or fields of waving green.
more of that divine love principle-giv
To Swansea town and Somerset.
their children better .examples ~tnd teach
From Highland avenue,
them to follow the same; to love all
This horse oft went, and never yet
people and all children, whether rich or
To roads e'er lost the clew.
poor, beautiful or. ugly in looks and
The ponds around he walked in state,
appearance; to be kind and gentle to
Familiar was the road;
every bird, fowl, or animal. Oh, why
His ways he traced at easy gait,
Nor felt the whip's sharp goad.
will not people be more humane, in every
sense of the word? When will they learn
The" Stone bridge drive " full well he knew.
to feel that every man and woman is their
He was a horse of willHe feared not rain or evening dew,
brother and sister, and that every child
Nor_paused at Townsend_hill.
has a divine right to their Piotection and
To Stafford road, and Westport, too,
love? Strive more for a heaven below
Most cheerfully he went;
and less for the heaven above. Will the
He seemed to wish his best to do,
youth who read this join with me and thus
Nor dreamed of discontent.
add to the numbers of those who are workNew Boston road ofttimes has known
ing so hard with this end in view, to make
The pressure of his feet;
His steps, wherever they hav gone,
a heaven here on earth? Our dear Miss
Were cautious, if not fleet;
Wixon is one, and there are others.
SADm ATHENA MAGooN.
Steep Brook and Ferry Lane he knew,
Also from Berkeley out;
[A
heaven
on
earth
is the only une worth
In fact, he knew it well and true,
struggling for.-ED. C. C.]
The city roundabout.
He meekly bore his burdens all.
Unmindful of the storm;
Correspondence.
Hi• highest thought from fall to fall
Was good work to perform.
BRooKLYN, N.Y., Oct. 22, 1892.
Now he has gone, old, trusty friend,
DEAR Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN: I am a
To come again no more,
little girl and I am going to school and I
A sigh to follow him we send
am eight years old. I am studying readAcross the trackless shore.
ing, spelling, writing, and drawing. I
hav two sisters and two brothers. My
And this his epitaph shall be,
brothers' names are Henry and Martin
Which all the world may tell:
and my sisters' names are Anna and
He faithful was to Fate's decree,
S. H. W.
And did his duty well.
Johanna. My _papa takes THE TRUTH
SEEKER. We all like to look at the pictures. Papa tells us that the Watson Heston picture is the best to teach how fool.A Heaven On Earth.
ish the Bible is and unfit for us children
Never, never should anyone inflict to believe to be the truth.
unnecessary pain of mind or body upon
From a little Freethinking friend,
_
HILDA HoLMBERG.
any living being. How often has my
soul ached at the following sights and
[We shall be pleased to hear from Hilda
sounds: A pair of little birds, bereft of again.-ED. C. C.]
their eggs or young by some thoughtless
and malicious boy, flitting around with
NEw YoRK, Nov. 11, 1892.
painful cries and sharp notes of agony. A
Miss WIXoN: I hope to be lucky enough
boy throwing rocks at the birds, pigeons,
to obtain a small space in your Children's
poultry, cats, and dogs, often hitting Corner.
them, and if not depriving them of their
I am a stranger in this country, which is
life, causing them neecliess suffering considered abroad as one of the most
from their injuries. The caged bird civilized in the world. But allow me to
hanging in the hot sun, suffering from ask this question: Can these United
States of America be considered, with
th~ intense heat, shivering in the draft, propriety, at the head of civilization when
or smothering by the muslin enveloping the blacks and the Chinese, if naturalized
its cage nearly to the top, with fresh American citizens, are llllowed to vote
water given it only once a day which it to appoint the government, whereas th~
should hav at least twice daily. Poultry enlightened females, born in this country
are refused the right conceded to the ne:
confined in a yard, which, if properly fed, groes and the Chinese? Are not the
are given water only in the morning, and American females considered as people?
in the hottest part of the day when they
JOSEPH PELIX GoNzALEz
Nativ of Porto-Ri~o.
need cool water the most it has become
too much heated in the hot sun to admit
[Many intelligent persons hav asked
their drinking it, and they thus suffering themselvs the same questions. We
intensely. A little kitten in the-hands of answer that the people in power in the
a small child, who knows no better, United States may consider themselvs
because untaught, pinching it or pulling ·civilized in their action toward the intelliit about by a string tied around its neck, gent women of the country, but they are
or lifting it by the tail, leg, or back, end- certainly not enlightened sufficiently or
ing by violently flinging it upon the the! would at once see the impropriety 80
ground. The half-starved cat which I see plamly alluded to by our brother. Amerso very often, and which I believe to be ican women pay taxes, are held amenable
generally the most abused of all animals, to laws they had no hand in shaping or
which is expected to hunt for its food but sustaining, yet are denied the privileges
is too weak, discouraged, and impatient extended freely to negroes and foreigners.
from hunger to be ve;ry succ.3ssful. The It givs us pleasure to welcome our intellicat also barked at, chased, and often gent brother tn the Corner, and we hope he
caught aiid torn to pieces by a destructiv will call again,-ED. C. C.]

MAYSToN, TENN., Nov. 10, 1892.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I hav just read a
letter in the Corner from Katie D. Matteson and she wants to know about Lures L.
Goodwin and his cat.
I, Lores L. Goodwin, am alive and.
leaping, but poor Timothy Skittlebones is
dead and gone, no one knows where.
I hav another cat almost like him to take
his place. We call him Voltaire. He is a
large cat, and thinks a great deal of his
tail, and has frolicking times all by himself. He will get up against. the wall and
whirl around trying to catch his tail, and
when he does catch it he will roll OV<lr
and hold it awhile; then he will jump up
.and race all around the house; then he
will go back to the wall and do the same
things over again. He is very playful and
friendly.
We had a pair of white rats once with
red eyes. One we named Togga and the
ot~er Dand;v. They were really cute little
nmsances. They would craw1 all over you
and eat your clothes.
One time there were six little red-eyed
rats all at once, without any hair at all.
Tog~a got in a fight with a big gray rat,
had nis eyes put out, and died. We gave
some of the little ones away, sold some,
and some died.
We hav a nice Sunday-school here, but I
don't go because
I'm a Liberal, I'm a Liberal,
And I'll tell you the reason why! was brought up in the Liberal faith.
And I'll be one till J die.
LoRES L. GooDWIN.

. I am glad :you returned from your for.
e1gn travel In good health. Our school
commenced September 19th. I am in the
Fourth Reader. My two brothers and I
are the only unbelievers that go to school
The school celebrated Columbus day 0 ;
rather the p~eachers did. The school' was
to celebrate-It, but few of the scholars did
anything The exercises commenced at
1 o'clock with prayer by the Rev. Mr
Swan, of the Presbyterian church, wh~
was followed by the Rev. Father Linde
smi~h, of t~e Catholic church of the neigh:
boring village of Dungannon whose
speech, consisting principally of ~ondem
nation of nnbelievers, occupied most of
~he afternoon. The exercises in the even.
mg were opened at 7 o'clock with prayer
by the Rev. Mr. Sparks, of the Methodist
church.
·
I wish we could hav one entertainment
without superstition.
The snperintendent of the school is a
very devout Christian. Each teacher selected the recitations for their pupils, but
my teacher knew better than to assign me
one of a super~;titious character, for I would
hav refused to speak, and, as the number
of willing workers is small, they could not
afford to lose even one.
The leaves are falling with each morning's frost; the farmers ~tre gathering their
corn; the fields are turning brown, and
winter is coming. I am glad it is. I shall
sleighride, snowball, and hav a good time.
As. my letter is too long, I will close.
If this escapes the waste-basket I will try
[Three cheers for Lores L. Goodwin. again. I remain,
Your Freethinking friend,
We will all sing the same song.-ED. C. C.]
ALICE KINTNER.
[Alice is a true, fearless, and conscienHANOVERToN, 0., Oct. 23, 1892.
Miss WixoN, Dear F1·iend: I will now tious girl May she always prove steadwrite my third letter to the Corner.
fast to her principles.-ED. C. C.]
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BY
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Editor of the

LONDON AGNOSTIC JOURNAL.,

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
Wh"n ho hatl read this book Colone!Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.h!tve earned t!Je
thanks of a;] who really think." It is a work of vast research\ of sound crltlCism.._of caustic
humor, of sledgehamm• r vehemence, of scathing satire, of patnos and elog.uence. .1t is one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God and the Bible.
,.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
·
,.1

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon F~Lrrar said that "Christianit:y elevated the woman; it shrouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child." The object of Saladin's wo;k
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded. An English wliter said of 1~:
'"This certainly 1s one of the most marvelous books ever iosued from the press. The anthonties cited a1·e unquestionable. and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, g!lt lettered, $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?
1'be cv:d~nce for the r· surrection is in this book carefully considered and found want. in!j. It ought to convince every Christian of the untruthfulness of this alleged miracle, for
it ld c rtainly one of the best essays ever written on the subject.
In paper, 25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A conden•ation of the known facts upon this subjec_t proving that Christianity did not
abolish l.Jut aided this infamous tmffic in human beings. TO which are added such comments
as only l:laladin can make. In P!Lper, 30 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A comideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible. can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Fame of its subjects are: A Last Intei-view with a
Man of Uenms; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Uods; Witchcraft, etc. 'fhis may be called Saladin's own b•1ok, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to re:td again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
'f·h's hookrem;nds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic historic verse, aglow in everY
page with tho energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.
.
·

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
'f·he title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, 1ragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every: nage glows with passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:y one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of Saladin
ln paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in rsychology. By one who was cut down from the gallows. Printed from mann·
script in the hands of l:laladin. In·paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Oo'frt
said: '"l'his novel will command the same. or more, interest than Helen Gardener's iltory, Is
This Your l:lon, 1\fy Lord?"' In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Being an ~xposure of that infamous reli~jious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of teye Pref
'Reformation Church; LecherY of the Confess10nal; 'l'he Priest in Absolution; Confes~1~nslo
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens andLignori; Examination of the Church'sHC aimS If
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte., pts at Continency even more Ruinous than er e ·
Indul_gence; 'fhe Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
For a.Il of these works address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York-
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Jfews of tAo Weelt.
Antiquity
Unveiled.

Books by S. P. Putnam. J

THE Berlin Socialist congress denounced

-o-

BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.

AnrJier:t Voices from the Spirit Realm anti-Semitic persecutions.
disclose the most Startling
~ABOUCHERE in exposing a fraudulent
society remarks: "The gullibility of the
Revelations.

Being the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Price, paper, 25 cents: cloth, 7li centr.

British public is illimitable."

-o-

/

Travels in Faith.

PARISIANs hav named a street after
Renan.

'

CHEAP EDITION.

&ddreee THE TRUTR S1!11!1KEB.

Proving Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.

CouNT DE MuN made a sensational
speech in the French chamber of deputies
Each. Number, Ten Uents.
aga}nst what he calls the government's
policy of crushing out all religion in
France.
[ILL USTRA'fED.l
RAILRoAD presidents say that it will
Price, $1.50. Address
be only justice for them to charge full
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.
rates to the World's Fair, as hotels and all
other business concerns will raise instead
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life and ,Person~.
The
New
God.
Price,
10
cents.
characteristics ; his views on educatwn: his
of reduce prices.
religious opinions. By MR. DANIEL GREENLEAll'
The Problem of the Universe, and Its
THOliiPSON.
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
AT Homestead, Pa., on Thanksgiving
Universolo!IT:
Price
20
cents.
2.
CHARLES ROBERT DAR\Vzy: His ancestry,
3
day, the Catholic church of St. Mary MagTHE
life, and personal charactenst1es. By JoHN W.
and wandenngs, A New Ameridalen, heretofore always crowded on that Waifs
CHADWICK.
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; pap-er, 50
cents. " A proBe epic of the war, rich with s. SOLAR AND PLANETA,RY EJOLU~ION:
Astronomical and Astrologic- occasion, held but a handful of attendants.
How suns and worlds come mto bemg. D1d the
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
The
people
said
they
had
nothing
to
be
al Origin of all Religions.
material universe ever have a. beginning? By
first page to last with the living spirit of tothankful for.
day."-[John Swinton's Paper.
GARRET P. SERVISS.
Throne, A. Romance. "The au- 4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
A. BUSINEss meeting of the Brooklyn Golden
geology; How the. world grew. By DR. LEWIS
thor certainly has ~enius. The divine
Plymouth church, formerly Beecher's, has
creative spark is within him. The book is
G. JANES.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by decided to giv no more money to the
filled with manly thon_ghts expressed in 5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
manly
words-the
transcn_pt
of
a
manly
mind.
does
life begin; The problem of spontaneous
American Board of Missions, because that
Every Liberal should read' Golden Throne."'
generation. lly W ILLIAJII PoTTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Board requires each missionary it employs
-[Ingersoll. Price, $1.
6 EVOLUTION OF ANIJ\1AL LIFE; The evi.
to declare a belief in the damnation of the Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation in ·deuces from geology, geograghical distribution.
and comparative zoology. lly RossiTER RAY•
rhYl!le between the Nineteenth Century
heathen.
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein

The Modern Science Essayist

Christianity a Fiction.

L K. Washburn's Works.

Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A law ·reg-u-

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an 1mpertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty.nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

a mini•ter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade- of one against the Uolorado beetle I"
Price, 10 cantil.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

PowDERLY prophesies: "In 1896 they
will ha,v found the Democratic party no
better than the Republican party, and will
then turn to the People's party-the only
friend that offers relief. It now makes a
Democrat mad to call him a free-trader.
The party stole into power under false pretenses, and the people will oust them in
1896."
CLERGYMEN in the more ignorant parts
of the country are representing to their
congregations that the danger from the
comet is great, and urging repentance.
In some colored churches of Tennessee
the comet is described as a wild spacewandering monster let loose by God,
which, having heard what a godless world
this is, is tearing toward it to pulverize it.
Som~ negroes think it the devil.

AT the Pinkerton investigation at Chicago, Robert Bruce, manager of a detectiv
agency, testified that the men of PinkerPOPIJLATION QUESTION.
ton's and all other detectiv agencies are
By DB. KNoWLToN. Edited by CHARLEs BRAD· the scum ofthe earth. One of Pinkerton's
superintendents, he says, is an ex-convict.
LAUGH and ANNIJll B>tS"-~T
2li cent•.
''I would not believe a detectiv under
oath," he said. •.. Does that D,pply to yourself?" asked Senator Peffer. "Well, yes;
I will apply that to myself," said Bruce.
He added that in strikes detectivs often
manufacture evidence, to make their employers think they are doing something.

Fruits of Philosophy.

The Bible: What Is

It~

A pamphlet con-

taining eight chanter• in refutation of the
assumption that the Bible is a divine book of
})nre thought, and correct in all its utterances.
Price, 25 cents.

Studies In Theology. A clear exposition
of the biblical story of man's "creation,'' and
"curse," theologically denominated "the fall."
Price, 10 cents.

The Bible Against Itself. Containing

one hu'n<lred and fifty plain self-contradictions
of thB Bible, involving- questions of theology,
morals, and history. Price. 10 cents.

The Human Nature of Jesus. A refutation of tho assumption that he was a divine
gerson, and that he was the fulfillment of Old
Testament prophecies. Price, 10 cents.
Liberalism~ Treating the subject from a
negative and affirmative stan<lpoint, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH REEKER,
~Lafayette place, Ne:w York.

uWith Daughter's Babe Upon
.His Knees."
PhotograJ;>h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom's g-reatest
champion at home, may be had at this office for
fifty cents.

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.
A SUMMARY OF

ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.
Prioe, cloth, 50 cents.

THE present comet was first perceived,
by means of photography; at the California
Lick Observatory, founded by James
Lick the Freethinker. The principal intellih"ence brought by it to the notice of
the public is that astronomers know next
to nothing about comets. The supposition
that a comet's gaseous tail would poison
our atmosphere is now disputed. Some
astronomers think comets big, but others
think the solid part of most of them
no larger than a baseball or a barrel.
Some say that the friction of our atmosphere would so heat a comet that it would.
fly into harmless dust. It is also in c0ntroversy whether the present one is approachmg or receding.
THE proceedings at the late Catholic
archiepiscopal conference hav been kept as
secret as possible, but information has
leaked out. The school arrangement in
practice at Faribault, Minn., and some
other places, was the vital topic. By this
arrangement taxpayers maintain the
schools, while the part of the church is to
furnish ·teachers, or in some' cases contribute use of a. parochial school building,
while such pupils as wish remain after
hours and receive religious instruction.
The sentiment was that Rome wo1Jldindorse
the Faribault plan to-morrow if it could
see its way clear to getting state support
for all its parochial schools The hesitating,-conservativ element propounded these
questions to the favorers of this Faribault
compromise: '' Suppose we· say yes to the
Faribault plan, what next? Can you
promis that state aid will be forthcoming
in every case where you must hav it? Are
you able to assure Rome that the Faribault
plan is practicable in the majority of the
schools for which you claim a share of the
public funds? Hnw will your plan work
in the larger cities?" Ways and means of
forcing state aid were discussed, so
secretly that we can report nothing on the
transactions. It was agreed that no
amount of state money could make up for
surrendering the outward garb and character of the teachers as Catholic brothers
or sisters, and that this would be clung to.

it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price. 10 cents.

Adami and Heva.

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis le~e_nd-18 shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb: His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35·cents.

My Religions Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette Place. New York.

IRON-ClAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON·CLAD SERIES

li[OND. Ph.D.
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: Relation of roan
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; duration of human life on the planet. By E. D,
CoPE, Ph.D.
9 EVOLUTION OF 1\IIND: The mind and the
·.nervous system: the nature of mind. By UonT.
"G. EccLEs, M.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitive man;
growth of the family, city and state: develq_pment of the domestw relations; marriage.· .By
JAJIIEB A. SKILTON.
..::.
,o. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of re. ligious beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By Z.
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION QF MORALS. How altruism
grows out of e_g01sm; the proper balance. By
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GoVERNMENT ANALYZED. By John R.
Kelso, A.M., author. of The Real Blasphemers, Deity Analyzed, The Bible
Analyzed, Spiritualism Sustained, The
Universe Analyzed, etc, Cloth; pp.
518; price, $1.
Mr. Kelso long ago won the favor of all
who purchased hill works on religion, such
as "The Bible Analyzed," etc. His style
is exceptionally logical and precise. When
he was near the completion of the present
volume, his laborious, man-serving, and
model life was cut off, and the book was
finished by his wife, Etta Dunbar Kelso.
. This work covers a very wide field, from
the matters commonly called political and
economic at one side to such concerns as
marriag•''. religion, and prohibition at the
other. We will offer as our opinion that
no inquirer into any of these topics who
purchases this book will fail to find the
worth of his money. We believe that
every investigator will profit by it. The
views are often highly suggestiv and calculated to launch one into lines of thought
the most valuable. Its first chapter con~
11ists of useful "Derivations and Definitions of Political Terms," such as government, 11tate, nation, tribe, patr·istrchy, oligarchy, hierarchy, plutocracy, theocracy,
aristocracy, monarchy, democracy, republic, anarchy, socialism, commuae, political, allegiance, loyalty, patriotism, constitution, congress, legislature, law, statute, treason, conspiracy, rebellion, revolution, tax, tariff, vice, virtue, and punishment. Some of these definitions are
notable for their incisiv radi(lalism. For
nsta.nce, treason is defined as '' the
offense cf unsuccessfully attempting to
overthrow the government of the state to
which the offender owes allegiance, or of
unsuccessfully attempting to betray the
state into the hands of a foreign power."
In defining "revolution" Mr. Kelso
makes similar remarks:
"It is almost univeraslly conceded that
the people of every country hav, at all
times, the right to better their political
condition by means of revolution. And
yet revolution can be attained only
through treason, conspiracy, and rebellion, three capital crimes (?). Though
two wrongs can never make a right, three
wrongs-three great crimes-can, and according to the logic of politics do, make a
great and glorious right."
On ''crime " we find this:
'' I define crime to be any willful act, on
the part of a rational being, which invades
any of the natural and inalienable rights
of afellow-heing-any willful act that tends
to increase the suffering or to diminish
the happiness of any human being. Such
acts are just as criminal, too, when committed, in oheilience to statutory provisions, by many persons called the State,
as they are when committed, in violation
of such provisions, by an individual.
Crime may also consist in a refusal or a
failure to act when, by acting, we might
save a fellow- being from death or some
other great harm. All crimes inhere in
nature, and cannot be made, modified, or
abolished by men."
We come to the definition of vice. The
customary Christian view is that only
over-indulgence of an apppetite is reprehensible; under-ini!ulgence is not condemned. Mr. Kelso, however, posits:
" Vice usually consists in the overndulgence, the under-indulgence, or the
unnatural indulgence of the natural appetites, which, in themselvs, al"e right,
proper, and necessary. Thus gluttony,
drunkenness, and sexual excess, being injurious over-indulgences of these appetites, are vices. Long-continued abstinence from food, drink, or that which is
demimded by sex, being- an injurious
under-indulgence of some one of these appetites, constitutes a vice. The uRe of
tobacco and whisky and the practice of
masturbation, being injurious, unnatural
indulgences of these appetite~, constitute
·:vices. . . . At the present time a person who .abstains entirely from sexual
· in9-ulgence is held to be strictly virtuous.
And yet such abstinence, being unnatural
and injurious, is really a viqe."
The author thinks, on punishment, that
'the forin of punishment that prevails at
. the: present time is unnatural, wrong,
an~ .improper. By engendering among
. the people a cruel and revengeful dispositio:ii, a disposition that is transmitted to
·theH!·posterity and increased in them, it
· ·has rendered them1 in this respect, worse
·than the most ferocwus beasts, which never,
from a mere love of cruelty or thirst for
revenge, inflict pain upon their fellows,
or even their enemies. Just think of a
large number of tigers or other beasts assembling and skinning one of their num-

ber alive and rejoicing over his agonies! evil element that ever entered into .the
Until all these forms of punishment are composition of any government. In Just
abolished, men will never, in this respect, so far as the element enters into its comporise above the brutes, or even to their sition, any government is a hierarchy."
level. Even the fabled devils and fiends of
On plutocracy (government by the
hell are never represented as thus tortur- wealthy; from plotdos, wealth, and
ing one another. In this respect, men are krateieu to govern) Mr. Kelso remarks,
worse than are these . mythical incarnate among other things:
monsters. Were there any such monsters,
"Few if any, pure plutocracies hav
they would shudder at the horrible cruel- ever existed. And yet, in their compoties inflicted by men upon their fellow- sition and their modus operandi, all the
men."
governments of the world are largely P!uChapter II givs "The Various Forms of tocratic. If they are not so in the beginGovernment" fuller consideration than ning, they are soon rendered so by the
they received in the definitions. On political corruption which is. always inoligarchy (government by a few; from separable from the accumulatwn of great
ol-igos, a few, and arche-in, to govern) we wealth in the hands of only a few persons.
find this penetrating remark:
These few persons always hav, sooner or
"Nearly all the governments of the later, gained the control of the various
world, at the present time, are, in their governments under which they hav lived.
composition and their modus operandS, This they hav usually accomplished by
more or less oligarchical. The most ab- managing, through wars or uther means,
solute despot almost invariably associates to get their governments in debt to them.
with himself, in the administration of his Then, as creditors, they hav made their
government, a few other persons as minis- debtors their creatures-mere instruments
ters, viziers, and officers of various other used for their own special benefit, and for
names and grades. And iu democracy, or the virtual enslavement and oppression of
a republic, in which the whole people are the great body of the people. It is a fact
supposed to participate in governmental which no one pretends to dispute that,
affairs, the government, with scarce an whenever any government becomes deeply
exception, is really administered by only involved in debt, it uniformly passes hopea few persons. Nearly all the so-called lessly under the control of its creditors.
democracies and republics of the world Such is the condition of our own governhav been, in reality, ,)ligarchies-pluto- ment at the present time. It is owned
era tic oligarchies. governments of a few and run for their own benefit by the
rich persons for their own selfish benefit. wealthy classes whos6l debtor it is. . . .
The government of the United States is an With our House of Lords, our so-called
illustrious example."
Senate, filled almost exclusivly with millOn hierarchy, or government by ecole- ionaires and monopolists; with our House
of Commons, our absurdly so-called
siastics, we are told:
"In a political sense, few pure hier- House of Representativs, filled in like manarchies hav ever existed. In its purity, ner, almostexclusivly with the same classes
this form of government is usually con- and their attorneys-with our king, our
fined to the various religious bodies of the falsely so-called President, either a moworld, and is usually called· ecclesiastical noPolist or the attorney of a monopolygovernment. During a portion of their with all these parties elected to their rehistorical career, the government of the spectiv positions of rulership through the
Jews, though usually called a theocracy, power of money corruptly used, what can
was, in reality, a hierarchy. It was ad- we expect but that ours will continue to
ministered by the priesthood and other be, as it now is, a government of the rich,
so-called sacred persons, and not those by the rich, and for the rich?''
mythical monsters, the gods themselvs.
A certain history of the Emerald isle had
Some of the American Colonies, espe- a chapter on " The Snakes of Ireland,"
cially those in which Puritanism prevailed, which consisted of thll six words, "'There
were as nearly hierarchies as they well are no snakes in Ireland." When our
could be while subject to a regular po- author strikes theocracy, or government
litical government. Such is Utah at the by a god or gods, he is fain to observe
present time. Such, too, to some extent , like curtness, thus:
are most of the states of this Union. In"There never was any such gO"verndeed, though this form of government so ment as this. None of the gods ever did,
rarely exists separate from other forms, it in perso.n, govern any ·country. None of
euters, in some of its principles at least, them ever had any person in which to
as an element in the composi~on of every govern. . . . As I hav already said,
known system of government m the world. all the so-called theocracies of the world
This is the religious element, the most hav been hierarchies. The priests, and

f not . the gods, !Iav been the rulers-::
Anstocracy-th1s word is derived fro~
the Greek aristos, best, and krateiu t
l"ule, hence originally signifying a gov~rn~
ment by the best. But on the pleasant
hope-inspirin~ suggestions of this word
Mr. Kelso qmckly dashes cold water·
"I do not know that there was eve~ an
such government as this. I do not kno~
of any people who were governed by the
best per!lons among them. It is true that,
in all countries, the rich, as a class are
usually regarded as the best. It is true
too, that these really govern nearly ali
the people of the world. As we hav already seen, however, a government by
the rich is a plutocracy and not an aria.
tocracy." ·
Socialism, Communism, and Anarchy
come in for praise. Chapter III handleR
"General Principles of Governments."
A government is declared to be a committee consisting of some of the people
themselvs, assigned by them to the performance of certain specified and limited
functions, and it is lamented that"We hav always been accustomed to
think and. to speak of the government as
an entity-as something h\tving, in itself
a real existence-as something endued
with pecUliar rights and power of its own
-as something capable of owning property and of transferring property to indi·
viduals and. to corporations-as some~
thing to whieh we all owe allegiance, and
for the preservation of which we should
always be willing to sacrifice 'our lives,
our fortunes, and our sacred honor '-as
something that has a right to take from us,
for its own sri.pport, in what it calls taxes,
tariffs, etc., so much as it sees fit of the
products of our labor-as something
whose simple command makes it rightmakes it our solemn duty, in fact, to go
out, in great bodies called armies, and
shoot down hundreds of thousands of our
brave fellow-men, who hav never harmed
us, who are just as good, honest, and intelligent as we are, and who are just as
much entitled to 'life, libert~ 1 and the
pursuit of happiness' -as sometning
that
has a right to command us in all things,
and to enforce its commands by fining,
whipping, imprisoning, hanging, shooting, burning, and otherwise torturing and
destroying all who dare disobey-as something so far superior to ourselvs, that it
has a right to invade, at pleasure, all of
our inalienable rights-as something, in
short, like a God, a supreme ruler, a kind
of awful personage so absolutely necessary to the welfare, to the very existence
of the people, so absolutely necessary to
all that is good, so absolutely sacred in its
nature, that, to speak ill of it, and espe-
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cially to advocate its abolition, constitute
the highest crime of which man can be
guilty-a crime for which all who are
guilty of it ought to ~uffer the most cruel
of deaths, and for which many brave, intelligent and otherwise excellent men hav
thus suffered. And yet all these ideas of
government are utterly false. They constitute one of the strongest and most harmful forms of superstition."
·Mr. Kelso professes to find this connection between government and religion:
"Religion and government were originally identical. In those primitiv times,
the 'ruling powers,' though invisible, inaudible, and intangible-though actually
mere creatures of the imagination, were
generally believed to be real personalities;
real gods, possessing intelligence, appetites and passions similar to those of men.
These mythical beings--usually monsters
in the forms, the appetites and the paBBions
ascribed to them by their inventors, the
priests-were held to be the sources
whence was derived all the authority by
which man ruled over his fellow-man-as
the sources whence the priests-the rulers
in civil as well as religious matters-derived the right to rule, to rqb, and to enBlave their fellow-men. By. the people
generally, these mythical monsters were
regarded only with feelings of unmixed
and intense fear, never with feelings of
love and admiration. And yet, from these
purely ideal, these hideous monsters, and
from them alone, was derived the socalled 'divine right of kinge,' even 9f the
present day. Of necessity, then, this pretended 'right' is just as mythical in its
existence, just as monstrous in its character, as wa<~ the source whence, according
to its own advocates, it was derived."
In Chapter IV the author complains
that government as it at present exists
arrogates to itself many wrongful functions, like this:

chapter on " War " religious wars are
thus characterized:
. "The strongest body of the mad murderers hav always determined what was
for the time, the color of all fl_ods and
the only orthodox religion. Whe~ another party '?ame into power, the gods all
changed thel.l' color and their attributes
and some recent heres.v exchanged place~
with the recent orthodoxy. But what
good was ever accomplished by any of
these blood-wrought changes? How
much more beneficial to mankind wore
the gods, when assumed to be yellow than
when aBBumed to be red, green, or blue'!
And so of all the other assumed attributes
of these assumed monsters. No religious
war was ever, on the part of the aggressors at least, a justifiable war. And so too
of all other ·wars. The beginning of not
one of them can be justified on principles
of humanity and morality, Except in
cases of successful revolution, in favor of
greater personal liberty, no lasting good has
ever resulted from any of the wars of the
world."
Then '' Punishments " are considered.
Next a chapter on "Marriage" is thus-introduced:
"Before entering, however, upon the
main work of this analysis and comparison, I wish to determin whether men
can, or cannot, by any possible means,
absolutely create · either a right or a
wrong; to determin whether by legal enactments or otherwise, they can or cannot,
impart the genuin quality of immorality
and crime to acts, which, in ·themselvs,
are entirely right., proper and necessary;
and al8o, whether they can or cannot, by
similar means, render right and proper,
acts which, in themselvs, possess the
genuin qualities of immorality and crime.
In other words I wish to determin whether
truth and error, right and wrong, virtue
and vice, are mere human inventions,
capable of being changed or abolished at
pleasure, or whether they are eternal and
unchanging rrinciples inherent in the
very nature o things and of actions. If
they be mere human inventions, then it is
evident that there can be nothing uniform,
nothing permanent about them. The
same thing may be true to-day and false
to-morrow; right in one place and wrong
in another, a virtue in one man and a vice
in another; moral and proper an inch on
one side of a state line, and immoral and
improper an inch on the other side. In
short, upon this hypothesis, truth and
error, right and wrong:. virtue and vice,
morality and immorality cease to be
realities, and become mere creations of
the imagination, changing in any locality with every new act of the legislature,
with every new decision of a church council, and even with every whim of each individual intellect."
Following a chapter on " Religion"
comes one on "Prohibition " with this
sort of sentiments:
"When the friends of Liberty, of
Temperance and order, are as earnest in
their resistance to tyranny, as are the
fanatics of repression; in their endeavors,
to crush out the last remnant of freedom
in the Citizen of 'Free America,' the
contest for liberty will be short, the
victory sure. Justice will supplant the
laws which now so effectually subvert
juRtice. For instead of needing Prohibitory laws to prevent the poor from drowning their sorrows in the intoxicatin~ bowl,
we need the abolition of all those laws by
which laboring men are made poor and
s0rrowful.:...by which they are made to·
crave intoxicants. For it is not so much
the use of intoxicants that leads people to
poverty and wretchedness, as it is poverty and wretchedness that leads them to
the use of intoxicants. Ample, wholesome food, adequate clothing, comfortable
and tasteful homes, literature and leisure
to enjoy it, are not incentivs to intemperance, much less to inebriety. Physical
discomfort, mental disquietude, spiritual
poverty-these are the conditions which
demand the exhilarating cup, the nepenthean drug."
After a chapter on "Money," Mr. Kelso
concludes by showing "What a Government Should Be." A few sentences are:
"The true function of government consists in securing to every individual the
full exercise and enjoyment of all his inalienable rights. These rights are few in
number, simple in. character, easily understood, hence should be easily 'secured.'
The s_ecuring to every ,individual these
rights requires nothing more than obedi·ence to the few natural laws, upon which
these rights are founded; laws inherent in
the nature of men and things, and manifested in all of man's physical and social
relations. It is through the enforcement
of innumerable enactments falsely termed
laws, that me:Q. hav been defrauded of
their inalienable rights-hav been governed."

"One of the functions of goTernment is
to deprive men of their inalienable right
to so much of the land as they severally
need. If it could, in the same way, deprive them of their inalienable right to so
much of the air, the sunlight, and the
water as they severally need, one of its
functions would certainly be to so deprive
them. The principle involved in depriving them of these things would be identical with that involved in depriving them
of their land. Another of the functions
of government is to rob the people, directl;r by means of taxes, of a considerable
portwn of the proceeds of their toil-a
considerable portion of their means of
subsistence; another is to rob them indirectly of a still larger portion of their
earnings by means of tariffs-by compelling them to pay much higher for all
their purchases than they would otherwise hav to pay, and by compelling
them to sell their products at a. much
lower price than they would otherwise
be able to obtain; another is to distribute the fabulous amounts of plunder
thus obtained among the owners and operators of the concern. Indeed, the obtaining and the distribution of plunder is
its principal f4lnction. For this, it was
created. For this, it still livs. Without
this, its other functions would all cease
and it would perish. Another of its functions is to aid the priests within its jnris~ction to rob the people and to keep them
bound in the chains of ignorance and superstition. This it does, by compelling
the people to become hypocrits-by compelling them to suppress their honest
thoughts, their real beliefs, and to pr,Jfess
a belief, which they do not entertain, in
the absurd and harmful dogmas invented
with a special view to their enslavement
and spoliation by the priestly confederates
of the governmental- gangs of robbers.
It does this, further, by compelling the
people t.o observe certain days as holy
days, of which its priestly confederates
hav a monopoly, by compelling them thus,
indirectly at least, to worship certain
priestly inventions of harmful natures,
called gods, in which they do not believe,
and which, save as priestly impositions,
we know do not exist."
Mr. Kelso supposes some governmentaliAt to ask, Does not our government
protect us from the personal ' attacks
which we should otherwise make upon one
another or upon one another's property?
Mr. Kelso replies:
"I deny that it does. . . . I propose, further on, to show that, by fostering trusts and monopolies of all kinds, and
by itself setting the example ·of invading
the inalienable rights of individuals, the
public tumor undeniably surrounds the
people with political, economic, and social conditions which promote inharmony
and a:d'tagonism among them, and thus
render more frequent and more violent
their attacks upon one another's person and
property."
Chapters follow on "Origin of Government," "Declaration of Independence," CHRISTIANITY AND EvoLUTION.· By Arthur
With Preface by Joseph
"Articles of Confederation," "Defects of · B. Moss.
Mazzini Wheeler. London: Watts &
the Confederation," "Formation of the
Co. Cloth; pp. 112; price, $1.
Constitution of the United States," "Conl'Ir. Moss needs no praise to our read-·
stitution of the United States," "Taxation," "Tariff or Protection." In a ers. He is with them an establiShed fa-

vorit. He prosecutes extensiv and careful
researches into ancient history and modern
science1 and then lays the results before
the puolic in clear and readable form.
Several of the chapters of this volume hav
appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER. We can
think of no way of giving an idea of the
matter of this book so good as that of
transcribing its well-prepared Table of
Contents:
Chapter I, The Pagan Roots of Cll.l'istianity.-Christianity and Sun-Worship;
Annual Resurrection of Vegetation; The
M;rths of Osiris, Adonis, Thammuz, Aitis,
Dwn_ysius; The Pagan Origin of Christian
Symbols; The Cross; Phallic Worship;
The Virgin-born God; The Zodiac and
Zodiacal Myths.
. CI?-apter II, The Borrowings of Chris·
tiamty.-The Logos Doctrin Traced to
Plato and Philo; Belief in Immortality
Originated in Egypt; Other Features of
Christianity Borrowed from Egypt ·
Heaven; Purgatory; Hell; Madonna and
Child ; Sabbath; Baptism; Eucharist;
Last Judgment; Wedding Ring; Candlemas; Tonsure.
Chapter ill, The Evolution of the
Christian Trinity.-The Man Jesus; His
Probable Connection with the Essenes;
Did the Early Christians Regard Him as
God? "The Foggy Member of the Trinity;" The Church of the First Three Centuries not Trinitarian; Justin Martyr;
Tertullian; Origen; Arius; The Council
of Nicea.
Chapter IV, Original Sin and the Atonement.-The Doctrin of Original Sin
Stated; The Opinions of Justin Martyr,
Clement of Alexandria, and Ori~ren; Pelagius; Calvin; ArminiuR; The Atonement;
Socinius; Objections to the Orthodox
Theor;r; Dr. James Martineau's Severe
CritiCism.
Chapter V, A Medley of GospP.ls.Where ·are the Original Gospels? The
Four Gospels Anonymous; Thomas Scott's
Criticism; The So-called Apocryphal Gos~
pels; Illustration~ of their Absurdity.
Chapter VI, WanteiJ, Contemporary
Evidence.-Early Christians ''An Ignorant Rabble;" Silence of Contemporary
Historians ; Gibbon's Sarcastic Censure
of the "Sages of Greece and Rome;" The
Forged Passage in Josephus; Its Extraordinary Context;· Pious Frauds of Early
Fathers.
Chapter VIT, Paley's "Evidences of
Christianity" Examined.-Paley's Doublebarreled Proposition; The Passage in
Tacitus; Was it Forged? Suetonius; Juvenal; The Younger Pliny; Martial; Clement ; Polycarp ; Ignatius ; Hermas ;
Worthless Character of their Evidence.
Chapter VIII, The Testimony of Paul.
-Paul's Conversion and Character; Personal Appearance; Missionar:y Labors;
His Doctrins; His View of Christ's Sacrifice; Doctrin of Sin; Jewish-Christian
Hatred of Paul ; The Myth of Simon
Magus.
Chapter IX, Did Jesus Rise from the
Dead and Ascend to Heaven ?-The Four
Gospels the Only Witnesses to the Alleged
Resurrection; Reply to Renan's Defense
of Biblical Inaccuracies; Gospel Stories
of the Resurrection Examined and Compared ; Their Contradictions and Discrepancies; The Ascension; Account of a
Modern "Flying-Man;'' Some Puzzling
QuPstions; Ingenious Explanation by Dr.
Weiss; The Natural Solution.
·
Chapter X, The First Four Christian
Centuries.-Pious Fancies and Historical
Facts; Why the Ignorant Masses Embraced Cll.l'istianity; Ebionites and Nazarenes; Manichreus and his Teaching; Increasing Wealth of the Church; Constantine Makes Christianity the State Religion; His Infamous Character; Observance
of Christmas Day and Sunday; Persecution of'Heretics.
·
Chapter XI, A Thousand Dark Years.
-Hypatia Murdered by Christian Hands;
Increase of the Church's Wealth and
Power; beeline of Learning; Conversion
by Fire and Sword; Strong Words from
Mosheim; Crusades and Inquisition.
Chapter XII, The Dawn of Science.Science DawnR in the Sixteenth Centmy;
Priest vs. Printer; Martin Luther Proclaims the Fundamental Principle of Freethought; What is Science? Scientific
Progress; Free Press; Machinery; Agriculture.
Chapter Xill, Christianity on the
Wane.-Religions, their Changes and De-.
cay ; Dissolution of Dogma ; Christian
Theory Contrary -.to - Modern Christian
Practice; And Irreconcilable with Modern Science; The.Sermon on the Mounti
Pre-Christian Morality; The Duty or
Freethinkers ; Inspiring Lines from
Goethe.
A: NEW WORK.
BY

ARTHUR B. MOSS,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution,
With preface by
J. 1M. WHEELER, Bub-editor of Freethinker.
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is just what its title implies-thump. •
ing whacks at superstition. It deals with ,the
effect of Christianity on the world showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, th'}t the gospels
are not authentic, and that Christianity is a borrowed system of religion. ::'ThaL the Bible is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile a-nd foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
Price~ 20 cen~s, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Is Controversy Dangerous?
...

By W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bed.
rock of human liberty.
Price,
SO cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST
PBOVING

Jesus Chril!t Did Not Exist in the Reign of
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Century before, and Peter and Paul died
before the Christian Era.
Full, index 446pp.,
$1.150.

THE BEST%
THE

' Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adJusted
to heat, col~i. and position, beautiful double !Unk
dial, and all modern improvements; uuaranteea
a perfect timer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17' 3-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $23ln best ii:Iled gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $2t;
hinged case, $28 to $30; huntin_g:, $81 to $85; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. NICkel works, $2
more.
Ke!;'ular Grade Ainerican Watch-.Silvenne case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels,. $7.50; 15
jewels, $9; ditto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 iewels,
$15. In finer cases. add as above.
Ladies' Ain_!l!:.ican Gold Watche..-AIJ
latest styles, in plush cases; best ftlled, 7 iewels.
$14; 11 jewels, $15.50; 15 jewels, $20; 14 carat solid
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond"set cases. from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $8. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80j, table spoonsJ
$3.60, kmves, $1.75; forks, $1.75; a..u for $6. Bolin
silver spoon~. $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvenir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50 1!12 to $8.
The Colonel Ingersoil.-Tea., $2.50; orance,
$2.75; sugar, $S;_gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extra
hea.vy teas, $3. Etched :
" The T~me to be HaPPTJ fs NO!JJ,"

50 cents extra.
·
.
The Torch of Reason Hadl'e, solid gold
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2. 75, and
$8.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, $15, $20, $80.
Dia111ondst.20 Per cent. below market price.
Bend for price .Lists, cards in colors and ~rold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All g,oods prepata (except knives and forks) and cash refunded atop.
tion. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ru.

W AT:SR O"Po LIP:e
Is Doing Wonden In Curing the Sick.

Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. M South Main street, Wilkesbam, P&.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for booki within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY• .
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER.
Bnowville,IV&.
• 2'o Bpgulate the

STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS, TAKE

R~PANS

II.DJ.'P PV

TABULES.
'nV''nA~t,W"A'W'S,_

DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
"tH£ HO"t£D SPECJAl.ISTf
For Men Only,
Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those .peculiar diseases of young .and
middle-aged m!)n, as· the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Man-hood, Wasting Discharges\.Varlcocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, an,d
Death.
·. ·
To those af!licted and who are desrrous of being
cured a booklet of some 88 pages will be sent to
their address for ten· cents\ sealed in a plain
envelope, giving causes ana S_ympt.,ms of the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important discovery-an Outward Applicati_on- a
positive cure, With evidences of success.
Address, .
DR. R. P. FELLOWS, :.
· · Vineland, N. J;·~
And sax yon saw this advPrtise:ment 1n · Tm!:
TBUTH SEEKER.

Dr. l!'ellows is an outspoken LiberaL a Humanitarian, and a generous patron of the .r·reethought
press. He has many testimonials to the value of
his progressive and successful method of trell.tment, and deserves patronage.-FreethOUDht.
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40
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25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams............
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller.. . .
25
11. My Religious Experience. S. P~ Putnam.
25
12. The Higher Critrcism in Theology and
Religion. T. E. Longshore..............
50
13. Infidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote........
25
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Illnst'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
10
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17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg.......
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50
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50
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20
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issued during the ¥ear. Single copies of each
book sent upon recerpt of price.
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RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
By PBOI!". F. W. NEWMAN.

A Thorough Exarni•,,ation and Refutation of the maims of the
Sabbatarians.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,

Price,

T H I RD

E D IT I 0 N.

o\ HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL NEVIEW.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR,
Bu GEORGE W: BROWN, M.D.

AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING

Price,

A

Ji1ateriaZism:

CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING.
WITH NUJIIEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

Its History anil Its Infl':..e.enoo
Upon Society.
By DB. LoUIS BucHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.

The Truth Seeker Library.

Bible 1emperance.
----LIQUOR DRINKING---

dred of the most distinguished teachers and
philosophers (who were not Christians) from
the time of Menu to the present. By D.ll'i. Bennett. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Oloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

Commended, Defended, a:1d
Enjoined by the Bible.

sketches of J'romineut Christians. A comyanion book to The World's Sages," etc. By D. M.
Bennett. 8vo, 1,119 pages. Morocco, gilt edges

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into
tlie reality of nivine revelation. Decidedly the
most thorough ann exhaustive work on the
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1.115 pages, Svo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

Including The Age of Reason, Examination of
Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of
Man; the whole prececlen by the Life of Paine,
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo.
Oloth, $8; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.
Analysis of Religious Belief. An ex
amiuation of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
writings of the World. By Viscount Amberley,
son of the late Lord John Russell 1 twice Premier of England. Complete from ~he London
edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $8.
The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth
Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and
sent b¥ expresshone dollar will be deducted from
the prrce of. eac .

c. wALKEB.

By E.

The Champions of the Church : Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical

count of all the gons the nations of the earth
have worshiped, including_ Jehovah, Satan, the
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chrish Vir_gjn li'Iarybaud the
Bible. 835 pages, 8vo. vol. l i descri es fully
all religious systems of the world, including
Judaism, l'lfohammedanism, ann Christianity;
the latter occnpying_372_pag~s. being fully_gone
into. 949 pages. By D. M. Bennett. Written in prison at Albany. In cloth, $3 per volnme, or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

15 cents

Cemparlson of the Old and New Testament lllyths and llllraeles with th011e
of Heathen Nations of Antiqnlty,

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hun-

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full ac-

10 cents.

The Sunday Question.

BIB.LE MYTHS,

At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the CbriAtians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acu en is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Chri•tian persecution is going on this argJIII)e~t should be
freely circulated, read to the Chrrstrans, and expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH REEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

trSE THE

In. your:·meetings, to make them lively and inter·

esting, Tml: L!BEB.U. HYMN-BooK coDtains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tulies
It iL' hl~lf recommended by Messrs. Wakeman.
Panon. Wrrght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price
~ -•
Addreafl '!lBliJ T!BtrTlll! au~~

10 PPnts

Apocryphal New Testament.

Hindoo Virgin and Chz"!d.

THS GO.en::):eL.S,
Eplsties, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
• and not Included In th~ N~w Testament.

The worship of the "Holy Virgin," the "Queen of Heaven," the "Mother of God," etc., which has become one of
the grand features of Roman Catholicism, was a tenet of
faith for centuries before the virgin now adored was born.
In India. they have worshiped for ages, Maha Devi:_The
Great Goddess-and have temples erected in honor of her.
Like her Roman counterpart she is the Goddess with a
thousand names. As Devaki, she is the mother ofVishnu
!he.~reserving god, i~ the form of ~rishna. "The gods:
mvtsible to mortal~, say~ the Vzshnu Purana, (p. 5o2)
''celebrated her praise contmually from the time that Vishnu
was contained in her person." She is represented in Moor's
Hindu PantMon, adorned with jewels, and the infant Saviour
at her breast. BIBLE MYTHS shows that nearly all nations of
antiquity worshipped a Virgin Mother-Goddess.

~

Price,

A FEW DAYS IN

$1.

ATH~NS.

By FRANCES WRIGHT.

Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosopher, and the author.
75 cents

Price,

BIBLE IN INDIA.

-HINDOO ORIGINOf Heb:r'eW al)c:l ca~r'istial) ReV•

eJatiOI)o
Price, $2

By Lours JAcoLLioT.

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, a.bout 600 I'a.ges. I'rice, $2.50,

Goaly Women of the BiMe.

Sent post-paid by the TRUTH SEEKER.

A HISTORY OF ALL

The Women Who Figure In the Bible.

The Clergyman's Victims.

Creed of Christendom.

A LIBERAL S'l OR Y.

Its Foundation Contrasted with Its Superstructure.

• 6y MRs.• E. J BJ.LL.

•
Price, 25 cents.

BY W. R. GREG.
Complete in 1 vol., 12mo, 399pp., $1.50.

-BY-

f1B UNGODLY

Brain and the Bible.
Conflict 8fltween Mental Science and Theolog1
By EDGAB C. BEALL.

Preface .-y R. G. INGERSOLL.
Unanswera.ble.

Price, *1.

WOMAI! 01!" THE
UBYo

NINETEENTR CENTo
7li cents.

Oloth, -

!SISTER LUCY •

BING, BROTHERS, BING.

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

'l&ntf.

By M. FARRINGTON.

And though they say, The Lord liveth; surely they swear falsely.-Jere. v, 2.

IN THE

25

THE SABBATH.

JERRY DIFFERS WITH MODERN CHRISTIANS ABOUT A LIVING GOD.

ARGUMENT

Price

Mvancement of Science. Her Awfufllisclosures
By Prof. John Tyndall.

.

With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles
on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Addrese and Portrait only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

.
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THE FATE OF A FOOL-AN INCIDENT OF FAITH AND FANATICISM NEAR HENNESSY, OKLAHOMA.

MY RELIGIOUS EXPE- HISTORY Ofl·HE BIBLE. wAs cHRtsr-:-:-.life of Thomas Paine,
WITH A

I

By

s.

P. PntnaJD.

I RIEN CE
I

Being the st~ of his reli~iouslife and mental
io1).11leyings. Written in his happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of iill his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents .. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Force al\d P\atter;
~··)

o:a, Order of the (lniPrinciples of the Natural
rerse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY PRoFESSoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
vu~l'ENTS :
Fol'tft! lind Ma.tter
The Fitness of Things ir·
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
I;mmortality_of Force, Man,
.m:linity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Val"qe of Ma.tter,
Thoul{ht,
Motion,
Conscwusness,
Form,
· Beat of the Boill,
Immutability of Natural Innate ldeasJ.
Laws,
The Idea of ltQd,
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
Original Generation, Conclud'i'ng Observ ...
Seclilar Generation,
tiona. · ·
Pr¥le. I!IUO. Address THE TRUTH BEEK.I!llt

Essay on Miracles.
' Bli DAVID I(UME.

CRUCIFIED?

History of His Literary, Political, and Religious Career
In America, France, and England.

A judicial consideration of the question and the
decision against the scriptures a.nd the c:liristian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

BY MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY,
Author of "Omitted Chapters of History Disclosed in the Life and PaJ?!Lrs of Edmund
Randolpll," "George Washington
and Mount Vernon,"" Washington's Rnles of Civility." etc.

BEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development"· ~(}e-o
of the Canon.
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER,
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTs: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Boolis Which are Now Callea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 cents: cloth, 75 oents.
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Bein,g true a.ccounts of the _Passing away of the
folloWing persona, thus refuting the many Christian slanders upon them and others:
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre Bayle,
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Broussais, Giordano Bruno, Henry
Thomas Buckle, Lord Byron, Richard Carlisle,
William Kingdon Clifford, Anacharsis Olootz,Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet-hRobert
Cooper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles .uarwin,
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Great,
Gambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austm Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Hume, Littr~ Harriet Martineau, Jean Meslier1
]arne's Mill, .John Stuart Mill, Mirabeau, Raben;
Owen.J..Thomas Paine, Courtlandt PalmerJ.Rabelais, vvinwood Reade, Madame Roland, ueorge
Band, Schiller, Shelley, Bpinoza, Straus~ John
Toi:a.lt Vanim, Voln~ Voltaire, James vvatson,
Jo
vvatts, Thomas Woolston.
.ee, 25 cents.
Address
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To Which Is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cobbett,

A

No real biogra;phY of Paine has ever appeared.
The so-called Lives of Paine have been mainly
the controversial work of pamphleteers, turning
chiefly on his religious heresies. Paine was in
his :fifty-eighth year before he publiAhed anything concerning religion, and before that time
he had acted an imiJQrtant IJart in revolutionary
BEING
movements in the United States, England, and
A Condensed Account of the Results of Scientific Research France. But in the reli_gious conflict initrated
by him, his political services and military career
and Philosophical Criticism,
hav been but inadequately considered. A certain
historical ostracism has buried in the archives
By :Sii.zabetl'\, :e. :SVal)S•
of various countries a large mass of documents
containing records of paramount interest and
Paper. 25 cents:· cloth, 50 centR.
imiJortance. Mr. Conway has _personally searched
such records, in Europe and America. and has
obtained from these fresh light, not only on
A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library. Paine, but on various e·ninent figures in American and European history with whom he was
associated. A large amount of Uni!Ublished corre.spondence ha.s been included in the volumes.
Mr. Conway says in his Preface: "In the laborious work of searching out the real Paine I hav
found a l{eneral appreciation of its importance,
and it Will be seen in the following pages that
generous assistance has been rendered by English clergymen, by official persons in Euro-pe and
America, by persons of all beliefs and no beliefs.
In no instance have !been impeded by any prejuBy Helel) H. Gar"ciel)er'.
dice, religious or _political. The curators of
private collectors, owners of important
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and archives,
documents bearing on the subject, have welStrongest Lectures .Against
comed my effort to bring the truth to light."
the Bible.
Two vola., royal oct., gilt top, portraits, $15.
AddreRA
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Comically Illustrated.

of Creation.
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Price,
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Paper,146 pp,, 25ol7
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Pictures.
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Why Should the Atheist Fear to Die ?
By J. G. HoLYOAKE.
Price, 5 cents.

CONTENTs::
Jacob and Esau,
.
Joseph the Man of Dl'8ams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Divine/',
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Siset'fl,
General Gideon,

Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
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A Queer Family,
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Jephthah and His Human Sacl'ifice,
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Ruth and Boaz,
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Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
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But in every case the accidents and injuries pro- of stout Welsh peasants, to the Menai straits
duced by these various inno-vating agencies-fast (Correspondence of Henry earl of Clarendon, Dec.
trains, high-pressure boilers, dynamite! and so on, 30, 1685; Jan. 1, 1686). In some parts of Kent and
hav been vastly less than those caused by the things Sussex none but the strong~st horses could, in
which they superseded. The fatalities by express winter, g t through the bog, in which, at every step,
FOUNDED BY D. Mo BENNETT.
trains are as nothing ·compared with those of they sank deep. The markets were often inaccesE. M. MAODONALD, - - - - - Editor and Manager. freight trains, and the present loss of life andin- sible during several months. It is said that the
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
jury to passengers by rail is insignificant in pro- fruits of the earth were sometimes suffered to rot
portion to the number carried when compared with in one place, while in another, distant only a
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 10, 1892. those of the days of stage-coaches. The same re- few miles, the supply fell short of the demand.
lation exists between accidents by high- and low- Finally the method of raising taxes for maintaining
SUBSCRIPTION HA'J'ES.
Single subscription, in advance ................................ 13 00 pressure boilers, and by dynamite and gunpowder. the roads was changed to a system which in the
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One subscription with one new subscriber, m one remittance. 3 00 popular hostility to improvement! one is that 110n- pikes. But the new measure was at first assailed
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remitcerning the new road system instituted in England violently. The taxes levied in a new form were retance ........................................................ 7 00
about 1680-90. . The @Ondition of the highways fused. For, as a distinguished thinker remarks,
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remittance ........................................................ 8 :iO had been inconceivably bad.
On. the very best •'unjust and absurd taxation to which men are
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittance .......................................................10 00 lines of communication the ruts were deep, the accustomed is often borne far more willingly than
Any number over five at the same rate, invariablywith one
descents precipitous, and the way often such as it the most reasonable impost which is new." It was
remittance.
was hardly possible to distinguish, in the dusk, not until troops had been forced to act against
ADVEH'.l'ISING HATES.
Per Jine, nonpareil, - $ .10 I One-half column\.
•
$ 6.00 from the uninclosed heath and fen which lay on the people in many districts, and much blood had
Per mch,
1.00 Three-fourths commn, 9.00
One-quarter column,
- 8.50 One column,
•
11.00 both sides. Ralph Thoresby, the antiquary1 was been shed, that the new and admirable system was
in danger of losing his way on the great North road, introduced.
Money should be sent by exPress company's monev orl!et, between Barnby Moor and Tuxford, and actually
Another improvement attempted at about the
postal order, dl"a,ft on New York, or by re(ltstel'ed letter.
lost
his
way
between
Doncaster
and
York
same
time consisted in the establishment of a line of
Address comm,.tntcations and malee drafts, checles, post-otflce
anaexpressmoneyorderspayableto
E. M. MAGJJONALJJ,
(Thoresby's Diary). Pepys and his wife, traveling public passenger vehicles, known as the "flying
28 La.ta1Jette pta.ce, New York.
in their own coach, lost their way between New- coaches," which were to make fifty miles a day, a
SPFlCIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our bury and Reading. In the course of the same tour rate unprecedented. But this new institution for
readers if they nrill send us the uatne and address of they lost their way near Salisbury, and were in some time seemed destined to an untimely death at
any Freethinker UTho is not a reguJar subscriber.
danger of having to pass the night on the plain the hands .of the comervativ and the selfish. The
(Pepys's Diary, June 12 and 16, 1668). It was only interests of large classes had. been unfavorably
The Course of Improvement Never Did Run in fine weather that the whole breadth of the road affected by the establishment of the new diligences ;
Smooth.
was available for wheeled vehicles. Often the mud and, as usual, many persons were, from mere
In a recent address before the National Electric lay deep on the right and left, and only a narrow stupidity and obstinacy, disposed to clamor against
Light Association Prof. Henry Morton had occa- track of firm ground rose above the quagmire the innovation simply because it was an innovation.
sion to remark on the objections of the bigots and (Ibid., Feb. 28, 1669). At such times obstructions It was vehemently argued that this mode of conveythe fogies against electricity. "When the develop- and quarrels were frequent, and the path was some- ance would be fatal to the breed of horses and to
ment of electric currents," he said, "on a large scale times blocked up during a long time by carrievs, the noble art of horsemanship; that the Thames,
and at a small. coat became possible by reason of neither of whom would break the way. It happened which had long been an important nm:sery of seathe discoveries of Faraday, Wilde, Gramme, Siemens, almost every day· that coaches stuck fast, until a men, would cease to be the chief thoroughfare from
ll.iid others, the question. of the dangers to life and team of cattle could be procured from some neigh- London up to Windsor and down to Gravesend ; .
property attending their use was brought boring farm to tug them out of the slough. But in that saddlers and spurriers would be ruined by hunprominently before the public, just as the dangers bad seasons the traveler had to encounter incon- dreds ; that numerous ·inns, at which mounted
attending the use of steam, of rapid locomotion on veniences still more serious. Thoresby, who was travelers had been in the habit of stopping, would
railr9ads, and of dynamite were brought to the at- in the habit of traveling between Leeds and the be deserted, and would no longer pay any rent;
tention of the world when these powerful agencies capital, has recorded, in his Diary, such a series of that the new carriages were too hot in summer and
:lirst -left the experimental laboratory of the chemist perils and disasters as might suffice for a journey too cold in winter; that the passengers were
or engineer to take their part in the ordinary to the Frozen ocean or to the desert of Sahara. On grievously annoyed by invalids and crying children ;
bbor and business of life. In each instance alike one occasion he learned that the floods were out that the coach sometimes reached the inn so late
there was a class of people who took the narrow between Ware and London, that passengers had to that it was impossible to get supper, and sometimes
and partial view that if an agency was dangerous swim for their lives, and that a higgler had perished started so early that it was impossible to get
it should be excluded altogether from public use, in the attempt to cross. In consequence of these breakfast. . On these grounds it was gravely recomor, what amounted to the same thing, be sur- tidings he turned out of the high road, and was mended that no public carriage shou1d be perrounded with such exclusions and limitations as conducted across some meadows, where it was mitted to hav more than ' four horses, to start
would rob it almost of its capacity of advance and necessary for him to ride to the saddle skirts in oftener than once a week, or to go more than
water (Thoresby's Diary). In the course of thirty miles a day. It w!ls hoped that, if this regudevelopment in its al>plication."
another
journey he narrowly escaped being swept lation were adopted, all except the sick and the
These citations of the follies of obstructionists in
away
by
an inundation of the Trent. He was after- lame would return to the old mode of traveling.
former ages are exceedingly useful. It is necesward
detained
at Stamford four days, on account Petitions embodying such opinions as these were
sary that men continually call to their minds that
of
the
state
of
the roads, and then ventured to presented to the king in council from several comeach of the institutions now used and prized was on
proceed
only
because
fourteen members of the panies of the city of London, from several provinits introduction assailed and reviled. This will inHouse
of
Commons,
who
were going up in a body cial towns, and from the justices of several counties.
duce men to be cautious not to make the same
' mistake, of attacking without due consideration the to Parliament with guides ·and numerous attend- We smile at these things. It is to be feared that
innovations of thejr own time. It is true that on ants, took him into their company (Ibid.). On our descendants, when they read the history of
the introduction of steam into England laws were the roads of Derbyshire travelers were in constant the opposition offered by cupidity and prejudice to
passed limiting the pressure in boilers to thirty fear for their necks, and were frequently compelled the improvements of the nineteenth century, may
pounds to the square inch; the first railroad char- to alight and lead their beasts (Tour in Derby- smile in their turn.
The lighting of London streets was brought
ter contained a clause limiting th~ speed of trains shire, by J. Brown, 1662 ; Cotton's Angler, 1676).
about
only by a :fight against bigots as protracted
The
great
route
through
Wales
to
Holyhead
was
ito twelve miles an hour, and when a speed of
and
furious
as that which we hav to make now to
in
such
a
state
that,
in
1685,
a
viceroy,
going
to
thirty miles an hour was suggested the idea was
pluck
from
an orthodox creed some outdated and
Ireland,
between
Conway
and
Beaumorris
was
:.characterized by a prominent journal of the day as
revolting
dogma.
Those streets were long unlit at
forced
to
walk
part
of
the
way
;
and
his
lady
was
'Bimply insane, and it was said that people would
night,
and
what
with
accident, robbery, and ruffiancarried
in
a
litter.
His
coach
was
with
great
difjust as soon be hurled out of a cannon as submit
ism
the
venturer
into
them
after nightfall ran about
themselvs to be hurled alOllg at such fearful veloci- ficulty~ and by the help of many hands, brought
as
perilous
an
experience
as
a present-day traveler
ties, which would doubtless ~top the cirdulation of after him entire. In general, carriages were taken
across
Africa.
In
the
last
year of the reign of
<the blood, .h.esid~ll .~J;e~tinjt IPther vital functions. t~ pieces at Conway, a'ud borne, on the shoulders
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It is expected that the municipal governmenb which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceedCharles II. an ingenious projector, named Edward
Heming, obtained letters patent conveying to him, will take decisiv action upon the question, inasmuch ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can avail
for a term of years, the exclusiv right of lighting as the Exposition is given under the direct auspices themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our present·
up London. He undertook, for a moderate consid- of the city, and further, that hundreds of thousands readers will call the attention of their friends to
eration, to place a light before every tenth door, on of visitors from foreign nations and sister cities the values offered.
moonless nights, from Michaelmas to Lady day, will be depending upon the hospitality of Chicago.
"And They Shall Handle Serpents."
Further, the Exposition being closed Sundays
and from 6 to 12 of the clock. But, in the words of
The following from the Hennessey Clipper, Oklathe histo1'ian 1\facaulay, "There were fools in that these people will be compelled to drift aimlessly in
age who opposed the introduction of what was the streets or fall victims of the inevitable evils of homa, givs sharpest point to the picture on the
title-page of this issue of THE TBUTH SEEKER. We
called the new light as strenuously as fools in our a large and overcrowded city.
The Exposition authorities will also giv their think we need not say another word: "For some
age hav opposed the introduction of vaccination
and railroads, as strenuously as the fools of an age moral support to the Association, and aid in every time the Christian Scientists hav been holding
ante1'ior to the dawn of history doubtless opposed way consistent with their position in having accepted meetings northwest of town, and the ministers hav
the introduction of the plow and of alphabetical the appropriation with the obnoxious petition at- talked all kinds of talk, among which was that if
writing." So stout was the resolve not to be bene- tached. The newspapers of Chicago are solid for you had the proper faith you could handle a rattle. fited on the part ~f these gentlemen whom the Sunday opening. Aside from this Association the snake without fear of danger. One fellow said
historian unceremoniously calls " fools," that for a only other workers are the Freethi:p.kers. Thousands that he and his family had often handled snakes
long time after the date of Heming's patent ex- of names hav already been obtained to our petitions and that when he returned he expected to hear of
and Mr. Putnam will shortly establish headquarters some of his Oklahoma converts having been
tensiv districts continued lampless.
The establishment of a postal service in London in Washington to do what he can by personal con- imbued with faith enough to handle the most
Mr.
had to undergo similar trials. The classes whose ference with the Congressmen. We trust that no poisonous reptil without fear or danger.
occupation it rivaled clamored against it. out of Liberal will fail in the duty to aid this work. We Southers, a respectable farmer, became infatuated
selfish meanness. The porters in particular were hav printed many thousands of copies of the with the preacher's teaching and thought his faith
bitter against it, and tore down the placards bear- World's Fair Leaflets and desire .their distribution would stand the test. Monday he was up in the
ing its advertisements. Then, the narrow-minded throughout the country. 'lhe leaflets put the case strip looking after some calves and seeing a large
churls who hav ever abounded disliked it because in a nutshell, and the pictures drive the argument rattler applied the test and picked the snake off
the ground, when it buried its poisonous fangs in
it disarranged the ancient ways of thinking and home.
his
flesh. He refused to receive any medical treatdoing in which .they had becom" egotistically set.
ment,
relying wholly upon faith and prayer to cure
The vain and consequential conceived a hate of a
To the Friends of The Truth Seeker.
him.
One of the local healers was called in and
betterment which they had not seen the way to,
We are truly thankful to those of our friends
the usual dose of prayer and faith administered
which they had not given.
who hav responded to our appeal to send in their until Tuesday afternoon, when the patient died.
Thus it fares in all generations. A large part
arrearages and to add, if possible, a new subscriber Many of the faithful believers refuse to take the
of the people in every age are to be expected to
war against every improvement.
Some-the to the list, but we wish that more of them had done hint and yet claim that Mr. Southers's time had
classes possessing "vested interests "-do so from so. We hav a great many accounts which we wish come and no medical aid would save him."
selfish and mean avarice; others do so out of to square up, and so we again ask our friends to
morose and currish dislike to see their fellows send what is due us as soon as they can possibly A Change in the Manner of Serving the J..ord.
bettered; others merely because of a reasonless do it. And as renewing time for a great many of
Alabama seems to be a nice pious state which
wooden-headed orthodoxy, a tininess of brain
our readers is here we are hoping they will be un- remembers the Lord and keeps the Christian Sunwhich is incapable of embracing a new conception.
day, as per this instance:
usually prompt, and so help us over our difficulty.
').'he examples which we hav given in this article
"CULLMAN, .ALA., Nov. 28, 1892.
And again we ask our friends to take a lively inare those of hostility to material improvements;
"EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER, New York, Dear Sir: On
our readers will find them to illustrate the antago- terest in increasing the circulation of THE TRUTH Aug. 17, 1890, the Turner Verein (Association) from Birnism which they encounter to their own endeavors SEEKER, and for that purpose we make a liberal mingham, Ala., celebrated their Turner festival in my
hotel at the above place. There were some one hundred
to introduce improvements mental and moral.
offer in an advertisement on the second page of this and thirty-five people, .and they brought their refreshissue. And we again call attention to the hand- ments from Birmingham, Ala. There was a committee
of three 1'urners, and they ordered meals at my hotel,
some premium offers of books sent in connection and served their own refreshments. Also an old man
The World's Fair.
with subscriptions. The paper ought to hav a much came in and bought twenty-five cents' worth of Swiss
The Chicago Tribune sums up the work of the
greater
circulation, as nothing helps the Liberal cheese off their own cheese on that Sunday. I was inWorld's Fair Sunday-Opening Association to date.
dicted for keeping open doors, and the all-wise jury at
cause
along
more than good reading which can be Cullman, Cullman county, Ala., found me guilty, and
The association was formed to obtain an expression
of the will of the people on the question of repeal- handed around the neighborhood. We shall en- fined me $13 and cost. The solicitor asked me if I being the closing clause in the appropriation bill deavor to make THE TRUTH SEEKER wcrthy of all lieved in a personal God. I answered I never saw him,
passed by Congress, and Mr. Thompson, the sec· efforts in its behalf, and we hope thereby to in- and this was the consequence of it. I hav to pay because
I do not believe what they believe.
retary, feels greatly encouraged from what he has crease the influence of Freethought, and make
"0 Lucifer, open the eyes of the hypocrits in this
learned in a trip East. He says that the sentimental liberty in this country something less like world, especially to our jury at Cullman county, Ala.
"WM. RIOHTER."
ment in New York, Boston, Washington, and
Philadelphia is a3 strongly in favor of Sunday open- a dream than it is at present. With the aid of
Down in Alabama they used to sell men and
friends we can do more than ever to advance the
ing as it is in Chicago.
women and children, and used to flog them arid hunt
Petitions for an open Fair Sunday will be show- cause of Liberalism, for the issues are before the them with hounds. Being deprived of these innoered upon Congress to a greater extent than that people and are commanding their attention as cent business recreatiop.s, they now "take it out"
body has ever before known. These petitions will never before in this century. Now is the time to of the heretics. Perhaps that thirteen dollars went
come from every state and city in the Union. work, when the churches are trying their heretics, to some church to pay the parson who used to find
They will come from ministers, bankers, clubs, and the people are demanding the practical abro- in the Bible texts to support them in their former
hotelkeepers, and labor organizations. One-unique
diversion with the slaves.
gation of Puritanical Sunday laws.
feature of the work being done by the Association
is an effort to gage public sentiment on the quesCharity to Rich Christians.
Soma Handsome Premiums.
tion. Postal-cards hav been sent to a certain
The Episcopalians will lay the cornerstone of
number of men from "Dunn's Reference Book"
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renew- their new cathedral in this city on the 27th instant.
without discrimination or selection, so many to als on the part of our friends we make the follow- A great procession, in which many bishops and all
every city in the United States of the population of ing handsome premium offers:
the priests of the diocese in the full vestments of
not less than four thousand or more than ten thouFor $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one their offices will take part, will distinguish the ocsand inhabitants. These cards were mailed with a year ($3) and a cloth-bound copy of" Bible Myths" casion, and led ·by surpliced choirs with crosses
circular asking for immediate response. Nothing ($2:50).
and banners, it will wind through the elevated
whatever was given to prejudice the vote. The
For $4.50 we -will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one grounds on which the new cathedral is to be
result was encouraging. From the first thm;sand year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- erected. It will be a sight novel in the history of
sent out the answers indicate that four out of every Book" in cloth ($2.50).
American Protestantism, glorious in color and of an
five persons in the United States desire a repeal of
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year impressiv pomp and splendor. The cathedral will
the Sunday-closing act.
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" cost about seven millions of dollars.
The labor organizations of Chicago will supple- in boards ($2).
So says the Sun, which adds: '' The cathedral will
ment the work of the association by complete and
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year be a monument of religious faith and a matchless
effectiv work. Mr. Morgan, of the frade and Labor ($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic- adornment to the city." That may all be true, but
Assembly, in connection \vith a number of other ally lliust~ated "in cloth covers ($1.50).
it will be a monument of uselessness and an adornlabor leaders, will spare no means to secure petiFor $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one ment which doesn't pay a cent of taxes. A few
tions from every organization in the country. In year ($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically wealthy female citizens, of a superstitious turn of
addition to these, resolutions will be passed and illustrated" in board covers ($1).
mind, will enjoy great luxury at the expense of the
sent to the Congressmen and Senators.
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books :people who support the state.
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Colonel Ingersoll will lecture about Voltaire at who so kindly constitute themselvs our moral and rethe Broadway Theater, Broadway and 41st street, ligious guardians.
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this city, on Sunday evening, December 11th. To
A new edition of William Hart's "Candle From Under
be· sure of a seat and avoid the conscienceless spec- the Bushel" is just fresh from the press and is No. 23 of
News and Notes.
ulators tickets should be purchased before Sunday The Truth Seeker Library. In this book Mr. Hart
asks the clergy just thirteen hundred and six questions,
Saturday, November 19th, I leave Inyo county.
night.
not one of which the preachers can answer satisfactorily. It takes a two days' journey through vast mountains
Price, 40 cents.
and wild plains to reach Moun-d Station, a distance
The Independent advises everyone who has "the
of 225 miles. I arrive at Reno Sunday evening and
Two pamphlets which keep the printers busy on new find changes hav taken place-a fire, for instance,
ear of a member of Congress" to urge that member
to stand fast to the vote closing the World's Fair editions are John E. Remsburg's "False Claims" of burning out my friend Wright, etc. I remain over
Christianity, and the "Hol~ Bible Abridged." The
on Sunday. To offset these efforts of the fanatics editions this t_ime are in handsome paper covers. Price, Monday at Reno. Fulton givs me a drive through
we urge every Liberal to write to his Congressman 1.0 cents for "False Claims," and 25 cents for ''Bible the pleasant sceneries of this mountain valley where
Reno glitters like a gem. On Monday evening I
asking that law-maker to vote to repeal the Sunday- Abridged."
sweep over the Sierras and Tuesday morning the
closing section of the appropriation bill. The peoglorious
valley of Sacramento is spread before my
The Leaflet advocating the Sunday opening of the
ple of Chicago, as well as the Fair authorities, are
World's Fair ought to be scattered by the thousands. In vision. I stay over Thanksgiving day in California's
with us in the matter, and if the Congressmen can December or Jannary we shall send them to Congressmen capital, and around the hospitable table of N. D.
be made to see the real drift of public sentiment in and to others who may be influenced by argument. We Goodell memories of New England glisten with the
this matter the prospects of having an open Fair need money to do this, and those who can afford to aid good things. We drive out to Brighton in the
are requested to do so. The price of the Leaflet is 25 sunny morning and visit 0. T. Davies on his ample
are still good.
cents per dozen; $1.50 per hundred. Anyone who will ranch. R. Butterfield is with us too, and so I enjoy
distribute five hundred or a. thousand can obtain them at the few days' leisure. Saturday I press on to
Visitors to the World's Fair next year will find special
rates.
Stockton, and here, alas, the golden sunshine ceases.
Helen Gardener's works in three or four. placesThe storm wind reigns, and on Sunday the air is full
in the general collection of the Fair and in tl::e
We hav also printed, for Mr. W; H. Burr, his recent of dust, as if a meteor were plowing its way
New York and Virginia state exhibits. We hope article on "Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas along the earth. Then when the wind ceases its
that the ladies particularly will examin her "Men, Paine." It sets forth Mr. Burr's views regarding these fiercest blast a grim rain falls, and at the hour of
persons in answer to a footnote in Moncure D. Conway's the lecture it is pouring heavily. It is the worst
Women, and Gods" and the "Pulpit, Pew, and Life of Paine. Price, 5 cents.
hurricane they hav had for years in this San Joaquin
Cradle." . In writing to her for copies, one of the.
We hav printed for Mr. Franklin Steiner in a neat valley. Two churches, if not more, suspended serboard of lady managers, Mrs. K. S. G. Paul, wife
VIces. Only a half-a-dozen women·were present at
of United States District Judge Paul, who dis- little 5-cent pamphlet his open letter to the Rev. J. L. my lecture at Avon Theater, and about two hundred
Sooy, D.D., of Des Moines. It shows that the oftcharged Mrs. Slenker from custody on a technical- repeated Christian statement that Infid.els do not con- men. Had the weather been favorable the theater
ity, says: "I ask this in the name of the women of tribute to nor found charities is a falsehood. The would hav been filled to overflowing. I spoke on
Virginia, who will be proud to be so worthily and pamphlet is called "Infidels and Charity," and ought to the opening of the World's Fair. W. F. Freeman
introduced me and read a series of resolutions
brilliantly represented among the world's women be widely circulated.
which were enthusiastically adopted by the audience.
writers." Miss Gardener's "Men, Women, and
And attention is again called to the list of Saladin's These resolutions will be published in another colGods" has just been translated into German.
works advertised on page 796, a large consignment of umn of THE TRUTH SEEKER. They will be forwarded
which we hav just received froin England. Saladin is to the California representative in Congress. I
The Hong Kong Telegraph of October 3d, con- one of the most brilliant and sharpest writers in the gave the lecture under the auspices of the Stockton
sidering the outbreaks at that time prevalent in the Freethought ranks. Each of his books bears evidence Turn-Verein and Stockton Liberal League. The
Hunan district, says: "The whole of these Hunan that its author is a man of great genius wholly free from Freethinkers of Stockton are at the front rain or
Christian superstition. It will please us greatly to circu- shine. Over fifty names were added to the Freetroubles, like all other difficulties in the interior of late them widely in this country.
thought Federation.
Chin!!. between the nativs and foreigners, hav been
W. F. Freeman has been on the sick-list for three
We also call attention to the advertisement of books for months, but his indomitable courage never fai1s and
eaused solely by the missionaries, by unwarranted
the
holidays
on
page
798 of this paper. There are many
missionary interference and aggression.
These
beautiful things connected with the pagan festival in cele- he keeps the old Liberty Guard of Stockton in acforeign missionary societies are the curse of foreign bration of the returning sun, which the Christians hav tiv service. Without him we couldn't win such
enterprise in the Middle Kingdom; they do abso- adapted to their own use and called Christmas, chief of glorious successes.
J. C. Gage ; Chas. Haas ; Geo. Hogan, of Lodi ;
lutely no good, they never hav done any work of a which is the kindly remembrance of friends with presents,
Pope
and Paine-good names to join together for
substantial or permanent character in religious and nothing can be more appropriate for such presents freedom; Ryan, of the Independent, an oldtime
than
books
which
:instruct
as
well
as
please
the
eye.
A
reformation, and it is notorious that they hav been
list of such works is what we hav made for the guidance comrade of Evansville, Ind., in the days when I first
at the bottom of almost every difficulty the treaty of our reade1 s.
met Ingersoll, and was bursting the last bonds of
Christianity into the "broad and unfenced universe"
powers hav had with China. . As they a:t;e of no
We hav a few sample copies of "The Freethinker's -these and many more I greeted, for the Liberals of
earthly use, and as the Chinese do not want them
Pictorial
Text-Book" which we will send to anyone who Stockton are a host, and I can't mention them alL
and hav always objected to their attempts to saye
desires
it.
This book is now in the fourth thousand, and Even on a stormy night they giv Freethought a
the souls of the so-called heathen, it is about time
a new edition is in press. Sent promptly on receipt of larger audience than all the churches in the city can
they recognized the actual situation and cleared out $2 for board-covered copies; $2.50 in cloth with gold side- muster. M. S. Palmer was present from Livermore,
bag and baggage for pastures new where their stamp. "Old Testament Stories Comically lllustrated " and we were all glad to hail this lively octogenarian
labors will prove of some utility and be appreciated. has been in print but a few months, but the bookbinders who grows old gracefully, and is ready" to lend a
Let them get to the back slums of London, New hav just finished binding the third thousand. Each of hand."
So amidst lowering clouds and blustering winds
York, San Francisco, and dozens of otlier _great these books is of the convincing order, because Christians cannot get around the facts and arguments it concities where workers in their line of business are so tains, supported as they are by pictures which tell the California still givs the golden welcome. It is
always beautiful whatever may be the freaks of the
badly needed. The missionary fraud is about story even to him who will not read. If those of our weather clerk. There is something exhilarating
played out in China; but as long as these. no doubt friends who possess· these books will show them to their even in its tumultuous storms.
well-meaning but altogether mistaken enthusiasts Liberal friends and mention the large discount made on
I leave next week for Washington, and my next
are permitted to hav a free hand in meddling with them when ordered with THE TRUTH SEEKER for a year Notes will be written from "across the continent."
we think they will hav no difficulty in getting a new subCongress is the battle-ground, and without doubt
the religious beliefs and observances, and the scriber.
there
will be a hard struggle. The churches will
social manners and customs, of a people highly inmake a desperate effort to stem the tide. There is
telligent according to their lights, and in stirring
Missions Among Mohammedans.
an impression that we hav already won the victory
up strife by vexatious interference with the politics
All experience shows that Christian missions among in the action of the board of directors, the common
of a great nation, so long will there be missionary Mohammedan people are both exceedingly futil and ex- council of Chicago, etc., all in favor of opening the
ceedingly annoying. The teaching of the missionaries is
riots' and other troubles. The Chinese empire can socially, as well as religiously, offensiv, and is always World's Fair on Sunday. This action does not
work out its own regeneration without missionary strongly resented. Our English administration in India by any means . settle the question. It only opens
has included at times many men of intense religious con- the fight. It is the expression of an opinion. It
aid or interference, and the quicker that very patent victions
who hav countenanced the missionaries. But
and important fact is recognized the better will it even we hav been rigidly and wisely careful, as a rule, to has not the power of law. That power is in Confrom giving government support to any attempt gress, and to that power we must appeaL The
be for all concerned, and the nearer shall we ge~ to abstain
vote of Congress must be changed. If this is not
to make proselytes among the nativs.
that great goal of our ambition-the wholesale
The French governor of Algeria, who is. probably no done the World's Fair will not be open on Sunday.
opening up of the country to foreign trade and more religious than most educated men in Latin coun- Everyone must see this. It won't do to lie on
tries, will naturally find the niissions an unmitigated
intercourse:"
nuisance. He is bombarded with complaints from the our oars now. The churches will make a deterMohammedans, and from his own local officials, who fear, mined resistance. Every possible influence should
or say they fear, that violence will be used against the be brought into play to reverse Congressional acAbout Our Books.
preachers of unwelcome doctrin. He may well believe tion. We cannot resort to violent and revolutionary
The Liberals of Dublin, Tex., hav purchased and circu- that, unless a check is put to the propaganda, he will find measures. We must use legal means, and Congress
lated one hundred and fifty copies of Remsburg's "False himself under the necessity of suppressing disturbance
by force. No governor likes this prospect, and when it is is the only body that can unlock the gates of the
Claims."
forced on him by foreigners he is not to be blamed if he World's Fair on Sunday.
asks to hav them removed.-The Saturday ReviGw.
In this great contest Liberals must stand at the
We shall shortly publish the fourth edition of the
front, cooperating with other associations, but
''Crimes of Preachers." If our readers see any records
Approving Nods.
maintaining an independent attitude and working
of the clergy being . guilty of "ministerial conduct,"
in accordance with their own spirit and method.
"You
seemed
to
agree
with
the
sermon
Mrs.
Hicks:
from lying to murder, they will add to the world's pretty well this morning;"
This is preeminently our fight, and we must not
knowledge and the cause of truth by marking the report
Hicks: "Whatmlj.de you think so?"
let
others take the place that belongs to the veterans
and forwarding the paper containing it to this otfice. We
Mrs. Hicks: "You nodded to about everything Dr.
of Liberty.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
desire to do all the justice possible to the reverend clergy Thirdly said."
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It is not given to many men to set the world agog
after they hav been dead four hundred years. Such
a man was Christopher Columbus. In the wild
commotion of the last four weeks, dozens of salient
points hav projected themselvs and engaged the
attention of the public. We, however, hav to deal
with only one-the prayers at Chicago of Bishop
Fowler and Cardinal Gibbons-and chiefly with
the Methodist prelate and his lengthy invocation.
This remarkable prayer, if any prayer ever
uttered can be called remarkable, abounds in curious idiosyncrasies, the result of a combination of
intelligence and superstition. It would not do to
deny :Oishop Fowler a given amount of education,
information, and ratiocination in his peculiar invocation. This invocation is made to God. The
ubiquitous Chicago reporter fairly outdid himself
all through the three days' fetes, and in no particular
does he shine more gloriously than when he descants on the prayers thereat uttered. After describing ~he raging maelstrom of enthusiasm produced by the "Columbian March," he in the plenitude of his wisdom tells us, "But there is an end
to all things," and so when Bishop Charles H.
Fowler stood forth and waved his hands in an
appeal for peace, the hush that fell was as impressiv
as had been the applause. And then the_ e_loquent
divine with bowed head, his voice wonderfully loud
and clear, said:

Almighty God, our heavenly father, thou art the only
one true God, eternal, immortal, invisible, blessed over
all for evermore.
We hav before remarked this prayer was made to
God, and we giv this opening sentence as proof. of
our declaration.
It is the way of the clergy always to flatter their
God. Whether they do this designing to produce
an effect on God or their hearers, is a question we
may not debate. It can hardly be possible that any
sane man believes God-if there is any-could be
cajoled by such fulsome and tawdry flattery as this
bishop uses in the prayer under consideration.
We would like to quote this prayer in its entirety,
but its extreme length forbids, and we can only
quote enough to make clear our criticism.
It is very seldom God is the recipient of such
premeditated and superlativ flattery as he here receives from the Methodist divine. And for a very
good reason. This was an occasion not offered
once in a century, and the bishop was determined
to make the most of it, both for God and himselfespecially himself. Just after the delivery of
the orations, the Hon. Chauncey M. Depew betook
himself to the parlors of the Whitechapel Club, and
in confidence told some of his boon companions a
few of the secrets of the occasion. One of the
party ventured the remark, "How about the prayers,
Chauncey~" With a suggestiv shrug and roll of
the eyes, the genial Chauncey informed the coterie
that Bishop Fowler's prayer as originally constructed
and printed contained twenty thousand words.
As a matter of fact, Bishop Fowler's prayer has,
including the little sting in the end of its tail,
otherwise the Amen, precisely seventeen hundred
and one words in it. The genial Chauncey likewise
told his club friends that Henry Watterson pared
down his speech five-sixths in its delivery. He also
in f ormed them that he cut down his own speech
two-thirds. If the good bishop then reduced, or
"cut," l::is prayer from twenty thousand to seventeen hundred and one words, then it would appear
that there was a reduction all the way round. For
all of which mercies Gqd be thanked, "now and
forevermore."
Of all the vain things in this vain world done by
vain man, as a perfect concentration of all vanities
is when that" forked radish," as Carlyle calls him,
essays to tell "God " who he is, what he is, and
what he might, could, would, or should hav done:
Thou hast that supreme power which is incapable of
wearying, and that supreme wisdom which is incapable
of blundering, and that supreme love which is incapable
of upbraiding, and we come unto thee asking that thou
wilt strengthen· us in our weakness, guide us in our blindness, teach us in our ignorance, father us in our orphanage, pity ne in our penitence, and save us in our faith,
and so help us that we may acceptably worship thee. We
bless thee, we praise thee, we laud and magnify thy
name.
Herein "God" is very different indeed from
Bishop Fowler. We wish we could say of the
b" h 0 th t h · "·
bl f bl d · " b t
IS P a e Is mcapa e 0
un enng, u we
cannot; and not only so, but we are inclined to say
he is a clerical blunderbuss, as we shall try to show
by his own words in this Columbian address to the
deity. He stands a good second to the Rev. Dr.
Burchard, of " Rum, Romanism, and Rebelli"on "
notoriety, who was par excellence the greatest blunderbuss of his age, and whose fated words cost
Blaine the presidency.
.
.
.
.
Thou didst keep this new world m the thick clouds
that surround thy purposes and didst reserve it for the
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high honors of thy maturing kingdom. In the fullness
of time thou didst bring it to the knowledge of men
by the wisdom and prowess and faith of thy servant,
Columbus.
Does Bishop Fowler intend to convey the idea to
the mind of "God" that the American continent
was a sort of chaotic void up to the time of this
alleged discovery'! In what way was it " reserved for
the high honors of thy maturing kingdom '!" " Thou
didst bring it to _the knowledge of men." Was it
not known to the " men " who then inhabited the
two continents! Were there not at that time two
mighty empires, with a high and advanced civilization, occupying either continent, with vast public
works, charitable institutions, splendid cities, including that mightiest element. of all, "high-minded
men," which Sir Wm. Jones tells us" constitute a
state!" There were no "men" in North and South
America at that day according to Bishop Fowler.
They all lived in Europe, and the " wisdom, and
prowess, and faith of thy servant Columbus "
brought it to their knowledge. We do not believe
this clerical twaddle, nor do we imagin it will impose
for a single moment upon God, even with all the
laudation herein lavished upon his "holy .name."
Thus thou didst launch upon the tide of history in the
two continents of the New World two new and great and
mutually helpful nations. We thank thee for thy favoring providence.
This is so extremely obscure that we confess
our inability to understand it. If God ever
1
h d
th t"d 0 f hi
anne e upon
e I e
story two "new and
great and mutually helpful nations," as a result of
Columbus's discovery, we hav not heard of it.·
After this curious tilt at God, why does the bishop
chop so suddenly and say, "We thank thee for thy
favoring proVJdence'" These little inconsistencies
show that when a bishop constructs prayers to God
weeks in advance, and has them printed to the ex~
tent of twenty thousand words and then has to cut
them down, and they get into the hands of the
average Chicago printer, he is pini::ning himself on
the horns of the worst kind of a dilemma.
Thou didst speak to our fathers, heroic and great men,
men of prayer and of power, and bade them come to this
open land, and plant here in the wilderness great institutions for the elevation of the race, to consecrate these
vast valleys and endless plains to freedom, to free ideas
and free conscience, to the sanctity of the private home
and inalienability of individual rights.
As God never spoke any such thing to " our
fathers," or anybody else's father, the whole paragraph is a tissue of clerical fanfaronade, gasconade,
and untruth. These "fathers" came to this "open
land," which belonged not to them, but to the
dw~llers on the soil, drove them out with fire and
sword, stole their lands, and committed unparalleled
barbatities in the name of God. This God Bishop
Fowler is addressing _and lauding in Chicago.
One of the "great institutions" they planted
was African slavery, which had to be atoned for in
our time with rivers of blood and millions of
treasure, and after all the Legroes are with US
yet, an unsolved problem for the future to settle
as bestit may.
We thank thee for the glorious history we hav inherited.
for Crecy, for Smithfield, and for Marston Moor· fo;
Lexington and. Fort Sninter, for Yorktown and Appomatox-those throbbing achievements of our patriotism.
We thank thee for Washington and Lincoln, for Webster
and Clay, for Jefferson and Jackson, and for Grantthose beacon-lights of the republic.
What hav Americans to do with thanking God
for Crecy, Smithfield, or Marston Moor? If she so
desires, let England do this. We might thank him
for Lexin. gtcn, m_erely as twaddle; b_ut really we giv
th. e en t rre ere.d It t o. t h e RevolutiOnary patriots,
a1de~ by the fnendship of France, as to Lexington
and Its results. As to Yorktown, Fort Sumter and
Appomatox, was it ~ot in wretched taste to dr~g in
these name.s, refernng, as they do, to a fratricidal
war ended over thirty years ago, and which at this
time ought never to be mentioned when the whole
ti
·
kin th
ld
· ·
na on Is as g
e wor
to JOlD us in peans of
peace and brotherly love ? Why was the good
?ishop so invidious in his selection of names, passmg over such patriots as Depew and Watterson
n_ever in tim_ ating to God that these latter patriot~
lived at all and are to-day the "beacon-lights of the
republic?" God save the mark!
We thank thee for the mighty hosts of the hero dead
and. fo.r th!l pricele~s lessons they hav taught us in
patriOtism, m valor, m statesmanship and in sacrifice.
'Y~ thank thee for sixty !Dillion of fre~, heroic, patriotic
citizens; for the open Bible, the open school, and the
ope!! church;_ f~r un~reced~nted growth, abundant prosperity, multiplied mvent10ns, unnumbered libraries
co~nt~ess newspapers, many. colleges, great universities'
ubiqmtons benevolences, nmversal peace, uninterrupted
happin:ess, and untarnished honor. We thank thee for
emanCipated manhood and exalted womanhood.
. We thank thee for a free conscience, by a free church
m .a free state,_ for a free people. For-these precious and
priceless blessmgs that make life valuable and kindle
, quenchless hopes for this world and for the world to
· come, we thank thee.

In this paragraph the bishop "pulls the throttle
wide open " and is almost too thankful for belief, as he
even thanks God for the Sunday newspaper-an in-·
stitution that is doing more good in undermining the
rickety foundation of Christianity than all else
whatever. In this case the bishop prays for his
enemies with a vengeance, and here he is a
"blunderer" pure and simple.
His palaver about a free conscience, free church
free state, and free people is the quintessence of
humbuggery.
The people are not free at all.
They are under thedomination of such jugglers as
Bishop Fowler and Cardinal Gibbons, and they
allow themselvs to be cajoled by them and, metaphorically speaking, they "lick the hand just
raised to shed their blood."
Suppose it had been left to a majority of the
American people, irrespectiv of religion or prejudice, as to who was most eminently fitted to deliver the great Columbian oration, who would hav
been selected!_ Robert G. Ingersoll, most assm·edly. Why'! _Because he is without doubt or
question the greatest of living orators. Since the
death of Beecher there is no one left to dispute the
palm with him. And yet he is shelved to make·
room for a Depew and a Watterson! At whose
instance T The church, of course. And so in
place of the gorgeous rhetoric, the rounded
periods, and the magnificent imagery of the great
Iconoclast, we are nauseated with the dull commonplace of a Depew, and not a single thought that
will liv a dozen years hence separated from the
occasion itself. • Such is the freedom in this Godblessed country that the Methodist bishop prates
so glibly about in his elongated invocation.
The bishop now arrives at a point in his prayer
where he intercedes with his God for the president's
family, and he thus invokes him:
May the comfort of thy grace abound in that Christian
family, and may thy tender care preserve it unbroken for
an example for many years to come.
Everyone of the sixty millions of the American
people could heartily wish that this prayer might
hav been answered and a noble and excellent
woman rescued from her impending fate. But it
was not answered. And neither will a single syllable or part of this prayer ever produce the slightest effect. Mrs. Harrison was afflicted with an incurable disease that baffied all medical skill and was
sure to die soon, wh[n this vainglorious man, to
tickle the ears of the public, essayed to ask some
myth, with much ostentation, to accomplish the impossible, or, in other words, that it would arrest
the clammy hand of death. Such is the folly of our
" Christian" teachers and educators in this day of
steam and electricity.
The bishop now bunches a host of people together-secretaries, judges, Senators, Congressmen,
governors, clerks, typewriters, army men, women,
lawyers, doctor::, and the "great body of our
citizens "-and asks God to bless them all in a
bunch. Tumbles them all in the common sewer as
it were, and vaporizes his frothy mouthings by
wholesale. The only remark we hav to make on
this "bunching" program is to say, that to ask
God to bless a lawyer is a stroke of humor that
would provoke laughter in heaven itself and make
a ripple of mirth all around the great white throne.
Bless the great body of the wage-earners and may
labor and capital meot, mingle, and thrive t~gether on
the basis of the New Testament.
The bishop here arrives at the very "nub" of his
long-drawn invocation, and we wish that every
laboring man in America could read this prayer,
that they might see just the position the clergy
be!l'r to labor and .the laborer. The only answer
this dem1;1.gogery requires is the first fifteen verses
of the twentieth chapter of St. Matthew, and we
giv it entire, that he who runs may read:
1 For the kingdom of heaven is like unto a man that is
an householder, which went out early in the morning to
hire laborers into his vineyard.
2 And when he had agreed with the laborers for a
penny a day, he sent them into his vineyard.
3 And he went out about the third hour, and saw others
standing idle in the marketplace.
4 And he said unto them: Go ye also into the vineyard
and. whatsoever is right I will giv yon. And they went
theu way.
·
5 Again he went out about the sixth and ninth hour
and did likewise.
'
6 And about the eleventh hour he went out and found
others standing idle, and saith unto them Why stand ye
here all the day idle?
'
7 T~ey say unto him Because no man hath hired us.
He sa1th un:to ~l1em, Go ye also into the vineyard; and
whatsoever Is right, that shall ye receive.
~ So when even was come, the lord of the vineyard
sa1th unto his steward, Call the laborers and giv them
their hire, beginning from the last unto the first.
9 And when they came that were hired about the
eleventh hour, they received every man a penny.
10 But when· the first came, they supposed that they:
should hav received more; and they likewise receive(!
every man a pelllly,
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11 And when they had received it, they mnrmnred
· against the goodman of the house,
.
12 Saying, These last hav wrought but one hour, and
thou hast made them equal unto us, which hav borne the
burden and heat of the day.
13 But he answered one of them, and said,-Friend, I
do thee no wrong: didst not thou agree with me for a
penny?
14 Take that thine is, and go thy way: I will giv unto
this last1 even as unto thee.
15 Is 1t not lawful for me to do what I will with mine
own? Is thine eye evil, because I am good?
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For forms of government let fools contest,
before his vision like the reflection of a magicWhate'er is best administered is best.
lantern upon a canvas! All good men, we are
~d w_e are willing to admit that any type of told, die in this manner. Therefore, in Renan and
rehg10n 1s as good as the bishop's, and that all Tennyson we would expect to see these assertions
types are as bad as they can be, and a useless en- verified. Here are two noted instances which
cumbrance to mankind.
would hush the Infidel into silence. But the tables
. Ou: ?~ good land now comes in for· a lengthy were turned! Renan was not frightened by the
d1sgu1s~'laon on her opportunities, excellences, pros- proverbial legion of devils that surround the Inpenty, mtelligence, and all else besides; and then :fidel's death-bed. The groans, the agonies, and
we are to ":fill the world for future ages with the the frightful blasphemies of which Sunday-school
"Is it not lawful for me to do what I will with gladness and glory of our Christian civilization." tracts giv such glowing descriptions were not
mine own?" Sure enough! And the clergy will Just so. The church has always stood in the way heard. He did not call upon God, nor did he send
back up the employer every time, on this "basis of of every advance, retreating only when compelled for a priest, but he did giv orders that the man
the New Testament." There is no hope for the by force ; and :finally, after yielding, turning around with the long black robe should keep at a distance,
laboring man as long as the priesthood meddle and claiming all the merit of the advances made and that he be buried without religious ceremony.
with the things of this world, in which they really thus showing her unlimited capacity for insolenc; Four hours before his death he turned to his wife
and uttered these words, "Be calm and resigned.
ought not to hav any concern. They belong to and presumption.
All things here below must hav an end, and the We undergo the laws of Natllfe of which we are a
the soft-handed tribe who do not work. They
are the Nati consumere fruges, born, as one of bishop, after praying especially for the success of manifestation. We perish, we disappear, but
their own number has well put it, "merely to the Exposition, which must hav pleased the ears of. heaven and earth remain and the march of time
eat up corn," provided by willing and unwilling the Chicagoans and left them in a dreamy state of goes on forever." These were his last words.
Tennyson in his last moments did not turn his
dupes, and waste their time in such silly vaporings prospectiv prosperity and pecuniary afiluence, came
as we are now criticising. Every now and then the to a halt with the inevitable Amen, so pleasing to a thoughts to religion. He did not ask for a Bible
Lord of the Vatican issues an encyclical on the long-suffering multitude. The only classes left out or a minister, but, as though he intended that his
labor question, and the Protestant clergy supple- of the bishop's category upon which the divine last act in life should be a world-renowned refutament it with impudence equally silly and uncalled beneficence was not invoked were the saloonkeepers tion of the ridiculous pretensions of the clergy, he
for ; and just as long ~ts these religious theorizer.s and hackmen. This so-called prayer is without called for a volume of Shakspere. Upon receiving
rule the majority of mankind with a rod of iron, doubt the most elaborate "stump " speech ever ad- it he turned to the grand tragedy of "Cymbeline,"
just so long will labor grovel at the feet of capital. dressed to the Lord; and is altogether a sui generis which of all the great dramatist's works is
Laborers of America and the world ! if you ever among such petitions, and stamps its author as the probably the most pagan and savors the least of
expect to fully enjoy your inalienable rights, cease most unmitigated humbug of the great Columbian Christianity. Fixing his eyes upon its pages, he
read until death closed the book to him.
to bow to the religion-mongers, whether they be anniversary.
As to the prayer of Cardinal Gibbons we intend
Had Renan recanted on his death-bed, had TenProtestant, Catholic, or Mohammedan.
to say but little, and merely observe that Bishop nyson .died with the Bible in his hand, it would hav
Bless all the people from every land that flow into onr Fowler prayed until it was dark, and so admonished been heralded in every pulpit in the land as anpopulation, that all, of every clime and color and race, the cardinal that he must be short in his supplies- other instance of "God's mysterious providence."
may enjoy the· blessings of righteousness and justice,
.IJes .Moines, Ia.
FRANKLIN STEINER,
and protection and secnrity, under our flag, and on every tion. All prayers in their general tenor are as
yard of onr soil.
like as two peas ; and those before us are no excepEnglish Notes.
The bishop now turns demagog in real earnest and tion. The prevailing id~a being fully to inform
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when at this very time he well knows, if he knows
seems to be reflected everywhere. You good folks
anything, that our government has been guilty of of to-day. The cardinal says, "Columbus was inin the New World hav long been enjoying Watson
the meanest insult to China ever offered by one spired with the sublime ambition of carrying the
Heston's humorous drawings illustrating the sogovernment to another. It is too cowardly, too light of the gospel to a peop)e buried in the darkcalled holy Bible. Your. poor bodies hav laughed
ness
of
idolatry."
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0
God,
in
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base, too insolent to dwell upon, and shows a total
over them till your sides were fit to split.
ig;n.orance of statesmanship besides a heinous dis- and hasten the day when the reign of the prince of
Grim Yankee sarcasm, the most biting in the world,
peace
will
be
firmly
established
on
the
earth."
respect for the comity which should govern civilruns through them and saturates one and all with
ized nations. "Protection and security under our Why do the· clergy always advance this idea T Jesus its mirth-provoking spirit. Some few of us hav
flag" consists in registering your name and having himself said, "I came not to bring peace but a been privileged to see the wicked Heston's horrible
your photograph taken like a convicted felon. The sword " and fire upon the earth. Which are we to
profanities in the pages of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Chinese government is about to retaliate in kind, believe, the master ·or the priest!
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navy of ten thousand ships in motion, we may hav
friends in unexpected places, but the tit-bits of the
came
to
a
close,
much
to
the
relief
of
a
vast
concause to regret our want of comity with the oldest
course of people worn out with oratory and prayer. world's productions hav a knack of finding their
and proudest nation on the globe.
way where one would least expect to meet them.
ONONON.
The bishop's appeal now takes the form of filling
That reminds me that Secularism continues to
in the niche of "dumb forgetfulness," and he inspread with unabated energy, though scarcely in
cludes everything he had before forgotten. He
The Death of Two .Men.
the way one could wish. Chtistianitc' is broadenasks God to "sanctify our homes and multiply our
Within the last month two of the most brilliant ing at the expense of its own life's-blood. Creeds
children," a rehash of the old "increase and multi- men of genius the nineteenth century has produced are watered down till they are the merest skeletons
ply" of Genesis. It was hardly necessary to hav passed to "that undiscovered country from of their former selva. What was blatant Atheism
urge God to this 'duty, and better had he qualified whose bourne no traveler returns." One of them a century ago is now most Christ-like when viewed
it by saying "multiply fewer and better children." was Ernest Renan, a Rationalist, whose works in be- through the magic-lantern of higher criticism.
But it has been the way of priests and kings in half of mental liberty hav been the admiration of Why, the very church of which the saintly curate
all ages to urge population of any and all kinds the Freethought, and the bugbear of the orthodox insisted upon the shutting up of our Freethought
that the church may get revenue and the king food world. The other was Alfred Tennyson, the Publishing Depot, has startled the inhabitants by
for gunpowder, and of course Bishop Fowler must great English poet, of whom we can truly say, in runnmg a Sunday afternoon sacred concert.
do after his kind. He now prays for the president the words of Webster, "He came down to us from " Sacred,". of course, covers a multitude of sins as
and general manager of the Exposition, thus a former generation." Christians hav claimed well as a good collection. "More liberal views of
bringing these distinguished persons in touch Tennyson as a believer in their faith, but that he Christianity" is the new excuse for acting as Secwith "God," and continues his medley by invoking was not a Christian in the orthodox sense of the ularists without incurring the hatred and insults
the " choicest blessings" upon our guests, "stran- word there is abundant proof, as Mr. G. W. which the Secularists hav to put up with.
gers and rulers of the earth," and if God sends us Foote has clearly shown in a late number of the
And so it is that in England, whilst the printhe cholera next year we shall lose faith in the Freethinker. Not that he was a Freethinker in ciples of Secularism are being preached by "adefficacy of the bishop's prayer and .conclude he has the sense that Bradlaugh and Ingersoll are Free- vanced " Christians, and religious bodies are eagerly
no standing with the higher powers.
thinkers, but tl::at he did not accept the dogmas embracing the freedom of such teaching t:t.nd the
The bishop now prays for all the nations of the that a man must accept to be properly called an benefits of its practice, the National Secular Soearth, mentioning them by name, and ·curiously orthodox Christian.. Bryant, Longfellow, and ciety presents an unpleasant spectacle of standing
begins with France, then little Switzerland, and Emerson are parallel cases in our own country. In still. What the cause is I know not; but certainly
then the republics of the New World. Then Great fact, how many progressiv, brilliant, and brainy in these northern parts of England there is pracBritain, Scandinavia, Germany, Italy, and "sunny men of the present age are· orthodox in their relig- tically no life whatever in the movement, and no
Spain." "Bless Russia with her millions of subjects, ious belief! Very few. To most people, the money to encourage greater vitality. This is in no
and of acres, and of wants." Does he bless her for remarkable feature of these two men is the manner way owing to the brutal opposition of some inter"wanting" to drive out with, :fire and sword :five in which they died. For centuries Christian apolo- ested opponents. Men do not become Christians
millions of innocent Jews1 Two words dispose of gists hav thundered into the ears of ignorance the because of the exposition of Christian eviAustria-" bless Austria." "Bless China, popu- gross falsehood that an unbeliever can never die in dences. The fault seems to lie in the not
lous China." Her population in this country being peace, but that his last moments are made miser- altogether unwelcome fact that our opponents
registered, and having their photographs taken. able by reproaching himself for denying the "liv- hav leveled themselvs up to our mark, save the
If China could hav her say, we are afraid she would ing God." The egotism of the Christian clergy honest avowal of our principles; and that there is
pray, "Damn Fowler, presumptuous Fowler."
becomes so intoxicated that they even declare so little difference between us that they do not see
Bless Japan, and Corea, and Turkey, and Africa, themselvs.indispensable at the Infidel's funeral. At the necessity of quarreling with their respectable
. and-" so ends our catechism."
the same time they depict the beauty .of the Chris- church and chapel friends. This is undoubtedly
Bless all the nations of the earth, whatever their form tian's death, the Bible in his hand, a prayer upon the main cause of our slow progress; but there
of government or type of religion.
his lips, his eyes turned heavenward, and the must also be some fault amongst ourselvs. The idea
'
golden streets of the New Jerusalem looming up that our work is done and that we ought to dis~
l:b.e good bishop must believe with Pope;

.
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band is frivolous in the face of our unrepealed
blasphemy laws. We hav work enough and to
spare, and if we are to renew our progress a
change will hav to be made somewhere.
I see you are plodding away with your organization schemes in America, and Io one will wish you
more hearty success than I do, aFJ you know my
whole heart and soul are wrapped up in this work.
Nothing would please me more than to be solely engaged in it and to devote every moment and every
energy to so glorious a cause. But what hav I
· found here ? The miserable stipend of $500 a year
that I asked is not forthcoming. Nay, my average
weekly earning for seven days' fairly hard labor
only amounts to $4. Yet in six months I delivered
over one hundred different lectures, class lessons,
etc., rushing about from place to place, and holding
large open-air meetings, often at the risk of my limbs
and lungs. The experience was this, that the moment my back was turned upon a town the enthusiasm created lapsed and nothing was done to keep
the converts together. Moreover, the ridiculous
indifference often shown in preparing the way for
the lecturers is enough to dishearten the most determined organizer. I am only just returned from
a midland town, where I was to deliver three lectures. The arrangement was made a month beforehand ; and yet there was no notice in our weekly
Freethought journals which publish notices of
lectures free of charge, and which are eagerly
scanned every Friday by Freethinkers, especially
in the provincial towns. There were no posters, and
nothing to let folks know but a few insignificant
handbills, which were next door to useless.
You can better imagin than I can describe the
lecturer's feelings when people tell him their disappointment at not hearing him because they had no
idea of his arrival in the town, especially when his
payment is "by results."
I would, therefore, suggest two or three things
to the Liberals who are going to form the new
Federation.
·
1 : Don't ask your lecturers to come to you at
starvation rates as a special favor when you may
feel sure they hav always a big thing on hand to
make two ends meet at home.
2: When you do engage a lecturer, don't imagin
that God is going to inspire people with the
knowledge of his engagement. Jehovah is alLvery
good in his way, but a few showy posters are infinitly better.
3: When your lecturer has stirred up the people,
don't go to bed for a twelvemonth and think that
the work will roll on of its own accord like your
debts. It won't. If your enthusiasm is of the gunpowder order you had better buy taffy and get the
toothache. You will remember that longer than
the lecture.
4: If you confine your energies to the men you
will make a mess of it. The children will be the
men and women of the next genemtion. And the
mothers will be the trainers of the children. So
look after the mothers. They will make your
meetings brighter and your doctrins more popular.
My best branches are those where the influence of
gentle woman is not discounted. Get them to
sing, to decorate the hall, and to bring their little
ones. They love tea-meetings and they pay.
5: If you make a start stick to it and peg right
away. If you hold an opinion, back it. Be firm,
be kindly, be well up in your arguments, and victory is yours. Be lukewarm and Liberalism will be
thrown back half a century by yourselvs. And now,
brethren, here endeth the first lesson, as the parsons say. Yours fraternally,
SAM STANnRING.
Manchester, Nov. 19, 1892.

The Freethought Federation of .America.
[Headquarters, 345 West Randolph street, Chicago, ill.
S. P. Putnam, president; John R. Charlesworth, secretary; George L. Robertson, treasurer.]
Chicago is alive, activ, and bustling ; _the streets
are fairly teeming with people who hav thronged to
the World's Fair city ; the wheels of progress and
improvement are revolving at a rapid rate, and the
great event of next year bids fair to be one of the
grandest in the history of our land. Mighty and
massiv business blocks are being erected upon
every street, and everything is being done to show
the progress and triumphant march of the United
States to those who shall visit our shores to witness
this great exhibition of human art and industry.
During the reign of priestcraft no such display
was possible, but since the advent of Science, and
Man's ability to apply the forces of nature to his
own immediate use, such exhibitions hav become
popular and more general throughout the civilized
world. It is also a noticeable fact that these exhibitions are possible only in those countries that are
more or less tainted with heretic thought. The
great American genius known by his inventions and

discoveries in the application of the force of electricity could not hav made the results of his labors
known in the earlier parts of the present century.
The Comstocks of faith would hav hunted him from
corner to corner, and an ignominious death would
hav been the only reward for his services. This
was under Christian rule, but now that the true
light of Science has rippled over the space where
the darkness of Faith once reigned supreme, Man,
by the aid of reason and experience, has brought
the forces of Nature into useful and beneficial
operation. The Fair grounds are still open on
Sunday, and an admission fee of twenty-five cents
is still charged to those who may wish to visit the
grounds and inspect the preparations that are being
made for its opening next May. A vast and overwhelming majority of the citizens of this city and
state are decidedly in favor of the Fair being opened
upon the" venerable day of the Sun." The local
press is keeping up a constant agitation to this end,
and I firmly believe that success will crown our
efforts in this direction.
The church party realize this. fully, and are now
asking for permission to hold religious services upon
the grounds should the directors open the Fair on
that day. Personally, I am not opposed to this
step, because it will giv us an opportunity for
placing Science and Faith upon trial, and show
conclusivly which of the twain possesses the most
attractiv powers to interest the masses. And if
the religious element are allowed to hold meetings
and revivals upon the ground then we as Freethinkers must be allowed the same privileges and
we too should hold meetings therein; and with
proper care and management, with a grand array of
lecturers, starting out with the great and eloquent
Demosthenes of the United States, Col. Robt. G.
Ingersoll, we could soon outdo any other class in
the crowds that would attend our meetings. To do
this, however, will involve a considerable expenditure,
and if the Freethinkers are desirous, if they are
really anxious and willing, that Freethought should be
adequately represented at the Fair, they must send
in their contributions as soon as possible, that we
may commence our preparations to this end. One
dollar from every Freethinker would reach an
enormous sum and :would be sufficient for all practical purposes in this direction. Freethinkers, ask
yourselvs the question: Shall we represent Freethought at the Fair and place our principles before
the masses that will congregate there? Must we
remain passiv and quiescent and watch with longing eyes the powers of darkness usurp the praise
and honor for such an event, to which they hav no
right? Shall we remain inactiv and allow Faith to
depose Reason from her throne~ I know that
Freethinkers are ever ready to assist when a national
crisis is threatened, and never before had we greater
cause for acting in concert than by grasping the
present opportunities of placing our principles
upon the pinnacle of success. Friends, the issue
rests with you. We are ready and willing to do our
part in this undertaking. Are you ready and willing to do yours 1 What will your answer be~
What should it be ? What it will be remains to be
seen. But what answer you ought to giv is too
well known to need further comment.
TheFederation has been preeminently successful in one direction at least, and that is, we hav
succeeded in awakening in the breasts of many
Freethinkers who had become somewhat indifferent
about the cause, a newer interest and greater enthusiasm. The political part of our constitution
has met with universal favor, and touched a string
that had become deadened and dormant ; the string
has been drawn to a higher tension, and is now in
harmony with the rest, in order to bring the principles of Freethought into the glorious light of
day. Many Freethinkers hav written me to this
effect, and though never affiliated with any Freethought organization before, hav sent in their names
and cash as members of the Federation. And now
that success has crowned our labors to such an extent, I shall in my next letter formulate a plan by
which we may augment our ranks, and gather
together our forces for an activ campaign in the
political contest of 1896.
In answer to my letter acknowledging the receipt
of $25 sent by Dr. E. B. Foote, of New York city,
we hav received the following :
NEw YoRK, Nov. 26, 1892. ,
MR. JOHN R. ~HARLESW<?RTH, Dear 8ir: I hav yours
of the 23d, . aJ!d 1f I. had t1me would respond quite at
length. As 1t 1s, I w11l only acknowledge the receipt of
your letter, and say that I like its tone, and also the disposition exhibited by yourself and Mr. Putnam to make
the Freethought Federation a. great success. Wishing
you an open field and a big harvest, I am,
·
Yours truly,
E. B. FooTE.
Mrs. P. Van Hoeter, of Grass Valley, Cal., sends
us a very encouraging letter, accompanied by a
check for $10; and wishes the Federation every

success. Several letters hav been addressed to me
at Chicago without any definit address thereon;
such letters hav gone to the general delivery, and
not being called for, hav been returned to the
writer. Friends are requested to address all letters, etc., to the headquarters of the Federation, from
whence they will be promptly forwarded to me.
The lists of the Federation are still swelling, and
large numbers of petitions to Congress are still
arriving day by day. Friends, do not delay in this
matter; send at once for petitions, and giv us every
possible opportunity to compel Congress to giv
ear to the voice of the people.
·
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.

1,137 .Anthony Comstocks!
F?"Om the New York Sun.

Parkhurst suffered severely at the hands of the
speakers at a meeting of the Social Purity League
on Monday night. ·
Dr. Rainsford finds that as a consequence of his
detectiv enterprise immorality is only disturbed
over a wider area. The disease has not been lessened. The seeds hav merely been scattered and
made more productiv of evil.
Dr. De Costa is so much outraged by Parkhurst's
methods of inciting .vice in order to betray the
vicious to the law that he hopes that "a bill will be
introduced at Albany to make it a criminal offense
to tempt any man or woman to conviction." That
is, he thinks that in justice Parkhurst ought to be
down on the Island in company with the women he
hired to get up a naked "circus" for his benefit.
The whole testimony of the· meeting was that
Parkhurst's experiment of doing evil to bring about
good had worked to the satisfaction of the devil
only. The profligacy of the clerical detectiv served ·
only to encourage and extend profligacy. It also
stimulated hypocrisy by suggesting a way of gratifying a depraved curiosity under the pretext of promoting social reform.
So far as we hav been able to find from the reports of the meeting, nothing was said about Parkhurst's new detectiv enterprise, though it is even
more provocativ of discussion than the first. When
he went about town on his nocturnal visits to the
"temples of Venus," as he jocosely called the vilest
of the vile dens of vice, he took with him one
Christian young man only. Now--he proposes to
enlist in this service 1,137 Christian young men as
his coadjutors.
These young fellows [one in each election district] are to be trained under him in all the arts of
the spy, and he has issued a call for such pupils
from the pulpit of a Christian church. They are
to be distributed throughout the town, one to each
of the election districts, so that every spy shall be
able to keep a watch on every inhabitant of his district and report specially to Parkhurst. In order
that they may do the job thoroughly each spy is to
be instructed how to make a chart of his district,
with every dwelling and every place of business indicated. He is also to take a sort of moral census of the neighborhood by acquainting himself
with the habits of the residents, and, more especially,
he is to shadow all public officers and employees
and keep the run of the liquor saloons and the
houses of vicious resort.
The spy's function, then, is to be on the lookout
for wickedness. Instead of one Anthony Comstock,
Parkhurst is going to train 1,137 young fellows in
his specialty. Of course, he warns his pupils that
they must keep out of vice themselvs and only
watch other people's debauchery; but what is that
admonition worth when he himself has set them the
example of taking part in profligacy and inciting
it? The business of such spies requires that they
should associate with the vicious, and to get into
that company they must be vicious themselvs.
That was Parkhurst's way, and it must be their
way. Moreover, it was commended to them by a
great meeting at the Cooper Union as worthy of all
praise, as noble, heroic, and Christian. The Presbyterian church also treats it as becoming in
a minister, for Parkhurst remains in the pulpit of
the Madison Square church and preach.es to
larger congregations than ever.
These 1,137 young spies are to be taken from
the churches of the town. Presumably, therefore,
they will start out in the business as fresh as young
Erving was. The pursuit of vice will hav the fascination of novelty for them, and feeling that they
are made secure against harm by the armor of
good motivs which they borrow from Parkhurst,
they will not be afraid to tread in his footsteps,
however low down into hell they may tend. After
a few months' experience they will become fitted to
act as guides to all the vice in their respectiv
districts, and will take pride in their specialty.
The shadowing and blacklisting of inhabitants of
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their dist:Pcts will also acquire a great fascination
for them. The wonderftll tales of detectiv exploits
hav long been very attractiv to boys, and many of
them are published. Their natural curiosity, too,
will be piqued, and it is likely to be especially
strong in the sort of young fellows who will volunteer to enter into Parkhurst's service as spies.
They will glory in the secret consciousness of knowing more about their neighbors than anybody else.
They will learn to hide in corners, to dog the footsteps of people without being observed themselvs,
to hold everybody under suspicion as a possible victim for their net, and will acquire the cynical distrust of human nature which marks the professional
detectiv. They will hav their noses iri the dirt and
filth so constantly that they will get enjoyment from
no other odors, even become unable to distinguish
between purity and nastiness. They will grow to
t}1ink that sneaking is a kind of cleverness to be
boasted of, and a Christian duty well performed.
The more despicable they are the prouder they will
be of themselvs, and the more valuable for the service for which Parkhurst engages them.
That is the sort of education he proposes to giv
to 1,137 Christian young men in New York, and
that is the sort of scrutiny to which he intends to
subject the decent citizens of the town. He means
to set spies on the track of the inhabitants of every
district, in:flaming the youthful detectivs to fanatical zeal in the vile enterprise by telling them that
they thus will glorify God.
Is it not time to hold another meeting of Christian ministers at the Cooper Union to decide the
question whether Parkhurst's new scheme is as
heroic as his original method of personally
inciting and viewing shameless exhibitions for the
purpose of promoting purity~ If the decision is as
favorable to him as the first, every church can be
made a nursery for spies, and the force increased
t.:ntil there shall be several on every block. If spying is a Christian obligation, no Christian is exempt
from it.
·

The Catholic Vote and the Late Election.
There hav been many .theories advanced to account for the vote at the late elections held in the
United. States on November 8th.
Many eminent statesmen declare it was on account of the McKinley tariff; others, that it was
the organized labor vote ; others, that it was on account of Mr. Cleveland's popularity, but the true
reason is, it was carried against the Republican
party by the united vote of the Roman Catholic
church.
If the Roman Catholics had divided as other
sects did, Mr. Harrison would hav been elected by
a large majority, and had they refrained fro;m voting
altogether, all the issues being the same, Harrison
would hav carried every state in the Union north of
Mason and Dixon's line and even crowded the
Democrats very closely in some of the Southern
states.
.
But the Catholics voted as a unit, as one man,
and this was done under the orders of the pope of
Rome, through his cardinals, archbishops, bishops,.
and ·priests, and the whole piratical crew sworn to
vote for the p~rty that would permit and assist the
Catholic church the most to destroy the public
school system, undermine our free institutions, and
rob every man, woman, and child, and every town,
city, county, territory, state, and the general government, of every dollar that their unbounded rapacity
might desire.
Whenever the American people are nearly evenly
divided the balance of power can be settled in every
instance by the Catholic church voting as a unit for
one of the parties.
I hav read the order issued by the pope to his
dupes, his slaves in the United States, commanding
them to disconnect themselvs from each of the
great parties, keep aloof from all parties, be vigilant,
be observant, test the political leaders, and when
election day comes then cast the vote of the Catholic church as a unit, as of one man.
What do you think of this, you people who are
not members of this most corrupt and corrupting
organization on the face of the earth ~ These
pirates talk of our common schools as bemg godless, as hot-beds of crime and immorality.
What do you think of your liberties, your freedom of your electiv franchise, of your methods of
selecting your officers to make and execute your
laws, when a bigoted tyrant can by the wafture of
his corrupt and corrupting hand, on the banks of
the Tevera (Tiber), determin who or what persons
can or shall hold office here in these United States?
Is it not about time that we, the .American people, were beginning to wake up, to look a "leedle
out?"
The Oathelic church has sworn to cApture the
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United States, to destroy our free institutions, the
freedom of the press, free speech, our public
schools, and upon the ruins of these and our republican form of government establish the
terrible Inquisition, the glory and pride of the
Catholic church, but the most terrible, the most
horrible, cruel curse that ever plagued the world.
As Seward said of chattel slavery, "This country
must be all slavery or all free," and I say that this
nation must be all Catholic or all free. It is for
you to decide. What do you say, Catholicism or
freedom T
AMERICA.
St. Joseph, Mo., Nov. 23, E.M. 292.

Warm Resolutions.
The wage-workers of Chicago are ·getting heated
in their expressions regarding the managers of the
Fair. At a recent meeting they passed these resolutions:
WHEREAS, The World's Fair directory has recently expressed the determination to hav the Fair open to the
public only from 8 A.M. to 7 P.M., and that, too, in face
of the timely remonstrance that such action would
effectually debar the clerk, the laboring man, and, in
fact, all wage-workers from attending or in any way participating in the World's ]!'air exercises; and
WHEREAS, It has already been decided by all the
"powers that be "-national, state, and municipal-that
the said Fair shall be also closed Sunday; therefore
Resolved, That this body of wage.workers, in massmeet.ing assembled, announces to the Fair directory, as
well as to the general public, the inevitable conclusion at
which it has arrived in regard to the action and position
taken by the dirQctory in the whole matter, a conclusion
which will undoubtedly be concurred in by all wageworkers, both at home and abroad-viz.: that it has been
from the start too painfully evident that the national and
local directors of the Fair hav been unanimous in their
determination to make of the great Columbian Exposition
an aristocratic, plutocratic, kid-gloved affair from first
to last, and that in their latest action in closing the gates
on Sundays and evenings, the only periods when the
common people could hav an opportunity of gazing at
the marvelous results of man's indust~y, the ·people
clearly perceive that they hav received a polite invitation
to stay away;
Resolved; That the intent of the directory in this regard is also clearly perceptible in the entire course of its
administration, as manifested in the flurikeyism it has
displayed toward ioreign potentates, civil and ecclesiastical, in its invoking of the benediction with the cooperation of cardinals, archbishops, etc., and in its evident anxiety for the presence and approbation of William
of Germany, the prince of Wales, and other like celebrities of unsound minds and morals. The same disposition
was recently evinced in the dedication ceremonies, from
which the common people were religiously excluded, saying nothing of the inauguration ball, which was confined
to the very elite or creme dela creme of the plutocracy of
Chicago and other leading cities, but even the Fair
grounds, which it was absolutely claimed, would hav
been irretrievably ruined by the presence of the general
public.
Resolved, That under these circumstances and in view
of these facts, the snubbing which labor has constantly
received from the Fair directory and the determination
plainly evinced by it to keep out the common people, it
is the manifest duty of wage-workers and their only course
to positivly insist that an opportunity be given them to
attend this great gathering to which all the world is
invited.
Resolved, That this body of wage-workers, on behalf
of their fellow-laborers of all lands, demands that the
World's Fair shall either be opened on Sunday or kept
open each week-day till 11 P. M.

Remarkable Fecundity of Ancient J ewesses.
M. W: H. in the Sun.

The enormous numbers of the Israelites who
came out of Egypt (600,000 armed men, besides
non-combatants) are not due to textual errors, because they are again and again reiterated, verified
by repeated footings, and that in two complete censuses, besides agreeing with many of the representations in the story itself. Colenso showed that
these numbers are not only incompatible with the
account of the seventy persons who, only four generations before, had come into Egypt, but make the
account of the Exodus incredible. To mobilize an
army of 600,000 armed men in a single night is an
incredible feat, even if we leave entirely out of account the women and children, the aged and infirm, the "mixed multitude," and the ":flocks and
h,erdJ." But supposing all this done and the
whole company-numbering necessarily between
two and three millions-provided with the tents we
find them occupying immediately afterward, why
should 600,000 armed men run away from Pharaoh,
or cry out from fear of th~ detachment of troops
sent in pursuit? Why did an armed force ten times
as numerous as the allied army of Waterloo need
to submit to intolerable oppression! How could
the petty desert tribe of Amalekites hold them in
check and for a time "prevail" against them 1
Again ·the human millions are supported by
manna in the "waste, howling wilderness," but
what supported the great numbers of cattle and
:flocks and herds of which we hear repeatedly! If
the Israelites had these :flocks and herds, why did
they complain of having no :flesh t.o eat and twice
require a miracle to provide it? If they did not hav

them, whence came the innumerable beasts for sacrifice, so carefully specified, and the Passover
lambs, for forty successiv years required to be
males but one year old! Again, the male Levites
of the first census were 22,000; thirty-eight years
afterward, 23,000. But in Moses's own generation
there were only sixteen all told. These 23,000 Levites were substituted for 22,273 first-born males
of all Israel. If we make the total male population
only 900,000 (600,000 bore arms) every mother in
Israel must hav then had at least forty-two male
children.

The Notions of Right and Wrong.
From Hm·bert Spencer's JJata of Ethics.

Religious creeds, established and dissenting, all
embody ,the belief that right and wrong are right
and wrong simply in virtue of divine enactment.
This assumption, when examined, proves to be suicidal. If there are no other origins for right and
wrong than this enunciated or intuited divine will,
then, as alleged, were there no knowledge of the
divine will the acts now.known as wrong would not
be known as wrong. But if men did not know such
acts to be wrong because contrary to the divine will,
and so, in committing them, did not offend by disobedience, and if they could not otherwise know
them to be wrong,· then they might commit them
indifferently with the acts now classed as right: the
results, practically considered, would be the same.
In so far as secular matters are concerned, there
would be no difference between the two ; for to say
that in the affairs of life any evils would arise from
continuing to do the acts called wrong and ceasing
to do the acts called right, is to say that these produce in themselvs certain mischievous consequences and certain beneficial consequences ;· which
is to say there is another source for moral rules
than the revealed or inferred divine will : they may
be established by induction from these observed
consequences. From this implication I see no escape. It must be either admitted or denied that
the acts called good and the acts called bad naturally conduce, the one to human well-being and
the other to human ill-being. Is it admitted 1
Then the admission amounts to an assertion that
the conducivness is shown by experience, and this
involves abandonment of the doctrin that there is
no origin for morals apart from divine injunctions.
Is it denied that acts classed as good and bad differ
in their effects~ Then it is tacitly affirmed that
human affairs would go on just as well in ignorance
of the distinction, and the alleged need for commandments from God disappeasr.

Lectures and Meetings.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH's lecture appointments are:
1
Rosalia, Wash..... Dec. 29-31 Silverton_,_ Ore .... Feb.
Spokane, Wash ... Jau.
1 Barlo!..l vre.:..... "
3-5
PalouseCity, Wash"
3-5 Grass valley, Cal. "
7, 8
Merced, "
" "
19
Oregon Convention...... .......... "
8 Savanah,
" "
.27
Reardon Wash ... " 10-12 El Monte,
" " 28, 29
Seattle, Wash ..... " 13-16 •rucson, Ariz ...... Mar. 23-26
Forest Grove, Ore." 27-29 Albuquerque, N. M." 30, 31
Silverton....... " " 30, 31
"
" April
1
He will return via .Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado,
Nebraska, and Iowa. Friends in those states desiring
lectures should address him at 345 West Randolph street,
Chicago, Ill.
THE Manhattan Liberal Club lectures for December are
as follows. The Club meets at 220 E. 15th street:
December 9th, "Modern Mental Activity," Rev.
Phrebe A. Hansford.
December 16th, "Evolution of Free Will," Z. Sidney
Sampson.
December 23d, " Life in German Prisons," Moses
Oppenheimer.
December 30th, "Blood Stains''-from the MedicoLegal Standpoint, with lantern illustrations, Hon. Clark
Bell.
INGERSOLL SECULAR SocmTY meets at Paine Hall, Boston, Sundays, at 2:45P.M.
THE Newark Liberal League meets at 177 Halsey street,
corner Market, Sundays, at 3 P.M.
Omo LIBERAL SoCIETY meets at Douglass Hall, northwest corner Sixth and Walnut streets, Cincinnati, Sun'days, at 7:30P.M.
THE Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday evening at Lincoln Hall, 68 Adams street, between State and
Dearborn stree~s.
THE Liberal League holds session at Industrial Hall,
Broad and Wood streets, Philadelphia, Suudays, at 2:30
and 7:30P.M. Lectures and debates.
·
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets at Fraternity Rooms, Bedford avenue and South Second street,
Brooklyn, E. D., Sundays, at 3 o'clock P.M.
J. E. REMSBURG will start East on a lecturing tour
toward the last of December. Liberals desiring lectures
should write him at once. His address is Atchison, Kan.
THE Newark Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, corner
of Market street.-Sunday afternoon, December 11th, at
3 o'clock, Hugh 0. Pentecost, of New York, will lecture.
MR. FRANKLIN STEINER will lecture ill Newton, Ia.,
Sunday evening, December 11th, and at Creston, Ia.,
Sunday, December 18th, afternoon and evening. LiberalS
should address him for)ectures at Box 882, Des Moines, Ia,

..
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For years we hav studied not only the
material laws of nature, but also the
spiritual laws; and we hav to our great
astonishment found that we as individuals
Pleased by Pictures and Reading.
hav nn existence after the dissolution of
DANVILLE, ILL., Nov. 20, 1892.
the body. A Spiritualist, eh? Yes, sirHav Genuin, Not Half-way, Liberty.
MR. EDITOR: We are, as from the beit is a fact; and wo wish to help others to
ginning, well pleased with the paper, and
CINCINNATI, 0., Nov. 14, 1892.
get the same knowledge-not faith, mind
very seldom differ in opinion from its
MR. EDITOR: I am glad the congress of you.
DR. A. C. WILLIAMS.
editorials, or its Ingersoll's sentiments or the Americn Secular Union passed the
its Heston's.
L. W. LoUTZENTRISER.
resolution regarding Harman and Hey- The Bible Teaches Not to Keep Snnday.
wood so unanimously. If we are going to
INDUSTRY, KAN., Nov. 25, 1892.
A. Gift Toward Civilizing the World.
demand freedom or liberty let us do so in
MR. EDITOR: I noticed in last week's
TEPTON, TENN., Oct. 27, 1892.
a. manly and liberty-loving way, and not TRUTH SEEKER that you are going to pubMR. EDITOR: I inclose you $5-$3 to try to strangle it half-born, nor make the lish a lot of pamphlets entitled "Beer,
pay one year's subscription to THE TRUTH hollow sham of it the Methodists do or Bishops, and Bribery," containing articles
SEEKER, and $2 is for you to use where it the Presbyterians or BaptiSts or any taken from papers, and sentiments of leadwill best serve your purpose. With best other sectarian body. I for one do not ing men, in regard to having the World's
wishes to all THE TRUTH SEEKER family, want any of the abridged sort. We hav Fair open on Sundays. I · do hope the
Yours very truly, A. G. WlNEliiAN.
had that kind for a long time, and it has Liberal-minded people throughout the
been a failure just to the extent that it has United States will be successful in having
Finds an Interesting Difference of
been curtailed. This is plainly to be seen it open on Sundays, so that the laboring
Opinion.
on every hand.
W. G. ScoTT.
and business man will get an opportunity
MIDDLEVILLE, MwH., Nov. 14, 1892.
of seeing the World's Fair.
MR. EDITOR: I notice among the "Let- Keeps His Freethonght LiteratnrePnblic.
Now, Mr. Editor, let me suggest an
ters from Friends" plenty of them are
OFFICE OF pARAGON HoTEL, }
idea. You know it is the universal belief,
"cranky." It is quite interesting for a
REDDING, CAL., Nov. 14, 1892.
especially among believers in the Bible
reader to note the difference of opinion.
MR. EDITOR : The , " Old Testament and Christianity, that the Bible strictly
I like the paper, and am among the oldest Stories Comically illustrated," or Comic
commands that we should observe Sunday
subscribers.
M. HIMES.
Bible, is a source of amusement to my as a holy, sacred day, and in order to conguests.
As I keep it on the desk in vince them otherwise would it not be a
A. Waterer of Liberty's Tree.
the hotel office, 'it will soon be worn good idea for you to insert in the pamNov. 14, 1892.
out, but I shall get allother. THE TRUTH
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5 for my SEEKERS I also keep on file, in book phlets, or leaflets, the following Bible quosubscription. and one new subscriber. covers so they will not get torn. By so tations in full: "Not to keep the Sabbath
This is the best I can do this time. I am doing they are read by hundreds of peo- day holy:" St. Luke xiii, 15-17; St.
doing all I can for Freethought and your ple. This is a poor country for preach- Mark ii, 27; Col. ii, 16; Rom. xiv:, 5; St.
paper. There is plenty of the kind of ers. They don't get any of my yaller- John v, 16, and Matt. xii, 1-3, 5? Would
material here, but they are afraid to ex- legged chickens. And by the looks of the it not be a very good idea to print the
above verses in full to convince the bepress themselvs.
Yours for reform,
seedy sky-pilots the conference sends here lievers that are so wonderfully stuck on
c: N. MAPES.
orthodoxy must be on its last legs. And the Bible and yet do not know really
they hav to resort to all sorts of begging what it does teach?
J. B. WISE.
Generous.
and church gambling to hold the fort unBARTLETT, N.D., Nov. 21, 1892.
der any circumstances.
GEo. GRoVEs.
The Book Gets to Smell of Hell While
MR. EDITOR: Herewith find $6 as folPutting It Out.
lows: Fourth quarter of installment per Let the Inquisition Instruments Be in
SITKUM, ORE., Nov. 14, 1892."
my letter Dec. 11, 1891, $5; copies of both
Operation 1
MR. EDITOR: The "Freethinker's PictoTRUTH SEEKERs containing Ingersoll on
NEw PRAGUE, MINN., Nov. 22, 1892.
Voltaire, $1. THE TRUTH SEEKER reaches
rial Text-Book" arrived 0. K. I am well
MR. EDITOR: Having read the letter.
pleased with it. There are many books
us on Monday, and is always warmly welfrom Mr. A. Schubert regardiLJ.g the
comed. More copies should be taken
I want and will send for in time, for they
Inquisition instruments to be exhibited at
here, but most of our Liberals are poor.
are victuals and drink to me. It is a wonthe World's Fair, I think the idea a grand
der that everybody does not get them. I
Yours truly,
E. SMITH.
one, and that it should be proceeded with at
shall try and sell some of the '' Textonce. Such tools of Christian love would
The Pamphlets Against Snnday Closing
Books." We are having a small-pox scare
be an eye-opener that would be well
of the Fair.
here now, and no one is allowed to travel,
remembered, more so than if we should
so I cannot show my goods. The mails
EL MoNTE, CAL., Nov. 5, 1892.
read volumes about them. It would be
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find fifty cents in still more impressing could such fools and hav to be fumigated before they are sent
stamps, for which please send me the machinery be put in motion and tried on out, so our good book has to smell hell
Member of Congress picture leaflets. I their inventors, and make them, as the old a little while it is putting it out. The
think they are just the thing for eye- sttying has it, take their own medicin. church and Sunday-school were forbid to
openers. This is my second order, and I Let UB remove some of the irons in the fire open last Sunday, for fear God would let
small-pox ill, as it is said, "Where two or
will order more shortly.
now, and giv our attention to this propothree are met together there I will be
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
sition at once. And if such attempt is
also," and "If you eat any bad thing or
w. H. BAKER. made
I will contribute $5 toward the handle any poison it shall not hurt you."
B1tme.
SUBSCRIBER.
A. 'Veteran Freethinker.
What about the picture, "The Rock of
Ages?" We want it, for there is nothing
NAuvoo, ILL., Nov. 19, 1892.
A. Lecture on Government.
so good as pictures and diagrams to exMR. EDITOR: I cannot well do without
DENVER, CoL., Nov. 16, 292.
THE TRUTH SEEKER. It is nearly the only
MR. EDITOR:· The Rocky Mountain plain the good work. Talk of inspired
paper that I can see to read. My old eyes Social League, of Denver, Col., held its men, but Watson Heston is tlie man!
I remain,
Yours in the good work,
are getting dim at my eighty-second year. annual meeting November 13th. Mr. G.
JAMES LAIRD.
Well, now, Mr. Editor, I voted for Jackson 0. Shove was president and Mr. Arthur
in 1832, and now I hav voted for Cleveland, Cheezewright secretary.
[There
were
not
a
sufficient
number of
Mrs. Lizzie
making sixteen presidents I hav voted for. Jack and Mr. Cheezewright rendered copies of the " Rock of Ages " spoken for
Now, sir, if you hav another subscriber some highly entertaining and enjoyable to warrant the large expense of producing
that can go that and one better, he shall songs. W. S. Bell was the speaker of the it.-ED. T. S.]
hav the cigars.
W. H. FULTON.
occasion. His subject was the nature of
Encounters with Christians.
government, and he handled it in a masSome Picture-Favorer Shonld Get a Sub- terly way. About five hundred people
NEw ORLEANS, LA., Nov. 23, 1892.
scriber in This One's Place.
listened attentivly to every sentence he
MR. EDITOR: I received the Bible
SAN Jos:E, CAL., Nov. 12, 1892.
uttered, and the frequent laughter and Picture Book all right long since, and was
MR. EDITOR: I do not care to renew my applause showed that he carried his audi- much pleased With the telling blows
subscription. I like your paper, except ence with him. Another evidence that the at current superstition, now called religion.
the pictures, but I am too busy to even speaker touched his audience was the fact I hav been trying to get you a few subtear off the wrappers, so of course do not that he succeslilfully touched their pockets. scnbers for THE TRU~H SEEKER, but hav
read it much. And, because of the pict- We got the largest collection we ever re- not succeeded. Times are dull here, they
ures, I do not think the paper is service- ceived at any of our annual meetings. say. I think afte:r Christmas I will try
able as a missionary document. People Mr. Bell goes to Iowa, and thence to Chi- again, and I hope with better success.
who need· converting to Freethought cago.
JAMES H. JACK.
There are no Liberal meetings held here,
principles are so shocked by some of them
only Spiritualists'. It is all uphill work
The Use of Knowing Nature's Laws.
that they will not read a word in the pahere for anyone who does not make a
per, but put it in the stove at once instead.
ELK FALLS, KAN., Nov. 17, 1892.
pretense of some kind of religion. There
MRs. CHAS. ScHOFIELD.
MR. EDITOR: I like the title of your are a few Christians who come to my room
paper. Yes, we should seek the truth. to see THE TRUTH SEEKER pictures. One
"A.m a Trnth Seeker and Cannot Lie." -Many seem satisfied with the substitute. young man said, "It just beats hell how
SHELBY, lA., Nov. 18, 292.
Many, too, do not hav the opportunity; you lie about my religion, and it will be
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1.75 while many, again, do not know the way, good for you to hav to go to hell when
-$1.50for THE TRUTH SEEKER, twenty-five or comprehend the laws of nature suffi- you die!" I told him hell will be filled
cents for one- dozen leaflets with cartoon ciently for an index-blinded more or less with decent, sensible people, while
on as suggested by E. B. B. in THE TRUTH by superstition. In nature's laws we can heaven will be crammed with murderers,
SEEKER October 15th. I hope they will find the truth-and a guide to our conduct. robbers, thieves, hypocrits, and fools,
be out in time for Christmas presents. I lAs an illustration-Is polygamy right? who are only fit for the Christians' heaven;
hav to go slow-am seventy-seven; un- No. Why? Because the sexes are born the devil has not respect enough for them
able to do anything; very limited means; into the world about one-half and one- to giv them a back seat in hell. They
think I am "awful" Wicked, and that I
butQne eye and a very poor one at that; ca
half,
do but little. I am sorry to write so discouragingly, but I am a truth seeker &nd
cannot lie. Hoping THE TRUTH SEEKER
and all concerned prosperity and happiness
I remain, Yours sincerely, D. MoRRIS.

•

will be crying for mercy when I am dying.
They say that they would hate to believe
as I do. I tell them: "Belief does not
make a thing true that is absolutely false
in every particular. The Bible is a rope
of sand which is washed away with one
wave of common sense. You are prepared for heaven, but you are not prepared
for the disappointment you are certain to
hav, for when you die you will ~a.ke a long
nap and your fabled Gabriel with his tubehorn cannot wake you." Mr. Editor,
that is the kind of conversation· I hav with
these Christian dupes. Some of them are
to be pitied; others are to be blamed, for
not listening to reason.
Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER, and Watson Heston the fearless artist.
MRs. E. M. HANssoN.

A. Model.
OsANDA, GA., Nov. 21, 1892.
MR. EDITim: I cannot well do without
the brave and noble champion of Mental
Liberty, Freedom, and Justice.
I am like the vast majority of my fellowmortals-a poor man. Yet I am pretty
well contented, and I hav many things of
which I am pr6J;Id and that go a great way
toward making me a happy man. I hav a
loyal and loving wife, whose mind is free
from slavish fear and debasing superstition. We hav four boys and two little
girls, and we are doing our best to rear
them right, so that they may become
honorable, useful men and women-clearheaded, noble, and free from all forms of
vice and superstition.
Our baby is named Watson Heston. We
liv on a farm far out in the country, and "'
hav to work hard in making crops and
attending the stock and things about the
place. Our children are all healthy, and
there is not a fool among the lot. The
boys are large enough to help us work, and
they do work like little men. They go to
school only about three months a year,
and study a little at home. I try to teach
my children the necessity and importance
of being able to earn an honest living. I
would like to see my children win fame
and fortune, but above all I want them to
be rich in all those noble qualities that
go to make up true manhood and ·womanhood.
I am glud to assure you that the people
generally are much more Liberal-minded
than they used to be, but in our present
depressed financial condition it is too
great a sacrifice for them to subscribe for
almost any kind of a paper. Next year I
expect to send you several subscribers.
Yours for truth,
A. D. STRICKLAND.
Threatening Aspect of Chnrch Action.
DENNISON, 0., Nov. 20, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: The election is over and
the country is safe (?) for four years at
least, and now we can take time to look at
other things. The triumphers had the
last "blow-out " of the season here last
night in the snow.
I hav only recently arrived in Ohio
from Oregon, and I see the lines between
Catholicism and Protestantism are being
very closely cli·awn, and the relations between the two sects are in danger of open
rupture, which is sure to come sooner or
later unless some unforeseen event occurs to ward it off. The result in Wisconsin and illinois shows more plainly
than elsewhere what is being done. The
gravity of the situation cannot be overestimated, and the t~e is near at hand
when we will be compelled to take sides
in this controversy if we hav not already
done so, and we should study the situation
before doing so and take the right side.
A comparativly new secret order in this
section is becoming very activ, and cut
quite a figure in the late election, and
they are so secret that they hav no regular
place of meeting.
The legislation enacted in regard to closing the World's Fair on Sunday has given
the Sabbatarian fanatics encouragement
to ask for more; and rest assured they
will ask it, too, and keep asking for more,
like Oliver.
The daily papers report the president·
elect as attending a meeting of Catholic
dignitaries, and can we expect any redress or to hav things go better than before ? The signs of the times say No I
Messrs. Putnam and Charlesworth hav
a good idea, and if it can be carried out l

THE TRUT.n BEEKER. D.EJOEMBER 10,
feel B111'e that in 1896 the Freethought
Federation will be able to do something.
But the old-party men must expect to
sacrifice something, to giv up old-party
traditions. But if we expect to accomplish anything we must expect to sacrifice
a great deal. Yours for liberty and justice,
W. D. McCuRDY.

not do to die by." He did not waver or
weaken in presence of that "shadow who
holds the key to all the creeds."
May the shadow which has fallen over
the home where he left his wife and little
ones be lightened by the reflection that
When he passed he walked erect,
Nor bowed to servil fear or fcrm.
M. P. KREKEL.
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you Will not do that, come as near to it as monon that holy day?" And this is conyou can. For I will say that the clergy clusiv evidence to the poor, benighted son
are greatly responsible for a great deal of of the church that New York is bound for
trouble that has happened in this world. the bad about as fast as she can go! As if
And I would not hav you ignorant of these it is wrong or criminal to read a Uileful
things. There is a day coming when you book in a library on Sunday or listen to
will hav to quit your soul-saving racket music at such time! An idea so strange
and work for things visible. What is the and preposterous almost makes one think
use of all the time talking about trying to that he who entertains it must hav "eaten
Mormons and Gentiles Petition.
do their souls good ? Why do you not of the insane root· that takes the reason
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Nov. 18, 1892.
Another Kind of Greek Catholics.
prisoner."
try to do their body some good?
ME. EDITOR: As a constant reader of
HAZLETON, PA., Nov. 27, 1892.
Here endeth the first lesson. Selah.
But we are digressing, and so we return
your most valuable paper I feel justified
MR. EDITOR: In your last issue you
THoMAs GoDDARD.
to the great question with which I started,
in asking a little space in which .to say a answer an inquiry concerning the " Greek
"Are mankind going ahead or astern?"
A. Freethonght Paper for Cllildren.
few words regarding the closing of the Catholics, "but you speak of the " Greek
Were another inroad of barbarians posWorld's Fair on Sundays. I hav cut your Schismatics," so called. The Ohio man
VINELAND, N.J., Nov. 6, 1892.
petition out of each number of THE TRUTH meant the "United Greeks;" who, here in
ME. EDITOR: Elmina D. Slenker, of sible, and Europe and America overrun
SEEKER and am engaged in circulating it Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, New Jersey,· Snowville, Pulaski county, Va., one of by millions of savages, a return to suamong the workingmen of this city, and etc,, are popularly called "Greek Catho- the greatest, smartest, and most intelli- perstition and blind credulity might perespecially among the members of the lics;" but they are not those whom you gent writers of all the women in the haps be probable, and Macaulay's New
typographical union, and will say that I mean. These are the Ruthenians from world, has started a paper for children Zealander sitting on the ruins of Brook·
am mMting with flattering success in northern Hungary and Galicia, and hav called the Little F1·eethinker. It is lyn bridge might become a reality. But,
·securing signatures. I shall endeavor to their churches and priests in a number of printed at Hastings, Mich., once in two thanks to Liberalism! our modern civiliplace· it in every place where men are em- places (some twenty-three) in Pennsyl- weeks, at fifty cents a year. This paper zation is so eseentially different from that
ployed, as I consider that it covers the vania, Ohio, etc. Their priests are, with has been needed to keep .the children of of ancient times that future historians will
ground better than any other which has ·one or two exceptions, all decent young Liberals out of sectarian Sabbath-schools, hardly be called upon to indite long chapcome under my notice. Let every Free- fellows, Hungarians, personal friends of where very little is taught except bigotry, ters.on its decline and fall. 'l'he theologthinking member of our Union use his in- mine, and supporters of our paper. The superstition, ignorance, and prejudice. ical system received a blow by the Reffluence, and sign this petition, and we will Irish priests hate them, although they are Yes, ignorauce and prejudice are taught ormation the severity of which was
surprise the country by t.he vast number Roman Catholics so far as dogmas and the there, and here is proof of it. I hav a not greatly felt at first. It took decades,
of Freethinkers among the "intelligent pope are concerned, but they marry and little pamphlet, "Self-Contradictions of generations, and even centuries to do
the work, and even now to-day the revcompositors" of this country. But do not hav their liturgy in the Ruthenian lan- the Bible," containing two hundred and
olution commenced by Martin Luther,
stop there! Work with every working- guage (sometimes they say mass in Hun- eighty-eight passages from the Bible, and
Zuingle, and their bold coadjutors who
man and help the good cause along, and garian). They are dreaded by the Catho- if one-half of these passages are true they
broke the chain of ecclesiastical oppres·
we will send in a protest that will cause lic bishops for their married priests, a prove every one of the other half to be
ourgoodandholy Congressmen to stop and standing danger for the unmarried Latin absolute lies. The other day I handed sion and proclaimed freedom of eonscience to a captiv world is .still going forthink ·that there are a few of us left in this priests. If you look up the history of the this book to a young man who is considward in its conquering march. For
country who are not Christians and who Florentine synod, 1648, you will see that ered smart for business and holds a
revolution here means progress, and
leadlli.g
place
among
those
that
hav
charge
a
part
of
the
Greek
church
has
accepted
do not propose to hav our rights as Amerprogress is never final, The great voyages
ican citizens trampled in the dust. For the union with Rome, acknowledged the of a railroad. He read a few passages and
at sea which men were compelled to make
saw
that
each
one
contradicted
the
one
supremacy
of
the
pope,
the
"Filioque,"
myself, I shall send in several hundred
owing
to the important discoveries of
signatures from this city, and hope to be etc., but kept Byzantine ritual, vernacular before it, and handed the book back with Columbus and "Vasco de Gama developed
apparent
scorn
and
contempt,
saying
it
language
in
ceremonies,
and
marriage
of
able to secure a thousand; and every one
knowledge of an entirely different characof them genuin-no dead people will be on the priests. They hav several bishoprics was the work of Ingersoll-notwithstandter from that of the ancients, of whicb. the
the list. Liberals, wake up and fight for in Hungary and some five h_undred thou- ing chapter and verse of the Bible was
ecclesiastics were almost the sole posseseors
given
at
the
close
of
every
passage.
There
sand
souls.
They
hav
now
a
controversy
your rights! You hav submitted long
during the Middle Ages. This new kind of
enough to priestly dictation and the time with Rome, for these bishops object to are ignorance, bigotry, and blindness for knowledge could not be learned from men
you.
And
he
got
it
all
from
the
Sabbaththeir
being
here;
but
the
Hungarian
has come to call a halt. Mormondom will
government is backing them, coaxing the school I repeated two of these contra- who during their lifetime were secluded in
do her share in this fight for justice.
cloisters, who did not mingle with the
As a means of compelling the daily press pope not to listen. Our (Hungarian) in- dictory passages to a man who owns a world, who undertook voyages neither by
large,
costly,
gold-bound
Bible,
and
terest
is,
that
they
should
be
as
they
are,
to take up our fight in this matter I think
sea nor by land, and who consequently
it would be a good idea, in all states where or else, if they are pushed, they will fall asked him which was true. He replied, were ignorant of what in our days almost
"
They
are
both
true."
"
How
can
both
to
the
Russians,
our
mortal
enemy,
away
Sunday-closing laws are in effect, to arrest
any schoolboy knows. The ecclesiastic
all editors and employees of Sunday while their present priests are thorough, be true when one absolutely contradicts might be able to invent a good plan for
the
other?"
"Because
they
were
written
patriotic
Hungarians.
It
would
not
do
to
papers for violating those laws, and prosebuilding a church, but it was not to be ·
cute them until they come to the con- hav half a million Russians in our country, by inspiration," he replied. He has been
expected that he should giv a plan for
clusioh that Sunday laws are a nuisance so we stand by them and insist that the taught in the l::!abbath-school that the
building a ship designed to c.roas the
Bible
was
written
by
inspiration,
and
pope
should
keep
himself,
and
make
the
and an outrage, and take up our fight
ocean, nor for the mariner's compass,
against them and work for their repeal. American bishops keep, the sanctions of when he read that God is love he believed the printing-press, steam-engin, plow,
the
council
of
Florence.
This
much
conthat,
when
he
read
that
God
has
a
hell
of
They would not hold out very long.
cerning the "Greek Catholics." They fire and brimstone in which he roasts peo- loom, railroad, electric telegraph, etc_
HARRY E. GLENN.
hav a church in Brooklyn, in Leonard ple eternally without permitting them to The wonders of theN ew World, its botany
street, where the pastor is Rev. Eugene ·die because their great-grandmother stole and zoology; the study of astronomy,
An Honorable Life and D1·eadless Death. V olkay, also a friend of mine, and another an apple before they were born he be- geology, chemistry, meteorology, and
Nov. 20, 1892.
is here in Hazleton.
lieved that, because both were written by other sciences, all called for new teachers,
MR. EDITOR: Perry Plumb was born in
ARCADE J_ MoGYORoSsY.
inspiration. Nine-tenths of all the pious and as they could not be found among the
Jefferson county, N. Y., July 15, 1848;
people I hav conversed with for the last ecclesiastics they had to be looked for in
.A.ttractiv Miscellany.
died at Danbury, Neb., Oct. 3, 1892.
fifty years are just as ignorant as these two t)le ranks of the laity, and thus it happened
that the clergy began to lose their control
Mr: Plumb enlisted in the 35th regiHURON, o.,Nov. 20,E.M. 292.
men.
ment Wisconsin Volunteers, served three
MR. EDITOR: I rent a little house on
If you want .to keep your children free over the educational interest of the people.
years, and was honorably discharged Berlin street, where I hang THE TRUTH from such trash keep them out of the But here also the theological spirit made
March 15, 1865. Came to Nebraska and SEEKER up on the glass door every week. Sabbath-school and giv them Elmina's a detennined resistance. Astronomy and
settled in Homestead, in Red Willow Some ask me where I get that paper and paper to read. Adults will find more than geology were singled out for attacks becounty, in 1872. He leaves a wife and how much it costs. I tell them. I am their money's worth of inspiration in the cause their demonstrations were in direct
six children. His death was sudden and like Banquo's ghost, never will down! paper, and children, besides being bene- opposition to the t1 adition of the Bible.
unexpected, he being kicked by a horse He that puts h1s hand to the plow and fited by it, can do a great deal of good by Philosophy, however, had to bear the
Friday morning and dying Monday morn- looks back is not fit for the job.
reading it to their young companions. brunt of the battle, and so to this du.y men
ing.
Neither his physicians nor his
I heard a lady say to some of our Cath- Every family that has a child ought to like Voltaire, Hume, Gibbon, D'Holbach,
Paine, Bolingl;>roke, Volney, etc., and
friends regarded his hurts as necessarily olic friends the other day: "You hav got take her paper.
JEREMIAH HACKER.
many others of more modern date, are
fatal until within a few hours of dissolution. Ireland, you hav taken England, now you
Historical Retrospect.
reproached and vilified by the ecclesiasMr. Plumb was recognized by everyone want America [Columbian ExpositionJtics on account of their opinions and
BRooKLYN, N. Y., Nov. 12, 1892.
who knew him or had dealings with him You are never satisfied!"
MR. EDITOR: Are mankind going ahead persecuted as far as the clergy hav the
as the soul of honor. His word was as
If there is a God, he has endowed Our
good as his bond. He was ''Uncle Perry" Bob with a brain that is past all the or astern? It is not unusual to hear and power in that direction. The principles
read the assertion that in proportion as of freedom of conscience, of inquiry
to all the younger generation of his com- clergy's understanding_
the Christian religion declines and disap- through speech and the press, toleration,
munity.
His funeral attendance was
Has Watson Heston inborn ideas?
evidence of the worth, esteem, and love in
Men of this world, wherever you may pears and Liberalism takes its place, the right of private judgment, and the
mankind deteriorates in morals and so- importance and necessity of Universal
which he was held by the whole com- be Freethinkers are your best friends.
To the ladies: Those of you who think ciety grows worse and worse. This argu- Mental Liberty, were not recognized in
munity. Some there may hav been who
doubted his election to association with " our minister " is such a nice man, and ment seems to us to be of a piece with that the ancient times when the Age of Faith
angels in another world, from the fact that boarding-house butter will not melt in his which we heard advanced a few days ruled and scourged humanity as they are
he did not believe; but not one who mouth, you are greatly mistaken, and since as we were having a conversation in the modern days when the Age of
with a member of the church. After de- Reason is supplanting bigotry, superstidoubted his right to stand in this world those that seek early will find.
among the noblest and best, because he
I hav songht, fought, and found. For nouncing Atheism and Infidelity as the tion, priestcraft, and their long traiu of
was honest. Mr. Plumb was the recog- myself, I can snap my finger at the foe- rock on which the American republic evils. Therefore this is good evidence
is to strike, be wrecked, and go down, be- that the human race is improving, and
nized leader of our Freethought move- men's taunts.
ment in Red Willow county. E'ery year
I often read pieces in THE TRUTH SEEKER fore long, he added, "You can see for when in addition we remember the great
he set apart a sum of money which was which I could answer, but being finan- yourself how the Sunday is desecrated advancement that has been made within
put into Liberal literature and this litera- cially embarrassed, I havto devote my time here in New York." "In what respect," the last three centuries in regard to
I inquired, "or wherein is the observance science, art, government, law, moral aud
ture was put into circulation in his neigh- where I can make the most.
borhood. His funeral was purely secular,
To the clergy: Dear beloved in the of l::lunday in this city becoming more in- social reform, education, peace, and other
and while it undoubtedly shocked some, it Lord, when you r;et far enough advanced jurious under tbe influence of Liberalism secular blessings, we may safely reply to
proved a salutary lesson to those, so to realize that what you preach is not the than religion?" "Why!" said he, w1th our question that mankind are going
plentiful in all communities, who had pre- Wl)rd of God, drop it as you would a hot great surprise, "don't you know that the ahead rather than astern, and to-day are
dicted that while what they termed potato, and go forward and tell the peo· museum is open on Sunday, IIJld, worse wiser, better, and happier than they ever
1 'lnftdelity" "would do to liv by it would ple what you thUlk or believe. And if
, that biiJldl of muaio play o;u the com- were beforo.
OBAS. ENoWIT~
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G'Ai.Zdren' s Gorner.
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communications for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the di!<Y's occuP-ations
That is known as the Ohildren s Hour."

A. Short Sermon.
Children who read my ln,y,
This much I ha v to say:
Each day and every day
Do what is right;
Right things in great and small;
Then, though the sky should fall,
Sun, moon, and stars, and all,
You shall hav light.
This further I would say:
Be you tempted though yon may,
Each day and every day
Speak what is trueTrue things in great and small;
Then, though the sky should fall,
·Sun, moon, and stars, and all,
.Heaven would show through.
Figs, as you see and know,
Do not from thistles grow;
And though the blossoms blow
White on the tree,
Grapes never, D.ever yet
On the limbs of thorns were set,
So, if you good would get,
Good you must be.
Life's journey through and through,
Speak what is just and true,
Doing what's right to do
Unto one and all,
When you work and whtn yon play,
Each day and every day;
Then peace shall gild your way,
Though the sky ~honld fall.
-Selectee!.

Fanny's Lesson.
Fanny Selby was a pert- young miss,
ten years of age, She was a highly im~
aginativ girl, as well as a careless and
forgetful one. She was very fond of
flowers, and she had a flower-garden all
by herself. But she often forgot to water
her plants. One scorching hot day, as
she was strolling around on the lawn, she
thought she heard a great murmuring of
voices. It proceeded from her flowergarden. ·All of the flowers began t" talk
at once. They cried out, "Oh, Fanny, do
come as quickly as you can, and giv us
some water, or we shall all die with thirst!"
And her great purple canterbury bells, as
they swayed in the soft bl'eeze, began to
toll their bells, for the heat was so intense
they supposed a great many of the plants
had died. She ran with her watering-pot
to the fountain and filled it. She soon
returned, and gave them all the water
they wanted. And she made a promis to
them that for the future she would try
not to forget them, but be more attentiv
to their wants. The last thing in the garden to claim her attention was a rose
bush. There was just one rose blossoming on the top of the bush. .As she
stood there admiring the beauty and fragrance of the flower, she noticed that on
another branch just underneath the rose
were two tiny buds. One of them began
to talk up quite smartly, and considering
his youth, made a very able speech. It
said : "0 lovely rose, acknowledged by
all to be queen of the flowers. I do not
envy your majesty, if you do fill so exalted a position and every passer-by
exclaims at your beauty and fragrance.
You hav had so many compliments bestowed upon you it is not to be wondered
at that you are vain and haughty. And
I 'am sorry to say that with all your
beauty you are exceedingly cruel. Do
you know that your thorns scratch terribly? For the last hour Y<lU hav been
jabbing your thorns through the top of
my head, and I feel as though my scalp
was completely torn off. And my little
twin sister here at my side tells me that
you hav ripped one side of her face open,
and she fears that she can never expand·
into a perfect rose. .And as for myself I
do not expect to amount to anything in
this world with the top of my head gone."
The queen replied that she was fond of
compliments, and it was a great pleasure
·to her to be admired by everyone. She
owned that she was vain of her beauty
and so full of vainglory thinking so much
about herself that it made her forgetful
of the little buds; but she did not mean to
be cruel, and she felt sorry that she had
injured them, and promised for the future
llhe would be more careful of her thorns,

10, 1892.

The queen with _all her faults _was _tender-[ if it i? wise for boys and girls to be known much, and sometimes she is funny, I
hearted, and with the most mfimt grace as Liberals. Why, of course. They are will tell you how I stood in examination,
Well, I stood 90 in spelling, 72 in geograthe lovely ''queen of flowers " leaned for- to be the future men and women to take phy, 90 in arithmetic, 63.3 in language, and
ward, and pressing her rosy fragrant lips up the work of the world and carry _it on 78.5 in average. I didn't think I should
to the little buds they were instantly successfully and truly. If they begm as stand so high. The lowest one was lanhealed. The reconciliation was full and Liberals and grow up in the truth of guage. In deportment I had "good." I got
complete. From that hour those tiny Liberalism, the world will know them for two checks, and that's all, I think, I bad.
Next Sunday night we are going to hav
buds throve wonderfully, and in process brave and true men and women. The
a meeting. I go to dancing school every
of time developed into beautiful and per- I!oblest men and women who hav ever Tuesday night, and next Thursda.y afterf ct roses. They were always extremely lived, the best me_n and women of to-~ay, noon Mr. Davoli is going to hav a sunlight
e
.
.
were and are Liberals. Be good, JUSt,
careful of their thorns, and tned not to wise and fearless at all times and in all party and I am going. Mamma is going
pierce any of the little buds that came plac~s, Be sure you are a Liberal, giv the to wash my white dress and fix it all right.
Good-bye. Giv my love to all.
within their reach. Fanny watered the reasons why, and then st.and by your
From
'EDNA.
rose bush, and then went into the house colors.
P.S.-I hav not written this letter very
to tell her aunt of the wonderful converA FRmND writes: "I hav just finished well.
E.
sation that she had heurd. "Well " said reading two of your _bo~ks-' Apples of
"
. .
'
Gold' and 'All In a Lifetime ' They are
ATomsoN, KAN., Nov. 17, 1892.
her aunt, that ls Just the lesson that you both so good. I never read anything in
DEAR Miss WrxoN: While I hav a few
need, for do you know that you carry that line that pleased me better." Thanks
about with you some very sharp thorns?" for your appreciation and commendation. moments to spare I will present them by
writing to the Children's Corner.
"Why, Aunt Nancy, you must be joking!
ED. C. C.
Well, it has begun to look like winter
Surely you don't mean what you say.
again. We awoke this morning and found
Correspondence.
Place your hands on me and see if you
about two inches of snow on the ground,
bnt it is raining now, so I guess it will not
MANHATTAN, MoNT., Nov. 4, 1892.
can feel any thorns." " No, I am not
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I was glad to see my stay on very long. We are living in
joking," said her aunt, "and it is not
letter in THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER. I take the Atchison now. I like the city much betnecessary for me to place my hands upon Little Freethinker. I think it is very ter than the country. There are a great
you to discover your thorns. You re- good. I hope you had a nice time on the many Freethinkers in this city. They are
member last week when your friends and ocean. I am glad you are home, because talking of. organizing a society here,
schoolmates were going on an excursion you write such nice pieces in THE TRUTH which, I think, would be quite an organito Lake Pearl, at the eleventh hour, you SEEKER. It is nearly dinner time and I zation. I don't suppose they would
stop, wishing you will build THE allow them to meet on Sundays; but I
were taken ill and had to stay at home. must
TRUTH SEEKER up grander.
think they hav as good a right as those
What girl was it that hoped there would
Yours and always your Liberal friend,
who attend church, and a great deal more
come a pouring rain, so that her young
ARcH GnAHAM.
so. I am spending most of my time on
my violin now. J am going in the orchesfriends might be deprived of the pleasure
tra here before long. I hav composed anFALL RIVER, :MAss., Nov. 20i 1892.
of going to the picnic? Was it our Fanny
DEAR Susm: I hope you are we 1. Ella other piece of music for the piano. "Edith
or was it some other girl?" Fanny hung
Chase was sick yesterday. I didn't know Idylle " is the title of it. It is named for
her head and got very red in the face, she was eick. I took a little girl out some one that is very important-that is,
but she said nothing, for she knew she de- yesterday, and saw her up at the window; to my notion. Well, as my letter is growserved her aunt's rebuke. "And," con- I asked her to come over, but she told me ing monotonous, I will close for this time.
Congratulating you on your safe return
tinued her aunt, " your unhappy temper that she was sick. Irene came over to-day
Your Liberalfriend,
is one of your sharp thorns; pluck it out, and said she was better, and we were glad. home, I Temain,
I like Miss Wilson for a teacher very
JoHN J. I. REMSBURG.
the sooner the better, or else you will
be made very miserable by it. Yesterday
you spoke cross and unkind words to your
sister. Alice is very sensitiv-she did not
answer you back, but I noticed that her
lips quivered and her eyes filled with
tears. There is another ~harp thorn, for
BY
your tongue is as sharp as a brier. Guard
that member carefully, or you will make
many enemies for yourself, and you will
be shunned by everyone as being an unamiable girl." Fanny toM her aunt that
she was not aware that she had any such
sharp thorns, and, said she, "I will make
(W. STEWART ROSS),
you the same promis, auntie, that the
rose made to the little buds; for the future
Editor of the
I will endeavor to keep a bright lookout
for my thorns, so that people will hav no
LONDON AGNOSTIO JOURNAL.
cause for complaint against me." ''I
hope you will keep your promis," said GOD AND HIS BOOK:
Aunt Nancy, "and then that lesson given
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the al!thor: "Yo:n.h!Lve earned tl)e
to you by the queen of the flowers will not
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast. research of sound crn1msm~ of can•tlC
in
vam'
."
Mmi'",
humor,
of sledgehamm· r vehemence, of scathing satne, of pathos and eloquence. J.t 1s one of
hav been
~
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God and the B1ble.

'BOOKS

SALADIN

Cloth, gold letters, $I.25.

Chats With Correspondents.
D.AMoN.-You ask if Liberals should observe Christmas and giv gifts at that time.
Well, Christmas as a holiday is good
enough, and anyone may observe it as the
close of the year and the gathering in of
the harvests. Its only significance to us
is in the light in which it was regarded by
the pagans, who in many things were far
superior to Christians who hav turned the
old festivals into false channels. As to
gifts, we should not make them by the
clock or calendar but when the spirit
moves us, or we are inclined to remember
our friends. The holiday season may be
as well observed by us as others. As to
gifts, a good book never comes amiss, and
THE TRUTH SEEKER catalog is a fine one to
select from. Also see list advertised in
THE TRUTH SEEKER as especially appropriate for gifts. We ou2'ht always to patronize our own folks before strangers,
JoHN L. D.-"Shall a fellow knock
another fellow down when he insults him?"
you ask. Not necessarily, Better treat
him with silent contempt, or answer him according to what he says, in a few stinging
words. But if he strikes you with his hand,
you hav a right to defend yourself. Stand
up for your rights, but do not fight unless
it is unavoidable. Always be a gentleman.
RoSALIND.-Yes, use your reason about
everysnbject. Read, that you may answer
your critics. A well-informed mind is a
jewel of great value.
BEssm DuNTON.-You ask if the Editor
of the Corner loves little children. Certainly, Bessie, she loves them as the purest,
brightest, sweetest creatures on earth.
When she dies she asks no other epitaph
than this: "She loved little children,"
Ju:rm AND H.um~ B.-You wish to know

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
'rhe Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianity elevated the woman; it shrouded
as witl:t a halo of sacred innocence the tender yettrs of the rhi!d." 1'he object of Saladin's work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he haR succeeded. An English wdter said of it:
"Tllis certainly 1s one of the most marvelous books ever i•sned from the press. The authorities cited are unquestionable. and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt.lettered, $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?
~i"he evidence for the r· surrection is in this book carefully considered, and found wantin~. It ought to convince every Christian 9f the untrutbf)llness of this alleged miracle, for
it B c.-rtamly one of the best essays ever wntten on the subJect.
In paper, 25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A conden•ation of the known facts upon this subjec_t proving that Christianity did not
aboli"h but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. TO which are added such comments
as only :Oaiadin can make. In paper, 30 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the ve1led or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Eome of its subjects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Genms; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; Godm the Constttution; :Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. 'rhis may be called Saladin's own !Jook, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the hooks that lovers of strong literature
lil;e to read again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $I.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty ·poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with p~sswn and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, '15 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:y one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of Saladin
In paper, IO cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who Wll.S cut down from the gallows. Printed from manuscript in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.
WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.~
A Rhort story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Oourt
said: "'l'his novel will command the same, or more, interest than Jfelen Gardener's atory, 'Is
This Your Son,l\Iy Lord?"' In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Being an exposure of that infamous reli~ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of. the PreReformation Church; Lecherv of the Confess1onal; 'l'he Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; 1£xtracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have .1< ostererl Learning; Her Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndul_gence; 'rhe Rchttive Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
ln paper, 25 cents.
0
l!'or all of tb.e"e works a.ddreaa
'I:Hlll T:BPTB SEEQlB, liS La.fa.:vette Plaoe, New York.
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PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of the Future. Cloth, $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

~EEKER.
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Books byS.P.Putnam. l CHARLES H. KERR & CO.'S
PVBLIOATIONS.

F AMIN has reappeared in Russia.
TALMAGE continues to laud the czar and
his government.

The Last Tenet1 Imposed npon the Khan of
Tomathoz. tlV Hudor Genone, author
of " Inquirendo Isla.nd.'' CopiouslY illustrated
with original drawings by Louis M. Glackens.
12Illo, 165 pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

RAILROADS say they will during the
PhysicalEdiiCation; or, The Health-Laws World's Fair reduce rates on slow trains
twenty per cent, but on fast trains not at
o:f Nature. Cloth, $1.
~l
.
Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Organism. Cloth, $1.
THE negroes of Plainfield, N. J., reZoological Sketches : A Contribution to mained day and night on a mountain
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illus- expecting the comet, praying and singing.
trated by H. Faber. Cloth, $2.
An evangelist had great success.
Address
THE \l'RUTH SF.liJKF.R,
A PITTSBURGH banker closed his testi2S Lafayette place, New York.
mouy before the Homestead investigating
committee by saying: "The growing
evil of the time is class legislatiOn."
FILE BINDERS.
Those who preserve the volumes of THE 'I' RUTH
SEEKER need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one dollar.

" CoMMODORE" TRUE, a negro of
Hiawatha, Kan., who had killed a friend,
as the lynchers' noose was adjusted cried,
''Well, boys, I'll meet you in heaven."
A GIRL of the Eskimo village at the
World's Fair grounds who had never
seen black men was frightened into a
sickness by one's entering her tent, she
thinking him the devil.
THE Boston aldermen hav constituted
-oAncient Voices from the Spirit Realm themselvs a board of censors of public
printing by enacting that all theatrical
disclose the most Startlin,g
posters shall be submitted to them before
Revelation~.
they can be displayed publicly.
-oGl1lRMAN anti-Semites hav prepared a
Proving Christianity program of the demand they will make of
the government for "the exclusion from
to be of
places to which authority is attached of all
persons not professing some distinctly
Heathen Origin.
Christian creed."
[lLLUSTRA'.rED.l
PRIRST REYNOLDS, of Bellows Falls, Vt.,
Price, $i.5o. Address
on entering his church found his wine
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
gone but his silverware left, with this note:
"Most holy father, God made your wine,
so I will take a bottle. The devil made
Other Newspapers your jewelry, and so I leave it with best
wishes.'-Burglar."
WITH

Antiquity
Unveiled.

The Truth Seeker.
Any of our readers who desire a New York
weekly J?olitical pa;>er can obtain one of tne following m connect10n with THE TRUTH SEEKER
at reduced rates:
Tribune <Republican) weekly, and THE
TRUTt! SEEKER.
$3 50
Tribune (Republican) semi-weekly, and THE
Tau·rH SEEKER,
4 25
The Sun (Democratic) weekly, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER. 3 50
The Worla (uemocra~b) weekly, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER,
3 50
T.lfE ARENA AND THE .TRUTH SEEKER
Will be sent one year both for $6 00
With large picture prem .urn with the Arena, 6 50

Christianity a Fiction.
THE

Astronomical and Astrological Origin of all Religions.
By DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

AT Kingston, Ont., a Salvation Army
funeral passing a Roman Catholic institution was hooted, and pelted with sticks
and stones, by the pupils, while one of
the Christian brothers looked on without
interfering in the least. ·The occurrence
may be brought to court.
STEPHEN RITE, a murderer hanged at
Louisville on the 9th, was a Protestant
and had been married by a Protestant
clergyman. Before execution he had the
marriage ceremony reperformed in the
ritual of the Catholic church, to which his
wife belonged, and himself and child received into that body.
MRs. HERz, a Protestant woman of
Bavaria, has been awarded small damages
for slander of her boy by Father Aurelian,
who declared that the youth had been
possessed by a devil. He called several
priests as witnesses, testified that he had
exorcised a devil from the boy, and cited
the writings of the Christian fathers.
BucK OLSEN was hanged on the 1st at
Dorchester, N. B., for murdering a constable. On the scaffold the priest said
that Buck hoped for forgivness, as he had
just forgiven everybody. After prayers
Buck kissed the crucifix and said, "May
God forgiv me." Priest Goudett cried,
"Go to heaven!" and the drop fell.
A MEMBER of the Plymouth church
council says: "I am sick and tired of
giving to the American Board of Missions
to aid in supporting missionaries who believe out and out in the damnation of all
the heathen. I am tired of the whole
miserable humbug, and I won't giv a cent
to spread the news of damnation."

AT a meeting of the Eastern Amateur
Press Association, Editor Ogden of the
Long Island Philatelist said that after he
had long endeavored boot.Iessly to hav his
journal entered as second-class mail
matter he published a very favorable notice of Wanamaker's Book JYews where·
upon his publication was admitted to the
desired rates.
'
AN English court has unseated an antiParnellite member of Parliament from
Ireland because of clerical intimidation of
electors. In delivering th~ decision Mr.
The Bible: Wltat Is IU A pamphlet con- Justice O'Brien said that the whole organitaining eight chanter• in ~efntation of the zation of the Catholic church was thrown
assumption that the Bible is a cUvine book of
into the electoral contest. Every priest
~ure thought, and correct in all its utterances.
Pnce, 25 cents.
was a canvasser, on the altar, at the elect·
Studies In Theology. A clear exposition ors' houses, and everywhere else.
of the biblical story of man'• "creation," and
"curse." theologimilly denominated " the fall."
Price, 10 cents.

The Bible Against Itself. Containing
oue hunilred and fift,v plain self-contra.dictions
of th~ Bible. involvin!! questions of theology,
morals.• and history, Price, 10 cents.

The Human Nature of Jesns. A refutation of the assumntion that he was a divine
11.erson, and that he was the fulfillment of Old
Testament prophecies. Price, 10 cents.
•

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
nPgativA anri affirmative standpoint, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
Addres•
THE TRUTH RE'El\FR,
28 Lll.fayette place, New York.

JAY GOULD died of consumption on the
2d. He left $60,000,000 to $100,000,000.
He was a church-goer, but never
spoke of religion. His charities always
were small, except to the Presbyterian
Board of Foreign Missions. Inveighers
against capitalists distinguiHh him as especially bad, saying that while the operations begetting the Astor and Vanderbilt fortunes benefited the people more
or less, Gould's work did not do so at all
but was purely predatory and in no degree creativ.

Inquirendo Island. A novel: By Hudor

Genone. 12mo, 353 pages; cloth, $1: paper,
50c. "This book is to me a dehghtful surprise. In my judgment it is a stronger piece of
fiction than Edward Bellamy's 'Looking Backward.' which at times it reminds one of. It is a
merciless exposure of Pharisaism and hypocrisy, which is so prevalent in fashionable Christianity of to-day. It is a good book~ and while
it will offend many, should be reau by all.''[The Arena.

Lllcture on the Bible. By Rev. Charles

Voysey, .Past.or of the Theistw church of Loni!on, with a new introduction by Rev. Herbert.
Taft Root. Paper, 37 pages; 200.

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe~ and· Its

God in the Constitution. By Arthur B.
Bradford. Paper, 18mo,18 pages; tOe.

Scientific Solution, with some Cnticisms of
Universolo~ Price1 20 cents.

Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical
Religion. By B. F. Underwood. Paper,

can Story.. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first page to last with tlie living spirit of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.

The Change of Front of the Universe.

Waifs and Wandermgs, A New Ameri-

Golden Throne, A Romance.

" The au-

thor certainly has ~enius. The divine
creative spark is withm him. The book is
filled with manly thou_ghts expressed in
manly words-the transcn_pt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read • Golden Throne.'"
-[!nger~oll. Price, $1.

·

By Minot J. Savage. Paper. 31 pages, lOc.

A Stndy of Primitive (;hristianity. By
Lewis G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt top 1 uncut
edges, 319 pages; $1.25. "Dr. Janes is evidently
a thorough scholar, and one cannot fail to be
impressed with the care. the honesty, the faithfulness, the impartiality, the love of tl-uth the
conversatism exhibited throughout thi• admirable volume."-[Popular Science Monthly.

A conversation.in What Can Ethics Do For

Ingersoll and Jesns.

rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

Adami and Heva.

24mo; 21 pages; 5c.

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis le![end-is shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb: His Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 cents.

My Religions Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
2S Lafavette Place, New York.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES.
IRON-CLAD SERIES.

Us 7

By

William Macldntire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 32
pages, lCJc.

Freedom of Thought and of Speech. ·By
William Mackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 29
pages, tOe.

The Morals rof 'Christ. A comparison
with the contemporaneous systell1S of Mosaic,
Pharisaic, and Grmco-Roman ethics. By Austin
Bierbower. Paper,16mo, 200 pages, 50c.; cloth,
$1. "Mr. Bierbower has carefully analyzed the
old-world ethical systems which chiefly concern the modern civilized world, and in this
book he has so classified the elements revealed
by that analyf!is as to give them a high scientific value. His book is almost as systematic as
a treatise upon one of the exact sciences hand
stands in fine contrast to the rambling, et ical
discussion of which we hear so much and wh1eh
leads us nowhere."-[Chicago Daily News.

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaug!J. ............. 25 Liberty and Life. Seventeen discourses
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake ..... 10
on the applications of scientific truth to morals
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilization. 5
and religion. By E. P. Powell. 12mo, 208 pages;
Underwood .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 5
cloth, $1; paper, 50c. "Strong. even bold,
7 Buddhist Nihilism .. Prof. Max Mueller .... .
essays on ethical and religious subjects. They
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ...... 15
are the work of a man of vigorous intellect, who
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall .. 10
has studied the doctrine of evolution long and
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ................ 10
carefully, and has not found it necessary to
11 Philoso~h.Y of Spiritualism. Marvin ........ 50
abandon all his old reverences. The discourses
12 '.ryudall s Belfast Inaugural and Portrait ... 25
are
full of interest to the casual reader by rea13 Essay on Miracles. Davicdiume ............ 10
son of their fund of anecdote and biographical
14 Land Question. Charles Bradlangh.. .. . ... . 5
citation,
and to the seeker for religious and
15 Were Adam and Eve Our First Parents?
moral truth they offer many helps.''-[Literary
Charles Bradlaugh.............. .... .. .. ... 5
World.
16 Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlaugh.'. 5
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh ..... 10 Evolntion and Christianity. A Study.
19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake...... 5
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo,
20 Su11.~rstition Displayed, with a Letter of
75 pages, 30c. "Mr. Gntmbine's statements are
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake.... ...... . 5
sound and well put. His book is the fruit of
21 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts.... 5
wide reading and investigation. It is a helpful
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts........ 5
one. is thoroughly interesting reading, and its
2S The Christian Deit~. Charles Watts ......
5
presentation of tlie relation between evolution
24 Moral Value of the Bible. Charles Watts... 5
and Christianity includes much valuable
25 Freethou~ht and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5
thought."-[Buffalo
Express.
26 Christia.mt;y: Its Nature a.nd Influence on
Civilizatwn. Charles Watts............... 5 Lessons From the World of Matter and
2S Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Ho_lyoake.... 5
the World of Man. By Theodore Parker.
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Hol;v:oake
5
Selected from notes of unpublished sermons by
30 Philosophy of Secula.rism. Charles Watts.. 5.
Rufus Leighton. 12mo, 430 pages; cloth, $1.25;
38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh.... .. .. . 5
paper, 50c.
40 Lord's Prayer. Charles Bra.dlaugh.......... 5
Addre~~s
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
39 Poverty: Its Ca.use and Cure. M.G. H ..... 10
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. C. Watts.. 5
43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts 5
44 Logic of Death: or, Wh'J. Should the Atheist
CHEAP EDITION.
Fear to Die? By G. . Holyoake .......... 10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Condition of the PeoPle. Charles Bradlaugh .. ; 5
00

00..

·

.. .. .. .. .. •

.. .. ..

.. .. ..

MANNA SERIES.

1 Original Manna for "God's Chosen.''.... .. .. 5
8 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh...... .. 5
4 Wh,t I was Excommunicated. Barnard... . . . 20
5 200 \,luestions Without Answers.,............. 5
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarin.................... 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian .......... 10
8 Sea.rch After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy- 5
oake.......................................... 5
9 New Life of Jona.h. Chas. Bradlaugh.. ... .. 5
10 A Few Words about the Devil...... .. .. .. .. .. . 5
llNewLifeofJacob............................. 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Hol:voake ..... 10
13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. J3:olyoake .. 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H ......... 10
15 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H .... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh........ 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh.. ... .. 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh...... 5
19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh.... 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh..... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ...... 10
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will send
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.

The Agnostic Annual
-FOR-

J@"'1_893~
Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.
CONTENTS:
The Moral Sanctio.g, Leslie Stepl;len; Reverent
Ag_nosticism, Amos vvaters;, The Mother Nature:
A Poem Gerald Massey; .uogmatism in Theology, Alfred Momerie; ::>ermons on the l\Iount,
Samuel Laing; The City of the Dead, W. Stewart
Ross (Saladin)· On the Duty of Honesty: in Our
Convictions. C. E. Pluroptre; Scient.ilic Keligwn,
R. Bithell; The Blight of Superstition, Charles
Watts; Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Clodd_j The Disappearance of the Nether World,
F. J. <.:tould; Religwus Ideas: Their Origin a.nd
Development. Frederick Millar; Rignals with
Mars: A Poem, G. H. Mar.tin;.l\'iaterialism and
Idealism Harmonizeu, Luman Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Travels in Faith,
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental ionrney from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.

Price, P&per, 25 cents; oloth, 75 oentt.
l.ctcire•• TRill TRUTJI Rl!ll!lKJIIB.

POPES AHD Tl{£lij DOJHGS.
ACCOUNT

01!'

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
Pa.per, 50 cents; oloth, 75 cents.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptia.n Civiliza.tion a.nd Hebrew N&r·
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
By VAN BtmEN DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 cents.

~~WJth

Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."

PhotograJ?h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souvenir of
America's greatest orator and Freedom's g!"e&te~t
champion at home, ma.y be had at this office for
fifty cents.

THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.
, A SUMMARY OF

ARGUMENTS .AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.
!>nee, clo~h.

~o et~n~B.
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Books by Helen H. Gardene1

=a

Superstition in All Ages. Prof. Wm. Denton's Books. ~~~~'1::~~~~g~~~;
SV ..TS.A.N M.SSLIS~,

Aiistocrati\)~Political_,_~conomical,Matrimonial

and Miscellaneous .Lies; Closing Harmony:
12mo, 864 pp., paper, People's edition, liO o.;
cloth $1.00.
The IIDperial Council of "Vienna prohibited the
sale of tliis book in Austria, and_ confiscated all
copies of it they could find.

A

Economic Equities.

A Compend of the

Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange. ~ J. K. Ingalls, author of "Social
Wealth.'' Paper, 25c.

Fruits of Philosophy. A Treatise on the

Po:pulation Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Edited by Charles Bradlaugh andAnnieBesant,
25c.

Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. Pointing
out the means by which the working classes may
raise themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dignity, and independence, and which is also capable of entirely removing.\ in course of time, the
other principal social evils. By M. G. H. lOa.

Men, Women and

NATHANI[L VAUGHAN~
Pr'iest &1'\d Mal'\•

Religion and Social Matters.
50 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A

NE"W NOVEL.
Price, cloth, $1.
I
Paper, 50 cents.

PUSHED

BY

UBSEEB HANDS.

SHO~T STO~ISS.
50
1
Price, cloth, $ .
I
Paper, cents.

Povertr. : Its E:fl'ects on the Political
Condition of the People. By Charles
Bradlaugh. 5c.

Bradlaugh. 5c.

25c.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet.

CONTENTS:
A Splendid Judge of a Woman-The Lady of the
Club-Under Protest-For the Prosecution-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
1\fystery-The Time-Lock of Our AncestorsFlorence Campbell's Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Address

Addr.-oo 'I'HF. TRUTH SEEKER.

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
I

Is Darwin Right~ Origin of Man. $1.
Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Is- Spiritualism True 7 10o.
By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
Author of the" Iliad of the East," etc., etc.
of nearly J..OOO pages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
lllan's~True Saviors. 10o.
$8.25-m ~nglish or German. A new cheap
Orthol.oxy False, Since Spiritualism is
An independent and respectable study of char
edition at onlv $1.50.
acter in the law of circumstance such as eveL
True. 10o.
George Eliot might not have been ash~med to Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of Science in Stm:y; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and SpoUSK the Troublesome
own as her :first novel. . • • A more VIgorous

1resentment of the mischievous na~ure of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[Westminster Review.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'L'IE TRUTH SEEKER.

SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
OR,

THE

Conflict between-Reason and Superstition.

Christianity. 10c.

Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects,1
$1.25.

Radical Rhymes.

With Author's Por- Sexual Physiology for the Young. 250
pages, illustrated and doth-bound. ('l'he :fifth
Sermon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
Soul of Things. Psychometric Re- Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to
searches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and Eliz.
M. F. Denton.) rer vol., $1.50.

Light. Paper, $1; cloth, $1.25.

Who are Christians l 10o.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.

Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, anfl allied
S~bjects; ninth year. Subscription, ~th P.reJlllum, 50 cents per year. Specrmen cop1es free
on application.

What Is Right ~ 10c.
Wl1at Was He t Jesus in 19tb Century Mother's Manual.
AddrA•• THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Phijadelphia, Pa.

Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ij!2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volumes...!leparate, fteXlble cloth\ 50
cents per volume· .1•ed Line edition, suitaole
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

trait. $1.25.

By T. C. WIDDICOMBE,

A THOUGH11ESS . YES.

Labor's Prayer. By Chas. Bradla.ugh. 5o.

$1.50.

God Proposed for Our National Constitution. 10o.
Irreconcilable Records. Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

A NOVEL.

Price, cloth. $1: Da-ver,

Common-Sense Thoughts on tile Bible.

Deluge in the Light of Modern Science. Why Do Men Starve t By Chas. Brad10c.
laugh. 5c.
Garrison in Heaven. -A Dream. 10o.
l'he Land Ouestion. Large Estates InimiGeologist and Radical. By J. H. Powell.
cal to the 'Welfare of the Feople. By Charles

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on

Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoake. 5c.

lOc.

Introduction by

IS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1

or Small Families t On which Side

Spiritualism

Superior. 10c.

Gods~

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
7'716 Traae Su.p;pliecL at Special Discounts.

Lar~e

Be Thyself. 10o.
Chl'istianity No Finality.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A..
Address this ofllce.

Price, 15 cents.

Comprising "Advice

to a W1fe on the Management of Her Own
Health, especially Durin~ Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," and" AdVIce to a Motlier on the
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

Hand-Book of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
t.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Price, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,

••
••

Mrs. Besant's Works.

FO~

THt •• •• HOLIDA1S.
The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in
cloth. with gold lettering and side stamp,
for $2.50. In plain boards, $2.

Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated,
in cloth, with gold lettering and side
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1.

Around the World, by D. M. Bennett. 4 volumes, red cloth covers, $6.50.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers. 1,075 pages. Svo. Cloth, $3;

Law of Population. Paper, 15o.; with po:r-

leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50 .

. trait, 30c.

The Champions of the Church: Their Crimes

Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it

and Persecutions. Svo. 1,119 pages, gilt
edges, $4.50.

should be. Paper, 25c.

Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie

The Go~s and Religions of Ancient an~ Mode~n
·
T1mes. Two volumes. Wr1tten m

Besant aud Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazarelh a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
,
• Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
~Lafayette place, New York.

Prison. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

Jngerso/1' s Prose

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By John K. Kelso, A.M.

Jngersofl's Principal Works: Gods and Other
Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures;
Some Mistakes of Moses; Interviews on
Talmage; What l\'Iust We Do to Be Saved?
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals.
1,141 pages. In one vol., half calf, $5.

12mo, cloth, $1.00.

Pro and Con of

Supernatural Religion.
Rav~ We a Supernatural, Inspired. Mirao-

ulous Religion?
~tr :z_ Ji. Gi:nL». Pa.per,oo c·ents; clot£. ao oenM.

Poems anrl _Selections.

From his Writings and Sayings. Silk
cloth, $2 50; half calf, $4.50; half mor.,
$5; turkey mor ., $7.50; tree calf, $9.

.D@'"'

Life.

In selecting Holiday Presents· for th&ir friends
Liberals shoUld remember that good Books make
lasting impressions, and please as well every day
in the -year. A Liberal book in the right
hands often changes the views of sev•
eral _persons.
We have_<!uite a number of books appropriately
bound for Holiday purchasers, and we will pa.·k
them carefully so tliey can_go any distance in tt.e
mail. The following are all good books for the
purpose.

A Prose Poem.

In color, on

board, beveled, gilt edges, 50 ceBts.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.

22x28

inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.

photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll•.
50 cents.

Bible Myths and Their Parallels in Other
Religions. Gilt top, marbled cover,
$5; in cloth, $2.50.

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon,
Gilt stamp. $1.25.

All In A Lifetime, by Mial!l Wixon.
The Story Hour.

$1.

An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting Book, Without Superstition, for Children and Youth. The
Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book
ever issued. 66 full-page illustrations
and 25 smaller; large type, heavy, toned
paper, broad margins, illustrated covers;
4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.

Conway's Life of Paine.

Two large hand-

some volumes. The best and only complete Life of Paine. Half calf, $10; in
cloth, $5.

parton' s Life of Voltaire.

Of which the

same can be said as of Conway's Life of
Paine. Half calf, $10; in cloth, $6.

For Other Books Bee the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogue . ..sir
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, "New York.
-o,j
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Valuable Books on

8~gie11e,

Food a11d

Diet,
11\arriage
a11d
Pare11tage,
ttc.

Jlygiene of the Brain and the Cure o1
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,

M.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. "Get this book and
read it\ for it abounds in practical valuabl(
knowleuge."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Eating for Strength. B;rl\f. L. Holbrook,

M.D. PriceJly mail, $1. 'I am delighted witlJ
it."-[H. B . .Haker, 1\'I.D., Secretary Michigan
State Board of Health.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code oJ
Directions for avoiding most of the Pains anc
Dangers of Childbearing. By l\f. L. Holbrook
lli.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose ex
cellence sur_passes oHr power to commend."[New York Evooing l\Iuil.;

·Liver Complain~ .Mental Dyspepsi~ and
Headache: Tneir Cure by Home Treatment. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, by
mail, $1. "Reading this book I cured myselJ
after several doctors had failed."-[T. C. Curtis,

u.s.A.

The Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.

B. Duffe~t.author of "What Women Should
Know," ' 1~0 Sex in Education," etc Price by
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles Brewster1 Portland, Me.,
writes: "Had I possessed this Book ten yeai"E
agq i.t would h~?e saved me ten years of in·
vahdism, and 1 should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."
r·

Youth: Its Care and Culture, By J.

Mortimer Granville. $1. To this has been
added a paper by that charminli English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical
Education of a Girl," and a J;>aper on the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail pnce is $1.

Talks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. B.
Gleaso..u, 1\LD. A Practical Handbook for tht
Maid, wifehand-1\iother: with a beautiful Photographic .t'ortrait of the Author. Price\ b'
mail $1.50. "We wish the cha]Jter, • Confiueritial to Mothers,' might be J?Ublished as a trac1
and sent to every mother m the land."-[Harper'sNew Monthly Magazine.

The Better Way. Au Appeal to Men ii1
behalf of Human Culture thro)lgh a wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,
25 cents. "lt conta.ins information and warning
that are urgently needed."-[Christian Union.

Sexual Physiology, A Scientific and Pop-

ular Expositio~ of the Fundamental Problems
in Sociolo_g_y. By R. T. Trail, M.D. Price, by
mail, $2. 'l'his work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scien-

tific Diet. By Gustav Schli~ke;y-sen. Translated from the German, by l\L L. Holbrook,
M.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and Radical Cure for Intem11eranc~ by the Use
of a Veg!)table and Fruit Diet. .Hy Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1-

Three Books in One.

From the Cradle

to the School. By_Bertha Meyer. The Rights
of Children. Br.; Herbert SI!_encer. The Government of Children. By M. L. Holbrook\ M.D.
Price by mail, ·
cloth, $1. · It is
a book worthy m oe ranked with the best that
• has ever been written concerning the training
of children."-[Bazar.

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.

Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should be quietly
"iven to every drinker."-[Herald of Health.

Muscle-Beating; ~!1 Home Gymnastics
for Sick and well. By C. Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.

Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
and Physiological lielations .. and in their bearing_ on the producing_ of chilaren of finer health
and greater ability . .lly IlL L. Holbrook,llf.D. $1.
'l'he Scientific American says: "Books on this
subject are usually written oy 'cranks,' but this
is radically different: it is scientific, sober,
clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly
by the young.'

The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Heaith Disease Cure. BY'.T. L.
Nichols! M.D., editor London Herala o.f Health.
Price, c oth. 50 cents.

Medical Hints on the Protection and Man•
agement of the Singing Voice. By
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S; 20th thousand. 80 cts.

Deep Breathing; or Lung Gymnastics.
Price, cloth, 50 cents. llirs. Horace Mann writeil:
"Every book you J;>rint is pure gold and deserves wide circulatiOn."

How to Strenrihen the Memory.

By M.

L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
w
l Physician's Sermon to Young Men. Bs

Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. R. A.
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer
says of it: "Through false delicacy lads ano1
youths are left to fall into trouble and not a fe1'
have their prospects of a healthy bappy life o,l.
solutely rumed. The little book before us is intended to be _put into the hands of young men
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable o·
discharging a father's duty in this respect; am
as not one father in ten is, we believe ready i;t
do what is right by his boys himself, 'it is wel
~httt such a book as this should be available. I'
It Iii read by all who should read it, its sale wil
be counted by hundreds of thousands." Tho
publisher will send 10 copie~ by mail, postpaid.
for $2. Should anyone desire them by the 10;1
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by correspondence.
hrCatalogues Free •..a~

By mail on receipt of price.
-Ark:i.rtiu 'rHE TBUTH .Sll'.EKER

Gems of ~ltougltt.
I LOVE people of worth; but bigots I
hate, and I fear rogues who govern fools.
- Volta·ire.
THE owners of the world are those who
strongly desire to own; and this is the
only trait common to them all.-Parton.
IT was Voltaire who sowed the seeds of
liberty in the heart and brain of Franklin,
of Jefferson and Thomas Paine.-Ingersoll.
- How truly noble is he whom -neither
honors nor disgrace can cause to deviate
·for an insta11t from a perfect and proper
course.-Ohinese author. ·
I PREFER an :Unmoral people to a fanatical
people; for immoral masses are not vexatious, while fanatical masses stupefy the
world, and a stupid world ceases to interest me; I prefer to see it die.-Renan.
SHAMS and delusions are esteemed for
soundest truths, while reality is fabulous.
If -men would steadily observe realities
only, and not allow themselvs to be deluded, life, to compare it with such things
as we know, would be like a fairy tale and
the Arabian Nights' Entertainments.Thoreau.
IF one man conquer in battle a thousand
t:iines a thousand men, and if another conquer himself, he is the greatest_ of conquerors. One's own self, conquered, is
better than all other people; not even a
god could change into defeat the victory
of a man who has vanquished himself, and
always livs under restraint. By oneself
the evil is done, by oneself one suffers, by
oneself evil is left undone, by oneself one
is purified. Purity and impurity belong
to oneself; no one can purify another.Buddhistia 8criptu1·es.
THE rocks show that both an:iinal and
plant life hav developed gradually from
lower to lllgher forms, from the simple
structures in the earliest ages to the most
varied and elaborate organisms of the
present. If the special-creation theory is
true, and each order of life was made at
once, we should find all the ranks of each
order in the rocks of one period; whereas,
the lower forms always come before the
higher, proving conclusivly that no .race
or species has been made all at once, and
that the forms of life hav not degenerated
as under a curse, but that the course of
nature is an onward march of progress.
"Of special creations the rocks tell no
tale."-Robt. 0 . .Adams.
WHY, who makes much of a miracle!
As to me I know of nothing else but
miracles,
Whether I walk the streets of Manhattan,
Or dart my sight over the roofs of houses
toward the sky,
Or wade with naked feet along the beach
just in the edge of the water,
Or stand under trees in the woods,
Or talk by day with any one I love, or
sleep in the bed at mght with anyone
I love,
Or sit at table at dinner with the rest,
Or look at strangers opposit me riding in
the car,
Or watch honey-bees busy around the
hive of a summer forenoon,
Or an:iinals feeding in the fields,
Or birds, or the wonderfulness of insects in
the air,
Or the wonderfulness of the sundown, or
of stars shining so quiet and bright,
Or the exquisit delicate thin curve of the
new moon in spring;
These, with the rest, one and all, are to
me miracles.- Walt Whitman.

B!~Ie.

Self-Contradictions of the

- - - - 1 4 .q4,~o----Moral, Theological, Historical, tmd Speculative
Propositions.
?rioo,

15 cents

BY

ARTHUR B. MOSS,
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by
J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethinker.
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

fRENCH REVOLUTION.
lt• Oauses al'\d Results.

By W. & BELL.

ANEW WORK

Paper, 12mo, 25 ct'l.

Paine Vir1rlicated

Is Controversy Dangerous?
By W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
Price,
30 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address

Reply to New York ')!Jserrer.

lay ~. G. ING:S~~~LL.

THE BEST%

With "A ROMAN CATHOLIO OANARD."
Price, 15 cents.

THE

Holy Bible Abridged.
The passages unfit 1<>£ family readinJl.
Paper, 80 cents; cloth,ll(icenta.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
B!l M. BABOOOK.
Price,

10 cents.

BIBLE MORALS.
Twenty Crimes and ·Vices
Sanctioned by Scripture.
By·J. E.'REI!I'BBUBG. Price.25 cents.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLJ<S.
By MRS. E. D. SLEN.FER.
Boa.rds,

,,

£',

.U l .. JJ..r.ifi tt UUJ.I" 0

fl v -~·

FOR fiiALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFlflvL

Essays and Lectures. Embracing Infit

ence of Christianity on Civiliza-tion ; Cltri·
tianity and llfaterialism; What Literalism offeJ"
in Place of Christianity; Scientific l\IaterinlisH·
Woman; Spiritualism· from a Materialisti
Staudpomt; Paine the Political and Religion
REJformer· Materialism and Crime; Will th
Comingl\Ian Worshii> God? Crimes and Crud
ties of Christianity; the Authority of the Bible
Freethought Judged by Its Frults; Our Idea
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

In:lluence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
What Liberalism 01fers in Place ~
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scienti:llc Matei·ialism; Its Meaning an(
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Stand·
point. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religious Reo
former. 10 cents.
Woman: Her Pnst and Present:
Rigllts and Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, cold, and position, beautifiil double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; ouaranteea
a perfect timer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, l!!l~i 3-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce_. $23.
In best nued gold case, open-face, dust-proor, $21';
hinged case, $28 to $30; huntin_g, $31 to $35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel worka, $2
more.
Ke!fUiar Grade ADJ.ericaR Watches.Silverme case 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.110; 15
jewels., $9; ditio, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. Ln finer cases, add as above.
Ladies' ADJ.gican Gold Watches.-All
latest styles! in pltish cases; best filled, 7 jewelsJ
$14; 11 jewe s, $15.50; 15 jewels, $20; 14 carat solla
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best trip\e-plated teaspoons, $1.80!J.· table spoo~sJ
$3.60, kmves, $1.75; forks, $1.75; a for $6. Soha
silver spoon~, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvenir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50, $2 to $8.
'J'he Colonel lngersoll •...:.Tea,$2.50 ;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3;_gilt bowls,IIO cents more. Extra.
heavy teas, $3. Etched:
" The Time to be HaPPI/18 Now,''
50 cents extra.
The Torch of Reason Badge, solid gold.
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2.75, &nd
$3.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, $15, $20, $80.
DiaDJ.onds~ 20 per cent. below market price.
Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of
badge. tracts, etc., free. All goods prepafa (except knives and forks) and cash refunded atoption. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, DI.

WATSR Oro LIF-:e
Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.
Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesb&rre, P&.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for bookil within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars and
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, V&.
. . _ ....~• u ... , .. ' . . ~ . . ~

STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS. TAKE

R~PANS

TABULES.

lOcents.

l'welve Tracts.
i~nl

20 ~.-nb~

A DYING NORSEMAN.
A.D.

1037.

What can these new gods giv me?
I hav Odin and Thor,
Odin, the wise old father;
Great Thor, the mighty in war.
There are gods enoug]l in Valhalla,
And to me they ever gave ear;
Speak no more of your white Christ,
Card Press $3. Size for cirWe want no strange gods here.
culars or small newspaper
$22.
Saves you money and
This new god, he cannot giv me
makes monEl)' _printing for
Once more the arm of the strong,
neighbors. Full printed inStrong arm that hath failed me never,
structions. Send stamp for
catalogue of presses, type,
Though the fight were stubborn and
cards, r,tc., to the factory.
long.
·
& CO., Meriden, Connecticut
Can he giv me agairi the glory of youth?
Go down with me to the sea,
And harry the shores of Britain?
Ah! never more shall I see
Every body wants and" needs Kid Gloves,a.D:d
The white sails spreading their wings,
may
well have a stylish and well made parr
Each spring as we left our home,
as not. These are the salient pomts.
And day by day drew southward! can almost feel the foam.

About :Kid Gloves.

Perfect Fitting,
-The Latest Styles,
The Most Durable,
Convenient Fasteners

But now all is past and over,
I know that naught can avail.
The gods in Valhalla hav spoken.
!go; and your white Christ pale,
I MAKE THESE KIND OF
He cannot bring back for one instant
The glorious days that are past.
KID CLOVES.
Then why should I turn from Odin and
Every pair guaranteed to be as represented.
They need to be worn to be appreriatcd. Ask
Thor,
vour dcal~r for them, or ~end ::ct.-stamp for book
And be false as a woman at last?
''ABOUT GLov~<s." Established 1862.
-'-Florence Peacock in the Academy.
JOHN C. HUTCHINSON, JOHNS!OWN, N. Y.

For Men Only,
Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wasting Discharges\_Vancocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iuiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those afflicted and who are desirous of being
cured a booklet of some 33 pages will be sent to
their address for ten cents\ sealed in a flain
envelope, giving causes ana Symptoms o the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward Api>lica.tion-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
ldnd in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N.J.
And say you saw this advPrtisement in THE
TRUTH l:lEEKER, Dr. Fellows is· one of our kind,
a good Infidel

BOO
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THE TBUTH SEEKER LJBBABY.
I•sned Monthly.

Subscription

price,

18. per annum.

No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
Prtoe
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethink- · •
srs' Almanac, 1891....... . .. .. .. .. .• . . .. ..
25
2. Men, Women, and Uods. Helen H. Gardener... .. ....................... ••.••. ••
50
3. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine.... ..... .
25
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M.
Bennett..................................
25
~. Christian Absurdities. John Peck.....
20
6. Victor ;H:ngo's OratiCJn on Voltaire ••••• :::
10
7. §he Cnsis........ .•. .... . •• .... .... .... ....
40
8. abbath Breaking..... .... .. .. •.• •••••.••
25
9. Travels in Faith. R. C. Adams............
25
10. The Strike of a Sex. Geo. N. Miller..
25
11. nf_y Religious Ex-perience. 8. P. Putnam:
25
12. The_IJ;igher Criticism in Theology and
Rehgwn. T. E. Longshore..............
50
13. I nfidel Death-beds. G. W. Foote........
25
14. Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Illnst'd.
40
15. Was Christ Crucified? AnstinBierbower.
10
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener.....................................
10
17. Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg .. ~ .. ::
25
18. Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk......
50
19. Pocket Theologv. Voltaire..............
25
20. Pushed by Unseen Hands. H. H. Gardener ........................ ;..............
50
21. History of Religion. E. E. Evans.......
20

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books
issued during the ;rear. Single copies of each
book sent upon receipt of price.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
By PBOI!'. F. W. NEWMAN.

Price

!IIi

'lllntl>.

THE SABBATH.

AN EXACT DESCRIPTION OF THE CLERGY.-Jere. v, 8.

By M. FARRINGTON.

A Thorough .Exami-r1,ation anii Refutation o.f the Claims of the
Sabbatarians.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN THE

THIRD EDITION.

MYTHS~

BIBLE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,

AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:

At Morristown, N. J.

BEmG A

This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legnl acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquenc;e n~ver ~qnaled. Wherever Chrbtianpersecntwn IS gomg on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every occa.sion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Address
THETRUTHREEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Price,

'

Cltmparlson of the Old and New Testament Myths and llllraeles with thon
of Heathen Nations of A.iltiquity,
QONSIDERING ALSO THEffi ORIGIN AND MEANING,
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine,

Including The Age of Reason, Exa.mination of
Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of Llandafl', Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay on Dreams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of DeismA
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights 01
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,
and a. steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.
.

.A.nalysis of Religions Belief.

J/1 ateriaZism:
Its Histo'f•y anil Its Inft~-wnce
' Upon Society.

r efi\perallCe.

c. wALKER.

By E.

10 cent•

Apocryphal New Testameat.
[Heat!un Illustration oftM Temptation.]

The Bundehesh (a sacred book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creating the first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to observe
the law; to be pure in their thoughts, pure in their speech
pure in their actions." But an evil demon came to them i~
the form of a Serpent, sent by Ahriman, the prince of 9-evils,
and gave them fruit of a wonderful tree, which imparted
immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Conse:
quently they fell, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
BIBLE MYTHS shows this to be the origin of th~ Hebrew
story.
1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages. Price, $2.50.
Sent post·paid by the

TRUTH SEEKER.

THB GOSH:):eLS,
Episties 1 etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and not Included In the New Testame~t, .
Price,

$1.

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
B-y FRANCES WRIGHT,

Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosopher, and the author.
75 cents

Price,

BIBLE IN INDIA.
-HINDOO ORIGIN-

Of Hebrew a11d C~riatia11 Rev·
elatiol).
Price, $2

By LoUis JACOLLioT.

Godly Women of the Bible.

An ex-

a.mination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
I writings of the World. B_y Viscount Amberley,
· son of tha late Lord John Russell twice Pre•mier of England. Uomplete from the London
~edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.
The foregoin!j volumes are called "The Truth
Seeker Library. ' If all &re ordered together and
Pent by expresshone dollar will be deducted from
the Price of ea.c .

15 cents

Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.

sketches of prominent Christians. A com_JJanion book to ' The World's Sages," etc. By D. M.
Bennett. Svo, 1,119 pages. Morocco, gilt edges.

the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the
most thorough and exhaustive work on the
claims of supernaturalism eve!' wi·itten. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus PI·ofessor of the London
University. 1.115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

Price,

---LIQUOR DRINKING---

The Champions of the Church : Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into

WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.

Bible

dred of the most distinguished teachers and
philosophers (who were not Christians)!: from
the time of Menu to the present. By D.l'l . Bennett. 1.075 pages, 8vo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

count of all the gods the nations of the earth
have worshiped, including_ Jehovah, Satan, the
Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ; Virg_in Maryband the
Bible. 835 pages, Svo. v ol. II descri es fully
all religions systems of the world, including
Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity;
the latter occupying 872 ]!ages, being fully_gone
into. 9!9 pages. By D. l\f. Bennett. Written in prison at Albany. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

A. HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL IIEVIEW.

By DR. Loms BUCHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Tra.nslated from the Genna.n.
Pa.per, 12mo\ 15 cents.

The Truth Seeker Library.

The Gods and Religions of .A.ncient and
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full ac-

The SundayQuestion.
By GEORGE W: BROWN, M.D.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hun-

~

10 cents.

A HISTORY OF ALL

The Clergyman's Victims.

Creed of Christendom.

A LIBERAL Sl OR Y.

Ita Foundation Contrasted with Ita Superstructure.

8y MRs•• ~· J BALL.

'
Price. 25 cents.

BY W. R. GREG.
·Complete in 1 vol., 12mo, 399pp., $1.50.

The Women Who Figure in the Bible.
-BY-

t\1( UNGODLY WoM.AN OF THE NINETEENTH CEJIITlJRY.

Cloth,

75 cents.

-

SISTER LUCY

BING, BROTHERS, BING.

LIBERALuHY.MN-BOOK

Brain and the Bible.

In your meetings, to ma.ke them lively a.nd inter·
esting. THB LIBBBJ.L HmN-BoOK contains songr
by thll best poets, ada.pted to well-known tnues.
It if hiJl!!ly recommended by Messrs. Wakema.n,
Parl.on. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Prioe.
aOSDil.
AM!'eat ~ Ta'DTJI S&BiUJt <n. :

Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology.
By EDGAB C. BEALL.

Preface ·oy R. G. INGERSOLL.
Una.nswere.ble.

Price, $1.

Mvanc.~~~~!...oJ,.].cience. Her Awful Disclosures
-AND-

With Portra.it, Biogra.phical~Sketch, a.nd1Articles
on Prayer.
Pa.per, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 oents.
Address and Portra.it only, 69 pp., 10 cents.

AS 'iJD iJtrrN H!JtL CONVENT.
a fvw Words on Auricular Confession,

A~td

'--rb.

20 oonts.

A ·Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol.Ig. No. 51. {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.} New York, Saturday, December 17, 1892. 28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 Per Year.
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execution of that monarch. Nothing would do the appeared at regular periods ever since.
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E. M. MACDONALD, - - - - - Editor and Manager, Harvard College but that Nature should lament the comets. The prophecy of Seneca was indeed con28 LAFAYETrE PLACE, NEW YORK.
demise by token of an eclipse that ·befell at that fined to obscurity, but was not altogether lost.
date in Massachusetts.
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God
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readers if tlley willse11.d us tlte liattle and address of to warn mankind. The fathers of the infant church of li~hter literature are familiar with through the
any Freethln.k.er who ill ilOt a. i'egU.lar !lub!lcriber.
committed t.hemselvs unreservedly to this concep- passages. in . Shakspere and Milton. The " Henry
tion. Origen stated that comets prefigure "catas- VI." of the former contains the invocation:
Christianity on Comets.
trophes and the downfall of empires and worlds."
" Comets, importing change of times and states,
While the apparition of the present comet is Tertullian taught that "comets portend revolutions
Brandish your crystal tresses in the sky,
And with them scourge the bad revolting stars
fresh in the min:ds of men, it may be well for us to of kingdoms, pestilence, war, winds, or heat." In
That hav consented unto Henry's death."
lay before them a sketch of the theory of such the ninth century the Venerable Bede, beloved of
And
Milton speaks of
the
Anglican
church,
reaffirmed
these
notions.
In
hea.venly bodies held by former generations. Durthe
thirteenth
century
St.
Thomas
Aquinas,
the
"A comet . . .
ing i;he preceding fifteen centuries, about, ChrisThat
fires
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Ophiuchus huge
great
pillar
of
the
Roman
Catholic
church,
whose
tianity has molded the teaching on this matter, as
In the Arctic sky, and from its horrid hair
on all· others. If people are shown the absurdity cif works the present pope commends as the head and
Shakes pestilence and war."
.that religion's teachings on this point, they may be fount of true education, inculcated the same docAs late as the end of the seventeenth century
led to suspect that her teachings are equally absurd trin. St. Albert the Great, the chief Catholic
authors
of note in England contended for the
writer
on
natural
science
in
medieval
times,
taught
on other points.
scriptural doctrin.
, Before the rise of Christianity, the scientific spirit likewise.
Germany is the counl.ry in which this theory
The production by this belief of panic fears of an
whose growth had begun in the Roman empire had
took
the deepest root and flourished most banebrought forth the germs of a true doctrin of approaching end of the world, continued thr.ough
fully.
This view, after being taught by Catholimeteorology~ In the writings of Pliny the histo- centuries. The tenth century was marked by the
cism,
passed
into Protestantism, by which it was
rian and Lucretius the Materialistic philosopher we most conspicuous occurrence of the kind. At that
insisted
on
with
equal vigor. Luther authorized
period
a
large
portion
of
th~
inhabitants
of
Chrisfindimpliaa.tions that unusual heavenly phenomena
it.
The
powerful
Arietus said, "The heavens are
tendom
abandoned
their
pursuits,
and
either
are not tokens from supernatural powers, but occurnot
merely
given
us
for our pleasure, but also as a
herded
in
monasteries
or
trooped
about
in
praying
rences of a natural origin. Seneca expresses this
warning
for
the
correction
of our lives, and of the
and
singing
bands.
The
possessions
of
the
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opinion, and predicts the bringing of comets unwrath
of
God."
Lavather
demonstrated
by scriptwere
vastly
augmented
by
property
made
over
to
der natural law, still more explicitly.
But with the rise of Christianity these gleams of them at this period. The suspension of industry ural citations that comets ·are signs of death or
widespread disaster. In the seventeenth century
light on the subject were extinguished. Naturalism resulted in sore famins.
Fromundus,
the eminent professor of theology at
A general terror from the appearance of a
was rapidly overlaid and forgotten under the superthe
University
of Louvain-conspicuous for his
naturalism of Christ. Under the pernicious influ- comet occurred .as often as. nearly every decade.
war
on
the
doctrin
of the earth's rotundityence of this personage the world rapidly grew to However, the acme was reached in · 1456. The
battled
doughtily
for
the prophetic mission of
devote its entire energy and time to the task of invading Turks had just secured a foothold in
comets.
In
1680
Voight
found that the comet ot
Europe.
These
Mohammedan
hosts,
which
could
-discovering supernatural causes for every event.
that
date
omened
the
fall
of the Turkish empire,
h!tv
been
repelled
by
a
united
effort
of
the
EuroSoon· elaborate · supernaturalistic doctrins were
and
branded
as
"Atheists
and
epicureans" all who
pean
nations,
had
taken
ad;yantage
of
the
disunion
constructed in regard to meteors-otherwise called
denied
the
tenet
that
comets
are
messengers of an
generated
among
the
Christians
by
contending
shooting-stars-and eclipses, and comets. Of these
irate
God.
Besides
these
printed
pronouncements,
sects
to
follow
up
the
conquest
of
Constantinople
three classes of" rare and seemingly .lawless phenomena, the first-mentioned, meteors or shooting- by pushing far into the heart of Europe. At this there were multitudes that issued from the pulpits.
stars, was the oilly one that received a favorable juncture a .comet appeared. Pope· Calixtus III. Preachers Protestant and Catholic vied in earnestinterpretation. The fathers of the Christian church publicly and solemnly anathematized both the ness to establish the biblical theory. As an inplaced upon these apparitions constructions that Turks and the comet. One item of his deliverance stance, we will giv at some length an account
were · various, but all kindly. Origen pronounced was that the faithful should pray God to divert the of the preaching of Conrad Dieterich. This
shooting-stars living beings. endowed with souls, cometic monster and its destructiv fury away from preacher, says Prof. A. D. White in the Popular
citing the Song of the Three Children, a piece of the Christians and against the misbelieving Turks. Science Monthly, whose account we shall follow,
literature which miesed acceptance to the canon of A petition, "From the Turk and the comet, good was during the first half of the seventeenth century
the. scripture but is r~tained in the Anglican liturgy. Lord deliver us," was inserted in the regular a Lutheran ecclesiastic of the highest authority.
Other fathers ·believed them to be propelled by the litany. It is supposed that from this source we derive His ability as a theologian had made him archdeahands of angels. Philo Judreus thought them our present Angelus, or mid-day prayer, at the sound con of Marburg, professor of philosophy and
of a bell, against the powers of evil. The papal director of studies at the University of Giessen,
beneficent spirits .
. · Eclipses, however, we find regarded somewhat anathema had the usual effect of such utterances, and finally "superintendent," exercising functions
of an episcopal character in the Lutheran regions of
~iffert nUy. They,c were held to express the grief of for the Turks to-day hold most of the conquests
.Nature at calamities occurring to the hu"man race. effected then, including Constantinople, and the Southwestern Germany. In the year 1620, on the
second Sunday in Advent, in the great cathedral of
So late as the :time of Oh~rl~,~ ~-, ~~ eclipse wa.s comet, which wa.s that now known as Halley's, has
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Ulm, he developed the orthodox doctrin of comets
To the Friends of The Truth Seeker.
in a sermon, taking up the questions : 1. What are
The following whole-souled letter will serve as the
comets? 2. What do they indicate 1 3. What hav text for a little explanation :
we to do with their significance ! This sermon
''PUEBLo, CoL., Dec. 6, 1892.
marks an epoch. Delivered in that center of Prot"E. M.· MAcDoNALD, EsQ., Dear Sir and Brother:
estant Germany, and by a prelate of the highest Please send me a copy of the Bible Picture Book, boards,
standing, it was immediately printed, prefaced by illuminated cover, price $1, and Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
three laudatory poems from different men of no~e, Argument in Reynolds's Blasphemy Trial, in cloth, price
cents. Inclosed find $2. Please keep the remainand sent forth to drive back the scientific, or, as it. fifty
ing fifty cents for your trouble. I am a subscriber of
was termed, the " godless," view of comets. The T}m TRUTH SEEKER and like it very much. After reading
preface shows that Dieterich was sincerely alarmed it I always send it to some friend. I notice your apby the tendency to regard comets as natural appear- peal for help in your last issue. I am willing to subances, and resolved to cut it off at all costs. scribe as many dollars as any other one person. Please
let me know what I can do for yon. It wl.ll never do to
His text was taken from the twenty-fifth verse lPt THE TRUTH SEEKER go by the,board; it is the only
of the twenty-first chapter of St. Luke: really good Infidel paper in the United States, and I for
"And there shall be signs in the sun, and in tbe one am ready to stand by it through all kinds of weather.
"Respectfully yours,
N. C. CREEDE."
moon, and in the stars; and upon the earth distress
The reason we hav for two or three weeks made
of nations, with perplexity ; the sea and the waves
roaring." As to what comets are, he declares that so strong an appeal to our readers is because we
there is no solution of the problem save in revela- find ourselvs in the uncomfortable position of owtion, and insists that they are" signs especially sent ing to men with whom we deal in the publication
by the almighty to warn the earth." An additional of THE TRUTH SEEKER a good many bills which we
proof of this he finds in the forms of comets. hav not the ready means to pay. It is to liquidate
One, he says, took the form of a trumpet; another, these bills, now overdue, that we desire assistance.
of a spear ; another, of a goat; another, of a torch;
we do not like to, and do not, appeal for charity,
another, of a sword ; another, of an arrow; another, but for what is due us from subscribers in arrears ;
of a saber ; still another, of a bare arm; and so on. and to those whose time is about expiring for
From these forms of comets he infers that we may prompt renewals. And we also solicit the aid of
divine their purpose. As to their creation, he friends in extending our circulation, because that
quotes John of Damascus and other great church will not only place us in better circumstances, but
authorities in behalf of the idea that each comet is will spread the literature of Freethought and do a
a star newly created at the divine command out of great amount of good to the cause which we know
nothing, and that it indicates the wrath and pun- our subscribers are as anxious as ourselvs to see
ishment of God. As to their purpose, having advanced. We are truly grateful for every helpful
quoted largely from the Bible and from Luther, he hand extended, and hope that the response will
winds up by insisting that, as God can make nothing soon be sufficient to place us beyond the necessity
in vain, comets must hav some distinct object: of again referring to the matter. But now we are
then from Isaiah and Joel among the prophets, obliged to recur to it, and urge it upon the attenfrom Matthew, Mark, and Luke among the evangel- tion of our friends. We are making many liberal
ists, from Origen and St. ,rohn Chrysostom among offers of premiums, and those who assist us will
the fathers, from Luther and Melancthon among benefit themselvs. One good turn deserves another,
the Reformers, he draws various texts more or less. always, and so we try to make a large return for
conclusiv to prove that comets indicate evil and the money sent us. THE TRUTH SEEKER has reonly evil, and he cites Luther's Advent sermon, to ceived so little money during the past summer that
the effect that, though comets may arise in the the large bills referred to hav accumulated, and the
course of nature, they are still signs of evil to persons to whom we owe them want their money.
mankind. In answer to the theory of certain These are the plain facts, and, knowing them, our
naturalists, that comets are made up of a "certain friends will know what to do.
We thank Mr. Creede for his friendly offer, and
fiery, warm, sulphurous, saltpetery, sticky fog," he
all
who hav responded in any way. And we hope
declares, " Our sins, our sins! they are the fiery
heated vapors, the thick, sticky, sulphurous clouds soon to hear from a great many more. We need
which rise from the earth toward heaven before to.
God." Throughout the sermon contempt was
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poured over all men who simply investigated comets
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new subscriptions and prompt renewas natural objects, and special attention was called
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our Lord God in heaven as an angry father with a
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($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Textwhat comets signify, he commits himself entirely to
Book
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therefore calamities of every sort. Page after page
($3)
and
"The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
is filled with the record of evils following comets.
in boards ($2).
·
Beginning with the creation of the world, he insists
For
$4
we
will
send
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER one year
that the first comet brought on the deluge of Noah.
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories ComicHe cites a mass of authorities ranging from Moses
ally Illustrated" in cloth covers ($1.50).
and Isaiah to Albert the Great and Melancthon in
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
support of the view that comets precede earthquakes,
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically
famins, wars, pestilences, and every form of evil.
Illustrated" in board covers ($1).
Page after page is filled with this sort of historical
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
proof. He makes some parade of astronomical
which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceedknowledge as to the greatness of the sun and moon,
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can avail
but relapses soon into his old line of argument.
themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our present
Conjuring his audience not to be led away from the
readers will call the attention of their friends to
well-established belief of Christendom and the
the values offered.
principles of their fathers, he comes back to his old
figure of speech, insists that " our sins are the
Muscle vs. Mind.
inflammable material of which comets are made "
A Catholic paper claims the two pugilists who
' are most famous at present as sons of Catholicism.
and winds up with a most earnest appeal to the
almighty to spare his people.
Sullivan is a Roman Catholic. Corbett is the samE),
Here we find that, in addition to all the rest of and was educated at the two colleges of St. Ignatius
Christianity's misdoings, it will force us, by the and the Sacred Heart. " Both men," says this
very numerousness of its errors in cometary teach- paper, "are splendid specimens of that magnificent
ing, to defer the enumeration of the remainder of physical development which they got from their
them till next week.
Irish fathers." We are willing to let the Catholic

church hav the credit of these specimens of humanity. Physical preeminence is admirable only when
attained without diminution of mental. Were
strength the chief excellence, a horse or an ox
would be the superior of a man, and would be the
master instead of the drudge. In the class of hu_.
man beings that the church turns out, muscle is aggrandized at the expense of mind. Muscle is good
in. its place. A Rationalist neither despises the
physical altogether, like the early Christian fanatics,
nor elevates it above mind, like the lat.er Christian
barbarians. He givs to mind and matter each its
proper place. As at ·present there lingers overmuch of the barbarous preference for matter before
mind, to counterbalance this, and restore the just
equilibrium, he usually finds it expedient to slight
the former and praise the latter only.

A Factor of the Democratic Victory.
The recent election of the Democratic candidates
in this country was in part due to action of the
Catholic church against the Republican party ..
One case of this action was in those Western
states, especially Wisconsin and Illinois, where the
Republican party allied itself with the movement
against the private schools of the Catholics and the
Lutherans.
Throughout the country, too, the Catholic press
and hierarchy threw many votes against Harrison
because of his retention of Morgan as commissioner
of Indian schools. The Catholics hav long clamored
against this officer and demanded his dismissal. A
sample of their expressions regarding him is the
following from the Catholic Review :
"Catholics do not desire to draw religious lines in politics, but when an official like the Ron. Thomas J. Morgan declares war on them, they must defend themselTB.
And that their votes count, the result of the election
proves. Good-bye, Morgan!"
One Republican speaks- thus : "'Ihe Catholic
church fought all along the line to defeat Mr. Har. rison because of his support of General Morgan as
Indian commissioner. The Roman church used to
receive large sums of money from the government for
its Indian missions, and the government knew little
of the use it made of the appropriations, but General
Morgan put it on a line with all the other churches.
Hence the Roman church's opposition to him."
The Rev. Dr. McArthur, of New York, referring to
this sectarian broil over the Indian schools, says of
Cleveland: ''I hope he will be true not only to his
Presbyterian blood, but to his American education.
But it remains to be seen whether he will bow at the
feet of Romanism or stand like a tower for Protestantism." There is too much already, we will remark, of this standing like a tower for one sect or
the other and neglecting the good of the country.
Neither Protestants, acting as such, nor Catholics
dominated by a zeal for their faith, can administer
offices with decency. Our readers may look at a,
letter from a personal witness of Indian school
management on another page of this paper.
This demonstration of the power of the Catholic
church will henceforth make that institution more
than ever feared, and even catered to, by our lawmakers.
Mr. Hugh 0. Pentecost has entered into partnership relations with Mr. James Edward Graybill
and Mr. C. Augustus Dieterich, under the firm
name of Graybill, Pentecost & Dieterich, for the
practice of the law, at No. 229 Broadway, New
York. We believe that in his practice Mr. Pentecost will be found on the side of justice ; and so
believing, we wish him success in all his cases.
Mr. T. C. Widdecombe, author of that valuable
little pamphlet "Science and Religion," has donated
$2.50 for subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for
some Freethinker who is unable to pay for it. We
hav done considerable in that way ourselvs, and
are glad to receive a little aid. We shall send
the paper one year to some deserving Freethinker,
with Mr. Widdecombe's compliments, throwing in
the fifty cents for good luck.
The editor of the Children's Corner of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, Miss Susan H. Wixon, of Fall River,
Mass., at the recent municipal election held in
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that city, was again reelected to the school board
for three years. She was the nominee of the
Republican party, but, being very popular with
both political parties in spite of her heretical principles, she carried a large number of Democratic
votes, and ran ahead of the minister, who was on
the ticket with her. Her sympathies ate with the
masses. Her independent modes of thinking, her
keen denunciation of frauds and hypocrisies, and
her interest and affection for little children make
her highly respected among all classes.
The Broadway Theater was crowded from the
gallery to the back of the stage last Sunday night
to hear Colonel Ingersoll's estimate of Voltaire.
The orator spoke for two and a quarter hours, but
no one thought it was half-past ten when he finished. It is very evident that Liberal sentiment is
widely diffused among the people, for the lecture,
a~ our readers know, bristles with criticism of
Christianity and her priests, and when he flung his
dart3 of sarcasm the building " trembled with
applause," as the Sun reporter felt it. The lecture
was substantially as our readers hav seen it, but
the colonel went outside his notes once or twice.
An allusion which the audience thought referred to
Dr. Parkhurst and like busybodies was a reference
to the harshness of the clergy. "You havno idea,"
he said, "how severe priests are. If you allowed all
the priests and ministers of New York to form a
legislature to make laws for· New York, where
would you rather liv-here or in a well-regulated
penitentiary!" A roar of laughter showed that the
audience understood the allusion. "I would never
think I had done my duty to a client," he went on,
"if there was a clergyman on the jury. A clergyman never thinks justice is done unless hell is
raised with somebody." Mr. Moody's description
of his prayer on board the steamship Spree, when
she was disabled and storm-tossed on the. ocean,
evoked from Colonel Ingersoll another remark that
tickled his hearers hugely. "Religion," he said, "is
to most men what a lifeboat is to a ship. The passengers leave lifeboats alone until a storm comes,
and then they begin to think of them seriously,
unless some man happens to be on board who is
lucky at prayer." A burst of laughter greeted this,
and there were audible whispers of "Moody!"
Mr. Ingersoll's· voice was in exc~llent shape, the
hoarseness which sometimes troubled him having
disappeared, and when, in telling of the agony of a
tortured man, he lowered it almost to a whisper,
he could be heard distinctly in the farthest part of
the great theater. The lecture and its delivery
was a great treat to thos~ who had the good fortune to be there.
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News and Notes.
At this season of the year the weather in California is as strange and variable as human life itself.
It is a picture of infinit change from gorgeous sunlight, sceneries bathed in splendor, to measureless
gloom. Clouds piled on clouds, and the dark
floods descending. Beautiful blue skies appear,
faint shining mists float over them. The earth
seems in bridal array. The fields glitter, and the
mountains are clothed in diamonds even to their·
very crests. Then over this enchanting prospect
sweeps the storm and nothing can be seen but
gigantic fold on fold of its black drapery rolling
along the mighty blast. And when one thinks the
tempest has expended its fury, .and the brilliant
sunshine for a while fills the air with triumphant
colors, suddenly a fiercer and wilder night possesses
the sky, and tumultuous rains pour like rivers upon
the soil.
There is something exciting in these vast and
varied scenes. No day is like another. The ocean
breaking along the shore, now in gentle beauty and
then in awful thunders, never givs the same aspect.
The hills and the valleys with the wonderful canopy
of clouds hav a perpetual alteration. A constantly
new world unfolds upon the charmed vision. And
such is human li e, answering to naturtJ's sunshine
and storm. We know not when the tempest will
burst, and what strange events will throng from
day to day. The past is like a crystal-unchange-
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able in its lights and shadows-but the future is like Reason, Science,. and his own indomitable . spirit.
the sea, and we know not what wave will break in The sublime ideas of truth, of justice, of brothermusic or darkness upon the shore of to-morrow. to hood, of liberty, of progress, animate and giv us
gem or mar our lives. The gloom and the glory of courage, and so by the grave of our brother and
the outer world so marvelously mingling. in such friend we think not simply of the cold body, but of
unexpected forms, making the day almost like night, the grand and beautiful inspirations that made
and night sometimes as beautiful as the day:-in his young life so happy and bountiful. We dwell
these the mind of man finds the expression of its in the mighty spiritual world of our ever-struggling
own destiny, so terrific at times, and then so glori- humanity, that world which from dim and far beous and so lovely.
..
ginnings has broadened and brightened into such
. Coming to California, in the wild magnificence of majesty and splendor of poetry, music, and immorItS elements l find SOmething sympathetic with the t tl art. In the might and magnificence of that
tragedy of human life. And the tragedy has come world we triumph over death and endure our sor-heart breaking, and making desolation like the row and console the breaking heart, and turn to
path of a. cloud laden with the lightning.. .
our tasks again with the gracious m(lmory of our
My dear young friend Walter L. Grigsoy has beloved one enshrined in deathless beauty.
met with a sudden death. A brave, bright spirit
The coffin was covered with flowers, and the
like golden sunshine is extinguished iii. a moment. tender leaves wreathed the face of our dear one.
He was working in his father's mill, had just re- The last sad look was given and he was borne away
turned home for a few days radiant with energy to the burial-place. The storm still continued as
and hope, and in some unaccountable manner-it we went our way to Calistoga with long prowill never be known how, for he was alone when the cession of friends and neighbors. From this place
accident occurred-he was hurled into the machin- by car the body was taken to Napa. It poured
ery, his head crushed, and he died in an instant furiously when we reached the city, as if the eleapparently. His brother Arthur found his lifeless ments were in their most cruel mood; but nearing
body afterward under the revolving wheel. It was the spot where he was to be laid away forever the
about 4 o'clock in the afternoon. What a blow for rain ceased, as if into her bosom nature would at
father and mother, sisters and brother, to thus lose last take her child in peace and quietude. Gently
him, without warning, without a chance to say into the grave he was lowered, resting upon the
good-bye, to see him only a little while before so couch where no pain shall ever come. Over the
strong, so healthful, overflowing with mirth and clods were placed the flowers of love and memory,
the beautiful promis of youth, so loving and so and we bade farewell, a long farewell, to the
eager, and now dead. Could there be a greater sor- precious dust
Immediately after the momentrow to crush the human heart than this !
ary lull the storm renewed its fury as we repassed
The accident occurred on Tuesday afternoon, the gloomy portals of the city of the dead. It
November 29th. The storms had been so terrific rained steadily for hours, the train was delayed,
that all telegraphic and telephone communications and it was nearly midnight when o-..:er the dangerwere destroyed between Calistoga and San Francisco. ous ways, flooded by the increasing tempest, we
I did not receive the message until Thursday.~ I reached home. It was a sad, sad day to our friends,
hastened immediately to Calistoga. It was a sad and the courage of their own hearts alone sustained
moment indeed when I greeted this sorrowing them.
household in whose circle I had spent so many
Walter Leslie Grigsby was only twenty-one years
happy hours, for these are true friends of Free- of age at the time of his death. He was universally
thought and my labors both here and elsewhere hav beloved. He was always ready to help, Liberal in
been brightened by their devotion and generous spirit and unflinching in his convictions. He was
help. The funeral services were held on Friday, an earnest Freethinker. A year ago he came to
December 2d. Although the day was inclement San Francisco to be apprentice in the Risdon Iron
a large number of neighbors were present, an!f in and Locomotiv Works. He desired to leam his
every way the community has shown its sympathy business thoroughly. He was not obliged to do
with our friends in their awful tri~l, for their home the rough work that he did, but he accepted it as a
has been in this valley for over thirty years. Walter method by which to acquire knowledge and skill for
looked natural in the silence and majesty of death. his profession. Though a beginner he lived on his
One could scarcely believe that his heart was still wages. His father was able and willing to assist,
forever, that those lips would speak no more nor but he would not accept the offered aid. He dethe eyes open. What consolation could anyone giv termined to be independent and self-reliant, to win
in an hour so sad and crushing? Not all that the his own way from the start. He spent most of his
heart can dream or imagin can make death other evenings in study. He learned from books as well
than it is. There is no hope in death, no light. It as by practical experie2ce. In our Freethought
is an immeasurable tragedy. We must endure it. movement at San Francisco he was an ardent and
The Bible and the church are as helpless as unbelief courageous supporter. He stood by our colors
itself. They cannot heal the broken heart. They through every difficulty, were there few or many in
cannot make that good which is evil and only evil. the cause. He was of buoyant disposition-lookEven if there is something of relief in the dark- ing to the bright side of things, and ready to be
ness of 'death when old age passes away, because at the front. He was a loyal soldier-loyal to the
·old age is in itself a kind of living' dea~h and the truth, to freedom, and to humanity. He was a
brightest faculties cease to be, where is there one gallant comrade, stricken from our side in the very
particle of light in the death of glorious youth! happiest moment of his youth and labor.
His father, Mr. R. F. Grigsby, of the Palisade
In all the beyond-beautiful as we may make it in
our most blessed visions -there is nothing so beau- Mines, Calistoga, is well known in our Liberal
tiful, so sweet· as this earthly existence with our ranks. For years he has been a stanch supporter
friends here, our loves and hopes here, our delights of Freethought, as was his father before him-T.
with father and mother, brother and sister, and the L. Grigsby, whose funeral I attended last year at
affection that flows like a silver stream. Our dear Napa. Walter's mother, Mrs. Grigsby, is daughter
and noble comrade could not hav gone to a better of one of the pioneer Liberals of California-Amos
world than this. Oh, the Christian's heaven-! Buckman, of >:'an Diego county. Arthur, Walter's
despise it in contrast with the world of action here. brother, and Miss Meda and -Miss Lola, his sisters,
It is a shadow, while this life is a reality, the beauty are also true and brave Liberals who desire not the
consolations of religion in this dark hour. This
and the glory that we desire.
I despise the Christian's God. What a weak, bright and genial circle, where reason is ever shinpuny God he is. How helpless he is when nature's ing and humanity attractiv, has been rudely
tremendous forces move on. Could he not avert sundered by that mysterious and mighty force
this blow~ Could he not stop that rushing wheel ! upon whose bosom the universe itself seems but a
could he not save that dear head! If not, then he wave that comes and goes. To these friends thus
is as useless as the dry leaf that drifts along the bereft is given the sympathy of every Liberal heart.
Time alone can soften the sorrow which is now so
tid(!.
The Bible, the church, the priest, are useless in an overwhelming. Time will bring the sunshine and
hour like. this. They only make more dreadful the the flowers, the summer's day beyond the winter's
fact that confronts us. Back of the gloom of gloom. Time will bring new duties, new toils, and
nature they put the gloom of an infernal God. new hopes. Time will make memory sweet and
Instead of making nature benevolent, they make it beautiful. Time will bring forth in lovely outline
the full and earnest life of him whom we shall see
a hideous nightmare.
We must take nature simply as it is, with its no more. Over the dark canvas of the grave, now
evils and imperfections. There is no wisdom in so strange and desolate, time shall paint the virtues
nature, no love, no justice, no mercy. Nature is of him we love. Time shall reveal the noble
not right in this thing, in this tragedy of death. thoughts that animated his brief but heroic life.
She is absolutely wrong, absolutely destructiv and. Time shall giv him to us in immortal youth.
We can liv and love; and living and loving we
inhuman.
Only in the strength of humanity
itself, in human love and human help, is there any can pluck from death's dark bosom itself the best
and brightest glory of the dear ones gone away.
softening of this awful tragedy.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Man must meet death in the grandeur of his
Calistoga, Gal , Dec. 14, 1892.
ideal life which he himself has built up out of
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Unreasonability of Christian "Reasonaldlity of lightenment, reason, and research. All your proof loveliness of heaven while knowing that their
in this respect rests solely on the teachings of the papas and mammas, their brothers and sisters, are
Hell."
·
With the increase and spread of reason's light and
research the claims of superstition visibly recede
and dwindle. An apprehensiv uncertainty of lasting credulity in the awe-inspiring doctrins forces
the divine apostles to a gradual but steady mitigation of the sufferings of eternal damnation.
The Satanic Ruler of a short century ago would
to-day hardly recognize his old domain. He would
become . amazed and completely lost as soon as
he stepped inside the infernal boundary. Instead of
meeting inviting blazes of a roaring fire, choking
smoke of brimstone and smell of roasting flesh, he
would certainly shudder at the cooling and pleasant
breezes, so antagonistic to his unacclimatized nostrils and nerves. Nothing to enliven his cunning
eyes, to joy his grinning jaws; no job, no salary, no.
hope of regency,, of livelihood. Despair would
prove his fate, suicide the only salvation. We
therefore candidly advise his unfortunate highness
to postpone the visit, and stay outside.
How did all this occur! Your enterprising
church magnate has stealthily turned on a powerful hose and succeeded in pacifying the furious.
His associates "ill Christ," seeing no
flames.
realization of their expected wrath of the Lord upon
the sacrilegious intruder, soon fell in line themselva, successfully helping, not only in a complete
extinguishing of a.ll the fires, but also in a total and
clean obliteration of the whole subterranean establishment as regards its policy of government and
objects of speculation. All the enormous supplies
of coal, the numerous furnaces, anvils and hammers,
shovels and tongs, pokers, nails, and chains-all
hav been boldly advertised for sale and nicely disposed of to a lew cheap second-hand dealers. The
walls, ceilings, and floors underwent an entire renovation, and save for the few dozen of ashsacks, _and
mischievous pin-cushions securely fastened to the
stationary sitting paraphernalia, the whole resort
would not prove so very undesirable for the majority of the victims condemned by the church, which,
under the guidance of the great judge on high,
claims that it is nothing but just to reap the fruits
in the spiritual life according as they were sown
during our earthly existence.
The following is a short synopsis of a recent sermon upon this subject :
,
· "It is most reasonable that everybody should be
punished for all sins and crimes against the generous God who endowed us with a free and untrammeled will to do whatever we please, and to
· choose between right and wrong. God would not
be just should all criminals escape punis1::ment,
and enjoy the unearned benefits of the righteous in
heaven. There must ·be, nay! there is a hell, a
fitting place for every offender to pay the dues
he owes his divine master. But, like many other
passages in the holy Bible, we shall not take verbatim the descriptions of hell. The reasoning
power, as the fruit of our increased learning and'
research, is plainly showing us the way of 'divine
interpretation.' The loving father in heaven will
not punish his children with smoke and fire from
brimstone and tar. Neither is there any devil with
horns, hoofs, and tail, pick and fork. The hell is
simply a state in which all will put themselvs who
fail to obey the divine will of God; who do not
liv a life righteous, religious, and holy."
·
Such and similar were the silly exhortations of
the below-named pastor of St. Paul's Methodist
Episcopal church, one of the "best informed " and·
most noted divines of the Queen city. The subjoined short criticism of his sermon might, therefore, be not out of place, though he has not shown
as yet any willingness to answer my respectful
prayer for his "beatifying" information:
CINCINNATI, 0., Nov. 18, 1892.
REv. GEORGE K. MoRRIS, D.D., JJear Reverend
Sir : Last Sunday evening I was one of your most
attentiv listeners. I shall never re1ret having
spent an hour in the beautiful edifice, enjoying the
enchanting choir and the really divine eloquence
of your religious argumentations. Nothing would
remain for me but to sign the list of your followers
regarding the "Reasonability of Hell," if there but
were:
1. An immortal soul in man,· and
2. No omnipotent and all-knowing supreme
ruler, called God.
This double "if" is in my humble opinion the
fatal stumbling-block, the bottomless precipice, in
every religious doctrin.
What is the soul! Where is she~ And do you
know there is any undying, everlasting spirit?
Prove it, and then speak of its eternal tortures, or
shouting joy. The ghost stories of the past are
not credited as they used to be in our age of en-

foul and leprous contents of the "holy" Bible.
Perusing carefully its pages you will find it most
blasphemous and contradictory. Take, for instance,
the creation of the "first"· parents, Adam and Eve.
Are all peoples the descendants of this single
and only family T In such an instance Adnm's
sons had to intermarry with their sisters; the
father with his daughters; the mother with her
sons; the-oh, well ! a cold chill passes through
all my frame at the very thought of such divinity
and wisdom of the alleged creator.
A few lines farther the same holy codex asserts
that Cain went to the land of Nod and tltere "took
unto 'himself a wife from among the daughters of
that land." By whom became this strange land
populated, Rev. Mr. Morris'!
Now let us take a glance at the other end of these·
holy scriptures. Mr. Jesus, the reputed son of
God, had his ancestry dated back to David. How
do we know of itT The holy gospels of St. Matthew and St. Luke furnish· the great authority.
The former credits "our savior " with twentyeight generations, while Luke counts as many as.
forty-three, and none corresponds with the other
save as to David and Joseph. Who is here right~
Either the first or the other must evidently be a
liar. Yet both are still enjoying a full confidence
of the almighty's secretaryship, specially selected,
divinely inspired and holy.
The second "if:"
According to your and every church's teachings
there is no question as to -the existence of an allknowing, all-wise, and almighty God. "If" so,
how can you conscientiously make the man responsible for any deed the commission of which had been
recorded in the knowledge of heaven ages before 1
Do you for a moment believe that God could
know anything without or against his holy will'!
If he was aware of any murder to be perpetrated,
th
all d f
ill f th
it had to come to pass, e so-c e ree w. o
e
brute notwithstandiJ:!.g. Would not this allknowledge condemn rather God himself instead of
his servant who is bound to follow the will of his
all-knowing and almighty master~ You are surely
familiar with the fatal results of lightnings, cyclones,
vqlcanoes, and numerous equally horrible catastrophes. How. many o~ God's living images are
daily falling victims to these cruel agencies !
What, do you suppose, will be the fate of the
leuions of souls thus unprepared for any of your
oeverlasting abodes! I almost hear your answer:
that "everybody ought to be always ready and
prepared for his call." Yes-it is very easy to
state, but by no means so easy to prove the justice
of, such affirmation. Is there no speck of possibility that the heavenly father was, according to
the grand Lord's Prayer, justin the act of "leading"
the poor wretches into "temptation" when thus
snatched away~ If the almighty himself is pushmg
you into sheol, how are you able to raise unto him
your voice and heart in song and praye.r, embellished, if necessary, by a solemn American tin horn,
or German dudel-sack T Besides, they might hav
been just piously' storing means for an increased.
joy in heaven by sinning as much as possible when
suddenly cut short and mashed to pieces. The
holy Bible says: "There will be more joy in
heaven at one converted sinner tran over ninetynine uprights." "The bigger the cake the jollier
the picnic."
How can the." just" and "loving" father punish
his child when its intenti:ms were of the most
commendable nature, though, in fact, not exceedingly "nice~" Inrocent mistakes are surely not
punishable in manner and form of the teachings of
Bible and church.
God's will and wish, according to your statement,
is th~tt,..everybody be saved and none punished. Is
G od tinab le to realize the ends of his "almighty"
will! Why does he allow the king of hades to
stuff his grisly kingdom with such a cruel majority
of God's own subjects, his own children~ Did he
not know, before creating the man, that his divine
share will be 80 insignificant as to hardly justify
all the trouble in molding Adam:~ He should hav
known, if he knew anything, that his undertaking
will soon prove a total failure, an irredeemable
fiasco.
And now, all those sweet, tiny innocentswhere will they be domiciled? Jesus is credited
with saying, "Suffer little children to come unto
me, fOr theirs is the kingdom of heaven." What?
How'! Did they ever earn itT Hav they already
succeeded in overcoming the Lord's "temptation~"
Why did God fail to take us all up while in the
grasp of "the children's kingdom?" What sort of
justice do you call this! But, on the .other hand,
how can you unblushingly accuse the children of
being so indifferent and ungrateful as to enjoy the

probably crying, wringing hands, and despairing in
hell forever, ever, and everT
Such teachings, my dear friend, cannot possibly
emanate from a source acceptable, so~nd, and
honest. Quite the contrary is palpably their horrid
and only foundation. In no way do I wish to be
understood as disputing the rights of your pulpit,
for they are guarded by the laws of our land ; and;
secondly, I do not think your institution worse .
than many others under the same . protection.
Neither do I hope your mental peace will become
materially unbalance.d and disturbed, as you are a
gentleman of vast understanding and experience.
Knowing full well that the credulity of your congregation is at your very command, somebody
else would gladly slip into your· place and reap the
fruits of such a rich soil, should you conclude to
reform.
As everybody's presence is " welcome" and "appreciated" to listen and profit by your "words of
wisdom," I will surely not be denied the justice of
disputing those of your statements which seemingly
do not side with the truth. You claim the color of
your ideas to be white, perfectly white, while to
me it looks black, as .black as tar, unless I am·
color-blind, though nobody has, so far, proved this.
defect in my sight. Perhaps you might be more
successful in correcting this. grave infirmity.
Nothing else would so awaken my sense of gratitude
to you as such an achievement; and I would consider it the crowning glory to J;lly life's desires.
But it must be convincing, just, and truthfulyes, truthful; for truth I am ready to suffer ; and
craving for truth I remain,
Yours respectfully,
N. D. TANSKE, M.D;.
61 West Ninth street.
------------

New England Theology Two Hundred Years Ago.
F1·om the Rev. Mtchael Wigglesworth's "Dau of Doom."

THE JUDGMENT DAY.
Before his throne a trump is blown,
Proclaiming the day of doom :
Forthwith he cries, "Ye dead arise,
And unto the judgment come."
No sooner said, but 'tis obeyed;
Sepulchres opened are :
Dead bodies all rise at his call,
And's mighty power declare.
The saved are then judged, or rather their salvation is thus described:
My sheep draw near, your sentence hear, which is to you
no dread,
Who clearly now discern, and know your sins are pardoned.
.
.
'Twas meet that ye should judged be, that so the world
No
s~ygrudge, when as I judge and deal impartially.
Know therefore all, both great and small, the ~round and
reason why
These men do'stand at my right hand, and look so che!:)rThe!~~~n be.thosemyFather chose before thew~rld's
foundation,
And to me gave, that I should save from death and con- .
demnation.
The elect having thus been disposed of, Jesus
turns to those who were not of the company chosen
for him by God before "the world's foundation."
After dealing with various classes of sinners in a
manner which might well excite the envy .of an
Oriental despot whoE>e heart had long been steeled
against all the divine emotions, Christ proceeds to
judge those whose lives had been pure, holy, honest,
and upright, but whose greatness of soul·had rendered it impossible for them to grovel before a God
represent.ed by his most zealous followers as infinitly more brutal and cruel than the worst man
born of woman:
Then were brought nigh a company of civil, honest men
That loved true dealing, and hated stealing, ne'er wrong'd
their brethren;
Who pleaded thus, · "Thou 1u:owest us that we were
blameless livers ;
No whoremongers, no murderers, no quarrelers nor
strivers."
Jesus admits that they hav been all they claim,
but proceeds:

::;e

Ands~ej~hat part, whose great desert you think to reach
For your excuse, doth you accuse, and will your boasting
mar.
·
However fair, however square your way and work hath
been,
· .
Before men's eyes, yet God espies iniquity therPin.
You much mistake, if for their sake you dream of acceptation:
.
Whereas the same deserveth shame and meriteth damnation.
This picture of infinit injustice, however, pales
into insignificance before what follows:
.
Then to the bar, all they drew near who dy'd in infancy, ·
And never had or good or bad effected pers'nally.
.·
But from the womb unto the tomb were straightway carried,
Or at the last e'er they transgrest who thue began til
plead:
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If for- our own transgression, or disobedience,

We here did stand at thy left hand, just were the recompense· · · ·
·
·
·
But Adam1s guilt our souls hath spilt, his fault is charg'd
on us:
And that alone hath overthrown, and utterly undone us.
Not we,. but he ate of the tree, .whose fruit was interdicted:
Yet on u!! all of his sad fall, the punishment's inflicted.
How could we- sin that had not been, or how is his sin
our
.
Without consent, which to prevent, we never had a pow'r?
0 ~great. creator, why was our nature depraved and
· forlorn?
Why·so defil'd, and made so vil'd whilst we were yet unbmn?
. ·
.
Behold w:e see Adam set free, and sav'd from his trespass,
Whose sinful fall hath spilt us all, and brought us to this
pass.
Canst thou deny us once to try, or grace to us to
·tender, .
.
·
W.Q.en be finds grace before thy face, that was the chief
offender?

.Jesus is then represented as replying in the following language:
What you call old Adam's fall, and only his trespass,
You call amiss to call it his, both his and yours it was.
He was design'd of all mankind, to be a publick head,
A common root, whence all should shoot, and stood in
all their stead.
lie stood and fell, did ill or well, not for himself alone,
But for you all, who now his fall, and trespass would dis·
own.
If he had stood, then all his brood, had been established
In God's true love never to move, nor once awry to tread:
Would you hav griev'd to hav receiv'd through Adam so
much ·good;
.
As had been your for evermore, if he at first had stood?
Since then to share in his welfare, you could hav been
content,
You may with reason share in his treason, and in the
punishment. ·
You sinners are, and such a share as sinners may expect,
Such you shall hav; for I'do save none .but my own elect.
Yet to compare your sin with their who lived a longer
time,
·
·
I do confess yours is much less, though every sin's a
crime.
A crime it is, therefore in .bliss you may not. hope to
dwell;
But unto you I shall allow the easiest room in hell.
The. glorious king thus answering, they cease and plead.
no longer:
Their consciences must needs confess his reasons are the
stronger.
·
Having disposed of the sheep and goats, the
worthy divine next lingers on the :field of victory
and despair much as a bee lingers over the honeycup of a fragrant flower.
Now what remains, .but that to pains and everlasting
smart,
Christ should condemn the sons of men, which is their
just desert; ·
0 rueful plights of sinful wights! oh wretches all forlorn;
'T had happy been they ne'er had seen the sun, or not_
been born.
·
Yea, now it would be good they could themselvs annihilate,
·
·
And cease to be, themselvs to free from such a fearful
state.
0 happy dogs, and swine and frogs; yea, serpent11' generation,
Who do not fear this doom to hear, and sentence of
damnation!
Where tender love men's hearts did move unto a sym-.
pathy,
And bearing part of others' smart in their anxiety:
Now such compassion is out of fashion, and wholly laid
aside·
No friends so near, but saints to hear their sentence
can abide,
The godly wife conceives no g.rief, nor can she shed a
·.tear
·
For the sad fate of her dear mate, when she his doom doth
hear.
·
.
. ,
He that was erst a husband pierced with sense of wife s
distress,
Whose tender heart did bear a part of all her grievances,
Shall mourn no more as heretofore because of her ill
plight;
.
Although he see her now to be a damn'd forsaken Wight.
The tender mother ·will own no other of all her numerous
.
brood,
But such as stand at Christ's right hand acquitted through
his blood.
·
The pious father had now much .rather his graceless son
should lie
.
In hell with devils, for aU his evils, burning eternally,
Than God most high should injury, by sparing him sus-

And~~~. ~ejoice

to hear Christ's voice adJudging him to
pain.
.
. ,
d
Who having all both great and small, convmc d an
silenced, ·
.
Did then proceed their doom to read, and thus 1t
uttered.
.
..
Ye sinful wights, and cursed sprites, that wor~ imquity.
Depart to~ether from me forever to endless misery; .
YolU' portiOn take. in. yonder lake, where fire and brim. stone flameth:
SUffer the smart, which your desert as its due wages
' claimeth.
'
What? 'to be sent to punishment,· and flames of burning
..fire
_.To be :urrounded, and eke confounded with God's revengeful ire I
What ? to abide, not for a tide these torments, but
forever; ·
'l'o be released, or to be eased, not after years, but never.
Oh:fearful doom! now there'll no room for hope or help

at all: ·.

·

1.7, 1~9~.

Sentence is past which aye shall l!ist, Christ will not it
recall.
There ~!light you hear the~ rend and tear the air With
theu outcries:
·
~
The ~deous noise of their sad voice ·ascendeth io the
skies.
They w:ing .their hands, their caitiff hands, and gnash
theu teeth for terrour ·
·
They cry, they roar for 'anguish sore, and gnaw their
tongues-for. horrour.
But get away without delay, Christ pities not your cry·
Depa~t to hell, there. may you yell, and roar .eternally.'
Dy fam they would, 1f dy they could but death will not
be had.
'
God's direful wrath their bodies hath for ev'r inlmortal
made.
But ~ho can teil tl).e plagues of hell,
The ligh~est pam the:y: there sustain more than intolerable.
But God s great pow r from hour to· hour upholds them
in the fire,
.
That t~ey shall not consume a jot, nor by its force
expue,
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Wild and :unwholesome, as the root,
Will all the branches be :
How can we hope for living fruit,
From such a deadly tree?
What mortal power, from things unclean
Can pure productions bring ?
Who can command a vital stream,
From an infected spring ?
These examples of the poetry which enjoyed
wonderful popularity, and .voiced the austere religious thought of colonial days, may help us. to
appreciate the ocean-wide exp&.nse between the
dominant religious thought at the time when Cotton
Mather delivered his eulogy over the body of Rev.
Michael Wigglesworth and the present, when the
pastor of the most famous Congr~gational church
in America declares .in favor of evolution, and a
learned professor in one of the greatest Presbyterian theological colleges publicly affirms that men
The hymns of this age were also in perfect touch can no longer shut their eyes to the fact that " the
with this frightful system of thought. Take, for Bible contains errors which no man has been able
example, the following :
to explain away* and also that there are three
sources or fountains of divine authority, " the
My thoughts on awfulsubjects roll;
Damnation and the dead·
Bible, the church, and . reason."
So gradually,
What horrors seize the g;-;n'ty soul,
however,
has
this
wonderful
evolution
taken place;
Upon a dying .bed. ·
and so multitudinous hav been the educational
Ling'ring about these mortal shores,
agencies which hav steadilyliftedman into a higher
She makes a long delay;
sphere of thought, that it is only when we examin
Till, like a flood with rapid force,
the history and. literature of. a vanished age that we
Death sweeps the wretch away.
are able to appreciate the progress which has been
Then, swift and dreadfri 1 she descendS
accomplished, or properly appreciate the spirit of the
Down to the fiery coast,
Among abominable fiends,
past. Religion is evolving as is humanity. What
Herself a frighted ghost.
was orthodoxy yesterday is blasphemy to-day.
Wlwt is heterodoruy to-day is orthodoruy to-morrow.
There endless crowds of sinners: lie,
And darkness makes their «>hains;
The history of religious evolution is a t~dious and
Tortur'd with keen despair, they cry;
often disheartening nal'rativ, and so also is the
Yet wait for fi·ercer pains.
story of life's evolution and the rise of man from
Not all their anguish and their blood
.the savagery of Central Africa to the development
.For their old guilt atones;
of a Hugo i but the story in. each instance is inNor the compassion of a God
spiring, for the tre~~d is upward. The star goes
Shall hearken to their groans.
before. The road ever leads to a higher altitude.-"Here is another companion hymn:
B. 0. Flower in the Arena.
With holy .fear, and· humble song,
The dreadful God our souls adore;
* Inaugural address by C. A. Briggs, on authority of
Rev'rence and awe become the tongue, _
the Holy Scriptures. Charles Scribners' Sons.
That speaks the terrors of his power.
Far in the deep, where darkness· dwells,
The land of horror and despair,The Church Militant.
J ustice has built a dismal hell,
And laid her stores of vengeance there.
The. Mason county, Ky., grand jury returned indictments Wednesday night against nearly all the barEternal plagues and heavy chains,
Tormenting racks and fiery coals,ber shops, cigar stores, and clothing houses in
And darts, t' inflict inlmortal pains,
Maysville for keeping open on Sunday. ·
Dv'd in the blood of damned souls.
~here Satan, the first sinner, lies,
Mrs. Elizabeth Berry and Garry Storms were
Ahd roars, fl.nd bites his iron bands;
taken recently to the Hackensack, N. J., jail to
In vain the rebel strives to rise,
Crushed with the weight of both:thy hands.
serve four days each for -violating the Sunday law.
They reside at W oodcliffe, and were arrested on
There guilty ghosts of Adam's race
Shriek out and howl beneath thy rod:'
complaint of Martin J. Meyers, a farmer of that
Once they could scorn a savior's grace,
place, who charged them with husking corn on
But they.incens'd a dreadful God.
Sunday.
·
Tremble, my soul, and kiss the son:
Sinner, obey thy savior's call;
Else your damnation hastens on,
A correspondent of the Amm·ican Sentinel in
And hell gapes wide to wait your fall.
Sierra Leone, says in a private letter to the editor
Below the pious author of a once popular hymn, of that paper that "the ministers of the various
found in the collection before referred to, givs us a denominations and other· gentlemen waited on the
graphic pen-picture of God as seen by his mental governor with a memorial, praying fOJ: a better observance of the 'Lord's day,' and more especially
vision:
to
prohibit vessels from landing here on Sunday,
His nostrils breathe out fiery streams;
or to discharge or load their cargoes."
And from his awful tongue,
A sovereign voice divides the flames;
And thunder rolls along.
The pastors of the different churches of the city
of Atlanta, Ga., met recently and organized an
Think, 0 my soul, the dreadful day,
When this incensed God
auxiliary of the American Sabbath Union.· On the
Shall rend the sky, and burn the sea,
same
day a bill was introduced in the Georgia
And fling his wrath abroad!
legislature to make the reading of the Bible in all
What shall the wretch, the sinner do?
public schools compulsory. Such schools as fail .
He once defied the Lord!
to comply with this require:p1ent are to J::e deprived
But he shall dread the Thunderer now,
of their pro rata apportio:ament of the public school .
And sink beneath his word.
fund.
Tempests of angry :lite shall roll,
To blast the rebel worm,And beat upon his naked soul
There was some. excitement on the 4th at North
In one eternal storm.
Elizabeth, N. J., where William H. Moffitt, a
Original sin and the degradation of manhood, the hustling real estate agent from New York, attempted
direct opposit of the incoming religious thought .of· to hold a public auction sale of building lots, and
to-day, were favorit themes with the hymnologist to draw a crowd he had engaged a band of music
of other days. Let us imagin our great congrega- to giv a sacred concert and a caterer to serve a free
lunch to all who attended. Chief Tenny, at the
tions of to-day singing the following :
head of a force of police, made a descent on the
Backward, with humbl~ shame we look
scene, and arrested agent Moffitt, caterer Gus SalsOn our original ;
:field, of Newark, the two clerks of the agent, and
How is our nature dashed, and broke,
In our first father's fall!
the band of :fifteen musicians, most of whom belong
to Nickols & Suenderhaft's band of Newark. The
To all that's good, averse, and blind,
eighteen prisoners were marched to the Elizabeth
And .prone to all that's ill ;
What dreadful darkness veils our mind!
police headquarters, where Justice. Het:field held a
How obstinate our will l
special session of the police court, and :fined each
Conceived in sin, .0 wretched state,
man $1 and costs, or $3.85, for disorderly conduct.
Before we draw our breath,
The prisoners all paid their :fines, and were disThe first young pulse begins to beat
charged from custody.
Iniquity and death.
.·
How strong in our degenerate blood
The Pearl of .IJays givs the latest baseball news
The old corruption reigns l
as follows : Playing baseball on Sunday is a violaAnd mingling with the crooked flood,
Wanders through all our veins I
tion of the Nebraska law.
The supreme court

soe
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of Nebraska so decided November 11th, in the case
of the state against O'Rourke, a case originating in
the arrest last year of a baseball team while engaged in playing a game on Sunday. The players
were not fined by the county judge. The county
attorney :filed exceptions and carried the case to the
supreme court for an interpretation of the law, so
that future controversies might be avoided in regard to the legality of playing baseball on Sunday.
The court yesterday sustained the exceptions. The
syllabus of Chief-Justice Maxwell is as follows:
"Under the provisions of section 241 of the criminal code, any person of fourteen years of age or
upward who shall on Sunday engage in sporting,
etc., shall be fined in a sum of not exceeding $20
or to be confined in the cr:unty jail not exceeding
twenty days, or both. Playing baseball on Sunday
comes within the definition of sporting and renders
the person so engaged therein liable to the punishment provided for in section 241."

Spiritual Science.
In the summer of 1847 three copies of the first
issue of "Nature's Divine Revelations," by Andrew
Jackson Davis, came to a bookseller of Syracuse,
where I was living. I bought one copy and I bav
it yet. Prof. George Bush, of New York city, who
had recently evoluted out of Presbyterianism, was
a champion of the book, hoping it would lead many
to accept the claims of Swedenborg as an infallible
Tt.eodore Parker wrote to a clerical
seer.
friend, of Syracuse, saying, "It is a wonderful
book, to say the least:' The reading of that
book helped me more than anything else to throw
off the shackles of orthodoxy.
In the following autumn I went to New York
city to liv. Calling on Professor Bush, I spoke to
him about an unintelligble theory of the tides,
propounded in the book. He I:Ulliled and said be bad
read an adverse criticism on that very point. I
called on Mr. Davis himself and spoke about his
theory of the tides. He did not profess to be able
in his normal state to explain it, but said that his
scribe Mr. Fishbaugh, was preparing a paper on
the subject. If such a paper ever appeared I never
knew it; nor did I get any light on the subject
until1880, when I found it in Newcomb's "Popular
Astronomy," that the tide on the farther side of
the earth from the moon was caused by the centrifugal force of the two bodies, the earth and moon
revolving around their common center. If tb;
earth did not turn on its axis the tides would
move around its circumference in twenty-nine and
one-half days instead of twenty-f01.:r hours and
fifty-three minutes. The clairvoyant Davis in
1847 had vaguely perceived the agency of centrifugal force in causing the tides, but bad erroneously attributed it to the earth's revolution on its
axis .. If an! scient~fic exposition of centrifugal
force 1D causmg the tides on the side of the earth
farthest from the moon ever appeared before the
publication of Newcomb's "Popular Astronomy"
m 1877, I am not aware of it.
~r. E. D: ~cks having, as be says, seen an
article of mme ID which I quoted from "Nature's
Divine Revelations," and imagining that I considered that work reliable, wants me " to rise and ex~lain, and te~ us of just one little fact, one scientific fact, which we did not know before being told
by supposed spirits."
I am sorry to say that I find very few books
even sci~ntific ones, that are altogether reliable:
M~. DaVIs was only a clairvoyant, and I know that
cl!ill"voyants are not always reliable. William
Fishbaugh, who took down the clairvoyant's words
and who wrote the "Scribe's Introduction," was a
man of good repute. I knew him, and never beard
anyone doubt his integrity. In that introduction
he says: "Reader, do not consider this book as a
standard so infallible as to relieve you from the
further exercise of your reason."
The. Laplace or nebular theory of worldf?rmatiOn Is upheld in this book. I quote a few
hnes at the outset:
In TilE BEGINNING, the Univerccelnm was one boundless
and unimaginable ocean of LIQUID FrnEi
The most vigo~ous and ambitious imagination is not capable of formlDg an adequate conception of the hight
and depth and length and breadth thereof. There was
one vast. expan~e of liquid substance. It was without
bounds, mc~nceivabl~, and with qualities and essences incomprehensible. This was the original condition of
MATTER. I~ was with<?ut forms; for it was one Form. It
had m?t motiOns; but I~ was an eternity of Motion. It
wa_s without parts; for It was a Whole. Particles did not
e)llijt, but ~he Whole was one Particle. There were not
Sun~, but It ~as one Eternal Sun. It had no beginning
and It was mthout end.
I am not now edified by this kind of pseudoscie~ti~c ~~apsody. I cannot comprehend "the
begmrung of an" eternal sun which bad no beginning," nor do I believe that the "univerccelum was
undefi.nahl~,

one boundless, undefinable, and unimaginable ocean
of liquid fire." Whence came the fire! Must we
not postulate an almighty creator who fired up matter "in the beginning," or some time thereafter,
during an eternity that "had no beginning!"
I reject the Laplace or nebular theory, whe~ber
prppounded by mortals or spirits. And I bav yet
to see any scientific book maintaining the opposit,
or accretion, hypothesis, except a pamphlet of 104
pages by James Milleson, M.D., of Indianapolis,
published in 1878.
And now, in answer to the challenge to adduce a
single scientific fact which we did not know before
being told by supposed spirits, I quote the following words of the clairvoyant Davis on page 160 :
The existence of eight planets has been determined
upon beyond al! doubt.'" _Still the eighth and ninth are
not yet recogmzed as bodies belonging to the solar system.
The note by Mr. Fishb<;mgh is important, o.s follows:
'"At first I did not understand this expression; and it is
but recently that it occurred to me that it evidently has
reference to the conclusions which Le Verrier had already
established in his own mind from mathematical calculations, and which the clairvoyant saw. Numerous witnesses can testify that what is said about an eighth and
ninth planet, was in manuscript in Maioh, 1846, and
months before Le Verrier's calculations and conclusions
had been announced in this country. The eil!hth planet
[Neptune] was first actually discovered in September,
1846.

Leverrier's calculations appeared in the summer
of 1846, and, on being compared with those of
M:. ~dams, made a year earlier at Cambridge, the
c?mmdence was found to. be so striking that a
VIgorous search was begun for the supposed planet,
and its discovery was made at Berlin, Sept. 23,
1846.
.
Miss Mollie Fancher, the sleepless; sightless,
speechless, and foodless girl of Brooklyn, to my
persona:l·knowledge, bas possessed the clairvoyant
powe: m her abnormal state. My old friend and
assomate, Henry M. Parkhurst, whose bouse is
nearly opposit that of Mollie, prepared a crucial
test of independent clairvoyance, and published the
result in the New York Herald of Nov. 30, 1878.
In the early days· of mesmerism in France an
epileptic subject would, in his trance state, for~tell
the day, hour, and minute of his next fit.
..;\nd I could narrate facts disclosed to me by
cla~voyants or mediums which no· one living knew
until subsequently verified.
In regard to "Nature's Divine Revelations " Mr
Hicks asks, " What is the difference between it and
t~e Book of Mormon~" I bav a copy of the Mormon
Bible, and I am uno.ble. to discover any merit in its
composition or derive any useful knowledge therefrom.
Again, the interrogator wants to know why the
clairvoyant's spirit control Galen overlooked the
two moons of Mars and the fifth satellite of Jupiter.
I don't remember whether Claudius Galenus, of
Pergamos, court physician to the emperors Aurelius
and Commodus, was said to hav controled the
Poughkeepsie seer; but if he did, I venture to
doubt whether that ancient M.D., who never saw
any of Jupiter's moons when on earth, because
th~re w~re no telescopes in his day, could hav acqmred 1n the spirit-world all the astronomical
knowledge contained in Mr. Davis's book.
F~rthermore, in short and finally, if we could
obtam all knowledge from departed spirits, wouldn't
we be as happy as clams?
W. H. BuRR.

Science and Progress.
WEEKLY TRIALS.
The Mohammedans of British India hav founded
a theologi~al college at ~gra, where thirteen professo~s, mth several assistants, will expound the
doctnn of the Moslem scriptures. Thus far, the
patronage of t~e institution is, however, so slight
that lectures will be delivered only on three days of
the week. The rest of the time will probably be
tak;en up by heresy trials, since the lecturers are reqmred to teach the absolute infallibility of the
Koran.
DIVERTING ATTENTION.
. General Clu&eret thinks that Kaiser William dehb~r~~ely encourages the little isms of the German
P?~tiCia:ns to keep them from investigating the
diVIne right. of rr onarchs. The church has practiced
the same tnck for ages. Theologians quarrel viol~ntly ab?ut the locality and time of Christ's ascensiOn to divert attention from the question if he ever
ascended at all.
JUST SUSPICION.
The pro.c~~ator o_f the holy synod of Ruf!sia (a
Holy Inqmsitwn mth knout trimmings) advocates
~,he enforcemen~ of a l_aw. requiring foreigners to
le~ve the. ~ussia~ emprre If they fail to accept the
duties of Citizenship after a residence of five years "
The mental sanity of persons who volunteer to st~y

five years in the dominion of the czar must' become
so suspicious that they can, indeed; hardly expect
to be left alone.
.
A COMPANi:ON-PIEtlE.
The Holy Coat of Treves has proved such a
bonanza to its exhibitors that the boodle syndicate
can afford to bribe a couple of judges in the impending trial of doubting scoffers. Just about a
hundred years ago a J acobin boobeller was
dismissed with a reprimand for having exhibited a
crucified figure with the inscription : "Le Premier
des Sansculottes." If the defendant had not been
able to plead the "mitigating circumstance of
tru;h," a pair of holy breeches would hav been exhibited long ago.
LONG-HEADED POLITICIANS.
The R~ssian diplomats still agitate the project
of foundmg a colony on the east coast of Africa
for reasons which seem rather to hav puzzled th~
outside world in consideration of the fact that
Asiatic Russia already comprises thr~e million
square miles of superfluous land. The ~zar, however, has repeatedly denounced a free press, as the
greatest possible curse of a God-fearing nation, and
by crossing his Cossacks with Abyssinian baboons
he possibly hopes to reduce his breed of slaves to
the desired degree of illiterate l:l:Ubmissivness.
EXPERT TESTIMONY.
A few weeks before his death, the late duke of
Marlborough wrote for the Fortnightly Review an
article on t_he "Art of Living," which will be published before the end of the year. If the rumors
about the domestic habits of his grace are founded
on fact, he would hav been far more competent to
expound the art of shortening life.·
SUNLESS SEAS.
The discovery of fish with imr-erfectly developed
eyes made it probable that sunlight does not reach
beyond a certain depth of the ocean, but that conjecture has recently been confirmed to a rather
unexpected degree. By means of extra-sensitiv
photographic plates sunk in the Mediterranean on
one of the calmest days of the year, an Italian
scientist has demonstrated that the almost vertical
rays of the noonday sun in midsummer do not penetrate beyond a deJ?th of one hundred and fifty
fathoms. A _submarme theological seminary might
prove an unnvaled success from an orthodox point
of view.
A GEOGRAPHICAL PREDICTION.
The manager of a Missouri railroad line predicts
that before long the eastward stream of travel will
turn in a westerly and southerly direction. The
great. natural resources of the Sunny South will
certamly yet be recognized, but as long as our
D;ational capital rem~ns on the Potomac the temptatiOn of an eastward JOurney will spring eternal in
the breast of the American office-seeker.
INGENIOUS BY-LAWS.
The yaternal government of the czar proposes to
reconmle bulldozed Jews by -permitting baptized
husbands to marry a second wife if No. 1 refuses
to. r~nounce the errors of the Talmud. The permissiOn to cremate a stiff-necked mother-in-law
would probably double the number of converts.
FATAL PROGRESS.
The Tucson Indians of southern Arizona hav for
ages inhabite~ a v~lley emrrounded by an old stone
wa:ll and blessed With the only good springs of that
neighborhood; but they are now dying out and
ascribe their fate to the coal-smoke of the locomotivs passing the foot of their mountains. Smoke
a~d l~ng~vity are ~s compatible as theology and
digestiv VIgor, but smce the completion of that railroad the natioll;al fence of the_'~ucsons has probably
been covered mth patent-medicm advertisements.
VERBAL VENGEANCE.
T?e Hindoo saints, with all their power of selfdemal, seem to hav had a penchant for induloing in
the oc~~sional luxury of strong language."" Prof.
Max Miiller, in his "Curiosities of Sanscrit Literature," mentions a holy pundit who devoted his life
to meditation and became so enraged at the midnight crowing of a cock that he pronounced a curse
of three hundred and twenty-two syllables. It
would be worth knowmg to what length of profanity that scholar would hav been provoked by the
serenades of an American switch engin.
ARMED RESISTANCE.
A few weeks ago a big bear entered the village
of Gorowno, Russia, in broad daylight and broke
the door of a :oothouse, protected only by a. wooden
bar and a picture of a Muscovite saint. There
was not a gun in the village, and a. mob of rustics
armed with pitchforks, had to maneuver for ~
quarter of an hour before they could induce the invader to beat a retreat. The bear had come from
a hunting _preserve of the grand duke Constantine,
but the villagers got off with an official remonstrance. In Pennsylvania they would prabably hav
been indicted for high treason.
F. L. OswALD.
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The Cause in the State of Washington.
The conspiracy of the Ministerial Alliances
throughout the state; the uniting all their forces
in opposing and evading the decision of the state
attorney-general, and their avowed determination
to use ev ry means to influence the legislature
to repeal the law prohibiting Bible-reading, prayer,
and religious exercises and instruction in our pub.
lie schools, calls for especial vigilance, prompt
action, and very much of hard work on the part of
the officers of the Washington Secular Union.
The infamous disregard of law and every principle of right and justice by the contemptible sycophants and hired tools of the churches who disgrace the judge's bench in the state of Tennessee,
proves that more depends upon the judges and the
state attorney-general 'than on the law itself.
The Sunday law of Tennessee provides only for
prosecution " before any justice of the peace of the
county." The utmost penalty is $3, one-half to be
paid to the informer. and the other half for the use
of· the county.
· This is the only law on the subject in the state
of Tennessee, yet for the past eight years prosecution, or mor~ correctly speaking, perseeution, of
Christians, devout Bible-believers, who sacredly
observed the Sabbath of the Bible, and quietly
followed their lawful and usual vocations on the
pope's Sunday, hav been taken before the circuit
court, and the fine placed at whatever figure the
judge chose to levy.
And a number of devout Christians, admitted by
judges and prosecuting attorney to be honest,
sober, industrious citizens, whose only offense was
keeping the Sabbath of the Bible, and working on
the· pope's Sunday, were at the instigation of Christians of another denomination sentenced to jail
from forty-five to sixty-five days, and driven to work
on the public highway chained to negro criminals.
And the supreme court of the state of Tennessee,
to curry favor with and secure the political influence of the orthodox churches, decided that
" Christianity is part of the common law of the
state of Tennessee " and these Sabbath-keepers
according to the Bible must educate their consciences
te obedience to the will of the majority.
The Christians of l'ennessee hav set the example for the Ministerial Alliances o the state of
Washington, and the '3ame results will follow, unless the leaders of the political parties are made to
realize that the Liberals of our state hav an organization whose number and influence make them a
power for right and justice it is not safe for the
politicians to ignore.
Hence the action taken by the executiv committee
of the Washington Secular Union at our recent
election.
We ask no one to vote against their conscience,
or their individual interests, or to work for the exclusiv benefit of either party, but simply to so far
lay aside party ties and affiliations as to vote only
for those candidates for judge of supreme court,
state attorney-general, and member of Congressregardle1S of what ticket they were on-who could
be relied on to do all in their power ag~inst reestablishing prayers, Bible-r-eading, and religious exercises and instruction in our public schools; to
repeal our present infamous revenue law, more
especially the exemption of church property fr:::m
taxation, and. oppose the enactment of any puritanical, rigid Sunday observance laws.
Although failing of the full fruition of our hopes,
we are well repaid for the expense incurred and
the herculean work performed.
Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty, and it
will be absolutely necessary to hav able and influential representativs of the Washington Secular
Union at Olympia during the next sessions of our
legislature, to keep a sharp watch against any
subtle schemes of the enemy, so that by being forewarned and on the ground, every attempt at adverse legislation may be defeated.
This will entail considerable expense.
The funds should be provided at the earliest possible moment, so that the best and most economical
arrangements 'may be made, and the services of
those most desired secured.
Will every Liberal of the state loJk to the date
of theit' certificate of membership in the Washington Secular Union, and if in atTears for dues,
promptly remit to the secretary~
· Will those who can send one year's dues, $2,
instead of the usual $1 for six months~
The least approach to prayer or any religious
exercise or instruction in any public school i~ the
state is sure to bring the swift, earnest protest
from the secretary of the Washington Secular
Union; if it is not instantly heeded and the wrongdoing abandoned, appeal is made to, and orders
for discontinuance received from, the stat.e superntendent of. public instruction.
i
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The Washington Secular Union has defeated
every effort made to enforce Sunday observance.
Wherever arrests hav been made the secretary has
flooded the place with pamphlets on the Sabbath
and Sunday question, rendering the lives of the
preachers a dismal burden because they are utterly
unable to answer the incessant stream of questions
by their members, "Why should we keep Sunday as
the Sabbath, since it is nowhere so commanded in
the Bible~" etc.
·
Now comes the fierce battle over repeal of the
present outrageously unjust revenue law, and especially that part of it which exempts church property from taxation up to $5,000 and entirely exempts
from all taxation all so-called Christian benevolent
institutions.
The churches hav the inside track, for Christians
willingly make self-sacrifices to aid their church
organization and support their cause ; while many
Liberals are apathetic or careless, indifferent to the
fact that the few are greatly overburdened, while
they go free.
Remember the Washington Secular Union has
accomplished more effectiv work, and made more
judicious and economical USf:l of the money contributed to it, than any other Liberal organization in
the United States.
The present executiv committee are activ, successful business men who hav the confidence and
respect of the community. They are practical men,
zealous workers, conscientiously performing every
duty imposed upon them.
Let every Liberal of the state of Washington
observe the grand old heathen festival of the birthday of the sun, December 25th. Let us renew old
friendships and form new ones, and giv gifts to
make others happy.
Let not the patient burden-bearing editors and
publishers of your Liberal papers be forgotten.
Insure each of them. a merry Christmas and a
happy New Year by at once forwarding a year's
subscription and a new subscriber.
Liberals of Washington, the cause you love
needs help! To continue the good and effectiv
work of the Washington Secular Union, contributions must be made and its membership increased.
Will all who favor reason, right, and. truth ; all
who really de Jire complete divorce of church and
state ; all who are Liberals in very truth, and not
mere Bible-kickers, Liberals only in name, send a
gift to the Washington Secular .Union, so that we
may hav efficient representativs at Olympia during
the next session of the legislature, and the work of
the Union be done, its aims and objects carried to
success~ Send contribution~ to the treasurer,
Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, 420 North L street, Tacoma,
Wash.
· C. B. REYNOLDs,
Sec. Washington Secular Union.
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pin and the paper for $5. Also the Ingersoll Souvenir
Spoon and THE TRUTH SEEKER in combination at a still
greater reduction. The tea spoon and the paper, $4.75;
the sugar spoon and the paper, $5.25. We giv our subscribers the benefit of all discounts.
We shall shortly publish the fourth edition of the
" Crimes of Preachers " If our readers see any records
of the clergy being guilty of "ministerial conduct,"
from lying to murder, they will add to· the world's
knowledge and the cause of truth by marking the report
and forwarding the paper containing it to this office. We
desire to do all the justice possible to the reverend clergy
who so kindly constitute themselvs our moral and religious guardians.
In our advertising columns will· be found a list of
political papers which we can get for those who want
them at a reduction when ordered with THE TRUTH
SEEKER. The papers-the Tribune, Sun, and lVorldare all good newspapers, and one can select his politics
to suit. We read them all and are entirely impartial.
We also offer the Arena in combination with THE TRUTH
SEEKER-with or without the picture premium-at a
cheaper rate than it can otherwise be obtained. The
Arena is the most progressiv and Liberal of all the
monthlies and a great many of our readers will no doubt
avail themselvs of the low terms offered.
·
We commend to others the example of Ben Kuhns, who
eends us a. list uf ten trial subscribers, and writes such a
cheering letter. Ten families will havthe truth brought to
them every week, and with the neighbors who may read
them, the result of his enerey and good-will will extend
a long way. Mr. Samuel P. Putnam, who is one of the
best of friends, has sent us two good clubs of yearly subscribers, and many hav sent one new name when renewing.
It is in this way that THE TRUTH SEEKER can be made a
stronger force to oppose the church bigots. Liberty is a
gainer every time a Freethought journal enters a new
field.
We hav a few sample pages from "The Freethinker's
Pictorial Text-Book" which we will send to anyone who
desires it. This book is now in the fourth thousand, and
a new edition is in press. Sent promptly on receipt of
$2 for board-covered copies; $2.50 in cloth with gold sidestamp. " Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated "
has been in print but a few months, but the bookbinders
hav just finished binding the third thousand. Each of
these books is of the convincing order, because Christians cannot get around the facts and arguments it contains, supported as they are by pictures which tell the
story even to him who will not read. If those of our
friends who possess these books will show them to their
Liberal friends and mention the large discount made on
them when ordered with THE TRUTH SEEKER for a year
we think they will hav no difficulty in getting a new subscriber.

Lectures and Meetings.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH's lecture appointments are:

1
Rosalia, Wash..... Dec. 29-31 Silverton, Ore .... Feb.
Spokan~ Wash ... J'an.
1 Barlow, Ore....... "
3-5
Attention is again called to the list of Saladin's Palouseuity,Wash"
3-5 Grass Valley, Cal. "
7, 8
Merced,"
" "
19
works advertised on page 812, a large consignment of Oregon Convention...... .. .. ... . "
8 Savanah,
" "
27
which we hav just received from England. Saladin is
Wash ... " 10-12 El Monte,
" " 28, 29
one of the most brilliant and sharpest writers in the Reardon
Seattle, Wash..... " 13-16 Tucson, Ariz ...... Mar. 23-26
Freethought ranks. Each of his books bears evidence Forest Grove, Ore." 27-29 Albuquerque, N. M." 30, 31
that its author is a man of great genius wholly free from Silvert.on. ...... " " 30, 31
"
" April
1
Christian superstition. It will please us greatly to circu- He will return via Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado,
Nebraska, and Iowa. Friends in those states desiring
late them widely in this country.
lectures should address him at 345 West Randolph street,
Chicago, Ill.
The Leaflet advocating the Sunday opening of the
Manhattan Liberal Club lectures for December are
World's Fair ought to be scattered by the thousands. In as THE
follows. The Club meets at 220 E. 15th street:
December or J'anuary we shall send them to Congressmen
December 16th, "Evolution of Free Will," Z. Sidney
and to others who may be influenced by argument. We Sampson.
need money to do this, and those who can afford to aid
December 23d; '' Life in German PJ.tisons," Moses
are requested to do so. The price of the ·Leaflet is 25 Oppenheimer.
December 30th, "Blood Stains ''-from the Medicocents per dozen ; $1.50 per hundred. Anyone who will
Legal Standpoint, with lantern illustrations, Ron. Clark
distribute five hundred or a thousand can obtain them at Bell.
special rates.
INGERSOLL SECULAR SoCIETY meets at Paine Hall, Boston, Sundays, at 2:45P.M.
We also call attention to the advertisement of booke for
THE Newark Liberal League meets at 177Halseystreet,
the holidays on page 798 of this paper. There are many
beau.tiful things connected with the pagan festival in cele- corner Market, Sundays, at 3 P.M.
Omo LIBERAL SoCIETY meets at Douglass Hall, northbration .of the returning sun, which the Christiarrs hav
west
Sixth and Walnut streets, Cincinnati, Sunadapted to their own use and called Christmas, chief of days, corner
at 7:30P.M.
which is the kindly remembrance of friends with presents,
THE Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday evenand nothing can be more appropriate for such presents
ing at Lincoln Hall, 68 Adams street, between State and
than b.ooks which instruct as well as please the eye.
Dearborn streets.
THE Liberal League holds seRBian at Industrial Hall,
The thirteenth edition of Helen Gardener's "Men, Broad
and Wood streets, Philadelphia, Sundays, at 2:311
Women-, and Gods" is now being bound, and those who and 7:30P.M.· Lectures and debates.
hav ordered paper-covered copies, but hav not received
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets at Fra·
them, will be supplied in a few days. The book is having ternity Rooms, Bedford avenue and South Second street,
a large sale, but not larger than its merits warrant. . Brooklyn, E. D., Sundays, at 3 o'clock P.M.
Every woman in the land ought to read it, and we wish
J'. E. REMSBURG will s~rt East on a lecturing tour
that Christian women particularly could be induced to toward the last of December. Liberals desiring lectures
do so. They would not then be such puppets for the should write him at once. His address is Atchison, Kan.
priests to play with. .
MR. FRANKLIN STEINER will lecture in Creston, Ia. ,
Sunday, December 18th, afternoon and evening. Liberals
We hav made arrangements with Otto Wettstein shouldaddresshimfor lectures at Box882, Des Moines, Ia.
whereby we can offer the Freethinker's Badge-Pin and
W. S. BELL'S address will be for two months, 246 State
THE TRUTH SEEKER together at a material reduction. street, Chicago, Ill. Persons wishing to arrange with
The $2 pin and the paper one year for $4.50; the $2.75 him for Freethought lectures can address him there,
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term of from one to five years under
.The Christian Clown Clowneth.
government rules carried out by the minVERA CRuz, Mo., Nov. 25, 18!J2.
isters of the gospel. The poor men of
MR. EDITOR: I see in old Talmage's ,big
the country hav to pay a tax to keep up
splutter of October 9th, at Brooklyn, enthis school, while there are thousands of
To Open the Fair Gates.
titled " The Career of Columbus Viewed
dollars' worth of church property that goes
NEw YoRK, Dec. 1, 1892.
from a Religious Standpoint," he claims
untaxed. Yes, it sounds nice to say; ••I
that America was a religious discovery and
MR. EDITOR: Please add the inclosed $3
am a free citizen of the United States!"
is going to be gospelized, if God does not
to your fund for the ·free circulation of
It would sound more appropriate if I
fail in his undertakings, and says he never
the Leaflet. It may inspire Congressmen
would say, "I am a slave of this Christian
heard
of
his
having
anything
to
do
with
a
and others with wisdom and courage to do
country!"
right.
Hopefully yours,
failure. I wonder if the old " blow-hard"
I read in a letter in your paper of No- ·
L. G. REED.
has forgotten the failure his G-a-w-d made
vember 16th of Liberals or· Freethinkers
when he created all things and praised his
going to church because they had no other
Thinks This Paper the Chief Means to
works by pronouncing them all very good,
place to go on Slmday. I would like to
Freedom.
and then had to drown ·them on account of
Deists'
Gods
Are
But
Tin
Like
Christians'.
TYNGSBORo, MAss., Dec. 1, 292.
a failure he made ? Or does he forget, as say this: I can learn more about the Bible,
and other things too, out of one of your
M.s. EDITOR: I congratulate you on beSTAMFORD, CoNN., Nov. 25, 1892.
recorded in the first chapter of Judges,
coming sole manager of the brave old TRUTH
MR. EDIToR: In your issue of November where his L-a-w-d was with Jonah and TRUTH SEEKERS than I ever did at all the
SEEKER, and a paper always grand shall 26th you request answers to A. Augusta drove out the inhabitants of the mountain churches I hav been to, and I hav gone to
now become more glorious if the profess- Chapman's article. Notwithstanding a but could not drive them out of the valley church a great deal. Maybe it was beors of Freethought will prove as liberal large amount of the arguments put forth because they had chariots of iron. He also cause I did not hav the sense to underof pocket as your merits warrant them in in it will be accepted and approved of by says in his picture of " gospel America " stand it. But I think it was because there
all Liberal-minded Freethinkers and that "Atheism has no right here, Infidelity was no sense to be derived from it.
being.
Yours for truth, liberty, and justice,
If THE: TRUTH SEEKER could be sown A.,.nostics there is one of the positions has no right here, and vagabondism has no
WILL BEATY.
broadcast over the country it would do th~t does' not tally with its general tone, right here." Now, I would like to ask the
more toward truly secularizing our pro- viz. : "For ~he little tin God of orthodoxy old hypocrit with such a gocd charitable
fessedly secular government and freeing I hav but little sympathy or respect, and Christian heart, who gave him the right to No God-The Bible False-Nature Suf-.
the minds of a people mostly free in name you continue to batter at him to the end of class Atheism and Infidelity with vagaficient.
only, than can ~a~ng offi~er? for m_u~ual the chapter without disconcerting me a bondism, simply because he is too infaBINGHAMPToN, N.Y., Nov. 26,,1892.
admiration soCieties or Bigmng petitiOns particle or calling out any remonstrance mous in his nature to see the truths and
MR .. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of
to catering Congresses and praying presi- on my part. But when you question the beauties in Atheism and Infidelity and Nov. 26th the thoughts of A. Augusta
existence of the deity in any form and teach them and proclaim them to the Chapman seem to be a sort of a comprodents.
JoHN P. GUILD.
even deny the possibility of such an exist- world instead of his own heathenish per- mise between supposition and fact.A. Leeturess Breaking Ground.
ence-a denial by no means easy to verify, secuting rot. I think it is time some of Rationalism and inherited superstition.
EsTELLINE, S. D., Nov. 28, 1892.
by the way-it seems to me you are tread- the yet remaining wolves in sheep's clothMR. EDITOR: Estelline Liberals hav ing on hazardous, not to say ·untenable, ing would learn the beat of honesty in The writer tries to be Rational and at the.
same time a believer in something actubeen highly pleased, and edified as well grounds, and hindering, if not imperiling, connection with a respect for the rights
~lly unknown and intangible. Perhups,
as pleased, with Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel's the very cause of truth ·and humanity you and feelings of others, instead of always
when I giv my ideas I may be open to
course of lectures, which were concluded claim to hav most at heart.'' Does not trying to make their own filth popular by
yesterday. To those who hav listened to the tin deity of A. A. C.'s conception oc- throwing mud at others. I am ashamed to criticism and to contradiction. We can
her logically reasoned discourses, I need not cupy about as much space as does the "tin hav to use such language as this as apply" not all think alike. Let me say a few
say that the constructiv side of Liberal God of orthodoxy ?" To me they both ing'to any member of the human family, things concerning my own ideas of
DEITY.
thought has few abler exponents, and none appear issues of the imagination. If both and can only justify it with a knowledge of
God is represented as a being which
more successful in winning friends and of them were placed on the point of a fine the fact that almost anything is admissible
existed prior to everything, and created
converts who will strengthen the cause. cambric needle, there would be still space
in self-defense, and that in my estimation
all things. Now, when I attempt to speak
Friends in the Western and Southwestern enough left on it to accommodate that other
the quickest way to get rid of such low, or think of anything or any condition of
states wishing her lectures may address immense character so ideally known to
groveling, persecuting, brutish, mud-sling- things that existed in the beginning, I am
her at Kansas City, Mo., care of Will T. this visionary class of apprehensionists as
ing natures is to put it to them in plain, un- lost in the thought that there was no beParry, city clerk's office; or at Dallas, a creator. What a happy time this "trio
deniable terms and show them up to the ginning. So when I think of the space
Tex., care of Mrs. John W. Gish, 177 one" would hav in this immense garden of
world.
S. B. DAVIS.
which contains all things, reason revolts
Browden street. Her campaign in this the imagination. As to the denial of the
against the idea that there can .be any
state has been the most thorough yet at- existence of a deity not being easy to
tempted by any Liberal lecturer.
verify, that is. on a par with asserting the "I Am a Slave of This Christian Conn· such thing as a limit to space. If space
is limitless and boundless and matter as
Sincerely yours,
C. L . .ABBoTT.
existence of such a personage, as there is
try."
eternally old as the beginning of time,
no more evidence on the one side than on
CHEMAWA, ORE., Nov. 28, 1892.
can time hav had a birthplace? can space
Such as This Man Would Soon Secular- the other, and the one affirming such an
. ize the Land.
MR.
EDITOR:
I
livwithin
about
a
quarter
hav been created? Who and what creexistence is called upon to demonstrate his
CooPERSTOWN, N.D., Nov. 24, 18!J2.
position, before the other can be called of a mile of what is known as ~he govern- ated God? The idea of such a being as
ment Indian school of Chemawa, which God is represented to be~the origin and
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5, for upon to prove a negativ. G. W. GoRUM.
will be the subject of my letter. This creator of everything-is entirely abstract,'
which please send the glorious old TRUTH
SEEKER for three months to the parties Prollibition a Wrong Way. of Doing a school is supposed to be run by the having no foundation whatever in reason.
·
Right 'J'hing.
government of the United States of Amer- The idea that some superior being, . or
herein named. I think you hav struck
ica, and in one sense of the word it is. dozens, or hundreds, or millions o~ suthe right plan to introduce your paper, and
Co!!CORDIA, RAN., Dec. 1, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Prohibition in Kansas has The superintendents are appointed by the perior beings, may be set or placed. in.
if all old subscribers will only try, THE
TRUTH SEEKER will soon be in every town now been given up by its friends as a president. With the exception of one, all supervision of the world or the solar sysin the United States. I would like to see "lost cause." Its great chieftain, Rev. the superintendents for the last eight tem to which we are molecule attachments,
it in every house. I hav been a member A. S. Embree, pastor of the First Method- years hav been members of some church; would be more reasonable than to sub"
of your family now nearly one year, and ist church at Topeka, the capital of the •nd I think the last three, all of whom scribe to the doctrin that some one parfind THE TRUTH SEEKER just what I state, frankly admitted such to be the I believe were appointed by Mr. Harrison, ticular being or intelligence created and
wanted. I would hav taken it sooner, but case in hi's last Sunday's s~rmon. Yield- were ministers of the gospel. The super- rules and·supervises the entire known and
I did not know there was any paper of the ing to ecclesiastical and Prohibition in- intendent has the power to choose the unknown. universe. The safest thing we
kind published; and there are hundreds of fluence, the Republicans put a strong other officers, and as a matter of course can do in this world is to profit by what
I we gain of actual knowledge, and lay no
others the same way. But I hav not been Prohibition plank in their state platform most of them are church-members.
idle since I became a member, for I hav this fall. The load was too heavy and know, within my own knowledge, of one plans, attempt no prospects, form no laws,
sold four Bible Picture Books, one ''Free- they lost the state which they formerly employee being .turned off simply because and create no creeds based upon belief in
he was a Catholic and the superintendent anything we know nothing about.
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book," and this held by eighty thousand majority.
I do not believe that any portion of the
makes my eleventh subscriber to THE
As the head of ecclesiasticism in Kansas a Methodist, and this may hav been the
Bible is an inspiration beyond the imagiTRUTH SEEKER-one for one year, and ten Rev. Mr. Embree has pretty much run cause of others being discharged.
The pupils of the school are compelled nation of the old pagan priests who inthree months' ~en. But just think of the the Republican party and· the state for
amount of good those ten three months' years. But now all this is changed. to go. to prayer-meeting twice a week, to vented its impossible occurrences; and
Prohibition, church interference in poli- Sunday-school and church every ,Sunday. frightened their ignorant and superstimen may do.
Hoping I will hav more names and tics, and Republicanism are all knocked There is a passage in the laws of the school tious followers into believing their lies,
money soon, I remain,
out. ·That is right. The good sense of that prohibits both dancing and social In spite of the fact that a concerted and .
BEN KuHNS.
Yours for liberty,
the people of Kansas asserted itself at card-playing. I might tell you more, but powerful effort is being made to keep the
last. A party that will pander to church I think this enough to convince a few of human mind and imagination bound to do
Somebody May Be Interested.
influences richly deserves to be knocked the people of this free country how far we reverence and vow allegiance to the inconare from what we claim to be. I will copy sistencies of that old volume, actual
BosToN, MAss., Dec. 5, 1892.
out.
Rev. Mr. Embree stated in plain lan- a line from the amendments of the Con- knowledge, scientific discovery, and a
MR. EDIToR: I always read THE TRUTH
SEEKER with much interest and show the guage that Prohibition had proved itself. a stitution: "Congress shall make no law free scope to reason hav done more within
pictures to friends and acqu1tintances, failure, that liquor was sold as freely in respecting an establishment of religion.'' the past fifty ypars to expose and shatter
who are getting educated accordingly. In Kansas as in Missouri, and that.there was While this is a fact, there is not an incor- the old fraud than has been done in all
your paper of December 3d "A Yankee" no use in keeping a dead-letter law on the porated town in the state of Oregon that I the days of known history; and among
givs a list of various inventions, many of statutes as its continual and open viola- know of where the stores and all houses of the many new things that scien,tific rewhich revolutionized the busineBB to tion had a demoralizing influence upon bu~iness are not closed on Sunday, and in search brings to light the human.mind has
some places the mail is not delivered under enough and more than enough t~ occupy
which they were applicable. There is one society.
This is just what our Kansas correspond- any consideration on Sunday. If a laborer itself. We do not need the formulated
invention, the "Lone Star CottonPicker," which is entitled to a notice in ents hav been telling us for years, but does work on Sunday he cannot compel creeds of the churches to guide us in the
the same list. It is only five years since their allegations were disputed by Prohi- his employer to pay him. If a contract is right. Conception of right and wrong,
Angus Campbell started his invention, and bitionists throughout the country. The made on Sunday it is not considered law- either mentally or otherwise, comes to
yet .it is astonishingly successful, and a fact of the business is, Prohibition is ful. And so on. How much better are humanity by means of the effects which
considerable number of the machines are wrong. It is opposed to natural law. we DO\V than we were before the civil war? hav always followed certain action.
steadily at work this season. I hav re- It is opposed to progress, is an obstacle The Indians of this country are in some Natural law punishes those who violate it,
ceived a lot of Texas newspapers from a in the way of moral reform and advance- respects treated almost as bad as the and the violator finds wherein ·he has
friend in that state and send you a cutting ment, and will never commend itself to negroes were before the late war. They sinned, ·whether in following or avoiding
are sent to this government .school by the many contradictory and conflicting
from one of them. It took McCormick the thoughtful judgment of mankind.
s. R. SHEl'HEIID. Indian agents. They are kept here for a rules of ~morality taught froin the Bible,
JUore than twenty years to get his rna-

~etters of

P,riends.

chine along to work in the field sncc.essfully. But this cotton-picker will even
now pick as much cotton as forty ordinary
men can. That is, a machine which can
notcostmore, by the quantity, than $400 to
make it, will do the work of $40,000,
reckoning as in slavery times, each iuan
as $1,000. This will revolutionize in ten
years or less cotton-picking, as much as
Whit~ey's gi~ did the cotton-cleaning.
The machine delivers the cotton cleaner
into the bag than is done by hand-picking.
I hav seen it work and know what it will
do.
HENRY N. SToNE.
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Of the ''mind, p~ soul,. and immortality, I
will at some future time tell what I think.
JOEL B. SWETT.
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Its wings were like a bat's wiugs and
measured from tip to tip about nineteen
feet. But one of the most remarkable
features of its curious make-up," remarked
Reptil"Catboltcs.
Mr. Blank, "was two hands, like the
NEw YoRK, Oct. 24. 1892.
hands of a hired man, just under its wings.
MR. EDITOR: At a meeting of fifty-nine
In the right hand it <'arried an auger and
Roman Catholic societies held in the
a small suction pump, and in the left
Catholic Institute, Newark, N. J., a resohand it carried a meat-saw and a Colt's relution was offered to· carry any national
volver. It also wore glasses and had a
flag in the 'procession of the Columbus
carving knife in its boot-leg."
celebration,. October 21st. Ex-Alderman
Then, after calling the boys up to the
John DrU:ddP-rarose to his feet and said imbar, where they could all hear, Mr. Blank
pressivly: "We. should ha:v: .the papal flag
Religion's Crime-Stained Career.
struck a dramatic attitude and added:
first. · We are Catholics first and Americans
BROOKLYN, N.Y., Nov. 25, 1892.
"Boys, I would not experience another
afterward." There was a dead silence for
MR. EDIToR: At all times men hav entrip like that for the best office in Kern
the space of a few minutes. No one lifted deavored to produce· harmony of religious
county." And the "boys," as of one voice,
his voice in condemnation of the treason- belief -with but few exceptions, the
replied: "Hoping you will be as lucky
Quakers for instance. The work of gainable act.
in November.'' An~l' nearly everybody
Shades of my ancestors ! Is this favo- ing proselytes by force as well as by persmiled.
rit, minion, of the pope of Rome-this suasion has ever been prosecuted by the
The writer having become much inter"thing "·-~o be tolerated· in this country adherents of the different theological sysested in the description of this animal,
of ours, without being rebuked by those tems. The pages of history are replete
and rememberi,ng having read somewhere
persons who wish well for .the liberty the with the records of religious wars carzied
in the Bible a description of an animal
on to produce a unification of faith. Of
country givs them ?
resembling this one, search was at once
all
wars
there
are
none
which
teem
with
We advocate free thought without prejuWhat Is a CberuM
begun in that book for such information
dice, bigotr:y, or superstition. Such fel~ so many chapters of horrors and cruelties
. KuJRNVILLE, CAL., Dec. 6, 1892.
as it contained thereon. Unfortunately
low,-,a are, dangerous men in a republic like as these dreadful struggles waged in the
M:a. EDITOR: In several of Watson for the student of natural history, Mr.
our!!. They cannot be citizens of the so-called sacred name of religion. Not Heston's fine illustrations appearing in late Adam did not leQ.ve a record ofthe animals
United States so long as they hold to the alone hav these wars been waged in an- numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, he pict- he named. This is indeed a thing to be
supremacy of the pope of Rome's temporal cient times, as for instance the· war of ures a cherub as being an angel of tender greatly regretted; but before blaming
and spiritual power.
Antiochos against the Jews; or in uncivil- . years. As this idea of a cherub coincides Mr. Adam for this omiBBion, we must re,
Arguments upon such disloyal knaves ized portions of the globe; but we find with the definition found in Webster's member that at that time paper was a
and pettv rascals are lost. Ridicule is the th4t the most sanguinary strifes of this dictionary, the writer never doubted its scarce article and must hav commanded
weapon best to use with such superstitious nature h!J.V taken place in compara- accuracy until quite recently. That opin• an exorbitant price--a luxury that could
scoundrels. It 'is better than reason to tivly modern ages and in the most civil-. ion was changed only last week by an be indulged in only by those who were
those blind guides, leaders of the blind. ized countries of E1uope. Yet it is com- incident which I will relate.
very wealthy, whil"e Mr. Adam was a poor
But what can you expect from the ignorant mon to hear a certain class of ignorant
In the earlv part of last week two can- man, workmg for his board and clothes.
an·d prej)ldiced superstitious who carry a and thoughtless Christians talk · of the didates, both prominent and influential
By the kindness of Mr. Ezekiel, this
greasy prayer-book with them to mass, evils and vices generated by Infidelity. men, whose veracity cannot be doubted,
omission of Mr. Adam is supplied in so
when the Priest recites Latin to the dupes, and Atheism! They are but the dust in paid a visit to this remote sect-ion of the
far as it relates to the description the
they not understanding a word the priest the balance when compared with the crime, country, looking after their interests in
writer was seeking of an animal someSIJ.yS? W elJ, when it's folly to be wise misery, devastation, and loss of life that the coming election. The road traversed
hav marked the ·course of religion cent- is a tortuous route, along the sides of steep what like that seen by. our friends, the
ignorance may be bliss.
candidates, and which Mr. Ezekiel -says
It makes the honest heart of man sick ury after century. , Who does not recol- mountains and cliffs and through deep
belongs to the cherub species.
when he sePs there is so much hypocrisy lect with a shudder the horror of that one gorges and canyons; a road such as can be.
Now, as Mr. Ezekiel lived before cheruand dissimulation with regard to religious single night of St Bartholomew when found only in rough mountains.
It was while descending a steep grade bim became extinct and met them on
character. Sensible men should hav more thousands of Protestants were massacred
wisdom and · common sense than to be in cold blood by Catholics; the thirty over one of those high bluffs, about the several occasions, he should be considered
gulled by a set of Jesuitical priesJ.s, who years' religious war in. Germnny; the worst place on the entire route, so they as good authority on the subject. He
hav been driven out of almost every nation nearly two hundred years' war of the relate, they observed, perched upon top tells us that at one time, while sojourning
on the face of earth, now making their Crusades; the persecutions of the Wal- of a cliff on the opposit side of the canyon, on the Chebar river, he met and interhome in these United States. That arch- denses and Albigenses; the Spanish In- a hideous monster of gigantic size. They viewed some cherubim, which he defanatic Ignatius Loyola founded the order quisition (hundreds of thousands of my had had no time to think, when, with an scribes at great length in his book of
That part that
of the Society of Jesus of the Rom ish nativ brothers ~ere plundered, as I am a ear-splitting scream,· which sounded like prophecies (Ezek. i).
church, and it was checked and expelled Hebrew myself); the long age of Catholic the braying ·of a donkey, with the in- interests us most at present is the faces,
from England in 1604 ; Venice in 1606; disability in Great Britain, and h1mdreds of tensity of a steam whistle, it stretched which he describes as follows: "As for
Portugal in 1759 ; France in 1761 ; Spain similar instances, together with the relig- forth its wings, arose in the air for a short the likeness of faces, they four had the
and Sicily in 1767, and totally suppressed ious barbarities practiced in our own distance, and then darted toward them. face of a man, and the face of a lion, on
and abolished by Pope Clement XIV. in country upon the Quakers and Baptists? So swift was its flight that the gentlemen the right side; and they four had the face
1773 ; expelled from Naples in 1860 ; and Precisely what Jesus meant when he said, had no time to gather their terror- of an ox on the left side; they four also
now in 1892 is spreading superstitious "I come not to send peace on earth but a stricken and scattered senses as it bore had the face of an eagle " (Ezek. i, 10).
ideas among the Puritans and Freethinkers sword," may be doubted, but it would down upon them. When just over them At a later date Mr. Ezekiel met these same
of-·this country. The Jesuits are using seem from history that the career of his its flight suddenly checked, and with cherubim at another place and again inherculean strength; making every. effort to religion is .marked by the sword rather gentle motion of its gigantic wings it re- terviewed them, as related in Ezek. x.
gain power and sow the . seeds of discord than by peace. Religious faith has al- mained almost stationary for just one He here describes their faces as follows:
"And everyone had four faces: the
among. the people of this comitry ; en- ways been a fighter, and there is not prob- moment, and then with another wild
first face· was the face of a cherub, and the
croaching on the school question ; using ~J,bly a Christian government on earth to- shriek darted down.
Their spirited team of bays, which had second face was the face of a man, and the
deceit, plotting, intriguing, swearing and day in which religion is not established by
forswearing and denying the truth. These force.or law. Our own government does already taken fright and were rearing and third the face of a lion, and the fourth the
are the characteristics of tbeRpman Catho- not recognize any religion, and the only plunging, suddenly dashed forward at a face of an eagle" (Ezek. x, 14).
lic Jesuit priests. And what are you going reason is that it is not Christian, though breakneck speed down the steep grade
Now, after reading these two descrip- .
to do about it? Nothing but talk, talk. the sectarians are laboring to make it so just. in time to escape the monster, which in tions of the same subject, by the same
They sav talking is cheap. I begin to by placing in the Constitution an acknowl- its final swoop struck the top of the buggy, author, the only logical conclusion we
think so too .. For. but little effort is made. edgment of God, Jesus Christ, and the tearing a large rent in the cover. 1'he can arrive at is that a cherub and an ox
to check the advance of the enem3'.
Bible. If their pious and suicidal amend- horses sped on down the road, greatly to are one and the ~ame thing; Webster's
The rash proposition of an ardent Catho- ment should succeed-which may Liber- the peril of the two occupants of the dictionary to the contrary notwithstanding.
lic over i~ JerS!JY to carry the papal flag at alism prevent!-then the United States buggy. After running for about three But as it is almost certain that no one in
the· head of a procession of schools, calls like the old bigots· and pope of Rome hundred yards they succeeded in getting any way connected with the compiling of
for a prompt condemnation. This Jesuit- will be a fighter •' for the faith once de- the team again under control. They did Webster's dictionary ever saw a cherub,
ical order is sworn to do whatever the pope livered to the saints," and thenr perhaps, not stop, however, but kept up a lively gait we must giv Mr. Ezekiel's testimony due
may order... It WSI;l the case with Father will be realized what the Christians mean until they reached town, where they re- credence, unless we regard him in the
· Mazilla, who came to the United States in when they say that "all the nations of lated their adventure to a crowd of eager same light that we do some of our more
1864 and while here became a citizen to fill the earth hav become the kingdom of our listeners. The gentlemen felt so very modern acquaintances, who cannot rethe chair in the famous Jesuit College of Lord and of his Christ," for in that ·day thankful for their escape that they at once late the same story a second time as we
Woodstock, Md. He was recalled to Rome the saints will hav "the heathen for an proceeded to render praises and supplies- heard them relate it before. With all due
in 1878, and in 1886 was made cardinal. inheritance and the uttermost parts of the tions to the voter in true political style. respect for the dead, and fearing that the
He is now in the Gregorian College at Rome earth for a possession, and there shall be The news spread rapidly and soon quite late Mr. Ezekiel may hav some descendfor being sent· to the United States .as a no disturbers [or Liberals] in all God's a large crowd gathered about the new ants living in our neighborhood, we dare
holy mountain," for the Liberals shall hav arrivals. One of the gentlemen, Mr. not say we believe him guilty of such
spfbn oudree institutions.
gross prevarications, but must accent his
We subscribe to the proper distinction no rights that Christians shall feel bmmd Blank, described tb,e monster as follows:
"It had a head like that of a monstrous statement that a cherub and an ox are idenmade by our distinguished friend B. G. to respect and consequently be cut off
Ingersoll in explanation to the priest Mau- with a holy indignation as cumberers of the crane, with bill about seven feet long and tical. How cute a cherub must hav been.
relian: "'I do not attack persons. I do not grom1d! Brother Liberals, you see your ears like a mule. Its neck was covered Further investigation into the story of
denounce Catholics, but Catholicism. I fate should " the chosen servants of the with wool, while the breast and remainder the monster seen by our political friends
The investigators
do not deride Protestants, but I do attack Lord" ever obtain universal sway or do- of the body, which was like that of a confirms their story.
their creed. I hate no one because he is a minion. Watch them .and resist their gigantic lizard, was covered with scales, also established the fact that it was only a
except a strip along its back, which was large musketo which had strayed away
Catholic. But with every drop of · my plans!
This subject to which we hav been al- covered with long hair that hung down on from the neighborhood of Bakersfield.
blood I hate. the superstitions that enslave
the mind and seek to giv organized credu- luding, the fight of religion, is eminently either side like the mane of a horse. Its This will also account for the fact that it
lity the control of this world." Noble suggestiv of the great weakness which this tail was like that of a fish. The body hesitated just at the critical moment. It
words, worthy of the man that made them. faith must inherently possel!s. It claims from the eyes to the tail was about eleven had probably seen the gentlemen before,
With the above Liberal principles we will to be of heaven-to hav God for its author; feet. Its fore legs were short and provided knew them to be candidates, and was deJesus Christ for its first teacher; a holy with long and strong claws. Its hind legs· bating in its own mind if it was safe to
conV'ert the world toFreethought.
Parties are pushing heaven and earth to chouch, since his time, for its expounder; were very long, shaped like those of a tackle so much cheek and such an shunCLAUDE HoPPEB,
eleot .Oleveland or Harrison. :president of government for its protector; wealth, goat, and bare of covering except hoofs. dance of gall.
the United States, when they take no heed
of a snake coiled up ready to ·spring on
both candidates, and the confiding people.
No notice is taken, no anxiety manifested,
in dread of another Bartholomew eve.
"Oh, yes," says one, "your imagination
is futil, trifling, worthless, talkativ."
Ab, when the hand is at the throat it may
be too late to resist. Forewarned is forearmed. History repeats itself. The people of the United States will not be an·
exception.
S. B. THoRNE.

fashion, talent, popularity, interest, rank,
to render it respectable; persecution, fine,
imprisonment, social and legal proscription, and death as its aider and al:i'ettor, and.
punishment of an implacable devil and an
eternal hell as the lot and portion of those
who reject it. Such are the ''means and
appliances" which the Christian faith has
had and used in its fight. Nor does it
seem to hav relied much, if any, on ·any
other. It JJ.ever dared to depend on the
truth alone and unaided by force for its
conquests or victories. And herein we see
its inherent weakness. It must therefore
come to an end. And the end is rapidly
approaching. Christianity is not to be a
finality. Mankind are to hav something
better. And we see the cheering evidence of the fact in the decay of superstition, bigotry, and priestcraft, and the increase of free thought, free inquiry, and
meutalliberty. The age of faith has got
to die out and be superseded by the Age
of Reason.
CHAs. ENoWITz.
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"Spiders are very unn.miable," con·
tinued Seth. "LiUle .l!lmma Chase says she
likes wild animals, and when I told her
Edited by MISS SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall a story ahout a fiery.griffin and a ramping
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- cat, yon should see how her eyes sparkled
tions tor this Corner should be sent.
and how she smileil.
Hogg, the poet,
carries heauty into the insect world:
"Between the dark and the daylight,
" The cricket tunes his tiny reed,
When the night is beginning to lower,
And harps behind the embers dun.
Comes a pause in the day's occuEations
That is known as the Children s Hour."
"If the church cannot be tender and
kind, it should bring literature and the fine
Choice.
arts to the rescue of the human race, something to soften their savage ways.
A row of urchins in a school
Are often questioned. As a rule,
'' They say their Christ was !'O lowly and
The answers pert, above the mark,
kind, but Christians seem to be more harOfttimes emit a lively spark.
dened every day. You see those church
"Now, Jimmy C., what will you be?"
cottages,
across the way ? People suppose
"A soldier brave with a good sword!"
that the poor are helped and comforted
Then Johnny Fry made quick reply:
there. But Christ's suffering members
" I'll be a farmer and a lord."
are
insulted there, although broken down
Kind-hearted, s'upid little Jack,
with hard work, and if they hav not fi:>J.e
Whose life was love, found books alack;
Had in his mind a better plan,
furniture or fine clothes they may be
And gently said, "I'll be a man!"
thankr'ul if they can get to the poorhouse.
Now Lucy Stout put forth a pout:
"Idle tales and lies are believed about
She would Ftudy for a teacher;
them. Holy saints liv in luxury and
And Mary Jane, so full of tune,
scarcely share a crust with them. Some
From the choir would view the preacher.
churches believe that they are stronger
But N~llie Wiles, in blushing smiles,
than the Bible, and no wonder, for it has
Now very quickly turned the van,
accomplished so little.
It has to be
And said that she would r111ther be
The better-half of Jackie's plan.
propped up and apologized for by the
U.J.
Memphis, Tex.
clere-y, and if they could do without it
the world would be relieved of a nightmare
Her Name.
and a burden.
I'm lasted! Could you find me, please?"
As time rolls .on, I hope the clergy will
Poor, little, frightened baby!
Fiay more about kindness and benevolence,
The wind had tossed her golden fleece,
and less respecting the Bible, splendid
The stone had scratched her dimpled knees,
ceremonies, and expensiv churches.
I stooped and lifted her with ease,
And softly whispered," Maybe."
Lexington, I(')}, Nov. 2, 1892. ALHAZA.
P.S.-Mr. Camden, a clergyman, just
"Tell me your name, mv little maid,
· I can't find you without it."
called, and remarked that his Infidel
"My name is Shiney-eyes," she said.
friends were kinder to him than his own
"Yes; but your last?" She shook her head.
church-members, who were mostly mali• Up to my house 'ey never said
cious and cruel. Reason is better than
A single fing about it."
f&th.
A.
u But, dear," I said," what is your name? 1'
"Why, didn't you hear m~ tell you?
Dust Shiney-eyes." A bright thought came:
Yes, when you're good; but when they blame
You, little one-it's just the same
When mamma has to scold you?"
"My mamma ueber scolds," shP, moans,
A little blush en•uing,
"'Cept when I've been a-frowing stones,
And then she says" (the culprit owns),
"Methetable Sapphira Jones,
What has you been a-doing?"
-Anon.

Legend .-Continued.
"Yes," said Seth, "the world is making
some progress in that which is good, but
the ideal of benevolence is appreciated
rather than the prac~ice of it. Our little
dog, which Mrs. Chase named Fido Augustus Napoleon Bonaparte, wishes to
benefit us, but his organization encumbers him and prevents it. I heard a
geljtleman say yesterday, 'Let us eat and
drmk, for to-morrow we die, and that is
the end of us.' But," observed Seth,
"the dignity of life is not impaired by its
abrupt termination. The triumph of the
individual passes into that of the race.
Religious affection does not cultivate the
heart, either for this world or the next.
It givs a little with one hand for show,
and brutalizes with the other, caressing
the bejeweled tramp while the poor person, adorned with every grace and virtue,
is trampled on, even by pious particular
friends."
"Must we think," said Mr. Willing,
who was present, "it is often on the back
track-! mean evolution ? Cannot nature furnish anything strong enough to hold
us firmly in a high position, if we are fortunate to arrive there? The grace of God
never accomplishes this; there is no holy
fly-wheel, or center cf operations, but now
and then some unselfish branch or sprout
causes a king or savage to love you and
the world. Some other king or savage will,
tiger-like, hunt you down. Individuals,
not machines, are the order of the day.
Voltaire, as a Christian, would build
churches. Let this government be in the
hands of Ingersoll and every poor man
would hav a piece of land in his own town
not going to the Pacific shore for it, no;
having to kill five or six Indians to get
possession. Why are spiders and devilfishes more plentiful than honey-bees? A
spider once remarked in his sententious
way, of a rich, selfish Christian, -

teacher is a Catholic. There are two
families in our neighborhood of twenty
that are Freethinkers. The girls at
school begin to argue with me on religion,
but when I ask them questions they withdraw because they cannot answer. I hope
THE TRUTH SEEKER will forever grow,
that it may some time be the leading paper. I will close now, as my letter will be
too long. Hoping this will escape the
waste-basket, I remain,
A friend of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
OLGA FRITZSCHE.
RoGERs,. ARK., Nov. 25, 1892.
DEAR MISS WIXoN: This is my first letter to the Corner. M:y: pa takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER and I like to read the
Corner. There are five churches here.
Sometimes I go to Sunday-school, but I
do not beli•we that which they teach. Mr.
Remsburg was here the 19th and gave us a
nice lecture. He told the Christians some
truths which they did not wish to hea•·how they persecuted people in the olden
times for not believing their way. I am
ten years old. I go to school; there are
six rooms in the building, with three hundred and fifty scholars. Yesterday being
Thanksgiving I had a nice little party.
We played some nice games. I play some
pieces out of my" Cosmian Hymn-book,"
in which my brothers and sisters, six of us
in all, join me-as well as in free thought
and speech. I will close hy saying,
Hurrah for liberty and THE TRUTH
SEEKER!
STELLA L.
AIJTERS.
[Six bright young Freethinkers! Who
shall say the cause of liberty and progJ;.ess
is not in the advance? May the Walters
family never be less.-ED. C. C.]
·

w

Bu:NDYSBURG, 0., Nov. 25, 1892.
DEAR MisS WIXoN: Seeing letters from
various children, I thought I would write
one. I am twelve years old, and hav a

brother who is sixteen. We go to school
I study physioloey, Ray's Third Part··
Practical ArithmetiC; spelling; grammar!
historJj and complete geography. Thi~
week .l hav to draw a map of the United
States a~d color it with crayon pencils. I
would _like to hear if some of the young
Freethmkers hav to draw like this.
I heard J. R. Charlesworth speak in
Middlefield last winter, and he stayed with
us two nights. I would like to see and
hear him speak ag&n. My father is a
Freethinker and has an article in THE
TRUTH SEF.KER of November 19th. He
considers Keeler's "Short History of the
Bible" one of the most valuable· books of
the world. He has Davidson, Colenso
W&te, Graves, Kelso, Ingersoll, and many
other such books.
We hav a nice pet dog, whose name is
Ring-, and we all think the world of him.
Should any of the children write to me I
will try and answer them.
I hav attended Sunday-school in our
schoolhouse this summer, simply out of
curiosity, not because I believe the teachings.
They tried to tread on my father's toes
last Sunday, by saying God struck people
dead in olden times, and that it would be a
good thing if he would strike some dead in
this age. Which father took to mean him.
When they dismissed Sunday-school he
spoke to them apiece that they could com·
prehend without an interpreter.
Father is a director and granted them
the house and did not feellike being trodden upon. This is mv first. If it escapes
the waste-basket, perhaps I will write
again.
LuBA M. FENTON.
[It is owing to Liberal teaching that the
usages of ·an ignorant past are not carried
out in this day as in the olden time. The
more we sustain.and spread Liberal truths,
the more enlightened will become the
world.-ED. C. C.]

The Ingersoll Spoon.
Hav you seen the Ingersoll souvenir
spoon made by our ingenious and Liberal
brother Otto Wettstein, of Rochelle, Ill.?
If you hav seen it you are certainly impressed with its elegance and artistic
finish. There are spoons and spoons in
all sorts of designs and all kinds of elaborate workmanship, but I hav never seen
one anywhere the equal of the Ingersoll.
As the great orator is sui generis, so is
the spoon that bears his name. The other
day some friends were viewing my collection of souvenir spoons, some from
across the ocean. Presently a lady took
up -the Ingersoll spoon. " 0 h, this is more
beautiful than all the others!" she exclaimed. "It is exquisit, And whose
portrait is it? Not Shakspere? No. Oh,
I see; it is Henry VIII.!" A gentleman
looked at the spoon and laughed outright.
"Why," said he, "that is Bob Ingersoll;
don't you know our Robert?" The good
Christian lady looked and looked again.
"Is that a likeness of Ingersoll, that I
hav read so mucb about? Why, what a
fine face it is! And so that is Ingersoll?
Well, I want a spoon like that, and I must
hav it!"
It is indeed a lovely design, showing
not only a fine portrait of the great leader
of l!,reethought, but the torches of Liberty and Reason are strongly defined in
the midst of rich scrollwork and delicate
lines of great beauty.
We sometimes hardly know what to get
for our friends for gifts at birthday and
holiday seasons. An Ingersoll souvenir
spoon is very appropriate for such occasions. It is durable and lasting in its
nature, and is ever an inspiration to noble
thought and right living.
S. H. W.

Correspondence.
CoPPERSToWN', Nov. 15, 1892.
DEAR Miss WixoN: This is the first
time I hav ever written to the Corner.
I liv on a farm in North Dakota. My
father takes THE TRUTH SEEKER. I go to
school and study Fifth Reader and Appleton's large arithmetic. I am ten years
old. I hope this letter will escape the
waste-basket.
Your friend,
BEE HUHNS.
[We always like to hear from the little
busy bee.-En. C. C.]
-

CLEoNE, CAL., Nov. 15, 1892.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I thought I would
"'Of such cruel behavior, how guiltless write a few lines. I am a friend of THE
ami:'
TRUTH SEEKER and like it very well. I
Then turned to devour a poor innocent am a girl of fourteen years. I go to
fly.
school, and hav many studies. Our

BY

SALADIN
(W. STEWART ROSS),
Editor of the

LONIJON AGNOST:IO JOURNAL.

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
"hPn he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to th11,author: "You.h!l-ve earned tl!e
thanks of ad who rea.Jly think." It is a work of vast research\ of sound crnimsmiof cau•t10
humor, of sledgehamm. r vehemence, of scathing satire, of pa~nos an<t elo9.uence. t 1s one of
- the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God and the Bible.
Cloth, gold lttters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon· Farrar said that ''Christianity elevated the woman; it shrouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child."· The object of Saladin's work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he haR succeeded. An English w, iter said of it:
'"Tuis cPrtainly is one of the most marvelous books ever iosued from the press. The authoritie• cited are unquestionable. and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt lettered, $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?
in~.

it

IS

The evidence for the r•surrectlon is in this book carefully considered\.and found wantIt ought to convince every Christian of the untruthfJLiness of this BJJeged miracle, for
cortainly one of the best essays ever written on the sUbJect.
In paper, 25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condemation of. the known facts upon this subjec_b proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. To which are added such comments
as only 1:\aladin can make. In p<~.per, 30 cents.

THE TRANSITION.

..

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE. •
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Fame or its subjects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Genms; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that· lovers of strong literature
like to read again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and ever.v verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every l>age glows with passiOn and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B,y one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of Saladin
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the gallows. Printed from manuscript in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short starr of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the ()pen Oourt
sairl: "This nove will command the same, or inore, interest than .l:lelen Gardener's11tory, 'Is
This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Being an exposure of that infamous reli~ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; Lechery of the Confesswnal; 'l'he Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; 1£xtracts from Dens and lJiguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have Joostered Learning; Her Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SeltIndulEence; The Relative Criminal Stati8tics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
In paper, 25 cents.
,
•
For all of these works address
THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New· York. :

The Freethinker's Badge~pin JY
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.50. The $2 75 Pin and THE
TRUTH S.:EKEB one year for $5. ·

THE

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75 Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
SJ!!EKE~~ $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
With gut bowl, 50c. more.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

CHARLES H. KERR & CO.'S
PUBLICATIONS.
The Last Tenet1. Imposed upon the Khan of
Tomathoz. jjy Hudor Genone author
of" Inquirendo Island." Copiouslyihustrated
with original drawings by Louis M. Glackens.
1!hno, 165 pages; cloth, $1.25; paper, 50c.

Inquirendo Island. A novel.

By Hudor

Genone. 12mo, 353 pages; cloth, $1: paper,
5Qc. "This book is to me a delightful surprise. In m~judgment it is a stronger piece of
fiction than Edward Bellamy's 'Looking Backward,' which at times it remmds·one of. It is a
merCiless exposure of Pharisaism and hXPocrisy, which is so prevalent in fashionable Cliristiamty of to-day. It is a good book~ and while
it will offend many,· should be reaa by all."[The Arena.

Lecture on the Bible. By Rev. Charles
Voysey1 .Pastor of the Theistic church of London, With a new introduction by Rev. Herbert
Taft Root. Paper, 87 pages; 20c.

God in the Constitution. By Arthur B.
Bradford. Paper, 18mo,18 pages; 10c.

Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical
Religion. By B. F. Underwood. Paper,
24mo; 21 pages; 5c.

The Change of Front of the Universe.
By Minot J. Savage. Paper. 31 pages, 100.

A. Study of Primitive thristianity. By
Lewis G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt •op 1 uncut
edges, 819 pages; $1.25. "Dr. Janes is eVIdently
a thorough scholar, and one cannot fail to be
im.Pressed with the care, the honesty, the faithfulness, the impartiality, the love of truth\ t~e
conservatism exhibited throughout thiR aamirable volume."-[Popular Science Monthly.

What Can Ethics Do For

Us~

By

William Mackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 32
pages,10c.

Freedom of Thought nnd of Speech.

By

William Mackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 29
pages,10c.

The Morals of Christ. A comparison
with the contemporaneous systems of Mosaic,
Pharisaic, and Grmco-Roman ethics. By Austin
Bierbower. Paper,16mo, 200 pages, 50c.; cloth,
$1. "Mr. Bierbower has carefully analyzed the
old-world ethical s¥5teins which chiefly concern the modern Civilized world, and in this
book he has so classified the elements revealed
by that analJC!!~S as to ~ive them a high scientific value. His book Is a-lmost as systematic as
a treatise upon one of the exact sciences and
stands in fine contrast to the rambling, ethical
discussion of which we hear so much and which
leads us nowhere."-[Chicago Daily News.

Liberty and Life. Seventeen discourses

on the applications of scientific truth to morals
and religiOn. By E. P. Powell. 12mo, 20S pages;
cloth, $1; .Paper, 50c. "Strong, even bold,
essa:ys on ethic8J. and religious subjects. They
are the work of a man of vigorous intellect, who
has studied the doctrine of evolution long and
carefully, and has not found it necessary to
abandon all his old reverences. The discourses
are full of interest to the casual reader b:l' reason of their fund of anecdote and bio~~:raphical
citation, and to the seeker for religious and
moral truth they offer many helps."-[Literary
World.

Evolution and Christianity. A Study.

By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo,
75 pages, SOc. "Mr. Grumbine.'s statements are
sound and well put. His book is the fruit of
wide reading and in.vestiga~ion. It .is a help~ul
one, is thoroughly mterestmg readmg, and Its
presentation of the relation between evolution
and Christianity includes much valuable
thought."-[Buffalo Express.

Lessons From the World of Matter and
the World of Man. By Theodore Parker.
Selected from notes of unpublished sermons by
Rufus Leighton. 12mo, 430 pages; cloth, $1.25;
paper, 50c.
Addrei!IB
THE TRUTH SEEKER

The Agnostic Annual
-FOR---

Ifiri8 9•3 ...
Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.
CONTENTS:
The Moral Sanction, Leslie Step!len; Reverent
Agp.osticism, Amos W ater'U The Mothe.r Nature:
A Poem. Gerald Massey; .uogmatlsm m Theology, Alfren Momerie; Sermons on the Mount,
Samuel Laing; The C1t:y_ of the Dead, W. Stewart
Ross (SaJ.adin)· On the Duty of .Ho~esty ii). Our
ConvictiOns. 0. E. Plumptre; SOientific ftehgJon,
R. Bithell; The Blight of Sl!Perstition, Charles
· Watts• Anthropology and Orthodoxy, Edward
Clodd! The Disap:pearance of the Nether World,
F. J Gould; ReligiOUS Ideas: Their Origin and
Dev~oJ?ment, Frederick ~illar; Sil{n~s with
Mars: ~ Poem, G;. H. Ma~tm; l\1 atenalism and
Idealism Harmoruzed, Luman Armstrong.
Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

S'llill

of the Weelt. I

HERBERT SPENCER is seriously ill.
DR. CYRus EDsoN, q, chief of the New
York city health board, predicts the revival of chole~a w!th spring. DURING services in the Miller chapel of
Monroe, 0., on the 8th, Frank Lewis and
James Needles quarreled, and fell upon
each other with razor and revolver.
AT San Antonio, Te~., Annie Clifton a
colored girl, has fallen a victim of religious excitement. She went into a trance
two weeks ago and has taken no food or
drink since.
IT is said that the declaration of railroads that they will reduce rates to the
Fair but slight.ly is but "bluff," aimed to
keep the rates high at the start so that
they may not sink too low toward the end.
THE publishers of Printers' Ink complain that Wanamaker makes them pay
postage of one cent a copy, amounting to
$500 or $600 a week, while admitting his
own publication, Book News, a rival to
.Printerr/ Ink in the same line, at one cent
a pound.
JAY GouLn's will leaves all to his family
and nothing to college, museum, or hospital. One London paper says that Gould
was intellectually almost equal to Napoleon I., and that his "operations extended
over nearly as extensiv a territory and were
conducted by the employment of much
the same mental faculties and habits.
CHURCH people at Slight's Station, Mich.,
were shocked last Sunday by seeing twenty
I!len sawing, splitting, and piling up
wood. The Snnday workers were Lutherans, and at nightfall they had enough wood
piled in the shed of a crippled and sick
brother to last all winter. While they
labored they sang hymns and occasionally
offered a prayer.
PRmST CoRRIGAN, of Hoboken, N.J.,
will be tried by his bishop for criticising
the German Catholic congress at Newark.
Corrigan says he opposed two things-denunciationofthe public EChoolsas "abominations·" and the attempt to preserve
foreign iangun.ges in our schools and convert America into several diverse nations
by means of the Catholic church.
SUPERINTENDENT GARDNER of the Crosby
Society for the Prevention of Crime,
of which Dr. Parkhurst is now president.
was arrested on the 4th on the charge of
blackmaiL The complainant is the proprietress of a house of prostitution. She
had complained to the police, who set a
trap, and marked bills from the woman
were found on Gardner. She tells a long
tale of her acquaintance with him. In it he
figures as blackmailing her for some time;
driving about in cabs on pleasure trips
and drinking wine with her; displaying
utter lack of principle; laughing about
the churchmen as "psalm-singers " and
jocosely designating brothel-keepers as
"schoolteachers." 'fhe case against him
is formidable. The feeling against the
spying societies is strong and growing.
LIEUTENANT ToTTEN, the " calamityhowler" par excellence, has gained a
convert in the person of James Holly,
bishop of Hayti. The bishop mites :
"Professor Totten appears as the verifier,
the systematizer, the simplifier, and the
popularizer of the deep researches of
others who hav preceded him in that portion of biblical and historical studies
which are of the most momentous importance to the generation in which we
liv. By the special ta2k which Prof~>ssor
Totten imposed upon himself he has placed
the church and the world under the most
solemn responsibility to bestir themselvs
to prepare for the coming events already
foreshadowed in the days in which we liv,
but which it is to be feared they will not
realize until the last dread judgments of our
closing dispensation shall be upon them."
THE steamship Spree landed at Queenstown, Ireland, on the 3d, disabled and
having been in great peril in storms.
Evangelist Moody, who was aboard, asserts that providence directly interposed
to savo the seven hundred passengers.
They assembled and read Ps. xci and
prayed. Moody says: "God answered
us as I knew he would. He sent us a
rescuing ship, and he calmed the sea so
that for a week it was as smooth as it is in
this harbor, though there were storms all
around us. It was the grandest test of
prayer I ever knew. My son was with
me. He is a student in Yale College, and
the learned professors there hav instilled
in him some doubts about God's direct interference in answer to prayer. . . .
My boy couldn't rest. About 2:1- <i'clock
he came and woke me. He pointed out
an occasional glimpse of a tiny light.
'It is our star of Bethlehem,' he cried,
'and our prayers are answered.' The
wattes were stilled and the winds were
hushed by divine command."

NEW BOOKS

The O~en Court Pu~Iishing Com~any's

Pro"l tl).e l='ress of tl).e

Publications.

ARENA PUBLISHING CO.
SONGS.
Illustrated with original drawings by ETHELYN
WELLS CoNREY.

A Beautiful Cift-book.
Bound in white and gold. Price, postpaid, $1.25.

THE--FINISHED CREATION
AND OTHEU POEMS.

Oxford University Extenaion Lectures. With
a snpJ?lement, •· .M.y Predecessors." an essay on
!l"enesis of "The Srience of Thought." 112
. pages; cloth. Price, 75c.

The Psychology of Attention. By Th.

Ribot, JrrOfessor of Comparative and ExperimentBJ. Psychology at tbe College de France,
and editor of the Revue Philosopl!ique. Authorized translation. Treating of the following
topic": 1 Spontaneous, or Natural, Attention
-a, Emotional states; b, Physical manife•ta.
tions; c, Surprise. 2. Voluntary.,.or ArtificialAttention.-atlts mechanism; b, .LUhibition; c,
The feeling or P.ffort. 3. The Morbid States o,
Attention.-a, Distraction; b, Hypochondria!
c 1 Fixed ideas and ecstasy; d. Iiliony; e; Atten:
t10n in sleep and hypnosis. Cloth, 75c.
ii

Fundamental Problems. The Method of

By BENJAMIN HATHAWAY.

Author of " The League of the Iroquois," "Art
Life," and other Poems.
Handsomely bound in white parchment vellum,
stamped in silver. Price, $1.25.

WIT AND HUMOR OF THE BJBLE.
By REV. M.!moN D. SHUTTER, D.D.
TREAT/~£.

Published only in cloth. Price, $1.50.

The Dream Child.
AFascinating Romance of Two Worlds.

Philosophy a~ a Systematic Arran<tement of
Knowledge. By Dr. Paul Carns. Price, $1.

The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms.

A Study in Experimental Psychology. By Alfred Binet. Translation from the French with
the sanctiop of the author. Treating of the following subJects: t. The PsychologY of the Cell
-Introductory. 2. The Structural and Psychological Character of Proto-Organisms: 1\'Iotor:l'
and Sensoa: Organs. 8. The Ps¥chology of
Nutrition: HoloiJhytic 1 SaprophytH•, and Ani•
mal Nutrition; Predatory
RabitR of Certain
Animalcula. 4. Colonies of Unicellular Organisms. 5. Fecundation of Proto-Org&,!lisms. a.
Fecundation of Higher Animals anrl Plants. ~.
The Physiological Function of the Nucleus. 8.
Correspondence between Alfred Binet and Ch,
Richet (professor of physiology in the Faculty of
Medicine at Paris) respecting cellular psychology. 10mo, 135 pages; cloth, 75c.; paper, 50o.

Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions
on the Labor Question, Including the
Controversy with Mr. Lyman F. Gage on the
Ethics of the Board of Trade;. and also the Controversy with Mr. Hugh v. Pentecost, and
other~, on the Single Tax Question. Elegant
cloth binding, portrait of the author, and autograph letter. Price, $1.

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carns.

By FLORENCE HUNTLEY.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.

AMUTE CONFESSOR:
Tl).e ~o"lal"lce of a
TO'Wl"\o

ler. 1. The Simplicity of .Language; 2. The
Identity of Language and 'l'liought, and 3.
The S1mplicity of Thought. With an aj)pendix
which contains a correspondence on "Tiiought
Without Words," between F. Max Muller and
Francis Galton, the duke of Argyll, Geors;e J.
Romanes, and others. Neatly bound in c"oth.
Price, 75c.

Three Lectures on The Science of Lan·
guage. By Prof. F. Max Muller. The

!By NEITH BoYCE.

A BRILLIANT AND REVERENT

Three Introductory Lectures on tl1e
Science of Thought. By F. Max Miil-

Soutl).er'l"\

By WILL N. HABBEN.

Author of" White Marie,"" Almost Persuaded,"
etc.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cl'oth; $1.00.

SON OF MAN:
Or, Sequel to Evolution.

Being a disquisition on the develoPment of
the idea of God ih human thought and hi~tory;
discus•ing: l. The Nature of Ideas. 2 The Etymology of The Word God. 3. God an Abstract
Ideo.. 4. :rhe Concep~ions of 9'od (Polytheism,
Monoth~Ism, PantheiRm, Theism, and Atheism'.
5. Definitions of the Idea of God. 6. En theism
the Monastic Conception of God. Price, 15c. '

Epitomes of Three Sciences. 1. Com-

IJarative Philology: The Study of Sanscrit. By
Prof. H. Ol!lenberg, of the University of Kielo
-a, Sanscnt Research; b, From Jones to LaEsen; c The Discovery of the Veda; d, The Interpretation of the Veda; e, The His tor:\' of the
Vedic Epoch. 2. Experimental Psychology.
~Y. Prof: Joseph Jastrow, of the University of
Wisconsm.-a, Aspects of Modern Psychology;
II. Psychology in Germany· c, Psycliologv in
France and Italy; d, Psychology in Great Britain and the United States. 3. Old Testament
History: or, The Rise of the pe~ple of IsraeL
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of the University of
Konigsberg.-a, The Traditions of the People of
Israel; b, The Migrations of the Tribes of
Israel; c, The ConQ!1<3st of Palestine and th<>
Kingdom oflsrael. With esiJecial introductions
by Profedsors Oldenberg and Cornell, and prefatory remarks by the editor of the Open
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c.

The Ethical Problem. By Dr.

By CELESTA RooT LANG.
This work in ]]l.any respects VeTY remarkaUy
discusses the next step in the Evolution of 1\fan.
It is in perfect touch with advanced Christian
Evolutionary thought, but takes a step beyond
the present position of Religion Leaders.
Published only in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.25.

The Rise of the Swiss Be~u~Iic.
By W. D. McCRACKEN, A.M.
It contains over four hundred pages, printed
from new and handsome type on a fine quality of
heavy paper. The margins are wide, and the
volume is richly bound.
·

Cloth, price, postpaid, $3.

,SuZta.n to ,SuZta.n.
By M. FRENCH-SHELDON (Bebe Bwana).
Being a thrilling account of a remarkable expedition to the Masai and other hostile tribes of
East Africa, which was planned and commanded
by this intrepid woman.

A SUMPTUOUS VOLUME OF TRAVELS.
Handsomely illustrated, printed on coated
paper, and richly bound in African red silkfinished cloth. Price, $5. For sale by the Trade.

Sent postpaid upon receipt of the price.

Paul

Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before the

~oc~etY; for Ethical Culture of Chicago at the
mvi~ahon of the B'ard of Trustees: l. Ethie.•,

a Science; 2. The Data of Ethics; 3. The Theories of Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50c.

On Double Consciousness. Experimental
PsychologicalStud•es. By Alfredninet. Table
of contents: 1. Introductoryi Experimental
Psychology in France. 2. Proor of Double Consciousne•s in Hysterical Individuals. 3. The
Relations between the Two ConsciousnessPs of
Hysterical Individuals. 4. The Hysterical Eve.
5. Mechanism or Subconsciou•ness? 6. The
Graphic Method and the Doubling of Cons -ioUFness. 7. The Intensity of Subconscious States.
8. The Role of Suggestion in Phenomena of
Double Consciousness. 9. Double Consciousness in Health. 93 pages, paper. Price, 50c.

The

Lost Manuscript. A

Novel.

By

Gustave Freytag. A handsome, elegantiy
bound edition of this famous and popular German romance. The author writes as a motto
for the American edition: "A noble human
life does not end on earth with death. It continues in the minds and deeds of friends, as well
as in the thoughts and the activitv of the nation." In two oct.avo volumes; boxed. Price, $4.

Diseases of Personality. By Th. Ribot.

Authorized translation. Treating of the following subjects: l. N~tture of Personality and
consciousness. 2. Organic Diso ··ders. 3. Emotional Disorders. 4. Intellectual Troubles. 5.
Dissolution of the Personality. Cloth, 75c.

TI1e Soul of Man. An Investigation of
the Facts of Phv8iological and Experimental
Psychology. By Dr. Paul Carns. Wit.h 152lllnstr~tive Cuts and Diagrams. Price $3, pages 480.
Prmted on extra fine paper, handsomely bound
in cloth. The subject-matter of the work is
divided into the following sections: 1 The
Philosophical Problem of lliind. 2. The Rise of
Org:a~ic Life. 3. Physiological Facts of BrainActi<~ty. 4. The Immortality of the Race and
tpe Data of ;propagation. 5. The Investiga~Ions of ExP.e~Imental Psychology. 6. The EthIcal and Religious Aspects of Soul-Life.
Address
'l'HE TRU'I'H SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

CHEAP EDITION.

Arena

Pu~lishing

Co,, Traveis in Faith.

COPLEY SQUARE, BOSTON,
MASS.

BY CAPT. ROBER~ C. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Price, paper, llli cents: cloth, '15 cents.
Addrea• TBJil 'l'B'O'l'B BBJIIKJI'B.
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Books by Helen H. Gardener,

Su~ers-t 1•t 1• 0 n 1~n All Ages
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Prof. Wm. Denton's Books. ~~works ~n the. Lamr ~~e~ionF:_,
The ConventiOnal Ltes ofOnr CIVthzatio:tn·
By Max Nordan. CoNTEN·rs-Mene, Tekel
Upharsin; 'l'he . Religious, Monarchic, and
Aristocratic Political Economical :1\\a;trimonial
and Misce!ianeons Lies; Closing_ Harmony'
t2mo, 864 pp., paper, People's edition, 50 c.i
cloth $1.00.
'J'he Imperial Connell of Vienna prohibited the
aale of this hook in Austria, and confiscated all
copies of it they could find.
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Economic Equities.

A Cqmpend of the

Ntttural Laws of Industrial Pro€hictl,ml'and Exchange. J1v J. K. Ingalls, author: of "Social
Wealth." raper, 25c.
-

Fruits of Pllilosophy. A Treatise on the
Population Question. By Dr. Chas. Knowlton.
Edited by Cliarles Bradlangh and Annie Besant.
25c.

Poverty: Its Cause aud Cure.· Pointing

Thoughts on the Bible.

Po-vertr, : Its E:fl'ects on the Political
Condttion of the People. By Charles

Be Thyself. 10o.
Christianity No Finality.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and

Spiritualism

on.t the means by which th.e working classes may
ra1..1e themselves from their present state of low
wages and ceaseless toil to one of comfort, dig.
nity, and independence, and which is also capable of entirely removing.\ in course of time, the
other principal social evils. By M. G .. H. too.
Lar~e or Small Families 7 On which Side
Lies the Balance of Comfort? By Austin Holyoaks. 5c.

Superior. tOe.

Gods~

Common~Sense

toe.

Bradlaugh. 5c.

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Deluge in the Light of Modern Science. Why Do Men Starve 7 By Chas. BradtOe.
laugh. 5o. eo
.
Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10c.
Fhe Laml Ouestion. Large Estates InimiGeologist and Radical. ByJ. H. Powell.
cal to the \v elfare of the Feople. By Charles

The Trade Su;iJpZiea at Special Discounts.

Geology. Past and Future of our Planet. Labor's Prayer. By Chaa. Bradlaugh. 5c.

Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

IS THIS YOUR SOH, MY LOBD 1

NATHANIEL VAUGHAN1
Pl"'ie•t

&J')d M&J')•

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the "Iliad of the East," etc., eto.

Price. cloth. $t; DaPer, 50 centa.

An independent and respectable study of char.
acter in the law of circumstance sucli as even
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
-own as her first novel. . . • A more vigorous
"'lresentment of the mischievous nature of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be d~sired.-[Westminster R_eview.

PRAY rou~ SIR~ wHosE
DAUGHTER?
A

NE"W NOVEL.
Price, cloth, $t.
I
Paper, 50 cents.

t vol., extra cloth, beveled, t2mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Address
'111E TRUTH SEEKER.

PUSHED BY UBSEEB HABDS. SCIENCE VS. RELIGION,
Price, cloth, $t.

I

r

g~

Paper, 50 cents.

A THOUGHTLESS YES.
CONTENTS:
A Splendid Judg_e of a Woman-The .Lady of the
Club-Under Protest-For tb~.; Prosecution-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-J'he Boler Honse
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our AncestorsFlorence Campbell's Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Address

$t.5o.

God Proposed for Our National Constitu·
tion. 10c.
·
Irreconcilable Records.
Genesis and
Geology. Paper, 25c.; cloth, 40c.

A NO VEL.

.SHORT STO:RI:es.-·

Bradlaugh. 5c.

25c.

OB, THE

, ,

Conflict between Reason and SuperstitiOn.
By T. C. 'VIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Addm•• 'l''HE TRUTH SEEKER.

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
.
-

Is Darwin Right 7 Origin of Man. $1.
Plain Home Talk and Medical Corumor.
Is Spiritualism True 7 10c.
Sense. In one handsome 12nio volume
of nearly t,OOO pages, fully illustrate-3. Cloth,
Man's True Saviors. 10c.
$8.25--in English or German. A new cheap
Ortl10l.oxy False, Since Spiritualism .is
edition at onlv $t.50.
True. 10c.
Science in St<n''Y; o!', Sammy Tubbs, the
Pocasset Tragedy. Legitimate Fruit of Boy Doctor, and Spons1tc.- _the Troublesome
Christianity. toe.

Radical Discourses on Religious Subjects.
$t.25.

Radical Rhymes.

:Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, !J\2-00, postage
prepaid; 5 volnmes,J~eparate; fiexi ble cloth\ 50
cents JJer volume· ued Line edition, snitaole
for holiday presents, $t.OO per volume.

With Author's Por- Sexual Physiology for the Young. 250
pages, illustrated -and cloth-bound. (The fifth
Sermon from Shakspere's Text. 10c.
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
Dr.
Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to
Soul of Things. Psychometric Retrait. $t.25.

searches, etc. 3 vols. (Vol. I by Wm. and -Eliz.
M. F. Denton.) Per vol., $t.50.

HY.giene, Sexual and Social S""cience, arid· allied
S~lijects; ninth year. Subscription, ~th P,reliDnm, 50 cents per year. Specrmen copies free
on application .

What Is Right 7 10c.
What Was He 7 Jesus in 19tb Century Mother's Manual.
Light. Paper, $t; cloth, $1.25.

Who are Christians 1 10c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.

Price, to cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

c:,

By REv. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Addres11 this oflice.

Price, 15 cents.

Comprising ''Advice

to a W1fe on the. Management ol' Her Own
Health, especially Durin!<' Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," and ·• AdVIce to a Motlier on the
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in t volume, 528 pages, $1.

Hand-Book of Health Hints and Ready
· Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
i. - Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER-

Price, paper, 50 cents: cloth, $t.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,
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Mrs. Besant' s Wor~s.

FO~

THt ••• • HOLIDA1S.
The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in
cloth. with gold lettering and side stamp,
for $2.50. In plain boards, $2.

Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated,
in cloth, with gold httering and side
stamp, for $t-50. In plain boards, $1.

Around the World, by D. M. Bennett. 4 volumes, red cloth covers, $6.50.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers. 1,075 pages. 8vo. Cloth, $3;

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with por-

leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

trait, 30c.

The Champions of the Church: Their Crimes

Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it

and Persecutions. Svo. t,119 pages, gilt
edges, $4.50.

should be. Paper, 25c.

Besant-Hatchard Debate. Between Annie

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern
Times. Two volumes. Written in

Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Influence
of Christianity. Price, 25c.
,
-,. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
_~Lafayette' place, New York.

Prison. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for
. the two volumes; in leather, $7; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

Jngersolf s

Spiritualism Sustained.

Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures;
Some Mistakes of :Hoses ; Interviews on
Talmage; What J\oinst We Do to :Be Saved?
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals.
t,t4t pages. In one vol., half calf, $5.

oo.:

Pro and Con of

Su~ernatural Religion~
Rave We a Supernatural, Inspired. Mira.oulous Religion?
··-.-:E. Jl. GUILD. Pa:pe!', 1!0 cents; clotl!, .loll oen~.

Poems and Selections.

Jngersoll's Principal Works: Gods and Other

:FIVE LECTURES.
By Jobn R. Kelso, A.m:.
t2mo, clotlJ, $t

Prose

From his Writings and Sayings. Silk
cloth, $2 50; half calf, $4-50; half mor.,
$5; turkey mor., $7 50; treo calf, $9.

.~!@"'

In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends
Liberals shoUld remember that good Books ma.e
lasting impressions, and please as well every day
in the year. A Liberal book in tbe rj_gbt
bands often cbanges tbe views of ·scv•
eral perSons.
We have_<!uite a number of books appropriately
bound for Holiday purchasers, and we will pack
them carefullY. so tliey can_go any distance in the
mail. The following are all good books for the
purpose.
·

Life.- A Prose Poem.

In color, on

board, beveled, gilt edges, 50 ceBts.

'Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.

22x28

inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.

photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll.
50 cents.

Bible Myths and Their Parallels in Other
Religions. Gilt top, marbled cover,
$5; in cloth, $2.50.

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon.
Gilt stamp. $1.25.

A" In A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon.
The Story Hour.

· $1.

An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting Book, Without r:luperstition; for Children and Youth The
Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book
ever issued. 66 full-page illustrations
and 25 smaller; large type, heavy, toned
Paper, broad margins, illustrated covers;
4to, 224 pp., boards, $t.

Conway's Life of Paine. Two large hand·
some volumes. The best and only complete Life of Paine. Half calf, $tO; in
cloth, $5.

parton's Life of Voltaire.

Of which the

same can be said as of Conway's Life of
Paine. Half calf, $tO; in cloth, $6.

For Other- Books Bee the :Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogue. ..i!!JI .
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New Yorko
1..,.
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Each Number, Ten Cents.

The Modern Scien_ce Essayist
Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures.
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life and .Personal
char.:acteristics ; his views on education ; his
religious opinions. By MR. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His ancestrr,
life, and personal characteristics. By JOHN W.
CHADWICK.
s. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
material universe ever have a beginning 1 By
GARRET P. SERVISS.
•
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: Thestocyof
geology; How the world gr.ew. By DB. LEWIS
G.JANES.
li EVOLUTION OF· VEGETABLE LIFE; How
does life begin; The problem of spontaneous
generation. J:ly WILLIAM PoTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF .ANTIIIAL LIFE; The evi.
deuces from geology, geograJ?hical diStribution.
and comparative zoology. By RossiTER RAY•
MOND, Ph.D.
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; dura,.
tion of human life on the planet. By E. D.
CoPE, Ph.D.
'3. EVOLUTION OF :r.ITND: The mind and the
nervous system: the nature of mind. By RanT.
G. ECCLES, M.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitive man;
growth of the familr. city1 and state: develqpment of the domestic rela~ions; marriage. ]:ly
JAMES A. SKILTON.
.:::
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of religious beliefs; ideas of primitive man. By
SIDNEY SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism
grows out of egoism; the proper balance. By
DB. LEWIS G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a, from geology;
b, from morpholog;v ; o, from embryology; d,
from metamorphosis; e from rudimentary organs; f, from g!)ograJ?hical di~tribution; g,
from discovered links; h~ from artificial breeding; i, from reversion; K, from mimicry. By
NELSON C. PARsHALL.
.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REV. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION; Relation
of the doctrine to_prevailing philosophical systems. By STARR HoYT NICHoLs.
11>. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REV.
MINoT J. SAVAGE.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By DB. LEWIS
G. JANES.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SfENCER'S PHILOSOPID:.
By SYLVAN DBEY.
18. THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception; sight, sound, taste,
smell, feeling; the doctrine of the Unknowable.
By RoBERT G. EccLEs, M.D.
19. A STUDY OF MATTER AND MOTION. An
excellent digest of a much vexed question, with
g,_uotations from many authorities. By HoN. A.
0

z.

N.ADAMS.q

.....

PRIMITIVE MAN. Man as revealed by archeological studies; evidences· of man's antiquity; geological periods; ma.n's &J?pea.ra.nce
in the pliocene; paleolithiq and neolithic races:
the a.ges of bronze and rron; ca.ve men a.nd
la.ke-dwellers; dolmen a.nd mound builders;.
primitive implements a.nd tools; proofs or
ma.n 's na.tura.l evolution. By Z. SIDNEY SmsoN.
21. GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
Ma.rria.~e a. .P.rimitive institution; its earlier
forms; no eVIdence of origina.l promiscuity; exoga.my a.nd endoga.my; group.ma.rria.ge; polygyny, polya.ndry, a.nd monoga.my· ma.rnage by
O&I!ture; monoga.my the highest form of therela.tion; divorce a.nd divorce la.ws; ma.rria.ge a.
contra.ct; its regula.tion by the state. By C.
8TAN!LAND WAKE. .
•
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
of political institutions;,.the patriarchal family;
the tribe and clan. By JOHN A. TAYLOR.
28. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
statute law p,nd judge-made law.;, the conversion
of customs 1nto law. By PnoF. nUFUS SHELDON.
24. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SClENCE. Supernatural ideas of disease; fetichism in medicine; the beginnin_g_s of medical science. By
RonEBT G. EccLEs, M.D.
21i. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. The
necessity for arms and armor under the struggle for existence. By JoHN C. KIMBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS
development of the human hand.; the earliest
use of lmplements and tools. By JAMEs A. SKILToN.
27. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The definition of wages; economic characteristics of the wage system; wages the outgrowth
of slavery; origin and development of the
W&ges system. lly PRoF, GEo. GUNTON.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN CIVILIZATION. The beginnings of education; early
methods in Egypt, Persia, China~ Greece, and
&me: early Ohnstian ideas or eduoa~ion;
Ca.tholio and Protestant views; the common
school system. By lVIrss CAROLINE B. LE Row.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. I.
The Theological Method. By REV. JoHN CHAD-.
WIOK.
80. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. II.
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
81. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. ill.
The Anarchistic Metliod. By HUGH 0. PENTEcosT.
32. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. IV.
. The Scientific Method. By DANIEL GREEN-.
LEAF THOMPSON.
83. ABA GRAY: His Life and Work. By MRS;
MARY TREAT.
84. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUMANS. The
Man and his Work. By PnoF. JoHN FISKE.
lJr Ea.ch Number, Ten Cents . .Al :... ·' , Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO ...,
28 Lafayette p]ll,ce. New Yoru:.

Gems of q;AougAt. Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
~OLITICAL r~ghts hav b~en preserved by

traitors; the liberty of mmd by heretics.

-Ingersoll.

Cm out the love of self like an autumn
lotus, with thy hand.. Cherish the road to

peace;-Buddha.!

M(:)RE than half the habitable world is
still peopled with two-footed animals
who liv in the horrible state approaching
to pure nature, existing and clothing
themselvs with difficulty, scarcely enjoying the gift of spee.ch, scarcely perceiving
that they are unfortunate, and liviug and
dying almost without knowing it.- Vol-

taire.

I wANT the flower and fruit of a man:
that some fragrance be wafted over from
him to. me, and some ripeness flavQr om'
intercourse. His goodness must not be a
partial and transitory act, but a constant
superfluity, which costs him nothing and
of which he is unconscious. This is a
charity that hides a multitude of sins.
The philanthropist too often surrounds
mankind with the remembrance of his
own cast-off griefs as an atmosphere, and
calls it sympathy. We should impart our
courage, and not our despair, our health
and ease, and not our disease, and take
care that this does not spread by contagion.- Tho1:eau.
· CoMPLRTE truthfulnesq is one of the
rarest of virtues. Even those who regard
themselvs as absolutely truthful are daily
guilty of over-statements and understatements. Exaggeration is almost universal. 'Jhe perpetual use of the word
"very," where the occasion does not call
for it, shows how widely diffused aJ.td confirmed is the habit of misrepres:'ntation.
And this habit sometimes goes along with
the loudest denunciations of falsehood.
After much vehement talk ·about ''the
veracities," will come utterly unveracious
accounts of things and people-aMounts
made unveracious by the use of emphatic
words where ordinary words alone are
warranted: pictures of which the outlines
are correct but the lights and shades and
colors are doubly and trebly as strong as
they should be. • • . In mankind at
large, the love of truth for truth's sake;
irrespectiv of ends, is but little exempli-

fied.-Herbe1·t !Spencer.

1!().

This book is just what its title implies-thump.
ing whacks at superstition. 1t deals with tlie
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that Christianity is a borrowed system of religion. Thao the Bible is not
in accord with Hcieuce, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not areal benefit to man.
·
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Twenty Crimes and Vices
Sanctioned by. Scripture.
By J. E.' REMSBURG. Prioe,25 cents.

Is Controversy Dangerous?
By W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.
Price,
30 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SEHD MEYOUB HOLIDAY OBDEBSI

Moral, Theological, Historical, n.nd Speculative
Propositions.

THE BEST%

l?rioo,

15 cents.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

THE

' Otto Wettstein" WATCH.

fRENCH R[VOLUTION.

Perfected, new model, 16 jewels, full adjusted
to heat, cold, and position, beautiful double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; guaranteed
a perfect ttmer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17· 8-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $23.
Its Causes al)d Results.
In best fiil.ed gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $2t;
case, $28 to $30; huntin_g:1 $31 to $35; 14
By W. S. BELL. Pape:l:, ~2mo, 25 ct.~. hinged
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. N1ekel works, $2
more.
Re!;"nlar Grade ..\.tncrican Watclaes.Silverme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
jewel~ $9; ditto, a.djusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. ~n finer cases, add as above.
Ladies' Atn~ican Gold Watclaes.-All
Reply to New York Jlieer";er,
latest stylesi in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels,
11 Jewe s, $15.50; 15 jewels, $20; 14 carat solid
$14;
:By R. G. ING:e};..;.~©LL.
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
.
With "A ROMAN C.A.THOLIO CANARD.''
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
Price, 1e cents.
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Sundries,.!..Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80· table spoons
$3.60, knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; ali for $6. Solid
The passages unfit !<!r fa;mily reading.
silver spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvenir spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50'1$2 to $3.
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 50 centl.
'.l'lle Colonellngerso I.-Tea, $2.50 ;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3;_giit bowls, 50 CEints more. Extra.
heavy teas, $3. Etched:
" The Ttme to be HaPPV ts Bow,"
50 cents extra.
'J'he '.l'orcb of Reason Badge, solid gold
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2. 75, and
$8.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
Bv M. BABOOOK.
$10, $15, $20, $80.
Price,
10 cents.
Diatnondsi 20 per cent. below market prtce.
Send for price ists, cards in colors and gold of
badg"e,
tracts, etc., free. All goods prepatd (exA. NEW WORK
cept knives and forks) and cash refunded atop.
BY
tion. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
ARTHUR B. :UOSS,
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Paine 'Ti11flicated

Holy Bible. Abridged.

Roaring Lion on the Track.

Christianity and Evolution.
LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.

G. Adams.

BIBLE MORALS.

SeH.Contradi~i~ns4 ~f the Bible.

GEoLOGY givs the strongest support ·to
the theory of Evolution:; The life- bearing
rocks are supposed to represent a thickness of about 130,000 feet. These rocks
were formed from deposits of ooze, at the
With preface by
bottom of the waters, which gradually
J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethinker.
hardened into stone. Vast ages were rePrice, $1. Order at once.
quired for these formations, and for the
elevations and depressions which they hav
Address.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
undergone. In the lower half of these
strata the only forms of life are of the
lowest order, and the vegetable life is
mainly of sea-weeds. In the next higher
strata we find the remains of fishes and
ferns. Above these come reptils and
pine forests, and birds first appear.
By MRS.· E. D. SLENFER,
• . In still higher strata appear mammals and leaf forests, and the animals Boa.rds,
nearest to man are found. Finally, in
the latest deposit we find the remains of
man and of cultivated forests. But this H. F. UNDERWOOD'S WOri,.n..::
era of man is not one two-hundredth part FOR SALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
of the vast ages through which organic
and Lectures. Embracing Infh
life has existed, and he appeaJ.·s only as the Essays
ence of Christianity on Civilizatiou ; CLri,
highest outcome. of nature's development,
tianity and !vlaterialism; What Literalism offei'
in Place of Christianity; ScicntiJic Materialism
the top branch of the tree of life.-Robt.

METAPHYSICIANS are wonderful people.
The less they understand of a thing, the
more words they make ·over it. They
seek to explain the mystery of the world
"as though they were God's spies"
(King Lear). They hav as many opinions
as they hav heads, and as Bacon very
forcibly says, they become through theu
speculations "lilre owls that only see their
dreams in the darkness, but become blind
in the light of experience, and are least
able to perceive that which is clearest."
As Spilter remarks, they possess the most:
extraordinary talent for bringing the
flimplest things into the most boundless
confusion, and they wafer and plaster
over the simplest ideas and opinions with
such a mass of high-sounding, apparently
learned, but in reality empty and unintelligible words and phrases, that a rational
man loses his 'senses over it. But the
moment we go to the root of the matter~
we, as a rule, are very soon convincea
that the whole tirade is, as Helvetius says,
"a deluge of words, poured out over a
POPtJLATION QtJEST/ON.
desert of ideas," and that the "hollow
By DB. KNOWLTON. Edited by OHA.BLES BRAD- verbiage about being and not-being"
(Suhle) and similar philosophical technical. LAUt'lll and A.Nl!IIE BEBANT. 25 oenta.
ities can hav no other obJect but that of
the!utter scantiness of real ideas
. REVELATIONS Olf ANTICHRIST hiding
and thoughts from the uncritical reader or
PJIOVING
Heedless of the progress of em.Jesus :Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of listener.
piric or natural science, they go on tilling
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Centtheir old philosophical soil and behaving as
ury before, and Peter and Paul died
th()l!lgh· there were no science in existence.
before the. Christian Era.
Buchner.
$1.1>0.
Full, index :44&pp.,

Fruits of Philosophy.

By R. WHEELER.

·
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AT:e~

OP. LIPS

Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.
Write for 11amphlet to i R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Ma.in street, Wilkesbarrl!, Pa..

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for bookil within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars a.nd
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va..
To .RPgulate the

STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS. TAKE:

R~PANS

TABULES.

Woman; Spii·itualism from a l\Iateri,Jisti
Standpomt; Paine the Political and Religion
Heformcr· :1\Iaterialism and Crime; Will th
Coming lllan Worship God? Crimes and Cruel
ties of Christianity; the Authority of the Bible
Freethought Judged by Its Frmts; Our Idea.
of God 300 pp., paper, 60 cents.

Infiuence of Christianity upon Civiliza
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and .Materialism. 15 cents.
What Liberalism Offers in Place o:
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism; Its .Meaning nn{
Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a. .Materialistic Stand·
point. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religious Re·
former. 10 cents.
Woman : Her Past and Present: · He1
n,igllts aml Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will · tlte · Coming Man Worship God f
lOcents.

l'welve Tracts. · Scientific and Theolog·

· leal. 20 cent.R.

ALE AND BEEF
''PEPTONIZED''

For

~

INVALIDS,

CONVALESCENTS,
NURSING MOTHERS.

Supplies complete nutrition. A~reeahlc to the most
delicate palate,. The only liqu,dpre-digutea·Food
Tonic on the market.

Physicians Prescribe it, Your Druggist Sells II.

TH£ H01'£D SPEClALlST~
For Men Only,:
Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
and his remedies are of the· best. The Doctor
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decar. Loss of Manhood, Wasting Discharges\.Vancocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those a.filicted and wll'o a.re desirous of being
cured a. booklet of some 33 pa.ges will be sent to
their a.ddress for ten cents\ sealed in a plain
envelope, giving causes a.na Symptoms of the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important medica.! discovery-an Outward Applica.tion-a positive cure-the only remedy .of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. J.
And sa.y you sa.w this lidvPrtisement in THF.
TRUTH SEEKER.
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THE TBUTH SEEKEB LIBBABY.
Inned Monthly,
Subscription ·price, 13 per annum.
No.
BOOKS ISSUED.
· Prwe.

1. The Truth Seeker Annua.l a.nd Freethinksrs' Alma.na.c, 189\.. ..... ...,..............
2. Men, Women, a.nd Gods. nelen H. GM:·
dener .............. ,....... ..............
8. Age of Reason. Thoma.s Pa.ine.... ..... •
4. Answers to Ohristia.n Questions. D. M.
hi!ennett...... .... ...... ...... .. ...... ....
5. O nstia.n Absurdities. John Peck........
6. Victor Hugo's Ora.tion on Volta.ire...... ••
7. The Crisis............... •• .... ........ .... .
8. Sa.bba.th Brea.king..... ..... .. .. ... ••••••••
9. Tra.vels in Fdth. R. 0. Ada.ms.;.. ........
10. The Strike of a. Sex. Geo. N. Miller.....
11. My Religious Ex{lerience. S. P. Putna.m.
12. The Higher Criticism in Theology a.nd
Religion. T. E. Longshore..............
13. Infidel Dea.th-beds. G. W. Foote........
14. Rights ofMa.n. Thomas Pa.ine. lliust'd.
15. Wa.s Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower.
16. Pulpit, Pew, and Cra.dle. Helen H. Ga.rdener.... ...................................
17. Bible Mora.ls. John E. Remsburg.......
18. A wfnl Disclosures of Ma.ria. Monk .•••• ,
19. Pockeht Theologv. Volta.ire.... .... ••••••
20. Pns ed by Unseen Ha.nds. ·H. H. Gardener.......................................
21. History of Religion. E. E. Eva.ns.. .... •
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OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION.
Yea.rl~ subscribers will receive a.ll the books

issued during the fe&r. Single copies of each
book sent upon receipt of price.
address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Exa.mina.tion of the Mora.ls a.nd History
of the New Testa.ment.
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THIRD EDITION.

ARGUMENT
IN THE

BIBLE MYTHS,

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,

AND THEIR PARALLELS lN OTHER RELIGIONS:

At Morristown, N. J.
Thiij is the grea.test a.rgument ever made in a. ca.se
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long a.s the Cbristia.ns use force to repress free
speech. Itsleg"l acumen i• unsurpass~d •. its eloquence never equaled. Wherever ChnPtian persecution is going on this argu~e~t should be
freely circulated, read i(o the Ohnstians, a.nd expounded on every occa.~Ion.
In pa.per, 25 cents; in clot b. 50 cents.
THFl TRUTH REEKER,
Address
28 La.fayette pla.ce, New York.

BEING

A

Ctllparlson of the Old and New Testament Myths and Mirades with those
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
•
CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING.
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

is the title of a little Reform :paper hailing
from Omaha, Neb., that bursts mto the harbor of politics and religion like the mighty
little lllonitor cut the waves through Hami>ton
Roads and ran astern the clumsy 1\ierrimac. It

Hindoo Virgin and Child.

ADVOCATES

The worship of the "Holy Virgin," the "Q!Jeen of Heaven," the "Mother of God," etc., which has become one of
the grand features of Roman Catholicism, was a tenet of
faith for centuries before the virgin now adored was born.
In India. they have worshiped for ages, Maha Devi-The
Great Goddess-and have temples erected in honor of her.
Like her Roman counterpart she is the Goddess with a
thousand names. As Devaki, she is the mother ofVishnu,
the Preserving god, in the form of Krishna.
"The gods,
invisible to mortals," says the Vishnu Purana, (p. soz)
"celebrated her praise continually from the time that Vishnu
was contained in her person." She is represented in Moor's
Hindu Pantheon, adorned with jewels, and the infant Saviour
at her breast. BIBLE MYTHS shows that nearly air nations of
antiquity worshipped a Virgin Mother-Goddess.
1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 l'ages. l'rice, $2.60.
Sent post-paid by the TRUTH SEEKER.

the reign of Hight and Justice, a.nd comes indorsed bf a score of the leading thinkers and
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Christianity on Comets.-Concluded.
We will conclude our history of Christian opinion
on comets.
In New England the Protestant clergy fostered
the same doctrin as their fellows of Europe. Danforth's "Astronomical Description of .the late
Comet, or Blazing Star, together with a Brief Theological Application thereof," published in 1664,
proves from the Bible that comets are" portentous
signals of great and notable changes," and shows
by history that they "h.av been many times heralds
of wrath to a secure and impenitent world." Especial attention is called by this sage volume to the
comet of 1652, which flared its predictiv terrors
upon mortal gaze just before the illness of the
goodly Mr. Cotton and vanished when his death
had come to pass. From the" Memorial" of Morton we learn that that gentleman thought the passing away of brother in Christ John Putnam an
event exacting from God a commemoration no less
than the exhibition of a perhaps not neat but undeniably gaudy comet .. The comet of 1652 was the
one which this Morton thus regarded as the "very
signal testimony that God had then removed a
bright star and a shining light 0~.t of the heaven
of his church here into celestial glory above."
Another comet, however, was found by Brother
Morton in his wisdom to be the messenger of a different sort of "news, being "sent immediately by
God to awaken the secure world." Nor was this
bark of the Lord without a bite, for, says Morton, in
that same year "it pleased God to smite the fruits
of the earth, namely, the wheat in special, with
blasting and mildew, whereby much of it was
spoiled and .became profitable for nothing, and
much of it worth little, being light and empty.
This was looked upon by the judicious and conscientious of the land as a speaking providence against.
the unthankfulness of many." We will add a few
extracts from a sermon by the eminent Increase
Mather as ·typical of all those preached by our
sapient New England fathers to whose guidance·
the pietists of the present are anxious to bring us
back.
This sermon of Mather's is entitled,
r'Heaven's Alarm to the World." The L·-xts are·.
..
~
"l.nd the third angel sounded, and there fell a

great star from heaven, burning as it were a lamp"
(Rev. viii, 10) ; and, "Behold, the third woe cometh
quickly" (lb. xi, 14). In this instructiv production
it will be _shown, Mather promises, that "fearful
sights and sounds in the heavens are the presages
of great calamities at hand." From the drift of
events he deduces the unflattering conclusion that
"we are fallen into the dregs of time." The highly
important if true discovery is made that the day of
judgment is approaching. We are deprived of the
comforting words of Jeremiah, "Be not dismayed
at signs in tlie heavens," for this God's-friend who
knows all about the divine intentions unfeelingly
explains that reassuring utterance quite away. The
"signs and wonders" of the heavens, it is shown,
were forerunners of nearly every species of calli.mity
recorded in the Bible. Coming to modern history,
we find that blazing stars harbingered the invasion
of the Goths, of the Huns, of the Saracens, and of
the Turks. The horrible example with which it is
expedient to scare unbelievers is brought forth in
the shape of the emperor espasian, who after
ridiculing comets soon died. Indeed, the meaningful shape of comets is enough to demonstrate their
purpose. Next the church father Tertullian is
appealed to as declaring them "God's sharp razors
on mankind whereby he doth poll, and his scythe
whereby he doth shear down multitudes of sinful
creatures." Finally, the comet visible at the time
of utterance is pointed out, and this horrific Mather
thunders: " The Lord hath :fired his beacon in
the heavens among the stars of God there; the
fearful sight is not yet out of sight. Now then if
the Lord discharge his murdering pieces from on
high, and men be found in their sins unfit for
death, their blood shall be upon them." Then in a
fearful taking and twitter the divine throws himself into wild supplication: "Do we see the sword
blazing over us1 Let it put us upon crying to
God that that judgment be diverted and not return
upon us again so speedily.
Doth God
threaten our very heavens! 0 pray unto Him,
that He would not take away stars and send comets
to succeed them."
However, there are, fortunately for mankind, a
few penetrating and self-dependent thinkers born
in every age. Nearly all of this class who surmised
the true nature of comets were long held silent by
the church and its terrors of rack and stake. But
the three or four investigators mentioned in our
last issue contrived to giv the world a hint of the
truth. And :finally the great Gassendi succeeded in
making his voice heard, if but in a limited circle, in
broaching of the true doctrin. This was early in the
seventeenth century. By scientific methods he had
arrived at the truth that comets are outside our
earth's. atmosphere. He added a common-sense
argument that they are in no shape or connection
injurious to mankind. Bayle is the next underminer of the scriptural cometary theory. Comets,
he declares," are bodies subject to the ordinary law
of nature, and not prodigies amenable to no law." He
goes over the history. which theologians, determined
to find what they wished, found to bristle with
cases of comets' prophetic uses, and fails to discover anything of the kind. He says that comets
do not appear because misfortunes are about to
befall, but that they would hav appeared anywayusing pretty much the language which Shakspere
puts in the mouth of Hotspur against Glendower's
superstitions. "At my nativity," Glendower has
boasted,

v

·"The front of heaven was full of fiery shapes,
Of burning crescents; andatmybirth
The frame and huge foundation of the earth
Shak'd like a coward."

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 Per Year.

To this. cries Hotspur :
"Why, so it would hav done
At the same season, if your mother's cat had
But kitten'd, though yourself had ne'er been born."
Bayle's comparison is, that one who believes that
evils occur because comets come is like a woman
who looks from a window into Paris streets and
thinks that the carriages pass because she looks
out. He cites the observing remark of Henry IV.
that "the public will remember one prediction that
comes true better than all the rest that hav proved
false." Soon Bayle found himself in that situation
whereby Swift says we may always know a genius,
viz., surrounded by a confederacy of dunces against
him. These pious dunces :first drove him from
France to Holland. Here he fared as badly at the
hands of Protestants as he had at those of the
Catholics of France. That great pillar of Protestantism, J urieu, was particularly envenomed against
him. Finally he found a refuge in Switzerland.
The next person to deliver a blow against the
ecclesiastical view was Fontanelle, who now produced on the French stage the play of " The
Comet," and the hosts of superstition were rendered
ridiculous in at least one circle of the French nation. Comparativly little, however, had been done
to demolish the vast edifice of ecclesiastical cometary
doctrin till the opening of the eighteenth century.
Then Doerfel made public his observations on the
parabolic paths of certain comets. Halley published his " Synopsis " and " Tables." Victory was
consummated when the latter, after observing the
dates of the comet which now bears bis name, and
which had been commanded by Pope Calixtus Ill.
to show its face no more, predicted the time of its
return, and the prediction was fulfilled.
Theologians, as is always the case, had not yielded
to common sense till their very last support had
been shattered and their last subterfuge exhausted.
No end of curious theories were brought forth to
save the failing cause. Whiston in his anxiety to
find comets instruments of divine wrath lit upon
the fact, as he held it, that the Noachian deluge
was brought about by the Lord's dispatching a
comet to flip the earth with its tail. Burnet lugged
in the theory that comets are places of punishment
for damned sinners-" flying hells." However, in
1868 the earth passed directly through the tail of
a comet without our hearing any shrieks of the
damned.
We see that the rehearsal of these God-directed
efforts to explain comets has covered so much space
that we shall hav to forego our intended indication
of their effects on the wor.ld-the evils that they
wrought. We will merely add, to the several injurious results named in our last issue, the operation of the scriptural belief in strengthening political despotism. Monarchs whose births were
announced by stars and whose deaths were foreboded by comets naturally considered. themselvs
so far above the common mass as to be practically of
another species, and it was equally natural that
they should be so looked on by their subjects. Thus
the biblical doctrin of the duty of passiv obedience
to the powers that be received additional fortifying and monstrous assumptions of authority by
sov~reigns were regarded but as manifestations of
the will of the deity. Galeazzo of Milan, who on
his death-bed expressed satisfaction that his end
was of such importance as to hav been heralded by
a comet, had been a most detestable tyrant of his
people, and may be briefly taken as a type of the
class. In Shakspere's "Julius Cmsar" Calphurnia
urges to Cmsar:
"When beggars die, there are no comets seen;
The heavens themselvs blaze forth the death of princes."
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The Fair on Sunday..

Soma Handsome Premiums.

unspeakably. This government takes our money
from us for many unjust purposes. It also
abridges us of our freedom and rights on every
seventh day. If a child of ours should grow up
and light upon some country that did not wrong
him as this nation does us, and declare allegiance
to that nation in preference to this, we should not
know how to oppose him. And we do not think it
right to mold the mind of such a one into a r~oted
and unreasoning devotion ·to one set of institutions
while he is helpless and choiceless. For ourselvs,
we continue in allegiance to this country, because·
we know of no other that is, all things considered,
better. Some suburbs of Paris hav lately fallen
under Atheistic sway; if the whole of France should
do so perchance we should take it into our head to
favor such a glorious land of Man and Freedom
more than the country which· fattens priests and
breeds their asylum dupes on the earnings of the
sweat of our brow, and which insulted and neg.
lected a Paine and is now too abject to honor itself
by placing in the chair of its chief magistrate an
Ingersoll.
Then, too, the above oath of allegiance forces the
infants to affirm the doctrin of a particular political
party. It compels them to speak of the republic
as "One Nation, indivisible." That the United
States is a body of this nature was held by the old
Federalists. The doctrin is acceptable to the Republican party of the present day. But it is
repugnant to at least one-half of the citizens of this
country. Democrats and many others cherish as
one of their dearest principles the doctrin that the
United States form not a nation, but a confederation, wherein the states hav delegated to a general
government certain of their powers, but only such
as are expressly nominated as delegated. We do
not here pronounce for either view. But we call
for less inbreeding of either political or ecclesiastical doctrins into infants, by whatever majority for
the time being has grasped the reins of power.

To induce new subscriptions and prompt renewThe Congressional committee of Mr. Durborow,
als
on the part of our friends we make the followof Illinois, has practically decided to report a resoing
handsome premium offers:
lution authorizing the World's Fair managers to
For
$4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
open the Fair on Sunday, but instructing them to
year
($3)
and a cloth-bound copy of "Bible Myths"
stop machinery and traffic, and so far as possible
($2.50).
manual labor, on that day. This will seem to many
For $4:.50 we:will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
an important gain and a pleasing measure, but it
year
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Textis far from gratifying us. The action will after all
amount only to making the one day on which the Book" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
toilers can best see the ~air the worst possible day
($3)
and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
on which to sec it-the one day on which there
in
boards
($2).
will be least to be seen. Indeed, it may be that no
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
part of the Exposition will be given to the public
till after church hours, when the priests and par- ($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comicsons hav sheared what wool they want from their ally Illustrated " in cloth covers ($1.50) ..
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
droves. Nothing is really right but that Congress
year ($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically
leave the matter of religious observance entirely
Illustrated" in board covers ($1).
alone.
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
If the Fair is wholly open it will be a strong
which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceedstep in the direction of a "continental Sabbath"
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can avail
for the future in all quarters; if it is closed the
themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our present
effect will be nearly as beneficial, as millions will
readers will call the attention of their friends to
thereby become embittered against the church and
the values offered.
its tyranny; but if a compromise like the above is
effected, public feeling on Sabbath observance in
Our Meddling Government.
general will remain in the same unchanged and unBefore the late Columbian celebration the naprogressiv rut for no one knows how many decades tional bureau of education at Washington prepared
to come.
and sent to all the public schools in the country a
At the convention oi the American Federation of program of exercises for them to follow in their
Labor at Philadelphia, ·on the fourth day's session, commemoration.
Part of this program conthe 15.h inst., it was requested that the World's sisted of an bath of allegiance to be taken by all
Fair be opened Sundays. The vote was 50 to 19. the pupils, in these words : " I pledge my allegian<Ce
Cardinal Gibbons in a letter to Secretary to my flag and the Republic for which it stands:
Thompson of the World's Fair Opening Associa,- One Nation, indivisible, with Liberty and Justice
tion says: ''The Sunday closing of this spectacle for all." A writer in the Christian Intelligencer,
would be very unfortunate for many thousands of of New York, an organ of the denomination that
our countrymen, who would be tempted to spend the used to be called the Dutch Reformed, comments
day in dissipation. In their name I would favor on this proceeding as he witnessed it in New York.
the opening of the Fair Sunday afternoon to even- Strange as it may seem, we here find a religion q
ing, with the provision that all machinery should writer in a religious journal uttering sense. He
There is one alleged Christian church, though
be stopped and all mechanical and laboring work says:
that will not be urgently necessary should cease."
''I saw this pledge administered to a. couple of hundred not an orthodox affair, that moves slightly; in fact,
The Leaflet demanding opening of the Fair children of the responsible ages between five and twelve considerably. Helen Gardener left town for the
Sundays which we hav issued should be distributed years. At command they repeated it in concert, and each West last week, and, her purpose becoming known
raised his right hand to heaven, as is the customary form
to the utmost of each Freethinker's means. Free- of the oath in this part of the land. To say that I heard previously, she received invitations from three
thinkers ought to be tired of being slaves, and eager and saw this with astonishment is to put it mildly. Here Universalist clergymen to "occupy their pulpits."
to throw off their chains. tfhe Leaflet has pictured was what was to all intents an oath of allegiance imposed And it is to their credit that they "put no restriccovers calculated to attract and lead to reading, and on infants without need or shadow of right. Beyond the tions on subject or matter." Think of the writer of
fact that it was part of the program, and therefore adcontains opinions on Sunday opening from eminent ministered as ·a matter of course and. so taken as these "Men, Women, and Gods" in a church! But it
men and influential newspapers: The price of the same infants might say the alphabet, I can get no light would be sWl more astonishing if the church were
Leaflet is 25 cents per dozen; $1.50 per hundred. on the thing. To me such a performance is a serious really Christian.
Anyone who will distribute five hundred or a thou- matter, but it seemed to hav been considered only a part
of the play. And that shocks me. Did any of the proper
sand can obtain them at special rates.
authorities demand this oath of allegiance as if these children were aliens or rebels, or as if the land were in
danger and full of traitors? No. Who, then, assumed
News and Notes.
this impertinence? No one knows or seems to care.
To The Friends of The Truth Seeker.
Were these teachers constituted magistrates properly to
Judge Maguire, of San Francisco, has been
During the past week we hav added many new administer oaths when necessary? Why, no. How,
elected to Congress. This is a Liberal triumph.
names to our subscription list, and we want to then, came they to do it? The school authorities sent He was bitterly opposed by the Romanists. He is
down the program to be carried out. Did they ha.v such
thank the good friends through whom this has rights? Of course not. Whence, then, this farce? From the author of "Ireland and the Pope "-one of the
been done. Their efforts are gratefully re~embered, that nameless, spectral tyrant who rules us all.:..a verita- rsharpest arraignments of the papacy lately written.
Judge Maguire is in many respects. a radical reand we also try to make it easy for them to help ble 'power in the air.' To hav scruples about such former and his election is a hopeful sign.
things which by blind consent hav this mysterious right
I only had time to shake hands with a few San
us by reducing the rates and offering many pre- of way is to be peculiar and a crank. I cannot find that
Francisco
friends-Chas. F. Buryman, Mr. and
miums. Among these premiums the Picture Books any of these dear teachers had scruples about the thing.
Mrs. W. Botsfords, Mr. and Mrs. Emil Lemme, W.
It
was
part
of
the
machinery,
of
which
they
also
are
a
hav been very popular, as they deserve to be.
part, and it was no matter for conscience, but for simple F. Eastman, etc. Times are dull on this side of
But what we said last week, in answer to Mr. compliance."
·
the continent, and after the fervors of election there
is a lull in almost everything. The Golden Gate,
Creede's generous-spirited letter, is still applicable,
Little things like this when much multiplied behowever, still presents a beautiful appearance. The
and will be for a longer time than we care to come matters of weight. The national government sea is laden with commerce, and crowds come and
dwell upon.
We hav paid some of the bills has no authority to administer such oaths to these go over the shining bay, and to the casual observer
due, but there are others remaining just as press- children. The act is but, in the words of still an- prosperity rolls on as lively as ever.
I suppose the church party, as usual, will make
ing and we must continue to solicit the aid of other critic, "a part of the machinery, of that centralizing, all-absorbing greed of governing every- an effort to pass a Sabbath law this winter. Mrs.
friends in extending our circulation, because that
thing, of meddling in everything, of putting all Addie L. Ballou, of San Francisco, who is
will not only place us in better circumstances, but persons into uniform, and of compelling all things thoroughly interested in the Liberal work, proposes
will spread the literature of Freethought and do a to be done in a uniform way, according to a uni- to be on hand at Sacramento and contest the
matter, and I hope the Liberals of California will
great amount of good to the cause which we know form pattern."
giv her a generous support. I hope also that
our subscribers are as anxious as ourselvs to see
For our part, we do not view the govern- arrangements will be made for lectures by John R.
advanced. We are truly grateful fm· every helpful ment which is at present over these United Charlesworth at every possible point along the
Pacific coast. I cannot be at the Oregon state conhand extended, and hope that the response will States as so perfect that we desire our children to vention, but Mr. Charlesworth and others will be
offer
incense
and
adorings
to
it
before
they
are
soon be sufficient to place us beyond the necessity
present, and no doubt an important move will be
able to
judge. We love this government made. I hope that every Liberal in Oregon will
of again referring to the matter. But now we are
somewhat, but we love truth and justice aid in this matter. Be present at the convention if
obliged to recur to it, and urge it upon the atten- more. We love this government considerably ;
possible and contribute to its resources.
tion of our friends.
we love Truth and Justice immeasur!~.bly and
John P\ltP.Q!!i~her of Calistoga, givs his usu~l

/n tAe West.
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generous contribution to our cause. I was pleased our own. In the former the splendors of art make
to meet J. J. Johnson and family and see the bright beautiful the time for vast ·multitudes of people.
new baby. Life and dE)ath flow in silver and It is indeed a day of the sun. The ''continental
somber stream side by side.
Sunday" with its music and joy is what we want for
Through my friend J. Vostrovsky I hav been America.
made acquainted with the Bohemian Voice, a new
Mrs. A. R. Tibbetts made the most telling argumonthly journal published in English by the ment of the. evening against William Shakspere, in
Bohemians of this country. It is a representativ that he only left his " second-best bed to his wife."
journal of this progressiv people. They number To think of the author of Romeo making a will
350,000 in the United States. Bohemia is one of like that.
the most interesting lands on the globe-beautiful
It was a pleasant occasion, that roaming into
to behold, with memories of ancient grandeur-but the pa~t-enjoying its wonders, its romance, and by
its people are no~ happy, because they are not free. ~ts gentle inspirations preparing for the greater
In Bohemia there is going on the same struggle as battles that are still before us. There is nothing
in Ireland to-day for home rule. Bohemia, however, that will so fit a man for the work of reform as the
has not lost its language. In that language is study of Shakspere ; for at the same time that he
some of the finest literature of this century. givs delight, he givs wisdom. He is so impartial,
Dvorak, who has just taken charge of the Conserv- so universal, so apt, so suggestiv, and so stimulatatory of Music, New York, and is one of the greatest ing, that he prepares you for any kind of intellectgeniuses in the world of art, is a Bohemian in birth, ual-combat. No doubt the daily perusal of Shakand in spirit too. Commenius, the noble educa- spere would help one in dealing with the human
tional reformer whose anniversary has recently nature of an American Congress. In Congress will
been celebrated in Europe and America, was a Bo- be the repetition of much that is in Shakspere ;
hemian. Prague was declared by Humboldt to be the Shallows and Dogberries, at least, will not be
the third most magnificent city in the world. Bo- wanting.
hemia, including Moravia, which is identical with it,
I think there is a hard battle before us. The
the inhabitants of the latter being of the sanie race churches are bitterly determined. They will use
-the Slavs-contains a population of seven million every effort to maintain the present attitude of
with an area of thirty thousand square miles. The Congress, in which case the World's Fair will
Bohemian language is used in twenty-five per cent not be open on Sunday. Justice will be forever
of the schools of the Austrian empire. In Prague defeated.
·SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
is a higher school for women-the only one in the
empire. The genius of woman is exercising . a
Death and Life.
powerful influence in the progress of Bohemia.
IN MEMORY OF WALTER LESLIE GRIGSBY.
The history of Bohemia is alive with romance, it
Thou art gone in sudden horror,
shines with great deeds and splendid devotion to
From the faces loved and dear;
liberty. The struggle of Lizka against the combined
In thy bright and beauteous manhood
Catholic powers of Europe is one of the _most ma~
Thou wilt no more appear.
We hav lost thee, we hav lost thee,
velous and brilliant in the records of time. This
In the starless gloom of death,
great race comes to America with education, art,
As the lightning in the darkness
and music, and the voice of freedom. Liberalism
So thy spirit vanisheth.
prevails among them here. Ingersoll is read with
Where is the God that loveth?
enthusiasm and his lectures are constantly transWhere are the heavens that shine?
lated and ·published almost as soon in the Bohemian
Where is the angel telling
language as in the English language itself. Men
Of the power that is divine?
like M. M. Secor, of Racine, Wis.; J. Vostrovsky, of
I see no God, no heaven,
No angel anywhere;
California ; J. J. Kral, of Chicago, and V. Snajdr, of
I only see the darkness1
Cleveland, are representativs ?f the prog~es~iv eleAnd the force that mil not spare.
ment of the American Bohelll1ans. A maJOrity are
Catholic still but the spirit of Russ prevails. We
Mortal grief finds no sweet message
In the shadow of the grave;
welcome the. Bohemian Voice as an addition to the
Death is death ; and all our dreaming
advanced Liberal journals of America.
From its torture cannot save;
I leave San Francisco with the flowers still
We weep and cry in anguish,
blooming, but in a few hours. I am in t~e land of
And tenderly touch the dead;
But the heart Is still forever.
winter and the snows of the Sierras are piled about
The answering light is fled.
me. When I reach Salt Lake I hear the merry jingle
of the bells and the sleighs are gliding over the
Let us meet the fate eternal,
ground. The snow glitters on the trees. A lovely
In the courage of our mind;
Let us not in weak endeavor
prospect, such as I hav not l~oked up?n for ye~rs,
. Seek for hope we cannot find;
is spread before me. There IS somet~mg beautif~l
We are human, we are mortal,
in winter. It makes the blood tmgle, and It
And sorrow we must know;
charms with its white robes and jocund melodies.
But with steadfast spirit meet it,
In truth's undying glow.
Winter is a brilliant season with its "bells, bells,
bells." I stop over just for a day's rest; and as a
Strew the flowers' sweet fleeting splendor;
kind relief from the everlasting struggle for reLay the precious dust away;
'Tis a sleep that knows no waking,
form ·I giv an informal essay on "Shakspere" at
No weary night nor day;
the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Mason; and in
There's no pain, nor any trouble,
connection there is an interesting discussion of the
In that chamber's jeweled dark·various aspects of this wonderful literature-the
The surge of life rolls placidIt has reached the fatal mark.
more wonderful as we endeavor to penetrate the
heart of its mystery. It seems impossible f~r
Our prayers are unavailing,
Shakspere to hav written _these dramas; and yet if
And worship at God's throne;
In ourselvs we find the healing,
Shakspere did not, who did' I cannot see. ~ parIn human lov~ alone;
ticle of evidence in favor of Bacon. The charrman
In the hearts that cling together,
of our meeting on this occas~oll:, the Rev. Mr.l!tter,
As we place thee in thy bed;
inclined to the view that this mcomparable literaIn the honor that we render
To the unreturning dead.
ture was the production of many genius_es. Mayor
Goodspeed, who is an excellen.t ~hakspenan stl!den t,
Our hope is with the living,
In this world still fair to see,
while strenuous in his oppositiOn to the claims of
In the days that shine before us,
the Avonite who scarcely ever mentions Avon in
In the duties yet to be,
his poems, is not particu~arly in favor of B_acon.. It
In the truth that beckons onward,
is one of the marvels of literature that while Milton
In the cause for which we strive,
With the thoughts that make us greater,
-one of the most learned men of his time, skilled
And the bights which we arrive.
in various languages, master in his own, a voluminous writer-uses only about eight thousand words
Brave comrade, thou hast fallen,
in all Shakspere-who quit writing at thirtyBravely fallen at thy post;
True soldier of humanity,
seven' who had scarcely any .education-uses over
In labor's splendid host;
fiftee~ thousand words, and every word with nicety
Thou hast won the victor's glory
and discrimination. Simply as he is, Shakspere is a
In thy youth, and resting now
In thy calm and peaceful dwelling,
greater miracle than can be found in all the Bibles
Glows the laurel on thy brow.
of the world. Mrs. Pollock, wife of our stalwart
editor, A. L. Pollock, introduced our ~r.eezy discusSweet remembrance rays its beauty,
sion with beautiful instrumental musiC, and Mrs.
In the sadness of this hour;
For he that truly liveth
Greene of the Unitarian choir, favored us with a
Givs the world immortal dower.
solo. Mrs. Greene has a voice of wonderful sweetWe bury not thy virtue,
ness ·and music added its charms to the poetry of
Nor the love that thou hast given;
All thy kindly deeds are shining,
Shakspere. Mrs. Pollock has just returned from a
Like the stars which gem the heaven.
trip to Europe, and lectures on what she has. seen
before the Unitarian Ladies' Association. She
Life and death are strangely mingling;
was er;~pecially delighted with the "c.on.tinental
But we press unyielding on,
From the shadow to the sunshine,
Sunday "-so much better than the weanness of

Froin the midnight to the dawn;
To the dead we giv our blessing
To the living service true;
For the battle never endeth,
Nor the good that we can do.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Of a Business Nature.
We hav added to the list of periodicals which can be
obtained in combination with Tm; TRUTH SEF.KER at
greatly reduced rates the North Amtwican Review.
The price of that alone is $5, but with THE ,TRUTH
SEEKER one year the two are only $6. 75. The Review is
the leading magazine for political papers from famous
politicians, and besides succeeds oftenest of any magazine
in getting articles from Colonel Ingersoll.
The Leaflet advocating the Sunday opening of the
World's Fair ought to be scattered by the thousands. In
December or January we shall send them to Congressmen
and to others who may be influenced by argument. We
need money to do this, and those who can afford to aid
are requested to do so. The price of the Leaflet is 25
cents per dozen ; $1.50 per hundred. Anyone who will
distribute five hundred or a thousand can obtain them at
special rates.
We hav made arrangements with Otto Wett~tein
whereby we can offer the Freethinker's Badge-Pin and
THE TRUTH SEEKER together at a material reduction.
The $2 pin and the paper one year for $4.50; the $2.75
pin and the paper for $5. Also the Ingersoll Souvenir
Spoon and THE TRUTH SEEKER in combination at a &till
greater reduction. The tea spoon and the paper, $4.75;
the sugar spoon and the paper, $5.25. We giv our subscribers the benefit of all discounts.
We shall shortly publish the fourth edition of the
"Crimes of Preachers." If our readers see any records
of the clergy being guilty of ministerial conduct,
from lying to murder, they will add to the world's
knowledge and the cause of truth by marking the report
and forwarding the paper containing it to this office. We
desire to do all the justice possible to the reverend clergy
who so kindly constitute themselvs our moral and religious guardians.
Score one more for the " Pictorial Text-Book," for another Christian has been helped out of his superstition by
it. When ordering one last week, Mr. B. F. Pro·sons
says: "I am a man forty-two years of age, and I hav
been a. Methodist superintendent for many years, but I
never could quite swallow the entire contents of the
Bible. I asked Jesus to help me, but 'no go.' I lived
years of misery until the ' Freethinkers' Text-Book ' was
placed in my hands, and I saw the truth at once. Now I
am happy as anyone can be, for I am not afraid of hell
and shall not worry about my friends heing separated. I
shall do all I can to help our cause along."
In our review of John R. Kelso's" Government Analyzed" the price was incorrectly given. It is $1. 50. We
hav however, filled all orders received at the price given,
and' lost money. Of this book /S'olidarity says: "An
excellent work, being, as indicated by the title, an
analysis to the core. The author by some proc~ss h~s
discovered that labor creates all wealth, and mth this
central thought in mind givs a clear, simple exposition of his subject, touching upon the various
forms of government; general principles of government;
functions of government; origin of government; the
Declaration of Independence; articles of American Confederation· defects of the Confederation ; formation of
the Constitution of the United States; taxation; tariff
and protection, money, and what in his opinion government should be. The derivations and definitions of political terms in his first chapter are alone worth the price
of the book, which should find a place in every library of
advanced radical thought."

Of Mr. Longshore's new book, published by us, the
"'The Higher Criticism in Theology and
Religion, Contrasted with Anc!e~t Myth_s and Miracles as
Factors in Human Evolution, IS the title of a work by
Thomas Ellwood Longshore, published by THE TRUTH
SEEKER New York. Premising that in the present state of
theological unrest and dissatisfaction with long-established
creeds there is a prophecy that we are on the verge of a
profound and radical change in the basis of religious beliefs; that the Bible, as infallible authority or a? a divine
revelation in any supernatural sense, has practically lost
its power; that reverence for i_ts special te~chings as the
word of God is relaxing; that It has done Its work, had
its service, and is gradually being supplanted by a science
and philosophy better adapted to modern wants and to
our human understanding of the divine revelation made
through outward nature, Mr. Longshore proce~ds to attack established creeds, beliefs, and customs mth arguments which will perhaps prove very conclusiv to such as
are inclined to his way of thinking." We may go a little
farther than the World, and say that it is wry convincing. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth-bound, $1.
World says:
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$oisnos and ]trogrsss.
Metamorphosis.
The special artist of a patent-medicin concern
used to design portraits representing a patient
"Before" and "After " the purchase of the miraculous nostrum, warranted to turn a hag into an
image of the Medicean Venus. The same specialist
now appears to labor in the interest of the orthodox press. A new religious weekly represents an
A.la.skan youth " before and after " his conversion
to Christianity: No. 1, a chinless savag~ with his
eyes close together and arms as short and clumsy
as a bear's paws. No. 2 seems to imply that the
sacrament of baptism has turned the convert into a
refined scholar, with prominent chin, beaming eyes
wide apart, and long arms tapering to aristocratic
finger-points. The facial changes can be explained
only by a miracle ; but savages are often endowed
with an ape-like gift of imitation, and the contortions
of the Tabernacle clown, or the long-finger practice
of the Book Concern managers, may hav helped to
lengthen the arms of the redeemed nativ a yard or
two.
Quaker Thrift.
The captain of the Philadelphia three-master
"Willie Reed" confesses to having run so short of
rations that he dreaded a first-class mutiny. Starvation, too, may hav been imminent, but the readywitted mate obviated both dangers at once by
shooting three of the hungry sailors.
•
Fire Monopolists.
For some unaccountable reason the clergy continue to oppose the revival of the sensible ancient
custom of burning, instead of burying, corpses. Is it
because the successors of the Grand Inquisitor desire
to monopolize the business of cremation, both before and after death?
A. Blessing in Disguise.
Philosophers hold that deadly a:ffi.ictions sometimes
divert suffereri! from the thought of self-destruction
-their minds being too much preoccupied with the
problem of self-preservation. The New England
combination of blizzards and Blue laws may thus
account for the comparativ rarity of suicides in the
Yankee states.
Spiritual A.dvantages.
In the Spanish provinces of Aragon, Murcia, and
Estremadura some five hundred country schoolteachers hav not received a cantabo of pay for the
last two years, and in many cases can hardly keep
body and soul together by begging on the public
streets. The village priests of the same districts are
still so fat that their cheeks can generally be
seen from behind
A. Business Hint.
Steam yachts hav become extremely popular on
the upper Ganges, and are kept agoing on all holidays, including Sunday and Friday, ,to the deep
regret of the Mohammedan dervishes, who hav to
collect their Sabbath boodle on Friday morning.
St. Shepard, of Fifth avenue street-car fame, would
probably advise his circumcised colleagues to buy
up a flotilla of yachts and scuttle them on the eve
of the Sabbath.
Gone East.
Professor Osterheld, after a six years' residence
in St. Petersburg, holds that oratory is not a distinctiv talent of the Slavonian nations. In European Russia, including the province of Polen, there
are less than five hundred lecturers and political
orators, whereas; considering the aggregate of
population, their number ought to exceed that
many thousands. The rest are probably all in
Siberia by this time.
Free-and·Easy Railroads.
The railway trains of the Argentine Republic can
be flagged at any desired point of the pampas, and
will stop with pleasure to receive freight or passengers-the regular stations being too far apart
to be overnice in such matters. The conductors
also admit all sorts of domestic animals to the
privilege of the passenger cars, and it is nothing
rare to see a ranchero board a train with a string
of hunting-dogs in one hand and the horns of a
refractory billy-goat in the other. Sucking-pigs in
arms are likewise tolerated, but the conductor draws
the line at begging friars, who still travel free on
the Portuguese railroads.
Signs of the Times.
Four hundred years ago a nun escaping from a
·convent would hav been promptly recaptured and
her abettors imprisoned, if not burnt at the stake.
Nowadays (as in the recent case of Olmutz, Austria)
the clergy prefer to connive at such escapades or
even assist the deserter to continue her flight to
foreign parts, "in order to avoid scandal."

Moral Maggots.
The decline of clerical influence in modern Italy
adds one more to many proofs of the fact that
Jesuitism is a symptom of disease, and that the
creed of the cross can flourish best in a period of
degeneration. The clear-sighted patriots of pagan
Rome dreaded its progress like that of a moral
pestilence, and it gained strength only under the
patronage of despots like Constantine and Justinian,
who recognized the value of its anti-physical dogmas for emasculating a nation whose freemen they
wished to transform into cringing slaves. Under
the vigorous rule of the Gothic conquerors, Unitarianism became temporarily ascendent, but as soon
as the victors had adopted the effeminate customs
of their subjects their creed became polluted with
Trinitarian dogmas and monkish aberrations. The
manlier rulers of the German empire, Otho the
Great, Henry the Fowler, and FrederickBarbarossa,
were opponents of popery, and the outbreak of the
Protestant revolt divided Europe into a faction of
mental prostitution and a faction of opposition
which, at the root of it, was opposed to Jerusalem,
as well as to Rome. Frederick the Great, the regenerator of northern Germany, and Joseph the
Second, the reformer of the Austrian empire, were
fearless Freethinkers, and ·under their successors
Jesuitry has sunk or risen with the ebb and tide of
indolence, flunkeyism, and stupidity. In North
America the prospects of obscurantism sank next
to zero under the administration of Thomas J efferson, but revived with the revival of snobbery and
effeminacy. The multiplication of cross-cranks,
like that of maggots, always indicates the progress of
decay.
Christian Civilization.
Seventeen centuries ago the emperor Trajan kept
Europe quiet with sixty legions of twelve hundred
men each. Now, the same purpose is made a pretext for maintaining standing armies aggregating
3,950,000 men-a number apt to be doubled upon
the first alarm of actual war. If the gathering
clouds should explode and the mutual assurances
of Christian brother-love change into war-whoops,
holy Russia alone would muster 1,400,000 baptized
regulars, besides swarms of circumcised guerillas.
Herr Richter, in a recent speech before the Reichstag, quoted figures proving that since 1860 the
burden of taxes, due to the exigencies of the
army budget, has steadily increased and will
soon exceed the sum total of all other appropriations
taken together. Thus far there is, indeed, no prospect of a limit to the aggravation of the evil, and
the insular position of England- has by no means
saved her from sharing in the general affiwtion.
Her standing army is not as large as that of France,
but, .together with the navy budget, the total expenditure for purposes of national defense is
fully equal to that of 1805 when Great :Britain
tried to arm orthodox Europe in the interest of
hereditary despotism. Even poor Spain has to
support two hundred and fifty thousand regulars
with the few drops of blood not drained by clerical
vampires, and altogether the legionaries of Trajan
are probably outnumbered by the Christian chaplains hired to implore their God's assistance in the
work of slaughter.
F. L. OswALD.

Cincinnati, 0.
OuT of this feeling [of theologians against medicin] had grown up another practice, which made
the development of medicin still more difficult-the
classing of scientific men generally with sorcerers
and magic-mongers : from this largely arose the
charge of Atheism against physicians, which ripened into a proverb, Ubi sunt tres medici, ibi
sunt duo athei (Where there are three physicians
there are two Atheists). Magic was so common a
charge that many physicians seemed to believe it
themselvs: in the tenth century Gerbert, afterward
known as Pope Sylvester II., was at once suspected
of sorcery when he showed a disposition to scientific methods ; in the eleventh century this charge
nearly cost the life of Constantine Africanus when
he broke from the beaten path of medicin ; in the
thirteenth it gave Roger Bacon, one of the greatest
benefactors of mankind, ma:ay years of imprisonment, and nearly brought him to the stake ; these
cases are typical of very many. Still another
charge against physicians who showed a talent for
investigation was that of Mohammedanism and
Averroism; and Petrarch stigmatized Averroists as
"men who deny Genesis and bark at Christ."-.Ex-

President White of Cornell University in Popular
Science Monthly.
Please renew your subscription and obtain another subscriber.

Gommunioations.
Government Must Be Honest in Money.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Being
a constant reader of your most estimable paper, I
hav read from time to time the various theories of
your many correspondents on the subject of finance,
or "What is money!" as Mr. Clarke Irvine puts it,
some of which are very good and sound, while
others are not worth their space, and nearly all
fail to touch the main question. First : all moneys,
of whatever kind, hard or soft, are made and issued
by authority of some government, and are money·
only in the domain of that government and in its
circulation. As. soon as money reaches and passes the
border of the government issuing it, it ceases
to be money, and becomes merchandise and passes
for what it will bring in the money of the new
realm, because the law governing the issue and
value of that money cannot extend across the border with the money. But, unfortunately for this
our country, and what ha'3 led astray nearly all our
students of finance, our magnanimous government
for the last twenty years or so has been making
merchandise of its money at home, not waiting for
it to reach the border, so much so that we really
hav no money-it is all merchandise. And we are
the only nation that in its public journals uses the
term "money market," which, if it means anything,
means that we buy and sell money, or "swap
dollars." Shame, I say, on my government, that
years ago it joined the money-mongers and became
a partner with the Wall street gamblers in its own
'exchequer. We may talk about specie basis, intrinsic value, honest money, and all that sort of political party rot, and what does it all amount to?
Only to delude, deceive, and betray the masses.
It matters ·but little what a government makes and
issues as money; its size, weight, fineness, and intrinsic value are of little importance, provided
always thato such government deal honestly with its
people. And I am aware that right here I will be
told "the government is the people." And we admit
this only in theory ; practically it is not so. If a
government has no uniform general "legal-tender"
law, if it at the same time fails to honor its issues
of paper or coin money, and redeems the same (so
called) at a less value than it issued the same at,
then that government is a fraud and a beat, and the
sooner it is abolished the better for the people, who
ought to so regard it.
We hav for our so-called money a very appropriate and eX:pressiv term, "circulating medium."
Now we will suppose our so-called government
makes and issues a paper United States of America one dollar and gets for it a hundred cents in
something, and it goes on its mission from hand to
h_and settling exchanges one hundred cents every
time through one hundred or a thousand hands,
and in completing its circuit it gets back to the
counter or desk that issued it, and there it is received for ~mly fifty cents, then that government
has committed an act of bankruptcy in any
commercial business. It has committed the first
breach of faith and destroyed that confidence manifested in all the former exchanges, and all the other
dollars in the circuit at once take the same value
~fty cents on the. ?ollar, and the government has b;
Its own act made It so, and instead of "regulating
the value thereof," in the words of the Constitution
has in fact destroyed the value, and whether metai
or paper the effect is the same. Government has
actually confiscated its own money in the interest of
Wall street, and in such a case a legal-tender law
woul_d afford no remedy, and how can government
consistently make such a law while it is violating
such a lawinadva~ce? Indeed, a government must
be honest before· It can ask or demand the citizen
~o _be so, an~ under our present system of practice
It IS both a sm and a crime for our so-called government to arrest and punish the· counterfeiter when
the government is counterfeiting its own money in
making "trade dollars," and getting one hundred
cents for ever_y one, and then not taking them back
for a cent, while they are stamped "United States of
America, One dollar." But w~ are told "they were
made to order." Worse yet, unless that government
will make you and I some money to order on the
same terms, and that done, allow us to issue the
same, which would be allowing every counterfeiter
by the same rule to issue his money. And yet that
would be no greater violation of our Constitution
than delegating our national banks to issue
government-made notes. Where, I ask, did our
~ongress get the right to delegate corporations to
Issue money? Congress has no such right from the
Consti~ution, and ~onsequ~ntly all such delegated
power Is a usurpatwn, a cnme more reprehensible
and treasonable than ever secession was. Not
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treason to country, to government, or party, but to reply briefly to one of your communications in an annual redemption of one-fourth of its circulatreason to libe1·ty.
your issue of August 13th, that of Mr. P. F. Shu- tion, which is better than any specie basis ever did.
The Ron. Mr. Bayard, of Delaware, had the cool- maker, in which he says, "The value of a dollar And then what is the use of silver dollars, which
ness to tell us in the New York World somemonths compared to other kinds of property is just what nobody wants, nor an·y hard money, only as a subago:. "It is fallacy to assume that Congress has the the man who has the dollar can get in exchange for sidiary coin for change? And the above amount
power to ;J:egulate values." Ahl what has become it." This is an admission that the dollar is not in circulation would be more than double our presof that power 1 For Congress certainly had it once. money now, but is a thing to be bought and sold ent circulation, which is now less than $900,000,If Congress has not the power to create and regu- as merchandise. For again he says, "The dollar 000, or $14 per capita, while most other nations ha.v
late the value of money of its own mq,ke, then what has only a relativ value compared to any other from $30 to $46 per capita. And it is this depletion,
has become of that power ~ For Congress certainly species of property." And so with all his immense this unholy contraction, of the circulating medium
· had it by the terms of the Constitution, in these war of words he is talking about' merchandise, that has well-nigh ruined our producing, industrial
words in the enumeration of the powers of Con- which we admit Congress has no power "to regulate classes. And only pursue the same course far
gress, Section viii, Article 5: "Congress shall hav the value thereof "-for when the dollar is divested enough and a $5 bill will buy a farm. And- our
power to coin money and regulate the value of its money function it is only merchandise. But monetary mel hod seems only to make millionaires
thereof/' by which term the issuing of the same is now let us suppose that Congress had never de- and mendicants, bondholders and beggars.
certainly implied; and if Congress has not that monetized its issues, but had ever honored the
H. G. AvERY.
power now, I respectfully ask Mr. Bayard, what has same, receiving the same for all government dues
The Tacoma Secular Union.
become of it~ Hav Mr. Bayard and his confederates the same as its first sixty millions of greenbacks.
sitting in council feloniously assigned, set over, and
I ask Mr. Bayard, Mr. Shumaker, and everyThe Tacoma Secular Union of Tacoma, Wash.,
given into the hands of a corporation powers that body else, would not the same hav mai,ntained their continues its career of usefulness and uninterbelonged to Congress only ?-and the greatest face value all over the world, like the old bank- rupted prosperity. For seven months we hav had
power of all, which is in no way assignable~ And notes of Venice, which for some five hundred years a lecture every Sunday at the Germania Hall, the
to make any attempt in that direction is a crime in were held at premium over gold the world over, largest and most popular hall in the city; and deusurpation for the punishment of which thousands simply because it never dishonored its paper, without spite the fierce opposition of' the Ministerial Allihav justly been beheaded or sent into exile.
_ the sound of specie basis~ In fact, specie basis was ance collectivly, and the malice, misrepresentations,
If Congress has no power to regulate values, ever a fraud and deception. It loob well and and desperate endeavors of the clergy and Christian
then how is it I hav been in business over forty sounds well, but, with the fewest exceptions, when the bigots individually, without a single line or notice
years, and some twenty years of that time been crisis came it was not there. It was like playing in any of the daily papers-stopped under threat
using postage and revenue stamps, and in all those "Hamlet" with Hamlet left out, and almost invariably of withdrawal of Christians' advertising-the interyears they hav maintained a regular fixed and when the crisis came ran to the legislature and got est is maintained, and our attendance, consisting
standard value without reference to the materia~ 1 a law passed for the "suspension of specie payment." of the most intelligent and many of the most influNow, who gave all those paper stamplil their value And what does that mean~ Simply saying to those ential people of the city, exceeds that of any three
but Congress-a value so unchangeable that I unconstitutional corporations, "You need notpay of the churches.
hav never known a stamp to pass for a farthing your notes now; everybody else must pay as usual
The standing and oft-repeated invitation for any
more or lest than its face~ And this is just the on time, but you can pay by and by." And so clergyman in good repute in his own denomination
function of money. That which changes like the specie basis has been, and is now, one of the great- to attend and occupy the rostrum one-half-or if
weathercock, up an<l down, is not money in any est frauds in the world. It is not necessary, and is that is not sufficient, two-thirds-of the time and
sense. It is merchandise, which Congress has no introduced only as a substitute for honest dealing. expose our errors, or show wherein we misreprepower "to regulate the value thereof;" and as And no fair government will suffer the humble citizen sent either Bible or history, remains unaccepted.
soon as a government, by its Congress, has estab- to be wronged out of a dollar or a farthing by dis- Even the offer to take up a collection, giv·them the
lished a " money market " and made merchandise honoring its issues ; and by such dishonor it entire proceeds, and add $5 to it from private
of its coin or paper issues, and said to Wall street destroysthat eminent faith which should ever exist funds of the lecturer, fails to inspire any of the
and the banks, " Hi ! ho ! come here to this our between government and people.
shepherds of the Lord with courage to come to the
Further on says Mr. Shumaker, "Withoutaspecie rescue of the lambs.
auction sale of gold and tell us vrhat our money is
worth," now, instead of "regulating the value basis for money, I am not able to think how we
Our society meetings, every Tuesday evening at
thereof," that is destroying the value thereof. This could determin the value of a paper money unit or MacaUley's Hall, 1,117 Tacoma avenue,· are most
is because the entire circulating medium is thrown a note . of exchange." Very well. Then do you interesting and enjoyable. Despite rain or storm
into merchandise and its money functioB. destroyed. not see that is where your so-called paper has been the attendance of lady members will be fifteen to
And this is why our Supreme Court has made three dishonored and demonetized by the corporation twenty.
Business is t_ransacted with dispatch; the most
divisions on the legal-tender question, all different, that issued it~ For if we assume that your specie
and not one of them worth a cent. And in fact we basis is trade-dollars and the party issuing them perfect harmony prevails. While many very earhav no lawful money of fixed value six months repudiates them, you are in the same fix, and the nestly and eloquently present their views, as soon as
ahead, and all industry and commerce are at sea on so-called government has played a game of fraud the decision of the majority is announced each and
account of the buying-and-selling-money busi- _besides. Then Mr. Shumaker asks, "What will we all cheerfully waive any individual preference in the
ness, or" swapping dollars." Now, giv us back our measure the value of a paper dolla.r with~" We more earnest desire for the general good and the
government as it was. Giv back their sold-out answer : There is no measure. When all our interests of the society.
A spirit of emulation exists as to who can best
powers to the people again. Giv us back that pre- money is made merchandise of there is no
eminent faith between government and people that measure of values and we are virtually without exemplify the principles of Liberalism, insuring
was a glory when the nation was not rent asunder money in the real, true sense of the term, and are their own happiness. by earnest endeavor to proby party strife and political fa<;tions, whose only financially at sea. · Hence we see that redemption mote that of others.
Much of difficulty, trial, and discouragement,
ambition is to bring to the support of their de- is far better .than "resumption " and in an honorbauched fortunes the unconstitutional power of the able deal will stand all tests. And now, supposing calling for self-sacrifice, courage, and persistency,
Bank Association and the railroad c'ormorants, who this paper dollar after going its rounds and settling had to be overcome by t.he gallant few who started
dictate wages t~ labor and,_ to make a few more mill- its hundreds of balances, comes back where it the Union. But they hav been rewarded by grandionaires, gather in fields where they never hav sown started and is received at even one per cent est success. We are now lamenting the temporary
-who hav stolen the jewels from labor and builded premium by the government that issued it-whieh absence of one of the pioneers, Dr. D. M. 'Angus, to
to Mammon a throne. Yea! giv us back that living it certainly ought to be, if the value is changed at whom the Liberals of the entire state are- under
faith in, by, and through which the government will all, for a reward for the good it has done on its lasting obligations for his unt:i'ring devotion and
not allow the most humble citizen to be the loser of circuit-would not every, dollar on its circuit hold persistent zeal and self-sacrifice in promoting the
one cent by the act of a nation dishonoring its own its own and a little more! Then what is the good interests of Liberalism.
To Dr. D. M. Angus, more than to any other,
issues, by receiving the same back at less value of specie basis! What is the benefit to the people
than it went out at. Giv us that faith and the of all that train of cars loaded with bullion, to the does the Tacoma Secular Union owe its success. Al$100,000,000 Mr. Bayard boasts of as a reserve is tune of twenty millions, and the expense of a ways genial, generous, sympathetic, fearless in deregiment of soldiers to guard it~ Is it the business fense -of right, a genuin Liberal in all that the
but of little worth.
We hav across the water an example of the sister of the gqvernment to go into the bullion business fullest, best sense of the word implies, he was a
republic of France, who, though vanquished in a to control the market of the precious metals of power of good in inspiring others with his own
greater war than ours, managed to preserve that the world and pay seven cents more per ounce for indomitable hope, energy, and persistence. He
faith inviolate-and what has been the result! silver than it ca~ be bought for in Europe ! This naturally won the esteem and love of every memHer credit never dropped over three per cent in all may seem all right for a nest of conspirators in ber of the Society. We are endeavoring to prove
. that contest. Ah! a few more "black Fridays," a usurpation of functions never delegated to them by· our regard for him by obedience to his wishes, dofew more "black pay-bills," a .few. more acts of the people by the terms of their Constitution. And ing all in our power to advance the cause at large
usurpation, a few .m::Jre "credit mobiliers," a few from that instrument I learn that "no state as and increase the membership and influence of the
more credit-strengthening acts, a . few more elect- such shall make anything but gold and silver a Tacoma Secular Union, so that on his return he
oral commissions to disfranchise a nation-and legal tender," and that is for the states as individual will hav occasion of rejoicing at the good work acthen what is the ballot good forT Away go parts of government and has nothing to do with complished.
After dispatch of business on Tuesday evenings
the honor, the glory, and the liberty of constitu- the general whole.
From the above we see · there is no money but we hav music, songs, duets, trios, recitations, short
tional government as in the fallen republics before
us. Forty thousand voters in this state do not fiat money, and whatever is not that is merchan- debates on subjects of interest connected tvith
vote at all, and under these circumstances .is it any dise, and' here we should draw the line between our work, followed by a dance, thus promoting
wonder that ·even nativ Americans. sell their votes what· is money and what a<·e commodities worth sociability and insuring for all a really enjoyable
for what they will bringl I could never see why what they will bring-that the commodity is the time, digging up a few diamonds of delight from
the word " pay" should be on the paper money thing sold and .the money the thing used in pay- the sands of the otherwise dull monotony of busimore than on the coin, or the postage or the revenue ment, otherwise we are only either bartering com- ness matters.
On the last Tuesday of each month we giv a pubstamp. The face value with. the law governing it modities or swapping dollars. This then suggests
should be sufficient, and in an honest deal it would the question, Without specie basis what volume of lic "literary," social, and ball, all of which hav been
be. But if the government is going to be tricky, paper money can a nation float and maintain at well attended and served to extend our acquaintthen I can see the necessity for coin basis, or the par? Answer: If a nation's disbursements are ances, remove much of prejudice, and induce a numputting up a pawn called "se.curity,~' and under annually, say $500,000,000, its receipts must also ber to venture to the Sunday lecture, and thus we
the present system the entire system of finance be- be· the same or more; and if a nation receives hav gained some most worthy members.
On Tuesday, November 29th, we gave our First
comes only a pawnbroker system, at \he head of $500,000,000 a year in its paper issues at par, then
w}rich ~tands the. United. States treasury. I wish it can float $2,000,000,000 at par, which would be Grand Masked Ball, and it was a brilliant success
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socially, financially, and every other way, far exceeding the expectations of the most sanguin.
The tickets were limited, and none but persons
whom we could gladly welcome to our homes were
admitted.
Over one hundred were in costume, some queer,
some quaint, some quizzical, some comical, and
some superbly beautiful. Many sustained the
character assumed with great ability, and a happier, merrier company never wondered at the rapid
flight of time as they whirled through the giddy
dance or gazed with delight upon the men·y, motley
throng.
Thus, by prudence, economy, morality, and
moderate indulgence in pleasure while advancing
the cause of mental liberty, we manage to gather
some of the roses of life without the thorns.
c. B. REYNOLDS,
Sec. Washington Secular Union.

The Freethought Federation of America.

to such lengths that a petition has been submitted
to Mayor Bishop to interfere in the matter and
afford our Jewish citizens adequate -police protection.
Who can say in the faclil of the above that religion is a blessing to mankind~ Wlio can say that
religion promotes peace and good will among men!
On the contrary, it is a blind submissiv obedience
to superstitious faith that is at the root of all the
evils that human flesh is heir to. The chains of
earth are forged in heaven and tyrants well know
how to defend the system upon which their powers
are built.
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I hav left Chicago with its crowded streets and
by-ways behind me, and I am now upon my first
journey to the Pacific coast. I could· not find time
to make many friendly calls while in the World's
Fair city, for the work of the Federation required
my close attention. Upon my arrival in this place
I found a large stack ~f mail-letters, petitions, and
lists of names for membership numbering nearly
one hundred, and fifty different packages and
letters, which occupied several days to get straightened out; besides this each delivery brought me a
fresh batch, so that my time was fully occupied. I
was royally entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Geo. L.
Robertson, towhommywarmestthanksaredue. Mr.
and Mrs. E. A. Stevens are still in the ranks and
working for the Freethought cause. Mr. and Mrs.
H. H. Harris also welcomed me to Chicago once
more. And in the company of these a very pleasant
time was spent. While here I called upon Messrs.
Russel and Bennet, the two noted attorneys who
conducted the case against the Catholic church in
behalf of a former administration of the American
Secular Union; also the brothers Reichwald, who
are the oldest and most reliable commission merchants and importers of fruits in the city of Chicago, and who are now becoming activly interested
in the work of the Federation. I bid farewell to
these hosts of friends and make my way among the
snows and frosts of the Northwest. Menomonie,
Wis., is my first halting-ground. It lies snugly
ensconced among the hills, and is an ex"tensiv lumher region. It has a population of seven thousand,
and possesses one of the finest auditoriums in the
United States. It is not a large building, but has
been put together regardless of expense. I lectured here on December 1st, and Belva Lockwood
came on December 2d. I was not favored with a
large audience, this being the first Freethought
lecture ever given in this town; but I had to contend against several counter-attractions, the greatest
of which was a campfire and bean-feast by the local
post of the G. A. R., which took a large numher of Freethinkers away.
Judge Carpenter is the leading Freethinker here
and has held his present office as justice of the
peace for nine successiv terms. Mr. and Mrs. Mark
Sherman, Mrs. Stone, and Mr. Arthur Preston came
over from Eau Claire, a distance of twenty-two
miles, to hear my lecture; and so pleased were our
friends at the result that I was immediately requested to giv them two more before leaving Wisconsin, which I did on the 5th and 6th. During
this time I was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. B.
Tainter, who are well-known Freethinkers, and are
sixth cousins to that noble champion of liberty,
Thomas Paine.
In the mean time I went up to Neilsville to giv
two lectures, but there I met with the coldest reception it has ever been my misfortune to experience.
I had forgotten the name of the gentleman to whom
I had written and made arrangements for the
lectures; nevertheless, I went., trusting that I
should easily find some one, or else the hall where
the lecture was to be given. I looked around me
at the depot, in the vain hope of seeing some
friendly eye that had come to greet me. I then
repaired to a hotel, and after registering walked
around the town, thinking I might possibly see an
·advertisement or some notice of my proposed lecture, but vain was the hope. I went back to the
hotel, thinking that some one would be sure to
come and inquire for me; again was I laboring
under a delusion. No one knew of an intended
Liberal lecture, and no one knew of an outspoken
Freethinker in the place. Vainly did I search the
directory, in the hope of recognizing the name of
him to whom I had written. So at length, with
the consciousness of having done my duty as far as
possible under the circumstances, added to which
is the expenditure of a little more than $10 in doing
it, I gave up chasing the phantoms of my imagination, and got out of the town next day as speedily
as possible, returning to Menomonie, where I was
filure to meet with a friendly greeting.

[Headquarters, 345WestRandolph street, Chicago, m
s. P. Putnam, president; John R. Charlesworth, secretary; George L. Robertson, treaBUl"er.]
We are continually told what a vast influence for
good the Christian religion has had upon the
history of our race. With pride and self-assurance
the Christian fratttrnity point to every noble institution, to everything that has exercised a humanizing influence upon mankind, as emanating directly
or indirectly from their teachings. They are ever
ready to claim all that is good in history, or at the
present time. But when the dark side is presented
to our view they meekly shut their eyes and try to
shirk the responsibility upon others. Upon the
hatred manifested by Christians toward those of
other faiths history speaks out very plainly indeed,
for the darkeet spots in the records of our race
are those acts of cruelty set forth in vivid wordpictures by those who hav transmitted to us the
history of those terrible times. And to say that
their representative in this age would be just as
arrogant, just as cruel and tyrannical, as in the ages
past, is to say the least; for we hav only to glance
at the incidents that are occurring in our own ti · e
to prove its truthfulness. The diabolical acts of
cruelty perpetrated upon the Jews by Christian
Russia to-day are lamented by every friend of humanity, and are significant in their illustration of the
love entertained by Christians toward their fellowmen. This persecution of the Jewish race is not
confined to Russia alone, but has been characteristic throughout the Christian ages. It has been
encouraged by those in authority, and the people
hav kept it up with all the fervor of religious frenzy.
The general and prevailing idea was, and is now,
that as the Jews crucified Christ, the punishments
in:fl.icted upon them were fully justified .and only
proportioned to the offense. Granting, however,
that the records of scripture' be true, it 'is evident
to any rational being that the Jews did not crucify
Christ. If it be true that he was put to death in
the manner described by the gospels, then he fell a
victim to the Roman government in a vain attempt
to raise himself to the head of a party which he had
hoped would be sufficiently powerful to control the
affairs of the state. Moreover, he was tried and
sentenced by a "Roman tribunal, and was .charged
with sedition and treason against the Roman government, and was put to death by the prescribed
method of capital punishment in vogue in Rome at
that time, viz., crucifixion; and again, it is said to
hav been a Roman soldier that ended his life by
thrusting a spear in his side. Had it really
been the Jews that had put him to death, he would
hav been killed by the Jewish method of capital
punishment, viz., stoning to death, which was in
vogue even at that time, as may be found in the
supposed stoning of Stephen. The Jews might in
all probability hav saved his life; for even at the
last moment, when according to the Roman customs cf liberating one prisoner at the yearly festival Pilate asked them, "Whom shall I release unto
you this day 1" we are told that the people
cried out with one voice, "Jesus, he that is called
Barabbas." Evidently they regarded Christ as an
impostor, and evidently they so regard him even
unto the present day. And in consequence of an
erroneous conception of the records of their own
scriptures, the Christians still subject the Jewish
people to the grossest outrages that hav ever disgraced the annals of history. Even in the United
States no exception is made to this Christian rule,
for intelligence comes from Buffalo, N. Y., of the
infamous treatment of the Jewish residents in that
town. Stones are thrown at them in the streets,
they are openly robbed of their wares, and large
crowds of Christian roughs hav gathered about the
doors of their synagogs, breaking the windows
and preventing them from entering or leaving their
As promised in my last letter, I giv the following
places of worship. These outrages hav continued suggestion for the better working of the Federa-

,

tion, which, if put into practice, will, I feel
sure, assist in making the Federation a greater success than ever. That an agent or secretary shall
be appointed in each county in each state, whose
duty shall be to record the names of all Free thought
voters in that county, and furnish the secretary of
the Federation with a list of the same. Then in
future elections, national or local, in those districts
where Freethinkers are numerically strong, nominate a ticket of their own, and· work for its success.
From my own personal experience I feel sure that
there are many election districts where. we could
be tolerably successful, and by the unflinching support of the great mass of Freethinkers we should
be sure to win in some of them at least. Or, if we
hav not sufficient in numbers to insure success for
our side, we may compute as- to how far we may
hold the balance of power and sway the election of
candidates.
Remember we are in the field for political work,
and we must begin if we are going to do anything
upon those lines at all. We must not wait until an
election is upon us and then say we had not sufficient time to prepare; but let us commence and,
organize· in every town and district. A great and
glorious future is before us if we only work in concert with each other. No compromise is necessary.
Our object can be gained without it.
The following letter from the president of the
Oregon State Secular Union will show that the
utmost harmony prevails among the most activ
Freethought organizations in the country and the
Federation:
ARAGO, ORE., Nov. 25, 1892.
J oBN R. CHARLESWORTH, Dear Sir: 'I inclose postoffice money order for $2.50 to help the work of the Freethought Federation of America. You may credit me with
$1, Wm. H. Schroeder with $1, and Geo. T. Schroeder
mth $.50. These are my oldest boys. George is not of
age yet, but says he will get there soon.
I will send in a list of names soon and probably more
aid. The times are so hard here and money so scarce
that a number who would willingly help cannot do so now.
I wrote you in my last asking you to attend our convention. The legislature convenes on the second Monday
in January (lith). I intend to hav our meeting commence
about the 11th. I hav had some difficulty on account of
hall, and the dates are not yet settled on that account. I
hope you may arrange your appointments so you can be
with us. It is partly my intention to secure an audience
of the legislature (committee of the whole) and hav you
address the same on the issues of our organization.
Yours for the cause,
J. HENRY ScHROEDER.
W. S. Birkett and Edward Ducie, of South Butte,
Mont., send us a live letter inclosing $1 each for
the cause.
. John A. Calder, of Jackson, Tenn., sends his
second donation of $1 to our treasury.
I shall attend the convention of· the Oregon
Secular Union, which will be held at Salem on the
lltb, 12th, and 13th of January, and I hope that
the Freethinkers of that state will giv it a rousing
delegation and make the meeting the beginning of
a new era in our party. Let each one consider that
upon his or her own exertions depends the success of
these gatherings. Turn out in numbers sufficiently
large to show the legislature that it is high time for
them to consider our rights. We must make ourselva heard and felt in these quarters if we ever
hope to meet with success.
J OBN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.

Sidetracked.
For more than two months I was switched oft' the
road in consequence of the political lunacy-the
presidential campaign. I resumed business in Denver after the election was over. It was a great
satisfaction to address as I did there an audience of
five hundred Liberals of all- shades and colors.
Pretty is that pretty does. This large meeting
was not only Liberal-minded but also Liberalhanded.
From Denver I had a long ride to Creston, Ia.,
where there are but few genuin Liberals. There
are many who proclaim themselvs Freethinkers, but
when they are called upon to show their hand, or to
open it, they are not to be found. I am happy to
say, however, that when I find a man who takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER or the Investigator, and pays for it,
I invariably find a friend who stands by me.
Near Creston I was entertained fo:r four days by
Jacob Geier and family. It was Thanksgiving
time. We had Thanksgiving a day or two before
the 24th of November, and also a day or two after.
I was feasted day after day on either chickens,
geese, or turkeys, with other appetizing dishes too
numerous to mention. Mrs. Geier is a splendid
cook and knows what to do· for the fat lecturers.
Mr. and Mrs. Geier, and neighbors who dropped in,
joined with us evenings in the popular amusement
of high five, while Miss Minnie Geier manipulated
the organ keys and filled the air with rich melodies.
The lecture at Creston was not largely attended.
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Those who came were pleased and disgustedpleased to hear the lecture, and disgusted to see so
little interest taken in the cause of Freethought.
I am greatly indebted to Messrs. Henry and Allen
for courtesies shown me while in Creston. Mr. A.
J. Allen introduced me to the audience in a few
appropriate remarks, and Mr. Henry shouldered
most of the expenses.
From Creston I came to Macedonia, Ia., where I
gave two lectures to large and enthusiastic audiences. Mine were the first lectures of the kind
ever given in this place. Many of those who had
never heard a radical lecture were expecting "awful"
things. Such persons were disappointed to learn
that I was advocating only liberty, justice, progres&~,
etc.
I think the people of Macedonia will want more
such lectures this wint< r. There are quite anumber of Liberal minds here, such as Wm. Tomkins,
Dr. G. L. Stemple, Sylvester Dye, James Perks, J.
M. Harlan, Willoughby Dye, and J. M. Kelly.
I hope to be in New York some tim8 in the spring.
My address this winter will be 417 State street,
Chicago, in care of George E. Wilson, bookdealer.
w. s. BELL.

Now, ·suppose we change the :name of Russia in
" hasted not to go down, about a whole day." The
antipodeans were blessed with a twenty-four-hour the above to Tennessee, the name of Jews to
night, and the moon ceased her journey around the Seventh Day Adventist!;;, ~nd the name of Ignatieff
earth. This was necessary, or the moon would hav to the bigoted brute Judge Swigart, and we hav an
run into us. It, too, was in the same danger of exact picture of the reign of terror now raging in
being sucked toward the sun, but it wasn't. In west Tennessee.
other words, the universe stood still, so that more
What meaning can we attach to the glittering
blood might be shed, more murder committed, and phrase, "This land of civil and religious liberty,"
an already defeated and retreating enemy might be where such horrid persecutions are enacted-where
massacred. And then Joshua, who is supposed to one ·bigoted, pig-headed, religious Christian sect
hav written this book which bears his name, asks, uses the civil laws to do out another different sect
"Is not this written in the book of J asher !"
of Christian cranks 7 Surely and of a truth ChrisJoshua himself probably saw it there, and as it is tianity is the religion -of hate. Not only hating
not included amongst the works of our Bible, we everything else differing from it, but each faction
are not able to answer that query. If Joshua can hating most cordially every other faction but itself.
advance no other reason for the truth of his story,
If Christianity had any power within itself to
it stands on rather insecure foundation.
commend itself to the judgment of mankind that
Then Joshua tells us that" there was no day like it claims to hav, it would not need the aid of the
that before it or after it, that the ~ord hearkened civil law to support or assist it. But judging from
unto the voice of a man." Well, well. This says its works, both in the Old World and the New, it is
in so many words that all the talks of Moses with the · most devilish of anything on the face of the
the Lord were fabrications of the Mosaic writers. earth.
Moses says he expostulated with the Lord and the
It seems that Christians never use the Golden
Lord heard him, and Joshua says that is a fib, be- Rule (that's fm· others), and least of all Judge
cause the Lord never before hearkened unto the Swigart.
LYMAN L. GooDWIN.
voice of man. To make assurance. doubly sure, he
Mayston, Tenn.
says, "before or after it." How long after it~ Did
One Mh·acle.
The Convention in Oregon.
some other party hav a hand in writing this book!
This miracle was a small, ordinary, every-day sort Was it written a hundred or so years after the
The convention of the Oregon State Secular
of a miracle, but it proved a great stumbling-block death of Joshua? Where is this book of Jasher, Union will be held in the Opera House at Salem,
to a great many people. Amongst them was my- the Upright, from whom Joshua seems to hav Ore., on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, 11th,
self, but I "wrastled" and this is what I saw.
copied 1 Was not as much inspiration necessary 12th, and 13th of January, 1893. There will be
Webster declares that a miracle is an event or for J asher to tell such a fib, as for Joshua 1 Why, morning, afternoon, and evening sessions. The
effellt contrary to the established constitution and then, is not Jasher given a place in the Bible!
convention will convene at 10 o'clock A.M. on Jancourse of things, or a deviation from the known
Must we discard this miracle 1 If we do not, uary 11th. John R. Charlesworth, secretary of
laws of _nature; a supernatural event. Very then by Joshua's own words, it was the very first. the Freethought Federation of America, is reevidently, any retrograde motion of natural laws If we do discard, we call Joshua a fabricator. quested to be present.
J. HENRY ScHROEDER,
must be a supernatural event. But hav nature's Finally, if Joshua was inspired to write this book,
President Oregon Secular Union.
laws ever been retrograded? We shall see.
why did he say the sun stood still at his command?
.A rago, Ore., Dec. 6, 1892.
"Then spake Joshua to the Lord in the day when The truth is, there was no more divine inspiration
the Lord delivered up the Amorites before the necessary to the author of "Joshua" than there is
Lectures and Meetings.
children of Israel, and he said in the sight of Israel, to the author of this article.
JoHN R. CHARLEswORTH's lecture appointments are:
Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeqn; and thou,
Before bidding Joshua adieu I would like to ask
1
Moon, in the valley of Ajalon.
why no historian but himself has spoken of that Rosalia, Wash..... Dec. 29-31 Silverton;. Ore .... Feb.
1 Barlow, vre ....... "
3-5
"And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed, twenty-four-hour day-that most wonderful event Spokane, Wash ...Jan.
PalouseCity,Wash"
3-5 Grass Valley, Cal. "
7, 8
until the people had avenged themselvs upon their of all times, the stopping of sun, earth, moon, Oregon ConvenSelma, Cal.. ....... " 15-17
enemies. Is not this written in the book of J asher~ and consequently, stars, planets, comets, and
tion... .. . . .. ... . . . . "
8 Merced, "
" "
19
Reardon Wash ... " 10-12 Savanah,
" "
27
So the sun stood still in the midst of heaven, the universe.
" '"
2M
and hasted not to go down about a whole
God is perfect. We all profess to believe that. Seattle, Wash..... " 13-16 El Monte,
Buckley, Wash., " 23-25 Tucson, Ariz ...... Mar. 23-26
day.
God is perfection.
Now, imperfection cannot ForestGrove, Ore." 27-29 Albuquerque, N.M." 30 31
"And there was no day like that before it or after emanate from perfection.
Hence when God Silverton....... " " 30, 31
"
" April ' 1
it, that the Lord hearkened unto the voice of a made the universe and all things which therein are, He will return via Ariz_ona ~ew Mexico, Colorado,
man: for the Lord fought for Israel." Thus says they were necessarily per.fect.
The revolving Nebraska, and Iowa. Friends m those states desiring
should address him at 345 West Randolph street,
Josh. x, 12-14.
spheres, the suns-all, all were perfect. Hence to lectures
Chicago, Ill.
When we question this thing, we are usually told stop for a second one of these on account of a
THE Manhattan Liberal Club lectures for December are
that as the sun stands still now, it evidently did petition from one small man, would prove the as follows. The Club meets at 220 E. 15th street:
the same in those days, and that it was the earth existing state of things to be wrong. Perfection
December 23d, "Life in German Prisons," Moses
whose course was stopped. Now to begin with, begets perfection. It is unchangeable. The laws Oppenheimer.
December 30th, "Blood Stains ''-from the Medicodown in those regions the surface of the earth· of nature are perfect. Absolutely perfect. God is
Legal Standpoint, with lantern illustrations, Ron. Clark
makes about a thousand miles an hour on its diur- perfect.
Neither, then, admits of any change. Bell.
nal revolution. The sudden stop of this tremendous Neither can be changed. What seem as changes
INGERSOLL SECULAR SocmTY meets at Paine Hall, Bosspeed would instantly send all men, animals, water, are but the working out of a great plan, a plan so ton, Sundays, at 2:45P.M.
earth, and all therein and thereon, on a journey great that it cannot and must not be confused,
Omo LIBERAL SoomTY meets at Douglass Hall, norththrough space. Elephants, trees, houses, would go upset, and broken by a mere whim of excitement. west corner- Sixth and Walnut streets, Cincinnati, Sunsailing through the air, and goodness knows where God made all to run after its own plan, and days, at 7:30P.M.
they'd stop. Of• course, an all-powerful God would, all seemed good in his sight. But to say that, beTHE Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday evenwhen he stopped the earth, increase the power of cause he is all-powerful, he, like a spoiled child, ing at Lincoln Hall, 68 Adams street, between State and
gravity, so as to hold things on. Now, the centrif- must turn his toys topsy-turvy, and walk backward, Dearborn streets.
ugal motion which an elephant's massiv body or with feet in the air, is the hight of absurdity.
THE Liberal League holds session at Industrial Hall,
would acquire would need, to hold it back, or
Cincinnati, 0.
CHARLES INGRAHAM.
Broad and Wood streets, Philadelphia, Sundays, at 2:3«
and 7:30P.M. Lectures and debates.
counteract it, a centripetal, or gravitativ, force
Hell in Tennessee.
applied so strongly that neither man nor beast
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets at FraA correspondent of the New York Times in enu- ternity Rooms, Bedford avenue and South Second street,
would be able to move a foot from the ground.
Therefore they would hav but l.ttle chance to avenge merating the horrid persecutions of the Jews by the Brooklyn, E. D., Sundays, at 3 o'clock P.M.
W. S. BELL's address will be_ for two months, 246 State
themselvs on their enemies. However, granted Russian Christians has this among others: "Under
street,
Chicago, Ill. Persons wishing to arrange with
a
revival
of
an
ancient
Sunday
law
the
police
hav
that the earth stood still, it would hav been thrown
him for Freethonght lectures can address him there.
from its place in the grand system, and as a result begun either arresting or blackmailing such IsraelTHE Newark Liberal League meets at 177 Halsey street,
all the planets, comets, and other heavenly neigh- ites as dare to appear in the marketplaces of the corner
Market, Sundays, at 3 P.M. December 25th, Mrs.
bors would long ago hav smashed into our terra- Pale on Sunday. This Sunday prohibition, which Cynthia Leonard, of New York, subject: "Magdalen
queous ball, and this would not hav been written. often brings about terrible riots, with the usual and the Church."
Besides, if the earth, for one second, had ceased its accompaniment of Jewish lives lost, and Jewish
J. E. REMSBURG 'recently held a discussion in the Indiau
motion, the superior force of the sun, or perhaps shops and houses plundered and burnt, is one of court house at Caddo, I. T., with Rev. Dr. Smith, the
some other body, would hav drawn us in its di··ec- the most characteristic features of the anti-Jewish leading Methodist divine in the Choctaw nation. He
has also been debating with Baptist divines in Arkansas.
tion. The only thing that keeps the earth sus- laws. The Hebrews, of course, religiously abstain He will come East about the last of December, and Libpended in space is the constant motion, as may be from labor on Saturday. It was considered by erals desiring lectures should address him at once at
•
seen in the gyroscope. A second's stop, and away Ignatieff an extremely smart trick to forbid them Atchison, Kan.
we'd go, up, d,own, or some other way, and in a few doing business on Sunday as :well. In its essence
Lie and Truth.
seconds thereafter this earth would be a gigantic this meant that the Jews could only hav five earnF1·om ·Life.
comet, flashing its millions of miles of fiery train, ing days against other people's seven. Although
One day a lie broke out of its inclosure and started to
and making for some greater system than the pres- there are laws on the books prohibiting Christian
travel.
·
ent one. Of course the all-powerful God could labor or business on Sunday, they are a complete
And the man who owne(l the premises saw it after it
prevent all this, but since he had, as we find from dead lett13r. Every traveler in Russia knows that had started and was sorry he had not made the inclosure
the few previous verses, killed more of the enemy Sunday in the markets and business streets differs lietight.
So he called his swiftest truth and said:
by hailstones than the Israelites had done with the in no respect from any other day, save that there
"A lie has got loose and will do m~h mischief if it is
are
no
Jews
about.
Having
remained
idle
on
sword, it would hav been more like an all-wise God
not stopped. I want you to go after it and bring it back
to send some more hailstones, rather than to sus- Saturday for their cwn faith, they are compelled or kill it."
So the swift truth started out after the lie.
pend the operations of the entire sol9.r system, or to observe Sunday for the Christian Sabbath-the
But the lie had ono hour the start.
while the Christian works or barters from morning
perhaps the whole universe.
At the end of the :first day the lie was going lickitysplit.
till
night,
and
the
marketplaces
are
filled
as
well
So far, we hav the sun previously fixed, the earth
The truth was going along away behind it and was getting
commanded to halt, and Joshua also orders the with Tartars, gipsies, and Persians whom no one tired.
It has not yet caught up.
Jnoon to stand still. Well, there they stood, and molests."
c
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A. Priestly Utterance, with Comments. this article is my intense desire that the
gates of theW orld's Fair will be kept open
· CoLmmus, KAN., Dec. 5, 1892.
on
the Rev.. Mr. Hamlin's American SunMR. EDIToR: I will send you the following quotation from a. Thanksgiving dis- day, he and his coadjutors to the contrary
We Will Distribute Improving Litera·
course in Was~ington, D. C., by the Rev. notwithstanding.
"0 Liberty! 0 sound once delightful
ture.
Dr. T. S. Ham)in:
to every Boman earl once sacred! Now
DuNKIRK, N.Y., Nov. 26, 1892.
We hav dedicated magnificent build- trampled upon!" Shall we hav more
MR. EDIToR: Some Christian no doubt
ings in our Western metropolis to an
stole my TRUTH SEEKER for November
exhibition of material and moral progress; liberty, or lose what little we ever had?
J. H. CooK.
an exposition that already draws the eyes
8th. I hope it will do him good. I inof the world, and that is to show, as one
close $1, for which send me one copy of
of its chief glories the closed gates that
the 18th, and use the balance as you see
Paine's "A.ge of Reason."
mean an American Sunday. We are a more
fit.
WILLIAM H. WYMAN.
NEw YoRK, Nov. 28, 1892.
prosperous, more free, more law-abiding,
more liberty-loving, more humane1 more
MR. EI>IToR: I notice by comparing the
A. Hint to Advertisers.
moral, more Christian peopl~ this ~ay present age with forty or fifty years ago,
than ever before in our natiOnal enst- Freethought has made great, progressiv
CoRNWALL, Nov. 30, 1892.
ence.
MR. EDIToR: Why do not seedsmen,
strides toward knowing what truth the
The president heard it, and was much Bible may contain. We find ProfessGr
manufacturers, et al, advertise in THE
flattered and consoled.
TRUTH SEEKER? It must hav a very large
Briggs is commanded to appear before
In the first sentence it is stated that the presbytery for heresy. Also Prof. H.
circulation, and would pay, I believe.
"one of the chief glories" of the World's P. Smith, of a theological seminary, for
Wha,tseeds I get each year would nearly pay
Fair is "its closed gates that mean an unsound teaching on biblical scholarship
one-half cost for advertising. Each time
American Sunday." To me it is an infa- and inspiration. He taught that the Old
I write a letter to THE TRUTH SEEKER and
mous statement, but entirely consistent Testament contained errors of historic
itis published! receive papers, magazines,
with the plans and purposes of American fact. What is heresy but private opinion?
circulars, and catalogs from all over the
priestcraft. If the reverend gentleman And what is Deism but the opinion of
United States.
A. L. McFARLANE.
should liv to see those gates open on Sun- those that only acknowledge one God?
day in spite of· his premature triumph, I What is deity but the nature and essence
A. Children's Freethongllt Paper.
hope the president will console him. To of God? Thomas Paine was a Deist; he
SYRACUSE, N.Y., Nov. 30, 1892.
my opinion, they, and every member of believed in but one God. And do not the
MR. EDIToR: The Little Freethinker
Congress who voted to close those gates Christians? They believe in Father, Son,
comes to me from its editor, asking a
on Sunday, violated their official oaths, and Holy Ghost, three in one and one in
notice. It seems a nice paper, full of inthe Declaration of Independence, the Con- three; which is hard to understand. but
struction for the ones for whom it is.destitution, and all human rights, and are they believe it all the same. The true
signed; but, like all small things, if it
The Greatest Missionary Known.
traitors to American liberty.
grows it must hav sustenance, and now is
Deist has but one god, and his religion
YPSILANTI, MIOH., Nov. 15, 1892.
I wrote our member of Congress from consists in contemplating the power, wisa good time for those who hav been asking
MR. EDITOR : I see you hav printed
for a child's paper to prove their sincerity in pamphlet form F. Steiner's open this distri~t-elected by the People's party dom, and goodness of the deity in his
by sending to Elmina D. Slenker, the letter to the Rev. Mr. Sooy. Inclosed I -but he is one of the traitors. Our works. Were man,impressed as fully and
editor, Snowville, Pulaski county, Va., a send you $1 to pay for half a dozen of the Senator of the People's party voted right. as strongly as he ought to be with the beMost of them who voted to close the lief of a God, his moral life would be
subscription for the paper, fifty cents per same, W. Hart's "Candle from Under the
year, semi-monthly. Lucy N. CoLMAN.
Bushel," the balance in leaflets. The· Fair on Sunday did it from policy. What regulated by the force of that belief, he
country is ovel'run with these same 7 x 9 do most Congressmen care about Sunday? would stand in awe of God, and of himself,
Letter from a Hydt'a·Headed Monster. preachers, or pulpit poodles, as Saladin They violate it continually. They well and would not do the thing that could
calls them, who seem to think that all know that all time is alike, and that all be concealed from others. We can know
ELKTON, MINN.' Nov. 31, 1892.
God only through his works.
MR. EDIToR: I will try and send a few that is necessary to make great men of Sundays are man-made.
I ask the Rev. Mr. Hamlin where his
It is surprising to know what ignorance
names of Antichristianl!', as there are quite them is to stalk into a pulpit with the
a number of them here. But they are strut of a turkey-cock and defame sueh American Sunday came from. If the there is in men who profess to be acafraid to express their honest convictions, men as Voltaire, Thomas Paine, or Robert Bible is his authority for keeping Sunday, quainted with the scripture. Not one of
I being the only hydra-headed monster Ingersoll, and the thing is done.
We then he and most people never keep it, them out of ten thousand ever read the
who does meet them with their own boom- would advise the reverend gentlemen to for he well knows that the. Sunday of the "Age of Beason." They know " Tom
erang, thereby illcurring the displeasure take out an insurance policy against light- Decalog is the seventh and not the first Paine" only by hearsay, and are prejuof some of the hypocritical Methodists ning for the benefit of their families, as day of the week.
diced against him. If you ask· .them,
That infamous murderer, debaucher, " Ilav you ever read the ' Age of Beabecause I dell.l out their own medicin in friend Steiner may again take it into his
such rich profusion-a little from Noah, head to paS!! tha.t way. I shall want and tyrant Constantine stole our "Amer- son?'" they invariably say, "No, and
the first drunkard on record; incestuous Colonel Ingersoll's "Voltaire" when can Sunday" from the pagans, when he I do not want to." "Why?" "Because
Abraham; the two double-dyed libertins printed. I think it grand. His allusion became a Christian. That is where our he is a Deist." "That is the very cause
Solomon and his father; righteous Lot, to the bears carried me back to my child- "American Sabbath" came from. ·And why you should inform yourself what a
the debaucher of his own flesh and blood; hood days, when the sight of a man with a the people generally do not know but that· Deist is. Your superstition, bigotry, and
Moses the Egyptian murderer and thief; prairie on top of his head caused me to it is the Bible Sabbath. Constantine narrow-mindedness lead into error." The
seasoned with N um. xx:xi and Lev. xii, C!l;St my eyes about to see if there were paganized Christianity and Christianized writer has been conversant with the Bible
and the serpents they can handle and the any she-bears in sight. This and the paganism. Our American pagan heathen from his youth and knew it from Genesilil
poison they can drink if they only believe. whale story are off the same piece. It Sunday is unknown to the Bible. The Rev. to Revelation, and but recently read the
All compounded makes quite an emetic. would seem that the whale'sThanksgiving Mr. Hamlin says we are a more "liberty- '' Age of Beason," and was surprised to
While they are dodging these shot or dinner of missionary did not sit well upon loving" people than ever before-while find such good reading and explanation
shell I add, by the way of variety, a few his stomach. He was not used to having no Freethinker a:ad humanitarian can hav of the scriptures. It is a good text-book
contradictions.
Yours in hope,
a camp-meeting held there, and he geems a fair trial in our courts. Down in Ten- for the Bible, and should be circulated
MARTIN FLEMING.
to hav resolved to rid himself of his sub- nessee church and state combine to perse- throughout the world as a companion to
marine worshiper. Three days' and three cute, prosecute, fine, and imprison quiet the Bible. Thomas Paine was· a great
A. Freethinker's Life Attempted.
nights' continual praying made him and industrious Adventists who .keep the man, a profound thinker. The ministers
N:Ew HARTFoRD, lA., Nov. 29, 1892.
desperate.
He resolved to beach his true Bible Sunday and work on the pagan who preach a; doctrin that they hav been
MR. EDIToR: One morning during the troublesome passenger, whi~h he did by or the Rev. Mr. Hamlin's American Sun- taught by adhering to theologians are
first week of November an attempt was running full tilt against the shore. Jonah day.
afraid of Thomas Paine. And well they
made on the life of our Liberal friend, was lifted from his secret devotions and
The Rev. Mr. Hamlin says we were may be, for he tells them truth that can
Mr. M. W. St. John, living near Cedar sent headlong onto terra firma, an as- never a more Christian people than we are not· be gainsaid or resisted. They do not ,
Falls, !a. At about 5 o'clock in the morn- tonished if not a wiser inan. The sacred now, which is the only truth in his series want to hear or know about him. It is not
ing, while his sons were at the barn doing volume does not inform us what the effect of assertions.
their bread and butter. They that never
The gist and spirit and practice of pop- read the "Age of Beason" hav no case, no
chores, a shot was fired through the win- was upon the whale. Perhaps the Rev.
dow of the house, the ball passing within Mr. Talmage might inform us. It has ular Christianity is, "Believe or be brief, to offer against the author.
about three inches of Mr. St. John's head. always beenamysterytomethat God, who damned; and if we, the C bristians alone,
Let one divest himself of superstition,
Mr. St. John has long been a radical In- is so very anxious to save the world, did cannot damn you sufficiently, we will call early tuition, and conform the mind to
fidel, but, further than being pelted with not keep Jonah on the track. He cer- on the state and laws to help us." This is reason and common sense, and he will
rotten eggs by the meek and lowly follow- tainly was the most successful missionary Christian civilization with a vengeance. become a happy man. His fear of punishers of Jesus, he has escaped bodily harm. we ever read of. With a sermon com- Our Sabbatarian, Prohibition, Gad-in-the- ment hereafter will vanish as snow before
Mr. St. John is acknowledged by the best posed of only eight words he was able to Constitution, godly, priestly, church-and- the genial sunshine.
men of Cedar Falls to be a strictly honor- bring that immense city Nineveh to its state people are determined to rule or
It is noted in the November 19th TRUTH
able and moral man, and his only crime knees. It would not hav taken him long ruin.
SEEKER that an old friend had passed
against the church is his vigorous attack at to hav brought the millennium had he
Surely I, who for fifty years hav suffered away, eighty-three years of age; with no
all times against the immoral parts of holy missiona1·ied a little longer.
I think everything but imprisonment-barely es- fear. He desired that no clergyman
writ. They could not answer his attacks, there would hav been no difficulty in se- caped that forty years ago-and death, should speak at his funeral. His wishes
and as stale eggs did n(}t subdue him, they curing his services after he failed in the know what I am saying. Here in "free " were faithfully carried out. No cloud of
no doubt thought to quiet him with cold gourd business. But " God's ways are Kansas, where I hav been twenty-two superstition hovered over the peaeeful
lead. It was a. narrow escape, but we can not as our ways "-and we are thankful years, there are Christian bigots-men and scene. That is the true death-bed scene
tell these cowardly pious bigotlil that M. that they are not.
women-all around me, and some belong of a Freethinker.
W. St. John is not a man to be intimidated
Our last election was a stunner to a to the People's party, who would stop my
The law of Beason is righteousness,
and that he will denounce Bible errors great many. It is hard for Christians to tongue and pen and disfranchise me if they making wise the simple. It is pleasant to
until dead. The Cedar Falls weekly think the religious question had anything could.
know that there are some people sensible
Globe heads the announcement of the at- to do with it, but that it had I hav not a
The People's party resolved that God yet living in this good world of ours, not
tack upon his life thus:
doubt. The taxpayers of this conntl'y almighty is the supreme ruler of nations; carried away by ignorance and superstiA WASTE oF PowDER. .An Unsuccessful are getting their eyes open to the vast but they do not let ·him rule. They pray tion of others.
.Attempt Upon the Life of M. W. St. amount of money invested in churches to him to do this and that. And if one of
There is now an effort made among the
Joh'r', of Mt. Vernon Township.
that pay no tax, also the determination to their number dies they say, "It has Liberal Freethought people to hav the
The editor then giV!! a scurrilous account force religious legislation upon it, und pleased almighty God" to kill him or her. ''Age of Beason'' read in their family,
of the affair, tending, in our opinion, to they are determined to call a halt in that Truly, if there was a God he would stop that they may know what the QOok really
such false charges.
.
contains so bad about the Bible. Let
cause the would-be murderer to reload direction. I for one am with them.
Well, the chief reason of my writing any person read that book, whe:ther thE!
Yours truly,
JAS. P. DicKINSoN.
and try again. Mr. St. John replied to
the editor's slanderous account of the
attempt on his life, and unwittingly the
pion!! imbecil heads the reply in glaring
letters: "A Waste of Ink." Yes, friend
St. John, so far as your reply affects such
men, it was. a waste of ink; but when we
consider that these headlines hav placed
that editor far beneath the respect of all
honest men, and that by this inhuman act
he has shown himself to be lower than
the rUffian who attempted your life, we ·
know it was not a waste of ink. As in the
case of all defenders of the Holy Slush
we hav ever met, this editor's own words
condemn him.
We hav fifty on our petition for opening
the World's Fair Sundays and are daily
adding new names.
I hav just read in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
November 26th A. Augusta Chapman's
page, and am sorry you headed it, "V{e
Desire That Some One Answer This."
Augusta must hav some sort of a god and
I for one am willing to let her fix up a
great big god to suit her fancy. A thousand gods will not prevent her from being
governed by the laws of nature, even
though "these inflexible, insensate laws
never yield to tears and entreaties."
Wishing you every success as editor and
manager of the best paper on earth, I am,
Sincerely yours,
MEL PIERCE.

..
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mind be prejudiced or not, and he will be
astonished to learn what light and information he will derive from the truths it
contains.
It is pretty hard to fight superstition
with muqh prospect of success where reas'on is deprived of liberty of thought.
It is stated by the faithful that Father
O'Keefe after kissing the great big toe of
Pope Leo XIII., has returned from Rome
and describes his interview at the Vatican.
He says Leo has a wonderful love for
America and Americans, and manifests a
deep interest in everything that concerns
the United States. The interest he manifests, it is said, is surprising. Of course
he does so. The old presumptuous Jesuitical fool knows very well he bas no footing
any more in Rome. Having been driven
out of Europe, his last asylum is in this
land of freedom. The spirit of the times
shows the Jesuits are making great efforts
to gain the United States for their religion. Should it ever come to this, it will
be in order to use " bell, book, and
candle."
There is but little use in having much
sympathy with people who deliberately,
without investigation, go blindly on deceiving themselvs as well as others concerning the truth of whatmay be gathered
from reason and common sense. Every
person should investigate and examin for
himself and not leave it for another to do
for him.
Throw away Ritualism. Begin with
the." Age of Reason." Try and find out
some untruth stated in it if you can-then
it may be condemned.
S. R. THoRNE.

A. Augusta Chapman Answered.
ADDISON, VT., Dec. 9, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: I will write a brief answer
to A. Augusta Chapman's letter, Nov. 4,
1892.
The mind of every person who becomes
a great admirer ofself fails to comprehend
the true good that results from the expression of an· opposit reasoning. Mrs.
Chapman, this seems exactly your condition. Yon jump at conclusions that the
Truth Seeker Company are giving to the
human family a pugnacious paper full of
base, low ideas bowing God out of his
own universe. Since the above is your
opinion, I would kindly commend you
for having honor enough to address this
Company of reasoning people and offering
to hold a controversy with them in regard
to this all-important subject. Very good
. in yon so far. But remember, it is custom to allow the challenged party to
choose the weapons of defense. Then we
will take the mind, acts, and condition of
the whole human family under the old
ways of teaching God and Christianity,
to prove what kind of power the orthodox
·God has over his people; using just as
few and simple words in the matter as
possible. Now, if Mrs. Chapman truly
has a tangible knowledge of God which
she can demonstrate to us we wish to
know it. A great flow of eloquent words
with a lot of old say-so's will not answer
our demands.
Now, Mrs. Chapman, we, as honest men
and women calling onrselvs truth seekers,
do firmly believe your supposed God is
the devil, which must be cast out from the
universe, even though it will cause very
great grief and mourning among all creeds
of orthodoxy to part with their old ideal
magic man-god whom the people. hav so
long bowed down before, talking to him
ill tears, begging and pleading for mercy,
peace, and happiness without obtaining
anything but an absurd promis of having
good things when we are all dead, wanting
nothing more. Truth seekers must and
will hav a God for to-day, taking no
thought for to-morrow. To prove the
power of your supposed magic God a failure, I could tell yon a very great number
of circumstances, while two or three ought
to be convincing. My father and mother
were very conscientious Congregational-·
ists, worshiping according to the custom
of all the denomination, having perfect
confidence in the care and protection of
the ever-watchful eyes of the magic being.
So on this particular morning my father
bowed in humble prayer, asking the magic
· ruler to guide him and his family into 8J.I
truth, guard, and protect him and his
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family from all harm on that day, then light that is lifted up deceiving the world
Went out from his home full of confidence, until the true light of Wisdom and Reason
not knowing any need of wisdom, think- became almost unknown, until the great
ing his supposed God would force care folly of professing people served to anoint
upon his mind at every need. At this the eyes of reasoning men and women.
time my father had soine business to
Now, Mrs. A. A. Chapman, I am ready
transact on the opposit side of a pond. It to take chapter and verse all through the
was the 3d day of April, when the Bible with yon to prove my statements
strength of ice was gone; nevertheless, he true. Or we will bring to public view
determined to cross it instead of going the sayings and doings of all the clergy
around the safe way. The consequence and their followers to prove whether
was my father was brc nghthome a corpse, truth seekers are refusing the true god,
leaving his feeble wife aud children to which, if properly named, is called Wisdom,
support themselvs. Under the burden my and which is able to walk, talk, and bemother sickened and died, leaving us come manifest in reasoning men and
children without friends, home, or love, women-these not being puffed up with
and without the common comforts of life soaring imagination and flowery, swiftsuch as other children enjoyed around us. flowing speech, nor aiming to be called
The clergy and church people told us talented and smart. MRs. S. W. SMITH.·
children we must submit patiently to our
lot, for it was all by the will of God that
life must go hard with us to teach us to A. Freethought Sister's Wise Thou_ghts
love and obey the church's greatly admired
on Many Topics.
god of love and mercy. So much to pay
SANJos:E, CAL., Nov. 10, 1892.
the clergy and the common reading of the
MR. EDIToR: During the !list year I hav
Bible which teaches people to pray to, been reading your valuable paper and am
'and trust all to the care of, a supposed man deeply interested in the good work yon
in the sky. Again, a father and mother are doing for humanity. It came to me
reared two energetic, loving sons, con- first like a white-winged messenger of
stantly teaching them to love and adore hope from R. H. Schwartz, now my husthe church's God, imd every day asking band, when I was living in a hot-bed of
from such power guidance and care; and orthodoxy in Pennsylvania, surrounded
lo, just at the dawn of manhood both by people who imagined they saw horns
sickened and died with malignant fever, sprouting from my head, looked for
neither parents or sons ever comprehend- cloven feet, and actually were afraid·to be
ing that it wa~ lack of any knowledge in with me during a thunder-storm, fearing
regard to wisdom's laws that brought their God would send me to eternal
them to an untimely death. · Again, the torture by a stroke of lightning from his
clergy seek to comfort the bereaved ones merciful hand and send them along to
with the idea that it was the decree of a keep me company as a punishment for
wise god to call them home to heaven being with me, a wicked Infidel. The
early to make the parents hav greater love consternation Mr. Heston's cartoons
and confidence in the church's god, thus created was amusing, and THE TRUTH
placing deception upon deception to de- SEEKER was condemned as the devil's
ceive to the very last.
work.
We will chimge the matter a little, and
I shall in the near future send a number
tell now of two farmers whose farms join. of your paPers to my former friends. I
One is an Adventist deacon who spent cannot resist the temptation of endeavorall his spare time and means trying to get ing to enlighten them.
everybody to work for the adored voice
I want to giv my version of the story of
of Adventism. The other farmer spent all the garden of Eden, and ask some good
his spare time buying cattle and sheep Christian friend to enlighten me if I am
for market. So it chanced that he bought wrong. God, the Bible and ministers
a nice flock of fat sbeep from the deacon in. claim, is perfect. He decided to make a
the morning, promising to return in the world, perfect-it could not be otherwise.
afternoon to weigh them, as they were He created two human beings, perfect
bought by the pound. But on returning also-they could not be otherwise-.placed
home the business affairs of the buyer de- them in a garden and forbade them eating
manded that he should return to weigh fruit from the tree of knowledge (could
the sheep some hours earlier than he in- they be perfect without knowledge?), a
tended, and to his astonishment he found very unnecessary command, for perfect
all the feeding-troughs filled with salt, beings cannot sin. If there was a devil
grain, and a great quantity of water, the and he tried to tempt God's children to
deacon intending to get all the weight sin he could not hav succeeded-they are
possible for the buyer to pay for. The perfect. Again, God, being perfect, could
deacon was beat, and owned up that he not create an imperfect being, or devil.
was caught in the very act. Now, how God's devil was an archangel-perfectmuch of the true principle which consti- and could not fall-for perfection know~
tutes true man among all mE>n was there no sin.
manifest in this deacon who claimed to be
If the Christian God is perfect the Bible
a gennin saint governed by the church's is false; if imperfect, it is false. I can see
idolized god? One morning this deacon no use in a God of imperfection, and a
arose and wrote in his diary that he was God who creates evil (Isa. xiv, 7) cannot
feeling very well, thanking his god for be perfect.
protection, then went about light work,
The idea of a personal God ruling and
leaving the harder part for others ; at reigning over all the vast millions of
noon partook an enormous dinner for a worlds and human beings is ridicuman not working hard, and was found lous. I am not surprised that he .has
senseless in a short time after, lived three three heads in one; am inclined to think
days, and died. Then the clergy again, he could use quite a number more to
as usual, said it was the will of his god that advantage. If he patterned every world
he should lie down to rest from his labors after this one, and destroyed every nation
of love and care for the church, until the in every world by a flood for wickedness,
trump of god shall sound to awake him and out of the vast numbers saved such a
and resurrect his body from the ground to godly man as our Bible Noah, who celemingle no more with ungodly men and brated his delivery from the flood by getskeptics.
ting on a big drunk, he must hav had his
There could not be room for all the hands full, and I am not surprised to find
books in the world if all the acts of church him calling on the poor insignificant
people were told which are the result of women to organize the Women's Christian
harping to and trusting in a false, unreli- Temperance Union (and with manyNoahs
able god-which should not only be spelled even Frances Willard would find her
with a small g, but should be spelled patience taxed) to help keep his naughty
" devil " going about deceiving all those boys sober. If he had to die for every
who are void of reasoning.
world to save lost sinners from a hell he
Truth seekers positivly will not blindly himself created, and a devil he cast out of
bow to the church's imaginary god. Their heaven because the poor fellow imagined
god must speak with the spirit and voice himself equal, perhaps superior, intellectuof Wisdom, teaching the results of every ally to himself (what a silly God he is!),
cause. We admit one point with yon, that he must be nearly used up by this time.
Nature is the mother of all things, and Perhaps that accounts for the famin, pestiadding to this that Wisdom is a self- lence, drouth, horrors, and poverty
creating power, father and ruler of all who sweeping broadcast over our land from
are not subjects of the church's imagin- year to year. He may be away saving
ary •g,od, which is truly the fallen angel some other world, or too nearly used up

from his last experience to· hear the cries
of his children, stretch forth his hand, and
save them. What a very negligent God
he is! And how cruel to woman! I wish
I could compel every woman to read her
Bible, or the parts pertaining to herself:
1 Tim. ii, 9-15; Peter iii, 1-6; 1 Thess. iii,
10; Eph. v, 22-24; 1 Cor. vii, 39; Nnm.
=xi, 17, 18. Women, read these references, and then remember that every
Sunday-school teacher, every woman who
is an activ worker in the church, every
woman who does not learn in silence from
her husband and be in subjection, is
doomed for eternal torture if the ·Bible is
true.
Every individual who joins a church
takes a false oath (can never go to heaven,
sing psalms, wear a robe and crown, play a
harp, etc.): "I solemnly promis to renounce the devil and all his works; the
vain pomp and glory of the world, the
flesh, and mammon; the wearing of costly
apparel, jewelry, etc.," and winds up with
"God helping me, amen." If this meets
the eye of one person who can honestly
say he has not broken this solemn oath he
could command a large salary from Barnum, besides being exhibited as the most
wonderful curiosity on earth. And everyone who is guilty of breaking this solemn
promis can rest assured that if the Bible is
true they will all go to the hell they create
for the sinner and unbeliever.
Having been a member (and dupe) of
the church for ten years, I speak from experience. I know the horrors of the believer who fears eternal torture.
I know now that mankind, woman
especially, must trample the Bible under
their feet before they can rise and become
free.
I believe in woman's rights, dress reform, etc. I want to see her stand side by
side with the opposit sex and vote. I
want to vote-to feel that I can help elect
the president that will stand by the
American people and be true to the Constitution of the United States. But I
would rather die without voting than see
woman vote now. She is not prepared to
cast her vote for the best interest of the
country, because she does not think. She
would be her own worst enemy, and discover her mistake when too late. It is
highly necessary to arouse her to her position in the Bible, church, and dress reform. First she must use her reasoning
faculties and realize the littleness of
dress, novel-reading, gossip, dancing and
the harm it does, and that outside of this
limited space her knowledge is blank.
Dress reform is sadly needed. Women
are catering to a fashion, ruining their
health and their offspring. I want to see
tight clothes, liwing, etc., laid aside. I admire Dr. Mary Walker-her courage, her
independence, and unconcern as to the
opinion of the world. I am her friend,
and am surprised in an article published
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Sept. 10, 1892,
that Robert G. Ingersoll should refuse
her admittance to his home because she
prefers health and comfort to the awful
curse, fashion, and dares to use her own
judgment publicly in regard to her own
habiliment. Mr. Ingersoll is a· grand
man. I admire his courage, truth, and
firmness. But I think his eyes are still
closed to the grea~ need of dress reform,
and woman's privilege to think for herself
in this age. I claim with him that woman
has every right that man has. Dress reform is one of them. And the colonel as
a leader of Liberals should encourage the
mothers of our nation to dress for health
and comfort.
Mr. Schwartz is much pleased to find
that the Liberals are awaking to their
duty in regard to the Freethonght Federation of America. We are with the movement heart and hand, and will make an
effort to get others to join, and will do all
we can to help the cause financially. We
will giv this matter attention at our earliest possible convenience. I will inclose
the names and addresses of several Freethinkers who hav never seen THE TRUTH
SEEKER. If yon send them sample copies
yon will, I think, get a few subscribers.
I will do all I can to get subscribers for
yon, and should feel glad to help yon in
your good work for humanity. I am,
Yours for Liberty,
MRS. R. H. SOHWABT!I,
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When young men wus content ter go
The way their fathers led,
Content ter work their fathers' farms
An' eat their fathers' bread;
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- 'Fore men bound down the continent
With iron bands an' stout,
tions for this Oorner should be sent.
An' their rush an' grab fer money
Crushed all theil· goodness out.
"Between the da.rk a.nd the da.ylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
But
I'm wanderin' from my story:
Comes a. pa.use in the d~,v's occuEations
Tha.tis known as the vhildren s Hour."
It wasn't far from here
A fellow lived called " Sassy Sam,"
Feared by everybody near.
Giv the Old Year His Due.
He was the worstest of the worst,
Yes, giv the poor Old Year his due
That, no one could deny,
Before we toll his knell!
He's been a faithful friend to us,
An' he had tricked so many folks
And served us long a.nd well.
That no one wouldn't try.
Oh, was it not his hand that brought
The springtime's wealth of green,
He raised the old scratch everywhere:
And flung into the lap of May
In church, in school, at home,
Fit garlands for a queen?
An'
peace would al'ays take its leave
And though among tbe blossoms fair
Wherever he would roam.
He dropped some sprigs of rue,
We'll toke him by the hand and giv
The tail of every yeller dog
The poor Old Year his due!
Sam had long since introduced
When summer held high carnival
To numerous termater cans,
Among her sylvan bowers,
An' lively scenes produced,
Was not his hand the one to strew
Her onward path with flowers?
In church, he let some mice loose once
And when in billowy harvest fields
(Which made the women yell),
The reaper's song went round,
Hitched a donkey in the pulpit,
Did he not loiter on his way,
Till all the sheaves were bound?
An' mufil.ed up the bell.
And if among the bearded grain
At school he al'ays was the first
Some blighted stalks there grew,
(In all except reoitin').
We'll winnow out the gold and giv
He was never out o' trouble
The good Old Year his dtte!
An' almost al'ays fightin'.
Ah! was he not our comrade still
Through many a gln.de and wold,
When all the autumn trees were gowned
In crimson, dun, and gold?
And whrn his hair and beard grew white
With flakes of wintry snow
Did he not bring the Christmas joys
To set our hearts aglow?
And if the brimming cup he held
Was mixed with sorrow, too,
We'll drain it to the dregs and giv
The kind Old Year his due!
-F1·anlcLeslie's Weelcly.

At th13 farm next to his father's,
Ajining on the west,
Lived Sally Green-of all the girls
The one that he loved best.
She was a bright and bonny lass,
An', though her charms he knew
(Contra-wise to girls nowadays), stayed
Winsome, frank, and true.

So these two grew up together
In Jlhildlike innocence,
An' Sam kep' al'ays sociable
One Way.
With lovers' diligence.
A CHll.ISTMAS STORY.
He called fer her on Monday morn
Come, children, hain't you romped
An' took her ter the fair;
enough?
In winter took her out ter ride
You'll tire yerselvs olean out;
With pung an' sorrel mare.
Come, draw up 'round the fire an' hav
Farmer
Green had laughed at Sally
A story-tellin' hout.
As
long
as Sam was young;
Here, Jennie, come sit 'side o' Tom;
But a'ter several years passed by
An' Dick, here, next to Bess;
A different song he sung.
An' Sue an' Harry ri~ht in hereHe watched Sam's pranks on other folks
You'll all find seats, I guess.
With many a hearty laugh,
Here, Jack, put on another log,
But havin' Sam go turn on him
An' make a lively blaze;
Wa'n't such a joke by half.
I dunno how you city folks
The. old man called to mind how Sam,
'Lllike our country ways;
One dark, still, drowsy night,
But a'ter all my boys growed up
Stole up the hill behind his barn
And all had gone away,
An' gave them all a fright,
I 'lowed as how I'd run this place
How he built a roarin' bonfire,
In the good old-fashioned way.
Went down an' rung the bell;
I love the good old practices
An' people thinkin' the barn afire,
On holidays, and so
Came rushin' up pellmell.
We hav our open-fireside talks,
An' several other things like this
Yule log a.n' mistletoe;
He now could recollect,
An' you gran'ohil<lren come out here
An' so in Sally's int'rests now
To pass a few cold days,
Wus extra circumspect.
An' we try to entertain you
Though Sam had sobered down a bit,
In our poor, simple ways.
The old man quickly saw
Ah, well! Hi, Ned, there goes the doorHe wa'n't the right sort o' feller
! vow this ~sa night;
Ter be his son-in-law.
That whistlin', roarin' wind out thar
Autumn now gave way ter winter,
Ain't all bark-it can bite.
Ice wus formin' on the creek,
We ought all to be right thankful
Sam was gettin' mighty constant,
Fe:r; a good warm seat an' bed;
Callin' now three times a week.
J aok is thankful for his Nellie,
Sally's father warned him off once,
May is thankful for her Ned.
Said he'd hav him 'round no more.
Christmas brings us all together,
An' when he found him there next night
Rounds out the dyin' year,
He threw him out the door.
Gathers the twigs of the fam'ly tree,
An' now 'twas day 'fore Christmas:
An' fills our hearts with cheer.
The young folks of the town,
Make pledges for the year to-day,
Brought together on the river,
An' whatever comes, do right;
Wus skatin' up an' down.
Our hearts ~re warmer than the snow,
An' Sam an' Sally in the crowd
Let us keep ou:r lives as white.
Were whisp'rin' on the sly
But I s'pose you're tired o' preaohin',
(Fer lovers did, an' al'ways will,
Want meter git ter "biz;"
A parent's power defy).
But don't go an' get oneasy
An' now a race has been proposed
An' begin to fret an' quiz;
Fer girls (a half a score),
Dick, go git the nuts an' raisins,
An' Sally lines up with the rest,
Put the apples on ter roast,
Far toward the other shore.
An' let me recollect a bitThe boys, now gathered on the bank,
See what story you'd like most.
Raise many a hearty shout,
Well, children, I'll tell yer a tale
An' see, the signal's given now,
Of sixty year ago,
The girls hav started out.
When people acted nat'rallikeNow
Sally shoots ahead a bit.,
Wer'n't ruled by Style an' Co.
First of the strugglin' ten;
When men could call their souls their own,
A shriek! she's tumbled in a hole
W er'n't driv about like steers
Made by the fishermen.
Ter hav their manhood all crushed out
She falls! the ice breaks under her 1
.By plottin' an' by fears.

The crowd stands speechless there,
An' Sally clutches hard the sides
With strength born of despair.
But Sam now shoots across the ice,
Like arrow from a bow,
But can he reach the freezin' girl
Before she goes below?
The crowd looks on in breathless awe;
He'll be there in a trice,
But just before he reaches her
She sinks beneath the ice.
A groan goes up from all the crowd;
Sam keeps on like a streak,
An' now the deadly hole is reached;
He plunges in the creek;
He clutches Sally as she sinks,
An' then, despite her weight,
A few bold strokes now bring him up
Where helpin' han's await.
Sam got a Christmas present,
An' 'fore it come spring thaw,
St.ruok partnership with Farmer Green,
An' 'came his son-in-law.
An' now perhaps you're wonderin'
Where Sam an' Sally be;
Well, Sally's now your gran'mother,
An' Sam-well, Sam is me!
lVm·cester, Mass. WALTER W. CLARK.

Correspondence.
Bn.oNSToN, KY., Nov. 8, 1892.
DEAR AUNT SusAN: I hope you havenjoyed yourself while on your voyage, and
I missed you from the Corner so much. I
wish you would visit our. country some
time. We liv near Bronston, a small village containing about one hundred inhabitants, one church and one storehouse
and one Infidel. I think there are more,
but they do not arty so. We liv on the
Cumberland river, the largest watercourse
in Kentucky. The steamers run all winter
from Nashville to Burnside. We hav a
nice school, and our teachers are Miss
Mamie and Miss Sallie Pettus. We hav
no religion in our school.
If I see this in print I will write again in
the future.
GERTRUDE STIGALL.
P.S.-1 will giv what! think is the right
answer to Jas. D. Douthitt's questions.
Sacred history is pertaining to the Bible;
profane history is pertaining to this grand
and beautiful world.
·
[We shall always be glad to hear from
Gertrude. She writes very nicely. If we
should ever go anywhere near Bronston
we would be sure and find our friend,
when we would hav a good time talking
over m~ttters of interest.- ED. C. C.]
Hard to Understand.
Little boy: "I shu'd think that these
'thousan'-leg' bugs would starve or somethin'."
Little girl : "Why?"
" They've got to hunt for things to eat,
same as other bugs, havn't they ?"
" Of course."
"Well, I ilon't see how they can keep all
those legs goin' and think of anything
else."
A Little Mixed.
"Goodness me, Wallace," cried his
uncle, "you are getting to be a big fellow.
Nearly e1ght now, aren't you?"
"Guess so," said Wallace; "papa says
I'm worse than a dozen."
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Heathen Origin.
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BY
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With preface by
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Christianity a Fiction.
THE

Astronomical and Astrological Origin of all Religions.
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHAJ,L.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
the late Jonathan M. Rob~rts. Price, 50 cents.
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Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is just what its title implies-thumping whacks at sttperstition. It deals with the
effect ,of. Christianity on the world, showing
"!"hat Oh~IStians have done to advance their religIon and Impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, tha.t the gospels
are not anthenti\), an!f phat Christianity is~ borrowed system of rehgton. That the Bible IS not
in accord with l:'lcience, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
nota.real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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MY RELIGIOUS EXPE- Jfews of tho Wselt.
l s._P. PntnaJD•I RIE NCE.

BLAINE is very ill, perhaps dying, with
kidney disease.
·

By

Being the sto_ry of his relijl'ious life a.nd menta.!
lourneyings. Written in his ha.ppiest a.nd most
brillia.nt wa.y, a.nd is the best of a.ll his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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BEING

A Condensed Account of the Results of Scientific Research
and P hllosophlcal Criticism.

Jay :Siizabetl). :e. :SVal)s.
Pa.per. 25 cents; cloth. 50 cents.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNi'ENTS: The Hebrew Ca.non. The New Testa.ment. The Ea.rly Controversies. The Books a.t
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fa.thers
Competent? The Fa.thers Quoted a.s Scripture
Boolis Whi&h a.re Now Ca.llea Apocrypha.!. The
Heretics. The Christia.n Ca.non.
Pa.per, 50 cents: cloth, 75 cents.

INFIDEL
DEATHBEDS.

By

G. W.t=oOOT:e.

**
**

--o-

Beinjl' true a.ccounts of the ;pa.ssing a.wa.y of the
followmg persons, thus refutm_g the ma.ny Christia.n sla.nders upon them a.nd otlilers:
LordAmberley, John Ba.skerville, Pierre Ba.yle,
Jeremy Bentha.m, Pa.ul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Fra.ncois Broussa.is, Giorda.no Bruno, Henry
Thoma.s Buckle, Lord Byron, Richa.rd Ca.rlisle,
Willia.m Kingdon Clifford, Ana.cha.rsis Clootz,Anthony Collins, Auguste Comte, Condorcet-hRobert
Cooper, D'Alembert'nDa.nton, Cha.rles .ua.rwin,
Era.smus Da.rwin,
elambre, Denis Diderot,
Etienne Dolet, George Eliot, Frederick the Grea.t,
Ga.mbetta. Ga.riba.ldi, Isa.a.c Gendre, Gibbon,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote, Helvetius, Henry Hetherington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoa.ke, Victor Hugo,
Hum!), LI.ttrEb Ha.rriet Ma.r~inea.u, Jea.n Meslier1
Ja.mes Mill, .John Stua.rt Mill, Mira.bea.u, Raben;
Owen Thoma.s Pa.ine, Courtla.ndt Pa.lmer Ra.bela.is, Winwood Rea.de, M&da.me Rola.nd, George
Sa.nd, Schiller, Shelley, Spinoza., Stra.us~ John
Tola.n.s!; Va.ninl, VolnEtl'. Volta.ire, Ja.mes na.tson,
John wa.tts, Thoma.s Woolston.
Price, 25.cents.
Address
. THE TRUTH PEElrnR.

A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By Helel) H. Garc:lel)er'.

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price. 10 cents. Address this omoe.

L K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A law resu-

la.ting human conduct on the Sa.bbath is a.n Impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

a. mini•ter's praying God to kill gra.sshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to underta.ke a.
crusa.de of one a.ga.inst the Uolor&do beetle!"
Price, 10 cents.

Followers of J~sns. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 7
Price, 5 cents.

'' ToTTENISM" has crazed Geo. Stevens,
of Southington, Conn.
KATE DILLoN, of New York, has been
made insane by religion.
THE misses Harmon, of New York city,
hav been crazed by religion.
NEw YoRK city has been alarmed at the
discovery of typhus fever in two of its inhabitants, who are immigrants from
Russia.
THE rumor started by a call of Cardinal
Gibbons at Biaine's house, that the latter
had joined the Catholic church, is found
untrue.
MARY WALsH, of New York, has been
committed to custody. She has become
insane over religion, and believes herself
the Virgin Mary.
IN Germany the Catholic organ Germania is out with a violent article against
the Jews, and jnbilantly declares that the
anti-Semitic party is growing rapidly.
THE opening ceremonies of the Fair will
consist of Cleveland's speaking, and touching a button starting machinery, and the
reading of a poem and delivery of prayer.
GENERAL HowARD says of his assisting
Moody in the prayers on the Spree: "I
thought then 1 as I hav always thought,
man's extremity is. God's opportunity. I
am a Christian and rely on God."
APRoPos of the unseating of Fullam as
member of Parliament because of priestly
intimidation at his election, a bill will be
introduced forbidding priests to act at
polling stations as assistants to illiterates
or in any capacity.
THE pope has refused his promised
sanction to the marriage of Prince Ferdinand of Bul_garia, Greek Catholic, to a
noble lady of Parma, Roman Catholic, because the prince declines to promis to rear
the children in the Roman faith.
IN St. Denis, the suburb of Paris that
has fallen into Socialistic and Atheistic
control, the mayor has forbidden the
clergy from accompanying, in ecclesiastical
garb, a funeral from the house to the
church or from the churc.h to the cemetery.
EMIL KRoNNER, proprietor of a New
York city museum, has been arrested, at
the complaint of ministers, for picturing
the life of Christ with a magic-lantern.
The pictures are reverent. 'l'he ministers
say that a Bowery museum is not a fit
place for such pictm•es.
A CATHOLIC paper says: "One perfect
act of contrition on the part of Jay Gould
at fourteen minutes past 9 o'clock on Friday morning of last week would at fifteen
minutes past hav ushered him into the
communion of saints before the throne of
God. That is Roman Catholic theology."
AT Medina, N. Y., John Souci and
Florence Compton ran away and were
married by a Methodist preacher. On
their return the girl's parents enforced a
marriage _by a preacher of their own denomination, which is Presbyterian. The
bridegroom, being a Catholic, was not
satisfied till the knot was tied by a priest.
THoUSANDS are still flocking to the
picture of the Virgin and Christ-child
which miraculously appeared on a window
in the Catholic church at Canton, Minn.
The church front is decorated with
crutches of cured cripples. The sale of
articles about the church as relics has
enabled the trustees to buy a large tract
of land around it.
MRs. PuRRIE, of New York city, and
Mme. Merrill, of Elmira, N.Y., hav been
arrested at Wilmington~ Del., on the
ch!l>rge of witchcraft. They had been
doing business as fortune-tellers. The
law is very old, and no one remembers
when it has been enforced before. The
penalty is $100 fine, one ye-ar's imprison~
ment, and one hour in the pillory.
THE Chinese of this country will resort
to law to prove unconstitutional the act
requiring each to hav a photograph taken
and deposit it with the authorities, with
his name, etc. If this fails, China will
abrogate treaty rights, refuse commerce,
and cease protection to the several hundred American merchants and several
hundred· missionaries in her dominions.

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Do you wish to acquire a .. thorough
Was Jesus Insane 7 Price, 10 cents:
The Public Schools and tile Catholic knowledge of bookkeeping? If so, send
$3 to Mr. J; H. Goodwin, room 449, 1,215
Church. Price, 5 cents.
Broadway, New York, and secure a copy
of "Goodwin's Improved Booifkeeping
and Business Manual," which has attained
fJ,n enormous sale, owing to its actual
AD.Oient Egyptia.n Oiviliza.tion and Hebrew Na.r· worth. It is clear and concise in its treatment of the various subjects that are so
ra.tive in Genesis a.nd Exodus.
important, not only to the bookkeepsr,
By V4l!! BVlll!ll'! DlllNBLOW, LL.D,, l'ri.oe, 15 O$nts. but to the business-man as wall.-Adv,

Pyramid of Cizeh.
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CHARLES H. K.tRR & CO.'S
PUBLICATIONS.
The Last Tenet;_ Imposed npon the Khan of
Tomathoz. .tiy Hudor Genone, author
o~ "Ingujrendo Is~a.nd." Copiouslvillustra.ted
With ongma.l dra.wmgs by Louis !VI. Glackens.
12mo, 165 pages; cloth, $1.25; pa.per, 50c.

Inquirendo Island. A novel.

By Hudor

Genone. 12mo, 353 pages; cloth $1• pa.per
5!Jq. "This bqok is to .m.e a delightful sur~
In m:!C_JUdgment rt IS a stronger piece of
th11-n Edw!Lrd J:!ellamy's • Looking Backwa.rd, which a.t times It remJnds one of. It is a
Il).e!"clies.s el'posure of Pha.risa.ism and hypocr~sy, whrch IS so preva~ent in fa.shionable Chris~l&n~ty of to-da.y. It Is a good book~ a.nd while
It will offend ma.ny, should be reaa by a.ll."[The Arena..
pn~e.
fictw~

Lecture on the Bible. By Rev. Charles
Voysey, _pastor of the Theistic church of Lond,on, With a new introduction by Rev. Herbert
~aft Root. Pa.per, 37 pages; 20c.

God in tile Constitution, By Arthur B.
Bradford. Paper, 18mo,18 pa.ges; 10c.

Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical
Religion, By B. F. Underwood. Paper,
24mo; 21 pa.ges; 5c.

The Change of Front of the Universe
By Minot ;f. Sa.va.ge. Paper. 31 pages, 10c.

'

A St~dy of Primitive {;hristianity. By
1

LeWis G. Janes. Oloth, octa.vo, gilt 1 op uncut
edges, 319 pa.ges; $1.25. "Dr. Ja.nes is evidently
!'- thorough .scholar, a.nd one cannot fail to be
Im_presse<l w~th the.c&]."e, the honesty, the fa.ithfnlness, t!).e Impa.rpi(I.hty, the love of truth the
conserv&tism exhibited throughout this adiiiira.ble volume."-[Popular Science Monthly.

What Can Ethics Do For

Us7

By

Willia.m Ma.ckintire Sa.lter. Pa.per, 12mo, 32
pages,10c.

Freedom of Thought and of Speech.

By

Willia.m Ma.ckintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 29
pa.ges, 10c.

Th~

Morals of Christ. A comparison

With P.h€1 contemporaneous systems of Mosaic,
PJ:mriSaic, a.nd Grreco-Roma.n ethics. By Austin
Bier~pwer .. Pa.per,16mo, 200 pages, 50c.; cloth,
$1.
Mr. Bierbower has ca.reful!y ana.lyzed the
old-world ethica.l s:ystems which chiefly concern the modem Civilized world, and in this
book he ha.s so classified the elements revealed
b.Y tha.t a.n&l;l'§~s a.s to jl'ive them a. high scientific va.~ue. His book IS almost a.s systematic as
a. tre&tise upon one of the exa.ct sciences a.nd
s~a.nds .in fine cqntra.st to the rambling, ethica.l
discusswn of which we hear so much and whiCh
lea.ds us nowhere."-[Chicago Da.ily News.

Liberty and Life, Seventeen discourses

on the (I.P_r>lica.tions of scientific truth to morals
and religwn. By E. P. Powell. 12mo 208 pages·
cloth, $1; _paper, 50c. "Strong. e'ven bold',
essays on ethical a.nd reli~ious subjects: They
are the work of a. ma.n of vigorous intellect, who
ha.s studied the doctrine of evolution long and
ca.refully, a.nd ha.s not found it necessary to
a.ba.ndon a.ll his old reverences. The discourses
are full of.in~erest to the ca.sua.l rea.der by reaS!Jn qf then fund of a.necdote and bio~raphical
Cit&twn, a.nd to the seeker for religwus and
w~~~~~ruth they offer many helps."-[Litcrary

Evolution and Christianity. A Study.

By J. C. F. Grumbine. Oloth, square 18mo,
75 pa.ges, SOc. "Mr. Grumbine's sta.tements are
sound a.nd well put. His book is the fruit of
wide.rea.ding a.nd in.vestiga~ion. It is a. helpful
one, IS th!Jroughly mter!lstmg rea.ding, and its
presentatiOn of the relatwn between evolution
and Christianity includes much valuable
thought."-[Buffalo Express.

Lessons From the World of Matter and
the World of Man. By Theodore Parker.

Selected f~om notes of unpublished sermons by
Rufus Leighton. 12mo, 430 pa.ges; cloth, $1.25;
pa.per, 50c.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Life of T~omas Paine,
WITH A

History of His Literary, Political, and Religious Career
In America, France, and England,
BY MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY,
Author of "Omitted Cha._pters of History Disclosed in the Life a.nd Pa)2El!"s of Edmund
Ra.ndolp!J.," "George Wa.shin~<ton
a.ndMountVernon," "Wa.shington's Rnles of Civility." etc.

To Which Is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cobbett.
No rea.l bio_gra.;phy of Pa.ine ha.s ever a.ppeared.
The so-ca.lled Lives of Pa.ine ha.ve been ma.inly
the controversial work of pa.mphleteers, turning
chiefly on his religious heresies. Pa.ine wa.s in
his fifty-eighth yea.r before he published anything concerning religion, a.nd before tha.t time
he ha.d a.cted an imiJQrta.nt :pa.rt in revolutiona.r:y
movements in the United Sta.tes, England, a.nd
Fra.nce. But in the religious conflict initi&ted
by him, his politica.l services a.nd milita.ry career
ha.v been but ina.dequa.tel:y considered. A certa.in
historica.l ostra.cism ha.s buried in the archives
of va.rious countries a la.rge ma.ss of documents
conta.ining records of pa.ra.mount interest a.nd
im:portance. Mr. Conwa.y ha.s_persona.lly sea.rche<l
such records, in Europe a.nd America., a.nd has
obta.ined from these fresh light, not only on
Pa.ine, but on va.rious eminent figures in America.n and Europea.n history with whom he wa.s
a.ssooia.ted. A la.rge amount of un:published corre§pondence has been included in the volumes.
Mr. Conwa.y sa.ys in his Prefa.ce: "In the la.borious work of sea.rching out the rea.l Paine I ha.v
found a l{enera.l a.pprecia.tion of its importance,
a.nd it Will be seen in the following pages tha.t
generous a.ssista.nce ha.s been rendered by English clergymen, by offioia.l persons in Europe a.nd
America, by pers: ns of a.ll beliefs a.nd no beliefs.
In noinsta.nce ha.ve I been impeded by a.ny prejudice, religious or _political. The cura.tors of
archives, priva.te collectors, owners of importa.nt
documents bea.rinR on the subject, ha.ve welcomed my effort to bring the truth to light."
Two vols., royal oct., gilt top, portra.its, $5.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.
By MRS, E. D. BLENKER.
}3oa.rds,

-

40cents,
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The O~en Court Punlishing ComiJany's
Publications.
Three Introductory Lectures on the
Science of Thought. By F. Max Mill

ler. 1. The Simplicity of La.ngua.ge; 2. The
Identity of La.ngua.ge a.nd Thought, a.nd 3
The Stmplicity of Thought. With a.n M?Pendix
which conta.ins a. correspondence on '"Thought
Without Words," between F. Ma.x Muller a.nd
Fra.ncis Ga.! ton, the duke of Argyll, George J
Roma.nes, a.nd others. Nea.tly bound in cloth.
Price, 75c.

Three Lectures on The Science of Lan
guage, By Prof. F. Max MUller. The

Oxford Universi_ty Extenliion Lectures. With
a. SUPJ?lement, .. My Predecessors." a.n essa.y on
genesis of "The Science of Thought." 112
pages; cloth.. Price, 75c.

The Psychology of Attention. By Th.

Ribot, m-ofessor of Compa.ra.tive a.nd Experi
menta.l Psychology a.t the College de Fra.nce
a.nd editor of the Revue Philosophique. Au
thorized tra.nsla.tion. Treating of the following
topic•: 1. Sponta.neous, or Na.tura.l, Attention
-a, Emotional sta.tes; b, Physical ma.nifesta.
tions; c. Surprise. 2. Volunta.ry,.or Artificia.l,
Attention.-a~Its mecha.nism; b, mhibition; c
The feeling or effort. 3. The Morbid Bta.tes of
Attention.-a, Distra.ction; b, Hypochondria.;
c, Fixed idea.s a.nd ecsta.sy; a. Iiliocy; e, AttentiOn in sleep a.nd hypnosis. Oloth, '1'5c.

Fundamental Problems. The Method of
Philosophy a.s a Systema.tic Arr&ul!'ement of
Knowledge. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, $1.

The Psychic · Life of Micro-Organisms

A Study in Experiment&! Psychology. By Al
fred Binet. Tra.nsla.tion from the French with
the sa.nction of the a.uthor. ~'rea.ting of the fol
lowing subjects: 1. The Psychology of the Cel
-Introductory. 2. The Structur&l and Psycho
logical Cha.racter of Proto-Orga.nisms: Motory
and Sensoa: Organs. 3. The Ps:ycholo_gy of
Nutrition: Holophytic, Saprophytic, a.nd Ani
ma.l Nutrition; .Preda.tory .Ha.bits of Certa.in
Anima.lcula.. 4. Colonies of Unicellula.r Organ
isms. 5. Fecundation of Proto-Orga.nisms. 6.
Fecunda.tion of Hi<!her Anima.ls anri Pla.nts. 7
The Physiologic&! Function of the Nucleus. 8.
Correspondence between Alfrecl Binet a.nd Ch
Richet (prof~esorof physiology in the Fa.cultyof
Medicine a.t Paris) respecting cellula.r psychol
ogy. 10mo, 135 pages; cloth, 75c.; pa.per, 50o.

Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions
on the Labor Question, Including the
Controversy with Mr. Lyman F. Ga.ge on the
Ethics of the Board of Trade;, and a.! so the Con
troversy with 1\Ir. Hugh u. Pentecost, a.ud
others, on the Single Tax Question. Elegant
cloth binding,_portrait of the author, a.nd auto
gra.ph letter. Price, $1.

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carus.
Being a. disquisition on the development of
tJ:te ide~ of God in human thought a.nd histo!")';
d1scussmg: 1. The Na.ture of Ideas. 2. The Et
ymology of The Word God. 3. God a.n Abstra.c
Idea.. 4. ;I'he Conceppions of ~od (Polytheism
Monoth:-I~m, Pa.ntheism, Theism, and Atheism)
5. Defimtwns of the Idea. of God 6. En theism
the Mona.stic Conception of God: Price, 15c.

Epitomes of Three Sciences. 1. Com

:parative Philology: The Study of Sa.nscrit. Bv
.Prof. H. Ol!lenberg, of the University of Kiel

-a, Sa.nscnt J;tesearch; b, From Jones to La.s

sen; c, TJ:te Discovery of the Veda; a, The In
terpreta.twn of the Veda.; ·e, The History of the
Vedic Epoch. 2. Experimental Psychology
~Y. Prof, Joseph Jastrow, of the University o
·Wisconsm.-a, Aspects of· Modern Psychology,
b. Psychology in Germany; c, Psycholog;y m
France and Italy; a, Psychology in Grea.t Brit
ain and the United States. 3. Old Testa.ment
History: or, The Rise of the peQPle of Israel
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of the Universit:y of
Konigsberg,_-a, The Traditions of the People of
Israel; b, 'l'he Migra.tions of the Tribes of
Is]."&el; c, The Con<rn!!st of Pa.lestine and the
Ki!!gdom oflsrael. With es:pecia.l introductions
by Professors Olden berg a.nd Cornell, a.nd pref
&tory rema.rks by the editor of the Open
Cou?·t. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c.

The Ethical Problem. By Dr.

Paul

Ca.rus. Three Lectures, delivered before the
!'!oc]et:v. for lj:thical Culture of Chica.go a.t the
mvita.twn of the Bllard of Trustees: 1. Ethice,
a Science· 2. The Data. of Ethics; 3. The Theories of Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50c.

On Double Consciousness. Experimental
PsychologicalStudies. By Alfred Binet. Ta.ble
of contents: 1. Introductory· Experiment&!
Psychology in Fra.nce. 2. Proof of Double Con
sciousness in Hysteric&! Individua.ls. 3. The
Relations between the Two Consciousne•ses of
Hysterical Individua.ls. 4. The Hysterical Jl:xe
5. 1\'Iechanism or Subconsciousness? 6. ~'he
Gra.phic Method a.nd the Doubling of Conscious

~.e¥he7·R~fee ~t}t~~~;~s~fo~ur;o~h~~~~~~!t~i

Double Consciousness. 9. Double Conscious
ness in Hea.lth. 93 pages, paper. Price, 50c.

The Lost Manuscript. A

Novel.

Bv

Gusta.ve Freytag. A handsome, elega.nt,ly
bound edition of this famous and popular Ger
ma.n roma.nce. The author writes a.~ a motto
for the American edition: "A noble human
life does not end on earth with dea.th. It con
tinues in the minds and deeds of friends, as wei
a.s in the thoughts a.nd the a.ctivitvof the nation." In two octavo volumes; boxed. Price, $4

Diseases of Personality. By Th. Ribot.
Authorized transla.tion. Trea.ting of the follow
ing subjects: 1. Nature of Persona.lity &n<
consciousness. 2. Or!l11-nic Disorders. 3. Emo
tiona.! Disorders. 4. Intellectua.l Troubles. 5
Dissolution of the Persona.lity. Oloth, 75c.

Tiw Soul of Man. An Investigation of

the Facts of Phvsiologica.l a.nd Experimenta.l
Psychology. ByDr.Pau!Ca.rus. With 152Illus

Wr~~t:dco~~;rr~ ~~~g;!~~. ~~8:~~eY~~~i:J

in cloth. The subject-ma.tter of the work is
divided into the followill,g sections: 1. The
Philosophical Problem of Mind. 2. The Rise of
Orga.nic Life. 3. Physiologic&! Fa.cts of Bra.in
Activity. 4. The Immorta.lity of the Ra.ce a.nd
the Da.ta of Propa.ga.tion. 5. The Investigations of Experiment&! Psychology. 6. The Eth
ica.l a.nd Religious Aspects of Soul-Life.
Address
'l'HE TRUTH REEKER.
28 La.fa.yette Pla.ce, New York.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
By REV. G. T. Fox. M.A.
Price, 15 cents. ·
Addresa this oftloe.

HEATHENS OF THE HEATH
~ac:lfoal ~Cl~al)o••
By WK. !loDoDIILL SIJOpp., pa.per, 50 cents.

•
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Books byS.P.Pntnam.

J.D. S4aYJ's Books. Superstition in All Ages. Mrs. Besanes
SV J:SAN

1892

Wor~s.

.M.:S.SLI:S~,

A

ChristianityandExposed the
Falseness
ofthatRe-

The New God. Pric~, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Ita

Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolo!U! Price1 20 c~nts.
·

Waifs and wandermgs, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; JJauher, 50
cents. "A prose epic of the war, ric with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first page to last with _the living spint of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.

Golden Throne, A. Romance. "The anthor certainly has IJenius. The divine
creative spark is withm him. The book is
filled with manly thou_ghts expressed in
manly words-the transcnpt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read ' Golden Throne.'"
-[lnl{~rRoll. Price, $1.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

A conversation in

:rhYJP.e · between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

Adami and Heva.

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis le~e.nd-lB shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb: His Life. A Freethonght Romance. Price, 85 cents.

)[y Religions Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette place, New York.

GEMS OF FREETHOUGHT.
Deln~e.
By
James:&!. McCann. 15 cents. Ten COJ?Ies, $~. It
is the most complete and overwhelnnng refutation of the Bible Story of the Deluge tha~ I Jlave
ever read.-B. F. Underwood,. 'ro read I~ I.s to
be astonished at the possibilities of reh,glOus
credulit_y.-T. B. Wakeman. Mr. McCann s dynamite bomb has blown the fallacy t<? atoms.A. B. Bradford. It oug_ht to meet mth a very
large sale.-C. P. Farrell.

The Mvth of the Great

The Evolution of the Devil.

By Henry

Frank, the independent preacher of li!lw Y_orlr
city. The most learne<:J., accu_rate, sm.entl1i<,;,
and philosophical analysts of his satan1<.; maJesty ever published. The bo9k C!Jntams 66
pages is beautifully bound, mth likeness of
autho~ on title-page. Price, 25 cents; five
copies for $1.

Ingersoll's Address before the ~ew: York
Unitarian Club. The first tpne m t~e

history of the world that a Christian assoCiation ever invited a noted .Infidel to lecture
before them. The lecture I_s a gran<:J. one, and
was received bv ths club with contmuous ap.
plause from beginning to e:q.d. The _pam-_
phlet contains 12 pa~Jes, beautifully prmted.
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

Memorial Oration by Colonel Ingersoll
on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered be!ore

the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Pnce, 4
cents.

Dwight L. Moody. An interview by Susan

H. Wixon. Price, 5 cents. Ten copies for.~30
cents.

The Bible: What Is IU A pamphlet con-

The Human Nature of Jesus. A refuta-

tion of the assumption that he was a divine
person, and that he was the fulfillment of Old
Testament prophecies. Price, 10 cents.
Liberalism. Treati~g the subject fro~ a
negative and affirmative standpomt, shoWlUg
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEll,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

D. M. BENNETT& WORKS.
ADDRESS THE TBUTH SEEXEII. OFFICE.

A. Truth Seeker Around the World.

OJ'

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BOOKS
BY

A

debate on Christianity and Infidelity between
D. M. Bennett and R&7. G. H. Humphrey. Thi'
book has had a very large sale, and is a_s~lendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Christia.JJ
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.

SA.LADIN

Sennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M

Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus th•
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper

80 cents . .-

(W. STEWART ROSS),

What ObJecti3ns to Christianity~ A dls

cussion between-D. llf. Bennett and G.llf.llfah
ilivided into the followin_g theses: t. Christian
ity is neither new nor original, being borrowe•
or copied from much older systems of religion
l. Miracles and supematural achievements hav<
'been as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teach
ers and founders of religion as to Jesus. 8. Tho
a tory of Jesus and his mission in the world i>
tmhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair d&
nias. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price
$1.50.

Trial of D. 11. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge of de:pos·
iting_ prohibited matter in the mail. Thia givee
a full history of this celebrated case, and shoWE
what monstrous ~niustice was perpetrated upon
Mr. Bennett. PriCe, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.

A.n Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 eta.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. Firsn Dea

in tht' Land of Yahweh: also the Epistl1

u· 1 F:ison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00
1or the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

L Green editor of the Freethinh:er:s Maaa2tne.
A" good nussionary document. Pnce, 15 cents
per dozen.

!?rom Behind the Bars. A series ofletten

Ingersoll's Great Address on Thomas
Paine at the late Paine celebrati~n in

ietterp, written during a visit of ten weeklil in
Europe. Givin~J some account of the International Freethinkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr- Bennett was a delegate~ followed by a description of what he si),W in .l!<ngI1and, France, Rolland, and Italy. The lettert
rom Rome alone are worth the price of tht
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author
800 pages. $1.50.

lVritten in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.00

A. Truth Seeker in :Europe. A series

oi

fhe Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treat
lng upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, in

tluding_ Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost
Jesu>J Christ, the Virgm Mary, and the Bible

Spiritualism Sustained.,

1'o the latter 230 pages are <levoted, showin<

FIVE LECTURES.
By John R. Kelso, A.M.
12mo, clotb, $1.00.

fndaism, Christianity, and MohammedanIs~ examined histor1cally and critically

IJJ' .1. Jl. GUILD. P ..per, 20 cents; clotn, Jll oont.

POPES AND Yf(tJJ.l DOJHGS.

Travels in Faith.

$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50

rlle Hnmphrey·Bennett Discussion.

The First Epistle of Bennett the A.postl£
to the Truth Seekers. 10 eents.
An Hour with the 'Devil. 10 cer::_ ·Life and Career of Charles Bradlangh. l'he Gods and Religions of Ancient and
By George Jacob Holy9ake. With good liken~ss
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written
of Mr. Bradlaugh. Pnce, 15 cents. Ten cop1es

l!a.ve We a Supernatural, Inspired. Miraculous Religion?

Price m; '.Ients.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Rt
formers.
1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth

oake. This is a most valuable cqntnbut10n. to
Freethought literature. B~und m paper With
good likeness of author. PriCe, 10cents. Twelve
copies for $1.

Religion~

CHEAP EDITION.

Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.

Fom

of Bennett the Apostle to the Trnthseekers
Cloth, $1.
_

Supernatural

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
By PBol!'. F. W. NEWMA.lt.

f

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

large volumes. With steel-plate en~aving "
the anthor in Vol. I,andaach volume illustrate":
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound '
red cloth, $6.50,

Wh11t Would Follow the Effacement of
Christianity t .By George Jac~b ~oly

Pro and Con of

Besant and Rev. A. Hatchard on Jes:ns of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the Induenoe

Of Christianity. Price, 25c.

ACCOUNT

Ingersoll. One of the best papers Qolo~el Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover mtl].llk.eness
of author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

New Y~rk city. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for
50 cents.
Standing Up for Jesus; or what ~e editor of the Freethinkers' Maaa2tne th.mks of
him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five cop1es for
GO cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place. New York.

should be. Paper,25c.

The Bible Against Itself. Containing

one hundred and fifty plain self-contradictions
of the Biblehinvolving gnestions of theology,
morals, and istory, Pnce, 10 cents.

aoc.

Besant·Hatchard Debate. Between Annie

of the biblical story of man's "creation," and
· "curse," theologically denominated "the fall."
Price, 10 cents.

con of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving man~
church incidents and his evolution from Chris
tianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth
'1'5 cents.
The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrim~

for $1.

trait,

Marriage. As it was, as it is, and as it

Studies In Theology. A clear exposition

God in the Constitution. By Robert G.

What Constitutes a Freethinker. By H.

Law of Population. Paper, 15c.; with pol"

taining eight chapters. in .refutati_on of kthef
assumption that the Bible IS a divme boo o
pure thought, and correct in all-its utterances.
Pnce, 25 cents.

that book to be a very inferior production fm
~first-class God. ,833large pages. Paper covers
tlOcents; cloth, $1. .,

It 18 thon~Jht to be the most damaging exhibi1
of Chriat1anity that has appeared. 500 larg•
lJngt>s. Price. $1.llll..

~~With

Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."

Photol!"ra:Qh of Colonel Ingersoll, with hi~
grandchild m his lap, a delicate little souveniro f
Ameriqa's greatest orator and Freedom's greatest
champiOn at home, may be had at this office for
ftfty cents.

Editor of the

LON])ON AGNOSTIC JOURNAL.,

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
.
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "Yo:n.h!l-ve earned t~e
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research of sound cntimsm, of caustic
humor, of sledgehammu vehemence, of scathing satire, of pathos and elog,uence. It is one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God and the Bible.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.
~

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD ..
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianit:y elevated the woman; it shrouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child." The object of Saladin's -work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded. An English wliter said of it:
"This certainly is one of the most marvelous books ever i•sued from the press. The authorities cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, gilt lettered, $2.50.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?
The evidence for the r• surrection is in this book carefully considered\,and found wantin!!". It ought to convince every Christian of the untruthfulness of this aueged miracle, for
it Is certainly one of the best essays ever written on the subject.
In paper, 25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of the known facts upon this subject proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in !inman beings. To which are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. tome of its subjects are: A Last Interview with a
Man of Genms; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition;. Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's. own book, for it is poetry_ in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEM:S.
The title poem is a story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and everY verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every Page glows with pasgion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.
·

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
Bl': one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of Saladin
ln paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the gallows. Printed from manuscript in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents. ·

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Court
said: "This novel will command the same. or more, interest than Helen Gardener's story, • Is
This Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Being an exposure of that infamous reli~ious rite. Contents: Licentiousness of the PreReformation Church; Lechervof the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absolution; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Extracts from Dens and Liguori; Examination of the Church's Claim to
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte • pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndul_gence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism.
ln paper, 25 cents.
M
For all of these works address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.-~
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The Modern Science Essayist
Popular Evolution Essays and Leutures.
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life and ,Personal
characteristics ; his views on educatwn ; his
religious opinions. By MR. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His ancestiT,
life~ and personal characteristics. By JoHN W.
CHADWICK.
,
8. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
How suns and worlds come into being. Did the
material universe ever have a beginning ? By
GARRET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTIGN OF THE EARTH: The story of
g_eology; How the world grew. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES.
6 EVOLUTION OF VEGETABLE LIFE; How
does life begin; The problem of spontaneous
generation. .By W rLLIA:M PoTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANil\rAL LIFE; The evi.
dences from geology, geogra12_hical distribution.
and comparative zoology. .By RossiTER RAY•
MOND, Ph.D. ,,
,
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: Relation of man
to the brute creation; his ancestral line; duration of human life on the planet. By E. D.
CoPE, Ph.D.
'3. EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind and the
nervous system: the nature of mind. By RoBT.
G. EccLES, M.D.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. Primitive man;
growth of the family, city1 and state: develqpment of the domest1c relations; marriage. ~y
JAMES A. SKILTON.
<
JO. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Originofre.
ligious beliefs; i\leas of primitive man. By
SIDNEY SAMPSON. '
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism
grows out of e_goism; the proper balance. By
DR. LEWIS G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION-a,fromgeology;
b, from morphology; o, from embryology; d,
from metamorphos1s; e from rudimentary organs; f, from g!)ograpbical diHtribution; g,
from discovered links; h from artificial breeding; i, from reversion; k, from mimicry. By
NELSON C. PARSHALL.
18. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By REv. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. Relation
of the doctrine to__llrevailing philosophical systems. By STARR HoYT NICHOLS.
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. Plans for social
regeneration as tested by evolution. By REV.
MINoT J. SAVAGE.
16. THE SCOPE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES.
17. THE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ASPECTS
OF HERBERT SPENCER'S PHILOSOPHY.
By SYLVAN DREY.
18. THE RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. The
nature of sense-perception; sight, sound, taste,
smell, feeling; the doctrine of the Unknowable.
By RoBERT G. EccLEs, M.D.
19. A STUDY OF MATTER AND MOTION. An
excellent digest of a much vexed question, with
!!_notations from many authorities. By HoN. A.

z.

N.AnAMB. ~
~v
!0. PRIMITIVE MAN. Man as revealed by ar-

cheological studies; evidences of man's antiquity; geological periods; man's appearance
in the pliocene; paleolithic and neolithic races:
the ages of bronze and iron; cave men and
lake-dwellers; dolmen and mound builderst
primitive implements and too1s; proofs ot
man's natural evolution. By Z. SIDNEY SAMPSoN.
21; GROWTH OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION.
Marriage a primitive institution; its earlier
forms; no evidence of original promiscuity; exogamy and endogamy; grouP-marriage; polygyny, polyandry, and monogamy· marr1a.ge by
ca}:lture; monogamy the highest form of the relation; divorce and divorce laws; marriage a
contract; its regulation by the state. By C.
BTANTLAND WAKE. ·
•
22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
of political institutions;,. the patriarchal fanilly;
the tribe and clan. By ~oHN A. TAYLoR.
23. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
statute law and ;iudge-made law,;. the cpnversion
of custmns into law. By PRoF. J:tUFUS SHELDON.
24. EVOLUTION OF MEDICAL SCIENCE .. Supernatural ideas of disease; fetichism in medicine; the beginnin_g_!! of medical science. By
RoBERT G. ECCLES, M.D.
25. EVOLUTION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. The
necessity for arms and armor under the struggle for existence. By JOHN C. KIMBALL.
26. EVOLUTION OF THE MECHANIC ARTS,
development of the human hand_; the earliest
use of rmplements and tools. By ~AMES A. SKILToN.
27. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The definition of wages; economic characteristics of the wage system; wages the outgrowth
of slavery; origin and development of the
wages system. By PROF. GEo. GUNTON.
28. EDUCATION AS A FACTOR IN CIVILIZATION. The beginnings of education; early
methods in Egypt 1 :r:ersia.. China~ Greece, .and
Rome: early Ohnst1an 1deas ot educatlon;
Catholic and Protestant views; the common
school system. By Miss CAROLINE B. LE Row.
29. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. I.
The Theological Method. By REV. JoHN CHADWICK.
•
80. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. II.
The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
81. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. ill.
The Anarchistic Method. By HUGH 0. PENTECoST.
82. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL REFORM. IV.
The Scientific Method. By DANIEL GREENLEAF THOMPSON.
88. ABA GRAY: His Life and Work. By MRs.
MARY TREAT.
84. EDWARD LIVINGSTON YOUMANS. The
Man and his Work. By PRoF. JoHN FISEE.
P'"" Each Number, Ten'Cents• .A:II :_ .,__
~\ \ Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.~
00 Lafayette pl01ce. New YorK.

Gems of qfAougAt.
THE noblest employment of the mind
is ~ the study of nature and ttuth.Anstotle.
OUR priests are not what the foolish people think them. Our credulity makes all
their science.- Voltaire.
How monstrous, how absurd, the attempt to make one's self illustrious through
making others miserable. . • . The
new conquests of a sovereign do not render the states more opulent which he
already possesses ; his subjects gain
nothing.-Frederick the Great.
HE [Frederick the Great] told Voltaire
that if the affairs of the world were really
governed by an all-wise Providence, as
people imagined, the people of Europe
would not be the extremely dull men
many of them were. "The Newtons, the
W olfes, the Lockes, the V oltaires, would
be the masters of the world. "-Parton.
EVERY author writes in the faith that
his book is to be the final resting~place,
and sets up his fixtures as for a more than
Oriental permanence; but it is only a caravansary, which we soon leave without
ceremony. We read on his sign only refreshment for man and beast, and a dtawn
hand directs to Ispahan or Bagdad.Zhoreau.
IF there be another life-a day of judgment, no God can afford to torture in
another world the man who abolished
torture in this. Though God be the
keeper of an eternal penitentiary, he
should not imprison there the men who
broke the chains of slavery here. He
cannot afford to make eternal convicts of
Franklin, Jefferson, Paine, and Voltaire.
.:_Ingersoll.
SoME who admit development of physical forms from lower orders still cling to
the idea that the mind of man is a special
creation. But considoration of nature's
facts will show the gradual development
of mind, from tbe instinctiv movements
of animalcules for the purpose of procuring food or propagating their kind, until
its upwaTd course· culminates in the
thoughts of a Newton or a Darwin. When
the coral polyp throws out its lassoo to
capture the passing . food, when a dog
answers the dinner-bell, or when a man
raises his umbrella to the rain, is not
each giying- evidence of the existence of
what we call mind? There is a prog-ressiv
development of the brain in the higher
animals, and mental powers correspond
in force with this growth. Haeckel says:
"The human mind is but a more highly
developed ape-mind," and Wallace declares
that there is less of a gap between the
ininds of a dog and a Hottentot than between the minds of a Hottentot and a
Newton. Dr. Gray givs instances of the
exhibition .of mind · in plants, as when
they catch and devour insect.s or reach out
their tendrils toward supports.-Robt. C.
Adams.

THE. :first claim of science is founded on
the essential difference between scientific
and unscientific opinion. "The classification of facts," says Professor Pearson,
:"and the formation of absolute judgments
upon the basis of this classification-judgments independent of the idiosyncrasies
of the individual mind-is peculiarly the
scope and method of modern science. The
scientific man has above all tbings to aim
at self-elimination · in his judgment, to
provide an argument whicli is as true for
each individual mind as for his own. . . .
The scientific method of examining facts
is not peculiar to one class of phenomena
and to one class of workers: it is applicable to social as well as to physicalproblems,
and we must carefully guard . ourselvs
against supposing that the scientific frame
of mind is the peculiarity of the professional scientist." Not only is this method
not that of the average man, but its very
existence is scarcely surmised by him.
His meth9d-if such it can be called-of
arriving at conclusions is to fasten his
attention on a few salient facts, and to
interpret them according to his own prepossessions and interests. If asked to take
a point of view from which, perhaps,
other facts would become salient, or to
divest himself of self-interest as a canon
of interpretation, he will ·in general deqline; in many cases, indeed, he Will be
totally incapable of responding to the invitation. The idea of requiring a wide
range of facts as a basis for induction, of
checking the result of a survey or examina-.
POPULATION QUESTION.
tion by that of a second, thi:i-d, fourth, or
B:v DB. KNOWLTON. Edited by CHARLES BRAD- tenthi and of treating self-interest or previous y formed opinion as a disturbing inLAUGH and ANNIE BEBA!IT. 25 cents.
fluence from which the judgment is to be
kept as free as possible, is one which long
REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST ages
of struggle with the problems of
PKOVING
of Nature ha.v at length bequeathed to the
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign
s01entttic workers of to-day1 but which
Tiberius, bilt a Jesus was Hanged a Centhas no lodgment, and but slight recogniury before, and Peter and Paul died
tion,• in the minds of the multitude.before the Christian Era.

Fruits of Philosophy.

J!'ull index, 446pp.,

Professor Youmans.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA.SERIES.

I
IRON-CLAD SERIES.
1 Atonement. Charles Bradlau@ ............. 211
2 Secular Resi>Onsibility. G. J. Holyoake ..... 10
4 Influence of Christianity on CiVilization. 5

Bu~Nt~?Nlfh<ffisiii. • ·
8 Religwn of Inhumanity. F. Harrison.... 15
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall.· 10
10 E ·a . D l .
M
.
..
?§1qn~i
10
11
oso~ !¥ o . p1r1 u
sm. Marvin ........ 50
12 1'yndalls .Belfast Inaugural~and Portrait ... 25
18 Essay on M~racles. David nume ...•.•••.... 10
14 Land Question. Charles Bradlaugh ......... 5
15 Were Adam and Eve Our First Parents?
Charles Bradlaugh ......................... 5
16 Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlaugh... 5
18 A Plea for Atheism.· Charles Bradlaugli.
'to
19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake .. ::: · 5
20 Su12_~rstition Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoake...... .. . . • 5
21 Defense. of Secq!ar Principles. C. Watts ...• 5
22 Is the B1ble Reliable? Oharles Watts ... :
5
23 The Christian Deity. Charles Watts ... :.:·· 5
24 Moral Value of the Bible. Charles Watts . :: 5
25 Fre~tbpu)$"ht and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5
26 Chr1st1amt:y: Its Nature and Influence on
Civilizatwn. Charles Watts...... . . . . . . . . . 5
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Ho]yoake.... 5
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Hol_yoake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.. 5
38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh ... ~..... 5
40 Lpord's Prayer. Charles BradlaJ!gh.... . . . . . . 5
39 overty: Its Cause and Oure. M.G. H ..... 10
42 Scie;nce and Bible Antagonistic. C. Watts.. 5
48 Ohn.stian Scheme of Re, !emption. C. Watts 5
44 LoglC of Death: or, Wh_.y Should the Atheist
l!'ear to Die?. By G. J. Ho]yoake .......... 10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Condi- ·
tion of the People. Charles Bradlaugh... 5
MANNA SERIES.
1 Original Manna for "God's Chosen."........ 5
3 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh... .. . . . 5
4 Why I was Excommunicated. Barnard...... 20
5 200 c.~uestions Without Answers..... . . . . . . . . . . 5
6 Dialogue b.etween a Ohpstian Missionary
and a Chmese 1\iandarm..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian .......... 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy- · 5
oake...............•...•.... ·........•......... 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh..... .• 5
10 A Few Words about the Devil................. 5
llNewLifeof Jacob ...•.•.....................•. 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Ho!Yoake ..... 10
13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake .. 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H ......... 10
16 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. 4- H .... 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh........ 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh....... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.. .. . . 5
19 New Life of Abraham. Ohas. Bradlaugh.... 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh..... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ...... 10
On orders for Iron Clad and )l:lanna we will send
:1!1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth
for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
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"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 iewels, full adjusted
to heat, cold, and position, beautiful double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements;, guaranteed
a perfect timer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17· 8-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $23,
In best fiiied gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $2€;
hinged case, $28 to $30; huntin_g:1 $31 to $35; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. N1ekel works, $2
more.
Re~lar Grade _.\.Jnerican Watches.Silverme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
jewels, $9; ditto, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels,
$15. 1n finer caees. add as above.
Ladies' AD1,!;rican Gold Watcheso-All
latest styles in plush cases; best filled, 7 jewels ·
$14; 11 jewels, $15.50; 15 jewels, $20; 14 carat solid
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Snndries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles,.$1; best razor, $2;
best trip~e-plated teaspoons, $1.SOj, t~tble spoon,s.
$;!.60, kmves, $1.75; forks, $1.75; 8oll for $6. Sohd
silyer spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvemr spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50 $2 to $3.
The Colonel Iu~ersoil.-Tea, $2.50 ;orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3;_giltbowls, 50 cents more. Extra.
heavy teas, $3. Etched :
" The Time to be Hap1YIJ is :Now,"
-50 cents extra.
'I'he Torch of Reason Badge, solid gold.
enameled in 5 colors, small pins, $2, $2.75, and
$3.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, $15, $20, $30.
Dian1ondst.20 per cent. below market'pnce.
Send for price lists, cards in colors and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prepaid. (exC!Jpt knives and forks) and cash refunded at oPtwn. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WE~STEIN, Rochelle, ill.

WAT:e~

THE TOCSIN

OP. LIP.:e

Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.

is- the title of a little Reform paper hailing
from Omaha, Neb., that bursts mto the harbor of politics and religion like the mighty.
little Monitor cut the waves through Hampton
Roads and ran astern the clumsy Merrimac. It

ADVOCATES
the reign of Right and Justice, and comes indorsed b;y a score of the leading thinkers and
writers or America; it tunes its tone and measures Truth according to the natural law of ·

EQUAL RICHTS.
Send for a sample copy of the little Yankee
Cheesebox. It has 12 pages the size of the ordinary magazine and is iss ned weekly at $1 per year
in advance. It is absolutely impartial, although
necessarily opposed to the v.opular isms of the
day which contravene Equality.

Write for pamphlet to J. R. PERRY,
No. 34 South Main street, Wilkesba.rn, Pa.

"WHY"
I specially want 500 orders for bookli within the
next three months.
Friends will please send stamp for circulars a.nd
WHY.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
Snowville, Va..
J.'o 1lPg·ulate tlte

STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS, TAK£

R~PANS

TABULE&

$25 to $50 t•x;e·:t~

?!-;,=.;:;.::,:,.~~ Ladles or

Gentlemen, using or st~lll";;
"Old Reliable Pinter." Only

1""'L

practical way to replate rnsf;J and
spoons, etr.;
quickly done by dippiugkl meltt.>d
metal. No experience, polishing.
or madbinery. Thiak plate at ono
operation; lasts 6 to 10 years: fine
finish when taken trom the pla.ter.
Every family baa pls.tlog to do.
Plater sells readily. Protlt11 ~luge.
W. !'. Harrlsou &i Co. Columb""- 0.

,.,_.,..worn kniYes, forks,

JOHN 0. HUTCHINSON
.

TELLS ALL ABOUT

.

KID CLOVES

PerfeGt fitting,
The Latest Stules,
The Most Durable,
Ths Best Workmanship.

EVERY
PAIR
GUARANTEED.
Established,
1862.

TH£KF.FOR.E ALW AVS
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Send 2 cent stamp '"lor book "About Cloves."
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DROPSY

JOHN C. HUTCHINSON, Johnstown, N.Y.
TREATED FREE

Po•ltbel.r'()UREDWith VttJt•
table Remedies. Have cured
·
·many .thousand cases called
hope.less. From first dose
symptoms rapidly disappear, and ire ten days a.t least two·th irds
of all symptoms are removed. BOOK of testimonials o(mi·
raculous cures sent FREE. 10 DAYS TREATMENT FREE by
nail. DR. H. H. GRBBN & SONS, SpeciaHsts, ATLAN'l"A.GA.

·

Tl:l~ HOT~D SPEClAlJST1
For Men Only,: _

9_::

Is a _physician of a wide and extensive practice,
and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
J!,nd excesses, causing Early Decay, Loss of Manhood, Wastin_g Discharges~.Vancocele, Mental
and Physical Debility, Iaiocy, Insanity, and
Death.
To those afflicted and who are desirous of being
cured a booklet of some 88 pages will be sent to
their address for ten cents sealed in a flain
envelope, giving causes and Symptoms o the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward Applica.tion-a positive cure-the only remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS, '
Vineland, N.J.:
And say you saw this advPrtisement in THE
TBUTH I::!EEXER. ·
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Col. R. G. Ingersoll's

INGERSOLL'S WORKS.

ARGUMENT

ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITIONS.

IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatest argument ever made ina case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Chri•tian persecution is going on this argument should be
freeJ,. circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH REEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

The Truth Seeker Library.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hundred of the most distinguished teachers and
(who were not Christians)~ from
the time of Menu to the present. By D. m. Bennett. 1,071\ pages, Bvo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
~hilosophers

i.Tincipal Werks: Gods and Other Lect-

ures ; Ghosts and Other Lectures ; Some Mistakes of :Moses ; Interviews on Talmage; What
l\'Iust We Do to Be S~tved? Blasphemy; Crimes
Against Criminals. 1141}oages. In one vol., half
calf, $5.
,

The Champions of the Churc1• : Their
Crimt>s and Persecutions. Biographical
sketches of prominent Christians. A com_panion book to' The World's S~ges,"etc. By D.M.
Bennett. 8vo, 1,119 pages. Morocco, gilt edges

Prose Poems and Selections. From his

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full ac-

Writings and Sa.yings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
calf, $4.50; halt mor., $5; turkey mor., $7.50;
tree calf, $9.

count of all the ~ods the nations of the earth
have worshii>ed, mcluc;Iing__JeJ;tovah, Satan, the
Hol_y Ghost, Jesus Chnsh VrrJgn l\Iaryband the
Bible. 835 pages 8vo. vo]. 11 descri es fully
all religious systems of the world, including
Judaism, Mohammedanism, ani! Christianity;
the latter occupying_ 372_pag~s. being fully_goue
into. 949 pages. By D. M. Bennett. Written in prison at Albany. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

fjods and Other Lectures. Comprising The
Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics and Heresies. Paper, 50e. ; cloth, $1.

1ltOsts a.nd Other Lectures. £ncluding

Lil?erty of Man, Wom~tn, and Child:.._.The Decla.
ration of Independence; Ahout .r·arming in
illinois; Speecli Nominating_ James G. Blaine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex, Clarke; The .Past Rises
Before l\Ie Like a Dream; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50c. ; cloth, $1.

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into
tlie reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the
most thorough -and exhaustive work on the
claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1.115 pages, Bvo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

.,orne Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some

~p~takes of Moses·'wFree So.hoolst., The PolitiCian•; Man and
oman; The rentateucil;
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He
Made the Atars Also, Friday, Saturday, Let UE
Make Man.t.Snnday, The Necessity for a Good
Memory, The Garden, The Fall, Dampness,
Bacchus and Babel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews,
The Plagues, The Fli~ht, Confess and Avoid,
Inspired Slavery, Marnage, War, Religions Liberty; Conclusion. Paper, 5QC.; cloth, $1.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

lllncluding The Age of Reason, Examination of
Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskme, Essay on Dreams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Relhdon of Deism 1
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the lUghts of
Man; the whole preceiled by the Life of l'aine,
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pn~es, 8vo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

Analysis of R.eligious Belief.

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter·

views with the Famous Orator on Six Sermone
by ~he Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage, of Brooklyn, to
which is added A Talmagian <,Jatechism. .Paper.
50c.; plam cloth, $1.25; do. giltt:Jps extra, $1.50.

An ex-

amination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
writings of the World. B_y Viscount Amberley,
son of the late Lord John Russell twice Premier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.
The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth
Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and
sent by e:xpresshone dollar will be deducted from
the pnce of eac •
.

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.
I

Plain Home Talk and Medical Common
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume
of nearly J..OOO pages, fully illustrate.]. Cloth,
$8.26-in J!inglish or German. A new cheap
edition at onlv $1.50.

Science in St,.ry; m:, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and SponSlf the Troublesome
Monkey. 6 volumes in one, cloth, ij!2.00, postage
prepaid; 6 volumes..!!eparate, flexible cloth~ 50
cents ];ler volume· lted Line edition, suitaole
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. ('l'he fifth
. volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.

THEY WOULD NOT HEARKEN.

Blasphemy. A.rg!JID,ent by R. G. Ingersoll

Also I s~t watchmen over you, saying, Hearken to the sound of the trumpet.
But they sa1cl, We will not heark en.-Jere. vi, 17.

What Must We Do to Be Saved t Analyzes

THIRD EDITION.

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

BIBLE

MYTHS~

AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING A

the so-called gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, and devotes a chapter each to the
Catholic!h Episcopalians, Methodists, Presbyterians, .l!ivangelical Alliance, and answers the
question of the Christians as to what he proposes instead of Christianity, the religion of
sword and flame. Paper. 25c.
the New York Observe-r's Attack upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution,_bl' R. G. Inger~olli.. tQgether with A Roman uatholic Canard,
by V'/. H. Burr. Paper,15c.

Limitations of Toleration. A Discussion
between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederic R.
Coudert, and Ex-Govern~" Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10c.

Cltmparlson of the Old and New Testament Dlyths and Mtraeles with thon
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, 10c.
Civil ·' Rights Speech. With Speech of

CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING.

Opening Speech to the Jnry: In the suit

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and allied
Subjects; ninth year. Subscription, with premium, 50 cents per year. Specimen copies free
on application.

Mother's Manual.

in tbe Tnal of C. B. Reynolds, at Momstown,
N.J.,.; .Paper, 25c.; cloth, 50c.

Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, toe.

o! the "B. & M. TeL
Pa:oer. 10 cents.

16 cents.

. >rioo,

Hand-Book of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphle~

AN OUTLINE OF THE

of 128 pages. 25 cents.
•
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

fRENCH RfVOLUTION.

NATHANI[L vAUGHAN'

It• C:auses al)d Re•ults.
By W.

Priest al)d Mal)•

An independent and respectable study of char·
acter · in the law of circumstance such as ever.
George Eliot might not have been ashamed to
own aa her first novel. • . . A more vigorous
""lresentmerit ofthe mischievous nature of modern
Christianity, in its most honest and consistent
form, need not be desired.-[W estminster Review.
1 vol., extra cloth, beveled, 12mo, 400 pp., $1.00.
Aclclrp,ss
'I flF. TRUTH SEEKER.

BING, BBOTHEBB, BING.
1JIIlll TBB

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In your meetings, to make them lively a.nd inter·
eatin~. TJDII LIBERAL Hnut-BooB: contains song&
b:r the best poeta, adapted to well-known tun ell.
n if hia_hlf recommended by Messrs. Wakema.n,
Panon, Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and. indeed, b:r all who ba.v exa.mined it. Prica
• oeu.tl.
Acldren '1!m1 TB11TK S:uJtU Clc>.

Bi~le.

- - - - 1 4 o<:;J4b---- it
Moral, Theological, Historical, r~.ntl Speculative
Propositions.

Comprising "Advice

By FREDERIKA MACDONALD,
Author of the" Iliad of the East," etc., etc.

W. "U. Tel. Co .• 1886.

Self -[ontradi&tions of the

to a W1fe on the :Management of Her Own
Health, especially Durintr Pregnancy, Labor,
and Suckling," and" AdVIce to a l\Iotlier on the
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

A NO VEL.

Co.~

[Heathen .1/tustratitm

if thr Temptation.]

The Bundehesh (a sacred book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda aftercreatingthe first man and woman,Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to observe
the la_w; t~ be ~ure !~ their thou~hts, pure in their speech,
pure m the:r acttons.
But an ev1l demon came to them in
the form of a Serpent, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
~nd gave .them fru!t ?f ~ w~nderful tree, which imparted
tmmortallty. Evil mclmabons then entered their hearts
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Conse:
quently they fel!, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
BIBLE MYTHS shows this to be the origin of the Hebrew
story.

l Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages. Price, $2.50Sent post·paid by the·

TRUTH SEEKER.
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BELL.

Paper, :!.2mo, 25 ct'l.

Paine Vi11flicateo
Reply to New York >l1ssr1Jer.

:By ~. G~ INGB~~©v.,L.
With·" A ROMAN CATHOLIC
Price, 1e cents.

OANAR"O."

Holy Bible Abridged.
The passages unfit !<Jr family reading.
Par>Pr. lin "Pnt.x: ~lnt.h.I!OcentB-

BIBLE MORALS.
Twenty Ori!Jnes and JTtces
Sanctioned by Scriptu;re.
B:r J. E. Rus.atllla. Price, iii cents.

A Journal of Freeth ought and Reform.

:..

~-

THE PAST AND THE FUTURE-THE OLD AND THE NEW ERAS.

U~jY;~.RSALWATCH SJ,~ s~~.~a~!!~ .!~~~~ ~o~t~~w~!: HISTORY OF THE BIBLE My R[LI GIOUS EXPEOran~e,
I
I RI[ Nc[
'

yoJ'a.lbe

~1~1

onr guarantee

ls

shown 1n' cut and de.

P Rl C E, i~~e'::~ho~~~~~u!~1f !~!~~i:J!:~g~~!:

S 50
I

ROBT. H. INGERSOLL & BRO.,

R-1118.

Address

terms nnd nur cn.tR.lm.mA of 1000 B!"Af'in.lt-les.-

6:i Cortlandt st., New- York.o
0

°

force alld 1\atter;

oa,
J~•J
Principles of the Natural Order of the Uni·
verse, with a System of Morality
Based Thereon.
BY PBoFEBBoB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.

WAS

I

BEING

By BRONSON D. KEELER.

80 cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ACENTS c!r. DEALERS sen these

watches in greatquantlttes. Send tor spectal

POSTPAID.

Is Controversy Dangerous?

CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
Books Which are Now Callea Apoorypha.l. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Paper, 50 centll; cloth. ?l oents.

Price,

~~~&~~~~ :~~:JI!:n~~1o~.
-

A popu 1ar Account of t he Format Ion an d Deve Iopment
of the Canon,

By W. F. JAMIESON.
This little book goes down to the very bedrock of human liberty.

good. It to just as

I

the famous SANTA ANTI'A and adjacent
Ranchos. •rracts one acre to ten thousand. Per
feet olldecidunus
for
Lemon
EnglishFarmin~
Walnut, Stock,
Olive,
and
fruit~General
and Dairy. Combines JkSt Land,j'Vater,tJlimate,
and location in the world. .rror particulars
address H. A. UNRUH, Arcadia, Los Angeles
county, California.
St58

INFIDEL!
DEATH- cs.w.:~oTa.
BEDS.
::

By s. p, Purnam.

1

Being the sto_!"Y of his reli~P.ous life and mental
lourneyings. Written in his happiest and most
brilliant way, and is the best of iill his splendid
works. Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

A

HISTORY OF RELIGIONS.
BEING
A Condensed Account of the Results of Scientific Research
and Philosophical Criticism.

:Sy Sli.zabeth. a. SVal)•·
Paper. 25 cents; cloth,IIO cents.

--o--

Beinjf true &OOOtmts of the ,Passing aw&y of the A New Number of The Truth Seeker Library.
folloWinK persons, thus refuting the many Ohristian slanders upon them and otllers:
I
Lord Amberley, John Baskerville, Pierre B&:v:le,
•
•
•
Jeremy Bentham, Paul Bert, Lord Bolingbroke,
Francois Bronssa.is, Giordano · Bruno, He~
Thomas Buckle, Lord BYI:on, Richard Carlisle,
.Jo<'ITENTS :
Kingdon Clifford, Anaoha.rsis Clootz AnFol'l38 and Matter
Tlie Fitness of Things ii William
thony Collins,' Augnete Comtli!, Condorcet-hRobert
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Cooper,
D'Alembert Danton, Charles .uarwin,
Immortality_of Foro'3, Man,
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER,
By Helel) H. Gardel)er.'.
Erasmus Darwin, Delambre, Denis Diderot,
Infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Etienne
Dolet,
Georg~ Eliot, Frederick the Great,
A Judicial consideration of- the questionliand ~he Value of Matter,
Thou~ht,
Gambetta
Garibaldi
Isa.ao
Gendre,
Gibbon,·
On6 of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
dec1sion aga.inst the scriptures and the C rist1an .Motion,
ConsciOusness,
Godwin, Goethe, Grote) Helvetins, Henry HethForm,
Beat of the Bolli,
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
Strongest Lectures Against
erington, Hobbes, Austin Holyoake, Victor Hugo,
Immutability
ofN
atural
Innate
Ideas,_
THE TRUT!f SEEKER.
the Bible.
Hum!!, L1.ttr~ Harriet Ma~ineau, Jean Meslier1
_Laws,
The Idea of uod,
James
Mill,
.John
Stuart
Mill,
Mira
beau,
Raben
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Owen~omas Paine, Courtlandt Palmer,_Rabe- Every Woman Should Read It
- Laws,
··
·
Vital Force,
·
lais, vvinwood Reade, M&da.me Roland, ueorEe
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
. Band, Schiller, Shelley, Spin,oz&, Straus~ John
and
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
Tol&n.!!J Vanini, Voln~ Voltaire, Ja.mes vvatson,
A SUMM.ABY OF
of .the Earth,
Morality,
John
vvatts,
Thomas
Woolston.
Know
Her
Enemies
and Her Friends.
Original Generation, Conclud!i:ng Observ&· · Price, 25 cents.
Address
ARGUMENTS AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.
· tions.
·
Secular Generation,
Price, 10 cents. Address this oftlce.
. THE TBUTB SEEOR.
l'rice, $l.W. Address THE TRUTII SEEKJUl .
Price, oloth. 50 oentll.

CHRIST

CRUCIFIED?

.THE CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

·THE TRUTH:SEEKER. ·DECEMBER

31 • .1892.

.A -N:EW ~BIBLE 'PICTURE-BOOK.
The Or~er of Creation •
-_ JJONFLIUifBErWEEN .GENm .AND. GEOLOGY.
Testament . Stories ,
Comically Illustrated.

()~ld

THE

A 00H:£RQVEBBY BETWEEN· THE
HoN. W. E. Gr.AnsTONE,
PBoF. MAx li'I:tiLLEll,
PBoF. T. H. HUXLEY,
M. REviLLE,
E. LYNN LINTON.

limo,17S pp.; pa.per,l50 cts.; cloth, m.etil.

R~:LIGION

OF HUMANITY

BETTER THAN

~Jeposure

~~posure

.

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
. By M. BABCOCK.
10 cents.

Prioe,

Answers to Christian _~uestions

:Facts.

ltidicule.

'·

And Arguments.

B:vD. M. BJUm¥TT.

By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
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infallibility and inerrancy of the scriptures. . Mr.
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was true. "God does not cross his t's or dot his
i's
for nothing," he exclaimed. The scriptures
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You cannot divide Moses or Christ. Begin with
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rejecting the Old Testament and you will wind up
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our by discarding the New Testament." The above
readers if they 'viii send us the naine and address of statement that Christ's truthfulness depends on
any Freethinker W"ho is not a regular subscriber.
Moses's having written the Pentateuch, arises, O'.lr
readers will probably perceive, from Jesus's ascripPreachers Being Shamed Into Rationalism. tion of that work to Moses in Matt. xix, 8 ; Luke
Now and then there starts forth from the clerical xy.i, 29, 31, etc. Dr. Birch's :final sentences were an
ranks a preacher who is too honest to go on declar- impassioned rhetorical appeal to Christ," the Christ
ing the Bible infallible when we Rationalistic in- of the divine, inerrant, infallible Bible, who could
vestigators hav so abundantly proved it erring. As never fail."
he declaims the old assertions of biblical inerrancy
In his turn Dr. Briggs made a gallant defense.
he sees in one pew a smile on the face of some man Besides speaking he distributed among the assemwho has heard Ingersoll, in another corner a twinkle bly a good-sized pamphlet entitled, "Who Wrote
m the glance of a reader of Paine, and again a the Pentateuch~" One extract runs :
gleam of under-meaning in eyes tha~ hav been bent
"The testimony of the Hexateuch ·[the first six books
upon Oort and Kuenen. He grows weary of· of the Bible] itself tells a different story and shows conlying, and knowing that his most sensible acquaint- clnsivly that the Hexateuch embraces Mosaic originals,
ances know he is lying, and at some time or other several different codes and historic documents, and the
comes out with a burst of plain-spokenness that in- handiwork of a number of editors at different epochs in
duces a brisk resort to a heresy trial by the ortho- the history of Israel, and that the unity of the Hexateuch is the result of a final redaction of all the earlier
dox, and would cause these strait-laced to havre- elements."
course to rack and stake if they only had the numHe buckles to answer against a deliverance of
bers and power that they fervently desire.
the last general assembly, which deliverance was :
The latest of these reformed preacher~these
"The general assembly would remind all under its
brands snatched from the burning who giv evidence care that it is a fundamental doctrin that the Old and
of desire to become regenerated and lead an up- New Testaments are the inspired and infallible word of
right life-is Rev. Dr. Briggs, a Presbyterian. His God. Our church holds that the inspired word, as it
trial by his presbytery at New York city has oc- came from God, is without error. The assertion of the
cupied the valuable time of many parsons and par- contrary cannot but shake the confidence of the people
in the sacred books. All who enter office in our church
sonlings. during nearly the whole of December. solemnly profess to receive them as the only infallible
The chairman of the prosecuting committee was an rule of faith and practice."
old curmudgeon named Birch. On the 6th i~st.
To this his defense was:
this ·stiff old grimsir knit his brows, peered fero"The general assembly has no authority under the conciously at the culprit over his spectacles, and stitution to make dogma by deliverance. The general
launched into a. recital of the misdeeds of the assembly has no authority under the constitution to giv
hardened being before him. Charges 1 and 2 were an interpretation of the doctrin of the church by delivergiven to the world. In the first of these charges ance, and impose such interpretation upon the presbyteries and the ministry."
.Dr. Briggs is accused of teaching "that the reason
In regard to errors in the scriptures he took this
is a fountain· of divine authority which may and
stand:
_
does savingly enlighten men, even such men as
"You
will
sometimes
hear
the
proverb
cited; Falsus
reject the scriptures as the authoritativ proclamain uno, jalsus in omnibus [False in one, false in all].
tion of the will of God, and reject also the way of
But this ancient proverb has no manner of application
salvation through the mediation and sacrifice of to the matter in hand. It does not refer to errors of
the son of God as revealed therein." Dr. Birch ignorance or inadvertence, but to errors of deceit and
took the ground that the Bible was the only rule falsehood. If it could be shown that the writings of
of Protestantism. "If these charges be true, the Old Testament, any of them, were written with the
intent of deceiving and misleading men, then we could
where does Presbyterianism stand !" he asked. not trust th'l!lm as infallible in matters of faith!1and pracTo call the church and reason fountains of the tice. But the errors that hav been found in the Bible
divine . truth was . to a:flirm their authority. He are not errors of deceit, ~but of inadvertence; not of
quoted severiu divines to prove that the Bible was falsehood, but of lack of knowledge."
In this last position we cannot giv Dr. Briggs our
held as the only rule of faith by Protesta:qts. Dr.
Briggs in his inaugural address had assailed the complete concurrence.

I

.c

Professor Briggs took up the charge that he had
taught "that errors may hav existed in the original
text of the holy scriptures as it came from its authors." Here much distinction was made between
declaring that there were errors in the very first
manuscripts of the scriptures, of which manuscripts
none exists at the present day, and declaring that
there are errors in the copies of those originals
which we possess now. Dr. Briggs boldly declares :
'' It is the unanimous testimony of modern biblical
scholarship that there are errors in the Hebrew and Greek
t~ts now in our hands, errors that meet us in textual
criticism, in literary criticism, and in historical criticism,
that no one has been able to deny or to explain away.
Modern biblical scholarship has forced the advocates of
inerrancy to fall back from the texts in our hands and
grant that there are errors in them. in order to rally
about the modern dogma of the inerrancy of the original
autographs.
" I shall adhere to the policy which I hav. thus far
followed with regard to errors in holy scripture. I hav
refused to accept the dogma that the original autographs were inerrant. I hav maintained that there are
errorsin the texts which we hav, and in the best texts we
can get by tb.e science of textual criticism, and that it is
improbable that the original texts, if we could discover
them;would be much difierent from those we hav in that
regard.
"But I hav refused to affirm that there were errors in
the original autographs, because it is unscientific and it
is unscholarly and it is against the truth~loving spirit of
Christianity to make affirmations of dogma where we hav
no certain evidence. I hav always refrained as far as
possible fro·m pointing to errors in the present text of
scripture. But every biblical scholar admits them."
Feeble and faltering are these steps with which
the church is being shoved forward by Rationalism. But the goal will be reached in some generation or other, and will be excellent, most excellent.

What Religious Rule Is Like.
The political party that controls New York city
is more intimately identified with the church than
the political party which governs any other city in
the country. If church influ~nce were of beneficial
operation on government we should find New York
cfty governed better than its fellows; if such influence were maleficent we should find it governed
worse. The fact is~ that we find it governed worse.
Its sanitary condition is bad. The annual death
rate per thousand in London is 17.5; in Chicago,
19.6; in Philadelphia, 20.7; in New York, 26.6.
No one who is at all acquainted with the facts will
question the advantages of New York for drainage
and water supply over the other cities named, and
yet how marked the difference in the death rate.
It has been stated by competent authority that
New York should be one of the most healthful
cities in the world, so abunda~t has been the natural
provision of all the facilities for maintaining the
best hygienic conditions.
The corruption of the Tammany-Catholic party
has caused the most valuable members of the health
board to be removed from that body, some by dismissal and some by their own action in withdrawal.
Dr. Jacobi says:
''I sent my resignation as one of the consulting members to the board of health about ten days ago and it has
been accepted. I hav no hesitancy in saying that the
reason I did so was because I am unwilling to serve even
in an advisory capacity to the health department when I
see and realize that that department is no longer an independent body for the public good, but that it dare not
call its life its own and has become subservient to an outside influence who knows nothing about or cares nothing
for the public health. The trouble dates back to the peremptory demand for the resignation of Dr. W. A. Ewing,
sanitary superintendent, which was without warrant,
only that his place was wanted for a Tammany man.
The way in which Ewing's resignation was demanded
was simply disgraceful. I was told by him that on the
day he resigned President Charles Wilson of the board
asked him for his resignation, and he said he would,tali;e
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twenty-four hours to consider it, but President Wilson
told him. that he must hav the resignation that afternoon, and added: '1! your resignation is not forthcoming
at once, mine will be demanded by the powers that be.' "
Dr. Prudden says:
·
" My connection with the board of health was solely in
a scientific capacity. I am not a partisan of any kind, and
when I saw matters shaping the department into a political
machine I did not consider that my professional duties
were any longer required. The forcing out of Dr.
Ewing and Councillor Prentice, two men of great worth
to the board and its impartial work, was the beginning of
the trouble."
Such non-partisan journals as lead a feeble existence in New York city are anxious that the quarantine against cholera at this port next spring be in
the hands of a national commission, and not in
those of the local health board possessing much
faith in Catholicism and Tammany but little efficiency in prophylaxis.
·
Other cities much poorer maintain public libraries. New York bas none, its rulers evidently
deeming the instruction given in church, and the
reading of the trashy dailies which are devoted to
the glorifying of said rulers, sufficient intellectual
,pabulum for the populace.
The two men in New York city at present who
are probably in the eye~ of the masses the greatest,
are the coming mayor and John D. Crimmins. This
mayor, Gilroy, is a good Catholic. Crimmins is a
great power in business, politics, and religion.
He is, in the words of one describer, "the new·
civilian king of New York-a man with more power
probably than any other individual ever enjoyed
in the metropolis." He is the controler of most
of the street railway companies. He has an army
of men under his control. He is, says one estimate,
"in the position of a supreme dictator. No man in
New York's history ever;occupied a similar eminence,
or one even analogous." Now, when this has been
learned, it is unpleasant to find further that in religion Mr. Crimmins is a Roman Catholic and a devout one. He is at present treasurer and trustee
of St. Patrick's cathedral, and is on the board of
managers and directors of most of the prominent
Catholic institutions in the city. Whenever a new
building is to be erected by any Catholic church or
order, he is called in as consulting director. .A.t
the time the relic of St. .A.nn was brought from
Montreal Mr. Crimmins had it fetched to his house
by Archbishop Corrigan. .A. number of other
· prominent Catholics were present and paid. reverence to the relic with their host and the archbishop.

Soma Handsome Premiums.
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renewals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and a cloth-bound copy of "Bible Myths"
($2.50).
For $4:.50 we:will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and" The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated "in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically
Illustrated" in board covers ($1).
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain boeks
which every Liberal desires to hav at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can avail
themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our present
readers will call the attention of their friends to
the values offered.

The Wodd's Fair on Sundays.
The question of the Sunday opening of the
World's Fair has been taken into court. .A.n application has been made in a Chicago court for an injunction restraining the World's Fair directors
from closing the gates on Sunday, and Judge Tuley
will hear arguments on the matter on January 3d.
The question was brought before him to the amendment of a bill filed in October by the South Shore

Transportation Company. The South park commissioners, the city of Chicago, the Illinois Central
Railroad Company, and the World's Columbian
Exposition were made party defendants. The bill
alleges that the South park commissioners hold
the property in trust for the people, and cannot
giv the use of the land to any corporation to the
exclusion of the public. The people hav paid heavy
taxes for the improvement of the park and cannot
be excluded on Sunday. Jackson park is public
property, a place of resort owned by the whole
people. The park· commissioners, it is alleged,
hold this property in trust for the people and hav
no authority to debar the public from it on any
day in the year. It is further alleged that since
they hav not the right to bar out the people they
hav not the right to delegate to any other body the
right to close the grounds on Sunday. It is claimed
that under the charter, the citizens and taxpayers
hav the right to visit Jackson park on any day in
the year without paying for admission.
The Rev. H. H. George, general field agent of
the American Sabbath Union, Colonel Shepard
president, called upon Secretary Foster at the
treasury' at Washington, D. C., on the 22d, in some
alarm, to break the news to Mr. Foster that the above
injunctian had been applied for in Chicago. Mr.
Foster had got ahead of Mr. George a little. He supposed Mr. George had come to ascertain what could
be done to prevent the Chicago people who run the
Fair from receiving their souvenir coins before the
rules were announced closing the Fair ''on the first
day of the week commonly called Sunday." Mr.
Foster read to Field Agent George an opinion by the
acting solicitor of the treasury, F . .A.. Reeve, on the
protest of Thomas K. Cree, of New York, that until
there was a Fair there need be no rules, but that
there would be no Fair until next May, while the
law provi::les for the payment of the subsidy at once
after the directory had promised to close, which it
has done. Mr. Foster candidly told Mr. George
that he was opposed to closing, but he would
stipulate that, if kept open, there should be no machinery running. The opinion is as follows :
"Mr. Cree protests against the delivery of any of the
so\'venir half dollars to the representativs of the Columbian Exposition until the provisions of the law making the gift are complied with, namely, that the Exposition shall be closed on Sunday. He contends that 'in
the eyes of the law' the Exposition was formally opened
in October, and, therefore, that the law requiring its
closing on Sunday is now in full force and is being violated by Sunday opening.
''I do not understand that the Exposition was opened
in October. Section IX of the act of April 25, 1890,
authorizing the Columbian celebration, provides for ' the
dedication of .the buildings of the World's Columbian
Exposition . . . on the 12th day of October, 1892,
with appropriate ceremonies.' This has been done.
Said section further provides 'that the Exposition
shall be open to visitors not later than the 1st day of May,
1893.' Section TV of the act of Aug. 5, 1892, declares
that all appropriations made by said act (including, of
course, the 5,000,000 of souvenir half-dollar pieces) are
made 'upon the conditiGn that the said exposition shall not
be opened to the public on the first day of the week, commonly called Sunday; . . . and it shall be, and it is
hereby made, the duty of the World's Columbian Commission, created by the act of Congress of April 25, 1890,
to make such rules or modifications of ruies of said corporation as shall require the closing of the Exposition on
the said first day of the week, commonly called Sunday.'
"The commissioners hav not yet prescribed the ruies
authorized and directed by said section of the act of
1892, nor are they bound to do so prior to the formal
opening of the Fair at any day not· later than the 1st of
May, 1892. I observe that 'the program for the formal
opening of the Exposition in May next has been completed by the committee having charge of the matter.
'·The making of rules prohibiting the opening of the
Exposition on Sunday is not a condition precedent to the
delivery of the souvenir coins. The act of Aug. 5, 1892,
provides that 'before the secretary of the treasury shall
pay to the World's Columbian Exposition any part of the
said 5,000,000 silver coins, satisfactory evidence shall be
furnished him showing that the sum of at least $10,000,000 has been collected and disbursed as required by said
act (the act of 1890), and provided that the said World's
Columbian Exposition shall furnish a satisfactory guarantee to the secretary of the treasury that any further sum
actually necessary to complete the work of the Exposition
to the opening thereof has been or will be provided by
said World's Columbian Exposition.'
"The statute thus presupposes that the souvenir coins
will be used for the purpose intended before the Exposition is formally o:pe:qed. I am, therefore, of tb.e o:pWol!

that the Exposition has not been formally opened, and
the statute has not been violated by the delivery of said
souvenir silver coins."
There occurred at Chicago on the 13th in the
course of the Sabbath Union's endeavor to close
the Fair an incident which is one of the best jokes of
the season. This unlovable a~sociation was made the
victim of an unexpected blow at the hands of those
whom it had counted its friends. This blow was the
more grievous because it was administered by one
of the most Sabbatarian of all Christian denominations. .A. mass-meeting was held in the church of
a Methodist Episcopal congregation. Everything
went on smoothly for a time, and the "American Sabbath " had everything its own way. Dr. H. H.
George, a leader in the movement, Mr. Locke, and
others advocated the closing of the World's Fair
Sunday, and vigorously denounced the efforts of
the directors and the mayor and city council to hav
Congress repeal the closing act. These speeches
were warmly, if not unanimously, approved by frequent "amens" and clapping of hands. No one
looked for any opposition to a long set of resolutions which were read, condemning the efforts
being made for an open Fair on Sunday. When
the reading was concluded Rev. H. N. Axtell put
the resolution to a vote. To his surprise the
" ayes " and " noes " seemed equal. On a rising
vote the " noes" were largely in tlte majority.
After a moment of wonder the chairman said he
would like to hav some explanation for the action ofthe majority, and then the Rev. .A.. D. Jones,
a Seventh Day Adventist, stood up, and despite
interruptions and questions made a long and
aggressiv speech. Personally, he said, he would
not turn over his hand to determin whether
the Fair should be opened or closed on Sunday, but
he was opposed to the resolution because it condemns the effort to hav the Fair opened on theological grounds, and because Congress had no right
in the first place to say whether it should be
opened or closed. The action was unconstitutional
because no power on the subject had been delegated
to Congress. The fourth Commandment, he said,
had been sent up for reading· by Senator Quay as a
reason for the passing of the act, and Senator Peffer
was right when he said the Senate was engaged in
a religious discussion as to whether the first or the
seventh day should be observed as Sunday. In
answer to questions he said the employment of
chaplains in Congress and in the army was unconstitutional and that Congress could not in any way
establish or legalize a Sunday law. "Then you are
an InfideH" was askedhim. "No, sir; no, sir. I'm
a Christian. God never gave his pledge in favor of
Sunday. He always said the seventh day was the
Sabbath and when you say he meant the first day,
where is your respect for the law of God!" Mr.
Stowe, Mr. Locke, Dr. George, and others replied
to him, and Rev. Mr. Jones came back with other
arguments.
In another column Mr. Stevens givs the results
of canvassing the people's opinion on Sunday opening, by means ofpostal cards.
It is to be hopea that by some means or other
the detestable outrage that the Sabbatarians are
striving to perpetrate will be prevented
About two hundred newspapers in this land of
the free. hav printed the statement that Helen
Gardener is no woman at all, but a man. The last
paper to say it was the Saginaw Courier-Herald.
.A. friend of Helen living in that town corrected the
error. "I am," he said, "personally acquainted
with Helen Gardener, hav visit~d her· in her home
in New York, hav spent parts of the summer with
her at pleasure resorts, we correspond regularly,
and she has given me all her books, some five or
six in number. She is a very pretty, charming, and
brilliant young woman, but unfortunately for her
masculin admirers she is married to a man whom
she loves devotedly. 'Helen Gardener,' of course,
is a nom de plume. She and her husband once
visited Saginaw and spent some days here while sl::.e
was gathering materials for her startling novel, 'Is
This Your Son, My Lord?' This powerful and
realistic, though unconv~ntional story, has done
~uch ~ood a:qd .h{\d a ::pheno:q~.e:qal sale, l'ea.ching
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twenty-five thousand copies in five months. Her
last story, 'Pray You,- Sir, Whose Daughter~· issued three or fo"ur months ago, has already run
through two editions of nine thousand copies each,
and a third· edition is now being printed. This
book has sold well in Saginaw, and the other
might be read with profit by all young men. 'A
Thoughtless Yes' and' Pushed By Unseen Hands'
are each a series of fascinating short stories containing profound and important philosophical truths
popularly stated. Her book on 'Men, Women, and
Gods' is a strong attack on the popult.tr theology
of this day, and while not profound it cleverly exposes many theological absurdities. Helen Gardener is an earnest advocate of woman's rights, but
does not belong to that class of hobbyists who bore
you to death with their 'views ' when you want to
hav a pleasant conversation on general topics. She
is a fine conversationalist, clever, witty," stern, or
pathetic as the case discussed may demand. Her
writings are certainly wholesome, and if parts of
them shock prudes and conventionalists tliey only
shock to enlighten."

887

I had a " divine providence " o~ my trip East
as well as Moody on the deep sea. 1t large stone fell
upon the track at Royal gorge, and being covered
with snow the engineer did not perceive it and the
speed of the train was unrelaxed. Fortunately the
stone was just one inch too small and the engin
passed over it without being derailed-but was
seriously injured, and we were detained several
hours. It niight be said that we came within "an
inch of our lives." If the stone had been a little
bigger we might hav been hurled down the precipice. God, in his infinit wisdom and love, hurled
that stone upon the track, but his "divine providence " made it just a bit too little for effectiv
service. Small favors thankfully received. Larger
ones not so much so. We didn't pray, but I think
Missionary Turner and his wife complain of gross we got an " answer" just as much as Moody did,
ill treatment at Sungpan, China. While they were and escaped by the "skin of our teeth." Why
waiting there the nativs, who were suffering from God should get one into such a peck of trouble in
·want of rain, concluded that the foreign mission- order to giv "divine providence " a chance to exaries were skilled in necromancy and had used hibit its ground and lofty tumbling I don't under~and
·
their arts to prevent rain. They were lashed into
I am in Chicago. I find an immense feeling
fury at this, and attacked the missionaries. Mr. here in favor of opening the World's Fair on SunTurner was seized, his arms and legs were tied, he day. The Herald has sent in a petition of four
was kicked and struck over the head, and then the hundred thousand names. The Sunday Opening
mob seized his wife and children. A military man- Association, mainly a Liberal Ch1istian organi~------~~-------What the unregenerate will pl:'obably call right- darin, apparently to gain time, suggested that the zation, is hard at work. I fi.D.d several thousand
eous retribution has overtaken a Long island missionaries should be tried before the mob pro- names at our headquarters. Yesterday five hunpharisee. Simeon Poey, of Whitestone, was known ceeded further. This being acceded to, they were dred names came in from Oshkosh, Wis. This
mail· names from Oregon, etc., hundreds daily.
as a very pious gentleman.
He owned a yacht taken to the Yamen and ordered to be beaten, but The fight in ·congress will not come until after
but he would not go sailing on Sunday till after two nativ Christians volunteered to be beaten in New Year's. Pour the petitions in. Joseph Cook
church, and he resigned from a yacht club because their place. The mob was satisfied, and the mis- says the Fair will not be open on Sunday. The
the members made Sunday their principal day of sionaries left Sungpan. We will comment that if bigots are not disposed to yield one inch. If we
recreation. Mr. Poey was president of the Law the pretenders to supernatural influence over the could put it to the vote of the people .our majority
and Order League of Whitestone, and put forth his weather and so forth in this country were served in favor of the opening would be vastindeed. But
we must deal with Congress, and that makes the
best efforts to prevent the Germans of the town in the same way it would do no little toward dis- issue uncertain. We know what politicians are.
from obtaining their regular supply of beer on Sun- couraging imposition and promoting truthful Pope describes them with too much truth:
day, though he himself would visit his club after dealing.
I see the right and I approve it too;
I know the wrong and yet the wrong pursue.
church, and partake of liquid refreshment considThe Leaflet advocating the Sunday opening of the
erably stronger than beer. But he did it out of
I
hav
met C. H. Darrow, of Chicago, who has
World's Fair ought to be scattered by the thousands. In
sigh~. The gentleman is now behind prison bars December or January we shall send them to Congressmen materially aided me in the work to be done at
because he has for all the years covering his extra- and to others who may be influenced by argument. We Washington; also E. A. Stevens ; Geo. L. Robert- .
son; Dr. and Mrs. De Lespinasse, who are visiting
ordinary piety been systematically robbing the need nioney to do this, and those who can afford to aid
in Chicago ; Judge Waite; Reighwald brothers ;
do
so.
The
price
of
the
Leaflet
is
25
are
requested
to
corporation in which he held a responsible position,
cents per dozen; $1.50 per hundred. Anyone who will Dr. Greer; Dr. Bishop; Mrs. Hewitt Harris, the
and which position gave him no small share of his distribute five hundred or a thousand can obtain them at artist, and family; A. D. O'Neil, and others who
respectability. He is one of the best examples of special rates.
are in hearty cooperation with this most important
movement in behalf of a free American Sunday.
phariseeism that we hav ever known. And there
We hav made arrangements with Otto Wettstein
SAMUEL p. PUTNAM.
are thousands like him in the churches of this whereby we can offer the Freethinker's Badge-Pin and
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sale! The aged proprietor replied: " My friend, I of the clergy being guilty of ministerial conduct, Tacoma, Wash .... "
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am a crank, I think for myself ; I don't believe in from lying to murder, they will add to the world's Buckley,
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truth
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'the old thi.1gs that my n~ighbors do. And if your
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and forwardtng the paper containing it to this office. We He will return via Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado,
friend buys this store the first thing he must do is desire to do all the justice possible to the reverend clergy
Nebraska, and Iowa. Friends in those ·states desiring
to join that Methodist church over there. That is who so kindly constitute themselvs our moral and re- lectures should address hini at 345 West Randolph street,
Chicago, ill.
the dominant sect here, and I don't care what his ligious guardians.
religion is, or whether he has any, he must belong
THE last Manhattan Liberal Club lecture for December
is as follows. The Club meets at 220 E. 15th street:
to it or he won't stand any chance in this town. I
December 30th, "Blood Stains "-from the Medicon
am too old to change my ways, and I want to get
Legal Standpoint, with lantern illustrations, Ron. Clark
Bell,
away to some place where hypocrisy is not at quite
News
and
Notes.
INGERSOLL SECULAR SoamTY meets at Paine Hall, Bosso high a premium." But the old man is still sellton, Sundays, at 2:45 P.M.
ing drugs there and sighing for his release, and
I find the following in the Salt Lake Herald:
THE Newark Liberal League meets at177Halseystreet,
there are other Poeys growing up in the churches
The Journeymen Barbers' Union, in session at St.
corner Market, Sundays, at 3 P.M.
Louis,
want
the
ministers
of
that
city
to
preach
a
sermon
to fill the prisons because the prevailing religion
apiece, on the same day, against Sunday shaving.
Omo LIBERAL SoamTY meets at Douglass Hall, northostracises thinkers and cuddles hypocrits.
"Every man his own barber," is the preachers' motto, west corner Sixth aud Walnut streets, Cincinnati, Sunand many of those who shave are very particular with days, at 7:30P.M.
The Mohammedan theological students, whose their tonsorial operations on the days when they are to
THE Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday evennumbers in Constantinople are legion, hav always preach; so it is a delicate question, especially as the
lesson must be to the recalcitrant barbers, rather than ing at Lincoln Hall, 68 Adams street, between State and
been one of that city's most unruly and baneful their customers.
Dearborn streets.
elements. They hav always been noted for their
There are many Freethinkers among the barbers.
J. E. REMSBURG will come East about the last of Defanatic hatred of everything that savored of I hope these will see the folly of the proposed her, and Liberals desiring lectures should address hini
progress and civilization, and their presence - in legislation to forbid Sunday shaving. The only at once at Atchison, Kan.
THE Liberal League holds session at Industrial Hall
Stamboul has constituted a powerful obstacle to possible way the barbers can -"Succeed is by the aid
of the church. In a purely secular government no Broad and Wood streets, Philadelphia, Sundays, at 2:3tt
the development of the Turkish empire. The _sul- legislation to enforce idleness would be allowable. and 7:30P.M. Lectures and debates.
tan, recently took radical steps to rid his capital of To ask the legislature to make Sunday shaving a
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets at Fratheir presence.
One night a few weeks ago crime is paternalism and ecclesiasticism in the ternity Rooms, Bedford avenue and South Second street,
he caused over five thousand of them to be hurried state. Cannot the barbers take care of themselvs ~ Brook:lyn, E. D., Sundays, at 3 o'clock P.M.
before daybreak on about a dozen large passen- Are they not full grown men T Are they little
W. S. BELL's address will be for two months, 246 State
street, Chicago, ill. Persons wishing to arrange with
ger steamers, which started forthwith, conveying children, that their interests must be looked after him
for Freethought lectures can address him there,
by the government T
·
them to distant portions of the empire. Some
The Journeymen Barbers' Union are uniting
MR. FRANKLIN STEINER lectured in Creston, Ia., last
were dispatched to Broussa, others to the Arabian with the church and joining church and state. Sunday and will speak at Newton January 7th, and exshores, while some were conveyed to Palestine. In This matter of Sunday shaving can be settled by pects to go to Ottumwa and Macedonia soon. He wishes
in northern Iowa and will be pleased
order to lessen the bitterness which this tremtment mutual and free cooperation. Let there be no re- engagements
to hear from friends in that section of the state, His
addreBB is Box 882, Des Moines, Ia,
:JDi8ht arouse in their breasts, they were each pro- sort to state tyranny.
vided by the sultan's orders with a small sum of
money sufficient to keep them from want for some
time. Their departure from Constantinople is stated
to be viewed with feelings of universal relief, both
by the Ottoman government itself and by the foreign
colony established on the shores of the Bosphorus.
In this America of ours the same class of persons
studying theology, together with those who think
they hav learned something about it, are equal obstructers of progress and happiness. If the whole
brood of them were seized and bundled off to some
outland or other we should bear the bereavement
quite dry-eyed.
.

J

the West.
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.Soisnoe a.nd 'I)rogrsss.
Self-Combustion.
Prof. H. P. Smith, the most accomplished scholar
of a rather Liberal theological seminary, has been
expelled from the ministry of th~ P:es~yte~ian
church for denying the "plenary msp~atwn · of
the Bible-i. e., for recognizing the fact that a
large number of contradictory traditions cannot all
be true. The author of the treatis on the rule ~f
three might as well be impeach~d for tho a~ti
trinitarian tendency of his doctnn; but, happily,
the time is past when persecutions of that sort can
hurt anybody except their instigators. T~e
blind rage of the Holy Inquisition degraded Sprun
from the highest to the lowest rank !l'mong the
countries of Christian Europe by burnmg ou: the
noblest and most intelligent men of a once highly
gifted race, at the rate of fifteen hundred a yea.r;
but the "firing-out" process of our modern heretichunters involves less ruinous consequences. It
results merely in driving the ablest exponents of
their faith into the camp of their adversaries, and
burning down the composit elements of the church
to a caput mortuum of impotent bigotry.
Young America.
The hight of the W ellingtonia cedar is said to be
exceeded by a recently discovered variety of eucalyptus, but there can be no d?ubt that. America
leads the world in the productiOn of Wide-awake
youngsters. A citizen of Cincinnati, 0., ":as treating his family to a summary of the mornmg ne":s
and noticed a curious twinkle in the eyes of his
youngest daughter (mt. ten) when he mentioned
that the Rev. Parkhurst, the " Christian detectiv,"
as the New Yorkers call him, had started on a Western lecturing tour. "Will he do the leap-frog act?"
asked the little lady.
A Lost Paradise.
The sportsmen's paradise of the Pacific slope i 8
fast becoming a tradition of the past. There was a
time when the California coast range was so overstocked with deer that their raids on the farn1s of
the lowlands were a serious obstacle to agriculture, and hunters, even of moderate skill, could get
a month's supply of venison in a day's still hunt.
Thousands of fine bucks were shot merely for the
sake of their hides in districts where game is now
so scarce that the state legislature of 1890 prohibited deer-hunting for the period of five years to
prevent th3 total extermination of the species.
The fishing-grounds hav likewise been gradually
depleted. In the neighborhood of the larger
cities (Stockton excepted) angling has cea':ed to be
a popular pastime, and good fish stories ca~ rar~ly
be heard outside of Sunday-schools. The urchms
besetting the wharves of East Oakland think themselva lucky to bring home a dozen rock-bass of an
ounce apiece; but there was a time when the
salmon were so abundant in the Sacramento and its
upper tributaries that the horses of teamsters trying to cross a ford were often scared wild by the
multitude of fish leaping out of the water all around.
In the Alleghanies sportsmen hav come down to
squirrel-hunting; and for Texas, too, game laws
would be more useful than Sabbath laws.
The Austrian Inquisition.
Austria is trying to compensate the loss of her
military prestige by joining in the crusades of the
church militant. A Vienna orator was recently
jailed for quoting a line from Heine advising Christians to "relinquish heaven to the angels and skylarks."
Ernest Renan.
Renan, with all his easy-going good nature, could
use pretty strong language if occasion demanded it.
"That epic," says he, in his comments on Edwin
Arnold's "Light of Asia," "is both too immortal
and too heterodox to leave its author a shadow of
a chance for a niche in Westminster, to which remarkable pantheon the surest passport appears to
be not merit but conformity to the doctrin of the
Thirty-nine Articles." Shakspere he thought rather
overrated (an opinion strangely prevalent in continental Europe), but recognized the transcendent
genius of Lord Byron, and denounced Moore's consent to burn the autobiography of his friend in
order to please a clique of British bigots, as "all
in all the meanest act recorded in sacred or profane history." Like Victor Hugo, he was a strong
partisan of the first Napoleon, and thought that the
early death of the French Cmsar proved the favor
of Fate even in the last act of the great historical
drama. "St. Helena," he said, "was, after all, a
lesser evil, and Fortune was kind to her favorit to
preserve him from witnessing such feats of the
great nation as the appo~ntment of a government
committee for the elaboratiOn of a medal to reward
an exhibitor of millinery flounces."

. Long-tailed Saints.
.
The· ape-worship of British India has s~rVIved
the progress of civilization, and in the neighborhood of Benares and Lucknow the slayer of a
Hanuman monkey would be promptly mobbed, and
probably killed, like Lord ~lphinstone's. garde~er,
who was torn limb from hmb for treatmg a surprise party of long-tailed marauders to a dose of
buckshot.
A Victim of Bacchus. ,
Mirza Kahn the son of the shah of Persia, has
broken his ne~k on a hunting expedition to the
Elbury range. In Christian Em:ope t~e accid?nt
would be ascribed to the "mystenous dispensatiOn
of providence" or to the bad condition of the roads,
but the Persians hold that horsemanship and truthspeaking are the chief. qualificat~ons of ~ cavalier,
and the relativs of the Ill-fated prmce admit that he
was rather fond of wine.
Is the North Getting Colded
The clearing of forests may explain the alleg~d
improvement in the climate of Chili and Patagoma,
where summer is said to linger half a month longer
than a hundred years ago. But if the temperature
of the southern hemisphere is increasin_g, it is. at
least equally certain that the north IS gettmg
colder.
The Danish government has repeatedly
considered the question of assisting the nativs of
Iceland to leave a clime which almost every other
year threatens them with annihilation, and yet there
is abundant evidence for Professor Lundberg's
assertion that the island-home of the Edda was
once quite as habitable as any part of modern
Sweden. Greenland, too, once ·deserved its name,
and there is no doubt that Labrador formerly contained five times its present population. The
mammoth skeletons of the Siberian moorlands imply a similar change, and in the course of t~~e
European Russia may become u~tenable to ~ myilized race, and Canada so cold that the descriptiOn
of the orthodox hades will excite the envy, rather
than the horror, of a frostbitten community.
Gin· and Jesus.
The support of the temperance movement is a redeeming feature in the policy of our orthodox
friends, but the trouble is that the sincere promotion of sanitary reform is inconsistent with the
anti-physical dogmas of their creed. . The ethics. of
the New Testament distinctly depreciate the rmportance of bodily h~alth. The body, according to
the theory of the Galilean Buddhist, is the enemy
of the immortal soul, and the deified moralist who
changed water into wine repeatedly repudiates
the health-laws of Moses, and informs his disciples
that a mail cannot be defiled by things that enter
his mouth. The fruits of that doctrin were the
alcoholized potbellies of the medieval convents, and
the persistent ignoration of a physiolog~cal truth
which the followers of Mohammed recogmzed more
than a thousand years ago.
F. L. OswALD.

ltf.ms of Foreign News Interesting to Freethinkers.
A new Freethought society has been formed in
Brussels, Belgium, and over fifty members were
admitted at the first meeting.
Here is a little story about the late Renan. One day
when he went into a church he uncovered his head.
"What!" said a friend, "I thought you had broken
off with our Lord?"
"Well," said Renan, "we
greet one ano:her, but we never speak."
The Spanish Freethinkers and some sensible
newspapers are not done protesting yet agains~ the
closing of their congress by government. It Is all
they hav done so far. Still, if arrests and imprisonments are made no one can tell where the knife
will be.
The Belgian Freethought society at Gand, Libre
Pensee Gantoise, has instituted a series of entertainments the income of which is to be expended
for the social development of the society and the
formation of a library. Our Secular societies ought
to do likewise.
At a ministerial meeting held some time ago at
Bergen, Norway, it was resolved that the defeat of
the French in 1871 was due to their lack of good
religious schools. According to this if a country
has good religious schools it can lick any one that is
not so fortunate. But the truth is just the other
way. The French schools were in the hands of
the clergy solely, and very few of the French
soldiers knew anything except to say their "Mary."
Foreign exchanges speak well of the American
Freethought Federation. All speak in words of
hope, stating that the old association, the American
Secular Union, hardly had life enough to gather in
at its annual meeting two dozen voting members.
Friends, send in your money and names to Mr. J."
R. Charlesworth.
G. N.

Unreasonability of Christian " Reasonability
of Hell."
NO.2.
Not anticipating any acknowledgment {rom Rev.
Geo. K. Morris, an article under the above title has
been published in No. 51 of ~HE TRUTH S_EEKER.
Yet I shall readily confess haVIng been prunf~lly
mistaken · an answer came. The same bearmg
quite for~ibly upon some of the most vital points of
issue we herewith bring it also before the forum
of o~r readers, accompanied by a few short comments and a copy of a personal reply to the said
Rev. D.D.'s epistle.
Unexpected, I stated, was the answer, for seldom,
yes very seldom do ministers of the holy gospel
"lo'wer" themselvs to discussing the "divine
truths" with non-clericals, and still less with anticlericals; and, secondly, because there is practically
no disproving answer to the arguments spread
before him.
The great pastor's reply ~onsi~ts m~inly in ~is
objections to my meddling with _his busmess, cl.aii?-ing a full and patent mastership and rulership m
his apostolic capacity and sphere. He knows what
he knows and does not care if anybody else likes it
or not a~ long as "all intelligent persons in this
count;y '' (please do not laugh. too _hearti~y) w~ll
continue to show a pious satisfactiOn w1th his
knowledge. Not a word did he deem worthy of
uttering in regard to the disputed existence of the
human soul, or God's personal government, merely
regretting my "bitter h!l't~ed " an~ "erroneous. conception." How sophistically kind, and kindly
sophistical.
Yes but I hav probably more reason to regret
the re~ular and outrageous robbing of my pocketbook toward the support and multiplication of the
holy hypocrits, their families and lieutenants.
Wrong and delusiv ar~ their teachi~g and preac~
ings; wrong and unJust are their benefits .m
salaries and social position. The church pr~perties
are free from any incumbrance of taxatwn; an
increased ratio in all state and municipal contributions is therefore mine and everybody's for~ed ·
and tyrannical misfortune.
.
His abusiv reflection by way of comparison of
the medical with the so-called theological science,
is too pueril and absurd to justify more than this
passing mention.
A shame and disgrace to our country and age
stands the church of to-day, with her Bible and
creeds, her blessings and prayers, her teachers and
Gods.
Now l9t us read the letters themselvs:
ST. PATIL METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURoo,
·
GEoRGE K MoRRIS, Pastor,
(
319 W. Seventh st., CINCINNATI, 0., Nov. 26, 1892.)
DR. N. T. TANSKI, Dear Sir: Your letter came to me
last Monday on my return home. Other duties hav prevented an earlier reply. I thank you ~or this sad, yet
interesting piece of your moral and mtellectual autobiography.
Were I to speak of your letter with the frankness that
characterizes your reference to my preaching you would
think that I meant to insult you. I beg therefore that
you will excuse me from a rejoinder.
. . .
I will only say that, as you are a speCialist I~ one
branch of physical science, I also am a specialist m the
science of the spiritual life. For thirty-five years I hav
been a reverent student of the matters which it is my
delight to teach to those who are willing to learn.
Many other branches of learning hav engaged my
thought and medicin among them. Pardon the apparent
rebuke, but I could not bring myself to write you on
medicin as you hav written me on Theology. .Were I to
be so inconsiderate as to do so you would think of me
about as you hav forced me to think of the author of the
letter now before me. And I, alas, would be without
defense, as he is. If in reply you were to say that you
are an expert in these matters also, the character of you:!:"
first letter would overwhelmingly confute you.
·
Since all intelligent persons in this country k~ow
that my profession offers no inducement of a pecumary
character, because the ability that. wins succe~s ~n
preaching would command mu~h large_r remuneratiOn m
business, we expect to hear the rmputat10n that ~e preach
for money or position only from the unclean hps of the
canaille.
Regretting your bitter hatred toward matters of such
great moment as those you discuss and your fatally erroneous conception of these sublime realities, I am,
Sincerely yours,
GEo. K. MoRRIS.
Copy of my reply :
CINCINNATI, 0., Dec. 2, 1892.
REV. GEo. K. MoRRis, D.D. Dear flir: Your r~~ly to
my humble sentiments regarding the sermon on Reasonability of Hell" received. I am by no means astonished at your cheap excuse that, having been teachin~
religion for so many years, you understand your business. I hav studied the Bible, and all of her supp!ementary traditions, with the closest and most reverent1al
scrutiny for some twenty years, until the ''Lord's," yes,
the very "Lord's prayer" accidentap_y convinced me of
her irreverence and absurdities. Unf~unded s~~ries,
myths, and claims unprovf!'b~e, mesmenze ~II p1tmble
idiots into a slavi~ ~ubmis.siOn and trel!l~lmg prayer.
No true intellect will Bign a list of any C!J.nstian meJl!.bership, unless a personal benefit, hypocnsy, shall.st~u
late him .to disregard all scrutiny, honesty, and JustiCe.
These, my objections to all the reverend usurpers, ate
made in good faith, and by reasons given in my former

l
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communication; and I solemnly demand of you a proof,
clear and honest proof, of my mistakes and untruths.
But to call anyone criticising you and your consorts
simply canaille, is, by no means, reasonable, though
probably church policy. ''Unclean" are rather the lips
of the religious bigots instead of those of the true "In·
fidels" who can never, nor will ever, concede that the
all-powerful ma,ster of the universe, if there is any, is
so unjust, mean, and ungodly as the church has been (I
hope unconsciously)making him from times immemorial.
I hereby earnestly advise you to rea.d.Paine's "Age of
Reason," John Peck's "Christian Absurdities," ... Can·
die From Under the Bushel," and the weekly TRUTH
SEEKER. A different "I" will signalize your name, and
gladly will you confess: Mea culpa!
Respectfully yours,
N. T. TANSKI.
61 West Ninth street.

SWEDEN.
The Swedish Freethought Federation.
SWITZERLAND.
Societe de Libre Pensuers, Geneva.
UBUGUAY,
Three societies.
Three journals.
VENEZUELA.
Grand Orient National, comprising forty lodges.
The Central Society of Freethinkers, Caracas.
The journal La Razon.
1
GusTAVE NELSON.

The Existence of the Universe Proves the
Non-existmtce of God.

-----------------------

AN OPEN LETTER TO A. AUGUSTA CHAPMAN.

. About two months hav rolled by since the prohibition of the Spanish government which put an
end to a congress which began so favorably and
with so much enthusiasm. In speeches delivered
too many truths had been told about the Catholic
church to suit the clergy.
·
The reports about the congress that appeared in
various journals were contradictory and no satisfaction would be got from them, so the writer resolved to wait until the official report came out in
La Raison.
Among the adhesions reported to the International
Federation at the congress we will mention:
UNITED STATES OF AMERIOA.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, New York city.
Freethought Federation of America; president, S.
Putnam; secretary, J. Charlesworth.
The society Roberto Ingersoll, Jacksonville, Fla.
The society Fideles Obreros de ]a Baja, La Paz, Cal.
The New York Spanish periodical El Progresso.
The New York Spanish periodical El Pensamiento
Oontemporaneo.
GERMANY.
Deutsch Freidenker-Bund (German Freethought Fed·
eration).
ENGLAND.
National Secular Society.
The London Freethinker.
The National Reformer.
AltGENTINE REPUBLIO.
Nine Seculli.r journiUs.
Fifteen Freethought societies.
AUSTRIA..
Der Lichtjreund, organ ·for the Free-religious societies
of Austria and Hungary.
BELGIUM.
The National Freethought Federation, comprising one
hundred and twenty-five societies with over fifteen thousand activ members.
THE REPUBLIC COLUMBIA.
Three societies.
. REPUBLIO ST. DOMINGO.
One journal, El Boletin de Oome1·cio.
Three socie1ies.
SPAIN.
Las Dominicale.9 del Libre Pensamiento.
One hundred and fifty Masonic lodges.
Two hundred and fifty Freethou~,;ht societies.
Fifty: journals. ·
·
Bemdes the above-named, one thousand individual
adhesions, among whom we will mention: Nicolas Salmeron and Pi y Margall, ex-presidents of the Spa:irlsh
republic, several members of the Cortes (Stlanish con~ess), and several professors from the universities of
Madrid,. Barcelona, Salamanca, Seville, Ovieda, Granada, etc.
FRANCE.
The Grand Orient of France, Masonic society, comprising four hundred lodges.
The French Freethought Federation, comprising three
hundred societies.
Four independent societies.
Six journals.
Besides a large number of individual adhesions, among
whom we will mention: Max Nordau, Jean-Paul Cee,
Rene Goblet, and Yves Guyot, ex-ministers of France.
GUADELOUPE.
The Freethought Society Antorcha.
GUATEMALA.
The Secular ~ournal Las Noticias.
The Secular JOUrnal El Quetzal.
HOLLAND.
De Dageraad, monthly Freethought magazine.
De Dageraad, the Freethought Federation of Holland.
ITALY.
·Ten societies.
Atnong individual adhesions: Giovanni Bovio, professor of University at Naples; Enrico Ferri, professor at
University at Florence; Jacques Moleschott, member of
senate.
MEXIOO.
Gen. Porfirio Diaz; president of the United States of
Mexico..
The Grand Diete Symbolique Ecossaise, comprising
one hundred lodges.
Four individual Freethought societies.
Fifty-three Masonic lodges.
Fifty journals.
PERU.
Four societies.
PORTUGAL.
·The Portuguese di'rision of Le Grand Orient, one hundred and twenty lodges.
.
. Five individual adhesions, among whom is D. Theophile
Braga, J?rofessor University at Lisbon.
Four Journals.
.
.
ROUMANIA.
The journalMunca, Bucharest.
.M. Constantin Mille, lawyer, Bucharest.
SAN.SALVADOR.
Freeth(jught society America Cimtral'

cosmic life. But no such necessity exists, Existence
to-day implies, yes, absolutely proves, eternal existence. As well might we assume a time when
time was not, a time when space was not, as to assume a time when the universe was not.
Something exists to-day. This requires no proof.
The sum total of all exi~tence cannot be increas~d
or decreased to the amount of a solitary atom,
Something cannot spring from nothing. Hence
existence to-day proves eternal existence.
Before proceeding with my argument I must
here define what I mean by "existence." All .forms
are transient (destructiv of both Gods and spirits).
There are no eternal forms. The only existence
per se in the universe is matter. We know this
exists. It embraces all reality, all existence. It is
the object.iv, or basis of all subjectiv, and without it
those who attempt to materialize thought and
annihilate substance· would not even be able to
generate -from their physique their stupid theories
and attempt to draw the horse with the. cart.
Whatever exists io a form of matter, and whatever
is not matter does not exist. All is matter, the remainder-nothing. This constitutes the great
realms of God and spooks.
The universe exists only as an infinit aggregation of matter. Its worlds, suns, and. their respectiv
associate phenomena--men, houses, trees, rocks,
etc.-hav no existence de facto, but all these are
simply mutable forms of lesser or greater aggregations of immutable matter. These forms are
alike transient; at one time t.hey were not, and at
some indefinit time in the future they will cease to
be. Their components, matter in its chemical and
physical elements, alone survives and thus perpetuates the formation process forever. Therefore,
when I speak of existence here, it is in the sense of
abstract (>Xistence, not in the sense of existence of
special forms.
The eternity of matter being conceded, this
proves that it was never created, and, hence, needed
no creator.
Matter is force. The idea that matter is inert,
dead, impotent, and needs the aid of a creator or
outside agencies or forces to manipulate it, is exploded. Matter is force, one and inseparable,
physical and chemical force, and. fully accounts for
all cosmic phenomena.
Nature is one vast chemical labor~tory; and,
soulless and will-less, in the course of eternity, matter, of its own potencies, mingles with and selects
by chemical affinity and physical process, genial
elements, and unaided evolves into flowers, trees,
men, worlds, suns, and systems. Evanescent and
delicate in its segregate form, it becomes, in vast
. aggregation, the power which moves worlds and
controls the universe. It is the sole cause and
creator of a world teeming with life and beauty,
and the source of all harmony and order pervading
the boundless realms of space. As the tiny drop of
:water or molten lead in mid-air ltssumes a globular
form, so all cosmic bodies are shaped by virtue of
like potencies composing and surrounding ·them.
No God is needed in either case. On the contrary,
it would require an infinit number of Gods to prevent phenomena, rather than a single God to cause
the same.
Matter being eternal proves that its general aspect has also been forever the same. No eternal
chaos, followed by a sudden miraculous jump into
its present form, but an eternal statu quo-a veritable and only perpetual motion. Hence no beginning
to harmony and order, no first world, sun, or system, but all phenomena but a repetition of similar
phenomena preceding them forever. If six thousand
(or .six million) years ago matter had been dead,
inert, motionless, and in chaos, it would be in
identical condition to-day. But, it is plain, what
matter or all existing causes ·would not produce or
evolve during the eternity of time prior to the above
time it would, of course, never evolve. An eternity
of time is ever. sufficient time to accomplish at any
special period of ·time what it has accomplished at
the present time.

The International Freethought Congress at · EsTEEMED MADAM : Gods--your God and all other
gods-were invented, assumed, inferred, and conMadrid.
sidered a necessity to account for nature and
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The same argument demonstrates the fallacy of
postulating a "First Cause," a ".lawgiver," a "designer," or a "God'\ in order to 'explain existence
and life.
A "First Cause " implies an eternity of time
prior to the time when this "First Cause " is supposed to hav caused the universe or before it began to act as a cause. Think of it! For countless millions of ages, multiplied ad infinitum, this .
cause was absolutely inert, dead, and non-productiv
of a solitary effect, then suddenly, without cause-because no other causes existed-it created (from
nothing) an infinit universe as we behold it to-day!
Can the credulity of fetichism go beyond this T
Common schoolboy sense would conclude that if
such "First Cause" had existed during all eternity
without being activ as such "First Cause," it would
never hav become activ.
The same train of thought annihilates a "lawgiver." To giv, make, or enact a law implies a
time before such law was given, made, 01' enacted.
Applied to nature this again implies an eternity of
time before the particular period of time when such
law was enacted. But what such "omniscient lawgiver" would not giv or enact during an eternity,
"he," of course, would never enact.
The idea of a '' designer of the universe" shares
the same sad fate: What an unchangeable, allwise "designer" would not design during. all
eternity, "he," of course, would never design. ·
And last; but not least, the God-idea, when subjected to the same crucial test of logic and reason,
"must go!"
"In the beginning God created the heavens and
the earth." It would be hard to find a line in
Munchausen which contains more falsehoods
than this : First, no beginning ; second, no God·;
third, no creation; fourth, nothing to create. But
pardon, dear madam, this digression upon a
subject which has now little interest for you and
from which you concede you hav evoluted. But
you hav fashioned a higher ideal for your God, "a
higher source of the origin of all om· material
blessings and even life itself." Will you kindly inform us what your God was occupied with before,
in his wisdom, he caused the origin of the miiverse '
The duration of the period of time
since this (imaginary) "origin," and the antecedent period, compares about as one drop of water
does to all the moisture on the earth and " in the
heaven." And no matter whether the period of
such origin is supposed to be 'six thousand or six
million of years ago, any definit period is utterly
insignificant when compared with the infinit period
of beginningless time preceding it. What then, my
friend, was your God's occupation before the creativ act' If "omniscient" he must be perfect and
unchangeable. Prior to "the beginning" he must
hav embodied within "himself" all then-existing
causes. No extraneous causes exis.ted during all
the infinit cycles of ages of eternity. "He" existed
content (of course) in idleness, in absolute dark
vacuum, and solitary and. alone (almost any other
member of " our persuasion " would hav longed for
a companion of "t'other persuasion") dm'ing all
this dreary eternity of time. All existing causes
did not prompt "him " to create a universe or a
mouse. Now, like causes produce like effects.
But no other causes existed to change God's lonesome condition ef eternal solitude. If then your
God, during the eternity prior to the period when
you assume he caused the origin of the universe,
had so existed, would it not follow, as a logical
necessity, that ' he " would so exist now'? How,
then, can you reconcile God's act with his omniscience'?
Theism implies an eternity of nothing, of standstill, suddenly and miraculously transformed into a
comparativly very brief period of universal life,
motion, and activity_:an absurdity which all thinking and honest minds must and will discard in the
near future, And thus, as you hav courageously discarded "the little tin God of orthodoxy," I am
sure that my good friend will continue in the grand
work of investigation, and soon also discard her
"sovereign ruler," or her "God of Perfect Wisdom," and leave them behind too!
And imagin this grand world with all the countless Gods obliterated, and all the wealth and
energy now sacrificed upon the altar of phantoms
and for idle pomp and mummery applied to the
moral and intellectual elevation of man. No more
Catholics, Methodists, Mohammedans, or Jews,
but only men and brothers. No more sources of
dissensions, hatreds, and jealousies. No more
churches, cathedrals, synagogs, or idols, but orily
schools and halls of science, music, and art. No
more devotion of time and money to the unknown,
but only to the true, the pure, and the beautiful.
Morality and good behavior taught in graded lessons in our public schools, and a system of moral-
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ity based upon natural law, generally promulgated,
would be infinitly more productiv of men Of character and women of virtue th~n a vague system of
theology which rewards and punishes only after
death.
Let the gods go! They hav absorbed the vitality of the world for centuries, now let us work and
liv for mankind. ·
But there are many other reasons which prove
there is no God. It has never been proved there is
a. God, and if there is one he himself has not proved
it. Yet the burden of proof devolves upon those
affirming. Has God been provedT No! as our
greatest Theists admit, and I will agree to giv $100
to charity for every definition of God which I can
not prove to be absurd:
Existence (nature) is absolutely incompatible
with the existence of a God. It is either all God or
all nature. It cannot be both. The one annihilates the other. Nature is infinit-here and there
and everywhere. God, if "he" exists, must be infinit also. If net infinit, "he" cannot be God and
all it implies. But two infinit entities are impossible, both cannot exist in the same space at the
same time. We look around the world, we search
space for billions of miles with our tAlescopes-alas,
no God! All is nature. Nature here and there
and everywhere. Where, then, is God?
. To insist, dear friend, that nature "is as undemonstrable an entity as God himself," is, permit me
to say, one of the weak arguments in your very interesting letter. You know nature exists, and to explain it-for no other reason-you still cling to the
(higher) God idea, which, however, you cannot explain. So, in seeking the latter, you tacitly admit
the former. But without the self-evident fact of
nature-grand and, indeed, awe-inspiring-the God
idea would never hav been born.
But, en passant, permit me here in kindness to
suggest a simple but practical test to demonstrate
the supremacy of nature . over God: Boldly place
your finger in the fire, pray fervently to your God
to protect your finger .from injury and you from
pain, and if at the close of the experiment you hav
experienced some pain, you will at least hav received demonstration of the existence of nature, if
not of God!
One of the strongest arguments against a God
you involuntarily supply yourself. You say: ''I,
nor anyone else, ever knew wisdom, intelligence,
knowledge, affection, or benevolence disassociated
from a personality of some sort." You haV seen
what you (wrongly) interpret as "unerring intelligence and undoubted beneficence" in nature, and
consequently, these being purely personal attributes,
you are compelled to a Theistic solution.
Permit me to reply as briefly as possible: A God
implies being-an organic being ; this physical
being; this necessitates limit, as an unlimited
being is an absurdity; but a limited being cannot
be God.
"Divine PotentialHy" implies animal potentiality,
because, as you say, where there is no being or personality there can be no "Divine Potentiality."
Such a being necessitates brain. A God without a
brain cannot be a God, but, my dear madam, a God
with a brain cannot be infinit, and consequently can
not be God.
A God can only be conceived in the form of man.
But a man-God, though a huge giant, is but an impotent agent to change the course of the smallest
planet even a hail"sbreadth. Imagin your God
personality off in space among flying and burning
orbs, with no foothold but violently revolving,
flying, and burning crbs, and by what law of nature
would he escape instant destruction! Science says
all organic life freezes to an icicle in interstellar
space-this· freezes out God. And if "he " should
venture too near to one of the stars-which are all
suns, except a very few planets-or too near our
sun, he would instantly be incinerated!
Please imagin yourself in a large hall and molten
balls of fire shot from immense cannon flying thick
and fast all around you and you lutv an approximate
idea of the fate of a God, if he really exists in interstellar space.
And lastly, as intelligence is always associated
with personality, so is it always associated with
sex. There is no sex without intelligence, and
no intelligence without sex. But sex implies kind
-male and female. The one without the other
would be a lamentable failure-an adaptation for no
purpose, one of the "mistakes of nature " we read
about. If there is a God, you admit he must be a
being or personality. Conceded. Now, if a person,
what gender? The church in ignoring a female
God virtually denies both, as the one cannot possibly exist without the other and imply perfection.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
SEND

for free catalog of our books.

The Freethinkers and The Fair.
Samuel P. Putnam, president of the Freethonght Federation of America, is in the city on his way to Wash·.
ington with petitions, chiefly from the Pacidc coast, of
over twenty thousand names favoring the opening of the
Fair on Sunda.y.-Chicago Herald.
The foregoing item evidences that Liberals hav ~o
look to the Federation for whatever real, aggress1v
work is to be done before Congress concerning the
opening of the Fair on Sunday. It also implies a
good deal more-tha,t .the Federation is not excl?sivly an organization for extorting financial a1d
from generously disposed Liberals to be frittered
away in incompetent idleness, nor yet a charity to
maintain impecunious persons.
It means that its officers do not even wait till the
money is forthcoming to perform any necessary service, but go and do the work first, relying on the
support of those who believe in paying for labor
honestly performed. There is another point to
this: this season is generally the lecturer's harvest,
and Mr. Putnam could hav labored for months with
certain financial success on the Pacific coast, but
regardless of that, or whether he will ever be paid
or not, he comes all the way from San Francisco to
Washington, D. C.· He proposes with the Torch of
Reason to try and disperse some of the dark clouds
of. bigotry and superstition that now lower over our
national citadeL May the Liberals aid him in his
heroic assault.
·
I was pleased to see by the enormous package in
Geo. L. Robertson's store that the Freethought
Federation is distributing THE TRUTH SEEKER's admirable pamphlet on closing the World's Fair on
Sunday. It is an "eye-opener." Macdonald is to
be congratulated on his enterprise, and the Federation for knowing a good thing when they see it.
I see that the replies to the postal cards sent out
by the Sunday Opening Association of this city,
among whom are those of the mayor, postmaster,
Editor Scoll of the Herald, and Rev. Dr. Thomas,
show that seventy-two and one half per cent favor the
opening of the Fair on Sunday. That shows how
the public feels.
After all, those interested in an open Fair are
likely to steal a march on the Sabbatarians. And
though the legal fight will be made and should be
made in Congress on the constitutionality of its imposition of such conditions to the appropriation,
that will not end the mll-tter. At least, many are
convinced that unforeseen complications might
arise to defeat the proposed amendment, and knowing the uncertain temper of Congress on any question requiring a little backbone, those interested
hav decided that there should be another point on
which to base their movement. About two months
ago a number of prominent south side citizens,
among whom, I learn, was my old friend and for'mer employer, Otis S. Favor, applied to Judge
Tuley for an injunction restraining the World's
Fair commissioners from closing the gates of the
Fair on Sunday. January 3d was set as the date of
the hearing. The ground on which the writ is
asked is, that by the provisions of the city charter
Jackson park is public property ; that the park commissioners hold it in trust for the people, and that
neither the commissioners nor the World's Fair
authorities nor Congress hav. a right to shut the
public from the park at any time.
If it is possible, under the law and the evidence,
for Judge Tuley to decide in favor of Sunday opening, there is this assurance, that no fear of incurring the enmity or displeasure of any class will
deter the grand old chancellor from doing his duty.
So that we are hopeful of this decision.
I append a clipping detailing the postal card
canvass.
Chicago, Dec. 18, 1892.
E. A. STEVENs.
The World's Fair Sunday Opening Association has received returns from the postal cards sent out to get an
expression of the people on the question of Sunday opening of the Fair. The replies show that seventy-five per
cent of the people answering the committee's request
favor open gates and a quiet Sunday Fair. The special
committee of the association appointed to get an expression of the people on this question has made its report,
in which the members tell of the method of obtaining the
sentiment of the people and also the result of their work
in this line. In sending out the requests for these expressions of opinion the committee selected from Dunn's.
commercial reference book the twenty-five first priute1l
names in the list of business men rated above $1,000liquor-dealers excepted-in forty different cities of the
United States of a population oness than fifty thousand.
They also selected from the same book the first ten
names-liquor-dealers excepted-of men rated above
$1,000 in each and every city of the United States of a
population of not less than four thousand nor more than
ten thousand.
To these men, as representing the popular sentiment
of the country, postal card tickets with the following two
propositions were sent:
"Do you favor absolute closing of the Exposition on
Sunday?
.
"Do yon favor opening the Exposition on Sunday
with a. cessation of machinery, merchandising, and unnecessary labor?"

Nothing in the way of argument pro or con was sent
with the cards, the whole matter being left in a purely
unprejudiced light.
Of 2, 758 .answers received there were votin~ for the
first proposition 756; for the second proposit10n there
were 2,002 votes, giving a ratio on the entire vote of 72!
per cent in favor of open gates and a quiet Sunday Fair.
From the different states the percentag-e on the entire
vote received in favor of repealing the closing clause was
as follows:
Alabama ................ 75 1-7 Nevada .................... 75
Arizona .................. 75
New Hampshire ....... 64. 1-7
Arkansas ................ 78 1-5 New Jersey ............. 67 1-5
California .............. 77 1-2 New Mexico .. .. .. ... .. . 75
Colorado................ 78 1-5 New York................ 68 1-2
Connecticut ............ 74 1-10 North Carolina ......... 64
Florida .................. 60
North Dakota .......... 78 1-4
Georgia ................ 75
Ohio....................... 62 1-8
Illinois .................. 711-2 Pennsylvania .. . . .. .... 71 1-2
Indiana .................. 66 1-6 Rhode Island .......... 68 1-4
Iowa ...................... 751-9 South Carolina....... . 72 1-7
Kansas................... 75 1-7 South Dakota .......... 76
Kentucky ............... 74 1-7 Tennessee... :............ 78 1-5
Maine .................... 64 1-2 Texas ...................... 74 1-2
Maryland............... 80
Utah ........................ 100
Massachusetts ......... 69 1-2 Vermont.. ................ 65 1-8
Michigan................ 76 1-6 Virginia ............... ..
Mississippi..:......... . 71 1-4 Washington............. 77 1-2
Minnesota ............. 79 1-3 West Virginia .......... 83 1-3
Montana ................ 81 1-8 Wisconsin. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 76
Missouri ................ 74 1-7 Wyoming ................ 711-4
Nebraska ...·............ 82 1-3
In concluding the report the committee says:
"We hav taken, so to speak, crude portions of the
public sentiment from every state and section of the
country, making the rule apply to small cities particularly, as it is here the stricter sentiment of Sunday observance is admittedly the strongest. We furnish in this
what we truly believe-and what in the commerciaJ.
world would be exact knowledge-is an average expression
of the will of all people on the question of Sunday and
the World's Fair. No fairer nor more unprejudiced and
unbiased plan for securing an expression from the people
could be devised; for on such tests the industriaJ. trades,
produce, andcommerce of the world is carried on with
absolute security. We submit the results to those
concerned in confidence of their reasonable consideration."
The committee making the report includes :Mayor
Washburne, Postmaster Sexton, James W. Scott, and
Rev. Dr. Thomas.

Working for Justice.
From the Stockton, Cal., Independent of November 29th.

Notwithstanding the rain Sunday night S. P.
Putnam had a fair-sized audience in the Avon
Theater to hear his lecture on the World's Fair.
Mr. Freeman, of the Liberal League, who intro.
duced Mr. Putnam, apologized for the necessary
omission of the singing. Two important members
of the maennerchor had gone to a wedding festival and were unable to return in time, and the
singing could not proceed without them.
Mr. Putnam spoke without notes, and told how
Congress came to insert the Sunday-closing proviso
in making· the appropriation for the World's Fair,
and said that Congressmen had been bulldozed and
blackmailed into passing it. He read the resolutions of workingmen's organizations in favor of
keeping the Fair open, and said the churches hl\d
practiced false pretenses to influence Congressmen
to close it. Petitions sent from Ohio and Pennsylvania purported to represent more petitioners than
there were inhabitants in those states, and one
from California contained the names of men that
were dead before the petition containing them was
drawn. He showed that only twenty-one million
of the inhabitants of the United States were nominally Christians, and that forty-two million must,
of course, be non-Christian, and said that this
showed that the United States was :riot a Christian
country. He added that the Declaration of Independence only mentioned God once, and the Constitution not at all. A decision of the United
States Supreme Court had pronounced the country
Christian, but it went outside the law and back to
the fact that Ferdinand and Isabella, Christian
monarchs, had commissioned Columbus to discover the New World. To do so that tribunal ignored a plain provision of the Constitution, and
Congress had done likewise by legislating in recognition of the so-called Christian Sabbath, established by Constantine, one of the most cruel of all
tyrants. Jesus did not establish Sunday as a Sabbath and Paul told the Romans not to contend
about the subject. For three hundred years Sunday had been observed as a feast day, not as a
Sabbath, and there was no warrant for it as such
until Constantine proclaimed it.
At the close of the lecture petitions for opening
the Fair gates were signed by large numbers, and Mr.
Putnam announced that he was going to Washington to labor for the repeal of that part of the law
closing the Fair on Sunday.
Before the lecture began W. F. Freeman presented the following resolutions which had been
adopted by the Turn V erein and Liberal League,
and they were adopted unanimously :
WHEREAS, The Congress and Senate of the United
States hav surpassed the powers delegated to them by the
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Oonsti~utio~ in attacJ:rin~, to their app~o:priation to the J Several petitions upon the opening of the World's call, are to be found ever ready to welcome the
Worlds :tau the proviBo that the exhibit be .closed on
Sunday;
andDeeming
.
WHEREAS,
such-legislation dangerous in the
extreme, affording as it does a precedent which will lead
to gt:eater abu~e of pow~r in the same direction, and
practiCap.y .tending to a umon of church and state; therefore be It
.
Resolved, That we earnestly and emphatically condemn the action of our constituted authorities at Washington as hasty, ill-advi~ed, and reckless, _and r!lsp~ctfull_y
urge_ that they reconsider. the afo~esaid ob~ect10nable
proVIso, and take such act10u as will cause It to be expunged from the bill. thereby showing to the world that
in the United States,' the boasted land of religious liberty,
religion can and must be maintained without the aid of
political legislation by the government.

Fair on Sunday were circulated, and a large nom- Freethought pilgrim as he journeys to and fro upon
b er 0 f pe_t"t"
. expec.te d from th"IS CI"tY·. The the face of the earth. Our friends here were so
I ~ons Is
great maJOrity of the people here are decidedly gratified with the result of my lectures that they
in favor of such opening. The local press express- wanted some more. I could not conform to their
ing the views of the people is explicit upon this wishes, for other engagements called ~e away; and
b" ·
·
as much as I would like to hav given them another
su Ject.
.
.
I was pleased, mdeed, to meet With such sturdy talk, or even to stay a little longer in their midst, I
Freethinkers as Mr. Lownd; G. Cox, late of Van- must obey the call of duty's voice and journey on
couver B. C., now a resident of this city, whose to other fields. Amid farewells I leave this host of
.sr t ' ·
th
f F
th
ht
t
11.
euor ·S m . e c~use o
ree oug
are oo we friends and once more resume my journey into
known by his fnends to need comment. Messrs. North Dakota.
Macomber, Cooper, Pierce, and Dr. Clark make up
Several Freethinkers hav written me, and others
the Liberal vanguard, all of whom treated me with hav expressed their views personally, upon Freethe utmost respect and consideration. "All good thought headquarters in Chicago during the
The Freethought Federation of America.
things must come to an end," says the proverb ; so World's Fair. They desire some place wherein ac[Headquarters, 345 West Randolph street, Ohicago, TIL did my visit to Minneapolis. So, bidding good-bye commodations for Freethinkers can be made, and S. P. Putnam, president; John R. Charlesworth, secre- to· my new friends, I plunge farther into the snowy wherein the friends of our cause from all the parts
tary; George L. Robertson, treasurer.]
regions of the Northwest, en route to Crookston, of the globe may meet and congregate together in
Minneapolis has been called the Queen City of where I am billed for two lectures. Crookston has the bonds of friendship. Undoubtedly many Freethe Northwest, and not without good reason. Here, a population of about three thousand, and is situ- thinkers will visit the Fair, and an enormous sum
amid the snows and ice of winter, such winter ated in the Red River valley. Its population is will be required to safely carry one through the exas is unknown to the southern and eastern por- made up largely of the Scandinavian element, which tortionate rates of hotelkeepers or those who hav
tions of our country, is a busy, bustling people, is Liberal in the extreme. This little Minnesota rooms to rent. Hotel rates and prices of accommofull of life and energy,· made up of that activity of town is fairly alive with Liberals, which speaks well dation will be doubled, and in some cases trebled,
purpose that has made the American nation what for the value to this country of the Scandinavian and what we now propose is to lease some building
it is to-day. Here,.in the grand march of civilization, people. My advent had been eagerly anticipated, during the continuance of the Fair, fit it up for as
what was a few years ago a vast wilderness of forest and I soon found myself amid a host of friends, many as it will comfortably accommodate, and then
·growths has been built to a grand city of two hun- who could not do too much to make me welcome to we shall hav a place for Freethinkers to come to,
dred thousand inhabitants, the push and the enter- their town. The Freethinkers here hav a large in- and where they can obtain accommodations at ordiprise of whom are excelled nowhere in the United fluence in the political issues of the district, and, nary rates without any attempt at extortion. This
States. In place of forest trees we find huge working upon the plan laid down and urged by the will cost money, of course, but if a few Freethinkand massiv business blocks. The hum and the Federation, they hav been preeminently successful ers of means can be found who are willing to aswhirl of machinery :has taken the place of the in their endeavors. The Freethinkers, fusing with sist in this scheme it can easily be done, and at
rustling of leaves as the winds blew througla the the Populists, hav succeeded in electing three well- the conclusion of the Fair their money will be reforests. Here, upon the banks of the Mississippi known Freethinkers to office-namely, H. E. Boen, turned with a good dividend. The rooms could be
stretching away upon either side, is a grand exam- the new Congressman-elect; Frank I ves, judge of engaged in advance, whenever one could be found
ple of human art and industry in bringing together the district court, and A. R. Holston, county at- empty, and as soon as one stepped out another
in one grand center large business enterprises and torney. Here is a splendid achievement, and now would step in, so that the place would always be
comm!Jrcial activity of every description. Minne- will the Freethinkers in other parts of the country occupied and failure would be impossible.
apolitans did not succeed in nominating our next take these gallant workers in our vineyards as their
Now, how many of our rich Freethinkers are willpresident, but they hav succeeded in getting the exemplars and work to accomplish the same end! ing to undertake their share of this process? How
latest United States cruiser named after the city; J. 0. Matthews, the deputy county treasurer, is also many desire to see Freethought headquarters in
and the Minneapolitans are made up of that kind an avowed Freethinker, and places himself upon the Chicago during the Fair! It is now time to c13ase
of stuff that we need not be surprised should they list of THE TRUTH SEEKER subscribers. William talking about it, to cease saying just how much you
urge Uncle Sam into a naval encounter, just to try Miinch follows suit and sends in his subscription would like to see this done, and come down with
the new ship and to see what she is made of. . The also.
that assistance that makes the project possible.
rivers and lakes are all frozen over and covered with
My first lecture was received by a large and The Federation will do its share. We are willing
a. thick mantle of ice. Over its surface the skaters enthusiastic audience, which frequently manifested to manage the concern and do our utmost in that
skim with ease and grace. Racing with ice yachts its appreciation of the lecture. Upon the second direction. Will you do yours 1 Six or seven thouis a sport heartily enjoyed in this country. They night the hall was filled to its utmost capacity, and sand dollars will be required to make the move a
are built, and rigged with masts and sails, like an to add to the attraction the local Baptist preacher success. A start could be made with half that
ordinary yacht, but are provided with runners ; had ventured into the lion's den and attempted to amount, and how many are ready to put up a share
these, pl&ced upon the surface of the ice, with their muzzle him. He had been induced to this by one in the Freethought headquarters T It cannot be
sails unfolded to the breeze, glide along at an ex- of his friends and supporters, but I venture to done without financial assistance, and unless we
ceedingly rapid rate. The ice offers less resistance think that the preacher, when he got home, uttered get it as speedily as possible it will be useless talk· to the progress of these boats than if they were a fervent prayer for the "Lord" to save him from ing further upon the subject. Let us hear from
placed in water, so that a very little breeze will his friends in future, especially when a Freethought you. Those who will help us to sustain the cause of
carry them rapidly along. I was met at the depot lecturer is in the arrangement. The reverend Freethought may send their names to me, with the
by Charles Lownd, who immediately took charge gentleman made the poorest attempt to defend his amount they will invest, and which shall be pubof me, and made me his guest while in the city. cause of anyone I hav yet encountered. Neverthe- lished in THE TRUTH SEEKER's columns from
On Sunday afternoon we pay a visit to the Minne- less, it served· as an interesting feature of the meet- time to time.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
haha falls, now immortalized. by the poems of ing, and his discomfiture became the talk of the
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
Longfellow. It is a grand and imposing sight. The town next day. Freethought is in the air. At
waters fall for a distance of nearly forty feet, and every street corner may be seen groups of people
What!
upon every side ar~ to be seen gigantic pillars of discussing the topic of the day. And the largest
I
can
imagin
how
a
man could be bribed with a
ice, whose varied hues make them glow with many hall in town will hav to be engaged the next time
dollar
or
two
to
vote
for
a man he had intended to
colors. They resemble huge stalactites, down the a Freethought lecturer visits this town. Thirty
sides of which rushes the water with mighty force, stanch and enthusiastic Liberals placed their names vote for.
Also by the use of a dozen dollars or so, a man in
send its spray all around, and this falling upon the upon the roll of the Federation. World's Fa~
trees and shrubs forms there a coatmg of ice petitions are being circulated and Freethought IS a tight place might be bribed to vote for some one
'which makes them look like crystals in the sparkling being pushed forward in this town with a vim and he had not intended to.
I can imagin how by the use of a few hJ.D.dred
sun. We next visited the lake in Central park, enthusiasm that cannot fail to win. ·
dollars
a mean man might be bribed to burn
which fairly sw.armed with skaters. It is exhilaratAndrew Steenerson got out his sleigh and,. with
ing sport, and I could scarcely help breaking the a splendid team, took me for a ride upon the vast another man's stacks or barn; or for a. few
tenth Commandment, just for a few minutes. I and almost boundless prairies of Minnesota. On thousand dollars a mighty mean man might be
felt as though I would rather be a skater just then and on we sped, over the broad, snow-covered bribed to murder a fellow-man.
But what tremendous crime calls for the bribe of
than a lecturer. Eventually, as I could not resist plains. The temperature almost froze our breath,
the temptation-and in this respect I did not differ and long ere we returned the horses were covered $2,500,0001 Is it possible that noble, honorable
from the "first man "-I tried it. Some of them with a hoary frost where the perJpiration had been men would offer such a bribe as that 1 Is it poswere cutting fancy figures on the ice, .so did I. turned to ice upon them. It was a cold ride, but -sible that noble, honorable men could be bribed into
Mine were not fancy. My figures resembled a "dot bracing. I thoroughly enjoyed it, and it gave me a crime commensurate with such a huge appropriation 1
and carry one." They came near having to carry an immense appetite for supper.
Behold the Congress of the United States bribing
me. Mr. Lownd assured me that I had done firstOle E. Hagen is among the foremost in our ranks
the
management of the Columbian Exposition into
rate, considering · my inexperience; but I only here. . Of Norwegian birth, yet a true American
wished that I might hav donll better.
and a brave Freethinker, he has labored upon an actual union of church and state !
Behold the acceptance of the bribe by the
Sunday morning I went and heard the Rev. Mr. several journals in this portion of Uncle Sam's terSimmons deliver a grand address upon our public- ritory, but his views became too Radical for theni. management and its enforcement of the contract!
Indeed justice has fled from the haunts of men.
school system in the Unitarian church, and in the He has written and published two pamphlets in
For shame, for shame, for shame !
evening I· went to the People's Meeting and heard the Scandinavian tongue entitled, "The FreeL. L. GooDWIN.
11
the·Rev. Mr. Sample. The former was the more thinker, the Priest, and the Sexton," and PriestMayst on, Tenn., Nov. 24, 1892.
scholarly discourse, and Mr. Simmons should re- craft and Churchcraft." Mr. Hagen gave me fifty
ceive the support of the most heterodox people in copies of these pamphlets, the proceeds of which
As Good As the Theological Definitions.
this city. I did not lecture here at all, the time are to be given to the Federation. Their price is
Maud:
please answer me this one question.
being too short to make any arrangements for an fifteen cents each. Any of our Scandinavian friends What is a "Mamma,
spirit?"
independent meeting, and, although Mr. Lownd who may desire one or both of these pamphlets,
Mamma: "Why, Maud, I can't explain it to you; you
had made strenuous efforts to secure. me an en- written in their nativ language, may hav the same would not understand if I did."
Maud: "Oll,_yes I should."
gagement at the two meetings mentioned above, he by applying to me at the headquarters of the
Mamma: "Well,'then, a spirit is something you perceive
was unsuccessful, I being unknown to. the directors. Federation.
but don't see. Now you don't know any better than you
However, I was assured of a hearing the n~xt time
Ole Hagen, Andrew Steenerson, Elias Steenerson, did before."
I· visit 1\:linnea.polis. .
·
and several others whose nwues I cannot now re- Maud: "Yes. I do, It's a skUDk,''
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Christianity Persecuting the Vicious States says that Congress shall make no But, that matter and natural laws are
Whom Its rgnorance Has Bred.
law respecting the establishment of any identical throughout the univerie has
Poetry and Science.
D.ENVER, CoL., Dec. 15, 1802.
Mn. TRUTH SEEKER: Once more
I write to you, as I wrote before.
' Inclosed a dollar you will find,
To send me a book of another kind.
The name, the title, you will know,
l!,or I write the name of the book below.
''The Origin of Species " it's to be,
And please be quick and send it me.
It's by Darwin. And don't forget;
For I hav never read it yet.
R. S. JAMES.

Will Some Newburgh Reader Reply~
WARREN, 0., Dec. 3, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: The attached clipping is
from the Daily Chronicle, of this city, of
November 21st. I hav challenged the
truth of the Newburgh incident and called
for authentic proofs, but without response
I thought best not to allow latter80 far.
day miracles to get· established by simple
consent. I wrote to the mayor of Newburgh, but that courteous official ~as done
nothing but preserve the stamp mclosed
him for reply. If I can procure a few
short letters from prominent Liberals of
Newburgh, N. Y., I hav permission to
publish them.
D. McLAREN.
The meeting Sunday night a~ the Pt:esbyterian church was the most mteresting
one yet. Mr. Potter spoke of a~ Infidel
club in Newburgt__N. Y. H~ sa1d these
men burnt the .tS1ble, baptized a cat,
and gave comm~nio~ to a dog, and the
same night two d1ed 1~ I;>ed, and one had
a fit and died, and Within five years two
starved, seven were drowned, eight shot,
five committed suicide, seven went to the
gallows, and one froze to death,_ while
three died what were called acCidental
deaths.

The First Women, and a Brooklyn Mis·
stater of Facts.
MILLEDGEVILLE, ILL., Dec. 5, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: I see a great many comments on the two first chapters of Genesis
in regard to creation, and I hav never
seen any mention made of how many
women there were on earth before there
was one born of woman. I hav taken some
trouble to figure on the subject, and I
can make out five. First., God created man
and woman. That is one. That one
is never mentioned again. Next he
made one out of n rib. That is No. 2.
Then Cain emigrated to the land of Nod
and got him a wife. That makes three.
Then one of Cain's sons took two wives.
That makes five. Now, I defy any priest
or parson to prove the above false. I hav
asked several church people how many
women there were before there was one
born and everyone would say, "Why,
there' was one, of course. " And then I
would say, "There were five." Then
they would say that I could not prove it
by the Bible. Then I would get the old
novel and read the two first chapters of
Genesis and make thPm keep count, and
when I got through just see how they
would twist and squirm and try to lie out
of it. But facts are stubborn things.
I was reading in THE TRUTH BEEKER of
December 3d your acconnt of Russia. I
had just finished reading Talmage's sermon about the same country. Now, if
you hav not read it I wish you would. I
read it in the Toledo Blade of November
24th. Either he is an awful liar or there
is a misstatement somewhere. According
to all accounts I hav read about that
country, it is the w_orst-governed land 0 ~
earth. But accordmg to holy Talmage 1t
is one of the best-governed countries in·
Europe. He says the Russian people just
worship the emperor. He says in another
sermon in the same paper that in twenty
years Russia has only transported to
Siberia 443 prisoners, and those that hav
been sent there are well treated and hav a
good chance to better their former condition in life. Now what do you think? I
think I would help pay the Rev. T. D. T. 's
fare to that blessPd Siberia provided he
got the same tre11tment that those convicts
get, Yours for civil and mental Liberty,
M~ H. WILLFONG,

PITTSBURGH, P A., Dec. 3, 1892.
M.R. EDIToR: Our ministers in this city
hav got a good fit on the last few weeks
and hav compelled our mayor to issue
orders to close up the city disorderly
houses and put the prostitutes out on the
streets without one day's notice or any
provision to giv them homes or any place·
to stay or get a meal. They use them
more like cattle than human beings.
These are the so-called heads of the Christian church, ani! the so-called followers of
the man that did not hav where to lay his
head and the man that was not ashamed
to talk to the fallen women of his day and
told the mighty braves of his day, "You
that hav no sin cast a stone at her." He
did not try to chase her off the earth as
the fanatics of Pittsburgh are trying to do.
The Rev. Mr. Donehoo says that the Infidelity of our people is to blame to a
certain extent. Would the reverend
gentleman tell us what caused the prostitution back when Jesus told the man
without sin to cast a stone at her (John
viii, 7)? He might also answer at the
same time what effect Infidelity had on
the harlots in Rahab's time. They lived
in the city at that time, and they were all
the people in the city that the Lord or
Joshua could trust to deliver his chosen
people. Now, this fight against the prostitutes by the ministers shows that the
ministers hav lost their grip on the people,
and the church God has also lost his grip
of superstition and fear on the people.
This raid on the magdalena is not to fill
heaven with them, but the church God and
the priests and preachers now call on the
strong arm of the law to drive thPm into
the churches to help fill the contributionbox. That is the strong power that is
making the magdalena get out of the city
or reform and go to church. They, the
preachers, ignore the teaching of the scripture altogether: "No man can come to me
except the father draw him" (John vi, 44).
Now, the actions of these fanatics prove
that their church God is not able to draw
them or that he is too slow for them to
wait £iii he is ready to move them. I
do not know of any commandment in the
book that tells them to persecute the bad
to drive them into the kingdom. Now,
this man that the preachers profess to
follow was not afraid of being polluted by
living in the same city with them, and the
boo~ that they claim is filled with his sayings says:. "I say unto you that the publicans and the harlots go into the kingdom
before thyself," righteous preachers (1
John xxi, 31).
I hav been trying to get some of the
good people of this section to take the
Bible Picture Book and to subscribe for
THE TRUTH SEEKER. But I hav had no
success as yet. Many are willing to read
books and papers if you hav them. They
hav mine nearly worn out.
DELMONT JONES..

religion or the abridgment thereof, and
we want that to be so in fact, but when
the administration uses its power in behalf of the priesthood and for the furtherance of the Christian.Jb'r·ahy·other religion,
then all Freethinkers enter their protests,
and ·hence their action in the present campaign.
We want total separation of church and
state in fact. We want the church taxed
just the same as our knives and forks that
we eat with. We want the abolition of all
sumptuary laws; also. of all Sunday laws
as a religious institution.
In fact, we want fewer enactments of
legislatures. We think the legislature or
Congress that would repeal some of the
obn·oxious laws now on the statute-books
would immortalize itself. We want laws
the masses respect; others are a dead letter; We want "liberty for man, woman,
and child;" and we want it understood
when we say "liberty" we do not mean
license to do wrong to our neighbor.
President Harrison had the prestige of
the government patJ;"onage, and thereby
was nominated. He had the prestige
of having been elected four years ago.
And yet he was badly. beaten this year,
and as we said, the above are some of the
reasons. The people hav been thinking
for themselvs and they hav. made up their
minds that you cannot make people good
by law. You cannot make peop}e pious
by keeping some of the best in prison.
There are other very plain reasons for
Harrison's defeat. One is, he affixed his
signature to the l11.w closing the World's
Fair on Sunday in the interest of Wilbur
F. Crafts and a part or fraction of the
church, and against the interest and welfare of the laboring man who has made it
possible to hav a World's Fair and who
cannot spend the time to go and take his
family on any day except the first day of
the week, commonly called Sunday. It
is a well-known fact that rich people do
not need legislativ favors. But it seems
that the workers of our country hav no
rights that church and political bigots will
respect. And the only recourse they hav
left is the ballot, and they hav used it this
time most effectually for the defeat of the
present administration.
Of course the tariff hullabaloo had its
effect and was made the question at issue,
but it was only fog for the purpose of
keeping the real questions from being
brought to the notice of the people.
The Catholic and free school question,
and the total sepaTation of church and
state, ought to hav had a hearing before
the people, and will hav in the near future.
We will hav to face the music sooner or
later, and the ·sooner the better. We
must keep our free school system in the
United States intact and not submit to the
dictation of the pope of Rome. Otherwise the great and glorious American republic is doomed.
G. G. BECK.

The Election.

We Must Be Our Own Gods.

ST. JoSEPH, Mo., Nov. 27, E.M. 292.
MR. EDIToR: As various persons and
papers hav given the reason of Harrison's
defrat, I will giv · one. The administration in its foreign policy has been all that
any American citizen could wish for, but
its home policy has not peen up to the
standard of American citizenship, from
the fact that the president could hav released E. H. Heywcod from the prison in
Massachusetts, and he could hav released
Moses Harman from the Kansas prison,
but he turned a deaf ear to the demands
of justice, and in the interest of the hierarchy, Anthony Comstol'k, John Wanamaker & Co., has left such men to suffer
in prison, who are better men than their
persecutors. This is one of the very
potent reasons of Harrison's defeat.
There are a great many people who are
called Freethinkers in this country that
hav heretofore been Republicans but think
too much of justice and humanity to
silently submit to the wrongs perpetrated
on innocent men on account of their belief or unbelief. The Freethinkers are
very conservativ. They accord to all
persons the rights and immunities they
claim for themselvs. Hence they hav
kept their mouths shut and hav not been
very vociferous in behalf of Harrison's
election. The Constitution of the United

Dec. 6, 1892.
MR. EDIToR: In your paper of Nov. 26,
1892, appears an article asserting the
affirmativ of whether or not there is a
wise and powerful personality directing
and controling the universe.
The author says, "The existence of a
supreme being may, I think, be affirmed,
if not confirmed and established, by the
threefold logic of nature, experience, and
history, as well as by the deductions of
pure reason and reflection." To support
this it is in effect sa.id, first, that inasmuch
aR the earth and other planets must be
supported, especially in light and heat,
by another body, the sun; and inasmuch
as, inferring from the analogy of the
whole being usually mirrored in its parts,
each planet should hav everythin~ needful to the maintenance and development
of its varied activities; that, if the universe were self-derived. etc., these properties of light and heat not being in fact
self-derived on earth, nature compels us
to look to a higher source for those material blessings.
Now, considering the universe as a
whole, I cannot agree with this view.
The whole may be to a certain extent
mirrored in its parts, but not necessarily
in all. What one portion of the universe
lacks may be made up in another portion.

been proved. Buchner says (Force and
Matter, page· 96): "Above all things, it
[spectrum analysis] has taught us that the
mass of the sun contains no other chemical
elements in its ardent or incandescent
tegument than those which exist in our
earth," and mentions several of these
elements. In the course of the chapter
he proves conclusivly the truth of the
proposition. This being the case, it
would seem that it was only the conditions
in which the earth and other planets are
placed through the operations of natural
laws which cause them to appear dissimilar in these and other properties to the
sun.
I quote -again from the same author:
"Nobody can comprehend how an eternal
and ruling intelligence can be in unison
with immutable natural laws. The rule of
the former would render the latter useless,
while the working of immutable natural
laws admits of)no exception, nor of any personal interference, and therefore can
never be set down as a system of government rule." Again: "While human
laws necessarily presuppose a lawgiver
or controling will, it is not so in the· case
of natural laws, which are not imposed
upon nature, but are insepa1•able from
and identical with her very self." Another
writer says: "He who finds this theory
of the universe comfortless philosophizes
with wishes instead of knowledge." A
natural order of the universe being proved,
as it can be, we are placed on a foundation
of fact and truth upon which all impregnable theories must rest.
In regard to the worship of nature and
of man.. Is not the feeling with which
thinkers and investigators regard nature,
simply a feeling of admiration for natural
laws (nature's very self), regarding them
as the All, the Whole, the Universe in
short? Is not Nature simply a collectiv
name given· to all the grand natural laws
and their operation which hav been, are,
and always will be, the subject of investigation and admiration of thinking people?
And is not the feeling toward man li.J.so a
feeling of admiration for so wonderful a
portion of universal matter? Is not the
worship of nature or of man, as we generally
regard worship, or deification, done only
by those who hav not fully comprehended
the natural order of the universe, those
who imagin something as being above or
outside the univerl'e and call it God?
What leads to the thought that man is or
should be deified is that many hav very
truly said, that we should regard man's
good as the highest good of all. And in
this connection it does not seem as though
we should consider man's past crimes and
cruelties, bec·tuse it is the more perfect, or
what we hav learned to consider the better, part of man that would naturally be
deified if any, and not the imperfect.
As to sin and original sin. Sin, according to Webster, principally means a transgression of the law of God; and original
sin substantially means nativ depravity
of heart. I will take the term God to
mean natural universal forces, both physical and moral, forces which act without
regard to the wishes or feelings of men.
I can then see that the transgression or
disregarding of any of these will always
work injury to the transgressor. And, if
there were any such thing as nativ or
innate depravity, the ideas of it would hav
to show a universal similarity and hav an
absolute value, which they cannot do.
We find such ideas, in fact, in the highest
degree relativ and changing, so that their
existence cannot be proved.
It may be true that no one ever knew
"wisdom, intelligence, knowledge, affection, or benevolence dissociated from
a being or personality of some sort," but
is not that being a human being? And if we
hav never seen these in a "perfect and infinit degree" then we hav never seen a perfect and infinit mind,and we can just as well
look to an infinit development of mind for
these in an infinit degree, as to assume ·an
outside personality and call it God.
In regard to desig-n implying a designer.
Would it not be well to prove design before we say a designer is implied? I
would here again respectfully refer to
Buchner's "Force and Matter,". the
chapter on "The Fitness of Things in
Na,ture." That chapter is a complete
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answer to· all the arguments founded on J· by my personal friends~ In this short in- his belief had no foundation to rest on. during the Rebellion. He was going home
design 4t nature. I will .quote, ''If mat~ tercourse with the institution that I blame He was in a very different position from on a furlough, and when he arrived as far
ter, as has been shown, cannot exist or be for all the ·misfortunes of my life, I expe- one who had arrived at a knowledge of the as New York was out of money, as he was,
thought of without force, motion, and rienced anything but edification, but I truths of Spiritualism from long and care- like many other mediums, not very good
He got the
form, it st~nds to reason that the genesis noticed that that money-making organiza- fully examining its phenomena. ProfeBBor at making money go far.
and destruction qf individual forms, exist- tion which Father McGlynn calls " the Hare, of Philadelphia, investigated the privilege to ride on the locomotiv from
ences, and institutions of nature are a nee- machine at Rome" has more than doubled subject of Spiritualism, believing it to be New York to Buffalo and help fire. It
essary and obvious result of physical its means and cunning devices to defraud a delusion, to show to the world in what was over the Erie. At the point where
tho delusion consisted, and instead of they were at the time they were about to
existence or of the interaction of natural the people in the last thirty years.
After su::Jh a long absence from the finding the hoax found a great truth, and go round a curve around a hill to where
forces. Not less obvious must it appear
that these natural forces by. their million- place, I was amazed to find the friends of like an honest man published to the world there was a high bridge over .a stream..
fold reactions must determin and limit my childhood at the point where I left his discoveries and an account of the phe- West asked the engineer if :there was not
each other. so that at length an apparent them in 1850. There seems to be no rna- nomena through which he gained that a bridge around the curve, and on receivorder and design must hav arisen," etc., terial change, unless it is for the worse.. knowledge. Professors Hare and Crookes ing an affirmativ reply, said that a spirit
and the author goes on to say that inap- Indeed, they appear to be more tightly and Wallace and Zollner, Judge Ed- had told him that a section of the bridge
posit and unfitting things must neeessarily chained down and oppressed by the church monds, Professor Mapes, and scores of was down an:d that he should stop the
hav perished by their own defects in the than they were of yore. I am told they others that could be mentioned, became train, which was done in tim~ to ·save the
course of time, leaving only the more ap- hav one of the most penurious priests of Spiritualists ·from investigation. Pro- train and, in all probability, many lives.
posit. And Kant says, " Design is intro- the province for cure. His whole devo- fessor Wallace did not giv his opinion to The passengers were so grateful to West
duced into the world by the reflecting tion is for mammon and the almighty the world until he had invest.igated the that they made up a handsome purse for
reason."
dollar. They know, by a dear experi- subject for many years so that he could him and he was under no fmther necessity
In conclusion I would say that to ence, all about his insatiable greed and giv his views understandingly. Not so of riding on the tender. In another inme, "infinit wisdom;" "infinit love," worldly penchant, and they cordially hate with Professor Lancaster, who gave his stance, when a passenger train was runand "infinit power" are all creations of him for it, but they still cling to him as opinion condemning Spiritualism after ning over a Michigan railroad, the conhuman minds, "reasoning from the an indispensable evil. Some of them are having the experi!)nce of two.evenings at ductor saw a spirit come on board, which
known to the unknown." But I also be- brave, bright, and intelligent men and Wallace's house under unfavorable cir- told him that there was a rail taken up a
short distance ahead and that he should
lieve that obeying the natural law of women, yet they are unable to catch the cumstances or conditions.
reciprocity (the doing to others as we idea that such a miser cannot be the auMr. Severan.ce makes many asserti.-,ns stop the train at once. The conductor
would hav them do to us) to the utmost thorized agent of God or that the insti- that hav, according to my views, no foun- signaled the engin"er to stop, and on
He claims that "cold stopping found that a rail had been taken
degree we will approach "infinjt love;" tution of robbery he represents cannot dation in facts.
through a knowledge of the universe we possibly hold its chart from heaven. I Materialism " is entitled to as much credit up, and the wheel of the locomotiv was
will approach "infinit wisdom," and d·o not blame them, as I believe· that if I for freeing the minds of the people from within four feet of the end of the rail.
making our best apr>lication of such had remained there as they hav I would church dogmas as is Spiritualism, which I Some twenty or twenty-five years ago
knowledge we will approach "infinit be as they are. The religious atmosphere think is not true. Where "cold Material- ·Abraham James was conductor of a paspower."
A. B. L.
is so thick and foul that Liberal ideas can ism "has freed one, Spititualism can claim senger train on the Michigan Central railnot penetrate through it.
at least ten, Very few of the Materialistic road. At that time the track for some
Unlike the intelligent Protestants, there publications, if any, could sustain their distance coming out of Chicago was alongA. Personal Experience with the Catholic
are no hypocrits among them. A conver- papers were it not for the support and side of the lake on spiles and elevated
Church.
sation with some of the brightest citizens patronage of the so-called foolish Spirit- several feet above the ground. At this
Howrcx, CAN., Dec. 12, 1892.
MR. EDITOR: Will you lend a small place soon persuaded me that they firmly be- ualists. Mr. Severance asks, What good time there was a heavy blow from the
in your columns to record the death of my lieve what they profess. Even the nine has Spiritualism done?· He claims that it north, which caused the water to rise and
father, Benoni Laperche? He died at St. years of· adulterous life of a Montreal has done nothing for the world, and that had weakened the support of the track so
Hyacinthe, Quebec, on the 8th day of priest, and the offer made by the press of all inventions are made by those not that the piles one side had settled so much
December, 1892, and was buried on the Montreal to the bishop to point out some Spiritualists. I for one deny that to be that some cars standing on a side track
lOth at St. Chrysostome. He was nearly more such cases, do not weaken their con- true, and on the other hand claim that had fallen over on· the track over which
nearly all, if not all, of the great inven- James's train ran. He left Chicago in the
ninety years of age. His record is that fidence in the sincerity of their teachers.
This shows what a power there is i:J. tiona are made by Spiritualists or mediums, evening just after the arrival of the exof an honest, intelligent, and respectable
man; but he was born too soon and not early training, and ought to awaken all though they may not always know it. press train from the East, and as the track
in the right locality to become a Free- Liberals to the importance of purifying These new ideas or points in new inven- was known to be all right but a moment
thinker. In conversation on religious the schools. The stronghold of the Ro- tiona come by impression, as I claim and before felt that all was right ahead. Soon
topics he showed a keen perception and a man machine is its wise, but wicked, cus- believe, from spirits. I hav been in the after starting a spirit told James· that there
clear vision that would hav done honor to tom of maiming the mind of children into · manufactming of machinery for many was danger ahead and to stop the train,
a Freethinker, but the old superstition the belief that God so despises knowledge years, and hav done my share in improv- which he did not heed. Very soon therewas too deeply rooted. He lived and died that he punishes with eternal damnation ing woodworking machinery. I hav in after the same warning was given againwhat his surroundings had made him, a everyone who dares open his eyes and many instances bad the important parts of without heed, as he felt that the. track was
Roman Catholic. At his urgent request I investigate before purchasing, and that he machine!! suddenly impressed 80 vividly on all right as the incoming train had run over
my mind that I could go to work and con- it so recently. Very soon the voice with
transported his remains a hundred miles is so infatuated with blind and docil submuch emphasis exclaimed, "For God's
mission
to
its
wicked,
oppressiv,
and
struct them as easily as though I had sake stop the train!'' which lie did just in
to bury him alongside of my mother. He
had had a second wife, but had remained tyrannical speculation as to reward it made many of them. In some instances I time to save the train being upset in the
strongly attached to the first. About a with eternal bliss in some pecUliarly hav been shown in an instant the whole water. When they stopped they were so
near to the obstruction that it tore off one
year ago, when he requested me to lay formed castle in the air. The rulers of machine. These impreBSions are always side
of the caboose and at the same time
the
church
know
right
well
that
such
an
given me at times when I am not thinking injured the engineer's knee severely.
him alongside of my mother, he told me
infamy
could
not
be
successfully
practiced
of them. If they came when I was studyAs Severance claims that h,Ypnotlsm ex-.
he had asked the bishop which of his two
wives he would hav in heaven, and the on full-grown human beings. Hence their ing on the thing given I might then more plains so much of Spirituahsm, I would
bishop had answered, "The first. " This . cunning practice of taking advantage of reasonably take them to be the outwork- like to know how it explains how a musical
ing of my own mind. I hav questioned instrument can be suspended in the air
gave hiin great joy and hope of future helpless infancy.
very many who bad invented novel im- within three or four feet of a gas burner
The
world
is
getting
civilized
in
its
happiness, but much anxiety in the mean
and any tune that the company may call
time as to the po~sibility of his not reach- different parts only as fast as the people provements that were very much out o{ for be played on it, or any accompaniment
ing that celestial Jerusalem. My father are awaking to the importance of taking · the usual line, and in every instance they of any piece played by any one of the
Some receive them company on the piano. How is writing
was fairly educated, but, like all Roman the care of their souls and bodies in their were impressions.
while
asleep.
Some
hav to get up and done between two slates that the medium
own
hands,
and
I
am
afraid
this
province
Catholics, he knew very little about scriptmake a drawing of the thing at once, as has never seen open or even touched in
will
always
drag
a
long
way
in
the
rear
of
ure. He was certainly not conversant
any way? How are plants, minerals, ·
with Mark's gospel xii, 25. Whether the civilization. In no part of the world can they could not retain it until morning. birds, and small animals brought long disbishop indulged in this bit of falsehood much advance be made so long as parents This is not the case with me, as after the tances and brought into the room when
from a motiv of kindness to the old man and teachers hav the right to teach to the impre~sion is once made I never forget it. the doors and windows are closed? The
or because he really did ignore what his young any fanciE-s they only supposa to be I can wait for years and then go to work only way he !}an get over such manifest ationa is to deny their ever having occurred.
Lord and master had answered to the true, as being indisputable facts. But and construct it as first seen. I might giv I,
for one, know they do, as I hav witscribes on this same question, I cannot this province of Quebec has furthermore the conditions and circumstances under nessed them repeatedly. I was skeptical
to recover the right of individual judg- which I bav received some, to me, new about things being brought by spirits until
say. Either is possible.
This funeral brought me in contact with ment, o.f which evei:y Roman Catholic is ideas of improvements of machines, but it I had tested them BO that I could not.
the hierarchy which I had left thirty years robbed before he is old enough to know would take too much writing. Edieon, doubt. I will mention but one instance,
as my article is already too long. I was
ago, 'and with which I hope to hav nothing the good of it. Without self-control of one of the most versatil inventors of this given
a piece of petrified wood about the
to do for at least another similar period. individual judgment there is no reform or any other age, is a medium, and I. hav size of a hen's egg that the medium
possible
in
either
religion
or
polit.ics.
A
no
doubt
spirit
impressions
hav
much
to
claimed
was brought from Nevada in the
In the course of two hours I hav experienced all the religion I want for time great drawback with the French people do with his many improvements. Pro- vicinity where I owned some mining
and eternity!
Two hours more would of Canada is that there is nothing pub- feasor Morse was a medium and Spiritual- interest, at the same time describing the
hav ruined me-financially if not morally. lished in the French language but what ist. Perhaps Mr. Severance will say that locality, when he had never been within
the electric telegraph is not of much two thousand miles of it. I was skeptical
My father had been a member of and had is especially prepared for them by their
in the matter, and to test it I went to anoppressiv
lord
and
master.
account
rather than acknowledge that a other medium, Charles H. Foster. The
paid fees to a religious order half of his
Spiritualist has ever done any good in the specimen was left wrapped in several
Yours for light and justice to all,
life, in consideration of which the church
tlliclmesses of paper. We went into a
world.
CHAs. LAPERCHE,
owed him a first-class funeral service.
room in the light with the doors and winThe priest did not deny his right, but he
Severance has made one good point, in dows closed, and I held two corners of the
WJ1at Spirits Hav Done.
named a long list of ornaments, vestments,
regard to the burying alive of many, handkerchief while Foster held the other
BUFFALO, N.Y., Dec. 4, 1892.
which I cannot answer as I do not recol- two, and while in that position the speciand paraphernalia to be used, and cere.
MR. EDITOR: In1·eadingthe last number lect any instance of people being saved men was brought and apparently dropped
monies to be performed, all of which were
if from the ceiling on the handkerchief.
most essential to giv the funeral a re- of THE TRUTH BEEKER I noticed an article that I can giv. I think. I hav hellJ'd of in- Ias know
there was no trickery about this,
spectable appearance and which he called from C. Severance on Spiritualism. He stances of persons b emg saved, but my as I knew where the specimen was at the
claims
to
hav
been
a
Spiritualist
for
many
"extras" and must be paid for. Withrecollection is not vivid enough to giv a time. I would like to giv other manifestaout these "extras " I am at a loss to know years, but only from having been reared satisfact0ry statement. If I cannot giv tiona and this one more in detail, but my
what his first-class service woulQ. hav con- by Spiritualist parents and believing in instances of saving life under these con- article is already too long. I hope some
sisted of. Even the tnlling of the bells the ism the same as children of Christians ditions, I can giv many of those which other one who is more used to writing
aboveground. I will giv an in- than I will reply to Severance. The large
was reckoned among the extras. All the believe in. Christianity-from having been occurred
·
part of my life has been spent in using
reared
in
that
belief.
He
does
not'Claim
stance or two, though I cannot remember and constructing machinery, so that I am
good there was about the whole performance was the music, and he had nothing to hav believed from having investigated names to any great extent. Peter West more at home among the machines than I
A. H. F&Nx,
to do with that, as it was kindly supplied the evidences of Spiritualism, consequently was a. noted medium, a.nd·was in·the army am with the pen,
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NEw Roi:lHELLE, N. Y., Dec. 6, 1892.
the Columbia river and through the CoDEAR MISs WIXoN: We returned home
lumbia reaches the Pacific.
I would like to tell you about Mount from London yesterday (Monday), or
Hood, but I am afraid I will tire you with rather from Liverpool, where we took thll
PERCY B. DRIVli)R. · steamer Aurania, Cunard line, the same as
.Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall this letter.
we went to England on. We like it very
River, Mass., to whom all Communicamuch; it is a splendid ship.
NoBILITY, TEx.• Dec. 1, 1892.
tions tor this Corner should be sent.
The weather was not as nice as it was
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first attempt at writing to the Corner. I see so going. We had two very rough days.
"Between the d&rk and the daylight,
many letters from other boys a.nd girls, Ma, Portia, and I were very sick, and we
When the night is beginning to lower,
I thought I would write also. I am fifteen were obliged to remain in our stateroom
Comes a pause in the day's occuP.ations
That is known as the Children s Hour."
years old. I am not too old to write, am two days. The waves dashed against the
I? I like reading the Children's Corner steamer so dreadfully we could not go outside on deck.
very much, for it is so interesting.
Recompense.
Pa is such a good sailor he was on deck
School commences Munday, but I am
not going. I study history, _geography, every day, and never missed a meal.
Never a word is said
We met a young lady on board, a pasgrammar, arithmetic, and spelling.
Or breathed upon the air,
There are not very many Freethinkers senger that crossed on the City of Rome
But the truant voice has sped
around here. I hav a brother who is an the same time you did. If you hav a list
To vibrate everywhere.
And it may be in hours of pain
Infidel, and nobody can make him believe I wish you would see if her name is on it
We shallhea.rit again.
any other way. He has taken THE TRUTH -Miss Edith Price. We asked her if she
BEEKER for four years, but he is not taking knew you or your sister, but there were
Never is a kind act done, ·
so many passengers she could not rememit now.
Or an aching heart at rest,
Well, I guess I had better close for fear ber. We only had 60 cabin, 116 second,
But like flashes of the sun
this will find its way to the waste-basket. and 248 steerage. I was sick the first
It wa,.ms the human breast.
night going from Liverpool to QueensI will close, hoping to see this in print.
And maybe when we need the aid
town; it was rough in the channel, St.
Yours sincerely,
AGNES CAYLOR.
The kindly deed shall be repaid.
George's channel. Queenstown 1,1oked so
Never-a day is given,
CALVERT, TEx., Nov. 20, 1892.
pretty from the shjp. We saw such funny
But it tones the after ye&rs;
DEAR Muls WIXoN: I hav just finished sights. Women and men came up to the
Never a.re acts forgiven,
reading the Children's Corner, and I side of the vessel in rowboats with their
But the forgiver best appears.
thought I would like to write a letter: I goods to sell. Some had shawls; apples
For the love and kindness given to-day
am fourteen years old, and my little oranges, tin pails and plates, caps, laces, and
Are ringing the bells in the far-away.
brother Frank is seven years old. Papa a great many other things. They tied their
There is no end to the skY,
is a Freethinker. I go to Sunday-school, boats to the side of the vessel and if one
And the stars &re everywhere;
but I do not think there is much good in wanted to buy anything they would send
Time is eternity,
it. Frank does not go to Sunday-school, it up in baskets. They had some beautiAnd life is full of c&re;
but goes fishing with papa. I went to hear ful Irish lace, hand-made. They knew
But golden deeds and words of love
Mr. Putnam speak and I like that kind of how to charge for their things.
Are boundless and grand as the sky above.
preaching. My grandma is a great
We carried 1,180 bags of mail, and we
lDABALLoU.
Methodist, and says she thinks papa talks had quite a large cargo. I will mention a
very foolishly. When Mr. Putnam spoke few things: Irish potatoes, dry goods,
here he dined with us the following Sun- oranges, figs, cotton mitts, raisins, maOur Jewels.
day. I hope the World's Fair will be chinery, drugs; wines, etc.
One of our young lady correspondents, kept open on Sunday because I want to
I hav not said anything about London.
who aforetime sent communications to the go. We do not hav any Bible-reading or I cannot tell you anything, because you
Corner from a Western town, was married prayers in our school, but th,e teacher hav been there, but will tell you some of
not long since to a young gentleman of makes us quote verses from the Bible. the places: Tower of London, British
Massa(lhusetts. J. W. writes of the One of my classmates said this verse, but Museum, Picture Gallery, Crystal Palace;
it was not taken out of the Bible. It was: saw a dog show and a poultry show. We
couple: "The young people of whom
visited South Kensington Musemn, Albert
Good God of love,
you make inquiry seem to be doing finely.
Hall, heard Patti; got caught in a fog; it
Look down from above
The young lady is educated and accomwas so dense had to hav lanterns to see.
And pity us poor scholars•.
Yon could only see your hand in front of
plished; besides, is a culinary artist and a
We hav a fool
you. It was terrible, but pa found his
practical housekeeper. She is amiable
To teach our school,
way home; he knows London well. I
And pay him sixty dollars.
and sensible withal. What more could
hope I shall never see another fog like
the heart of man desire? If your Corner
If my letter escapes the waste-basket I that.
girls are all the quality of this one, you will take courage and write again.
We had disagreeable weather, ·always
Your little friend,
LULu BAINUM.
raining or foggy. We saw Albert Memopossess that of which a queen may be
[We hope the above quotation was not rial, House of· Parliament, Westminster
proud, and you may well exclaim with
that noble Roman mother Cornelia, repeated in school, for it would be very abbey, St. Paul's cathedral. We went to
see so many places I cannot remember
rude and insulting to the teacher. We them all.
'These are my jewels!'"
We are proud of our girls, sud our boys, must be respectful and polite to all. We
Oh! London is a busy place. Yon
too. They are indeed jewels of the first shall be pleased to hear from Lulu again. could not describe it if you would write
water, every one. No more intelligent, Tell us about the town of Calvert-its for days and days.
I hope you and your sister are welL
brighter, brainier children can be found situation, industries, climate, etc.-ED.
I received a letter from a boy in Calianywhere on the face of the earth. More C. C.]
fornia. He was looking over the back
than all, they are Liberal and thoughtful.
numbers· of THE TRUTH BEEKER and saw
SToCKHOLM, Wis., Dec. 1, 1892.
They are the offspring of sensible parents,
my name, so he wrote. He livs on a ranch
Miss SuSAN H. WIXoN, Dear Miss in California with his mother. His father
of course, or they could not be the fairWixon: I am glad to know that you hav is in Arizona. I was pleased to receive a
minded, reasoning beings they are.
arrived st1.fely on American soil again.
letter from our Western states. His name
When we think of the men and women
I missed the Correspondence of the is Robert Loose. Perhaps you know him.
who are to come-the poets, artists, mer- Corner very much while you were gone,
How glad our animals were to see us.
chants, farmers,· teachers, philosophers, for it seemed to me that all the little They knew us just as well as if we were
home all the time. The dogs were so
preachers of genuin truths, we see a goodly fritnds of the Corner went with you.
I read your letters which you wrote to glad to see papa.
nmnber from our Corner, good men and
the Corner and thought them very interWe are all well and send love to you and
good women who are to take up the work esting indeed.
your sister.
Your young friend,
of this world and carry it on toward perYes, my mamma and grandpa saw quite
GERALDINE BROADBELT.
fection, who are to disseminate, far and a nmnber of icebergs when they came
[We are glad to welcome our friends
wide, the seeds of truth and liberty. We from Sweden. They were off the banks
safely home from a foreign shore. We
see among them those whose names will of Newfoundland.
I am just recovering from an attack of
ring triumphantly down the ages as the measles, and find it quite lonesome, for hope you will not go so far again in some
time, for we are anxious when yon are ont
harbingers of love and good will, pro- I hav to stay in the house all the time.
mul.,.ators of manifest truths, heralds of
School closed on account of so many at sea.-ED. C. C.]
being sick with the measles.
wisdom and progress.
·
It is very unpleasant out of doors, for
These are not only our jewels, but the
jewels of the world, whose starry luster, the snow is thawing some.
Lake Pepin is all one cake of ice, so
undiminished and untarnished by time you s"e when I am well I can go skating
and its changes, shines on and on f, •rever, any time I want to.
illuminating the aisles of the incoming
If I liv I hope to be an honest, Liberal
man.
centuries as well as the present age.
I do think I can succeed without
By R~ WHEELER.
S. H. W.
Christianity-or strong drink, for I think
'fhis
book
is just what its title implies-thum_pthev are twin sisters.
whacks at superstition. It deals with the
Correspondence.
I tried to solve the historical questions ing
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
in THE TRUTH BEEKER No. 13, but I was what Christians have done to advance their religWANsiC, OnE., Nov. 18, 1892.
ion and impede the progress of man. It shows
DEAR M1ss WIXoN: I wrote to the Chil- taken sick.
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
hav
a
scroll
saw
and
hav
succeeded
in
I
are not authentic, and that Christianity is a bordren's Corner some time ago and thought making a few plain ornaments.
rowed system of religion. That the Bible is not
I would do so again.
in
accord with Science, that the atonement
Mamma would like to hav you giv your scheme
I liv on the banks of the White river.
is futile and foolish, and that religion is
opinion
in
brief
of
the
Chautauqua
system
not
areal benefit to man.
It rises at the foot of Mount Hood in the
of
education.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Cascade range. It is a very rapid stream,
With 1·egard to you and the Corner
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
and with it carries a very large quantity
of sand. Aboutfive miles above its mouth friends, I am, Your Liberal friend,
EvAt.D B. STROMBERG.
is a beautiful waterfall which falls about
sixty feet.
A short distance below there
[We trust our friend has quite recovered
is another falL The stream is very from measles, and is now able to run out
narrow here and the water pours over to a and play. Yes, we did tp.ke all the chilTHE
depth of about thirty feet. The scene is
grand and picturesque.
Farther down dren of the Corner with us in mind, and
this empties into the Deschutes river, wish we could hav had their company Astronomical and Astrologicwhich is a larger stream and is also swifter bodily. Wbat a glorious time we would
al Origin of all Religions.
and deeper. This stream has a fall of hav had! An honest, Liberal man-let it
about twenty feet, and here is where be your a :nbition, and you will succeed in
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
salmon are caughtinlarge numbers. r:J;he
all
you
undertake.
The
Chautauqua
sysExpl~nator;11: notes compiled and arranged by
Indians come here from the reservatiOn
and eatoh them with hooks, spears, nets, tem is good for those who cannot hav the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents,
ftlld ill traps, This stream empties illte other methods,.....:ED, 0, 0,]
Address THE TBUTH SEEKEB.

Hard Knocks
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Christianity a Fiction.

The Freethinker's Badge-pin
AND
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Will be sent for $4.50. The $2.75 Pin and THE
TRUTH SEEKER one ye&r for $5.
THE
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AND
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ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75- Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
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ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Other Ne-w-spapers
WITH

The Truth Seeker.
Anv of our readers who desire a New York
weekly :political pa:per can obtain one of the following m connectiOn with THE TRUTH SEEitER
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Tribune <Republican) weekly, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER. $8 50
Tribune (Republican) semi-weekly, and THE
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4 25
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- 8 50
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BOOl{S B1

PRO F. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of the Future. Cloth. $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.
Physical Education; or, The Health~Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.
Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Organism. Cloth, $1.
Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. illustrateq by IL. Faber. Cloth, $2.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKF.:R,
28 Lafayette place, New York;

FILE BINDERS.
Those who preserve the volumes of THE TRUTH
SEEKER need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one doll&r.

4NFIDEL8 AND CHARITY."
A Leaflet showing that the oft-repeated Christian statement that Infidels do not contribute
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to
be widely circulated to meet the calumny. Price,
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE TRUTH
SEEitEB, 28 Lafayette place, New York.
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Price, 10 cents.
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BY
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ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.
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J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of FreetMnlcer.
Price, $1. Order at once.
Address
THE TRU'l'H SEEKEB.
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Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realm
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Revelations.
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Proving Christianity
to be of
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Price, $1.50. Address
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THE SABBATH. JYowa of tho Weelt.

CHARLES H. K.cRR & CO.'S

_The O~en Court Publishing Com~any's

PUBLICATIONS.

Publications.

By M, FARRINGTON.

JAY "GoULD left $72,000,000.
A Thorough Examination and RefThe Last Tenet;_ Imposed upon the Khan of Three Introductory Lectures on the
THE adoption in Maine of an educational
Tomathoz. .J:Sy Hudor Genone, author
utation of the Olaims of the
Science of Thought. By F. Max Miilqualification of the right to vote is causing
of" Inguirendo Island." . Copiou~lyillustrated
ler. 1. The Simplicity of Languag_ei 2. The
Sabbatarians.
with
anginal drawings by Louis .l\'1.. Glac4ens.
a crowded attendance of evening free
Identity of Language and Tliough~. and 8.
12mo, 165 pages; clotli, $1.25; paper, 50c.

schools.
·
THE last words of Fied McGuire, hanged
at Sing Sing, N. Y., on the 19th for murdering a .woman for her money, were the
A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL I'!EVIEW.
Lord's prayer.
WITH REPLIES TO AN OBJECTOR.
IN Detroit Mich., Protestants are disBy GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
charging Catholic employees and boycottPrice,
ing Catholic stores, while Catholics are
15 cents
retaliating similarly.
RABBI RoSENBURG, of ·New York city,.
has been expelled from the ministry by
congregation for eating a morsel of
Its History anil Its Injltwnce his
ham at a free lunch counter after a glass
Upon Society.
of beer.
BY Dn. Lours BuoHNEB, Author of "Force and
IN Spain, despite the emphatic protests
Matter," etc.
of the Papal nnncio, the bishop of Madrid,
Translated from the German.
and thousands of aristocratic Catholics, a
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
Protestant church was consecrated on the
19th with the consent of Premier Sagasta.
THE Catholic hierarchy in the province
of. Hungary haS directed that in all its
churches for four Sundays civil marriage
----LIQUOR DRINKING---be denounced as concubinage and the
of such marriage be declared
Commended, Defended, and children
illegitimate.
Enjoined by the Bible.
AT Albuquerque, N. M., on the night of
10 cents the 18th several men drove up to the CathBy E. c. wALKEB.
olic church in two buggies and forcing the
door entered and "desecrated the statue
of Christ" by knocking off the head and
one of the arms.
TH:e GO.SP:aL.S,
Epistles, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
THE will of Mrs. Mary Preston, of Lexand not Included In the New Testament.
ington, Ky., is being contested. Late in
Price,
$1 life she entered St. Joseph's Infirmary and
there such influence was used on her that
she bequeathed her property to the Catholic chnrch so largely that her natural
heirs will litigate.
By FRANCES WBI~HT.
THE unseating of Member of Parliament
Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
has led to investigations which reGreek philosopher, and the author.
· Fullam
veal shameful intimidations of voters by
75 cents threats of spiritual penalties. The bishop
l'rice,
of the diocese in question preached that
on a vote against Parnellism depended the
voter's salvation. The priests beset the.
polls and threatened hell-fire to whomsoever voted against their candidate.
-HINDOO ORIGINOf Hebrew- al')d Cl).ristial') :Rev.
THoMAS JAMEs, postmaster-general unelatiol').
der Garfield, says of the periodical which
Price, $2 alleges nnfair discrimination by WanaBy Lours JAooLLioT.
maker: '' I cannot conceive why Printer's
Ink should not be allowed to go through
the mails as second-class matter. I think
the autocratic manner in wl;tich that journal has been dealt with by the post-office
department is an unjustifiable outrage."
A HISTORY OF ALL
LEE, a New York city Chinaman,
The Women Who figure in the Bible. wasSAMbeaten
by two Americans, and ap-BYpeared in court with an interpreter. · LawAJir UNGODLY Wo:J~tAM 01!' THE NINETEENTH CENT yer Manzinger for the accused argned that
liBY.
Chinamen hav no rights in a police court
'I'Ocents.
Cloth, because they do not believe in a God. "Do
you ·believe in God ?" Justice Voorhis
SISTER LUCY
asked Sam. ''We are Christians and we
-ANDknow what we are doing," replied his interpreter. The examination then went on.
IT is said that Father Jones, of the
church at Canton, Minn., which contained
a window bearing so-cal'ed miraculous
pictures, plotted with a saloonkeeper who
AS 'oV AJmN HIJ!L CONVENT.
is a pillar of his church to produce the
And li Fow Words on Auricular Confession,
fraud in order to raise money. They
&loe,
M" nt.•
went to a photographer of a neighboring
town and had the glass treated accordPro a11d Con of
ingly. Disclosure of the fraud has led
Archbishop Ireland to hav t.he window
removed.
A MAN who has the appearance of a
priest is locked up in Long Island City,
N.Y., accused of obtaining money under
llave We a Supernatural, Inspired.l\firao- false pretenses. He was arrested on the
ulpns Relilrion?
streets on the complaint of Father John
McGuire of St. Mary's church. He was
"-,..
-···
selling religious pictures, and, it was
charged, gave as an inducement to his customers medals and copies of the Testament of St. John and prayers, which he
Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law res-n- said were blessed. The medals were !lhown
lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an Im- to Father McGuire, who said they were
pertinence." Price, 10 cents.
The False Teaching of the Christian not blessed, and he informed the police.
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
LABouoHERE, the eminent editor of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor, London '1. ruth, is led by the case of Jay
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
Gould to propose a preventiv of large
The Foolishne!!"s of Prayer. "Think of fortunes. '' Were I an American," he
a mini•ter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
. or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a says, "I should_ meet this tendency by a
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle!" . progressiv death duty on all bequests.
Price, 10 cents.
What I mean is that the duty would not
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
progress on the sum total left by the indiSpiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact W vidual~ btit on the sum inherited by the.
l'rice, 5 cents. .
.
indivia.ual. Suppose that a man left
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cenls.
$10,000,000, and that my progressiv duty
doubled itself on every_$500,000 inherited
Was Jesus Insane W Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic by any of his heirs. My plan would work
out in this way. If the duty on the first
Church. Price, 5 cents.
$500,000 were five per cent, should he
leave one person $1 000,000 the sum of
$75,000 would hav to be paid, $175,000 by
anyone getting $1,500,000, and so on,
Anolent E.mtia.n Civilization .and Hebrew Na.r· until the effect of leaving an excessiv
rative in Genesis and Exodus.
amonnt to one individual would be that
,Br V4K BtJBEN J>~ei,Qw, LL.V. l'rice, 15 cents, the siate would become the sole heir."
Price,

10 cents.

Inquirendo Island. A novel.

Genone. 12mo, 853 pages; cloth, $1: paper,
"This bqok is to .m.e a delightful surprise. In· m:y_JUdgment It IS a stronger piece of
fictio~ th'!n Edw!J-rd l}ellamy's 'Looking Backward, which at times It remmds one of. It is a
merciless exposure of Pharisaism and h}'Pocrjsy, which is so prevaJent in fashionable Cliris~Ian~ty of to-day. It Is a good bookl and while
It will offend many, should be reau by all."[TheArena.

The Sunday Question.

Ji1a-tsriaJism:

r

Bible emperaf\Ce.

Apocryphal New Testament.

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.

BIBLE IN INDIA.

Godly Women of the BiMe.

Her Awful Disclosures

Supernatural Religion~
--

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Pyramid of Cizeh.

By Hudor

5~.

Lecture on the Bible. B:y Rev. Charles
Voysey, pastor of the Theistic church of Lonrl,onf' wrth·a new introduction by Rev.- Herbert
T a ~Root. Paper, 87 pages; 20c.

God in the-Constitution. By Arthur B.
Bradford. Paper,.18mo, 18 pages; 10c.

·

Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical
Religion. By B. F. Underwood. Paper,
24mo; 21 pages; 5c.

The Change of Front of the Universe.
By Minot J. Savage. Paper, 81 pages, 10c."

.A. S~dy of Primitive (;hristianity. By
1

The S1mplicity of Thought. With an aJ>pendix
which contains a correspondence on "Thought
Without Words," between F. Max Muller and
Francis Galton, the duke of Argyll, George J.
Romanes, and others. Neatly bound in cloth.
Price, 75c..

Three Lectures on The Science of Lan•
guage. By Prof. F. Max Miiller. The

Oxford Universi,ty Extenaion Lectures. With
a sUpJ?lement; •· My Predecessors." an essay on
genesis of "The Science of Thought." 112
pages; cloth. Price, 75c.

The Psychology of Attention. By Th.

Ribot, !lrofessor of Comparative and Experimental Psychology at the College de France,
and editor of the Revue Philosophique. Authorized translation. Treating of the following
topics: 1. Spontaneous, or Natural, Attention.
-a, Emotional states; b, Physical manifestations; o. Surprise. 2. Voluntary, or Artificial,
A.ttention.-a~Its mechanism; b, Inhibition; o,
The feeling or effort. 8. The Morbid States of
· Attention.-a, Distraction; b, Hypochondria;
o, Fixed ideas and ecstasy; a. Irliocy; e, Attentwn in sleep and hypnosis. Cloth, T5c .

LeWis G. Janes. Cloth, octavo, gilt fop, uncut
edges, 319 pages; $1.25. "Dr. Janes is evidently

Fundamental Problems. The Method of

I_mpressed wrth the care, the honesty,.. the faithfUlness, tl:).e impartiality, the love or truth the
conservatism exhibited throughout this adiliirable volume."-[Popular Science Monthly.

The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms.

1t thorough .scholar, and one·cannot fail to be

Us 1

By

Freedom of Thought and of Speech.

By

What .Can Ethics Do For

William Mackintire Salter. Paper, 12mo, 82
pages, 1Qc.

William Mackintire .Salter. Paper, 12mo, 29
pages, 10c.
·
Th~ M.orals . of Christ. A comparison
With ~hfl contemporaneous systems of Mosaic,
PpansaiC, and Grmco-Roman ethics. By Austin
Bierl,>pwer.. Paper, 16mo, 200 pa,ges, 50c.; cloth,
$1.
Mr. Bierbower has carefull_y analyzed the
old-world ethical s:ys~E\ms which chiefly concern the modern CIVIlized world, and in this
book he has so classified the elements revealed
b)!: that anal~is as to 15ive them a high scientific value. His book IS almost as systematic as
a treati~e upon one of the exact sciences and
s~I).Ilds .m :fine cqntrast to the rambling, ethical
discussion of whiCh we hea;r so much and which
leads us nowhere."-[Chicago Daily News.

Liberty and Life. Seventeen discourses

Philosophy as a Systematic Arrau~tement of
Knowledge. By Dr. Paul Carns. Price, $1.

A Study in Experimental PsycholQgy. By Alfred Binet. Translation from the French with
the sanction of the author. Treating of the following subjects: 1. The Psychology of the Cell
-Introductor:r. 2. The Structural and Psychological Character of Proto-Organisms: Motory
and Sensoa Organs. a. The Ps¥chology: of
Nutrition: Holoi>.hytic1 Saprophytic, and Animal Nutrition; Preda~ory
Habits of Certain
Animalcula. 4. Colonies of Unicellular Organisms. 5. Fecundation of Proto-Organisms. 6.
Fecundation of Higher Animals and Plants. 7.
The Physiological Function of the Nucleus. 8.
Correspondence between Alfred Binet and Ch.
Richet (professor of physiology in the Faculty of
Medicine at Paris) respecting cellular psychology. lOmo, 185 pages; cloth, 75c.; paper, 50c.

Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions
on the Labor Question, Including the
.Controversy with Mr. Lyman F. Gage on the
Ethics of the Board of Trade;_ and also the Controversy with Mr. Hl,!gh u. Pentecost, and
others, on the Single Tax Question. Elegant
cloth binding,]Jortrait of the author, and autograph letter. Price, $1.

on the applications of scientific truth to morals
and religion. By E.P.Powell. 12mo,208pages·
cloth, $1; paper, 50c. "Strong, even bold:
essays on etliical and relig;i:ous subjects. They
are the work of a man of vigorous intellect, who
has studied the doctrine of evolution long and
carefully, and has not found it necessary to
abandon all his old reverences. The discourses
are full of.interest to the casual reader by reason of their fund of anecdote and biog;raphical
citation, and to the seeker for religious and
w~~ta.~rnth they offer many helps."-[Literary

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carns.

Evolution and Christianity. A Study.

-a, Sanscrit Research; b, From· Jones to LaBsen; o, The Discovery of the Veda; a, The In-

By J. C. F. Grumbine. Cloth, square 18mo,
75·pages, 30c. "Mr. Grumbine's statements are·
sound and well put. His book is the fruit of
wide. reading anrl. investigation. It is a helpful
one, IS th9roughly inter~sting reading, and its
presentatiOn of the relation between evolution
and Christianity includes much valuable
thought."-[Buffa.lo Express.

Lessons· From the World of Matter and
the World of Man. By Theodore Parker.
Selected from notes uf unpublished sermons by
Rufus Leighton. 12mo, 430 pages; cloth,.$1.25;
paper, 50c.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Life of Thomas Paine,
WITH

Being a disquisition on the development of
t~e ideiJ. of God in human thought and history;
dtscusRmg: 1. The Nature of Ideas. 2. The Etymology of The Word God. 8. God an Abstract
Idea. 4. The Conceptions of God (Polytheism,
Monotheism, Pantheism, Theism, and Atheism).
5. Definitions of the Idea of God. 6. En theism,
the Monastic Conception of God. Price, 15c.

Epitomes of Three Sciences. 1. Comparative Philology: The Study of Sanscrit. BL
Prof. H. Oldenberg, of the University of Kie .

terpretation of the Veda; e, The History of the
Vedic Epoch. 2. Experimental Psychology

:BY Prof. Joseph Jastrow, of the University of

Wisconsin.-a, Aspects of Modern Psychology;
b. Psychology in Germany; o, Psychology m
France and ltaly; a. Psychology in Great Britain and the United States. 8. Old Testament
History: or, The Rise of the peq_ple of Israel.
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of tlie University of
Konigs berg.,--a, The 'fraditions of the People of
Israel; b, The Migrations of the Tribes of
Israel; o, The Conqn!Jst of Palestine and the
Kin_gdom oflsrael. With especial introductions
by Professors Oldenberg and Cornell, and prefatory remarks by the editor of the Open
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c.

The Ethical Problem. By Dr.

Paul

Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before the ·
Society for Ethical Culture of Chicago at the
invitation of the Board of Trustees: 1. Ethics,
a Science; 2. Thp Data of Ethics; 8. The Theories of Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50c.

On Double Consciousness. Experimental

A

History of His Literary, Political, and Religious Career · Psychological Studies. By Alfred Binet. Table
of contents: 1. Introductory· Experimental
In America, France, and England.
BY MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY,
Author of " Omitted Chapters of History Disclosea in the Life and Pa!1m"S of Edmund
Randolpl1," "George Washington
andMountVernon,""Washington's Rnles of Civility." etc.

To Which Is added a Sketch of Paine by William Cobbett,
No real biography of Paine has ever appeared.
The so-called Lives of Paine have been mainly
the controversial work of pamphleteers, turning
chiefly on his religious heresies. Paine was in
'his fifty-eighth year before he published anything concerning religion, and before that time
he had acted au imiJ<>rtant part in revolutionary
movements in the United States, England, and
France. But in the reli15ious conflict initiated
by him, his political serVIces and military career
, hav been but inadequately considered. A certain
historical ostracism has buried in the archives
of various countries a large mass of documents
containing records of paramount interest and
importance. Mr. Conway has personally searched
such records, in Europe and America, and has
obtained from these fresh light, not only on
Paine, but on various e·1Jinent :figures iii American and European history with whom he was
associated. A large amount of UnJ>ublished corre_!!pondence h&s been included in the volumes.
Mr. Conway says in his Preface: "In the labori.ous work of searching· out the real Paine I hav
'found & l{eneral apprecfation of its importance,
and it Will be see:a in the following pages that
generous assistance has been rendered by English clergymen, by official persons in Europe and
America, by persons of all beliefs and no beliefs.
In no instance have I been impeded by any prejudice, religious or _political. The curators of
archives, private collectors, owners of important
documents bearing on the subject, have welcomed my effort to bring the truth to light."
Two vols., royal oct., gilt top, portraits, $5.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Psychology in France. 2. Proof of Double Consciousne•s in Hysterical Individuals. 8. The
Relations between the Two Consciousnesses of
Hysterical Individuals. 4. The Hysterical Jjlye.
5. Mechanism or Subconsciou,ness? 6. 'l'he
Graphic 1\Iethod and the Doubling of Consciousness. 7. The Intens.ty of Subconscious States.
8. The Role of Suggestion in Phenomena of
Double Consciousness. 9. Double Consciousness in Health. 93 pages. paper. Price, 50c.

The Lost Manuscript. A

Novel.

By

Gustave Freytag. A. . handsome, elegantly
bound edition of this famous and popular German romance. The author writes a~ a motto
for the American edition: "A noble human
life does not end on earth with death. It continues in the minds" and deeds of friends, as well
as in the thoughts and the activit' of the nation." In two octavo volumes; boxed. Price, $4.

Diseases of Personality. By Th. Ribot.

Authorized translation. Treating of the following subjects: 1. Nature of Personality and
consciousness. 2. Organic Diso' ders. 8. Emotional Disorders. 4. Intellectual Troubles. 5.
Dissolution of the Personality. Cloth, 75c.

Tite Soul of Man. An Investigation of
the Facts of PhYsiological and Experimental
Psychology. Bybr.PaulCarus. Wi·h 152Illu.;trative Cuts and Diagrams. Price $8, pages 480.
Printed on extra :fine paper, handsomely bound
in cloth. The subject-matter of the work is
divided into the following sections: 1. The
Philosophical Problem of l\Iind. 2. The Rise of
Organic Life. 8. Physiological Facts of BrainActivity. 4. The Immortality of the Race and
the Data of Propagation. 5. The Investigations of Experimental Psychology. 6. The Ethical and Religious Aspects of Soul-Life.
Address
'fHE TRU':L'H SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, Ne"lt York.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Price, 16 oente.
Addresa this ofll.oe.

LI11Lt FOLI{S.

HEATHENS OF THE HEATH.

By MR8. E. D. BLENKER.
;Boards,.

...

•

40cents,

~adfcal

Romal')oe.

By W._IIIODolllOLL 801Jpp., paper, 50 cents,
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I)uoZioa.tions.
Unless otherwise specijied, all publications
noticed here can be had of THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.

uality."
are are
suitable
compan·
ions
for Yes,
men.dogs
They
intellectually
perfectly fit companions for some men.

J. D. S4a'·''S
W

Boo~s.

REB RELATIONS TO HUMAN·
Gleams of Celestial Light on the
Genesis and Development of the Body,
Soul, and Spirit, and Consequent Moralization of the Human Family. Collated
by Christiana Cawein. Boston: Colby
& Rich. Cloth, pp. 180; with portraits
of collater and a spirit named Benjamin
Haman. Price $1.
This Spiritualistic work consists ofcommunications purporting to hav been made
to US who yet feel "this sensible warm
motion" by denizens of another and a viewless world. These deliverances deal with
high and mighty matters, and promis
glorious things.

Su~erst'lt'lon
:BY

l'n All Ages.

Books by S. P. Putnam.

J:S~N .M.:S.SLI:S~,

A

wOMAN, AND

ITY;

A pamphlet entitled "Hard Knocks at
Christianity " knocks lustily against the
ancient superstition. Its 44 pages giv a
local habitation to a lecture delivered by
R. Wheeler, of Salida, Col. 'l'his lecture
knocks on the head the doctrin that the
gospels are authentic, knocks out the assertion that Christianity is in aooord with science, and plants a knock-down blow on the
belief that religion is a benefit to man. It
is a ~rood missionary document. We wish
it luck. It sells for 20 cents, or six copies
for $1.
Swedenborg was a man of great natural
gifts who was cri\Zed by the Christian religion, and spent h;s latter life in building
huge systems of crackbrained interpretation of scripture As it is a greater crime
to spoil a genius than to ruin an ordinary
man, the Christian church should be especially anxious to thrust memoryof Swedenborg into the farthest corner out of mankind's knowledge and reproach. Instead of
this, the American Swedenborg Publishing
Co. shamelessly sends us a book translated
from Swedenborg's Latin, entitled" The
Doctrin of theN ew Jerusalem." Its price
is not communicated to us. If we recollect aright our last dealings with the olclpaper men, we are not astray in awarding
to the work a value of one cent per avoirdupois pound.

Christian-

ity andExposed the
Falseness
ofthatRe-

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe and Its
Scientific Solution, with some Orlticisms of
Universolou: Price 20 cents.

Waifs and
The Bible: What Is IU A pamphlet con-

taining eight chaptet!!. in .refut~ti_on of the
assumption that the .HiblE~ 1s a jlivme book of

Golden Throne, A Romance.

I!U~e thought, and correct Ill all 1ts utterances.
Price, 25 cents.

Studies In Theology. A clear exposition
of the biblical story of man's "creation," and
"curse," theologically denominated " the fall."
Price, 10 cents.
.
. .

The Bible Against Itself. Conts:m:ng

Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.

POPES AHD Tf{tlll DOJHGS.

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a

AOOOUNT OF

By PBoF. F. W. NEWMAN.

rhyme between the Nineteenth Century
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

Adami and Heva.

Gottlieb: His Life. A Freethonght Romance. Price, 85 cents.
My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette t>lace, New York.

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

BOOKS

ADDRESS THE TBUTR BEEKEB OFFICE.

!. Truth Seeker !.round the Wodd. Fom

large volumes. With steel-plate en@:aving of
the author in Vol. I, and oach volume illustrated
with forty-seven cuts. Handsomely bound ir.
red cloth, $6.50,

BY

rhe World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers.
1,075 pages, Svo.
Cloth,

SALADIN

$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

A

debate on ChriStianity and Infidelity between
D. M. Bennett and R67. G. H. Humphrey. This
hook has had a very large sale, and is a splendid
work for Freethinkers to loan to Cliristian
neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.

A promising title is "The Well-Dressed
Woman: a Studyin the Practical Application to D1 ess of the Laws of Health, Art,
and Morals." The work thus inscribed is
Discussion. Between D. M.
by Helen Gilbert Ecob. It is published 8ennett·Teed
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus R. Teed. Jesus the
by the Fowler & Wells Co., New York, at
Lord God Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper,
$1. Its 251 pages are neatly bound in
80 cents. r'
cloth.
They contain some pictures What Objections to Christianity~ A dJs.
<lUSsion between D. M. Bennett and G. M. Mair.
showing the female form as it should
fuvided into the following theses: 1. Christian:
naturally be and as it is distorted by
tty is neither new nor original, being borrowed
dress. They are moreover embellished
or copied from much older systems of religion
~- Miracles and supernatural achievements hav~
with a number of large engravings of
been as fully and truly_ ascribed to other teachpretty. women in reformed garbs. The
ers and founders of religion as to Jesus. s. Thf
work enlarges upon the effects of the comatory of Jesus and his mission in the world is
anhistorical; it is not corroborated by contempression of woman's waist, and as the deporaneous history. Bennett affirms; Mair denunciation does not include the pressure
uias. This is an exhaustive discussion. Price,
of the male arm it likely enough deserves
$1.50.
some consideration. There is extensiv Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge of de:poscond_emnation of all the deforming initing_ Prohibited matter in the mail. This gives
fluences brought to bear upon woman's
a full history of this celebrated case, and shows
frame, except to be sure that directed to
what monstrous ~njustice was perpetrated upon
Mr. Bennett. Pnce, cloth, 75 eta.; paper, 50 eta.
the deforming of her brain by the priesthood. Though the ones treated may not An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 eta.
be so blameworthy as this latte~ which we
mention, they "perhaps still present a con- Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist church, giving many
siderable need for reform.
church incidents and his evolution from ChriJl..,
A dog-fancier once wrote to an English
gentleman r1wommendingthe purchase of a
notable rat-dog named Vermin. He stated,
with some disregard of spelling and capitalization: "Hit his my umble opinion
that vermin would be kapit.al cumpany
for a gentleman, and espeshully as beinp,
so liveli, would be found very amusing. '
We now come upon a book devoted to the
urging of this sentiment, that a dog makes
capital company for a man. The titlepage bears the quotation from Pope:
"But thinks, admitted to that equal sky,
His faithful dog shall bear him companv.".
The title is, ''Where Is My Dog? or,
Is Man Alone Immortal?" Its aim 'is to
prove that dogs go to heaven the same as
human beings. We cheerfully admit that
dogs hav souls just as much as men hav.
The volume contains 202 pages, in cloth,
and is published by Fowler & Wells, at
the price of $1. This book intersperses
its · reasonings that dogs possess our
mental faculties with reada hle anecdotes.
!tis Written in bland and pleasant style,
the author being a clergyman and having
nothing to do but saunter about and
squeeze women's hands and pat dogs'
heads-and at the time of writing, we suppose, being comfortably full of yellowlegged chickens run down for him by one
of his canine friends. The reverend con··audes:·· "I hav shown how the lower
animals: (1) Rely upon Providence; (2)
How they see the departed.
. We
. . . conclude then that, in common
with men, they hav the faculty of spirit-

a

tianity to Liberalism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth,
75 cents.

The-Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
ln the Land of Yahweh: also the Epistlfl
of Br.nnett the Apostle to the TruthseekerF,
Cloth, $1.

The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle
to the Truth Seekers. 10 cents.
.lu.Hourwith the 'DeviL 10~-~fJi,lt? Gods and Religions ef Ancient and
Modern Times. Two volumes. Written

in r·ison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00
for-the two volumes; in leather, $7.00; in mo-·
rocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

from Behind the Bars. A series of letters
Written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.5V.

l Truth Seeker in EnrOJie• A series oi

letters written during a. visit of ten weeki! in
Europe. Givin11 some account of the International Freethmkors' Congress held at Brussels, to which ~Ir. BenneU was a delegate.:., followed by a. description of what he s~w in .l!<ng.
!and, France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
•rom Rome alone are worth the price of the
book. With a steel-plate portrait of the author.
. 850 pages. $1.50.

fie Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treat.

lng upon the Gods of the Semitic nations, in~luding

Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesus Christ, the Virgm Mary, and the Bible.
To the latter 230 pages are elevated, showing
that book to bo a very inferior production for
a first-class God .• 883large pages. Paper covers.
OOcents; cloth, $1. ·-

fndaism, Christianity, and Mohammedan·
lsl!l examined historically and ~ritically.

[tIS th9u11ht. to be the most damagmg exhibit
of Christiamty that has appeared. 1!00 larg£
OIMZ'PS.

l'ri<lA. $1.119.

Spiritualism Sustained.
FIVE LECTURES.
By John R. Kelso, A.M.
12ino. oloth, 81.00.

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
which its superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis le~end-18 shown. Price, 10 cents.

0. M. BENNETT'S WORKS.

rlle Humphrey-Bennett Discnssion.

A conversation in

Ingersoll and Jesus.

Price 25 'l&nts.

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.

"The an-

thor certainly has ~enius. The divine
creative sparll: is withm him. The book is
filled with mauly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Every Liberal shonld read ' Golden Throne."'
-[In~~r~oll Price, $1.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.

one hun<lred and :fifty plain self-contradictiOnS
of the Bible involving 9-uestions of theology,
morals, and history. Pnce, 1.0 cents.
The Human Nature of Jesns. A re~u~
tion of the assumption that he was a d1vme
I!erson and that he was the fulfillment of Old
Testanient prophecies. Price, 10 cents.
negative and affirmative standP.oint, showing
what it is not and what it is. Pnce, 5 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, New York.

wandedngs~ A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A !!rose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
:first page to last with tlie living apint of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.

(W. STEWART ROSS),

Editor of the

LONDON AGNOSTIC JOURNAL•.

GOD AND HIS BOOK:
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the author: "You hav<' earne'l the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research of sound ·criticism,' i c: u t'c
hnmor, of sledgehamm. r vehemence, of scathing satire, of pathos and elog,uence. L b 1 no cf
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the J ewi&h God and the B1ble.
Cloth, gold letters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Fa,rrar said that" Christianit:y e1evated the woman; H ~l.r• nl• 1!
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender ye,.rs of the child." The object of S:•lJ1l ···~work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he haR succeeded. An Eng-lish W• itu ' i1l 1 r .t:
"This CPrtainly is one of the most marvelous books ever icsued from tho press. '.;.1,, t<uthoritied cited are unquestionable, and the Te~ult is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth, g tlt lettered, $2 50.

DID JESUS RISE FROM THE DEAD?
The evidence for the r• surrection is in this book <'arefully considered and found wantin~. It ought to convince every Christian of the untrutl,fulness of this alleged miracle, for
it 1s c rtainly one of the best essays ever written on tho subject.
In paper, 25 cents.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A conden~ation of the known facts upon this subjec_t proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. To which are added euch comments
as only Saladin can make. In pa,per, 30 cents.
·

THE TRANSITION.
·
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be interpreted by modern science.
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Fame of its subjects are: A Last Intei-view with a.
Man of Gemus; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism and Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constttution; Brnno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be called Saladin's own book, for it is poetr£ in Prose, and is one of the books that lovers of strong literature
like to read again and again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic historic verse, aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered. 75 cents.

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is a story of inteme passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and everv verse reveals the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows with passiOn and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING .
B~

one who endured it. Based upon a manuscript in the possession of Saladin
paper, 10 cents.

J.ll

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.

.

Studies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the gallows. Printed from manuscript in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of this book the Open Court
sai~: "1'his novel· will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's 11tory, 'Is.
This Your Son, My Lord?"' In paper, 25 cents.
.

THE CONFESSIONAL.
Bein.g an expoeure of that infamous reli~icius rite. Contents: Licentio!l8Iiess of tne PreReformatiOn Church; Lechervof the ConfessiOnal; '!'he Priest in Absolution• Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Ex.tracts from Dens and Uguori; Examination of the Ch!lrch's Claim to
have Fostered l.earmng; Her Atte pta at Continency even more Ruinolls Hu1n Her Sell·
Indul_gence; The Relative Criminal Statbtics of Catholicism and Protesta11U~m.
In paper, 25 cents.
·
.w
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19. A STUDX OF MATTER.AND MOTI.ON. ~
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primitive implements and tools; proofs oi
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22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth
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the tribe and clan. By .JOHN A. TAYLOR.
28. EVOLUTION OF LAW. How law begins;
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RoBEB'l' G. ECCLES, M.D.
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development of the human han<); the earliest
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TON.
'{g. EVOLUTION OF THE WAGES SYSTEM.
The .definition of wages; economic characteristics of the wage system; wages the outgrowth
of slavery; ori_gin. and development of the
wages system. By PRoF. GEo. GuNToN.
28. EDUOATION AS A FAOTOR IN CIVILIZATION. The 'beginnings of education; early
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Rome: early Ohristian ideas ox ednca~ion;
Catl;l.olic and Protestant views; the common
school system. By Miss CAROLINE B. LE Row.
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The Socialistic Method. By WILLIAM PoTTS.
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Jonn ~. tlems~urg'~ Books.

ONE hour of justice is worth more than
seventy years of prayer. - Oriental
proverb.
·

THE TOCSIN
is ·the title of a little Reform paper hailing
from Omaha, Neb., that bursts mto the harbor of politics and religion like the mighty
little Monitor cut the waves through Hampton
Roads and ran astern the clumsy Merrimac .. ·It

ADVOCATES

THE GREAT RIDDLE (BODY AND MIND).

There is a prisoner in a cell;
How he got there no man can tell;
Prisoner and cell may weigh ten stone,
The cell weighs just the same alone.
There does he liv, and work, and play,
And will until he goes to stay·
The cell does move we do declare,
That is what proves the prisoner there;
No eye hath seen him thereabout,
And none shall see when he goes out.
No one hath seen; no one shall see;
Now tell me how these things can be.
THE great men are the heroes who hav
freed the bodies of men; they are the
philosophers and thinkers who hav given
liberty to the soul; they are the poets who
hav transfigured the common and filled
the lives of many millions with love and
song.. They are the artists who hav
covered- the bare walls of weary life with
the trim:ilphs of genius. They are the
heroes who hav Blain ·the monsters of
ignorance and fear, who hav outgazed the.
Gorgon and driven the cruel gods from
their thrones. They are the inventors,
the discoverers, the great mechanics, the
kings of the useful who hav civilized this
world.-Ingersoll.
THE whole history of criticism has been
a triumph of authors over critics: so long
as criticism has meant the gaging of
literature, so long its progress lias consisted in the reversal of critical judgments
by further experience.
. ; The
ordinary reader, however familiar with
notable blunders of criticism, has little
idea of the degree of regularity, amounting to absolute law, with which criticism,
where it has. set itself in opposition to
freedom of authorship, has been found, in
time, to hav pronounced upon the wrong
side, and has, after infi.nit waste of obstructiv energy, been compelled at last to
accept innovations it had pronounced impossible, under penalty of itself becoming
obsolete.. -'R. G. Moulton.
BUT what precise notionsbad the ancient
nations of these representations [idols]?
What virtue, what power was attributed
to them? Believed they that the gods
descended from heaven to conceal themselva in these statues; or that they communicated to them a part of the divine
spirit; or that they communicated to
them nothing at all? There has been
much very uselessly written on this subject; it is clear that every man judged of
it according to the degree of his reason,
credulity, or fanaticism. It is evident
that the priests attached as much divinity
to their statues as they possibly could, to
attract more offerings. We know that the
philosophers reproved these superstitions,
that warriors laughed at them, that the
magistrates tolerated them, and that the
people, always absurd, knew not what
they did.- Voltaire.
SoME men make their due impression
upon their· generation because a petty
occasion is enough to call forth all their
energies; but are there not others who
would rise to much higher levels, whom
the world has never provoked to make the
effort? I believe there are men now
living who hav never opened their mouths
in a public assembly, in whom nevertheless there is such a well of eloquence that
the appetite of any age could never exhaust it, who pine for an occasion worthy
of them, and will pine till they are dead,
who can admire as well as the rest the flowing speech of the orator, but do yet miss
the thunder. and lightning, and visible
sympathy of the elements which would
garnish their own utterance. The age
may well pine that it cannot put to use the
gift of the gods. He livs on still unconcerned, not needing to be used.- '1 horeau.
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the reign of Right and Justice, and comes indorsed b£ a score of the leading thinkers and
writers o America; it tunes its tone and measures Truth according to the natural law of

EQUAL RICHTS.
Send for a sample copy of the little Yankee
Cheesebox. It has 12 pages the size of the ordinary magazine, and is issued weekly at $1 per year
in advance. It is absolutely impartial, although
necessarily opposed to the popiilar isms of the
day which contravene Equality.

SEBD MEYOUBHOLIDAY OBDEBSI
THE BESTI
~ alse Claims. Revised and Enlarlled
As a Missionary Document it is unexcelled.
Among the subJ ects considered by:. Mr. CRE\m~
burg are: The Church and Morality; nminal Statistics, showin~ the creeds of the
prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Qhurch and
Civilization; the Church and Science; t.h~
Church and Learning; the Qhurch ana Lib·
erty· the Church and the Antislavery Reform;
the Woman's Rights :Movement; the TempElr·
ance Reform; the Church and the Republic.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and Vices

Sanctioned by Scripture; Falsehood and Deception· Cheating· Tneft and Robberyj
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars oi
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; In.
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to
Woman· Unkindness to Children· Cruelty to
Anima,t;; Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism;
Witchcraft; Slavery; Polygamy; Intemper!'nce;
Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy;
Obscenity. Price, single copies\ 25 cents; .6
copies, $1. Special discount on 1arge quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best ..nd
most thorough work ever written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. La:r!l"e and
handsome print. Price, 25 cents; six copies, $1.

Image Breaker. Six Lectures: D~cline

of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; :Washm,g~on
an Unbeliever- Jefferson an Unbeliever; I ame
e,nd Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents;
bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz., 40 cents.
fhomas Paine. Tells the Story_ of ~e
Author-Hero's life, delin.eates the l.ead.mg traits
of his character and gemus, and vmdi.catcs ~us
name from the aspersions cast. upon it. Tributes to Paine's character are givell from more
than one hundred noted per~ons of Euro:Qe a!ld
America many of them wntten expressly for
this work. Second editioR~ 160 pages, printed
on fine tinted paper, neatly bou.~d, ap.d cpn•
taininll" a handsome steel portrrut of PaUl"
' CJutJ.J., 'tU ccu.uo::..
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·"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
.Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adiusted
to heat, cold, and position, beautiful double sunk
dial, and all modern improvements; uuaranteea
a perfect ttmer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
cases, $17· 3-ounce coin silver, $22; 4-ounce, $23.
In best filled gold case, open-face, dust-proof, $2€;
hinged case, $28 to $30; huntin_g, $31 ~o $85; 14
carat, solid gold, $45 to $150. NICkel works, $2
more.
Re!fUiar Grade A.Inerican Watches.Silv~rme case, 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
jewelf!, $9; ditto, adiusted, $11; ditto, 17' jewels,
$15. ~n finer cases. add as above.
·
Ladies' Ainerican Gold Watcheso-All
latest stylesl in plush cases; best filled, 7 iewelsl
$14; 11 jewe s, $15.50; 15 jewels, $20; 14 carat solia
gold, $10 more. Heavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set cases, from $5 to $100 more.
All watches sent with written guarantee, kept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Suudries.-Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $3. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, $2;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80· table spoons
$3.60, knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; ail for $6. Solid
silyer spoons, $1.50 per ounce; solid silver souvemr spoons, $1, $1.25, $1.50 1!!2 to $8.
The Colonel Ingersoil.-Tea, $2.50; orange,
$2.75; sugar, $3;_gilt bowls, 50 cents more. Extra
heavy teas, $8. Etched :
"The Time to be Happ!J ts Bow,"
50 cents extra.
'J'be Torcb of Reason Badge, solid ~rold
enameled in 5 colora, small pins, $2, $2. 75, and
$8.50. With diamonds, $5, $8. Large, $5, $6, $7.50,
$10, $15, $20, 1!!30.
DiaiDondsi 20 per cent. below market prtce.
Send for price ists, cards in colora and gold of
badge, tracts, etc., free. All goods prepata (except knives and forks) and cash refunded atop..
tion. Watch cleaned $1, and returned free.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.

The .Apostle of Liberty. An aadres6 de-

liverea in Paine J:!:all, before the N. E. Fx;eethinkers' Convent10n, January 29, :1884. .Price.
10 cents.

IRON-ClAD AND MANNA SERIES.
-IRON-CLAD SERIES.
1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaug!! ...........•• 25
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake ..... 10
4 Influence of Christianity on CiVilization. 5
Underwood.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller .... .
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ...... 15
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall .. 10
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ................ 10
11 Philoso~h.¥ of Spiritualism. Marvin ........ 50
12 Tyndall s .l:lelfast Inaugural and Portrait ... 25
13 Essay on Miracles. David Hume ............ 10
14 Land Question. Charles Bradlaugh ......... 5
15 Were Adam and Eve Our First Parents?
Charles Bradlaugh.. ... ....... ... .. ... .. .. . 5
16 Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlaugh... 5
18 A Plea for Atheism. Charles Bradlaugli ..... 10
19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoak e...... 5
20 Sup_!)ratition Displayed, with a Letter of
William Pitt. Austin Holyoak e........... 5
21 Defense of Secular Principles. C. Watts.... 5
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts....... . 5
23 The Christian Deity. Charles Watts........ 5
24 Moral Value of the Bible. Charles Watts .• . 5
25 Freethought and Mod. Progress. Watts.... 5
26 Christianity: Its Nature and Influence on
CivilizatiOn. Charles Watts............... 5
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin HoJyoake.... 5
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe?
Austin Holyoake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Charles Watts.. 5
38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh.... .. ... 5
40 Lord's Prayer. Charles Bradla11gh.... .. ... . 5
39 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. l\1. G. H ..... 10
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. C. Watts.. 5
48 Christian Scheme of Redemption. C. Watts 5
44 Logic of Death: or, Wh..rShould the Atheist
Fear to Die? By G. J. HoJyoake .......... 10
47-Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Condition of the People. Charles Bradlaugh ... 5
MANNA SERIES •
1 Original Manna for "God's Chosen."........ 5
8 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh........ 5
4 Whr I was Excommunicated. Barnard...... 20
5 200 ~uestions Without Answers..... . . . . . . . . . . 5
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarin...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops·
by a Weak but Zealous Christian .......... 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy- 5
· oake................•..•.................•.... 5
9 New Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh ..•..•. 5
10 A Few Words about the Devil................. 5
11 New Life of Jacob............................. 5
12 Daniel, the-Dreamer. Austin Ho!.Yoake ..... 10
18 Specimen of the Bible: .Esther. Holyoake .. 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H ......... 10
15 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H .... 10 ·
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh.... .... 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugli....... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? .C. Bradlaugh...... 5
19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh.... 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh..... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ....•. 10
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will send
$1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; $5 worth
for $8, and $1Q wo~;th for $5, . • .

THE clerics and their lay allies commonly tell us, that if we refuse to admit
that there is good ground for expressing
definit convictions about certain topics
[religion], human society will dissolve
and mankind lapse into savagery. There
are several answers to this assertion. on·e
is that the bonds of human society were
formed without the aid of their theology;.
and, in the opinion of not a few competent
judges, hav been weakened rather than
strengthened by a good deal of it. Greek
science1 Greek art, the ethics of old Israel,
the soc1al organization of old Rome, contrived to come into being without the
help of anyone who believed in a single
distinctiv article of the simplest of the
Christi~n creeds. The ~iencet. ~he art,
the jur1spr~dence, th,e chie~. poutical and
social theones of the modern world hav
grown out of those of Greece and Ronienot by favor, but in the teeth of, the
fundamental teachings of early Christianity, to which .science, a~t, and an:y serious
occupation With the things of this world,
were alike despicable.-Huxley,
Price,

Roaring Lion on the Track.·
Btl M. BABOOOK.
10 cents.
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Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick.
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Tlf£ HOT £D SPECIALIST.

j

·For Men Only,
Is a physician of a wide and extensive practice,
and his remedies are of the best. The Doctor
treats all those peculiar diseases of young and
middle-aged men, as the result of youthful errors
and excesses, causing Early Decar. Loss of Manhood, Wasting Discharges\.Vancocele, Mental
And Physical Debility, Iuiocy, Insanity,'·and
Dlf.a;ihose afllicted and who are desirous of being
cured a booklet of some 88 pages will be sent to
their address for ten cents\ sealed ·in a flain
envelope, giving causes ana S~ptoill!l o the
Complaint and a description of the Doctor's important medical discovery-an Outward Application-a. positive cure-the only. remedy of the
kind in existence-with evidences of success.
Address,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. J.
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With Portra.i.t, Biogra.phical Sketch, a.nd Articles
onPra.yer.
Pa.per, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address a.nd Portra.i.t only, 69 pp., 10 oents.

The Clergyman's Victims.
A LIBERAL S'I OR Y.
8y MBS.. E. J BALL.

Price, 25 cents.

Creed of Christendom.
oundatlon Contratted with Its Superstructure,
BY W. R. GREG.
.
Complete in 1 vol., 12mo, 399pp., $1.50.

Brain and the Bible.
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology.
By EDGAB 0. BEALL.

Preface ·f.)y R. G. INGERSOLL.
Una.nswerable.

Price, $1.

INGfRSOLL'S- WORKS.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's

ONI ..i AUTHORIZED BDITIONS.

ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the grea.testa.rgnment everma.dein a. ca.se
of this kind, a.nd will be a. model for the Ba.r so
long a.s the Christia.ns use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Chrietianpersecution is going on this argument should be
freely circnla.ted, read t.o the Christia.ns, a.nd expounded on every occa.swn.
In pa.per, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH REEKER,
28 La.fayette pla.ce, New Yark.

11

With Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."
Principal Works: Gods and Other Lect-

Photo~;ra.~h of Colonel Ingersoll, with his
gr&ndchild m his lap, a. delicate little sam enir of
Amerioa.'s grea.test orator and Freedom's gre&t£st
champion a.t home, ma.y be ha.d a.t this office for
fifty cents.

the Truth Seeker Library.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hun-

dred of the most distinguished teachers and
P.hilosophers (who were not Christians)i from
the time of Menu to the present. By D. l'l • Bennett. 1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Champions of the Churc1t : Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical
sketches of prominent Christians. A comyanion book to' The World's Sages," etc. ByD.M.
Bennett. 8v o, 1,119 pages. :Morocco, gilt edges

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full ac-

ures; Ghosts and Other Lectures; Some Mistakes of Moses ; Interviews on Talma.ge ; Wha.t
Must We Do to Be Saved? Blas_phemy; Crimes
Aga.inst Criminals. 1141 pages. ln one vol., half
ca.lf, $5.
.

Prose Poems and Selections. From his
T H I RD

BIBLE

E 0 IT I 0 N.

MYTHS~

AND THEIR PARALLELS lN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING A

Cemparlson of the Old and New Testament Myths and llliracles with those
_of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING,
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

count of all the gods the nations of the ea.rth
ha.ve worshiped, including_ ,Jehovah, Satan, the
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chris~ Virgj.n iHar:v,-band. the
Bible. 835 pages, 8vo. vol. II descq es f~lly
all religious systems of the world, mcludmg
Judaism, Moha.mmedanism, ann Christianity;
the la.tter occupying_ 372_j)ages, being fully_go_ne
into. 949 pages. By ]). J\1. Bennett. Written in prison a.t Alba.ny. In clo~h. $3 per volume or $5 for the two volumes; m leather, $7;
in m'orocco, gilt edges, $8.

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

in youl' meetings, to make them lively a.~d inter·
eating. Tmc LIBERAL Hnm.Boox cout11o1ns song!
by the best poets, ada.pted to well-known tunes
It il hilLhlY recommended by Messrs. Wakema.n.
Pafton, Wmht, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker
and, indeed. b:v all who ha.v exa.mined it. Prioe
~.118J1,U,
A.ddrelll 'Do TBUTB SDED ~

Ghosts and Other Lectures. £ncluding

Liberty of 1\fa.n, W oma.n, a.nd Child;_,The Declara.tion of Independence; About .11a.rmil\g in
Illinois; Speech Nomina.ting_ James G. Bla.ine
for Presidency in 1876; The Grant Banquet ; A
Tribute to Rev. Alex. Cla.rke; The Pa.st Rises
Before Me Like a. Dream ; and A Tribute to
Ebon C. Ingersoll. Pa.per, 50o. ; cloth, $1.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Contents: Some

Mista.kes of Moses; Free Schools· The Politician•; Ma.n a.nd Woma.n; The Penta.teucil;
Monday, 'fuesda.y_, Wednesday, Thnrsda.y, He
Made the Rtars Also, Friday, Sa.turda.y, Let Ue
Ma.ke Man.t.Sunday, The Necessitv-for a. Good
Memory, 'J:he Ga.rclen, The Fall. Da.mpness,
Bacchus a.nd Ba.bel, Faith in Filth, the Hebrews,
The Plagues, The Fli~,:ht, Confess a.nd Avoid,
Inspired Slavery, Marna.ge, War, Religions Liberty; Conclusion. Pa.per, 50c.; cloth, $1.

Blasphemy.

Ar~entbyR.

G. Ingersoll

in tbe Tna.l of C. B. Reynolds, a.t Mornstown,
N.J... Paper, 25c.; cloth, 5Qo.

What Must We Do to Be Saved 7 Analyzes

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

V8K Tim

Gods Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality,
Heretics a.nd Heresies. Pa.per, 50C. ; cloth, $1.

views with the Fa.mous Orator on Six Sermons
) by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talma.ge, of Brookl_yn, to
which is _a.dded A Ta.lma.gian \)a.techism. .l'a.per.
50c.; pla.in cloth, $1.25; do. giltt~ps extra., ~1.00.

tlie rea.lity of divine revela.tion. Decidediy the
most thorough a.ncl e:cha.ustive 'York on the
ola.ims of sUP.ernaturahsm ever wntten. By F.
W. Newrna.n, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1.115 pa.ges, Svo. In cloth, $4;
lea.ther, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.

Gods and Other Lectures. Comprising The

Interviews on Talmage. Being Six Inter-

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into

Including The Age of Reason, Exa.mina.tion of
Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of Llanda:f!. Letters to Mr. Erskme, Essa.y on. J?rea.ms, Le.tter
to Ca.mille Jordan, The Religion of Deism~
Common Sense, The Crisis, a.nd t~e Right~ or
Ma.n · the whole preceded by the Life of Pa.me,
a.nd ' a. steel-pla.te portra.it. SOO p!joges, Svo.
Cloth, $3; lea.ther, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.
.A.Iialysis of Religions Be~ef. An exa.mina.tion of the Creeds, J;!,Ites, a.nd Sa.cred
writings of the World. B_y VIscount Alp.berley,
son of the la.te Lord John Russell 1 tWice Premier of Engla.nd. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pa.ges, Svo. In cloth, $8.
The foregoing volumes a.re called "The Truth
Beeker Libra.ry." If a.ll a.re ordered together a.nd
sent by exP.resshone dolla.r Wlll be deducted from
the pnce of ea.c .

Writings a.nd Sayings. Silk cloth, $2.50; half
oolf, $4.50; ha.lt mor., $5; tnrkey mor., $7.50;
tree ca.lf, $9.

Hindoo Virgin and Child.
The worship of the "Holy Virgin," the "Q..ueen o€ Heaven," the "Mother of God," etc., which has become one of
the grand features of Roman Catholicism, was a tenet of
faith for centuries before the virgin now adored was born.
In India, they have worshiped for ages, Maha Devi-Tbe
Great Goddess-and have temples erected in honor of her
Like her Roman counterpart she is the Goddess with ~
thousand names, As Devaki, she is the mother of Vishnu 1
the Preserving god, in the form of Krishna.
"The gods
invisible to mortals," says the Vishnu Ptn·ana (p. 5 02 )
. "celebrated her praise continually from the time that Vishnu
was contained in her person." She is represented in Moor's
Hindu Pantheon, adorned with jewels, and the infant Saviour
at her breast. BIBLE MYTHS shows that nearly all nations of
antiquity worshipped a Virgin Mother-Goddess.

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 :E'ages. I'rice, $2.50,
Sent post-paid by the

TRUTil

SJ>EKER.

the so-ca.lled gos_pels of Ma.tthew, Ma.rk, Luke,
a.nd John, a.nd devotes a. chapter ea.ch to ·the
Oa.tholic!!t Episcopa.lia.ns, Methodists, Presbyteria.ns, -'"V&ngelica.l Allia.noe, a.nd answers tlie
question of the Christians 8.a to wha.t he proposes instea.d of Christianity, the religion of
sword a.nd fiame. Pa.per, 25c.

Thomas Paine's Vindication. A Reply to

the New York Observer's Atta.ck upon the
Author-hero of the Revolution... b;y R. G. Inger.
soli,;.,. t(lgether with A Roman ua.tholic Cana.rd,
by w. H. Burr. Pa.per, 15c.

Limitations of Toleration. A Discussion
between Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Han. Frederic R.
Coudert, a.nd Ex-Govern,.,. Stewa.rt L. Wood.
ford. Pa.per,10c.

Orthodoxy. A Lecture. Paper, 10c.
Civil" Rights Speech. With Speech of
Ron. Freaerick Dougla.ss. Pa.per, tOe.

Opening Speecl1 to the Jury : In the suit

of the B. &; M. Tel. Co. va. W. lJ. Tel. Co.. 1886.
"woflr, 10 cents.

BIBLE MORALS.
Twenty Ot"imes and Vice~
6q,nctioned by Scriptut"e.,
.JJ:v J. E. B!IW!I;!!VBG. Price,. . 25. - cents.
. .........
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